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September 29, 2017 

Request Number: 2017-05901 

U.S. Department of Justice 
Federal Bureau of Prisons 

Central Office 
320 First St., NW 

Washington, DC 20534 

Pursuant to our discussions, provided herein as satisfaction of Freedom of 
Information Act (FOIA) 2017-05901 request are the litigation records from our Content 
Manager e-storage system for approximately the last 10 years in cases in which the 
Federal Bureau of Prisons (BOP) was a party and in which either a settlement or 
judgment was entered in an amount $1,000 or more. 

To assist in your understanding of the records provided and in navigating their 
contents, the following information is provided. The records are divided into seven files, 
one each for the six Bureau of Prisons regions and our Central Office. These files 
represent some 9,277 pages of records, of which 7,796 pages are released in full or 
with very few redactions, as will be described for each of the files below. 

Regarding the Central Office records, we have located 511 pages of responsive 
records in the Central Office files. After a careful review of these 511 pages of 
responsive records, and applying our discretionary release authority, we have 
determined that 510 pages were appropriate for release in full. Only page 478 has 
been withheld from production in full. That document is a Statement of Reasons, the 
last page of Order of Judgment and Conviction, which is being withheld as a result of 
the application of exemption (b)(6) and (b)(7)(C) of the FOIA, which concern the release 
of records which would constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion of the personal privacy 
of third parties and the release of records or information compiled for law enforcement 
purposes which could reasonably be expected to constitute an unwarranted invasion of 
the personal privacy of third parties, respectively. Additionally, the Statement of 
Reasons indicates on the face of the form that its contents are not for public disclosure. 
The only other redactions which appear on any pages of these records were not made 
contemporaneously with the release process now underway. Pages 120 - 137 contain 
a report of investigation of the Department of Justice Office of Inspector General (OIG) 
which the plaintiff in the action against BOP must have requested from the OIG during 
2004. Similarly, at pages 177 and 178 appear two documents that plaintiff appears to 
have requested from the Bureau of Prisons in 2005. All of these pages of documents 
that contain redactions were utilized in support of his litigation some years ago, and the 
redactions are not the result of our current efforts. Lastly, in situations where the 
litigation case file did not include evidence of a settlement, but the entry of information in 



the Content Manager system by the individual who filed the records indicated a 
settlement amount that made the records responsive (as involving a settlement or 
judgment of $1,000 or more) we have printed off what we refer to as the Content 
Manager "Face Sheet" which provides the settlement information. An example of this 
can be found at page 38 of the Central Office file; this technique was also employed 
relative to one other case included in the 510 pages of fully released records. 

Regarding the Bureau of Prisons Mid-Atlantic Regional Office (MARO) records, we 
have located 867 pages of responsive records in the MARO files. After a careful review 
of these 867 pages of responsive records, and applying our discretionary release 
authority, we have determined that 773 pages were appropriate for release in full. A 
total of 80 pages have been withheld in their entirety. These 80 pages include five 
pages of records that would have been at pages 162 - 166 of the MARO records and 
which contain a complete recitation of the claimant/plaintiff's medical records; those 
pages have been withheld in their entirety as a result of the application of the 
aforementioned exemption (b)(6) of the FOIA. The remaining pages that have been 
withheld in their entirety include (at pages 383 - 401) an entire tort claim investigation, 
and elsewhere (at pages 362 - 369; 403 - 406; 524- 532; 544- 552; 671 - 689; and 
7 45 - 751) which consist of privileged legal liability analysis memoranda and have been 
withheld as a result of the application of exemption (b)(5) of the FOIA, which concerns 
the release of pre-decisional advisory matters. Fourteen pages of records have been 
released with partial redactions of certain information. These redactions include 
medical information concerning the claimant/plaintiff (page 167); the name of the tort 
claim investigator and a recommendation regarding the disposition of a tort claim (page 
382); the name of a BOP employee and that individual's e-mail address, and bank 
account and routing numbers (pages 518 - 521 ); bank account numbers (pages 604 
and 668); pre-decisional advisory matters relating to the disposition of a tort claim 
(pages 741 - 742 and 744); bank account and routing numbers (pages 776 and 783); 
and pre-decisional advisory matters relating to the disposition of a tort claim (page 851 ), 
all of which were redacted as a result of the application of the aforementioned FOIA 
exemptions (b)(5) and (b)(6), as well as (b)(7)(C), which concerns the release of records 
compiled for law enforcement purposes which, if released, could reasonably be 
expected to constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy. Lastly, in situations 
where the litigation case file did not include evidence of a settlement, but the entry of 
information in the Content Manager system by the individual who filed the records 
indicated a settlement amount that made the records responsive, we have again printed 
off and released the Content Manager "Face Sheet" which provides the settlement 
information. Examples of this can be found at pages 200, 553, 619, 852, and 867. 

Regarding the Bureau of Prisons North Central Regional Office (NCRO) records, we 
have located 2,033 pages of responsive records in the NCRO files. After a careful 
review of these 2,033 pages of responsive records, and applying our discretionary 
release authority, we have determined that 1,871 pages were appropriate for release in 
full. A total of 162 pages have been withheld in their entirety; 153 of these pages (at 
pages 162 - 63; (Clark case); 302 - 307 (Chess case); 383- 386 (Buechel case); 467 
-471 (Gil case); 607 -615 (McClinton case); 733- 738 (Anderson case); 809- 814 
(Rappe case); 1,163 - 1,166 (Estate of Adam Montoya case); 1,179 - 1,188, and 2,029 
- 2,033 (Cunningham case); 1,206 - 1,214 (Hudson case); 1,254 - 1,259 (Hildebrand 
case); 1,272 - 1,280 and 1,318 - 1,326 (Penick case); 1,384 - 1,389 (Drake case); 



1,404 - 1,413 (Mika Hilare on behalf of Stafford Hilare case) 1,418 -1,425 and 1,436 -
1,443 (Pappas case); 1,826 - 1,843 (Fritts case); 1,923 - 1,925 (Williams case); 1,957 
- 1,960 and 1,962 - 1,965 (Jones cases); and 1,995 - 2,000 (Sachsenmaier case)) 
which consist of privileged legal liability analysis memoranda and have been withheld as 
a result of the application of the aforementioned exemption (b)(5) of the FOIA. The 
remaining nine pages (pages 254 - 256 and 1,328 - 1,333) withheld in their entirety 
consist of a medical evaluation of an inmate and a medical opinion regarding an 
inmate's condition; these pages were withheld as a result of the application of the 
aforementioned exemption (b)(6) of the FOIA. Approximately seven pages of records 
have been released with partial redactions of certain information; these redactions 
include the names of BOP employees involved in the investigation of a prison fight and 
the name of a BOP inmate other than a claimant also involved in that situation (pages 
251 - 253), the redactions of e-mail addresses of BOP or DOJ employees involved in 
processing payment for a claim (page 219), and bank account information from 
settlement agreements (pages 56, 221, 225, and 2,022), all redactions pursuant to the 
application of the aforementioned FOIA exemption (b)(6) as well as (b)(7)(C), which 
concerns the release of records compiled for law enforcement purposes which, if 
released, could reasonably be expected to constitute an unwarranted invasion of 
personal privacy. Lastly, in situations where the litigation case file did not include 
evidence of a settlement, but the entry of information in the Content Manager system by 
the individual who filed the records indicated a settlement amount that made the records 
responsive, we have printed off the Content Manager "Face Sheet" which provides the 
settlement information. Examples of this can be found at pages 381, 472, 481, 622, 
660, 1,167, 1,334, 1,389, 1,689, 1,701, 1,784, 1,965, 2,008, 2,026, and 2,028. 

Regarding the Bureau of Prisons Northeastern Regional Office (NERO) records, we 
have located 848 pages of responsive records in the NERO files. After a careful review 
of these 848 pages of responsive records, and applying our discretionary release 
authority, we have determined that 827 pages were appropriate for release in full. A 
total of 21 pages have been withheld in their entirety; nine of these pages are at 466 -
4 7 4 (Mitchell case); 10 of the pages are at 779 - 788 (Chicarielli case); and two of the 
pages are at 829 - 830 (Ram case), which consist of privileged legal liability analysis 
memoranda and have been withheld as a result of the application of the aforementioned 
exemption (b)(5) of the FOIA. Consistent with the records pertaining to other regions, 
where the litigation case file did not include evidence of a settlement, but the entry of 
information in the Content Manager system by the individual who filed the records 
indicated a settlement amount that made the records responsive, we have printed off 
and released the Content Manager "Face Sheet" which provides individual case 
settlement information. Examples of these "Face Sheets" can be found at pages 1, 3, 
61,124, 190,246,263,289,446,476,496,584,592,608,621,and831. 

Regarding the Bureau of Prisons Southeastern Regional Office (SERO) records, we 
have located 1,341 pages of responsive records in the SERO files. After a careful 
review of these 1,341 pages of responsive records, and applying our discretionary 
release authority, we have determined that 1,091 pages were appropriate for release in 
full. A total of 249 pages have been withheld in their entirety: 27 of these pages are at 
269 - 295 (Irwin case); eight pages at 338 - 345 (West case); seven pages at 516 -
522 (Hensarling case); 12 pages at 543 - 554 (Beck case); six pages at 567 - 572 
(Hernandez case); 608 - 627 and 628 - 653 (an original and updated memo for the 



Alverado case; nine pages at 730 - 738 (Bennett case); 19 pages at 7 46 - 762 and 763 
- 764 ( an original and updated memo for the Michael Cruz case); 16 pages at 843 -
858 (Edwin Cruz case); 13 pages at 898 - 910 (Ellington case); 28 pages at 1,063 -
1,090 (Riopedre case); three pages at 1,127 - 1,129 (Carter case); 12 pages at 1,135 -
1 , 146 (Alessi case); 23 pages at 1,254 - 1,276 (Withers case); and one page at 1 ,298 
and 19 pages at 1 ,323 - 1,341 (Brons case), which consist of privileged legal liability 
analysis memoranda and have been withheld as a result of the application of the 
aforementioned exemption (b)(5) of the FOIA. Additionally, bank routing, account, and 
Federal Reserve numbers were redacted from settlement agreements appearing at 
pages 767 and 1,252 pursuant to the aforementioned FOIA exemption b(6). I would 
also note that the redactions which appear on pages 302 - 304, and the poor quality of 
documents at pages 305, 306, and 311, appear to be the result of the use of documents 
requested pursuant to an unrelated FOIA request by the plaintiff in that case, and the 
use of poor-quality documents in litigation by the plaintiff, as the precisely same 
limitations regarding those records are noted in the same pages contained in that case's 
electronic records available by the use of PACER. Finally, I noted in my final review 
that pages 346 - 353 may be duplicate pages; I apologize if that is the case, as we 
have exerted great energy to.ensure that duplicate documents are not part of our 
releases to you. Again, where the litigation case file did not include evidence of a 
settlement, but the entry of information in the Content Manager system by the individual 
who filed the records indicated a settlement amount that made the records responsive, 
we have again printed off and released the Content Manager "Face Sheet" which 
provides individual case settlement information pages 1, 33, 51, 354, 523, 555, 573, 
654, and 769. 

Regarding the Bureau of Prisons South Central Regional Office (SCRO) records, we 
have located 1,390 pages of responsive records in the SCRO files. After a careful 
review of these 1,390 pages of responsive records, and applying our discretionary 
release authority, we have determined that 1,249 pages were appropriate for release; 
six of those 1,249 pages (76, 529, 818, 843, 1,142, and 1,190) have redactions of bank 
routing, account, and/or Federal Reserve numbers from settlement agreements, and 
one page (293) has a redaction of the Social Security Number of the plaintiff, all these 
redactions the result of the application of the aforementioned exemption b(6) of the 
FOIA. A total of 141 pages have been withheld in their entirety; three of these pages 
are at 213 - 215 (Benavides case); two pages at 273- 274 (Gonzales case); four 
pages at 41 O - 413 (Weathington case); 26 pages at 443 - 468 (Hall case); two pages 
at 524 and 526 (Medrano case); two pages at 609- 610 (Dale case); 11 pages at 782 -
792 (Lamer case); nine pages at 825 - 833 (Baker case); 24 pages at 968 - 991 
(Clarke case); 17 pages at 1,015 - 1,031 (Ruiz case); 14 pages at 1,145 - 1,156 and 
1,162 - 1,163 (Smith case, government memos) and 11 pages at 1,165 - 1,175 (Smith 
case defense submission); one page at 1,226 (Pierce case, settlement justification 
discussion, settlement amount not redacted); five pages at 1,227 - 1,231 (Pierce case); 
eight pages at 1,247 - 1,254 (Simpson case); and one page at 1,347 (Bynum case), 
which consist of privileged legal liability analysis memoranda and have been withheld as 
a result of the application of the aforementioned exemption (b)(5) of the FOIA. As has 
been our previous practice, where the litigation case file did not include evidence of a 
settlement, but the entry of information in the Content Manager system by the individual 
who filed the records indicated a settlement amount that made the records responsive, 
we have again printed off and released the Content Manager "Face Sheet" which 



provides individual case settlement information pages 432, 689, 1,032, 1,255, 1,387, 
and 1,390. 

Finally, regarding the Bureau of Prisons Western Regional Office (WXRO) records, 
we have located 2,287 pages of responsive records in the WXRO files. After a careful 
review of these 2,287 pages of responsive records, and applying our discretionary 
release authority, we have determined that 1,475 pages were appropriate for release; 
five of those 1,475 pages (52, 1,422, 1,573, 2,137, and 2,178) have redactions of bank 
routing, account, and/or Federal Reserve numbers from settlement agreements, all 
redactions pursuant to FOIA exemption b(6), which concerns the release of records 
which would constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion of the personal privacy of third 
parties. A total of 812 pages have been withheld in their entirety; 270 of those pages 
consist of advisory memoranda or communications in which the Bureau of Prisons 
attorneys (and in two cases, plaintiff's attorney) responsible for either the claim or 
litigation at issue advised the regional counsel, or the court or mediation authority, 
regarding the merits of the claim or litigation and opined on the appropriateness of 
settling the claim, and were withheld pursuant to FOIA exemption b(5), which concerns 
the release of pre-decisional advisory matters. These withholdings are at pages 59 -
68 (Lisonbee case); 183 - 185 (Northington case); 298 - 310 (Murillo case); 397 - 403 
(Vincent case, plaintiff's submission); 1,440 - 1,441 (Richardson case); 1,540 - 1,553 
(Cottini case); 1,601 (Montenegro case); 1,859 - 1,906 (Satterwhite case, government 
memorandum) and 1,907 - 2,029 (Satterwhite case, plaintiffs memorandum); 2,065 -
2,084 (Conner case); 2,099 - 2,101 and 2,104 - 2,113 (Furtney case); 2,146 - 2,148 
(Skurdal case); 2,227 - 2,232 (Argento case); and 2,259 - 2,265 (Halemau case). 
Additionally, 542 of the 2,287 pages of records have been withheld in their entirety 
under both the aforementioned b(5) and b(6) FOIA exemptions; these are large portions 
of the attachments to plaintiffs settlement memorandum in the Vincent case (the cover 
letter narrative is at pages 397 - 403); the redacted attachment pages are at 461 - 733 
(plaintiff's deposition); 734 - 952; 963 - 986; 989 - 996; and 1,052 - 1,056 (plaintiff's 
medical records); and 1,066 - 1,087 and 1,094 - 1,104 (plaintiff's medical records and 
life care/rehabilitation plans). As has been our previous practice, where the litigation 
case file did not include evidence of a settlement, but the entry of information in the 
Content Manager system by the individual who filed the records indicated a settlement 
amount that made the records responsive, we have again printed off and released the 
Content Manager "Face Sheet" which provides individual case settlement information. 
Examples of these "Face Sheets" can be found at pages 311, 1,162, 1,442, 1,575, 
1,602, 2,052, 2,140, 2,187, 2,266, and 2,287. Additionally, I note that the settlement 
amount in the Willis case can be located at page 1,412. 

If you have questions about this response please feel free to contact the 
undersigned, this office, or the Federal Bureau of Prisons' (BOP) FOIA Public Liaison, 
Mr. C. Darnell Stroble at 202-616-7750, 320 First Street NW, Suite 936, Washington DC 
20534, or ogc_efoia@bop.gov. 

Additionally, you may contact the Office of Government Information Services (OGIS) 
at the National Archives and Records Administration to inquire about the FOIA 
mediation services they offer. The contact information for OGIS is as follows: Office of 
Government Information, Services, National Archives and Records Administration, 
Room 2510, 8601 Adelphi Road, College Park, Maryland 20740-6001; e-mail at 



ogis@nara.gov; telephone at 202-741-5770; toll free at 1-877-684-6448; or facsimile at 
202-741-5769. 

If you are not satisfied with my response to this request, you may administratively 
appeal by writing to the Director, Office of Information Policy (OIP), United States 
Department of Justice, Suite 11050, 1425 New York Avenue, NW, Washington, DC 
20530-0001, or you may submit an appeal through OIP's FOIAonline portal by creating 
an account at: https://foiaonline.regulations.gov/foia/action/public/home. Your appeal 
must be postmarked or electronically transmitted within 90 days of the date of my 
response to your request. If you submit your appeal by mail, both the letter and the 
envelope should be clearly marked "Freedom of Information Act Appeal." 

Sincerely, 

Ian Guy 

Su pervisorv Attorney 

Siqned by: BOP 

9/29/2017 



Explanation of FOIA Exemptions Used by the Federal Bureau of Prisons 

5 U.S.C. § 552(b)(1) protects classified information. 

5 U.S.C. § 552(b)(2) concerns matters related solely to internal agency personnel rules or 
practices. 

5 U.S.C. § 552(b)(3) concerns matters specifically exempted from release by statute. 

5 U.S.C. § 552(b)(4) concerns trade secrets and commercial or financial information obtained 
from a person that is privileged or confidential. 

5 U.S.C. § 552(b)(5) concerns certain inter- and intra-agency communications protected by the 
deliberative process privilege, the attorney work-product privilege, and/or the attorney-client 
privilege. 

5 U.S.C. § 552(b)(6) concerns material the release of which would constitute a clearly 
unwarranted invasion of the personal privacy of third parties. 

5 U.S.C. § 552(b)(7)(A) concerns records or information compiled for law enforcement purposes 
the release of which could reasonably be expected to interfere with enforcement proceedings. 

5 U.S.C. § 552(b)(7)(B) concerns records or information compiled for law enforcement purposes 
the release of which would deprive a person of a right to a fair trial or an impartial adjudication. 

5 U.S.C. § 552(b)(7)(C) concerns records or information compiled for law enforcement purposes 
the release of which could reasonably be expected to constitute an unwarranted invasion of the 
personal privacy of third parties. 

5 U.S.C. § 552(b)(7)(D) concerns records or information compiled for law enforcement purposes 
the release of which could reasonably be expected to disclose the identities of confidential 
sources and information furnished by such sources. 

5 U.S.C. § 552(b)(7)(E) concerns records or information compiled for law enforcement purposes 
the release of which would disclose techniques and procedures for law enforcement 
investigations or prosecutions. 

5 U.S.C. § 552(b)(7)(F) concerns records or information compiled for law enforcement purposes 
the release of which could reasonably be expected to endanger the life or personal safety of an 
individual. 

5 U.S.C. § 552(b)(8) concerns matters that are "contained in or related to examination, 
operating, or condition reports prepared by, on behalf of, or for the use of an agency responsible 
for the regulation or supervision of financial institutions." 

5 U.S.C. § 552(b)(9) concerns geological and geophysical information and data, including 
maps, concerning wells. 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

ELOISE T. WORMLEY, 
2303 BROOKS DRIVE 
APARTMENT 104 
SUITLAND, MD 20746 

V. 

Plaintiff, 

THE UNITED ST ATES OF AMERICA 
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 
P.O. BOX888 
BENJAMIN FRANKLIN STATION 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20044 

THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 
OFFICE OF RISK MANAGEMENT, 441 
4TII STREET, NW 
SUITE 800 SOUTH 
WASHINGTON, DC 20001 

CORRECTIONS CORPORATION OF 
AMERICA 
102 WOODMONT BOULEVARD, 
SUITE800 
NASHVILLE, TN 37205 

REYNOLDS & ASSOCIATES, INC., 
D/B/A WASHINGTON HALFWAY 
HOMES 
1430 G. ST., NE 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) COMPLAINT AND 
) DEMANDFORJURYTRIAL 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

CASE NO.~---

Case: 1 :08-cv-00449 
Assigned To: Kollar-Kotelly, Colleen 
Assign. Date : 3/14/2008 
Description: Civil Rights-Non-Employ. 

RECEIVED 

APl-l 2 ' 7008 

dUHEAu OF PRISONS 
OGCAJTIGATION BRANCH 

-------------' 



HARLEY G. LAPPIN ) 
DIRECTOR ) 
FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS ) 
OFFICE OF GENERAL COUNSEL, ) 
CENTRAL OFFICE ) 
320 FIRST ST., NW, ) 
WASHINGTON, DC 20534 ) 

RANDAL WHITE 
INSTITUTIONAL COMMUNITY 
OFFICER, 
FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS 
OFFICE OF GENERAL COUNSEL, 
CENTRAL OFFICE 
320 FIRST ST., NW, 
WASHINGTON, DC 20534 

DEVON BROWN, 
DIRECTOR 
D.C. DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS 
1923 VERMONT AVENUE, NW 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20003 

SEAN MCLEOD 
DEPU1Y UNITED STATES MARSHAL 
OFFICE OF GENERAL COUNSEL 
12THFLOOR 
WASHINGTON, DC 20530-1000 

DA YID BALDWIN 
DEPU1Y UNITED STA TES MARSHAL 
OFFICE OF GENERAL COUNSEL 
12TH FLOOR 
WASHINGTON, DC 20530-1000 

DONNASCOTI 
UNITED STATES MARSHALS 
SERVICE 
OFFICE OF GENERAL COUNSEL 
12THFLOOR 
WASHINGTON, DC 20530-1000 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
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OFFICER TUTTWILER 
CASE MANAGER 
CORRECTIONS CORPORATION OF 
AMERICA 
102 WOODMONT BOULEY ARD, 
SUITE 800 
NASHVILLE, TN 37205 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

JOHN OR JANE DOE 1 ) 
INMATE RECORDS OFFICER ) 
FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS ) 
OFFICE OF GENERAL COUNSEL, ) 
CENTRAL OFFICE ) 
320 FIRST ST., NW, ) 
WASHINGTON, DC 20534 ) 

JOHN OR JANE DOES 2-10 
UNNAMED OFFICERS 
AND EMPLOYEES 
CORRECTIONS CORPORATION OF 
AMERICA 
102 WOODMONT BOULEY ARD, 
SUITE 800 
NASHVILLE, TN 37205 

JOHN OR JANE DOES 11-20 
UNNAMED OFFICERS 
AND EMPLOYEES 
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 
DEP ARlMENT OF CORRECTIONS 
D.C. DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS 
1923 VERMONT A VENUE, NW 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20003 

JOHN OR JANE DOES 21-30 
UNNAMED OFFICERS 
AND EMPLOYEES 
UNITED STATES 
MARSHALS SERVICE 
OFFICE OF GENERAL COUNSEL 
12THFLOOR 
WASHINGTON, DC 20530-1000 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
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) 
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) 
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JOHN OR JANE DOES 31-40 
UNNAMED OFFICERS 
AND EMPLOYEES 
REYNOLDS & ASSOCIATES, 
O/B/A WASHINGTON HALFWAY 
HOMES 
1430 G. ST., NE 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

JOHN OR JANE DOE 41 ) 
UNNAMED OFFICER ) 
AND EMPLOYEE ) 
FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS ) 
OFFICE OF GENERAL COUNSEL, ) 
CENTRAL OFFICE ) 
320 FIRST ST., NW, ) 
WASHINGTON, DC 20534 ) 

) 

COMPLAINT 

Plaintiff, Eloise T. Wormley, by and through her attorneys, brings the following action 

for damages arising out of the United States Constitution and the laws of the United States and 

the District of Columbia, under 42 U.S.C. § 1983 and Bivens v. Six Unknown Named Agents, 

403 U.S. 388 ( 1971 ), the Federal Tort Claims Act, District of Columbia Code and District of 

Columbia Common Law, and alleges as follows: 

NATURE OF THE ACTION 

1. This is an action to recover for the five~month unlawful incarceration of Plaintiff 

Eloise Theresa Wonnley. Her unlawful imprisonment was due to the willful and negligent acts 

and omissions of a host of federal and District officers and employees. Ms. Wormley was 

wrongfully imprisoned from October 22, 2006 until March 19, 2007, first in the Correctional 

Treatment Facility (CTF) in Washington, D.C., then in the Central Detention Facility (CDF). 

For that period of detention, she was never brought before a judge, she was never appointed a 
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lawyer, she was never advised of her rights. And for that five month period, she was never 

accurately told by anyone why she was in jail, or how long she could expect to remain there

not by the U.S. Marshals who issued and executed an invalid detainer, not by the officers or 

administrators at CTF who breached their duty to inform her of the detainer, and not by her CTF 

case manager, from whom Ms. Wormley repeatedly sought answers. There was no justification 

for that five-month period of incarceration. And she was unlawfully detained against a backdrop 

of widespread publicity of the problem of unlawful imprisonment of inmates at CDF and CTF 

through news stories, government reports, and the widely-reported multi-million dollar class 

action settlement in Bynum, et al. v. District of Columbia, No. 02-0956 (D.D.C.), providing all 

Defendants with actual and constructive knowledge that inmates at CDF and CTF were at an 

extreme risk of overdetention. She now seeks compensation from the individuals and entities 

that falsely imprisoned her, breached their duties of care, and denied Ms. Wormley her due 

process right to a hearing before depriving her of her liberty and property. 

JURISDICTION AND VENUE 

2. This Court has jurisdiction under 28 U.S. C. § 13 31 and the U.S. Constitution. 

3. Venue is proper in this district under 28 U.S.C. § 1391. A substantial part of the 

events or omissions alleged herein occurred within the District of Columbia. 

4. Plaintiff brings causes of action under the Fe.deral Tort Claims Act ("FTCA"), 28 

U.S.C. §§ 2671 et seq., after having exhausted her administrative remedies. 

PARTIES 

5. Plaintiff Eloise T. Wonnley ("Ms. Wormley'') is a fifty-four year old Army 

veteran currently living in Suitland, Maryland, and working at the Veteran's Administration 

Hospital in Washington, D.C. 
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6. Defendant United States of America is the proper defendant under the FTCA and 

is named as a defendant by and through the actions of the following agencies' officers: 

(a) United States Marshals Service ("USMS"), which employed Defendants 

Sean McLeod, David Baldwin, Donna Scott, and John or Jane Does 21-

30, who are herein named as defendants in their official and individual 

capacities; 

(b) Federal Bureau of Prisons ("BOP"), which employed Defendants Randal 

White and John or Jane Does 1 and 41, who are herein named as 

defendants in their official and individual capacities; 

(c) United States Parole Commission ("USPC"). 

7. The District of Columbia is named by and through the actions of the District of 

Columbia Department of Corrections, which employed Defendants John or Jane Does 11-20, 

who are herein named as defendants in their official and individual capacities 

8. Defendant Corrections Corporation of America (CCA) is a private company doing 

business in the District of Columbia and performing a traditionally governmental :function of 

operating a prison through contractual relationships with the United States of America and the 

District of Columbia. Defendant CCA's principal place of business is at 10 Burton Hills 

Boulevard, Nashville, Tennessee. Defendant CCA employed Defendant Tuttwiler and 

Defendants John and Jane Does 2-10 who are herein named as defendants in their official and 

individual capacities. 

9. Defendant Reynolds Halfway Homes, d/b/a Washington Halfway Homes, Inc., 

("Reynolds") is a private company doing business in the District of Columbia and performing a 

traditionally governmental function of operating a prison through contractual relationships with 
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the United States of America and the District of Colwnbia. Defendant Reynolds is located at 

1430 G St., NE, Washington, D.C. At all times relevant to this Complaint, it owned and 

operated the Fairview Halfway House (the "Fairview"), a halfway house for women located at 

1430 G St., NE, Washington, D.C. Defendant Reynolds employed Defendants John and Jane 

Does 31-40 who are herein named as defendants in their official and individual capacities. 

10. Defendant Sean McLeod was, at all times relevant to this Complaint, a Deputy 

United States Marshal responsible for requesting detainers, and for ensuring such detainers 

complied with all applicable laws, rules, and directives, and is named in his official and 

individual capacity. 

11. Defendant Randal White was, at all times relevant to this Complaint, a Federal 

Bureau of Prisons Institutional Community Officer and is named in his official and individual 

capacity. 

12. Defendant David Baldwin was, at all times relevant to this Complaint, a Deputy 

U.S. Marshal and is named in his official and individual capacity. 

13. Upon information and belief, Defendant Donna Scott was, at all times relevant to 

this Complaint, employed by USMS and is named in her official and individual capacity 

14. Defendant Harley G. Lappin is the Director of the Federal Bureau of Prisons and 

is named in his official and individual capacity. 

15. Defendant Devon Brown is the Director of the D.C. Department of Corrections 

and is named in his official and individual capacity. 

16. Defendant Tuttwiler was, at all times relevant to this Complaint, an employee of 

CCA and an officer at the Correctional Treatment Facility, located in Washington, D.C., and was 
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responsible for the care and custody of the inmates under her supervision. including plaintiff. 

She is named in her official and individual capacity. 

17. Defendant John or Jane Doe 1 is a person with name currently unknown who was, 

at all times relevant to this Complaint, the official responsible for overseeing inmate records at 

the Federal Bureau of Prisons and is named in his official and individual capacity. 

18. Defendants John and Jane Does 2-10 are persons with names currently unknown 

who were, at all times relevant to this Complaint, employees of CCA responsible for the 

management and oversight of CCA employees and CTF officers who were directly responsible 

for the care and custody of the inmates under their supervision. They are named in their official 

and individual capacities. 

19. Defendants John or Jane Does l 1-20 are persons with names currently unknown 

who were, at all times relevant to this Complaint, employees of the CDF and/or DOC responsible 

for the management and oversight of CDF and/or DOC employees directly responsible for the 

care and custody of the inmates under their supervision. They are named in their official and 

individual capacities 

20. Defendants John or Jane Does 21-30 are persons with names currently unknown 

who were, at all times relevant to this Complaint, employees of the USMS responsible for 

oversight and execution of detainers and warrants lodged against federal and District individuals. 

They are named in their official and individual capacities. 

21 . Defendants John or Jane Does 3 1-40 are persons with names currently unknown 

who were, at all times relevant to this Complaint, employees of Reynolds & Associates, Inc. 

and/or Fairview Halfway house who are responsible for the care and custody of inmates under 

their supervision. They are named in their official and individual capacities, 
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22. Defendant John or Jane Doe 41 is a person with name currently unknown who 

was, at all times relevant to this Complaint, the official responsible for the duties of the Bureau 

of Prisons Community Corrections Manager, and who received a letter from Ms Wormley 

regarding Ms. Wonnley's detention at CDF, and is named in his or her official and individual 

capacity. 

FACTUAL BACKGROUND 

23. Eloise Wormley is a fifty-four year old Anny veteran living in Suitland, 

Maryland. She was born and raised in Washington, D.C., attended public schools in the District, 

and received an Associate's Degree in X-Ray technology from the University of the District of 

Columbia in 1980. Shortly after receiving her degree, Ms. W onnley joined the United States 

Army, where she remained witil 1983, when she was discharged under honorable conditions. 

24. Immediately before the period of her Wllawful imprisonment, Ms. Wormley 

completed a 135-day sentence in CTF for a probation violation relating to a prior offense. This 

period of detention was ordered by District of Columbia Superior Court Judge Craig S. Iscoe and 

expired on October 21, 2006. 

25. Rather than being released on October 21, 2006, as the law required, Ms. 

Wormley was held for an additional 150 days, until March 19, 2007. 

26. For the duration of this five-month period, Ms. Wonnley languished in a legal 

limbo. This limbo was created by a procedurally-flawed USMS detainer that should never have 

been issued, which required CTF to keep Ms. Wonnley in its custody upon the expiration of her 

sentence, and was perpetuated by the negligence and indifference of the Defendants, none of 
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whom exercised their clearly established responsibilities toward Ms. Wonnley with the care that 

she was due. 

Wrongdoing Leading to Ms. Wormley's Overdetention. 

27. The detainer that led to Ms. Wormley's five months of wrongful incarceration 

was lodged on June 16, 2006 by Officer Sean McLeod of the USMS, under the authority of 

George Walsh, U.S. Marshal for the District of Columbia, and was received by Shirley Chisolm 

at CDP. This detainer, and the processes surrounding its conception, processing, lodging, and 

execution, were severely flawed. 

28. The detainer was lodged pursuant to a ''Notice of Escaped Federal Prisoner" (the 

"Notice") issued by Defendant Randal White, a BOP Institution Community Corrections Officer, 

on JW1e 5, 2005. 

29. That Notice falsely stated that on June 2, 2006, Ms. Wormley failed to return to 

the Fairview Halfway House, a community corrections facility owned by Reynolds & 

Associates, Inc. and under contract with the BOP at which Ms. Wormley was residing. 

30. Ms. Wormley had in fact retwned to the Fairview. All or some of John or Jane 

Does 31--40 (wmamed officers and employees of the Fairview) had wrongfully refused to let Ms. 

Wonnleyreturn, in violation of its agreement with the BOP and BOP program directives. 

31. Upon information and belief, the Fairview did not provide a hearing for Ms. 

Wormley on the charge of escape, whether in person or in absentia, nor did it provide written 

findings of fact to BOP or undertake any other protections of Ms. Wormley's liberty interests. 

32. Neither Randal White, nor John or Jane Doe I (BOP Records Manager) or 41 

(BOP Community Corrections Manager) properly investigated the circumstances surrounding 
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Fairview's report of Ms. Wonnley's "escape," and failed to ensure that she received the due 

process to which she was entitled at the Fairview, resulting in a false charge of"escape." 

33. Despite being wrongfully evicted from the Fairview, and unsure of which 

agencies in D. C. 's labyrinth had authority over her, Ms. Wormley endeavored to turn herself in 

to USMS and DOC in the days following her eviction. She eventually managed to contact D.C. 

Metro Police, who escorted her to CDF, where she surrendered on June 14, 2006. 

34. By June 16, 2006, the date that the USMS detainer was lodged, the BOP had 

already determined that Ms. Wormley's "escape" had been resolved, that she was in official 

custody at CDF, and that her remaining BOP sentence obligations would naturally terminate 

June 21, 2006. Accordingly, no federal purpose for the detainer existed after June 21, 2006. 

35. lbis fact was or should have been known to Sean McLeod, John or Jane Does 21-

30 (unnamed officers and employees of the USMS), John or Jane Doe 41 (BOP Community 

Corrections Manager), the District of Columbia, Devon Brown, and John or Jane Does 11-20 

(unnamed officers and employees of the D.C. Department of Corrections). 

36. The detainer purported to be based on a Federal Parole Violation Warrant issued 

by the United States Parole Commission (USPC). Ms. Wormley was not, and has never been, on 

parole, nor has she ever been subject to the jurisdiction of the USPC. 

37. 1bis fact was or should have been known to Sean McLeod, John or Jane Does 21-

30 (unnamed officers and employees of the USMS), John or Jane Doe 41 (BOP Community 

Corrections Manager), the District of Columbia, Devon Brown, and John or Jane Does 11-30 

(unnamed officers and employees of the DOC). 

38. The detainer was lodged using an incorrect form. Had USMS and Sean McLeod 

used the correct form, Ms. Wormley would have been advised of her rights W1der the Speedy 
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Trial Act (STA), 18 U.S.C. §§ 3161-3174. Deputy Marshal McLeod's use of the incorrect form 

failed to infonn Ms. Wormley of her right to a timely hearing. 

3 9. The detainer requires that the receiving party read a notice provision to the inmate 

and return a signed copy to the USMS certifying that the notice was provided. CDF and all or 

some of John or Jane Does 11-20 (unnamed officers and employees of the DOC) never informed 

Ms. Wormley of the detainer lodged against her. Upon information and belief, USMS did not 

receive a signed certification that notice was provided, or follow up to ensure that notice was 

provided. 

40. The detainer was not accompanied by a required Fonn USM-41 regarding the 

"Remand or Order to Deliver and Receipt of U.S. Prisoners." This form is creates the legal basis 

for detention of a prisoner under USMS authority. Had USMS and all or some of John or Jane 

Does 21-30 completed this form, it would have discovered that BOP had already resolved Ms. 

Wormley' s escape charge and stated an exhaustion date of Jwie 21, 2006, rendering further 

detention illegal. 

41. Upon information and belief, USMS and all or some of John or Jane Does 21-3 0 

violated their duty to notify the case Assistant U.S. Attorney (A USA) of ( 1) the place of Ms. 

Wormley's confinement, and (2) the date the detainer was filed. The USMS and all or some of 

John or Jane Does 21-3 0 also failed in their duty to provide a copy of the detainer to the AUSA. 

42. lfUSMS, Sean McLeod, and all or some of John or Jane Does 21-30 believed 

that the detainer was properly based upon a parole violation, USMS, Sean McLeod, and all or 

some of John or Jane Does 21-30 should have notified USPC upon its lodging of the detainer. 

Upon infonnation and belief, USMS, Sean McLeod, and all or some of John or Jane Does 21-30 

violated their duty to notify USPC. Alternatively, if such notice was provided to USPC, USPC 
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failed in its duty to correct the error and to ensure that an inmate purportedly held under its 

authority and jurisdiction was not improperly detained. 

43. IfUSMS, Sean McLeod, and all or some of John or Jane Does 21-30 did not 

believe the detainer was based on a parole violation, but knew instead that it was based on the 

BOP notice of escape, USMS, Sean McLeod, and all or some of John or Jane Does 21-30 should 

have notified the BOP of the lodging of the detainer. Upon information and belief, USMS, Sean 

McLeod, and alI or some of John or Jane Does 21-30 did not notify BOP that the detainer had 

been lodged. Had it done so, BOP could have informed USMS of Ms. Wormley's status and of 

the exhaustion of the escape charge on June 21, 2006. Alternatively, if USMS, Sean McLeod, 

and all or some of John or Jane Does 21-30 notified BOP of the lodging of the detainer, BOP 

failed in its duty to correct the invalid parole violation detainer and to ensure that an inmate held 

under its authority and jurisdiction was not improperly detained. 

44. Upon information and belief, Officer Macleod failed in his duty to notify the 

originating USMS office when Ms. Wormley came into federal custody. 

45. The USMS detainer was lodged with CDF on June 15, 2006 after Ms. Wormley 

voluntarily surrendered to CDF on June 14. By Jwie 21, 2006--the day she appeared before 

Judge Iscoe-Ms. Wormley had completed the remaining balance on the six-month conspiracy 

sentence that had been interrupted by her "escape." Upon information and belief, Ms. 

Wormley•s June 21, 2006 release date from the escape charge was computed and recorded by 

SENTRY, BOP's computerized inmate tracking system, and was available directly or indirectly 

to each of the Defendants. Thus, Ms. Wormley had been cleared of her "escape," and should 

have been freed from the detainer, before she even began her I35-day sentence. 
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46. Despite Ms, Wonnley's clearance of the escape charge on June 21, 2006, and the 

concurrent exhaustion of any remaining legal validity to the detainer, Defendant MacLeod and 

other USMS officers did not lift the detainer in the months between June and October 2006. For 

every day after June 21, 2006, the date upon which Ms. Wonnley' s federal sentence was 

exhausted, USMS violated its directives by allowing an erroneously lodged and now exhausted 

detainer to remain on Ms. Wonnley's file. 

47. Each of these violations directly contributed to Ms. Wormley's subsequent 

detention for five months, and to her loss of liberty and property. 

Wrongdoing during Ms. Wormley's Overdetention. 

48. As her October 21, 2006 release date neared, communication increased about Ms. 

Wonnley's case between several Defendants, including Defendants Scott, Baldwin, John or Jane 

Does 2-10, 11-20, and 21-30. These communications involved preparation for Ms. Wormley's 

release, her arrest and processing by USMS, and communication to CDF regarding her ongoing 

detention status to CDF. 1n each of these interactions, as described below, Defendants prolonged 

Ms. Wormley's detention and caused her other constitutional harms. 

49. On October 18, 2006, in preparation for Ms. Wormley's release, Rollins Wayne 

Hunter, Legal Instruments Examiner at the D.C. Department of Corrections Case Management 

Services, faxed a notice to Defendant Donna Scott at USMS to inform her that Ms. Wormley's 

sentence would expire on October 21, 2006. The fax requested that that USMS execute the 

outstanding detainer on October 19, 2006 and asked Ms. Scott to arrange a court to issue an 

order for the inmate to appear before the court. This fax put Ms. Scott and USMS on notice that 

Ms. Wormley's 135-day sentence was nearing completion and that any further detention was the 
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responsibility ofUSMS. Upon information and belief, Ms. Scott arranged for Ms. Wormley to 

be arrested and fingerprinted, but did not arrange for Ms. Wormley to appear before a court or 

participate in any hearing or any kind regarding her custody status. Upon infonnation and belief, 

Ms. Scott, in arranging for Ms. Wonnley's processing, did not determine Ms. Wormley's lawful 

date of release and/or whether a valid, lawful detainer existed for her arrest by USMS. 

50. On October 19, 2006, Ms. Wormley was transported, via a CTF transportation 

vehicle, to the E. Barrett Prettyman Courthouse, 333 Constitution Ave. NW, Washington, DC 

20001. There, she was led to a room where she was fingerprinted and processed by USMS 

officers pursuant to the facially invalid parole violator warrant. Ms. Wonnley was not told why 

she was being processed until she asked one of the USMS officers. On information and belief, 

one of the officers responded that she was being processed for an "escape." This was the first 

Ms. Wormley had heard of an escape charge being lodged against her. Upon receiving this 

information, Ms. Wormley protested to the USMS officers processing her that she had never 

escaped from anywhere, and, in fact, had turned herself into D.C. Jail in June 2006. She was 

given no further details regarding the legal basis for her processing by the USMS or her rights 

regarding her continued detention. 

51. Also on October 19, 2006, Deputy U.S. Marshal David Baldwin wrongfully 

issued a form to CDF, requesting that CDF "Place [Ms. Wormley] in transit hold pending federal 

designation." Ms. Wonnley's federal designation had already been detennined by the 

exhaustion of her (wrongfully instigated) escape charge. The detainer could and should have 

been lifted at that time, and Defendants Baldwin, Scott, and Does 1, 21-30, and 41 should have 

ensured that it was. Instead, Ms. Wormley was transported back to CTF to languish under the 

unlawful "transit hold." 
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52. After her return to CTF, Ms. Wonnley's continued incarceration was wrongfully 

perpetuated by the intentional, recklessly indifferent, and negligent acts of various actors who, 

though having notice of Ms. Wormley's plight and the capacity and duty to end it, did little or 

nothing to secure her freedom. 

53. On multiple occasions, Ms. Wormley asked her case manager, Mrs. Tuttwiler, 

why she was being held. Mrs. Tuttwiler responded that she was being held because of a 

"probation violation." When Ms. Wormley asked Mrs. Tuttwiler why the detainer, which she 

had endeavored on her own to obtain through the CTF system, said she had a parole violation, 

the case manager erroneously stated that sometimes probation "switches over to parole." Ms. 

Wonnley received this response every time she asked Mrs. Tuttwiler-between three and five 

times over the five~month period of her unlawful detention. 

54. On December 6, 2006, Ms. Flythe of the Correction Corporation of America's 

record office faxed a notice to Donna Scott of USMS, stating ''Titis inmate's sentence was 

complete on 10/21 /06. Please execute her warrant." Despite this clear notice to Ms. Scott, Ms. 

Wormley was not immediately released, as she should have been. Nor did Ms. Scott, or anyone 

else, upon information and belief, provide Ms. Wormley with due process of any kind. 

55. On January 11, 2007, Defendant John or Jane Doe 21 faxed certain documents 

from USMS to CDF. The documents included the ''transit hold" form pursuant to which Ms. 

Wormley was erroneously being held, and the original BOP Notice of Escape that led to the 

initial detainer lodged by the USMS. Upon infonnation and belief, Defendants John or Jane Doe 

11 (CDF) and/or John or Jane Doe 21 (USMS) was/were aware of questions regarding the 

validity of the continued detention of Ms. Wonnley. Despite awareness of the potential illegality 
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of Mrs. Wonnley's detention, however, sender John or Jane Doe 21 and recipient John or Jane 

Doe 11 continued this detention unabated. 

56. Ms. Wonnley wrote a letter in February 2007 to the John or Jane Doe 41 (Bureau 

of Prisons Community Corrections Manager), asking for the reasons for her detention and 

information on when she would be released. She never received a response. 

57. Ms. Wmmley submitted an inmate request to Walter "Sonny" Fulton, the 

Assistant Warden of Programs, in March 2007 to find out about her status. She specifically 

asked whether the Parole Board was going to pick her up. 

58. After inmates--not her case manager, not officers at CTF, not USPC, BOP, or 

USMS officers-told her that she should have had a parole hearing within 90 days of detention, 

Ms. Wormley asked her case manager what the status of her court hearing was. She was only 

told by her case manager that she was "looking into it." 

59. Each of these failures contributed to Ms. Wormley's five-months of unlawful 

imprisonment and occurred in the face of notice of her plight. Moreover, they occurred against a 

backdrop of widespread publicity of the problem oflllllawful imprisonment of inmates at CDF 

and CfF through news stories, government reports, and the widely-reported muJti-million dollar 

class action settlement in Bynum, et al. v. District of Columbia, No. 02-0956 (D.D.C.), providing 

all Defendants with actual and constructive knowledge that inmates at CDF and CfF were at an 

extreme risk of overdetention. 

60. After 147 days ofWlwarranted incarceration, Ms. Wonnley was finally released 

from CTF into the custody ofCDF. 

61. Still more unjust incarceration awaited Ms. Wormley, however. Rather than 

release her from prison1 CTF and erroneously transferred Ms. Wormley to CDF because its 
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computer system listed that she had a ''program failure" on her record. This program failure was 

the same June 5, 2006 "escape" for which Mrs. Wormley was illegally detained and for which 

she had specifically just been cleared. Nevertheless, CDF continued to detain Ms. Wormley for 

this •'program failure" for three additional and unjustifiable days. 

62. On March 19, 2007 Ms. Wormley was finally released from prison when the 

USMS Prisoner Coordination and Logistics office sent a fax to CDF stating that Ms. Wormley 

was released from her escape charge on June 21, 2006, and admitting that the parole violation 

detainer had been erroneously lodged. 

63. ln sum, the story of Ms. Wormley' s unlawful five-month detention is a story of 

wrongful and negligent conduct by a host of United States and District of Columbia officers and 

agencies, violating clearly established mandates, procedures and duties. It is also the story of a 

dysfunctional bureaucracy whose victims could include-and probably do include-scores of 

individuals who, like Ms. Wormley, are wifamiliar with their rights and have no choice but to 

acquiesce to the sometimes unreasonable demands of a complex and poorly managed system. 

There would have been no excuse had Ms. Wormley been overdetained by only a day. That she 

was wrongful1y detained for five months; that she never knew and was never told when she 

would ever leave; and that she neither saw a judge nor was appointed a lawyer-these facts make 

her detention nothing short of unconscionable. 
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CONSTITUTIONAL CLAIMS UNDER 
BIVENS V. SIX UNKNOWN NAMED AGENTS, 403 U.S. 388 (1971) 

COUNT I - Overdetention 

Against Defendants MacLeod, Baldwin, Scott, Defendant John or Jane Doe 1, 
John and Jane Does 21-30. 

64. Plaintiff realleges and incorporates by reference all preceding allegations. 

65. Ms. Wormley was detained in CTF and CDF without justification or legal 

authority from October 21, 2006 until March 19, 2007, in violation of her clearly established 

constitutional rights under the Fifth Amendment. 

66. Defendant White proximately caused and contributed to Ms. Wormley's 

overdetention by issuing an inaccurate "Notice of Escape" for Ms. W onnley that contained false 

statements regarding her efforts to return to the Fairview Halfway House without due pro~s of 

law. 

67. Defendant Macleod proximately caused and contributed to Ms. Wormley's 

overdetention by their intentional acts and omissions, including illegally issuing an invalid 

detainer for a parole violation warrant and violating their reporting and notice duties to Ms. 

Wormley and other federal agencies. 

68. Defendant John or Jane Doe 1 proximately caused and contributed to Ms. 

Wormley's overdetention by violating his/her monitoring responsibilities over inmates such as 

Ms. Wormley, including failing to communicate to USMS or CDP that Ms. Wormley had been 

cleared from her escape charge by June 21, 2006. 

69. Defendants Does 21-30 proximately caused and contributed to Ms. Wonnley's 

overdetention by arresting and processing her pursuant to an unlawful and facially invalid parole 

violation wanant on October 191 2006. 
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70. Defendant Baldwin proximately caused and contributed to Ms. Wormley's 

overdetention by his improper and unlawful issuance of a Form USM-41 requesting that CDF 

place Ms. Wormley in a '"transit hold pending federal designation," when in fact BOP records 

reflected that Ms. Womley's escape charge had been released and her sentence had been 

exhausted. 

71. Defendant Scott proximately caused and contributed to Ms. Wonnley's 

overdetention by refusing to act upon multiple notifications that Ms. Worrnley's lawful detention 

period at CDF had been exhausted and/or failing to reasonably ascertain Ms. Wormley's lawful 

status. 

72. At all relevant times, the above-named Defendants acted under color of federal 

law. 

73. As a result of the actions and omissions of the above-named Defendants, Ms. 

Wormley suffered harm to her person, liberty, and property, and to rights under the Fifth and 

Eighth Amendments to the Constitution. 

COUNT II - Denial of Procedural Due Process 

Against Defendants White, MacLeod, Scott, Baldwin, and Doe 1 

74. Plaintiff realleges and incorporates by reference all preceding allegations. 

75. From October 21, 2006 to March 19, 2006, Ms. Wormley was deprived ofher 

liberty without the procedural safeguards to which she is entitled under the Due Process Clause 

of the Fifth Amendment. 

76. Defendant White deprived Ms. Wormley of due process by issuing a "Notice of 

Escape" based upon the constitutionally inadequate procedures of the Fairview in categorizing 

Ms. Wormley as an escapee, including, but not limited to, Fairview's failure to provide a written 
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statement by a fact-finder as to the evidence relied upon and the reasons for her categorization as 

an escapee by the Fairview. 

77. Defendant Macleod deprived Ms. Wormley of her constitutional rights to due 

process by violating USMS directives related to interagency and inmate notice that Ms. Wormley 

received notice of the detainer lodged against her. 

78. Defendant John or Jane Doe 1 deprived Ms. Wonnley of due process by allowing 

her to be processed and detained for over five months for an escape violation based upon the 

constitutionally inadequate procedures of the Fairview, including, but not limited to, Fairview's 

failure to provide a written statement by a fact-finder as to the it evidence relied upon, and by 

failing to provide Ms. Wormley with any notice of or hearing regarding her escape violation 

during her five months of confinement. 

79. At all relevant times, the above-named Defendants acted under color of federal 

law. 

80. As a result of the actions and omissions of the above-named Defendants, Ms. 

Wormley suffered hann to her person, liberty, and property, and to rights under the Fifth 

Amendment to the Constitution. 

COUNT Ill - Unlawful Search and Seizure 

Against Defendants White, MacLeod, Scott, Doe 1, and Does 21-30 

81. Plaintiff realleges and incorporates by reference all preceding allegations. 

82. Ms. Wormley was subjected to an unreasonable search and seizure pursuant to a 

facially invalid parole violation warrant on October 19, 2006, in violation of her rights under the 

Fourth Amendment 

83. Defendant White proximately caused and contributed to Ms. Wormley's 
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unreasonable search and seizure by issuing an inaccurate "Notice of Escape" for Ms. Wormley 

that contained false statements regarding her efforts to return to the Fairview Halfway House 

without due process oflaw. 

84. Defendant Macleod proximately caused and contributed to Ms. Wonnley's 

unreasonable search and seizure by their intentional acts and omissions, including illegally 

issuing an invalid detainer for a parole violation warrant, failing to lift that detainer upon its 

lawful exhaustion, and violating their reporting and notice duties to Ms. Wormley and other 

federal agencies. 

85. Defendant John or Jane Doe 1 proximately caused and contributed to Ms. 

Wormley's unreasonable search and seizure by violating his/her monitoring responsibilities over 

inmates such as Ms. Wormley, including failing to communicate to USMS or CDF that Ms. 

W onnley should be released. 

86. Defendants John and Jane Does 21-30 proximately caused and contributed to Ms. 

Wonnley's unreasonable search and seizure by executing an unlawful and facially invalid parole 

violation warrant on October 19, 2006. 

87. Defendant Scott proximately caused and contributed to Ms. Wonnley's 

unreasonable search and seizure by arranging and instigating Ms. Wormley's unlawful search 

and seizure after the escape charge against Ms. Wormley had been exhausted, instead of 

immediately lifting the detainer. 

88. At all relevant times, the above-named Defendants acted under color of federal 

law. 

89. As a result of the actions and omissions of the above-named Defendants, Ms. 

Wonnley suffered hann to her person, liberty, and property and to rights under the Fourth 
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Amendment to the Constitution. 

COUNT IV - Deliberate Indifference 

Against Defendants Scott and Doe 41 

90. Plaintiff realleges and incorporates by reference all preceding allegations. 

91. Ms. Wormley suffered deliberate indifference to her plight and her pleas from 

direct and supervisory officials with the authority to obtain her release, in violation of her rights 

under the Eighth Amendment. 

92. Defendant Scott was given actual notice of Ms. Wormley's sentence termination 

and of the need to lift the USMS detainer on December 6, 2006, yet did nothing to secure Ms. 

Worm1ey's release. 

93. Defendant Doe 41 was given actual notice of Ms. Wormley's unlawful detention 

by a February 2007 letter from Ms. Wonnley, yet did nothing to secure her release. 

94. At all relevant times, the above-named Defendants acted under color of federal 

law. 

95. A3 a result of the actions and omissions of the above-named Defendants, Ms. 

Wormley suffered hann to her person, liberty, and property, and to rights under the Fifth 

Amendment to the Constitution. 

COUNT V - Supervisory Liability for Deliberate Indifference 

Against Defendant Lappin 

96. Plaintiff realleges and incorporates by reference all preceding allegations. 

97. Defendant Lappin was responsible for supervising the BOP, including BOP 

employees charged with ensuring the timely release of detainees and inmates, and held a duty to 

instruct his subordinates regarding the prevention of constitutional harms resulting from BOP's 
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execution of its powers. 

98. Defendant Lappin held actual and constructive knowledge that inmates at CDF 

and CTF were at an extreme risk of overdetention. 

99. Based on this actual and constructive knowledge of the risk of overdetention at 

CDF, Defendant Lappin had a duty to ensure that BOP employees were sufficiently trained and 

supervised to prevent the overdetention of inmates held at CDF pursuant to BOP authority. 

100. As a consequence of Defendant Lappin's failure train and/or supervise BOP 

employees responsible for ensuring the timely release of detainees and inmates, Ms. Wormley's 

rights to be free from overdetention, deprivations of due process, and deliberate indifference 

under the Fifth and Eighth Amendment were violated. 

101. At all relevant times, Defendant Lappin acted under color of federal law. 

102. As a result of the actions and omissions of Defendant Lappin, Ms. Wonnley 

suffered harm to her person, liberty, and property, and to her rights under the Fifth and Eighth 

Amendments to the Constitution. 

CLAIMS FOR TORTJOUS CONDUCT BY EMPLOYEES OF THE UNITED STATES 
OF AMERICA- FEDERAL TORT CLAIMS ACT 

COUNT VI - False Imprisonment 

Against Defendant United States of America 

l 03. Plaintiff realleges and incorporates by reference all preceding allegations. 

104. Ms. Wormley was unlawful I y detained on October 19, 2006 and from October 21, 

2006 until March 19, 2007, against her will and within the confines established by Defendants. 

105. Defendant White proximately caused and contributed to Ms. Wormley's false 

imprisonment by issuing an inaccurate "Notice of Escape" for Ms. Wormley that contained false 
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statements that violated his duty to investigate the facts surrounding her efforts to return to the 

Fairview Halfway House. 

106. Unnamed BOP employees proximately caused and contributed to Ms. Wormley's 

false imprisonment by failing to properly supervise Fairview staff to ensure that Ms. Wonnley's 

rights to due process were protected. 

107. Defendant MacLeod proximately caused and contributed to Ms. Wormley's false 

imprisonment by their intentional acts and omissions, including illegally issuing an invalid 

detainer for a parole violation warrant and violating their reporting and notice duties to Ms. 

Wormley and other federal agencies. 

108. Defendant Doe 1 proximately caused and contributed to Ms. Wonnley's false 

imprisonment by failing to notify USMS and CTF of the exhaustion of Ms. Worm1ey's BOP 

sentence. 

109. Defendant Doe 41 proximately caused and contributed to Ms. Wormley's false 

imprisonment by violating his/her monitoring responsibilities over inmates such as Ms. 

Wormley, including failing to communicate to USMS or CDF that Ms. Wormley should be 

released. 

110. Defendants Does 21-30 proximately caused and contributed to Ms. Wormley's 

false imprisonment by arresting and processing her pursuant to an unlawful and facially invalid 

parole violation warrant on October 19, 2006. 

11 l. Defendant Baldwin proximately caused and contributed to Ms. Worrn1ey's false 

imprisonment by his improper and unlawful issuance of a Fonn USM-41 requesting that CDF 

place Ms. Wormley in a ''transit hold pending federal designation," when in fact Ms. Womley's 

escape charge had been exhausted as reflected in BOP records. 
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112. Defendant Scott proximately caused and contributed to Ms. Worm1ey's false 

imprisonment by arranging for the October 19, 2006 execution of the invalid detainer and by 

refusing to act upon multiple notifications that Ms. Wormley's lawful detention period at CDF 

had been exhausted. 

113. Members of the USPC proximately caused and contributed to Ms. Wormley's 

false imprisonment by allowing her to be detained for five months pursuant to a purported USPC 

parole violator warrant. 

114. Defendant Doe 41 proximately caused and contributed to Ms. Wormley's false 

imprisonment by refusing to initiate her release following actua1 notice of Ms. Wormley's 

overdetention via a February 2007 letter from Ms. Wormley. 

115. Defendant Lappin proximately caused and contributed to Ms. Wormley's false 

imprisonment by failing to train and/or supervise BOP employees responsible for ensuring the 

timely release of detainees and inmates, despite actual and constructive knowledge that 

overdetentions at CDF and DOC occurred with notorious and alanning frequency. 

116. At all relevant times, the above-named Defendants were employees of Defendant 

United States. 

117. At all relevant times, the above-named Defendants were acting within the scope 

of their office or employment. 

I 18. At all relevant times, the acts and omissions of the above-named Defendants were 

not based on discretionary policy considerations, but instead violated clear agency directives 

and/or constitutional mandates. 

119. As a direct and proximate result of the actions and omissions of the above-named 
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Defendants, Ms. Wormley suffered harm to her person and was deprived of her dignity, liberty 

and property. 

COUNT VII - Negligence 

Against Defendant United States of America 

120. Plaintiff realleges and incorporates by reference all preceding allegations. 

121. By virtue of their position as USMS law enforcement agents with authority over 

Ms. Worrnley's liberty, Defendants Macleod, Baldwin, Scott, and Does 21-30 owed a duty of 

care to Ms. Wonnley. 

122. By virtue of their position as BOP correctional officers with authority over Ms. 

Wormley's liberty, Defendants White, Does 1 and 41, and Lappen owed a duty of care to Ms. 

Wormley. 

123. Defendant White breached his duty of care by issuing an inaccurate "Notice of 

Escape" for Ms. Wormley that contained false statements that violated his duty to investigate the 

facts surrounding her efforts to return to the Fairview Halfway House. 

124. Defendant MacLeod breached his duty of care by negligently issuing an invalid 

detainer for a parole violation warrant, including negligently using the wrong form in violation 

of USMS directives, and by failing to comply with their reporting and notice duties to Ms. 

Wormley and other federal agencies. 

125. Defendants Does I and 41 and Defendant Lappen breached his duty of care by 

violating his/her monitoring responsibilities over inmates such as Ms. Wormley, including 

failing to communicate to USMS or CDF that Ms. Wormley should be released. 

126. Defendants Does 2130 breached their duty of care by arresting and processing 

Ms. Womtley without noticing the invalidity and unlawfulness of the detainer. 
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127. Defendant Baldwin breached his duty of care by negligently issuing of a Form 

USM-4l requesting that CDF place Ms. Wormley in a ''transit hold pending federal 

designation," without verifying that Ms. Womley's escape charge had been exhausted as 

reflected in BOP records. 

128. Defendant Scott breached her duty of care by negligently monitoring the 

execution process after receiving multiple notifications that Ms. Wormley's lawful detention 

period at CDF had been exhausted. 

129. Members of the USPC breached their duty of care to Ms. Wormley by negligently 

allowing her to be detained for five months pursuant to a purported USPC parole violator 

warrant. 

130. Defendant Doe 41 breached his or her duty of care by negligently monitoring the 

release of Ms. Womley after receiving actual notice of her overdetention. 

131. Defendant Lappen breached his duty of care by negligently failing to train and/or 

supervise BOP employees responsible for ensuring the timely release of detainees and inmates, 

despite actual and constructive knowledge that overdetentions at CDF and DOC occurred with 

notorious and alarming frequency. 

132. At all relevant times, the above-named Defendants were employees of Defendant 

United States. 

133. At all relevant times, the above-named Defendants were acting within the scope 

of their office or employment. 

134. At all relevant times, the acts and omissions of the above-named Defendants were 

not based on discretionary policy considerations, but instead violated clear agency directives 
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and/or constitutional mandates. 

135. As a direct and proximate result of the negligent actions and omissions of the 

above-named Defendants, Ms. Wormley suffered hann to her person and was deprived of her 

dignity, liberty and property. 

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA COMMON LAW CLAIMS 

COUNT VIII - Negligence 

Against the Corrections Corporation of America, Defendant Tuttwiler, and John or Jane 
Does 2-10 

136. Plaintiff realleges and incorporates by reference all preceding allegations. 

137. Defendant- CCA, and Defendants Tuttwiler and John or Jane Does 2-10, 

maintained and managed the Correctional Treatment Facility in Washington, D.C., while Ms. 

Wormley was an inmate at the facility. At all times, Defendants were under contract with the 

D.C. Department of Corrections. 

138. Defendant CCA and Defendants Tuttwiler and John or Jane Does 2-10 owed a 

duty of care to Ms. Wormley to assure that she was accurately informed of the reasons for her 

detention, and to assure that Ms. Wormley was not incorrectly detained at CTF. 

139. Defendant CCA and Defendants Tuttwiler and John or Jane Does 2-10 breached 

their duty of care to Ms. Wormley by failing to assure that she was accurately informed of the 

reasons for her detention, and by failing to assure that Ms. Wormley was not incorrectly detained 

atCTF. 

140. Ms. Tuttwiler, an employee of Defendant CCA and an officer of CTF, breached 

her duty of care to Ms. Wonnley by failing to accurately and timely respond to Ms. Wormley's 

repeated requests for information concerning her detention, and by failing to accurately and 
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timely notify any and all superiors at Defendant CCA and CTF that Ms. Wormley was being 

incorrectly detained. 

141. As a direct and proximate result of Defendant CCA's and Defendants Tuttwiler 

and John or Jane Does 2-10 breach of their duty of care to Ms. Wormley, Ms. Wormley suffered 

harm to her person and was deprived of her dignity, liberty, and property because of her five 

month unlawful overdetention at CTF. 

COUNT IX - False Imprisonment 

Against the Corrections Corporation of America, Defendant Tuttwiler, and John or Jane 
Does 2-10 

142. Plaintiff realleges and incorporates by reference all preceding allegations. 

14 3. Ms. Wormley was unlawfully detained on October 19, 2006 and from October 21 , 

2006 until March 19, 2007, against her will and within the confines established by Defendant 

CCA and Defendants Tuttwiler and John or Jane Does 2-10. At all times, Defendants were 

under contract with the D.C. Department of Corrections. 

144. As a direct and proximate result of Defendant CCA's and Defendants Tuttwiler's 

and John or Jane Does 2-l0's unlawful detention of Ms. Wonnley, Ms. Wormley suffered hann 

to her person and was deprived of her dignity and liberty. 

COUNT X - Negligence 

Against Reynolds & Associates, d/b/a Washington Halfway Homes, The Fairview Halfway 
House, and John or Jane Does 31-40. 

14 5. Plaintiff realleges and incorporates by reference all preceding allegations. 

146. Defendants Reynolds & Associates, d/b/a Washington Halfway Homes and John 

or Jane Does 31 ~0 maintained and managed the Fairview Halfway House in Washington, D.C., 

while Ms. W onnley was an inmate at the halfway house. At all times, Defendants were under 
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contract with the Federal Bureau of Prisons. 

14 7. Defendants owed a duty of care to Ms. Wormley to abide by rules and directives 

set forth in their contract with the Federal Bureau of Prisons. 

148. Defendants breached their duty of care on June 2, 2006, by violating their rules 

and directives and Ms. Wonnley from their care. 

149. As a direct an proximate result of Defendants' actions, Ms. Wormley was 

wrongfully charged with an "escape" from the Federal Bureau of Prisons, and wrongfully 

detained because of a warrant lodged subsequent to her alleged escape. 

COUNT XI - False Imprisonment 

Against Devon Brown and John or Jane Does 11-20 

150. Plaintiff realleges and incorporates by reference all preceding allegations. 

151 . Ms. Wormley was unlawfully detained on October 19, 2006 and from October 21, 

2006 until March 19, 2007, against her will and within the confines established Devon Brown 

and John or Jane Does 11-20. 

152. As a direct and proximate result of Defendant Devon Brown's and John or Jane 

Does 11-20's unlawful detention of Ms. Wormley, Ms. Wormley suffered harm to her person 

and was deprived of her dignity, liberty and property. 

COUNT XU - Negligence 

Against Devon Brown and John or Jane Does 11-20 

153. Plaintiff realleges and incorporates by reference all preceding allegations. 

154. Defendants owed a duty of care to Ms. Wonnley to assure that she was accurately 

informed of the reasons for her detention, and to assure that Ms. Wormley was not incorrectly 

detained at CTF. 
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155. Defendants breached their duty of care to Ms. Wonnley by failing to assure that 

she was accurately infonned of the reasons for her detention, and by failing to assure that Ms. 

W onnley was not incorrectly detained at CTF. 

156. As a direct and proximate result of Defendants' breach of its duty of care to Ms. 

Wormley, Ms. Wormley suffered harm to her person and was deprived of her dignity and liberty 

because of her five month overdetention at CTF when there was no justification for that 

detention. 

COUNf XIlI - Negligence and False Imprisonment 
(Vicarious Liability/Respondeat Superior) 

Against the District of Columbia 

157. Plaintiff realleges and incorporates by reference all preceding allegations. 

158. At all times, Defendant District of Columbia employed District of Columbia 

officers and employees during Ms. Wonnley's five~month overdetention. 

159. The District of Columbia is responsible for the actions and omissions of its 

officers and employees. 

160. Because of the actions and omissions of its officers, the District of Columbia 

breached its duty of care to Ms. Wonnley. The breach of its duty of care directly and 

proximately resulting in Ms. Wonnley's injuries. 

161. Because of the actions and omissions of its officers, the District of Colwnbia 

wrongly detained Ms. Wonnley in CTF for five months. 

CLAIMS FOR CONSTITUTIONAL VIOLATIONS- 42 U.S.C. § 1983 

COUNT XIV - Overdetention, Due Process 

Against Devon Brown and John or Jane Does 11-20 (DOC Officers and Employees) 

162. Plaintiff realleges and incorporates by reference all preceding allegations. 
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163. From October 21, 2006 to March 19, 2006, Ms. Wormley was deprived of her 

liberty without the procedural safeguards to which she is entitled under the Due Process Clause 

of the Fifth Amendment. 

164. Defendant Devon Brown and Defendants John and Jane Does 11-20 violated Ms. 

Wonnley's Fourth, Fifth, and Eighth Amendment rights by unlawfully detaining Ms. Wonnley 

at CTF even though they knew or should have known that there was no justification for Ms. 

Wormley's detention. 

165. Defendant Devon Brown and Defendants John and Jane Does 11-20 also directly 

and proximately violated Ms. Wormley's rights under the Fourth, Fifth, and Eighth Amendments 

by recklessly disregarding Ms. Wonnley's excessive risk of unlawful detention. 

166. At all relevant times, the above-named Defendants acted under color of state law. 

167. As a result, the above-named Defendants directly and proximately caused Ms. 

Wormley to suffer harm to her liberty and property and to her rights under the Fifth and Eighth 

Amendments to the Constitution. 

CLAIMS FOR CONSTITUTIONAL VIOLATIONS - 42 U.S.C. § 1983 

COUNT XV - Overdetention, Due Process 

Against Defendant Tutwiler and 
John or Jane Does 2-10 (Unnamed CCA Officers and Employees) 

168. Plaintiff realleges and incorporates by reference all preceding allegations. 

169. From October 21, 2006 to March 19, 2006, Ms. Wormley was deprived of her 

liberty without the procedural safeguards to which she is entitled under the Due Process Clause 

of the Fifth Amendment. 

170. Defendant Tutwiler and Defendant John and Jane Does 2-10 violated Ms. 
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Wormley' s rights under the Fourth, Fifth, and Eighth Amendments by unlawfully detaining Ms. 

W onnley at CTF even though they knew or should have known that there was no justification for 

Ms. Wonnley's detention. 

171. Defendant Tutwiler and Defendant John and Jane Does 2-10 also directly and 

proximately violated Ms. Wonnley's rights under the Fourth, Fifth, and Eighth Amendments by 

recklessly disregarding Ms. Wormley' s excessive risk of unlawful detention. 

172. At all relevant times, the above-named Defendants acted under color of state law. 

173. As a result of these actions and omission, Defendants directly and proximately 

caused Ms. Wormley to suffer harm to her liberty and property and to her rights under the Fifth 

and Eighth Amendments to the Constitution. 

COUNT XVI-Overdention, Unlawful Search and Seizure. Deliberate Indifference 

Against the District of Columbia 

17 4. Plaintiff realleges and incorporates by reference all preceding allegations. 

17 5. The District of Columbia failed to supervise and proper! y train its employees and 

officers, and the employees and officers of its agent, Defendant CCA in the proper oversight of 

inmates and in accurately notifying inmates of the reasons for their incarceration, the length of 

their incarceration, and their rights to due process. 

176. This District of Columbia's failure to supervise and properly train its employees 

and officers, and the employees and officers of its agent, Defendant CCA, rose to the level of 

custom and policy. 

177. The District of Columbia's custom and policy directly and proximately caused the 

violations of Ms. Wormley's Fourth, Fifth, and Eighth Amendment rights. 

178. Toe District of Columbia was further dehberatel y indifferent to the lack of proper 
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training and supervision of its officers and employees, and the officers and employees of its 

agent, Defendant CCA. 

179. The District of Columbia's deliberate indifference directly and proximately 

caused the violations of Ms. Wormley's Fifth, and Eighth Amendment rights. 

COUNT XVII - Overdention. Unlawful Search and Seizure. Deliberate Indifference 

Against the Corrections Corporation of America 

180. Plaintiff realleges and incorporates by reference all preceding allegations. 

181. CCA is a state actor performing the traditional governmental function of 

operating a prison. 

182. CCA was and is under contract with the District of Columbia Department of 

Corrections. 

183. CCA failed to supervise and properly train its employees and officers in the 

proper oversight of inmates and in accurately notifying inmates of the reasons for their 

incarceration, the length of their incarceration, and their rights to due process. 

184. CCA's failure to supervise and properly train its employees and officers rose to 

the level of custom and policy. 

185. CCA's custom and policy directly and proximately caused the violations of Ms. 

Wonnley's Fourth, Fifth, and Eighth Amendment rights. 

186. CCA was further deliberately indifferent to the lack of proper training and 

supervision of its officers and employees. 

187. At all relevant times, CCA was acting under color of state law. 

188. CCA's deliberate indifference directly and proximately caused the violations of 

Ms. Womtley's Fifth, and Eighth Amendment rights. 
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PRAYER FOR RELIEF 

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff prays for relief and a judgment against Defendants: 

189. Ordering Defendants to pay, jointly and severally, $5,000,000 in 

compensatory damages to Ms. Wonnley; 

190. Ordering the District of Columbia, its agencies and its named and 

unnamed officers and employees; the Corrections Corporation of America and its named 

and unnamed officers and employees; Reynolds & Associations, Inc. and its named and 

unnamed officers and employees; and all named and unnamed the federal officers to pay, 

jointly and severally, $5,000,000 in punitive damages to Ms. Wormley; 

191. A warding Plaintiff costs, attorneys' fees, and other disbursements for this 

action; and 

192. Granting Plaintiff such other and further relief as this Court deems just and 

proper. 

JURY DEMAND 

Pursuant to Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 38(b), Plaintiff hereby demands a 

trial by jury as to all issues. 
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March 14, 2008 

Respectfully Submitted: 

By: 
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725 Twelfth Street, N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20005 
(202) 434-5000 telephone 

Robin Jacobsohn (D.C. Bar no. 417407) 
Christopher R. Hart (D.C. Bar no. 486577) 
Mathew J. Peed (D.C. Bar no. 975974) 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

KAMAL K. PATEL, 
6 Rivington Apt 
Railway Terrace 
Slough SL2 fFQ 
United Kingdom 

Plaintiff, 
V. 

THE FEDERAL 
BUREAU OF PRISONS 
320 First Street, N. W. 
Washington, D.C. 20534 

and 

HARLEY LAPPIN, in official and 
individual capacities, 
320 First Street, N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20534 

and 

CORY CLARK, in official and 
individual capacities, 
320 First Street, N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20534 

and 

JOHN DOE 1, JOHN DOE 2, and JOHN 
DOE 3, in official and individual capacities, 
320 First Street, N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20534 

Defendants. 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) FOURTH AMENDED 
) COMPLAINT AND 
) DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL 
) 
) Civil Action No. 09-cv-0200-RDM 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

) 
) 
) 

REVISED FOURTH AMENDED COMPLAINT 

I. Plaintiff Kamal Patel, by and through his attorneys, brings the following action 

arising out of the United States Constitution and the laws of the United States and alleges as 

follows. 
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NATURE OF THE ACTION 

2. Plaintiff is a lawful permanent resident serving a criminal sentence under custody 

of the Federal Bureau of Prisons ("BOP"). Plaintiff was incarcerated for many years in federal 

facilities operated by the BOP, where he was treated similarly to inmates born in the United 

States. 

3. Recently the situation changed for the worse. Defendants began treating Plaintiff, 

a long time lawful permanent resident of the United States, differently than similarly-situated 

United States citizens. Plaintiff was transferred based upon his national origin and/or alienage to 

facilities owned and/or operated by for-profit corporations ("private facilities" or "private 

prisons"), including Moshannon Valley Correctional Center ("MVCC"), Rivers Correctional 

Institution ("Rivers"), and Big Spring Correctional Center ("Big Spring"). 

4. MVCC, Rivers, and Big Spring are operated by The GEO Group, Inc. ("Geo 

Group"), a for-profit corporation with annual revenues exceeding $1.4 billion. 

5. Geo Group refuses to comply with applicable constitutional and statutory 

standards and claims it is not bound by certain BOP policies and procedures governing the 

treatment of federal prisoners. Defendants Lappin, Clark, and the BOP have failed to enforce 

applicable constitutional, statutory, and regulatory standards in facilities operated by private 

entities, including but not limited to Geo Group. John Does 1-3 are on-site BOP staff who have 

failed to enforce applicable constitutional, statutory, and regulatory standards at Big Spring. As 

a result of Defendants' acts and omissions, Plaintiff has been subjected to harsher prison 

conditions than similarly situated U.S. citizen federal prisoners. The harsher treatment of 

Plaintiff as compared to U.S. citizens federal prisoners includes, but is not limited to, being 

denied the benefit of certain BOP policies and programs, being required to subsidize the cost of 

his incarceration, and substantially and unlawfully burdening his exercise of religion. 
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6. The United States Government Accountability Office (then known as the General 

Accounting Office) concluded in 1991 that the BOP lacks statutory authority to confine federal 

prisoners in such private facilities and warned Congress that if such authority were to be granted, 

controls should be established to preserve prisoner rights, ensure contractor accountability, and 

provide for effective government oversight. 

7. Defendants continue to confine aliens in privately-owned facilities without 

adequate statutory authority and without preserving prisoner rights. In doing so, Defendants 

have delegated authority to private parties in violation of Defendants' statutory and regulatory 

obligations. 

8. Plaintiff seeks both injunctive and declaratory relief against all Defendants, and 

monetary relief against Defendants Lappin, Clark, John Doe 1, John Doe 2, and John Doe 3. 

JURISDICTION AND VENUE 

9. This Court has jurisdiction under 28 U.S.C. § 1331 and the United States 

Constitution. 

10. Venue is proper in this district under 28 U.S.C. § 1391. 

11. Plaintiff has exhausted administrative remedies and bring claims under the Fifth 

Amendment to the United States Constitution, the Administrative Procedure Act, 5 U.S.C. 

§§ 551 et seq., the Religious Freedom Restoration Act, 42 U.S.C. §§ 2000bb et seq., the 

Declaratory Judgment Act, 28 U.S.C. §§ 2201 et seq., the Freedom oflnformation Act, 5 U.S.C. 

§ 552, and the Privacy Act, 5 U.S.C. § 552a. 

PARTIES 

12. Kamal K. Patel is the Plaintiff in this action. Mr. Patel is a lawful pennanent 

resident of the United States. He previously was confined at Rivers in Winton, North Carolina, 

and he is presently confined at Big Spring in Big Spring, Texas. On information and belief~ Mr. 
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Patel was transferred from Rivers to Big Spring to facilitate his participation in legal proceedings 

in Texas, and he remains subject to transfer back to Rivers. 

13. Defendant BOP is an agency of the United States Department of Justice 

established in 1930 to oversee the confinement of federal prisoners. The BOP consists of 119 

institutions, 6 regional offices, a Central Office, 2 staff training centers, and 26 residential 

reentry management offices. The Central Office serves as the headquarters for the BOP and is 

located in Washington, D.C. 

14. Defendant Harley G. Lappin is the former Director of the BOP and was 

responsible for its acts and omissions. His office is located in Washington, D.C. Defendant 

Lappin is sued in his official and individual capacities. 

15. Defendant Cory Clark is a Senior Designator at the Federal Bureau of Prisons 

whose duties include processing transfer requests from institution staff and making initial 

designations of inmates to federal facilities after they have received a term of imprisonment. 

Defendant Clark is sued in his official and individual capacities. His office is located in Grand 

Prairie, Texas. 

16. Defendant John Doe I is the Privatization Field Administrator ("PF A") who 

supervises the on-site Privatization Management Branch ("PMB") manager at Big Spring, is the 

assigned Contracting Officer's Representative ("COR") for Big Spring, and is responsible for 

ensuring that Big Spring is operated in accordance with applicable contractual and legal 

requirements. Defendant John Doc I is sued in his official and individual capacities. 

17. Defendant John Doe 2 and Defendant John Doe 3 are the on-site PMB managers 

for Big Spring who act as Contracting Officer's Technical Representatives ("COTRs"). They arc 

directly responsible for the BOP's failure to enforce Geo Group to adhere to BOP policies 
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concemmg the religious practices of Muslims at Big Spring. Defendant John Doe 2 and 

Defendant John Doc 3 arc sued in their official and individual capacities. 

FACTUAL BACKGROUND 

The Bureau of Prisons 

18. Before federal prisons were built, federal prisoners were confined tn state 

facilities at federal expense. 

I 9. In states unwilling to accept federal prisoners, the First Congress permitted the 

federal marshal to hire a convenient place to serve as a temporary jail. 

20. Later Congresses continued to authorize the marshal service to contract for 

temporary facilities for confinement until permanent arrangements could be made. 

21. By the end of the nineteenth century, due to overcrowding in state prisons, some 

states stopped accepting federal prisoners convicted in other states and one refused to accept 

federal prisoners at all. In 1891, Congress authorized construction of the first federal 

penitentiaries. Congress created the BOP in 1930 to provide more progressive and humane care 

for federal prisoners, to professionalize the prison service, and to ensure consistent and 

centralized administration of the eleven Federal prisons in operation at the time. 

22. Historically, federal, state, and local correctional agencies entered into contracts 

with the private sector to provide services such as food preparation and medical care, as well as 

certain pre-release programs. 

23. As a result of expanded federal law enforcement and new legislation that altered 

sentencing, the 1980s brought a significant increase in the number of federal inmates. 

24. From 1980 to 1989, the inmate population more than doubled, from just over 

24,000 to almost 58,000. During the 1990s, the population more than doubled again, reaching 

approximately 136,000 at the end of 1999. 
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25. In the 1980s and 1990s, the BOP expanded its use of private sector resources in 

response to growing inmate populations and escalating costs. The BOP expanded beyond 

contracting for goods or services within BOP-operated facilities to contracting with for-profit 

corporations to operate private prisons housing federal prisoners. Upon information and bc\ict: 

the BOP generally does not use such private prisons to confine United States citizen federal 

prisoners for its general adult inmate population, with the exception of District of Columbia 

offenders whose confinement is governed by unique statutory authority. 

26. In 1991, the agency then known as the United States General Accounting Office 

("GAO") reviewed BOP's practice of confining federal prisoners in private facilities. The GAO 

concluded that the BOP lacks statutory authority to confine federal prisoners in private facilities. 

27. The GAO further found that even if Congress were to authorize the BOP to 

confine federal prisoners in private facilities, controls on contracting should be established to 

preserve prisoner rights, ensure contractor accountability, and provide for effective government 

oversight. 

28. Congress has not enacted legislation authorizing the BOP to confine federal 

prisoners, other than District of Columbia offenders, in privately-owned facilities. 

29. Further, the BOP has been unable to demonstrate that private facilities are more 

efficient or cost effective than BOP facilities. 

30. Today, the BOP exercises custody over approximately 215,000 federal prisoners, 

including the Plaintiff. 

31. Approximately 82 percent of these federal pnsoners are confined in federal 

facilities operated by the BOP, with the balance, including Plaintiff, in privately-managed or 

community-based facilities and local jails. 
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32. BOP confines non-U.S. national federal prisoners (including lawful permanent 

residents) in these privately-operated secure facilities, including but not limited to Rivers and Big 

Spring, which are owned and operated by Geo Group. 

33. The BOP retains custody of and responsibility for all persons sentenced to a term 

of imprisonment under Title 18 of the U.S. Code ("United States prisoners'' or "federal 

prisoners"). 

34. Congress has mandated that the BOP maintain charge over, and management and 

regulation of, all federal prisoners, wherever confined. 

35. Congress has mandated that the BOP provide for the safekeeping, care, and 

subsistence of all federal prisoners, wherever confined. 

36. Congress has mandated that the BOP provide for the protection, instruction, and 

discipline of all federal prisoners, wherever confined. 

37. Congress has mandated that the BOP establish appropriate standards of health and 

habitability for facilities in which federal prisoners arc confined. 

38. Congress and BOP regulations prohibit Defendants from redelegating authority to 

private parties. 

39. Defendants' use of private prisons results in the unlawful delegation of authority 

to private entities and persons through management activities such as promulgation of rules 

different than those applicable to BOP facilities, day-to-day management decisions, and 

disciplining of federal prisoners by employees of private entities. 
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Defendants' Transfer Policies Are Unlawful As Applied to Plaintiff 

40. Congress has mandated that the BOP consider on a case-by-case basis five factors 

m designating federal prisoners to serve confinement in a particular facility and in making 

decisions to transfer such prisoners between facilities. 

41. The BOP may not disregard these statutory factors in making initial designation 

or transfer decisions. 

42. Defendants transferred Plaintiff to private facilities based upon his national origin 

and/or alicnagc without appropriately considering the relevant statutory factors. 

43. Plaintiff is treated differently and worse in private facilities than inmates in BOP 

facilities with respect to conditions as to which they arc similarly situated. 

Defendants Lack Authority To Designate Plaintiff to Private Confinement Facilities 

44. Plaintiff is a federal prisoner in the custody of BOP. 

45. Congress has enacted laws that constrain BOP's authority to classify and 

designate the place of confinement for federal prisoners. 

46. Congress has permitted federal prisoners in the custody of the BOP to be confined 

m federal penal or correctional institutions or in facilities operated by officials of a State, 

Territory, or political subdivision. 

47. Congress has not authorized BOP to confine United States prisoners in facilities 

owned and operated by private entities. 

48. The state of North Carolina has prohibited the operation of any correctional 

facility for confinement of inmates serving sentences for violation of laws of a jurisdiction other 

than North Carolina, except facilities owned or operated by the federal government and used 

exclusively for the confinement of inmates serving sentences for violation of federal law. 
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Rivers Correctional Institution and Big Spring Correctional Center 

49. Rivers Correctional Institution ("Rivers") is a low-security correctional facility 

with a capacity of approximately 1380 males that is owned and operated by Geo Group. 

50. Big Spring Correctional Center is a low-security correctional facility with a 

capacity of approximately 3509 inmates that is owned and operated by Geo Group. 

51. Geo Group is a private, for-profit corporation with 2012 revenues in excess of 

S 1.4 billion. 

52. BOP designates federal prisoners to confinement in private prisons, including but 

not limited to Rivers and Big Spring, based upon national origin and/or alienage. 

53. BOP's practice of classifying and designating federal prisoners based upon 

nationc1l origin and/or alienage violates the Fifth Amendment to the United States Constitution 

and BOP's own regulations. 

54. The practice of classifying and designating prisoners based upon national origin 

and/or alienage has not been subject to notice and comment in accordance with the 

Administrative Procedure Act. 

Defendants Fail To Enforce Applicable Constitutional, Statutorv, and Regulatory in 
Private Prisons 

55. Plaintiff filed numerous grievances seeking to enforce applicable constitutional, 

statutory, and regulatory standards at Rivers and Big Spring. 

56. Plaintiff requested that that the private prisons in which he was confined on behalf 

of BOP follow applicable constitutional, statutory, and regulatory standards, including but not 

limited to religious freedom, access to courts and counsel (including availability of writing paper 

and envelopes), communication with family, commissary prices, telephone charges, email, and 

programming opportunities. 
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57. Plaintiff requested that private prisons in which he was confined be required to 

comply with constitutional, statutory, and regulatory standards applicable to the BOP and 

detention in federal facilities. Plaintiffs requests were denied. 

58. Defendants have failed to require private pnsons to abide by applicable 

constitutional, statutory, and regulatory requirements. 

59. Plaintiff has exhausted his administrative remedies. 

It is Unlawful for BOP To Utilize Commissarv Fund Monies To Offset the Cost of 
Contracts for the Management of Private Prisons 

60. BOP has directed that income collected by contractors in excess of expenses 

incurred for telephone usage shall offset the cost of its contracts with private entities for the 

management and operation of private prisons. 

61. BOP pennits for-profit corporations to charge much higher rates to non-U.S. 

citizens in private facilities than similar-situated U.S. citizens in BOP prisons for telephone 

usage and other commissary items. 

62. BOP owes common law fiduciary duties to federal pnsoners with respect to 

management of the Commissary Fund and Inmate Trust Fund. Profits from the operation of the 

commissary are to be deposited in the Commissary Fund and ordinarily used for purposes which 

benefit the inmate body as a whole. 

63. Commissary Fund monies may be expended only for purposes provided by law. 

It is unlawful to use Commissary Fund monies to offset the cost of contracting for private 

pnsons. 
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Plaintiff Kamal K. Patel 

64. Plaintiff Kamal K. Patel was born in Leicester, England, in 1969, and is a British 

citizen. When Mr. Patel was ten years old, he moved to the United States with his father, 

mother, brother, and sister. He graduated as valedictorian of Alva High School, received a 

degree in Accounting from the University of Texas, and was in his first semester of law school at 

the University of Texas when he was arrested. 

65. Mr. Patel has lived in the United States for more than 30 years. 

66. Mr. Patel is a lawful pennanent resident of the United States and has been since 

1986. 

67. According to BOP records, Mr. Patel is a legal resident of Alva, Oklahoma. Mr. 

Patel has family members located near Alvc1. 

68. In March 1993, Mr. Patel pied guilty and was sentenced to 293 months of 

incarceration and three years of supervised release on federal drug charges, and ten years (to run 

concurrently) for witness tampering. 

69. From March 1993 until August 2008, Mr. Patel was transferred to nine different 

BOP facilities. Since August 2008, Mr. Patel has been confined in three private prisons. 

70. Mr. Patel began his confinement in March 1993 in FCI Florence, a medium-

security BOP facility in Florence, Colorado. 

71. When his security level dropped in 1996 as a result of good conduct, Mr. Patel 

was transferred to FCJ Fort Worth, a low-security BOP facility in Fort Worth, Texas. 

72. Mr. Patel converted to Islam in 1998. 

73. In I 998, Mr. Patel was transferred to USP Beaumont, a high-security BOP 

facility in Beaumont, Texas. Mr. Patel's transfer to this facility was prompted by a false charge 
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of assault brought against him while he was confined in FCI Fort Worth. This charge was later 

expunged by BOP in response to a lawsuit brought by Mr. Patel, and a federal court's finding 

that the charge was predicated upon false testimony. Mr. Patel remained at Beaumont for two 

years. 

74. In 2000, Mr. Patel was transferred to FCI El Reno, a medium-security BOP 

facility in El Reno, Oklahoma. 

75. In 2000, Mr. Patel was again transferred to the Federal Transfer Center in 

Oklahoma City, Oklahoma. While Mr. Patel was confined in Oklahoma, his family, including 

his mother, who was unable to travel long distances because of her health, was able lo visit him 

on a regular basis. 

76. In July 2001, Mr. Patel was transferred to FCI Bastrop, a low-security BOP 

facility in Bastrop, Texas. 

77. In !ale 2001, Mr. Patel was transferred to FCI Beaumont, a low-security BOP 

facility in Beaumont, Texas. 

78. In 2003, Mr. Patel was transferred to FCI Big Spring, a low-security BOP facility 

in Big Spring, Texas. 

79. While at FCI Big Spring in 2003, Mr. Patel met David Duke and had reason to 

believe that Duke was given unlawful preferential treatment. 

80. Mr. Patel filed with prison officials a grievance concernmg such unlawful 

prefc rcnces. 

81. Mr. Patel contacted the Office of Inspector General for the United States 

Department of Justice. The Inspector General exposed a disturbing pattern of "discriminatory 

and retaliatory actions against Muslim inmates" at FCI Big Spring and specifically found that the 
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Warden had unjustly ordered Mr. Patel transferred to the Special Housing Unit for more than 120 

days for cooperating with the Inspector General's investigation. 

82. While confined in FCI Big Spring, Mr. Patel wrote a letter to the Dallas Morning 

News infonning the newspaper of his impressions regarding Duke's treatment. Mr. Patel's letter 

was motivated by his observation that David Duke was receiving favorable treatment based upon 

his notoriety and Mr. Patel's suspicion that prison officials embraced David Duke's racist ideas. 

Mr. Patel's suspicion is strongly supported by the findings of the Inspector General. 

83. In particular, Mr. Patel observed that David Duke was given an incident report for 

violating regulations by promoting, while incarcerated, his book Jewish Supremacism: My 

Awakening to the Jewish Question. Rather than being given a high severity incident report

which would have required a disciplinary hearing, the mandatory loss of good-time credits, and 

placement in the Special Housing Unit-staff deliberately downgraded his offense and allowed 

him to avoid these consequences. 

84. Mr. Patel's letter was properly marked as protected by the First Amendment and 

not to be opened by prison officials. 

85. FCI Big Spring staff unlawfully opened Mr. Patel's letter, read it, and placed a 

memorandum in Mr. Patel's file concerning Mr. Patel's exercise of his First Amendment right to 

communicate with the press. 

86. Mr. Patel has unsuccessfully requested that the file be removed under BOP policy 

and the Privacy Act. 

87. In 2004, Mr. Patel was transferred to FCI Forrest City, a low-security BOP 

facility in Forrest City, Arkansas. He remained at Forrest City for two years. 
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88. In 2006, Mr. Patel was transferred to FMC Butner, a BOP medical center in 

Butner, North Carolina, to receive treatment for a herniated disc. This was the last federal BOP 

facility in which Mr. Patel was confined. 

89. In August 2008, Mr. Patel was transferred for the first time to a private facility. 

Mr. Patel was sent to the Moshannon Valley Correctional Center ("MVCC"), a private, low

security facility in Philipsburg, Pennsylvania. MVCC was then operated by Cornell Companies. 

In August 20 I 0, Geo Group acquired Cornell Companies and now operates MVCC. 

90. In January 2009, Mr. Patel was transferred to Rivers, a private, low-security 

facility in Winton, North Carolina. Rivers is owned and operated by Geo Group. 

91. In March 2010, Mr. Patel was transferred to Big Spring, a private, low-security 

facility in Big Spring, Texas, operated by Geo Group. 

92. The BOP's decision to transfer Mr. Patel to private prisons has prevented him 

from maintaining a strong record of rehabilitation and close family and community ties. 

Restriction of Religious Freedoms 

93. BOP regulations recognize that Muslims should have the opportunity to pray five 

times daily. 

94. BOP regulations require prison onicials to pennit inmates to pray while on work 

detail, to relieve inmates of work detail during conflicts with religious activities, or to provide for 

placement in a different work detail if the current one violates or jeopardizes a religious tenet. 

95. Due to a policy or practice followed by prison officials at Rivers of not permitting 

inmates to pray while on work detail, Mr. Patel was not permitted to pray at the times required 

by his religious bclicfa. Other Muslim inmates at Rivers were subject to the same restriction, 

which substantially burdened their exercise of religion. 
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96. BOP regulations accommodate the religious dietary restrictions of Muslim 

prisoners by providing a religious diet free of prohibited foods. 

97. Prior to Geo Group's purchase of Big Spring, Muslim inmates were provided 

halal meals. A ftcr Geo Group's purchase of Big Spring, halal meals were no longer offered and 

Muslim inmates such as Mr. Patel are prevented from partaking in kosher meals. 

98. The meals available to Muslim inmates frequently contain items that would not be 

considered halal or kosher. For instance, the vegetarian menu that is available to Muslim 

inmates has at times contained items with meat-derived ingredients that would be inappropriate 

for an inmate following a halal diet. 

99. BOP policy requires menus to be available for review at least one week in 

advance and posted so that inmates can examine them before reaching the serving counter. BOP 

policy also requires nutritional infonnation to be made available to inmates. 

I 00. Contrary to BOP policy, Geo Group has refused to provide menus and nutritional 

information to inmates, such as Mr. Patel, who request special religious diets and who wish to 

view the ingredients for upcoming meals. 

10 I. Muslim inmates such as Mr. Patel arc required to fast on days other than during 

Ramadan. However, Geo Group refuses to accommodate such additional fasts even though it 

accommodates fasts of Jewish inmates by allowing them to take all of their meals in the evening. 

102. Defendants have failed to cause BOP policies related to religious prayer and diet, 

which arc mandated by the Religious Freedom Restoration Act, the First Amendment, and by the 

BOP's contract with GEO Group, to be enforced in private prisons including Rivers and Big 

Spring. This substantially burdens the ability of Muslim inmates at Big Spring and in other Geo 
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Group facilities to freely exercise their religious beliefs by consuming a religiously appropriate 

diet. 

Additional Inequities Plaintiff Has Suffered While Confined in Private Facilities 

103. Plaintiff has been denied the benefit of BOP policies because of his status as a 

permanent legal resident. 

104. Federal prisoners in BOP prisons arc provided writing paper and envelopes free of 

charge. BOP does not require private prisons, including those operated by Geo Group, to follow 

this policy. 

105. BOP permits private prisons, including those operated by Geo Group, to charge 

substantially higher rates for telephone calls and basic items from the commissary. At BOP's 

direction, this revenue is unlawfully applied to the contract between BOP and the Private Prison, 

causing federal prisoners in such facilities to subsidize their incarceration. This practice violates 

applicable statutory, regulatory, and common law restrictions on the use of such funds, which are 

to be expended for the benefit of the inmate population. 

106. BOP permits private prisons, including those operated by Geo Group, to depart, to 

the detriment of inmates in those facilities, from BOP policies and practices regarding e-mail 

access. 

l07. Plaintiff has exhausted his administrative remedies with respect to these issues. 

Count One 
Designation Based on National Origin and/or Alienage 

Equal Protection and Administrative Procedure Act 
(Damages Against Defendant Clark in His Personal Capacity) 

108. Plaintiff incorporates by reference Paragraphs 1 through 107 alleged above. 

l 09. Segregating prisoners in private prisons on the basis of national origin can only be 

justified if narrowly tailored to address a compelling governmental interest. 
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110. Defendant Clark is a Senior Designator with the BOP whose pnmary duties 

include processing transfer requests from institution staff and making initial designations of 

inmates to federal facilities afler they have received a term of imprisonment. 

111. The practice of BOP and Defendant Clark of segregating prisoners in private 

prisons is not narrowly tailored to address a compelling governmental interest. 

112. Binding BOP regulations prohibit discrimination on the basis of national origin. 

113. The practice of BOP and Defendant Clark of segregating prisoners in private 

prisons violates BOP regulations. 

114. There is no rational basis for segregating alien federal prisoners in private prisons. 

115. BOP and Defendant Clark arc acting in a manner that violates the Equal 

Protection Component of the Due Process Clause of the FiHh Amendment to the United States 

Constitution and binding BOP regulation. 

Count Two 
Conditions of Confinement 

First Amendment and Religious Freedom Restoration Act 
(Damages Against Defendants Lappin and John Does 1-3 in Their Personal Capacities) 

116. Plaintiff incorporates by reference Paragraphs 1 through 115 alleged above. 

117. Plaintiff is a Muslim whose sincere religious beliefs require him to pray five times 

each day and to adhere to special dietary restrictions. 

118. BOP accommodates the religious practices of Muslims like Plaintiff by allowing 

them to pray while on \.Vork detail, relieving them of work detail during conflicts with religious 

activities, and providing for placement in a different work detail if the current one violates or 

jeopardizes a religious tenet. 

119. Plaintiff was prohibited from praying while on work detail at Rivers and was not 

otherwise accommodated. Those actions substantially burdened Plaintiffs exercise of religion 
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by preventing him from praying at the times and in the manner required by his sincere religious 

beliefs. 

120. BOP accommodates the religious dietary needs of Muslims like Plaintiff in BOP 

facilities providing a religious diet free of prohibited foods and by making the menus for special 

religious diets available to inmates in advance of their meals. 

121. Plaintiff has been denied a diet conforming to his religious needs and denied the 

opportunity to review special diet menus in advance while confined at Big Spring, which is 

operated by Geo Group. These denials have substantially burdened Plaintiff's ability to partake 

in a religiously appropriate diet pursuant to his exercise of religion. 

122. The denial of Plaintiff's requests for religious accommodations cannot be justified 

as the least restrictive means of furthering compelling governmental interests. 

123. BOP requires all private facilities to comply with their contract with BOP, all 

BOP policies that are outlined in the statement of work, and all applicable federal, state, and 

local law. BOP's contract with Geo Group requires Geo Group to comply with RFRA. 

124. BOP requires all policies and procedures that will be used by a private prison to 

be submitted in writing to the BOP for review and approval. The private prison may not modify 

the previously-approved policies and procedures without BOP's permission. 

125. BOP has on-site staff, known as COTRs or PMB managers, who provide general 

oversight at each private prison and ensure compliance with the contract. These on-site 

personnel arc directly supervised by a PF A. 

126. One or two COTRs and one PFA are assigned to each private prison. In total, 

between the COTRs and the PFAs, there arc approximately 50 field staff overseeing twelve 

private prisons. 
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127. BOP has the right to conduct announced and unannounced inspections at private 

prisons and to examine all records related to contract performance to ensure compliance with the 

contract. 

128. The COTRs participate directly in various aspects of operating the private prisons 

and have the opportunity to observe conditions in these facilities because they work on-site. 

Additionally, both the COTRs and the Pf As can examine records of contract compliance by the 

private prisons, giving them full access to detailed information concerning any aspects of which 

they were not personally aware. 

129. Through deliberately indifferent monitoring, BOP permits private pnsons, 

including those operated by Geo Group, to act in contravention of BOP policies concerning 

religious accommodation. 

130. The COT Rs and the PF As who were assigned to Big Spring knew or should have 

known that Geo Group was violating BOP policies concerning religious accommodation through 

personal observation of the conditions in the prisons, personal knowledge of or access to records 

of inmate grievances related to religious practices, and/or access to other records that show Geo 

Group's failure to comply. 

131. By refusing to reqmre private entities such as Geo Group to follow BOP 

regulations, Defendants Lappin and John Does 1-3 set in motion the conditions that led to the 

violation of Mr. Patel's religious rights. 

132. Defendant Lappin is responsible for the acts and omissions of the employees and 

agents acting under his direction and is responsible for the alleged violations at Rivers. 
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133. Defendant John Doe 1 is the PF A who supervises the on-site PMB managers at 

Big Spring, is the assigned COR for Big Spring, and is responsible for the acts and omissions of 

the agents acting under his direction at Big Spring. 

134. Defendant John Doc 2 and Defendant John Doc 3 arc the COTRs who arc the on-

site PMB managers for Big Spring. They are directly responsible for Geo Group's failure to 

adhere to BOP policies concerning the religious practices of Muslims at Big Spring. 

135. Geo Group and its employees act under color of federal law with respect to 

confinement of federal prisoners. 

136. Geo Group refuses to comply with the requirements of the First Amendment and 

RFRA. 

13 7. Defendants have refused to enforce the requirements of the First Amendment and 

RFRA in private prisons, including those operated by Geo Group. 

138. Defendants' failure to enforce applicable constitutional, statutory, and regulatory 

standards in private prisons, including those operated by Geo Group, violates the First 

Amendment and RFRA. 

Count Three 
Privacy Act 

(Injunctive and Declaratory Relief Against BOP) 

139. Plaintiff incorporates by reference Paragraphs I through 138 alleged above. 

140. In 2004, while incarcerated at FCI Big Spring, Plaintiff Patel wrote a letter to the 

Dallas Morning Nervs, communicating what Mr. Patel believed was BOP employees' favorable 

treatment of David Duke, also an inmate at FCI Big Spring. 

141. The letter Mr. Patel wrote to the newspaper commented on the favorable 

treatment afforded David Duke by prison officials. Mr. Patel's letter is protected speech under 
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the First Amendment. Mr. Patel marked the correspondence "Special Mail'' to indicate that it 

was a protected communication. 

142. BOP policy prohibits BOP employees from openmg correspondence marked 

"Special Mair' outside the presence of inmates. 

143. Contrary to BOP policy, BOP employees opened and read Mr. Patel's letter to the 

Dallas Morning News. 

144. Upon opening and reading Mr. Patel's letter to the Dallas Morning Nnvs, BOP 

personnel wrote a memorandum documenting Mr. Patel's communication with the newspaper 

and recommending that Mr. Patel be moved from FCI Big Spring to another facility as a 

consequence. 

145. The presence of this memorandum in Mr. Patel's files continues to be used by the 

BOP to discriminate against Mr. Patel. 

146. Under the Privacy Act, 5 U.S.C. § 522a(e)(7), the BOP is prohibited from 

maintaining any record "describing how any individual exercises rights guaranteed by the First 

Amendment unless expressly authorized by statute or by the individual about whom the record is 

maintained or unless pertinent to and within the scope of an authorized law enforcement 

activity." 

147. The BOP's continued maintenance of this memorandum in its entirety, without 

redaction of Mr. Patel's communication with the Dallas Morning News, is in violation of 5 

U.S.C. § 522a(e)(7). 

148. Mr. Patel initiated an administrative remedy request to amend his record on 

February 20, 20 I 0. This request was finally denied on April 30, 20 I 0. 
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149. Under 5 U.S.C. § 522(g)(l)(A), Mr. Patel is provided a civil action against the 

BOP upon the Agency's "dctcnnination ... not to amend an individual's record in accordance 

with his request, or fails to make such review in confom1ity with that subsection." 

150. The BOP's decision to maintain the unrcdactcd memorandum in his files violates 

the Privacy Acl. 

Count Four 
Documents Related to Office of lnspector General Report 

Freedom of Information Act 
(Injunctive and Declaratory Relief Against BOP) 

151. Plaintiff incorporates by reference Paragraphs I through 150 alleged above. 

152. On November 22. 2004, Mr. Patel filed a Freedom of Information Act ("FOIA") 

request to the Office of the Inspector General ("OIG") for documents related to an OIG Report. 

153. BOP provided Mr. Patel with 21 pages of documents, 15 of \vhich were released 

in their entirety and 6 of which were redacted. None of the exhibits or witness interviews 

associated with the OIG report-in which the OIG determined Muslims were being 

discriminated against-were provided, nor was any reason provided for their withholding. BOP 

provided no index pursuant to Vaughn v. Rosen, 484 F.2d 820 (D.C. Cir. 1973) (" Vaughn 

Index"). 

154. Mr. Patel appealed this response. BOP responded to this appeal on November 

28, 2007, affirming its denial and stating, regarding the missing documents, that BOP's action 

"was limited to documents that were referred to it by OIG" and recommending that he ask for 

documents in a separate FOIA request 

155. Mr. Patel filed similar requests with the BOP, two on February 14, 2005, and one 

on March 5, 2005. 
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156. Pursuant to these three 2005 requests, on March 24, 2005, BOP provided Mr. 

Patel with a total of 10 pages. No mention was made of the 40 page OIG report or the 99 

exhibits attached to it. No Vaughn Index was provided. 

157. Mr. Patel appealed this request on April 24, 2005, objecting to the tmssmg 

documents. A final denial was issued on May 18, 2007. 

Count Five 
Documents Related to Protection Hearing 

Freedom of Information Act 
(Injunctive and Declaratory Relief Against BOP) 

158. Plaintiff incorporates by reference Paragraphs I through 157 alleged above. 

159. On April 25, 2009, Mr. Patel sent the BOP a request for documents related to a 

protection hearing while he was incarcerated at Moshannon Valley Correctional Center. 

160. On April 19, 2010, BOP released 247 pages in their entirety to Mr. Patel, 128 

pages with redactions, and withheld 46 pages in their entirety. It did not provide a Vaughn Index 

as to the withheld pages. 

PRAYER FOR RELIEF 

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff prays for relief and a judgment against Defendants: 

1. Awarding monetary damages, including nominal damages, based upon the 

designation and transfer of Mr. Patel on the basis of national origin and/or alienage and ordering 

Defendant Clark to pay an appropriate amount determined at trial; 

2. Awarding monetary damages, including nominal damages, based upon 

Defendants' failure to require Geo Group to comply with the First Amendment and the Religious 

Freedom Restoration Act and ordering Defendants Lappin and John Does 1-3 to pay an 

appropriate amount to be determined at trial; 
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3. Ordering Defendant BOP to amend records pertaining to Plaintiff to remove 

reference to Plaintiff's exercise of his First Amendment rights; 

4. Ordering Defendant BOP to produce in their entirety documents that have not 

been produced pursuant to Plaintiff's Freedom of lnfom1ation Act requests, to produce a Vaughn 

Index providing infonnation for each and every withheld document, and to produce in full 

documents that have only been produced with redactions; 

5. Awarding Plaintiff reasonable attorney's fees, expert witness fees, and other 

costs; and 

6. Awarding such other relief as this Court may deem just and proper. 

JURY DEMAND 

Pursuant to Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 38(b), Plaintiff hereby demands a 

trial by jury as to all issues so triable. 

March 5, 2015 
Respectfully Submitted, 
WILLIAMS & CONNOLLY LLP 

By: Isl F. Greg Bowman 

Thomas G. Hentoff (D.C. Bar No. 438394) 
F. Greg Bowman (D.C. Bar No. 486097) 
Mary Beth Hickcox-Howard (D.C. Bar No. 1001313) 
725 Twelfth Street, N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20005 
(202) 434-5000 

Attorneysfor Plaint(//' 
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CURRENT OFFENSE. For classification purposes, the c~rrent 
offense is the most severe -documented instant offense behavio:c 
regardless of the conviction offense. 

CUSTODY CLASSIFICATJ:ON. The review process to assign a custody 
level based on an inmate's crLminal history, instant offense, and 
institution~! adjustment. A custody level (i.e., COHMUNITYr OUT, 
IN, and J.mx:lMlJM) dictat,i:,1~ th-2 degree of st_aff supervision 
required for an individual inm~te. 

DESIGNATION. An order from tl",c DSCC indicating the initial 
facility of canfineroent for an inmate. 

DESIGNATION FACILITY (DFCL). f~ach of the ::5ep,;:1..rdt:e missions 
within an institution for designation purpose3. Each DFCL is 
shown as a separate line on the Popula1:ion Report a.nd has its own 
security level and destination (DST) assignment. Designations 
a i:e made to a DFCl, coda rather than to a facility ( FACL l code. 

JUDGMENT. The official cour:t document (e.g., Judgme11t and 
Commitment Orde~ oi Judgment in a Criminal Case) which is signed 
by the Judge. The Judgment contains th& off~nse(~) fo~ which the 
cou~t imposes its sentence, which ordinarily includes a 
financial, confinement and supervision obligation. 

HISTORY. The inmate's entire background of criminal convictions 
(excluding the current offen~e) and institutional disciplinary 
findings used to as:;css points related to nts/her lli~t'-'L y of 
viol~nce and/or history of escape. 

IN CUSTODY. The second highest custody level assigned to an 
inmate which requires the second highest level uf secu~ity and 
staff supervision. An i nmr1.t.e who has IN custody is as::;igned to 
regular quarters and is eligible for all regular work assJgnments 
and activities under a normal level of supervision. Inmates with 
IN custody are nol eligibJe for work detail3 or programs outside 
the institution's secure perimeter. 

LEGAL RESIDENCE. Th€ inmate's local and statG address a~ 
reported by lhe United States Probation Office at the time of 
con vie Lion. 

LONG-TEP.M DETAINEE. A non~U.S. citizen {alien) who has: 

• finished serving a local, state, or federal sentence; 

• comp1.eted immigration proceedings that have resulted in 
an order of· deportati0n 1 excllision, or other means of 
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CORNELL COMPANIES, INC. 

INMATE REQUEST TO A STAFF MEMBER 
PETIClON DEL PRESO PARA PERSONAL DE LA INSTITUCJON 

·c·o1Pr't.RA:_Af.,e Mike- CAJt' fr76C 
{NAMt AND TITL[ OF OFFlCU:.R/NOMBRE Y TITULO DEL OFFICIAL) 

SUBJECT, STATE. COMt'LEl'ELY, BUT BRli~nv, THE PROm~EM ON wmCH YOU DESIRE ASSIST A.NCI!:, 
ANJJ WHAT YOU THINK SHOULD Bf. DONE. (ClVE Dl!;T AU..:S) 

llAWN: ll:SCRIBA EL PI-I.OBLEMA, BREVEMENTE y COMO usn:.D f'lfJ~Sf. QUE PODl!:MOS 
RKSDLV£RLO. ([SCRIBA CON DETAl.LF.S) 

Of\ j')1 r Ps 1~ _w__,,A....;..,.d..._ ...... d_o ........ 0____.L.c1J'--------___../2'---,-_'j..J_ __ A__,__-.J_/'YJ~/c...-.-.....---

l. e:5 ri r &21 de (I __ <R._ 

{l)S£ OTHER SIDE OF PAGE IF MORf. Sr ACE IS NEEDED.) 
(US r. F.L OTRO LADC' DE LA ff OJ A SJ NECJ'.SIT A MAS ESPA C 10.) 

NAME/NOIVIBRE: //4/'Vl~ I Q/41 No./Nmm:ro; S6'(rc, 0 '1~ 
' 

CASE 
MAN AG ER/GEREN'l't:: ;A,,,111/r--~---~DATE/li'I:CHA:----f;-.1/{) 1 . 

· UNIT/UNIDAD: ~ WORK ASSIGNMEN'r/ASIGNACION U~ TRABAJO: 

BED ASSIGNMENTINUMERO DE CA.MA 
NOTE: lf }'OJ-U foU11w instruc-tio11s in preparing y1J-11r rt-q11c~t, it eon be dispo.~el1 of more pr-omp-lly alid intdligently, y.,11 wil! be 
i11terviewrd, if nix::e:m1ry, ~n vrder tQ sarisfact,cirlly ll.andle yo11r req11nt. Y•ur fr.ilure to spedl1caHy state your pnili!~rn may 
runlt in na a~ti1;n bciJ1g taken. 
NOT A: ~i u&t~d ~ ague I 11.s in ~t1·u cdo nc~ ,,.1 pre parsr ~11 -pelici(i o, pued e eRar c,cin ~c51fid-11 ma~ ra pid11 y i11tel igente m,..n ,~. U iled 
cstari enlrl!l'ist11do, 51. neces:uio, pal'a conh::1Ur n1 petidon .J..ati~rw,:loriam.en1t. Su i.,rglij;.tllC-ID ~n .cl~tluar .o;u problem~ 
esp~-:m,amente pneJI' rts1dlor en que no sc to int nh1gum111-ccio)~. 

DlSPOSlTION: (PO'r,IQ·f WRITE !N THIS 51'AC£) 
ll-ATFJFECl:IA: ________ ~----- 6 
DlSPOSKIOl'I: (NO ESCRJBA EN ESTE E~t'I\CIO} f ./ ') r--.. // 1.... ·j) 1 j cl -\ 
---~-~-~-7____,_.,_,~~----'o,.__'-----'--lti 1\0111'.\r-1. }>v"I ~t:,'{t~1~) 

!ii· l JA b (/ .. , h~n\ A 

IM-tl04AITr\CHMl;J'ff A Offfoer/Otlicial 
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V.S. Otp,u·unuit ufHoG1.ch1nd s«urity 

TO: (Namc:if\d ud~ ofirurtituti.on) 
MOl\',lll,JINOM VALLBT CCiOdlC'I'IONAI. 
.Ull LOCB r.ox).JIIl 1W 
)'ULIPSBn~ 1 ~A l6iC' 

Date ofblnh: tll/Ol/.1969 

Immigration Detaine.r- Notice of Action 

File No.All.90 356 :,1,;a 

Dm:September 2~. ~ooe -----~--------------l 
From• (Ofticc. s.ddrell) 

ALtElfJJOOII. J'A,. Pll,OCJllS BI:c:.'G (:mffE!I. 
P,O.l!!DJ: :ulJI 
lfflifl DJDlk, PA 11ee, 

Yoo are advised tb1t the a.ction oott.d below bu bee~ ia.kcln by the U.S. Dep•rtment of Homeland Secnrity 
coocenillJ tbe ab1JW-named inmate af your inmtution: 

!il lnvestig11tioa hu ~ 1niti~ to dc:tmnine wb.cmcr th\• pCl'SOll is 01,.1bjcr;'[ to removal £rem dl.e United Sanes. 
D A Notice to Appear or ather cliuging document inltlatlng n:movll.l procecdi:np, i COJlY of whiclt is attached, was ser.ed on 

(Did<:) 

0 A warrant oramst i.n fllmoval proceedings, a copy of which l, 11tbich.d, wu $fflled cin ---~----

{Clm) 

D D~tion or rcffiO\,·al from the Unltcd States 1w ~een iml~d. 

U J, requmted that you.: 
Pli:ast:: ilCi;ept this nQtiC't' 11:1 & d«aincr, This is fur notification purposes i:ialf and dol:II! not lin,,ir yaur discrctioo in any deci~ion 
aff~fl& u11s Dtfender'1 classifir..ation, work, mid qi.r,nDrS a9:!ignments, or Dthet treatmell1 which be or lilhe would othc.wi11e «;~~-

I) Federal 11!gulaticins (8 CFR 287-7) rw_u!R. tt,:,.t yoLJ detain the: alien for a perioi:I not m c;m,ad 48 ho11r11 (e,.1cdudi!l& SaUJtdays, 
-Sunday'& 1nd !i~1 b.olklayi) to provide adGqual:e tim~wr:OHS Lo~~ 01,11-w01 of the !!tl.leo.. YQU lllJl.f notify DHS by wllwg 

~70-154 7-0P 'I during businl!:S'S hours or _______ a:ftcl' hours 1r. an emc:rgency, 

0 Pleuc: oomplew and s(gn thi: bottom b1ook of the dll'-11-ieate of lhls fu.rm and retwn it 10 this office. • A :-elf-<11!d1w.utc:I SlWl~d 

envol.opc: \.$ £Q,:ilo~ed for your \':onvmcnce. D Please rettim 11 ,igned COJll' via fucsimile to----~-~---

Rewm fliX to lb~ attcntiOfl of -----~------~-, at 
(]'lm,o i,J ~mw barulli •~ =) (ATtl oO!II 11'11 pl:\OOl:i ui.mb.r) 

!ID 1'iiotify this office of tli11 limo o( rdcuc. al :I~ JO dll}'s prior to tdi;:aK i;,r u far in MJVMJ'" ag possible-. 

~ Notify thi~ o-tli~ in tb.e eveti.t of the inn:i.aJ:e'.s death~ trail.lift, to ,not:hM iru:dtutiou. 

D PIC!ni;Gaillld. the i'.ld:fll!loC:r i~ 

lil'mJW..k-,___~~~~~~:::... 

Date of lut OO'llVicil-cn: ~-------

Est(rn1tc.d rel- (i.o.te; ----~-------~-::---~~--r-"7"7--------------
Sl.gna!lJK ..r,d ritli: (Jf offo:;i11\, _______ ?:;;;___.~~~F--¥✓----"D"-(£-jl ~"""'1,~iid+,;.o.,>.k:.__ ____________ _ 

I 'P11n11 J.24; (11.ey. "8Klllll'T) 

--
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This is more cost-effective th.an all.owing the inmate t.o remain at 
the higher level facility with a Management Variable unless the 
inmate is within 18 months of release. 

~~ When considering ~n inmate for a nearer to release transfer, 
the inmate should not Gurrently be housed within a 500~mile 
radius of his legal residence, ~nd th~ requested transfer should 
place the inmate within the 500-mile radius. If the transfer is 
denied, no additiona~ request for redesignation may be submitted 
until one yea~ has elapsed since the date of the denial. Lastly, 
inmates will be considered for a nearer ~o rel€ase transfer after 
se~ving 18 month5 of clear conduct. 

e. Institution C1aasif~cation 

(1) Security Cha.ngea 

(a) A decreased security level may be indicated by a 
decrease in the security total of the Custody 
Classification Form. This change may result in transfer 
of the inmate to a lower security level institution. 

(b) An increased security level may be indicated in a 
similar fashion. The security total may increas€ to a 
higher -security level ~ange. 

If an updated security scocing, combined with PDblic Safety 
Factors, indicate that an inmate is rated at a different security 
levei, the inmate must be referred to the Regional Designator for 
either transfer or application or a Management V3riable. For 
example, if an inmate in a Low security level institution is 
reclassified to Minimum security, the case must be referred for 
transfer or application of a Management Variable. If transfer is 
denied, the regional office shall apply an appropriate Management 
Variable and add a Management Security Level, if applicable. 

(2) C11atody Changes. During an in1Tiate•s custody review", 
a custody level may be increased or decreased (ordinaril.Y, qg.ly 
one level at a time) indicating a transfer is appropr~te. · For: 
example: 

(a} A Medium secu~ity level inmate has OUT custody, and 
becomes eligible for COMMUNITY custody. If the Unit Team 
decides to reduce custody, the inmate would normally be 
referred for redesignation to~ Low or Minimum security 
level facility, since Medium security level institutior.s 
do not hou5e COMMUNITY custody inmates. If approved for 
tran9fer by the Regional Office, the Management Vari41ble 
of 

RFP #1 - 01192 
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6, TRANSFER CODES. The reason for transfer, a~ shown by one of 
·the codes listed at the end of this chapter is to be visible on 
the original and each copy of the Transfer Order. ~hen there is 
more than one reason for transfer, the most pertinent code is to 
be used. Nate that all Unescorted T~ansfers are Discharge Code -
FURL TRANS for Furlough Tr~nsfer. 

7. SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS. 

a. 
t r::an s an or w e or s e pro 
classifi~s; however, genera ly went ere is a orma y 1 e 

·detainer, the inmate is not to be trans£erred to an institution 
more distant from th~ detaining authority unless there is 
substantial reason to believe the det~iner will be dropped or the 
pending charge will not be prosecuted. 

An inma~e who indicates an irtention to oppose extradition is 
not to be tr~nsferred within the last 30 calendar days prior to 
release to an institution in the state that placed. the detainer. 
Such cases, and others in which there are legal or jurisdictional 
problemsr are t~ be referred to the Regional Correctional 
Programs Administrator {See Program Statement entitled Detainers 
and the Interstate Agreement on Detainers). 

b. When there is reason to transfer an inmate to a non-federal 
institution for concurrent service of federal and state 
sentence5, the Warden ~hall refer the c~~e to the Regional 
Director. Refer to the Program Statement, Transfer of a Pri~oner 
to State Custody Prior to Release from the Federal Sentence, for 
procedures. 

When an inmate is acce~ted by a non-federal institution for 
concur~ent service of fedeLal and state sentences, a Transfer 
Order will be prepared. 

Transfer to a facility in an ace~ othei:: than the i.n.m~te 1 s legal 
residence or sentencing district may be considered by the 
inmate's Unit Team provided the inmate can provide strong 
evidence of comm.unity and/o:r ·family suppo;i::-t. Institution staff 
should use sound correctional judgment when reviewing such 
requests for transfer to ensure the transfer is consistent with 
guidelines established in this chapter. At the time of th~ unit 
Team's recommendation for CCC placement, the Case Manager should 
submit release plans to the USPO if other than the sentencing 
district. A ~elocation acceptance letter should be included in 
the CCC ~eferral packet. 

8. RELATIONSHIPS wtTH OTHER. AGENCIES. 
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(2) An inmate's transfer to a higher security institution 
cou] ct be tr: tqqe :i:ed by an 1 n c·recJ ~;;? .i. n custody needs. F'o r 
example, a Medium security level inmate with IN custody 
bcc0mes eL.iqible fo.r:: a custody increi:ise. The te<:'.1171 aqi-:ees to 
increase the custody to M3ximum. Sjnce Medium security 
level facilities are 11.ot authorized to house Maximun\ custody 
inmates, the inmate must be referred for transfer to a High 
security level institution and the MSL ch~nqed in 3ccordance 
with the application of an MGTV. 

2. NEARER RELEASE TRAi.~SF'ERS (Code 313). Nearer release 
tro.nsfe.r.s move the-inmate closer to their leg.al re:;sidcnce: or: 
release destination, consistent with their security level. ) 
Inmutes ITTay be considered for a nearer release transfer only 
after serving lK consecutive months of clear conduct in a general 
population. NeiJ.rer r:clease transfer·s shouta- be incor.::por:ated with 
1'Lesser Security" transfers whenever possible. Once the inmate 
has been transfer.red with in 500 mi le s of his or tier release 
residencR, no f11r~h~r rRferrals will be made for ne~rer release 
transfer consideration. 

Transfer to a facility in -3n .;1r,e-3 other tha.n the inm<'lte's l0gctl 
residence or senumcing d:lst.rict rn.ay be con.side-red by the 
inmate's Unit Team provided thf: inmate can pro,.dde .strong 
evidenc:t:, of CQrnmunity i;ind./or family support. In.st:.it.ution staff 
should use sound correctional judgment when reviewing such 
requests for transfer to ensure the transfec is consistent with 
guidelines established in this chapter. 

Iwna.tes with an Order for Deportation, c;3.n Order of Removal, an ) 
ICE detainer for an ~nadjucticated oEfensc(s) or an ICE detainer 
fo~ a hea~ing will not be transferred for nearer release purposes 
since they rill J-;..!£ returninq to the corurnunity outside, rather 
than inside, the United Statesupori release. j --

3. WITSEC TRANSFERS. All movement of Witness Security cases is 
coordinated €Xclusively through the Inrnat€ Monitoring Section cf 
the Con:ect ional Pr:ograms Branch, Centi.-al Office. Witness 
Secw.r.iLy _cases will. not be Lransfei::red ·.-.ithout authorization from 
t.hat office. Witness Security inmates who require medic.:i.l or 
a1ental health treatment at a medical center must also be approved 
by the Medical Designator. 

If the inmate is classified as a WITSEC case, a copy of the 
medical refcr.·.r.'al will be sent shnultancously to the Inmate 
Monitod_ng Scctlon OMS) and the Medical Designator. The Inm.=:it-2 
Monitoring s.,,c:tion w111 r:oordinate with the OMDT Lega:rding an 
appropriate placement. Placement will be based on available 
medical resources, security needs, bed space availa.bility1 and 

---
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Case 1 :09-cv-00200-RWR Document 6 Filed 06/08/2009 Page 1 of 15 

KAMAL K. PATEL, and 
DALE IEQtJN, 

Plaintiffs, 

vs. 

WRFAU OF PRTIDNS, aoo 
HARLEY LAPPIN, 

Defendants. 

IN THE WITID STATES DIS'IRICT a:xJRT 
FOR THE DIS'IRICT OF a>Lll-18IA 

§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 

Civil No. 1 :09-CV-00200 AWIZ 

CIVIL cn.tPIAINT R>R ImUNCl'IVE 
AND DECIARA'IORY RELIEF 

PLAINI'IFFS I FIRST AMENDED cn.tPIAINT 
(Fed.R.Civ.P. 15 & 20) 

'ID THE fDlJRABLE Jurx;E OF THIS CXXJRT: 

f0"1 aJ.IES, your Plaintiffs in this action, KAMAL K. PATEL and DALE BROWN, 

appearing herein Pro Se, and hereby sul::xnit this First Amended Complaint seeking 

Injunctive and Declaratory Relief. 

I. 

The initial canplaint sought injunctive and declaratory relief in regards 

the discriminatory policies as applied to non-citizen Legal Pennandent Residents 

("LPR") by the Bureau of Prisons. In the instant First Amended Canplaint, Dale 

Brown has been joined as a co-plaintiff complaining of the identical matters 

alleged in the initial canplaint. Additionally, plaintiff Kamal Patel has added 

additional claims for relief under the Freedom of Infonnation Act. 

RECEIVED 
JUN - 8 2009 

NANCY MAYER WHITTIMGTON, CLERK 
U.S. DISTRICT COURT 
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II. 

~ UNDm. FED. R.CIV. P. 15 & 20 

1. This amendment is subnitted pursuant to Rule 15(a) of the Federal 

Rules of Civil Procedure which permits an amenament as of right before the filing 

of a respJnsive pleading by the defendants. Defendants have not filed a 

respJnsive pleading. 

2. Co-Plaintiff Dale Brown is added to this canplaint pursuant to Rule 

20(a)(1 )(A) & (B). Both plaintiffs seek relief complaining of comnon questions 

of fact and law. Both plaintiffs are LPR's who have been unfairly discriminated 

against and denied the Equal Protection of the laws by the OOP on account of their 

LPR status. 

III. 

PARrIES 

3. Kl-\M.l\L K. PATEL (hereinafter 11Patel11 is the Plaintiff in this action. 

Patel is a British citizen and a Legal Permanent Resident of the United States. 

Pate's legal residence is in the State of Oklahoma. Plaintiff's current addresses 

are as follows: 

Kamal K. Patel 
420 E. Oklahoma Blvd. 
Alva, OK 73717 

~ ADDRESS: 

Kamal K. Patel 
Reg. No. 56496-080 
P.O. Box 630 
Winton, NC 27986 

4. DALE BROWN (hereinafter "Brown" is a Co-Plaintiff in this action. 

Brown is a Jamaican citizen and a Legal Permanent Resident of the united States. 

Brown's legal residence is in the State of Florida with the same mailing address 

as co-plaintiff Patel listed in Paragraph 3, supra. 
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5. BUREAU OF PRISONS (hereinafter "BOP") is a Defendant in this action. 

The EOP is a federal agency of the United States headquartered at: 

Bureau of Prisons 
320 First Street, N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20534 

The OOP is sued only for injunctive and declaratory relief. There are no claims 

for rroney damages in this case. 

6. HARLEY LAPPIN (hereinafter "Lappin" or "Director") is the Director of the 

Federal Bureau of Prisons. Lappin is sued solely in his official capacity as the 

Director of the BOP. No claims for rroney damages are asserted in this action 

against Director Lappin, a defendant, in this action. Lappin' s work/official 

address is alleged to be as follows: 

Harley Lappin--Director 
Bureau of Prisons 
320 First Street, N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20534 

IV • 

.JURISDICl'ION & VEMJE 

7. Jurisdiction over this matter is invoked under Title 28, United States 

Co::le, §§ 1331 and 1361; Title 5, United States Code,§ 552 et. seq.; the Equal 

Protection Clause of the Fifth Amendment, and any other applicable provisions 

unknown to plaintiffs providing for the relief sought. 

8. Venue is proper in this court trrl=.:!r 28 u.s.c. § 1391(b)(1), (b)(2), 

(b)(3), (e)(1) and (e)(2). 
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V. 

EXHAUSTION OF ADMiijISTRATIVE REMEDIES 

9. At the time the instant suit was filed, there were no "available" 

administrative remedies for Plaintiff Patel to file. 

10. The Bureau of Prisons has a grievance procedure which mandates that 

an inmat~ first complete an informal resolution request before he files the 

formal appeals; first to the ~arden via a form called the BP-9, then to the 

Regional Director via a form called the BP-10, and finally to the Central Office 

on a form called the BP-11. 

11. Plaintiff Patel attempted to initiate his grievances complaining of 

the claims made in this suit by requesting the appropriate forms from his 

Counselor, Mr. Benbow. See Exhibit A at Para. 1 & A-1. Patel was informed 

that he would only be able to file a grievance on one of the issues he sought 

to file a administrative remedy for. Exhibit A, supra; A-1. Thus, for the 

instant claims brought in this suit, there were no avaiable remedies. 

12, Plaintiff sought to again attempt to exhaust his administrative 

remedies after he was transferred from FMC Butner, ~orth Carolina to CI Moshannon 

Valley, Pennsylvania, Plaintiff Patel made many requests for grievance forms 

from the prison officials at CI ~oshannon Valley, both verbally and in writing, 

See Exhibit A & A-2. Patel's requests were ignored and he was not provided the 

forms to file any grievances while at CI Moshannon Valley. 

13. Co-Plaintiff Brown has exhausted his administrative remedies for the 

claims he brings in this suit. See Exhibit B & B-1. 

14. The claims brought by Plaintiff Patel via the Freedom of Information 

Act have been fully exhausted at the BOP level. See Exhibit A & A- 3, ll·tlA·:S.A ... ,. 
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VI. 

FACI'S PERTINENT 'IO CDUm'S ALL&;Illi DISCRIMINA'IORY AND 
mn:JNSTI'IUl'IONAL POLICIES DIREx::TED 'IOWARDS t.EX;AL PERMANENl' RESIDENTS 

15. Plaintiff Patel is and was a Legal Permanent Resident of the United 

States of America, also known as a Green Card Holder, at all times relevant here. 

16. Plaintiff Brown is and was a Legal Pennanent Resident of the United 

States of America, also known as a Green Card Holder, at all times relevant here. 

1-7. The irrmigration service has placed a detainer action letter against 

both plaintiffs, Patel and Brown, to determine if they are subject to removal 

frcm the United States. See Exhibit C (Patel's Detainer Action Letter); Exhibit 

D (Brown's Detainer Action Letter). 

18. A Detainer Action Letter filed by the immigration service is not a 

determination by the illIIligration service, an irrmigration judge, or any other 

agency or official that the person is to be rernoved or deported from the United 

States. The Detainer Action Letter is only a notification. 

19. A Legal Permanent Resident of the United states, like the plaintiffs, 

are entitled to have a determination as to his or her deportation and removal .. 

before an appropriate irrrnigration judge and are entitled to various procedural 

protections including the right to a review of any adverse decision by the 

appropriate appellate and/or district court. 

20. At all times relevant here, neither of the plaintiffs have been provided 

any hearing or any other process in relation to whether or not they may remain 

in the United States or be removed. Additionally, for convictions before 1996, 

waivers were pennitted under INA~ 212(c). 

21. The Bureau of Prisons is not vested with any authority to make any 

decision or determination to order any person removed or deported. The BOP cannot 
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order the Plaintiffs to be deported or removed. 

22. The OOP is also without any authority to make any order affecting the 

irrmigration status of the Plaintiffs in the United States. 

23. At all times relevant to this action, lx>th the Plaintiffs had legal 

residence in the United States. 

24. The legal residence of Plaintiff Patel was at 420 E. Oklahoma Blvd., 

Alva, Oklahcma 73717. The United states Probation Office has stated that this 

is the Plaintiff Patel's legal residence in Patel's Presentence Investigation 

Report. 

25. The legal residence of Plaintiff Brown was at 3286 N.W. 42nd Street, 

Ft. Lauderdale, Florida 33311. The United states Probation Office has recognized 

this to be the legal residence of Brown at the time of his conviction. 

26. The Bureau of Prisons has defined the term "legal residence" to mean 

the legal residence as recognized by the United States Probation Office at the 

time of conviction. Exhibit E (P5100.08, Chapter 2, Page 2, defining tenn 

11Legal Residence") • 

27. Under the definition of "legal residence" as defined by the OOP 

at P5100.08, Chapter 2, Page 2 (Exhibit E), both Plaintiffs Patel and Brown 

are considered to have legal residence within the United States. 

28. The definition of the term "legal residence" by the BOP is in the 

Program Statement pertaining to the classification, transfer and program 

participation decisions it makes under the Program Statements in the Custody 

Classification Manual. See 00P P5100.08 (Introducticn). 

29. The BOP's Custod.y Classification Manual outlines guidelines for the 

purposes of classification, transfer, and program participation needs. 

30. The BOP's guidelines on transfers under the Code 313 category 
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titled "Nearer Release Transfers" state that it is to transfer the inmate for 

either: 

(a) 1110C>ve the inmate closer to their legal residence" or 
(b) move the inmate closer to their "release destination". 

See Exhibit G (BOP P5100.08, Chapter 7, Page 4). 

31. The BOP has also created P5100.08, Chapter 7, Page 4, a Program Statement 

which prohibits inmates with a ICE detainer fran being eligible for transfers for 

nearer release purposes. Id. 

32. In crafting the above guideline, the BOP stated as its rationale that 

inmates with an ICE detainer are ineligible since "they will be returning to the 

corrmunity outside, rather than inside, the United States upon release." Id. 

33. By an unwritten mandate, the BOP has directed that the prohibition 

against nearer to release destination transfers will also include a nearer to 

legal residence transfers although the two transfers are listed as being distinct. 

34. The imnigration service has expressly instructed the BOP in its 

detainer letter that the detainer is not an indication of any legal findings and 

taht it is not to be used to limit the BOP's discretion in classifying, giving 

program assignments, or other treatments to the inmate that he would otherwise 

receive. Exhibit C. (Patel's Detainer Letter) ; Exhibit D (Brown's Detainer Letter) • 

35. 'Ihe BOP has acted in the role of a judicial fact-finder by declaring 

that any inmate with an ICE detainer will be deported or removed from the United 

States. This action by the BOP is arbitrary, capricious, and without any legal 

basis. 

36. Both the Plaintiffs, as Legal Pennanent Residents of the United States, 

are entitled to the full protection of the laws under the Equal Protection Clause 

of the_-f.'ifth-Ameddment to the United States Constitution and must receive the 
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same rights, benefits, and privileges afforded the United States citizensh by the 

OOP. 

37. The BOP may not discriminate against LPR's on the basis of their 

nationality in making the transfer, classification, and program participation 

decisions. 

38. Under federal law, an innate serving a federally imposed sentence of 

LIFE is ineligible for parole and if req\ired to serve this sentence, will only 

be released from prison upon his death. 

39. The BOP permits these inmates with LIFE sentences who will not be 

returning to the ccmnunity but who are u.s. citizens to be transferred for 

purposes of nearer to release residence. 

40. The BOP has implemented a policy for U.S. citizens that pending 

detainers and charges will not affect their transfer or classification decisions. 

Exhibit H. 

41. The BOP's guidelines treat similarly situated u.s. citizens and 

non-u.s. citizen Legal Permanent Residents differently with no legitimate purpose. 

42. The OOP's guidelines arbitrarily deny Legal Per.nanent Residents the 

opportunity to be closer to their families but provide U.S. citizens with LIFE 

sentences with this opportunity although it is the LIFE sentenced U.S. citizens 

with no chance of being released to the carmunity and the LPR's with a chance to 

avoid deportation or rerroval after the irrmigration hearing. 

43. The BOP's guidelines treating irrmigration detainers different than 

other detainers is premised on discriminatory intentions and motives directed against 

non-u.s. citizensh. 

44. Both the plaintiffs have rrost of their inmediate and extended families 

living in the United States. Furtherrrore, most of these family members are U.S. 
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citizens. 

45. The OOP recognizes that placing inmates far fran their families would 

place a burden upon the inmate and the family for visitation purposes. The BOP 

also recognizes that placing inmates closer to the legal residence or release 

destination will enable the inmate to have greater opp:irtunities to visit with 

his family members and enhance his First Amendment rights. 

46. Unless otherwise ordered by the irrmigration agency, both the Plaintiffs 

intend to be released to their legal residence and intent to reside in the United 

States. 

47. The Plaintiffs allege that the OOP's sole basis for treating LPR's 

different than similarly situated u.s. citizens is based on an impermissible, 

unsupportable and unconstitutional reason. The Plaintiffs allege that these 

discriminatory actions are based on the intentions to single out non-u.s. 

citizens for discriminatory treatment. 

48. The BOP is prohibited fran discriminating against inmates on the 

l:asis of their national origin in making administrative decisions such as transfers 

and classification. Exhibit I (28 C.F.R § 551.90). 

49. The Plaintiffs state that the OOP's actions in delaring that all non

citizens with ICE detainers will be deported. engages on impermissible speculation 

and casts the OOP into the role of the inmigration agencies, a role for which 

OOP is not legally authorized. 

50. As a direct result of the OOP's discriminatory actions, both Plaintiffs 

have been discriminated against on the basis of their nationality despite being 

LPR's and have been denied the Equal Protection of the laws. 
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RELIEF ~ 

CXXJNT OOE: OEX:':LARA'IDRY RELIEF. Plaintiffs Patel and Brown seek Declaratory 

Relief as follows. Patel and Brown seek a declaration by this court that: 

A. The BOP and Lappin violated the Plaintiffs rights under the F.qual 

Protection Clause of the Fifth Amendment by refusing each of them a transfer 

to be close to their legal residence while providing U.S. citizens this transfer. 

B. The BOP and Lappin violated the Plaintiffs' rights under the F.qual 

Protection Clause of the Fifth Amendment by denying each of them the same 

opportunities for a Code 313 transfer as an incentive for gcxxl behavior as provided 

U.S. citizensh. 

c. The BOP and Lappin have violated the Plaintiffs' rights under the F.qual 

Protection Clause of the Fifth Amendment by denying them the same opportunity to 

rraintain their First Amendment relationships with family and the conmunity as 

provided to U.S. citizens. 

D. The BOP's regulation declaring that all inmates with an ICE detainer 

will be deported or removed from the United States is an unconstitutional policy 

which the BOP is not authorized to promulgate. 

E. The BOP's regulation that precludes LPR's from being eligible for 

nearer to legal residence transfers on the basis of an ICE detainer is 

unconstitutional. 

F. The BOP's regulation that precludes LPR's from being eligible for 

nearer to release destination transfers on the basis of an unadjudicated ICE 

detainer is unconstitutional. 

G. '!he BOP engaged in capricious, arbitrary and unconstitutional acts in 

violation of the Fifth Amendment's Equal Protection Clause by applying criteria 
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VII. 

FACl'S PERTINENI' '10 axJN'l'S AI..I.,EJ'.;]N; DISCRIMINA'IDRY AND ~ 
POLICIES I1EN.{IN'.; LPR PLA1NI'IFF PA'IEL ACU'SS '10 ~ 

OPRRI'll.lUTIES AS GIVEN U.S. CITIZENS 

51. Paragraphs 15-50, supra, are hereby incorporated into these Counts 

alleged here as if fully set forth herein. 

52. Plaintiff Patel has been discriminated against and denied the Equal 

Protection of the laws mandated by the Fifth Amendment by being denied the 

opportunity to participate in the residential faith based program, called the 

Life-Connections Program, on the basis of his irrmigration detainer. 

53. '!he BOP has established a residential faith based program, the Life 

Connections Program. 

54. Upon arriving at r-t>shannon Valley Correctional Institute, Philipsburg, 

Pennsylvania, Plaintiff Patel requested that he be allowed to enroll in the Life

Connections Program. Patel rrade these requests to many of the prison officials 

at the institute (hereinafter referred to as "MVCC") including Mr. Stepa.novic, 

the Religious Program Coordinator, Ms. Magnuson, the Case Manager Coordinator, 

Mr. Lumadue, the Unit Manager, and Mr. Juster, the OOP Specialist on-site. 

55. Plaintiff Patel was infonned by all these persons that his request was 

denied and that MVCC did not allow inmates to enroll in such program since the 

inmates at the prison were all with imnigration detainers and due to the detainer, 

the inmates were excluded from the program. 

56. The Life-Connections policy does not state that it excludes inmates 

with INS detainers but such a policy is practices as an unwritten mandate by the 

EOP ands it officials and contractors. 
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VIII. 

59. In 2003, the Plaintiff, Kamal K. Patel, was a complainant in an 

investigation into violations of the USA Patriot Act by the Office of the 

Inspector General. 

60. Plaintiff Patel filed for copies of the investigation report. 

In response to the FOIA request, only portions of the investigation report 

were released. Patel appealed the denial of the relevant portions of the FOIA 

request and fully exhausted his remedies at that stage. The matter is brought 

to this court for resolution in regards to Request No. 2005-05331, Appeal No. 05-

2152. Exhibit A-3. 

61. On April 25, 2009, Patel filed a Freedom of Information request 

to teh Bureau of Prisons requesting the following documents: 

a) All documents pertaining to a protection hearing conducted at 
MVCC in which Patel was involuntarily placed under protection custody; 

b) All documents created after the initial protection hearing; and 

c) All documents of any segregation review hearings at MVCC. 

On May 5, 2009, the OOP returned the FOIA letter requesting a Certificate of 

Identity. Patel mailed the Certificate of Identity and FOIA request to the OOP 

on May 19, 2009. This FOIA request numbered 2009-07187 has exceeded the statutory 

time frame without response. Exhibit A-4. 

62. On October 6, 2008, Patel filed a FOIA request to the De-parbnent of 

Justice asking for the following: 

a) All transfer documents including 409 forms, medical clearance 
documetns created for transfer and any other documents pertaining to 
the transfer decisions regarding Patel's transfer from FCI Forrest City, 
Arkansas to FMC Butner, North Carolina in 2006, from FM: Butner, North 
Carolina to Pine Prairie Correctional Facility in Louisiana in January 
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or February 2008. 

See Exhibit A-5. Patel did not receive an answer to this request and the statutory 

time frames have elapsed. 

63. Patel filed a FOIA request to the Bureau of Prisons for a copy of a 

medical transfer request suanitted by officials at MVCC in late 2008. This 

request has not been provided by the time frames established in the Freedom of 

Information Act. See Exhibit A-6. 

RELllF RtQltSlfl) 

CXXJNT FIVE: Plaintiff Patel seeks an Order requiring the BOP to release to him 

the documents described in paragraphs 59 and 60, supra, and Exhibit A-3 under the 

Freedom of Information and Privacy Acts. 

CXXJNr SIX: Plaintiff Patel seeks an Order requiring the BOP to release to him 

the documents described in paragraph 61, supra, and Exhibit A-4 under the Freedom 

of Information and Privacy Acts. 

0JUNT SE.VEN: Plaintiff Patel seeks an Order requiring the OOP to release to him 

the documents described in paragraph 62, supra, and Exhibit A-5 under the Freedom 

of Information and Privacy Acts. 

ClXJNT EIGHI': Plaintiff Patel seeks an Order requiring the BOP to release to him 

the documents described in paragraph 63, supra, and Exhibit A-6 under the Freedom 

of Information and Privacy Acts. 
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IX. 

'!he Plaintiffs, Kamal K. Patel and Dale Brown, bring this civil action 

asking this court to enforce their rights while in the custcx:ly and care of the 

Bureau of Prisons. Plaintiff Patel brings claims under Counts One through Eight. 

Plaintiff Brown brings claims only in Counts One and Two. 

PRAYER FCR RELIEF 

The paragraphs numbered 1 through 63, supra, and all attached exhibits are 

hereby incorporated here as if fully set forth herein. 

64. Plaintiffs Patel and Brown request Declaratory and Injunctive Relief 

as set forth in Counts One and. Two, supra. 

65. Plaintiff Patel requests Declaratory and Injunctive Relief as set forth 

in Counts Three and Four, supra. 

66. Plaintiff Patel requests relief W1der the Freedan of Information and 

Privacy Acts as set forth in Counts Five, Six, Seven and Eight, supra. 

67. Both plaintiffs ask this court to assess costs, fees, attorney fees, 

and other costs against Defendants. 

68. A TRIAL BY JURY is DEMANDED on all issues so triable. 

69. Both Plaintiffs ask for such other relief as is just. 

WHmEFORE, all things considered, the Plaintiffs, KAMAL K. PATEL and DALE 

BROWN, respectfully pray that this court order all relief requested. 

DATED: b-2-oq 

-16-

Respectfully subnitted, 

Pate 
• No. 56496-080 

P.O. Box 630 
Winton, NC 27986 
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DATED: 

Filed 06/08/2009 Page 15 of 15 

• No. 29087-004 
P.O. Box 630 
Winton, NC 27986 

Cf.Rl'll"ICATE OF SERVICE 

I do hereby certify that I have mailed a true and correct copy of the 

foregoing to opposing counsel at the last known address by first class mail, 
11cl 

p::)Stage prepaid, by de{X)siting in the prison legal mailbox on this the ;,J 

day of June, 2009. Declared under 28 u.s.c. § 

-17-
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AFFIDAVIT OF KAMAL K. PATEL 

I state that my name is Kamal K. Patel, that I am over the age of 18, 

and that I am competent to testify to the matters declared herein. 

1. I state that the exhibits attached to this affidavit are true and 

correct copies and/or the originals to the best of my knowledge and beliefs. 

Exhibit A-1 is a request I sutmitted to my counselD'~., Mr. Benbow. Exhibit A-2 

is a true and correct copy of a request I sul:mitted to my case manager at CI 

Moshannon Valley, Pennsylvania. Exhibit A-3 is a true and correct copy of a 

of the denial I received in a FOIA request. Exhibit A-4 is a true and correct 

copy of a letter I sent under the Freedan of Information Act on May 19, 2009 

for which I have not received the requested materials. Exhibit A-5 is a true 

and correct copy of a letter I sent on October 6, 2008 for which I have not received 

teh requested materials. 

2. I state that the exhibit labelled Exhibit C to the instant Amended 

Complaint is a true and correct copy of a detainer letter I received. 

3. I state that I attempted to exhaust my administrative remedies in 

relation to the claims brought in Counts One through Four in this Amended 

Complaint. I sent my counselor at Ft-C, Mr. Benbow, a request for informal 

resolution forms to file the claims raised in Counts One through Four. Mr. Benbow 

responded by informing me that he would only provide me one BP-8 at a time. The 

BP-8 is the term used for the informal resolution form which must be filed before 

a formal grievance can be filed on a BP-9 fonn. Thus, I had to pick which of the 

issues I could file the grievance on and the remedies were unavailable as to the 

other issues. 

EX hi bit R· p AGE 1 of 2 
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4. I state that I was transferred to Moshannon Valley Correctional Facility 

in Pennsylvania from FM: Butner, North Carolina sometime in September 2008. Upon 

arrival at this prison, I asked for grievance forms to exhaust my administrative 

remedies. At Attachment A-2 to this affidavit, it shows a request I made to 

my case manager at the prison for grievance forms. Although a response was given 

to me that the forms would be provided by the case manager on his next visit to 

me, no forms were ever brought. I made many requests for forms for grievances 

to these prison fficials. On September 22, 2008, I stopped by case manager 

Miller's office and Mr. Miller was there which a lady named Ms. Norfolk. At 

this time I requested 6 BP-8 forms and was told to write my request on a cop-out. 

I sul::rnitted a written request as instructed which was not answered. On September 

25, 2008, I had a team meeting in which I again requested grievance forms 

and was told that I would be provided them when they were logged in. I was not 

provided these either. On October 2, 2008, I sul::xnitted a written request for 15 

grievance forms and did not receive any reply to this. On October 1, 2008, Unit 

Manager Lamadue verbally told me that per the warden, I would only be issued 

three grievance forms at a time. I asked for these three forms and for this 

restriction in writing. Mr. Larnadue said he would get back with me. He never 

provided me with any forms nor the restriction in writing as requested. I sent 

the Central Office of the BOP a letter notifying them that I could not get grievance 

forms. 

5. At the time I filed this suit, I was not permitted access to the 

administrative remedy process at the prison and was denied all necessary forms 

with which to file my grievances. 

I state that the aboe statements are true and correct to the best of m 
knowledge and beliefs under the penalty of perjury as provided by 28 U 74. 

DATED: ol;ij::1CJ .~· 
1 

A 
EXHIBIT Page 2 of 2 
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BP-s:-.s. 0::5 INMATE REQUEST TO ST.A.FF c:::•f°!<.M 
SE:P 98 

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICS FEDER.~L BUREAU OF PRISONS 

TO: {Na.me and Title o;: Sta.f:: Mem:::e.:-: 

H«. 1Sef\b1 )- L';,O,J,,'\.."V /Jt 
...,n-- T 

I 

r~"'~. 7. )J· 0;> 

WORK ASSIGNMENT: 

SGEJECT: (Briefly state your cues~~~n or csnce::7>. o.r:c t~e scl~tion vcu a=e reauestinc. 
Conti~ue on back, if necessaY";. y 8 ~= fai:ure t~ te spe~ific may =~sul~ inn~ actio~ bei~~ 
take~. If necessa.r.1, you wil2- be i..::ic.er.,ie• .• ec iri c1:c:.e= to success:::ul:..y res:;cnd to your 
request.) 

co r ~kc.I l(lt' ( )Mft.d ?-Jh:>~ u-,;.,h_J Ji 7o03 3Jlv OD:>1 'JS.;Jb .;,.~ += Kal<ol.,.IJ-(. 

(-0!.,ld; , H~ do~"ipf)©a:J 4: .r ht,yt,1\- S,::J'r 'mr N'.:<Uf'+ J,,act -, Ct"k:! i1?::t --h-7 -h 

{E) r )Je.LA, w'l"I~ l\:J.yp' G:u) ?->P-vvh I d: )$ Ge-x .jbc,,yµ . /£.JV<.:J au. (Jd CsP"¥1: 

Q rdt,l.-,iP') :bncsf:-t. P,a .. ,,, l QS) N.! • .I. Bb ;:;J 1-""1~{;. dcw1b <l2 @•1•ut P ul~a•A>l 

© S'I.S ,a-Jn.P,,k NJ '"'1 Lr1 ,t:u.d· mq:i (i) 1; tUI 11l1xort1 1r:,{h ,,;., .rk=-·h {0 E:>r,d P..Jcc/.,.. 
al<11 1A ,i'l &I l-1M~ w, ht.:iy-< 5...)::. &dt ·Lw,.f<o J,,,..Ul...,,.7 hi?'i X. L ,Et-,.i,..,-,":f,.;...,, prajH!"', 

( ~ < ,ck 01 b "'1 Hf?P {Jy;{"L,,Of CJ) ,:u./u,;,,:i «y' 11.bv I f?(f(?f...,,. @ D, ,x.- ,...,/,1 ,,,d.,. ,,,,, U,?f'hvt .;., « w5:/::.:J7 u,&I) en'1 ,f.,. ·vs lW.f.~ .• ,Ji tl17' /l!czh{J t.:x,-,·1 /YI.,.,,, dv,w!l!M"" 

{f) r Mc-A <1f0 do(+ c~ ~~· ------------

(De noc. write below t:iis line) 

DISPOSITION: 

Rec~rd Copy - File; Coov - In.mace 
(T~is for:n may be repli~atec v~a w~) 

/0 cor--otJJs 

lnaceiJ/4~ 
T~~s form s:eplaces BP-l-!B.070 dated Cct. 8€ 
~c. 3P-Sl48. 070 _n_p?._\ ':4 

f11h•••.J A-\ 
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CORNELL COMPANIES, INC. 

INMATE REQUEST TO A STAFF MEMBER 
PETICION DEL PRESO PARA PERSONAL DE LA INSTITUCION 

TO/PARA: _ _,__,__,µ:::......--t,.<.J!...+-i'----l--l-~~¥-1--..>c:-:....LJ_.,________::;0_/J:J.r-_------'ft~r/,~==-->--------

SUBJECT: STATE, COMPLETELY, BUT BRIEFLY, THE PROBLEM ON WHICH YOU DESIRE ASSISTANCE, 
AND WHAT YOU THINK SHOULD BE DONE. (GIVE DETAILS) 

RAZON: ESCRIBA EL PROBLEMA, BREVEMENTE \' COMO USTED PIENSE QUE PODEMOS 

8 

RESOLVERLO. (ESCRIBA CON DETALLES) 

o/ V-e-Jn ( re Jk'-<,J, 

a / 

(USE OTHER SIDE OF PAGE IF MORE SPACE IS NEEDED.) 
(USE EL OTRO L ELA HOJA SI NECESITA MAS ESPACIO.) 

MANAGER/GERENTE: ~ DATE/FECHA: /;ZL<,~{7 CASE ~ 
----.,ILJ:/.,A"--'--,y>o<....::...J...--------- ( 

WORK ASSIGNMENT/ASIGNACION DE TRABA.JO: -~-~ _____ UNIT/UNIDAD:..56'( 

BED ASSIGNMENT/NUMERO DE CAMA (I { ~C. 
NOTE: If you follow Instructions in preparing your request, it can be disposed of more promptly and intelligently. \' ou will be 
interviewed, if necessary, in order to satisfactorily handle your request, Your failure to specifically state your problem may 
result in no action being taken. . 
NOTA: Si usted sigue las instrucciones en preparar su peticion, puede estar contestada mas rapida y inteligentemente. Usted 
estarii entrevistado, si necesario, para contestar su peticion satisfactoriamente. Su negligencia en declarar su problema 
especfficamente puede resultar en que nose tome ninguna accion. 

DATE/FECHA: f,? .S 0 
DISPOSITION: (DO~S)J' W~T"[N THIS SPACE) 

DISPOSICION: (NO ES ITTA EN ESTE ESPACIO) 

MVCC PS IM-004 10/2005 Page I of I 
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Telephone: (202) 514-3642 

Mr. Kamal K. Patel 
Register No, 56496-080 
Federal Correctional Institution 
Post Office Box 9000 
Forrest City, AR 72336 

Dear Mr. Patel: 

NOV 2 8 2007 

U.S. Department of Justice 

Office of Information and Privacy 

Washington, D.C 20530 

Re: Appeal No. 05-2152 
Request No. 2005-05331 
ALB:CG 

You appealed from the action of the Central Office of the Federal Bureau of Prisons 
(BOP) on records referred to it by the Office of the Inspector General (OIG) pursuant to your 
request to OIG for access to certain records pertaining to yourself. I regret the substantial delay 
in responding to your appeal. 

After carefully considering your appeal, I am affirming, on partly modified grounds, 
BOP's action on the records referred to it. The records referred to BOP are exempt from the 
access provision of the Privacy Act of 1974 pursuant to 5 U.S.C, § 552a(j)(2). See 28 C.F.R. 

1<11 ,-

§ 16.97 (2007). Because these records are not available to you under the Privacy Act, they have 
been reviewed under the Freedom oflnfonnation Act in order to afford you the greatest possible 
access to them. 

BOP properly withheld certain information that is protected from disclosure under the 
FOIA pursuant to: 

5 U.S.C. § 552(b)(5), which concerns certain inter- and intra-agency 
communications protected by the deliberative process privilege; 

5 U.S.C. § 552(b)(7)(C), which concerns records or information compiled for law 
enforcement purposes the release of which could reasonably be expected to 
constitute an u·nwarranted invasion of the personal privacy of third parties; and 

5 U.S.C. § 552(b)(7)(F), which concerns records or information compiled for law 
enforcement purposes the release of which could reasonably be expected to 
endanger the life or personal safety of an individual. 

p. J ,I'?. 
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In your appeal letter, you contend that BOP failed to provide you with certain records. 
Please note that BOP's action was limited to documents that were referred to it by OIG. If you 
have not done so already, I suggest that you make a separate request to BOP for the additional 
documents that you now seek. For your convenience, I am including the address ofBOP's FOIA 
Office: 

WandaM. Hunt 
Chief, FOIA Section 
FOINPrivacy Act Requests 
Federal Bureau of Prisons 
Department of Justice 
Room 841, HOLC Building 
Washington, DC 20534 

If you are dissatisfied with my action on your appeal, you may file a lawsuit in 
accordance with 5 U.S.C. § 552(a)(4)(B). 

Sincerely, 

Janice Galli McLeod 
Associate Director 

By:~✓WfVZ__. 

Anne D. Work 
Attorney-Advisor 

p. 2 ,1'2. 
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lCAMAL K. PATEL 
Reg. No. 56496-080 

-P.O. Box 630 
Winton, ~C 27986 

April 25, 2009 

RE: FREEDOM OF INFORMATION/PRIVACY ACT REQUEST 
FOR DOCUMENTS FROM FEDERAL BlreEAU OF PRISONS 

Dear FOIA/PA Section: 

Received 
5 ';"\1':1 

{_-..;I. .. J 

FOINPA Section 
Feaera1 eureau of Prison 

Please provide me the below described documents pursuant to the Freedom of 
Information and ?rivacy Acts: 

1. All documents pertaining to a Protection Hearing conducted during my 
incarceration at Moshannon Valley Correctional Institution, Philipsburg, 
Pennsylvania, a private contract facility for the Bureau of Prisons. T~e 
approximate date of this protection hearing is around ~ovember/December 
2008. 

2. As part of this request, please include any other documents, memos, etc. 
which pertain to my classification as a protection hearing case, any documents 
created after the initial protection hearing and in any way relevant to this 
matter. 

3, Any and all segregation review hearing reports created from ~ovember 2008, 

4. A copy of all documents in my Inmate Central File created since September 
15, 2008 up to the present, 

I would appreciate it if you could provide this information to me within the 
time frames as provided by the Freedom of Information Act. 

Thank you very much for your kind consideration in this matter. 
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F0I 71./'f'.q •i,I!., '1"'.:'.::-~~':'.111,_r, rpr;:<:"' 

u.s. OGnt of ~u~tic~ 
C) c:..o "::'~nn.syl V3.ni~ !\v~. , '·-!. -:-.: • 

'J?1.r;'1ington, n.~. 20S'.H) 
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v,-r,=3.l '.{• "'3f:,~l 
ry90. ~o. 56~96-0Qn 
CT ~OS~3nnon V~]lgy 
~5S-I rornell nr., ~-? 
Dhili~s~ur~, ?~ ~~q~5 

"le:ic;:.~. orovir'e :J8 th~ follmvin0 ,.,acu:71.~nts l"lt1rsu=int to th(;! :-;,r?-?r~o··., 

of Inf~r~3tton 3n~ nrtv~cy ~cts: 

1. :'\ ~':J")Y of -1.11 transfer r,oc11~'7-nts :!.nclu(Jtnq 4"" fo,:rns., 
•·-~e ... "'lical cl2.:..r.~-tnc9 ,~ocur-tent:s for transf~r, =tnA ~ny otliqr 1:iocu1"1t;nt 
er.::?:; t"!,~ for 1. trcrns fer t-i.,t•.-1".::!en nri. son;; for ~h~ nr i c;o~ 
tr;,.sn:,.,.rs ,,.,~ic1, occurn~r or w"'!r~ ilD..,rove--" t:o occur for ~v,-;'!l-" 
,ci ~ f :J l lry1r, : 

1. 'rr.~n,;f~r fro:, r.-r.r ~orr,;c:;t ~l t:y, '\rl.(ans~c:; +:o r.o~1r. ".'ntn":!r, 
·,ort'-1 c,~!"olin,1. in '.?Of::~ 

:'). Tr;:rns f-3r an'?rover'l fro,n ~·~c e:,utncr, "T0rt~ Caroli 11!'.\ to Prt v, t~ 
Pri3on Facility "in~ ryrairie, ~ouisinn3 in J~n/~G~ ?001: (inclu~n 
/bcu:n8nto:. for :=i.ny c."l:ncell~tion of t11ic:; tr:insfer); 

~. 1'r.:\nsf.9r fror.i ;:,•~c ""l1Jtn3r, •torth ~'lrol i.nrt to ~:r: '~r.irh."\nnon 
VAllcy, nennsylvanl~ in ?nnA. 

T:w.n'~ yo\.1 v2rv muc~. 

c-inc~relv, 

• ~an 1: 1 :,:_ Pa telo 
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AFFIDAVIT OF DALE 13RCMN 

I state that my name is Dale Brown, that I am over the age of 18, and that 

I am canpetent to testify to the matters declared herein: 

1. The document attached to this Affidavit as Exhibit B-1 is a true and 

copy of the Step Two grievance I filed at Rivers Correctional Institute and the 

reply provided to me. Step Two is the final stage of administrative remedies 

for filing grievances at this prison. 

2. The document attached to the Amended Canplaint as Exhibit Dis a true 

and correct copy of a detainer letter I received. 

I declare the a.tx,ve to the best of my knowledge and beliefs under the penalty 

of perjury as provided by 28 u.s.c. § 1746. 

DATED: 6·/4;(; 7 
,. 

Reg. No. 29087-004 
P.O. Box 630 
Winton, NC 27986 

E X H I B I T ''B" 
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Date Filed: 05 -19 -2009 

Inmate Name: Dale, Brown 

Administrative Remedy 
Step 2 - Response 

Remedy ID No. 09-079 

Reg# 29087-004 

This is in response to your Step 2 Administrative Remedy dated 05/18/09, in which you 
are appealing the Step 1 administrative remedy response. Specifically, you are 
requesting a transfer to be closer to your family and friends residing in the State of 
Florida. 

After reviewing your concerns the following has been determined, as indicated in the 
Step 1 response, you may be considered for a nearer release transfer only after serving 
18 consecutive months with clear conduct in a general population. Per your request, 
your primary concern is to be transferred to a facility closer to your family and friends. 
This issue was appropriately addressed by the Assistant Warden at the Step 1 level. 

The Step 1 response was accurate and was in no violation of any procedures. 

After a thorough review of the circumstances pertaining to your requested 
Administrative Remedy, we find that there is no evidence to support your grievance. 
Based on the above information and facts, your request for Step 2 Administrative 
Remedy is denied. 

You have exhausted all your Administrative Remedies at this level. 

) 7 c:'9 
Date 
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Correctional Programs 
Administrative Remedies 

The GEO Group, Inc. 

Name: 
Nombre: 

Date: 
Fecha: 

Rivers Correctional Institution 
Step 2 Administrative Remedy Form 
Paso 2 Fonna De Remedio Administrativo 

DALE BROiN' 

May 18, 2CXJ9 

Number: 29087--004 
Numero: 

Housing Assignment: A5 

Unidad Asignada: 

For Official Use Only - Para Uso Oficial Solamente 

Date Received: lhtr Hue: 

,__________,,,...::....;5:=-----....!'-\c.____:C\:_-=-o9_L____L___l..L.JL.....U......,C.L ____ , _,_D_la._:.,-=-:.d-""""'----=-----.,'-----' 

CGi"".ti.f,:4iii~ - ~::,.'-''--:4"..l1:ilu 

Oescribe )'Our com plaint in the section below. Be as concise as possible, but be sure to include enough identifying 
data to assist in a through investigation (e..g. dates, names, locations, times, etc ... ) Attach one (I) additional page 
if necessary and the Informal Resoiution Form and Step I response with any other supporting documentation. 

Describa su telaino en la seccion de abajo. Dea lo mas breve posible, pero ascgurcsc de incluir suficientc 
informacion p~ra asistir en una completa investigacion (pe .. Fechas, nombres, ubicaciones, ticmpos, etc ... ) 
A re ue una a ina si es necesario. 

~LAINT: I am r:e::µ:stir:g ttat I l::::e p1ace:j fer a transfer- clcaer- to ITT{ le;ial resid:n::E in 
f.locica in order to be clc:ser to fan:i.ly crd fciarls. I J-ave h2d clear o:rd.rt. in a genernl 
p::p.11.atirn fix 18 }Ulm• D.E to the irrmigratim C€tainer, I was rroved to this facility ard 
told that m::'Jer KP re;iu]a.tims, I w::uld rot te ~ fer this s::rt of transfer-. '!his ECP 
p:;,licy {PS 5100.07, ~r 7) violates the O:nstitutim. It &nies rre the 53"re ci<j"lts ard 
p:ivikqes gi\.81 tdJ.S. citizens e'i.el th::l.tj1 I cm a I.a.pl i:emenent Pesi&nt. 'Ihe r;:.olicy 
arbitrarily states that I will be dµ>rt.ed a5 gro.n:15 to &ny rre placsrent cla:er to ITTf legu 
residen:e. 'Ih:i.s o:nclusicn is rct tlE re:tlJn of the KP bJt rather:, the 1:tB.llri of t:h: :imni9B-ti01 
ju:iJe cn:::l mtil the irrm:iqratim j.ey rrakes this d:termi.ratim, the ECP's acticns are ille::ial 
arP an :inp=t:rnissible intrusim i..µ:n my rights to h:we this &terminaticn rrac'e ml y ~ an :i.nmigr. 
ju:g',. 
RlU' 'IO 'llE SlEP OE IeRNE: 'Ile .9:ep Che reply is rtt resp:nsive tony grie.rance re:;JLESt.S. 
First, I re:µ?Sterl that I te rrtifie::l tlat the inmigrati01 CEtainer will rot t:e 1.8::rl cqainst rre 
fur a:nsi&ratim for a rmrer to legal resid:n:e traisfer-. 'Ihe Step Che anpletely ignxes this : 
~ of ny requested relief. 'Dus, it ai;:p:srs that ty anissirn, this instituti01 will o:ntirue' 
to use BJP FS 5100.07, a,:ater 7' s p:chibitim of n28rer to le;ial residence transfers for I 
:irnni.grati01 detainer imates a;sint rre. Sea:n:':llv, the step~ reply states trot I will n:t 
te s.imittoo for this traisfer mtil servin:J 18 nmths clear a::rtlct at this institutioo. The i 
B:P r-olicv d:es rot state ttat rte 18 nmths clear o:n:lrt nust l:::e serve::l at ere institutim · 
tut i::a:tJ-er, states taht it has to te 18 a::nsa:::uti ve rrrnths of cle:ir a::rdrt in ~ general 
p:p.11.atim tlEreby all~ the 18 rrmths tote~ at rrore tlm cre instib.ticn as la-gas 
there are 18 rrrnths a.nsecuti 'IA:' of cla;ir o::nirt. 'Ihe intenxetatim t.akffi b; R:'.I w:uld allcw 
aansfe:s far frcm my fanily Wore ea::h 18 rrrnth term ard r-ennit a re-starting of the clcck 
thereb{ ersuring t:l"l3t I can re;er attain 18 nmths o:::ree:utivelv of cle:r o:::rdct at me 
instirutim. ~ 

i ;JI, ' 

-
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1. I have 18 years of clear conduct consecutively. This clearly is above 
and beyond the 18 mohths required by BOP Policy. I am eliqible to receive the 
neare~ to legal residence trasnfer and I am requesting that it be submitted at 
this time. 

2. The request for relief in Step One about providing me a memo or other 
written notification that the lanqauqe of PS 5100.07, Choater 7 which prohibits 
inmates with an immioration detainer from beina eliaible for nearer to leqal 
residence/release transfers will not be used aqainst me to denv me such a transfer 
was not adnressea and I reauest that this memo or other written notification be 
provided in this Step Two reauest. 

8-l , P, 1/1 
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U.S. Department ofHumeland Seturity 

TO: (Name and title (If institution} 
MOSKANNON VALLEY CORRECTIONAL 
210 LOCH LOMAND RD 
PBILlPS!tmG, PA 1686& 

Document 6-2 
DH.S lCl:: 

Filed 06/08/2009 Page 13 of 37 
lfl'.]005 

Immigration Detainer-Notice of Action 

Bvent ~o: ALW08Q9000l47 

File No. A090 3 86 S42 

Du~·SegtemJ::ier 2l, 2008 

From: (Office !ddress) 
ALLEmfOOD, PA, PROCESSING CENTER 
P,O,BOX .109 
WRIT% DESR, PA 17587 

[ J.«.& (I Ct ht: '" ~Til..'-j ) 
l'ATEI., ICa;na.ll::,ha:I. K..nt:l.glai All: 71Apd. s- ~/9/ 0/0 

Name of alien: P.lTEL, U.,!OL .,;, jCONTtxmw ON I-831) DU I.IT 117 -

••• (KUiCELLANlilOC'S NUHBBllS CONTI?lOEP ON I-831} 

Date of birth: OJ/ 0 B /1969 Nationality: mr.: HD u NGDO)I Sex:x ____ _ 

You are advised that the action noted below has been taken by the U.S. Department of Homeland Security 
concerning the above-named inmate of your institution: 

!ID Investigation has been initiated to dcte:mine whether this person is subject to removal from the United StatcS. 
DA Notice to Appear or other charging document initiating removal proceedings, a copy of which is attached, was served on 

(D1~) 

DA warrant of arrest in removal proceedings, a copy of which is attached, was served on ________ _ 
(Dae) 

D Deportation or removal from the United States has bun ordered. 

It is requested thst you: 
Please accept this notice as a detainer. This is for notification purposes only :ind does not limit your discretion in any decision 
affecting the offender's classification, work, and quarters assignmenn, or other treatment which he or she would otherwise receive. 

I&] Federal regulations (8 CFR 287. 7) require that you delllin the alien for a period not to exceed 48 hours (excluding Saturdays, 
Sunday's and Federal holidays) to provide adequate time for DHS to asswne custody of the alien, You may notify DHS by calling 

570-547-6903 dlll'ing business hours or~--~--- after hou~ in an emergency. 
D Please complete and sign the bottom block of the duplicate of this form and return lt to this offici:. DA se!f•acldrt:iScd stamperl 

envelope is enclosed fur your convenience. 0 Please return a signed copy vis. facsimile to __________ _ 

(Area codi ind f..,.imile m,,nber) 
Return fax to the attention of _______________ , at 

{Name cf omw halld!ing em) (Aru. code ~!I<! pllcnc nwnlier) 

!&J Notify this office of the time of release at least 30 days prior to release or as far in 11dvltnce as possible. 

I!) Notify thi~ office in the event of the inmate's death or transfer to another institution. 

0 Please cancel the detainer p 

SDOO 
(Titl~ ofimmi=bOn Officer) 

Receipt acknowledged: 

Date of last conviction: ______ _ L.tte5'! convic-Jon charge: __________________ _ 

Esrima~ release date: ---------~-----:-----i---t---,----------------
Signaturc and title of official: ________ :::::::) _ __,_') ... \...,"'":\..._,V..._/ _ _,(;_l .... f 1-'ll.:.,;L.e::.·'tLc:..~-.... r..._ _____________ ~ 

Funn 1-247 (Rn. 08101/07) 

Ct~IIBIT C. 



U.S. Doputam.t ol J~tl~ 
Imalpatloa A Nahlnllzallon !mYI~ 

IMMIGRATION DETAIN.ER-NOTICE OF ACTION 
BY IMMIGRATION & NATUR.ALIZATION SER.VICE 

, OAKDALE, LOUISIANA. 

Date: August 6. 1993 

To: __ -Warden. ______________________ ··-
-- --.-~_,.-_-:::-PoderafCorroction~l Institution-~~~ -i· ~.-_'_:~• _ _-·· ~.,~_--:--: :· 

Prom: __ v.s. Iauuip-atloD S«Tioe 
_,, __ -----P.O."Box· 5095 ·-·~:: ··:··- --

·· .. ::·,:_{ P.O. Bo:i 5050 _. _ .. _ , ,'., -~ .:, _ - . 

. . : "/,c>akdalo, Louisiana 71463 . 
• - --~~- ... -~ ......... -,L •~•- •.,~ . - • - ;,.. ~ £ ~ • -- - ~--:.. ••• :..· -. - - -- ___ • -- -- ------- --....,..... ~~~·•.II ~ - ~ ~ • 

- -··-- - - - . -
••• 0 .•~•~:::-~T~-• 

- .: :-~: .. r.~i:,...:-:-, -
-::. : DALE. -BROWN 

-~ ~-•~;T;-~~...-.""'!-::1:=•~ ·-•: -- -::. .- ._ ""-. 
-~:-..:..:~ ._, ~7--... ~~~'-~.-:"!" ';.~ -

.' t: .: 

- Oakdale, Louisiana 71,463 

- _· Phone: (318) 335-4070 

Ext.: 251, 252, 253 

BOP REG . #:. 29087004 

~;_::_,,.a;.~~pATB _OF BIRTH : _J_an_u_ary.....__3 __ 1, ___ 1_96_5 _____ _ SEX: Male NATIONALITY: JAMAICA 

;.·:'_·_.?~:-~{\;~~- - . -----------
~T·~ ~ • 

-·_:~- --c'---~-YOU ARE ADVISED THAT THE ACTION NOTED BELOW HAS BEEN TAKEN BY THIS SERVICE 
:.::::i,_-=:_·:."".·coNCERNING.THE ABOVE-NAMED INMATE:·-- - - ------- --- - - ------
:_ ·:-::-:. - ._·:~~~ - :-: ~.;,. '.,_~- ~ - -~ . -- - ~-- - - - - - - . - - . - -·- --:- - - --~ ~ : 
\:•_:?,~~_·,5fiit::_·; · -.-.-_;-.-:::'.x - - -- :c':"'·-~, ·:-:::____ -

'.'=' ~.- ,;,:, _ ,,._,_ .. ,-_,_ -•: .-. __ ._. ___ Investigation has been ~ti!ted to ~termino_ whether thi1 
- .. -. ,. ·- inmate js subject to deportation from tho United States. 

··-_ ~;

0

_ --, ~~!~--!~QUES!_~D THAT YOU: 
--- -:: ~;. - - :. ; --.~~~~~~:'.,_ 

-" ., - ·.<=' . ='"~. ~.;., ·.:':... ~' . • ,- -.~ - • .• - -
':- ___ -. __ , __ ,_::,-· 'f::a.-,_--, . Accept this notice o, a ·detainer. · This is for notification 
,_ .... ~ •1-.-~ r<!:a~L=v.; • .,-4_,.,. _ - =---~~-=-· X -~=--~- purposes only and does ·not limit" J()ur" discretioo. in atiy' -_. :.:.=- .. ,." . -~. 

~·:_~·.- ::7:"~~-;,_;;;.0.:~ · .. · --- d~ision atredii.cg. the "offend;r-; ·cl~s,;ification, work, anci" - - -- --- -- --

:?~\: :\tiii~~t:~~:.-\\~-,ii"_~_: :~-:~ha:,::~a::~:?;-o_r-~~-~~ftf:t which h!··would __ -- ~-·· - -~~ ~ ._ .. "~<: _ ·:. __ 
~ ·····~· ..... ~ ~.~~~-~':!.' -_-- - -.---..- -- - • 

:_ ,.. -.; .0;}1 ~~~~~r,,~;:-..:.. ~ . _ _. _ 
;::_;,,;_<,\;:~~~:-:;;~:,:,:: . . •· -· '. ·:;--X ·. · .. :--Please ensure this inmate is' iuunediately transferred to · 
~~,,• ·--: :-~;-=-:~·:-•·,·· PCI, Oakdale, Louisian11 whe~ ho is d~ignated to OAK. INS. 

T ,.! ~~•. ~~~~.\ .. ;;.1;.r:. O •,: ~:-: -

~ O ~ .. •-,T-u~o -• _.,.._ • _ _._ _ • -• 

~~--,~~-~.~-··:~-;~~= __ i_j,~-·- ~ 

'.l"._ • .:. ~.:.~:~_-..b..:•~-:~T?--}J:-;:;.. ~ 0 •l&-~.:.n.-:L!"'""~ -

- ••. ~- ff 

• ~ •• ~ 1 • -
•-;'" • ,- ~•,"";" ..... - ~•-•H ~...-- -~~.'!"""-• 

: - ···"-~-:·:_·_._-~~:-._ .... _-- -

-- ._:,-.. -. -(\.;~\; ·_~. :_ ~-:-~.r~->:·· -.: ,:=.'._ ,~--_-_:.::,~. - ---

_ .: __ :_-·-~, ~:?::1l -I~ 
MCK. 

LOCATION 

D E- T-A I N E R 

FvJi,J,,.,_. J) 

1/11/13 
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CORNELL COMPANIES, INC. 

INMATE REQUEST TO A STAFF MEMBER 
PETICION DEL PRESO PARA PERSONAL DE LA INSTITUCION 

TO/PARA: /Jflc.. Milk?- c'71.k' /}'76( 
(NAME AND TITLE OF OFFICER/NOMBRE Y TITULO DEL OFFICIAL) 

SUBJECT: STATE, COMPLETELY, BUT BRIEFLY, THE PROBLEM ON WHICH YOU DESIRE ASSISTANCE, 
AND WHAT YOU THINK SHOULD BE DONE. (GIVE DETAILS) 

RAZON: ESCRIBA EL PROB LEMA, BREVEMENTE Y COMO USTED PIENSE QUE PODEMOS 
RESOL VERLO. (ESCRIBA CON DET ALLES) 

P s I~ ~)d c/20 ti-

{USE OTHER SIDE OF PAGE IF MORE SPACE IS NEEDED.) 
(USE EL OTRO LADO DE LA HOJA SJ NECESITA MAS ESPACIO.) 

NAME/NOMBRE: Jd,-,rv74 / Ille/ No./Numero: -,,..__---~--~~~------

I 

CASE ,1) , /✓ 
MANAGER/GERENTE: ffe f ;r- DATE/FECHA: tu { / 0 L __ ___..,___________ I I 

WORK ASSIGNMENT/ASIGNACION DE TRABAJO: UNIT/UNIDAD: S'.h-r --------

BED ASSIGNMENT/NUMERO DE CAMA 
NOTE: If you follow instructions in preparing your request. it can be disposed of more promptly and intelligently. You will be 
interviewed, if necessary, in order to satisfactorily handle your request. Your failure to spttifically state your problem may 
result in no action being taken. 
NOTA: Si usted sigue las instrucciones en preparar su peticion, puede estar contestada mas r:ipida y inteligentemente. Usted 
estara entrevistado, si necesario, para contestar su peticion satisfactoriamente. Su negligencia en declarar su problema 
especificamente puede resultar en que nose tome ninguna accion. 

DISPOSITION: (DO NOT WRITE IN THIS SPACE) 
DATE/FECHA: ______________ _ 

DISPOSICION: (NO ESCRIBA EN ESTE ESPACIO) l j · // I L (/ ~ 
_______________ 7.,_,,,.,__ __ 0__,_f(-....;_;Lc......;4:............,f\.>L...LL..l~-..:....L..<-4-4---'-'......:.tC~/..:._C•1{) 

Dr- I JA 6 (/"' h~/1'\ A 

' 
IM-004 ATTACHMENT A 

MVCC PS IM-00~ 10/2005 Page I of l 
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P5100.08 
9/12/2006 

Chapter 2, Page 2 

CURRENT OFFENSE. For classification purposes, the current 
offense is the most severe documented instant offense behavior 
regardless of the conviction offense. 

CUSTODY CLASSIFICATION. The review process to assign a custody 
level based on an inmate's criminal history, instant offense, and 
institutional adjustment. A custody level (i.e., COMMUNITY, OUT, 
IN, and MAXIMUM) dictates the degree of staff supervision 
required for an individual inmate. 

DESIGNATION. An order from the DSCC indicating the initial 
facility of confinement for an inmate. 

DESIGNATION FACILITY (DFCL). Each of the separate missions 
within an institution for designation purposes. Each DFCL is 
shown as a separate line on the Population Report and has its own 
security level and destination (DST) assignment. Designations 
are made to a DFCL code rather than to a facility (FACL) code. 

JUDGMENT. The official court document (e.g., Judgment and 
Commitment Order oi Judgment in a Criminal Case) which is signed 
by the Judge. The Judgment contains the offense(s) for which the 
court imposes its sentence, which ordinarily includes a 
financial, confinement and supervision obligation. 

HISTORY. The inmate's entire background of criminal convictions 
(excluding the current offense) and institutional disciplinary 
findings used to assess points related to his/her history of 
violence and/or history of escape. 

IN CUSTODY. The second highest custody level assigned to an 
inmate which requires the second highest level of security and 
staff supervision. An inmate who has IN custody is assigned to 
regular quarters and is eligible for all regular work assignments 
and activities under a normal level of supervision. Inmates with 
IN custody are not eligible for work details or programs outside 
the institution's secure perimeter. 

LEGAL RESIDENCE. The inmate's local and state address as 
reported by the United States Probation Office at the time of 
conviction. 

LONG-TERM DETAINEE. A non-U.S. citizen (alien) who has: 

• finished serving a local, state, or federal sente~ce; 

• completed immigration proceedings that have resulted in 
an order of deportation, exclusion, or other means of 

EXHIBIT F 

> 
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PSl00.08 
9/12/2006 

Chapter 7, Page 4 

(2) An inmate's transfer to 2 higher security institution 
could be triggered by an increase in custody needs. For 
example, a Medium security level inmate with IN custody 
becomes eligible for a custody increase. The team agrees to 
increase the custody to Maximum. Since Medium security 
level facilities are not authorized to house Maximum custody 
inmates, the inmate must be referred for transfer to a High 
security level institution and the MSL changed in accordance 
with the application of an MGTV. 

2. NEARER RELEASE TRANSFERS (Code 313). Nearer release 
transfers move the inmate closer to their legal residence or 
release destination, consistent with their security level. 
Inmates may be considered for a nearer release transfer only 
after serving 1.§ consecutive months of clear conduct in a general 
population. Nearer release transfers shou@ be incorporated with 
"Lesser Security" transfers whenever possible. Once the inmate 
has been transferred within 500 miles of his or her release 
residence, no further referrals will be made for nearer release 
transfer consideration. 

Transfer to a facility in an area other than the inmate's legal 
residence or sentencing district may be considered by the 
inmate's Unit Team provided the inmate can provide strong 
evidence of community and/or family support. Institution staff 
should use sound correctional judgment when reviewing such 
requests for transfer to ensure the transfer is consistent with 
guidelines established in this chapter. 

Inmates with an Order for D2portation, an Order of Removal, an ) 
ICE detain~r for an unadjudicated of~e~se(s) or an ICE detainer 
for a hearing will not be transferrea ror nearer release purposes 
since they will be returning to the community outside, rather 

~ - ~--~'--" -than inside, the United States upon release. 

3. WITSEC TRANSFERS. All movement of Witness Security cases is 
coordinated exclusively through the Inmate Monitoring Section of 
the Correctional Programs Branch, Central Office. Witness 
Security cases will not be transferred without authorization from 
that office. Witness Security inmates who require medical or 
mental health treatment at a medical center must also be approved 
by the Medical Designator. 

If the inmate is classified as a WITSEC case, a copy of the 
medical referral will be sent simultaneously to the Inmate 
Monitoring Section (IMS) and the Medical Designator. The Inmate 
Monitoring Section will coordinate with the OMDT regarding an 
appropriate placement. Placement will be based on available 
medical resources, security needs, bed space availability, and 
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Chapter 10, Page 18 

6. TRANSFER CODES. The reason for transfer, as shown by one of 
the codes listed at the end of this chapter is to be visible on 
the original and each copy of the Transfer Order. When there is 
more than one reason for transfer, the most pertinent code is to 
be used. Note that all Unescorted Transfers are Discharge Code -
FURL TRANS for Furlough Transfer. 

7. SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS. 

a. An inmate haviQg a detainer or pending charge ma 
transf institution or w icn e ors e pro er y 
classifi~s; nowever, genera ly when t ere is a orma y 1 e 
detainer, the inmate is not to be transferred to an institution 
more distant from the detaining authority unless there is 
substantial reason to believe the detainer will be dropped or the 
pending charge will not be prosecuted. 

An inmate who indicates an intention to oppose extradition is 
not to be transferred within the last 30 calendar days prior to 
release to an institution in the state that placed the detainer. 
Such cases, and others in which there are legal or jurisdictional 
problems, are to be referred to the Regional Correctional 
Programs Administrator (See Program Statement entitled Detainers 
and the Interstate Agreement on Detainers). 

b. When there is reason to transfer an inmate to a non-federal 
institution for concurrent service of federal and state 
sentences, the Warden shall refer the case to the Regional 
Director. Refer to the Program Statement, Transfer of a Prisoner 
to State Custody Prior to Release from the Federal Sentence, for 
procedures. 

When an inmate is accepted by a non-federal institution for 
concurrent service of federal and state sentences, a Transfer 
Order will be prepared. 

Transfer to a facility in an area other than the inmate's legal 
residence or sentencing district may be considered by the 
inmate's Unit Team provided the inmate can provide strong 
evidence of community and/or family support. Institution staff 
should use sound correctional judgment when reviewing such 
requests for transfer to ensure the transfer is consistent with 
guidelines established in this chapter. At the time of the Unit 
Team's recommendation for CCC placement, the Case Manager should 
submit release plans to the USPO if other than the sentencing 
district. A relocation acceptance letter should be included in 
the CCC referral packet. 

8. RELATIONSHIPS WITH OTHER AGENCIES. 

RFP #1 - 01205 
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OPI: OGC 
NUMBER: !040.04 
DATE: I /29/99 
SUBJECT: Non-Discrimination Toward Inmates 

Change 
otice 

unrncnn: AfHTTU>: 11140 04 

Cl IAN(; E N0TIO: NI IMBF,R: 1040 IJ4 

DA TF. I /29/<19 

Page I of .2 

(J .S. Depa rt men t of J ustke 
hMral Rureau of Pmon, 

l'URJ.'.!2:iLAND SCO!'l; To update the l'rngrnm S1atcrncn1 pcnmnrng to Non-Lhscrim,mrn,rn 
Tow:ud Inmate, 

2 ~1..1.MMAR Y UI:· CI-IAN.Ll.ES In addition to rc,tallng the policy m dearer lang"agc. Progrum 
Ob1c<:n vcs h,wc been added and ACA Standards lmvc been updated 

3 &i.'.Tl()N r,k tlui Change Nou,·c 1n front <>!' the l'rngrnm St,ttemcnl on Non•D1,cr11111na11on 
T,mard, Inmate, 

Program 
Statement 
0PI: OGC 

Nl1MBER: 1040 04 

file //C l;ipps\Prmt'.patcl •9cd226f0 html 

/s/ 

Kathleen lfowk Saw;·cr 

Ll1rcctor 

1: . .s. Depa rt men I nf Ju, Ike 

Federal l:lmeau of Pn,ons 

I J..S. Depa rim enc of J ns I in• 
F,·deml Bureau of Pns()ns 

l.'2112009 

DATE: J/29/99 

Sl!BJECT: Non-D1scnmmal1on Toward Inmates 

Rules Effectn·e Date 10/16/98 

Page 2 of 2 

I [J~VLl{:1: § 551.90. Bureau staff sha II no! disc rim inatt' against inmates on the basis of 
race, religion, national origin, se~. di,a bilic~·, or polifkal belief. This ind11des the making of 
administrnti,·e decisin11s and I' rovid iug acce,., !o "ork, ho11.1ing and progrn ms. I 

2 PRQJ:ill.AM .OE!lECTIYJ:: The expected result of this program ,s 

A,,1gnmcn1s •n housing work an<l ptogram, w1 II b~ "' a1bblt' lo ,nn,~t<,o on an "q ual opponu111t; 
basi, 

3 DIRJ;Cll'it:S.AfFECllD 

a D1recll~.,1ndcd 

I'S I 040 03 Non·Oiscrnnrnanon Towards Inmate, ( 4, I ~/'14) 

b H.~i.ula11on~.&:fi;n:m;ed The rule cited m 1h1s l'ro;1rnm Stalemcn1 is c(mtarncd rn 28 CFR ~ 
551 90 

J ST.M:IDARl)S REFER.EN.CW 

a A mcrican Corrccnonal Assu,:iaoon 3rd Edu ,on Standards fm Adult Corrc.:m.mal I n1,mu11ons 
3.421,s, 3·426t> 

b Amcroc"n Corrcct10'1al A~soc,~tmn 3rd I.IJ111on Starnfords for Adull lktc1n1on Fac,l,uc, 1. 
AU)J-'.31:Al4, 31'-05, 31i-Ot> 

(Rnickdt'tl Bold· Kults) 

Reg:ular Ty pc - I mplemenlmg Jnfonnu1oon 

c Amem:an Corrcc 11onal Assoc ,at,on .'lrd EJn,on for Adul1 C<>1Tcc11onal [lo()! Camp l'rngram, 
I -ABC .. '\ L)-114 

cl Standards for Admmis!rauon of Correcllonal Agencies 2nd fd1l1on 2-CO-}c.o I 

4 PRQ:Cl;l).U Rl; E~ch Warden shall rc-iew and, as necessary. csrnbl I sh local pwccdurcs !o 
ensure that inmate, arc provided csscn11al C<juahty of opportunity m bcmg considered for various 
program options. wm k assignments. and dc.:1,1ons c·onccm, ng class1ficat1on 5latus 

/sl 

Kathleen Hawk Sawyer 

D1rcc·mr 

file //C l;ipps\Pnnt\pa!el-9cd226f0 htm! I /2 l/2009 

H 
-4 --9 
--c: 
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U.S. Department of Justice 

Office of the Inspector General 

Dallas Field Office 

[R) Field Office 

(RI AIG/INV 

IXJ C~mponent 

DusA 
Oorher 

DFO 

_JJ_QP=-----

2003005723 

Bureau of Prison.s 

DoPEN DorEN PENDING PROSECUTION 

IBJcLOSED 

Date of Previous Report: 

SYNOPSIS 

This investigation was initiated by the Office of the Inspector General (OIG), based on allegations by Muslim 
inmates at the Federal Correctional In.c:;ritution (FCI), Big Spring, ·rexas, that the institution's staff discriminated 
against them and subjected thc111 to retaliatory actions. 

SpecificaJly, five Muslim inmate complain~h; alk7,cd tLc;y were subjected to discriminatory bedding 
3ssignments that interfered ¾ith their ability to prny in a manner consistent with the [s!amir. faith. The 1ru.11.!es 
claimed also that ~t::i.ff goaded Mushi11 inmates to solicit a reaction to justify use of force or some other method 
•Jf retaliation such as th · ·rdivi<lual pla!:ement i1,to the Spec,ial Housing Unit. In additio

aJlegedly attcmpltx.i t0 verbally intimidate Muslim inmate Kamal Patel by 
threatening Patel with an adverse transfer if Patel continued his litigious actions. 

G investi ation uncovered discriminatory practices in the dormitory unit bedding assignments made by 
Our investigation found that Muslim irimates meeting the • 

mg reassignment were denied an opportunity to relocate within the unit to facilitate 
heir prayer requirements. Tn ccmtrast, non-Mu~lim inmates requesting bedding reassignments were generally 
cc ommoda ted. 

DATE SIGN A 11.JRE 
December I 5, 2004 

PREPARED BY SPECIAL AGENT 

DATE SIGNATIIRE 
December 15,200 

APPROVED nv SPECIAL AGENT IN CHARGE 

'IC Form Ill-207/48 /0411 f /Q(,) Porttons o{,h, Rtpon of /nvr111g"''°" m(I)' na< M a,y ""'1.,r 1h, Fr«dt:>m of !nfarma1,on Acr /5 USC Jj}J ""4 lhe Pnncy Act (I Us1· >51,) 
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No evidence was developed supporting the allegation Muslim inmates were harassed as a ploy to elicit 
responses that could result in ~ary action. Likewise, insufficient evidence was developed to sustain 
inmate Patel's allegation tha~ade verbal threats regarding Muslim inmate transfers. 

The investigation determined executive staff targeted and exerted significant control over litigious inmates, 
some of whom were Muslim. Executive staff recognized the Isla;nic faith as important to the complainant 
inmates and that taking actions affecting their abili to ractice Isl end a message to the inmates that 
frivolous complaints would no longer be tolerated. roposed and took actions directed 
toward Muslim inmates that were considered by the comp amant inmates and some staff members to be 
discriminatory and retaliatory. 

After this investigation began, the executive staff took action against Muslim complainants who were viewed by 
bolh staff and complainant inmates as punitive. For example, inmate complainant Patel was placed in the 
Special Housing Unit for 4 months for specious reasons. The four inmates who provided significant assistance 
to the OVei all investig subsequently transferred against their wishes to other facilities. The • I I ', wj 

transfers exemplified etaliatory actions against Muslim inmates at the F'CI. 

In conclusion, the evidence indicates tba~gaged in discriminatory and retaliatory actions against 
l\1uslim inmates. The OIG has completed its investigation :!Ild is providing this report to the Bureau of Prir.o:;::.s 
or appropriate action. 

Page: 2 
Case Number: 2003005723 
Date: December I 'i ?f\",1 
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nETAILS OF lNVESTIGATION 

!1 red ic:: l io:: 

· • · · ,Lscd on a let1e1 to the Ulltce of !ht lnspcclor Ccnernl (OJ<,), .1ull1u1cd by 

l , ) ·in , Tex as. 111 the k11n d.i11·d 

· llcged, 

l , - rt, I 1h-it cr1rr1•c1io11al nffi,·ers routir:elv harass and intimidate Muslims to t:iici1 a 1c,1Cli1111 trcatmcn -ssc Ct , · -- ·· ~ " ·' , 11· . 
10 Jlf•,tify tJ.~e of fnicc or c:unie ullit:r method of retaliation As an c;"<amp!e ,tied a~1 '.llc1dc~1-l ~hnc.:111" 
~1 I ' ' r· 1,1, 'Cl I)'' ,. I 'Irr ·•rtd '0"~ -'d lo the. floo1' IA 111..:11 tl1e us 1111 l lUll ,HC !)fl)\t,;Slt:tl' I h \ I\' II', 1111 jll ,lYl"I fill.' \\',I', t' ,I,.(.. • .J ., .. • " '· c,.,~ · 

"i (cpd 111 \, l(1in:c1 1~,JJi:d 11i'1iccr pLKcd the :nmalc in lhc Special I !ous111g Unit (Sf!U) . 

1scnmma e agams 

I as1 I Y, 

li:1lrc;I !(,11;1rd M11:,lims lu nlher sl;1rf" 

"despise Mu:;J1111s." cla11111ng ,dso 1h:11 the~xprry,l:d --111, 
addnl Ile 1:, :d1,11d lu Jdnowkdgc bl·111g ;i Mt1sli111 l,11 k:11 ,d ',I.ill 

I c:I,:\ 1,1\ 1, ,11 

letter was co-signed by co-complainan 

and Kamal Patel who collect1vely alleged they were subjected to discriminator:· and 
,,., ..... -· 
" : • .- . =·~-- ... - . .... . ~ 

lJ1 a letter :fated April 25, 2003, addressed to the OIG, Patel made similar alle &cions re 

-

eddin assigruntnt practices at the FCI. Secondly, Patel reported tha 
[ attempted to verbally intimidate him by threatening an adverse tran: ,er 1 
1 <1c r0ns. 

Patel also wrote, "·n1ere is a consistent and illegal pattern of attacking Muslim inmates at this prison through 
policies designed to interfere with the practices of tl1eir faith." Patel also complained about the difficulty of 
properly conducting Muslim prayers at the FCI. Patel further alleged, "Muslims are harassed by fnvolous 
Incident Reports and threats of placement in I.be "hold," shakedO\vns constantly, and the instant threat for ,1 
·ransfer far from family." · · 

't"' •• 

I 11\T.'ili~ativc Procc.,s 

l'lic 01( ; 11 1vc<;\ l)!.~tl 1011 uins1stcd o 1';1 lol;.il of (iU HJ 111lc1 views, rnc!uding 24 innrnlcs ;ind .\(1 H111l·,n1 ul l'11',PII> 

{!HJ]' J e111pluyrc\ Jn -1dd1!1011, SI w11llcn affidav1fs ,md unc :iud10 1cco1dcd affidavit w·c1r (il1t.11llt'd l In- l\l ll' 
( )//1u: 1,/ l11lc111JI Al L111s (IH )I' ( )]/\) ,1s\1Sled 11111 lalu pli.1sc ut llw; i11vesl1g,111u11 and 1v,1c. p1,·,c11! il111111r. 111,· 

l'age: -I 
( 'a,c Nu11d,1 1 .. '11011111·, . .- 'i 
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first interview o In addition, the OIG examined vanous BOP and FCI 

documents, records, policies, and logs. 

FCI staff ide~atei and the as litigious inmates. The staff based this characterization of 
Patel and the-n the number of complaints filed and the corresponding time required by BOP staff to 
provide appropriate responses to a variety of general operational-concer:ns, including religious practices, diet, 
facility lransfer requests, staff misconduct, tobacco usage, and so forth. 

Records kept at the FCI included data on requests filed by Patel and the -Since being incarcerated in 
I 993, Patel filed 425 administrative remedy requests at the institution, regional office, and ceutral office levels. 
(The request total does not include the number of Inmate Request to Staff Member forms Patel filed prior to 
seeking a formal resolution.) Specifically, during one 10-rnontb period at the FCL Patel filed 169 administrative 
remedy requests. According to FCI records of the 1 800-inmate ulation, Patel filed 17 percent of all 
institution remed re uests. 

~f th.is report, "executive staff' usage is limited 
- "Staff' usage represents all other FCI staff 

Bedding Reassignments 

I •· ~"" ~ . ... . .. . . 

Muslim inmates allegedly were prevented from "making their prayers" according to religious requirements and 
" laced in areas of the dorm where they cannot face the east direction and pray." The Muslim inmates blamed 

for orchestrating this circumstance. ll1e 
... U ..... J,i,.F,. reassignments to facilitate privacy for praying. 

Background· 

Jne: Muslim inmates explai11ed they preferred their bunks to be against the housing unit's east wall, which 
:11lowcJ them to face their bun.,., in an easterly direction and pray without other inmates walking in front of 
!hem, creating a djstraction. 

The Muslim inmates were assigned bunks in either the FCI Sunrise or Sunset Units. The larger Sunrise Un1t 
houses inmates with bunk beds grouped in rows and has 430 bed spaces and a maximum bed capacity for 856 
inmates. The Sunset Unit has 3 70 bunk bed spaces and a maximum bed capacity for 740 inmates. 

explained that inmate bedding reassignment criteria included a 
•cquircment of no misconduct resulting in discipline, participation in the Financial Responsibility Program, ,rnd 
iarticipation in educational programs. Normally, an inmate is required to maintain a bedding assignment for 6 
iionths prior to seeking any type of change. 

~ rnai~lamcd that !he Muslii:7 nunat~s, inc~tel, should be given rnnsideration for br:dd1ng 
_·;1ss1gnmcnt tflhey meet the established cnrena. - told the O!G she be!Ieved-w.1s making 

------~--~-----·- -----------------------------~--~~----· 
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assignments in accordance with policy. -denied Patel was d1scrimmated against conccrn111g 111s 
bedding assignment, adding that BOP records reflected Patel received his requested bedding rc,1ss1gnmcnt near 
the end of June 2003. 

-handled the Sunrise Unit's bedding assignments.all named by the complainants as a pan of the 
~ reassignment problem, derued discriminating against Muslim inmates. However,-old the OIG 

he believe.d the Muslims used thei cligion as an excuse to generally congregate daily on t~all during 
prayer time. both said there was no policy requirement to move Muslim inmates in order 

eu prayer needs. 

~-.. ·,, 
In his OIG affidavit explained be attempted to follow "established guidelines" to'J11,ohib11 any group of 

111mates frnm congregating at the Sunrise Urut 's interior east wall. (The OIG requested but was never provided 

u1d could not find evidence of any such guidelines.)-thinking was, he said," ... too many Muslims, 
~her religious, ethnic, gang, etc., gruup,_in ?r~night pose a secu~ity threat to the institution" 

~wok 11 upon himself 1101 to move Muslim uunates, even those who qualil1ed ~ Nmo), hccwsc ht: 
,,.'cmcd 1I lo be a po!e11t1al safety issue for the inslitu!ion ·,, 

--~-- --~----~--~~---------- ----·~---------
Page: 6 
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Patel arrived at the FCI on March 6, 2003, and was assigned a bunk near the bathroom. Patel claimed odors 
emanating from the bathroom area and the sight of naked inmates walking in front of him prohibited proper 
prayers. Patel sought a bedding reassignment through normal BOP processes, but his requests were repeatedly 
denied. Patel's bedding reassignment was eventually granted during May 2003, several weeks after the OTG 
investigation initiated. 

-aid, "I aclmnwledge that I repeatedly denied all of the quarters reassignment requests ofK:.:rnal Patel, 
who is a Muslim uu11ate. Again, I did this primarily fl, stop the Muslim inmates from ci'lngregating in ont: 
specific location in the Sunrise Unit." 

told the OIG he was aware of the bed 
wanted to move to an east wall for privac 
Team that include 

raye 
told 

d supported the Muslim inmates who 
·scussed these issues with the Sunrise l /nrt 

he did not like Muslim inmates and wnuld nol 

On March 20, ~e-mailed anti urged htm to reconsider h.is position on bedding 

rcassigrnncnls~rmed abou-us court cases substantiating the need lo 111ovc ~fosl1rn 
inmates under these circumstances. owever, took the position there was no BOP policy req111r1n.t~ 1111n 
ll) move ;in 111matc solely for religious beliefs or practices 
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• • • • <II! • '""• I _. I • • • .... • •+ _. • • .: • •• I • • • ., •, 

"• I• .. • •• •• ••• • ~ • 4,.., ,.. 

.. ~· ; ;.:. 

Retaliation Against Muslim Inmates 

Muslim inmates described examples of actions taken by the executive staff that gave the appearance of 
retaliation against Muslims or because of their cooperation with the OIG investigation. 

Loss of Religious Services Department Jobs b~and Kamal Patel 

' -;.._-•'=-• ·''... and Patel were assigne·· in the Religious Services Department 
alleged in late July or early August 2003 th structed him to move Fate! an o oq1rr work 
assi ents. The n::as::iignments occurred aft~ and Patel pr0'.ided af.Gt.lavi_ts to the OIG: • ~cc.ording to 

rationalize~:his decision·to ro.~ate inmates into different ·obs ever' few ears as ood co ectional 

-xolained ~'lSed orallexplanation for job reassignments, there was no ·ustification to move 
Patel.--sai~did not mention reassigning inmates, other than Patel an stated he 
recognized the potential problems in singling out Muslim irunat and ~d t es ou J move olhcr 

es from the Religious Services Department as we said ~onm1cn~<ling Patel and 
· 1es the discriminatory statements and action irects toward Muslims ... acknowledged 

uggestion to move other inmates, and as directed to draft a list of inmates to be moved fro111 
c Rebgious Services Dt.1>artrnent. 

---------~~--- -~- - ~---~-~~~ 
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- -· 

his OIG affida,n~ged his statement, saying he could not recall Patel .. as the specific 
inmates singled o~ .. 

. _:."':!.~, -.~- ,:;.•::- -· • 
-•;, ·•••,,..!~,.,..,.I 

\- .. 
,11~· 

• ,r,·· 

·,. 

~·..._· :,. 
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. 
... 
,. 

Kamal Patel's Placement in the SJIU 

Patel was interviewed by the OIG in May, June, and August 2003. On September 7, 2003, Patel was placed 1n 
the SHU for allegedly inciting a potential disturbance at the FCI. However, the OIG uncovered no evidente of a 
possible disturbance involving or related to Patel. 

advis about a problem with the housing 1ulit air conditioner 
at approximately 30 to 40 inmates who were upset about an air conditioner rroblcrn 

. were told by correctional officers on September 5, 2003, to file their corn laints. documented 
~formation in an e-mail dated September G, 2003, to and other staff 

r on September 7, 2(103, w,i.', 

t e msngators o the alleged fi.. · mpa11;n 11 ,:1<; 

Kamal Patel, l told the OIG be consulted wi , who d1rcc 1ul 

t11ese three inmates be placed in the SHU, pending an investigation explained that P:1kl. 

were placed in the SJ:-TTJ for reasons related 10 a possible institutional d:st:.11bancc 4 •• • • 

• r•• • .. I 

\.Vb.en rnten•iewed by the OIG, Patel and cru • .. in inmates to file air complaints reganl1rn•, ,t:r 

cond,itipi;ier;prQblems. Rather, Patel and ·aid addressed the .m 
coadltib~ei:- 'problem in a meeting V.1 th inmates in their housing unit. Dunng s mee Ti adc ,I 

c1Atement to the effect," 1,000 air ·conditioner complaints need to be on the warden's desk m order to get r!1,'. 

problem fixed.'' 

-acknowledged he encouraged inmates to file compl~ints. -prepared a memorandum, dated 
September 6, 2003, acknowledging he instructed inmates to follow their grievance proces
nus document was available for executive stafT review and action prior to placing Patel,_ 

1n the SHU. 
e r·· 

, who w,is ,iss1gned 10 work on the hc:itrng, venti!Jt1or1, and air cond1t10ner sysrrms, p1\l11d,·d 
110 infom1ati_on su~otential d1sturba.iJCc w1tl11n tJic Sunnsc Unit because of the air con~ht1011111:,: 

1
1roblems. Further.-.rwas unaware of JJ1y al!i.:mpts by f>Jtcl or-to have inmates Ille rnptH1I•; 

, ,·i;,tr<ling the prob!cm. 

l'age: l J 
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rn a recorded affidavit-sai contacted him at home about an air conditioning problem at the FCI, 
telling him approximately 30 to inmates were upset and voicin com laints. Based on verbal infom1ation 
and written documentation, directed inmates Patel, would be placed m the SHU. 

-said this type of situat10n could escalate if not han e qmc y stood by his decision and claimed 
his actions quelled potential unrest in the unit. 

The OIG found no evidence or documentation of a potential distu:rbance in the Sunrise Unit. a.l,.,orked 
in the unit on Friday and Saturday, September 5-6, 2003, and in a written affidavi maintain~as no 
evidence of any potential disturbance or any type of problem in the unit. who has a 
background in supervisory correctional services, worked on Saturday, Septeni er , provided 
an affidavit stating the unit was operating in a norrnal manner, and there was no reason to believe a potential 
disturbance wa<; looming. 

The only documentation linking inmates Patel ancaI//lto this matter w 
memorandum, which documented information provided by claimed Patel and 

-encouraged other inmates to file paperwork to address e arr conditioning problem. In reality~ 
~ed inmates to write and file air conditioning complaints. · 

The OIG found no documented information justifying placing Patel in the SHU. Relying on-exp Jana ti on 
as to why Patel was placed in the SHUIW:e determined Patel was exercising his right to exhaust 
administrative remedies. Based on memorandum in which he admitted advising inmates to file 
copouts, Patel's circumstance could ave been quickly resolved. 

On December 12 2003 more than 3 months after being placed in the SHU, Patel was interviewed b 
Addressing this interview delay,~cknowledged in an 

avn ·at e was preV1ous y as ed tWJ.ce by the OIG to expeditiously investigate Patel's placement in 
the SHU. ~as told Patel was a complainant in a USA PATRIOT Act, Section 1001 investigation, and to 
delay his inyf§tigation and interview of Patel could giv-; 1,1-Il appearance ofret~liatiou . .lllltook responsibility 
for l11e delay· in Patel's interview and maintained no one_"infll!,enced the timing of any·aspect of his investigation. 

J '. f 

Patel remained in the SHU from September 7, 2003, until January 20, 2004, when he was transferred to another 
institution. As a result of the length of time being housed in tbe SHU, Patel expressed thoughts of suicide and 
was placed on suicide watch by staff Patel is currently classi,fied as mentally ill by the BOP. As descnbed in 
the next section, during Patel's placement in the SHU, he was assaulted by another inmate. 

-csponded in an affidavit to the OIG that Patel's placement on suicide watch was another example of 
~s manipulativness. 

Assault 011 Kamal Patel 

On October 23, 2003, while housed together in a SHU eel 
provided the OJG an affidavit acknowledging he assaulted Patel.) 

ysically assaulted Pate!-

-----------------------~--------~--------- ------
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BOP Fom1 292, Special Hou.sing Unit Record, revcale 
and indicated "Cell/Rec Alone," BOP terminology used to indicate that an inmate is 1101 

Patel wrote a lcuer, dated October 28, 2003, to the Northern District of Texas, U.S. Attorney's Office, Lubbock, 
Texas, requesting an investigation of the assault. Patel stated in _his letter he was placed in a cell w1th an imnatc 
who was classified for solitary confinement status. Patel also stated hc·was placed in the cell because staff 
wanted him assaulted. Patel expressed further concern that the assaulter was nol disciplined for his actions. 
Patel's letter was forwarded lo the FBI, which provided it to the OIG. 

The OIG detcnnined lhc assault on Patel was only superficially investigated by FCI staff, an,llllreceivcd 
no disciplinary action. The OIG reviewed photographs, a medical assessment, and other documents regarding 
Patel's injuries. Patel suffered multiple contusions to an eye, the back of his head and shoulder, and a bloody 
nose. 

According t the assault consisted o-striking Patel in the head several 
times with his fist. tated he completed a requir · ation form to the BOP Regional Office· 
however, he failed to writ an In · ent Report charging ·th assault.-assum~would 
investigate the assault an sume the same of The result ~er wrot~ Report 
or further investigated this assault stated he was "surprised to learn" from the OIG "thatafwas 
never disciplined for his assault on atel." 

According t-it is not unusual for someone other than the SIS to investigate assaults. As a result of this 
assault not oemg investigated, no disciplinary action was taken against .... He concluded his sentence 
without the universal sanction of"loss of good ti.me," and was releasecr=\OP custody. 

in bis OIG affidavit he to! 
ref errilig ttllllllJi:ssaulting Patel. ,· 

, acknowledged 
told the OIG ihat by stating "Good job," he was 

- told the OIG the Cell/Rec AJone assignment was fo~afety- not Patel's. -plained-
had been labeled a snitch by the ~e~ate and was ~m the SHU for protectwe custody. However, 

::,';~-te was to be placed ~ell unless authorized b...,.ho authorized Patel's placement 

During OIG questioning, it became apparent-as unaware -as not disciplined for his actio 
acknowledged that the FCI's failure to not disciplineal!Jvas a mistake. However, when asked wh. 
was not disciplined-tated th~ntiaJ harm from Patel agitating inmates in the tmit was more 
serious than I.he assault of Patel by -

!ttcident Reporl Charging Kamal Patel 

On Augus! 26, 2003, Patel filed a Request for Administrative Remedy regarding what he perceived 10 be 
discriminatory resolutions of rute violations. As examples of his claim, Patel cited disparate rcsolutrons of 

----~-----·-- ----
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cceived unrelated lnsc·dent Re orts alleging they conducted personal 
usiness using th!!l!ie ITS which is a violation BOP policy. ase, the charge was reduced to a lower 

level violation. I case, the charge was informa-punged. The FCI's 
resolution of both cases V10 a ed BOP policy to the benefit o-hose infractions were 
resolved by tJ1e unit team. According to BOP policy, the DHO, who can impose harsher sanctions, should have 
resolved both matters instead of the unit team. 

In his Request for Administrative Remedy, Patel wrote th-ere supportive of his position 
and woul-tering his allegation. However, Patel was laced in the SHU before he could 
speak wi-bout affidavits vestigated Patel's 
Request for Administrative Remedy and conclude to provide Patel 
with affidavits. However, rather than addressing the disparate treatment issu wrote an Incident 
Report charging Patel with lying about securing affidavits fro 

Patel admitted to - he failed to speak t or to filing his remedy, explaining, "I 
. - -. ..... .. .,_ ~ .. 

got ahead of myself in making this comment." Although Patel received disciplinary actions for lying, he never 
received a response to his administrative remedy claim of discriminatory resolutions of rule violations, which 

-acknowledged to be true. 

old the OIG~ hr orted his findings specifically, that Patel had lied in his 
rem y w ed would provide affidavits corroborating Patel's allegation. 
However old executtve sta at ·s investigation revealed Patel's claims of disparate treatment 
were accurate. 

cknowledged Patel received a response from executive staff stating, erroneously, there was no 
evidence~o subst · e Patel's claims of discrimination anrl retaliation. The response Patel received conflicted 
with wha old the OIG he previous! r ort that Patel's claims of di arate treatment 
were, in act, accurate. However, as a result o ga · on and discussion wi 
Patel was issued an Incident Report for lying to s bad no swer as to why Pate was no o y 
executive staff that his administrative remedy claims were true. so acknowledged it is rare that an 
inmate is given an Incident Report for lying to staff. 

In con.Oict wilh -tale~informed the OIG he was unaware Patel's allegation was true until 
;lie OIG informe~ou~owled ed the veracity of Patel's claims, he questioned its 
! mportance, aslcing, "Do two wrongs make a right?' as adamarit Patel should be held accountable for his 
1ct1ons, regardless of the outcome i cases . 

• mad · · ctioa between "evidence of discrimination, and people messing up" in the context of Patel's 
etennincd there was no discriminatory or retaliatory resolution in any of these lnndrnt 

maintained that staff erred in the resolution of telephone abuse ch:irgcs against 

1 I /ega! ion. 

~cports RJther 
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th~cident appropriately. Fo~asoradid not include any 
reference to s allegations in his response to Patel-epeatedly denied any collusion by 

•

ive staff and saw Patel's misconduct as an opportunity to hold a litigious inmate accountable for lying. 
dmitted sanctioning inmates for lying was rare, and he recalled possibly one other instance in which an 

inmate was sanct1oned. 

According to Patel, his administrative remedy request describing discipline disparity was not investigated but, 
rather, was turned into an investigation of himself, and he was subsequently disciplined. 

Inmates Interviewed at-Request 

-uggested the OIG intetvie 
~ frivolous administrative remedy requests. 

hp would corroborate that Patel was 

In an OIG intervie~elated Patel encouraged inm;tes to file excessive complaints. However-
believed Patel generally took on issues needing attention. For exampl-laimed he was discriminated 
against in a bedding reassignment (addressed earlier in this report). 

-told the O!!!G her orted to the FCI executive staff that Patel purposefully filed frivolous administrative 
remedy requests. elieved Pak! was on a crusade against the FCI and acknowledged writing a letter to 

- addressing s matter. However, ~stimated one-half of Patel's filings were legitimate. 

In his affidavit to the OIG~aid..beb~cj-ood relationship with the Shahs and other Muslim inmate~ 
be~_ause_ be prnvided them ~I assistaiice- related that once the FCI ex~utive staff realized he 
was assistQJ.g Muslim lll!Ilates, he was targeted or retahation. A5 examples-aid he was remov~d from 
his position in the law library; his request for a job in the chapel was denied~ay 20, 2004, against his 
wishes, he was transferred from FCI-Big Spring to FCI-La Tuna. 

told the OIG tba~as not ~ausing any problems at the FCI, but because 
sisted inmates with-e al matters, he was identified as a problem inmate by FCI executive staff __ 

said the justification used for transfer was suspect, and she, too, questioned the rationale behind the 
move. 
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WITNESS LIST 

I. 

2. 

3. 

~ . .. : .. . -' . . . . . . ... ... ~ . . . .. 

4. 

5. Kamal Patel, inmate, FCI-Forrest City, Forrest City, Arkansas, (870) 630-6000 . 

7. ... ~ . ' "':~ - ...... 
"" - ... . . .. .. ··-- . 

8. 

~ . . ~ 
. . . . 9. 

;"'."'_-r~-· '.. l -~~• ----~·_: . · ~ .... ~~·:·. 

ro 

1l. 

. . . . 
I' .. ~: -·~ • ~- • ., ......... 

~ 'I. • •• ... • .. 

.. ": - ... .•. .. '. .. ... ....... . . 

. . . 
. . . . .. 

'. .. . .. . ~• .. . . . . . . . . 
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LIST OF EXHIBITS 

1. Letter dated April 3, 2003, from five Muslim inmate complainants regarding disparate 
treatment at the FCI. 

2.-25, 2003, from Muslim inmate Patel regardinz verbal threats from 

3. Affidavit dated May 28, 2003, 

4. Affidavit dated May 28, 2003, 

5. Affidavit dated May 28, 2003, 

6. Affidavit dated May 28, 2003, 

- . 

7 .• Affidavit dated May 28, 2003, of inmate Kamal Patel. 

8. Affidavit dated July 15, 2003, o 

9. Affidavit dated May 30, 2003, o 

I 0. Affidavit dated May 28, 2 

11. Af.fida vit dated August 8, 2003 

12. Affidavit dated May 30, 200 

13." Affida.vit dated Ma'.f30: 2003 

. ..-·' . . . ... , . ~ 

.... ·,, 

. . 
14. Affidavit dated July 22, 2003, o r . = ~. -~ ... ... 

15. Affidavit dated January 15, 2004, o 

16. Affidavit dated January 13, 2004, o 

17. Affidavit dated January 14, 2004, 

18. Affidavit dated August 8, 2003 

19. BOP Pro~am Statement 5360.08. 
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62. BOP Form 229, Request For Administrative Remedy, dated May 8, 2003, fil~ 

63. Response to Request For Administrative Remedy, dated May 28, 2003. 

64. FCl Inmate Information Handbook, dated 2003-2004. _ 

65. Inmate Injury Assessment and Follow-Up for inmate Kamal Patel. 

66. Inmate Injury Assessment and Follow-Ui 

1,\_ 

67. Photographs documenting inmate Kamal Patel's injuries. 

68. Patel's letter dated October 28, 2003, to Northern District of Texas, Assistant United States 
Attorney Robert McRoberts. 

69. Criminal Referral letter dated November 15, 2003, from Assistant United States Attorney 
• Robert McRoberts to the FBL 

70. Letter dated November 15, 2003, from Assistant United States Attorney Robert McRoberts to 
inmate Patel. 

71. E-mail dated March 20, 2003, fro 
addressing bedding reassignment. 

72. Bedding Change Sheet, dated June 9, 2003. 

73. Bedding Change Sheet, dated June 11,_ 2003. 
. . · ... -.... ..:. 

74. Bedding,°Cha~g~ Sheet, dated,·]~~1-2~~2003~ reg 

75. SENTRY printout regard.in ed.ding reassignment on July 17, 2003. 

76. SENTRY printout regarding Inmate Profile and Security/Designation for inmate Patel. 

77. SENTRY printout regarding Inmate Profile and Secun"ty/Designatio 

78. SENTRY printout regarding Inmate Profile and Security/Designation 1i 

79. SENTRY printout regarding Inmate Profile and Security/Designatio 
Shah. 

80. SENTRY printout regarding Inmate Profile and Security/Designation 
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81. SENTRY printout regarding inmate Patel's medical history wiih mention of mental illness. 

82. MOI dated July I, 2004, regarding housing unit information provided 

83. MOI dated July 1, 2004, regarding housing unit information provide 

84. MOI dated January 21, 2004, regarding BOP OIA intetview 

the interview of BOP South Central Region Chaplainry 

86. MOI dated February 18, 2004, regarding inmate Patel's allegation of discriminatory practices 
pertaining lo the disposition of lnddent Reports .. 

87. lncident Report, dated May 28, 2003, written ag · 

88. Jncident Report, dated March 10, 2003, written agains 

..... . ~· --..,_,. 89. Incident Report, dated March 31, 2003, written aga ... ·- . 

90. Incident Report, dated April 25, 2003, written agains 

9 l. Incident Report, dated April 25, 2003, written ag~. 

92. Discipline Hearing Officer Report, dated May 9, 2003, regarding 

93. Discipiine Hearing Officer Report, dated May 9, 2003, regardin 

94. Incident Report (Inmate of ~ate Assault), dated October 23, 2003, regardin 
assault on inmate Patel. 

95. BOP Form 292, Special Housing Unit Recor 

96. Memorandum dated October 23, 2003, 
assault on inmate Patel. 

regard.in~ 

97. Memorandum dated November 3, 2003, fro~regardinalllssault on 
inmate Patel. 

98. E-mail dated September 6, 2003, fro 
Unit air conditioning problems. 
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KPiMAL K. ?ATEL, and 
DALE BROffl', 

Plaintiffs, 

vs. 

BUREAU OF PRISONS, and 
HARLEY' LAPPIN, 

Defendants. 

IN THE UNITED STATES orsnncr ro.JRT

FOR THE DISI'RICT OF ClJLUMBIA 

~ 
~ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
~ 

PROFOSED 

Civil~- 1:09-CV-00200 

VE ~.IFIE D 

PLAINTIFFS' SEXJJND AMENJED ~UuNI' 

'IO THE InORABLE JUCGE OF THIS CXXJRT: 

~ CU1ES, your Plaintiffs, 'KAMAL 'K. PATEL and DALE BRCMN, each appearinq 

herein Pro Se, and hereby suanit this Second Amended Civil Canplaint for 

Injunctive and Declaratory Relief. 

I. 

~ UNDER FEO.R.CIV.P. 15(a)(2) 

The Plaintiffs have filed a joint motion for leave to amend under Federal 

Rules of Civil Procedure, Rule 15(a)(2) in conjunction with this Proposed Second 

Amended Civil Complaint for Injunctive and Declaratory Relief. The Plaintiffs 

hereby adopt that motion as if fully set forth herein and move this court to 

consider this instant Second ~ed Complaint filed and on its merits. 
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·rr. -

INJ.Kl.U.:rICfi 

The initial canplaint was filed by Plaintiff Kamal K. Patel only. He 

assertea. claims for injunctive and declaratory relief based on discriminatory 

p:>licies implemented. by the Bureau of Prisons which targeted non-citizens 

for unfavorable and harsher treatment in as carrpared to similarly situated 

United States citizen inmates in the decisions affecting the progranming, housing, 

and classification of the non-u.s. citizen inmates. 

The First Amendment ccxnplaint was filed as of right mder Fed..R.Civ.P. 15(a) 

before any res-p;,nsive pleading or motion was filed by the defendants. The First 

Amended canplaint sought to add Plaintiff Dale Brown and raised additional claims 

under the Freedcm of Information Act. 

The instant Second Amended Canplaint seeks to add factually similar issues 

which had not been exhausted at the time the First Amended canplaint was filed. 

The Second Amendea. Canplaint expands the allegations of discrimination to not 01\IJ 

include the practices of the Bureau of Prisons to keep a non-u.s. citizen inmate 

far fran their family, friends and ccmmnity within the United States but to also 

include allegations that the Bureau of Prisons has implemented an unconstitutional 

p:,licy, custan and practice to classify inmates solely on the basis of their 

nationality for placerrent into private prisons to save costs, provide fewer rights 

and privileges, and to irn!X)se a hidden tax not imposed on U.S. citizens to offset 

the costs of incarceration. The Second Amended Cal'lplaint further adds an additional 

claim mder the Privacy Act for heavy-handed intrusions by the Bureau of Prisons 

into Plaintiff Patel's ccmm.nication With the media and maintaining records of 

such carmnication. 
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III. 

PARTIES 

1. KAMAL K. PA'Ill. (hereinafter "Patel") is the Plaintiff in this action. 

Patel is a British citizen and a Legal Permanent Resident of the united States. 

Patel's legal residence is in the state of Oklahana. Plaintiff.Patel's current 

addreses are as follows: 

Kamal K. Patel 
420 E. Oklahana Blvd. 
Alva, OK 73717 

Kamal K. Patel 
Reg. No. 56496-080 
P.O. Box 630 
Winton, NC 27986 

2. DAIE BROWN (hereinafter "Brown") is a Co-Plaintiff in this action. 

Brown is a Jamaican citizen and a Legal Pennanent Resident of the United States. 

Brown's legal residence is in the State of Florida. Brown's current addresses 

are as follows: 

Dale Brown 
3236 NW 4th St. 
Lauderdale Lake, FL 33309 

Dale Brown 
Reg. No. 29087-004 
P.O. Box 630 
Winton, NC 27986 

3. BURFAU OF PRI&fi5 (hereinafter "OOP") is a defendant in this action. 

The BOP is a federal agency of the United States headquartered in Washington D.C. 

at: 

Bureau of Prisons 
320 First Street, N.W. 
Washington, o.c. 20534 

4. HARLEY LAPPIN (hereinafter 11Lappin" or "Director") is the Director of 

the Federal Bureau of Prisons. Lappin is sued solely in his official capacity 

as the Director of the EOP. No claim for rroney damages are made against Lappin.· 
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Iappin's work address is alleged to be as folloos: 

Harley Lappin, Director 
Federal Bureau of Prisons 
320 First Street, N.W. 
Washj_ngton, o.c. 20534 

IV. 

JURI.SDICI"Iaf & V1HJE 

5. This court's jurisdiction over this matter is invoked under Title 28, 

u.s.c. §§ 1331,, 131# & ~ ,Title s, u.s.c. §§ 552 and 552a em 1'0]: the Equal 

Protection Clause of the Fifth Amendment, and any other applicable statutory 

and constitutional provisions. 

6. Venue is proper in this court under 28 u.s.c. §§ 1391(b)(1), (b)(2), 

(b) (3), (e)(1), (e) (2) and 5 u.s.c. § 552a(g)(5). 

v. 

7. Plaintiffs Patel and Brown have fully exhausted all available remedies 

Qn claims raised in the First Amended Canplaint which are re-alleged in this ·· 

ccmplaint. Plaintiff Patel hereby specifically adopts and incorporates by 

reference here the facts alleged at Paragraph V, Page 4 of the First Amended 

Cc:mplaint pertaining to the issue of exhaustion. King v. Dogan, 31 F.3d 344, 

346 (5th Cir. 1994). 'Ihe Exhibits A, A-1, A-2, A-3, A-4, A-5, and A-6 are also 

adopted from the First Amended Canplaint as if attached hereto. ~, supra. 

8. Plaintiff Brown has fully exhausted his administrative remedies in 

relation all claims he makes in this complaint. Brcwn hereby specifically adopts 

and incorporates by reference herein the facts alleged at Paragraph V, Page 4 

of the First Amended Ccmplaint and Exhibits Band B-1 as if fully set forth and 
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attached hereto. Exhaustion af the additional claims raised in this Second 

Amended Canplaint has been ccmpleted and proof of exhaustion is attached to 

this ccmplaint as Exhibit B-2. 

9. Plaintiff Patel has exhausted the additional claims pertaining to 

the Second Amended Ccmplaint. The Privacy Act violation has been administratively 

exhausted at the prison as Remedy Id. #09-047 and at the level of the Bureau of 

Prisons as Remedy ID# 538229-Rl. The additional claims pertaining to the 

use of an inmate's nationality to make classification and other decisions has 

been administratively exhausted at the prison at Remedy Id. #09-134 and at the 

level of the Bureau of Prisons as Remedy #545437-R1 • See Exhibits A-8 and A- q 
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VI. 

FJ\CTS PERrINan' 'IO CD.JNl'S ALLEX;IN.'; DTillUMINATCHY AH> 
{RrtiS'I'I'IUl' POLICIES IN'l'ENE) 'ID DffiY UGAL PE»WEfl' RESllEfl'S 

'HIE SAME Ol?RRIUU'l'IES ro BE PLACED crmm 'IO THEIR ~ AS u. s. CITI~ 

10. Plaintiffs, Patel and Brown, are both Legal Pennanent Residents 

(
11LPR11

) of the United States and were such at all times relevant herein. 

11. The OOP has a custan, p::>licy and practice of denying Legal Pennanent 

Residents of the United States the same opportunities for prograrrmi.ng, housing, 

classification, and protections of important constitutional rights as that 

provided to U.S. citizens. 

12. The OOP's custom, policy, and practice alleged in paragraph 11, supra, 

sterns fran an intent to invidiously and arbitrarily deprive non-u.s. citizens 

of the same rights, benefits, and privileges as provided to U.S. citizens. 

13. The BOP's custom, policy and practice alleged in paragraph 11, supra, 

is applie::l to LPR's even if these LPR's are non-dep::>rtable or have no detainers 

from ICE. 

14. Pursuant to such custan, p::>licy and practice, inmates such as 

Ali Alghazali #34367-183 and Osam Y~hya #34394-183 were placed in prisons over 

500 miles fran their legal residence even though neither had any detainer from 

ICE. See Exhibits ~ & ---'=--. 
15. The irnnigration service has placed. a detainer action letter against 

plaitniffs Patel and Brown to determine if they are subject to rem:::>val from 

the United States. See Exhibit C (Patel's Detainer A.ction Letter); Exhibit 

D (Brown's Detainer Action Letter}. 

16. A Detainer Action Letter is not a determination by any official of the 

imnigration service or an irrmigration judge that the person is to be rerroved or 

dep::,rted fran the United States. 
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1 7. .; Detainer Action Letter is not a detainer a,i:id dces not authorize the 

OOP to hold the inmate llp:)n his expiration of his sentence. 

18. Legal Pennanent Residents of the United States are entitled to a 

determination by the irrmigration service, an irrmigration judge ·op. other such 

official vested with the authority to order rerroval and/or deportation that 

he or she is to be renoved or deported frcrn the United States and are entitled 

to various procedural protections. 

19. At the time both plaintiffs were convicted for which each is serving 

an imp'.)sed sentence, the law in effect permitted waivers mder INA§ 212(c) & 

INA§ 212(h) of any removal or deportation. 

20. At all times relevant here, neither of the plaintiffs ahve been 

provided any hearing or other process in relation to whether he may or may not 

remain in the United States. 

21. The Bureau of Prisons is not vested with any authority to make any 

decision or determination to order a person deported or removed fran the United 

States. The BOP does not have the authority to order either one of the plaintiffs 

rerroved or deported. 

22. The BOP is also not vested with any authority to make any order or 

decision affecting the inmigra:ionstatus of the plaintiffs. 

23. At all times relevant to this action, both the plaintiffs had legal 

residence in the United States. Exhibit E (Patel) aoo. Exhibit B-3 (Brown). 

24. The legal resident of Plaintiff Patel was at 420 E. Oklahana Blvd., 

Alva, OK 73717. The United States Probation Officer and the Bureau of Prisons 

both recogi.ize that this address is Patel's legal residence. Exhibit E. 

25. The legal residence of Plaintiff Brown was at 3236 NW 4th St., 

Lauderdale Lake, FL 33309~ This address is recognized by the U.S. Probation 
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Office a.,.-;.d. ths;: Bureau o~ r-'r.i..s011s as. nrown's legal address. mu.bit: fs--3. 

26. The Bureau of Prisons has defined the term "legal residence" to 

mean the legal residence as recogn.ized by the United States Probation Office 

at the time of conviction. See Exhibit F (P5100.08, Oiapter 2, Page 2, defining 

term "I.egal Residence") . 

27. Under the definition of "legal residence" as defined by the BOP 

at P5100.08, Chapter 2, Page 2 (Exhibit F), both Plaintiffs are considered to 

have legal residence within the United States. 

28. The definition of the term "legal residence" by the BOP is in the 

Program Statement pertaining to the classification, transfer and program 

participation decisions it makes tnder the Program Statements in the Custody 

Classification Manual. See P5100.08, Intnxlucticn. 

29. The BOP's custody Classification Manual outlines guidelines for the 

puroses of classification, transfer, and program participation needs of inmates. 

30. The BOP's guidelines on transfers tmder Cede 313 category titled 

"Nearer Release Transfers 11 state that this code is to be used to transfer the 

inmate to permit him to either: 

(1) "rrove the inmate closer to their legal residence" or 
(2) move the inmate closer to their "release destination". 

See Exhibit G (OOP P5100.08, Cllapter 7, Page 4). 

31. The BOP has created P5100.08, Chapter 7, Page 4, a Program Statement 

which prohibits inmates with a ICE detainer fran being eligible for transfers 

for nearer release pu.qoses. Id. 

32. The BOP has implemented a nandate, custan and practice to treat 

all Detainer Action Letters as ICE detainers. 
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33. In crafting the aforecited guideline ·(P5100.08, Chapter 7, Page 4), 

the EOP stated that its rationale for prohibiting inmates with an ICE detainer 

or Detainer Action Letter to be ineligible for a nearer to release destination 

transfer on the grounds that "they will be returning to the ccmnunity outside, 

rather than inside, the United states upon release." Id. 

34. By an unwritten mandate, the BOP has a custcrn and practice that such 

prohibition against nearer to release destination transfers will also include a 

prohibition against nearer to legal residence transfers for non U.S. citizen 

inmates. 

35. The irrrnigration service has expressly instructed the BOP in its 

Detainer Action Letters that the letter is not to be construed as an indication 

of any legal findings having been made and that it is not to be used to limit 

the BOP's discretion in classifying, giving program assignments, or other treatments 

to the inmate that he would othe:rwise receive. Exhibit C (Patel's Detainer 

Action Letter); Exhibit D (Brown's Detainer Action Letter}. 

36. The BOP's actions in declaring that any inmate with either an ICE 

detainer or such an Detainer Action Letter will be deported or renoved from the 

United States is outside the scope of its legal authority and a wholly speculative, 

arbitrary and capricious action premised on nothing but conjecture and without 

any legal basis. 

37. Both the plaintiffs, who are Legal Permanent Residents of the United 

States, are entitled to the full protection of the laws under the Equal Protection 

Clause of the Fifth Amendment and both must receive the same rights, benefits, and 

privileges afforeded to similarly situated United States citizens. 

38. The BOP may not discriminate against LPRs on the basis of their 

nationality in making transfer, classification, program participation and other 
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administrative decisions. 

39. The BOP 1 s rationale for denying LPRs placement opportunities closer to 

their legal residence is a:pplied on a discriminatory and arbitrary manner targeting 

only non-u.s. citizens and excluding all u.s. citizens who fit under the same 

criteria. 

40. Under federal law, an inmate serving a federally irnp:>Sed sentence of 

LIFE is ineligible for parole and if required toserve this sentence, will only 

be released upon death. Such an inmate with a LIFE sentence would not be 

returning to the ccmnunity within or outside the United States. 

41. For such inmates sentenced to LIFE who are u.s. citizens, the BOP 

permits them to be placed nearer to their legal residence. 

42. The BOP has also arbitrarily and discriminatrely excluded U.S. citizen 

inmates frcm the effect of detainers pending against them and has specifically 

stated that detainers and charges will not affect the transfer or classification 

decisions for these inmates. Exhibit H. 

43. The BOP's -guidelines treat similarly situated u.s. citizens and 

non-u.s. citizen differently with no legitimate purpose. 

44. The BOP's guidelines arbitrarily deny Legal Permanent Residents the 

opportmity to be closer to their families but provide U.S. citizens with LIFE 

sentences with this opportunity even though it is the LIFE sentenced inmates 

with no chance of being released to the ccmnunity and the LPR's with a chance to 

avoid deportation or rerroval and be released back into the United States. 

45. The BOP's guidelines treating irrmigration detainers differently than 

other detainers lodged against U.S. citizen inmates which would also prevent them 

from being released to the canrm.nity is premised on discriminatory intentions 

and is motivated by an intent to target non-u.s. citizens for disparate treatment. 
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q6. Both the plaintirrs r~ve ~est of their immediate and extended families 

living in the United States. Furtherrrore, most of these family members are 

U.S. citizens including a significant arrount of second-generation, u.s. born 

family members. 

47. The BOP recognizes that placing inrna.tes fare from their families would 

place a burden upon the inmate and the family for visitation puq:oses. The BOP 

also recognizes that placing inmates closer to the legal residence or release 

destination will enable the inma.te to have greater opportunities to visit with 

his family members and enhance his First Amendment rights. 

48. Unless ordered by the inmigration judge, both the plaintiffs desire 

to remain within the United States and be released to their legal residences. 

49. The plaintiffs allege that the OOP's primary reason for treating 

LPR 1 s differently than similarly situated U.S. citizens inmates is based on an 

impermissible, unsupportable, and unconstitutional rationale. The plaintiffs 

allege that these discriminatory actions are based. on the intentions to single out 

non-u.s. citizens for disparate and discriminatory treabnent. 

50. The BOP is prohibited frcxn discriminating against inmates on the 

basis of their national origin in making administrative decision such as transfers 

and classification. Exhibit I (28 C.F.R. §551.90). 

51. The plaintiffs state that the BOP's actions in declaring that all 

non-u.s. citizens will be deported engaged on impennissible speculation and 

casts the BOP into the role of the irrmigration judge or inmigration officials. 

52. As a direct result of the BOP's discriminatory actions, both the 

plaintiffs have been discriminated against and denied the Equal Protection of 

the Laws solely on the basis of each of the plaintiffs' nationality. 
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axm am: DEO:ARA10RY RELIEF. Plaintiffs Patel and Brown seek Declaratory 

Relief as follows. Patel and Brown seek a declaration by this court that: 

A. The BOP and Lappin violated the.Plaintiffs rights under the Equal 

Protection Clause of the Fifth Amendment by refusing each of them a transfer 

to be close to their legal residence while providing U.S. citizens this transfer. 

B. The BOP and Lappin violated the Plaintiffs' rights under the Equal 

Protection Clause of the Fifth Amendment by denying each of them the same 

opp::>rtunities for a Code 313 transfer as an incentive for good behavior as provided 

U.S. citizensh •. 

C. The BOP and Lappin have violated the Plaintiffs' rights under the Equal 

Protection Clause of the Fifth Amendment by denying them the same opportunity to 

maintain their First Amendment relationships with family and the camnunity as 

provided to U.S. citizens. 

D. The BOP's regulation declaring that all inmates with an ICE detainer 

will be deported or renoved fran the United States is an unconstitutional policy 

which the OOP is not authorized to prcmulgate. 

E. The BOP's regulation that precludes LPR's from being eligible for 

nearer to legal residence transfers on the basis of an ICE detainer is 

unconstitutional. 

F. The BOP' s regulation that precludes LPR' s from being eligible for 

nearer to release destination transfers on the basis of an unadjudicated ICE 

detainer is unconstitutional, and in violation of the 2\P2\ and 18 use ~3621(b). 

G. The OOP engaged in capricious, arbitrary and unconstitutional acts in 

violation of the Fifth Amendment's F.qual Protection Clause by applying criteria 
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to LPR's that they must be releaseable to the corrmunity inside tne United Staces 

to deny them transfer and classification opportunities and not applying the same 

criteria to U.S. citizen inmates sentenced to LIFE imprisonment. 

H. The BOP 1 s violated the law and acted outside the scope of its authority 

in declaring that Detainer ~ction Letters are Detainers. 

axm 'ff«): ~ RELIEF: The Plaintiffs seek Injunctive Relief from this 

Court as follows: 

A. Compel the BOP and Lappin to provide plaintiffs Patel and Brown the 

same opportunities for nearer to legal residence and/or release destination 

trasnfers for gcxxl behavior as given to U.S. citizens. 

B. Prohibit the OOP and Lappin fran treating the plaintiffs different 

from U.S. citizens who are similarly situated in the transfer, classification, 

and program participation decisions. 

c. Prohibit the BOP and Lappin from declaring that all inmates with ICE 

detainers including plaintiffs will be deported and require the BOP to await 

an official adjudication before applying this criteria. 

D. Prohibit the BOP from declaring that both plaintiffs will be deported 

and prohibit the BOP fran making such legal detenninations until the completion 

of the INS or ICE rerroval/deportation process. 

E. Canpel the BOP and Lappin to provide the plaintiffs with the same 

First Amendment opportunities for association with family and maintain relationships 

are are provided to U.S. citizen inmates. 

F. Prohibit the BOP from using Detainer Action Letters as an actual detainer. 
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VII. 

FAC1'S PERl'INENI' 'l'O <DJNrS ALI,EX;JN'.; VIOLATICIQS OF 'ffiE EOJAI, ~ CLAUSE 
AND 28 C.F.R. § 551.90 IN~ cur :nKaES BASED 00 THEIR NATiaw:.ITIES 

'IO PLACE '!HEM INID PRIVATE PRis:NS AH> ~ TmM 'IO SIGlIFirnNI'LY K:EE 
c:r-:mRCXJS <nq[>ITIQS CF cnF.INFMEN.r DCUJDDG A HIOOEN TAX STR(£IURE DESIGR> 

'l'O IMPOSE A CllS'I' CF ~ FEE, AIDICATICN OF a:mrrIUl'I<UU. 
AW STA'lUlORY PROI'EX..:l'ICRS mroYED BY U.S. CITIZEN ~ 

53. Plaintiffs hereby adopt by reference paragrafX'ls 1 through 52, supra, 

and incoq:x:irate them into these counts as if fully set forth herein. 

54. The OOP has implemented a i:olicy, custom and practice of placing 

low custody inmates born overseas into private prisons (hereinafter referred to 

as the "Nationality Policy"). 

55. Except for inmates £ran the District of Columbia, inmates born in 

the United States are not placed in these private prisons and are excluded fran 

the Nationality Policy. Exhibit J. 

56. '!he Nationality Policy looks only at an inmate's place of birth 

to detennine if he is eligible for placement in private prisons. 

57. Pursuant to the Nationality Policy, i~tes who have no pending 

detainers fran ICE or who are not subject to deportation or raroval are also 

placed into private prisons solely on the basis of their place of birth, i.e. 

their nationality. See e.g. Exhibit K & Exhibit L. 

58. The rationale for placing these inmates in the private prisons is to 

provide significant cost savings over prisons operated by the OOP. 

59. The BOP achieves signficant cost savings by permitting the private 

prison officials to provide significantly fewer services, prograrrroing opp:>rtunities, 

and constitutional and statutorily required services. 

60. The BOP also achieves significant cost savings by imposing a hidden 

tax structure in which the BOP permits the private prison officials to set 
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e.-~orbitant fees to such·services as telephone usage and using-such pEofits to 

offset the cost of incarceration. Exhibit M. 

61. The Equal Protection Clause and 28 C.F.R. 551.90 both prohibit 

the BOP from using nationality in making such classification decisions. 

62. Inmates placed in private prisons enjoy significantly less 

services, privileges, opportunities to practice their religious beliefs, contact 

with family and friends, ability to ccmnunicate with attorneys in confidence, 

and substantially rrore onerous conditions of confinement than those enjoyed by 

U.S. born citizens in :OOP operated prisons. 

63. Inmates in private prisons are not provided the protections of the 

Religous Freedom Restoration Act as provided to inmates in :OOP operated prisons. 

EKhibit N. 

64. Inmates in private prisons are not pennitted to practice their 

religious faith in many ways as inmates in BOP prisons are permitted. Examples 

include, but are not limited to the following: 

a) Private prison Muslim inmates may not pray in any lcx::ation other than 

the chapel or their cells and thus, are prohibited fran making their five daily 

prayers due to their prison required job assignments. Exhibits O & P. Muslim 

inmates in OOP prisons may pray at their job sites, schools, etc. to comply with 

their five daily prayer requirements. Exhibit Q (OOP Policy on Religious Practices). 

b) Inmates in BOP operated prisons pay a flat charge throughout the BOP 

of $0.23 per minute for using the telephones. Inmates in private prisons pay 

up to $5.00 per minute to use the telephone. Both classes of inmates can use a 

maximum of 300 minutes per month. Thus, the maximum cost to BOP inmates is $69.00 

per month and the private prison inmates may incur a cost of up to $1500.00 per 
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month. Suc;:h a significantly higher cost structure limits the frequency of contact · 

with the outside world. 

c) Inmates in private prisons are charged higher telephone usage costs 

to fund their cost of incarceration as a fee imposed by the BOP. Exhibit M. 

Inmates in BOP prisons are not charged a cost to pay for their incarceration 

under this hidden tax structure. 

d) Inmates in private prisons are not provided the constitutional right 

to ccmnunicate with their attorneys in confidentiality. The private prisons 

have been exempted by the BOP fran cat1plying with he policy statements and 

requirements in the Code of Federal Regulations pertaining to correspondence 

and special/legal mail requirements. Exhibit X (Grievance reply that Geo Group, 

Inc. is exempted from PS 5265.11, the policy statement requiring that mail to 

and from attorneys be treated confidentially and mailed unopened and received 

only to be opened in the inmate's presence). OOP inmates enjoy the full 

constitutioanl rights to carmunicate with their attorneys in confidence. 

e) Inmates in private prisons do not have the right to speak to their 

attorneys on an unrronitored phone line and must make all calls only on the 

monitored phones. Exhibit R. BOP policy requires its inmates to be permitted to 

speak to their attorneys in confidence on unrronitored phones. 

f) Inmates in private prisons pay double, triple and sometimes, ten-fold 

the prices for carmissary items than paid by BOP inmtates for the exact same item. 

Exhibits. 

g) Inmates in the BOP are provided access to e-rrail and other such 

forms of carmunication. ~ P.S. 5265.13. Inmates in private prisons are not 

provided e-mail. Exhibit T. Moreover, private prisons do not provide Residential 

Drug Abuse programs to foreign born inmates. See Exhibit Y. 
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h> Inmates in private prisons are subjected to exr,osure to second~hand 

tobacco smoke in wrreasonable levels. Exhibit u. All OOP facilties are 

tobacco and srroke-free. There is a significant and qualitative difference in 

the application of the Eighth Amendment 1 s prohibition to be free from future 

harms or exposure to hannful chemicals. All outdoor areas of exercise in the 

Geo Group, Inc. private prison are srroking areas. 

65. Both plaintiffs have been placed in private prisons due to their 

nationality. 

66. Both plaintiffs have suffered the aforedescribed violations and 

disparate treatment c:orrpared to that available to inmates in BOP operated 

facilities as a result of their placement in the private prison. 

67. The BOP's Nationality Policy violates the Equal Protection Clause 

of the Constitution. 

68. The BOP 1 s Nationality Policy violates Title 28, Code of Federal 

Regulations,§ 551.90. 

69. The BOP's Nationality Policy constitutes an impennissible taking 

in violation of due process to the extent that a hidden tax structure is imposed. 

to offset the cost of incarceration. 

RELill' ~ 

CIXJNT 'IHREE: DB:!LARA'REY RELIEF. Plaintiffs Patel and Brown seek Declaratory 

Relief as follows. Patel and Brown seek a declaration by this court that: 

A. The BOP and Lappin violated the Equal Protection Clause by singling 

out foreign born inmates for placement in private prisons. 

B. The BOP and Lappin violated Title 28, Code of Federal Regulations, 

Section 551.90 in using nationality as a basis for making classification decisions. 
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C. The higher charges impo~ upon inmates' telephone usage in. pri,late 

prisons to offset the cost of incarceration constituted an impermissible 

taking and fees in violation of the Due Process Clause. 

D. The iffi?:>sition of a hidden tax structure imposed on telephone rates 

on inmates in private prisons to offset the cost of incarceration violated 

the Equal Protection Clause since OOP inmates were exempted fran this offset to 

their costs of incarceration. 

E. The policy, custan, and practice (Nationality Policy) of using nationality 

for purposes of making classification decisions is unconstitutional. 

CIXJNT RXJR: 1N.1UtCl'IVE RELIEF. '!he plaintiffs, Patel and Brown, seek this 

court to order the following injunctive relief: 

A. An injunction prohibiting the OOP and Lappin fran using nationality 

in making any classification decisions. 

B. An injunction prohibiting the OOP and Lappin fran imposing the hidden 

tax to offset the cost of incarceration upon the phone rates of irunates in 

private prisons. 
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FACTS PmTINEN1' 'IO mJNTS ALI.EX;:IN; DISCRIMINA'I'ORY AND ~OOAL 
POLICIES~ LPR PLAlNl'IFF PATEL ur&SS 'IO~ 

OPfORI\JtU'l'IES AS GIVEN U.S. CITIZENS 

70; Paragraphs 1-69', supra, are hereby incoq:orated into these Counts 

alleged here as if fully set forth herein. 

71 Plaintiff Patel has been discriminated against and denied the Equal 

Protection of the laws mandated by the Fifth Amendment by being denied the 

opp::,rtunity to participate in the residential faith based program, called the 

Life-Connections Program, on the basis of his i.rrmigration detainer. 

72. The BOP has established a residential faith based program, the Life 

Connections Program. 

73. Upon arriving at M::lshannon Valley Correctional Institute, Philipsburg, 

Pennsylvania, Plaintiff Patel requested that he be allowed to enroll in the Life

Connections Program. Patel made these requests to many of the prison officials 

at the institute (hereinafter referred to as "MVCC") including Mr. Stepanovic, 

the Religious Program Coordinator, Ms. Magnuson, the Case Manager Coordinator, 

Mr. Lumadue, the Unit Manager, and Mr. Juster, the EOP Specialist on-site. 

74. Plaintiff Patel was infonned by all these persons that his request was 

denied and that MVCC did not allow inmates to enroll in such program since the 

inmates at the prison were all with irrrnigration detainers and due to the detainer, 

the inmates were excluded fran the program. 

75. The Life--Comections policy does not state that it excludes inmates 

with INS detainers but such a p::,licy is practices as an lIDwritten mandate by the 

OOP ands it officials and contractors. 
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76. As a'LPR,·Plaintiff_Patel is to be afforded the same opportuniti~s for 

program participation as that provided to U.S. citizens. 

77. "'he implementation of the unwritten rrandate to exclude plaintiff and 

other ICE detainer inmates constituted an unconstitutional action violating the 

Fifth Amendment 1 s Equal Protection Clause. 

RELIEF~ 

<nJNT FIVE: mn:J\RA'IrnY RELIEF. '!11.e Plaintiff, Kamal K. Patel, seeks a 

Declaration that limiting the Life-Connections Program to U.S. citizens and 

excluding LPR's including Patel is a violation of the Equal Protection Clause 

of the Fifth Amendment and a discriminatory act based on national origin in 

violation of Title 28, C.F.R. § 551.90. 

a:xJNT SIX: mJUtCl'IVE RELIEF. Plaintiff Patel seeks an Injunction requiring 

the BOP and Lappin to permit him access to and to enable him to participate in 

the Life-Connections Program in the same manner as provided to U.S. citizens. 
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IX~ 

FACl'S PERTINENr 'ID THE PRIVACY 'ACr CIAIMS 

78. Plaintiff Kamal K. Patel was housed at the Federal Correctional 

Institute, Big Spring, Texas in approxirnatley 2003 to 2004. 

79. While at FCI Big Spring, Texas, Patel met David Duke, the former 

grand wizard of the Ku Klux Klan. 

80. Plaintiff became aware of discriminatory and illegal practices occurring 

at the prison in relation to David Duke. Among such practices, officials of 

the prison broke prison regulations as well as the regulations in the Code of 

Federal Regulations in relation to disciplinary actions against David Duke. 

81. David Duke had received a 200 series incident report (high severity) 

which would mandate a loss of good credit time and confinement in the hole if 

found guilty. Additionally, such a high level incident rep::,rt was required by 

federal regulations be be referred to a hearing before the Disciplinary Hearing 

Official. 

82. Contrary to these disciplinary regulations, David Duke's incident 

report for engaging in the business in relation to the sale of his book 11Jewish 

Supremecy" was downgraded by officials other than the Disciplinary Hearing Officer. 

83. Plaintiff became aware of these facts and filed a grievance complaining 

of discriminatory practices pertaining to the prison's stated unbendable policy 

of referring all such high series incident reports to the OHO when it pertained 

to minority inmates. 

84. Plaintiff was also given an incident ret:ort claiming that he lied in 

his prison grievance. 
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.85. · Tn.e matter was i~vestigat€d by an investigation from the Office of 

Inspector General. As a result of this investigation, plaintiff's claims of 

disparate treabnent were found to be verified. Additionally, the incident rep:>rt 

plaintiff received was expunged. 

86. In relation to such practices at the prison, the plaintiff attempted 

to contact the Dallas r-t:>rning News and did so by writing the editor of the 

news-paper a letter explaining the discriminatory practices. 

87. Bureau of Prisons p:,licy and the regulations in Title 28 of the Code 

of Federal Regulations state that such mail is considered "special mail" and 

is not subject to being opened or inspected. 

88. Despite the p:,licy prohibiting such mail fran being opened and inspected, 

officials at the prison stole the letter to the newspaper, opened it, and read it. 

89. SIS Lt. Rangel wrote a ineno detailing the contents of the letter 

afer having stolen it and illegally reading it. Exhibit V. 

90. The mero created memoralizing the contents of plaintiff's attempted 

ccmmn ications with the Dallas Morning News is a record which describes the 

plaintiff's exercise of First Amendment rights. 

91. The merro has been maintained in plaintiff's central inmate file 

and it continues to adversely affect him. It causes the plaintiff to be harassed 

and intimidated by white officials of the prisons. It has led to less 

favorable job assignments and other programming activities. 

92. The BOP engaged in such actions against plaintiff in order to suppress 

plaintiff's attempts to expose the BOP officials' conouct which was to give 

special favors and benefits to Davia Du~ and to suppress exposure of an anti

immigrant policy and custom within the Bureau of Prisons. 
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93. The actions· of the ·officials of the BOP in seizing t.,.11e nlegalll media 

correspondence of Patel also directly led to a retaliatory transfer frcm the 

prison in Texas to one much farther fran his family. Exhibit V. The BOP 

officials premised a transfer of plaintiff based on the contents of his 

letter to the Dallas Morning News. 

94. The BOP continues to maintain the record describing Patel's First 

Amendment cannunications with the editor of the Dallas Morning News in his 

Central Inmate File. Patel's request to have it removed have been denied. 

95. The Privacy Act, Title 5 use § 552a(e) (7) prohibits any agency of 

the United States fran maintaining any "record describing how any individual 

exercises guaranteed by the First Amendment unless expressly authorized by statute 

or by the individual about whom the record is maintained or unless pertinent to 

and within the scope of an authorized law enforcement activity." 

96. The canpilation and maintenance of the record described supra was 

not authorized by Patel nor by any statute. Moreover, it was not in furtherance 

of any law enforcement activity but in actuality; was intended to impede and 

obstruct ongoing law enforcement activity consisting of an active and ongoing 

investigation by the Office of Inspector General into violations of the USA Patriot 

Act.by these prison officials. 

~ REQJESI'ID 

<DUNT SEVEN: ~ RELIEF: Plaintiff Patel seeks an injunction requiring 

the Bureau of Prisons, Harley Lappin, and any successors, agents, or persons 

under their control and authority to remove any copies of the meno from any 

and all files in which this mem::> may be maintained and to redact all references 

to this memo. 
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OXIN11 EIGIIl': OECLAAA'l'CRY RELIEF-. P.1.aintifI' Patei seeks a Oeclarauon :r:rom . 

this Court declaring that the aforedescribed memo in which Patel's ccmnunication 

with the Dallas Morning News was kept as a record violated the rights of Patel 

under the Privacy Act Section 552a(e)(7). 
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. x .. 

97. In 2003, the Plaintiff, Kamal K. Patel, was a complainant in an 

investigation into violations of the USA Patriot Act by the Office of the 

Inspector General. 

98. Plaintiff Patel filed for copies of the investigation report. 

In resp:::>nse to the FOIA request, only portions of the investigation report 

were released. Patel appealed the denial of the relevant portions of the FOIA 

request and fully exhausted his remedies at that stage. The matter is brought 

to this court for resolution in regards to Request No. 2005-05331, Appeal No. 05-

2152. Exhibit A-3. 

9~. On April 25, 2009, Patel filed a Freed.an of Information request 

to teh Bureau of Prisons requesting the following documents: 

a) All documents r,ertaining to a protection hearing conducted at 
MVCC in which Patel was involuntarily placed under protection custody; 

b) All documents created after the initial protection hearing; and 

c) All documents of any segregation review hearings at MVCC. 

On May 5, 2009, the BOP returned the FOIA letter requesting a Certificate of 

Identity. Patel mailed the Certificate of Identity and FOIA request to the POP 

on May 19, 2009. This FOIA request numbered 2009-07187 has exceeded the statutory 

time frame without response. Exhibit A-4. 

100. On October 6, 2008, Patel filed a FOIA request to the Department of 

Justice asking for the following: 

(a).All transfer documents including 409 forms, medical clearance 
dxumetns created for transfer and any other documents pertaining to 
the transfer decisions regarding Patel's transfer fran FCI Forrest City, 
Arkansas to FMC Butner, North Carolina in 2006, fran FMC Butner, North 
Carolina to Pine Prairie Correctional Facility in wuisiana in January 
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?I1 February 2008. 

See Exhibit A-5. Patel did not receive any answer to this request at the time 

he initiated claims in this court within the statutory time frames. 

101. Plaintiff Patel filed a FOIA request to the Bureau of Prisons for a 

copy of a medical transfer request submitted by officials at MVCC in late 2008. 

This request was not resp:)ned to in the time frames provided by the FOIA. See 

Exhibit A-6. 

102. Plaintiff filed a FOIA request to the Bureau of Prisons (Request 

number 2005-03090 and Appeal Number 05-1672) asking for copies of records 

pertaining to the investigations he was placed under while incarcerated at 

FCI Big Spring, Texas, the placement in the hole relation to the prison's 

obstruction of the OIG investigation. See E>drlbit W (Rep:)rt to Congress 

which describes the instant matter at Page 7 of this rep:)rt). Patel's FOIA 

request was denied as was a request for a listing of each withheld item. 

Exhibit A-7. 

RELIEF Rm1ESTED 

™ NINE: _ Plaintiff Patel seeks an Order requiring the BOP to release to 

him the documents describedin Paragraphs 97 and 98 1 supra, and Exhibit A-3 

as required by the FOIA and the Privacy Acts. 

axm ~ Plaintiff Patel seeks an Order requiring the BOP to release to 

him the documents described in Paragraph 99, supra, and Exhibit A-4 under the 

FOIA and Privacy Acts. 

™ i[,EVEN: Plaintiff Patel seeks an Order requiring the BOP to release to him 

the documents described in Paragraph 10n, supra, and Exhibit A-5 under the FOIA 

and Privacy Acts. 
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caJNT 'IWELVE: Plaintiff Patel seeks an O'rder·requiring_the EOP to release to . 

him documents described in Paragraph 101, supra, and Exhibit A-6 under the 

FOIA and Privacy Acts. 

ClXJNl' THIRTEEN: Plaintiff seeks an Order requiring the BOP to release to him 

documents described in Paragraph 102, supra, and Exhibit A-7 under the FOIA and 

Privacy Acts. 

The Plaintiff asks that the BOP be ordered to provide all these FOIA and PA 

requested materials in electronic format under 5 u.s.c. § 552(a)(2) and to require 

the BOP to provide plaintiff Patel access to a canputer to view the material. 

')--... {-
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XI. 

The Plaintiffs in this case, Kamal K. Patel and Dale Brown, bring suit to 
. . 

address important constitutional principles and the actions of a government 

agency which are intended to defy these constitutional principles under guise 

of legitimacy. The draconian tactics employed by the BOP against foreign born 

residents of the United States can have no place in a fair and just system of 

government. The BOP's policy would allow a convicted child rapist and serial 

murderer with a Life sentence to be placed in a prison close to his cormrunity 

to foster "camrunity ties" but would deny a non-violent foreign l::xJrn legal 

resident of the United States this right. This matter is brought to this forum 

for appropriate redress. 

Plaintiff Patel also brings claims for relief under the Freedom of Information 

and Privacy Acts to obtain records which evidence the BOP's subversion of 

investigations into its misconduct as well as claims to redact records which 

are kept in violation of the Privacy Act commenting on Patel's exercise of his 

rights to carmunicate with the media. 

XII. 

PRAYm RR RELIEF 

The paragraphs numbered 1 through 1 o;i supra, and Counts One through , 

'Ih:irtEHl supra, are hereby incoq:orated here as if fully set forth herein. 

103. Plaintiffs Patel and Brown request Declaratory and Injunctive 

Relief as set forth in Counts One, Two, Three and Four, supra. 

104. Plaintiff Patel seeks Declaratory and Injunctive relief as 

set forth in Counts Five and Six, supra. 
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in Counts Seven and Eight, supra, under the Privacy Act. 

106. Plaintiff Patel seeks relief under the Freedan of Information and 
. . 

Privacy Acts as set forth in Counts Nine, Ten, Eleven, Twelve~ and Thirteen, 

supra, and an order requiring that such documents be provided in electronic 

fonnat under 5 USC§ 552(a)(2) with provisions made to provide Patel access to a 

method to view the material. 

107. Both Plaintiffs ask for this court to assess costs, fees, attorney 

costs, and other such costs as pennitted by the Privacy Act and law against 

the Defendants. 

108. A TRIAL BY JURY is DEMANDED on all issues so triable. 

109. Both Plaintiffs ask for such further relief as justice demands 

and is~just and proper. 

WHEREEEORE, all things considered, the Plaintiffs, KAMAL K. PATEL and 

DALE BROWN, respectfully pray that this court order all relief as requested 

by these Plaintiffs. 

DATED:--0'-"':;.:;.,,o:?Pf--

DA~: --,/21/4q ---,,,__--+, -..L--
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Da Brown 
~eg. No. 29087-004 
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VER.IFICATICN 

I, the undersigned Plaintiff, do hereby verify the truth and accuracy 

of the statements in this canplaint which relate to the claims relating to myself, 
. . 
to the best of my knowledge and beliefs under 28 u.s.c. ~ 1746. 

DATED: _ _,_~--,~--~-

DATED: 
J • 

~K.Pat 
~eg. No. 56496-080 
P.O. Box 630 
Winton, NC 27986 

Da(/9~ 
Reg. No. 29087-004 
P.O. Box 630 
Winton, NC 27986 

CER'l'll'ICATE OF SmvICE 

I do hereby certify that I have mailed a true and correct copy of the 

foregoing Second Amended Complaint to opposing counsel at the last known address 

with proper first class postage affixed by depositing in the prison legal mailbox 

on this date. Declared under 28 USC 1746. 

DATED: ?/z.f/91 
)<funal 1<. Pate 
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- AFFIDAVIT OF KAMAL K. PA.TEL 

I state that my name is Kamal K. Patel, that I am over the age of 18, and 

that I am ccmpetent to testify to the matters declared herein. 

1. I state that I am a plaintiff in this civil action. I am currently 
incarcerated at a private prison operated by Geo Group, Inc. at 'Rivers 
Correctional Institute, P.O. Box 630, Winton, NC 27986. 

2. I state that the exhibits I have attached in this lawsuit are true 
and correct copies to the best of my knowledge and beliefs. Exhibits A-1 and 
A-2 are true and correct copies of requests I made to prison officials and the 
resi;:onses I received. Exhibits A-3 through A-7 are true and correct copies 
of documents relating to my requests under the Freedan of Information and Privacy 
Acts. 

3. The attached Exhibit c is a true and correct copy of a Notice of Action 
letter I received. 

4. The attached Exhibits A-8 and A-9 are true and correct copies of my 
atempts to exhaust my administrative remedies in relation to Counts Three and 
Four in the Second Amended Canplaint. In filing the grievance at the institution 
level, I was infonned that "This issue should be addressed by the Bureau of 
Prisons'' and that "the issue raised in the rerredy is not appealable at the 
institution level." See Exhibit A-8. In attempting to exhaust my remedies at 
the level of the Bureau of Prisons, the grievance attempt was rejected and I 
was told that 11This issue is not appealable to the BOP. You must use the 
grievance procedures at your facility. 11 See Exhibit A-9. 

5. I hereby adopt by reference the statements I made in my affidavit 
attached to the First Amended Ccrnplaint at paragraphs 3, 4 and 5 in relation to 
the exhasution of available administrative remedies on the claims initially brought 
forth in this suit. 

6. Exhibit n is a true and correct copy of a Detainer ~ion Letter I 
received from prison officials. F.xhibit Eis a true and correct copy of a request 
and reply inquiring aoout the legal residence as in my inmate file. Exhibit M 

is a true and correct copy of pages copied from a document avaiahle in the 
inmate law library as the contract between the OOP and Geo Group, Inc. "Rxl-iiJ,it 
N is a request I made and a reply received from '9()P r..ontract Monitor, Mr. l?aul 
J1 ster, as a private prison in l?hilipsburg, Pennsylvania. F.xhibit 0 is a copy 
of a RCI policy. Exhibit Pare tM:> pa.ges consisting of t,;..,o requests I made to 
staff at the qivers Correctional Facility as~ing for permission to pray at 
work sites and other areas other than the individual cell and the chapel and 
the reply received. F.xhibit 'R. are two requests I made to staff at Rivers 
Correctional Institution and their resplies nenying me unmonitored calls with my 
attorney and infoI.111ing me to use the inmate legal mail system. Bxhibit Xis 
a true and correct copy I received fran the warden in reply to a grievance in 
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which th2 warden oc ~ivers Correctional Institution informed me that BOP Program 
Statement 5265.11 is not applicable to Rivers Correctional Institution. 'Exhibit 
Vis a true and correct copy of a memo in redacted form I obtained frcxn prison 
officials maintained in my inmate file. 

7. I have ma.de many requests to call my attorney in confidence. I have 
a pending criminal case against me in North Carolina. I have been denied these 
requests and I have not had the chance to speak to my attorney,~- JJcug 
Kingsbery, on a single occasion on the telephone while at ~ivers Correctional 
Institute. The BOP policy on special/legal mail is outlined in PS 5265.11. 
In a grievance reply I received frcm the warden, I was told "Further investigation 
into this matter has revealed that this facility is not required by the Bureau 
of Prisons COOP) Statement of Wor1< to comply with PS 5265.11." See Exhibit X 
to the Second l\mended Ccmplaint. 

8. There are significant qualitiative and substantial differences between 
the treabnent I receive at this facility (a privte facility) and the BOP 
facilities in which I have been incarcerated. The differences include a signifiantly 
lesser ability to practice my faith, comnuniate with my attorneys, and also, 
I am asthmatic and at this prison, unlike the BOP prisons, tobacco is sold and 
smoking is prevalent. I affirmatively state that there is not a single occasion 
I can remember since I have been at ~ivers Correctional Institute that I have 
not inhaled second hand tobacco smoke when I have stepped rutside. The smoking 
areas are only a few steps frcxn the entranceways to the units and they are 
in the inmediate area of the gates which are requird to be travelled thrrugh 
to get to the ccmpound (inner). Also, the inner compcund and the outer rec. 
are sm:,king areas. I have had to increase my asthma medication since arriving 
at 'Rivers Correctional Institution. 

I state that these statements are true and correct to the best of my 

knowledge and beliefs under the penalty of perjury as provided by 28 u.s.c. 

~ 1746. 

DA.TED: "Z(z,,/4 f 
. , 

-2-
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TO: (:'.'Ta..'.le and Title of Staff Mem.ce.::-} 

H«. '3:iet0::io1-l- /',-0'-1/)~ J_,, 
D~'T'"'::'. 

r'\ ... -. 7- )J- 0~ 

WOR..'C _;,s S IGN?vr.DIT : 

SOEJECT: (Erie£ly state your quest~cn or concern ai:.d t~e solution you a=e requesting. 
Conti~ue en back, if necessary. Your failure to be spe~ific may resul~ in no action bei~: 
take..'l. If necessary, you will be i!ltervie\,..ed in ardel." to success::ul.:y respond to your 
reques:::.) 

~co_, '---=I ___ m:..:....· .;...,..,,,::.:..:kd=.---LJI q,,,rJ.!...!...;('--J.04:<~LI{.l,&A;L._?£...·..!..JJ::.._-.20i::........!Ch~-J:,'..!J._!::.hd_ :Ji 7oo3 '3 JI O OCb 1 3Svb .;J~ +o £~/,,.01.., JO-(. 

Court. Hs do..1tf!pe,,rrl a: .r. h,.,vt,;t- $:J..,_ m7 ClU£-«<f+ ).,,er-ct -.Ct,,-, ~?:1 ~-h 

@ :C .NeLA. p1nL'... ./6,,,,,..,,::,, '50) £.-..:iJrov-h , a: IS '3P::8' /6'{','yl.5 . ksv~ 4,u · /Jd t3P-Y': 

G> Y:de/,,..d°.) --bnt,r~ ~ p.,..0 .. ,-,/ CD; Nr!,·J Rb :JJ /.v,,.i_~-f,:. dcnb 0 IYlbi•cd PTd~a•<d 

® sis ,~ µ/ m'1 JrJiK?-!.f ma.I {i) 7: thll Crh-xorn 1r',-./.h ,.:.. ~rb"'··h (bl c;ud p,.Jz-d, ... 
d1n1d 1/1 nd l-1Jh,,.,; ns. tx+lr-l s.Jo c,,-,h! -J....,,..,-k-, /y,16-j,7 h:::yx, t~Er-,J,.,,.,,<vf• ..... 2 pt9jnr1"', 

(!,) SK« 0-1/! «,u.e,b lJYX.,_) fZJ &ju.:J «y Q.bvr.p~pc...,,.@ D1:£',1YJMd.r ,,,,, .C.-,?£);c.-,/.J 

1:( ll1fkl7 lt..t/1 on/J +. "tl.S c.-1.b1. ..... <::U n,,y {l½h/.J tpy,,..J fYl""'J d0'i"J?r¥1--

(Do not write below t:.his line) 

10 eor-au1s 

Dace 

Record Cocv - F·le· r~cv - ~nmace 
( T':::is fez;; -rr.a v b; .:.,.,;: ... l; c- a;--e; ... v. - .,, wc0) 

- - -:::' - .... - --- - Ts..:..s form re:;,iaces 3?-l-l.8.070 datec Cc'.: BE 
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CORl~ELL COl\'IPANIES, INC. 

INMATE REQUEST TO A STAFF MEMBER 
PETICION DEL PRESO PARA PERSONAL DE LA INSTITUCION 

TO/PARA:_+.L--1,--C:........._-4,LJ.~.l.,...Wk.,l...::..::...--4L'-1---""'::......:...J..L....'-------'0:C-~----'-=A_..q_:.~-------

SUBJECT: STATE, COMPLETELY, BUT BRIEFLY, THE PROBLEM ON WHICH YOU DESIRE ASSISTANCE, 
AND WHAT YOU THINK SHOULD BE DONE. (GIVE DETAILS) 

RAZON: ESCRIBA EL PROBLEMA, BREVEMENTE Y COMO USTED PIENSE QUE PODEMOS 

8 

RESOLVERLO. (ESCRIBA CON DETALLES) 

o/ V-e-k ( rv7k4----/,, I 

A/YVl s a / 

(USE OTHER SIDE OF PAGE IF MORE SPACE IS NEEDED.) 
(USE EL OTRO L ELA HOJA SI NECESITA MAS ESPACIO.) 

NAME/NOMBRE:~_;;;_i_--=---=-....:....,_-1----'--=->--'--'".__,__ _____ No./N umero: .S---<Y"7£ ,v ~ 

MANAGER/GERENTE: ,~ui?-- DATE/FECHA: /2L<, ilf7 CASE ~ 
-----.{E:µ'-f,......._.c.-,..__________ I 

WORK ASSIGNMENT/ASIGNACION DE TRABAJO: _ __s::_~ _____ UNIT/UNIDAD:~ 

BED ASS(GNMENT/NUMERO DE CAMA // r( rC. 
NOTE: If you follow instructions in preparing your request, it can be disposed of more promptly and intelligently. You will be 
interviewed, if necessary, in order tu satisfactorily handle your request. Your failure to specifically state your problem may 
result in nu action being taken, . 
NOTA: Si usted sigue las instrucciones en prepnrar su peticion, puede estar contestada mas rapida y inteligentemente. Usted 
estara entrevistado, si necesario, para contestar su peticion satisfactori:1mente. Su negligencia en declarar su problema 
especificamente puede resultar en que nose tome ninguna acciun. 

DATE/FECHA: f Z.. S 0 
DISPOSITION: (DO;N!)~ W~T'!s:N THIS SPACE) 

DISPOSICION: (NO ESRlA EN ESTE ESPACIO) 

IM-004 ArfACff\lENT A Officer/Official 

MYCC PS IM-004 l0t2005 Page I of I 
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.• , LS. Department of Justice 

- - Office of Information and Privacy 

Telephone: (202) 514-3642 

Mr. Kamal K. Patel 
Register No. 56496-080 
Federal Correctional Institution 
Post Office Box 9000 
Forrest City, AR 72336 

Dear Mr. Patel: 

NOY 2 8 2007 

Washington, D.C 20530 

Re: Appeal No. 05-2152 
Request No. 2005-05331 
ALB:CG 

Off 
f<y, f-

You appealed from the action of the Central Office of the Federal Bureau of Prisons 
(BOP) on records referred to it by the Office of the Inspector General (OIG) pursuant to your 
request to OIG for access to certain records pertaining to yourself. I regret the substantial delay 
in responding to your appeal. 

After carefully considering your appeal, I am affirming, on partly modified grounds, 
BOP's action on the records referred to it. The records referred to BOP are exempt from the 
access provision of the Privacy Act of 1974 pursuant to 5 U.S.C. § 552a(j)(2). See 28 C.F.R. 
§ 16.97 (2007). Because these records are not available to you under the Privacy Act, they have 
been reviewed under the Freedom of Information Act in order to afford you the greatest possible 
access to them. 

. ' 
BOP properly withheld certain information that is protected from disclosure under the 

FOIA pursuant to: 

5 U.S.C. § 552(b)(5), which concerns certain inter- and iritra-agency 
communications protected by the deliberative process privilege; 

5 U.S.C. § 552(b)(7)(C), which concerns records or information compiled for law 
enforcement purposes the release of which could reasonably b_e expected to 
constitute an unwarranted invasion of the personal privacy of third parties; and 

5 U.S.C. § 552(b)(7)(F), which concerns records or information compqed for law 
enforcement purposes the release of which could reasonably be expected 'to 
endanger the life or personal safety of an individual. 

p. J of 2. 
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In your appeal letter, you contend that BOP failed to provide you with certain records. 
Please note that BOP's action was limited to documents that were referred to it by OIG. If you 
have not done so already, I suggest that you make a separate request to BOP for the additional 
documents that you now seek. For your convenience, I am including the address of BO P's FOIA 
Office: 

WandaM. Hunt 
Chief, FOIA Section 
FOIA/Privacy Act Requests 
Federal Bureau of Prisons 
Department of Justice 
Room 841, HOLC Building 
Washington, DC 20534 

If you are dissatisfied with my action on your appeal, you may file a lawsuit in 
accordance with 5 U.S.C. § 552(a)(4)(B). 

Sincerely, 

Jamee Galli McLeod 
Associate Director 

By:~WfvZ__ 

Anne D. Work 
Attorney-Advisor 

p. 2· ,l'Z 
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KAMAL K. PATEL 
Reg. No. 56496-080 

P.O. Box 630 
Winton, NC 27986 

April 25, 2009 

RE: FREEDOM OF INFORMATION/PRIVACY ACT REQUEST 
FOR DOCUMENTS FROM FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS 

Dear FOIA/PA Section: 

/ 
{-.,/ 

Received 
11,,y C. 71('.) 
l:i/"'\ iJ ,_·J 

FOINPA Section 
Federal eureau of Prle.c:m 

Please provide me the below described documents pursuant to the Freedom of 
Information and Privacy Acts: 

1. All documents pertaining to a Protection Hearing conducted during my 
incarceration at Moshannon Valley Correctional Institution, Philiosburg, 
Pennsylvania, a private contract facility for the Bureau of Prisons. The 
approximate date of this protection hearing is a-round November/December 
2008. 

2. As part of this request, please include any other documents, memos, etc. 
which pertain to my classification as a protection hearing case, any documents 
created after the initial protection hearing and in any way relevant to this 
matter. 

3. Any and all segregation review hearing reports created from November 2008. 

4. A copy of all documents in my Inmate Central File created since September 
15, 2008 up to the present. 

I would appreciate it if you could provide this information to me within the 
time frames as provided by the Freedom of Information Act. 

Thank you very much for your kind consideration in this matter. z:.1, 
/::m:l X. Patel 

. fol((J) 
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FOIA/PA ~AIL REFERRAL UNIT 
u.s. Dept of Justice 
950 Pennsylvania Ave., N.w. 
Washington, o.c. 20530 

Reg. No. 56496-080 
C! Moshannon Valley 
555-I Cornell Dr., ~-2 
Philipsburg, PA ~~866 

October 6, 2008 

RE: FOIA/PA REQUEST FOR BOP TRANSFER DOCUMENTS 

Dear FOIA/PA Unit: 

Please 9rovide me th~ following documents pursuant to the Freedom 
of Information and ?rivacy Acts: 

1. A copy of all transfer documents including 409 forms, 
~edical clearance documents for transfer, and any other cocument 
created for a transfer between ?risons for the prison 
trasnfers which occurred or were approved to occur for myself 
as follows: 

1. Transfer from FCI Forrest City, Arkansas to F~C ?.utner, 
North Carolina in 206: 

2. Transfer approved from FMC Butner, North Carolina to Private 
Prison Facility Pine Prairie, Louisiana in Jan/Feb 2003; (include 
documents for any cancellation of this transfer); 

3. Transfer from FMC Butner, North Carolina to CI Moshannon 
Valley, Pennsylvania in 2008. 

Thank you very much. 

Sincarely, 

., 
Kamal K. Patelo 
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U.S. Department of Justice ~ cJ,t,,.,~ 
. 'Bu f' /YJ ,(" r,'7-0) ' 

y 

Telephone: (202) 514-3642 

Mr. Kamal K. Patel 
Register No. 56496-080 
Federal Medical Center 
Post Office Box 1600 
Butner, NC 27509 

Dear Mr. Patel: 

Office of Information and Privacy dJ . 
v 1G 

Washington, D.C. 20530 _ l5 l {? , .. S ~ 

- 11/3/o-:i J Jt/1~.J') -~ 

MAY 1 8 L007 

Re: Appeal No. 05-1672 
Request No. 2005-03090 
ALB:CAS 

You appealed from the action of the Central Office of the Federal Bureau of Prisons 
(BOP) on your request for access to various records pertaining to an investigation and to your 
placement in the Special Housing Unit. You also requested that BOP "authenticate" the released 
documents and that it answer questions about them. 

After carefully considering your appeal, and as a result of discussions between BOP 
personnel and a member of my staff, I am releasing to you portions of two pages, copies of which 
arc enclosed. I am otherwise affirming BOP's action on your request. The records responsive',~o 
your request are exempt from the access provision of the Privacy Act of I 974 pursuant to 
5 U.S.C. § 552a(i)(2). See 28 C.F.R. § 16.97 (2006). Because these records arc not available to 
you under the Privacy Act, your request has been reviewed under the Freedom of Information 
Act in order to afford you the greatest possible access to them. 

BOP properly withheld from you certain information that is protected from disclosure 
under the FOIA pursuant to: 

5 U.S.C. § 552(b)(5), which concerns certain inter- and intra-agency 
communications protected by the deliberative process privilege; 

5 U.S.C. § 552(b)(7)(C), which concerns records or information compiled for law 
enforcement purposes the release of which could reasonably be expected to constitute an 
unwarranted invasion of the personal privacy of third parties; and 

5 U.S.C. § 552(b)(7)(F), which concerns records or information compiled for law 
enforcement purposes the release of which could reasonably be expected to endanger the 
life or personal safety of an individual. 

In addition, I have determined that BOP released to you all of the nonexempt, responsive 
records that it was able to locate in its files and that it conducted an adequate, reasonable search 
in response to your request. 
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Furthermore, please note that the FOlA does not require federal agencies to answer 
questions or add explanatory material with released records in response to a FOIA request, but 
rather is limited to requiring agencies to provide access to reasonably described, nonexempt 
records. See NLRB v. Sears. Roebuck & Co., 421 U.S. 132, 162 (1975); Zemansky v. EPA, 767 
F.2d 569, 574 (9th Cir. 1985). Therefore, BOP properly declined to "authenticate" the 
documents that were previously released to you or to answer questions about them. 

Finally, I am denying your request that this Office itemize and justify each item of the 
information withheld. You are not entitled to such a listing at the administrative stage of 
processing FOIA requests and appeals. See. e.g., Judicial Watch v. Clinton, 880 F. Supp. 1, 10 
(D.D.C. 1995). 

If you are dissatisfied with my action on your appeal, you may seek judicial review in 
accordance with 5 U.S.C. § 552(a)(4)(B). 

Sincerely, , 

Si})u~~l4r 
( -~~e balli McLeod 

Associate Director 

Enclosure 
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_ Federal CQrrectional Institution 

1900 Simler .Avenue 
Big Spring, Texas 79720 

Nc;vcrnber 3, 2003 

MEMORANDT.JM l!OR I • ' ~ 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: Inmatt Patel, 1'a·111al # 56496-0'SD 

FOi 
EXEfv1PT 

~ -- ... & 

,s-, 
,c-, 
iF 

FOi Exempt 
A--1 ,~ 
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. ~.~. De~•~er.:-:ru~tice 
. , 

-; .: .. ' 

- • t.: . - Federal Bureau of Prisons· 

_._ Federal Correc_tional Institution 

/900 Simler Avenue 
Big Spring, Texas 79720 

. FROM: 

SUBJECT: Inmate Patel~ ,Kam.a.I # 56496-080 

On November 12, 2003, staff became aware that inttutte Patel Kam # 56496-080 had written to the 
DallilS MomingtJews coh.Cdning intnatc . Inmate Ptttel states that- 7C.. 
- received ap. in"9id~t rcpolt for abuse of the telephone arul the pmhibitcd act charges were 
"swept away uncjer the table." Inmate Patel states that inmate .. receive:-1 p-referential treattttent 7 C.. 
and Bureau of P~sons rules are broken for- Inmate PateJ states~ is 1 C. 
assigned to desi~ble work details and received fav~le treatment. tmnate ~atel also states that the 
preferential tteaQD~t allegedly given to should b'c written abou.t. 

Singe·itirtnne 
~ at~l is writing tb a newspaper, it ~. app~t ~ he is aware the news~aper ttiay become interf!BJed 
m his allegations and request an interview Ul which he would present his allegations. Furthennafe1 

the ncwspaperi:na· want to iotervi as well 

FOi 
EXEMPT· 

BS, 
7t.., 
7F 
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Date: 

To: 

From: 

Subject: 

July 23, 2009 

Kamal Patel 
Reg. No. 56496-080 

S.Rowe 
AW P Secretary 
Administrative Remedy Clerk 

Administrative Remedy Process 

Ge@ 
The GEO Group, Inc. 

Rivers Correctional Institution 

Remedy No: 09-134 

This is in response to your step 2 administrative remedy dated July 21, 2009 
and filed July 23, 2009. Your Step 2 Administrative Remedy, as stated on 
your Step 1 response, is being returned due to the issue raised in the 
remedy is not appealable at the Institution level. This issue should be 
addressed by the Bureau of Prisons. 

If you have any questions or concerns, please contact the Administrative 
Remedy clerk. 



... 
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The GEO Group, Inc. 

Co:r:r,ctfo:ua: I'rng:rn:m,.; 
Administrative Remedies 

Rivers Correctional Institution 
Step 2 Administrative Remedy Form 
Paso 2 Forma De Remedio Administrative 

Name: 
Nombre/41'>'7A / k . PJI-/ 

Number: 
Numero: 56 "19£- O<f.) 

Date: Housing Assignment: 
Pecha: · Unidad Asignada: 

For Official Use Only - Para Uso Oficial Solamente 

Date Received: 
~-2 

Complaint- Reclamo 
Describe your complaint in the section below. Be as concise as possible, but be sure to include enough identifying 
data to assist in a through investigation (e.g. dates, names, locations, times, etc. .. ) Attach one (1) additional page 
if necessary and the Informal Resolution Form and Step 1 request form and Step 1 response with any other 
supporting documentation. 

lnscriba su telaino en la seccion de abajo. Dea lo mas breve posible, pero asegurese de iocluir suficiente 
informacion para asistir en una completa investigacion (pe .. Fechas, nombres, ubicaciones, tiempos, etc ... ) Ande 
I forma de la demanda Ande I contestaci6n con coal uier otra documentaci6n de a o o. 

RELIEF~: I would like the practice employed by the EOP of singling out 
non-U.S. Citizens for placanent in private prisons subjecting them to ·' 
significantly harsher conditions of confinement stopped or in the alternative, 
to ensure that the non U.S. citizens in private prisons are provided equality 
With the U.S. citizens in EOP prisons in all services and rights. 

REPLY '10 AN.5WER. BEtOl: The fact that all i.nrrates at this prison are treated 
alike is not resp:,nsi ve to this grievance. This grievance -pertains to the 
different treatment between t.>ie inmates of this prison and the inmates in roP 
.nm prisons, specifically, in relation to myself, a Legal Permanent Resident of 
the United States. 

CI:MPIAINI': The EOP is singling out non-u.s. -Citizens for harsher conditions of 
confinement to include but not limited. to more limitations on constitutional 
rights includint the rights under the First Amendment.to. the mails, telephones, 
etc.; the Sixth Amendment to confidential corrmunictions with the courts and the 
attorneys, rights under the RFRA, the RLUIPA and the First Amendment in regards 
to religious practice, and the Eighth Amendment in regards to exi;:osure to 
harmful and dangerous chemicals and second-hand smoke. Please See Attachment 
For Further Facts Related 'lb 'lll.is CaIJ?laint • 
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ATI'rOMNl' 'IO AIMrNISTRATIVE GRIEVMCE 
(Violation of~ Protectial & other laws In Classification of Non-U.S. Citizens) 

<:n1PIA1Nl': THE IOLICY OF THE lDP IS S~ CXJT ~ U.S. CITizailS FOR PLACEMENl' 
IN PRIVATE PRI~ FACILITIES SIJBJB:'1'IN; Tm:M 'ID HIGm:.'R <DS'l'S, HlDJEN FBC3 'ID 
SOPKRI' THEIR rosr OF ncARCERATIOO, AW l®XCf.D OPKR.1\JNl'l'IES FOR ~ 
IS ~ VIOIATIOO OF MY lUGRl'S (NJER THE B,1JAL ~ CLAUSE ANO FEDERAL 
RmJI.ATIOOS ~ THE USE OF NATIO.W:. OQIGN IN CLA.$IFICA.TIOO llf.CISIOOS. 
'll-e BP las a p:filcy of ~ cnly imatEs frcm fa:ei.g1 a::ut:ries :in::h.rlirJ:J Is.J3].. R:!atate~ 'fesidrt:s 
of tte lhita:l states in pj.vate ~ fa:ilities bJt at tte sate tine, ex11l:lin;J fran srl1. pla:BTa,t 
U.S .. cit:izaB. 'lle pl.rn1et. in ¢vate µ:is:m is d:sig'm to~ a:sts by p:OJidin:;f less q:p:rlmities 
fer p:cyr.amllfl3 as v.ell as p1a::in;J tleE inrate; :in::h.rlirJ:J TTV,:elf tnh- a systan of sigli.fia:11tly hiqa.
a:sts frr tasic mrate !:ECVi.ces su:h · as tte. ~ arl a:rrmiS:arY artl als:>, mp::si.n;J a hidin a:st 
of in:mcaatim tax: 01 ~ arl tleE rrn-U.S. citiza'l imat.es.W'lid:t is n::t :inp::e:rl 01 U.S. Ci.t:i:zm;. 
S.m a:tims are vio1at:krs of tte ~ PrdB:t:im Cla.B:! arl IT¥ ri.cjits tocm µ.cx.:ess to rey µ:q:e:Ly. 
Ftr 601ple, tm HP wd:ta...t with tie ¢vate p:is:J"1 q:srai:a'S p:or.ide tlat rrofits fran too enss:i.'ve 
~ dmg:s given to tm imates in ¢vate ¢s:n; are tote sh:rn:rl with tte HP to aEfs::t tie 
crBt of tie crnt:ra:± (a CE-fa::to ~ fer i.n::az:ca:at::). 1im1e HP imaL€s in fakal l'.ris:rE ~ 
a rate ~ mi.rut:e arl tre s:rre :rate in all HP ¢sns (arr>] jat,].e to U.S. cit.i2'.SB), I, as a fcmig1 
ci.ti.2al ht. a Iegal R:::maad:. le:tld:nt, an cein:J s.bje:::tm. to a flat rate of $5.00 P=C' call. '1his 
W1P3I.e3 to $0.23 fir U.S. ci.t:.:i.7aB. 'Ills, I an p:;tmti.ally llit.il..e to im.1r $1500.00 p:!C' rnrth in 
~ fees fer t±e m m:irut.ffi of µn-e tine al.ls:x.e:i \lhile u.s. ci.t:i2S'S 1E'.r' a rraxim.m of $69.oo 
fer d:Jrest:ic cal.1s. L:ilt&Ji9=, th: sate itatB fran tie S:1te a:np:rrles (e.g. ¥eefe Qxp.) s::l1d in 
crnrni.ssacy are si.gti.f:iad:ly h:igB:' at tie frivte p:is:r1 -.ers..s tre BP fD.SnS. A g:q> se11.irJJ fer 
$0.25 in a KP fa:ility sills far $0.54 at tte trivate fa::ility. Pr:cgrcmni.rl:J q:p:rlmitie.s are 
a1ro si.gli.fio3ntly diss:imiJar. um:rn jcb q:p:rlmities are u-ava:iJaJle at tre p:ivate J;ris:n. 
Teligia:s ft.eel:.tts are si.gli.fio3ntly les:ael il'D tie HP a:11ted:; t:rat tte amlibJl:i.crBl 9,.BL31Il.a:s 
a;ai.rst g:,.e:Imrt: mis:crdrt cb n:t cg:uy to tte p;ivate p:is:n officials t:h::!tcy d:ny:in:J rre tle;e 
p:d:a:ticrs sirrply m tte tasis of ITT/ raticral crigin. 

I w d..arl tlBt tte a:t.ia5 of tie RP :in s:irtj).irg rut ally n:n-u.s. ci.t:i2S'S violates tm '8::µtl 
Pn::::ta:±i.cn Cl.a.Ee. ~ RP d:l:'5 n:t: rrake a:cisicrs to p1a:e irnates :in th: µ:ivat:e fZ'is:115 ma 
n:n-di.s::rirrc tasis .in \<hi.ch all :imate ui::a:- its cam cl'rl astcrly are e;a1mt:ej far ru::h 
p1nmnt tut ITEIKE5 this drisim lEin;J rat.i.cml crigir! as tlE trlnmY ~ fcctcr. 
'lte u;e aE rati.cml crig:in is alsc in vio1atim cr tlE m:;µlatiaB in tlE CI:x:e of R:d::!ral 
R:gilatims vhidl prlrlbit tie rrekirq of classificat:irn d:cisias by~ this frlcr. 
'lrese a±i.crs violate th:! R:µ11 P.rd:a±:i.cn Cla.se1s EZ(hjbit:icn of mat:in:J s:i.rni.Jady sitraticns 
p::!I&.lB alike. Fln:Ueatare, trn h.id:B1 t.ax inp:srl to af:f:!B::. tte a:st of irrmu:!ratim wti.d1 is 
mly taxe:1 cl}3.ir:st t:h:eE :imatffi in tte trlvate fa::ility (ard a fcrt:L:r:i., rnly t:taE of fa:ei.gl 
ad.gin}, is a dis::rirniretay tax 2frl vio]a±Fs l::d:h tie 8:µll Pn:ltectim ~ arrl. DE P:m::e:s l.I'IEt' 
tlE F':i.fth ~uedced:. 

I cSC ttat this p:filcy cf si.rglirg rut mrsill (even tlntj1. I an a Is;Jal Eettcaed: ~) fer 
class:i.f:katim trd::!r: mrll \acset a:rilit:i.as t±En U.S. c:i.ti:zaE d.E to ITT/ c:i.~ te 
sLqprl arl tlat I te gi\el tlE S:rre w'Bit:B:atial as gi'vl31 to U.S. cit:i.zms far pla::mmt 
witlrut gi. vin3' any COl:ii.ce:atim to It¥ ratirral crig:in. 
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REJECTION NOTICE - ADMINISTRATIVE REMEDY 

DATE: JULY 1, 2009 

~ 
FROM~MINISTRATIVE REMEDY COORDINATOR 

l:[/2:~IVATIZATION MGT. BRANCH 

TO KAMAL PATEL, 56496-080 
RIVERS CI UNT: B QTR: B02-116L 
P.O. BOX 840 
WINTON, NC 27986 

FOR THE REASONS LISTED BELOW, THIS REGIONAL APPEAL 

L-1 S .I~ N-'l :I 1 \__./ 
0, !J J,. -:f.:;, r,,t,,,f' 

I ~..r . ,,(4' t-v~ 

/7/2// /Yk<ctf 
7/1</j;,;) 

IS BEING REJECTED AND RETURNED TO YOU. YOU SHOULD INCLUDE A COPY 
OF THIS NOTICE WITH ANY FUTURE CORRESPONDENCE REGARDING THE REJECTION. 

REMEDY ID 
DATE RECEIVED 
SUBJECT 1 
SUBJECT 2 
INCIDENT RPT NO: 

545437-Rl 
JULY 1, 2009 
DISCRIMINATION 

REGIONAL APPEAL 

REJECT REASON 1: SEE REMARKS. 

REMARKS THIS ISSUE IS NOT APPEALABLE TO THE BOP. YOU MUST 
USE THE GRIEVANCE PROCEDURES AT YOUR FACILITY. 
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Federal Bureau of Prisons 

Regional Administrative Remedy Appeal 

Type or use ball-point pen. If auachments are needed, submit four copies_ One copy of rhe completed BP·229( 13) including any attachments must be submitted 

;::""'''"''/1,Jd~ K S--6-ff✓-oYO 1Z¾'f/1- J?j_v.i-U:15--./.o» 
LAST NAME, FIRST, MIDDLE INJTIAL REG. NO. INSTITUTION 

Branen 

DATE REGIONAL DIRECTOR 
If dissahsfied with this response, you may appeal to the General Counsel. Your appeal must be received in the General Counsel's Office within 30 calendar 

days of the date of this response. K Ii C:'--/3 7 D/ 
ORIGINAL: RETURN TO INMATE CASE NUMBER: J'7._.:_; __ -f-. 

Part C - RECEIPT 
CASE NUMBER: ________ _ 

Return to: _______________ _ 

LAST NA.i\1E, FIRST, MIDDLE tNITIAL REG.r.O. UNIT INSTITUTION 

SUBJECT:------------5-+--"'~Q:---IAr"""'"':a.,,----
DATE ®. SIGNATURE. RECJPIE:-."T OF REGIONAL APPEAL a 

BP-23-0( 13) 
_,.."""""'°"""' JUNE 2002 USPLVN 
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~ TO ~STR~IB GR....TE,Va._'NCE 
(Violation of Equal Protecticn & Ot:her I.a"#-s In Classification of Non-U.S. Citizens) 

~: TBE RJLICT OF TBE 00P IS SINGLitii; an'~ U.S. CTI'IZENS 'roR PI.ACE>!ENl' 
m PRIVATE l?RI&N FACILITIES S1JBJEC'l'IRi THEM TO HIGHm CDSTS, m:t.lJEN F'F.:ES 'ID 
SO~ THEIR CDS'1' OF ~, ANO REI..XJUD OPEmJ.\JNll'IES RE ~ 
IS A VIOIATIOO OF MY lUGHl'S tUJER. THE ~ l?ROl.1:CrlON CLAIJSE ANO FEOmAL 
~ l?80tllBrfirG• TBE USE OF NM'IO.W:. atIGilT IN CU\SSIFICATIOO o&:ISIOOS. 
'lba KP 1"Bs a 'fOlic'l of ?1a=in:1 Cilly mrates mm fu.4ai.gl cnntries in::1lrlin; ~ I=etrcBtl§!t. Besidrts 
of. tra tlli.ta:l states :in p:ivat:e p::is:n fccilities tut at th: S:1IB tiire, eidu:l:in;;J frcrn su::h pla.a1ait:. 
U.S. cit:izSls. 'lte p1a:are1t. in p:ivate -i:ns::rs is d:sig:e::l to save ·a:sts cy ~ 1eiS q:p:rtmities 
fii [LQJt/3i!il_d,.i_.g ~ ,;,ell_as ~ •: imRtp;_~ l1V,3e1f um- a S'jSt:at1 of sig:Iifiartly hig)cr 
ccsts- -fr:r t:asi.c :imat:e sav.i.ces su::h as tte t:eJ.ep-ma arl a:nmi.s3ary ar.d als::>, mp::sin:f a h:idJ:n a:st 
of iu::w eat Im taK en~ cm. th2s: rrn-u.s. ci.t:i:2a1 :imetes,Wli:dl is rot iirp:eai en u.s. Ci.ti.:zms. 
9.rll a:.tiaB are vlo1aticn; of th: "8:µtl. PJ:cte:tim Clae ar.d llY riglts tod:e ~ to llY µ.q;:al.y. 
Rr eaiple, · tte B:P cuna.t with the µ.ivate ~ q;:e.ateis ~ tlBt p:ofi.ts fran th: eo:ss:ii.e -
tel.eprn: cht:tg:s gi\el to th: :inrat.es in µivate p:js:::re are to l::e sl'me:i with th: HP to offset tte 
a:st of. th: calla± (a de-fa::ID dl:lig= fer irrarca:at:im). ~ Bl? irnate:i in fe1=ral p:is:ra p:1y 

a J:ate "EB=" mirute arl tte sate rate in all KP p:is:m (c!R:ilia:bl:e to U.S. citi2als), I, as a fa:eig:i. 
ci.tizsl b.lt a lB3ll R::naSli: fe:ica1t, an ooin;J s.t:rja±ai to a flat rate of $5.00 r;st" call. 'Ibis 
Wt[-8LE:5 to $0.23 fer U.S. c:i.ti2.em. 'lh:s, I an p:l:a1tially l:ia:l1e to .iror $1500.00 p:r- m:nth in 
t.el.eµl::m fees fer tte 3CO m:irute; of Ifxn= tine alldm t-.b:ile U.S. c:i.ti2Ens ~ a rrexinun of $69.00 
fer d:IIestic c:alls. LikewiS=, tte S:11E itaIS fran tte S:Ue Cilrf8[lies (e.g. Keefe Ctcp.) ro1.d :in 
cnnnisS3r:y are s:ig:Ii.f:i.arty h:i.gEC' at the p:ivte p::is:n ve:s:.is tte HP pr:i.s:n:;. 1-\ sxp sallir.g for' 
$0.25 in a HP fa::ili.ty sells frr $0.54 at tlE p:ivate fa:::ility. ~ q:p:rtmities are 
als::> sig:li.fic:a:tly dissimilar. rnKIR jcb q:p:rtmitif:S are mava:iJable at tte µivate p:is::n. 
H:l.:igiois f.t6:Wls are s:i.g1ific:Ert:y le:s:lal clrl tte HP a:uta& that th: a:::nstitutiaal ~ 
cgairat g::,,e:rmrt: rrcis:citlrt dJ rr:t a(;ply to th: p::ivate p::is::11 officials ti'e:bf CB1YID:J rre t:te:e 
~,"TIC .,,.,,....,i, al fu: tesis of rat:iaBl . ' I:"-~..., =•1:"'-Y ll¥ cr.Lglil. 

I a:ntan tra.t tre ~ of tlE B:P in ~ rut ail.y n:n-U.S. cit:i.2BE violates tte Rµll. 
B:cte±kn ~- 'loo B:P d:es n:::t neke d=cisim:; to pl.a:E imatEs in th: {;l:ivatB ¢.s::ns en a 
~ l::asis in vhich all :irrcat:Es U'd:r its cme am aEta¥ are ~imFd far s.x:h 
~ bJt rn:m; this d=ci sim ~ ratiaEl crigin as too ¢nm:Y ~ fa::b:r •• 
'Ire u:e of rat:imtl. crigin is a1s:J in violatiai of tre ~ :in tre (tee CE. ~ 
~-Ttkridl prltibit tm rrekirg d c)as,iftraHm d=cisim:, cy a:nsice::irg this factr:r. 
'Il'e:e a::t:i.m; violate tlE B:p3.l Prd:e:±ial CL:n:e' s µdtibi.t:kn of treat:irg similarly sih.Et:icm 
fEt.S-XS aJ.:ilc;e.. Tuttla:tca:e, tt:e trldB:l tax :iIIp::re:l to offs::t. tre a:st of ir.Qil.l e::a1 k,n mkh is 
mly ~ 2g:iinst th::se :irnatEs :in th: p:ivate fa:ility (arl a fi::rti.cri., roly th:sa af fu:eigi 
crig:in), is a dis::cirnirata:y tax am. v:i---Jab=s h±h tie 13:;.El Pld::B±icn Cla.l3e arrl OE P:u:x:ESS i.nh
tte Fifth 1\carlrall. 

I ask tlE.t this ¢licy of ~ OJt ~ (~ ttotj,. I an a Legal I:enra:e::d: "Re:i:id:nt) fer 
c1assificat:kn mk' mrll lmsa a:rrli.t:ias fun U.S. c:i.tizl:ns dE to rt¥ c:i.tizal:trlp l::e 
E>b::::w,rl i:l:d t:l:a.t I l::e gL~ tte S:1tE o::raid::!:atic as gi~ to U.S. citizss fer pl.acer81t 
withnt gi'l.7irB acy- cr::raid:raticn to tr¥ ratiaru. c:rigin. 

J 
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\ 1.:-:. Os!;,a'rtment or Justice Central Office AdministratiYe Remedy Appeal 

Federal Bureau of Pn suns 

,,.._~-~t+-~,,T•~•~-•- ,. __ ....,,. l,..J - _,.__~:- r_ •. ,-..• -
... • .._~._..i_.._..~~•• ... oj <.,J- ..-1 .,_. , • ._,..,_ ............ + .:,.., ._.. « Liol. • ._,.'-'• ,._._,I-'•._.::,, 

,,.....,_ _ I ('" I I 1 ......... ..,_..,...,_ •~- • _.._ .a,-,,, • -• • • • 
--...1 ..... "-"VPJ' .._ ... 1,,u v1 1.uc: .._,v1up1t.1~u. u,- ·--7\ 1~'; <Ul\J Or'T..;...)l/11Jh 1lh, Luu.11,g .iuy dtli.H,.11~ 

men1s must.be submitted with this appeal. 

From: Patel, Kamal K. 56496-080 B2-116L Rivers Corr. Instit. 
LAST NAME, RRST, MIDDLE INTTIAL REG.NO. Ui'<1T INSTITUTION 

Part A· REASON FOR APPEAL 

This is an appeal of hte rejection of the BP-10 filed on the ground that this issue 
is not appealable to the BOP. I am filing this appeal to finish my exhaustion process 
inthe event that somebody later says tht this issue was appealable. Thus, please 
refer to the attached pages for the actual issue presented here whihc alleges a violation 
of the Equal Protection Clause and 28 CFR 551.90 which prohibits the use of national 
original to make classification decisions and the actions ofthe BOP in placing non 
citizens in private prisons and excluding any U.S. citizen (except D.C. inmaets)O 
from the same placement decisiosn. Such decision are also designed to violate the 
constitutional right to property and comunication and access to family and friends 
under the 1st amendment and 5 amnendments. The costs of phone, and commmissary is 
many times higher. Visitations from family is limited. The monies (profits) from 
phone are used to fof set cost of incarceration, a cost that U.S. citizens do not 
bear. 

SEE ATIACHED SHEET FOR COMPLAINT.? 

Purl B . RESPONSE 

DATE GE1''ERAL COUNSEL 

ORIGINAL: RETURN TO INMATE 

Part C · RECEIPT 

CASE NUMBER: ---------

CASENUMBER: _________ _ 

Return to: _________________ _ 

LAST NAME, FIRST, MIDDLE INITIAL REG. NO. L'NIT INSTITUTION 

DATE 
@ ___ _ SIGNATL'RE OF RECIPIENT OF CENTRAL &f 

BP,231(13) 
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A.TrnCRMENr 'IO AIMINIS'l'Rm'IV GRIEVNilCE 
(Violation of Equal Protection & other laws In Classification of Non-U.S .. Citizens) 

CU1PlAINl': THE FOLICY OF THE 00P IS ~ CUl' NJN U.S. CITIZENS FOR PLAC™ENI' 
IN PRIVATE ~ FACILITIES SUBJECl'IlG TEIEM 'IO HIGH8R O::>STS, RIOOfN FEES 'IO 
SOPEt.Rl' THEIR a:>sT OF ~, ANO \ffi.XX.EJ uPE<lR'l\JNrt'IES ~ ~ 
IS A VIOLATIOO OF MY RIGm'S CH>ER THE a:@.L ~•ItM CLAUSE AW FEOEaM. 
REQJlATIONS PROHIBrrn,r; THE USE OF NA'J.'IOltM. ORIGIN IN CTAS..'3IFICATIOO OOCISICN3. 
'Ire KP ms a p:ilicy of p1a::jn:J a,J..y imates fron f.a:ei.gi o:mtrie3 :in:::hrlir.g legtl fenran:nt: ~ 
of tle lhitai S:ates in Irtvat.e p:js::n fa:i1ities bJt at tte S3T"e t:ure, ~ fran s..rl1 pla:etalt 
U.S. c:i..tizals. 'Ire p1:.cerre,t in ¢vate ~ is ci:sigm to ~ a:sts bf p:cw:i.din;J less q:p:rt,..nities 
fer µ:tytaunirt;J as veil as pla::i.n;:J th:se irnates :in:::hrlir.g reyse1f um- a systan of sigiificantly hig-e:
ccsts fer 1:as:i.c :imate S:!tVi.ces su:h as tte te1.epl:re arrl a:mrtissary arrl als::>, ~ a h:id:tn a:st 
of in::aD er ati01 tax 01 ~ arl ttEse rm--u.S. ci.ti2a1 irnates .Wlic:h is rrt :irrp:s:rl 01 U.S. Citi.zSls. 
a.rll a:.tims are vio1at:ims of tie 'Eg.Bl Ptt:ta:tim Cla.B:! ail IT¥ rig1t:s tode p:ca:s::; to my µq:e.ty. 

R::r ea,ple, tle RF cu:t:ra..t with tte p:ivate µ:is::n q:a:aters p:c:mre tlE.t pnfits fran tte exo:ssi.'-B 
te1.epl:re chn:g:s gi\81 to tie :inrates in tr.Lvate r;r.is::m are to 1::e shmrl with tie KP to offu:t: tie 
ccst of tle cr::rib:a;t: (a <:e-facto dmg2 fer :in:an:etat:im) 0 T"11iJ.e E(p irnate3 in fekaJ.. t;ris:tls {:a'/ 

a :rate P=t" mirute arl tle S:Ue rete in all B:P l_D.S7S (c{{)J i a:b] e to U.S. citizcm), I, as a :fc!E.igi 
c:i.tiza'l rut a legtl R:!.tlcaart: Resi..&nt, 3n 1::eirr:J s..bja±e::1 to a flat rat.e of $5.00 t;er" call. '!his 
Wl{m:ES to $0.23 frr U.S. citi.2a'E. 'Ihls, I an p:tatially lia:lle to im..n:- $1500.00 p:r mrth in 
te1epxrn fa:s frr tte 300 mirutes of px:re t:ure allcmi vhi1e U.S. citizals E=S'Y' a rraxinun of $69 .00 
for d:nestic calls. Lika.-Jise, the S:Ue itars fron the S:Ue a:np31ies (e.g. ~e O::rp.) s:ili:1 :in 
a:mrtissary are si(J1ificaltly hig"Et" at the p:ivte p:::i.s:n \a'9S tie BP p::is:Is. A. s:q;i sal.lin3' far 
$0.25 :in a KP fa::ility sills far $0.54 at tte p.i.vate fa:ility. PrcgrarrniLg q:p:rt,..niti.es are 
alro sigli..fic:antly dissimilar. lNilIR jdJ q:p:rtulities are t.IBVai.lctil.e at tle p:ivate µ:is::n. 
R?]igias free:bis are sigli..fic:antly l.e:a::le::l arrl tie KP calla& tlat tle cmstib.ttiaal g.manteas 
a,J;l:irst g:M:!lll[6it rnis:crdrt cb rot ai:ply to tte ¢vat.e pris:.t, affic:ials tle:ty d:nyirg rre tl'e.:E 
p:ot.e::tims s:irtply 01 tle l:a5l.s of ~ raticral a:ig:in. 

I a::nterrl tiet tle a:tials of tie KP in s:irqlirg rut mly rm-U.S. citi.2a'E vm1ates tte R.µ31 
Ptde::tirn Cl.a.Ee. 'lte KP d::es n::t rcake d=cis:im, to pla:E inrates :in tie µ.i.vate txi,s:ns 01 a 
rrn-dis::dmirat tasis in vhich all irnates 1.lD::!L its care cCd astroJ are e.iaJ.ratej fer s.rll 
pla:e,ait bJt rrakes this ddsim llSin;J ratiaE1 cri.gin as tte ErirratY dist::irg..ti.s fa:b::r. 
'Ire 1139 cf raticrnl crigin is alsJ in vjolati01 of tle ~ in tm Cb:1= of R3:Era.l 
Feg.i1at:ias wd.ch prltibi..t tte rrakirg of c1.assifi.ratim d:ci sias bf ccrsi.d:ri.n;J this frrtcr. 
'fu:s: a:tims violate the 'Eg.El P.tcte±:icn c:la.s:'s "{ZChibitim of trEatlll:J similarly sib.a:tim:; 
i;etSJs alike. fur:Ueu1ue, tte h:id:a1 tax lrrp:a:d to offtet tie a:st of in::arca:at:im mch is 
cnly taxa:i cg3irst th::re irnates :in tte p:i.vat.e fa::ility (arrl a fcrticri, 01ly th::e: of fcceig1 
origin) , is a dis:Drni.rn.ta: tax au violate:: l:cth tte RJ.l3l Pn::te:ti01 Cla?:E arrl D.E 1?ro:ESs url?r 
tie Fifth /:uedtert::. 

I as< ttat this p:ilicy of s:irqlirg rut ~ (e.ai tto.tjl I an a ~ 'Eal1aall: ~) fer 
ciass:ifi.cm:icn url?r mrh \ms.et a:rrli.:tiOE tla1 U.S. cit:i7HE de to~ cit:i.za'Slip te 
st:cg;:e:1 an tlE.t I be gi\81 tte S:Ue a::rs:i..cerat: as gi\Sl to u.s. ci:t:izms fer p1a:armt 
with::ut gi..viil;J aw a::rs:i..cerat: to TI¥ mtimtl <Xi.gin. 
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AFFIDAVIT OF DALE BR<lffl 

I state that my name is Dale Brown, that I am over the age of 18, and that 

I am competent to testify to the matters declared herein: 

1. The document attached to this Affidavit as Exhibit B-1 is a true and 

correct copy of the Step 2 grievance I filed at Rivers Correctional Institution, 

and the reply provided to me. Step 2 is the final stage of the Administrative 

Remedies for filing grievances at this prison. 

2. The document attached to this Affidavit as Exhibit B-2 is a true and 

correct copy of the reply I received from the Rivers Correctional Institution, 

pertaining to Administrative Remedy 09-131. The reply states that I have 

exhausted all my administrative issues raised in Administrative Remedy 09-131. 

3. The document attached to this Affidavit as Exhibit B-3 is a true and 

correct copy of the BOP INMATE LOAD SHEET, which identifies that my legal 

address is 3236 NW 4th Street, lauderdale lakes, Florida 33309, and shows 

this prison is approximately 730 miles from my legal address. 

4. The document attached to this proposed Second Amended Complaint as 

Exhibit Dis a true and correct copy of a Detainer Action Letter I received 

from the Immigration and Naturalization Service. 

5. The document attached to this proposed Second Amended Complaint as 

Exhibit S-1 is a true and correct copy of a spreadsheet that accurately reflects 

the difference in prices for similar items sold in a typical BOP operated 

coumissary in Butner North Carolina, compared with the prices for similar 

items sold in the commissary operated by the GEO/Rivers Correctional 

Institution. 

Page 1 of 3 
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5. The document attached to this Second Amended Complaint as Exhibit S-1, 

is a true and correct copy of a spreadsheet that accurately reports on the 

difference in the prices for similar items sold in the BOP operated 

commissary at the Federal Prison in Butner North Carolina, compared with the 

prices for similar items sold in the conmissary operated by the GEO/Rivers 

Correctional Institution in Winton North Carolina. 

6. The Documents attached to this Second Amended Complaint as Exhibits 

S1 and S2 are Coomissary Sales Sheets from the commissary at the BOP 

prison in Butner North Carolina, and the comnissary at the GEO/Rivers Private 

prison in Winton North Carolina. These are true and correct copies of these 

commissary sales sheets. 

7. The document attached to this Second Amended Complaint as Exhibit T, 

is a true and correct copy of the reply I received from Rivers Corr~>etional 

Institution stating that Rivers Private prison is not obligated to provide 

Electronic Mail for the inmate population in accordance with the Statement 

of Work in the Contract they signed with the Federal Bureau of Prisons. 

The The reply was in respone to a Step 1 administrative remedy I filed 

requesting email access in accordance with the contract and BOP policy. 

8. There are significant, qualitative and substantial differences 

between the treatment I received at this private prison as compared with 

the treatment I received while I was incarcerated in the BOP facilities for 

over 17 years of imprisonment. I am unable to receive visits from my 

family and friends who live in South Florida. I am also subjected to the 

harmful effects of Second Smoke here at this Private prison, because 

tobacco is sold in the corrmissary and smoking is prevalent both outside and 

Page 2 of 3 
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inside the units. There is absolutely no way to avoid coming in contact 

Second Hand Smoke on a daily basis. The designated smoking areas 

are only a few feet from the main entrance gates to the housing units. The 

Second hand Smoke irritates my eyes, nose and exacerbates my allergies. As 

opposed to being incarcerated at the non-smoking BOP prisons, there is an 

increased risk of me getting lung or heart disease from breathing in 

excessive amounts of Second hand Smoke here at this Rivers private prison. 

I declare that the above declaration are true and correct to the best of 

my beliefs and knowledge under the penalty of perjury pursuant to 28 U.S.C. 

1746. 

DATED: 

Page 3 of 3 
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Rivers Correctional Institution 
P.O. Box 630 
Winton, NC 27986 

I 
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Date Filed: 05 -19 -2009 

Inmate Name: Dale, Brown 

Administrative Remedy 
Step 2 - Response 

Remedy ID No. 09-079 

Reg# 29087-004 

This is in response to your Step 2 Administrative Remedy dated 05/18/09, in which you 
are appealing the Step 1 administrative remedy response. Specifically, you are 
requesting a transfer to be closer to your family and friends residing in the State of 
Florida. 

After reviewing your concerns the following has been determined, as indicated in the 
Step 1 response, you may be considered for a nearer release transfer only after serving 
18 consecutive months with clear conduct in a general population. Per your request, 
your primary concern is to be transferred to a facility closer to your family and friends. 
This issue was appropriately addressed by the Assistant Warden at the Step 1 level. 

The Step 1 response was accurate and was in no violation of any procedures. 

After a thorough review of the circumstances pertaining to your requested 
Administrative Remedy, we find that there is no evidence to support your grievance. 
Based on the above information and facts, your request for Step 2 Administrative 
Remedy is denied. 

You have exhausted all your Administrative Remedies at this level. 

,S--~) 7- c 9 
Date 
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Ge® Correctional Programs 
Administrative Remedies 

The GEO Group. Inc. 

Name: 
Nombre: 

Date: 
Fecha: 

Rivers Correctional Institution 
Step 2 Administrative Remedy Form 
Paso 2 Forma De Remedio Adrninistrativo 

DALE BRaiN' 

May 18, 2009 

Number: 29087-004 
Numero: 

Housing Assignment: AS 

Unidad Asignada: 

For Official Use Only - Para Uso Oficial Solamente 

Date Received: Date Due: 

,__,,_~6=----_!.._\ 9__!_-~o:__!_9 _ _____J__------1...!..__!__.l..L.C..L ___ I _Dk:-=.:...d~-=-----,._____, 

r ·- ...... • .. : ..... .... '"-----. .. ....,O,ttp1~Hll. - .. '-LLt.:ll'olV 

Oescribc your com plaint in the section below. Be as concise :is possible, but be sure to inclu'Cfe enough identifying 
data to assist in a through investigation (e..g. dates, names, locations, times, etc ... ) Attach one (I) additional page 
if necessary and the Informal Resolution Form and Step I response with any other supporting documentation. 

Oescriba su telaino en la seccion de abajo. Dea lo mas breve posible, pero ascgurcsc de incluir suficientc 
informacion p~ra asistir en una completa investigacion (pe .. Fechas, nombres, ubicaciones, tiempos, etc ... ) 
A re ue una a ina si es necesario. 

ca-iPLAINT: I am reg:estirg that I te pla::ed fer a transfer clca:r to my le;}31 residence in 
flori&. in arl:r to te clcser t.o fard.l y an:3 friarls. I have 1-a:l cle:lr o:rrlx:t in a genernl 
p::p.tl.atim fer 18 ~- !lE to the imnigratioo cetai.na:", r '..a5 rrovro to this facility arI3 
told trat i.n:::k EO? regulatims, I w::uld mt l:::::e ~ for this s:::rt of transfer. 'Jhi.s a::P 
p:)liey (PS SlC0.07, 01.:p:er 7) violates fu: O:nstitutioo. It dmes rre the S:ITB rig-its arrl 
p:i.v.i.lEq=S giwn tdJ.S. citiz.Ens e\.e"l th:J.tj1 I an a I£qal µ:msnent Fesident. 'Ill:! p:>liey 
arbitrarily states that I will te d:p)rted as gro.n:ls to d:ny rre pl.acarent clCEEr tony le:J3.l 
resid::n:-e. 'Ihis a:nclusim is n:t the realm of tre B:P bJt ratrer, the re3lrn of the irrmi.gratim 
ju::ge ax3 mtil th:! inmiqratim j.rl:Je rrekes this cet:errniraticn, t'1e B:P1 s act.icns are illegal 
an::! an in{:ermissible intrusi01 i.µ:n my rig-its to have this &tenninatiai rrede 011.y bj an inmi.gr -
jt.rl?. 
lfflX" 'ID '1IE SlEl? OE~ 'Il"E Step ere reply is mt resp::nsive to IT¥ grievance rEql.BSts. 
First, I reqtESte::3 that I te n:tifierl that the imnigratim detairer will rrt te 1..1':iE:d against rre 
fer c:nsiceratirn for a raarer to 18=Jcll resid:n::le trcnsfer. 'Ite Step O'E a:npletely igrores th.is 

1 
~ of ITT/ rrquESted relief. 'Ilus, it ag_:rers ttat bf anissim, this institutioo will o::ntinue 
to use rop PS SlC0.07, Q-p3.ter 71s p:ctri.bitioo of rmrer to le;,ll residence b::a1.sfers for I 
:ironigratim dera.inet" imates ~int rre. Sea:rdlv, the S:ep 0-e reply states that I will oot 
J::e s..tmi. tted for this transfer mtil se:virg 18 nmths dear a:rd.ct at this instituticn. 'IlE ' 
Ea? p:ili.cy d:a3 mt state that tre 18 nrnths cl63r corlrt irust te ~ at ae institutim 
b.lt ratlEr, states taht it ra.s to te 18 o:nsenlt.i ve m:::nths of clear c::n:h::t in l'i general 
p:p.ilatim t:1"a."Eby all<l-Jirp the 18 rrrntl'E to t:e servB:1 at rrore th3n crE institutim as lcrg as 
trere are 18 nmths o:::nsecuti'iiB of clear a:n::1.ct. 'Ire inteqretatioo takal by OCI \,,UJ}_d allcw 
transfers far fran ITT{ fanily tefore eech 18 rrmth term ard r;ermit a re-starting of the clock 
there::;y era.rin:J tret I can TBTer attain 18 rrmths cx:rEEC.ltivelv of clear carl.:ct. at me 
... ~~ 
mstitutim., ,;'l[u ~f!/J " 
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REQ(.JfSl'ED RELIEF: 

1. I have 18 years of clear conduct consecutively. This clearly is above 
and beyond the 18 mohths required by BOP policy. I am eliqible to receive the 
nearer to legal residence trasnfer and I am requesting that it be submitted at 
this time. 

2. The request for relief in Step One about providing me a memo or other 
written notification that the lanqauqe of PS 5100.07, Choater 7 which prohibits 
inmates with an irnrniqration detainer from beino elioible for nearer to leqal 
residence/release transfers will not be used aqainst me to denv me such a transfer 
was not ad<lressea and I reouest that this memo or other written notificarion be 
provided in this Step Two reauest. 

13-l , P, 1/1 
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Date: 

To: 

From: 

Subject: 

July 10, 2009 

Dale Brown 
Reg. No. 29087-004 

S.Rowe 
AW P Secretary 
Administrative Remedy Clerk 

Administrative Remedy Process 

-se0· 
The GEO Group, Inc. 

Rivers Correctional Institution 

Remedy No: 09·131 

This is in response to your Step 1 Administrative Remedy dated July 9, 2009 
and filed July 10, 2009. This issue has been previously addressed on 
Remedy #09-079. You signed a receipt for Remedy #09-079 Step 1 on 05-
18-09 and Remedy #09-079 Step 2 on 05-29-09. Please see the 
attachments. Therefore, you have exhausted all of your Administrative 
Remedies at this level pertaining to this particular issue. 

Your Step 1 Administrative Remedy is being returned due to being previously 
addressed on Remedy #09-079 and being exhausted. 

If you have any questions or concerns, please contact RCl's Administrative 
Remedy Clerk. 
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Urndad Asign3d~: 

For Olficial tse Only - l';ira Uso Oficial Solamente 

( 0111pbinr - Reclamo 
Dc·,cTi h l' , ,1111 ,-,,111p l:1111 r i 11 1 Ii c 'il'(' r r., u /1cJ., ,, Be ·" i:,m,·i,l· ;1 s pn,sihl~. I ,111 t, c s11rc lo rn d 11 de t' 11ou~h I ii c 1111f1111g 

daL1 In :1<,,i,1 i11 :1 clu <Hic'.h i1n .:,li:c:1tw11 (C'.!_'.. cLll(',. 1un1t·,. lnc:11ion1. ti1m·,., le.. 1 .\11.1d1 ,,11t' (I\ .1c!ili11"n,il 11,1'.,!• 

i l llt.'l l'', ",-,( I \ .l I !{l I l 1i• l rl t (I! rl 1 •• 1 1\-c ,r1l (11 !it ll I· I' r 111 \\ j 1 I 1 ,[ r I' • •f tr ("I ... i I!, rlf! r I; r l '.'. ,! I• 1 11 1111· 11 r r 11 ••I' 

Uc~cri IJ ;1 ~ u l ,. \.1111<1 c11 Li ,,.l'l·iu II de :dJ.1jo. lk:1 lo 111." br c1 l' posil, k, per(, :1 ,e~ 11 rn c d (' 111d111 r qtf iu,•1111· 

i11lormacio11 p:ir:i ;1,1~111· en U!Ll <·rJmplcr,1 in, t"il 1g:1t'1or1 (pe .. fed1:1,. 110111llrcs, ul11tarirH1c~, 1ie111pos. ,•1,: ... 1 

.-\" re 1 ue trn :1 1:1" i11:1 ~i (·,· 11eccsariu. 
VICUTICN CF EIJ,1\L. fR.JlECI'ICN JIN) OIHER UlW3 rn CTASSIFICATICN PND 'IFJl.NSfER CF A aRI1UN CT.ASS 
CF J.B:11.L ~ Rl:SlIENIS vID AAE ·N:N-CIT17EN3 CF 'IHE lN11ED srA'IES. 
<DHA1Nt': 'llE B.O.P. RL1CY 'Jim SINUS aJr KN-CI:Tim6 CF '1IE U.s.A- KR R10ftNr 1N HUV1flE 
J:RIS'.H>, SBJB'!IDii 'llB1 'ID HltHR <IBIS, Nlllll llE HIIIB1 ~ 'ID S1KRr 'HE 8.0.P. 'S CIBL' CF 
~, /RJ fEl.I.E.) aRRIIlmnS KR lRllWtmG lH) IHIJX. CF tE1HR. 'ID IlD\L IEiIIEO.:: 
'1R1RHm NE NL VDJmD6 CF Ki RJWIS 1H} ERIY]JKE3.. 
I cll1 legal pel'.ll13IB1t resid:nt of tre t.EA, ard I int.ad to clfP].y f<r a d:is:reticnary waiver of 
~tim i..µn o:npletim of II¥ sen~. 'Itere is a stro'l:3 l:ikelih:x:d trat I will rrt:. get 
B.O.P instituted a policy ...ta:e tley lurp illegal arrl 1~ residents to;Jet:her, designate than t 
frivate p:ia::ns with:::ut ITEkin3 :in::li.vi.d.al ~ts b3s:rl en 18 rn: 362l(b) five fa:::tcr crit a. 
B.O.P. res~ that all crimiral alims will 1:::e d:p:rta:'l. 'lte ID? rrakes ro d:istin:.tia;i 
t:et..eai l8=Jctl alims wto are qu.ili.fied fer a waiver:- of a:p:rtatiai as q:p::e2() to ill~ aliens 
wto are rot q.Elifioo 'l<ta1 trey rreke treir decisi01 to ~fy ard CESignate alims. 'Ih? B:P fQ icies 
W1Y rre; {l} marer to le:gal resid:oce transfer; (2) carp pla::malt; (3) 12 rrcnth senten::e icn 
foe tte C%'U3 ft.cg.tau; (4) 12 rrroth m:: pl.a::era1t url:r Seard Chan::e Pct; (5) Pre-relrese ~ tim; 
(6) ralf--...e.y h::u3: p].a::aratt.. All ttese &1ials are baEe::I 01 the fcct. that I an rrt a US Citizal ard 
'Ire KP's ~tim au o::n:::looi.01 trat all aliens will te d:p:rta:'l. 'lte B:F cesigrate:1 
to this p.-ivate p:is:n, effa:tively d2nyirg rre tre q:pxturi.ty to l::e cla:e to fl¥ fard.ly. I carro~ 
g:t arrj visits like I US8J to ..ta) I i,,es rna:rl in Flcrid3. I carrot naintain stra'g fanily ard I 
a:mn.nity ties as HP pilic.y re::pires. 'Ile:'e are ro lNia:R here to relp rre rraintain IT1/ jcb ~
'Itere is ro 'IR.JLIN:S arail sys:an at this fris.:n like in tte B:P racilities to ke:p in tax:h wi 
IT¥ fanily. I an s.:bjecta::1 to higa:- a:mnissary ard te1€pU'l= ~iO:!S. I o::nten:1 tlat tie KP acti 
sinJ].:in:;J rre rut as a n:n-US Citizal. violates tre eq.Bl ~m clause an:1 otrer J.a,,,5. 'Ire KP I 

1 
rrekes its cJassificatim a-rl d:sigretiai in en arbitrary arrl cap:icicus rrenner.- arrl is an ab.Ee o~ 

i dia:::retim ard is dis::rirnira.t.ocy. I aac ttat t:te B.O..P. o::a:e to diarimirete ~ ne a"rl off$: 
! ae tie sm, ri<j<ts - p:ivi],ag,s ad ..,,,.ai•N,9 as ft d:m fi:r U.S. cit:i,m,.. I - tie: tte t 
I cloosif:inatim ~ 1::e d'.ne bas,d m ~ ..o:imility, Wt rn cn in:livkml 1tJom,, la,. Lfl"~ ;s· ~lft8t°M2PA&!:t,;,: 
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RF.G. 00: 29087---004 

PAGE (2) 

STEP l ADMINISTRATIVE REMEDY 

1. I an, a'rl tme tan a le:J3l µn1eu-nt m:ddnt at tre lhi.te:i states sia:e ~ a3, N79. 
2. At the tirre of IT¥ entry into tha U.S.A., I was g.alifie::l fer a dis::retia,ary wva: of d:p:rtatim 

t.nh" Imnigrati01 raw, S=Ctim 212(c) ard 212(h) if I W3S a::nvicte:J of a criIIe ~ aft.a:- mtry. 
3. Imrroiately follcw:irg ny a:nvicticn in 1932, imnigratim <XITTTl:n:l:rl d:p:rtaticn p:ca:a::lin:Js cy laJJifB 

I:a:itirer ltltice of Actim letter. I l:::e:arB Slbjoct to the autlority of IN3 ard to p::asible rart:Nal. 
'Ite NJI'ICE CF PCrICN state::! ttat the B.O.P. su.lld oot l::e used to affect IT¥ cl.assificatim, ~ an:] 

q:rurters assigmmts er ot:h:r troo.t:rrent I \,O..l]_d ot:.rerw:i.se recEive. I i..as still q.alifie::l fer a 212(c) 
i,.ai ver - aro ttat rareins oo to this ray. 

4. I cin arm:J a large cl.as3 of le:]a]. fa]TBnent resid:nts, wh::se anti.nm resid:n:E in this cnntry is 
&peroit 01 O.lt' eligibility fer 212(c) ard 212(h) relief. A s..mt:antial p:!tU:111:a:Je of or awlicatims 
for s..dl relief rave l::een grantm. 

5. I int:a"rl to file fer ru::h dis::r:etiaiary ...ai ver at the a-ii of ny se1t:.ane, ard th2re is a st:rm:J likelihxx:rl 
ttat it will l::e granta:J an:! I will stay in the lEA ard mt get de{x:t:terl. 

6. 'Ite B:P irotituterl a EX)licy wrere t:.ret ll.JIP lBJfil ard illtgal aliffi.5 1:o31=tter, arrl d:£igrate tran to 
held in rrivate i;ri.s:ns, wit:h:::ut rrakirg in::lividBl asse.ssrents as re::µirej t.n:Er' 18 CH; .J52l(b) five 
criteria, ard t:aserl 01 their &ter:miraticri that all criminal aliem will l::e de{x:t:terl. B.O.P. rrakes 
ro distirct.im l::et\.m1 lBJfil alielS ,,;to are qt.alifiErl fer IN3 \.aivers as q:rx:sErl to illaJa]. aliens wh:> 
are rot q.alifie::l. 

6. 'Ite B.O.P. instituted p:ll.icies ttat CBl'j aliens (1) 1'mrer to legal Resi.den:E Transfers: (2) Carp Placarents: 
(3) ere yrer off fer cx:npletin3 the 9:::0 hr Dnl3 px.:gran; (4) Half;..ey Pla:ara1ts; (5) r:re--rele3Se 
~tim: (6) Seo::rd derx::e Act Pre-Release Pla:::arents. All these dau.als are raserl rn the fact 
the 8.0.P. d:tetrnires that all alia,s will re de{x:t:terl l:a.serl m their natiaality. 

7. 'Ite B.O.P. canrot rrake the docisirn that I will re dep::rt.Erl. '!rat is a rratter- fer inmigratirn ~ to 
da'.:ide. 

8. 'Ite B.O.P. oosigrat.a:l rre to this i;rivate pr:"iacn, effectively denyirg rre tJ-e qµ:rtm:ity to l::e cla:.e to IT1/ 
f.amily to rreintain strcrg fanily ard carmnity ties. 'lrere are limit.Erl e:iratiaal p:03ta1s. 'Ite:e is 
ro lNI<IR to help rre rrsintain ITT/ j'.:b skills. As an alien I an ll'0ble to a:nt.:ine ny t"Eh:t)ilitatirn p:-cgrars 
after carpletirg CNer 18 yoors of .in:id?nt free in::arceratirn. 'Ita:-e is ro arail at this rrivate i;r:is:n 
to a::mnnicate with m1 funily. 'lte 'IRJLlN:S ft"CX_3l:al1 is mt at this rcivate p:is::n. 

9. PlacarB1t of N:N-lE ClTIZEN3 in rrivate rriscns is CBS:i.grro to save m::nay fer the B::P cy givirg rre 
less ~ qµ:rtm:ities, arrl SlbjectifB rre to higrer telep-r::ne ard cx:mnissary p:i.ces. 

I o:nta-d tlat the octims of t:re ffF in sirglirg rre a.It as a N:N-lB Citize1 violates the Eq..W. p::otoct..ia-1 
clause arrl otrer- Ja.;s. 'lte B:P rrakBs its dscisim to place rre in this i;ri vate I,ri.s::n in a di.s::riminat:a:y rrarrer. 
'fu? KP did rot evaluate IT¥ p.la::::arEnt as nqu:i.roo t.n:k' 18 CH; ~(b), as it cb:6 with 
desigratirg u.s. CitiZEflS. KP desigratm rre to this rrivate i;:ris::n l:ssa:l m ny natiaruity ard ~ it as 
the p:-irrary di.stin::JU:ish factcr in rrakirB their d:£igratim ard classificatirn &cisim. 'Ire Co:E of feia:al 
r83Ulatims p:dribits tha KP fran rrakirB classificatim oo::isims 01 a di.s::rimiratcry tasis. 'Ite KP p:tlicy 
-whidi i::8ns rre, a 18:,:U [BJT01'B1t resid:nt :Eran ne3reC relScl.=e trcn5fer-, carp p].aamnt, mlf\..ay h::uce, p:e
rel6:l..':E plamrent U"l'.El'." tie 530:rrl chan::e act, .sentaXE re::irtim fer dn;g p.cgr:au, is arbitray, cap:-icirus, 
~ of dia::xeti01 ard violatim of too laws arrl ~icral int.Ent. 

I ask that tte B:P EX)licy O::BSe to l::e inplarenta:1 arrl I l::e affon:b::I tre sare p:i.viley?S, rights arrl rerabilit.atirn 
q:p:::rtmities as U.S. Citizen i;ris:::n:rs rea:ive. 

I am re::p..:estin3 to re transfera:1 i.n::a- the nearer to l~al residax.E i.:olicy, to tie Ea? lru S2Q.JO.ty iria:n 
in Miani Flori.ca to te c1032r" to IT¥ funily ard :Eriatls arrl to antiru.E Illf t'Eh:lbilitaticn p:c:grars. 
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Date Filed: 05 -19 -2009 

Inmate Name: Dale, Brown 

Arlminic:tr~ti\/O ~omorh, 
. - ....... - -· - •.• - . • - ... - - J 

Step 2 - Response 

-
Remedy ID No. 09-079 

Reg# 29087-004 

This is in response to your Step 2 Administrative Remedy dated 05/18/09, in which you 
are appealing the Step 1 administrative remedy response. Specifically, you are 
requesting a transfer to be closer to your family and friends residing in the State of 
Florida. 

After reviewing your concerns the following has been determined, as indicated in the 
Step 1 response, you may be considered for a nearer release transfer only after serving 
18 consecutive months with clear conduct in a general population. Per your request, 
your primary concern is to be transferred to a facility closer to your family and friends. 
This issue was appropriately addressed by the Assistant Warden at the Step 1 level. 

The Step 1 response was accurate and was in no violation of any procedures. 

After a thorough review of the circumstances pertaining to your requested 
Administrative Remedy, we find that there is no evidence to support your grievance. 
Based on the above information and facts, your request for Step 2 Administrative 
Remedy is denied. 

You have exhausted all your Administrative Remedies at this level. 
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Ge® 
~[Ax. KrLE A rt= ·,,~~~:;1:t-.1L 
Correctional Programs 

Administrative Remedies 
The GEO Group, Inc. 

Name: 
Nombre: 

Date: 
Fecha: 

Rivers Correctional Institution 
Step 2 Administrative Remedy Form 
Paso 2 Fonna De Remedio Administrative 

DALEBRCHl Number: 29087--004 
Numero: 

May 18, 2009 ousing Assignment: 
ad Asignada: 

AS 

For Official Use Only - Para Uso Oficial Solamente 

lhte Due: 

J_ .. DltL: ;)_~~ oGl 
Co "'l" I . ; ' ' • ... ' 

. ,1. p1,uu1. -- •'-'"~"""';" 

IJcscrihc your com plaint in the section below. Be as concise as possible, but ht· sure tu include enough iden tif:,-·i ng 
data to assist in a th rough investigation (e.g. dates, names, locations, times, etc ... ) Atlach one (I) itdditional page 
if necessary and the Informal Resolution Form and Step I response with any other supporting documentation. 

Ocscriba su tclaino en la seccion de abajo. Dea lo mas breve posibk, pero :.1~cgurcst' de incluir sulicientc 
informacion p~rn asistir en una complcta investigacion (pe .. Fccl1as, oombrcs, ubicadones, tiempos, etc ... ) 
A re ue una a ina si es necesario. 

CXJ-1PLAINT: I am req;estirg that I l::e place::! fer a transfer clcoor to !Tf{ la:}3.1 resi&n:e in 
flori& in oo:ler to te closer to fam.ly an:::! mer&. I rave I'm clear o:::rd.Ict. in a genernJ 
p::p.tl.atioo fix 18 }U!IB- DJe to the imnigratiai detainer, r vas rrovro to this facility ard 
told that i..n:er KP requlatims, I WJld rot l:e ~ foc this s:xt of transfer. '1his KP 
p::>licy (PS 5100.07, OEpter 7) violatrn the CCnstitutim. It d:rues rre tre sare ricj,ts an::J 
p:-ivile.:ies qiwn tdJ.S. citi:z:ms even tlu.:gh I an a Le:Ja1 J)etm3Tl6lt Re3iCB'lt. 'lte i:oliey 
arbitrarily states that I will te d2pxtoo as gro.rrls to cb1y rre placarent clcser to 11'1/ legal 
tBSirexe. 'Ihis cniclusicn is rrt the rnalm of the ECP bJt ratl"Er, the realm of the imnigraticn 
j~ ard rntil tJ-e ircmiqratioo ~ rrakes this determi.ra.tioo, t.lie EO?'s actims are ille:,;-ia.l 
am an irrp:-..nniss.ible intrusioo Uf:.'.01 my rigit.s tD rave this &termimtioo 1raee mly bf an irrmigr. 

~-
IIHY 'ID '.DE Sia> OE ~ 'IlE S:q:i Q)? reply is mt rSSfDf1Sive to IT¥ grievanm reqt.ESts. 
First, I t'.'Eql..eStro th3.t I t:e n:tifie::I trot the irrmigratioo cetai.n>r will rrt te usa:3 cgainst rre 
for o::rsi&ratim for a nearer to le:;ia.l ·aerce transfer. 'Ire Step Q)? crnpletely ignxes this i 
asi::ect of my n:queste::1 relief. 'Ilus, it ~~:s that bf anissim, this iretitutioo will o::ntinue 
to we BJP FS 5100.07, Qpg.ter 7's p:chibiti rB3t'er to 1~ resi.c:len:E transfers for I 
imniqratim detai.rer irnates a;isint ne. ...,.~~ Step ere reply states trot I will not 
l::e shnitted for this trcnsfer mtil ea:virg 18 n-n"~ clear o:n:ict at this instituticn. 'Ire 
KP p::ilicy d:es rot state t:rat the 18 JTOlths clear -e.ax. m.rt. te serve::l at ~ instituticn 
bJt ratl-er, states taht it h3.s tote 18 a:::n%'0..ltive rrooths of clffit' o::rdrt in ~ general 
p:p..llaticn tlEl:e:1/ allc:wi.n::I the 18 rrm.ths to te serva.:l at rrore ti-en ~ insti tutim as lcrg a5 

ti-ere are 18 rrmths a:nsea:rti~ of clear o::n::lx;t. 'Ihe interpretatim ta1<ro bf Kl w::uld alkw 
transfers far :Eran my fanily tefcr:e each 18 rrrnth term an::J ~ta re-starting of the clcx::k 
t:hen:by' ensurirg tlat I can n?Ver attain 18 rrcnths o:::nsecut.ivelv of clear c:n:l.ct at me 
instib.ltim. . .. 
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RfU]ES'fED RELIEF: 

1. I have 18 years of clear conduct consecutively. This clearly is above 
and beyond the 18 mohths required by BOP IX)licy. I am eliqible to receive the 
nearer to legal residence trasnfer and I am requesting that it be submitted at 
this time. 

2. The request for relief in Step One about providing me a memo or other 
written notification that the lanqauqe of PS 5100.07, Choater 7 which prohibits 
inmates with an immioration detainer from beino elioible for nearer to leqal 
residence/release transfers will not be used aqainst me to denv me such a transfer 
was not adnressed and I reouest that this memo or other written notification be 
provided in this Step Two reauest. 
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July 9, 2009 

Dale Brown 
#29087-004 
Rivers Correctional Institution 
P.O. Box 630 
Winton, NC 27986 

Federal Bureau of Prisons 
Privatization Management Branch 
Correctional Programs Division 
320 First St. NW 
Washington, DC 20534 

RE: Appeal of Rejection of Administrative Remedy 
Case Number: 545003-Rl 

I am hereby appealing your rejection of my administrative remedy on the 
following grounds: 

1. There arero BP-9 request fonns available at this private prison for 
the Warden's review and response. 

2. This administrative request concerns classification and designation 
issues. The Administrative Remedy policy statement, 12.006{L), instructs 
inmates housed at this private prison to send their requests to the 
B.O.P. if the matter is related to designation and transfer issues. 

Therefore, I am resubmitting my administrative remedy for your consideration. 

PS: Also enclosed, please find a separate Administrative Remedy Request with 
a separate issue relating classification and designation. 

f/i&f 1 flF/3 
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RE:JEC'I'IO~ NOTICE - P..J~:t:rs-:-R .. A.TI'\tE REME:)Y 

30 
DATE: JUNE 2:-9, 2009 

TO 
UNT: QTR: A05-202L 

WINTON, NC 27986 

FOR THE REASONS LISTED BELOW, THIS REGIONAL APPEAL 
IS BEING REJECTED AND RETURNED TO YOU. YOU SHOULD INCLUDE A COPY 
OF THIS NOTICE WITH ANY FUTURE CORRESPONCE~CE REGARDING THE REJECTION. 

REMEDY ID 
DATE RECEIVED 
SUBJECT l 
SUBJECT 2 
INCIDENT RPT NO: 

545003-Rl 
JUNE 29, 2009 

REGICNA:. .:l.?P::C:AL 

TRANSFER FOR RELEASE DESTI~ATION 

REJECT REASON 1: YOU MUST FIRST FILE A 3?-9 REQGEST THROUGH THE INSTITUTION 
FOR THE WARDEN'S REVIEW A~D RESPONSE BEFORE FILING AN APPEAL 
AT THIS LEVEL. 

REJECT REASON 2: YOU DID NOT PROVIDE A CO?Y OF YOUR INSTITUTION 
ADMINISTRATIVE: REMEDY REQc.JEST (BP-9) FORM OR A COPY 
OF THE (SP-09) RESPONSE FROM THE WARDEN. 

REJECT REASON 3: YOU ~.AY RESUBMIT YOUR APPEAL IN PRO?ER FORM WITHIN 
15 DAYS OF THE DATE OF THIS RE~ECTION NOTICE. 
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u.s .• Oepartment of Justke Regional Administrative Remedy Appeal 

~·edcral Bur~au of Prisons 

Type or use ball-point pen. If attachments are needed, submit four copies. One copy of the completed BP-229( 13) including any attachments must be submitted 
with this appeal. 

BROWN, DALE A. From: ________________ _ 29087-004 AS/202 06-23-2009 
LAST NAME. FIRST. MIDDLE INm AL REG.NO. UNIT INSTITUTION 

Part A - REASON FOR APPEAL 

VIOLATION OF EQUAL PROTECTION AND Ol'HER LAWS IN CLASSIFICATION AND TRANSFER OF CERTAIN 
CLASS OF LEGAL PERMANENT RESIDENTS, AND WHO ARE NON-U.S. CITIZENS. 

<DHAINl': 'IlE B:P RLICT 'Ilffl' snG:ES ClJ1' A CERmIN CIA$ CF IlD\L ~~RR~ IN .ERI:VroE 
IRIS:N5, ~ 'IlD1 'IO HICHR <IB1S NIICB ARE HIIllN FEES 'IO aIRRl' 'llE HP'S CIBl' CF ~, llID 
lElJ:ED CIRRltNrl'IE3 RR ERX}W-NJN;, IINrAt. CF~ 'ID IlD\L lmIIJNE ~, ~ AIL VlILlmrN3 CF MY 
RICHIS CHER 'llE s:ti',L mJ.IE:T.KN CIN.m NO FEllRAL ~ m:::HIB1TIN, 'IlE UE CF NmrNAI. <mGIN IN 'lR1N:HR> 
lR) CIASSIF.[omr:N TFI!f.S:?-6. 

1. I an, arrl have l::een a le;;ial petTIEU::!rt: lif the Uri.te::i States SllO: M3.y 2B, 1979. 
2. At the tinE of IT¥ le;;ial aitry into the U.S.A., I ..as q..alifie::i fer a diBcretiaiary ....aiver of dp:rtati01 

3. 

4. 

urrler the Imnigratim ard Natiaality Pct, Secticns 212(c) arrl 212(h), if I vas cx:nvictej of a crirre after 
entry. 
Imre:liately follo.-J:in3 IT¥ cx:nvictim in 1932, inmi.gratim mmaa:d d:p:rtatim ~ cy lcrl:3i.rg a &tainer 
a:Jc3ll1St rre, arrl at tlat tinE I b:care abject to the auth::rity of the IN3 ard to µ:ssible reroval. At that 
tirre, I i,..e.s still qt.Elifie::i for a 212(c) arrl a 212(h) d:is:::retiaary "8iver, ax:.! that ramins so to this &y. 
I an arag a large class of 1~ fe!JTBIB1t re:;id:nts ~ a:ntinua:i . d:n::e in . is ca:;a ra rt: 

23 '.,2.Jd) CN PltE 2) 

Part B - RESPONSE 

DATE REGIONAL DIRECTOR 
If dissatisfied with thi, response, you may appeal to the General Counsel. Your appeal must be received in the General Counsel's Office within 30 calendar 

days of the date of this response. 51 It;., Qf \ 1 0 \ 
ORIGINAL: RETURN TO INMATE CASE NUMBER: "f:l'VA -b. 
Part C - RECEIPT 

CASE NUrvIBER: ________ _ 

Return to: _________________ _ 

LAST NAME. FIRST, MIDDLE IN~"J 1tT )!~· UNIT INSTITUTION 

SUBJECT: _____ __.~-....a.-,P,~~...,.,,~o-~~-~.ief,e~.....,_......,_.,,__~___,~~;---~.__ 
DATE 

USPLVN 

SJG;s;AT! 'RE, RECIPJEJ\T OF REGIONAL APPEAL 
BP-230(13) 
JUNE 2002 
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--- Pta: (2) 

~'lrooJ- te I 
moor eligibility fer 212(c) am 212(h) relief, ard rct: s..iqri.sirgly, a s.i::stantial i;:ercenta:ie of cur aw]i.caticns 
for soch dis:::retiaiary relief has b:al grante::1. 

5. In light of su:n facts, I intern to file for a dis:::r:etiaary \..e.iver q:cn tlE mrpletim of ny SEflten:E, arrl 
ti-ere is a strcnJ likel:ih::o::J tre.t it will re granted dl::! to IT¥ excellffit p:-i.s::n reoxd, fanily ard a:mn.nity 
ties which are very sb::al:], [XO)f of excelle1t r-etroilitatim effc:rts, arffi3 other" thin3S· 

6. 'Ihe B.O.P. institute::! a txtlicy ~ trey lutp t:cth legal ard ill8=!al alims to;iether and emigrate tlan 
to re h:::u93:J in [Xi vate p::i.s:ns I en the erroaJ.JS l:Esis th:lt all irrmigrants will re dep:;rte::I. 

7. 'Ihe B.O.P. rrakes oo distirct.im t:etweEn the class of legal fSJll311ffit r-esid:nts like ~f, \Ju are g..alifie::I 
to d:Jtain disc:retimary <,.,aj_ vers to rare.in• in this mntry, as q:µ:sa::I to illegal alie,s arrl otha::" 18J31 
aliens \Ju are unable to q..:alify fer arll ..e.i vers. 

8. 'Ihe B.O.P. instirute:] Fblicy rn.rrter P51CXl.OO, ~ 7, P3J€ 4, am W1Y rre a t>FJffil 'IO IfG\L RESIIEN:E 
'JRl'N3FER, t:e:au.9a they µe--deterrnin3: th:lt r will re dep:;rte::I like all otte:- aliErn. 

9. 'Ihe B.O.P. cam::it rrake tlE d:cisim tra.t i will tE dep:;rte::I. 'Itat is a rratter for Irrmigratim ~ to d:ci&. 
10. I rave l::eEn irca.rcera.te:J fer the f8St 18 yrers. I did 17 ymrs in B.O.P. irotitut.ims am aJrrC6t 1 ye9r at 

this private p:is:::n. 
ll. I rave rrainta:inerl clear a:rdxt t:hra.gu.lt IT¥ in:::aro3:atim. v.tri.le in tlE a:P irotitutim, I w:rke::l in tNI<IR 

\J")2t"e I 163m€d arrl rrainta:inerl IT¥ jcb stills in ~atim foc IT¥ relwee. I &lVErl t.p to $OOJ fer II¥ reloose 
frioc to 1::eirg transferre::I tD this µ-ivate ~- I tro tB9u1.ar visits fran IT¥ fanily ard friarls \Ju live 
in Flocka. I was able to attE.n:.! oolleg? \J-Ere I p.n:am a ffi9t"EE in l:wirJ?SS ktni.nist:!:aticn. I ffiltlcip:3.tEd 
in the ruTErOJS e:irati01al 12cgr.a1s offere::l l::y tlE a:P instib.ltims ard i \..6S an imete tutor. 

12. I vas able tD rreintain a:rnnnicatim m a te::JU].ar l.::asis with IT¥ fanily arrl friarls t:hra.gh the arail SySten 
('lHJLIN:S), at the B:P Cblaran--I.o.l iretitutim in Flori&. 

13. Bscau9:l of the B:P classificaticn am p:ooet.ermiraticn th:lt I will te dep:;rte::11:asa::1 en IT!f rati01al origin 
au oot ming a U.S. citi2HlS1 I i,,as CE{ri~ of my rehc:Dilitatim effcrts, visitaticn ard regular a:ntacts 
when the KP se1t rre to this p:'ivate µ-i9::n here in t'brth carolira.. 

14. Pla:armt of N:N-US citizens in p:iva.te µ:is::n.5 is oosigrm to reve .in:'aD:Eratien a::st to the RF ty giVlll':1 
us less ~ q:p::rtmities arrl abje.ctirB us to high=r tel.Ef-h:re arrl a:mnissary cmts •. I have depleta.:l 
all IT¥ S:Wirgs sin::e i arri~ at this p:ivate instiruticn. Imates in tlE KP p3.y a starmro rate fee µ-ere 
calls, \kri.J.e I, a [RTTBl1E!lt resid:nt, is s.bjected to a flat rate of $5.CO for a 15 minute cbresticcall. 
Keefe a:mn:i..s::ary it:ars in tlE cx:mnissary are rrcre exp:n5ive in this µ-ivate p:iEa1 that in the s::P nn 
cx:mni.searies. 

15. The '1RJLIN:S arail systan is rot available at this frivate instituticn, l"8XE i an dEp:-ivEd of a:rnnnicatin:J 
re;,u1ar a:mnnica.ticn with IT¥ relatives arrl frien::is, ard travailability of 'IR.JI..IN:S fur:trer cerriVffi rre of 
the right to sem FDIA re::µ2St.s an:::l irq.rir:ies to tre KP office electl::mi.call y in light of the settlffiffit 
in the ~ of s.nple v Fe:ka1 B.rn of p.-i.9:::n.5. All tlese CE[ri vaticns st.an fi:on B::P' s determira.ticn tlat 
all aliens are to ts toJsed in µ-i vate µ-:ians 1::-ecata? tJEy will te dep:;rte::I. 

I a:nten::l that the actims of the B::P in sim].irg rre rut as a rm-lB citiza1 violates the Eq.al Protecticn Clause. 
'Ihe B::P cb:s rot rrake &c:isicns to place imatas m µ-i vate p:is::ns m a rm-di.s::rim.i.na.tcry l.:a.sis in v.hich all 
all imates ll'l:Er its care ard rusto:ly are evah.ate:] fer s.rn plaa~rmt, b.Jt. rrakas this &cis:n usirg natiaal 
adgirg as the µ:irrm:y ~ factcr. the LEe of rati01al origin is als:> a violaticn of the regulatims 
in the O::x:19 of fe::1era.l ~tims vklich l,XChlbits the nak:in:J of classificaticn d:cisims cy o:nsic12rirg this factcr. 
'Ihe !IP Policy ..tt.ich tans rre frcro getiin:J a ~ to 1.e:]al resid:n::e transfer b3$:d en their &tenniratim that 
I will te dep::a-:tro is arbitrary an:1 03{:ricirus, arrl evEn m:.reoo-, that I there is a st:rcn;J likeliho::d that I will 
te grante::l a dis::retiam:y ..e.iver of dep::rtatirn and rare.in in this cnnt:ry. 

I ask tret this fQlicy tra.t sirgles rre OJt for classificatim tn:Et:' rnx::h harsher" a:nlitims tlBn th:se llTJ:XE€Cl 
en U.S. citizms CEaSe to exist, ard i te giVEn the .s:ne a:nsica:atim as given to U.S. citiZE!lS for p1rara1t 
with:::ut. givin;J a:nsideraticn to II¥ naticral crigin, arrl fer le:Jal i;errranent resid:nts of my class \Ju are eleigible 
to receive wiva:s ard rerain in this o::rntry. 'Ille a:p m.61: c:e3..92 to rrake the &termira.ticn as to \Ju will t:e 
dE.p:rted. 'Ihat is a rratter foc Imnigr-atim arrl the o:urts to o::nsic12r am rrake final determina.ticn. 

FirBlly, I an requestirg to t:e transferrerl LTder the Nearer to le:J:U r-esi&n:e p:ilicy, to the B.O.P. lcw sa:::urity 
iretitutim in Miani Florida to t:e closer to my relatives arrl fria-ds arrl to a::ntint.E IT¥ rE:h:tiilitaticn ~-

e-/JHA,~,2 ~ /0 ,F 13 
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ll.S. D/partmenl of Justic'e 

Fed era 1 Bureau of Pn sons 

Central Office Administrative Remedy Appea»-, 

. a:~r-{l()J-,\" 
Type or use ball•po1m pen- If attuchments are needed. ,ubn111 four copies. One copy each of the completed BP·229( 13) and BP-230(13). including any auach
ments must be su bm1 lied w I th this app~a I. 

From: __ B_r_o_wn __ , _D_a_l_e_A ________ _ 29087-004 AS/202 R.C. I. 
LAST NAME. FIRST, MIDDLE INrTIAL REG. NO. UNIT INSTITUTION 

Part A - REASON FOR APPEAL 

I am appealing at this level because my BP-10 was rejected. The issue I raise in this 
administrative remedy is not appealable at this private pris0n, becatlse it concerns 
matters of classification, designation and transfers. The crux of the complaint is that 
the BOP is in violation of the Equal Protection Clause and other laws, and unlawfully 
using national origin as the sole basis for classification, designation and transfer of 
non-US Citizens to private prisons. There are no BP-9 Forms available at this pris0n, and 
the Warden has indicated that the Clessifieation and designation and transfer issues 
are only appealable to the BOP. This is clearly stated in the Rivers Correctional 
Institution Policy. (see RCI Policy 12.006, Section L, Page 6 of 8 attached). Hence, 
if this prison won't accept classification and transfer issues in this appeal, aRd the 
BOP is telling me that I have to appeal to this institution first, then I am left without 
an avenue to have this matter addressed and exhausted. Therefore, at this point, there 
is no administrative remedy available to me. 

Part 8 - RESPONSE 

DATE GENERAL COUNSEL 

ORIGINAL: RETURN TO INMATE CASENUMBER: ________ _ ....,_ ____________________________________________ _ 
Part C - RECEIPT 

CASE NUMBER: ---------

Re1um to: _________________ _ 

LAST NAME, FIRST, MIDDLE INITIAL 

DATE 
BP-231(13) 
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REJECTION NOTICE - ADi\1fN1STRA.TIYE REMEDY 

DATE: 

FROM: 

TO : DALE BROWN, 29087-004 
RIVERS CI UNT: A QTR: A05-202L 
P.O. BOX 840 
WINTON, NC 27986 

FOR THE REASONS LISTED BELOW, THIS REGIONAL APPEAL IS BEING REJECTED 
AND RETURNED TO YOU. YOU SHOULD INCLUDE A COPY OF THIS NOTICE WITH 
ANY FUTURE CORRESPONDENCE REGARDING THE REJECTION. 

REMEDY ID 545003-R2 REGIONAL APPEAL 
DATE RECENED : JULY 17, 2009 
SUBJECT I TRANSFER FOR RELEASE DESTINA TlON 
SUBJECT 2 
INCIDENT RPT NO: 
REJECT REASON 1: SEE REMARKS. 

REMARKS YOUR WERE INSTRUCTED TO COMPLETE THE 
ADMINISTRATIVE REMEDY PROCESS OR PROVIDE A COPY OF 
THE WARDEN'S RESPONSE TO YOUR BP-9. YOU DID NOT 
PROVIDE EVIDENCE OF EITHER ONE, THEREFORE YOUR 
RESUBMISSION IS REJECTED. YOU MAY APPEAL FURTHER TO 
THE OFFICE OF GENERAL COUNSEL VIA A BP-11. 

~ ll. lfl3 
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The inmate will be informed of the -decision and reason in writing 
within forty { 40) cale,:idar days. The Coordinator will return the 
response to the inmate. Extensions of the forty (40) day period are 
authorized, if necessary, and the Inmate will be notified in writing of 
any such extension. The staff member investigation the complaint 
must request the extension in writing to the Coordinator, and provide 
a valid reason for the request, QdQ[ to the forty (40) day deadline. 
Response from the Warden on the Step 2 form represents exhaustion 
of the ARP regarding RCI matters. 

K Extensions 
Where the irvnate demonstrates a valid reason for delay, an extension in 
filing may be allowed. In general, valid reason for delay means a situation 
which prevented the inmate from submitting the request within the 
established time frame. Valid reasons for delay include the following: 

• An extended period in-transit during which the inmate was separated 
from documents needed to prepare the Request for Appeal. 

• An extended period of time during which the inmate was physically 
incapable of preparing a Request for Appeal. 

• An unusually long period taken for infonnal resolution attempts 
verified by staff. 

L. Appeal Procedures to the BOP: 
Grievances from inmates housed at RCI or events which occurred while at 
RCI may be appealed to the BOP only if they are in under one (1) of the 
following categories: 

• OHO Sanctions, 
• ~ Designation, 
• 'Transfer issues, 
• f SSlles diredly involving BOP staff, or which arose at a BOP facility. 

All other requests will be returned to the inmate with an explanation. 

M. Sentence Computations 
ALL administrative remedies concerning sentence computation and 
sentence issues should be sent directly to: 

Designation & Sentence Computation Center 
Attn: Alpha Team 
U.S. Armed Forces Reserve Complex 
346 Marine Forces Drive 
Grand Prairie, TX 75051 

Page8of 8 



PIVBA 
PAGE 001 . ' 
REG NO: 29087-004 NA!v!E: BROv-JN, DALE 
RSP OF: RIV-RIVERS CI 

FBI NO .. : 15576NA3 
INS NO .. : 35964036 
SSN ..... : 140705095 
DNA ..... : NEED 

CI~IZENSHIP .... : JAMAICA 
BIRTH PLACE .... : JAMAICA 
LEGAL RESIDENCE: 3236 NW 4TH ST 

DOB (P..GE): 01-31-1965 (44) 
RACE .... : BLACK 
SEX ..... : r,tlALS 
ETHNIC .. : OTHER THAN HISP 
HEIGHT .. : 6 01 
WEIGHT .. : 175 
HAIR .... : BLACK 
EYES .... : BROWN 
CMC ..... : NO 
MILEAGE.: 730 MILES 

LAUDERDALE LAKE, FLORIDA 33309 

G0005 TRANSACTION SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETED - CONTINUE PROCESSING IF DESIRED 

r 

f )(H \P}IT- B.3 
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DH5 lt'l: 

.,. .......... 
·- - \ 

U.S. Department ofHumcland s~curity Immigration Detainer - Notice of Action 

Subiect ID : ,11010626 

Evant ~c: ALW08D3000l47 

FileNo.A09o :res S4, 

Dur.c:september 2,, 2008 

TO: (Name and title of institution) 
MOSHANNOK VALLEY CORRBCTIONAL 
310 LOCl! LOMAND RD 
PEILIPSBtm.G, PA 16866 

From: (Office address) 
ALLJCffl'fOOD, PA, PROCBSSDl'G CENTER 
P,O,BOX 209 
NHITE DEER, PA 17887 

!~ 0& fit: ,<" ~m'-J I 
PATBL, ltu,alllha! bnt:iglai AXA: iJA,PP. - i.lo/ p}t 

Name of alien: PA,TEL. uru ✓. {CONT'.IffllllD ON I-{1311 DUL St.t., 7,,,,,-0av 
, •. uascrtr..,.m:oas Wlllll:RS coNTnroBO oN 1-eJ1l 

Date of birth: 03/08 /Hfi!J Nationality: UETBJ:I UNGDOIII Sex:!ll -----
Y 011 sre advised that the action noted below bas been taken by the U.S. Department of Hom.eland Security 
concening the above-narned inmate of your institution: 

lI! Invcstigation has been initiated to determine whether this person is subject to removal from th.e Vnlted States. 

DA Notice to Appear or other charging document initiating removal proceedings, a copy of which is attached, was served on 

(Dall:) 

DA warrant ofBrrest :n removal proceedings, a copy of which is attached, was served on ---------
(D«!c) 

0 Deportation or removal from the United States has been ordered, 

It is requested that you: 
Pli:asc: accept frlis notice as a detainer. Th.is is for notification purposes only nnd does not limit your discretion in any de::ision 
affecting the offender's classification, work, 11Ild quarters assignments, or other treamu:nt which he or she would other,,i5e rc:ceive. 

!Kl Federal regulations (8 CFR 287 .7) require that you dctuin the alien for a period not to exceed 48 hcurs (excluding Saturdays, 
Sunday's and Federal holidays) to provide adequllte time for DHS 10 as.sume custody of the: a.lien. You may notify DHS by c,illing 
570- 5 47 -6' 9 0 3 during business hours or _______ after hours in an emergency. 

D Please complete and sign the bottom block of the duplicate of this form and return it to this office. DA self-arldre5scd stamped 
emclope is enclosed fur your convenience. 0 Please return a ~igned copy vin facsimile to __________ _ 

(A=l codt 1114 f.,,,.imilc nwnber) 

Retum fax. to the attention of -~-------------• at 
(Nam~ cf officor handling case) (A= eodc a!lll pr.om; nlfllbet) 

00 Notify this office of the time of release ai least 30 days prior to release or as far in advance as possible. 

!!I Notify thi.s office in fa.e event oftbe inmate's death or transfer to another institution. 

0 Please c.:mcel tlie detainer p 

""""==-.....,'--"'--=',_,..=I~IC...ll=----',c-- SDDO 
<Tille oflmmi!,IBIIOn Officer) 

Dale of lai>! oonvictlon: ______ _ Late5t conviction charge; __________________ _ 

Estimated release date: -----~-----:-----:::-------1r---t--:-:-;-----------------
Signature and title: of off.cial: ________ ~_._'\..._\._,-...✓+----t:::..(..1-.dt-->1"-':t."--1t-·c'--.-'-'r ______________ _ 

Fa~m I-247 (Rev. 08101/1l7) 

CX'tll8IT C. 
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. n E T .A I N E ~ ___________________ _ 

-···-· ----~----·----------- ../_ ___ ----- --- -- ··-- --- -- -·-- . --· . ---

u .,. J::epvtme.nt ol. J U$ti C"O 

lmai,r.tloa .t. Na1unllzallon Sorvlu, 

To:__ _ -:Warden _ __ _ _ __ __ ~ ___ :::~.:-0 -0:-\.':.~. __ ~~---=:.-: .--.- __ _ 
._:~·-.;;:-:-:_:;TFede.ia(C'.otrectioii~l_!nstitu~on~~7: _;j::-:~·?:··7~:.c-:· _: -- -- --_ 
- - ---:;:_:'.;;;,;P.O. Box 5050 --·:;· :: .. -.- _- ·. , - - : :-·,,:f.::\l\.-_-_. ·/ . 
. ... , ::._~:1g!.~~~!~:-~_uisi~~~ · _z_1~ : . -~- ,_ , __ :. __ :·.-.. ~.;· .. ;:_, ___ =·" _. _______ _ 
-- ____:,_,-:;1:;, .. _.....__,;..,.--J,-,..._....,!_~ .. -• -• =.:. .. •'r• ..... ,.,;,. ~• • ,_ ••• _._•~ ~ -~--------t--:+--~0\4,, 1-,,:a. I-• 

-. --~;. ·-:: .. - -·--: -·- - --- ~ -· 
:,;:_:· .... _- - -

IMMIGRATION DETA.INEll-NOTICE OP ACTION 
BY IMMIGRATION .t NATURALIZATION SEll.VICE 

. O.UC.DALB. LOUISIANA 

Date: August 6, 1993 

From: ·-U.S. I1D.G1ip'atioa. Senioe 
. · ····_--e-.-·-p.o;Bo:d095 -_·-:-::.~--~·-··- .. 

-· :- Oa1'dale, Louuiana 71463 
·:·Phone: (318) 335-4070 

-. -~ ·_ .-.~ -: BJtt.: 251, 252, 253 

.. --~"."------------------------------------------------~-- ~-~··_~~-~-;,.:,.· .... 

·, :· NAME.OF INMATE: .· -
• n'."" .. :;.-:-1;_:.-~f.~~i- & • : • : I •" 

-- --INS FILE -.,: 35964036--~-- - -- --------- .. 

• --~-~r_•:•:-.:.1:.~,~~~;: ~- • " : 

.·= ; ·. ·0
~ , DALE -_ BROWN BOP REG • #: 29087004 ------------------~~r_:--.,~_:=..?~:~~~~-::1•~:.~•~.:_-=.~-•--- ~• ,-I"••• .;-~••~.:...•_;~~-:':.-:;~:•-:_.~;_.:_:__~:.'~~-•!!-"'-:r ~.:-••~•-- •• ~~-::--:•-~-~~- ••:.:~•~-•-•-.•~ •.:~ • • -, • 

;~_;.'i~ec£Dl\J::l?.9F BmTI-i: ____ J-~~ary 31, 1965 SEX: Male NATIONALITY: JAMAICA 
-·=···,-"'-----.-""' ··_ ------.--~-.--- -- -- ------------ ----- -·--- -------------------------------
~~. •• '•. •-, "r"" •~ ;-:;~~----" _ •• -•• - • ~ • " 0

1 -. 

~--••I,.-:.-:.:~•~-~::~~-=-~---,-•• " - " • I • r;,_•; 

- _- ~-· - ..::::..-- ~ ;·.~ .- -~ 
-._. :M •~.••.~•- .-••":;'.' •"•' ,.r - •• • 

c·_:: .. ;:;:fYOU ARE °ADVISED THAT THE ACTION NOTED BELOW HAS BEEN TAKEN BY THIS SERVICE 
.~-:__-_,_-:,.~I..~CO-NCERNING-THEABOVE-NAMED iNMATEf--·-·'------'·-~:__ ___ . ___ _:-· ---~ --:-_.:_· --- ------- -
-~-~--?:~· -~f~~ :~ ~-..;.T~~......:.:..-" ~ _..., -T - m -·~H~ - -- • -· ·~· ~ -- - - - -T--·--:- ____ ;_...., ___ : -- - r - : • :. • 

-::. ~-~ -~ ----~ -,ic;:; ~-~ "'i-'~ ,:~-i-:--:-- • -....-_••- ·- ---

·~( ·:-~:::~:~3~7·:t?_:.-? :.- ,-__ -~--~~-x '.' 
,_ . . . 
~- :s., - . "~• ,~- ~ _.L- •- -- --

.:._~.: _- - '; .".,.':'"~~ ~--- - ... 
~~--~!!"::--:• • ;·_ ...... ,~-~·•.; ·~ • - ~ ' 

--~ --·- --~ ..:.~:..''~"!':°-.-:;..=- _i...-~~-..:.:...._ ~ 

Inve:itigation has been ~ti~~ to d1:rte_rmine _ wh~ther thi, 
inmate is subject to deportation !rom tho United States. 

T - -

L --~ T.- ~•--:- ~::-- •- - ••---• •-• -

" - "- .~ •• •t~ ! ;~--~:~1 .. ~-.-.•~!~- . '-:· ~ ·- _:.;._ .. :.:::_~~-;-:~•.·~~~-~-1- . 

. ·.·· l;~;;_~~~:~,~:~~:T ... -:-:_ 

MCK 

LOCATION 

- -. ', .. ·- -;.:· ' . ~- - - ' 

---D E- T -·A I N E R 

FvJ..,1,+]) 

:--:.·7'."·.·.,.:~:-.....,.&'""•- . 

---1/11/13 

-PRD 
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CORt~ELL .corvI~ANIES, INC. 

INMATE REQUEST TO A STAFF MEMBER 
PETICION DEL PRESO PARA PERSONAL DE LA INSTITUCION 

TO/PARA: /f1Jc Mt !kt:- (?'/ K /1'76 ( 
(NAME AND TITLE OF OFFICER/NOMBRE Y TITULO DEL OFFICIAL) 

SUBJECT: STATE, COMPLETELY, BUT BRIEFLY, THE PROBLEM ON WHICH YOU DESIRE ASSISTANCE, 
AND WHAT YOU THINK SHOULD BE DONE. (GIVE DETAILS) 

RAZON: ESCRIBA EL PROBLEMA, BREVEMENTE Y COMO USTED PIENSE QUE PODEMOS 
RESOLVERLO. (ESCRIBA CON DETALLES) 

p 5 I~ tvld c/20 Ii: 11-.J 

(USE OTHER SIDE OF PAGE IF MORE SPACE IS NEEDED.) 
(USE EL OTRO LADO DE LA HOJA SI NECESITA MAS ESPACIO.J 

NAME/NOMBRE: //4-/Vlt:::i. ( Af w No./Numero: ._..,,_, ~:;.._;_ __ ,___ _ ___,_.....:;..:~-'------

J 

CASE //1 ,1 /J J , J, 
MANAGERJGERENTE: yvtt t Ir-- DATE/FEcHA: tu I Io 1 --~----------- I i 

WORK ASSIGNMENT/ASIGNACION DE TRABAJO: UNIT/UNIDAD: ,51~ --------
BED ASSIGNMENT/NUMERO DE CAMA 
NOTE: If you follow instructions in preparing your request, it can be disposed of more promptly and intelligently. You will be 
interviewed, if necessary, in order to satisfactorily handle your request. Your failure to specifically state your problem may 
result in no action being taken. 
NOTA: Si usted sigue las instrucciones e'.1 preparar su peticion, puede estar contestada mas nipida y inteligentementc. Listed 
estara entrevist:ido, si necesario, para contestar su peticion satisfoctoriamente. Su negligencia en declarar su problema 
especificamente puede resultar en que nose tome ninguna accion. 

DISPOSITION: (DO NOT WRITE IN THIS SPACE) 
DATE/FECHA:, ______________ _ 

DISPOSICION: (NO ESCRIBA EN ESTE ESPACIO) y" 

' 
IM-004 A lTACHMENT ,\ 

MYCC PS IM-004 10/2005 Page I of I 
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FSJ.00.08 

9/12/2006 

CURRENT OFFENSE. For classification pi.;rpo ses, t rce· cur· rent 
offense is the most severe doccmenced insta~t offense behavior 
regardless of the conviction offense. 

CUSTODY CLASSIFICATION. The review process to assign a custody 
level based on an inmate's criminal history, instant offense, and 
institutional adjustment. A custody level (i.e•., COMMUNITY, OUT, 
IN, and MAXIMUM) dictates the degree of staff supervision 
required for an individual inmate. 

DESIGNATION. P..n order from the DSCC indicating the initial 
facility of confinement for an inmate. 

DESIGNATION FACILITY {DFCL). Each of the separate missions 
within an institution for designation purposes. Each DFCL is 
shown as a separate line on the Population Report and has its own 
security level and destination (DST) assignment. Designations 
are made to a DFCL code rather than to a facility (FACL) code. 

JUDGMENT. The official court document (e.g., Judgment and 
Commitment Order or Judgment in a Criminal Case) which is signed 
by the Judge. The Judgment cor.tains the offense(s) for which the 
court imposes its sentence, which ordinarily includes a 
financial, confinement and supervision obligation. 

HISTORY. The inmate's entire background of criminal convictions 
(excluding the current offense) and institutional disciplinary 
findings used to assess points related to his/her history of 
violence and/or history of escape. 

IN CUSTODY. The second highest custody level assigned to an 
inmate which requires the second highest level of security and 
staff supervision. An inmate who has IN custody is assigned to 
regular quarters and is eligible for all regular work assignments 
and activities under a normal level of supervision. Inmates with 
IN custody are not eligible for work details or programs outside 
the institution's secure perimeter. 

LEGAL RESIDENCE. The inrr,ate' s local and stclte address as > 
reported by the Uni~ed States Probation Office ~t the time of 
conviction. 

LONG-TERM DETAINEE. A non-U.S. citizen (alien) who has: 

• finished serving a local, state, or federal senterice; 

• completed immigration proceedings that have resulted in 
an order of deportation, exclusion, or other means of 

EXHIBIT F 
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(2) An inmate's transfer to a higher security institution 
could be triggered by an increase in custody needs. for 
example, a Medium security level inmate with IN custody 
becomes eligible for a custody increase. The team agrees to 
increase thi custody to Maximum. Since Medium secuiity 
level facilities are not authorized to house Maximum custody 
inmates, the inmate must be referred for transfer to a High 
security level institution and the MSL changed in accordance 
with the application of an MGTV. 

2. NEARER RELEASE TRANSFERS (Code 313). Nearer release 
transfers move the"inmate closer to their legal reside~ce or 
release destination, consistent with their security level. 
Inmates may be considered for a nearer release transfer only 
after serving 1§ consecutive months of clear conduct in a general 
population. Nearer release transfers shou!a be incorporated •.-.,i th 
~Lesser Security" transfers whenever possible. Once the inmate 
has been transferred within 500 miles of his or her release 
resid~r1ce, no further referrals will be made for nearer release 
transfer consideration. 

Transfer to a facility in an area other than the inmate's legal 
residence or sentencing district may be considered by the 
inmate's Unit Team provided the inmate can provide strong 
evidence of community and/or family support. Institution staff 
should use sound correctional judgment when reviewing such 
requests for transfer to ensure the transfer is consistent with 
guidelines established in this chapter. 

Inmates with an Order for Deportation, an Order of Removal, an ) 
ICE detainer for an unadjudicated offense(s) or an ICE detainer 
for a hearing will not be transferred for nearer release purposes 
since tt'iey will he returning to the community outside, ratht?r =---- ._,;;;. ---==---= - -than inside, the United States upon release. 

3. WITSEC TRANSFERS. All movement of Witness Security cases is 
coordinated exclusively through the Inmate Monitoring Sectio~ of 
the Correctional Programs Branch, Central Office. Witness 
Security cases will not be transferred without authorization from 
that office. Witness Security inmates who require medical or 
mental health treatment at a medical center musL also be approved 
by the Medical Designator. 

If the inmate is classified as a WITSEC case, a copy of the 
medical referral will be sent simultaneously to the Inmate 
Monitoring Section (IMS) and the Medical Designator. The Inmate 
Monitoring Section will coordinate with the OMDT regarding an 
appropriate placement. Placement will be based on available 
medical resources, security needs, bed space availability, and 
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6. TRANSFER CODES. The reason for transfer, as shown by one of 
the codes listed at the end of this chapter is to be visible on 
the original and each copy of the Transfer Ord~r. When there is 
more than one reason for transfer, the most pertinent code is to 
be used. Note that all Unescorted Transfers are Discharge Code -
FURL TRANS for Furlough Transfer. 

7. SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS. 

a. An inmate having a detainer or pending charge may be 
transf r t=o anv instT"tutiifri rZr whi'cfi he or she pro er1y 
class i f-i~s; fiowever, generally when there is a orma y r i ed 
detainer, the inmate is not to be transferred to an institution 
more distant from the detaining authority unless there is 
substantial reason to believe the detainer will be dropped or the 
pending charge will not be prosecuted. 

An inmate who indicates an intention to oppose extradition is 
not to be transferred within the last 30 calendar days prior to 
release to an institution in the state that placed the detainer. 
Such cases, and others in which there are legal or jurisdictional 
problems, are to be referred to the Regional Correctional 
Programs Administrator (See Program Statement entitled Detainers 
and the Interstate Agreement on Detainers). 

b. When there is reason to transfer an inmate to a non-federal 
institution for concurrent service of federal and state 
sentences, the Warden shall refer the case to the Regional 
Director. Refer to the Program Statement, Transfer of a Prisoner 
to State Custody Prior to Release from the Federal Sentence, for 
procedures. 

When an inmate is accepted by a non-federal institution for 
concurrent service of federal and state sentences, a Transfer 
Order will be prepared. 

Transfer to a facility in an area other than the inmate's legal 
residence or sentencing district may be considered by the 
inmate's Unit Team provided the inmate can provide strong 
evidence of community and/or family support. Institution staff 
should use sound correctional judgment when reviewing such 
requests for transfer to ensure the transfer is consistent with 
guidelines established in this chapter. At the time of the Unit 
Team's recommendation for CCC placement, the Case Manager should 
submit release plans to the USPO if other than the sentencing 
district. A relocation acceptance letter should be included in 
the CCC referral packet. 

8. RELATIONSHIPS WITH OTHER AGENCIES. 

RFP #1 - 01205 



§551.81 

§551,81 Manuscript preparation. 

An inmate may prepare a manuscript 
for private use or for publication while 
in custody without staff approval. The 
inmate may use only non-work time to 
prepare a manuscript. 

§551,82 Malling inmate manuscripts. 

An inmate may mail a manuscript as 
general correspondence, in accordance 
with part 540, subpart B of this chapter. 
An inmate may not circulate his manu
script within the institution. 

§551.83 Limitations on an inmate's ac
cumulation of manuscript material. 

The Warden may limit. for house
keeping, fire-prevention, or security 
reasons, the amount of accumulated in
mate manuscript material. 

Subpart I-Non-Discrimination 
Toward Inmates 

1§ 551.90 Policy. 

Bureau staff shall not discriminate 
against inmates on the basis of race. 
religion, national origin, sex, dis
abiUty, or political belief. This in
cludes the making of administrative 
decisions and providing access to work, 
housing and programs. 

[63 FR 55774, Oct. 16. 1998] 

Subpart J-Pretrial Inmates 

SOURCE: 59 FR 60285. Nov. 22. 1994. unless 
otherwise noted. 

§ 551.100 Purpose and scope. 

In addition to convicted inmates, the 
Bureau of Prisons houses persons who 
have not been convicted. Procedures 
and practices required for the care, 
custody, and control of such inmates 
may differ from those established for 
convicted inmates. Pretrial inmates 
will be separated, to the extent prac
ticable, from convicted inmates. Ex
cept as specified by this rule. policies 
and standards applicable to persons 
committed to the custody of the Attor
ney General or the Bureau of Prisons 
apply also to pretrial inmates as de
fined in § 551.101. 

28 CFi Ch. V (7-1-00 Edition) 

§551.101 Definitions. 
(a) Pretrial inmate. For purpose of this 

rule. "pretrial inmate" means a person 
who is legally detained but for whom 
the Bureau of Prisons has not received 
notification of conviction. Thus, "pre
trial inmate" ordinarily includes a per
son awaiting trtal, being tried, or 
awaiting a verdict. 

(1) Civil contempt, deportat>/e aliens, or 
material witnesses. For purpose of this 
rule, an inmate committed for civil 
contempt. or as a deportable alien, or 
as a material witness is considered a 
pretrial inmate. 

(2) j\,fental evaluation or treatment. An 
inmate committed under Title 18 
U.S.C. Sections 4241 (b) and (d), 4242(a), 
or 4243(b) is considered to be a pretrial 
inmate. whereas commitments under 
Sections 4243(e). 4244, 4245 or 4246 are 
treated as convicted inmates. 

(3) Concurrent federal and state sen
tences. For purpose of this rule, an in
mate in a status described In paragraph 
(a) introductory text, (a)(l ), or (a)(2l of 
this section and who is at the same 
time serving a state or federal sentence 
is not consltlered a pretrial Inmate. 

{b) Convicted inmate. For purposes of 
this rule. an individual a court has 
found guilty of an offense punishable 
by Jaw. 

§551.102 Commitment prior to ar
raignment. 

On receipt of a U.S. Marshal remand, 
the Bureau of Prisons shall accept an 
individual who has not been arraigned 
for commitment as a pretrial inmate, 
provided that the Institution has ap
propriate detention facilities available 
for that individual. 

§551.103 Procedure for admission. 
Staff in administrative institutions 

or institutions with administrative 
components housing U.S. Marshals' 
prisoners shall establish procedures for 
admitting a pretrial inmate which in
clude. but are not limited to: 

(a) Verification of commitment pa-
pers; 

(b) Search of the inmate; 
(c) Photographing and fingerprinting: 
(d) Disposition of clothing and per-

sonal possessions: 
(e) Intake screening (including No

tice of Separation); 

558 

!)(HltSIT 

Bureau of Prisons, _ 

(f) Providing in~ 
governing teleph01 
procedures for m: 
calls to an_attorney 

(g) Provisions \fo: 
to include: ··· 

(1) Issue of person 
(2) Issue of clean c 
(3) Opportunity f 

care; 
(h) Orientation; 
(i) Opportunity f 

not to work; 
(j) Assignment 

housing unit. 

§551.104 Housing, 

To the extent prac 
mates will be hous, 
convicted inmates. 

§551.105 Custody. 

(a) Staff ordinar!l 
pretrial inmate ai,; 
custody. ' 

(b) Where circm: 
staff may supervis,? 
according to proceci.t 
tody levels. 

§ 551.106 Institution: 

Unless a pretrial 
waiver of his or her . 
the Warden may nc 
mate to work in any 
than housekeeping 
mate's own cell and 
living area. 

§ 551,107 Pretrial im: 

Staff shall conduct 
a pretrial inmate's st: 

(a) Each pretrial 
scheduled for an init 
unit team within 21 
the inmate's first tl.l'; 
tution, and subseqU.ll.t 
conducted at leas 

(b) The inma 
least 48 hours 
scheduled revie 

(c) A pretrial 
attend these re 
fWles to appear, st 
the record of the mee 
refusal and, if known, 
fusal. 
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( 'l::Hlcs L:. h)ll'eskr .fr .. 
I-' di! i Olll'r 

,. . 

Thum~1s Christensen. d al. 
Dclcnda11ts 

l_!NJTED STATES l)!S l"H ll'I' COUl{T 
H_)I~ 1·11i-. !}!S rHi{ .. i OF C(Jl.l !\JHL\ 

Case N11111ber O<i-1 'J..l.5 ( HHK) 

DECLARATION OF THOi\·lAS CHRISTENSEN 

fn accorJarn.:c with !ht: prnvi~iuns or28 U.S.C. l 74Cl, I, Thonws Christi.::nscn. do hereby 

111akc the l'n1l!mving unsworn d.,;t.:laration, under penally of perjury: 

\. I. Thom:1s Chri~t.:ns..:11. .im presently cmplt>ycd by the United ·stnll!s Lkp,1rtme111 

l11sti luli1.111 i11 \.Vi 111011, t~l)r!h c·:1111li11:1. I h;wc h.:l'n employed by tile Hurcau or Prist"111:~ :;int:c .lt111t:: 

( 11.1\ •,T.°') 1:,; .1 p:-1\ ,11-.· pn.,f.111 ••p(:r:11:.:d hy Cil:U t"irriup. lnc. tn hnuse olT:.mdcr:'i (mm the Uistrict u( 

( ·, 1 l umbi,1 ;11:d cri111i11.tl alien i1u!i,:t1.:~; It i:i my primary responsibility to monitor the GEO Ciruup. 

l1H:. In (:llSlll,: it rcrnains ir11.:nrnplia1icc with.its various conlructunl obligations lo the Bureau of 

f1risuns. 

\'th:.1tion:d pr,,gr,1111'.; wits i1nnak' population. ThvSl) prc-gr:.1111s incluuc but are rmt limited t,_. 

Adull Bnsk l-:ducation, General L:qui,·ak11t Diploma. Life Skills, Keyboarding. Cn111p11kr 

\\ h:-.:lc. i11r 1:1l \\',·J1 Id l'rn~ ·<1n1. hh1-_;1!;01: :;ui't t:;1!1 ,ils,"> :1~:ii:,I 111ni:1k:-; in nhL1i,11nt' 1'11r,d1!:,· 11,r - - -
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'·· 

3. fomates are infotmcd of the vocaliona.1 progr~s ava:lable to themJhrou~ their 
' ' 

Inmate Hat¥1book (Rivers Inmate Handbook, pgs. 22-23). . . 
. ·'.. ~ . ; . . .· _·, -,': ,-~_.::j: . ' : ,'•. 

1·declare under penalty of perjury that the foregojrtg:is true ana co~t~ft~~::bfisf'bfmy 
i ' {:{:-6{ ,( ,' : 

know 1c4ge rd b<lief. .· . ·.·. .. .. . 'I' 

· E~~fu.~~th~i_5.-rdayofNovember2007. . . ·, t_,,j 
'.; i ' -:,~ }'.{f 

~~-::: . -..:1'?1 ,\~-
// ( ,··( ~~--.J.-s·· ,,.( •·. 

/,fr'\,,_..,..••"''~'---... ., ....... ~•• 

Thomas Chris~~a:,\:/,,.':·~ 
Secure Institutio,#'•fyt~~r , 
Rive rs C orrecti oi\al':fits~tttti oh 
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AFFIDAVIT OF ALI ALGHAZALI 

I state that my name is Ali Alghazali, that I am over the age of 18, 

and that I am competent to testify to the ma.tters declared herein. 

l. I state that I am currently incarcerated at the Rivers Correctional 
Institution, P.O. Box 630, Winton, NC 27986. Rivers Correctional Institute is 
a privately operated prison operated by Geo Group, Inc. 

2. I state that I have no detainers against me. This was verified to me 
by my case manager at the prison, c. Harrell. Attachment One to this affidavit 
is a true and correct copy of the response I received from c. Harrell, Records 
clerk, at Rivers Correctional Institute in which it states in reply to my 
request, "You currently have no detainers." Attachment Ole. 

3. I was born in Yemen. However, I am a Legal Permanent Resident of 
the United States. My Green Card Number is A46132649. I had no detainers 
pending against me at the time I was placed at Rivers Correctional Institute 
to serve my sentence. 

4. Attachment 2 to this affidavit is a true and correct copy of a notice 
I received from Mr. John White, the Inma.te Systems Managers, at Rivers Correctional 
Institute, who wrote to the immigration service (U.S. Immigration and Customs 
Enforcement) asking if they wished to place a detainer. this notice is dated 
March 31, 2009. 

5. On July 16, 2009, Mr. John v.'hite sent me a second copy of a notice 
letter that he wrote to the u.s. Immigration and Cust0ms enforcement Agency 
again asking them if they wished to place a detainer and notifying them in 
bold and all capital letters that this is "SECCH> AND FINAL RECUEST". Attachment 
3 to this affidavit is a true and correct coy of this letter I received from 
Mr. John White. 

6. Despite these repeated attempts by priosn officials at Rivers Correctional 
Institute to have a detainer lodged against me, there is no detainer against me. 
Attachment Ole. 

7. I was told by my case manager when I asked about receiving a halfway 
house placement that I was at this prison because I was not a U.S. citizen and 
that I would not receive any halfway house placement. I have repeateedly protested 
this informing my case manager that I have no detainers and that I should be 
considered for halfway house. At the present time, I am still continuing to 
seek placement for a halfway house. 

I state that the declarations mace in this affidavit are true and correct 
to the best of my knowledge and beliefs under the penalty of perjury as provided 
in title 28, u.s.c. § 1746. 

DATED: l-J,tf -o ':? =-=rdnff ~ZA ~ 
Ali Alg 7zal i 
BOP Reg. No. 34367-183 
P.O. Box 630 
Winton, NC 2792-6 

Affidavit Page 1 of 2 with (3) Attachments 

_.., h,~.f I< 
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AFFIDAVIT OF ALI ALBHAZALI 
(Page 2 of 2) 

Wl'ARY PIJBLIC 

The above inmate, Ali Alghazali, personally appeared before me, the 

undersigned Notary Public, in and of the State of North cannlina, and after 

presenting properproof of idnetification, personally swore to the contents 

and declarations made on Page 1 of this (2) page affidavit along with the 

(3) attachments. 

SO SWORN AND SUBSCRIBED BEFORE ME, THE UNDERSIGNED NOTARY PUBLIC, 

ON THIS THE JL{fli DAY OF JULY, 2009. 
\,,111111,,, 

,,,,, C- Will'',,,,, 
''-<t>- -----·-- ILi ❖ 

' -,~ ··' •r. -7A~,:, 
:::- ' .-· ·-. -'?. _,, 

2' ~ .. - t-iOTAFly \(J) ~ 
~ : ~ ~ 

.=-,,: -·- 1o= 
=>: ·--:;:. (f) ·-. _: .._ ::: 
...-r,,- ,¢ C, • -
";;.ye-:-··._ UBL\ _ .• -~•~ 

,,, 0 ·-. ..· .,:,,,._ ,:-,,,_., '1':. ········· ~ ......... "",,,'1/VK co,,,,' 
/.1''111111\\\\ 'f/t, ~41t.{ 

SEAL ~d-~ ARPUBLIC 

My Commission Expires: 

Affidavit Page 2 of 2 with (3) Attachments 

I( 
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BP-3148. 055 INMATE REQUEST TO STAFF CDFBM 
S~P 98 
ti.s, DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE FEDERAL BUREAU or PRISONS 

fJ • -

Title of Staff Member) 
' 

DATE: 

F"ROM: .. 
I 

W6RK ASSIGNME:NT: UNIT: C-5 
SUBJECT: (Briefly state your question or concern and the solution you are requesting. 
Continue on back, if necessary. Your failure to be specific may result in no action being 
taken. If necessary, you will be interviewed in order to successfully respond to your 
request.) 

..-r· It . ~ /I 11 

. . l Wdtu ti k- e tv f, 'nd oq;e _,, 1f1 _1 .. brave add a/we;,- • 

;t ~/0-td/ tt:t %E'? ::; !/:~~~;:;.:= fi,Y /2(g 

{Do not write below th1s line) 

DISrOSITION: 

'-{ou 

-~ ~VJ) ~ ~" 

~ ~ a_,~ CLCt". 

Signature Staff Member 

Record Copy - file; Copy - Inmate 
{This form may be replicated v1a WPI 

I Da~e 

I -k¼ l(p, :lo09 
·:' :-. .!. s f o t :-r. r '2 p l a ,: e s B P - l J 8 _ \] : ;) d a t s c~ 0 ,: t l1 fJ 

~~d 2?-31~8.070 APS a~ 
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r'iti/~s•". ,JS8 OET;..INE:l ACTION LETTER v a 01:rea,r r JU$TICE 

c:)'E'RH 

goi:RAL 0Wt8 OF PRISONS 

To . In:::,titution: l Rivers Correctional Institution 
145 ~arker's Fishe1::'4 - Road 

U.S. Imm.igration and Customs Enforcement Winton, North·Carolina 27986 
ATTN: Dean Caputo, Deportation Officer Supervisor 
Ericka Duran, Deportation Officer 
140 Centrewest Ct., St., 100 Date March 31, 2009 
Cary, NC 27513 

Case/Dktil Inmate's Name Fed Reg No. DOB/SEX/RACE 

W t1,1;1,,'{41 ALGHAZALI, ALI 34367-183 03-04-1983 M/W 

Aliases: Othe.r:. No .. FBI _715728WC2 

The below checked paragraph relates to the above named inmate: 

f 

• 

• 

• 

A detainer has been filed against this subject in your favor charging: Release is ; however, 
will notify you no later than 60 day prior to actual release. To check on-an inmate's location, you 
may call our National Locator Center at: 202-307-3126 or check our BOP Inmate locator Website at 
www.bop.gov 

Enclosed is your detainer warrant. Your detainer against the above named has been removed in compliance 
with your request. 

Your detainer has been removed on the basis of the 
concur with this action. 

Notify this office immediately if you do not 

• Your letter dated___,,......~-----...---,,---,...,.,,.,,..,, requests notification prior to the release of the above named 
prisoner. Our records have been noted. Tentative release date at this time is . 

• I am returning your ---------:::c-:c--=c:c==---- on the above named inmate who was committed to this 
institution on----------~ to serve for the offense of _____ _ 

• Ir you wish your filed as a detainer, please return it 
to us with a cover letter stating~y~o=u~r-:a~e~s~i~r~e,,-~t~o..,,h~a~v~e:-i~t::-=p~l..,..aced as a hold or indicate you have no 
further interest in the subject. 

• Other: 

• CC: 

() 

s~ 

~hn White, 
Inmate Systems Manager 

Original - Addressee, Copy - Judgment & Co1111nitment File; Copy - Inmate; Copy - Central File (Section l); Copy - Correctional 
Services Department 
(This form may be replicated via WP) (Replaces BP-394(58) dtd FEB 1994 

.'\ 

l 
' ~----
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BP-S~.,!4, 058 OETAINER ACTION I.ETTER 
Mj ?d--rwm:a -- r-----

CDl,RM 

~ I~ar<tliion an4, Custc~s. Enf&.rcem8s'it 
~ - ~- ~ua:n ap:U~'Ct06r~ ~'ro:,.=on'Ca :;.ognl. ce;. er. pv:r. ~;~c.a ranL D -~~ 1- ~ -,~u en =~~e~t . , s_e, · 
._a..i::t·, ,1,,\t.,_ ... ,.:,i_..:,i 

' 
Date JuJ.y 16, 2009 

*SECOND AND FINAL REQUEST* 

Case/Dkti Inmate' .s Name Fed Reg No. DOB/SEX/RACE 

A# 46132649 AJ,GH,AZALI, ALI 34367-183 03-04-1983 M/W 

Aliases: Ahmed Esmail Alghazali No. FBI ll 715728WC2 
Ahmed E.M. Al Ghazali 
Ahmed E. Alghazali -

--~, - ---------~---- ----- -- -~ ................. ,.._,,_ .. ct•- -, 

'If.. below checked paragraph relates to the above naaed inmate: 

a A detainer has been filed against this subject in your favor charging: __ Release is scheduled for 
however, will notify you no later than 60 day prior to actual release. To check on an inmate's 

location, you may call our National Locator Center at: 202-307-3126 or chGck our BOP Inmate locator 
Website at www;bop.gov 

o Enclosed is your detainer warrant. Your detainer against the above named has been removed in 
compliance with your request. 

• 

• 

0 

• 

Your detainer has been removed on the basis of the 
concur with this action. 

Notify this office immediately if you do not 

Your letter dated-,--,---.,----,- requests notification prior to the release of the above named 
prisoner. Our records have been noted. Tentative release date at this time is 

I am returning your 
this institution on 

_________________ on the above named inmate who was committed to 
to serve for the offense of 

. If you wish your filed as a detainer, please 
return it to us with a cover letter stating your desire to have it placed as a hold or indicate you 
have no further interest in the subject. 

Other: 
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AFFIDAVIT OF OSAi.'v! YAJ:N.A 

I state that my name is Osam Yahya, that I am over the age of 18, and that I 

am competent to testify to the matters declared herein. 

1. I state that I am currently incarcerated at the Rivers Correctional 
Institution, P.O. Box 630, Winton, NC 27986. 

2. I state that I have no detainer lodged against me by any federal or 
state agency to the best of my knowledge. Attachment One is a copy of Page 
1 of the Program Review Report provided to me by my unit team at this prison 
which states "N" in the section to list detainers. 

3. I was also told by my case manager, Mr. Alexander, as well as the Inmate 
Systems Manager, John White, that I do not have any imnigration detainers lodged 
against me. 

4. I received the documents attached to this affidavit from officials at 
this prison. Attachment 2 is a document dated April 10, 2009 from John White 
which jpurports to be a Detainer Action Letter authored by John White. This 
document seeks to notify the imnigration agency to investigate my status within 
the United States. 

5. I received Attachment 3 also from prison officials at this prison which 
is also a document titled 11Detainer Action Letter" on a U.S. Department of 
Justice form but authored by John whlte which is dated July 9, 2009. This 
document also asks the immigration officials to investigate my status within 
the United States. 

6. Attachment 4 is a fax sheet I obtained from prison officials which 
shows that Mr. Alexander, the case manager at Rivers Corr. Instit., submitted 
a fax to the immigratino officer advising her that there was a detainer action 
letter and asking if there would be a detainer lodged against me. 

7. To the best of my knowledge, the detainer action letters I received 
were created by officials of Geo Group, Inc. at the Rivers Correctional Institute 
which formed the basis for these officials asking the irrmigration officials 
to investigate these detainer action letters for lodging a possible detainer. 

8. Attachment 5 is a copy of a letter I received which is dated June 22, 
2009 and which shows that Hillel Green, the U.S. Probation officer, had 
approved a pre-release plan for my release to the United States. 

9. I am a Legal Permanent Resident of the United States. I was born in 
Yemen. 

Page 1 of 2 
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10. I was told many times by various orric1a1s of Rivers Correctional Institute 
including Case Manager Alexander, Unit Manager Johnson, and ISM White that due to 
my status as an alien, I was not eligible for any halfway house placement. Even 
after I informed these officials I did not have any irrmigration detainers, as 
they themselves had verified to me, they continued to insist that I was not 
eligible for halfway house and attempted·to convince the irrmigration services to 
lodge a detainer by submitting the multiple requests (Attachments 2, 3 & 4). 
It was only after I spoke to the supervisors including the Case Manager Coordinator 
at this prison that I was finally told that I would be submitted for halfway 
house placement. See Attachment 6. 

11. . I am a Legal Permanent Resident of the United States even though I 
am not· a crtizen~ I was born in Yemen. I do not have any detainers lodged 
against me. My crime of convictin is a relatively minor crime involving 
trafficking in cigarettes. Despite these facts, I was placed at Rivers Correctional 
Institute, a private prison. 

I state that the above declarations are true and correct to the best of my 
knowledge and beliefs under the penalty of perjury as provided by 28 U.S.C. 
Sectino 1746. 

DATED: -------- Osarn Yahya #34394-183 
P.O. Box 630 
Winton, NC 27986 

NOI'ARY PUBLIC 

The above named inmate, Osam Yahya, personally appeared before me, the 

undersigned Notary Public in and of the State of North Carolina, and after 

presenting proper proof of identification, personally swore to the contents 

of this affidavit consisting of 2 pages with (6) attachments. 

SO SWORN BEFORE ME, THE UNDERSIGNED NOTARY PUBLIC, ON IBIS 1HE DAY OF JULY, 

2009. 

SEAL NOTARY PUBLIC 

My Corrrnission Expires ____ _ 

Page 2 of 2 
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P..I\/t'.Q 
PAGE 001 

04-14-2009 
11:09:14 

INSTITUTION: RIV RIVERS CI 

NAME ....... : YAEYA, OSAM REG. NO: 34394-183 
RESIDENCE .. : , YM 

TYPE OF REVIEW ...... · /.i'ffr:r%f',i'SS.IfICATiillM'PROGRAM REVIEW 
NEXT REVIEW DATE .... : ~-----·-\ _____ _ 

PROJ. RELEASE Dll,TE .. : 02 - 04-2010 
c'i'\.ROLE HEARING DATE. : NONE ro 

RELEASE METHOD.: GCT REL 
HEARING TYPE ... : NONE 

DATE OF NEXT CUSTODY REVIEW: ~101 
~--·---

DETAINERS (Y/N): N 

CIM STATUS (Y/N.\ .... : N IF YES, RECONCILED (Y/N): 

FENDING CHARGES ..... : /Vo/IL. --------------

OFFS~DER rs SUBJECT TO NOTIFICATION UNDER 18 u.s.c. 4042(8) (Y/N) .... : 

IF YES ·· CTRCLE ONE - DRUG TRAFFICKI,-.G/CURRENT VIOLENCE/PAST VIOLENCE 

CATEGORY 

CMl\ 

CMA 

CMA 

,,:us 

EDI 

ED.:: 

FRI? 

LEV 

MD.'J 

MOS 

QTR 

RLG 

- - - - - - - CURRENT ASSIGNMENT - - - - - - - - EFF DATE 

Il!P PEND 

PROG RPT 

V9t, COA913 

J_N 

ED EXEM 

SSL HAS 

PAHT 

LOW 

NO F/S 

R£,.:; DUTY W 

Z01-201LAD 

NO PREFE!-'_ 

IMMIG FUTURE !HP PART DATE 

NEXT PROG?ESS REPORT DUE DATE 

VS4 CURR OTHE~ ON/AFTER 91394 

IN CUSTODY 

DRUG EDUCATION EXEMPT 

ENGLISH PROFIClENT 

ENROLL GED NON- PROt·V:TABLE 

FINANC RESP-PARTICIPATES 

SECURl'l''l' CLASSIFICATION LOW 

NO FOOD SERVICE WORK 

REGULAR DUTY W/MED RESTRICTION 

HOUSE Z/RANGE 01/BED 20lL AD 

NO PI'EFERENCE 

04-13-2009 

02-04-2010 

,... ,. ....... ..., ,,. ,.. ,-, 
v-.1-J...:J-L...VJ~ 

04-14-200:;, 

01-29-2009 

0 4 - 13 -· ?. 0 0 9 

04-09-2009 

O 4 - O 9 -- 2 CO 9 

04-10-2009 

0 1 - 2 9 -- 2 0 0 9 

04-09-2009 

04-09-2009 

04-09--2009 

04-13-2009 

TIME 

1439 

1441 

: ~ ,,J 7 

1C38 

1411 

1444 

0953 

0953 

1512 

1519 

1225 

1225 

2358 

1437 

WRK A&O PEND ADMISSI0N & ORIENTATION PENDIN 04-09-2009 1356 

WORK PERFORMANCE i<ATING: k]b woFJ. ~YfY\CJ\-t£ ccd-i1,= cd:: 
':tt~,s .::B~rru..~--~-~-----------

INCIDENT REPORTS SINCE LAST PROGRA."1 REVIE:W: .... u--t ........ n-__,,_ _____________ ~--

£1..L 3 
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BP-S~9'4. 05B DETAINER ACTION t.ETTER ,:D,P.H 
HAR 03 

S DE 

- ~~ To Jinstitut'ic-n: . 
Rivers Correctional Institutio~ 

£ 145 P~rker's Fishery Road 
U.S. Iamigrat.l.on and Customs Enforcement Winton, North Carolina 27986 
ATTN: Dean Caputo, Deportation Officer Supervisor 
Ericka Duran, Deportation Officer Date April 10, 2009 140 Centrewest Ct., St., 100 
Cary, NC 27513 

Case/Dkt# Inmate's Name Fed Reg No. DOB/SEX/RACE 

A# 055775494 YAHYA, OSAM 34394-183 09-25-1985 W/M/0 

Aliases: - -Other No. FBI# 866344WC5 
ss# 090-92-0841 
NY DL 972-562-827 

The below checked paragraph relates to the above named inmate: 

0 

• 

0 

0 

. -." ·g,,~epp.rt:~f'.'iPQ$"SiBLE"0 DEPOR'l'J\TION •. ,:-:\ DMEN':; iWiM. :\19w;;.p:Miiaa.e 
·siiosition; ·· fi,aK-~l h- s.,l;ieerf, ·-ae 6~':'.theT)c s };'Ji£ ·' · ""'"t£:'iil 

. . ,_ina_ :c-:_·:;;p.· C-•··,c.~±-t.-l±n ~w_-"'ce __ ··_•.~~--~\fi---.. o.W __ ·;r,,~--h·''y·•· . ,, ___ ... d_::a - £:th ~a: 1 . ···re.1::~r st'atinq~yjfdj,'":fde!f'!iw..;.1;0)1it . .. ~,-
ntex:est. in,:'.'tp,e/ _. ject, ·pleas~· f~a.rd_]ii.il:et~:c;it.hdiea _ . · ·sc:> '. 

A detainer has been filed against this subject ,n your favor charging: . Release is ; however, will 
notify you no later than 60 day prior to actual release. To check on an inmate's location, you may call 
our National Locator Center at: 202-307-3126 or check our BOP Inmate locator Website at i;ww.bop.gov 

Enclosed is your detainer warrant. Your detaineL against the above named has been removed in compliance 
with your request. 

Your detainer has been removed on the basis o~ the 
concur with this action. 

Notify this office immediately if you do not 

o Your letter dated~-~------,-,--=-,-...,..,,.. requests notification prior to the release of the above named 
p:-isoner. our records have been noted. Tentati·•e release date at this time is . 

• I am returning your --------~~..,,..,c==---- en the above named inmate who was committed to this 
institution on to serve for the offense of 

. If you wish your tiled as a detainer, please return it 
to us with a cover letter stating your desire to have it placed as a hold or indicate you have no 
further interest in the subject. 

o Other: 

o .CC: 

S~y~ 

~n White, 
Inmate Systems Manager 

Original - Addressee, Copy - Judgment & Commitment File, Copy - Inmate; Copy - Central File (Section l); Copy - correctional 
Services Department 
(This form may be replicated via WP) (Replaces BP-394(58) dtd FEB 1994 

.,.. 

., 

I 
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1....nEw rw 85 PRISONS 

To 
A.J.. ve.cs '--~.r.::ecJ:,..1.cn.a...1. ..1..1'1SC..:.C.U~.J..t;,;1t). 

u.s. Immigration and Customs Enforcement 
145 Parksr's ~ishery: Read 
Winton, North Carolina 27986 

ATTN: Dean Caputo, Deportation Officer Supervisor 
Ericka 01.lran, Deportation Officer 

Date July 9, 2009 140 Centrewest Ct., St., 100 
Cary, NC 27513 

Case/Dktil Inmate's Narne Fed Reg No. DOB/SEX/RACE 

All 055775494 YAHYA, OSAM 34394-183 09-25-1985 M/W/0 

Aliases: CECCMD AND FINAL REQOESTJ Other No. FBI/I 866344WC5 
SSJJ 090-92-0841 
NY DL 972-562-827 

The below checked paragraph relates to the above named inmate: 

~ 

• A detainer has been filed against this subject in your favor charging; .!.-Release is however, 
will notify you no later than 60 day prior to actual release. To check on an inmate's location, you 
may call our National Locator Center at: 202-307-3126 or check our BOP Inmate locator Website at 
www.bop.gov 

• Enclosed is vour detainer warrant. Your detainer aga1.nst the above named has been removed in compliance 
with your request. 

0 Your detainer has been removed on the basis of the 
concur with this action. 

Notify this office immediately if you do not 

• Your letter dated -~-,,-..,...,..,.,..,,......,,....,....,,...,..--c:---.---,--::,- requests notification prior to th_e re.lease of the above named 
prisoner. Our records have ceen noted. Tentative release date at this time is . 

0 I am.returning your on the above named inmate who was committed to this 
institution on ___ -_-_--:_-_-_-_-_-~---_-_-_-_-_-_-t-o_s_e_r_v_e___ for the offense of 

. 1.r you wisn your tilea as a detainer, please return it 
to us w1tn a cover letter statina_y_o_u_r_a~e~s~1-r0~_---=t-o.....,,h~,a~v~e,--i~t---=p~l~aced as a hold or indicate you have no 
further interest in the subject. · 

D Other: 

s1:t;;~~ 
~hn White, 

Inmate Systems Manager 

Original - Addressee, Copy - Judgment & Commitment :1le; Copy - Inmate; 
Services Department -

Copy - Central File (Section 1) _; Copy - Correctional 

(Replaces BP-394(58) dtd FEB 1994 (This form may be replicated via WPi 

• 
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e-s146 70 INMATE REQUEST TO STAFF COFi'M 

Oct. 1986 

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

{Name a~d TLtle of Staff Ment>erl 

\Vorn.: ,\SSIGNI\IENT: _&'tc~ -- UNIT: 8 2 
SllB.JFCT ,·• .. 11 ··· .. , ,,,,.,.,,.11,,,_, .. ,:,,,. 

PS 5511.07 
8/14/98 

Attachment A 

Federal Bureau of Prisons· 

1. 1•:•_.t.l •. _ ,11,-J,- !.asult 10 no dction ~ing taken It necessar·/. v<)tJ ••-'ll! 1·""': tnt:Pr·•1 1~\,·e•i 

.... -------- --------------

-·--· -- --·------------------------

--~~---------------------------

DTSPOSTTJON cJ 
5-e c 0,., -rr (l...G,lvv 
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07/06/2009 16: lT6 FAX ~5"235'8'5'5'1 -m-;·r~I" -

TRANSMISSION OK 

Tl/RX NO 
DESTINATION TEL# 
DESTINATION ID 
ST. TIME 
TIME USE 
PAGES SENT 
RESULT 

********************* 
:i:s* TX REPORT U* 

··••t••···········••* 

3737 
919196788814 

07/06 16:05 
00'36 

2 
OK 

GEO 
FAX TRANSMITTAL 

Date: July 6, 2009 

The GEO Group, Inc. 
Rivers Correctional Institution 
145 Parker's Fishery Road 
P.O. Box 840 
Winton, NC 27986 

From: ~exander, 
Case Manager, Unit B (B-3 Caseload) 

To: Ericka Duran, Deportation Officer 

Phone: NIA 

Fax: (919) 678-8814 

Phone: (252) 358-5200 ext. #3208 

Fax: (252) 358-5511 

# of Pages (Including cover page):_2 _ 

Re: Yahya, Osam #34394-183/PRD 34394-183 via GCT Release 
***********************•*****************••···········••**••·············· 

Comments: The above inmate has a detainer action letter for possible deportation to Yemen. 
His PSI states that he is a permanent resident of the United States. Please advise 
if there will be a detainer lodged against this inmate. Thanks. 

f.~.L 7 
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UNITED STATES PROBATION 
Eastern Dletrlc:t of New Yori< 

EIieen Kelly 
Chi•f U.S. Probation Offli;er 

Andrew S. Bobbe 
s,. O•piLaty C:hl•f U.S. Probation 

Officer 

Mlc:hael ,J. Glatthaar 
Deborah A. Donovan 

Guillermo G. FiguNOa 
Dep,yty C hM-f u .S~ P robatio11 Offlc e.-s 

14: <>!~rr<>pont Street 
Brooklyn, NY 11201-2712 
Tel. No. (347) 534-3400 
Fax No. {347) 534-JSot 

8 ranch Office: 

United States Probation 
Department 

202 Federal Plaza 
P.O. Box 9012 

Central ISII?, NY 11722-9012 
TeL No, 16lt) 712-63011 
fax No. (831) 7121395 

June 22, 2009 ,..___ 

FCI Rivers Correctional Institution 
PO Box 840 
Winton, NC 27986 

Attention: 

RE: 

Case Manager J. 1\!exander 

__ Yah~_,___Qsc1m _ 
Reg# 
SS#: 

34394-183 
090-92-0841 

APPROVAL OF PRE-RELEASE PLAN 

Dear Case Manager Alexander, 

Reference is made to pre-release plan sent to our office requesting that we 
invest!gate the above-named individual's plan to reside in our district. 

On June 19, 2009, a home visit was conducted to the proposed residence of 
release at 144 Decatur Street. Gamil Kaasim, the offender's cousin related that 
he did not reside in the two bedroom apartment but that it was leased under the 
releasee's name and shared with another relative. The rent is $900 per month 
and taken out of the releasee's share of profits of the business he shares with 
Mr. Kaasim. 

Based on the foregoing, we will accept supervision of the case. 
If there are any questions, please contact the undersigned at (347) 534-3459. 

Very truly yours, 

Eileen Kelly 
Chief U.S. Probation Officer 

bl~ 
Hillel Greene 
U.S. Probation Officer 
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Bt'-3434. 07 3 COMMD""NITY BASED FROG?_Z...M AGRE~.!ZN'!' 
DEC 98 

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTIC~ FEDERAl, BUREAU OF PRISONS 

--~Y~a"-h'-"'y __ a=...,,___O...._s=-::.am='------· Register Number .. 34394-183 hereby authorize employees of the 
Department of Justice and employees of any facility contracting with the Department of Justice to release any or all 
of the contents of information in my inmate central file to educational facilities, soc.i.al agencies, prospective 
employees, etc., for the purpose of assisting i~ all phases of community programming and release planning. I also 
autnor.i.ze the above persons to advise prospective employers that ram currently in the custody of the U.S. Attorney 
General serving sentence or under the supervision of the U.S. Parole Commission or U.S. Probat.l.on Office. This consent 
will remain .i.n effect until my release from superv::.sion or until revoked in writing by me. Revocation of this 
authorization may result in my removal from a commi;nity-based correctional program. 

I understand that while a resident of a community cor~ections center or work release program I will be expected to 
contribute to the cost of my residence through paym~nts to the contractor and I agree to make such payments. I 
understand that failure to make payments may result ia my removal from a comm•Jnity-bas'S!d program 1Not applicaJ:;le for 
MINT referrals). 

r understand that urinalysis or other Bureau of PrisonJ ~uthorized testing to detect unauthorized drug or alcohol use 
may be required as a condition of residence in a coromunity corrections center or work release program, and if required, 
I agree to submit to such testing. I understand that ingestion of peppy seed products may result in positive test 
results for unauthorized drug use and is therefore prohibited. 

I understand that I am expected to assume financial responsibility for my health care while a resident of a community
based correctional program. Should I be unable or unwilling to bear the cost of necessary medical care I understand 
that I may be transferred to a suitable institution or facility, at the Governments option, to receive such care. I 
understand that no medical care may be provided to me at Government expense without prior author.i.~ation of the Bureau 
of Prisons. 

I understand that r may be required to cooperate with a substance abuse assessment and partic.i.pate in any treatm~nt 
recommended as a result of the assessment. 

I understand that I may be required to abide by the conditions cf supervision as imposed by the sentencing court or 
the o.s. Parole Commission, including the payments of fir.es and restitution and to follow the instructions of the 
probation officer as if on supervision. 

I understand that upon arrival at the community correctior.s center I may be .i.nitially placed in the restrictive 
Community Corrections Co~~onent for a period of orientation. In this component, I will be expected to'remain at che 
CCC unless authorized to leave for employment or other authorized program purposes. Additionally, I understand that 
social visits and recreational/leisure activities will b• confined tn the C~C. 

r understand that while a resident of a community corrections center or work release program I will be required to 
abide by the rules and regulaticns promulgated by such program. 

For MINT referrals, I understand that I or the guardian shall assume total financial responsibility for my child's care 
while I am a resident of a CCC. Should I or the guardia:, be unable or unwilling to bear my child's financial cost, 
I will be transferred back to my parent institution immediately. I understand that I understand that no financial 
support will be provided to my child by the Bureau of Prisons. 

PA;.l.T II 

In the event that I am approved for home confinement, I agree to abide by the following conditions related to my legal 
participation in home confinement. 

I understand that my participation in home confinement will be 
the last six months or 10% of my sentence, whichever is less. 
of the Bureau of Prisons and/or the U.S. Attorney General and 
result in disciplinary action and/or prosecution for esc2pe. 

an alternative to placement in a CCC for no more than 
! am aware that I will legally remain in the custody 
that failure to remain at the required locations may 

I agree to report to my assigned probation officer or the contractor's facility immediately upon reaching my release 
destination. 

I understand that if I decline to participate in the recommended home confine~ent program I may face administrative 
reassignment out of the co::ununity c~rrections program. 

I agree that during the home confinement period, I will remain at my place of residence, except for employment, unless 
ram given permission to do otherwise. I also understand that I will be required to pay the costs of the program based 
on my ability to pay. 

I also agree to maintain a telephone at my place of re:oidence without "call fc::warding," a modem, "Caller ID" or 
portable cordless telephones tor this period. I also agree that if my confinement is to be electronically monitored, 
l will wear any electronic monitoring device required, follow procedures specified and not have "call forwarding" on 
my tele hone. 
Inmate's Printed 
Osam, Yahya/ 
Witness' Printed N 

J: Alexander/ 
Record copy - CC 
(This form may be 

- Central File 
Replaces BP-S434.073 dtd NOV 95 
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CONTRACT AWARD 

2. EFfECTIVHl.\,E :i, SCllCJfA'ii&l ~ .. Ml!Vl 

See 51oci( 15c RFP PC1"·0C04 

·',i '.:8 ,.: 
4~1Sf110~'1'NUM&ifl 

NJ 
COOE Nf A t ft. ADMIMS1VE> IN :,, atnw _, .__....:.., _______ .,,. ,,_ 61 co~ NIA 

Feder.ii Bureau of Prisons 

3.20 Fi1~1 Street NW Room 500-6 
Wil.shinglcn, DC .205~ 
Scott P. Stermer, Contracting Officer 
(0MB #1103-0018 EXP 02/28101) 
·; NAAlf {) C OE 

C0'4TR.~COII 
wi:.ckenhut Correc:ticns Corporatfon 
-1:.100 Wacii:.enht.11 Olive 
Palm 80 2cn Garce!'..s, Fl 3~41 o 

Same Block~ 

ORIGl~JAL 

Federal Burea11 01 Prisons 
Mld-Allantlc Region 
Junction Bllsioess Part( 

1

1.:viv Junction Oriv~. Sutte 1CO-N 
Ar.napolis Junction. MO 20701 
R~ional Comptn:iller 

1,aTA,Q>AY!:"~1CE'li'IF10.nc11r.1e. 110. sUSM,r,IWoidsU~-~~TO 
{b)(4) ~rm111.a QrriMa0nEMa0m-HER/Si»dYI 

11 . Y Atll.E Of CCilfrEt<r5 

()<, :SKI O(~ICN F'~I !Xl I :!EC. CESC11PnON 

f>ART I • THE SO!E!lUU! Pl4M' I • l:OhTRACT CI.AUSlf!I 

X A I souc.-r;rncKICGNTT\A.CT l'OAM I :: X r I ! C0HTTV>CT Q.AVC'-fS 

B I ~ES OR SEJ'IVICE!S AHO F'AlCESIC:>STS .4 f'AFfT Ill • US'r OF cccur,1tr~";S. EIQ-t!ll'T'S .-.1'10 OTH~ ATT ... CH. 

;,. C f oe~~~WQR)<. ~r ... ~T -4;; X. I J UST OF.ATTAD!MEJftS 

)( D I PAC.V.I.NG ;.ND MA"1CING 1 P~!V•F~AllCNSAHOIN~ 

X E : INSPECT'ICr>i ,0(0 AcaPT Ai'IC? 4 I M:f'IO!a!:OIT A TJONS, <:EJml'lCA ncrn /,NO O"JHB'I: 
I( STATl:MINTIS OF CFi'EIICFIS ;,: F I oeJV~~S O!I PSll'OfMANCE l : )( 

:V----. 0 I C~!V,.C'r AtIMIN\STIU.TlOf-1 °""-TA ~ j L rMIT~&.. CONCS., AHO N0TlC-e5 10 Ol"FV!OA.S 

.H I Sl't:OAL C: OmM Ci l'!l;QU!lllMl,NTS ~ 
' 11A 

EVAl..1.!ATIQt,I fACTCI_IG FOfl AW#.NJ 
-.: F i:H'SCiW"l'IOr. 

,.~, 
11 

:JO 

14 

Contractor-Owned ;ma COntractor-0~-ated corre~icnal tacillly for c!.n estimated populatlon of 1,200 low security male DiStlict 
of Columbia {D.C.) sentenced felons. 

1 3, TOTAL AMOUNT OF CONTRACT 

14. C0llf1RACTOR"S AGREEMENT. Coniracior ogreu to hJrnleh 
;,,id (,h:,liver t"111 iitm& cir pflrfo,m servlc1111 to tt-.e rx?ent M~t11d In 
tt,;~ </Qci;mont for th11 ,i:on.&ide,ar!en s111t<1d. Thto rlgM.11 ar.d 15. A'HA.~D. The GeYerrurwi~t herativ eccapt:i your 011.,r o,i th• 
obli11MI01\5 of thit ?Ortic$ to this contract sh.Jill ee subjite'I to ,'1d .101icita1lor1 id,mllfi&d iri Item 3 ab011c, .is t-1rllect8d In tN:s awud 
gc;1v~m11i;I 1:y tl'lls document ond any documents att11ch&d or documeN. The r!ghts and obl!g,1tions of th.a p.,rtie:1 to thi: 
;r,r:01por,;"8d Pl' r!lfllror,cc. 1:0111r11ct shall be ,ubJect to a11d gov&rn!ild b'I' t,.i, doc11me,i~ :.nc 
-------------------------; ~my cccumant: • tt'.ach•d ,:( J.ncorpor.atod by roference. 
r:7 .... CCNTfU,C1'Clf'I rs AEo:!UM..!t' TC ~ON n,,s OOCLJMEHT ""'° ll!"f'.!f,~ 
l:::..J fCJLVl. CQl'le2, TO n-<.!: 1:!lWll'iO CF'l'ICE. /a..d, JI~ 

/22/W0O 
, ... , 1\.'f1IZffi FO~ 10CA!. Fl!?RCOUCllett 

\ ... _----~------

ll NA.\tE OF COmllACTI"-G OFfrCE.ll 

Scott P Stermer Ccfll~actln 

3/7/'.WOO 
0P11C,"1AL FOR.7w1 :l:l7 l9·97J 

~oq bv CSA.- t',>/'! '."" Cl'RJ S.J,:/~&-lkl 
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--
DJS'lRICI OF COLUMBIA SF.NTENCED FELON- Phase J/. ST.A1£MENT OF WORK 
Request for Propctal PCC-(}()().,I 
'!'he system shall prevent inmates frcm calling any telephone 
nwnber not included on the inmate's official telephon•.liet. 
Thia list shall be generated within five working days of the 
inmate's arrival and contain up to 30 telephone numbers that the 
inmate is authorized to call via dt:tbit or collect procedures, 
except as otherwiee authorized by the Warden for good cause. 

The contrac~or shall ensure and document that any individual 
placed o.o an inmate's telephone list reeeives notice that they 
have been placed on euoh list. The notice shall advise the 
individual of the prooedu:res for removal from th& inmate's 
telephone list. The eoc.tractor sh.all ensure that the t.~lephon.e 
numbers o~ an inmate's ari1t1e victim or victiflU!l ara not included 
on the inmate's official telephone list. The contractor shall 
a11ow each inmate the opport.tmity to update their telephone list 
up to three times per month, e.x~~pt: as otherwia@ authorized. by 
the Warden for good cause. 

If authorized to do so under applicable law .. the oon-crac:tor shall 
m.onitor and record inmate telephone conversations. If inmate 
telephone conversations can be monitored under applicable law. 
the contractor 8hall ~rovid@ notice to inmates of the potential 
for monitoring. However, the contractor abal1 also provide . 
proceduTe& for irunaeea to be able to place unmonitored telephone 
calls to their attorneys of record. 

Telephone rates shall not exceed· the dominant ~arrier tariff rate' 
and sbal1 conform to all applicable Federal, state and local 
telephone regulations. 

Any income received by the eon~ractcr fxom collect calls which is 
in excess of expenses incurred, to include refunds/rebates from 
can:-~ers, shall offset the cost of thia contract. The contractor 
shall prcvide the co with c0piea a£ any contracts between the 
contractor and the inmate: telephone system provider ts). The 
contractor shall provide the CO with all documentation in support 
of any agreement that the contractor has_ r"'9".8:~i_ng income''". 
refunds, -~·ates and otner···monetary or rionmone~ary reiuu,,u~Sement:a 
involving t.he inmate telephone £1ystem. The contractor shall iiLlso 
provide the co with eopies of all :invoices ·and other 
docuirentation cf expenses incur~d «nd income received in regarde 
to the inmate telephone system ~ith its monthly request for 
contract payment and apply the credit against the monthly 
paytnent. The CO ahall also h~ve total access to all telephone 
operation records. 
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COR.l'[ELL COMPANIES. INC. 

INMATE REQUEST TO A STAFF MEMBER 
PETICJON DE INTERNOS PARA UN MIEMBRO INSTITUCIONAL 

SUBJECT: 

RAZON: 

STATE, COMPLETELY, BUT BRIEFLY, THE fROBLEM ON WHICH YOU DESIRE ASSISTANCE, 
AND WHAT YOU THINK SHOULD BE DONE. (GJVE DETAILS) 
ESTJPULE COMPLETO PERO BREVEMENTE EL PROBLEM A CON EL CUA L DES EA 
ASSISTANCIA Y LO .QUE DEBE SER l·IECHO, (DAR DETALLES) 

µ,v,-.x. ff...f!. A L,.,ay V=( f& 
~'3?£0- :J.... b.4ur. R ·-J:-h,.d:~ A .~ A-

(tiSE OT ER SID OF PAGE IF MORE SPAC IS NEEDED.) 

~~, ~-)~ 

,S....t/2 D'--0 k, ':::(,+c,,1, 

pl~ -/4 P"7 
rl NVtS; hLe#" 

(USE EL ATRO LADO DE LA HOJA IS MAS ESPACIO ES NECESITADO.J 

NAME/NOMBRE:. _ _,_,A~~~c;(...<,,/Y)C~_,../ __ J...&~~-""'r-/ _____ No./Numero: _..::,,:(t_'t___:....o/_,_r -~---

CASE MANAGER:_--"-/J---'-1?_. --L-.fa_· •-L-G.._l</\ _____ DATE.: ___ /_· O-+-i'l.:=....;;1/fl./~.j;J'---
1 r 

WORK ASSIGNMENT/ASIGNACION DE TRABAJO: __ f11/_'.Y ____ UNIT/UNIDAD: (}~ 

NOTE: If you follow instructions in preparing your request, it ca11 bl! disposed of more promptly and intelligently, You will be 
in tc1·vicwed, if n cc~ss:iry, in 11rdcr to s:1tisfaclorily hrrn d le your request. Your foilure to SJJecifically state your problem nmy 
result in 110 action being tnlleu. 
NOTA: Si usted siguc Ins instrueciones en prcparnr su peticio11, puede ser dis1mesta mas rapida y inteligentcmentc. Usted sera 
enti-cvist11do si es necesnrio para 11otler ma11ej:1r su peticion satisfnctoriamente. Su ncgligencin cu declarar su problcma 
espccHicamenk pucdc rcsultnr en <JUC no se tome nlguna ncdou. 

DISPOSITION: (DO NOT WRITE IN THIS SPACE) 
DATE/FECHA: /C,t-,:-lt:7,..... t?~ 

It appears your inquiry pertains to religious services and religious dietary laws. To save you the time in requesting a 
contract in which you would have to make a Freedom of Information Act request in order to obt:iin those documents, I 
would suggest you familiarize with the American Correctional Association Standards. This contract does not require the 
contractor to mirror the privileges that you may have has at your previous BOP facility. \.Vb.He there are specific BOP 
policies the contractor is mandated to follow, it does differ the contractor to follow ACA standards in relation to such 
issues as 'Religious Programs' and 'Food Service'. This contract requires Cornell Companies to obtain ACA 
Accreditation. and this has already been achieved at this facilitv. 

11vl-lffl~ ,,rT ,\Cl IMl:i\·1 ,\ 

~,c5'~~ 
Officer/Official 

P~!!e 3 of 3 
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Rivers Correctional Institution 
.,..~··· 

The GEO Group, Inc. 

Inmate Handbook 

Revised 05/16/08 
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There are several Intramural Leagues available. League Play is organized by the RecreationaJ 
Specialist. These activities are made available to identified persor;s cf interest. All h,mates are 
encouraged to participate in these structured activities. For those inmates not interested in league 
play, there is unstructured leisure time activities scheduled. All of the activities generated 
through the Recreation Department will be posted on bulletin board. 

RELIGIOUS SERVICES 

Religious Services are designed to meet the religious needs of each inmate. Services, are 
provided by the Chaplain and volunteers. If you do not find your faith group represented, feel 
free to contact the Chaplain. 

The Religious Services office provides scriptures, books, pamphlets, and other similar literature. 
The Chaplains can assist you in making proper arrangements to have religious items sent from a 
publishing or religious supply company. The library complements the books and periodicals 
which are available to all inmates. The primary function of the Religious Services staff and 
volunteers is pastoral care. Pastoral care may be for some difficult problems with which you may 
be struggling or simply getting an answer for some question about the unique nature of being in 
a correctional setting. The Chaplain and volunteers are more than willing to discuss your 
personal, family, or spiritual development problems. You are welcome to speak with the 
Chaplain to locate the most appropriate person with whom you can discuss your particular 
concerns. 

You are not authorized to receive religious crosses and medallions from home. See the Chaplain 
concerning religious jewelry. 

Inmates with specific religious dietary requirements should discuss their needs with the 
Chaplain. 

Only authorized inmate groups may participate in group prayer or prayers outside the chapel and 
I or individual cells. Authorization for this must be received thru the Chaplain and Chief of 
Security. Tndividual prayer is allowed in the individuals cell and in the institution chapel. 

Marriaees 
If you wish to be married while incarcerated, the Warden is the approving authority. You are 
responsible for any expenses. If an inmate requests permission to be married, the following 
criteria must be met: 

• Inmate Request Form to your Unit Team indicating your desire to marry at RCI. 
• Have a letter from the intended spouse which verifies her intention to marry him. 
• Demonstrate legal eligibility to marry. 
• Be mentally competent 
The Chaplain and Psychologist are available to discuss this matter with you. 

31 
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• 
' Stephenson) . r,1..ay 6 I 2009 MF.JOR, RIVERS C.I. (i"lr. 

-
FROM: RBOI STER !'10 . : 

Kamal K. Patel 56496-080 

WORK ASS IONMJWT: B~ii6 F-S 

SUBJECT: {Briefly state your quee::ion or concern and the solution you are requesting. 
Continue on back, if nece•.ur-y. Your- failure to be apecific may n111.1lt in no action being 
taken. If necessary. you wi 11 be interviewed in order to 1ucce11afully respond to your 
request.) 

Olo:Ertly, this EXis:11 1-Bs a :t8:J]latiro. v.h:i.d1 E,Zdtibi.ts Muilim irrretes fron p:ay:inJ .in acy an:a of 

!Do net ~rite below thie line) 

DISPOSITION· 

Copy File; Copy • Inmate 
rm may be replicated via WPJ 

Date {),')/Sl) 1 

Thie form replaces BP-146.070 dated Oct 66 
and BP-S148.O70 APR 94 
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B2-Sl4 S. G55 INMATE REQUEST TO ST.1<.FF CDrRM 
SEP 9~ . 

U.S. DEP]t.R~ OF JUSTICE FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS 

TO: (Name and Title of Staff Member:) DATE: 
CHAPLAIN BLEVINS MAY 6, 2009 

fROM: RE~IEf ]g~ _Nc?S C KAMAL K. PATEL 

WORK ASSIGNMENT: UNIT: 
F/S B2-116-L 

SUBJECT: (Briefly state your question or concern and the solution you are requesting. 
Continue on back, if necessary. Your failure to be specific may result in no action being 
taken. If necessary, you will be interviewed in order to successfully respond to your 
request.) 

Chaplain, this prison has regulations which prohibit Muslim inmates fran praying 

in any area other than the individual cells or the chapel. Since the cha:pel is 

only open for Muslim prayers two evenings a week, this forces ire to the cell prayer 

location only. Please reconsider this EX)licy so that as a Muslim, I can pray 

in other areas such as the yard, library, and other locations within the prison. 

Thank you. 

Also, can you provide me a memo authorizing me to rrake prayers in these other 

non-cell am non-chaI;el locations. 

(Do not write telow this line} 

DISPOSITION: 
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Religious Beliefs and Practices TRN 
3 / ~: ·7 / 2 0 0 : 

Islam, Page 1 

OIRntnr 

OUTLINE FOR RELIGIOUS FAITH GROUPS 
ISLAM (SECTION A) 

The Shahada: La Ilaha Illa Allah; 
Muhammadur-Rasulullah. 

"There is no God but Allah; Muhammad is the 
messenger of Allah." 

Another translation of this phrase is, "None has 
the right to be worshiped but Allah, and 
Muhammad is the Messenger of Allah." This 
phrase expresses the very kernel of the Islamic 
faith: the monotheism of the religion and 

Muhammad as the culmination of a long line of prophets. The 
final revelation from Allah came to the prophet Muhammad. This 
prayer is recited five times daily by 1.3 billion Muslims 
throughout the world. 

1. RELIGIOUS PRACTICES 

A. REQUIRED DAILY OBSERVANCES 

It is incumbent upon Muslims to perforn prayers five times daily: 

1. Morning prayer (al-Fajr); 
2. Noon Prayer (al-Zohr); 
3. Afternoon Prayer (al-Asr); 
4. Sunset Prayer (al-Maghrib); and, 
5. After-sunset Prayer (al-Ashaa). 

The time of the morning prayer begins when the dawn is bright and 
lasts until the sun brightens. The time of the noon prayer 
begins one minute after noon and ends when a shadow of an object 
is the exact length of the object. Afternoon prayer begins at 
that point, and concludes at sunset. The sunset prayer is 
directly after sunset until the colors in the horizon disappears, 
and the after-sunset prayer is from the time of the disappearance 
of color in the horizon until the beginning of morning prayer. 
While it is preferable to pray at the outset of each prayer time, 
the obligation to pray may be satisfied anytime during the 
prescribed times. 

Exact prayer times for each locality are available from a variety 
of sources. An Imam or volunteer Muslim will be able to provide 
a schedule which states the beginning time of each prayer for a 

JA-774 e-,~.,,.,. 4} i', 
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Re~igious Beliefs a1;d P.::;2.ctices TRM T5360.Ql 
.3127/:2002 

·I s·laffi, - P2iq-e 2 

specific geographical location. Web sites are also available 
which will print up accurate times to make the required prayers 
(for example, type "Salat" or "Muslim Prayers" in a search 
engine) . 

Ritual washing is required as well as a clean place where the 
prayer can be made. The purification must be total (ghosl) after 
coitus, semen emission and after cessation of menses. The 
ablution (wudu} is prescribed before all prayer. This includes: 
washing the hands three times; rinsing the mouth three times; 
cleaning the nostrils by sniffing water three times; washing the 
face from forehead to chin, and ear to ear, three times; washing 
the forearms to the elbow, three times; passing a wet hand over 
the whole head; and washing the feet up to the ankles three 
times. Ablutions may be performed in a designated place in the 
chapel, or in the housing unit. The place of ablution should be 
included in the Institution Supplement. 

For the prayer itself, Muslims face Mecca on a clean surface 
(i. e., prayer rug, towel, mat, carpet, blanket or any other 
material that is kept clean and used only for this purpose), 
prostrate themselves before Allah in prayer as prescribed by 
religious law. These prayers can be made individually. In BOP 
institutions, these prayers are made during breaks at work, or in 
between classes at school. If an inmate is in the Special 
Housing Unit and a prayer rug is not permitted, an extra towel 
will suffice. Once the prayer has started, the inmate should be 
able to finish without interruption. 

During certain times of the year, the evening prayer comes in 
around the institution's 4:00 PM stand-up count. It is suggested 
that the participants not begin their prayer after the unit count 
has been cleared, but rather wait until the institution count has 
been cleared in case of a recount in the unit. Remember, nothing 
interferes with an institution count. 

Daily Prayers : I 
1. Inmates should have opportunity to pray five times daily. 
2. Other than Jumu'ah, it is recommended that prayers be made 

individually or in very small groups (2 or 3 inmates) 
throughout the day. 

3. Prayers can be made at work detail sites, school or units 
during break times. 

4. This requires a clean area, prayer rug or clean towel to 
cover the floor. 

The prayer involves four basic positions. The first position is 
standing erect, with hands beside the head, palms facing forward, 
and the individual says silently, or in a low voice, "Allahu 

F >JJ . ..j ~ ~ JA-775 
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Akbar" (Allah is the most great). Then the opening surah of the 
Qur'an is recited. The second position is with back straight, 
the person bows forward from the hips and rests hands on knees, 
symbolizing Allah's power over the Muslim. Another phrase is 
recited. The third position is standing up again with arms at 
the side, repeats a phrase. Then the phrase "Allahu Akbar'' is 
repeated and the person glides to his knees and touches his head 
to the floor as the act of surrender to the only One who really 
matters in the universe. Next, the individual gets to a sitting 
positi0n~ places hands on knees and repeats the phrase "Allahu 
Akbar." Upon completion, the individual rises and stands again. 
This whole procedure is known as rak'a. This process is repeated 
with the number of rak'as being dependent on the particular 
prayer made. Daily prayers can usually be completed in 5-10 
minutes. 

B. REQUIRED WEEKLY OBSERVANCE 

Public congregate prayer, called Jumu'ah, is conducted by an Imam 
or his designee every Friday. This prayer service takes the 
place of the noon prayer and is said in congregation including a 
sermon (Khutbah) which can be on any aspect of the life of the 
Muslim community. The actual prayer consists of two rak'as. 
Before this prayer, as before all prayers, Muslims are required 
to perform ritual washing (ablution) as outlined in the Qur'an. 
A minimum of one hour should be set aside for the prayer. When 
participating inmates are placed on the Call-Out sheet for that 
day, be sure to schedule in enough time for the ritual ablution. 
The Muslims line up in rows in order to make the prayers. Only 
Muslims should be allowed in the prayer rows since there is a 
ceremonial prerequisite (a confession of the Shahadah) to 
participating in the prayer. Visitors form a separate line 
behind the Muslims. The two-part sermon can be heard by all 
without infringing on the sanctity of prayer. 

Jumu' ah: I 
1. Set aside a minimum of one hour for prayer. 
2. Allow additional time for inmates to perform ablution 

{wudu) in the chapel or the housing unit before the prayer 
starts. 

C. REQUIRED OCCASIONAL OBSERVANCES 

Accommodations may be made for the prayers during the Night of 
Power which happens on the odd nights during the last third of 
the month of Ramadhan. For a more complete explanation of the 
Night of Power, please refer to the section on Ramadhan. Inmates 
may have a prayer time scheduled later in the evening, but 
overnight prayer in the chapel is usually not accommodated. 
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Rivers Correctional Institution 

Date: May 13, 2009 

To: Patel, Kamal 
Reg #: 56496-080 

This is in response to your Inmate Request to Staff received in the Warden's Office. You stated 
that you were denied a request to make unmonitored legal calls based on disciplinary sanctions 
from a prior institution. You are requesting that this issue be re-visited. 

Your Unit Team will make arrangements for you to make a legal call through the inmate phone 
system for a duration of 48 hours. Inmates are not allowed in staff office areas unmonitored. 
Again, we encourage you to utilize the Inmate Legal Mail System for your legal correspondence. 

OR-

'7 
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

(Name anct Ti.tie of Staff Me,mbec• 
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Federal Bureau of Prisons 
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16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 
24 

COMMISSARY PRICES COMPARISON TABLE 

BOP 
DESCRIPTION OF ITEM BOP PRICE ITEM# 

Phone Call Local (Flat Rate) $0.85 -
Phone Qtll i m.i.tiute~ Di.starre $0.23 -

Photo Tickets $1.00 1 
M Battery $2.10 2 

Sure Deodorant $2.95 3 

Heritage Roll On $1.45 4 

Maqic Smooth Shave $4.05 5 

Toothpaste ( Colqa te W/Bak Eo::a) $2.65 6 

Petroleum Jelly $1.60 7 

Coco Butter Stick $1.65 8 

Tide (Laundry Soap) $5.90 9 

Cereal Bowl With Lid $0.65 10 

Combination Lock $6.00 11 

Maxwell House Coffee $2.65 12 

Honev Bun(l) $0.21/each 13 

Butter Popcorn $0.45 14 

Snicker Candy Bar $0.60 15 
Starlight Mint $0.60 16 

White Rice $0.95 17 
Brown Rice $0.95 18 

Refried Beans $1.65 19 
Macaroni & Cheese $0.60 20 

Flnnr Tortilla <:.1 • ni; 21 
Saltine Crackers(2) $0.44 22 

I l 
GEO 

GEO PRICE Item# 

$1.70 -
$5.00 -

$2.11 9997 

$3.75 1210 

$3.75 144 

$2.12 100 

$4.68 321 

$3.36 522 

$2.58 6770 

$2.19 216 

$7.69 1463 

$0.99 1400 

$7.62 4972 

$3.89 2017 
$0.99/each 3261 

$0.75 6201 

$0.97 4010 

$1.12 4145 

$1.30 6050 

$1.48 6051 

$2.33 6710 

$1.32 2664 

.<'.;l ,LI.LI. F.i::;nn 

$0.64 3111 

PRICE % 
VARIANCE VARIANCE 

so.so 89% 

$4. 77 2,074% 

$1.11 111% 

$1.65 79% 

$0.83 28% 

$0.67 46% 

S0.63 16% 

S0.71 27% 

$0.98 62% 

S0.54 33% 

$1.79 30% 

$0.34 52% 

$1.62 27% 

$1,24 47% 
$0.78 371% 

$0.30 67% 

S0.37 62% 

$0.52 87% 

$0.35 37% 

$0.68 42% 

$0.68 42% 

$0.72 120% 

.::n_ iq 37% 

$0.20 45% 
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COMMISSARY PRICES COMPARISON TABLE 

-
BOP GEO PRICE % 

No DESCRIPTION OF ITEM BOP PRICE I\I'EM # GEO PRICE :Item # VARIANCE VARIANCE 

25 Mackerel Fillets $1.15 23 $1.57 6178 $0.42 37% 

26 Fish Steak W/Chillies $0.95 24 $1.25 6190 $0.30 32% 
1-----' 

27 Chicken Vienna Sausage $1.70 25 $2.11 6647 $0.41 24% 
-

28 Baby Clams $1.85 26 $2.91 6183 $1.06 57% 
·-

29 ~eef Summer Sausage $1.60 27 $2.25 6770 $0.98 62% 
·-

30 Goya Sazon Seasoning $1.45 28 $1.92 6663 $0.47 33% 
_,_ 

31 Peanut Butter(3)/Per Ounce $0.12 29 $0.21 6415 $0.09 75% 
--
32 ·Grape Jelly(4) /Per ounce $0.17 30 $0.29 6412 $0.12 71% 

---
33 Ramen Chicken Soup $0.30 31 $0.54 6000 $0.24 80% 

·~--
34 .T-Shirt (L) (XL) (2X) (3X) $5.60 32 $7.80 4498 $2.20 40% 

---
. 3~ Milk of Magnesis $2.45 33 $3.18 636 $0.73 30% 

. ..3£.. M-v.;m.,m :inn __ ,,,., /m~~1-h ( 5) SfiC). nn i:: 1 c;no _ on S1411.nn ?ffJLli 

--
,_ 

NqfES: 

a) Fmtrrte (1): 1.-IlEY ElN p-:ice in ID? is $1.29 for a µ3Cl<. of 6 / Price in CID is $0.99 0:'lCh. 
b) Fcotrote (2): SAL'I'.Il£ i:rice in a::P is $1. 75 for: a Pox with (4) sleeves / Pcice in CID is $0.&:1 for (1) sleeve. 
c) . Fcotrote (3): H:AN.Jl' EUITER i:rice in BJ? is $2.d) for a1 18 C1l jar / Price in CID is $0.42 fer a 2 CJl Cm:li.rra-1t Size Packet 
d) Fcotrote (4): CRI\PE JEtLY i:rice in B:F is $2.05 fer a 12 CZ lbttle / Price in G:D is $0.29 for a 1 C1l Qn:furrot Size Packet. 
e) ErP rnrrn & rIEM #: Pe.fer to rn-IIBIT S-2 - Comtl.ssary S:lles List for RX: Dutrer in N::rth carolira. 
f)" CID m:rrn & rIEM #: Refet" to EXHIBIT S-3 - Camci.sS:lry S:lles List fer CID Rivers Orrectiaal Instituticn in Wintcn N::rth carol.ire 
g) rnrrn VARIMr::E: This is t:re differen::e .ir1 i:rice ~ the CID and the KP for similar itars oold in thair a::nm:i..ss3rire. 
h) % VARIAN::E: '!his is t:re p:rca11:a:Je differer-re in p:-iCES l:::eb,.een CID ctrl KP fer similar itaIB oold in t:reir o::mn:Lss3ries. 

(For exarple Lim Itan # 31 - FFANJr H..J1'IER is 75% higher .ir1 c:cst at CID over the p:-ice in the B:F). 

IDIE: .• All a::mnissary itars are sq:plied to the GD and KP o:mnissaries bf t:re KEEFE a:M'1IS':AAY GU.JP. 

il Footnote (5): Inmates are permitted a maximum of 300 minutes per rronth. An inmate can face up to 
$1431.00 extra in costs at Geo Group, Inc. 
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•••- FCC BUTNER COMMISSARY SALES LIST -

l?:G P .. lTE M ~Iv rvi scfJ rnl · :E:: '< i.1. 1 P-1 T s ( ? PReA,l>SH~ET 
INMATE NAME . REGISTER NUMBER UNIT 

VENDING CARD 
PHOTO TICKETS ( I ) 

§ ;:;n~;";~iws:p•s 

FDIJ!ly One Cent 
Thlrty tllne Cent Bock 
DoUar 

RADIO'S I HEADPHONES 

§=~~~:;:p Rad~ 
Koss Ear Bods 
Kos1PortaPfo 
Koas KTX Headphones 

ElECTRONICS 

:=_B~:!~':19' 
lroomen Replacement Band 
Time~ lroman Watch 
Booll Light Replecament Bulb 
Readers lig/11 
C11~ Caltu!ator 

BATT!Rl!S 

§ Panaaonk: AA Batlefy ( 2 ) 
P•nHoolc AAA Battery 
Wa!c:11 Baltllry CR20I6 

HAIR PRODUCTII 
V05ShRmpoo 
VO~ C ondllloner 
~-d & ShoYlde,s 6.8 OZ, 

Suave 2 In T 
Vent Halr Brush 

P011yt1il Ties 
Do Rao• Blaci\ 
No Handle eru,h 

Ne• 1 1 S1yllnu Gal 
SYiph"' 8 Shampoo 
Sulpher 8 Ctmdlllonef 
Royal Crcwn Heir D,11llng 
Praline Ha1r Food 
He<bal Alflcln Pnde 
Spor\l Wava Pomade 
Mo Pick 

.___, !\fro Comb 
oeoooR.ANTS 

Suro Claodorant C, 3 J 
Herlt39e Roll On l 1-( 
Deg.ea Extrema Blasl 

Mennen Speed Aqua Sport 

:~. Unscsn:APS = Comple~lon Bar 
Ambi Cocoa Butl!lr 
Soap Olsh 

SOAPS (3 & <4 pick) 

B lvo,y 4-Bal Soop 
Irish Spr1ng 3-pk w/ Aloo 

SHAVING PRODUCTS 
Tracer F;,,; Rellns 
Mach J Raz<lt Retllls 
Triple Protectloo Razor 
Triple ProlocUon RetlUa 4ct. 

T ~pie Pr<lleetlon Shave Craam 
Sic Twin Ruo, 110 f'ad( l 
Magic SNMI Gold 
MaQjc Smoo!h ( S ) 
Ah:0hol Free Alla 

DENT 1\1. HYGIENE ITEMS 
Colg;,ta Tarter G-=I 
Colgala Regular 6.4 oz '• 
Colgate !laking Sod• ( (,;,) 
Crest Taner OA oz, 
Angled Toothbrush Solt I Med. 
T oolhhru$h Holder 
Heritage Mouthwash 
Dental Floss Loops 

$1.00 SKINCARE Umlt4 · SNACKS 

S1 .00~ N0>.em.. Skin Cream $2.00 ~Chocolate Chip Gl'll!Ola k 
VaaMne Total Molstl.l(a $4.55 Oat & Honey Granola k 

S0.02 Sk,o Care Lotion Willi Aloe $2.50 Peanut Butter Crackln u 
$0.24 St fves $5.60 Cheese on ChMHCrack8111 
$0.41 Petroleum Jelly ( 7 ·, $1.60 varnHa Pudding 
$8.20 Cocoa Butter SUci< ( '7, ) $1.65 , NUTS 

$1 00 HYGIENE ITEMS Umlt <4 §Salted PIHIIMS Bag 
· ~Tweezers SO.BO Heavenly Trall 

$17.15 Toenail Cffpp.,,-s $0.85 0.lwu, Nuta 
$a9.56 Fingernail Cllppar• $0.<40 POPCORN 

SB.10 Haodl<erchlal $0.75LJButlllf Popccm ( I lf ) 
$<46.0!5 Baby Powder S1.85[__jNa11Kal Popcorn 
$19.50 New Oay Colloo Swabs $1.05 CANOY 

LAUNDRY PROOOCTS Limit 2 H•rshey Bar Plain u 

$27.95§Ttde w/Bleach ( 9 ) $6,90 Reese Cupa 
S9.35 Trend w/Bleach $1.80 Buttaracotch eunon• 
$6.2!1 Downey Dryer Sheell $3.70 MIiky Way 

$38.15 MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS Limit 8 Snickers ( / 5 ) 
u 
u 

$1.8!1 Pilot Easy Pens Blua Slack $1.90 M & M P1ein u 
$3.U P11ylng Cards Pokar S1.!115 M & M Peanut 

S1MO Nylon Shaving Bag $6.80 Slllfllghl Minta ( / (, ) 
Llmtt4 Ceramic Sllp $7.75 Alomlc FlnibllUi 

u 

S2.10 Sunglauat $8.65 Now or later 
R~g Glalaaa #____ S0.85 &,gar Free Wild Fruit 
Safely Sc1Hor1 $6.45 FRUIT ITEMS 

Legal Envelope $0.20 Kosher Pickle u 
YaHow leg1I Pld $1.35§Ral1ln1 u 

,,.,,,elne Notebook $1 .55 Real Lemon Squnza u 
Addrets Book $0.70 Spanleh Ollvn u 
PtM 3-pk Ra(:qutlb• ll1 $4.55 
Tac41u un-on S1.55 CHIPS 
Brother 8199 Typewriter Ribbon $5.60~Honey BBQ. Chlpe •u 
Max LIie Ear PIUl1$ $0.40 Ripple Plain 'u 
Gray Me11 Roa Sag $9.10 Sour.Cniam & Onion Chlpt •u 
Hanger, ( Single I $0 30 Thin Protzn •u 
Cereal Bowl w/ Lid / ( IO } $0.65 UTZ Chenier Nacho 'u 
Acrylic Mirror S2.35 C/A 880 Corn Chlp• •u 
Rubbermaid Bowl $,4,45 C/A Round TOf1llllU 
CuUery Sel SI.JO RICE/ BEANS/ PASTA 
Crama, Squeeze BotUe 12.95~ChHI wllh Beane 
1 Gallo/, Clear Thermal ./Ilg $7 .50 White Rice ( I 7 ) 
16 oz. Clear Thermo Mug $1.95 Brown Rice ( I ,', J 
Tumbler Cup with Lid $0 55 R11l!led Bean• ( / C, ) 
C<1111btnaUon Padlocl< (_ 11 ) $6,00 Mee & Choaaa ( Z u ) 
Sawmg Kit $1.90 M•rtnara Sauce 

COFFEE/ TEA I SUGAR Limit 4 Flour TortMlaa (epk( Z f ~ 
KHle ColumblilJl $2.85 PIZZA KIT 

Maxwell House (Select Roast) ( 12:. ) $2 65 D Pizza l<JI 
Folgers CryilalG $6.30 CRACKERS 

Calfe/ne FrOII Coffee $3.30 Saltine u... Z 2 ) 
Tasters Choice $7 .25 §Snack Crackers / k 

Bug.a, 1 a&g ) $1.45 Honey Graham 
Splenda Sweetnar $3.00 CEREAL 
Coffee Crearn8f $1.8-0C]lnatarll Rolled Oata u 

Nes1.,a Tea Bags $4 .20 

$4.75 Tang 
$12.35 White Rose Lemonllkl 

MEATS & FISH 

Jack Mackerel 
Mackerel (3.50l) (? ~ ) 
FISh Steak wl Chlle,( ;Z 4) 
Pink Salmon 

Llmlt3 

$1.85 
S1.8ll 
$1.15 
$1.15 
11.811 

Llmlt2 

11.95 
$2.80 
$3.00 

Llml 12 
10.45 
$0,,40 

Umtt 10 
$0.80 
$0.60 
,0.75 
$0.60 
IJQ.80 
SO.BO 
SO.BO 
$0.80 
$0.60 
$0.75 

$0.85 
Llml<4 

$1.115 
$0.60 
$0.80 
IUO 

Llmll 8 
$1.00 
$1.00 
$1.00 
S1.C>O 
$1.00 
$2.10 
$2.00 

Llmll 15 
$1.50 
$0.85 
$0.95 

$1.65 
$0.60 
$0.70 
$1.05 

Llmtt3 
$3.20 

Um/13 

$2.95 
$1.75 
$1.30 

Llmlll 
$1.75 

. :II~~;:.:~:;:--... · . 
$4.80 While Rc.,e Slrawberr}'·Klwl 
SJ.40 'Mltie Rose Passion FruU 
$1.95 INDIVIDUAL DRINK MIX 

$2.80 Cyst.ii Lite• Feadl 
$2.15 ~Lemon - Lime GalCrald 

Limit 11 
$1.50 
$1.15 
$0.95 
$1.30 
$1.60 
$3.35 
$1.70 
$U5 
$1.60 

$1.eo 

Chicken of the sea Tuna 70J: u 
sweet Sue Chicken Braut 
Chicken Vienna Sausage {_2 S) 
Baby Clam3 ( 2 l:,) 
Seel Summer S..uwge4.So(' Zi'-~) 
Tiwkey Summer Sa1.15111111 

S<4. 05 C)'lltal Ute- Orange 

$1.35 Cryatal Lile- Lemooada 
Umll3 CAXE8 

$2.65~Nvtly Birs k 
S2.65 Oatmeal Cream Ples ) 
$2.65 Horniy Buns (6 pk) ( I? 
S3.55 Swill Rolls 
$0.75 COOKll!S 

$0.45~Snack Legends Peanut Butler 
$2.25 Chocolate Chip Cwkles 

$1.80 Snack L~d Vanll!a Wafers k 
Sirawberry Poptarts 
F'lg Bar, u 

Spam ( Slngle Salve ) 

Pepperoni Slicea 
Limit 4 SEASONINGS 

E~~ff~~er u 
Limit 3 Goya Sazon ( 2 'i, ) 

$1.85 Salt & Pepper 
$1.90 
$198 
$1.75 
s1.ro 

$1.46 
$1.&5 

Llmll 3 
$!.&II 
S1JO 
$1.20 
$3.65 
S1.45 
$1.80 
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CtfE:j:~l:JP£:ANU r b(f/ fl:RIJl:LU Lim1f 6 
Velvetta Cheese Block $2,7 5 

(.;1.0 l}f1N(i 1 ,.l"fcAl~iSHOES 
Sweat - Shirt M l XL 2X JX 4X 
Sweat - Pants M L XL 2X JX 4X 
Shower ShOes M I L I XL/ 2X 

$15.50 
0 ! ., l'lil:OICAl. I VITAMINS 

Ace1aminophen ( Pain R.081111<) 
Acne Trvament (Strtdex Pads) 

Ac::ie Trealment Cream 

Sllarp Cheese Tull 
Jalapano Cheese Tub 
Siring Chees•-6 pk 
Cn111my PeB11ut Butter 
Grape Jelly 
Slrawbflriy Preservts 

CONDIMENTS & SAUCES 
Plcante Sauce 
Zappa Hot Savce 
Chlll Garik: Sauce 
CIA Nacho Wl!eelt k 
Mayonnaise u 
Mustard u 
Ketcilup u 

China Soy Sauce k 
Parmesan Clleess 
l-lonay8ear 

SOUPS 
Raman Chicken ( ;'3, \ } 
Rarnen Beel 
Ramen Hot & Splcy Vegelable 
Ramen Chill 
Raman Shrimp 

SODAS 
Dkll Pepsi. 
Moun!awi Oew • 
Coke· 

JUICES 

§ Minute Meld o,ange Julca • k 
Hawaiian Punch F rult Red ' 
Minute Maki Apple Ju!al • 

WAT!R 
LJAqua Fina Water• 

ICE CREAM 

~~:: ____ _ 
Ospeciatty ___ _ 

AM 

Items marl<ed With ' 
Local Use On!y 

Llmlt2 
S0.30 
S0.25 
$0.25 
$0.30 
$0.25 

Llmlt12 
$0.75 

Alhletlc Supp01 ler mad lg xic 
Fleece Snorts M L 
Fhtece Sh ~rtr1 3X 4X 
Gray T-Shlrt 
Grey T - Shirt 4X 
54" Boot Lace 
Quarter Socka ( 3pll ) 
Crew Socks ( 3pk ) 
Mesh Shorts L XL 
Mesh Stior\$ 2X JX 
Mflh ShOrla 4X 

Briers 32 34 36 38 40 42 44 
Boxer Brlllfs M LG XL 
Boxer Briefs 2X 

8tecll Shoe Polish (Pa,te Wax) 
Sllllaker Saver (White Po)sh) 
Wool Gloves 
Gr&ellng Cards 
Heed Band 
Wrist Band 
White Basebeff Hat 

RELIGIOUS HEADGEAR 
Reqlliles Chaplaln Appl"O\lal 

Alum Hy<lro><IOe Liquid (MaalO>.) 

Alum. Hydroxioe T~blal (Ga•li1e0n) 

Analgel!lc 891m (Mll1de Rub) 

Anellhllic Gel 
Anllacid Tablell (Tu1111) 
An11bloljc Ololment 

An:h Supports (Or. Schol!1) 
Artlfldal Tears 

Atplrin 

llenzoyl Peroxide Soap (Cie..t!t) 
8enzoyl Pll'Ol<lde Crum 

Bug Repellent (Nallapal Plul) 

CalcMn T alllell (Natural Clldum) 
Calamine Loticn 

Ca<l>am1d1 Perolllda flllbrOl; l.w Dro!>I) 
Chlo<J)llenlrarnloeM•ilele(AlalWTIII) 

Coal Tar Sha"1)00 (T~) 

Com Pada (Or. Shol Com Cu1hlonl) 
Cougi On:,pa (Honey Lemon I Chany) 

$0.75 Kun GuaU11ne•ln Sy,up (Cough Syrup) 
$0 .65 Az1ac Rad Baralar. a Hamorrhokl Ointment 
$0 .65 Yamulka Hyoo,cooi10ne Cnlam 

S0.65 Ras1a!arlan c~{-'~-~G-IO_U_S_O_t-:-L-:-S ___ Ltmll 1 lbup,ofen 
S0.65 ___ ..___, f,.1h Foot lnsoi., 

S0.75 t---'1-------N_am_e______ $5.15 ~IJ\/Peclln Uquld (l(IOpeclala) 

-----------t---;Lec-Hydrin lcllo<1 
New or Lui Chance Item, 

SPO For Pk;ku 

Shoe order for Plcku 
Food Service Worker 

Please circle whether you want to 
sho AMorPM 

Items rnalkei;I with " do 111)1 
Affect S ndin Limit 

l •cllN l'.nzl"ff T1bll(o jloc11Mj1 C.C,.) 

Loperarr.da 
L0n1tadlno (Generic Cle!l!in) 

MIil< or Mag-.la (°?3) 
Naproxan Sodium(~) 
Opep<az~, (PnlolllC) 

l'lyllum Hjd"'l)l>lllc M>JCIIIOl<I (V9g, P__,) 

~anllldoie (l,anlae) 

Salina Naul Sp,-ay 
Selen!um Sulftda (Selaun 811.111) 
Slmelhieone (G11-l() 
Smoking Con. (Jilcodarm P1!1:11) 
TertiITTanne (L11ml1I) 

Throat Lo~• (CicnMptlc) 
Tolnafla!e (Anti-Fungal Cram) 
Talnartate (Foot Powdlr) 

Vitamin A & D Or.lm<o"! 

Vllllrrnn I: (l::.400) 

Mulll-V.tam,n (AdYanc.d Ullre,c) 

Vitamin C (Mega C !!00) 

V11amkl 8 (8-160) 
Garlic Tabl&l1 
Band-Alda 

Vasellne Li? Th1!111phy 

Chapg~cl<. 

Bibo.le• 
Vicks lnhelar 

Hygen!c Cle&Mln; Plld• {TUCKS) 

Sen~" T00Uipa11l1 

Greeting Card• 
D English 5 Pack 
D Spanish 5 Paok 

PM 
Items marked with k or u 

certlfled Food Item, 

$2,25 
$4.25 
$2.40 

·s1.os 
55.~ 
$2.15 
$6.00 
$2.10 
$2.5(1 

$10.40 
$2.15 
SUS 
S-t.10 
$2.35 
$3.80 
$2.60 
$1.40 

$2.10 
$1.50. 
$8.00 
$3.30 
$0.80 
$2.05 
$1.70 
$2.10 
$8.00 
$2.20 
$3.55 
$1.50 
S2.55 
$2.2!! 
$4.66 

S1t.50 
$6.20 
$1.70 
$1.85 
S2.45 
$5.60 

$14.60 
$5.10 
$4.211 
S1.80 
S9.35 
$7.30 

$24.65 
$13.65 

S3.80 
$1.60 
SZ.45 
S2.15 
£3.Sv 
$3.90 
$2.60 
$2.65 
$3.15 
$0.80 
$1.40 

$1.55 
$2.10 
$UO 

$MO 

$8.20 

$3.80 
$3.80 
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'I 

11~1'4• l'.lt:~i'.:ftlPftOM 

::1''£.121!A1.MBl:.-U.:C 
J(I :') -1 ;:iJalAMPIJ'J"r 5--0! 
-=d .,u,·_rl'.::f. 1;(~:0r-,11.J J r,..\lt t'.ONf.1 !j- •.Ji 
~;'" AFTi cC,.:,,N PR iO~ ~GrC :Q.ti O',V 5- .l QZ 
1.(i. MLJP.J.:.Ar:i F0MJL.Of. ~oz 

f(Jl) ~!F;""l"H,,,1,:iE Fl"Oll-Ori O'El."'OOOANT 2 ~ OZ 
1 02 ~0\1\i'E.R UP NP UE.00 EX H~EME 2' ~ OZ 
I t5 MENNEN Nf Sf.'OFH iAlC S11Ck. .3 OZ 
1_.:) f'ROH::JN S1At.~ G~t 8 CZ 
U4 $\JF;!E ANTI-PC~SJ"tJ:t,(J,Nf , t 
:.!:01 NEW OAY P.J.t-.0'1" PIJW'Df~ 1~ OZ 
~1'.14 r~1= lf.(IA v BP.0Y OI\. 1.11oz 

'l1ill NE:II.T1 COGf)~ 84..ftTER LDTl{I-N !'!i 02 
2 I'{; COCOA nun,:~ ~me K , Ol 
~:lJ >"ciRO Jl!ll ',' ~~OZ 
:n~ SUJ1\/E: AL.O{ '.1£R',i1 t.onm,1 1-0 Cl 
:?..il'IJ: GRf-J\Sf.:tESS- St-.:1N (;f:iEAM _. 07. 
r~ t ..:irj.jt EH: .. '7· .~oor CRE/IM 1:i OR.AUS 
no C "111.r' ~HIC I{ fHa,~ULAA I !!,(Jl 
lo-$ t WIN IJl-'.lJ£ rH~PO~A6t ~ R.Al('IP 
~]1 t.t,r,,,fii'C ~1Mc;JflHI $HAV£ t~f:!E;A.M ii, Ol. 
-~]'5 ( 10i'f11<:i 81C r~YIN se.u:1..:·r '.J;KA',JfR, 

~;;:q -CtE;A.n ALO( tt:JflON 1!101. 
!,.n rr.i1rTEf rIor1 $-l!AVI:: r.:no.r.+ ~ c:iz. 
'!~~ Nf)(T I MA.X l:IOOY /PtArfH 9-H.li>,,IPC,O I~ O.l 
) ',,P., ME.:( T I -....o..:< l)OO'f fl-tAl:fl:l C: OND 1 ~ Ol 
:J.~7 NC"Ji.r•OAl'\.Vt.101$f5l~A'AP001SOZ 
J"SJI r-.n_.::it_l I DAltY MOtf.TCG't,ICI 11501. 
.:,e' NE.X t i TO r At r-.111F1:E $1 lP<MP & CQNO I:. az 
Jl'i:2 N'F;:,: ( 1 l;},r,,r,J(:-f~ UF"f- ~U1.r',M.POO , ".I (ll 
-~61 1•-H:);H MAA '.H11:ENGl ... l0TION ,:5 Ol 
J'6e "l""R• r£c l JQN Tl1rf-'Lf 8lAOE RAt,00 
J:6D TfLIP\.E Ctl1,DE AEPt CAF1;1RlDGES 4 P~ 

--6~4 RUMP sror,1H:R "'R:EGtJLA-R· ~ 01 
)92 ORAi( KAR· t../OIR Oil 1 OZ 
U],;' tf.'.VE R trmo -~1~1..e a AR SOAP- '5 Ol 
410 IVORY MR SOAP J 1 OZ BAR 
~ 2CI Jf:llCF.NS $1~lGl!:: BAR "'1t0 S.OAP .C :!i Ol 
<11-90 IIINCJ~O SOAP CIIS~I 
!iO'o 6 ()l t/l!t-.lT MCI..P™WASII-I-NOO "-U::Ot"OL 
tJ2 1:0!.GA Tf i,N,,',R"AiM; SODA---PE.-C:,:,i;D 1t::OTJ.iP,,r;S"J 
530 CO'.)L WA\Jf:. -roonu:'.1A5Tt; •OZ 
~)~ S-e~$00YNE TOOfHPAS'tf 
"i4('J Ui'-IW~XEO Of.NTAt F=!..OSS 100 Y,r,.ROS 
~ ~ H)( (SOF"r) I 00 f~eRuSH 
'5-S.1 lE,H: l~o,~o TQOTl-lEI.RYSM 
:';--80 TOOT~BRU~H. Hot::tf.R (TWO GtfAR P1r.CC:J 
~a I /l,~,4.P rt.rik.E T'l'l C.N{H,I 
~8J IFF:INi it,.11'1:'f;: i!iOVIC.j 
$95 l:~ft:.RGA1P t,~M] !,. IJZ ru0E 
e.20 NEW DAY I81.JPAOFIN :!'00 ~ ¼ r A(IS 
~:)6 Ml~ lot: OF" MAC;NE:S!A 12 0.2: 
~ TUMS J.-PK -ROtL 
~~, HfMC)f.:RI-IOFOAL OINH,<lE:NT 2 OZ 
M·2: AttERG"r' TAB-CHf.Or!P MAtEATE L'4 TAes 
l:i]1 CHE:Ar'.'1' CO-JGH DROP:$ ~o Ct aA.G 
oQ 78 p,tQr,.tEY lEM{»J C O!JG~ C,F;:C,PS !O cou,,r; 
Ml •-DAY VllAMl ... 1"-'1"Tl·4 lfl:00 '!;IO er 
,e, C SOO MC 100 er 
t-9:2 E 400 1U-S SOFl'Gc.LS ~O C'! 
Q-9-3 REGUU:,,R ~-.; e: OFtOPS ~ 02" 
no Moll l-fUl"4GAL POW'Dl::R ::. O.l 
1 ~ ttAl-l Cl IPPeti: NO "F!LP:; 
~:$ f :"CC. MAl1,, Cl,,lP"P!:J.P .t-iO Ftl. E 
7!5o11 EM~R Y 00AR05 10iPK 
1130 ~uo CJ C()TTO~ SWAas 
I;!; i ~ MILi~ ARV "Hild Fl: BRUSH (NC t-lANOtE) 
e;::,e 1 00 ?OSI A.GE ST A!,AF' 
;llM IE!LACK ~FUi:"YC~OHr F'ONV-lAII,.. HOI.OE.R f 
970 •C:Fl:Yt.li:'.: Mlfl AO~ 6," ):; .d. $~ 

1-463 01. TRA -2 TFQ,6-1:!1 lOAl'.)S - M OZ 
!-471 WTR...6,2 nOE8 WZ-~ lOAOS 

=~rau~ 
!;Jl;i-4 'THINKING or. YQ!/' CARO 
961'.i tCVE YOU CARO 

1013 50- CT 80:a:fD E~NE!.-:J~e:S \r:~o STfflOARDf 
101 '5 ND CLASP E;Jl',,.ll; LO Pf_ 9 1-12 X 12 5 
10-$~ QN.l:: f;!P.$1 Ct.AS$ t-'0-,.'1Uc;E $fAMP 
1 (l~O BOOt( O'F "f Et.J S. TA PAPS 

<fs.-5:9 OlSTAfL,1ri 
11)1;-0 :r1 112r X 11· \l\l'Hli'E -:=,-1;1 S~ll:'H P,1.(.t Wit.lNES 
lflH :lf'l ·,f:I U)W PE NC It Wlll-4 EFIASl:;:11=1 
1$, 7'' ~OL.{)R(O '''E:r,.K:l~S j~E!., OF 12) 
IOl!tl- '11F.n~Tf~f.: 11 P0C1':.~T {)4CTl('lttARV 
11')1'1-!) 1311, 0tAL.k, Ct?Y:Sf.&.l ~E"-1 Mf.CIIIJt,11 F'U.NT 

I (1,9(1, f:'t-C 11t Uf r: 11 '!l"ST Al. P[N t.,E{Jil..™ PO!N l 
I 1ao ~f~ rHPAY t.M!D 
111}1 .IUVf.NII I; EIIRlHOA"I' (;,r\RO 
111}] 0Ir:rn1c,r,.y c,-..Ro 

i 11 :':i A Nt-.11\IF.(tSA 1-rv CAm I 
l 1W lliANII; YOU GI\FlD 
11;1 !:if.Ii ~(}NA\. Ur.!ft•i~.tr;, C.&RO 
, 1:?~ I.LI 11,,,,•m-co·.,1(:~ ~'li()-lO Jl.lfl.U.., ,l-ti P'A(',{fJ 
!lOO MA ICNl ~,i11tt[t.:!Jf'.$ ,4.pl( 

1:i-,-r, /',A iQN:) 11ATirl~1E$ .iPII<, 
1 ::-11 i<1i$$ '1j)I. ,,,M: 1:,: •ti 
12~1) (;('-;it ctr-AH r.i.a.;,:ic";t.,f W/1.1,,1>0,IIAh 
L~/1 (:/\!;10 F-:?~W-1 WI\T~l=l "E~ WMC~I 
I ~1$- ~C,/\(JrNiJ, Cl 11,/:j~e':\ 1 ~:'5 
1 2!1-2 lli-AO!NO GL.AS5E;:°). .i! .z, 
fJW A.\.'lATQft.PQill:~R Pl-A)"INC C-:AROS-
1.IILI{], CF.:ITEAl. eav,n., ~lli un 
1.-a,, 1 & UT Sf r.!VIN ROUNrl OI.Sl-f WI\. 10 
14 l ~ lliSULA TEO COF F-E.E Mt.tG \1111111 1..tO 
141!! NE~LAF~ Ml.!G 2i01. 
1422 c~~ARETTE l"H)LllNG t,o,,CFtlhE 
19 I~ RL.li.~NG CL,\SSE :S 1 ~Al 
1 -917 Rt.-,,OIN'C G-LA S :=:£ i l 0 
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Inmate Name: Brown, Dale 

Date Filed: 07-10-2009 

AdministraHve Remedy 
Step 1 - Response 

Register No. 29087-004 

Remedy ID No. 09-130 

This is in response to your Step 1 Administrative Remedy dated July 09, 2009. You are 
requesting e-mail access to communicate with family and the community. You state that 
you should be entitled the right to e-mail access just as other federal prisoners at Bureau 
of Prisons Institutions. 

After reviewing your concerns it has been determined that Rivers Correctional Institution 
is a private owned institution contracted through the Federal Bureau Of Prisons. In 
accordance to the Statement of Work, RCI is not obligated to provide access to Electronic 
Mail for the inmate population. 

After a thorough review of the circumstances pertaining to your requested Administrative 
Remedy, we find that there is no evidence to support your grievance. 

Therefore, your request for Step 1 Administrative Remedy is denied. 

If you are not satisfied with this response, you may obtain a Step 2 Administrative Remedy 
from your Counselor. As per RGI Policy 12.006, Administrative Remedies, "Step 2 forms 
will be completed and submitted within five (5) business days of the date the Step 1 
response is returned". 

7-2. ,-09 
Date 
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AFFIDAVIT OF H<lJARD CLAUDIO 

I state that my name is Howard Claudio, that I am over the age of 18, 

and that I am competent to testify to the matters declared herein: 

1. I suffer from Asthma and I am currently taking medication 

for that ailment. The name of the medication is VENTOLIN HFA 18GM. 

2. Ever since my arrival here at this Rivers Correctional Institution, 

a private prison operated by GEO under contract with the BOP, I had to 

increase the use of my asthma medication because of the Second hand Smoke 

that is prevalent and pervasive in the atmosphere behind these prison walls. 

In the BOP prison where I was incarcerated before the BOP transferred me 

to this prison, no smoking was allowed. Smoking is banned in all BOP prisons 

across the United States. Tobacco is sold at this private prison. 

There is no way I can avoid inhalation of Second Smoke. The designated 

smoking areas are only a few feet from the main entrance gates that leads 

to the housing units. There is smoking in the units, in the middle of the 

recreation yard, in the outside recreation area and on the walking track. 

I declare under the penalty of perjury pursuant to 28 U.S.C. 1746, 

that the above declaration are true and correct statements. 

DATED: 1/2f/0~ 
41176-018 
Rivers Correctional Institution 
P.O. Box 630 
Winton, NC 27986 
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U.S. Dcpanmnr· Justice 

Federal Bureau of Prisons 

Federal Correctional Institution 

-190O-Simler A venue 
Big Spn·ng, Texas 79720 

N.o~~ber" 13, 2003 

1eutenant 

SUBJECT: Inmate Patel, Kamal# 56496-080 

On November 12, 2003, staff became aware that inmate Patel, Kamal# 5649~80 h_ad written to the 
Dallas Morning News concerning-inmate David Duke # 28213-034.· lnmate Patel states that inmate 
Duke received an incident report for abuse of the telephone and the prohibited act charges were 
"swept away under the table." Inmate Patel states that inmate Duke receives preferential treatment 
and Bureau of Prisons rules are broken for inmate Duke. Inmate Patel states that inmate Duke is 
assigned to desirable work deiails and received favo~ble treatment. Inmate Patel also states that the 
preferential treatment allegedly given to inmate Duke should be written about. Currently, inmate 
Duke has a CMC assignment of Broad Publicity due to his past involvement with the Ku Klux KJan 
and being a former member of the House of Representatives for the shte of Louisiana. Since inmate 
Patel is writing to a newspaper, it is apparent that he is aware the newspaper may become interested 
in his allegations and request an interview in which he would present his allegations. Furthermore, 
the newspaper may want to interview inmate Duke as well. It doesn't appear inmate Duke is aware 
inmate Patel is mentioning his name in the allegations he (Patel) is raising. lt is this investigators 
belief that inmate Patel's safety would be threatened ifhe returned to general population because 
inmate Duke would become aware that inmate Patel is involving him in his (Patel's) aJiegations 
again. Additionally, it i.s apparent inmate Patel has a personal problem with inmate Duke because he 
(Patel) has previously involved inmate Duke in His administrative remedies without inmate Duke's 
knowledge. Inmate Patel lied on the administrative remedy in which he mentions inmate Duke 
stated he would provide an affidavit to inmate Patel. When inmate Duke was interviewed, he stated 
he did not have knowledge that inmate Patel was involving him in the administrative remedies and 
did not tell inmate Patel he would provide an affidavit. Inmate Patel has a projected release date of 

· October 26, 2013, and inmate Duke has a projected release date of May 16, 2004. 

,, 
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U.S. Department of Justice 
Office of the Inspector General 

Report to Congress on Implementation 
of Section 1001 of the USA PATRIOT Act 

(as required by Section 1001(3) of Public Law 107-56) 

March 11, 2005 
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Section 1001 'of tJ1e USA PATRIOT Act (Patriot Act), Public La\v 107-56, 
directs the Office of the Inspector General (OIG) in the U.S. Department of 
Justice (DOJ or Department) to undertake a series of actions related to claims 
of civil rights or civil liberties violations allegedly committed by DOJ employees. 
It also requires the OIG to provide semiannual reports to Congress on the 
implementation of the OIG's responsibilities under Section 1001. This report -
the sixth since enactment of the legislation in October 2001 - summarizes the 
OIG's Section 1001-related activities from June 22, 2004, through 
December 31, 2004. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

According to the Inspector General Act, the OIG is an independent entity 
within the DOJ that reports to both the Attorney General and Congress. The 
OIG's mission is to investigate allegations of waste, fraud, and abuse in DOJ 
programs and personnel and to promote economy and efficiency in DOJ 
operations. 

The OIG has jurisdiction to review programs and personnel in all DOJ 
components, including the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI), the Drug 
Enforcement Administration (DEA), the Federal Bureau of Prisons (BOP}, the 
Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives (ATF}, the U.S. Attorneys' 
Offices, and other DOJ components. 

The OIG consists of the Immediate Office of the Inspector General and 
the following divisions and offices: 

• Audit Division is responsible for independent audits of Department 
programs, computer systems, and financial statements. 

• Evaluation and Inspections Division provides an alternative 
mechanism to traditional audits and investigations to review 
Department programs and activities. 

• Investigations Division is responsible for investigating allegations of 
bribery, fraud, abuse, civil rights violations, and violations of other 
criminal laws and administrative procedures that govern Department 
employees, contractors, and grantees. 

• Office of Oversight and Review blends the skills of attorneys, 
investigators, and program analysts to investigate or review high 
profile or sensitive matters involving Department programs or 
employees. 
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• Office of General Counsel provides•legal advice to OIG management 
and staff. In addition, the office drafts memoranda on issues of law; 
prepares administrative subpoenas; represents the OIG in personnel, 
contractual, and legal matters; and responds to Freedom of 
Information Act requests. 

• Management and Planning Division assists the OIG by providing 
services in the areas of planning, budget, finance, personnel, training, 
procurement, automated data processing, computer network 
communications, and general support. 

The OIG has a staff of approximately 420 employees, about half of whom 
are based in Washington, D.C., while the rest work from 16 Investigations 
Division field and area offices and 7 Audit Division regional offices located 
throughout the country. 

II. SECTION 1001 OF THE PATRIOT ACT 

Section 1001 of the Patriot Act provides the following: 

The Inspector General of the Department of Justice shall 
designate one official who shall -

(1) review information and receive complaints alleging abuses 
of civil rights and civil liberties by employees and officials 
of the Department of Justice; 

(2) make public through the Internet, radio, television, 
and newspaper advertisements information on the 
responsibilities and functions of, and how to contact, the 
official; and 

(3) submit to the Committee on the Judiciary of the House 
of Representatives and the Committee on the Judiciary of 
the Senate on a semi-annual basis a report on the 
implementation of this subsection and detailing any 
abuses described in paragraph (1), including a description 
of the use of funds appropriations used to carry out 
this subsection. 
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ill .. CML RIGHTS AND CIVIL LIBERTIES COMPLAINTS 

Review information and receive complaints allegi.ng abuses of civil rights 
and ci.vil liberties by employees and officials of the Department of Justice. 

The OIG's Special Operations Branch in its Investigations Division 
manages the OIG's investigative responsibilities outlined in Section 1001. 1 The 
Special Agent in Charge who directs this unit is assisted by two Assistant 
Special Agents in Charge (ASAC), one of whom assists on Section 1001 and 
DEA matters and a second who assists on FBI matters. In addition, four 
Investigative Specialists support the unit and divide their time between Section 
1001 and FBI/DEA responsibilities. 

The Special Operations Branch receives civil rights and civil liberties 
complaints via mail, e-mail, telephone, and facsimile. The complaints are 
reviewed by the Investigative Specialist and an ASAC. After review, the 
complaint is entered into an OIG database and a decision is made concerning 
its disposition. The more serious civil rights and civil liberties allegations that 
relate to actions of DOJ employees or DOJ contractors normally are assigned to 
an OIG Investigations Division field office, where OIG special agents conduct 
investigations of criminal violations and administrative misconduct. 2 Some 
complaints are assigned to the OIG's Office of Oversight and Review for 
investigation. 

Given the number of complamts received compared to its limited 
resources, the OIG does not investigate all allegations of misconduct against 
DOJ employees. The OIG refers many complaints involving DOJ employees to 
internal affairs offices in DOJ components such as the FBI Inspection Division, 
the DEA Office of Professional Responsibility, and the BOP Office of Internal 
Affairs for appropriate handling. In certain referrals, the OIG requires the 
components to report the results of their investigations to the OIG. In most 
cases, the OIG notifies the complainant of the referral. 

Many complaints received by the OIG involve matters outside our 
jurisdiction. The ones that identify a specific issue for investigation are 
forwarded to the appropriate investigative entity. For example, complaints of 
mistreatment by airport security staff are sent to the Department of Homeland 

1 This unit also is responsible for coordinating the OIG's review of allegations of 
misconduct by employees in the FBI and the DEA. 

2 The 010 can pursue an allegation either criminally or administratively. Many OIG 
investigations begin with allegations of criminal activity but, as is the case for any law 
enforcement agency, do not end in prosecution. When this occurs, the OIG is able to continue 
the investigation and treat the matter as a case for potential administrative discipline. The 
OIG's ability to handle matters criminally or administratively helps to ensure that a matter can 
be pursued administratively, even if a prosecutor declines to prosecute a matter criminally. 
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Security-(DHS) OlG. · We also have forwarded complaints to tiie OlGs at the 
Department of Veterans Affairs, Department of State, United States Postal 
Service, Department of Defense, Central Intelligence Agency, and the Equal 
Employment Opportunity Commission. In addition, we have referred 
complainants to a variety of police department internal affairs offices that have 
jurisdiction over the subject of the complaints. 

When an allegation received from any source involves a potential 
violation of federal civil rights statutes by a DOJ employee, the complaint is 
discussed with the DOJ Civil Rights Division for possible prosecution. In some 
cases, the-Civil Rights Division accepts the case and requests additional 
investigation by either the OIG or the FBI. In other cases, the Civil Rights 
Division declines prosecution. 

A. Complaints Processed This Reporting Period 

From June 22, 2004, through December 31, 2004, the period covered by 
this report, the OIG processed 1,943 complaints that were sent primarily to the 
OIG's Section 1001 e-mail or postal address.3 

Of these complaints, 1,748 did not warrant further investigation or did 
not fall within the OIG's jurisdiction. Approximately three-quarters of the 
1,748 complaints made allegations that did not warrant an investigation. For 
example, some of the complaints alleged that government agents were 
broadcasting signals that interfere with a person's thoughts or dreams or that 
prison officials had laced the prison food with hallucinogenic drugs. The 
remaining one-quarter of the 1,748 complaints in this category involved 
allegations against agencies or entities outside of the DOJ, including other 
federal agencies, local governments, or private businesses. We referred those 
complaints to the appropriate entity or advised complainants of the entity with 
jurisdiction over their allegations. 

Consequently, 195 complaints involved DOJ employees or components 
and made allegations that required further review. Of those complaints, 170 
raised management issues rather than alleged "civil rights" or "civil liberties" 
abuses and were referred to DOJ components for handling. For example, 
inmates complained about the general conditions at federal prisons, such as 
the poor quality of the food or the lack of hygiene products. Twelve of the 195 
complaints did not provide sufficient detail to make a determination whether 
an abuse was alleged. We requested further information but did not receive 
responses from any of these 12 complainants. Finally, we requested that the 
BOP investigate one of the complaints and report to us on the investigation's 

3 This number includes all complaints in which the complainant makes any mention of 
a Section 1001-related civil rights or civil liberties violation, even if the allegation is not within 
the OIG's jurisdiction. 
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findi.i½gs. That complaL--:i.t ·involved a."'"l inmate who complained that he was· 
sexually harassed by a correctional officer. BO P's investigation of the matter is 
ongoing. 

Therefore, after analyzmg these 195 complaints, the OIG identified 12 
matters that we believed warranted opening a Section 1001 investigation or 
conducting a closer review to determine if Section 1001-related abuse occurred. 
Of the 12 new matters, the OIG retained 1 for investigation because the 
complainant made allegations of a potentially criminal nature. The OIG closed 
one because the allegations already had been addressed in a previous OIG 
investigation. The OIG referred the remaining ten matters, which appeared to 
raise largely administrative issues, to Department components for further 
investigation or review. For six of the ten matters, we requested that the 
components report their findings to us. 

It is important to note that none of the complaints we processed during 
this reporting period alleged misconduct by DOJ employees relating to use of a 
provision in the Patriot Act. 

The following is a synopsis of the new complaints processed during this 
reporting period: 

Complaints processed: 
Unrelated complaints: 

No investigation warranted: 
Outside of OIG's jurisdiction: 

Complaints within OIG's 
jurisdiction warranting review: 

Non-Section 1001 matters 
Management issues: 
Referred to DOJ components: 
OIG unsuccessfully sought 

further details: 

Section 1001 matters 
war.ranting review: 

OIG investigation: 
Closed as duplicative: 
Referred to DOJ components: 

1,943 
1,748 

(1,283) 
(465) 

195 

170 
1 

12 

12 
1 
1 

10 
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.B. Section· 1001 Cases This Reporting Period-

1. Complaints Investigated by t.he OIG 

a. New matters 

During this reporting period, the OIG opened one new Section 1001-
related investigation, continued four ongoing Section 1001-related cases, and 
closed four Section 1001 investigations. The following is a description of the 
new matter opened by the OIG: 

• The OIG received a complaint from a Muslim inmate alleging that 
correctional officers at a BOP facility humiliated and abused Muslim 
inmates because of the officers' hatred of Muslims. Specifically, the 
inmate alleged that correctional officers used excessive force on him, 
gave other inmates permission to assault him, and then covered up 
the incidents. The inmate also claimed that the BOP staff improperly 
denied him showers, social visits, and the right to attend religious 
seTVIces. 

b. Cases opened during previous reporting periods that the 
OIG continues to investigate 

• The OIG continued an investigation of the FBI's conduct in connection 
with the erroneous identification of a latent fingerprint found on 
evidence from the March 2004 Madrid train bombing as belonging to 
Brandon Mayfield, an attorney in Portland, Oregon. As a result of the 
identification, the FBI had initiated an investigation of Mayfield that 
resulted in his arrest as a "material witness" and his detention for 
approximately two weeks. Mayfield was released when Spanish 
National Police matched the fingerprints on the evidence to an 
Algerian national. The OIG is examining the cause of the erroneous 
fingerprint identification and the FBI's handling of the matter. The 
Department's Office of Professional Responsibility is reviewing the 
conduct of the prosecutors in the case. 

• The OIG is investigating allegations made by an Egyptian national 
that during his detention at a BOP facility he was subjected to an 
invasive body cavity search in the presence of numerous people, 
including a female officer; placed alone in a cell under severe 
restrictions for more than two months; and had his ability to practice 
his religion undermined intentionally by the prison staff. The OIG has 
interviewed the Egyptian national and numerous BOP employees as 
part of the investigation. 
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• The OIG is investigating a],legations by a Muslim inmate t..11.at prior to 
his arrival at a BOP facility, correctional officers informed other 
inmates that he was a radical Muslim who would try to take over the 
leadership of other Muslim inmates. He further alleged that since his 
arrival at the BOP facility, he has been subjected to excessive, 
undocumented searches; placed in the Special Housing Unit in 
retaliation for "writing up" correctional officers; and verbally abused, 
physically threatened, and spat upon by a correctional officer. 

• The OIG continues its investigation of allegations that a BOP 
correctional officer verbally and physically abused a Muslim inmate 
while the inmate was being transported to the prison's hospital and 
that the inmate was placed improperly in solitary confinement 
following the incident. 

c. OIG investigations completed during this reporting 
period 

• The OIG investigated allegations by Muslim inmates that staff at a 
BOP prison, including the warden, discriminated against the inmates 
and engaged in retaliatory actions. The OIG substantiated many of 
the allegations against the warden and other BOP staff. The OIG 
found a disturbing pattern of discriminatory and retaliatory actions 
against Muslim inmates by BOP officers at this facility, particularly 
against those who complained about poor conditions at the prison 
and those who cooperated with the OIG investigation. 

For example, we found that Muslim inmates meeting the criteria for 
bed reassignment were denied an opportunity to relocate within the 
unit to facilitate their prayer requirements. In contrast, non-Muslim 
inmates requesting bed reassignments generally were accommodated. 
We also found that members of the prison's executive staff, including 
the warden, unfairly punished Muslim inmates who complained about 
the conditions of confinement or who cooperated with the OIG's 
investigation. For instance, a Muslim inmate who had filed 
complaints relating to his treatment at the prison was placed in the 
Special Housing Unit for four months for what we determined were 
specious reasons. In a separate incident, our review found that 5 
days after the OIG interviewed a Muslim inmate, the warden 
inappropriately and unjustly ordered the inmate transferred to the 
Special Housing Unit for more than 120 days. After prosecution of 
this matter was declined by the U.S. Attorney's Office, we provided 
our report to the BOP for administrative action. 

• The OIG completed its investigation into allegations of misconduct 
relating to dialysis treatment of Muslim inmates at a BOP medical 
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center. The OIG had received letters from two inmates alleging that 
inmate patients were required to take injections of porcine (pork) 
heparin as part of their dialysis treatment, despite the patients' 
religious objections to pork. The OIG found several deficiencies in the 
medical center's management of information and communications 
affecting the use of heparin for the inmates' treatment. The OIG 
provided several recommendations to the BOP relating to these 
deficiencies. The BOP agreed to adopt these recommendations. 

• The OIG investigated allegations by a Muslim inmate that BOP 
correctional officers subjected him to verbal abuse, discriminatory 
practices, and anti-Islamic sentiment. The inmate claimed that these 
abuses intensified after September 11, 2001, and that he was 
transferred to another BOP facility in retaliation for filing complaints 
against BOP correctional officers. Although the investigation revealed 
no evidence that BOP staff discriminated against the complainant 
because of his religious or political beliefs, one of the subjects 
admitted that he showed the complainant a photograph of a nude 
female and scratched his groin area before attempting to shake the 
hands of inmates. The OIG provided its report of investigation to the 
BOP for appropriate action. 

• The OIG investigated allegations that four individuals of Arab descent 
were detained improperly by FBI agents at the U.S. port of entry in 
the Virgin Islands. Allegedly, the four were questioned, handcuffed, 
and transported to an FBI facility for further questioning without 
being provided an explanation for their detainment. They claimed 
they were fingerprinted, photographed, and subjected to humiliation. 
The OIG investigation did not substantiate any misconduct by the FBI 
agents or that the individuals were subjected to humiliation by the 
agents. The OIG provided its report of investigation to the FBI. 

• The OIG investigated allegations from a Muslim individual who alleged 
that he was abused by FBI agents and immigration detention officers 
from the time he was arrested in March 2002 until he was deported in 
April 2002. The OIG investigation did not substantiate these 
allegations. 

2. Complaints Referred to Other Components 

During this reporting period, the OIG referred ten of the new complaints 
to internal affairs offices within DOJ components for investigation or closer 
review. Three of the complaints were referred to the FBI. In one of those 
complaints, the Council on American-Islamic Relations alleged that an FBI 
agent violated the civil rights of a Muslim individual when the agent questioned 
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the: i.,.d_ivid1.1al regarding his immigration status and :knowledge of terrorist 
activities. The FBI's Inspection Division currently is investigating this matter. 

In the second complaint, an off-duty BOP Correctional Officer of Arab 
descent alleged that he and another individual were victims of racial profiling 
when they were detained at an airport and questioned for several hours about 
their suspicious behavior during a flight. After we referred the complaint to the 
FBI Inspection Division, that office reviewed the matter and determined that 
the FBI agents did not violate FBI policy. The third complaint referred to the 
FBI involved a national security matter that was investigated by the FBI's 
Inspection Division and is pending resolution. 

The OIG referred seven of the ten complaints to the BO P's Office of 
Internal Affairs (OIA). The complaints included allegations that BOP staff 
verbally abused Muslim inmates, placed Muslim inmates in segregation, 
confiscated Muslim inmates' religious articles, and denied Muslim inmates' 
telephone privileges and library access. Four of the complaints sent to the BOP 
were designated by the OIG as "Monitored Referrals," which means the BOP is 
required at the end of its investigation to send a report of the investigation to 
the OIG for its review. Of these four complaints, the BOP closed two matters as 
unsubstantiated, while the other two matters remain open. The BOP has an 
open investigation on each of the three other matters. 

During this reporting period, the FBI addressed a matter that the OIG 
had referred to the FBI for review during the previous reporting period. The 
matter involved an electronic communication (EC) from one FBI field office to 
other FBI field offices around the country identifying the names and addresses 
of the proprietors and customers of a Muslim-based website. The EC listed the 
proprietors' and customers' names by FBI field office for the respective office to 
take whatever action it deemed appropriate. The OIG received a copy of the EC 
from an FBI employee concerned about the lack of predication or apparent 
basis on the face of the EC for the leads to be sent for investigation to the FBI 
field offices. We asked the FBI Inspection Division to review the incident and 
report back to us. In this reporting period, the FBI Inspection Division notified 
us that the FBI recognized that the EC raised First Amendment concerns. The 
FBI retracted the EC and directed the field offices to conduct no further 
investigative action based on the EC and to destroy all copies of the EC. The 
Inspection Division also informed us that the FBI had concluded that the EC 
should have been reviewed by the legal advisor for the originating field office 
prior to being disseminated and that in the future such an EC will be subject to 
legal review. 
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C. othex."OlG Activities Relaterl to-Allegations of Civil :ftights 
and Civil Liberties Abuses 

The OIG has conducted other reviews that go beyond the explicit 
requirements of Section 1001 in order to implement more fully its civil rights 
and civil liberties oversight responsibilities. Given the multi-disciplinary 
nature of its work force, the OIG can extend its oversight beyond traditional 
investigations to include evaluations, audits, and special reviews of DOJ 
programs and personnel. Using this approach, the OIG has initiated or 
continued several special reviews that address, in part, issues relating to the 
OIG's duties-under Section 1001. 

L Review of FBI Conduct Relating to Detainees in Military 
Facilities in Guantanamo Bay and Iraq 

During the reporting period, the FBI began a special inquiry into FBI 
agents' observations of interrogation techniques used on detainees held at the 
U.S. military's Guantanamo Bay and Abu Ghraib prison facilities. The OIG 
requested materials from the FBI relating to the special inquiry and, after 
reviewing them, opened a review of this matter. 

The OIG is examining whether any FBI staff observed or participated in 
non-law enforcement interrogation techniques of detainees at U.S. military 
detention facilities. In addition, the OIG is reviewing whether FBI employees 
reported their observations of these interrogation techniques and how those 
reports were handled. 

2. Supplemental Report on September 11 Detainees' Allegations 
of Abuse at the Metropolitan Detention Center in Brooklyn, 
New York 

An OIG special review issued in December 2003 (and described in detail 
in our January 2004 Section 1001 report) examined allegations that some 
correctional officers physically and verbally abused some detainees held in 
connection with the Department's terrorism investigation at the Metropolitan 
Detention Center (MDC) in Brooklyn, New York. 4 We concluded that certain 
MDC staff members abused some of the detainees, and we found systemic 
problems in the way detainees were treated at the MDC. In December 2003, 
we provided the results of our investigation to the BOP for its review and 
appropriate disciplinary action. 

4 See "Supplemental Report on September 11 Detainees' Allegations of Abuse at the 
Metropolitan Detention Center in Brooklyn, New York" {MDC Report), issued December 18, 
2003. The MDC Report supplemented an OIG report issued in June 2003 entitled, "The 
September 11 Detainees: A review of the Treatment of Aliens Held on Immigration Charges in 
Connection with the Investigation of the September 11 Attacks." Both reports can be found on 
the OIG's internet website (wv,,,.,·.usdoj.gov /oigl under "Special Reports." 
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· In resp·cnse to our report a.~d reco.r:::J.mendations·, the BOP OU initiated 
an investigation based on the OIG's findings to determine whether discipline is 
warranted. More than a year later, the OIA review still is ongoing, and the BOP 
still is considering appropriate disciplinary action. The OIG continues to 
monitor this review and the BOP's ultimate actions with regard to disciplinary 
action. 

In addition, during this reporting period, the BOP informed the OIG that 
it discovered additional videotapes from the MDC relevant to the OIG's 
supplemental review regarding abuse related to the September 11 detainees 
which had not been provided previously to the OIG - or the BOP OIA - as 
required. Some of the videotapes included additional instances of video- and 
audio-taped meetings between detainees and their attorneys at the MDC. 
Others concerned detainee movements. The OIG and the BOP OIA are 
reviewing the newly discovered videotapes. The OIG and the BOP OIA also 
have opened a joint investigation to determine why the MDC had not previously 
provided these videotapes. 

With respect to the systemic problems we found at the MDC, our 
December 2003 Supplemental Report made seven recommendations to the 
BOP ranging from developing guidance for training correctional officers in 
appropriate restraint techniques to educating BOP staff concerning the 
impropriety of audio recording meetings between inmates and their attorneys. 
The BO P's response to the recommendations and the OIG analysis of that 
response can be found on the OIG's website under "Special Reports." In 
February 2005, the BOP provided materials to close the remaining two 
recommendations. 

3. OIG's Analysis of the Department's Responses to 
Recommendations in the Detainee Report 

In its June 2003 Detainee Report, the OIG made 21 recommendations 
related to issues under the jurisdiction of the FBI, the BOP, leadership offices 
at the DOJ, as well as immigration issues now under the jurisdiction of the 
DHS. As of this reporting period, 20 of the recommendations have been 
resolved. The one open recommendation calls for the Department and the DHS 
to enter into a memorandum of understanding {MOU) to formalize policies, 
responsibilities, and procedures for managing a national emergency that 
involves alien detainees. This MOU has not yet been established. Negotiations 
between the Department and the DHS over the language of the MOU are 
ongoing. 
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· In res-6onse to our re-oort and reco.c.:::1e::da:icns·. ti.½.e BOP OB. initiated . .. ..... - . 

an investigation based on the OIG's findings to determine whether discipline is 
warranted. More than a year later, the OIA. review still is ongoing, and the BOP 
still is considering appropriate disciplinary action. The OIG continues to 
monitor this review and the BOP's ultimate actions with regard to disciplinary 
action. 

In addition, during this reporting period, the BOP informed the OIG that 
it discovered additional videotapes from the MDC relevant to the OIG's 
supplemental review regarding abuse related to the September 11 detainees 
which had-not been provided previously to the OIG - or the BOP OIA - as 
required. Some of the videotapes included additional instances of video- and 
audio-taped meetings between detainees and their attorneys at the MDC. 
Others concerned detainee movements. The OIG and the BOP OIA are 
reviewing the newly discovered videotapes. The OIG and the BOP OIA also 
have opened a joint investigation to determine why the MDC had not previously 
provided these videotapes. 

With respect to the systemic problems we found at the MDC, our 
December 2003 Supplemental Report made seven recommendations to the 
BOP ranging from developing guidance for training correctional officers in 
appropriate restraint techniques to educating BOP staff concerning the 
impropriety of audio recording meetings between inmates and their attorneys. 
The BO P's response to the recommendations and the OIG analysis of that 
response can be found on the OIG's website under "Special Reports."' In 
February 2005, the BOP provided materials to close the remaining two 
recommendations. 

3. OIG's Analysis of the Department's Responses to 
Recommendations in the Detainee Report 

In its June 2003 Detainee Report, the OIG made 21 recommendations 
related to issues under the jurisdiction of the FBI, the BOP, leadership offices 
at the DOJ, as well as immigration issues now under the jurisdiction of the 
DHS. As of this reporting period, 20 of the recommendations have been 
resolved. The one open recommendation calls for the Department and the OHS 
to enter into a memorandum of understanding (MOU) to formalize policies, 
responsibilities, and procedures for managing a national emergency that 
involves alien detainees. This MOU has not yet been established. Negotiations 
between the Department and the DHS over the language of the MOU are 
ongoing. 

Office of the Inspector General, U.S. Department of Justice Page 11 
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Admin_istrative Remedy 
Step 2 - Response 

Date Filed: June 18, 2009 

Patel, Kamal 

Remedy ID No.: 09-108 

Inmate Name: Reg#: 56496-080 

This is in response to your Step 2 Administrative Remedy dated June 15, 2009 in which 
you allege that Rivers Correctional Institution violates 28 C.F.R. Section 540.21 (b) and 
BOP PS 5265.11 (18) (b), which states that writing paper and envelopes are to be provided 
at no cost to the inmate. You state that you should not have to go to Commissary to 
purchase these items and that the policy does not stipulate that it is for legal needs only. 
Specifically, you are requesting to be provided with these materials according to the policy 
without restrictions as to whether they are used for legal or personal reasons. 

Further investigation into this matter has revealed that this facility is not required by the 
Bureau of Prisons (BOP) Statement of Work to comply with PS 5265.11 . You may continue 
to sign for your writing paper and envelopes for your legal needs with the Librarian at no 
cost. For all other purposes, you are advised to purchase them from the Commissary. If 
you are ever to become indigent, we will supply you with these materials for any purpose. 

Based on the above information, your request for a Step 2 Remedy to supply you with 
writing paper and envelopes for any reason is denied. 

You have exhausted all of your Administrative Remedies at this level. 

r::: - ~ 9-- 0 9 
Date 

It • 

¥ 
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Rivers Correctional Institution 
POLICY and PROCEDURE MANUAL Policy Number: 

17.002 

Ge® CHAPTER': Social Services Effective Date: 
03/18/08 

The GEO Group, In,::. TITLE: Drug Abuse Programs 

Last Review Date: 
RELATED ACA STANDARDS: 02/05/09 

4-4438,4-4439,4-4440,4-4441 

I. PURPOSE 

To establish operational and procedural guidelines for the delivery of drug abuse 
treatment services and to describe the general philosophy of drug abuse treatment 
programming. 

II. AUTHORITY 

BOP P.S. 5330.10 Drug Abuse Programs Manual - Inmate 

Ill. APPLICABILITY 

All Rivers Correctional Institution (RCI) employees and inmates. 

IV. POLICY 

The philosophy underlying RCI drug abuse programs is that individuals must 
assume responsibility for their behavior. Despite the influence of environmental 
conditions and circumstances, the primary target for change is the individual's 
conscious decision to engage in drug-taking and criminal behavior. The principal 
goal of treatment is to equip the individual with the cognitive, emotional and 
behavioral skills necessary to choose and maintain a drug-free and crime-free 
lifestyle. 

A biopsychosocial model of treatment guides interventions in RCl's drug_.ab_u_se 
programs. This holistic approach emphasizes comprehensive lifestyles change as 
the key to treatment success. Issues such as physical well-being, family 
relationships and criminality are targeted for change in addition to traditional 
treatment goals of relapse prevention and abstinence. The acquisition of positive 
life skills is viewed as the means through which participants can change the 
negative thinking and behavior patterns which led to their drug use and criminality 
in the past. Through individual and/or group counseling, participants can gain 
thinking/behavior patterns and can learn and develop alternative skills. (4--4438) 

Page 1 of 33 
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R.~; e(npioy8 a five {51 componem srra1egy wnich 1nc1uaes: 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

Orientation, Screening, and Referral; 
Drug Abuse Education; 
Nonresidential Drug Abuse Treatment Services; 
Residential Drug Abuse Treatment; and 
Transitional Services . 

Descriptions of the various program components and relevant procedures are 
detailed below. 

V. PROCEDURES 

A. Orientation, Screening and Referral 

1. Admission and Orientation Program 
The Drug Abuse Program Coordinator shall ensure that all inmates 
are informed during the Admission and Orientation program about 
RCl's drug abuse programming and treatment opportunities. This 
presentation should be made by a drug treatment specialist or the 
Drug Abuse Program Coordinator. 

2. Screening and Referral 
A psychologist shall interview all new admissions for drug abuse 
problems. A records review will be performed by a case manager in 
the normal course of his/her duties. Based on these reviews and 
interviews, psychology and/or unit staff will make an appropriate drug 
education/treatment referral to the Drug Abuse Program Coordinator. 

Unit staff shall determine whether an inmate meets any of the criteria 
required for the drug abuse education course [see section (B) (1 )] and 
enter the appropriate DRG I assignment within thirty (30) days of the 
inmate's arrival at the institution. Unit staff shall also conduct a review 
for inmates returned as failures in a community-based program, and 
enter the appropriate DRG I assignment based on this updated 
review. In this situation, inmates who receive a new DRG I RO 
assignment upon return to the institution must repeat the drug abuse 
education course. 

The Drug Abuse Program Coordinator shall ensure that information 
from both the central file review and the psychology screening are 
used to determine programming needs and recommendations for 
each inmate. 

3. Referral and Redesignation 
With the exception of the residential drug abuse treatment program, 
RCl's drug abuse programs are available to all RCI inmates. The 
residential drug abuse treatment program, however, is specifically for 

E)(.t+t &tT-'/ 
Page 2 of 33 
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D.C. onenuers.-Non-0.C. offenders requesting residential drug abuse 
treatment shall be considered for a transfer to a facility with a 
residential drug abuse treatment program. Redesignation shall be at 
the discretion of the BOP Designator. 

See BOP· P.S. 5330.10 Drug Abuse Programs Manual - Inmate, 
Chapter 2, pages 2 and 3 for procedures to refer and redesignate 
non-D.C. offenders to residential drug abuse treatment programs. 

B. Drug Abuse Education Course 
The purpose of the drug abuse education course is to inform inmates of the 
consequences of drug/alcohol abuse and addiction and to motivate inmates 
in need to apply for further drug abuse treatment while incarcerated and ' 
upon release. ' 

1. Requirements for Drug Abuse Education Course/Participation 

a. Mandatory Participation 
An inmate is required to participate in the drug abuse 
education course if he has been sentenced or returned to 
custody as a violator after September 30, 1991 and it is 
determined by unit and/or drug abuse treatment staff through 
a combination of interview and file review that: 

• There is evidence in the Presentence Investigation that 
alcohol or other drug use contributed to the commission 
of the instant offense; 

• Alcohol or other drug use was a reason for violation 
either of supervised release, including parole, or 
community status, Residential Re-entry Center (RRC) 
placement for which the inmate is now incarcerated; or 

• The inmate was recommended for drug programming 
during incarceration by the sentencing judge. 

b. Voluntary participation 
Inmates who are not required by paragraph (a)(i) of this section 
to participate in the drug abuse education course may request 
to participate voluntarily in the drug abuse education course 
when participant space is available. Volunteers must have the 
approval of the Drug Abuse Program Coordinator. Priority 
consideration shall be given to those inmates whose 
participation has been recommended by psychology, unit or 
drug treatment staff. 

Page 3 of 33 
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FOIA/PA Mail Referral Unit 
u. s. Department of Justice 
Roan 1 070, National Place Bldg. 
950 Pennsylvania Ave., N.W. 
washington, D.C. 20530 

Dear FOIA/PA Referral Unit: 

Kamal K. Patel 
Reg. No. 56496-080 
CI l«>Shann:>n Valley 
555-I c.ornell Drive 
Philipsburg, PA 16866 

Novent:>er 16, 2008 

I am requesting that the docunents as described in this letter be 
provided to ne:p.rrsuant to the Freed::xn of Informatin & Privacy Acts. 

Please consture this request in the broadest J.X)Ssible terms and provide 
me the requested infonnaton within the tine frames as provided in the 
·Freedom of Infonnatin Act. 

If any documents are withheld, please explain the oo.sis for each 
withholding and a description of the cba.:rnent withheld. 

Please provioo oo the following docmlents: 

1. All transfer docmnents and related doClillellts for transfer including 
those created by the unit.Team, Medical Department, and any other department 
for the transfer LeqUeSts made to transfer me (a) fran FCI Forrest City,,Arkansas 
to FMC Butrer in 2006; (b) from FMC Butner, horth Carolina to Pine Prairie 
Correctional Facility in Louisiana in early 2008; and (c) from EMC Butner, North 
carolina to CI M:Jshannon Valley Correctional Center in Pennsylvania in late 2008. 
As i;ert of this request, any denials of suc:h transfer applicatinos, cancellation 
of any transfers, etc. are also requested. 

2. The property inventory receipt created by Cbrrectional Officer Btibler 
of the Federal Medical Center, North carllina. at the FCI II facility, in either 
December 2007 or Januayr 2008 in relation·to an inventory of my property when 
I was placed in the Special Housing Uriit at the FCI II facility. 

Thank you for your pranpt consideration of this matter. I remain, 

~~J_;;v-
Kamal K. Patel 

I 

t 
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IN THE UNITED ST A TES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

KAMAL K. PATEL, 
Reg. No. 56496-080 
CI Big Spring Correctional Institution 
200 I Rickabaugh Dr. 
Big Spring, TX 79720 

and 

DALE BROWN 
Reg. No. 29087-004 
CI Rivers Correctional Institution 
P.O. Box 630 
Winton, NC 27986 

Plaintiffs, 
V. 

THE FEDERAL 
BUREAU OF PRISONS 
320 First Street, N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20534 

and 

HARLEY LAPPIN, in official and 
individual capacities, 
320 First Street, N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20534 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) THIRD AMENDED CLASS 
) COMPLAINT AND 
) DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL 
) 
) Civil Action No. 09-cv-0200-RWR 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

Defendants. ) 
------------

THIRD AMENDED CLASS COMPLAINT 

1. Plaintiffs Kamal Patel and Dale Brown, by and through their attorneys, bring the 

following action arising out of the United States Constitution and the laws of the United States 

and allege as follows. 

NATURE OF THE ACTION 

2. Plaintiffs are lawful permanent residents serving criminal sentences under custody 

of the Federal Bureau of Prisons ("BOP"). Plaintiffs were incarcerated for many years in federal 
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facilities operated by the BOP, where they were treated similarly to inmates born in the United 

States. 

3. Recently the situation changed for the worse. Defendants began treating 

Plaintiffs, both of whom are long time lawful permanent residents, differently than similarly

situated United States citizens. Plaintiffs were transferred based upon their national origin and/or 

alienage to private facilities, including Moshannon Valley Correctional Center ("MVCC"), 

Rivers Correctional Institution ("Rivers"), and Big Spring Correctional Institution ("Big 

Spring"). Plaintiffs were also told by Defendants that they would not be considered for transfer 

closer to their legal residences. 

4. MVCC and Big Spring are operated by Cornell Companies, Inc. ("Cornell"), a 

for-profit corporation with annual revenues exceeding $400 million. 

5. Rivers is operated by The GEO Group, Inc. ("Geo Group"), a for-profit 

corporation with annual revenues exceeding $1 billion. 

6. Cornell and Geo Group refuse to comply with applicable constitutional and 

statutory standards and claim they are not bound by BOP policies and procedures governing the 

treatment of federal prisoners. Defendants Lappin and the BOP have failed to enforce applicable 

constitutional, statutory, and regulatory standards in facilities operated by private entities, 

including but not limited to Cornell and Geo Group. As a result of Defendants' acts and 

omissions, Plaintiffs have been subjected to harsher prison conditions than similarly situated 

United States citizen federal prisoners. The harsher treatment of Plaintiffs includes but is not 

limited to being required to subsidize the cost of their incarceration, substantially burdening their 

exercise of religion, providing fewer programming opportunities, and manifesting deliberate 

indifference to their exposure to harmful levels of secondhand tobacco smoke. 

2 
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7. The United States Government Accountability Office (then known as the General 

Accounting Office) concluded in 1991 that the BOP lacks statutory authority to confine federal 

prisoners in such private facilities and warned Congress that if such authority were to be granted, 

controls should be established to preserve prisoner rights, ensure contractor accountability, and 

provide for effective government oversight. 

8. Defendants continue to confine aliens in private facilities without statutory 

authority and without preservmg pnsoner rights. In doing so, Defendants have delegated 

authority to private parties in violation of their statutory and regulatory obligations. 

9. Rivers is more than 500 miles from Plaintiffs' respective legal residences. 

Plaintiffs' family members either cannot visit Rivers or can do so only with great difficulty and 

at significant expense. Inmates who have eighteen consecutive months of clear conduct in a 

general population, as do Plaintiffs, are considered for transfer to facilities nearer to their 

families. United States citizen inmates with detainers or charges pending from another 

jurisdiction remain eligible for such transfers, although they generally are not transferred to 

facilities more distant from the detaining authority. In stark contrast, the BOP categorically 

excludes from consideration for such transfers aliens who are the subject of a notification letter 

from the U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement agency ("ICE") stating only that an 

investigation has been initiated to determine whether the inmate is subject to removal from the 

United States. It is unlawful for the BOP to treat alien federal prisoners differently for this 

purpose than it treats similarly situated United States citizen prisoners such as those subject to 

detainers or serving life sentences. Further, the BOP impermissibly assumes that aliens subject 

to ICE detainers for a hearing will be removed even though they have not yet been afforded a 

removal hearing and no order of removal has been issued. 

3 
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JURISDICTION AND VENUE 

10. This Court has jurisdiction under 28 U.S.C. § 1331 and the United States 

Constitution. 

11. Venue is proper in this distiict under 28 U.S.C. § 1391. 

12. Plaintiffs have exhausted administrative remedies and bring claims under the Fifth 

Amendment to the United States Constitution, the Administrative Procedure Act, 5 U.S.C. 

§§ 551 et seq., the Religious Freedom Restoration Act, 42 U.S.C. §§ 2000bb et seq., the 

Declaratory Judgment Act, 28 U.S.C. §§ 2201 et seq., the Freedom oflnformation Act, 5 U.S.C. 

§ 552, and the Privacy Act, 5 U.S.C. § 552a. 

PARTIES 

13. Kamal K. Patel is a Plaintiff in this action. Mr. Patel is a lawful permanent 

resident of the United States. He previously was confined at Rivers in Winton, North Carolina, 

and he is presently confined at Big Spring in Big Spring, Texas. On information and belief, Mr. 

Patel was transfeITed from Rivers to Big Spring to facilitate his participation in legal proceedings 

in Texas, and he remains subject to transfer back to Rivers upon conclusion of such proceedings. 

14. Dale Brown is a Plaintiff in this action. Mr. Brown is a lawful permanent resident 

of the United States and is presently incarcerated at Rivers. 

15. Defendant BOP is an agency of the United States Department of Justice 

established in 1930 to oversee the confinement of federal prisoners. The BOP consists of 115 

institutions, 6 regional offices, a Central Office, 2 staff training centers, and 28 community 

corrections offices. The Central Office serves as the headquarters for the BOP and is located in 

Washington, D.C. 

4 
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16. Defendant Harley G. Lappin is Director of the BOP and is responsible for its acts 

and omissions. His office is located in Washington, D.C. Defendant Lappin is sued in his 

official and individual capacities. 

CLASS ALLEGATIONS 

17. Plaintiffs bring Counts One through Seven and the allegations related thereto on 

their own behalf and on behalf of all others similarly situated pursuant to Federal Rule of Civil 

Procedure ("Fed. R. Civ. P.") 23. 

18. "Federal prisoner" as used in this Third Amended Complaint means a person 

described in § 3621 (a) of Title 18. "Federal prisoner" excludes persons sentenced to 

incarceration under the District of Columbia Code, as described in Pub. L. 106-553, § I (a)(2), 

Dec. 21, 2000, 114 Stat. 2762, 2762A-68; renumbered § 114, Pub. L. 106-554, § l(a)(4) [Div. A, 

§ 213(a)(2)1, Dec. 21, 2000, 114 Stat. 2763, 2763A-179. 

19. Plaintiffs seek certification of the following classes and subclasses: 

a. CLASS ONE (injunctive and declaratory relief class pursuant to Fed. R. 

Civ. P. 23(b)(2)): All federal prisoners confined in facilities operated by private entities. 

(COUNTS ONE, TWO, THREE, AND FOUR). 

1. SUBCLASS ONE-A (injunctive and declaratory relief subclass 

pursuant to Fed. R. Civ. P. 23(b)(2)): All federal prisoners confined in private facilities managed 

by Geo Group. (COUNT SIX). 

11. SUBCLASS ONE-B (injunctive and declaratory relief subclass 

pursuant to Fed. R. Civ. P. 23(b)(2) and damages subclass pursuant to Fed. R. Civ. P. 23(b)(3)): 

All Muslim inmates confined in private facilities managed by Geo Group. (COUNT FIVE). 

5 
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b. CLASS TWO (injunctive and declaratory relief class pursuant to Fed. R. 

Civ. P. 23(b)(2)): All federal prisoners subject to a detainer for a hearing issued by the 

Department of Homeland Security's Immigration and Customs Enforcement agency ("ICE") or 

the Immigration and Naturalization Service ("INS"). (COUNT SEVEN). 

20. The members of the classes and subclasses are so numerous that joinder of all 

members is impractical. 

21. There are questions of law or fact common to the classes and subclasses. 

22. The claims or defenses of the representative parties are typical of the claims or 

defenses of the classes and subclasses. 

23. The representative parties will fairly and adequately protect the interests of the 

classes and subclasses. 

24. With regard to all classes and subclasses, which are Rule 23(b )(2) injunctive relief 

classes, Defendants have acted or refused to act on grounds that apply generally to the classes 

and subclasses, so that final injunctive and declaratory relief are appropriate respecting the 

classes and subclasses as a whole. 

25. With regard to Subclass One-8, also a Rule 23(b)(3) damages class, questions of 

law or fact common to the subclass members predominate over any questions affecting only 

individual members, and a class action is superior to other available methods for fairly and 

effectively adjudicating the controversy. 

6 
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FACTUAL BACKGROUND 

The Bureau of Prisons 

26. Before federal pnsons were built, federal pnsoners were confined m state 

facilities at federal expense. 

27. In states unwilling to accept federal prisoners, the First Congress permitted the 

federal marshal to hire a convenient place to serve as a temporary jail. 

28. Later Congresses continued to authorize the marshal service to contract for 

temporary facilities for confinement until permanent arrangements could be made. 

29. By the end of the nineteenth century, due to overcrowding in state prisons, some 

states stopped accepting federal prisoners convicted in other states and one refused to accept 

federal prisoners at all. In 1891, Congress authorized construction of the first federal 

penitentiaries. Congress created the BOP in 19 30 to provide more progressive and humane care 

for federal prisoners, to professionalize the prison service, and to ensure consistent and 

centralized administration of the eleven Federal prisons in operation at the time. 

30. Historically, federal, state, and local correctional agencies entered into contracts 

with the private sector to provide services such as food prepm·ation and medical care, as well as 

certain pre-release programs. 

31. As a result of expanded federal law enforcement and new legislation that altered 

sentencing, the 1980s brought a significant increase in the number of federal inmates. 

32. From 1980 to 1989, the inmate population more than doubled, from just over 

24,000 to almost 58,000. During the 1990s, the population more than doubled again, reaching 

approximately 136,000 at the end of 1999. 

33. In the 1980s and 1990s, the BOP expanded its use of private sector resources in 

response to growing inmate populations and escalating costs. The BOP expanded beyond 

7 
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contracting for goods or services within BOP-operated facilities to contracting with private 

corporations to operate private prisons housing federal prisoners ("private facilities" or "private 

prisons"). Upon information and belief, the BOP does not use such private facilities to confine 

United States citizen federal prisoners for its general adult inmate population, with the exception 

of District of Columbia offenders whose confinement is governed by unique statutory authority. 

34. In 1 991 , the agency then known as the United Stares General Accounting Offi cc 

("GAO") reviewed BOP's practice of confining federal prisoners in private facilities. The GAO 

concluded that the BOP lacks statutory authority to confine federal prisoners in private facilities. 

35. The GAO further found that even if Congress were to authorize the BOP to 

confine federal prisoners in private facilities, controls on contracting should be established to 

preserve prisoner rights, ensure contractor accountability, and provide for effective government 

oversight. 

36. Congress has not enacted legislation authorizing the BOP to confine federal 

prisoners in private facilities, other than District of Columbia offenders. 

37. Further, the BOP has been unable to demonstrate private facilities are more 

efficient or cost effective than BOP facilities. 

38. Today, the BOP exercises custody over approximately 209,000 federal prisoners, 

including the Plaintiffs. 

39. Approximately 82 percent of these federal pnsoners are confined in federal 

facilities operated by the BOP, with the balance, including Plaintiffs, in privately-managed or 

community-based facilities and local jails. 

8 
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40. BOP confines non-U.S. national federal prisoners (including lawful pennanent 

residents) in these privately-operated secure facilities including but not limited to MVCC, 

Rivers, and Big Spring. 

41. The BOP retains custody of and responsibility for all persons sentenced to a term 

of imprisonment under Title 18 of the U.S. Code ("United States prisoners" or "federal 

prisoners"). 

42. Congress has mandated that the BOP maintain charge over, and management and 

regulation of, all federal prisoners, wherever confined. 

43. Congress has mandated that the BOP provide for the safekeeping, care, and 

subsistence of all federal prisoners, wherever confined. 

44. Congress has mandated that the BOP provide for the protection, instruction, and 

discipline of all federal prisoners, wherever confined. 

45. Congress has mandated that the BOP establish appropriate standards of health and 

habitability for facilities in which federal prisoners are confined. 

46. Congress and BOP regulations prohibit Defendants from redelegating authority to 

private parties. 

47. Defendants' use of private prisons results in the unlawful delegation of authority 

to private entities and persons through management activities such as promulgation of rules 

different than those applicable to BOP facilities, day-to-day management decisions, and 

disciplining of federal prisoners by employees of private entities. 

9 
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Defendants' Transfer Policies Are Unlawful As Applied to Plaintiffs 

48. Congress has mandated that the BOP consider on a case-by-case basis five factors 

m designating federal prisoners to serve confinement in a particular facility and in making 

decisions to transfer such prisoners between facilities. 

49. The BOP may not disregard these statutory factors in making initial designation 

or transfer decisions. 

50. Defendants transfeffed Plaintiffs to private facilities based upon their national 

origin and/or alienage without appropriately considering the relevant statutory factors. 

51. Plaintiffs are treated differently and worse in private facilities than inmates in 

BOP facilities with respect to conditions as to which they are similarly situated. 

Defendant" Lack Authority To Designate Plaintiffs to Private Confinement Facilities 

52. Plaintiffs are federal prisoners in the custody of Defendants. 

53. Congress has enacted laws that constrain Defendants' authority to classify and 

designate the place of confinement for federal prisoners. 

54. Congress has permitted federal prisoners in the custody of the BOP to be confined 

111 federal penal or coffectional institutions or in facilities operated by officials of a State, 

Territory, or political subdivision. 

55. Congress has not authorized Defendants to confine United States prisoners in 

facilities operated and managed by private entities (i.e., private facilities). 

56. The state of North Carolina has prohibited the operation of any coffectional 

facility for confinement of inmates serving sentences for violation of laws of a jurisdiction other 

than North Carolina, except facilities owned or operated by the federal government and used 

exclusively for the confinement of inmates serving sentences for violation of federal law. 

10 
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57. On information and belief, Rivers Cotrectional Institution is owned and operated 

by Geo Group not the federal government. 

Rivers Correctional Institution 

58. Rivers CoJTectional Institution ("Rivers") is a low-security correctional facility 

with a capacity of approximately 1380 males. 

59. Rivers is owned, operated, and managed by the Geo Group. 

60. Geo Group is a private, for-profit corporation with 2009 revenues in excess of $1 

billion. 

61. Defendants have initiated a practice of transferring other federal pnsoners to 

Rivers based upon national origin and/or alienage. 

62. The practice of classifying and designating federal prisoners based upon national 

ongm and/or alienage violates the Fifth Amendment to the United States Constitution and 

Defendants' own regulations. 

63. The practice of classifying and designating prisoners based upon national origin 

and/or alienage has not been subject to notice and comment in accordance with the 

Administrative Procedure Act. 

Defendants Refuse To Require Geo Group To Abide by Applicable Constitutional, 
Statutory, and Regulatorv Standards in the Management and Operation of Rivers 

64. Plaintiffs filed numerous requests with Geo Group seeking to enforce applicable 

constitutional, statutory, and regulatory standards at Rivers. 

65. Plaintiffs requested that Geo Group follow applicable constitutional, statutory, 

and regulatory standards concerning religious freedom (pertaining to diet and prayer), exposure 

to secondhand tobacco smoke, access to courts and counsel (including availability of writing 

paper and envelopes), communication with family, commissary prices, telephone charges, email, 
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programming opportunities, and freedom from arbitrary search and seizure of legal papers and 

other property. 

66. Geo Group denied Plaintiffs' requests to adhere to constitutional, statutory, and 

regulatory standards applicable to the BOP and federal penal and correctional institutions. 

67. Defendants have failed to require Geo Group to abide by applicable 

constitutional, statutory, and regulatory requirements. 

68. Plaintiffs have exhausted their administrative remedies. 

It is Unlawful for Defendants To Utilize Commissary Fund Monies To Offset the Cost of 
Contracts for the Management of Private Prisons 

69. Defendants have directed that income received by the contractor in excess of 

expenses incurred for telephone usage shall offset the cost of their contracts with private entities 

for the management and operation of private prisons. 

70. Defendants permit Geo Group and other private corporations to charge much 

higher rates to non-U.S. citizens in private facilities than similar-situated U.S. citizens in BOP 

prisons for telephone usage and other commissary items. 

71. Defendants owe common law fiduciary duties to federal prisoners with respect to 

management of the Commissary Fund and Inmate Trust Fund. Profits from the operation of the 

commissary are to be deposited in the Commissary Fund and ordinarily used for purposes which 

benefit the inmate body as a whole. 

72. Commissary Fund monies may be expended only for purposes provided by law. 

It is unlawful to use Commissary Fund monies to offset the cost of contracting for private 

pnsons. 
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It Is Unlawful for Defendants Categorically To Refuse To Consider Plaintiffs' Requests for 
Transfer to Facilities Closer to Their Legal Residence 

73. Federal prisoners with eighteen consecutive months of clear conduct in a general 

population are considered for transfer to facilities nearer to family members. 

74. Federal prisoners with detainers or pending charges from another jurisdiction 

remain eligible for such transfer but generally are not transferred to facilities more distant from 

the detaining authority. 

75. The BOP treats alien federal prisoners differently than similarly situated federal 

prisoners who will not be released from BOP custody into the community. 

76. The BOP categorically excludes from consideration for such transfers aliens 

subject to an ICE detainer for a hearing. In categorically excluding Plaintiffs from consideration 

on this basis, the BOP impermissibly assumes that they will be removed before they have been 

afforded a removal hearing or an order of removal has actually been issued. 

77. Plaintiffs were lawfully admitted to the United States more than thirty years ago 

and have extended families in communities that are more than 500 miles from Rivers. Many of 

Plaintiffs' family members are United States citizens. 

78. Plaintiffs and their family members desire to engage in frequent visits, which they 

did when Plaintiffs were confined in facilities nearer their legal residences. 

79. Plaintiffs' family members either cannot or cannot without great difficulty visit 

Rivers. 

80. As a result, Plaintiffs receive fewer visits from family members while confined in 

Rivers than they did while confined in facilities closer to their legal residences. 
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Plaintiff Kamal K. Patel 

81. Plaintiff Kamal K. Patel was born in Leicester, England, in 1969, and is a British 

citizen. When Mr. Patel was ten years old, he moved to the United States with his father, 

mother, brother, and sister. He graduated as valedictorian of Alva High School, received a 

degree in Accounting from the University of Texas, and was in his first semester of law school at 

the University of Texas when he was aiTested. 

82. Mr. Patel has lived in the United States for more than 30 years. 

83. Mr. Patel is a lawful permanent resident of the United States and has been since 

1986. 

84. According to BOP records, Mr. Patel is a legal resident of Alva, Oklahoma. Mr. 

Patel has family members located near Alva. 

85. In March 1993, Mr. Patel pied guilty and was sentenced to 293 months of 

incarceration and three years of supervised release on federal drug charges, and ten years (to run 

concurrently) for witness tampering. 

86. From March 1993 until August 2008, Mr. Patel was transferred to nine different 

BOP facilities. Since August 2008, Mr. Patel has been confined in three private facilities, 

including Rivers. 

87. Mr. Patel began his confinement in March 1993 in FCI Florence, a medium-

security BOP facility in Florence, Colorado. 

88. When his security level dropped in 1996 as a result of good conduct, Mr. Patel 

was transferred to FCI Fort Worth, a low-security BOP facility in Fort Worth, Texas. 

89. Mr. Patel converted to Islam in 1998. 
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90. In 1998, Mr. Patel was transferred to USP Beaumont, a high-security BOP 

facility in Beaumont, Texas. Mr. Patel's transfer to this facility was prompted by a false charge 

of assault brought against him while he was confined in FCI Fort Worth. This charge was later 

expunged by BOP in response to a lawsuit brought by Mr. Patel, and a federal court's finding 

that the charge was predicated upon false testimony. Mr. Patel remained at Beaumont for two 

years. 

91. In 2000, Mr. Patel was transferred to FCI El Reno, a medium-security BOP 

facility in El Reno, Oklahoma. 

92. In 2000, Mr. Patel was again transferred to the Federal Transfer Center in 

Oklahoma City, Oklahoma. While Mr. Patel was confined in Oklahoma, his family, including 

his mother, who is unable lo travel long distances because of her health, was able to visit him on 

a regular basis. 

93. In July 2001, Mr. Patel was transferred to FCI Bastrop, a low-security BOP 

facility in Bastrop, Texas. 

94. In late 2001, Mr. Patel was transferred to FCI Beaumont, a low-security BOP 

facility in Beaumont, Texas. 

95. In 2003, Mr. Patel was transferred to FCI Big Spring, a low-security BOP facility 

in Big Spring, Texas. 

96. While at FCI Big Spring in 2003, Mr. Patel met David Duke and had reason to 

believe that Duke was given unlawful preferential treatment. 

97. Mr. Patel filed with prison officials a grievance concernmg such unlawful 

preferences. 
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98. Mr. Patel contacted the Office of Inspector General for the United States 

Department of Justice. The Inspector General exposed a disturbing pattern of "discriminatory 

and retaliatory actions against Muslin inmates" at FCI Big Spring and specifically found that the 

Warden had unjustly ordered Mr. Patel transferred to the Special Housing Unit for more than 120 

days for cooperating with the Inspector General's investigation. 

99. While confined in FCI Big Spring, Mr. Patel wrote a letter to the Dallas Morning 

News informing the newspaper of his impressions regarding Duke's treatment. Mr. Patel's letter 

was motivated by his observation that David Duke was receiving favorable treatment based upon 

his notoriety and Mr. Patel's suspicion that prison officials embraced David Duke's racist ideas. 

Mr. Patel's suspicion is strongly supported by the findings of the Inspector General. 

100. In particular, Mr. Patel observed that David Duke was given an incident report for 

violating regulations by promoting, while incarcerated, his book Jewish Supremacism: My 

Awakening to the Jewish Question. Rather than being given a high severity incident report

which would have required a disciplinary hearing, the mandatory loss of good-time credits, and 

placement in the Special Housing Unit-staff deliberately downgraded his offense and allowed 

him to avoid these consequences. 

101. Mr. Patel's letter was properly marked as protected by the First Amendment and 

not to be opened by prison officials. 

102. FCI Big Spring staff unlawfully opened Mr. Patel's letter, read it, and placed a 

memorandum in Mr. Patel's file concerning Mr. Patel's exercise of his First Amendment right to 

communicate with the press. 

103. Mr. Patel has unsuccessfully requested that the file be removed under BOP policy 

and the Privacy Act. 
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104. In 2004, Mr. Patel was transferred to FCI Forrest City, a low-security BOP 

facility in FoJTest City, Arkansas. He remained at Forrest City for two years. 

105. In 2006, Mr. Patel was transferred to FMC Butner, a BOP medical center in 

Butner, North Carolina, to receive treatment for a herniated disc. This was the last federal BOP 

facility in which Mr. Patel was confined. 

106. In August 2008, Mr. Patel was transferred for the first time to a private facility. 

Mr. Patel was sent to the Moshannon Valley Correctional Center ("MVCC"), a private, low

security facility in Philipsburg, Pennsylvania. MVCC is owned and operated by Cornell, a for

profit corporation. 

107. In January 2009, Mr. Patel was transferred to Rivers, a private, low-security 

facility in Winton, North Carolina. Rivers is owned and operated by Geo Group. 

108. In March 2010, Mr. Patel was transferred to CI Big Spring, a private, low

security facility in Big Spring, Texas, owned and operated by Cornell. 

1 09. Mr. Pate I has had more than eighteen consecutive months of c 1 ear conduct. 

110. The BOP's decision to transfer Mr. Patel to private prisons has prevented him 

from maintaining a strong record of rehabilitation and close family and community ties. 

Plaintiff Dale Brown 

111. Plaintiff Dale Brown is a federal inmate currently confined in Rivers. 

112. Mr. Brown is a Jamaican citizen and is a lawful permanent resident of the United 

States. 

113. Mr. Brown was born in Jamaica in 1965. He came to the United States in 1979 

with his mother, younger brother, and three younger sisters. 
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114. Mr. Brown's mother, stepfather, brothers, sisters, and several other relatives are 

U.S. citizens or lawful permanent residents. 

115. Mr. Brown has been a lawful permanent resident for over 31 years. He entered the 

United States on May 28, I 979, and was admitted after inspection and authorization by 

immigration officials. 

116. Mr. Brown is a practicing Jehovah's Witness. 

117. Mr. Brown was awarded a college degree from the College of Arts, Kingston, 

Jamaica, now known as University of Technology. He graduated as a Quantity Surveyor. 

118. On August 22, 1986, Mr. Brown registered with the Selective Service System. 

119. Prior to his arrest in 1991, Mr. Brown was gainfully employed as an assistant 

construction manager for Winn-Dixie Stores. 

120. As a result of his arrest, Mr. Brown was sentenced in 1992 to serve 300 months 

of imprisonment in federal prison (and five years of supervised release) on federal drug 

charges. 

121. According to BOP records, Mr. Brown's legal residence is Lauderdale Lakes, 

Florida. 

122. Mr. Brown has numerous family members in South Florida. 

123. In I 992, Mr. Brown began serving his sentence at FCI McKean, a medium

security BOP facility in McKean, Pennsylvania. 

124. While incarcerated at FCI McKean, Mr. Brown participated in several 

educational, vocational training, and religious programs offered by the institution. He was also a 

member of the Pennsylvania Jaycees. Mr. Brown participated in the college program offered by 

the University of Pittsburgh and excelled in the courses he took until the program was cancelled. 
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125. On September 25, 1992, the INS issued a Notice of Action letter ("Detainer") to 

determine whether he is subject to deportation from the United States. Mr. Brown has yet to be 

afforded any hearing pertaining to removal from the United States, to which he is entitled. 

126. Mr. Brown received a monetary award for his contributions in developing Life 

Safety and Handicap projects while he was incarcerated at McKean. His supervisor indicated 

that the projects saved the BOP thousands of dollars. 

127. In 1998, Mr. Brown was transferred to FCI Coleman, a low-security BOP facility 

in Coleman, Florida. 

128. While at Coleman, Mr. Brown continued with his participation in the 

educational, vocational, recreational, and religious programs offered by the institution. At 

Coleman, Mr. Brown was a member of the NAACP, he joined the inmate tutoring program to 

teach other inmates, and he led bible studies under the religious program. Mr. Brown also 

continued with his college education by taking classes offered by the Lake Sumter Community 

College in his pursuit of a degree in Business Administration, and he earned fifteen credits with 

a 4.0 GPA The cost of Mr. Brown's college tuition and books were partially funded by his 

family, with money he earned from his prison job and with funds from a scholarship program 

offered by UNICOR, Mr. Brown's employer. 

129. UNICOR is a government corporation that employs inmates and provides them 

with training in job skills that will be useful upon release. 

130. UNICOR allows lawful permanent residents to participate in their programs, even 

if they are subject to an ICE detainer for a hearing. UNICOR excludes only inmates with a final 

order of deportation. 
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131. Mr. Brown has an extensive work history in the Bureau of Prisons, and the vast 

majority of his work performance evaluations have been outstanding. For more than 12 years, 

Mr. Brown was employed by UNICOR. 

132. While at Coleman, Mr. Brown was also able to receive regular visits from his 

family in nearby areas of Florida. 

133. At Coleman, Mr. Brown worked as the factory manager's clerk and received 

favorable job reviews. 

134. In 2008, Mr. Brown was transfened to Rivers. 

135. Since his incarceration in Rivers, Mr. Brown has not been visited by his family 

due to the hardship of traveling to Winton, North Carolina, from South Florida. 

136. Mr. Brown's transfer to Rivers interfered with his ability to complete the business 

degree he started at Coleman. 

137. Mr. Brown has been a model prisoner. 

138. Mr. Brown has not had a disciplinary infraction in the nearly two decades he has 

been confined. 

139. Mr. Brown intends to remain in the United States following the completion of his 

sentence and apply for a waiver of deportation under* 212(c) of the Immigration and Nationality 

Act. 

140. A strong record of rehabilitation and strong family and community ties are 

important con si derati ons in § 21 2( c) waivers. 

141. The BOP's decision to transfer Mr. Brown to Rivers has prevented him from 

maintaining a strong record of rehabilitation by foreclosing his ability to continue to participate 

in rehabilitative programs such as UNICOR and the college programs offered at BOP facilities. 
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142. The BOP's decision lo transfer Mr. Brown to Rivers has also prevented him from 

maintaining the close family and community ties that he was able to cultivate during his time in 

BOP prisons. 

143. On or about May 14, 2010, employees of GEO Group closed the prison library at 

Rivers and unlawfully seized inmates' legal papers and books, draft papers, and other materials. 

144. The items seized included Plaintiff Brown's mesh bag containing a draft motion, 

his legal folder, his address book, and other personal items, as well as legal materials of other 

inmates. 

145. Geo Group refused to return the seized items to the inmates, and upon information 

and belief, destroyed the items without affording the inmates the opportunity to reclaim the items 

or to contest their seizure. 

146. Defendants failed to enforce applicable BOP policies concerning possession of 

legal materials and search and seizure of private property. 

Restriction of Religious Freedoms 

147. BOP regulations require prison officials to permit inmates to pray while on work 

detail. 

148. BOP regulations accommodate religious dietary restrictions of Muslim prisoners. 

149. By policy, Geo Group does not permit inmates at Rivers to pray while on work 

detail, nor does it adequately accommodate the religious dietary restrictions of Muslim prisoners. 

150. Defendants have failed to cause these BOP policies, which are mandated by the 

Religious Freedom Restoration Act, to be enforced at Rivers. 
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Exposure to Secondhand Smoke 

15 t. Outdoor exercise areas of Geo Group prisons have been designated for smoking. 

152. Any restrictions that are imposed on smoking are not enforced, causing 

secondhand smoke to be prevalent throughout Rivers and impossible for federal prisoners to 

avoid. 

153. Mr. Patel's asthma was aggravated as a result of secondhand smoke, necessitating 

the use of a new inhaler. 

154. Mr. Brown has suffered eye irritation and an aggravation of his allergies as a 

result of secondhand smoke. 

Additional Inequities in Rivers 

155. Plaintiffs have been denied programmatic opportunities because of their status as 

permanent legal residents. 

156. Unlike inmates m BOP facilities, Rivers does not permit inmates to make 

unmonitored telephone calls to legal counsel. 

157. Rivers has informed federal prisoners that they must rely upon the mail system for 

confidential communications with attorneys. This has impeded Plaintiffs' right to communicate 

with their attorneys. 

158. Moreover, federal prisoners in BOP prisons are provided with writing paper and 

envelopes free of charge. Rivers has informed federal prisoners that private prisons are not 

required to follow this BOP policy. 

159. Further, inmates in private pnsons are charged substantially higher rates for 

telephone calls and basic items from the commissary. Revenue generated unlawfully is applied 

to the contract between BOP and the private prison, causing federal prisoners in private prisons 
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to subsidize their incarceration in a manner different than those in BOP facilities. This practice 

violates applicable statutory, regulatory, and common law restrictions on the use of such funds, 

which are to be expended for the benefit of the inmate population. 

160. Plaintiffs and other inmates in private prisons pay much more than inmates in 

BOP prisons for the same commissary items. 

161. Federal prisoners in private prisons are not provided e-mail access like inmates in 

BOP facilities. 

162. Plain ti ff s have exhausted administrative remedies with respect to these issues. 

Count One 
Confinement of Federal Prisoners in Private Facilities 

Administrative Procedure Act 
(Injunctive and Declaratory Relief Against All Defendants) 

163. Plaintiffs incorporate by reference Paragraphs 1 through 162 alleged above. 

164. Defendants have adopted a practice of confining federal prisoners in private 

facilities on the basis of national origin and/or alienage. 

I 65. With the exception of District of Columbia offenders, Congress has not 

authorized the BOP to confine federal prisoners in private facilities. 

166. Without observing the procedural requirements mandated by the Administrative 

Procedure Act, the BOP has adopted a practice of confining federal prisoners in private facilities. 

167. By confining inmates in private facilities based upon national origin and/or 

alienage, Defendants have failed to consider appropriate mandatory statutory factors. 

168. Defendants are acting in a manner that is arbitrary, capricious, an abuse of 

discretion, in excess of statutory authority, and without observance of procedure required by law. 

169. The confinement of federal prisoners at Rivers and other such private facilities 

violates applicable state laws. 
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Count Two 
Designation Based on National Origin and/or Alienage 

Equal Protection and Administrative Procedure Act 
(Injunctive and Declaratory Relief Against All Defendants) 

170. Plaintiffs incorporate by reference Paragraphs 1 through 169 alleged above. 

171. Segregating prisoners in private facilities on the basis of national origin can only 

be justified if narrowly tailored to address a compelling governmental interest. 

172. The BOP practice of segregating prisoners in private facilities is not narrowly 

tailored to address a compelling governmental interest. 

173. Binding BOP regulations prohibit discrimination on the basis of national origin. 

174. The BOP practice of segregating prisoners in private facilities violates BOP 

regulations. 

175. There 1s no rational basis for segregating alien federal pnsoners m private 

facilities. 

176. Defendants are acting in a manner that violates the Equal Protection Component 

of the Due Process Clause of the Fifth Amendment to the United States Constitution and binding 

BOP regulation. 

Count Three 
Enforcement of Constitutional, Statutory, and Regulatory Standards in Private Facilities 

Equal Protection and Administrative Procedure Act 
(Injunctive and Declaratory Relief Against All Defendants) 

177. Plaintiffs incorporate by reference Paragraphs I through 176 alleged above. 

178. Geo Group refuses to adhere to constitutional, statutory, and regulatory standards 

applicable to the treatment of federal prisoners. 

179. Defendants refuse to require Geo Group to adhere to constitutional, statutory, and 

regulatory standards applicable to the treatment of federal prisoners in connection with inmates 

confined at Rivers. 
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180. The standards applied by Geo Group at Rivers have been adopted without 

observing procedural requirements mandated by the Administrative Procedure Act and constitute 

an unlawful designation of authority by BOP. 

181. Defendants' failure to enforce applicable constitutional. statutory, and regulatory 

standards at Rivers violates the Equal Protection Component of the Due Process Clause of the 

Fifth Amendment to the United States Constitution. 

182. Defendants' failure to enforce applicable constitutional, statutory, and regulatory 

standards at Rivers is arbitrary, capricious, an abuse of discretion, or otherwise not in accordance 

with law and results in the application of standards that have been adopted without observance of 

procedure required by law. 

Count Four 
Requiring Aliens To Subsidize Incarceration at Private Prisons 

Administrative Procedure Act 
(Injunctive and Declaratory Relief Against All Defendants) 

183. Plaintiffs incorporate by reference Paragraphs 1 through 182 alleged above. 

I 84. With limited exceptions, Congress requires the BOP to pay the expenses of 

federal prisoners out of the United States Treasury. 

1 85. Geo Group se 11 s commissary i terns to inmates and requires in mates to pay for 

certain services such as use of telephones. 

186. Geo Group charges aliens substantially more for these services and items than 

inmates in federal facilities are charged. 

187. Profits from the sale of such items and services are applied to BOP' s contracts 

with private entities, thereby reducing BOP' s cost of incarcerating federal prisoners in private 

facilities. As a result, inmates in private facilities who purchase such items and services are 

paying expenses that Congress requires to be paid out of the United States Treasury. 
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188. Defendants' use of such funds violates applicable statutory, regulatory, and 

common law requirements. 

189. Defendants are acling m a manner that is arbitrary, capnc10us, an abuse of 

discretion, or otherwise not in accordance with law, and in excess of statutory authority. 

Count Five 
Conditions of Confinement 

Religious Freedom Restoration Act 
(Injunctive and Declaratory Relief Against BOP and Defendant Lappin in his Official Capacity) 

(Damages Against Defendant Lappin in his Personal Capacity) 

190. Plain ti ff s incorporate by reference Paragraphs 1 through 189 alleged above. 

191. Plaintiff Patel is a Muslim whose sincere religious beliefs require him to pray five 

times each day and adhere to special dietary restrictions. 

192. Mr. Patel was prohibited from prayrng while on work detail at Rivers, 

substantially burdening his exercise of religion. 

193. Mr. Patel was denied a diet conforming to his religious needs while confined at 

Rivers. 

194. The denial of Mr. Patel's requests was not the least restrictive means off urthering 

compelling governmental interests. 

195. BOP accommodates the religious practices of Muslims like Mr. Patel by allowing 

them to pray while on work detail and accommodating religious dietary needs in BOP facilities. 

196. Defendants refuse to require Geo Group to adhere to BOP policies concerning 

religious practices of Muslims. 

197. By refusing to reqmre private entities such as Geo Group to follow BOP 

regulations, Defendant Lappin set in motion the conditions that led to the violation of Mr. Patel's 

rights under RFRA 
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198. Defendant Lappin is responsible for the acts and omissions of the employees and 

agents acting under his direction. 

199. Rivers and its employees act under color of federal law with respect to 

confinement of federal prisoners. 

200. Geo Group refuses to comply with the requirements of the Religious Freedom 

Restoration Act. 

Count Six 
Conditions of Confinement 

Eighth Amendment 
(Injunctive and Declaratory Relief Against All Defendants) 

20 I. Plaintiffs incorporate by reference Paragraphs 1 through 200 alleged above. 

202. Geo Group has failed to establish and enforce smoking areas at Rivers that 

prevent non-smoking inmates from being exposed to secondhand tobacco smoke. 

203. Defendants have failed to require Geo Group to enforce smoking policies 

applicable to BOP facilities. 

204. Plaintiffs' exposure to secondhand smoke at Rivers has caused adverse present 

health effects. 

205. Plaintiffs' exposure to secondhand smoke at Rivers will cause adverse future 

health effects. 

206. Defendants' and Geo Group's failure to protect federal prisoners from the effects 

of secondhand smoke is the result of deliberate indifference. 

207. Defendants' conduct violates the Eighth Amendment to the United States 

Constitution. 
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Count Seven 
Transfer Closer to Legal Residence 

Equal Protection and Administrative Procedure Act 
(Injunctive and Declaratory Relief Against All Defendants) 

208. Plaintiffs incorporate by reference Paragraphs 1 through 207 alleged above. 

209. Defendants have categorically denied Plaintiffs consideration for transfer closer to 

their legal residences based upon alienage. 

210. Defendants permit similarly situated federal prisoners to be considered for such 

transfers. 

211. Defendants adopted this policy without observing the procedural requirements 

mandated by the Administrative Procedure Act. 

212. By categorically excluding Plaintiffs from consideration for transfer, Defendants 

have failed to consider the applicable statutory factors on a case-by-case basis, as they are 

required to do and therefore have acted in excess of statutory authority. 

213. By assuming that Plaintiffs will be deported based upon an ICE detainer for a 

hearing, Defendants have abused their discretion and acted contrary to law. 

214. Defendants' treatment of Plaintiffs violates the Equal Protection Component of 

the Due Process Clause of the Fifth Amendment to the United States Constitution and the 

Administrative Procedure Act. 

Count Eight 
Privacy Act 

(Injunctive and Declaratory Relief Against BOP) 

215. Plaintiffs incorporate by reference Paragraphs 1 through 214 alleged above. 

216. In 2004, while incarcerated at FCI Big Spring, Plaintiff Patel wrote a letter to the 

Dallas Morning News, communicating what Mr. Patel believed was BOP employees' favorable 

treatment of David Duke, also an inmate at FCI Big Spring. 
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217. The letter Mr. Patel wrote to the newspaper commented on the favorable 

treatment afforded David Duke by prison officials. Mr. Patel's letter is protected speech under 

the First Amendment. Mr. Patel marked the correspondence "Special Mail" to indicate that it 

was a protected communication. 

218. BOP policy prohibits BOP employees from openmg correspondence marked 

"Special Mail" outside the presence of inmates. 

219. Contrary to BOP policy, BOP employees opened and read Mr. Patel's letter to the 

Dallas Morning News. 

220. Upon opening and reading Mr. Patel's letter to the Dallas Morning Nnvs, BOP 

personnel wrote a memorandum documenting Mr. Patel's communication with the newspaper 

and recommending that Mr. Patel be moved from FCI Big Spring to another facility as a 

consequence. 

221. The presence of this memorandum in Mr. Patel's files continues to be used by the 

BOP to discriminate against Mr. Patel. 

222. Under the Privacy Act, 5 U.S.C. § 522a(e)(7), the BOP is prohibited from 

maintaining any record "describing how any individual exercises rights guaranteed by the First 

Amendment unless expressly authorized by statute or by the individual about whom the record is 

maintained or unless pertinent to and within the scope of an authorized law enforcement 

activity." 

223. The BOP's continued maintenance of this memorandum in its entirety, without 

redaction of Mr. Patel's communication with the Dallas Morning News, is in violation of 5 

U.S.C. § 522a(e)(7). 
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224. Mr. Patel initiated an administrative remedy request to amend his record on 

February 20, 2010. This request was finally denied on April 30, 2010. 

225. Under 5 U.S.C. § 522(g)(l)(A), Mr. Patel is provided a civil action against the 

BOP upon the Agency's "determination ... not to amend an individual's record in accordance 

with his request, or fails to make such review in conformity with that subsection." 

226. The BOP's decision to maintain the unredacted memorandum in his files violates 

the Privacy Act. 

Count Nine 
Documents Related to Office of Inspector General Report 

Freedom of Information Act 
(Injunctive and Declaratory Relief Against BOP) 

227. Plaintiffs incorporate by reference Paragraphs 1 through 226 alleged above. 

228. On November 22, 2004, Mr. Patel filed a Freedom of Information Act ("FOIA") 

request to the Office of the Inspector General ("OJG") for documents related to an 010 Report. 

229. BOP provided Mr. Patel with 21 pages of documents, 15 of which were released 

in their entirety and 6 of which were redacted. None of the exhibits or witness interviews 

associated with the 010 report-in which the 010 determined Muslims were being 

discriminated against-were provided, nor was any reason provided for their withholding. BOP 

provided no index pursuant to Vaughn v. Rosen, 484 F.2d 820 (D.C. Cir. 1973) ("Vaughn 

Index"). 

230. Mr. Patel appealed this response. BOP responded to this appeal on November 

28, 2007, affirming its denial and stating, regarding the missing documents, that BOP's action 

"was limited to documents that were referred to it by OIG" and recommending that he ask for 

documents in a separate FOJA request. 
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231. Mr. Patel filed similar requests with the BOP, two on February 14, 2005 and one 

on March 5, 2005. 

232. Pursuant to these three 2005 requests, on March 24, 2005 BOP provided Mr. Patel 

with a total of IO pages. No mention was made of the 40 page OIG report or the 99 exhibits 

attached to it. No Vaughn Index was provided. 

233. Mr. Patel appealed this request on April 24, 2005, objecting to the m1ssmg 

documents. A final denial was issued on May 18, 2007. 

Count Ten 
Documents Related to Transfers 

Freedom of Information Act 
(Injunctive and Declaratory Relief Against BOP) 

234. Plaintiffs incorporate by reference Paragraphs 1 through 233 alleged above. 

235. Mr. Patel has been transferred multiple times to various facilities over the past 

decade. 

236. On October 6, 2008, Mr. Patel made a request for documents relating to three 

separate transfers. Mr. Patel provided a revised request on November 16, 2008. That request 

was returned to Mr. Patel because it was missing a certificate of identity. He re-sent the letter on 

January 29, 2009, according to a copy of the Certified Mail receipt attached with the letter. 

237. To date, Mr. Patel has not received any documents pursuant to this request. 

238. On February 1, 2009, Mr. Patel made a request for documents relating to a 

medical transfer request. 

239. The BOP denied this request on March 17, 2009. 

240. Mr. Patel appealed the BOP decision on March 26, 2009. 

241. To date, Mr. Patel has not received any documents pursuant to this request. 
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Count Eleven 
Documents Related to Protection Hearing 

Freedom of Information Act 
(Injunctive and Declaratory Relief Against BOP) 

242. Plaintiffs incorporate by reference Paragraphs 1 through 241 alleged above. 

243. On April 25, 2009, Mr. Patel sent the BOP a request for documents related to a 

protection hearing while he was incarcerated at Moshannon Valley Correctional Center. 

244. On April I 9, 2010, BOP re I eased 24 7 pages in their entirety to Mr. Pate 1, 1 28 

pages with redactions, and withheld 46 pages in their entirety. It did not provide a Vaughn Index 

as to the withheld pages. 

PRAYER FOR RELIEF 

WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs pray for relief and a judgment against Defendants: 

1. Declaring unlawful Defendants' practice of confining federal prisoners in private 

facilities and ordering Defendants to cease this unlawful practice; 

2. Declaring unlawful Defendants' practice of designating federal prisoners on the 

basis of national origin and/or alienage and ordering Defendants to cease this unlawful practice; 

3. Declaring that constitutional, statutory, and regulatory standards applicable to 

BOP facilities govern the treatment of federal prisoners in private facilities and ordering 

Defendants to cause such standards to be enforced; 

4. Declaring unlawful Defendants' practice of using revenue generated by the sale of 

goods and services to federal prisoners in private prisons to offset BOP contract costs for 

operation and management of such facilities and ordering Defendants to cease this unlawful 

practice; 

5. Declaring unlawful Defendants' failure to require Geo Group to comply with the 

Religious Freedom Restoration Act; ordering Defendants to enforce the Religious Freedom 
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Restoration Act in private facilities in which federal pnsoners are confined; and ordering 

Defendant Lappin to pay an appropriate amount to be determined at trial; 

6. Declaring unlawful Defendants' failure to require Geo Group to comply with the 

BOP regulations on smoking in federal facilities and ordering Defendants to enforce such 

regulations in private facilities in which federal prisoners are confined; 

7. Declaring unlawful BOP's policy of categorically excluding from consideration 

from nearer to legal residence transfers aliens, including lawful permanent residents aliens, who 

are subject to an ICE or INS detainer for a hearing and ordering Defendants to consider 

Plaintiffs' requests for such transfers; 

8. Ordering Defendants to amend records pertaining to Mr. Patel to remove 

reference to Mr. Patel's exercise of his First Amendment rights; 

9. Ordering Defendants to produce in their entirety documents that have not been 

produced pursuant to Mr. Patel's Freedom of Information Act requests, to produce a Vaughn 

Index providing information for each and every withheld document, and to produce in full 

documents that have only been produced with redactions; 

10. Determining that this is a proper class action to be certified under Rule 23; 

11. Awarding Plaintiffs reasonable attorney's fees, expert witness fees, and other 

costs; and 

12. Awarding such other relief as this Court may deem just and proper. 
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JURY DEMAND 

Pursuant to Federal Ruic of Civil Procedure 38(b ), Plaintiffs hereby demand a 

trial by jury as to all issues so triable. 

July 12, 2010 
Respectfully Submitted, 
WILLIAMS & CONNOLLY LLP 

By: /s/ F. Greg Bowman 

Thomas G. Hentoff (D.C. Bar No. 438394) 
F. Greg Bowman (D.C. Bar No. 486097) 
Christopher R. Hart (D.C. Bar No. 486577) 
Embry J. Kidd (D.C. Bar No. 989586) 
725 Twelfth Street, N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20005 
(202) 434-5000 

Attorneys.for Plaintiffs 
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KAMAL PATEL, 

Plaintiff, 

v. 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

Civil Action No. 09-200 (RDM) 

BUREAU OF PRISONS, et al., 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) Defendants. 
) -----------------

MEMORANDUM OPINION 

This matter is before the Court on Defendants' Motion to Dismiss or, in the Allernative, 

for Summary Judgment (Dkt. 68). For the reasons stated herein, the motion is GRANTED in 

part and DENIED in part. An appropriate order accompanies this Memorandum Opinion. 

I. BACKGROUND 

Plaintiff, Kemal Patel, filed this lawsuit pro se in 2009. See Dkt. l. Patel is a citizen of 

the United Kingdom; when he filed suit, he was a legal permanent resident of the United States 

and was incarcerated in a facility run by Defendant Bureau of Prisons ("BOP"). Id. 1[ 4. The 

original complaint alleged that Patel was subjected to unfair treatment while incarcerated based 

on his status as a noncitizen-specifically, he alleged that BOP denied noncitizen inmates the 

same transfer and prison programming opportunities provided to U.S. citizens. Id.~[~[ 15-38. An 

amended complaint, filed on June 8, 2009, added Dale Brown as an additional plaintiff and new 

claims under the Freedom of Information Act ("FOIA"). Plaintiffs filed a Second Amended 

Complaint on September l, 2009, which added allegations that BOP had wrongfully assigned 

noncitizen inmates to private prisons where they were subjected to "significantly more onerous 
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conditions of confinement." Dkt. l3 gj~[ 53-69. 

Plaintiffs obtained pro bono counsel in 2010. See Dkt. 45. On July 12, 2010, they filed a 

motion for leave to file a Third Amended Complaint. Dkt. 65. The Third Amended Complaint 

included eleven counts: challenges to the BOP's assignment and treatment of noncitizen inmates 

under the Equal Protection Clause and Administrative Procedure Act ("APA"); an alleged 

violation of the Religious Freedom Restoration Act ("RFRA"); an Eighth Amendment claim 

relating to exposure to second-hand smoke; a claim under the Equal Protection Clause and the 

APA relating to transfers of noncitizen inmates; a claim under the Privacy Act; and three FOIA 

claims. 

Although Plaintiffs' motion for leave to amend was not granted until September 7, 2011, 

Dkt. 90, the instant motion was originally directed at the Third Amended Complaint. See Dkt. 

68 at 1. Subsequently, both Patel and Brown were released from BOP custody. In order to 

clarify the scope of the proceedings in light of their release, the Court granted Plaintiffs leave to 

file a Fourth Amended Complaint (the "Complaint"). 0kt. 118. In the Fourth Amended 

Complaint, Brown no longer appears as a plaintiff and Patel has dropped many of his claims for 

injunctive relief. The Complaint includes damages claims under the Equal Protection Clause and 

RFRA (Counts I and II, respectively), a claim for injunctive relief under the Privacy Act (Count 

111), and two FOIA counts (Counts IV and V). The parties have agreed that the arguments in the 

instant motion may be applied to the Fourth Amended Complaint, provided that Defendants will 

have the opportunity to file a supplemental motion raising additional defenses particular to the 

Fourth Amended Complaint in the event the case is not dismissed in its entirety. See Dkt. 117 at 

2 n.l. 
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II. LEGALSTANDARDS 

On a motion to dismiss for failure to state a claim, the Court must "treat the complaint's 

factual allegations as true [ and l must grant p 1 ainti ff the benefit of all inferences that can be 

derived from the facts alleged." Gilvin v. Fire, 259 F.3d 749, 756 (D.C. Cir. 2001). Although 

"detailed factual allegations" are not necessary, Bell At!. Corp. v. Twombly, 550 U.S. 544, 555 

(2007), "a complaint must contain sufficient factual matter, accepted as true, to 'state a claim for 

relief that is plausible on its face."' Ashcroft v. Iqbal, 556 U.S. 662, 678 (2009) (quoting 

T1,vombly, 550 U.S. at 570). The Court need not accept as true either a "legal conclusion couched 

as a factual allegation" or an inference drawn by the plaintiff if such inference is unsupported by 

the facts set out in the complaint. Trudeau v. FTC, 456 F.3d 178, 193 (D.C. Cir. 2006) (citations 

and quotation marks omitted). The Court may consider "the facts alleged in the complaint, 

documents attached as exhibits or incorporated by reference in the complaint, and matters about 

which the Court may take judicial notice." Gustave-Schmidt v. Chao, 226 F. Supp. 2d 191, 196 

(D.D.C. 2002) (citation omitted). 

If a Court concludes that it is appropriate to consider additional evidence submitted by 

the parties, it must convert the motion to dismiss into a motion for summary judgment. Fed. R. 

Ci v. P. 12( d). Whether to convert a motion to dismiss into a summary judgment motion is 

"committed to the sound discretion of the trial court." Bowe-Connor v. Shinseki, 845 F. Supp. 2d 

77, 85 (D.D.C. 2012) (quotation marks omitted). Before deciding to convert a motion to dismiss, 

the "court must assure itself that summary judgment treatment would be fair to both parties," 

Tele-Commc 'ns of Key West, Inc. v. United States, 757 F.2d 1330, 1334 (D.C. Cir. 1985), and 

that the parties are provided the opportunity to present all relevant materials, Fed. R. Civ. P. 

12( d). 
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The Court may grant summary judgment where the evidence submitted by the parties 

shows that there is no genuine issue of material fact and that the moving party is entitled to 

judgment as a matter of law. Fed. R. Civ. P. 56; see Anderson v. Liberty Lobby, Inc., 477 U.S. 

242, 24 7 ( 1986). The moving party bears the initial burden to identify the portions of the record 

that, in its view, "demonstrate the absence of a genuine issue of material fact." Celotex Corp. v. 

Catrett, 477 U.S. 317, 323 (1986). If the moving party carries that burden, the opposing party 

must "designate specific facts showing there is a genuine issue for trial." Id. at 324 (quotation 

marks omitted). 

III. DISCUSSION 

A. Equal Protection 

Plaintiff asserts his equal protection claim (Count I) against only Defendant Clark in his 

individual capacity. Dkt 118 at 16. At oral argument in this matter, however, the Court became 

aware that Clark had not yet been served. Although counsel for the United States has advanced 

several arguments for dismissal of the equal protection claim, counsel has also expressly stated 

that he lacks authorization to represent Clark. Plaintiff filed a proof of service on Clark after oral 

argument (Dkt. 125); however, there is no indication in the record that counsel for the United 

States has yet been authorized to represent him. 

Because the only defendant against whom Plaintiff alleges his equal protection claim is 

not represented by any attorney who has appeared, it would be inappropriate for the Court to rule 

on the merits of the equal protection claim at this time. After an attorney for Clark notices an 

appearance, Clark will have an opportunity to move to dismiss the equal protection claim against 

him and raise any appropriate arguments in support of that motion. 

4 
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B. RFRA 

Plaintiff's RFRA allegations focus on his treatment at CI Rivers and CI Big Spring, two 

private prisons at which he was incarcerated in 2009 and 20 IO, respectively. Dkt. 118 (_j[!]l 90-91, 

119, 121. At CI Rivers, Plaintiff, who is Muslim, alleges that he was not permitted to pray while 

on work duty, and that, as a result, he was unable to pray "at the times required by his religious 

beliefs." Id. (_I[ 95. At CI Big Spring, Plaintiff alleges he was not provided halal meals and was 

prohibited from choosing kosher meals. Id. at 97. The alternative meals that were offered to 

Plaintiff allegedly contained ingredients that "would be inappropriate for an inmate following a 

halal diet." Id. (_j[ 98. Plaintiff also alleges that, contrary to BOP policy, the company operating 

CI Big Spring failed to provide menus and nutritional infonnation to inmates before meals. Id. 

~[(_j[ 99-100. Finally, he alleges that he was not allowed to take all of his meals in the evening on 

days on which fasting was required outside of Ramadan. Id. (_I[ 101. Plaintiffs allegations target 

Defendant Lappin, the former director of BOP, as well as three John Doe defendants who were 

allegedly responsible for enforcing BOP policy at CI Big Spring. Id. ff 16-17. 

Defendants argue that these allegations fail to state a claim for three reasons. First, they 

assert that RFRA does not authorize damages actions against federal officials in their individual 

capacities. Second, they claim that Plaintiff has failed to allege sufficient personal involvement 

by Defendant Lappin for liability to attach to him. Finally, they argue that Plaintiff's allegations 

are substantively insufficient to state a claim under RFRA. The Court will consider each of these 

arguments in tum. 

1. Individual-Capacity Damages Claims Against Federal Officials 

The parties disagree on the issue whether RFRA authorizes individual-capacity damages 

claims against federal officials. RFRA allows any "person whose religious exercise has been 

burdened in violation of [the statute]" to "assert that violation as a claim or defense in a judicial 

5 
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proceeding and obtain appropriate relief against a government." 42 U.S.C. § 2000bb-1 (c). A 

"government" is defined to "include[] a branch, department, agency, instrumentality, and official 

(or other person acting under color oflaw) of the United States." 42 U.S.C. § 2000bb-2(1). 

Defendants argue that this definition does not authorize individual-capacity suits against 

government officials. They assert that the statute's use of the word "official" refers only to 

official-capacity suits, and that the interpretive canons noscitur a sociis and ejusdem generis 

show that the term "other person acting under color of law" should be read to authorize only 

official-capacity claims. Dkt. 98 at 6. 

There are significant flaws in Defendants' position. It is not at all clear why a statutory 

term authorizing suit against "an official" should be presumed to allow only official-capacity 

suits. Courts routinely recognize that '''government officials may be sued in their individual 

capacities"' under certain circumstances, e.g., Oberwetter v. Hilliard, 639 F.3d 545, 554 (D.C. 

Cir. 201 I) (citation omitted)-indeed, "officials'' are the only persons for whom the distinction 

between individual-capacity and official-capacity suits has any salience. A statutory tenn 

authorizing suits against "officials" thus sheds little light on whether and when plaintiffs may sue 

those officials in their individual capacities. 

Defendants' argument that the phrase "other person acting under color of law" authorizes 

only official-capacity suits is even less persuasive. That phrase contemplates that persons 

"other" than "officials" may be sued under RFRA, and persons who are not officials may be sued 

only in their individual capacities. See Jama v. INS, 343 F. Supp. 2d 338, 374 (D.N.J. 2004). 

Defendants' interpretation would render the entire phrase surplusage: once Congress authorized 

official-capacity suits against "officials," adding another term that allowed only official-capacity 

suits would have had no effect whatsoever. Neither of the interpretive canons on which 

Defendants rely can overcome this deficiency in their reading of the statute. Under the canon 

6 
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ejusdem generis, "when a general term follows a specific one, the general term should be 

understood as a reference to subjects akin to the one with specific enumeration." Ali v. BOP, 552 

U.S. 2 14, 223 ( 2008) (quotation marks omitted). This canon is i napp l i cab 1 e here. The phrase 

"other person acting under color of law" appears in § 2000bb-2 not as a final, "catch-all" item in 

a list, but instead as a parenthetical modifier that expands upon one item on the list. See 42 

U.S.C. § 2000bb-2 ("the term 'government' includes a branch, department, agency, 

instrumentality, and <~fficial (or other person acting under color of law) of the United States 

.... ") (emphasis added). The phrase "official (or other person acting under color of law)" is 

thus very similar to the disjunctive phrase to which ejusdem generis was held inapplicable in Ali. 

552 U.S. at 225 ("The structure of the phrase 'any officer of customs or excise or any other law 

enforcement officer' does not lend itself to application of the canon."). The phrase at issue is 

intended to enlarge the category of "person[s]" subject to suit, not to refer to miscellaneous 

things that are "akin to" "branch [es], department[ s], agencf ies], instrumentalit[ies], and 

official [ s]." 

The argument under noscitur a sociis fares no better. Under that precept, "a word may be 

known by the company it keeps." Graham Cnty. Soil & Water Conserv. Dist. v. United States ex 

rel. Wilson, 559 U.S. 280, 288 (2010). It is '"not an invariable rule,"' however, '"for the word 

may have a character of its own not to be submerged by its association.'" Id. (quoting Russell 

Motor Car Co. v. United States, 261 U.S. 514,519 ( 1923)). Here, that the phrase "or other 

person acting under the color of law" has a "character of its own" is evident on the face of the 

statute. There is no apparent congruity between a "branch, department, agency [or] 

instrumentality" of the government and a "person," and the statute expressly differentiates 

"officials" from "other person[s]." By authorizing suits against "persons" who are not 

"officials," Congress thus envisioned at least some individual-capacity suits under RFRA. 

7 
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The fact that Congress authorized individual-capacity suits against "other persons acting 

under color of law" at least suggests that it also intended to permit individual-capacity suits 

against "officials," but it does not conclusively resolve the issue. Congress could have intended 

to permit only official-capacity suits against officials while allowing suits against non-officials 

"acting under color of law." This reading of the statute, however, is implausible. First, there is 

no affirmative evidence that Congress intended to draw such a distinction. Given the availability 

of qualified immunity, it would be anomalous if actual government officials were wholly 

immune from personal liability for even clear RFRA violations while private citizens "acting 

under color of law" were subject to suit-and it would certainly do nothing to further RFRA 's 

purpose of "provid[ing] a claim or defense to persons whose religious exercise is substantially 

burdened by government." 42 U.S.C. § 2000bb(b). 

Second, similar statutory language in at least one other context has been interpreted to 

permit individual-capacity claims against officials. 42 U .S.C. § 1983 permits suits against 

"[e]very person who, under color of any statute, ordinance, regulation, custom, or usage" of a 

State or territory deprives a person of constitutional rights, and is uniformly interpreted to permit 

individual-capacity claims against government officials. See, e.g., Wesby v. District of 

Columbia, 765 F.3d l3, 18, 31 (D.C. Cir. 2014) (affirming judgment under§ 1983 against police 

officers "in their individual capacities"). Under Defendants' interpretation of RFRA, Congress's 

choice explicitly to include "official[sl" among the persons and entities that may be sued under 

the statute-a departure from the language of§ 1983-would impose an additional limitation on 

plaintiffs' ability to sue officials. This is backwards: by explicitly adding a term permitting suits 

against officials to language familiar from the § 1983 context, RFRA contemplates, if anything, 

that such suits will be more available. In any event, it is safe to assume that Congress understood 

that it acted against the backdrop of settled § 1983 precedent when it added the similar "under 
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color of law" language to RFRA. Cf Lorillard v. Pons, 434 U.S. 575, 581 (1978) ("where ... 

Congress adopts a new law incorporating sections of a prior law, Congress normally can be 

presumed to have had knowledge of the interpretation given to the incorporated law, at least 

insofar as it affects the new statute"). 

Defendants have marshalled only minimal case law supporting their position. The two 

decisions from the Western District of Pennsylvania they cite do not analyze the relevant 

statutory provisions. Ellis v. United States, No. 08- I 60,2011 WL 3290217, at * 12 (W.D. Pa. 

June 17, 2011), simply follows, without elaboration, Jean-Pierre v. BOP, No. 09-266, 2010 WL 

3852338, at *6 n.4 (W.D. Pa. July 30, 2010). Jean-Pierre, in turn, stated in a footnote without 

analysis that "neither RFRA nor RLUIPA [the Religious Land Use and Institutionalized Persons 

Actl support damages claims against government officials in their individual capacity." The 

cases it cites for that proposition, moreover, uniformly involve RLUIPA, not RFRA. See Nelson 

v. Miller, 570 F.3d 868, 889 (7th Cir. 2009) ("declin[ingl to read RLUIPA as allowing damages 

against defendants in their individual capacities"); Rende/man v. Rouse, 569 F.3d 182, 189 (4th 

Cir. 2009) ("Congress did not signal with sufficient clarity an intent to subject [a state official] to 

an individual capacity damages claim under RLUIPA"); Sossamon v. Lone Star State of Texas, 

560 F.3d 316, 329 (5th Cir. 2009) ("we decline to read Congress's permission to seek 

'appropriate relief against a government' as permitting suits against RLUIPA defendants in their 

individual capacities"), aff'd sub nom. Sossamon v. Texas, 131 S. Ct. 1651 (2011 ); Smith v. Allen, 

502 F.3d 1255, 1275 (11th Cir. 2007) ("section 3 of RLUIPA ... cannot be construed as creating 

a private right of action against individual defendants for monetary damages"); Porter v. Beard, 

No. 09-549, 2010 WL 2573878, at *6 (W.D. Pa. May 12, 2010) ("[RLUIPA] does not support 

damages claims against state officials in their individual capacity"); Logan v. Lockett, No. 07-
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1759, 2009 WL 799749, at *4 (W.D. Pa. Mar. 25, 2009) ("RLUIPA does not support damage 

claims against state officials in their individual capacity"). 

The distinction between RFRA and RLUIPA is essential to the question raised here. 

Although RFRA by its tenns authorizes lawsuits against both the federal government and the 

states, it was held unconstitutional as applied to the states in City of Boerne v. Flores, 521 U.S. 

507, 536 (1997) (holding that application of RFRA to states exceeded Congress's power under 

the Enforcement Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment). In response, Congress enacted RLUIPA 

as an exercise of its spending power. See Sossamon v. Texas, 131 S. Ct. 1651, 1656 (2011). 

Although "RLUIPA borrows important elements from RFRA," including virtually 

identical language creating a private right of action for aggrieved individuals, id., the distinct 

constitutional bases for the two laws affect their breadth. In particular, because RLUIPA was 

enacted as an exercise of Congress's spending power, interpreting that statute to allow damages 

actions against state officials in their individual capacities would "raise serious questions 

regarding whether Congress had exceeded its [constitutional] authority." Nelson, 570 F.3d at 

889. Restrictions imposed on states pursuant to the Spending Clause are essentially contractual 

in nature-states agree to comply with certain conditions in exchange for federal funds. See id. 

at 887-88. Applying restrictions created pursuant to the Spending Clause to persons or entities 

other than the recipients of the federal funds at issue would have the effect of binding non-parties 

to the terms of the spending "contract." Id. (citing Sossamon, 560 F.3d at 328-29; Smith v. Allen, 

502 F.3d 1255, 1275 (11th Cir. 2007)). Courts have thus declined to allow individual-capacity 

suits for damages against state officials under RLUIPA because doing so would subject those 

officials to Spending Clause restrictions that are properly binding only on states that receive 

federal funds. See, e.g., Nelson, 570 F.3d at 889; Smith, 502 F.3d at 1274-75. Other courts have 

reached the same conclusion for the related reason that RLUIPA does not "signal with sufficient 

10 
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clarity an intent to subject" state officials to individual capacity suits, applying a "clear notice 

requirement" that is specific to Spending Clause enactments. Rendefman, 589 F.3d at 188-89; 

see also Pennhurst State Sch. & Hmp. v. Halderman, 451 U.S. I, 17 ( 1981) ("if Congress 

intends to impose a condition on the grant of federal moneys, it must do so unambiguously"). 

Neither of these rationales applies to interpretation of RFRA. RFRA 's application to 

federal action is not based on the Spending Clause. Rather, Congress may "carve out a religious 

exemption from otherwise neutral, generally applicable laws based on its power to enact the 

underlying statute in the first place." Guam v. Guerrero, 290 F.3d 1210, 1220-21 (9th Cir. 

2002). There can be no question, moreover, that Congress possesses the power "to establish and 

maintain an effective regime of criminal law enforcement," including the power to control "the 

operation of federal correctional facilities." Constitutionality of 18 U.S.C. § 1120, 24 Op. 

O.L.C. 156, 158, 2000 WL 34475733 (2000). This Article I power cmries with it the authority to 

require religious accommodation of federal inmates pursuant to RFRA. See Kikumura v. Hurley, 

242 F.3d 950, 959 (10th Cir. 2001); Guerrero, 290 F.3d at 1221. 

Because Congress can create a right of action against an individual to enforce such 

statutory requirements, it need not satisfy the "clear notice" requirement that attaches to 

conditions imposed under the Spending Clause. And, as the Seventh Circuit recognized in 

Nelson, the language of RLUIPA (which closely tracks the relevant language of RFRA) "appears 

to authorize suit against [a defendant officiall in his individual capacity." 570 F.3d at 886. In 

Nelson, that appm·ent meaning was overcome only by the specific constitutional concerns raised 

by the Spending Clause. Construing RFRA, where those concerns do not apply, the Court 

concludes that Congress intended to authorize both official and individual-capacity suits against 

federal officials. 

11 
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It follows from this conclusion that Congress also intended to permit individual capacity 

suits for damages. It is unlikely that an action for injunctive or declaratory relief under RFRA 

would be treated as an individual-capacity suit. "Regardless of the manner by which a plaintiff 

designated the action, a suit should be regarded as an official-capacity suit when the judgment 

sought would expend itself on the public treasury or domain, or interfere with the public 

administration, or if the effect of the judgment would be to restrain the Government from acting, 

or compel it to act." Ha(fill v. Gonzales, 519 F. Supp. 2d 13, 24 (D.D.C. 2007) (citing Dugan v. 

Rank, 372 U.S. 609, 620 (l 963)) (quotation marks and alterations omitted). All or nearly all 

RFRA claims for injunctive or declaratory relief against federal officials would likely satisfy 

those criteria. The only significant purpose for an individual-capacity claim, then, would be to 

seek damages-damages that are unavailable in RFRA actions against the sovereign. See 

Webman v. BOP, 441 F.3d 1022, 1025-26 (holding that RFRA does not waive federal 

government's sovereign immunity from suits for damages). 

The language of the statute substantiates this inference. Faced with "the question of what 

remedies are available under a statute that provides a private right of action," courts "presume 

the availability of all appropriate remedies"-including, at least at times, damages-"unless 

Congress has expressly indicated otherwise." Franklin v. Gwinnett Cnt)'. Pub. Sch., 503 U.S. 60, 

66, 76 ( 1992) (holding that "a damages remedy is available for an action brought to enforce Title 

IX" of the Civil Rights Act). RFRA expressly allows plaintiffs to "obtain appropriate relief 

against a government," and contains no "express[] indicat[ion]'' that damages are prohibited. 42 

U.S.C. § 2000bb-l(c); Franklin, 503 U.S. at 66. Thus, under the presumption articulated in 

Franklin, RFRA authorizes damages when that form of relief is "appropriate.'' 1 

1 A thorough opinion from the District of New Jersey reached the same conclusion even though 
it concluded that the presumption in Franklin was inapplicable to RFRA. See Jama, 343 F. 
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The Court of Appeals' conclusion in Webman that damages are unavailable in RFRA 

suits against the government does not detract from this conclusion. That decision turned on the 

principle that "courts must 'strictly construe' any waiver of sovereign immunity," allowing relief 

against the government only when its authorization is '"unequivocal."' Webman, 441 F.3d at 

1025-26 (alterations omitted) (quoting Lane v. Pena, 518 U.S. 187, 192, 198 (1996)). But 

Congress need not waive sovereign immunity to permit an individual-capacity suit against a 

federal official. See Larson v. Domestic & Foreign Commerce Corp., 337 U.S. 682, 686-87 

( 1949). And a reading RFRA that allows damages claims against officials in their individual 

capacities but not against the federal government itself is not at all self-contradictory. Because 

Congress did not expressly waive sovereign immunity from suits for damages, damages are not 

an "appropriate" remedy against the government itself. See Webman, 441 F.3d at 1028 (Tatel, J ., 

concurring) ("RFRA nowhere makes clear that damages are 'appropriate' (at least against the 

government[)]'') (emphasis added). But because it did not expressly prohibit suits for damages, 

they may be an "appropriate" remedy against individual-capacity defendants. 

Supp. 2d at 375-76. There, the court reasoned that a damages remedy was available in 
individual-capacity suits under RFRA because it is plausible that Congress intended that remedy 
to be available, prohibiting damages would conflict with the purpose of RFRA, and other courts 
have assumed that damages are available under the statute. Id. at 374-75. The Court agrees with 
this analysis, which further supports the conclusion that damages are available. 

The Jama court also concluded, however, that because RFRA expressly authorizes 
"appropriate relief against a government," the statute is not "silent" on the issue of remedies and 
the presumption in Franklin is inapplicable. 343 F. Supp. 2d at 376. This reading of Franklin is 
too narrow. The presumption in that case obviously does apply where Congress is entirely silent 
on the issue of remedies. But it is also clear that the mere mention of remedies does not rebut the 
presumption-instead, the presumption applies unless "Congress has expressly indicated" that a 
remedy is unavailable. Franklin, 503 U.S. at 66. RFRA provides only that a plaintiff may obtain 
"appropriate relief." 42 U.S.C. § 2000bb-l(c). This language does nothing more than authorize 
what courts applying Franklin presume, and it falls far short of an "express[ l indicat[ionl" that 
damages are prohibited. 
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2. Defendant Lappin 's Personal Involvement 

Defendants also contend that Harley Lappin-the fonner director of BOP-was not 

personally involved in any of the deprivations of religious liberty that Plaintiff asserts, and that 

he therefore cannot be liable under RFRA. The first step in their argument is the claim that 

individual-capacity suits under RFRA are "in essence ... Free Exercise Clause Bivens claim[s], 

which courts dismiss when based on rewondeat superior liability." Dkt. 98 al 8. If RFRA 

follows Bivens in this respect, then Plaintiff would have to allege that Defendant Lappin was 

directly, rather than vicariously, liable for the RFRA violations Plaintiff asserts. According to 

Defendants, Plaintiff has failed to do so. 

Plaintiff disagrees with both of these contentions. He argues that the relief available 

under RFRA should be "broadly construed to incorporate well-settled theories of vicarious 

liability under the common law against which Congress legislated." Dkt. 100 at 11. But even if 

the limitations developed in Bivens actions apply to RFRA, Plaintiff argues that he has 

sufficiently alleged Defendant Lappin's personal involvement in the asserted violations. In 

particular, he points to the allegation in the Complaint that Defendant Lappin "refus[ed] to 

require private entities [that operated contract prisons] to follow BOP regulations" that protect 

inmates' religious exercise. 0kt. 118 CJI 131. 

The parties have identified only minimal authority addressing the viability of vicarious 

liability theories under RFRA. Defendants point to two cases in which RFRA counts were 

dismissed for failure to allege personal involvement of the individual defendants. See Dkt. 98 at 

8-9 (citing Curry v. Gonzales, No. 07-0199, 2007 WL 3275298, at* I (D.D.C. Nov. 6, 2007) and 

White v. Sherrod, No. 07-821, 2009 WL 196332, at *1 (S.D. Ill. Jan. 28, 2009)). In Curry, the 

court considered the plaintiffs RFRA count alongside his Bivens claim and dismissed both for 

failure to allege the individual defendant's personal involvement. 2007 WL 3275298, at* 1. It 
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did not provide any discussion of the issue raised here. In White, the court dismissed a RFRA 

claim for failure to allege that the named defendant was personally involved in the alleged 

deprivation of religious freedom at issue, but it seems not to have separately considered the 

question whether the plaintiff could rely on a vicarious liability theory. 2009 WL 196332, at *2. 

Thus, neither of the cases cited by Defendants provides substantial guidance. 

Plaintiff does only somewhat better. He relies on Pineda-Morales v. De Rosa, No. 03-

4297, 2005 WL 1607276 (D.NJ. July 6, 2005), which declined to dismiss a RFRA count 

predicated on a respondeat superior theory simply because the defendants had "present[ed] no 

reason why such liability should not attach under a RFRA claim." Id. at *5 n.5. That conclusion 

is of little assistance here. He also cites Aganval v. Briley, No. 02-6807, 2004 WL 1977581, at 

*14 (N.D. Ill. Aug. 25, 2015), in which a court declined to enter judgement for the defendant on 

a vicarious liability claim under RLUIPA. The plaintiff in that case was an inmate who filed a 

grievance requesting vegetarian meals, which he asserted were required by his Hindu faith. Id. at 

* 10. A subordinate prison official to whom the warden had delegated responsibility for non

emergency inmate grievances denied the request. Id. Even though the warden himself had not 

been involved in the decision to deny the plaintiff vegetarian meals-indeed, the warden 

remained unaware of the request until the plaintiff filed suit, id.-the court concluded that he 

could be held liable under RLUIP A It reasoned that RLUIPA does not incorporate the strict rule 

against supervisory liability applied in§ 1983 actions, noting that RLUIPA (like RFRA) 

comprehends actions against governmental entities as well as persons. Id. at * 14. The Agarwal 

court did not decide, however, whether pure vicarious liability is actionable under RLUIPA. It 

found only that the warden had "deliberate[ly] avoid[ed] any involvement in review of Plaintiff's 

grievance," and that this fact established "sufficient 'fault,' an adequate causal nexus to 

Plaintiff's injury, to support a finding of liabi Ii ty." Id. Ag a nval thus, at most, stands for the 
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proposition that "negligent supervision" might be actionable under RLUIP A, not that a 

supervisor may be held liable for the acts of his subordinates without any independent showing 

of fault. Id.; see Palermo v. LibbJ', No. 11-557, 2012 WL4929423 (D.N.H. Sept. 12, 2012) 

(distinguishing Agarwal and dismissing RLUIPA claim where plaintiff "made no allegation 

concerning an act or failure to act by [the defendant] that caused or failed to prevent any of the 

violations alleged"). 

The Court concludes that pure vicarious liability-that is, liability of supervisors based 

solely on the acts of their subordinates-is not sufficient to state a claim under RFRA Neither 

party has directed the Court to any case expressly endorsing such a theory, and the Court has 

identified none. Plaintiff's arguments based on the structure and purpose of RFRA, particularly 

absent any direct support in the case law, are not compelling. Plaintiff assumes that RFRA was 

enacted against a background of "traditional common-law principles" embodied in state tort law, 

Dkt. 100 at 11-12, but cites no legislative history or other evidence suggesting this was so. 

Instead, it appears more likely that Congress legislated in relevant respects against the more 

relevant background of constitutional litigation under Bivens and § 1983. Free exercise claims 

before RFRA would have been brought under these theories, not the common law, and there is 

no indication in the statute that Congress intended to adopt common-law theories of liability that 

had previously been unavailable to plaintiffs. It is true that Congress expressly authorized suits 

against government "branch [es], department[ s l, [and] agenc[ ics ]"--entities that cannot act 

personally in a manner that would subject them to liability under Bivens. 48 U.S.C. 2000bb-2(1). 

But Congress did this expressly. RFRA does not by its terms authorize a further step away from 

the background of§ 1983 and Bivens precedents to impose vicarious liability, and nothing before 

the Court on this motion suggests that it intended to do so implicitly. 
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When RFRA was enacted in 1993, see Pub. L. 103-141 (1993), the leading Supreme 

Court case addressing supervisory liability under§ 1983 and Bivens was Rizza v. Good, 423 U.S. 

362 (l 976). The Court in Rizzo vacated an injunction against municipal officers for failure to 

supervise the activities of a local police force, requiring the plaintiff to prove an "affirmative link 

between the occurrence of the various incidents of police misconduct [at issue in the easel and 

the adoption of any plan or policy by the petitioners ... showing their authorization or approval 

of such misconduct." Id. at 371. The Court of Appeals forth is Circuit "join[ edl the majority of 

courts" after Rizza "calling for something more than mere negligence to forge the 'affirmative 

link' between the constitutional infringement and the supervisor's conduct." Haynesworth v. 

Miller, 820 F.2d 1245, 1261 (D.C. Cir. 1987), abrogated in part on other grounds, Hartman v. 

Moore, 547 U.S. 250, 266 (2006) (holding that plaintiffs must present evidence oflack of 

probable cause in retaliatory prosecution suits under§ 1983 and Bivens). Under that standard, a 

plaintiff must show that "absent effective supervision, harm was not merely foreseeable, but was 

highly likely, given the circumstances of the case"-so likely that "it can be said that the 

supervisor acquiesced in the resulting constitutional violation." Haynesworth, 820 F.2d at 1261. 

Because this showing--or a similar one, see id. at 1261 n.126-was widely required in Bivens 

and§ 1983 actions at the time RFRA was enacted, the Court concludes that it reflects the 

background state of the law against which Congress legislated. Thus, to assert a claim for 

supervisory liability under RFRA, Plaintiff must allege that Defendant Lappi n's failure to 

supervise his subordinates was "highly likely, given the circumstances of the case" to give rise to 

a constitutional violation. 

Plaintiff contends that his allegations satisfy this standard. His complaint alleges that 

Defendant Lappin, along with the John Doe defendants, "refus[ ed] to require private entities 

[that operated private prisons] to follow BOP regulations" and therefore "set in motion the 
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conditions that led to the violation of Mr. Patel's religious rights." 0kt. 118 1[ 131. In addition, 

Plaintiff directs the Court to two BOP policy statements (including one signed by Defendant 

Lappin, see Dkt. 100-3 at 23) that include significant protections for inmates' religious freedom. 

Dkt. 100-2; Dkl. 100-3. These policies could suggest that Defendant Lappin was aware that 

BOP personnel required specific oversight and guidance if they were to avoid infringing on 

inmates' religious liberty, and that it was thus "highly likely" that failure to provide similar 

oversight and guidance to private prisons would cause RFRA violations like the ones Plaintiff 

alleges here. 

Plaintiff's argument fails to take into account, however, that BOP did maintain a policy 

requiring private prisons to comply with RFRA In their Statement of Undisputed Facts, 

Defendants asserted that "The BOP specifically requires private facilities to comply with 

[RFRA], and to ensure the religious services programs are consistent with this Act." Dkt. 68-21[ 

25. Plaintiff admitted this fact, although he disputed "that BOP has ensured that Rivers comply 

with RFRA." Dkt. 72-1 al 7 (Defendant's Statement of Genuine Issues). Here is the problem: 

the only act that the Complaint alleges Defendant Lappin did that could potentially expose him 

to supervisory liability under Rizzo and Haynesworth is his promulgation of a policy requiring 

that BOP facilities take steps to comply with RFRA. Had he done that while leaving private 

prisons free, as a matter of policy, to violate RFRA, his failure to provide a policy might suffice 

to link him to the harms Plaintiff alleges. But the undisputed evidence shows that BOP 

"specifically require[d]" compliance with RFRA in both agency-operated and private facilities. 

Dkt. 68-2 ~[ 25. There is no showing that differences in policy caused Plaintiff's harm. If, on the 

other hand, differences in enforcement were the cause of that harm, Plaintiff has not alleged that 

Defendant Lappin was personally involved in enforcement of BOP policies such as the ones at 
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issue, much less that it was "highly likely" that any deficiency in his personal oversight of policy 

enforcement would give rise to the hann he alleges. 

Finding Defendant Lappin liable under these circumstances would appear to authorize 

individual-capacity claims for damages against the BOP director for virtually any RFRA 

violation-if a violation occmTed and BOP policies require compliance with RFRA, the BOP 

director failed to ensure that the agency's policies were enforced. But that line of reasoning, 

based not on evidence of the defendant's personal acts but instead on inferences about nothing 

more than his position, see Dkt. 118 <j{ 132, would create precisely the sort of vicarious liability 

that the Court has concluded RFRA does not provide. The evidence and the allegations in this 

matter show that Defendant Lappin was personally responsible for (at most) BOP's relevant 

policies, and that BOP's relevant policies prohibited RFRA violations in the prisons in which 

Plaintiff asserts they took place. Plaintiff has therefore failed to come forward with evidence of 

any personal involvement by Defendant Lappin in the RFRA violations he alleges, and 

Defendant Lappin is entitled to summary judgment on this claim. 2 

3. Sufficiency of Plaintiff's Allegations under Twombly and Iqbal 

Because Defendant Lappin is entitled to summary judgment on Plaintiff's RFRA count, 

the Court need not consider his argument that Plaintiffs allegations are insufficient to state a 

claim under RFRA. If and when Plaintiff serves the Doe defendants-who are not presently 

participating in this action-those defendants will be afforded an opportunity to request that the 

2 The Court concludes that it is appropriate to treat BOP's motion as a motion for summary 
judgment with respect to this claim. Although Plaintiff, in his opposition to BOP's motion, 
requested an opportunity for discovery in the event the Court treats the motion as one for 
summary judgment, that request sought information to "test the accuracy of Defendants' 
testimony about the purported rational basis for their ... policies" and did not concern Plaintiff's 
RFRA claim. Dkt. 72 at 44. 
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Court reconsider Chief Judge Roberts's conclusion that Plaintiff has sufficiently pleaded 

substantive RFRA violations. See Dkt. 90 at 4-7. 

C. The Privacy Act 

Plaintiff also alleges that the Bureau of Prisons has violated his rights under the Privacy 

Act, 5 U.S.C. § 552a. Plaintiff asserts that while he was incarcerated at FCJ Big Spring in 2004, 

he wrote a letter to the Dallas Morning News in which he claimed that a fellow inmate, David 

Duke, was receiving preferential treatment from BOP staff as a result of his "notoriety." Dkt. 

118 qm 82, 140. According to Plaintiff, prison officials improperly opened and read Plaintiff's 

letter; they then wrote a memorandum that documented the event and recommended that Plaintiff 

be transferred to a different facility. Id. qi 144. Plaintiff contends that BOP retains this 

memorandum in its files, and that doing so violates the Privacy Act's prohibition against 

maintaining records '"describing how any individual exercises rights guaranteed by the First 

Amendment unless expressly authorized by statute or by the individual about whom the record is 

maintained or unless pertinent to and within the scope of authorized law enforcement activity."' 

Id.~[ 146 (quoting 5 U.S.C. § 522a(e)(7)). 

BOP moves to dismiss this count on three grounds. First, it argues that the memorandum 

at issue falls under the "authorized law enforcement activity" exception to the Privacy Act. Dkt. 

68-1 at 28-29. Next, it contends that Plaintiff's Privacy Act claim is barred by the doctrine of res 

judicata, based on Plaintiff's effort to litigate the issue in a prior action. Id. at 29-30. Finally, it 

argues that the Privacy Act claim is barred by the Act's two-year statute of limitations because 

Plaintiff has known of the existence of the memorandum at issue since at least 2006. Id. at 30-

31. None of these arguments is persuasive. 
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1. The Law Enforcement Activity Exception 

As the Court of Appeals has noted, although the phrase "law enforcement activity" may 

"summon[ ] up images of criminal law, the legislative history of the provision makes it clear that 

it does not have that meaning here." Nagel v. Dep't of Health, Educ. & Welfare, 725 F.2d 1438, 

1441 n.3 (D.C. Cir. 1984). Rather, the phrase is "liberally" construed, Maydak v. United States, 

363 F.3d 512, 517 (D.C. Cir. 2004 ), to include "an authorized criminal investigation or ... and 

authorized intelligence or administrative one," Nagel, 725 F.2d at 1441 n.3 (quotation marks 

omitted). In addition, it applies to "laJn employer's determination whether an employee is 

performing his job adequately," id. at 1441, to an employer's evaluating or disciplining an 

employee, id., and to BOP activity directed at maintaining "prison security," Maydak, 363 F.3d 

at 517. 

In Maydak, the Court of Appeals concluded that declarations submitted by prison 

officials were sufficient to demonstrate that "examining photographs [ of inmates arguably 

exercising First Amendment rightsJ for conduct that may threaten lprisonJ security is pertinent to 

and within the scope of the authorized law enforcement activity." Id. The Court also noted, 

however, that certain of the declarations in that case raised questions about other uses of the 

photographs, including what the declarants meant by terms such as "investigative or informative 

value." Id. As a result, the Court remanded the case to the district court to determine the nature 

of the use of the photographs on a more complete record. 

Maydak is dispositive of BOP' s argument at this stage of the litigation. BOP notes, for 

example, that a memorandum "pertaining [to] the prison staff's treatment of inmates would fall 

under this exception." Dkt. 68-1 at 28-29 (emphasis added). But BOP has not submitted any 

evidence regarding how the alleged memorandum was actually prepared, maintained, or used. 
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Under these circumstances, the Court concludes that Defendants cannot, on the present record, 

rely upon the law enforcement exception to avoid Plaintiff's Privacy Act claim. 

2. Res .J udicata 

BOP next argues that Plaintiffs claim under the Privacy Act is res judicata. To establish 

that his claim is precluded under this doctrine, BOP must show that Plaintiff previously brought 

suit against the same defendant based on the same cause of action, and that that suit resulted in a 

final judgment on the merits of the claim he raises here. Parklane Hosiery Co. v. Shore, 439 

U.S. 322, 326 n.5 ( 1979) ("U oder the doctrine of res judicata, a judgment on the merits in a prior 

suit bars a second suit involving the same parties or their privies based on the same cause of 

action."); Apotex, Inc. v. FDA, 393 F.3d 210, 217 (D.C. Cir. 2004 ). 

The factual basis for this contention is a matter of public record. In 2004, Plaintiff 

brought a lawsuit in this Court that included a Privacy Act claim relating to the memorandum at 

issue here. Patel v. United States, No. 08-1168-D, 2009 WL 1377530, at *6 (W.D. Okla. May 

14, 2009). The action was promptly transferred to the Eastern District of Arkansas, where the 

district court dismissed Plaintiff's Privacy Act claim without prejudice for failure to exhaust 

administrative remedies. Id. at *4-5. The action was subsequently transferred to the Eastern 

District of North Carolina and then to the Western District of Oklahoma, where Plaintiff moved 

for reconsideration of the Eastern District of Arkansas's dismissal of his Privacy Act claim. Id. 

at * 1. The court rejected that motion, holding that Plaintiff had not shown clear error or any 

change in legal or factual circumstances that would justify reconsideration of the prior dismissal. 

The court also noted that it was "particularly reluctant to reinstate a Privacy Act claim that was 

dismissed without prejudice" because Plaintiff had several years in which he "could have 

brought a separate action and presented his additional proof of exhaustion." Id. at 5. In the 

court's view, it was "inconsistent with Congress' lsJ purpose in providing civil remedies under 
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the Privacy Act to permit an individual to bring a private action years later under these 

circumstances." Id. The Tenth Circuit affirmed the "dismissal without prejudice." Patel v. 

United States, 399 Fed. App 'x 355, 361 ( 10th Cir. 2010). 

There was no "judgment on the merits" of Plaintiffs Privacy Act claim in the prior 

litigation. As the district court in Oklahoma observed, and the Tenth Circuit explicitly affirmed, 

Plaintiff's claim was dismissed "without prejudice" because he had not exhausted administrative 

remedies by petitioning BOP to remove the memorandum at issue from its files. Id.; Patel, 2009 

WL 1377530, at *5. The Western District of Oklahoma's refusal to reconsider that decision did 

nothing to change the decision of the transferor court-indeed, the Western District of Oklahoma 

recognized that, because the earlier dismissal had been without prejudice, Plaintiff could have 

simply exhausted his administrative remedies and brought a new action. BOP relies on the 

language in that court's decision suggesting that the court believed Plaintiff had been dilatory in 

pursuing his claim, but fails to explain how that statement could have transformed the Western 

District of Oklahoma's decision declining to reconsider the decision of the transferor court into a 

decision that actually changed the earlier dismissal "without prejudice" into a disposition on the 

merits. Because Plaintiff's Privacy Act claim has never been adjudicated on the merits, the 

doctrine of res judicata does not bar him from asserting it in this action. 

3. The Statute of Limitations 

BOP's final argument is that Plaintiff's Privacy Act claim is barred by the applicable 

statute of limitations. Absent material and willful misrepresentation on the part of an agency, 

any "action to enforce any liability created under" the Privacy Act must be brought "within two 

years from the date on which the cause of action arises." 5 U.S.C. § 522a(g)(5). BOP argues 

that because Plaintiff "knew of the existence of the memorandum" at issue by February 9, 2006 

at the latest, the statute of limitations began running on that date and expired on February 9, 
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2008-more than one year before he first alleged his Privacy Act claim in this action. Dkt. 68-1 

at 31. 

BOP misreads the statute. The Privacy Act allows a suit to be brought "f w]henever any 

agency makes a determination ... not to amend an individual's record in accordance with his 

request." 5 U.S.C. § 522a(g)(l)(A). Plaintiff alleges that he petitioned BOP to amend his record 

on Febmary 20, 2009 and that his request was denied on April 30, 2009-this denial triggered 

his right to bring suit. BOP has identified no case law or other authority for the counterintuitive 

proposition that a Privacy Act plaintiffs "cause of action arises" before the plaintiff can bring a 

suit. Indeed, BOP itself notes that "ftlhe statute of limitations funder the Privacy Act] 

'commences at the time that a person knows or has reason to know that his request had been 

denied."' Dkt. 76 at 13 (quoting Englerius v. Veterans Admin., 837 F.2d 895, 897 (9th Cir. 

1988)). 

In its reply, BOP asserts for the first time that Plaintiff in fact ''was ... aware that his 

request for an amendment had been denied" in 2006. Dkt. 76 at 14. Although BOP does not 

explain this assertion or cite to the record, it appears that the agency is refening to the fact that 

Plaintiff submitted documents to the Arkansas and Oklahoma district courts that, in Plaintiff's 

view at the time, established that in 2004 he had requested relief from BOP under the Privacy 

Act and that his request had been denied. These documents formed the basis for Plaintiff's 

requests for reconsideration of the order dismissing his Privacy Act claim. See Patel v. United 

States, No. 08-cv-1168 (W.D. Okla. 2009), Dkt. 269; Patel v. United States, No. 04-cv-00771 

(E.D. Ark. 2006) Dkt. 77. 

The Court need not independently determine whether these documents in fact show that 

Plaintiff adequately requested and was denied the relief he seeks here, however, because the 

United States has previously taken the position that they do not. See Response to Plaintiffs 
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Motion to Reconsider, Patel v. United States, No. 04-cv-00771 (E. D. Ark. 2006) 0kt. 78 ("It is 

clear that the remedy [request] submitted by the Plaintiff in support of his Motion to Reconsider 

addresses not the maintaining of a memo, but rather the opening of special mail and reading 

same outside of Plaintiff's presence."). The district court denied Plaintiffs motion. Having 

argued successfully to another district court that Plaintiff's 2004 request was insufficient to give 

rise to a right to sue, BOP cannot now assert the opposite position in order to defeat Plaintiff's 

claim on timeliness grounds. See, e.g., Comcast Corp. v. FCC, 600 F.3d 642,647 (D.C. Cir. 

2010) ("Courts may invoke judicial estoppel where a party assumes a certain position in a legal 

proceeding, succeeds in maintaining that position, and then, simply because his interests have 

changed, assumes a contrary position.") (quotation marks and alterations omiued). And even if 

BOP were not estopped from arguing that a claim had accrued based on Patel's 2004 request and 

the Court concluded that one had, it is not clear that that fact would bar the subsequent accrual of 

a new claim based on BO P's denial of the 2009 request. The Privacy Act states that an 

"individual may bring a civil action" "whenever any agency ... makes a detennination ... not 

to amend !the] individual's record in accordance with his request." 5 U.S.C. § 522a(g)(l). 

There is thus no explicit statutory bar to a Privacy Act claim predicated on a duplicative request 

to amend records, and BOP has not identified case law inferring that such a bar exists. 

BOP argues that allowing suits, like this one, triggered by the denial of Privacy Act 

requests that had previously been submitted would allow "an individual ... to maintain a Privacy 

Act amendment claim in perpetuity as long as he continued to submit requests for amendment 

and to receive adverse agency determinations." Dkt. 76 at 14. This argument is not persuasive. 

Res judicata and collateral estoppel prevent a plaintiff from pursuing successive lawsuits based 

on identical Privacy Act requests after an adverse judgment on the merits-there is no specter of 

never ending litigation. BOP's real objection is to the fact that a plaintiff who knows of the 
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existence of a record that allegedly violates the Privacy Act may wait as long as he pleases 

before requesting that the agency amend the record-or make repeated requests to the agency

without jeopardizing his right to judicial review. But there is nothing absurd about this result, 

which, in any event, follows directly from the statutory language. A request for amendment 

under the Privacy Act seeks prospective relief to remedy the government's ongoing maintenance 

of an improper or incorrect record. See 5 U.S.C. 552a(d)(2)(B); 5 U.S.C. § 552a(g)(2)(A) (in 

suit seeking review of denial of amendment, "the court may order the agency to amend the 

individual's record in accordance with his request or in any such other way as the court may 

direct"). As long as such an injury is ongoing, there is no reason that a plaintiff seeking relief 

from it should be categorically barred from doing so simply because he could have sought relief 

earlier. 3 

Because BOP's denial of Plaintiff's 2009 request to amend gave rise to a claim under the 

Privacy Act, Plaintiff's claim is timely. 

D. FOIA Claims 

BOP also moves for summary judgment on Plaintiff's FOIA claims. When a plaintiff 

alleges that an agency has improperly withheld records, the reviewing court must "determine the 

matter de novo." 5 U.S.C. § 552(a)(4)(B). FOJA cases are typically resolved on motions for 

summary judgment, which require that the moving party demonstrate that there are no genuine 

issues of material fact and he or she is entitled to judgment as a matter of law. See Celotex, 477 

3 It is possible that laches might apply to bar suits where, for example, a Privacy Act plaintiff's 
delay in requesting amendment has allowed the loss of evidence necessary to establish an 
exemption. See generally Petrella v. Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, Inc., 134 S. Ct. 1962 (2014) 
(considering applicability of !aches to suit under the Copyright Act). The Court need not decide 
whether laches or a similar doctrine can apply under the Privacy Act, however, because BOP has 
not argued or presented evidence showing that it would be entitled to relief under any such 
doctrine. 
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U.S. at 325; Beltranena v. U.S. Dep't qf State, 821 F. Supp. 2d 167, 175 (D.D.C. 201 l) (noting 

that FOIA cases are "frequently" decided on motions for summary judgment). To meet its 

burden, the government must generally submit "relatively detailed and non-conclusory" 

affidavits or declarations establishing the adequacy of its search for responsive documents, 

SafeCard Servs. Inc. v. SEC, 926 F.2d 1197, 1200 (D.C. Cir. 1991 ), and an index of the 

information withheld, see Vaughn v. Rosen, 484 F.2d 820, 827-28 (D.C. Cir. 1973); Summers, 

140 F.3d at 1080 (explaining that to carry its burden, agency that declines to produce a requested 

document "must submit a Vaughn index to explain why it has withheld information"). Affidavits 

provided by an agency are "accorded a presumption of good faith, which cannot be rebutted by 

purely speculative claims about the existence and discoverability of other documents." Safecard 

Servs., 926 F.2d at 1200 (quotation marks omitted). 

l. Documents Related to Office of Inspector General Report 

Plaintiffs first FOIA claim arises from a 2004 request that he characterizes as seeking 

"documents related to a lJustice Department Office of the Inspector General ('OIG')J report." 

Dkt. 118 9[ 152. Plaintiff actually filed this request with the OIG; when OIG determined that 21 

pages of the records it identified as responsive "originated with" BOP, it referred those 

documents to BOP to be reviewed and, if appropriate, released. Dkt. 68-6 9[ 4 & Exh. A. 

Plaintiff alleges that he received all 21 pages of the materials, although six pages 

contained redactions. Dkt. 118 9[ 153. He objects, however, that "[n]one of the exhibits or 

witness interviews associated with the OIG report ... were provided, nor was any reason 

provided for their withholding." Id. BOP's response is simple and compelling: the agency's 

responsibility was limited to reviewing and releasing the documents that were referred to it. Dkt. 

68-1 at 32. BOP had no obligation to search for or to provide additional information in response 

to Plaintiff's 2004 FOIA request to OIG. 
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If the 2004 request to OJG were the only one at issue in this count, BOP would be 

entitled to summary judgment. Plaintiff also alleges, however, that he filed three "similar 

requests with the BOP" in 2005. These requests are not clearly identified in the Complaint, but 

in his opposition to Defendants' motion (Dkt. 72 at 36-37), Plaintiff focuses on a March 24, 

2005, letter to Plaintiff quoting the contents of his requests (Dkt. 68-6, Exh. G). Among other 

things, Plaintiff sought "[a]ll notes, memoranda, investigative documents, etc. created since 

September 1, 2003 and ending on February 1, 2004 pertaining to an investigation conducted into 

[Plaintiff's] alleged misconduct and placement in the SHU at FCI Big Spring, Texas." Id. 

BOP's declaration states that in responding to these requests the agency produced seven 

complete pages and three redacted pages to Plaintiff. Dkt. 68-61[ 13. 

Plaintiff contends, however, that BOP's search must have been inadequate because the 

agency did not provide any of the exhibits to the OIG report-exhibits that, in Plaintiff's view, 

would have been responsive to his request. Dkt. 72 at 37. For example, Plaintiff contends that 

"the OIG reviewed photographs, a medical assessment, memoranda, reports, and other 

documents regarding Mr. Patel's injuries ... sustained in an assault at FCI Big Spring," and he 

cites particular exhibits to the OIG report that he believes were likely responsive to his 2005 

FOIA requests. Id. at 37-38. It is not clear whether the exhibits Plaintiff identifies are indeed 

responsive. He refers to a document titled "Inmate Injury Assessment and Follow-Up for Kamal 

Patel," for example, and to a "SENTRY printout regarding Inmate Profile and 

Security/Designation for inmate Patel." Id. Either of those documents might be "notes, 

memoranda, investigative documents, etc .... pertaining to an investigation conducted into 

[Plaintiff's] alleged misconduct and placement in the SHU at FCI Big Spring," but Plaintiff has 

presented no further evidence demonstrating that they actually are. The other document he refers 

to that "pertain[s] directly to Mr. Patel"-a "Letter Dated November 15, 2005, from Assistant 
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United States Attorney Robert McRoberts to Inmate Patel"-post-dates BOP's response to his 

2005 FOIA requests. Dkt. 72 at 38; see Dkt. 68-6 Exh. G. Plaintiff cites other exhibits to the 

OIG report that "appear to be responsive as well," including three affidavits, with the affiants' 

names redacted (dated January 15, 2004), "Photographs documenting inmate Kamal Patel's 

injuries," additional "SENTRY printout[sl," a memo "regarding BOP OIA interview" of a 

person, and an incident report regarding an assault on Plaintiff. Dkt. 72 at 38 n.20; see Dkt. 72-7 

at 17-19. Once again, some of these documents might be responsive to Plaintiff's request to 

BOP-but his request to BOP was narrower than his request to OIG, and there is no basis in the 

record to conclude that all of the OIG documents relate to Plaintiff's "aJleged misconduct and 

placement in the SHU" or the other particular topics he identified in requests to BOP. 

For present purposes the critical question for the Court is whether BOP's declaration 

shows that the agency conducted an adequate search for the records Plaintiff requested in 2005. 

The Court concludes that it does not. To prevail on a motion for summary judgment where the 

adequacy of its search for records is challenged, BOP must provide a "reasonably detailed 

affidavit, setting forth the search terms and the type of search performed, and averring that all 

files likely to contain responsive materials (if such records exist) were searched." Oglesby v. 

U.S. Dep't of Army, 920 F.2d 57, 68 (D.C. Cir. 1990). Although BOP's declaration states that 

Plaintiff received documents in response to Plaintiff's 2005 requests, it contains no information 

whatsoever about what record systems the agency searched, what search criteria it used, or 

whether the agency reviewed the potentially responsive documents Plaintiff cites. See Dkt. 68-6 

91 13. Although it may be the case that BOP has, in fact, produced all documents in its 

possession that are responsive to Plaintiff's 2005 requests, BOP has not carried its burden on 

summary judgment to prove that it has done so. Therefore, in this respect, BOP's motion must 

be denied. 
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Plaintiff also argues that BOP failed to provide a Vaughn index cataloguing and 

justifying its redactions to the three pages he has received in response to his 2005 requests. Dkt. 

72 at 38. BOP responds, in a footnote in its reply, that it "does not believe that Patel's March 24, 

2005 FOIA request ... is at issue in this litigation and [BOP] therefore has not provided a 

Vaughn index" for the pages disclosed pursuant to that request. Dkt. 76 at 18 n.8. It does appear 

from the parties· briefing that there has been uncertainty regarding which of Plaintiffs FOIA 

requests are indeed at issue. Some of this uncertainty is attributable to a lack of specificity in 

Plaintiff's Complaint. See Dkt. 1181[ 155 (describing 2005 requests as "similar to" 2004 request 

to OJG, even though they appear to have sought substantially different-but potentially 

overlapping-sets of documents). The Court concludes, however, that, reasonably construed, the 

Complaint does place the February 15, 2005 FOIA request at issue in this litigation. 

Accordingly, BOP must provide Plaintiff a Vaughn index as to those three pages before it can 

obtain summary judgment in its favor. 

Finally, Plaintiff contests redactions to the documents referred to BOP by OIG (pursuant 

to Plaintiff's separate OIG request) that were '"applied to protect the statements of inmates and 

staff who provided infonnation for a BOP investigation."' Dkt. 72 at 38 (quoting Dkt. 68-6, 

Exh. C). BOP argues that the statements at issue satisfy the criteria for FOIA exemptions 6 and 

7(C). Exemption 6 permits agencies to withhold "personnel and medical files and similar files 

the disclosure of which would constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion of privacy." 5 U.S.C. 

§ 552(b)(6). Exemption 7(C) covers "records or information compiled for law enforcement 

purposes, but only to the extent that the production of such law enforcement records or 

information ... could reasonably be expected to constitute an unwarranted invasion of privacy." 

Id. § 552(b )(7)(C). To rely on these exceptions, BOP must do more than merely recite that 

statements were withheld to protect individuals' privacy. Instead, it must show that the "privacy 
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interests that would be compromised by disclosure" outweigh "the public interest in release of 

the requested information." Davis v. Dep't of Justice, 968 F.2d 1276, 1281 (D.C. Cir. 1992). 

Here, BOP has not provided a sufficiently detailed explanation of the privacy interests 

that it contends would be compromised by disclosure of the witness statements. ll may be that 

the redaction of the names of witnesses and other persons mentioned in the statements is 

sufficient to guarantee the anonymity of these individuals-if so, then there is no apparent 

privacy interest protected by withholding the substance of the statements. If, on the other hand, 

the subject matter of the statements is such that its disclosure would facilitate the identification 

of witnesses or others even if their names were redacted, it is more likely that BOP will be 

entitled to a finding that exemptions 6 and 7(C) apply. To prevail on summary judgment, 

therefore, BOP needs to provide some evidence that the subject matter of the redacted statements 

itself is sufficient to identify particular individuals who have a privacy interest in remaining 

anonymous. BOP has not met that burden at this juncture. 

Because BOP has not demonstrated that it conducted an adequate search for documents 

responsive to Plaintiff's 2005 FOIA requests, has not provided a Vaughn index cataloguing its 

redactions to the documents produced in response to those requests, and has not shown that 

FOIA exemptions 6 and 7(C) cover the content of the relevant statements even though the 

speakers remain anonymous, BOP's motion for summary judgment on Count IV of the 

Complaint is denied. 

2. Documents Related to Plaintiff's Protective Hearing 

Plaintiff also seeks to compel production of documents related to a protection hearing 

that took place while he was incarcerated at Moshannon Valley Correctional Center. 0kt. 118 1][ 

159. Plaintiff alleges that he received 247 pages in their entirety in response to this request, as 

well as 128 pages with redactions. Id. ~l 160. He also asserts that several documents were 
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withheld in their entirety and that the BOP did not provide a Vaughn index cataloguing its 

assertions of FOIA exemptions. 4 Id. When BOP moved for summary judgment, it provided a 

Vaughn index identifying the sixteen documents withheld in their entirety and the basis for 

withholding each document. Dkt. 68-5, Exh. 5. It also described, in general terms, the bases for 

the redactions made to those documents produced in part, Dkt. 68-5 9[<J[ l0-15, and provided 

copies of the redacted documents with exemption designations indicated for each redaction, Dkt. 

76-2 9[ 5. In his briefing, Plaintiff argues that BOP failed to demonstrate that there was no 

reasonably segregable non-exempt information in five of the documents that were withheld in 

their entirety, and that BOP erroneously asserted the deliberative process privilege to withhold a 

memorandum relating to Plaintiffs protective custody hearing. Dkt. 72 at 41-43. 

As an initial matter, the Court concludes that BOP's Vaughn index was adequate for 

present purposes. Taken together, the measures described above allow the Court to "conduct a 

meaningful de novo review of [BOP'sl claim of an exemption." Brown v. FBI, 675 F. Supp. 2d 

122, 130 (D.D.C. 2009); see Gallant v. NLRB, 26 F.3d 168, 173 (D.C. Cir. 1994) ("the materials 

provided by the agency may take any form so long as they give the reviewing court a reasonable 

basis to evaluate the claim of privilege") (quotation marks and alterations omitted). Although 

compiling a traditional Vaughn index would perhaps have allowed less cumbersome review of 

the redactions, the system employed by BOP in this case satisfied the functional requirements of 

Vaughn and its progeny. 

Plaintiff's contention that BOP has failed to demonstrate that certain documents withheld 

in their entirety do not contain reasonably segregable non-exempt information has more merit. 

4 BOP subsequently produced four previously pages with redactions and determined that six of 
them were non-responsive. Dkt. 68-5 <j[ 3. Thus, to date, 16 pages have been withheld in their 
entirety and 132 pages have been produced with redactions. Id. 
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"[Slimply ... showing that fa document] contains some exempt material" is not enough to 

'justify withholding [the] entire document." Mead Data Cent., Inc. v. U.S. Dep't of the Air 

Force, 566 F.2d 242, 260 (D.C. Cir. 1977). Instead, "non-exempt portions of a document must 

be disclosed unless they are inextricably intertwined with exempt portions." Id. The 

requirement in Mead Data that "an agency should ... describe what proportion of the 

information in a document is non-exempt and how that material is dispersed throughout the 

document," id. at 26 I, may have been "relaxed" by "more recent decisions," Muttit v. Dep 't of 

State, 926 F. Supp. 2d 284, 310 (D.D.C. 2013). But it remains the case that the government must 

cany its "burden of demonstrating that no reasonably segregable information exists" within 

withheld documents and that the Court must evaluate the agency's Vaughn index and 

declarations to determine whether the requisite showing has been made. Loving v. Dep 't of 

Defense, 550 F.3d 32, 41 (D.C. Cir. 2008) (quotation marks omitted). 

Here, BOP's declaration states that "[e]very effort has been made to provide plaintiff 

with all reasonably segregable portions of the records requested;" that "[n]o reasonably 

segregable non-exempt portions of these records have been withheld from Plaintiff;" and that 

"no further information can be segregated without releasing information properly withheld" 

under various exemptions. Dkt. 68-5 ~[ 16. BOP does not explain, however, why any of the 

withheld documents whose segregability Plaintiff contests cannot be further segregated. This 

fact distinguishes this case from Armstrong v. Executive Ojjice of the President, 97 F.3d 575 

(D.C. Cir. 1996), where the government justified its entire withholding of particular pages with 

non-conclusory, document-by-document explanations. See, e.g., 97 F.3d at 579 (quoting 

government's assertion that note "'consists of an extensive review of numerous intelligence 

cables, revealing one piece of specific intelligence after another'"); id. at 580 (declaration 

asserted that specific "sensitive topics 'are discussed throughout the redacted segment and there 
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are no further intelligible segments which can be segregated"'). Likewise, the agency in Soto v. 

U.S. Dep't of State,_ F. Supp. 3d _, 2015 WL 4692415, at* 11 (D.D.C. Aug. 6, 2015), 

submitted an affidavit explaining that "the information in each responsive document [in that 

case] 'pertain[ed] exclusively to the issuance or refusal of a visa to enter the United States'" and 

was thus entirely exempt from disclosure under FOJA. BOP has not made a similar showing that 

the documents at issue contain exclusively exempt information here. 

The nature of the exemptions asserted to withhold the relevant documents here also cuts 

against a finding that BOP has met its burden. For documents l, 2, 5, 6, and 9 on its Vaughn 

index, BOP relies either largely or exclusively on the personal privacy exemptions (b)(6) and 

(b)(7)(C)-exemptions that under some circumstances might require only that identified 

individuals' names or other identifying information be redacted. See, e.g., Paxson v. U.S. Dep 't 

of Justice, 41 F. Supp. 3d 55, 57-58 (D.D.C. 2014) (exemptions (b)(6) and (b)(7)(C) invoked to 

redact "names and other identifying information, like telephone numbers, of FBI Special Agents 

and support personnel"). This circumstance makes it particularly important, in this case, for 

BOP to provide some level of specific explanation why further segregation is not possible. 

Finally, Plaintiff argues that BOP erroneously invoked exemption (b)(5), which protects 

memoranda and letters over which an agency could assert a privilege in litigation (see Coastal 

States Gas Corp. v. Dep 't of Energy, 617 F.2d 854, 862 (D.C. Cir. 1980)), to withhold page 7 of 

"Document 1" in its Vaughn index. BOP describes Document las a "[mlemorandum" that was 

"created as a result of a hearing conducted for protective custody status." Dkt. 68-5, Exh. 5. In 

Plaintiff's view, BOP has "failed to establish that this document contains non-segregable pre

decisional information," which is subject to exemption (b)(5), rather than information "reporting 

a final decision and the reasoning of the decision maker, neither of which are exempt." 0kt. 72 

at 51 (citing Coastal States, 617 F.2d at 866). BOP responds that it invoked exemption (b)(5) 
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because page 7 of Document 1 "reveal[sl pre-decisional information involved in the decision

making process that pertain[s] to protective custody of other inmates and the security of the 

institution." Dkt. 76-2 CJl 6. 

BOP's current showing is insufficient to establish that the document in question is 

privileged. When asserting the privilege to justify application of FOIA exemption (b)(S), "the 

agency has the burden of establishing what deliberative process is involved, and the role played 

by the documents in issue in the course of that process." Coastal States, 617 F.2d at 868. In a 

prison, there are presumably many different "decision-making process[es] that pertain to 

protective custody of other inmates" or "the security of the institution," and each of these 

processes presumably involves the creation of investigative or decisional memoranda. BOP has 

provided no information regarding the "role played by the" redacted discussions in the process of 

determining whether to hold inmates in protective custody-or, indeed, any information relating 

to the nature of the "deliberation" at issue. Without further detail, the Court is not in a position 

to determine whether exemption (b )(5) is applicable. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

For the reasons stated above, Defendants' motion to dismiss or, in the alternative, for 

summary judgment, is GRANTED in part and DENIED in part. Defendants' motion for 

summary judgment on the RFRA claim against Defendant Lappin is GRANTED. The Court 

defers ruling as to Plaintiff's RFRA claims against the John Doe Defendants and his Equal 

Protection Clause claim against Defendant Clark until those parties have had an opportunity to 

file dispositive motions. BOP's motion to dismiss Plaintiff's Privacy Act claim is DENIED. 

BOP's motion for summary judgment on Plaintiffs remaining FOIA claims is DENIED. 
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BOP's motion for protective order (Dkt. 82), which seeks to stay discovery pending 

resolution of BOP's motion to dismiss or, in the alternative, for summary judgment, is DENIED 

as moot. 

The parties shall appear for a status conference on September 3, 2015, at 10:30 AM in 

Courtroom 21, to discuss the schedule for discovery and any additional anticipated dispositive 

motions. 

An appropriate Order accompanies this Memorandum Opinion. 

Date: August21,2015 
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/s/ Randolph D. Moss 
RANDOLPH D. MOSS 
United States District Judge 
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KAMAL K. PATEL, 

Plaintifl: 

\", 

U'.'JITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
H)R THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

Civil Action No. 09-200 (ROM) 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISO>JS, et al., 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

) 

Defendants. 

STIPULATIO!\' OF SETTLEMENT 

Defendants Federal Bureau of Prisons, Harley Lappin, in his ofticial and individual 

capacities, ,md Cory Clark. in his official capacity (''Defendants'') and Kamal K. Patd 

("Plaintiff') (collectively "the Parties"), by and through their respective counsel. hereby stipulate 

and agree as follows: 

1. The Purties do hereby agree to settle and compromise the above-entitled Jct ion 

under the terms and conditions set fo1th herein. 

2. Defendants shall pay Plaintiff two lump sums of Twenty Five-Thousand Dollars 

and No cents ($25,000.00) in this matter, for a total of Fifty Thousand Dollars and No cents 

($50,000.00). One lump sum of Twenty five-Thousand Dollars and t\o cents (S25,000.00) will 

be paid to Plaintiff frum the Judgment hmd of the United States to settle any claims of damages 

Plaintiff raised or could have raiseJ under the Privacy Act, 5 U.S.C. § 552a. One lump sum of 

Twenty Five-Thousand Dollars and No cents ($25,000.00) \Viii be paid to Plaintiff for attorneys· 

iei .. 's and costs incurred in this llction. Additionally, Dekndant federal Bureau of Prisons shall 

remove and destroy the memorandum in Plaintiff's fik referenced in Count Four of Plaintiffs 
- 1 -
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Fourth Amended Complaint. 

3. Payment of such sums will be made by an electronic transfer of funds with 

payment made to an account to be designated in separate correspondence by Plaintiff. Upon the 

filing of this Stipulation of Settlement with the Court, the Parties will promptly cause the 

documentation necessary to etfrctuate this payment to be compkted and transmitted. 

4. Plaintiff agrees to forcn:r discharge, release, anJ withdraw al I claims presented in 

Patel v Federal Buri!au o( !'ri.rnns, er al, Civ. No. 09-200-RD:vl (D D.C.). Defendant hereby 

agrees not to seek any costs nr fees from Plaintiff in connection with its response to the freedom 

of Information Act Requests at issue in Plaintiff's Fourth Amended Complaint in this action. 

5. This Stipulation of Settlement shall represent full and complete satisfaction of all 

claims arising from the allegations set forth in the Complaint filed in this m;tion, including full 

and complete satisfaction of all claims for damages, costs. attorneys· !"c:es, search. review, or 

processing fees that have been. or could be. made in this case. In particular. this Stipulation of 

Settlement shall include all claims for attorneys' fees and costs, as \\t:ll as search, review. and 

processing fees incurred by either Party in connection with the administrative Freedom of 

Information Act process, the District Court litigation process, and any other proceedings 

involving the claims raised in this action. 

6. This Stipulation of Settlement shall not constitute an aJmission of liability or fault 

on th.: part of the Defendants or the United States or their agents, servants, or employees, and is 

enter-:d into by both parties for the sole purpose of compromising disputcJ claims and avoiding 

the expenses and risks of further litigation. 

7. This Stipulation of Settlement shall be binding upon and inure to the benefit of the 
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parties hereto and their respective suc.:cssors and assigns. 

8. Except as may be ne(;essary to enforce this agreement, the parties agree that this 

Stipulation of Settlement will not be used as evidence or othenvise in any pending or future ciYil 

or administrative action against Defendants or the United States, or any agency or 

instrumentality of the United States. 

9. Execution of this Stipulation of Settlement by Plaintiff and by counsel for 

Defendants shall constitute a dismissal or this action with prejudice pursuant tu Federal Rule of 

Civil Procedure 41 (a)( l )( A )(ii). 

10. This Stipulation contains the entire agreement between the panics hereto and 

supersedes all previous agreements, \,Vhcther written or oral, bct\veen the par1ies relating to the 

subject matt1.:r hereof. No promise or inducement has heen made except as set forth herein, and 

no representation or understanding, whether written or oral, that is not expressly set forth herein 

shall be enforced or otherwise be given any force or effect in connection herewith. 

11. The terms of this Stipulation may not be modified or amended. and no provision 

hereof shall be deemed \Vaivcd. except by a written instrument signed by the party to be charged 

\Vith the modification. amendment, or waiver. 

12. The parties acknowledge that the preparation of this Stipulation \vas collaborative 

in nature, and so agree that any presumption or rule that an agreement is construed against its 

drafter shall not apply to the interpretation of this Stipulation or any tem1 or provision hereof. 

13. The provisions of this Stipulation are scvcrahlc, and any invalidity or 

unenforceability of any one or more of its provisions shall not cause the entire agreement to fail 
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or affect the validity or enforceability of the other provisions herein, which shall be enforced 

without the severed provision(s) in accordance with the remaining provisions of this Stipulation. 

14. Each party agrees to take such actions and to execute such additional documents 

as may be necessary or appropriate to fully effectuate and implement the terms of this 

Stipulation. 

15. If either Plaintiff or Defendants at any time believes that the other party is in 

breach of this Stipulation, that party shall notify the other party of the alleged breach. lhc other 

party shall then have thirty (30) days to cure the breach or othcnvise respond to the claim. The 

parties shall make a good faith effort to resolve any dispute arising from or regarding this 

Stipulation before bringing the dispute to the Court's attention. 

16. Any notice required or permitted to be given pursuant to this Stipulation shall be 

in writing and shall be delivered by hand, or transmitted hy fax or hy e-mail, addressed as 

follows or as each party may subsequently specify hy written notice to the other: 

If to Plaintiff: 

with copy to: 

If to Defendant: 

Kamal K. Patel 
6 Rivington Apt 
Railway Terrace 
Slough SL2 5FQ 

F. Greg Bowman 
Williams & Connolly, LLP 
725 12th Street, N.W. 
\Vashington. D.C. 200015 
fbowman@wc.com 

Marti Kerrigan, Esq. 
Assistant Ocneral Counsel 
Litigation Branch 
Federal Bureau of Prisons 

,,--·. 

/ ' / -1/l "vJ!, ~ii/.----
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with copy to: 

320 First St., I\W 
Washington. DC 20534 
rnken-iganl(])bop.gov 

Wynne P. Kclly 
Assistant United States Attorney 
C.S. Attorney's Office fi.)r the District of Columbia 
555 Fourth Street, N.W. 
\\'ashington, D.C. 20530 
(202) 252-2545 tel 
(202) 252-2599 fax 
Wynnc.Kelly@usdoj.gov 

17. This Stipulation may be executed in two or more counterparts, each of which shall 

be deemed to be an original and all of which tngethcr shall be deemed to be one and the same 

agreement. A facsimile or other duplicate or a signature shall have the same eftect as a 

manually-executed original. 

18. This Stipulation shall be governed by the laws of the District of Columbia. 

\Vithout regard to the choice of law rnlcs utilized in that jurisdiction, and by the laws of the 

United Stites. 

19. Upon execution of this Stipulation by all parties herdn, this Stipulation shall be 

binding upon and inure to the benefit of the parties and their respective heirs, personal 

representatives, administrators, successors, and assigns. Each signatory to this Stipulation 

represents and warrants that he or she is fully authorized to enter into this Stipulation. 

20. This Court may retain jurisdiction for the sole purpose of enforcing this 

Stipulation. 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto, intending 10 be legally bound, have executed this 
S1ipul11tion on the dales shown below. 

Daled: (!)c..f..., 2i,, irR0/5 

Dated: --------

Dated: -------

Kamal K. Patel 
Plaintiff 

F, Greg Bowman 
Attorney for Plaintiff 

Wynne P. Kelly 
Assistant United States Attorney 

. . ' 

• f) • 

Scanned by CamScanner 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto, intending to be legally bound, have executed this 
Stipulation on the dates shown below. 

Dated: 

Dated: 

Dat..-d: 

Kam;-il K. Puh.·I 
Plaintiff 

F. (ireg B1m11ia11 

/\ttorncy for Plaintiff 

Wynne P. Kelly 
Assistant United States Attorney 

* * * 
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Respet.:tfully submitted, 

CHANNING D. Pl IILLIPS. D.C. Bar #415793 
CniteJ States Attorney 

DA;',JIEL F. VAN I !ORN. D.C. Bar #924092 

::icL Civil Di:isi~. ~_:7/:1:= 
. WYNNE PilliY ff ~~·. ~ 

Assistant l:nited States Attorney 
555 4th Street. '.\/\V 
Washington. DC 20530 
(202) 252-2545 
\\ ynne.kel ly ·,t usdoj .gov 

Dated: 

.·l(lomeys/vr the Defendunt., 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

LARRY BERKE 
2602 West Languid Lane 
Phoenix, AZ 85086, 

V. 

Plaintiff, 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS, 
320 First St., NW 
Washington, DC 20534 

Serve: 

and 

Ronald C. Machen, Jr. 
United States Attorney's Office 
555 4th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20530 

Eric H. Holder, Jr. 
U.S. Attorney General 
Department of Justice 
950 Pennsylvania Avenue, Room B-103 
Washington, DC 20530-0001 

CHARLES E. SAMUELS, JR., 
in his official capacity as Director of the 
United States Bureau of Prisons 
320 First St., NW 
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Case No. 

COMPLAINT 

1. Plaintiff Larry Berke ("Mr. Berke"), by his undersigned counsel, respectfully complains 

as follows against Defendants the Federal Bureau of Prisons ("BOP"), and Charles E. Samuels, 

Jr. ("Defendants"). 
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NATURE OF THE ACTION 

2. This lawsuit concerns impending discrimination by Defendants against Mr. Berke - a 

deaf individual awaiting his BOP surrender date for his criminal conviction -that will violate 

federal law and the United States Constitution. It seeks to preempt the deprivation of qualified 

American Sign Language ("ASL") interpreters and other auxiliary aids necessary to allow Mr. 

Berke to effectively communicate, that will inevitably occur upon his upcoming placement into 

the BOP's custody. Defendants' illegal and discriminatory conduct will preclude Mr. Berke's 

ability to participate in institution proceedings, to effectively take part in any rehabilitative, 

educational, or religious programs, and to communicate effectively with others within and 

outside the institution, 

3. As of this filing, :tvlr. Berke is not a prisoner. Pursuant to his Third Order Amending 

Judgment of Conviction, Mr. Berke was "committed to the custody of the United States Bureau 

of Prisons to be imprisoned for a term of 24 months" on December 19, 2011, but does not have 

to "surrender himself for service" "at the institution designated by the Bureau of Prisons . , , 

[untilJ August 23, 2012 at 12:00 p.m." Third Order Amending Judgment of Conviction, attached 

as Exhibit 1. 

4. Mr. Berke's sentencing judge recommended that prior to his incarceration the BOP "be 

made aware of the defendant's hearing impaired medical condition and where he can be 

accommodated, ... that the defendant be designated to a facility, which will abide by the 

American's with Disability Act [sic],"1 and "that the defendant be designated to a facility 

Notwithstanding the sentencing judge's recommendation, the BOP is subject to The Rehabilitation Act of 
1973, 29 U.S.C. §§ 794 et seq., not the Americans with Disabilities Act. The two laws have virtually identical 
requirements as to provision of auxiliary aids and services to deaf individuals, but the Americans with Disabilities 
Act does not apply to t~e federal government. 
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geographically near his family members." Mr. Berke's Judgment of December 19, 2011, 

attached as Exhibit 2. 

5, The BOP will incarcerate Mr. Berke at United States Penitentiary (USP) Florence 

ADMAX Satellite Camp ("ADX Camp" or "Camp") located in Florence, Colorado. The ADX 

Camp has virtually no auxiliary aids to allow effective communication with deaf prisoners. The 

ADX Camp has no telephone equipment (i.e. videophones) for deaf inmates, no visual safety 

alarms (beyond fire), or any means to facilitate communication for deaf prisoners such as visual 

pagers. 

JURISDICTION AND VENUE 

6. This Court has subject matter jurisdiction over this action pursuant to 28 U.S.C.§ 1331 

because this action arises under the Constitution and laws of the United States. 

7. Venue is proper in this jurisdiction pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1391(e) because the 

Defendant Samuels resides in this district, and a substantial part of the policy decisions giving 

rise to Mr. Berke's claims occurred at BOP headquarters, which is located in this district. 

THE PARTIES 

A. Plaintiff 

8. Larry Berke must "surrender himself for service" of his criminal sentence on August 23, 

2012. The BOP intends to incarcerate Mr. Berke at the ADX Camp on this date. 

9. Mr. Berke has been deaf since birth. He is considered "Profoundly Deaf," and while he 

can hear some sounds, he is unable to understand speech, and cannot hear or underst3":d speech 

on a telephone. 

10. Mr. Berke is the son of deaf parents, has one deaf brother, many deaf cousins and 

extended family members, is married to a deaf woman, and has two grown children who are 

3 
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deaf. His three youngest children (ages 10, 8, and 4) are hearing, but fluent in American Sign 

Language. Mr. Berke's two youngest children are not yet able to read or write fluently, and 

therefore their only effective form of communication with their father is sign language. 

11. Mr. Berke's native language is American Sign Language, a complex language that 

employs signs made with hands, facial expressions, and body language. ASL is not a mere 

translation of ASL signs to English words; it is a distinct language with distinct vocabulary, 

syntax, and grammar. Mr. Berke requires a qualified ASL interpreter to communicate effectively 

with persons who do not know and use ASL. 

12. Mr. Berke does not read lips. In general, lip reading is a very difficult and W1.reliable 

form of communication. It is extremely challenging to lip-read English because only a small 

fraction of the sounds used in speaking are clearly visible on the mouth and many sounds appear 

identical on the lips. In addition to the difficulties in lip-reading, the ability to accurately lip-read 

is greatly affected by the speaker's accent, facial bone structure, facial musculature, facial hair, 

lighting, distance from the lip reader, and other external factors. 

13. Mr. Berke uses videophones to communicate with friends and family around the country, 

including his deaf adult children, brother, and several cousins. He uses video relay service with 

hearing friends and acquaintances.2 None of his friends or family own older telecommunication 

equipment, such as the generally outmoded telecommunication devices for the deaf (TTY's); all 

use videophones. 

B. Defendan~s 

14. The BOP is the federal executive agency responsible for the management and regulation 

of all federal penal and correctional institutions. 18 U.S.C. § 303(a)(l). The BOP is 

2 The Video Relay Service ("YRS"), is a toll-free service for deaf users that uses a videophone between an 
ASL user and a hearing, non-ASL user through a relay operator who is a qualified ASL interpreter. 
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headquartered in Washington, D.C. The ADX Camp, where Mr. Berke will serve his sentence, 

is a correctional facility controlled and operated by the BOP. 

15. Charles E. Samuels, Jr. ("Director Samuels") is the Director of the Federal Bureau of 

Prisons. Director Samuels is responsible for the oversight and management of the BO P's 115 

institutions and for the safety and security of the more than 200,000 inmates and detainees under 

the agency's jurisdiction. He is responsible for the BOP's policies and practices regarding the 

treatment of and services provided to disabled inmates. Director Samuels is aware of the BO P's 

and the ADX Camp's policies and practices regarding disabled individuals and, more 

specifically, the BOP's inability or unwillingness to provide Mr. Berke with effective 

communication in the form of qualified interpreters and other auxiliary aids. He is sued in his 

official capacity. 

16. At all times relevant to this action, Director Samuels acted pursuant to his authority as an 

official, agent, or employee of the United States. 

STATEMENT OF FACTS 

17. Upon information and belief, the BOP has not prepared for Mr. Berke's needs and the 

ADX Camp has virtually no auxiliary aids to allow effective communication for deaf prisoners, 

including telephones useable by deaf inmates, visual alarms, or regular ASL interpreters. 

18. Defendants are on notice of the needs and entitlements of deaf individuals in their care. 

Defendants Samuels and the BOP have been sued on at least two recent occasions for failure to 

provide interpreter services, videophones, and visual notifications to other prisoners and federal 
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detainees.3 Decisions on installing technology, such as a dedicated DSL line for videophones, 

would be made at the Director level. 

I 9. 28 C.F.R. 551.90 establishes that Bureau staff shall not discriminate against inmates on 

the basis of ... disability .... This includes the making of administrative decisions and 

providing access to work, housing and programs. This regulation was published in 63Fed. Reg. 

200 (Oct. 16, 1998) with remarks that, "The revised regulations make more clear the Bureau's 

intent that all staff are responsible for ensuring that their actions are in compliance."(emphasis 

added) 

20. Mr. Berke has made his needs known to the BOP through video relay telephone calls to 

the ADX Camp, where he spoke with a Ms. Grisenti and a Ms. Barker in Camp Records. In 

addition, the court referenced his disability in the Judgment requesting the BOP to address his 

needs in the housing designation. 

21. Defendants have not met their burden under 2 8 C.F .R. 3 9. I 60, to provide in writing why 

the request from Mr. Berke or his sentencing judge to "furnish appropriate auxiliary aids where 

necessary to afford a handicapped person an equal opportunity to participate in, and enjoy the 

benefits of, a program or activity conducted by the agency," would "fundamentally alter the 

program or activity or would result in undue financial and administrative burdens." Under the 

CFR provision, 

[ t ]he agency has the burden of proving that compliance with § 3 9 .160 would result in 
such alteration or burdens. The decision that compliance would result in such alteration 
or burdens must be made by the Attorney General or his or her designee after considering 
all agency resources available for use in the funding and operation of the conducted 
program or activity, and must be accompanied by a written statement of the reasons for 
reaching that conclusion. If an action required to comply with this section would result in 
such an alteration or such burdens, the agency shall take any other action that would not 

3 Bryant v. U.S. Bureau of Prisons, CV CASI 1-254 (C.D.Cal. Filed Jan), 2011); Heyer et alv. U.S. Bureau 
of Prisons, C.A. No. 5:l l-cv-318(E.D.N.C. Filed June 20, 2011). 
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result in such an alteration or such burdens but would nevertheless ensure that, to the 
maximum extent possible, handicapped persons receive the benefits and services of the 
program or activity. 

28 C.F.R. § 39.160 

A. Medical Treatment and Rehabilitation 

22. Mr. Berke relies on sign language interpreters for effective communication for medical 

and health care services. 

23. As a deaf individual reliant on American Sign Language for communication, Mr. 

Berke's arm and hand mobility is especially important to him. Mr. Berke has rotator cuff 

injuries in both shoulders, and has undergone rotator cuff surgery. He is currently undergoing 

physical therapy following surgery, which will need to continue into his incarceration. He also 

has Lateral Epicondylitis in both arms. He takes 800 milligrams of ibuprofen three times per day 

and uses a compression device on each forearm for the pain associated with the condition. Mr. 

Berke has been told by BOP employees that he will not be able to bring his compression devices 

or his own medications to the facility; rather, he will have to request to have these items issued 

or prescribed when he arrives. 

24. In addition, Mr. Berke has other medical concerns, for which he will or may require 

medical attention during incarceration. Mr. Berke had surgery for prostate cancer in April 2012, 

and requires annual wellness check-ups. Mr. Berke also has a history of atypical seizures, for 

which he takes occasional medication. Mr. Berke wears glasses, which are exceptionally 

important to him as a deaf person so that he can rely upon visual cues and be observant of his 

surroundings. 

25. Mr. Berke may need psychological counseling upon his arrival in the BOP. Mr. Berke's 

mother, his only remaining parent, passed away in May, 2012. In addition to the sense of loss he 

is feeling about her, Mr. Berke anticipates that the isolation of not being able to communicate or 

7 
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interact with others during incarceration will require him to seek some psychological services in 

the BOP. 

26. Defendants do not provide qualified ASL interpreters to effectively communication with 

deaf prisoners in their custody during medical appointments, including the initial medical intake, 

psychiatric, ophthalmology, and other health related appointments. The ADX Camp has 

established no means to provide effective communication for Mr. Berke at these appointments. 

B. Interpretive Services for Ordinary Prison Proceedings 

Orientation 

2 7. Deaf prisoners are not provided interpreters for the registration and orientation programs 

upon their arrival to the BOP's custody, nor are they provided interpreters for periodic "Town 

Hall" or other meetings which cover rules and additional matters. As a result, Mr. Berk~ is at a 

significant disadvantage to understand and thus know how to follow the rules and regulations at 

the ADX Camp. 

28. All prisoners entering a new facility of the BOP are provided with an "Admissions & 

Orientation" ("A&O") handbook outlining the rules of the facility. While Mr. Berke is able to 

read the handbook, because of his inability to communicate questions about the meaning of rules, 

many of them are rendered meaningless. For example, the disciplinary policy of the BOP lists a 

3 07 level violation of refusing an 0rder of any staff member carrying sanctions as severe as 

disciplinary segregation and loss of good time. Further clarification of these facility rules, like 

many others, requires the ability to communicate effectively with a facility authority. 

29. Defendants are aware that the A&O handbook, on its own, is insufficient to orient 

incoming prisoners to the rules and procedures of ADX Camp. The handbook is just one part of 

8 
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a larger Admissions and Orientation program that conveys complementary information. Without 

interpretive services for this orientation, Mr. Berke is at a significant disadvantage compared 

with hearing prisoners. Defendants' failure to provide interpretive services during orientation 

will set up Mr. Berke to unknowingly violate facility rules for the simple reason that there is no 

mechanism for him to learn them in the first place. Violation of facility rules often leads to 

disciplinary proceedings. 

Disciplinary Proceedings 

30. Deaf prisoners are not provided with interpretive services at disciplinary proceedings in 

most facilities of the BOP. Without interpretive services, Mr. Berke will not be able to 

effectively respond to questioning from the disciplinaiy board or otherwise communicate his 

defense to charges. As a result of disciplinary proceedings, prisoners' privileges, including 

telephone, commissary, and recreation privileges may be taken away for periods of time. As a 

result of disciplinary proceedings, prisoners are often placed in disciplinary segregation. 

Unit Team Meetings 

31. Deaf prisoners are not provided interpreters for Unit Team meetings at facilities of the 

BOP. Defendants' failure to provide interpreter services for unit team meetings at the ADX 

Camp will make meaningful participation in those meetings impossible for Mr. Berke. Team 

meetings are held within the first thirty days of incarceration in the facility, and thereafter every 

six months. Upon information and belief, the Unit Team meetings are used to discuss the 

prisoner's release preparation, inmate job, education, and similar issues. 

Religious Programs 

9 
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32. Deaf prisoners are not provided interpreters for religious programs at facilities of the 

BOP. Mr. Berke is a practicing Catholic. He attends religious services, on average, once per 

month when interpreters are available at his community parish. Defendants' failure to provide 

interpreter services for religious services at the ADX Camp will make meaningful participation 

in those services impossible for Mr. Berke. 

Employment 

33. Deaf prisoners are not provided interpreters for employment programs at facilities of the 

BOP. Defendants' failure to 'provide interpreter services for employment at the ADX Camp will 

negatively impact Mr. Berke's ability to successfully participate in his work by limiting his 

ability to communicate with his supervisors and co-workers. Upon information and belief, all 

prisoners at the Camp are assigned an inmate job. 

Education 

34. Deaf prisoners are not provided interpreters for educational programs at facilities of the 

BOP. Defendants' failure to provide interpreter services for educational courses at the ADX 

Camp will make meaningful participation in those courses impossible for Mr. Berke. His 

participation will be limited because he will not be able to ask the course assistant any questions, 

to hear questions of the other students, to hear answers of the instructor, or to hear or participate 

in any classroom discussion. 

C. Communication With Those Outside The ADX Camp 

35. Prisoners in BOP facilities are permitted access to telephones, per BOP Policy 5264.08. 

36. Like other inmates, Mr. Berke wants to communicate by telephone with his attorneys, 

family, and friends while in the custody of the BOP. The BOP, however, either substantially 

lO 
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restricts or completely denies access to appropriate telecommunications devices for deaf 

prisoners in its facilities, including at the ADX Camp. 

37. Mr. Berke cannot use a telephone in the same way as a hearing person. He requires a 

videophone to ensure effective communication. 

38. A videophone is a telephone with a camera and screen for visual communication. It 

allows ASL speakers to sign with each other between camera screens and have real-time 

conversations. Communication can also be accomplished by videophone between an ASL user 

and a hearing, non-ASL user through a relay operator who is a qualified ASL interpreter. This 

process, called Video Relay Service ("VRS"), is toll free for deaf users. 

39. A videophone is the most effective telecommunications auxiliary aid for deaf individuals 

like Mr. Berke who use ASL as a primary means of communication. It is far superior to 

communication through older technology such as TTYs4, both because it depends upon ASL 

skills instead of written skills for communication, and because without a videophone there is no 

way to contact most deaf individuals outside the institution who no longer own the older 

technology, including most of the members of Mr. Berke's family. In particular, Mr. Berke 

would not be able to communicate with his younger children without a videophone as they are 

not able to write to him. Moreover, one cannot place a call to a videophone (his family's 

exclusive telephone system) through a TTY. 

4 A 1TY is a sixty-year-old technology that allows people to send written messages back 
and forth to each other by telephone. When both users have this equipment, they can 
communicate directly over telephone lines. When a hearing person does not have a TTY, a 
Telecommunications Relay Service ("TRS") operator reads aloud the written messages from 
the TTY user and transcribes the non-TTY user's verbal response. The TTY ultimately is a 
much more time-intensive and less effective communication tool than the telephone. As a 
result, this old technology has been for the most part supplanted by the videophone. Most 
deaf individuals no longer have TTYs, and communicate on telephone solely by videophone. 
A TTY cannot be used to communicate with a deaf person who does not have a TTY. Most 
members of Mr. Berke's family, many of whom are deaf, no longer own TTY's. 

11 
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40. Regular access to a videophone with relay capability would allow Mr.· Berke to remain in 

contact with his deaf and hearing family, friends, and attorneys outside the institution. 

D. Other Necessary Auxiliary Aids to Allow Effective Communication 

41. Upon information and belief, the ADX Camp does not provide visual safety alarms 

(beyond fire), or any means to facilitate communication for deaf prisoners such as visual pagers, 

or other auxiliary aids such as vibrating alann clocks, pagers, vibrating bed devices or message 

boards to accommodate the deaf. Mr. Berke would not hear a safety alarm or other 

announcement. He was informed by the BOP that he will not be permitted to bring his own 

vibrating alarm clock to the Camp. 

42. Upon information and belief, ADX Camp has no mechanism to alert Mr. Berke to 

announcements made over the public address speaker system, such as meal announcements, 

count calls, or meetings. A vibrating pager and/or visual paging system would allow Mr. Berke 

to receive these messages. 

43. Additionally, vibrating watches and vibrating bed devices would provide non-aural alarm 

notifications and permit Mr. Berke to timely attend scheduled activities at the ADX Camp. The 

Defendants do not provide these devices to those in their custody. 

CLAIMS FOR RELIEF 

COUNT I: DISCRIMINATION ON THE BASIS OF A DISABILITY 
IN VIOLATION OF THE REHABILITATION ACT AGAINST MR. 

BERKE (29 U.S.C. §§ 794 ET SEQ. AL~D S U.S.C. § 703) 

44. Mr. Berke realleges and incorporates by reference each and every allegation above as if 

fully set forth herein. 

45. The Rehabilitation Act of 1973, 29 U.S.C. §§ 794 et seq. (hereinafter "Rehabilitation 

Act"), provides that "[ n Jo otherwise qualified individual with a disability in the United States, as 

12 
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defined in section 705(20) of this title, shall, solely by reason of her or his disability, be excluded 

from the participation in, be denied the benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination under any 

program or activity receiving Federal financial assistance or under any program or activity 

conducted by any Executive agency or by the United States Postal Service." 

46. Mr. Berke is deaf and, as such, is a qualified individual with a disability within the 

meaning of the Rehabilitation Act, 29 U.S.C. § 705(20). 

47. Mr. Berke is otherwise qualified to receive informed medical treatment and communicate 

with medical providers on an equal basis with other prisoners in the BOP, and is eligible to 

participate in commensurate educational, religious, rehabilitation, vocational, telephone, and all 

other programs and services provided to others at that facility. 

48. The BOP is an executive agency within the meaning of29 U.S.C. § 794(a). 

49. The operations of the BOP, including the departments, agencies, programs and 

instrumentalities at the ADX Camp such as Health Services, Psychology Services, the Education 

Depaiiment and its associated programs, Vocational and Occupational Training programs, 

Inmate Skills Development Initiative, and work programs such as Federal Prison Industries, are 

"program[s] or activit[ies] conducted by an Executive Agency" within the meaning of29 U.S.C. 

§§ 794(a). 

50. At all times relevant to this action, the Rehabilitation Act was and remains in full force 

and effect in the United States, and Mr. Berke has a right to not be subjected to discrimination on 

the basis of his disability by Defendants. 29 U.S.C. § 794(a). 

51. The purpose of the Rehabilitation Act is to ensure that no "qualified individual with a 

disability ... shall, solely by reason of her or his disability, be excluded from the participation in, 

be denied the benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination under any program or activity 

13 
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receiving Federal financial assistance or under any program or activity conducted by any 

Executive agency .... " 29 U.S.C. § 794(a). 

52. The Department of Justice's regulations implementing the Rehabilitation Act recognize 

that activities of its agencies are programs or activities conducted by an Executive Agency of the 

United States government, and that "the agency shall furnish appropriate auxiliary aids where 

necessary to afford a handicapped person an equal opportunity to participate in, and enjoy the 

benefits of, a program or activity conducted by the agency." 28 C .F .R. § 3 9. 160( a)( 1) ( emphasis 

added). 

53. Auxiliary aids include but are not limited to interpreters and telecommunication devices 

for deaf persons. 28 C.F.R. § 39.103. 

54. The Department of Justice's regulations implementing the Rehabilitation Act additionally 

mandate that "[i]n detennining what type of auxiliary aid is necessary, the agency shall give 

primary consideration to the requests of the handicapped person." 2 8 C.F .R. § 3 9 .160( a)( 1 )(i). 

55. Defendants' placement of:Mr. Berke at the ADX Camp will discriminatorily impair his 

ability to communicate effectively with: medical staff and healthcare providers, including 

physicians; educational and vocational instructors and his fellow students; work program 

managers, coordinators, and his fellow employees; correctional officers; and other members of 

the institution staff. Furthermore, this placement will exclude Mr. Berke from religious, 

educational and vocational programs, telephone services, and institution-wide alarms and 

announcements. Defendants have done this by maintaining institutions without appropriate 

auxiliary aids, in violation of the Rehabilitation Act. 

56. Defendants' failure to maintain an institution with qualified interpreters and appropriate 

auxiliary aids - in effect to ensure the availability of an effective means of communication for 

14 
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deaf prisoners so Mr. Berke can be placed there- will deny Mr. Berke, on the basis of his 

deafness, the same access to Defendants' services, benefits, activities, programs, and privileges 

as is afforded to hearing individuals. 

57. The failure to provide qualified interpreters and appropriate auxiliary aids and services to 

ensure an effective means of communication, and the failure to provide comparable access to 

services, benefits, activities, programs, and privileges, are policies, regular practices and/or 

customs of Defendants. These failures currently exist and will continue when Mr. Berke reports 

for his sentence without the relief requested herein. 

58. Defendants failure to provide qualified ASL interpreters and other reasonable auxiliary 

aids for the deaf, will result in Mr. Berke being: 

• unable to communicate effectively with healthcare providers, raise medical issues, 
understand the treatments and medications they prescribe, or discuss mental 
health problems; 

• excluded from participating in the same religious, educational, vocational, and 
rehabilitation classes and work programs as hearing detainees; 

• deprived of knowledge of institution-wide safety or emergency announcements; 

• deprived of knowledge of institution counts, meals and other important daily 
activities; 

• unable to communicate effectively with correctional officers and staff members; 

• subject to disciplinary action stemming from Defendants' refusal to provide 
auxiliary aids to allow effective communication; 

• deprived of meaningful participation in disciplinary proceedings; 

• prevented from obtaining consistent access to new hearing aid batteries; 

• prevented from obtaining consistent access to closed-captioned televisions; and 

• prevented from communicating equally and effectively with family, friends, and 

their counsel by telephone. 

15 
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59. As a proximate result of Defendants' violations of the Rehabilitation Act, Mr, Berke will 

suffer discrimination, unequal treatment, exclusion (including exclusion from Defendants' 

services, benefits, activities, programs, and privileges), financial loss, loss of dignity, frustration, 

humiliation, emotional pain and suffering, anxiety, trauma, embarrassment, unnecessary loss of 

rights and privileges, including unnecessary disciplinary measures, and serious injury to his 

health and mental health, including the injuries specified herein. 

60. Defendants' failure to comply with the Rehabilitation Act has created an atmosphere that 

will result in harm to Mr. Berke, as he will be in the custody or supervision of the BOP and will 

seek to use the services, benefits, activities, programs and privileges provided by Defendants and 

to which he is entitled. This harm will occur unless and until Defendants are ordered by this 

Court to modify their policies, practices and procedures as demanded by the Rehabilitation Act. 

COUNT II: VIOLATION OF THE CONSTITUTION OF THE 
UNITED STATES - DUE PROCESS AGAINST MR. BERKE 

(FIFTH AMENDMENT - RIGHT TO QUALIFIED INTERPRETER 
AT DISCIPLINARY HEARINGS) 

61. Mr. Berke realleges and incorporates by reference each and every allegation above as if 

fully set forth herein. 

62. Under the Fifth Amendment of the Constitution of the United States, "[n]o person ... 

shall ... be deprived of life, liberty, or property, without due process of law." 

63. The Fifth Amendment guarantees Mr. Berke notice and a meaningful opportunity to be 

heard in connection with institution disciplinary proceedings. 

64. In addition to failing to adequately inform deaf prisoners of the applicable rules when 

first entering the BOP's custody, in effect setting deaf prisoners up to break them, Defendants 

maintain an institution that does not provide deaf prisoners qualified sign language interpreters 

for disciplinary hearings stemming from their alleged violation of those rules. Defendants then 

16 
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impose various punishments based on determinations that such rules were violated. Defendants' 

refusal to provide qualified interpreters at these hearings will deprive Mr. Berke notice and a 

meaningful opportunity to be heard in connection with his disciplinary proceedings, a 

particularly unfortunate deprivation considering the likelihood that violations of the rules are 

inadvertent and directly linked to Defendants' own failure to explain them. 

65. Defendants' failure to comply with the Fifth Amendment will result in harm to Mr. Berke 

unless and until Defendants are ordered by this Court to modify their policies, practices and 

procedures pursuant to the Fifth Amendment. 

COUNT III: VIOLATION OF THE CONSTITUTION OF THE 
UNITED STATES - CRUEL AND UNUSUAL PUNISHMENT 

AGAINST MR. BERKE (EIGHTH AMENDMENT - RIGHT TO 
ADEQUATE MEDICAL TREATMENT) 

66. Mr. Berke realleges and incorporates by reference each and every allegation above as if 

fully set forth herein. 

67. Under the Eighth Amendment to the Constitution of the United States, "[e]xcessive bail 

shall not be required, nor excessive fines imposed, nor cruel and unusual punishments inflicted." 

68. The Eighth Amendment guarantees Mr. Berke a right to reasonably adequate medical 

care and treatment, including the right to be seen by a· person competent to examine the patient, 

and make diagnoses, treatments, and referrals. 

69. Competent medical diagnoses require that the practitioner amass information about the 

patient. Competent information gathering includes questioning, discussion, and communication 

between the patient or patient's representative and practitioner in a language comfortable to the 

parties. There are no adequate means to ensure effective communication for Mr. Berke with 

medical personnel at the ADX Camp. 

17 
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70. Treatment under certain mental health services- including group therapy and other talk 

therapies - are largely or entirely based on conversations between the patient and practitioner. 

71. At the ADX Camp, Defendants maintain a facility that denies deaf prisoners an effective 

means of communication. Defendants have not established means to acquire the services of 

qualified ASL interpreters, which are necessary to allow Mr. Berke to understand and 

communicate with medical staff and healthcare providers. Without these auxiliary aids, Mr. 

Berke will be unable to participate in questioning regarding medical diagnoses or derive any 

benefit from certain mental health services to which he will be subjected by Defendants and their 

employees. 

72. Defendants are aware of Mr. Berke's disability and need for interpretive services to 

converse with medical practitioners. 

73. By maintaining the facility where Mr. Berke will be placed in such a way that will 

deprive him of a qualified interpreter during medical and mental health treatment, Defendants 

have acted with deliberate indifference to Mr. Berke's needs. 

74. Defendants' failure to comply with the Eighth Amendment will result in harm to Mr. 

Berke unless and until Defendants are ordered by this Court to modify their policies, practices, 

and procedures pursuant to the Eighth Amendment. 

COUNT IV: VIOLATION OF THE CONSTITUTION OF THE 
UNITED STATES - CRUEL AND UNUSUAL PUNISHMENT 

AGAINST MR. BERKE (EIGHTH AMENDMENT - INFORMED 
CONSENT TO MEDICAL TREATMENT) 

75. Mr. Berke realleges and incorporates by reference each and every allegation above as if 

fully set forth herein. 

76. Under the Eighth Amendment to the Constitution of the United States, "[e]xcessive bail 

shall not be required, nor excessive fines imposed, nor cruel and unusual punishments inflicted." 
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77. Defendants are required to provide reasonably adequate medical treatment to those under 

their custody. Adequate medical treatment includes the Eighth Amendment guarantee of the right 

to be free from unwanted medical treatment, including the right to be treated only with one's 

informed consent. 

78. At the ADX Camp, Defendants maintain a facility that denies deaf prisoners an effective 

means of communication. Defendants have not established means to acquire services of qualified 

ASL interpreters, which are necessary to allow Mr. Berke to understand and communicate with 

medical staff and healthcare providers. Without these auxiliary aids, Mr. Berke will be unable to 

understand, and thus give his informed consent to, any and all medical treatment to which he will 

be subjected by Defendants and their employees. 

79. Defendants are awa_re of plaintiffs' disability and need for a qualified interpreter at 

medical treatments. 

80. By maintaining the facility where Mr. Berke will be placed in such a way that will 

deprive him of a qualified interpreter quring medical treatment, Defendants have acted with 

deliberate indifference to Mr. Berke' sneeds. 

81. Defendants' failure to comply with the Eighth Amendment will result in harm to Mr. 

Berke unless and until Defendants are ordered by this Court to modify their policies, practices 

and procedures pursuant to the Eighth Amendment. 

COUNT V: VIOLATION OF THE CONSTITUTION OF THE 
UNITED STATES - CRUEL AND UNUSUAL PUNISHMENT 

AGAINST MR. BERKE (EIGHTH AMENDMENT - RIGHT TO 
PRIVACY IN MEDICAL TREATMENT) 

82. Mr. Berke realleges and incorporates by reference each and every allegation above as if 

fully set forth herein. 
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83. Under the Eighth Amendment to the Constitution of the United States, "[e]xcessive bail 

shall not be required, nor excessive fines imposed, nor cruel and unusual punishments inflicted." 

84. The Eighth Amendment guarantees Mr. Berke a constitutional right to privacy in medical 

treatment. Defendants' practice of using other prisoners or detainee~ as interpreters for deaf 

individuals under BOP custody dwing medical and mental health appointments violates the 

constitutional right to privacy in medical treatment. Such prisoner or detainee interpreters have 

no obligation to keep confidential any information communicated during medical or mental 

health appointments. Moreover, this breach of privacy rights is especially problematic in the 

institutional setting where a prisoner's or detainee's possession of confidential information about 

another prisoner or detainee can be used in threatening and dangerous ways. 

85. Defendants are aware of Mr. Berke's disability and need for a qualified interpreter at 

medical treatments who will be obligated to keep this medical information confidential. 

86. By maintaining the facility where Mr. Berke will be placed in such a way that will 

deprive him of a qualified interpreter during medical treatment, Defendants have acted with 

deliberate indifference to Mr. Berke's needs. 

87. Defendants' failure to comply with the Eighth Junendment will result in harm to Mr. 

Berke unless and until Defendants are ordered by this Court to modify their policies, practices, 

and procedures pursuant to the Eighth Amendment. 

COUNT VI: VIOLATION OF THE CONSTITUTION OF THE 
UNITED STATES CRUEL AND UNUSUAL PUNISHMENT 

AGAINST MR. BERKE (EIGHTH AMENDMENT - RIGHT TO A 
REASONABLY SAFE ENVIRONMENT) 

88, Mr. Berke realleges and incorporates by reference each and every allegation above as if 

fully set forth herein. 
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89. Under the Eighth Amendment to the Constitution of the United States, "[e]xcessive bail 

shall not be required, nor excessive fines imposed, nor cruel and unusual punishments inflicted." 

90. The Eighth Amendment guarantees Mr. Berke the right to a reasonably safe living 

environment. 

91. Defendants have failed to equip BOP facilities, including the ADX Camp, with adequate 

visual alarms, pagers, or message boards that would alert Mr. Berke to an emergency, such as a 

fire or lockdown. This failure violates Mr. Berke's right to a reasonably safe living environment. 

92. Defendants are aware of Mr. Berke's disability and need for a these emergency alerts. 

93. By maintaining the facility where Mr. Berke will be placed in such a way that will 

deprive Mr. Berke of these emergency alerts, Defendants acted with deliberate indifference to his 

rights. 

94. Defendants' failure to comply with the Eighth Amendment poses an unreasonable risk of 

future harm to Mr. Berke and wiII continue to do so throughout his term of imprisonment unless 

and until Defendants are ordered by this Court to modify their policies, practices, and procedures 

pursuant to the Eighth Amendment. 

COUNT VII: VIOLATION OF THE CONSTITUTION OF THE 
UNITED STATES FREEDOM OF SPEECH AGAINST MR. BERKE 

(FIRST AMENDMENT) 

95. Mr. Berke realleges and incorporates by reference each and every allegation above as if 

fully set forth herein. 

96. At the ADX Camp, Defendants maintain an institution that will impermissibly deprive 

Mr. Berke of his First Amendment rights of freedom of speech by failing to provide him with 

telecommunication equipment necessary for him to communicate with family and friends outside 

of the ADX Camp. 
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97. Hearing inmates at the ADX Camp have telecommunication equipment that allows 

communication with people outside of the ADX Camp. 

98. Defendants' refusal to provide the ner:essary telecommunication equipment to ensure that 

Mr. Berke has the same level of telephone access as hearing prisoners serves no legitimate or 

compelling need and is not rationally related or narrowly tailored to any identified penological or 

rehabilitative need. 

99. Because Mr. Berke will be housed in an area far from his family and friends, 

telecommunication equipment is critical to his exercise of his First Amendment right to 

communicate with friends and family. 

100. Provision of appropriate telecommunication equipment to Mr. Berke will have 

negligible effects, if any, on other inmates, detainees, and prison employees at FCI Butner. 

101. Defendants' fai I ure to comply with the First Amendment of the United States 

Constitution will result in hann to Mr. Berke, unless and until they are ordered by this Court to 

modify their policies, practices and procedures. 

PRAYER FOR RELIEF 

WHEREFORE, Mr. Berke respectfully request: 

A. The Court adjudge and decree that Defendants, by the organizations, systems, 

policies, practices, and conditions described above, have violated and continue to violate Section 

794 of the Rehabilitation Act and the Constitution of the United States; 

B. The Court enter such injunctive and/or declaratory relief pursuant to 28 U.S.C. §§ 

2201 and 2202, and Rules 57 and 65 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure against Defendants 

and in favor of Mr. Berke as it deems appropriate to remedy violations of the laws of the United 
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States and to prevent future violations of the same, including by ordering Defendants to make 

available at the ADX Camp in preparation for Mr. Berke's incarceration: 

• qualified ASL interpreters to enable Mr. Berke to communicate effectively with 
medical and mental healthcare professionals, institution staff, educational and 
vocational instructors, religious clergy, work program managers and coordinators, 
and disciplinary officers; 

• non-aural notification of emergencies or other important events and 
announcements, e.g., a vibrating pager, visual alarms, vibrating watch, vibrating 
bed device, and/or message boards; 

• equal and full access to appropriate and effective telecommunication devices for 
the deaf, including full and equal access to a videophone; and 

C. Judgment be entered against Defendants in favor of Mr. Berke for the costs of 

litigation, including reasonable attorneys' fees and costs under 28 U.S.C. § 2412(d)(l)(A). 

D. The Court retain jurisdiction of this matter until Defendants demonstrate that they 

have fully complied with the orders ofthis Court, and that there is a reasonable assurance that 

Defendants will continue to comply in the future absent continuing jurisdiction; and 

E. The Court award Mr. Berke any further relief that the Court deems appropriate, 

including additional attorneys' fees and costs. 
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Dated: August 14, 2012 
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LARRY BERKE, 

v. 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

Plaintiff, 

Civil Action No. 12-1347 (ESH) 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS, et al., 

Defendants. 

MEMORANDUM OPINION 

Plaintiff Larry Berke, a deaf individual, filed suit against the Federal Bureau of Prisons 

("BOP") and Charles Samuels, Jr., in his official capacity as the Director of the BOP 

("Defendants"), alleging that defendants discriminated against him in violation of the 

Rehabilitation Act, 29 U.S.C. § 790 et seq., by failing to adequately accommodate his deafness. 

On September 25, 2012, this Court granted in part plaintiff's motion for a preliminary injunction, 

ordering defendants to determine whether the videophone system requested by plaintiff could be 

installed without resulting in "undue financial and administrative burdens," as required by 28 

C.F.R. § 39.160(d). Plaintiff now seeks to recover attorney's fees and costs pursuant to 29 

U.S.C. § 794a(b) and Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 54(d). (Plaintiffs Motion for Award of 

Attorney's Fees and Costs, Oct. 9, 2012 fECF No. 201 ("Mot.").) Upon consideration of 

plaintiffs motion, defendants' opposition thereto (Defendants' Opposition to Plaintiffs Motion 

for Attorney Fees and Costs, Jan. 31, 2013 [ECF No. 311 ("Opp'n")), and plaintiff's reply (Reply 

in Further Support of Plaintiff's Motion for Award of Attorney's Fees and Costs, Feb. 7, 2013 

[ECF No. 321 ("Reply")), and for the reasons explained below, the Court will grant in part and 

deny in part plaintiff's motion. 
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BACKGROUND 

In December 2011, plaintiff pled guilty to conspiracy to commit mail fraud under 18 

U.S.C. § 1349. (See Complaint Ex. 1, Aug. 14, 2012 [ECF No. 1-1] at 2.) The indictment 

asserted that Mr. Berke, along with his wife, son, and other individuals, 1 submitted fraudulent 

claims to the United States government for reimbursement for providing telephone services for 

hearing-impaired individuals. He was sentenced to 24 months in prison, followed by three years 

of supervised release. (See id. at 3-4.) 

On August 14, 2012, plaintiff filed a complaint alleging that defendants violated the 

Rehabilitation Act by planning to incarcerate him at U.S. Penitentiary Florence ADMAX 

Satellite Camp, a facility that he alleged did not have adequate accommodations for deaf 

inmates. (Mot. at 1-2.) Plaintiff initially moved for a temporary restraining order, which was 

later converted into a motion for a preliminary injunction. 

After plaintiff filed his complaint, but before this Court ruled on the preliminary 

injunction, defendants reassigned plaintiff to the ADMAX Satellite Camp in Tucson, Arizona 

("SPC Tucson"). (Mot. at 2 n. l; Opp'n at 3 & n.1.) They also agreed to provide Mr. Berke with 

various accommodations at that facility, including closed-captioning on prison telephones, the 

assignment of an inmate disability helper, access to a TTY phone, access to a live interpreter for 

certain events, visual alarms, access to inmate email, dry erase boards and pens, and appropriate 

medical attention. (See Mot. at 4.) Those accommodations were reduced to writing in a 

declaration by Scott Pennington, a Unit Manager at SPC Tucson. (See Declaration of Scott R. 

Pennington, Sept. 24, 2012 [ECF No. 14-2].) Plaintiff nevertheless chose to proceed with this 

litigation to determine whether defendants were in violation of Section 504 of the Rehabilitation 

1 Mr. Berke's wife, his son, and other co-conspirators are also hearing-impaired. 
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Act by failing to provide him with access to videophone technology, as opposed to a TTY phone. 

(See Preliminary Injunction Hearing Transcript [ECF No. 25] ("Tr.") at 5 ("[W]e're here on one 

issue and one issue only still ... which has to do with whether they're required to provide an 

accommodation to the plaintiff regarding the videophone system.").)2 

On September 25, 2012, this Court held a hearing on the preliminary injunction motion. 

Consistent with their written motions, defendants argued that the installation of a videophone 

"would result in undue financial and administrative burdens," especially given the difficulty in 

monitoring videophone communications, and thus they were not required to offer that 

accommodation in light of 28 C.F. R. § 39. 160( d). (See Tr. at 165-66.) However, as the Court 

pointed out, an agency's determination that the requested accommodation would result in such 

burdens must be "accompanied by a written statement of the reasons for reaching that 

conclusion." 28 C.F.R. § 39.160(d). Because defendants had not done any analysis to determine 

whether it could reasonably comply with plaintiff's request, the Court ruled that defendants had 

not met their burden of proving that the installation of a videophone system would result in 

undue financial and administrative burdens. (See Tr. at 167-69.) The Court therefore granted 

plaintiffs motion for a preliminary injunction in part and ordered the defendants to "undertake 

an investigation or examination to determine whether or not [the videophone systeml could be 

installed consistent with their security requirements." (Id. at 167.) However, the Court denied 

plaintiff's motion insofar as it sought an order requiring the installation of the videophone 

system. (Id. at 167-68.) The Court also signed off on the stipulation agreed to by the parties 

2 Using the TTY phone system, a deaf individual types a sentence into the system in English, and 
the system then transmits a signal through a phone land line to another TTY machine, which 
transcribes it into a typed English message on the other end. (See Tr. at 26-27.) The videophone 
system, on the other hand, allows deaf individuals to see each other on a screen so that they can 
use their native language-American Sign Language-to communicate. (See id. at 14.) 

3 
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reflecting their agreement that the BOP would provide Mr. Berke with the above-mentioned 

accommodations. (Stipulation and Order, Sept. 27, 2012 [ECF No. 18] ("Stip.").) 

ANALYSIS 

The Rehabilitation Act provides that "[i]n any action or proceeding to enforce or charge a 

violation of a provision of this subchapter, the court, in its discretion, may allow the prevailing 

party ... a reasonable attorney's fee as part of the costs." 29 U.S.C. § 794a(b). The Court must 

first determine whether, in light of the partial relief granted by this Court, plaintiff is properly 

considered a "prevailing party" under the Act. Then, assuming plaintiff is in fact entitled to 

recover costs, the Court must determine whether plaintiff's requested costs and attendant 

attorney's fees are reasonable under the law. 

I. PREVAILING PARTY 

A prevailing party is "one who has been awarded some relief by a court." Buckhannon 

Bd. & Care Home, Inc. v. W. Va. Dep't o_f Health & Human Res., 532 U.S. 598,603 (2001). The 

Supreme Court has long held that the "touchstone" of the prevailing party inquiry is "the 

material alteration of the legal relationship of the parties." Tex. State Teachers Ass 'n v. Garland 

Indep. Sch. Dist., 489 U.S. 782. 792-93 (1989). Thus, in Buckhannon, the Supreme Court 

rejected the application of the "catalyst theory," which allows an award of attorney's fees if the 

plaintiffs lawsuit brings about a voluntary change in the defendant's conduct. 3 532 U.S. at 605. 

Instead, "for a litigant to be a 'prevailing party,' there must have been a 'judicially sanctioned 

change in the legal relationship of the parties."' Edmonds v. F.B.l., 417 F.3d 1319, 1322 (D.C. 

·
1 Although Buckhannon involved the Americans with Disabilities Act and the Fair Housing 
Amendments Act, the Supreme Court confirmed in that case that they "have interpreted these 
fee-shifting provisions consistently." 532 U.S. at 603 n.4; see also Hensley v. Eckerhart, 461 
U.S. 424, 433 n.7 ( 1983) (noting that the standards for interpreting the meaning of "prevailing 
party" are consistent across "all cases in which Congress has authorized an award of fees to a 
'prevailing party'"). 

4 
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Cir. 2005) (quoting Buckhannon, 532 U.S. at 605). Such changes are brought about by 

"enforceable judgments on the merits and court-ordered consent decrees." Buckhannon, 532 

U.S. at 604. Following Buckhannon, this Circuit articulated a three-part test for determining 

prevailing-party status: "(1) there must be a 'court-ordered change in the legal relationship' of 

the parties; (2) the judgment must be in favor of the party seeking the fees; and (3) the judicial 

pronouncement must be accompanied by judicial relief." Dist. of Columbia v. Straus, 590 F.3d 

898, 901 (D.C. Cir. 2010) (quoting Thomas v. Nat'! Sci. Found., 330 F.3d 486, 492-93 (D.C. Cir. 

2003)). 

Plaintiff argues that he is a "prevailing party" based on two factors: (]) that "Defendants 

agreed [by way of a stipulation] to provide him numerous necessary accommodations," and (2) 

that "the Court granted his preliminary injunction in part." (Mot. at 5.) 

A. Tran sf er to SPC Tucson and Other Accommodations 

Plaintiff claims that he is a prevailing party because he "secured the BOP's agreement to 

provide numerous accommodations requested by Mr. Berke." (Reply at 3.) He notes that "[i]t 

was not until after the lawsuit was filed that Defendants agreed to provide any accommodations." 

(Id. (emphasis omitted).) However, that type of "voluntary change in conduct" is precisely what 

is contemplated by the now-rejected "catalyst theory," see Buckhannon, 532 U.S. at 605, and 

thus, those accommodations are insufficient to render plaintiff a prevailing party. 

Plaintiff does not-and cannot-claim that either his transfer to SPC Tucson or the 

accommodations the BOP agreed to provide him at that facility were the result of an 

"enforceable judgment[l on the merits" or a "court-ordered consent decree[l." Buckhannon, 532 

U.S. at 604. The parties provided the Court with a stipulation listing the accommodations that 

the BOP had already agreed to provide Mr. Berke, and the Court signed off on that agreement to 

5 
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acknowledge the resolution of all issues besides the one that remained for the preliminary 

injunction hearing-namely, the request for a videophone. (See Stip.) However, that order did 

not "entail the judicial approval and oversight involved in [a] consent decreerl," Buckhannon, 

532 U.S. at 604 n.7, through which the Court would retain jurisdiction to ensure compliance with 

the terms of the stipulation. C/ Oil, Chem. & Atomic Workers Int 'l Union, AFL-C/0 v. Dep 't (f 

Energy, 288 F.3d 452,457 (D.C. Cir. 2002), superseded by statute on other grounds, 5 U.S.C. 

§ 552(a)(4)(E) (holding that the Court's entering of a "Stipulation and Order" approving the 

parties' terms of dismissal did not amount to a "court-ordered consent decree" that would render 

the plaintiff the prevailing party). Thus, the Court does not find that plaintiff was a "prevailing 

party" because of the accommodations the BOP agreed to provide him at SPC Tucson. 

However, plaintiff is nevertheless entitled to recover attorney's fees based on his partial success 

at the preliminary injunction hearing. 

B. Partial Grant of Preliminary Injunction Motion 

While the Court declined to order the BOP to install videophones for plaintiff's use, (Tr. 

at 168), it did order, at the preliminary injunction hearing, the BOP "to comply with the 

regulations" by investigating by a date certain whether videophones could be installed without 

resulting in undue financial or administrative burdens. (Id. at 167.) Although plaintiff did not 

obtain the exact relief that he sought, this order was nevertheless sufficient to render him a 

"prevailing party" for purposes of recovering attorney's fees. 

Defendants insist that because the Court did not order the installation of the videophone 

system, "Plaintiff did not get the relief he originally sought." (Opp'n at 11.) While it is true that 

he did not obtain the installation of a videophone system (as opposed to use of the TTY system), 

it is well established that a plaintiff need not obtain complete relief to be considered a prevailing 

6 
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party; "a civil rights plaintiff must obtain at least some relief on the merits of his claim" that 

"materially alters the legal relationship between the parties by modifying the defendant's 

behavior in a way that directly benefits the plaintiff." Farrar v. Hobby, 506 U.S. 103, 111-12 

(1992) (emphasis added). Prior to the Court's ruling, defendants had not determined whether 

videophones could reasonably be installed for plaintiff's use, but as a result of the ruling, they 

will be forced to make that determination. That is undeniably a change in the legal relationship 

between the parties that directly benefits the plaintiff, since defendants are now legally obligated 

to undertake steps that at a minimum will reassure plaintiff that the BOP has adequately 

considered his request for accommodation, and could possibly result in the implementation of 

such a videophone system. The fact that plaintiff may not have obtained all the relief he sought 

is relevant to determining the amount of attorney's fees that plaintiff can reasonably recover, but 

does not alter his status as a "prevailing party." See infra Section 11.C. 

II. REASONABLE FEES 

Having detennined that plaintiff is a prevailing party and is therefore entitled to recover a 

"reasonable attorney's fee" under 29 U.S.C. § 794a(b), the Court must now decide whether 

plaintiffs requested attorney's fees are, in fact, reasonable. "The initial estimate of a reasonable 

attorney's fee is properly calculated by multiplying the number of hours reasonably expended on 

the litigation times a reasonable hourly rate." Blum v. Stenson, 465 U.S. 886, 888 (1984) (citing 

Hensley v. Eckerhart, 461 U.S. 424 (1983)). There is a strong presumption that this amount

known as the "lodestar"-represents a reasonable fee. See Bd. of Tr. of Hotel & Rest. Emp. 

Local 25 v. JPR, lnc., 136 F.3d 794, 801 (D.C. Cir. 1998) (citing Pennsylvania. v. Del. Valley 

Citizens' Council for Clean Air, 478 U.S. 546, 565 (1986)). 

7 
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A. Reasonable Hourly Rate 

The detennination of a "reasonable hourly rate" requires an analysis of at least three 

elements: "the attorneys' billing practices; the attorneys' skill, experience, and reputation; and 

the prevailing market rates in the relevant community." Covington v. Dist. of Columbia, 57 F.3d 

1101, 1107 (D.C. Cir. 1995). The prevailing market rates can be established either by the rates at 

which prior fee awards have been made or based on published surveys of prevailing rates in the 

community, such as the U.S. Attorney's Office's Laffe:r matrix. Id. at 1109. 

Plaintiff in this case was represented by attorneys from the Washington Lawyers' 

Committee for Civil Rights and Urban Affairs (the "WLCCR") working together with attorneys 

from the law firm of Ballard Spahr LLP. 4 

1. WLCCR 

The WLCCR does not charge its clients a regular fee for its services, so it suggests that 

the Court should derive the reasonable hourly rate from what is known as the "updated Laffey 

matrix."5 (Mot. at 8-9.) Defendants respond that the "USAO Laffey matrix"6 is the appropriate 

starting point for determining the prevailing market rates in this jurisdiction. (Opp'n at 14-15.) 

The Court agrees with defendants. 

Although plaintiff is correct that courts in this jurisdiction have, at times, approved the 

use of the updated Laffey matrix, the USAO Laffey matrix is far more widely accepted. See, e.g., 

Heller v. Dist. o_f Columbia, 832 F. Supp. 2d 32, 48 (D.D.C. 2011) ("The Court finds the 

frequency with which the USAO Laffey Matrix rates are applied to be strong evidence of both 

4 According to the billing records, nine attorneys worked on this case, including four from the 
WLCCR. This hardly seems like an efficient use of resources. 

5 The updated Laffey matrix is available at http://laffeymatrix.com/see.html. 

6 A copy of the USAO Laffey matrix is attached to defendants' Opposition as Attachment A 

8 
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their prevalence and their reasonableness."); Miller v. Hohmann, 575 F. Supp. 2d 18 n.29 

(D.D.C. 2008) (noting the "widespread acceptance" of the USAO Laffey matrix); Am. Lands 

Alliance v. Norton, 525 F. Supp. 2d 135, 150 (D.D.C. 2007) (referring to the USAO Laffey 

matrix as the "standard matrix" in this jurisdiction). One reason for this preference is that the 

updated Laffey matrix "reflects national inflation trends," while the USAO matrix "relies on data 

specific to the Washington, D.C. metropolitan area." Miller, 575 F. Supp. 2d at 17. Thus, courts 

in this jurisdiction have frequently referred to the USAO Laffey matrix as "the benchmark for 

reasonable fees in this Court." See, e.g., id. at 18 n.29 (quoting Pleasants v. Ridge, 424 F. Supp. 

2d 67, 71 n.2 (D.D.C. 2006)). This Court agrees that the USAO matrix more accurately reflects 

the prevailing market rates in the Washington, D.C. legal market. This is particularly true here, 

where the hourly rates sought by the WLCCR attorneys under the updated Laffey matrix far 

exceed even the rates sought by the private attorneys at Ballard Spahr. 7 

The Court therefore finds that a "reasonable hourly rate" for the work performed by the 

WLCCR attorneys is the rate set out in the USAO Laffey matrix, as shown here: 

Attorney USAO Laffev Matrix Hourly Rate 
Gardner $505 
Fornaci $505 
Golden $445 

Finkenstadt $355 

7 For example, WLCCR attorneys Elaine Gardner and Philip Fornaci would each receive an 
hourly rate of $753 under the updated Laffey matrix based on their roughly 30 and 20 years of 
litigation experience, respectively. (See Declaration of Elizabeth Elaine Gardner, Oct. 9, 2012 
[ECF No. 20-3] ("Gardner Deel.") 91914, 6, 13.) The lead attorney on the case from Ballard 
Spahr, Constantinos Panagopoulos, with over 20 years of litigation experience, seeks only 
$550/hour. (See Declaration of Constantinos Panagopoulos, Oct. 9, 2012 [ECF No. 20-4] 
("Paganopoulos Deel.") at 7.) 

9 
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2. Ballard Spahr 

With respect to the attorneys from Ballard Spahr, the Court finds that their regular billing 

rates are reasonable. In this Circuit, "an attorney's usual bill rate is presumptively the reasonable 

rate, provided that this rate is 'in line with those prevailing in the community for similar services 

by lawyers of reasonably comparable skill, experience, and reputation.'" Kattan by Thomas v. 

Dist. of Columbia, 995 F.2d 274, 278 (D.C. Cir. 1993) (quoting Blum, 465 U.S. at 895-96 n.11). 

As explained above, the USAO Laffey matrix is relevant evidence of the "prevailing" rates in the 

Washington, D.C. area. The rates charged by the five Ballard Spahr attorneys who worked on 

this case, though not identical to the Laffey rates, are very much "in line" with them. (Compare 

Paganopoulos Deel. Ex. A at 7 (showing hourly rates for each attorney) with Opp'n at 17 

(showing USAO Laffey matrix rates for each attorney).) For example, although attorney 

Panagopolous charges an hourly rate of $550 compared to the USAO Laffey rate of $505, 

Jonathan Lippert charged only $350, far lower than the $445 allowed for in the USAO Laffey 

matrix. Altogether, two of the five Ballard Spahr attorneys charged higher rates than provided 

for by the USAO Lajfey mahix, two charged lower rates, and one charged exactly the same rate. 

The Court therefore concludes that Ballard Spahr' s standard billing rates are reasonable. 

B. Reasonable Hours Expended on the Litigation 

To detennine the lodestar, the Court must multiply the reasonable hourly rates by "the 

number of hours reasonably expended on the litigation." Blum, 465 U.S. at 888. Both WLCCR 

and Ballard Spahr appear to have made a good-faith effort to eliminate hours billed for arguably 

duplicative or unnecessary work. Ballard Spahr claims to have excluded 101.1 billable hours 

from their total, resulting in 188.1 hours billed. (See Mot. at 10; Paganopoulos Deel. Ex. A at 7.) 

WLCCR has excluded 22.7 billable hours, for a total of 74.9. (See Mot. at 10; Gardner Deel. at 

10 
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10.) Thus, the two entities eliminated roughly 35% and 23% of their hours worked, respectively. 

The Court therefore finds that the hours submitted by both entities are adequately documented 

and are "not excessive, redundant or otherwise unnecessary." Okla. Aerotronics, Inc. v. United 

States, 943 F.2d 1344, 1347 (D.C. Cir. 1991). 

C. Reduction Based on Limited Extent of Plaintiff's Success 

However, the inquiry does not end with the determination of the lodestar. To the 

contrary, that is simply the "starting point." Pleasants, 424 F. Supp. 2d at 73. The district court 

must still consider whether to adjust the award of attorney's fees in light of "the overall relief 

obtained by the plaintiff." Hensle.v, 461 U.S. at 435. "Jfthe prevailing party achieved less than 

complete success, [the court] must reduce that base to reflect the degree of success achieved." 

F.J. Vollmer Co. v. Magaw, 102 F.3d 591, 599 (D.C. Cir. 1996). The degree of success is 

determined by considering two questions: "(1) whether the party failed to prevail on claims that 

were unrelated to the claims on which he succeeded, and (2) whether the party achieved a level 

of success that makes the hours expended a satisfactory basis for making the fee award." 

Pleasants, 424 F. Supp. 2d at 73. 

The first of those inquiries is not at issue here, because all of plaintiffs claims were 

"based on the same factual scenario" and "the same legal theory." Goos v. Nat'! Ass'n of 

Realtors, 68 F.3d 1380, 1384 (D.C. Cir. 1995); see also Bolden v. J & R Inc., 135 F. Supp. 2d 

177, 181 (D. D.C. 2001) ("The fact that Plaintiffs did not prevai I on a number of other counts is 

of no significance because the underlying factual context ... was the same for all claims."). 

Thus, the mere fact that plaintiff was not a "prevailing party" under the law with respect to the 

accommodations that defendants have agreed to provide him at SPC Tucson does not justify 

reducing the award of attorney's fees. 

11 
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However, the Court concludes that the limited nature of the relief obtained by plaintiff at 

the preliminary injunction hearing does support a reduction in attorney's fees. The Supreme 

Court has noted that, where a plaintiffs legal claims are all based upon the same factual scenario 

or legal theory, the court should determine fees by considering "the significance of the overall 

relief obtained by the plaintiff in relation to the hours reasonably expended on the litigation." 

Hensley, 461 U.S. at 435. The "most critical factor is the degree of success obtained." Id. at 

436. Thus, "if the district court determines and explains why the total hours expended were not 

reasonable in relation to the results obtained-regardless of the number of claims raised-the 

court has discretion to reduce fees." Goos, 68 F.3d at 1387. 

Here, the majority of the work undertaken by plaintiffs counsel related to the briefing 

and hearing on the preliminary injunction. At the hearing, the only issue was whether defendants 

were in violation of the Rehabilitation Act by failing to provide plaintiff access to a videophone 

system. (Tr. at 5.) Although the Court found that defendants had not complied with the Act's 

requirement that they provide a written explanation for their assertion that such an 

accommodation would result in undue financial or administrative burden, the Court did not order 

defendants to install the videophone system. To the contrary, the Court concluded that, in light 

of the well-established rule that "it is not the Court's obligation to tell the Bureau of Prisons what 

or what not to do," the Court "cannot ... order them to install [the videophone] upon his arrival." 

(Id. at 166-67.) Instead, the Court simply ordered defendants to investigate whether such a 

system could reasonably be installed. (Id. at 167.) The outcome of that investigation remains to 

be seen and was in no way predetermined by this Court's ruling. Even within that limited relief, 

the Court declined to force the government to move at plaintiff's desired pace; the Court noted 

that although plaintiff requested immediate action, because plaintiff himself had "sat on his 

12 
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rights" for eight months, the BOP would have eight months in which to conduct the videophone 

study. (Id. at 167-68.) Thus, no videophone had been installed as of plaintiff's surrender date of 

September 27, 2012, and he has now served roughly seven months of his 24-month sentence 

without either the videophone system or a response from the BOP about its position as to 

installing such a system. 

In recognition that this result can in no way be considered "full" relief, it is appropriate to 

significantly reduce the amount of attorney's fees that plaintiff may recover. "There is no 

precise rule or formula for making these determinations. The district court may attempt to 

identify specific hours that should be eliminated, or it may simply reduce the award to account 

for the limited success." Hensley, 461 U.S. at 436. Here, the Court cannot parse the altomeys' 

billing records to identify particular hours to exclude, since all hours were spent in pursuit of the 

videophone and other accommodations. However, in light of the uncertainty as to whether 

plaintiff will ever gain access to his requested accommodation, and the at least eight-month 

window with no possibility of such an accommodation, the Court concludes that a 40% reduction 

in attorney's fees is appropriate. Such an award is well within this Court's discretion. See 

Hensley, 461 U.S. at 439 n. 14 (finding that district court in Brown v. Bathke, 588 F.2d 634 (8th 

Cir. 1978), was well within its discretion to award payment for only 57. 75 of the attorneys' 17 4 

hours spent on the case where plaintiff had sought reinstatement, lost wages, damages, and 

expungernent of derogatory material from her employment record, but had been awarded only 

lost wages and expungement); Fisher v. Friendship Public Charter Sch., 880 F. Supp. 2d 149, 

153-54 (D.D.C. 2012) (reducing fees by 50% because plaintiff did not succeed on three of his 

four claims); Roseboro v. Billington, 618 F. Supp. 2d 85, 88-89 (D.D.C. 2009) (finding that a 

one-third reduction in fees is appropriate in light of the fact that plaintiff sought extensive 

13 
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damages, reinstatement, and other relief, but was awarded only expungement of certain charges 

from his personnel record). 

Using the USAO Laffey matrix rates for the WLCCR's attorneys, and Ballard Spahr's 

standard billing rates, but reducing the hours by 40%, the Court concludes that plaintiff is 

entitled to recover $20,975.70 in attorney's fees for the WLCCR 's work, and $48,3 I 5.90 in 

attorney's fees for Ballard Spahr's work. 

III. REASONABLE COSTS 

As a prevailing party, plaintiff is also entitled to recover reasonable costs. See Fed. R. 

Civ. P. 54(d). 28 U.S.C. § 1920 specifically enumerates several categories of costs that plaintiffs 

are entitled to receive, including: ( 1) fees of the clerk and marshal; (2) fees for printed or 

electronically recorded transcripts; (3) fees and disbursements for printing and witnesses; (4) fees 

for exemplification and the costs of making copies of any materials; (5) docket fees under 

§ 1923; and (6) compensation of court appointed experts and compensation of interpreters. 

Plaintiff seeks to recover $11,974.49 in costs, broken down as follows: (I) $122.70 for 

delivery service; (2) $1,028.53 for deposition transcripts; (3) $18.40 for duplicating; ( 4) 

$6,367.24 for expert witnesses; (5) $350.00 for filing fees; (6) $336.61 for Lexis research; (7) 

$11.60 for postage; (8) $3,267.50 for professional services, of which $1267.50 covers 

interpreters' fees and $2,000 is for costs incurred to produce a demonstrative video for the 

hearing; (9) $415 .00 for service of subpoenas; ( 10) $28.41 for teleconferencing services; ( 11) 

$21.00 for travel expenses; and (12) $7 .50 for Westlaw research. (Paganopoulos Deel. Ex. A al 

8 These numbers do not line up exactly with Mr. Paganopoulos' breakdown on page 8 of his 
declaration. The Court has shifted the totals for each category based on a close examination of 
the receipts plaintiff submitted with his Reply Brief. For example, one of the bills included 

14 
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Certain of plaintiffs costs are undisputedly recoverable. First, filing fees are plainly 

recoverable under 28 U.S.C. § 1920(1) and (5). Second, the costs of deposition transcripts and 

"duplicating," which apparently refers to photocopying, are recoverable under§ 1920(2) and (4). 

Third, the costs of the American Sign Language interpreters used with plaintiff's expert are 

recoverable under§ 1920(6). 

The rest of plaintiff's requested costs, however, do not fall within any of the specifically 

enumerated categories of§ 1920. Although it is true that Rule 54(d) allows judges some limited 

discretion to award costs not expressly authorized by § 1920, the statutory list "is not to be 

routinely expanded." Zdunek v. Wash. Metro. Area Transit Auth., 100 F.R.D. 689,692 (D.D.C. 

1983). Indeed, the Supreme Court itself has declared that "the discretion given district judges to 

tax costs should be sparingly exercised with reference to expenses not specifically allowed by 

statute." Farmer v. Arabian Oil Co., 379 U.S. 227, 235 (1964). Moreover, Rule 54(d) itself 

makes clear that "costs against the United States, its officers, and its agencies may be imposed 

only to the extent allowed by law." 

Thus, this Court has declined to award costs for many of the categories of expenses for 

which plaintiff now seeks reimbursement, such as: ( 1) the use of professional process servers, 

Zdunek, 100 F.R.D. at 692 (noting that § 1920(1) only "authorizes taxation of the service fees 

charged by the United States Marshals Service"); (2) postage, id.; El-Fad/ v. Cent. Bank of 

Jordan, 163 F.R.D. 389, 390 (D.D.C. 1995); (3) telephone services, Zdunek, 100 F.R.D. at 692; 

El-Fad!, 163 F.R.D. at 390; (4) delivery fees, Johnson v. Hohvay, 522 F. Supp. 2d 12, 19 

(D.D.C. 2007) ("Administrative fees, like delivery costs, are ... considered ordinary business 

under the subheading "professional services" was from Dennis Cokley, whom plaintiff identifies 
as one of his expert witnesses. (See Reply Ex. A at 34.) The Court therefore shifted the 
$1,550.00 of that bill from the "professional services" category to the "expert witnesses" 
category. 

15 
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expenses that cannot be recovered as costs.") (internal quotation marks omitted); El-Fad!, 163 

F.R.D. at 390; (5) travel expenses, Mass. Fair Share v. Law Enforcement Assistance Admin., 776 

F.2d 1066, 1069-70 (D.C. Cir. 1985); Conservation Force v. Salazar, 2013 WL 66210, at *13 

(D.D.C. Jan. 7, 2013); and (6) electronic legal research fees, El-Fadl, 163 F.R.D. at 391 

(declining to tax as costs fees paid to online legal research services because it is more properly 

considered part of an attorney's fee). The Court concludes that the same result is appropriate 

with respect to the professional services plaintiff used to prepare a demonstrative video for trial, 

as that expense is not specifically covered by § 1920. 

Additionally, it is well-established that expert witness fees are not included in "costs." 

The Supreme Court recently explained that § 1920 "does not authorize an award of any 

additional expert fees" beyond the standard travel reimbursement and per diem authorized for all 

witnesses under 28 U.S.C. § 1821. Arlington Cent. Sch. Dist. Bd. of Educ. v. Murphy, 548 U.S. 

291, 297-98 (2006); see also Zdunek, 100 F.R.D. at 693 (same). The Court therefore finds that 

plaintiff is entitled to recover the $40 per diem for expert Richard Ray's appearance at the 

preliminary injunction hearing and the $40 per diem for expert Dennis Cokley' s appearance at 

his deposition, but not any additional costs for their time. 9 

Plaintiff insists that he may recover costs beyond those specifically enumerated in § 1920 

because the Rehabilitation Act incorporates the remedies available under the Civil Rights Act of 

1964, which permits recovery of expert fees and other reasonable litigation expenses. (Mot. at 

5.) Although plaintiff is correct that the Rehabilitation Act incorporates those remedies in some 

instances, it does not do so in this case. Specifically, 29 U.S.C. § 794a incorporates Title VI 

9 Although a prevailing paity can ordinarily recover travel expenses for his witnesses, those costs 
are only available upon production of "[a] receipt or other evidence of actual costs," see, e.g., 28 
U.S.C. §§ 1821(c)(l), (3), which plaintiff has not provided. 

16 
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remedies for all employment discrimination cases brought under§ 791 of the Rehabilitation Act, 

see§ 794a(a)(l), but only for certain claims brought under§ 794. Section 794 prohibits 

discrimination under (1) "any program or activity receiving Federal financial assistance" or (2) 

"any program or activity conducted by any Executive agency or by the United States Postal 

Service." However,§ 794a(a)(2) only incorporates Title VI remedies for the first category of 

claims-those that are brought against a "recipient of Federal assistance or Federal provider of 

such assistance." It does not incorporate those remedies for claims brought against federal 

agencies conducting programs or activities. Indeed, the Supreme Court itself noted this 

distinction in a different context, where it observed that although § 794a(a)(1) plainly waives 

sovereign immunity for any complaint brought under§ 791, § 794a(a)(2) is not so "far

reaching," and only covers "'Federal provider[ s]' of financial assistance." See Lane v. Pena, 518 

U.S. 187, 192-93 (1996). Thus, plaintiff cannot rely on the Civil Rights Act's remedies to 

recover expert fees or any other costs that are not expressly provided for in 28 U.S.C. § 1920. 10 

Accordingly, the Court awards plaintiff costs for expenses related to filing fees, 

photocopying, deposition transcripts, interpreter services. and the per diem rates for his expert 

witnesses. Plaintiffs receipts for those expenses total $2,744.43. However, the Court will 

reduce those costs by 40%, in line with the reduction made to attorney's fees. See A.S. v. Dist. of 

Columbia, 842 F. Supp. 2d 40, 49 (D.D.C. 2012) (reducing both attorney's fees and costs by 

50% "based on plaintiffs' level of success"); Dickens v. Friendship-Edison P.C.S., 724 F. Supp. 

2d 113, 122 (D.D.C. 2010) (same). Thus, the Court awards plaintiff $1,646.66 in costs. 

io Plaintiff also seeks to recover expert witness fees under 42 U.S.C. § 1988. (Mot. at 15.) 
However, that provision authorizes an award of expert fees "in any action or proceeding to 
enforce a provision of section 1981 or 1981 a." § 1988(c). Because plaintiff's Rehabilitation Act 
claims "do not fall under either section," the Court may not rely on that section to award plaintiff 
expert fees. See Mason v. Me. Dep 't cif' Corr., 387 F. Supp. 2d 57, 64-65 (D. Me. 2005). 

17 
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CONCLUSION 

For the foregoing reasons, plaintiff's Motion for Award of Attorney's Fees and Costs is 

granted in part and denied in part. A separate Order accompanies this Memorandum Opinion. 

Date: April 29, 2013 

18 

/s/ 
ELLEN SEGAL HUVELLE 
United States District Judge 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

LARRY BERKE, 

Plaintiff, 

v. Civil Action No. 12-1347 (ESH) 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS, et al., 

Defendants. 

ORDER 

Pursuant to the conference call held this date, it is hereby ORDERED that plaintiff's 

Motion for Temporary Restraining Order (Aug. 14, 2012 [Dkt. No. 2]) will be treated as a 

motion for a preliminary injunction; and it is further 

ORDERED that the following dates and deadlines shall apply: 

• plaintiff's written discovery: August 24, 2012 
• defendants' written discovery: August 29, 2012 
• defendants' response to plaintiff's motion: September 4, 2012 
• defendants' response to plaintiffs discovery, plaintiff's response to defendants' 

discovery, and plaintiff's expert identification(s) and report( s ): September 10, 2012 
• defendants' expert identification(s) and report(s): September 14, 20 I 2 
• plaintiff's reply in support of his motion: September 17, 2012 
• joint status report, describing the status of settlement negotiations, identifying the 

issues remaining for the Court to decide, and listing any witnesses: September 21, 
2012, 12 p.m. 

SO ORDERED. 

Date: August 24, 2012 

Isl 
ELLEN SEGAL HUVELLE 
United States District Judge 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

LARRY BERKE, 

Plaintiff, 

v. Civil Action No. 12-1347 (ESH) 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS, et al., 

Defendants. 

ORDER 

Pursuant to the representations of the parties on a conference call held on August 16, 

2012, and in light of the postponing of the date on which plaintiff must self-report, it is hereby 

ORDERED that, by agreement of the parties, this matter shall be heard on the merits at a 

hearing set for September 25, 2012, at 9:30 a.m.; and it is further 

ORDERED that a conference call to discuss a briefing schedule, discovery, and the 

possibility of mediation is set for August 23, 2012, at 10:00 a.m.; and it is further 

ORDERED that plaintiffs Motion for a Temporary Restraining Order (August 14, 2012 

[Dkt. No. 2]) is DENIED AS MOOT. 

SO ORDERED. 

Date: August 17, 2012 

Isl 
ELLEN SEGAL HUVELLE 
United States District Judge 
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LARRY BERKE, 

v. 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

Plaintiff, 

Civil Action No. 12-1347 (ESH) 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS, et al., 

Defendants. 

ORDER 

Berke filed a motion for a temporary restraining order on August 14, 2012. It was 

converted to a motion for a preliminary injunction after the sentencing judge in New Jersey 

agreed to postpone the commencement of Berke's sentence. (See Order, Aug. 17, 2012 [0kt. 

No. 5]; Order, Aug. 24, 2012 [Dkt. No. 6].) Thereafter, the parties commenced negotiations and 

settled all of their disputes but one (see Order Approving Stipulation, Sept. 27, 2012 [Dkt. No. 

18]): whether the Bureau of Prisons ("BOP") would be required to provide Berke with a 

videophone upon his checking-in to the BOP facility in Tucson on September 28, 2012. On 

September 25, 2012, the Court heard testimony from two experts for the plaintiff and Todd 

Craig, the Acting Chief of the BOP' s Office of Security Technology. Based on the testimony 

and the argument of counsel, the Court granted Berke's motion in part and denied it in part for 

reasons stated from the bench. It ordered the BOP, by May 25, 2013, to complete an evaluation 

of the videophone and make a written determination, as required by 28 C.F.R. § 39.160, as to 

whether providing Berke with a videophone at the Tucson facility "would result in a fundamental 

alteration in the nature of a program or activity or in undue financial and administrative 
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burdens." Id. * 39.160(d). The Court denied without prejudice Berke's motion for an order 

directing the immediate provision of a videophone. Accordingly, it is hereby 

ORDERED that the Court will administratively close this matter but maintain 

jurisdiction should Berke seek to amend his complaint in light of the BOP' s decision in May 

2013. 

SO ORDERED. 

Date: September 27, 2012 

2 

/s/ 
ELLEN SEGAL HUVELLE 
United States District Judge 
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LARRY BERKE, 

v. 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

Plaintiff, 

Civil Action No. 12-1347 (ESH) 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS, et al., 

Defendants. 

ORDER 

Upon consideration of plaintiffs motion for an award of attorney's fees and costs (Oct. 9, 

2012 [ECF No. 201), defendants' opposition thereto (Jan. 31, 2013 [ECF No. 31 l), and plaintiffs 

reply (Feb. 7, 2013 [ECF No. 32]), and for the reasons stated in the accompanying Memorandum 

Opinion (Apr. 29, 2013 [ECF No. 361), it is hereby 

ORDERED that plaintiffs motion is GRANTED IN PART and DENIED IN PART; 

and it is further 

ORDERED that plaintiff is hereby awarded $69,291.60 in fees and $1,646.66 in costs. 

SO ORDERED. 

Date: April 29, 2013 

Isl 
ELLEN SEGAL HUVELLE 
United States District Judge 
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FILEi> 
MAILROOM 

tN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF VIRGINIA r+ -

Alexandria Division 

RANDALL TODD ROYER, 

Plaintiff, 

v. 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

Civil No. 

... i \ 
~ 

,: ) 0 C, vr i.j',, L fl1 b rt· o v 
FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS and 
UNKNOWN FEDERAL AGENCY, 

Defend an ts. 

Introduction 

COMPLAINT 

CLERK, U.S. DISTRICT COURT 
RICHMOND, VA ' 

1. Plaintiff is a federal inmate in the custody of the Federal 

Bureau of Prisons (•"BOP11
). For years after entering the federal prison 

system, Plaintiff enjoyed the rights and privileges of ordinary inmates 

with respect to housing in the general population, communication with his 

family, access to religious, educational, and employment opportunities, 

etc. 

2. The BOP has since classified Plaintiff as a "terrorist inmate," 

imposing harsh, atypical restrictions on his conditions of confinement 

relative to those of ordinary prisoners, including limitations on telephone 

use; a total ban on physical contact with his family, including his two 

elderly parents, his now-estranged wife, and his four young children; total 

sequestration from the general prison population and the facilities it 

accesses; limitations on group prayer and a total ban on group religious 

studyj and severe limitations on bis educational and employment 

opportunities. Plaintiff's classification, and the attendant harsh 

conditions of confinement, are of an indefinite duration, and are intended 

to remain in place until the end of his prison term. 
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3. The BOP' s classification of Plaintiff as a 11 terrorist inmate," 

and the attendant harsh, atypical conditions of confinement, are based in 

substantial part on records maintained by the BOP vhich it knows to be 

inaccurate. Rather than seeking such information directly from Plaintiff, 

the BOP collected this information from an unknown federal agency, which 

itself knew the records to be inaccurate, and which failed to seek 

Plaintiff's consent before disclosing those records to the BOP. Moreover, 

the BOP refuses to amend its inaccurate records, and it refuses to provide 

Plaintiff with access to those records and other documents. The two 

agencies committed these actions, or failed to act, willfully, and in 

flagrant violation of Plaintiff's rights. 

4. As a result of the BOP's determination to classify him or treat 

him as a "terrorist inmate" and impose upon him harsh, atypical conditions 

of confinement in substantial part on the basis of inaccurate records, 

Plaintiff has suffered the violation of his constitutional rights, the loss 

of his family's society, emotional trauma with accompanying physical 

symptoms, financial loss, and damage to his reputation. In light of the 

foregoing, the BOP and the unknown federal agency have therefore violated 

the Privacy Act of 1974, 5 u.s.c. § 552a, .!!_.!!!9..:., the Freedom of 

Information Act, 5 u.s.c. § 552, .!l.!!9.:.• and the First and Fifth 

Amendments to the u.s. Constitution. Appropriate relief is requested. 

Jurisdiction aod Venue 

5. The Court has jurisdiction over this action under 2n u.s.c. § 

1331 (federal question jurisdiction), 5 u.s.c § 552 (Freedom of Information 

Act), and 5 u.s.c. § 552a fPrivacy Act). 

6. Venue in this Court is proper under 2n u.s.c. 139l(e) and 5 

u.s.c. § 552a(g)(5) because Plaintiff is resident and domiciled in the 

2 
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Eastern District of Virginia at 6166 Leesburg Pike in Falls Church. 

Parties 

7. Plaintiff Randall Todd Royer, also known as Ismail Royer, is a 

United States citizen and federal prisoner currently incarcerated at the 

Federal Correctional Institution in Greenville, Illinois ("FCI 

Greenvi 1le 11
). He is 36 years old. 

n. Defendant BOP is a federal agency under the Privacy Act and is 

headquartered at 320 First Street, NW, Washington, DC 20534. BOP 

classifies prisoners to determine where and under what conditions they are 

to be housed, and creates and operates prisons in which prisoners are 

confined. 

9. DefendartUnknown Federal Agency is a federal agency under the 

Privacy Act. This agency or a component of this agency has direct or 

indirect access to the information in Pre-Sentence Investigation Reports 

(
11 PSRs 11

) prepared by the United States Probation Office ( 11USP011
). Upon 

information and belief, this agency or office is a component of the United 

States Departmert Of Justice ( "DOJ"). The identity of this agency wi 11 be 

specified in an amended complaint following discovery. 

Previous Lawsuits 

10. Plaintiff was a party to Royer 1 et al. v. Jett, et al., No. 

2:09-cv-0011 (s.o. Ind.), which was filed in January 2009. Plaintiff 

voluntarily withdrew on advice of counsel and the case was dismissed as to 

him without prejudice. The case continues~~ Benkahla v. Federal 

Bureau of Prisons with a severed coplaintiff. 

11. Plaintiff is currently a plaintiff in Arnaout, et al. v. Warden, 

No. 2:09-cv-215 (s.D. Ind.), in which he is represented by the ACLU. 

3 
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Exhaustion of Administrative Remedies 

12. Plaintiff has exhausted his available administrative remedies 

using the B0P's Administrative Remedy Program. 

Facts Giving Rise to the Claiu for Relief 

I. Background 

13. On January 16, 2004, Plaintiff pleaded guilty in the Eastern 

District of Virginia before Judge Leonie M. Brinkema to one count of aiding 

and abetting the use and discharge of a firearm during and in relation to a 

conspiracy to violate the Neutrality Act, and one count of aiding and 

abetting the carrying of an explosive during a conspiracy to violate the 

Neutrality Act. 

14. On February 27, 2004, preparatory to Plaintiff's sentencing 

hearing, the USPO completed a draft PSR and then provided the draft to the 

judge, Plaintiff's attorney, and the attorney for the United States. 

15. The draft PSR contained, inter .!.!i!., information drawn from the 

Statement of Facts Plaintiff had signed pursuant to his plea agreement, 

including his affirmation that, during the 1992-1995 war in Bosnia and 

Herzegovina, he had fought on the side of the Bosnians against the Serbian 

army as part of the "Abu Zubair" unit. This fact had no direct bearing on 

the offenses for which Plaintiff was indicted or convicted. 

16. The Abu Zubair unit with which Plaintiff was affiliated was a 

detachment of the 737th Brigade of the 7th Corps of the Army of the 

Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina and was dissolved at the end of the war. 

This unit was never designated as a terrorist organization by the government 

of the United States or any other government. 

17. The last sentence of 1 42 of the draft PSR stated as follows: 

4 
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Abu Zubair (known more formally as Abu Zubair al Hadani) was a 
member of Al Qaeda sent to Bosnia by Bin Laden to establish camps for 
Al Qaeda. 

1n. This sentence was false; moreover, it was not part of the 

Statement of Facts signed by Plaintiff. The source of the error was a 

confusion between the Abu Zubair unit with which Plaintiff was affiliated, 

and an individual with a similar name who had died years before Plaintiff 

was in Bosnia and who had no connection whatsoever with Plaintiff's unit. 

19. Plaintiff's sentencing hearing was held on April 9, 2004. At the 

hearing, his defense attorney orally objected to the inaccurate last 

sentence of 1 42 of the draft PSR. The stated basis for that objection was 

that provided in~ 10, supra. 

20. In response to the objection by Plaintiff's attorney, the AUSA 

acknowledged the inaccuracy of the sentence in question and did not oppose 

the objection. 

21. Following the above exchange, Judge Brinkema ordered that the 

last sentence of 1 42 of the draft PSR be deleted. lo response to other 

objections by Plliain tiff I s attorney, the judge also ordered the deletion of 

1~ 39, 40, and 41 from the draft PSR. 

22. Accordingly, the USPO deleted~~ 39, 40, 41, and the last 

sentence of 1 42 from the PSR. The deleted material did not appear in the 

fine 1 version of the PSR ( the '1 fina 1 adopted version"), which was 

completed by the USPO on April 19, 2004. 

23. Per its ordinary procedures, the USPO transmitted the final 

adopted version of the PSR to the BOP for the agency's use in classifying 

Plaintiff. 

24. The USPO has never provided the draft PSR to the BOP, or to anyone 

other than Plaintiff's attorneys, the sentencing court, and the attorney 
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for the United States. Neither Plaintiff• his attorneys. the USPO• nor the 

sentencing court have ever provided the draft PSR to the BOP. 

25. The final adopted version of the PSR. redacted by the Court. is 

maintained by the BOP in Plaintiff's "Central File." i.e., in the BOP's 

Inmate Central Records System. The file is under the control of a 

correctional counselor assigned to Plaintiff at the institution in which 

he is confined. PJaintiff makes no allegation in this Complaint that the 

final adopted version of his PSR in his Central File is inaccurate. 

26. In her Judgement and Committal Order, Judge Brinkema recommended 

to the BOP that Plaintiff be confined in Federal Correctional Institution 

Allenwood ("FCI Allenwood"), a medium-security prison located in 

Pennsylvania, relatively close to his Northern Virginia home. 

27. From about August 2004 to December 2006, per the Court's 

recommendation, Plaintiff was confined in FCI Allenwood. Plaintiff was 

housed in the general population and his conditions of confinement were 

typical relative to those of ordinary inmates and prison life. 

20. On April 3. 2006, the BOP published in the Federal Register a 

proposed regulation titled 11Limited Co1Dl1Junication for Terrorist Inmates.'' 

The regulation would have instituted a regime of severe restrictions on 

the conditions of confinement of inmates who, under the new policy. the 

BOP would classify as "terrorist inmates.I' The proposed regulation 

included limits on those inmates• telephone use, visitation, and use of 

the mail. 

29. The BOP's proposed regulation drew strong objections from a wide 

range of civil liberties organizations. Subsequently, the BOP abandoned 

the required notice and co1Dment procedure as to the proposed regulation, 

and it was never promulgated in the Code of Federal Regulations. Instead, 
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the BOP quietly put into practice policies and procedures substantially 

similar to the proposed regulation, classifying certain prisoners as 

"terrorist inmates" and imposing tight restrictions on their ability to 

communicate and other conditions of their confinement. 

II. Records Violatioos ao~ Agency Intent 

30. The records violations committed by the Defendants in this case 

consist of the failure to maintain accurate records, failure to collect 

information directly from the subject individual, unauthorized disclosure 

of information, failure to amend records, and failure to provide access to 

records. 

31. Plaintiff first became aware of the maintenance, collection, and 

disclosure of the records at issue by way of a February 51 2009 response 

to a request form he submitted to BOP staff. The dates of the remaining 

records violations are discussed infra in the appropriate sections. 

A. Failure to Maintain Accurate Records 

1. Inaccurate Records in a Non-Exempt System of Records 

32. Between April 2004 and the present date, the BOP has continuously 

maintained the inaccurate information that the Court had ordered deleted 

from the final adopted version of Plaintiff's PSR. These records comprise 

the contents of the draft PSR, records containing the material deleted from 

the PSR. or records derived or based on the deleted material. 

33. The inaccurate records maintained by the BOP contain, inter.!.!.!!., 

the following statement, which is a verbatim passage from the redacted last 

sentence of I 42 of the draft PSR: 

Abu Zubair (known more formally as Abu Zubair al Madani) was a member 
of Al Qaeda sent to Bosnia by Bin Ledin to establish camps for Al 
Qaeda. 

34. Between April 2004 and the present date. the BOP has continuously 
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maintained until the present date records derived from what the agency 

describes as "open source reporting,'' containing information suggesting 

that Plaintiff has been affiliated with Al Qaeda, a group designated by 

the United States as a Foreign Terrorist Organization. These records are 

likewise inaccurate. 

35. The inaccurate records maintained by the BOP at issue in this 

case are identifiable, retrievable, and actually retrieved by Plaintiff's 

name. 

36. The inaccurate records are maintained in a system of records 

maintained by the BOP's Counter Terrorism Unit ( 11CTU 11
) or the Intelligence 

Section. The record system containing the inaccurate records is separate 

and distinct from the Inmate Central Records System, i.e., Plaintiff's 

Central Fille, and has not been exempted by the BOP from the Privacy Act 

pursuant to 5 u.s.c. § 552a(•j) and listed at 21l C.F.R. § 116.97. 

2. Willfulness 

37. In maintaining the inaccurate records, the BOP knows, or should 

know, that its actions are unlawful; in doing so, it is flagrantly 

disregarding Plaintiff's rights under the Privacy Act. 

30. The BOP has willfully maintained the records comprising the 

material deleted from Plaintiff's PSR and derived from that material, 

knowing that the United States has stipulated that material to be false, 

that it was deleted by the Court, and that by maintaining those records it 

was contravening a court order. 

39. The BOP has willfully maintained the records comprising the 

material deleted by the Court, despite the agency's possession of the final 

adopted version of the PSR which it received from the USPO through 
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legitimate, authorized channels, and knowing that this was the only 

version of the PSR it was authorized to maintain. The BOP knew, moreover, 

that the USPO would not consent to its maintenance of these records had it 

known about it, indicative of which is that, in August 2009, an employee of 

the BOP with knowledge of the inaccurate records intentionally led an 

officer of the USPO to believe that the BOP did not possess, and had never 

possessed, these records. 

40. Likewise, the BOP has willfully maintained the records derived 

from "open source reportingf1 suggesting that Plaintiff has been affiliated 

with Al Qaeda, despite the agency's knowledge that there is no basis in 

fact for such an assertion. 

41. Indicative of the fact that the BOP has willfully maintained the 

inaccurate records at issue in this case is that it has failed to make any 

attempt to remedy the harm that has resulted to Plaintiff or amend those 

records, desrfte Plaintiff's efforts from February 2009 to the present to 

persuade the BOP to do so. Rather, its position is characterized by 

obfuscation and intransigence, as in this response Plaintiff received from 

a BOP staff member to a written request he submitted: 

You have pursued this issue for some time now from BOP staff and USPO 
staff; you have received responses previously; which have been 
adequately addressed to your inquiries. This issue is repetitive and 
needs no further response. 

B. Failure to Collect Information Directly from Plaintiff 

t. Collection of Infonatioo 

42. The BOP has never attempted to collect directly from Plaintiff 

the information contained in the records at issue in this case. Instead, 

the BOP chose to circumvent Plaintiff and collect the information concerning 

hi111 from the Unknown Federal Agency and "o i:en source reporting.,• 
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43. The BOP knew when it collected the information contained in the 

records at issue in this case that had it instead chosen to first elicit 

the information directly from Plaintiff, he could have done nothing to 

destroy, alter, or conceal that information. Moreover, the BOP knew when it 

collected this information that no obstacles or legitimate considerations 

existed that would have militated against first eliciting that information 

directly from Plaintiff. 

2. Willfuloeas 

44. In failing to collect the information contained in the records at 

issue in this case directly from Plaintiff, the BOP knew, or should have 

known, that its actions were unlawful; in doing so. the agency flagrantly 

disregarded Plaintiff's rights under the Privacy Act. In support of this 

assertion, PJaintiff restates and incorporates by reference herein,, 3R-39 

and 42-43, supra. 

c. Oaautborized Disclosure of Records 

1. Records in a System of Records 

45. The Unknown Federal Agency did not seek Plaintiff's consent prior 

to disclosing the records about him to the BOP. 

46. Upon information and belief, the records concerning Plaintiff 

disclosed by the Unknown Federal Agency were identifiable, retrievable, and 

actually retrieved by Plaintiff's name, and were contained in a system of 

records. The basis for this assertion is that the records at issue are 

inherently identifiable by Plaintiff's na~e, and because records in criminal 

cases are typically maintained by this federal agency in a system of 

records. 

2. Noo-hempt Disclosure 

47. None of the Privacy Act's enumerated exceptions to the 
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prohibition of unauthorized disclosure apply in this case. 

4R. The BOP had no legitimate need in performing its duties for the 

records disclosed to it by the Unknown Federal Agency. 

49. The BOP was not authorized by law to perform any activity with 

these records. inasmuch as the information contained therein had been 

deleted by court order. 

50. Upon information and belief, the director of the BOP did not make 

a written request for these records to the Unknown Federal Agency as 

required by the Privacy Act. The basis for this assertion is the remoteness 

of the possiblity that the director of the BOP would make a formal written 

request in conformity with the law for a record, the possession of which 

would contravene a court order. 

3. Willfulness 

51. In disclosing the records to the BOP without Plaintiff's consent, 

the Unknown Federal Agency knew, or should have known, that its actions 

were unlawful; in doing so, the agency flagrantly disregarded Plaintiff's 

rights under the Privacy Act. 

52. When it disclosed the records to the BOP without Plaintiff's 

consent, the Unknown Federal Agency well knew that the United States had 

stipulated the information to be false, and that by disclosing the records 

it was contravening a court order. The agency knew, moreover, that such 

records were generallyconfidential court documents unlawful to disclose to 

a third party. 

53. When it disclosed the records to the BOP without Plaintiff's 

consent, the Unknown Federal Agency well knew that the BOP had already 

received or would receive, through legitimate, authorized channels, a copy 

of the final adopted version of Plaintiff's PSR from the USPO, and that 
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this was the only version of the PSR the BOP was authorized to receive, and 

the only version it needed to perform its duties. Moreover, the Unknown 

Federal Agency knew that the USPO would not have consented to its disclosure 

had it been aware of it. 

D. Failure to Amend Records 

t. First Record Amendment Request 

54. On June 22, 2009, Plaintiff submitted a letter via U.S. mail to 

the BOP's FOIA/PA Section asking that the agency amend, pursuant to the 

Privacy Act, the inaccurate records containing the information deleted from 

the PSR and the information collected from "open source reporting.'\ The 

amendment request specified the records system in which the records were 

maintained and noted that the record system was not the Inmate Central 

Record System or any properly exempted record system. 

2. Second Record Amendmellt Request 

55. On July 20, 2009, Plaintiff submitted a second letter via U.S. 

mail to the BOP's FOIA/PA Section asking that the agency amend, pursuant to 

the Privacy Act, all records derived from the material deleted by the Court 

from the PSR, including any records referencing Plaintiff's alleged 

association with a so-called "Bosnian terrorist group.''- The import of this 

second amendment request, Plaintiff explained therein, was to encompass all 

records derived from the records that were the subject of the June 22, 2009 

amendment request. Like the first request, the July 20, 2009 request 

specified the non-exempt record system in which the subject records were 

maintained. 

56. Plaintiff received a letter dated August 19, 2009, from Wanda M. 

Hunt. Chief of the BOP's FOIA/PA Section. The Jetter asserted that Plaintiff 

was not permitted to request amendment of records located in the Inmate 
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Central Records System. The letter was a generic form letter and contained 

no reference to the specific subject records of the two requests or to 

which of the amendment requests the letter was in response to. Nor did the 

letter address Plaintiff's specification that he sought amendment of records 

not located in the Inmate Central Records System. 

57. Although the BOP failed to review his two amendment requests in 

conformity with the Privacy Act, PJaintiff elected to administratively 

appeal Ms. Hunt's letter with an August 25, 2009 letter to the DOJ's Office 

of Information Policy. The stated grounds of the appeal were that, in his 

two amendment requests, Plaintiff had specified that the records he sought 

amendment of were not located in the Inmate Central Records System or any 

other exempt records system. 

5n. The August 25, 2009 appeal letter further noted that Plaintiff 

had submitted two separate amendment requests, and that the letter from Ms. 

Hunt had failed to identify which of the two requests had been addressed. 

So, in an abundence of caution, Plaintiff wrote in his appeal letter that 

he deemed it an appeal from the denial of both amendment requests, but that 

if he were to receive a subsequent letter specifically denying the July 20, 

2009 request, he would appeal that denial separately. 

59. Plaintiff received a letter dated September 14 1 2009, from the 

Office of Information Policy stating that his appeal had been forwarded to 

a different office for processing. The letter gave no date as to when a 

response to the appeal could be expected. 

60. Plaintiff has received no further letters to date concerning his 

two amendment requests or his appeal. 
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E. Failure to Provide Acceaa to Records 

t. First Acceaa Request 

61. On June 2, 2009, Plaintiff submitted a letter via u.s. mail to 

the BOP's FOIA1PA Section requesting, pursuant to the Privacy Act and the 

Freedom of Information Act, access to, inter alia, 

a copy of the record derived from "open source reporting 11 referenced 
by the (BOP) Central Office employee in the February 5, 2009 response 
to my inmate request to staff, along with any associated documents 
relevant to this record ••• 

Plaintiff requested other records in the letter but that portion of the 

request is not at issue here. 

62. Plaintiff received a letter dated July n, 2009, from Ms. Hunt of 

the BOP's FOIA/PA Section. The letter made reference to the Freedom of 

Information Act but no reference whatsoever to the Privacy Act. As to the 

relevant records, Ms. Hunt stated that "no records were located responsive" 

to the request. 

63. On July 20, 2009, Plaintiff submitted a letter via U.S. mail to 

the DOJ 1 s Office of Information Policy. Although the BOP had failed to 

process his request under the Privacy Act, he designated his letter as an 

appeal under FOIA as well as the Privacy Act. As iertains to the records at 

issue, Plaintiff appealed on the grounds that 

( t)he BOP knows precisely which of its employees utilized the "open 
source reporting" record, yet it claims it cannot find that record. 
The BOP merely needs to inquire of the employee whose name it redacted 
as to where this record is located, and it will be able to produce 
said record in response to my request. Clearly the agency's search was 
inadequate. 

64. Plaintiff received a letter dated September 2S, 2009, from the 

Office of Information Policy. In relevant part, the office wrote that it 

had 11determined that BOP conducted an adequate, reasonable search for 
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records responsive to your request.,, The letter informed Plaintiff of his 

right to sue under FOIA. 

2. Second Access Request 

65. On July 20 1 2009 1 Plaintiff submitted e letter via u.s. mail t~ 

the BOP's FOIA/PA Section requesting 1 pursuant to the Privacy Act and the 

Freedom of Information Act 1 access to 

all records maintained on me by the Counter Terrorism Unit ("CTU") 
section of the BOP 1 to include records maintained by the CTU in that 
section's Washington 1 DC Jocation 1 as well as its fflartinsburg, West 
Virginia (location]. 

66. In that letter, Plaintiff also requested access to all documents 

generated by the CTU and the BOP's Correctional Programs Division concerning 

the decision to place him in the Communications Management Unit, to include 

records concerning his transfer to that unit. 

67. In that letter, Plaintiff emphasized that he was not seeking 

records maintained solely in his Central File, i.e. 1 the Inmate Central 

Records System. 

6R. Plaintiff received a letter dated August 13 1 2009 1 from the BOP's 

North Central Regional Office. The letter stated that the agency was 

extending the time limit for processing his request by 10 days and that it 

would respond to the request no later than August 24 1 2009. 

69. Plaintiff received a letter dated September 30, 2009 1 from Ms. 

Hunt of the BOP's FOIA/PA Section. In the letter, Ms. Hunt stated that 

Plaintiff's records request would be processed only as a FOIA request, not 

as a Privacy Act request, because 

(t]he information you seek is being maintained in a Privacy Act system 
of records that has been exempted from the access provision of the 
Privacy Act by the Director of this agency ••• Thus you have no right of 
access to this information under the Privacy Act. 

Ms. Hunt did not state the name of the supposedly exempt records system. 
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70. As to the records maintained on Plaintiff by the CTU, Ms. Hunt 

stated that nine folders of records had been located, that one page of one 

folder could be released, and that the remaining eight folders were being 

withheld in their entirety. 

71. As to these withheld records, the reasorsHs. Hunt gave for her 

determination were that one of the nine folders held by the CTU constituted 

Plaintiff's PSR, and that BOP regulations prohibit inmates from possessing 

their PSRs; therefore, said Ms. Hunt, Plaintiff would have to contact his 

correctional counselor to review the PSR in his Central File. As to the 

remaining folders, Ms. Hunt stated that they were being withheld under the 

following FOIA exemptions: (b)(2), (b)(S), (b)(7)(C), (b)(7)(E), and 

(b)(7)(F). Ms. Hunt did not specify which exceptions allegedly applied to 

which records in which folders. 

72. As to Plaintiff's request for access to all documents generated 

by the CTtJ and the Correctional Programs Division concerning his placement 

and transfer to the CMU, Hs. Hunt stated that two pages were found and that 

both could be released. 

73. In November 2009, Plaintiff submitted a letter via U.S. mail to 

DOJ 1 s Office of Information Policy. Although the BOP had failed to process 

his request under the Privacy Act 1 Plaintiff designated his letter as an 

appeal under FOtA as well as the Privacy Act. As to the decision concerning 

the records held on him by the CTU, Plaintiff stated the following grounds 

for his appeal: (1) the request should have been processed under the Privacy 

Act because the CTU's record system is not exempt from that act; (2) the 

cited FOIA exemptions were not applicable; (·3) the BOP should not have 

withheld every record in its entirety, but should have only redacted the 

relevant data; (4) the copy of the PSR maintained in the CTU's system of 
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records is a different version of his PSR than the copy held by his 

correctional counselor in the Inmate Central Records System, and it is the 

former he wished to review, not the latter; (S) the BOP should have stated 

the nature of the withheld records and how many were in each folder. 

74. As to the records concerning his placement in the CMU, Plaintiff 

challenged the adequacy of the BOP's search. He noted that a similar 

FOIA/PA request by a fellow inmate of the Communications Hanagement Unit 

had resulted in a detailed memorandum from the CTU Chief concerning the 

reasons for that inmate's transfer. It was this sort of document that 

Plaintiff sought, he wrote. 

75. Plaintiff received a letter fro» the Office of Information Policy 

dated December 4, 2009, acknowledging receipt of his appeal and notifying 

him that the response would be delayed. 

76. Plaintiff has received no further letters to date concerning this 

records request. 

III. Adverse Determiaatioa aad Effect 

77. Except for brief periods of administrative or disciplinary 

segregation, Plaintiff was a member of the general inmate population from 

the time of his arrest in June 2003 until December 2006, both in the county 

jails he was confined in and at FCI Allenwood. 

70. As a member of the general population at FCI Allenwood, Plaintiff 

was subject to the ordinary conditions of prison life. 

79. As an ordinary inmate in the general population, Plaintiff had 

the run of the prison and access to its facilities, a condition that allowed 

him the semblance of an ordinary life. He was able to run outdoors on a 

lengthy track breathing fresh air. He had the opportunity to enroll in a 

vocational training course and earn a carpentry license, or take academic 
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courses for college credit. He was on the waiting list to work in the 

prison factory, where inmates earned up to $100 a month. 

no. As an ordinary inmate in the general population, Plaintiff enjoyed 

up to forty hours of full contact visits a month with his wife, two elderly 

parents, and four young children. With the close physical contact and the 

substantial time afforded, Plaintiff and his wife were able to maintain 

their marriage relationship. He could hug her, provide her with comfort and 

advice, and participate in household decisions. Plaintiff was Able to remain 

a father figure for his children, bouncing them on his knee, playing games 

with them, offering guidance, and mediating squabbles. He and his parents 

were able to draw closer than they had ever been through hours of quality 

time spent discussing the important things of life over coffee. 

nt. Sometime after his arrival at FCI Allenwood in about August 2004 

and prior to December 2006, pursuant to the policies and procedures it 

quietly adopted after the failure of its proposed regulation,.!!!. 11 20-29, 

supra, the BOP classified Plaintiff as a ''terrorist inmate•• and determined 

that, for the remainder of his prison sentence, he would be subject to 

harsh restrictions on his ability to communicate and other conditions of his 

confinement. 

A. Proxiroate Cause 

112. The BOP's decision to classify Plaintiff as a "terrorist inmate" 

and to impose harsh, indefinite restrictions on his conditions of 

confinement, was based in substantial part, though not wholly, on the 

inaccurate records that the BOP maintained and failed to collect directly 

from P1aintiff, and that the Unkown Federal Agency disclosed without 

Plaintiff's consent. 

03. Per its policies and procedures, the inaccurate records at issue 
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in this case are sufficient to have triggered the BOP's determination to 

classify Plaintiff as a "terrorist inmate," even had those records been the 

sole existing basis for that determination. 

R4. Whether the BOP's technical term for its classification of 

Plaintiff is "terrorist inmate, 11 or some other term or label or 

euphemism, or even a de facto classification without a specific label, the 

effect is the same, and the agency's determination was in any event based 

in substantial part on the inaccurate records at issue in this case. 

B. Adversity 

RS. The adverse effects which Plaintiff has suffered as a consequence 

of the ac~ions of the BOP and the Unknown Federal Agency include the 

violation of his constitutional rights to due process and freedom of speech 

and association, loss of consortium, emotional trauma with physical 

symptoms, loss of income, and damage to his reputation. 

1. Due Process 

R6. The adverse effects suffered by Plaintiff as a consequence of the 

BOP's determination to classify him, de factoor otherwise, as a "terrorist 

inmate, 11 do not inhere solely in the place of incnrc~ration, but in the 

classification itself. In other words, the classification means that the 

atypical conditiona of confinement are applied to Plaintiff regardless of 

which prison or housing unit he is confined in. 

R7. However, due to the practical requirements of maintaining the 

atypical restrictions that accompany the P1terrorist inmate" classification, 

the BOP generally houses such prisoners only in the harshest, most 

restrictive prisons and housing units in the federal prison system, namely: 

the "supermax" prison in Florence, Colorado ("ADX Florence"); the 

Communications Management Unit ("CMU") at Federal Correctional Institution 
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Terre Haute ("FCI Terre Haute") or the CHU ot the federal prison in Marion, 

Illinois; the Special Management Unit ("SHU") at USP Lewisburg, a unit 

actually intended for use as a gang management program; or under 

heightened restrictions in a Special Housing Unit ("SHU") at a prison 

where an inmate is on "holdover" status, that is, pending transfer to one 

of the aforementioned locations. Hence, it is the classification itself 

that determines the "terrorist inmate!1 s" conditions of confinement, not 

the particular prison or housing unit in which the BOP confines him. 

Regardless of his housing unit, these conditions of confinement are meant 

to endure indefinitely. 

flfl. In December 2006, without warning, Plaintiff was taken from his 

cell in FCI Allenwood and placed in the SHU. He was given an 11 Administrative 

Detention Order" signed by a lieutenant stating the reason for his SHU 

placement as "pending Classification.,• That was Plaintiff's last day in the 

general population. 

fl9. Days later, BOP officers in black suits, helmets, body armor, and 

tactical gear escorted Plaintiff to a waiting van guarded by similarly

outfitted men with automatic weapons. This is not the BOP's ordinary 

procedure for prisoner transfers. 

90. Plaintiff was driven to USP Lewisburg for holdover, where he 

joined 15 other men -- i1'3 of them Mus•lims, a 11 alleged by the BOP to have 

terrorism connections -- who had arrived from prisons across the United 

States. The group were held in isolation cells in the SHU. 

91. The next day, Plaintiff and the other 15 men were transported to 

the former death row at FCt Terre Haute. They were the first inmates to be 

confined in what the BOP had christened the Communications Management Unit. 

Plaintiff was confined in this unit from December 2006 to October 2009. 
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92. As of September 2009, of the more than 60 current or former Terre 

Haute CHU inmates, all but four were alleged by the BOP to have connections 

to political or religious extremism or terrorism. More than 40 have been 

Muslims. 

93. In accord with the BOP's procedures for "terrorist inmates,'' the 

CMU is completely sealed off from the rest of FCI Terre Haute, and CMU 

inmates are not permitted to have any contact with the general inmate 

population, or to use the facilities and resources that other inmates have 

access to. 

94. While the CHU inmates are allowed out of their cells, they are not 

permitted to leave the tight quarters of the housing unit. Steel slats 

obscure the view from the windows. Recreation takes place in steel cages, 

far from FCI Terre Haute 1 s large, well-equipped recreation yard and lengthy 

track. CMU inmates have no access to the prison chapel, and unlike inmates 

in the general population, they are penriitted to pray in congregation only 

on Friday. They are not permitted to study religious topics together, even 

one-on-one. 

95. CMU inmates have no access to college credit courses, as Plaintiff 

had at FCI Allenwood, and as federal regulations require. There are no 

prison factory jobs, as federal regulations also require, and no opportunity 

for vocational training like in the general population. 

96. At the CHU, Plaintiff was permitted to make only one 15 minute 

telephone call a week, compared to the 300 minutes of telephone time that 

the geneal population inmates receive. For three years he was permitted to 

make telephone calls only on business days between R:30 am and 2:30 pm, 

with the result that months went by when Plaintiff could not speak with his 

school-age children. Inmates in the general population can make phone calls 
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at nights and on weekends. 

97. In contrast to the visits Plaintiff enjoyed as an ordinary inmate 

in the general population,.!!!,_ 1 01, supra, at the CMU he was permitted 

visits only behind glass and bars, communicating through a telephone. Visits 

were restricted to just two hours, just twice a month. In violation of 

federal regulations, visits were permitted on business days only, see 20 

C.F.R. 540.42(c), and only during business hours. The practical effect of 

this was to render family visits a rare, logistically difficult hardship. 

9A. The BOP's Central Office has described the CHU as a "control 

unit.f' Title 2A C.F.R. § 54l.40(c) states that control units are "intended 

to place into a separate unit those inmates who are unable to function in a 

less restrictive environment without being a threat to others or to the 

orderly operation of the institution.r 

99. The BOP has indicated that the CMUs are operated under BOP Program 

Statement 5270.07, a set of policies issued by the agency pursuant to 20 

C.F.R. §§ 541.10-.23, titled 11 lnmate Discipline and Special Housing Units.'' 

100. In October 2009 at the Terre Haute CMU, Plaintiff received an 

incident report for involvement in an altercation. To separate him from the 

other inmates involved, he was transferred to FCI Greenville pending his 

transfer to another facility. He was placed in the SHU. 

101.As a consequence of his "terrorist inmate" classification, the 

BOP instructed FCI Greenville staff to impose, to the greatest extent 

possible, precisely the same restrictions on Plaintiff's communications and 

other conditions of confinement that were imposed on him at the CHU. For 

example, Plaintiff is isolated to a greater extent than is typical for the 

SHU. He is not allowed to exercise in the recreation cages at the same time 

as other SHU inmates, and staff have placed sandbags in front of his cell 
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door. Also unlike other SHU inmates, the BOP has instructed FCI Greenville 

staff that Plaintiff is not permitted to have contact visits. 

102. Initially upon his arrival at FCI Greenville, staff told Plaintiff 

that he would either eventually be sent back to the Terre Haute CHU, or be 

transferred to the Marion CHU. In December 2009, Plaintiff was informed that 

the BOP intends to transfer him to ADX Florence. He was then given a 

psychological evaluation preparatory to that transfer, which has yet to be 

approved or finalized. 

103. The reason that the BOP intends to transfer Plaintiff to ADX 

Florence is not because his disciplinary violation was particularly severe; 

rather, the reason is that the 11 terrorist inmate" classification the BOP has 

imposed on Plaintiff limits the agency as to where it can house him. If the 

transfer to ADX takes place, Plaintiff will be housed in the area of the 

prison reserved for "terrorist inmates," not with the inmates sent to ADX 

for disciplinary reasons. If the transfer to ADX does not take place, the 

BOP's procedures for 'teerrorist inmates 11 dictate that Plaintiff will be 

sent to a CHU, the SHU gang program at USP Lewisburg, or kept indefinitely 

in the SHU at FCI Greenville. In-any event, the BOP intends to permanently 

maintain the same harshJ atypical conditions of confinement. 

104 •. Hence, any hearings or other apparent procedural protections a 

"terrorist inmate0 might he afforded regarding housing in ADX Florence or 

the SHU at USP Lewisburg are illusory and meaningless. This is because 

if an inmate is released from, or avoids transfer to, one of these units, 

he is merely going out of the frying pan and into the fire, as it were. The 

BOP keeps substantially similar conditions of confinement in place regardless 

of where such inmates are confined. 
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LOS. Federal regulations and BOP policies establish procedures that 

purport to protect inmates from the arbitrary imposition of harsh, atypical 

conditions of confinement like those the BOP has permanently imposed on 

Plaintiff. These protections include: (1) hearings held prior to or shortly 

after the imposition of those conditions; (2) 110tice to the inmate of 

criteria for release from those conditions; and (13) notice of the projected 

date of the inmate's release from those conditions. Plaintiff has never 

received any of these protections as to his classification as a "terrorist 

inmate" or the attendant conditions of confinement. 

106. fhere is no regulatory or statutory framework or basis providing 

for the BOP to declare inmates to be "terrorists," permanently impose upon 

them the harshest conditions of confinement in the federal prison system, 

disqualify them from any procedural protections as to those conditions, and, 

for the remainder of their prison sentence, shuttle them around an 

archipelago of SHUs, SMUs, CMUs, and the federal supermax prison. 

2. Freedom of Speech and Association 

107. Forcing Plaintiff to "visit" with his family separated frOIP them 

by a concrete wall, peering through a window of glass and bars, and audible 

only through a telephone, impinges on his ability to communicate and 

associate with them. He cannot communicate through touch: through a kiss on 

his daughter's cheek or by pressing his mother's hand. He cannot conduct 

group conversations with multiple visitors due to the limitation of the 

single- telephone handset. And he cannot surmount the psychological and 

emotional barrier to communication erected by the physical barrier between 

him and his visiting family. 

ion.The sole reason the BOP gives for disallowing Plaintiff's contact 

visits is that his offense conduct -- in which the BOP prominently includes 
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the inaccurate information concerning him in its records -- necessitates 

monitoring of his communication. 

109. there is no rational rational relationship between the goal of 

monitoring Plaintiff's communications and a total, permanent ban on 

physical contact with his family. Even if it is somehow rationally related, 

it is an exaggerated response to that concern. 

110. The BOP has never claimed that Plaintiff committed any actions 

during his contact visits that posed a threat to the security of the 

institution or the public. The BOP has never claimed, and has no evidence 

to suggest, that Plaintiff has misused his visits to co1111DUnicate anything 

of a dangerous or illicit nature. 

111. In the CHU and in all of its facilities, the BOP has installed 

multiple cameras and hypersensitive microphones. And its officers thoroughly 

and expertly strip search all inmates both before and after contact visits. 

After exhausting his administrative remedies on this issue, and after tens 

of conversations with BOP staff and officials -- in~luding the then-director 

of the Correctional Programs Division -- the BOP has never been able to 

explain why such measumswould not meet its need of monitoring Plaintiff's 

communication. 

3. Loss of Consortium 

112. Incarceration does not, in itself, necessarily result in the 

disintegration of a prisoner's relationship with his family. On the 

contrary, the maintenance of such relationships is regarded as being of 

great penological value. Telephone calls and contact visits are two of the 

main avenues that the BOP provides for in~ates to maintain their family 

relationships. 
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113. As previously noted, BOP inmates in the general population are 

afforded 300 minutes of telephone time a month, and they may call at nights 

and on weekends. In this way, they can speak for hours every month with 

their family members, even if they work or go to school. 

114. Also as noted, BOP inmates in the general population have contact 

visits with their families for over 40 hours a month. The BOP permits contact 

visits for the general population because of their superiority over non

contact visits in strengthening inmates' relationships with their families. 

Families may visit on weekends and federal holidays and some weekdays, 

making possible the lengthy weekend or holiday roadtrips often necessary 

as in Plaintiff's case -- for travel to remote federal prisons. 

115. In December 2006, when the BOP classified Plaintiff as a "terrorist 

inmatj'and shipped him about 000 miles from his family, imposed a total and 

permanent ban on all physical contact with them, and sharply curtailed the 

amount of his calls and visits and t~e days and times they were permitted, 

the agency delivered a shattering blow to his relationship with his wife and 

children. 

116. The Defendants' actions have irrevocably damaged Plaintiff's 

marital relationship. The dissolution of his marriage began with the loss 

of the hugs, kisses, and hand-holding the couple enjoyed at FCI Allenwood. 

The physical barrier between Plaintiff and his wife at their non-contact 

visits at the Terre Haute CMU laid the foundation for an emotional barrier. 

The great physical distance between the prison and their home in Northern 

Virginia became an emotional distance. His wife's visits became rarer as her 

desire for brief, non-contact, emotionally unsatisfying visits with her 

husband waned. tlJf we had contact visits I could stay with him, 11 she 
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confided to a friend. She sought and obtained a religious divorce. They 

have not seen each other in over a year. 

117. The Defendants• actions have likewise damaged Plaintiff's parental 

relationship with his children. Because they usually visit with their 

mother, Plaintiff has not seen the two youngest in over a year. Even when 

the children do visit, seeing their father behind glass and bars is a 

troubling, alienating experience for them. Because communication is through 

a telephone, Plaintiff can only speak with one child at a time, making 

normal family conversation impossible. Because he is forbidden to hold them, 

kiss them, or play with them, their rare visits do little to renew the 

weakening bond between them. And on top of all this, because of the ROP's 

rule that Plain ti ff cannot use the telephone after 2: 30 pm, over the pa st 

three years, months have gone by when he has not sicken to his children 

because they are in school at the time. 

4. Emotional Trauma 

11n. Plaintiff's family is the most important thing to him in this 

world, the axis around which his worldly existence revolves. The void left 

by the loss of his wife, the impotence he feels in seeing his children grow 

up without his guidance, influence, and love -- not even to the limited 

extent possible under typical conditions of confinement -- have afflicted 

him with severe bouts of grief, anxiety, and stress. The physical 

Nnifestations of this are detailed in the next section. 

5. Da•aged Reputation 

119. Upon information and belief, information contained in or derived 

from the inaccurate records at issue in this case is accessible to BOP 

officers and staff, and has been even before the BOP imposed the atypical 
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conditions of confinement on him in December 2006. 

120. Examples of manifestations of the damage to Plaintiff 1 s 

reputation include the following: In 2006 a BOP officer at Harrisburg 

International Airport in Harrisburg, Pennsylvania told Plaintiff: '1 read 

your paperwork and I don't like it. 11 In the same year, a guard at USP 

Lewisburg held a mirror up to Plaintiff's face while he was shackled and 

told him he would forcibly shave off his religious beard, and that he 

would put Plaintiff in a eel 1 with gang members who "owed him a favor" 

and would beat him up. A guard at the Oklahoma City prisoner transfer 

center called Plaintiff 11his little terrorist 11 and held pictures up to 

his cell window which he claimed he'd printed off the Internet supposedly 

depicting Muslim men in positions of prayer being sodomized. Guards at 

FCl Allenwood 11 stripping out" Plaintiff prior to his transportation on 

writ told Plaintiff in a menacing fashion to close the door of the small 

laundry room they were in. When Plaintiff asked why they wanted the door 

closed for him but not for the inmates who had gone before him, one 

replied, "We read your pa rerwork. We might have to fight you." 

IV. Actual Damages 

121. As a consequence of Defendants• actions and failures to act, 

Plaintiff has suffered actual damages, including the violation of his 

constitutional rights, loss of consortium, emotional trauma, damaged 

reputation, and loss of income. 

A. Coostitutiooal Violations 

122. Plaintiff has been injured by the deprivation of his right to 

due process under the Fifth Amendment and his right to freedom of speech 

and association under the First Amendment. In support of this allegation, 

Plaintiff restates and incorporates herein~, 06-111, supra. 
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B. Loss of Consortium 

123. Because of Defendants• actions, Plaintiff has lost his wife's 

society, companionship, fellowship, and conjugal affection. He no longer 

makes decisions concerning his household; he no longer has a household. 

Plaintiff has lost the comfort of his wife, her attention, and her love. 

Defendants' actions have deprived Plaintiff of his pillar of support. 

124. Because of Defendants• actions, Plaintiff has lost his ability 

to guide and care for his children. He can no longer comfort them or be 

comforted by them. He cannot offer them solace and advice as they endure 

the challenges of growing into adolescence. Plaintiff and his children 

cannot share affection, attention, and love. Defendants have inflicted 

serious damage on the parental bond between these children and their 

father. 

c. Esotiooal Trauaaa 

125. Because of Defendants' actions in causing the loss to Plaintiff 

of his family's society, he has suffered emotional trauma with physical 

manifestations. He has experienced bouts of debilitating grief resulting 

in changes in his behavior and a negative impact on his conduct and 

lifestyle. The severity of these emotions ebbs and flows, so that for 

periods of weeks or months his anguish saps his motivation, confining him 

to his bed and causing him to withdraw from social interaction and to 

abandon his reading and his exercise. Plaintiff's desire for sleep and 

difficulty doing so leads him to rely on allergy medication for sleep 

during the worst of these periods. 

126. As the years have passed without his family, Plaintiff's manner 

and attitude have become characterized by bitterness and cynicism, to the 

extent that BOP staff and other inmates have noticed the change in his 

personality. ''You've changed since you first got here, 11 one officer at 
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FCJTerre Haute frequently remarked during Plaintiff's last months at the 

unit. 1if you're miserable, don't make everyone around you miserable, too," 

he once advised. Also, Plaintiff often experiences spontaneous tears when 

he sees children on television. His grief has dulled his appetite and 

rendered eating a tedious chore. 

127. Plaintiff suffers from stress and anxiety as a result of the 

loss of his family connections, and has sought and received counseling 

and literature from prison psychologists. He suffers from headaches, a 

racing heart, and tightness of chest during the worst of his ieriods of 

grief and anguish. Plaintiff sought treatment for his racing heart. 

D. Damaged Reputation 

120. Defendants' circulation of the false claim that Plaintiff trained 

and fought with an Al Qaeda associate is per se defamatory. Moreover, it 

has resulted in threats to Plaintiff, abuse, and embarassment. 

E. Finaoeial Loss 

129. Inmates in the general population have .the opportunity to work 

in prison factories that comprise the Federal Prison Industries, also known 

as UNICOR. Indeed, federal regulations require that these jobs be 

available to such inmates. 

130. As previously noted, at FCI Allenwood, inmates could make up to 

$100 a month working at UNICOR, and Plaintiff was on the waiting list to 

work there as well. In that way. Plaintiff could have earned money for 

commissary purchases, telephone calls, or even to buy gifts or pay bills 

for his family. But as a ••terrorist inmate," Plaintiff is housed under 

conditions that provide him no opportunity to work in a prison factory. 

Claims for Relief 

131. The allegations contained in 11 l-~30, supra, are restated and 
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incorporated by reference within each of the following claims for 

relief. 

1. Count One: Failure to Kaiotain Accurate Records 
~e)(S) & (g)(l)(C) 

5 u.s.c. § 552a 

132. Between April 2004 and the present, Defendant BOP, through its 

officers, employees, or agents, bas intentionally and willfully maintained 

inaccurate records pertaining to Plaintiff in a non-exempt system of 

records, to wit, records comprising the contents of Plaintiff's draft PSR 

or records derived from said contents, which records were a substantial 

cause of a BOP determination adverse to Plaintiff, from which he suffered 

actual damages. 

II. Count Two: Failure to Maiotain Accurate Records - 5 u.s.c. § 552a 
We)(S) & (g)(l)(C) 

133. Between April 2004 and the present, Defendant BOP, through its 

officers, employees, or agents, has intentionally and willfully maintained 

inaccurate records, to wit, records containing or derived from "open source 

reporting/' suggesting that Plaintiff has been associated with Al Qaeda, 

which records were a substantial cause of a BOP determination adverse to 

Plaintiff, from which he suffered actual damages. 

III. Couat Th~ee: _Failure to Collect Information Directly From Subject 
Individual - 5 u.s.c. § 552af0e)(2) & (g)(l)(D) 

134. Between April 2004 and December 2006, Defendant BOP, through its 

officers, employees, or agents, intentionally and willfully failed to 

elicit information directly from Plaintiff to the greatest extent 

practicable, to wit, the contents of Plaintiff's draft PSR; and Defendant 

has maintained such information, both itself and in a derivative form, in 

records maintained in a non-exempt system of records, which records were 

a substantial cause to him of adverse effects from which he suffered actual 
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damages. 

IV. Count Four: Failure to Collect lnfon,atioo Directly fr0at Subject 
Individual - 5 U.S.C. f 552a(e)(2) & (g)(l)(D) 

135. Between April 2004 and December 2006, Defendant BOP, through its 

officers, employees, or agents, intentionally and willfully failed to 

elicit information directly from Plaintiff to the greatest extent 

practicable, to wit, ''open source reporting" suggesting that Plaintiff has 

been associated with Al Qaeda; and Defendant has maintained such 

information, both itself and in derivative form, in records maintained in 

a non-exempt system of records, which records were a substantial cause to 

him of adverse effects from which ho suffered actual damages. 

v. Count Five: Ooautborized Disclosure of Records - 5 o.s.c. f 552a(b) 
& (1g)(t)(D) 

136. Between April 2004 and December 2006, Defendant Unknown Federal 

Agency, through its officers, employees, or agents, intentionally and 

willfully disseminated to an unauthorized agency, without Plaintiff's 

consent, the content of records relating to Plaintiff that are maintained 

by Defendant Unknown Federal Agency in a system of records, to wit, the 

contents of Plaintiff's draft PSR, which records were a substantial cause 

to him of adverse effects from which he suffered actual damages. 

Vt. Count Six: Failure to Amend Records - 5 o.s.c. § 552al0g)Dl)[~) 

137. Despite Plaintiff's properly filed June 22, 2009 request for 

amendment of records pertaining to him maintained by Defendant BOP in a 

non-exempt system of records, to wit, the records comprising the contents 

of the draft PSR and the records derived from •open source reporting,'' 

suggesting that Plaintiff has been associated with Al Qaeda, the BOP haA 

n,ade a determination under subsection (d)(3) of the Privacy Act not to 

amend those records, or it has failed to review the amendment request in 
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conformity with that subsection. 

13R. With his August 25, 2009 Jetter of arpeal from the BOP's denial 

of his amendment request or failure to review his request, Plaintiff has 

exhausted the administrative remedy JTOCess as to this claim. 

VII. Count Seven: Failure to Amend Records -- 5 u.s.c. § 552a(lg)(l)(A) 

139. Despite Plaintiff's properly filed July 20, 2009 request for 

S1Dendment of records pertaining to him maintained by Defendant BOP in a 

non-exempt system of records, to wit, the records derived from the 

contents of the draft PSR, including any reference to a so-called "Bosnian 

terrorist group, 11 the BOP has made a determination under subsection (1d)( 3) 

of the Privacy Act not to amend those records, or it has failed to review 

the amendment request in conformity with that subsection. 

140. With his August 25, 2009 letter of aweal from the BOP's denial 

of his amendment request, Plaintiff has exhausted the administrative 

remedy process as to this claim. 

VIit, Count Eight: Failure to Provide Access to Records - 5 u.s.c. §§ 
552(a)(4)(B) & 552a(g)(l)(B) 

141. Despite Plaintiff's properly filed June 21 2009 request under 

FOIA and the Privacy Act for access to records maintained by Defendant BOP 

in a non-exempt system of records, to wit, the records derived from "open 

source reportin~1 suggesting that Plaintiff has been associated with Al 

Qaeda, the BOP failed to review that request in conformity with the Privacy 

Act. 

142. The BOP failed to make a good faith effort to conduct a search 

for the records sought in the June 21 2009 request using methods which 

could reasonably be expected to produce the information requested. 

1Li3. With his July 20, 2009 letter of a weal from the BOP' s denial of 
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his records access request, and the DOJ's September 25, 2009 determination 

upholding the relevant portion of that denial, Plaintiff has exhausted the 

administrative remedy ~ocess as to this claim. 

IX. Count Riae: Failure to Provide Access to aeorda 
552(a)(4)(B) & 552-«lg)(l)IOB) 

5 o.s.c. H 

144. Despite Plaintiff's properly filed July 20, 2009 request under 

FOIA and the Privacy Act for access to records maintained by Defendant BOP 

in a non-exempt system of records, to wit, all records maintained by the 

agency's Counter Terrorism Unit pertaining to Plaintiff, as well as all 

records maintained by the CTU and the Correctional Programs Division 

concerning the decision to designate and transfer him to the Communications 

Management Unit, the BOP failed to review that request in conformity with 

the Privacy Act. 

145. The BOP 1 s determination to withhold all of the aforementioned 

records, to wit, the nine folders maintained on Plaintiff by the CTU, on 

the basis of various FOIA exemptions, was unjustified. 

146. The BOP failed to make a good faith effort to conduct a search 

for the other records sought in Plaintiff's July 20, 2009 request, to wit, 

the records maintained by the Correctional Programs Division or CTU 

concerning the decision to designate and transfer him to the CHU. 

147. With his November 2009 letter of arpeal from the denial of his 

records access request, Plaintiff has exhausted the administrative remedy 

process as to this claim. 

x. Count Ten: Violation of Due Process - Fifth Amendment to the U.S. 
Constitution 

14ij. From December 2006 and continuing to the present, Defendant BOP 

has failed to afford Plaintiff due process with respect to its 

classification of him as a "terrorist inmate'' and its concomitant 
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imposition upon him of harsh, atypical conditions of confinement for the 

duration of his prison sentence. 

149. This claim is brought directly under the U.S. Constitution 

pursuant to Bivens v. Six Unknown Named Agents of the Fed. Bureau of 

Narcoticst 403 u.s. 3AO ~1971). 

150. Defendant BOP is not immune to this claim because with it, 

Plaintiff seeks only injunctive relief. 

XI. Count Eleven: Violation of rreedoa, of Speech and Association - First 
Amendment to the United States Constitution 

151. From December 2006 and continuing until the. present, Defendant 

BOP 1 s total, permanent prohibition on physical contact with his visiting 

family has violated Plaintiff's right to fre~dom of speech and association 

and parental and family rights, inasmuch as this prohibition does not bear 

a rational relationship to a legitimate government interest, or it is an 

exaggerated response to such an interest. 

152. This claim is brought directly under the U.S. Constitution 

pursuant to Bivens. 

153. Defendant BOP is not immune to this claim because with it, 

Plaintiff seeks only injunctive relief. 

Prayer for Relief 

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff resiectfully requests that the Court: 

a. Accept jurisdiction of this case and set it for a hearing; 

b. Award money damages in Plaintiff's favor for the harm caused by 

Defendants' failure to maintain accurate records, failure to 

collect information directly from Plaintiff, end unauthorized 

disclosure of records; 

c. Award equitable relief in Plaintiff's favor due to the harw 
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caused by Defendants' records violations; 

d. Order Defendant BOP to amend its inaccurate records; 

e. Order Defendant BOP to give Plaintiff access to the subject 

records and to undertake a reasonable, sufficient search for the 

relevant records; 

f. Declare that Defendant BOP is violating Plaintiff's right to due 

process; 

g. Declare that Defendant BOP is violating Plaintiff's freedom of 

s reech and association and his family rights; 

h. Enter a preliminary injunction, later to be made permanent, 

enjoining Defendant ROP to lift the harsh, atypical conditions 

of confinement that it has permanently imposed upon him; 

i. Enter a preliminary injunction, later to be made permanent, 

enjoining Defendant BOP to permit Plaintiff to have contact 

visits with his family; 

j. Award Plaintiff his costs and expenses; 

k. Grant such other and further relief as this Court deems just and 

proper. 

Dated this 19th day of January, 2010. 

Respe:~r.~.-~- s suubDmm1i t t t tied 1 

~~--------------
/ 

RANDALL TODD ROYER 

Reg. No. 46012•003 
Federal Correctional Institution 
P.O. Box 5000 
Greenville, tL 62246 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

RANDALL TODD ROYER, 

Plaintiff, 

V. 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS, 

Defendant. 

------------------

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

Civil Action Nos. 10-1 196 (RCL) 
10-1996 (RCL) 

STIPULATION OF SETTLEMENT AND DISMISSAL 

The parties, Plaintiff Randall Todd Royer ("Royer" or "Plaintiff') and Defendant Federal 

Bureau of Prisons ("BOP" or "Defendant") (collectively, "the parties"), by and through their 

respective counsel, hereby stipulate and agree and file this Stipulation of Settlement and 

Dismissal ("Stipulation") as follows: 

1. The parties do hereby agree to settle, compromise, and dismiss the above-entitled 

action under the terms and conditions set forth herein. 

2. The parties agree that BOP's reasonable efforts detailed in BOP's Certification of 

Records Modification dated June 17, 20 I 4, to modify records and take other actions consistent 

with the Memorandum dated April 7, 2014, from Frank Strada, Assistant Director, Correction 

Programs Division, BOP to All Staff Concerned bearing the subject "Records Correction -

Randall Royer, Reg. No. 46812-083; Instructions for BOP staff to correct BOP records of inmate 

Royer regarding his affiliation with a Bosnian terrorist organization," is a material inducement to 

this Stipulation. 

3. Defendant shall pay Plaintiff a lump sum of Twelve Thousand dollars and no 

cents ($12,000.00) and shall pay Plaintiff's attorneys Twenty-Eight Thousand dollars and no 
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cents ($28,000.00) (collectively, the "Settlement Amounts") in settlement of this matter pursuant 

to the terms described herein. 

4. Upon filing of this Stipulation, Defendant will promptly cause the documentation 

necessary to effectuate these payments to be completed and transmitted. Paymenl of sums to 

Plaintiff shall be made to Plaintiff's inmate trust fund account pursuant and subject to the 

authorities, rules, and regulations regarding such account. Payment of sums to Plaintiff's 

attorneys shall be made by electronic funds transfer pursuant to instructions exchanged by 

counsel for the parties. 

5. This Stipulation provides for the full and complete satisfaction of all claims that 

have been or could have been asserted by Plaintiff in the above-captioned civil actions, including 

without limitation all claims for compensatory damages, back pay, costs, attorneys' fees, and 

interest or other compensation for delay, and Plaintiff agrees not to hereafter assert any claim or 

institute or prosecute any civil action or other proceeding against the Defendant, the United 

States, their agencies or officials, or their present or former employees or agents, in either their 

official or individual capacities, with respect to any event complained of therein, except as 

provided in Paragraph 6. Plaintiff hereby fully and forever releases and discharges the 

Defendant, the United States, their agencies or officials, and their present and former employees 

and agents, in their official and individual capacities, from any and all rights and claims of every 

kind, nature, and description, whether presently known or unknown, that Plaintiff now has or 

may have arising out of or in connection with any event regarding, concerning, or related to the 

matters alleged in the complaints in the above-captioned actions and occurring on or before the 

date on which he has executed this Stipulation, except as provided in Paragraph 6. In connection 

with this release, Plaintiff acknowledges that he is aware that he may hereafter discover rights or 
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claims presently unknown and unsuspected, or facts in addition to or different from those that he 

now knows with respect to the rights and claims released herein. 

6. Notwithstanding the breadth of Paragraph 5, and for the avoidance of doubt, 

Paragraph 5 shall not apply to any claims premised upon any future actions to assign, designate, 

reassign, or re-designate Plaintiff to BOP facilities or custodial units (including, but not limited 

to, a Communications Management Unit), or to otherwise impose on Plaintiff new conditions of 

confinement. Similarly, Paragraph 5 shall not apply to any claims premised upon BOP or its 

agents or officials taking any potential future actions concerning Plaintiff based on or in 

reference to information that Plaintiff contends is false or misleading in records maintained by 

BOP, including but not limited to information regarding the allegedly erroneous contention that 

Plaintiff was affiliated with a Bosnian terrorist organization or had a connection with an alleged 

Al Qaeda operative named Abu Zubair Al-Madani or the allegedly erroneous claim that Plaintiff 

had an affiliation with Al Qaeda based on his prior association with a Bosnian military unit 

known as Abu Zubair. Further, Paragraph 5 shall not apply to any claims Plaintiff may have 

arising out of or in connection with the application of a "Greater Security" management variable 

to Plaintiff. 

7. This Stipulation shall represent full and complete satisfaction of all claims arising 

from the allegations set forth in the Complaint filed in this action, including full and complete 

satisfaction of all claims for costs and attorneys' fees that have been, or could be, made in this 

case, including, but not limited to, all claims arising from any predecessor administrative 

processes, litigation before this Court, and any other proceedings involving the claims raised in 

this action. 
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8. This Stipulation shall not constitute an admission of liability or fault on the part of 

BOP or the United States or their agents, servants, or employees, and is entered into by both 

parties for the sole purpose of compromising disputed claims and avoiding the expenses and 

risks of further litigation. 

9. This Stipulation shall be binding upon and inure to the benefit of the parties 

hereto and their respective successors and assigns. 

10. The parties agree that this Stipulation will not be used as evidence or otherwise in 

any pending or future civil or administrative action against Defendant or the United States or any 

agency or instrumentality of the United States, except to the extent such action concerns 

breaches of this Stipulation. 

11. Execution of this Stipulation by counsel for Plaintiff and by counsel for 

Defendant shall constitute a dismissal of this action with prejudice pursuant to Federal Rule of 

Civil Procedure 41 (a)( 1 )(ii) subject to the exceptions noted above in Paragraph 6, except that the 

Court may retain jurisdiction to enforce the terms of this Stipulation. 

12. Nothing in this Stipulation constitutes an agreement by Defendant or the United 

States concerning the characterization of the Settlement Amounts for purposes of the Internal 

Revenue laws, Title 26 of the United States Code. Plaintiff and his attorneys further 

acknowledge that they have not relied on any representations by Defendant or Defendant's 

employees or agents as to the tax consequences of this Stipulation or any payments made by or 

on behalf of Defendant hereunder. Plaintiff and his attorneys shall be solely responsible for 

compliance with all federal, state, and local tax filing requirements and other obligations arising 

from this Stipulation that are applicable to Plaintiff and his attorneys, respectively. Plaintiff 

takes the position that the $12,000 that Defendant will pay Plaintiff is in settlement of claims for 
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compensatory damages ansrng from actions of the Defendant alleged to be unlawful under 

federal or common law providing for the enforcement of civil rights, and the $28,000 that 

Defendant will pay Plaintiff's attorneys is in settlement of a claim for attorney's fees under a fee

shifting statute. 

13. This Stipulation contains the entire agreement between the parties hereto and 

supersedes all previous agreements, whether written or oral, between the parties relating to the 

subject matter hereof. No promise or inducement has been made except as set forth herein, and 

no representation or understanding, whether written or oral, that is not expressly set forth herein 

shall be enforced or otherwise be given any force or effect in connection herewith. 

14. The tenns of this Stipulation may not be modified or amended, and no provision 

hereof shall be deemed waived, except by a written instrument signed by the party to be charged 

with the modification, amendment, or waiver. 

J 5. The parties acknowledge that the preparation of this Stipulation was collaborative 

in nature, and so agree that any presumption or mle that an agreement is construed against its 

drafter shall not apply to the interpretation of this Stipulation or any term or provision hereof. 

16. Each party agrees to take such actions and to execute such additional documents 

as may be necessary or appropriate to fully effectuate and implement the terms of this 

Stipulation. 

17. This Stipulation shall be governed by the laws of the District of Columbia, 

without regard to the choice of law rules utilized in that jurisdiction, and by the laws of the 

United States. 

18. This Stipulation may be executed in counterparts as if executed by all parties on 

the same document. 
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Respectfully submitted, 

FOR PLAINTIFF RANDALL TODD ROYER: 

By: ~I~~~/ Date: 

DC Bar No. 486293 
JEHAN A. PATTERSON 
DCBarNo.1012119 
PUBLIC CITIZEN LITIGATION GROUP 

1600 20th Street NW 
Washington, DC 20009 
(202) 5 88-1000 

Attorneys for Plaintiff Randall Todd Royer 

__ 6/17/1~ 
I ( 

By: Date: _ b//-b/!i_ 
RANDALL TODD ROYER 
Inmate Register No. 46812-083 
Petersburg Medium FCI 
1060 River Road 
Hopewell, VA 23860 

Plaintiff 

FOR DEFENDANT FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS: 

RONALD C. MACHEN JR., D.C. Bar #447889 
United States Attorney 

DANIEL F. VAN HORN, D.C. Bar #924092 
Chief, Civil Division 

By: 

Assistant United States Attorney 
555 Fourth Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20530 
(202) 252-2549 

Attorneys for !he Federal Bureau of Prisons 

Date: 
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SO ORDERED this __ day of _______ , 2014. 

HON. ROYCE C. LAMBERTH 
United States District Judge 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

RANDALL TODD ROYER 

Plaintiff, 

v. 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS 

Defendant. 

------------------

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) Civil No. 10-1996 (RCL) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

MEMORANDUM OPINION 

This case concerns the Federal Bureau of Prison's ("BOP") classification of federal 

prisoner Randall Todd Royer (aka Ismail Royer) as a "terrorist inmate." Specifically, Royer 

alleges that BOP has violated the federal Privacy Act by maintaining and refusing to correct 

records that allegedly inaccurately link him with Al Qaeda and that BOP's classification of him 

as a "terrorist inmate" and imposition of attendant harsh conditions of confinement has violated 

his Procedural Due Process and First Amendment rights. 

Defendant Federal Bureau of Prisons ("BOP") has moved for summary judgment as to 

the Privacy Act claims and has moved to dismiss Royer's Constitutional claims for lack of 

jurisdiction, or alternatively, failure to state a claim. ECF No. 91. 

Upon consideration of BOP's Motion, the plaintiff's Opposition [98] thereto, and the 

entire record in this case, 1 the Court will: (1) DENY WITHOUT PREJUDICE BOP's Motion for 

Summary Judgment regarding Royer's Privacy Act claims; (2) DENY BOP's motion to dismiss 

for lack of jurisdiction; (3) GRANT BOP's motion to dismiss Royer's First Amendment claims 

1 BOP did not file a Reply in support of its motion. 
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for failure to state a claim; and (4) DENY BOP's motion to dismiss Royer's Due Process claims. 

The Court also DISMISSES Royer's Freedom of Infonnation Act (FOIA) claims because he 

states that he will no longer press them. See Pl.'s Mem. Supp. of Opp'n to Def.'s Mot. Dismiss 

or for Summ. J. 23-24, ECF No. 98-1 [hereinafter PL's Opp'n]. 

The Court does not decide the legality of BOP's practice of classifying prisoners as 

"terrorist inmates" or whether Royer should or should not be deemed a "terrorist inmate." A 

related case in this Court considers whether BOP violated the Administrative Procedure Act 

("APA"), 5 U.S.C. §§ 701 et seq., by failing to engage in notice-and-comment rulemaking before 

implementing its "terrorist inmate" classification program. See Am. Compl., Royer v. Fed. 

Bureau of Prisons, No. 10-cv-1196 (D.D.C. Sept. 9, 2011). 

I. BACKGROUND 

A. Offense Conduct and Conviction 

Royer is a United States citizen born in Missouri. In 2004, he and ten other men were 

charged in the U.S. District Court for the Eastern District of Virginia with numerous offenses 

including conspiracy to levy war against the United States in violation of I 8 U.S.C. § 2384, 

conspiracy to provide military support to Al Qaeda, in violation of 18 U.S.C. § 2339B, and 

conspiracy to contribute services to the Taliban in violation of 50 U.S.C. § 1705. Ultimately, 

Royer pleaded guilty to two counts: Aiding and Abeuing the Use and Discharge of a Firearm 

During and in Relation to a Crime of Violence (Felony) in violation of 18 U.S.C. §§ 2 and 

924(c)(2), and Aiding and Abetting the Carrying of an Explosive During the Commission of a 

Felony in violation of 18 U.S.C. §§ 2 and 811 (h)(2). According to Royer, the relevant felony 

was violation of the Neutrality Act, which makes it a crime to "knowingly begin[] ... or 

provide[l or prepare[] a means for ... any military or naval expedition ... against the territory or 

2 
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dominion of any foreign prince or state ... with whom the United States is at peace." 18 U.S.C. 

§ 960. The specific acts supporting Royer's convictions included his efforts in the summer of 

2000 and fall of 2001 to assist several co-conspirators in gaining access to training camps in 

Pakistan run by Lashkar-e-Taiba2 ("LET"), a group designated as a foreign terrorist organization 

("FfO") in December 200 I. While at those camps, his co-conspirators fired semi-automatic 

pistols and carried a rocket-propelled grenade. Royer was sentenced on April 9, 2004 to two 

consecutive ten-year terms with credit for time served. 

Of relevance to this case, Royer converted to Islam in 1992 and shortly thereafter 

traveled to Bosnia for six months to fight on behalf of the Bosnians in the 1992-1995 war in 

Bosnia and Herzegovina. Compl. 91 15. While there, Royer trained and fought as part of the 

"Abu Zubair" unit against the Serbian army. Id. Although Abu Zubair was never designated a 

terrorist organization by the United States, BOP now suggests that it is or has been affiliated with 

a terrorist organization. Def.' s Stmt. Mat. Facts 9[ 6, ECF No. 91 [hereinafter Def.' s SM Fl. 

B. Present Controversy 

As of today, Royer has served approximately nme and a half years of his 20-year 

sentence. For the first three and a half years of his incarceration. Royer was housed in the 

general prison population. Compl. 91 77. However, since December 2006, when Royer was 

classified as a "terrorist inmate," he has been housed in various locations isolated from the 

general population, including the Special Housing Units ("SHUs") at FCI Allenwood and USP 

Lewisburg, the Communications Management Unit ("CMU") at FCI Terre Haute; the SHU at 

FCI Greenville; the supermax facility at Florence, Colorado ADX; and currently the CMU at 

USP Marion. Comp!. 919177, 88-91, 100; Def.'s SMF 9lq[ 1-2; ECF No. 14; ECF No. 104. 

~ Spelled in various documents as Laskar-e-Tahia or Lasbkar-e Tayyib, LET is the military arm of a group founded 
to organize mujahid.een in violent jihad against the Russians in Afghanistan. PSR !]11[ 22, 42, 93. LET' s primary focus 
after the Russians left Afghanistan was jihad against the Government of India to oust it from Kashmir. PSR 'l[ 22, 93. 

3 
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While in the general population, Royer asserts that he had "run of the prison and access 

to its facilities." Compl. lJI 79. He could run outdoors on a track, enroll in vocational training 

and earn a carpentry license, take classes for college credit, and work in the prison factory for 

pay. Id. He enjoyed up to forty hours of full contact visits per month with his family, Comp!. lJI 

80, and appears to have had 300 minutes of telephone time per week, Com pl. 91 96. 

In December 2006, he asserts that BOP determined that certain restrictions would apply 

to his confinement for the remainder of his prison term (or about 16.5 years as of that date). 

According to Royer, the conditions imposed as a result of his "terrorist inmate" classification 

require that he be housed "in the harshest conditions of confinement in the federal prison 

system." Compl. lJI 106. Specifically, from December 2006 to October 2009, Royer was housed 

in the CMU at FCJ Terre Haute. Comp 1. 9191. There, although he was allowed out of his cell, he 

was not pennitted to leave the "tight quarters" of the housing unit and was not penniued to have 

any contact with the general inmate population. Compl. 91 93-94. Royer could only exercise in 

"steel cages" and was denied access to college credit courses, jobs, or vocational training. 

Compl. lJI 95. Additionally, Royer had no access to the prison chapel, was permitted group 

religious services only on Fridays, and was not pennitted to study religious topics one-on-one 

with other inmates in the CMU. Compl. ~[ 94. He was permitted only one 15-minute phone call 

per week, and only on business days between 8:30am and 2:30pm. Compl. <]{ 96. Finally, he was 

allowed only two visits per month and these were limited to two-hours each and were required to 

be noncontact, meaning that he must speak with visitors through a telephone, separated by a 

concrete and glass wall. Compl. <]{ 97. When Royer was transferred to the SHU at FCI 

Greenville after an altercation, the prison imposed the same conditions, even when those were 

harsher than those for other SHU inmates. Comp\. ~[ 101. After the filing of this complaint, 

4 
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Royer was transferred to the supermax facility at ADX Florence in or around March 2012, ECF 

No. 14, and then to the CMU at USP Marion in or around November 2012, ECF No. 104. 

Based on his conditions of confinement and his allegation that BOP has relied on 

inaccurate infonnation to detennine his "teITorist inmate" status, Royer now lodges both 

statutory and Constitutional claims against BOP under the federal Privacy Act, the Fifth 

Amendment Due Process clause and the First Amendment. 3 

Royer seeks money damages and equitable relief for the alleged violations of the Privacy 

Act With respect to the alleged constitutional violations, he seeks a declaration that BOP is 

violating his rights to due process, freedom of speech, and freedom of association, and an order 

that BOP lift the conditions and allow contact visits with his family. Finally, he seeks costs and 

4 . 
expenses. Compl. 36. 

This is the third dispositive motion filed by BOP in this litigation. Royer initially filed 

his claim in the Eastern District of Virginia and, in lieu of an Answer, BOP filed a Motion to 

Dismiss or for Summary Judgment. ECF No. 23. Specifically, BOP sought summary judgment 

on the Privacy Act claims and moved to dismiss the constitutional claims for lack of subject 

matter jurisdiction and failure to state a claim. That motion was fully briefed; however, after 

requesting additional briefing from the parties, the court sua sponte held that venue was 

improper in the Eastern District of Virginia and transferred the case to this Comt ECF No. 60. 

BOP filed an Answer here, ECF No. 65, and subsequently filed a second Motion to Dismiss or, 

·
1 As already mentioned, the Court now dismisses Royer's FOIA claims. Certain additional claims have been 
previously dismissed by the Court. See ECF Nos. 46, 54, 63. 

4 Similar litigation challenging the constitutionality of these conditions of confinement and the BOP's failure to 
engage in notice-and-comment rulemaking has been filed by other prisoners classified as terrorist inmates, including 
at least one case pending in this District. See Aref v. Holder, 774 F. Supp. 2d 147 (D.D.C. 2011) (holding that 
plaintiffs had plausibly alleged a procedural due process claim but dismissing the plaintiffs' claim that defendants 
violated their First Amendment right to "family integrity" and dismissing plaintiffs' APA claims as moot because 
BOP had resumed the rulemaking process in 2010). 

5 
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in the Alternative for Transfer to the U.S. District Court for the District of Colorado. ECF No. 

68. Rather than raising the defenses of lack of subject matter jurisdiction or failure to state a 

claim-and despite the fact that BOP had previously acknowledged that venue was proper here, 

Def.'s Resp. to Court's Order of Sept. 28, 2010, ECF No. 57-BOP argued that Royer's claims 

should be treated as a disguised habeas claim and that venue was proper in Colorado where he 

was then incarcerated. The Court disagreed and denied without prejudice the Motion to Dismiss 

or in the Alternative for Transfer. Mem. & Order, Mar. 29, 2012, ECF No. 83. 

BOP now again seeks summary judgment on Royer's Privacy Act claims (Counts l, 2, 4, 

and 6---8) and renews its arguments (omitted from the last dispositive motion) that Royer's 

Constitutional claims (Counts 9-10) should be dismissed for lack of subject matter jurisdiction 

or failure to state a claim. 5 

II. ANALYSIS 

A. Motion for Summary Judgment Regarding Privacy Act Claims 

t. Legal Standard 

Summary judgment should be granted when "the movant shows that there is no genuine 

dispute as to any material fact and the movant is entitled to judgment as a matter of law." Fed. 

R. Civ. P. 56(a) (emphasis added); see also Anderson v. Liberty Lobby, Inc., 477 U.S. 242, 247 

( 1986). A fact is material if it could affect the outcome of the case. Id. A dispute is genuine if 

the "evidence is such that a reasonable jury could return a verdict for the nonmoving party." Id. 

5 Because the motion to dismiss was filed after BOP filed its answer, it is technically one for judgment on the 
pleadings. See Ped. R. Civ. P. 12(c). However, the standards for awarding judgment under a Rule 12(b)(6) motion 
to dismiss and Rule J 2(c) motion for judgment on the pleadings are "virtually identical." See Haynesworth v. 
Miller, 820 P.2d 1245, 1254 (D.C. Cir. 1987), (1brogmed on other grounds by Hartman r. Moore, 547 U.S. 250 
(2006); see also Wright and Miller, Federal Practice and Procedure, § 1367 (noting that if the defenses of failure to 
state a claim or lack of subject matter jurisdiction are raised in a Rule I 2(c) motion, "presumably the district court 
will apply the same standards ... as it would have ... under Rules 12(b)(1) [or] (6) .... "). Thus, the Court will 
apply the standard for a motion to dismiss here. 

6 
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The "evidence of the non-movant is to be believed, and all justifiable inferences are to be drawn 

in his favor." Id. at 255. The non-movant, however, must establish more than "the existence of 

a scintilla of evidence" in support of his position, id. at 252, and may not rely solely on 

allegations or conclusory statements. Greene v. Dalton, 164 F.3d 671, 675 (D.C. Cir. 1999). 

2. Privacy Act Generally 

The Privacy Act requires federal agencies maintaining "systems of records" to allow 

individuals to review and request copies of and amendments to records pertaining to them. 5 

U.S.C. § 552a(d). The Act also imposes requirements regarding the accuracy and source of 

information agencies maintain. 

"Systems of records" under the Privacy Act are those under the control of the agency 

from which "information is retrieved by the name of the individual or by some identifying 

number, symbol, or other identifying particular assigned to the individual." Id. § 552a(a)(5). In 

response to requests for amendment, agencies must either allow an individual to make 

corrections or inform the individual of the reason for the agency's refusal to amend and 

procedures for seeking review of the refusal. Id. § 551a(d)(2). Agencies must also, "to the 

greatest extent practicable," collect infonnation "directly from the subject individual when the 

information may result in adverse determinations about an individual's rights, benefits, and 

privileges under Federal programs." Id. § 55 la(e)(2). Finally, agencies must "maintain all 

records which are used by the agency in making any determination about any individual with 

such accuracy ... as is reasonably necessary to assure fairness to the individual in the 

determination." Id. § 552a(e)(5). 

Judicial review is available when an agency refuses to provide access, copies, or 

amendments, or fails to maintain accurate records or otherwise comply with the law "in such a 

7 
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way as to have an adverse effect on an individual." Id. § 552a(g)( 1 ). Courts may enjoin the 

agency from withholding records and order production and amendment of records. Id. §§ 

552a(g)(2)(A)-(B), 552a(g)(3)(A)-(B). They may assess reasonable attorney fees and costs 

against the United States. Id. Actual damages are available in suits for failure to maintain 

accurate records or failure to comply with other provisions of the law if the agency acted 

intentionally or willfully. Id. § 552a(g)( 4 )(A)-(B). 

Causes of action under the Privacy Act may be brought in the District Court for the 

District of Columbia within two years from the date on which the cause of action arises. Id. 

§ 552a(g)(5). 

The head of an agency with the principal function of enforcing criminal laws, including 

correctional agencies, may exempt systems of records from Privacy Act provisions, including 

those provisions related to access, copying, amendment, and maintenance of accuracy of records. 

Id. § 552a(j). Federal regulations currently exempt BOP's Inmate Central Record System 

(ICRS) from certain Privacy Act provisions, specifically those related to access to and 

amendment of records, id. § 552a(d), collection of information directly from individuals, id. § 

552a(e)(2), civil remedies, id. § 552(g), and accuracy, id. § 552a(e)(5). See 28 CFR § 16.97. 

Inmates may instead contest the accuracy and content of records administratively. 28 CFR §§ 

16.9, 16.45; Letter from Wanda M. Hunt, Chief, FOIA/PA Section, Federal Bureau of Prisons, to 

Randall Royer, Aug. 19, 2009, ECF No. 91-1 at 31. 

3. Summary Judgment Is Premature 

Royer alleges that BOP knowingly maintained inaccurate records about him, Compl. 

1111 132-33 (describing Counts 1-2); that BOP has intentionally and willfully failed to elicit 

information directly from him, Compl. 9[ 135 (describing Count 4); that it refuses to amend the 

8 
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inaccurate records, CompL CJl91 l 37-40 (describing Counts 6-7); and that it refuses to provide him 

with access to these records, Compl. 1[(jj 141-47 (describing Counts 8-9). Royer seeks money 

damages and an order that BOP give him access to the relevant records and amend inaccurate 

records. Compl. 35-36. 

Royer' s Privacy Act c 1 aims relate pri mari 1 y to his assertion that BOP continues to 

erroneously characterize Abu Zubair, the Bosnian group with whom he fought in 1994, as a 

terrorist organization with ties to Al Qaeda. Royer's complaint initially alleged that BOP 

obtained this erroneous information from a draft version of his PSR. That draft stated that Royer 

had trained and fought with "Abu Zubar," PSR 91 42, and that "Abu Zubair (known more 

formally as Abu Zubair al Madani) was a member of Al Qaeda sent to Bosnia by Bin Laden to 

establish camps for Al Qaeda." Compl. g[ 33; Draft PSR 9142. At his sentencing hearing, Royer 

objected to the latter statement and argued that it confused the Bosnian Abu Zubair military 

group with an individual Al Qaeda member with a similar name who had died several years 

before Royer's affiliation with the group. Compl. 1[g[ 15-22; Mem. Op. 3, ECF No. 59. The 

government acknowledged the error and the court ordered that the line be stricken from the final 

PSR. Id. 

Royer does not contest the accuracy of his final PSR, which is contained in his "Central 

File" in BOP's Inmate Central Records System. Compl. (jj 25. However, Royer asserts that BOP 

somehow obtained access to the erroneous information that had been deleted from the draft 

PSR. 6 Whatever the source of the information, Royer argues that it remains inaccurate, that BOP 

used it to classify him as a terrorist inmate, Compl. 91lJI 32-41, that BOP has maintained similar 

inaccurate records they obtained from "open source reporting," id. <JI 39, and that BOP has failed 

6 There is much back and forth in the record about whether BOP had the actual draft PSR. However, Royer does 
not now assert that BOP has the actual document hut that BOP somehow obtained the deleted material. perhaps from 
an Addendum to the draft PSR which included Roycr's objection to the statement. 

9 
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to provide him access to the records, to collect information directly from him, or to respond to 

his requests that the records by amended. Compl. fl 42-44, 54-76. 

BOP argues that it is "not in possession of the draft PSR as alleged by Plaintiff, nor has 

the Bureau ever had possession of the draft PSR ... [or] used infonnation from a drafl PSR in 

the classification of Plaintiff." Def.'s SMF ~I 4 (citing Schiavone Deel. 11 6). BOP does not 

explain why, in a letter to Royer, it used language that miITored the deleted draft PSR language 

verbatim. See Pl. 's Opp'n, Ex. 11, ECF No. 98-2 at 23 (including a statement that mirrors the 

draft PSR verbatim that "Abu Zubair (known more formally as Abu Zubair al Madani) was a 

member of Al Qaeda sent to Bosnia by Bin Laden to establish camps for Al Qaeda"). 

BOP states that the "[final] PSR includes self-admissions by the Plaintiff to training and 

fighting with a group in Bosnia known as 'Abu Zubair, II' a group also known as Abu Zubair al 

Madani, which according to publicly available information, is associated with Al Qaeda, and 

identified as a FTO." Def.'s SMF ~[ 6. BOP goes on to list some of the "publicly available 

records" used to research Abu Zubair. 

There are several problems with BOP's assertion. First, in the PSR, Royer only admitted 

to training with a group known as "Abu Zubar"; the remainder of BOP's statement appears to be 

based on its own research. See PSR ~[ 42, ECF No. 100. Second, it does not appear that Abu 

Zubair is now or has ever been listed as an FfO by the United States. See Foreign TeITorist 

Organizations, U.S. Dep't of State (Sept. 28, 2012), 

http://www.state.gov/j/ct/rls/other/des/123085.htm. Third, the public records listed by BOP in 

support have already been called into question by Judge Brinkema of the Eastern District of 

Virginia and BOP has not provided this Court with any explanation for why the records are of 

any value. Although Judge Brinkema transferred the case to this Court for lack of venue, her 

10 
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Opinion is worth quoting at length both because she was the sentencing judge in Royer's original 

case and because BOP made substantially the same arguments before her that it now makes 

before this court. Judge Brinkema noted: 

Royer raises some very serious allegations in his Complaint. In fact, in light of 
arguments advanced by BOP itself, it appears that BOP may in fact be 
maintaining inaccurate information about Royer, in violation of this Court's oral 
order during Royer's sentencing hearing that Paragraph 42 of his Pre-Sentence 
Report be stricken as erroneous. Specifically, in its Motion to Dismiss or for 
Summary Judgment, BOP continues to make reference to the fact that Royer 
fought with a Bosnian military unit known as "Abu Zubair," and improperly 
confuses that group with a now deceased al Qaeda operative by that same name .. 
. . [T]he BOP ... allege[s] that the Abu Zubair group with which plaintiff trained 
and fought in Bosnia "is associated with al Qaeda," and that "publicly available 
records" ... confirm that fact. ln particular BOP cites four web sites which it 
claims contain publicly available records tying the Bosnian Abu Zubair group to 
terrorism .... [T]he link to www.historycommons.org [is] broken and no longer 
connect[s] to (a] valid web site[]. Other [links], such as the links to a copy of an 
indictment returned by a grand jury in the Northern District of Illinois and a press 
release issued by the U.S. Attorney's Office in that same case, replicate the same 
confusion between the group Al Zubair and the individual by the same name that 
gave rise to Royer's original objection to his draft PSR. Thus, whether the 
information regarding Abu Zubair was derived from the Addendum to Royer's 
PSR or from open source reporting, BOP appears to be perpetuating the exact 
same error that the government already admitted to making during Royer's 
sentencing hearing. The government's demonstrated inability to learn from its 
own mistakes - mistakes to which it stipulated in a public hearing before this 
Court - is a matter of serious concern. 

Royer v. Fed. Bureau of Prisons, No. 10-cv-0146, 2010 WL 4827727, at *2-3 (E.D. Va. 

Nov. 19, 2010). 

For unknown reasons, the government continues to advance the same argument and put 

forth the same public sources (including a broken link) in support of its argument, despite having 

previously acknowledged to a federal court that the information is inaccurate. 7 If the 

7 These sources continue to include, mysteriously, the home page of the Department of Justice, www.justice.gov. 
The Court is unsure how citation to the Department's homepage provides any support for the contention that Abu 
Zubair is a terrorist organization with links to Al Qaeda. A search of the Department's website produced no 
additional information other than the indictment and press release already provided by the government. 

11 
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government has new, reliable information suggesting that the group Abu Zubair had ties to 

terrorist organizations, such as Al Qaeda, it should provide the Court with that information. 8 

Despite the evidence that the government may be maintaining inaccurate information 

linking Royer to Al Qaeda, the government argues that judicial review and the protections of the 

Privacy Act are unavailable. 

Specifically, BOP argues that the PSR, as a court document, is not within the purview of 

the Privacy Act, "notwithstanding its use or retention by agencies such as BOP." Def.'s Mem. 2. 

This argument lacks merit. First, since BOP does not even acknowledge that it has the draft 

PSR, its potential status as a "court document" is irrelevant. Second, Royer does not assert that 

BOP has the actual draft PSR but that it somehow obtained the inaccurate infonnation that had 

originally been included in, and later stricken from, the draft document. The issue is not the 

source of the information, but whether the information BOP continues to use and rely on is 

inaccurate. 

BOP also argues that its ICRS system of records has been exempted from the civil 

remedy and damages provisions of the Privacy Act and that BOP has no duty to amend allegedly 

inaccurate records. Def. 's Mem. 15. BOP thus implicitly suggests that the records at issue are 

housed in the ICRS, though it never states this explicitly. However, Royer does not dispute that 

the ICRS is exempt from the Privacy Act. Pl.'s Opp'n 5. Rather, Royer argues that the records 

at issue here are "separate and distinct from the ICRS," id. (quoting Compl. gi 36), and suggests 

that they are part of the Counter Terrorism Unit's (CTU) electronic database. He asserts that the 

CTU is a headquarters-level entity, that it "maintains all of the information it collects in a 

~ Royer concedes that he previously had ties to LET, an organization later classified as an J-<10. The Court does not 
decide whether this link should qualify Royer as a "terrorist inmate." However, if the Privacy Act applies, his 
association with LET is irrelevant. The issue is whether BOP erroneously links him to Al Qaeda. 
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database of electronic records" maintained in Martinsburg, West Virginia and that its database is 

a separate "system of records." Id. at 7 (citing Tufte Deel. q[ 11).9 

The Court need not and cannot resolve here whether the relevant records are housed in 

the CTU database, whether that database constitutes a system of records, and whether that 

system is separate from the ICRS. BOP makes no argument regarding whether the CTU 

database is a system of records or is separate from ICRS. At this stage, the parties seem to 

dispute where the relevant information is housed and therefore whether it is exempt from Privacy 

Act provisions. Summary judgment is thus premature. The Court denies BOP's motion without 

prejudice to refile. 

B. Motion to Dismiss Constitutional Claims for Lack of Subject Matter 
Jurisdiction 

Because a lack of jmisdiction over Royer's constitutional claims would require the Court 

to dismiss them, the Court first considers whether it has subject matter jurisdiction. Steel Co. v. 

Citizens for a Better Env't, 523 U.S. 83 (1998); Bell v. Hood, 327 U.S. 678 (1946). The party 

asserting the existence of subject matter jurisdiction bears the burden of proof. Thomson v. 

Gaskill, 315 U.S. 442 (1942); Walker v. Jones, 733 F.2d 923,934 (D.C. Cir. 1984). Although in 

deciding a motion to dismiss, all uncontroverted facts in the complaint are to be accepted as true, 

when determining subject matter jurisdiction, a court is not limited to considering the allegations 

of the complaint but has broad discretion to consider extra-pleading materials. Land v. Dollar, 

330 U.S. 731, 735 n.4 (1947); Coal. for Underground Expansion v. Mineta, 333 F.3d 193, 198 

(D.C. Cir. 2003). 

9 In support, he notes that when he requested all records located in the ICRS that referenced his name in connection 
with Abu Zubair, the BOP Regional Counsel responded that "no records pertaining to your request, other than your 
PSR, could be located." See PL 's Mem. 8 (citing Ex. 25-26). Based on this, he deduces that BOP records 
suggesting that he was associated with Abu Zubair and that Abu Zubair was a terrorist organization must be located 
in a system of records other tban the ICRS. 
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Royer asserts that the Court has federal question jurisdiction under 28 U .S.C. § I 331, 

which provides for original jurisdiction over all civil actions "arising under the Constitution, 

laws, or treaties of the U.S." Comp 1. 9[ 5. Despite the fact that Royer's claims clearly arise under 

the constitution, BOP argues that they are precluded by sovereign immunity. 10 

Sovereign immunity is a jurisdictional issue and thus may be raised in a I 2(b)( 1) motion 

to dismiss, a 12(c) motion for judgment on the pleadings, or later in litigation. Pursuant to the 

doctrine, "I ilt is axiomatic that the United States may not be sued without its consent and that the 

existence of consent is a prerequisite for jurisdiction." United States v. Mitchell, 463 U.S. 206, 

212 ( 1983). A statutory waiver of federal sovereign immunity must be unequivocally expressed, 

see, e.g., United States v. Nordic Village, Inc., 503 U.S. 30, 33-34, 37 (1992), and will not be 

implied, Lane v. Pena, 518 U.S. 187, 192 (1996). 

The Administrative Procedure Act ("APA") waives the sovereign immunity of the United 

States for non-monetary claims against federal agencies. 5 U.S.C. § 702. Specifically, Section 

702 provides that "[a]n action in a court of the United States seeking relief other than money 

damages ... shall not be dismissed nor relief therein be denied on the ground that it is against the 

United States." This section applies "except to the extent that (l) statutes preclude judicial 

review; or (2) agency action is committed to agency discretion by law." 5 U.S.C. § 701. Section 

702 itself also includes a caveat that "[n]othing herein ... confers authority to grant relief if any 

other statute that grants consent to suit expressly or impliedly forbids the relief which is sought." 

10 BOP argues that Counts X and XI cannot be brought as "constitutional tort claims" under the rationale of Bivens 
v. Six Unknown Named Agents of the Fed. Bureau of Narcotics, 403 U.S. 388 ( 1971) (holding that plaintiffs may sue 
federal officials in their individual capacities for damages for Fourth Amendment violations, even without a 
statutory cause of action like that provided under 42 U.S.C. ~ 1983). However, although Royer initially 
characterized his claims as Bivens claims, they are in fact for equitable, not monetary relief. It has been over a year 
since Royer clarified that he did not intend to characterize these as Bivens claims and the Court granted his motion 
to strike those paragraphs of his complaint. Pl.'s Opp'n 41: Mot. to Strike Paragraphs 149 & 152, ECF No. 63 
(granted by Minute Order, Apr. 4, 2011 ). Thus, the Court need not address BOP's Bi1'e1ts arguments. 
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5 U.S.C. § 702; see also Fornaro v. James, 416 F.3d 63, 66 (D.C. Cir. 2005) (quoting Transohio 

Savings Bank v. OTS, 967 F.2d 598, 607 (D.C. Cir. 1993)) (noting that Section 702 excludes 

from the APA waiver of sovereign immunity any claims "'expressly or impliedly forbidden by 

another statute'"). Although Section 702 is codified in the APA, it is not limited to suits under 

the APA. Chamber of Commerce v. Reich, 74 F.3d 1322, 1329 (D.C. Cir. 1996). 

Royer argues that Section 702 gives the Court authority to hear his constitutional claims. 

BOP disagrees, arguing that 18 U.S.C. § 3625 precludes judicial review of decisions regarding 

the imprisonment of a convicted person and designation of the place of imprisonment under 18 

U .S .C § 3621 . Def.' s Mem. 18 ( citing 18 U .S.C. § 3625). 

To resolve this dispute, the Court starts from the "strong presumption" that agency action 

is reviewable. See Citizens to Preserve Overton Park, Inc. v. Volpe, 401 U.S. 402, 410 (1971); 

Abbott Labs. v. Gardner, 387 U.S. 136, 140 (1967). Pre-APA cases emphasized that 'judicial 

review of a final agency action by an aggrieved person will not be cut off unless there is 

persuasive reason to believe that such was the purpose of Congress." Abbott Labs., 387 U.S. at 

140. This was "reinforced by the enactment of the I APAl, which embodies" a similar basic 

presumption. Id. The Supreme Court has held that "only upon a showing of 'clear and 

convincing evidence' of a contrary legislative intent should the courts restrict access to judicial 

review." Abbott Labs., 387 U.S. at 141 (quoting Rusk v. Cort, 369 U.S. 367, 379-80 (1962)). 

Such clear and convincing evidence may include "specific [statutory] language or specific 

legislative history that is a reliable indicator of congressional intent," Block v. Cmty. Nutrition 

Inst., 467 U.S. 340, 349 (1984), as well as "the nature of the administrative action involved." Id. 

at 345. 
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BOP argues that 18 U.S.C. § 3625 provides a statutory exception to the APA waiver of 

sovereign immunity. Section 3625 provides that the APA sovereign immunity waiver "do[es] 

not apply to the making of any determination, decision, or order" under 18 U.S.C. §§ 3621-

3626. BOP argues that it made its determination regarding Royer's conditions of confinement 

pursuant to 18 USC § 3621, which provides that BOP "shall designate the place of the prisoner's 

imprisonment." Thus, BOP argues, review of Royer's constitutional claims is precluded. Def.'s 

Mem. 18. 

There are several problems with BOP's argument As an initial matter, it is not entirely 

clear that BOP's categorization of plaintiff as a "terrorist inmate" was made pursuant to 18 

U.S.C. § 3621. First, this section requires BOP to designate the "place" of an inmate's 

imprisonment, not the conditions of confinement within any given facility. Moreover, Royer 

argues, and BOP elsewhere admits, that the decision to classify him as a "terrorist inmate" was 

made at least in part pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 4081 ("Classification and treatment of prisoners"). 

See Def.'s Mem. 21-22. The provision negating the APA waiver of sovereign immunity applies 

only to decisions made under 18 U.S.C §§ 3621-3626, and thus, by its terms, not to decisions 

made under § 4081. Perhaps BOP' s decision was made pursuant to both of these statutory 

provisions and perhaps judicial review of a decision made pursuant to both provisions could be 

precluded. The Court need not resolve this question because BOP's argument fails for other 

reasons. 

Even assuming that BOP's decision was made under 18 U.S.C. § 3621, the Court is not 

reviewing the merits of BOP's decision as to where Royer is housed, but the constitutionality of 

the conditions of confinement it places on him regardless of where he is housed. Colorable 

constitutional claims are precluded from judicial review only where this has been made explicit 
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by Congress. Here, Congress has precluded review of BOP "determinationf sl, decision[sl, or 

order[s]" as to a prisoner's place of imprisonment. However, Congress has not explicitly 

precluded review of constitutional claims based on these or similar decisions. 

The Supreme Court decided a similar issue in Webster v. Doe, 486 U.S. 592 (1988). 

There, the Court held that § I 02(c) of the National Security Act precluded judicial review of the 

Director's employment termination decisions. Webster, 486 U.S. at 601. However, the Court 

held that the National Security Act did not preclude judicial review of constitutional challenges 

based on those same termination decisions. Id. at 603-04 ("[The APA] remove[s] from judicial 

review only those determinations specifically identified by Congress or 'committed to agency 

discretion by law.' Nothing in § 102(c) persuades us that Congress meant to preclude 

consideration of colorable constitutional claims arising out of the actions of the Director pursuant 

to that section .... "). The Court noted: 

We emphasized in Johnson v. Robison, 415 U.S. 361 (1974), that where Congress 
intends to preclude judicial review of constitutional claims its intent to do so must 
be clear. . . . We require this heightened showing in part to avoid the "serious 
constitutional question" that would arise if a federal statute were construed to 
deny any judicial forum for a colorable constitutional claim. 

Id. at 603 (internal citations omitted). Thus, although 18 U.S.C. § 3625 may preclude judicial 

review of prison officials' decisions regarding where a particular prisoner is housed, it does not 

preclude review of constitutional challenges arising out of those decisions. 11 

11 Royer argues that sovereign immunity does not bar his claims even in the absence of a§ 702 waiver. Specifically, 
he argues that where Congress has not dearly precluded judicial review of constitutional claims. there is a presumed 
right of equitable relief for constitutional violations. As Justice Harlan noted in his concurring opinion in Bi1'ens, 
there is a "presumed availability of federal equitable relief' to enforce the Constitution. 403 U.S. at 400 (Harlan, L 
concurring). Similarly, the D.C. Circuit noled in Sch napper v. Fole_v that "f w]c may also doubt whether, even in Lhe 
absence of section 702, the Larson case would prevent a court from awarding equitable relief on the basis of 
appellants' constitutional claims. The Larson Court was at some pains to note that injunctive relief against Lhe 
sovereign could be obtained when the United States or an officer was found to have violated the Constitution .... " 
667 F.2d 102, 108 n.2 (D.C. Cir. 1981) (emphasis added). Finally, our Circuit has noted that "ft]he court's power Lo 
enjoin unconstitutional acts by the government ... is inherent in the Constitution itself." Hubhard v. U.S. EPA 
Adm 'r, 809 F.2d L 11 n.15 (D.C. Cir. 1986) (citing Marbury v. Madison, 5 U.S. (l Cranch) 137, 2 L.Ed. 60 (1803)). 
This Court need not decide the question because it finds that it has subject matter jurisdiction based on the § 702 
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C. Motion to Dismiss for Failure to State a Claim 

BOP moves to dismiss both of Royer's constitutional claims, arguing that he has failed to 

state a claim. 12 While, procedurally, the standard for the plaintiff's pleading requirements at the 

motion to dismiss stage are the same for either the Procedural Due Process or First Amendment 

claims, the substantive standards for what must be pled differ, as discussed in more detail below. 

The Federal Rules of Civil Procedure Rule require "a short and plain statement of the 

claim showing that the pleader is entitled to relief." Fed. R. Civ. P. 8(a)(2). Rule 8 does not 

require '"detailed factual allegations,"' but requires more than '"labels and conclusions'" or 

"'naked assertionfsl."' Ashcroft v. lqbal, 556 U.S. 662, 678 (2009) (quoting Bell Atl. Corp. v. 

Twombly, 550 U.S. 544, 555 (2007)). The complaint must "contain sufficient factual matter, 

accepted as true, to 'state a claim to relief that is plausible on its face,"' meaning it must "plead[l 

factual content that allows the court to draw the reasonable inference that the defendant is liable 

for the misconduct alleged." Id. (citing Twombly, 550 U.S. at 556). Factual allegations, 

although assumed to be trne, must still "be enough to raise a right to relief above the speculative 

level." Twombly, 550 U.S. at 555. The Court need not accept legal conclusions cast as factual 

allegations. Iqbal, 556 U.S. at 678. 

With respect to pro se plaintiffs, a complaint is '"to be liberally construed' and 'a pro se 

complaint, however inartfully pleaded, must be held to less stringent standards than formal 

waiver of sovereign immunity. However, even assuming the Court were wrong on its jurisdictional holding, the 
plaintiff could re-file his complaint to take advantage of the officer suit fiction. Our Circuit has recently reaffirmed 
the availability of officer suits for allegedly unconstitutional federal actions. See Pollack v. Hogan, 2012 WL 
6216433, *2 (D.C. Cir. Dec. 14. 2012) ("[Ujunder the so-called Larson-Dugan exception to the general rule [of 
sovereign immunity] ... ·suits for specific relief against officers of the sovereign' allegedly acting ... 
'unconstitutionally" are not barred by sovereign immunity."). 
12 Bo1h BOP and Royer have introduced materials beyond the pleadings. Thus the motion could be treated as a 
motion for summary judgment and the merits reached. However. to conve11 a motion to dismiss Lo a motion for 
summary _judgment the parties should be given a reasonable opportunity to present all material relevant to the 
motion. The Court will not convert the motion and will only consider the extra-pleading materials with respect to 
the summary judgment motion and not the motion to dismiss. 
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pleadings drafted by lawyers."' Erickson v. Pardus, 551 U.S. 89, 94 (2007) (quoting Estelle v. 

Gamble, 429 U.S. 97, 106 (1976)); cf Fed. R. Civ. P. 8(f) ("All pleadings shall be so construed 

as to do substantial justice"). 

"[F]ederal courts must take cogmzance of the valid constitutional claims of prison 

inmates. Prison walls do not form a barrier separating prison inmates from the protections of the 

Constitution." Turner v. Safley, 482 U.S. 78, 84 (1987) (citing Procunier v. Martinez, 416 U.S. 

396,405 (] 974)). However, courts should also realize that they are "ill equipped to deal with the 

increasingly urgent problems of prison administration and reform." Procunier, 416 U.S. at 405. 

As the Supreme Court noted in Procunier, "the problems of prisons in America are complex ... 

and not readily susceptible of resolution by decree." Id. at 404-05. "Prison administration is, 

moreover, a task that has been committed to the responsibility of [the legislative and executive] 

branches, and separation of powers concerns counsel a policy of judicial restraint." Turner, 482 

U.S. at 84-85. 

Given the competing considerations at play in prisoners' rights cases, the Supreme Court 

in Turner formulated a test to evaluate the constitutional claims of prisoners that is intended to be 

"responsive both to the 'policy of judicial restraint regarding prisoner complaints and [to] the 

need to protect constitutional rights.'" 482 U.S. at 85. There, the Supreme Court held that four 

factors are relevant to whether a prison regulation affecting a constitutional right surviving 

incarceration withstands constitutional challenge: 

whether the regulation has a 'valid, rational connection' to a legitimate 
governmental interest; whether alternative means are open to inmates to exercise 
the asserted right; what impact an accommodation of the right would have on 
guards and inmates and prison resources; and whether there are 'ready 
alternatives· to the regulation. 

Overton v. Bazetta, 539 U.S. 126, 132 (2003) (quoting Turner, 482 U.S. at 89-91)). 

1. Royer Has Failed to State a First Amendment Claim 
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Royer invokes the First Amendment to challenge restrictions on his contacts and 

communications with his family. Royer argues that his freedom of speech and association have 

been infringed, though his claim seems ultimately to be a freedom of association claim. 

Specifically, Royer points out that, in contrast to the forty hours of full contact visits per 

month enjoyed by general population inmates, Compl. 91 80, BOP has limited him to two, two

hour noncontact visits per month. If his family visits, he must talk with them through a 

telephone, separated by a wall of concrete, glass, and bars. Comp 1. 91 107. Royer also notes that 

while inmates in the general population enjoy 300 minutes of telephone time per week, he has 

been limited to one 15-minute call per week and may only place it on business days between 

8:30am and 2:30pm. As a result, he has been effectively precluded from speaking with his 

school-age children for months at a time. Compl. 91 96. Finally, Royer points to the "total, 

permanent" nature of the ban on physical contact with his family as evidence of the lack of a 

rational relationship between BOP's goals and its policy. 

According to Royer's complaint, BOP has imposed these limitations because they need to 

monitor his communications. However, Royer argues that the limits do not bear a rational 

relation to a legitimate government interest, or that the limits are an exaggerated response to any 

such interest. Compl. 91 151. BOP responds that inmates do "not retain rights inconsistent with 

proper incarceration," Def.'s Mem. 22, and that "freedom of association is among the rights least 

compatible with incarceration," id. at 23. Again, BOP argues that prison administrators must be 

able to exercise their judgment as to the appropriate means of furthering penological goals. Id. 

The Supreme Court has acknowledged that "the Constitution protects 'certain kinds of 

highly personal relationships.'" Overton, 539 U.S. at 131 (quoting Roberts v. United States 

Jaycees, 468 U.S. 609, 618 (1984)). "[O]utside the prison context, there is some discussion in 
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[Supreme Courtl cases of a right to maintain certain familial relationships, including association 

among members of an immediate family and association between grandchildren and 

grandparents." Id. (citing Moore v. East Cleveland, 431 U.S. 494 (1977) (plurality opinion); 

Meyer v. Nebraska, 262 U.S. 390 (1923)). 

However, the Court has also stated that "freedom of association is among the rights least 

compatible with incarceration . . . . Some curtailment of that freedom must be expected in the 

prison context." Overton, 539 U.S. at 131 (citing Jones v. North Carolina Prisoners' Labor 

Union, Inc., 433 U.S. 119, 125-26 (1977); Hewitt v. Helms, 459 U.S. 460 (1983)). In Jones, the 

Court stated: 

First Amendment associational rights ... must give way to the reasonable 
considerations of penal management. . . . [N]umerous associational rights are 
necessarily curtailed by the realities of confinement. They may be curtailed 
whenever the institution's officials, in the exercise of their informed discretion, 
reasonably conclude that such associations, whether through group meetings or 
otherwise, possess the likelihood of disruption to prison order or stability, or 
otherwise interfere with the legitimate penological objectives of the prison 
environment. 

433 U.S. at 132. 

In fact, the Supreme Court, applying the Turner reasonableness test, appears to have 

already upheld regulations substantially similar to those Royer challenges. In Overton, the Court 

reversed a Sixth Circuit decision which had invalidated Michigan prison regulations pertaining to 

noncontact visits. 539 U.S. at 131, 137. In addition to limiting the highest security risk inmates 

to noncontact visits, the regulations limited the number of total visitors an inmate could receive 

and restricted child visitors. Id. at 129-30. The regulations also provided that an inmate who 

had committed multiple substance abuse violations while in jail could not receive any visitors 

other than attorneys or clergy members for a minimum of two years. Id. at 130. Although the 

Court did not discuss at length the impact that a prohibition on physical contact has on inmates 
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and their families, the Court found that the regulations met the Turner standard in that the 

regulation had a valid, rational connection to a legitimate government interest, alternative means 

were available to inmates to exercise the asserted right, accommodating the right would cause a 

significant reallocation of resources and would impair the prison's ability to protect all 

individuals inside the prison walls, and no ready alternatives undermined the reasonableness of 

the regulations. Id. at 132-36. 

Although Overton thus appears directly on point, the Court now applies the Turner 

factors to determine whether the federal practice challenged here is reasonable. 

Applying the first Turner factor, there certainly appears to be a valid, rational connection 

between the rules applied to so-called "terrorist inmates" and a legitimate government interest. 13 

The Supreme Court in Block v. Ruthe,ford, 468 U.S. 576 (1984), noted many of the security 

challenges posed by contact visits: 

Contact visits invite a host of security problems. They open the institution to the 
introduction of drugs, weapons, and other contraband. Visitors can easily conceal 
guns, knives, drugs, or other contraband in countless ways and pass them to an 
inmate unnoticed by even the most vigilant observers. And these items can readily 
be slipped from the clothing of an innocent child, or transferred by other visitors 
permitted close contact with inmates. 

Id. at 586. 

Here, Royer concedes that at least one basis for BOP's practice ts the interest in 

monitoring his communications. Comp!. q[ 109. In his Opposition to the Motion to Dismiss, he 

concedes that "monitoring inmates' communication is, in the abstract, a legitimate penological 

13 The Court assumes, for the sake of this First Amendment analysis, the legality of the government's "terrorist 
inmate" classification scheme and the accuracy of Royer's classification. Royer separately challenges the 
government's failure to engage in notice-and-comment rulemaking prior to implementing this scheme. Royer also 
separately challenges, as discussed in more detail below, whether the scheme complies with procedural due process 
requirements. The question before the Court with respect to Royer's First Amendment challenge is whether, 
assuming the legality of the BOP's classification of him as a ·'terrorist inmate," the resulting conditions of his 
confinement violate his First Amendment rights. 
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goal" though he contests the legitimacy of monitoring him to a greater extent than other inmates. 

Pl.'s Opp'n 56. In his complaint, he also quotes BOP regulalions which state that control units 

such as the CMUs are "intended to place into a separate unit those inmates who are unable to 

function in a less restrictive environment without being a threat to others or to the orderly 

operation of the institution." Additionally, although he notes that the majority of the inmates 

subject to the same conditions are Muslims ( 40 of the 60 current or former CMU Terre Haute 

inmates according to his complaint), he does not assert that BOP has implemented these 

regulations in bad faith or for the purpose of discriminating against a particular religious group. 

See Compl. <JI 92. Thus, there appear to be at least two legitimate government interests at stake: 

the need to monitor inmate communications and the need to isolate inmates that might pose a 

threat to others or to the orderly operation of the institution. 

Royer argues BOP has failed to put forward the "legitimate government interest" it seeks 

to further and that thus, it would be inappropriate to evaluate this factor or to decide the larger 

question on a motion to dismiss. Indeed, Royer is correct that BOP's only justification for its 

practice appears to be that "prison administrators must be able to reasonably exercise their 

judgment as to the appropriate means of furthering penological goals." Nevertheless, the 

Supreme Court has said that the "burden ... is not on the [government] to prove the validity of 

prison regulations but on the prisoner to disprove it." Overton, 539 U.S. at 132 (citing Jones, 

433 U.S. at 128). This is particularly the case at the pleading stage where Royer must present 

facts that plausibly state a claim. Given the state of the caselaw regarding prisoners' first 

amendment and visitation rights, Royer has not plausibly alleged here that there is no legitimate 

government interest at stake, and in fact, has conceded that there is at least one legitimate 

government interest. Thus, the Court now turns to the remainder of the Turner factors. 
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The second Turner factor considers "whether alternative means are open to inmates to 

exercise the asserted right." Here, Royer acknowledges that, although he is prohibited from 

having contact visits with his family, he still retains the right to have noncontact visits, to make 

phone calls during business hours, and to write letters. Nevertheless, he argues that "there is no 

substitute for physical contact with loved ones" and that his wife would not have divorced him if 

BOP had not prohibited contact visits. Com pl. (jri[ 80, 117. He also asserts that phone calls are 

not a viable alternative for speaking with his children because the calls are limited to business 

hours when the children are typically in school. Thus, he states, the "'alternatives' are so 

restrictive ... that they are rendered inadequate." Pl.'s Opp'n 61. 

However, although the Court must accept the facts asserted as true, it need not accept 

Royer's legal conclusions as to what constitutes "alternative means". The Supreme Court has 

identified alternative means of associating to include sending letters, making phone calls, and 

even sending messages through others who are allowed to visit. Overton, 539 U.S. at 135. 

"Alternatives to visitation need not be ideal ... they need only be available." Id. Thus, Royer 

has failed to plausibly allege that no alternatives exist. 

The third Turner consideration is the impact that accommodation of the asserted right 

would have on guards, other inmates, and prison resources. On this point, Royer merely asserts 

that there would be no "ripple effect" from accommodating his demands and that such 

accommodation would by "eas[y] and simpl[e]." Pl.'s Opp'n 62. However, Royer provides no 

facts to support this assertion. The Court assumes that prison officials, in order to effectively 

monitor Royer's communications during these visits, would need to institute more stringent 

search procedures of Royer and his visitors prior to each visit and would need to have more staff 

on hand to monitor the interactions between Royer and his visitors. 
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Finally, the Court considers whether there are "ready alternatives" which undennine the 

reasonableness of the regulations. On this point, Royer argues that BOP could meet its goal of 

monitoring his visits at "no extra cost or risk to other inmates," PL 's Opp'n 63, because BOP has 

already "installed multiple cameras and hypersensitive microphones ... [a]nd its officers 

thoroughly and expertly strip search all inmates both before and after contact visits." Compl. CJ! 

111. However, the Supreme Court has emphasized that the inquiry regarding this factor is not 

whether prisons have imposed the least restrictive regulation but "whether the prisoner has 

pointed to some obvious regulatory alternative that fully accommodates the asserted right while 

not imposing more than a de minimis cost to the valid penological goal." Overton, 539 U.S. at 

136. Increasing the number of inmates who must be strip searched before and after each contact 

visit would surely increase the cost of visitation and divert attention from other priorities. 

Moreover, although Royer asserts that BOP has cameras and "hypersensitive" microphones, it is 

not self-evident that this would obviate all security concerns that might arise from contact visits, 

such as the covert passing of notes, hand signals, or whispered conversations. As a result, Royer 

has not sufficiently pled this factor either. 

In summary, the Court has little trouble concluding that the restrictions on contact visits 

and phone calls survive Royer's First Amendment freedom of association challenge. A more 

difficult question is whether the alleged pennanence of the restrictions raises additional 

concerns. For example, in Overton, although the Court upheld a two-year ban on visitation from 

anyone other than clergy members and attorneys, the Court noted that it might reach a diff erenl 

conclusion regarding a "de facto permanent ban on all visitation for certain inmates." 539 U.S. 

at 134; see also Beard v. Banks, 548 U.S. 521, 535 (2006) ("[A]s in Overton, we agree that 'the 

restriction [ denying newspapers, magazines, and photographs to specially dangerous and 
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recalcitrant inmates] is severe,' and 'if faced with evidence that [it werel a de facto permanent 

ban ... we might reach a different conclusion in a challenge to a particular application of the 

regulation.'"). 

However, even though Royer' s complaint alleges that the restrictions applicable to him 

are to last for the duration of his incarceration, they do not involve a complete ban on visitation 

or communication, but rather a ban on contact visits and a limit on the number of visit and phone 

calls and time of day. Moreover, the Court in Overton upheld regulations that appeared to 

impose an indefinite ban on contact visits for inmates classified as the highest security risks. Id. 

at 130. Finally, other courts have stated that "there is no inherent, absolute constitutional right to 

contact visits with prisoners," Bazzetta v. McGinnis, 124 F.3d 774, 779 (6th Cir. 1997), 

supplemented 133 F.3d 382 (6th Cir. 1998), and our Circuit has even upheld a permanent ban on 

all visitation between an incarcerated man and his wife, Robinson v. Palmer, 841 F.2d 1151, 

1156 (D.C. Cir. 1988) (holding that permanent ban on visitation between spouses after wife was 

caught attempting to smuggle marijuana into prison reasonably furthered legitimate government 

b. • ) 14 o ~ectJve . 

Thus, the Court finds that the restrictions on Royer' s communication and interaction with 

his family, despite appearing to be indefinite, satisfy the requirements of the First Amendment 

and the test the Supreme Court has set fo11h for inmates' constitutional challenges. 

2. Procedural Due Process Claim 

The Fifth Amendment provides that no person shall be "deprived of life, liberty or 

property, without due process of law." U.S. Const. amend. V. "The touchstone of due process is 

14 Bans on contact visits have also been upheld under the Due Process clauses. In Block v. Rutherford, the Supreme 
Court upheld, under the Fourteenth Amendment, a ban on noncontact visits for pre-trial detainees. 468 U.S. 576, 
588 ( 1984) (concluding the ban was a reasonable, nonpunitive response to legitimate security concerns). In A ref \I. 
Holder. Judge Urbina of this court dismissed Substantive Due Process claims by other "terrorist inmates" that the 
same restrictions at issue here violated their First Amendment right to "family integrity." 774 F. Supp. at 162---63. 
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protection of the individual against arbitrary action of government." Wo{ff v. McDonnell, 418 

U.S. 539,558 (1974) (citing Dent v. West Virginia, 129 U.S. 114, 123 (1889)). 

The due process clause has both substantive and procedural aspects and only procedural 

due process appears to be at issue here. 15 "Procedural due process imposes constraints on 

governmental decisions which deprive individuals of 'liberty' or 'property' interests within the 

meaning of the Due Process Clause of the Fifth or Fourteenth Amendment." Mathews v. 

Eldridge, 424 U.S. 319, 332 (1976). "The fundamental requirement of due process is the 

opportunity to be heard at a meaningful time and in a meaningful manner." Mathews, 424 U.S. 

at 333 (internal quotation marks omitted). Thus, to state a procedural due process claim, a 

plaintiff must plead that a life, liberty, or property interest was at stake, that government action 

resulted in a deprivation or inf1ingement of that interest, and that the plaintiff did not receive the 

process he was due. 

As with other prisoners' rights cases, unique concerns arise in the context of prisoners' 

due process claims because a prisoner has already been deprived of much of his liberty through 

the process of criminal conviction and incarceration. However, prisoners are "not wholly 

stripped of constitutional protections" upon conviction and retain Due Process protections 

against arbitrary deprivations of liberty. Hatch v. Dist. of Columbia, 184 F.3d 846, 849 (D.C. 

Cir. 1999) (citing Wolffv. McDonnell, 418 U.S. 539, 555 (1974)). 

1.i The Supreme Court's substantive due process cases interpret the Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments' guarantee of 
due process to forbid the government from infringing "certain 'fundamental' liberty interests at all, no matter what 
process is provided, unless the infringement is narrowly tailored to serve a compelling state interest." Reno v. 
Flores, 507 U.S. 292, 30 l-02 (I 993) (citations omitted). The Supreme Court has considered some substantive due 
process claims to prison regulations. See, e.g., Washington v. Harper, 494 U.S. 2 l 0 (J 990) (holding that treatment 
of prisoner against his will with antipsychotic drugs did not violate substantive due process if the prisoner was 
dangerous to himself or others and treatment was in his interest). In so doing, the Court utilized the Turner test to 
evaluate the constitutionality of the regulations at issue. See also Are{ v. Holder, 774 F. Supp. 2d 147, 162-63 
(D.D.C. 201 I) (applying Turner test to determine whether the plaintiffs' had sufficiently alleged their substantive 
due process claim). However, the appropriate test for procedural due process challenges is not the Turner test, but 
the more typical procedural due process inquiry of whether the government has deprived plaintiff of a liberty interest 
without adequate process. See Harper, 494 U.S. at 228; see also Are{. 774 F. Supp. 2d at 163-67. 
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a. Royer Has Sufficiently Alleged a Liberty Interest 

Some liberty interests flow from the Due Process Clause itself. See Washington v. 

Harper, 494 U.S. 210, 221-22 (1990) (recognizing that a prisoner has a "significant liberty 

interest in avoiding unwanted administration of antipsychotic drugs under the Due Process 

Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment"). Other liberty interests may be created by state or 

federal laws or practices regulating the tenns or conditions of a prisoner's confinement. See 

Sandin v. Conner, 515 U.S. 472, 483-84; Wilkinson, 545 U.S. at 221. Royer asserts that his 

liberty interest flows from the latter source. Comp!. 1(1[ 2, 86-87, 148. 

In Sandin v. Conner, the Supreme Court considered whether an inmate's placement in 

disciplinary segregation for 30 days implicated a state-created liberty interest. 515 U.S. 472. 

The Court held that it did not, finding that the conditions substantially mirrored those in similar, 

discretionary confinement such as administrative segregation. Id. at 486-87. In summarizing its 

holding, the Court noted that state-created liberty interests "will be generally limited to freedom 

from restraint which, while not exceeding the sentence in such an unexpected manner as to give 

rise to protection by the Due Process Clause of its own force, nonetheless imposes atypical and 

significant hardship on the inmate in relation to the ordinary incidents of prison life." Id. at 484. 

However, the Supreme Court has not yet defined what constitutes the "ordinary incidents 

of prison life" or, in other words, against what baseline courts should evaluate conditions of 

confinement to determine whether they are atypical and significant. See Wilkinson, 545 U.S. at 

223 (describing the lack of agreement among the Courts of Appeals on the issue as well). 

Nevertheless, the D.C. Circuit has considered the question and this Court relies on its analysis. 

In Hatch v. Dist. of Columbia, the D.C. Circuit considered whether placement of an 

inmate in disciplinary and administrative segregation for seven months implicated Due Process. 
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184 F.3d 846. During these seven months, the plaintiff was "[ c ]onfined to his cell for twenty

three and a half hours per day on weekdays and all forty-eight hours on weekend[s]," "had no 

outdoor recreation," and "was not allowed to work or visit the library, gym, health clinic, 

psychological services, mailroom, clothing and bedding exchange, or culinary unit." Id. at 848. 

He was denied access to legal phone calls for ninety days. Id. The circuit court reversed the 

district court's grant of summary judgment for the government and remanded for further fact

finding. The court concluded that the "ordinary incidents of prison life" should be evaluated in 

relation to the "most restrictive confinement conditions that prison officials, exercising their 

administrative authority to ensure institutional safety and good order, routinely impose on 

inmates serving similar sentences." Id. at 856. The analysis requires a "factual determination of 

the most restrictive conditions ptison officials 'ordinaril_v' or 'routinely' impose" on prisoners 

serving similar sentences. 16 Id. at 857 (emphasis added). 17 

In Hatch, the Circuit concluded that administrative segregation was an "ordinary 

incident" of life at the prison and should thus be included as part of the baseline for determining 

whether the segregative confinement implicated a constitutionally protected liberty interest. Id. 

at 856. 

However, the court noted, in addition to considering the nature of the deprivation in 

relation to this baseline, that comts must also consider the length of the deprivation and whether 

the segregation was within the range of what would be expected in light of the length of the 

sentence the prisoner is serving. Id. Because the possibility of transfer to another prison is one 

I(, The Circui1 did not explicitly define what constitutes a "similar sentences·· but did emphasize the need for courts 
to consider the length of the sentence. 
17 While Sandin and Hatch dealt with Fourteenth Amendment Due Process claims and state prisons, there appears 
no reason why the analysis should not apply to Fifth Amendment Due Process claims and federal prisons. Indeed, 
other circuits have applied Sandin to due process claims against federal officials. See, e.g., Magfuta v. Samples, 375 
F.3d 1269 (11th Cir. 2004); Jordan v. Fed. Bureau of Prisons, 191 Fed. Appx. 639 ( 10th Cir. 2006) (unpublished). 
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of the ordinary incidents of prison life, the baseline need not be limited to conditions at the 

particular prison in which the inmate is confined. However, neither need it be so broad as to 

consider conditions in any prison nationwide, including those "especially restrictive" prisons 

where "all inmates are locked down almost the entire day." Id. at 856-57. 

BOP disputes Royer's argument that his classification imposes an "atypical and 

significant hardship" and that it is outside what a prisoner may "reasonably expect to encounter 

as a result of his or her conviction in accordance with due process." Def.' s Mem. I 9. 

Royer suggests that the required fact-specific inquiry is not possible or appropriate at the 

motion to dismiss stage. Pl.'s Opp'n 36. The Court agrees that at this stage, it need not 

detennine whether Royer's conditions of confinement actually are harsh and atypical in 

comparison with administrative segregation and other conditions ordinarily and routinely 

imposed. Rather, the Court need only detennine whether the complaint contains sufficient 

factual matter, accepted as true, to plausibly state a claim that the conditions are harsh and 

atypical and thus implicate a liberty interest. "Determining whether a complaint states a 

plausible claim for relief will ... be a context-specific task that requires the reviewing court to 

draw on its judicial experience and common sense." Iqbal, 556 U.S. at 679; see also Marion v. 

Columbia Correction Inst., 559 F.3d 693, 699 (7th Cir. 2009) (reversing the dismissal of a 

prisoner's due process claim because, without a factual record, the court could not determine 

whether the actual conditions of the plaintiff's confinement resulted in the implication of a 

liberty interest). 

The Court holds that Royer has plausibly alleged harsh and atypical conditions. First, as 

detailed above, Royer' s complaint alleges that he has been segregated from the general 

population for over six years and that during this time he has been subject to restrictions on the 
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recreational, religious, and educational opportunities normally available to pnson inmates. 

Royer' s contacts with his family have been limited to one 15-minute phone call per week during 

business hours, when his school-age children are in school. Finally, he is limited to two, two

hour noncontact visits per month. It is true that Royer's complaint does not specifically outline 

the "most restrictive confinement conditions that prison officials, exercising their administrative 

authority to ensure institutional safety and good order, routinely impose on inmates serving 

similar sentences." However, Royer did note that while in the SHU at FCI Greenville, he was 

"isolated to a greater extent than is typical for the SHU," that he was not allowed to exercise in 

the recreation cages at the same time as other SHU inmates, that staff placed sandbags in front of 

his cell door, and that unlike other SHU inmates, he was not permitted to have contact visits. 

Compl. ~[ lOI. He also asserted that BOP had permanently imposed upon designated "terrorist 

inmates" the "harshest conditions of confinement in the federal prison system." Compl. q[ 106. 

Even assuming that the conditions alleged by Royer are no more restrictive than the most 

restrictive conditions normally imposed, for example in administrative segregation, Royer's 

complaint plausibly alleges that they are "harsh and atypical" because of their duration. In 

numerous parts of his complaint, he alleges that the conditions are permanent and are intended to 

remain in place for the duration of his 20-year sentence, or for a total of about 16.5 years. See 

Wilkinson, 545 U.S. at 224 (noting that conditions in a supermax facility ''likely would apply to 

most solitary confinement" but that unlike solitary confinement generally, placement in a 

supermax facility is indefinite, and relying on this in part to find that conditions were "harsh and 

atypical"). 18 

1
~ Judge Urbina also found that the conditions to which "terrorist inmates" are subject plausibly could "constitute an 

atypical and significant hardship'' although he appears to have used conditions in the general population as the 
baseline for comparison. See Aref, 774 F. Supp. 2d at 165-66. 
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BOP launches several additional arguments in support of its motion to dismiss that the 

Court does not find persuasive. First, it argues that the Attorney General has discretion to 

"designate the institution of an inmate's confinement." Def.'s Mem. 19. While this is true, see 

Meachum v. Fano, 427 U.S. 215, 225 (1976) (confinement in another State is "within the normal 

limits or range of custody which the conviction has authorized the State to impose"); Olim v. 

Wakinekona, 461 U.S. 238, 247 (l 983) ("[I]t is neither unreasonable nor unusual for an inmate to 

serve practically his entire sentence in a State other than the one in which he was convicted and 

sentenced .... "), Royer does not challenge the location of his confinement. Instead he argues 

that the "the atypical conditions of confinement are applied to [him] regardless of' where he is 

confined. Compl. qi 86. Next, BOP argues that its regulations concerning classification, 

designation, and transfer do not limit its discretion so as to create a legitimate expectation that a 

prisoner will be assigned to a particular facility. Def.'s Mem. 20. However, this is no longer the 

appropriate inquiry for determining whether a prisoner has liberty interest. The Supreme Court 

in Sandin "abandon[ed] the approach'' to prisoner due process claims of "search[ing] for a 

negative implication from mandatory language in prisoner regulations." 515 U.S. at 483 & n.5. 

Instead the Court adopted the "atypical and significant hardship" test discussed above. 

Thus, the Court believes that Royer has stated a plausible claim that his classification as a 

"terrorist inmate" and the associated, indefinite conditions of confinement, are harsh and atypical 

and thus implicate a liberty interest. 

b. Royer Has Sufficiently Alleged Denial of Process Due 

Due process requirements are "flexible and call[] for such procedural protections as the 

particular situation demands .... " Wilkinson, 545 U.S. at 224 (internal quotation marks 
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omitted). Thus, in determining what process is due, courts rely not on rigid rules, but on the 

framework articulated in Mathews v. Eldridge. Under Mathews, courts consider three factors: 

First, the private interest that will be affected by the official action; second, the 
risk of an erroneous deprivation of such interest through the procedures used, and 
the probable value, if any, of additional or substitute procedural safeguards; and 
finally, the Government's interest, including the function involved and the fiscal 
and administrative burdens that the additional or substitute procedural 
requirement would entail. 

424 U.S. at 335. 

The first Mathe'fvs factor, the private interest at stake, is to be evaluated "within the 

context of the prison system and its attendant curtailment of liberties." Wilkinson, 545 U.S. at 

225. "[Tlhe procedural protections to which [prisoners] are entitled are more limited than in 

cases where the right at stake is the right to be free from confinement at all." Id. The second 

factor looks to the risk of erroneous deprivation through the procedures used and the value of any 

additional safeguards. The Supreme Court has stated that notice of the factual basis for the 

government's decision and a "fair opportunity for rebuttal" are "among the most important 

procedural mechanisms for purposes of avoiding erroneous deprivations." Id. at 226. The third 

factor, the government's interest and burden of additional procedures, is a "dominant 

consideration" in the context of prison management. Id. at 227. The government must ensure 

the safety of guards and other prison personnel, other inmates, and the public. It must be able to 

prevent prison violence. In the case of inmates who purportedly have links to terrorist 

organizations, the danger to the public is all the greater. Finally, the simple issue of time and 

money and the resources necessary to put in place additional procedures are relevant. 

Hewitt v. Helms specifies the minimum procedures for placing an inmate in segregative 

conditions if he has a liberty interest in avoiding such segregation. See Hatch, 184 F.3d at 852 

(describing Hewitt's minimum procedures). Those procedures include "some notice of the 
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charges against him and an opportunity to present his views to the prison official charged with 

deciding whether to transfer him to administrative segregation." Hewitt 459 U.S. at 476. 

"Although a hearing need not occur prior to confinement in administrative segregation, it 'must 

occur within a reasonable time following an inmate's transfer."' Hatch, 184 F.3d at 852 (quoting 

Hewitt, 459 U.S. at 476 n.8. 

The Court need not linger over the balance of these factors and the exact process required 

because the complaint plausibly alleges that any process provided by BOP was inadequate. 

Royer alleges that he was taken from his cell "without warning" and only provided with an 

"Administrative Detention Order" stating that he was being moved to the SHU because he was 

"pending classification." Compl.1[ 88. Royer was apparently told at some point (or learned) that 

he had been classified as a "terrorist inmate," Compl. IJl~I 81, l01, though it is unclear when or 

how this occurred. Royer states that he was never provided with a hearing, with notice of the 

criteria for release from the conditions, or with notice of the projected date for release from those 

conditions. Comp!. 1[ I 05. 

Given these allegations, it is unclear that the prison ever directly provided him with 

notice of the reasons for his segregation and it appears that he has had no opportunity for a 

hearing. Thus, his complaint plausibly alleges that he was denied due process. 

I. CONCLUSION 

In summary, the Court DENIES WITHOUT PREJUDICE BOP's Motion for Summary 

Judgment regarding Royer's Privacy Act claims. The Court finds that it has subject matter 

jurisdiction to consider Royer's constitutional claims and thus DENIES BOP's motion to dismiss 

for lack of jurisdiction. With respect to those constitutional claims, the Court GRANTS BOP's 
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motion to dismiss the First Amendment claim for failure to state a claim and DENIES BOP's 

motion to dismiss Royer' s Due Process claims. 

Signed by Royce C. Lamberth, Chief Judge, on March 28, 2013. 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

RANDALL TODD ROYER 

Plaintiff, 

v. 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS 

Defendant. 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) Civil No. 10-1996 (RCL) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

-----------------

ORDER 

Before the Court are defendant Federal Bureau of Prison's [BOP'sJ Motion [91J to 

Dismiss or for Summary Judgment and plaintiff Randall Todd Royer's Opposition [98}. Also 

before the Court are BOP's Motion [94] for In Camera Review and Royer's Opposition [96] 

thereto, and Royer's Motion [1031 for Order Directing Clerk to Respond to Plaintiff's Inquiry. 

For the reasons explained in the accompanying Memorandum Opinion issued this date, it 

is hereby 

ORDERED that BOP's Motion [91] be DENIED as to its motion to dismiss for lack of 

jurisdiction; and it is further 

ORDERED that BOP's Motion [91J be DENIED with respect to its motion to dismiss 

Royer' s Due Process claims; and it is further 

ORDERED that BOP' s Motion [91 J be GRANTED with respect to its motion to dismiss 

Royer's First Amendment claims and that Mr. Royer's First Amendment claims are 

DISMISSED; and it is further 
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ORDERED that BOP's Motion [911 be DENIED WITHOUT PREJUDICE as to Royer's 

Privacy Act claims; and it is further 

ORDERED that Royer's Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) claims, are DISMISSED; 

and it is further 

ORDERED that BOP's Motion [94] for In Camera Review be DENIED as MOOT; and it 

is further 

ORDERED that Royer's Motion [ 1031 for Order Directing Clerk to Respond be DENIED 

as MOOT; and it is further 

ORDERED that each party shall each submit, within twenty days of the date of this 

Order, a proposed schedule for any additional dispositive motions and/or discovery and that the 

parties shall address the proposed scope of any discovery. 

SO ORDERED. 

Signed by Royce C. Lamberth, Chief Judge, on March 28, 2013. 



12v:c.:al Penalties 

Defe:1dant: R,.c1,NDfa,LL TODD ROYER 
Case Number 1 :03CR00296-001 

CRIMINAL MONETARY PENAL TIES 

Judgment--Page ~ of§ 

The defendant shall pay the following total monetary penalties in accordance with the schedule of payments set 
out below. 

Count 

No fines have been imr;osed ill this case 

Soecial Asses§o.1ent 

$100.00 

$100.00 

(Paid) $200.00 

FINE 

SCHEDULE OF PAYMENTS 

f .. lll.~ 

Payments shall be app'ied ill the fellowing order: (1) assessment; (2) restitution, (3) fine principal: (4) cost c:,t 
prosecution: (5) interes:: (6) penalties. 

The special assessmei1t is due in full immediately. If not paid immediately, the Court autho--\zes tile deduction of 
appropriate sums from :he defendant's account while in confinement in accordance With th0 applicable rules and 
regulations of tl1e Bureau o~ Prisons. 

Any special assessn':ent. restitution, or fine payments may be subject to penalties for default and deiinquency 

if this judgment imposes a period of imprisonment. payment of Criminal Monetary penalties shall be due during 
the ::ie1-iod of imprisonment 

All criminal monetary penalty payments are to be made to the Clerk, United States Dist1-ict Court, except those 
payments 1,1ade throu~l1 the Bureau of Prisons' Inmate Financial Responsibility Program. 
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Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6),(b)(7)(C) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 
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SO ORDERED this __ day of _______ , 2014. 

HON. ROYCE C. LAMBERTH 
United States District Judge 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

RANDALL TODD ROYER. 

Plaintiff, 

V. 
Civil Action No:-.. I 0-1196 (RCL) 

10-1996 (RCLJ 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS, 

Dcfl'ndunt. 

HOP'S CERTIFICATION OF RECORDS :\-JODIFICATIO~ 

Pur:-.uunt lo Federal Rule:-. of Civil Procedure ("'Rules"; 26 and :n and Section !746 of 

Titk 28 of the U.S. Code, I. AUvIA G. OSEN on behalf of the Feder:.il Bureau or Prisons 

( .. 8 OP") hcrcb y stuk's as follows: 

I. I am an atlurney at the Litigation Branch. Office uf Gcner .. 1! Counsel. BOP. I 

have worked for BOP s incc September 6, 1994. and i 11 the Lit igut ion Branch since J anuury 200-4. 

, I am the lead BOP attorney assigned to the above captioned matter. 

J. I make th is certification regarding the Memorandum dated A pri I 7. 201--1-. from 

Frank Strada. Assiswn1 Director. Cnrrl'ction Progrums Divi.~ion. BOP to /\JI Starr Concerned 

bearing the subject ··Records Correction -- Randall Ro:yer. Reg. No. -1.6812-083: Instructions for 

BOP staff to correct BOP records of inmate Royer regarding his uffil ialinn with a Bosnian 

terrorist nrguni 1:at ion·· ( the "l\Iemorandum,. ). 

4. I make this ,:en ification h,N.·d llll communications I had with BOP stall 

respo11:-. i hle for mai ntarning records concerning Royer. "pcci fie al I y informal ion maintained in 

Roycr's Inmate Cemral File. informatiun maintained by BOP's Special 111\'estig:ati\'C Ser\'ices 

( --sis·· l. information maintained in Trulntel (which I understand is now tht.' name of BOP" s 



Prison Security and I nte ll igcnce Record S ystcm ). and information maintained by offices. 

facil itics. and other locations that BOP iden1ifo.:d in discovery in this action as having records 

concerning Royer. 

I hereby cenify based un the effo11s dcscribed above and to the best of my kmlv.'icdge. 

information. and belief as of this date BOP staff have taken reasonable efforts to rnmply with the 

directions -;ct ror1h in the Memorandum to mo<lif y records and maintain copies of the 

Memorandum. and rlrnt BOP has no present intent to use or rely upon the information descnhcd 

in the Memorandum to make any future decis10ns regarding Rnyer. 

Further declarnnl suycth m1t. 

Alma G. Obcn 
Assislant General Counsel 
federal Bureau of Prisons 

- 2 -
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

RANDALL TODD ROYER, 

Plaintiff, 

V. 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS, 

Defendant. 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

___________ ) 

Civil Action Nos. I 0-1196 (RCL) 
10-1996 (RCL) 

STIPULATION OF SETTLEMENT AND DISMISSAL 

The parties, Plaintiff Randall Todd Royer ("Royer" or "Plaintiff'') and Defendant Federal 

Bureau of Prisons ("BOP" or "Defendant") (collectively, "the parties"), by and through their 

respective counsel, hereby stipulate and agree and file this Stipulation of Settlement and 

Dismissal ("Stipulation") as follows: 

1. The parties do hereby agree to settle, compromise~ and dismiss the above-entitled 

action under the terms and conditions set forth herein. 

2. The parties agree that BOP's reasonable efforts detailed in BOP's Certification or 

Records Modification dated June _ 2014, to modify records and take other actions consistent 

with the Memorandum dated April 7, 2014, from Frank Strada, Assistant Director, Correction 

Programs Division, BOP to All Staff Concerned bearing the subject "Records Correction --

Randall Royer, Reg. No. 46812-083; Instructions for BOP staff to correct BOP records of inmate 

Royer regarding his affiliation with a Bosnian terrorist organization." is a material inducement to 

this Stipulation. 

3. Defendant shall pay Plaintiff a lump sum of Twelve Thousand dollars and no 

cents ($12,000.00) and shall pay Plaintiffs attorneys Twenty-Eight Thousand dollars and no 
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cents ($28,000.00) (collectively, the "Settlement Amounts") in settlement of this matter pursuant 

to the terms described herein. Q.e-.fendant s-ha+l-provide Plaintiff a-declaration confirming tha-t--t-he 

corrections required by- th-e---A-fm+- -7, ±0--t---4-- memorandum i!i!med t:ly- BOP' !i A!,!,i!;tant Director, 

Correctional Programs Division, te-a-1+-sta--ff-e-oncemed, bearing t-h-e--subject "Reconl Con-ection -

Rand a 11 Royer, -R-eg-:-N&.- 16 g 12 08 3," -Rffilv-BeeH made. Defc n dant -s-ha+I provide the- dee la ration 

within h,vo v,eeks or the filing of this Stipulation. 

4. Upon filing of this Stipulation, Defendant will promptly cause the documentation 

necessary to effectuate these payments to be completed and transmitted. Payment of sums to 

Plaintiff shall be made to Plaintiff's inmate trust fund account pursuant and subject to the 

authorities, rules, and regulations regarding such account. Payment of sums to Plaintiffs 

attorneys shall be made by electronic funds transfer pursuant to instructions exchanged by 

counsel for the parties. 

5. This Stipulation provides for the full and complete satisfaction of all claims that 

have been or could have been asserted by Plaintiff in the above-captioned civil actions, including 

without limitation all claims for compensatory damages, back pay, costs, attorneys' fees, and 

interest or other compensation for delay, and Plaintiff agrees not to hereafter assert any claim or 

institute or prosecute any civil action or other proceeding against the Defendant, the United 

States, their agencies or officials, or their present or former employees or agents, in either their 

official or individual capacities, with respect to any event complained of therein, except as 

provided in Paragraph 5. Plaintiff hereby fully and forever releases and discharges the 

Defendant, the United States, their agencies or officials, and their present and former employees 

and agents, in their official and individual capacities, from any and all rights and claims of every 

kind, nature, and description, whether presently known or unknown, that Plaintiff now has or 
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may have arising out of or in connection with any event regarding, concerning, or related to the 

matters alleged in the complaints in the above:-captioned actions and occurring on or before the 

date on which he has executed this Stipulation, except as provided in Paragraph 5. In connection 

with this release, Plaintiff acknowledges that he is aware that he may hereafter discover rights or 

claims presently unknown and unsuspected, or facts in addition to or different from those that he 

now knows with respect to the rights and claims released herein. 

6. Notwithstanding the breadth of Paragraph 4, and for the avoidance of doubt, 

Paragraph 4 shall not apply to any claims premised upon any future actions to assign, designate, 

reassign, or re-designate Plaintiff to BOP facilities or custodial units (including, but not limited 

to, a Communications Management Unit), or to otherwise impose on Plaintiff new conditions of 

confinement. Similarly, Paragraph 4 shall not apply to any claims premised upon BOP or its 

agents or officials taking any potential future actions concerning Plaintiff based on or in 

reference to information that Plaintiff contends is false or misleading in records maintained by 

BOP, including but not limited to information regarding the allegedly erroneous contention that 

Plaintiff was affiliated with a Bosnian terrorist organization or had a connection with an alleged 

Al Qaeda operative named Abu Zubair Al-Madani or the allegedly erroneous claim that Plaintiff 

had an affiliation with Al Qaeda based on his prior association with a Bosnian military unit 

known as Abu Zubair. Further, Paragraph 4 shall not apply to any claims Plaintiff may have 

arising out of or in connection with the application of a "Greater Security" management variable 

to Plaintiff. 

7. This Stipulation shall represent full and complete satisfaction of all claims arising 

from the allegations set forth in the Complaint filed in this action, including full and complete 

satisfaction of all claims for costs and attorneys' fees that have been, or could be, made in this 
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case, including, but not limited to, all claims ansmg from any predecessor administrative 

processes, litigation before this Court, and any other proceedings involving the claims raised in 

this action. 

8. This Stipulation shall not constitute an admission of liability or fault on the part of 

BOP or the United States or their agents, servants, or employees, and is entered into by both 

parties for the sole purpose of compromising disputed claims and avoiding the expenses and 

risks of further litigation. 

9. This Stipulation shall be binding upon and inure to the benefit of the parties 

hereto and their respective successors and assigns. 

10. The parties agree that this Stipulation will not be used as evidence or otherwise in 

any pending or future civil or administrative action against Defendant or the United States or any 

agency or instrumentality of the United States, except to the extent such action concerns 

breaches of this Stipulation. 

11. Execution of this Stipulation by counsel for Plaintiff and by counsel for 

Defendant shall constitute a dismissal of this action with prejudice pursuant to Federal Rule of 

Civil Procedure 41(a)(l)(ii) subject to the exceptions noted above in Paragraph 5, except that the 

Court s-lta--1-t-ma y retain juri sdi ct ion to en force the terms of th is Sti pu la ti on. 

12. Nothing in this Stipulation constitutes an agreement by Defendant or the United 

States concerning the characterization of the Settlement Amounts for purposes of the Internal 

Revenue laws, Title 26 of the United States Code. Plaintiff and his attorneys further 

acknowledge that they have not relied on any representations by Defendant or Defendant's 

employees or agents as to the tax consequences of this Stipulation or any payments made by or 

on behalf of Defendant hereunder. Plaintiff and his attorneys shall be solely responsible for 
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compliance with all federal, state, and local tax filing requirements and other obligations arising 

from this Stipulation that are applicable to Plaintiff and his attorneys, respectively. _Plaintiff 

takes the position that the $12,000 that Defendant will pay Plaintiff is in settlement of claims for 

compensatory damages arising from actions of the Defendant alleged to be unlawful under 

federal or common law providing for the enforcement of civil rights, and the $28,000 that 

Defendant will pay Plaintifrs attorneys is in settlement of a claim for attorney's fees under a fee

shifting statute. 

13. This Stipulation contains the entire agreement between the parties hereto and 

supersedes all previous agreements, whether written or oral, between the parties relating to the 

subject matter hereof. No promise or inducement has been made except as set forth herein, and 

no representation or understanding, whether written or oral, that is not expressly set forth herein 

shall be enforced or otherwise be given any force or effect in connection herewith. 

14. The terms of this Stipulation may not be modified or amended, and no provision 

hereof shall be deemed waived, except by a written instrument signed by the party to be charged 

with the modification, amendment, or waiver. 

15. The parties acknowledge that the preparation of this Stipulation was collaborative 

in nature, and so agree that any presumption or rule that an agreement is construed against its 

drafter shall not apply to the interpretation of this Stipulation or any term or provision hereof. 

16. Each party agrees to take such actions and to execute such additional documents 

as may be necessary or appropriate to fully effectuate and implement the tenns of this 

Stipulation. 
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17. This Stipulation shall be governed by the laws of the District of Columbia, 

without regard to the choice of law rules utilized in that jurisdiction, and by the laws of the 

United States. 

18. This Stipulation may be executed in counterparts as if executed by all parties on 

the same document. 

* * * 
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Respectfully submitted, 

FOR PLAINTIFF RANDALL TODD ROYER: 

By: 

By: 

MICHAEL T. KIRKPATRICK 
DC Bar No. 486293 
JEHAN A. PATTERSON 
DC Bar No. IO l 2119 
PUBLIC CITIZEN LlTIGA TION GROUP 

1600 20th Street NW 
Washington, DC 20009 
(202) 588-1000 

Attorneys/or Plaintiff"Randall Todd Royer 

RANDALL TODD ROYER 
Inmate Register No.46812-083 
Petersburg Medium FCI 
1060 River Road 
Hopewell, VA 23860 

Plaintffl 

STIPULATION OF SETTLEMENT AND DISMISSAL 

Date: 

Date: 

FOR DEFENDANT FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS: 

RONALD C. MACHEN JR., D.C. Bar #447889 
United States Attorney 

DANIEL F. VAN HORN, D.C. Bar #924092 
Chief, Civil Division 

By: 
BRIAN P. HUDAK 
Assistant United States Attorney 
555 Fourth Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20530 
(202) 252-2549 

Attorneys for the Federal Bureau qf Prisons 

Date: 
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SO ORDERED this __ day of ________ , 2014. 

HON. ROYCE C. LAMBERTH 
United States District Judge 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

KEVIN C. FORD 
2826 28th STREET, S.E. 
APARTMENT 1 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20020 

Plaintiff, 

V, 

THE UNITED ST A TES OF AMERICA 
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 
950 PENNSYLVANIA AVENUE, N.W. 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20530-0001 

CRANSTON MITCHELL 
PAROLE COMMISSIONER 
UNITED ST A TES PAROLE COMMISSION 
5550 FRIENDSHIP BOULEY ARD, SUITE 420 
CHEVY CHASE, MARYLAND 20815-7286 

ISAAC FULWOOD 
PAROLE COMMISSIONER 
UNITED ST A TES PAROLE COMMISSION 
5550 FRIENDSHIP BOULEY ARD, SUITE 420 
CHEVY CHASE, MARYLAND 20815-7286 

SAHER KHAN 
COMMUNITY SUPERVISION OFFICER 
COURT SERVICES AND OFFENDER 
SUPERVISION AGENCY FOR THE DISTRICT 
OF COLUMBIA 
633 INDIANA AVENUE, N.W. 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20004-2902 

HELEN HERMAN 
CASE SERVICES ADMINISTRATOR 
UNITED ST A TES PAROLE COMMISSION 
5550 FRIENDSHIP BOULEY ARD, SUITE 420 
CHEVY CHASE, MARYLAND 20815-7286 

1 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

) FIRST AMENDED 
) COMPLAINT AND DEMAND 
) FOR JURY TRIAL 
) 
) 
) Case No.: 1: 10-cv-01517 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
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LORI GOBBLE 
CASE OPERATIONS ANALYST 
UNITED STATES PAROLE COMMISSION 
5550 FRIENDSHIP BOULEY ARD, SUITE 420 
CHEVY CHASE, MARYLAND 20815-7286 

JOANN KELLEY 
CASE ANALYST 
UNITED ST A TES PAROLE COMMISSION 
5550 FRIENDSHIP BOULEY ARD, SUITE 420 
CHEVY CHASE, MARYLAND 20815-7286 

JEQUAN JACKSON 
CASE ANALYST 
UNITED ST A TES PAROLE COMMISSION 
5550 FRIENDSHIP BOULEY ARD, SUITE 420 
CHEVY CHASE, MARYLAND 20815-7286 

) 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

JESSICA STIGALL ) 
COMMUNITY SUPERVISION OFFICER ) 
COURT SERVICES AND OFFENDER SUPERVISION ) 
AGENCY FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA ) 
633 INDIANA AVENUE, N.W. ) 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20004-2902 ) 

VERNA YOUNG 
SUPERVISING COMMUNITY SUPERVISION 
OFFICER 
COURT SERVICES AND OFFENDER SUPERVISION 
AGENCY FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 
633 INDIANA A VENUE, N.W. 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20004-2902 

JOHN OR JANE DOES 1-2 
UNNAMED OFFICERS AND EMPLOYEES 
FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS 
DESIGNATION & SENTENCE COMPUTATION 
CENTER 
346 MARINE FORCES DRIVE 
GRAND PRAIRIE, TX 75051 

) 
) 
) 
) 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

---------------) 
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FIRST AMENDED COMPLAINT 

Plaintiff, Kevin C. Ford, by and through his attorneys, brings the following action for 

damages arising out of the United States Constitution and the laws of the United States and the 

District of Columbia, under 42 U.S.C. § 1983, Bivens v. Six Unknown Named Agents, 403 U.S. 

388 ( 1971), and the Federal Tort Claims Act ("FfCA"), and alleges as follows: 

NATURE OF THE ACTION 

1. This is an action to recover for the unlawful incarceration and supervised release 

of Plaintiff Kevin C. Ford. Over the course of four years, Mr. Ford was forced to endure an 

unconscionable cycle of wrongful incarceration and supervised release, which was caused by 

the erroneous and negligent acts of a host of federal government officers and employees. Mr. 

Ford was improperly imprisoned and subjected to unlawful supervised release beginning on 

July 26, 2004, when he was arrested for violations of a supervised release sentence that had 

already expired, and remained in a vicious cycle of unlawful incarceration and supervised 

release until September 10, 2009, when he obtained a writ of habeas corpus from the United 

States District Court for the District of Columbia. 

2. At no point throughout Mr. Ford's cycle of wrongful incarceration and 

supervised release was Mr. Ford ever convicted of a new crime. The decision of the United 

States Parole Commission to issue an arrest warrant on February 17, 2004 was based solely on 

the erroneous and negligent miscalculation of Mr. Ford's prior sentence of imprisonment and 

supervised release. 

3. Because Mr. Ford's supervised release sentence expired before the arrest 

warrant was issued on February 17, 2004, see Ford v. Caulfield, 652 F. Supp. 2d 14, 20 (D.D.C. 
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2009), the United States Parole Commission lacked jurisdiction to issue the warrant, which 

rendered Mr. Ford's ensuing three incarcerations and supervised release periods unlawful. 

4. As a result of Defendants' wrongful actions, Mr. Ford unjustly remained under 

the custody and supervision of the United States Parole Commission, the United States Bureau 

of Prisons, and the Court Services and Offender Supervision Agency for more than three years, 

enduring a hapless cycle of continuous detention and unlawful supervised release. 

5. This cycle of incarceration and supervised release, which directly stemmed from 

the issuance of an unlawful arrest warrant by an entity that lacked jurisdiction over Mr. Ford, 

violated Mr. Ford's constitutional rights under the Fourth and Fifth Amendments, as well as his 

rights under the Ff CA. 

JURISDICTION AND VENUE 

6. This Court has jurisdiction under 28 U.S.C. § 1331 and the U.S. Constitution. 

7. V cnue is proper in this district under 28 U .S.C. § 139 J. A substantial part of the 

events or omissions alleged herein occurred within the District of Columbia. 

8. Jurisdiction and venue are also appropriate before this Court pursuant to the 

FrCA. 28 U.S.C. § 1346(b) and 28 U.S.C. § 1402(b). 

9. On April 6, 2010, Mr. Ford complied with 28 U.S.C. § 2675 by mailing a Form 

95 Claim for Damage, Injury, or Death, as well as supporting materials, to the Federal Bureau 

of Prisons, the United States Parole Commission, and the Court Services and Offender 

Supervision Agency. 

10. On May 24, 2010, the United States Parole Commission, through the United 

States Department of Justice, Civil Division, Tort Branch, notified Mr. Ford that it had received 

and processed his Form 95 Claim on April 19, 2010. 
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11. On June 22, 2010, the Bureau of Prisons acknowledged that it had received and 

processed Mr. Ford's Form 95 claim on May 20, 2010. 

12. On August 31, 2010, the Court Services and Offender Supervision Agency 

notified Mr. Ford that it had received and processed his Form 95 Claim on April 20, 2010. 

13. On November 20, 2010, the six month jurisdictional waiting period expired, and 

Mr. Ford's claims have been left without action. Consequently, the institution of this FfCA 

action is timely. 

PARTIES 

14. Plaintiff Kevin C. Ford ("Mr. Ford") is a resident of the District of Columbia. 

15. Defendant United States of America is the proper defendant under the FfCA 

and is named as a defendant by and through the actions of the following agencies' employees 

and officers: 

(a) United States Parole Commission ("USPC"); 

(b) Court Services and Offender Supervision Agency ("CSOSA"); 

( c) Federal Bureau of Prisons ("BOP'"). 

16. Defendant Cranston Mitchell was, at all relevant times to this Complaint, a 

USPC commissioner and is named in his individual capacity. 

17. Defendant Isaac Fulwood was, at all relevant times to this Complaint, a USPC 

commissioner and is named in his individual capacity. 

18. Defendant Saher Khan was, at all times relevant to this Complaint, a CSOSA 

Community Supervision Officer and is named in his individual capacity. 

19. Defendant Helen A. Herman was, at all times relevant to this Complaint, a 

USPC Case Services Department Administrator and is named in her individual capacity. 
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20. Defendant Lori Gobble was, at all times relevant to this Complaint, a USPC 

Case Services Department Administrator and is named in her individual capacity. 

21. Defendant Joann L. Kelley was, at all times relevant to this Complaint, a USPC 

case analyst and is named in her individual capacity. 

22. Defendant Jequan S. Jackson was, at all times relevant to this Complaint, a 

USPC case analyst and is named in her individual capacity. 

23. Defendant Jessica Stigall was, at all times relevant to this Complaint, a CSOSA 

Community Supervision Officer and is named in her individual capacity. 

24. Defendant Verna Young was, at all times relevant to this Complaint, a CSOSA 

Supervising Community Supervision Officer and is named in her individual capacity. 

25. Defendants John or Jane Does 1-2 are persons with names currently unknown 

who were, at all times relevant to this Complaint, employees of the BOP, who calculated the 

duration of Mr. Ford's sentence of imprisonment and supervised release that resulted in the 

USPC's issuance of an arrest warrant on February 17, 2004. Defendants John or Jane Does 1-2 

are named in their individual capacities. 

26. The employees and officers of the USPC. the CSOSA, and the BOP acted under 

color of D.C. law pursuant to the National Capital Revitalization and Self-Government 

Improvement Act of 1997 ("the Revitalization Act"). See D.C. Code§§ 24-131, 133. The 

Revitalization Act transferred parole supervision functions to CSOSA and parole decision

making functions to the USPC. Id. The statute further provides that D.C. Code offenders 

"shall be designated by the Bureau of Prisons to a penal or correctional facility operated or 

contracted by the Bureau of Prisons .... " Id.,§ 24-IOI(a). According to the BOP Policy 

Statement, the BOP is responsible for conducting its own calculations of sentences for people 
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under its custody. In particular, a thorough review of all sentencing material must be 

conducted to include over-served time and jail credit for supervised release violators. 

FACTUAL ALLEGATIONS 

27. On September 25, 2001, Mr. Ford was arrested and charged with distribution of 

heroin. Mr. Ford remained in custody on this charge from September 25, 2001 until October 

17, 2001. After being jailed for 23 days, Mr. Ford was released on October 17, 2001 pursuant 

to supervisory custody. 

28. On October 31, 2001, a bench warrant was issued for Mr. Ford after he did not 

appear for his affaignment. Mr. Ford did not appear at the arraignment because he was in 

custody at the Fairfax County, Virginia jail at that time. The bench warrant was executed on 

May 6, 2002 and Mr. Ford was held in custody without bond. 

29. On September 17, 2002, Mr. Ford pied guilty to attempted distribution of heroin 

and was sentenced to one year in jail plus ninety days of supervised release. The sentence was 

suspended to all but time already served plus twelve months of supervised probation. The first 

three months of the supervised probation were to be served at the halfway house where Mr. 

Ford was already located. 

30. Mr. Ford served his first three months of supervised probation at the halfway 

house and was released from the halfway house on December 17, 2002 on supervised probation. 

As of this date, Mr. Ford had served 248 days of time on the original one year sentence, 

comprised of 23 days in 2001 and 225 days in 2002. 

31. On May 22, 2003, an employee of CSOSA submitted a probation violation 

report to the Superior Court of the District of Columbia for an alleged violation of Mr. Ford's 

probation. On June 11, 2003, the Superior Court issued a show cause order to determine 
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whether Mr. Ford's probation should be revoked or modified. When Mr. Ford did not appear at 

the show cause hearing, a bench warrant was issued for his arrest on June 20, 2003. The bench 

warrant was executed on July 7, 2003, and Mr. Ford was held in the custody of the D.C. 

Department of Corrections without bond pending disposition of the alleged probation violation. 

32. Mr. Ford's probation was revoked at a sentencing hearing on July 24, 2003, 

which resulted in a sentence of one year in prison with credit for time served and three months 

of supervised release. From July 7, 2003 until his probation was revoked on July 24, 2003, Mr. 

Ford was in the custody of the D.C. Department of Corrections. Part of that time was spent 

receiving treatment for leg ulcers at Howard University Medical Center. Including the time Mr. 

Ford was confined pending disposition of the probation violation, Mr. Ford had already served 

265 days (23 days in 2001, 225 days in 2002, and 17 days in 2003) and should have been 

released on November I, 2003, after serving an additional 100 days of prison time. However, 

Mr. Ford was not released from D.C. Department of Corrections custody until December 17, 

2003. Defendants calculated his supervised release sentence to begin on December 17, 2003, 

rather than on November 1, 2003, when he should have been released from jail. 

33. This miscalculation occurred notwithstanding the fact that Defendants knew or 

should have known of the pervasive overcrowding throughout D.C. correctional facilities, and 

the substandard recordkeeping practices of these facilities. Indeed, Mr. Ford spent part of his 

unlawful incarceration at the Montgomery Detention Center, with whom the District of 

Columbia had contracted to relieve some of the overcrowding pressure on its jails. The 

widespread crowding and poor recordkeeping practices throughout the D.C. corrections facilities 

have been publicized by various reports, injunctions and settlement agreements. 
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34. On February 17, 2004, despite the fact that Mr. Ford's sentence of supervised 

release had expired and Mr. Ford was no longer subject to the authority of the USPC, the USPC 

issued a warrant for Mr. Ford based on alleged violations of the terms of his supervised release. 

Mr. Ford was arrested pursuant to the February 17, 2004 warrant on July 26, 2004. Although Mr. 

Ford thereafter agreed to a consent disposition with the USPC under which Mr. Ford was 

sentenced to a new twelve-month term of imprisonment in the BOP, to be followed by 48 

months of supervised release, Mr. Ford never waived his challenge to being under the 

jurisdiction of the USPC. After serving the new term of imprisonment, Mr. Ford was released 

from a BOP prison facility on June 29, 2005 and began serving his new sentence of supervised 

release. 

35. On August 17, 2006, Mr. Ford was subsequently taken into custody for alleged 

violations of the terms of the supervised release. Mr. Ford and the USPC then agreed to another 

consent disposition under which Mr. Ford was sentenced to a new term of twelve months in 

prison, to be followed by thirty-six months of supervised release. 

36. On March 19, 2007, while held at a BOP contract facility in No1ih Carolina, Mr. 

Ford filed a pro se petition for a writ of habeas corpus in the United States District Court. 

37. On August 10, 2007, Mr. Ford was released from prison and began serving his 

thirty-six month term of supervised release. 

38. On February 26, 2008, Mr. Ford was again taken into custody for alleged 

violations of the terms of his supervised release. Mr. Ford was thereafter sentenced to a new 

term of twelve months in prison - this time without any supervised release to follow. Mr. Ford 

appealed this latest sentence of imprisonment, which resulted in the USPC's decision to reduce 

the prison sentence to nine months, to be followed by twelve months of supervised release. 
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39. Mr. Ford's habeas petition that was filed on March 19, 2007, was still pending 

before the District Court. On November 15, 2008, Mr. Ford was released from a BOP prison 

facility and began serving his twelve-month sentence of supervised release. 

40. On September 10, 2009, after Mr. Ford had been released from prison, but before 

his term of supervised release expired, the District Court granted Mr. Ford's petition for a writ of 

habeas corpus and issued an order releasing Mr. Ford from the remainder of the supervised 

release imposed by the USPC. The District Court determined that "the criminal sentence the 

Superior Court imposed on Ford expired before February 17, 2004, and that therefore Ford was 

not under the jurisdiction of the Parole Commission on February 17, 2004. It necessarily follows 

that the Commission's February 17, 2004 arrest warrant was void, and that neither Ford's arrest 

on July 26, 2004 pursuant to the Commission's warrant nor anything that flowed from that arrest 

was duly authorized by law." Ford, 652 F. Supp. 2d at 22. 

CLAIMS FOR CONSTITUTIONAL VIOLATIONS-42 U.S.C. § 1983 and Bivens 

41. Plaintiff asserts causes of action under 42 U.S.C. § 1983 because Defendants 

acted under color of D.C. law pursuant to the Revitalization Act. However, if the Court finds 

otherwise, Plaintiff asserts his constitutional claims pursuant to Bivens v. Six Unknown Named 

Agents, 403 U.S. 388 ( 1971 ). 

COUNT I- Unlawful Seizure Under The Fourth Amendment 

Against Defendants Khan, Herman, Gobble, Kelley, Mitchell, Fulwood, Jackson, Stigall, 
Young, and John or Jane Does 1-2 

42. Plaintiff realleges and incorporates by reference all preceding allegations. 

43. Plaintiff had a right to be free from unreasonable seizures based on the Fourth 

Amendment to the U.S. Constitution. Defendants Khan, Herman, Gobble, Kelley, Mitchell, 

Fulwood, Jackson, Stigall, Young, and John or Jane Does 1-2 violated this right through conduct 
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that caused Mr. Ford to be arrested, imprisoned, and supervised without legal process. Mr. Ford 

was arrested pursuant to an invalid supervised release revocation warrant on July 26, 2004. This 

unlawful an-est wmTant precipitated a cycle of unlawful incarceration and subsequent supervision 

that began on July 26, 2004, and continued until Mr. Ford obtained a writ of habeas corpus on 

September I 0, 2009. 

44. Defendants John or Jane Does 1-2 proximately caused and contributed to Mr. 

Ford's unreasonable seizure by their intentional acts and omissions, including wrongfully 

miscalculating the duration of Mr. Ford's original sentence of imprisonment and supervised 

release. This miscalculation was the basis for the USPC's issuance of an unlawful arrest wmTant 

on February 17, 2004. 

45. Defendant Khan proximately caused and contributed to Mr. Ford's unreasonable 

seizure by unlawfully requesting that an arrest warrant be issued for Mr. Ford on February l 0, 

2004 based on alleged violations of a sentence of supervised release that had expired on 

February 1, 2004. As Mr. Ford's Community Supervision Officer, Defendant Khan had a duty 

to be aware of the date on which Mr. Ford's supervised release was to expire. Upon information 

and belief, Defendant failed to take action in response to multiple notifications by Mr. Ford that 

his sentence of supervised release had expired well before Mr. Ford was arrested on July 26, 

2004. 

46. Defendant Herman proximately caused and contributed to Mr. Ford's 

unreasonable seizure by signing a warrant application on February 17, 2004 that was based on a 

miscalculation of Mr. Ford's prior sentence of imprisonment and supervised release. 
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4 7. Defendant M itc he II pro xi mate ly caused and contributed to Mr. Ford's 

unreasonable seizure by signing an invalid arrest warrant on February 17, 2004 that was based on 

a miscalculation of Mr. Ford's prior sentence of imprisonment and supervised release. 

48. Defendant Stigall proximately caused and contributed to Mr. Ford's unreasonable 

seizure by requesting that an arrest warrant be issued for Mr. Ford on December 27, 2005. 

49. Defendant Young proximately caused and contributed to Mr. Ford's unreasonable 

seizure by supporting the request by her supervisee, Defendant Stigall, that an arrest wairnnt be 

issued for Mr. Ford on December 27, 2005. 

50. Defendant Jackson proximately caused and contributed to Mr. Ford's 

unreasonable seizure by signing an invalid warrant application on February 1, 2006 that was 

based on a miscalculation of Mr. Ford's prior sentence of imprisonment and supervised release. 

51. Defendant Fulwood proximately caused and contributed to Mr. Ford's 

unreasonable seizure by signing an invalid arrest warrant on February 2, 2006 that was based on 

a miscalculation of Mr. Ford· s prior sentence of imprisonment and supervised release. 

52. Defendant Gobble proximately caused and contributed to Mr. Ford's unlawful 

seizure by signing multiple proposals for expedited revocation determinations when she knew or 

should have known that Mr. Ford's sentence of supervised release had been miscalculated. 

Defendant Gobble was given actual notice of Mr. Ford's unlawful detention through Mr. Ford's 

response to Defendant's proposal for an expedited revocation determination on October 19, 2006. 

Mr. Ford put Defendant Gobble on notice of his unlawful detention and supervised release when 

he stated, "Mr. Ford is not waiving his jurisdictional challenge to being under the supervision of 

the Parole Commission. Mr. Ford requests a review of the time calculation and the time he has 
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served." In the face of this notice by Mr. Ford, Defendant Gobble failed to take any actions to 

secure Mr. Ford's freedom. 

53. Defendant Kelley proximately caused and contributed to Mr. Ford's unlawful 

seizure by signing an unlawful certificate of supervised release on May 17, 2005, which imposed 

conditions on Mr. Ford's wrongful sentence of supervised release. 

54. At all relevant limes, the above-named Defendants acted under color of D.C. law 

or federal law. 

55. As a result of the actions and omissions of the above-named Defendants, Mr. Ford 

suffered harm to his person, liberty, and property and to rights under the Fom1h Amendment to 

the Constitution. 

COUNT II - Overdetention Under The Fifth Amendment 

Against Defendants Khan, Herman, Gobble, Kelley, Mitchell, Fulwood, Jackson, Stigall, 
Young, and John or Jane Does 1-2 

56. Plaintiff realleges and incorporates by reference all preceding allegations. 

57. Mr. Ford had a right under the Fifth Amendment to be free from any deprivation 

of "life, liberty, or property, without due process of law." U.S. Const. amend. Defendants Khan, 

Herman, Gobble, Kelley, Mitchell, Fulwood, Jackson, Stigall, Young, and John or Jane Does 1-2 

deprived Mr. Ford of his fundamental liberty interest when they caused Mr. Ford to endure a 

cycle of wrongful detention and supervised release beginning on July 26, 2004, when he was 

arrested pursuant to an in valid supervised release revocation warrant, and continuing until Mr. 

Ford obtained a writ of habeas corpus on September 10, 2009. 

58. Defendants John or Jane Does 1-2 proximately caused and contributed to Mr. 

Ford's overdetention by their intentional acts and omissions, including wrongfully 

miscalculating the duration of Mr. Ford's jail and supervised release sentence. This 
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miscalculation was the basis for the USPC's issuance of an unlawful arrest warrant on February 

17, 2004. 

59. This miscalculation was compounded by the failure to re-calculate Mr. Ford's 

sentence of supervised release in 2003 in response to Mr. Ford's direct request in 2006 to John or 

Jane Does 1-2 to review his sentence computation. On January 22, 2007, while incarcerated on 

the second unlawful "revocation" of the expired sentence of supervised release, Mr. Ford 

received a letter from the Chief of the Designation and Computation Center of the Bureau of 

Prisons crediting him for six days of jail credit from 2001, but ignoring the more significant 

uncounted days of custody in 2003. 

60. Defendant Khan proximately caused and contributed to Mr. Ford's overdetention 

by wrongfully requesting that an arrest warrant be issued for Mr. Ford on February 10, 2004 

based on alleged violations of a sentence of supervised release that had expired on February 1, 

2004. As Mr. Ford's Community Supervision Officer, Defendant Khan had a duty to be aware 

of the date on which Mr. Ford's supervised release was to expire. Upon information and belief, 

Defendant failed to take action in response to multiple notifications by Mr. Ford that his sentence 

of supervised release had expired well before Mr. Ford was arrested on July 26, 2004. 

61. Defendant Herman proximately caused and contributed to Mr. Ford's 

overdetention by signing a warrant application on February 17, 2004 that was based on a 

miscalculation of Mr. Ford's prior sentence of imprisonment and supervised release. 

62. Defendant Mitchell proximately caused and contributed to Mr. Ford's 

overdetention by signing an invalid warrant on February 17, 2004 that was based on a 

miscalculation of Mr. Ford's prior sentence of imprisonment and supervised release. 
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63. Defendant Stigall proximately caused and contributed to Mr. Ford's overdetention 

by requesting that an arrest warrant be issued for Mr. Ford on December 27, 2005. 

64. Defendant Young proximately caused and contributed to Mr. Ford's 

overdetention by approving Defendant Stigall's request for an arrest warrant on December 27, 

2005. 

65. Defendant Jackson proximately caused and contributed to Mr. Ford's 

overdetention by signing an invalid wmTant application on February 1, 2006 that was based on a 

miscalculation of Mr. Ford's prior sentence of imprisonment and supervised release. 

66. Defendant Fulwood proximately caused and contributed to Mr. Ford's 

overdetention by signing an invalid warrant on February 2, 2006 that was based on a 

miscalculation of Mr. Ford's prior sentence of imprisonment and supervised release. 

67. Defendant Gobble proximately caused and contributed to Mr. Ford's unlawful 

seizure by signing multiple proposals for expedited revocation determinations when she knew or 

should have known that Mr. Ford's sentence of supervised release had been miscalculated. 

Defendant Gobble was given actual notice of Mr. Ford's unlawful detention through Mr. Ford's 

response to Defendant's proposal for an expedited revocation determination on October 19, 2006. 

Mr. Ford put Defendant Gobble on notice of his unlawful detention and supervised release when 

he stated, "Mr. Ford is not waiving his jurisdictional challenge to being under the supervision of 

the Parole Commission. Mr. Ford requests a review of the time calculation and the time he has 

served." In the face of this notice by Mr. Ford, Defendant Gobble failed to take any actions to 

secure Mr. Ford's freedom. 
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68. Defendant Kelley proximately caused and contributed to Mr. Ford's overdetention 

by signing an unlawful certificate of supervised release on May 17, 2005, which imposed 

conditions on Mr. Ford's wrongful sentence of supervised release. 

69. At all relevant times, the above-named Defendants acted under color of D.C. law 

or federal law. 

70. As a result of the actions and omissions of the above-named Defendants, Mr. Ford 

suffered harm to his person, liberty, and property and to his rights under the Fifth Amendment to 

the Constitution. 

CLAIMS FOR TORTIOUS CONDUCT BY EMPLOYEES OF THE UNITED STA TES 
OF AMERICA - FEDERAL TORT CLAIMS ACT 

COUNT III - Negligence 

Against Defendant United States of America 

71. Plaintiff realleges and incorporates by reference all preceding allegations. 

72. By virtue of their position as BOP officers, Defendants Does 1-2 owed a duty of 

care to Mr. Ford. 

73. By virtue of their position as Parole Commissioners, Defendants Mitchell and 

Fulwood owed a duty of care to Mr. Ford. 

74. By virtue of their position as USPC employees, Defendants Herman, Gobble, 

Kelley, and Jackson owed a duty of care to Mr. Ford. 

75. By virtue of their position as CSOSA employees, Defendants Khan, Stigall, and 

Young owed a duty of care to Mr. Ford. 

76. Defendants Does 1-2 breached their duty of care by negligently miscalculating the 

duration of Mr. Ford's original sentence of imprisonment and supervised release. 
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77. Defendant Khan breached his duty of care by neg Ii gently submitting a supervised 

release violation report and requesting that an arrest warrant be issued for Mr. Ford on February 

10, 2004. Upon information and belief, Defendant negligently failed to act in response to 

multiple notifications by Mr. Ford that his sentence of supervised release had expired well before 

Plaintiff was ultimately arrested on July 26, 2004. 

78. Defendant Herman breached her duty of care by negligently signing a warrant 

application on February 17, 2004 without noticing that the USPC no longer retained jurisdiction 

over Mr. Ford due to the expiration of his sentence of supervised release. 

79. Defendant Mitchell breached his duty of care by negligently signing an invalid 

arrest warrant on February 17, 2004 without noticing that the USPC no longer retained 

jurisdiction over Mr. Ford based on the expiration of his prior sentence of supervised release. 

80. Defendant Stigall breached her duty of care by negligently submitting a 

supervised release violation report and requesting that an arrest warrant be issued for Mr. Ford 

on December 27, 2005. Upon information and belief, Defendant negligently failed to respond to 

repeated notifications by Mr. Ford that his original sentence of supervised release had been 

miscalculated. 

81. Defendant Young breached her duty of care by negligently approving the request 

by her supervisee, Defendant Stigall, that an arrest warrant be issued for Mr. Ford on December 

27, 2005. 

82. Defendant Jackson breached her duty of care by negligently signing an invalid 

warrant application on February 1, 2006 without noticing that the USPC no longer retained 

jurisdiction over Mr. Ford due to the expiration of Plaintiffs original sentence of supervised 

release. 
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83. Defendant Fulwood breached his duty of care by negligently signing an invalid 

arrest warrant on February 2, 2006 without noticing that the USPC no longer retained 

jurisdiction over Mr. Ford due to the expiration of Mr. Ford's original sentence of supervised 

release. 

84. Defendant Gobble breached her duty of care by negligently signing multiple 

proposals for expedited revocation determinations when she knew or should have known that Mr. 

Ford's sentence of supervised release had been negligently miscalculated. Defendant Gobble 

was given actual notice of Mr. Ford's unlawful detention through Mr. Ford's response to 

Defendant's proposal for an expedited revocation determination on October 19, 2006. Mr. Ford 

put Defendant Gobble on notice of his unlawful detention and supervised release when he stated, 

"Mr. Ford is not waiving his jurisdictional challenge to being under the supervision of the Parole 

Commission. Mr. Ford requests a review of the time calculation and the time he has served." In 

the face of this notice by Mr. Ford, Defendant Gobble failed to take any actions to secure Mr. 

Ford's freedom. 

85. Defendant Kelley breached her duty of care by negligently signing an unlawful 

certificate of supervised release on May 17, 2005 without recognizing that Mr. Ford's original 

sentence of imprisonment and supervised release had been miscalculated. 

86. At all relevant times, the above-named Defendants were employees of Defendant 

United States. 

87. At all relevant times, the above-named Defendants were acting within the scope 

of their employment. 
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88. At all relevant times, the acts and omissions of the above-named Defendants were 

not based on discretionary policy considerations, but instead violated clear agency directives 

and/or constitutional mandates. 

89. As a direct and proximate result of the negligent actions and omissions of the 

above-named Defendants, Mr. Ford suffered harm to his person and was deprived of his dignity, 

liberty, and property. 

90. In addition, Defendants' negligent acts or omissions proximately caused Mr. Ford 

to incur expenses, lose employment opportunities and wages, and suffer mental pain and anguish. 

COUNT IV - Negligence Per Se 

Against Defendant United States of America 

91. Plaintiff realleges and incorporates by reference all preceding allegations. 

92. 18 U.S.C. * 3624(a) requires that a "prisoner shall be released by the Bureau of 

Prisons on the date of the expiration of the prisoner's term of imprisonment." Defendants John 

or Jane Does 1-2, employees of the BOP, acting within the scope of their employment, 

negligently miscalculated the duration of Mr. Ford's sentence of imprisonment and supervised 

release, which proximately caused Mr. Ford to be unlawfully arrested and subsequently 

imprisoned and supervised four times over the course of four years, until he obtained a writ of 

habeas corpus on September 10, 2009. 

93. The violation of 18 U.S.C. § 3624(a) establishes the employees' negligence. 

94. At all relevant limes, the above-named Defendants were employees of Defendant 

United States. 

95. At all relevant limes, the above-named Defendants were acting within the scope 

of their employment. 
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96. At all relevant times, the acts and omissions of the above-named Defendants were 

not based on discretionary policy considerations, but instead violated clear agency directives 

and/or constitutional mandates. 

97. As a direct and proximate result of the negligent actions and omissions of the 

above-named Defendants, Mr. Ford suffered harm to his person and was deprived of his dignity, 

liberty, and property. 

98. In addition, Defendants' negligent acts or omissions proximately caused Mr. Ford 

to incur expenses, lose employment opportunities and wages, and suffer mental pain and anguish. 

PRAYER FOR RELIEF 

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff prays for relief and a judgment against Defendants: 

( 1) Ordering Defendants to pay, jointly and severally, compensatory damages to Mr. 

Ford; 

(2) Ordering Defendants to pay punitive damages to the extent permitted by law; 

(3) Awarding Plaintiff pre- and post-judgment interest; 

(4) Awarding Plaintiff costs, attorneys' fees, and other disbursements for this action; 

and 

(5) Granting Plaintiff such order and further relief as this Court deems just and proper. 
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JURY DEMAND 

Pursuant to Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 38(b), Plaintiff hereby demands a trial by 

jury as to all issues. 

DATED: February 24, 2011 
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Respectfully submitted, 

Charles F. Walker (D.C. Bar no. 427025) 
1440 New York Avenue, N.W. 
Washington, DC 20005 
(202) 371-7000 

Philip J. Fomaci (D.C. Bar no. 434824) 
Deborah M. Golden (D.C. Bar no. 470578) 
WASHINGTON LAWYERS' 
COMMITTEE FOR CIVIL RIGHTS & 
URBAN AFFAIRS 
11 Dupont Circle, N. W. Suite 400 
Washington, DC 20036 
(202) 319-1000 
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JANE DOE 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
EASTERN DISTRICT OF KENTUCKY 

CENTRAL DIVISION 
AT LEXINGTON 

CIVIL ACTION No. 5:07-cv-267-JBC 

PLAINTIFF 

V. PLAINTIFF'S FIRST VERIFIED1 AMENDED COMPLAINT 

UNITED ST A TES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE, 
FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS, et al. 

* * * 

DEFENDANTS 

* * * 

Comes the Plaintiff, Jane Doe, by counsel, pursuant to F.R.C.P. 1 S(a), without leave of 

Court (since Defendants have not yet filed a responsive pleading), and hereby files her First 

Amended Complaint against the Defendants, the United States Department of Justice, the 

Federal Bureau of Prisons, and the United States of America, as follows: 

JURISDICTION AND VENUE 

1. Jurisdiction over the Privacy Act claims in this action is founded upon 5 U.S.C. § 

552a(g)(5) and applicable regulations and policies thereunder as well as 28 U .S.C. § 1331 and 28 

U.S.C. § 1346, as these claims arise under federal statutes and regulations and do not sound in 

tort, but are brought against the United States of America and agencies thereof. Jurisdiction over 

the Federal Tort Claims Act claims in this action are founded upon 28 U.S.C. § 2675 and 28 

U.S.C. § 1346. 

2. Venue is proper for this action m the Eastern District of Kentucky, Central 

Division at Lexington, pursuant to federal statute and local rules inasmuch as the Plaintiff resides 

1 Plaintiff's Verification page is attached hereto under seal. 



and works in this District and Division and a substantial part of the acts or omissions alleged in 

this action occurred within this District and Division. 

PARTIES 

3. Plaintiff Jane Doe was and is a co-Plaintiff in Beaven, et al. v. United States 

Department of Justice, et al., Civil Action No. 5:03-cv-00084-JBC, Eastern District of Kentucky, 

and testified in said action on or about March 21, 2006. Plaintiff is an employee of the Federal 

Bureau of Prisons, serving at the Federal Medical Center ("FMC") Lexington prison located in 

Lexington, Kentucky. 

4. Defendants United States Department of Justice, Federal Bureau of Prisons and 

United States of America are joined as statutorily required Defendants. The Bureau of Prisons 

("BOP") is the federal agency that employs Plaintiff. The BOP is an agency separate and apart 

from, but which answers to the Attorney General of the United States by and through the 

Department of Justice ("DOJ"). The DOJ supplies legal representation of agencies such as the 

BOP when same are in litigation such as is involved in Beaven, et al. v. United States 

Department of Justice, et al., Civil Action No. 5 :03-cv-00084-JBC. 

FACTS 

5. On or about September 27, 2004, Plaintiff provided personal, private and sensitive 

information on an application for disability retirement benefits that was submitted on forms 

supplied by the United States Office of Personnel Management ("OPM") to agents and 

employees of the BOP. 

6. The application form and supporting documentation was initially collected by the 

BOP for, and on behalf of the OPM, and gathered solely for purposes of determining the 
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eligibility of Plaintiff for disability retirement benefits under the Federal Employees Retirement 

System. 

7. Standard Form 3112, entitled "Documentation in Support of Disability Retirement 

Application," explains the contents of the package of forms that applicants must complete and 

instructs the applicant on the manner in which to complete and ensure prompt processing of the 

application. Specifically, the second paragraph of Standard Form 3112 dictates how and by 

whom the completed package of forms are retained: 

You [the applicant] should keep one copy each of the completed forms for your 
own records. Your agency will send the originals of each form to the Office of 
Personnel Management (OPM) .... 

Nowhere in Standard Form 3112 or any of the other forms in the application package does it 

authorize the applicant's agency to retain and/or maintain a copy of the completed package of 

forms. (Standard Form 3112 is attached hereto as Exhibit I). 

8. Pursuant to 5 U.S.C. § 552a(e)(l), "[e]ach agency that maintains a system of 

records shall maintain in its records only such information about an individual as is relevant and 

necessary to accomplish a purpose of the agency required to be accomplished by statute or by 

executive order of the President." Upon information and belief, despite the absence of statute or 

executive order requiring the BOP to retain a copy of an employee's application for disability 

retirement benefits, the BOP (through FMC Lexington) has stated that it routinely makes two 

copies of an application for disability retirement benefits when an employee submits the package 

of forms, "one copy for the employee to take (this allowed them to verify what information had 

been included) and one to be maintained in the Employee Services Department, which we 

maintain in our fireproof safe."2 (Declaration of Lisa Bryant, !fl 5; attached hereto, under seal, as 

2 On Octoher 29, 2007, Defendants filed a Notice of Service of Motion to Dismiss or, in the alternative, Motion for 
Summary Judgment ("Motion") with the Court and served Plaintiff's counsel with same. Attached to the Motion, 
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Sealed Exhibit 2) The BOP states that it maintains a copy of the application package "in the 

event that the original is not received by OPM, in case OPM called with questions (which often 

occurs), or in case OPM reports any of the forms are missing. OPM might also have questions 

regard [sic] certain information or answers to questions that require explanation." (Id.) 

9. Upon information and belief, Plaintiff's application for disability retirement 

benefits was allegedly processed by the BOP in the above-referenced manner and retained and/or 

maintained by the BOP in FMC Lexington's fireproof safe. The BOP has stated that it continued 

to retain and/or maintain a copy of Plaintiff's application package into the spring of 2006 to 

present, long after the time relevant and necessary to accomplish a purpose imposed on the BOP 

by statute or executive order of the President. (See Declaration of Lisa Bryant, ~[ 6; attached 

hereto, under seal, as Sealed Exhibit 2). 

10. Upon information and belief, by letter dated February 9, 2005, the OPM notified 

the BOP (through FMC Lexington) that it had received Plaintiffs application package and was 

unable to approve her request for disability retirement benefits. (Letter dated February 9, 2005, 

attached hereto, under seal, as Sealed Exhibit 3). Through the February 9, 2005 letter, the OPM 

informed the BOP that "[dJue to privacy reasons, we cannot provide you with a copy of our 

detailed letter [to Plaintiff]." (Id.) 

11. In or about the spring of 2005, Plaintiff exercised her right to request 

reconsideration of the OPM's initial denial of her application for disability retirement benefits. 

By letter dated October 31, 2005, the OPM notified the BOP (through FMC Lexington) that it 

denied Plaintiff's request for reconsideration and sustained its initial denial of disability 

retirement benefits. (Letter dated October 31, 2005 attached hereto, under seal, as Sealed Exhibit 

under seal, arc Declarations from Lisa Bryant and Daniel Bensing. Defendants did not actually file the Motion with 
the Court until February 7, 2008, when the Court permitted same to be filed under seal. These declarations arc the 
basis of the "information and belief' alleged herein. 
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4). Again, the OPM stated to the BOP that "[d]ue to privacy reasons, we cannot provide you 

with a copy of our detailed denial letter to [Plaintiff]." (Jd.) Plaintiff did not appeal the OPM's 

decision to sustain its initial denial of her application. Therefore, Plaintiffs denial of disability 

retirement benefits became final on October 31, 2005. 

12. Upon information and belief, there is no statute or executive order of the President 

that authorizes the BOP to retain and/or maintain a copy of Plaintiff's disability retirement 

benefits application for the purpose of processing the application or responding to questions from 

the OPM related to the application. 

13. Alternatively, if the BOP's retaining and/or maintaining a copy of Plaintiff's 

application package for the purposes of processing the application or responding to questions 

from the OPM related to the application was authorized by statute or executive order, that 

purpose concluded on February 9, 2005 when the OPM initially denied Plaintiff's application, or 

at the latest on October 31, 2005, when the Plaintiff's request for reconsideration was finally 

denied (and thus the initial denial sustained), especially given Plaintiff did not appeal the OPM's 

October 31, 2005 decision. After October 31, 2005, the copy of Plaintiff's application package 

retained and/or maintained by the BOP was no longer relevant and necessary to accomplish the 

BOP's alleged purpose for retaining and/or maintaining the Plaintiffs application (i.e., to 

process the application or respond to the OPM's questions related to the application). 

14. Upon information and belief, the BOP improperly retained and/or maintained a 

copy of Plaintiff's application package for disability retirement benefits and continues to do so in 

direct contravention of her privacy rights as protected under the Privacy Act, 5 U.S.C. § 

552a(e)(l). 
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15. Furthermore, pursuant to Section 13 of Standard Form 3112A (the application 

for disability retirement benefits), in submitting the application, Plaintiff gave "permission for 

the release of information about [her] service and medical condition(s) (i.e., disease or injury)" 

solely "to authorized agency and OPM officials." (Form 3112A is attached hereto as Exhibit 5). 

16. She gave permission for release of her private information in accordance with the 

Privacy Act Statement contained on the form set out just beneath her signature. This Statement, 

in pertinent part, recites as follows: 

Solicitation of this information is authorized ... by the Federal Employees' 
Retirement law (Chapter 84, title 5, U.S. Code). The information you furnish will 
be used to identify records properly associated with your application for Federal 
benefits, to obtain additional information if necessary, to determine and allow 
present or future benefits, and to maintain a uniquely identifiable claim file. The 
information may be shared and is subject to verification, via paper, electronic 
media, or through the use of computer matching programs, with national, state, 
local or other charitable or social security administrative agencies in order to 
determine benefits under their programs, to obtain information necessary for 
determination or continuation of benefits under this program, or to report income 
for tax purposes. It may also be shared and verified, as noted above, with law 
enforcement agencies when they are investigating a violation or potential 
violation of the civil or criminal law. (See Exhibit 5) 

17. The above-quoted Statement was included on Form 3112A to comply with the 

explicit requirements of the Privacy Act of 1974, 5 U.S.C. § 552a(e)(3)(C). This provision 

further references that the routine uses of any system of records (such as personnel and medical 

information), must be publicly disclosed, including a description of the categories and purposes 

for each routine use, and said public disclosure is to be published periodically in the Federal 

Register as provided in 5 U.S.C. § 552a(e)(4)(D). Under 5 U.S.C § 552a(a)(7), "the term 

'routine use' means, with respect to the disclosure of a record, the use of such record for a 

purpose which is compatible with the purpose for which it was collected." (Emphasis 

added.) 
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18. The Privacy Act Statement on Form 3112A does not provide for the disclosure of 

Plaintiff's personal service or medical information gathered for disability retirement application 

purposes to be used in civil litigation, the subject of which has nothing to do with the retirement 

application itself, nor an investigation into Plaintiff's violation or potential violation of the civil 

or criminal law. 

19. As required by the Privacy Act, the OPM has published its routine uses for its 

Internal and Central systems of documents in the Federal Register. These routine uses describe 

when the OPM is authorized to disclose any record contained in its Internal and Central systems 

of documents. Specifically, OPM/CENTRAL-1, 64 Fed. Reg. 54930-02, covers "[c]urrent 

Federal employees who have: ... (6) Filed an application for disability retirement with OPM 

and are waiting final decision, or whose disability retirement application has been disapproved 

by OPM." Id. at 54931. The categories of records contained in this system include retirement 

files, including medical records and other evidence submitted in support of disability claims. Id. 

In addition to the routine uses listed in 64 Fed.Reg. 54930-02, these records may also be used for 

the 10 routine purposes delineated at 60 Fed. Reg. 63075. Routine Use #4, for 

Judicial/ Administrative Proceedings, permits the OPM to disclose "information to another 

Federal agency, to a court, or a party in litigation before a court ... when the Government is a 

party to the judicial ... proceeding." Id. at 63077. Similarly, Routine Use #7, for Litigation, 

allows the OPM to disclose "information to the Department of Justice, or in a proceeding before 

a court ... when: ... (4) the United States, ... is a party to litigation or has an interest in such 

litigation, and the use of such records by the Department of Justice or OPM is deemed by OPM 

to be relevant and necessary to the litigation, provided, however, that the disclosure is 

compatible with the purpose for which records were collected." Id. 
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20. Pursuant to 5 U.S.C § 552a(a)(7), 64 Fed. Reg. 54930-02, and 60 Fed. Reg. 

63075, the published routine uses for the gathering and maintaining of an applicant's personal 

service and medical information, which information is solicited solely for disability retirement 

purposes, likewise does not allow for such information to be used in litigation, the subject of 

which has nothing to do with the retirement application itself nor an investigation into the 

applicant's violation or potential violation of the civil or criminal law. 

21. Upon information and belief, in the spring of 2006, the BOP continued to retain 

and/or maintain a copy of Plaintiffs application package, several months after the OPM's final 

decision to deny the application. During this time, the BOP provided its copy of Plaintiff's 

application packet to "the institution attorney" allegedly based upon the Warden's express 

authorization, even though an employee's application would not ordinarily be disclosed to 

another staff member. Not long after the Plaintiff's application package was disclosed, the 

"institution attorney" returned it, and it was placed in the FMC Lexington's fireproof safe where 

it supposedly remains to date. (See Declaration of Lisa Bryant, ~l 6; attached hereto, under seal, 

as Sealed Exhibit 2). 

22. On or about March 21, 2006 upon cross-examination during the liability phase of 

the Beaven trial, trial counsel for the United States Defendants, Daniel Bensing, employed within 

the DOJ, Civil Division, Programs Branch litigation division, displayed Plaintiff's application 

form (Standard Form 3112A) along with its supporting medical documentation and other 

personal information regarding Plaintiff's application for disability retirement benefits in open 

court, publishing same on the courtroom's electronic display system, and proceeded to cross

examine Plaintiff about such private information, all in contravention of her privacy rights as 

protected under the Privacy Act, 5 U.S.C. § 552a. 
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2 3. Plaintiff' s Form 3112A and supporting documentation containing her personal 

and private information was displayed, discussed and published in such a way as to be seen by 

all persons sitting in the courtroom. While Plaintiff does not know all of the persons who were 

present in the courtroom on March 21, 2006, she believes there were approximately 25 persons, 

more or less, present in the courtroom at the time of publication. 

24. Upon information and belief, in the spring of 2006, trial counsel for the DOJ 

obtained Plaintiff's application from Joe Tang, Legal Counsel for FMC Lexington, rather than 

the OPM, the agency to which such application and supporting documentation were allegedly 

forwarded. (See Declaration of Daniel Bensing, <j{6; attached hereto, under seal, as Sealed 

Exhibit 6). Under 5 U.S.C. § 552a(e)(l ), the BOP was not authorized to retain and/or maintain a 

copy of Plaintiff's application package beyond the time relevant and necessary to accomplish a 

purpose imposed on the BOP by statute or executive order of the President. Assuming, 

arguendo, the BOP was authorized by statute or executive order to retain and/or maintain 

Plaintiff's application package for the alleged purpose of processing the application or 

responding to the OPM' s questions regarding same, that purpose ceased to be relevant and 

necessary as of February 9, 2005, or at the latest, October 31, 2005, long before trial counsel 

obtained a copy of the application package from the BOP as described below: 

At some point, shortly before her testimony on March 21, 2006, in response to my 
routine inquiries as described in paragraph 5, supra, I recall learning from Mr. 
Tang that the Plaintiff in this action had submitted an application for disability 
retirement due to what he described as workplace-induced stress several years 
earlier while she was employed at FMC Lexington. Because I suspected that the 
plaintiffs statements about the symptoms giving rise to her disability retirement 
application might provide information relevant to her reliability as a witness, 
including her ability to accurately perceive events, I requested that Mr. Tang 
provide me with a copy of her disability retirement application, with the intention 
of utilizing that document during my cross-examination of her. I received that 
document from Mr. Tang by fax on the morning of March 21, 2006 at 
approximately 8:00 a.m. (Id.) 
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25. During the course of the Beaven trial, Plaintiff Doe, by counsel, objected to, and 

moved to strike, the DOJ trial counsel's publication of Plaintiff's private, personal service and 

medical information gathered from Plaintiff for disability application purposes on the grounds 

that such publication violated the requirements of the Privacy Act. The Hon. Jennifer B. 

Coffman, United States District Judge, Eastern District of Kentucky, presiding over the trial, 

sustained Plaintiff's objection and "struck" the entirety of the colloquy of cross-examination and 

testimony regarding Plaintiffs service and medical information from the court record unless and 

until the Beaven Defendants could demonstrate the propriety of possessing Plaintiff's Form 

3112A and supporting documentation. Judge Co ff man further ordered, upon reg ues t of Plaintiff 

Doe's counsel, that the said colloquy be "sealed." On February 8, 2007, Judge Coffman ordered 

this "sealed" colloquy transcribed, but subjected the distribution of the transcript to strict 

limitations as to whom, and under what circumstances, it could be viewed by individuals within 

the DOJ or BOP. This February 8, 2007 Order allowing the "sealed" colloquy to be transcribed 

was entered, in part, to permit the DOJ's Office of Professional Responsibility to review, discuss 

and prepare internal reports with respect to the violation of Plainitff s rights. Its limited 

distribution was required, moreover, to protect Plaintiff from further unauthorized disclosure of 

her privacy-protected information within the DOJ and BOP and to protect her from potential 

retaliation given her current employment status within the BOP. A copy of the February 8, 2007 

Order (Docket Entry No. 330 in the Beaven action), as redacted by the Court on January 3, 2008, 

(Docket Entry No. 357 in the Beaven action) restricting access to the "sealed" colloquy 

contained in the March 21, 2006 transcript of the Beaven trial is attached hereto as Exhibit 7. 

26. On May 3, 2006, after full and fair opportunity to litigate the issues between the 

Beaven litigants, the Hon. Jennifer B. Coffman issued in the Beaven action a "sealed" Order 
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making certain findings adverse to the Beaven Defendants regarding their possession and in

court publication of Plaintiff Doe's Form 3112A and supporting documentation. A copy of this 

"sealed" Order of May 3, 2006 (Docket Entry No. 309 in the Beaven action) is attached hereto, 

under seal, as Sealed Exhibit 8. 

27. Prior to the start of the Beaven trial, on February 6, 2006, the Hon. Jennifer B. 

Coffman issued a non-retaliation/non-intimidation order to protect the Beaven Plaintiffs and 

certain inmate witnesses designated to testify in that action from reprisal or intimidation at the 

hands of the Beaven Defendants and their agents or employees. This non-retaliation/non

intimidation order was entered, in part, because the Beaven Defendants and their agents, 

employees, and at least one of their BOP attorneys, displayed a disregard for appropriate legal 

conduct and ethical considerations by attempting to dig up "dirt" on certain inmate witnesses 

expected to testify during the Beaven trial and by contacting some of the Beaven Plaintiffs 

themselves to ask questions about the inmates without prior notice to those Plaintiffs' known 

legal counsel. Plaintiff Doe was and continues to he a beneficiary of that pre-trial issued, non

retaliation/non-intimidation order entered in the Beaven action. 

28. lo the "sealed" Order issued May 3, 2006 (Sealed Exhibit 8), the Judge Coffman 

made certain additional findings pertaining to the Beaven Defendants' agents and employees' 

lack of compliance with the Court's pretrial issued, non-retaliation/non-intimidation order. See 

the "sealed" Order (Sealed Exhibit 8) at page 5 for a recitation of such findings. 

29. Plaintiff Doe was and is a co-Plaintiff in, and testified in, Beaven, et al. v. United 

States Department of Justice, et al., Civil Action No. 5:03-cv-00084-JBC because of improper 

and illegal acts done by a certain individual by the name of Walter Clint Jones ("Clint Jones" or 

"Jones"), an employee of the BOP employed at the FMC Lexington facility as chief of security. 
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In March 200 l, Jones illegally and improper! y disclosed the personal and private infonnation of 

all staff employed at FMC Lexington in contravention of the Privacy Act when he willfully 

breached all known security requirements in the handling of employees' personal and private 

information (including social security numbers, dates of birth, home addresses, phone numbers, 

etc.) and allowed inmates to access such information. The Beaven action centered on this 

violation of law committed by Jones. 

30. Jones was, to put it mildly, a non-exemplar employee of the BOP. Prior to his 

misdeeds leading up to the disclosure of all staff's personal information (which was the subject 

of the Beaven trial), Jones was involved in sexual harassment incidents against several female 

employees, one of whom was Plaintiff Doe. In August 2003, Plaintiff Doe settled her sexual 

harassment claim against the BOP based upon the improper harassing actions of Jones for a lump 

sum monetary figure favorable to herself. In her Settlement Agreement, the BOP "agree[dl there 

will be no retaliation related to this complaint or this agreement" 

31. Approximately one year after settling her sexual harassment complaint, Plaintiff 

Doe submitted her application for disability retirement benefits, based largely upon her sense of 

hostility, fear, anxiety and lack of trust that she continued to experience while at work, emotions 

similar to those that she earlier experienced while being victimized by Jones' sexual harassment. 

32. During the Beaven trial, Plaintiff Doe testified about her own damages stemming 

from the unlawful disclosure of her personal information (social security number, date of birth, 

home address, phone number, etc.) and her personal knowledge of the dishonest character of 

Jones, a key witness for the Beaven Defendants. Her knowledge of Jones as a person, ergo as a 

witness, stemmed from her repeated dealings with him over the years as a co-worker (which 

dealings, of course, were the circumstances that unfortunately led to her being victimized by his 
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sexual harassment). Her opinion of Jones' character for truthfulness was not, to say the least, 

flattering to him. 

33. The in-court cross-examination of Plaintiff Doe during the Beaven trial and the 

Beaven Defendants' pre- and post-trial retention and use of her private information submitted by 

her solely for disability retirement application purposes was wholly improper and for an ulterior 

and illicit purpose to intimidate and retaliate against Plaintiff and other of the Beaven Plaintiffs 

and witnesses. Not only did this illicit purpose violate Judge Coffman's pre-trial, non

retaliation/non-intimidation order, but it also violated the express promise and duty agreed to by 

the BOP in its Settlement Agreement with Plaintiff, to wit: not to retaliate against her for having 

brought and settled her sexual harassment complaint against the BOP for the misconduct of 

Jones. 

34. The foregoing actions of the employees and agents of the DOJ and BOP have 

caused mental upset, emotional trauma, distress and humiliation damage to Plaintiff. The BOP' s 

unauthorized retention and/or maintenance of Plaintiffs application package violated both the 

Court's non-retaliation/non-intimidation Order and the express terms of the Settlement 

Agreement, which caused Plaintiff mental upset, emotional trauma, and distress for which she 

sought professional medical attention. Plaintiff has been specially damaged in her reputation in 

that those persons (most of whom were co-workers) that witnessed the improper actions of the 

Defendants in disclosing and publishing her private information in open court now know a fact 

that was not common knowledge prior to the disclosure, to wit: that Plaintiff Doe considered 

herself so disabled from mental stress, fear, anxiety and hostility while at work that she thought 

herself eligible for disability retirement. Furthermore, they now know that medical opinion 

supports her mental disability belief. This knowledge undermines her ability to work 
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successfully within a prison environment because fellow workers lose confidence and trust in her 

ability to perform traditional law enforcement assistance of them while they work within a 

dangerous environment in and around inmates. 

35. Plaintiff has furthermore incmTed out-of-pocket expenses in damages and in 

mitigation of her injuries because of Defendants' unauthorized retention and/or maintenance of 

her application package, improper disclosure, including lost wages, if any, and incurred past and 

future medical, travel and other related expenses, all as a result of the improper retention, 

disclosure and actions of Defendants' agents and employees. 

PRIVACY ACT CLAIMS 
COUNT I-VIOLATION OF 5 U.S.C. § 552a(e)(l) 

36. The allegations set forth in paragraphs I through 35 are hereby incorporated by 

reference as part of this Count. 

37. The Defendants, in willful and reckless disregard of Plaintiff's rights, improperly 

retained and/or maintained a copy of Plaintiff's application package for disability retirement 

benefits and continue to do so in direct contravention of her privacy rights as protected under the 

Privacy Act, 5 U.S.C. § 552a(e)(l). 

38. Because there is no statute or executive order of the President that requires the 

BOP to retain and/or maintain a copy of Plaintiffs disability retirement benefits application, the 

BOP was never authorized to maintain such records about the Plaintiff because they were not 

relevant or necessary to accomplish a purpose of the BOP. 

39. Alternatively, if the BOP was authorized to retain and/or maintain a copy of 

Plaintiff's application package for the purpose of processing the application or responding to 

questions from the OPM related to the application, that purpose ceased on February 9, 2005, or 

at the latest on October 31, 2005, after Plaintiff's application was denied and not appealed. 
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Accordingly, any alleged purpose for which the BOP retained and/or maintained a copy of 

Plaintiff's application package had long ended by the spring of 2006 when the BOP retrieved an 

improperly retained a copy of the application and produced it to the DOJ' s trial counsel in the 

Beaven trial, who, in turn, disclosed the application package in open court. 

40. The BOP willfully violated 5 U.S.C. § 552a(e)(l) by retaining and/or maintaining 

a copy of Plaintiff's application package beyond the time relevant and necessary to accomplish 

its alleged purpose for retaining and/or maintaining Plaintiff's application package. 

41. Defendants' violation of 5 U.S.C. § 552a(e)(l) is actionable for statutory damages 

(in the sum of $1000.00) and/or actual damages (in the sum of $500,000.00) pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 

§ 552a(g)(4), plus reasonable costs and attorneys fees in prosecuting this action and bringing the 

misconduct of Defendants' agents to Judge Coffman's attention in the Beaven trial, wherein 

Judge Coffman's May 3, 2006 Order mitigated some of Plaintiff's damages by "sealing" the trial 

record and striking the improper cross-examination therefrom. 

COUNT II - VIOLATION OF 5 U.S.C. § 552(b)(3) 

42. The allegations set forth in paragraphs l through 41 are hereby incorporated by 

reference as part of this Count. 

43. The Defendants, in willful and reckless disregard of Plaintiff's rights, violated the 

conditions of disclosure embedded in the Privacy Act, 5 U.S.C. § 552a(b)(3), and regulations 

promulgated thereunder, by disclosing the Plaintiff's application package in violation of the 

routine uses requirements delineated in 5 U.S.C. § 552a(a)(7), 552a(e)(4)(D). 

44. For the Defendants to have been authorized to disclose Plaintiff's application and 

supporting documentation during the Beaven trial, they were required to follow the OPM's 

Routine Use# 7 for litigation purposes (See 60 Fed. Reg. 63077). To comply with Routine Use 
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# 7, the disclosure must be relevant and necessary to the litigation and compatible with the 

purpose for which records were collected. Because the information in Plaintiff's application 

package is solicited solely for disability retirement purposes, Defendants were not authorized to 

use such information in litigation that has nothing to do with the retirement application itself nor 

an investigation into the applicant's violation or potential violation of the civil or criminal law 

because such disclosure is not compatible with the purpose for which the records were collected. 

45. Defendants' misplaced reliance on Routine Use # 4 (60 Fed. Reg. 63077), for 

Judicial/ Administrative Proceedings, ignores the compatibility requirement contained in the 

definition of "routine use" as set out in 5 U.S.C. § 552a(a)(7) and is thus not an applicable 

routine use to the case at bar for failure to meet the compatibility requirement contained in the 

statute's definition. 

46. Assuming, however, Routine Use # 4 does not incorporate the compatibility 

requirement set out in the statute's definition in 5 U.S.C. * 552a(a)(7), Routine Use # 4 is 

overbroad and invalid on its face. 

4 7. The Defendants' are collaterally estopped from re-Ii tigating the issue raised in this 

Count as it has been fully and fairly litigated and decided against them in Judge Coffman's May 

3, 2006 "sealed" Order in the Beaven case. 

48. Defendants' violation of 5 U.S.C. § 552a(b)(3) is actionable for statutory damages 

(in the sum of $1000.00) and/or actual damages (in the sum of $500,000.00) pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 

§ 552a(g)( 4 ), plus reasonable costs and attorneys fees in prosecuting this action and bringing the 

misconduct of Defendants' agents to Judge Coffman's attention in the Beaven trial, wherein 

Judge Coffman's May 3, 2006 Order mitigated some of Plaintiff's damages by "sealing" the trial 

record and striking the improper cross-examination therefrom. 
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COUNT III - VIOLATION OF 5 U.S.C. § 552(e)(3)(C) 

49. The allegations set forth in paragraphs I through 48 are hereby incorporated by 

reference as part of this Count. 

50. The Defendants, in willful and reckless disregard of Plaintiff's rights, violated the 

conditions of disclosure embedded in the Privacy Act, 5 U.S.C. § 552a(e)(3)(C), and regulations 

promulgated thereunder, because the Privacy Act statement on Plaintiff's application did not 

contain a provision for disclosure for the purpose of litigation unrelated to the application itself, 

and thus, the Defendants' disclosure to the DOJ and then in open court violated the Privacy Act. 

51. The Defendants' are collaterally estopped from re-litigating the issue raised in this 

Count as it has been fully and fairly litigated and decided against them in Judge Coffman's May 

3, 2006 "sealed" Order in the Beaven case. 

52. Defendants' violation of 5 U.S.C. § 552a(e)(3)(C) is actionable for statutory 

damages (in the sum of $1000.00) and/or actual damages (in the sum of $500,000.00) pursuant to 

5 U.S.C. § 552a(g)(4), plus reasonable costs and attorneys fees in prosecuting this action and 

bringing the misconduct of Defendants' agents to Judge Coffman's attention in the Beaven trial, 

wherein Judge Coffman's May 3, 2006 Order mitigated some of Plaintiff's damages by "sealing" 

the trial record and striking the improper cross-examination therefrom. 

FEDERAL TORT CLAIMS ACT ("FTCA") CLAIMS 

53. The allegations set forth in paragraphs l through 52 are hereby incorporated by 

reference as part of the facts pertinent to the Federal Tort Claims Act ("FTCA") claims set out 

below (Counts IV through VI). 
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54. On or about October 3, 2006, Plaintiff submitted her Administrative Tort Claim 

(Form SF-95) via first class mail to the DOJ and the BOP in accordance with the FfCA. Neither 

the DOJ nor the BOP acknowledged receipt of such submission. 

55. Shortly before November 14, 2006, Plaintiff re-submitted her SF-95 to the DOJ 

and BOP via certified mail, return receipt requested. A copy of her FTCA form SF-95 as re

submitted to the DOJ and the BOP is attached hereto as Sealed Exhibit 9. 

56. Plaintiff received proof that the DOJ received the re-submitted SF-95 on or about 

November 14, 2006 when Plaintiff received the return receipt card bearing Register No. 7005 

1820 0002 4499 1598. A copy of this return receipt card is attached hereto as Exhibit 10. 

57. Plaintiff never received proof that the BOP received the first re-submitted SF-95, 

so Plaintiff re-submitted her SF-95 a third time to the BOP on or about November 30, 2006. A 

copy of her FTCA form SF-95 as re-submitted for a third time to the BOP is attached hereto as 

Sealed Exhibit 9. 

58. On or about December 4, 2006, Plaintiff received proof that the BOP received the 

third re-submitted SF-95 when she received the return receipt card bearing Register No. 7005 

1820 0002 4499 2489. A copy of this return receipt card is attached hereto as Exhibit 11. 

59. By letter dated October 19, 2007, more than six months after the deadline for 

Defendants to respond to Plaintiffs SF-95, the DOJ denied Plaintiffs FTCA Administrative Tort 

Claim (Form SF-95). A copy of the October 19, 2007 letter is attached hereto, under seal, as 

Sealed Exhibit 12. Plaintiffs FTCA claims have therefore been fully exhausted prior to coming 

to this Court for adjudication. Plaintiff files this Administrative Tort Claim appeal, and files it as 

an original action pursuant to 28 U.S.C. §§ 1346 and 2675, within in the applicable period of 

limitations to bring such claims. 
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60. Because the Privacy Act forbids the use of Plaintiff's private and personal 

information submitted to the OPM on Standard Form 3112A (and its supporting documentation) 

for a use not disclosed to Plaintiff on the form itself or published as a routine use, neither the 

DOJ nor the BOP had any discretionary authority to retain, retrieve, utilize or disclose such 

information in open court. Because the Beaven Court entered a non-retaliation/non-intimidation 

order for the benefit, in part, of Plaintiff, neither the DOJ nor the BOP had discretion to choose 

to intimidate or retaliate against any of the Beaven Plaintiffs or their inmate witnesses by 

questioning Plaintiff Doe in open court about, and exposing to public view, her private and 

personal information submitted by her on Form 3112A (and its supporting documentation) to the 

OPM. Furthermore, because Plaintiff had an agreement embodied in her Settlement Agreement 

with the BOP not to retaliate against her for having brought and settled (favorably to herself) a 

sexual harassment claim against the BOP for the misconduct of Jones, neither the BOP nor the 

DOJ had discretion to choose to intimidate or retaliate against her by questioning her in open 

court about, and exposing to public view, her private and personal information submitted by her 

on Form 3112A (and its supporting documentation) to the OPM. 

COUNTIV 

INVASION OF PRIVACY 

61. The allegations set forth in paragraphs I through 60 are hereby incorporated by 

reference as part of this Count. 

62. As a result of the above stated actions of the Defendants, Plaintiff suffered an 

invasion of privacy when the Defendants intentionally, recklessly and/or negligently disclosed 

personal and private information of Plaintiff, which information Plaintiff had a reasonable 

expectation would be maintained as private, by allowing that information to be given to trial 
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counsel for the DOJ in the Beaven trial for use and disclosure during said litigation, which 

counsel did, in fact, display, discuss and publish in open court the personal information 

contained therein in such a way as to be seen and heard by all persons sitting in the courtroom, 

causing severe injury and damages to Plaintiff, both presently and in the future in an amount no 

less than $500,000.00. 

COUNTV 

INFLICTION OF EMOTIONAL DISTRESS (OUTRAGEOUS CONDUCT) 

63. The a\1egations set forth in paragraphs 1 through 62 are hereby incorporated by 

reference as part of this Count. 

64. As a result of the above stated actions of the Defendants, Plaintiff suffered the 

common-law torts of intentional and/or negligent infliction of emotional distress (sometimes 

called outrage), when the Defendants intentionally, recklessly and/or negligently disclosed 

personal and private service and medical information of Plaintiff, causing same to be displayed, 

discussed and published in open court during the Beaven trial in such a way as to he seen and 

heard by all persons sitting in the courtroom. Furthermore, Defendants' agents and employees 

were motivated by illegal or illicit purposes in retaining, using and disclosing Plaintiff's personal 

and private information. 

65. The Defendants' conduct was outrageous and intolerable in a civilized society 

given they knew, or should have known, the likely propensity for Plaintiff to become 

embarrassed and humiliated after the privacy-protected information was displayed, discussed, 

and published in open court, especially considering that the information was protected by the 

Privacy Act, by the Settlement Agreement with respect to her sexual harassment claim, and by 

the Beaven Court's non-retaliation/non-intimidation order. The said actions of the Defendants 
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severely injured Plaintiff mentally, emotionally, financially and reputationally, both presently 

and in the future in an amount no less than $500,000.00. 

COUNT VI 

CONSPIRACY TO VIOLA TE PLAINTIFF'S PRIVACY RIGHTS; HER 
RIGHT TO SUE IN COURT AS A ''PLAINTIFF" AND TO TESTIFY 
WITHOUT FEAR OF RETALIATION/INTIMIDATION; AND HER 

CONTRACTUAL RIGHT NOT TO BE RETALIATED AGAINST; AND 
TO CONDUCT ABUSIVE LEGAL PROCEEDINGS 

66. The allegations set forth in paragraphs I through 65 are hereby incorporated by 

reference as part of this Count. 

67. The in-court display and publication of Plaintiff's disability application and 

supporting documentation, and display of same to others prior to and during open court, amount 

to overt and covert acts of the Defendants' agents and employees (both DOJ and BOP) 

evidencing a conspiracy to violate Plaintiff's Privacy Act rights, common law privacy rights, 

right to petition the government for redress of grievances as a "plaintiff' and to testify in support 

of such petition without fear of retaliation or intimidation, and contractual right not to be 

retaliated against as embodied in Plaintiff's Settlement Agreement with the BOP concerning her 

claim of sexual harassment against the misconduct of Jones. Moreover, such acts amount to 

abuse of legal proceedings 

68. Trial counsel and other of Defendants' agents participating in the Beaven trial for 

and on behalf of the DOJ, in conjunction with BOP agents and employees, conspired together to 

embarrass, harass and intimidate Plaintiff in retaliation for her having joined as a co-Plaintiff and 

testify in court concerning an admittedly untruthful witness for the government (Clint Jones) and 

a previously determined sexual harasser against Plaintiff herself (as well as against other female 

employees at FMC Lexington). Plaintiff was contractually promised in her Settlement 
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Agreement of her sexual harassment complaint that she would not be retaliated against because 

of her sexual harassment claim against the BOP stemming from the improper actions of Jones, 

yet notwithstanding such, she was embarrassed and humiliated in open court based on privacy

protected information contained in her disability retirement paperwork and Jones' improper 

actions which led to her complaint, all for improper reasons and motivations in contravention of 

such Agreement's promises as well as the protections of the Beaven Court's pre-trial non

retaliation/non-intimidation order. Such conspiratorial acts, amount, jointly or severally, to the 

commission of the torts of outrage, invasion of privacy and/or abuse of legal proceedings. 

69. After counsel for Plaintiff objected during the Beaven trial, and the Hon. Jennifer 

B. Coffman took a recess-in part, to allow Plaintiff to gather her composure from her obvious 

emotional devastation due to the public disclosure of her private information contained on Fonn 

3112A and supporting documentation in open court-Judge Coffman returned to the courtroom 

and asked a telling query of DOJ trial counsel during a bench conference: how did the DOJ' s 

litigation attorneys acquire copies of Plaintiffs privacy-protected Form 3112A along with its 

supporting documentation? This question was not answered immediately, but when later faced 

with Plaintiff Doe's sanctions motion for having violated her privacy rights and the Court's non

retaliation/non-intimidation order, DOJ' s trial counsel admitted in briefs submitted to the Beaven 

Court that said counsel obtained copies not from the OPM which is the sole and exclusive 

agency to whom such information was supposed to have been gathered and retained, but from 

undisclosed persons within the BOP (presumably FMC Lexington employees, but perhaps other 

BOP employees outside of FMC Lexington). This admission by the DOJ, assuming it was 

truthful, reveals other overt or covert acts in furtherance of a conspiracy within the BOP itself to 

obtain and maintain privacy-protected information on the Plaintiff in violation of her Privacy Act 
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rights, her common law rights to privacy, her right to be free from retaliation and intimidation by 

virtue of her Settlement Agreement on her sexual harassment claim and her right to be free from 

retaliation or intimidation per the Beaven Court's pre-trial order. Moreover, these conspiratorial 

acts reveal a motivation to injure Plaintiff by abuse of legal proceedings, humiliation and public 

disgrace, all of which conduct amounts to tortious conduct toward Plaintiff. 

70. These conspiratorial acts within the BOP or DOJ, or both, have injured Plaintiff 

mentally, emotionally, financially and reputationally. Furthermore, the overt and covert acts 

themselves, either jointly or severally, amount to the separate torts of outrage, invasion of 

privacy, abuse of legal proceedings, and/or other torts under Kentucky law with the same injuries 

and damages to Plaintiff as described hereinabove in an amount no less than $500,000.00. 

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff Jane Doe respectfully prays for and requests a Judgment to be 

entered against the Defendants herein as follows; 

1. That Plaintiff recover statutory damages of $1000.00 for each statutory violation 

of the Privacy Act committed by Defendants Department of Justice and its agents and 

employees, and the Federal Bureau of Prisons and its agents and employees (pursuant to Counts 

l, II, and III), and that this statutory damage amount be awarded for each separate and distinct 

violation committed of said Act; 

2. That Plaintiff recover actual damages sustained, should her actual damages 

exceed the statutory damage amount available under the Privacy Act, in the amount no less than 

$500,000.00; 

3. That Plaintiff recover damages for the injuries occasioned upon her under the 

FTCA for the tortious, unlawful and wrongful conduct of Defendants (pursuant to Counts IV, V, 

and/or VI), totaling $500,000.00 for mental and emotional damages, lost wages, if any, damage 
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to reputation, financial damages, as well as past and future medical, travel and mitigation 

expenses; 

4. That Plaintiffs recover the costs of suit and that Plaintiff's attorneys be awarded 

reasonable attorneys' fees as allowed by law; and 

5. That Plaintiff be awarded any and all other relief that may be just and proper; and 

trial by jury on any and all claims to which Plaintiff is entitled to a jury and/or an advisory jury 

on all claims to which Plaintiff may not be so entitled. 

Respectfully submitted, 

STURGILL, TURNER, BARKER & MOLONEY, PLLC 

Isl Douglas L. McSwain 
DOUGLAS L. McSW AIN, KBA Bar# 46895 
HOLLY T. CURRY, KBA Bar# 89246 
333 West Vine Street, Suite 1400 
Lexington, Kentucky 40507 
( 859) 255-85 81 

Attorneys for Plaintiff 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I hereby certify that on the 26TH day of February, 2008, J electronically filed the 
foregoing with the clerk of the court using the CM/ECF system, which will send a notice of 
electronic filing to the following: 

Thomas L. Gentry, U.S. Attorney 
260 West Vine Street, Suite 300 
Lexington, KY 40507-1612 

Peter D. Keisler, Asst. Attorney General 
United States Department of Justice 
Room B-103950 
Pennsylvania A venue NW 
Washington, D.C. 20530-0001 

John R. Tyler, Esq. 
U.S. Department of Justice - Civil Division 
20 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W., Suite 7344 
Washington, D.C. 20530 

United States Federal Bureau of Prisons 
Attn: Litigation Branch 
320 1'1 Street, NW 
Room 977 
Washington, D.C. 20001 

David M. Glass, Esq. 
U.S. Department of Justice 
20 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W., Rm. 7200 
Washington, D.C. 20530 

Isl Douglas L. McSwain 
Attorney for Plaint(ff 
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JANE DOE 

V. 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
EASTERN DISTRICT OF KENTUCKY 

CENTRAL DIVISION 
AT LEXINGTON 

CIVIL ACTION No. 5:07-cv-267-JBC 

UNITED ST A TES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE, 
FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS, et al. 

* * * * * * 

PLAINTIFF 

DEFENDANTS 

VERIFICATION SIGNED BY 
PLAINTIFF FILED UNDER SEAL 
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Case: 5:07-cv-00267-JBC Doc#: 82 Filed: 10/12/10 Page: 1 of 1 - Page ID#: 306 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
EASTERN DISTRICT OF KENTUCKY 

CENTRAL DIVISION 
LEXINGTON 

CIVIL ACTION NO. 07-267-JBC 

JANE DOE, PLAINTIFF, 

V. 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT 
OF JUSTICE, ET AL., 

ORDER 

DEFENDANTS. 

* * * * * * * * * * * 

The parties having stipulated that this action has been settled and may be 

dismissed with prejudice, 

IT IS ORDERED that this matter is DISMISSED WITH PREJUDICE and this 

action is STRICKEN from the court's active docket, each party to bear its own 

costs and attorney's fees. 

Signed on October 12, 201 O 

•

. ~8~ 
JENNIFER B. COFFMAN, CHIEF JUDGE 
UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

. EASTERN DISTRICT OF KENTUCY 



UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
EASTERN DISTRICT OF KENTUCKY 

LEXINGTON DIVISION 

JANE DOE, ) 
) 

Plaintiff, ) 
) 

v. ) 
) 

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE, et al., ) 
) 

Defendants. ) ______________ ) 

No. 5:07-cv-00267-JBC 

SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT 

nns SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT (hereinafter "the Agreement") is made between 

the plaintiff, Sharon K. Slone, and the defendants, the United States Department of Justice, the 

Federal Bureau of Prisons, and the Untied States of America. 

WHEREAS, the plaintiff has brought the above-captioned suit against the defendants, 

alleging claims under the Privacy Act and the Federal Tort Claims Act; 

WHEREAS, the defendants deny any liability to the plaintiff based on the allegations in 

this litigation, and deny any wrongdoing whatsoever; and 

WHEREAS, the parties wish to resolve the disputes that are the subject of this civil 

action without the expense and burden of further litigation; 

NOW THEREFORE, the plaintiff and the defendants, intending to be legally bound, 

hereby enter into the following Agreement: 

1. As soon as practicable after the full execution of this Agreement, the defendants shall 

pay to the plaintiff the sum of Nineteen Thousand, and Sixty-Nine Dollars and Thirteen Cents 

($19,069.13) in full and final satisfaction of: (1) all claims asserted in this litigation, and (2) all 

claims that could have been asserted by the plaintiff with respect to the transactions or 
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occurrences at issue in this litigation. The parties acknowledge that this sum represents the total 

of One Thousand, Five Hundred and Sixty-Nine Dollars and Thirteen Cents ($1,569.13) in 

settlement of all claims asserted by the plaintiff in this litigation, and Seventeen Thousand, Five 

Hundred Dollard ($17,500.00) in settlement of all claims for costs and/or attorney's fees in 

com1ection with this litigation. 

2. As soon as practicable after the full execution of this Agreement, the defendants shall 

return to the plaintiff the copy of a September 2 7, 2004, disability application, including attached 

medical reports, held in the possession of the Federal Bureau of Prisons ("BOP"), Lexington 

Medical Center, Employee Services Department. The defendants represent that no other copy of 

the application and/or attached reports are, or shall be, maintained by BOP. The plaintiff 

acknowledges that BOP is not under any obligation related to this litigation, or related to the case 

of Beaven v. U.S. Department of Justice, No. 5:03-cv-00084 (E.D. Ky.), to preserve its copy of 

the application and/or the attached reports. The parties acknowledge that the Civil Division of 

the United States Department of Justice ("DOJ") will retain a copy of the application and 

attached reports, and that that copy remains under seal pursuant to the Order entered February 7, 

2007, in Beaven v. U.S. Department of Justice, No. 5:03-cv-00084 (E.D. Ky.). 

3. The parties acknowledge that this agreement does not constitute a settlement or a 

release of the claims asserted by the plaintiff in Beaven v. U.S. Department of Justice, No. 5 :03-

cv-00084 (E.D. Ky.). 

4. Within twenty-one (21) days of the perfonnance by the defendants of their obligations 

under paragrnphs ( 1) and (2) above, the parties shall sign and jointly file the attached Stipulation 
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of Dismissal, which provides for the dismissal of this action with prejudice pursuant to Fed. R. 

Civ. P. 4l(a)(l)(ii), 

5. This Agreement does not constitute an admission of fact or law by any party, and shall 

not be admissible in any proceeding as evidence of such alleged admission. 

6. This Agreement shall in no way affect any rights, claims, duties, or obligations the 

pa11ies may have with respect to any other issues or claims not covered by this Agreement. 

7. This Agreement constitutes a full settlement and release of all claims for costs and/or 

attorney's fees in this action. Apart from the sums paid pursuant to paragraph (1) above, the 

parties shall bear their own costs and attorney's fees, and shall waive any and all causes of action 

for attorney's fees, interest, or any other compensation or benefits not specifically provided for 

in this Agreement. 

8. This Agreement binds the parties and their assigns, agents, and successors. The 

Agreement may not be modified except by a writing signed by each party or that party's 

authorized agent. 

9. The defendants shall ensure the confidentiality of all copies in their possession of this 

Agreement, provided that they may separately maintain a non-confidential copy of this 

Agreement in which the name of the plaintiff is redacted. 

10. Each of the undersigned represents that he has the authority to bind his respective 

party to the terms of this agreement. 

3 



Dated: August !?lo 1 O 

Dated: August~. 2010 

By: 

Dated: August 'l\ , 2010 

By: 

-, 
I 

1 

SY'\0M1'>s~ k ~ ~ 
SHARON K. SLONE 
Plaintiff 

L, TURNER, BARKER & MOLONEY, PLLC 

333 West Vine Street, Suite 1400 
Lexington, Kentucky 40507 
Counsel for Plaintiff 

TONY WEST 
Assistant Attorney General 

JO~TYLER 
Assistant Branch Director 
JOEL McELVAIN 
Senior Counsel 
United States Department of Justice 
Civil Division, Federal Programs Branch 
20 Massachusetts Ave., NW, Room 7332 
Washington, DC 20001 
Counsel for Defendants 
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ATTACHMENT 



UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
EASTERN DISTRlCT OF KENTUCKY 

LEXINGTON DMSION 

JANE DOE, ) 
) 

Plaintiff, ) 
) 

V. ) 
) 

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE, et al., ) 
) 

Defendants. ) ______________ ) 

No. 5:07-cv-00267-JBC 

STIPULATION OF DISMISSAL 

Pursuant to Rule 4l(a)(l)(ii) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure and the settlement 

agreement reached between these parties, the parties hereby stipulate to the dismissal with 

prejudice of this case as to all claims by the Plain ti ff against the Defendants, each party to bear 

its own costs and attorney's fees. 



1 
! 

Dated: August_, 2010 STURGILL, TURNER, BARKER & MOLONEY, PLLC 

Dated: August_, 2010 

By: Isl Douglas L. Mcswain 
DOUGLAS L. McSW AIN 
333 West Vine Street, Suite 1400 
Lexington, Kentucky 40507 

Counsel for Plaintiff 

TONY WEST 
Assistant Attorney General 

By: Isl Joel McElvain 
JOHN R. TYLER 
Assistant Branch Director 
JOEL McEL VAIN 
Senior Counsel 
United States Department of Justice 
Civil Division, Federal Programs Branch 
20 Massachusetts Ave., NW, Room 7332 
Washington, DC 20001 

Counsel for Defendants 

2 



\ < 

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I here by certify that on August _, I filed the Answer to First Verified Amended 

Complaint with the Clerk of Court electronically using the CM/ECF system, The CM/ECF 

system will mail notice of the aforementioned filing electronically to: 

Douglas L. McSwain 

Holly Turner Curry 

dmcswain@sturgilltumer.com 

hcurry@sturgilltumer.com 

Isl Joel McElvain 
JOEL McEL VAIN, DC Bar 448431 
U.S. Department of Justice 
Civil Division, Federal Programs Branch 
20 Massachusetts Ave., NW, Room 7332 
Washington, DC 20001 
Tel.: (202) 514-2988 
Fax: (202) 616-8202 
Email: Joel.McElvain@usdoj.gov 
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Judge Reccl Date Grv. 

vs. 

-~' 0~9~ 
CIVIL ACTION NO. r:( .' OS -( v'-(YJ I 3 .\ 

~ ~-f\?t .. ,1 ~-~u-q,~\_ 

... L+--. S.Hu IT .:z... 
Enter Full Name(s) Defendant(s) 

A. Have you begun other actions in state or federal court dealing with the same facts 
involved in this action or otherwise relating to your imprisonment? 

Yes ----- X No -~~--

B. If your answer to A is Yes, describe .the action in the space below. 

1. Parties to the Action: 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Court: 

Docket No.: 

Judge: 

5. Disposition: 

'" 

(For example, ,s me case srn1 po no Ing I It not, wna1 was me ruling 7 vv as me case appoaieo 11 

C. Have you filed any grievances regarding the facts of your complaint? 

Yes No )( 

1. If your answer is Yes, complete the enclosed verified statement, indicating 
the result. Please attach evidence of your exhaustion of all available 
grievance procedures. 

2. If your answer is No, indicate the reason for failure to exhaust on the verified 
statement. You may be required to exhaust your claims through any 
applicable grievance procedures. Your complaint may be dismissed if you 
fail to exhaust all avenues of the grievance process in a timely fashion. 

~ G~~--...:.~ G~-~"'...._...__'t, ~=~"-<",,,"" i s~.\\. ~~~'¼';x:-- ~-~s 
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D. 

E. 

Statement of Claim - State here briefly the facts of your case. Describe how each 
defendant is involved. Include also the names of other persons involve, dates and 
places. Do not give any legal arguments or cite any cases or statutes. If you intend 
to allege a number of different claims, number and et forth each claim in a separate 
paragraph. Use as much space as needed. You may attach extra paper if 
necessary. 

Claim #1 - Supporting Facts - Tell your story briefly without citing cases or law. 

~ .. S ~ ~~ ~~~q s '"S:):S~S:. ~,/:;.:>'\/\ 3;,~ c __ ~ . "u"-.:>~~ ~~ ~s.-4.~ ~,,,,.::i&%\&~, '-;,-~~)·~ '-':,.::-. ~'\_"" :\.-..~~ 
, L~~~ ~~~'"~ ~~\,"~-~ ~ s~~:) ___ _ 

Claim #2 - Supporting Facts - Tell your story briefly without citing cases or law. 

<::£ \\,.._ ~~~sSs c:.~ "'0V\ ') \::)~~~~ 

Claim #3 - Supporting Facts - Tell your story briefly without citing cases or law. 

' 
' 

State what relief you seek from the Court. Make no legal arguments, cite no cases 
or statutes. 

'\:'i~ ~ ~--..3)-..::::,. ~""~~s 
-<.. 

x~;s.~~ -b~~ 

SIGNED THIS tltl-. DAYOF :S:~ • .~- ct.~s-

VERIFICATION: 

~~~>--, -~~~~-.. ~, ......r 

~~~~---
I,~~~~ s~ , state that I am the plaintiff in this action 
annow econ n oea ovec pa1r0t§at it is true of my own knowledge, except 
as to those matters that are stated to be based on information and belief, and as to those 
matters, I believe them to be true. I further state that I believe the factual assertions are 
sufficient to support a claim of violation of constitutional rights. Further, I verify that I am 
aware of the provisions set forth in 28 USC§ 1915 that prohibit an inmate from filing a civil 
action or appeal, if the prisoner has, three or more occasions, while incarcerated, brought 
an action or apP.eal in federal court that are dismissed on the grounds that it was frivolous, 
malicious or failed to state a claim upon which relief may be granted, unless the prisoner 
is in imminent danger of serious physical injury. I understand that if this complaint is 
dismissed on any of the above grounds, I may be prohibited from filing any future actions 
without the pre-payment of filing fees. 

I declare under penalty of perjury the foregoing to be true and correct. 

~~i~?/s;i;;,'f:~'Ji'~o::;1i~ Er~~:ifr:/f;a /fiiif;;fjiJ~50. 00. 
Prisoners seeking to proceed in forma pauperfs (without the 
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prepay_ment of fees) are now required to submit with their complaints, 
a certified copy of their trust fund account statement for the prior six 
month period. 28 USC §1915 as amended. 

~~~ ~~~'$,&~~t:N,.~ s.~ 
{Pet1t1onef!Plaimirf) "- ~ 

STATEMENT OF ASSETS 

vs. ~ ' . ~ '\..., 
~~~11'.~~,S~Y:-:,,'ZJ~~--,t._.~~ 

(Respon en_ en ant 

!,~~~, ~~~~s~ ,declarethatlamthepetitionerinthe 
aove--syeproceedmg;hains port o request to proceed without being required 
to prepay fees, costs or give security therefor, I state that because of my poverty, I am 
unable to pay the costs of said proceeding, or give security therefor; that I believe I am 
entitled to relief. 

In support of my in forma pauperis application, I answer the following questions: 

1. 

2. 

Are you presently employed? Yes --- 'J.. No 

If yes, what is your monthly income? _______ _ 

If no, state the date of your last employment._~<!t~'a __ 

Have you received any money in the last twelve months from the following sources? 
Business, Profession, Self-Employment: ___ Yes i. No 
Rent Payments, Interest or Dividends: ___ Yes '(. No 
Pensions, Annuities or Life Insurance: ____ Yes 'r- No 
Gifts or Inheritances: ___ Yes '"I-- No 
Any Other Sources: ___ Yes .....,_ No 

If the answer to any of the above is Yes, please state the source and amount of 
each received during the past year. 

3. Do you own any cash, or have any money on hand - Include any funds held in 
Prison Accounts. 

Yes --- ,X No If Yes, State the Value 

4. Do you own any real estate, stocks, bond, notes, automobiles or other valuable 
property - (excluding clothing and ordinary household furnishings)? 

___ Yes _ X No If Yes, State the Value 

5. List the persons who are dependant upon you for support. State your relationship 
to same and indicate how much you contribute toward their support. ~~~ -I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct and have 

attached a certified copy of my inmate trust fund account statement for the last six 
months in support of this request to proceed without the payment of fees. 

DATED: ~~~ ~-S: SIGNED: ~::s-..,.·~--a-----------
, \ <~ ~ 
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CLERK'S OFFICE U.S. DIST. COURi 

AT ABINGDON, VA 
FILED 

MAY 2 ~ 2010 

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE WESTERN DISTRICT OF VIRGINIA 

ROANOKE DIVISION 

JOHN f-• A CLERK // r. 
BY: flj@'{!J 

p 

MICHAEL EUGENE MONTGOMERY, 

Plaintiff, 

v. 

SJA JOHNSON, ET AL., 

Defendants. 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

Case No. 7 :0SCV00 I 31 

FINAL ORDER 

By: James P. Jones 
Chid United States District Judge 

This day came Plaintiff, Michael Eugene Montgomery, ("Montgomery") and Defendants, 

Deborah Peltier, Carlos 0. Lopez, Bryan Bledsoe, GlelUl Friss and David Grieve ("Defendants"), 

by com1scl, and represented to the Court that all matters at issue in this case have been 

compromised and settled by the execution of a Settlement Agreement and Release. 

The Court is informed that Mr. Montgomery's counsel has received a wire transfer of 

One Hundred Fifteen Thousand Dollars ($115,000.00), representing the consideration for the 

Settlement Agreement and Release. The settlement proceeds currently arc deposited in Mr. 

Montgomery's counsel's trust account. 

Mr. Montgomery has directed that Fifteen Thousand Dollars ($15,000.00) be paid to his 

counsel from the amount on deposit in the trust account to cover expenses incurred in this matter. 

As to the remaining settlement proceeds, Mr. Montgomery has instructed his counsel to draft a 

check for One Hundred Thousand Dollars ($100,000.00), payable to Mr. Montgomery's step~ 

father, Glenn J. Montgomery, and to send the check by overnight mail to Glenn J. Montgomery. 

In accordance with the foregoing and pursuant to this Court's Order of March 29, 2010, 

it appearing to the Court that nothing nmher remains to be done in this matter, it is therefore 
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Ordered that this action is dismissed from the docket of this Court with prejudice, with each 

party bearing their own fees, costs and expenses. 

ENTERED this _±!__ day of May, 2010. 

WE~ISF 

Lonnie D. N ley, III (VSB No. 25366) 
Carrie B. Fr ed (VSB No. 70824) 
Dustin M. Paul (VSB No. 75287) 
HUNTON & WILLIAMS LLP 
Riverfront Plaza, East Tower 
95 l East Byrd Street 
Richmond, Virginia 23 219-407 4 
(804) 788-8200 (telephone) 
(804) 7 88-8218 (facsimile) 

Counsel/or Plaintiff 

Sara Bugbee W(Vsa No. 35924) 
Assistant United States Attorney 
United States Attorney's Office 
P. 0. Box 1709 
Roanoke, Virginia 24008-1709 
(540) 857-2254 (telephone) 
(540) 857-2283 (facsimile) 

Counsel for Dejendants 

9'1997.0!~661 EMl'_ L'S 3086363?v7 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR 

THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF VIRGINIA 
AUG I 3 2007 

TAVERIS L. DOWNING 
PLAINTIFF 

vs 

UNITED STATES 
DEFENDANT 

I c, -;~(,,us ~~ ... ~~~:-::-:~-? 
L .... E,,A/1/Dn.", v"·,G, . 

:COMPLAINT FOR MONETARY DAMAGES 

~PURSUANT TO THE FEDERAL TORT 

- -•T---1 

:CLAIM ACT, 28 U.S.C. §§2671, 1346 (B)et seg. 

(A) 

\5) ~~~-I~ II \V/ [~ fR\ 

~ AUG - 1 200/ l!lJ 
STAFF ATTORNEY 

RICHMOND. VA 



March 27, 2007 

Taveris Downing 
Register No. 3 J 050-004 
FCIMemphis 
P.O. Box 34550 
Memphis, TN 38134 

Re: Your Tort Claim No. lRT-MXR-2007-01470 

Dear Mr. Downing: 

U.S. Department of Justice 

Federal Bureau of Prisons 

Beckley Consolidated Legal Center 

1600 Industrial Park Road, P.O. Box I 2 80 
Bem'er, West Virginia 25813 

Your claim has been considered for administrative settlement under the Federal Tort Claims Act, 
28 U.S.C. § 2671, et. seq., and authority granted under 28 C.F.R. § 0.172. You claim 
government liability in the amount of$2,250,00.00 for an injury that occurred on December 24, 
2005. SpecificaUy, you allege that while attempting to get back into your top bunk, you landed 
on the side railing, injuring your inner thigh and testicle. You allege staff at USP Lee County 
denied you medical treatment in retaliation. 

Investigation into your claim reveals that on December 28, 2005, you were seen during sick call 
SHU rounds by the Clinical Director. You reported slow progressing scrotal pain and swelling 
since approximately December 24, 2005, and that you were vomiting. When examined by the 
Nurse earlier, you only reported testicle pain, denied any trauma, altercations or previous history 
of scrotal or inguinal surgery as the cause of your pain and swelling. You did report that your 
injury was possibly due to you jumping from your top bunk. An exam revealed a large swollen 
scrotum. You were transferred to the local emergency room for further care. 

On December 29, 2005, you returned to USP Lee County, foUowing surgery to remove your 
testicle due to testicular torsion. You were monitored in the observation room for about three 
hours and received both oral and injection pain medications and antibiotics. Approximately two 
hours after you were transferred back to the Special Housing Unit, you complained of nausea and 
vomiting. Medical staff administered medication to control your symptoms. Two hours later 
you received another dose of medication and approximately an hour later your vomiting subsided 
and you had no further complaints. 

Your progress was monitored on December 31, 2005, January I, 2006 and January 3, 2006. You 
made no complaints during this time. On January 4, 2006, you had a follow-up appointment with 



the surgeon and had staples removed. The surgeon's report indicated that you stated on 
December 28, 2005, that you had injured yourself four days earlier, that it initially caused you 
pain, but the pain subsided. You then indicated that after 48 hours the pain increased. 

As you have been provided appropriate health care and there is no evidence an act or omission of 
a government employee is a factor in your injury, your claim is denied. This is a final denial of 
your claim. If you are not satisfied with this determination, you have six months from the date of 
this letter to bring suit in an appropriate United States District Court, should you wish to do so. 

Sincerely, 

~~-rr LL~ 
~ens 

Supervisory Attorney 

for: 

Michelle T. Fuseyamore 
Regional Counsel 
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On Dec 24, 2005 at about 5:30 Am11Claimant" Tavcris L. Downing Jumped from the top 

bunk to use the restroom and when he finished using the restroom, he attempted to get 

back 0:1 the top bunk and in the process he landed partial of his inner thigh and nut 

sHck on the side railing, Immediately he felted o sharp pain in his lower groin area. 

The pain ~as so i~ten~u that he rolled around in the bunk screaming and howling in agony, 

His Cellmate Regi-nald FRlice jumped up out of his sleep and asked him what is a matter 

with you roan? Oow.i.ing screamed to him to press the emergency button. Falice immediately 

pressed the emergency button. After Falice had pressed the emergency button, he asked 

DoW"ning again what 1s a matter with you man? Downing answered after t.:1king sever.al long 

deep breaths, I hit ny halls on the side rail, 

30 Minutes later and no assistance had come, Downing asked Falice to help him get 

off the top bunk: So that he could lay on the cold floor, in order to take his mind off 

or the paln that he was feeling, 10 Minutes later after Downing had been laid on the 

floor, Officer J. Fraley arrived at the door and asked Falice why is he laying on the 

floor? Falice answered. This man has had a bad accident and he need serious medical 

treatment immediately! Of!icer J, Fraley said, the nurse will be around during her 

normal rounds and then Fraley left. The Nurse came around to do her normal rounds, 

Falice immediately stopped her and told her that, Downing needs serious medical treatment 

immediately! The Nurse Mrs Duncan did_not even bother to check Downicg out, she just gave 

Falice two generic pills and told him to administer the medicine to Downing, She also 

stated to Falice, tell your cellmate 1£ the p~in does not subside in about two hours, 

have you to pr~ss thl:! emerg~ucy button again. After about thirty minutes after Downing 

took the oedici-ne the pain did seemed to have simmered dovn. However; after about ll 

hours lat~r, Do•..ming was back on fire again down in his groin area. The pain wus so 

intense, that he scr~amed, cried, moaned and even tried to pour cold water dowu in his 

.~' ..... •, 
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groin area to try and stop the pain that he was feeling. Falice immediately pressed 

the emergency button several time8. 30 minutes later Officer J. Fraley came to the cell 

and stated, "Th~ Nurse ssys there is nothing ~-rong with you, so stop ?ressing th~ 

eme:-gency but ton'.' Dul.'n i.ng just layc,cl on the ccld floor moaning ar.d ci·ying hoping the pa.in 

~ould go away. Finally he passed out for several hours. 

At ~bout 10:30 AD Do~-ning woke-up. The pain was not that bad anymore, ho~ever; when 

he looked down towards his groin area he noticed that the front of his boxer was bulgeon 

out, he sl~wly opc,ned his boxer and ~as surprise to see his testicles had swollen to the 

size of two huge soft halls.He immediately panick and started screaming no,no,not!! 

Falice i111JCediately asked him what is wrong? Downing responses was, My balls are going to 

explode any minute from now! (Downing crying oh Lord please help me ph•ase) Falice 

immediately pressed the emergency button again, About 30 minutes later J, Fraley came 

to the door again and stated, "Your not a doctor and lam not a doctor, so lay off that 

dam button or I am going to write both of you a shot! Falice shouted back, well you need 

to go get a doctor before this man die, and if he does die it will be all your fault. J, 

Fraley stated, he will be fine and then he left~ 

At about 12:00 Pm J. Fraley came back to feed the tier again. Fol.ice begged Fraley to 

get Downing some medical assistance. Fraley response,; was, he will ,;ee the nurs:e when she 

makes her rounds again . 1-·a lice s ta tcd that vi.11 be another six to eight: hours from now• 

he probably be in critical condition by then. Fraley stated, well as I already said he will 

see the nurse when she makes her normal rounds again. 

Falice ~aired until 3:30 for the shift to change and then he pressed the emergency 

button again, Another Office came to see what was the emergency. Downing could not see the 

officer name tag nor did he know the officer. The officer asked falice ~hat is a matter with 

your cellmate? Falice answered, he needs seriuus medical treatment immediately, he injured 

,. ,; -;, ... 
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himself in the groin area early just morning and he has been needing medical assistance 

every Rince then. Ca:i you pleasi: g~t hlm some medical assistance imDediatcly? The Officer 

answered ok, I am going to call the nurse right no"1. 

At about 8:00 Fm ~urse Mcintyer came to the door, Downing hobbled over to the door 

with his hands cuff around his entire groin area. He asked her in tears can you please 

help me get some medical treatmunt immediately? I think my testicles are going to burst. 

t;urse !-1c i:-.tyer told him. she ..:as going to call the doc tor, but in the mean while take 

these pills and pJace a cold towel around your testicles to relieve some of the pain and 

then she left. At abnut 8:30 Nurse Mcintyer returned and said. the doctor will see you 

tommorrow. Do~ning keep a cold towel around his testicles all night and he took as cany as 

deep breathes as he could, but the pain was still intense, 

Dec 25th 5:30 Am The Nurse Mrs Duncan came around to make her normal round~. Downing 

tried to show her that his testicles was still progressively getting bigger and bigger, 

she stated, let the doctor worry about that, he will see you today. She then slid some 

pills through the door. Before she left Downing slid her a note through the door to give 

to the doctor. See Exhibit 11A" 

It was around 11:00 Am and the doctor still had not showed up yet, so Downing got a 

little worried and pressed the emergency button to see what time the doctor was suppose 

to come. At about thirty minutes later Officer Shoemaker came to the door and surprisely 

stated, We already know your problem and your not going to get any medical treatment 

until we decide to get you some medical treatment. 

Time continued to pass and staff members vas al.'arc that, Downing vas suffering and in 

excruclalin~ ;,ain. Staff members made jokes ~nd laughed ;1r Downing when he requested 

medical assistance. On many different occossions Downing would cry out to staff members 

about holo' much pain he ~as in and the staff members ,,muld soy to bim you will bi: al right, 
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One particular staff member named Shoemaker stated to·Dovning, Lay down and lick your nuts. 

At that moment Downing knew he was in horrible situation. He wondered was this nightmare 

ever going to end someday. He was in so much pain, he thought, that any minute from now his 

testicles were going to get to big and just explode. The pain had gotten so intense, that 

he would have dizzy spells, blackouts, and he would wake up cold and shivering. His stomach 

would cramp and he would vomit, he was just barely able to maintain consciousness. Most of 

the time he would cry out to God wishing God would send someone to rescue him from the 

punishment, that the staff was.deliberately, intentionally, and knowingly inflicting on 

him •. Downing would question himself why me~ I never did anything to these people. Why are 

these people leaving me in agony? All night Downing would just wonder why me? The pain 

would get so bad at times, sharp pains would hit Downing in the groin area so hard, that he 

would just howl and scream in agony for about 30 minutes til an Hour. Falice would hurry up 
, 

and press the emergency button. Staff members would not come anymore because they already 

had their minds 11:1,clde up, that they was going to·make Downing suffer until they though that 

he had suffered enough. 

Downing continued to question himself as to why these people wanted to hurt him so bad, 

when he did not do anything to them. Well on tbe third day he got his answer as to why the 

staff members were intentionally, deliberately, and knowingly making him suffer. On Dec 27th 

2005 6:30 Am Downing asked Officer J. Fraley, &ir why are you all denying me medical 

treatment? I have not done anything to you all. Why me? J".Fra1ey angrily,:stated, tell your 

friend over there to &top filing them fucking liens and quit fucking with our properey and 

maybe you will get some dam medical. treatment. Downing begin to cry because he knew, he was 

not going to get any medical treatment which meant in his mind, that he might die from 

some type of bloodeald or internal bleeding. Downing knew Falice was not going to stop fling 

liens on the s.taff members nor was Falice going to lift anyone of the liens he already had 
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tiled a~ainst the staff menbers, 

The.Sa.,;R continued until r>ecember: 28th 10:30 Am. One of the Head Aministrators made 

his rounds. Falice started banging and kicking on the door i::imediately when he heard 

ev1::ryone calling 'Jie Adr.,inistrator. '!he Ad,,tlnistrator came to door and asked Falice what 

do you need? Do\ ... nin; hobbled ove:.· to the door with his testicles cuff in his hands. The 

Administrator i:rrnediately send for the offic~rs to take Om,,Tiing to the doctors office. 

After the doctor seen Downing, heir.mediately had Downing rushed to the 

Hospital. 

P<:nnington 

However; the staff did not stop their torture, they force Downing to hobble a 

quarter of a • ile with shackles from head to toe to the transportation van. Each hobble 

Downing took felt like he \..as being set on fire alive and the sharp pains that he received 

in his grohi al.most made him faint. After the suq;ery and the removable of Downing right 

te~ticle, lhe staff members really took their torture to the extreme. U1e L,T. blunLly 

lied to the doctor. The L.'L told the doctor that there was a medical facility at the 

institution, where Downing could rest and heal-up. The Doctor release Downing back into 

their care on chose grounds. 

Well Downing was in for a real surprise because once they &ot him back into their 

care,they finished there tortur~. Once they got Downing back to the institution, they 

•...,'heel chai:-ed him around to the ps1·chiatric ward. h'hen Downing seen whac was goine; on he 

be;in to cry and scream no,no 7 no! ! Somebody help me please!!! AH, AH, AH, Officer Jackson 

open the ward door ancJ Jackson ancl Nurse Duncan pulled Downing out of the wheel chair and 

force him do1,,n on to a plastic mat that was Jre-laid on the floor, Lhen Lhe nurse pulled 

down Oo~~ing i;)Bnts from the rear and gave hi@ a shot in the buttocks, everything 

ilwnediately we.nt black. Downing was later awaking several hours later from loud thuaderous 

banging on the door. ,'\s he began to come thro~ he heard scmeone screaraing nibber get your 

. ' 
~ t . ' ... 
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ass up ,,.-e are not done with you y~t! Everything w-as moving. around and Oow11in& barely 

moved, he then ;,assed out again. He does not remember to this day whatelse happen. 

However; [101.,ming does belcive he was sexually .assaulted during the time he was unconscious. 

r,.. ~i~ .• -~~• ..... :,-,.; .·• 
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CONCIJ:SION 

For the following. reasons listed above and below, Claimant !)owning should be 

co::r;,cns:.:J :cc • 

(1) Staff ~';embers were timely notified of the accident and decided to .'let on their 

:;i\m acccrc , ;.ns tcad of fo llowin; The B. 0. P =er.;ulremer. ts that a::-e rei;uired by The B. 0. P 

Policy during a medical emergency, ( 2) Staff Members Intentionally, Deliberately and 

Knc\t.i.n~ly denied claimant properly and timely :nedical treatment which "·as in their power 

to administer to claimant, (3) Staff Members were bias towards claimant \o.ne:n claimnnt 

requested e:ner;ency assistance from staff members, (4) Due to the fact that clafo·.ant lost 

a limb because of staff members failure to compiy \o.-ith 111e B,O.P Policy and assist him 

timely~ pror>erlY and professionally during a medieal emergency, (5) Claimant may not be able 

to produce any offspring due to the lost of his right testicle.and (6) Clair.lant will have 

to undergo a continual psychological treatment due to the tral.lll'ID, mental punishment and 

stress that staff :ner.:ber Intentionally, Deliberately and Knowingly caused. 
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NEGOfIABLE SETTI.EME!'.;"'T 

(lj Goverrn:ent Aid, since Dovming will need a continual ?sycholo6ical T:eatment 

Progra=J. 

{2) A 50% Sentence reduction, with no Supervise Release or Probation 

(3) Nonetary Co:;rpensation 50,000.00 

: ..,., ; • • ! • t -.,~ t•J r ~-.\. •-•~ ::r 
• r ,.•.•-, •~i• ~•:('"=.J.-.:-~ 

Goverroient TAVERIS L. DOWNING Claimant 
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DEC 2 8 2005 
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uAVID-K. ALLRED, DO 
CLINleAt DIRECTOR 
'J.S.P., LEE CO. VA 



CERTil!'ICATE OP SERVICE 

I Swear under the penalty of perjuTy that on this 26 th day of July 2007 .. The foregoing 

is the truth. 

Taveris L. Downing 
31050-004 
P.O. BOX 34450 
Memphis, Tn.38134 



LEE REGI-ONAL MEDICAL CENTER 
PENNINGTON GAP. VA 24277 

OPERATIVE PROCEDURE 

.. P.82 

PATIENT: DOWNING. TAVERIS 
MED REC: 000033740 
PHYSICIANHOSSEIN FAIZ,MD 

DOB: 12/18/1977 2BY 

.2>1DSb-OC4 

DATE OF PROCEDURE: 12-28-05 

PT ADMN: 2067203 
LOCATION:· 0409 A 

PREOPERATIVE DIAGNOSIS: Severe right testicular edema, 
progressive increasing pain, abnormal ultrasound of right 
testicle with lack of blood flow into the right testicle 
consistent with acute torsion of right testis associated with 
inflammatory changes in the epididymf.s and peritesticular area. 
suspected testicular infarction •. 

POSTOPERATIVE pIAG~OSIS: Right testicular infarction secondary 
to 360 degree torsion. of testicular pedicle. . 

NAME OF -PROCEDURE: 1. Exploration of the right scrotum. right 
orchiectomy for infarcted testicle. 2. Left orchiopexy. 

SURGEON: Dr. Hossein Faiz 

FIRST ASSISTANT: Dr. Hi tesh Kaul 

ANESTHESIA: General. 

ANESTHETIST: Gary Saylor. CRNA 

INDICATION: 2a· year old gentleman. a resident ·of Lee Federal 
Periitentiary was brought to ·the ER with a history of hitting his 
right· testicle and right scrotum against a metal bar 4 days ago 
when jumping up and down for 5 f_eet height. Initially, he felt 
p~in in the right.testicle but the pain stabilized. However, 
progressively after 48 hours~ the pain became more severe 
·associated with progressive increase in edema. : He was seen in 
the ER. The ER physician eyaluated the patient. obtained a 
ultrasound of testicles. I ·rev i-ewed this ultrasound with the 
radiologist which indicated lack of any blood flow into the 
right testicle indicating presence of acute torsion of right 
testicle. CONTINUED ON. PAGE 2 



PATIENT: DOWNING. TAVERIS 
MED REC: 000033740 
PHYSICIANHOSSEIN FAIZ,MD 

LEE REGIONAL MEDICAL CENTER 
PENNINGTON GAP. VA 24277 

OPERATIVE PROCEDURE 

DOB: 12/18/1977 28Y 
PT ADMN: 2067203 
LOCATION: 0409 A 

With a history of onset of symptoms 4 to 5 days ago, in case of 
torsion of testicle. it was expected that the patient would have 
already developed testicular infarction secondary to torsion and 
since it is 4 to 5 days old he should have been toxic, more 
severe pain (he described his pain severity scale of 8/10). 
Urgent exploration of right scrotum was indicated. The patient 
was advised that there is a high possibility that he would 
require orchiectomy for testicular infarction but if.the -
testicle was viable. we will perform right orchiopexy and.biopsy 
of right testicle and then perform also left orchiopexy to 
prevent future left testicular torsion. Howe~~r. postoperative 
wound infection. hemorrhage. epididymoorchitis, persistent pain, 
atrophy of testicle and also even if we left the testicle in 
place there would be a chance that the patient would develop 
atrophy of testicle and re qui re or chi ectomj in _the future. 
Complications of general anesthesia were all discussed as well. 

. . 

The patient's urinalysis at the time of admission to the ER was 
normal. His comprehensive metabolic panel is normal except for 
creatinine of 1.2 with a top normal of 1.1 and total protein of 
8.5. The rest of CMP was normal. His white co~nt was 14,600. 

·hemoglobin 15, neutrophils 74% with top nbrmal of 73. · 

PAST MEDICAL HISTORY:· Includes exploratory laparotomy for. 
removal of penetrated sharp-pointed pencil into the abdomen 15 
years ago, history of involvement in MVA 17 years ago requiring 
ORIF of right leg fracture and repair of laceration of head. · 
The patient's past medical histofy is completely unremarkable. 

ALLERGIES~ Denies any known allerOies. 

CURRENT MEDICATIONS: The patient does not take any medications. 

SOCIAL HISTORY: The patient is singCONTINUE0s0NnPAGEat3 in the 
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PATIENT: DOWNING, TAVERIS 
MED REC: 000033740 
PHYSIC IAN HOSSE IN ·FAI Z. MD 

LEE REGIONAL MEDICAL CENTER 
PENNINGTON GAP, VA 24277 

OPERATIVE PROCEDURE 

DOB; 12/18/1977 2"8Y 
PT ADMN; 2067203 -
LOCATION: 0409 A 

Lee Federal Penitentiary for the past several years. He does 
not smoke. 

FAMILY HISTORY: Father died at age 48 with ML. Mother is alive 
and well. Two brothers and 2 sisters are alive and well. There 
is no family .history of diabetes or cancer. 

PHYSICAL EXAM: Height 6', weight 170 lbs., temperature 99.8, 
pulse rate of 84 per minute and regular. respiration rate 18, 
blood pressure 134/78. Surprisingly. the pati~nt did not appear 
to be in extremely severe distress. As described by the 
p~tient. the pain severity scale of only 8/10 scale. The 
patient ~as resting comfortably on the examining table. but at 
the time of examination of scrotum he had excruciating pain in 
palpation. Examination of the head, neck, lungs, heart and 
abdomen are unremarlcabl e. A well healed subumbi 1 i ca 1 
exploratory laparotomy scar is present. The left testicle was 
pre~ent in the scrotum, normal,· intact. Right scrotum was 
severely edematous. excruciatingly painful. The testicle 
appeared to be located higher than norma1·1ocation in the 
scrotum. compatible with torsion of the testicular·pedi~le. 
Examination of the extremities are normal. 

With~ diagnosis of suspected acute torsion of right testicle 
and the patient understanding about the diagnosis and nature of 
exploration of the scrotum and bilateral orchiopexy if ·the 
testicle is viable, otherwise right orchiectomy ~nd left 
orchiopexy were described to the patient. The details, 
possible complications of procedure were disGussed. The patient 
understood this·very well and signed~ consent form. 

PROCEDURE: The patient was taken to the OR wh.ere under genera 1 
endotracheal anesthesia genitalia and lower abdomen were prepped 
and draped in the sterile technique. An incision was made•in 
the r-1 ght scr_otum along of the naturCONTINUEDrONs PAGETh4 
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PATIENT: DOWNING, TAVERIS 
MED REC: 000033740 
PHYSICIANHOSSEIN FAil.MD. 

LEE REGIONAL MEDICAL CENTER 
PENNINGTON GAP. VA 24277 

OPERATIVE PROCEDURE 

DOB: 12/18/1977 28Y 
PT ADMN: 2067203 
LOCATION: 0409 A 

incision was deepened through the subcutaneous tissue. 
Extensive edema of the subcutaneous tissue. cremasteric fibers 
and tunica vaginalis were present after these structures were 
incised. The testicle was identified. There was pinkish.blood 
tinged fluid present in the scrotal sac. The right.testicle was 
delivered into the operative field and examination revealed that 
completely infarcted. there was 360 degree rotation and twist of
the testicular pedicle •. Incision in the testicular·capsule 
revealed that the parenchyma of the testicle was completely 
hemorrhagic infarcted. It was obvious that the testicle cduld 
not be salvaged and has to be resected. The base of the 
testicular pedicle was double clamped, transected between 
clamps. The transected testicle was submitted to the_Pathology 
Department. The stump was suture ligated by 2-0 Vicryl suture. 
The operative field was copiously irrigated with salini 
solution. A 15 French Jackson-Pratt drain was placed in the 
scrotal sac and brought out through a small stab wound distal to 
the scrotal in~ision. The tunica layer and cremasteric fascia 
were approximated by interrupted 3-0-Vicryl ·suture. 
Subcutaneous tissue by interrupted 5-0 Vicry1 suture ~nd the 
skin by staples. The JP drain was anchored to skin by 3-0 silk 
suture. 

Attention was made at this time towards the left scrotum and 
left testicle. An incision was made in the left scrotal skin 
along the direction of the skin crease. deepened through the 
subcutaneous tissue.and the cremasteric fascia was incised. The 
scrotal sac was entered. The left testicl~ was completely 
normal. There was a small amount of yellowish fluid present in 
the left scrotum which was aspirated. 3-0 chromic catgut suture 
was pl!ced i~ the most dependent port1on of the left testicle. 
An incision was made in the cremaster1c fascia which was· 
dissected from the underlying ·skin of the.scrotum and by pulling 
the suture ligature, which has been placed. on the testicle, the 
left testicle was delivered through CONTINµEDpONiPAGEn She 
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LEE REGIONAL MEDICAL CENTER 
PENNINGTON GAP~ VA 24277 

OPERATIVE PROCEDURE 

PATIENT: DOWNING, TAVERIS 
MED REC: 000033740 
PHYSICIANHOSSEIN FAIZ;MD 

DOB: 12/18/1977 28Y 
PT ADMN: 2067203 
LOCATION: 0409 A 

cremasteric fascia and placed in the subcutaneous space. The 
suture ligature was tied to the subcutaneous tissue transfixing 
the left testicle in the subcutaneous space._ The Gremasteric 
fascia was then approximated by interrupted 3-0 Dexon, 
subcutaneous tissue by 5-0 Dexon, skin by skin staples. A 
sterile dressing was applied. 

The patient tolerated the procedure very well and was· 
transferred to the Recovery Room in satisfactory condition. 

cc: Dr. Allred 
Dr. Kaul 

Lee Federal Penitentiary Infirmary 

HOSSEIN FAIZ,MD (ES) 

DD: 12/28/2005 20:19 
OT: 12/28/2005 23:16 
HF/ams ·70171 

PAGE 5 OF- - 5 
ALLRED DAVID ,END 
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Ir,ghlands Pathology Consultants, P. C. 

GlltyL.Adelson. M.D, 
JaokT. Bmltel, M.D. 
RidlArd S. Buddington. M.O. 
Landon A. Colquitt. M.D. 
n.eres& S. Eniory, M.D. 
Jere W. FfiBUson,.,_!M.;=, __ _ 

HOSSElN 

Gory L.A.dtbt>n, M.D., Metlt&ol DJrecror 
130 Westll.mnc Road 

Ku,gsport. Tcmmscc 37660 
Phone: 4:13-224.6711 Fax: .fll.224-6717 

SURGICAL PATHOLOGY 

COLLEC'IEI); ll/28/05 
RECEIVED: t2./l9/05 
REPORT.EO: 12130/05 

Cl.JNICAL DIAGNOSIS: Rigb1 tutlcle torsJon 
SPBCIMBN': 
Tcmde, right 

DIAGNOSIS 
Testis and cpididymis, right, orc:hiectomy: 

Hemcmhagic infarction · 
(clinically, JetOndaty to tonion). 

GROSS l>UCRJPTIQN 

P.AUL J. SIDES, M.D. 
, Blcc:trordc q,ahre 

Percr F. oate, M.D, 
MIIVm C. Grimes, M,D, 

KimbedyM. Helms, M.D. 
Olwid R.tlaclgcn$,M.D. 

Paul J. Sides. M.D. 

S. P:#: SOS.lti0'70 

SSII:!(~(~ ~ 
PT.ID~~40 

Received in fonnalin and identified as "infarcted R tcati&" ia a single dark purple-blllc) tems with epididymis. The 
dimen!ions of the testia arv S.3 x 3.0 x 3.0 cm. The epididymis bas dimensions of S.S x. J.S x 0.9 cm. The cut surface 
of the lc8ti& is dark butgu,ttcly-rcd on the inaido and dark black ntd near the periphery of the tatis cloae to the tunica. 
The Qll sutfaca ofth.e epididymi11 are similar in appearance, Sectiona: rqmiacntativo, two cassettea. <di(;:,, 

MICROSCOPIC; Slide(s) Exomiud: 2 H&B <.sc> 

Page 1 of 1 (f.ttd cif Rc;port) 
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Case 7: O 7 -cv-0046 6-g ec-mf u Document 57 Filed 11/06/2008 

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE WESTERN DISTRICT OF VIRGINIA 

ROANOKE DIVISION 

TA VERIS L. DOWNING, 

Plaintiff 
v. 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

) 
) 
) 
) Civil Action No. 7:07cv466 
) 
) 
) By: Michael F. Urbanski 

Page 1 of 1 
CLEi{K'I OFFICE U.S. Dt8T COURT 

AT ROANOKE, VA 
FILEO 

NOV O 6 2008 
JOH~ ~COR CLERK 
BY:O",· 

OE TV 

Defendant ) United States Magistrate Judge 

REPORT 

As a result of the mediation proceedings held on November 5, 2008, the undersigned 

hereby REPORTS that the parties have settled this matter upon mutually agreeable tenns. The 

parties are to execute the customary settlement documents and, within 30 days thereof, submit an 

agreed order of dismissal to the Honorable Glen E. Conrad. 

The Clerk of the Court hereby is directed to send a certified copy of this Report to all 

counsel of record. 

Enter this b~ay of }J~.,..L._ , 2008 . 

. h~~ Mic ae F. Ur ans 1 

United States Magistrate Judge 



Case 7:07-cv-00466-gec-mfu Document 58 Filed 12/11/2008 Page 1 of 1 

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE WESTERN DISTRICT OF VIRGINIA 

ROANOKE DIVISION 

TAVERIS L. DOWNING 

Plaintiff, Civil Action No. 7:07-cv-00466 

CLERK'S OFF=ICE U.S. DISTRICT COURT 
AT ROANOKE VA. - FILED 

DEC 11 2008 

v. AGREED ORDER OF DISMISSAL 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

Defendant. 

BY: Hon. Glen E. Conrad 
United States District Judge 

The within action having been settled and the parties having agreed to dismiss any 

and all claims that were made or that could have made in this action, it is hereby 

ORDERED that, in accordance with Fed. R. Civ. P. 41(a), the within action shall be, and 

hereby is, DISMISSED WITH PREJUDICE. Costs are not to be taxed against either 

party and each party shall be responsible for its own attorney's fees and litigation 

expenses. 

The clerk is directed to send copies of this Agreed Order of Dismissal to all 

counsel of record. 

ENTER: This I\ t' day of December, 2008. 

Agreed to by: 

/s/Jerrv A. Lumley 
Jerry A. Lumley 
Attorney for Plaintiff 

Sara Bugbee Winn 
Assistant United States Attorney 

United States District Judge 
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1N THE UNITED ST A TES DISTRICT COl;RT 
FOR THE W!:STER'- DISTRICT OF VIRGINIA 

ROANOKE DlVISION 

TA V[R(S L. DOW'r\JNG, 
Plaintiff, 

v. 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
Dt-ftndant. 

Chil Action No. 7:07-CV-00466 

SETl'LEMEl'fT AGREEMENT AND RELEASE OF FTCA CLAIMS 

N0.152 

ft is hereby s~ipu:ared by and b:tv.·ecn I.he Plaintif( Ta,·cris L. Do'"°ning, and tht: Ocfcndo.m. 

United States of Arr.erica, by and through thfr respective anomey~ as fellows: 

(I) The ;,crsons signing this Settlernenr Agreement aad Release warrant and represent rhat 

they possess ful I authoritt to bir.d to the terms of the simlcrnent :he p,e:-~,;ins on who~ behalf they a.."C 

signmg. 

(2) n1e partie~ do hereby agree w scttic and compromise each and every claim of any kind, 

whether k'lovm or u.nknown, arising direct!)• or indirectly from fae acts t)J' omission~ that ga,~ nse to 

the above-entitled actior. under the terms and c.ondirions set forth herein. 

(3) This ScUlement Agreemear and Rtle,iu.: i~ not, ,sin 11C1 way une:nded to !,e, and ~hould 

not ::,.e construe<i as, ar. admissfon of liability nr fauit on the pa.'1 o:· fae United Sta.tes. its agents, 

servants, o~ einployee5, aJ'Jd it is spocifkally denied that they are liable to the claimant or plaintiff. 

Thi! ser:lemem 1s tritered into by all i:ani~s for the purpose ;,,f compromis:ng disputed ct~:ms under 

the Federa! Tort Claims Act and avoiri.ing the e,-penses ar.:l risks of litiaarion. 

(4) TJ1~ l:r:ired States of America, Defendant, agr«s to pay to pla.imiff the :,um ofEJGRT\'

F'IVE THOUSA .. 'iD AND N0/100 DOLLARS ($85,000.00). which. sum shall be i:1 :"u.l se".tiem~nt 

and satisfaction of any and all claims, demends, rights, and cauS!~ of achon of whatsoever kind und 

004 
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nature, arising from, and by reu:m of any and all knov,n .md unknow.n, foreseen and Wl!
0oresecn 

bodily and personal injuries, damage to property and the consequences thereof, resulting. and to 

resu:t, from the ,ubjcct matter !bat inve rise to th.e above-styled lawsuit, including any claims for 

\\r'TOllgful death. for which plaintiff or his guardians. heirs, executors, administrators, or assigns. and 

each of them, now h.J:,,e or rn.ry hereafter acquire ag21ir.st tlie United States of America, its agents, 

servants, and employees. 

(~J Plair.ti~ ~d his gt:ardians. heirs. executors, administrators or assigns hereby apce tc 

accept the sum of EIGHTY-FIVE THOUSAND A.''D NO/100 DOLLARS ($851000.00), in kll 

settl.::ment and satisfaction of any and all daims, demar.ds, riahts, and causes of action of whatscever 

kind a.id :iature, arising from, a..i.d by reason of any and aU known ;ind unknown., foreseen and 

unforeseen bodily and per,onal injuries, damage 10 p::-operty and tl1c consequences thtrcof which 

they may ha\'I':: or herca.fter azquire against the United States of America, its agents, servams ar.d 

employees or. ~ccount c::f the 5ame snbject matter that gave rise to 1he above-c3ptioned lawsuit 

including any futw-e claim or !aw.suit (If any kind e1r type wbaloocver, whether kno\vn r:ir u:t.k.,ov.n, 

and whether for com~matot')" or exemp(e.n' damages Pl.!mciff and his euardians. heirs. executors, 

administratNS or assigns funher agree to reimburse, i~de1nnify and hold hannlcss the United States 

o( America, iu eii;:ems, servants, and employees from an) and all such causes of actiM, clairns, liens, 

rights. o· submgatcd or co!ltribution interest~ which hasc rcsult¢d or may in tii<; future develop from 

the incident givins rise to this c1 \·ii action. 

(6) Pl!!ir.1iff ar:d his gua.rdiaM, heirs, executors, administrators or assigns hereby release and 

forever discharge the UNITED STATES OF A..\4ERICA, i-:.s a£ents and a!l;~igns, and aU other 

persons, firms or CQrpotations who rnight be claimed 10 be liable, none of whom admit any liability 

10 the :Jndersigne:d but all expressly deny any liability, from a.ny and all claims, demands, damages, 

005 
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actions, causc.s of action or sui1s of any kind or l'!ature whatso~\'er, and particularly on account of al! 

injuries, ~•\Vl'1 and unknov.n, both to pel'30n and proper:y, incicetit to or resulting from further 

litigttion or the prosecution of claims by plaintiff Ctr his guudians, heirs, e)(ecutors, administrators or 

assi111s against any third party or against the Cnitec States. in.eluding claim& for w:-ongfol death. 

{7) It is also agreed, by and among t.lte parties, that the settlemtnt amount ofEIGHn'

FJVE THOl'SAND AND N0/100 DOLLARS ($85,000.00) ~epresc:.at, the entire amoun~ of the 

compromise settlement and that the respective parties v.ill eac:i bear their own costs, fees, and 

expenses and that ar.y aUomeys fees owed by the plairtitT will be paid O\ll of the ,ettlcmel\t amcunt 

and not in addition thereto, 

(8) lt is also u.-,derst~d by and amo11g the parties that pursuan~ to Title 28, U1ii1ed State! 

Code. Seclior 2678, .attorneys fcts for services rendcre.:! in connec1ion with this actior. slla.11 Mt 

e:-tce~d 2S pet cen:um of t'.-te amount of the compromist Sf.lttl.:ment. 

(9 j Paymcn.! of the settlement a.mount Wi 11 be made by a eheck dra\\n on the Treasu,y of the 

Ur.ited States for ElCIITY-FIVE THOl'SANI> AND "O/100 DOLLARS ($85,000.00) and rr.ack 

payable to plaintiff. TaveT'i!i L Downing., and Jeny A. Li.mley, Esq., pialntiffs attorney. The check 

"'ill be inailed br Ass:stant L'nited States A::tomey to p:ain1iff's attorney a: the following address: 

Lumley & Howell. LLP. 3S0 Second Street, Macon, GA 3120~. Plamtiff91 attorney agtffl to 

distribute the $Ctdcment proceeds to 1he plaintiff. and ti'.l execute and file with the court 111.cb 

docunients ti 1h1II ht necusary to cause the abol'e-styled action to be di1miued with prejudice 

from th~ docket of the court, wi'th each part)· bearing :~s 0'9.T. fees, cos.:s., and CX))Cnscs. 

( l QJ The panies agrr,e that thi~ Settle111tnt Agreement and Release, ineludmg all the tcrr.-iS 

and c(lndilions of this compromise settlement and any additional agretments relating thereto, rnay be 

made public in their enti:-ety, and the plaintiff expre~s!y cons.er.ls to such release and disclosure 

pursuant to 5 li.S.C. § 552a(b). 
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(11) Dc1crrnination of Plaintiff's tax liability fort.his payment is a matter solely bc:v.-een 

Plaintiff and the IRS and/or other state and/or local taxing authoriti~. Defendant make, rio 

rcl)rcscn:ation as to the Plainti:f s tax liability in regard to this payment 

( 12) That the undersigned plaintiff docs hereby declare that tht' terms of this settlement have 

~n completely read, fully understood and voluntarily acce-p:ed for the purpose of making a full and 

final cotnpromis«: adj~~tmcru and ~ettlement o: all clai1115 raised in this litig,tiori. 

(lj) The U!'\dcrsigned Assistant United State Anomey agrees(..) submit the riece~~ary 

request for payment of the settle:11ent proceeds within fivt (5) busintss da!'S of the execution of this 

Settlement Acrcemcnt and Releiu 

Dare of excculio!'l 

Dau of t'Xcc:1t:on 

\i-5-oi 

Date of executio,, 

/I-S-0'\ 

T:\veris L Do,,..11in 
Plaintifi 

~· 
---=---~--+i.,......~.:;..;..-,._,.___;~ 
Sara Bt:gbec Winn 
Assi~tant l:nited States Altomey 
,4.ttorne;· for Dtfendant 
\'SB No. ~5924 



IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF KENTUCKY 

PIKEVILLE 

JOHNNY DAVIS 
Plaintiff 

TORT CLAIM PURSUANT TO 
28 U.S.C. 2-6'7.t/ FEDERAL 
TORT CLAIM ACT 

V • 

Eastern District of Kentucky 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA; UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT 
OF JUSTICE; FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS MID-ATLANTIC 
REGIONAL OFFICE-Defendants 

FILED 
SEP 122008 

\ 
I 

AT PIKEVILLE 
LESLIE G. WHITMER 

CLERK, U.S. DISTRICT COURT 

Plaintiff brings this action against defendant, the United States of 

America pursuant to the Federal Tort Claim Act (FTCA), so that this Court 

has jurisdiction of the subject matter of this action pursuant to 

28 U.S.C. 1346 (b). 

1. The Plaintiff has complied with all prerequisites to a suit under the 

FTCA in that: 

a. On January 08, 2008 the Plaintiff timely filed an administrative 
claim for the matters in dispute in this action in the amount of 
Five Hundred Thousand Dollars ($500.000.00) with Federal Bureau 
Of Prisons (FBOP) Mid-Atlantic Regional Office. 

b. The Defendant, by and through it agency the FBOP Federal Medical 
Center, denied Plaintiff's administrative claim and on February 
14, 2008 mailed its notice of denial, a copy of which is attached 
to complaint as Exhibit "A". 

c. The Plaintiff then after receiving the notice of denial in turned 
sent a letter requesting that Defendant through its agency recon
sider Plaintiff's claim and explained the fact that the agency 
applied the wrong date that claim begin to accrued which a copy 
of letter is attached to complaint as Exhibit "B". 



d. The Defendant, by and through its agency the FBOP Medical Center, 
denied Plaintiff's administrative claim a second time and on 
March 05, 2008 mailed its second notice of denial, a copy of 
which is attached to complaint as Exhibit "C". 

e. This action was timely commenced following the denial of the ad
ministrative claim. 

2. Plaintiff also brings this action against defendants, Ulysses Vargas, 

M.D., R. Ramirez, M.D., Steven Conrotto, M.D., Russell Fry, Contract 

Opthalmologist and Todd Diffenbaugh, Contract Optometrist., phsician 

assistants acting as the agents, servant, and employees of Defendant, 

the United States of America, in the course of their employment, who 

along with other agents, servants, and employees of Defendant, the 

United States of America, known to Defendant, the United States of 

America, but unknown to Plaintiff, committed the acts of negligence 

that are set forth more fully below. 

3. As a result of the fault of the Defendants, by and through their agents, 

servants and employees, acting within the scope of their employment, 

Plaintiff suffered a dislocated !OP and left eye-extruding Vitreous 

and Plaintiff's left eye is injured and suffering residual injury in 

right eye. 

4. These injuries resulted from the negligence of the agents, servants, 

and employees of Defendants, acting within the scope of their employ

ment, as follows: 

a. On ~ovember 03, 2004 Plaintiff was examined by Prison Contract 
Optometrist for reading glasses because Plaintiff's personal 
reading glasses had been broken. 

b. At that time, Defendant, Todd Diffenbaugh (Dr. Todd) discovered 
Plaintiff had sustained a cataract in left eye. 

c. On January 12, 2005 Plaintiff was transported to be examined by 
Defendant's Contract Opthalmologist Russell Fry.(Dr. Fry) 
Which at that time Dr. Fry agreed with Dr. Todd findings that 
Plaintiff had sustained a cataract in his left and Dr. Fry 
recommended that Plaintiff undergo cataract surgery and that he 
perform said surgery. 



d·. On February 04, 2005 Defendant, Doctor Steven Conrotto reviewed 
both of the Contract Doctors' findings. 

e. On February 08, 2005 The Utilization Review Committee for the 
Prison Medical Department approved the necessary funding for 
the cataract surgery and all the Doctors' recommendations. 
The Defendant Doctor R. Ramirez signed the necessary paperwork 
for The Utilization Review Committee. 

f. On the morning of June 27, 2005 Plaintiff was transported from 
USP-Big Sandy located in Inez, Kentucky to St. Mary's Medical 
Center (St. Mary's) in Huntington, West Virginia to have the 
cataract surgery performed by Dr. Fry. 
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EXHIBIT A 



Johnny Davis 
Reg. No. 99295-071 
USP Coleman II 
Post Office Box 1034 
Coleman, FL 33521 

Re: Administrative Tort Claim No. TRT-MXR-2008-02391 

Mr. Davis: 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 
Federal Bureau of Prisons 

Federal Medical Center 
3301 Leestown Road 

Lexington, Kentucky 40511-8799 

February 14, 2008 

Your administrative tort claim received in this office on February 12, 2008, has been considered 
for administrative settlement under the Federal Tort Claims Act (FTCA), Title 28, U.S.C., § 
2672 et seg., and authority granted under 28 C.F.R § 0.172. You allege personal injury on or 
about June 27, 2005, while incarcerated at USP Big Sandy. You claim government liability in 
the amount of $500,000.00. 

fu accordance with Title 28, United States Code, Section 240l(b), "A tort c1aim against the 
United States shall be forever barred unless it is presented in writing to the appropriate Federal 
agency within two years after such claim accrues ... " In your claim you indicate your injury 
occurred in May 2002. Accordingly, your claim has been filed beyond the two-year statute of 
limitations. Therefore, your claim is denied. 

This letter is a formal denial of your claim. If you are not satisfied with this determination, you 
have six months from the date of this letter in which to bring suit in the appropriate U.S. District 
Court. 

Sincerely, 

Michelle Fuseyamore 
Regional Counsel 



' 9. PROPERTY DAMAGE 
NAME AND ADDRESS OF O'WNER, IF OTHER THAN CLA.IMANT(Nwn~r. srnet, city, Staxe, ami Zip Code) 

/f 
BRIEFLY DESCRI3E THE PROPERTY, NATURE AND 
instntclinru or. rll"l!T'M side) 

OF DAMAGE AND TKE LOCATION WHERE PROPERTY MAY BE INSPECTED. (See 

JO. . PERSONAL INJURY/WRONGFUL DEATH 

NAME 

AMOUNT OF CLAIM(ir. daU,m:) 
1211. PROPERTY DAMAGE 12b. PERSONAL INJURY 12c. WRONGFULDEAffi l2d,_ TOTAL (Faiiu,.., ,o .tp,,cf.v ""'Y 

aausefr'1fdblre afyow right.,) 

tJ,. t)tJtJ; tJtJ 
l CERTIFY T THE AMOUNT OF CLAIM COVERS ONLY DAMAGES AND INJURIES CAUSED BY TRE ACClDE.lllT ABOVE AND .AGR.EE TO 
A EPT SAID .AMOUNT IN FULL SATISFACDON AND FINAL SE'ITLEMENT OF THIS CLAIM 

a. SiaN OF (See innruc:tinns ,m r~""" side.) l3b~c ::::f'r::r of sig:lllllOry I 1;,. ~~~ 
CIVIL PENALTY 'FOR PRESENTING CRIMINAL PENALTY FOR PRESENTING FRAUDV •• Z?ff 

FRAUDULENT CLAIM. CLAlM ORM,AK]NG FALSE STAnMENTS 
Tho clmm2:1t shall forfeit and pay to tl-.c United Staces the smn of11ot less tha.u SS,0OC , lmpris=cnt for not :i::uire than five yeats md. shall be S'llbjc:ct to a. fuio of not Jess! 

a.nd not more th.m 5110,000, plus 3 times the amcuntof d.ama~• sustained by the ' than S5,000 mdnot rog,:e than $10,000, plus 3 tim:s the amcnmt of dama,,oes 
United. States. (SedJ U.S. C. 3729.) sustained bv the Ultited Sta.tes. eel 8 U.S. C.,L:28 7. 
9S~101l NSN 7540..{)0--634--4046 STANDARD FORM 95 (Rev. 'i-85) 
l' rl!VHJD• editions not usable PRESCRIBED BY DEPT. OF JUSTICE 

l8Cl\'R 14.l 

..-
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,1. V - ..Ncu/tS AJF r, A- f ...,;-.,z. 1,-dA. ,,Y 44-".,,, s /,:;r A 6A-.-1 er ..o. t9 .-var ti/ 7""HilT oF ,#'Je.:r ~J· 

A'.:rsr'~d.,ill,:r.&' .II/ JAy.r..v4 ,,,..,,,,,,A7" '71'°#4'.y ,,;a/~~~,.:, ,N;<I_Vef. ~. eo.,.r,,,/He/' k-J.r.::,.A/ 

CJr/f.--e,.J,A-,1(,,,f ,/!!fAlt,# ;4-.T' ;,r,,yJ' /-,4-J_,<)..., ;,;. d..r~ ;,J,,,,,:;rs_ ,A,1!rt7".Tef"A,.,. ,,,,,,.,,~p{/v,,eJ.., 

.Ii/" 7"#~7"' ,,....,r.,,.,,✓ tJJt/d" vr 7'",#.:1' tPrr'.h~~A,,_ __ &-u.P'.,,,.- ;,;,,v,a __ ..-f.::?.,,....,., -,,;144 &A~dJII, ,/l/./lJ,c,,,,-</t:r.v 

ff A /J,rzd .f S-d ,t:J .,,;;r N S:✓,,Gp_e,;r',;11,v.f ;- AM/ ,'¥Av✓ t:f e,,,,J..r ..,,.,,,,.A/.,,,,- ,,,e,.rse/,-;,,,,,,e d.u ,II# ;,r.,,.,~g-,p;A/"d"c&,,Y 

,/9FY-4'4 f',.,,1At!L.d"'/ ~A.J' ./'t::rA,/f.,A,,~dP p_,,,.l,,eJ ;,"'A,,,,_.,,vs/i',,,;e,, ee,,,,1.,,r,..y'l,A'""/;r ;$,,d~,,;1/ ~ 

r~ .;t'J-,,z.rscA/, '?h'.rs ;;1:IY,,,,c,:, G y ,/Jd'" /fd'",,P .J'~A,d,d"'D,,vJ ..;r.-v.57,it,,i;! t:, llo.,.;.r;_ ..11"".r % µ/2:rtd,t;d-St 

'° & t; D~-P .,,-,#, ,,,,,:9-d ~ d' &d' (1,<,,J.'Jff "'-'J t/J ~ ;?AJ5o.-'V d?ll tl,J(,,-?.t .s. Zs 7"' /1'?~_,, ,,,.,,,er,v /J ,,t,J,#/"'d /l

(! eAJ:°.,A""7,A1A/,7' ,,_r;y:..,r o/,,J;'_;e,,r.,c_; ,'/,4,,0 -;:r;",vj' ,A/ll4✓✓ .74 ,dtar,,,,,,~v~ rµ,,::r .z'f/5 ;?"'#A;,-

7"""., ✓-1..-r~f.AJ ?"Nd ,'..,;/d"A. tdf)A#' ·,,,,vae4d,$.S,llj"'Y' , .. & ~?,9.S--W.,,-p.,,.// To /$J°' ,,,(o:T'6,Al'.4-•·'f¥.el',,(l,, 

~ ,t, .4.:S-.,..,,,,,,,.A// ,{,VA$ ....:;r ,,../ ,, .JC e,4 ~d,.;;.A :,"',.;'A/& ,,,,,,,J.,;,/ ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,..., -#'y. ,d"' ,s,vrl.$ A,-',d'A vft::, y ~4/1,:ill~ 

.;::-,;,.1 ,C:vt;t- ,,/'A.-J.:. .N Aer.s /'A,.--.¥ AJTJ: t1 L- p..s.-A,,,,,,,,,,,,,.;r- l! ,:>¢,1& ,Q /VtfJ.7"' ~ .-?..e K" ,dc{Jl,;:!41,7v.rd' 

OP ,7",,Y:✓ ,s'uAd-J&..1# L ,M~,eJf~Af.,,;rp,,../ ,,.,.;IV~ ;,-#.#"Ad A>,,,ur A ~//C:,-cht, ~.-,,YA.7di, 

,e,,.v-:,<>..s /A.,,#.sA:'/&> A.a- e4AJ.,,....,.,,,, A;,;;r} tlf?F/_,p,;e;re.JAv ~~,.,,,"'!. y,.; /"J'?~,.;zy}. 
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8 ,f]',P,:u!d c" .t,,11'#$.,...,,,,,..,,,7 ,::.·-VAS' o/1",.,;rd-S"A<,,t.J' ,,,lJfC-.#A44fd",,O .,-/,4;:i"' /1/U-'2,fd' -:I,v~ ~,,¥.,-;..,,e t;!l.,.aT 
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/1s:J"'"-,:;,;('- ,.$'N'57';(,t,-4C7J;".:,A/S ;,r-.,,,,,,,;,,g;r JV'.RS 7?J ;'9✓ ra-~~,;1;.'AJV,,0 ,,,P.;t.:;e.> _,dc14, 

;('.?~. F'Ay. C ?,,,_.s_,,.,.,,.;- ~AS J!!"';.:r,,,,v· .d"Se,,:,,,it..;/"'.d,(J /fo c/lA . .i',,~ ,.t1,?,./4Ay & ;IE?y 

7_; i/4),:r~.J: ApLJ ~ ,H;"c;.;&,,«J,,?_fo,,, f.A/ ,'.,¥,d ,!A-/;l/?d"?~,N'A..;/4 ~--?/ #,/A.$ /a..,.;,U',1(1.#,0~ 

{;,t.,d..S.-JA,A/? .t:.UA.1 ?'//✓# 41,,.,-.,4,,.0J'P ..r--v /,,#,,.J:-1"<!>.,.i VAN A.,N';d ~,;v'S.,,-,ilJ..t ,e,.r..-/""7 

/JA6.lr' ;'1, $1 ,J'A /!.ft:Z S..4,.,,v-'7'• t},,u'L,1' /.&flo•i VAN ,,,/-L.fvr:;F,tJ A~ b--:..r4.,<I' 4/A-.;:/ 

d,,A---7":r {§-&,/.J..,$_,,.A,,&A-f/" ,t,,vA-.f t{).~J!d;(J ,:,J7 ~.p /A . .-,.-s.-.,.,1(,1 PA/I/'- ,?c/#J"t.:!4' Ar fA,,r.-4,,::J" 

/.A:.4:f::/du<W?~ 7".z-_,,,.4J {.!~.,,a..r.,,.<?A,.._,.7 ,,;e.r-,~~;,,,.-.,;47 ~ ...:c/N~<-e. &/~-?--.r-A-# !!~..: _ _,,.,.,,,,:, ... 

<!.c--A-.TA4-A/7"' (!..err" ""'«r tJP A4!,;.$,c,•.;,f J//f,A,/. ~e,.,,;.;,,.,,,,.,,,,v;I' r✓--<?~ey /1,Aus;>'ii,,,,e,<!'7,,::, -~ 
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dee$., J'.,.,Zp_,,/J' AA/,.,o H,;;,t.,µ,,1 A'.d!'.9MA.l"..v¾. t! .C,AJ.,,,.,,A,u'T /-,,',4-..-,.,,,;u ,t,,;;./.AJ' ,r;:r4µ.,;!~",,,;J e e-~ .!,,d,?)' 

~ #.r.s A;;,,ay Ay r$i,,.x1-:t,k" /3.:>X ,AJ#vJ.:::d' An/,,P ..,,YA,,v;,,J&~-1/A ct,v..,;-;r'.,,;Y A ,S,;::r~,;;../ 
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#~'d" &v#c ,,,,0~,So /J.,-t~.:,,>f~ A -e.,~- d~~ fA?fLJ _,;t"_;,ySY,;t,-vt!//4,,,,r;,: :,t;. UiY ~;:"ft:!,tYA-5. 

M6£o te'~A.$,,N?A,if.?'" ,j',,-V,4•'-'' .£>7$$//AJ,t!t;U/,.c'J ~o,-rr1 Sr ,A,:1,-i?.Gy.S. 



,IV/u:;/ d!o.,,vr'~y ,t,VJ;"n· ...¥.Al ttA.,PJ/- ,;,,,,_ t!,::,AfAA,,.,,,..,;r- 7o ,/-,!Wvd' A ftJtfc!h'.SNt:. .Rdl!!!'OiAM-Y. 
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t.v /'&;<f// ~,ff ,,0 ..,,...,, e ,tA.;: /1/'? ,Q .,,,// d-d f'T'.,sd 4,, ~.a/T a/>' /J d..,::, .$"./V p / ,;r <7.;Yf / r 
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J ,./ t$' #A A ct .:1, />?,.,. fi,,flv ,,,,v /.:i £A ~ /4 A/ ,4;,,e, e t!,Af A,<? ,,,,yv .7 //A.A /JA/ J.J"' #' d-.d 

;r;,,<!.H..d'.dC... .,µ./J 7# ;;r;,,,.-,::.r tfP,P','fC:d4J ,l'_,,,,'f.,s;r~/C:, t:?u?' ./.1,,,e.rrA,#,PA.:,•/' O # T~ 

/Y!t:Ad..s/'/6 c;i..,C ;:T;dv ..z.s; ;z.o-.:,s e~A.:z.,..,,,..&..v7 &t-J,;,f,f' ~.,.q..vs/2..e:rar.o /!Ae..r 

.. _:;;,-;,. .. ~A'. /A,Y'} e,,/,f'/fa✓ ov:r .. c,.o# ?/✓# ~_r..so.,,,-/ ~ ~7: /ac,,t1.,r' /f,.v..e:J S?"APP' 

/111dN4oA- /¥-4~ 4~~.J',A/d, A'.P',;,r-::,,e ,,()4.., f;ty /¥.4.d e.:...-v;CJ¢e?""r,t? ~ .5.x~.:5~(1.N 

t:),r e✓-..-~.f;,.,,A,'9d/.S dy✓ .A-'::F ,LJ_;.sevs.scfJJ ,,...~ hle:7 .Z-A/~A d<ZV~ &vA/J! 

,;9.,:,,ocrJ1?Aa,;:, 7c:, Liu '°".xs"°"'.:,l6JR;. 4~7"' ,:=-,&,,,;,.,;r..-,,,,:?.,,/7:1 -✓y.::r ~v4.P .a . .;r 
,/.;A/~ ;::r ,:,,1 .s 7"' C? a ..v.7'..z: /1/ c/4 ~Ad'~,. e,.;e.,; "'5-:? .-f) Md ~;w4h°o,,,v' ~,,A/,,0 ,;Q~~ o J .$.!:"&4 d,,o 

t::!Ln4'..,,.✓,1AA,'~ A .,,,t'.<J.J,A!, J/ ,t),r1,,,e,,,Y ,Sc.,1.4·($c,,,?SS'~ ;Jlfi!. .t:dd"AA ,.,T.,1./,,.041,a...t..s ~,,v~ 

c:!) u'r ,A,,.;t,,-Z S ,A,N'µ A/4 h ~ ,! &> p.) -- :u r' e,1./,.A.5 A/6 C:d .S.:S#?/!.. y~ C ,:;,AJ.,,.,,,,,;vr ,eP.d~-
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EXHIBIT B 



', ___ :: ____ ·-.. ~:=:-!. ... ~ .. ---..::..::. ~-=---===-~ ... ==---:-... : ......... :..:..-::-:-....:..:..._-- ·. --~---

Ms/Mrs. Michelle Fuseyamore, Regional Counsel 
Federal Bureau of Prisons 
Fed-era 1- M-e-rl-i-c.-al--Ce·n ter 
3301 Leestown Road 
Lexington, Kentucky 40511-8799 

Re: Administrative Tort Claim No: TRT-MXR-2008-02391 

Dear Ms/Mrs. Fuseyamore, 
----- ---- ----- - - - --- .. -- -----·· ----·-· 

This letter is in reference to the Administrative Tort Claim referenced 

above inwhich your office denied on February 14, 2008. In your letter 

you stated that the claim was denied because it was not submitted to your 

office within the two-year statute of limitations period that is required 

by Federal Law. You have also stated in your letter that I had indicated 

in my tort claim that I sustained my injury in May 2002. After carefully 

reviewing my copy of the tort claim I cannot find anywhere within the four

corners of the document that I submitted to your office whereas I stated 

I sustained my.injury on the date you alleged in your letter. Furthermore 

I was.not even an inmate in the Federal Prison System on the date you have 

alleged in your letter denying my claim. This truly baffles me that you 

would use this particular date to deny my claim when it is irrelevant to 

the claim in its entirety. I would also like to take this time to clarify 

the matter concerning the injury which I have sustained. I was officially 

informed of the fact that I had suffered an eye injury on October 18, 2006 

after I was examined by an Optometrist at USP-Big Sandy. (See Attached Copy 

Of Medical Record) Prior to this particular time I was undergoing various 

type of prescribed medical treatment for my eye and was told that the extrem1 

pain and blurred vision and excessive tearing would soon stop. However, as 

time progressed my eye problems got worse and compounded. Therefore, the 



- ,~,•fw6:: i e·,ir~--sta-t ut·e -or fimita·t ions per I" ad -- ;;-u·Ia--not be ~-~·1;p·1"i ~a-bie -;~-ti 1 

i was offi~ially informed of the facts surrounding my eye probl~ms 

by the Optometrist on October 18, 2006. There was no way that I could 

have known that my eye was not going to get better or I had sustained 

an injury until I was told by the Optometrist. Therefore, I respectfully 

aek that Yoti-pl~as~ tetonsider my tort claim based on the £~ct tfat the 

statute of limitations did not start to run until October 18, 2006. 

In conclusion I would ask that your office please send me it reply 

whether or not my claim is going to be reconsider. If I have not recieved 

any type of reply from your office within 15 days of the date of this 

letter I will proceed to the court with my claim inwhich you have denied 

in order that I may recieve just compensation for my injury. 

--- ----- ---·-- --· --- -----

Respectfully, 

HNNY IS 
egisterNumber 99295-071 
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EXHIBIT C 



Johnny Davis 
Reg. No. 99295-071 
USP Coleman II 
Post Office Box 1034 
Coleman, FL 33521 

Re: Administrative Tort Claim No. TRT-MXR-2008-02391 

Mr. Davis: 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 
Federal Bureau of Prisons 

Federal Medical Center 
3301 Leestown Road 

Lexington, Kentucky 40511-8799 

March 5, 2008 

Your administrative tort claim received in this office on February 12, 2008, has been considered 
for administrative settlement under the Federal Tort Claims Act (FTCA), Title 28, U.S.C., § 
2672 et seg., and authority granted under 28 C.F .R. § 0.172. You allege personal injury on or 
about June 27, 2005, while incarcerated at USP Big Sandy. You claim government liability in 
the amount of $500,000.00. 

In our first letter dated February 14, 2008, we made a mistake on the date of your injury. In 
accordance with Title 28, United States Code, Section 2401(b), "A tort claim against the United 
States shall be forever barred unless it is presented in writing to the appropriate Federal agency 
within two years after such claim accrues ... " In your claim you indicate your injury occurred in 
May 2005. Accordingly, your claim has been filed beyond the two-year statute of limitations. 
Therefore, your claim is denied. 

This letter is a fonnal denial of your claim. If you are not satisfied with this detemtination, you 
have six months from the date of this letter in which to bring suit in the appropriate U.S. District 
Court. 

Sincerely, 

~---
Michelle Fuseyarnore 
Regional Counsel 
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NOT FOR CITATION OR PUBLICATION 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
EASTERN DISTRICT OF KENTUCKY 

SOUTHERN DIVISION 
PIKEVILLE 

JOHNNY DA VIS, ) 
) 

Plaintiff, ) Civil No. 08-184-AR I 
) 

V. ) 

) MEMORANDUM OPINION 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, et al., ) AND ORDER 

) 
Defendants. ) 

) 
) 

*** *** *** *** 

INTRODUCTION 

Johnny Davis is currently in the custody of the Federal Bureau of Prisons ("BOP") and 

incarcerated at the United States Penitentiary-II, in Coleman, Florida. He has initiated a 

prisoner prose civil action under the Federal Tort Claims Act ("FICA"), 28 U.S.C. §§ 

1346(b) and 2672, et seq., and he has been granted permission to proceed informa pauperis, 

R. 4. The Court is required to screen the Plaintiffs complaint before allowing it to proceed 

pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § l 915A(a). McGore v. Wrigglesworth, 114 F.3d 601, 607-08 (6th Cir. 

1997). Even before screening, however, the Court must ensure that it has jurisdiction to hear 

this claim. 

The FICA provides a limited waiver of the United States' sovereign immunity and 

allows tort claims against the United States "in the same manner and to the same extent as a 



private individual under like circumstances." 28 U .S.C. § 2674 (1994 ). In other words, "[t]he 

Act waives sovereign immunity to the extent that state-law would impose liability on a private 

individual in similar circumstances." Young v. United States, 71 F.3d 1238, 1241 (6th Cir. 

1995). The Act first requires claims to be submitted to the appropriate agency to give the 

government the opportunity to settle the claim before the plaintiff may bring suit. See Ellison 

v. United States, 531 F.3d 359, 361 (6th Cir. 2008). And the Act contains a strict two-year 

statute of limitations. 28 U.S. C. § 2401 (b ). "The requirement in 28 U.S. § 267 5( a) that an 

administrative claim be filed as a prerequisite to filing a civil action under the Federal Tort 

Claims Act and the two year statute of limitations prescribed by 28 U.S.C. § 2401(b) are ... 

jurisdictional requirements, not capable or waiver or subject to estoppel." Garrett v. United 

States, 640 F.2d 24, 26 (6th Cir. 1980) (per curiam); see Gonzalez v. United States, 284 F.3d 

281, 288 (1st Cir. 2002) ("Compliance with this statutory requirement is a jurisdictional 

prerequisite that cannot be waived."). To have jurisdiction over this claim, therefore, the 

Court must ensure that Davis complied with both the statute of limitations and the time limit 

to file suit after the administrative denial. 

FACTUAL ALLEGATIONS 

The facts recited here simply summarize the allegations contained in the Plaintiff's 

self-styled complaint and the exhibits attached to it and do not represent a finding by the Court 

of the actual facts in this case. According to the documents filed by Davis, he was initially 

evaluated by an ophthalmologist, a contract physician named Dr. Fry. On June 27, 2005, he 

was transported to a hospital where Dr. Fry performed out-patient cataract surgery on his left 
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eye. Davis was returned to the prison that same day and was placed in administrative 

segregation with no medications or after-care instructions. He claims that during the night, he 

suffered severe pain and tried to summon medical attention. Further, he claims that he 

became dizzy and fell, hitting his head on a metal railing which knocked him unconscious. 

The next day, June 28, 2005, Plaintiff again saw Dr. Fry, whose "findings indicated 

that the IOL appeared displaced, but Dr. Fry stated to Plaintiff that the surgery went fine[ and] 

that no further follow-up was needed." By July 1, 2005, Plaintiff went to the prison's health 

services department with eye pain and blurred vision, but Dr. Conrotto told him that these 

complaints were nonnal after cataract surgery. Davis alleges that he sought help from several 

medical staff members between July 2, 2005, and July 12, 2005, but they ignored his 

complaints. 

On July 13, 2005, Dr. Todd Diffenbaugh examined Plaintiff, diagnosed "displaced 

IOL/vitreal prolapse," and wrote, "needs to sec vitreal specialist ASAP. Dr. that did cat. 

extraction noted condition and prescribed steroid. Did not do any follow-up." Exh. D. 

"UK MC" is written and circled on the bottom of that page. Plaintiff complains that Dr. 

Ramirez sent him back to Dr. Fry the next day, July 14, 2005, rather than sending him to the 

University of Kentucky Medical Center. 

On July 27, 2005, Dr. Fry performed a second surgery on the same eye at a surgery 

center, and Plaintiff was again transported back to the prison. The next day, July 28, 2005, 

Dr. Fry purportedly "was not satisfied with the results of the second surgery and decided to 

perfonn a form of minor laser surgery." Davis was evidently released from Fry's care at this 
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time. 

Plaintiff contcnds that Dr. Diffenbaugh remained his primary physician at U.S.P.-Big 

Sandy as his eye condition worsened and he had to be enrolled in a chronic care program. 

The next date mentioned by the Plaintiff is October 1 8, 2006, 1 when Dr. Diffonbaugh wrote 

the following in Davis' medical records: 

Ex. F. 

Consulted via phone with a Dr. Findley at Commonwealth Eye in Lex. 
Explained Xs pain and tearing 20 to cat removal OS 
Symptomatic in both Eyes, at this point; this is due to a delay in initial follow
up treatment. Problems have compounded. Treatment will take time. 

At some point after that October 18, 2006, examination, Plaintiff was transferred to 

Coleman II, where he was evaluated by different doctors. He has attached medical records 

from Coleman II, including what appear to be notes from his first exam after arrival. In an 

Ocular Health Exam, dated March 27, 2007, his eye condition is described in detail. Exh. G. 

Plaintiff complains that he continues to suffer eye pain, excessive tearing, blurred vision, 

headaches, and such extreme photophobia that he must wear sunglasses indoors. 

On January 8, 2008, the Plaintiff completed a Federal Tort Claims Act Claim Form 95, 

giving the basic facts about his claim. In responding to the form's question about the date of 

the complained-of event, Davis wrote a time-frame of June 27, 2005 (first eye surgery) to July 

28, 2005 (follow-up exam the day after the second surgery). He claimed severe and 

1Plaintiff does not provide information about whether anything happened that would have given 
him reason to know the cause of his injury between July 28, 2005, and October 18, 2006 - a critical period 
for the statute of limitations determination. 
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continuing problems with the left eye and valued his claim at $500,000.00. 

The Plaintiffs claim was received by the BOP on February 12, 2008, and numbered 

TRT-MXR-2008-02391. On February 14, 2008, the BOP denied the claim, mistakenly 

finding that the purported injury occurred in May of 2002 and that the filing of Davis' claim 

was beyond the FTCA' s 2-year statute of limitations. The Plaintiff wrote for reconsideration, 

arguing as follows: 

Ex. B. 

I was officially informed of the fact that I had suffered an eye injury on October 
18, 2006. . . . Prior to this particular time I was undergoing various type of 
prescribed medical treatment for my eye and was told that the extreme pain and 
blurred vision and excessive tearing would soon stop. However, as time 
progressed my eye problems got worse and compounded. Therefore ... the 
statute of limitations did not start to run until October 18, 2006. 

Though the BOP acknowledged in a March 5, 2008, letter that the 2002 date was 

incorrect, it nevertheless referred to Davis's report that the injury occurred in May of 2005 

making the February 2008 filing beyond the 2-year statute of limitations. The BOP thus 

concluded that his claim was time-barred, denied the claim, and advised the Plaintiff that he 

had 6 months from the date of the letter to bring a lawsuit. 

On September 12, 2008, Plaintiff Davis's Complaint was received by the Clerk of this 

Court. The envelope in which it arrived shows that Plaintiff had mailed it from his current 

prison by certified mail, return receipt requested, but the postal stamp showing the date of 

mailing is too faint for the Court to read. The Complaint seeks damages from the Defendants, 

the United States of America, Ulysses Vargas, M.D., R. Ramirez, M.D., Steven Conrotto, 
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M.D., Russell Fry, Contract Opthalmologist, and Todd Diffenbaugh, Contract Optometrist2 

for their alleged negligence in failing to provide him appropriate medical care while he was 

incarcerated at the United States Penitentiary("USP")-Big Sandy, in Inez, Kentucky. 

PROPER DEFENDANTS 

At the outset, the FTC A waives the sovereign immunity of the United States in certain 

tort cases and provides for original jurisdiction in the district courts only for claims brought 

against the United States under the FTCA. As such, the United States is the only proper 

defendant in an FTCA action. 28 U .S.C. §§ 1346(b ), 2401 (b ), 2679(a); see A lien v. Veterans 

Adm in., 7 49 F .2d 1 3 86, I 3 8 7 (9th Cir. 1984 ). Because Plaintiff filed pro se, the Court 

liberally construes his claim as one against only the United States, see McGuckin v. Smith, 

97 4 F .2d 1050, 1055 (9th Cir. 1992), and dismisses the claims against the other Defendants to 

the extent that they were ever a party to the case. 

STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS 

The BOP denied Plaintiffs claim based on his failure to file the claim within the 

applicable statute of limitations. The FTCA provides that "[a] tort claim against the United 

States shall be forever barred unless it is presented in writing to the appropriate Federal 

agency within t\vo years after such claim accrues .... " 28 U.S.C. § 2401(b). As mentioned 

above, "the two year statute oflimitations prescribed by 28 U.S.C. § 240l(b), is a 

jurisdictional requirement, not capable or waiver or subject to estoppcl." Garrett v. United 

2 Davis also states that there are other employees of the government who were negligent, but their 
identities are currently unknown to him. 
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States, 640 F.2d 24, 26 (6th Cir. 1980) (per curiam). 

Though state law detennines whether any claim accrues against the government on a 

negligence claim, federal law determines ivhen a claim accrues within the meaning of the 

two-year limitations period. Chom ic v. United States, 3 77 F .3d 607, 610 ( 6th Cir. 2004 ). The 

issue in this case is when Plaintiff's claim accrued: Did it accrue when he first became aware 

of the injury or when he knew its cause? By Plaintiff's own account, he knew of the injury on 

the evening June 27, 2005, when he starting suffering pain - a period outside the statute 

limitations (he filed his claim with the agency on January 8, 2008). He, however, states that 

he did not become aware of the cause of the injury until October 1 8, 2006, which would put 

the January 8, 2008, filing date within the statue of limitations. 

It appears that a plaintiff must discover both the injury and its "cause" before a claim 

accrues. In United States v. Kubrick, 444 U.S. 111 ( 1979), the Supreme Court seemed to 

indicate - albeit in dicta - that the time begins to accrue once the plaintiff is aware of the 

"cause'' of his injury. Id. at 121-23. Other courts have so held. See, e.g., Robinson v. United 

States Dep 't of the Army, 48 Fed. App'x 970, 971 (6th Cir. 2002) (unpublished) ("Generally, 

a cause of action accrues and the statute of limitations begins to run in a medical malpractice 

action upon the patient's awareness of the injury and its cause .... ") (emphasis added); 

Harrison v. United States, 708 F.2d 1023, 1027 (5th Cir. 1983) ("The [two year statute of 

limitations] docs not begin to accrue until the plaintiff has 'knowledge of the factual predicate 

for a malpractice claim, i.e. the fact of his injury [and] its cause."' (quoting lavellee v. Listi, 

611 F .2d 1129, 1131 (5th Cir. 1980) and Kubrick, 444 U.S. 111 )); Stoleson v. United States, 
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629 F .2d 1265, 1268 (7th Cir. 1980) ("In medical malpractice cases ... the statute of 

limitations does not begin to run until after the patient discovers or in the exercise of 

reasonable diligence should discover his injury and its cause."). 

This is because 

a patient often has little or no reason to believe his legal rights have been 
invaded simply because some misfortune followed medical treatment. 
Sometimes, a patient may remain unaware for many years that he has suffered 
injury or he may recognize the injury but not its cause. Indeed the facts 
necessary to discover the causal relation between treatment and injury may be 
within the exclusive control of the physician or at least very difficu It to obtain. 

Stoleson, 629 F.2d at 1268 (interpreting Kubrick to mean that a claim accrues when a plaintiff 

discovers or, in the exercise of reasonable di I igence, should discover the critical facts of injury 

and cause). Thus, "[t]he plaintiff need not have knowledge of fault in the legal sense for the 

statute to being to run, but she must have know ledge of facts that would lead a reasonable 

person (a) to conclude that there was a causal connection between the treatment and injury or 

(b) to seek professional advice, and then, with that advice, to conclude that there was a causal 

connection between the treatment and injury." Harrison, 708 F.2d at 1027. 

Therefore, the issue before this Court is when the Plaintiff became aware of the cause 

of his injury. Since this is jurisdictional, the Court does not accept Plaintiffs claim at face 

value, but rather will allow the United States to respond to Plaintiffs allegation. The Court 

further requests that the parties explain what occurred in the critical gap between July 2005 

and October 2006. 

TIMELINESS OF FILING 

The second jurisdictional issue is whether Plaintiffs Complaint was timely filed 
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within 6 months of the March 5, 2008 denial. 28 U.S. § 2675(a) requires an administrative 

claim to be filed as a prerequisite to filing a civil action under the FTCA, and 28 U .S.C. § 

2401 (b) forever bars a claim under this act unless it is begun within six months after the date 

of mailing of the notice of final denial of the claim by the appropriate agency. These 

requirements are "jurisdictional requirements, not capable or waiver or subject to estoppcl." 

Garrett v. United States, 640 F .2d 24, 26 (6th Cir. 1980) (per curiam); see Gonzalez v. United 

States, 284 F .3d 2 81 , 28 8 ( 1 st Cir. 2002) ("Comp] iance with this statutory requirement is a 

jurisdictional prerequisite that cannot be waived."). 

Under Houston v. lack, 4 87 U.S. 266 ( 1988), the relevant date for prisoner filings is 

the date on which he or she surrendered the document to prison authorities for mailing. 

Davis' filing on September 12, 2008, would be timely, within the 6-month deadline for filing 

a lawsuit, so long as it was presented to prison authorities on or before September 5, 2008. 

U nfortunate\y, the postal stamp on the filing is too faint to read and the date he submitted it to 

prison authorities is otherwise unknown at this time. 

A district court is permitted to conduct limited discovery to resolve jurisdictional facts 

and determine whether it has jurisdiction over a matter. Gentek Bldg. Prods., Inc., 491 F. 3d 

at 330. Since the administrative exhaustion requirements are jurisdictional in nature, see 

Garrett, 640 F .2d at 26, the date on which Davis submitted his claim is a fact which will 

determine the Court's jurisdiction in this instance. As such, the United States shall provide to 

the Court and the defendant any information it has regarding when Plaintiff provided his 

complaint to the prison for mailing. 
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CONCLUSION 

Accordingly, it is hereby ORDERED as follows: 

( 1) To the extent the Plaintiff named any Defendants other than the United States 

in his complaint, they are DISMISSED from this action. 

(2) The Complaint and this Order shall be served upon the U.S. Attorney for the 

Eastern District of Kentucky. 

(3) The U.S. Attorney shall have 60 days to respond to this order and to provide the 

requested information to both the Court and the Plaintiff. 

( 4) The Plaintiff a \so has 60 days to respond to this order and to provide any 

additional information to both the Court and the United States. 

This the 7th day of November, 2008. 

10 

Signed By: 

Amul R. Thapar ,4-f' 
United States District Judge 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
EASTERN DISTRICT OF KENTUCKY 
SOUTHERN DIVISION at PIKEVILLE 

CIVIL ACTION NO. 08-184-ART 

JOHNNY DA VIS, 

V. ORDER 

UNITED ST ATES OF AMERICA, 

*********** 

PLAINTIFF, 

DEFENDANT. 

The Plaintiff, proceeding prose, brings the present action under the Federal Tort Claims Act. 

[R. 2]. The Plaintiff filed his Complaint on September 12, 2008. [Id.]. On January 7, 2009, the 

United States filed a Motion to Dismiss [R. 10], which was ultimately denied without prejudice by 

presiding Judge Amul R. Thapar. [R. 16]. This matter has been referred to the undersigned to 

supervise discovery and other pretrial proceedings, including the entry of discovery deadlines. [R. 

17]. 

At this stage in the proceedings, the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure ordinarily require the 

parties to confer and provide a proposed discovery plan. See Fed. R. Civ. P. 26(a), (d), (f). However, 

the rules exempt prose prisoner actions from these requirements. Fed. R. Civ. P. 26(a)(l)(B)(iv). 

In addition to the requirements of Rule 26, Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 16(b) requires the Court 

to enter a scheduling order setting time limits for discovery. Rule 16(b) also provides that certain 

categories of cases may be exempted by local rule. Fed. R. Civ. P. l 6(b )( 1 ). The Joint Local Rules 

for the United States District Courts for the Eastern and Western Districts of Kentucky expressly 

exempts from the requirements of Rule 16 any action "brought without counsel by a person in 
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custody of the United States, a state, or a state subdivision." LR 16.1. As the Plaintiff in this matter 

is a prisoner, proceeding prose, this action is exempted from the requirements of both Ruic 26 and 

Rule 16. 

The Court has reviewed the record, and is prepared to enter a scheduling order to govern the 

course of discovery in this case. Having considered the matter fully, and being otherwise sufficiently 

advised, 

IT IS ORDERED HEREIN AS FOLLOWS: 

(I) All pretrial discovery in this matter shall be completed on or before OCTOBER 1, 

2009. 

(2) Any dispositive motion shall be filed on or before NOVEMBER 2, 2009. Any 

responses thereto shall be filed in accordance with the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure and the local 

rules of the Court. 

(3) This schedule shall not be modified except by leave of Court. Any motion for 

extension of time must be filed before the deadline expires and may be granted only for good cause. 

( 4) Upon filing of any dispositive motions, the undersigned wi 11, if necessary, schedule 

a final pretrial conference and trial date. 

Signed May 26, 2009. 

Signed By: 

.~ Edward B. Atkins !B~ 
United States Magistrate Judge 
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JOHNNY DA VIS 

Plaintiff, 

V. 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
EASTERN DISTRICT OF KENTUCKY 

SOUTHERN DIVISION 
PIKEVILLE 

) 
) 

) Civil No. 08-184-ART 
) 

) 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
) MEMORANDUM OPINION & ORDER 
) 
) 

Defendant. ) 
) 

) 

*** *** *** *** 

Johnny Davis filed a pro se civil complaint under the Federal Tort Claims Act, 28 U .S .C. 

§§ 1346(b) and 2672, et seq., and the Court granted him permission to proceed in forma 

pauperi.'i, R. 4. While initially screening the Complaint pursuantto 28 U.S.C. §§ l 915(e)(2) and 

1915A(a), the Court recognized that a question existed as to its jurisdiction. See R. 6. Even 

when the parties have not raised the issue, courts "have an independent obligation to determine 

subject matter jurisdiction." Lane v. City oflaFollette, Tenn., 490 F.3d 410,423 n.5 (6th Cir. 

2007). Because the Court was concerned about the basis for its jurisdiction, it issued an Order 

allowing the action to proceed for the 1 imited purpose of determining whether it had jurisdiction 

to hear the matter. See R. 6. 1 The Plaintiff filed a Response to the Court's Order, in which he 

provided an answer to the Court's question regarding jurisdiction and provided additional facts. 

1Because the Court thoroughly recounted the factual background in its November 7, 2008, 
Memorandum Opinion and Order, R. 6, if will not repeat those facts here. 
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R. 11. For its part, the United States filed a Motion to Dismiss, arguing that the Court does not 

in fact have jurisdiction to hear this claim because it is untimely and alleges liability on the part 

of individuals who are not government employees. See R. I 0. Specifically, the United States 

argues that the claim accrued, at latest, on July 28, 2005, which is well outside the two-year 

statute of limitations period. See R. 10 at 6-7. The Government also argues that the Court lacks 

jurisdiction because the claim was filed after September 5, 2008, more than six months after the 

March 5, 2008, administrative denial. See id. at 11. Finally, the Government argues that the 

named doctors are independent contractors-not government employees-for whose negligence 

the United States cannot be held liable under the FTCA. See id. at 8-10. Plaintiff filed a 

Response to Defendant's Motion. R. 15. Based on the documents filed by the parties, Davis has 

complied with the statute of limitations, and there is no evidence that the named doctors are 

independent contractors. Therefore, the motion to dismiss is denied. 

THE STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS Ul\"DER THE FEDERAL TORT CLAIMS ACT 

The FTCA provides a limited waiver of the United States' sovereign immunity and allows 

tort claims against the United States "in the same manner and to the same extent as a private 

individual under like circumstances .... " 28 U.S.C. * 2674 (1994); see also Young v. United 

States, 71 F .3d 123 8, 1241 ( 6th Cir. 199 5) ("The Act 'waives sovereign immunity to the extent 

that state-law would impose liability on a private individual in similar circumstances.'" ( quoting 

Myers v. United States, 17 F.3d 890, 899 (6th Cir. 1994))). The FTCA contains a strict statute 

oflimitations that bars suit unless a claim is presented to the appropriate federal agency within 

two years of its accrual and an action is commenced within six months of the agency's denial of 
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the claim. See 28 U.S.C. § 240I(b). The Government argues that these requirements are 

jurisdictional, and therefore not capable of waiver or subject to estoppel, see R. 10 at 5. To be 

sure, the Sixth Circuit has found the statute of limitations to be jurisdictional. See, e.g., 

Humphrey v. United States Attorney Gen. 's Office, 279 F. App'x 328, 332 (6th Cir. 2008); 

Garrett v. United States, 640 F .2d 24, 26 (6th Cir. 1980) (per curiam). However, the Sixth 

Circuit has also indicated otherwise. See Hogan v. United States, 42 F. App 'x 71 7, 722 ( 6th Cir. 

2002); Glarner v. United States Dep 't of Veterans Admin., 30 F.3d 697, 701 (6th Cir. 1994). For 

the purposes of this case, though, it docs not matter whether the statute of limitations 1s 

jurisdictional because Davis has complied with it in any event. 

A. Davis Asserted his Claim within Two Years of its Accrual 

Though state law determines whether any claim accrues against the government on a 

negligence claim, federal law determines when a claim accrues within the meaning of the two-

year limitations period. Chomic v. United States, 3 77 F .3 d 607, 610 ( 6th Cir. 2004 ). A cause 

of action in a medical malpractice case accrues and the statute of limitations begins to run under 

the FTCA when the plaintiff knows of both his injury and its cause. Robinson v. United States 

Dep 't of the Army, 48 F. App'x 970, 971 (6th Cir. 2002)2; see also Harrison v. United States, 

708 F.2d 1023, 1027 (5th Cir. 1983) ("The [two-year statute of limitations] docs not begin to 

accrue until the plaintiff has 'knowledge of the factual predicate for a malpractice claim, i.e. the 

fact of his injury [and] its cause."' (quoting Lavellee v. Listi, 611 F.2d 1129, 1131 (5th Cir. 

2Unpublished decisions of the Sixth Circuit are not binding under the doctrine of stare dccisis. 
United States v. Sanford, 476 F.3d 391,396 (6th Cir. 2007). Accordingly, the Court considers such 
decisions for their persuasive value only. See id. 
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1980))); Stoleson v. United States, 629 F .2d 1265, 1268 (7th Cir. 1980) ("In medical malpractice 

cases ... the statute of limitations does not begin to run until after the patient discovers or in the 

exercise of reasonable diligence should discover his injury and its cause."); cf United States v. 

Kuhrick, 444 U.S. 1 I I, 121-23 ( 1979) ( stating, in dicta, that the time begins to accrue once the 

plaintiff is aware of the cause of his injury). This is because: 

a patient often has little or no reason to believe his legal rights have been invaded 
simply because some misfortune followed medical treatment. Sometimes a patient 
may remain unaware for many years that he has suffered injury or he may 
recognize his injury but not its cause. Indeed, the facts necessary to discover the 
causal relation between treatment and injury may be within the exclusive control 
of the physician or at least very difficult to obtain. 

Stoleson, 629 F.2d at 1268. Thus, "[t]he plaintiff need not have knowledge of fault in the legal 

sense for the statute to begin to nm, but she must have knowledge of facts that would lead a 

reasonable person (a) to conclude that there was a causal connection between the treatment and 

injury or (b) to seek professional advice, and then, with that advice, to conclude that there was 

a causal connection between the treatment and injury." Harrison, 708 F.2d at 1027. Based on 

the available evidence, it appears that Davis did not learn the cause of his injury-and therefore, 

his claim did not accrue-until October 18, 2006, which means that his claim was asserted well 

within the two-year limitations period. 

Davis has presented evidence relevant to this inquiry in two different responses. The 

first, R. 11, was filed in response to the court's order ofNovember 7, 2009, R. 6, and the second, 

R. 15, was filed in response to the defendant's motion to dismiss, R.10. Davis signed each 

response and attested under the penalty of perjury that all the information contained within them 

was true and accurate to the best of his know ledge. See R. 11 at 6; R. 15, Mem. at 10. These 
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verified documents are given the same weight as affidavits. See El Be_v v. Roop, 530 F.3d 407, 

414 (6th Cir. 2008) (citing Lavada v. Keohane, 992 F.2d 601, 605 (6th Cir. 1993)). These 

responses and Davis's medical records show that he neither knew nor should have known of his 

injury and its cause prior to October 18, 2006. 

First, Davis testifies that his treating physicians repeatedly told him that he could expect 

severe pain in his surgical eye during the healing process. R. 15, Mem. at 4. They apparently 

also told him that because of his age, he could anticipate a longer healing process than a younger 

person. Id. Davis explains that one of the physicians even consoled him by recounting her 

mother's experience with similar problems after cataract surgery and assuring him that her 

mother eventually regained perfect vision. Based on the statements of his physicians, Davis 

claims that he thought his pain was normal given his condition, and it was only on October 18, 

2006, when Dr. Todd Diffenbaugh ("Dr. Todd") told him that it was due to improper post

surgical care that he knew both his injury and its cause. Under these circumstances, a reasonable 

person would not have had cause to suspect that they had been injured by a medical mistake unti I 

October 18, 2006. 

This conclusion is supported by Davis's medical records, which-until October 18, 

2006-are completely silent on the cause of his injuries. It is true that, at one point, the records 

contain the notation ''Displaced IOL." R. 2, Exh. D. However, this kind of notation is precisely 

why a claim docs not accrue until the facts arc such that the plaintiff or a reasonable person in 

the plaintiffs place would know both his injury and its cause. It is completely reasonable that 

Davis would not have known that a displaced IOL could have been caused by a failed surgery 
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or lack of after-care rather than his original condition. See Stoleson, 629 F .2d at 1268 (indicating 

that a would-be plaintiff has little or no reason to suspect that malpractice occurred simply 

because some misfortune followed medical treatment). Therefore, this entry would not have 

given Davis reason to know both his injury and its cause. In contrast, the October I 8, 2006, 

entry clearly indicates the cause of Davis's injuries. See R. 2, Exh. F. This entry includes the 

statement: "Symptomatic in both eyes at this point. This is due to a delay in initial follow-up 

treatment. Problems have compounded. Treatment will take time." Id. This notation is the first 

piece of information that would have permitted a reasonable person to know of both the injury 

and its cause, and in fact, that is the point at which Davis claims to have become aware of both 

the injury and cause. 

Additionally, none of the other facts presented show that Davis had reason to know of his 

injury and its cause before October 18, 2006. Davis indicates that he got the information, names, 

dates, etc., in his complaint from his records, but that his initial efforts to get these records were 

impeded by his incarceration in a maximum security facility which was often under lock-down. 

See R. 15 at 4-5. The United States argues that he had to be aware of the cause of his injury in 

2005 because he listed specific dates and names and thoroughly described his pain and injury, 

see R. IO at 7, but it does not follow that his knowledge of his injuries and treatment necessarily 

means that he had knowledge of the cause of his injuries-especially since the medical records 

prior to October 18, 2006 recount these other facts but not the cause ofhis injury, see R. 11, Exh. 

H-L. 

The contents of the records also indicate that Davis acted as a reasonable person 
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concerned with his health would have in this situation. See Stoleson, 629 F.2d at 1268 (starting 

the clock when "the patient discovers or in the exercise ofreasonable diligence should discover 

his injury and its cause."). On many of his files, there is a notation that he has requested copies 

of his medical records. See, e.g., R. 11, Exh. Hat 15, Exh. I at 30. As an incarcerated individual 

with little access to the outside world, including alternative opinions as to his injury, he did all 

that he could have done to ensure that the care he had received was adequate-i.e, he relied on 

his doctors and regularly reviewed his medical records. As discussed above, until October 18, 

2006, his diligence got him nowhere. 

Finally, while the United States argues that Davis should have known the cause of his 

injuries simply because of their intensity and duration, it has submitted no evidence supporting 

this contention. The United States is correct to point out that a plaintiff has an obligation to 

follow-up on a suspicion of malpractice and seek a second opinion when a reasonable person in 

the same circumstances would do so. But, a reasonable person would not presume that his 

injuries were caused by malpractice simply because his condition did not improve, especially 

when his doctors repeatedly assured him that his symptoms were a normal result of the healing 

process. See Stoleson, 629 F.2d at 1268 ("[A] patient often has little or no reason to believe his 

legal rights have been invaded simply because some misfortune followed medical treatment."). 

The position advocated by the United States would require anyone suffering from a serious 

injury requiring multiple procedures and causing severe pain to either file suit based on 

speculation and presumption alone or wait for information which might actually lead them to 

affirmatively know the cause of their injuries, but in doing so risk having their claims forever 
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barred by the statute of limitations. Prisoners already file numerous suits against the United 

States, and putting them in this position would clearly encourage more premature suits, a 

situation that is neither desirable nor intended by the limited waiver of sovereign immunity in 

the FTCA. Thus, the two-year statute of limitations period under the FTCA did not start to run 

until Davis discovered the cause of his injury on October 18, 2006. And because he filed suit 

in September of 2008, he complied with the two-year statute of limitations. 

B. Davis Filed this Lawsuit Within Six Months of the Agency's Denial of his Claim 

Davis has also complied with the second half of the statute of limitations-i.e., the 

requirement of filing a lawsuit within six months of the date on which the administrative agency 

denied his claim. See 28 U.S.C. § 2401(b). A prisoner's filing is deemed submitted on the day 

on which he submits it to the proper prison officials. See Houston v. Lack, 487 U.S. 266, 2 70-71 

( 1 988). Here, Davis's administrative remedy was denied on March 5, 2008, R. 2, Exh. C. 

Therefore, he was required to file suit on or before September 5, 2008. The initial documents 

were unclear as to whether Davis submitted his Complaint to the appropriate prison officials 

before the September 5, 2008, deadline, see R. 6, but he has since presented evidence confirming 

that he timely submitted his Complaint to them on September 2, 2008, see R. 11. 

First, he has more clearly recounted the facts surrounding his filing in his verified 

response. See R. 11 at 4. He testifies that he "surrendered the document to Correctional Officer 

A. Clark in a large legal size envelope bearing Article Number 7005-3110-0003-8092-6458 

Certified Mail Receipt attached with all postage prepaid on September 2, 2008." R. 11 at 4. He 

recounts that the details surrounding his filing were memorable, in particular, because the facility 
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was on "lockdown" that day and he had to pass certain exhibits to Correctional Officer Clark so 

that he could staple them. Id. Second, he has submitted the Inmate Request to Staff which 

confirms this chain of events, includes a the statement in the disposition area "I put in office for 

mail," and appears to contain the signature of Correctional Officer Clark. See R. 11, Exh . .I. 

Third, he submitted his certified mail receipt. See id. Finally, he submitted the Affidavit of 

Rayfield Davis, a prisoner in a nearby cell, which recounts a conversation between Correctional 

Officer Clark and Plaintiff Davis and confirms that Davis submitted the document on September 

2, 2008. See R. 11, Exh. K. The United States has submitted no evidence to the contrary. Thus, 

the evidence in the record supports the conclusion that Davis filed his Complaint on September 

2, 2008. Therefore, the available evidence indicates that Davis has complied with the FTCA 

statute of limitations. 

CLAIMS ARISING FROM THE CONDUCT OF DRS. TODD AND FRY 

Aside from the statute of limitations issue, the United States has also moved to dismiss 

pursuant to Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 12(b )( 1) on the basis that FTCA suits cannot be 

maintained for the negligent conduct of Drs. Fry and Todd since they are independent 

contractors. See R. 10 at 8-10. At this time, however, the Court cannot dismiss the case on this 

basis because there is no evidence that Drs. Fry & Todd were independent contractors. 

The FTCA contains a limited waiver of the United States' sovereign immunity, but only 

for injuries resulting from the conduct of employees of the United States. See 28 U.S.C. § 

1346(b); Robb v. United States, 80 F.3d 884,887 (4th Cir. 1996). It does not authorize suits 

against the Unites States based on the acts of independent contractors. See 28 U.S.C. § 2671; 
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United States v. Orleans, 425 U.S. 807, 814 ( 1976); Logue v. United States, 412 U.S. 521, 52 7 

( 1973). "In determining whether an individual is a federal employee or an independent 

contractor, the critical question is whether the federal government has the power to control the 

detailed performance of the individual." Duplan v. Harper, 188 F.3d 1195, 1200 (10th Cir. 

1999) (citing lilly v. Fieldstone, 876 F.2d 857,858 (10th Cir. 1989)); see also Orleans, 425 U.S. 

at 814 ( quoting Logue, 412 U.S. at 528). Courts have generally applied these principles to 

private physicians working under contractual relationships with government owned facilities to 

conclude that these physicians are independent contractors, not government employees. See, 

e.g., Tsosie v. United States, 452 F .3d 1161, 1163-64 ( I 0th Cir. 2006); Jones v. United States, 

305 F. Supp. 2d 1200, 1205-07 (D. Kan. 2004); Robb, 80 F.3d at 888-94; Del Valle v. Sanchez, 

170 F. Supp. 2d 1254, 1264-68 (S.D. Fla. 2001). 

In all likelihood Ors. Fry and Todd are independent contractors for which the United 

States is not liable, but, the United States has submitted no evidence confirming this fact. 

Extensive evidence is not required. In fact, other courts have accepted as little as the contract 

itself as sufficient evidence that physicians working under contractual relationships with 

government facilities were independent contractors. See e.g., Boyd v. United States, No. 3 :CV-

05-2033, 2006 WL 2828843 (M.D. Pa. Sept. 29, 2006); see also Wood v. Standard Prods. Co., 

671 F .2d 825, 829 ( 4th Cir. 1982) (''[T]he contract and its terms in fixing the relationship of the 

offending party are critical."). Nevertheless, some evidence is needed before the Court can 

dismiss the claims of Davis as seeking redress for the conduct of independent contractors. 
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CLAIMS ARISING FROM THE CONDUCT OF OTHER PRISON EMPLOYEES 

Even if the United States cannot be held liable for the conduct of Drs. Fry and Todd, it 

may still be liable for the conduct of other prison employees. While Davis expressly blames Drs. 

Todd and Fry for his injuries, he also claims that other prison employees acted negligently and 

caused him injury. See R. 11 at 2; R. 15 at 7-9. Specifically, he claims that certain prison 

employees/officials failed to provide him proper care because they defied the surgeon's orders 

both as to his location for recovery and as to his medications and supervision at the prison, see 

R. 10, Exh. B at 2, delayed medical treatment, R. 15 at 8, caused him to miss scheduled 

appointments, id., failed to follow the doctors' orders and recommendations as to his treatment 

and examination by specialists, id., delayed sending him to Dr. Todd when he was symptomatic, 

R. 11 at 2, and failed to follow BOP policy, id. Finally, he alleges these employees were 

negligent because they caused him to believe that his symptoms were the normal result of his 

treatment and condition instead of the result of improper treatment. R. 11 at 3. 

Prior to bringing an FTCA claim in federal court, a claimant must give notice of the claim 

to the appropriate agency. See 28 U.S.C. § 2675. "Although an administrative claim need not 

propound every possible theory of liability in order to satisfy section 2675(a), ... a plaintiff 

cannot present one claim to the agency and then maintain suit on the basis of a different set of 

facts." Roma v. United States, 344 F .3d 3 5 2, 3 62 (3d Cir. 2003) ( quoting Deloria v. Veterans 

Admin., 92 7 F .2d 1009, 1011-12 (7th Cir. 1991)). In order to be sufficient, the written notice 

must enable the agency to investigate the claim, see Glarner, 30 F .3d at 700, because "the 

purpose of the notice requirement is to give federal agencies the opportunity to evaluate claims 
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and to settle them before they evolve into federal lawsuits," Boyd, 2006 WL 2828843, at *4. 

The claim that Davis filed in pursuit of his administrative remedy sufficiently put the 

United States on notice of his claims arising out of the conduct of the named doctors and the 

other prison officials. In the "Claim for Damages, Injury or Death" that he submitted to the 

BOP, Davis alleged that the prison officials "totally defied [the] surgeon's instructions" and that 

they placed him in "administrative segregation without any regard to post-op instruction." R. 

10, Exh. 8 at 3-4. He further explained, "no pain medication was administered as required per 

instructions, no medical assistance [ was given], and claimant was not accompan[ ied] by an adult 

and was placed in administrative segregation .... " id. at 4. In addition to causing his current 

complications, he alleged that because the prison officials failed to follow the instructions he fell 

and hit his head on metal railing and was knocked unconscious while getting out of bed to 

activate duress button. id. Davis also elaborated on the prison officials' subsequent failures to 

follow the instructions of his physicians and to provide him adequate medical care. See id. at 

5-7. 

Although in his Claim Davis expressly blamed his treating physicians for his injuries, as 

discussed in detail above, he also claimed that other individuals at the prison were responsible 

for his injuries. See R. JO, Exh. 8. He has reiterated these claims throughout this case. See 

generally R. 11; R. 15. Clearly, the conduct he alleges could have contributed to his injuries, 

and in fact, Davis has submitted evidence that Dr. Todd cone ludcd that Davis's current condition 

was caused by a delay in his post-surgical care. See R. 15 at 8 ( quoting October 18, 2006, 

medical record). Accordingly, his allegations were sufficient to put the United States on notice 
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that he was seeking redress for injuries he claimed were caused by the doctors and also for 

injuries he claimed were caused by the conduct of other prison employees/officials. Since he 

clearly notified the United States of the extent of his claim from the outset, the fact that he may 

be unable to proceed against Drs. Fry and Todd is not fatal to the remainder of his claim. 

CONCLUSION 

Accordingly, it is ORDERED as follows: 

1) Defendant's Motion to Dismiss, R. 10, is DENIED WITHOUT PREJUDICE. 

The United States may file another motion to dismiss if it has evidence indicating 

that Drs. Fry and Todd were independent contractors rather than government 

employees. 

This the 13th day of May, 2009. 

13 

Signed By: 

Amul R. Thapar ,41' 
United States District Judge 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
EASTERN DISTRICT OF KEI\'TUCKY 

SOUTHER~ DIVISION 
PIKEVILLE 

CIVIL ACTION }';0. 08-CV-184-ART 

.JOHNNY DA VIS, 

ELECTRONICALLY FILED 

PLAINTIFF 

vs. AGREED ORDER OF DIS'-'lISSAL 

UNITED STATES OF Al\-IERICA DEFENDANT 

******~************** 

The parties, having executed a Settkment Agreement and Release of All Claims 

resolving all issues raised in the instant civil 3C-tion, and expressing their consent to the entry of 

this Agreed Order of Dismissal: 

IT IS HEREBY AGREED AND ORDERED that tl1is action ls dismissed in its entirety 

with prejudice and stricken from the docket, with each party to bear its own costs, expenses 

and attorney fees. 
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We h,;;:reby consent to the form a11c entry of this Agreed Order of Dismissal. 

Isl Mackenzie Mayes Walter 
(permission to sign electronic sign:nure grnnte<l by c-rnaHI 
Dinsmore & Shchi LLP-Lexington 
250 West Main Street 
Suite 1400 
Lexington, Kentucky 40507 
Tel. No. 859-425-IO00 
Email: Mackenzie.waltena'!dinslaw.com 

KERRY HARVEY 
UNITED ST A TES ATTORNEY 

Is/ Dell W. Littrell 
Dell W. Littrell 
Assistant L'nited States Attorney 
260 West Vine Street, Suite 300 
Lexington, KY 40507-1612 
Tel: 859-685-4863 
Ernai l: Del I. 1 ittre 1 l@usdo j. gov 

April 2(1. 2012 
DATE 

April 26, 2012 
DATE 
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UNITED ST A TES DISTRICT COURT 
EASTERN DISTRICT OF KENTUCKY 

SOUTHERN DIVISION 
PIKEVILLE 

JOHNNY DA VIS, ) 
) 

Plaintiff, ) Civil No. 08-184-ART 
) 

V. ) 

) ORDER 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, ) 

) 

Defundant. ) 

*** *** *** *** 

It having been reported to the Court that this matter has been settled, it is ORDERED 

that this action is discontinued with prejudice but without costs; provided, however, that if 

the settlement is not consummated within thirty (30) days of the date of this Order, any 

party may apply by motion within the thirty-day period for restoration of the action to 

the calendar of the undersigned, in which event the action will be restored. Should the 

parties choose to file an agreed order of dismissal, the Court will consider signing and filing 

it in the record, so long as it is filed within thirty days of the date of this Order and meets 

with the Court's approval. 

Furthermore, this matter is STRICKEN from the Court's active docket, all pending 

motions are DENIED AS MOOT, and all scheduled hearings are CANCELLED. 

This the 23rd day of March, 2012. 

Signed By: 

Amul R. Thapar «41' 
United States District Judge 



UNITED STA TES DISTRICT COURT 
EASTERN DISTRICT OF KENTUCKY 

EASTERN DIVISION 
AT PIKEVILLE 

CIVIL ACTION: 7:08-CV-00184-ART 

JOHNNY DA VIS 

vs. PARTIES SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT AND 
RELEASE OF ALL CLAIMS 

UN1TED STATES OF AMERICA 

* * * * * * * • 

PLAINTIFF 

DEFENDANT 

THIS AGREEMENT is made and entered into by and between Johnny Davis, Plaintiff, 

and the United States of America, Defendant. 

WHEREAS, P1aintiffhas filed the above-captioned civil action in the United States 

District Court of the Eastern District of Kentucky; and 

WHEREAS, the parties hereto desire to make a complete and final settlement of all 

matters involved in, or relating to, or arising out of, the above-captioned case. 

NOW, TiiEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual covenants and agreements set forth 

herein, Plaintiff and the Defendant, being separately advised by counsel, and intending to be 

legally bound thereby, COVENANT AND AGREE AS FOLLOWS: 

I. As used in this Agreement, Defendant means the United States of America and all 

of its past, present, future subsidiaries, bureaus, services, agencies, divisions, departments 

(including the United States Bureau of Prisons), successors, assigns, directors, officers, agents, 

employees, attorneys and representatives. 
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2. In return for all of the agreements and covenants of Plaintiff set forth herein, the 

Defendant agrees as follows: 

A. Plaintiff will be paid the amount of $125,000,.00, This payment is in full 

settlement and satisfaction of any and all claims of any kind that Plaintiff may have in the above

captioned case against the Defendant up to and including the date of this Agreement. This 

settlement is intended to avoid further litigation and to preserve judicial economy, and shall not 

operate as an admission of liability or fault on the part of the United States, its agents, servants, 

or employees. Any federal, state, or local income tax liability, or other tax liability resulting 

from the payment of this settlement amount of $125,000.00 shall be the sole responsibility of the 

Plaintiff. Neither the Defendant nor the Defendant's attorneys make any representations as to the 

tax treatment of this settlement amoW1t of $125,000.00. 

B. Plaintiffs settlement amount of $125,000.00 shall be paid by government 

electronic fund transfer. Banking infonnation for the government electronic fund transfer will be 

provided by Plaintiff's attorney. 

Plaintiffs attorney agrees to distribute the settlement proceeds and to obtain a 

dismissal order of the above-captioned action with prejudice, with each party bearing its own 

fees, costs, and expenses. 

C. Plaintiff, on behalf of himself, his heirs, legal representative, representatives, 

administrators and executors, hereby releases and forever discharges the United States of 

America and its employees, officers, agents, agencies, attorneys, representatives and assigns, and 

any other person acting by, through, under or in concert with them (collectively, "Releasees") 

from any and all claims, remedies, demands, debts, losses, obligations, actions, causes of actions, 

claims of relief, damages, costs, expenses, attorney fees, and compensation of any nature 

whatsoever, whether known or unknov.m, foreseen or unforeseen, arising out of or involving the 
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medical care and treatment of Plaintiff, (collectively "claim" or "claims" or "remedy" or 

"remedies"), including, but not limited to, legal, equitable, administrative, union or other claims 

or remedies of any kind whatsoever, which Plaintiff had or has against the Defendant and all 

other Relcasees on account of, or contained in, or in any way growing out of, or which are the 

subject of, the allegations contained in the above-captioned civil action. 

3. The Plaintiff represents and acknowledges that in executing this Agreement he does 

not rely and has not re lied upon any representation or statement made by the Defendant or its 

attorneys with regard to the subject matter, basis or effect of this Agreement or otherwise. 

4. Nothing contained in this Agreement shall be construed as an admission of 

Mongdoing or liability by the Defendant with respect to any matter whatsoever, whether or not 

encompassed by the above-captioned civil action. 

S. This Agreement comprises the entire understanding and settlement of the above-

captioned action between Plaintiff and the Defendant and fully supersedes any and all prior 

agreements or understandings between the parties. 

6. This Agreement shall be binding upon the Plaintiff and upon his heirs, 

administrators, legal representatives, and executors and shall inure to the benefit of the Defendant 

and each and all other Releasees, and to their heirs, administrators, representatives, executors, 

successors, assigns, and attorneys and legal representatives. 

7. The language of all parts of this Agreement shall in all cases be construed as a whole, 

according to its fair meaning, and not strictly for or against any of the parties. When used in this 

Agreement, the word "or" is a term of inclusion and not exclusion, and in no instance is the word 

"or" intended to limit, nor shall it 1 imit, the rights, privileges, and or benefits of the Defendant under 

this Agreement. 
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8. Should any provision of this Agreement be declared or be detennined by any court 

to be illegal or invalid, the validity of the remaining parts, terms or provisions shall not be affected 

thereby, and said illegal or invalid part, tenn or provision shall be deemed not to be a part of the 

Agreement. 

9. The parties agree that this Stipulation for Settlement Agreement and Release of 

All Claims may be subject to public disclosure in its entirety, and the Plaintiff expressly consents 

to such release and disclosure pursuant to 5 U.S. C. § 5 52a(b ). 

IO. Payment by the Defendant of the settlement sum of $125,000.00 shall be without 

interest. Plaintiff and Defendant shall bear their own costs, expenses and attorneys' fees. 

11. Plaintiff enters into this agreement knowingly and voluntarily after full 

consultation with his attorney, and by his signature acknowledges that he has read this 

Agreement and fully understands its tenns. Plaintiff agrees that he has been given a reasonable 

period of time within which to consider this Agreement. 

12. This Agreement is not assignable by the Plaintiff. The date of this Agreement is 

the date of the last signature to this Agreement. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, Plaintiff and the Defendant intending to be legally bound, 

have set their hands to this Agreement the day and year below writtw. 
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J yDavisfaintiff 

~71:?b~-Dinsmore w Office 
Lexington Financial Center. 
250 West Main St., Ste. 1400 
. Lexington. KY 405 O 7 -1 721 
8 59-425-1000 
8 59-425-1099-fax 
Mackenzie.walter@dinslaw.com 
COUNSEL FOR·PLAINTIFF 

Assistant United States Atto.mey 
260 W. Vine St., Ste. 300 
Lexington, KY 40507-1612 
859-233-2661 
859-233-2533-fax 
dell.littrell@usdoi.gov 
COUNSEL FOR DEFENDANT 

~ ·. 

q .. t"J .. J 2 
ATE 

LJ- 3-IL 
• Date 
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Paul 0. Clay, Jr. 
Attorney at Law ____________ _ 

101 West Maple Avenue 
P. 0. Box 746 
Fayetteville, WV 25840 

October 27, 2008 

Certified Mail: 7006 2760 0004 9760 8712 
Charles T. Miller, United States Attorney 
Southern District of West Virginia 
P. 0. Box 1713 
Charleston, West Virginia 25326 

For the United States of America 

Certified Mail: 7007 0710 0005 6565 6607 
Debbie Stevens, Supervisory Attorney 
United States Department of Justice 
Federal Bureau of Prisons 
FCI Beckley 
1600 Industrial Park Road 
P.O. Box 1280 
Beaver, West Virgnia 25813 

For the Bureau of Prisons 
Warden of Alderson 
Dr. Neal Rehberg 

Re: NOTICE OF CLAIM OF DEBORAH ALBIN 
TORT CLAIM NUMBER: TRT-MXR-2007-04599 
PURSUANT TOW. VA. CODE §55-7B-6 

Dear Counsel: 

Telephone: (304) S 7 4-2182 
CHA~S1 ON,C3W,tis74.21a3 

Poclaxir@suddenlinkmail.com 

ZOOS OCT 2 8 A q: 0 I 

U.S. ATTORHEY 

Notice is hereby given of the Claim of Deborah Albin against your respective clients for 
(1) Constitutional Violations; (2) Negligence by the Bureau of Prisons' Supervisors and Co
workers; and (3) Medical Negligence by Neal Rehberg, D.O., as set forth in the Screening 
Certificate of Merit of Jay Goldberg, MD MSCP, under oath with report of October 15, 2008 
attached thereto; and as further set forth in the Complaint attached hereto and made a part 
hereof. 

By letter dated May 12, 2008 to Lynanne 8. Wescott, Esq., Wescott Law Firm, P.C. 1 a 
copy of which is also attached, Ms. Stevens informed counsel that if the claimant was unwilling 
to accept settlement in the amount of $50,000.00, the claimant should consider her letter a 
final denial of the claim and that claimant had six months after the date of the letter to file suit 



Charles T. Miller, United States Attorney 
Debbie Stevens, Supervisory Attorney 
October 27, 2008 
Page 2 

the appropriate United States District Court. In order to avoid filing of the attached Complaint 
within that time frame, we request thatthe United States, the Bureau of Prisons, the Warden 
of Alderson and Dr. Rehberg, enter into a stipulation that the parties need not file the 
Complaint pursuant to Ms. Stevens letter dated May 12, 2008, while the parties attempt a 
resolution of this case. 

If, however, you are unable to agree to such a stipulation, then we must file in a timely 
manner and request that you inform us as to whether you will accept service of these 
documents or if we should serve your clients directly. 

In any event, we wou Id sti 11 be interested f n an agreed stay of the case I even after fi Ii ng, 
while we discuss resolution. 

We look forward to resolving this 

POCjr/mpr 
Enclosures 
c: Lynanne B. Wescott 

1.::lold\20011\oct\wesc:oll attorneys lelb,r.~ 



. IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF WEST VIRGINIA 

DEBORAH ALBIN 

Plaintiff, 

V. 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS 
WARDEN FPC ALDERSON 
NEAL REHBERG D.O. 

Defendants 

COMPLAINT 

This case arises out of 1) constitutional violations, 2) negligence by the Bureau of Prisons 

supervisors and coworkers and 3) medical negligence by Neal Rehberg, D.O. 

Parties 

I. Plaintiff, Deborah Albin, is a 49 year old citizen of Kentucky residing at 927 

Southview Rd., Louisville, Kentucky, 40214. She is the mother of two and the grandmother of 

three. She is now employed full time. The acts she complains of occurred in the Southern 

District of West Virginia. 

2. Defendant is the United States of America with an address in care of the 

Department of Justice, United States Attorney's Office. 

3. Defendant is the Federal Bureau of Prisons with a Federal Prison Camp facility in 

Alderson, West Virginia. 



4. Defendant Warden FPC Alderson is the supervising warden or wardens at the 

time of the events set forth in this complaint. 

5. Defendant, Dr. Neal Rehberg, is a doctor, and a supervising physician at the 

Federal Prison Camp at Alderson, West Virginia ("FPC Alderson") during all times relevant to 

the Complaint, with a business address ofFPC Alderson, Federal Prison Camp, Glenray Rd., 

Box A, Alderson. WV 24910. 

Jurisdiction and Venue 

6. This action arises under the Federal Tort Claims Act, 28 U.S.C. §§ 1346(b), 2671-

80, the Bivens doctrine and the United States Constitution. 

7. Venue is proper in this district because the actions complained of occurred in this 

district. 

8. The plaintiff has filed and exhausted her administrative remedies. 

Factual Background 

9. In February of 2004, Deborah Albin was in the custody of the United States 

Bureau of Prisons and an inmate at the Federal Prison Camp at Alderson West Virginia. 

10. At or about that time, Ms. Albin discovered that she had lump in her right breast. 

11. She immediately reported it to Health Services at FPC Alderson. It is believed 

and therefore averred that defendant Dr. Rehberg supervises Health Services at FPC Alderson. 

12. On March 16, 2004, she was examined by Health Services and a right 

breast mass was noted. No further action was taken 

13. On August 10, 2004, Dr. Rehberg recommended an ultrasound or surgical 

consult with possible biopsy. That did not occur at that time. 



14. On July 19, 2005, an ultrasound was again recommended. That did not 

occur. 

15. On August 12, 2005, Ms. Albin was evaluated by Dr. Rehberg and a 

consultation to surgery for removal was ordered. That did not occur. 

16. On August 30, 2005, both an ultrasound and biopsy were ordered. 

1 7. Despite these orders and recommendations, and despite repeated and 

numerous complaints by Ms. Albin during this interval that the mass in her breast was 

enlarging, it was not until November 3, 2005 that an ultrasound was performed, which 

ultrasound indicated a high possibility of malignancy, 

18. These results were not communicated to Ms. Albin by Dr. Rehberg or 

anyone else. It is within the scope of employment for such results to be communicated to 

the patient and the Bureau of Prisons. 

19. Even after this alarming ultrasound finding, it was not until April 11, 2006 

that a biopsy was performed, more than two years after Ms.Albin first complained of the 

growth in her breast. 

20. On May 2, 2006 a radical modified mastectomy was performed on Ms. 

Albin's right breast. The cancer had advanced to Stage III. 

21. By this time the cancer cells had also spread beyond the lump in Ms. 

Albin's breast to her lymph nodes. 

22. Ms. Albin was due to be released from prison when these events 

transpired. Instead she was sent to Carswell, Texas to the Federal Bureau of Prisons 

medical facility for further treatment and her release from prison was delayed nearly a 

year. 



23. Ms. Albin received the required chemotherapy treatment, radiation 

treatment and a hysterectomy/bilateral oopherectomy at Carswell prior to her release. 

24. Ms. Albin's treatment for advanced cancer is ongoing, and requires that 

she be tested every six months. Those tests are in excess of $48,000 per year. She only 

recently received limited medical insurance and her cancer history is a pre-existing 

condition. 

25. She currently takes Tamoxifen and Effexor, which treatment wil1 continue 

for at least five years. 

26. She is fearful every day that each ache or pain she has is the recurrence of 

cancer. 

27. Her right ann has constant pain because of the lymph node involvement. 

28. More than two years passed between the initial evaluation of Ms. Albin's 

right breast mass and its eventual diagnosis as a Stage III cancer, despite numerous 

complaints of the mass enlarging by Ms. Albin, numerous medical·visits, numerous 

notations regarding the need for a surgical evaluation and biopsy, and abnormal breast 

imaging. 

29, This is an unconscionable delay in treatment with a deadly result. 

30. Federal law and the United States Constitution require that inmates receive 

adequate medical care. 

31. Ms. Albin paid her debt to society through service of her prison tenn, but 

that debt should not have included endangering her life through substandard medical 

care. 

32. Defendants failed to exercise ordinary care. 



33. Defendants breached their·duty to protect the health and safety of plaintiff 

in its custody of her. 

34. It is believed and therefore averred that these failures were substantial 

factors and the proximate cause in bringing about the injury suffered by plaintiff. 

35. It is believed and therefore averred that the Federal Bureau of Prisons has 

recognized that its medical care of inmates is inadequate. The General Accounting 

Office of the United States in 1994 cited the Federal Bureau of Prisons for failing to 

provide adequate medical care in its federal prisons. Little has changed since that time. 

36. The five year survival rate for a patient with Stage O to Stage 1 cancer is 

100%. 

37. The five year survival rate for a patient with Stage III cancer is 49-57%. 

38. One study in 1999 determined the average lifespan for a woman residing 

in Kentucky as being 79 years. Ms. Albin lives in Kentucky. 

39. Statistically, the delay in treatment indicates a life span significantly 

shortened as detection at an earlier stage would have improved plaintiff's recovery and 

would have increased Ms. Albin's chance of survival by a factor of at least 43% to 51 %. 

40. Failing to follow the accepted standard of care deprived plaintiff of a 

chance or recovery at an early stage and increased the risk of harm to plaintiff, all of 

which was a substantial factor in bringing about the ultimate injury to plaintiff. 

41. An earlier diagnosis may have avoided the need for mastectomy, 

chemotherapy, radiation therapy, and hysterectomy/bilateral oopherectomy. 

42. Defendants breached their duty to plaintiff to provide adequate and 

competent medical care. 



43. As a result of defendants' failure to promptly act, plaintiff has suffered 

severe and ongoing physical and mental injuries in excess of $1,000,000. 

44. Pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 2675(a), plaintiff presented the claim set forth 

herein to the Federal Bureau of Prisons requesting $25,000,000.00 in damages. The 

Federal Bureau of Prisons proposed a resolution in a letter dated May 12, 2008, which 

was declined by plaintiff. Her administrative remedies were denied. 

45. Defendant has forwarded to defendants this complaint as a notice of claim 

along with a screening certificate of merit pursuant to West Virginia Code §55-7B-6. 

herein. 

COUNTl 
Against the United States of America 
And the Federal Bureau of Prisons 

46. Plaintiff incorporates by reference paragraphs 1-44 as though fully set forth 

4 7. Defendants• servants were acting within the scope of office or employment, under 

circumstances where the Defendants, if a private person, would be liable to the claimant in 

accordance with the law of the State of West Virginia. 

48. Defendant Dr. Rehberg and his staff were federal employees at all relevant times 

in the complaint. 

49. Defendant United States of American was on notice and failed to take action to 

prevent harm to plaintiff by its employees. 

50. Defendants had a duty to plaintiff who was in their custody to prevent threats to 

her safety and to protect her from harm. 

51. Dr. Rebberg's failure to act was such that co-workers and other supervisors knew 

or should have known what was occurring. 



52. Defendants were negligent in their retention and supervision of their employee. 

53. Defendants were negligent in that they failed to have procedures in place to 

prevent the delayed reporting of medical results to patients. 

54. As a result of defendants' negligence, plaintiff has suffered physical and mental 

injuries in excess of the jurisdictional amount. 

WHEREFORE, it is respectfully requested that judgment be entered in favor of plaintiff 

and against defendants in an amount in excess of the federal jurisdictional amount required to 

file a federal claim and for attorney fees, expert fees, other costs and expenses as allowed by 

statute and deemed appropriate by the court. 

herein. 

COUNT2 
Against the United States of America 

And the Federal Bureau of Prisons 

55. Plaintiff incorporates by reference paragraphs 1-53 as though fully set forth 

56. Dr. Rehberg's superiors and co-workers who knew or should have kno'"n of his 

activity were negligent in failing to report Dr. Rehberg's failure to timely cause appropriate 

medical care to be given based on tests and reports. No procedures were in place to avoid delay 

in treatment because of failure to read or react to medical tests and reports. 

57. It was within the scope of their employment to make such reports. 

58. Defendants' supervisors had a duty to control their employees and prevent hann 

to plaintiff which duty was breached. 

59. Defendants' supervisors and coworkers were negligent in failing to view and 

timely respond to the medical tests and reports relating to plaintiff. 



60. Dr. Rehberg's failure to act was such that co-workers and other supervisors knew 

or should have known what was occuning. 

61. Defendants, if a private person, would be liable to plaintiff under the law of the 

State of West Virginia. 

62. As a result of defendants' negligence, plaintiffhas suffered physical and mental 

injuries in excess of the federal jurisdictional amowit. 

WHEREFORE, it is respectfully requested that judgment be entered in favor of plaintiff 

and against defendants in an amount in excess of the federal jurisdictional amount required to 

file a federal claim and for attorney fees, expert fees, other costs and expenses as allowed by 

statute and deemed appropriate by the court. 

herein. 

COUNT3 
Against Neal Rehberg, D.O. 

63. Plain tiff incorporates by reference paragraphs 1-61 as though fully set forth 

64. Dr. Rehberg is a physician working at the Federal Prison Camp at Alderson, WV. 

65. Dr. Rehberg did not follow the accepted standard of care in that he failed to 

exercise that degree of care, skill and learning required or expected of a reasonable, prudent 

health care provider in the profession or class to which the health care providerbelongs acting in 

the same or similar circumstances. 

66. Such failure was a proximate cause of the plaintiff's injury. 

67. Dr. Rehberg has a duty to treat inmates, including plaintiff, timely, appropriately 

and with regard to their medical needs to keep them from harm. 

68. Dr. Rehberg violated that duty. 



69. Plaintiff suffered harm as a result of Dr. Rehberg's violation ofhis duty of care to 

her. 

70. As a result of defendants' negligence plaintiff has suffered physical and emotional 

injuries in excess of the jurisdictional amount. 

WHEREFORE, it is respectfully requested that judgment be entered in favor of plaintiff 

and against defendants in an amount in excess of the federal jurisdictional amount required to 

file a federal claim and for attorney fees, expert fees, other costs and expenses as allowed by 

statute and deemed appropriate by the court. 

herein. 

COUNT4 
All Defendants 

71. Plaintiff incorporates by reference paragraphs 1-6 7 as though fully set forth 

72. Federal prison officials are liable under the Eighth Amendment to the United 

States Constitution for acting with deliberate indifference to excessive risk to inmates' health or 

safety. 

73. Federal prison officials at FPC Alderson acted with deliberate indifference to 

plaintiffs health and safety because they knew that female inmates, particularly those with breast 

lumps, faced a substantial risk of serious harm and disregarded that risk by failing to take 

reasonable measures to abate it all as described in this complaint. 

74. As a result plaintiff has suffered harm as described herein and physical and 

emotional injuries in excess of the jurisdictional amount. 

WHEREFORE, it is respectfully requested that judgment be entered in favor of plaintiff 

and against defendants in an amount in excess of the federal jurisdictional amount required to 



fi]e a federa1 daim and for attorney fees, expert fees, other costs and expenses as a1lowed by 

statute and deemed appropriate by the court. 

COUNTS 
All Defendants except United States of America and the Federal Bureau of Prisons 

75. Plaintiff incorporates by reference paragraphs 1-71 as though fully set forth 

herein. 

76. This Count asserts a Bivens action. Bivens established that the victims of a 

constitutional violation by a federal official have a right to recover damages against the official 

in federal court despite the absence of any statute conferring such a right. 

77. As a result plaintiff suffered harm as described herein and physical and mental 

injuries in excess of the jurisdictional amount. 

WHEREFORE, it is respectfully requested that judgment be entered in favor of plaintiff 

and against defendants in an amount in excess of the federal jurisdictional amount required to 

statute and deemed appropriate by the court. 

aul 0. Clay, Jr. q 
101 WestMapleA-....v~u~e 

Fayetteville, WV 25840 

Lynanne B. Wescott, Esquire 
The Wescott Law Firm P.C. 
239 S. Camac Street 
Philadelphia, PA 19107 
Phone: 215-545-0324 
Fax: 215-545-0326 
Lwescott@wescottlaw.net 
Pending admission pro hac vice 
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BY FAX AND CERTIFIED MAIL 
f2•l S)·S4S-032-6 
7003 2260 0000 6782 9798 

May 12, 2008 

Lynanne B. Wescott, Esq. 
Wescott Law Finn P.C. 
239 South Carnac Street 
Philadelphia, PA 191 07-5609 

U.S. Department of Justice 

Federal Bureau of Prisons 

FCJ Beckley 

1600 Industrial Parle Road, P, 0. Box 1280 
Beaver, West Virginia 25813 

,. , .. 
J; ,.'-!:.("'._ 

(304) 252-9758 (304) 256-4928 Facsimile 

Re: Deborah Albin, Tort Claim No. TRT-MXR-2007-04599 

Dear Ms. Wescott: 

The BOP has been in the process of thoroughly reviewing Ms. Albin's claim for administrative 
settlement under the Federal Tort Claims Act, 28 U.S.C. § 2671, et. seq .• and authority granted 
under 28 C.F.R. § 0.172. Your client claims government liability in the amount of 
$25,000,000.00 for personal injury arising from the medical treatment she received at FPC 
Alderson. Specificaity, Ms~ Albin alleges-that-'She··had·to··undcrgo a mastectomy-as-attsult of-the 
prison • s failure to properly investigate a lump in her breast that was cancerous. 

(b )(5) 

After investigating this claim, it appears that settlement in the amount of $50,000.00 may be 
appropriate. This offer is in complete settlement of any claim arising from this incident, whether 
against the United States or any employee of the Bureau of Prisons. If you are willing to accept 
this offer, please contact Christopher Crews at (304) 252-9758 ext. 4139 by May 19, 2008. If 
you are unwilling to accept this offer, you should consider this letter a final denial of your claim. 



If you are dissatisfied with this detennination, you may file suit in the appropriate United States 
District Court not later than six (6) months after the date of this letter. 

Sincerely, 

e bie Stevens 
Supervisory Attorney 
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IN THE UNITED STA TES DISTRICT CO 
FOR THE SOUTIIERN DISTRICT OF WEST 

BLUEFIELD 

. DEBORAH ALBIN, 

ENTERED 
T 
GINii 

"JUL 2 7 2009 

TERESAL.DEPPNER,CLERK 
U.S. District Court 

Southern District of West Virginia 

Civil Action No. 1:08-cv-01271 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS, 

. WARDEN FPC ALDERSON, 
NEAL REHBERG, D.O.; 

Defendants. 

AGREED ORDER OF DISMISSAL 

COME NOW plaintiff, Deborah Albin, by her counsel, and the United States of 

America, by its counsel, and do hereby represent to the Court that this case has been fully 

. compromised and settled and should -be· dismissed with prejudice and with each party 

bearing their respective costs and attorneys' fees. The parties' Release is incorporated herein 

by reference. 

NOW, THEREFORE, based _upon represent.ations of counsel, the Court does hereby 

ORDER this case be DISMISSED with prejudice and with each party bearing their 

respective costs and attorneys' fees. 

The Court further ORDERS that a certified copy of this Order be sent to counsel of 

record. 

ENTERED thls~~ay of :JU./'=( ,2009. 

DAVID A. FABER 
Senior United States District Judge 

f:-· 

'· I 
;., 

I· 
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TIDS ORD:tR PREPARED BY: 

.. ·.~:f&-L 
Stephen M. Horn 

· Assistant United States Attorney 
P.O. Box 1713 
Charleston, WV 25326 
Phone: 304-345-2200 
Fax: 304-347-5443 . 
E-mail: steve.hoi;n@usdoj.gov 

Counsel for Plaintiff 

i 
i· 



July 28, 2009 

Michelle Fuscyamore, Regional Counsel 
Mid-Atlantic Regional Office 
302 Sentinel Drive, Suite 200 
Annapolis Junction, MD 20701 

U.S. Department of Justice 

Federal Bureau of Prisons 

FCI Beckley 

1600 l11dus1nal Park Road, P. 0. Rox I 28fJ 
B.:m·er, West Virginia 258 ! J 

(304) 252-9758 1304) 256-,-1928 Facsimile 

Re: Alhin v. united States of America, et al., 1 :08-cv-1271 

Dear Ms. Fuseyamorc: 

The above-referenced case was settled for S985,000 after negotiations between the United 
Stales Attorney's Office and Plaintiff's counsel. 

As you recall, this case involved a 2 year delay in the diagnosis and treatment of Plaintiffs breast 
cancer. A review of Plaintiff's medical history and the delay is outlined in the attached Anned 
Forces Institute of Pathology ("AFTP") report by Raymond B. Weiss, M.D. 

Based upon the AFIP report wc attempted to settle this case at the administrative stage. Though 
the Director approved settlement for S200,000, DOJ requires their approval for settlements over 
$50,000. DOJ would not approve any amount over that without what amounted to significant 
discovery. We offered the full $50,000 at that time, though we realized it was a denial in all 
practical effect. 

Plaintiff's counsel brought on another attorney, hired an expert, and filed the action in the United 
States District Court for the Southern District of West Virginia. The case was filed as both a 
FTCA and Bivens claim. 

Steve Hom, Ci vi 1 Chief far the United States Attorney's Office far the Sou them District of West 
Virginia, personally handled this matter after the case was filed, Mr. Hom was familiar with the 
case because we had contacted him early in the administrative process based on his experience in 
these types of cases. 



After negotiations with Plaintiff's counsel, the agreed $985,000 settlement was reached. The 
value of the case was explained in the attached letter from Mr. Hom to the BOP requesting 
concurrence in the settlement amount. After more than a month without a response from the 
BOP, Mr. Hom contacted DOJ directly and received pe1mission to settle the case without BOP's 
concurrence. 

The case \vas dismissed on July 27, 2009, based upon the attached agreed order of dismissal. 

If you need any additional infonnation regarding this matter, please contact me. 

Sincerely, 

ca~J~ 
Christopher Crews 
Attorney-Advisor 
Beckley Consolidated Legal Center 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF WEST VIRGINIA 

V. 

TO [Name and address ofdetl:D.dant]: 

SUMMONS IN A CI\lll. ACTlON 
CIVIL ACTION No. :$;o$q4~4? ; c: 

li'l!ilil111111loo t·•··•·• ........... I 
:Q~fai l½~fq#,!:W!f!I(g$q9t• 

YOU ARE HEREBY SUl\.'11\-1:0NED and required to serve on [NlllllC and address of Attorney(,) for l'lainti:ff(s)]: 

Iiil~!BjtilPLLQ/·.···•·•··•·· ••·•··· . 
::-.-:-:-.-::-.-:-:--::--:-:--:.--.·. • ..... _._.., ... '. ·':'' ·:1····:·::- _: -: _:•.:.:•:.::-:::::::))\)))ii-:)::\:t::;; :-,_ ... 

an answer t(i the complaint which is served on you with this summons, within :~:0:4a.y~ij(§/Lservice of this summons 
on you, exclusive of the day of service. lfyou fail to do so, judbJJTient by default will he taken against you for the relief 
demanded in the complaint. Any answer that you serve on the parties to this action must be filed with the Clerk of this 
Court within a reasonable period of time after service. 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF WEST VIRGINIA 

JOE MURDOCK, III, 

Plaintiff, 

v. 

Charleston Division 

CIVIL ACTION NO. 

.. THE UNJTED STATES OF AMERICA, 

Defendant. 

Preface to Complaint 

5:08-1404 
---

Pursuant to the provisions of the West Virginia Medical Professional Liability Act, W. 

Va. Code§ 55-7B-1 et seq., plaintiff has served, by certified mail, a Notice of Claim against each 

health care provider named in this Complaint. Accompanying that Notice of Claim was a 

Screening Certificate of Merit as required under the West Virginia Medical Professional Liability 

Act. No individual, corporation, company or limited partnership upon whom a Notice of Claim 

and Screening Certificate of Merit was served ha~ requested or demanded pre-suit mediation. 

COMPLA1NT 

1. At all times relevant to the matters alleged in this Complaint, the Plaintiff was 

incarcerated in federal prison in Raleigh County1 West Virginia. 

2. At all times relevant to the matters alleged in this Complaint, the Defendant, Joe 

Murdock, III, had a physician-patient relationship with the medical providers at the federal 

prison in Raleigh County, West Virginia. 

S:ICIUile\mlMURJ. l \Pleadings\Med Ma! Complaint.doc 1 
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3. The United States is vicariously liable for the negligence of the medical providers 

at the federal prison in Raleigh County, West Virginia, 

4. On October 15, 2005, while incarcerated at the federal prison in Raleigh County, 

1vfr. Murdock was playing football when he planted his left leg and was hit. At that time, he 

injured his left knee. 

5. On October 15, 2005, Mr. Murdock presented to the clinic at the federal prison in 

Raleigh County, West Virginia, -with complaints of left knee pain and swelling. He was treated 

with RICE therapy, given crutches and bag of ice and instructed io follow up the following 

Monday if there was any change in his condition. 

6, On October 17, 2005, an x-ray of Mr. Murdock's left knee was taken and read as 

showing minimal osteoarthritis of the left knee, osteochondritis desiccans lateral femoral condyle 

and a free bone fragment in the medial compartment. 

7. Mr. Murdock continued to return to the clinic throughout October, November and 

December of 2005 \vilh complaints of left knee pain, swelling, inability to ambulate, and lack of 

motion. During that time, he requested an MRI be done. He was denied the MRI until January 

2006. 

8. On or about January 3, 2006, an MRI was done of Mr. Murdock's left knee at 

Appalachian Regional Hospital. The MRI showed a fracture of the lateral femoral condyle 

extending into the articulate surface, joint effusion, probable tear of the anterior cruciate 

ligament, a bone contusion involving the lateral femoral condyle and a tear of the posterior 

lateral meniscus and partial tear of the posterior horn of the lateral meniscus, 

9. After having the MRI explained to him, Mr. Murdock was instructed that he 

would require knee surgery in order to repair his knee. Mr. Murdock requested that surgery, but 

S:\Clt_file\m\MURJ. L \P!eadingslMed Mal Complaintdoc 2 
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was refused by the federal prison system. He wa" told that he would be released from prison 

within the next month and that he could have the surgery performed after he got out of prison. 

10. Mr. Murdock was released from custody in February 2006. After release, he saw 

Dr. Murray at Triangle Orthopedic Associates with complaints of the left knee injury. It was 

'determined by Dr. Murray that :!vlr. Murdock required a total joint arthroplasty of the left knee. 

The surgery was performed May 4, 2006. 

11. A second surgery was performed on August 9, 2006 for manipulation of the knee 

under anesthesia due to arthrofibrosis of the lmee as a result of the first surgery. 

12. The Defendant failed to provide appropriate medical care and treatment to Mr. 

Murdock by failing to have an MRI conducted immediately, and by failing to have an orthopedic 

surgery referral. 

13. The Defendant was negligent in refusing to allow 1-fr. Murdock access to an 

orthopedic surgeon and refusing to allow him to have surgery on his left knee when such surgery 

was necessary. 

14. Because of the negligence of the Defendant in failing to provide appropriate and 

timely care to .Mr. Murdock, he was required to have a left total knee arthroplasty and a second 

surgery to manipulate his knee under anesthesia. 

15. As a result of the negligence of the Defendant, Mr. Murdock has suffered severe 

emotional distress. 

16. Pursuant to the provisions of West Virginia Code § 55-7B-6, a Notice of Claim 

and screening certificate was provided to the Defendant, including a report from Dr. Terrence 

Piper. In that report, Dr. Piper opined that the left knee arthroplasty undergone by Mr. Murdock 

in May 2006 was a direct result of the untreated femur fracture incurred on October 15, 2005. 

S:\CJt_filc'.m\lv!UiU.1 IPleadir,gs\Med Mal Complaintdoc 3 
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Dr. Piper further opined that at the time of the injury, given Mr. Murdock's complaints, the 

mechanism of injury described by Mr. Murdock, as well as the x-ray taken October 17, 2005, 

Mr. Murdock should have been immediately scheduled for an _MRI and referred to a qualified 

orthopedic surgeon for consultation for surgery. It was Dr. Piper's opinion that failure by the 

medical providers in the prison clinic to implement both of these measures violated the 

applicable standard of care. Dr. Piper opined that after receiving the MRI report in January of 

2006 confirming a femoral condyle fracture, the prison medical providers' failure or refusal to 

have an immediate orthopedic consultation and surgery also violated the applicable standard of 

care. These violations proximately caused irreparable damage to Mr. Murdock's knee and 

caused a resultant need for a total knee replacement. It was Dr. Piper's opinion that if the prison 

medical providers had treated Mr. Murdock's condition in _accordance with the applicable 

standard of care, Mr. Murdock would have had a greater than 25% chance of having his knee 

repaired without the necessity of a total knee arthroplasty. 

17. As a result of the negligence of the Defendant as hereinabove described, the 

Plaintiff has incurred substantial medical expenses for the care and treatment of his condition. 

18. As a result of the negligence of the Defendant, the Plaintiff has suffered severe 

pain and mental anguish, wiU in the future continue to suffer severe pain and mental anguish; has 

been prevented from engaging in his usual activities, and will in the future be prevented from 

engaging in his usual activities; has incurred pennanent scarring and disfigurement, has a loss of 

earning capacity; will incur substantial future medical expenses and expenses for his care. He 

will require multiple revisions (replacements) of his artificial knee over the course of his life, 

each requiring hospitalization and extensive rehabilitation. Each surgery will result in severe 

pain and great expense. 

S:\Clt_file\m\MURJ. J\Pleading.s\Mcd Mal Complaint.doc 4 
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WHEREFORE, the Plaintiff demands judgment against the Defendant for the 

allegations set forth in this complaint. The Plaintiff seeks recovery against the Defendant for 

compensatory damages, pre and post judgment interest, attorney fees, costs, expenses, and all 

other expenses allowed by law. 

Counsel for Plaintiff 

S:\Clt_flle\mlt,HJR.i. I\Pleadings\Med Mal Complaiotdoc 

JOE MURDOCK, Ill 

By Counsel 

5 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF WEST VIRGINIA 

BECKLEY DIVISION 

JOE MURDOCK, III, 

Plaintiff, 

V. CIVIL ACTION NO. 5:08-cv-01404 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 

Defendant. 

ORDER OF DISMISSAL 

On this date, the Court was advised by Plaintiff's counsel that the above-styled civil action 

has been compromised and settled. Therefore, after careful consideration, the Court does hereby 

ORDER that this action be DISMISSED WITH PREJUDICE and STRICKEN from the docket 

of the Court. Further the Court ORDERS that this civil action may be reinstated only upon written 

motion of one of the parties alleging good cause for such reinstatement and filed within thirty (30) 

days of the entry of this Order. 

Lastly, the Court DIRECTS the Clerk of this Court to send a certified copy of this Order to 

any pro se party and to all counsel of record. 

ENTER: March 31, 2010 

~{Z~eA-,J 
IRENE C. BER.GER,JW)E 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT Of WEST VIRGINIA 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
SOUTHERi.~ DISTRICT OF WEST VIRGINIA 

AT BECKLEY 

JOE MURDOCK, III, 

Plaintiff, 

v. CIVIL ACTION 5:08-01404 

UNITED ST ATES OF AMERICA, 

Defendant, 

ORDER 

For reasons ;:i.ppearing to the court, this action is hereby REASSIGNED from the docket of 

the Honorable Thomas E. Johnston, United States District Judge, to the docket of the Honorable 

Irene C. Berger, United States District Judge, for all further proceedings. 

The Clerk is directed to forward copies of this order to Judge Johnston, Judge Berger, all 

counsel of record, and any unrepresented party. 

DATED: November 23, 2009 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF WEST VIRGINIA 

BECKLEY DIVISION 

JOE MURDOCK, III, 

Plaintiff, 

V. CIVIL ACTION NO. 5:08-cv-01404 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 

Defendant. 

ORDER OF DISMISSAL 

On this date, the Court was advised by Plaintiff's counsel that the above-styled civil action 

has been compromised and settled. Therefore, after careful consideration, the Court does hereby 

ORDER that this action be DISMISSED WITH PREJUDICE and STRICKEN from the docket 

of the Court. Further the Court ORDERS that this civil action may be reinstated only upon written 

motion of one of the parties alleging good cause for such reinstatement and filed within thirty (30) 

days of the entry of this Order. 

Lastly, the Court DIRECTS the Clerk of this Court to send a certified copy of this Order to 

any pro se party and to all counsel of record. 

ENTER: March 3 I , 20 I 0 

~~.~eA-,/ 
IRENE C. BERGER,JW)E 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT Of WEST VIRGINIA 



IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF WEST VIRGINIA 

JOE MURDOCK III, 

Plaintiff, 

v. Civil Action No. 5:08-CV-1404 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 

Defendant. 

STIPULATION FOR COMPROMISE SETTLE1\1ENT 
AND RELEASE 

It is hereby stipulated by and between Joe Murdock III, the undersigned Plaintiff, and the 

United States of America, by and through its attorney, as follows: 

1. The pruties do hereby agree to settle and compromise each and every claim of any 

kind, whether known or unknovro, arising directly or indirectly from the acts or omissions that gave 

rise to the above-captioned civil action under the terms and conditions set forth in this Settlement 

Agreement. 

2. The United States of America agrees to pay the sum of Two Hundred F arty Thousand 

Dollars and no cents ($240,000.00), to Joe Murdock III, the Plaintiff, as hereafter provided, which 

sum shall be in full settlement and satisfaction of any and all claims, demands, rights, and causes of 

action of whatsoever kind and nature, arising from, and by reason of any and a11 known and 

unknown, foreseen and unforeseen bodily and personal injuries, damage to property and the 

consequences thereof, resulting, and to result, from the subject matter of this settlement, including 

any claims for v..rrongful death, for which the Plaintiff or his guardians, heirs, executors, 



administrators, or assigns, and each of them, now have or may hereafter acquire against the United 

States of America, its agencies, agents, servants, and employees. 

3. Plaintiff and his guardians, heirs, executors, administrators or assigns hereby agrees 

to accept the payment of the sum set forth in this Stipulation for Compromise Settlement arid Release 

in full and final settlement and satisfaction of any and all claims, demands, rights, and causes of 

action of whatsoever kind and nature, including claims for wrongful death, arising from, and by 

reason of any and all known and Wlknown, foreseen and unforseen bodily and personal injuries, 

damage to property and the consequences thereof which she may have or hereafter acquire against 

the United States of America, its agents, agencies, servants and employees, on account of the same 

subject matter that gave rise to the above-captioned civil action, including any future claim or lawsuit 

of any kind or type whatsoever, whether known or unknown, and whether for compensatory or 

exemplary damages. It is expressly understood and agreed by the Plaintiff, Joe Murdock III, that the 

United States, its agencies, agents, servants, and employees are hereby RELEASED and 

FOREVER DISCHARGED from any and all claims demands, rights, causes of action and liability 

of whatsoever nature, whether foreseen or unforeseen, including claims for wrongful death, arising 

directly or indirectly from the subject matter of this civil action. Plaintiff and his guardians, heirs, 

executors, administrators or assigns further agree to reimburse, indemnify and hold harmless the 

United States of America, its agencies, agents, servants, and empioyees, from and against any and 

all such causes of action, claims, liens, rights, or subrogated or contribution interests incident to or 

resulting from further litigation or the prosecution of claims by Plaintiff or his guardians, heirs, 

executors, administrators or assigns against any third party or against the Defendant in this action 

including claims for wrongful death. 



4. This stipulation for compromise settlement is not, is in no way intended to be, and 

should not be construed as, an admission of liability or fault on the part of the United States, its 

agencies, agents, servants, and employees, and it is specifically denied that they are Hable to the 

Plaintiff. This settlement is entered into by all parties for the purpose of compromising disputed 

claims under the Federal Tort Claims Act and avoiding the expenses and risks of further litigation. 

5. It is also agreed, by and among the parties, that the respective parties will each bear 

their own costs, fees, and expenses and that any attorney's fees owed by the Plaintiff will be paid out 

of the settlement amount and not in addition hereto. 

6. It is also understood by and among the parties hereto that pursuant to Title 28, United 

States Code, Section 2678, attorneys' fees for services rendered in connection with this action shall 

not exceed 25% of the amount of this Compromised Settlement. 

7. The persons signing this Settlement Agreement warrant and represent that they 

possess full authority to bind the persons on whose behalf they are signing to the terms of the 

settlement. In the event the PlaintHf is a minor or a legally incompetent adult, the Plaintiff must 

obtain Court approval of the settlement at their expense. In the event Plaintiff fails to obtain such 

Court approval, the entire Stipulation for Compromise Settlement and Release and the compromise 

settlement are null and void. 

8, Payment of the settlemeni amount will be made by check drawn on the Treasury of 

the United States for Two Hundred Forty Thousand Dollars ($240,000.00), made jointly payable to 

Joe Murdock III, Plaintiff and Pauley Curry, PLLC, his attorneys. The check wi11 be mailed to 

Plaintiff and his attorneys at the following address: P.O. Box 2786, Charleston, West Virginia, 

25330. Plaintiff agrees to dismissal of the above-captioned action with prejudice, with each party 

bearing its ovm fees, costs, and expenses. 



9. The parties agree that this Stipulation for Compromise Settlement and Release, 

including all the tenns and conditions of this compromise settlement and any additional agreements 

relating thereto, may be made public in their entirety, and the Plaintiff expressly consents to such 

release and disclosure pursuant to 5 U.S.C. § 552a(b). 

Executed this_ iq rh day of tl1,mLv' , 2009, 

A\ - .·· I· .. \ -~ \ 

/ "\ t 1~ ,i,~ cf--"-+- rJ 
KINSON, R. --~---•-" 

Assistant United States Attorney 
Attorney for Defendant 

Executed this l () ·m 

JOE 
Plaint 

Executed this 4th 

day of ;VoJ£ /JJ.Jrf... , 2009. 

day of NN<>-,..._\......o/\. ., 2009. 

SUS ~CURR>f BRA.SSELLE 
Pauley Cutty, PLLC 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
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Attachment A 

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF WEST VIRGINIA 

&-e.[001 IIJ, LOl)I:S 3G) S5-·tJ/1 

FILED 
SEP 2 9 2008 

U.S. DISTRICT COURT 
CLARKSBllRG, WV 26301 

Elller 1he/illl name o{rhe p/11i11ti/{in this ac1io11 COMPLAINT 

Civil Actionil2l: _ _/ 5( _ 
V. (To he a,1·.1·iK11cd hr the Clerk o(Courl) 

t,tlA-8.Dt11./ )\j;:Lft/?QO f1LIM'.7Iftc.~2. 

Utl/ J:.:T ;}U,'ti .. f?, C HtJ:.. \' G l\:Z.VB,f 

Lr. vi:/VL'€" c i_6Z1Jcia:-z-:s 

Enter 11hovc 1/1(',/idl rumw o(d(!end(lnt(s) in rhi.1· a<'li<m 
(l(r<>u have addirion(II 1h:li.'1ulam.1·. list th('m un a separate sh('e/s ot'papcr) 

I. PARTIES 

/11 Item A he/ow, pl<u·c• yo11r 1111ml', i11111,1/e numhcr, and addn•ss in the space pro11idc·d. 

A. Name of Plaintiff: b I [_ 0 l) + S ----·--·---- -..... ~-- Inmate No.: _ 3 ~ 5 3 S '1 J 7 
Address:_r.l .. ?J!L_f?·I:6- s /11fllJJ=) B 0, ~" .X .Qo ~8,:J :;/:/ti(! ~Jtlf o/12 z y 

/11 /rem 8 he/ow. p/11c·e rhe_f11ll name if the de(endant, his or her c1(lici11/ poxition, and placl' of employment in 
the spa<'l' provided. U.1·l' Item Cfor additional defendants, if' any. 

B. Name of Defendant:_ ,&) c"LIA6,7 Do /1'7 1J ,f TJ:Ay.f z 
Position:Jt//hf DE ~1/iL t 1./(, ·1 G) , 
Place of Employment: Lh 5(..2.. _ _jf-.lf ,?EL.Io~l/t/fll: _ rec /}LiOJ/wooL}) 

United States District Court 5 Nor/hem District o( West Virginia 
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• 

C. Additional Defendants (provide 1he same information for each defendant as listed in Item B above): 

__ U !VI r· fY/ ;J!fr If, L II/ L 5 (; ft ~L/1/ E ,f ( ll 5, I~ 1//l? EZ 7V ~ 
L..r t)./ r r&!J-n/ r ll I/vc E- C

1 
L t::/1'7 F fl/Tf ( 1~, t, r·, L <J /J! ?o· c) 

-•-~-•-~-•,•-•~••-•-•-•-~1~~-~T••~------------------------

II. PLACE OF PRESENT CONFINEMENT 

Name o/Prisonl/nsti111rion:JJ I S ! fi 
A. Yes No 7 Is this where the events concerning your complaint took place'.' 

If you answered "no", where did the events occur'! -~ r ?, tU/_ZEL-'/(J/! .... _ 
B. Is there a prisoner grievance procedure in this institution? Yes~ No 

C. Did you present the facts relating to your complaint in the 
pri.~oner grievance procedure? Yes~- No 

D. If your answer is NO, explain why not: ______ _ 

E, If your answer is YES, what was the result at level one, level two, and level three (attach grievances and 
respon.~es ): 

uJJ)_/2_!1 r+s Flk·-roRY ______ _ 
----·------·--·-----·-· -~.-·-· ,, ____ --·---·· ··-' ----

Ill. PREVIOUS LAWSUITS 

A. 

B. 

Have you hegun other lawsuits in state or federal coun deal~nviith the same facts involve1l in this action 
or otherwise related to your imprisonment? Yes __ !':':___ No __ 

If your answer to A is Yes, Jescri be the lawsuit in the space helow. If there is more than one lawsuit, 
1lescrihe the aJditional lawsuits on another piece of paper using the same outline. 

I. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

S. 

ranie.~ to this previous lawsuit: 

Plaintiff(sl:,,0r L OU+.5 -------,--·---------
Defendant(s): __ /1~ ___ tff}_f/Zlr..S _) etJ.. C? ~ 
Court: tit ,s " J):j:.s_'IlKlI_T_cCl{)_/f_L fJ[({._ 7 {fE Na 6 Tfft"ltJ/--12JJ·r:rcr oF w; tJ. 

(fjfi!deraf l'Ollrt. name the district: i/stare court, name the co11nly) 

Docket Number: ___ C.J::.. (Jr ( /)c T_;I;Q1tl /Vol l,'"o C,, Ct/ I 77 
• 

Name of Judge(s) to whom case was assigned: _,,_(:_[f.z:: Cr· ,1{)/)6-E' +tflE IVc.../i.~E't;.Z Cy 
Disposition: PC /lJ fJ .£It/ 6='· 

(For example. was the case dismissed.~ Appealed? Pending?) 

United States District Co11rt 6 Northem District of West Virginia 
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7. 

IV. STATEMENT OF CLAIM 

Filed 09/29/2008 Page 3 of 7 

Stal<' here, as briefly as possible. the _k1c/s of your ca.H'. Describe 1\'hal Mch d<'/'endanl did to violate your 
consli/11//vna! rights. lnd11dc also th<' names ofothl'r person.1· involwd, dates. and places. Do no/ give any lex,11! 
ar,:_11mcnts or cite any cases or s/af/1/es. lf_vo11 in/emf lo u!lege a number ofrc!arcd claims. number and set_/i>rlh 
each claim in a separn/c paragraph. Use as much .~pace as you need. Allach extra sheets 14'pap<'r if11eccssarr. 

IV. STATEMENT OF CLAIM - continued. 

United Stales District Co11rl 7 Northern District cf West Virx,iliia 
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Unirt'd States District Co1111 8 
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Nonhem District of West Virginia 
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' 1V. ,J ~ GT ATEMENT OF CLAIM - continued. 

' ' 

;i/eve 
l' 

If efa/-

United States District Court 
--- q 

Northern District of West Virginia 
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V. REklEF 

State briefly and exactly what you want the Court to do/or you. Make no legal arg11ments. Cite 1w cases or 
stawtes. 

e..tff'll'!t"li SC/rvt ~! wr'fl, f1 ~ _ 'f{vs,c; I /,r/;90 
f]ttJJ/4/ .. tfi.fr!~ /) 6) ~~,J' ~P111cUa J-10/Y' r e/l'ct/f"~d-

. - , . r J 
'5foli:J{Clr t4 e ~:·ec,1rl) l/217 Si.//11 Of f1JufV('l«5v 

~.... r ~ ; . , ~ 

{ 7(/;{'!.:[ J/t/,iit)Jft/1 ?l/UtJSl;!A't? J.)(I l l-t7/f S,), 

-') fi;Q. --- /1, l 
Signed this :=-~--- duy of A ,-"C __ ~£+--------

() ;J ~P' 
~ ?left&(() 

Signa111rc o{ P/uinri(f' 

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. 

Signed this ~-~-yJ- d1iy 4l._1arc J _________ . HI Jl__B ___ . 

. il~ca 
Sigm1fl/re of Pluint({f' 

United States District Court Northern District of W o"SI Virginia 

. ,, 
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Type Qr use ball-pcinr pen. If attachments are ~eded, s11bmit four cqpiu. Addirional lnsrruaioru on revene. 
1 

.,::r:.,.:., i~v.:c5.JG€f"AJ"J /Vi J,3 :s s-019 /J•lfz zJJ ..IIC::..L..,~--f-+f,.<µ..,..,--

. UST N!IME, FDtST, MIDDLE lNlTlAL REG, NO. ~ 

Part B- RESPONSE 

RIECIE OVIE ~ 
APR l 6 2007 

l,;ol 

ORIGINAL ADMINISTRATIVE REMEDY FORM LOST. 

DATE 

Part C- RECEIPT a 'rard A/' 
Rctum to: '- O().J: ~ @. 

LAST NAME ST, MIDDLE INITIAL 
3 6 3'35--dif 

REG. NO. 

SUBJECT: _______________________ ---r---

DATE RECIPIENT'S SIGNATIJRE (STAFF MEMBER) 6P-22Si(1 
APRIL 1V 
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REQUEST FOR ADMINISTRATIVE REMEDY 
ADMINISTRATIVE REMEDY #449373-Fl 

You have filed a Request for Administrative Remedy in which you state staff 
are maliciously and deliberately placing your life in danger in retaliation 
for a lawsuit you have pending against the Bureau Of Prisons. You 
identified specific staff and stated further, you were placed in a cell 
with another inmate with whom you had a prior altercation with even after 
informing staff of the situation. 

Allegations regarding the inappropriate actions of staff are of particular 
concern to the Bureau Of Prisons. Please be advised this matter has been 
forwarded to the appropriate office and/or agency for investigation. 
However, due to the sensitive nature of this allegation, you may not be 
advised of the outcome of the investigation. 

If dissatisfied with this response, you may appeal to the Mid-Atlantic 
Regional Director, Federal Bureau of Prisons, Junction Business Park, 10010 
Junction Drive, Suite 100-N, Annapolis Junction, Maryland 20701. Your 
appeal must be received in the Regional Office within 20 days of the date 
of this res 

ORIGINAL ADMINISTRATIVE REMEDY FORM LOST. 

~c4~ 
Ta~enell 
Administrative Remedy Clerk 
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Type or u,t· ball-point P<=,ri" If -t1t.ichf11ents :ire needed, submit four ,·opies. One copy of the compktcd BP-229( 13) including .~ny attachments must be submitted 
with 1hi~ .ipp(·al. 

Frnm: Lou..r: 3'233:5-011- c_ -/(z;q/,.\ tJ,s,Rsu;. 5!/Ar'LJY 
REG. NO. UNIT ~ INSTITUTION 

Pi1rt ll - 1-tl-:Sl'ONSE 

DAil' REGIONAL DIRECTOR 
Tr dis,a!isried with this rcspon,e. you ma~ appeal to the General Cnun,<.'I. Your ,lppral mu,t b.: received in th<: Gcn<:r,d Counsel', Office within .10 ,·alcndar 
days of the d~tc of this rcspuns.:. 

ORIGINAL: RETURN TO lNMATE 4-•lf--q ?:f 3 -·f<.., f,-CASE NUMBER: _...,__ _ _;__:;..L..,.__~.,c..__;........J__ 

-------------------------------------
Part C - RECEIPT 

DATE 

USP LVN 

SIGNATURE, RECIPIENT OF REGIONAL APPEAL 
BP-230(13) 
JUNE 2002 
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Regional Administrative Remedy Appeal 
Part B - Response 

Date Filed: September 4, 2007 Remedy ID #449373-Rl 

You appeal the Warden's response to your Request for Administrative 
Remedy. You claim staff placed your life in danger in retaliation 
f. -=.1 r f _i J i. l~:.s c;_ l 3. ';/•,~~~:~ ~- t .!!_-~ ~l J_. rL.= ~ ~- ~~'""':. s :: L; ..L ..'.:; z.~ ~~ G f I? Li 3 :.::-.:-: ~.; ( bC; r: ' . ':{ '.j l.t ct .t t.: 

requesting compensation for this alleged issue. 

Our review of this matter indicated the Warden adequately and 
accurately addressed the issues you raised. You were advised an 
investigation is being conducted. Investigations are kept 
confidential in order to maintain the secure and orderly operation 
of the correctional facility. However, where there is a 
determination of lapse in performance by staff, appropriate action 
is taken. Regarding monetary damages, you may file an 
administrative tort claim under the Federal Tort Claims Act. You 
may request this form from your Unit Team. 

Your appeal of the Warden's response is denied. If you are 
dissatisfied with this response, you may appeal to the General 
Counsel, Federal Bureau of Prisons, 320 First Street, N.W., 
Washington, D.C. 20534. Your appeal must be received in the 
General Counsel's Office withi!l. 30 dnys f:rorn th, ~t~1-,,., ··,f th.Le 

SF!"' .I 9 ?UU/ 

Date 
gional Director 

id-Atlantic Regional Office 
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Fed<'".;.:,ii·it r,' "-:) :Jt ~ri ,on, 

. Central Office Administrative Remedy Appeal 

If .,, 11 .,chrric,ii" .. ,rr n~eded, submit four cories. One cnry eJch ol lhc ,·on1rktcd BP.:':''l1131 and BP-Bl)1 J 3). including "ny allach-Type or us~ b::ill •po1n1 pen. .. , 

men!S n,Lt,SI boc' 'u"b11r1111e,i;•i1h 1G-l1iqppeal.. ' Al ·31a3·s:s:::::ot a c--J CQ.IC,L) U1S; t!Fr& sEJIY-()y 
From, ;>le C'1.Cd 1 

- ' - ., + 1'mtr 7 INSTITUTION LAST NA E. FIRST, MIDDLE INITIAL. RE{,. NO. 

l'art H - RESPONSE 

c:c f j 9 !007 

Adn11nist:·ativr' i~t:t1H}1iv ~:;1•dio1· 
r· edi:'r,1 1 8u1;>a1, o! Pri:;or1s 

DATE CAS~_,:::~:-:l:,:OUNSU4''f9 3 7 3- A-1 
ORlUINAL: RETURN TO INMATE _______ _ ~------------------------ --------
Part C. RECEIPT CASE NUMBER: -------

3 0 3 5S---rff'/ C-/ ~7/fL) u 5,E 8-TG: SefA/t) {I 
_;;;_-=------'-----,,- 1~T / INSTITUTION / 

DATE SIGNATURE OF RECIPIENT OF CENTRAL OFFICE APPEAL 
BP-231(13) 
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Administrative Remedy No. 449373-Al 
Part B - Response 

Filed 09/29/2008 Page 6 of 6 

This is in response to your Central Office Administrative Remedy 
Appeal in which you allege USP Hazelton staff deliberately and 
maliciou~ly put your life in danger.in retaliation for i~itia~ing\ 
litigati~n against the Bureau of Prisons. You request financial 
compensation. 

Staff conduct is governed by Bureau of Prisons' Program Statement 
3420.09, Standards of Employee Conduct. The Bureau of Prisons 
takes dllegations of staff misconduct seriously. You have been 
informed that your allegations were referred to the appropriate 
authority for investigation. As to your request for financial 
compensation, the Administrative Remedy Program does not 
ordinarily provide for monetary relief. Your request for 
mo~etary compensation should be pursued through the appropria e 
st tutorily mandated procedure such as the Federal Tort Claims 
Ac to resolve this issue. We concur with the responses provided 
and find them appropriate. Records indicate that you received a 
close supervision transfer to USP Big Sandy on July 27, 2007. 

This response is provided for informational purposes only. 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF WEST VIRGINIA 

GERARD N. LOUIS, 

Plaintiff, 

v. Civil Action No. 5:08CV151 
(STAMP} 

WARDEN (Acting} RICARDO MARTINEZ, 
UNIT MANAGER CHRIS GRINER, and, 
LIEUTENANT VINCE CLEMENTS, 

Defendants. 

ORDER OF DISMISSAL 

On May 19, 2010, the parties appeared before this Court and 

notified this Court that the matters in controversy in the above

styled civil action have been compromised and settled. Therefore, 

it is ORDERED that this civil action be, and the same is hereby, 

DISMISSED WITH PREJUDICE and retired from the docket of the Court. 

For good cause shown, and under the inherent authority of this 

Court, this Court WAIVES the payment of the unpaid balance of the 

plaintiff's filing fees in this civil action. 

IT IS SO ORDERED. 

The Clerk is directed to transmit a copy of this order to the 

plaintiff by certified mail and to counsel of record herein. 

DATED: May 19, 2011 

/s/ Frederick P. Stamp, Jr. 
FREDERICK P. STAMP, JR. 
UNITED STATES DISTRICT JUDGE 
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;achment A 
INJURY, OR DEATH March 28, 2001 

I . Submit to Appropriate Federal Agency: 2. Name, Address of claimant and claimant's personal representative, if any. 

Administrtive Office of the DirEct.cr of T«rt (See instructions on reverse.) (Number, street, city, State and ZIP Code) 

United States Courts Civil Divisico Ma.r.io.-.A .-.. Morales #20561-424 
One C.Olunbia Circle NE U.S. Ce{:m1rra1t of ..l:stic bFederal Correctional Institution 
Washini?ton. o.c. 20544 i..a hir&rtrn. o.c. 20530 ... P.O.Box 725, Edgefield,S.C. 29824 

3. Type of Employment 4. Date ofBirth 5. Marital Status 6. Date and Day of Accident 7. Time (A.M. or P.M.) 
• Military lfl Civilian 12/29/1968 Married June 8' 2006 7:30 A.M. 

8. Basis of Claim (State in detail the known facts and circumstances atten_ding the damage, injury, or death, identifying persons and property involved, the place of 
occurrence and the cause thereof.) (Use additional pages if necessary.) . 

SEE ADDITIONAL-.ATTACHED PAGE 

9. PROPERTY DAMAGE 

Name and address of owner, if other than claimant (Number, Street, City, State, and ZIP Code) 

NOT-APPLICABLE 

Briefly describe the property, nature and extent of damage and the location where property may be inspected. (See instructions on the reverse side.) 

NOT-APPLICABLE 

10. PERSONAL IN1URY/WRONGFUL DEA TH 

State nan.ire and ex.tent of each injury or cause of death, which forms the basis of the claim. If other than claimant, state name of injured person or decedent. 

Claimant suffered 14 stab wounds to his back, left shoulder, and left 
forearm. Claimant suffered permenant nerve damage to left forearm and 
thumb digits on left hand. He also suffers daily psychological injury. 

11. WITNESSES 

Name Address (Number, St?eet, City, State, and ZIP Code) 

Marty Rae Miller -SHU Federal C.Orrectional Institution-1 MEMPHIS # 06745-030 cel~te 
1101 John Denie Road SHU Rec. Cage was also being Memphis, Tennessee 38134 

Video TaEed. 

12. (See instructions on reverse) AMOUNT OF CLAIM (in dollars) 

12a. Property Damage 12b. Personal Injury 12c. Wrongful Death 12d. Total (Failure to specify may 

NOT-APPLICABLE $10,000,000.00 cause forfeiture ofyourri~tsdJ. 
NOT-APPLICABLE Ten Million U. • s 

IT'en Million U.Sidls 1-$10. 000 .000. 00 
I CERTIFY THAT THE AMOUNT OF CLAIM COVERS ONLY DAMAGES AND INJURIES CAUSED BY THE ACCIDENT ABOVE AND AGREE TO ACCEPT 
SAID AMOUNT IN FULL SATISFACTION AND FINAL SEITLEMENT OF THIS CLAIM. 

13a. Signan.Jre of Claimant (Sec instructions on reverse side.) 13b. Phone Number of Signatory 14. Date of Claim 

'--\hruu'm ~ . ~l"f\ n. ij. 0 D NOT-APPLICABLE May 14, 2008 

CIVIL PENALTY FOR PRESENTING CRIMINAL PENALTY FOR PRESENTING FRAUDULENT 
FRAUDULENT CLAIM CLAIM OR MAKING FALSE STATEMENTS 

The claimant shall forfeit and pay to the United States the sum of $2,000, plus Fine of not more than $ I 0,000 or imprisonment for not more than 5 years or both. 
double the amount of damages sustained by the United States. (See 31 U.S.C. (See 18 u.s.c. 287, 1001.) 
3729,) 

95-109 
Previous editions not usable. 
(This form may be replicated via WP) 
SF-95 

NSN 7540-00-634-4046 

PRIVACY ACT NOTICE 

STANDARD FORM 95 (Rev. 7-85) 
PRESCRIBED BY DEPT. OF JUSTICE 

28 CFR 14.2 
Pa e2of2 
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This No1ice is provided in accordance with the Privacy Act, 5 U.S. C. 552a(eX3), 
and concerns the information requested in the letter to which this Notice is 
attached. 

A. Authority: The requested information is solicited pursuant to one 
or more of the following: 5 U.S.C. 301, 28 U.S.C. 501 et seq., 28 U.S.C. 2671 et 

seq., 28 C.f.R. Part 14. 
8. Principal Purpose: The information is to be used in 

evaluating claims. 

i ~achment A 
March 28, 2001 

C. Routine Use: See the Notices of Systems of Records for the agency 
to whom you are submitting this fonn for this information. 

0. Effect of Failure to Respond: Disclosure is voluntary. However, 
failure to supply the requested information or to execute the form may render 
your claim "invalid". 

INSTRUCTIONS 
Complete all items • Insert the word NONE where applicable. 

CLAIM SHALL BE DEEMED TO HA VE BEEN PRESENTED WHEN A FEDERAL AGENCY RECEIVES FROM A CLAIMANT, HIS DULY AUTHORlZEO AGENT, OR 
3GAL REPRESENTATIVE AN EXECUTED STANDARD FORM 95 OR OTHER WRlTIEN NOTIFICATION OF AN INCIDENT, ACCOMPANIED BY A CLAIM FORMONEY 
AM AGES IN A SUM CERTAIN FOR INJURY TO OR LOSS OF PROPERTY, PERSONAL INJURY, OR DEA TH ALLEGED TO HA VE OCCURRED BY REASON OF THE 
/CIDENT. THE CLAIM MUST BE PRESENTED TO THE AP PROP RIA TE FEDERAL AGENCY WITHIN TWO YEARS AFTER THE CLAIM ACCURES. 

Any instructions or information necessary in the preparation of your claim will be 
furnished, upon request, by the office indicated in item# I on the reverse side. 
::omplete regulations pertaining to claims asserted under the Federal Tort Claims 
<\ct can be found in Title 28, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 14. Many 
1gencies have published supplemental regulations also. If more than one agency 
s invo tved, please state each agency. 

flle claim may be filed by a duly authorized agent or other legal representative, 
JTOVided evidence satisfactory to the Government is submitted with said claim 
~tablishing express authority to act for the claimant A claim presented by an 
L&ent or legal representative must be presented in the name of the claimant. If the 
:!aim is signed by the agent or legal representative, it must show the title or legal 
:apacity of the person signing and be accompanied by evidence of his/her 
iuthotity to present a claim on behalf of the claimant as agent, executor, 
1dministrator, parent, guardian or other representative. 

f claimant intends to file claim for both personal injury and property damage, 
:laim for both must be shown in item 12 of this fonn. 

lie amount claimed should be substantiated by competent evidence as follows: 
(a) In support of the claim for personal injury or death, the claimant should 

ubmit a written report by the attending physician, showing the nature and extent 
,[injury, the nature and extent of treatment, the degree ofpennanent disability, if 
ny, the prognosis, and the period of hospitalization, or incapacitation, attaching 

itemized bills for medical, hospital, or burial expenses actually incurred. 

(b) In support of claims for damage to property which has been or can be 
economically repaired, the claimant should submit at least two itemized signed 
statements or estimates by reliable, disinterested concerns, or, if payment has been 
made, the itemized signed receipts evidencing payment. 

(c) In support of claims for damage to property which is not economically 
repairable, or if the property is lost or destroyed, the claimant should submit 
statements as to the value of the property, the date of purchase, and the value of 
the property, both before and after the accident Such statements should be by 
disinterested competent persons, preferably reputable dealers or officials familiar 
with the type of property damaged, or by two or more competitive bidders, and 
should be certified as being just and correct. 

(d) Failure to completely execute this form or to supply the requested material 
within two years from the date the allegations accured may render your claim 
"invalid". A claim is deemed presented when it is received by the appropriate 
agency, not when it is mailed. 

Failure.to 5pedry a sum certain will result In invalid presentation of your 
claim and may result in forfeiture of your rights. 

blic reporting burden for this collection of information is estimated to average I 5 minutes per response, including the time for reviewing instructions, searching existing data sources, 
tiering and maintaining the data needed, and completing and reviewing the collection of information. Send comments regarding this burden estimate or any other aspect of this 
lection ofinfonnation, including suggestions for reducing this burden, 

to Director, Tons Branch 
Civil Division 
U.S. Department of Justice 
Washington, DC 20530 

and to the 
Office of Management and budget 
Paperwork Reduction Project (1105-0008) 
Washington, DC 20503 

INSURANCE COVERAGE 
1rder that subrogation claims may be adfudicated, it is essential that the claimant provide the following information regarding the insurance coverage of his vehicle or property. 

Do you carry accident insurance? D Yes, if yes, give the name and address of insurance company (Number, street, city, State, and ZIP Code) and policy number. 

• No 

16. Have you filed claim on your insurance carrier in this instance, and if so, is it 17. If deductible, state amount. 
full coverage or deductible? 

If claim has been filed with your carrier, what action has your insurer taken or proposes to take with reference to your claim? (It is necessary that you ascenain these 

Do you carry public liability and property damage insurance? 0 Yes, if yes, give name and address of insurance carrier (Number, street, city, State, and ZIP Code) 

• No 

facts.) 
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BASIS OF CLAIM 

On the morning of June 8, 2006 (several months after claimant 
was locked up in the Special Housing Unit('rSHU") for his own protection
from his cellmate-iamate Ignacio Rodriguez-Moranche1#06586-030(who 
was an inmate known for violencelhe was locked up in December 2005 
for having a knife-"shank";let out of the SHU in January 2006]) claimant 
suffered personal injury, caused by employee's wrongful act, negligent 
act, and omission of act, while the employees were acting withing the 

scope of their employment. 

On the morning of June B, 2006, after claimant was placed in 
SHU recreation yard #2, Correctional Officers Ms. Simon, C.O. Dillard, 
C.O. Monix, and C.O. Williams placed inmate Rodriguez-Moranchel in 
the same recreation cage. This was done under the supervision of SHU 

Lieutenant-Brantley. 

The United States employees violated established Bureau of 
Prisons policy and procedure, when they placed claimant-M'orales' 
Seperate-tee in the same rP-creation cage as he. The employees further 
violated policy when they omitted to scan Rodriguez with mental
detecting wand, negligently failed to pat him down and have him remove 
his shoes, wrongfully failed to have the assigned employee/officer 
check the seperate-tee log, failed to have the assigned employee/offi
cer sit in the supervison chair-watching the goings on of the prison~ 
ers in the rec-cage, and they failed to stop the brutal assault 
suffered by claimant at the hands of inmate Rodriguez-M'oranchel. 

Due to this negligence, which had nothing to do with discretion
ary duties, claimant Morales almost lost his life. He suffered 14 
stab wounds, which later got worse because they failed to treat him 
with a specialist and prefered to transfer him away to Edgefield, 
South Carolina. At FCI Edgefield, Bmonths later he was treated by a 
specialist who concluded that claimant had suffered permenant nerve 
damage. Records will show that Morales suffers psychological problems 
as a result of this brutal assault and currently takes several psycho-

tropic medications. '--{\\JJJ\J.ii J\ . ·i)~~ S =j 'l-0'& 
&BOVE PRESENTED UNDER PENALTY OF PERJURY PURSUANT TO§ i1~6. 
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STfPULA TION FOR COMPROMISE SETTLEMENT AND Rl:LEASE OF 
FEDERA.L TORT CLAJMS AC'T CLAIMS PURSUANT TO 28 U.S.C'. § 267:?. 

It is hereby stipulated by and between the undersigned claimants I meaning any person, other 

than the united States. signing this agrccmcm), and the CNJTED STATES OF AMERICA, hy :md 

through their rcsp ... -ctivc anomcys. as follows: 

I. TI1c parties do hen.-hy agre,: to settle and compromise each and every claim of any kind. 

whether known or unknown. arising dir .. -ctly or indirectly from the acts or omissions that gave rise 

10 !hi: administrJtivc claim. TRT-MXR-20l)S.043S9. personal injury claim of Mario A. Moraks. 

Rl--g:is1er Nu mt.er 20561-424. arising from his incarc.:nuion at the fcder.il Correctional Institution, 

Mcrnpk,, Tennesscc. Sp..'Cifically any ami :ill claims arising out of an altercation with another 

inmate on June 8. 2006 in the recreation area of the Spccinl Housing Unit. 

2. The United States of America agrees to pay rhc sum of$2.S00.00 [TWO THOUSAND 

AND 500 DOLLARS J, which sum shall be in full settlement and satisfaction of any and all claims. 

dcrnamls. rights. and causes of action of whatsoever kind and nature, arising fiom. and by re:u;on of 

any and all known and unkno\vn. foreseen amt unfort.-scen bodily and personal injuries, damage to 

propcny and the .;on~uem:es thereof, resulting, and to result, from the subject matter of this 

sc1tlcmo,..'l1t. for which daimW\ts or their guardians, heirs. executors. administr..itors. or assi1'ns. and 

=h of them. now have or may hcrcafier acquire against I.he United States of America. its agents, 

servants, and 1..--mployc~. 

J. C'laim:m1s :.md their guardians. heirs, executors, adminis1r.11ors or ussigns hereby ii!!"-"'-' to 

aCC<-'PI the stuns set forth in this S1i1lul.1tion of Compromis.: Settlcmcm in full scllkmc'lll unJ 

_Page 3' 
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satisfaclion of any an<l all claims. demands, rights, an<l causes of action of whatsoever kind and 

nature. including claims for wrongful death, arising lrom, and by reason of any and all known and 

unknown. forc~t:n an<l unforeseen bodily and personal injuries. damage to propeny an<l the: 

consequences thcrco r which they may have or hereafter acquire against the United States of America, 

its agents, servWlls and employees on nccoulll of the same subject matter that ga\'c rise to the 

administrative claims. including any future claim or lawsuit of any kind onype whatsoever. whether 

known or unkno~vn. and whether for compensatory or exemplary damages. Claimants aod their 

guan.lians, heirs. cx.:cutors, administr,ltors or a.o;sib'flS funher agree to reimburse, indemnify and hold 

ham1!<!S.~ the Un.itc<l Slates of America, its agents, servants. and employees from and against any and 

all such L"ll.USC:S of uction. claims. liens, riWllS. or subrogated or contribution intcn.-sts incident to or 

r~ultin¥ from fun her litigation or the prosecution of claims by claimants or their guardians. hein.. 

.:xccutors, administr.11ors or assigns ag:ainst uny third pany or uguinst the United States. including 

claims for wrongful death. 

4. Th.is stipulation for compromise settlement is not. is in no way intended to be. and should 

not be construed as. an admission of liability or fault on the pan of the Unitod Sllltcs, its agents, 

servonls. or cJmployi.'\.'S. and it is spccifie11lly denied that lhcy are liable to the plaintiffs. This final 

settlement is entered into by all panics for the purpose of compromising disputed claims under the 

Federal Ton Claims Act 

S. It is also agreed. by and among the parties, that the respective parties will each bear 

their own costs, fees, and expenses and !Mt any attomC)'S fees owed by the daimunts will be paid 

out oftl\C scttlcm,mt 1uooun1 antl 1101 in addition lhcrcto. 

-2-
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(1. The persons signing lhis Scttlcmem Agrci:mcnt warrant and represent that they p<.isscss 

full uullwrity 10 bind the rersons on whose behalf they arc signing 10 the lerms of the sctlh'.;ment. 

7. The parties agree that this Stipulation for Compromise Seulement and Release, including 

all the t.::m1s an<l c-ondi1io11s of this comprnmisc settlement and any additional agreements relating 

thi:reto. may bc mudc 1iublic in thcir cmircty. an<l the claimants expressly consent 10 such release and 

disclosure rursuam to 5 l.f.S.C. § 552a(b). 

-----------
Mario :\. Mor.1ks 

.\1anhcw MeiruJy 
D.:put)' Rcs.;ional Counsel 
h-deral Burc-.iu or Prisons 

----
Dute 

Date 

~3-

__ P_age_s, 
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Mo.-\-\ It t w M, N\ r,. \ \ o.d. / , N\o \(, !\ J ~i rwl 
o~fo, a~ 1 3,ooo~oD. (d. ?o.3es) 
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·@·······::..•: .. ; . A''._ . .· 
~ . :·?tr . .. ~;-._ ... ~ 

. '·i '. 

Mario Morales 
Register No.20561-424 
Federal Corrcctionul Complex - Low 
P.O. Box 9000 
Forrest City, AR 72336 

U.S. Department of Justice 

Federal Bureau of Prisons 

Aiid-Atlm1tic Regional Office 

3!)! Sc11.111d {)ri,•,·. S11ill' ]00 

.-l111111pu1i, J1111uio11. M/J !0701 

April 27, 2009 

Re: Administrntive Tort Claim :--Jo. TRT-;'vlXR-2008-04389 

Dear \,tr_ \lornlcs: 

\Ve arc in receipt of your letter dated January S, 2009, received in this onice on /\pril 20, 
2009, which conrnins a counter offer to our monetary offer of $2,500.00. We consider this letter 
a request for reconsideration. You state that you will accept a sum ofSIJ,000.00; full mediciil 
and psychological treatment for your injuries; and will stipulate that the claims arose out of an 
assault \vith a dangerous weapon, not an altercation. 

We have reviewed your claim, as well as your medical and psychological records in 
detail. an<l are oflcring you S3,000.00 in settlement of your claims. Under Tennessee law you 
will have the bunkn of proving damages. Although you st1tc you suffered pennanent nerve 
damage.•, there is no medical evidence to support your claim. ln your previous lawsuit you 
submillcd a doctor's report dated March 29, 2007, to support your claim of nerve damage. The 
judge in th.it lawsuit indicated that the report "docs not appear to support Plaintiff's position," 
and we dv not se0 ,vherc it indicates that you have permanent nerve damage. 

Although ,vc do not intend to minimiz~ the assault, we must look at the available records 
to determine an appropriate settlement. In this case, you w~re examined and treated by medical 
personnel who comcmporaneously took notes as to your 1111:dical condition. All the records 
indicate that you suffered fourteen superficial puncture wounds requiring no sutures, and no 
treatment at an outside medical facility w..1s necessary. While you might disagree with this 
assessment, ab.sent medical evidence that the assessment was incorrect, we must accord it great 
weight. 

Based on 1hc above, we believe that our ofter of $3,000.00 is a fair settlement in this case. 
You havr.: been provided, anJ will continue to be provided appropriate medical and psychologic:11 
1n::a1111em while inc::rn.::i.:rntcd within the Bureau of Prisons. Finally, because the amount being 
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offered will be puid through the Treasury Judgment Fund, the settlement language is dictated by 
them. This language is auachcd for your review and signatmc. 

:r you arc not s:nisfied with our determination in this matter, you may file suit in the 
appropriau: L.S. District Cout1 not later tlwn six months af.cr the date of this letter. 

Sincerely, 

:..'- C •.• l i;,.~_t(:: I/ 
.' ,. ( 

Matthew M. Mellady 
Deputy Regional Counsel 
Mid-Atlantic Regional Office 
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BP-$j48.055 INMATE REQUEST TO STAFF cornr-. 
SEP 98 
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

TO: {Ps~r~atoeoo~ Sta6fe?~er) 

fROM :~/\ • 
.Q( 10 t l ,.. ' · \6 1 aies 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

WESTERN DISTRICT OF TENNESSEE 
WESTERN DIVISION 

MARIO A. MORALES JUDGMENT IN A CIVIL CASE 

v. 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA CASE NO: 09-2350-A 

DECISION BY COURT. This action came to consideration before the 
Court. The issues have been considered and a decision has been 
rendered. 

IT IS SO ORDERED AND ADJUDGED that in accordance with the Amended 
Memorandum Opinion entered on December 8, 2014, Judgment is entered 
in favor of the Plaintiff, Mario A. Morales, against Defendant, 
United States of America, in the amount of $105,000.00 for 
injuries, including pain and suffering and loss of physical and 
mental health. This cause is hereby dismissed. 

APPROVED: 

s/ S. Thomas Anderson 
S. THOMAS ANDERSON 
UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

December 11, 2014 s/ Thomas M. Gould 
Date Clerk of Court 

s/ Terry Haley 
(By) Deputy Clerk 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE WESTERN DISTRICT OF TENNESSEE 

WESTERN DIVISION 

MARIO A. MORALES, ) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

Plaintiff, 

v. No. 09-2350-ST A-cgc 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 

Defendants. 

MEMORANDUM OPINION 

This is a negligence action brought against the United States of America in accordance 

with the Court's federal-question jurisdiction under 28 U.S.C. § 1331. Plaintiff Mario A. 

Morales claims that while he was in custody of the United States Bureau of Prisons ("BOP") at 

the Federal Correctional Institution in Memphis, Tennessee ("FCJ Memphis''), the BOP breached 

a duty of care by failing to protect him from another prisoner. Thus, Morales argued, the United 

States is liable under 18 U.S.C. § 4042 and the Federal Tort Claims Act ("FTCA"). The Court 

tried this civil action without a jury on August 19, 2014. Following the trial, the parties filed 

proposed findings of facts and conclusions of law. Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 52 requires 

that "[i]n an action tried on the facts without a jury ... , the court must find the facts specially 

and state its conclusions of law separately." 1 

1 Fed. R. Civ. P. 52(a)(l). 
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FINDINGS OF FACT 

I. The June 8, 2006 Attack 

Plaintiff Mario Morales was in the custody of the BOP at FCJ Memphis from spring 2004 

to August 2006. In late 2004 or early 2005, Mr. Morales became cell mates with Mr. Ignacio 

Rodriguez. In December of 2005, Mr. Rodriguez was placed in the Special Housing Unit 

("SHU") for possession of a knife, and Mr. Morales, who also spent time in the SHU, requested 

that Mr. Rodriguez be moved to another cell. Upon Mr. Morales's release into general 

population, he witnessed an altercation in the prison's recreation yard with Mr. Rodriguez and 

another inmate. 2 After the altercation, Mr. Morales, Mr. Rodriguez, and the other inmates 

involved were placed in SHU pending an investigation. 

While in the SHU, inmates may leave their cells and go to the recreation area, or "rec 

cage," for one hour a day, five days a week. At the relevant time, Mr. Morales and Mr. 

Rodriguez were on "keep-away" status, meaning that the two inmates were to have no physical 

contact with each other and were not to be placed in the rec cage together. FCI Memphis policy 

required SHU officers to transport inmates in pairs. On the morning of June 8, 2006, SHU 

Officer Ann Simon escorted Mr. Morales from his cell to the rec cage alone. FCI Memphis 

policy also required a pat-down search and handheld-metal-detector search of inmates before 

they entered the rec cage. Officer Simon only performed a pat-down search of Mr. Morales. She 

did not check to determine if Mr. Morales and Mr. Rodriguez were in keep-away status. She 

then escorted and placed Mr. Rodriguez into the rec cage with Mr. Morales. It is unclear 

2 The Defendant proposes that Mr. Morales was identified as being "involved" in the 
altercation and states that another inmate identified him as an aggressor. Such facts are not 
relevant to the Court's decision. 

2 
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whether Officer Simon performed a search of Mr. Rodriquez, but she did not ensure that there 

was an officer observing the rec cage. She then walked away. 3 

After Officer Simon left the rec area, Mr. Rodriguez attacked Mr. Morales with a 7-inch 

metal weapon, similar to an ice pick. Mr. Rodriguez stabbed Mr. Morales 14 times with the ice 

pick-in the arms, shoulders, and abdomen. Mr. Morales attempted to evade Mr. Rodriguez and 

feared for his life. After SHU officers finally arrived at the rec cage, they entered the area and 

separated Mr. Rodriguez and Mr. Morales. An investigation later determined that Mr. Rodriguez 

was the attacker. 

II. Treatment of Physical Injuries 

SHU officers then transported Mr. Morales to the SHU Medical Triage room, where he 

was treated by the medical staff. Mr. Morales received six or seven wounds on his left arm, 

which were the most severe. A Registered Nurse cleaned the scratches and puncture wounds 

with soap and water, administered a tetanus shot, and indicated that follow-up in the clinic would 

be "as needed." The medical staff described Mr. Morales's wounds as "superficial'' and "scant," 

and they did not run any tests to determine the depth of the punctures. 

By June 12, 2006, Mr. Morales began experiencing problems opening and closing his left 

hand and numbness and tingling in his left arm. That day, Dr. Nahem Naimey, the senior 

medical officer at FCI Memphis, examined Mr. Morales and determined that the deep nerves 

serving muscles in Mr. Morales's left arm were intact. He later recommended that Mr. Morales 

receive an electromyogram ("EMG'') of his left arm from a specialist in order to diagnose any 

3 The Plaintiff filed a Motion in Limine for an Adverse Inference with regard to a video 
recording of what happened in the rec cage. ECF No. 110. The video no longer exists. The 
Court took the Motion under advisement. The Court is the finder of fact in this case, and, after 
hearing all of the evidence, the Court determines that no real dispute exists as to what took place 
in the rec cage during the attack. Thus, the Motion is denied as moot. 

3 
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possible nerve damage. Dr. Naimey's recommendation was forwarded to the BOP's utilization 

review committee, which approved the recommendation on July 20, 2006. In the meantime, a 

physician's assistant at FCI Memphis examined Mr. Morales on June 23 and July 19 to address 

his continued complaints of numbness. Notes from this meeting indicate that Mr. Morales had 

full range of motion in the left arm and good grip in his left hand. A physician's assistant again 

saw Mr. Morales on August 16. 

After his last visit with the physician's assistant on August 16, Mr. Morales was 

transferred to the Federal Correction Institution in Edgefield, South Carolina ("FCI Edgefield"). 4 

Although the BOP's utilization review committee approved an EMO for Mr. Morales on July 20, 

2006, Mr. Morales did not receive an EMG until March 29, 2007, at the Aiken Regional Medical 

Center in Aiken, South Carolina. There, Dr. Khaled Kamel performed an EMO. An EMO is 

composed of two parts: nerve conduction, which tests the motor nerves, and a needle test, which 

determines if muscles have been affected by damage to the nerve controlling the muscle. Dr. 

Kamel conducted the test and determined that there was "significant damage" to Mr. Morales's 

ulnar sensory component and ulnar digital component, which can lead to a loss of function. 

When asked in his deposition whether the amount of time between the injury and the EMG was 

too long, Dr. Kamel only responded that there were 

too many variables to answer that for certainty .... [A]s far as how 
far after the injury are you supposed to do this test, it really varies 
depending on a case-by-case basis .... But ... I would say, you 
know, the sooner obviously the better just to find out what direct 
damage resulted, yes. 5 

4 Mr. Morales also spent a brief period of time 10 the Federal Transfer Center in 
Oklahoma City. 

5 Dep. of Dr. Khlaed Kamel 16:25-17:1-13. 

4 
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Mr. Morales continues to suffer from numbness and loss of feeling in his left hand, although Dr. 

Kamel also testified that, over time, nerve damage may heal. 

III. Treatment of Psychological Injuries 

Mr. Morales suffered psychological trauma as a result of the attack. The Defendant 

presented evidence that Mr. Morales had frequent contact with psychological services during the 

period of his incarceration before the attack. Furthermore, a test in August 2005 concluded that 

Mr. Morales "exaggerated negative characteristics and psychiatric symptoms in order to appear 

more distressed or disturbed."6 Five days after the attack, Mr. Morales met with Chief 

Psychologist Stacy Spier at FCI Memphis. A psychologist then recommended that Mr. Morales 

read Anxiety for Dummies. After his transfer from FCI Memphis to FCI Edgefield, he raised 

concerns about his mental condition, telling the intake psychologist that he suffered from Post

Traumatic Stress Disorder. 7 He experienced nightmares, panic attacks, and trouble breathing

all brought on by sudden memories of the attack. Some clinicians with the BOP determined that 

Mr. Morales was not falsely presenting any information about his condition, while others 

believed that he was indeed exaggerating his psychological problems. At times in the months 

after the attacks, Mr. Morales's condition improved;8 at other times, Mr. Morales would 

complain of similar psychological problems. 

6 Evaluation Report of Kristen Stone, M.S., Pl.'s Ex. 13. 

7 The Court does not accept Dr. De Jesus's "diagnosis" of PTSD, as she stated that she 
"could only testify as to [herl observations of Mr. Morales's behavior when [shel met him, and at 
the time he was not experiencing any symptoms of PTSD." Trial Tr. 58:24-59:9. Her 
"diagnosis" was based on documentation in the system from years before, and he had not 
received an actual diagnosis of PTSD from any psychologist. 

8 In late 2007, Dr. Jessica Seaton met three times with the Plaintiff and could not make an 
affirmative diagnosis. She believed that Mr. Morales was not showing signs of mental illness 
that merited an affirmative diagnosis. 

5 
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At trial, Dr. Selma De Jesus-Zayas ("Dr. De Jesus"), the former Chief of Psychology 

Services at the Federal Correctional Institution in Miami, Florida ("FCI Miami") testified as to 

her contact with the Defendant. 9 The Court admitted Dr. De Jesus as an expert in the area of 

psychology and qualified Dr. De Jesus to testify as to her treatment of Mr. Morales. Dr. De 

Jesus testified that Mr. Morales failed to receive sufficient psychological treatment in the wake 

of the attack. She opined that providing literature and conducting a brief counseling session 

were not adequate methods of treating Mr. Morales. From her treatment of Mr. Morales at FCI 

Miami and experience in the profession, Dr. De Jesus testified that the anxiety, depression, and 

hallucinations that Mr. Morales was experiencing were consistent with symptoms associated 

with incidents of trauma. 

CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 

I. The Federal Tort Claims Act 

As set forth in the Pretrial Order, Mr. Morales alleges that the Defendant was negligent 

and grossly negligent in failing to keep Mr. Morales from Mr. Rodriguez, in allowing Mr. 

Rodriguez to have the weapon, and in failing to care for Mr. Morales both physically and 

psychologically after the attack. Mr. Morales brings these claims under the Federal Tort Claims 

Act ("FTCA"). 10 Under the FTCA, "the United States has consented, subject to certain 

exceptions, to suit for damages for personal injuries caused by the negligence of government 

employees acting within the course and scope of their employment." 11 

9 Mr. Morales was transferred to FCI Miami in 2011, where he met Dr. De Jesus. 

10 28 U.S.C. § 1346(b), 2671-2680. 

11 Montez v. United States, 359 F.3d 392,395 (6th Cir. 2004) (citing 28 U.S.C. 1346(b)). 
There is no contention in this case that BOP employees were not "acting within the scope of 
[their] office[s] or employment," as required by 28 U.S.C. § 1346(b). 

6 
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The Defendant filed a Motion in Limine seeking to exclude consideration of the 

Plaintiff's claim that the Defendant was negligent in failing to treat Mr. Morales's psychological 

injuries because the Plaintiff failed to exhaust his administrative remedies under the FTCA and 

did not plead said claim in his Complaint. Under 28 U.S.C. § 2675, a plaintiff may not bring an 

action against the United States "unless the claimant shall have first presented the claim to the 

appropriate Federal agency and his claim shall have been finally denied by the agency in writing 

and sent by certified or registered mail." 12 The Court holds that the Plaintiff's administrative 

claim satisfied the FTCA's notice requirements. Prior to filing this lawsuit, Mr. Morales filed a 

"Claim for Damage, Injury, or Death" with the Administrative Office of the Courts and the Torts 

Branch of the United States Department of Justice's Civil Division. 13 In that claim, in a limited 

text box, Mr. Morales stated that he "suffered 14 stab wounds to his back, left shoulder, and left 

foreann. [Mr. Morales] suffered permenant [sic] nerve damage to left forearm and thumb digits 

on left hand. He also suffers daily psychological injury." 14 Such a description is sufficient to 

serve due notice on the agency that it should investigate the events that took place and the 

' d" J . l'i agency s reme rn acttons. " These allegations in the Plaintiff's administrative claim are 

consistent with those in the Plaintiff's Complaint in this action, including his allegation that the 

agency failed to treat the Plaintiff in the wake of the accident described. The Motion is denied. 

2005). 

12 28 u.s.c. § 2675. 

13 See Pl.'s Compl. 9. 

14 Id. 

15 See Estate of Trentadue ex rel. Aguilar v. United States, 397 F.3d 840, 853 (10th Cir. 

7 
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II. Negligence Under the FTCA 

The FTCA allows a federal prisoner to sue for personal injury suffered as a result of a 

federal employee's negligence. 16 Herc, the government's duty of care is set by 18 U.S.C. § 

4042, which mandates that the BOP "provide suitable quarters and provide for the safekeeping, 

care, and subsistence of all persons charged with or convicted of offenses against the United 

States ... and provide for the protection, instruction, and discipline of all persons charged with 

or convicted of offenses against the United States." 17 This duty is similar to the standard of 

ordinary care. 18 

In determining liability, "the clements of state tort law must be applied." 19 Neither party 

disputes that Tennessee law should apply to the claims. Under Tennessee law, a claim of 

negligence requires that the plaintiff prove five elements: "a duty of care owed by the defendant 

to the plaintiff; conduct falling below the applicable standard of care that amounts to a breach of 

that duty; an injury or loss; cause in fact; and proximate cause." 20 Mr. Morales was incarcerated 

al FCI Memphis, and therefore the Defendant owed him a duty of care. 

16 United States v. Muniz, 374 U.S. 150 (1963). 

17 18 U.S.C. § 4042; see Friedman v. United States, No. 99-1445, 2000 U.S. App. LEXIS 
15353, at * 8 (6th Cir. June 21, 2000). 

18 See Owens v. Haas, 601 F.2d 1242, 1249 (2d Cir. 1979); Strachan v. United States, No. 
08-394, 2009 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 49005, at* 11 (E.D. Ky. June 5, 2009). 

19 Flechsig v. United States, 991 F.2d 300, 303 (6th Cir. 1993) (citing Schindler v. United 
States, 661 F.2d 552, 560 (6th Cir. 198 l)). 

20 White v. Lawrence, 975 S.W.2d 525, 529 (Tenn. 1998) (citing McClung v. Delta 
Square Ltd. Partnership, 937 S.W.2d 891, 894 (Tenn. 1996)). 

8 
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A. Failure to Provide Safekeeping 

The Defendant breached its duty of care to Mr. Morales when it allowed him to enter the 

recreation cage with Mr. Rodriguez. Officer Simon failed to review the keep-away status of Mr. 

Morales and Mr. Rodriguez before placing them in the rec cage together. She admitted in an 

affidavit, "I didn't review the recreation documentation to see if there were any separation 

concerns for inmates Morales and Rodriguez." She also stated, "I know that it was my fault 

concerning this incident, but at the time I was unaware Morales and Rodriguez required 

separation." 21 No other officers monitored the rec cage at the time, and as a result of the 

Defendant's failure to check the inmates' keep-away status and the Defendant's placing the 

inmates in the rec cage, Mr. Morales suffered 14 stab wounds. Some of the stab wounds resulted 

in nerve damage, continued numbness, and loss of feeling in Mr. Morales's left arm. 

The Court also holds that Mr. Morales suffered psychological hann as a result of the 

attack. Although Mr. Morales had previous contact with psychological services and his 

condition seemed to improve at times, the Defendant's negligence caused at least some 

psychological harm. Mr. Morales testified that he had nightmares, panic attacks, trouble 

breathing, hallucinations, anxiety, and depression as a result of the attack. Dr. De Jesus was not 

present to witness Mr. Morales's symptoms shortly after the attack, but she persuasively opined 

at trial that the effects that Mr. Morales suffered were consistent with incidents of trauma. 22 Mr. 

Morales should recover damages for the harm caused by the Defendant's negligent placement of 

two inmates on keep-away status in the same rec cage. 

21 Aff. of Ann Simon, PL's Ex. 25. 

22 Trial Tr. 58:9-13. 

9 
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B. Failure to Provide Treatment for Physical Injuries 

In addition to the hann that Mr. Morales suffered as a result of the attack, the Plaintiff 

also argued that the BOP's broad failure to treat Mr. Morales's physical and psychological 

injuries caused further harm. The Defendant breached its duty of care to Mr. Morales when it 

failed to provide Mr. Morales with access to an EMG for eight months; however, the Plaintiff did 

not prove that the Defendant's inaction caused any further harm. After the June 8, 2006 attack 

which led to Mr. Morales's arm wounds, the Chief Physician at FCI Memphis recommended that 

Mr. Morales have an EMG. The BOP's utilization review team approved the recommendation a 

month later. Nevertheless, the Defendant did not receive an EMG until March 29, 2007. The 

Court holds that the BOP's failure to timely treat Mr. Morales's physical injuries constitutes a 

breach of its duty of care to a federal inmate. Nevertheless, the Plaintiff did not prove by a 

preponderance of the evidence the BOP's delay in procuring an EMG for Mr. Morales caused 

any further injury. 23 Dr. Kamel only testified "the earlier, the better" for an EMG to determine 

the extent of any nerve injury, and he also testified that there were too many variables to make a 

determination as to whether the delay caused any injury. He testified that time was the 

appropriate treatment. As stated above, the Defendant is liable for its failure to keep Mr. 

Morales safe, and Mr. Morales should be compensated for the injuries that he incurred as a result 

of that failure. But the Court holds that the delay in getting an EMG did not cause any further 

compensable injury. 

23 Defendant's contention that Dr. Kamel's diagnosis of nerve injury could not connect 
the injury to the stabbings, however, is without merit. The Court draws the reasonable factual 
inference that Mr. Morales would not have suffered the nerve damage but for the attack. 

10 
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C. Psychological Treatment 

The Plaintiff introduced evidence that the BOP's broad failure to treat Mr. Morales's 

psychological injuries caused him additional harm. 24 The Court previously ruled that the 

Plaintiff was not required to file a certificate of good faith in accordance with the Tennessee 

Health Care Liability Act because the Plaintiff "has not alleged that any doctor treated him 

improperly or that the actual medical treatment he received caused him any harm. Rather, he 

alleges that the Government was negligent in failing to get him to the specialist he needed to sec 

in a timely manner." 25 In making a determination on Plaintiff's "failure to provide psychological 

treatment," then, the Court will not analyze the adequacy or quality of treatment by psychologists 

who treated Mr. Morales. 26 At trial, Dr. De Jesus opined that early intervention was essential, 

that the treatment provided did not meet the professional standard of care, and that Mr. Morales's 

condition worsened as a result 

. But the Plaintiff did have early contact with psychological services. Whether the actual 

treatment provided met the professional standard of standard of care is a claim that sounds in 

medical malpractice, not ordinary negligence. If the Court were to analyze the competence or 

adequacy of psychologists' decisions, it would allow the Plaintiff to side-step Tennessee's 

24 The Court previously ruled that the Plaintiff's claim for failure to provide medical care 
was not a claim for negligent medical care under the Tennessee Health Care Liability Act, Tenn. 
Code Ann.§ 29-26-115 to -122. Order Denying Mot. J. on Pleadings 9-10, ECF No. 108. 

2s Id. 

26 The Defendant filed a Motion in Limine on this issue. See Def.'s Mot. in Limine with 
Respect to Dr. De Jesus's Testimony, ECF No. 109. To the extent that the Motion seeks to limit 
testimony on the adequacy or quality of mental health care actually provided by psychologists, 
the Motion is granted. 

11 
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requirement of a certificate of good faith under Tennessee Code Annotated section 29-26-122. 27 

Thus, the Plaintiffs only viable claim on this front is the BOP's broad, alleged failure to treat, 

rather than the sufficiency of actual treatment provided. 

The Plaintiff received a prompt response from a psychologist after he requested to see 

one-just five days after the incident on June 13, 2006. At that meeting, Mr. Morales stated that 

he experienced some anxiety in the recreation yard, where he thought he saw blood on the floor. 

Mr. Morales explained that he conquered the anxiety and adequately faced the fear that day. 

Furthermore, his symptoms of anxiety soon abated. The psychologist commended Mr. Morales 

and stated that she could b1ing him some literature dealing with anxiety. 28 Soon thereafter, Mr. 

Morales received the infamous Anxiety for Dummies. He was also taking medication for 

depression-related symptoms. 29 On August 7, 2006, the Warden of FCI Memphis signed a 

response to Mr. Morales's original request for treatment for his left ann and for a visit from a 

psychologist. 30 The Warden granted the request but indicated that Mr. Morales had "been seen 

by the Psychologist and it was detennined that [he] do[es] not require ongoing psychological 

counseling." In other words, the BOP met his request to see a psychologist by the time his 

request for an administrative remedy reached the Warden. Mr. Morales also saw Chief 

Psychologist Stacy Spier during "rounds" on August 4, 2006, and Spier told him that she "would 

27 Tenn. Code Ann.~[ 29-26-122; See also Order Denying Mot. J. on Pleadings 9-10. 

28 Report of Stacy A. Spier, PL's Ex. 20. 

29 Mr. Morales had also taken similar medication before the attack. 

30 Part-B Resp. to Request for Administrative Remedy, Pl.'s Ex. 22. 

12 
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continue to see him on rounds, take him out of the cell for further evaluation as necessary, and to 

provide relevant reading materials as needed." 31 

When Mr. Morales arrived at FCI Edgefield just three months after the incident, a clinical 

psychologist conducted an intake screening on October 3, 2006. 32 In her report, Dr. Angela 

Coleman noted that Mr. Morales asked to see a psychologist, and she "advised fhiml to take 

advantage of psychology ... services available to him, and the means for accessing services." 33 

The report indicates that a referral form about Mr. Morales's medication was sent to health 

services. Finally, on that date, Dr. Coleman determined that the "[n]eed for clinical intervention 

[wasl absent." Mr. Morales later had some communication with psychological services at FCI 

Edgefield, and on December 28, 2007, Mr. Morales was still on medication but "report[ed] that 

he does not need regular contact with Psychology Scrvices."34 In light of these contacts with 

psychological services within the BOP, the Court holds that the Defendant was not broadly or 

systemically negligent in "failing to treat" Mr. Morales. 

III. Damages 

The Defendant owed a duty to the Plaintiff to act reasonably in protecting him. It 

breached that duty when it allowed Mr. Rodriquez to enter the rec cage with Mr. Morales. Mr. 

Morales suffered physical and psychological injuries that are the direct and proximate result of 

the Defendant's negligence. Under the FTCA, the United States may be liable "'in the same 

manner and to the same extent as a private individual under like circumstances,' [but] the 

31 Brief Counseling Session Report, Pl.'s Ex. 22. 

32 Intake Screening of Dr. Angela Coleman, Pl.'s Ex. 19. 

33 Id. 

34 Report of Dr. Jessica Seaton, Pl.' s Ex. 17. 

13 
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government is not liable for pre-judgment interest or for punitive damages." 35 FICA claims 

"entail a two-step analysis. First, the district court applies local law to determine liability and to 

assess damages. Second, federal law is invoked to bar proscribed recoveries, such as punitive 

damages." 36 

The Plaintiff should recover damages in three categories. First, the Plaintiff should 

recover for the pain and suffering he experienced as a result of the attack. Second, the Plaintiff 

should receive damages for any injury to his left arm as a result of the attack. And third, the 

Plaintiff should recover for any psychological injury he experienced as a result of the attack. All 

of these awards are noneconomic, 37 and a Tennessee Court has correctly observed that 

"[d]amages for pain and suffering and for the loss of enjoyment of life are not easily quantified 

and do not lend themselves to easy valuation." 38 The judicial fact finder must award damages 

that are "within the range of reasonableness and not excessive."39 

The first category of damages-pain and suffering as a result of the attack-are the most 

serious. Mr. Rodriguez testified that he was doing sit-ups in the corner of the rec cage when an 

officer placed Mr. Rodriguez in them same rec cage. When Mr. Morales looked up, Mr. 

35 Premo v. United States, 599 F.3d 540, 545 (6th Cir. 2010) (citing 28 U.S.C. § 2674). 

36 Kirchgessner v. United States, 958 F.2d 158, 159 (6th Cir. 1992). 

37 See Tenn. Code Ann. § 29-39-101(2) ('"Noneconomic damages' means damages, to 
the extent they are provided by applicable law, for: physical and emotional pain; suffering; 
inconvenience; physical impairment; ... mental anguish; emotional distress; ... noneconomic 
effects of disability, including loss of enjoyment of normal activities, benefits and pleasures of 
life and loss of mental or physical health, well-being or bodily functions; and all other 
nonpecuniary losses of any kind or nature."). Noneconomic damages in Tennessee are limited to 
$750,000. Id~ 29-39-102(a)(2). 

38 Duran v. Hyundai Motor Am., Inc., 271 S.W.3d 178, 210-11 (Tenn Ct. App. 2008). 

39 Dunn v. Davis, No. W2006-00251-COA-R3-CV, 2007 Tenn. App. LEXIS 120, at *25 
(Tenn. Ct. App. Mar. 6, 2007). 

14 
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Rodriguez was standing above him with the weapon. Mr. Morales was stabbed, quickly rose, 

started to parry the stabbings with his left arm, ran to the gate of the rec cage, and yelled for help. 

No officers were present. He continued blocking and kicking Mr. Rodriguez, and he attempted 

to evade the attack by running in circles in the rec cage. Mr. Morales was, quite justifiably, 

afraid for his life in those short moments. He testified, "f Als I was running I was like ... I'm 

not getting help, I'm not going to die in here, I can't die, I can't die." 40 Mr. Morales also 

testified that during the attack, Mr. Rodriguez uttered, "Te voy a matarte," or, 'Tm going to kill 

you." 41 The incident lasted under a minute. Mr. Rodriguez obviously suffered substantial 

physical pain from the stabbings, but his sheer terror and mental anguish during and after the 

brief period in the cage as a result of the Defendant's negligence warrant a substantial sum. The 

Plaintiff is awarded $75,000 for physical and emotional pain and suffering as a result of the 

attack. 

The second category of damages-for continued physical injury to Mr. Morales's left 

arm-is less significant. 42 After the attack, Mr. Rodriguez initially experienced a problem 

opening and closing his thumb and fingers. He also experienced tingling and numbness. As to 

the continuing physical effects of the attack, the most serious stab wounds affected Mr. 

Morales's left forearm and hand area. Dr. Khaled Kamel testified to Mr. Morales's medical 

condition, as he was the doctor who saw Mr. Morales for the EMG on March 29, 2007. He 

determined that the "ulnar sensory component was NR, non-recordable. So that indicates that 

40 Trial Tr. 114:21-23. 

41 Id. 115:12-14. 

42 The second and third category of damages could rightly be classified as "noneconomic 
effects of disability, including loss of enjoyment of normal activities, benefits and pleasures of 
life and loss of mental or physical health, well-being or bodily functions; and all other 
nonpercuniary losses of any kind or nature." See Tenn. Code Ann.§ 29-39-101. 

15 
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there was significant damage to the sensory component of that nerve as well as the digital part of 

it."43 This can lead to "primarily numbness and tingling" and loss of some feeling. Furthermore, 

the ulnar digital, a "smaller tributary off from the ulnar sensory," was non-recordable. Dr. 

Kemal stated that an "NR" reading can mean significant damage, but Mr. Morales did not testify 

as to any acute pain or serious loss of function. He testified that the problems with his hand 

continue[] to this day .... My thumb and my hand, especially in 
the cold weather, sometimes it will just fall asleep on me, and I'm 
like rubbing my fingers and my thumb, and I hold a cup or even a 
piece of paper in my hand, and I can't feel it on the tips of my 
thumb and ring finger and pinkie. 44 

Mr. Morales did not have these problems before the attack. Thus, Mr. Morales is entitled to 

compensatory damages for the short-tenn loss of closing his hand and a continued, sporadic loss 

of feeling in the tips of his fingers. While these damages are certainly not taken lightly by the 

Court, they do not represent significant loss of function or pain that seriously impairs Mr. 

Morales's enjoyment of life. Therefore. the Court awards the Plaintiff $5,000 for loss of 

physical health in his left hand. 

The third category of damages recoverable is the loss of mental health that Mr. Morales 

suffered as a result of the attack. These damages are understandably less clear. Mr. Morales 

testified that after the attack he would have nightmares of the stabbing, see Mr. Rodriguez in his 

sleep, have panic attacks and trouble breathing, and experience hallucinations, depression, and 

anxiety. Dr. De Jesus confirmed that these experiences are consistent with the effects of a 

traumatic event such as the attack on Mr. Morales. While the consequences of the attack still 

manifest, by his own admission, Mr. Morales's condition has substantially improved. He 

43 Dep. of Dr. Khaled Kamel 1 I :7-1 I. 

44 Trial Tr. 130:24-131:6. 
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testified that he has been "in a much better place" since 2010, and he declined treatment at some 

points after the attack. Mr. Morales is entitled to compensatory damages for the mental harm he 

suffered and occasionally continues to suffer as a result of the Defendant's negligence. The 

Court awards Mr. Morales $25,000 for loss of mental health. 

CONCLUSION 

The Plaintiff has established that the Defendant's negligence in placing him in a confined 

area with another keep-away-status prisoner caused him injury. For such injuries- including 

pain and suffering and loss of physical and mental health-the Court awards the sum of 

$105,000, as accounted for above. The Plaintiff has not established that the Defendant's delay in 

scheduling treatment for the Plaintiffs left arm caused any further injury, nor has he established 

that the Defendant broadly failed to treat his psychological injury after the attack. Thus, for 

these last two claims, the Plaintiff is not entitled to damages. 

IT IS SO ORDERED. 

sf S. Thomas Anderson 
S. THOMAS ANDERSON 
UNITED STATES DISTRICT JUDGE 

Date: December 8, 2014. 

17 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
EASTERN DISTRICT OF KENTUCKY 

SOUTHERN DIVISION 
PIKEVILLE 

JASON ROSE, ) 
) 

Plaintiff ) Civil No. 09-104-AR T 
) 

V. ) 

) JUDGMENT 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, ) 

) 

Defendant. ) 

*** *** *** *** 

In accordance with the Memorandum Opinion & Order entered contemporaneously 

herewith and Rule 58 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, it is ORDERED and 

ADJUDGED as follows: 

(1) JUDGMENT is entered in favor of the defendant with respect to all claims 

asserted in this action by the plaintiff. 

(2) This matter is STRICKEN from the Court's active docket. 

(3) This is a FINAL and APPEALABLE Judgment, and there is no just cause for 

delay. 

This the 7th day of March, 2011. 

Signed By: 

Amul R. Thapar ,4--f 
United States District Judge 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
EASTERN DISTRICT OF KENTUCKY 

SOUTHERN DIVISION 
PIKEVILLE 

JASON ROSE, ) 
) 

Plaintiff ) Civil No. 09-104-AR T 
) 

V. ) 

) MEMORANDUM OPINION 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, ) & ORDER 

) 

Defendant. ) 

*** *** *** *** 

What is the right way to set a broken arm? How long should the cast stay on? Will the 

bone mend completely, or are some pemrnnent deformities and range-of-motion limitations to 

be expected? These arc some of the questions at the heart of Jason Rose's medical malpractice 

claim. Kentucky courts do not trust juries to answer technical medical questions like these on 

their own. Instead, plaintiffs in medical malpractice cases must provide expert testimony 

establishing negligence and causation. Rose has not done so. Accordingly, the United States' 

motion for summary judgment, R. 43, is granted. 

BACKGROUND 

Jason Rose is serving a 300-month sentence in federal prison. R. 17-1. On September 

25, 2007, Rose was an inmate at the United States Penitentiary-Big Sandy in Inez, Kentucky. 

Because of a disciplinary violation (Rose has a long record of such violations, see R. 17-2), 

prison authorities had placed Rose in the Special Housing Unit. Shortly after lunch, Rose stuck 

his arms out through the food slot in his cell door to allow corrections officers Larry Miller and 
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Christopher Meek to remove his handcuffs. Rose claims that Miller and Meek violently pushed 

and twisted his outstretched anns, fracturing his left humerus bone. 

Rose received basic treatment immediately after the injury. Prison medical staff gave him 

painkillers and immobilized his arm. R. 17-5 ,r 2. Prison authorities arranged for Rose to sec 

an orthopedic surgeon the very next day. Id. ,r 4. The surgeon concluded that Rose's fracture 

did not require surgery and put a cast on his ann. Id. Throughout Rose's convalescence, Big 

Sandy medical staff performed follow-up examinations, took x-rays to make sure his arm was 

healing properly, and gave him pain medication. R. 17-5 ,r 7. The cast was removed after 

approximately eight weeks. R. 45-1 ,r 4. 

On August 6, 2009, Rose filed a complaint against the United States under the Federal 

Tort Claims Act. R. 2. The United States filed a motion for summary judgment on December 

10, 2009, R. 1 7, which the Court granted in part and denied it in part on June 7, 2010. R. 26. 

The Court dismissed all of Rose's claims other than his claim for medical malpractice. Rose 

alleged that Big Sandy officials provided him with negligent medical care after his injury. The 

Court allowed this claim to survive so that Rose would have an opportunity to obtain an expert 

witness. After eight months of discovery, the United States filed this renewed motion for 

summary judgment. R. 43. 

ANALYSIS 

The Federal Tort Claims Act conditions the United States' liability for the torts of its 

employees on state law. The Act waives sovereign immunity only "under circumstances where 

the United States, if a private person, would be liable to the claimant in accordance with the law 

of the place where the [tort] occurred." 28 U.S.C. § 1346(b). Rose's injury took place at USP 

2 
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Big Sandy in Inez, Kentucky. Therefore, in order to prevail, Rose must establish a viable 

medical malpractice claim under Kentucky law. See Rayonier Inc. v. United States, 352 U.S. 

315, 318 ( 1957); see also Davis v. United States, No. 08-184-ART, 1010 WL 3294224, at *3 

(E.D. Ky. Aug. 20, 2010) (applying Kentucky law to FTCA claim brought by Big Sandy 

inmate). Kentucky imposes a special requirement on plaintiffs in medical negligence cases. 

Except in rare circumstances, "the plaintiff ... is required to present expert testimony that 

establishes ( 1) the standard of skill expected of a reasonably competent medical practitioner and 

(2) that the alleged negligence proximately caused the injury." Andrew v. Begley, 203 S.W .3d 

165, 170 (Ky. Ct. App. 2006) (emphasis added); see also Vance v. United States, 90 F.3d 1145, 

1148 {6th Cir. 1996). This requirement stems from the highly technical and complicated nature 

of most medical malpractice cases. See Johnson v. Vaughn, 370 S.W.2d 591,597 (Ky. 1963). 

The Court advised Rose of the expert witness requirement in its Memorandum Opinion 

and Order entered on June 7, 20 I 0, and gave Rose an opportunity to obtain an expert. R. 26 at 

8-10. Id. He has not done so. The only evidence in the record of Rose's attempt to locate an 

expert is a letter from Rose advising the Court that he had written to Dr. Kevin Pugh of the 

Pikeville Medical Center and had asked him to be an expert witness in his case. R. 38. 

Apparently, Rose's letter was not particularly persuasive. Dr. Pugh confirmed in a letter that he 

"do[es] not represent Jason Rose as an expert witness." R. 43-2. 

Rose acknowledges that he has not been able to obtain an expert witness during the past 

eight months. R. 44 at 1. But he argues that he does not need an expert to prove his claim 

because the Big Sandy medical staffs errors were so apparent that a layman could infer 

negligence and causation from the evidence. Id. Although Kentucky law excuses the expert 

3 
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witness requirement in cases where negligence and causation are "so apparent that laymen with 

a general knowledge would have no difficulty in recognizing" them, Jarboe v. Harting, 397 

S.W.2d 775, 778 (Ky. 1965), Rose's case does not fall within this limited exception. As the 

Kentucky courts have explained, this "layman exception" is very narrow. The typical case is 

"where the surgeon leaves a foreign object in the body" or amputates the wrong limb. Andrew, 

203 S.W.3d at 170. In these kinds of cases, it does not take a trained physician to know that 

something went terribly wrong. Rose's claim, in contrast, involves questions that are far beyond 

a layman's ken. What is the proper way to set a broken arm? When is surgery required? I-low 

long should a cast stay on? Should the bone fully repair itself or are permanent osseous 

deformities to some degree normal? Answering these questions accurately requires a medical 

degree (or the assistance of an expert who has one). In a recent case, the Kentucky Court of 

Appeals rejected the plaintiffs contention that laymen could properly evaluate her claim that a 

doctor injured her while performing a range-of-motion exam. The court did not "believe that the 

average layperson knows of the appropriate manner in which to conduct a passive range of 

motion exam on a person with [the plaintiff's] spinal condition and other pre-existing injuries." 

Andrew, 203 S. W .3d at 1 71 . Properly hea I ing a broken arm is at least as complicated, if not 

more so, than performing a range-of-motion exam. Accordingly, the "layman exception" to 

Kentucky's medical expert requirement does not apply in Rose's case. 

In contrast to the total dearth of expert evidence from Rose, the United States has 

provided several affidavits from Dr. Richard Ramirez, the Bureau of Prisons' Regional Medical 

Director. Based on a review of Rose's medical records and x-rays, Dr. Ramirez believes that 

Rose "received medical care consistent with the standard of a reasonable medical practitioner." 

4 
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R. 17-5 ,-J 2; R. 43-3 ,-J 2; R. 45-1 ,-J 2. Dr. Ramirez further believes that Rose's "broken arm has 

healed normally, without any alignment problems or abnonnalities." R. 43-3 ,-i,-i 3, 5. And, in 

response to Rose's unsupported contention that Big Sandy medical staff removed his cast 

prematurely, R. 44 at 2, Dr. Ramirez states that Rose had his cast on for approximately eight 

weeks-the average amount of time for a patient with a broken upper arm. R. 45-1 ,-J,-J 3-4. Dr. 

Ramirez believes that removing the cast after eight weeks was "medically appropriate." Id. ,-i 

4. 

Because he has not produced expert evidence establishing either the applicable standard 

of care or causation, Rose has failed to make a sufficient showing as to elements that are 

essential to his case. See Celotex Corp. v. Catrett, 4 77 U.S. 31 7, 322 ( 1 986). Accordingly, there 

is "no genuine issue [of] material fact" as to these elements and the United States is "entitled to 

judgment as a matter of law." Fed. R. Civ. P. 56(c). The Court recognizes, of course, that 

securing an expert witness is not particularly easy for a prisoner. But it is far from impossible. 

Indeed, just a few months ago, this Court reopened a prisoner's FTCA case after he obtained 

affidavits from two different doctors stating that the negligence of prison medical staff had 

exacerbated an eye injury. Davis v. United States, No. 08-184-ART, 2010 WL 5014533, at *4 

(E.D. Ky. Dec. 3, 2010). Rose has had eight months to locate an expert witness. He has not 

done so. Nor has he filed a Rule 56(-f) affidavit asking for more time. Summary judgment in 

favor of the United States is appropriate now. 

5 
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CONCLUSION 

Accordingly, it is ORDERED that the United States' motion for summary judgment, R. 

43, is GRANTED. A separate judgment shall issue. 

This the 7th day of March, 2011. 

6 

Signed By: 

Amul R. Thapar ,41' 
United States District Judge 
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UNITED ST ATES DISTRICT COURT 
EASTERN DISTRICT OF KENTUCKY 

SOUTHERN DIVISION 
PIKEVILLE 

JASON ROSE, ) 
) 
) 
) 

Plaintiff, CiviJ No. 09-104 

V. \ 
I 

) ORDER 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, ) 

) 
) Defendant. 

*** *** *** *** 

On March 28, 2013, the parties filed an agreed order of dismissal with prejudice. 

R. 91. Under Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 41 (a)(l)(A)(ii), a "plaintiff may dismiss an 

action without a court order by filing: .. , a stipulation of dismissal signed by all parties who 

have appeared." Dismissal is without prejudice unless the stipulation states otheT\Vise. Fed. 

R. Civ. P. 41(a)(l)(B). Here, the agreed order was for dismissal with prejudice, and was 

signed by both the plaintiff and the defendant in this case. See R. 91. 

Accordingly, it is ORDERED that: 

(1) The plaintiff's request for voluntary dismissal with prejudice, R. 91, is GRANTED. 

This matter is DISMISSED WITH PRE.JUDICE. 

(2) This matter is STRICKEN from the Court's active docket. 

This the 29th day of March, 2013, 

Signed By: 

Amal R- Thapar A1' 
United States District Judge 
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JASON ROSE, 

Plaintiff, 

V. 

Eastern District of Kentucky 

UNITED ST ATES DISTRICT COURT 
EASTERN DISTRICT OF KENTUCKY 

SOUTHERN DIVISION 
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F~LEIO 

_SEP 18 2009 
iT PIKEVlLLE 

LESUE G. WHl1MER 
('I ERK U.S. DtSTRICT COURT 

Civil No. 09-CV-104-AR T 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

ORDER 

Defendant. 

*** *** *** *** - ::;:-< .. ., 
N --.-,>1-,.,f. 

Jason Rose, who is currently in the custody of the Federal Bureau of Prisons ("BOP")'ahd 

incarcerated at the United States Penitentiary ("USP") Lee, in Jonesville, Virginia, has submitted a 

prose complaint. See R. 2. Rose seeks relief due to an injury he allegedly suffered while he was 

incarcerated at the USP Big Sandy, in Inez, Kentucky. See R. 2. He claims that the negligence of 

certain personnel there has caused rum permanent injury. See id. Additionally, he alleges that this 

Court has jurisdiction over this case under the Federal Tort Claims Act ("FICA"), 28 U.S.C. §§ 

1346(b) and 2672, et seq. For the reasons stated below, his complaint meets the requirements of its 

initial screening. See 2 8 U.S. C. § 191 5 A. Thus, the Court will now issue summons on his complaint. 

BACKGROUND 

The Court has liberally construed, in Rose's favor, the following factual allegations from 

his complaint. See Urbina v. Thoms, 270 F.3d 292, 295 (6th Cir. 2001). He alleges the following: 

On September 25, 2007, Rose was in the Special Housing Unit at USP Big Sandy. R. 2 at 

l. At around 2 p.m. that day, he placed his arms through his cell's food slot to have his handcuffs 



removed. Id. Then, two BOP officers applied pressure to his anus and eventually broke his left 

arm. Id. He was treated for his broken am1; however, the medical care was negligent. R 2, Ex. 

6 at 3. Because of the negligent medical care, Rose now has a defonned left arm. Id. This 

deformity limits his ability to do things like picking up heavy objects. Jd. 

Rose initiated an administrative claim to recover damages for the alleged negligent acts of 

the BOP officers and prison medical staff. See R. 2, Ex. 6. On March 25, 2009, BOP denied his 

claim. R. 2, Ex. 6 at 5-6. He was informed that he had six months from that date to file suit, ifhe 

chose to do so. Id at 6. On August 6, 2009, Rose filed his complaint. See R. 2. 

DISCUSSION 

Since Rose is a prisoner, the Court must screen his complaint if it is brought against a 

governmental entity or the officers or ernp loyees of a governmental entity. 28 U.S. C. § 

l 915A(a). Here, Rose has brought an action against the United States. Thus, the Court must 

review his complaint to identify cognizable claims or dismiss claims (or the entire complaint if 

appropriate) where the claims are: (1) frivolous, malicious, or fail to state a claim upon which 

relief may be granted or (2) seek monetary relief from a defendant who is immune from such 

relief. 28 U.S.C. 1915A(b). 

He has properly named the United States as the sole defendant for the allegedly negligent 

acts of the BOP officers and prison medical staff. See Allgeier v. United States, 909 F.2d 869, 

871 (6th Cir. 1990) ("The FTCA clearly provides that the United States is the only proper 

defendant in a suit alleging negligence by a federal employee." (citing 28 U.S.C. § 2679(a))). He 

has cognizable negligence claims under the FTCA for the acts of the BOP officers and the prison 

medical staff at USP Big Sandy. Additionally, he has exhausted his administrative remedies. See 

2 



R. 2, Ex. 6. Therefore, the Court will issue summons on his complaint. 

As Rose has been granted pauper status, see R. 5, an officer of the Court will serve 

process on his behalf See Fed. R. Civ. P. 4(c)(2); 28 U.S.C. § l915(d). The clerk's office and 

the Office of the United States Marshal ("USM Office") will be directed to serve the summons 

and complaint as set forth below. 

Accordingly, it is ORDERED as follows: 

(1) A Deputy Clerk in the diyjsion in which this case lies shall prepare the documents 

necessary for service of process upon the sole Defendant, the United States of 

America. 

(2) The Deputy Clerk shall prepare 3 "Service Packets," each consisting of copies of 

the following documents: 

a. summons for the United States of America; 

b. a completed USM Form 285; 

c. the Complaint [Record No. 2L and 

d. this Order. 

If the Clerk is unable to fully and accurately complete any of the documents 

described above, the Clerk shall set forth the reason in a docket entry. 

(3) The Deputy Clerk shall send the three (3) Service Packets to the USM Office in 

Lexington, Kentucky, by certified or registered mail. 

( 4) Service of process upon the United States of America shall be made by the USM 

by sending a Service Packet by certified or registered mail, return receipt requested 

to: 

3 



1. the Civil Process Clerk at the Office of the United States Attorney for the 
Eastern District of Kentucky; and 

n. the Office of the Attorney General of the United States in Washington, 
D.C.; and 

111. the Central Office of the Federal Bureau of Prisons in Washington, D.C. 

(5) The USM Office shall serve a Service Packet upon Defendant United States in the 

manner described in Step 4 above. The USM Office is responsible for ensuring 

that each Defendant is successfully served with process. In the event that an 

attempt at service upon a Defendant is unsuccessful, the USM Office shall make 

further attempts and shall ascertain such infonnation as is necessary to ensure 

successful service. 

( 6) Within 40 days of the date of entry of this Order, the USM Office shall send a 

Service Report to the Clerk's Office, which the Deputy Clerk shall file in the 

record, as to whether service has been accomplished. The Service Report shall 

include the green card showing proof of service or a statement that the green card 

was not returned from the U.S. Postmaster, along with a "Track-and-Confirm" 

report from the U.S. Postal Service showing that a proof of delivery does not 

exist. 

(7) The Plaintiff shall immediately advise the Clerk's Office of any change in hjs 

current mailing address. Failure to do so may result in dismissal of this case. 

(8) The Plaintiff must communicate with the Court solely through notices or motions 

filed with the Pikeville Clerk's Office. The Court will disregard correspondence 

sent directly to the judge's chambers. 

4 



(9) \Vith every notice or motion filed with the Court, the Plaintiff must: 

a. mail a copy to each Defendant ( or his or her attorney); and 

b. at the end of the notice or motion, certify that he has mailed a copy to each 
Defendant (or his or her attorney) and the date on which this was done. 
The Court will disregard any notice or motion which does not include 
this certification. 

This the 18th day of September, 2009. 

5 

Signed By: 

Amul R. Thapar t4-f 
United States District Judge 

_;, ~,-:-,., C'<:>:'7 t1Uss! 

j{};;iJ~~':; crc,1 
D.c-. 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
EASTERN DISTRICT OF DENTUCKY 

JASON ROSE 
PLAINTIFF 

1-j. ~ 6 q-(!.AI -- }. 0 4 -f+f2-, 1 

vs. 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
DEFENDANT 

A FEDERAL TORT CLAIMS ACT "claim" 

IBem District of Kentucky 
FI LED 

AUG .06 2009 
AT PIKEVILI.E 

t.eaJE G. WHITMER 
a.ERK. U.S. DISTRICT COURT 

Now comes> .Tason Rose, Plaintiff, pro se~and in fonna pauperis, under the Federal 

Tort C1aims Act (28":'.USC§ 1346, 2671-2680); complaining of the United States for the foll

owing; 

Claims: 

1). This claim is for the negligence of the United States in failing to 

supervise its employees in their duty to exercise a duty of care in their handling of 

the :Plaintiff while handcufied,;r:·,,:r :: "· . 

2). On 9/25/2007) while being housed at U.S.P. Big Sandy on D-range in the 

special housing unit two officers disregard their duty of care by negligentJy braking 

the Plaintiff's left arm (my humerus bone). 

3), On 9/25/07 at or about 2pm. officers L.R. Miller and C. Meek applyied 

extreme presure to .the Plaintiff's handcuffed arms that were extended outtthrough the 

food slot for their removel. 

4). As a result of that extreme presure to the) ·Plaintiff I s arms the Plaintiff 

suffer a broken arm (the left humerus) causing sever physical and mental pains and: 

anguishes. 

5).iDo to the broken bone the Plaintiff ·now suffers a permanent physical 

deformity. 

6). This physical deformity dose not allow trila!' to;pitk,,-up heavy items as 

I once did. 

7). Resulting in a.1 il.imitetl chose in future activities and work/job chooses for 

me. 

Summary of Damages: 

8. ·=·the particulars of the Plaintiff I s damages are: 

a. A brbken left humerus bone (arm) 



,Case 7:09-cv-00104-ART Document 2 

b, Sever physical pain and suffering 

c, a deformity of the arm 

Filed 08/06/2009 Page 2 of 2 

d. with; limitations of what can be done, like· not1,being:""i:11t>le' to! lift: heavy 

items any longer 

e. Limitiations on my future activities such as work or job chooses 

f. and lastly the sever physical and mental pains with their auguish and 

sufferings. 

This claim is filed within the two years after the incident accrued as required 

and all the administrative remedi·es have been done. 

Therefore the under si.gited (the Plaintiff) respect:-fi'.f.l·ly request a judgment against 

the defendant (the United States of America) in the sum of $250j000.00 dollars and 

expenses in relation with this matter. 

.,;... 

RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED BY 

THE PLAINTIFF 

I I 
JASON ROSE, ibmate it 55913-054 

U,S,P LEE 

P.O. BOX 305 

Jonesville, Va. 24263. 

TT·-~ 1 

-----------~-"~-----~•--oo-0.••-_ ___.,.,.,...-------~------------
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· CERTIFICA'TE OF SER VICE 

\ 
0 5q3·1 . . 

I, t RS O Ll nose.., 5 j I -DBl hereby cerhfy that I have served a true and correct 

copy of the foliowing: 

Ta·. ClerKof l.mr± &.~fem D,sh-d of &.oi:uc/iy 

1., mptes of pl e1ot1 rr Co rap iaio t 
- a cop res o ( -· p/eio L (( rJ~c o / re.ppr ts . , · . 

· - ( - j__ J · ·· Ad rn i rusfrnh~ · · " , ~. 
. . -~ cop~~-

1

9 __ ... _JNsti 1,LJ11DD ·7i:2rf_ clu,n . Acf!J·r_:9'es_ oocl. resp::)O.Sf. ··,: .. ·."· 
• iccp,e:, o( fcb!m±P pcocffAJ,0£ow'.3 pe:Fs FJrKi kG:fPL/ 

0£Jfb pmoou · trcisl f'unJ aumnf shikC'.IAat f'oc tbe pe::± e, _ 
· .· -f£C1Dcl l M ~c JC<j,fe ly pa:ced !Dtf tk {rUJ"t1 : al tbe"'tot>:J' teint": - , 

.. .- .. ·.,.,. ,-.· .... , .. --.·,·., .... - , .. ,_ ... , ..... - . ~ .... _ ._ P .... .,~~-·.--,·-', 
· ,. . Which is deemed filed at.the.time i't was delivered to prison.authorities for forwardirigto the . . ,. .. 

court, Houston v·Lack 1Ci1.LJ~:d:2d 245 (1988), upon the court-and parties to litigation and or · ..... -,------., ·· 
his/her attomey(s) of record, by placing same ih a sealed, postage prepaid envelope addressed to: 

... ~- ~ . 

and deposited same in the United States Postal Mail at the United States Penitentiary, Lee 
Cornty, Virginia, ~n this: d Cf - day of : tk: ( T JO(} 1:( 

()[JJ,,eW Pr:zw:_, 5t}'1! 3_0ffl 

US.P Lct:. Co1JAdcf 
P.O. Box 305 

· Jonesville, VA 24263 

..:-~ ~.: . 
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DIANAssociates 
UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND 

PATIENT NAME; 
DATE OF BIRTH: 

RADIOLOGY REPORT 
Rase Jason 

PATIENT NUMBER: 
REF. PHYSICIAN; 
INST!TUTION NAME: 
EXAM DATE: 

19820703 
202#8OP 55913-054 

US Penitentiary Lee County 
2008/01/17 16:39 

EXAM TYPE: left elbow 
READING RADIOLOGIST: Thu Nguyen 

HISTORY and STUDY COMMENTS 
,MD 

more penetratrion of humerus///END-OF-NOTE///more penetratrion of humerus 

FINDINGS AND CONCLUSION 
Negative except for: old fx deformity of distal humerus 

G#@ll «3Mf:Wi.M 

Oa-..,!d l<, ,a..1tred, 00, CO 

USP t.E.E. Q46S7-001 
oE.A#8U75 

Jol!?J 

https:// l 0.125 .1.155/waveleUreports.cgi?study=l .2.840.114062.2 .. ./report0.dat&opcode=vie 1/28/2008 
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u.s ,...,., ..... J;(-r11,mNT OF JUSTICE 

F ederul Bureau of Prisons 

INMATE INJURY , ,ESSMENT AND' FOLLOWUP 
(Medical) 

~ume of Injured-. 

~ ----o .;..,,_ ~c_~'"' L--

' 3. Register Number 

5~s-iJ-D\"'¾ 
4. !njured's Duty A~signment ;s .\.:::-c. '-"'--

5. Housing Assignment 

o¼~ 
6. Dme nnd Time of lrijury 
q - .) ~ .. ~ t ! ~ ,_ J. u 

7. Where Did !tljury Hllpperi (Be specific a.s /0 /ocariu11) Work Re/med? i 8. Dme and Time Reported for Trelltmenl 

D Yes --{;J.No · _ ) S- - ~ t I '---{ ·. "-i ~ 
9. Subjective: (injured',· Sratr:men! ns IQ How Injury Occurred){Symptoms as Rapnrred by Par/em) 

'(!.;!~~~~ 
··1 ~ ··;;;, \. ~ .l 

~~._J~~\ 
\.----'-""n.__\\ 

l l. A,sessment: (A/1/iiyxis of F11n• B<1st'd 011 S11/ijec:1i\-e and Objec1i1,e Dara) 

) ~ ~. ~$½J.., 

12. Plun: {Diagnusri,· Prnc·t:d(lrl!s "'' , Ri:.sults. Trewmi:11r and Ri:commemfoil Faflu"-

A.' \ • \" _j,_ ... n 
'..I.- 1.--,--.-.=., ¼,i-, '-:a..~·.~ 0 --

13. This lnjury Req ui,ed: 

n a. No Medical AnMtion 

D b. Minor First Aid 

D c. Ho~pitn!iZlltion 

__b;ld. Other (e.rplai11_) ~ ,......,,,.. .., 
\ 1.--' ,:;,_.,____..I ~la., 

0 e. Medically Uriassigncd 

0 f. Civilian First Aid Only 

• g, 

P. CRUZ, 
'ie<JIOffi r 

m or Physidw, ij$\q.ilig Sa dy 

Origifial - 1\k<.licul File 

CJn;,ry - S.ifrty 
Pini; - Work Sup,:n·i,or (Wr;rk rr:iawd mdy) 
....--:, .1 I .~ ... ~.1 t"" -• .... ,._•I ;,~I"-· I C: •• ,..,, ___ •1 ·•~·., .. 

Self Carboned Farm - if baflpoim pen is used. PRESS HARD 

Nor !11dirnred 

\ J l f 
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USP BtG SM"'DY MEDICAL RECORD CONSULTATION REQUEST SHEET 

From: 1 V ,; Date:_ 

Reason for Request: Provide detailed information. Please include duration of condition, if prior to incarceration, prior 
evaluation and treatment~ done, degree af disability, degree of compliance with treatment. Include any lab or x-ray exam date 
that you ate referencing. If applicable, copy of such. 

. \ D )_ 5°' '/\'""" 
~\.-,_~- ~ 

BACK of aper for continuation 

URC; Consult reviewed by the UtilizaMA-t<~~'TT' 

.~Appro;;d __ Disapproved __ Deferred ~Approved with modifications 

_Denied: Referred to CD or l\1D for eval. __ Incomplete; returned for new submission 

· Reason; 

. , .. -· 

AW-0 HSA 

""Priority: l -M ory (t-30 days) 2 -Necessary (30-60 days) 3- Acceptable (3-6 months) 
-Convenience (6-t2 months) 5 -Special Issues 

This is a guide for the processiDg of the Approved consults 

('\ . _..J . USP 8SY 
NAME: \ L'D~ 11--- ._\ ~-0 ,-.,, 

"-RE·G. NO. S s- S \ )-1) .)-~\ Date Of Birth: 7. - .3 -. 7i )_ 

Release Date: -----------
+ Fund Control # -------------
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..... _ .... ' 

PflEVloUS EPmON IS \JSAI! lE 

Flied 08/06/2009 
( ·-........~,./ 

; 
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AUTHORIZEJ FORLOCAl REF'flOOl.tTION 

MEDICAL RECORD -CHRONOLOGICAL RECORD OF MEDICAL CARE 

SYMPTOMS, DlAGNOSlS, TREATMENT, TREATING ORGANIZAT O i lgn each entry 

'2..32o 

IOSl'IT AL OR MEDICAL FACILITY STA1'US 

.f>ON 00 S NAME SSN/ltl NO. 

DEPART JS:ERVICE 

RELATIONSHIP TO SPONSOR 

P. CRUZ, MD 
Medical Officer 
USP Sig Sanify 

RECORDS INTAINEO AT 

A.TIENT'S lOENnFICATlON: (For ty;,ed or ......tttM entries, give: Nr,l"llf>, last, first, middie; 10 Na or SSN; Sex: REGISTER NO, 
Cate of Birth: /lank,Gr;,de.} 

WARONO. 

ROSE, JASON 55913-054 

USP~BSY 

' 

CHRONOLOGICAL RECORD Of MEDICAL CARE 
· Medical Record, 

STANDARD FORM 600 (REV. !Ml?J 
~ by_llSMOvlR 
ARMA' 141 Cffll 201-9:202-1 

• 



Richard Ramirez, M.D. 
Clinical Specialty Consu!tan 

lP1T Al. OR MEIJICAL FAC!UTY STATUS DEPAATJSERVICE RECORDS MAINTAINED AT 

l'-!SOA'SNAME SSN/10 NO. RELATIONSHIP TO SPONSOR 

alT'S IDEN1lFlCA TION: (Far ryped ~r written 1mic/es. 17ive: Nam~ - /11sr. fi,-si, middle.; ID Na or SSN; S,;x; 
De/ti of fJirrf,; RanJ:J(;ra,:/e.) 

·f<oµ._J Jj Stn

S-s1 1-3 - 0 s'I 

AEG1$T!:fi NO. WAAD NO. 

HEALTH SERVICES OEPAATMENT. 
µs;P.a~ ~~ .. ~,;," ·" ~- · · 

CHRONOLOGICAL RECORD Of MEDICAL CARE 
Medical Record 

ST ANOARD FORM 600 mev. 6-S7J 
P-reooibod by GSMCMR · 
FIAMR f41 CF/i:1 201-9.202•1 
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From: 37604 

Summary View 

Piiitlent: ROSE, JASON 
DOS: 07/02/1982 Age: 25 Y Scxl Male 
Phone: 606-433·2400 
Addr~n,s: 1197 AIRPORT RD, !NEZ, KY-4122'1-
Chart No: 4022933 
Claim#: 

Subjective: 
CC: 

Page: 315 

L Le~ humerus/tls:. 2. Referral: Big Sandy Correctionill. 

HPI: 
!n !PD' Details: 

Date: 11112/200? 9:00:t.4 AM 

Page I of2 

Provld11r: Earl Foster, MO 8 
oatet 09/26/2007 

Ref Provider: NON-REFERRING NON-REFER1UNG 

--------· -------· ·- ,. '' 

Jnjury: Le~ numerus. DOI: 9/25/07. How: left arm was twisted by an officer.- w~~re: Big 
S:.:ndy Correctional. Jniti:clly treated at :<:-rayed at !'\lg S2ndy, did not bri:-ig films. Dominant 
hand: Right. 
Surgical History! gun shot wound ~ack 1997. 

Famllv History: 

social History: smoking: none. Marita! status: married. Akohol use; none. Cccc1pation i l nmate, Big Sandy 
Correctional. 

Medic<1tions: None 

Aller11le;s;: N.K.D.A. 

Objective: 
Examination: 

General examl!l.atllm.:. 
Status: WP, Oriented x3, Perlpheral pulses: vascular intact. Neurclogic sensory intact, Normal 

gait, Normal affect, Normal coordination. 

Therapeutic Interventions: 

Assessment: 
D{agnosls: 
l. fracture Shaft (closed) - 612.21 (Primary), ejf, left 

Plan: 
1. Fractura Shaft {dosed) 
x-ray let!: d;st~I humerus in c.ist 

Proeoidures: 
1. Casting 

Long arm cast (I.AC): : appl!ed ln the usual fashion, let!: 

Injected Medic;ine,;-: 

Procoidur@ Codes: HUMERUS 

Preventhie: 

hup:1/200.123. i23. l 2:8080/mobi ledoc/jsp/catalog/xmll?rintChanOptions.jsp ?encoumerI... 11/12/2007 
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From: 37 004 Page: 415 Date: 1111 212C07 9: CO: 44 AM 

Summary View Page 2 of2 

Provider: Eati F05ter, MD 8 
Patletit: ROSE, JASON 008: 07/02/1982 Date: 09/26/2007 

http:!!200. l 23. l 23.12:8080/mobi !edoc/jsp/cntnlogh:.rn.J/printChartOp1ions.jsp?e11coun1er!. .. 1 ll l.2/2007 
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f'rom:"37804 Page: SIS 

Jason Rose (4022933) 
09/26/07 

Data: 11112/2007 9:00: 44 AM 

Jason suffered an injury to the left elbow on 
September 2S, 2007, when apparently involved in an 
altercation with an officer. A sling was applied 
and he was referred to the office. 

Physical Examination: On exam, he has tenderness 
involving the left elbow with limited motion, and 
the neurovascular to the hand is intact. There are 
no skin lesions or instability. 

X-Ray Examination: An x-ray of the left elbow 
demonstrates a comrni.nuted fracture involving the 
very distal shaft of the humerus. rt is essentially 
a Holstein fracture and the alignment looks 
acceptable . 

A long ann cast was applied and a followup x-ray 
after cast application again verified acceptable 
position. 

Followup cast check and x-ray in 3 weeks, We will 
probably plan on 6 weeks immobilization, followed by 
an elbow brace. 

Earl J. Foster, M.D./rla .. 

8 
Page 5 
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CLAIM FOR DAMAGE, INSTRUCTIONS: Please read carefully the instructions on the FORM APPROVED 
0MB NO. 

INJURY, OR DEATH reverse side arld supply mfo,mation requested on both sides of this 
1105-0008 form. Use addilional sheet{s) if necessary, See reverse side for 

ad dili ona I ins tru ct\ons. 

1. Submi1 To App ro pM ate F edera I Agency: 2. Name, Address of daimant and claimant's personal representative. if 

Beckley Legal Center any. (&le instructions on reverse.) (Number. Street, City, State and Zip 

Code) J Rose F. C. I. Beckley ason # 55913-054 
P.O. Box 1280 USP Lee County 
Beaver, WV 25813 ~fl~Pc:~C?t1i~SVA ?ll?ti~ 
3. TYPE OF EMPLOYMENT 4. DATE OF BIRTH 5_ MARITAL STATUS 5 nATF=' "~'"' nAY OF ACC!DENT 7. TIME (A.M. OR P:M.) 

P M!L!TARY 6l'CIVILIAN 7/3/82 -Sele cl$ i nq 1 19/25/07 I -Selecl Day-

8. Basis of Claim {State ih delail the knowri facts and oircumslances attending the0arr,a~;~~• ()'a!h, ideriUf~tg per,:;ons arid property involved, \he 
place of occurrence and the ~ause ltlereaf. Use addillorial pages lf necessary. n / , wh 1 e 1 nca rce rated at 

USP Bia Sand~. P.O.Box 2068, Inez KY. Two correctional offecers,6reacnea l 
fnere -uty QT care, fiv fireal<ing my Iett humerus. rFiis incident tQJJK _ _piac;e 

1. n tfiB soec 1 a 1 ficus 1 nq un 1 t, on IJ- ar.ge. Ht ce 11 LU4 'L.31 at z: 1u PM. 1ne : 
two orr1cers names are, Larrv K rn ler, ana c.MeeK. 1ne nature of the · 
1nc1dent was, w1ile I was hand-cur edi and 1ac1<ea in a SR• rt· See1 atte:cfi~ 

9, PROPERTY DAMAGE 

NAME AND ADDRESS OF OWNER, lf OTHER THAN CLAIMANT (Number, Et,..,~t, C,ty, Stale, and Zip Code). 

~lone 
BRIEFLY DESCRIBE TH£ PROPERTY, NATURE ANO EXTENT OF DAMAGE AND THE LOCATION WHERE PROPERTY MAY BE INSPECTED. 
(See lns1ruciions on re,en;e ~•de.) 

10. PERSONAL INJURY/WRONGFUL OEA TH 

STATE NATURE AND EXTl'1NT OF ~h INJURY OR CAUSE OF DEi\ TH. WHICH FORMS THE BASIS OF THE CLAIM, IF OTHER THAN CLAIMANT, STA TE NAME OF 
1NJUR_Eq PER~oNoR oEcEoENT. e nature of. m¥ in iv r~ is excessive force and QO lice 
brutal1tl, The extent of m~ 1n-Rurt 1s tne fact tnat my left arm is 
aeformea, ana I sufferea 11 oro·en numerus. wnicn was un~ustifieo. lne 
next fact is It was causea 5y mt woulcl 6e Qrotectersi w icn ""See.:· attath!_ 
11. WITNESSES 

NAME ADDRESS (Number, Str!el, Cify, S1at&, end Zip Code) 

U.S.P Big Sandy 
§IL...,.·" ... ;:;ttach* P.O. llox 20b8 Vt:;t_~ 

Inez KY 41224· 
n-lh.nnP rP 11 ?Olt-?17 ~nJ:!.r i Al hn.11<:! i na 11ni t--

12. (See instructions on nn,erse.) AMOUNT OF CLAIM (in d·o~ars) 

12a. PROPERTY DAMAGE 12b.PERSONALINJURY 12c. WRONGFUL OeATH 12d. TOTAL (Failure to specify may cause 

none see attach 
k>lfei\ure Ql" your rights,) 

none $2.50. 000. OD so.oo 

I CERTIFY THAT THE AMOUNT OF CLAIM COVERS ONLY DAMAGES ANO INJURIES CAUSED BY THE INCIDENT ABOVE AND AGREE To ACCEPT SAIC AMOUNT IN 
FULL SATISFACTION AND FlNAL SETTLEMENT OF THIS CLAIM 

13a. _SIGN/\ TURE OF CLAIMANT (See Jnstructions on re,e"'e side.) 

-·~ I>,,, 
CIVIL PENALTY FOR PRESENTING 

FRAUDULENT CL,IIIM 

Toe daimaM sMll fot!eil and pay1o the United s1111es !he sum of s2,000 
plus doutla lh~ amount ot damages sus\ainud bf ltie United Sla1es. 
(S"" 31 u.s.c. 3729.J 

So-109 

13~. Phon,. number or person signing Imm 14. DA TE OF SIGNATURE 

c:rl :Jct/n,, 
CRIMINAL PENALTY FOR PRESENTING FkAUtiULENT 

CLAIM OR MAKING FALSE STATEMENTS 

Fine of not more 1 han S 10, Coo or i mprisoomen\ !o• not more tnan 5 yea"' or boln. 
(See 1!1 u.s,c, 257, 1001.) 

ST ANOARD FORM 9S 
PRESCRIBED BY DEPT. OF JUSTICE 
2f C~R 14.2 
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INSURANCE COVERAGE 

In order 1hat subrogalioo daims may be "djudicaled, ~ is e,..ential !hal the ci,iimant provi<Je the IQllo.,;r,g inform"1ion reg111dlng the insu,ance col'l:ll'3ge <JI hi• yehicie 01 Pr<>perty. 

, &. Do you carry aocideol insurat.et1?0Yea II yes. giye ris~ and addreos o1 inscrrar>ee oompany (Number. S1n,et. City, State, end Zip Code} and policy number. ~No 

16. Have you med a dalm on yourinsu,ance carrier ln this inSlence, and it •o. ls ij full awerage or deductible? 

QYes Full Coverage• 17. If dod ucii ble. stale amount 

GZ] No DeduciibleD 

18. If II claim has been flied with your earner. wtial aeli<>n has yout insurEr taken (ll proposed to hlka ... th reference to your claim? (It i• necessary 1hal yo,,, ascertain these fads.) 

19. Oo ycu :c,,rry p.,blio liability and pn,pc,rty d:im<lge ;nsurance? o Yes If yes, give name and address"' lnsu'3nce carrier (Number. Str<!t<!I, Cijy, State. and Zip Cece]. 

INSTRUCTIONS 

Claims presented under the Federal Tort Claims Act should be submitted directly to the "approprtate Federal agency" whose 
emp1oyee(s) was Involved ln the inc ldent. If the incident involves more than one claimant, each claimant should submit a separate claim 
form. 

Complete all Items - Insert the word NONE where applh:-able. 

A CLAIM SHALL BE DEEMED TO HAVE BEEN PRESENTED WHEN A FEDERAL 
AGENCY RECEIVES FROM A CLAIMANT, HIS DULY AUTHORIZEDAGENT. OR LEGAL 
REPRESENTATIVE. AN EXECUTEO STANDARD FORM 95 OR OTHER WRITTEN 
NOTll''ICA T!ON OF AN INCIDENT. ACCOMPANIED BY A CLAIM FOR MONEY 

Fall~"' to compl&tely eucute this farm or to aupply the requested material within 
two years lrom the date the clahn • ecru ad m;,y render your cialm Invalid. A clalm Is 
deemed preunted w~"" It Is 11tea lved by the • ppropria" •8 e11cy, not when It Is 
malled. 

If i nslnJ ct ion is needed in complet n; thi g form, the agency !isled in I1em # 1 on tile revcrne 
side m~y be oonteci9d. Complete legYlatlons pc,rtaining 10 claims asserted ~nder the 
Federal Tort Claims Act can be found In Tille 28, Code o( Feder~! R911ulation$, Part 14. 
Many agencies have pu Dlished sup pl emen~ ng rt1gul ahons. II more 1han one agency Is 
involved, please stale eac:h agency. 

The ci Qi m may be r,1 ed by a duly authorized agem or other 1ega1 tef)fese nta1ive. pro-.,;~ed 
e'liden.., satlsf~dory to the Gowmment is submiHed .,.;u, Ille ciaim estal,J;•hing express 
au!hor,ty 10 aci for !he dai malll. A cl aim pre~ nted by an agent or legai re?f{!Sen1ative 
must be presemed in IM name of 1he ci ai1T111'11. ff Ille da i m is signed by 1 he agan: or le~al 
reptesonta1i.,.,. It mu~t show Iha 1itla or legal capacity ot !he person signing and be 
•o:x:impanied by e.;dence of hi!liher authori1y k> present a ciatirn on beha\1 of the claimant 
as agent. e><eculo,, 11dmlnislrator, parent. guard an or other rep,esentati~e. 

If claimant intends to r,1e !or both personal injury and property damage. !he amount for eact, 
must be shc,,m in ile m #12 of thfs form. 

DAMAGES INA SUM CERTAIN FOR INJURY TOOR LOSS OF PROPERTY, PERSONAL 
INJURY. OR DEATH ALLEGED TO HAVE OCCURRED BY REASON OF THE INCIDENT 
TI-IE ClAIM MUST BE PRESENTED TO THE Af'PROPRlA TE FEDERAL AGENCY WITHIN 
lWO YEARS AFTER THE CLAIM ACCRUES. 

Too amoun1 ci ~imad should be substanti31ed by <:om))llte nl e.;d en,;a as follows: 

(e) tn support of lhs claim for personal injury or dealh. the ciaim~m should subm~ a wrillen 
report by 1 he a1tend'1 ng J)hysicia n. showi r,g Ille n"1u re and e>den1 of injury, lhe na1ure and 
eX1t1nt ol 1rl'iltmen1. the degree of permanent di,;abil;1y, !I any, 1he prognosis, and !he p,e1iod 
01 hospltali ZIiiion. o, incapacitation, attaching i1emlzed bills lot tnf!<lical. hosp~a!, or bulial 
e•pe11 ses actually inr; vrred. 

(b) In support ol cia;m,; for damaee to propeny, wtiieh has been or can be eo;,n0mically 
repaired. the ci!litnant should oubmi\ m least two ;temized signed statements or estimates by 
re! I able, d;s;nteresled cones ms. or. I! payment ha• beon ma de. the itemized si~n ed recelptt, 
esiden cing payment. 

(~) In support of claims for damage to property which is riot economlC!IIIY rep.s;ra~le, or If 
the property i.s lost or dest r<>yed. 1 he <:la lm11n1 s hOuld su bmir stale me n1, as 1 o 1ne orig i Ml c;ost 
of t/\e property. I he da1e of purchase, and 1 oo va\1;& of 1 he property, DO!h befo1e and a11e r 1he 
arodent. Suoh statemenl~ sllould be by disinierested competent persons. preferably 
ro plf!able d a ale rs o, olfi c:als famil i at "Mlh the !)'1)11 of property damag<,d. or by two or rm,e 
compet;five bi<jders. and should be eertif,ed as being jusl and wnect. 

(c!J fall ure to specify a i um celtll In will Nndar your c I al m Jn valld and may res u It In 
lo.-!siture of your rights. 

l'IUVACY ACT NOTICE 

This Nolice is provided in acco,dance witt, 11le Pnvacy Act, 5 U.S.C. 552a(a)(J), and 
concerns the information requasltid in tt,e lerter to whlcl', 11,;s N olice is attached. 

A. A ritM~·ty: The rcq uemed informa1ion 11 solicited pur• ua nt to one or more of 
1he loilo-Mng: 5 U S.C. 301. 28 U.S.C. 501 et seq .• 28 U.S.C. Z671 et seq., 
28 C.F,R Part 14. 

8. Pn"ncipe/ Purpose: The infO!mation requested is to be used in eva\Ualing claims. 
C. Rooline U,11: See !he Notices of Systems ol Raoords for tho agency to whom you 

are •uomitting 1hi • tom, for I his i nlmmati on. 
D. Elfect or F•Uure ro Respon<f; Oisdoaure I• voluntllf)'. ~""'· failure to supply 

!he requested I nformBlion or k> execute 1 he form may ran de r your claim "invalid'. 

PAPERWORK REDUCTION ACT NOTICE 

This II01ice is solely fort he pu,pOS e o! !he Paperwork Reduction Act 44 U, S.C. 3S01, PubH o teperting burden tonh;s eolieclion ol informetio n is es1lmllled 10 - rage 6 hours pel respon, e. 
i ncic cu,g l~e 1; me for rev1e,.; ng in struclion s. saarchin g exis!i n g data s011Iees, gathering and maintaining !Me data ne!lded, and eom pteting and re;;.,.;; ng !ha ooll ecti Ol1 of ;nro,m atioo. Send 
comments regwdin~ this t>urd<!n e5timate or eny other asped of !his coik,ciloo or information, inclooing suggestion& for reducing !his burden, tan,., Oire«or. Torn: 6rancil. Al!enti<ln, 
P aperw,;,,i,; Redu clion St#. CMI o;-.,; s,on, t.J. S. Oepartme n1 of Ju Slice. Washlngtoo, 0. C. 2053 0 or to the O!fi ee or Mam1vt1mo nl and Budgat. Do nol m,.; I comp I eted form;•) io 1h ese 
addreues. 

SFS5 SACK 
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CONTINUE 

(8) holding cell. The two officers mention, bended my arms in 
the feeding slot of the holding cell door, till my left 
humerus broke. I was then taken to medical where medical 
was also negligent in my care, because now I have a deformed 
left arm. 

(10) violated the Jails duty of care, The other extent of mY 
injury is the fact that I suffer from picking up heavy 
thing, so now in the future I have·to limit my job option 
around my injury, and as a result of my injury, everytime 
I workout I recall that dreadful day, and that discomfort 
affect my heart. 

<II> Their is a camera where the incldent took place. And I also 
had a cellmate at the time of the incedent. His name should 
be in a log book, for the date of 9/25/07. 

(lLb) Left humerous broken and was irrmobilized and deformed. 
$250.000.00 



.... -

Jason Rose 
Reg. No. 55913-054 
USP Lee 
PO Box 305 
Jonesville, VA 24263 

Document 2-6 

Re: Administrative Tort Claim Number 2009-00066 

1-fr. Rose: 
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 
Federal Bureau of Prisons 

Federal Medical Center 
3301 Leestown Road 

Lexlngto,1, Kentucky 40511-8799 

October 9, 2008 

This will acknowledge receipt on October 9, 2008, of your administrative tort claim for alleged 
personal injury at USP Big Sandy. You claim a sum certain of $250,000.00. 

Under the provisions of the Federal Tort Claims Act, 28 U.S.C.§2675, we have six months from 
the date of receipt of your claim in this office, to review, consider, and adjudicate your claim. 

Should your claim include an allegation of lo'ss of or damage to personal property, pursuant to 
28 C.F.R., § 14.4(c), you are required to include with your claim an itemized list of the property 
lost or damaged. If possible, for each item, please state its value, date and place of purchase, If 
the property was purchased in a Federal institution-, submit the cornmi ssary receipt. If the 
property was not purchased in a Federal institution, submit a copy of the receipt of purchase. If 
you do not have a receipt please state as such, and list the place purchased, for example: name of 
store, address, state, date and cost for each item alleged lost or damaged. Failure to respond 
within 30 days ofthis letter will delay the investigation of your claim. If you have already 
included these items do not re-submit. 

All correspondence regarding this claim should be addressed to Supervisory Attorney, Lexington 
Legal Center, Federal Medical Center, 3301 Leestovm Road, Lexington, Kentucky 40511-8799. 
When corresponding with this office regarding this tort claim please refer to"the above tort claim 
number. If you have any questions about the status of your claim or if the circumstances 
surrounding this claim change in any fashion, contact this office immediately. AJso, should 
your address change, please advise accordingly. 

Sincerely, 

..... _ .. 
.. • 11n, 

Michelle T. Fuseyamore 
Regional Counsel 
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March 25, 2009 

Rose, Jason 
Reg #55913-054 
USP Lee 
P.O. Box 900 
Jonesville, VA 24263 
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 
Federal Bureau of Prisons 

Federal Medical Center 
Consolidated Legal Center 

3301 Leestown Road 
Lexington, Kentucky 40511-8799 

Re: Investigation of Administrative Tort Claim No. TRT-MXR-2009-00066 

Mr. Rose: 

Your administrative tort claim has been considered for administrative settlement under the 
Federal Tort Claims Act (FTCA), Title 28 U.S.C. § 2672, et seq., and the authority granted under 
28 C.F.R. § 0.172. You allege you suffered a fractured left arm while housed in the Special 
Housing Unit at USP Big Sandy on September 25, 2007. You state the injury resulted in 
permanent defonnity and disability to your arm. You claim a sum certain of $250,000.00. 

The Federal Tort Claims Act, which is presented to the agency via an administrative tort claim is 
based upon the legal theory of negligence. Toe FTCA waives sovereign immunity and allows 
suits against the United States for personal injuries caused by governmental employees acting 
within the scope of their employment. See 28 U.S.C. § 1346(b). Under the FTCA, a plaintiff 
may recover monetary awards from the United States for injury, property loss, or death "caused 
by the negligent or wrongful act or omission of any employee of the Government while acting 
within the scope ... of employment." 28 U.S.C. § 1346(b). The United States may be held liable 
only if the conduct complained of amounts to negligence "in accordance with the law of the place 
where the act or omission occurred." Id. 

Our investigation reveals you did suffer a broken left humerus on September 25, 2007. 
Following the injUI)', you had an x-ray of the arm, received an injection for pain, and the 
physician immobilized your arm until you could be evaluated by an orthopedic surgeon the 
following day. You were then transported to an appointment with an orthopedic surgeon on 
September 26, 2007. Upon assessment of your injuries and review of your x-rays, the surgeon 
did not believe surgery was indicated, but went ahead and placed a true cast on your arm. 
Follow-up x-ray after the cast was placed indicated acceptable bone alignment You were 
followed through Health Services for your injury until the cast was removed. 
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It is evident from the above information Health Services acted appropriately in treating your 
fractured arm. There is no evidence indicating lack of or inappropriate medical treatment 
resulted in any residual disability to your ann. 

There is no indication that any negligent act or omission on the part of a Bureau of Prisons' 
employee was a factor in any loss you may have incurred. Accordingly, your claim is denied. 

Uris letter constitutes a formal denial of your claim. If you are not satisfied with our 
detennination in this matter, you may file suit in the appropriate U.S. District Court no later than 
six months from the date of this letter. 

Sincerely, 

Michelle Fuseyamore 
Regional Counsel 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
EASTERN DISTRICT OF KENTUCKY 

SOUTHERN DIVISION 
PIKEVILLE 

CIVIL ACTION NO. 7:09-CV-104-ART 

JASON ROSE 

V. 
SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT AND 

RELEASE OF ALL CLAIMS 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

* * * * * 

PLAJNTIFF 

DEFENDANT 

TIIlS AGREEJ\IBNT is made and entered into by and between Jason Rose, 

Plaintiff and the Defendant, the United States of America. 

WHEREAS, Plaintiff has filed the above-captioned civil action in the U.S. District 

Court of the Eastern District of Kentucky under the Federal Torts Claim Act ("FTCA"); 

and 

WHEREAS, the parties hereto desire to make a complete and final settlement 

under the Federal Torts Claims Act of matters involved in, or relating to, or arising out 

of, the above-captioned case. 

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual covenants and agreements 

set forth herein, Plaintiff and the United States, being well advised and intending to be 

legally bound thereby, COVENANT AND AGREE AS FOLLOWS: 

1. As used in this Agreement, Defendant means the United States of America 

and all of its past, present, future subsidiaries, bureaus, services, agencies, divisions, 



::-:,· ·' 

departments (including Bureau of Prisons), successors, assigns, directors, officers, agents, 

employees, attorneys and representatives. 

2. In return for all of the agreements and covenants of Plaintiff set forth 

herein, the Defendant agrees as follows: 

A. Plaintiff will be paid the amount of $12,000. This payment is in full 

settlement and satisfaction of any and all claims of any kind that Plaintiff may have in the 

above-captioned case against the Defendant up to and including the date of this 

Agreement. This settlement is intended to avoid further litigation and to preserve 

judicial economy, and shall not operate as an admission of liability or fault on the part of 

the United States, its agents, servants, or employees. Any federal, state, or local income 

tax liability, or other tax liability resulting from the payment of this settlement amount of 

$12,000.00 shall be the sole responsibility of Plaintiff. The Defendant makes no 

representations as to the tax treatment of this settlement amount of$12,000. 

B. Plaintiff's settlement amount of $12,000 shall be paid by 

government check to Plaintiff's attorney of record. Plaintiff agrees to the settlement 

proceeds in full satisfaction of his legal claims against the Defendant and further agrees 

to obtain a dismissal order of the above-captioned FTCA action with prejudice, with each 

party bearing its own fees, costs, and expenses. 

C. Plaintiff, on behalf of himself, his heirs, legal representatives, 

administrators and executors, hereby releases and forever discharges the United States of 

2 



America and its employees, officers, agents, agencies, attorneys, representatives and 

assigns, from any and all claims, remedies, demands, debts, losses, obligations, actions, 

causes of actions, claims of relief, damages, costs, expenses, attorney fees, and 

compensation of any nature whatsoever, whether lmown or unknown, foreseen or 

unforeseen, arising out of or involving the injury of Plaintiff, ( collectively "claim" or 

"claims" or "remedy" or "remedies"), including, but not limited to, claims under the 

Federal Tort Claims Act, civil rights or Bivens claims, legal, equitable, administrative, or 

other claims or remedies of any kind whatsoever, which Plaintiff had or has against the 

Defendant on account of, contained in, or in any way growing out of, or which are the 

subject of, the allegations contained in the above-captioned civil action. 

3. Nothing contained in this Agreement shall be construed as an admission of 

wrongdoing or liability by the Defendant with respect to any matter whatsoever, whether 

or not encompassed by the above-captioned civil action. 

4. This Agreement comprises the entire understanding and settlement of the 

above-captioned action between Plaintiff and the Defendant and fully supersedes any and 

all prior agreements or understandings between the parties. 

5. This Agreement shall be binding upon Plaintiff and upon his heirs, 

administrators, legal representatives, and executors. 

6. The language of all parts of this Agreement shall in all cases be construed 

as a whole, according to its fair meaning, and not strictly for or against any of the parties. 

3 



When used in this Agreement, the word "or" is a term of inclusion and not exclusion, and 

in no instance is the word "or" intended to limit, nor shall it limit, the rights, privileges, 

and or benefits of the Defendant under this agreement. 

7. Should any provision of this Agreement be declared or be determined by 

any court to be illegal or invalid, the validity of the remaining parts, terms or provisions 

shall not be affected thereby, and said illegal or invalid part, term or provision shall be 

deemed not to be a part of the Agreement. 

8. The parties agree that this Stipulation for Settlement Agreement and 

Release of All Claims may be made public in its entirety, and Plaintiff expressly consents 

to such release and disclosure pursuant to 5 U.S.C. § 552a(b). 

9. Payment by the Defendant of the settlement sum of $12,000 shall be 

without interest. Plaintiff and the Defendant shall bear their own costs, expenses and 

attorney's fees. 

10. Plaintiff enters into this agreement knowingly and voluntarily, and by his 

signature acknowledges that he has read this Agreement and fully understands its terms. 

Plaintiff agrees that he has been given reasonable period of time within which to consider 

this Agreement. 

11. This Agreement is not assignable by Plaintiff. The date of this Agreement 

is the date of the last signature of this Agreement. 

4 



IN WITNESS WHEREOF, Plaintiff and the Defendant intending to be legally 

bound, have set their hands to this Agreement the day and year below written. 

A. e 

P.O. Box 
Prospect, Kentucky 40059 
(502) 494-6186 
Counsel for Jason Rose 

KERRY B. HARVEY 
UNITED STATES ATTORNEY 

f?dl& ~ 
Robin Gwinn 
Assistant United States Attorney 
US Attorney's Office 
260 W. Vine Street, Suite 300 
Lexington, KY 40507 

ol-a,5-13 
Date 

Date 

Date' 1 

5 
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Belzley Bathurst ATTORNEYS 

Box 278 Pospect, KY 40059 502.292.2452 gbelzley@aol.com 

January 31, 2013 

Robin Gwinn 
U.S. Attorney's Office, EDKY 
260 W. Vine Street, Suite 300 
Lexington, KY 40507-1612 

Re: Rose v. USA 

Robin: 

I am enclosing the Settlement Agreement in this matter signed by me and Mr. Rose. 
When will you be able to get us a check? 
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DEC O 7 - 1 

~ED Ky 520 (Rev 02/07) Complaint under §1983 or Bivens Action 

UNITED STA TES DISTRJCT COURT 
EASTERN DISTRICT OF KENTUCKY 

DMSIONat ------ -------
Eastern Dislrict of Kenmcky 

FILED 

CIVIL ACTIO~ NO. f; oq..-/¥ (Court Clerk will supply) 

DEC O 7 2009 
AT LEXINGTON 

LESLIE G. WHITMER 
_I.ERK U.S. fJlSTRICT COURT /\\ IC 1-\ Ar... L L TA'i\012 Tl 

PLAINTIFF 

VS: Demand for Jury Trial: 

( OHe,l\H)i'.\j a f Clo'> 
Yes~o(__) 

Iod '" Jqj 1,,.:, •. ,J of(,-<-L;.. \ 
l~; (\--, 

\ 
DEFENDANTS 

I. Plaintiff: 

( do not use "et al.", 

enter full names) 

A 

B. 

Name(listanyaliases): tifilbl.4(,1 L- r'1J,( -:rt - 9°'167 oJ7 

Prisoner ID#: t.ftJ../67-c>l 7 Check one: Convicted~ Detainee_ 

C. Place of present confinement: _l/____,,S.........._+P------L"'-'£ __ £=----------
D. Address: f) 0 /lox 305 ,lotkS.il,'li~ VA. a4J l 3 

Jl. Defendant(s): (additional defendants may be listed on a separate sheet of paper) 

A Defendant's Name: _ ___..;,:L:;..;.;~'---1.Jsr...,.~i----lm'---'---'-J'-'-'lt;,.__,_{ ________ _ 

Title or Position: lo <Cec\,o(v\\ 0 ((, le,( 

Place of Employment: ~ ,~ S..(i\"9 \l )> Q 

B. Defendant's Name: ------'--'M~e~e_,,l....__ _________ _ 
Title or Position: .. 
Place of Employment: i.\i~ \fu•J1 u ~- e 

Page 1 of8 
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~ED Ky 520 (Rev 02/07) Complam.t m1der § 1983 or Bjvens Action 

C. Defendant's Name: 1--; 11011 
Title or Position: 

Place of Employment: 

D. Defendant's Name: 

Title or Position: 

Place of Employment: v- s _ t? 
E. Defendant's Name: 

Title or Position: 

Place of Employment: 

m. Statement of Claim: 

Below you should state the FACTS of your case. You don't need to make legal arguments 
or refer to any cases or statutes. 

If you wish to allege a number of related claims, write out each claim in a separate 
numbered paragraph. (If you need more space, you may attach extra sheets). 

A. What happened? Explain specifically what each Defendant did or failed to do. 

lf See tl · ,\ 
UW''' 

Page 2 of8 
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(;;.EDKy 520 (Rev 02/07) Complaint under §1983 or Bivens Action 

B. When did these events happen? 

ON \\e (c.m6cr aq th anl 3o ~A or Joo 7 

Page 3 of 8 
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!'§;.EDKy 520 (Rev 02/07) Complaim under §1983 or Bivens Acticn 

C Where did these events happen? 

D. What rights under the Constitution, federal law, federal regulations, state law, or 
state regulations do you allege the Defendant(s) violated? State the specific 
constitutional provision or law if you know it. 

I~ +b -Of: ll- $ 

IV. Exhaustion of Administrative Remedies 

A prisoner must comp!ete alJ steps of the prison's grievance process before filing any 

lawsuit that relates to prison conditions. 

A Federal Prisoners answer the following: 

I. Did you file a grievance regarding the facts in this Complaint under 

Bureau of Prisons regulations? 'iES ~ NO (__ ___ J 

2. If so, did you ( check ALL that apply): 

file a request or appeal to the Warden 

__ appeal to the Regional Director 

__ appeal to the Office of General Counsel 

3. ATTACH a copy of each grievance or appeal fonn you filed and the 

prison's response(s) to each grievance or appeal. 

Page 4 of 8 

date 

date 

date 
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1!::;EDKy 520 (Rev 02/07) Complaint under'§ 1983 or Bivens .-\ction 

4. \\/hat was the result? \ I& llA"> \-t1"l\\\t,U<...} r,\.i~ ~ 'j 
k V \ , 9 le,c,,. O'l\ \\ll.., ~\W/,.L f\,)\\ 0' \\i '-. ·,V\h }._.,,,.._\ 

5. If you did not file a grievance, why not? -----------

B. State Prisoners answer the following: 

1. Did you file a grievance regarding these facts under Kentucky Department 

of Corrections CPP 14. 6 or an appeal of a disciplinary decision to the 

warden under CPP 15.6? YES (_) NO (__) 

2. ff you filed a grievance under CPP 14 6, did you (check A LL that apply): 

__ file a grievance and seek an informal resolution 

__ request a hearing from the Grievance Committee 

__ appeal to the Warden 

__ appeal to the Commissioner 

----
----
----
----

date 

date 

date 

date 

Did you file an appeal of a disciplinary decision to the warden under CPP l 5 6? 

YES (___) NO (__) ___ date 

3 . A TT A CH a copy of each grievance or appeal form you filed and the 

prison's response(s) to each grievance or appeal. 

4. What was the result? -------------------

5. lfyou did not file a grievance, why not? _____ _ 

----------------------···-- ·- ,,, __ _ 

Page 5 of 8 
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t:.-.EDKy 520 (Rev 02/07) Complaint un<le, §1983 o, Bivens Action 

C. County or City Prisoners answer the following: 

1. Is there a grievance/appeal policy at your jail? YES L_J NO (___) 
2 ATTACH a copy ofthe grievance/appeal policy to your Complaint, if 

available. If not, briefly describe the grievance/appeal policy below. 

3 Did you file a grievance regarding these facts? YES (__J NO (___) 

4. If you filed a grievance: 

a. \Vhat steps did you take to use the grievance process? -----

b. What was the result? -----------------

c. If unsuccessful, did you file an appeal? 

d Wnat was the result? 

YES L_) NO (___) 

-----------------

e. Did you take any fur1her steps in the grievance process? 

YES(_) NO (__J NO MORE AVAILABLE (__J 

f What was the result? -----------------

5. If you did not file a grievance, why not?: __________ _ 

Page 6 of 8 
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~ED Ky 520 (Re~' 02/07) Complaint under §1983 or Bivens Action 

V. OTHER LA WSU1TS 

A Have you filed any other lawsuit dealing with the same facts raised in this action? 
YES L_) NO (_) 

B. If your answer to question A is YES, describe the lawsuit in the space below. 
If you filed more than one other lawsuit, provide the same information for each 
other lawsuit on additional sheets of paper. 

1. PARTIES: 

Plaintiff: 

Def end ant( s): 
------------------------

2. COURT: (name the district for a federal court, or the county for a state court) 

3. CASE NO.: DATE FILED: 

4. OUTCOME: (is the case still pending? was it dism.issed? being appealed?) 

5. DATE OF JUDGMENT, DISMISSAL, or _APPEAL: 

C. List any other lawsuits that you have filed in any state or federal court: 

I. Plaintiff vs. Defendant(s) 
-------

Court Name: Case No.: -----

Nature of Claim: Date Filed: 

Outcome: Date: -------

2. Plaintiff vs. Defendant(s) ------- ------------
Court Name: Case No.: -----
Nature of Claim: Date Filed: 

Outcome: Date: --------

Page 7 of 8 
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~ED Ky 520 (Rev 02/07) Complain, under §1983 or Bi...-ens Ac:cion 

3. Plaintiff vs. Defendant(s) ------- -----------

Court Name· Case No.: -------------- -----
Nature of Claim. Date Filed: ------------ -----
Outcome: Date: ----------------

VI. Relief: 

State exactly what you want the Court to do for you. You don't need to make legal 
arguments or refer to any cases or statutes, just explain what you want to happen if you prevail 
on your claim. 

I, wav,,\ \k tovt\ \ t\.\l.JM:A Mc_ (o~f'-" ¼\oN, °'-"' ~ 
2\)'j'\.\w,, 6b'N\0,~{l:> f.\). (A (E_\.u\\ (J \ 'M,\.l fl''-\'''~\ LV..\ fi\V\ ~ 

VU. Review this Form 

Please take a moment to go back and review your responses to each of the questions. 
Imrnediately below you are required to certify under penalty of perjury that the information 
you have provided in this form is correct to the best of your knowledge, so please make sure 
that your responses fully and accurately explarn your claim. 

CERTIFICATION 

Pursuant to 28 U.S. C. § 1746, I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is 
true and correct. 

3/uVt7-o17 
Pnson ID# 

l}-1- OL 
Date 

Plaintiff's Address: iL~t . .,Lee.. P.o 6oX 
]{)£_ Tc)neSv1'fl t/J. ;lt/)~3 

Page8of8 
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1TL ~ \ tl\t.. IW!.r. \ o-t c\ t(w,, •• 

,. On \;)e::..(el'Y\b~r i9 +\ ~r-.. ~,~ J t\i\t. Jc~r,.<:..v,, CA.V\d.: Mt. \\(Ar"Mt)1,k Wc:.<e .. \oe.,~j 

hl)•.;Y:.i \'A l\ \wo '('I\CAV\ C.,e.,\\ \V\ ~iJ SV:.\-\l'f S.fe<..~0.\ \\\lv~:;~) vV'\~~ {hue... 0\1"> ~ 
u~\-c.'( S..'n-V) \0{ S,.e...~i?..<IA\~ \V\(..-~~c.V\\~ w~ic\-. DcC.vcJ p(iof ~(:, \\i~ lC\.\e. 

J. Al OJ' t1.roun! e: 3o- r: 0() ;4. rt we were let oul of Our {ell fv.,. our 

k):.)(l7 (Gu'et-.liu1,, _w/,,,r we. relc.,rncl 1-o Ovr (ell JP"J/"fcj,·4/ef. be {(j(C,. t:.f"Jle.r111J 

1,µe.... V\o~tl{.l \\~ le..\\ '"' ~\'~iA\<"'1 l 00( wv.s\ c.\c\\t!,\.: we.re. \\H,\.J., o.so0,,j, \\.1:..... 
.n .. ~( ',,Ji\\. W~t\\ °'-F/J<UA~e..J.. \.-o be.. tl..,r\- ();"\ \\..c."" 0.V'I J LJQ\c.< O.<uu.-tl H~ ~/cL 
?. upon S,et:.rl'IJ l/i;:. :c (,lskJ C,.o rolw, ~oi W~c ~cJ C,i(,:";(or\c.l Mt:.. betl.\c.. \V', 

(,,j~ (eLJ a J;1 ¼e.. ~~uJL\.. Our C.e...\\ ~\\ he... S\ll\cj \.\v.\ 1 u he:.. ~~~ 1"\0\ .'' 'T \o\ i 
{.b Tc\...V'\ ~(;'_. (.l~ \,._c.. wu.S uALvH,V\.) Me... \.\~\\ 

1 
H W-=.. ;1ec::..Jc:l Jo/V1e. c/a,m wa:,,h 

clo ~k<:.
1 

ir he:.. ~d.~~ <c.~rb,.J ... 
~. IVto.1 L.;.. 0.~L~J \ S ,~iv\v\c..'> \o.\e..< C.. O T D\...r-- ~oe (-~\u, flt.i \u \\~ \i c..( ~o lcv·JvcJ 
uf;f#cmv6:i (.,fear.,} wh'- he:- Jvl Iv o,Y cell ;z_ ps/.eJ /,,~, rr d;) /,{; hw.:= f/,e_ cfe1.1v1 

w~~" do\.~';,~" he.. t l-r: \ re.. -:,p0t,J. Ot'ltc. WI!.. \LlG\IJ<..~ Ovt ~00~ \'<;11,"\"., \ie.\o((._ \.-..c.. 

lou\i $.e..(.u(e.. \\i!.. ~t:.cl ~lo~ l.... ;:,\uHc..l M'f r\'\1.1~\~c(., (1,\0 \-\e. s\u\ ~(C..\J{."'\:V\J h1M 
~'Cc,,..._ doc,.\~\'.) ·,\. -S:.. \~\~ \~w,, \\"'\, rt I. w,i~te.~ f0 ~cc. o L,c<.,J~v1cuJ {he.re tin J ,;1.{:k.r 

L Ll Co Jo~"" ~ce... lo,Ji'f\vc..1 L(.)nJuL\io\j G~ow \-\~"" \c._\.\ \\.<:.. \id-
}. vV101MeY1L fa~a [.o lru,,k.fer- (e:.LY111'> lo l/,e tell ond 14!,keJ, a wk.A wo~ 1-),e. JJfo

~\e.t"' ~)\ \ \o\~ \'\;~ \.~u.\ l [( S.oi~eo\,e.. U\.e..1 owr wv..i\ cL\.\c:.-:. e,,\.\ t1f1t1J \\~""' 

\V'\\o \\(_ \ui\'1.-'\ <A\o\~ ~\t.v- w;~'"'') \\~ w,\\\ \.'\·,,,..,~ ,~ 1~\ C1~ 0 ~ s.c,me. <Jftd{, L .'' 
.l. Co (Cu·r•.\<..\u :.\u.\~~ \-~l.\\, 1(hc. Wv.~ \.\(.. o.,f.. \\~\ llkw.~ ,.,,_\o \\11.. (c.,,\\ c,,."~ \~,'--).. 

\<:) \t._'(11,.\,)\)i:,. \\e.. ~(l\~t\·, \,),, \.._e_ ~:,t,~\ 0':,e.. \...,-1\c\ W(..1.\~'f "'t.. l.,)':.e..i l\u,\/\t.f. 

7. l \ wv.~ c~..\ \\..i~ \1""'e.. \\\>s\ l\. Jo~""' ~ce..- 0-H~1Jc.l o..\ \\'- (e.,\\ t:ic< e<.jfe..S.~~\lc..\\ 
ot~~,~v,) Mc..-/' fo t4.t~ \.\tt.. M~\\re.S.\ 00\ o ~ \\~ 'S.\c\ i 1. ½e.)c,."' \..('\~"''j \ 0 ~y.~\v..~"

~\e.. ~t"\\t.l""i ~..,\ \.L bcju."'- \c'\\"') \c \Qt(. 1,:.tJ\\'\ fu\\ \\~ vv..o..\\t~">~ o..:.\ \\, .... S\t1\ t:>..\(.,~') 

w:.\\,_ C..u Jo\.."' %cc.. o-. ..... ~ l(ul'I.Uu. IV\'\":>e.\{ 1 Tohl'\'..o·,·'\ ~"'~ \\1,1,_MW\cr,~ \e..jt'"' fl,.:i\\;v..j 

,\ \,,,1...l \,,:,w,,rl<,. 'J\. L\ J~~V\ ~t,.:. s\o'f ~v\\,lflj !:,.'\ \\"- r-\L\.\\{~~~ O...V\\. \~y\ \.\.,_ 

\k, s.\v...\,~ \\11-..\ 1
11 \\e. w1.1.:.\~ \ie... ½u.c..\..~' ' \\,~v... lv,,;:...~~~ vi(' \\.c... W;,"'-hc. w. 
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~- ~~cc~\~ v.~\tc \\e..':.e.. ~\lc."'\<:;, l\. J(;,\..\'\ \r:,c.. {c... \v<v\e.~ ,~ ~u( Y"'li"'".) \)<., \-\..IA\ 1
11 

\\~ \'\.v.l 

~\'- ,~(.,i\l.\\ \~v-""' w\\. ""'""' V.\\l \.\._"'\ \ \ w~ \.,\,,:.\ ('-.'MO\lC.. \\..._ '1'-\1!\\\(~~':, \J\.\J\~ 

Lu\\ V'f \-\~ \~,\~\.i.\\ \e.\>.""' wv_,\~ c.v•.\e.( \'\t.. l<:..\\~' VJe.. ~~'c,~\ <:i:.~~01,L 

q_ L\ wv.~ ~~V\ \\\J,.\ \~~~,~\.-.v.\ v,,l'-'.t\t\"\ -So~V\ ~~ ~\A~c.. "~':. '{H~S.<..V\lc.. l..Y\uwV\ c.1.:~\.,11~ 

u'>1
11 w~o.\ Wll':i. \-\~ ~1-.:i\\t.V"\:'11- \e..:tv. \o ~\v-\c. w\....-.\ \tt\V\~r1c~h CA"'~ \..\(A\,u c,.\\ 

WC:ce.. c,,:::.\..;....,.) £1)t \~ !:.t.1"1c. (.\t.lA.\'\ Wv.'>"" (\0\\1:..<:. I Cw,~ \.\ll\ 1.~ \\<..'\ u..(c:.. vc011Jc..~ \\i(_, 
~i\\..ll,\1u,., i ~ c,:..c.c, ... A~~i';.\v-"'\ \,J~,t~"' -re'-'"' ~~c. ~;~, ;' o-k 1:. w,\\ \.:..\ 'i"'\\ ~.i•,1\1\e.-

(. \e.~ WI/,.:>\_ L\o\\(,-,. .'' 

..) 

\b.i4+ thi(,. ~rme. LI. T0hvi Doc. ,-nkir,v,ej vi ~D, a Cuff Uf',)1 I. A~~c~, 
11 

w~c.<c.. we.cc. 

~\"C.- Wt.>.'>\. l\t.i\\e..s. ~" l\. -Yc"V\ ;cc:.. Ow\'t \\11.. ,c:.-::.\ o~ \"'~ \"c.\'-\.1.\.\ \c..~- \~I'\ \e.0v_"' 

p\J\\,,,~ \\e.. vvvJ1.\~e.::i.<. \\,~ \,""~ ~l..)l(:.5.'•J,.)\\'\ ~u\\'"') ·,\ o-.:.\ o\ \\IL s.\:.\. 
l\. L\_ Tt.\V\ ~~e. \\e,.r.. \',-\\uc\~c.1 IJ'> \u 1 ,c LuH up C\~CA~"' C\V\~ \.\v,,\ ,\ we:..~~~\ \c... wt~

,01\llj \o ~p(~'f U'; w~\\ ~i::..fp<!.f S.P'"l'1 \.Jc.. L~r1-~ re.:.po,'1 J. 

12. U. ¼>~" ~o~ \\.c:..-,. prvcu.Ac.l ~o :.;9r1 v ~ w:\\ " wk:,/, CCt11 of p~pf'er ~f f•~y1 /het'l 
.io1J V':i. .\o \ (( cv.ff U/J {,fJt,/n. 11 ori,e.. (..vC. d,·d,, f (eJ.p(.)11t! Ae 11,~~1 Sp/'.-.ye J fwo M()(~ [cud • 

6 r fe,,f'J"U .spr ... y 1r1/4 IAe tc/1 /.,e..lv:r_ ..s/,c),:)/,,1.l (.)S, w, Iii "" Jl)r:r,P/e," ::S1-'""'r /,c..11 flU/1 Se✓-

C'.f'11 L~e~. He. \\..<'.V\ ~CI\I(!. \.\c_ <>,h.r tu, ~\..c. \uLtl~\ \{I.AVI'\ \o CV\\te \\'- tdL 

l3, Wh11."' \~t. \utLi..\ \e.v.M ~1"1\1'.(c.~ ~\c. (c:.\\ G1. ~tie.\ 1\<vj~le. ~"'~v'"~ w·1\\ Yv\'\Sd~ Ol"'d 

l\'lt. Joh~:.01, ~l!.iV\j, p;,r'\i\e,l iY\ \.\t. ~\oWC..'C I IA\l'J ~II.. \\v.J\"IWIC•"! oU h, fh~ .S, i'Je.. rl WC,t.) 

~\e...._ \-\Jr 11:,Wiec-1.'I<.. s,~j ~e.. \V\ \.\.._ \et\~ w~\\.. \.\~ ip(;.ppe.r bi1.\\ 9~M. 

I~. w'- we<t. \-~tV\ tvH'c~, s.\-.c1<..l\{~ C\1,J eS.lo\\1:..~ cl\jf..,-)Y'\ ~\(Ai{~ h•Ju \\e.. (c.le.i.viYI_) C',Jel.,,. 

o{ \~1:- ~- \tu o.v..l rltH<'..~ \\\\o \.\~ ~\"uwc< OY\f.. C\\. «+-- {1', \ivYI(. ~..:, Wv1~\.. of~ \\e_ 

pe.ppu ~Y-''/\.i- w~;\~ L. w'-~ \V\ \\e.. i',.,11w<( C.o (.(uALl<.r LGIIN\c.. CAY\! rJvic.hc. d ~e.... 

jS,o.ncc w~ were. /.,,L;,,y Ol..) oF tAe ..Jh(.)wer v,,1c. were.. th~n ft.l:.cn be,(./. (.,,'jd fro,J 

wh,K- W'- W~:•C. ~\fi~pJ 1S£ue,J A dry 1-.st.1 I an j bo 'l:ct> Men r~tlrc,,i1eJ in 6 ,:,!fr 
ch.ii,'\ I \,le1ck. bv);' l,\V\~ ~~1,,<..l\e\ a 

IL We. wuc.. \.\.~"' Q\"c'-1 1v-. c.. ~¢>\~;~J Ce.I\ w~cJe.. L\. Po:..ni'\(.\\u,, wvv\t Cc:.11V1e... euc.<1 
J. hour.5 lu se.c,.rti Iii~ ccft v1n l st:c,.,.,c. ovr rc:.i✓rt-i1v1fs~ 

n. 01"\ O!k. o{ \-\c~t. \(A,\{( Vi'.:.·1\~ we.. (0~,11Ai ... J \o l\, ~C.l"\1'1(,,\\lll'\ \\"'\, r, t;\Jr Ct.~\{(A;..,y, 
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we. ( IL ( ..,;\\;...,J On ~\t_ c:., i.,J,. \;o,, \ ,, \,,)\\ 0v c w c:'.\ (,\V\ ~ GH, ldt·, i ~v. ~ ~\IA\ W f-

\._c.. ~~ \ (t,Lt.:,✓ o:..\_ O\a~ ri (v~"''"'J C..~o, .... /\. 

t9. lh_ \.\t.-\ l~ed .. t.~ v._,, \.-.~~~ C,\~~ lu.\ (e.:.\n"i"h ~V\l il'\MLl,1-,.\~\1 \e..Y""' Mv1:v.) 

\\'-- vr~eu c-.l\'J':.\Mt"\s 1 he.. Hcvi ~:.k() (.o F"'lloi1 wL wa:-.i ,·n IAt. re.If w, fi h,,,., 

./.\~ ~~t. \i.....,t.,'1 w~'{\ w"~ vp wi~\.. ou, t1,cl ?_" C.o Fv.\\\jv-, S.~t...\'-h \\,~,\, ,r ~f... wv-.1il 

lvcl il'\\b "i\." 01'\ Lt Pi.:.nn€.1\o,...~ (li:__K\ Vi~,\ we. 01,t1.;,, il"'l.~u,f'<..~ 0ibo.;\ ov' r([vcv,i"J 

f\'lu,f W~LI'\ t,11_.~e.,~ ~\;-, ~;Me_. \,-~ L~. ~{,l'\V\c.\ ~\!,\ (. (J ~\\0~ ~\v,.\~l \\v\ "k, \.~uvf~ 
we..\...~~ °'\,tu.\'\ ~et:."' fe.L1

' We.. l"\t\Jt< ~;h (e..lt.i.v"-. ovr ir [vcn,;1 J /11e,./". 

It Plfl J~rou1hvvt JA e. rernu,"11 lei' cl ( /A~ er.1e11,,J l/n /,;/ u/h'tJ f //.'lo ,0./11 L J. /Jcr'f'I,, 

e.!L;-. L~tdu.l c\lf {t.~\(/,\;"'\" Ca..V\~ ~c:.c,.(l,,~e.1 ~~e.. (c.\\. L\ .. T~o1'Ylp!.<.t'I i,,_J() wi;.s w;;rL·.-,J 

J\e.. M;~Y\1j\..\ ::,~;i\ (o....,~l(.\e.1 \\;-. \\A~ Vv'I\;\\ \\t. \"-",H~iv-)., 

Ju. on ~C.(CJA--lb~( 3o+~ wl or a(or..1111 7:?o-s·:ou /4./YI LI. riJ'4fl'/J {eimc etnl ,,,,furtwc=l 

U~ ~\.(A.\ (f we... ·w00I~ ~e. \t;..\..<."" ou'\- ot our {L';.\,<i.i"\\ ~v..~ ~\"lt.~ ~i\Lk. ,V\ <.>1J< o,,fv-."'\ 

Cd\.'~ We.. wue. ~{-_)•.,t\ 0,.1\ o\ \\e_ "- ... \t1Y1') cd\ ov,e., ~\ "'\-;""'.._'_ Tt.\.w1~<)•.'\ 1\\{-.t,\\f\'101'\~ lAV\~ 

\\t"' M'\ :,1.;..\\ 
1 

\t>.\.tV\ ou\ o{ \~c.. ~~ 1..\,1r,;..,\~ 1,1.,. .. J \ <;,~u<i,~ v- p<Ai, o ( S:.~c_k.S.. 

JI. wt~ .... r ./ lu1"1e. /;111e fu Jo b(lc.i. Vf lo lie. rel! £ Wtd ~luted h,1c..l \ \I\ L \.~t. ~0\t~J 
Ct\\. Lt ~~C\r,i~ tl( .. ~c:J C..O ({IJ,,.,l\tf 1 r/1:>l'I-\ \,c. ~(.\\VI':} bMl \·j::i ~,-., ~{',)'V'j (c.\\((_,c, 

. C<u1'Lltc iC\~l \\1.\\ 1" l. wo,_,\\. \~ f\l1(e1 bc1L-l i\l'\ \"e. c~\\ \(,l,\tc'1 /1//c,, bc/,,,J or, tAe. 
t'!vor C\n l'\ij\\ IV'. (c..S\rl.\;1-,\'> (\~ Soon I.{;. .L WC.':. pl"{t~ 1WJ()d_ \V\ \\t.. \,~\~;v.J (c.\\ 'l. 

qv;l.k,\1 tc.\\ iV\\v c, dtt:.f Jeo::f. 

JJ. Ill or arovl'7J ]'. ]l,- L/: oo /. 111 'I. 1,.1 .. hl:. .:.1M\\.._~ 00\ of Y"\~ S.lu:.f b,i ~ vc.f1 

\o,.J ~--11~) G\,{;\·11,s\ \\~ W\l'\.~llW 6 f +\t. ~o\Ll'I~ (e..11 . 

l?, I 1·v,,..../c-d v;? an J .5,eey) {. 0 ;,vl, I/tr, r ttJl,J h,i-i, 1
' whrAI lh c lvck. wCt.l. /,,e. 

h~ii,i_f1.1'.) c:.·., \\(!.. _ w:,l'l.t-:,1..,J \1.,t ?_
11 

\~(. \-\..~I'\ :;.\c...\11...~
1 

f( Y\'li::,*\,td..i .... "'-.tr y0-.J (\~\I\\ 9o2.+\;"'~ 1,0 

~\te)!> "f\l',.l r •..\ ~ ',f0v r \.,11,,,._h O I"\ I'"\'{ l,.,·t \J.)~~ (c.. j ci Ii~ \o ~.J y.:i_, r Cl i~ ,11 /ii rs b,'j 6.::. ,'n)' 

C.0 ).'tvt\/1'. wk1:1 w,1~ ClfM~ of 1hi... hl.\,l..._\ \t1olr'\ Ce\\ e.11\fi.L\1,.,\'\ \\t.. ilA.'\ '1e.\1:1,e.) 

J.'{o/7/e ht it,,iJL/ f,1<:. (r:01i'2ir>J h:i 1>1le.1/iuni, :£ /4,,-/ bcu..l.. dvw,1 and /uilcJ 

\\e.. (uJe{~ ovq- ('I\'\ heC\~ ~e.\-,\/;v.J \.\v..\ -,~ '1__ \~M('-~ ¼\y.,'\ ¼'-. \,,,J<,,,.)\~ r [\\u,A ~1':> 

~v'.:i\"'c.:.S -
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). ;, upu11 fY!e. doiny thr.d he b(;/M lo fepe .. leJly b,mj 011 fhe wi11J,n.J Scre~P!,·nj. 

{)tHc. ~e. ie~,, \\l.l.\ "'t. Wt..:,,;;\- {t.~~o, ... t"1 ~(.. :::i\oppc.t bt·,~f1,~ C~\l\l \..Jl.\\\Lt~ o+L 

J.b. \\t. {c..\'Jt"'<.\. i"\
0

\IIV..i\~') \\A.\t( ~t;)...,(w1~ C\ W~Q\t ~IJ;..ke\ ct \ .. ,$1.\tr \JV\~t< \\'- ~<;)s.~ ;;,, .. ..\o:> 

\\t.. ~~\~;V'lj ( t.\\ _ L \MM!::.li tr-..\e...\'\ Qil.\t~ M'-1,- M~\l,e,~', l:f\v\ ~ ~\vw,J.t \ 0 H \.\t. \\1,oC u\'f\~ 

~l~~e.l Co 1/v\;\\c< 1 u W~u.~ ~\'1- ~1Jd'- v.Jt.l<,. ;_ .. H~,,1 wtH hif"I (
1 He. .r/liJeJ I rr yu,.,,. J-r,,ow 

w\..v..\ \{U'-' t; l •...;C:(t.. si;\V'lj \\) ~e\ 'fOl.if G\,~<'1 

J7. L ~'°'.f'\'\ \<''\""'J \.,, ~i)>JI~ CN\. ll. W~'\ \o t n\l~C. \\i'. ~-1\v1-,.\1,,,, \t\'-l{E.. -,\ ~t\ 

l\\\'\ ~\.lt\\t( D<,\ b ~ l1:1-'\{o\. 1... ~ e~~,..._ c\c.v..v.~"'~ up \-\1:... Wt.,\c.r vJ i\.\.. 'M'-\ ~ hw, ~c.\ w\•JL 

~t ... \11'\j +(;) C..o Mi\\t{ ~\'\\' 1(_\t~ i.,J~~ 5..t.l"'I~ ~\ .. ~;~ st\. \e.. l._;\\- L~ ~e{%~L ~\:, ,,\\ 

(fl\J~~\ 01'\ (_(1,1'1\W ... l 0,.,,.,1 \ \ 1.._ Wv.1,\\~t \o ,e\ "·,~ II"\ \r<.>u~\(... c;II L \u,~ \,) ~Q ·u,Hl; 

\,u\l~ ,\\.._ \,tJt1..\'l.x o,, \\e.. ~\.,,_, r l\YJ. I'\(';)\; {1 0\ Lt_) (tip}~;.., or \-~e.. Wc-,.r~tV\ , .... /1\t"' \.\I!.~ 

f\wJt.. ~\t\t ('Cr..., ... ls. 

JS. ~u-\ 1 tvl& kw-. ~~\ 
1 

(f T vJa~v1~ ~oi~j k Jti t~I'.\ o.l'I! \\,_.._\ , t he. ck\\ I 

Cc)IJ\l ~~{r-~ C\.6-J..A ·1\ .'' I -lhcr1 we,?-t OYI lo sµ,y l-hw1~ fr f/,c sii~if //()v, ff(.) fVI 

ye•Jc.rd1 wi+-k· r'le. ctn J /,;> b,1y o Oi/cJ c,,n d hwl me- c,n J h,m [( .o S fcvc:..-,s) 

hC\A ~lttv.!~ if.\\le.l C\v•.t ~~tic. vJ(\c:.. ,Y\O hu<'l ~ce.,,~r~ :) 
Jq. /11t .5.~in J fhuf 011/y in fvr;,,,,/e,J A,r1 m,,t"C.1 he. bCyt,u1 k f flffc. f/2'41

1 
;r he. w~!> 

&c~ {A(Ou/\J. here- 1 ·,\ J;~V\\ M~t\u 1 r 1_ \o\i ;;)( n.ui 1'1o~h;v.j W•v,_,ll hurpevi 

_ loec4u~L \.-ie:s. be,c"' \.c\L on, ½e\u{L O.V'l.d he:~ ~\;\\ \,u(... 1 cn,t t~(;l\ \\·,~ s.;\0-
C\~1u\.'\ i:. ~~r ffOl-""1 bci,,j ovu. 

JJ. unlc. L 'Se.t!n //,(,If J,-J/')'1- worl L lr,c.J Pf d/llcrc11 I tA!7pl'o,1lh '1n J 

~~t-1.~tl +o k,Wl1 
1

' +\..v.\ ~\VIC.C:.. "fDc.;, c!i..-1~+ S.ee.JO.\ \u tMe.... o.~,;-.A 'fo,.;,S.t.l{ 'ivu 1\e~l 

~o ~~~ ... \. Cl. bvj 'f ov r +c,n"l; l'1 C\ \'\ t h<.1\..J \.\,e,"\ w v'-' \ ~ ~ ~ u U e L \ ~ l i \ 't 0 ,.., \o :\ 'i 0 vr 

lob.'' 
3/ . .Z ;CJl'.:.>(cc/c.d a/4r'Y lhu:.e.. li?c!, 011d ..//, c.. (0~1vcr.sv1 /,·011 Secr?cJ fo /,i.. furl'}1rlj 

C\fo,_,,,J vrl /i !/ C. o /tTeet we1/J.-d vp. i4r1 e)("(./2e,J,Jy<: of worL lo0i.. place befwcc.-, 

i\e.;..., w~ \\, "' t(IA.) ( O,""' )"\lv. ~~ t \ ~ e. L \ et \ol.-...)l~ (' i s. Me.. 

'3J. l+ h \\t"'- \\(A~ C..c, w1J\•u p1J\\'-.. &... '
1 

~uL.l l1,,; 'e" (ro~ \,;~ ~oc...lt:~ o,.~t-
bGjC-."' ~\ck:"') ~;,'> 11\<A~\-.. w~\\.... ~\. \\(... we."'\- O\r\ \c \~\\ i'v\i:... \\vA 1

11 
1:.. \,,..)G\~ 
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no*\;~j U..'-'.~ \,e. (tJ·J~ ~,:.\ ""'e. \"-:\ {.s.+iihb,J) tor t-i {odor1 6( C,jvrrie/5 

Oh \.\.e.. l <.>\M po, .. mt o. ~ l 1:. ~ eX\ t '< L\ s.\.. ~'-I 6 Lhj ~ ec u u<:.c. ~ c. ~V\ ow'.:,_,~ 

. 3~. /4! +hr:;. fift?c. (.o '4/fo,.,, w.:1/t,,, vl ,·nlo .f/,e fo11ver.JulrCJn w,li C.o ff_(ce. tAJlld.. 

~c~\riLk. ~tL\v-t,'I\J ti\ \)A\t.. of \o \\~ s.:Je., (o Fei!lo,i ~v\W1':.\il~\\~ S,\v.,\d.1 rr I o..hc:~J~ 
f c.l 'tuJ. 1:;f\ ?" "1.. \o,~ ~1V"\ \\,IA.\ 

1 

11 \,e.. t~ V\1v\.11 l~)Ct1" "I. J,~irJ rt (c:-:~ alveviii:J -

(how, 

J• - Olil[ Vt1U~V\ 'I.. \{1r..l s.\c.c.<i~'.) \\,t. (0V,\lt'{~L1.\i01, o.wc
1 

t'{Ol"'\ Me.. bciv'IJ \\_,¼\~~1 &\.\ 

· \~i.. S..Cl.~e..\:,w. c. ~t'\ ~ ~J tu je. ~ il\ ~ec\ ~ c w ~e ce.. \\ t 'i.e. Vi.Af':.. ~ e v. ~ s v-J e cc.. l\ \ ~-i a,s.b."jJ 

er I~ .r ~00/d recer"ve ~ pa,·,,, of box·erf -\-¼u.\ (;\ 1

11 
bc:(Civ)t:. \\e. c~c> \\q\ \\e1 

jClllt. Me._ ~\~ ~ ~e-Lte. t~~\ t\. -
' as. (.. 0 f'/\;\\c< s\,,,\c.~ ~\~\ I 

11 ,he. L,..)0<..>\~ VI~\ ~e.\. \\...,M ~ Uuv:,C., \c.. ,~\.c,~ WC1.\L\.:,1,1J 
,, 

, l'-\'f Cl:,~,. . 

]£. ,-1/ !ks. l~e {. u Fu/Ion wvr/iJ 6Ft lowc-1,'dJ -Ji e bk'-Ji w/.en h~ rclvrn:. he. 

hL\'::. ~ ~C,\;( 6t ~o"(ev\. \V'\ hi':, ~(.\V\~ w~\\_:;v,j \oWL\ch ~\e. \10•,\ ~\\v~ C, r ,\-\.c.- 1/\t.\ t ... J 
( e, \\ ~ 

P- I !hen slcp11e-J lo Ji,<: buc.i. or IAe. re:// tilYIJ fur,.,, j fYl7 buc/4 l,. -/,) e dour 5 o J,~ 

. CovJJ S.e~ \-\~~ '1.. tL,~ WC\,..,\ C,\v,.~ pro~lel-'1'::.. 

JS. T_ \e,1,,r~ (. o !="t-1.\\0V\ c.u.\\ t_,< CA.i'lo \.\~r C,.o I. b e\i-eu e.. ~ \ W,\\. C. o {)u.\'(,.._l, \-\'l.c.i 
'~er"' 9u-.e\\'\ \~\_;Vlj 00hJo:. \.\..e. tt)I$. 
3q. :r lle11 /,,:c,rl (:i iey 6e,.,,.,J ,nxrleJ 1n/4 11,e /r;.,ci, r llwuJil ,l c,~ .. n,J ..Jie:... 

:fool s.\J be.lv.u:>e "'S... ll11,,._, \\ W1A~ C\1C11v.S,\ \).0-P pv/(L'f 1otC1 (.of<> O~CPI Oinj 

cdi Jell(~ 1.,Jit~l>'-,J \~c. \\\l"'lct\o:... ~e,i~~ ~fope,\i {c.~,,~llhj w\Jt.. , ...... \¼e.. $.. l·Lu I ~,_;t 

\., .. lei'\ \' \vtY\c.~ Cl.'fOui'\l ~te.. icot ~ \\..e.. \o\6iv-j Ce..\\ WI-\~ DjOC.v'\-

Yo. C.o F'Ci.lloVI \\c,v-. el'\\,e{'.. \\..e. (c.\\ Cl,\o~H--, l.._ ¼,,;;l (,\ ~c.w S,\<:.p"- \0(Wl,J 'l'\C..e,\\"'J 

1,"" ill\ \\c. M~t~\t. or \\t,._ \r..~\~i"'J (d1. 

- I..J! . ..T/ /s /)en l,ic,/ I /Jv;;(e. he_ V\I.\~ \\c.. ~~'in<. \V\ o\'\c::. Vl1A"1 l,_li~\_ \,11... ~,:o-~; 

\c \\e.. \-\r.:,oc {-\""t C\ ''&..x..k b,._i+e" { di~'{(fc,1+ i"n .SJ-Ze. e1Hd tolor trv,.--i /),e. ot1e (.6 

!'1,fltr h11J) '"' hi-., o\\c.r \..IA.V\~. -
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'-It (.o r"'\\u~ i S -)\,)\\ ~\V\lf.j 'M~ \.\,~ \\_.,"\__ ~\"-(.__ w,\\ C\. lt1.11'\ l:..l"'\•:c-l uv,. \...., ~ 

Cei.te.. Y\o\ s.~~ .... 1 "')'\'t~\.i"\. 

L.\l. Tf',f1"'.) \v ,~Mv..iv,. (CA.\~ ""S',_"-~\.~~ '-'~~,ir Ml\v\ w~v.\·<. vp,WA"'f'1 901·11) oyJ(/-/e.. 

d.,~~\ tc..:>fo1'\d, :I //,e1v,1Af IA"I bt /Mt.. ca/hny crlfe11hu,1 fo //.,r,.. L,,,·/~ (n C.o F&,//..;m 

'hv,,,.J \..c.... wo,)t (e.v.\1t.'- \\e._ ~~\\J"'-\\oY' ~e.. w,\-,,. (.{c.u,\,~j 'i~-..i~c. \\."'\ ~i.>\tVIJ Ce..\l. 

I l/,e,,,, {o,,.,~e,t/4/ On the in, ·rc by >'o/li'J, tr m,,n lhwl /u1i1 I (t-n,· /t.) loo).!.. pre,ry 
1,1·(~/1 ~t1 tl-\1 o.j~ M'I ~~,..J o...~:~1~ ~\Mi tr~ ,~~ Me. s~'" ,\.'' 
I.!~. Co Fc..\\o"' \1.a},:. o .. 9v1l-l ~ )1,1~t<- Q10-.;,1 ! c-. \. i-h1t o+~,r (. o'- C\v-~ \.wYI ~~ 11'\'\e.- ~\e. 

k~, \(, -

Y5_ Seco..-,h [l..t'.\ef \.\\~ \.."'-;~c__ ~uc...\.cJ VV''\ ~o.V\h "1:.... '(\<l\\uJ \\.~ c\\e{ C..o ... \.\~\ 

we1c.. OIJ\:;,~ll., \\c.. \...c.\Ll-\~ Cd\ ~ej''-V\ Mo<J1~j (vtpi~(i towMJ> !Ae. l~vn f o F .//,e_ Joot 

\.,., e.v'I\<:,. ~ ~ ( c..\ l . 

~b. IA.\ 4he. ~(11..,e~i~e I l,eyuv1 fo ,l)U>I, /vl'~rJ /n or/e,,. lo J~+ oL.J/ //,e., {el~ w,-IA (. 6 

f""\\\)y\ \,\oLli..,j rv,,'\ ~')(;t "1.. \.\,\J'..\ to{"-lo.ct w,\\. \.\~ l"Jc.. fU~•~J ~-;1"" 0-..1~ \~e. J,our~ 

1-f7. ()ri,e.. ou~~:;~I!.. \\.I(_ ~(,)\Lw) (c.\\ (.c, P{,\\f,\..t. 1 l\'\t.e..'l CH,~ ~rile- be]""' C,\l\t,dc._;w~ ;'Y\~ 1 

a~\,~~ °'"''fOl'\C.. ot ~\c.M ~o\ wi\hM (wr..h +o 7rv1b pne r CA.)c.J,_;/l Jhrvif .forw,;,td 

wJ\.._ +\-.e... b .. ife. \I,\ ct~H ~ kec.r .\-~el""I Vl,1.,)1 rf•i'V\ VVI~. 

"'IS. Tk~ w~"' \ 01"1 \u'f (A fc.u v-'li~u\e.'-a. UV\~;\ ~ ~c.l'\ L.0 Mi\\tr t\.,.\._ \uv-)1A\k \~e... 

e..,.:ckuV\1- CGl,i!:S, ~f.V\\ o-ie:( s,\rjtJli u.S. ~ r {e.iAr..\..;v.1 +..i r 1C4'1c-ff.,ny J (01 l,z.,'n J he.. w t\1 /0

"1 

fo~s.e:..101, or lk~ o!Ai:,, ,t,,,/e z rv1n i,e/4;,,I ;,,/7'1_ 
41. Wlc.n 1. 90~ -b \\~e. Qc,h"nye C.L\~e.. 'I. 5,ee..,,,. (..c, 1~i\lt< .S.\...c.l"c:J low" op~111V1j ~,(,. 

kriife, '"I_ "~lu\\ Lrw,1rd 1..,vi\\ ,\~ l1.._Je \ \'\ l"v\"\ "UV\~ I~~ ~<-,ri0c:.l. \...,~~ \_V\i k CA-.., h 
bej"'V\ ~r"'-\\;\'\':J oJ Me... 

150. 14-\- +te... s~~c..~i,-,e.. L Wv-'::, ('1,f .. \~l \n»""\ \,~;.,J lo~ C..b rc\\li~l, 1\\~c..l,~r,1.c. 

ll....-.l "'S.. ~d,e..ut.. Fv.\l\)~"I-

S\, (.c, Pr1\e...)Mec:l o..vJ, r~lltij'\ cdc.. O\"\ ('.'\'1 lll)'I,\ \-r'\iv. 0) ~ , .. ,.H'e},,\\e... .\..\'2..- \.\,'\,~e. 00\ 

o( /11 1 hcmd1 [.fJ (Jr.,/r,-c.L ,·!, pr.1;1cliy ct11d k1Je.e/,1:; me 1t1 -fl-i~ tf4C<:.. ~eCo.\J':,t... "IY"'I. 

s.\,\\ ½~"'\ ovcr \f'-\\1~':I \"" \.~e.p C..o Mi\\tr aw,v., ~fol""'- \._,~ ~; te ... 

SJ .. •Me. (.c f"\;\\tr ~oe.-;, (du·,.)c("~ ·\...;;';;, \LY'-i\~ ~~ ?l\~:~e.,_ ~\. ½t\Ll \0 c:.X~i..-:., C,.O 
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i:-l\\\\)V\ 0( Pt(le!.. l,-'.V\~ '\e.\\e.\.. t,._. \\t,..,..,.11{ \a 9~\ tii 0~ \\:' 

5'3, (' () t11r'l/u n~n J.~ycw, hy,"J fr.:, JI"' I, J'lll'j J1t!~i"5 w h/( /4 ( av.St} /VI e. /6 lo 5 e. 

~o~~e'.>,,.;,,'\ o,; \\e_.. \:..V"IJI!... \\v-\ wi..--.,. '"' ......... 1 \..,c,,,.,,t 

f!.\_ 01"\H'.. --r._ lo~\ pci~c.s,o,, ~ \.\L \l..v.. 1(~ ( ,o ~u.\~i1...l
1 

\\\ec..\1... c,\..,l f-!r,,~ ~e.jl'\\'\ pwl'\t
\VI~ Di''\ VV\e.. \utl,V\j IVIL \(, ~~--t' ~ \."'~ ~f~0.,l ~~v.~ !AV'\ e.)'.hnu~\tl 

rs-. 1:.\ Wo\~ \-\~ \.\w. ~ "I_ ~ ,'/\u\ \'\ \;e_(,\·(~ Dnt. D r ~\t.. (_ .o <. ~ e.-\\ ~ ~( ~Q r""to iie. t-c;, i /f C 'l I r 

~b~ o,<,.<.,,,~\"'-1'\(f'._~' 0\\C.t., ~ \.-.e.t1.r~ \.-\~\ 1._ l1.J1"\~\1:..\€..\~ .s.\\)'f I c.~,::.\11'\J k nuv-i;l"_J h~lr w1i{. 

. Ovv ~\...e.. W"-i, 

:S-6- 1... Wt\::, \.~~,,._ <...uHc.~ w~\\_ M1 \--.(",\v\l':. s,\.re.\t.~t-1 ou;\ iv-. Cr01, ~ o ~ )'tie w;\"' 

C • Po..\tiLk. <.c"\~v,.u,1<_'.) \~ ~\,~\e.. \Mt.. \\'\ ~\...t. \e.,,1 't e.\\H~J ~•.H \Wie... to 
1 

« 5.-\u'f' te.<:.i(~\ij 

'J7. ~~.sdfH;,,c.('_ ·&Ir,, 'vej j e Con J:, t"ufer wi'f/, L /. "JrJ fin f}.o.::. ( 1.h/J. n ,"JcJ I IA~ S(u•?(.. 

L; c,.i\-eVI""~ Jc kl\ ~oe... , ro,-.. the. @.. ~ +~\ o I b-a"'j c11l \~ L (;:; ~ \\..1s \ w c.{C... ~ <t t. ~, .... \ ~ J 

1

' Mov{. Aw~y O.Vll n1.1t ti:> Sty CC.I\~ ~~;.,.,1 .
11 

)$. r t,,./1.1~ ~\..l>"I. pu~ 1.)1, ""' 31.:tY\e...t wkt,t.. \\~ C.1\0 rl'"\~'-1 D f \.\~'-.. f.,.~\-.a\\io" bej~ .... 

1et\\1"J \\\ 'l.. Luc..~'- h1-..\u;,"'\ ~Cu.1'~"'') l~( M~ \de. "\- \.\L \...11.,..,}., of \.\...6e.. Co"'. 

__ L \,,_Ht~ W~l!.c..\d. to l'l\tLtv..\ w~e.u. -i. (u .. c.;11c.t 11 d;/dd fvt S.c:vcrc. \C.\tc.-c,-1,\to ..... '. 

_ b J-we.c..... \\. '- ~ s:. \\ or t'\"1'1 \.. "-'A. h .. 

5~- DI-'\ or o..(ovn! 10·.oo- 11·.oo P.M 1- ww~ lr;..ic.V"' to U.S..-P Lee (ou·,.~ VA_ 

lJ~t'ft.. 'I.. (ui!i:......,\\l (c.':.Je... 

60. I. WW;, i fflfl1' J,·'1 le fy j)ffltC J in If. e.- i. #. U A Ct'c a/ L cc f o un/y ih ~n t'i..olr./1 ~11 

{a II wi\\ Vi l«11<1en ... '"' \\..e... te..~\iYlj O\v..l \\~ \if,\~ s.\.,_'i ,1 c,, l. "I \..,r-:, v.. lw-i - 1. be-
\i cvc.. \\..L\~ \\v ... ~\IA~{ o.l'\l \.\.\.u or~e.~\ic.S we<e.. \~,iQ,Mtl n0\ to lor,,(llt.111i", ... k 
1.,./,,\.~ ML· 

bl. Upo,1 MC /'lu/,-llY'j J1'ffcre111I /tr:,.: "1:tnt"Jt:rf an J IOr./J·1s~/dJ Mak.,ny (dl.)nJ:> ,·n 

~\...e... S., "- u 1:. b~(AV\ As.\ .. :11'\J flJ<" t;')~ eij\.t> C\Vil AiY\e.S ("1:1,,....... ... ~L Gt1c,,11,._..-.ce.. ~1,,,...,.,) \\..e.::.e.. 

tfft<t~\ s.\~ff f"\C.l"l~tf:> wovll tiv\ ~l~~ f\-\e. U.\\i~tt\1· Tie7 1-rf lcJl,-,.J ,M_I! fA.,{r 
ht1.l t, ~(., \ t~e.::.1:.. {o(t"l':. r fH•- l'VIY v_111-f le"1r1. \\ 

b~- Bcii1j (t';. ~¼l.luj h l \.-.1,ll 0\'\'1 ~ ~1" (A\ L,<:. (uv,..\1 ~o<" "-\ fc.l,J !w,r,, 1 1- h,.J l"IO i de.h 

4~ +o w·~o M~ 1.H'1;} tcv.W\ WtiS .. 
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t3, We-II 11j}on f)'Jc. {o11 f,·,u/ov! fy u!:.tiriy fhe .SfCff( fo( /Je:,e. forf'YIS I f,i1ully (Cf~e 

&lrc~~ (O(JJ'l'.;.e.lar ~(;,'.;'.{L.. w~o Wt\:::, {fo, ... M~ UY\;i ~'CC<\W'I. 

blf. T o.:::.~c! fou111::.~/ut i3owi''-
1

" fu'f v. t)9 ei1~\ ll\\1\1 \'\iYlc.. e.'t(-'lt.tin;.,J to h;~ \.\..,i..+ 1.. wc,.S. 

lH"111.\\c.. \o w,·,\t... ,l...i'- ¾() \\..c.. \'A1u1ic.';;. 1.. (c.l.t..\v~l ½ '"""\ \..v.""-L ~""'""' \\c:. \',\l\h\l"\\ 1. 

Wi.\. \\"\\h.,\Vl~ ir. t:,.\ ~i'.) ';!\v.,~'i-

i,;. ' t¼tv,. 11.::.kc~ Cou11:,.:.l o, P.ic·~ri-\.. 1 " 1 ( 'I £ou/J o,.;,,.t..,\e. "'~ 1<.Sud \.::i h;W\ fh.¥-l ~c... 

W(~\c... \\,:..M ~ot...v, ~t)< 'Mc.. ~~Cuv-:.e.. 1._ Wu•~ uvi ... \\~ \-> lo ,~ """t~d(/ ht.. \c.1;~~tl ~¼\1"') 

\.\,t..\ (( he... L,jO.~\~\ 9oivij ~ he\~ rvic... wr;\'- v,:i (-\1-\0tktf s.t ... H~ l'\'\~w..~.:.r/\ .. V\l _w"-\kl~ D rr wi\\

ou\ <Vt..-. j ivc\/\ Me He Fcirns ic, 1h11 I -Z: tr;,,.,ll f,y fc, (t:ec,·uc. off,,,, /4.5:.i!-l~nrc. 

i'- I /J,n lr/tj te-l//"') uJS1!-/411te fro/1"1 o lhe, inrn«ld 
1 
6 u I £ eruux. o F c,// IJ e dd{rrtn f 

_ te.:.\fi1..t.i1,'.> ,A:w\ l ~H~S.i~l'I\ \.. w1,.:. fuit11Ji1,1j ~'f•~- \\.c... Co .. l\\ Lee. l~v1,\'i "I. w~"::. 

V ti.!". U Cc.~~ ~..:i\ · 

h7. 1. huu(. :;,;.,,~ ~tv,. ~tit! {t.~ev.\tl\~ ~ c~\t\;l"I \\c..'-:.e. ~,ie:<J~ ... le. ~1,~M~ \~ 't\l;) C\.\Jt,-,\. 

bH . .Samet,.,(_ t~lr.-.)<,e;r, IJe. f 1A anJ I ;"'
1 

6 ( Junv,,rt I ret C,r,lc J,.,, J/)fr-f frc1.,,., 14je.lfl 

Shce.\."\~U(,"'q or\~'- t-1:1-1'.. ""I,"l\~n'\<--.\- ~C:fe,..;~ .. t'l/,Jo\'\ w~,.. \ .•. H,':. \','1,Je.',.t,c.\r\,j \.\~ \V\l,tcv,~ 

t\\ ~ i) ~V\•r.J~. 

t.(L 1.. ~pok ~\+\.. \-.;M e1pl«i11i11J \-\e. ,....,<.,~hv..\ G\':. "'5... ~IIC. Jo\'\e. \~r:_1-.,9~oJ \\e~e.. 9.,,~6-

Jo. {)n /11~,re,J o/
1/. :I rctc,uc/ a11Df~cr v;:,;/ f/o,n /1. v . .s. 11 f1111//,,,y (,fnd t,11c;lhcr' F.IJ.I, 

i-1 ,c:11 + W ~t:1 \ 1, ~U\"'lc.l \""le.. ~" \ .\\'-'\ Wv..VI \t ~ \IV,'\ \... t \~ i. I'\ p C,:, ~ '-l u ~i"'l (, Ci ,\,\ i \\c < c,"' l 
F q\\o\,'\ ~Ot v;oiu1u:, Cf P'v\1 \q 'c3 (.;.\I~\ f•j ~h , 1.__ "i{c,~ l °'"1 ~(.I.Ve. \\-.tM_ '"""~ S.'1.\'\~ 

S ~(.lo\ >Lw. t"- \ o.. ~ L \...a ..;c.. l O\,e.. .\-\w:,0) ~o .... I.; \\~ C.,o:.. 9 !\le'> · 
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------Wo· L ..... >k~-•k_ \\u';;, ~,\t)f.~~\..~lCM&..~hc.n , MLu\.l__Tu ........ , ___ _ 

-~l'illl~«. G,.., "1<""-f,L\,.1,_~Qh<A\ \.'' C ~< 1,, .. ,-1>\'-
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Track & Confirm 

Track & Confirm 

Search Resu Its 
Label/Receipt Number. 7007 2680 0000 8285 3033 

There is no record of this item. 

Why Are You Receiving This Message? 

1. Event information may not be available if your item was mailed 
recently. Please try again later. 

2. The number was entered incorrectly. Be sure to enter an of the letters 
and numbers as they appear on your mailing label or receipt. 

Can1act Us tl>rms PriVacv Policy Jenn~ 

Copyright© 1999-2007 USPS. All Rights Reserved. No FEAR Act EEO Data FOJA • 

http:/ /trkcn:frm 1.smi. usps .com/PTSintemet We bt1nter Labellnquiry.do 

Track & Confirm 
··.>-> -./.'"" 

\~,.--~i~.T,,:•••., 

Enter label/Receipt Number. 

N_ationa 1 & Premfer Accounts 

.''·f::•• .. ·. 

6/3/2008 

I ·,. 
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LEEC5 * ADMINISTRATIVE REMEDY INMATE NOTICES * 06-10-2009 

18:50:13 PAGE 001 OF 001 RECEIPTS/DISREGARD RECEIPTS/EXTENSIONS 

SELECTION CATEGORY: EQ -- OR REGNO: 40467-037 
FUNC TYPE OT/TIME PRINTED PD REMEDY-ID REGNO NAME DT/TIME CREATED 

G5152 NO REMEDY DATA EXISTS FOR THIS INMATE 
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O/flce of the United States Attorney 
Eastern District of Kentucky 
James A. Zerhusen, United States Attorney 

Former USP Big Sandy Corrections Officer Indicted for 
Civil Rights Violation, Wanton Endangerment, Providing 

Prohibited Item to Inmate 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
April 16, 2009 
WlVW .usdoj.gov/usao/kye 

For information contact 

Kyle &Jelen (859) 685-4811 

E-Mail: Kyle.&ielen@usdo;.gov 

Inez, Ky. -Larry Ray Miller, Jr., 33, of Hazard, Kentucky, a correctional officer at 
the United States Penitentiary, Big Sandy, in Martin County, was indicted today for violating 
an inmate• s civil rights, a Kentucky state law violation of first degree wanton endangennent, 
and aiding and abetting providing a prohibited item to an inmate. 

The Superseding Indictment alleges that on December 30, 2007, Miller, then 
employed as a corrections officer at USP Big Sandy, and acting under the color oflaws of 
the United States, did injure, oppress, intimidate, and threaten inmate M.L. T ., in inmate 
confined in the prison's special housing unit. In so doing, Miller deprived inmate M.L. T. of 
the free exercise and enjoyment of his Constitutional right not to be subjected to cruel and 
unusual punishment. 

The Superseding Indictment also alleges that Miller committed the Kentucky crime 
of First Degree Wanton Endangerment. The Superseding Indictment alleges Miller, while 
acting under circumstances manifesting an extreme indifference to the value of human life, 
opened inmate ML. T.' s cell door and allowed fellow corrections officer Kevin Christopher 
Fall en to enter the cell with a folding pocket knife. The Superseding Indictment alleges that 
1\.-filler in so acting created a substantial danger of death or serious physical injury to inmate 
M.L.T., Fallen, and others. 

Finally, the Superseding Indictment alleges that Miller, aided and abetted by Fallen, 
provided a folding pocket knife to inmate M.L.T. in violation of Bureau of Prisons policy. 

In March 2009, Fallen pleaded guilty to providing the pocket knife to inmate M.L. T. 

James A. Zerhusen, United States Attorney for the Eastern District of Kentucky, J.C. 
Zurcher, Warden, USP Big Sandy, John F. Oleskowicz, Special Agent in Charge, United 
States Department of Justice, Office of the Inspector General, (DOJ-OIG) Chicago Field 
Office, and Timothy D. Cox, Special Agent in Charge, Federal Bureau of Investigation, 
jointly made the announcement today after a federal grand jury in Ashland, Ky., returned the 
Superseding Indictment. 
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AO 440 (Rev. 02/09) Swnmom in a Civil Action 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

/if I CIIIIE L L. my/4t :r£. 
Plaintiff 

v. 

Pf Ill 
Defendant 

for the 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

Civil Action No. 

SUMMONS IN A CIVIL ACTION 

To: (Defendant's name and address) 

P£1Ll 

A lawsuit has been filed against you. 

Within 20 days after service of this summons on you (not counting the day you received it)- or 60 days if you 
are the United States or a United States agency, or an officer or employee of the United States described in Fed. R. Civ. 
P. 12 (aX2) or (3)-you must serve on the plaintiff an answer to the attached complaint or a motion under Rule 12 of 
the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. The answer or motion must be served on the plaintiff or plaintitrs attorney, 

whosenameandaddressare: '-fui../&7_017 L £ r: 
M 1-l\¾A~l L _ ftl'flo~ J{! U · ~ .-f L 

P.o Box JoS 
37:ille~ Vi fie t/11. J. 'I J.6 3 

If you fail to respond, judgment by default will be entered against you for the relief demanded in the complaint. 
You also must file your answer or motion with the court. 

CLERK OF COURT 

Date: /).- [_-_O_q~--
Signature of Clerk or Deputy Clerk 
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AO 440 (Rev. 02/09) Summons in a Civil Action 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
for the 

MT(HAlL L. 711,tfol :rt. ) 
) 

Plaintiff ) 
v. ) Civil Action No. 

\8~u~L Q ~ I rz l~ 'l 
) 
) 

Defendant 
) 

SUMMONS IN A CIVIL ACTION 

To: (Defendanl 's name and address) 

~A M\Jll ~ A 1~ 1 ll 

A lawsuit has been filed against you. 

Within 20 days after service of this summons on you (not counting the day you received it)- or 60 days if you 
are the United States or a United States agency, or an officer or employee of the United States described in Fed. R. Civ. 
P. 12 (aX2) or(3)-you must serve on the plaintiff an answer to the attached complaint or a motion under Rule 12 of 
the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. The answer or motion must be served on the plaintiff or plaintiff's attorney, 

whose name and address are: U :> f L 
foll l~ !All L - tl1Yf o< Jl. p . . ee. 

.o Cox 3oS
L/bY~l- O) 1 

Jor)t)v;\\e... IIA. JL/Jl.3 
If you fail to respond, judgment by default will be entered against you for the relief demanded in the complaint. 

You also must file your answer or motion with the court. 

CLERK OF COURT 

Signatwe of Cler/c or Deputy Clerk 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
for the 

f..AS TERVIJ ~ l_ ~ Ticic' or k £/YTvt!</ 

f)1 T Ltl K_l_ L, JA'j/o( :TE_, ) 
) 

Plaintiff ) 
v. ) Civil Action No. 

k lVItV tl4LLOV\ 
) 
) 

-- ) 
DefeNiant 

SUMMONS IN A CIVIL ACTION 

To: (Defendant's name and address) 

k E. V 1N 11/LL uvV 

A lawsuit bas been filed against you. 

Within 20 days after service of this summons on you (not counting the day you received it) - or 60 days if you 
are the United States or a United States agency, or an officer or employee of the United States described in Fed. R. Civ. 
P. 12 (a)(2) or (3)-you must serve on the plaintiff an answer to the attached complaint or a motion under Rule 12 of 
the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. The answer or motion must be served on the plaintiff or plaintiffs attorney, 
whose name and address are: 

,MT L~\All L_ TA~/ot Tf
~ ot.161- () 11 

LJ.~-~ LEE. 
P. o J3ox Jo:; 
Jo/le:~ v, fie 11A _ :p-lJ. b J 

If you fail to respond, judgment by default wi II be entered against you for the relief demanded in the complaint. 
You also must file your answer or motion with the court. 

CLERK OF COURT 

Signature of Clerk or Deputy Clerk 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

Mi~~J L_ IA"llor 
Plaintiff 

~t. 

for the 

) 
) 
) 

v. ) Civil Action No. 

~~VIS\ fflf £l 
Defendant 

) 
) 
) 

SUMMONS IN A CJVIL ACTION 

To: (Defendant's name and address) 

A lawsuit has been filed against you. 

Within 20 days after service of this summons on you (not counting the day you received it)-or 60 days if you 
are the United States or a United States agency, or an officer or employee of the United States described in Fed. R. Civ. 
P. 12 ( a)(2) or (3) - you must serve on the plaintiff an answer to the attached complaint or a motion under Rule 12 of 
the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. The answer or motion must be served on the plaintiff or plaintiff's attorney, 

whose name and address are: U ~ (1 L e... 

j\1 [U\~£L L /t1y/or JI. fJ. ~.,do~ ;oS 
~ol./~l-01"/ 

If you fail to respond, judgment by default will be entered against you for the relief demanded in the complaint. 
You also must file your answer or motion with the court. 

CLERK OF COURT 

Date: / J - / - D q 
Sig,tQlllre cif Clerk or Deputy Clerk 
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Plaintiff ) 
v. ) Civil Action No. 

J\1 ILLEt: 
) 

l8ffj ) 

DefendanJ ) 

SUMMONS IN A CIVIL ACTION 

To: (Defendant's naine and address) 

A lawsuit has been filed against you. 

Within 20 days after service of this summons on you (not counting the day you received it)-or 60 days if you 
are the United States or a United States agency, or an officer or employee of the United States described in Fed. R. Civ. 
P. 12 (a)(2) or(3)-you must serve on the plaintiff an answer to the attached complaint or a motion under Rule 12 of 
the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. 1be answer or motion must be served on the plaintiff or plaintiff's attorney, 
whose name and address are: 

Mi"~at\ L _ ,;'ii°' rt 
Lf oL/'7-o17 

U.~.0 Lee_ 

P.o Got 305 

If you fail to respond, judgment by default will be entered against you for the relief demanded in the complaint. 
You also must file your answer or motion with the court. 

CLERK OF COURT 

Date: \)-\- 0-~~~-
Sig,IQllue. of Clerk or Depvty Clerk 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
EASTERN DISTRICT OF KENTUCKY 

SOUTHERN DIVISION 
PIKEVILLE 

MICHAEL L. TAYLOR, JR., ) 
) 

Plaintiff, ) Ci vii Action No. 09-145-AR T 
) 

V. ) 

) ORDER 
LARRY MILLER, et al., ) 

) 
Defendants. ) 

*** *** *** *** 

The plaintiff, Michael Taylor, submitted a letter informing the Court that he has settled 

his claims against the defendants John Price, David Meek, and Samuel Patrick. R. 70. 

Accordingly, it is ORDERED that this action is DISCONTINUED with prejudice but without 

costs as to defendants Price, Meek, and Patrick in their individual capacities; provided, however, 

that if the settlement is not consummated within thirty (30) days of the date of this Order, any 

party may apply by motion within the thirty-day period for restoration of the action to the 

calendar of the undersigned, in which event the action will be restored. 

The only remaining defendants in this case are Larry Miller (against whom the Court 

entered default judgment on October 13, 20 I 0, R. 64 ), and Kevin Fallon. 

This the 25th day of January, 2011. 

Signed By: 

Amul R. Thapar ,4-f 
United States District Judge 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
EASTERN DISTRICT OF KENTUCKY 

SOUTHERN DIVISION 
PIKEVILLE 

MICHAEL L. TAYLOR, JR., ) 
) 

Plaintiff, ) Civil Action No. 09-145-ART 
) 

v. ) 
) ORDER 

LARRY MILLER, et al., ) 
) 

Defendants. ) 
) 

*** *** *** *** 

Michael L. Taylor, Jr., an individual currently incarcerated at the United States 

Penitentiary-Lee ("USP-Lee"), in Jonesville, Virginia, filed a pro se civil rights complaint, 

pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1331 and the doctrine announced in Bivens v. Six Unknown Named 

Agents ofFederal Bureau ofNarcotics, 403 U.S. 388 (1971). See R. 2. Because the complaint 

states cognizable claims, the Court will issue summons on the defendants in this case. See 28 

U.S.C. § 1915A. 

BACKGROUND 

A pro se pleading is held to less stringent standards than those drafted by attorneys. 

Urbina v. Thoms, 270 F.3d 292,295 (6th Cir. 2001) (citing Cruz v. Beto, 405 U.S. 319 (1972); 

Haines v. Kerner, 404 U.S. 519 (1972)). For the purposes of this initial screening, the Court 

liberally construes the allegations from the complaint, R. 2, (unless another source is cited). 

Moreover, for the purposes of screening, the allegations are accepted as true and are summarized 

as follows: 
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In December 2007, the plaintiff, Taylor, was incarcerated at USP-Big Sandy, in Inez, 

Kentucky. On December 29, 2007, Taylor returned to his cell along with his two cell-mates to 

find that their clean clothes were wet and dirty. Upset with this, Taylor inserted his mattress into 

the cell's food slot and demanded to see a lieutenant. Eventually, Lieutenant ("Lt.") John Doe 

along with the tactical team pulled the mattress out. 1 He repeatedly asked the inmates to "cuff 

up" and threatened to use pepper spray if they did not. The inmates did not respond to his 

requests. Lt. Doc sprayed the inmates with three cans of pepper spray and shot them with a 

pepper ball gun several times. The tactical team then entered the cell. There was a struggle with 

the inmates and someone allegedly shot Taylor with the pepper ball gun. The inmates were 

cuffed, shackled, and taken to the shower to wash off the pepper spray. While Taylor was 

showering, C.O. Crunklcr allegedly punched him. 

Taylor and his cell-mates were put into a SHU holding cell. Several hours later, they 

complained to Lt Pcnnelton and C.O. Kevin Christopher Fallen that they did not get their 

evening meal and that the restraints were cutting off their circulation. Taylor and his cell-mates 

never received their evening meal. 

The next morning, Taylor's cell-mates were taken back to their original SHU cell, but 

Taylor remained in the holding cell. At around 3 :30 or 4:00 p.m., C.O. Larry Miller beat on the 

observation window to the holding cell. C.O. Miller was upset since Taylor had apparently put 

1The complaint sometimes refers to individuals by their last name only or "John Doe." This 
order refers to the officers as alleged in the complaint unless there is evidence of their complete, 
correct names from the criminal case brought against two of the officers. See United States v. 
Miller, No. 08-CR-017, R. I (E.D. Ky. Feb. 24, 2010). 

2 
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his hands on C.O. Stevens, a member of the tactical team. Taylor claims that C.O. Miller also 

threatened him twice, saying, "we're going to get your a-." C.O. Miller proceeded to pour a 

bucket of water into the holding ce IL 

After that exchange, C.O. Meck walked up and spoke with C.O. Miller about Taylor. 

C.O. Miller pulled out a pocket knife and picked his nails with it. He allegedly told Taylor that 

he could get Taylor "hit (stabbed)" for a carton of cigarettes on the compound. He suggested 

Taylor "ask [his] boy because he knows." At that point, Officers Fallen, Price, and Patrick 

approached the holding cell. Taylor asked for a pair of boxers that fit. C.O. Miller said that he 

would not give him different boxers. Taylor claims M illcr said that he liked "watching [Taylor's] 

a-." 

C.O. Fallen walked off and returned with a pair of boxers. Taylor moved to the back of 

his cell with his back to the door. C .0. Fallen called for C.O. Patrick. Taylor turned around and 

saw the cell door was now open. He thought it was against BOP policy to open a cell door in the 

SHU without the inmate restrained. C.O. Fallen entered. He had boxers in one hand and a 

pocket knife in the other. The knife looked different than C .0. Mill er' s. Taylor asked if he could 

sec the knife. C.O. Fallen handed the knife to Taylor. Almost immediately after Taylor got the 

knife, a group of officers gathered and approached as if to enter the cell. Taylor tried to get out 

of the cell and pushed C.O. Fallen out of the way. Outside the cell, Officers Price, Meck, and 

Price allegedly began attacking Taylor. Taylor states that he used C.O. Fa lien's knife to keep the 

officers away from him. 

Then, Taylor saw C.O. Miller go towards his own knife. As C .0. Miller was opening his 

3 
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knife, Taylor thrust forward with the knife and got C.O Miller to drop his knife. But C.O M illcr 

was able to grab Taylor. The other officers got hold of Taylor from behind. Some were trying 

to get the knife out of his hand. C.O. Patrick punched and kneed Taylor in the face. C.O. Miller 

recovered his knife and gave it to an officer with instructions to "get rid of it." C.O. Miller 

purportedly tried to grab Taylor's penis which caused him to drop the knife. Officers Patrick, 

Meek, and Price allegedly began beating Taylor who fell to the ground from the blows. Taylor 

heard someone call for assistance and then stopped trying to resist. 

As Taylor was being cuffed, C.O. Patrick allegedly continued to strike him and yelled at 

Taylor to stop resisting. A lieutenant arrived and ordered the officers to move away. Taylor 

received 21 stitches for lacerations to his hands. That night, prison authorities drove Taylor to 

his current facility, USP-Lee, and placed him in its SI-JU section. 

On July 15, 2008, Officers Miller and Fallen were indicted for their treatment of an 

inmate, M.L.T., on December 30, 2007, at USP-Big Sandy. See Miller, No. 08-CR-017, R. I. 

Taylor alleges that he was M. L. T and that he helped with the prosecution. In March 2009, C. 0. 

Fallen plead guilty to providing a pocket knife to Taylor. The other charges against C.O. Fallen 

were dismissed. Id at R. 9 5. On April 16, 2009, the government alleged in a superseding 

indictment that C.O. Mill er: violated the civil rights of M .L.T., violated Kentucky state law of 

first degree endangerment, and aided and abetted C.O. Fallen in providing a prohibited item to 

M.L.T. ld. at R. 56. On October 27, 2009, the trial for C.O. Miller began. Id. at R. 81. 

How ever, the next day, he plcd guilty. Id. at R. 85. Officers Fall en and Miller were subsequently 

sentenced for their crimes. 

4 
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At some time after Taylor was moved to USP-Lee on December 30, 2007, he asked prison 

officers there for inmate grievance forms. He allegedly was unable to get the forms for some 

time. He also asked Counselor Bouric to help him fill out the forms since Taylor's hands were 

injured. Counselor Bouric refused to help fill out the fonn or give them to him. Eventually, on 

an unspecified date, he got the inmate grievance forms, but Lt. Pitt of the Special Investigative 

Service at USP-Lee apparently intercepted his grievance before it was sent to the regional 

director. 

On December 7, 2009, Taylor filed his complaint against Officers Miller, Meck, Fallen, 

Patrick, and Price in their individua 1 and officia 1 capacities. H c c \aims that their conduct violated 

his rights under the First, Eighth, and Fourteenth Amendments when they: conspired to use 

excessive force, used excessive force, provided deplorable conditions for confinement, and 

denied him the "right to seek redress." He also alleges that the defendants committed assault and 

battery. Taylor seeks $500,000 in damages from each defendant. 

On December 1 5, 2009, the Court granted Taylor's motion to proceed in form a pauper is. 

R. 4. On January 4, 2010, Taylor filed a motion for subpeona of records. R. 5. On January 13, 

2010, Taylor filed a motion to appoint counsel. R. 7. 

DISCUSSION 

Because Taylor is a prisoner, the Court must identify his cognizable claims and dismiss 

claims that: ( 1) arc frivolous, malicious, or fai I to state a c \aim upon which relief can be granted 

or (2) seek monetary relief from a defendant who is immune from such relief. 28 U.S.C. § 

1915 A. Taylor's individual capacity claims will survive this initial screening but his official 

5 
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capacity claims will not because of sovereign immunity. 

I. Individual capacity claims 

Under Bivens, private citizens may "recover money damages for any injuries [they have] 

suffered as a result of [a federal agents's] violation of the [Constitution]." Harris v. United States, 

422 F. 3d 3 22, 3 31 ( 6th Cir. 2005) ( quoting 403 U.S. at 397). Taylor describes in detail the 

treatment he received at USP-Big Sandy and USP-Lee from December 29, 2007, until he filed 

this case on December 7, 2009. He claims that correctional officers in their individual capacities 

violated his rights under the First, Eighth, and Fourteenth Amendments. On their face, those 

claims are not frivolous or malicious nor has he failed to state a claim upon which relief can be 

granted. 28 U .S.C. § 1915A. Moreover, the officers are not immune from such an action under 

Bivens. Id. Thus, the constitutional claims against the officers in their individual capacities 

survive this initial screening. 

Taylor further alleges that the officers committed the torts of assault and battery in their 

individual capacities. R. 2, Ex. 1 at 1. Those claims survive this initial screening for the same 

reasons that his constitutional claims. As Taylor has properly alleged claims under Bivens, the 

Court will exercise supplemental jurisdiction over these state law claims. 28 U .S.C. 1367(a). 

II. Official capacity claims 

Taylor also filed his claims against the officers in their official capacity. "The doctrine 

of sovereign immunity not only bars suits against the United States when the plaintiff seeks 

monetary damages but also extends to suits for money damages against officers and agents of the 

United States in their official capacities.'' Blakely v. United States, 276 F.3d 853. 870 (6th Cir. 

6 
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2002) (citing Reed v. Reno, 146 F.3d 392, 397-98 (6th Cir. 1998)). Therefore, the official 

capacity claims will be dismissed. 

As Taylor is proceeding informa pauperi.c,, an officer of the Court will serve process on 

his behalf. See Fed. R. Civ. P. 4(c)(2); 28 U.S. C. § 191 S(d). The Clerk's Office and the Office 

of the United States Marshal ("USM Office") will be directed to serve the summons and the 

complaint. 

III. Motion for subpeona of records 

Taylor filed a motion for subpeona of records. R. 5. He believes the defendants will 

argue that a statute oflimitations bars his claims. Id. To prepare for this argument, he would like 

the U.S. Marshals to provide any writ or order issued for him to appear in court or to have him 

transferred between May and December 2008. Id. The defendants have yet to make such an 

argument so the records request will be denied as it is premature. Further, an order compelling 

discovery at this time is not appropriate since Taylor has not shown that he has attempted to get 

these records without court action. See Fed. R. Civ. P. 37(a)(l) ("On notice to other parties and 

all affected persons, a party may move for an order compelling disclosure or discovery. The 

motion must include a certification that the movant has in good faith conferred or attempted to 

confer with the person or party failing to make disclosure or discovery in an effort to obtain it 

without court action."). The Court will deny this motion without prejudice so he may file another 

motion at a later, more appropriate time. 

IV. Motion for appointment of counsel 

In addition, Taylor filed a motion for appointment of counsel, R. 7. See 28 U.S.C. § 

7 
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1915(e)(1) ("The court may request an attorney to represent any person unable to afford 

counsel."). He points out that he cannot afford counsel and provides evidence that he has 

attempted to contact counsel. Also, he notes that the law library at the SHU in USP-Lee is 

inadequate. He claims the library doub !cs as a cell because of overcrowding. He also asserts that 

the case will be complex. However, the defendants have yet to be served with the complaint. 

They have not had an opportunity to provide a response. For now, the Court will deny this 

motion without prejudice. 

CONCLUSION 

For the reasons stated above, it is ORDERED as follows: 

1. The defendants in this action arc USP-Big Sandy correctional officers: Larry Ray 

Miller, Jr.; Meek; Kevin Christopher Fallen; Patrick; and Price. 

2. A Deputy Clerk of the Court shall prepare the documents necessary for service of 

process upon the defendants in their individual capacities: 

a. C.O. Larry Ray Miller, Jr. 
b. C.O. Meek 
c. C.O. Kevin Christopher Fallen 
d. C.O. Patrick 
c. C.O. Price 

3. For each defendant, the Deputy Clerk in Pikeville shall prepare a "Service Packet" 

consisting of the following documents: 

a. the necessary completed summons forms, pursuant to Fed. R. Civ. P. 4; 
b. the complaint and all attachments, R. 2; 
c. this order; and 
d. a completed USM Form 285. 

8 
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If the Clerk is unable to fully and accurately complete any of the documents 

described above, the Clerk shall set forth the reason in a docket entry. 

4. The Clerk shall make three sets of copies of the above-described documents, each 

set containing the following 

a. copies all completed summons fonns issued for the defendants; 
b. copies of all completed USM Forms 285; 
c. one copy of the complaint and a 11 attachments, R. 2; and 
d. one copy of this order. 

5. Service of process upon the defendants shall be made by providing the U.S. 

Marshals ("USM") Office in Lexington, Kentucky with a Service Packet. Each 

defendant shall be personally served through the Federal Bureau of Prisons. 

6. Service of the named defendants must be completed by serving the copies 

described in above paragraph 4 by certified or registered mail to: 

a. one set of the copies to the Civil Process Clerk at the Office of the United 
States Attorney for the Eastern District of Kentucky; 

b. one set to the Office of the Attorney General of the United States in 
Washington, D.C.; and 

c. one set to the Office of the Federal Bureau of Prisons in Washington, D.C. 

7. The deputy clerk shall deliver the Service Packets for each defendant and the three 

sets of copies to the USM Office in Lexington, Kentucky, and shall obtain a 

delivery receipt from the USM Office. 

The Deputy Clerk shall enter the delivery receipt into the record and note in the 

docket the date that the Service Packets and copies was delivered to the USM 

Office. 

9 
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8. The USM Office shall serve a Service Packet upon each defendant in the manner 

described in Step 5 and shall serve the three sets of copies in the manner described 

in Step 6. 

The USM Office is responsible for ensuring that each defendant is successfully 

served with process. In the event that an attempt at service upon a defendant is 

unsuccessful, the USM Office shall make further attempts and shall ascertain such 

information as is necessary to ensure successful service. 

9. Within 40 days of the date of entry of this Order, the USM Office shall send a 

Service Report to the Clerk's Office, which the Deputy Clerk shall file in the 

record, that states whether each defendant has been served. 

For each defendant to be personally served, the Service Report shall indicate: 

1. that the defendant was successfully served personally, or 
11. a statement explaining what efforts are being taken to locate the 

defendant and accomplish personal service. 

10. The plaintiff shall immediately advise the Clerk's Office of any change in his 

current mailing address. Failure to do so may result in dismissal of this case. 

11 . The plaintiff must communicate with the Court solely through notices or motions 

filed with the Pikeville Clerk's Office. The Court will disregard correspondence 

sent directly to the judge's chambers. 

12. With every notice or motion filed with the Court, the plaintiff must: 

a. mail a copy to each defendant ( or his or her attorney); and 

b. at the end of the notice or motion, certify that he has mailed a copy to each 

10 
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defendant ( or his or her attorney) and the date on which this was done. 
The Court will disregard any notice or motion which does not include 
this certification. 

13. The plaintiffs motion for subpoena ofrecords, R. 5, and motion for appointment 

of counsel, R. 7, are DENIED WITHOUT PREJUDICE. 

14. The plaintiff's official capacity claims are DISMISSED. 

This the 15th day of March, 2010. 

11 

Signed By: 

Amul R. Thapar ,4-f' 
United States District Judge 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
EASTERN DISTRICT OF KENTUCKY 

SOUTHERN DIVISION 
PIKEVILLE 

MICHAEL L. TAYLOR, JR., ) 

) 
Plaintiff, ) Civil Action No. 7:09-CV-145-ART 

) 
V. ) 

) ORDER 
LARRY MILLER, et al., ) 

) 

Defendants. ) 
) 

** ** ** ** ** 

Michael L. Taylor, Jr., an individual currently confined in the United States Penitentiary-Lee, 

filed a motion to proceed informa pauperis. See R. 3. In light of the plaintiffs affidavit of assets 

and an institutional certificate of income to his inmate account, the Court will grant his motion. 

Accordingly, it is ORDERED as follows: 

(I) The plaintiffs motion to proceed in forma pauperis, R. 3, is GRANTED. 

(2) Based on the plaintiffs supporting institutional statement in this case, in the 6-month 

period preceding his filing of this action, his average deposits have been $53.71 per 

month. See R. 3. Pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1915(b)(l)(B), he is assessed an initial 

partial filing fee of 20 percent of $53.71, or $10.74. 

(3) Pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1915(b)(2), after payment of the initial partial filing fee, the 

plaintiffs custodian shall submit monthly payments which arc twenty percent (20%) 

of the plaintiff's income the preceding month, when the amount in the account 

exceeds ten dollars ($10), until the full filing fee of three hundred fifty dollars 

($350.00) has been paid to the Clerk of this Court. McGore v. Wrigglestt'orth, 114 
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F.3d 601, 605 (6th Cir. 1997), overruled on other grounds by Jones v. Bock, 127 S. 

Ct. 910, 918-19 (2007). 

(4) The Clerk of the Court shall open an account in the prisoner's name for receipt of 

the filing fee. 

(5) The Clerk is directed to serve a copy of this Order and a notice of payment form 

(EDKy 525), complete with the name of the prisoner, inmate number, and case 

number, upon the Jailer/Warden of the institution in which the prisoner is 

currently confined. 

(6) This matter stands submitted for the Court's initial screening of the complaint. 

This the 15th day of December, 2009. 

2 

Signed By: 

Amul R. Thapar ,4-f 
United States District Judge 



UNTIED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE EASTERN DISTR1CT OF KENWCKY 

SOUTHERN DMSION AT PIKEVILLE 

CNIL ACTION NO. 09-CV-00145-ART 

MCHAEL L. TAYLOR, JR. 

vs. 

LARRY MILLER, ET AL. 
DEFENDANT 

SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT AND 
RELEASE OF ALL CLAIMS 

******** 

PLAINTIFF 

· TIDS AGREEMENT is made and entered into by and between Michael L. Taylor, Jr., 

Plaintiff, and Defendants, the United States of America, David Meek, Samuel Patrick, and John 

Price. 

WHEREAS, Plaintiff has filed the above-captioned civil action in the U.S. District Court 

of the Eastern District of Kentucky for civil rights claims; and 

WHEREAS, the parties hereto desire to make a complete and final settlement under the 

Federal Torts Claims Act of all matters involved in, or relating to, or arising out of, the 

above-captioned case. 

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual covenants and agreements set forth 

herein, Plaintiff and named Defendants, being well advised and intending to be legally bound 

thereby, COVENANT AND AGREE AS FOLLOWS: 

1. As used in this Agreement, Defendants mean the United States of America and all of 

I 



its past, present, future subsidiaries, bureaus, services, agencies, divisions, departments 

(including Bureau of Prisons), successors, assigns, directors, officers, agents, employees, 

attorneys and representatives; and David Meek, Samuel Pa1rick and John Price, and their 

successors, assigns and attorneys. 

2. In return for all of the agreements and covenants of Plaintiff set forth herein, 

Defendants agree as follows: 

A. Plaintiff will be paid the amount of $25,000.00. This payment is in full 

settlement and satisfaction of any ani all claims of any kind that Plaintiff may have in the 

above--captioned case against named Defendants up to and including the date of this Agreement. 

1bis settlement is intended to avoid further litigation and to preserve judicial economy, and shall 

not operate as an admission of liability_ or fault on the part of the United States, its agents, 

servants, or employees, or David Meek, Samuel Patrick and John Price. Any federal, state, or 

local income tax liability, or other tax liability resulting from the payment of this settlement 

amount of $25,000.00 shall be the sole responsibility of Plaintiff. Neither Defendants nor 

Defendants' attorneys make any representations as to the tax treatment of this settlement amount 

of $25,000.00. 

B. Plaintiff's settlement amount of$25,000.00 shall be paid by government 

electronic fund transfer. Banking information for the electronic fund transfer will be provided 

by Plaintiff. Plaintiff agrees to the settlement proceeds in full satisfaction of his legal claims 

against the named Defendants and further agrees to obtain a dismissal order of the 

above--captioned action with prejudice, with each party bearing its own fees, co~. and expenses. 

C. Plaintiff, on behalf of himse~ his heirs, legal representatives, 

administrators and executors, hereby releases and forever discharges the United States of 

2 



America and its employees, officers, agents, agencies, attorneys, representatives and assigns, and 

David Meek, Samuel Patrick, and John Price (collectively "Releasees") from any and all claims, 

remedies, demands, debts, losses, obligations, actions, causes of actions, claims of relief, 

damages, costs, expenses, attorney fees, and compensation of any nature whatsoever, whether 

known or unknown, foreseen or IDlforeseen, arising out of or involving the injury of Plaintiff, 

(collectively "claim" or "claims" or "remedy" or "remedies"), including, but not limited to, 

claims urider the Federal Tort Claims Act, civil rights or Bivens claims, legal, equitable, 

administrative, union or other claims or remedies of any kind whatsoever, which Plaintiff had or 

has against named Defendants and all other Releasees on account of, or contained in, or in any 

way growing out of, or which are the subject of, the allegations contained in the above-captioned 

civil action. 

3. This Settlement Agreement and Release does not cover Plaintiff's c1aims against 

Defendants Larry Miller and Kevin Fallen, who are named in the above-styled action. 

4. Nothing contained in this Agreement shall be construed as an admission of 

wrongdoing or liability by Defendants with respect to any matter whatsoever, whether or not 

encompassed by the above-captioned civil action. 

5. This Agreement comprises the entire understanding and settlement of the 

above-captioned. action between Plaintiff and Defendants and fully supersedes any and all prior 

agreements or ID1derstandings between the parties. 

6. This Agreement shall be binding upon Plaintiff and upon bis heirs, administrators, 

legal representatives, and executors and shall inure to the benefit of Defendants and each and all 

other Releasees, and to their heirs, administrators, representatives, executors, successors, assigns, 

and attorneys and legal representatives. 

3 



7. 1be language of all parts of this Agreement shall in all cases be construed as a 

whole, according to its fair meaning, and not strictly for or against any of the parties. When used 

in this• Agreement, the word "or'' is a term of inclusion and not exclusion, and in no instance is 

the word "or" intended to limit, nor shall it limit, the rights, privileges, and or benefits of 

Defendants under this Agreement. 

8. Should any provision of this Agreement be declared or be determined by any 

court 

to be illegal or invalid, the validity of the remaining parts, terms or provisions shall not be 

affected thereby, and said illegal or invalid part, term or provision shall be deemed not to be a 

part of the Agreement. 

9. · The parties agree that this Stipulation for Settlement Agreement and Release of 

All Claims may be made public in its entirety, and Plaintiff expressly consent~ to such release 

and disclosure pursuant to 5 U.S.C. § 552a(b). 

l 0. Payment by Defendants of the settlement sum of $25,000.00 shall be 

without interest. Plaintiff and Defendants shall bear their own costs, expenses and attorneys• 

fees. 

11. .Plaintiff enters into this agreement knowingly and voluntarily, and by his signature 

acknowledges that he has read this Agreement and fully understands its terms. Plaintiff agrees 

that he has been given a reasonable period of time within which to consider this Agreement. 

12. This Agreement is not assignable by Plaintiff. The date of this Agreement is the 

date of the last signature to this Agreement. 

4 



IN WTINESS WHEREOF, Plaintiff and Defendants intending to be legally bound, have 

set their hands to this Agreement the day and year below written. 

Michael L. Taylor, Jr. 
Plaintiff 

onathan C. Shaw. 
Porter, Schmitt, Banks & Baldwin 
327 Main Street 
Paintsville; KY 4 I 240 
Counsel for Defendants 
David Meek 
Samuel Patrick 

··John Price 

BY: 

KERRYB. HARVEY 
UNIIBD STAIBS ATTORNEY 

Robin Gwinn 
Assistant United States Attorney 
U.S. Attorney's Office 
260 West Vine Street, Suite 300 
Lexington, Kentucky 40507-1612 
Counsel for the United States 

Date 

Uri"'~"/' 
Date 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE EAS1ERN DIS1RICT OF KENTUCKY 

SOUTIIERN DIVISION AT PIKEVILLE 

CIVIL ACTION NO. 09-145 ART 

MICHAEL L. TAYLOR, JR. 

V. AGREED ORDER OF DISMISSAL 

PLAINTIFF 

LARRY MILLER, ET AL. DEFENDANTS 

* * * * * * "' * * * 

The Defendants, United States of America, David Meek, Samuel Patrick, and Jolm Price, 

and Plaintiff, Michael L. Taylor, having executed a Settlement Agreement and Release of 

Federal Tort Claims Act claims, pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 2677, resolving all issues raised in the 

instant civil action, including Bivens and civil rights claims, and expressing their consent to the 

entry of this Agreed Order of Dismissal; 

IT IS HEREBY AGREED AND ORDERED that this action is dismissed with prejudice as 

to claims against the United States of America, Jolm Price, Samuel Patrick, and David Meek with 

each party to bear its own costs, expenses and attorney fees. 

I 



We hereby consent to the form and entry of this Agreed Order of Dismissal. 

Michael L. Taylor 
Plaintiff 

nathan C. Shaw 
Porter, Schmitt, Banks & Baldwin 
327 Main Street 
Paintsville, KY 41240 

COUNSEL FOR DEFENDANTS 
David Meek 
Samuel Patrick 
John Price 

KERRY B. HARVEY 
·· UNITED STATES ATTORNEY 

By: "2,c1M-. ~ 
Robin Gwinn 
Assistant United States Attorney 
260 West Vine St., Suite 300 
Lexington, KY 40507-1612 
Counsel for the United States 

Date 

d ·Lt'-JIIJ/() 
Date 

I 2 -J '-I - ;2.CJJ 0 
Date 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, Plaintiff and Defendants intending to be legally bound, have 

set their hands to this Agreement the day and year below written. 

Michael L. Taylor, Jr. 
·Plaintiff 

onathan C. Shaw. 
Porter,· Schmitt, Banks & Baldwin 
327 Main Street 
Paintsville; KY 41240 
Counsel for Defendants 
David Meek 
Samuel Patrick 

·- John Price 

BY: 

KERRY B. HARVEY 
UNITED STATES ATTORNEY 

Robin Gwinn 
Assistant United States Attorney 
U.S. Attorney's Office 
260 West Vine Street, Suite 300 
Lexington, Kentucky 40507-1612 
Counsel for the United States 

I J.- J<J .. ),_ D/{.) 
Date 

/ 2-1 '{-JD 
Date 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
EASTERN DISTRICT OF KENTUCKY 

SOUTHERN DIVISION 
LONDON 

JEREMY A. BROWN, ) 
) 

Plaintiff, ) Civil Action No. 09-392-GFVT 
) 

V. ) 

) 
SNEAD, ET AL., ) ORDER 

) 

Defendants. ) 

***** ***** ***** ***** 

On June 7, 2010, Plaintiff Jeremy A. Brown filed a motion to reconsider his request for the 

appointment of counsel. [R. 11] The Court will deny this motion for the same reasons set forth in 

its May 26, 20 I 0, Order denying his first motion seeking such appointment. [R. 9] This case does 

not present the exceptional circumstances necessary to warrant the appointment of counsel at the 

expense of federal taxpayers. Lavada v. Keohane, 992 F.2d 601, 605-06 (6th Cir. 1993). 

Brown has also filed a request that the Court arrange for service of summons upon the 

defendants. [R. 12.] Because Brown is currently incarcerated and because the Court has granted his 

motion to proceed in forma pauperis, the Court will direct service of summons on his behalf. 

Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 4(c)(3); 28 U.S.C. § l 915(d). The London Clerk's Office and the 

Office of the United States Marshal ("USM Office") will be directed to serve the summons and 

Complaint as set forth below. 

However. Plaintiffs Complaint indicates that defendants Halloren and Harvell arc employed 

at the Federal Correctional Institution in Talladega, Florida. [R. 2 at 2] Plaintiff alleges that upon 

his arrival at F.C.1.-Talledega, Harvell failed to collect evidence of the assault described in the 
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Complaint and that Hallorcn failed or refused to ensure that Plaintiff receive proper medical 

attention. [R. 2 at 9-1 OJ Because these defendants reside in Florida and all of their alleged conduct 

occurred in that state, these defendants do not have any, let alone minimum, contacts with Kentucky 

required to establish personal jurisdiction under the Due Process Clause. Turner v. Ramirez, 194 

F.3d 1314 (6th Cir. 1999) (citing Theunissen v. Matthev.,•s, 935 F.2d 1454, 1460 (6th Cir. 1991 )); see 

also Thomas v. Ashcroft, 470 F.3d 491, 495-96 (2nd Cir. 2006) (district court in New York lacked 

personal jurisdiction over DEA agents in California for Bivens claims arising from their conduct 

during arrest in Los Angeles); Bailey-El v. Federal Bureau of Prisons, 246 Fed. App'x 105, 108 (3rd 

Cir. 2007) (affirming dismissal of individual out-of-state BOP defendants for lack of personal 

jurisdiction). The Bivens claims against these defendants must therefore be dismissed without 

prejudice for lack of personal jurisdiction. 

Accordingly, it is ORDERED as follows: 

1. Plaintiffs motion to reconsider his request for the appointment of counsel [R. 11] 

is DENIED. 

2. The claims set forth in Plaintiffs Complaint [R. 2] against Defendants Halloren and 

Harvell are DISMISSED WITHOUT PREJUDICE for lack of personal jurisdiction. 

3. Plaintiffs motion for service of summons [R. 12] is GRANTED IN PART and 

DENIED IN PART as set forth in this Order. 

4. A Deputy Clerk in the London Clerk's Office shall prepare a "Service Packet'' 

consisting of the following documents for service of process upon defendants Snead; Purta; Dietz; 

Laing; and Jones, and upon the United States of America and the United States Attorney for the 

Eastern District of Kentucky: 

a. a completed summons form; 
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b. the Complaint [R. 2]; 
c. the Order granting Plaintiff informa pauperis status [R. 3]; 
d. this Order; and 
e. a completed USM Form 285. 

If the Clerk is unable to fully and accurately complete any of the documents described above, the 

Clerk shall set forth the reason in a docket entry. 

5. Service of process shall be directed as follows: 

a. Service upon the United States of America shall be made by sending a 
Service Packet by certified or registered mail to: 

L the Civil Process Clerk at the Office of the United States Attorney for 
the Eastern District of Kentucky; and 

n. the Office of the Attorney General of the United States m 
Washington, D.C. 

b. Service upon defendants Snead; Purta; Dietz; Laing; and Jones shall be made 
by providing the USM Office in Lexington, Kentucky with Service Packets 
to be personally served upon each of the named defendants at the United 
States Penitentiary-McCreary in Pine Knot, Kentucky through arrangement 
with the Federal Bureau of Prisons. 

6. The London Deputy Clerk shall send the necessary Service Packets by certified mail 

to USM Office in Lexington, Kentucky. The Deputy Clerk shall enter the certified mail receipt into 

the record and note in the docket the date that the Service Packet was delivered to the USM Office. 

7. The USM Office shall serve a Service Packet upon the United States of America and 

upon each named defendant in the manner described in Step 4 above. The USM Office is 

responsible for taking reasonable steps to ensure that each defendant is successfully served with 

process. If the information provided by the Plaintiff is not sufficient to enable service upon one or 

more defendants, the USM Office shall advice the London Deputy Clerk of this fact, which shall be 

noted in the docket. 

8. The Plaintiff shall immediately advise the London Clerk's Office of any change in 
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his or her current mailing address. Failure to do so may result in dismissal of this case. 

9. The Plaintiff must communicate with the Court solely through notices or motions 

filed with the London Clerk's Office. The Court will disregard correspondence sent directly to the 

judge's chambers. 

10. With every notice or motion filed with the Court, the Plaintiff must: 

a. mail a copy to each Defendant (or his or her attorney); and 

b. at the end of the notice or motion, certify that he has mailed a copy to each 
Defendant (or his or her attorney) and the date on which this was done. The 
Court will disregard any notice or motion which does not include this 
certification. 

This the 12'1, day of July, 2010. 

Signed By: 

,~ Gregory F. Van Tatenhove...-

~ United States District Judge 



UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
EASTERN DISTR1CT OF KENTUCKY 

SOUTHERN DIVISION 
LONDON 

crvrL ACTION NO. 6:09-CV-392-GFVT 

JEREMY A. BROWN 

ELECTRON/CALLY FILED 

PLAINTIFF 

V. 

SNEAD, ET AL. 

SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT AND 
RELEASE OF ALL CLA1MS 

* * * * * 

DEFENDANTS 

THIS AGREEMENT is made and entered into by and between Jeremy A. Brown, 

Plaintiff and Defendants, the United States of America, Wayne Dietz and Joseph Purta. 

WHEREAS, Plaintiff has filed the above-captioned civil action in the U.S. District 

Court of the Eastern District of Kentucky for civil rights claims; and 

WHEREAS, the parties hereto desire to make a complete and final settlement
1 

wider the Federal Torts Claims Act of matters involved in, or relating to, or arising out of, 

the above-captioned case. 

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual covenants and agreements set 

forth herein, Plaintiff and named. Defendants, being well advised and intending to be 

legally bound thereby, COVENANT AND AGREE AS FOLLOWS: 

l. As used in this Agreement, Defendants mean the United States of America 

and all of its past, present, future subsidiaries, bureaus, services, agencies, divisions, 

departments (including Bureau of Prisons), successors, assigns, directors, officers, agents, 

1 This Agreement does not constitute an Administrative Adjustment of a Federal Tort Claims Act claim under 28 
U.S.C. § 2672 and this Agreement does not have any effect on Plaintiffs remaining claims agairuit Defendmits Oav:d 



employees, attorneys and representatives; and Wayne Dietz and Joseph Purta, and their 

successors, assigns and attorneys. 

2. In return for all of the agreements and covenants of Plaintiff set forth 

herein, Defendants agree as follows: 

A. Plaintiff will be paid the amount of $9,000. This payment is in full 

settlement and satisfaction of any and aB claims of any kind that Plaintiff may have in the 

above-captioned case against named Defendants up to and including the date of this 

Agreement. This settlement is intended to avoid further litigation and to preserve 

judicial economy, and shall not operate as an admission of liability or fault on the part of 

the United States, its agents, servants, or employees, or Wayne Dietz and Joseph Purta. 

Any federal, state, or local income tax liability, or other tax liability resulting from the 

payment of this settlement amoW1t of $9,000.00 shall be the sole responsibility of 

Plaintiff. Neither Defendants nor Defendants' attorneys make any representations as to 

the tax treatment of this settlement amount of $9,000. 

B. Plaintiffs settlement amount of $9,000 shall be paid by government 

electronic fund transfer. Banking information for the electronic fund transfer will be 

provided by Plaintiff. 

Plaintiff agrees to the settlement proceeds in full satisfaction of his legal claims 

against the named Defendants and further agrees to obtain a dismissal order of the 

Sneed, Jeffrey Jones, and John Laing. 
2 



above-captioned Bivens action with prejudice, with each party bearing its ov.11 fees, costs, 

and expenses. 

C. Plaintiff, on behalf of himself, his heirs, legal representatives, 

administrators and executors, hereby releases and forever discharges the United States of 

America and its employees, officers, agents, agencies, attorneys, representatives and 

assigns, Wayne Dietz and Joseph Purta (collectively "Releases") from any and all claims, 

remedies_. demands, debts, losses, obligations, actions, causes of actions, claims of relief, 

damages, costs, expenses, attorney fees, and compensation of any nature whatsoever, 

whether known or unknown, foreseen or unforeseen, arising out of or involving the injury 

of Plaintiff, (collectively "claim" or "claims" or ''remedy" or "remedies"), including, but 

not limited to, claims wider the Federal Tort Claims J\ct,2 civil rights or Bivens claims, 

legal, equitable, administrative, or other claims or remedies of any kind whatsoever, 

which Plaintiff had or has against named Defendants and all other Releasees on account 

of, or contained in, or in any way growing out of, or which are the subject of, the 

allegations contained in the above-captioned civil action. 

3. This Settlement Agreement and Release does not cover Plaintiff's claims 

against Defendants David Sneed, Jeffrey Jones, and John Laing, who arc named in the 

above-styled action. 

7 This Agreement does not constitute an Administrative Adjustment of a Federal Tort Claims Act claim under 28 
U.S.C. § 2672 Bild does not have any effect on Plaintiff's remaining claims against Defendants David Sneed, Jeffrey 
Jones, and John Laing. 

3 



4. Nothing in this Settlement Agreement shall be construed to constitute an 

award, compromise or settlement of Plaintiff's claims as provided in Section 2672 of the 

Federal Tort Claims Act; nor shall this Settlement Agreement have any effect on 

Plaintiffs still pending claims before this Court against remaining Defendants David 

Sneed, Jeffrey Jones, and John Laing. 

5. Nothing contained in this Agreement shall be construed as an admission of 

wrongdoing or liability by Defendants with respect to any matter whatsoever, whether or 

not encompassed by the above•captioned civil action. 

6. This Agreement comprises the entire understanding and settlement of the 

above~captioned action between Plaintiff and Defendants and fully supersedes any and all 

prior agreements or understandings between the parties. 

7. This Agreement shall be binding upon Plaintiff and upon his heirs, 

administrators, legal representatives, and executors and shall insure to the benefit of 

Defendants and each and all other Releasees, and to their heirs, administrators, 

representatives, executors, successors, assigns, and attorneys and legal representatives. 

8. The language of all parts of this Agreement shall in all cases be construed 

as a whole, according to its fair meaning, and not strictly for or against any of the parties. 

When used in this Agreement, the word "or" is a tenn of inclusion and not exclusion, and 

in no instance is tbc word "or" intended to limit, nor shall it limit, the rights, privileges, 

and or benefits of Defendants under this agreement. 

4 



9. The parties agree that this Stipulation for Settlement Agreement and 

Release of All Claims may he made public in its entirety, and Plaintiff expressly consents 

to such release and disclosure pursuant to 5 U.S.C. § 552a(b). 

I 0. Payment by Defendants of the settlement sum of $9,000 shall be without 

interest. Plaintiff and Defendants shall bear their own costs, expenses and attorney's 

fees. 

11. Plaintiff enters into this agreement knowingly and voluntarily, and by his 

signature acknowledges that he has read this Agreement and fully understands its terms. 

Plaintiff agrees that he has been given reasonable period of time within which to consider 

this Agreement. 

12. This Agreement is not assignable by Plaintiff. The date of this Agreement 

1s the date of the last signature of this Agreement. 

IN WITNESS V/IIEREOF, Plaintiff and Defendants intending to be legally bound, 

have set their hands to this Agreement the day and year below written. 

J 

Mark Flores 
Frost Brown Todd, LLC 
250 W. Main Street, Suite 2800 
Lexington, KY 40507 
Attorney for Plaintiff 

E.:_J_a__:_LO 1 A~-
oate 
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KERRY B. HARVEY 
UNITED STATES ATTORNEY 

£~ ~~L 9~;t}- l~ 
Robin Gwinn Date 
Assistant United States Attorney 
US Attorney's Office 
260 W. Vine Street, Suite 300 
Lexington, KY 40507 
Attorney for the United States, Wayne Dietz 
and Joseph Purta 

r FXLib1ary 0124~61.0595704 523010vl 
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• • 
Judgment Fund Voucher for Payment 

1. Total Amount: __ ,__g_,000.Q_Q. 

2. Submitting Agency Contact Name: ....:R~o=b=i.=n:........:,G:....:;w~i:.!cn,..,,n,._,.'----=A..::.;U:::..:S::A=-=----------------
Telephone Number: 859 - 685 - 4869 

3. Electronic Funds Transfer {EFT) Information: 
a) Payee Account Name: ___________________________ _ 

b) American Banking Association (ABA) Routing Number {9 digits): 
c) Payee Account Number: ___________ _ 

d) Checking: • Savings: D 
e) Financial Institution Name, City, State:-----------------------

4. lnteragency Payment System Information: 
a) Agency Name: 
b) Agency Location Code (ALC ) Number (8 digits): 
c) Standard General Ledger (SGL) Number (4 digits): ___________ _ 
d) Treasury Account Symbol (TAS) __________________ _ 

5. Mailing Address for Check: (Payee name not to exceed 32 characters.) 
a) Payee Name: Federal Bureau of Prisons 
b) Payee Name: Jeremy A. Brown, Inmate #31123-074 

)Add L
. 

1 
PO Box Office 474701 

c ress 1ne :-------------------------------
d) Address Line 2:-------------------------------
e) City: Des Moines State: IA Zip Code: so 94 7 

6. Taxpayer Identification Number {s): 
a) ____________ _ 

b) -----------
7. Reimbursement Information for Contract Disputes Act, No FEAR Act and Firefighters Fund: 

a) Agency Name: -------------------------------
b) Contact Name:-------------------------------
c) Contract Number (CDA cases): ________________________ _ 

d) Telephone Number: __ -__ -___ _ 

e) Address:---------------------------------
f) City: _____________________ State: ___ Zip Code: ___ _ 

8. If payment will be made in a Foreign Currency, please provide the following information: 
Country: _____________ Currency: 

9. FOR USE BY JUDGMENT FUND BRANCH ONLY: 
Z Number: _______ J/D Number: _______ GLOWS Code/Agency: _____ _ 

Claim Analyst Signature and Date 

Claims Reviewer Initials and Date 

FMS 11,-03 197 PAGE 1 OF 2 (PREVIOUS EomoNs ARE OBSOLETE) 

Amount to Pay Appropriation Code 

DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY 
FINANCIAL MANAGEM~NT SERVICE 



• • Judgment Fund Award Data Sheet 

ITEMIZATION OF AMOUNT PAYABLE FROM AMOUNT TO BE PAID CITATION TO LEGAL AUTHORITY 

THE JUDGMENT FUND 

I. Principal $9,000.00 FTCA, 28 USC 2677 

2. Attorney Fees 

3. Costs 

4. Interest 

Starting and Ending Start End 
Dates for Interest Accrual Date Date 

5. Total Amount Payable from the Judgment Fund $9,000.00 

COMPLETE ONLY IF DEDUCTIONS ARE TO BE MADE FROM THE 
AMOUNT PAYABLE FROM THE JUDGMENT FUND* 

6. Agency Name and Agency Location Code Amount to be Deducted Reasons for Deductions, and 
(ALC) to Receive Offset Entity to Receive Deductions 

a. 

b. 

c. 

7. Total Amount to be Deducted 

8. Net Amount Payable to Claimant 

If amount for fees, costs, or interest was included in the principal amount (stated on line I) as part of a "Jump sum award," enter 
"INCLUDED ABOVE" on lines 2 through 4. Enter "NONE'' for any of those items (principal, fees, costs, or interest) for which no 
amount was awarded/included. 

I. Enter the principal amount payable (excluding attorney fees, costs, and interest) and cite the legal authority for that award (for 
instance, "FTCA, 28 U.S.C. 2672" or "5th Amendment Taking"). 

2. Enter the attorney fees payable (if any) and cite legal authority for that award [for instance, "Freedom oflnfonnation Act, 5 U.S.C. 
552(a)( 4 )(E)"l. 

3. Enter the costs payable (if any) and cite the legal authority for that award [for instance, "28 U.S.C. 2412(a)"]. 
4. Jfthe interest was calculated by the submitting agency, enter the amount and cite the legal autbority for that award [for instance, 

"Back Pay Act, S U.S.C. SS96(b)(2)"]. If the Judgment Fund is to calculate the interest, list only the dates that interest accrual starts 
and ends. 

S. Total the amounts shown in lines 1 through 4 and enter. 
6. Enter any deduction specified in the judgment or settlement agreement, or debts to be set off under 31 U.S.C. 3728. Indicate the rea

son for the deduction (for instance, "FTCA withholding" or "debt setoffpursuant to 31 U.S.C. 3728") and the payee agency's name 
and ALC. If this deduction is a "debt setoff' pursuant to 31 U.S.C. 3728, you must attach a copy of the judgment or the plaintiff's 
agreement to the debt setoff. Otherwise, FMS must seek the claimant's consent to the setoff and may only withhold from payment an 
amount sufficient to pay the debt plus the cost or litigation. Litigation will be required to effect the setoff if there is no judgment of 
debt, or if the claimant declines consent to the setoff. If there are more than three deductions, attach additional copies of this form. Ir 
there are no deductions, enter "NONE." * Administrative debts that have been certified to the Secretary of the Treasury through 
the Treasury Offset Program will be set off automatically. 

7. Total the amounts shown in all columns of line 6 ( a, b and c) and enter. 
8. Subtract the amoum in line 7 from that in line 5. Tf greater than zero, enter the difference. lf the difference is zero or less, enter 

"NONE." 

F_M§._J,f~3 .196 _ (~R~Y.!ous_ eomoN~ ARE oasoLETEJ 
DE1¥.RTMENT OF THE TREASURY 

FINANCIAL MANAGeMeNT seRV1ce 



-Long, Cindy (USAKYE) 

From: Gwinn, Robin (USAKYE) 
Sent 
To: 

Wednesday, November 28, 2012 9:37 AM 
long, Cindy (USAKYE) 

Subject: FW: Judgment Fund Payment Notification 

For the file 

Robin Gwinn 

Assistant United States Attorney 

U.S. Attorney's Office 

Eastern District of Kentucky 

260 W. Vine Street, #300 
Lexington, Kentucky 40507-1612 
(859) 685-4869 

Limited Official Use 

The information contained in this e-mail message is legally privileged information intended only for the use of the individnal or entity named above. If the receiver of 
this message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution or copying of this e-mail is strictly prohibited. If you have 
received thi~ e-mail in error, please immediately call me at (859) 685-4869 and delete the original e-mail from your computer. Thank you. 

From: Judgment Fund [maUto:Jydgment.Eund@fms.treas.gov] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 27, 2012 1:15 PM 
To: Gwinn, Robin (USAKYE) 
Subject: Judgment Fund Payment Notification 

The following payment was made by the Judgment Fund Staff. If the payment has not been received within 7 
days from the payment sent date, please contact the Judgment Fund at 202-874-6664. 

Control#: 201300451 

Payment ID#: 004232013 

Responsible Agency File#: 20IOV00658 

Submitting Agency File #: 20 I OV00658 

Docket#: 6:09-CV-392-GFVT 

Total Payment Amount: $9,ooo.oo 

Date Payment Sent: 1112312012 

Alias: TLJ 

l 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
WESTERN DISTRICT OF PENNSYLVANIA 

MELISSA HICKS, 

Plaintiff 

v. 

-/F).0')..1 /--OG f 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
(Federal Bureau Of Prisons, an Agency 
of the United States Department of Justice) 

Defendant. 

COMPLAINT 

Docket No.: 

The Plaintiff makes the following representations to this Court against the named 

Defendant as follows: 

PARTIES 

1. Plaintiff, Melissa Hicks, is an adult individual who currently resides at 451 

Fullerton A venue, Cambridge Springs, Pennsylvania, 16043. 

2. Defendant, the United States of America, operates the Federal Bureau of 

Prisons, an agency of the Unites States Department of Justice, existing under the laws of 

the United States of America, which maintains and operates federal correctional facilities 

located in the State of West Virginia. In particular, the Federal Correctional Institution 

located at Alderson, West Virginia, commonly referred to as FPC Alderson is germane to 

the instant action. The Defendant, The United States of America, is the proper party to 

this action brought pursuant to the Federal Tort Claims Act, 28 U.S.C. § 2671, et seq. At 

all times relevant to this matter, the Defendant acted and carried on its business by and 

through its agents, servants and/or employees who were acting within the course and 
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scope of their officially assigned and/or compensated duties. 

JURISDICTION 

3. Jurisdiction is conferred upon this Court under the provisions of28 U.S.C. 

§§ 2675(a) andl346(b), in that the present action is brought pursuant to the Federal Tort 

Claims Act as set forth at 28 U.S.C. § 2671, et seq. 

4. Subject matter jurisdiction is conferred upon this Court by 28 U.S.C § 

1331. Venue is proper in this judicial district pursuant to 28 U.S.C. §§ 1391 and 1402. 

5. An administrative claim on Form 95 was submitted shortly after the 

accident occurred which is the subject matter of this action to the Federal Bureau of 

Prisons by the Plaintiff. While the Federal Bureau of Prisons did acknowledge the 

occurrence of the accident which caused injury and harm to the Plaintiff, an offer to 

resolve the same was tendered to the Plaintiff in December of 2009, but was rejected by 

the Plaintiff as being inadequate. Thereafter no response or counter-offer was made by 

the Federal Bureau of Prisons to resolve the claim of the Plaintiff. As such, the Plaintiff 

has exhausted her administrative remedies prior to the institution of the within action. 

FACTS COMMON TO ALL COUNTS 

6. The Federal Bureau of Prisons is an agen_cy of the United States 

Department of Justice and is an agency of the Defendant. The federal Bureau of Prisons 

operates correctional facilities across the United States, with a number of correctional 

facilities located in the State of West Virginia. 

7. In particular, the Federal Bureau of Prisons operates a correctional facility 

commonly known as FPC Alderson which is located on Glen Ray Road, Alderson, WV 

24910. FPC Alderson is a minimum security facility operated by the Federal Bureau of 
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Prisons housing female offenders. 

8. At all times relevant to this matter, the named Defendant was acting by 

and through their agents, servants and employees who were going in and about the 

business of the Defendants and who were acting within the scope of their authority. 

9. In March of 2008, Melissa Hicks was confined at FPC Alderson serving 

a sentence imposed upon her as a result of her conviction within the federal court system. 

She was subsequently released from the custody of the Federal Bureau of Prisons on 

September 8, 2009, upon her completion of the period of incarceration which had been 

imposed upon her. 

10. On or about March 23, 2008, Melissa Hicks was proceeding from her 

place of employment at FPC Alderson to the cafeteria located thereon and was passing 

behind a truck parked next to a dumpster. The subject truck was under the operation and 

control of an agent, servant and/or employee of the Defendant; and, who was going in 

and about the business of the Defendant and who was acting within the scope of his 

authority. 

11. Then and there the operator of the subject truck was operating his vehicle 

in such a reckless, careless and negligent manner in that he suddenly, without warning 

and without proper clearance, placed the truck into a reverse motion and struck Melissa 

Hicks with great force and violence causing her to be thrown violently to the ground 

thereby causing the injuries and damages to Melissa Hicks as hereinafter set forth. 

12. All of the resultant injuries and damages sustained by Melissa Hicks were 

the direct and proximate result of the negligence and recklessness of the Defendant's 

agent, servant and/or employee who was going in and about the business of the 
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Defendant and who were acting within the scope of his authority acting as aforesaid; and, 

in one or more of the following particulars: 

a. in operating his vehicle at a high, excessive and dangerous rate of 

speed under the circumstances; 

b. in failing to maintain a proper lookout; 

c. in failing to keep his vehicle under proper and adequate control; 

d. in failing to keep a careful, diligent and alert watch on the road; 

e. in striking Melissa Hicks with his vehicle; 

f. in backing up without insuring that it was safe to do so; 

g. in failing to avoid striking Melissa Hicks when placing the subject 

vehicle in reverse; 

h. in failing to give Melissa Hicks any warning that the subject 

vehicle was going to backup; 

i. in failing to have visual and auditory warning devices to indicate 

that the vehicle was in operation and had been placed in reverse; and, 

j. in otherwise failing to exercise that degree of care due and owing 

to Melissa Hicks under the circumstances. 

13. As a direct and proximate result of the negligence of Defendant's agents 

servants, agents and/or employees as aforesaid, Melissa Hicks was struck by the truck in 

question being thrown violently to the ground; she was bruised and battered about her 

person; she sustained shock and injury to her nerves and her nervous system; she 

sustained injuries to her cervical and lumbar spine; she suffered cervical and lumbar 

sprain and strain; she suffered injuries, bruising and lacerations to her head, neck, arms 
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shoulders, back, hands, legs and other parts of her body; she suffered a concussion and a 

closed head injury; she has developed chronic headaches; she has experience cognitive 

deficits; she has been subjected to and may hereafter be subject to great pain, suffering 

and inconvenience; she was physically thrown into an abnormal posture; her head, neck 

shoulders, arms, legs and back snapped upon impact; she sustained great pain to her head, 

neck and back; she has chronic headaches, she has radiation of her cervical and lumbar 

pain into her extremities; she has cervical and lumbar radiculopathy into the extremities; 

she had to undergo and in the future may be required to undergo painful treatment, 

surgery and therapy; she was required to undergo and in the future may be required to 

undergo painful diagnostic tests, treatment and therapy for her injuries; she may have 

sustained an aggravation of pre-existing injuries or conditions; she sustained a loss of 

earnings and her earning power may have been permanently impaired. She sustained 

other injuries, losses and damages. All of the foregoing may be of a permanent and 

continuing nature and character. She has incurred and may hereafter incur expenditures 

for medical care, nursing, drugs, appliances and kindred expenditures. 

FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION 

FEDERAL TORT CLAIMS ACT-NEGLIGENCE 

14. The averments set forth in paragraphs Nos. I through 13 are incorporated 

by reference thereto as if more fully set forth herein. 

15. Melissa Hicks has been informed and therefore believes that the 

Defendant, through its agents, servants and employees, was negligent at the times and 

---- ·-- --
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places hereinabove mentioned in the following manner: 

16. All of the resultant injuries and damages sustained by Melissa Hicks were 

the direct and proximate result of the negligence and recklessness of the Defendant's 

agent, servant and/or employee who was going in and about the business of the 

Defendant and who were acting within the scope of his authority acting as aforesaid; and, 

in one or more of the following particulars: 

a. in operating his vehicle at a high, excessive and dangerous rate of 

speed under the circumstances; 

b. in fai_ling to maintain a proper lookout; 

c. in failing to keep his vehicle under proper and adequate control; 

d. in failing to keep a careful, diligent and alert watch on the road; 

e. in striking Melissa Hicks with his vehicle; 

f. in backing up without insuring that it was safe to do so; 

g. in failing to avoid striking Melissa Hicks when placing the subject 

vehicle in reverse; 

h. m failing to give Melissa Hicks any warning that the subject 

vehicle was going to backup; 

1. in failing to have visual and auditory warning devices to indicate 

that the vehicle was in operation and had been placed in reverse; and, 

j. in otherwise failing to exercise that degree of care due and owing 

to Melissa Hicks under the circumstances. 

17. As a direct and proximate result of the negligence of Defendant's agents 

servants, agents and/or employees as aforesaid, Melissa Hicks was struck by the truck in 
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question being thrown violently to the ground; she was bruised and battered about her 

person; she sustained shock and injury to her nerves and her nervous system; she 

sustained injuries to her cervical and lumbar spine; she suffered cervical and lumbar 

sprain and strain; she suffered injuries, bruising and lacerations to her head, neck, arms 

shoulders, back, hands, legs and other parts of her body; she suffered a concussion and a 

closed head injury; she has developed chronic headaches; she has experience cognitive 

deficits; she has been subjected to and may hereafter be subject to great pain, suffering 

and inconvenience; she was physically thrown into an abnormal posture; her head, neck 

shoulders, arms, legs and back snapped upon impact; she sustained great pain to her head, 

neck and back; she has chronic headaches, she has radiation of her cervical and lumbar 

pain into her extremities; she has cervical and lumbar radiculopathy into the extremities; 

she had to undergo and in the future may be required to undergo painful treatment, 

surgery and therapy; she was required to undergo and in the future may be required to 

undergo painful diagnostic tests, treatment and therapy for her injuries; she may have 

sustained an aggravation of pre-existing injuries or conditions; she sustained a loss of 

earnings and her earning power may have been permanently impaired. She sustained 

other injuries, losses and damages. All of the foregoing may be of a permanent and 

continuing nature and character. She has incurred and may hereafter incur expenditures 

for medical care, nursing, drugs, appliances and kindred expenditures. 

18. As a further direct and proximate result of Defendant's, above stated acts 

of negligence and carelessness, Melissa Hicks has suffered and the Defendant is liable for 

the following damages: 
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a. Past, present and future physical pain and suffering; 

b. Past, present and future mental anguish; 

c. Past, present and future humiliation and embarrassment; 

d. Past, present and future inconvenience; 

e. Past, present and future impairment of his ability to enjoy 

life; 

£ Past, present and future impairment of his ability to enjoy 

hobbies and recreational pursuits; and, 

g. Past, present and future impairment of his employment. 

19. Melissa Hicks is informed and believes that in this case, if the United 

States were a private person, liability would be imposed under the laws of the 

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania and/or the State of West Virginia upon the United States 

and its agents, servants and employees. 

20. The exclusive remedy against these agents, employees and servants of the 

government for the negligence of employees , servants or agents of the United States is 

under the Federal Tort Claims Act pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1346 et seq. 

WHEREFORE, Melissa Hicks asks for the entrance of judgment against the 

Defendant, for: 

a. compensatory damages in an amount to be determined by this 

Court to be just, fair and reasonable; 

b. prejudgment and post judgment interest; 

c. the costs incurred in the prosecution of this matter; 

d. reasonable counsel fees; and, 
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e. such other and further relief as the Court deems just and 

appropriate. 

SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION 

FEDERAL TORT CLAIMS ACT-VICARIOUS LIABILITY 

21. The averments set forth in paragraphs Nos. 1 through 20 are incorporated 

by reference thereto as if more fully set forth herein. 

22. At all times material, Defendant was acting through its agents, servants or 

employees in the operation of the said vehicle, were going in and about the Defendant's 

business and was acting within the scope of their authority. Said vehicle was under the 

management and control of Defendant's agents, servants, workmen or employees who 

were at that time engaged in the Defendant's business and acting within the scope of their 

authority. 

23. By reason of the aforesaid agency relationship, the aforesaid negligence of 

the Defendant's employees, agents. servants or workmen are imputed to the Defendant. 

24. Defendant was further negligent in failing to properly train its employees, 

servants, agents or workmen in the safe operation of the said vehicle, in allowing an 

incompetent driver to operate his vehicle and in otherwise failing to exercise that degree 

of care due and owing to Melissa Hicks under the circumstances. 

25. All the foregoing injuries and damages sustained by Melissa Hicks as 

aforesaid were the direct and proximate result of the aforesaid negligence of Defendant . 

26. Melissa Hicks is informed and believes that in this case, if the United 

States were a private person, liability would be imposed under the laws of the 

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania and/or the State of West Virginia upon the United States 
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and its agents, servants and employees. 

27. The exclusive remedy against these agents, employees and servants of the 

government for the negligence of employees , servants or agents of the United States is 

under the Federal Tort Claims Act pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1346 et seq. 

WHEREFORE, Melissa Hicks asks for the entrance of judgment against the 

Defendant, for: 

a. compensatory damages in an amount to be determined by this 

Court to be just, fair and reasonable; 

b. prejudgment and post judgment interest; 

c. the costs incurred in the prosecution of this matter; 

d. reasonable counsel fees; and, 

e. such other and further relief as the Court deems just and 

appropriate. 

Respectfully submitted by: 

Isl Monte J. Rabner 
Monte J. Rabner, Esquire 
PA. ID No. 68251 

Rabner Law Offices, P.C. 
800 Law & Finance Building 
429 Fourth Avenue 
Pittsburgh, Pa 15219 

(412) 765-2500 
(412) 765-3900 Fax. 



July 2, 2009 

Melissa Hicks 
Reg. No. 20271-068 
FPC Alderson 
P.O. Box A 
Alderson, West Virginia 24910 

U.S. Dei.,-.'tment of Justice 

Federal Bureau of Prisons 

Beckley Consolida1ed Le~al Center 

I 600 Industrial Park Road. P. 0 Box I 2 80 
Beaver, Wes/ Virginia 258 I 3 

(304) 251-9758 (304) 256--19JH Facsimile 

Re: Administrative Tort Claim Number TRT-MXR-2009-04693 

Dear Ms. I licks: 

This will acknowledge receipt on July I, 2009, of your administrative tort claim for personal 
injury at FPC Alderson on March 23, 2008. You claim a sum certain of $100,000.00. 

Under the provisions of the Federal Tort Claims Act, 28 U.S.C.§2675, we have six months from 
the date of receipt of your claims in this office, to review, consider, and adjudicate your claims. 

Should your claims include an allegation of loss of or damage to personal property, pursuant to 
28 C.F.R., §14.4(c), you are required to include with your claim an itemized list of the property 
lost or damaged. If possible, for each item, please state its value, date and place of purchase. If 
the property was purchased in a Federal institution, submit the commissary receipt. If the 
property was not purchased in a Federal institution, submit a copy of the receipt of purchase. If 
you do not have a receipt please state as such, and list the place purchased, for example: name of 
store, address, state, date and cost for each item alleged lost or damaged. Failure to respond 
"'"'ithin 30 days of this letter will delay the investigation of your claim. If you have already 
included the above information and receipts. please do not re-submit. 

All correspondence regarding this claim should be addressed to: Beckley Legal Center, P.O. Box 
1280, Beaver, WV 25813. When corresponding with this office regarding this tort claim please 
refer to the above tort claim number. ff you have any questions about the status of your claim or 
if the circumstances surrounding this claim change in any fashion, contact this office 
immediately. Also, should your address change, please advise accordingly. 

Sincerely, 

qt~W,l{l,r 
Debbie Stevens 
Supervisory Attorney 
Consolidated Legal Center, Beckley 



July 2, 2009 

Amber L. Nelson, Warden 
FPC Alderson 

U.S. Department of Justice 

Federal Bureau of Prisons 

Beckley Consolidated Legal Center 

1600 Industrial Park Road. P.O. Box 1280 
Beaver, West Virginia 258 I 3 

REQUEST FOR INVESTIGATION OF TORT CLAIM# TRT-MXR-2009-04693 
CLAIMA.t~T: Melissa Hicks, Reg. No. 20271-068 

The above-referenced tort claim has been received in this office for review and possible 
settlement pursuant to the Federal Tort Claims Act, 28 U.S.C. §2675, and authority granted by 
28 C.F.R. §543.30. 

As it appears that some, if not all, of the events which are the basis of this claim occurred at 
FPC Alderson, we are directing our request for investigation and response to you. If it is 
necessary to gather information from other locations to determine whether the Bureau of Prisons 
should be liable for this claim, please gather this information and include it as part of the 
investigation. The investigation should include, but not be limited to, all records pertaining to 
this claim: Form 40's, medical records, injury reports, staff memoranda, and other documents as 
appropriate. Should the initial investigation indicate that the claim requires transfer to another 
office. or to another agency, please notify me immediately. 

Please forward the results of the investigation and your recommendation to the Beckley Legal 
Center on or before: 

July 23, 2009 

Your prompt attention to this request is appreciated. If you have any questions about this 
request. or wish to discuss the matter with me, do not hesitate to call. 

Sincerely. 

Supervisory Attorney 
Consolidated Legal Center, Beckley 

Enclosure: copy of standard Form 95 w/attachments 



LI. S. Department of Justice 
Federal Bureau of Prisons 

Mid-Atlantic Region 
Federal Prison Camp 

Box A 

Alderson, WV 24910-0700 

July 9, 2009 

MEMORANDUM FOR DEBBIE STEVENS, ATTORNEY ADVISOR, FCI BECKLEY 

L;4'~,/11£;_,,_, /2dr>~ 
FROM: Amber L. Nelson U 

Warden 

SUBJECT: Request for Investigation of Administrative Tort Claim 
Tort Claim Number: TRT-MXR-2009-04693 
RE: HICKS, Melissa 
Reg. No: 20271-068 

An investigation was conducted into the claim of inmate Hicks, Melissa, Reg. No: 20271-068. 
The investigation was conducted b (b)(6),(b)(7)(C) Inmate Hicks claims that she is 
suffering chronic pain and musculos e e a pro ems ue o being hit by an institution vehicle. 
She is requesting compensation in the amount of$ 100,000.00. 

A review of inmate Hicks' medical records indicates she has received appropriate medical 
care. We recommen~(b)(S) I 
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{7/10/2009) Sharon Wahl - Tort Claim 

From: 
To: 
Date: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Hey Sam: 

Sharon Wahl 
Adams, Samuel 
7/10/2009 10:10 AM 
Tort Claim 
2009-04693.pdf; Sharon Wahl.vd 

We have a tort claim from inmate Melissa Hicks, Reg. 20271-068 where she alleges she was hit by a BOP 
Truck on March 23, 2008. I have the medical side of the investigation but Debbie would like for you to do 
an investigation regarding the accident. Her Injury Assessment indicates that the yard officer backed into 
her but I don't see anywhere that indicates who was driving the truck. Debbie would like you to get a 
statement from that person as well, indicating whether he knows for sure that he backed into her or 
what. Let me know if this doesn't make any sense or if you have questions. 

Thanks Sharon 

''This message is intended for official use and may contain SENSffiVE information. If this message 
contains SENSffiVE information, it should be properly delivered, labeled, stored, and disposed of 
according to policy." 

Sharon M. Wahl 
Paralegal 
FO Beckley Consolidated Legal Center 
{304) 252-9758 X4132 
(304) 256-4928 Fax 

E-mail: swah1@bop.gov 

Page 1 
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Deccmb::-r 9, 2009 

\-k l1 :-su lfo:ks 

S1.a1c Rcgisler No. 0G5676 
4 S '. hillcrton A vc. 

Cunbridgc Springs, P-:1msylvania lMOJ 

Re. Y\)Ur Tort Claim No. TRT-MXR-2009"04W3 

Dear \ls. l licks: 

L.S. Departml'nl or Justice 

f<cdcrnl Bureau of Prisons 

Bccl,le·,· Cunsolidmed Lcgui Centa 
l {i .') (! !1u/11s1riul Park Ro,1d, P. 0. 80.\· ,' ]S!j 

1.k.i•,•c;-, IVe.11 Vi1gi11iu .!58 I 3 

Your claim has been cornidcrcd for ~dm1mstr..:tl\'e sclliemenl under the Fcdcrul Ton Cl~ims ,\n, 

28 U.S.C. ~ 2671, et. seq., and authority granted umkr 2S C.F.R. § 0.172. You ck!im gow:-nmcnt 
liability in the amount of S 100,000 for ptc:rsonal injury ,,t FPC Alderson. Specifici.llly. you allege 
th,n on March 23. 2008, you were injured while walki:1g to the dining hall wl1cn an officer 
backed in:o you with 2 government vehicle_ Yo,1 allege that you have experienced pain in your 
left shoulder, neck, and upper back since the accident 

Following the accident on M::irch 23. 2008. you \Vtre evaluated by FPC Alderson Hcrdth S-.:rvices 
staiTand $ent to the emergency room for evaluation and x-rays. The Cat Scan and x-nys were 
nonnal. ·yo Ll were diagnosed with a head contus10n and cont us ion to the left thigh, gi v,:n 
medicatiun for pain, and released. 

Scl!lcment in the amonnt oC S 8,500 for p;,.iin and suffcrn:g for your injuries is apprnpri,H;:_ 
B:.1sed on established regulations, 1hc Uni:ed Stc1!cs must apply tlw S 8,500 lowads any coun 
ordered obligations, including rcsti!L1lio1,_ Records reflect you O\VC restitution in the ,tl11dUnl of 
S 15,4 74.S4 for Case No, 05-000 l 9E-110 l, mising out of the United Stut(;S Distt·ict Court for 1he 
Weskrn Dis1rict of Pcnn:;ylvauiu. Bccm1s~ the scttkmcni mnounl is less than the amount O\\ ed 
ns restitution, the amount w i 11 be app I icd di rcctly 10 yDt11· res ti tlllion bab.u JCc_ 

Th is offer is in comp kt e scttkment o tan y dai 111 arising fiu111 this inc icktH, whl'l hc1· again sL !he 
lJnik'd States or an.y employee of the Bureau of Pr1sor:s. lfyou are willi11g to accept this <~/fer, 
please .\'(it11 the attached vouc/wrfor pt1ymeI1t form a,u{ return it to the lJeckl('.p J,egal Center, 
P. 0. Bux 1280, Beaver, WV 2j813, Tf you are un w1l ling to :Kct'pt th is offer, you should 
consider 1his letter a final denial of your tlami. Ir yuu arc diss,11is1icd with tl11s deterrninatirn,. 
you m.:iy fik suit i:1 the appropriate United States D1stric•. Cl1urt 110( later than six momhs ::f11.:1· 

the date of thr: imiling or this letlcr. 

Sincerely. 

0L.i~i e.__ 
,t ... /' 

:\1ichelle T. Fusi;yarnore 
Regional Counsel 



July 2, 2009 

Melissa Hicks 
Reg. No. 20271-068 
FPC Alderson 
P.O. Box A 
Alderson, West Virginia 24910 

U.S. Dei.,-.'tment of Justice 

Federal Bureau of Prisons 

Beckley Consolida1ed Le~al Center 

I 600 Industrial Park Road. P. 0 Box I 2 80 
Beaver, Wes/ Virginia 258 I 3 

(304) 251-9758 (304) 256--19JH Facsimile 

Re: Administrative Tort Claim Number TRT-MXR-2009-04693 

Dear Ms. I licks: 

This will acknowledge receipt on July I, 2009, of your administrative tort claim for personal 
injury at FPC Alderson on March 23, 2008. You claim a sum certain of $100,000.00. 

Under the provisions of the Federal Tort Claims Act, 28 U.S.C.§2675, we have six months from 
the date of receipt of your claims in this office, to review, consider, and adjudicate your claims. 

Should your claims include an allegation of loss of or damage to personal property, pursuant to 
28 C.F.R., §14.4(c), you are required to include with your claim an itemized list of the property 
lost or damaged. If possible, for each item, please state its value, date and place of purchase. If 
the property was purchased in a Federal institution, submit the commissary receipt. If the 
property was not purchased in a Federal institution, submit a copy of the receipt of purchase. If 
you do not have a receipt please state as such, and list the place purchased, for example: name of 
store, address, state, date and cost for each item alleged lost or damaged. Failure to respond 
"'"'ithin 30 days of this letter will delay the investigation of your claim. If you have already 
included the above information and receipts. please do not re-submit. 

All correspondence regarding this claim should be addressed to: Beckley Legal Center, P.O. Box 
1280, Beaver, WV 25813. When corresponding with this office regarding this tort claim please 
refer to the above tort claim number. ff you have any questions about the status of your claim or 
if the circumstances surrounding this claim change in any fashion, contact this office 
immediately. Also, should your address change, please advise accordingly. 

Sincerely, 

qt~W,l{l,r 
Debbie Stevens 
Supervisory Attorney 
Consolidated Legal Center, Beckley 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE WESTERN DISTRICT OF PENNSYLVANIA 

MELISSA HICKS, 

Plaintiff, 

V. 

UNITED ST A TES OF AMERICA, 

Defendant. 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) CIVIL ACTION NO. l0-69E 
) 
) THE HON. SEAN J. McLAUGHLIN 
) U.S. DlSTRJCT JUDGE 
) 
) ELECTRONICALLY FILED 

ORDER 

AND NOW, this ~ay of ft-p&,;_,1!,__, , 2011, upon 

consideration of the "Stipulation of Dismissal With Prejudice" filed by the parties, 

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the above-captioned case is dismissed with prejudice. 

HO n Orab I e Digitally signed by Honorable Judge 
Sec1n. J. Mrlaughli11 
DN: m-Hur>urable Judge Sean J, JU d g e Se a n J • M,La,.ghlin, 0, OU, 
emad=Judge Sean J Mclaugh,hn,@ 

MC La LI g h Ii n p.awd.uscouTts.gov, c=US 
___ _ _. __ D'::::..:_Gl 1.04.21 1320A3 ·04'00 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT JUDGE 

cc: All Parties 
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TU!'JC·: 
l.!ABII.ITY: 
Cicnc::ra!: PEDESTRIAN 
sr~·c::ific: On Sidewalk 

SL\I\IARY 
(}utcomc: s~•tt!emcnt 
?\" on V cnlict A ward: S 10,500 
Total Verdict: 
Judge: Reduced Award To: 
Claim.:d Past Medical: 
Claimed Future Medical: 
Claimed Past Wage Expense: 
Claimed Future \Vage Expense: 
Plaintiffs Economist: 
Dcli:nJant's Economist: 

EXPERT-WITNESSES: 

,\Tl OR\EY: 

COPR. (Cl 2009 LRP Publications 

l !nkno\\"n \Vest Virgim.i State ( 't. 

A \II HiRSO?\" v. Wl;.STF.-\1 .I. 

DAT!: OF l\"CJDE:\T: August. 200-~ 

l'lJ.imiff: \! icharl Glas.'"'!', Charkstown, \VV" 

R:\ \<_;r: :\\10l INT: SI - 49,999 

ST.-\l'E: \\'cs1 Virginia 
COl STY: K,rnawhu 

l'RI\L\RY J)'.."Jl 'RY: S..:apul:t Fructun.: 

St 1\1\!AR'i' 
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J\'R '\'o. 4-t 1448 

Ag<:: 74 
Rae<:: White 

I )H 'H )r:,...T: 
Funl'ral Expl'nsl': 
Oth<.'r l;XJK'llSl's: 

I JI :Fl:\;! JA!\T: 
·rvp<.': Singk Individual 
Sex: Fcmak· 
Ral·c: \\'bill· 
Policy Limit: 

DA!'v!N il:S: 
Past \kdi.:al: 
hitml' \kdical: 
Past Wage: 
Future Wage: 
Pain and Suffering: 
O!ha: SI O . .:'iOO 
Total: 510500 
Punitin:: 
1-kdonic: 
Property: 
Other: 
ln!<:'rcst: 
Loss of Services: 

DI:TE!\D.ANT ADMrITED LIABILITY: Yes 

FACTS: 

Page 2 of 2 

Page 2 

A 7-t-ycar-ol<l nmk suffered a scapula fracture. shoulder ;md kncc o::onlusions, i.!l1d a ci:rvic.il strain wh,:n h.: 
\\'as struck hy !he 29-year-old frmale defrn<lant as she turned right into a parking lot. The p!amt1ff collll'lllkd 
th::it th-: dl'fcndnnt opcrnkd her vehicle in a 11egligl'nt manncr. foikd to kl'ep a prnpcr lookout. and faikd tu yield 
the ngh1-~1r-\\'ay to a pedestrian. Thi: dckndant admi11<:d liability. 

LR P 1'11blii:a11ons 

{'Ol'RT: 

J\'R !\o. 4414-t8 (Unknown St.ill' Ct. (\V.Va.)), 2004 \\IL J82554J 

E'.\D OF DOCUMENT 

;c, 2009 Thomson Reukrs. ~o Claim to Orig. t:S Gov. Worb. 
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J\"R So. 173763 (\V.Va.Cir.Ct.), 10% WI. 152276 

COPR. (Cl 2009 LRI' Puhlica1ions 

Circuit Court nl"Wcst Virguu..i. ·111irticth JudKi..il Circuit, Mingo County. 

l'Ol'!C: 
I 1.-\BII.ITY: 
<·irnnal: PEDESTRl.-\1\ 
SpL'c1fic: On roadway 

Sl'\D,lARY 
()utL·onh': Settkmt'nt 
'\ on Verdict /\\van!: S 15. 000 
Total Verdict: $15,000 
Chimed Past \Iedical: S3687 

EXPERT-WIThESSES: 

.-\TTOK'\EY: 

Jl. !)(i E: 

R.-\'\(iE Al\lOlJl'tf: $1-49,999 

S l.\il: Wi:st Virginia 
( '(Jl"l\TY: Mingo 

l'R l:--."L\ RY !NJ\ 1R Y: Kiwc Contusion 

Sl "\1\rl/\RY 
SlTII.l:\IFI\T TIM!:: lkforc Tri::il 
Pl :\!\TIFF: 
SL·x: FL·mak 

llH TD!:i\T: 
JJl·.!T\:l}A!\T 
I:, pl·: Sm:,:k lndindua I 

H/\IRST01'. PRO /\\ti!\·. DILLARD 

DATE OF I t\C!DE'.'-iT: Oc10bcr, I 994 

DATE OF FIi .ING: January. 1995 

,c:; 2009 Thomson Reuters. ?\o Claim to Orig. llS Gov. Works. 

Page 1 of 2 
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Sc",: \ lak 

!):\\L\UES: 
Oth..:r: SI 5,000 

Total: S l .'i.000 

1·,\('TS: 

Page 2 of 2 

Page 2 

:\ minm kmak suffered a i.:ontusion lo the• kfl knL'<.: .ind soft tissue· injuri..:,, tu the neck and the· right. nn1td<lm
in;111t wrist. shoulder. clhuw. and ror..:ann when she was -~truck hy tlw male ddl·ndanl's vchick ;1, she• \1:lllcd 
down a roadway. Thl' plaintiff nmtc'mkd (bat the Jdc:n(fant faikd to yield tl1e right of w,ty t11 a pcdc\lriau and 
fa1kJ to rnntrol his vchidc. The' ddc:ndant i.:ontc'nd..:J that tlw plaintiff was nc'gligent for w;ilkill,.! i:i front of his 
vehicle. 

I.!{ I' Publications 

Cot 'RT: Circuit 

J\"R '.\o. l T!,76.• I \V.Va.Cir.Ct.), l 9% \VI. 15227(, 

E:'-iD OF DOCl'1IE'.'JT 

•C' 2009 Thomson Reuters. "\"u Claim lo Orig. US Gov. Works. 
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Westlaw 
JVR '.\o 45'7797 

J\"R \:o. 4:-7797 ( l 1nknown St:.it<e' CL (W.Va.JJ. 2002 \V! 34 !41030 

COl'[t (C) JO()(J LRP Publications 

Unknown West Virginia Stat<e' Ct. 

TOPJl·: 
LJ.-\BJLI l'\": 
( i<.:ncra ! : PED ESTRI A J\ 
Spel·ifi,:: lu Parking Lot 

SL\1\1.-\ R '{ 
Outcom~·: Settlement 
?\on Verdie! Award: $2000 
Total Verdict: 
Judge Reduced Award To: 
Claimed Past Medical: 
Claimcd Future :\fedica!: 
Claimed Past \Vage Expense: 
( 'bi med ruture W..ige Expense: 
PlauuitTs Economist: 
lkfs'ndant"s Economist: 

EXPl:RT-\\' !Tl\ ESSES: 

A"I'rOR\:E1·: 
Pbintiff: Lirr\· 0. Ford, Charkston. \VV 
Defrnd:11li: Teresa ll. !);rnid, lkckky, V•./V 

R.-\ViL .\\!Ol l'\JT: $ I - 49.lJ{)l) 

ST.-\"JL \\" ,:~! V irg.mia 
( ·ot "\TY: (in:cnhric·r 

l'RI \1A RY I \JJ l: RY: Hand Nerve Damagc 

Sl "\1\L\RY 
S!Tll L\!F'JT T[\,J)'.: Aikr Filing 
PI .-\1:\TJJT_ 

\1("(iJIEF \". \1CCiRA\V 

04-C-189-R 

("' 2009 Thomson Reuters. ;\o Claim to Orig. LS Gov. Works. 
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Sex: Fcm;ik 
Ag~·: 40 

I >H ·1: DENT: 
l·un,:ral l!xpcnsc: 
( )thn F.,pcns~·s: 

[)!·:1-'!:\"J),\;"\']': 
lyp<.': Sin!:!k Individual 
Sn;:: h·mak 
l'olicy I.unit: 

n .. , \L\( i rs: 
!':1st \kdic;il: 
Fut1ir<.' \kdic:.il: 
Past \\";ig~·: 

Futur,:- Wage: 
Pain and Suffering: 
Other: S2000 
Total: $2000 
l'unitin:: 
Hedonic: 
Property: 
Other: 
Int<:n.:sl: 
Loss of S(T\·ic,:s: 

FACTS: 

Page 2 o[2 

Page 2 

A 40-y,:ar-old frmak suffered left hand paresthesia, lumbar and thoracic stniins, and a kft dhow bccra1ion 
when she was struck by the female defendant's n·hicle as the plaintiff attempted to walk across a nonpany 
parking lot. The plaintiff contended that the defendant operated her whiclc in a negligent manner. faikd to keep 
a propC"r lookout. and failed to yield the right-of-way to a pedestrian. The defi:ndarn denied liability and dis
puted the cxtcnt of the pl..iintin's inJuric:s. The (klendant contended that the p!uintiff n.:gligemly skppL·d into the 
path of t!w defendant's \"Chicle and foiled to us.: du.: carL' for her own safety. 

I.RP l'ub!iL·ations 

COl 'RT: 

J\'R :\o. -l.577lJi ( l lnknowll Stute CL ( W.V,1.J), 200~ \VL .H 1410-10 

!·SI>()!."[)()('\ 1Ml·:NT 
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Copyright ( c) 2009 by Florida l.cgal Periodicals, Inc. 

Cin:uit Court of Alabama, Tenth Judicial Circuit .kffcrson County. 

COITRE! ,LI'. B FLL individually and as the guardian and next friend of Cl IA NTl-:RA Bl:LL, a minor vs. Ml
Cl lAEL CARRAWAY 

CV-07-3027 

DATF OF VERDICT1SETTLEMENT: fanuary 7, 2008 

TOPIC: \.1utor \/chick Accident/ Pedestrian Struck 

SUM\1:\RY: 
JUDC.iMF'.',;T: S8.500 for Plaintiff~ on January 7. 2008 (consent judgment). 

EXPERT-WITNESSES: 
n,'a 

no'a 

k!TORI\EY(S): 
Plaintiffs: Samuel E. Wiggins lll, Bi1mingham 
Defrndant's: I !un!er C Carroll of Stockham, Carro!! & Smith, P.C., Bim1ingham 

JUDGE: \1ich:iel (j_ Gr,tffeo 

RA\'GE A'.'vfOUNT: $1---1-9,999 

STATE: Alabama 
COL:\'TY: Jefferson 

:--;An:RE OF INJURY: Lacerations lo upper left ann: chest, am1, shoulder and neck injuries: back pain: mc-d
ical npenscs, Dr. Donald Slappey lrealcd minor P!aintiffC!rnntera for her back pain. 

Sl l\1;V1i\RY: 
Plaintiff lnfonnation: 
Age: 15 
Sex: F 
( h:cupation: n.'a 

FACTS: 

Cause of Injury: Plaintiffs alk:gcd th.it on July 1 L 2006. Dcfrnd,mt struck minor Plaintiff Chantern, a pl'dcstri
an in thc l"fOsswalk at the intersection or 1st Avenue North and S4th Street N. in Birmingham. Plaintiffs daimed 

,n 2009 Thomson Reuters. No Claim to Orig_ US Gov. Works. 
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that Chantcra was thrown onto the vch iclc and her left upper arm struck the windshield. 

Florida Legal Periodicals. Inc. 

Alabama Circuit Cou1is 

Pl; B! .ISi !Fl) !N: Alabama Civi I Trial Rcponcr 

08 /\CTR 7-21 (/\la.Cir.Ct.), 2008 WI. 3833653 

FNDt)F DOCllMENT 

{) 2009 Thomson Reuters. No Claim to Orig. US Gov. Works. 
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1009 WL 1:, I :,596 

1009 WI.151 :,596 {Nev.Dist.Ct.) 

Coryright (c) 1009 Thomson Reuters/West 

WEST'S JURY VERDICTS - NEVADA REPORTS 

Pedestrian Awarded SI 1 K alter Being Struck by Vehicle 

District Court of Nevada, Eighth Judicial District. Clark Coun!y. 

Begay \'. Chavez 

Type of Case: 
Vehicle Negligence• Pedestrian 
\'chicle Negligence· Crosswalk 
Vehicle Negligence• Intersection 

S peci fie Lia bi lit~·: Driver failed to stop, struck pcdest ria n 

Page l of 2 

Page ! 

General Injury: Head injury, cuts and bruises. head pain. dizziness, confusion, left leg pain and bruises. right 
hip pain and tenderness, neck pain, shoulder pain. upper back pain, tenderness and tightness in the neck. 
shoulders, and mid-back. insomnia. medical expenses 

Jurisdiction: 
State: Nevada 
County: Cbrk 

Relakd Court Documents: 
Plaintiffs complaint: 2006 WL 6336090 
Defendant's answer: :'.006 \VL 6336089 
Vtcrdict limn: :'.008 \VL 665--t907 

Case Name: Elsie Begny v. Mnrgarita Chavez, individually, Doc individuals 1-X, inclusive, Roe business entit
ies 1-X, inclusive 
Docket/File Number: A520664 

Verdict: P!aintifC $11 A55.00 

Vl'rdkl Range: $1 - 49,999 

V crd k I Dall': A pri I I 0, 2009 

.Judge:Rehccca L Mastrangelo 

Attorneys: 
Plaimiff: \.t1ri11a L. Kulia~. Kolias Law Offices. Las Vegas. Nev. 

1) 2009 Thomson Reuters. No Claim to Orig. US Gov. Works, 
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Dcf,..•ndant: Janc l:b,,rhan.ly, Kravitz, Schnitzer. Sloane, Johnson & Eberhardy, I kndcrson, Nev. 

Trial "l\pc: Jury 

Experts: 
Plaintiff: :v1ich:1d h:,m1gio/.is, DO, family medicine, Las Vl.'gas, Nl.'v. 
Defrndall!: Stl"\"1.·11 \l S,HH.krs. MD, orthopedic surgeon. Bone & Joint Specialists, Las Vegas, Nev. 
l !nspcci!ied: J)[lk 11. Boam, JD, AS!, I inguisties, Salt Lake City, Utah 

Breakdown of Award: 
SI 0.000.00 to plainti IT for past pain and suffering 
$1 ..155.00 lo plaintiff for medical bills 

Summary of Facts: 

Page 2 of 2 

Page:?: 

Elise lkgay. a l1earing-impaired woman. was a pedestrian in a crosswalk at the intersection of" Valley Vicw and 
Sahara Avmuc in I.as Vegas, Nev. in May 200--1. According to Begay. Margaritu Chavez. driving a 1993 Ford 
vehicle. struck Begay. 

Begay filed a comrlaint in the Clark County District Court against Chavez in April 2006. Begay claimed Chavez 
failed to pay foil attention and failed to keep a safe lookout. 

Cha\'Cz answered Begay's complaint and denied the allegations of negligence. The defendant reported the 
plaintiff stepped off of the curb and ran into the passenger side of her \'chicle. The defendant said she was driv
ing 2 miles per hour at the time of the collision. 

A jury found in favor of Begay and against Chavez in April 2008. The jury av.'arded Begay$ I I ,455. 

Court: Distric1 Court of Nevada, Eighth Judicial District. Clark County. 

2009 WL 2515596 (Nev .Dist.Ct.) 

E?'\D OF DOCU\1ENT 

0 2009 Thomson Reuters_ No Claim to Orig. US Gov. Works. 
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2007 \\'L ---19347---12 (Mo.Cir.) 
Fur Opinion Se~· 2007 WI. ,!7---12292 (Trial Order) 

Copyright (cl 2009 Thomson Reuters/West 

WEST'S JURY VERDICTS - r-.-tlSSOllR! REPORTS 

Pedestrian Rcceiws $6.5K for Parking Lot Collision 

Circuit Cou11 or Missouri. Seventh Judicial Circuit, Clay County. 

Type of Case: 
Vehicle \;cgligcncc • Pedestrian 
Vehicle Negligence • Parking Lot 
Vehicle \;egligence • Excessive Speed 
Vehicle Negligence• Inattention 
Vehicle \;egligence • Right-of-Way 

Wood"ard v. Dickerson 

Specific Liability: Motorist struck a pedestrian in a parking lot 

Page I of 2 

Page I 

General Injury: Injuries to the head, neck, upper and lower back, shoulders, and left knee; cuts: scrapes; 
bruises; contusions: sprains; medical expenses: lost income 

,Jurisdiction: 
State: \.1issouri 
County: Clay 

Related Court Documents: 
Plaintiff~ petition: 2005 WL 6015128 
Defendant's answer: 200.5 WL 601.5135 
Verdict fonn: 2007 VvL 47'"19088 
Judgmcm: 2007 WL ---1742292 

Case ;'l.amc: Christopher Woodward v. Steva;:: Dickerson 
Doc kl'I/Fik '.\' u III her: CV I 0 5 .(){) 7 691 

Verdict: l'l,1in1ift: $6,:'i00.00 

Verdict Range: $ I - 49.99() 

Verdict Date: Oct. 29, 2007 

il; 2009 Thomson Reuters. No Claim to Orig. US Gov. Works. 
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2007 \\'L -'193-17-12 Page2 

Attorneys: 
Plaintiff: Ja111-'s 11 Worthington, Aull, Shennan, \'.'ot1hington, Giorza & llamilton, Lexington, Mo. 
lkfendant: rvlich,1..:I T. I lallurnn, The !lallomn Law Finn, Overland Park, Kan.: Jill Galbr..:alh Smith. Law ()f .. 
fices of Jill Galbrea1h Smith, Leawood, Kan. 

Trial T~·pc: Jury 
Breakdown of Award: 
$6.500.00 w plaintiff for to1a l damages 
! k li.·ndam was l 00 pl'n:cn t at fau It. 
Plaintiff \\".ls not at l';.n1 It. 

Summary of Facts: 

On his wa~ to work. Christopher Woodward walked in the parking lot of the Ford Motor Co. plant in Claycomo. 
Mo .. \'lay 1. 2003. lk said Steve Dickerson turned a corner or row of cars in a 2001 Ford F-150 pickup truck 
and struck him. 

Woodward rcpo11cdly sustained injuries to his head. neck. upper and lower back. shoulders. and kft knec when 
the \"Chicle struck him. ln addition, he said he suffered from cuts, scrapes, bruises, contusions and sprains. 

! k sued Dickerson in 2005 in the Clay County Circuit Court, alleging Dickerson caused his damages by driving 
negligently. The defendant's negligence included driving too fast, failing to keep a proper lookout, failing to 
s(1und a warning ofl1is approach, and foiling to yield the right-of-way to pedestrians, Woodward alleged. 

The plaintiff sought damages for past and future physical pain and mental anguish; impairment of his health. 
strength and vitalit:·: past and future medical expenses: loss of sleep and rest; and lost income. 

Dickerson denied Woodward's account of the encounter, as well as the allegation of negligence. l!c also dis
puted Woodward's injury claims. By way of affirmative defense. the defendant argued Woodward was negligent 
in his failun:: to act when the collision was apparent, and his failure to keep a careful lookout. \Voodward also 
assumed the risk of injury, Dickerson submitted. 

Judge Donald Norris instructed a jury to deliberate on the evidence and apportion fault between the two drivers. 

I laving found Dickerson l 00 percent at fault for the collision, the jury returned a verdict in favor of the plaintiff 
Oct. 29. 2007. and awarded Woodward $6,500. 

Court: Circuit Court of Missouri, Seventh Judicial Circuit. Clay County. 

2007 WL. -N3--17--12 (Mo.Cir.) 

t:ND OF DOClJMFNT 

([\ 2009 Thomson Reuters. No Claim to Orig. US Gov. Works. 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
EASTERN DISTRICT OF KENTUCKY 
SOUTHERN DIVISION at PIKEVILLE 

[Filed Electronically] 

TIMOTHY U. BELL, 

Plaintiff 

V. 

M. ZUERCHER, acting in his individual capacity 
USP Big Sandy 
I I 97 Airport Road 
Inez, KY 41224 

-and-

) 
) 
) 

) 
) 

) 
) 
) 
) 

) 

) 
) 
) 
) 

P. HEFFINGTON, acting in his individual capacity ) 
Camp Administrator of USP Big Sandy ) 
11 97 Airport Road ) 
Inez, KY 41224 ) 

-and-
) 
) 

) 
C. LINA WEAVER, acting in her individual capacity) 
Associate Warden of USP Big Sandy ) 
I I 97 Airport Road ) 
Inez,KY 41224 ) 

-and-

M. BATTS, acting in his individual capacity 
Associate Warden of GSP Big Sandy 
1197 Airport Road 
Inez, KY 41224 

-and-

A. EVANS, acting in his individual capacity 
Correctional Counselor at USP Big Sandy 
I l 97 Airport Road 
Inez, KY 41224 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

CIVIL ACTION NO. -----
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) 

-and- ) 
) 

NORBERT ROSARIO, MD, acting in his ) 
individual capacity ) 
USP Big Sandy } 
1197 Airport Road ) 
Inez. KY 41224 ) 

) 

~~- ) 
) 

P. CURZ, MD, acting in his individual capacity ) 
USP Big Sandy ) 
1 I 97 Airport Road ) 
Inez, KY 41224 ) 

) 
-and- ) 

) 
S. SLONE, RN, acting in her individual capacity ) 
USP Big Sandy ) 
1197 Airport Road l 
Inez, KY 41224 ) 

) 
~~- ) 

) 
DANIEL DeOLIVEIRA, MD, acting in his ) 
individual capacity ) 
USP Big Sandy ) 
1197 Airport Road ) 
Inez, KY 41224 ) 

) 
-and- ) 

) 
CHERYL COTHREN, acting in her individual ) 
Capacity ) 
USP Big Sandy ) 
l 197 Airport Road ) 
Inez, KY 41224 ) 

) 

Defendants. ) 

2 
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COMPLAINT 

Plaintiff Timothy U. Bell, for his complaint against Defendants identified above, would 

respectfully allege the following: 

I. Jurisdiction and Venue 

1. Plaintiff seeks damages from Defendants under the Civil Rights Act of 1871, 42 

U .S.C. § 1983, for gross and unconscionable violations of the rights, privileges and immunities 

guaranteed him by the Eighth Amendment to the Constitution of the United States. Accordingly, 

this Court has jurisdiction of this case pursuant to the provisions of 38 U.S.C. §§ 1331 and 1343. 

Plaintiff also seeks damages for negligence and gross negligence under the supplemental 

jurisdiction of this Court. Martin County, Kentucky is the location of all acts pertinent to this 

suit, and venue is therefore proper in this Court. 

II. Parties 

2. Plaintiff is a resident of Detroit, Michigan. 

3. Defendants M. Zuercher, P. Heffington, C. Linaweaver, M. Batts. and A. Evans, 

first names presently unknown, acting in their individual capacities, were at all times mentioned 

herein wardens, deputy wardens, administrators and correctional officers at USP Big Sandy in 

Inez, Kentucky ("the Prison"), and as such (a) established policies either formally or by custom 

for, and were responsible for the employment, training, supervision and conduct of, the officers 

and employees of the Prison, including Defendants identified below; (b) were personally 

responsible for the medical care of inmates of the Prison like Plaintiff; and (c) personally 

participated in the mistreatment and abuse of Plaintiff and were personally deliberately 

3 
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indifferent to his medical needs, and neglected and grossly neglected such needs, as further 

described below. 

4. Defendants Norbert Rosario, MD, P. Curz, MD (first name presently unknown), 

S. Slone, RN (first name presently unknown), Daniel DeOliveirn, MD, and Cheryl Cothren,-' -

acting in their individual capacities, were at all times mentioned herein medical professionals 

employed and/or working at the Prison, and as such (a) established policies either formally or by 

custom for the medical care of inmates like Plaintiff; (b) were personally responsible for the .. ~/ , 
. f ,• {",,;,,,- • / 

medical care of inmates of the Prison like Plaintiff; and (c) personally participated in the fl 
1_\I', ,~, · ~ 

.1, '_.· 

\• 

mistreatment and abuse of Plaintiff and were personally ?eliberat_e])' __ i_n_~_iff~~t to his medical., 

needs, and neglected and grossly neglected such needs, as further described below. 

III. Nature of Defendants' Conduct 

5. Defendants, individually, jointly and/or in conspiracy with one another, engaged 

in the conduct described below under color of the law of the United States. The individual 

Defendants named above knowingly participated or acquiesced in, contributed to, encouraged, 

implicitly authorized or approved the conduct described below. The offenses described below 

resulted from, among other things, Defendarits' fa_Hure to employ qualified persons for positions_ ~--- .. --· 

of authority, and/or to properly or conscientiously train and supervise the conduct of such -------------
persons after their employment, and/or to promulgate appropriate operating policies and 

procedures either formally or by custom to protect Plaintiff's constitutional rights. Defendants' 

conduct was intentional an~ g~ossly ne~ent, .. indicated active malice toward Plaintiff and a 

total, deliberate and reckless disregard for and indifference to his life and his constitutional and 

common law rights, and justifies an award of punitive damages in addition to the actual damages 

Plaintiff is entitled to recover. 

4 
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IV. Facts 

6. On July 3, 2008, Plaintiff, while an inmate at USP Big Sandy, reported swelling, 

redness and tenderness in the area of his right armpit. On July l 0, 2008, Plaintiff was examined 

by Defendant Rosario. On July I 6, 2008, Defendant Rosario requested that a mass in Plaintiff's 

right armpit be biopsied to rule out any malignancy. and designated his request as ''Priority!!!" 

7. The mass in Plaintiffs armpit was not biopsied until October 8, 2009, almost 15 

months after Defendant Rosario had assigned such a biopsy a "'Priority!!!" status. The biopsy 

was positive for malignant, diffuse non-Hodgkins large B-cell lymphoma. T-cell rich, and the 

cancer had by then progressed to the point that Plaintiff was diagnosed at Stage III to IV. 

Plaintiff is still alive, but his prognosis is understandably poor. 

8. In the almost 15 months between Defendant Rosario's request for a ;'Priority!!!'' 

biopsy of the mass in Plaintiffs right armpit, and performance of the biopsy. Plaintiff was seen 

repeatedly by Defendant Rosario, who was aware that the biopsy he had requested had still not 

been performed, and that the mass in Plaintiffs armpit continued to grow and become 

increasingly painful and worrisome. 

9. On August 19, 2008, Defendants Cruz and Slone approved Defendant Rosario's 

request for a "Priority!!!" biopsy. specifically designated it a "Priority - Mandatory ( 1-30 N{!, 
\ 

days)" procedure, but then did nothing to see that it was performed. (\ J.V- C\fr'i 
;.7 r ·l,/)1 1 

10. On December 10, 2008, Plaintiff met with Defendant Evans to attempt an \t-· ··i 

informal resolution of his complaint that the mass in his right armpit still had not been biopsied, 

and requested as an administrative remedy that the mass be biopsied and removed. Defendant 

Evans, however, did nothing to investigate Plaintiff's complaint or to satisfy his request that his 

complaint be administratively remedied. 

5 
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11. On May 8, 2009, Plaintiff was examined by Defendant DeOliveira, who 

recommended that a CT and biopsy of the mass in Plaintiffs right armpit be performed to rule 

out possible lipoma, but then did nothing to follow up on his diagnosis, his treatment plan, or his 

recommendation. 

12. On July 16, 2009, Plaintiff prepared an Inmate Request to Staff fonn, to which he 

attached a letter to Defendants Zuercher, Heffington, Lina weaver and Batts, in which he stated: .,~ 
I.' 

'· 
I have irregular growth on my chest and medical staff could not determine what it \ - ", 
is. I was told they would be sending me to the hospital for surgery ..... I was told .. , 
I was Priority One and would be seen in 30 days. That was l-1/2 years ago. I' 
still don't know what it is and it's getting bigger, hurting more and keeps me up 
thoughout the night (can't sleep with the pain) and I am scared. 

My family thinks it could be cancer spreading . . .. I would like to have samples of 
the growth to find out exactly what it is and possibly have it removed ..... 

Defendants Zuercher, Heffington, Linaweaver and Batts did nothing to address the problem 

identified by Plaintiff in his letter. Instead, on July 26, 2009, and for reasons that will be 

determined in discovery, Plaintiff was transferred from USP Big Sandy to Ashland Federal 

Prison. necessarily delaying further the "Priority!!!" biopsy that had been ordered more than a 

year before. 

13. As a consequence of the above, Plaintiff did not discover until October 8, 2009 

that he had cancer, or that it was so severe. Until then, Plaintiff could not reasonably have been 

expected to know that Defendants had deviated from the standard of care, or had been 

deliberately indifferent to his medical needs, or that he had suffered injury as a consequence of 

such neglect and indifference. Had the mass in Plaintiffs right armpit been biopsied on or 

before September 19, 2008, pursuant to the "Priority!!!" request for the biopsy and the "Priority 

I - Mandatory ( 1-30 days)" status it was assigned on August 19, 2008. Plaintiffs cancer would 

have been discovered and properly treated over a year before it actually was, and Plaintiff's 

6 
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staging would have been much lower, the likelihood of recurrence would have been reduced. and 

the chances of Plaintiffs survival would have been greatly increased. Instead, his death is now a 

certainty. 

V. Causes of Action 

A. Count I 

14. Paragraphs 1-13 above are incorporated herein by reference and made this 

Paragraph 14. 

15. Defendants' conduct was intentional, reckless, deliberate, wanton and/or 

malicious, and was indicative of their total, deliberate and reckless disregard of and indifference 

to Plaintiffs life as well as his rights and the risk of ham1 to him occasioned by such conduct. 

16. Plaintiff. through Defendants· deliberate indifference and grossly negligent -- if 

not reckless, intentional and/or malicious -- conduct, was subjected to cruel and unusual 

punishment and will likely ultimately be deprived of his life without due process of law in 

violation of the Eighth Amendment of the Constitution of the United States and the Civil Rights 

Act of 1871, 42 U.S.C. § 1983. 

B. Count II 

17. Paragraphs 1-16 above are incorporated herein by reference and made this 

Paragraph 1 7. 

18. By virtue of the foregoing, Defendants were negligent and grossly negligent in 

their treatment of Plaintiff, and in their hiring, training and supervision of those entrusted with 

his care, 

7 
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VI. Damages 

19. Paragraphs 1-18 above are incorporated herein by reference and made this 

Paragraph 19. 

20. Plaintiffs has experienced wanton and unnecessary physical and mental pain and 

suffering, past and future medical and hospital expenses, past and future wage loss, loss of 

enjoyment of life, and future impairment of his ability to work and earn money, all as a result of 

Defendants' conduct, and for which he is entitled to recover damages in excess of the 

jurisdictional limits of this Court. Finally, Defendants' violations of his constitutional and 

common law rights were cruel, malicious, and evinced a total and reckless disregard for his life 

and those rights, entitling Plaintiff to recover punitive damages from Defendants in order to deter 

such conduct in the future. 

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff requests a trial by jury, and further requests that he be awarded 

actual and punitive damages, pre- and post-judgment interest, costs, attorneys' fees and all other 

relief to which he is entitled under law or in equity. 

8 

Respectfully submitted, 

Isl Sheila P. Hiestand 
Sheila P. Hiestand 
Bubalo, Hiestand & Rotman, PLC 
9300 Shelbyville Road, Suite 2 I 5 
Louisville, KY 40222 
(502) 753-1606 
shiestand(w,bhtrialla w .com 

Gregory A. Belzley 
P.O. Box 278 
Prospect, KY 40059 
(502) 494-6186 
gbelzley@aol.com 
Counsel for Plaintiff 
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UNITED STA TES DISTRJCT COURT 
EASTERN DISTRICT OF KFJ\TUCKY 

SOUTHERN DIVIS TON 
PTKEVILLE 

MARY BELL, :vi.other and Persona\ 
Representative of the Estate of Timothy 
U. Bdl, 

Plaintiff, 

v. 

) 
) 
) 

) 

l 
) 

) 
) 

U~JTED STATES OF AMERICA, et al.. ) 
) 

Defendants. 

Kos. 7:10-CV-72-ART-REW & 
7: 12-CV-17-KKC 

ORDER 

*** *** **>!< *** 

On Monday, the Court conducted a settlement conference in this matter. 111c 

conference resolved the dispute in its entirety. 

This the 23rd day of August, 2012. 

TIC: 7 hours, 15 minutes 

Signed By; 

Robert E. _Wier J3" ~ 
United States Magistrate Judge 
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UNITED ST A TES DISTRICT COURT 
EASTERN DISTRICT OF KENTUCKY 

SOUTHERN DIVISION 
PIKEVILLE 

MARY BELL, Mother and Personal ) 
Representative of the Estate of Timothy U. ) 
Bell, ) 

) 
Plaintiff, ) 

) 

V. ) 

) 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, et al., ) 
) 

Defendants. ) 

*** *** *** 

Civil Action No. 10-72-ART 
~¥i-l- ArttRr1t lli1 1~t 7 12-1 7 

ORDER 

*** 

The plaintiff and four defendants entered an agreed order of dismissal informing the 

Court that they had settled this matter, R. 109. The plaintiff and the remaining defendant 

entered an agreed order of partial voluntary dismissal. R. 108. The second motion appears 

to conflict with Magistrate Judge Wier's minute entry order, which reports that the settlement 

conference "resolved the dispute in its entirety," R. 107. The Court will, in an abundance of 

caution, give the parties a thirty-day period to ensure that no parties' rights are affected by 

this potential conflict. 

It is therefore ORDERED that this action is discontinued with prejudice but without 

costs; provided, however, that if the settlement is not consummated within thirty (30) 

days of the date of this Order, or does not represent an agreed resolution to a party's 

interest in this matter, any party may apply by motion within the thirty-day period for 

restoration of the action to the calendar of the undersigned, in which event the action 

will be restored. 
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Furthennore, this matter is STRICKEN from the Court's active docket, all pending 

motions are DENIED AS MOOT, and all scheduled hearings are CANCELLED. 

This the 22nd day of October, 2012. 

Signed By: 

Amul R. Thapar ,4--( 
United States District Judge 



UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
EASTERN DISTRICT OF KENTUCKY 
SOUTHERN DIVISION AT PIKEVILLE 

---------1CJV-I-L-AG-'FI0N-N0::-l-0-1±-AR·.i-------------------------

MARY BELL, Mother and Personal 
Representative of TIMOTHY U. Bell, Deceased, 

V. 

JOHN C. ZUERCHER, ET AL. 

And 

CIVIL ACTION NO. 12-17-KKC 

THE ESTATE OF TIMOTHY U. BELL, by and 
THROUGH THE Administratrix of his Estate, 
MARY BELL, 

V. 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

PLAINTIFF 

DEFENDANTS 

PLAINTIFF 

DEFENDANT 

***'************************************************** 
SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT AND RELEASE OF ALL CLAIMS 

****************************************************** 

THIS AGREEMENT is made and entered into by and between Mary Bell in her 

capacities as Mother and Personal Representative of Timothy U. Bell and as Adminstratrix of the 

Estate of Timothy U. Bell (hereinafter "Plaintiff') and Defendants, the United States of America, 

Jerome Zuercher (incorrectly named as John C. Zuercher in the Complaint), Philip W. 

1 



Heffington, and Norbert Rosario (hereinafter "Defendants"). 

WHEREAS, Plaintiff has filed the above-captioned civil actions in the U.S. District Court of 

------he-Eastem-E>istriet-of-Kentw~k-yi-an.1:t---------------------------

WHEREAS, the parties hereto desire to make a complete and final settlement under the 

Federal Tort Claims Act of all matters involved in, or relating to, or arising out of, the above 

captioned cases. 

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual covenants and agreements set forth 

herein, Plaintiff and the named Defendants, being separately advised by counsel, and intending 

to be legally bound thereby, COVENANT AND AGREE AS FOLLOWS: 

I. As used in this agreement, Defendants mean the United States of America and all of 

its past, present, future subsidiaries, bureaus, services, agencies, divisions, departments 

(including the Bureau of Prisons), successors, assigns, directors,. officers, agents, employees, 

attorneys and representatives; and Jerome Zuercher, Philip Heffington, and Norberto Rosario. 

2. In return for all of the agreements and covenants of Plaintiff set forth herein, 

Defendant United States agrees to pay Plaintiff the total sum of$975,000:00. This payment is 

in full settlement and satisfaction of any and all claims of any kind that Plaintiff may have in the 

above captioned-case against Defendant United States and for the dismissal, with prejudice, by 

Plaintiff of any and all claims of any kind against Defendants Jerome Zuercher, Phillip 

Heffington, and Norberto Rosario. Payment by Defendant United States of the settlement 

amount of $975,000.00 shall be without interest. Plaintiff will satisfy all outstanding liens of 

any kind, including Medicare and- Medicaid liens, from the settlement proceeds. Plaintiff will 

hold Defendant United States harmless'for such liens. Plaintiff's counsel agree not to disburse 
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settlement proceeds until all liens are paid or satisfied and the United States has the right to 

require appropriate documentation of the same. 

--------This-settlemenLis-intended-to_av:oid.further..litigation_andJo_pr_eserye_judiciaLe_c_Qn_omy_.,_ ____ _ 

and shall not operate as an admission ofliability or fault on the part of the United States, its 

agents, servants, or employees, or Jerome Zuercher, Philip Heffington and Norberto Rosario. 

Any federal, state, or local income tax liability, or other tax liability resulting from the payment 

of this settlement amount of $975,000.00 shall be the sole responsibility of Plaintiff. Neither 

Defendants nor Defendants' attorneys make any representations as to the tax treatment of this 

settlement amount of$975,000.00. 

Plaintiff and Defendants shall bear their own costs, expenses and attorneys= fees. 

3. Plaintiff=s settlement amount of $975,000.00 shall be paid by government electronic 

funds transfer. Said payment shall be made no later than six (6) to eight (8) weeks from the 

date the settlement agreement is transmitted to the United States Deprutment of Treasury. 

Banking information for the electronic funds transfer will be provided by Plaintiffs attorneys. 

Plaintiff's attorneys agree to distribute the settlement proceeds and to obtain a dismissal order of 

the above-captioned actions with prejudice, with each party bearing its own fees, costs, and 

expenses. 

4. Plaintiff agrees that the settlement amount of $975,000.00 is in full satisfaction of the 

legal claims against the named Defendants. Plaintiff hereby releases and forever discharges the 

United States of America and its employees, officers, agents, agencies, attorneys, representatives 

and assigns, and Jerome Zuercher, Philip Heffington and Norberto Rosario (collectively 

AReleasees@) from any and all claims, remedies, demands, debts, losses, obligations, actions, 
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causes of actions, claims of relief, damages, costs, expenses, attorney fees, and compensation of 

any nature whatsoever, whether known or unknown, foreseen or unforeseen, arising out of or 

-----involv-ing-or-leading-to-the-death_of_Tjmo.iliy _ _B.elL(c.olle.c.ti_y:eJy_Aclaim_@_or_Aclaim_s_@_o-r ________ _ 

Aremedy@ or Aremedies@) including, but not limited to, claims under the Federal Tort Claims 

Act, civil rights, Bivens claims, legal, equitable, administrative, union or other claims or 

remedies of any kind whatsoever or from any source, which Plaintiff had or has against named 

Defendants and all other Releasees on account of, or contained in, or in any w~y growing out of, 

or which ~e the subject of, the allegations contained in the above-captioned civil actions and/or 

from any fact existing or occuning prior to or as of the date of this Agreement. The named 

Defendants further release Plaintiff and Plaintiffs counsel from any claim or cause of action 

related to the above-captioned civil actions, including any claims related to the initiation of the 

civil actions, which existed as of the date of this Agreement. 

5. This Settlement Agreement and Release does not cover Plaintiff's claims against 

Defendant Daniel DeOliveira, M.D. 

6. Plaintiff represents and acknowledges that in executing this Agreement she did not 

rely and has not relied upon any representation or statement made by Defendants or their 

attorneys with regard to the subject matter, basis or effect of this Agreement or otherwise. 

7. Nothing contained in this Agreement shall be construed as an admission of 

wrongdoing or liability by Defendants with respect to any matter whatsoever, whether or not 

encompassed by the above-captioned civil actions. 

8. This Agreement comprises the entire understanding and settlement of the 

above-captioned actions between Plaintiff and Defendants and fully supersedes any and all prior 
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agreements or understandings between the parties. 

9. This Agreement shall be binding upon Plaintiff and upon the Estate and the heirs of 

-----~.imoth.y_U _ _B_elLand_shalLinur~_to_the_b_e_nefit of the Defendants and each and all other 

- Releasees, and to their heirs, administrators, representatives, executors, successors, assigns, and 

attorneys and legal representatives. 

10. The language of all parts of this Agreement shall in all cases be construed as a 

whole, according to its fair meaning, and not strictly for or against any of the parties. When used 

in this Agreement, the word Aor@ is a term of inclusion and not exclusion and in no instance is 

the word Aor@ intended to limit, nor shall it limit, the rights, privileges, and/or benefits of 

Defendants under this Agreement. 

11. Should any provision of this Agreement be declared or be determined by any court 

to be illegal or invalid, the validity of the remaining parts, te1ms or provisions shall not be 

affected thereby, and said illegal or invalid part, term or provision shall be deemed not to be a 

part of the Agreement. 

12. The parties agree that this Stipulation for Settlement Agreement and Release of All 

Claims may be made public in its entirety, and Plaintiff expressly consents to such release and 

disclosure pursuant to 5 U.S.C. ' 552a(b). 

13. Plaintiff shall promptly secure any state probate court approval reasonably 

required to effectuate this settlement, in a form reasonably satisfactory to the Defendant United 

States. 

14. Plaintiff enters into this agreement knowingly and voluntarily after full consultation 

with her attorneys, and by her signature acknowledges that she has read this Agreement and fully 
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understands its terms. Plaintiff agrees that she has been given a reasonable period of time 

within which to consider this Agreement. 

-------~5-.______Ihis_Agr.e_ement_is_nQt_as.sigo_a.ble b)'. Plaintiff. The date of this Agreement is the 

date of the last signature to this Agreement. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, Plaintiff and Defendants intending to be legally bound, have 

set their hands to this Agreement the day and year below written. 

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE 
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INTIFF, as Mother and 
Personal Represe ive of Timothy U. Bell and as 
Adminstratrix of the Estate of Timothy U. Bell 

SHEILA HIESTAND 
Hughes & Coleman-Louisville 
9300 Shelbyville Road 
Suite 110 
Louisville, Kentucky 40222 

GREGORYBELZLEY 
P. 0. Box 278 
Prospect, Ky. 40059 

PLAINTIFFS' COUNSEL 
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HEFFfN~ 

ffe.,, ,:...v. 
NORBERT ROSARIO, MD, DEFEFNDANT 

BY: 

KERRY B. HARVEY 
UNITED~H:+E~ ATTORNEY 

Assistant United States Attorney 
U.S. Attorney=s Office 
260 West Vine Street, Suite 300 
Lexington, Kentucky 40 5 07-1612 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

TERRY JONES 
FCI Petersburg 
I 060 River Road 
Hopewell, VA 23860 

Plaintiff 

v. 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
Serve: 

United States Attorney General 
U.S. Department of Justice 
Room B-103 
950 Pennsylvania Ave. NW 
Washington, DC 20530-0001 

and 

U.S. Attorney for the District of Columbia 
555 4th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 

Defendant ------------------

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

Case No.: 1:11-cv-1158 (ESH) 

FIRST AMENDED COMPLAINT 

Plaintiff, Terry Jones, through undersigned counsel, files this complaint against 

Defendant United States of America to recover under the Federal Tort Claims Act ("FfCA") for 

negligent failure to protect Mr. Jones from attack by prison inmates, medical malpractice, and 

negligent treatment of a prisoner, which occurred while Mr. Jones was incarcerated within the 

federal prison system. 
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Nature of the Case 

1. This case is to recover for the negligent acts of federal Bureau of Prisons ("BOP") 

employees who directly permitted Mr. Jones to be injured in a riot on his unit when he slipped on 

another inmate's blood and fell on his back; for acts of federal employees who provided negligent 

medical treatment of Mr. Jones's resulting back injuries (at multiple institutions); and for acts of 

federal employees who negligently contributed to the exacerbation of Mr. Jones's back pain and 

injuries by forcing him to ride a bus for seventeen ( 17) hours with insufficient breaks. 

2. Mr. Jones was a healthy, physically fit, and capable individual until December, 

2007 when Defendant's agents at USP Hazelton, West Virginia, negligently permitted a riot to 

occur on his unit. After being injured by slipping on another inmate's blood on the metal staircase 

in the unit, Mr. Jones sought medical attention for numbness and tingling in his fingers. He was 

told simply to stop doing sit-ups. 

3. Over the course of the next ten (10) months, at USP Hazelton, Mr. Jones 

repeatedly sought medical attention, asked for and was denied an MRI, asked for and was denied 

an orthopedic or other specialist consultation, and was never treated for his back injury. 

4. Upon his own insistence, Mr. Jones was finally scheduled for an orthopedic 

consultation for November 4, 2008. But, on that very day, with no prior notice, the BOP 

transferred him out of the institution. After flying to the Federal Transfer Center in Oklahoma 

City, Oklahoma, Mr. Jones then endured an excruciating seventeen-hour (17-hour) bus ride from 

Oklahoma to USP Tucson, Arizona, in leg and hand restraints, and without sufficient breaks. 

When he arrived at USP Tucson, Mr. Jones was unable to walk and could not exit the bus under 

his own power. 
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5. For the next four months at USP Tucson, Mr. Jones's condition continued to 

deteriorate. Despite numerous requests to be treated for his back pain, he was denied a timely 

orthopedic consultation -even though he would have had one on November 4, 2008 in Hazelton, 

and was given only short-term pain medication. 

6. Then, on March 11, 2009, fourteen (14) months after his original injury, Mr. 

Jones experienced lightning-like, shooting pain in his back and collapsed on the recreation yard. 

He was sent immediately to an outside hospital where, within two days, he had cervical spine 

surgery. 

7. Mr. Jones remains unable to walk without the use of a walker, cannot sit for long 

periods of time, has muscular atrophy in his upper arms, and daily experiences pain in his back 

and left leg. 

Jurisdiction and Venue 

8. This Court has subject matter jurisdiction over this matter pursuant to 28 U.S.C. 

§§ 1331 and 1346(b)(l) as this claim is brought against the United States of America under the 

FTCA. 

9. Venue is appropriate in this Court since, pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1402(b), Mr. 

Jones is a resident of the District of Columbia. 

Parties 

10. The Plaintiff, Terry Jones, is a 39-year-old District of Columbia resident who was 

convicted pursuant to the D.C. Code and is a prisoner in the custody of the BOP. Mr. Jones is 

currently incarcerated in FCI Petersburg in Petersburg, Virginia. 

11. The Defendant United States of America is a sovereign entity named herein 

pursuant to the FTCA. 
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Exhaustion of Administrative Remedies 

12. Pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 2675, Mr. Jones exhausted his administrative remedies by 

presenting to the BOP four administrative claims (Standard Form 95) based upon the same facts 

underlying this action on June 21, 2009. The North Central Regional Office of the BOP 

apparently consolidated at least two of the claims prior to forwarding one administrative remedy 

claim to the Western Regional Office and two claims to the Mid-Atlantic Regional Office. The 

BOP's Western Regional Office denied one of these claims by a letter dated August 31, 2010. 

Through counsel, Mr. Jones filed a reconsideration letter with the Western Regional Office on 

February 25, 2011, pursuant to 28 C.F.R. 14.9, and that request was denied on June 15, 2011. The 

Mid-Atlantic Regional Office of the BOP denied Mr. Jones's administrative complaint on May 

12, 2011. 

Notice and Certifications 

13. Pursuant to W. Va. Code § 5 5-7B-6 (2010 ), on June 11, 2011 Mr. Jones served on 

the Health Services Administrator of USP Hazelton, by certified mail, return receipt requested, a 

notice of claim and a screening certificate of merit related to the claims in Count II (below). 

14. Pursuant to Ariz. Rev. Stat. § 12-2603, Mr. Jones files and serves with this First 

Amended Complaint a certificate that expert testimony is necessary to prove the claim in Count 

III (below), attached as Exhibit A to this First Amended Complaint. 

Factual Background 

Events at USP Hazelton, WV, December 20, 2007 through November 4, 2008 
precipitate Mr . .Jones's injuries 

15. Mr. Jones is incarcerated by order of the D.C. Superior Court for an offense under 

the D.C. Code. In 2001, by passage of the National Capital Revitalization and Government Self 

Improvement Act of 1997, Pub. L. No. 105-33, 111 Stat. 251, 712-87 (1997), the D.C. prison 
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complex in Lorton, Virginia was closed and all inmates were transferred to the authority of the 

BOP, which is authorized to house D.C. Code offenders in any facility in the country. 

16. In or around December 2007, Mr. Jones was housed at USP Hazleton, in Bruceton 

Mills, West Virginia. 

17. At that time, Mr. D. LeMaster was the Unit Manager for Mr. Jones's housing unit, 

the B-2 unit. The Unit Manager is the administrative head of the general unit and oversees all unit 

programs and activities. He is a department head at the institution and has a close working 

relationship with other departments and personnel. 

18. On information and belief, inmate Donte Evans, from Baltimore, Maryland, was 

housed on the B-2 unit for all or a portion of 2007. 

19. On information and belief, Evans had been removed from the B-2 Unit for a 

period of disciplinary segregation some time prior to December 20, 2007. During his absence 

from the unit, Mr. Evans' s tennis shoes went missing. 

20. On or about December 20, 2007, Mr. Evans returned to the unit and told an 

inmate from Washington, D.C. that Evans would kill whoever had taken his shoes. During the 

day, there was a lot of talk back and forth between D.C. and Baltimore inmates because Evans 

suspected it was a D.C. inmate who took his shoes. 

21. On or about the afternoon of December 20, 2007, Evans left the unit during a 

scheduled move time. Inmates are allowed to go from one area to another in the facility only at 

certain scheduled times. 

22. Upon information and belief, the final scheduled move before the afternoon count 

is from 3:30 p.m. to 3:45 p.m. At all other times, inmates are not permitted in unauthorized areas 
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such as hallways, and inmates found in the hallway outside of a scheduled move can be sent to the 

Lieutenant's office to face discipline. 

23. On or about December 20, 2007, Mr. Jones was in the B-2 housing unit awaiting 

the 4:00 p.m. count. Count is an activity conducted several times per day in which BOP 

employees confirm the whereabouts of all inmates and ensure that all inmates in the facility are 

present and accounted for. During count, inmates are required to be in their assigned housing unit. 

Upon information and belief, the 10:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. counts are mandatory stand-up counts 

where the inmate is required to stand next to his bed to be observed and counted. 

24. After the 4:00 p.m. count had been called by the officer on duty in unit B-2, and 

the officer had begun to close cell doors on the lower tier, inmate Evans returned to the B-2 unit 

and rang the doorbell. Mr. LeMaster let Evans in the door. 

25. Immediately thereafter, prior to the door closing, Evans motioned to two inmates 

waiting outside the door to enter and called to them, "Come on." As the two inmates entered, Mr. 

LeMaster yelled out to the block, "They've got knives," and he ran and hid from the armed 

inmates, slipping and falling as he ran. 

26. Upon information and belief, pursuant to BOP policy and protocol, the two 

inmates who entered the B-2 unit with Evans were not housed in the B-2 unit and were not 

authorized to be in the 8-2 unit at any time. Mr. LeMaster violated BOP policy by permitting 

inmate movement at an unauthorized time, and by unlocking the door to the unit and admitting 

Evans late as well as admitting the inmates who did not live in the 8-2 unit. 

27. Upon information and belief, Mr. LeMaster further violated BOP policy and 

protocol by opening the unit door during count, even for an inmate who lived in the unit. 
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28. Upon information and belief, Mr. LeMaster and/or other unknown officers further 

violated BOP policy and protocol by failing to stop inmates who did not live in the unit while 

they were in the hallway after count had been called and before they could access the unit. 

Instead, Mr. LeMaster and/or other officers should taken immediate disciplinary action against 

inmates out of place during the count. Movement during count is prohibited. Policy dictates that 

staff will take disciplinary action if an inmate is not in his assigned area during a count. 

Disciplinary action will also be taken against an inmate for leaving an assigned area before the 

count has cleared or for interfering with the count process. 

29. Upon entry into the unit, the three inmates produced knives and began attacking 

inmates in Mr. Jones's housing unit. 

30. Unit Manager Lee LeMaster ran and hid from the intruders-failing to abide by 

the employee standards requiring him to respond immediately and effectively to an emergency 

situation, and failing to protect the unit from the armed inmates. 

31. A melee began on the tier. Prior to Evans and the intruders' entry into the unit, 

only a few cell doors had been locked, meaning most of the inmates could enter and exit cells at 

will in B-2. One of the armed inmates began chasing Mr. Jones, who was not locked into his cell, 

in an effort to stab him. 

32. While running from the armed inmate, Mr. Jones slipped on a pool of blood from 

another injured inmate. Mr. Jones fell, hitting his neck and back on a metal stairwell and injuring 

his left knee. Mr. Jones was not stabbed by the inmate chasing him. 

33. After the fall, Mr. Jones was taken by an officer to the shower area to be placed 

out of the way and for protection. He was not offered medical attention. 
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34. On or after December 20, 2007, Mr. Jones began feeling numbness, tingling, and 

burning sensations in his right hand. Prior to his fall, Mr. Jones had never experienced these 

symptoms. 

35. On or about December 26, 2007, Mr. Jones went to the prison's Health Services 

center for an unscheduled appointment due to back pain as well as the numbness, tingling, and 

burning in his hand, and was examined by Richard Dennison, RN. Nurse Dennison indicated that 

he could not find any abnormalities or injuries which were causing Mr. Jones's symptoms, instead 

attributing the pain to a possible pinched nerve from an "old back injury." His medical 

treatment/advice was to have Mr. Jones "stop sit-ups" and follow up if the pain continued. 

36. Mr. Jones did not have a prior back injury and did not indicate such to Nurse 

Dennison. Instead, Mr. Jones described the fall during the disturbance on the unit six days earlier. 

37. Mr. Jones continued to feel back pain, numbness and increasing pain in his hands, 

arms, and legs. Over the course of approximately the next fifteen (15) weeks, Mr. Jones continued 

to make multiple formal and informal requests to prison officials and prison medical staff, 

including submitting Inmate Request to Staff forms and speaking to the Warden and the Health 

Services Administrator in the main dining hall (called "Main Line"), for further medical testing 

and treatment. 

38. On or about March 7, 2008, Mr. Jones was seen by Physician's Assistant ("PA") 

Patricia Corbin. She noted his complaint of a "pinched nerve" in his back, and "nerve pain in 

R[ightj arm with tingling in 3-5 th fingers," but no follow-up or treatment was ordered for his back 

and extremity pain. Instead, PA Corbin prescribed medication and follow-up exclusively related 

to Mr. Jones' s hypertension. 
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39. On or about March 23, 2008, Mr. Jones was seen in an unscheduled appointment 

by an unidentified Medical Doctor where he complained of "weakness, shortness of breath, back 

pain," and the doctor noted "There was no assault." Rather than treating him for his complaints, 

or noting in his medical chart his health conditions, the doctor accused Mr. Jones of "possible 

narcotic ingestion," and subjected him to a dry cell for observation. He received no treatment for 

his back pain, weakness, or shortness of breath; instead, he was again treated only for high blood 

pressure. 

40. On or about April 7, 2008, Mr. Jones was again seen by PA Corbin for complaints 

of "pain in R[ight] am1 and L[eft] leg." The assessment in the medical chart was "L[eft] sciatica" 

and "[R] arm pain/paraesthesea?" Tn this encounter, she refused a request by Mr. Jones for an 

MRI, writing in the medical record, "Pt. wanting MRI- I told him no." Instead of an MRI, PA 

Corbin ordered plain film x-rays. She also prescribed fifteen (15) days of Naproxen, a pain 

reliever and anti-inflammatory medication. 

41. On or about April 9, 2008, Mr. Jones's x-rays were taken. The results showed 

"degenerative joint disease/disc disease." 

42. Mr. Jones was not provided a follow-up appointment to discuss the results of the 

plain film x-rays, nor was he given any treatment for his degenerative joint disease/disc disease. 

43. Over the course of approximately the next twenty-nine (29) weeks, Mr. Jones 

continued to make multiple formal and informal requests for further medical testing and 

treatment, including submitting Administrative Remedy Requests, Inmate Request to Staff forms, 

and speaking to the Warden and the Health Services Administrator in Main Line. 

44. In addition to his requests, Mr. Jones sent a certified letter dated June 5, 2008 to 

Dr. Velasquez, the Acting Clinical Director at USP Hazelton, in which he described his 
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continuing back and knee pain to be "so severe that I cannot sit, lie down, or move about in any 

normal fashion." He did not receive a response to this request and no medical appointments were 

scheduled for him on the basis of this letter. 

45. On or about July 10, 2008, Mr. Jones sought unscheduled urgent care due to pain 

in his left leg and back and was seen by M. Azumah, a Mid-Level Practitioner ("MLP"). He was 

prescribed a ten-day (10-day) course of ibuprofen, and was told to increase his fluid intake. No 

other treatment was prescribed or recommended. No mention was made to Mr. Jones or in the 

medical record of the degenerative joint and disc disease. 

46. Mr. Jones continued to experience numbness, pain, muscle spasms, and muscle 

weakness in his hands, arms, legs, back, and neck. He also developed difficulty walking. 

47. On or about October 31, 2008, Mr. Jones submitted a Request for Administrative 

Remedy to a staff member at Main Line and received a written response that he would be seeing 

Dr. Alacron on November 3, 2008. 

48. On or about November 3, 2008, Mr. Jones had a medical appointment with Dr. 

Irenio Alacron, MD, but was again only treated for his high blood pressure, even though his 

primary complaint was his back pain and loss of movement in his legs and feet. Dr. Alacron 

ordered an orthopedic consult for November 4, 2008, "At inmate's request." 

49. From December 26, 2007 through November 4, 2008, Mr. Jones never saw an 

orthopedic specialist at USP Hazelton. Though his appointment was scheduled for November 4, 

that very day, on November 4, 2008, Mr. Jones was transferred from USP Hazleton. Upon 

information and belief, inmates are not told in advance of their travel the date or destination of a 

transfer; however, BOP employees would have known in advance that he was going to be 

transferred. 
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50. In or aboul later 2007 or 2008, Mr. Jones was talked to and was observed by 

Warden Joe Driver who told him, "What, are you an old man or something?" and expressed 

concern for his problem, but did not follow up. 

51. From December 26, 2007 through November 4, 2008, Mr. Jones never had an 

MRI to evaluate the source of his back pain, knee pain, weakness, loss of movement, and loss of 

feeling in his extremities. 

52. Between December 26, 2007 and November 4, 2008, Mr. Jones suffered daily and 

deterioration of his ability to write, hold objects, stand for long periods, sit for long periods, or 

even lie down for extended periods. He was unable to sleep at night nearly every night. He was 

cut off from written communication from his family and friends due to his inability to hold a pen 

properly. 

Mr . .[ones's medical condition is worsened by transfer to USP Tucson, AZ 

53. Upon information and belief, the BOP was aware of Mr. Jones's medical 

condition prior to his transfer because BOP requires inmates to inform them in writing of any 

known medical conditions. 

54. On or about November 4, 2008, Mr. Jones was transported by airplane from USP 

Hazleton to FTC Oklahoma City in Oklahoma City, Oklahoma. The duration of this trip was 

approximately two (2) hours, during which Mr. Jones was held in ambulatory restraints linking 

his hands and feet to a lock at the belly. He required assistance in walking onto and off of the 

plane by U.S. Marshals because of his extreme pain and weakness. 

55. Upon arrival, he was screened at the FTC Oklahoma City, and indicated on his 

Health Intake Assessment/History, ''current! y suffer[ ing] from any painful con di ti on'' of 

"Back/Legs." 
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56. BOP staff had a duty to ensure Mr. Jones's health and safety during transfer by 

accommodating his medical needs. 

57. On or about November 7, 2008, Mr. Jones was transported from FTC Oklahoma 

City to USP Tucson by bus. 

58. Upon information and belief, the bus ride lasted approximately seventeen (17) 

hours without a break. During the ride, Mr. Jones was again chained in ambulatory restraints by 

the hands and feel, and was unable to stand or move. 

59. Over the course of the bus ride, Mr. Jones experienced increasing pain and muscle 

stiffness due to the lengthy nature of the ride, his uncomfortable positioning on the bus, and his 

inability to move, stand, or place himself in a new position. 

60. When the bus arrived at USP Tucson, Mr. Jones was unable to walk off the bus 

and had to be supported under the arms by BOP personnel. 

Events at USP Tucson, AZ, November 7. 2008 through March 11, 2009 
fail to alleviate Mr. Jones's injuries 

61. On or about November 7, 2008, upon his arrival at USP Tucson, Mr. Jones asked 

for immediate medical attention, including a wheelchair. His request for a wheelchair was denied. 

62. USP Tucson conducted routine medical intake of Mr. Jones upon his arrival at 

USP Tucson on or about November 7, 2008, but no treatment was provided nor even a note taken 

regarding his back pain, extremity pain, loss of movement, or request for a wheelchair. 

63. Upon information and believe all medical records of inmates are transferred with 

the inmates, and USP Tucson medical staff knew or should have known from the time of intake 

on that Mr. Jones had been scheduled for an orthopedic consultation immediately prior to his 

transfer to USP Tucson. 
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64. During the Admission and Orientation presentation, Mr. Jones was standing with 

the support of another inmate, when he tried to speak with Assistant Warden Hallenback about his 

medical condition. Rather than listen to his concerns, she told him, "It looks like you're walking 

fine to me." She made no further inquiry into his condition and provided no referral to the Health 

Services Division. 

65. Over the course of approximately eighteen (18) weeks following his arrival at 

USP Tucson, Mr. Jones continued to make multiple formal and informal requests for further 

medical testing and treatment. 

66. Mr. Jones continued to experience worsening numbness, pain, muscle spasms, 

and muscle atrophy in his hands, arms, legs, back, and neck. Mr. Jones also experienced further 

difficulty in walking. 

67. On or about November 24, 2008, Mr. Jones reported to Health Services for 

unscheduled urgent care treatment and saw Dr. Merlyn Smith, D.O. He complained of left 

sciatica, left knee pain, and right arm numbness and weakness. He also requested a wheelchair. 

Dr. Smith denied his request for a wheelchair. Dr. Smith requested an orthopedic consultation for 

Mr. Jones for February 24, 2009 listing the reason for the consultation as "inmate request." 

68. Mr. Jones never had the February 24, 2009 orthopedic consultation-even though 

it had been approved by the facility's Utilization Committee on December 17, 2008. Records 

indicate that Utilization Committee later disapproved the appointment. 

69. Upon information and belief, Mr. Jones was never provided with the Utilization 

Committee's December 17, 2008 decision and was unaware that Dr. Smith had requested the 

appointment be set three (3) months after his appointment with her. 

13 
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70. On or about December 14, 2008, Mr. Jones saw Guillermo Dias, a MLP in Health 

Services, for his back pain. Mr. Jones was treated with temporary pain medication, but no other 

follow-up was ordered. In this appointment, MLP Diaz sympathized with Mr. Jones and told him 

that he badly needed an operation, but that MLP Diaz was not able to order one. Mr. Jones was 

sent back to his dormitory. 

71. On or about December 15, 2008, Mr. Jones was treated in Health Services for his 

hypertension only. 

72. On or about February 12, 2009, Mr. Jones saw Registered Nurse, Jamie Criswell, 

in Health Services, with a complaint of numbness in his left arm, but Mr. Jones was again only 

treated for hypertension. 

73. At an unspecified time between December 2008 and March 11, 2009, Mr. Jones 

spoke to Ms. Hallenback, the Assistant Warden in charge of medical services, during Main Line. 

Ms. Hallenback was aware of his condition. Mr. Jones told her that his condition was getting 

worse, that he could not walk and his hands and legs were burning and numb, and that he could 

not feel them. Ms. Hallenback said, "I don't think your injuries are bad enough to warrant 

spending tax payers' money on." She continued, "If you can't use [your handsJ cut them off since 

you don't need them." She smiled and walked away from Mr. Jones. 

74. On or about March 11, 2009, while on the prison recreation yard, Mr. Jones felt a 

shooting pain through his body. He fell to the ground and was unable to move. 

75. On or about March 11, 2009, after he fell, Mr. Jones was examined in Health 

Services by PA Anthony Walker. PA Walker ordered that Mr. Jones "transfer to a local hospital." 

76. On or about March 11, 2009, Mr. Jones was transported to St. Mary's Hospital 

where he underwent testing and consultations, including an MRI and an orthopedic consultation. 

14 
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The testing revealed that Mr. Jones suffered from extensive spinal damage, including severe 

spinal stenosis, degeneration of the spinal discs, and disk protrusion. Dr. Marco N. Marsella, 

M.D. gave his impression on March 12, 2009 as "evidence of spinal cord signal changes in the T2 

MRI sequences and corresponding severe cervical myelopathy with possibly irreversible spinal 

cord damage." 

77. From November 7, 2008 through March 11, 2009, Mr. Jones never received an 

orthopedic consultation or an MRI for his extensive back injury while housed at USP Tucson. 

78. Between November 7, 2008 and March 11, 2009, Mr. Jones suffered daily and 

experienced deterioration of his ability to write, hold objects, stand for long periods, sit for long 

periods, or even lie down for extended periods. He was unable to sleep at night nearly every 

night. He was cut off from written communication from his family and friends due to his inability 

to hold a pen properly. 

79. On or about March 13, 2009, Mr. Jones underwent a cervical laminectomy and 

decompression surgery. The surgery was expected to prevent further worsening of Mr. Jones's 

spinal injuries, but the damage already done, due to the length of time between onset of the injury 

and the surgery, and was irreversible. 

80. Mr. Jones continues to experience pain, numbness, stiffness, and muscle atrophy 

throughout his body, as well as limited mobility. He uses a walker to stabilize himself and to 

walk. He also suffers mental repercussions from enduring more than fourteen months of these 

symptoms without any regard for his worsening condition. 

81. Mr. Jones will be unable to work in physical labor positions as he has in the past 

and is severely limited in everyday life activities such as gripping objects, walking, standing or 

sitting for long periods of time. 
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Count I 

Negligence (Failure to Protect) 

82. Mr. Jones realleges and incorporates by reference the allegations of paragraphs 1 

through 80 above. 

83. Defendant United States of America is responsible for the oversight of its agents, 

servants, and/or employees, who include officials and staff at federal correctional institutions. 

Pursuant to the Federal Tort Claims Act, the United States is liable for damages caused by the 

negligent or wrongful acts of its agents, servants, and/or employees acting within the scope of 

their employment, under circumstances where the United States, if a private person, would be 

liable in accordance with the laws of the state where the negligent or wrongful acts occurred. 

84. Prison officials and staff have a duty to protect inmates from harm caused by 

other inmates. The officials and staff of the USP Hazleton owed this duty to Mr. Jones. 

85. Prison staff and officials knew or should have known that Mr. Jones faced a risk 

to his health and safety from attack by other inmates. 

86. Moreover, prison staff and officials knew or should have known that allowing 

inmates into Mr. Jones's housing unit when they were not authorized to be there created an 

excessive risk to Mr. Jones's health and safety. 

87. Prison officials breached their duty to protect Mr. Jones from harm by failing to 

take any actions to protect him from these risks to his safety. 

88. As a result of these actions and inactions by prison staff and officials, Mr. Jones 

suffered serious personal injuries, pain and suffering, loss of life's pleasures, and emotional 

distress. 
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Count II 

Medical Malpractice (USP Hazelton, West Virginia) 

89. Mr. Jones realleges and incorporates by reference the allegations of paragraphs 1 

through 87 above. 

90. During the course of Mr. Jones' s incarceration at USP Hazleton, Mr. Jones was at 

all relevant times in the custody and under the exclusive care and medical management of agents, 

servants, and/or employees of the United States of America. 

91. These agents, servants, and/or employees of the United States of America owed 

Mr. Jones a duty of ordinary diligence in providing medical care and treatment. 

92. These agents, servants, and employees of the United States of America breached 

this duty by negligently, carelessly, and unskillfully rendering medical care and services to Mr. 

Jones, by failing to diagnose and identify Mr. Jones's injuries, by failing to treat Mr. Jones's 

injuries, by ignoring Mr. Jones' s repeated requests for testing and treatment, and by placing Mr. 

Jones in conditions which exacerbated and worsened his injuries. 

93. As a result of this breach of duty to provide medical care and treatment, Mr. Jones 

was deprived of the possibility of early diagnosis and treatment of his injuries and suffered 

serious personal injuries, worsening of injuries, pain and suffering, loss of !if e's pleasures, and 

emotional distress. 
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Count III 

Medical Malpractice (USP Tucson, Arizona) 

94. Mr. Jones realleges and incorporates by reference the allegations of paragraphs 1 

through 92 above. 

95. During the course of Mr. Jones' s incarceration at USP Tucson, Mr. Jones was at 

all relevant times in the custody and under the exclusive care and medical management of agents, 

servants, and/or employees of the United States of America. 

96. These agents, servants, and/or employees of the United States of America owed 

Mr. Jones' s a duty of ordinary diligence in providing medical care and treatment. 

97. These agents, servants, and employees of the United States of America breached 

this duty by negligently, carelessly, and unskillfully rendering medical care and services to Mr. 

Jones, by failing to diagnose and identify Mr. Jones's injuries, by failing to treat Mr. Jones's 

injuries, by ignoring Mr. Jones' s repeated requests for testing and treatment, and by placing Mr. 

Jones in conditions which exacerbated and worsened his injuries. 

98. As a result of this breach of duty to provide medical care and treatment, Mr. Jones 

was deprived of the possibility of early diagnosis and treatment of his injuries and suffered 

serious personal injuries, worsening of injuries, pain and suffering, loss of !if e's pleasures, and 

emotional distress. 

Count IV 

Negligence (Mistreatment During Transport from West Virginia to Arizona) 

99. Mr. Jones realleges and incorporates by reference the allegations of paragraphs 

1-97 above. 
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100. During his November 4 - 7, 2008 transfer from USP Hazelton to USP Tucson, 

Mr. Jones was at all relevant times in the custody and under the exclusive care of agents, servants, 

and/or employees of the United States of America. 

101. These agents, servants, and/or employees of the United States of America owed 

Mr. Jones a duty of ordinary diligence in providing for his basic human needs, care and treatment 

during the transfer and were aware of his particular medical needs. 

102. These agents, servants, and employees of the United States of America breached 

this duty by negligently, carelessly, and unskillfully rendering care and services to Mr. Jones, by 

failing to accommodate his pain during transfer and by placing Mr. Jones's in conditions which 

exacerbated and worsened his injuries. 

103. As a result of this breach of duty to provide for his basic human needs, care, and 

treatment during transfer, Mr. Jones's injuries were exacerbated, and he suffered serious personal 

injuries, worsening of injuries, pain and suffering, loss of life's pleasures, and emotional distress. 

Request for Relief 

104. WHEREFORE, Mr. Jones requests that this Honorable Court grant him judgment 

against the United States of America and relief in the form of: 

a. compensatory damages; 

b. economic damages; 

c. costs of this suit, including attorneys' fees to the extent allowed by law; 

and 

d. such other and further relief as this Honorable Court deems just and 

proper. 
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Dated: June 27,2011 Respectfully submitted, 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I HEREBY CERTIFY that this 27th day of June, 2011, the foregoing First Amended 

Complaint has been filed by e-mail to the Court (dcd_cmecf@dcd.uscourts.gov) and served by 

first-class mail on attorneys for Defendant: 

United States Attorney General 
U.S. Department of Justice 
Room B-103 
950 Pennsylvania Ave. NW 
Washington, DC 20530-0001 

U.S. Attorney for the District of Columbia 
555 4th St. NW 
Washington, DC 20001 

~in~ 

DC Bar No. 983395 
wdurbin@winston.com 
Winston & Strawn LLP 
1700 K St. NW 
Washington, DC, 20006 
(202) 282-5000 
(202) 282-5100 (fax) 

Counsel for Plaintiff 
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TERRY JONES 

Plaintiff 

v. 

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) Case No. 1:ll-cv-01158 (ESH) 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) Defendant _________________ ) 

CERTIFICATE REGARDING EXPERT TESTIMONY 

Plaintiff Terry Jones, through undersigned counsel, hereby certifies that expert opinion 

testimony in necessary to prove the standard of care or liability for Count III of the Complaint, 

pursuant to Ariz. Rev. Stat.§ 12-2603. 

Dated: June 27, 2011 Respectfully submitted, 

Ivy Finkenstadt 
DC Bar No. 488147 
ivy_ finkenstadt@washlaw.org 
Philip F omaci 
DC Bar No. 434824 
Washington Lawyers' Committee for 
Civil Rights and Urban Affairs 
11 Dupont Circle, NW, Suite 400 
Washington, DC, 20036 
(202) 319-1000 
(202) 319-1010 (fax) 

Michael T. Dyson 
DC Bar No. 454091 
mdyson@winston.com 
William Y. Durbin 
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1700 K St. NW 
Washington, DC, 20006 
(202) 282-5000 
(202) 282-5100 (fax) 
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TERRY JONES, 

V. 

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR HE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF WEST VIRGINIA 

Elkins 

Plaintiff, 

Civil Action No. 2:11-CV-94 
Judge Bailey 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 

Defendant. 

FINDINGS OF FACT, CONCLUSIONS 
OF LAW AND MEMORANDUM ORDER 

This is an action brought by plaintiff Terry Jones pursuant to the Federal Tort Claims 

Act ("FTCA"), 28 U.S.C. §§ 1346(b), 2671-2680. The First Amended Complaint 

("Complaint") [Doc. 2], filed with the Court on June 27, 2011, stated four causes of action. 

Count I, styled as Negligence (Failure to Protect), alleged that staff at USP Hazelton in 

Bruceton Mills, West Virginia negligently failed to protect plaintiff from harm which occurred 

while he was fleeing an inmate fight within his housing unit. Counts II and Ill alleged 

medical malpractice against health care providers at Bureau of Prisons ("BOP") institutions 

USP Hazelton and USP Tucson, respectively. Count IV alleged negligence and 

mistreatment of Plaintiff by BOP staff during Jones's transport from USP Hazelton to USP 

Tucson. 

On July 31, 2013, the parties jointly entered a stipulation dismissing Count IV from 

the case [Doc. 123]. 
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On January 14-15, 2014, the parties appeared before this court for a bench trial as 

to the three remaining counts. The plaintiff was represented by Andrew R. Sommer, Brian 

M. Serafin, Eric M. Goldstein, Kimberly L. Paschall, and William D. Wilmoth. The 

Government was represented by Erin K. Reisenweber, Alan G. McGonigal, and Diana 

Jacobs Lee. This Court received testimony from the plaintiff, Dr. Gregory Przybylski, Dr. 

Gregory Rosencrance, Nancy Bond, Robert Jackson (by video), Dr. Jack Wilberger, Dr. 

lnerio Alarcon (by video), Patricia Corbin, Anndreea Shorter, William Holzapfel, Jr., Jason 

Shaw, Erik Smith, and Hiromichi Kobayashi, and reviewed the deposition testimony of 

Michael Lynch, David LeMaster, Joseph Micieli, and Dr. Rasim Oz. 

Having heard and reviewed the testimony and evidence presented by the parties 

and having reviewed the briefing submitted by the parties, this Court hereby makes the 

following findings of fact and conclusions of law: 

Findings of Fact 

1. As of December 2007, Mr. Jones was incarcerated at USP Hazelton in 

Bruceton Mills, West Virginia. Mr. Jones was assigned to live in the 8-2 housing unit. 

2. As of December 2007, Donte Evans, an inmate from Baltimore, Maryland, 

was incarcerated at USP Hazelton in Bruceton Mills, West Virginia. Evans was assigned 

to live in the 8-2 housing unit. 

3. During December 2007, Donte Evans was placed in USP Hazelton's Special 

Housing Unit (solitary confinement, the "SHU") for possession of a knife. Evans was 

released from the SHU on December 20, 2007, and was returned to the general population 

in the 8-2 housing unit. 

4. While Evans was in the SHU, his shoes went missing. Although Evans 
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suspected that a Washington, D.C. inmate had stolen them, it was later discovered that 

BOP staff had misplaced them. 

5. After accusing several D.C. inmates of taking his shoes, Evans recruited two 

other Baltimore inmates and orchestrated an attack against D.C. inmates in the B-2 

housing unit, using homemade weapons. 

6. The attack occurred as the inmates housed in B-2 unit were preparing for the 

4:00 p.m. "stand-up count," a daily, prison-wide procedure during which every inmate is 

required to return to his housing unit, enter his cell, and stand by his bed so that USP 

Hazelton employees can account for the whereabouts of all inmates in the facility. 

7. At USP Hazelton, preparation for the 4:00 p.m. count begins at approximately 

3:50 p.m. At that time, the officer on duty in each housing unit will verbally announce that 

it is time for count; the inmates then make their way into their cells. The officer on duty 

then manually locks all inmates into their cells, a process that takes approximately ten to 

fifteen minutes. After all cell doors are locked, "the official stand-up count" begins. 

8. While it is rare for the BOP to receive warning of an attack, the BOP received 

such a warning in this case. 

9. On December 21, 2007, at approximately 3:40 p.m., Anndreea Shorter, Unit 

Secretary for Hazelton's "Bravo" (B-1 and 8-2) housing units, was in her office off of the 

secure hallway dividing those two units. As she was posting callouts (inmate 

appointments), Shorter heard an unidentified inmate knocking at the door between the 

hallway and the B-1 unit. Shorter first posted callouts in the B-2 unit, and when she 

returned to the hallway, the inmate was gone. 

10. The inmate had, however, left a note, which Shorter read at 3:41 p.m. The 
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note stated: 

Ms. Shorter, give this to SIS or the L T1 ASAP. Donte Evans in B2 that just 
got caught with a knife has another one. He is about to start a DC Baltimore 
beef so you need to get him off the compound ASAP. He is beefing with a 
dude in his block. They tried to stop him but he don't listen to nobody. 

11. Under the BOP Standards of Employee Conduct, "it is mandatory that 

employees respond immediately and effectively to all emergency situations." As Shorter 

admitted, BOP employees do not have discretion to ignore this provision. This mandate 

is grounded in the reality that "failure to respond to an emergency situation may jeopardize 

the security of the institution, as well as the lives of staff or inmates[.]" 

12. As Shorter also admitted, an inmate with a knife is an emergency situation, 

"something [BOP staff] would act on right away." The warning note "definitely" should have 

caused concern for the safety and security of the institution. 

13. Shorter testified that, after reading the note, she first attempted 

unsuccessfully to contact the SIS office by phone. She testified that she then reached out 

by radio, seeking SIS's phone extension. Upon receiving that information, Shorter testified 

that she phoned SIS and read the warning note word-for-word to an unidentified individual 

whom she believed was with the SIS department. 

14. Shorter did not use the radio because the transmission would be overheard 

by inmates in proximity to guards. 

15. Shorter does not recall who answered the phone. None of the staff members 

working in, or with access to, the SIS office at the time of Shorter's alleged call had any 

1 Special Investigative Services, or SIS, acts as the prison's internal affairs, responsible for, 
among other things, investigating offenses committed by inmates. LT refers to Lieutenant. 
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recollection or knowledge of Shorter calling SIS about the note. Nor does the official BOP 

report regarding the attack me nt ion S ho rte r's alleged cal I to the SIS offices, or th at she ever 

told anyone about the warning note. Even Shorter's own contemporaneous statement 

regarding the incident fails to mention this alleged call to SIS, or even to describe the note. 

16. According to Shorter, she was instructed to hand-carry the note to the SIS 

office, even though that office was an eighth of a mile away, and the walk would have taken 

about 15 minutes at that time of day. 

17. At trial, two SIS staff members testified that their response to having been 

read the warning note would have been immediately to call the Lieutenant on shift and/or 

have Evans separated from the other inmates for questioning. No one in SIS took any 

such action. 

18. Members of the SIS staff testified that they would have wanted to see the 

note in person and that they did not know whether the note was credible. 

19. The receipt of "drop notes" is not uncommon, and the notes are sometimes 

used to cause unwarranted trouble for other inmates or to provide a distraction or 

misdirection for other nefarious activities. 

20. SIS office rs stated that they wo u Id have pu 11 ed Evans in for questioning. With 

the 4:00 count imminent and not knowing exactly where Evans was at that point in time, 

however, the officers stated that they would have waited until Evans was in his cell for 

count in order to bring him in for questioning. 

21. To get to the SIS office, Shorter had to walk through the B-1 housing unit. 

While she was doing so, an inmate told her that it was "too late," which she understood to 

mean that the attack was starting "now." As she continued to walk away from the B-2 unit 
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and toward the SIS offices, the body alarm sounded, indicating that the attack was 

underway. 

22. Shorter admitted that the actions she took were not "effective" in preventing 

the violence. Nor were those of the identified person who took her call. 

23. While Shorter was carrying the warning note to the SIS office, Evans rang the 

buzzer at the B-2 unit door for someone to unlock the door. Unit Manager David LeMaster 

answered the door. 

24. Le Master was not aware of impending danger, and admitted that "[i]f I kn[e]w 

Donte Evans was going to assault anybody, I would have notified our operations lieutenant 

and/or the captain, if necessary. And then I would've-if I kn[e]w Donte Evans was going 

to do what he did, I would never have opened up the door." 

25. At 3:52 p.m., when LeMaster unlocked and opened the door, Evans and two 

other Baltimore inmates pushed past him into B-2, and began stabbing other 

inmates-particularly those whom Evans identified as being from Washington, D.C. It was 

"chaos." 

26. When the attack began, Jones was standing on the top tier (second level) of 

B-2. Jones saw Evans and two other inmates enter the unit with knives. Evans ran up one 

of the two sets of stairs to the top tier and headed toward Jones, who ran from him. 

27. As Jones reached a set of stairs leading back down to the main level, he 

slipped and fell on blood from one of the inmates who had been stabbed. Jones struck his 

neck and back on the metal staircase. 

28. When a patient complains of pain and neurological symptoms such as 

numbness, tingling, weakness, and gait and limb impairment, as Jones did here, the 
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standard of care requires a complete medical history and a full neurological exam: 

IY]ou have to get an accurate history, a thorough history. You listen to what 
the patient tells you, but then you have to ask a sequence of questions, a 
series of questions, to try to determine what it is that's going on in your mind 
so that you have a full understanding, and then you have to obtain a physical 
examination. It needs to be a thorough examination, but it also can be 
focused on the areas in question. If you're complaining of right arm pain, it 
ought to focus on the right arm, both the neurologic piece, as well as the 
musculoskeletal. If it's focused on the low back and lower extremity, it ought 
to focus there. 

29. Further, when a patient presents with pain and neurological symptoms, the 

standard of care allows for only 8-12 weeks of "conseivative management" of the condition 

before imaging studies, such as an MRI, are required. The standard of care requires 

further evaluation of symptoms after an 8-12 week period of conservative management. 

The standard of care is to treat conservatively, then refer for an MRI, as opposed to an 

X-ray, for persistent pain that doesn't resolve despite conservative measures such as 

physical therapy and medication. 

30. If a physician reasonably refers a patient for a consult with a specialist, the 

standard of care requires follow-through to ensure that the patient receives that consult. 

Dr. Wilberger, the Government's own expert, admitted that "[i]f there wasn't follow-through 

[on a consult referral], I would be very concerned about that[.]" Tr. 428:1-2.2 

31. Before December 21, 2007, Jones engaged in normal physical activities, 

including walking, running, using the gym, playing sports such as basketball, and taking his 

son to the park. Jones's May 2, 2006 USP Hazelton intake screening noted no pain or 

2 At trial, Dr. Wilberger admitted that it was his understanding that an orthopedic surgeon 
actually saw Jones as a result of BOP's recommendation. The record is undisputed that 
Dr. Wilberger's understanding was wrong. 
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disabilities, though Jones did have hypertension (high blood pressure). 

32. When he fell on December 21, 2007, Jones likely had preexisting cervical 

spondylosis with stenosis. 

33. Cervical spondylosis involves narrowing of the spinal canal and normally 

progresses slowly over time. It may remain asymptomatic, but can turn into cervical 

myelopathy as a proximate result of a physically traumatic event-such as the fall that 

Jones suffered on December 21, 2007. 

34. Cervical myelopathy is a condition where the spinal canal narrows to the point 

of compressing the spinal cord and damaging the interior nerves. It can cause symptoms 

such as pain, numbness, tingling sensation in the extremities, weakness, and gait and limb 

impairment. 

35. Cervical myelopathy may not present immediately when someone with 

stenosis, such as Jones, suffers a traumatic fall; instead, the swelling that causes 

myelopathy may take days to manifest, similar to why, when you have a great workout, you 

feel okay that day, but maybe the next day you start to hurt. This delay is not atypical and 

a five-day delay before symptoms manifest is not unreasonable. 

36. Due to the chronic nature of the condition, it is common for a patient suffering 

from cervical myelopathy, such as Jones, not to complain about his neurological symptoms 

at each clinical encounter. 

37. It is quite common for the medical record of a patient suffering from 

progressive myelopathic symptoms, such as Jones, to reflect gaps between periods of 

complaints. This is because the progression of myelopathy related to spondylosis is not 

typically rapid, and typically occurs over months to a year or years. 
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38. As Dr. Przybylski testified, to a reasonable degree of medical certainty, 

Jones's fall on December 21, 2007, triggered his cervical myelopathy. 

39. On December 26, 2007-five days after he fell and while the prison was on 

lockdown-Jones triggered an emergency alarm in his cell and ultimately presented to BOP 

medical services complaining of numbness and burning in the third and fourth fingers of his 

right hand. 

40. Numbness and burning in the third and fourth fingers of the right hand can 

indicate a spinal cord problem. 

41. At the time of the December 26, 2007 visit, the standard of care required BOP 

medical staff to obtain a full medical history, including asking questions such as "when did 

the symptoms start, how have they evolved, are other areas of the body affected, what 

makes those symptoms worse or better." The standard of care also required a neurologic 

examination referable to Jones's neurological symptoms. That examination would include 

testing the muscle strength in the upper limbs as well as the lower limbs, looking for 

muscular atrophy, examining the sensation of the upper limbs as well as lower limbs, 

watching the gait or ambulation of the patient, and checking the patient's dexterity as part 

of what the standard of care requires in evaluating an acute neurologic symptom. 

42. BOP medical staff's treatment of Jones fell below the standard of care by 

obtaining only a very brief history, and by conducting a substandard examination, resulting 

in a diagnosis of a pinched nerve and an instruction to stop doing sit-ups. 

43. On March 7, 2008, Jones complained of a pinched nerve, nerve pain in his 

right arm, and tingling in his third through fifth fingers. These complaints represented a 

progression from what was described in the December 26th, 2007 visit. In other words, 
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Jones's symptoms were getting worse. 

44. The involvement of the fifth finger on the right hand represents a broader 

distribution of symptoms, making a spinal cord problem, as opposed to a nerve problem, 

more likely. Moreover, the nerve supplying the fifth digit is very rarely symptomatic in 

people, so involvement of the fifth digit at this point, viewed alongside Jones's December 

26 complaints, confirmed that he had a spinal cord problem. 

45. By Jones's March 7, 2008 visit to BOP health services-nearly three months 

after his initial complaint-the standard of care required not only a thorough history and 

physical and neurologic exam, but also an MRI. 

46. No such MRI orsimilardiagnostictestwas obtained, however, and the history 

and examination performed were substandard, falling below the standard of care. Instead 

of focusing on Jones's neurological symptoms, Physician Assistant Corbin chose to focus 

on his hypertension. 3 

47. The care during the March 7, 2008 visit fell below the standard of care 

because there was really no assessment of Jones's ongoing and progressive neurologic 

complaint. While treating hypertension is appropriate, it was inappropriate and fell below 

the standard of care not to address the other complaint, particularly given the fact that it 

then had been present for more than two months and was progressive. 

48. On March 24, 2008, Jones presented to BOP medical staff complaining of 

back pain and weakness, which also can be symptomatic of a spinal injury. Jones was 

given pain and hypertension medication, but the record of this visit does not reflect any 

3 Although Jones suffered from hypertension, Ors. Przybylski and Rosencrance testified in 
no uncertain terms that Jones's neurologic symptoms were unrelated to hypertension. 
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neurologic testing at all. 

49. On April 6, 2008, Jones submitted an administrative request form explaining 

that his hands, feet, and legs were numb and "lock up every day" and that "the pain is at 

the extreme." The request form indicated prior complaints to the Warden and requested 

immediate medical attention. 

50. As Dr. Przybylski testified, the complaints in the April 6, 2008 letter showed 

further progression of Jones's symptoms: "[T]his is the first time that I'm seeing ... both 

sides and both upper and lower limbs .... And [Jones's] symptoms at this point in time 

again demonstrate a progression si nee the previous month and, because multiple limbs are 

involved, is consistent with a spinal cord problem." 

51. On April 7, 2008, Jones was again seen by Corbin. Jones told her he had 

fallen in the B-2 unit in December, 2007, after which his symptoms "flared." During this 

visit, Jones complained of pain in his right arm and left leg, and requested an MRI. The 

record of this visit shows that although Jones demonstrated 5/5 (normal) strength, Corbin 

believed Jones could be suffering from left sciatica (radiating leg pain) and possible right 

arm paresthesi a (numbness or ting Ii ng fee Ii ng). Corbin ordered spin al X-rays, est ab Ii shin g 

her belief Jones was likely suffering from a spinal injury. 

52. By the time of this April 7, 2008 visit, the standard of care required a 

recognition that this was a progressive complaint referable to the cervical spine and spinal 

cord which needed to be investigated in a prompt way. Corbin knew that Jones had a 

history of such complaints dating back approximately four months, and knew that this was 

a progressive problem, as she had seen Jones over a one-month period of time where his 

symptoms went from one limb (the right arm) to two limbs (the right arm and left leg). The 
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standard of care required a thorough history to get more details about what else might be 

involved, a neurologic examination that involved a motor examination, sensory 

examination, and reflex, gait, and coordination examination, and the appropriate diagnostic 

studies. 

53. By the time of the April 7, 2008 visit, a cervical MRI was necessary. The 

standard of care requires that imaging studies are done after conservative management 

for 8-12 weeks. An MRI was indicated, as opposed to an X-ray, for persistent pain that 

had not resolved despite conservative measures. An MRI would have been required even 

in the absence of an abnormal full neurologic exam. 

54. Plain X-rays are inadequate to evaluate a spinal injury consistent with Jones's 

symptoms. They simply show you what the structure of the bones are like and what the 

alignment of the spine is like. An X-ray tells you nothing about the condition of the spinal 

cord, the nerve roots, or any compression of the spinal cord or nerve roots, which are the 

likely causes of the symptoms that Jones was describing. The soft tissues of the spine 

should have been imaged using an MRI or EMG. 

55. Corbin's decision to order X-rays, instead of an MRI, fell below the standard 

of care. 

56. The BOP's treatment regarding the X-ray results was also substandard. The 

X-ray report came back as "negative, except for degenerative disc disease." But in reality, 

the test was not negative. In fact, it was positive: it diagnosed cervical spondylosis. 

57. Following the X-ray, the standard of care required the cervical MRI that 

should have been done in the first place. The X-ray finding was consistent with cervical 

spondylosis and should have empowered the health care provider to obtain a higher-level 
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imaging study [MRI), because the X-ray was one more piece of evidence that showed that 

there was a compressive problem going on affecting Jones's nervous system. The X-ray 

report's notation of Jones· s deg en e rati ve disc disease, co up I ed with the numbness, ting Ii n g 

and the problems that Jones described, warranted an MRI. 

58. Contrary to what the standard of care required, BOP evidently took no action 

in response to this X-ray, and the record of Jones's visit with Corbin shows the prescription 

of more medication-a conservative-management measure-now 15 weeks after Jones 

first presented with these symptoms. 

59. On June 5, 2008-23 weeks after he first experienced neurological 

symptoms-Jones wrote a letter to Dr. Velasquez, Hazelton's Acting Clinical Director of 

Medical Services. He identified severe pain in his back, numbness in his legs, that he 

could neither sit nor lie down normally, that he had trouble sleeping due to his pain, and 

that he had trouble walking. 4 Jones requested an MRI and an appointment with a 

n eu rolog ist. 

60. The com plaints in the June 5 letter cl early reflected a spin al co rd prob I em th at 

should have been diagnosed by this point in time. Even Dr. Wilberger admitted that these 

symptoms required further investigation, should not have been ignored, and reflected 

severe cervical myelopathy. Yet Dr. Velasquez apparently just filed the letter away, and 

took no action whatsoever. 5 

4 Although some of Jones's June 5 complaints were not medically accurate, Dr. Przybylski 
explained that Jones was doing the best he could to try to describe where he felt things 
based on what he'd been told. 

5 See infra n.6. 
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61. The June 5 letter triggered a duty to look back at previous records to see 

what health care providers had evaluated in terms of history and examinations, note what 

diagnostic studies had been obtained, and then determine whether Jones's requests to be 

seen by a specialist with knowledge of the nervous system and to obtain an MRI were 

reasonable. 

62. On July 10, 2008, Jones presented to BOP medical staff with lower back and 

left leg pain, and muscle spasms and tenderness in his back.6 BOP medical staff saw 

Jones and noted that his left leg was tight and tender, that he was having back spasms, 

and that his back was tender. 

63. BOP medical staff failed to obtain a proper medical history or diagnostic 

imaging studies on July 10, 2008, as the standard of care required. Instead, BOP medical 

staff simply prescribed ibuprofen, thus bringing the conservative management of Jones's 

spinal condition to 27 weeks. 

64. On August 25, 2008, Jones submitted an administrative request form again 

identifying his back pain, his difficulty walking or moving, and his inability to sleep due to 

pain. He asked to see a specialist. The record reflects no response to Jones's August 25 

request. 

65. On October 31, 2008, Jones submitted another administrative request form 

seeking medical treatment and identifying his medical issues. In response, the BOP 

6 The July 1 O, 2008 vis it refutes the Gave rn me nt' s i m plication at trial th at Jon es "never went 
to health services" between May and September 2008. Not only did Jones write to 
Hazelton's Acting Clinical Director in June 2008, complaining of an inability to walk and 
numbness in the hands and legs, Jones did in fact go to health services in July, and 
submitted requests for medical treatment in August. 
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scheduled Jones for a doctor's appointment. 

66. On November 3, 2008, Jones saw Dr. lnerio Alarcon and told him about the 

fall in December 2007. Dr. Alarcon noted Jones's decreased range of motion, right 

shoulder pain and lower back pain running down to Jones's left leg and foot. The record 

shows that Jones told Dr. Alarcon that he had been experiencing back pain since 

December 2007. A partial neurologic exam of Jones's cranial nerve was performed, even 

though this was not the part of the body that Jones was complaining about. Dr. Alarcon 

also performed a straight-leg test, but testified that this was an "old" test that, "now with 

technology, the MRI and the CT," physicians "don't do[.]" 

67. There is no evidence that Jones's earlier medical records were reviewed, 

even though the standard of care required such a review. 

68. After indicating that Jones suffered from chronic lumbago (lower back pain), 

Dr. Alarcon prescribed painkillers. After 45 weeks of conservative management of Jones's 

symptoms, Dr. Alarcon recommended an orthopedic consult. 

69. It is undisputed that Jones never received the consult Dr. Alarcon believed 

was warranted on November 3, 2008. 

70. Instead, on November 5, 2008, Jones was transferred to USP Tucson in 

Arizona. 

71. On November 4, 2008, as part of the transfer, USP Hazelton's medical staff 

prepared a health summary report. The report noted that Jones had lumbago (back pain) 

and was receiving pain medication. Yet, despite listing some of Jones's upcoming medical 

appointments, the report did not include any mention of the orthopedic consult, and made 

no effort to reschedule it. 
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72. It fell below the standard of care for the BOP to fail to provide Jones with the 

specialist consult that its medical professional had recommended. 

73. If Jones had received timely and proper treatment while at USP Hazelton 

between December 26, 2007, and November 4, 2008, he likely would have made a full 

recovery. 

74. Jones arrived at USP Tucson on November 7, 2008, and received a health 

intake screening. BOP medical staff noted that he was taking daily prescription pain 

medication ("lndocin") for his lumbago and renewed his prescription. The document's 

notation that "[c]urrent painful condition is denied" is internally inconsistent with its 

statement that Jones was receiving pain medication. Further, Jones testified-consistent 

with the renewal of his prescription painkillers-that he told the person handling intake at 

USP Tucson that he had a spinal injury. The orthopedic consult request is not mentioned 

and no review of Jones's prior medical files is indicated. 

75. Jones was in considerable pain and was deteriorating while at USP Hazelton. 

Yet early medical examinations at USP Tucson indicate that his spinal condition was still 

in its earlier stages. Brisk reflexes had not yet fully developed, but they would be noted 

after his March, 2009 collapse in the recreation yard. 

76. On November 14, 2008, Jones complained to BOP staff that he was having 

trouble walking, and noted that an earlier request for a wheelchair had been denied. 

77. On November 24, 2008, Jones presented to BOP medical staff with left 

sciatica, left knee pain, and right arm numbness and weakness that had existed for about 

a year. BOP medical staff observed that although Jones had normal reflexes, he exhibited 

"2/4" muscle-strength weakness in his right upper extremity, and walked with a limp-i.e., 
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he had an impaired gait. These are symptoms of neurologic injury. Dr. Wilberger admitted 

as much by describing another patient exhibiting "weak grips," and experienced gait 

impairment, fatigue, and insomnia as having "significant signs of myelopathy." 

78. The standard of care during the November 24, 2008 visit required the BOP 

to attempt to identify the etiology of Jones's condition by asking questions and reviewing 

his medical records. It also required a complete neurological examination. 

79. The care during the November 24, 2008 visit fell below the standard of care, 

and the physical and neurologic exam performed at this appointment was incomplete and 

substandard. 

80. At the November 24, 2008 visit, with Jones's condition entering its 4 7th week, 

BOP medical staff again recommended referring Jones for a specialist consult, designated 

as "routine." 

81. This referral was not sufficient, as Jones needed to have an imaging study 

and a fairly immediate referral at that point to a neurologist or a neurosurgeon for a 

delineation of what was going on-particularly given the long-standing nature of his 

complaints. 

82. Although BOP medical staff recommended that Jones see a specialist, BOP 

had not even scheduled that consult as of February 27, 2009. In fact, Jones never 

received this consult. Once again, Jones's treatment fell below the standard of care. 

83. On December 14, 2008, Jones presented to BOP medical staff with pain in 

his back radiating down his left leg, and numbness. A limited musculoskeletal exam 

revealed his limited range of motion and tenderness. The BOP's response was to 

prescribe an even more potent painkiller that would do nothing to treat Jones's spine. 
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84. The standard of care at this appointment required a thorough history and an 

adequate and thorough neurologic exam. Further, Jones should have had imaging studies 

done at this visit. The standard of care requires that those are done after conservative 

management for eight to 12 weeks. 

85. At this point, a cursory review of nearly a year's worth of medical records 

would have revealed that Jones had been suffering for over 50 weeks with these 

symptoms. Yet no MRI or CT was periormed, no specialist consult was held, and the 

conservative management continued. The failure to obtain a discernible medical history, 

to perform a neurologic exam, or to order proper imaging studies at this appointment fell 

below the standard of care. 

86. Between December 2008 and January 2009, Jones submitted two 

administrative remedy request forms that described his back pain, numbness, and burning 

sensation in his hands and feet. He also described difficulty in sitting or moving normally, 

as well as trouble walking. Jones noted further that his symptoms dated back a year. 

87. The BOP responded that Jones had been approved for the outside consult 

following his appointment in late November 2008, but that BOP had not yet scheduled it. 

Once again, it is undisputed that the consult never took place. 

88. On February 12, 2009, Jones saw BOP medical staff at Tucson and told them 

that he had been experiencing numbness in his left arm for 14 months. Numbness is a 

neurologic symptom. Jones was given only medicine for hypertension. 

89. Each of BOP medical staff's failures-to take a full history, perform a full 

neurologic exam, obtain an MR I or refer Jones to a neurologist or neurosurgeon-fell below 

the standard of care. Simply addressing Jones's hypertension, without more, likewise fell 
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below the standard of care. 

90. On March 11, 2009, Jones was trying to walk in the USP Tucson prison yard 

when he felt a "lightning bolt come up from the bottom of [his] back all the way up [his] 

neck." He collapsed to the ground, unable to move and having trouble breathing. 

91. Jones was then taken to a local hospital. Based on a full medical history, 

physical and neurological examinations, and imaging including MRI and CT scans, a 

neurosurgeon determined that Jones suffered from severe cervical myelopathy with 

possibly irreversible spinal cord damage. The neurosurgeon also noted muscle wasting 

in Jones's hands. 

92. Dr. Przybylski testified that "probably the most compelling physical 

examination evidence that this was a long-standing problem was the description of the 

wasting of [Jones's] interossei muscles bilaterally .... That is something that takes a fairly 

long time to occur. That would be measured in months to years," "so the simple fact that 

muscle wasting is seen within the hands on both sides tells us that myelopathy has been 

present for many months preceding this exam." 

93. At trial Dr. Wilberger presented a theory of an "acute event" occurring on 

March 11, 2009, and his report stated that "there is no indication whatsoever that Mr. 

Jones was suffering any progressive myelopathy between December 2007 and March 

2009." But Dr. Wilberger admitted that if he saw evidence of muscle wasting in the hands, 

cervical myelopathy "would have progressed already," and that it would have existed for 

some time prior to the observation of muscle wasting. Dr. Wilberger evidently overlooked 

that evidence of muscle wasting in rendering his opinions. Moreover, Dr. Przybylski 

testified that there were other signs, such as spondylosis ( a bony compression), which "tells 
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us that condition has been around for some time." In addition, he testified that there was 

evidence of "brisk reflexes," which "typically take[] time to develop," and thus typically do 

not exist in acute injury situations. 

94. In March 2009, Jones underwent laminectomy surgery (removal of some 

vertebral bone to widen the spinal canal). Laminectomy serves to relieve spinal cord 

compression; it does not treat neck pain. That Jones went from being unable to walk 

before his surgery to being able to walk during his rehabilitation period shows that the 

surgery was successful. 

95. As Dr. Rosencrance testified, "this is one of the most clear-cut cases of 

negligence that I've actually seen in the last 25 years." Dr. Przybylski likewise found no 

ambiguity in the evidence establishing that the standard of care was not followed in this 

case. 

96. Since his emergency laminectomy surgery in March 2009, Jones continues 

to experience pain in his back, neck, arms, legs, hands, and feet, muscle atrophy, muscle 

stiffness, weakness, and neurological deficits such as numbness, tingling, and burning 

sensations. 

97. Jones requires a walker to walk and has difficulty with his balance. 

98. Symptoms and deficits like these, which Jones continues to experience 18-24 

months following his surgery, are permanent. 

99. Although Jones eventually received the "maximum benefit" from physical 

therapy following his surgery, that therapy was unable to overcome his now-permanent 

disability. Indeed, early physical therapy is really primarily focused upon accommodating 

the nervous system deficits so that you can perform activities of daily living, not on 
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recovery. Consequently, any missed appointments not only did not have an impact on how 

soon Jones would get better, but also did not have an impact on the extent to which he 

would get better. 

100. Nor did Jones's May 2013 cervical fusion surgery change the permanency 

of his condition. In fact, in five to ten years, Jones will likely require further treatment for 

adjacent-level disease or progression of arthritis at levels that were not fused that can 

become symptomatic. 

101. Jones will experience a further decline in function, most likely around his 

mid-50s. 

102. Jones is a 41-year-old black male. Based on the vital statistics reports 

published by the Centers for Disease Control, Jones has a life expectancy of 74 years of 

age, or 33.3 more years. His current life expectancy is not expected to be reduced from 

his spinal injury. 

103. Jones is scheduled to be released from prison on July 19, 2015, when he will 

be 43 years old. 

104. Jones will need lifelong medical attention, spinal treatments, and ongoing 

medical evaluation by a neurologist, physiatrist, and/or spine surgeon. During trial, Ms. 

Bond, a qualified life-care planner, conservatively calculated, based on the present median 

cost of physiatry services and pain management, that these services will cost Jones 

$1,708.1 0 annually. 

105. Jones will also need lifelong medication to manage: daily nerve pain 

(gabapentin, acetaminophen with codeine); exacerbations of pain (acetaminophen); and 

additional pain at night (Elavil). During trial, Bond calculated that these medications, which 
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Jones has already been prescribed, will cost Jones $4,915.34 annually. 

106. Jones will also need rehabilitative physical therapy to help manage pain and 

ave rt further di sabi I ity. During trial, Bond conservative I y calculated th at th is service wi 11 cost 

Jones $2,400 annually. 

107. Jones will also need certain medical and therapeutic equipment. He currently 

has access to several adaptive devices-i.e., a rolling walker, shower chair, and mattress 

overlay-which he will continue to need. In the future, he will require additional equipment, 

including a wheelchair, motorized scooter, and home adaptations. During trial, Bond 

calculated that this equipment will cost Jones $483.37 annually before age 55, and 

$1,433.21 each year thereafter. 

108. Jones will continue to be impaired in physical tasks, such as those requiring 

balance, climbing, repeated reaching or lifting, prolonged sitting, prolonged walking, and 

fine hand dexterity. Consequently, he will require assistance with tasks such as heavy 

cleaning, lifting, and interior maintenance. As he ages, his need for such assistance will 

increase. During trial, Bond conservatively calculated that these additional services and 

assistance will cost Jones $1,357.56 annually before age 55, and $2,564.28 each year 

thereafter. 

109. In the aggregate, these future medical expenses total $405,583.04 over 

Jones's lifetime. 

110. Mr. Jones has rarely, if ever, held steady employment. In addition, the fact 

that he must register as a sex offender and disclose that he has been convicted of first 

degree sexual abuse militates against his being able to obtain employment, as do his 

convictions for theft, car theft, narcotics violations, and assault. 
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Conclusions of Law 

1. Generally, the United States is immune from suit except as it consents to be 

sued. A suit against the Government cannot proceed absent a waiver of sovereign 

immunity. The Federal Tort Claims Act provides a judicial remedy to those who suffer 

injury or damages as the result of the negligence of employees of the federal agencies of 

the United States government. It permits recovery on claims for money damages "for ... 

personal injury or death caused by the negligent or wrongful act or omission of any 

employee of the government while acting within the scope of his office or employment, 

under circumstances where the United States, if a private person, would be liable to the 

claimant in accordance with the law of the place where the act or omission occurred." 28 

U.S.C. §§ 1346(b), 2671-2680; Bellomyv. United States, 888 F. Supp. 760 (S.D. W.Va. 

1995) (Haden, C.J.). 

2. The Federal Tort Claims Act is a limited waiver of the sovereign immunity of 

the United States; it exposes the federal government to liability for certain torts committed 

by federal employees acting within the scope of their employment. 28 U.S.C. § 2674; 

United States v. Orleans, 425 U.S. 807, 814 (1976). 

3. The FTCA's waiver of immunity, however, is not absolute; Congress excepted 

several important classes of tort claims from its purview, including "[a]ny claim based upon 

... the exercise or performance or the failure to exercise or perform a discretionary 

function or duty ... , whether or not the discretion involved be abused." 28 U .S.C. 

§ 2680(a). 

4. The exception is designed to "prevent judicial 'second-guessing' of ... 
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administrative decisions grounded in social, economic, and political policy through the 

medium of an action in tort." United States v. S.A. Empresa de Viacao Aerea Rio 

Grandense (Varig Airlines), 467 U.S. 797, 814 (1984). 

4. In other words, the exception insulates the government from liability only if 

the challenged action involves a permissible exercise of policy judgment. Berkovitz v. 

United States, 486 U.S. 531, 537 (1988). 

5. A two-pronged test governs application of the exception. First, the court must 

determine whether the government action at issue "involves an element of judgment or 

choice." Id. at 536. A government employee's conduct cannot involve judgment or choice 

where a federal statute, regulation, or policy specifically prescribes a course of action; in 

th at situation, the employee has "no rig htf u I option but to adhere to the directive," and if the 

plaintiff can show that the employee failed to do so, the discretionary function exception 

does not apply. Baum v. United States, 986 F.2d 716, 720 (4th Cir. 1993) (citing 

Berkovitz, 486 U.S. at 536). 

6. If an element of judgment or choice is present, however, the court must then 

decide whether the discretion given to the government actor is of the type the exception is 

designed to shield-that is, discretion grounded in considerations of public policy. United 

States v. Gaubert, 499 U.S. 315, 322-23 (1991). This means that certain "obviously 

discretionary acts" wil I fal I outside the discretionary function exception, where the discretion 

given is not "based on the purposes that the regulatory regime seeks to accomplish." Id. 

at 325 & n.7. 

7. If the discretionary function exception applies, the United States retains its 
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sovereign immunity and this Court lacks subject matter jurisdiction over the excepted claim. 

8. If resolution of the jurisdictional question is bound up with resolution of the 

mer its, however, the proper course is for the di strict court to assume ju ri sd i cti on and assess 

the merits of the claim. Kerns v. United States, 585 F.3d 187, 195 & n.6 (4th Cir. 2009); 

United States ex rel. Vuyyuru v. Jadhav, 555 F.3d 337, 348 (4th Cir. 2009) (quoting 

Adams v. Bain, 697 F.2d 1213 (4th Cir. 1982)). 

9. The plaintiff relies upon paragraph 1 0.b. of the BO P's Standards of Employee 

Conduct Program Statement. Paragraph 10.b. provides as follows: 

Because failure to respond to an emergency may jeopardize the security of 
the institution, as well as the lives of staff or inmates, it is mandatory that 
employees respond immediately and effectively to all emergency situations. 

10. In its Order Denying Plaintiff's Motion for Summary Judgment and Denying 

Defendant's Motion to Dismiss and Motion for Summary Judgment [Doc. 144], this Court 

held that the plaintiff should be afforded the opportunity to prove that USP Hazelton officials 

did not respond immediately to the so-called warning note found by Ms. Shorter. This 

Court further held that the plaintiff should be afforded the opportunity to prove that USP 

Hazelton officials did not respond effectively to the warning note. Stated succinctly, the 

plaintiff is charged with proving that the BOP breached the duty to respond immediately and 

effectively. 

11. The word "immediately" is not defined in paragraph 1 0.b. The Court finds 

that the meaning of "immediately" is unambiguous. This Court will construe the term 

"immediately" as meaning "without delay." 

12. At trial, Anndreea Shorter testified that she found the warning note at the door 
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to the B-1 housing unit at approximately 3:41 p.m. Ms. Shorter read the note as soon as 

she found it. Ms. Shorter testified that she considered the warning note to be "very 

important" and "something you would act on right away." 

13. According to Ms. Shorter, she returned to her office immediately after finding 

and reading the warning note and called the SIS office for the express purpose of reporting 

the information in the note. Ms. Shorter's call to the SIS office was not answered, so she 

took direct steps to identify a telephone extension where she could reach an SIS officer. 

Ms. Shorter testified that she wasted no time in calling the extension provided, spoke with 

an SIS officer, explained that she found the warning note, and read the note to him. 

14. According to Ms. Shorter, the SIS officer to whom she spoke directed her to 

hand-carry the warning note to the USP Hazelton SIS office. Ms. Shorter testified that she 

left her office as soon as the telephone conversation with the SIS officer concluded and 

began walking the warning note to the SIS office, without delay or detour. Before Ms. 

Shorter could reach the SIS office, and within minutes of finding the warning note, Ms. 

Shorter heard a body alarm and was notified by radio that the fight in the B-2 housing unit 

had already commenced. 

15. There can be no question that Ms. Shorter acted immediately after she found 

the warning note outside the door to the B-1 housing unit. The plaintiff did not offer any 

evidence that Ms. Shorter was dilatory in reacting to the information in the warning note. 

16. Of course, the plaintiff contends that Ms. Shorter's actions were not 

appropriate or effective. However, claiming that a person's actions are not appropriate or 

effective is not the equivalent of claiming that the actions were not taken immediately. The 

plaintiff bears the burden of proving that Ms. Shorter's actions were not immediate. He has 
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failed to do so. 

17. Similarly, the plaintiff has failed to prove that any other USP Hazelton 

employee did not act immediately. Ms. Shorter testified that she was able to reach an 

unidentified SIS officer almost immediately after discovering the warning note. Ms. 

Shorter's initial call to the SIS office was not answered. When she radioed the appropriate 

personnel to obtain an extension where she might be able to reach an SIS officer, the 

information was provided to her immediately. According to Ms. Shorter, she called the 

extension and was able to speak with an SIS officer without delay. The SIS officer 

instructed Ms. Shorter to leave her office and bring the warning note to the S1S office. 

18. Once again, the plaintiff may contend that the SIS officer's decision to have 

Ms. Shorter bring the note to the SIS office was not effective or reasonable under the 

circumstances. Even if one accepts this as true, arguendo, it does not establish that the 

unidentified SIS officer did not act immediately. In fact, the SIS officer took immediate 

action by directing a BOP staff member to bring him the only available evidence regarding 

the warning note. 

19. The plaintiff's burden to prove that the USP Hazelton employees did not 

respond "effectively" to the warning note is a decidedly heavier and more difficult burden. 

The plaintiff has not identified any statute, regulation or BOP policy which delineates what 

constitutes an "effective" response to an emergency situation. In other words, available 

sources of information do not offer any guidance on what comprises an effective response 

to a generic emergency or the particular facts of this case. 

20. Two experienced correctional officers, William Holzapfel and Hiromichi 

Kobayashi, testified that the manner in which USP Hazelton employees responded to the 
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warning note was entirely appropriate. Mr. Holzapfel testified that he has been a 

correctional officer for 17 years. He also testified that there is nothing in BOP regulations 

or policy that directs or mandates how a BOP employee is to respond to or address a 

warning note such as the one at issue in this case. 

21. Furthermore, Mr. Holzapfel testified that it was entirely reasonable for the SIS 

officer who took the call from Ms. Shorter, to direct her to bring the note to the SIS office 

for i nvestig ati on and further action. Mr. H olzapf e I further clarified that the inf arm atio n in the 

note had to be investigated before anyone could take definitive action. According to 

Holzapfel, an investigation of such a note is necessary because there is a significant 

possibility that the information in the note is false, inaccurate, or misleading. 

22. Mr. Holzapfel testified that there are many times when warning notes or other 

allegations made by inmates give rise to a concern that the information is an effort at 

misdirection, so that prison resources will be deployed in one direction while a security 

threat is actually aimed in another direction. 

24. Similarly, Mr. Kobayashi testified that he has been a correctional officer for 

12 years. Kobayashi also testified that there is nothing in BOP regulations or policy that 

specifies or mandates how a BOP employee is to respond to or address a warning note 

such as the one at issue here. 

25. He also testified th at it was reaso nab I e and appropriate forth e SIS officer who 

took Ms. Shorter's call to direct her to bring the note to the SIS office for further 

investigation. Like Mr. Holzapfel, Mr. Kobayashi testified that the information in a note, like 

the one in this case, has to be investigated before anyone can take definitive action, 

because there is a possibility that the information in the note is false, inaccurate, or 
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misleading. Mr. Kobayashi testified that there are times when warning notes or other 

allegations made by inmates contain information intended as misdirection, so that prison 

resources will be deployed in one direction while a security threat is actually aimed 

elsewhere. 

25. In addition, the officers did not know exactly where Mr. Evans was at the time. 

At the 4:00 count, in contrast, they would know exactly where Mr. Evans was, enabling the 

SIS to bring him in for questioning. 

26. With respect to Ms. Shorter's response to the warning note, there is no 

evidence that it was not effective. During the trial, that plaintiff seemed to suggest that she 

should have gone to the 8-2 housing unit with the note instead of calling the SIS office. 

However, there is no evidence that this would have been a better or more effective 

response. In fact, Ms. Shorter testified that if she had taken the warning note to someone 

else, he/she would have found it necessary to direct the note to the SIS office. The warning 

note had to be taken to the SIS office because SIS had to investigate and verify the 

information therein. Consequently, calling SIS was the quickest way to address the 

potential threat. 

27. Finally, it cannot be overlooked that the note itself directed Ms. Shorter to 

"give this to SIS or the LT ASAP." Even the author of the note seems aware that the note 

would have to be investigated by the SIS. 

28. The evidence shows that there was not a mandated non-discretionary way 

to deal with the warning note. More importantly, the evidence reveals that the actions 

taken in this case were both appropriate and reasonable. In addition, plaintiff did not 

demonstrate that the actions of Ms. Shorter and the SIS officer were careless, inattentive 
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or lazy. 

29. Even if one thinks they could have handled things differently, they were not 

thoughtless or languid with regard to the note. The evidence shows that USP Hazelton 

employees responded immediately and as effectively as possible to the information in the 

warning note. 

30. One must also consider the brief amount of time between the receipt of the 

note and the attack itself. It appears that the time period was simply too short for BOP 

personnel to thwart the attack. 

31. A number of cases from other jurisdictions support the discretionary aspect 

of the situation presented by the facts of this case. In Calderon v. United States, 123 

F.3d 947 (7th Cir. 1997), the Seventh Circuit held that the discretionary function exception 

to the FTCA precluded recovery in an inmate-on-inmate assault case, where the plaintiff 

had earlier informed the BOP employees about pre-assau It threats and the BOP employees 

took no steps to protect the plaintiff or discipline the inmate. The Circuit rejected reliance 

on 18 U.S.C. § 4042, noting that "[w]hile it is true that this statute sets forth a mandatory 

duty of care, it does not, however, direct the manner by which the BOP must fulfill this duty. 

The statute sets forth no particular conduct the BOP personnel should engage in or avoid 

while attempting to fulfill their duty to protect inmates." 123 F.3d at 950. 

32. In Cohen v. United States, 151 F.3d 1338 (11th Cir. 1998), the Eleventh 

Circuit considered a case of a prisoner-on-prisoner attack. The plaintiff alleged that the 

BOP had negligently assigned the attacker to a minimum security prison, relying on 18 

U.S.C. § 4042. The Eleventh Circuit held that "even if§ 4042 imposes on the BOP a 
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general duty of care to safeguard prisoners, the BOP retains sufficient discretion in the 

means it may use to fulfill that duty to trigger the discretionary function exception." 151 

F.3d at 1342. 

33. The Cohen Court further stated that 

{t]he Seventh Circuit's reasoning in Calderon also convinces us that§ 4042 
leaves BOP personnel sufficient discretion about how their§ 4042 duty of 
care is to be accomplished to warrant application of the discretionary f u ncti an 
exception. Calderon rejected the argument that the general duty to protect 
prisoners set forth in § 4042 prevents the Government from invoking the 
discretionary function exception in an FTCA case arising from a prisoner-on
prisoner attack. The Seventh Circuit reasoned persuasively that "Iw]hile it is 
true that I§ 4042] sets forth a mandatory duty of care, it does not, however, 
direct the manner by which the BOP must fulfill this duty. The statute sets 
forth no particular conduct the BOP personnel should engage in or avoid 
while attempting to fulfill their duty to protect inmates." Calderon, 123 F.3d 
at 950. We agree. 

151 F.3d at 1342-43. 

34. In Buchanan v. United States, 915 F.2d 969 (5th Cir. 1990), the Fifth Circuit 

found that the discretionary function exception shielded the Government from liability, 

where American prise n ers were taken hostage by Cu ban nationals in the prison, noting th at 

'"a prison's internal security is peculiarly a matter normally left to the discretion of prison 

administrators.' Rhodes v. Chapman, 452 U.S. 337, 349 n.14 (emphasis added). When 

the potential for violence ripens into actual unrest and conflict, this principle carries special 

weight. See Whitley v. Albers, 475 U.S. 312, 321 (1986)." 915 F.2d at 971. 

35. The Buchanan Court added '"Prison administrators ... should be accorded 

wide-ranging deference in the adoption and execution of policies and practices that in their 

judgment are needed to preserve internal order and discipline and to maintain institutional 

security.' Bell v. Wolfish, 441 U.S. 520, 54 7 ( 1979). That deference 'requires that neither 
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judge nor jury freely substitute their judgment for that of officials who have made a 

considered choice.' Whitley, 475 U.S. at 322." 915 F.2d at 972. 

36. In Santana-Rosa v. United States, 335 F.3d 39, 43 (1st Cir. 2003), the First 

Circuit considered another case of prison er-an-prisoner v io le n ce. The Court found that the 

action was barred by the discretionary function exception, noting that "[t]o demonstrate that 

its conduct was discretionary, the Government need only show that there was 'room for 

choice' in making the allegedly actionable decision or decisions," quoting Attal/ah v. 

United States, 955 F.2d 776, 783 (1st Cir. 1992). 

37. The First Circuit in Santana-Rosa also held that 

[t]he management of large numbers of potentially dangerous individuals 
within a pen al f aci I ity inevitably requires not on I y the exercise of discretion but 
decision-making within the context of various difficult policy choices. In 
many, if not most, instances where an inmate is unfortunately injured by 
another inmate, it will be possible to argue that a different exercise of 
discretion or a different policy choice might well have forestalled the injury. 
Nevertheless, decisions with regard to classification of prisoners, assignment 
to particular institutions or units, and allocation of guards and other 
correctional staff must be viewed as falling within the discretionary function 
exception to the FTCA, if penal institutions are to have the flexibility to 
operate. In this case, as in Cohen and Calderon, the facts viewed in the 
light most favorable to the plaintiff 'exemplif[yl the type of case Congress 
must have had in mind when it enacted the discretionary function exception.' 

335 F .3d at 44. 

38. In Montez ex rel. Estate of Hear/son v. United States, 359 F.3d 392 (6th 

Cir. 2004), the Sixth Circuit applied the discretionary function exception and rejected an 

action brought on behalf of an inmate murdered by another inmate. As in the cases above, 

the court rejected reliance on 18 U.S.C. § 4042, stating: 

The statute imposes a mandatory duty upon the Bureau of Prisons (BOP) 
through the use of the word "shall." Calderon v. United States, 123 F.3d 
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947, 950 (7th Cir. 1997) (holding that§ 4042(a) "sets forth a mandatory duty 
of care"). But the duty imposed by§ 4042(a) is of a general nature, broadly 
requiring that the BOP "provide for the safekeeping" and "provide for the 
protection" of federal inmates. BOP officials are given no guidance, and thus 
have discretion, in deciding how to accomplish these objectives. 

The two other circuits that have previously considered this issue have both 
decided that§ 4042(a) does not specifically prescribe a course of action for 
prison officials to follow. See Cohen v. United States, 151 F.3d 1338, 1342 
(11th Cir. 1998) ("[E]ven if§ 4042 imposes on the BOP a general duty of care 
to safeguard prisoners, the BOP retains sufficient discretion in the means it 
may use to fulfill that duty to trigger the discretionary function exception."); 
Calderon, 123 F.3d at 950 ("While it is true that this statute sets forth a 
mandatory duty of care, it does not, however, direct the manner by which the 
BOP must fulfill this duty. The statute sets forth no particular conduct the 
BOP personnel should engage in or avoid while attempting to fulfill their duty 
to protect inmates."). We believe that Cohen and Calderon are persuasive 
on this point, and we therefore adopt their conclusion. 

359 F.3d at 396. 

39. Paragraph 1 0.b. of the BOP's Standards of Employee Conduct Program 

Statement is similar. The provision requires that the BOP act immediately and effectively, 

but provides no guidance as to how the BOP staff is to meet those goals. 

40. Having now heard the testimony of all the witnesses and having found that 

the BOP staff acted immediately, it is this Court's conclusion that the discretionary function 

exception applies, depriving this Court of jurisdiction to consider Count 1 of the plaintiff's 

Amended Complaint. 

41 . In the event that it is too late to apply the discretionary function exception, this 

Court also finds that the plaintiff has failed to meet his burden of demonstrating that the 

BOP staff failed to act immediately or effectively in attempting to prevent the attack upon 

the plaintiff. 

42. Accordingly, Count I is dismissed with prejudice. 
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43. With respect to Counts ll and Ill, the medical malpractice counts, the 

government's liability under the FTCA is determined by applying the law of the state where 

the alleged tort occurred. 28 U.S.C. § 1346(b)(1 ). 

44. Count II and Count Ill of plaintiff's complaint allege that Bureau of Prisons 

officials in West Virginia and Arizona, respectively, were medically negligent in their 

treatment of plaintiff. This Court must therefore apply West Virginia and Arizona law in 

adjudicating plaintiff's claims. 

45. As described below, the applicable statutes and case law of both states are 

functionally identical, and will be treated as such unless otherwise noted. 

46. To successfully raise a medical malpractice claim, the plaintiff must establish 

the familiar elements common to all claims of negligence: duty, breach, causation, and 

damages. 

47. Mapped onto the medical environment, this means that the plaintiff must 

prove, by a preponderance of the evidence, (1) the applicable medical standard of care; 

(2) that, in treating the plaintiff, the defendant failed to meet that standard of care; and 

(3) that the defendant's negligence was a proximate cause of plaintiff's injury. W.Va. Code 

§ 55-7B-3(a)(1)-(2); A.RS. § 12-563; Bellomy, 888 F. Supp. at 764 (applying West 

Virginia law); Seisinger v. Siebel, 220 Ariz. 85, 94, 95,203 P.3d 483,492,493 (2009) (en 

bane). 

48. The applicable standard of care and the defendant's failure to meet it must 

ordinarily be proven by expert testimony. W. Va. Code § 55-7B-7; Estate of Fout-Iser ex 

rel. Fout-Iser v. Hahn, 220 W.Va. 673, 676-77, 649 S.E.2d 246, 249-250 (2007) (citing 
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Roberts v. Gale, 149 W.Va. 166, 139 S.E.2d 272 (1964)); Seisinger, 220 Ariz. at 94,203 

P.3d at 492. 

49. A proximate cause is one "which in actual sequence, unbroken by any 

independent cause, produced the wrong complained of, without which the wrong wou Id not 

have occurred." Mays v. Chang, 213 W. Va. 220, 224, 579 S.E.2d 561 (W. Va. 2003) 

(citing Webb v. Sessler, 135 W. Va. 341, 63 S.E.2d 65 (1950)). The plaintiff need only 

show that defendant's failure to meet the standard of care was a proximate cause of 

plaintiff's injury, not the sole proximate cause. Id. Expert testimony is normally required 

to establish proximate cause in medical negligence cases, but where a causal relationship 

is readily apparent to the trier of fact, proximate cause may be inferred. Sexton v. Grieco, 

216 W.Va. 714, 719-20, 613 S.E.2d 81 (2005); Pruitt v. Zeiger, 590 So.2d 236, 237~38 

(Ala. 1991 ). 

50. The United States does not dispute that it owed plaintiff a duty, or that plaintiff 

has suffered an injury; breach of duty and causation are the only elements of plaintiff's 

medical negligence claims the parties have placed in issue. 

51. This Court finds the testimony of Ors. Rosencrance and Przybylski to be more 

credible, persuasive and useful than that of the other testifying physicians, particularly with 

respect to their testimony concerning the standard of care and the breaches thereof. 

52. Both Ors. Rosencrance and Przybylski testified that the medical personnel 

at USP Hazelton and USP Tucson repeatedly breached the standard of care, causing 

permanent injury to the plaintiff. This Court agrees. 

53. Had the plaintiff received appropriate treatment and care, the plaintiff would 
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have recovered. Due to the failure to provide appropriate care and treatment, the plaintiff 

has suffered permanent, debilitating injuries. 

54. Accordingly, the plaintiff prevails on both Counts II and Ill. 

55. This Court will award the plaintiff the sum recommended by his life planner 

for future medical costs and therapeutic equipment in the amount of $405,583.04. 

56. Due to the lack of a significant employment history and the plaintiff's criminal 

history, this Court finds that any award for lost wages would be speculative. Accordingly, 

no lost wage award will be made. 

57. With regard to non-economic damages, such as pain and suffering and the 

loss of the ability to enjoy life: 

It is well settled that an injured plaintiff may recover damages for pain and 
suffering caused by the negligence of the defendant. Keiffer v. Queen, 155 
W.Va. 868, 189 S.E.2d 842 (1972). In addition, "[a] plaintiff may recover the 
cost of reasonable and necessary future medical and hospital services and 
for future pain and s uff e ring when the ev ide nee shows it is reason ably certain 
that such future expenses will be incurred and are proximately related to the 
negligence of the defendant." Syllabus Point 1, Ellard v. Harvey, 159 W.Va. 
871, 231 S.E.2d 339 (1976). See also Keiffer v. Queen, supra; Hall v. 
Groves, 151 W.Va. 449, 153 S.E.2d 165 (1967); Shreve v. Faris, 144 W.Va. 
819, 111 S.E.2d 169 (1959). 

Delong v. Kermit Lumber& Pressure Treating Co., 175 W.Va. 243, 244-45, 332 S.E.2d 

256, 257 (1985). 

58. In an action for personal injuries, the damages are unliquidated and 

indeterminate in character, and the assessment of such damages is the peculiar and 

exclusive province of the jury. Syl. Pt. 6, Crum v. Ward, 146 W.Va. 421, 122 S.E.2d 18 

(1961) (quoting Syl. Pt. 3, Yuncke v. Welker, 128 W.Va. 299, 36 S.E.2d 411 (1945)). 

59. The Fourth Circuit has recognized that 
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"[t]he trial court, as a fact-finder, possesses considerable discretion in fixing 
damages, and its decision will be upheld absent clear error." Little Beaver 
Enters. v. Humphreys Rys., 7'19 F.2d 75, 79 (4th Cir. '1983); see also 
United States ex rel. Maddux Supply Co. v. St. Paul Fire & Marine Ins. 
Co., 86 F.3d 332 (4th Cir. '1996) ("The calculation of damages is a finding of 
fact and therefore is reviewable only for clear error, but to the extent those 
calculations were influenced by legal error, review is de nova."); Scott v. 
Vandiver, 476 F.2d 238, 243 (4th Cir. i 973) ("Ascertainment of damages 
arising from personal injuries involves questions that are essentially factual, 
and an award by a district judge will not be upset unless it is clearly 
erroneous."). "A finding is clearly erroneous when, although there is 
evidence to support it, on the entire evidence the reviewing court is left with 
the definite and firm conviction that a mistake has been committed." Front 
Royal v. Town of Front Royal, i 35 F.3d 275, 284 (4th Cir. i 998) (quoting 
Faulconer v. Commissioner, 748 F.2d 890, 895 (4th Cir. i 984)); see Fed. 
R. Civ. P. 52(a) ("Findings of fact ... shall not be set aside unless clearly 
erroneous, and due regard shall be given to the opportunity of the trial court 
to judge of the credibility of the witnesses"). 

Park v. Shiflett, 250 F.3d 843, 855 (4th Cir. 200'1) (Traxler, J., concurring in part and 

dissenting in part). 

60. This Court finds that the plaintiff has suffered pain and suffering from the time 

of his injury, which remained untreated until his collapse in 2009, and will continue having 

back pain throughout the remainder of his life, expected to be 33 years. In addition, the 

plaintiff has been reduced from an active person to a person who is incapacitated for the 

remainder of his life. Accordingly, this Court will award non-economic damages of 

$250,000 on Count II and $250,000 on Count Ill. 

The Clerk is directed to enter judgment in favor of the plaintiff in the amount of 

$905,583.04. 

It is so ORDERED. 

The Clerk is hereby directed to transmit copies of this Order to counsel of record 

herein. 
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DATED: April 7, 2014. 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
EASTERN DISTRICT OF KENTUCKY 

AT LONDON 
CIVIL ACTION NO. --------

SUSAN MARY HARRIS 

v. COMPLAINT 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 
FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS 
Serve: Eric H. Holder, Jr. 
United States Attorney General 
U.S. Department of Justice 
950 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW 
Washington, DC 20530-0001 

* * * * * 

PLAINTIFF 

DEFENDANT 

Comes the Plaintiff, Susan Mary Harris, by counsel, and for her Complaint against the 

Defendant alleges as follows: 

1. This action is brought pursuant to the Federal Tort Claims Act, 28 U.S.C.A § 

1346(b) and 28 U.S.C.A § 2671 et seq., against Defendant, United States Government 

Federal Bureau of Prisons. 

2. At all times mentioned, Plaintiff resided, and still resides, in Williamsburg, 

Whitley County, Kentucky. 

3. On July 29, 2010, Loren Rose, and employee of the United States Government 

Federal Bureau of Prisons, at its office located at USP McCreary, 330 Federal Way, Pine 

Knot, McCreary County, Kentucky was driving a Bureau of Prison's vehicle during the 

course and scope of his employment with the United States Government Federal Bureau of 

Prisons. 
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4. On July 29, 2010, at the intersection of KY 92 West and Main Street, in 

Williamsburg, Whitley County, Kentucky, Loren Rose who was traveling east at a high rate 

of speed on KY 92 West, passed the Plaintiff in the westbound lane of KY 92. Plaintiff was 

traveling East on KY 92 and was stopped awaiting a left-tum onto Main Street. 

5. Prior to and at the time of the accident, Plaintiff was proceeding in a careful and 

cautious fashion. 

6. Prior to and at the time of the accident, Loren Rose was driving in a careless and 

negligent manner, at an excessive rate of speed, and otherwise driving in a reckless and 

dangerous fashion. 

7. As a direct and proximate result of the negligence of Loren Rose and Defendant, 

Plaintiff suffered severe physical, mental, and emotional injuries, distress, and pain and 

suffering, as follows: loss of consciousness, neck, hip, back, left knee, anxiety and memory 

problems. 

8. As a further direct and proximate result of the negligence of Loren Rose and 

Defendant, Plaintiff's automobile, a 1996 Mercury Sable, suffered severe damage and 

Plaintiff had the loss of the use of her vehicle. 

9. On October 11, 2011, Plaintiff filed a claim for damages suffered as a result of 

the described accident with the United States Government Federal Bureau of Prisons at their 

office located at Federal Medical Center, Consolidated Legal Center, 3301 Leestown Road, 

Lexington, Fayette County, Kentucky. This claim was denied on October 12,2011. 

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff requests: 

2 
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1. Compensatory damages in an amount within the jurisdiction of this court and to 

be proved at trial to include: 

a. Past and future medical expenses; and 

b. Past and future lost wages; and 

c. Pain and suffering; and 

d. Property damage and loss of the use of her vehicle. 

2. Costs; and 

3. Such other and further relief as the court deems just and proper. 

3 

Isl Vincent E. Johnson 
Siebert & Johnson, PLLC 
1500 PNC Plaza 
500 WestJefferson 
Louisville, KY 40202 
(502) 589-2246 
(502) 589-4488 Fax 
Counsel for Plaintiff 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
EASTERN DISTRICT OF KENTUCKY 

SOUTHERN DIVISION 
LONDON 

SUSAN MARY HARRIS, ) 
) 

Plaintiff, ) 
) 

v. ) No. 6:12-CV-60-HAI 
) 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT ) ORDER OF DISMISSAL 
FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS, ) 

) 
Defendant. ) 

) 

*** *** *** *** 

The parties, having executed a Settlement Agreement and Release of All Claims, 

resolving all issues raised in the instant civil action, and expressing their consent to the entry of 

an Order of Dismissal as reflected in a tendered Agreed Order of Dismissal (D.E. 18), IT IS 

HEREBY ORDERED THAT this action is dismissed in its entirety, with prejudice, and 

stricken from the docket, with each party to bear its own costs, expenses, and attorney's fees. 

This the 23rd day of April, 2013. 

Signed By: 

,: HantvA. Ingram p;t.C_ 
United States Magistrate Judge 



UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
EASTERN DISTRICT OF KENTUCKY 

SOUTHERN DIVISION 
LONDON 

CIVJL ACTJON: 12-CV-60-GFVT 

SUSAN MARY HARRIS PLAINTIFF 

VS. SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT AND 
RELEASE OF ALL CLAIMS 

UNITED STA TES OF AMERICA DEFENDANT 

•••••••• 
THIS AGREEMENT is made and entered into by and between Susan Mary Harris, 

Plaintiff, and the United States of America, Defendant. 

WHEREAS, Plaintiff has filed the above-captioned civil action in the U.S. District Court 

of the Eastern District of Kentucky; and 

WHEREAS, the parties hereto desire to make a complete and final settlement of all 

matters involved in, or relating to, or arising out of, the above-captioned case. 

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual covenants and agreements set forth 

herein, Plaintiff and the Defendant, being separately advised by counsel, and intending to be 

legally bound thereby, COVENANT AND AGREE AS FOLLOWS: 

1 . As used in this Agreement. Defendant means the United States of America and all of 

its past. present, future subsidiaries, bureaus, services, agencies, divisions, departments 

- 1 -



(including the Federal Bureau of Prisons), successors, assigns, directors, officers, agents, 

employees. attorneys and representatives. 

2. In return for all of the agreements and covenants of Plaintiff set forth herein, the 

Defendant agrees as follows: 

A. Plaintiff will be paid the amount ofSI0,000.00. This payment is in full 

settlement and satisfaction of any and all claims of any kind that Plaintiff may have in the above

captioned case against the Defendant up to and including the date of this Agreement. This 

settlement is intended to avoid further litigation and to preserve judicial economy, and shall not 

operate as an admission of liability or fault on the part of the United States, its agents, servants, 

or employees. Ally federal, state, or local income tax liability, or other tax liability resulting 

from the payment of this settlement amount of $10,000.00 shall be the sole responsibility of the 

Plaintiff. Neither the Defendant nor the Defendant's attorneys make any representations as to 

the tax treatment of this settlement amount of$10,000.00. 

B. Plaintiff's settlement amount ofSI0,000.00 shall be paid by government 

electronic fund transfer. Banking infonnation for the government electronic fund transfer will be 

provided by Plaintiff's attorney. 

Plaintiff's attorney agrees to distribute the settlement proceeds and to obtain a dismissal 

order of the above-captioned action with prejudice, with each party bearing its own fees, costs, 

and expenses. 

C. Plaintiff, on behalf of herself, her heirs, legal representative, representatives, 

administrators and executors, hereby releases and forever discharges the United States of 

- 2 -



America and its employees. officers, agents, agencies, attorneys, representatives and assigns, and 

any other person acting by, through, under, or in concert with them (collectively .. Rc1casees") 

from any and all claims, remedies, demands, debts, losses, obligations, actions, causes of actions, 

claims of relief, damages, costs, expenses, attorney fees, and compensation of any nature 

whatsoever, whether known or unknown, foreseen or unforeseen, arising out of or involving the 

car accident that occurred on or about July 29, 20IO in Williamsburg, Kentucky (collectively 

"claim" or "claims" or "remedy" or "remedies"), including, but not limited to, legal, equitable, 

administrative, union or other claims or remedies of any kind whatsoever, which Plaintiff had or 

has against the Defendant and all other Releasees on account of, or contained in. or in any way 

growing out of, or which are the subject of, the allegations contained in the above•captioned civil 

action. 

3. The Plaintiff represents and acknowledges that in executing this Agreement she 

does not rely and has not relied upon any representation or statement made by the Defendant or 

its attorneys with regard to the subject matter, basis or effect of this Agreement or otherwise. 

4. Nothing contained in this Agreement shall be construed as an admission of 

wrongdoing or liability by the Defendant with respect to any matter whatsoever, whether or not 

encompassed by the above.captioned civil action. 

5. This Agreement comprises the entire understanding and settlement oftbe above-

captioned action between Plaintiff and the Defendant and fully supersedes any and all prior 

agreements or understandings between the parties. 

- 3 -



6. This Agreement shall be binding upon the Plaintiff and upon her heirs, 

administrators. legal representatives, and executors and shall inure to the benefit of 1he 

Defendant and each and all other Releasees, and to their heirs, administrators, representatives, 

executors, successors, assigns, and attorneys and legal representatives. 

7. The language of all parts of this Agreement shall in all cases be construed as a 

whole, according to its fair meaning, and not strictly for or against any of the parties. When used 

in this Agreement, the word "or" is a term of inclusion and not exclusion, and in no instance is 

the word "or" intended to limit, nor shall it limit, the rights, privileges, and or benefits of the 

Defendant wider this Agreement. 

8. Should any provision of this Agreement be declared or be determined by any 

court to be illegal or invalid, the validity of the remaining parts, terms or provisions shall not be 

affected thereby, and said illegal or invalid part, term or provision shall be deemed not to be a 

part of the Agreement. 

9. The parties agree that this Stipulation for Settlement Agreement and Release of All 

Claims may be made public in its entirety, and the Plaintiff expressly consents to such release 

and disclosure pursuant to S U.S.C. § 552a{b). 

10. Payment by the Defendant of the settlement sum of$10,000.00 shall be without 

interest. Plaintiff and Defendant shall bear their own costs, expenses and attorneys' fees. 

11. Plaintiff enters into this agreement knowingly and voluntarily after fuJI consultation 

with her attorney, and by her signature acknowledges that she has read this Agreement and fully 

- 4 -



understands its tenns. Plaintiff agrees that she has been given a reasonable period of time within 

which to consider this Agreement. 

12. Ibis Agreement is not assignable by the Plaintiff. The date of this Agreement is d:te 

date of the last signature to this Agreement. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, Plaintiff and the Defendant intending to be legally bowid, 

have set their hands to this Agreement the day and year below written. 

SUSANMARYH 

Vincent E. Johnson, Esq. 
Siebert & Johnson. PLLC 
500 W. Jefferson Street 
PNC Plaza, Suite I 500 
Louisville, KY 40202 

KERRY B. HARVEY 
UNITED STATES ATTORNEY 

BY:,y~~ 
Cheryl . organ .::stad ~~ States Attorney 

- 5 -

U.S. Attorney's Office 
260 West Vine Street, Suite 300 
Lexington. Kentucky 40507-1612 

3-19--13 
Date 

Date 



•· • Sensitive but Unclassified 

Judgment Fund 
Document Submission Cover Sheet 

To: Judgment Fund Branch 

Fax#: 866-920-0879 or 866-814-1516 

Telephone#: 202-874-6664 or 866-277-1046 

*************************************••······························· 

From: Cheryl D. Morgan ---------------------------
Telephone: ___ 8_5_9_-6_8_5_-_4_87_o _______________ _ 

Email Address: jL(b_)_(
5
_),_(b-)(_

7_)(-C)_...J~ru_i:;_d_oj_._g_o_v __________ _ 

Fax#: 859-233-2533 
----------------------------

* ** * * ** • * ** • * • • * ** *** *** * * Claim Information ** * * * * * * * * • * ** * ** * * * *** * * 

Claim Submission Type: (Please Check One) • JFICS eg Paper 

••- - T.•~.~-- ~~•••• ••••••-•••• :•• - •••• •• •-••--•• -•-- •••••-•-- •• •••••-••,•• ~~-- •-

Control No. or Agency Reference No. : ---'--20=----=·1::..:;:2'""'v....;;.o....;;.0=2s~· 9:;_· _________ _ 

Case Name: Susan Mary Harris v. United States -------------------------
Claimant Last Name: HarriF: 

----------------------
Claimant First Name: 

Mary 
----------------------

Submitting Agency: _____ F_e_de_r_a_l_B_u_r_ea_u_o_f_P_r_i_so_n_s ______ _ 

Amount: $10,000 .oo 

--------------------------
Document Inventory: (Please check all that app]y) 

Iii Judgment Fund Form 194 
Iii Judgment Fund Form 196 
~ Judgment Fund Form 197 
D Administrative Settlement Agreement 
[ii Court Judgment or Settlement 
D Letter to Preserve Interest 
D Other (Please specify) _______________ _ 

Revised 11-2012 
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DESTINATION IO 
ST. TIME 
TIME USE 
PABES SENT 
RESULT 

********************* 
*** TX REPORT *** 
********************* 

1827 
918669200878 

03/25 12:18 
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Sensitive but Uncla:;sified 

Judgment Fuod 
Document Submission (~over Sheet 

T6: Judgment Fund Branch 

Fax#: 866-920-0879 or 866-814-1S16 

Telephone#: 202-874-6664 or 866-277-1046 

················································•"'******••··········· 
From: _____ c_he_ry.,...::.....l_D_,_M_o_r....::g:....a_n ____ ....._ _________ _ 

Telephone: 859-685-4870 

J(b )(6),(b )(7)(C) 
Email Address: l@URdoj, gov 

Fa:,r; #: _____ s_s9_-_2_J_J_-_2-s3_3 _________________ _ 

Qaint Submission Type: (Please Check One) 0 JFIC~ !!I Paper 
.. 

Control No. or Agency Reference No. : -=--20::..:1::.::2:;.;.v.;;.o_o;;:..2 B::;..:9:;__ _________ _ 

Case Name: Susan Mary Harris v. United Sta :es ---------
Claim.ant Last Name: --------------Harrii:; 

Claimant First Name:. ____ Ma_r_Y ________________ _ 

S11.bmitting Agency: _____ r_e_de_r_a_l_B_ur_e_a_u_o_f_P_r_i1 _o_n_s _____ _ 

... _____ ...... $10,000.00 

laiOOl 



• • Judgment Fund Transmittal 
Date: 03/25/2013 II 
Department of the Treasury 
Financial Management Service 
Judgment Fund Branch 
3700 East-West Highway, Room 6El5 
Hyattsville, Maryland 20782 
Telephone: (202) 874-6664 

Claimant/Plaintiff Name: Suaan Mary Barris 

AddresJ(b )(5 ),(b )(?)(C) 

Claimant/Plaintiff Counsel's Name: Vincent B. Johnson, Siebert " Johnson, PLLC 

Telephone Number: _5_0_2 __ __,Q=· s 89 a. 2246 a 

a 
II 

Name of Agency Subject to Claim : _r_e_d_e_r_a_l_B_u_r_e_a_u_o_f--;::P=r=i=s==o=n=s========::::::;------------------=D 

E-mail Address (required for electronic payment confirmation)j(b)(6),(b)(?)(C) jtusdoj .gov II 

Telephone Number: 859 a - 685 a. 4870 a 
Brief Description of Facts Giving Rise to Claim: Vehicle being driven by P'ederal employee collided with 

Plaintiff'• vehicle causing alleged injuries to Plaintiff'• body and damage to her vehicle 

Check one if applicable: • contract Disputes Act 

Dear Sir or Madam: 

0NoFEARAct D Fi re fighters Fund 

II 

II 

I am an authorized representative of the United States in the above-captioned matter. As described in the enclosed documentation, I certify that all 
pertinent criteria required by law for the approval of this claim has been satisfied. If this is an administrative claim, the settlement was made with the 
United States in this matter and any portions of the agreement required to be paid from agency funds will be or have been paid from those funds. If 
this is a litigative claim, the award made in the enclosed judgment or settlement is payable by the United States and any portions of the award 
required to be paid from other parties or sources will be or have been paid from those parties or sources. The United States will not seek further 
judicial review of this award and I have obtained all approvals necessary for its referral for payment 

I believe that this award qualifies for payment pursuan1 to 31 U.S.C. § 1304. Accordingly, I request that you certify this award for payment from the 
Judgment Fund established by that law. Enclosed are completed copies ofFMS Form 1%: Judgment Fund Award Data Sheer. FMS Form 197: 
Judgment Fund Voucher for Payment, the judgment or settlement agreement; and any other enclosures required by FMS. Unless payment by 
electronic funds transfer is indicated, please have lhe check sent to the check address provided on FMS Form 197. 

nature 
gan, Assi11tant United States Attorney a 

Name and Title (print or type) 

(b )(6),(b )(7)(C) sdoj • gov 11 

Agency File Number 
260 w. Vine Street, Suite 300 a 
Street Address 
Lexington, KY 40S07-1612 D 
City, State and Zip Code 

General Instructions: Use this form, FMS 194, to transmit a request to certify an administrative or litigative award against the United 
States for payment from the Judgment Fund, under 31 U.S.C. § 1304. 
Enclosures: FMS Form 1% and FMS Form 197. Incomplete submissions will be returned to the submitter without action. 

FMS FORM 194 (PREVIOUSEDITIONSAREOBSOLETE) DEPARTMENTOFTHETREASURY 
12--0J FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT SERVICE 



• • Judgment Fund Voucher for Payment 

1. Total Amount: $10,000.00 

2. Submitting Agency Contact Name: ....... C ... a_.r ... los"""'--'J""" ..... M __ a=rt'-=in,_e __ z ___________________ _ 
Telephone Nwnber: 859-255-6812 x 5710 

3. Electronic Funds Transfer (EFf) Information: 
a)Payee Account Name: Siebert & Johnson Escrow Account 
b)American Banking Association ABA Routing Number (9 digits) (b)(6),(b)(?) 

c)Payee Account Number: ~(b~)..:_:(6:.:,;),~(b:.:,).:.:_(7;_) t----
d)Checking: X. Savings: D 
e)Financial Institution Name, City, State: Stockyards Bank & Trust, Louisville, KY 

4. Interagency Payment System Information: 
a)AgencyName: ________________________________ _ 
b)Agency Location Code (ALC) Number: (8 digits): ____________ _ 
c)Standard General Ledger (SGL) Number (4 digits): ____________ _ 
d)Treasury Account Symbol (TAS): ________________ _ 

5. Mailing Address for Check: (Payee name not to exceed 32 Characters.) 
a)Payee Name: _________________________________ _ 
b)Payee Name: _________________________________ _ 

c)Address Line 1: --------------------------------
d)Address Line 2: --------------------------------
e)City: ___________________ ,State: ____ Zip Code: _______ _ 

6. Taxpayer Identification Number s : 
a) Susan M Harris (b )(6),(b )(7)(C) b) Siebert & Johnson PLLC (62-1750308} 

7. Reimbursement Information for Contract Disputes Act (CDA), No FEAR Act, and Firefighters Fund: 

a)AgencyName: --------------------------------
b)Contact Name:---------------------------------
c)Contract Number (CDA cases): ___________________________ _ 
d)Telephone Number: _________________ _ 
e)Address: __________________________________ _ 
t) City: ___________________ ,State: ----'Zip Code: _______ _ 

8. If payment will be made in a foreign currency please provide the following information: 
Cotmtry: ________________ Currency: _____________ _ 

9. FOR USE BY JUDGMENT FUND BRANCH ONLY: 
Z Nwnber: ______ ~ J/D Number: ________ GLOWS Code/Agency: ______ _ 

Claim Analyst Signature and Date 

Claim Reviewer Initials and Date 

FMS FORM 197 page I of2 (PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE) 

12-03 

Amount to Pay Appropriation Code 

DEPARTMENT OF 1HE TREASURY 
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT SERVICE 



• • Judgment Fund Voucher for Payment 

10. Acceptance by Claimants: 

NOTE: For use ONLY where the settlement is (i) for cash, (ii) in an amount that does not 
exceed $200,000, and (iii) a court order approving the settlement is not warranted. For all 
other situations, a final judgment or a standard Department of Justice Stipulation For 
Compromise Settlement And Release must be attached. 

Each claimant/plaintiff and his/her guardians, heirs, executors, administrators, and assigns agree to and do accept this 

settlement in full settlement and satisfaction and release of any and all claims, demands, rights, and causes of action of any 

kind, whether known or unknown, including without limitation any claims for fees, costs, expenses, survival, or wrongful 

death, arising from any and all known or unknown, foreseen or unforeseen bodily injuries, personal injuries, death, or 

damage to property, which they may have or hereafter acquire against the United States of America, its agents, servants, or 

employees, on account of the subject matter of the administrative claim or suit, or that relate or pertain to or arise from, 

directly or indirectly, the subject matter of the administrative claim or suit. Each claimant/plaintiff and his/her guardians, 

heirs, executors, administrators, and assigns further agree to reimburse, indemnify, and hold harmless the United States of 

America, its agents, servants, and employees, from and against any and all claims, demands, rights, and causes of action of 

any kind, whether known or unknown, including without limitation claims for subrogation, indemnity, contribution, or lien of 

any kind, or for fees, costs, expenses, survival or wrongful death that relate or pertain to or arise from, directly or indirectly, 

any act or omission that relates to the subject matter of the administrative claim or suit. 

(SIGN ORIGINAL ONLY) 

Date _________ _ 

(Claimant(s) sign above) 

11. AGENCY APPROVING OFFICIAL: This claim has been fully examined in accordance with Statutory Citation 
____________ and approved in the amount of$ _______________ _ 

Authorized Signature:------------------~ 

Title: ________________________ _ 

Date: ________________________ _ 
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• • Judgment Fund Award Data Sheet 

ITEMIZATION OF AMOUNT PAY ABLE FROM THE AMOUNT TO BE PAID CITATION TO LEGAL AUTIIORITY 
JUDGMENT FUND 

10,000.000 PTCA, 28 tJSC 2677 
I. Principal 

0.00 
2. Attomey Fees 

0.00 
3. Costs 

o.oo 
4. Interest 

Starting and Ending 
Start End 

Dates for Interest Accrual 
Date Date 

5. Total Amount Payable from the 
Judgment Fund 

COMPLETE ONLY IF DEDUCTIONS ARE TO BE MADE FROM THE AMOUNT PAYABLE 
FROM THE JUDGMENT FUND * 

6. Agency Name and Agency Location Code Amount to be Deducted Reason(s) for Deduction(s) and 
(ALC) to Receive Offset Entity to Receive Deduction(s) 

a. 

b. 

c. 

7. Total Amount to be Deducted 

8. Net Amount Payable to Claimant 

If amount for fees, costs, or interest was included in the principal amount (stated on line I) as part of a "lump sum award," enter "INCLUDED 
ABOVE" on lines 2 through 4. Enter "NONE" for any of those items (principal, fees, costs, or interest) for which no amount was awarded/included. 

1. Enter the principal amount payable (excluding attorney fees, costs, and interest) and cite the legal authority for that award (for instance, "FTCA, 28 
U.S.C. 2672"or "5th Amendment Taking"). 

2. Enter attorney fees payable (if any) and cite legal authority for that award (for instance, "Freedom oflnformation Act, 5 U.S.C. 552(a)(4)(E)'l 
3. Enter the costs payable (if any) and cite legal authority for that award [for instance," 28 U.S.C. 2412(a)"]. 
4. If the interest was calculated by the submitting agency, enter the total amount and cite the legal authority for that award [for instance, "Back 

Pay Act, 5 U.S.C. 5596(b)(2)"]. lflhe Judgment Fund is to calculate the interest, list only the dates that interest accrual starts. 
5. Total amounts shown in lines I through 4 and enter. 
6. Enter any deductions specified in the judgment or settlement agreement, or debts to be setoffunder 31 U.S.C. 3728. Indicate the reason for the 

deduction (for instance, "FTCA withholding" or "debt setoffpursuant to 31 U.S.C. 3728") and the payee agency's name and ALC. If this 
deduction is a "debt setoff' pursuant to 31 U.S.C. 3728, you mu.st attach a copy of the judgment or the plaintiff's agreement to the debt setoff. 
Otherwise, FMS must seek the claimant's consent to the setoff and may only withhold from payment an amount sufficient to pay the debt plus the 
costs of litigation. Litigation will be required to effect the setoff if there is no judgment of debt or if the claimant declines consent to the setoff. If 
there are more than three deductions, attach additional copies of this form. If there are no deductions, enter ''NONE." 
* Admioistnlive debts that have bffo cerlified to lhe Secrelary oftbe Treasury lhrough the Treasury Offset Program will be setoff 
automatically, 

7. Total amounts shown in all columns ofline 6 (a, band c) and enter. 
8. Subtract the amount in line 7 from that in line 5. If greater than zero, enter the difference. If the difference is zero or less, enter "NONE." 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF NORTH CAROLINA 

WESTERN DIVISION 

WILLIAM DANIEL, 
Plaintiff, 

V. 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
Defendant. 

No. 5:l l-CT-3067-BO 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

ORDER 

• 
William Daniel ("plaintiff'), a federal inmate, filed this suit pursuant to the Federal Torts 

Claim Act ("FTCA"), 28 U.S.C. § 2672, et seq. The United States of America filed a motion to 

dismiss the FTCA claim pursuant to 12(b)(6) [D.E. 20]. Plaintiff has responded to the pending 

motion [D.E. 25], and the matter is properly before the court. 

A motion pursuant to 12(b)(6) determines whether a claim is stated, not the resolution of 

factual contests, the merits of a claim, or the applicability of defenses. Republican Party v. Martin, 

980 F.2d 943, 952 (4th Cir. 1992). A claim is stated if the complaint contains "sufficient factual 

matter, accepted as true, to 'state a claim to relief that is plausible on its face."' Ashcroft v. Igbal, 

556 U.S.----, 129 S.Ct. 1937, 1949 (2009) (quoting Bell Atlantic Corp. v. Twombly. 550 U.S. 544, 

570 (2007). The "court accepts all well-pied facts as true and construes these facts in the light most 

favorable to the plaintiff," but does not consider "legal conclusions, elements of a cause of action, 

. . . bare assertions devoid of further factual enhancement[,] . . . unwarranted inferences, 

unreasonable conclusions, or arguments." Nemet Chevrolet. Ltd. v. Consumeraffairs.com. Inc., 591 

F.3d 250,255 (4th Cir. 2009) (citations omitted). In other words, the standard requires a plaintiff 

to articulate facts, that, when accepted as true, demonstrate the plaintiff has stated a claim that makes 

it plausible he is entitled to relief. Francis v. Giacomelli, 588 F.3d 186, 193 (4th Cir. 2009) (quoting 
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Igbal, 129 S.Ct. at 1949, and Twombly. 550 U.S. at 557). 

Plaintiff alleges that he has been diagnosed with Macular Degeneration. The Bureau of 

Prison staff at the Federal Correctional Complex at Butner, North Carolina, has continually failed 

to facilitate treatment for his condition and his eye sight continues to deteriorate. Plaintiff specifically 

alleges that a delay in receiving "intravitreal Lucentis injections" and other medical care including 

follow-up medical visit to his medical doctor constitutes negligence on the part of BOP staff. See 

Complaint at 2-3. 

An individual may seek relief from the United States under the FTCA only where the same 

relief sought is available against a private person in the state where the cause of action arose. See, 

~ United States v. Muniz, 374 U.S. 150, 152-53 (1963); Millerv. United States, 932 F.2d 301, 

3 03 ( 4th Cir. 1991 ). "State law determines whether there is an underlying cause of action; but 

federal law defines the limitations period and determines when that cause of action accrued." Miller, 

932 F.2d at 303. "[F]ederal courts apply the substantive law of the state in which the act or omission 

giving rise to the action occurred." Myrick v. United States, 723 F.2d 1158, 1159 (4th Cir. 1983); 

Frazier v. Angel Med. Ctr., 308 F. Supp. 2d 671,676 (W.D.N.C. 2004). 

In this case, plaintiff was incarcerated in North Carolina throughout the relevant time period. 

Thus, North Carolina is the state in which the alleged act or omission giving rise to the action 

occurred, and the court examines North Carolina substantive law. Defendant asserts that North 

Carolina imposes substantive legal requirements that a person must follow to pursue a medical 

malpractice claim which plaintiffhas failed to do. See N.C. R. Civ. P. 9G). 

Under North Carolina Rule of Civil Procedure 9G), a plaintiff's medical malpractice 

complaint must assert that the medical care has been reviewed by a person who is reasonably 

2 
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expected to qualify ( or whom the plaintiff will move to qualify) as an expert witness and who is 

willing to testify that the medical care received by the plaintiff did not comply with the applicable 

standard of care. See N.C. R. Civ. P. 9(i)(l), (2); ~.~-,Frazier v. Angel Med. Ctr., 308 F. Supp. 

2d 671, 676 (W.D.N.C. 2004); Moore v. Pitt County Mem'l Hosp .. 139 F. Supp. 2d 712, 713 

(E.D.N.C. 2001); Acosta v. Byrum, 180 N.C. App. 562, 572, 638 S.E.2d 246, 253 (2006). 

Alternatively, the complaint must allege facts establishing negligence under the common-law 

doctrine ofres ipsa loquitur. ~ N.C. R. Civ. P. 9j(3). Failure to comply with Rule 9(j) is grounds 

for dismissal of a state medical malpractice claim brought in federal court. See, ~. Estate of 

Williams-Moore v. Alliance One Receivables Mgmt., Inc., 335 F. Supp. 2d 636, 649 (M.D.N.C. 

2004); Frazier, 308 F. Supp. 2d at 676-77; Moore. 139 F. Supp. 2d at 713. 

In this case, however, plaintiffs complaint does not appear to allege a claim for medical 

malpractice, but that prison officials failed to provide him with timely and necessary medical care 

as required by his medical condition. Thus, as stated in plaintiffs response and as understood by this 

court, plaintiff asserts ordinary negligence. Response, "The defendant keeps referring the action to 

a complaint of malpractice rather than the negligence plaintiff asserts ... "; and ''Plaintiff never 

complained of the treatment he received from the medical specialist. Plaintiff's com plaint concerned 

the fact that the administration failed to follow the medical decisions concerning the need for 

treatment to prevent further and present damage to his eyes." Because plaintiffs action does not 

appear to be based upon medical malpractice, plaintiff is not required to meet the requirements of 

Rule 90). Thus, plaintiff may proceed with his FTCA claim, and defendant's motion to dismiss is 

DENIED. 

3 
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Accordingly, defendant's motion to dismiss is DENIED [D.E. 20]. Having so determined, 

the matter shall be referred to United States Magistrate Judge William A. Webb for the entry of a 

scheduling order to include a period of limited discovery. 

SO ORDERED, this the .3 / day of January 2013. 

UNITED STATES l)ISTWDGE 

4 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF NORTH CAROLINA 

WESTERN DIVISION 
No. 5:11-CT-3067-BO 

WILLIAM DANIEL, 
Plaintiff, 

v. 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
Defendant. 

STIPULATION OF DISMISSAL 

Plaintiff and Defendant do hereby stipulate and agree 

pursuant to Rule 4l(a) (1) of the Federal Rules of Civil 

Procedure that all matters giving rise to this action have been 

settled and that this action as to the United States of America 

be dismissed with prejudice. 

! C~, ' ·'> _, .' .i .·) 
i . ....... /; ·.• 

DATE 

/(J !1E/13 
DATE 

WILLIAi"I DANIEL 
#38147-079 
FCI Butner, PO Box 1000 
Butner, NC 27509 
Plaintiff 

THOMAS 
United 

WALKER ..,..7 
torn 

1/ 
_,.,,,/ 

Isl e~--
R. A. RENFER, JR. // 
Assistant United Stat~s Attorney 
Chief, Civil Division 
310 New Bern Avenue 
Suite 800 Federal Building 
Raleigh, NC 27601-1461 
Telephone: (919) 856-4530 
Facsimile: (919) 856-4821 
Email: rudy.renfer@usdoj.gov 
N.C. Bar# 11201 
Attorney for Defendant 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

This is to certify that a copy of the foregoing Stipulation 

of Dismissal has this the 28th day of March, 2014, been served 

upon the below party by placing a copy in the U.S. Mail, postage 

paid, addressed as follows: 

William Daniel 
#38147-079 
FCI, Butner 
PO Box 1000 
Butner, NC 27509 

/s/ 

1/ R.A. RENFER, ,1/ 

Assistant United States Attorney 
Chief, Civil Division 
310 New Bern Avenue 
Suite 800 Federal Building 
Raleigh, NC 27601-1461 
Telephone: {919) 856-4530 
Facsimile: (919) 856-4821 
Email: rudy.renfer@usdoj.gov 
N.C. Bar# 11201 
Attorney for Defendant 
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IN THE UNITED ST ATES DISTRICT COURT 

FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF WEST VIRCINIA 

AlTHEN MUNDO, 

AKA ANTHONY MUNDO 

Plaintift: 

v. 

LIEUTENANT DANNY SHAW, individually as an 

Employee of the Federal Bureau of Prisons; 

LIEUTENANT RONALD FETSCO, 

individually as fill Employee of the Federal 

Bureau of Prisons; 

OFFICER RACHEL GARDNER, individually 

as an Employee of the F ed~ral Bureau of Pril:ions; 

OFFICER JAMES HILLBERRY, individually 

as an Employee of the Federal Bureau of Prisom; 

W. MORENO, individually as an Employee 

of the F edi.!ral Bureau of Prisons; 

Defandants 

Civil Action No. l:12-cv-184 
(Judge Keeley) 

AMENDED COMPLAINT PURSUANT TO 
BIVENS~'. SIX UNKlVOWlVAGENTS, 403 U.S. 388, 390~97 (1971) 

COMES NOW the Plaintift: Aithen :\fondo, AKA Anthony Mw1do, by and through his 
attorney, Robert l Frank, Tht Lav•/ Finn of Robert J. Frank & Assoc., LLC. and for cuuse lo 

complain (as amended herein) against tht! Defondants state:; and c11leges as follow·s: 

I. Nature of Action 
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1. At all times pertinent hereto, the tenn ·'Plaintiff' shall refor to the Plaintiff nam~d herein, 

Ai1hen !v1undo, AKA Anthony Mundo. 

2. The Plaintiff is an Observant Jew who ;;is a mattu of conscience adheres to the laws and 

requiremenrs of his faith. Plaintiffs faith is sim:ere. 

3. For the period of time from on or around .I une 15, 2011 until April 13, 2012, the Plaintiff 

was incarcerated in the Federal Bureau of Prisons at the Federal Correctional Instirution. 

Morganto1.vn, West Virginia (hereinafter .. FCI :\1organtow11"). Plaintiff was released from 

incarceration prior to the filing of this subject law suit. 

4. During his incarceration, Plaintiff was subjected Lo a patiem and practice of religious 

assaults, imimidalion, physical and verbal abuse, threats of violence, invasions of 

privacy, and other violations of law by Defendants, and was retaliated against by 

Defendants for his complaints regarding this nnla.wful conduct, as set forth herein. 

5. This action is brought pursuant to Bivens v. Six Unknown Agenrs, 403 U.S. 388, 390-97 

(I 971 ), for: a) violation of the Plaintiffs right to Free Exercise of Religion under the First 

Amendment to the United States Constitution; und b) violation of Plaintiffs right of 

Equal Pro{ection under the Fifth Amendmem to tht United Stares Constitution. 

6. Ai all times peninent herl!to it \.Vas dearly established federal law that a prisoner of the 

United States Bureau of Prisons, including the Plaintiff, maintained his fundamental Fir5t 

Amendment right to freely practice his re-ligion. and that Detendanrs could not impinge 

on this right unless said impingement i5; reasonably related to a legitinune penological 

interest. O'Lone v. £stare ofShuhazz. 482 U.S. 342 (1987). Defondants violated this 

clearly established law; impermissioly denying Plaintiff his First Amendment right to 

freely ~xercise his religion. 
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7. At all times pe11inent heri;':to, it was cleorly t:-;rablished federal law thal a prisoner, 

inclllding Plaimin: maintained his fundamental Fifth Amendment right to be free from 

deprivations of ''life, liberty, or property" v,:ithout due process of law, and that implicit in 

that guarantee is the right 10 receive equal protection of the laws. Defendants violated 

this clearly established law; impermissibly subjecting Plaintitf to punishment and 

humiliation and other adverse acts based on his status as a religious minority. 

8. The claims in this complaint are cognizable undl'.!'r Bivens and the Fir.st and Fifth 

Amendments to the United States Conslitution. 

II. Jurisdiction and VeQuc 

9. Each and eve1)' allegation set forth in the: preceding paragraphs is incorporated herein by 

this referenc.e with the same effect a$ ifre-allegs:d herein. 

10. This Com1 has subject mam:r jurisdiction over this case under 28 U.S.C § 1331, as this 

action arises under the First and Fifth Amendments to the United States Constitution; 

under 28 U.S.C. § 1343(a)(3), in that Plaintiff seeks redress for deprivations made under 

color of state !av .. · of rights, privileges, ~1nd immLmities secured by the United States 

Constitution; under 28 U.S.C. § I343(aJ(4), in that Plaintiff seeks damages under Bivens 

v. Six Unknown Agents, 403 U.S. 388, 390-97 (1971) in lhe nature of those provided for 

und~r 42 U.S.C. § 1983, which prnvides a cause of .iction for the- protection of civil 

rights; and W1der 42 U.S.C. § I 988(b_l for an a,-vard of attorney's fees. 

I I. Venue is proper in the United Stat~s District Court for the Northern District of Wes1 

Virginia under 28 "U.S.C. § 1391 (b), because the events giving ris~ to the claims 

described in this Complaint occllrred within rhe jurisdiction of this court 

III. Parties 
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12. Ej<..:h and every allegation set forth in the prl!ceding paragraphs is incorporated herein by 

this reference with the same effect as if re-allegtd herein. 

13. The Plaintiff, Ai then Mundo, AK.A. Anthony Mundo, [''Plaintiff'J is a United States 

citizen and a resident of the State of Pennsylvania. J-Je was previously incarcerated at the 

Federal Bureau of Prisons FCI Morgantown facility. At all times pertinent hereto he was 

under the direct con1rol of supervision of the Bureau of Prisons and the Defendants 

named here in. 

14. Defendant, Liemenant Danny Shaw (hereinafter ·'Shaw") was at all times relevant herein 

a correctional officer employed by the Federal Bureau of Prisons at the FCl Morgantown 

facility. At all times pertinent hereto he was acting under color of federc1.I law. Defendant 

was responsible for the security and safoty of persons incarcerated within BOP facilitjes, 

including Plaintiff, and \.Vas responsible for ensuring the constitutional rights of inmates 

wtre properly safeguarded during their incarceration. He is being sued in hi~ individual 

capacity for actions taken v.,ithin the scope of his employment with BOP. 

15. Defendant, Lieutenant Ronald Fetsco (hereinafter ''Fetsco") was at aJJ times rdevanr 

herein a correctional officer employed by rhe Federal Bureau of Prisons at the FCl 

Morgantovm facility. Ai all times pertinent hereto he was acting under color c,f federal 

law. Defend,mt ·was responsible for the security and saf'i:ty of persons incarcerated within 

BOP facilities, including Plaintiff'. and was responsible for ensuring the constitutional 

rights of inmates wen.~ properly safeguarded during their incarceration. He is being sued 

in his individual capacity for action~ taken \.\•'lthin the scope of his employment with 

BOP. 
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16. Defendant Officer Rachd Gardner (hereinarter '·Gardner") was at all times rdevant 

herein a correctional officer employed by the Federal Bureau of Prisons at the FCI 

Morgantom1 facility. At all times p~rtinent hereto she \\'as acting under c.:1.1lor of federal 

law. Defendant wJ.s responsible for the security and safety of persons incarcerated within 

BOP facilities, including Plaintiff, and was responsible for ensw-ing the constitutional 

rights of inmates were properly safeguarded during their incarceration. Shi:: is being, sued 

in her individual capacity for actions taken within the scope of her employment with 

BOP. 

17. Defendant Officer James Hillberry (hereinafier ·'Hillbeffy") \Vas at all times relevant 

herein a correctional officer employed by the Federal Bureau of Prisons at the FCI 

Morgantown facility. At all times pe11inenr hereto he was ncting under color of federal 

law. Defendant was responsible for the security and safety of persons incarcerated within 

BOP facilities, including Plaintift~ and was n::sponsible for ensuring the constitutional 

rights of inmates were properly safeguarded during their incarceration. He is being sued 

in his individual capacity for actions taken within the scope of his employment with 

BOP. 

18. Defendant W. Moreno (hereinafter ··Moreno") was J.t all times relevant herein a rdigious 

services worker employed by rhe Federal Bureat1 of Prisons at the FCI Morgantown 

facility. At all Limes pertinenr hereto .'.V.loreno wa::. acting under color of federal law. 

Defondant Moreno was responsible for advising the other officers in their responsibilities 

ro protect the Plaintiffs First Amendment rights while incarcerated. Moreno is being 

sued in an individual capacity for actions taken \Vithin the scope of employment with 

BOP. 
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19. Plaintiff is infonned and believes. and on that basi$ aJleges, thut at all times relevant 

herein, Defendants, and each of thtm, were employees and agc:nrs of the govemmi.'lnt of 

1he United States of America, employed by the Federal Bureau of Prisons. 

20. Plaintiff alleges th.at at all times relevant to this action, Defendants, and each of them, 

acted in the course and scope of ihtir employment and under color of foderal law. 

21. While acting and failing to act as alleged her~in, Defendants, and each of them, had 

com pkt<.:: custody and total co 11tro I of P la i ntif[ PI a inti ff was dependent upon Defondan ts, 

and each o.f them, for their personal secmity. 

22. ln performing the acts and/or omissions complained of herein, Defendants, and each of 

them, acted under color of federal law, and Plaintiff is infonned and believes each acted 

maliciously. callously, intentionally, recklessly, 'With gross negligence, and with 

deliberate indifference to the 1ights and personaJ security of Plaintiff Each of lhem knev,· 

or should have known that their c.onduct, .1.ttitudi.::s, actions and/or omissions were, and 

are, a rhreat to Plaintiff and to his Constitutionally-protected rights. Despite this 

kno\vledge, Defendants, and each of them, failed to take steps to protect, Plaintift~ and to 

ensure Plaintiffs Constituiional rights while he was in Defendants' care and custody. 

IV. Factual Allegations 

23. Each and every allegation set forth in tht µreceding paragraphs is incorporated herein by 

this reforence with tht:= same effect as if re-.:tlleged herein. 

24. Plaintiff is an observant Jev,: who as a n1atter of conscience udheres to thi; primary laws 

and requiremenrs of Judaism. 

25. Plaintiffs faith is sincere. Plaintiff practiced the tenants of Judaism for a long period of 

time prior to his incarceration. To the extent he was pem1itted to do so, Plaintiff 
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pracliced the primary renants of Judaism during his incarceration, Plaintiff (post 

incarceration) continues to practice the primary tenants of Judaism, and intends [Odo so 

as a lifelong commitment. Plaintiff's commitments as an Observant Jew are important to 

him, and an: essential to who he is and how he lives his life-. 

26. lipon incarceration, Plaintiff informed the Federal Bureau of Prisons of his religious 

faith. 

27. Among the practices to which Plaintiff adhered as an Observant Jew were the following: 

a. At all times Plaintiff would wear a four-cornered fringed/tasseled garment/shawl 

called a Tzitzits or Tallis Katan, under his shirt. This garment covered his 

shoulders, chest and back. Plaintiff wme this garment daily, with the full 

knowledge and approval of the Federnl Bureau of .Prisons, and Plaintiff could not 

have had possession of the garment without the approval of the Federal Bmeau of 

Prisons. Prior to the incidents re.fleeted in this complaint, no agent of the Federal 

Bureau of Prisons ..=:ver suggested this garment posed any security or other risk. 

b. On a daily basis, Plaintiff \VOuld wear Tetillir1, which consists of two small black 

I ea ther boxes. 1nside the boxes are pieces of hand \A:ritten parchment containiu g 

Biblicnl passages. Attached to the boxes are leather straps two or rhree feet in 

length, so designed as lo enable c,ne ro be bound upon the hand and for the other 

to be worn on the head. Plaintiff wore TefilJin daily, v,:ith the full knowledge and 

approval of the Federal Bureau of Prisons, and c:ould not have had possession of 

TefiUin without the approval of the Federal Bureau of Prisons. Prior to the 

incidents reHected in this complaint, no agent of the Federal Bw·eau of Prisons 

ever suggested Plaintiffs Tefillin posed any security or other risk. 
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c. Plaintiff would daily pray from the Siddur, a Jewish prayer book containing a set 

order of daily prayers. Plaimi1fhad possession of his Siddur v.·i1h the full 

knowledge (Ind approval of the Federal Bureau of Prisons, and could not have had 

possession of his S idd ur without the appro va 1 of the Fed end B w·ea u of Prisons. 

Prior to the incidents reflected in this complaint, no agent of the Federal Bureau 

of Prisons e,-er sugges1ed Plaintit'f s Siddur posed any security or other risk. 

d. As an Observant fow, it was requir~d that Plaintiff have no physical contact \vith 

a member of the opposite sex, excepting his wifo. The Federal Bureau of Prisons 

clearly recognized this tenant of faith. Prior to the incidents re1'lected in this 

complaint, no agenl of the Federal Bllreau of Prisons ever suggesred that the 

prohibition of comact ,vith the opposite sex posed any security or other risk. 

28. At all times pertinent herero it ·was clearly established federal law that a prisoner of the 

United States Bureau of Prisons, incfuding the Plai11tiff, maintained his fundamental First 

Amendment right to freely practice his relighm, and that Defendants could not impinge 

on this right unless said impingement is reasonably related to a legitimate penological 

interest. O'Lone v. £stare oj"Shabaz-:., 482 U.S. 342 (1987). 

29. U.S. Department of Justke I Federal Bureau of Prisons must, as a matter of clearly 

established law, appropriately facilitate the religious beliefs and practices of irunates 

,:vi thin a correctional environment, und has promulgaled guidelines and standards rdating 

lo re.ligious observances in a correctional setting. These guidelines and standards arc sel 

forth in Prauical Guidelines.for Administration of Inmate: Religious Be/i(;!f.s and 

Practices: Technical References No. T5360.0 I. date 3/27/2002, and in subsequent 
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relevant documents. Said guidelines im.:lude, but are not limited to, the following 

guidelines relating to Observanr Judaism: 

a. "For an observant, traditional k,,.v, tht: struggle- to maintain sacred traditional 

values and standards is one of his gn;atest challenges and spiritual struggles. 

Obsen,·ant Jews have no physical contact with the opposite sex. When foasible, 

opposite sex physical contact bt:twccn staff and observant inmates shou Id be 

avoided." 'I "5360.01 , Juda.ism, Page 3 0 f emph.asi s added]. 

b. '·The daily observance of the commandment to wear tefillin cannot be 

overemphasized. It is one of the cornerstones of the Jev,1.sh faith. No inmate 

should be denied access to tefillin, even for one tlay. Because of the supreme 

importance of tefillin observancl.'!, it is highly recommended that Chaplaincy 

Services retain a pair of tefi 11 in to ensure their availability if the need arises .1
' 

15360.01, Judaism, Page 4 [emphasis addedj_ 

c. "ln addition to lhe prayer taUis. an observant Jew wears at ail limes a smaller 

.four-comered garment (taUis katiln). \,vith similar tassels, under bis shirt. This 

garmi;;:nt covers the shoulders, che.${ and back. lnmaks in transit should be 

permitted to maintain these anick:s in their conveyanct:.'' TS360.0 I, Judaism, 

Page 3. 

d. These religious items are so importi.1111 the Federal Bureau of Prisons recognizes 

they should even be provided during prisoner transit, a circumsrnnce posing 

significant security risk: '·Inmates in Lransit are pem1itted by Bureau policy (P.S. 

5800) to have their es.$ential daily prayer items (taUis, tefillin, yannulke, prayer 

book) transported on the same conveyance (bus, van. aircraft). Inmate ,,.,,ill have 
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access 10 these items for daily use at all holdover points." T5360.01, Religious 

Property, Page 3. 

30. The policies and guidelines of the- Federal Bureau of Prisons recognize the first 

Amendment constitutional requirements and are co-extant \>,•ith such requirements. 

Violation of said policies constitutes a violation of clearly recognized constimcionul 

rights. 

31. Each of the defendants herein either knew, (.1r should have known, of the policies and 

g11idelines of the Federal Bureau of Prisons relating to the religious practices and 

requiremems of Observant Jews. 

32. For the period of Lime Plaintiff was incarcerated he \Vas exposed to constant harassment 

by Defendant Sha\.V. Defendant Shaw \.VOUld interrupt prayer and religious study, 

including Sabbath services, for no other appareni reason than to harass the Jewish 

participants. 

3 3 . On or about September 16, 2 0 l 1 , P Iain tiff had a visit from his wifo and rwo other parties. 

34. Plaintiff witnessed his wife and the two other parties talking to Defendant Officer 

Tennant. Plaintiff was approached by a parry advising that Defendant Officer Ttmnant 

would not allov1.1 Plaintiffs \Vifo to enter I.he visiting room because she had a slit on the 

bottom of hi::r skirt. Plaintiff was able to visit with his \.Vifo and the two other partks 

within fifteen minutes of this situation. 

3 5. Plaintiff was called to the front desk by Defendant Officer Tennem, by orders from 

Defendant Lieutenant Shaw, ten minures after his visitation began. Upon reaching 

Detendanr Lieutc:mtnt Shaw, Plaintiff was asked by Defendant Lieutenant Shaw what his 

tzitzit was. 
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36. That, Plaintiff advised Defendant LieuLt:nant Shaw that it was a religious gam1ent he 

wears every day. The importance i.:.1f Plaintiffs tzitzit and its role in Plaintiff's 

observance of his faith vv·as easily asc1;:rtainable to De fondants, including Dt:fendant 

Shaw, and \Vas clearly stated in rhe policy and guidelines of the Federal .Dureau of 

Prisons. There is no reason Defendant Shaw, and the other Defrndants presem, should 

have not known what the tzitzit was. or of its importance to Plaintiff 

37. Defendant Shaw, and other Defendants present, failed to Ltndertake even minimal efforts 

to detem1ine the significance of rhis garment or how it should be treated. 

38. Defendant Lieutenant Shaw advised Plaintiff h~ had never seen him wear his tzit:tit at 

mainline. 

39. Plaintiff proceeded to explain to Defendant Lieutenant Sha\V that he keeps his tzitzit 

tucked in his clothing \.\'hen working the mainline, so that it did not get dirty with food 

particles. 

40. Defendant Lieutenant Shaw did not give Plmntiff time to explain about his tzitzit before 

interrupting him with a "shut up before I put you in the SHU (Special Housing Unii)." 

Defendant Shaw demonstrated no interest in determining the religious significai1ce of the 

gannent, wh~t it meant, or why it w,g \'\'Orn. Defendant Shaw inade no anempt to contact 

the chaplaincy staff or to review guidelines :1s to the nature or import of the gannent. 

Defondant Shaw threatened Plaintiff with discipline for l!ven anempting to explain what 

the garment was, or whar its significam:e \.Vas. 

41. Ddendant Lieutemmi Shaw rhen rckic.ated Pbintift: along with Defondanr Officer 

Tennent to Lhe search room, asking Plaintiff to remove his tzitzit. 
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4.2. There \vas no legitimate penologic.11 interest requiring Plaintiff remove his tzitzit, or in 

taking il from him. Plaintiff had permission to have and to wear the tzitzit. He WON it 

daily throughout the facility. The tzitzi[ \"vas never previously considered a security 

hazard, nor 1,vas Plaintiff ever subjet:t to search for wearing ir. Plaintiff was proci:eding 

from a secure area to a visit. Then: \.Vas no reason to believe Plaintiff was secreting 

contraband in his tzitzil, or that ii was even possible to do so. There was no reason to 

believe Plainriff had violated any rule in wearing the tzitzit, w'hich he had express 

permission to possess and to wear. 

43. Inmates of other faiths, such as Nativt: American inmares v.'ere pem1itted to wear, without 

being searched, ritualistic cloiliing include headbands. 

44. Plaintiff was instructed to remove his tzitzits despite an utter lack of any legitimate 

security or other penological interest 10 do so, Plaintiffs tzitzit was removed as 

pW1ishment for asserting his First Amendment rights, was arbitrary in nature, degrading, 

and severe in proportion to the reason~ ior the punishment. Other similarly situated 

persons, belo11ging to other religious groL!ps were not subject to removal of rellgious 

clothing or artifacts for asse11ing their First Amendment rights. 

45. That, Plaintiff felt emotionally ;,crushed" because he had aJ1,vays worn his tzitzit. 

46. That, Defend,mt Lieutenant Shaw grabbed Plaintiffs tzitzit and treated it as if it were a 

piece of rag by thro.v:ing it on a desk. There was no legitimate penological imerest to 

treating this gannent with disrespect. 

47. Defondant Lieutenant Sha-..v vacattd thii: search room leaving Plaintiff undressed from the 

waist up and leaving his visitors in the visiting room for a pt::riod longer than ten (IO) 
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minures. There ,,.·as no legitimate penological interest in leaving Plaintit'f undressed from 

the waist up for an extended period of time. 

48. Defendant Lieutenant Shaw remrned to the search room advising Plaintiff to redress and 

return to the visiting room to compl~te his visit. Plaintiff was not allowed to wear his 

tzitzit during this visit. despite the fat:t that ir was searched and no contraband was found. 

There was no apparent reason, other lhe antipathy of Detendant Shaw, for failing to allow 

Plaintiff to wear his Tzitzit during the visit. There was no legitimate penological interest 

in denying the Plaintiff his 1.zitzit during this visit. 

49. Plaintiff, while exiting the visiting room was pulled out of line from a pat down and into 

a strip search room by Officer Bdloti. Plaintiff asked why he was being strip-searched 

and was advised by Officer Belloti that it was "orders per Lieutenallt Shaw." 

50. There was no reason or legitimati;: peno!ogical rational for strip searching Plaintiff. There 

was no reason to believe Plaintiff was secreling contraband or otherwise violaiing any 

rule. Phtintiff was searched merely because he had been wearing a religious gannent he 

had the right and permission ro wear, and had attempted to stand up to Defondant Shaw 

in an attempt to exercise his religious righrs. Plaintiff was strip searched in retaliation for 

asserting his First Amendment rights. ·me strip searching of Plaintiff \vas punishment for 

asse1iing his First Amendment rights, was arbitrary in nature, degrading, and severe in 

proportion to ihe reasons for the punishment O1her similarly situated persons. belonging 

to otht!r religious groups were not subject to strip search for asserting their First 

Amendment rights. 

5 l. Plaintiff was given his tzitzit back aft~r the strip starch and sent back to his unit 

(Alexander). 
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52. While entering his unit, Plaintiff was wa,·,:;d over to an office by Officer King where he 

and Defendanl Lieutenant Shaw were located. 

53. Plaintiff stuck his head in 1he office lO get his mail from Officer King when Defendant 

Lieulenant Shaw looked at him and said --what? Don't you see J'm heret" 

54. Plaintiff remained in his cubide for the remainder of the night to avoid any further 

harassment from Defendant Lieurernmt Shaw. Plaintiff altered his daily activities to 

avoid harassment by Defendant Shaw. 

55. On or about December 30,2011, at 9:00 p.m., Plaintiff entered the visiting area at FCI 

Morgantown to log in and be patted-down to commence his visit. 

56. Defendant Officer Rachel Gardner, a female officer, stood in from of Pfaintiffto initiate 

the pat dov.'!1 when Plaintiff advised her in a mild voice that it \\•as against his religious 

beliefs to be touched by a female other than his wifo. 

57. The requirement I.hat male Obse.rvanL Jews be searched by male corrections officers is 

dearly and unambiguously stated in the policies and guidelines of the Bureau of Prisons. 

58. Defendant Officer Gardner smiled at Plaintiff and then waved Defendant Officer 

Hillberry over to th.'!m. De fondant Officer Hillberry asked Plaintiff if he v,:as giving 

Defendant Officer Gardner a hard time al which time he responded with a "no sir". 

59. Defendant Officer Hillberry proceeded with the pat-down to alJow Plaintiff his visit. 

Plaintiff was pulled out of rhe pat-down line and asked to sit to the side by Defondant 

Officer Kuntzman. Plaintiff asked Officer Kuntzman if he was b<:ing s1rip-searched and 

was advised yes. 

60. Plaintiff v,'as strip searched. There was n0 reason or legitimate penoJogical rational for 

strip searching P lai11tiff. Plaintiff was strip searched in retaliation for asserting his First 
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Amendment right ro not be searched by a person of the opposite sex. Defendants 

Gardne.r, Hillben-y, and Fetsco caused Plaintiff to be sirip searched. 

61. The strip searc-hing of Plaintiff was punishment ft)r asserring his first Amendment rights, 

was arbitrary in nature, degrading, and severe in proportion to the reasons for the 

punishment. Other similarly situated persons, belonging to other religious groups were 

not subject to strip search for asserting their Fir.st Amendment rights. 

62. Plaintiff and was advised by OHicer Kttnl'.l'..man then Plaintiff was going to the Special 

Housing Unit (SHL') an administrative segregation used lo punish inmates. Defendants 

Gardner, Hillberry, and Fetsco caused Plaintiff to be pla(ed in the SHL;. Placement in the 

SHU was specifically because Plaintiff asserted his First Amendment rights and 

requested his search be conducted by a male officer. 

63. Officer Cook entered the visiling room to transpon Plaintiff to Defendam Lieutenant 

Fetsco"s ot1ice where he was advised of his rights and fw1her asked if Plaintiff wanted to 

tell him about rhe events of that morning. 

64. Plaintiff advised Defendanr Lieurenant Fetsco of what he had informed Defendant 

Officer R. Gardner and \>,'JS called a liar in front of Oftker Cook and several other 

officers. This is despite the fact that the BOP policies clearly stare that when dealing 

with an Observant Jew, "oppo.site sex physical contact between staff and observant 

inmates should be avoided." T5360.0l. Judaism, Page 30 [emphasis addedJ. 

65. Plaintiff was humiliated, degraded. belinkd, disrespected, and embarrassed during and 

after this incident. 
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66. The solt reason Plaintiff v..-as placed in the SHU v.:as his assertion of his first 

Amendment right to request a search by a same sex corrections officer. No other reason 

v,:as asserted for the placemi:nt of Plaintiff in the SHU and the accompanying strip search. 

67. Defendant Gardner filed the incident report which caused Plain1iff to be strip searched 

and placed in the special housing unit. Defondant Gardner made false or misleading 

statements within said report, which caused Plaintiff to be strip searched and placed in 

the SHU for no other reason than the assertion of his clearly recognized First Amendmcnl 

rights. 

a. Defendant Gardner repo11ed Plaintiff refused to be pat searched by her because of 

his religious beliefs; 

b. Detendant Gardner completed and signed, or caused to be completed and signed, 

mi incident report, alleging the follov.ing conduct on the pari of Plaintiff: 1) 

interfering with any security procedure; 2) refusing to obey an order of any staff 

member~ 3) lying or providing false information to stuff. 

c. The only facts stated in support of the incident report stemmed directly from 

Plaintiff's assertion of his First Amendment rights. Spt.cifically, the description 

of the incident on whi~h the incident report was based was identified as "refused a 

pat dovvn stan:h, stating to me that ir \vas against his religjon for a fe111ale to touch 

him'· and further stating .. upon contacting rdigious sen ... ices, W. Moreno, advised 

there wa::. nothing in his religious beliefs .!itaTing that a female staff member could 

nut conduct a pal search." 

d. No other grounds were given for the filing of the incident report, or lhe strip 

search and p lac em en r of Plain ti ff in the SHU. 
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e. Defendant Gardner's sta1emem. as set forth in the incident report, that Plaintiff 

refused a par dovm search v-.'as false when made. Plaintiff properly infrmned 

Defendant Gardner of his sincerely held rdigious beliefs, and requesred the par 

search be conducted by a male corret.:tiuns officer. 

f. Defendant Gardner's statement, as set forth in the incident reporr, that she 

communicated with W. Moreno ofrdigious services prior to signing her report 

was false. Defendant Gardner had no contact with W. Moreno. 

g. D~fendant Gardner's statement, as set forth in the incident report, that Plaintiffs 

religious beliefs did nm prohibit contact wirh a female corrections officer \-Vas 

false, and was contrary to the clearly stated guidelines promulgated by the Bureau 

of Prisons. 

h. But for lhis incident report Gardner completed and signed, or caused to be 

completed and signed the Plaintiff would not have been strip searched and placed 

in the SHU for a..sse11ing his First Amendment Rights. 

68. Defendant Fetsco purportedly undertook an investigation of the incident and prepan:id a11 

investigation report regarding the incid!!nt. In this "investigation" Defendant Fetsco was 

told by Mr. ~·Iundo "1 want a male to PAT (sicj search me. I am a conservative Jew o.nd 

it is against my religious beliefs." Fi.:tsco mo.de no aHempt to independently seek 

guidance from religious services staff, nor did he act in confom1iry with Federal Bureau 

of PriStH1s guidelines stating: ·'Observant Jews have no physical contact with the 

opposite sex. 'When feasible, opposite sex physical contact between staff and 

observant inmates should be avoided." T5360.0 l, Judaism, Page 30 l emphasis 

added]. Detendant Fetsco's specifically entered the order placing Plaintiff in the Spi:cial 
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Housing Unit and causing him to be strip searched for exercising his First Amendment 

1ights. 

69. Ddendant Hillben-y advised Defendant Gardner to file the incident repon which resulted 

in Plaintiff being strip sean::hed and placed in the Special Housing Unit for exercising his 

First Amendment Rights. 

70. Defendant Hillberry filed a memorandum relating to alleged communications vVith 

rl.':ligious services personnel. Defendant Gardner, in filing a memorandum, and in making 

false or misleading statements within said memorandwn, caused Plaintiff to be strip 

searched and placed in the SHU for no 01her reason than the assertion of his clearly 

recognized First Amendmenr rights. 

a. Defendant Hill berry's statement, as set forth in his memorandum, that he 

communicated with \V . .Moreno of religious services regarding this mattt:r was 

either untrue; or 

b. Defendant Hillbtny falsely repre:-;emed that W . .Moreno of religious services 

indicated that Plaintiff's religious beliefs did not pmhibit contact \vith a fem;ile 

corrections officers. 

c. But for the false and misleading statements by Defendant Hillberry regarding 

statements allegedly made by Vv'. Moreno of religious servic.es Plaintiff Wl)Uld not 

have been strip searched and placed in th.-: SI-JLI for asserting his First 

Amendment Rights. 

71. 1 f the statements made by Detendant Hi 11 be1n regarding i.:O mm u nic ations wi 1h Del'endan t 
~ . ~ ~ 

l\.foreno are true, Defondam Moreno, contrary to clearly stated Federal Bureciu of Prisons 

policy, in1onned other defendants named herein that thl;Jre were no restrictions \vithin 
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Observant Judaism which would predude a female corrections officer from pa1 searching 

a male Observant Jew. Such a statement, if made, was clearly false, and is in direct 

conflict with tl1e stared policy and guidelines of the BOP. So advising other officer.:; 

would require an intentional, reckless, ur grossly negligent act. Said statements were a 

direct and proximate cause of Plaintiff being strip searched and placed in lhe Speciill 

Housing Lnit for exercising his First Amendment Rights. 

72. There was no reason or legitimate penological rational for Placing Plaintiff in the SHU. 

Plaintiff did not threaten any officer, or otherwise act in an insubordinate manner in 

requesting he be searched by a male officer. There was no legitimate reason the search 

must have been conducted by a fomale, as opposed to male officer. Male officers were 

present to perform a pat dovvn search im1nediatdy after Plaintiff requested a male officer 

perfonn the search, and indeed, such a search was immediately conducted. No delay 

occurred in the conduct of the search. N'o secnrity or other breaches wer-:: noted during 

the search. Plaintiff was correct in stating the tenants of his belief, and this particular 

tenant of his belief was recognized by the Bure.:i.u of Prisons. Plaintiff did not lie or 

othenvise fabricate u belief in order to avoid a search. There was absolutdy no reilson to 

place Plaintiff in the SHE other than the negative a•d hostile reaction of Defendants 

Gardner, Hillberry and Fetsco to Ptuintiff':-; as!:-ertion of his constitutionally guaranteed 

rights, and there was no countervailing penoJogical interest implicated. 

73. The strip search and placement of Plaintiff in the SHU was punislunent for asserting his 

Fir.st Amendment rights, \\'as arbitrary in n:J.turc:, degrading, and severe in proportion to 

the reasons for the pw1islun~nt. Oth~r similarly situated persons, belCJnging to other 
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religious groups wcr~ not subjt:ct to placement in the SHU for asserting their First 

Amendment rights. 

74. When Plaintiff V,'aS first plact:d in the SHU, he requested access ro his Tetillin and 

Siddur. H~ was told "\Ve will get to thal' .... " Despite his request, thi:: religious items were 

never provided. This \Vas despite the dear policy and guidelines of the BOP that "[n]o 

inmate should be denied .iccess to tefillh1, evea for one. day." T5360.01, Judaism, Page 

4 [emphasis addedJ, 

75. At r.he time Plaintiff was placi::d in the SHU he was expecting, and had been approved for 

early release. He \Vas concerned that Lhe incident which caused him to be placed in the 

SHU Vl'ould cause him lo miss early release and be incarcerated for a longer p~riod of 

time. Plaintiff had just been strip searched and throv...11 into the SHU for asserting a 

religious right. Plaintiff was justifiably concerned that additional or repeated requests to 

freely practice his religion, including additional or repeated request:. for his religious 

items, would expose him to <JdditionaJ punishment, additional time in ihe SHU and 

further jeopardize his early release from incarceration. 

76. Plaintiff was denied his religious items (including his TefiUin and Siddur) required to 

practice his religion during his twenty-one (21) days in the SHU. Bm for the conduct of 

Defendants G.1rdner, Hillberry, Feisco, .ind l'vforeno, Plaintiff v,'ould not have been placed 

in the SHU, thereby losing access to his TetiJlin and Siddur. 

77. There ,vas no reason or legitimate pen0logical rational for denying Plaintiff ac~ess to his 

religious items whili::: in the SHU. The denial or access to religious items while in the 

SHU was in retaliation for asserting bis First Amendment rights. The denial of access to 

religious items while in the SHU was punishmenr for asserting his First Amendment 
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rights, was arbitrary in nature, degrading, and severe in proportion to the reasons for the 

pllllistunenL Other similarly situated persons, belonging to other religious groups were 

not subject to the di:nial of access to religious irems while in the SHU for asserting their 

First Amendment rights. 

78. That, Plaintiff was released from the SHU after the twenty-one (21) days and his charges 

dismissed. 

79. Defendants, each of them, failed to take action to prevent other Defendants from 

committing the illegal acts comphiined of by the Plaintiffs herein. By permitting such 

activity to continue unabated, Defendants, and each of them, adopted a d~ facto _polic.'.}' of 

deliberate indifference to the wrongful acts complained of herein and adopted, 

authorized, ratified and approved a policy and practice of permitting religious assault. 

80. The actions, conduct and inactions of Defondants, and each of them, demonstrates a 

practice, custom ,or policy of reckless and deliberate indifference to insrn..nces of kno\ivn 

or suspected denial of religious expression, inlhnidation, abuse, tl1reats or violence, 

retaliation and other violations of law violuting Plaintiffs' Constitutional righls. 

81. An actnal controversy exists betv.·een Plainti1J,md Detendants concerning their 1ights, 

privileges and obligations. 

V. First Chtim for Relief; First Amendment - Free Exercise 

82. Each and every allegation set forth in the preceding paragraphs is incorporated herein by 

this referem.:..: with the same effecr us if re-al!egeJ herein. 

83. At all times pertinent herero it was clearly established federal Lnv that a prisoner of the 

l)nited States Bureau of Prisons, including the Plaintift~ maintained his fundamental First 

Amendment right to freely practice his religion, and that Defendants could not impinge 
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on tliis right unless said impingement is reasonably related to a legitimate penological 

interest. 0 'Lone v. £stale o/"Shabazz. 482 U.S. 342 ( 1987 }. . . 

84. Defendants knew, or should have known, of this clearly established federal law. 

85. The Federal Bmeau of Prisons had policies and guidelines specific to Observant Jews 

which clearly and unambiguously identified and addressed the importance of certain 

religious articles and pracrit:es. De fondants kni::\.\·, or should have knovm of these clearly 

defined guidelines. 

86. There was no penological interest \vhich necessitated, or was related to the conduct 

undertaken by Defondants as alleged herein. 

87. Defendants knew, or reasonably should have knov-..n, that their conduct as stated herein 

would negatively impact or impinge the Plain ti tf' s exercise of his fund amen ta! Firs{ 

Amendment right to freely practice his religion. 

88. Defendants \vere aware of the consequences their conduct would have on the Plaintiff, 

and on the Plaintiffs e:,;_ercise of his fundamental First Amendment right to freely 

practice his religion. Defo-ndants' conduct as stated with specificity herein, negativdy 

impacted or impinged the Plaintiffs e xerc is~ of his fond,unental First Amendment right 

to freely practice his religion. 

89. Defendants intended that their conduct neg,Hivdy impact or impinge the Plaintiff's 

exercise of his ft.mdamental First Amendment righl to freely practice his religion. 

90, Defondanrs' Cl1nduct demonstrates that they cic,;ted \vith animus toward.Plain tiff due lO his 

religious affiliation, identifi.::ation. practices and beliefs. 
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91. Plaintiff sustained injurie.:;, damages, and losses, as a result of the Defendants' violation 

of Plaintiff's First Amendment Rights. Pfaintiff aUeges he is entitled to compensatory 

damages as stated herein for Deti;:ndanrs' violation of his constitutional rights. 

VI. Second Claim for Relief: Fiflh An1endm~nt - Equal Protection 

92. Each and every allegation .set forth in the preceding paragraphs is incorporated herein by 

this reference with the same eftect as if re-alleged herein. 

93. At all times pertinent hereto, it was dearly established federal law that a prisoner, 

including Plaintiff, maintained his fundamental fifth Amendment right robe free from 

deprivations of "lifo, liberty,. or property" without due process of law, and that implicit in 

that guarantee is the right to recei v;;: equal protection of the laws. 

94. At all times pertinent hereto it was dearly established Jaw that pursuant to the equal 

protection guarantees implicit in ihe Fifth Amendment, the government, including the 

Defendants must treat similarly-situated persons equally, and may not discriminate 

against a group based on religious identity. 

95. At all times pertinent hereto, ir "vas clearly established federal law that the free exercise 

of religion is a fundamental righc, and that classification by religious group, inc hiding 

Judaism, is a suspect classificarion, requiring the Defendant!'. demonstrate a compelling 

state internsr to impinge the fundamemal right, or to enforce regulations in a manner 

discriminutor to a discrete religious 

96. Defendants knew or should ha,·e known of this clt.:arly esuiblished federal law. 

97. At all times pertimmt herelo, Plainliff is, and wa:;., an Observant Je\\'. 

98. Defendants knew, or should have known, thut at all times pertinent hereto, Plaintiff is, 

and was, an Observant Jew. 
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99. Defendants' conduct as alleged herein was directed wward the pa1ticularized religious 

practices ofa discrete group, i.e. Observant Judaism, of which Plaintiff was an adherent. 

100. Defendants' conduct taken against P !aintift~ which vio!c1ted Plaintiff's First 

Amendment rights of free exercise of religion, discriminates against this Plaintiff while 

allowing similarly situated priimners to enjoy their constitutional rights \.Vhhout 

interference. Specifically, inmates of other faiths, such as Native Americans, were 

allmved to wear religiously sit,'l1ificant garments without being subject to additional 

search, including strip search. Inmates of other faiths, including, by information and 

belief, Christians were not prohibited access to articles necessary for daily practice of 

one's faith. 

101. By treating Plainriffin a dis(.:riminatoTy maru1er, Defendants have violated 

Plaintiffs fundamental righls. 

l 02. Defendants havi:: no rational justification er basis for their discrimination or 

actions which violate the First Amendment rights of Plaintiff. 

103. Therefore, Defendants' conduct violates the equal protection provisions implicit 

in the FiJlh Amendment to the Unittd States Constitution. 

I 04. Plaintiffs uff ered injuries, damages and I osses as a result of Defendants violation 

of Plaintiff's right to equal protecri(lll under the law, including but not limited to an 

impingement of his right to freely exercise his religion, loss of libeny, humiliation, 

stigmatization, and threat of futw·e discipline. Plaintiff alleges he is entitled to 

cornpensatory damages as stated herein for Defendants' violarion of his con:;titutiona1 

rights. 

VII. Damages 
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I 0 5. As a result of the actions of Defendants as defined above, the P lainr iil has 

sustained past and futw·e injuries, damages and lo::;ses including, but not limited to: 

a. Bodily Injury 

b. Physical pain and suffering 

c. Mental and emotional sutfrring 

d. Medical expenses 

e. Pennanent injury, disability, impairment and disfigurement 

f. Loss of enjoj1nenr oflife 

g. Any other relief the court deemsjt1s1 and proper 

106. Plaintiff ls also entitled to recover the following: 

a. Cost of court expended herein, specifically including deposition expenses and 

expert \Vltness fees. 

b. Pre-judgment, morawry judgment, and post-judgmc:nt interest at the highest 

lawful rate. 

c. Award ofrea-;ouabk auurney fr:es and COSI$ incurred in this action. 

d. Such other and further awards as the Court deems just and proper under the 

c ire um stances. 

WHEREfORE, Plaintiff resp~ctfu!Jy requests this Cowi enter judgm~nt again~t 

the Dt!fendants for compensatory, and genert1l damage,:; in an umotmi to be proven at trial, 

together ,,.,.,ith costs of suit and reasonable auorney's fees as provided by law, and for such 

other relief as this Court deems just anJ proper. 

WHEREFORE. Plaintiff respectfully prays thai judgment be entered against tht 

Defondants herein upon each and every claim for relief asserted herein. 
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PLAINTIFF HEREBY REQUESTS A TRIAL BY JURY ON ALL ISSUES HEREl;'i. 

1'\-
Respectfully submitted this j_f_ day uf Septt:mber, 2013. 

~4 
WV Bar No. 10654 
The LaV11 Firm of Robert J. Fnmk 

& Assoc. LLC 
205 W. Washington Street, Ste. 1 
Lewisburg, WV 24901 
(304) 520-4925 
F<b{ (304) 520-4926 
rob@rjflaw .com 



UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
for tlw 

NORTHERN DISTRICT OF WEST VIRGINIA 

AITHEN Ml_!NDO AK/\ ANTHONY MUNDO 

/l/(lillfiff 
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) 
) 
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) 
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CIVIL ACTJON NO. l: J 2-cv· 184 

LIEUTRNANT SHAW, individually as an 
Ernplycc of the Federal Bureau of Prisons; 
LIEUTENANT D. PETSCO, individually as 
An Emplycc of the Federal Bureau of Prisons: 
OFFICER TENNENT, individually as an 
Employee of the Federal r1urcau of Prisons; 
OFFICER R. GARDNER, individually as an 
Employee of lhc Fcdcrnl Bureau of Prisons; 
OFFIC'ER BELLOTI, individually as an 
Employee of the Federal Hureau of Prisons; 
OFFICER KUNTZMAN, individually as an 
E1npl(1ycc of the Federal B11rea11 of Prisons; 
OFFICER HILLBERRY, individually as an 
E111ployec of the Federal Burem1 of Prisons; 

Dcfe1u/1111I 
SUMMONS IN A CIVIL ACTION 

~o: ( De(r1Jdr1111 '.1· 11w11(' aud nddre.1s) OFFICER KUNTZMAN 
MORGANTOWN FEDERAL O)RRECTIONAL INSTJTUTJUN 
446 GREENBAG RO. RTE. 857 
MORGANTO\VN, WV 26')0I 

A law~uit has hccn fikd again~! you. 

Within 21 days .1ftcr service of this summons on you (nol counting the day you rccci ved it) - or 60 days if 
you me the Unitcd Statcs or a l /nitl'<l Srntes agency, or an officer or employee of the United St:lles dcscrihcd in F<.'d. 
R. Civ. P. I 2la)(2) or (3) - you mus! scrw on th..:: plainli ff nn answer to the au ached cornplai nt nr a motion umkr 
Rule 12 oflhc Federal Ruk~ ol'Civil Procedure. The answer or motion must be served on the plaintiff or plaimiff's 
attorney. whose name and address <1n:: ROBERT J. FRANK, ESQ. 

ROBERT J_ FRANK & ASSOCIATES, LLC 
205 W. WASHtNGTON STREET, STE 1 
LEWISBURG, WV 2400 I 

l r you foil to rcspnn<l, j ullgment by default wil I be entered against y11u for 1he relier dcm;-in<lcci in th~· 
complaint. You alsn must file- your answer or motion with lhe court. 

Dare: ._f/J t/_j_o_/_'3 __ _ 
Cheryl [)('{111 Riley, eta/..: of Court 

_.I!, l)p//!(}1-+-,JcrL..----
s,.~,11111,,.r of Clerk <'I' Depury Cfrrk -

,· 
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IN THE UNITED ST A TES DISTRICT COURT 

FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF WEST VIRGINIA 

Civil Action No. 

AITHEN MUNDO, 

AKA ANTHONY MUNDO 

Plaintiff, 

Civil Action No.l:12-cv-184 (Keeley) 

Electronically Filed: December 28, 2012 

v. 

LIEUTENANT SI IA W, individually as an 

Employee of the federal Bureau of Prisons; 

LIEUTENANT D. ITTSCO, individually as an 

Employee of the Federal Bureau of Prisons; 

OFFICER TENNEl\rT, individually as an 

Employee of the Federal Bureau of Prisons; 

OFFICER R. GARDNER, individually as an 

Employee of the Federal Bureau of Prisons; 

OFHCER BELLOTI, individually as an 

Employee of the Federal Bureau of Prisons; 

OFFICER KUN'IZMAN, individually as an 

Employee of the Federal Bureau of Prisons; 

OFFICER HILLBERRY, individually as an 

Employee of the Federal Bureau of Prisons; 

Defendants 

COMPLAINT PURSUANT TO 
BIVENS v. STX UNKNO'WN AGENTS, 403 U.S. 388, 390-97 (1971) 

------~---
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COMES NOW the Plaintiff, Aithen Mundo, AKA Anthony Mundo, by and 

through his attorney, E. LavoyJ Morgan Jr. of E. Lavoyd Morgan Jr. and Associates, 

and fur cause to complain against the Defendants states and alleges as follows: 

I. Nature of Action 

1. At all times pertinent hereto, the term "Plaintiff" shall rder to the Plaintiff 

named herein, Aithen Mundo, AKA Anthony Mundo. 

2. The Plaintiff is an Orthodox Jew who as a matter of conscience adheres to the 

laws and requirements of his faith. 

:1. For the period of time from on or around June 15, 2012 until April 11, 2912, the 

Plaintifr ,vas incarcerated in the Federal Bureau of Prisons at the Federal 

Correctional Institution, Morgantown, West Virginia (hereinafter "FCJ 

Morgantown"). Plaintiff was rC'lcased from incarceration prior to the filing of this 

subject law suit. 

4. This action is brought pursuant to Bil'C11s l'. Six U11k11owu Agents, 403 TJ.S. 388, 

390-97 (1971), for: a) violation of the Plaintiff's right to Free Exercise of Religion 

under the First Amendment to the United States Constitution; b) violation of 

Plaintiff's right of Equal Protection under the Fifth Amendment to the United 

States Constitution; and c) violation of the Plaintiff's right to be free from cruel 

and unu~ua! punishment under thC' Fighth Amendment to the United States 

Consti tu ti on. 

5. At cill times pertinent hereto it \-Vas dearly established federal law that a prisoner 

of the United States Bureau of Prisons, including the Plainliff, maintained his 

fundamental First Amendment right to frt>ely practice his rdigion, and that 
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Defendants could not impinge on this right unless said impingernent is 

reaso11c1Lly rt'lated to a legitimate penological interest. 0' Lone l'. [stnte of Shnhnzz, 

482 U.S. .142 (1987). Defendants violated this clearly established l;n-v; 

impermissibly denying Plaintiff his First Amendment right tn freely exercise his 

religion. 

6. At all times pertinent hereto, it was dearly establislwd federal law that a 

prisoner, including Plaintiff, maintained his fundamental Fifth Amendment right 

to be free from depri\'ations of "life, liberty, or property" without due µrocess of 

lmv, and tlrnl implicit in that guarantee is the right to receive equal protection of 

the laws. Defendants violated this clearly established law; impermissibly 

subjecting Plaintiff to punishment and humiliation and other ad\'erse acts based 

on his status as a religious minority. 

7. At all times pertinent hereto, it was clearly established federal law that it is a 

violation of the Eighth Amendment to use a form and severity of punishment 

which is degrading to human dignity, inflicted in an arbitrary fashion, or which 

is patently unnecessary under the totality of the circumstances. Defendants 

violated this clearly established law; impennissibly subjecting Plaintifi to 

degrading, arbitrary, and severe punishment for exercising or attempting to 

exercise his First Amendment right to freely exercise his religion. 

8. The claims in this complaint are cognizable under Bizie11s and the First, Fifth and 

Eighth Arnendments to the United States Constitution. 
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II. Jurisdiction and Venue 

9. Each nnd every allegation set forth in the preceding paragraphs is incorporated 

llC'rein by this reference with the same effect as if n.>-alleged herein. 

10. This Court has subject matter jurisdiction over this case under 28 U .S.C. § 1331, 

as this action arises under the First, Fifth, and Eighth Arnendments to the United 

States Constitution; under 28 U.S.C. § 134~(a)(3), in that Plaintiff seeks redress for 

deprivations made undC'r color of state Jaiv of rights, privileges, and immunities 

secured by the United States Constitution; u!l(Jer 28 lJ.S.C. § 1:143(a)(4), in that 

Plaintiff seeks damages under Bh1nrs I!. Six Unlmo,1111 Agents, 403 U.S. 388, 390-97 

(1971) in the nature of those provided for under 42 U .S.C. § 1983, w h kh provides 

a cause of action for the protection of civil rights; and under 42 U.S.C. § 1988(b) 

for an award of attorney's fees. 

11. Venue is proper in the United States District Court for the Northern District of 

West Virginia under 28 U.S.C. § 1391(b), because the events giving rise to the 

claims described in this Complaint occurred within the jurisdiction ot this court. 

III. Parties 

12. Each and every allegation set forth in the preceding paragraphs is incorporated 

herein by this reference with the same effect as if re-alleged herein. 

13. The Plaintiff, Aithen Mundo, AKA Anthony Mundo, !"Plaintiff"J is a United 

States citizen and a resident of the State of Pennsylvania. He \.vas pre\'iously 

incarcerated at the Federal Bureau of Prisons FCI Morgantown facility. At all 
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times pertinent hereto he \Vas under the direct control of supervision of the 

Bureau of Prisons and the Defendants named herein. 

14. Defendant, f .ieu tenant Sh,1\,v ,vas al all times relevant herein a correctional officer 

employed by the Federal Bureau of Prisons at the fCJ Morgantown facility. At 

all times pl'rtinent hereto he was acting under color of federal lm-v. Defendant 

\Vas responsible for the security and safety of persons incarcerated within BOP 

focilities, including Plaintiff, and was responsible for ensuring the constitutional 

rights of inmates were properly safeguarded during their incarceralion. He is 

being sued in his individual capacity for actions taken within the scope of his 

employment with BOP. 

15. Defend.ant, Lif'ulenant D. Fctsco was at all times relevant herein a correctional 

officer employed by the Federal Bureau of Prisons at the FCI Morgantown 

facility. At all times pertinent hereto he was acting under color of federal law. 

Defendant vvas responsible for the security and safety of persons incarcerated 

within BOP facilities, including Plaintiff, and was responsible for ensuring the 

constitutional rights of inmates were properly safeguarded during their 

incarceration. He i.s being sued in his individual capacity for actions taken 

within the scope of his employment with BOP. 

16. Defendant, Officer Tennent was at all times relevant herein a correctional officer 

employed by the Federal Bureau of Prisons at the FCI Morgantown facility. At 

all times pertinent hereto he was acting under color of federal law. Defendant 

was responsible for the security and safety of persons incarcerated \Vithin BOP 
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facilities, including Plaintiff, and was responsible for ensuring the constitutional 

rights of inmates were properly safeguarded during their incarceration. He is 

being sued in his individual capacity for actions taken 1/\'ithin the scope of his 

employment with BOP. 

17. Defendant Officer R. Gardner was at ,ill times relevant herein a correctional 

officer employed by the Federal Bureau of Prisons at the FCJ Morgantmvn 

facility. At all times pertinent hereto she vvas acting under color off ederal law. 

Defendant was responsible for the security and safety of persons incarcerated 

within BOP facilities, including Plaintiff, and was responsible for ensuring the 

constitutional rights of inmates were properly safeguarded during their 

incarceration. She is being sued in her individual capacity ior actions taken 

within the scope of her employment \Nith BOP. 

18. Dt,fendant Officer Belloti was at all times relevant herein a correctional officer 

employed by the Federal Bureau of Prisons at the fCI Morgantown facility. At 

all times pertinent hereto he was acting under color of federal law. Defendant 

was responsible for the security and safety of persons incarcerated within BOP 

facilities, including Plaintiff, and was responsible for ensuring the constitutional 

rights of inmates were properly safeguarded during their incarceration. He is 

being sued in his individual capacity for actions taken \vithin the scope of his 

employment with BOP. 

19. Defendant Officer Kuntzman was at all times relevant herein a correctional 

officer employed by the Federal Bureau of Prisons at the FCI Morgantown 
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facility. At all times pertinent hereto he was acting under color of federal law. 

Defendant was responsible for the security and safety of persons incarcerated 

within BOP focilities, including Plaintiff, and was responsible for ensuring the 

constitutional rights of inmates were properly safeguarded during their 

incarceration. He is being sued in his individual capcicity for actions taken 

within the scope of his employment with BOP. 

20. Defendant Officer Hillberry \Vas at all times relevant hcrC'in a correctional officer 

employed by the Federal Bureau of Prisons at the FCl Morgantown facility. At 

all times pertinent hereto he was acting under color of federal law. Defendant 

was responsible for the security and safety of persons inccucerated within BOP 

facilities, including Plaintiff, and was responsible for ensuring the constitutional 

rights of inmatC's vvcre properly safeguarded during their incarceration. He is 

being sued in his individual capacity for actions taken within the scope of his 

employment with BOP. 

21. Plaintiff is informed and believes, and on that basis alleges, that at all times 

relevant herein, Ddendants, and each of them, were employees and agents of the 

government of the United States of America, employed by the federal Bureau of 

Prisons. 

22. Plaintiff alleges that at all times relevant lo this action, Defendants, and each of 

them, acted in the course and scope of their employment and under color of 

federal law. 
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23. \Nhile acting i-lnd failing to act as alleg<'Ll herein, Defendants, and each of them, 

had complde custody and total control of Plaintiff. Plaintiff was dependent upon 

Defendnnts, ;1nd each of them, for their personal security. 

24. In pertorming the acts ,ind/ or omissions complained of herein, Defendants, and 

each of them, acted under color of federal law, and Plaintiff is informed and 

believes each acted maliciously, callously, intentionally, recklessly, with gross 

negligence, and with deliberate indifference to the rights and personal security of 

Plaintiff. Each of them knew or should have known that their conduct, attitudes, 

actions and/ or omissions were, and are, a threat to Plaintiff and to his 

Constitutionally-protected rights. Despite this knowledzc, Defendants, and each 

of them, failed to take steps to protect, Plaintiff, and tn ensure Plaintiff's 

Constitutional rights \.Vhile he was in Defendants' care and custCldy. 

IV. Factual Allegations 

25. Each and every Dllegation set forth in the preceding paragraphs is incorporated 

herein by this reference ·with the same effect as if re-alleged herein. 

26. Plaintiff Anthony Mundo was a male inmate incarcerated in the custody of the 

Federal Bureau of Prisons and housed at the FCI Morgantown facility, who was 

subjected to a pattern and practice of religious assaults, intimidation, physical 

and verbal abuse, threats of violence, invasions of privacy, and other violations 

of law by Defendants, and was retaliated against by Defendants for his 

complaints regarding this unla,,vful conduct as set forth herein. 
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27. On or about September 16, 2011, Plaintiff had a visit from his wife and two other 

parties. 

28. Plaintiff 1,vitnessed his ,.vife and the two other parties talking to Defendant 

Officer Tennant. Plaintiff was approached by a party advising that Defendant 

Officer Tennant would not allow Plaintiff's 1,vifc to enter the visiting room 

because she had ,1 slit on the bottom l1f her skirt. PL1intiff was able to visit with 

his \.vife and the two other parties within fifteen minutes of this situation. 

29. Plaintiff was called to the front desk by Ddendant Officer Tennent, by orders 

from Defendant Lieutenant Shaw ten minutes after his visitation began. Upon 

reaching Defendant Lieutenant Shaw, Plaintiff wa.s asked hy Defendant 

Lieutenant Shaw what his tzitzil was. 

30. That, Plaintiff advised DefenJant Lieutenant Sha\.v thJt it was a religious 

garment he wears every day. The importance of Plaintiff's tzitzit and its role in 

Plaintiff's observance of his faith wa.s Qasily ascertainable to Defendants. 

Defendants failed to undertake even minimal efforts to determine the 

significance of this garment or how it should be treated. 

31. Defendant Lieutenant Shav,, advised Plaintiff he had never seen him wear his 

tzitzit at mainline. 

:U. Plaintiff proceeded to explain to Defendant Lieutenant Shaw that he keeps his 

tzitzit tucked in his clothing when working the mainline, so that it did not get 

dirty with food particles. 
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33. Defendant T ,icutenant Shaw did not give Plaintiff time to explain about his tzitzit 

before interrupting him with a "shut up before I put you in the SHU (Special 

Housing Unit)." 

.14. Defendant Lieutenant Shaw then relocated Plaintiff, along with Defendant 

Officer Tennent to the search room, asking Plaintiff to remove his tzitzit. 

35. There was no legitimate penological interest requiring Plaintiff remove his tzitzit, 

or that it be taken from him. Plaintiff's tzitzit was removed in retaliaticm for 

asserting his First Amendment rights. Plaintiff's tzi tzi t \Vas removed as 

punishment for asserting his First Amf'ndment rights, WflS arbitrary in nature, 

degrading, and severe in proportion to the reasons for the punishment. Other 

similarly situated persons, belonging to other religious groups were not subject 

to removal of religious clothing or artifacts for asserting their First Amendment 

rights. 

16. That, Plaintiff felt emotionally "crushed" because he had always worn his tzitzit. 

37. That, Defendant Lieutenant Shaw grabbed Plaintiff's tzitzit and treated it as if it 

were a piece of rag by throwing it on a desk. There was no legitimate 

pcnological interest tn treating this garment with di.<:;respcct. 

38. Defendant Lieutenant Shaw vacated. the search room leaving Plaintiff undressed 

from the waist up and leaving his visitors in the visiting room for a period longer 

than ten (10) minutes. There was no legitimate penolngkal to leaving Plaintiff 

undressed from the waist up, particularly in view of Defendant Gardner, a 

female officer. 
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39. That, Defendant Lieutenant Shaw returned to the search room advising Plaintiff 

to redress and return to the visiting room to complete his visit. 

40. That, Plaintiff, while exiting the visiting rnom was pulled out of line from a pat 

dmvn ,rnd into a strip search room by Officer Belloti. Pbintiff asked why he was 

being strip-searched and \.Vas advised by Officer Belloti that it was" orders per 

l .ieutenant Shav..'." 

41. There was no reason or legitimate penological rational for strip searching 

Plaintiff. Plaintiff was strip searched in retaliation for asserting his First 

Amendment rights. The strip searching of Plaintiff was punishment for asserting 

his First Amendment rights, was arbitrary in nature, degradine;, and severe in 

proportion to the reasons for the punishment. Other similarly situated persons, 

belonging to other religious groups were not subject to strip search for asserting 

their First Amendment rights. 

42. Plaintiff was given his tzitzit back after the search and sent back to his unit 

(Alexander). 

43. That, while entering his unit, Plaintiff was waved over to an office by Officer 

King where he and Oefondant Lieutenant Shaw were located. 

44. Plaintiff stuck his head in the office to get his mail from Officer King when 

Defendant Lieutenant Shaw looked at him and said "What? Don't you see I'm 

here!" 

45. Plaintiff remained in his cubicle for the remainder of the night to avoid any 

further harassment from Defendant Lieutenant Shaw. 
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46. That, on or about December 30, 2011, at 9:00 p.m., Plaintiff entered the visiting 

area at FCJ Morgantown to log in and be patted-down to commence his visit. 

47. That, Defendant Officer R. Gardner, a female officer stood in front of Plaintiff to 

initiate the p.Jt-down \.\'hen Plaintiff advised her in a mild voice that it was 

against his religious beliefs to be touched by a female other than his wife. 

48. Defendant Officer R Gardner smiled at Plaintiff and then waved Defendant 

Officer Hillberry over to them. Defendant Officer Hillberry asked Plaintiff if he 

·was giving Defendant Officer R. Gardner a hard time at which time he 

responded vl'ith a "no sir". 

49. Defendant Officer Hillberry proceeded with the pat-down to allow Plaintiff his 

visit. Plaintiff was puUcd out of the pat-down line and asked to sit to the side by 

Defendant Officer Kuntzman. Plaintiff asked Officer Kuntzman if he was being 

strip-searched and was advised yes. 

50. Plaintiff was strip searched. There was no reason or legitimate penological 

rational for strip searching Plaintiff. Plaintiff was strip searched in retaliation for 

asserting his First Amendment rights. The strip searching of Plaintiff was 

punishment for asserting his First Amendment rights, was arbitrary in nature, 

degrading, and severe in proportion to the reasons for the punishment. Other 

similarly situated persons, belonging to other religious groups were not subject 

to strip search for asserting their First Amendment rights. 
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51. That, a strip-search was conducted on Plaintiff and was advised by Officer 

Kuntzman that Plaintiff was r,-ojng to the Special I-lousing Unit (SHU) an 

administrative segregation used to punish inmates. 

52. There wns no reasnn or legitimate penological rational for Placing Plaintiff in the 

SHU. Plaintiff was placed in the SHU in retaliation for asserting his First 

Amendment rights. The placement of Plaintiff in the SHU was punishment for 

asserting his First Amendment rights, was arbitrary in nature, degrading, and 

severe in proportion to the reasons for the punishment. Other similarly situated 

persons, belonging to other religious groups were not subject to placement in the 

SHU for asserting their First Amendment rights. 

53. Defendant Officer Cook entered thC' visiting room to transport Plaintiff to 

Defendant I ,ieutenant Fetsco's office where he was advised of his rights and 

further asked if Plaintiff wanted to tell him about the events of that morning. 

54. Plaintiff advised Defendant Lieutenant Fetsco of what he had informed 

Defendant Officer R. Gardner and was called a liar in front of Officer Cook and 

several other officers. This is despite an absolute failure on the part of Defendant 

Lieutenant Fetsco or other Defendants to determine and understand the tenants 

and requirements of Plaintiff's faith, or how that faith could be protected while 

still properly completing their assigned duties as corrections officers. 

55. That, Plaintiff was humiliated, degraded, belittled, disrespected, and 

embarrassed during and after this incident. 
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56. That, Plaintiff was denied his religious items (including his Tefflin ;md Siddur) 

required to practice his religion during his twenty-one (21) days in the SHU. 

There \vas no reason or legitimate penological rMional f,x denying Plaintiff 

access to his religious items vvhilc in the SHU. The denial of c1ccess to religious 

items while in the SI IU was in retaliation for asserting his First Amendment 

rights. The denial of access to religious items while in the SHU was punishment 

for asserting his First Amendment rights, \•vas arbitrary in nature, degrading, and 

severe in proportion to the reasons for the punishment. Other similarly situated 

persons, belonging to other religious groups were not subject to the denial of 

access to religious items while in the SHU for asserting their First Amendment 

rights. 

57. That, Plaintiff was released from the SJ TU after the twenty~one (21) days and his 

charges dismissed. 

58. Defendants, each of then1., failed to take action to prevent other Defendants from 

committing the illegal acts complained of by the Plaintiffs herein. By permitting 

such activity to continue unabated, Defendants, and each of them, adopted a de 

fac:to pc,licy of deliberate indifference to the wrongful acts complained of herein 

and adopted, authorized, ratified and approved a policy and practice of 

permitting religious assault. 

59. The actions, conduct and inactions of Defendants, and each of them, 

demonstrates a practice, custom ,or policy of reckless and deliberate indifference 

to instanC{'S of known or suspected denial of religious expression, intimidation, 
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abuse, threats of violence, retaliation and other violations of law violating 

Plaintiffs' Constitutional rights. 

60. An actual controversy exists between Plaintiff and Defendants concerning their 

rights, privileges and obligations. 

V. First Claim for Relief: First Amendment - Free Exercise 

61. Each and every a!Jegation set forth in the preceding paragraphs is incorporated 

herein by this reference with the same effect as if re-alleged herein. 

62. At all times pertinent hereto it was clearly l'stablishcd federal la\.V that a prisoner 

of the United States Bureau of Prisons, including the Plaintiff, maintained his 

fundamental First Amendment right to freely practice his religion, and that 

Defendants could not impinge on this right unless said impingement is 

reasonably related to a legitimate penological interest. 0' Lone u. Estate of Shabazz, 

482 U.S. 342 (1987). 

63. Defendants knew, or should have known, of this clearly established federn! law. 

64. There was no penological interest which necessitated, or was related to the 

conduct undertaken by Defendants as alleged herein. 

65. Defendants knc,v, or reasonably should have known, that their conduct as stated 

herein w ou 1 d negative I y impact or impinge the Plain tiffs ex ere isc of his 

fundamental First Amendment right to fref'ly practict:.' his religion. 

66. Defendants were aware of the consequences their conduct would have on the 

Plaintiff, and on the Plaintiff's exercise of his fundamental First Amendment 

right to freely practice his religion. Defendants' conduct negatively impacted or 
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impinged the Plaintiff's exercise of his fundamental First Amendment right to 

freely practice his religion. 

67. Dcfcrnfants intended that their conduct negativdy impact or impinge the 

Plaintiff's exercise of his fundamental First Amendment righl to freely practice 

his religion. 

68. Defendants' conduct demonstrates that they acted with animus toward Plaintiff 

due to his rl'ligious affiliation, identification, practices and beliefs. 

69. Plaintiff sustained injuries, damages, and losses, as a result of the Defendants' 

violation of Plaintiff's First Amendment Rights. Plaintiff alleges he is entitled to 

compensatory damages as stated herein for Defendants' violation of his 

constitutional rights. 

VI. Second Claim for Relief: Fifth Amendment - Equal Protection 

70. Each and every allegation set forth in the preceding paragr,1phs is incorporated 

herein by this referenn.> with the same effect as if re-alleged herein. 

71. At all times pertinent hereto, it was clearly established federal law that a 

prisoner, including Plaintiff, maintained his fundamental Fifth Amendment right 

to be free from deprivations of "life, liberty, or properly" without due process of 

law, and that implicit in that guarantee is the right to receive equal protection of 

the laws. 

72. At all times pertinent hereto it was clearly established law that pursuant to the 

equal protection guarantees implicit in the Fifth Amendment, the government, 
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including the Defendants must treat similarly-situated persons equally, and may 

not discriminate against a group based on rdigious identity. 

73. At all times pertinent hereto, it was clearly established f cderal law that the free 

exercise of religion is a fundamental right, and that classification by religious 

group, including Judaism, is a suspect classification, requiring the Defendants 

demonstrate a compelling state interest to impinge the fundamental right, or to 

enforce regulations in a manner discriminator to a discrete religious 

74. Defendants knew or should have known of this clearly established federal law. 

75. J\t all times pertinent hereto, Plaintiff is, and was, an Orthodox Jew. 

76. Defendants knew, or should have known, that at all times pertinent hereto, 

Plaintiff is, and was, an orthodox Jew. 

77. Defendants' conduct ,;1s alleged herein \Vas directed toward the particularized 

religious practices of a discrete group, i.e. Orthodox Judaism, of which Plaintiff 

was an adherent. 

78. Defendants' conduct taken against Plaintiff, which violated Plaintiff's First 

Amendment rights of free exercise of religion, discriminates against this Plaintiff 

while allowing similarly situated prisoners to enjoy their constitutional rights 

without interference. 

79. By treating Plaintiff in a discriminatory manner, Defendants have violated 

Plaintiffs fundamental rights. 

80. Defendants have no rational justification or basis for their discrimination or 

actions which violate the First Amendment rights of Plaintiff. 
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81. Therefore, Defendants' conduct violates the equal protection provisions implicit 

in the Fifth Amendment to the United States Constitution. 

82. Plaintiff suffered injuries, damages and losses as a result of Defendanb violation 

of Plaintiffs right to equal protection under the law, including hut not limited to 

an impingement of his right to freely exercise his religion, loss of liberty, 

humiliation, stigmatization, and threat of future discipline. Plaintiff alleges he is 

entitled to compensatory damages as stated. herein for Defendants' violation of 

his constitutional rights. 

VII. Third Claim for Relief: Eighth Amendment - Cruel and Unusual 

Punishment 

83. Each and every allegation set forth in the preceding paragraphs is incorporated 

herein by this reference with the same effect as if re-alleged herein. 

84. At all times pertinent hereto, it was clearly established federal law that it is a 

violation of the Eighth Amendment to use a form and sc\·erity of punishment 

which is degrJ.ding to human dignity, inflicted in an arbitrary fashion, or which 

is patently unnecessary under the totality of the circumstances. 

85. Defendants knew, or should have known, of this dearly established federal law. 

86. The punishment used against Plaintiff as stated herein, (i.e. strip searches, 

administrati\'e segregation, etc.) was degrading to human dignity, was inflicted 

in a completely arbitrary fashion, and was patently unnecessary under the 
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totality of the circumstances then existing. Said punishment constituted a 

Violation of Plaintiff's Eighth Amendment Rights. 

VIII. Damages 

87. As a result of the actions of Defendants as defined above, the Plaintiff has 

88. 

sustained past and future injuries, damages and losses including, but not limited 

to: 

a. 

b. 

C. 

d. 

f'. 

f. 

g. 

a. 

Bodily Injury 

Physical pain and suffering 

Mental and emotional suffering 

Medical expenses 

Permanent injury, disability, impairment and disfigurement 

Loss of enjoyment of life 

Any other relief the court deems just and proper 

Plaintiff is also entitled to recover the following: 

Cost of court expended herein, specifically including deposition expenses 

and expert witness fees. 

b. Pre-judgment, moratory judgment, and post-judgment interest at the 

highest lawful rate. 

c. Award of reasonable attorney fees and costs incurred in this action. 

d. Such other and further awards as the Court deems just and proper under 

the circumstances. 
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WHEREFORE, Plaintiff respectfully requests this Court enter judgment 

against th<.' Defcndunts for compensatory, and general damages in an amount to 

be proven at trial, together with costs of suit and reasonable attorney's fees as 

provided by law, and for such other relief as this Court deems just and proper. 

WHEREfORF, Plaintiff respectfully prays that judgment be entered against the 

Defendants herein upon each and every claim for relief asserted herein. 

PLAINTIFF HEREBY REQUESTS A TRIAL BY JURY ON ALL ISSUES HEREIN. 

Respectfully su brnitted this 28th Jay of December, 2012. 

AITJIEN MUNDO 
By Counsel 

<....._ !1 . 

/-- -~_:.,) ,·") ---.--··_:: _------------
·----E. Lav~)yd M~rgan Jr. Esq. WVSB No. 6985 

E. Lavoyd Morgan Jr. and Associates 
PO Box 1847 
Lewisburg, WV 24901 
Telephone: (304) 645-7120 
Fax: (304) 645-0118 
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STIPULATION FOR COMPROMISE SEiTLEM&rf AND RELEASE OF 
FEDERAL TORT CLAtMS ACT CLAIMS PURSUANT TO 28 U.S.C. § 2672 

ft is hereby ltipulated by and between the undersigned plainLiff (meanins any per80ll, other 

than the defendant and the altorncys. signjng this agrecmont, whether or not a party to this civil 

action), and die United States of America. by and throusb their respective attorneys, as fallows: 

J. The parties do hereby agree to settle and compromise each and every claim of any kind. 

whether known or unknown. arising directly or indlrectly &om the acts or omissions 1hat gave rise 

to administrative claim no. TRT-MXR-2014-01641 under the terms and eonditions set forth in this 

Settlement Agreement. 

2. The United Stales of America agrees to pay the sum of Twenty 1'housud Dollars 

($201000.00) which sum shall be in full seu1ement and satisfaction of any and all clauns. demands, 

rights, and causes of acdon of whatsoever kind and nature. arising from. and by reason of any and 

all known and unknown. fOJCSCen and unforeseen bodily and personal h\jurie5p damaF to property 

and the conscquoac:es lhereo~ rcsulling. and to mult, from die subject matter of this settlement, 

including any claims for wrongful doalh. for which claimant or his guardians. heirs, executors, 

administrators, or assigns. and each of tbem, now have or may hereafter acquire api.nst the Unitml 

Sts1es of America. ils agents, servants. and employees. 

3. Claimant and ms guardians. heirs. execu1on, administndors or assigns hereby agree to 

acccpl the sums set forth In dus Stipulation of CompromJse SeUlemcnt in full settlement. 

sadsfactlon. and release of any and all claims- demands. rights. and causes of action of whatsoever 

kind and nature. including claims for wrongful death. arising fRJm. and by reason of eny and all 

known and unknown. foreseen aad unforeseen bodily and personal injuries. damage to property 
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and the consequence, thereof which they may have or hereafter acquire against the United States 

of America. Its ageats. aotVants and employees on account of the same subject matter that gave rise 

to the admlnistmtive claims, lncludina any fulure claim or lawsuit of any kind or typ0 whatsoever. 

whether known or unknown. and whether for compensau,ry or exemplary damqes. Claimant 

end his guardians, behs. executors, administrators or assips further agree to reimburse. indomnify 

and hold harmless the United States of AmeciQI. Its agcnta. servants, and employet.• s from and 

against any and all such causes of acdon, claims. liens, rights. or subrogatcd or cantributlon 

intm:sts incident to or resuhing from further Htigadon or the prosecution of claims by claimant or 

his guardian,. heirs, executors, administrators or aalgns against any lhird party or asalnst the 

United States, including claims for wrongful death. 

4. This stipulation for compromise settlement is not. is In no way intended to be, and 

should nc>\ be conslnled as, an admission of liability or fa11lt on the part of the United States, lls 

agents. servants, or employees, and It is spcciflcally denied that Ibey are liable to the plaintlff. 

This settlement is cntcrod into by all parties ror lhe purpose of compromising disputed claims 

under the Federal Tort Claims Act. 

5, It is also qreed. by and among the parties, lhat the respective parties will each bear 

their own costs, fees. aod expenses aJ1d that any anomeys fees owed by the claimant will be paid 

out of the sctllement amount and not in addition thereto. 

6. It Is also understood by and among the parties that pursuant to Title 28, United States 

Code. Section 2678, attorneys fees ror services tendered in connection with this maner shall not 

exec:ed 20 per cmum of lhe amount of the compromise eettlmncnt. 
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7. The persona signing this Sdpulation Wllfl'IDt and represent that they possess full 

authority to bind lhe persons on whoso behalf they are signing to the tenns of the settlement. In 

the event any claimant is a minor or l~ly incompe&cnl adult, the claimant must obtain State 

Coun approval of the settlement at their expense. Claimant agrees to obtain such approval In a 

dmely manner: time being of the essence. Claimmu further agrees that lhc Unired States may 

void this seulemmt at its option in the event such approval is not obtained in 1. timely manner. Jn 

the event claimant fails to obtain suc:b Stale Court approval, the entire Stipulation For Compromlsc 

Settlement and Release and the compromise settlement are null and void. 

8, Payment of the settlement amount will be made by govemnient wire uansfer to the 

foUowing: 

A. Name of Bank: First National Bank. West Virginia 
B. SlreCt Address of Bank: US Route 219 North 
C. City, State and Zip Code of Bank: Lewisburg. WV 24901 
D. Routing Nwnbcr: 121042484 
E. Name of Accov"J' The I.aw P"tm> ofjrt J. Frank & Associates 
F. Account Numbe~(b)(6) ,...._ ____ _, 

9. The parties apee that the raci of this Stipulation for Compromise Settlement IIJld 

Release may be made public by lhe United States, and the claimant expressly conaenta to JUCh 

release and disclosure pursuant to S U.S.C. § SS2a(b), 

JO. CJobnaot agrees not to dJacuu or publicize the facts and allegations railod in the 

underlying administratiw tort claim without 1he exproas aulhorization of the United States, outside 

of any judicial tilifllS necessary to ensure appropriate enforcement of lbis Stipulation for 

Compromise Settlement and Release. 
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l l. It is contemplated that this Stipulation may be executed in several counterparts, with a 

separate signature page for each party. All such counterparts and signature puges, together, shall 

be deemed to be one docwnent. 

; -n---
Execuled this _J,j___ doy of January, 2014. 

Matthew W. Mellady, Regionel Counsel 
Federal Bureau of Prisons 
Attorney for United States of America 

·7 
'-:; /, 

Execl!\ed this ___ day of'Janu;:.r,.•,1014. 

. j 
'~--1/' I\ 

': '11: i/ ,-
' 'j,t j Ir'/ ·) 

Robert J. Frank, Atlomcy 
The Law Firm of Robert J. Frank & Associn:e!i, LLC 
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IN THE UNITED ST A TES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE WESTERN DISTRICT OF PENNSYLVANIA 

GARY COULTER, 
Plaintiff 

V. 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE, FEDERAL 
BUREAU OF PRISONS 

Defendant 

COMPLAINT 

AND NOW, comes the Plaintiff, Gary Coulter, by and through his attorneys, Nicholas, 

Perot, Smith, Koehler & Wall, P.C., and files the following Complaint as follows: 

I. That Plaintiff Gary Coulter is an adult individual presently residing at a 

Federal Correctional Institution at P.O. Box 15330 Fort Worth, Texas 76119. 

2. That Defendant United States of America, Department of Justice, Federal 

Bureau of Prisons (hereinafter "United States of America"), is a Federal Agency, which has a 

principal place of operation for the Mid- Atlantic Region at 10010 Junction Drive, Suite 100-N 

Annapolis Junction, Maryland 20701. 

3. That a claim was timely filed under the Federal Tort Claims Act, 28 

U.S.C. §2671, and denied by letter dated August 13, 2013. As such, this action is timely filed. 

4. That this Honorable Court has concurrent jurisdiction under 28 U .S.C. 

§1346 (b)(I). 

5. That on or about March 1, 2011, Plaintiff Gary Coulter was an 

incarcerated individual, inmate# 20502068, who was being transferred to FCI Forthworth, TX 

under the legal custody, control and supervision of the Defendant U.S. of A. and was being 
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transported via bus from Morgantown, West Virginia to Pittsburgh International Airport, 

Pittsburgh, Penns y Iv ania. 

6. That on Plaintiffs bus there were members of the Federal Marshalls 

responsible for the transport of prisoners. 

7. That at all times relevant, the members of the Federal Marshalls were 

acting as employees of the Defendant United States of America. 

8. That at all times relevant, Defendant United States of America had a duty 

to supervisor and control their Federal Marshalls while transferring prisoners on March 1, 2011. 

9. That at all times relevant, Plaintiff was a left below the knee amputee and 

was restrained with handcuffs around his wrists attached at his waist and without his prosthesis. 

IO. That at the above time and place, while the bus was parked, Plaintiff 

requested to use the restroom facilities on the bus with the Federal Marshalls' assistance. 

11. That the Federal Marshalls, while allowing Plaintiff to use the restroom, 

failed to assist Plaintiff to the restroom facilities, nor did they provide him with his prosthesis or 

cane in order for him to support himself. 

12. That Plaintiff was attempting to return from using the restroom facilities 

when he fell straight down onto the end of his amputated left leg. 

I 3. That as a result of the violent impact with bus floor, Plaintiff Gary Coulter 

was violently shaken and suffered severe, serious and permanent injuries and permanent 

impairment of bodily functions including: 

a. Blunt force trauma to left amputated leg, right knee, left elbow, 

and right 5th finger; 

b. Fractured supracondylar of left femur; 
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c. Fractured left distal femur with mal-alignmcnt; 

d. Lacerations on left arm and right 51
h finger; 

e. Open Reduction Internal fixation surgery to left leg amputation; 

f. Revision surgery to above- left knee amputation; 

g. Contusions on left knee, left elbow, right hand; 

h. Constant pain in left leg residual stump; and 

1. Shock to nerves and nervous system; 

14. That as a direct and proximate result of the aforementioned lllJunes 

suffered by Plaintiff Gary Coulter, he has the following damages: 

a. Plaintiff has suffered and will suffer great pam, suffering, 

inconvenience, mental anguish, and loss of enjoyment of life's 

pleasures; 

b. Plaintiff has been and will be required to expend large sums of 

money for surgical and medical attention, inmcluding physical 

therapy, hospitalization, medical supplies, surgical appliances, 

medicines and attendant's services; 

c. Plaintiffs general health, strength, and vitality have been impaired. 

15. That Defendant United States of America, breached its duty to set proper 

standards for transporting prisoners with disabilities and supervise and control the Federal 

Marshalls in the following respects: 

a) In failing to provide adequate medical care and/ or medical 

supplies or devices; 

b) In allowing the Federal Marshalls to be deliberately indifferent to 
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Plaintiffs serious medical needs; 

c) In not physically assisting Plain tiff to and from the restroom given 

his amputation and disability; 

d) In not providing Plaintiff with his prosthetic or a cane; 

e) In failing to establish proper procedures for Plaintiff to use the 

restroom facilities safely; 

f) In failing to make existing facilities readily accessible to and 

usable by individuals with disabilities such as Plaintiff; 

g) In negligently caring, controlling and/ or assisting Plaintiff m 

moving to and from the restroom facilities while on the bus; 

h) In failing to properly train and/or supervise members on Plaintiffs 

bus; 

i) In failing to comply with the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, 29 U.S.C. 

§794(a) and Title II of the Americans with Disabilities Act, 42 

u.s.c. §12131. 

16. That Defendant United States of America is responsible for the setting of 

proper standards for transporting prisoners with disabilities and the negligent actions of the 

members of the Federal Prison Guard, as set forth above, and their negligence was the proximate 

cause of Plaintiff's injuries set forth above. 

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff, Gary Coulter demands judgment against the Defendant United 

States of America, Department of Justice, Federal Bureau of Prisons in an amount of 

$500,000.00, plus interest and costs of suit. 
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A JURY TRIAL OF TWELVE (12) IS DEMANDED. 

Respectfully submitted, 

NICHOLAS, PEROT, SMITH, KOEHLER & WALL 

BY S/Michael J. Koehler, Esquire 
Michael J. Koehler, Esquire 
Pa. l.D. 56195 
2527 West 26th Street 
Erie, Pennsylvania 16506 
(814) 833-8851 
Attorney for the Plaintiff 
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IN THE UNITED ST ATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE WESTERN DISTRICT OF PENNSYLVANIA 

GARY COULTER, ) 
) 

Plaintiff, ) Civil Action No. 1 :14-cv-00030 
) 

V. ) Judge Mark R. Hornak 
) 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, ) 
) 

Defendant. ) 

MEMORANDUM ORDER 

Plaintiffs Complaint was received by the Clerk of Court on January 30, 2014, and was 

referred to United States Magistrate Judge Susan Paradise Baxter for Report and 

Recommendation in accordance with the Magistrates Act, 28 U.S.C. § 636(b)(l ), and Rules 

72.1.3 and 72.1.4 of the Local Rules for Magistrates. The Defendant thereafter moved to dismiss 

the actions on various grounds. The Magistrate Judge's Report and Recommendation, issued on 

February 13, 2015, recommended that the Motion to Dismiss by Defendant [ECF No. 8] be 

denied. The parties were a!lowed fourteen (14) days from the date of service to file objections. 

Service was made on all parties by ECF. Objections were filed by Defendant on February 26, 

2015. Plaintiff filed a response to the Objections on March 6, 2015. 

After a de novo review of the pleadings and documents in the case, together with the 

Report and Recommendation and the Objections/Response to Objections, it is ORDERED that 

the Motion to Dismiss by Defendant (ECF No. 8] is DENIED. The Report and Recommendation 
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of Magistrate Judge Baxter, issued February 13, 2015, as modified by this Order1
, is adopted as 

the Opinion of the Court. 

In its Objections, the Defendant for the first time asserted that the Plaintiffs claim under 

the Americans with Disabilities Act ("ADA.') should be dismissed on jurisdictional grounds, in 

that by its terms that statute is inapplicable to the United States as a defendant. The Court does 

not believe that the argument made by the United States goes to the decisional power of this 

Court, the sine qua non of subject matter jurisdiction, but instead makes a classic Rule 12(b)(6) 

argument, e.g. the "claim" fails to state a claim. See Scheidt v. Donahoe, No. 13-cv-836-JAP, 

2014 WL 6991982, at *2 (D. N.J. Dec. 10, 2014) (dismissing ADA claim against federal 

government for failure to state a claim). The Court notes that the United States appears to be 

correct on the law, that is that an ADA claim may not be pursued by the Plaintiff against the 

United States on the facts alleged. The United States will now have an opportunity to file an 

Answer pursuant to Fed. R. Civ. P. 12(a), and once having done that, it may raise this issue with 

the Magistrate Judge at the first procedural juncture available, perhaps in a Motion for Judgment 

on the Pleadings, Fed. R. Civ. P. 12(c), as to that claim. 

Second, the Court concludes that the analysis of the Magistrate Judge relative to the issue 

of exhaustion of administrative remedies in regard to the Plaintiffs Rehabilitation Act claim in 

the context of the Plaintiffs surgical hospitalization was fairly raised by the record in the case, 

and it was not, as the United States seemingly contends, the Magistrate Judge engaging in an 

impermissible analytical detour in recommending that the Motion to Dismiss on "failure to 

exhaust" grounds be denied. Such denial is without prejudice in any event, and the United States 

1 The citations to Turicentro, S.A. v. American Airlines, Inc. and Carpet Grp. Int 'Iv. Oriental Rug 
Importers Ass 'n, Inc. at page 3 of the Report and Recommendation are each modified to add "overruled 
on other grounds by Animal Science Products. Inc, v, China Minmetals Corp., 654 F. Jd 462 (3d Cir. 
2011).'' 

2 
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will be free to raise such matters in a subsequent Motion for Summary Judgment, if the record at 

that time supports such a position. 

Third, the Court finds no merit in the Objection of the United States to the portion of the 

Report and Recommendation declining to recommend dismissal at this time based on the 

"discretionary function" doctrine. The declarations submitted by the United States in those 

regards are so narrowly crafted in terms of their assertions regarding what is not in the applicable 

rules and regulations relative to the transportation of inmates so as to perhaps dodge ( or at least 

overly parse) what is the relevant inquiry, namely do the regulations, rules and policies 

applicable to such matters otherwise or in a more general fashion set a non-discretionary 

standard applicable to such matters. It may tum out, after the appropriate discovery, that the 

United States is correct, and that the means and manner of accomplishing such matters as arc 

relevant here arc discretionary. Perhaps not.2 Either way, this Court does not read the Report 

and Recommendation as supporting the argument of the United States that this disposition 

would generate the much-maligned discovery "fishing expedition," a position that is often the 

argument du }our whenever a party wants to end a case prior to any discovery. The Court has 

faith in the ability of the Magistrate Judge to manage pretrial matters, including such discovery, 

so as to foster the ;'just, speedy, and inexpensive" disposition of this civil action. 

~ :!>/is:/tS-
Mark R. Hornak 
United States District Judge 

cc: Susan Paradise Baxter, U.S. Magistrate Judge 
All counsel of record 

2 The Court finds that intimation of the United States that disclosure and consideration of any generalized policy 
statement that would direct the method by which Deputy United States Marshals are to assist (or not) inmates with 
amputations or other lower extremity impairments to go to the bathroom would necessarily raise ;'sensitive issues 
involving prison safety and security," ECF No. 14 at 7. to be a bit overheated. 

3 
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IN THE lJNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR TI-IE WESTERN DISTRICT OF PENNSYLVANIA 

GARY COULTER 

Plaintiff(s) 
V. 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

Defendant(s) 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

) Civil Action No. 14-30 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

REPORT OF J\'.EUTRAL 

A mediation session was held in the above captioned matter on February 24. 2016 • 

The case (please check one): 
_x __ hasrcsolved 
__ has resolved in part (see below) 

has not resolved. 

The paiiies request that a follow up conference with the Com1 should be scheduled within 
__ days. 

If the case has resolved in part, please indicate the part that has resolved and/or the 
c !aim( s )/parties that remain. 

Dated: February 24, 2016 ls/Philip 8. Friedman 

Signature of Neutral 

Rev. 09/11 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT CO 

EASTERN DISTRICT OF VIRGINIA 

WAYNE CARREL, Plaintiff 

FILED 
l}w,.5 ~ 

[ JAN 25 20131 

WJ'ERK, US GiSlRICT COURT 
NOHFOi..K, VA 

) 
) 

) 
) 

) 

( 'ivil Action No. J : l 3- C.. V-- L\ '-\ 

V. 

UNITED ST ATES, Defendanl 

) 
) 
) 

) 
) _______________ ) 

VERIFIED 
COMPLAINT 

I. JURISDICTION & VENUE 

I. Plaintiff Wayne Carrel. pro .'ie. brings this civil a<.:tion pursuant to the Federal Tort Claims Act 

(hereinafter "FTCA .. ). 28 U .S.C. § 1346(h ). 26 71-80. This Court has jurisdiction under 28 U .S.C. 

§§ 1331 and 1343(a)(J ). 

2. The Eastern District of Virginia is an appropriate vc:nue under 28 U.S.C. §139l(b)(2) because it is 

where a substantial amount of the events giving risl! to the claims occurred. 

II. PLAINTIFF 

3. Plaintiff, Wayne Carrel. is and was at all times relevant to this action a prisoner in the custody of 
the Federal Bureau of Prisons (hereinafter ··eop··). Mr. Carrel is currently confined in the medium 
security facility at the Federal Correctional Complex at Petersburg. Virginia (hereinafter ·•PEM") 

which is located in the Eastern District of Virginia. Mr. Carrel's mailing address is: Wayne Carrel. 

058 l l •028, PO Box I 000, Petersburg, VA 23804-1000. 

Ill.DEFENDANT 

4. Defendant. United States. is the only appropriate defendant in this FTCA action. For the purposes 
of this action. Defendant is presumed to reside at the oflice of the United States Attorney for the 
Eastern District of Virginia. Justin V./. Williams t :nitcd States Attorney's Building. 2100 Jamieson 

Ave .• Alexandria, VA 22314 
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IV. FACTUAL ALLEGATIONS 

5. On July 13, 2009. Plaintiff reported to Sick Call I to seek medical attention for a persistent cough 
lasting more than eight weeks. as well as recently-developed symptoms of tingling and numbness 
in the pinky and ring fingers of Plaintifl's lcli hand. Plaintiff described these symptoms. in writing, 
via Sick Call Complaint Form (hereinalkr .. SCF""). and said form was collected by the attending 
Physician's Assistant (hereinafter ··PA"). 

6. Upon information and belief. the SCFs completed by inmates and collected by medical staff are 
and were routinely destroyed by medical staff rather than being filed or archived. 

7. Within approximalely thirty minutes of suhmining the SCF referenced in paragraph 5. Plaintiff 
was taken into an examination room by the PA At this time. Plaintiff reiterated the symptoms he 
had presented in writing on the SCF and also n:rhally described an odd sensation. similar to an 
electric shock, that Plaintiff would experience cn.·ry time he coughed. 

8. Subsequent to the events described in paragraph (1. the PA took readings of Plaintiffs vital signs 
and set an appointment for Plaintiff to return to medical on July 23, 2009. A copy of the 
appointment slip is attached as Exhibit "A". The PA made no comment to Plaintiff regarding 
Plaintiffs complaint. · 

9. On July 23. 2009, Plaintiff reported to medical as scheduled. At this time. Plaintiff was taken into 
an examination room by the attending PA Plaintiff reiterated, to the PA. the symptoms described 
in paragraphs 5 and 7. The PA listened to Plaintifl's lungs. and declared the lungs were clear. 
Plaintiff asked the PA about the tingling and numbness in Plaintiffs hands. to which the PA 
replied that it was unrelated to the cough. The PA then told Plaintiff to expect to be called to 
medical for an x-ray. 

I 0. On July 28, 2009, Plaintiff was called to medical for an x-ray appointment. Plaintiff reiterated to 
the x-ray technician the symptoms described in paragraphs 5 and 7. The x-ray technician told 
Plaintiff: "We handle only one problem al a time." and that these x-rays were "for the cough." 

11. During the appointment described in paragraph l O. the x-ray technician took two frontal images 
and one side view of Plaintiffs chest. She then told Plaintiff to return to Sick Call in two weeks to 
obtain the x-ray results. 

1 Sick Call refers to the system used at the time whereby inmates could seek medical attention. The procedure was for an 
inmate to wait until "Sick Call" was announced (usually around 6:.rn a.m.). repon to medical. complete a Sick Call Complaint 
Form describing the symptoms. and submit the form to the ,mending. PA. The inmate would then wail lo be seen by the 
aucnding PA. 

Page.: 2 of 9 
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12. On August 11. 2009. Plaintiff reported to Sick Call as directed. Plaintiff submitted a new SCF. on 
which he requested the x-ray results. Plaintiff also stated. in writing on the SCF. that his symptoms 
were worsening. and that his right hand was now also beginning to experience tingling and 
numbness. The attending PA gave Plaintiff an appointment to return on August 27. 2009. A copy 
of the appointment slip is attached as Exhibit .. ir·. 

13. On August 27, 2009. Plaintiff returned to medical as scheduled. At this time, the attending PA told 
Plaintiff that the x-ray results weren't in yet. and gave Plaintiff an appointment to return to medical 
the next day, August 28. 2009. A copy of the appointment slip is attached as Exhibit "C ... 

14. Plaintiff returned to medical on August 28. 2009. as scheduled. Two attendant PAs told Plaintiff 
that there were no x-ray results for the frontal images. but that the side view image was negative. 

15. Plaintiff told both PAs that the numbness had now progressed into both hands, both arms. and was 
beginning to affect his legs and even his trunk. 

16. Plaintiff also told both PAs that he was now having difliculty performing such ordinary tasks as 
buuoning his clothes. and that he \..,·as frequently dropping objects. 

17. As to the claims in paragraphs 15 and 16. the PA~ only said to Plaintiff that when the x-ray results 
came in. Plaintiff would be notified. 

18. On September 1. 2009. Plaintiff tiled a Request for Informal Resolution2 (hereinafter .. RFIR .. ) 
against medical. 

19. In the RFIR referenced in paragraph 18. Plaintiff requested prompt medical attention due to a six
month cough and numbness in both hands. Plaintiff also asked for the x-ray results and radiology 
report. 

20. Two weeks later. on September 14. 2009. Plaintiff received a response to his RFIR. The response 
did not address Plaintin1s request for medical attention. but only stated. "We have resolve [sic] any 
problem with the machine and all films have been sent to be read today. 9/11/09. Please visit Sick 

., 
- A Request For Informal Resolution ("RFIR") is the first step in lh,: grievance process used by inmates who wish to seek 
administrative remedy. The RFIR is completed h) the inmate and presented to his Correctional Counselor. who in turn 
contacts the individuals responsible for the matter at hand. Aller the responsible individuals reply to the RFIR, the Counselor 
then returns the RFIR. complete with the response. to the inmate. At this point. if the inmate is not satisfied. he may proceed 
with the first step in the formal grievance process. the Requcsl For Administrative Remedy. 

Page 3 of9 
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Call in two weeks to see your films results and further treatment." A copy of the RFIR and 

response is attached as Exhibit .. o-·. 

21. On September 25, 2009, Plaintiff reported to Sick Call as directed and completed a new SCF. The 

attending PA. B. Kaua. collected the SCF. Once inside the examination room. Plaintiff pleaded 

with PA Katta to do something besides just schedule another appointment. 

22. As to the claims in paragraph 21. PA Katta scheduled another appointment for Plaintiff. The 

appointment was set for October 6. 2009. A copy of the appointment slip is attached as 

Exhibit "E". 

23. Plaintiff reiterated his symptoms to PA Katta. and explained that even simply walking had become 

difficult. 

24. As to the claim in paragraph 23. PA Katta replied. ··Well. you're vertical Hit looks like you are 

walking okay to me." 

25. Plaintiff expressed his concern to PA Katta that nerve compression, perhaps involving the brachia! 

plexus, might be causing Plaintifl's symptoms. 

26. As to the claim in paragraph 25. PA Kalla told Plaintiff. --1•m not interested in your diagnosis," and 

dismissed Plaintiff. 

27. Prior to exiting the examination room. Plaintiff asked PA Kaua for the correct spelling of his 

name. PA Kaua then used a rubber stamp to imprint .. B. Kaua. MLP" on the back of Plaintiffs 

appointment slip. 

28. As Plaintiff was leaving. he said. ··Thank you:· to J>A Katta. who then replied, --Thank you •• nor· 

29. On September 28. 2009. Plaintiff initiated a new RFIR against PA Katta for unprofessional 

conduct. A copy of this RFIR is attached as Ex hi hit .. F ... 

30. Also, on September 28, 2009, Plaintiff appealed to the Warden the RFIR referenced in paragraphs 

18 through 20. In the appeal. Plaintiff pleaded for medical attention. citing (among other things) 

loss of feeling and dexterity in both hands. numbness progressing into both legs and trunk, and 
difficully walking. A copy of this appeal is att:.tcheJ as Exhibit "G'". 

31. Upon information and belief. when a prisoner tiles a RFIR. the grievance staff calls the matter to 

the attention of those individuals responsible- for 1hc matter that the RFIR concerns. 

Page 4 of 9 
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32. On October 6, 2009. Plaintiff had a medical appointment scheduled for I 0:00 a.m. However. due 

to foggy conditions, a census count was com.luctcJ at 9:50 a.m., and Plaintiff was prevented from 

going to his appointment by the housing unit officer. 

33. At about 11 :50 a.m. that morning. Plaintiffs housing unit was released for the midday meal. At 

that time, Plaintiff reported directly to medical and explained to the lady in charge what had 
happened. She told Plaintiff that medical ha<l radioed all unit officers earlier. and told them to 

release the 10:00 a.m. medical appointments to medical. She then told Plaintiff to report to Sick 

Call to obtain a new appointment. 

34. As to the claims in paragraphs 32 and 33. Plaintiff asked his Correctional Counselor for assistance. 

The counselor called medical and asked what could be done. Upon hanging up. the counselor told 

Plaintiff that medical said to send Plaintiff to Sid. Call to obtain a new appointment. 

35. On October 27, 2009. Plaintiff received written notice that the grievance appeal he had submitted 

on September 28. 2009, had been received hy the Warden's office on October 20. 2009, and that a 

reply was due to Plaintiff by November 9. 2009 . .-\ copy of this notice is attached as Exhibit ••ff·. 

36. On November 13. 2009. Plaintiff received the Wnrdcn's response to Plaintifrs RFIR submitted on 

September 28, 2009. This response essentially slated that Plaintiff had never presented with 

symptoms of numbness. that the x-ray machine had been repaired. that Plaintiff had failed to 

appear for his appointment on October 6. 2009. and that Plaintiff should report to Sick Cal I if he 

should need further medical assistance. A copy of this response is attached as Exhibit "'I". 

37. On November 16, 2009, Plaintiff again reported to Sick Call. On the SCF, Plaintiff specifically 

requested to be seen by a doctor. rather than just .mother PA. Upon review of the SCF, PA Virga 
told Plaintiff that an x-ray of Plaintiffs neck \\.'(mid be scheduled. 

38. At about 12:40 p.m. on November 18. 2009. medical took an x-ray image of Plaintiffs neck. 

Plaintiff was given an appointment to return to medical at I 0:00 a.m. on December 8, 2009, to 

obtain the x-ray results. A copy of the appointment slip is attached as Exhibit "J". 

39. Plaintiff reported to medical at 10:00 a.m. on December 8. 2009. as directed. and requested the x
ray results from the attending PA. 

40. As to the claim in paragraph 39. the PA told Plaintifl: ··oh. yeah. okay ... we got the results back. 
Says here you've got a mild degenerative disk disl.!usc, Basically. just. you know. keep exercising 
it. and, you know. work your neck a 101:· The PA then demonstrated a large rolling motion of his 

neck as an example. 

Page 5 of9 
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41. In addition to the claims in paragraph 40. the PA also told Plaintiff that Plaintiff would be placed 

on the waiting list lo see the orthopedic doctor. 

42. The orthopedic doctor came to the institution and saw patients on numerous occasions during the 

months of December. 2009. and January. 20 I 0. 

43. As 10 the claim in paragraph 42. Plaintiff was 1101 one of the patients seen by the orthopedic doctor 

during that time. 

44. Near the end of February. on February 22. 20 I 0. Plaintiff was called-out to medical for an 

appointment with the orthopedic doctor. Dr. K. Prakash. 

45. During the appointment referenced in paragraph 44. Plaintiff once again reiterated his symptoms 

to Dr. Prakash. The doctor performed a few simple reflex checks on Plaintiff. and subsequently 

declared to Plaintiff. •·Well, you arc hypc:r•retlcxi"c:· 

46. As to the claims in paragraph 45. Plaintiff then asked Dr. Prakash for his diagnosis. to which the 

doctor replied, "Hyperreflexia indicates that then.· is some nerve compression going on in your 

spine. So, I'm going to recommend an MRI of your spine. I'm also going to mark it 'Urgent Care.' 

but you must understand that it's up to them to do it•· I can only make the recommendation.'' A 

copy of the notes made by Dr. Prakash during this cncounter is attached as Exhibit .. K ... 

4 7. Three days later, on February 25. 20 I 0. in the middle of the night. Plaintiff was transported to the 

Federal Medical Center in Butner. North Carolin:.,. At this time. an MRI of Plaintiffs spine was 

performed. and then Plaintiff was returned to PErv1 that afternoon. 

48. The next day, February 26, 20IO. Plaintiff was culled to medical by the institution's Clinical 

Director. Dr. Shah. She told Plaintiff that he would likely require surgery, and that Plaintiff would 

be scheduled to meet with a surgeon, Dr. Shah abo prescribed a cane to help Plaintiff walk, as 

well as a lower bunk to eliminate the need for Plaintiff to climb. Lastly. Dr. Shah instructed 
Plaintiff to avoid any lifting and to be careful in all movement to help minimize the danger that 

Plaintiff might become quadriplegic. 

49. Ten days later, on March 8, 2010. Plaintiff was transported to Colonial Heights. Virginia. to meet 

with Dr. Kalluri. a surgeon, 

50. During the appointment referenced in paragraph 49. Dr. Kalluri told Plaintiff that. even though the 

images from Plaintiffs MRI had not been made available to the doctor. the MRI report had been. 

Page 6 of 9 
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Dr. Kai I uri told Plaintiff that the report clearly i ml icated that Plaintiff was suffering from 
compression of the spinal cord. A copy of the MRI report is attached as Exhibit ''L'' 

51. As to the claims in paragraph 50. Dr. Kalluri explained the serious nature of Plaintiffs condition, 
and prescribed emergency surgery (anterior discectomy and fusion) to relieve the compression of 
Plaintiffs spinal cord. 

52. Two days later, on March 10. 2010. Plaintiff was transported to Southside Regional Medical 
Center. where Dr. Kalluri performed Plaintifl's surgery. A copy of Dr. Kalluri's post-surgical dicta 
is attached as Exhibit ·•M". 

53. Plaintiff has suffered permanent spinal cord damugc resulting from spinal cord compression which 
was left untreated for approximate! y eight months from the ti me Plaint i fT first presented his 
symptoms to medical staff. 

54. As a result of the injury claimed in paragraph 53. Plaintiff now has difficulty walking. can no 

longer run at all, has loss of sensation and dexteri1y in both hands and arms, and suffers a constant 
unpleasant sensation affecting the skin or his tors1,. 

55. As to the claims in paragraph 54. Plaintifl's quali1y of life has been greatly diminished. Plaintiff 
has difficulty performing mundane tasks such as ,-.-alking. buttoning his clothes. or identifying and 

removing an object from his pocket. Plaintiff freq ucntly drops objects. and can no longer 
participate in activities which used to bring Plain1iff happiness. such as playing musical 

instruments or tennis. 

56. On July 12. 2011. Plaintiff filed a tort claim with the BOP. seeking damages in the amount of 
$300K for permanent injury sullcred by Plaintiff Jue to medical negligence by BOP medical staff. 
A copy of the tort claim is attached as Exhibit ··N ... 

57. On January 19, 2012. the BOP denied Plaintiff's tort claim. A copy of the denial lelter is attached 
as Exhibit '"O''. 

58. On May 16. 2012. pursuant to the FTCA an<l Virginia law. Plaintiff obtained a written opinion 
from an expert witness. Plaintiff reasonahly belii:vcs this expert witness would qualify as an expert 
witness pursuant to Virginia Code §801-581.20. Subsection A. 

59. As to the claim in paragraph 58. the expert witness. who is a medical professional. declared. in 
writing. that,•• ... the defendant in this matter deviated from the applicable standard of care. and the 
deviation was a proximate cause of the i1\juries claimed by the plaintiff.'' 

Page 7 ol'9 
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60. As to the claim in paragraph 58. and pursuant 10 Virginia Code §8.01-20.1, neither the identity nor 
qualifications of the certifying expert. nor the nature of his or her opinions. are subject to 

discovery by any defendant. Therefore. Plaintiff has submitted a copy of the certifying expert's 
opinion separately to the Court and has withheld delivery of a copy to Defendant. 

61. On June 8, 2012, pursuant to the FTCA. Plaintiff requested reconsideration of his tort claim by the 
BOP. A copy of Plaintiffs request letter is attached as Exhibit "P". 

62. On July 13, 2012. the BOP denied Plaintiffs tort claim for the second time. A copy of this denial 

letter is attached as Exhibit "'Q". 

63. Plaintiff has obtained the wri Uen medical opinion of Raymond P. Mooney. P A-C. dated 
November 16. 2012. A copy of Mr. Mooney's expert opinion is attached as Exhibit .,R ... 

64. As to the claim in paragraph 63. Mr. Mooney iterates five distinct ways in which Defendant 
breached the duty of care owed to Plaintiff by Deti:ndant. 

V. CLAIMS FOR RELIEF 

65. Defendant owed Plaintiff a duty of care pursuant to 28 CFR §§0.95(b) and 0.96(a). as 
implemented in BOP Program Statement 60 I 0.0~. 

66. As to the claim in paragraph 65. Defendant breached that duty as described in paragraphs 5 
through 64 of this complaint. 

6 7. Plainti fT has sufT ered permanent injury as descri hc<l in paragraphs 5 3 through 5 5 of this complaint. 

68. As to the claims in paragraph ,1, Plaintiffs injury was proximately caused by the breach of duty 

owed to PlaintifTby Defendant. 

VI. RELIEF REQUESTED 

WHEREFORE. Plaintiff requests that this Court: 

A. Order Defendant to pay compensatory damages to Plaintiff in the amount of$300,000: 

8. Order Defendant to pay all costs associated \\/ith this action: and 

C. Grant any other relief as this Honorable Court may deem proper in this matter. 

Page 8 of9 
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Respectfully submitted this Cf~ day of .!fi.rtlvNlf . 2013. 

J~ 
w~ 
05811-028 FCC-MED A/S 
PO Box 1000 
Petersburg. VA 23804-1000 

VII. VERIFICATION 

Pursuant to U.S. C. § I 7 46. I dee I arc and vcri fy under penalty of perjury under the laws of the United 

States of America that the foregoing is true and correct. 

Executed this Cj th day of :rlV4J/tllj . ::w 13. 

Page 9 of 9 
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The enclosed check in the amount of $3 50 .00 is to pay the ftl i ng fees for a tort complaint lo be ti led 
within the next two to five days by Wayne Carrel. a federal prisoner. 

Wayne Carrel, Plaintiff 
05811-028 FCC-MED A/S 
PO Box 1000 
Petersburg, VA 23804-1 000 

Rernitter is 

S. Wayne Carrel 
8219 South Fillmore Circle 
Centennial, CO 80 122 
720-202-5289 
wayne@waynecarrel.com 

Thank you 



***CLERK US DISTRICT COURT*** 
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EXHIBIT A 
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EXHIBIT B 
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1'1(llNiC 

EXHIBIT C 

Please r,ive this to the 1e
ceptioni,1 when you relum 
1u kt-cp :his appointment. 

IMPORTANT ,. 

PLEASE l:IRINC YOUR 
10 CARD TO CLINIC 

•-.,us I 8£ IN UN>fC~~• 

OfPA.Uol(U 0, 

"UUll ,11,1) lllllll- stll'llell 
PHUC NIAUH SI IV tee 
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----------, A.ttachmenr'A 

I EXHIBIT D I PEX·1330.13 
. . July IS, 2004 

To, t,J, 8;,¼L "~ ,. ol * 
(N1me) (R~g. /lio.) 

Br: C • fsl,,c.c.J.;•t,.J 
{Slall) 

FEDERAL CORRECT!O~r\L COMPLEX 
PETERSOURG, VIRGlNIA 

AOMINJSTRA TIVE REMEDY AITEMPl AT INFORMAL RESOLUTION 

Program Stalen,cnt 1330.13, Administrati\·c RcmeJy Pwcctlurc~ (, r tnma:cs, requires an inma!c, in most cases, to malce 
an attempt at informal rcsolucion prior to fihng an administrative 1r:n.:dy. An inmate with a complaint should complete 
the first 1hrce sections below and submit the fom1 to his C<>rrcc1ion it Counselor. 

4. 

5. 

Housing Unit 

OS-S ! I - o-Z.6 
Reg. No. ! 

, /4 31E1 
Date Complaint Occurred 

EFFORTS MADE BY STAFF TO RESOLVE l'ROBLEM (Include discussion of policy or 
problem with Inmate, contact with staff, etc.) ~ n ~ µ..'.S4,j •.., !:::Y:t ~½ '-i..... 
v-'.Jd.. J..Jl... ~~'.?:f ~~--~ l¢.'-"-"' ,.,... \oA.u.. ~"'re 

~ '?-- ........ ~ ¾~ C\\ ,~\91 ~!Mo# ~ s;..'-"-. c,,t,ll .;.._ 

~ ~• ~ ~ .s -l...: ~...... ~.i.::, "-W\Jr:, 6. ~~ ~~ . 
COUNSELOR'S COMMENTS (Was problem Informally resolved, If not why?): __ _ 

-···----------------

Con-ectional Couns1·lor/Datc 

UNIT MANAGER REVIEW (If problem not infom1all) resolved by Counselor, did you discuss 
problem with inmate in effort to resolve): _ _ ____ YES ____ NO 
IF ANSWER YES (Was problem resolved?): --·~- .. YES ____ N.O 

Unit Manager/I >ate 

Date lvformal received from Inmate: _____ _ O.,le RP-9 Issued to Inmate: ___ _ 
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EXHIBIT E 

<::) '-:; s::· \ 

C <-~ ·,: •,:" 
C: ;) ,s.-· 

Plea .. , giv~ chis ro 1he 1e-
cep1ionisl wh<>n you rt>tum 
lo k~p 1his appoin1men1. 

IMPORTANT,. 

PLEASE BRING YOUR 
10 CAim TO CLIMC 

"MU~I 8( IN l;NlfO!IM 

vat:RAM'OlN'T,_11:,,7 ,so .. cc,w: :>A10 L r' .. 1 ""''· 

-:'.".:-::".:~-------,....---...:---=-._.,-,...._· __ '~--..:, 1 ~-"'· 
INf".IIMIC rr: ID 

~u~DICAL ENTAL 
CCCTC~·s NA-'lf 

( 

DIPAIUIUU Of 
i!UI IH ua IIUMAI HfflCIS 

PUBIIC iULTH umcf 
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PEX-1330.13 EXHIBIT F 
July 15. 2004 

r<etuN.J rl)v 
'{Y\e .tJ) to\~( o~ 

FEDERAL CORRECTIONAL COMPLEX 
PETERSHllRG, VIRGINIA 

ADI\UNISTRA TIVE REMEDY Arn-:\f PT AT 1NFORMAL RFSOLUTlON 

Program Sta1emeut 1330.13, Administrative Reml!'dy l'm.:edures 1;,r fmnates, «:1.Juires an inmate, in mn~t cases, to make 
an auempt at informal resohmon pl'ior hl ll!ing an administrative 1:medy. An inmate with a complaint should complete 
the fint three sections below and submit lhe fonn tu his C(•rr.:cti, :1.1! Counselor. 

1. CARtr;.i.- ¼vi&€:) N+tDate . 
Housing Unit Date Complaint Occurred 

TO RE COMPLETED BY STAFF 
1'HERE IS NO PROBI.K\1 WHICH C:\NSUI' RE INFORMALLY RF.SOLVED 

4 .. 

5. COUNSELOR'S COtrJNT~t.:~;1nfonnally resolved, If not why?): 

~-· ,oH~ 
Correccioual Coun ,dor/Date 

t infonnall y resolved by Counselor, did you discuss 
problem with inmate in effon to resolve): -~- __ YES----- _ NO 
IF ANSWER YES (Was problem resolved?): _____ YES ------=---NO 

fil ~> 
Unit Managcr:Date ~ 

Dale Informal receh·ed from Inmate: ____ . ___ ! 1:1te BP-9 Issued 10 Inmate: __ --12..LJ <>f 

$ 
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I EXHIBIT H I 

RECEIPT - ADMINISTRATIVE REMEDY 

DATE:· OCTOBER- 27, 2009 · . . ' ' 

,•,• .. _._.. 

FROH: ADMINISTRATIVE REt<{EDY COORDINATOR 
PETERSBURG ME:ti FCI 

TO WAYN;-. C~RREL, 05811-028 
PETERSBURG MEO.FCI UNT: A Q7R: A02-078U 

THIS ACKNOWLEDGES T~E- RECEIPT-OF THE ADMINfSTRATIVE REMEDY REQUEST 
IDENTI,i~O BELOW~ 

REM~DY'ID:- ·. · :~561223-Fl 
DATE·. ntcsrvEo·· ·ocToeEa 20, 2009· 
RESPONSE··DUE . NOVEMBER 9, 2009· 

... · . SUI!'JEGT: 1 MEbI~AL° CARE - DELAY OR ACCESS ·ro . I ~ • , • . . '{ 

·: .. _ ~~~t~~:;/~PT NO;:. 



.-··_J: --~:· • ·. :;:,f ··:.:-.. 

-~}r :=·: 
. :i-.-.· ·, 

?\::. j 

·'.1.-
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; . 
·: I _E.· X"JIIB"0 

·1··-T,., ..,.,.·,:·;_·.:,:I:.--. 
- '. . - : ' ·. : - :. - ·. . ·. : · .... ~ ·: .... 
-· ..... :', .... _<·,:·:, ·:: ;·:.~>•·, .' ' .. :::. . ·. '. 

. . . ~ ... ~ . 

.Hd,pou:w to Hoque:~ t f:'o c Aclru i.n.1.:-il: r;1 t:.i. ve P&~mc~dy 
l~Ollli'r\y TD: Sfi;J.:~;'l.'.!··fl ' 

1.'ld.:i ti.: - i. n r.espot1$(! to y6H t' ltequtis t: . t<'.l r. l\d1td. ti l.l:l t ra Li.V€J th'!rnedy, '. 
II !1~1?.?.3---fn ~ . td1.~1:iJ.pl:i"?d :i.ri th.i.s C) I: 1:·lc:d nn ?c::l:f)iw,~: ?O I 2009; j n 
wh.1.ch yntl .roqttiJ!I I: ' I: h~! 1'.'•:!_!iUJ. LH () f. you,. ch<'.!:) t ,,Jea y tllld . t.r.C!H tmen t 
f:6c tho nu;nbJv"!n:, ir1 ytJtH' h;_wds .111d \.<'!qS. 

I . . 
You i- coil1p la.lnl::..1 lia~i<'.! b•.11ln .i.tnll!i•d.:.i.g::i tc:d ,ihd -H'. i.J,tr: l:<>urid t:ha!. you 
wor.'1~ t!Q<m Jn :d.c~k 1;n.U ol\ ,J,tty ;>,), 2009, tii.t:h c<mii;lainl:s of cheiit: 
eo11q0s Lion L--lml coi.1q-h. '{nu \.ltH>1 d i.t1q11o!'H'HI wJ th n rc.itWhil:::i.s ,.md ,.:i 

d\,~:; l. X" r,.-,y \,,;,i:; il.tdt~r.-ed. '.l'tH1 cht~!1 L :-: "" l'."it;/ \-Ji\~; ta hin c,n ,July 213' 
:!1HJ1.l. D•.10 1.o pr:obl..cnb; .,,t1·h thn ,nM~h.in~, tl1r" :{'·1.'Lty f;i..lmo ;_ind 
r{ • "<I '111c1 •·1 1·'(" r· ,. l 11· , 'J:., I' I )0 

l (· ,· J, •,1· ... !,, 1· () ·11·. ' 1'\1,-, ., ••••• 1· -1 ,· ,. o· c·· ·yd1. r· ('•1• ..-,, .. i' ... ,~ . 1 • ~""1 ..... \... ~t ... I. ,._>t, .... ~ • I_ .~,r~ I ... "- ~ . -• ~ J. •. t,t ... ,\~ ., .. ~) _ .. ~.. .,,. •~~., . 

:< ... i:;lV .i.:1 i.n' your ti. l.1~ ,, i_: l". h :b 1·..i rnn . · Y 1)11 ni;J y i:~Jpn t 1· l:t) sid·~ r:;.1 1. I 
a:; •. , · 1:<d. l.O\•I,· tl(i I/ i.1~ :_ t 1:(1 .nicoiin! 1:h,:•! u,t.itd.t,,; <.)i. t:hi.~ ;~ -r:,:1y. 

'f 01.1 !v\ v1,; 110 t. · r.\~p1),.. l'.~id b.1 :-; i_1, k t:il I 'i. w : i i'1 t;dh1p l.;1 i. 11 r.~, ,_-,f 1\11ml)11t"l:'l :.~ .i.n 
'.,'(}ll t; I), li jl !!; () I,' -'l t'.HJ:i . .Y 01.1 h.Jd .. t ii V:k ':. • l l- ii p,_,1 ,:Ln I: IIU~fl t on ()(: tobi'it 
f;! ~(l/1 1'J, n( \"liid1 yo11 \oi,11·(! .~ IK1 :,h,,\-, ti y,.,q ,·11~-..•d ·;:11,:tl,,0u~ 

11a:··.J.lc.:.il <1:-:::,i.ni~,11(::; ✓ y!'l11·::{lnu.l.d 1'.nlJ,y, ... 11:}· i.n ni('.k 1·,_11.l.. 

. f .. · 
'r.n,11·· .H,-:q11,:1 !_;!, r~;r ;\drid.11 ! .. ,;i· . ..-;11: ii/,! Ht-•111.~i•lv .i.<,; P'ti:i..i .. : i Ly CJl."<.tnl:,:d ; :, 
\'.11.d·. Ut•i ·'· ···•.l'/ t:,.1:111!.l·.f/ ,,{,-: 1:t,•,,' i;J ::··•_'II '1:i.l~;. 

r :' ~1!)1.! . , 1 ~: ii : :L::;tti : : r i :·)d a i. 1· h LJ\ l : ; 1 • ~- :i ••. in:· i•.< ':,">' i , •i·,.1 .'i .J l:'i.1(~.-1.1 l;{, u~ ,, 
i~i':',J l1 ·11.-. J. 1.11 ,:; ;,: I.•. ii·_. · ! i: 1 ::,.i•,W ,.1 ( r· -: l • :,1,":. ·~o?. ;t 1 n i i 11('. ! (1 r; !, V;-1, :":11.i.i. t ~-
:-'.!Ji) I J\a'1 n:,; FO.!.; .-; d l1f1t '1 · ·j_,_,; t. Mn . :~(i 1-il 1 . ,_·, ·,1 i .:' ,.tpj i,.,.:i. 1 •;;1:1•,!I·, : b:i ,:1.~cu i. V!:c.'. 

; n t '.•r i~1'".fi.t'111,1 t <J:i' !' .i.cn ;;;::. ! hi n · :.~ O ,:;,1_ I , ,,·,_: 1n -': d:1 ·r-: <:·f I· hL'; i::''.,tp: )1 i •;<:~ • 

• . f ' .• 

' 
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I 11 ' '/. 1 1 ; •• ~ ·: / ;_1· .;• : • t~::il:f 
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C f\ It. {Ui L 

0 S g II 

vou~ Atf'CINIMI ~, ·~ CN «:r.r 0...lf) 

/.,,} _ Jl. (} f r_utf1 

EXHIBIT J 

Please gi"e 1his 10 11\e r1:
ceptioois1 whet\ you return 
to keep thiJ appo;ntmtinl. 

IMPORTANT ,. 

PLEASE BRING YOUR 
ID CARO ro CUNIC 

AT 

'>H'.llNlf. ?- " 
~IEDI~ENTAL 

00C10l 'S w.,,I( 

DIPlltllll't af 
HlJ,LIH-"10 Rtll,IU U~I 

,asuc IWJ.tM nimct 
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Case 2:13-cv-00044-MSD-DEM 

,. r EXHIBIT K 1 
Bureau of Prisons 
Health Services 

Consultation Request 
Inmate Name:" -CARREL. WAYNE 
Date.of Birth: ; 11/25/1962 00:00 

Reg#: 05811-028 ._ Complex: PEX 
Sex: · M i 

Consultation/Procedure Requested: Orthopedist 
Reason tor Request: 

4 7 y/o male with chronic neck pain with numbness and tingling fingers ror the last six month. No radiation pain. X-ray 
showed OJD/000. Evaluate. 

Provlsfonal OlagnoshJ: 
DJO with possible impingement syndrome. 

Medlcatlons (As of 02/17/2010} 

Allorglea (As ol 0211712010) 
No Known AJ/ergies 

Health Problems (As of02/17/2010) 
Ost&oarthrosis, unspec generalized or localized, "Chronh: periodontitis, Bronchitis, r,ot specified as acute or Chronic 

Inmate Requires Translator: No Language: 
Additional Records Required: 

Comments: 

Requested By: Yirga, Andarge o. MLP 
Due Date: 05128/2010 00.00 
Priority: Routlne 

aureu of Prisons • PEM 

[ 
P11ge 1 ol 2 
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case 2: 13-cv-00044-MSD-DEM 

I EXHIBITL I 
BP4 S622.060 RADIOLOGIC CONSULTATION REQUESl'/REPORT COFRM 
JUL99 
U.S. DEPAR11i1EHT OF JUSTICE FEOERAL BUR.EAU OF PRISONS 

Pattentldentlftcat1on:~ Age:47 
' Sex: M 

Exivn{s) Requested: 
.... ,Ollefllaa..lftSIIIMlll'I 

Cllal)eUI:: It,, 

CARRfl, Wayne 
05811-028 Ullll: 
11-25-62 

~By: ~ #($)! rec Petersburg SHAffloV) ,,.27709 

Reascns fotstaldv/11nMsionll C(agnosls as per Referrfr'4Cllnfd.ir, {J#A:IQUeSt tam]. ... 
DateotSbldy: Date Okl:atkn Recdved: 
02-25-10 {11'11,l!ida\') 

I 04b= ot Dlc(atlon: 
02-25-10 (ffilll!iday] 02-26-10 {Ft1day] 

RAPJOLQGIC ftEPQRT 

FlNQINGS 

M1U cetVbt spine Wlthollt cmtrast 
nedc and back pain, rwmbness an:I ~gll{,o of tt,e ~. leg weakness 
multlple MR Images ct U\e ~I Spine 
none 

I Date ofTransatpllon: 
02-26-10 (ftfday] 

Inddcntal llllalpl9 t:t the Inferior postertot rossa dem:instrates no definite .1bnamallties. There are 5Cn'le degen«'aUve <NngeS Of the Cl-2 
artlolfauon. The CJanloceMcal Interface IS rougt,ty normal 

No abnOrma!IUes are M10:f at a-J, CJ•, c+s, a;..1 or aro .. 
At CS-6 there Is disc space nam,wlng and endplatll ~ Tuft Is a posterior central disc hemlaUon whir::tl tUUnsln modeme to swere 
~ canal naffl)Y,1ng and (OfflPliedeS the splnal cont. There Is mild elevat!On Of 12 weighted Signal wlttdn Ute canS at d\ls polntttiat UJtelV 
represents II small amotfflt of sp!MI cad edema or gllosls. There IS moderate left neurdotamlnat narrowing and mild rlgl,t neutdoramlNI 
na,rowlng -.ondary tD more broad-based Wglng ot the disc 

There b. 511a1gt1teil!no of the 0l!Nkal ,~ whieh mav be JIQl!ftlOnal or retated to par8Splnal lrW.fSCk! spasm. 

JH!BCWON 
~ annl dlse bemlallOn at CS-6 \IJtltd'I .C014'1es5es ~ ~ Cll'd and resutts 1n e!lher mtnlrnal edema or gllosls at this level. No 
acklllfanal 5'Qnfflcant abnom1811de$ of ttie·ceNk:af si:tne are note:t. 

Addlftdum • No ao,- fraclure o, ~ of theUtvltal !PM IS noted. NO deffnlte abnormaflly of the \'tSUall%ecf pnvertetnl soft tl!ilsues lS 
noted. . . . 
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~.!; II. 2010 12: 06PM 
~, W4 1 ext uocument 

[ EXHIBIT M - PAGE 1 OF 41 No. 5782 P. 4. 
r'aao 1 014 

SOUTHSJOE REGIONAL MEDICAL CTR 
200 MEOICA\. PAAI( 80Ul!VAAD 
PITERSBURG, VA2310lt CE>~\_ Qg$_ 

&am:OPERATIVEREPORT N$1nt:CARREL. WAYNE 
Room:2E-22e w 
MRI:~ 
Pad:1~ 

DOB: 11mnsaa 
Age:41Y 
Sax:M 

Adm Or:ICALLURI. P~ 
Diet Dr: KM.LW11. PRN<ASAM 

Tranaortbad: oat11r.zo10 03:25 
Dictated: 03110fa10 20;05 

Adm Date:03/104010 Dl•Date: 

- Rn,1••• 

PREOPERATIVE DIAGNOSIS: C5-6 herniated nucleus pulposus with 
myalopatl:\y. 

POSTOPERATIVE DIAGNOSIS: C6-6 herniated nucleus pulpoaus wtth 
myelopathy. 

PROCEDURE PERFORMED: 
1. C5-6 anterior oervlcal dlskectomy and fusion with structural 
allograft and plating. 
2. lntraoperatlve use of microscopy, 
3. lntraoperative use of fluoroscopy. 

SURGEON: Prakasam Kalluri, MO 

ANESTHESIA: General endofracheal. 

ESTIMATED BLOOD LOSS: Less than 50 cc. 

INTRAOPERA TIVE FLUIDS: Crystallold onty. 

COMPLICATIONS: None. 

DISPOSITION: Stable to recovery room. 

JMPLANTS: DePuy EAGLE Plua 14 mm plate with 14 mm screws x4, and 
musculoskeletal transplant foundation convex cortical cancellous 
allograft measuring 13 mm height. 

OAAJNS: No Drain. 

COUNTS: Sponge and needle counts were correct x3 at the end of the 
case. 

Neurologlc monitoring revealed no perturbations throughout Iha 
procedure In free-running EMGs, aomatosensory evoked potentials, and 
ft"equent repeated motor evoked potentials, which were stable to 
baseline. 

INDICATION FOR PROCEDURE: The paffent Is a 47•year-old Inmate who 

httA•//1 n ?7 tr.? 7/iM,-.tlft'r.lCfOnt:nmentPrint.do?actf orrorint 3/lll20J0 
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' 

F
Mar. 11. 20JO 12:06PM 
nm le>a uocumcm I EXHIBIT M - PAGE 2 OF 41 

SOUTHSIDE REGIONAL MEDICAL CTR 
20d U!DICN-PARK BOULEVARD 
PE1'ER58URG, VA 2380$ C'§'§ \.\ ~ ~ 

No. 5782 P. 5.
4 Page,1,, or 

Name: CARREL., WAYNE 
Room: 2E.t28 W 

l!Xom: OPERATIVE REPORT 

MR#:IIICIOO 
Patl: 7•&40&4 

DOB: 11125111152 
Aga:•7Y 
S.X!M 

Adm Or. lCALWRI, PIWCASM,I 
Ofct Dr. IW.LUR~ PAAJCAUM 

Tnuwcrlb•d: 03/1tl2010 0!:2S 
Dlcbltad: mrtlln010 20:Glf 

Adm Dafe;03/'10/2010 0111 Data: 

-FINI!' .. 

developed cervfcal myelopa.thy associated wtth a large disk 
hemlatlon, who was dfagnosedby MRI. I fa had symptoms that were 
progressively worsening over 8 months before presenting to me. r 
recommended surgical intervention upon seeing his MRl1 which 
demonstrated stgnificant dl8k hemlatlon. 

After a thorough dJscuasion of the attendant benefits and risks of 
the procedure, the patient consented freely to the procedure and 
elected to proceed. 

DETAILS OF OPERATIVE REPORT: The patient was identified In the 
holding area and the operative site marked. He was taken to tha OR, 
placed In supine poattron, and the neck was prepped and draped in the 
usual sterile fashion after intubation. The baseline aomatosef180ry 
and motor evoked potentials were obtained and were present In all 4 
extremities. 

The time-out procedure was called and carried out appropriately. The 
patient received Ancef 1 g IV prior to the etart of the case. 

A left approach Smith-Robinson Incision was taken through skin and 
subcutaneous tia&ue down to the platyama layer at the level of the 
crlcold cartilage, The platysma was Incised In llne with the akin 
incision, and blunt dis&ectfon wa1 then carried out adjacent to the 
stemocleldomaatold muscle to expose the C5-8 disk apace. Retractors 
were then applied and than the longus coif muscles were elevated 
after confinnlng the C&-8 disc &evel with a needle and lateral 
ff uoroacopy. 

Once deep retractors ware applied deep to the longus coli muscles, 
and diekectomy was carried out wJth a Sovie electrocautary to create 
the annulotomy, followed by a Cobb efavator to elevate the 
cartilaginous endplates off the bony endplata cranially and 
caudalJy. The debris waa Cleared down to the postenor longffudlnaJ 
ligament, and then the PLL waa taken down Its entirety from left to 
right using a 1 mm Kenison punch. The posterior aspect of the 
vertebral bodies of CS and ca were undercut until adequale 
decompression wae achieved. The fragments of disk malarial that had 

lrifn•/110?? lli?.1/iMNllrextOocumentPrint.do?action=orint 3/11/2010 
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SOUTHSIDE REGIONAL MEDICAL CTR 
2MM£DICAI.. PARKBOUl.!VJ.RO 
PETERSBURG, VA23805 C):;S ~ \ \ _ O'd..j 

No. 5Jai P. 6.
4 rage~ or 

fltmt:CARR!L, WAYNE 
Roclm!JE.:mW 

Eam: OPERATIVE REPORT 

IIRl:$00809 
Patt; 7•34084 

DOB: 1112511982 
Age:C7Y 
Sex:M 

Acl,n Dr:l<ALWRI, MW<AS.AM 
Ofct OnKM.1.UIU, PRAKASAM 

Tranecrfbtd: 031'11/l010R21 
Dictated: o:v, 0r2010 atos 

Adm oar,: 03/1C12010 t>laO.tt: 

-Final ... 

extended behind the C5 vertebral bodies were easily removed with 
a-.veeplng m~ a~nelM'flivt1e11--1t,Afo~ok~anNd..,at~·...,ia.,nvigNfedl#-f<61..t-8~---------
mlcrocurette. Once adequate decompression of the thecal sac was 
achieved, foramlnotornles went completed bilaterally with a 1 mm 
Kenison punch until a nerve hook could be easily inserted into each 
neuroforamen. Once this was completed, the endplatea ware burred to 
decorticate the endplates appropriately and a sizer was used to 
select the 6 mm MTF convex allograft spacer, which was Impacted Into 
place. 

Once the spacer was impacted Into pface, motor evoked potentials were 
repeated and demonstrated no change from baseline. 
A plate was applied and provlsfonally secured to the bone. The 
lateral x-ray confirmed the appropriate position and length of the 
plate. A drlll was used to create the holes and four 14 mm screws 
were applled and locked Into the plate. Final tightening was carried 
out In the plate, and AP and lateral X•rays confirmed acceptable 
placement of the plate. The wound was irrigated with sterile 
sanne. Motor evoked potentials were repeated. The lrrigant fluid 
was evacuated. The wound was then closed without a drain because of 
excellent hemostasls. The wound was closed with 3-0 Vlayl for the 
platysma layer. foUowed by 3-0 Vlcryl for the subcutaneous tissue, 
and 4-0 Monocryl running subcutlcular stitch for skin closure. 
Sterf-Strlps and sterile dressing were appfled. The patient was then 
awakened and extubated without Incident and transported to the 
recovery in stable condiUon. He tolerated the procedure well. No 
compllcatJons were encountered. 

Signed:-----~---------
Prakasam Kalluri, MO 
Print CC: 

Fax CC: 

htto://10,27, J 62. 7 /iMed/TcxtDocumentPrirrt.do?actiolf'"PJint 3/1112010 
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I EXHIBIT M - PAGE 4 OF 41 No. 5782 P. 7
4 rage .. 01 

SOUTHSIDE REGIONAL MEDICAL CTR 
ZOO Ml!DICAL PJ.AK !IOUU!V.AIIO 

PETERSBURG. VA 23805 c;?'.S li, \ l -· oa~ 
Name: CARREL. WAYNE 
Room:21-2aw 

Mi:.:SIOIOI 
P,tl; 74S(M4 

Adm Date:oatt0ll010 

Spboda Job#; 33524850 
Dictation Job#: 101775 
MTIO: 15n76 

DOB: 11ml1962 
Age:41Y 
Sox:lil 

Dia Dato: 

-,1n,1-

Dictation Date and Time: 03/10/2010 20:05 
Transcription Date and Time: 03/11/2010 03:25 

httn://10.27.162.7fiMed/f oxt.DocumcntPriDt.do?action-,,rint 

Elwn:OPERATIVEREPORT 
Adm Dr. KALWRI, PRAKASAM 
Dlct Dr.tw.Wal. PRA1<ASAM 

Tranacrib9d: 0311112010 03:25 
Dlatatod: mnor.zo10 3(t05 

3/11/2010 
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January 19, 2012 

Wayne Carrel 
Reg. No.05811-028 
rCC Pc1crsburg 
P.O. Box I 000 
Petersburg, VA 23804 

I 
t r.s. DEP.-\RTME:'ff OF .Jl!STIC~ 

EXHIBJT'O J Federal Bureau of Prisons 
L---------- :\fal - Atlantic Region 

Butner Legal Center 
P.O. Bo:,; 1600 
llutncr. North Carolina 27509 

Re: Administrative Tort Claim :--lu111hvr: TRT-~l\'.R-201 !-051(10 

Dear \.fr. C.u,-el: 

Your adminisu·ntive claim filed under the federal Tort ( !aims ,\cl. 28 U.S.C. § 2671, et seq .. has he~n 
considered for administrative senlcmcnr. You .ilkg~d ilurcau of Prisons medical staff failed to properly 
diagnose you in a timely nrnnncr resulting in disahili1y. You seek a sum certain of 300,000. 

The Federal Tort Claims Act 011ly provi<lcs compcnsati~):1 for injuries resulting from the negligence, 
omission, or wrongful acl of Bureau o( Prisons cmployc, !:> acting wi1hin the scope of their employmcct. 
We <lo not find that your alleged injuries resulted from the neglige11cc of any Bureau of Prisons staff 
member. Funhennore, the evidence reveals )'(Ill received appropria1e treatment by staff in a professional 
and :.!ppropria1e manner .u all times. 

Therefore, in view of thl! above, y(lur d:.iim is tkrncd. IJ :-ou arc <lissatisticd with this dctenninntion, you 
may file suit in lhe appropriate United Stares District Court not later than six (6) months after the date of 
mailing of this notification. 

Sincerely, 

#l<~~ 0 Regional Counsel 
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-~---.... ----
WAYtC£ CARREL 05811-028 
FCC Petersburg Medium 

PO Box tOOO l Petersburg, VA 23804-1000 

June 8, 2012 
FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS 
Butner Legal Center 
P.O.Box 1600 
Butner, NC 27509 

EXHIBIT P 

\'-______ _ 

Re: Administrative Tort Claim Number TRT ·MXR·2011 ·05260 

I 

I am writing to request reconsideration of the above-referenced tort claim, which was denied by your 
office on January 19, 2012. For your convenience, I have enclosed copies of the tort claim, the sequence 
of events leading to my disabUity, and the deflial letter from your office. 

Nrf claim iS not wlthOut merit, and deserves to be reconsidered In a fair and just manner. 

At this time, I am willing to enter into settlement negotiations. I'm confident you'll agree that settlement 
would be preferable to litigation, for all parties Involved. 

Also, please be advised that I have obtained a signed, written statement, from a qualified medical expert, 
which affinns that the medical care provided to me In this matter was dearty substandard and negligent 
and was a proxfmate cause of the Injuries I suffered. 

I look forward to your reply. 

Sincerely, 

Wayne Carrel 
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July 13, 2012 

Wayne Carrel 
Reg. No.05811-028 
FCC Petersburg - Medium . 
P.O. Box 1000 
Petersburg, VA 23804 

EXHIBIT Q 

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 
Federal Bureau of Prisons 
Mid - Atlantic Region 

Bul.uc:r Legat Center 
P.O. Box 1600 
Butner, North Carolina 27S09 

Re: Administrative Tort Claim Number TRT-MXR-2011-05260 (Reconsideration) 

Dear Mr. Carrel: 

Your administrative claim filed on July 13,201 I. under the Federal Tort Claims Act, 28 U.S.C. § 
2671, et seq., has been reconsidered for administrative settlement. You allege Government 
liability in the amount $300,000.00. 

You claim you have a written statement from a medical expert which affirms that the medical 
care provided to you was substandard and negligent. You did not provide a copy of the 
statement nor did you provide any additional infonnation warranting a change in our original 
determination. Therefore, your claim is denied. 

If you are dissatisfied with our determination, you may file suit in the appropriate United States 
District Court not later than six (6) months after the date of mailing of this notification. 

91 
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I EXHIBIT R - PAGE 1 OF 41 

November 16, 2012 

To Whom Jt May Concern: 

My name iS Raymond P. Mooney, PA~C. I am a board certified physician assistant with 
thirty eight years of experience. My areas of clinical practice include family practice, 
emergency medicine, urgent care medicine and correctional medicine. I am and always 
have been licensed In the State of Michigan. Further details concerning my education 
and employment history can be found on my resume. 

Thank you for requesting my review of the medical records of Wayne Carrel while 
Incarcerated and under the direction of the Federal Bureau of Prisons. 

This expert opinion will deal exclusively with the care rendered by PA Virga, any 
deviations in the standard of care and requirements needed for the standard of care to 
have been fulfilled. 

According to the records submitted Mr. Carrel was initially seen in a heath care visit on 
7/23/2009 by PA Andarge Yirga with complaints of chronic chest congestion of four 
month's duration. He was diagnosed as having Bronchitis and a chest x-ray was 
ordered. 

After the above noted visit of 7 /2312009 I have no further records other than those 
outlined below and detailed in chronological order. 

On 9/28/2009 Mr. Carrel filed a Request for Administrative Remedy detailing his 
symptoms. This written statement classically details the symptoms of a patient 
experiencing signs indicating central cord impingement or upper motor neuron disease 
and as such requiring specialty consultation. 

A two view cervJcal spine film was ordered by PA Ignatius Hall on 11/17/2009 for a 
complaint of neck pain. Further infonnation as to what transpired prior to this order is 
not apparent in the records in my possession. 

On 12/8!2009 Mr. Carrel was seen for a Clinical Encounter by PA Andarge Virga with 
complaints of chronic neck pain. It is documented that the prior radiographic 
examination done on 11/17/2009 demonstrated degenerative joint disease and 
degenerative disc disease. 

The patient was complaining in tingling and numbness of both hands all the time which 
was worse in the moming. He reported his pain scale of ten. There was no history of 
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I EXHIBIT R- PAGE 2 OF 41 
trauma. Physical examination demonstrated reduced range of motion and tenderness 
on palpation. No neurological examinatton is documented on this patient encounter. It 
appears that an orthopedic consultation was scheduled for 5/28/2010 for a •routine 
consultation". The diagnosis was degenerative disc disease with possible impingement 
syndrome. 

Mr. Carrel was seen on 2/22/2010 by a contracted Orthopedist, Dr. Prakash, and 
diagnosed with upper motor neNe signs with cord compression. He ordered an urgent 
MRI of the cervical spine and neurology evaluation. 

The next EMR entry that I have is dated 2/25/2010 by PA Andarge Virga which is 
designated as a Clinical Encounter - Administrative Note indicating MRI findings 
demonstrating a Herniated Nucleus Pulposus at C5-C8 which is compressing the spinal 
cord. 

A clinical Encounter -Administrative Note from Dr. Shah on 3/8/10 documents that Mr. 
Carrel was seen by Dr. Kalluri and surgery was needed as soon as possible to relieve 
the cord compression. The history and physical dictated by Dr. Kalluri accurately 
documents the history and complaints over the course of this illness. 

On 3/10/2010 Mr. Carrel underwent a C5-6 anterior cervical discectomy and fusion with 
structural allograft and plating due to cervical myelopathy. 

Deviation In the Standard of Care: 

Mr. Carrel was seen on 12/8/2009 with tingling and numbness ln both hands. The 
diagnosis on that date was degenerative disc disease with possible impingement 
syndrome. No neurological examination was performed on this date. The record 
indicates an orthopedic consult was scheduled for 5/28/1 0 approximately five months in 
the future. 

The cervical spine films dated 11/17/2009 demonstrated degenerative joint disease and 
degenerative disc disease. Mr. Carrel was seen by Dr. Prakash, a contracted 
orthopedist on 212212010 with symptoms consistent with potential upper motor neuron 
disease. Dr. Prakash recommended an urgent MRI of the cervical spine which was 
completed on 2125/2010 and subsequent surgery was performed on 3/10/2010. 

A Clinical Encounter - Administrative Note was generated by PA Yirga on 2/25/201 0 
that indicated .. significant HNP which is compressing the spinal cord". 
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I EXHIBITR-PAGE30F4 I 
Deviations in the Standard of Care: 

PA Virga failed to fulfill his duty to provide Mr. Carrel with the care required to meet the 
standard of care in the following ways: 

1. Failure to perform a neurological examination on the patient encounter of 
12/8/2009 to evaluate for signs of ceNical cord compression. 

2. Failure to evaluate for the presence of Lhermitte's sign in a patient with 
complaints of numbness and tingling in both hands on the Clinical Encounter of 
12/8/2009. 

3. Failure to arrange for an MRI of the cervical spine with and without contrast to 
evaluate the integrity of the spinal cord. 

4. Failure to order an EMG which would have been of assistance in determining rt 
the patients symptoms were due to a peripheral or central process. 

5. Failure to arrange for Mr. carrel to be seen urgently/emergently by Dr. Kalluri for 
his impression concerning the urgency of surgical intervention on 2/25/201 0 
when he reviewed the results of the MRI of that date. 

Requirements for the Standard of Care to have been met: 

1. Perform a complete neurological examination on the Clinical Encounter of 
12/8/2010. 

2. Evaluate for the presence of Lhermitte•s sign in a patient with complaints of 
numbness and tingling in both hands on the Clinical Encounter of 12/8/2009. 

3. Arrange for an MRI of the cervical spine with and without contrast to evaluate the 
Integrity of the spinal cord. 

4. Order an EMG which would have been of assistance In determining if the 
patient's symptoms were due to a peripheral or central process. 

5. Arrange for Mr. Carrel to be seen urgently/emergently by Dr. Kallurf for his for her 
impression concerning the urgency of surgical intervention on 2/25/201 O when he 
reviewed the results of the MRI of that date. 

It is my Expert Opinion that Mr. Carrel presented with symptoms consistent with 
potential cervical cord compression on his initial presentation of 12/812009. The failure 
of PA Virga to Institute an appropriate treatment plan within a reasonable timeframe to 
confirm or disprove this possibility was below the standard of care. Further, his 
incomplete history, physical examination and inappropriate patient disposition 
demonstrated an absence of appropriate concern and an attitude of obvious neglect for 
a person under the control of the United States Government. and as such, an individual 
lacking the ability to obtain reasonable and appropriate healthcare at an institution and 
by a provider of his choice. 
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I believe the statements to be accurate and true beyond a reasonable degree of medical 
probablllty and reserve the right to amend or alter this report should additional 
infonnation become available to me. 

Respei;=~tted,f. /14

1 
/jc--

Raymond P. Mooney, PA-C 
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IN THE UNITED ST A TES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF VIRGINIA 

NORFOLK DIVISION 

WAYNE CARREL, 

Plaintiff, 

v. CASE NO. 2:13-CV-44 

UNITED ST A TES, 

Defendants, 

JUDGMENT IN A CIVIL CASE 

[ l Jury Verdict. This action came before the Court for a trial by jury. The issues have been 
tried and the jury has rendered its verdict. 

[X] Decision by the Court. This action came for decision by the Court. The issues have been 
considered and a decision has been rendered. 

IT IS ORDERED AND ADJUDGED that this action, and the claim of Plaintiff, Wayne 
Carrel, is DISMISSED WITH PREJUDICE and without costs, expenses, or interest. It 
is FURTHER ORDERED that this Court retains jurisdiction to enforce the settlement. 

DATED: December 22, 2015 FERNANDO GALINDO 
Clerk of Court 

Isl 
By ________ _ 

Jaime Meyers 
Deputy Clerk 
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WAYNE CARREL, 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF VIRGINI 

Norfolk Division 

Plaintiff, 

FILED 

DEC 2 2 2015 

CLE,,K. t5 !."':~ ·•.,i•'.::1 COURT 
•\1 ~~~,r: :-r11 v \/ t\ 

v. CIVIL ACTION NO. 2:13CV-U 

UNITF:D ST ATES, 

Defendant. 

DISMISSAL ORDER 

On this day. the parties appeared hy counsel representing that this matter has been 

resolved and that the parties have entered into a Stipulation for Compromise Settlement and 

Release or Federal Tort Claims Act Claims Pursuant to 28 ll.S.C. * 2677. 

IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED that this action. and the claim of Plaintiff: Wa~ ne 

Carrel, is DISMISSED WITH PRE.JU DICE and without costs. expenses. or interest. 

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that this Court retains jurisdiction to cnf<.1rce the 

Sdllemi:nt. /s/~.-

Mark S. Davis 
United States District Judge 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT JUDGE 

At Nor!i.,lk. Virginia 

This ;;.t1J day or b~. 2015 
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WAYNE CARREL 

Virginia State Bar No. 83 166 
Counsel for Plaintiff 
Dawson. P.L.C. 
P.O. 11ox 58 
Norfolk_ Virginia 2350 I 
Phone: 757-282-6(10 I 
Fax: 757-282-6617 
Emai I: swd ci,d:m s( ,r1L1.h'_JJ_i!l} 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
DEFENDANT 

DANA .I. BOl:::NTE 

Daniel P. Shean. Assistant lJ.S. Attorney 
Virginia State Bar No. 84432 
Cuunscl for United States of America 
lJnitcd States Attorney"s Office 
I 01 \Vest Main Street. Suite 8000 
Norfolk. Virginia 23510 
Phone: 757-441-633 I 
FAX: 757-441-6689 

11'?;::~"11"'d,,j.e,n 
_;__V/ -~; ·1~4-~-
Kcnt P. Porter. Assista~torney 
Virginia State Bar No. 22853 
Counsel for United States of America 
United States Attorne:y" s Office 
IO I \Vest Main Street, Suite 8000 
Norfi.llk. Virginia 23510 
Phone: 757-441-6331 
FAX: 757-441-6689 
Emai I: :,,.T1l. l\,1·1c:1:_({1l:sdui .c'l'\ 

Date 

_I Li 1)C' [ 'J-{; I 5 
Date 

2 
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WAYNE CARREL, 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF VIRGINIA 

Norfolk Division 

Plaintiff, 

v. CIVIL ACTION NO. 2:13CV44 

UNITED STATES, 

Defendant. 

NOTICE OF SETTLEMENT 

Pursuant to Paragraph 11 of the Court's Rule 16(b) Scheduling Order, see ECF No. 24, 

the United States of America hereby submits this Notice of Settlement to notify the Court that 

this lawsuit has been settled. An electronic copy of a proposed Dismissal Order is attached 

hereto as Exhibit 1. The original copy of the proposed Dismissal Order will be hand-delivered to 

the Court under separate cover. 

By: 

Respectfully submitted, 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

DANA J. BOENTE 

United States Attorney 

Isl 
Daniel P. Shean, Assistant U.S. Attorney 

Virginia State Bar No. 84432 
Counsel for United States 
Office of the United States Attorney 
101 West Main Street, Suite 8000 
Norfolk, Virginia 23 510-16 71 
Phone: (757) 441-6331 

Fax: (757) 441-6689 
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By: 

Email: Daniel.Shean@usdoj.gov 

/s/ 
Kent P. Porter, Assistant U.S. Attorney 

Virginia State Bar No. 22853 

Counsel for United States 

Office of the United States Attorney 

101 West Main Street, Suite 8000 
Norfolk, Virginia 23 510-16 71 

Phone: (757) 441-6331 

Fax: (757) 441-6689 

Emai I: Kent. Porter@u sdoj. gov 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I hereby certify that, on the 21st day of December, 2015, I will electronically file the 
foregoing with the Clerk of Court using the CM/ECF system, which will send a notification of 
such filing to the following filing user: 

S.W. Dawson, Esq. 

Virginia State Bar No. 83166 
DAWSON, P.L.C. 

P.O. Box 58 
Norfolk, Virginia 23501 
Email: swd@dawsonplc.com 

/s/ 

Daniel P. Shean, Assistant U.S. Attorney 

Virginia State Bar No. 84432 
Counsel for United States of America 

Office of the United States Attorney 
101 West Main Street, Suite 8000 
Norfolk, Virginia 23510-1671 
Phone: (757) 441-6331 
Fax: (757) 441-6689 
Email: Daniel.Shean@usdoj.gov 
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Executed this,,,,>v_1_ day of November, 2015. 

Jte~ 
S.W. Dawson. Esq. 
Virginia State Bar No. 83166 
Counsel for Plaintiff 
Dawson, P.L.C. 
P.O. Box 58 
Norfolk, Virginia 23501 
Phone:757-282-6601 
Fax: 757-282-6617 
Email: swd@dawsonplc.com 

,y I';£ 
Executed this ...f::::L day of December, 2015. 

d ~ 
Way11= Plaintiff 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF VIRGINIA 

Norfolk Division 

WAYNE CARREL, 
Plaintiff, 

v. 

UNITED STATES, 
Defendant, 

) 
) 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

Civil Action No. 2:13CV44 

STIPULATION FOR COMPROMISE SETTLEMENT AND RELEASE OF 
FEDERAL TORT CLAIMS ACT CLAIMS PURSUANT TO 28 U,S.C. § 2677 

It is hereby stipulated by and between the undersigned plaintiff (meaning any person, 

other than the defendant and the attorneys. signing this agreement, whether or not a party to this 

civil action), and the United States of America, by and through their respective attorneys, as 

follows: 

I . The parties do hereby agree to settle and compromise each and every claim of any 

kind, whether known or unknown, arising directly or indirectly from the acts or omissions that 

gave rise to the above-captioned action under the terms and conditions set forth in this 

Settlement Agreement. 

2. The United States agrees to pay the sum of twenty-five thousand dollars ($25,000.00), 

which sum shall be in full settlement and satisfaction of any and all claims, demands, rights, and 

causes of action of whatsoever kind and nature, arising from, and by reason of any and all known 

and unknown, foreseen and unforeseen bodily and personal injuries, damage to property and the 

consequences thereof, resulting, and to result, from the subject matter of this settlement, 
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including any claims for wrongful death, for which plaintiff or his guardians, heirs, executors, 

administrators, or assigns, and each of them, now have or may hereafter acquire against the 

United States of America, its agents, servants, and employees. 

J .. Plaintiff and his guardians, heirs, executors, administrators or assigns hereby agrees lo 

accept the sums set forth in this Stipulation for Compromise Settlement in full settlement, 

satisfaction, and release of any and all claims, demands, rights, and causes of action of 

whatsoever kind and nature, including cla,ims for wrongful death, arising from, and by reason of 

any and all known and unknown, foreseen and unforeseen bodily and personal injuries, damage 

to property and the consequences thereof which he may have or hereafter acquire against the 

United States of America, its agents, servants and employees on account of the same subject 

matter that gave rise to the above-captioned action, including any future claim or lawsuit of any 

kind or type whatsoever, whether known or unknown, and whether for compensatory or 

exemplary damages. Plaintiff and his guardians, heirs, executors, administrators or assigns 

further agree to reimburse, indemnify and hold harmless the United States of America, its agents, 

servants, and employees from and against any and all such causes of action, claims, liens, rights, 

or subrogated or contribution interests incident to or resulting from. further litigation or the 

prosecution of claims by plaintiff or his guardians, heirs, executors, administrators or assigns 

against any third party or against the United States, including claims for wrongful death. 

4. This Stipulation for CQmpromise Settlement is not, is in no way intended to be, and 

should not be construed as, an admission of liability or fault on the part of the United States, its 

agents, servants, or employees, and it is specifically denied that they are liable to plaintiff. This 
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settlement is entered into by all parties for the purpose of compromising disputed claims under 

the Federal Tort Claims Act and avoiding the expenses and risks of further litigation. 

5. It is also agreed, by and among the parties, that the respective parties will each bear 

their own costs, fees, and expenses and that any attorney's fees owed by plaintiff will be paid out 

of the settlement amount and not in addition thereto. 

6. It is also understood by and among the parties that pursuant to Title 28, United States 

Code, Section 2678, attorney's fees for services rendered in connection with this action shall not 

exceed 25 per centum of the amount of the compromise settlement. 

7. The persons signing this Settlement Agreement warrant and represent that they 

possess full authority to bind the persons on whose behalf they are signing to the terms of the 

settlement. In the event any plaintiff is a minor or a legally incompetent adult, the plaintiff must 

obtain Court approval of the settlement at his or her expense. If necessary, plaintiff agrees to 

obtain such approval in a timely manner: time being of the essence. Plaintiff further agrees that 

the United States may void this settlement at its option in the event such approval is not obtained 

in a timely manner. In the event plaintiff fails to obtain such Court approval, the entire 

Stipulation for Compromise Settlement and Release and the compromise settlement are null and 

void. 

8. Payment of the settlement amount will be made by government wire transfer as per 

the following: 

A. Name of Bank: Bank of America 

B. City, State of Bank: Norfolk, Virginia 

C. Routing Number: 051000017 
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D. Name of Account: DAWSON P.L.C. 

E. Account N umber: ... rb_)_(
5
_) _____ _ 

Plaintiff's attorney agrees to disu·ibute the settlement proceeds to plaintiff, and to obtain a 

dismissal of the above-captioned action with prejudice, with each party bearing its own fees, 

costs, and expenses. 

9. The parties agree that this Stipulation for Compromise Settlement and Release, 

including all the terms and conditions of this compromise settlement and any additional 

agreements relating thereto, may be made public in their entirety, and plaintiff expressly 

consents to such release and disclosure pursuant to 5 U.S.C. § 552a(b). 

10. Plaintiff agrees and acknowledges that notwithstanding the United States' payment 

of the settlement amount of twenty-five thousand dollars ($25,000.00), plaintiff is subject to any 

outstanding fines, restitution and debts owed to the United States, including the outstanding 

balance of the fine imposed against plaintiff in Criminal Case No. 1:98-CR-39 in the U.S. 

District Court for the Southern District of Indiana, and that any and all such amounts will be 

deducted from the settlement amount. The payment of the outstanding balance of plaintiff's fine 

from Criminal Case No. 1:98-CR-39 will be deducted from the settlement amount and sent by 

the United States to the Clerk of the U.S. District Court for the Southern District of Indiana at the 

address of: U.S. District Clerk, Attn: Financial Administrator, 46 E. Ohio Street, Room #105, 

Indianapolis, IN 46204. 
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11. It is contemplated that this Stipulation may be executed in several counterparts, with 

a separate signature page for each party. All such counterparts and signature pages, together, 

shall be deemed to be one document. 

~ 
Executed this~ day of November, 2015. 

~~-
Daniel P. Shean, Assistant U.S. Attorney 
Virginia State Bar No. 84432 
Counsel for United States of America 
United States Attorney's Office 
101 West Main Street, Suite 8000 
Norfolk, Virginia 23510 
Phone: 757•441-633 t 
FAX: 757-441-6689 

K nt P. orter, Assistant U.S. Attorney 
Virginia State Bar No. 22853 
Counsel for United States of America 
United States Attorney's Office 
1 01 West Main Street, Suite 8000 
Norfolk, Virginia 23510 
Phone:757-441-6331 
FAX: 757-441-6689 
Email: Kent. Porter@usdoj.gov 
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·<,.:1Z 
Executed this,,,,>v_1_ day of November, 2015. 

Jte~ 
S.W. Dawson. Esq. 
Virginia State Bar No. 83166 
Counsel for Plaintiff 
Dawson, P.L.C. 
P.O. Box 58 
Norfolk, Virginia 23501 
Phone:757-282-6601 
Fax: 757-282-6617 
Email: swd@dawsonplc.com 

,y I';£ 
Executed this ...f::::L day of December, 2015. 

d ~ 
Way11= Plaintiff 
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CLERK, U.S. D\STR!CT COURT 
RICHMOND, VA 

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COU 
FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF VIRGI 

FRANK SOWERS, 
Plaintiff 

V • 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, AND 
ITS EMPLOYESS BHAGYA KATTA ANO 
ASSISTANT HEALTH SERVICES 
ADMINISTRATOR LaROCK, 

Defendants 

( 
( 
( 
( 
( 
( 
( 
( 
( 
( 

Civil Action No. l~1t.1cur11 
75t/J'f-A. 

NOW COMES Frank Sowers, the plaintiff prose, complaining 

of the defendants United States of America and its employees, agent:s 

or servants Bhagya Katta and AHSA LaRock, and avers the following: 

I, JURISDICTION 

l. Plaintiff Frank Sowers brings this civil action under 

T;he Federal Tort Claim Act:, 28 use 2671 et seq., and this Court 

has subject matter jurisdiction under 28 USC 1346(b). 

II. VENUE 

2. 'The Eastern District of Virginia is an appropriate venue 

under 28 USC 1391(e)(l) because all of the acts and omissions 

giving rise to the claim occurred in this District. 

III. PARTIES 

3, Plaintiff Frank Sowers was at all times relevant to this 

action a federal prisoner incarcerated at FCC Petersburg, which 

is located in the ··Eastern District of Virginia, 

4. Defendant United States of America and its agency the 

Federal Bureau of Prisons have legal custody of Plaintiff pursuanl: 

to a criminal judgment, and is being sued for the acts and omissions 

of its employees, agents or servants,done within the scope of 

their employment and official duties, which constitute the tort 

of negligence and which have caused personal injury to Plainl:iff. 

You created this PDF from an application that is not licensed to print to novaPDF printer (http://www.novapdf.com) 
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The United States of America and its agency the Federal Bureau of 

Prisons are required to provide for the safekeeping, care ana 

subsistence of all persons convicted of offenses against the 

United States, including Plaintiff, pursuant to 18 US Code 4042(a)(2). 

5. Defendant Bhagya Katt.a was in the service of employ of 

the defendant United States of America, specifically its agency 

the Federal Bureau of Prisons, and was acting within the scope of 

his employment or office at all times relevant to this action. 

Defendant Katta was employed by the Health Services Department 

of FCC Petersburg Medium as an MLP(Mid Level Practitioner). 

The MLP is the initial contact with the inmate who seeks treatment 

from Health Services and makes the ini±ial~ triage decision 

as to what treatment is necessary for medical problems presented 

by the inmate, whether the problem is an emergency, and if referral 

to bther medical providers,including prov~ders outside the prison 

is necessary or warranted. 

6. Defendant LaRock, first name unknown, was in the 

service or employ of the defendant United States of America, 

specifically its agency the Federal Bureau of Prisons, and was 

acting within the scope of her employment or office at all times 

relevan I: to this ac l:ion. Def end ant: LaRock was employed by the 

Heal t:h Services Department of FCC Pe l:.ersburg as t:he Assis tan I: 

Health Services Administrator (AHSA) The AHSA is responsible 

for maintaining and prioritizing wait:ing lists of inmates at 

Petersburg Medium who have been referred to see specialists 

by the MLP and has supervisory responsibili try over treat:men 1: 

decisions made by the MLP and other providers.inthe Health 

2 
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Services Department. 

IV. EXHAUSTION OF ADMINISTRATIVE REMEDIES 

7. Plaintiff has exhausted his administrative remedies, 

as required by 28 USC 2675. Plaintiff filed a Form 95 Claim 

fordamageinjury,or death on April 17,2012.Exhibit A. The claim 

was accepted as timely and the request for sum certain in damages 

of $500,000.00 noted on May 2,2012 by the BOP Regional Counsel 

Exhibit B. Plaintiff's administrative tort claim was denied on 

September 11,2012.Exhibit C. Plaintiff filed a request for re

consideration of his administrative claim on February 25,2013. 

Exhibit D, which was accepted as timely on April 2,2013,Exhibit: E 

The request for reconsideration was denied on August 12,2013. 

Exhibit F. This action is timely filed within 6 months of 

the final denial of Plaintiff 1 s claim. 

V. FACTUAL ALLEGATIONS 

8. Plaintiff seeks money damages for personal injury, 

damage and permanent loss of vision in his left eye, which was 

directly and proximately caused by the negligent or wrongful 

acts or omissions of defendants Katta and LaRock, while acting 

within the scope of their employment or office by the defendant 

United States of America, under circumstances where defendant 

United States of America if a private person would be liable 

in tort to the Plaintiff in accordance with the statutes and 

common law of the place where such act or omission ocurred, 

namely the Commonwealth of Virginia. 

9. Plaintiff alleges the tort of negligence, and does 

not allege the tort of malpractice. Plaintiff alleges that the 

3 
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negligence of the Defendants in delaying examination of his eye 

by an opthalmologist and a retinal specialist for 9 to 10 months 

caused personal injury to his eye, fu1:ure economic damages and 

psychological, mental and emotional suffering and injury. Plaintiff 

does not allege that the treatment provided by the opthalmologist 

or the retinal specialist constituted the tort of malpractice, 

his injuries were solely caused by the delay in treatment, not 

the treatment itself, and if Plaintiff had been treated forthwith 

in accordance with the duty of care owed him by Defendants, he 

would not have suffered the personal injury complained of herein 

10 Plaintiff noticed a sudden loss of vision in his left 

eye in August of 2009. Plaintiff's left eye was bloodshot and 

appeared to be bleeding internally. Plaintiff had a blurred spot 

in the center of his field of vision in his left eye Plaintiff 

reported his sudden loss of vision at sick call according to BOP 

procedures for inmate request of emergency medical care. 

11 On September 18,2009 Plaintiff was examined by his 

assigned MLP, defendant Katta. Katta noticed that Plaintiff had 

a pair of non-prescription reading glasses in his shirt pocket 

and commented that Plaintiff probably needed a stronger pre

scription for his eyeglasses Plaintiff informed MLP Katta that 

he did not wear prescription corrective lens and the glasses 

were just magnifying glasses from commissary. Plaintiff made 

it clear to MLP Katta that the vision in his right eye was good, 

but he had a sudden loss of vision and bleeding in his left: eye 

Plaintiff informed MLP Katta that he had a blurred blind spo1: 

in the center of the field of vision of his left eye and that he 

could not recognize faces when looking straight ahead. Plaintiff 

4 
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told MLP Katta that he feared he was going blind in the left eye 

and that he needed some type of emergency treatment from an eye 

doctor. Plaintiff told MLP Katta that his complaint at sick 

call was a sudden and unexplained loss of vision in one eye, 

not a need for corrective lens eyeglasses 

12. MLP Katta told Plaintiff he would be placed on a 

waiting list to see a opthalmologist and for Plaintiff to watch 

the callout, which is a posted list of medical appointwent~ 

given to inmates daily to apprise them of apoo1.n l:mF!nt.c:: for the 

next day Plaintiff believed this meanl: he would be examined by 

an opthalmologist with a few days, However, defendant Katta 

completed a consultation report and clinical encounter notes 

which priority coded the request for examination bv an opthal

mologist as "routine" with a due date of 12/18/2009, 90 days from 

the date Plaintiff reported a sudden loss of vision. MLP Katta 

wrote down that Plaintiff "needs new prescription, old glasses 

prescription having problems" as the reason for referral to the 

eye specialist, and did not mention a loss of vision or blurred 

vision as a reason for the referral l:o the opthalmologist:. MLP 

1<atl:a also wrote in the Clinical Encount:er report of 9/18/2009 Plain

tiff '·s vision was OD 20/70 OS 20/70 corrected to 20/50, but 

he did not: test vision using a "E"' type eye chart on that dat:e 

and 1:hese visual acuity result;:; are completely false and fabrica1:ed 

by Defend an I: Ka I: l:a. 

13 18 use 4042(a)(2) required all defendants to provide 

for Pla int:iff' s care'', which includes medically necessary hecil th 

care and treatments. The Bureau of Prisons has a written policy 

5 
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entitled Patient Care, Program Statement PS6031.03 which defines 

the standard of care that must be followed by all Bureau of 

Prisons health care staff, such as defendants LaRock and Katta. 

The policy uses mandatory language, that the policy objective is 

"health care will be delivered to inmates in accordance with proven 

standards of care'' Section 7 of this policy is titled "Scope of 

Services-Categories of Care" and defines five care categories 

in the order that treatment should be prioritized and delivered. 

The highest care category is "Medically Necessary-Acute or Emergent" 

which includes "medical conditions that are of an immediate, acute 

or emergent nature, which without care would cause .. irreversible 

loss of function", including the function of vision. Sudden loss 

of vision and hemmorh~qeare both specifically listed as medical 

conditions in the Medically Necessary-Acute or Emergent category 

Condi t:ions in this ca l:egory "warrant immedia t:e attention" because 

••·treatment for conditions in this category is essential to sustain 

life or funct:ion", such as the function of the eye and vision. 

14. Defendant: Katta had a duty to know and follow BOP 

policy on the priority given to various medical conditions when 

scheduling treatment by specialists such as opthalmologists 

and had a duty to follow the standard of care required by 

PS6031.03 section 7, which states that sudden loss of vision or 

hemmorhage are emergent or acute condi l:ions which warrant 

immediate attention to prevent loss of function of the eye and vision. 

~ailure to follow an administrative policy defining the standard 

of care that a reasonable and prudent MLP owed to Plaintiff is 

per se negligence. 

6 
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15. Defendant Katta violated PS6031.03 and breached the 

duty or standard of care mandated by that policy when he did 

not arrange for immediate diagnosis and treatment of Plaintiff's 

sudden loss of vision and hemmorhage of the eye, which are acute 

or emergent medical conditions, and when he coded the referral to 

the opthalmologist as a routine referral for provision of corrective 

lens eyeglassese, rather than an emergency referral to diagnose 

sudden loss of vision and hemmorhage suffered by Plaintiff. 

16. Plaintiff became very distressed when he was not treated 

within a few days, as his vision was becoming slowly but progress

ively worse and the blind spot in his left eye's field of vision 

was becoming larger and more blurred. 

17. Defendant LaRock as the Assistant Health Services Ad

miniAtrator was responsible for monitoring and scheduling the 

list of inmates who had been referred t:o the contract opthal

molbgist that visited the prison monthly and who were waiting for 

appointments. Defendant LaRock had authority to expedite the 

scheduling of opthalmologist appointments for an inmate like 

Plaintiff who reported a sudden loss of vision and had authority 

t:o change and prioritize the order the inmates on the waiting list; 

would receive appointments. When prioritizing the waiting lists, 

Defendant LaRock hr.d t:he duty of care to follow 1:he care categories 

established by PS6031 03 secl:ion 7, as described in paragraph. 

14 above 

18. Plaintiff sent: AHSA LaRock a request to staff form 

on September 27,2009, asking when he would see the op!:halmologist:. 

Her resoonse was ''December of 2009 Plaintiff's loss of vision 

7 
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increased from week to week as he wai 1:ed for treatment:, t:he bli.nd 

spol: in his left visual field became larger and larger, and objects 

in the centerof his left eye visual field became more and more 

blurred and indistinct. BOP policy requires defendant LaRock 

and other management level officials to stand in the front of 

the dining hal 1 while i nm a t:es are ea l: i ng 1:he noon meal, so that 

inmates can speak informally with them about questions or concerns 

Plaintiff begin asking AHSA LaRock about once a week when he 

would be seen by the opthalmologist when she was in the dining 

hall, and Plaintiff explained that his loss of vision was getting 

worse and he feared he was going blind in his left: eye. Defendant 

LaRock appeared to be annoyed and angry that Plaintiff kept in

quiring about his medical problem and told him there was a long 

wait:ing list and he would have to wait his turn like all other 

inmates. After a few weeks AHSA LaRock began actively avoiding 

Plaintiff, she would walk into an office or leave the dining hall 

when she saw Plaintiff so he could not ask her about his loss 

of vision At no time did defendant LaRock change Plaintiff's 

place on the waiting list for the opthalmologist and at no time 

did she correct defendant Ka I: t:a' s miscoding of the referral as 

'' routine". 

19. On Dece~ber 17,2009 Plaintiff signed up for sick 

call and was seem by defendant: Kal:ta. Plaint:iff explained l:hat 

his loss of vision and bleeding in his eye was now much worse 

than when he was referred l:o the opthalmologist in September, 

and Pl2intiff asked MLP Katl:a 1:0 obtain treatment: for his eye 

as soon as possible. Defendan I: Ka 1: ta refused to ex~edi te the 

opthalmologist appointment, and wrol:e on his Clinical Encounter 

8 
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not:es for l:hal: day "asking t:o be seen sooner. Has l:o wait for his 

l:urn.". 

20. Plaintiff begin l:o file BOP administ:rat:ive remedy 

requests asking for medical treatment for his increasing loss of 

vision in his left eyer. Plainl:iff filed a Informal Resolution 

form on November 27,2009, a BP9 form to the Warden on February 11, 

2010 and a BPlO appeal to 1:he Regional Director on February 11, 

2010. None of these remedy requests expedited treatment of Plain

tiff's eye, the response in each case was to inform Plaintiff 

t:ha tt: he was on the wai t:ing l is I: and he had to wait for his turn 

to be exanined by an op thalmologis I:. 

21 Plain I: if f spoke with Ass is tan I: Warden Engel in t:he 

dining hall around March 24,2010, and AW Engel spoke with defendant 

LaRock to find out why Plaintiff had not been treated for a 

sudden loss of vision reported six months earlier. Because of 

AW Engel's intervention, Plaintiff was examined by an opthalmologist: 

on April 23,2010. 

22 The opthalmologist: determined that there was active 

bleeding and a discharge from Plaint:iff's left: eye, and that 

Plaintiff's vision had become progressively worse and more blurred 

$ince he first: reported a sudden loss of vision to defendant: 

Kati:"" 7 months earlier The opthalmologist: made a l:entat:ive diag

nosis !:hat Plain tiff was in fee l:ed with his toplasmos is, a fungal 

infection, and referred Plainl:iff to a retinal soecialisl: for 

a final diagnosis, evaluation of damage to vision or 

and treatment. 

the eye, 

23. Histoplasmosis is a fungal infection which pro-

gressively dest:roys vision when the fungus spores spread to the 

9 
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1:.!ye and begin growing in 1:he choroid layer of blood vessels 

that provides blood and nu trien l:s to 1:he re t:ina in the eye. The 

fungus causes abnormal growth of blood vessels tha1: are fragile, 

and as 1:hey burst and bleed scar tissue forms and replaces retinal 

tissue in the macula, the part: of the retina that provides l:he 

sharp central vision that allows a person to read or drive a car. 

As this damage progresses while t:he histoplasmosis fungus grows, 

all straight ahead vision may be lost. Early treatment of histo

plasmosis is essential, because t:he infection can often be arrested 

or cured,but the damage done to the retina and macula can not be 

reversed. Whatever vision loss occurs during the progressive loss 

of vision due to histoplasmosis is permanent after the fungus 

inf ec l:ion is cured The l:rea tmen l: for his t:oplasmosis af fee 1:ing 

the eye is to use laser light to burn up abnormal blood vessels 

and stop their growth, or a newer treatment is a cancer chemo

therapy drug called Avastin, which stops abnormal growth of blood 

vesels feeding tumors and can often stop abnormal blood vessel 

growth in the eye. 

24. Plaintiff was examined by a retinal specialist at 

the Virginia Eye Institute on May 19,2010. The diagnosis of 

ocular histoplasmosis was confirmed and an injection of Avast:in 

directly into the eye was adminis1:ered. The retinal specialist 

administered a second injection of Avastin on December 1,2010. 

Subsequent followuo examinations show that the progression of 

the fungus infect: ion was s 1:opped aft.er 1".he second injection, but 

1:he vision lost during the 8-9 mont:hs Plaintiff waited for treat

ment has not been reversed and will not be reversed. 

10 
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25. If defendants Katta and LaRock had allowed Plaintiff 

to be treated with the Avastin injections in September of 2009, 

when he first reported the acu 1:e and emergent medical condition 

of a sudden loss of vision and hemmorhage in his left eye, instead 

of forcing Plaintiff to wait 9 months to be treated, the damage 

l:o his eye would have been far less. His toplasmosis is a progressive 

disease, and every day it: goes un I: rea l:ed the damage to vision and 

t:he I: issues of t:he inner eye increases. The medical t:rea tmen t 

plaint:iff received was appropriate and effective. The delay in 

obtaining treatment caused by the negligent acts and omissions 

of 1:he defendants Katta and LaRock is the tortious conduct which 

is t:he direct and proximate cause of personal injury and other 

damaqes suffered by the Plaintiff. 

26. Plaintiff suffers from physical injury caused by the 

defendants negligence. Plaintiff has permanently lost central 

vision in his left eye and can only see objects in the oeripheral 

or side field of vision from his left eye Corrective lens do not 

improve th is lost vision because it results from damage to 1:he 

rel:ina, not the lens of the eye Lines and faces appear blurred 

when viewed from Plaintiff's left eye. This damage is not reversible 

by any known l:reatment and 1:he loss of vision has not improved 

since December 2010, a period of 3 years or more. 

27. Plaintiff has suffered from pain and aching in his eye 

since t:he onse I: of the his toplasmosis and mus I: wear pro l:ec ti ve eyewear. 

28 The injury to Plaintiff's eye has damaged his future 

earning ability and caused fut:ure economic damage upon his release 

fro~ orison. Before his incarceration Plaintiff worked at various 

construction trades and at jobs requiring him to drive a motor 

11 
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vehicle. Plaintiff will not be able l:o perform these jobs now. 

On information and belief Plaintiff will not be able to get 

a drivers license due to his loss of vision, which will limit 

his earnings ability and ability to conduct daily living activities. 

Plaintiff will not be able 1:o work a job requiring prolonged 

viewing of a computer screen because this activitv causes him eye 

pain .. and most: jobs require intensive use of computers in l:oday's 

economy. 

29 

tional 

Plaintiff has suffered and sl:ill suffers mental and 

injury and distress caused by the negligence of the 

emo-

defendants. As a prisoner, Plaint:iff could not obtain his own 

heal t:hcare and was t:ol:ally dependent on the staff of the prison 

healthcare department to provide treatment: for his loss of vision. 

Defendants Katta and Larock callously, wantonly and maliciously 

ref used P 1 a inti ff' s re pea l:ed reques t:s for trea tmen I: to s 1:0 l1 the 

ever progressing blindness in his left eye during the 9 month 

period before Plaintiff was seen by the opthalmologist and t:he 

retinal specialist. Having to stand by helplessly and watch his 

vision be destroyed because of the negligent and intentional 

act:s and omissions of the Defendant's caused Plaintiff to become 

anxious, strssed depressed and paranoid that the defendants had 

some hidden animus against: him and were deliberately trying to 

cause him to go blind. Plaintiff to this day is suffering mental 

and emo t:ional trauma from \:his inhumane t:rea t:men t, similar l".o 

post:-t:raumatic stress disorder. 

30. Defendant United States of America is liable for 

these negligent acts done in the scope of employemnt of defendants 
Katta and LaRock 

12 
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VI CAUSES OP ACTION 

Count: One 

The Defendanl:'s negligence resulted in personal, physical,mental 
and economic injury to Plaint:iff and constitutes the tort of 
negligence under the law of the Commonwealth of Virginia 

31 Plaintiff incorporates paragraphs 1 through 30 as 

though they were stated fully herein. 

32. Defendant Unied States of America, its agency the Bureau 

of Prisons, and its employees, agents and servants MLP Kat:ta and 

AHSA LaRock had a legal duty to provide for Plaintiff's care, a 

duty which includes orovi s ion of necessary medical care and trea l:men t:, 

pursuant to 18 USC 4042{b), because Plaintiff is a federal prisoner. 

Defendants had a more specific legal duty to follow the standards 

of care regarding medical treatment of federal inmates set forl:h 

by BOP official policy Pat:ient: Care, PS6031 03, section 7. 

Tliis policy mandated a dut:y to provide immedial:e attention and 

treatment of emergent or acute medical conditions which could 

cause loss of function of a body part:, such as Plaintiff's eye. 

PS 6031 03 section 7{a) specifically defines both ''sudden loss of 

vision" and "hemmorhage" as emergent conditions which require 

immediate attention and treatment. This official policy limited 

t:he discretion of defendants Kat:ta and LaRock concerning delay 

in treating loss of vision and hemmorhage of the eye. 

33. Defendant Kat:ta breached the legal duty of care owed 

Plaint:iff when he did not provide immediate attention or treatment 

when Plaintiff presented a emergent medical condition of sudden 

loss of vision in his left eye and bleeding in his left eye. 

Defendant Katta breached the legal duty to Plaintiff when he 

made a "routine priority" referral to an opthalmologist: and did 

13 
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not reference sudden loss of vision or bleeding inside Plaintiff's 

eye as the reason for this referral. Defendant LaRock breached 

the legal duty of care owed Plaintiff when she refused to expedite 

his examination by the opthalmologist after he repeatedl~ informed 

her he was suffering progressive blindness in his left eye. 

34. The breach of the legal duty owed Plaintiff by the 

defendants caused a 9 month delay in PlAintiff'R tre~tm~nt for ocular 

hist:oplasmosis ,which was t:he proximate cause of physical, personal, 

ment:al, emotional ,psychological and economic injury and damages 

to the Plaintiff. But for t:he nine month delay in diagnosis and 

t:rea l:ment of his l:oplasmosi.s caused by the breach of the legal 

duty owed Plaintiff by the defendant:s, l:he injuries would not have 

been inflicted on Plaintiff or l:heir severity would have been less. 

Count Two 

The Defendants per se negligence resulted in personal, physical 
mental and economic injury to Plaintiff and constitutes t:he t:ort: 
of per se negligence under 1:he law of l:~e Commonwealth of Virginia 

3 5 Plain tiff incorpora l:es paragraphs 1 though 34 as though 

they were stated fully herein 

36 Defendants violated BOP policy PS6031.03 and 18 use 

4042(b) by delaying Plaintiff's !:reatment for a sudden loss of 

vis ion and bleeding of his lef l: eye for nin0 man 1:hs 

37 Plaintiff as a federal prisoner belongs t:o the class 

of persons whom the stat:ut:e and the policy intended t:o prot:ecl: 

from harm by mandating a du l:y and a s l:andard of care 

38 The violation of the statute and 1:he policy were the 

proximate cause of physical, personal,ment:al,emotional and economic 

injury to Plalintiff 

14 
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VII PRAYER FOR RELIEF 

WHEREFORE Plaintiff Frank Sowers prays that this Coutt. 

A. Declare and adjudge that the acts and omissions of 

the Defendants described herein const:it:ute 1:he torts of negligence 

and engligence per seas defined by the law of the Commonwealth 

of Virginia 

B. Order the Defendanl:s l:o pay Plaintiff the sum cerl:ain 

of $500 000 00 as compensatory damages for physical, mental and 

economic injury and damage caused the Defendant's l:ortious conduct 

C. Order the Defendants to pay the costs incurred by 

Plaintiff in filing this action, including filing fee and costs 

for copying. 

D Granl: other jusl: and equi1:able relief trhat this 

honorable Court deems necessary. 

Re spec l:full y submit: t:ed on February 7, 2014. 

Frank Sowers 
Pl;:i.inl:iff pro se 
#09301-002 
FCI Petersburg Low 
PO Box 1000 
Petersburg, VA 23804 

VERIFICATION 

I declare under penalty of perjury, pursuant to 28 use 1746, 

that I have read the foregoing Complaint and all facts stated 

herein are l:rue and correc I: within my personal knowledge 

and I am of age and compe ten I: to tes 1:ify l:o same, and I further 

declare that I filed this Compalint pursuant to the prison mail

box rule by delivering it with postage prepaid to the legal mail 

15 
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officer of FCI Pel:ersburg Low on February I , 2014 for mailing 

to the Clerk of the US District Court. Executed on February __ ,2014 

Frank Sowers 
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Report Prisoner Data (No Middle Name) 

ID# Last Fir.i.t Mi<ldle FileD"te JudlJ.e RecD(lte OE· Ye"r cv Nun, A£'1itm t/,reeStrike 

9301002 Sowers Frank 02118/2014 , 03 Judge Ems 02/12/2014 CV 28:2671 
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Frank Sowers 
Reg No. 09301-002 
FCI Petersburg Low 
PO Box 1000 
Petersburg, VA 23804 

Dear Sirs: 

February 7,2014 

CLerk of the us District 
Court 

I enclose for filing two copies of a complaint for money 
damages under the Federal Tort Claims Act, 28 USC 2671 et seq. 
and an application to proceed in for-ma pauperis. I am requesl:ing 
thal: the US Marshal serve my complaint on the defendants and 
I will complete any summons for-ms that you need me to fill out 
once you send them. Please send me any other for-ms I need to 
fill out to commence my civil action. Please return a copy of 
the front page of my complaint stamped as filed. Thanks for 
your assistance in this matter. 

-..,~1) \E: t ~ ~ W} le ~I 
~ l I' 
· FEB I 2 20:,1 JU 

CLERK, U.S. Di3'! rllCT GOUIH 
AICHi,10NO, VA 

Sincerely, 

Frank Sowers 
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' 
CLAIM FOR DAMAGE, INSTRUCTIONS: Please reau carelully th& msoucl,ons on !ht: f OHt.\ Af'f'!sOVI, I 1 

INJURY, OR DEATH reversP. sidP. and supply i11forrnation re(westeu 011 bf'1h s,dc~ ol th•\ 0MB N() 

!Ofnl Use additional sheell sJ 11 necessary See reverse side fo1 1 !05·0008 

add1l1onal instructions. 

I Subrrnt To /lpprr:ipr,aIe Federal Agency 2 Name, Address of claimant and cla1m,mt's personal represer1Iat,vH, if 

BOP MidAtlantic Region any (See instruclio11s on ,everse) (Nvrnber. Strcel. Cily. State /llld lip 

302 Sentinel Dr. c()ueJ Fr an k Sowers #09301-002 
Suite 200 FCI Petersburg Low 
Annapolis Junction, MD 20701 PO Box 1000 

Petersburg,VA 23804 
3 TYPE OF EMPLOYMENT 4 DATE OF BIRTH 5 MARITAL STATUS 6 DATE ANO DAY OF ACCIDENi 7 liME (AM OR P t,l I 

t,\ILIT ARY CIVILIAN 3/28/1959 Sinale Mav 19 2010 ( acc:r11on n:::i 

8 Basis 01 Claim (Slate 1n detail the known facts and circumstances attending tt,e damage, mjllry. or death. 1den11fymg persons c1nd p1operty mvolvc:u, tl1() 
place of occurrence and the cause !hereof. Use add1honal pages It I1ecessary J Thi S is a claim for damage to my 

left eye and permanent partial loss of vision which was caused by the 
negligence of BOP medical staff acting within the scope of their emp-
loyment. The claim does not allege malpractice, claim alleges negli-
gence by waiting 9-10 months to have hii=:toplasmosis evaluated and 
treated b~ a retinal specialist, damage occured while waiting for evalu:1 
See attac ed paqes for full statement of ba.c;i_c; of rl;:iim 

g PROPERTY DAMAGE 

NAME AND ADDRESS OF OWNER. IF OTHER THAN CLAIMANT (Number. SIree1. City, Slale. and Z,p Code) NA 

ElRIEFL Y DESCRIBE THE PROPERTY. NA. TURE ANO EXTENT OF DAMAGE ANO THE LOCATION WHERE PROPERTY MAY ElE INSPECTED 
(See In w uct,o ns on reverse s,ae ) NA 

10 PERSONAL INJURY/WRONGFUL DEATH 

STATE NATURE AND EXTENT OF EACH INJURY OR CAUSE OF DEATH, Wl,ICH FORMS THE BASIS OF THE CLAIM IF OTHER THAN CLAIMANT. STATE NAME OF 
INJURED PERSON OR DECEDENT I have suffered permanent irreversible damage to my 
left eye, which went undiagnosed and untreated for 9-10 months because 
of staff negligence in scheduling examinaton by a opthamologist and 
retinal specialist. I have a blind spot in central vision,20/80 peripherc 
~ 

II WITNESSES 

n,ME ADDRESS (Number_ S1reet_ C,I, State. i<nd Zip Cod.,, 

NA 

12 I See ,nstn,ct,ons on reve•se ) AMOUNT OF CLAIM I,n dollars] 

, : a Fi.Of'E<>~ ·, C-.V~AGE' 1;b PERSOl~"-l aNJURf i;c V>-RONGFUL OtAT>i 12<:t l OT Al 1F a,1v,e 10 s;,ec,f ,- rna,· cJuse 

0 $500,000.00 0 
forlc,rure of t·ou, ng h Is , 

s 500,000.00 

I CERTIFY THAT THE AMOUNT OF CLAIM COVERS ONLY DAMAGES ANO INJURIES CAUSEO BY THE INCIDENT ABOVE ANO AGREE TO ACCEPT SAID AMOUNT IN 
FULL SA TIS FACTION ANO FINAL SETTLEMENT OF THIS CLAIM 

1~::~AIMA$~:S:UJ:n:Q::-se s,de) 
1 'J ti P l"I c ne n ~i mbl:i r or person s,qn,""'l,g toun 1.i OATE OF S1GtsATURE 

NA no phone 4/17/2012 
CIVIL PENAL TY FOR PRESENTING CRIMINAL PENAL TY FOR PRESENTING FRAUDULENT 

FRAUDULENT CLAIM CLAIM OR MAKING FALSE STATEMENTS 

: riic:::- i...:.IaII,,ci.. ... 1t is I . .at.i•e 1u ll1t:: Villlt!d S1a1es Go'!it:lnment tot the CJ\"'11 J,len.iill-; c., n:ot lc::s.s. !hi;J111 F ,ne ol nol more lhan S 10,000 r,, , mpuwmnenl for ne1 more t Man 5 y~ a ,s u ~w-
S5,000 and nol mare thari $10 COO. plus 3 t,mes lhe amoum of damages suslaine<I ISee 18 USC 2~7. 1001) 
by 11,e Guver,1merit (See 11 U SC 3729 l -- -~----~..........-- ~----------------. ~ ---- & -- - --- --·~· -- ~~ - --· 

NSN 7640-00·634 ·•1046 i, 1 A!lDARl i \ ,m,1 ~'., 
PHESCRl81,.() \;, I l~f' I ( If ,, ,,. i I<: ( ,e CFR M? 
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Continuation Page 

8, Basis of Claim- This claim alleges that I have suffered perma
nent damage to my left eye, a loss of vision due to a blind spot 
in the centerof my visual field and degeneration of my peripheral 
vision to 20/80, as a direct result of the acts and omissions of 
BOP medical staff, MLP Katta and AHSA LaRock at FCC Petersburg 
Medium, which constitute the tort of negligence. Katta and LaRock 
were acting within the scope of their employment as medical care 
providers at FCC Petersburg and under color of federal law at all 
times relevant to this claim. This claim does not allege mal
practice, and does not require expert testimony as proof of the 
tortious conduct under the common or statutory law of the Common
wealth of Virginia governing tort liability. This claim accrued 
on May 19,2010, when I was conclusively diagnosed with histoplas
mosis by Virginia Eye Institute Retina Specialists. The damage 
to my eye was caused by the negligence of MLP Katta and AHSA LaRock 
in delaying an examination by an opthalmologist and a retinal spec
ialist for for 8 months, after I reported a sudden loss of vision 
and a hemmorhage in my left eye on September 18,2009, but the 
personal injury or damage from rhP Deqligence was not discoverable 
by myself until I was actually evaluated by the retinal specialist 
on May 19,201Q. This claim is timely filed within two years of 
the date.my personal injury became known. The suporting facts 
proving negligence by failing to follow triage policy and failure 
to schedule evaluation for an emergency eye disorder in a reason
able time period are presented in the following two sections. 

A. MLP Katta had a duty to know and apply relevant BOP 
policy, PS6031.0l requiring immediate treatment of 
medically necessary emergent problems, he breached this 
duty by placing me on a 11 routine priority" waiting list 
for evaluation by a opthalmologist after I reported 
a sudden loss of vision and ocular hemmorhage rather than 
obtaining immediate emergency treatment, and the breach 
of duty was the direct and proximate cause of permanent 
damage to my eye and vision by progressive untreated 
histoplasmosis. 

In August of 2009 I notice a blurred spot in the center of 
the field of vision of my left eye. The blurring slowly got worse 
instead of clearing up, and I notice my left eye was bloodshot 
like it was bleeding internally, so I went to sick call to seek 
medical treatment. I was examined by MLP Bhagya Katta on 9/18/2009, 
MLP Katta noticed I had some reading glasses in my shirt pocket, 
which I had been given in March of 2007, and he told me "you must 
need a stronger prescription for your glasses". I told MLP Katta 
that.my glasses were not the problem, that my right eye was fine, 
but that it looked like to me that my left eye was bleeding internally 
and that I had a blurred blind spot in the center of my field of 
vision in my left eye, that I could not recognize faces when I 
was looking straight ahead. MLP Katta told me he would put me 
on the list to see the opthalmologist,watch the callout, he said. 
The clinical encounter notes from this date show that MLP Katta 
referred me for an optometry consultation with the priority coded 
as "routine".,with a due date of 12/18/2009, 90 days away. MLP 

l 
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Katta put down that I "need new prescription" for glasses as the 
reason for the optometry referral. He did not mention my loss of 
central vision or ocular bleeding. MLP Katta did not test my 
vision by having me look at an "E "type eye chart, but .he noted 
in his report that my vision was 20/70 in both eyes. This infor
mation was fabricated, as no vision testing was performed on this 
date, MLP Katta had a duty of care to provide medical treatment 
to me as needed under 18 use 4042. BOP policy on Patient Care, 
PS603l,01 at section 7 creates five Care Categories, each with 
increasing priority of time for provision of treatment. The 
highest priority category which requires immediate evaluation and 
treatment, is Medically Necessary-Emergent, defined as "medical 
conditions that are of an immediate, acute or emergent nature, 
which without care would cause •.. irreversible loss of function", 
such as vision. Sudden loss of vision and hemmorhage are both 
listed as examples of medical conditions in this category of care, 
and when I reported these conditions MLP Katta should have 
arranged for immediate emergency evaluation and treatment by 
an opthalmologist. MLP Katta had a duty to know and follow BOP 
policy on Patient care and prioritization or triage of acute 
conditions. Palure to follow an administrative policy which sets 
forth the standard of care that a reasonable MLP should follow, 
such as PS6031.0l, is per se negligence, MLP Katta breached this 
duty of care when he did not obtain an immediate emergency eval
ulation to determine the cause of my sudden loss of vision and 
ocular · hemorrhage, and by coding the optometry referral as "routine" 
priority status. the status accorded inmates who merely need 
a slight change toa glasses prescription. I was not evaluated by 
an opthalmologist until April 23,2010, because of the"routine" 
priority coding. The opthalmologist noted that my vision in my 
right eye was 20/20, left eye 20/60, not 20/70 in both eyes as 
reported by MLP Katta. It was also noted that there was active 
bleeding and a discharge from my left eye, and that my vision had 
gotten proqressive worse during the 8 months Thad been waiting 
for evaluat~on. The opthalmologist made a tenta•t~ediagnosis of 
histoplasmosis and referred me to a retinal specialist for 
final diagnosis, evaluation of damage to the eye, and treatment. 
I was examined by a retinal specialist at Virginia Eye Institute 
on 5/19/2010. I was diagnosed with histoplasmosis, which is 
a fungal infection that slowly and progressively destroys the 
retina by producing abnormal blood vessel growth and bleeding 
inside the eye. Total blindness can result from histoplasmosis 
if it is not treated promptly. I was treated by an interoccular 
injection of Avastin, which shrinks the blood vessels inside 
the eye to stop bleeding. I received another Avastin injection 
on 12/1/2010. These injections stopped the histoplasmosis from 
getting worse, but once damage is done to the retina from this 
disease, the damage can not be repaired or reversed by any means. 
If these injections had been given shortlv after I saw MLP Katta 
on 9/18/2009, instead of 8 months later, the permanent damage 
and loss of vision to my left eye would have been much less. 
I now have a blind spot, a circle in my center field of vision 
of my left eye where I cannot read or recognize faces and objects, 
~his damage is permanent and untreatable, and is the direct result 
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of MLP Katta•s breach of the duty of care to follow BOP policy 
and order prompt evaluation and treatment for any sudden loss 
of vision or hemmorhage on 9/18/2011. 

B. AHSA La Rock had a duty to schedule evaluation and 
treatment by a contract opthalmologist within a 
reasonable time that is appropriate for the nature 
of my medical problem, AHSA LaRock breached this duty 
of care by refusing my repeated requests to be eval
uated by the opthalmologist in a timely manner, although 
I informed her my vision was rapidly getting worse and 
I had bleeding inside my eye, and AHSA LaRock's failure 
to schedule evaluation until 8 months after I reported 
sudden loss of vision and ocular hemmorhage was the 
direct and proximate cause of permanent damage and 
personal injury to my eye. 

Ms. LaRock was the Assistant Health Services Administrator 
with charge over Medical Dept at Petersburg-Medium. The AHSA 
is responsible for scheduling and prioritizing waiting lists 
of inmates referred to the contract opthalmologist. I sent AHSA 
La Rock a cop out on 9/27/2009 asking when I would see the 
"eye doctor" and she responded "December 2009". I spoke with 
AHSA LaRock at least 8-12 times at mainline and on the compound 
and told her I feared I was going blind in my left eye, that 
I had bleeding and a blind spot that was getting worse. At 
no time did AHSA La Rock change the priority of my referral 
from "routine" to emergency or urgent. AHSA LaP:ock appeared to 
get mad or upset when I kept asking her about my eye condition. 
On 12/17/2009 I went to sick call again and saw MLP Katta. 
In his Clinical Encounter Administrative tJote of that date 
he stated I was asking to see the eye doctor sooner but the 
response noted was "he has to wait for his turn". There was no 
change of priority from "routine". I filed a BP 8 informal 
resolution request on 11/27/2009, a BP9 on 2/11/2010, see Remedy 
ID #577915 a BPlO on March 24,2010. None of these filings 
~esulted in evaluation by an opthalmologist. I finally sppealed 
to AN Engel at mainline around 3/24/2010 and told him I was 
going blind in one eye and medical refused to provide treatment. 
AW Engel spoke with AHSA LaRock and I was then evaluated by 
the opthalmologist on 4/23/2010 only becaase he intervened. 
AHSA LaRock owed me a duty of care to prioritize my wait 
time for evaluation on the basis on the severity of my eye 
condition, classified as Medically Necessary-Emergent by PS6031.0l. 
AHSA LaRock breached this duty by refusing mv repeated request 
to change the priority status of my referral from 'routine". 
The failure to obtain a timely evaluation resulted in permanent 
damagA and loss of vision to my left eye, which would not have 
occurred had I been treated shortly after 9/18/2009, instead of 
8 months later. I suffered further damage through mental and 
emotional damage and distress. The helpless feeling of needing 
medical care to prevent blindness and being repeatedly refused 
care by AHSA LaROck has caused depression, anxiety, paranoia 
and other serious mental/emotional damage. This type of of cruel 

3 
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treatment and torment violated my constitutional right to be 
free of cruel or unusual punishment for my mycrime, guaranteed 
by Amendment a,us Constitution. 

I declare under penalty of perjury, pursuant to 28 use 1746, 
that all facts stated in this tort claim are true within mW-
personal knowledge, and that I mailed this claim on April~,2·012 
with firstclass postage prepaid addressed to BOP MidAtlantic 
Regional Office, 302 Sentinel Dr.Suite 200 Annapolis Junction,MD 
20701. 

Frank Sowers 

4 
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May 2, 2012 

Frank Sowers 
Reg No 09301·002 
FCC Petersburg-Low 
P.O. Box 1000 
Petersburg, VA 23804 

Re: Administrative Tort Claim Received 04-23-2012 
Claim No. TRT-MXR-2012-03744 

Dear Mr. Sowers: 

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 
Federal Bureau of Prisons 
Mid - Atlantic Region 

Butner Legal Center 
P.O. Box 1600 
Butner, North Carolina 27509 

This will acknowledge receipt of your administrative tort claim for alleged loss of personal property or 
personal injury suffered at FCC Petersburg on or about 05/19/2010. You seek the sum certain of 
$500,000.00. 

The above-referenced claim has been accepted and considered for administrative settlement under 31 
U.S.C. § 3723. This statute provides for the settlement of claims which are small claims for private 
property damage or loss. We anticipate six month:- from the date of this letter, to review, consider, and 
adjudicate your claim. 

If possible, for each item, please state its value, date and place of purchase. If the property was 
purchased in a Federal institution, submit the commissary receipt and property form. If the property was 
not purchased in a Federal institution, submit a copy of the receipt of purchase. If you do not have a 
receipt please state as such, and list the place purchased, for example: name of store, address, state, date 
and cost for each item alleged lost or damaged. Failure to respond within 30 days of this letter will delay 
the investigation of your claim. If you /rave already il1cl11ded tlrese item.v do 1101 re-submit. 

All correspondence regarding this claim should he addressed U•: Butner LeAal Center. P.O. Box 1600, 
Butner, North Carolina 27509. When corresponding with this offo;e regarding this claim please refer to 
the above claim number. If you have any questions about the status of your claim or ff the circumstances 
surrounding this claim change in any fashion, contact this office immediately. Also, should your 
address change, please advise accordingly. 
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September 11, 2012 

Frank Sowers 
Reg. No. 09301-002 
FCC Petersburg - Low 
P.O. Box 1000 
Petersburg, VA 23804 

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 
Federal Bureau of Prisons 
Mid • Atlantic Region 

Butner Legal Center 
P.O. Box 1600 
Butner, North Carolina 27509 

Re: Administrative Tort Claim Number: TRT-MXR-2012-03744 

D.:ar Mr. So•,vc1a: 
,\\ 

Your administrative claim filed under the Federal Tort Claims Act, 28 U.S.C. § 2671, et seq., has been 
considered for administrative settlement. You allege government liability in the· amount of $500,000.00 
for alleged personal injury related to a partial loss of vision in your left eye. 

Our investigation reveals that you have not provided any evidence that Bureau of Prisons staff are 
responsible for any of your alleged injuries. Furthermore, our records indicate you were seen in health 
services on December 21, 2010, for a bump on your right eye. You indicated there were no problems with 
your left,tjY~- Y~u also failed to report to your Ophthalmology appointments on July 11, 2011, October 
25, 2011, March 2, 2012, and March 8, 2012. The Federal Tort Claims Act only provides compensation 
for loss of property or injuries resulting from the negligence, omission, or wrongful act of Bureau of 
Prisons employees acting within the scope of their employment. We do not find that your alleged injuries 
resulted from the negligence of any Bureau of Prisons staff member. 

I '•• 

Therefo_re,: your claim is denied. If you are dissatisfied with our detennination, you may file suit in the 
appropriate Un_ited States District Court not hter th:m six (6) months after the date of mailing of this 
notification. 

', '_ i..•,ti:'.'• •,i_,i1 1. \ i•-, 1 . ·I • 
. ~ . ~ l. i ,.r . 

-~ - •- 1 , ( 1 · 

'' . ' 

l, 1 :1 ... ~1i .• -J •• ~~~~ ~j~ ......... • ! ... "" ,i ... ! ; .· .. ti 1 • ··~- I! .. ·. 
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Frank Sowers February 25,2013 
#09301-002 
FCT Petersburg Low 
PO Box 1000 
Peternhurg, VA 23804 

Butner Legal Center 
~s. Michelle Fuseyamore 
PO Box 1600 
Butner, NC 27509 

R~:Regue~t for reconsideration of FTCA administrative claim 
#TRT-MXR-2012-03744, nursuc1nt l:o 28 CF? t4.9(l:i) 

Dear Ms. Fuseyamore: 

Purs!li'lnt to ?.8 Cl-'1 14.9(bl, [ am 'llaking a formal request 

for reconsideration of my administrative claim 1Jnder the Tort 

Claim Act. This re~uest is timely filed within six months of 

the date my clai~ was denied, September 11,2012. Reconside~ation 

is warranted because the decision to deny my claim was based on 

~ failure to consider and weigh all evidence presented and on an 

erron~ou~ t.nteroretaton of a BOP Clinical Encounter Renert froM 

L?./21/?.012. 

I, My administrative clai~ provided undisputed and uncon-
troverted evidence that the negligence of BOP employees 
K Flt t ;;i, ;in c:l L ;i Rock I'<'.; s t. hi:.~ d L rec;: t ca u ,c; e of a nine mo n t ~1 

delay in treatment of h ls 1;oe..!..?.SJ!!.,Q§j,~n .. m\L....le.t.t.-e,.y::e, ,.._. 
a--·aeray which Wicls the direct cau.,;e of permanent irre
,:,~r:c;tbl.e lo•;s \lf vi . .si.on in r;'ly left eye 

rha letter denying my cl~im states that I did not provide 

fltty evidence that BOP staff were responsible for the injury to 

·7V t,,ft ,.,y,::,. Th, 0 !~3,:~ts about t.,,c dc•l..:iy in treatnent of histo

nla~m0~is in my left Aye st2ted in my cl;::iim are all corroborated 

·. · i. t l 1 t ! 1 -:;, t 0 r t c L ,) i. ., f o r r'l s t: ;:i t e t 11 a t yo u r o f f i c e H i. 11 ex an i n e a 1 l 

r,?lev,,nt 1>,()p "10,dr;ll re<'ords c1nr:l that T c:lid not n"c?ed to att;::ich 

:::·.)oie:., 0f any riedical r:Pr''Hr:ls t0 MV ;_,dministr;1ti.ve cln.im. 

'•'(,:i :"!<:di,~;il r<>•~<1r-:l:• t.1r'.)'/(~ l)'·'v,ncl quc.c:tion t·h.,t d,~cisi.011.; 

:- • ·!•.' h•/ \1!,P 1<.,tt;i ,1nrl AHS;\ i,,,!~•1,·k , .. 1,1.',eci ,1 ni:-t~, mo'1th delay i:--

l:-1<1 treatmznt of htstoola.,.;ml)sis in iT'Y Lett eye. I report~d a 

l30P Policy PS603l .03 cateoorizes a sur'lc'len .. loss·c5"r"vision as ;:in 

'-1<·,,•,,, 1;ri;;1,?dt.1t0 Gt· '..•mi.:r·,.112nt rnt:',:!i,.:,11 cuncJition'·• whic:, r-eauires 
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" 1. mm e d i cl t e '-' v cl 1 u a t i on i-1 n d t r e ;_, t me n t " . ;-1f_, P Ka t t ,-1 b ,.- ea c h ed t. h e d u t y 

o f r ri r ,:, rl <~ f i n e rl b y t h i !-s ! ·· o r :1 0 l i. ,~ y \, l, c 11 Ii ,·, n i .s c l ~1 s s f i e d m y n: q u 0 :,; t 

f0r tre.:itment of ;:i ~t1drl0,1 l•·i_c;,._ ·,f 1.·i . .sion in t'10 1-..:ft ,'~'t} 1'i" 

ro'ltin0 n,1n-e:r>org':::,n<2y •--e,1uest for c1 ::,trongcr ey!:'0);.isses prescri;-,t:ion, 

sH t",:>quired bv PSoOJl.03, and when he ;'l!aced me on the "rriut-i.nc

,:,rio~:.t_,_. .. ·,,-;1i 1_inq list Lose,~ the 0pthar:10l0qist. l~e :nis<.:lassi(i-

1:clr10n 0f m·-: ·:isi.n-, lo~s ,is "r0utir"\,:_" c;iu,:0•c' i!le to have t0 ·,-;;i+. 

nine month~ to see the 1v)tl1arnoloq i.s t .. AHSA LaRo,::-1.; .::ilso c2used 

the nine month delay in evaluation and treatment of my vision loss 

1,y ir:;nnrinq and failinq to c1ct on my rer:;ea--e<:l cral ,..,n-~ ,-;rit:t~!n 

t""n•1ests to change the priority far evaluation of ..iy sudden vision 

loss from routine to emergency ~tatus and ta have my eye 

! ·.-;;.is 

not seen by the opthamologist. until 4/23/2010. I \·1as r0fer,csd to 

~ retinal specialist, who examined me on 5/19/2010, diagnosed 

my losR of viRion as heing caused by histoplasmosis, and tr0ated 

~e with an injection of Avast.in to ston the ~rogression of 1~n0n0 

to ~y left eye caused by histonlasmosis. ~ follow up injection of 

~v~stin was adninistered to ~Y left ~v~ on 12/1;2n10. T~e dates 

a~ ~y treatraents and t~e d~te T first reported a sudden loss cf 

~'1at act~ and omission of both ;.JIJl? K2.tta anc AIISA LaRock c::it•8ed 

,1 riine ,n,:rnth delav in ,::,v~•lt1,.,tion ;-;n(: t·reatr:ent of loss of vision 

The BOP medical recordi:: nlso or-ov2 that: t.h0 nine ':lon,:h 

, lay in treat;n~nt caused by :-lL? l<i:!tliil i::l._!:UHSA LaRock was the 

dtrect ~nd sole cause of irr~ver~tble n0r~2n~nt d2~~gc to My left 

eve Histoplasmosis is z fungus infecti.on of t'1e eye which s101-:ly 

~ut pronre~sivelv destrcvs t'10 retinn within the eye, which causes 

causes a~nnrmal Qrowt'1 of blood vessels and bleeding within thP 

.'Ve ' which da~aoe~ the retina. ~hP Avastin injections use1 

to treat histoplasmosis shrin~ th~ a0normal blood vessels and 

s~op the bleeding, which nreve~t~ further dam?qe to the retina, 

0ut AVc3tin does not reoair or reverse any carnage already done to 

2 
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t~e retina orior to the infection. Conseauently, ~nv lo~s of vision 

from hi~toolasmosis incurreci orior to injPction cf Avastin is 

perman0nt, ~nd ch~ earlier ?fter a change in vision is noticed that 

tteRtment with Av~~tin is qlven, th0 less oer~~n~nt vi~inn 1~su 

will be incurred. If my sudden lo.c;:s -::,f vi.c::ion had been tr.r-!a ted 

-"'1 Avc1,;:,.tiri inject. iOT'I uh ich \•101.1ld h;'!ve .-" tcnnr,d the :1ror:-rcc..,, i v,'"2 

j?m~qe to RV r?tina within R week, in~te~d of nine ~onthc;: 1~~~r. 

<'Ind the ryerr,,,:rn<=-nt vision loc:s r. no;1 •;1_1ffcr w0ul':'i '1ot 1av0 ,:,:·rvi~rf'(l. 

The amount of vision lo"·~ T n::iw :'l?V" Jue to t:--ie nil"l" n0rt_h ,:h~lay 

in tteat'.7ler.t is mt~r'l. r1-re<'ltc0:r :-:,an the a'T!our.t 0f vison loss I woulc: 

have,ha0 c>lLP Kctt2 and AIISP. LaRock arranged for iio!mediate ev2.l-

11?tion c>nd tre"lt:i'l0,it. Su'Jc;0~.ue:it to 1-_',e ,',;nial ,1f ;l'y cl'clic:,, 

was ex;::,~ineG a9ain ')y Dr G1_11,tA, t11e contrr1ct 09t.!iamolooist, on 

11/8/2012. Dr. Gupta tol-:'. me that my left eye was: "down" anci 

that the central viR~?l field bllnd sno~ and loss of visu?l acuity 

in that eye were qoing to be n0rMnn0nt. Dr. Gunta ?~vise~ that 

I weat" :ir-otecti.ve lense,;i to gnt-rd .=iqainc;t injnry ~o mv i:iqht eye, 

since it is the only one I c?n see with. 

II. T~e Clinical Encounter Report of 12/21/2010 does not 
admit or orove tha( no da~age to ~v lqft eye resultef fro~ 
n~gligent ninP month ~~lay in tre~tment of histoolRsnosis 

The letter denying ~v administrative claim state~ t~at 

when Twas seen by MLP Panaquiton on 12/21/2010 for evaluation of 

2 b1.•~n ;rnd irri t?tion to my ~IGHT eye, ( not the LEFT eye which is 

~2~aaed 2nd which is the subject nf ny tort claim) that I told 

:i r, 0 l?an ;:;ig11 i ton that- there ,,,,, s "no nrohleri with 'TIY left eye' 1 

;)'1j that this >:>~aves t~a:·. I ·.-1es nol: inj 1•r~c l-)y tnt'! neqli,:,ence of 

>IL? K;:i,tta ;:i,nd P. 1 'SA L;:i.Rcck in delayi.ng t.re~t.m1crit nf :-:iy left evn 

f0r nine r:10r,th!':, "I W?.S tl)e,e at c::i.c'< cRll l:ie-::;,•·sf:' I ,,,.=-s co'lccrri0.d 

a::iC"lut a buMn on my rin~t eye. r told 1--lL? Pa-,aguiton t'1at I did 

not have a simi.l~r bumo on ny left eye, ~ut I certainly did not 

tell MLP Panaquiton that the dan?ge and lo~s of vi~ion in my left 

eye ~a~ rniraculo11sly reverse~ it~elf. Dr. Gunta's exanination of 

11/8/2012 confirm~ t~?t I still can not see from my lef~ eye 

The words "no proble~ \1 i.. th left ey'2 · I spoke to ML~ Panag•.: i ton 

meant no NEW probleM such as the bump that wps irritating my 

3 
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right eye, ~hich was the subject of my visit to Medical on 

12/21/2012. Your denial rests on an erroneous interpretation of 
the 12/21/2010 report and an unwarranted inference that my left 
eye was not damaged. 

III. The fact that I missed opthamologist appointments 
set up outside of the normal inmate triage request 
process, because I did not know an appointment had 
been scheduled, is not relevant or material to the 
decision of my claim for damage. 

The letter of denial states I failed to report for 
Opthamology appointments in July and October of 2011 and March of 
2012. I was not aware of these appointments, because Or. Gupta 
scheduled them on his own initiative. Normally, inmates have 

to fill out a triage form and see the MLP first before they can 
see the opthamologist, which is why I had no idea I was set up 
for these exams. Now that Dr. Gupta has told me because of the 

scarring in the right eye he intends to follow up and monitor 

any change of histoplasmosis developing in the right eye, I have 
not missed any more appointments with him. The denial letter 
seems to draw an inference that I missed these appointments 
because there is no damage to my left eye, but this is simply 

not true, I missed them because I did not know they had been 
scheduled. I am actually apprehensive about further loss of 
vision in either eye and am happy to take time for whatever eye 

exams BOP is willing to provide. 
CONCLUSION 

I request that you review the records and facts, and ask 

MLP Katta and AHSA LaRock why it took nine months to have my 

sudden loss of vision evaluated and treated. I request that 
you make a reasonable settlement offer. I am serving a 360 month 
sentence and would be open to a sentence reduction as compensation 

in lieu of financial compensation. The permanent loss of vision 

has reduced my earning ability in prison and after release, 
increased risk of accidents due to loss of binocular vision and 
caused both physical and mental pain and suffering. I look 
forward to your offer in settlement of my claim. 
Submitted on February 26, 2013 

Frank Sowers 

I, 
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I declare under oenaltv of perju~y, pursuant to 28 use 17~6, 

that all facts stated in this reque1t for reconsi-:tl;!taJ:.ion are __ _ 
true wit~in my ~er~onal knowle~9e. 

F'ran!< Sowers, 

..... .....____.......~ ., ., . ___,___ .. _ ....... 

5 
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 
Federal Bureau of Prisons 
Mid - Atlantic Region 

--------------····•···---· - ·-···· --··-·- -···--·-····-

April 2, 2013 

Frank Sowers 
Reg. No. 09301-002 
FCC Petersburg - Low 
P.O. Box I 000 
Petersburg, VA 23804 

Re: Administrative Tort Claim Received 03/07/2013 
Claim No. TRT-MXR-2012-03744 (reconsideration) 

Dear Mr. Sowers: 

Butner Legal Center 
P.O. Box 1600 
Butner, North Carolina 27509 

This will acknowledge receipt of your administrative tort claim reconsideration for alleged personal injury 
related tu a partial loss of vision in your left eye. You seek a sum certain of $500,000.00. 

The above-referenced claim has been accepted and will be reconsidered for administrative settlement under 
28 U.S.C. § 2675. We anticipate six months from the date of this letter, to review, reconsider, and 
adjudicate your claim. 

All correspondence regarding this claim should be addressed to: Butner Legal Center, P.O. Box 1600. 
Butner, North Carolina 27509. When corresponding with this office regarding this claim please refer to 
the above claim number. If you have any questions about the status of your claim or if the circumstances 
surrounding this claim change in any fashion. contact this office immediately. Also, should your address 
change, please advise accordingly. 

s;'.!:•t· , I 

' ., 
Matthew W. Mellady 
Regional Cou~,se~-~ ---
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August 12. 2013 

Frank SO\vers 
Reg. No. 09301-002 
FCC Petersburg - Low 
P.O. Box 1000 
Petersburg. VA 23804 

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF ,JUSTICE 
Federal Bureau or Prisons 
Mid - A1lmuic Reg.ion 

Butner Legal Center 
P n Ro, lllOII 
Butner. Noi1h ('arolin:1 27509 

Re: Administrative Tort Claim Number: TRT-MXR-2012-0374-i. (Reconsideration) 

Deur ivlr, Sowers; 

Our adjudication of your administrative c \aim Ii led ,.m<ler the Federal Tort Claims Act. 28 l I, S .C, * 
26 71. et seq .. referenced above has been reconsidered per your request. You al lcge govemmcnt 
liability in the amount of$500.000.00 for alleged personal injury related to a partial loss of \'ision 
in your left eye. 

Our investigation reveals no evidence that your allt:ged injuries resulted from the negligern.:c or 
any Bureau of Prisons staff member. According to your medical records. your requests for eye 
exams indicated routine eye care. as opposed to the sudden loss of vision that you now claim. 
Additionally. you failed to provide any additional evidence in your request for reconsideration. 
We find no reason to depart from our previous denial. 

There fore. this letter constitutes a Ii na I den ia I of your c I aim. If you arc di ssat is ficd with nu r 
determination. you may file suit in the appropriate United States District Court not later than six 
( 6) months after the date of mailing of this noti tication. 

, 7 

,1:. .,,. r/ i ,.1. ,, 

L, Vt, ✓{i~t.. 
, atthew, . Me~lady~ '---, 
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FRANK SOWERS, 
Plaintiff, 

v. 

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF VIRGINIA 

Alexandria Division 

Case No. 1 :14-cv-177 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
Defendant. 

) 
) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

MEMORANDUM OPINION 

This is an FTCA I medical malpractice claim brought by a federal inmate who alleges that 

the medical care he received while incarcerated at FCC Petersburg failed to meet the requisite 

standard of care. Plaintiff filed this action pro se, and following service of the initial complaint, 

defendant requested that plaintiff provide certification that he had obtained a written expert 

opinion pursuant to the Virginia Medical Malpractice Act ("VMMA). When plaintiff responded 

that he had not yet obtained such a certification, defendant filed a motion for summary judgment. 

An Order issued on February 25, 2015, denying the motion for summary judgment without 

prejudice, but allowing plaintiff to file "an amended complaint, including the expert certification 

required by Virginia Code § 8.01-20.1." Sowers v. United Stales, 1: 14:cv-177 (E.D. Va. Feb. 25, 

2015) (Order) (Doc. 21 ). Following the filing of the amended complaint, defendant moved to 

dismiss on the grounds that, inter alia, the amended complaint did not comply with the February 

25 Order and the VMMA. This memorandum opinion records and elucidates the reasons for 

denying defendant's motion to dismiss. 

1 Federal Tort Claims Act, 28 U.S.C. § 2671, et seq. 
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I. 

The pertinent facts may be succinctly summarized. Plaintiff, Frank Sowers, is a federal 

inmate currently housed at FCC Petersburg, which is located in the Eastern District of Virginia. 

Plaintiff is in custody of the Federal Bureau of Prisons ("BOP"), an agent of the defendant, 

United States of America. 

In August 2009, plaintiff noticed a sudden loss of vision in his left eye, which was 

bloodshot and appeared to be bleeding internally. Plaintiff then promptly reported his sudden 

loss of vision at sick call in accordance with the BOP procedures for inmate requests for 

emergency medical care. 

On September 18, 2009, plaintiff was examined by his assigned Mid-Level Practitioner 

("MLP"), Bhagya Katta, an employee of the United States and the BOP.2 MLP Katta was the 

initial contact for plaintiff and the person who initially determined whether treatment, if any, was 

necessary. Plaintiff told MLP Katta that he sought care for the sudden loss of vision in his left 

eye, explaining that a blurred blind spot in the center of his field of vision made it difficult to 

recognize faces when looking straight ahead. Plaintiff also told MLP Katta that he feared going 

blind and needed some type of emergency treatment from an eye doctor. 

Despite learning this information, MLP Katta concluded that plaintiff needed nothing 

more than a stronger prescription for his eyeglasses. It appears that MLP Katta reached this 

conclusion on noticing that plaintiff possessed a pair of non-prescription reading glasses. MLP 

Katta further stated that plaintiff would be placed on a waiting list to see an ophthalmologist. 

Rather than treating his eye condition as an emergency, MLP Katta's consultation report 

described the request for an ophthalmologist examination as "routine" with a due date of 

2 The nature and extent ofMLP Katta's training and expertise is unclear from the record. 

2 
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December 18, 2009, approximately four months after plaintiff reported his sudden loss of vision. 

MLP Katta's report further indicated that plaintiffs need for a new glasses prescription was the 

reason for the referral. 

When plaintiff was not treated within a few days of his appointment with MLP Katta, he 

became distressed, as the blind spot in his left eye was growing larger and more blurred. 

Accordingly, on September 27, 2009, plaintiff sent a request to Administrator LaRock, the 

Assistant Health Services Administrator responsible for scheduling inmate appointments with the 

ophthalmologist, asking when plaintiff would be seen by an ophthalmologist. The amended 

complaint does not reflect that LaRock responded to this request, and in any event, the amended 

complaint makes clear that plaintiff waited eight months for an ophthalmologist appointment. 

During this period, the blurred spot in his left eye worsened and grew. While he waited, plaintiff 

repeatedly asked LaRock about his ophthalmologist appointment, causing LaRock to become 

annoyed with plaintiff and to avoid and ignore plaintiff's repeated requests. 

On December 17, 2009, plaintiff signed up for sick call and was again seen by MLP 

Katta. Plaintiff explained that both the vision loss and the bleeding in his eye had worsened and 

asked to receive treatment as soon as possible. MLP Katta refused plaintiffs request to expedite 

his ophthalmologist appointment and wrote in her Clinical Encounter notes that, despite 

plaintiffs requests, he must await his tum. Plaintiff also filed BOP administrative remedy 

requests asking for medical treatment. The responses to each request-dated November 27, 

2009, and February 1 I, 2010-were the same: Plaintiff must await his tum on the waiting list. 

On or about March 24, 2010, plaintiff told Assistant Warden Engel in the prison dining 

hal I about the delay in treatment. Engel apparent! y intervened, and on Apri 1 23, 201 0, 

approximately eight months after plaintiffs initial request for emergency treatment, an 
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ophthalmologist examined plaintiff. The ophthalmologist detennined that there was active 

bleeding and a discharge from plaintiffs left eye and that plaintiffs vision had progressively 

worsened since he first reported his loss of vision to MLP Katta. The ophthalmologist tentatively 

diagnosed plaintiff as suffering from a fungal eye infection and referred plaintiff to a retinal 

specialist. 

Approximately two weeks later, on May 9, 2010, a retinal specialist examined plaintiff 

and diagnosed him with ocular histoplasmosis, a fungal infection that progressively destroys 

vision as the fungal spores spread in the eye. Plaintiff was treated with two injections of a drug 

called Avastin, which stopped the fungal infection's progress. Nevertheless, the damage plaintiff 

suffered during the eight months he awaited treatment is irreversible. Plaintiff has pennanently 

lost central vision in his left eye and can see objects in that eye only in his peripheral vision. 

After exhausting his administrative remedies, as required by 28 U.S.C. § 2675, plaintiff 

brought this action pro se pursuant to the Federal Tort Claims Act ("FTCA"), 28 U.S.C. §§ 

1346(b), 2671, alleging that medical staff at FCC Petersburg were negligent in (i) failing to 

diagnose his eye condition promptly, (ii) failing to recognize that emergency treatment was 

required, and (iii) failing to provide timely specialist treatment to prevent plaintiffs permanent 

loss of vision. 

Following service of the complaint, defendant requested that plaintiff provide a 

certification form indicating that plaintiff had obtained a written expert opinion pursuant to the 

VMMA. Shortly thereafter, plaintiff responded that he had not as yet obtained a supporting 

expert opinion. Defendant then moved for summary judgment, inter alia, on the ground that 

plaintiff had not complied with the expert certification required by the VMMA. On February 25, 

2015, an Order issued, denying defendant's motion for summary judgment without prejudice, 
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and allowing plaintiff to file an amended complaint to satisfy the requisite expert certification. 

Sowers, l:14-cv-177 (E.D. Va. Feb. 25, 2015) (Order) (Doc. 21). This was done in recognition 

that "it is impracticable, if not impossible, for a pro se prisoner to obtain such an expert 

certification." Id. Accordingly, counsel was appointed for plaintiff, and plaintiff was directed to 

file "an amended complaint, including the expert certification required by Virginia Code§ 8.01-

20.1," and to do so within thirty days of the Order. Id. A subsequent Order extended the deadline 

to April 9, 2015. Sowers, I: l 4-cv-177 (E.D. Va. March 25, 2015) (Order) (Doc. 23). 

On April 30, 2015, plaintiff filed an amended complaint, which included a "certification 

of expert witness opinion," alleging two counts. Count I alleges that defendant's negligence 

resulted in personal, physical, mental, and economic injury to plaintiff and constitutes a tort of 

negligence under Virginia law. Count II alleges that defendant's failure to provide medical care 

was negligence per se under Virginia law that resulted in personal, physical, mental, and 

economic injury to plaintiff. 

Thereafter, on May 18, 2015, defendant moved to dismiss the amended complaint for 

failure to state a claim on grounds that (i) plaintiff failed to file his amended complaint by the 

ordered deadline, April 9, 2015, (ii) the amended complaint did not comply with the February 25 

Order and the VMMA certification requirement, and (iii) the amended complaint failed to state a 

claim upon which relief can be granted because the negligence claims were based on defendant's 

failure to comply with an internal BOP Program Statement. Alternatively, defendant requests in 

camera inspection to ensure that the VMMA certification requirement has been met. 

On July 31, 2015, an Order issued, granting in part and denying in part defendant's 

motion to dismiss. Sowers, l: 14-cv-177 (E.D. Va. July 3 I, 2015) (Order) (Doc. 41 ). Specifically, 
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defendant's motion was granted with respect to Count II, plaintiffs negligence per se claim. The 

motion was denied in all other respects. 

II. 

At the threshold, defendant argues that plaintiffs amended complaint should be 

dismissed because plaintiff failed to comply with the April 9, 2015 filing deadline that was set by 

an Order that issued on March 25, 20 15. Sowers, 1 : 14-cv- I 77 (E. D. Va. Mar. 2 5, 2015) (Order) 

(Doc. 23 ). As defendant correctly notes, plaintiff did not file the amended complaint until April 

30, 2015. Yet, defendant makes no showing that this three-week delay resulted in any prejudice 

to the defendant. In the absence of prejudice, defendant fails to persuade, especially given that a 

failure to allow plaintiff to proceed in this dispute would amount to significant prejudice to 

plaintiff. Although Rule 15, Fed. R. Civ. P ., was not specifically invoked by plaintiff or the 

March 25 Order, the spirit and rationale of that Rule are applicable. As Rule 15 provides that a 

plaintiff should be allowed to amend as "justice so requires," so, too, is it appropriate to allow 

plaintiff to proceed with his amended complaint as justice plainly requires that he be allowed to 

do so. Rule 15(a)(2), Fed. R. Civ. P. Accordingly, defendant's motion to dismiss is properly 

denied on this ground. 

III. 

As Virginia medical malpractice law is the source of liability in this FTCA dispute,3 the 

first question to address is whether the VMMA certification requirement applies in an FTCA 

3 The FTCA looks to state tort law as the source of liability. See 28 U.S.C. § 2674 (stating that 
the Government is "liable in the same manner and to the same extent as a private individual in 
like circumstances"). Because this medical malpractice claim arises from activities in Virginia, 
Virginia law governs. See Starns v. United States, 923 F .2d 34, 3 7 ( 4th Cir. 1991 ). Specifically, 
the VMMA governs, as it applies to "any tort action ... for personal injuries or \.Wongful death 
based on health care or professional services rendered, by a health care provider to a patient." 
Va. Code§ 8.01-581.1. 
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case. Although the Fourth Circuit has not yet squarely addressed this issue,4 it is now well-settled 

that the VMMA certification requirement applies in a diversity medical malpractice action. See 

Keitz v. Unnamed Sponsors of Cocaine Research Study, 510 F. App'x 254, 256 (4th Cir. 2013). 

This follows directly from the FTCA's limited waiver to sovereign immunity, which renders the 

government "liable in the same manner and to the same extent as a private individual in like 

circumstances" for the wrongful acts of a government employee acting within the scope of his 

employment. 28 U.S.C. § 2674; see also Medina v. United States, 259 F.3d 220, 223 (4th Cir. 

2001) (holding that the government is liable under the FTCA "in the same respect as a private 

person under the law of the place where the act occurred"). Importantly, the Fourth Circuit has 

held that, in an FTCA dispute, "courts should not engage in traditional Erie analysis" because 

"the FTCA contains an explicit instruction by Congress regarding which law to use" insofar as it 

instructs that the government should be held liable '"in the same manner and to the same extent 

as a private individual under like circumstances."' Cibula v. United Stales, 551 F.3d 316, 321-22 

(2009) (quoting 28 U.S.C. § 2674). This statutory language points persuasively to the conclusion 

that the entire VMMA, including the certification requirement, applies. Just as a private party in 

4 The Fourth Circuit has not squarely addressed this issue, but district courts in this district have 
consistently applied the VMMA certification requirement to medical malpractice actions brought 
under the FTCA. See, e.g., Brondas v. Corizon Health, Inc., No. 7:14-cv-00369, 2015 WL 
3491130, *7 (E.D. Va. June 3, 2015); Reed v. United States, No. 1: 14cv24 7, 2015 WL 1402127, 
*4 (E.D. Va. March 25, 2015); Bell v. United States, No. 4: l lcv60, 2011 WL 3 734458, at *2 
(E.D. Va. Aug. 24, 2011); Bond v. United States, No. 08-0324, 2008 WL 4774004, at *3 (E.D. 
Va. Oct. 27, 2008); Parker v. United States, 375 F.Supp.2d 594, 596-97 (E.D. Va. 2007). 
Significantly, none of these courts explains the reason for applying the VMMA certification 
requirement to an FTCA cause of action. One district court has raised the issue, but did not 
provide an answer, deciding the case on other grounds. See Sanchez-Angeles v. United States, 
No. 7:07-cv-00596, 2008 WL 2704309, *5 (E.D. Va. July 10, 2008) (asking "whether the expert 
certification [of merit] requirement, a Virginia procedural law, should be applied in [a federal] 
court" but not resolving the issue because plaintiff's claim failed for other reasons). 
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Virginia would not be liable if a plaintiff failed to meet the VMMA certification requirement, so, 

too, would the government not be liable if an FTCA plaintiff failed to meet that requirement. 

IV. 

The next question presented is whether plaintiff in this case has met the VMMA 

certification requirement. Defendant appears to take the position that the VMMA and the 

February 25 Order required plaintiff to file a certification from an expert physician in addition to 

the amended complaint. This is a misreading of the VMMA and the February 25 Order. 

Under the VMMA, every complaint that asserts a medical malpractice claim "shall be 

deemed a certification that the plaintiff has obtained from an expert ... a written opinion signed 

by an expert witness." Va. Code§ 8.01-20.1. By its plain terms, the VMMA certification 

requirement provides that the complaint itself functions as a certification that a plaintiff has 

obtained the requisite expert opinion. Specifically, the complaint certifies that that the expert 

opinion states that "based upon a reasonable understanding of the facts, the defendant ... 

deviated from the applicable standard of care and the deviation was a proximate cause of the 

injuries claimed." Id. Importantly, a plaintiff need not also file the expert opinion or a separate 

certification together with the complaint in order to comply with the certification requirement. 

Nor is defendant correct in assuming that the February 25 Order required the filing of an expert 

opinion. Instead, the Order merely incorporated the VMMA certification requirement by 

requiring plaintiff to file "an amended complaint, including the expert certification required by 

Virginia Code§ 8.01-20.1." Sowers, l:14-cv-177 (E.D. Va. Feb. 25, 2015) (Order) (Doc. 21). In 

other words, the Order only required compliance with the VMMA certification requirement, no 

more and no less. 
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Here, plaintiffs amended complaint complied with the VMMA certification requirement 

and the February 25 Order. The filing of the amended complaint certified "that plaintiff ha[d] 

obtained from an expert witness ... a written opinion," and therefore complied with the 

certification requirement. Va. Code § 8.01-20.1.5 In an abundance of caution, plaintiff also 

included in his amended complaint a "certification of expert witness opinion," which stated that 

"certification was obtained from an expert witness who Plaintiff reasonably believes would 

qualify as an expert witness in this matter." Pl.' s Am. Comp!., at 2. 

It is worth noting that the VMMA provides a mechanism for a defendant to ensure that a 

plaintiff has obtained an expert opinion. Once a plaintiff has requested service of the complaint, 

the statute entitles a defendant to ask the plaintiff to provide a "certification form" indicating that 

the requisite expert opinion has been obtained. Va. Code§ 8.01-20.1. The VMMA defines the 

"certification form" as "an affirm[ation] that the plaintiff had obtained the necessary certifying 

expert opinion at the time service was requested." Id. If a plaintiff fails to provide the 

certification within "10 business days after receipt of [defendant's] request," a court may dismiss 

plaintifrs complaint with prejudice. Id. Importantly, even at this stage, a plaintiff need not 

provide the expert opinion itself in order to comply with the request; rather, plaintiff must simply 

provide assurance that he has obtained the expert opinion. Indeed, the VMMA states that no 

defendant "shall ... be entitled to discover the identity or qualifications of the certifying expert or 

the nature of the certifying expert's opinions." Id. Here, defendant did not request a "certification 

form" under the VMMA upon receipt of plaintifrs amended complaint. Thus, defendant was not 

entitled to a "certification form." Moreover, even if defendant had requested a ''certification 

form," plaintiff has satisfied this requirement because he included in his amended complaint a 

5 Plaintiffs filing of the original complaint failed to comply with the VMMA certification 
requirement because plaintiff, when queried, admitted that he had not obtained an expert opinion. 
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"certification of expert witness opinion," which affirmed that a "certification was obtained from 

an expert witness who Plaintiff reasonably believes would qualify as an expert witness in this 

matter." Pl.'s Am. Comp!., at 2. In accordance with the VMMA, this "provide[d} the defendant 

with a certification form that affirms that the plaintiff had obtained the necessary certifying 

expert opinion" from "an expert witness whom the plaintiff reasonably believes would qualify as 

an expert witness." Va. Code § 8.01-20.1. 

In sum, plaintiff's amended complaint complies with the February 25 Order and the 

VMMA. Accordingly, defendant's motion to dismiss is properly denied on this ground. 

V. 

Analysis of defendant's motion to dismiss next properly considers whether in camera 

review of the expert opinion is appropriate. Under the VMMA, a court "may conduct an in 

camera review of the certifying expert opinion obtained by the plaintiff as the court may deem 

appropriate." Va. Code§ 8.01-20.1 (emphases added). This language plainly leaves the decision 

to a court's discretion; a defendant has no right to in camera review. In cases where there is 

reason to doubt whether a physician would certify that the facts alleged support a medical 

malpractice claim, in camera review may be appropriate. But where, as here, the alleged facts 

clearly support a medical malpractice claim, there is no reason to question the legitimacy of a 

plaintiffs certification that he has obtained an expert certification. Although plaintiff had not 

obtained an expert when he filed his initial complaint as a prose litigant, plaintiff failed to do so 

as a result of practical impediments to obtaining an expert opinion, not for any reason that raises 

suspicions about the legitimacy of the amended complaint's certification. See Sowers, 1: 14-cv-

177 (E.D. Va, February 25, 2015) (Order) (Doc. 21). Thus, in camera review is not appropriate 

here. 
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Vl. 

Based on the facts alleged, there is no basis in law for applying the negligence per se 

principle. Therefore, defendant's motion to dismiss on this ground is granted. 

But a contrary conclusion is appropriate with respect to the negligence claim, as the 

amended complaint sets forth a plausible claim of medical malpractice under Virginia law. See 

Ashcroft v. Iqbal, S56 U.S. 662,678 (2009). 

VII, 

For the reasons stated here, and for the reasons stated from the bench, defendant's motion 

to dismiss is granted with respect to plaintiff's claim for negligence per se and is denied in all 

other respects. 

An appropriate Order has already issued. 

Alexandria, Virginia 
September 28, 2015 

11 

T. S. Ellis, III 
United States 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF VIRGINIA 

Alexandria Division 

FRANK SOWERS, 

Plaintiff', 

v. 

UNITED STA TES OF AMERICA, 

Defendant. 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
} 

Civil Action No.1:t-kv•0l77 
(TSl:JJFA) 

STIPULATION OF DISMISSAL 

The parties lo the above.captioned action having reached a settlement of this matter~ it is 

hereby stipulated and agreed that the action be dismissed with prejudice. 

Isl 
Robert L. Jenkins. Jr. 
Bynum & Jenkins 
IO IO Cameron St. 
Alexandria. VA 22314 
Telephone: 703 309 0899 
fax:703 5491101 
RJenkins@BynumAndJenkinsLaw.com 
Allorney for Plaintlff 

DATED: December 23, 201S 

Respectfully submitte~ 

DANA J. BOENTE 
UNITED STA TES A ITORNEY 

By: /s/ 
Agatha M. Swick 
Special Assistant United States Attorney 
Dennis C.Barghaan, Jr. 
Assistant United States Attorney 
2100 Jamieson Avenue 
Alexandria. Virginia 22314 
(703) 299.384S (direct) 
(703) 299-3983 (fax) 
david.moskowla@usdoj.gov 
Attorney for Defe,ulants 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF VIRGINIA 

Alexandria Division 

FRANK SOWERS, 

Plaintiff, 

V. 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 

Defendant. 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

Civil Action No. 1: l4-cv-0177 
(TSEIJFA) 

_____________ ) 

STIPULATION OF DISMISSAL 

The parties to the above-captioned action having reached a settlement of this matter, it is 

hereby stipulated and agreed that the action be dismissed with prejudice. 

Isl 
Robert L. Jenkins, Jr. 
Bynum & Jenkins 
1010 Cameron St. 
Alexandria, VA 223 14 
Telephone: 703 309 0899 
Fax:703 549 7701 
RJenkins@BynumAndJ enkinsLaw .com 
Attorney for Plaintiff 

DATED: December 23, 2015 

Respectfully submitted, 

DANAJ. BOENTE 
UNITED ST A TES ATTORNEY 

By: /s/ 
Agatha M. Swick 
Special Assistant United States Attorney 
Dennis C.Barghaan, Jr. 
Assistant United States Attorney 
2100 Jamieson A venue 
Alexandria, Virginia 22314 
(703) 299-3845 (direct) 
(703) 299-3983 (fax) 
david.moskowitz@usdoj.gov 
Attorneyfor Defendants 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I hereby certify that on this 23rd day of December 2015, I electronically filed the 

foregoing with the Clerk of Court using the CMIECF system, which will send a notification of 

such filing (NEF) to all counsel of record. 

Date: December 23, 2015 
Isl 
AGATHA SWICK 
SpecialAssistant United States Attorney 
2100 Jamieson A venue 
Alexandria, VA 223 14 
Telephone: (703) 299-3831 
Fax: (703) 299-3983 
Email: agatha.swick@usdoj.gov 

ATTORNEY FOR DEFENDANT 



IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR THE 
EASTERN DISTRICT OF VIRGINIA 

Alexandria Division 

FRANK SOWERS, ) 
Plaintiff, ) 

) 
v. ) Civil Action No. 1:14cv0177 (TSE/JFA) 

) 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, ) 

) 
Defendant. ) _____________ ) 

STIPULATION FOR COMPROMISE SETTLEMENT AND RELEASE OF 
FEDERAL TORT CLAIMS ACT CLAIMS PURSUANT TO 28 U.S.C. § 2677 

It is hereby stipulated by and between the undersigned plaintiff (meaning any person, 

other than the defendant and the attorneys, signing this agreement, whether or not a party to this 

civil action), and the United States of America, by and through their respective attorneys, as 

follows: 

1. The parties do hereby agree to settle and compromise each and every claim of any 

kind, whether known or unknown, arising directly or indirectly from the acts or omissions that 

gave rise to the above-captioned action under the terms and conditions set forth in this 

Settlement Agreement. 

2. The United States of America agrees to pay the sum of Six Thousand Five 

Hundred Dollars ($6,500.00), which sum shall be in full settlement and satisfaction of any and 

all claims, demands, rights, and causes of action of whatsoever kind and nature, arising from, and 

by reason of any and all known and unknown, foreseen and unforeseen bodily and personal 

injuries, damage to property and the consequences thereof, resulting, and to result, from the 

subject matter of this settlement, including any claims for wrongful death, for which plaintiff or 



his guardians, heirs, executors, administrators, or assigns, and each of them, now have or may 

hereafter acquire against the United States of America, its agents, servants, and employees. 

3. Plaintiff and his guardians, heirs, executors, administrators or assigns hereby agrees 

to accept the sums set forth in this Stipulation of Compromise Settlement in full settlement, 

satisfaction, and release of any and all claims, demands, rights, and causes of action of 

whatsoever kind and nature, including claims for wrongful death, arising from, and by reason of 

any and all known and unknown, foreseen and unforeseen bodily and personal injuries, damage 

to property and the consequences thereof which they may have or hereafter acquire against the 

United States of America, its agents, servants and employees on account of the same subject 

matter that gave rise to the above-captioned action, including any future claim or lawsuit of any 

kind or type whatsoever, whether known or unknown, and whether for compensatory or 

exemplary damages. Plaintiff and his guardians, heirs, executors, administrators or assigns 

further agrees to reimburse, indemnify and hold harmless the United States of America, its 

agents, servants, and employees from and against any and all such causes of action, claims, liens, 

rights, or subrogated or contribution interests incident to or resulting from further litigation or the 

prosecution of claims by plaintiff or his guardians, heirs, executors, administrators or assigns 

against any third party or against the United States, including claims for wrongful death. 

4. This stipulation for compromise settlement is not, is in no way intended to be, and 

should not be construed as, an admission of liability or fault on the part of the United States, its 

agents, servants, or employees, and it is specifically denied that they are liable to the plaintiff. 

This settlement is entered into by all parties for the purpose of compromising disputed claims 

under the Federal Tort Claims Act and avoiding the expenses and risks of further litigation. 
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5. It is also agreed, by and among the parties, that the respective parties will each bear 

their own costs, fees, and expenses and that any attorney's fees owed by the plaintiff will be paid 

out of the settlement amount and not in addition thereto. 

6. It is also understood by and among the parties that pursuant to Title 28, United States 

Code, Section 2678, attorney's fees for services rendered in connection with this action shall not 

exceed 25 per centum of the amount of the compromise settlement. 

7. The persons signing this Settlement Agreement warrant and represent that they 

possess full authority to bind the persons on whose behalf they are signing to the terms of the 

settlement. Jo the event any plaintiff is a minor or a legally incompetent adult, the plaintiff 

must obtain Court approval of the settlement at his expense. Plaintiff agrees to obtain such 

approval in a timely manner: time being of the essence. Plaintiff further agrees that the United 

States may void this settlement at its option in the event such approval is not obtained in a timely 

manner. In the event plaintiff fails to obtain such Court approval, the entire Stipulation For 

Compromise Settlement And Release and the compromise settlement are null and void. 

8. Payment of the settlement amount will be made by government wire transfer to 

plaintiffs attorney based on bank account infonnation to be provided by plaintiffs attorney. 

Plaintiff's attorney agrees to distribute the settlement proceeds to the plaintiff, and to obtain a 

dismissal of the above-captioned action with prejudice, with each party bearing its own fees, 

costs, and expenses. 

9. The parties agree that this Stipulation for Compromise Settlement and Release, 

including all the terms and conditions of this compromise settlement and any additional 

3 



agreements relating thereto, may be made public in their entirety, and the plaintiff expressly 

consents to such release and disclosure pursuant to 5 U.S.C. § 552a(b). 

10. It is contemplated that this Stipulation may be executed in several counterparts, 

with a separate signature page for each party. All such counterparts and signature pages, 

together, shall be deemed to be one document. 

Executed this _____ day of December, 2015. 

Attorney for Defendant, 
United States of America 

Plaintiff 

day of December, 2015. 
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Christina Kelley - Re: Fwd: Request for medical review - Sowers v. United States, 
1:14cvl 77 (EDVa) 

From: 

To: 

Date: 

Subject: 

Christina Kelley 

Kelton, Zachary 

6/23/2015 8:28 AM 

Re: Fwd: Request for medical review - Sowers v. United States, 1:14cv177 (EDVa) 

Attachments: Sowers - Settlement Memorandum.pdf 

Zach, 

Attached is the settlement memo. Let me know if you need anything else. I'm sure the AUSA will be calling 
again either today or tomorrow. Thanks! 

Christy 

> > > Zachary Kelton 6/22/2015 11:12 AM > > > 

Sounds good.1 .... (b_)_(5_) ___________________________ _ 

Zach 

> > > Christina Kelley 6/22/2015 11:08 AM > > > 
Thanks. I' II start drafting the request for authority. (b )(5) 

(b )(5) 

> > > Zachary Kelton 6/22/2015 11:03 AM > > > 
Hi Christy, 

(b)(5) 

Zach 

> > > Christina Kelley 6/22/2015 10:42 AM > > > 

Zach, 

I don't think Matthew read this before he went on leave. Would you be able to help with the below? The AUSA 

file:// /C:/Uscrs/bop03 715/ AppData/Local/T cmp/ I /XPgrpwisc/5589 J 889BUI-JDOM2BUH ... 6/24/2015 



has called again asking for our position, and there's a hearing scheduled for this Friday. 

Give me a call if you have questions. Thanks! 

Christy 

Christina A Kelley, Attorney 
Butner Legal Center 
Federal Correctional Complex 
Old Highway 75, P.O. Box 1600 
Butner, North Carolina 27509 
(919) 575~3900 X 6079 

> > > Christina Kelley 6/17/2015 4:18 PM > > > 

Matthew, 

(b )(5) 

Page 2 of 3 

I'll be at the USAO in Raleigh tomorrow morning, but should be back in the office around lunch if you want to 
talk. 

Thanks! 

Christy 

> > > Marli Kerrigan 5/1/2015 3:50 PM > > > 

We will send it to OQM. 

Have a nice weekend, 
Marli 

> > > Matthew W Mellady s111201s 2"33 PM > > > 

Let us know if you need anything further. 

Thanks. 

MM 
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Matthew W. Mellady 
Regional Counsel 
Mid-Atlantic Region 
Federal Bureau of Prisons 
302 Sentinel Dr., Ste. 200 
Annapolis Junction, MD 20701 
ph 301-317-3120 
bb 301-787-2339 

SEN SITIVE/P RIVI LEG ED COMM U NICA TIO N 

Page 3 of 3 

The information contained in this electronic message and any and all accompanying documents constitutes 
sensitive information. This information is the property of the U.S. Department of Justice. If you are not the 
intended recipient of this information, any disclosure, copying, distribution, or the taking of any action in reliance 
on th is information is strictly prohibited. If you received th is message in error, please notify us i mm ed iately at 
the above number to make arrangements for its return to us. 
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Christina Kelley - Re: Fwd: Request for medical review - Sowers v. United States, 
1:14cvl 77 (EDVa) 

From: 

To: 

Date: 

Subject: 

CC: 

Christy, 

(b )(5) 

Zach 

Zachary Kelton 

Kelley, Christina 

6/23/2015 12:02 PM 

Re: Fwd: Request for medical review - Sowers v. United States, 1:14cv177 (EDVa) 

Mellady, Matthew W. 

Zachary J. Kelton 
Deputy Regional Counsel 
Mid-Atlantic Region 
Federal Bureau of Prisons 
302 Sentinel Dr., Ste. 200 
Annapolis Junction, MD 20701 

SENSITIVE BUT UNCLASSIFIED/PRIVILEGED COMMUNICATION 
The information contained in this electronic message and any and all accompanying documents constitutes 
sensitive information. This information is the property of the U.S. Department of Justice. If you are not the 
intended recipient of this information, any disclosure, copying, distribution, or the taking of any action in reliance 
on th is information is strictly prohibited. If you received this message in error, please notify us i mm ed i ately at 
the above number to make arrangements for its return to us. 
> > > Christina Kelley 6/23/2015 8:28 AM > > > 

Zach, 

Attached is the settlement memo. Let me know if you need anything else. I'm sure the AUSA will be calling 
again either today or tomorrow. Thanks! 

Christy 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
EASTERN DISTRICT OF KENTUCKY 

LEX.Il\TCTON D JVISION 
L.L/yD6/\t -------------EH A A:SD MICHAEL DASCENZO, ) 

Parents and Administrator of the Estate of ) 
CHRISTOPHER DASCENZO, ) 

) 
Plaintiff, ) 

Eastern Distric0 of Kentucky 
FILED 

APR 2 5 2005 
AT LEX!NGTON 

LESLIE G WHITMER 
CLERK U S Q;SL~!CT COURT 

V. ~ CIVIL ACTION NO.cs- -19S-'-- lx,1-<.. 
) 

UNITED STA TES OF AMERICA ) 
) 

Defendant. ) 
) 

COMPLAINT 

I. INTRODUCTION 

1. This is a claim for damages under the Federal Tort Claims Act against the 

United States after corrections officers at Federal Correctional Institution in Manchester, 

Kentucky refused to provide Christopher Oascenzo basic cardio-pulmonary resuscitation 

(hereinafter "CPR") or any other emergency medical care after he suffered a seizure, 

thereby causing his death. 

2. Christopher Marcus Dascenzo was a healthy t\venty-five-year-old male 

incarcerated at the Federal Correctional Institution in Manchester, Kentucky (hereinafter 

"fCI Manchester"). On April I, 2000, he died after federal correctional officers failed to 

administer basic resuscitative services to Mr. Dascenzo after he suffered a seizure. 

3. Seizures may stop a victim's heart and breathing, but timely administering 

CPR wilJ typically restart the heart and breathing without serious complications. The 

correctional officers were required to be trained in CPR and Bureau of Prisons and FCI 



Manchester policies mandated that the officers administer CPR to all inmates in Mr. 

Dascenzo's condition. 

4. Rather than administer CPR as trained and required by prison policy, the 

correctional officers did nothing to assist Mr. Dascenw. They simply stood by and 

watched Mr. Dascenzo suffer. Eventually an ambulance was called and it arrived 

approximately half an hour after he suffered the cardiac arrest. Emergency Medical 

technicians and hospital doctors attempted to save Christopher Dascenzo, but the denial 

of CPR by the prison ofiicials for such a long period of time precluded resuscitation and 

Christopher was pronounced dead shortly after arrival at the hospital. 

II. JURISDICTION AND VENUE 

5. Jurisdiction is conferred upon this Court by 28 U.S.C. § 1331 because of 

the federal questions presented and 28 U.S.C. § 1346 because the United States is a 

Defendant. Plaintiffs administrative claim has not been denied nor has the Bureau of 

Prisons taken action for over six months, permitting this suit to be filed without final 

action on the claim. 28 U.S.C. 2675. 

6. Venue in the Eastern District of Kentucky is proper pursuant to 28 U.S.C. 

§ § 13 91 and l 402(b) because the act comp laincd of occurred in this district. 

III. PARTIES 

7. Eha and Michael Dascenzo are the parents of Christopher Dascenw. Eha 

and Michael Dascenzo were appointed personal representatives of the estate of 

Christopher Dascenzo by the Superior Court of Alamance County in the state of North 



Carolina. (For simplicity's sake, the Dascenzos and the estate are also referred to in this 

complaint as "Dascenzo.") 

8. The defendant, United States of America, is the employer of correctional 

officers Watterson, Pell and others at the time of the events at issue. The United States 

has waived its immunity from this lawsuit pursuant to the Federal Tort Ciaims Act, 28 

U.S.C. § 2671 et seq. 

IV. FACTS 

Wrongful Death of Christopher Dascenzo 

9. Prior to his death, Christopher Dascenzo had been diagnosed with seizure 

disorder, and the FCI Manchester staff was notified of his condition. He had been 

treated and his occasional seizures did not deter his daily activities. 

10. Although he was serving a thirty year sentence, he maintained his 

innocence and his attorney had filed a 28 U.S.C. Section 2255 Petition to overturn his 

conviction and was hoping to be released soon. 

11. On April 1, 2000, Christopher Dascenzo suffered a seizure and went 

without basic medical assistance for approximately thirty minutes. Shortly before 5 a.m., 

Lee Summers, Mr. Dascenzo's roommate heard him yell out in pain and felt the upper 

bunk shaking. Mr. Summers immediately pushed the emergency button located in the 

cell to notify the prison staff. 

12. A correctional officer from the unit, S. Watterson, quickly arrived and Mr. 

Summers notified him that Mr. Dascenzo was suffering a seizure. 

13. Officer Watterson did not enter the cell to check on him and provided no 

medical assistance to Mr. Dascenzo. 



14. Instead, Officer Watterson called for another officer and waited outside 

the cel1 for that officer to arrive. 

15. At 4:55 a.m. Lieutenant J. Pell received the call for help from Officer 

Watterson and proceeded to Christopher Dascenzo 's cell. 

16. Lieutenant Pell perfonned a cursory check of Christopher's vital signs, 

and determined that Christopher was in need of emergency medical treatment. 

17. Prison policy requires correctional officers to administer CPR in this 

situation, but Lt. Pell did nothing. None of the correctional officers attempted to 

resuscitate Mr. Dascenzo, or administer any type of medical assistance. 

I 8. Allegedly no medical staff was present at the prison, however, the Clay 

County Emergency Medical Services was not called until 5:21 a.m .. The correctional 

officers simply stood by and watched Christopher Dascen7.o suffer for nearly thirty 

minutes until ambulance personnel were admitted to the prison at 5:22 a.m .. 

19. Brneau of Prisons and FCI Manchester policies are unequivocally clear 

that prison staff was to have administered CPR to Mr. Dasccnzo. 

20. Rureau of Prisons national policy requires its staff "'to be committed to 

preserving and extending life." Health Services Manual, PS 6000.05, chapter VI, page 

12. The Health Services Manual requires thai all necessary resuscitative services shall be 

provided to inmates in need of such services. At the time of Mr. Dascenzo's death, FCI 

Manchester had a policy specifically entitled CPR Standards & Procedures requiring staff 

to "preserve or extend life by providing resuscitative services." MAN-6000.5 CI-IPT 

6800a. This policy requires all Correctional Supervisors, or Lieutenants, to be certified in 

basic CPR and all other institutional staff arc encouraged to obtain CPR certification. Id. 



The CPR training shall be renewed annually. Id. Finally, the policy requires all qualified 

staff to initiate CPR when responding to "any inmate who sustains cardiopulmonary 

arrest within the institution." Id. 

21. In violation of all these clear policy directives, none of the correctional 

officers administered CPR to Mr. Dascenzo. 

22. The correctional officers' inaction left Mr. Dasccnzo without these 

mandated lifesaving services for over 25 minutes and Mr. Dascenzo died. 

23. The ambulance left the prison at 5:35 a.m .. Ambulance personnel started 

CPR and Memorial Hospital staff continued resuscitative efforts. At 6: 17 a.m. Mr. 

Dasccnzo was pronounced dead. 

24. Defendant failed to provide access to basic resuscitative services. 

25. Defendant failed to maintain a defibrillator at FCI Manchester for the use 

on inmates. 

26. Defendant failed to provide access to sufficient emergency medical 

services at FCI Manchester. 

27. Defendant failed to promptly notify the local Emergency Medical Services 

of Plaintiffs need for treatment. 

28. Defendant failed to properly train, maintain training, and test correctional 

officers regarding CPR 

29. The Institutional Mortality Review Committee reviewed the facts 

surrounding Mr. Dascenzo's death and recognized the negligence and policy violations of 

the correctional officers involved. The Institutional Mortality Review Committee 

admitted the violation of policy by correctional officers failure to provide emergency 



resuscitative services to Mr. Dascenzo and "acknowleged [a] weakness" in not initiating 

CPR. 

Administrative Claim and Settlement 

30. On March 29, 2002, Plaintiff filed an administrative claim pursuant to the 

Federal Tort Claims Act with the United States Bureau of Prisons regarding the torts 

committed against him by the correctional officers. 

3 l. 

32. 

$125,000. 

33. 

of Justice. 

Plaintiff and Defendant then engaged in lengthy settlement negotiations. 

On July 24, 2003, Bureau of Prisons offered to settle this claim for 

The $125,000 offer had been authorized by the Torts Branch, Department 

34. By letter of April 1, 2004, Bureau of Prisons again offered to settle the 

claim for $125,000, stating "the settlement authority designated by Torts Branch, 

Department of Justice remains at$ 125,000" and offering to settle the claim for that 

amount. 

35. On September 17, 2004, Plaintiff accepted the government's offer of 

$125,000. Plaintiff believed the amount offered significantly undervalued Mr. 

Dascenzo's wrongful death claim, but sought closure to this litigation. 

36. On September 23, 2004, counsel for Defendant sent a letter indicating, "J 

am in receipt of your letter dated September 17, 2004, accepting the Bureau of Prison's 

offer to settle the above claim for $125,000. This letter is to provide confirmation of the 

acceptance." The letter also indicating counsel for the Department of Justice would 

coordinating the payment of the settlement amount. 



37. On October 5, 2004, Plaintiffs sent counsel for the government a 

document entitled "Stipulation for Compromise Settlement and Release of Federal Tort 

Act Claims Pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 2672. The document had been Mitten by the 

Defendant. 

38. On November 22, 2004, counsel for the government informed undersigned 

Plaintiffs counsel that Department of Justice was refusing to pay the agreed settlement. 

Defendant's counsel stated he was embarrassed, shocked and disappointed by the actions 

of the officials at the Department of Justice in refu..<;ing to pay this settlement. 

Defendant's counsel indicated that Department of Justice officials were willing to pay 

Plaintiff $75,000. 

39. Plaintiff considers this claim settled and seeks enforcement of that 

settlement agreement. Bureau of Prisons has indicated that it considers negotiations 

ongoing and has yet to issue a letter constituting a formal final denial of Plaintiffs claim. 

V. CLAIMS 

Claim Against the United States for \Vrongful Death 

40. The aforementioned acts and omissions of the correctional officers at FCI 

Manchester, including Officer Watterson and Lieutenant Pell were negligent, reckless or 

wanton and occurred while they were acting in the scope of their employment. 

41. The acts and omissions described above were a substantial factor in 

bringing about Christopher Dascenzo's death. 

42. As a result, Dascenzo has suffered the destruction of his power to labor 

and earn money, endured pain and suffering, lost his life and incurred funeral expenses. 



43. Defendant has deprived Dascenzo of rights secured by Kentucky tort law. 

44. Defendant United States is liable for the tortuous conduct of Officer 

Watterson, Lieutenant Pell, and other unknown correctional officers under the Federal 

Tort Claims Act, 28 U.S.C. § 2671 et seq. 

Claim Against the United States for Breach of Contract for Failure to Pay Agreed 
Settlement Amount 

45. The settlement agreement reached between the Plaintiff and Defendant on 

September 1 7, 2004 constituted a legal contract. 

46. Defendant's refusal to pay the agreed settlement amount of $125,000 on 

Administrative "fort Claim Number 'fRT-rvlXR-2002-09010 constitutes a brca1.:h of 

contract by the United States government. 

CONCLUSION 

WHERE.PORE, Plaintiff respectfully requests that this Court: 

1. Enter an order compel Ii ng the United States to pay Plaintiff $125,000, as 

agreed to by all parties in the settlement agreement, plus interest, costo:i and 

fees, including attorney fees, associated with collecting this amount; 

2. Grant Plaintiff a trial on all issues so triable; 

3. Enter judgment awarding him wmpensatory damages against the defendant in 

an amount appropriate to the t:vidence adduced at trial; 

4. Enter judgment awarding Plaintiff costs and reasonable attorneys' fees; 

5. Grant any and all further relief to which Plaintiff may be entitled. 



MICHAEL L. GOODWIN 
CHRISTOPHER N. LASCH 
GOODWIN & LASCH, P.S.C. 
607 West Main Street, Suite 500 
Louisville, Kentucky 40202 
(502) 584-7622 
COUNSEL FOR THE PLAINTIFF 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
EASTERN DISTRICT OF KENTUCKY 

LONDON DIVISION 

EHA and MICHAEL DASCENZO, ) 
Parents and Administrator of the Estate of ) 
CHRISTOPHER DASCENZO, ) 

) 
Plaintiffs, ) 

) 
V. ) 

) 
UNITED ST A TES OF AMERICA, ) 

) 
Defendant. ) 

Civil Action No. 6: 05-198-DCR 

ORDER 

*** *** *** *** 

Counsel having informed the Court that they have settled this litigation to their and their 

clients' mutual satisfaction, and the Court being sufficiently advised, it is hereby 

ORDERED that this matter is DISMISSED, with prejudice, and STRICKEN from the 

Court's docket. The parties shall bear their respective costs, expenses and attorney fees. 

This I 71
" day of June, 2005. 

-1-

Signed By: 

Danny C. Reeves pe,R 
United States District Judge 



Michael L. Goodwin, Esq. 
607 West Main Street 
Suite 500 
Louisville, KY 40202 

U.S. Department of Justice 

United States Attorney's Office 
Eastern District of Kentucky 

1 JO West Vine Street, Suite 400 
Lexington, Kentucky 40507-/67 I 

May 24, 2005 

Phone: (859) 233-266/ 
Fax: (859) 233-2553 

Re: Eba Dascenzo, et al. v. United States of America 
London Civil Action No. 05-198 

Dear Mr. Goodwin: 

Enclosed please find a settlement agreement and agreed order 
of dismissal disposing of the above-styled case. Upon receipt, I 
will file the order with the court and send the agreement off for 
payment. 

Also enclosed is a FMS Form 197 which will be sent with the 
agreement to effect payment. Please fill out Sections 3, 5 and 6 
and return to me with the agreement. It is not necessary to sign 
Section 10 since we have a written agreement. 

I am advised that it takes approximately 4-6 weeks from the 
date we request payment for the funds to be released to your 
clients. 

If you have any questions, please let me know at {859) 233-
2661 extension 105. 

BY: 

MJC/pr 

Enclosures 

GREGORY F. VAN TATENHOVE 
UNITED STATES ATTORNEY 

n~ 1 A/\ (, (),./r ,ji" 
Marianna Jack 
Assistant Uni 



Judgment Fund Voucher for Payment 

1. Total Amount: $125,000.00 

2. Submitting Agency Contact Name: Marianna Jackson-Clay, Assistant United States Attorney 
Telephone Number: (859) 233-2661 

3. Electronic Funds Transfer (EFT) Information: 
a)Payee Account Name:--------------------------------
b)American Banking Association (ABA) Routing Number (9 digits): __________ _ 
c)Payee Account Number: _____________ _ 

d)Checking: • Savings: • 
e)Financial Institution Name, City, State: __________________________ _ 

4. lnteragency Payment System Information: 
a)Agency Name: ________________________ _ 
b)Agency Location Code (ALC) Number: (8 digits): ____________ _ 
c) Standard General Ledger (SGL) Number (4 digits): ____________ _ 
d)Treasury Account Symbol (TAS): _________________ _ 

S. Mailing Address for Check: 

a)Payee Name:------------------------------------b)Payee Name: _________________________________ _ 

c)Address Line I:--------------------------------
d)Address Line 2: ---------------------------------e)City: ____________________ State: ____ Zip Code: _______ _ 

6. Taxpayer Identification Number (s): 
a)________ b) 

7. Reimbursement Information for Contract Disputes Act (CDA), No FEAR Act, and Firefighters Fund: 
a)AgencyName: __________________________________ _ 
b)ContactName: __________________________________ _ 
c)Contract Number (CDA cases): ___________________________ _ 
d)Telephone Number: _________________ _ 
e)Address: __________________________________ _ 
f) City: ___________________ State: ___ ...,cZip Code: _______ _ 

8. If payment will be made in a foreign currency please provide the following information: 
Cowitry: ________________ Currency: _____________ _ 

9. FOR USE BY JUDGMENT FUND BRANCH ONLY: 
Z Number: _______ _ J/D Number: ________ GLOWS Code/Agency: ______ _ 

Claim Analyst Signature and Date 

Claim Reviewer Initials and Date 

FMS FORM 197 page I of 2 (PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE) 

12-03 

Amount to Pay Appropriation Code 

DEPARTMENTOFIBETREASURY 
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT SERVICE 



Judgment Fund Voucher for Payment 

10. Acceptance by Claimants: 

NOTE: For use ONLY where the settlement is (i) for cash, (ii) in an amount that does not 
exceed $200,000, and (iii) a court order approving the settlement is not warranted. For all 
other situations, a final judgment or a standard Department of Justice Stipulation For 
Compromise Settlement And Release must be attached. 

Each claimant/plaintiff and his/her guardians, heirs, executors, administrators, and assigns agree to and do accept this 

settlement in full settlement and satisfaction and release of any and all claims, demands, rights, and causes of action of any 

kind, whether known or unknown, including without limitation any claims for fees, costs, expenses, survival, or wrongful 

death, arising from any and all known or unknown, foreseen or unforeseen bodily injuries, personal injuries, death, or damage 

to property, which they may have or hereafter acquire against the United States of America, its agents, servants, or 

employees, on account of the subject matter of the administrative claim or suit, or that relate or pertain to or arise from, 

directly or indirectly, the subject matter of the administrative claim or suit. Each claimant/plaintiff and his/her guardians, 

heirs, executors, administrators, and assigns further agree to reimburse, indemnify, and hold harmless the United States of 

America, its agents, servants, and employees, from and against any and all claims, demands, rights, and causes of action of 

any kind, whether known or unknown, including without limitation claims for subrogation, indemnity, contribution, or lien of 

any kind, or for fees, costs, expenses, survival or wrongful death that relate or pertain to or arise from, directly or indirectly, 

any act or omission that relates to the subject matter of the administrative claim or suit. 

(SIGN ORIGINAL ONLY) 

Dare ________ _ 

(Claimant(s) sign above) 

11. AGENCY APPROVING OFFICIAL: This claim bas been fully examined in accordance with Statutory Citation 
_______________ and approved in the amount of$ 

Authorized Signature: ----------------------------------1 

Title: -----------------------------------------1 

Dare=------------------------------------------1 



UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
EASTERN DISTRICT OF KENTUCKY 

LONDON 

CIVIL ACTION NO. 05-198 OCR ELECTRONICALLY FILED 

EHA AND MICHAEL DASCENZO, 
Parents and Administrator of the Estate of 
CHRISTOPHER DASCENZO PLAINTIFFS 

vs. SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT 
AND RELEASE OF ALL CLAIMS 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

* * * * * * * 

DEFENDANT 

THIS AGREEMENT is made and entered into by and between Eha 

Dascenzo and Michael Dascenzo {"plaintiffs") and the United 

States of America {"defendant"). 

WHEREAS, the plaintiffs have filed the above-captioned 

civil case in the United States District Court in the Eastern 

District of Kentucky, and 

WHEREAS, plaintiffs and the defendant desire to make a 

complete and final settlement of all matters involved in, or 

relating to or arising out of, the above-captioned case. 

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual covenants 

and agreements hereinafter set forth herein, plaintiffs and the 

defendant, being separately advised by counsel, and intending 

to be legally bound thereby, COVENANT AND AGREE AS FOLLOWS: 

1 



1. As used in this Agreement, "defendant" means the 

United States Department of Justice and all of its past, 

present and future subsidiaries, bureaus, services ( including 

the Bureau of Prisons), agencies, divisions, departments, 

successors, assigns, directors, officers, agents, employees, 

attorneys, and representatives including, but not limited to 

the Attorney General of the United States Department of 

Justice. The term "defendant" also includes any future 

independent government corporation, subsidiary, division, 

department or agency that may be formed from the operations of 

the defendant. 

2. In return for all of the agreements and covenants of 

plaintiff set forth herein, the defendant agrees as follows: 

Plaintiffs will be paid the amount of A. 

$125,000.00. This payment is in full settlement and 

satisfaction of any and all claims of any kind that plaintiffs 

may have against the defendant up to and including the date of 

this Agreement, is intended to avoid further litigation and to 

preserve judicial economy, and shall not operate as an 

admission of wrongdoing or of the value of the claim on the 

part of anyone. Any federal, state, or local income tax 

liability, or other tax liability resulting from the payment of 

this settlement amount of $125,000.00 shall be the sole 

responsibility of the plaintiffs. Neither the defendant nor 

2 



the defendant's attorneys make any representations as to the 

tax treatment of this settlement amount of $125,000.00. 

Plaintiffs' settlement amount of $125,000.00 shall be paid from 

the Judgment Fund created by 31 U.S.C. § 1304, by 

payable to: Eha and Michael Dascenzo, Parents of and 

Administrators of the Estate of Chris Dascenzo and Michael 

Goodwin. Plaintiffs' settlement amount of $125,000.00 shall be 

sent for processing and payment following defendant's receipt 

of the order dismissing the above case. 

B. Plaintiffs on behalf of themselves, their heirs, 

legal representatives, administrators and executors, hereby 

releases and forever discharges the United States of America 

and their employees, officers, agents, agencies, attorneys, 

representatives and assigns, and any person acting by, through, 

under or in concert with them (collectively "Releasees") from 

any and all claims, remedies, demands, debts, losses, 

obligations, actions, causes of action, claims for relief, 

damages, costs, expenses, attorney fees, and compensation of 

any nature whatsoever, whether known or unknown, foreseen or 

unforeseen, (collectively "claim" or "claims" or "remedy" or 

"remedies"), including, but not limited to, legal, equitable, 

administrative, union or other claims or remedies of any kind 

whatsoever, which plaintiffs had or have against the defendant 

and all other Releasees on account of, or contained in, or in 

3 



any way growing out of, or which are the subject of, the 

allegations contained in the above-captioned civil action. 

3. The plaintiffs represent and acknowledge that in 

executing this Agreement they do not rely and have not relied 

upon any representation or statement made by the defendant, its 

representatives or attorneys with regard to the subject matter, 

basis or effect of this Agreement or otherwise. 

4 . Nothing contained in this Agreement shall be 

construed as an admission of wrongdoing or libality by the 

defendant with respect to any matter whatsoever, whether or not 

encompassed by the above-captioned civil action. 

5. This Agreement comprises the entire understanding and 

settlement of the dispute between plaintiffs and the defendant 

and fully supersedes any and all prior agreements or 

understandings between the parties. 

terms not described herein. 

There are no benefits or 

6. This Agreement shall be binding upon the plaintiffs 

and upon their heirs, administrators, legal representatives, 

and executors and shall inure to the benefit of the defendant 

and each and all other Releasees, and to their heirs, 

administrators, representatives, executors, successors, 

assigns, and attorneys and legal representatives. 

7. The language of all parts of this Agreement shall in 

all cases be construed as a whole, according to its fair 

4 



meaning, and not strictly for or against any of the parties. 

When used in this Agreement, the word "orll is a term of 

inclusion and not exclusion, and in no instance is the word 

"orll intended to limit, nor shall it limit, the rights, 

privileges, or benefits of the defendant under this Agreement. 

8. Should any provision of this Agreement be declared or 

be determined by any court to be illegal or invalid, the 

validity of the remaining parts, terms or provisions shall not 

be affected thereby, and said illegal or invalid part, term or 

provision shall be deemed not to be a part of this Agreement. 

9. Payment by the defendant of the settlement sum of 

$125,000.00 shall be without interest. Plaintiffs and 

defendant shall bear their own costs, expenses and attorney 

fees. 

10. Plaintiffs enter into this Agreement knowingly and 

voluntarily after full consultation with their attorney, and by 

their signature acknowledge that they have read this Agreement 

and fully understand its terms. Plaintiffs agree that they 

have been given a reasonable period of time within which to 

consider this Agreement. 

11. This Agreement is not assignable by the plaintiffs. 

12. The date of this Agreement is the date of the last 

signature to this Agreement. 

5 



IN WITNESS WHEREOF, plaintiffs and the defendant, 

intending to be legally bound, have set their hands to this 

Agreement the day and year below written. 

MICHAEL L. GOODWIN 
GOODWIN & LASCH, P.S.C. 
607 West Main Street 
Suite 500 
Louisville, KY 40202 
(502) 584-7622 

COUNSEL FOR THE PLAINTIFFS 

Date: 

EHA DASCENZO 

Date: 

GREGORY F. VAN TATEHNOVE 
UNITED STATES ATTORNEY 

BY:' i' JJ))u/4./~h _(l O / 
MARIANNA JAqi{ISON-CLAY ~ 
Assistant u:s1. Attorney 
110 West Vine Street 
Suite 400 
Lexington, KY 40507 
(859) 233-2661 ext. 105 

COUNSEL FOR DEFENDANT 

Date: 
,,,.--

5 .-J 4 .- l)"::) 
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MICHAEL DASCENZO 

Date: 



UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
EASTERN DISTRICT OF KENTUCKY 

LONDON 

CIVIL ACTION NO. 05-198 OCR 

EHA AND MICHAEL DASCENZO, 
Parents and Administrator of the Estate of 
CHRISTOPHER DASCENZO 

vs. AGREED ORDER OF DISMISSAL 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

* * * * * * * 

PLAINTIFFS 

DEFENDANT 

Counsel having informed the Court that they have settled 

this litigation to their and their clients' mutual 

satisfaction, and the Court being otherwise sufficiently 

advised, 

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that this matter is DISMISSED WITH 

PREJUDICE and STRICKEN from the active docket with each party's 

costs and attorneys fees to be borne by the incurring party. 

This the day of , 2005. ---------

DANNY C. REEVES 
UNITED STATES DISTRICT JUDGE 

1 



SEEN AND AGREED TO: 

MICHAEL L. GOODWIN 
GOODWIN & LASCH, P.S.C. 
607 West Main Street 
Suite 500 
Louisville, KY 40202 
(502) 584-7622 
COUNSEL FOR THE PLAINTIFFS 

GREGORY F. VAN TATEHNOVE 
UNITED STATES ATTORNEY 

sY: · !\~ i / , · tA , rn -~. 
MARIANNA JA KON-CLAY (f 
Assistant Attorney 
110 West Vine Street 
Suite 400 
Lexington, KY 40507 
(859) 233-2661 ext. 105 

COUNSEL FOR DEFENDANT 

2 



MICHAEL L. GOODWIN 

CHIUSTOPHER N. LASCH• 

•ALSO UCENsa> IN NEW YORK 

Kevin J. Walasinski, Esq. 
Senior Attorney-Advisor 
Federal Bureau of Prisons 
Consolidated Legal Center 
3301 Leestown Road 
Lexington, KY 40511 

GOODWIN & LASCH 
ATTORNEYS AT LAW 

607 WEST MAIN STREET, SUJTE 500 
LOUISVILLE, KY 40202 

(502) 584-7622 
(502) 584-0797 (FAX) 

October 5, 2004 

RE: Wrongful Death Claim of Estate of Christopher Dascenzo 
Federal Tort Claim Number TRT-MXR-2002-09010 

Dear Mr. Walasinski: 

Enclosed please find the settlement papers signed by me and my client. Thank 
you for your efforts to quickly obtain the settlement proceeds for my clients. Please note 
my correct address above, as your last correspondence was to my old address. Thanks. 

: /- ', 
Sin<:l'rl'h' ; /,.,..., Ti .,, t 

j I ."' I 

;_j, l~L 

I 
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Date: October 8, 2004 

Department of the Treasury 
Financial Management Service 
Judgment Fund Branch 
3700 East-West Highway, Room 6El5 
Hyattsvil!e, Maryland 20782 
Telephone: (202) 874-6664 

Judgment Fund Transmittal 

Claimant/Plaintiff Name: Michael & Eba Dascenzo 

Address: 12 5 South Sixth Street, Louisville, KY 40 2 02 

Claimant/Plaintiff Counsel's Name: Michael L. Goodwin, Esq. 
________ _..;;;. _________________ _ 

Telephone Number: _s_0_2 ____ • _s_a_4 ____ • 7622 

Name of Agency Subject to Claim: Department of Justice/Federal Bureau of Prisona 

E-mail Address (required for electronic payment confirmation): _mm_e_l_l_a_d}'@b"'-_op;;..._. g=-o_v ______________ _ 

Telephone Number: 30l • 317 • 3122 

Brief Description of Facts Giving Rise to Claim: Wrongful death claim for failure to timely perform. CPR on 

inmate suffering a seizure. 

Check one if applicable: 
0 Contract Disputes Act • No FEAR Act 0 Firefighters Fund 

Dear Sir or Madam: 

I am an authorized representative of the United States in the above-captioned matter. As descnbed in the enclosed documentation, I certify that all 
pertinent criteria required by law for the approval ofthis claim has been satisfied. If this is an administrative claim, the settlement was made with the 
United States in this matter and any portions of the agreement required to be paid from agency funds will be or have been paid from those funds. If 
this is a litigative claim, the award made in the enclosed judgment or settlement is payable by the United States and any portions of the award 
required to be paid from other parties or sources will be or have been paid from those parties or sources. The United States will not seek further 
judicial review of this award aod I have obtained all approvals necessary for its referral for payment 

I believe that this award qualifies tor payment pursuant to 31 U.S.C. § 1304. Accordingly, I request that you certify this award for payment from the 
Judgment Fund established by that Jaw. Enclosed are completed copies ofFMS Form 1%: Judgment Fund Award Data Sheer, FMS Form 197: 
Judgment Fund Voucher for Payment, the judgmert or settlement agreement; and any other enclosures required by PMS. Urness payment by 
electronic funds transfer is indicated, please haw the check sent to the check address provided on FMS Form 197. 

Submitting Agency Aulhorized Signawie 
Matthew W. Mellady, Esq. 
Name and Title (print or rvpe) 

Acting Regional Counsel, MARO/FBOP·~---
Submitting Agency E-mail Addn:ss ( ra,uired for eiectronc paynumt confimuition) 
T-MXR-2002-09010 

----
Agency File Number 
10010 Junction Drive, Suite 100-N 

Street Address 
Annapolis Junction, Maryland, 20701 

City, State and Zip Code 

General Instructions: Use this fonn, FMS 194, to transmit a request to certify an administrative or litigative award against the United 
States for payment from the Judgment Fund, under 31 U.S.C. § 1304. 
Enclosures: FMS Form 196 and FMS Form 197. Incomplete submissions will be returned to the submitter without action. 

FMS FORM 194 (PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE) DEPARTMENT OF nm TREASURY 
J2~ FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT SERVICE 



Judgment Fund Award Data Sheet 

I ITEMIZATION OF AMOUNT PA y ABLE FROM TIIE AMOUNT TO BE PAID CITATION TO LEGAL A UTHORI1Y 
1 

JUDGMENTFUND 

$125,000.00 28 u.s.c. 2672, et seg. 
I . Principal 

o/a o/a 
2. Attorney Fees 

o/a n/a 
3. Costs 

n/a na/ 
4. Interest 

Starting and Ending 
Stan End 
Date n/a D n/a 

Dates for Interest Accrual 
ate 

5. Total Amount Payable from the 
Judgment Fund 

COMPLETE ONLY IF DEDUcnONS ARE TO BE MADE FROM THE AMOUNT PAYABLE 
FROM THE JUDGMENT FUND* 

6. Agency Name and Agency Location Code Amount to be Deducted Reason(s) for Dcduction(s) and 
(ALC) to Receive Offset Entity to Receive Deduction(s) 

a. 

b. 

c. 

$0.00 
7. Total Amount to be Deducted 

8. Net Amount Payable to Qaimant $125,000.00 

If amount for fees, costs, or interest was included in the principal amount (stated on line I) as part of a "lump sum award," enter "INCLUDED 
ABOVE" on lines 2 through 4. Enter "NONE" for any of those items (principal, fees, costs, or interest) for which no amo111t was awarded/included. 

1. Enter the principal amount payable (excluding atb.nley fees, costs, and interest) and cite the legal authority for that award (for instance, "FTCA, 28 
U.S.C. 2672"or "5th Amendment Taking''). 

2. Enter attorney fees payable (if any) and cite legal authority for that award [for instance, "Freedom of Information Act, 5 U .$.C. 552(aX 4 )(E)"]. 
3. Enter the costs payable (if any) and cite legal authority for that award (for instance, " 28 U.S.C. 2412(a)1. 
4. If the interest was calculated by the submitting agency, enter the total amount and cite the legal authority for that award [for instance, "Back 

Pay Act. S U.S.C. 5596(b)(2)"]. If the Judgment Fund is to calculate the interest, list only the dates that interest accrual starts. 

5. Total amounts shown in lines 1 through4 and enter. 
6. Enter any deductions specified in the judgment or settlement agreement, or debts to be setoff under 3 I U.S.C. 3 728. Indicate the reason for the 

deduction (for instance, "FTCA withholding" or "debt setoffpursuant to 31 U.S.C. 3728") and the payee agency's name and ALC. If this 
deduction is a "debt setoff" pursuant 10 31 U.S.C. 3728, you must attach a copy of the judgment or the plaintiff's agreement to the debt setoff. 
Otheiwise, FMS must seek the claimant's consent 10 the setoff and may only withhold from payment an amount sufficient to pay !he debt plus the 
costs oflitigation. Litigation will be required to effect the setoffifthere is no judgment of debt or if the claimant declines consent to the setoff. If 
there are more than three deductions, attach additional copies of this fonn. If there are no deductions. enter "NONE." 
• Adminlstrative debts that have been certified to the Secretary or the Treasury through the Treasury Offset Program will be setoff 
automatically. 

7. Total amounts shown in all colunms ofline 6 (a, band c) and enter. 
8. Subtract the amount m line 7 from that in line 5. If greater 1han zero, enter the difference. lfthe difference is zero or less, enter "NONE." 

FMS !Ul.M 196 <PREVTOusmmoNSAR.EOBSOLBTl!J 
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Judgment Fund Voucher for Payment 

125,000.00 
Tolal Amount: __________ _ 

2 
Matthew Mellady, Acting Regional Counsel 

Submitting Agency Contact Name: _____ _ 
Telephone Number: .1UL a-~ ~- .1.L.:u a 

3. Electronic Funds Transfer (EFT) Information: 
a)Payee Account Name: -~odw_in " Lasch IOLTA Acc~o~un:.:..:t_----r;;:,:~----, 

b)American Banking Ass9Ei:,tj0:JARA) Boutirig Numb;r (9 digits):!(b)(6) ---------
c)Payee Account Number1LbJf6L I a 
d)Checking: 0 Savings: D 
e)Financial Institution Name, City, State: Republie Center Ba.nk Louisvillci, Kentucky 

4. Interagency Payment System Information: 

a)Agency Name:---:=-:-::----:-:--:::---:-:------::-----::--:-:--:-:------------------------
b)Agency Location Code (ALC) Number: (8 digits): ____________ _ 
c)Standard General Ledger (SOL) Number (4 digits) ___________ _ 
d)Treasury Account Symbol (TAS): ________________ _ 

::;_ :"llniling .--\dcln·,s for ('ht•d;: ,.1•.11,., "'~'c ,,. , ,,. "''""·' , .,ric:,;1• 

,:ll',l\·.._·i.._• ~.Jilli' 

~ I \, !, :1 L" ,, I : I 1 ." J 

d1,\d,lrc:;, I 111c· 2. ___________ _ 
r,: d ·11: 

6. Taxpayer Identification Number (s): 
a) b) 

7. Reimbursement Information for Contract Disputes Act (CDAl. No FEAR Act. and Fireflebters Fund: 

a)Agency Name:------------------------------------
b)Contact Name:----------------------------------
c)Contract Number (CDA cases) 
d)Telcphone Number: _________________ _ 

e)Address: ~-----------------------------------
f) City: ------------------~State: ____ .Zip Code: ________ _ 

8. If p,1~ nwnt "ill hr 111,uk in a fnrl'ii,:n cur-rl·nn· pll'a,t· pro1·ilk llil' folhmini.: information 
t ,u_.::(·: :• - _________________ {__ :rr··~·::-..:i 

9. FOR USE BY JUDGMENT FUND BRANCH ONLY: 
Z Number: _______ _ J/D Number: ________ GLOWS Code/Agency: ______ _ 

Claim Analyst Signature and Date 

Claim Reviewer Initials and Date 

FMS FORM 197 page t 0£2 (PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE) 

lUIJ 

Amount to Pay Appropriation Code 

DEPAR'JMENT OF 1liE TREASURY 
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Judgment Fund Voucher for Payment 

10. Acceptance by Claimants: 

NOTE: For use ONLY where the settlement is (i) for cash, (ii) in an amount that does not 
exceed $200,000, and (iii) a court order approving the settlement is not warranted. For all 
other situations, a final judgment or a standard Department of Justice Stip11/atio11 For 
Compromise Settlement And Release must be attached 

Each claimant/plaintiff and his/her guardians, heirs, executors, administrators, and assigns agree to and do accept this 

settlement in fu II settlement and satisfaction and release of any and all claims, demands, rights, and causes of action of any 

kind, whether known or unknown, including without limitation any claims for fees, costs, expenses, survival, or wrongful 

death, arising from any and all known or unknown, foreseen or unforeseen bodily injuries, personal injuries, death, or 

damage to property, which they may have or hereafter acquire against the United States of America, its agents, servants, or 

employees, on account of the subject matter of the administrative claim or suit, or that relate or pertain to or arise from, 

directly or indirectly, the subject matter of the administrative claim or suit. Each claimant/plaintiff and his/her guardians, 

heirs, executors, administrators, and assigns further agree to reimburse, indemnify, and hold harmless the United States of 

America, its agents, servants, and employees, from and against any and all claims, demands, rights, and causes of action of 

any kind, whether known or unknown, including without limitation claims for subrogation, indemnity, contribution, or lien of 

any kind, or for fees, costs, expenses, survival or wrongful death that relate or pertain to or arise from, directly or indirectly, 

any act or omission that relates to the subject matter of the administrative claim or suit. 

(SIGN ORIGINAL ONLY) 

Date 

(Claimant(s) sign above) 

t 1. AGENCY APPROVING OFFICIAL: This claim has been fully examined in accordance with Statutory Citation 
28 u • s • c • 2672 and approved in the amount of S _i_:z_s_,_o_o_o_._o_o __________ _ 

Authorized Signature: ___________________ _ 

Title: Aeting Regional. Counael. 

Date: _________________________ _ 

FMSFORM 197 pa11e2 of2 (PREVIOUSEDmONSAREOBSOLETB) 
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Judgment Fund 

Instructions for FMS Form 197: Voucher for Payment 

Please note that FMS Form 197 is a two page form 

Item 1: Provide the amount due to payee (requests for separate payments require separate FMS Fonns 197). 

Item 2: Provide the name and telephone number for the Federal agency or office that submitted the claim(s). 

Item 3: Provide information to enable the payment by means of Electronic Funds Transfer (EFT). This information 
should be provided unless the payment is to be made by check. Note: 31 C.F.R. § 206.4 directs agencies to 
make payments by EFT whenever cost-effective, practical, and consistent with the law, and adds that 
the Treasury Department may require agencies to justify the use of non-EFf payment mechanisms. All 
fields in item 3 must be completed. 

Item 4: Provide the name of the Federal agency, Agency Location Code (ALC), Standard General Ledger (SGL) 
code, and Treasury Account Symbol (I' AS). 

Item 5: Provide information to enable the payment to be issued by check and to be mailed by the U.S. Postal Service 
either to the Submitting Agency or directly to the claimant/plaintiff. Do not exceed 32 characters per line for 
the payee name( s) and address. 

Item 6: Provide the Taxpayer Identification Number (TIN} for each payee. 

Item 7: Provide this item for Contract Disputes Act (CDA), No FEAR Act, and Firefighters Fund payments. 

Item 8: Provide this item only if the payment is to be made in foreign currency. 

Item 9: To be completed by the Judgment Fund Branch. 

Item 10: Tiris part need not be completed when another, separate, legally sufficient settlement agreement is signed by 
the claimant and a copy is submitted with the payment request. 

Item 11: To be completed by the agency approving official, ifFMS Form 197 is used as the settlement agreement. 

F :'i'I S ,·.: ., .. •. • 19 7 J · ;'''" y ir·,s ·c , rn i:r,~,,; , ~ ;, r ,,.,s,·,r El[·, 

J, 11_1 
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MICHAEL L. GOODWIN 

CHRISTOPHER N. LASCH• 

•ALSO LICENSED IN NEW YORK 

Kevin J. Walasinski, Esq. 
Senior Attorney-Advisor 
Federal Bureau of Prisons 
Consolidated Legal Center 
3301 Leestown Road 
Lexington, KY 40511 

GOODWIN & LASCH 
A TIORNEYS AT LAW 

607 WEST MAIN STREET, SUITE 500 
LOUISVILLE, KY 40202 

(502) 584-7622 
(502) 584-0797 (FAX) 

October 5, 2004 

RE: Wrongful Death Claim of Estate of Christopher Dascenzo 
Federal Tort Claim Number TRT-MXR-2002-09010 

Dear Mr. Walasinski: 

Enclosed please find the settlement papers signed by me and my client. Thank 
you for your efforts to quickly obtain the settlement proceeds for my clients. Please note 
my correct address above, as your last correspondence was to my old address. Thanks. 

Ml Cl lAEL L. GOODWIN 



STIPULATION FOR COMPROMISE SETTLEMENT AND RELEASE OF 
FEDERAL TORT CLAIMS ACT CLAIMS PURSUANT TO 28 U.S.C. § 2672 

It is hereby stipulated by and between the undersigned 

claimants (meaning any person, other than the United States, 

signing this agreement), and the UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, by and 

through their respective attorneys, as follows: 

The parties do hereby agree to settle and compromise each 

and every claim of any kind, whether known or unknown, arising 

directly or indirectly from the acts or omissions that gave rise to 

the administrative claims, e.g., [administrative tort claim TRT

MXR-2 O O 2 - O 9 O 1 O , the wrongful death and property claim of the Estate 

of Christopher Dascenzo, Register Number 03883-017, arising from 

his incarceration with the Federal Bureau of Prisons, and any 

claims arising out of such incarceration by the personal 

representative (s) of the estate of Christopher Dascenzo] , under the 

terms and conditions set forth in this Settlement Agreement. 

2. The United States of America agrees to pay the sum of 

$125,000.00 [ONE HUNDRED TWENTY-FIVE THOUSAND DOLLARS], which sum 

shall be in full settlement and satisfaction of any and all claims, 

demands rights, and causes of action of whatsoever kind and 

nature, arising from, and by reason of any and all known and 

unknown, foreseen and unforeseen bodily and personal injuries, 

damage to property and the consequences thereof, resulting, and to 

result, from the subject matter of this settlement, including any 

claims for wrongful death, for which claimants or their guardians 

September 1998 Edition 



heirs, executors, administrators, or assigns, and each of them, 

have or may hereafter acquire against the United States of America 

its agents, servants, and employees. 

3. Claimants and their guardians, heirs, executors 

administrators or assigns hereby agree to accept the sum set forth 

in this Stipulation of Compromise Settlement in full settlement 

satisfaction of any and all claims, demands, rights, and causes of 

action of whatsoever kind and nature, including claims for wrongful 

death, arising from, and by reason of any and all known 

unknown, foreseen and unforeseen bodily and personal injuries, 

damage to property and the consequences thereof which they may have 

or hereafter acquire against the United States of America, its 

agents, servants and employees on account of the same subject 

matter that gave rise to the administrative claims, including 

future claim or lawsuit of any kind or type whatsoever, whether 

known or unknown, and whether for compensatory or exemplary 

damages Claimants and their guardians, heirs, executors, 

administrators or assigns further agree to reimburse, indemnify 

hold harmless the United States of America, its agents, servants 

and employees from and against any and all such causes of action 

claims, liens, rights, or subrogated or contribution interests 

incident to or resulting from further litigation or the prosecution 

of claims by claimants or their guardians, heirs, executors 

administrators or assigns against any third party or against 

United States, including claims for wrongful death. 

September 1998 Edition 



4. This stipulation for compromise settlement is not, is in 

no way intended to be, and should not be construed as, an admission 

of liability or fault on the part of the United States, its agents 

servants, or employees, and it is specifically denied that they 

liable to the plaintiffs. This final settlement is entered into by 

all parties for the purpose of compromising disputed claims under 

the Federal Tort Claims Act 

5. It is also agreed, by and among the parties, that the 

respective parties will each bear their own costs, fees, 

expenses and that any attorney's fees owed by the claimants will be 

paid out of the settlement amount and not in addition thereto 

6 It is also understood by and among the parties that 

pursuant to Title 28, United States Code, Section 2678, attorney 1 s 

fees for services rendered in connection with this matter shall 

exceed 20 per centum of the amount of the compromise settlement. 

7 The persons signing this Settlement Agreement warrant 

represent that they possess full authority to bind the persons on 

whose behalf they are signing tq lithe terms of the settlement 

8 Payment of the settlement amount will be made by 

government wire transfer as per the following 

A. Name of Bank: Republic Bank 

B. Street Address of Bank: Republic Bank Center 

C. City, State and Zip Code of Bank: 601 West Market 
Street, Louisville, Ky 40202 

D Federal Reserve Number 083001314-53431103 

E Routing Number: D83001314 

F. Name of Account: Goodwin & Lash IOLTA Account 

September 1996 Edition .. ~I-



G. Account Number: ... rb_)_(
5
_) ____ _. 

Claimants' attorney agrees to distribute the settlement 

proceeds among the claimants 

10. The parties agree that this Stipulation for Compromise 

Settlement and Release, including all the terms and conditions of 

this compromise settlement and any additional agreements relating 

thereto, may be made public in their entirety, and the claimants 

expressly consent to such release and disclosure pursuant to 5 

U.S.C. § 552a(b) 

-- -
I ichae L. Goodwin 
Attorney for Claimant 

Kathleen M. Kenney 
General Counsel 
Federal Bureau of Prisons 
Attorney for the United 

States of America 

September 1998 Edition 

10/y- ~o l( 
------

Date 

Date 

-4-



Case 5:00-cv-01072 Document 1 Filed 11/16/00 Page 1 of 18 PagelD #: 1 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF WEST VIRGINIA 

(Enter above the full name of the plaintiff 
or plaintiffs in this action). 

. - ·-~-·· .. -~--·-.,-........:-.,,..... 

El~ r·o . .... c -

' ; , '~ ~. _j - 'S 

VERSUS CIVIL ACTION NO. ;."{)(j - /Cl 7 :2 
(Number to be assigned by Court) 

F' e.,l~ n.1..l i?, u.1 e.a..1J o ~ ?,.- i so f\ s 
CD \\ ' @ \ d Katbe:ro na.wks> Or. Robe1t Hau Wpc J uf~ TYi al Demo.nde..d 
a) ® 

Jptee, Con\€dj PJ,les fl}a.\th e.LLL$ 
® . @ . 

l, N e.5 '(on -°y\.'nJ efa. }::. J, C. h, p \ l P.A. 
CT) 
. J; Ki-rklo.nd)RN .. 
(Enter above the full name of the defendant 
or defendants in this action). 

t;OMPLAINT 

I. Previous Lawsuits 

A. Have you begun other lawsuits in state or federal court 
dealing with the same facts involved in this action or 
otherwise relating lo your imprisonment? 

-- Yes No ✓ 

\ 



... 

Case 5:00-cv-01072 Document 1 Filed 11/16/00 Page 2 of 18 PagelD #: 2 

LatNH.J}e~1.1 i) {(. Cotre.cbe nal. C:(,rLi~< 
II. Place of Present Confinement: _11po·1 Plo,ote.P Rd •• ,La,u,:<t:A«.Yilie,, VA i3 8&8 

Ill. 

A. Is there a prisoner grievance procedure in this institution? 

Yes_L_ No 

B. Did you present the facts relating to your complaint in the 
state prisoner grievance procedure? 

·ves No ✓ 

C. If your answer is YES: 

1. What steps did you take? ____________ _ 

2. What was the result? _____________ _ 

D. If your answer is NO. explain why not: fTl ~ ~x ~ e. va.,1' c e. ,s w ~th the. 
- ~ ; -='" -. -:- • ~ 

£w~ra.l B,o.P,. Icl~d..fi\e. ()..to\"t cla.ifTl wnith was den,'e.d. 
_ I. W<1..s (d t-CL.S ~ t<Grn tfl..J~rlt( e.uslod9 i.//4/oc. 

Parties 

(In item A below, place your name and inmate registration number in the first 
blank and place your present address in the second blank. Do the same for 
additional plaintiff s1 if any.) 

A. Name of Plaintiff: Ho j1.1a:( J SI~ 0c-o Ha I rtlll n >Jr, #).. '8 i IJ 3 

Address: /k67 ?hnlers Rd..) Lai.J ren c e.. ~-i II e. ~ VA l 3 8 t.,8 

B. Additional Plaintiffs and Address:, ___________ _ 
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(In ttem C below, place the full name of the defendant in the first blank, 
hisnier official position in the second blank, and his/her place of employment 
in the third blank. Use item D for the names, positions, and places of 
employment of any additional defendants.) 

C. Defendan'fD Ka.th~rn Ha.u.;k.s 

is employed as j),re-<dcr, Bo, P fY1iJ -Atla.nt1c. li,(l.~ ;cnttl 
• 

'¼ R ~ ~ ; e. 11 aJ. Cti '"'-11 s_~I i mid • A t1aJ1r!· c. lh-~ i c i\o.l a Ff1e (, , 
at I oo to ilu.nc.bo o On ye,} Aona.pd, s /f D "J.07o I 

0. Additional defendant~Rob«t ltai.dwccdJ ff] .0,, dotlar at U .,'J. f_ 

Te.rre.. Ha.ute..,IN 473cs(:ilJ9 ~,:e. Conlet, .Wru-de.n/(9)tf]j/e~ Mo.Hhev.cs·, 
I 1 , 

ealfh. s~111,ce ~inistra.h~,1 ®'-· fYe, te: ~ i'l'era. .0, ~- J, i i 

. , 6)_ . ·,t. 3-7 a.II a..t r-.c. 1, 8 e.c k\ti_i\ 
$1 1an:,· a,S5t. J, Vu'l'kla.nd. R . o · 1.1.io 1/ 

IV. Statement of Claim 

State here as briefly as possible the ~ of your case. Describe how 
each defendant is involved. Include also the names of other persons 
involved, dates and places. Do not give any legal arguments or cite any 
cases or statutes. If you intend to allege a number of related claims, 
set forth each claim in a separate paragraph. (Use as much space 
as you need. Attach extra sheet if necessary). 

J. 1..,.54..5 di'.sab}~d wh"n I b~Ja.n serviee ot a. te.de.:<<LI .s~nh~.nle

ba,c k i o Pl ar c.h > l 9 ~ 3 ~ H e.9 o.:< d les..s e f ~ e.. dot u.m ~nta.:b cf\ of l'>'\. ~ 

,sabila t.. I ~Cl.S co~n:e.d '1tl~C ti..:c.rk'\n b 

3 
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IV. Statement of Clalm (continued): 

bad ho ck :b·ou'ol e, a.n d Ca."1 e ts vJo r)S evt ft} d.CUj • He, fa a.id he.. u.Jas d.a.rnn 

-H-<e.d ot laz~ -a.55 inmate,.s corn·,n;, to sick- c.all tD 9 et c,u.t of wc-rk, l 

na.d ()..'f1'i'1'ed a.t .sick-call i,2 a,. µ.rhee,,l<!hai r. J.le pb~si c.allf:J ±eek the. 

whe.J clza.i< Md ,sa_id I ~ 04t se-rtia3 fl u,o,k id,e. He. pt<-St;Cl bed. 

ool ~ Incl«.in J ,5g ms; ?{.3 , pe.r dns a.nd. ¾Aid me tc 8 () t O wc-rk ~ Do l / l4'j q 'f 

1 wo.s "-"aJua..\:ed h~ th. Bchcrr, Bate.ma.I)> <1JJ orl:bopd.1'c. sur9eoa. 

X. wa.~ t.o\d .\hat su..,-3~r~ wou.ld proba.hl~ be. n.ece$llf~ to yejll!.ve, the.. 

~~:rlou,s ~n r. wa,s h.a\11119. "€. 'Ce.c!.DW\1'1\e.nd.~ a. m. R.I., A,S.,b.P .. J and be 

~ tle.1 the fl'),R._L,Tne. fT\,R.I tock to 

State briefly exactly what you want the court to do for you, Make no legal 
arguments. Cite no cases or statutes. C,res~ons"'-- to to·rt clciHY\ a..tt.c.tc..ne.d.) 

1-n \:he. te.d.e..Yc1.l To'(t C.\a.1rn) L a..sk tor$\1000° 0 pe:< ~ tor 

m ~ \a.st 4 'i 5 da.H s at f'l.H le d e-ral i o cax Cera.ti on .. 1 2u.ffe. f e.d 
not onlj se.\fe.re. bac.k a.ad I ea po..ln tor tha.t pe-r,od of t,n'\e., 
b u.t I oLso dgy eJ o p e-d. rn a.j of d epr e.:+-5 -; on ire ro tha.t po. i 11 

a.nd :the. fa..c.t tha.t 1 was at Ti5k if I na.d. -\:o dete.nd 

m~ self 0-t o.. maxim u.m 5 e tu:, it~ pr i.son- I ~oul d. not 

" $ e ~ a.a~ f a..roi I~ cn.embe< s al Te r'f e. Haa te. due. to th e. 

disran<:<L, I as'k this Cou.xt O'fde.-r \:.ne.. ctq_~e.nda.ot.s, a.s 
4 
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V. Relief (continued) 

a, g:rou.? ,to·~~ rne!),ooo~ o do~ tor m:'.4 f)tl.Jfl a.nd suffc.:<i ng 

to , ad ude the rn wal o..n.:9 u is n . I a..s k an equa. l a,n au.rd as. 
t' lln '1 b \J e. d 0-)D age,s , l. £ASK the. C1 e.t endo.rils pa_tl a.H C, a.st 
Md mkrne!:J te.e.s, I ash \\i.,s Cou.rt to a.,sses5 the c1rno11ot 

pe.r de.ie.ndwt as i± see.s £it a.od pro pe:.x:, to re.o.c..h the, 
lota_l Q_rt) ou.n.t 'f eil..(€.S t e.d . c.. rrG fl1 \ J ~'t/qq thtcu'j h Y./ t.i I OD) 

VII. Counsel 

A. If someone other than a lawyer is assisting you in preparing this case, 
state the person's name: 

8. Have you made any effort to contact a private lawyer to determine if he or 
she would represent you fn this civil action? 

Yes_::!.__ No_ 

If so, state the name(s) and address(es) of each lawyer contacted: 

s~e.. Ie.S pan Se. \ e.tters (Lt:t.o..c.'hed. 

If not1 state your reasons:. __________ ~----

C. Have you previously had a lawyer representing you in a civil action in this 
court? 

Yes No ✓ 

5 
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If so. state the lawyer's name and address: 

Signed this ~-~ day of :t)D\/~m.be\"" , 1-8" .lDoo 

lk, I tlJld -jJ · t/alvnW'I! 1)1!. > 

Signature of Plaintiff or Plaintiffs 

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and 
correct. 

Executed on Qo'1ero.b~t ~) ?..ooo 
(Date) 

Signature of Attorney 
(if any) 
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t. Ka:l:he.,r Ha.wK.s, t'ne. di,e..c.tof ct t'ne. ff'l\d.-At\a..nt\c.. \\eg\on 

is sued. for 'B.o.P, pol\C~ that Ye.q_ui'fe...S o.. vio)a.l1on or 
the. 'f \ 5 nt5 o, OS\ QlT\€.'( \ c.a.n w \ \ \-\ Di sabi 1 a-j e..s' l A. 0, A.') 

i. Or.Y{o'oe1t t1az.e..\wood )5 .sue.d fo, f1'\e.dle.al n~)i~ex1ee... 

fof the. de..nia.l ct the. Su.'f:)e.'-''j YE..c.ornme..nd blj a_ 

S?ec.,o..list l.l)ho wa.s c...ontrac.l b~ the. '3.0.?.)o.nd d.oin~ 

so l,J\t.hou.t ;;o rrtu.C.h o..s an e.,<a.rr1,11aiion.o'f a. con"\Je'(

sat l on W
0

l \:h th~ r\a.,nti ff. O.lso to'f di 5 C. 'r l rn I na.t \Of\ 

Un d.e...'f en t. A, 'O.A of \ q 9 0. 

3, J D';j c.e. Lonle~ \ 5 sue.cl to-< f(\ali c..iou..s d.~..\'1 bexa.te.... 
in clifte:ro..nte. f o, or de,, n 9 the. t-ra.ns tex of fn\ s 
f>\a.\ rtli ff v.fr\:h.o u.t 300d c.a.u .se, o.rtd total d/.s YE.30..rd 
to hLs ph'j S, e.a l c.,ondi ·b' ofl. Ol,so tor ff'\a.l i' e Io us i nle.nt 
to c.a.u.se plruntifF ff\o'fe.. pa.ill o.ncl rne.oto..l a.n9u.i.sh 
bj .5end1-n3 him to o. ma.~iMurn se.c..urit~ f)Y-ison 
t1.W1d.Ye.d,s of ff\.\\es f.rom h.i_s ta.rn~ \~ , 

'-\, ff\i\e.s ff'la.\.\.h.e.w/> ,,s sue_d to, not 0-de<t,u.a.te.l~ respond111g 
to the. ~, a.tf'll i ff's medic.al n e. eels Joy see,fl~ tha.l the 

fln,ntiff wcu\d. ho..-ve. a. follow -up with -the orthQ{)u.li'c. 

Su. '\"5 e..011, QL<5o Sh ow In 3 me.di cal J1 eg l i 9 en Ce. o-r deJ, be nde. 

in d1ffe.'ra..n~e.... 
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I Cofl.1::"lnue.d 9c1n9 tD 5\<!..k-~al( ta get wcrk ioles J Q,Sk1n3 ol,c,u[ 

thit. ffl,R.l, rejulfs· 0-nd the toUow-up u.,;;lh D-r. Ba.r~ma.n, 

atthou3'n the- r'LR.1, results,a.s .shoLJn b~ the Ye.eo1d:=;,we.:(e.. 'fit-C.e1,.ied 

ba.c.k On fo/ l / qq a.n d te 'Vie.wed bl_) Dl'. n e.~tol'1 - R \Ve.Ya ) the.. 'fe_su./fs 

did ncr t.1.ppclL1 ill~~ m.edic.a_l file. u.,1-f:i/ 7/1o/q9, l was told 

to w (l,h:h the tall -out t O'( f1lj f\ Q.i'(. t 0.. p p(l int fl) e.n t L,.; i th o'(' ba.te )Yl a f\ . 

O.tte( t16t Se<i!.in~ -of. Sa.h~rnan again Fer o'\le..r 1:.Li.:O '(flbf1ths cf 

the f11,R,l, >du.rin<:3 the tirst we.e.~ of O.u3<.1st) lq<Jq, l spoke.... 

W ;th LiJa l' den Conj e.'j du t' i ng rna.'1 n \ J n e. ( l u.fl Ch) Ct.(Ld. a. . .s k Y2 e '( u!h~ 

l did not have the.. t6llat.J -up 1,1.}.ith the o,thoped\( Su.r<:;e.,·n ~ 

She... scd cl she uJ c i.d d / ot,h j n to / t:, l h a.d 110 l,.; \i a.cl to u~ c, CL 

0.J1 e e.l <2. hu.i f to.- mof "- l nCl-O S-l x rn on ths a..nd >">1.j pCL~fl c.orLt \ n\J e.d 

oJ Ct. St::\/ ei-e. l e'IJ~I.. l fH:\/e:c ,SQL0 Dr. Ba..te. rrtal1 a9a in . 
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On '6/w/'1'1 L Wa..s plae_d if'I a.dmi~i5tn.1b'Je.. d(?,.bt.'ion ~ This Wa.s cn'j 

Q °YeLL ~-S a~te:( L Sf>o'¼e.. ~·1th the:. LLCll""(te.n. I o..'iK tc rut rnt.; 

bCL~K. \:rf~1c__ on o..{). d. w~1.s den i'e.J, I wa,s -\:o\d rnL3 pro pe.'<t~ ·~ou."I d 

b ~ S~o:t o✓ ~:( tc the_' h.o\e,; 0--Cld l G::u!d get ; l then. l d ld nc t 

,See.. "fY\ ~ p ·f c p e-r t ~ ~ oi the, n~id s i )( uJ e-e.ks, Lde '( th ui ~ T u..l 1..s 

"to Id. I wa...s ·l n d.e. te_fLti on fc r a.lle.9e<..l I'.) ?QYC id-pat; f/g in a.. 

d t_ \"f1 ens tr Lit I On ~hi d1 h (Ld c,._ll e 9 e.J I j to.he.. fl r I a. C, e,, {)_ Lt-1 e. e,l"i 

b~.tofei L de.nied o..n.~ payt,:c.i.pa.ticf\ in a.nlj defYlonstra.t{on. 

Grcu.ri.c:1. 5:cio Art\ {;{"\ S/11/99 J the.. rcnou::\n9 cl.a.~) 'L LJCLS 

rahe.n oJ ong w \ th Se.ve(I. olh e. r i o mates) 5 hat. l'\ / e.d > h '1.Y'ld-

t. u f fe..d to a kll~ -cha_i.n O-f"l d. b··a,ns po1le.,l -b~ Va.fl to l\. 

ff'lCl)Lirnum Se(UYll":j' re.(l)tentta'fi, ~{\ (e('(e.. Haute.)1.N I 

1 wo..s c.ho..'f3ed w~t-h 110 th1 fl.S. The. ordj thi~1~ 1 'had 
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notl1il1~ eLse , 

l sp\:..11-t f\.e.arlj h.ve..l ve. hoLL'(.S 'if) thn.t \fafJ. a..illl a..f'b~.:< the.. 

Mrs+ hou.r the.. Se.\Jde. c'-11.d C.onstavtt pa:n wa..s wcf5t!.. tha.n. 

O..Yl~ I had e-.J\:'..'f ~:Aper I a.n c.e-d , lt. _3<: t So bad tfulC 1 t..Y i e .. d > 

pr~e.c.l) o..n.d vll\no..tw on fl\~5e.lf and the. ofhef jnmo.te ill the.. 

sea.t with rne., 

IJ)he.n l 9ot tc u.s.P. Te.'("1"e., Ha.u.te. L Wt.1.5 pla.te.cl in tn('... 

'\.-io\ e.,
1 to'f (.L 'ft'1.o nth . t\e.:) io r.CLl o~f ,·ee , 13 ,D. P, h.ad to ,SC>fflehow 

mo.he- mt_; C...u,stod~ \t.'Je.\ hi~h enou .. '3h hi LJaTr0-J1.t nl'j b~·,f\9 

hou..sed o .. t a_ ma.i..\ri'\U..M St.C:LLYit~ 9enite.f\t1a:<~ whic.h had 

a. 'fl'l. u.e.. h M.o-r e vi o l efl t o..t rn o.s p h ·ex e. tha..n the M eel i um 
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w~ th on\~ e.ight a.net 0. ha.t f' '(l'\O nths \ e.fl on u. rd nt ~ -s; ;( 

month s~nte.n~e.. J the.lo\ p1<U.e.d a. ~,e..ale.st se~·eri bj pu.bl;~ 

SQte.t~ tCLc..tcY- Qga1nst ffle. \J..!he:<e. h0-d be.efl flo pLL.bU~ 

Sa.te..t~ fClc..to·r b ~ tc-(e, a .9 '(ea_te..st Se.tu.'( l t~ iYlan ~e"f(teft.l 

Va Yi b\ e... w n €,'{€. the re. ha,,d beefl 11 on. e., be.to ·re..) o..nd +1 nail~ , 

the... Se \J e Y it~ o T m ~ o tf eYLS e. t,J ert t tYc m rri o cl e ,a±~ to 

-\:he. ~Jfeatest Se'ierit~, rlj oi;,tffiSe. wa_s bath non'V'io\e.ol 

a.nd vi<'...ti m les,s~ BtLt ,S\O.l!.e.. I did nothin.~ to biL c:.'1.a..r3ed. 

w; th , '(11.;1 c.u.st od'.j and Sec u.:,d:j le-ve! ha.d tc be 0-Lter red, 

Or.te .. 1 Wa...s pu..t into popu.la±ion o.r u,s,F \en-e- Ha.ute l 

We.ttt to Sic.¼-c.aJl whe1·e.. 1. ·-receh·ed t11 \enol) a_ Werk ,Jle, 

u..nd was 5c.t1.e.<lt.1.,le.d t6 be.)oote. ll..:}ct\n) ev1ctlu.Ct.te..d. bj 
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On \0/14/'l'f l W4S exa.m\ne.d b11 Dt.'Rob~rt Burkle> o..n 

oYthcpe.dic.. ,Su.n3ecn. Tne.. doc.tor 'f€.C.Off\)"ri.e..n d ed s u..,:3e'(~ 

to -Ye.tie.'ie.. the. serious a..ttd constant pain l ~·as in, 

)i e \ u.:rth e f e. x. p)a.i 11 e cl r hat 1- o ow ha.cl n e -r v e. da.m~ e 

\n m:3 \m . .ue..'f )e.~t le._:; a..nd fcot tha~c.01.1ld not now, n,ne. 

rn.o<tlhs \a.tef > 'o~ re.pa.ired. Bu..t the su.rg e rtj w oLLlc.t 1e.ll e.v t.. 

most or n'1~ pa,'1(1, l Ll:)Te.e..d. to ha\Je.. the, $u'(9er~' 

While. Wo..it\1113 \af the Su.'<ger~ a.nd ~u..tfesing SeYe..ye._, 9a.,fll 

1. c~nbnue.d tc 90 tD .S1ck-~l for work idle..s a.11d. 'fe.ce1-v;{l3 

tSfo> t~lenol a. wee..~. /:ve1j ni ~~tt T. would ~'fa1j tha.t I 

WoLLld. ha.\ie. the .su..rge.Yj ·Fhe n~:-,..1:- da.::,. 

0 n \ l/ ').. 'd} q 1 > tel'\ uJ ee..ks diter the 5 u iger ~ ha.d bee fl 
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CFRTIFIFD 

July 1 8. 2000 

Howard l:3ryan Harmon Jr. ~"ti,\'\.'\,~ 
Former Federal Reg. >-Jo. 04006-084 
Virginia Dept. of Corrections 
PO Hox 26963 
Richmond. Virginia 23261 

Re: Your Tort Claim No. T-MXR-00-641 

Dear Mr. lbrmon: 

lJ.S. Department of .Justice 

Federal Bureau of Prisons 

• 
1-i.:der,1/ ( ~n,-rect1rmal lnsulut1on, l~cckll·y 

/' O 13or I !NI! 
lfrm•et W;;.,·1 ,1 ·irgini.i _')SI 3 

·r1.:l,•11lwm.: (30-1} -""-L1 - 1)."F_,s 

Your claim has been considered for administrative settlement under the Federal Tort Claims Act. 
28 U.S.C. ~ 2671. el. seq .. and authority granted under 28 c.r-.R. * 0.172. You claim government 
liability in the amount of $IJJ.5.000 for injury that occurred at FCI Heck Icy. Specifically. you 
stak: that on or about January 14, 1999. you \Vere denied surgery recommended by an orthopedic 
surgeon. there \Vas a dday in having an MRI completed. there were medical record delays. and you 
were transferred to a more secure facility based on your medical complaints. 

A review of your medical ti le revealed you were treated on numerous occasions by the I lealth 
Services Department for your back pain from th.: ti1m: you arrived at FCI Beckley in .January 1996 
until you transferred to USP Terre Haute in August 1999. In addition to all or the examinations 
conducted during that time. you were reknTd to an Orthopedic Specialist on .January 21. 1999. 

The Orthopedic Surgeon evaluated you on .lanuai; '.26. 1999. and recommended an MR[ he 
completed. The MRI was conducted on May 24. 1999 .. The results of the MRI were received on 
June I, 1999. The MRI shov,1cd disc herniation al L5-S I. The Clinical Director reviewed the 
n:sults on .lune 8. 2000. When you reported to the Health Services Department to obtain the results 
of the MRI, the staff ml.'.mber looking for the results must have overlooked the results in your file. 
When you presented to the Health Services Department on July 6. 1999. you \Vere provided the 
results. 

Uuc to your involvement in a group demonstration at FCJ Beckley in August 1999. you \Vere 
transferred to a more secure facility. The transfer occurred on August 11. 1999. You were not 
transferred with any medication as your medication had expired on August 5. 1999. and you had 
not returned to Health Services to have the presniption renewed. The transfer paperwork did 
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identify you as essentially healthy and did not list your hack problem as a current medical 
condition. I Iowever. when inmates are transferred, the medical record accompanies the inmate. 
Accordingly, there was medical documentation of your condition in the event information was 
needed. 

Based on this review, it is evident your hack condition was a preexisting condition. Additionally, 
your condition did not \',arrant surgery. You wen: provitkd appropriate medical treatment and 
medication to alleviate any discomfort. Although you lee! the MRI was not completed in a timely 
manner. the \Vait for the MRI \Vas nol outside of the community standard. Finally, you were not 
transferred to a more secure facility due to your complaints aguinst the He,;1.lth Services Department 
but for your involvement in a group dcmonstrntion. Accordingly, your cluim is denied. This is a 
final denial of your claim. If you arc not satisfied with this determination, you have six months 
from the date of the mailing of this notification to bring suit in an appropriate United States District 
Court, should you wish to do so. 

Sincerely, 

(, ' ~ i,-,. ~ 
:\)"~if) 

-LfRill Rurlington 
~l Regional Counsel 
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MICSH AF.I. FIFJ.DH<O GIBSON. 

DERRIGK \ll, LEFLER 

• A e,.,.;o ."'-hMt"t-1'1:11- IJli v1ru;.1::-,.,•T A 

MELODY R. LAMBEHT, RN., (;,J .. N.C. 

October 9, 2000 

GIBSON, LEFLER & ASSOCIATES 
ATTORNEYS AND cou::-,,rs:tLLORS AT LAW 

1 345 MERCER STREET 

PnINGETON, WESTVJHUINIA 24740-3033 

Howard Bryan Harmon, Jr. 
[nmate #281113 (41-103) 
CCA/Lawrcnccville Correctional Center 
1 607 Planters Road 
Lawrenceville, VA 23868 

Dear Mr. Hannon: 

AREA C'.ODE (304) 

425-8276 

800-742-3545 

TET.RFAX 487-1574 

Thank you for your letter of September 27, 2000. Please be advised that while I am 
flattered that you thought of this office to be of service to you in your potential case, I 
regret that I will be unable to represent you in that matter. This firm's current case load 
is such at we are not taking on any new cases until we resolve some of those currently 
pending. 

V cry truly yours, 

YJ_c1~,c;11~ 
MICHAEL F. GIBSON 
kcr 
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American Civil Liberties Union of Virginia 
6 N. Sixth Street, Suite 400, Richmond, VA 23219 (804)644-8022 

July 11, 2000 

Mr. Eowa:cd B. Harmon, Jr. #281113 
PRCC 
State Farm, VA 23160 

Dear Mr. Har:non; 

Thank you for writing the ACLU of Virginid. 

We have caref~lly reviewed your letter and regret that the 
ACLU of Virginia will not be able to assist ycu in ~his matter. 
Unfortunately, there arc mar.y cases of unfairness and injustice 
that the ACLU is si• ply unable to handle due to o~r limited 
staff and resources. 

Please do not interpret t:iis as a comment on t!"le merits of 
your case. If you need legal advice, you shocld contact the 
attorney who is assigned to the institction. The library at your 
i~stitution ~ight also offer useful assistance. 

I am sorry our response could not be more favorable and 
w:sh you the best of luck. 

',:,,T, Ferris, Esq. 
Associale Di~cctor 
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ALLEN,ALLEN, 
ALLEN &ALLEN 

Attorneys for Injured Persons since 1910 

~r. Howard B. Harmon, Jr. 
#281113 - C4-211a 

June 20, 2000 

Powhata::1 ~eceiving & c:assification Ce::1ter 
State Farm, VA 23160 

Dear Mr. Harmo::1: 

Writer's Direct Dial (804) 257-
File No. 

First of all,: want to thar:k you c:1. be:-1al[ cf l:l!:' firn fc,· 
considering us in the handling o~ ttis matter. I: 1s wit~ regret, 
however, that I must ~nform yo~ ttat we do ~ot handle t~ia =ypc oE 
case. I: is tor th:.s reason that I reccrnme:1d you 1,,;ri te t:1e Arr.et· _:_L·cc11 

Civil Liberties Un!on in Rictmo~ri, Virginia. Their address and phone 
numoer is 6 N. 6th Street, Ricr.mond, VA 23219, (30,1; 644-8022. 

You are, of course, permitted to employ any ac=crney of your 
own choosing. In the state of Virginia, you have two years in which 
to either settle your claim or file a :aw sui~. :f you ta!l to do 
either, then you will be forever barred by the Statute of Limitatio~s 
from pursuing this matter a~y further. 

We wish you the bcEit o: luck a:-id a corr.p::..e::.e recc:very f.r:.Y11 yoL,:: 
injuries. 

W.:_ th kindo2st regards, I rcma1:1 

Very truly yours, 

W. Coleman Allc:1, ~r. 
President. 

WJx/rwa 

199Ji • 

Law Offices • 1809 Staples Mill Road • P.O. Box 6855 • Richmond, Virginia 23230 • (804) 353-1200 
1-800-768-2222 • facsimile (804) 257-7599 or (804) 257-7569 

Offices located in Richmond, Petersburg, Chesterfield, Frederichburg and Mechanicsville, Va. 

www .al lenanda lien .com 
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DUDLEY, GALUMBECK, NECESSARY AND DENNIS 

James W. Dudley 
Roher! M. Galumbeck 
Kdly Combs lllcccssary 
Michael L. Dtnnis 

Charles A. Stacy 
Clinton S. Kegley 

Mr. Howard Bryan Hannon, Jr. 
Inmate #28113 C3-206a 
PRCC 
State Farm, Virginia 23160 

Dear Mr. Harmon: 

Attorneys at I.aw 
104 West Main Street 

P08t Offict Box 626 
Tu:rwell, Virginia 246SI 

(540) 988-6561 
FAX # {540) 988-2921 

September 17, 2000 

Dh,efield Office 
728 Virginia Ave. 
P.O. Bol 468 
Bluefield, VA 24605 

(540) 322-1454 
(800) 580-6S90 

Thank you for your letter of September 13, 2000. Please be advised that I do not practice in 
the federal courts in West Virginia and am not qualified to do so. Please also be advised that I no 
longer handle lawsuits, such as yours, in the federal court system even were we able to file the 
lawsuit in the f edcral courts in the Western District of Virginia. 

I would suggest to you that you contact a lawfirm such as Michael Gibson's, whose phone 
number is (304) 435-827ti, Mr. Gibson is a very good attorney who practices in West Virginia. both 
in the state and federal courts. 

Please also be advised that there arc statutes oflimitations and certain administrative actions 
which must be taken regarding your claim, or your claim will be forever lost. 

I would suggest that you immediately contact counsel who practices in these areas in order 
to make sure that the statute oflimitations and the like do not result in a bar to your action. 

Thank you for considering my lawfirm. 

Y~>Urstruly, / 

<1 L"-C____ \ 
~ ~

Robert M. Galumbeck 
• <. 
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IN THE UNITED ST ATES DISTRICT C 
~NTERED 

FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF WEST 'IRGlNl .. 3 I 3I1t 

BECKLEY DIVISION 

HOWARD BRYAl'i HAR1\'lON, JR., 
Plaintiff, 

) 

) 
) 
) 
) 

) 
) 

TERESA. L OEPPN'EA.. CL~RK 
U.S. District & Bankruptcy CoLir~~ 
Southern District of West V1rg1nu 

v. CIVIL ACTIO:"t<l NO. 5;00-I072 

U='IITED ST A TES OF AMERICA, 
Defendant. 

JUDGlVIENT ORDER 

Tlus action under the Federal Tort Claims Act, 28 U.S.C § 1346(b)(l) and 28 U.S.C §§ 

2671, er seq., was tried to the Court on March 17 and 18, 2004. The Court, having made its findi11gs 

of facl and stated its conclusions oflaw, it hereby is ORDERED and ADJUDGED thal Plaintiff 

shall recover from the Defendant, the United States of Amerjca, the SLtm of$2,500.00, with 1nteresl 

thereon as provided by law, and his costs of this action, as will be determined by the Court. The 

Government shall submit to the Court a check in the amount of $2,500.00, made payable to the CoLtrl 

pursnant to Rule 6.02 of the Local Rules of General Practice and Procedure. Rule 6.02 provides in 

part as follows: 

Tn all cases initiated without payment of fees and costs, the affiant shall stipulate in 
his or her aflldavit that any recovery in the action shall be paid to the clerk, who sha! l 
pay therefrom any remaining unpaid costs taxed against the plaintiff and remit the 
balance to the plaintiff or to his or her attorney. 

To properly assess the costs and fees in this action, the Court requires ad<lilional information 

from the parties. Accordingly, it is further ORDERED that pursuant lo 28 U.S.C. § 2412(d)(l)(B), 

Plaintiffs counsel shall file within thirty days from the entry of this Judgment Order, his application 

for fees and other expenses, including attomey's fees and any costs associated with Plai.ntiff s expert 

\Vi tncss. Following scrvi ce of Plain ti ff' s application, l he Government shal I have ten ( l O) business 
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days within which to file a response, After passage of this time, the Court will assess costs and fees 

in this matter accordingly. 

The CleTk is directed to retire this action from the active docket and. mai1 a copy of this 

Judgment Order to counsel ofrecord. 

ENTER: MaTch 31, 2004. e 
United States MagistTate Judge 

2 



IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT CO MAR I 7 ffi 
FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF WEST GI 

BECKLEY DIVISION 

HOW ARD BRYAN HARMON, Jr., 

Plaintiff, 

TERESA L DEPPNER, CLERK 
U.S. District & Bankruptcy Courts 
Southern District of West Virgi•,i:; 

"· CIVIL ACTION NO. 5:00-1072 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 

Defendant. 

PRETRIAL ORDER 

Plaintiff Howard Biyan Harmon! Jr. ("Mr. HarmonH), by and through counsel, and 

Defendant United States of America by and through coW1sel, Michael L. Keller, Assistant United 

States Attorney for the Southern District of West Virginia submits the following information 

pursuant to Local Rule 2.04 and Rule 16 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure: 

I. Statement of Jurisdiction 

Plaintiff 

Jurisdiction of this action is based upon 28 U.S.C. § 1346. 

Defendant 

Jurisdiction of this action is predicated on the Federal Tort Claims Action (''FTCA"). 28 

U.S.C. §§ 1346(b) and 2671 et seq. 

The FfCA provides a judicial remedy to those who suffer injury or damage as a result of the 

negligence of employees of the federal agencies of the United States Government. It permits 

recovery on claims for money damages "for . . . personal injury or death caused by the negligent or 

wrongful act or omission of any employee of the Government while acting within the scope of his 

office or employment, under circumstances where the United States. if a private person, would be 
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liable to the claim.ant in accordance with the law of the place where the act or omission occurred. 11 

28 U.S.C. 1291, 1346(b), 1402, 1504, 2110~ 240l(b), 2411, 2412, 2671 through 2680. Osborne v. 

lI£, 166 F. Supp. 2d 478,486 (S.D. W.Va. 2001); Rubin v. United States, 88 F. Supp. 2d 581 (S.D, 

W. Va 1999); Bellomy y. United States. 888 F. Supp. 760 (S.D. W.Va, 1995); Jayson: Personal 

Injuzy-Handling FederaLTort Claims, Vol 1, pages 1-7 and 1-14 (1968). 

The substantive elements of a negligence action brought under the Federal Tort Claims Act, 

28 U.S.C. § 2674, are generally governed by the law of the state in which the negligence occurred. 

United States v. Muniz. 374 U.S. 150 (1963); Doganieri v, United States. 520 F. Supp. 1093, 1095 

(N.D. W. Va. 1981), State law then effectively becomes federal law by incorporation. Young v. 

United States, 149 F.R.D. 199 (S.D. Cal. 1993) (discussing incorporation of state law in the context 

ofFRE 501). Accordingly, the Court must apply the law as it exists and must not surmise or suggest 

a substantial extension, which is forbidden by analogous circuit precedent. Burris Chemical, Inc. v. 

USX Corn., 1 O F.3d 243, 246 ( 4th Cir. 1983) (refusing to permit an expansion of the Common Law 

of Florida); Ball v. Joy Technologies. Inc., 958 F.2d 36, 39 (4th Cir. 1991), cert. denied, 502 U.S. 

1033 (1992) (declining to extend damages for emotional distress to exposure to toxic chemicals 

where such damages were not recognized by state law); Washington v. Union Carbide Corp., 870 

F.2d 957, 962 (4th Cir. 1989) (declining to recognize a new cause of action for retaliatory damages 

not recognized by state law); Guy v. Travenol Laboratories. Inc., 812 F.2d 911, 917 (4th Cir. 1987) 

(declining to recognize an anti~retaliation cause of action to protect employees who refuse to violate 

the pure food laws which was not recognized by state law). 
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n. Contested issues of law requiring decision prior to trial 

Plaintiff 

Plaintiff is unaware of any contested issues of law at the present time, However, at the pre

trial hearing on March 21 2004, counsel for defendant indicated that he may raise the issue of 

collateral estoppel against the plaintiff for a second time. Previously, in defendant's memorandum in 

support of its renewed motion for summary judgment, defendant contended that Mr. Harmon had 

litigated the adequacy of his medical care in an appropriate federal forwn and received a decision 

upon that issue from the United States District Court for the Southern District of Indiana. In that 

proceeding, the United States motion for summary judgment was granted with regard to the claims 

raised under the Federal Tort Claims Act by Mr. Hannon. In denying defendant's motion for 

renewed summary judgment, Chief Judge David Faber examined the five factors in Parklane Hosiery 

Co. Inc. v. Shore, 439 U.S. 322, 331 (1979). Chief Judge Faber found that the Indiana court's 

decision was based solely upon the adequacy of Mr. Hannon's medical care while incarcerated in 

Indiana, The court held that the fifth and most important element. which mandates that the issues in 

the prior litigation be identical to the issues sought to be estopped, was missing. Therefore, 

defendant's renewed motion for summary judgment and its contention that Mr. Hannon is 

coIIaterally estopped from asserting his claims under the FTCA in West Virginia was denied. See 

Memorandum Opinion Order entered on September 25, 2003, by Chief Judge David Faber. 

Since then, no new information has surfaced which would indicate that the Indiana court's 

decision was based upon anything other than Mr. Hannon's medical care while incarcerated at 

U.S.P. Terre Haute. Regardless, this issue has been ruled upon by Chief Judge Faber and it is 

defendant who should b e collaterally e stopped from r elitigating this i ssue. M r. H arm on would 
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request that this Court enter an order prohibiting defendant from raising an issue previously decided 

by Chief Judge Faber. 

Pefendant 

There are no motionS formally pending before the Court, PlaintiffHannon's portion of this 

Order, however, requests that the United States be barred from introducing any evidence concerning 

Plaintiffs unsuccessful FTCA case decided in the Southern District of Indiana, Hannon y. United 

States. Case No. TH O l ~0005-L (S .D. Ind. Sept 26, 2002) . Plaintiff argues that the Order by United 

States District Judge Faber denying the United States renewed Motion for Summary Judgment 

effectively precludes any reliance by the United States upon the Indiana Court decisioIL The United 

States disagrees. 

In his Order, Judge Faber held that the grant of Summary Judgment by the Indiana Court in a 

medical malpractice action arising from Plaintiff's medical care at the United States Penitentiary in 

Terre Haute did not fully resolve the issues of Plaintiffs care at FCI Beckley. Judge Faber's Order 

did not consider or address, ho'\l.'ever, the separate question of issue preclusion on the grounds of 

estoppel. See Restatement (Second) of Judgments § 27; Juarez v. Camden County Board of Chosen 

Freeholders, 972 F. Supp. 269 (U.S. DC D. Nn (1997). 

Although Plaintiff ultimately filed two separate civil actions complaining of his medical care 

by the Bureau of Prisons, first at FCI Beckley and then at the Terre Haute institution, there was 

clearly a factual overlap of issues relevant to present case decided by the Indiana District Court. 

Specifically the Court found: 

(1) Plaintiff was examined within an hour of his transfer from FCI Beckley to Terre 

Haute and made no claims of pain although he was talcing no medication at that time. 
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(2) Plaintiff did not seek medical attention until four (4) days after his an:ival at Terre 

Haute when he first complained of pain caused by his concrete bed. 

(3) Plaintiffs back condition pre-existed his federal custody and has not materially 

changed since 1993. 

(4) The decision by medical practitioners at Terre Haute not to perform surgery on 
I 

Plaintiff's back was not a departure from the appropriate standard of medical care. 

(5) Conservative treatment of Plaintiff's back condition by medications such as Tylenol 

was both a continuation of treatment previously applied and within the standard of 

appropriate medica1 care. 

Even assuming that the decision by the Jndiana District Court did not fully foreclose 

Plaintiffs claims as Judge Faber has held, the Indiana litigation clearly decided certain factual issues 

relevant to the present case. To that end the United States expects to introduce certified copies of the 

decision as evidence in this case. The United States further submits that this Court should reject any 

attempt by Plaintiff to re1itigate those issued already judicially resolved by the decision of Indiana 

District Court. 

m Statement of the case 

Plaintiff 

Plaintiff filed this action under the FTCA, 28 U.S. C. § 2671. et. seq. Plaintiff claims that 

while at FCI Beckley from January-, 1999, until his unwarranted transfer to a federal institution in 

Terre Haute, Indiana on or about August, 11, 1999, that prison officials negligently failed to give 

him adequate medical care which resulted in severe pain and consequent mental and emotional 

distress. Plaintiff alleges that the four months it took for him to get an 11RI was unreasonable, the 

misplacement of his medical records caused delay in his treatment, the pain medication he received 
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was inadequate, that his transfer without his back brace was contrary to his medical needs, the 

disallowance of the use of a wheelchair was contrary to the standard of care applicable to his 

situation and that he was not appropriately evaluated by a physician with regard to his follow up 

appointment after his MRI. Succinctly, plaintiff alleges that the st.andard of care he received fell 

outside of the range of acceptable medical care warranted for his condition. 

Mr. Hannon entered the penal system in March of 1993. Reports show that he was disabled 

at that time having suffered an injury to his back while working at Appalachian Power Co. Mr. 

Hannon was receiving total permanent disability and social security benefits prior to be:ing 

incarcerated. Mr. Hannon's disability and inability to work were well documented and be verbally 

informed prison officials of bis situation. Despite the warnings, while at FCI Beckley, prison 

officials assigned :Mr. Harmon to work duty and refused to give him adequate pain medication. 

On or about January, 19, 1999, after complaining of constant back pain, Mr. Harmon was 

examined by Physician Assistant E.J. Chipi at FCI Beckley. Mr. Chipi advised Mr. Hannon to 

return to work and rescinded the use of the wheelchair. One week later, on January 26, Mr. Hannon 

was examined by Dr. Bateman, an orthopedic surgeon under contract with the Bureau of Prisons. 

During that examination, Mr. Crupi prescribed Mr. Hannon 50 mg oflndocin to be taken three times 

a day and suggested he do back strengthening exercises, Dr. Bateman gave Mr. Harmon an 

injection in his lower back and ordered that lv.fr. Hannon have an iv1Rl .. as soon as possible." :Mr. 

Barman eventuaJly received the "as soon as possible" :MRI on May 25, 1999, some four months 

later. 

During the four month wait) prison officials failed to issue Mr. Harman a work idle., refused 

to give him adequate pain medication and would not allow him the use of his wheelchair for a period 

of time. On January 29, 1999; Mr. Harmon requested that \Varden Conley intervene and ensure that 
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he receive adequate pain medication. Warden Conley finally had Miles Matthews respond to Mr. 

Hannon's Inmate Request on February 11, 1999. Mr. Matthews advised Mr. Harmon that he would 

receive an appointtnent with an orthopedic surgeon. however, Mr. Harmon had already seen Dr. 

Bateman two weeks and three days prior to this response. In short, Warden Conley failed to respond 

to Mr. Harmon's inmate request. 

Mr. Hannon expected to have a follow up visit with Dr. Bateman to discuss the results and 

determine the course of treatment after his rvrn1 on May 25, 1999. His results were received on or 

about June 1, 1999, but were misplaced until July 6, 1999. The follow up appointment with Dr, 

Bateman never happened and Mr. Harmon's course of treatment remained unchanged. 

On August l 0, 1999, after making numerous complaints concerning the medical care he was 

receiving, Mr. Hannon was taken from his cell in his wheelchair and placed in administrative 

detention. He was not allowed to wear his back brace. Prison officials alleged that Mr. Harmon 

participated in a demonstration that occum:d at FCI Beckley. The very next day, on August 11, 

1999, .Mr. Hannon was stripped of his wheelchair, shackled, handcuffed and loaded in a van. For 

the next ten to twelve hours, Mr. Harmon was transported without the aid of his back brace to a 

federal instini.tion in Terre Haute, Indiana. During the trip, :r..ir. Harmon experienced intense pain 

causing him to lose control of his faculties. Subsequent to his arrival at the institution in Indiana, 

Mr. Hannon was evaluated by a physician, declared medically unable to work and it w~ suggested 

that surgery be performed on his herniated disc. 

Although Mr. Harmon's condition was welJ documented, his complaints were not taken 

seriously while at FCI Beckley, he was forced to work despite his pain and the medication he 

received was not adequate to relieve his discomfort. Prison officials turned a blind eye to his 

condition and took an unreasonable amount oftime in scheduling an :MRI which was ordered "as 
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soon as possible" by its own physician. Furthem.1ore, the misplacement of:Mr. Hannon's :MRI 

results and the failure to schedule a foJlow up visit with an orthopedic surgeon indicate that prison 

officials were not too concerned with his condition. As further evidence, prison officials refused to 

allow ~. Harmon the use of a supportive back brace and the aid of a wheelchair at times. In 

essence, Mr. Hannon~s medical care while at FCI Beckley fell outside acceptable community 

standards. 

Defendant 

Plaintiff Howard Bryan Harmon, Jr. was an inmate at FCI Beckley from January 1996 until 

August 11, 1999 when he was transferred to the United States Penitentiary in Terre Haute, Indiana. 

On March 17) 2000 he filed an administrative claim seeking damages pursuant to the FTCA based 

upon his pmported misrreatment at FCI Beckley. Plaintiffs claim was denied by the Bureau of 

Prisons on July 18, 2000 and he filed the present civil action on January 22, 2001. 

In his complaint Plaintiff alleged that he was suffering back pain in January 1999. Bureau of 

Prisons Physician A..ssistant, Ernesto Chipi, prescribed 50 milligrams oflndocin three times a day 

and Plaintiff was subsequently examined by Robert Bateman, M.D. Dr. Bateman recommended that 

an MRI be done. Subsequently, an MRI was performed at Appalachian Regional Hospital on May 

24, 1999. The :t\,1RI fowid no fracture an minimal degenerative changes but did identify a herniated 

disc. 

Plaintiff was dissatisfied with the BOP mcdica1 response and maintained that the medication 

provided to him was insufficient to remedy his back pain. He complained directly to the Warden 

and receive a response on her behalf by Health Services Administrator, Miles Matthews, that he 

deemed unsatisfactory. 
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On August 10, 1999, Plaintiff was placed on administrative detention based Upon his alleged 

involvement in an unlawful group demonstration. Thereafter, on August 11, 1999, Plaintiff was 

transferred by van to the United States Penitentiary at Terre Haute, Indiana. 

At the Terre Haute institution. Plaintiff was examined by Dr. Robert B~e who 

recommended surgery on his ruprured disc. The reviewing BOP physician rejected the 

recommendations on the grounds that the disc problem was a pre-existing condition noted at the 

time of Plaintiff's original incarceration. Plaintiff has since completed his sentence and has been 

released from federal custody. He is presently incarcerated in state prison in Virginia. 

Under the dictates of the Prison Litigation Refonn Act, 42 U.S.C. § 1997e(a), an inmate 

must exhaust his administrative remedies before filing a civil action based on prison conditions. In 

Plaintiffs case, the only administrative avenue that he has adequately pursued is that provided by the 

FTCA. Accordingly, his cause of action can only succeed if his claims meet the requirements of the 

FfCA. 

The FTCA is a limited waiver of the United States sovereign immunity. The statute allows 

for civil suits against the United States based upon a 

negligent or wrongful act or omission of any employee ... [at an 
agency of the United States] while acting within the scope of his 
office or employment, under circumstances where the United States, 
if a private person, would be liable to the claimant in accordance with 
the law of the place where the act or omission occurred. 

28 u.s.c. § 2672; 28 u.s.c. § 1346(b)(l). 

The statuto:ry reference to the "law of the placerr exerts a controlling impact on an FTCA 

action. Under that provision. the source of substantive liability must be found in the law of the state 

where the allegedly tortuous activity occurred. Violations of federal law or regulation do not support 

a claim under the FTCA. FDIC v. Meyer. 510 U.S. 471,478 (1994). 
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Similarly, the FTCA cannot be employed to rains constitutional claims. The United States 

has not waived its immunity with regard to constitutional torts. FDIC y, ~. 510 U.S. 471~ 478 

(1994). Although constitutional claims maybe asserted against specific federal employees pursuant 

to Bivens v. Six Unknown Named Agents of the Federal Bureau of Narcotics. 403 U.S. 388 (1997), 

such claims will not lie against the United States. Burford v. Runyon, 100 F.3d 1199, 1203 (8th Cir. 

1998). In any event, Bivens constitutional claims are subject to the administrative exhaustion 

requirements of the Prison Litigation Reform Act. 

To prevail in the inst.ant litigation Plaintiff must demonstrate a breach of duty derived from 

West Virginia law where the events at issue occurred. To the extent that Plaintiff suggests that under 

Bureau of Prisons policy regulations and basic constinitional safeguards the Bureau of Prisons 

employees at FCI Beckley were required to do more to respond to his subjective complaints of pain 

that was, in fact, done that assertion cannot state an FTCA claim. It is not predicated upon any 

breach of state law duty under the "law of placc11 requirement necessary to invoke the waiver of 

sovereign immunity provided by the FTCA. 

In any event, it is clear that while at FCI Beckley Plaintiff received medical attention with 

regard to his back problems. That medical attention included examination~ testing, and the 

prescription of medication specifical]y intended to alleviate his pain. No physician recommended 

surgery while Plaintiff was at FCI Beckley. Plaintiff disagrees with the treatment provided as well as 

with other actions taken by FCI Beckley employees including his administrative detention and 

transfer. That disagreement does not, however;justify relief under the legal mechanism Plaintiff has 

chosen in invoke. 
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IV.IV. Contested issues of fact 

Plaintiff 

Plaintiff and defendant dispute that the standard of care Mr. Hannon received was within the 

accepted community standards. It is obvious that the defendant cannot dispute that it owe.ct a duty to 

provide Mr. Harmon with adequate medical care while he was incarcerated. at FCI Beckley. 

Defendant does, however, dispute that it breached that duty, that its breach was the proximate cause 

of Mr. Harmon's injury and that any harm resulted. Thus, all facts used to support Mr. Harmon's 

claims are in dispute. 

Defendant 

Inasmuch as Plaintiff is proceeding upon a theory of medical malpractice, the central factual 

issue is whether the health care providers at FCI Beckley exercised the appropriate standard of care 

by demonstrating the degree of care, skill and learning required or expected of a reasonably prudent 

health care provider in the profession or class to which the health care provider belongs acting in the 

same or similar circumst:ance. W. Va. Code§ 55-7B-3(a). 

More specifically the factual questions before the Court are: 

(1) Whether the United States treatment of Howard Bryan Harmon, Jr., at FCI Beckley 

was negligent within the meanfog ofW.Va. Code§ 55-7B-3(a). 

(2) Whether any negligence of the United States was a proximate cause of Plaintiff's 

injuries and damages. 

(3) \Vhat are Plaintiffs injuries and damages, if any, and how should they be calculated? 

VI. Depositions and exhibiu 

Plaintiff 

1. Plaintiff's medical records. 
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2. Documents contained in plaintiffs prison file. 

3. Bureau of Prisons Regulations Handbook 

4. Administrative detention order of August 10, 1999, for plaintiff. 

5. Progress report of August 10, 1999, for plaintiff. 

6. Custody classification forms of September 7, 1997, and October 1. 
1999, for plaintiff. 

7. Any documents or exhibits used by defendant. 

Defendant 

1. The United States does not anticipate presenting any evidence in the form of 
depositions. 

2. The United States expects to introduce all of the records of Plamtiff's medical 
treatment at FCI Beckley. 

3. The United States expects to introduce a copy of Plaintiffs administrative claim and 
denial letter for jurisdictional purposes. 

4. The United States intends to introduce a certified copy of the decision of the United 
States District Court for the Southern District of Indiana in Howard Bryan Hannon. 
lru v, United States of America. Case No. TH 01-0005-C-Y/H. 

5. The United States reserves the right to introduce any document or exhibit used by 
Plaintiff as well as any docwnent or exhibit required for rebuttal. 

VII. Witnesses 

Plaintiff 

A Those whom Mr. Harmon eJ.'.peds to present: 
l. Mr. Howard Harmon, Plaintiff 
2. Dr. Andrew E. Landis 

Beckley Bone & Joint Clinic 
41 7 Carriage Drive 
Beckley, WV 25801 

B. Those wbom Mr. Harmon may call if the need arises: 
1. Dr. Robert 0. Bateman 

FCI Beckley, Medical Department 
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Defendant 

2, Ms. Joyce Conley, Warden 
FCI Beckley 

3. rvf:r. Miles Matthews, Health Service Administrator 
FCI Beckley 

4. Dr. L, Negron-Rivera 
FCI Beckley, Medical Department 

5, Such other witnesses as may be necessary to facilitate the 
introduction of exhibits at trial. 

6. Such other witnesses as may be necessary to rebut the 
defendant's evidence, 

1. Dr. Dominick McLain 
2114 Willow Wood Road 
Oak Hill, WV 25901 

2, Dr. Roben H. Hazelwood, M.D. 
Chief Medical Officer 
USP 
Terra Haute, Indiana 

3. Dr. Robert Bunkie, M.D. 

4. The United States reserves the right to call any witnesses listed by 
Plaintiff as well as any witness needed for rebuttal. 

VIII./IX. Stipulation and avoidance of unnecessary proof 

Plaintiff 

Counsel for the plaintiff is prepared to meet with counsel for the defendant prior to trial to 

discuss possible stipulations and other means of avoiding unnecessary proof. 

Defendant 

Counsel for the United States is prepared to meet with counsel for Plaintiff and consider any 

reasonable stipulations that will facilitate the trial process. 
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XII. Voir dire 

Plaintiff 

The Court indicated at the hearing on February 6. 2004, that this matter will be tried without 

an advisory jury. Therefore, no voir dire questions are necessary at this time. 

Xlll, Estimate of trial da~·s 

Plaintiff 

Plaintiff estimates that the trial of this action will require one to two days. 

Defendant 

The United States agrees that this action should require no more than two days. 

Enter this /7'!!: day of 11}91~ , 2004. 

United States of America 

By Coun""~ \~ ··~t~~ 
Michael L. Keller 
Assistant United States Attorney 
P.O. Box 1713 
Charleston, WV 25326 ..... 

Howard Bryan Harmon~ Jr,, 
By: Spilman Thomas & Battle, PLLC 

~j)J?---
sckroerMMon, Esq. (WV State Bar No. 9086) 
Spilman Center 
300 Kanawha Boulevardi East 
Charleston, WV 25301 
304.340.3848 
304.340.3801 facsimile 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF WEST VIRGINIA 

Melvin D. Johnson, Jr., ) 
) 

Plaintiff, prose, } 

F1LED 
JAN 2 0 2006 

•-V 

} 
against ) 

} 
UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT, ) 
11 a.k.a. 11 DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE, ) 

Civil Action No. (I: 0& C,V i_p 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRIONS, ) 
and, ) 

DORIS WILLIAMS, Clinical ) 
Director, seOTT STARCHER, RN, ) 
MARY BETH LICHTrY, PA, TERESA ) 
PUCKETT, RN, J. LLER, ) 
M a i 1 r a'o m Of f i c er, .,,...M • A,R NO L D , ) 
Captla"in, D. J;:tEAM 1 ):IMt Manager,} 
D. LIVINGSte'N,A)i!stip~inary ) 
Heailt.i Office'r, K.J ✓ WE~DT, ) 
Ward J.D. lj,iLL,,/Assi,.st.,.a'nt } 
War , JiNKYB-tfti1"s, Hea1th ) 
ServicevAdmi'ffi.strator, and ) 
ELIZABETH MASTELLER, PA. ) 

Defendants. } 

~will / /{cwJ.J-, 
lf:J: rq 't3 

JURY DEMAND 

COMPLAINT FOR DAMAGES 

PRELIMINARY STATEMENT 

Comes now the Plaintiff, Melvin D. Johnson, Jr., prose 

pursuant to both the Federal Tort Claims Act, 28 U.S.C. §§2671-

2680 et. seq. and Bivens v. Six Unknown Federal Narcotics Agents, 

403 U.S. 388, and sues the Defendants, United States Government, 

· aka Department of Justice, Federal Bureau of Prisons, K.J. Wendt, 

Warden, J.O. Hill, Assistant warden, Doris Williams, Clinical 

Director, Janet_Bunt§ Health Services Administrator.Scott Starcher 

RN, Teresa Puckett, RN, Mary Beth Lichty, PA, Elizabeth Masteller, 

PA, M. Arnold, Captain, J. Muller, Mailroom Officer, 0. Heady, 

Unit Manager, and D. Livingston, Disciplinary Hearing Officer, 

and for cause of action states as follows: 
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JURISDICTION 

1. The cou·rt has jurisdiction of this matter by virtue of 

Title 28 u.s.c. §§1331(a)1 13461 13431 and 1361. 

PARTIES 

2. The Plaintiff. Melvin D. Johnson, Jr., is a prisoner 

committed to the custody of the U.S. Government a.k.a. Attorney 

General. who at all times relevant to this action was an inmate 

housed by the Federal Bureau of Prisons ( 11 B.O.P. 11
), at Federal 

Correctional Institution Gilmer, P.O. Box 6000, Glenville, West 

Virginia, 26351 ( 11 FCI Gilmer 11
). 

3. The Defendant, United States Government is a federal 

corporation that includes within its organizational structure 

the United States Department of Justice. The Department of Justice 

consists of principal organizational units which include among 

others, the Federal Bureau of Prions ( 11 BOP 11
). The Office of the 

United States Attorney General at the United States Department 

ot Justice supervises and directs the administration and operation 

of the United States Department of Justice including the offices 

of the BOP. The United States Attorney General has charge of 

the management and regulation of all federal penal and correctional 

institutions. In respect to the activities of incarcerating prisoners, 

the Defendant shall provide suitable quarters, provide for safe

keeping, care and subsistence of all persons charged with or 

convicted of offenses against the United States. The Defendant 

shall provide for the protection, instruction, and discipline 

( 2 ) 
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of all persons in its custody 11 including the Plaintiff. 11 The Defendant, 

United States, its servants, agents, and employees, Doris Williams, 

Steven Starcher, Mary Beth Lichty, Elizabeth Masteller, Teresa 

Puckett, and Janet Buntz at FCI Gilmer have violated their duties 

as announced within Title 18 U.S.C. §4042 and is sued for damages 

pursuant to the Federal Tort Claim Act. 

4. The Defendant, Doris Williams, was at all times relevant 

to this cause of action, the Clinical Director at FCI Gilmer. 

She was the chief medical doctor at FCI Gilmer. She was in charge 

with insuring that appropriate medical care is provided and when 

such care cannot be provided within the prison she has the duty 

to recommend and insure that the appropriate medical care/treatment 

is delivered without unnecessary delay. She was responsible for 

providing adequate medical care and treatment for all FCI Gilmer 1 s 

inmate pursuant to Title 18 U.S.C. §4042 and the Constitution 

for the united States of America. She was an agent and employee 

of the Federal Bureau of Prisons. She is sued for damages in her 

individual capacity while acting under color of federal law. Defendant 

Williams has since transferred to FCI Terre Haute, Indiana, 4200 

Bureau Road, Terre Haute, Indiana, 47808. 

5. Defendant Scott Starcher, was at all times relevant to 

this cause of action employed as an RN at FCI Gilmer. He was responsible 

for providing adequate medical care and treatment for all of FCI 

Gilmer's inmates pursuant to Title 18 U.S.C. §4042 and the Constitution 

for the united States of America. He was an agent and employee 

of the Federal Bureau of Prisons. He is sued for damages in his 
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individual capacity while acting under the color of federal law. 

Defendant Starcher has since transferred from FCI Gilmer. Defendant's 

current address is unknown at this time. 

6. Defendant. Mary Beth Lichty, was at all times relevant 

to this cause of action employed as a physician's assistant at 

FCI Gilmer. She was responsible for providing adequate medical 

care and treatment for all of FCI Gilmer 1 s inmates pursuant to 

Title 18 U.S.C. §4042 and the Constitution for the united States 

of America. She was an agent and employee of the Federal Bureau 

of Prisons. She is sued for damages in her individual capacity 

while acting under color of federal law. Defendant Lichty has 

since transferred to FCI Ashland, P.O. Box 888, Ashland, Kentucky, 

41105-0888. 

7. Defendant, Elizabeth Masteller, was at all times relevant 

to this cause of action employed as a physician's assistant 

at FCI Gilmer. She was responsible for providing adequate medical 

care and treatment for all of FCI Gilmer 1 s inmates pursuant to 

Title 18 U.S.C. §4042 and the Constitution for the united States 

of America. She was an agent and employee of the Federal Bureau 

of Prisons. She is sued for damages in her individual capcity 

while acting under color of federal law. 

8. Defendant, Teresa Puckett, was at all times relevant 

to this cause. of action employed as an RN at FCI Gilmer. She 

was responsible for providing adequate medical care and treatment 

for all of FCI Gilmer 1 s inmates pursuant to Title 18 U.S.C. §4042 

and the Constitution for the united States of America. She was 

an agent and employee of the Federal Bureau of Prisons. She is 

( 4 ) 
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sued for damages in her individual capacity while acting under 

color of federal law. Defendant Puckett has since transferred 

to FMC Butner, P.O. Box 1000, Butner, North Carolina 27509-1000. 

9. Defendant, Janet Bunts. was at all times relevant to 

this cause of action employed as Health Service Administrator 

at FCI Gilmer. She was responsible for the administrative functions 

of the FCI Gilmer 1 s Health Services. She is also responsible 

for providing adequate medical care and treatment in a timely 

manner for all of FCI Gilmer 1 s inmates pursuant to Title 18 u.s.c. 
§4042 and the Constitution for the united States of America. 

She was an agent and employee of the Federal Bureau of Prisons. 

She is sued for damages in her individual capacity while acting 

under color of federal law. 

10. Defendant, J. Muller, was at all times relevant to this 

cause of action employed as a correctional officer working in 

the FCI Gilmer mailroom. He was an agent and employee of the 

Federal Bureau of Prisons. He is sued for damages in his individual 

capacity while acting under color of federal law. 

11. Defendant, M. Arnold, was at all times relevant to this 

cause of action employed as Captain of the FCI Gilmer institution. 

He was the chief of security, and is responsible for the safe 

and orderly running of the institution. He was in charge of all 

correctional officers at FCI Gilmer. He was an agent and employee 

of the Federal Bureau of Prisons. He is sued for damages in his 

individual capacity while acting under color of federal law. 

12. Defendant, D. Heady, was at all times relevant to this 

cause of action employed as a unit manager. He is responsible 
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for the control, management and operation of the C-units housing 

complex. He was also in charge of the Unit Disciplinary Committee. 

He was an agent and employee of the Federal Bureau of Prisons. 

He is sued in his individual capacity while acting under color 

of f edera 1 law. 

13. Defendant, D. Livingston, was at all times relevant 

to this cause of action, employed as Disciplinary Hearing Officer 

at FCI Gilme~. She was responsible for controlling and maintkining 

proper disciplinary hearings for FCI Gilmer 1 s inmates. She has 

a duty to uphold the Constitution as it pertains to prisoners 1 

rights. She was an agent and employee of the Federal Bureau of 

Prisons. She is sued for damages in her individual capacity while 

acting under color of federal law. 

14. Defendant, K.J. Wendt, was at all times relevant to 

this cause of action employed as Warden of FCI Gilmer. He was 

the Chief Executive Officer in charge of all management of the 

institution. He is responsible for operating the institution, 

supervising,and managing its employees, servants, and agents 

who were all acting under the color of law in respect to the 

incarceration and treatment of prisoners at the FCI Gilmer facility. 

He was an agent, employee of the 8.O.P. He must enforce B.O.P. 

policies and regulations and has a duty to exercise diligence 

to keep Plaintiff safe and free from harm. He is sued for damages 

in his individual capacity while acting under color of federal 

law. 

15. Defendant, J.D. Hill, was at all times relevant to this 

cause of action employed as Assistant Warden of FCI Gilmer. He 
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was the Chief Executive Officer in charge of security and all 

programs at FCI Gilmer. He was responsible for the operation, 

supervising and managing its employees, servants, and agents 

who were all acting under the color of federal law in respect 

to security and programs. He must enforce B.O.P. policies and 

regulations and has a duty to exercise diligence to keep Plaintiff 

safe and free from harm. He is sued for damages in his individual 

capacity while acting under color of federal law. 

EXHAUSTION OF REMEDIES 

16. The Prison Litigation Reform Act ( 11 PLRA 11
) 1 42 U.S.C. 

§1997e{A) provides the necessary elements for exhaustion of remedies 

with respect to prison conditions. Plaintiff has met this requirement 

by presenting the issues of concern mentioned herein, informally 

to Defendants and thereafter through the use of the appropriate 

form (BP-9), (BP-10) and (BP-11) in accordance with title 28 

CFR, §§542.10 through 542.19. Plaintiff further submitted a tort 

claim {Form 95) to the proper agency (B.O.P.) in accordance with 

title 28 CFR, part 14 et. seq. and was denied on October 25, 

- 2005. Defendants may not argue failure to exhaust. 

FACTS AND HISTORY 

17. The Defendants,~including individual defendants, must 

operate and maintain a standard of care and discipline, must 

insure and maintain that all inmates therein are treated equitably 

and at all times retain the duty and responsibility to ensure 

the prisoners committed to the custody of the United States Attorney 

( 7 ) 
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are held safely in a manner consistent with rights secured by the 

Constitution and other laws. 

18. On information and belief, the staff at FCI Gilmer, 

including the individual defendants are not vested with powers 

to change the Constitution for the united States of America, 

B.O.P. management procedures or any regulation/duties deemed 

necessary to insure that suitable quarters are provided, safekeeping 

is provided, proper care, protection and instruction. The Defendants 

cannot act arbitrarily. 

19. On or about Feb/Mar. 1999, Plaintiff entered the Federal 

Bureau of Prisons at U.S.P. Terre Haute, Indiana. At this time 

Plaintiff had an existing thyroid condition (thyroiditis) as 

was indicated in his presentence report. The thyroid gland, located 

in the front of the neck just below the larynx, secretes hormones 

·that control metabolism. These hormones ·are thyroxine (14) and 

triodothyronine (T3). Thyroid hormones act upon receptors in 

tissues throughout the body. They also control the rate at which 

various things happen, such as the speed of chemical reactions, 

the rate of tissue growth, and the rate at which electrical impulses 

travel in your nerves and muscles. When the thyroid gland fails 

to produce a normal amount of thyroid hormone, a condition known 

as hypothyroidism occurs. The most common cause of hypothyroidism 

is thyroiditis, a disease of the thyroid gland where the body 1 s 

immune system attacks the gland. Failure of the pituitary gland 

to secrete a hormone to stimulate the thyroid gland is a less 

common cause of hypothyroidism. Symptoms consist of feeling tired 

and worn out. ·vou may have general aches and pains and move more 
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slowly than usual. Your heart rate may slow down, which leads 

to constipation. Your hair becomes thin, dry, and lifeless. Your 

skin becomes dry and thickens. You may also notice some memory 

loss. Some patients experience tingling in their fingers, or 

loss of balance and difficulty in walking. If untreated, hypothyroidism/ 

thyroiditis can eventually cause anemia, a low body temperature, 

and heart failure. This situation may progress to confusion, 

stupor~ or coma (myxedema coma), a life threatening complication 

in which breathing slows, seizures occur, and bloodflow to the 

brain decreases. Tre,tment consists of Levothyroxine, used to 

replace the deficient thyroid hormone. Plaintiff was not placed 

on chronic care and no other treatment was given ,concerning this 

condition. Defendants had knowledge of the Plaintiff 1 s serious 

medical need and recklessly disregarded the excessive risk to 

Plaintiff 1 s health and safety. As a direct and proximate result 

of not properly treating and caring for Plaintiff 1 s serious medical 

needs~ Plaintiff suffered further injury and hospitalization. 

20. On,or about February 17, 2000, Plaintiff 1 s medical records 

revealed that bloodwork was taken and showed a TSH (thyroid stimulating 

hormone) level of 12.77, approximately 45% above the normal range. 

Despite this critical knowledge and information, 8.0.P. staff 

neglected to treat and monitor Plaintiff 1 s condition. This continued 

for 3 years. 

21. On or about June 10, 2003, Plaintiff arrived at FCI 

Gilmer with medical records indicating an existing thyroid condition. 

Defendants continued to neglect treatment, monitoring, or providing 

any care for Plaintiff 1 s condition. 

( 9) 
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2 2 • 0 n o r a b o u t J u n e 2 2 , 2 O O 3 , P 1 a i n t i f f 1
.
1 p a s s e d o u t II i n 

the unit common area. After this incident, Plaintiff went to 

the Health·services to seek medical attention. Plaintiff complained 

of having symptoms of dizziness, headaches, and a fever of 100 

degrees. Plaintiff was examined and evaluated by duty nurse, 

Scott Starcher. At this time Defendant Starcher noted that, 1'nothing 

was visibly wrong, 11 administered no medication, ordered no blood 

work or other diagnostic testing and sent Plaintiff back to his 

unit. Defendant Scott Starcher told Plaintiff to return if symptoms 

persisted. As a result, Plaintiff 1 s immediate serious medical 

need was ignored and treatment was delayed. 

23. On or about June 23, 2003, Plaintiff went to sick call 

complaining about the same existing symptoms. Plaintiff 1 s fever 

was elevated to .101 degrees •. Plaintiff1was seen by PA Mary Beth 

Lichty. PA Lichty performed a visual checkup, administered 500 

mg. of Tylenol, and told Plaintiff "to return in 24 hours if 

no improvements." PA Lichty ordered some blood work to be done 

and also noted that 11 a chart review indicates a high level of 

TSH in 2/00 of 12.7 (0.3-7) but no indication of treatment; and 

a follow up was to be done to consider treatment~plans after 

labwork. 11 However, this was not done and treatment cootinued 

to be delayed. 

24. On or about June 24, 2003, Plaintiff was scheduled for 

chronic care concerning a history of asthma. Plaintiff still 

maintained a temperature of 100 degrees. Plaintiffiwas seen-

by PA Masteller. PA Masteller noted that blood work was scheduled 

for June 30, 2003. No other treatment was given and Plaintiff 1 s 

( 1 0) 
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thyroid condition was ignored. 

25. On or about June 30, 2003, blood work was drawn from 

Plaintiff. Medical records reveal that on on or about July 10 

or 15, 2003. the blood work was returned. The results were received 

and reviewed by Doris Williams, Clinical Director on July 16, 

2003. Results indicate: WBC 2.8 LO (4.0-11.0), RBC 2.52 LO (4.50-

5.50), Hgb 9.3 LO (12.0-17.0), Hematocrit 27.9 LO (36.0-50.0), 

MCV 11·1.0 HI (83.0-95.0), MCH 37.2 HI (27.0-34.0), ROW 23.6 HI 

(11.0-15.0), Neotrophils% 37.9 LO (40.0-75.0%), Lymphocytes% 

48.3 HI (15.0-45.0%), Monocytes% 2.6 LO {6.0-15.0%), Eosinophi1s% 

1·0.9 HI (0.0-7.0%), Neutrophils% #1.1 LO (1.5-7.1), and Monocytes 

# 0.1 LO (0.3-1.1). Thirteen (13) different levels were abnormal, 

either high or low. However, despite this indication, Plaintiff 

was never given an appointment for further consultation or diagnoii~. 

follow-up review, nor treatment plan for these abnormal levels. 

Defendant(s) knew or should have known of these flagged levels, 

instead, Plaintiff was forced to endure this condition until 

. symptoms evolved to a higher degree, causing injury and hospitalization. 

26. Between November 2003, and January 2004, Plaintiff 1 s 

symptoms evolved to a more serious degree. Plaintiff now experienced 

constipation, chills, fatigue, shortness of breath, numbness 

in fingers and feet, decrease in apetite, weight loss, as well 

as other symptoms. 

27. On or about January 21, 2004, Plaintiff went to sick 

call complaining of the same symptoms in addition to dizzy spells. 

Plaintiff had a temperature of 99.3 degrees. Plaintiff was seen 

by Teresa Puckett and was prescribed Motrin 400 mg. No other 

treatment was provided. 

{ 1 1 ) 
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28. On or about January 23, 2004, Plaintiff went to sick 

call again complaining about feeling lethargic, having no apetita~: 

weight loss, abdominal pain, fever, chills, dizziness, headaches, 

and numbness in hands and feet. Plaintiff was seen by PA Matthew 

Maida. Plaintiff to'ld PA Maida that "something is wrong and I 

need help! 11 PA Maida ordered blood work to be drawn again on 

January 28 1 2004, as well as follow-up treatment once results 

were obtained. PA Maida also noted that, 11 0n review of chart 

no evidence of hep/hiv infection. Last BW of 7-16-03 shows low 

Hgb/Hct & T liver enzymes. BW from Terre (Terre Haute) shows 

TSH of 12.77. 11 

29. On or about January 29, 2004 1 blood work was returned 

with panic values of WB 1.6 {4.0-01.5), Hgb 4.0 {12.0-17.0), 

HcT 12.1 (36-50) 1 platelets 43 (140-415), TSH 9.7 (0.3-5.5). 

Plaintiff was·· then ordered to be transported to west Virginia 

University Hospital, Morgantown, west Virginia. 

30. Plaintiff was diagnose~ with pancytopenia, neutropenic 

·fever, B-12 deficiency, hypothyroidism, iron deficiency anemia, 

and lymphadenopathy. Plaintiff was ~ospitalized from January 

29 to February 10, 2004. The 11 Reason For Hospitalization Course 11 

from the WVU hospitals' discharge summary reports: 11 This is a 

34 year old who has complained of a three-week history of fatigue, 

shortness of breath, and lightheadness. He was evaluated at Ruby 

Hospital for pancytopenia of unknown etiology. On admission, 

his blood counts were white blood cells 1900, hemaglobin 4.2, 

hematocrit 11.6, platelets 40,000. The patient was transfused 

with four units of packed red blood cells. His hemaglobin went 
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from 4.2 to 8.3. He was febrile on admission and was started 

on Ceftazidime IV. Blood cult_ures were subsequently negative. 

The patient had an atypical Wenkebach heartblock on the evening 

of transfusion. He was monitored in the stepdown overnight and 

converted back to normal sinus rhythm. He had multiple episodes 

of this heartblock throughout his admission. This was worked 

up by cardiology who thought that it was a stable .rh¥thm and 

required no further treatment at that time. The etiology of the 

rhythm is unknown. The patient had a bone marrow biopsy on January 

30, 2004, which showea hypercellularity with no organisms. Viral 

titers were done, which were negative. Hematology oncology was 

consulted. The patient was found to have a low 8-12 level of 

57 and he was started on 8-12 replacement. The bone marrow also 

showed evidence of iron deficiency. After several days of subcuta

neous B-12 replacement, his reticulocyte count began to respond 

and his counts recovered. Staining of the bone marrow core biopsy 

also revealed some iron deficiency and he was started on oral 

iron as well as folic acid. TSH was tested and he was elevated 

at 15~88. The patient was started on Synthroid 25 mcg. per day. 

He was noted to have generalized lymphadenppat~y .. A l~mph node 

biopsy was done to rule out lymphatic malignancy. At this time, 

preliminary reports from pathology are that this is a reactive 

lymphadenopathy. However, a malignancy cannot yet be excluded. 

Additional studies are underway. The patient is discharged in 

stable condition and will follow up with hematology oncology 

in two to three weeks. At this time, they are planning to do 

a repeat bone marrow biopsy. 11 Based on information and education 

( 13) 
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provided by wvu specialists during this hospitalization, Plaintiff 

became aware that his anemic condition was caused by the untreated 

thyroid condition, and that his thyroid conditi©n would require 

treatment for the duration of Plaintiff 1 s life. 

31. As a direct and proximate result of Defendant(s) action 

and inactions as alleged in paragraphs 19 through 30, Plaintiff 

suffered undue pain and suffering, mental anguish, paranoid feelings, 

difficulty in getting to sleep, difficulty in staying asleep, 

loss of earning capacity, the inability to perform his normal 

and ujual activities, all requiring hospitalization, as well 

as other injuries and damages that at this time are not fully 

known. 

32. After Plaintiff was discharged wvu hospital prescribed 

o·ral iron pills to be taken daily as well as B-12 injections 

to be administered monthly for an indefinite period of time. 

33. D~rlag the months of,January and February 2005, Plaintiff 

was not scheduled to receive his monthly B-12 injections. On 

February 6, 2005, Plaintiff notified Health Services about this 

deficiency through an institutional 0 Inmate Request to Staff. 11 

(cop-out) This request was not answered. 

34. On or about February 22, 2005, during the lunch meal, 

Plaintiff approached Defendant Bunts asking why he· wasn 1 t scheduled 

to receive the monthly injections and why his 11 Request 11 was not 

answered. Defendant Bunts replied, 11 You were not scheduled for 

your injections? I personally put in the order myself. 11 Plaintiff 

still never received his monthly injections after two (2) months. 

35. On or about March 3, 2005, Plaintiff initiated an admini~ 
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strative grievance concerning the issue of being denied treatment 

and timely medical care. 

36. On or about March 11, 2005. after submitting an admini

strative complaint, Plaintiff was given his monthly injection. 

37. Defendant{s) breached their duty to provide medication 

in a timely manner as· prescribed by title 18 u.s.c. §4042, the 

Constitution for the united States of America and elsewhere. 

38. As a direct and proximate result of Defendant{s) actions 

and inactions as alleged in paragraphs 32 through 37, Plaintiff 

suffered low B-12 -levels, fatigue. mental sluggishness, mental 

anguish, undue stress, as well as other inJuries and damages 

that at this time are not fully known. 

39. On or about March 8, 2005. at approximately 12:15 pm, 

Plaintiff effected a third party service of process on behalf 

of another inmate,. Michael Hornes #10847-007 concerning a private 

adminsitrative process to Defendant Arnold. On the front of the 

envelope was typed: 11 Melvin Johnson, in the nature of: [Process 

Server] -·Service of Process per: F.R.CV.P.4; Benny v. Pipes, 

799 F.2d 489 - M. Arnold, F.C.I. Gilmer. 11 Defendant Arnold knew 

or should have known the Plaintiff 1 s statutory right to effect 

a third party service. 

40. On or about March 8, 2005, at approximately 12:30 pm, 

Plaintiff again effected a third party service on behalf of another 

inmate, Michael Hornes #10847-007 concerning a private administra

tive process to Defendant J. Muller. On the front of the envelope 

was typed: 11 Melvin Johnson.:. Service of Process in the nature 

of: F.R.Cv.P.4; and Benny v. Pipes, 799 F.2d 489 - J. MULLER, 

( 1 5 ) 
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Mailroom officer. 11 Defendant Muller knew or should have known 

the Plaintiff's statutory right to effect, a third party service. 

41. On or about March 8, 2005. at approximately 1:15 pm, 

Plaintiff was called to the lieutenant's office. At this time 

the acting lt. (Nerdstad) informed Plai~tiff that he was going 

to be placed in.Special Housing Unit {11 S.H.U. 11
) a.k.a. adminsitra

tive segregation. Upon asking for an explanation as to why he 

was going to the SHU and what he had done wrong, Plaintiff was 

given no explanation. Plaintiff was then escorted to the SHU. 

Later, Plaintiff was gi~erl an Administrative D~te~tion,-Ordijr.stattng, 
11 

••• Is pending investigation of a violation of Bureau regulations. 11 

42. On or about March 9, 2005, at approximately 12:55 pm. 

Plaintiff was given two (2) incident reports by Lt. Whinery. 

The incident reports were for 11 Possession of anything unauthorized 

{code 305). 11 One incident report was written by Defendant Arnold, 

and the ·other written by Defendant Muller. The incident report 

written by Defendant Muller stated, 11 1 was giving legal mail 

to counselor Reed through the mailroom half window. Inmate Johnson 

#52966-060 walked in and handed me an envelope. I asked what 

'it was. He told me he was serving papers on behalf of Inmate 

Hornes #10847-007. I asked Inmate Johnson if Hornes gave him 

the papers he said yes. On the envelope it said M. Johnson (Process 

Server). 11 The incident report written by Defendant Arnold stated, 
11 0n 3-8-05 at 12:10 pm., while standing mainline Inmate Johnson 

#52966-060 walked up to me and handed me an envelope and he stated 

he was giving me a copout. When I looked at the outside of the 

envelope, I discovered he had printed the following statement 
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on it 1 Melvin Johnson, in the nature of Process Server. 1 When 

I opened the envelope, I discovered the envelope contained an 

Inmate Request to Staff addressed to me from Inmate Michael Eric 

Hornes #10847-007. Inmates are not permitted to possess 1 Legal 

Mail or Inmate Request to Staff 1
J of another inmate in any area 

of the institution other than the law library. 11 

43. On or about March 11, 2005, at approximately 1:20 pm~ 

Plaintiff was seen by Unit Disciplinary Committeee (U.O.c.,· 

which consisted of D. Heady and L. Smith. Plaintiff informed 

Unit Manager, D. Heady of his statutory ri9ht to effect service 

of process as a third party. Defendant Heady ignored Plaintiff 1 s 

rights, found Plaintiff guilty of possession of anything unauthorized 

and sanctioned him to 60 days loss of phone and commissary privileges 

on one incident report (#1319633), and referred the other incident 

report (#1319637) to the Disciplinary Hearing Officer (D.H.o.,\ 

for more serious sanctions. Defendant Heady knew or should have 

known of Plaintiff's statutory right to effect third party service. 

44. On.or about March 24, 2005, Plaintiff was scheduled 

for a disciplinary hearing in front of Defendant, D. Livingston 

for the remaining incident report (#1319637). During this hearing 

Plaintiff submitted an Affidavit of Truth notifying Defendant 

Livingston amongst other things, that during his research he 

discovered a U.S. Court of Appeals case and the Federal Rules 

of Civil Procedures, Rule 4, on the principle of serving process, 

that it was the Plaintiff's belief that he was acting morally 

within the law, that Plaintiff was not, engaged:·in business activities, 

that he did not receive anything of enumeration or compensation, 
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and that he acted independent with no conflict between Defendant 

Muller or Arnold. In addition to Plaintiff 1 s Affidavit, Plaintiff 

requested Inmate Hornes as a witness to testify on Plaintiff's 

behalf. Inmate Hornes presented a copy of the U.S. Court of Appeals 

case, Benny v. Pipes, 799 F.2d 489, which expounds on the principle 

of service of process. Benny v. Pipes states that service of 

process was valid for a prisoner on behalf of another prisoner 

in accordance with Rule 4. While Defendant Livingston was reading 

this case and Mr. Hornes was explaining the situation and facts 

at hand, Defendant Livingston became hostile/retaliatory and 

started talking in a very condescending manner. As a result of 

this conflict, Defendant Livingston stated that, 11 This is a state 

case and does not apply to federal prisoners, 11 she ultimately 

dismissed Plaintiff 1 s witness before he was done with his conclusion 

of testimony. Plaintiff then responded that, 11 although the case 

involved state prisoners, the case was held in federal court 

involving federal law and statutory principles, and that policy 

doesn't supersede the CFR, and CFR doesn 1 t supersede statutes, 

along with the fact that case law interprets statutes, it was 

·my belief that I was operating morally under the principles of 

law. 11
· Defendant Livingston then replied, 11 B.O.P. policy does 

supersede the law in some way 1
11 and was about to give a finding 

of guilt and impose sanctions without due process of law. Before 

Defendant Livingston imposed a finding of guilt and sanctions 

there was an apparent conflict about which incident report was 

being discussed and~a~pos~ponement .. was ·sched~led. 

45. On or about March 24, 2005 after this hearing, Plaintiff 
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then sent a 11 Inmate Request to Staff 11 to Defendant Livingston 

a/k/a conflict resolution. 11 In the body of this Request Plaintiff 

asked several questions concerning the disciplinary hearing, 

and ·asked that she respond in writing and detail. This was constructive 

notice that Defendant Livingston was infringing upon Plaintiff's 

right·s. Defendant Livingston failed to respond or answer Plaintiff's 

request. 

46. On or about March 30, Plaintiff was scheduled for another 

disciplinary hearing. Despite being aware of Plaintiff's rights, 

Defendant Livingston found Plaintiff guilty and imposed sanctions 

of t4 days segregation, 14 days loss of good time, and 60 days 

loss of visiting priviliges for possession of anything unauthorized. 

It is the belief of Plaintiff that staff at FCI Gilmer, including 

the individual defendant(s), may not infringe on prisoner 1 s liberty 

through disciplinary proceedings, including but not limited to 

acts of retaliation. 

47. On or about March 31, 2005,- Plaintiff mailed a letter 

to the Federal Bureau of Prisoos~, Mid-Atlantic Regional Office 

because he was separated from his legal work, and requested an 

extension of time to appeal a previous administrative remedy 

appeal since he faced an imminent deadline. 

48. On or about April 4, 2005, Plaintiff received an order 

from the U.S. District Court, dated March 30, 2005, denying Plaintiff's 

§2255 motion. It was Plaintiff's belief that he had sixty (60) 

days to submit a Notice of Appeal and a Certificate of Appeala-

b-ility (COA). 

49. On or about April 12, 2005, Plaintiff was released from 
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SHU after completing his disciplinary segregation. 

50. On or about April 15, 2005, Plaintiff was called to 

the Lieutenant's office by Lt. Nash. Plaintiff was informed by 

Lt. Nash that he had a 11 separatee 11 on the compound and that he 

would have to be placed back into the SHU. The Defendant(s) and 

each of them did, with the bad purpose and evil motive, embark 

upon a campaign of reptJ·sal by transferring the Plaintiff from 

his living quarters _in the general population, to a locked cell 

wherein Plaintiff was locked up for 23 hours a day. As a result, 

Plaintiff was separated from his personal property and legal 

_ work, therefore hindering his ability to exhaust his administrative 

remedies, and research and complete his post conviction appeal. 

Plaintiff was given an AdmJnistrative Detention Order stating, 
11 1/M JOHNSON is being placed in Special Housing pending CLASSIFII

CATION.11 

51. On or about April 15, 2005, Plaintiff went on a hunger 

strike objecting and challenging the contentions of staff that 

Plaintiff had an alleged separatee on the compound. Based on 

information and belief the alleged separatee and placement into 

SHU was retaliation by Defendant(s) because Plaintiff exercised 

his right to petition for redress of grievance and to effect 

service of process. 

52. On or about April 15, 2005, Plaintiff submitted a Request 

to Staff to attend the SHU 1 s law library. Plaintiff informed 

staff that he had a deadline to meet. Plaintiff continued requesting 

verbally and in writing to staff to utilize the law library throughout 

his stay in SHU. 
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53. On or about April 17, 2005, Plaintiff submitted an "Inmate 

Request to Staff 11 to Defendant K.J. Wendt, Warden of the insti

tution. This request questioned the Warden concerning the alleged 

separtee, as well as informing him that Plaintiff had a court 

deaal'ine·to;1,.meet and that being in the SHU hinders Plaintiff's 

ability to meet-this deadline, and other things. Defendant Wendt 

ignored this request, failed to assist Plaintiff in meeting his 

deadline, thereby acquiescing in the retaliatory SHU placement. 

54. On April 18, 2005, Plaintiff was placed into an observation 

cell while in the SHU related to the hunger strike. Correction-

al officers who worked in the SHU then confiscated Plaintiff's 

personal property, including personal hygiene items, mail, stamps, 

etc., and all legal work that was in his possession at that time, 

including all documents relati.ng to pending case. Pursuant to 

BOP policies 28 C.F.R. §549.64 and Program Statement 5562.04, 

only commisary and food items are to be removed during a hunger 

strike. Plaintiff was not in possession of any commissary or 

food items. Based on information and belief, Defendant Arnold 

ordered the confiscation without any penological justification. 

Nevertheless, Defendant(s) knew or should have known that BOP 

policy prohibits such actions. This action caused Plaintiff unecessary 

grief, avoidable stress, mental anguish, loss of sleep, the inability 

to communicate with family and loved ones, the inability to seek 

access to the courts, the inability to maintain proper personal 

hygiene, and the inability to redress of grievances. This continued 

for approximately {10) days~ 

.55. In additon, whil~. Plaintiff was biing ritained in the 
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SHU his personal property from his locker in general population 

were also either lost or confiscated as well as legal material 

Plaintiff had prepared for grievances and a challenge to his 

criminal conviction, other materials including but not limited 

to, inadequate medical care appeal (BP-11), disciplinary hearing 

appeal (BP-10) 1 and post conviction pleadings. Defendant(s) retention 

of these items delayed Plaintiff in exhau§tion of available remedies, 

denied access to the courts, and subjected him to enormous amounts 

of extra w-0rk while he attempts to reconstruct them. 

56. On or about April 24, 2005, Plaintiff wrote another 

request to Defendant Wendt concerning the alleged separatee, 

hts placement into SHU,.the hunger strike, and confiscation of 

his property. 

57. On or about April 25, 2005, Defendant Arnold ordered 

SHU staff to confiscate Plaintiff 1 s property again without any 

penological justification. 

58. On or about April 28, 2005, Defendant Hill answered 

Plaintiff 1 s Inmate Request to Staff on behalf of Defendant Wendt. 

In his response, Defendant Hill stated, 11 You were placed in SHU 

pending classification issues. Once those classification issues 

have been addressed, you will either be returned to the general 

population or transferred to another facility. As stated in the 

Notification of Central Inmate Monitoring, BP-S340.051, dated 

March 2, 1999, you were notified of a need to keep you separated 

from another individual(s) located within the Federal Prison 

System, for your mutual protection. As such, this classification 

has not changed. 11 11 Your claim of retaliation has been reviewed 

(22) 
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and determined to be unfounded. 11 However, based on information 

and belief, there was no legitimate separatee at FGI 'Gilfuer. 

59.0n or about May 1, 2005, Plaintiff was permitted to attend 

the SHU law library. It is the policy of FCI Gilmer that SHU 

inmates are allowed 1 houf of time per request to utilize the 

SHU law library while confined in the. SHU. At this time, the 

typewriter and computer (which accesses WestLaw and Lexis Nexis 

programs) were not functioning. The only other available research 

materi a 1 s were·.:tb.e. U~S~C. A , pol icy statements, and a few secondary 

research materials (i.e. Black 1 s Law Dictionary, ·Constitutional 

Rights of Prisoner 1 s, etc.) As a direct -and proximate result, 

Plaintiff was denied access to the courts, retaliated against, 

and causing delays in his attempt to successfully appeal his 

post conviction denial. 

60. On or about May 1, 2005, immediately.after this incident, 

Plaintiff submitted another request to use the law library. 

61. On or about May 2, 2005, Plaintiff received a rejection 

notice concerning Administrative Remedy #365107-A1. Since Plaintiff 

was separated from his property, he was unable to adequately 

appeal this rejection. Plaintiff made several verbal and written 

.re~uests to staff for assistance concerning this issue. 

62. On or about May 5 1 2005, Plaintiff wrote a Request to 

Staff to A.W. Hill in an attempt to resolve the previously asserted 

complaints. In addition, Plaintiff requested assistance on getting 

his property and an extension of time for his appeals. 

63. On or about May 5, 2005, Plaintiff submitted a grievance 

concerning his denial of access to the courts. 

(23) 
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64. Also sometime in May, 2005, Plaintiff submitted a grievance 

concerning the confiscation of his proerty. This grievance was 

not answered and Plaintiff submitted an appeal accordance with 

policy. 

65. On or about May 14, 2005, Plaintiff was taken to inventory 

and receive his personal property. However, the only property 

that the SHU officer had in his possession was the legal work 

that Plaintiff had in .his possession upon being admitted to the 

.SHU and which was subsequently cot1f1sc·ated/fr.om.-.bls::.S~U:·Gell~.on 

April 18 and 25 1 2005. Plaintiff's other legal material and personal 

property from his locker in general population were continued 

to be confiscated, lost or intentionally withheld without penolo

gical justification. This caused Plaintiff further delays, hinderance, 

obstructed his access to the court by preventing Plaintiff from 

meeting his legal deadlines. 

66. On or about May 18, 2005 1 Plaintiff verbally spoke with 

SHU Lt Profitt about his property and the opportunity to use 

the law library in order to prepare his legal work. Lt. Proffit 

allowed Plaintiff to use the law library at this time. Plaintiff 

was permitted an hour of use of the library. 

67. Also during this time while Plaintiff was being held 

in the SHU, Plaintiff spoke with Unit Manager D. heady about 

his property and legal deadlines. Defendant Heady also ignored 

Plaintiff's request for assistance thereby acquiescing the retaliation. 

68. On or about May 20, 2005, Plaintiff's administrative 

remedy appeal #376316 was rejected as being untimely by the Regional 

Director. The rejection was caused by Plaintiff's separation 

from his property which was facilitated ·by the Defendants con-

(24) 
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fiscation and losing Plaintiff 1 s property/legal work. As a result, 

Plaintiff was obstructed, hindered and denied his access to the 

court and his First Amendment right to grievance. 

69. Plaintiff showed this rejection to Defendant Heady requesting 

assistance in this matter. However, Plaintiff again was denied 

any assistance in getting an extension of time. 

70. On or about May 22 1 2005 1 Plaintiff submitted an adminsitrative 

remedy grievance concerning his placement in SHU and the alleged 

separatee. This grievance was ignored, and not answered in accordance 

with BOP policy. After not receiving a response, Plaintiff submitted 

an appeal to the Warden in accordance with 28 CFR §542.18 which 

states, 11 If-tne r_nmate does not.::receive a response within the 

time allotted for reply, including extension, the inmate may 

consider the absence of a response to be a denial at that level. 11 

Plaintiff then appealed to the regional level on June 26, 2005. 

After being rejected on July 1, 2005, Plaintiff exhausted his 

remedies to the BOP Central Office. 

71. On or about June 2, 2005, Plaintiff was taken to the 

law library again. At this time, the computer system was broken 

again. Plaintiff wrote another Request to Staff concerning the 

issue and requested to be able to utilize the law library during 

the day hours since no one used"it at that time. 

72. On or about June 3, 2005, Plaintiff was taken to the 

law library. At· this time Plaintiff was given the standard 1 

hour usage. This one hour was also the last opportunity/make 

up time Plaintiff was given to utilize the SHU law library while 

being detained in the SHU. The total hours given were three (3). 

(25) 
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73. On or about June 22, 2005, Plaintiff's personal property 

was returned including his legal work. 

74. On or about June 29, 2005, after obtaining his legal 

work, Plaintiff mailed Adminsitrative Remedy #381643 to the Regional 

Director. As a result of confiscating Plaintiff's ~ersonal property, 

this appeal was rejected as untimely on July 7, 2005, despite 

BOP regulation and his letters of inquiries and requests for 

assistance. 

75. On or about July 13, 2005, Plaintiff wrote a letter 

to the Regional Director. Plaintiff informed the Region that 

he was told by unit team that an extension of time was granted 

for this matter and his appeal should be accepted. 

76. On or about July 19, 2005, this appeal was rejected 

again. A remark was included which stated, 0 You may get a staff 

member to write a memo stating that you could not get your OHO 

packet until your release from SHU. 11 

77. On or about July 20, 2005, Plaintiff was released from 

the SHU. 

78. On information and belief, inmate Michael Hornes #10847-

007 was also transferred on this day, whith allowed Plaintiff 

to be released. 

79. On or about July 20, 2005, and continuing through August 

18, 2005, Plaintiff made several attempts with Defendants Heady, 

Arnold and Hill to acknowledge the Regional Director 1 s July 19, 

2005 correspondence concerning writing a memo verifying that 

Plaintiff didn 1 t have his •HO packet while he was in the SHU. 

Defendants failed to acknowledge this letter. As a result'.Plaintiff 

(26) 
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was ref used assistance by staff a'nd was fore ed to exhaust his 

administrative complaint without review by the BOP. 

80. On or about August 18, 2005, Plaintiff mailed Administra

tiva Remedy #381643 to the BOP Central Office in order to exhaust 

his administrative remedy. This appeal was rejected August 29, 

2005. 

COUNT I 
FEDERAL QUESTION/BIVENS 

81. Defendants Doris Williams, Scott starcher, Mary Beth 

Lichty, Teresa Puckett, and Elizabeth Masteller, under color 

of federal law, as is stated in paragraphs 19 through 31, were 

deliberately indifferent to Plaintiff's serious medical needs 

and deprived Plaintiff rights, privileges and immunities as secured 

by the Eighth Amendment to the Constitution for the united States 

of America, including but not limited to the right to be free 

of cruel and unusual punishment. 

COUNT II 
NEGLIGENCE/F.T.C.A. 

82. Defendants, United States Government a/k/a Department 

of Justice, Bureau of Prisons, its servants and employees, Doris 

William, Scott Starcher, Mary Beth Lichty, Teresa Puckett, and 

Elizabeth Masteller, as stated in paragraphs 19 through 31 have 

breached their duty to hold the Plaintiff safely, harmless, free 

from harm, and have failed to properly provide care for the Plaintiff, 

as stated in title 18 U.S.C. §4042, and the Constitution for 

the united States of America, and this has caused significant 

( 27) 
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injuries and damages to the Plaintiff. 

COUNT Ill 
FEDERAL QUESTION/BIVENS 

83. Defendant Janet Bunts, under color of federal law, as 

stated in paragraphs 32 through 38, was deliberately indifferent 

to Plaintiff's serious medical needs and deprived Plaintiff rights, 

privileges and immunities as secured by the Eighth Amendment 

to the Constitution for the united States of America, including 

but not limited to the right to be free of cruel and unusual 

punishment. 

COUNT IV 
NEGLIGENCE/F.T.C.A. 

84. Defendant, United States Government a/k/a Department 

of Justice, Bureau of Prisons, its servants, and employess. Janet 

Bunts, as stated in paragraphs 32 through 38 have breached their 

duty to provide medication and treatment in a timely manner as 

stated in 18 U.S.C. §4042 and elsewhere, and this has caused 

the Plaintiff damages and injury. 

COUNT V 
FEDERAL QUESTION/BIVENS 

85. Defendants, J. Muller, M. Arnold, D. Heady, D. Livingston, 

K.J. Wendt, and-J.o: Hill, under color of federal law, as stated 

in paragraphs 39 to 80, retaliated, acquiesced in retaliation 

against Plaintiff, invoked fear and intimidation, prevented Plaintiff 

from exercising statutory and constitutional rights, hindered 

and obstructed Plaintiff from exercising these rights, privileges 

and immunities as secured by the Ftt.st Amendment to the Constitution 

(28) 
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including but not limited to the right to petition the government 

for a redress of grievance without retaliation and punishment. 

COUNT VI 
NEGLIGENCE/F.T.C.A. 

86. Defendants, J. Muller, M. Arnold, D. Heady, D. Livingston, 

K~J. Wendt, and J.D. Hill, as stated in paragraphs 39 to 80 have 

breached their duty to uphold the Constitution as stated in Title 

5 U.S.C.,§§3331-3333. 

PRAYER 

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff prays that this court: 

A. Enter judgement in his favor against each Defendant, separately 

in some instances, but hold them jointly and severally liable 

to the Plaintiff in other instances as listed below: 

B. In respect to Count I with all Defendants listed in paragraphs 

19 through 31, award Plaintiff compensatory damages jointly and 

severally in the sum of Five Hundred Thousand Dollars ($500,000.00). 

Also, in respect to Count I with all Defendants listed in paragraphs 

19 through 31, award Plaintiff exemplary/punitive damages separately 

in respect to each of those Defendants in the sum of Fifteen 

Thousand Dollars ($15,000.00) per Defendant and/or award Plaintiff 

exemplary/punitive damages in a discretionary amount as to each 

Defendant. 

C. In respect to Counts II and IV pursuant to the F.T.C.A. Plaintiff 

asks this court to enter judgement in his favor against the Defendant 

United States government a/k/~ U.S. Department of Justice (BOP) 

awarding Plaintiff compensatory damages in the amount of Fifty 

(29) 
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Thousand Dollars ($50,000.00). 

D. ln respect to Count III with Defendant listed in paragraphs 32 

through 38 1 award Plaintiff compensatory damages in the sum of 

Fifty Thousand Dollars ($50,000.00). Also, in respect to count 

III with Defendant listed in paragraphs 32 through 38, award 

Plaintiff exemplary/punitive damages in the sum of Fifteen Thousand 

($15,000.00) and/or award Plaintiff exemplary/punitive damages 

in a discretionary amount. 

E. In respect to Count V with all Defendants listed in paragraphs 

39 to 80, award Plaintiff compensatory damages jointly and severally 

in the sum of One Hundred Thousand Dollars ($100,000.00). Also, 

in respect to Count V with all Defendants listed in paragraphs 

39 to 80, award Plaintiff exemplary/punitive damages separately 

in respect to each of those Defendants in the sum of Twenty Five 

Thousand Dollars ($25,000.00) per Defendant and/or award Plaintiff 

exemplary/punitive damages in a discretionary amount as to each 

Defendant •• 

F. In respect to Count VI pursuant to·F.T.C.A. Plaintiff asks 

this court to enter judgement in his favor with all Defendants 

listed in paragraphs 39 to 80, and award Plaintiff compensatory 

damages jointly and severally in the sum of Fifty Thousand Dollars 

($50~000~GO) to each Defendant. 

G. Award Plaintiff reasonable attorney fees and costs. 

H. Order such further relief as this court may deem just and 

proper. 

(30) 

Respectfully submitted, 

/&J_ P-~ ~-Me i'viif°O • ~Jii ....... ,.__..__t~z.g 6 6'.- USO l 
FCI Gilmer, P.O. Box 6000 
Glenville, West Virginia 26351 
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JURY DEMAND 

The Plaintiff demands a trial 

so triable. 

( 3 1 ) 

by jury on all issues properly 

~.7J.~~ ~evinu. Jon~Jr. 
FCI Gilmer. P.O. Box 6000 
Glenville, West Virginia 26351 
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AFFIDAVIT OF VERIFICATION 

In The ) 
State of West Virginia ) Affidavit 
County of Gilmer ·- · .. ) . of 

) Melvin D. Johnson, Jr. 
Melvin D. Johnson, Jr. , ) 

Plaintiff, ) Civil Action No. 
) 

v. ) 
) 

Federal Bureau of Prisons, et al) 
Defendants. ) 

The affiant, Melvin D. Johnson, Jr., ~erify that the facts 

stated in the attached complaint for reli•f pursuant to 28 U.S.C. 

§11331(A), 1361, Bivens v. Six Unknown Federal Narcotics Agents, 

403 U.S. 388, 91 S. Ct. 1999 (1971) and the Federal Tort Claims 

Act, are true, correct and certain according to Affiant/Plaintiff 1 s 

knowledge and belief, and that the facts stated on information 

and belief are true, correct and certain to the best of Affiant/ 

Plaintiff 1 s knowledge and belief. 

I declare under the penalty of perjury pursuant to the provisions 

of 28 U.S.C. §1746(1) that the foregoing is true and correct. 

Sworn to before me this 11 day of ~~ ·,2006. 

~St€= 
In and for the State of 11 Without Recourse 11 

West Virginia. My Commission 
Expires: ~f- J-'l,~13 
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IN THE UNITED STA TES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF WEST VIRGINIA 

MEL VIN D. JOHNSON, JR., 

Plaintiff, 

v. 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
DORIS WILLIAMS, SCOTT STARCHER, 
MARY BETH LICHTY, TERESA PUCKETT, 
J. MULLER, M. ARNOLD, D. HEADY, D. 
LIVINGSTON, K. J. WENDT, J. D. HILL, 

Civil Action No. 2:06cv6 
(Maxwell) 

JANET BUNTS AND ELIZABETH MASTELLER, 

Defendants. 

ORDER OF DISMISSAL 

The Court, having been verbally notified by the United States Attorney's Office that the 

above-styled cause has been settled, it is hereby 

ORDERED that this cause be DISMISSED, subject to the right of any party to move within 

60 days of the date of entry of this Order, to reopen the action, upon good cause shown, or to submit 

a stipulated form of final order or judgment. It is further 

ORDERED that the Clerk shall transmit electronic copies of the this Order to all counsel 

of record and to mail a copy of this Order to the pro se plaintiff. 

ENTERED: April 20, 2007. 

Isl Robert E. Maxwell 
UNITED STATES DISTRICT JUDGE 



FORM I 28 CFR Pt. 0, Subpt. Y, 

l __ (b-)(_5_) _____________________ lp. § l(b)(2)(b) 

TO: Betsy Steinfeld Jividen, 
Civil Chief 

FROM: Daniel W. Dickinson, Jr., 
Assistant United States Attorney 

RE: Melvin Johnson v. UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE, 
FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS,DORIS WILLIAMS, SCOTT STARCHER.MARY BETH 
LICHTY, TERESA PUCKETT, J. MULLER, M. ARNOLD, D. HEADY, D. LIVINGSTON, 
K.J. WENDT, J.D. HILL, JANET BUNTS, ELIZABETH MASTELLER, 

Civil Action No. 2:06-CV-6 

NATURE OF CASE AND FACTS: SEE ATTACHED 

CONTESTED ISSUES AT TRIAL: SEE ATTACHED 

l
(b )(5) 

RECOMMENDATION OF AUSA: . 

SYNOPSIS OF REASONS FOR RECOMMENDATION (Settlement Memorandum attached): 

HISTORY OF SETTLEMENT NEGOTIATIONS: 
(b )(5) 

(b )(5) 

DATE: 

I () authorize ( ) deny the above request for compromise and close of this case/claim. 

--------

BETSY STEINFELD JIVIDEN 
Chief, Civil Division 
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Welcome WILSON J MOORER I Logout 

IIIY-
CASE DETAILS -Back to Case Results ca,.Action~ ra~m£ ~.,.~ I 

CaH ID: CIV-MXR-2016-00227 Short Description: JOHNSON V. UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT ET AL j 

'' =-• CAI& DOc8 
Case Login Information 

2: 06-cv-00006-REM-JSK Reference Number 

Short Description 

Oasslflcatlon 

JOHNSON V. UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 
ET AL 

Case Type 

Case Sub-Type 

Current Region 

Current Institution 

Incident Region 

Incident Institution 

Monetary Reller 
Sought 

Estimated Amount 

Offlce 

CMI 

Bivens 

MIO-ATLANTIC REGIONAL OFFICE 

GIimer (FCI) 

MID-ATI.ANTIC REGIONAL OFACE 

GIimer (FCI} 

$800,000.00 

$ 

Elkins 

Jurlsd lctlon 

Responsible Legal 
Office 

NORTHERN DISTRICT OF WEST VIRGINIA 

FCI Beckley 

Legal liability Evaluation t 
Estimated Amount $ -
Estimated Outcome No evaluation can be made at this time 

Additional Case Information 

Long Description 42: 1983 PRISONER CIVIL RIGHTS 

Further Case 
Classlllcatlo n 

Comments 

Home Alerts My Work 

CAIi! IUIIIIAIIY 

Date 04/05/2007 

Type Settled 

Reason 

Sought 

Amount offered $30,000.00 

Total Amount Paid $30,000.00 

Description 

Description 

Court Fee Paid ? No 
Pro Se? Yes 

Case Initiation Dates 

Date Received 01/20/2006 

Date Flied 01/20/2006 

Case Progress 

Current Owner SHARON WAHL 

Case Status Closed 

Tlmeline Status Closed 

Monthly Report 
Status 

Private Case No 

~ew case Search Ma·,· 

a Un<'ed Sta:es Department of J•Js:,ce - Office of Genera Counse· & Review 

t 

t 

t 

t 

Em~1' 
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mnittb ~tatcs 1!listrirt ({ourt 
----------------- DISTRICT OF ----------------

Plaintiff 

v. 

Defendant 

r, DlAJQY(t- (1')goo~o,1 
[;0 petitioner/plaint1ff/movant D other 

APPLICATION TO PROCEED 
WITHOUT PREPAYMENT OF 
FEES AND AFFIDAVIT 

CASE NUMBER: 
J> -
on ~ i'.: 

- ' ,,.~_; 

nc -< (......, •- ' ., 
declare that I am the (che_ek~app~priafs'box) 

. z,.,--., <. 
--j::::--
~--- )> n-l I 
- ..... \_...C- -

in the above-entitled proceeding; that in support of my request to proceed without prepayment of.J'?eS oRosts 
under 28 USC. §1915 I declare that I am unable to pay the costs of these proceedings and that".f'.am entitled 
to the relief sought in the complaint/petition/motion. 

In support of this application, I answer the following questions under penalty of perjury: 

1 . Are you currently incarcerated?: ~ Yes D No (If "No" go to Part 2) 

ff "Yes" state the place of your incarceration _E;,..__,.C....___.I ___ c_,...,u""-fr\.:.....L.lo(g:::>,, ..... r....1.1/a ..... Q• d...,· ..... ,...:.fr\____._.D_.__ _______ _ 

Are you employed at the institution? Ye.:s Do you receive any payment from the institution? ~t;;, 

Have the inst,itution fill_o1,1t the Certificate portion of this affidavit and attach a ledger sheet from the institu
tion(s) of your incarceration showing at least the past six months· transactions. 

2. Are you currently employed? Ni/ A 0Yes 0 No 

a. If the answer is "Yes" state the amount of your take-home salary or wages and pay period and give the 
name and address of your employer. N./A · 

b. if the answer is "No" state the date of your last employment, the amount of your take-home salary or 
wages and pay period and the name and address of your last employer. N )A 

3_ In the past 12 t\ovelve months have your received any money from any of the following sources? 

a Business, profession or other sett-employment D Yes D No tiA _,,.,.,--. -.., 
b Rent payments, interest or dividends D Yes D No [' / 
c. Pensions, annuities or life insurance payments D Yes D No @/ ✓1; 
d. Disability or workers compensation payments D Yes D No . ...--..,, / i·-
e Gifts or inheritances D Yes D No : ___ L ,:' 
f Any other sources D Yes D No "" 

If the answer to any of the above is '"Yes" describe each source of money and state the amount received and 
what you expect you will continue to receive. 
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4. Do you have any cash or checking or savings accounts? D Yes ~ No 

If "Yes" state the total amount. -----------
5. Do you own any real estate, stocks, bonds. securities. other financial instruments, automobiles or othe 

valuable property? O Yes ~ No 

If "Yes" describe the property and state its value. 

6. List the persons who are dependent on you for support, state your relationship to each person and indicate 
how much you contribute to their support. 

M(~ 

I declare under penalty of perjury that the above information is true and correct. 

DATE 

CERTIFICATE 
(Incarcerated applicants only) 

(To be completed by the institution of incarceration} 

I certify that the applicant named herein has the sum of$ _6_2_._8_2 ______ _ on account to his/tier 

credit at (name of institution) ----'FC...C-==I-----=-C-"-'u=m=l:::--=c--"r-'l""'a_::1_d ______________ . I further certify 

that the applicant has the following securities to his/her credit: No::-i.e -----------------
_________________ . I further certify that during the past six months the applicant's 

average balance was$ ---------40.92 

5/22/03 
~~ 

Maria K. Cook, Acting Controller 
DATE SIGNATURE OF AUTHORIZED OFFICErl 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

DISTRICT OF MARYLAND 

Dwayne Manning, 

Plaintiff, 

VS 

Lambert, Reid, Dula, Rogers, 

Green, Cutter, Brenize, Gray, 

Smith(nurse), Borroc, Gourioux, 

Andrews, Cox, Crump, Johnson, Leap, 

Most, Hollier, Navalaney, Sines, Hart, 

Bernazolli, Lewis, Ezekiel, Finger, 

Bogdan, Asbourn, Shearin, 

United States Department of Justice, 

Bureau of Prisons, John Does, and 

Jane Does, 

Defendants. 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) ______________________ ) 

civr1 cAsE No. Acu -tt!J [~o57 
JURY TRIAL D™ANDED 

TORT NO.~/- MXR-2 OD,5 "u()O• I 

Preliminary Statement 

This is a civil rights action filed by Dwayne Manning, a federal 

prisoner, prose, for damages and injunctive relief under Bivens vs Six 

Unknov..-n Narcotic Agents. 403 U.S. 388. 91 S. Ct. 1999(1971) and compensatory 

damages under tort action 28 U.S.C. § § 1346 (b), alleging that the defendants 

violated the smoking policy by breaking it and not enforcing it, and that 

the defendants exposed the plaintiff to dangerous Enviromental Tobacco 

" 



Smoke (ETS) for years and did nothing about it causing health problems 

to the plaintiff which violates the Eight Amendment of the United States 

Constitution. 

Jurisdiction 

1. The court has jurisdiction over the plaintiff's claims of federal 

constitutional rights under Bivens vs Six Unknown Federal Narcotic Agents. 

403 U.S. 388. 91 S. Ct. 1999(1971). 

2. The court has supplemental jurisdiction over the plaintiff's 

federal tort claim under 28 U.S.C. § § 1346(b), 

Parties 

3. The plaintiff, Dwayne Manning, was incarcerated at F.C.I. Cumberland 

during the events described in this complaint, 

I 
:4. Defendant Lambert was a laundry staff member at F.C.I. Cumberland 

during this complaint, He is sued in his individual and official capacities. 

). Defendant Reid was a laundry staff member at F.C.I. Cumberland 

during this complaint. She is sued in her individual and official capacities. 

&. Defendant Dula was a correctional officer at F.C.I. Cumberland 

during this complaint. He is sued in his individual and official capacities. 

7~ Defendant Rogers was a correctional officer at F.C.I. Cumberland 

during this complaint. He is sued in his individual and official capacities. 

~~ Defendant Green was a laundry staff member at F.C.I. Cumberland 

during this complaint. He is sued in his individual and official capacities. 

/i. Defendant Cutter was a correct ion a 1 off i c. er at F . C. I . Cumberland 

during this complaint. He is sued in his individual and official capacities. 

;,)-;-,. / 
·\ ,. .. \.~,,() . Defendant Bren i z e was a corr e c ti on a 1 officer at F • C . I • Cu rn be r 1 and 

.-:;-;.;. ....... 

during this complaint. He is sued in his individual and official capacities. 

11. Defendant Gray was a lieutenant at F.C.I. Cumberland during this 

complaint. He is sued in his individual and official capacities. 

· ";_ ·--:-1"2... De f e n d an t s·'m i t h w a s a n u r s e a t F . C . I . C u m be r 1 a n d d u r i n g t h i s c a mp 1 a i n t 



She is sued in her individual and official capacities. 

1 3 • De f e n d a n t Ro r r o c \, a s a me d i c a l s t a f f me m be r a t F . C . I . Cu m b c r 1 an d 

Juring this complninL. He is sued in his individual and official capac1tes. 

14. Defendant Gourioux was a medical staff member at f.C.I. Cumberlard 

d u r i n g t h i s c o m pl a i n t . S h c i s s u c d i n h e r i n cl i v i d u a 1 a ll rl o r [ i c i ,-d c a p ,H. i t i_ <'~ s . 

1 'i . DP f e n cL-i n t A 11 d r e w .s ·..; a s a me d i c a 1 s t a f f me m he r i:l t F • C • l . C u rn b c r l a n d 

,:: u· in g this comp L1 int . ll c is sued in his ind iv 1 dual and of fi c i a 1 c ::i ;i i-1 r i L i_ e ,-; . 

1 6 . n e f e n d a n t Co x w a s h e a cl r e c r e a t i o ll m P m b P r a t F . C . I . C u rr iJ t-' r ] a n d d u r i n g 

this complaint. He is sued in his individual and official capacities. 

l 7 . DP fend c111 t Cr ump was u n i t m .-in,, g Pr Rt F • C: • I . Cumber Lind du r i 11 g this 

cc,mplaint. :°'he .LS sued in her i.ndividual and officiJ.l capi1citics. 

_HJ. Dcfcndar.t J'ohnson was unit counselor 3t f.C.I. CumbcrLrnd d11r1ng 1l1i:-,; 

complaint. She is sued .in her individui.11 and official capo.cities. 

1'9. Deft>nclant Leap was an education staff member J.t F .C. I. CumliPrL-rnd 

(Jurin).:. t.his c1,n:pl..1int.. She is su(~d in her· individual and official c.::ipacitic::.;. 

during this compl • int. He 

e) 1) 
\"'C:/· 

Def0ndant Hollier 

is sued in his individual and official capacities. 
1-\ 

1,as case manager ~,t r.C.I. Cumbe:,rland ciurin~ thi,<-; 

co:nplaint. Ile is sued in his individual and offici3l capo.cities. 
-h 

22. Defendant >L,valaney wc1.--; counselor at f.C.I. CumhPrland durin).; this 

complaint. He is sued in his ind.ividual and official capacitil~S. 
(e:,.,c-.j' 

2]. Defc·nd;-rnt. Sines.wc1's counselor al F.C.I. Cumber]and during tids 

complaint. She is sued in her individual and official capacities. 
',.h'- ·1 

24. Defendant Hart was u:1it manager at F.C.I. Cumberland during this 

complaint. She is sued in her individua] and official capacities. 

-~5. Defendant Bernazolli was ci lieutenant at F.C.I. Cumberland during 

this complaint. He is sued in his individual and official capacities. 

26. Defendant Lewis was a lieutenant at F.C.I. Cumberland during thii 



complaint. He is sued in his individual and official capacities. 

~~ ' 3. De f e n d ant E z e k i e 1 w a s c a p ta i n at F . C . I . Cu m b e r 1 an d d u r i n g t h i s 

complaint. He is sued in his individual and official capacities. 

28. Defendant Finger was administrator at F.C.I. Cumberland during this 

complaint. He is sued in his individual and official capacities. 

Defendant Bbidin 0as associate warden at F.C.I. Cumberland during 

this complaint. He is sued in his individual and official capacities. 

Defendant Asbqurn was associate ~arden at F.C.I. Cumberland during 
.--J 1 _ .. _.;_;) J ,· • 

this complaint. She is sued in her individual and official capacities. 

31. Defendant S~earin was warden at F.C.I. Cumberland during this 

complaint. He is sued in his individual and official capacities. 

32. Defendants John Does were staff members at F.C.I. Cumberland during 

this complaint. They are sued in their individual and official capacities. 

33. Defendants Jane Does were staff members at F.C.I. Cumberland during 

this complaint. They are sued in their individual and official capacities. 

Facts 

34. The plaintiff is being exposed to dangerous Environmental Tobacco 

Smoke (ETS) at a high level to date and for more than two years. 

35. The plaintiff, a non-smoker, is being housed in a housing unit at F.C. 

I. Cumberland with chain smokers, 

36. Inmates smoke in cells with the doors open exposing second-hand 

smoke to non-smokers in the housing units. 

37. Inmates smoke in shower stalls and the plaintiff is exposed to ETS 

while showering on a daily basis. 

38. Inmates light tobacco products and walk around the housing units 

leaving dangerous trails of ETS. 

39. Inmates smoke heavily in television viewing rooms exposing the 

plaintiff to dangerous levels of ETS. 

40. 1·e1evision viewing rooms have very poor ventilation systems causing 



42. The plaintiff has a tough time washing and drying his clothes due 

to the heavy levels of ETS hovering in the laundry room. 

43. Inmates smoke right in front of the entrance to the housing unit as 

the officers do nothing on a daily basis. 

44. The inmates are the only ones smoking in front of the entrances to the 

housing as the officers smoke and expose the plaintiff to dangerous ETS. 

45. Inmates smoke in the utilities closets on a daily basis releasing 

long clouds ot tr~ exposing the plaint1tt on a daily basis. 

46. During night hours all inmates are locked down and the smoke drifts 

into the plaintiff's cell though air vents and under the door. 

47. The plaintiff a non-smoker is forced to inhale dangerous EfS all 

night causing the plaintiff to suffer from burning eyes, shortness of breathe, 

nose bleeds, dizziness, and nightly coughs. 

48. The plaintiff also suffers from chest pains and severe headaches 

due to dangerous ETS. 

49. Staff members do not enforce smoking policy because the majority of 

the staff smoke with the inmates, 

50. Smoking policies are violated everyday by staff and inmates and non

smokers are made to suffer while violations are ignored. 

51. Smoking was permitted in the housing units that housed non-smoking 

inmates with no barriers or designated smoking area. 

52. On October 30, 2002 defendant Shearin issued a statement that all 

smoking policies are being followed and that no one is in violation. 

53. On the same memorandum defendant Shearin stated that if the plaintiff 

had a list of incidences to provide it to the unit team to help them enforce 

the smoking policies. 



54. But on August 30, 2002 defendant Bogdan issued a statement that the 

smoking policies are not being followed. 

55. While on staff member says policy is being followed and another says 

policy is not being followed non-smokers are being exposed to second-hand 

smoke. 

56. The plaintiff tried to seek medical attention for symptoms caused by 

exposure to second-hand smoke. 

57. Defendant Gourioux told the plaintiff there was nothing she can do 

and she could not provide the plaintiff with a mask for night use so that 

the plaintiff could breathe, 

58. Defendant Andrews told the plaintiff there was nothing he could do 

and he could not provide the plaintiff with a mask for night use. 

59. F.C,I. Cumberland is the only prison in the state of Maryland that 

allows smoking, All other prisons have banded smoking due to the exposure 

of second-hand smoke to non-smokers, 

60. All federal buildings arc non-smoking unless otherwise posted and 

while not violating the rights of non-smokers, 

Relief Requested 

~HEREFORE, plaintiff urges that the court issue the following relief: 

A. Issue a declaratory judgment stating that: 

1. The defendants named in this complaint did expose the plaintiff 

to dangerous Environmental Tobacco Smoke by forcing him into 

smoke filled places on a daily basis. 

2. The defendants named in this complaint ignored policy and by 

not enforcing the policy did violate the plaintiff 1s Eighth 

Amendment Right. 

3. The plaintiff a non-smoker was indeed exposed to dangerous 

levels of ETS on a daily basis which violated his Eighth 

Amendment Right. 



B. Issue an injunction ordering defendants Shearin, U.S. Department 

of Justice, and Bureau of Prisons to: 

1. Declare F.C.I. Cumberland Maryland as a hazzard to non-smokers 

and make it a non-smoking prison. 

2. Enforce the smoking policy to the fulliest extent of what the 

policy requires. 

C. Award compensatory damages in the following amounts: 

1. $4,000,000.00 jointly and severally against defendants Shearin, 

Bureau of Prisons, and United States Department of Justice for 

health problems suffered during the plaintiff's exposure to 

second-hand smoke and the defendants not enforcing the policy. 

D. Award punitive damages in the following amounts: 

1. $10,000.00 each against defendants Lambert, Reid, Dula, Rogers, 

Green, Cutter, and Brenize, John Does and Jane Does. 

2. $20,000.00 each against defendants Gray, Smith, Borroc, 

Gourioux, Andrews, Cox, Crump, Johnson, Leap, Most, 

Hollier, Navalaney, Sines, and Hart. 

3, $30,000.00 each against defendants Bernazolli, Lewis, and 

Ezekiel. 

4. S50,000.00 each against defendants Finger, Bogdan, Asbourn, 

and Shearin. 

E. Grant any other such relief as it may appear that the plaintiff 

is entitled_ 



Respectfully Submitted 

D a t e 7 - .~ -- t s 

P.O. Box 1000 

Cumberland, Maryland 21501-1000 



Case 8:04-cv-01486-WGC Document 40 Filed 02/24/06 Page 1 of 1 

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF MARYLAND 

DWAYNE MANNING, 
Plaintiff 

vs. 

UNITED ST ATES OF AMERICA, 
Defendant 

* 

* 
Civil Action No.: WGC 04cv1486 

* 

* 

****** 

SETTLEMENT ORDER 
(LOCAL RULE 111) 

This Court has been advised by the parties that the above action has been settled, 

including all counterclaims, cross-claims and third-party claims, if any. Accordingly, pursuant 

to Local Rule 111 it is ORDERED that: 

This action is hereby dismissed and each party is to bear its own costs unless otherwise 

agreed, in which event the costs shall be adjusted between the parties in accordance with their 

agreement. The entry of this Order is without prejudice to the right of a party to move for good 

cause within 60 days to reopen this action if settlement is not consummated. If no party moves 

to reopen, the dismissal shall be with prejudice. 

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that: 

The Clerk of the Court shall mail copies of this Order to counsel of record. 

Date: February 24, 2006 Isl 
WILLIAM CONNELLY 
United States Magistrate Judge 
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,.J.. I _ t Case 2 :04-cv-71706-GE R-RSW 

ROBERT MERRIWEATHER, 
PLAINTIFF,PRO SE, 

Document 3 Filed 05/12/2004 Page 1 of 56 f PjY 

. . ' ORI.GINAL-- . 
UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

.. '. - .._, Eli.STERN DISTRICT OF MICHIGAN 

) 04-?1?06 No. _________ _ 
) 

vs. ) GERALD E. ROSEN 
HON.JUDGE 

T.A.ZAMORA,ONKNO_WN MAILROOM EMPLOYEE(S), }... __ i=_R_S_T_E_V_EN WHALEN 
JOHN HEMINGWAY,H.J.MJ\RBERRY(WARDEN:).; MAGk:ffRATE JUDG...... . ' . ' 

) G • L. l~JtSUBmGER, HARRELL WATTS, 
•' F~LED 

D~ANTS. ) 

o \? rr: lfJ 1 i ~ THIS rs A BIVENS CIVIL AND CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHTS 

\l~. '. \-'.~:: t\ i.ui~ coMPLArNT WITH A .rnnY •nF.MAND 

,), 4 ~~y 1 2 2004 
CLERK'S' o'FFICE-DETAOlT-PSG 

U.S. DISTRICT COURT 

\\ \· . •,:._:\C'c -,, 
\;. . ~,' ' \·.•·.:..•C\ cotlW cuuse of UC tion is brought by plaintiff, a' federal prisoner' through 

, \,)'~\~•I 
\).~. ~ pro se assistance, nguins t the named def end an ts in their individual and of fi c.l::. :i. 

capacities for violating his civil and constitutional rights under the oolor of 

-fcu~ral authority. 

2. This honorable court has j uris
0

diction. ,under 28 USC sec 1346( b); 28 USC 

sec 1331(a), and Bivens v.Six unknown agents of the federal bureau of narcotics, 

.403 U.S.388,404(1971). This civ~l sui·t is also brought under 42 USC sec 1985 and 

1986, and arising under U.S.Con?t.Amend.V,VI, and 28 CFR sec 540.19(a), 18 USC sec 2, 

~nd sec ~42 1 The evidence of this complaint shows that the defendants knowingly

aided and abetted one another to conspire to violate plaintiff's attorney-client 

communication privilege and legul mail correspondence right. See $allier v.Brooks, 

343 F.Jd 868(6th cir-2003). 

J. Defendant T.A.Zamora is the Mailroom Manager here in FCI-Milan,Michigan. 

' Defendant(s) unknown mailroom employee(s) are mailroom employees here in FCI-Milan, 

Michigan.Defendants John, Hemingway and H.J.Marberry are Wardens of FCI-Milan, 

Michigan, Defendant G.L.Hershberger is the BOP Regional Director. Defendant 

Harrell Wat ts' is the BOP National Administrator of inm11te
1 

appeals. They all have 

1 • 



, Case 2 :04-cv-71706-GE R-RSW Document 3 Filed 05/12/2004 Page 2 of 50 

personal knowledge of the corri'f,{i3,ined violations in their individual and official 

capacities. 

4. Plaintiff is a federal prisoner currently housed at FCI-Milan,Michigan. 

5. The evidence shows that upon plaintiff's arrival at FCI-Milan,Michigan on 

9-21-01, he had diligently and continously complained to defendant Zamora about 

the violation of opening his legal mails from his attorney and the courts in his 

absence or outside his presence and read them by staff. But, defendant Zamora have 

sarcastically stated that 11 this is Milan and we do it our way here". See 28 USC 

sec 1746, 

6. After the Sixth Circuit announced Sallier v.Brooks,343 F.Jd 868(6th cir 2003), 

on 10-19-0J, plaintiff sent a request letter to defendant Zamora requesting that 

his legal mails be opened in his presnce. On 10-20-03, at about 8:00 AM, plaintiff 

was called to the mailroom about the request letter. Plaintiff then gave the mail 

room clerk a copy of Sallier v.Brooks to support his claim that his legal mails 

can only be opened in his presence by staff, but defendant Zamora showed up, read 

the first page of Sallier v.Brooks and sarcastically stated 11we donot follow 

case laws,we only follow BOP policy 11 and ordered plaintiff to go bo.ck to his Unit. 

At launch time,iplaintiff approached defendant Hemingway with Sallier v.Brooks, 

and defendant Hemingway indicated that said law 111s a state case and doesnot apply 

to federal prisoners 11 • 28 USC sec 1746. The violation continues. 

7. Effective 10-12-01, the defendants have opened the following legal mails 

outside plaintiff's presence and read them all: This court is directed to see attached 

Exhibit-1-U.S.Court of appeals 7th cir dated 10-12-01. 

Exhibit-2-U.S.Court of appeals 7th cir dated 10-15-01. 

Exhibit-3-Attorney Robinson Brandt dated 12-7-01. 

Exhibit-4-U.S.Court of appeals 7th cir dated 1-24-02. 

Exhibit-5-Fed.Public defender Atty dated 1-2~-02. 

Exhibit-6- Fed.Public defender Atty dated 7-19-02. 

2. 



' , Case 2 :04-cv-71706-GE R-RSW Document 3 Filed 05/12/2004 Page 3 of 50 

Exhibit-7-Attorney Jerome Flynn dated 7-29-02 

Exhibit-8-Attorney Jerome Flynn dated 8-9-02. 

Exhibit-9-Attorney Jerome Flynn dated 8-12-02. 

Exhibit-10- At'torney Jerome T,Flynn dated 8-13-02. 

Exhibit-11- Attorney Robinson Brandt dated 5-.31-02, 

Exhibit,-12- Fed.Public defender atty dated 7-26-02. 

Exhibit-13-Attorney Jerome Flynn dated 6-16-0J. 

Exhibit-14-Attorney Jerome Flynn dated 6-17-03. 

Exhibit-15-U.S.Court of appeals ?th cir dated 6-26-0J. 

Exhibit-16-U.S,Court of appeals 7th cir dated 6-27-0,3. 

Exhibit-17-Attorney Jerome Flynn dated ?-2-0J. 

Exhibit-18-Attorney Jerome Flynn dated 7-11-0J. 

Exhibit-19-Fed.Public defender atty dated 7-14-03, 

Exhibit-20-U,S,Court of appeals 7th cir dated 7-16-0,3. 

Exhibit-21-Attorney Jerome Flynn dated 7-21-03. 

Exhibit-22-Attorney Jonathan E,Hawley dated 7-21-03. 

Exhibit-2,3-U.S.Court of appeals 7th cir dated 7-23-03. 

Exhibit-24-Attorney Jerome Flynn dated 7-25-03, 

Exhibit-25-U.S.Court of appeals 7th cir dated 7-23-03, 

Exhibit-26-Attorney Eric M.Schwing dated 7-29-03. 

Exhibit-27-Attorney Eric M.Schwing dated 8-11-03, 

Exhibit-28-Attorney Eric M.Schwing dated 8-14-0J. 

Exhibit-29-U,S,Court of appeals 7th cir dated 11-4-03. 

Exhibit-30-A"ttorney Eric M.Schwing dated 11-17-03. 

Exhibit-31-Attorney Eric Schwing dated 11-19-03, 

Exhibit-32-Noll law office atty dated 10-21-03 

Exhibit-33-Attorney Jon Gray Noll dated 10-27-03. 

Exhibit-34-U.S.Court of appeals 7th cir dated 11-21-03. 

Exhibit-35-Attorney Eric Schwing dated 11-24-03. 

Exhibit-36-Attorney Eric Schwing dated 1-15-04, 

Ex.hibit-37- U.S.Attorney da.ted 2-5-04, 

Ex.hi bi t-38-U. S.Distric·t court ,Hammond, IN dated:2-12-04. 

Exhibit-39-U.S.District court,Ho.mmond,IN dated .3-18-04. 

Ex.hibit-40-U.S.A'ttorney dnted 3-5-04. 

Exhibit-41-U.S.District court dated J-11-04. 

J. 
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8. On 10-31-03, plaintiff began his administrative remedy process by filing 

a BP 811/2 to his Unit-Team, but Mrs B.Brewington orally denied it and gave plaintiff 

a BP-9 form to appeal to the Warden. On 11-4-0J,plaintiff filed his BP-9. On 11-10-03, 

he was called to the mail room, along with inmate Ralphael Okoro, and in the presence 

of inmate Ralphael Okoro, the mail room staff had plaintiff 1 s BP-9 in his hands and 

said his boss(defendant Zamora) gave it to him to resolve informally and he asked 

plaintiff what he wanted to do with the BP-9, and plaintiff told said staff that 

he wanted his BP-9 to go through the regular procedure and that he would not 

withdraw said BP-9.as requested by the mailroom staff. On 12-5-0J, defendant Hemingway 

responed to the BP-9 and referred plaintiff to ·the Regional Director. See (Append.A). 

On 12-10-0J,plaintiff filed his BP-10 to BOP Regional Director on his legal mail 

issue. On 1-12-04, plaintiff received a response from defendant Hershberger denying 

the BP-10. See (Append.B). On 1-19-04, plaintiff filed his BP-11 to the Central 

Office in Washington,DC, but on 4-7-04, he received a denial response from defendant 

Watts. See (Append.C). Plaintiff properly exhausted administrative remedy with 

negative results. 

9, Plaintiff hereby states the claim that defendants Zamora,Unknown mailroom 

employee(s),Hemingway,Marberry, did conspire to violate plaintiff 1 s rights complained 

of ,and defendants Hershberger and Watts knowingly aided, abet·ted, and encouraged 

the conspiratorial violation of plaintiff's civil and constitutional rights complained 

of in direct contravention to 42 USC sec 1985 and 1986. 

10. Pursuant to Harlow v.Fritzgerald,457 U.S.800,818(1982), the defendants are 

not entitled to qualified immunity in any way. 

11. The complaint, liberally construed under Haines v.Kerner,404 u;s.519(1972), 

clearly shows that there exist a set of facts that shows that the defendants violated 

plaintiff's legal mail privilege and Attorney-client communication privilege under 

the color of federal authority. Pursuant to Estelle v.Gamble,429 U.S.97,104(1976), 

4, 
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this honorable court is obligated to accept plaintiff's allegation as true in 

evaluating the complaint. 

12. Plaintiff prays that pursuant to Fed,R.Civ,P,4, this court order the U.S. 

Marshal to serve the defendants with process because he is indigent, and for the 

U.S. Marshal to notify plain·tiff of served notices. 

13. Plaintiff prays that this court grant the following requested relief; 

[a] issue an injunction barring the defendants from violating prisoners 1 legal mail 

rights and attorney-client communication privilege, and for the defendants not ·to 

retaliate against plaintiff and the prose assistant in any way;[b] grant a 

compensatory damages of $1,000,000.00 against each defendant in his or her individual 

and official capacities;[c] grant a punitive damages of $4,0D0,000.00 against each 

defendant in his or her individual and official capacities. 

Dated 26th day of April,2004. 

ASSISTED PRO SE BY: RALPHAEL OKORO,PRO SE 

5 

Respectfully submitted, 

~ '~;ti-~ 
Robert Merri eather,#04615-02?, 

P.o.box 1000, 

FCI-Milan,Michigan 48160 
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DEFENDANTS ADDRESSES 

1. T.A.Zamora,John Hemingway,H,J.Marberry,unknown mo.ilroom employee(s), c/o 

Federal Correctional Institution,4000 Arkona Road,Milan,Michigan 48160. 

2. G.L.Hershberger,Regional Director,Federal Bureau of prison,North Central 

Regional office,Gateway complex Tower II,8th floor, 400 State ave.,Kansas ci'ty, 

Kansas 66101-2492, 

3. Harrell Watts,Aministrator National inmate appeals,Federal Bureau of prisons, 

320 First street,N.W.,Washington,DC 20534, 

PLAINTIFF: 

Robert Merriweo.ther,#04615-027, 

P.o.box 1000, 

FCI-Milan,Michigan 48160 
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• • 4 • Case 2 :04-cv-71706-GE R-RSW 

BP-229 RESPONSE 
MERRIWEATHER, Robert 
Reg. No.: 04615-027 

Document 3 Filed 05/12/2004 Page 48 of 50 

CASE NUMBER 316265-Fl 

Your Request for Administrative Remedy (BP-229), dated November 4, 2003, and received in 
this office on November 10, 2003, has been reviewed. Specifically, you allege correspondence 
received from your attorney has not been treated as legal mail. 

A review of the issue raised in your BP-229 has been conducted. Bureau of Prisons' Program 
Statement 5265 .11, Correspondence, provides the opportunity for attorneys to request q uaJified 
attorney/client correspondence be opened in the presence of the inmate. In order for your 
incoming mail to be processed as special mail, the sender must be clearly identified as an attorney 
along with placing a notation on the envelope stating .. Special Mail, Open Only in the Presence of 
the Inmate". The attorney mail you received did not meet all of these requirements, which 
resulted in its opening. Please inform your attorney of these requirements to prevent this from 
occurring in the future. The case you reference concerns legal mail procedures in the Michigan 
state prison system and the issue of requiring special markings for attorney correspondence was 
not raised. The Bureau of Prisons' special mail marking requirements arc not burdensome or 
unreasonable and have always been upheld. 

Accordingly, this response to your Request for Administrative Remedy is for informational 
purposes only. ln the event you arc not satisfied with this response and wish to appeal, you may 
do so within 20 calendar days of the date of this response by submitting a BP-230(13) to the 
Regional Director. Federal Bureau of Prisons, North Central Regional Office, Gateway Complex 
Tower 11. 8111 Floor, 400 State Avenue, Kansas City, Kansas 66101-2492. 

Date 
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Department of Justice 
Federal Bureau of Prisons 
North Central Regional Office 

Name: MERRIWEATHER, Robert · 
Register Number: 04615-027 

Regional Administrative Remedy Appeal 
Part B - Response 

Administrative Remedy ID Number: 316265-R1 

This is in response to your Regional Administrative Appeal, wherein you state your legal 
mail is being opened outside of your presence. 

We have reviewed your appeal. As stated by the Warden, Program Statement 5265.11, 
Correspondence, provides the guidelines for treating correspondence as special mail. 
Pursuant to P.S. 5265.11, the sender must be clearly identified as an attorney and the 
envelope must contain a notation stating, "Special Mail, Open Only in the Presence of the 
Inmate." The mail you received did not meet the criteria defined by P.S. 5265.11, 
therefore, it was treated as general mail. 

Your Administrative Remedy Appeal includes an attached letter addressed to the Regional 
Director, dated December 10, 2003. Your correspondence raises several additional 
complaints regarding staff members at FCI Milan. Pursuant to P.S. 1330.13, 
Administrative Remedy Process, "An inmate may not raise in an Appeal issues not raised 
in the lower level filings." The complaints raised in your letter were not included in your 
lower level filing, therefore, this office will not review these issues. 

You do not make a specific request for relief, therefore, this response is for informational 
purposes only. 

1/4101 
Date G. 
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Administrative Remedy No. 316265-Al 
Part B - Response 

Filed 05/12/2004 Page 50 of 50 

~,C 

This is in response to your Central Office Administrative Remedy 
Appeal in which you claim your legal mail is being improperly 
handled, in violation of your Constitutional rights. You request 
mail room staff stop opening your legal mail outside your 
presence and treating it as general correspondence. 

Our review reveals the Warden and Regional Director adequately 
responded to the issues raised in your appeal. Program Statement 
(P.S.) 5265.11, Correspondence, states the Warden shall open 
incoming special mail only in the presence of the inmate for 
inspection for physical contraband and the qualification of any 
enclosures as special mail. P.S. 5265.11 stipulates incoming 
correspondence will be treated as ~special mail" if the sender is • 
adequately identified on the envelope and the envelope is marked 
"Special Mail - open only in the presence of the inmate." In the 
absence of either adequate identification or the ''special mail" 
marking appearing on the envelope, staff may treat the mail as 
general correspondence and may open, inspect, and read the mail. 

Since your incoming mail did not satisfy the requirements for 
processing as legal mail as required by policy, it was 
appropriately treated as general correspondence. We do not find 
any evidence that staff improperly processed your mail or that 
your Constitutional rights have been violated. 

This response is provided for purposes only. 

Watts, Administraf9r 
Inmate Appeals c_,JV 
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UNITED STA TES DISTRICT COURT 
EASTERN DISTRICT OF MICHIGAN 

SOUTHERN DIVISION 

ROBERT MERRIWEATHER, 

Plaintiff, Case No. 04-71706 

V. 

Hon. Gerald E. Rosen 
T. A. ZAMORA, et al., Magistrate Judge R. Steven Whalen 

Defendants. 
_________ .! 

ORDER ALLOWING EXTENSION OF DISCOVERY 
AND ORDER AMENDING SCHEDULING ORDER 

At a session of said Court, held in 
the U.S. Courthouse, Detroit, Michigan 
on September 2. 2010 

PRESENT: Honorable Gerald E. Rosen 
United States District Chief Judge 

The parties having jointly filed a motion for extension of time for discovery and to 

adjust the dispositive motion deadline, and the Court having fully considered the matter, 

NOW, THEREFORE, 

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the parties' Joint Motion for Extension of 

Discovery is GRANTED. Accordingly, the discovery deadline and other deadlines are 

hereby extended as follows: 

Preliminary non-expert and Final 
expert witness lists due: 

Discovery cut-off: 

Final non-expert witness lists due: 

September 30, 2010 

October 15, 2010 

October 29, 2010 
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Dispositive motion deadline 

Final Pretrial/Settlement Conference 
(A proposed Joint Final Pretrial Order 
will be due one week before the conference) 

Trial 

IT IS SO ORDERED. 

s/Gerald E. Rosen 

November 12, 2010 

.January 20, 2011 at 11:00 a.m. 

February 2011 Civil Trailing Docket 

Chief Judge, United States District Court 

Dated: September 2, 2010 

I hereby certify that a copy of the foregoing document was served upon counsel of record 
on September 2, 20 l 0, by electronic and/or ordinary mail. 

s/Ruth A. Gunther 
Case Manager 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF MICHIGAN 

Southern Division 

ROBERT MERRIWEATHER, 

Plaintiff, 

-V- No. 04-71706 

T.A.ZAMORA, et al., 
Hon. GERALD E. ROSEN 
Mag. Judge R. Steven Whalen 

Defendant. 

I 

STIPULATION AND ORDER FOR USE AT TRIAL 

The pai1ies have stipulated that the following envelopes met the criteria for special mail 

handling under the Bureau of Prison Regulations. The exhibit numbers are in reference to the 

marking placed on these exhibits by Plaintiff. 

Envelope postmarked July 29, 2002, marked as Exhibit 7 

Envelope postmarked August 9, 2002, marked as Exhibit 8 

Envelope postmarked August 11, 2003, marked as Exhibit 27 

Envelope postmarked November 24, 2003, marked as Exhibit 35 

Envelope postmarked January 15, 2004, marked as Exhibit 36. 

Isl Daniel E. Manville 
Daniel E. Manville (P3973 l ) 
Counsel for the Plaintiff 
daniel.manville@gmail.com 

Isl Susan K. DeClercq (signed wl permission) 
Susan K. DeClercq (P60545) 
Counsel for the Defendants 
susan.declercg@usdoj.gov 
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ORDER 

IT IS SO ORDERED. 

s/Gerald E. Rosen 
Chief Judge, United States District Court 

Dated: October 14, 2010 October 14, 2010 

I hereby certify that a copy of the foregoing document was served upon counsel of record 
on October 14, 2010, by electronic and/or ordinary mail. 

s/Felicia Moses for Ruth A. Gunther 
Alternate Case Manager 



UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF MICHIGAN 

SOUTHERN DIVISION 

ROBERT MERRIWEATHER. 

Plaintiff, 

v. 

T.A.ZAMORA, et al., 

Defendants. 

/ I 

No. 04-71706 
Hon. GERALD E. ROSEN 
Mag. Judge R. Steven Whalen 

STIPULATION FOR COMPROMISE SETTLEMENT AND RELEASE 

The parties to this Stipulation For Compromise Settlement And Release [hereinafter 

sometimes referred to as "Settlement Agreement," QSettlement'' or "Agreement"] stipulate and 

agree that the above-captioned action and any and all present or future claims of the undersigned 

plaintiff and his beneficiaries, or their heirs, executors, administrators, or assigns, against T.A. 

Zamora, Steven Culver, and Donald Vroman, individually; all other previously named individual 

defendants to this action; and the United States of America and its agencies, agents, servants and 

employees [hereinafter sometimes referred to collectively as the "defendants"]; be and hereby are 

settled and compromised based on the terms and conditions set forth below: 

1. It is understood_ and agreed by all parties hereto that this Stipulation For Compromise 

Settlement And Release represents a compromise of doubtful and disputed claims and that the 

payments and other consideration being exchanged are being made and provided by way of an 

accord and satisfaction of claims which are denied by the defendants and is not an admission of 

any liability, responsibility, wrongful or negli~~nt conduct or bad faith by any of the parties 

hereto. Accordingly, this Stipulation For Compromise Settlement And Release shall not 
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constitute an admission of liability or fault on the part ofT.A. Zamora, Steven Culver, and 

Donald Vroman, individually; any other previously named individual defendant to this action; or 

the United States of America and its agencies, agents, servants and employees. On the contrary, 

T.A. Zamora, Steven Culver, and Donald Vroman, individually; all other previously named 

individua_l defendants to this action; and the United States of America and its agencies, agents, 

servants and employees, deny the allegations in the pleadings in this action and otherwise, but 

enter into this Stipulation For Compromise Settlement And Release for the purpose of 

compromising all disputed claims and avoiding the expenses and risks of litigation. The parties 

to this Settlement Agreement stipulate and agree that the purpose of this Stipulation For 

Compromise Settlement And Release is to bring the above-captioned action to a final and 

conclusive resolution. 

2. For and in consideration of the mutual promises herein contained, and other 

consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged, defendants shall 

cause to be paid to plaintiff, upon the terms indicated below. the sum of TWENTY-SEVEN 

THOUSAND DOLLARS ($27,000). None of said $27,000.00 constitutes punitive damages or 

damages punitive in nature. 

Payment of the settlement amount will be made by government wire transfer to plaintiff's 

counsel, Daniel E. Manville, as per the following: 

A. Name of Bank: Chase Bank 
B. Address of Bank: 26363 Woodward Ave., Huntington Woods, MI 48070 
C. Federal Reserve Number: 0021 
D. Routing Number: .... !(b_)_(6_) __ __, 
E. Name on Account: Daniel E. Manville, P.C. 
F. Account Number: l(b)(6) I 

Upon receipt of the funds, plaintiff's attorney, Daniel E. Manville, agrees to distribute the 

settlement proceeds to plaintiff, and to obtain a dismissal of the above-captioned action with 
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prejudice, with each party bearing its own fees, costs, and expenses. 

3. Plaintiff and his heirs, executors, administrators or assigns do hereby accept the cash 

sum set forth in paragraph 2, above, in full release, settlement, and satisfaction of any and all 

claims, demands, rights, liens and causes of action of whatsoever kind and nature, arising from, 

and by reason of, any and all known and unknown, foreseen and unforeseen, and the 

consequences thereof, which the plaintiff or his heirs, executors, administrators, or assigns may 

have or hereafter acquire against: T.A. Zamora, Steven Culver, and Donald Vroman, 

individually, and each of their heirs, successors, assigns, insurers (and their affiliates, successors, 

officers and directors), administrators, executors, agents, employees, representatives, attorneys 

and any or all other persons, firms or c_orporations (whether or not herein named), acting on their 

behalf; all other previously named individual defendants to this action; or the United States of 

America and its agencies, agents, servants and employees;-on-account.ofthe same subject matter 

that gave rise to the above-captioned action, including any future claims and any claims for fees, 

costs and expenses; and do hereby agree to indemnify and hold harmless T.A. Zamora, Steven 

Culver, and Donald Vroman, individually, and each of their heirs, successors, assigns, insurers 

(and their affiliates, successors, officers and directors), administrators, executors, agents, 

employees, representatives, attorneys, and any or all other persons, firms or corporations 

(whether or not herein named), acting on their behalf; all other previously named individual 

defendants to this action; and the United States of America and its agencies, agents, servants and 

employees; from any and all such claims, causes of action, liens, rights, or subrogated or 

contribution interests incident to, resulting or arising from the acts or omissions that gave rise to 

the above-captioned action. 

4. It is also agreed, by and among the parties, that the respective parties will each bear 
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their own costs, fees, and expenses and that any attorney's fees owed by the plaintiff will be paid 

out of the settlement amount and not in addition thereto. 

5. This Stipulation For Compromise Settlement And Release is specifically subject to 

each of the following conditions: 

(a) An agreement by the parties on the terms, conditions, and requirements of this 

Stipulation For Compromise Settlement And Release. The parties stipulate and agree that the 

Stipulation For Compromise Settlement And Release and the compromise settlement are null 

and void in the event the parties cannot agree on the terms, conditions and _requirements of this 

Stipulation For Compromise Settlement And Release. The terms, conditions and requirements 

of this Stipulation For Compromise Settlement And Release are not severable and the failure by 

the parties to agree, fulfill or comply with any term, condition, or requirement renders the entire 

Stipulation For Compromise Settlement And. Release. and the compromise.settlement null and _ 
I 

void. Any authorization to negotiate and consummate a settlement for the amount agreed upon 

by the parties does not make the settlement binding unless and until the other terms, conditions 

and requirements of this Stipulation For Compromise Settlement And Release have been 

completely agreed upon in writing. 

(b) Prior approval of the Settlement by a court of competent jurisdiction, if required by 

law. In the event a claimant or state or federal law or rule requires court approval of this 

Settlement, the plaintiff has the obligation to obtain such approval. The plaintiff agrees to obtain 

such approval in a timely manner, time being of the essence. The plaintiff further agrees that the 

defendants may void this Settlement at their option in the event the plaintiff fails to obtain such 

approval in a timely manner. In the event the plaintiff or applicable law requires court approval 

of this Settlement and such approval is not obtained, this Stipulation For Compromise Settlement 
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And Release and the compromise Settlement are null and void. 

6. The parties hereto represent and warrant to each other that (a) they have authority and 

capacity to make the agreements and releases set forth in this Settlement Agreement, (b) they are 

the sole owners of and have not transferred, assigned or hypothecated any of the claims, rights, 

demands and causes of action they have asserted or released herein, and (c) no other person or 

entity owns, holds or has any interest in the claims, rights or causes of action that have been 

released herein. 

7. The parties agree that if any term, provision, covenant, or condition of this Settlement 

Agreement shall, to any extent, be or be declared to be invalid and unenforceable, the remainder 

of this Settlement or the application of such provision, term, covenant, or condition of th is 

Settlement Agreement shall be valid and enforceable to the full extent permitted by law. 

-----&.-This-Settlement Agreement embodies the entire-agreement between.the. parties." There ___ _ 

are no promises, terms, conditions, or obligations other than those contained herein. All prior 

negotiations, understandings, conversations, and communications are merged into this 

Agreement and have no force and effect other than as expressed in the body of this Agreement. 

The parties to this Agreement agree that a copy of the fully executed Agreement shall have the 

same legal effect and sha11 be equally enforceable in law and/or in equity as the original fully 

executed Agreement. 

9. The terms of this Settlement Agreement are contractual and are not merely a recital, 

and shall be binding upon and inure to the benefit of the parties hereto. This Agreement shall be 

fully enforceable by the parties in an action at law or at equity, and nothing contained herein 

shall preclude or be construed to preclude an action in law or" equity by the parties against each 

other to enforce the provisions of this Agreement. 
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10. It is contemplated by the parties that this Agreement may be executed by separate 

signature pages, each of which constitutes an original and all of which constitute one and the 

same Agreement. 

<< END OF STIPULATION FOR COMPROMISE SETTLEMENT AND RELEASE>> 
<< SIGNATURES FOLLOWING IMMEDIATELY BELOW>> 

Date: fJ,rJ,-';--/-0 ~--

Date: /-J.-~o,,,, ;€J 
---

Attorney for Plaintiff 

Date: __ _ 
--------------------- ----- -- - T,A. ZAMORA 

Defendant 

Date: __ _ 

Date: __ _ 

Date: __ _ 

STEVEN CUL VER 
Defendant 

DONALD VROMAN 
Defendant 

SUSAN K. DeCLERCQ 
Assistant United States Attorney 
Attorney for Defendants and United States of America 
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---------------------------- -------· 

I 0. It is contemplated by the parties that this Agreement may be executed by separate 

signature pages, each of which constitutes an original and all of which constitute one and the 

same Agreement. 

<< END OF STIPULATION FOR COMPROMISE SETTLEMENT AND RELEASE >> 
<< SIGNATURES FOLLOWING IMMEDIATELY BELOW>> 

Date: __ _ 

Date: __ _ 

Date: /[i I llr JO 

Date: __ _ 

Date: __ _ 

Date: __ _ 

ROBERT MERRIWEATHER 
Plaintiff 

DANIEL E. MANVILLE 

Attorney f?o __ 

STEVEN CUL VER 
Defendant 

DONALD VROMAN 
Defendant 

SUSAN K. DeCLERCQ 
Assistant United States Attorney 
Attorney for Defendants and United States of America 
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I 0. It is, contemplated by the parties that this Agreement may be executed by separate 

' signature pages, each of which constitutes an original and all of which constitute one and the 

same Agreement. 

<< END OF STIPULATION FOR COMPROMISE SETTLEMENT AND RELEASE>> 
<< SIGNATURES FOLLOWING IMMEDIATELY BELOW>> 

Date: __ _ 

Date: __ _ 

Date: __ _ 

Date: /#-/5,;;lt}tt> 

Date: __ _ 

Date: __ _ 

ROBERTMERRJWEATHER 
Plaintiff 

DANIEL E. MANVILLE 
--- --- Attorney.for Plaintiff . 

T.A.ZAMORA 
Defendant 

~U--
STEVENCULVER 
Defendant 

DONALD VROMAN 
Defendant 

SUSANK. DeCLERCQ 
Assistant United States Attorney 
Attorney for Defendants and United States of America 
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IO. It is contemplated by the parties that this Agreement may be executed by separate 

signature pages, each of which constitutes an original and all of which constitute one and the 

same Agreement. 

<< END OF STIPULATION FOR COMPROMISE SETTLEMENT AND RELEASE>> 
<< SIGNATURES FOLLOWING IMMEDIATELY BELOW>> 

Date: __ _ 

Date: __ _ 

Date: __ _ 

Date: __ _ 

Date:/ J.- J l,-Jol 0 

Date: ---

ROBERT MERRIWEATHER 
Plaintiff 

DANIEL E. MANVILLE 
_ .'\tto:rney_ for_ Plain~({ ____ _ 

T._A.ZAM_ORA 
Defendant 

STEVEN CULVER 

Defundant ., d 
v.il r rz:;;;;;;0 
DONALD VROMAN 
Defendant 

SUSAN K. DeCLERCQ 
Assistant United States Attorney 
Attorney for Defendants and United States of America 
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10. It is contemplated by the parties that this Agreement may be executed by separate 

signature pages, each of which constitutes an original and all of which constitute one and the 

same Agreement. 

<< END OF STIPULATION FOR COMPROMISE SETTLEMENT AND RELEASE>> 
<< SIGNATURES FOLLOWING IMMEDIATELY BELOW>> 

Date: __ _ 

Date: __ _ 

Date: __ _ 

Date: __ _ 

Date: __ _ 

Date: 12·2t, ·I 0 

ROBERT MERRIWEATHER 
Plaintiff 

DANIEL E. MANVILLE 
Attorney for Plaintiff 

T.A. ZAMORA 
Defendant 

STEVEN CUL VER 
Defendant 

DONALD VROMAN 
Defendant 

~GL__ 
SUSAN K. DeCLERCQ 
Assistant United States Attorney 
Attorney for Defendants and United States of America 
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Arboleda Ortiz #11581-045 
USP/Terre Haute/ P.O. Box 33 
Terre Haute, Indiana 47808 

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF INDIANA 

I 

, , 

. 
' ' J 

Arboleda Ortiz, 

Plaintiff, 2 05 -CV- 24 6 LJM WTL 
vs. 

Mark A. Bezy, Warden/Terre Haute 

Maryellen Thomas, 
Assistant Director Central Office BOP 

Sharon Seanez, 
Facility Health Service Administrator 

Thomas Webster, MD, 
Clinical Director Health Services, 

Defendants. 

Case No. 

JURY TRIAL DEMAND 

CIVIL RIGHTS COMPLAINT 

PRELIMINARY STATEMENT 

COMES NOW Arboleda Ortiz ("Ortiz'"), plaintiff, in propria persona, 

a thirty-five year old Columbian Nationalist who is a federal death row 

inmate housed in the Special Confinement Unit ("SCU") at the United States 

Penitentiary, Terre Haute, Indiana. Mr. Ortiz brings this lawsuit under 

Bivens v. Six Unknown Named Agents of the Federal Bureau of Narcotics, 

403 U.S. 388 (1971), to redress the deprivation under color of Federal 

law of his rights, privileges, and immunities secured by the Constitution 

of the United States. Mr. Ortiz seeks money damages to redress and remedy 

the deprivation of his constitutional and other rights for the defendants' 

obstinate deliberate indifference to his serious medical needs. The 

defendan~ have denied and continue to deny Mr. Ortiz recommended medical 

1. 
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, ~.c,-t ;w:;,t-
for the surgical removal of pterygiums. Pterygium is a triangular fleshy 

mass of thickened conjunctiva at the inner side of the eyeball, which 

Ortiz suffers in both eyes that covers part of the cornea causing sub

stantial vision impairment, associa~ed with tremendous headackes, burning 

of the eyes and results in a continual deterioration of vision if not 

corrected through surgery. This condition has persisted and was initially 

diagnosed by a qualified physician while Ortiz was housed under pretrial 

status at the Correction Corporation of America, Leavenworth, Kansas in 

earlier 1999. Arriving at USP/Terre Haute Ortiz immediately brought his 

eye(s) problem and pain to the attention of applicable medical personnel. 

He was later seen and examined by a qualified physician who reached the 

same conclusion as that found at the Correction Corporation of America and 

recommended surgical removal of the pterygium, explaining to Ortiz that 

his pain/excruciating headackes and constant burning of the eyes would 

persist until this condition was alleviated. Other qualified physicians 

would examine Ortiz through a three year period making the same diagnosis 

and reiterating the recommended surgery. The defendants denied and 

continue to deny Ortiz the recommended surgery based on his death row 

status, whereas the only reason enumerated for the denial is through 

the imperative of "No-Town Trips". Besides seeking redress of compen

atory and punitive damages, Ortiz seeks injunctive relief and a declara

tory judgment to alleviate the ongoing constitutional violations visited 

upon him by the defendants deliberate indifference shown to his serious 

medical needs. 

Jurisdictional Statement 

1. Jurisdiction of this Court is authorized under Bivens v. Six 

Unknown Named Agents of the Federal Bureau of Narcotics, supra. Plaintiff 

also invokes jurisdiction of this Court under 28 U.S.C. §§§§ 1331, 

2. 
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1332(a)(1), 1361 and 2241(c)(3). 

2. All of the actions, ommissions and events complained of herein 

took place within the venue of this Court at the United States Penitent

iary, Terre Haute, Indiana (.,USP/Terre Haute"). 

Ortiz Has Availed Himself Of All Administrative Remedies 

3. The plaintiff has availed himself off applicable administrative 

remedies in regards to all issues herein listed pursuant to the applic

able CFR § 542.14 seq et., as demonstrated through the documents attached 

and marked in the Appendix (1) thr (3). Thereby satisfying requirements 

under 42 U.S.C. § 1997e and thereby process should issue forth. 

History Of Civil Rights Filings 

4. This is Mr. Ortiz's first Civil Rights Complaint filed into 

this United States District Court or for that matter any other United 

States District Court. 

Identification of The Parties 

5. Arboleda Ortiz, is the plaintiff in this action, who is a 

Federal Death Row prisoner housed in the Special Security Unit at the 

United States Penitentiary, Terre Haute, Indiana. His mailing address is: 

Arboleda Ortiz #11581-045 
USP/Terre Haute 
P.O. Box 33 
Terre Haute, Indiana 47808 

6. Maryellen Thomas, hereinafter referred to as ("defendant 

Thomas"), is a defendant in this action and is the Assistant Director of 

the Health Service Division for the Central Office of the BOP. For the 

purposes of this action she is responsible for responding to prisoners' 

correspondence and more so for investigating and answering prisoners' 

grievances filed pretaining to medical issues. Her mailing address is: 

3. 
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Maryellen Thomas 
Assistant Director Central Office/BOP 
Health Service Division 
320 First Street, N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20534 

7. Mark A. Bezy, hereinafter referred to as ("Warden Bezy"), is 

a defendant in this action and is the Warden at the United States Penit

entiary, Terre Haute, Indiana. In that capacity he oversees and is in 

ultimate control of all issues of security and administrative matters, 

including those of medical issues pretaining to approving or disapproving 

prisoners' Town Trips when particular medical treatment cannot be pro

vided at the institution, and further he responds to all grievances filed 

by prisoners through available administrative grievance remedies, 

8. Sharon Seanez, hereinafter referred to as ("defendant Seanez"), 

is a defendant in this action and is the facility Health Care Administrator. 

She plan and controls all aspects of the health services at the facility 

in that capacity. In cases where an inmate requires medical treatment 

that cannot be provided at the institution the Health Care Administrator 

in conjunction with the Clinical Director makes arrangement for "outside .. 

medical services to be performed at local hospital or clinics or trans-

fers to BOP Medical Facilities. The Health Care Administrator also 

r~~:SJ'es as the "direct avenue of communications between the facility 

health services and the CEO, designee, Regional and Central Offices, and 

reports directly to the Warden of the facility." 

9. Thomas Webster, MD hereinafter referred to as ("Dr. Webster"), 

is a defendant in this action and bears ultimate responsibility for the 

daily clinical care at the facility. In that capacity he also advises 

and makes recommendations to the Health Care Administrator pretaining to 

prisoners' who need medical treatment that cannot be provided at the 

facility. Both the Clinical Director and Health Care Service Administrator 

4. 
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report directly to the Warden or Assistant Warden at the BOP Facility. 

10. All of the defendant(s) herein listed through paragraphs (7) & 

(9) can be served summons at: 

USP/Terre Haute 
Hiway 63 South 
Terre Haute, Indiana 47808 

11. All the defendant(s) listed herein are being sued in their 

individual capacities, as well as in their official capacities. 

Concise Statement Of Facts 

12. Arriving at USP/Terre Haute, January 19th, 2001 Mr. Ortiz 

informed the applicable medical personnel that he was having significant 

problems with his eyes and explained the diagnosis made of his eye condi

tion while he was at the Correction Corporation of America. He also 

explained that he was experiencing tremendous headackes and constant 

burning of the eyes because of such, and that his vision was severely 

impaired because of such. See attached and marked as Appendix (4). He 

further explained to them that a qualified physician at CCA had diagnosed 

him with pterygiums and recommended surgery, but that due to his pretrial 

status CCA told him that he would have to wait until he was in the custody 

of the BOP before surgery could be provided. 

13. On April 30th, 2001 Ortiz was seen and examined by Or. McGlothan 

who diagnosed Ortiz with pterygiums and determined that he would require 

surgery for removal of such. See attached and marked as Appendix (5). 

Dr. McGlothan explained to Mr. Ortiz at that time that the headackes were 

the direct result of his impaired vision, as well as the constant burning 

of his eyes and would continue until the surgical removal of the ptery

giums. Or. McGlothan clarified also that Ortiz's vision would continue 
b.,; (Git,~ 

to deteriorate as the pterygium bceasYe more enhanced with time and 

could only be reversed through surgery. 

5. 
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Deliberate Indifference Shown To Ortiz's Serious Medical Needs 

14. On October 10th, 2001 the recommended surgery was summarily 

denied by an unidentified party, supposedly from the BOP/Central Office, 

with the enumerated reason of .. No Town Trips'". See attached and marked 

as Appendix (6). 

15. After seven months of assiduously trying to obtain written 

confirmation why the recommended surgery was denied based on the No 

Town Trip reasoning and by whom Ortiz was seen by the Assistant Hospital 

Adminstrator, Mr. Andrew Rupska, on December 5th, 2001. Mr. Rupska 

informed Ortiz that the recommended surgery had been denied by the Central 

Office because he would not be allowed Town Trips. See attached and 

marked as Appendix (7). When Ortiz questioned Mr. Rupska in regards with 

exactly who from the Central Office had made that determination that his 

recommended surgery was denied based totally on town trips not being 

allowed , Mr. Rupska became immediately irate and evasive. He told 

Ortiz that "he did not know who from the Central Office denied the sur

gery or why he would not be allowed town trips.""When Ortiz told Mr. 

Rupska that he did not understand-exactly what he was being told, 

because he had assumed that his recommended surgery would be reviewed 

concerning his medical condition and not his death row status, and further 

that if you knew that the Central Office had denied the surgery that 

you would also know who from the Central Office had made that denial. 

"Look' I am telling you exactly what I was told to tell you. Your 

surgery has been denied, because you will not be allowed treatment out

side the facility," Mr. Rupska said. 

16. After filing numerous medical request forms/Cop Out(s) com

plaining of the excruciating headackes, vision impairment and burning of 

the eyes Ortiz was seen and examined by another ophtlalmolist, Dr. Cris 

6. 
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Radanaeta. Dr. Radanaeta diagnosed Ortiz with severe pterygiums and 

recommended surgical removal of such. This recommendation was denied 

by the defendants' again asserting that Ortiz will not be allowed any 

Town Trips. See attached and marked as Appendix (8). 

17. After continuous filing of medical request for treatment Ortiz 

was seen by medical personnel on November 7th and December 13th, 2002. 

Medical personnel noted the redness of Ortiz's eyes and prescribed eye 

drops. See attached and marked as Appendix (9)&(9)(A). 

18. Several months later Ortiz was seen and examined by Pam Swain, 

PA-Con April 24th, 2003 and a RN Request was made that Ortiz again be 

seen by the ophthalomist, Dr. Connor for possible "cataracts". See 

attached and marked as Appendix (9)(B) & (9)(C). 

19. On May 14th, 2003 Ortiz was seen by Dr. Connor who examined 

Ortiz and found severe pterygi~m in both eyes. He receommded surgical 

removal of the pterygium. He also told Ortiz that the headackes, burning 

of his eyes would continue until surgery was performed removing the 

pterygiums, as his vision would continue to deteriorate also. See 

attached and marked as Appendix (10) & (lO)(A). 

20. On May 21st, 2004 the Facility Utalization Review Committee, 

"URC" meet to consider Ortiz's recommended surgery. See attached and 

marked as Appendix (10) & (lO)(A). 'The URC referred a follow-up review 

and recommendation by Dr. Webster. See attached and marked as Appendix 

(lO)(A). 

21. On May 21st, 2003 the URC after reviewing Dr. Webster's 

recommendation denied Ortiz the recommended surgery, without identifying 

who actually made such denial. See attached and marked as Appendix (11). 

22. Dr. Webster without explanatition to why he recommended that 

Ortiz's surgery be denied noted that the surgery might be necessary 

7. 
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within the next two years. See attached and marked at Appendix (lO)(A). 

23. Because of the deniea surgery for removal of the ptertgium 

Ortiz continue to suffer excruciating headackes, constant burning of the 

eyes and severe deterioration of vision. No treatment has been provided 

to him with the exception of eye drops which only helps resolve the 

redness in his eyes. 

Claims for Relief 

23. The failure of defendants Thomas, Bezy, Seanez and Webster 

to provide the recommended surgery for the removal of the pterygium based 

on non/medical consideration, i.e. No Town Trips because of Ortiz's 

Death Row status, constitutes deliberate indifference to his serious 

medical needs in violation of the Eighth Amendment to the United States 

Constitution. 

24. The action of defendants Thomas, Bezy, Seanez and Webster 

denying Ortiz treatment for his excruciating headackes, burning of his 

eyes and continuing deterioration of his vision, constitutes deliberate 

indifference to his medical needs in violation of the Eighth Amendment 

to the United States Constitution. 

Relief Requested 

WHEREFORE, plaintiff requests that the Court grant the following 

relief: 

A. Issue a declaratory judgment stating that: 

1. Defendant(s) Thomas, Bezy, Seanez and Webster's actions in 

failing to provide adequate medical care for the plaintiff violated, and 

continues to violate, the plaintiff's rights under the Eighth Amendment 

to the United States Constitution. 

2. Defendant(s) Thomas, Bezy, Seanez and Webster's actions 

subjecting the plaintiff to excruciating pain and suffering through 

8. 
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their failure to provide adequate medical treatment violated, and 

continues to violate plaintiff's eights under the Eighth Amendment to 

the United States Constitution. 

B. Issue an inju:1ction ,Jrderi_ng Thomas, Bezy, Seanez, Webster 

or their agents to: 

1. Immediately provide the plaintiff with the reco~mended surgery 

for the removal of the pterygium and follow-up m~dical treatment as 

determined by a medical pra=titor with expertise after th! surgical 

removal of the ptergiums. 

C. Award compensatory damages in the following amounts: 

1. $100,00J jointly and severally against defendant(s) Thomas, 

B~zy, Seanez and Webster for th3ir obstinAte refu3al to provide the recom

mended s~rgery and for their ong~ing deliberate indifferen=e shown to the 

plaintiff's serious medical needs. 

D. Award pLlnitive damages in th? following amJunts: 

1. $25,00J again3t each of the defenda1ts, Thomas, Bezy, Sean!?. and 

Webster for their palpable obstinacy shown to the plaintiff's physical 

pain and s~ffering, and permanent and irreversible damag2 to ~is eyes. 

E. Grant s~ch other relief as this h0norable court may find find 

the plaintiff is entitled und~r law. 

Hr. 0-rtiz's Certification, Submission, and Jury Trial Request 

I, Arboleda Octiz, does h=reby cequest trial by jury, and does 

heceby attest, under penalty of perjury, pursu3nt to 28 U.S.C. § 1745 

that all claims and allegations made in the foregoing co~plaint are true 

and correct to the best of my knowledge and beliefs. I submit this 

Civil Rights Co~~laint this 1st day of October, 2JJS. 

Respe,:.tfully Su'Jmitted, 

KR!ioL&J}_lt.DRD'.z. __ 
Arb:ileda Ortiz 

9. 
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·u.s. DEPARnlENTOf"JUSTfcT" i EXHIBIT REQUEST FOR ADMINfSTRATIVE REMEDY 
Federal Bureau of Prisons ! "'ff- / 

I 7".1pt' or U.\e ball-p,,-.. ______ _,,n,·eded, submir four copies_ Adcliri,ma/ i11s1ruc1io11:, on reverst·. 

From: Ortiz, Arboleda 11581-045 SClJ/DEAnl R<Ji USP /mOO: HAUI'E 
LAST NAME, FIRST, MIDDU: INITIAL REG. SO. UNIT ll\lfflTlfflON 

Part A- INMATE REQUEST 'ltilS RQJEST FOR MMINISTRATIVE RDtfflY IS 8Eil«; PREPARED BY llf.U\TE M.VID 
HM+IER #24~7-077 FOR 1/M Cln'IZ BErAUSE fim. ORITZ IXJES r«Jl' RF.AD CB WRITE ENGLISH ••••••.••••• 
Tmnediate upon arrival at USP/m on 1/19/01 I advised medical staff that I had problem; with 
my eyes. SeeS.D.#1. On April JO, 2001 I was exanined by Dr. John fotelothan, t-1) li10 detennined 
that I need eye surgery to remove pterygiun (A triangular fleshy mass of thickened conjunctiva 
occurring at the inner side of the eyeball covering part of the cornea causing siginificent 
inprlred vision and pain.) See S.D.#2.This needed and recamemed treabnent was denied by sCIDe 
t.mknown and unspecified person in the 00P Central Office according to an entry in my medical 
records dated 10/01. See S.D.#3. That entry sates at the top of the page''tl> TCliN TRIP''. I made 
rnmerous requests/inquiries about the surgery and seven IOOl.lths after the surgery was recarmende: 
I was informed by the Assistant Hospital Adninistrator Hr. Andrew Rupska that the surgery had 
been denied by the BOP Central Office. See S.D.#4(12/05/01 entry).On 2/11/02 I was again exam
ined by the cmtrac.t oJiithalmolist Dr. Cris Radanaeta lil'l1o roted the serious pterygiuo on my eyei 
See S.D.#5. That docuneot also has the heading of "t«J 'I(M TRIP'' at the' top of the page. On 11/ 
7/02 and 12/13/02 I was examined by instibltional Medical Staff for problems with my eyes cause: 
by the pterygiun.See S.D.#5&.6.0n 4/24/03 Pam Swain, PA--C, RN requested that I be seen by the e01 

tract Optthalmoist Dr. Connor for "possible cataracts". See S.D.#8.& #9. On 5/14/03 Dr. Comor 
again made a diagnosis o:ar Pterygiun CXJ and referred me to Dr. fotelothan for renoval. See S.D.#9 
March 16, 2004 Continued on attached page)::} ea {)Lir 011.. 0Rri2_ 

DATE ~ SIGNATURE 01-' REQUESTER 

Part 8- RESPONSE 

SEE ATTACHED 

DATE WARDEN OR REGIONAL DIRECTOR 

Jf dis<atisfltd with thi,f rerprmst, you may appeal to rhe Regional Dirutor. Your appeal mu.st hr rueivrd in the Regional Office wilhin 10 calendar dap of rhe dote of thir rupon.<l'. 

CASE NUMBER :3 _2_7_8_9_1_-_F_l ____ _ 
ORIGINAL: RETURN TO JNMATE --------------------------------------------------------------

CASE NUMBER: ________ _ 

Part C- RECEIPT 
Return to: 

LAST NAME. FIRST. MIDDLE INITIAL REG. NO. UNIT INSTITUTION 

SUBJECT:--------------------------------------

March 17, 2004 
DATF. 

USP I VN 

RECIPIENT'S SJGNATURE (STAFF MEMBER) BP-229(13) 
APAIL 1%2 
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~ FCR ADMINISIRATIVE RENIDY ( cnmNUED) 

Fmf: ORTIZ, ARBOLFDA #11581-045 SOJ/DFA'Ill RCAJ 
MTE: MARCll 16, 2004 

and #10. 

A'ITAOIMENT PAGE 

USP/mmE HAUIE 

On 5/21/03 the Utalization Review Coomittee at USP/Terre Haute met to decide about me having 
the recorrmended surgery. See S.0.# 11 and #12. The Administrative entry into my medical records 
regarding that meeting states: 

"URC meets, defers eye surgery, F/U (follow up) with CD (clinical director)" dated 
5/21/03 1300 H. 
There is a Medical Records Consultant Sheet date 5/21/03 relating to the recorrrnended eye 
surgery which has the word "denied" written in the center of the page with no signature or 
idenity of the person making the entry. See S.D.#13. 
Thereafter there is an out of sequence administrative note made by USP/TERRE HAUTE's Clinical 
Director Dr. Thomas Webster,MD in my medical records which states: 

"Mmin Note: I/M was 20/100 each eye will f/u (follow up) w (with) eye clinic may need 
eye surgery (within) next two years." Dated 5/22/03 0900 H See S.D.# 12 (last entry). 

There can be no doubt that medical personnel at this institution and perhaps at the Central 
Office of the BOP have denied me medical treatment recoornended by at least two Ophthalmolists. 
1he current Hospital Administrator is also part of the group of medical staff who have denied 
me medical attention recoornended by the contract Ophthalmolists. She stated in her recent 
response to my informal request for medical treatment that the treatment was denied by the 
Central Office at the BOP. However the medical records attached hereto clearly demonstrate 
that since at least February 2002 it has been staff at this institution who have made the 
decisions to deny me the reccmnended surgery. 
Likewise there can be no doubt that in 2001 the reason the recorrrnended surgery was denied 
because of my status as a death row irvnate. The No Town Trip heading on my medical records 
is proof of this fact. There can be no other logical reason to disallow me a medicaftrip 
to a facility here in town for the surgery. 
I am a diabetic and my -,,.;e problems have only gotten worse during the past three years 
since the eye surgery was recorrmended. I have suffered extreme pain and suffering because 
of this denial of medical treatment. My vision is now al.most completely blurred and my 
eyes are constantly blood shot and swollen, puffy, red, irritated, dry and it's causing me 
constant pain. Medical staff at this institution have shown a deleberate indifference to 
my eye problems in direct contradiction of the recoornended treatment perscribed by the 
doctors who have examined me. 
I request that I be scheduled for the Pterygiun ou surgery as soon as possible and without 
any further delay. I also request any and all other relief to which I may be entitled. 
--------------------END OF TEXr---------mD OF 'llXI'-------------------------
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Remedy ID #327891-F I 

PART B - RESPONSE 

This is in response to your Request for Administrative Remedy, receipted March 17, 2004, in 
which you request to be scheduled for surgical removal of Pterygium in both eyes. 

A review of your complaint and a review of your Medical Record reveals that you are scheduled 
to be medically evaluated by the contract Optometrist in May 2004. This follow-up date was 
scheduled by the Utilization Review Committee based on the fact that your medical condition is 
not considered life threatening and there is not a risk of permanent damage to your eyes. If the 
Optometrist diagnoses you with bilateral Pterygium, then your case will be taken in ont of the 
Utilization Review Committee again. 

Based on these facts, your Request for Administrative Remedy is addresse 

If you are dissatisfied with this response, you may appeal to the Regio I Director, Federal 
Bureau of Prisons, Gateway Complex, Tower II, grh Floor, 41h & Stat Avenue, Kansas Cit , 
Kansas 6610 I. Your appeal must be received in the Regional Offi within 20 calendar ys 
of the date of this response. 

April 1, 2004 
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. ,rpe or use ball-point pen. If a 
wuh this appeal. 

four copies. One copy of the completed BP-DIR-9 including any attachments musl_ 
•. _,.. -·.=. ' 

ORTIZ, ARP.oI..mA 
From: --·: 

U.581-045 SOJ/DFAIH RCXi USP/IDU!E · 1WJTE 
LAST NAME. FIRST. MIDDLE INITIAL REG. NO. UNIT INSTITUTION 

Part A-REASON FOR 'APPEAL 'DiIS REQJ!m' fCB Att1IHIS'IBAl'IVE RB®Y IS BEllC PREPARED BY DK\1.'E 
DAVID lWNEll 124507-077 Qi I/M <m"IZ'S B!Jw.F Br.AIR Kl. atnz IXlES tlJr RFAD at WRITE BG.M 

1hl Wamer.' a respoose does not addx:- ttm laaPS raised in my BP9. I have been --drrs,fed. eye a 
gery for over three year.,. It is tnff.sp.ated that I have pterygf.Uil9 (a trialgular_·fleshy m.ss 
thickened canjuc.tiva occuring at the hmer aide of my eyeballs cover..ng pert .. o~_ ,,~ ~ c.a 
sing siginificenUy inpdred v1a1an a1d pain).~ three seperate occasions the ·t:eatnct Ophtli 
abmlist3 have re ••·•r:wl that I receive treatmmt fer thta,eaM• Mr,,,. See s.D~~,.12,~,#9. I
have beeb denied surgery because of my status a a death mw innate see the "no_ town b:ip" not 
ions on s.n. •a #3,1'5.'lhe U:C01 ded tnatment .. denied see S.D's #3,#t,~, ·112,#13.by USf 
T.H. med1cal persomel and by 9CIDB Ullbawn peraan in the centenl office of the !OP."lbe mrde 
response anly says that I will once again be evaluated by a cmtrac.t ~tanetris~ 1n _l'1y, 200!, 
At least three other doctors haw stata:l the IIIIDI! dt~es for ti. pest three-.~.,~ the 
institutiaDal URC has refused to abide by the doctors waw.daticn for ~ to __ MIDI,~ t 
pterygiuns fran my eyes. I believe that s-,• oaavent dainage has been done to my eye,t. 'Jfy vision 
almost ccmpletely blum!d, I can not see ftJ:)' '!!In, my wyea J:aDBin ccnstmtly _rat,: :Jrrl.~tedii 
dry, hlrrlng, and pain shoots through my ayelJella and causes head aches. JJoc:ne •- ilaid .lily 
I have beeb denid:! the: surgery for aver three years. I request that I be aclmila:J,Jr:c· arscr ~La,r Of/ inmediately beforaltgo bllndl ,·. ~- ,~ --'.l ' •· • '- ,,,."':-11.··r· I --7· ' 

, DATE ' • ' , . SIGNATUREOFREQUESTE '" - ;, ,:,- ' 

Part B-RESPONSE 

.. ' 
.. • - T 

.... • &..J. ' • -• T • !1, ... ~•• ' • • 
.. ~ ...,_ • 11' • ' .. " . ,._ 

• ••• -~• .- ·- ~ J -t .... • + ~ - • 

:1 

~--

DATE REGIONAL DIRECTOR. ..• " 
. - ;;',._.;--. .-·. 

If dissatisfied with this response, you may appeal to the General Counsel. Your appeal must be received in the General Counsel's Office w!thin 30· calendar 
days of 1he date of this response. , · · · · -:•"'....;•.-' ' '" : . · 

THIRD COPY: WARDEN'S ADMINISTRATIVE REMEDY FILE CASE NUMBER: -J - ·.I I ~ · / 
----------------------------~~---:-~-----------:-----~~":"""'"--:"~~~7'~:"'7~~-·~~~-::-.--

' . ~ _.. . Part C-RECEIPT 
CASE NUMBER: --------

Return to: _______________ _ 
LAST NAME, FIRST, MIDDLE INITIAL REG. NO. UNIT INSTITUTION 

SUBJECT:-------------------------------------
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-uT Department of Justice 
Federal Bureau of Prisons 
North Central Regional Office 

Name: ORTIZ, Arboleda 
Register Number: 11581-045 
Admin Remedy Number: 327891-R1 

Filed 10/05/05 Page 5 of 19 Pagel D #: 14 4/;> 
. . 

Regional Administrative Remedy Appeal 
Part B • Response 

This is in response to your Regional Administrative Remedy Appeal, in which you allege insufficient 
medical care for your bilateral pterygiums. You expressed the opinion that this decision is due to 
your designation to the Special Confinement Unit. For relief, you request immediate surgery. 

We have reviewed the documentation related to your appeal, to include your history of BOP medical 
encounters. Based on our review, we found no basis to substantiate your allegation. Your records 
reflect staff have been attentive to your needs by ensuring timely specialty evaluations. Although the 
Utilization Review Committee carefully considered the recommendation for surgery, deference was 
given to the guidelines of the BO P's Health Seivices Manual (Program Statement 6Q00.05). Based 
on your consistent and adequate visual acuity scores (since your 2001 admission), their decision 
would be the same if you were not designated to the Special Confinement Unit. We endorse their 
decision and assure you consideration for surgery will be given following your regularly schedul~ 
evaluations. Of interest during our review, was the lack of evidence to support your claim of having 
diabetes. For the sake of your health, we encourage you promptly address this belief with your 
medical provider. You are receiving essential medical care. Your cooperation with staff is 
imperative. 

Based on the above infonnation, your Regional Administrative Remedy Appeal is denied. If you are 
dissatisfied with this response, you may appeal to the Office of General Counsel, Federal Bureau of 
Prisons, 320 First Street, NW, Washington, DC 20534. Your appeal must be received in the Office of 
General Counsel within 30 days from the date of this response . 

.1JN - 2 ?"'111~ •~( .,·. 

Date BERGER, Regional Director 
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Central Office Administrative Remedy Appeal 

T~·pc or use hall•-point pen. H att . .ll!· -------lllll'lur copies. One copy each of the completed BP-DIR-9 and BP-DIR-lO, including any atlach
mcms rnu,c be subm;11c<I wi1h this appeal. 

From; (J,-['0,2 /4('/5L''Le/J,t? ll~r;;I/-CJr'S ~ c,(d il~_v'/zd 
LAST NAME. FIRST. MIDDLE INITIAL REG. NO. UNIT 7 INSTITUTION 

Part B-RF.SPONSE 

I.' 

DATE 

ORIGINAL: RETURN TO INMATE 

<\Ml 
flAJII 

GENERAL COUNSEL 

CASE NUMBER: __ j~ ___ 7_&_'t~'--A_I _ 
-~~- ·- .......... -~ ---=------,.,.--·--- ---·-··- ·-~ -· _.,. ___ ,. ___ .,...., __________ -------- ---------- - -~~·- ---------
Part C-RECEIPT 

Return to: --------------------:::~::-:-:--::=-:-:---
LAST NAME. FIRST. MIDDLE INITIAL REG. NO. 

CASE NUMBER: ________ _ 

UNIT INSTITUTION 

SUBJECT:----------------------------------------

DATE SIGNATURE OF RECIPIENT OF CENTRAL OFFICE APPEAi. BP-231(13) 
USP/\/N 
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Administrative Remedy No. 327891-Al 
Part B - Response 

This is in response to your Central Office Administrative Remedy 
in which you allege insufficient medical care for your bilateral 
pterygiurns. You state that this decision is due to your 
designation to the Special Confinement Unit. As relief, you 
request immediate surgery. 

Discussion with USP Terre Haute medical staff reveals the 
Utilization Review Committee (URC) reviewed your case and 
deferred you for surgery pending an evaluation by an Optometrist. 
On June 29, 2004, you were evaluated by the contract Optometrist 
for complaints of pterygium. The specialist diagnosed you with 
bilateral pterygiums and recommended no surgical intervention. 
You were prescribed medication, educated on the importance of 
being in compliance with taking the medication, and scheduled for 
a follow-up visit in six months. The Clinical Director 
determined surgery for your condition is not medically necessary 
at this time, however, he will submit a referral for you to be 
evaluated by an Ophthalmologist to the Utilization Review 
Committee. Health Services staff will continue to monitor your 
condition and provide you essential healthcare. 

You present no evidence to support your allegation that you were 
provided insufficient medical care as a result of being 
designated to the Special Confinement Unit. 

The record reflects you are receiving medical care and treatment 
in accordance with Bureau policy. Should there be a significant 
change in your condition, you are encouraged to attend sick call 
to be re-evaluated. 

Your appeal is denied. 

tts, Administw,tor 
ate Appeals :'5-,..-
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U.S. ~epartmcnt of Ju,!ic~ i EXHIBIT 

I ~ 
MEDICAL HISTOR \ REPORT 

Federal Bureau Of Pris,,r.s I ;mi;· 

(THIS INFOR!'v,,,., 1u1, 1;:, ru1<. ur.-.,._,,...,_ AND MEDICALLY CONFIDENTIAL USE ONLY 

AND WILL NOT BE RELEASED TO UNAUTHORIZED PERSONS) 

I LAST /\AME-FIRST r,.;AME--MIDDLE NAME 2. 

R!1

1G ~;A:} 95 {j Q"t [-"l, A (V;';(J {a,-~ CL-

3. PURPOSE OF EXAMINATIO!\ 4. DATE OF EXAMINATION 5 EXAMINING FACIUTY 

/--('1--0/ 
Ll.;;5. r'E1<wi ! c:i. ;1£,,:•.· 

INTAKE SCREEN 'fEn!iE ;;;i..un:, 1Ni)iANA 'i.7P0l3 

6. STATEMENT OF EXAMINEE'S PRESENT HEALTH AND MEDICATIONS cfURRENTL Y USED /Follow by description of pmt hisron-. if ,-omp/aint arimJ 

7. HAVE YOU EVER (Please check Mch irem) 8. DO YOU (Please check. each item) 

YES NO (Check each iiem) YES NO (Check each item) 

Liv~d wi1h anyone who had iuhcrculmis 1/ Vwear glasses or contacc lenses 

Coughed up blood -./ l,Have vision in boch eyes 

Bled excessively ~ft.,r injury or IO<>lh ex1rac1ion / Wear a hearing aid 

Attempted .uicidc / ,.Stutter or stammer habnually 

Been a sleepwalker / Wear a brace or back suppon 

9. HA VE YOU EVER HAD OR HAVE YOU NOW (Pleu,e check ai left of each item) 

YES NO 
DONT (Ch<'<'A 1'<11:h i1e111) YES NO 

DON'T (Check. each item) YES NO DON'T (Check each i1em) 
KNOW KNOW !)<NOW 

✓ Scarlet fever J Adverse reaction to scrum drug ✓ V Epilepsy or fits 

V Rheumatic fever / or medicine / ,.,,. ... Car, train. sea or air sickness 

V Swollen or p:iinful joints / Broken bones / Frequent trouhlc sleeping 

\I F rcqucot or severe hcndache / Tumor, growth, cyst, cancer ' / Depression or e~ccssivc worry 

j D,z.zinc.ss or hinnng spells / Rupture/hernia ,./ Loss of memory or amne5ia 

✓ -,di Eye 1rnublc ~~u,J<., / Piles or rectal disease / Nervous trouble of any son 

✓ Ear. nose. or thro:it tmuhle / Frequent or painful urination /" Periods of unconsciousness 

✓ Hearin~ lo.s, / Bed welling since :igc 12 I Have you cser had 

✓/ Chronic or frcqu.,nt colds ✓ Kidney stone or blood in urine homosc xual ootltac t? 

✓ Severe tooth ur gum !rouble ./ V Sugar or albumin in urine / Been exposed to AIDS 

j Sinusitis / 
~ . ,· VD-Syphilis. gonorrhea, etc. / Alcohol Use (E~cessive) 

.J V Hay Fever 
\ .-/ ,,. Recent gain or loss of weight ✓ 

Drug Use/Addiction 

/, Hrnl injury ✓ Arthritis, Rhcumacism, or Bursitis Marijuana 

"/1, Skin diseases V Bone. joint or other deformi1y Cocaine 

✓ Thy ro1d trO\Jble I/ Lameness Heroin 

./ Tuberculosis 

---
Loss of finger or toe L.S.D. 

V 

,/ As1hma / Painful or "Trick"shoulder or elbow Amphetamines 

v Shor1nc:s, of breath / Recurrent back pain Others: (Specify) 

,J o(' Pain or pressure in chcM {I,,!- -hi,). 1 - "Trick" or locked knee 

✓ Chrnmc cough I Foot trouble Alcohol or drug 
:,,-

./ Paloil~tion or pounding hean / Neuritis ~ / Withdrawal Problems 

·J, Heon trouhk / Paralysis (indude infantile) ,, 

I ./, ; Hign or low blood prcs,ure 

I ✓ C'r•11np'i in ymtr leg ... 10. FEMALES ONLY HAVE YOU EVER 

I i ./ frcqurnl i nd1gcsl10n Been treated for a female disorder 

~ , b\~Pr~•naJ 1rouble Had a d1ang" in menstrual pancrn 

I I / Ga II hl~ddc.\ tr~ublc "} gallstone, ARE YOU PREGNANT 

I,/ Jin1ru..J1cc nr hcp.a1ut.s I 5USPf:CT YOU ARE PREGNANT 

11 WHAT :s YOUR USUAL <X'CUPATION"1 12 ,'<RE YOU !Ch~ck nnc) 

I 
E] Right handed • Left hanJcd 

-
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14 H~vc Y""- ever hccn 1remcJ fnr a 111CnlJI condit,on' 1/f_,r.,. 
,\plT(f,· 1:/u·u. ,dwu:-. wul gu·r dr1uill}. 

- 15 Have Y<HJ ever lx·cn <ienic-.J life in.,uramcc"! (lfy,•., .. ,tmr rr""'"' 
,,,.-- '""' g11•1· 1/1•1<1il.,./ 

.. \6 H~vc you ti~d. nr have you tiecn aldv,sc:J to have. ;my opcra
uon,.' (!f w·.,. rlr.« ,-;1,,. 0111/ gi,.,. nl(r m 1• iu.ch ocn,,.,,J.) 

17. Have you ever been 3 p;,1icn1 in any !)'pc of hospital" /If yes. 
v•rrif\• ,dw11, ,../,rrr. 11111·, and na,nr of donor and romplnr ,111,lreu 
,,f lwspim/.J 

EXPLANATION: (#13-22 ABOVE) 

INMATE Rf:CEIVED FROM: COURT __ TRANSFER __ P.V. ___ _ 
OTHER ________________ .:;,,. _____ _ 

MEDICAL STAFFS COMMENTS AND OBSERVATIONS: PLEASE 
DIRF,C'T YOUR ANSWERS TO MENTAL STATUS. POTENTIAL SUICIDE. 

APPEARANCE. CONDUCT. STATE OR CONSCIOUSNESS. RASHES. 
JAUNDICE, BRUISES AND/OR MARKS. SWEATING. BODY DEFORM

ITIES. ETC. NOTE OBSERVATIONS IN BLOCK 23 BELOW 

· IF DRUGS HAVE BEEN USED. NOTE TYPE. HOW LONG. HOW MUCH. 

HOW OFTEN. HOW USED. WHEN WERE THEY LAST USED: HAVE 

23. 

NORMAL/ 

?9. HiJVC ym.1 r,,n,t.diciJ llr l\i..:-C-11 lrL'i . .llL'd hy i,:lin1c,. phy~11.·1,jJ.n~. 

hcJkr:,,,. or 1,rhcr pri11.'1111Pncr-.. ,, 11hrn thi.: p~1::-,;t 5 ye~1r." jor otf-tcr 
lhan mimn illm .. "\~!\-.1 r// H·\. •.,:J1·t• nm11,fr1t Oildn•,_i,. tr( ,lm·1w· ho"ip;iu/_ 
rltuic. and tl(·1oil.,. J 

:?O. Have you ever hccn rcjcCl~,J Jor mililary s,.;rv1cc t>ccauS1: of 

..,.: .. / phy~rcal. mc-nr.al. or olhcr r(.·.i.11ri.nn·.1 (((y<',·. ,l""''' tfcu,•. "nrl ,-,ra,w,n. 
for rejrnum.,·.) 

:'! Have }'<IU ever been ,l"dwrgcc<i Imm mili!,it)' ,crv,.c because 
/ ur" phy~1c,:.d. mcn1.:lf. nr 01hcr rcil.SUn.~'-' or \"('I. g, 1·r dt1te, rr'u.'i,m 1 

,md t_>/>r ,if d,st1,m:,r uhrtl,,.r l11mom/,/~. ml,n 1!,,111 l1tmomhl,. for 1111-

fi111f.'u or 111r.tmrnhili1_,._ I 

•2:>. Have you ever ro.·c,.,cu. i, 1hcrc pcndmg. or have you applied 
for pcnr..on. or compcnsaliun for ~'°~ling disab,hty'.' (If_,·~,·. 
1prnfy n-lull Liu,/. gru111t•d /,_,. M./wm . ,,,,d ••·ht,t umou111, when, liih-_1.i,} 

THERE BEEN ANY PROBLEMS SINCE STOPPING THE USE OF ORUGS 
OR ALCOHOL? ____________________ _ 

DOF.S PATIF.NT r:EED TO BE SEF.N IMMFDIATF.LY BY THF. MEDICAL. 

STAFF YES__ NO __ 

WHAT ARRANGEMENTS HAVF REF.N MAIJF.'' _.;..·•-·---------

DUTY STATUS: TEMPORARY WORK __ RESTRICTED _____ _ 

GENERAL POPULATION __ YES __ NO---------

TYPE AND EXTENT Of LIMITATION -------------

Phnic,an may d~•'<!lap hr ,111cr.-iew 



Case 2:05-cv-002 1 ~-1 111.A_l\,1 ln nnr1 I nent 1-1 Filed 10/05/05 Page 10 of 19 PagelD #:2}-#c, .. PLAINTIFF'S S. de • 
i EXHIBIT 

MEDICAL RECORD I s-
PATIENT NAME: 

uncorrected OD 20/ I SIGNIFICANT PAST~ULAR HI ORY (reason for visit): • 
corrected 05 20/ I jJ ~ <r't" L.:: C\A-- { p\µvJ\. 
(circle one) . f?<.-

-P-RO_V_I_SI_O_N_A_L _D_IA_G_N_OS_IS_; __ ~/- ( c---hJ e.,,d_~~ 

) 

PA/MD SIGNATURE: 

OLD PRESCRIPTION: 

SPHERE 

OD: ----
OS: ----

PATHOLOGY: 

NEW PRESCRIPTION: 

CONSULTATION REPORT 

CYUNDER AXIS 

CONSULTATION SHEE 

Date: 

AGE: 

APPROVED: 

SPHERE CYUNDF.R AXIS ArO PRISM POD PO N SEG HT EYE SIZE SEG TYPE CORRECTED VlSION 

OD: .\:-Li.ro ~ t<1 L c_Yl 
OS: j I, (f7J -IY1J l (""V ::~~ 

MATERlAL BRJOC:E TEMPLE 

CR-39 POL YCARB HIGH-INDEX 1.60 ASL 

REGISTER NUMBER: 

US PENITHffIARY 
"'t11rn.-,,...- TY111t-~ y .. .,. ................. . 



Cil.,Se 2:05-cv-002 
\, 

(}L 

J NSN 7540---00---634-"112? 
:::--z;==:-t:r' o,•-w-.r ..• ~_.._.....i;._~~•~Y,Jle'.I a 

NH:=:w:,1l... ~i:~<::'.";'.=":C i CONSULTATION SHEET -----~----=--~~---'[_____-=-:::-=-:~~~~:....=.:_~ __ _____:_______ ___ _ 

PRCVISfm;AL s:AGNOSIS 

DOCTOR'S SIGNATURE PLACE OF CONSULTATI0"1 

0 BEDSIDE ff ON CALL 

SULTATION REPORT 
RECORD ti£VIEWfC ::J YES ::::::; NO PATIENT EXAMINED D YES D NO 

\O ./ o 1 

(Continue on reverse side) 
ilGNATURE A~::l TffL£ 

:-ENT!F!C:HlQN .-..~c. 

ATl=::"-:-1·s ID[~HfF:C.-:.JJCN ;"for ~-~peo or ~vnrten entnes ~rv(} ,\1ama-.. ast. f1"rsr. truddle; gr~~de. rank: rate; nososta1 or medics! fnciJityJ 

V/'C l.% ' ,J,-'_),___,4-, ~Lt._ 

! so;~ 1 -.o ~_S 
j ..: -: ' ~...-...a.,_ ~.- ~ ' 

~ ROUTINE 

0 ~2 HOURS 

D TODAY 

0 EMERGENCY 

DATE 

i WARO NO. 

"U.S.GPO: 1 994•382· 955 

CONSULTATION SHEET 

Medical Record 

STANDARD FORM 513 iREV S-921 
p~4..•scrtoed tJ·-1 G3A/1:::M~-- 7:RMli: (4.l CFRi 2C:1~Si.202-: 
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! 'Z i 
_ ___,.!"'!!"A"'!II ;: 

entry) 

c/c.~_,; 

Yl./1../ 

C?trI2{7 

--, 9 . 
) 

- . ,<,) 
- _,, -V(._ 

- ~ r'Pi LEX. \,; Pr,nled on Recycled PRpe• 



C ~ ~AiNffPt~6- J~MJD ~&:u~lt1])$i~~~ct'·~-.~;ge1D3W;fS 
pf;~D/C; I EX1IT - CONSULTATION SHEET. ,., NSN

7

54l>-00--634-4rn. -----~_, _______ ,-------------,:-,------,:-::----------------------

REASON FOR REQUEST rcornpca1nts ,ind finmngs1 

~~"J~ 

PROVISIONAL DIAGNOSIS 

PLACE OF CONSULTATION 

0 BEDSIOS .pr ON CALL 

PATIENT EXAMINED O YES ONO 

DATE OF REQUEST 

'-1-36-6 

'f] ROUTINE 

0 72 HOURS 

D TODAY 

0 EMERGENCY 

/1~ b,l~~ r~ 
P :l t', ~~ ; "' le,.,,_ ,..., ; I cJ_ { c,_ 12 ~.x ) I ,_;t-au 
1-\ ffiftA-cL ~ rvv\ -

~ 

(Continue on reverse side) 
,NATURE AND Ti7LE 

r.,1F1C,o,T1Q:>1 NO. I REGISTER NO. 

typed or wrrtten entr, give: !,'ame-iasr. 'frst. !"liddle: g;rade: rank: rare: hoso,car or medical facility/ 

c'-'~, ~'-'..,~Lt_ 

\ I S ~ ( -.c Ll __5 

• 

• U.S.GPOc 1994-362·955 

CONSULTATION SHEET 

Medical Record 

STANDARD FORM 513 (REV 8---921 
Pres:::r:C~O ov GSA/ICMR, i"iRMR '.4:. CFR' zo:-9.:'02-! 



Document 1-1 Filed 10/05/05 Page 14 of' 19 Page~'-#' 0 "'"'"°"~:.~: 205- f°l~~o ________ ,. 3 __________________ A_u_T_H_o_R,_z1::_o_F_o_R_Lo_c_A_L_R_EP_R_o_o_uc_T_1o_N_ 

"' MEDICAL RECOR• ,_-= _____ _, CHRONOLOGICAL RECORD OF MEDICAL CARE 

DATE SYMPTONS, DIAGNOSIS, TREATMENT, TREATING ORGANIZATION (Sign each entry) 

Ora.Date ORTIZ ARBOLEDA A T 
--- 02/11/02 1 S8 ' - WEBSTE 

Exp.Date' 1 1-045 {O)Refms 

__ ~• INSTIL&. AS DIRECTED IN BOTH EYES 
.. ·•• .. ·. --•-J THREE TIMES DAILY FORS DAYS CUSE 

Rx t ONLY WHEN EYES ARi IRRITATED! 
44850 PREDNIS0L0NE SOD PH 0.125% S0LN #1 

--- I 

Ora.Date ORTIZ. ARBOLEDA A T. WEBSTE 

---E.~~~ .. 11581-045 COJRefllls 
<:Aµ .Date.: 

E. Sievers 
PhnrmD,RPH 

. .' 05111/02 · USE AS DIRECTED AS NEEDED 
-- Rxt " 

44851 TEARS, ARTIFIOAL ITEARCENI ML 11 

0 

; . 

HOSPITAL OR MEDICAL FACILITY jSTATl,'S 

SPONSOR'S NAME: :SSN/10 NO. RELATIONSHIP TO SPONSOR 

I RE O OS MA/NT AINED AT 

I 
PATIENT'S IDENTIFICATION: /Far typed or wntten enrnes, g;ve: Name - last, first, middle; 10 No or SSN; Se": REGISTER NO. WARD NO. 

Dare of Birth; Rar,IUGrade.J 

o,~, ~ 
~I 15&-t-DY~ 

CHRONOLOGICAL RECORD OF MEDICAL CARE 
Medical Record 

STANDARD FORM 600 !REV 6-97) 
P•e:sc«bea :,y GSAIICMR 
FiRMR 141 CFRi 201 9.202-1 
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. E/.., q_A 
- '?. /)L 

, . 

fl I/ 

p. . 

/,1.,9---

-~ - -! 

""" ' FPI. LEX. \iJ Promed on Recycled Paper 
STANDARD FORM 600 !REV. 6•971 BACK 

C 
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._J~MJD Document 1-1 Filed 10/05/05 ~age 16 of f9_ PagelD ~#fl 
<....,.... AIJTHORIZEOFORLOCALREPRODUCTION 

CONSULTATION SHEET 

REQUEST 
· (Requesting physician or activity) 

REASON FOR REQUEST (Complaints and findings) 

T /2 /J /.J O J.J ;/ q #/_i;tJC /J/? P7c/c? &0c /J 

/;011lly d/ftc~/3/' ~e/;o...9 3/ ?'kf& c?/.?c/ c:;t!c?d,,7./4-,,i?~e /4 k~ 
c:Pf{fY.- . 

OD 20/00 05 2°j0 

DOCTOR'S SIGNATURE APPROVED Pl.ACE OF CONSULTATION 

• BEDSIDE • ON CALL 

• ROUTINE • 72HOURS 

OToDAY • EMERGENCY 

CONSULTATION REPORT 
RECORDREVIEWED DYES D NO PATIENT EXAMINED • YES • NO TEL£MEDICINE • YES • NO 

Continue·on reverse side 
DATE 

RECORDS MAINTAINED AT DEPARTMENT/SERVICE OF PATIENT 

RELATION TO SPONSOR SPONSOR'S NAME (Last. first, middle) SPONSOR'S ID NUMBER(SSN or Other) 

PATIENT'S IDENTIFICATION /For typ«: or wnnen entriel give: NllmH,Ut firs~ midd/lt; ID no. {SSH or other}; Su; Date ol Birlh: REG)SJER NO. . / ,0 · 
Rant/Grade) //S 8, -o~ 

WARD NO. 

Or 1-,?~/?✓Jo/edo 

U.S. PENITENTIARY 
-.-~::;RE HAUTE. IN -t.7808 

...., _____________________ _ 

CONSULTATION SHEET 
Medical Reccrt:I 

STANDARD FOAM 513 (REV. 4•98l 
Prescribed by GSA/ICMR FPMR (41 CFR) 101-11 .203(b)(10) .. 
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.. c 1,:...2,;.;,-'.:.;' :~-... -------t J I A ----------- · AtmiORIZEO FO~c-A'[ r::r~Pr::roouc;ic 

ME:.JICAL RECORD ! /u CONSULTATION SHEET 

Case 2:05-cv-0024 

--------1._:.1: _____ ,--REru~----------:-----:---
.. REQUEST 

) 
RE1\SOtl FOR REQUEST /Comp1a,nt.~ ana finc11ngs1 

APPROVED PLACE OF CONSULT;.TJON 

• BEDSIDE • ON CALL 

• ROUTINE • 72HOURS 

• TODAY • EMERGENCY 

CONSULTATION REPORT 
LJ YES PATIENT EXAMINED LJ YES LJ NO TELEMEOICINE D YES D 

-... 
., .. 

, . 

(Continue an reverse side! 
SiG,IATURE ;./JD TITLE 

-iOS,.OITAL uR 1.!EDIC.:.L fACJLITY rECORDS MAINTAINED AT DEPARTMENT/SERVICE OF PATIENT 

~E:...;.TION TO SPONSOR ISPONSOR"S NAME /Lan first. r.11aa!e/ ' SPONSOR'S ID NUMBER(SSN or 01/lerj 

-'A T:::'·i,S ;DENTIFICATION :For r,p«;c,r >•flrr.n~nlill!s 91•~· /iam~••U !.es~ rnlOClt: IC r.o. 1SSN or orNn: Se.r;; Oit" 01 But/I: •REGISTER NO. WARD NO. 
il1n1<1Graatl 

ORTl 2. ! A8. bcf zd<:0 
( { S- i t - Olf ) 

:J.S. ?~~JITE:'1TIARY 

, 

CONSULTATION SHEET 

Medical Reccrd 

STANDARD FORM 513 (REV. 4-98) 
Prescribed by GSJt!CMR FPMR (41 CFR) 101-11 .203(t 
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0: See Con:; .. :~:!ion sheet 

A; 

P: 

A~rn 0 

-.)-'2 2. c,3 r, -t= /AA) 

o yoaf{ ~ ~ 
wce...e_,, ,. 

r>?-711--t-,, 
~ 

'I 

FPL LEX. 0 Print&d CNl Rec::ydecl Pep.r 
STANDARD FORM 600 !REV. &-97! BACK 



· ·~ Case 2:05-cv-00246-LJ ~,~ M~1m~ent L-1 Filed 10/05/05 Page 19 of 19 ~~ #~ 
:t· . EXHIBIT AUTHORIZED FOR LOCAL REPRODUCTION 
~A-L RECORD I // ---C-O_N_S_U_L_TA_T_I_O_N_S_H_E_E_,T __________ ,.,,,,.:.....;.;..__, __ _ 

a_:-::Q:-::U-:-:E:-::S~T~---------------------

REASON FOR REQUEST (Complaints and findings) 

PROVISIONAL DIAGNOSIS 

DOCTOR'S SIGNATURE 

er~ 
RECORD REVIEWED • YES • NO 

-~ 

SIGNATURE ANO TITLE 

HOSPITAL OR MEDICAL FACILITY 

RELATION TO SPONSOR 

APPROVED PLACE OF CONSULTATION 

• BEDSIDE • ON CALL 

CONSULTATION REPORT 

PATIENT EXAMINED • YES • NO 

(Continue on reverse side) 

IDATE OF REQUEST 

S-2-/,0--=? 

• ROUTINE • TODAY • 72HOURS • EMERGENCY 

TELEMEOICINE D YES D NO 

DATE 

RECORDS MAINTAINED AT I DEPARTMENT/SERVICE OF PATIENT 

SPONSOR'S NAME (Last. first, middle) 15PONSOR'S 10 NUMBER(SSN or Other} 

PATIENT'S IDENTIFICATION (For typed or wrillen entries give: Namr-tas~ f;rs1, middle; ID no. (SSN or orher}; Sex; Om of Birth: IREGISTER NO. 
Ranlr/Grade) I 

WARD NO. 

oa_,1-z-..- A r<. f3 o L- c 0--lt 

I I S- g- J - Of S-

USP TERRE HALITE 

-------------------
CONSULTATION SHEET 

Mroical Record 

STANDARD FORM 513 (RE\'. 4-9<':· 
Prescribed by GSA/JCMR FPMn (41 ;,FR\ 101-11 .203(b)(1D) 



Case 2:05-cv-00246-LJM-MJD Document 40 Filed 10/18/06 Page 1 of 1 PagelD #: 208 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF INDIANA 

ARBOLEDA A. ORTIZ, 

vs. 

MARK BEZY, et al., 

Plaintiff, 

Defendants. 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

JUDGMENT 

The court, having this day made its Entry, 

2:05-cv-246-LJM-WTL 

IT IS THEREFORE ADJUDGED that judgment is entered for the defendants and 
against the plaintiff, and that this cause of action is dismissed with prejudice. 

The costs of this action are assessed against the plaintiff. 

Date: _1_0_11_a_12_oo_e ___ _ 

D istri buti on: 

Jeffrey L. Hunter 
UNITED STATES ATTORNEY'S OFFICE 
jeff. h u nter@usdoj.gov 

Arboleda Ortiz Reg No 11581-045 
U S. Penitentiary 
PO Box 12015 
Terre Haute, IN 47801 

Southern District of Indiana 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF INDIANA 

ARBOLEDA A. ORTIZ, 

vs. 

MARK BEZY, et al., 

Plaintiff, 

Defendants. 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

JUDGMENT 

The court, having this day made its Entry, 

2:05-cv-246-LJM-WTL 

IT IS THEREFORE ADJUDGED that judgment is entered for the defendants and 
against the plaintiff, and that this cause of action is dismissed with prejudice. 

The costs of this action are assessed against the plaintiff. 

Date: 09/25/2007 

Laura Briggs, Clerk 
United States District Court 

By: Deputy Clerk 

D istri buti on: 

Jeffrey L. Hunter 
UNITED STATES ATTORNEY'S OFFICE 
jeff. h u nter@usdoj.gov 

Arboleda Ortiz Reg No 11581-045 
U S. Penitentiary 
PO Box 12015 
Terre Haute, IN 47801 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF INDIANA 

ARBOLEDA A. ORTIZ, 

Plaintiff, 
vs. 2:05-cv-246-LJ M-JMS 

DR. THOMAS WEBSTER, 

Defendant. 

JUDGMENT 

The court, having this day made its Entry, 

IT IS THEREFORE ADJUDGED that the defendant's motion for summary judgment 
is granted, that judgment is entered for the defendant and against the plaintiff, and that the 
plaintiff take nothing by his complaint. 

Date: 03/30/20 Io 

Laura Briggs, Clerk 
United States District Court 

~e:-.0 Lu,..R 
By: Deputy Clerk 

D istri buti on: 

Jeffrey L. Hunter 
UNITED STATES ATTORNEY'S OFFICE 
jeff. h u nter@usdoj.gov 

Vilda Samuel Laurin Ill 
BOSE MCKINNEY & EVANS, LLP 
slaurin@boselaw.com 

Marisol Sanchez 
BOSE MCKINNEY & EVANS, LLP 
msanchez@boselaw.com 

cKINNEY, JUDGE 
nite tes District Court 

Southern District of Indiana 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF INDIANA 

ARBOLEDA A. ORTIZ, 

Plaintiff, 
vs. 

MARK BEZY, et al., 

Defendants. 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

ENTRY 

2:05-cv-246-LJ M-JMS 

The plaintiff's request to proceed on appeal in forma pauperis (dkt 155) is granted. 

IT IS SO ORDERED. 

Date: 05/26/2010 

D istri buti on: 

Jeffrey L. Hunter 
UNITED STATES ATTORNEY'S OFFICE 
jeff. h u nter@usd oj. gov 

Arboleda Ortiz 
Reg No. 11581-045 
US. Penitentiary-Federal Correctional Complex 
Special Confinement Unit 
PO Box 33 
Terre Haute, IN 47808 

cKINNEY, JUDGE 
nite tes District Court 

Southern District of Indiana 
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ARBOLEDA A. ORTIZ, 

vs. 

MARK BEZY, et al., 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF INDIANA 

Plaintiff, 

Defendants. 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

ENTRY 

2:05-cv-246-LJM-WTL 

The plaintiff's motion for an extension of time in which to pay the initial partial filing 
fee of $1.65 is granted. He shall have through January 6, 2006 in which to do so. 

IT IS SO ORDERED. 

Date: 12/02/2005 

Copies to: 

ARBOLEDA ORTIZ 
Reg. No. 11581-045 
U S. Penitentiary 
PO Box 12015 
Terre Haute, IN 47808 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF INDIANA 

ARBOLEDA A. ORTIZ, 

vs. 

MARK BEZY, et al., 

Plaintiff, 

Defendants. 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

2:05-cv-246-LJM-WTL 

Entry Discussing Motion tor Enlargement of Time 

The motion for enlargement of time, filed on April 27, 2006, by defendant Maryellen 
Thoms, seeks a 30-day enlargement of time to respond to the plaintiff's complaint. The 
motion for time is granted to the extent that defendant Thoms shall have through May 
31, 2006, in which to file an answer or other responsive pleading. 

IT IS SO ORDERED. 

Date: 05/01/2006 

D istri buti on: 

Arboleda Ortiz 
Reg. No. 11581-045 
U S. Penitentiary 
PO Box 12015 
Terre Haute, IN 47801 

Jeffrey Hunter 
Office of the United States Attorney 
1 O West Market Street Suite 2100 
Indianapolis, IN 46204-3048 

Southern District of Indiana 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF INDIANA 

ARBOLEDA A. ORTIZ, 

Plaintiff, 
vs. 

MARK BEZY, et al., 

Defendants. 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

ENTRY 

2:05-cv-246-LJM-WTL 

The plaintiff's request for the appointment of cou n se I is denied to the extent that the 
court will not make an outright request that counsel represent the plaintiff at this juncture. 
The court wi 11, however, be alert to the poss i bi I ity of rec ru iti ng representation for the plaintiff 
at trial or at other points in the case where the plaintiff's incarceration and prose status 
would make it particularly difficult for him to proceed without representation and to the 
possibility at those points where the assistance of counsel would be a benefit of both the 
plaintiff and the court in the presentation of the case. 

IT IS SO ORDERED. 

Date: 06/29/2006 

D istri buti on: 

Jeffrey L. Hunter 
UNITED STATES ATTORNEY'S OFFICE 
jeff. h u nter@usdoj.gov 

Arboleda Ortiz 
Reg No 11581-045 
U S. Penitentiary 
PO Box 12015 
Terre Haute, IN 47801 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF INDIANA 

ARBOLEDA A. ORTIZ, 

Plaintiff, 
vs. 

MARK BEZY, et al., 

Defendants. 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

ENTRY 

2:05-cv-246-LJM-WTL 

The plaintiff's discovery request filed on November 30, 2006, has been docketed as 
a motion. Whether a motion or simply a request for discovery, the matter is untimely and 
is denied. Based on the Entry issued on August 25, 2006, the parties were to complete 
written discovery by September 20, 2006. The defendants have no obligation to respond 
to the request for production filed on November 30, 2006, and the December 15, 2006, 
dead Ii ne for the plaintiff to respond to the motion for summary j udg me nt remains in effect. 

IT IS SO ORDERED. 

Date: 1210112006 

D istri buti on: 

Jeffrey L. Hunter 
UNITED STATES ATTORNEY'S OFFICE 
jeff. h u nter@usdoj.gov 

Arboleda Ortiz Reg No 11581-045 
U S. Penitentiary 
PO Box 12015 
Terre Haute, IN 47801 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF INDIANA 

TERRE HAUTE DIVISION 

ARBOLEDA A. ORTIZ, ) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

) 
) 
) 
) 

Plaintiff, 

V. CAUSE NO. 2:05-CV-246-LJM-WTL 

MARK BEZY, et, al., 

Defendants, 

ORDER 

This cause is before the Court on the Motion For Extension Of Time filed by defendants 

Mark A. Bezy, Sharon Seanez and Dr. Thomas Webster, seeking an extension of time to 

January 19, 2007, to reply to Plaintiff's Response in Opposition to Defendants' Motion for 

Summary Judgment. The Court, being duly advised, now GRANTS the Motion. The 

Defendants Mark A. Bezy, Sharon Seanez and Dr. Thomas Webster shall have until on or 

before January 19, 2007, in which to file their reply to the Plaintiffs Response in Oppositon to 

Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment. 

IT rs so ORDERED 

.:'.loumern v1smcc OT mmana 
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Distribution: 

Jeffrey L. Hunter 
Assistant United States Attorney 
10 West Market Street, Suite 2100 
Indianapolis, IN 46204 

ARBOLEDA ORTIZ 
REG NO 11581-045 
US. Penitentiary 
PO Box 12015 
Terre Haute, IN 47801 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF INDIANA 

TERRE HAUTE DIVISION 

ARBOLEDA A. ORTIZ, ) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

) 
) 
) 
) 

Plaintiff, 

V. CAUSE NO. 2:05-CV-246-LJM-WTL 

MARK BEZY, et, al., 

Defendants, 

ORDER 

This cause is before the Court on the Second Motion For Extension Of Time filed by 

defendants Mark A. Bezy, Sharon Seanez and Dr. Thomas Webster, seeking an extension of 

time to January 31, 2007, to reply to Plaintiff's Response in Opposition to Defendants' Motion 

for Summary Judgment. The Court, being duly advised, now GRANTS the Motion. The 

Defendants Mark A. Bezy, Sharon Seanez and Dr. Thomas Webster shall have until on or 

before January 31, 2007, in which to file their reply to the Plaintiffs Response in Oppositon to 

Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment. 

IT IS so ORDERED 101122120 I 

Southern District of Indiana 
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Jeffrey L. Hunter 
Assistant United States Attorney 
10 West Market Street, Suite 2100 
Indianapolis, IN 46204 

ARBOLEDA ORTIZ 
REG NO 11581-045 
US. Penitentiary 
PO Box 12015 
Ten-e Haute, IN 4780 I 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF INDIANA 

ARBOLEDA A. ORTIZ, 

vs. 

MARK BEZY, et al., 

Plaintiff, 

Defendants. 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

2:05-cv-246-LJM-JMS 

Entry Concerning Selected Matters 

The court, having considered the above action and the matters which are pending, 
makes the following rulings: 

1 . The plaintiff's request for the appointment of counsel ( d kt 80) is denied to the 
extent that the court will not make an outright request that counsel represent the plaintiff 
at this juncture. The court will, however, be alert to the possibility of recruiting 
representation for the plaintiff at trial or at other points in the case where the plaintiff's 
i ncarce ration and pro se status wou Id make it particu I a rly di ff ic u It for him to proceed with out 
representation and to the possibility at those points where the assistance of counsel would 
be a benefit of both the plaintiff and the court in the presentation of the case. 

2. The plaintiff shall have through November 5, 2008, in which to report the 
existence and nature of any ongoing need for medical care within the scope of the claims 
asserted in this case. 

IT IS SO ORDERED. 

Date: 10/20/2008 

D istri buti on: 

Jeffrey L. Hunter 
UNITED STATES ATTORNEY'S OFFICE 
jeff. h u nter@usd oj. gov 

Arboleda Ortiz Reg No. 11581-045 
US. Penitentiary - Federal Death Row Unit 
PO Box 33 
Terre Haute, IN 47808 

Southern District of Indiana 
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ARBOLEDA A. ORTIZ, 
Plaintiff, 

v. 

MARK BEzy, et. al., 

Defendants, 

fH.:D 
u.,;. : ; , , -, : .--_ ·1 r q u,~ T , 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT m\JkT , hlQt--, 

SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF INtriA8A' 1·" - 3 ;_·.· S: 2 '\ 
TERRE HAUTE DIVIS ION ::; o . ~.,.:CT 

(_,;· 

L A U i f, /, . ::, ;:: l G GS 
:;1.r:'' .; 

Case No. 2:05-cv-0246-LJM-JMS 

PlAINTIFF 1 S RESPONSE TO COURT'S ENTRY OF OCTOBER 20, 2008 

Comes Now, Arboleda A. Ortiz, Plaintiff Pro Se (with assistance provided by 

fellow death row inmate David Paul Harrrner, due to Mr. Ortiz's illiteracy) and re

spectfully subnits the following information and response to this Court's Entry of 

October 20, 2008. 

1. On October 23rd, 2008 the Plaintiff was provided with some of his medical 

records maintained by the defendant in this case. Those records had first been re

quested in June, 2008. 

2. In correspondence from Robert D. Deitch, Jr., M.D. dated August 28, 2008 

in which he discusses Mr. Ortiz's recent eye surgery (pterygium resection with con

junctival autograph placement on both eyes) Dr. Deitch concludes as follows: 

11In surrmary, Mr. Ortiz has done well following his pterygium surgery OU two months 

ago. There is no evidence of recurrence. No further treatment is indicated." See: 

Attachment #1. 

3. Based upon the medical records and information available to him at this time, 

the plaintiff would suhnit to the court that he is in need of no further medical 

treatment for his pterygia at this time. 

4. It should be noted that the plaintiff is in need of counsel to represent him 
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him in this case. This Court's Entry denying the recrucitment of counsel for Mr. 

Ortiz, dated October 20, 2008 is contrary to the suggestions of the Seventh Circuit 

in its Remand Order Of June 13, 2008. See: Ortiz v. Bezy, (7th Cir. 2008) 2008 U.S. 

App. LEXIS 12885. Additionally, this Court has failed to undertake the appropriate 

analysis as required by Pruitt v. Mote, 503 F . .3d 647 (7th Cir. 2007 (En Banc). This 

Court must deteTITiine if the plaintiff has attempted to obtain counsel on his own and 

if not that he has been precluded from doing so. Mr. Ortiz's Motion for the Recruit

ment of Counsel explains via his Sworn Declaration that he is illiterate and cannot 

contact any attorneys on his own. Further Mr. Ortiz's Declarartion as well as that of 

his inmate legal aid demonstrates the attempt made on the Plaintiff's behalf to re

cruit counsel . Therefore the plaintiff has met the threshode inquiry requirement 

for the recritment of counsel. This Court has not addressed this issue in considering 

whether to recruit counsel for Mr. Ortiz. This Court has also failed to analyze the 

Plaintiff's abilities related to "the tasks that normally attend litigation: evidence 

gathering, preparing and responding to motions and other court filings, and trial." 

Pruitt v. Mote, 503 F.3d 654-655. When a court fails to undertake such an analysis 

it abuses its discretion. See: Ortiz v. Bezy 1 2008 U.S. App. LEXIS 12885. There can 

be no doubt that failure to recruit counsel for the plaintiff in this case will re

sult in prejudice and a miscarrige of justice. The plaintiff is illiterate, he can 

speak only limited English, he has absolutely no ability to litigate or try this case 

himself. Pursuant to the Lcoal Rules of this Court Mr. Ortiz requests that this Court 

conduct a limited hearing on this Motion via Video-Conferencing where the court can 

engage in a colloquy with Mr. Ortiz and determine for itsself on the record the need 

for the recruitment of counsel in this case. Anything short of the inmediate appoint

ment/recrucitment of counsel in this case will prevent the plaintiff from taking dep-

(2) 
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ositions, conducting discovery and preparing for trial. He cannot do thes things on 

his own because of his illiteracy and his incarceration. This Court has not addressed 

these issues in its Entry denying the plaintiff's motion for the recruitment of counsel. 

Pursuant to Fed. Rules of Civil Procedure 60(b)(6) this Court is urged to reconsider 

plaintiff's Motion for the Recruitment of Counsel because it has not applied the 

legal standards mandated by Pruitt v. Mote, 503 F.3d 647 (7th Cir. 2007) (En Banc) 

and the Seventh Circuit's Order remanding this case. 

5. The plaintiff would respectfully advise this Honorable Court that unless coun

sel is recrucited by the Court as suggested by the Seventh Circuit, he intends to 

seek a Writ of Mandamus from the Seventh Circuit directing that Counsel be recruited 

for him in this case. 

O::;tober 28, 2008 

Prepared for Arboleda A. Ortiz by: 
David Paul Hanmer, Paralegal 
Reg. No. 24507-077 
Federal Correctional Complex 
Special Confinement Unit 
Post Office Box 33 
Terre Haute, IN 47808-0033 

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 

~espectfully ~~ted, . -__-

(L,;?.e/ru1&e({.~ ~2 
Arboleda A. Ortiz, Pro Se 
Plaintiff, Reg. No. 11581-045 
Federal Correctional Complex 
Special Confinement Unit 
Post Office Box 33 
Terre Haute, In 47808-0033 

I Arboleda A. Ortiz do herby state, declare and certify pursuant to 28 U.S.C, 

§ 1746 that on this 29th day of October, 2008 a true and correct copy of this Response 

to the Court's Entry of October 20, 2008 was sent by Firt Class prepaid Mail to the 

following: Jeffrey L. Hunter, Assistant U.S. Attorney, Office of the U.S. Attorney, 

2100 West Market Street, Suite 2100, Indianapolis, IN 46204-3048. The Original was 

sent via Prepaid First Class Mail to the Clerk of the Court f°2in~;~ _ 
' / 1/ , ' 

(0~~ 
Arboleda A. Ortiz, Pro Se 

(3) 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF INDIANA 

TERRE HAUTE DIVISION 

ARBOLEDA A. ORTIZ 

Plaintiff, 

V. 

MARK A. BEZY, et al., 

Defendants 

) 
) 
) 
) 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

CASE NO. 2:05-cv-0246-UM-JMS 

ORDER 

This cause is before the Court on the Defendant's Motion For Extension of Time to 

file his Motion for Summary Judgment, and 

The Court, being duly advised in the premises, now GRANTS said Motion. The 

Defendant shall file his Motion for Summary Judgment on or before December 30, 2008. 

IT IS SO ORDERED this 12/24/2008 

Distribution: 

Jeffrey L. Hunter 
Assistant United States Attorney 
10 West Market Street, Suite 2100 
Indianapolis, IN 46204 

Arboleda A. Ortiz 
Reg.No.11581-045 
Federal Correctional Complex 
Special Confinement Unit 
P.O. Box 33 
Terre Haute, IN 47808-0033 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF INDIANA 

TERRE HAUTE DIVISION 

ARBOLEDA A. ORTIZ 
Plaintiff, 

V. 

MARK A. BEZY, et al., 
Defendants. 

) 
) 
) 
) 

) 
) 

ORDER 

CASE NO. 2:05-cv-0246-LJM-JMS 

This cause is before the Court on the Defendant's Motion For Extension of Time to 

file his Response to Plaintiffs Motion for the Appointment of Expert, and 

The Court, being duly advised in the premises, now GRANTS said Motion. The 

Defendant is granted an extension of time to and including January 30, 2009, within which he 

may file a response to Plaintiff's Motion for Appointment of Expert. 

IT IS SO ORDERED this 01/12/2009 

Distribution: 

Jeffrey L. Hunter 
Assistant United States Attorney 
IO West Market Street, Suite 2100 
Indianapolis, IN 46204 

Arboleda A. Ortiz 
Reg. No. 11581-045 
Federal Correctional Complex 
Special Confinement Unit 
P.O. Box 33 
Terre Haute, IN 47808-0033 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF INDIANA 

TERRE HAUTE DIVISION 

ARBOLEDA A. ORTIZ, ) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

) 
) 
) 
) 

Plaintiff, 

V. CAUSE NO. 2:05-CV-246-LJM-JMS 

MARK BEZY, et, al., 

Defendants, 

ORDER 

This cause is before the Court on the Motion For Extension Of Time To Respond to the 

Plaintiff's Motion to Compel Discovery, Plaintiff's Certification Pursuant to Federal Rules of 

Civil Procedure 37(A)(I) and Rule 37.1 of the Local Rules, and Plaintiffs Motion to Strike 

Expert Witness. 

The Court, being duly advised, now GRANTS the Motion. The Defendant is granted an 

extension to and including February 6, 2009 to respond to the above matters. 

IT IS SO ORDERED this 01/16/2009 

cKINNEY, JUDGE 
nite tes District Court 

Southern District of Indiana 
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Distribution: 

Jeffrey L. Hunter 
Assistant United States Attorney 
10 West Market Street, Suite 2100 
Indianapolis, IN 46204 

ARBOLEDA ORTIZ 
REG NO 11581-045 
Federal Correction Complex 
Special Confinement Unit 
P.O. Box 33 
Terre Haute, IN 47808-0033 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF INDIANA 

TERRE HAUTE DIVISION 

ARBOLEDA A. ORTIZ 
Plaintiff, 

V. 

MARK A. BEZY, et al., 
Defendants. 

) 
) 
) 
) 

) 
) 

ORDER 

CASE NO. 2:05-cv-0246-LJM-JMS 

This cause is before the Court on the Defendant's Motion For Extension of Time to 

Reply to Plaintiff's Response in Opposition to Summary Judgment, and 

The Court, being duly advised in the premises, now GRANTS said Motion. The 

Defendant shal1 file his reply to Plaintiffs Response in Opposition to Summary Judgment on or 

before March 9, 2009. 

IT IS SO ORDERED this 02/24/2009 

Distri bu ti on: 

Jeffrey L. Hunter 
Assistant United States Attorney 
10 West Market Street, Suite 2100 
Indianapolis, IN 46204 

Arboleda A. Ortiz 
Reg. No. 11581-045 
Federal Correctional Complex 
Special Confinement Unit 
P.O. Box 33 
Terre Haute, IN 47808-0033 

cKINNEY, JUDGE 
nite tes District Court 

Southern District of Indiana 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF INDIANA 

ARBOLEDA A. ORTIZ, 

Plaintiff, 
vs. 

MARK BEZY, et al., 

Defendants. 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

ENTRY 

2:05-cv-246-LJ M-JMS 

The plaintiff's motion for enlargement of time (dkt 116) is granted. The plaintiff shall 
have through March 9, 2009, in which to file his reply to the defendant's response to the 
plaintiff's motions to strike and to file his reply to the defendant's response to the plaintiff's 
motion to compel and to plaintiff's certification. 

IT IS SO ORDERED. 

Date: 02/25/2009 

D istri buti on: 

Jeffrey L. Hunter 
UNITED STATES ATTORNEY'S OFFICE 
jeff. h u nter@usdoj.gov 

ARBOLEDA ORTIZ 
REG NO 11581-045 
U S. Penitentiary-Federal Correctional Complex 
Special Confinement Unit 
PO Box 33 
Terre Haute, IN 47808 

cKINNEY, JUDGE 
nite tes District Court 

Southern District of Indiana 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF INDIANA 

TERRE HAUTE DIVISION 

ARBOLEDA A. ORTIZ, ) 
) 
) Plaintiff, 

v. 

THOMAS WEBSTER, MD, 
Clinical Director Health Services, 

Defendant. 

) CAUSE NO.: 2:05-CV-246-LJM-JMS 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

ORDER ON UNOPPOSED MOTION FOR EXTENSION OF 
TIME TO FILE RESPONSE IN OPPOSITION TO 

DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 

Plaintiff, Arboleda A. Ortiz, by counsel, having filed his Unopposed Motion for 

Extension of Time to File Response in Opposition to Defendant's Motion for Summary 

Judgment, and the Court having considered same and being otherwise duly advised in the 

premises, now finds that said Motion should be GRANTED. 

IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED that the time within which the Plaintiff has to file his 

Response in Opposition to Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment is hereby extended to 

and including August 31, 2009. 

DATED 

07/10/2009 

Jane Magnus-Stinson 
United States Magistrate Judge 
Southern District of Indiana 
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DISTRIBUTION TO: 

V. Samuel Laurin, III 
Marisol Sanchez 
BOSE McKINNEY & EVANS LLP 
11 l Monument Circle, Suite 2700 
Indianapolis, Indiana 46204 
slaurin@boselaw.com 
msanchez@boselaw.com 

Jeffrey L. Hunter 
United States Attorney's Office 
10 West Market Street, Suite 2100 
Indianapolis, IN 46204 
jeff.h un ter@u sdoj. gov 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF INDIANA 

TERRE HAUTE DIVISION 

ARBOLEDA A. ORTIZ, 

Plaintiff, 
v. 

THOMAS WEBSTER, MD, 
Clinical Director Health Services, et al. 

Defendants. 

) 
) 
) 
) CAUSE NO.: 2:05-CV-246-LJM-JMS 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

ORDER 

This matter came before this Court on Plaintiff's, Arboleda A. Ortiz, Unopposed Motion 

for Extension of Time to File Response in Opposition to Defendant's Motion for Summary 

Judgment, and the Court having considered the motion, and being duly advised, 

IT IS THEREFORE, ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED that: Plaintiff Arboleda 

A. Ortiz's Motion shall be GRANTED and Plaintiff shall have thirty (30) days, to and including 

September 30, 2009, within which to file his Response in Opposition to Defendant's Motion for 

Summary Judgment. 

Dated: 09/04/2009 
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DISTRIBUTION: 

V. Samuel Laurin, III 
Marisol Sanchez 
BOSE McKINNEY & EVANS LLP 
11 l Monument Circle 
Suite 2700 
Indianapolis, IN 46204 
slaurin@boselaw.com 
msanchez@boselaw.com 

Jeffrey L Hunter 
United States Attorney's Office 
10 West Market Street, Suite 2100 
Indianapolis, IN 46204 
jeff.h un ter@usdoj.gov 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF INDIANA 

TERRE HAUTE DIVISION 

ARBOLEDA A. ORTIZ, 

Plaintiff, 
v. 

THOMAS WEBSTER, MD, 
Clinical Director Health Services, 

Defendant. 

) 
) 
) 
) CAUSE NO.: 2:05-CV-246-LJM-JMS 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

ORDER 

This matter came before this Court on Plaintiff's, Arboleda A. Ortiz, Unopposed Motion 

for Extension of Time to File Response in Opposition to Defendant's Motion for Summary 

Judgment, and the Court having considered the motion, and being duly advised, 

IT IS THEREFORE, ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED that: Plaintiff Arboleda 

A. Ortiz's Motion shall be GRANTED and Plaintiff shall have fifteen (15) days, to and including 

October 15, 2009, within which to file his Response in Opposition to Defendant's Motion for 

Summary Judgment. 

10/01/2009 
Dated: _______ _ 

Jane Magnus-Stinson 
United Slates Magistrate Judge 
Southern Distric1 of Indiana 
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DISTRIBUTION: 

V. Samuel Laurin, III 
Marisol Sanchez 
BOSE McKINNEY & EVANS LLP 
111 Monument Circle 
Suite 2700 
Indianapolis, IN 46204 
slaurin@boselaw.com 
msanchez@boselaw.com 

Jeffrey L Hunter 
United States Attorney's Office 
10 West Market Street, Suite 2100 
Indianapolis, IN 46204 
jeff.h un ter@usdoj.gov 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF INDIANA 

TERRE HAUTE DIVISION 

ARBOLEDA A. ORTIZ, 

Plaintiff, 
v. 

THOMAS WEBSTER, MD, 
Clinical Director Health Services, 

Defendant. 

) 
) 
) 
) CAUSE NO.: 2:05-CV-246-LJM-JMS 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

ORDER 

This matter came before this Court on Plaintiff's, Arboleda A. Ortiz, Unopposed Motion 

for Extension of Time to File Response in Opposition to Defendant's Motion for Summary 

Judgment, and the Court having considered the motion, and being duly advised, 

IT IS THEREFORE, ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED that: Plaintiff Arboleda 

A. Ortiz's Motion shall be GRANTED and Plaintiff shall have fifteen (15) days, to and including 

October 30, 2009, within which to file his Response in Opposition to Defendant's Motion for 

Summary Judgment. 

Dated: l 0/ l 4/2009 

Jane Magnus-Stinson 
United States Magistrate Judge 
Southern District of Indiana 
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DISTRIBUTION: 

V. Samuel Laurin, III 
Marisol Sanchez 
BOSE McKINNEY & EVANS LLP 
11 l Monument Circle 
Suite 2700 
Indianapolis, IN 46204 
slaurin@boselaw.com 
msanchez@boselaw.com 

Jeffrey L Hunter 
United States Attorney's Office 
10 West Market Street, Suite 2100 
Indianapolis, IN 46204 
jeff.h un ter@usdoj.gov 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF INDIANA 

TERRE HAUTE DIVISION 

ARBOLEDA A. ORTIZ, 

Plaintiff, 

V. 

MARK BEZY, et, al., 

Defendants, 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

) 
) 
) 
) 

CAUSE NO. 2:05-CV-246-LJM-JMS 

ORDER 

This cause is before the Court on the Defendant's Motion For Extension of Time to reply 

to Plaintiff's Response in Opposition to Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment. 

The Court, being duly advised, now GRANTS the Motion. The Defendant is granted an 

extension to and including November 24, 2009 to reply to Plaintiff's Response in Opposition to 

Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment. 

IT IS SO ORDERED 

11/13/2009 

Distribution: 

Jeffrey L. Hunter 
jeff.hunter@usdoj.gov 

Marisol Sanchez 
msanchez@boselaw.com 

Vilda Samuel Laurin, III 
sla uri n @bosela w .com 

Jane Magnus-Stinson 
United States Magistrate Judge 
Southern District of Indiana 
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U:\ITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE SOUTHER~ DISTRICT OF l~DIA~A 

TERRE 11Al-1TE DlVISIO~ 

ARBOLEDA A. OR'l'IZ, 

Plaintiff, 
v. 

TIIO\'IAS \VEBSTER, \-ID, 
Clinical Director Health Services, 

Defendant. 

) 
) 
) 
) CAL1SE ~O.: 2:05-CV-246-LJ\'l-,J\IS 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

ORDER \VITIIDRA \Vl:\G APPEARA:\CE 

This matter having come before the court on the Motion of V. Samuel Laurin, Ill and 

Marisol Sanchez or the law firm or Bose McKinney & Fvans LLP to withdraw their Appearance 

on behalf of Plaintiff, Arboleda A. Ortiz, and the Court being duly advised finds that said Motion 

should be granted; 

IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED that the Appearance or V. Samuel Laurin, Ill and 

Marisol Sanchez or the law fim1 or nose McKinney & Evans LLP on behalf' or Plaintifl 

Arboleda A. Ortiz, be, and hereby is, \-Vithdrawn. 

All or which is ordered 

04119/2010 

Jane Magnus-Stinson 
United States Magistrate Judge 
Southern District of Indiana 
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Distribution: 

V. Samuel Laurin, Ill 
Marisol Sanchez 
nOSE McKl\1\/EY & FVA\/S LLP 
111 Monument Circle 
Suite 2700 
Indianapolis, Indiana 46204 
sl auri ni1iboscl a \V .corn 
rnsanchedci)bose la \V. corn 

Jeffrey L. Hunter 
Lnited States Attorney's Office 
10 \Vest Market Street Suite 2100 
Indianapolis, IN 46204 
j e IT.hunler(11)usdoj. gov 

2 
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Case: 10-2012 Document: 15-1 Filed: 02/17/2011 Pages: 1 

llnttcb $tatcu <!Court of ~ppcalu 
For the Seventh Circuit 
Chicago, Illinois 60604 

February 17, 2011 

By the court: 

ARBOLEDA ORTIZ, 
Petitioner-Appellant, 

No. 10-2012 v. 

THOMAS WEBSTER, Doctor, 
Respondent-Appel lee. 

Appeal from the United 
States District Court 
for the Southern District 
of Indiana, Terre Haute 
Division. 

No. 2:05-cv-00246-LJM-JMS 

Larry J. McKinney, 
Judge. 

Pursuant to this court's order of September 27, 2010, IT IS ORDERED that attorney 
Christopher Keleher, Querrey & Harrow, 175 W. Jackson Boulevard, Chicago, IL, 60604, is 
appointed to represent petitioner-appellant Arboleda Ortiz in this appeal. Counsel is 
directed to contact the petitioner-appellant immediately. 

Briefing shall proceed as follows: 

1. Petitioner-appellant shall file his brief and required short appendix on or 
before April 8, 2011. 

2. Respondent-appellee shall file its brief on or before May 9, 2011. 

3. Petitioner-appellant shall file his reply brief, if any, on or before 
May 23, 2011. 

Note: Circuit Rule 3I(e) (amended Dec. 1, 2001) requires that counsel tender a digital copy of a brief, from cover to conclusion, al' 
the time the paper copies are tendered for filing. The file must be a text based PDF (portable document formal}, which 
contains the entire brief from cover to conclusion. Graphic based scanned PDF images do not comply with this rule and 
will not be accepted by the clerk. 

Rul<c 26(c), F<cd. R. App. P., which a!luw~ thr<ce additional days after service by mail, dues nut apply wlwn the due dat<cs 
fur briefs are specifically set by urder of this court. All briefs are due by the dates ordered. 

Important Scheduling Notice! 

Notices of hearing for particular appeals are mailed shortly before the date of oral argument. Criminal appeals are 
scheduled shortly after the filing of the appellant's main brief; civil appeals after the filing of the appcllcc's brief. Jf you 
foresee that you will be unavailable during a period in which your particular appeal might be scheduled, please write the 
d<crk advising him of the time p<criud and thic reason for ~uch unavailability. S<cssiun data is lucat<cd at 
http://www.ca7.uscourts.gov/cal/calendar.pdf. Once an appeal is formally scheduled for a certain date, it is very difficult 
tu have the setting changed. See Circuit Rule 34(e). 
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UNITED ST A TES DISTRICT COURT 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF INDIANA 

TERRE HAUTE DIVISION 

ARBOLEDA A. ORTIZ, 

Plaintiff, 

V. 

MARK BEZY, ET AL., 

Defendants. 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

) 
) 
) 
) 

Cause No. 2:05-cv-246-LJM-MJD 

STIPULATION AND ORDER OF DISMISSAL 

Pursuant to Fed. R. Civ. P. 41(a)(l) and (2), the parties, by their respective counsel, 

stipulate that this action is dismissed with prejudice and that each party shall bear its own 

attorneys' fees and costs. 

Respectfully submitted, 

By: s/ Jan Michelsen 
Jan Michelsen 
Ogletree, Deakins, Nash, Smoak 
& Stewart, P.C. 
Attorney for Plaintiff 

JOSEPH H. HOGSETT 
United States Attorney 

By: s/Jeffrey L. Hunter 
Jeffrey L. Hunter 
Assistant United States Attorney 
Attorney for Defendants 

IT IS SO ORDERED this ___ day of ______ , 2013. 

Distribution to all registered counsel of record 

JUDGE, United States District Court 
Southern District of Indiana 



lltHTED ~TATE$. 
( r-tru) rrnu~ UM. 
( F'tHJ) r;ORDON • 
(FNU) LARS, 

f\efendants 

UNI.~0 STATES DISTRICT COURT 
CENTRAL DISTRICT OF ILLINOIS 

COMPLAINT 

28 U.S.C. §1331 (suit against federal officials for 
constitutional violations) 

BIVENS ACTION (suit agRinst t'ederal 6ff'icials in the._c 
individual capacity) r-lLEO 
now comes the plaintiff. ,John R. Clark. and stAtes as,, .. - l006 

JI-\N - j follows: 

A. 1-ly c1n-•rent address is: John R. Clark 
Re~. No. 05406-000 
F'C:T 1'e!.cin 
PO ~ox 5000 
Pe~in, TL h1555-5000 

R. The defendant Neusum. is employed as a correctional officer 
at 0reenville ~orrectional Institutions 

C. The defendant r.ordon, is employed as a correctional officer 
at ~reenville Correctional Institution. 

r. The rlefendant Lars, is employed as 9 correctional officer 
at Greenville 6orrectional Tnstitution. 

LITIGATION HISTORY 

A. I have not brought any other lawsuits in State or Federal 
Court while incarcerated, dealing with this or any other 
c,rne. 

EXHAUSTION OF ADMINISTRATIVE REMEDIES 

A. There is A grievance procedure available at the institution. 

P. I have filed a sensitive complaint and claim for money dam~~es 
concerning the facts related to this complaint. 

C. The grievance procedure is complere. 
(8ee attached Administrative Remedy A?peal Response And 
Final ren1al of Claim) 



STATEMENT OF CLAIM 

PLACE OF OCCURRENCE: Greenville Federal Correctional 
Institution 

DATE OF OCCURRENCE: September 29, 2004 

WITNESSES TO THE OCCURRENCE: *see 6.Q.P. records and O.I.G. 
investigative reports. 

1. On Se~tember 29, 2004 at approximately 12:00 pm, 
Correctional Offic.er Gordon approached my cell in the 
special housin6 unit, cell A-10, and informed me that 
I would be moved to another cell and to pack my 
property. 

2. Shortly thereafter, C/0 
asked if I was ready to 
Officaer .liJn Charge was. 
know was whether or not 
11 1n that case no." C/0 

Washin~ton came to my cell and 
be moved. I asked him who the] 
He replied that all he wanted to 
I was ready to move. I then stated 
Washington then left. 

3. A few moments later C/0 Gordon, C/0 nEUSUM, AND c/0 Lars 
approached my cell. 

4. C/0 Gordon asked me to move. I informed him that I had just 
moved the day before and asked him if there ais any way that 
I could remain where I was. 

5. At that point one of the offi .ers opened my cell door and 
tossed a pair of handcuffs onto my cell E~or, I ki •ed 
them back into the hallway. 

~\. At no time prior to the offi Ers entry of my cell was I 
placed in handcuffs. 

7. Offi er Ne~aum them charged into my cell. 

3, I put my hands up defensively, walked to the back of my 
cell, went to my knees, and covered my head with my ~ands. 

9, The offi Ers grabbed my arms and held me to the floor. 

10. Offi Er Neusum then struck me in the back of my head with 
a pair of black handcuffs. My head began to blead. 

11. I began yelling to get the attention of the inmates across 
the hall lttom me. C/0 Neusum then told me to shut up and 
hit me in the left eye with the handcuffs. 

12. Durin6 the assault my hands were being restrained by t~e 
other two offi ers. 

13. I was then placed in handcnffs. 

14. One of the offi Ers began yelling for everyone to exit my 
cell and to le~,e me alone. 



15. Someone told C/0 Neusum to return for tli.e items that harl 
been left in my cell. 

16. C/0 Neusum returned for those items. 

17. As C/0 Neusum left my cell, he turned and kicked me in 
the face. 

18. One of the officers left their radio in my cell. 

19. To get help T began yelling into the radio anrl µusherl 
the panic button. 

20. I then returned the radio. 

21. The assistant warden and others arrived shortly. 

22. I was then taken to have pictures ta<en of my wounds and 
to receive medical attention. 

23. I received 13 stitches in my scalp anrl left eye. 

24. After receiving medical attention 1 gave my statement to 
s. r. s. 

25. Twas then ~iven an emergency transfer to FCI Pekin. 

26. More pictures were taken upon my arrival. 

27. 35mm pictures were also ta~en on Octoher 3rd and twice 
on October 7th. 

29, I spoke to the O.I.G.s office on October 5th. 

29. A camera was not present as is us1ially required for 
any cell insert, nor were the officers wearing the require~ 
safety gear used for routine cell entries, during the 
incident described above. 

30. There was a video camera in the hallway monitoring the hall. 

INJURIES SUSTAINED 

A. Three lacerations on scalp requiring 10 stitches. 

R. fwo lacerations on left eye requiring three stitches. 

C, ~iscellaneous brusing. 

D. Mental and Emotional trauma. 

E. Scarring 



RELIEF REQUESTED 

A. PUNITIVE DAMAGES: $50,000 or more, per defen<lant. 

B. COMPENSATORY DAMAGES: $50,000 or more. 

C. Tax and attorny fees 

JURY DEMAND: YES 

Signed this_d_day 

JOHN R. CLARK 
REG. N0.05406-090 
FCI Pr:KIN 
PO BOX 5000 
PEKIN, IL 61555-5000 



l: .S. DEPAJHME:\T OF .JUSTICE 

Federal Bureau of Prison, 

REQUEST FOR AD ~ISTRA TIVF. REl\lEDY 

T\7Je nr II.ff ball-point pen. If a11admw11ts are 11ccdnl. submit four ,-,,pie., Additional i11Hr11nio11., 011 l"<T<'nc. 

From: CLARKl J"QHfv
1 

R ()5401..Q-09O~ 0Hll:23B__ PEKIN FCL 
LAST :--A, m. nwsr. 1\1 unu: IMTIAL REG. 1\0. lNIT 1:-.iS'ITfUTIO:'li 

Part A- [~MATE REQUEST{THIS ,s A SE~tr!VE= C.OHPLAIN-i:, A"'::, J: "IW€ 8eeN INFofµED E:>'1' 
~EVEl<AL INDIVI C>VI-\LS 11'-l AVTHO~ITY TD RePRAIN FROM ~E'A-k:'..l'-JG. ib <YTl-te-~ STAPJ= 1 

OFFl~,5,6~ /1-JH/l-T~ ~eGA'21)N(-, iH-E' Fou..0w1tJ', ,l,J~\C>EN,) 

0).) 5e-P-r. 2,..9 ,2roY Ar APPROXIHA~t.!-r 1'2~0()pm A--r THI!' FCJ:, G~ie'~~VIU...E"°JA~ CJFF1CefR t>lb> 
WHlt.e" :c WAS B~1AJ4 ~t..D'"tP7'-,u::r-,:::L..CO~ e,'t --rt,.)() OTH~Ja oFFIC-1£,V.. 1 S~1,K.1.?" /wit: IN ,i+IC t·HtAP 
Al-Jr::, r-,qc.c;;: w,v-,-+ A- 'P.41.R oi::- e,v\~ 1-f-4-tJClc..~.::c::::. 1 ~I<'~ \l!.IC.l'-1"'-''- Mt." ,...., 1-tt-lZ" ~,.,.ci: w1+1l.P" J:

LIP1'we> ~A~Dcvi=P@ oi..1 ~'t C.ELL. J;:?u:.cR. -r~,s 1u~1ccn-rr C.Au~r> 'SSR-10.,;!.' 1''9""'-Ac...,..z- ,4,..,-0 

Rer.t.J,f'tJ&D HE:Q~ A-rre:NT10,-..J fo,e ~ i.ACl$l<A-UON".> o,::Z Tl-le: SC/9'-P ./f'EQtr/,,t!,,-c; /0 ~-n,rc,I./S5__, 

2 l.Ac.z-'?A--"T/()~ ·-ro TtH£ E?-t'IE RliT~LJIIIUtuG 3 srn-c.1-Je::;., ~e:UJl'-lG, HVL---r. 1,Rus~S I AN>o A, 

BU\C-K tE-?c&'. 

- J: R€We.5T A ·Tli01('o~~ ltJVeS,1~~0µ o;: T~C.11::>e~ KE::Le'AS~ Ff2C.lt' ~H_L>.(Re:e.ARD1f...J6, 
How:-.s nui.:r ·Tb ,~ ~~v~ 11,.K\b~T,!:J.Q:[ on-+~ Ol'SC. I PLJtvAf? 'f RCA.:so ~ Tl+-t.--r ::X:.. 
C.V~h?,JT"L'-f i-+A-v"~ Pt::...,01"'-..x.)Jl=)I ... A,...)s;-,c,~ 0~ ADl'-iNl!)TRA-TIV~ ~e>--te~ Cor-P~A-i~'r 
Au~ 'P\J-..>, T 11.,a- 1:>I\KAG.'1:.5 -ro -n+..C ,A-1--(ov...,-. or:= 50,o::::>O. + "TA-,,.ES 1 AI-J.0 -r',/A, ~ 
RSTAi--1T~"t' t-\~~~til t3i::. TAK.e't-l ,:X,~ 70 'TI-HS CCJMPt.A,-.,-r OIZ C.I..AIM OP T..ft.5 it.JC.IC>~,-,._ 

SJG'.',,\ Tl ll{E 01· l{E(lL;i~<;Tl'R 

Part B- RESPO~SE 

·' . 

OCT 2 5 2004 

--•• ••~-T ....... ---•••-•.JI 

DATE WARDf:!'J OR RH.ilO'.',AL DIRECTOR 

If dissatisfied with /hi.I response, .rm, may appeal to the Regional lJirector. ro,,, appeal mu.-u be received in the Regional Office wilhin 10 colendarda5 tie date of rhis response. 

ORIGINAL: RETURN TO INMATE CASE NUMRF.R: 3 // ~ ~,, 
- ------~---------------~-------~------------



U.S. Depa~ment of Justice 
Federal Bureau of Prisons 
North Central Regional Office 

Name: CLARK, John 
Register Number: 05406-090 
Admin Remedy Number: 357112-R1 

Regional Administrative Remedy Appeal 
Part B • Response 

This is in response to your Regional Administrative Remedy Appeal receipted October 25, 2004, 
wherein you claim you were assaulted by staff on September 29, 2004. You request monetary 
damages, and that an investigation be conducted. 

We have reviewed your complaint. Our review of your allegations indicate that your complaint was 
referred to the Office of Internal Affairs for further review. However, information regarding staff 
investigations is non-disclosable. Accordingly, any actions taken against staff will not be disclosed to 
you. If you wish to pursue monetary damages you may refer to P.S. 1320.06, Federal Tort Claims 
Act, for guidance. 

Based on the above information, this response is for informational purposes only. If you are 
dissatisfied with this response, you may appeal to the Office of General Counsel, Federal Bureau of 
Prisons, 320 First Street, NW, Washington, DC 20534. Your appeal must be received in the Office of 
General Counsel within 30 days from the date of this response. 

Date' 
fjgg,kai!i1 

~MICHAEL K. NALLEY, Regional Director 



RECEIPT - ADMINISTRATIVE REMEDY 

DATE: NOVEMBER 9, 2004 

FROM: ADMINISTRATIVE REMEDY COORDINATOR 
NORTH CENTRAL REGIONAL OFFICE 

TO JOHN R CLARK, 05406-090 
PEKIN FCI UNT: ILLINOIS QTR: Z02-236LDS 

THIS ACKNOWLEDGES THE RECEIPT OF THE REGIONAL APPEAL 
IDENTIFIED BELOW: 

REMEDY ID 
DATE RECEIVED 
RESPONSE DUE 
SUBJECT 1 
SUBJECT 2 
INCIDENT RPT NO: 

357112-Rl 
OCTOBER 25, 2004 
NOVEMBER 24, 2004 
ASSAULT BY STAFF 



~\or-o.,l ~( AdvlSO<' 
/\brth Cenhid Reg\orcJ Off\"ce_ 
Tewer II- 8th 1=\olf 
L\00 StQ-\e., 6tre._e__t 
kt n"oQ :-:, Ci 1lj Ycn3nS l,, lo IO I 

Jo\1n R. C\a.(k 
R~. No. 0Slb<o-09o 
Fe.<lem\ Cor(e_cforc~ \ \ ns+ i+u ti on 
roe:ox~ 
Pe\<.in) IL ~\55~- %"'CD 

OcJober 12-
1 
2-C04 

Re: CJo.lm I-or- LX'>~e, In}~j, Or- Dn1h 

Th~ -fol bv.i1~ ~~re~ ccnta',n ln1Cnvu..+ion 
~rto.,n,r:3 1b (\("\ l(\Ctckn+ wn1ch rec~+I~ 
occ..ufY'e__d cJ-1\r,~ {='e_dtfv\\ G::rrfil\oru) 
·rn~t'1+u..fun ,n Gfee.nv,ll~ >·rl_ on ~rember 
251 1.cot-.J. Thi0 1n~k~€.nt re_~uJted \n 7'he_, 

I 

p~-ro..\ \~U~ Gt" fue. c,\Q,Mo.rJ ru-d e.e.r+o.in 
t\vd r,~V\-\-5 v'6\0Jl?n~. If ~ou hav~ CAnl,\ 
(tV.e.~-\-iom n:go.c'Clln~ -\he. -fo\bJ1l"C\ c.\a.1m, ol
Wr2:>"" -\o d\~uss a__ scl-\"\e.rnent) ~~e_ ·tttl tree. 
Tu cmtacJ -tht. c_\oimetn+ 0-,t ·the_ e1ddr<.ss ob<:>ve.,. 

C/i!w;1?{;&,J pm:,/? 



N6f,f1ca.1ion cf Incide_n4 o.rd C\C\.\(Yl 
for fvbne~ Do.rroges 

~ASionc.,,1 leacJ Mv,~r-
t,Jc;fh Ce.~Wc.-1 l?~1cn..J o~-..C.L 
'Tuwe..-- 1L - %1h Ftoo,.-
400 ::'.:tc.k ~ed--
ka.n~s. C ~ 1 \<:c--n~'::> {h:,tO I 

Jch.-. I?. C\o.r-k 
R~. J.-k, u~Oo-OC\0 
_Federo..1 Correchorc.l Iro\,tut100 
Po. e;µx ~ 
P.{<.w, J 'IL I.DI ':::f:>5 - fx:U.l 

Do.i<. ct Inc.1dent : ~e_p\en,,bv 2~ 1 2CO~ 

~VYll or Inc ,de.A+· 1'2 · CO Pm 

Pfi(G 10F 2-

.1 0~ 6EP1EHB-Et< 2~,~ AT APr>l<t)x1HArE1.-Y 11:00Pm,c-c~~OCnaf-,J/.\L 
OFFIC8-R G,•RDot,..j .t\f'PRO~.\EC t--\Y C£U. UJ Tl-\1: .S:,ECU\\.. \~OVS1N(., Ut--llTJ 
CEl.L. /\-10, .AND 11Jffi2..,,(.D t-1£ 11Vff :I... 'N()\}Lt) 8~ t'\OVED Tt> ~rHCR 
C.E"LL .:'JliOR'fL.~ A~~ "Tb PAC.¥- ..,h' OfLS.ifJG.lt..\~. 

'1.. 61~oe.1L"i' Tt-tel?e-r-u=·n:;~, do W~-\1,-JGict-.J CA.1-"tf' b M'f c.cLL At..lD N::JI.ED 1f 
I Wf\~ Rc;M::,'1 TO Ee ro.,·ED. :t /\~eD Hit-\ wt'iO i\\C Otr:1t£R •~ (.AA~C,€ WA"::,, 
HF- R\:;PL1Ei) Tul\T ~\.. l-E WP.tJTED ,o tu.loL-i::> ~Pc Wl-4En-tf.R OQ tw'7 I WA~ 
/2GAr:k To Moll£', 1:. Tl-lQJ ~Afi;:Q,"Tt.l l\-\f\T c:.A:r. tJo.'' c.Jo ~...x. Ter-J TI-Et...s i..£F'T 

.; A F€w HDM~.1-.1~ I.AT~ c/o IJE't.Y-,vrn, cJ:i GbRe:,o,..J, Al.)t::> cJo U\RS APPRQIIC.14ED 
Y\Y CELL. 

~ C/o C':ioR~ ~ke:O Ht To Hove. "C lf,,.)FCl<?HE'D t·tit·-1·Tl-'A.T I \--IAO Jlb• t10\/8't:> 'Tl-'£ 

t>AI< e,r;i=:o,2i.; NJD A~l(.fd\".:) H•H 1,:;: Tl-1<:Rc! w~ NJ'< WFW Tu Ar'" I fuv...o RE/•1,•Hr--} 

w~eA€ -r WA~. 

5. ,,.-r 'TtlAT Poi...,,- 0~6 ci.:- TH£ o~~ 1<:.6R~ o?Ef,,JE::.i) ""< C€L1 ~ A\..lt:, ~~~\)" P/\1 ~ 
Q~ 1--\NJbC.v..f~~ Ot...i"To H'-i ceu. Fl.CCR. "I.. ~~€0 THEl-'l eAc.K lt.JTC Tue- \\f\U-Wl'I\>. 

8. I PUT \4'( \-\~~ \lP DtF~\fE:L-"{, WAutei) To~ f:,ACJ'<,. 6F l'-\'1' a:: (..L' WeNT TO 

M"I l(l,)[;f':::,., ftiJi:> ccvG-R'2:0 t-'I'\' l•h!Ai::> Wt Tl• H'1' I-IANDt,. 



Pt\GE 2. CF 2. 

In ~ur ,e.~ 6u~+a., no.cl 
.i O lJ\CE?t!AT/OtJ~ Ot-J SCALP Re-QV1R!t-JC:, 10 ~11TC:..~es. 

2. 2 IJ'C.~~-'\T\QN$ Q\,,..,;) L£F, E'-t E: 12-eoui Rlf-.l6 ~ ,!)71 ic.\.\ES. 

!;. MI Si(£ UAt<..l ~()Us \::,RV~ f N ~ -

'i. HG)JTf'.\L t,..uo tHCITlo'-lAL T~AVMI\. 

Witnesses 
1. TNHATa WHO w~Re- ~use:D ~CAQ 1....ic\t>ENT. ·lc-

2. AtJ'r 61AF"FiOl=i::'ICERS,0R O'O-t£R.) w,n. kk0..,.,L£t::,(,.€ DF JNL1DCI\J1. * 
'I' .5~1! e, (> p R~R. [)S NJD o:r. (;,. INVc~T le.A,. /Vt ~f:poR·T.5 . 

2.. 6.T..6. Ir.JV~1,C.Ai\ve Rc!~~T5. 

3. 

y MI~ E: LLAl...l eo05 P 1-10-n,., 4i2 A Pi-4~ 
- ::SEP"r. zq (01<..1TAc..) A.; GA~e.1-.Jv1LL€ Fe -c. 
--~e:.PT". 29 (D1{.1fAL')l\-r P€KII\J FC.t.. 
-Cc:\-·. 3 (~5 ...... n-.) A-r PE~1tJ ~c.:t.. 
-OcJ··. 7 (AJ-'l)l ~O,v,n--.) PsT PE:t{ll'-J r-c.I. 
·• C>c. t: 1 ( t>M)( .31?) "'"'" . ..) AT Pe: ~rt,.J C:-c.:. T. 

5. A.t-.J'-i' OTH~I< txx.~ME>JTf.\TIQ.J OR. ™crn)6~1\P'l...._S RELATI"-.1<.~ Tb tt--1c..,O€N, 
RETAttJ~.D E:>"r THt!' i?P.P. OR OTl-\E'f-< G,ov&~,-JIV\Ct,...S,- A.6.1.Et-JC'±.e::.. 

AJ'Y'l)unt of Clo.im 
.1. -so,ooo~---
2. TA)( J\Nb ATTORNEY FEES 

* TH I~ i t-JFc.RMI\ Tto~ IS OGfMED 
Tl:) e£ it<UE NJ D C.O"\<.'R EC. a 
UNDEt< PoJP..L1Y 0~ Pt::~:3uf2.'i, 

(/dw,£ CM _ ,,_ 
- C.UdMAN 1 

DATE Cf ClAIM:C>t.lu&R 9 1 2004 



October 26, 2004 

John Clark 
05406-090 
FCI Pekin 

Re: Administrative Claim for Damages 

U.S. Department of Justice 
Federal Bureau of Prisons 
North Central Region 

Kansas City. KS 6610 I 

Claim#: TRT-NCR-2005-00282 $ __ -----'5 .... 0--"0"'-"0'--"-0-'---'.0'--'-0 ___ _ 

Dear Claimant: 

This is to notify you of our receipt of your administrative claim for damages under 
provisions of the Federal Tort Claims Act, Title 28 USC §1346(b), 2671 et. seq., 
alleging liability of the United States Government. 

Your properly completed claim was received on October 18. 2004. The above 
referenced Act provides that the agency has 6 months to make an administrative 
determination on your claim from the date such proper claim was received by the 
appropriate agency. Accordingly, in the matter of the above referenced claim, the 
government's response is not due until April 16. 2005. 

Regulations that may be pertinent to your claim may be found at Title 28 C.F.R. Part 14 
e.t. __ seq., and §543.30. 

Sincerely, 

Daryl Kosiak 
Regional Counsel 



U.S. Department of Justice 
Federal Bureau of Prisons 
North Central Region 

Kansas City, KS 66/0/-2492 

lAPR 1 4 2uu:1 

MEMORANDUM FOR JOHN CLARK, Reg. No. 05406-090 
FCI Pekin 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

FCI ~ville.~ormer Designation) 

{
, ~ ,tar?n{o£~~1 Counsel 

~-·:..-· 
, Tort Claim T-NCR-2005-00282 
L Alleged Personal Injury: $50,000.00 

CERTIFIED RECEIPT ___ 7_•_• _3_3_1_1_•_•_•• _4_2_3_3 _7 _s_1_2_2_ 

Your above referenced tort claim has been considered for administrative review pursuant 
to 28 CFR § 0.172, Authority: Federal Tort Claims and 28 CFR Part 14, Administrative 
Claims Under Federal Tort Claims Act. Investigation of your claim did not reveal that you 
suffered any personal injury as a result of the negligent acts or omissions of Bureau of 
Prisons employees acting within the scope of their employment. 

As a result of this investigation, your claim is denied. This memorandum serves as a 
notification of final denial under28 CFR § 14.9, Final Denial of Claim. If you are dissatisfied 
with our agency's action, you may file suit in an appropriate U.S. District Court no later than 
6 months after the date of mailing of this notification. 



ELECTRONIC FILING SYSTf\,f - U.S. District Court ILCD 

Initial Civil Case Assignment (Direct) 

Case I :05-cv-0 1228 has been directly assigned to: 
presiding Judge Harold A. Baker from deck Peoria Civil - Article III Judges 
referral Judge John A. Gorman from deck Peoria Civil - Magistrate Judges 

Assign_ 3JJ.o1h_e.r_case 1 Direct)'? 

Process Ass_ignment Labels 

https://ecf.ilcd.circ7.dcn/cgi-bin/Dispatch.pl?l 05051345623815 

Page l of 1 

8/8/2005 



Case 3:06-cv-00016-GPM-DGW Document 130 Filed 05/29/09 Page 1 of 1 Page ID #738 

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF ILLINOIS 

JOHN R. CLARK, 

Plaintiff, 

vs. 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 

Defendant. 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) CIVIL NO. 06-16-GPM 
) 
) 
) 
) 

JUDGMENT IN A CIVIL CASE 

This action came before the Court, District Judge G. Patrick Murphy presiding, and the 

parties have advised that the action has been settled in its entirety. 

IT IS ORDERED that this action is DISMISSED with prejudice. The parties shall 

bear their own costs. 

DATED: May 29, 2009 

APPROVED: SIG. Patrick Murphy 
G. Patrick Murphy 
United States District Judge 

JUSTINE FLANAGAN, ACTING CLERK 

By: s/ Linda M. McGovern 
Deputy Clerk 



CM/ECF - U.S. District Court:ilsd Page I of 14 

CASREF,CJ RA_A,CLOSED, KTC 

U.S. District Court 
Southern District of Illinois (East St. Louis) 

CIVIL DOCKET FOR CASE#: 3:06-cv-00016-GPM-DGW 

Clark v. United States of America et al 
Assigned to: Judge G. Patrick Murphy 

Date Filed: 01/09/2006 

RefeITed to: Magistrate Judge Donald G. Wilkerson 
Demand: $250,000 

Date Terminated: 05/29/2009 
Jury Demand: None 
Nature of Suit: 550 Prisoner: Civil 
Rights Cause: 28: 1331 Federal Question: Bivens Act 

Plaintiff 

John R Clark 

V. 

Defendant 

USA 

Jurisdiction: Federal Question 

represented by Brian R. Plegge 
Brown & James, P.C. 
Generally Admitted 
800 Market Street 
Suire 1100 
St. Louis, MO 63101-2501 
314-421-3400 
Email: bplegge@bjpc.com 
LEAD A'ITORNEY 
ATTORNEY TO BE NOTICED 

Margaret L. Fowler 
HeplerBroom LLC-St. Louis 
One Metropolitan Square 
211 North Broadway, Ste. 2700 
St. Louis, MO 63102 
314-241-6160 
Fax: 314-241-6116 
Email: mlf@heplerbroom.com 
ATTORNEY TO BE NOTICED 

represented by Gerald M. Burke 
Assistant U.S. Attorney - Fairview 
Heights 
9 Executive Drive 
Suite 300 
Fairview Heights, IL 62208 
618-628-37 IO 
Email: gerald.burke@usdoj.gov 

https://ecf.il sd.uscourts.gov/cgi-bin/DktRpt.pl '?37136771730048-L_l_0-1 10/28/2015 



CM/ECF - U.S. District Court:ilsd Page 2 of 14 

LEAD ATTORNEY 
A 1TORNEY TO BE NOTICED 

Date Filed # Docket Text 

01/09/2006 Case transferred in from District of Central District of Illinois - Peoria 
Division; Case Number 05-1228. Original file, certified copy of transfer order 
and docket sheet received., filed by John R Clark.(iao) (Entered: 01/24/2006) 

01/09/2006 l COMPLAINT against all defendants, filed by John R Clark.(iao) (Main 
Document 1 replaced on 10/16/2013) (kad). Modified on 10/16/2013 (kad). 
(Entered: 0 l /24/2006) 

01/09/2006 USM 285 forms received from Plaintiff as to all Defendants (iao) (Entered: 
0 I /24/2006) 

01/09/2006 2 MOTION for Leave to Proceed in forma pauperis by John R Clark. (iao) 
(Entered: 01/24/2006) 

01/09/2006 3 MOTION to Appoint Counsel by John R Clark. (jao) (Entered: 01/24/2006) 

01/09/2006 4 PREPAYMENT ORDER directing partial fee of $5.70 to be paid or case wil 
be dismissed. Prisoner prepayment due by 9/8/05. Entered by Judge John A. 
Gomrnn, CDIL. (jao) (Entered: 01/24/2006) 

01/09/2006 2 Letter from Plaintiff to Clerk's Office RE: status of case. (jao) (Entered: 
0 l /24/2006) 

01/09/2006 6 MOTION TO EXTEND TIME FOR PAYMENT OF PREPAYMENT 
ORDER by John R Clark. (jao) (Entered: 01/24/2006) 

01/09/2006 Partial Filing fee: $ 5.70, receipt number Pl 3774 received in Central District of 
Illinois, Peoria Division. (jao) (Entered: 01/24/2006) 

01/09/2006 MERIT REVIEW ORDER entered by Judge Harold A. Baker, COIL. This case 
is set for merit review. The court is required by 28 USC Section 1915A to 
"screen" the plaintiff's complaint and through such process, to identify and 
dismiss any legally insufficient claim, or the entire action if warranted. A claim 
is legally insufficient if it "(1) is frivolous, malicious, or fails to state a claim 
upon which relief may be granted; or (2) seeks monetary relief from a 
defendant who is immune from such relief." The plaintiff must tbe prepared to 
identify each of his claims and defendants during the hearing. The clerk is to 
notify the plaintiffs place of incarceration and to issue a writ for the plaintiffs 
participation in the video/telephone conference call. Merit Review Hearing set 
for 1/4/2006 at 10:00 am by telephone before Judge Harold A Baker. Clerk to 
issue writ. (jao, ) (Entered: 01/24/2006) 

01/09/2006 1 TELEPHONE WRIT, !DOC and the Warden of FCI - PEKIN shall arrange to 
have John R. Clark, #05406-090 available on January 4, 2006 for a telephone 
conference call in the Central District of Illinois. (jao) (Entered: 0 I /25/2006) 

01/09/2006 TEXT ORDER entered by Judge Harold A Baker, CDIL, on 1/3/6. This cause 
is before the Court for case management. The plaintiffs motion for 
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appointment of counsel is denied. The plaintiff has no constitutional or 
statutory right to be represented by an attorney. The plaintiff appears capable 
of representing himself at this stage of the litigation. The plaintiffs motion to 
continue the prepayment order deadline is granted. The Court notes the 
plaintiff has now paid the initial partial filing fee. The merit review hearing 
scheduled for January 4, 2006 at I 0:00 am is cancelled and the writ is recalled. 
The clerk is to notify the plaintiff and the pekin Feeral Correctional Institution. 
Gao) (Entered: 0 1/25/2006) 

01/09/2006 8 ORDER DISMISSING CASE entered by Judge Harold A. Baker, CDIL, on 
1/4/06. It is therefore ordered that this action is transferred to the United States 
District Court for the Southern District of Illinois, pursuant to 28 USC 1404(a). 
Gao) (Entered: 01/25/2006) 

01/24/2006 2 Letter from USDC - SDIL to plaintiff and FCI - PEKIN informing same of new 
case number and filing fee requirements. Gao) (Entered: 01/25/2006) 

06/12/2006 lQ MOTION to Appoint Counsel by John R Clark. (dlr) (Entered: 06/13/2006) 

06/12/2006 l 1 MEMORANDUM in Support re lQ MOTION to Appoint Counsel filed by -

John R Clark. (dlr) (Entered: 06/13/2006) 

08/22/2006 12 ORDER REFERRING CASE to Magistrate Judge Donald G. Wilkerson. -

Signed by Judge G. Patrick Murphy on 8/21/06. (hbs) (Entered: 08/22/2006) 

08/24/2006 l3 REQUEST FOR W AIYER of Service as to defendants Neusum, Gordon and -

Lars. (trb) (Entered: 08/24/2006) 

08/25/2006 14 Summons Issued as to United States of America, (trb) (Entered: 08/25/2006) -

08/28/2006 15 ORDER DENYING lQ Motion to Appoint Counsel. Signed by Judge Donald -

G. Wilkerson on 8/28/06. (sgp) (Entered: 08/28/2006) 

09/15/2006 16 WAIVER OF SERVICE Returned Executed C/O Neusum waiver sent on -

8/29/2006, answer due 10/30/2006. (trb ) (Entered: 09/19/2006) 

09/19/2006 !7 - SUMMONS Returned Executed United States of America served on 9/5/2006, 
answer due 11/6/2006. (trb) (Entered: 09/19/2006) 

09/20/2006 18 RETURN OF SERVICE of Summons and Complaint EXECUTED as to US -
Attorney on 9/11/06. (dmw) (Entered: 09/21/2006) 

10/02/2006 19 WAIVER OF SERVICE Returned Executed C/O Gordon waiver sent on -

8/29/2006, answer due 10/30/2006. (trb) (Entered: 10/03/2006) 

10/24/2006 20 ANSWER to Complaint by C/O Gordon.(car) (Entered: 10/24/2006) -

11/01/2006 21 ANSWER to Complaint by C/O Neusum.Gmp) (Entered: 11/02/2006) -

11/06/2006 22 MOTION for Order to obtain address for the following defendant c/o Lars. 
(trb) (Entered: 11/07/2006) 

11/15/2006 23 MOTION for Extension of Time to File Answer rel Complaint by United -

States of America. (Burke, Gerald) Modified on 1/25/2007 (trb, ). (Entered: 
11/15/2006) 
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12/07/2006 24 ORDER GRANTING 22 MOTION for Order of U.S. Marshals Service to 
IDOC to provide last known address. Signed by Judge Donald G. Wilkerson on 
12/7/06. (Attachments:# 1 Notice of Cornpliance)(rmb) (Entered: 12/07/2006) 

12/11/2006 25 NOTICE of Change of Address by John R Clark. (trb) (Entered: 12/11/2006) 

12/11/2006 26 Letter construed as Request/Motion for Status by John R Clark. (trb) (Main 
Document 26 replaced on 10/16/2013) (kad). Modified on 10/16/2013 (kad). 
(Entered: 12/13/2006) 

12/14/2006 27 MOTION for Entry of Default by John R Clark. (trb) (Entered: 12/14/2006) -

12/14/2006 28 ORDER denying 27 Motion for Entry of Default on 12/14/06. (trb) (Entered: 
12/14/2006) 

12/14/2006 29 MOTION to Amend/Correct l Complaint by John R Clark. (trb) (Entered: 
12/14/2006) 

12/15/2006 30 ORDER ST A YING CASE: 23 MOTION for Extension of Time to File 
Answer re 1 Complaint is GRANTED. This matter is STA YEO until final 
disposition of the criminal matter in case number 3:06-cr-30096-MJR. 
Defendant United States SHALL file a Status Report by 2/15/2007, and every 
90 days thereafter, informing Court of the status of the criminal proceedings in 
3:06-cr-30096-MJR. Defendant United States SHALL inform this Court within 
10 days of the final disposition of the 3:06-cr-30096-MJR by phone and by 
filing such a notice with the Court. Answers SHALL be served on opposing 
parties and filed with the Court within 30 days after the final disposition of 
3:06-cr-30096-MJR.Signed by Judge Donald G. Wilkerson on 12/15/2006. 
(jrw) (Entered: 12/15/2006) 

12/21/2006 31 NOTICE OF COMPLIANCE re 24 Order. Copy of Letter and this Notice have -
been forwarded to US Marshal Office. Letter has been placed in sealed 
envelope and placed on the lefthand side of file. (nnb) (Entered: l 2/2 l /2006) 

01/03/2007 32 Mail Returned as Undeliverable. Mail sent to John R. Clark document# 24. -

(trb) (Entered: 01/03/2007) 

01/03/2007 33 Waiver of Service Returned Unexecuted as to (FNU) Lars. (trb) (Entered: -
01/08/2007) 

02/14/2007 34 ST A TU S REPORT by United Stat es of America. (Burke, Gerald) (Entered: -
02/14/2007) 

03/15/2007 35 STATUS REPORT by United States of America. (Burke, Gerald) (Entered: 
03/15/2007) 

05/14/2007 36 STATUS REPORT Third by United States of America. (Burke, Gerald) -

(Entered: 05/14/2007) 

05/18/2007 37 Mail Returned as Undeliverable. Mail sent to John R. Clark (trb ) (Entered: -
05/18/2007) 

07/09/2007 38 NOTICE of Change of Address by John R Clark (Re: Request for Documents -

and Status Report) (car) (Entered: 07/16/2007) 
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07/16/2007 39 Letter to John Clark regarding document request and status of case. (car) 
(Entered: 07/16/2007) 

07/19/2007 40 MOTION requesting waiver of costs and fees by John R Clark. (trb) (Main 
Document 40 replaced on 10/16/2013) (kad). Modified on 10/16/2013 (kad). 
(Entered: 07/20/2007) 

08/01/2007 41 STATUS REPORT Fourth by United States of America. (Burke, Gerald) -
(Entered: 08/01/2007) 

08/03/2007 42 ORDER: 40 Motion To Waive Costs is GRANTED. The Clerk's office is 
directed provide a copy of this case file to Plaintiff. 26 Motion for Status is 
MOOT in light of this Order and the 7/16/2007 letter to Plaintiff. Signed by 
Judge Donald G. Wilkerson on 8/3/2007. (jrw) THIS TEXT ENTRY IS AN 
ORDER OF THE COURT. NO FURTHER DOCUMENTATION WILL BE 
MAILED. (Entered: 08/03/2007) 

08/10/2007 43 ORDER LIFTING STAY: The stay in this case is hereby VACATED. 
Defendant United States of America responsive pleading due 9/10/2007. 
Discovery Orders to issue. Signed by Judge Donald G. Wilkerson on 
8/10/2007. (jrw) THIS TEXT ENTRY IS AN ORDER OF THE COURT. NO 
FURTHER DOCUMENTATION WILL BE MAILED. (Entered: 08/l0/2007) 

08/17/2007 44 ORDER: 29 Motion to Amend/Correct is DENIED WITHOUT PREJUDICE. 
Plaintiff has failed to comply with SD IL-LR 15.1 as the Court has not received 
Plaintiffs proposed amended complaint with any proposed additions 
underlined as required. Signed by Judge Donald G. Wilkerson on 8/l 7 /2007. 
(jrw) THIS TEXT ENTRY IS AN ORDER OF THE COURT. NO FURTHER 
DOCUMENTATION WILL BE MAILED. (Entered: 08/17/2007) 

09/10/2007 45 MOTION for Extension of Time to File Response/Reply as to 43 Order, Set 
Deadlines,, by United States of America. (Burke, Gerald) (Entered: 
09/10/2007) 

09/14/2007 46 ORDER: 45 MOTION for Extension of Time to File Response/Reply as to 43 
Order, Set Deadlines, filed by United States of America is GRANTED. United 
States of America responsive pleading due 10/10/2007. Signed by Judge 
Donald G. Wilkerson on 9/14/2007. (jrw) THIS TEXT ENTRY IS AN 
ORDER OF THE COURT. NO FURTHER DOCUMENTATION WILL BE 
MAILED. (Entered: 09/14/2007) 

10/01/2007 47 MOTION for Extension of Time, MOTION to Stay by John R Clark. (trb) -
(Entered: 10/01/2007) 

10/01/2007 48 MOTION to Clarify claims and counts intended to be brought before the Court -
in the original complaint by John R Clark. (trb) (Entered: 10/01/2007) 

10/04/2007 49 ORDER Denying 48 MOTION to Clarify filed by John R Clark; denying 47 -
MOTION for Extension of Time; denying 47 MOTION to Stay filed by John R 
Clark; and APPOINTING attorney Brian Plegge to represent Plaintiff. 
Telephonic Status Conference SET for 11/5/2007 02:00 PM before Mag/Judge 
Donald G. Wilkerson. Plaintiffs counsel to initiate the call. The Court's 
conference line is (618) 482-9004. Signed by Judge Donald G. Wilkerson on 
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10/4/2007. Urw) THIS TEXT ENTRY IS AN ORDER OF THE COURT. NO 
FURTHER DOCUMENTATION WILL BE MAILED. (Entered: 10/04/2007) 

10/10/2007 50 Third MOTION for Extension of Time to File Answer rel Complaint by 
United States of America. (Burke, Gerald) (Entered: I 0/10/2007) 

10/10/2007 51 ORDER: 50 Third MOTION for Extension of Time to File Answer re l 
Complaint filed by United States of America is GRANTED. United States of 
America responsive pleading due 10/30/2007. Signed by Judge Donald G. 
Wilkerson on 10/10/2007. Urw) THIS TEXT ENTRY IS AN ORDER OF THE 
COURT. NO FURTHER DOCUMENTATION WILL BE MAILED. (Entered: 
10/10/2007) 

10/30/2007 -, 
)"-' MOTION to Dismiss for Lack of Jurisdiction by United States of 

America.Responses due by 12/3/2007 (Burke, Gerald) (Entered: 10/30/2007) 

10/30/2007 53 MEMORANDUM in Support re 52 MOTION to Dismiss for Lack of 
Jurisdiction filed by United States of America. (Burke, Gerald) (Entered: 
10/30/2007) 

11/05/2007 54 Minute Entry: Telephonic Status Conference held before Judge Donald G. 
Wilkerson on 11/5/2007. Gerald Burke, C/O Gordon, and Brian Plegge, 
participating. Telephonic Status Conference SET for 12/5/2007 02:30 PM 
before Mag/Judge Donald G. Wilkerson. Plaintiff to initiate the call. The 
Court's conference line is (618) 482-9004. Urw) THIS TEXT ENTRY IS AN 
ORDER OF THE COURT. NO FURTHER DOCUMENTATION WILL BE 
MAILED. (Entered: 11/05/2007) 

11/15/2007 55 Stricken per Order at document# 62-AMENDED COMPLAINT against all -
defendants, filed by John R Clark. (Attachments:# l Exhibit A# 2_ Exhibit B# J. 
Exhibit C)(Plegge, Brian) Modified on 12/13/2007 (trb, ). (Entered: 
11/15/2007) 

11/29/2007 56 MOTION to Strike 55 Amended Complaint by United States of America. 
(Burke, Gerald) (Entered: 11/29/2007) 

12/03/2007 57 RESPONSE to Motion re 56 MOTION to Strike 55 Amended Complaint filed 
by John R Clark. (Plegge, Brian) (Entered: 12/03/2007) 

12/05/2007 58 REPLY to Response to Motion re 56 MOTION to Strike 55 Amended 
Complaint filed by United States of America. (Burke, Gerald) (Entered: 
12/05/2007) 

12/05/2007 59 ORDER: Telephonic Status Conference set for 12/5/2007 at 2:30 PM is hereby 
CANCELED and RESET for 12/11/2007 at 2:30 PM before Mag/Judge 
Donald G. Wilkerson. Plaintiff shall initiate call to Court's teleconference line 
618/482-9004. Signed by Judge Donald G. Wilkerson on 12/5/2007. (hbs) 
THIS TEXT ENTRY IS AN ORDER OF THE COURT. NO FURTHER 
DOCUMENTATION WILL BE MAILED. (Entered: 12/05/2007) 

12/06/2007 60 Summons Issued as to C/O Lars. (dkd ) (Entered: 12/06/2007) -

12/11/2007 61 Minute Entry: Telephonic Status Conference held on l 2/11/2007 before Judge 
Donald G. Wilkerson. Meg Fowler for Plaintiff John Clark, Gerald Burke for 
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Defendant United States, participating. Plaintiff to attempt service on 
Defendant C/O Lars. Court to set another status conference in person in 
January. Urw) THIS TEXT ENTRY IS AN ORDER OF THE COURT. NO 
FURTHER DOCUMENTATION WILL BE MAILED. (Entered: 12/12/2007) 

12/12/2007 62 ORDER: 56 MOTION to Strike 55 Amended Complaint filed by United States 
of America is GRANTED for failure to comply with SOIL-LR 15.1. 55 
Amended Complaint is ORDERED STRICKEN. If Plaintiff wishes to amend, 
a motion for leave to amend must be filed, and a proposed amended complaint 
e-mailed with changes underlined, to DGWpd@ilsd.uscourts.gov and sent to 
all parties at the time the motion is filed. This Court hereby SETS an in-person 
Status Conference for 1/15/2008 02:00 PM in East St. Louis Court House 
before Mag/Judge Donald G. Wilkerson. Due to the distance, should Defendant 
C/O Lars be served prior to the conference, C/O Lars may contact the Court to 
arrange an appearance by telephone. Signed by Judge Donald G. Wilkerson on 
12/12/2007. Urw, )THIS TEXT ENTRY IS AN ORDER OF THE COURT. 
NO FURTHER DOCUMENTATION WILL BE MAILED. (Entered: 
l 2/12/2007) 

12/12/2007 63 NOTICE of Appearance by Margaret L. Fowler on behalf of all plaintiffs -
(Fowler, Margaret) (Entered: 12/12/2007) 

12/12/2007 64 MOTION for Leave to File First Amended Complaint by John R Clark. -
(Fowler, Margaret) (Entered: 12/12/2007) 

01/03/2008 65 SUMMONS Returned Executed by John R Clark. C/O Lars served on -

12/19/2007, answer due l/8/2008. (Fowler, Margaret) (Entered: 0 l/03/2008) 

01/08/2008 66 NOTICE of Appearance by William D. Stiehl, Jr on behalf of C/O Neusum -
(Stiehl, William) (Entered: 0 l /08/2008) 

01/1 l/2008 67 NOTICE of Appearance by Christopher A. Koester on behalf of C/O Gordon -
(Koester, Christopher) (Entered: 01/11/2008) 

01/15/2008 68 Minute Entry: Status Conference held on 1/15/2008 before Judge Donald G. 
Wilkerson: Margaret Fowler, Gerald Burke, William Stiehl, Jr., and 
Christopher Koester participating. Counsel for Defendant Neu sum informed 
the Court that his client recently filed for Chapter 13 bankruptcy, and would be 
filing a suggestion of bankruptcy. Court to set a status conference for 
2/22/2008 at 2:00 PM. Urw) THIS TEXT ENTRY IS AN ORDER OF THE 
COURT. NO FURTHER DOCUMENTATION WILL BE MAILED. (Entered: 
01/16/2008) 

01/16/2008 69 ORDER: Telephonic Status Conference SET for 2/22/2008 al 02:00 PM before 
Mag/Judge Donald G. Wilkerson. Plaintiff responsible for initiating the call. 
The Court's conference number is (618) 482-9004. Plaintiffs counsel to notify 
Defendant Lars about the conference well in advance of the conference date. 
Signed by Judge Donald G. Wilkerson on 1/16/2008. (jrw) THIS TEXT 
ENTRY IS AN ORDER OF THE COURT. NO FURTHER 
DOCUMENTATION WILL BE MAILED. (Entered: 01/16/2008) 

01/17/2008 70 MOTION for Order to Stay Discovery by United States of America. 
(Attachments:# l)(Burke, Gerald) (Entered: 01/17/2008) 
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01/23/2008 Il RESPONSE to Motion re 70 MOTION for Order to Stay Discovery filed by 
John R Clark. (Attachments: # l Exhibit 1 - Voluntary Petition# 2 Exhibit 2 -
Proposed Court Order-deleted by clerk's office)(Fowler, Margaret) Additional 
attachment(s) added on 1/24/2008 (trb, ). (Entered: 01/23/2008) 

01/24/2008 72 NOTICE OF ERRORS AND/OR DEFICIENCIES re Il Response to Motion, -
filed by John R Clark. See attached document for specifics (trb) (Entered: 
01/24/2008) 

02/19/2008 73 MOTION to Dismiss by C/O Lars. Responses due by 3/24/2008 (Burke, -

Gerald) (Entered: 02/19/2008) 

02/19/2008 74 MEMORANDUM in Support re 73 MOTION to Dismiss filed by C/O Lars. -

(Attachments:# l Affidavit)(Burke, Gerald) (Entered: 02/19/2008) 

02/22/2008 77 MINUTE ENTRY: Telephonic Status Conference held on 2/22/2008 before 
Magistrate Judge Donald G. Wilkerson. Brian Plegge, Margaret Fowler, Gerald 
Burke, William Stiehl, Jr., and Christopher Koester, participating. Defendant 
Nuessom to file suggestion of bankruptcy, after which time the Court will enter 
an order staying discover as to Defendant Nuessom. Court to enter scheduling 
order. (jrw) THIS TEXT ENTRY IS AN ORDER OF THE COURT. NO 
FURTHER DOCUMENTATION WILL BE MAILED. (Entered: 02/25/2008) 

02/25/2008 75 SCHEDULING ORDER (Discovery due by 10/1/2008. Dispositive Motions 
due by 10/15/2008). Signed by Magistrate Judge Donald G. Wilkerson on 
2/25/2008. (jrw) (Entered: 02/25/2008) 

02/25/2008 76 ORDER: 64 MOTION for Leave to File First Amended Complaint filed by 
John R Clark is GRANTED. Plaintiff SHALL file the proposed First Amended 
Complaint by 2/29/2008. Because the Court has granted Plaintiffs 64 Motion 
to Amend, the 52 MOTION to Dismiss for Lack of Jurisdiction and the 73 
MOTION to Dismiss are DENIED AS MOOT as they are based on the original 
complaint. Defendants may refile motions to dismiss after Plaintiff files his 
First Amended Complaint. 70 MOTION for Order to Stay Discove,y is 
GRANTED; discovery previously propounded need not be responded to before 
3/25/2008. Signed by Magistrate Judge Donald G. Wilkerson on 2/25/2008. 
(jrw) THIS TEXT ENTRY IS AN ORDER OF THE COURT. NO FURTHER 
DOCUMENTATION WILL BE MAILED. (Entered: 02/25/2008) 

02/28/2008 78 AMENDED COMPLAINT against all defendants, filed by John R Clark. -

(Fowler, Margaret) (Entered: 02/28/2008) 

02/29/2008 79 SUGGESTION OF BANKRUPTCY Upon the Record as to Eric Newsome by -

C/O Neusum. (Stiehl, William) (Entered: 02/29/2008) 

03/13/2008 80 MOTION to Dismiss First Amended Complaint and For Protective Order by -

United States of America, C/O Lars. Responses due by 4/15/2008 (Burke, 
Gerald) (Entered: 03/13/2008) 

03/13/2008 81 MEMORANDUM in Support re 80 MOTION to Dismiss First Amended -

Complaint and For Protective Order filed by United States of America, C/O 
Lars. (Burke, Gerald) (Entered: 03/13/2008) 

03/14/2008 82 
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NOTICE of Voluntary Dismissal by John R Clark (Fowler, Margaret) 
(Entered: 03/14/2008) 

03/21/2008 83 ORDER: The Court construes 82 Notice of Voluntary Dismissal filed by 
Plaintiff John R Clark as a motion for voluntary dismissal without prejudice; as 
such, the motion is GRANTED, and Plaintiffs claims against C/O Newsome, 
C/O Gordon, and C/O Lohr are DISMISSED without prejudice. Defendants 
Newsome, Gordon, and Lohr are DISMISSED without prejudice from this 
action. Signed by Judge G. Patrick Murphy on 3/21/2008. (ssd)THIS TEXT 
ENTRY IS AN ORDER OF THE COURT. NO FURTHER 
DOCUMENTATION WILL BE MAILED. (Entered: 03/21/2008) 

03/21/2008 84 NOTICE of Hearing on 80 MOTION to Dismiss First Amended Complaint and 
For Protective Order: Motion Hearing set for 5/12/2008 at 08 :00 AM in East 
St. Louis Court House before Judge G. Patrick Murphy. Plaintiff need not 
attend this hearing as he is represented by counsel.(lmm)THIS TEXT ENTRY 
IS AN ORDER OF THE COURT. NO FURTHER DOCUMENTATION 
WILL BE MAILED. (Entered: 03/21/2008) 

03/27/2008 85 RESPONSE in Opposition re 80 MOTION to Dismiss First Amended -

Complaint and For Protective Order filed by John R Clark. (Fowler, Margaret) 
(Entered: 03/27/2008) 

03/27/2008 86 MEMORANDUM in Opposition re 80 MOTION to Dismiss First Amended -

Complaint and For Protective Order filed by John R Clark. (Fowler, Margaret) 
(Entered: 03/27/2008) 

04/03/2008 87 REPLY to Response to Motion re 80 MOTION to Dismiss First Amended 
Complaint and For Protective Order Reply to Plaintiffs Opposition filed by 
United States of America. (Burke, Gerald) (Entered: 04/03/2008) 

04/04/2008 88 NOTICE OF ERRORS AND/OR DEFICIENCIES re 87 Reply to Response to -
Motion filed by United States of America. See attached document for specifics 
( trb) (Entered: 04/04/2008) 

05/12/2008 89 Minute Entry for proceedings held before Judge G. Patrick Murphy: Motion 
Hearing held on 5/12/2008. DENYING 80 MOTION to Dismiss First 
Amended Complaint and For Protective Order filed by C/O Lars, United States 
of America. (Court Reporter Molly Clayton.) (lmm)THIS TEXT ENTRY IS 
AN ORDER OF THE COURT. NO FURTHER DOCUMENTATION WILL 
BE MAILED. (Entered: 05/12/2008) 

05/12/2008 90 ORDER re 89 Motion Hearing: During the hearing, the Court questioned the 
parties regarding the intentional tort exception to the Federal Tort Claims Act, 
28 U.S.C. 2680(h), and inquired whether there are any Seventh Circuit cases on 
point. Defendant responded that the "Copeland" case is right on point. If 
Defendant was referring to Copeland v. County of Macon, Illinois, 403 F.3d 
929 (7th Cir. 2005), that case is not a FTCA case at all. In any event, the Court 
remains convinced that issues regarding the Government's sovereign immunity 
must be left for summary judgment. The motion to dismiss is denied for all the 
reasons stated on the record during the hearing. Signed by Judge G. Patrick 
Murphy on 5/12/2008. (ssd)THIS TEXT ENTRY IS AN ORDER OF THE 
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COURT. NO FURTHER DOCUMENTATION WILL BE MAILED. (Entered: 
05/12/2008) 

06/11/2008 2.l OBJECTION to 11 Response to Motion, by United States of America First Set 
of Interrogatories. (Burke, Gerald) (Entered: 06/11/2008) 

07/31/2008 92 MOTION to Compel Production of Documents directed to Defendant by John 
R Clark. (Attachments:# l Exhibit A,# 1: Exhibit B, #} Exhibit C, #'.:!:Exhibit 
D)(Fowler, Margaret) (Entered: 07/31/2008) 

07/31/2008 93 MEMORANDUM in Support re 92 MOTION to Compel Production of 
Documents directed to Defendant filed by John R Clark. (Fowler, Margaret) 
(Entered: 07/31/2008) 

07/31/2008 94 MOTION to Compel directed to Federal Bureau of Prisons by John R Clark. -
(Attachments:# l Exhibit A,# 2. Exhibit B)(Fowler, Margaret) (Entered: 
07/31/2008) 

07/31/2008 95 MEMORANDUM in Support re 94 MOTION to Compel directed to Federal -

Bureau of Prisons filed by John R Clark. (Fowler, Margaret) (Entered: 
07/31/2008) 

08/14/2008 96 MOTION for Extension of Time to File Response/Reply as to 92 MOTION to -

Compel Production of Documents directed to Defendant, 94 MOTION to 
Compel directed to Federal Bureau of Prisons by United States of America. 
(Burke, Gerald) (Entered: 08/14/2008) 

08/19/2008 97 ORDER: 96 Motion for Extension of Time to File Response/Reply re 94 
MOTION to Compel directed to Federal Bureau of Prisons, 92 MOTION to 
Compel Production of Documents directed to Defendant is GRANTED. 
Responses due by 8/28/2008. Signed by Magistrate Judge Donald G. 
Wilkerson on 8/19/2008. (jrw) THIS TEXT ENTRY IS AN ORDER OF THE 
COURT. NO FURTHER DOCUMENTATION WILL BE MAILED. (Entered: 
08/19/2008) 

08/28/2008 98 RESPONSE to Motion re 92 MOTION to Compel Production of Documents -

directed to Defendant, 94 MOTION to Compel directed to Federal Bureau of 
Prisons filed by United States of America. (Burke, Gerald) (Entered: 
08/28/2008) 

10/15/2008 99 MOTION for Extension of Time to File Dispositive Motion by United States of -
America. (Burke, Gerald) (Entered: 10/15/2008) 

11/14/2008 100 ENTRY STRICKEN - MOTION for Summary Judgment or Motion to Dismiss -
by United States of America. Responses due by 12/17/2008 (Attachments:# l 
Exhibit A,# 2 Exhibit B, # .3. Exhibit C, #:!Exhibit D)(Burke, Gerald) 
Modified on 11/14/2008 (myz). (Entered: 11/14/2008) 

11/14/2008 IOI NOTICE STRIKING ELECTRONICALLY FILED DOCUMENTS striking -

100 Motion for Summary Judgment filed by United States of America. See 
attached document for specifics (myz) (Entered: 11/14/2008) 

11/14/2008 102 MOTION to Dismiss, MOTION for Summary Judgment by United States of 
America. Responses due by 12/17/2008 (Burke, Gerald) (Entered: 1 1/14/2008) 

https://ecf.il sd.uscourts.gov/cgi-bin/DktRpt.pl '?37136771730048-L_l_0-1 10/28/2015 
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11/14/2008 103 ENTRY STRICKEN: REPLY to Response to Motion re 102 MOTION to 
Dismiss MOTION for Summary Judgment filed by United States of America. 
(Attachments:# l Exhibit A,# 2_ Exhibit B, # .3. Exhibit C, #_±Exhibit D) 
(Burke, Gerald) (Entered: 11/14/2008) 

11/17/2008 104 NOTICE STRIKING ELECTRONICALLY FILED DOCUMENTS striking -

103 Reply to Response to Motion filed by United States of America. See 
attached document for specifics (trb) (Entered: 11/17/2008) 

11/17/2008 105 MEMORANDUM in Support re 102 MOTION to Dismiss MOTION for -

Summary Judgment filed by United States of America. (Attachments:# l 
Exhibit A,# 2 Exhibit B, # 3 Exhibit C, # 4 Exhibit D)(Burke, Gerald) - - -
(Entered: 11/17/2008) 

1l/19/2008 106 ORDER granting 99 Defendant's Motion for Extension of Time to File 
Dispositive Motion. Signed by Magistrate Judge Donald G. Wilkerson on 
11/19/08. (klb)THIS TEXT ENTRY IS AN ORDER OF THE COURT. NO 
FURTHER DOCUMENTATION WILL BE MAILED. (Entered: 11/19/2008) 

11/19/2008 107 NOTICE of Hearing on Motion I 02 MOTION to Dismiss or for Summary 
Judgment: Motion Hearing set for 3/2/2009 at 08:00 AM in East St. Louis 
Court House before Judge G. Patrick Murphy. (dmw)THIS TEXT ENTRY IS 
AN ORDER OF THE COURT. NO FURTHER DOCUMENTATION WILL 
BE MAILED. (Entered: 11/19/2008) 

12/16/2008 108 RESPONSE in Opposition re 102 MOTION to Dismiss MOTION for -

Summary Judgment filed by John R Clark. (Fowler, Margaret) (Entered: 
12/16/2008) 

12/16/2008 109 Sealed Document. (Attachments: # l Exhibit 2, # 2_ Exhibit 3, # _3_ Exhibit 4, # 1. -

Exhibit 5, # 2, Exhibit 6, # 2 Exhibit 6A, # 1 Exhibit 6B, # 1i Exhibit 7, # 2 
Exhibit 7 A,# lQ Exhibit 7B, # ll Exhibit 8, # il Exhibit SA,# l} Exhibit 9, # 
14 Exhibit 9A, # 15 Exhibit 10, # I 6 Exhibit 11, # 11 Exhibit 12, # 18 Exhibit 
12A, # 12 Exhibil 12B)(Fowler, Margaret) (Entered: 12/16/2008) 

12/31/2008 110 MOTION for Extension of Time to File Response/Reply as to I 08 Response in -

Opposition to Motion for Summary Judgment by United States of America. 
(Burke, Gerald) (Entered: 12/31/2008) 

01/05/2009 111 NOTICE OF ERRORS AND/OR DEFICIENCIES re 1 IO Motion for - -

Extension of Time to File Response/Reply filed by United States of America. 
See attached document for specifics (trb) (Entered: 01/05/2009) 

02/02/2009 112 NOTICE TO COUNSEL: A telephonic discovery conference regarding 
motions 92 and 94 is set for 2/10/2009 at 03:30 PM in the East St. Louis 
Comthouse before Magistrate Judge Donald G. Wilkerson. Counsel for United 
States will initiate the conference call, with all parties on the line, to 618-482-
9004. Signed by Magistrate Judge Donald G. Wilkerson on 2/2/09. (klb)THIS 
TEXT ENTRY IS AN ORDER OF THE COURT. NO FURTHER 
DOCUMENTATION WILL BE MAILED. (Entered: 02/02/2009) 

02/02/2009 I 13 ORDER granting llQ Defendant United States of America's request for 
extension of time to reply to Plaintiffs Opposition to Defendant's motion to 

https://ecf.il sd.uscourts.gov/cgi-bin/DktRpt.pl '?37136771730048-L_l_0-1 10/28/2015 
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dismiss or for summary judgment. Defendant will file reply by 2-2-09. Signed 
by Magistrate Judge Donald G. Wilkerson on 2/2/09. (klb)THJS TEXT 
ENTRY IS AN ORDER OF THE COURT. NO FURTHER 
DOCUMENTATION WILL BE MAILED. (Entered: 02/02/2009) 

02/02/2009 114 Second MOTION for Extension of Time to File Response/Reply as to l 08 -

Response in Opposition to Motion by United States of America. (Burke, 
Gerald) (Entered: 02/02/2009) 

02/03/2009 115 ENTRY STRICKEN: RESPONSE in Opposition re 110 MOTION for -

Extension of Time to File Response/Reply as to I 08 Response in Opposition to 
Motion.for Summary Judgment, 114 Second MOTION for Extension of Time 
to File Response/Reply as to I 08 Response in Opposition to Motion filed by 
John R Clark. (Fowler, Margaret) Modified on 2/4/2009 (lmb). (Entered: 
02/03/2009) 

02/04/2009 116 NOTICE STRIKING ELECTRONICALLY FILED DOCUMENTS striking -

115 Response in Opposition to Motion, filed by John R Clark. See attached 
document for specifics (lmb) (Entered: 02/04/2009) 

02/04/2009 ill RESPONSE in Opposition re JJ...Q MOTION for Extension of Time to File 
Response/Reply as to 108 Response in Opposition to Motion_fiJr Summary 
Judgment, I 14 Second MOTION for Extension of Time to File 
Response/Reply as to 108 Response in Opposition to Motion filed by John R 
Clark. (Fowler, Margaret) (Entered: 02/04/2009) 

02/06/2009 118 REPLY to Response to Motion re I 14 Second MOTION for Extension of Time -

to File Response/Reply as to I 08 Response in Opposition to Motion to Dismiss 
or.for Summary Judgment filed by United States of America. (Attachments:# l 
Affidavit)(Burke, Gerald) (Entered: 02/06/2009) 

02/10/2009 I 19 ORDER granting Defendant's second motion for an extension of time to file 
reply ill. Defendant United States will reply to Plaintiffs opposition to 
Defendant's motion to dismiss/summary judgment by February 13, 2009. 
Signed by Magistrate Judge Donald G. Wilkerson on 2/10/2009. (klb)THIS 
TEXT ENTRY IS AN ORDER OF THE COURT. NO FURTHER 
DOCUMENTATION WILL BE MAILED. (Entered: 02/10/2009) 

02/12/2009 120 Minute Entry for proceedings held before Magistrate Judge Donald G. 
Wilkerson. Telephonic Status Conference held on 2/10/2009. Margaret L. 
Fowler participated on behalf of the Plaintiff. Gerald M. Burke participated on 
behalf of the United States and Paul Pepper on behalf of the Bureau of Prisons. 
Counsel advised the Court that the parties have resolved the discovery issues 
contained in docs. 92 and 94. Motions at doc. 9:2 MOTION to Compel 
Production of Documents directed to Defendant filed by John R Clark and 94 
MOTION to Compel directed to Federal Bureau of Prisons filed by John R 
Clark TERMINATED. (imp)THIS TEXT ENTRY IS AN ORDER OF THE 
COURT. NO FURTHER DOCUMENTATION WILL BE MAILED. (Entered: 
02/12/2009) 

03/02/2009 121 Minule Entry for proceedings held before Judge G. Patrick Murphy: Motion 
Hearing held on 3/2/2009. GRANTING in part, DENYING in part 102 

https://ecf.il sd.uscourts.gov/cgi-bin/DktRpt.pl '?37136771730048-L_l_0-1 10/28/2015 
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MOTION to Dismiss/MOTION for Summary Judgment filed by United States 
of America. The claims for negligent hiling and for intentional infliction of 
emotional distress are dismissed on the merits. The only remaining claims are 
for assault, battery, and negligent supervision/retention. (Court Reporter Molly 
Clayton.) (lrnm)THIS TEXT ENTRY IS AN ORDER OF THE COURT. NO 
FURTHER DOCUMENTATION WILL BE MAILED. (Entered: 03/02/2009) 

03/16/2009 122 ORDER AND NOTICE OF SETTLEMENT CONFERENCE: Settlement 
Conference set for 3/30/2009 at 10:30 AM in East St. Louis Courthouse before 
Magistrate Judge Donald G. Wilkerson.(jmp) (Entered: 03/16/2009) 

03/25/2009 123 NOTICE of Hearing: Bench Trial set for 6/2/2009 at 08:00 AM in East St. 
Louis Courthouse before Judge G. Patrick Murphy. (lmm)THIS TEXT 
ENTRY IS AN ORDER OF THE COURT. NO FURTHER 
DOCUMENTATION WILL BE MAILED. (Entered: 03/25/2009) 

03/30/2009 124 Minute Entry for proceedings held before Magistrate Judge Donald G. 
Wilkerson. Settlement Conference held on 3/30/2009. Brian R. Plegge and 
Margaret L. Fowler appeared for Plaintiff. Plaintiff John R. Clark appeared by 
telephone. Gerald M. Burke appeared on behalf of the United States. The 
parties reached a settlement agreement. A 60 day order to issue. (Court 
Reporter Daveanna Ramsey.) (jmp)THIS TEXT ENTRY IS AN ORDER OF 
THE COURT. NO FURTHER DOCUMENTATION WILL BE MAILED. 
(Entered: 03/30/2009) 

03/30/2009 125 60 DAY ORDER. Judgment to enter 5/29/2009. Signed by Judge G. Patrick 
Murphy on 3/30/2009. (Imm) (Entered: 03/30/2009) 

04/01/2009 126 MOTION for Attorney Fees /Reimbursement of Expenses hy Moser & -
Marsalek, P. C. by John R Clark. (Plegge, Brian) (Entered: 04/01/2009) 

05/29/2009 130 JUDGMENT. Signed by Judge G. Patrick Murphy on 5/29/2009. (1mm) -
(Entered: 05/29/2009) 

07/07/2009 131 ORDER GRANTING in part and DENYING in part 126 MOTION for 
Attorney Fees and/or Reimbursement of Expenses by Moser & Marsalek, P.C., 
filed by John R. Clark. Per District Court Fund Order No. 09-29 dated 
6/24/2009, counsel's request for reimbursement of expenses in the amount of 
$2,049.51 is granted and has been paid. The request for attorney fees is denied. 
The Court appreciates appointed counsel's efforts in this matter. Signed by 
Judge G. Patrick Murphy on 7/7/2009. (ssd)THIS TEXT ENTRY IS AN 
ORDER OF THE COURT. NO FURTHER DOCUMENTATION WILL BE 
MAILED. (Entered: 07/07/2009) 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF ILLINOIS 

JOHN R. CLARK ) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

Plaintiff 

vs. Civil No. 06-16-GPM 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 

Defendant. 

STIPULATION FOR COMPROMISE SETTLEMENT AND 
RELEASE OF FTCA CLAIM PURSUANT TO 28 U.S.C. § 2677 

It is hereby stipulated by and between the plaintiff John Clark and the United States of 

America, by and through their respective attorneys, as follows: 

1. The parties do hereby agree to settle and compromise each and every claim of any 

kind, whether known or unknown, arising directly or indirectly from the acts or omissions that 

gave rise to the above-captioned action under the terms and conditions set forth in this 

Settlement Agreement. 

2. The United States of America agrees to pay the sum of eight thousand dollars and no 

cents ($8,000.00), which sum shall be in full settlement and satisfaction of any and all claims, 

demands, rights, and causes of action of whatsoever kind and nature, arising from, and by reason 

of any and all known and unknown, foreseen and unforeseen bodily and personal injuries, 

damage to property and the consequences thereof, resulting, and to result, from the subject 

matter of this settlement, including any claims for wrongful death, for which plaintiff or his 

guardians, heirs, executors, administrators, or assigns, and each of them, now have or may 

hereafter acquire against the United States of America, its agents, servants, and employees. 

3. Plaintiff and his guardians, heirs, executors, administrators or assigns hereby agree to 



accept the sums set forth in this Stipulation of Compromise Settlement in full settlement and 

satisfaction of any and all claims, demands, rights, and causes of action of whatsoever kind and 

nature, including claims for wrongful death, arising from, and by reason of any and all known 

and unknown, foreseen and unforeseen bodily and personal injuries, damage to property and the 

consequences thereof which they may have or hereafter acquire against the United States of 

America, its agents, servants and employees on account of the same subject matter that gave rise 

to the above-captioned action, including any future claim or lawsuit of any kind or type 

whatsoever, whether known or unknown, and whether for compensatory or exemplary damages. 

Plaintiff and his guardians, heirs, executors, administrators or assigns further agree to reimburse, 

indemnify and hold harmless the United States of America, its agents, servants, and employees 

from and against any and all such causes of action, claims, liens, rights, or subrogated or 

contribution interests incident to or resulting from further litigation or the prosecution of claims 

by plaintiff or his guardians, heirs, executors, administrators or assigns against any third party or 

against the United States, including claims for wrongful death. 

4. This stipulation for compromise settlement is not, is in no way intended to be, and 

should not be construed as, an admission of liability or fault on the part of the United States, its 

agents, servants, or employees, and it is specifically denied that they are liable to plaintiff. This 

settlement is entered into by all parties for the purpose of compromising disputed claims under 

the Federal Tort Claims Act and avoiding the expenses and risks of further litigation. 

5. It is also agreed, by and among the parties, that the respective parties will each bear 

their own costs, fees, and expenses and that any attorney's fees owed by plaintiff John Clark will 

be paid out of the settlement amount and not in addition thereto. 

6. It is also understood by and among the parties that pursuant to Title 28, United States 



Code, Section 2678, attorney's fees for services rendered in connection with this action shall not 

exceed 25 per centum of the amount of the compromise settlement. 

7. The persons signing this Settlement Agreement warrant and represent that they 

possess full authority to bind the person on whose behalf they are signing to the terms of the 

settlement. 

8. Payment of the settlement amount will be made by check drawn on the Treasury of the 

United States for eight thousand dollars and no cents ($8,000.00) and made payable to "Brian 

Plegge, for John Clark." Mr. Plegge agrees to distribute the settlement proceeds to plaintiff, and 

to obtain a dismissal of the above-captioned action with prejudice, with each party bearing its 

own fees, costs, and expenses. 

9. The parties agree that this Stipulation for Compromise Settlement and Release, 

including all the tenns and conditions of this compromise settlement and any additional 

agreements relating thereto, may be made public in their entirety, and the plaintiff expressly 

consents to such release and disclosure pursuant to 5 U.S.C. § 552a(b). 

Executed this ____ day of April, 2009. 

Brian R. Plegge 
Moser & Marsalek 
200 N. Broadway, Site 700 
St. Louis, MO 63102-2730 
(314) 421-5364 
Attorney/or Plaint[{( 

A. COURTNEY COX 
United States Attorney 

Gerald M. Burke 
Assistant United States Attorney 
9 Executive Drive 
Fairview Heights, IL 62208 
(618) 628-3700 
Attorney/or Defendant 

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 



FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF ILLINOIS 

JOHN R. CLARK 

Plaintiff 

vs. Civil No. 06-16-GPM 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) Defendant. 

JOINT MOTION TO DISMISS CLAIM 

Comes now the plaintiff, John R. Clark, by and through his attorney Brian R. Plegge, and 

the defendant, United States of America, by and through its attorney Gerald R. Burke, and state 

the following: 

1. On the __ day of April, 2009, plaintiff John R. Clark and the defendant, United 

States of America, agreed to a Stipulation for Compromise Settlement. 

2. Pursuant to the Stipulation for Compromise Settlement, defendant will furnish 

plaintiff a check in the amount of eight thousand dollars and no cents ($8000.00), in accordance 

with the Stipulation of Settlement and Dismissal. 

3. Plaintiff moves to dismiss with prejudice all claims which the plaintiff has against the 

defendant, United States of America, arising out of the incidents or circumstances giving rise to 

this suit. 

WHEREFORE, the plaintiff, John R. Clark, and the defendant, United States of America, 

respectfully request this court to dismiss with prejudice plaintiff's claims. 



Executed this ___ day of April, 2009. 

Brian R. Plegge 
Moser & Marsalck 
200 N. Broadway, Site 700 
St. Louis, MO 63102-2730 
314-421-5364 
Attorney/or Plaint([/' 

A. COURTNEY COX 
United States Attorney 

Gerald M. Burke 
Assistant United States Attorney 
9 Executive Drive 
Fairview Heights, IL 62208 
(618) 628-3700 
Attorney for Defendant 



IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF ILLINOIS 

JOHN R. CLARK 

Plaintiff 

VS. 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 

Defendant. 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

Civil No. 06-16-GPM 

ORDER 

G. Patrick MURPHY, U.S. District Judge: 

This cause is before the Court on the parties' Stipulation for Compromise Settlement and 

Joint Motion to Dismiss. 

IT IS ORDERED that the parties' Joint Motion to Dismiss is GRANTED. Plaintiffs 

claims against defendant United States of America are dismissed with prejudice and without 

costs, fees, or interest. 

DATED: , 2009. ---------

G. PATRICK MURPHY 
UNITED ST A TES DISTRICT JUDGE 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF ILLINOIS 

Hakeem Shaheed, ) 
) 

Plaintiff, ) 
) 

vs. ) 
) 

United States of America, Michael K. Nalley, ) 
Regional Director of the North Central Region ) 
of the U.S. Bureau of Prisons, Randy Davis, ) 
Warden of United States Penitentiary Marion, ) 
Associate Warden Rau, Lieutenant Sample, ) 
Lieutenant Barry, Lieutenant Mash, Captain ) 
Gomez, Dr. Lyle, Officer Huckleberry, Officer ) 
Thomas, Officer P. Trovillion, Officers John ) 
Doe 1-9, Mr. Rivas, Mr. Shawdoen, Physician's ) 
Assistants Castillo and Welch, ) 

) 
Defundanh. ) 

No. 07-679-MJR 

Judge Michael J. Reagan 

FIRST AMENDED COMPLAINT 

JURISDICTION AND VENUE 

1. The jurisdiction of the Court is invoked pursuant to 28 U.S.C. §§ 1331 and l343(a), 

and 28 U.S.C. § 1346(b). 

PARTIES 

2. Plaintiff Hakeem Shaheed is a resident of Atlantic City, New Jersey. 

3. Defendant United States of America was the employer of all of the individual 

employees in this case. 

4. Defendant Michael K. Nalley was at all times relevant to this case the Regional 

Director, North Central Region, for the Federal Bureau of Prisons. 
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5. Defendants Warden Randy Davis and Associate Warden Rau were at all times relevant 

to this complaint the Warden and Associate Warden of the United States Penitentiary at Marion. 

6. Defendants Lieutenant Sample, Lieutenant Barry, Lieutenant Mash, Captain Gomez, 

Dr. Lyle, Officer Huckleberry, Officer Thomas, Officer P. Trovillion, Officers John Doe 1-9, Mr. 

Rivas, Mr. Shawdoen, Physician's Assistant Welch, Physician's Assistant Castillo were at all 

relevant times employees and/or agents of the United States government who were employed at 

the United States Penitentiary in Marion, Illinois. Plaintiff is currently unaware of the actual 

names of the John Doe defendants 1-9, who concealed their identities and were persons who 

were otherwise unknown to him. 

7. Plaintiff has identified some of the John Doe defendants from photo lineups conducted 

by the agents of the United States government, but the government has so far refused to inform 

plaintiff of the names of the persons he has identified. Further, agents of the United States 

government are in possession of video tapes which would identify some or all of the John Doe 

defendants, but the government has not made those video tapes available to plaintiff 

8. Each of the individual defendants in this case was at all relevant times an investigative 

or law enforcement officer of the United States Government within the meaning of 28 U.S.C. § 

2680. 

FACTS 

9. Hakeem Shaheed is a practicing Muslim who was a prisoner at the United States 

penitentiary in Marion from April 5, 1996 until October 4, 2005. 

10. After September 11, 2001, Muslims at U.S.P. Marion suffered much mistreatment by 

2 
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guards and employees at the prison. 

11. This abuse included Marion employee Simmons abusing plaintiff by intentionally 

placing his Holy Qur'an on a floor stained with spit. 

12. Plaintiff Shaheed reported some of these acts of mistreatment to various authorities, 

including meeting with a Mr. Literal from the Chaplain department of BOP in October 2004. 

13. In May of 2005 agents from the Office of Inspector General of the United States 

Department of Justice came to the prison to investigate the allegations of mistreatment and met 

with plaintiff Shaheed. 

14. Defendant Officer Huckleberry was one of the persons who took plaintiff to the 

interview with the OIG in May 2005. 

15. In August of 2005, an OIG agent again interviewed plaintiff at USP Marion, 

concerning allegations of mistreatment and retaliation against him. 

16. On September 6, 2005, Lieutenant Mash intentionally humiliated plaintiff by telling 

him to put his arms out and then violently put his hands on plaintiffs head, where he was 

wearing his Kufi, his religious head-covering, and Mash squeezed his Kufi in an obvious attempt 

to insult plaintiffs religion. 

17. Plaintiff reported this abuse to the officials within the prison, including defendant 

Associate Warden Rau, and to the OIG and the Bureau of Prisons, including to defendant 

Regional Director Nalley. 

18. Defendant Warden Davis was aware of the abuse which had been reported by 

plaintiff Shaheed. 

3 
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19. Prior to October 3, 2005, defendants Nalley, Davis and Rau were aware that plaintiff 

had reported that he had been abused by guards at Marion on account of his religion and because 

Marion guards and/or staff believed that he was cooperating in OIG and/or BOP investigations 

into the conduct of guards and staff at Marion. 

20. Prior to October 3, 2005, defendants Nalley, Davis and Rau knew that plaintiff 

Shaheed faced a serious risk of hann and failed to take reasonable steps to protect him, even 

though each of them had a duty to do so. 

21. On and before October 3, 2005 the defendants described in paragraph 5 above were 

aware that plaintiff had reported to the 010 and to other governmental officials and agencies the 

mistreatment of Muslims generally and that he had been mistreated, and that he had met with 

agents of the OIG and was cooperating with the investigation by the OIG into the harassment, 

mistreatment and abuse of Muslim prisoners. 

22. On October 3, 2005, in retaliation for plaintiff's cooperation with the investigation by 

the 010 and to punish him for complaining about the various abuses committed on him and other 

Muslims, various Marion prison guards and employees determined to torture and otherwise 

physically and mentally abuse plaintiff. 

23. On that day, several guards came to plaintiffs cell, seized him, struck him, 

handcuffed plaintiffs hands behind his back, shackled his ankles and took him to the prison 

hospital. 

24. At the hospital, Marion prison employees threw plaintiff onto a gurney. 

25. Defendants Lieutenant Sample and Lieutenant Barry then punched plaintiff in the 

4 
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face multiple times and left. 

26. John Doe I then came over to plaintiff, placed a baton on his facial bones, and began 

to grind the baton into the side of his head with all his weight while John Does 2, 3 and 4 held 

plaintiff down. 

27. During this abuse, PA Welch assisted John Does 1, 2, 3 and 4 by indicating areas on 

plaintiff's body that they should target. 

28. During this abuse, plaintiff involuntarily screamed, and Dr. Lyle came over to 

examine him. 

29. Plaintiff requested that Dr. Lyle intervene to stop the abuse, but Dr. Lyle refused to do 

so and walked away even though he knew about the abuse and had the duty and ability to stop it. 

30. Defendant Trovillion then came over and said to plaintiff, "If you don't shut up we're 

going to kill you." 

31. John Doe 1 continued to grind the baton into plaintiff's head and face, hit him with 

the baton, and shoved the baton into plaintiff's mouth, ripping his gums and causing him to gag. 

32. PA Welch then lifted plaintiff's T-shirt, and an unidentified person hit plaintiff in 

that area with a baton. 

33. PA Welch had a duty and the ability to intervene to stop the abuse of plaintiff but he 

failed to do so. 

34. John Doe I then ordered John Does 2, 3, and 4 to tum plaintiff over, and John Doe 1 

began to grind the baton into his head and face on the other side. 

3 5. When plaintiff again screamed with pain, Dr. Lyle again came over but again refused 

5 
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to intervene, despite plaintiffs pleas to him to do so. 

36. Various persons, including John Does 1, 2, 3 and 4 then turned plaintiff face down 

and began to grind the baton into his spine and ram the stick into his rectal area, over his pants. 

37. Captain Gomez came over to plaintiff who pleaded for help, but Gomez just shouted, 

"fuck you," and walked away. 

38. Captain Gomez had a duty and the ability to intervene to stop the abuse of plaintiff 

but he failed to do so. 

39. Mr. Rivas was also in the area and was aware that various guards were abusing 

plaintiff, but he failed to intervene to stop the abuse, even though he had a duty and the ability to 

do so. 

40. Various guards, including John Does I, 2, 3, and 4, then turned plaintiff onto his 

back and continued to beat and abuse him. 

41. John Does 3 and 4 began to bend and twist plaintiffs toes, and John Doe 3 put a 

chain over one of plaintiff's toes and yanked it extremely hard, but the chain slipped off. 

42. Defendant Huckleberry then came over and struck plaintiff with a baton. 

43. Defendant officer Thomas then came over but refused to intervene to stop the 

physical abuse of plaintiff. 

44. Defendant Trovillion then took plaintiffs blood pressure, and PA Welch and others 

took him to the dentist's office to x-ray his jaw. 

45. Plaintiff was then taken to another room where officer Thomas and Mr. Shawdoen 

bent him over a gurney. Shawdoen then stuck him with something that felt like a needle, said "I 

6 
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bet he likes this position," and Thomas placed a baton between plaintiff's cuffed arms and 

twisted it, causing plaintiff to lift up. 

46. Shawdoen then stamped on the ankle shackles, causing the metal to cut into 

plaintiff's ankles, and then both Shawdoen and Thomas threw plaintiff face down on the gurney. 

47. Shawdoen and Thomas then observed that plaintiff's wrists were bloody from the 

cuffs which had been placed tightly around his wrists. 

48. Thomas then slapped his stick into his open palm, saying, "Shaheed, you're lucky I 

wasn't there; you don't want to mess with these rednecks around here, they'll kill you." 

49. Thomas then picked up a telephone and said, "send me some guys with no hearts," 

and said to plaintiff, "This is going to be the longest walk of your life." 

50. Five persons, John Does 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9, their identities completely concealed and 

not wearing name tags, then appeared in dark blue jumpsuits with helmets and led plaintiff out of 

that area and down the hall. As they did so John Doe 5 choked plaintiff from behind, while John 

Doe 6 grabbed plaintiffs head and pushed it down, and John Doe 7 was behind plaintiff, 

stamping on his ankle shackles, while John Does 8 and 9 failed to intervene. 

51. John Does 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9 took plaintiff to the special housing unit, taking turns 

hitting him and otherwise abusing him, and then placed him on a concrete pad with his hands 

cuffed over his head while they continued to abuse him. 

52. PA Castillo was present during this abuse in the special housing unit and failed to 

intervene to prevent or stop it, despite having a duty and the ability to do so. 

53. John Does 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9 and PA Castillo left plaintiff in this position for an 
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extended period of time. causing him to lose all sensation in his hands. and his feet to swell up. 

54. During this time plaintiff continually cried out that he was in pain and that the 

handcuffs had been deliberately closed too tightly, cutting into his wrists. 

55. Defendants Sample and Trovillion eventually came to inspect plaintiff and 

repositioned his handcuffs and ankle shackles. Sample punched plaintiff a few times, and left the 

cell, leaving plaintiff shackled and unable to move. 

5 6. Next day, plaintiff was taken out of the cell by guards who said they were going to 

take him back to the hospital. 

57. Plaintiff was terrified that the guards were going to torture him again. He was placed 

in a room in the basement of the hospital, where Marion staff members kept walking past the 

cell, staring at plaintiff, and saying that certain unidentified persons would be there soon. 

5 8. Eventually, a lieutenant whom plaintiff had never seen before, came up to plaintiffs 

cell and said he was from U.S.P. Terre Haute. 

59. Plaintiff was removed from Marion in a wheelchair because he was unable to walk 

properly because of the pain from the torture and abuse. 

60. Plaintiff was then taken to Terre Haute prison, where he was housed on death row so 

as to place him in a highly secure environment where he would be protected from attacks by 

guards. 

61. The defendants set forth in paragraph 5 above, acting jointly and with other currently 

unknown persons, reached an understanding, engaged in a course of conduct, engaged in joint 

action, and otherwise conspired among and between themselves to deprive Mr. Shaheed of his 
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constitutional rights, and did deprive him of those rights, including his right to free speech and to 

practice his religion under the first amendment to the United States Constitution, and his right 

not to be subjected to cruel and unusual punishment under the eighth amendment to the United 

States Constitution. Because said actions were done with the knowledge and purpose of 

depriving Mr. Shaheed, who is a practicing Muslim, of the equal protection of the laws and/or of 

equal privileges and immunities under the law, they also deprived him of his right to equal 

protection of the laws under the fifth amendment to the United States Constitution. 

62. One purpose of this conspiracy was to retaliate against plaintiff for the complaint that 

he had filed against Lieutenant Mash in relation to the September 6, 2005 incident as set forth 

above. 

63. As a direct and proximate result of these defendants' actions, as detailed above, 

plaintiff Hakeem Shaheed suffered serious physical injuries, as well as great physical pain and 

mental distress which continues to this day. 

64. On or about September 25, 2007, plaintiff filed a Notice of Claim with the Federal 

Bureau of Prisons and the United States Justice Department. 

65. On May 1, 2007 the Federal Bureau of Prisons denied plaintiff's claim. 

COUNTI 
(Eighth Amendment and 42 U.S.C. § 2000dd-O Claim) 

66. Plaintiffrealleges paragraphs 1-65. 

67. The actions of the defendants named in paragraph 5 above, in torturing, beating and 

abusing plaintiff and/or failing to intervene to prevent the torture, beating and abuse by others 

violated plaintiffs eighth amendment right to be free from cruel and unusual punishment and 42 
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U.S.C. § 2000dd-0. 

Wherefore, plaintiff requests compensatory damages against all the defendants set forth in 

paragraph 5 above, and because these defendants acted maliciously, willfully, wantonly, and/or 

with reckless disregard for plaintiffs constitutional rights, for punitive damages, plus the costs of 

this action, attorney fees and such other relief as this Court deems equitable and just. 

COUNT 11 
(Eighth Amendment and 42 U.S.C. § 2000dd-O Failure to Protect Claim) 

68. Plaintiff realleges paragraphs 1-67. 

69. The defendants named in paragraphs 3 and 4 above were aware prior to October 3, 

2005 that plaintiff Shaheed had reported abuse against Muslim prisoners and abuse against him, 

were aware that he had been the subject of retaliation by various prison guards and/or staff at 

Marion, and were aware that he faced a serious risk of harm but were deliberately indifferent to 

this harm and failed to take reasonable steps to protect him although they had a duty to do so. 

Wherefore, plaintiff requests compensatory damages against all the defendants set forth in 

paragraphs 3 and 4 above, and because these defendants acted maliciously, willfully, wantonly, 

and/or with reckless disregard for plaintiff's constitutional rights, for punitive damages, plus the 

costs of this action and such other relief as this Court deems equitable and just. 

COUNT III 
(First Amendment Claim, Freedom of Speech and to Petition for Redress of Grievances] 

70. Plaintiff realleges paragraphs 1-69. 

71. The actions of the defendants named in paragraph 5 above in torturing, beating and 

abusing plaintiff in retaliation for his making complaints about the treatment of Muslim prisoners 

at Marion and talking to governmental agents about the abuse of Muslim prisoners violated 
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plaintiff's first amendment right to freedom of speech and to petition the government for redress 

of grievances. 

Wherefore, plaintiff requests compensatory damages against all the defendants named in 

paragraph 5 above, and because these defendants acted maliciously, willfully, wantonly, and/or 

with reckless disregard for plaintiff's constitutional rights, for punitive damages, plus the costs of 

this action and such other relief as this Court deems equitable and just. 

COUNT IV 
[First Amendment Claim, Freedom of Religion) 

72. Plaintiff realleges paragraphs 1-72. 

73. The actions of the defendants named in paragraph 5 above in torturing, beating and 

abusing plaintiff and/or failing to intervene to stop the torture, beating and abuse by others, 

because plaintiff was a Muslim violated plaintiff's first amendment right to freedom ofreligion. 

Wherefore, plaintiff requests compensatory damages against all the defendants set forth 

above in paragraph 5, and because these defendants acted maliciously, willfully, wantonly, and/or 

with reckless disregard for plaintiff's constitutional rights, for punitive damages, plus the costs of 

this action and such other relief as this Court deems equitable and just. 

COUNTV 
(Violation of 42 U.S.C. § 2000cc-1) 

74. Plaintiff realleges paragraphs 1 through 73. 

75. The actions of the defendants named in paragraphs 3, 4 and 5 above imposed a 

substantial burden on plaintiff's right to practice his religion, in violation of the Religious Land 

Use and Institutionalized Persons Act, 42 U.S.C. § 2000cc-l. 

Wherefore, plaintiff requests compensatory damages against all the defendants set forth 
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above, and because these defendants acted maliciously, willfully, wantonly, and/or with reckless 

disregard for plaintiffs constitutional rights, for punitive damages, plus the costs of this action, 

attorney fees and such other relief as this Court deems equitable and just. 

COUNT VI 
[Fifth Amendment Equal Protection Claim] 

76. Plaintiff realleges paragraphs 1 through 7)_. 

77. The actions of the defendants named in paragraph 5 above in torturing, beating and 

abusing plaintiff and/or failing to intervene to stop the torture, beating and abuse by others were 

done because the plaintiff was a Muslim and because he had complained about the mistreatment 

of Muslim prisoners on account of their religion, and these actions thereby violated plaintiff's 

right to equal protection of the laws, as set forth in the fifth amendment to the United States 

Constitution. 

Wherefore, plaintiff requests compensatory damages against all the defendants set forth 

above, and because these defendants acted maliciously, willfully, wantonly, and/or with reckless 

disregard for plaintiff's constitutional rights, for punitive damages, plus the costs of this action 

and such other relief as this Court deems equitable and just. 

COUNT VII 
[Claim under the Federal Tort Claims Act for Hate Crimes] 

78. Plaintiff realleges paragraphs I through 72-

79. The actions of the individual defendants set forth above constitute hate crimes under 

the laws of the State of Illinois (720 ILCS 5/12-7.1). 

80. The acts of the defendants which constituted hate crimes were performed by each of 

the individual defendants in the course and scope of his or her employment. 
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Wherefore, plaintiff requests compensatory damages against the United States, plus the 

costs of this action and such other relief as this Court deems equitable and just. 

COUNT VIII 
{Claim under the Federal Tort Claims Act for Batterv) 

81. Plaintiff realleges paragraphs 1 through 80. 

82. The actions of the individual defendants set forth above constitute battery under the 

laws of the State of lllinois. 

83. The acts of the defendants which constituted battery were performed by each of the 

individual defendants in the course and scope of his or her employment. 

Wherefore, plaintiff requests compensatory damages against the United States, plus the 

costs of this action and such other relief as this Court deems equitable and just. 

COUNT IX 
[Claim under the Federal Tort Claims Act for Assault) 

84. Plaintiff realleges paragraphs 1 through 83. 

85. The actions of the individual defendants set forth above constitute assault under the 

laws of the State of Illinois. 

86. The acts of the defendants which constituted assault were perfonned by each of the 

individual defendants in the course and scope of his or her employment. 

Wherefore, plaintiff requests compensatory damages against the United States, plus the 

costs of this action and such other relief as this Court deems equitable and just. 

COUNT X 
[Claim under the Federal Tort Claims Act for Intentional Infliction of Emotional Distress) 

87. Plaintiff realleges paragraphs l through 86. 
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88. The actions of the individual defendants set forth above constitute intentional 

infliction of emotional distress under the laws of the State of Illinois. 

89. The acts of the defendants which constituted intentional infliction of emotional 

distress were perfonned by each of the individual defendants in the course and scope of his or 

her employment. 

Wherefore, plaintiff requests compensatory damages against the United States, plus the 

costs of this action and such other relief as this Court deems equitable and just. 

COUNT XI 
[Claim under the Federal Tort Claims Act for Conspiracy) 

90. Plaintiff realleges paragraphs 1 through 89. 

91. The actions of the individual defendants set forth above constitute conspiracy under 

the laws of the State of Illinois. 

92. The acts of the defendants which constituted conspiracy were performed by each of 

the individual defendants in the course and scope of his or her employment. 

Wherefore, plaintiff requests compensatory damages against the United States, plus the 

costs of this action and such other relief as this Court deems equitable and just. 

Dated: June 10, 2008 Respectfully Submitted, 

/s/ John L. Stainthorp 
John L. Stainthorp 
People's Law Office 
1180 N. Milwaukee 
Chicago, IL 60622 
773 235 0070 
Stainthorp@ao I. com 
Attorney for Plaintiff 

Plaintiff Demands Trial by Jury on All Counts Except FTCA Claims 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF ILLINOIS 

Hakeem Shaheed, 

Plaintiff, 

vs. 

Michael K. Nalley, et al. 

Defendants. 

To: Counsel of Record 

) 
) 
) 

) 
) 
) 
) 

) 
) 

No. 07-679-MJR 

Judge Michael J. Reagan 

Magistrate Judge Donald Wilkerson 

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

Please take notice that on July 23, 2008 I filed with the Clerk of the United States District 
Court for the Southern District of Illinois the attached First Amended Complaint, a copy of 
which is hereby served upon you via the court's ECF system. 

Isl John L. Stainthorp 
John L. Stainthorp 
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UNITED ST A TES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF ILLINOIS 

Hakeem Shaheed, ) 
) 

Plaintiff, ) 
) 

vs. ) 
) 

Michael K. Nalley, Regional Director ) 
of the North Central Region of the U.S. ) 
Bureau of Prisons, Randy Davis, ) 
Warden of United States Penitentiary ) 
Marion, Associate Warden Rau, ) 
Lieutenant Sample, Lieutenant ) 
Barry, Lieutenant Mash, Captain Gomez,) 
Dr. Lyle, Officer Huckleberry, Officer ) 
Thomas, Officer P. Trovillion, Officers ) 
John Doe 1-9, Mr. Rivas, Mr. Shawdoen, ) 
Physician's Assistant Castillo and ) 
Physician's Assistant Welch, ) 

) 
Defendants. ) 

No. 07-679 

Judge 

Magistrate Judge 

COMPLAINT 

JURISDICTION AND VENUE 

1. The jurisdiction of the Court is invoked pursuant to 28 U.S.C. §§ 1331 and 1343(a). 

PARTIES 

2. Plaintiff Hakeem Shaheed is a resident of Atlantic City, New Jersey. 

3. Defendant Michael K. Nalley was at all times relevant to this case the Regional 

Director, North Central Region, for the Federal Bureau of Prisons. 

4. Defendants Warden Randy Davis and Associate Warden Rau were at all times relevant 

to this complaint the Warden and Associate Warden of the United States Penitentiary at Marion. 



5. Defendants Lieutenant Sample, Lieutenant Barry, Lieutenant Mash, Captain Gomez, 

Dr. Lyle, Officer Huckleberry, Officer Thomas, Officer P. Trovillion, Officers John Doe 1-9, Mr. 

Rivas, Mr. Shawdoen, Physician's Assistant Welch, Physician's Assistant Castillo were at all 

relevant times employees and/or agents of the United States government who were employed at 

the United States Penitentiary in Marion, II linois. Plaintiff is currently unaware of the actual 

names of the John Doc defendants 1-9, who concealed their identities and were persons who 

were otherwise unknown to him. 

6. Plaintiff has i den ti fi cd some of the John Doe defendants from photo I in cups conducted 

by the agents of the United States government, but the government has so far refused to inform 

plaintiff of the names of the persons he has identified. Further, agents of the United States 

government are in possession of video tapes which would identify some or all of the John Doe 

defendants, but the government has not made those video tapes available to plaintiff. 

FACTS 

7. Hakeem Shaheed is a practicing Muslim who was a prisoner at the United States 

penitentiary in Marion from April 5, 1996 until October 4, 2005. 

8. After September 11, 2001 , Mus I ims at U.S. P. Mari on suff cred much mistreatment by 

guards and employees at the prison. 

9. This abuse included Marion employee Simmons abusing plaintiff by intentionally 

placing his Holy Qur'an on a floor stained with spit. 

10. Plaintiff Shaheed reported some of these acts of mistreatment to various authorities, 

including meeting with a Mr. Literal from the Chaplain department of BOP in October 2004. 
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11. In May of 2005 agents from the Office of Inspector General of the United States 

Department of Justice came to the prison to investigate the allegations of mistreatment and met 

with plaintiff Shaheed. 

12. Defendant Offi eer Huck I e berry was one of the persons who took p la inti ff to the 

interview with the OIG in May 2005. 

13. In August of 2005, an OIG agent again interviewed plaintiff at USP Marion, 

concerning allegations of mistreatment and retaliation against him. 

14. On September 6, 2005, Lieutenant Mash intentionally humi I iated plaintiff by telling 

him to put his anns out and then violently put his hands on plaintiffs head, where he was 

wearing his Kufi, his religious head-covering, and Mash squeezed his Kufi in an obvious attempt 

to insult plaintiffs religion. 

15. Plaintiff reported this abuse to the officials within the prison, including defendant 

Associate Warden Rau, and to the OIG and the Bureau of Prisons, including to defendant 

Regional Director Nalley. 

16. Defendant Warden Davis was aware of the abuse which had been reported by 

plaintiff Shaheed. 

17. Prior to October 3, 2005, defendants Nalley, Davis and Rau were aware that plaintiff 

had reported that he had been abused by guards at Marion on account of his religion and because 

Marion guards and/or staff believed that he was cooperating in OIG and/or BOP investigations 

into the conduct of guards and staff at Marion. 

18. Prior to October 3, 2 00 5, defendants Na 11 cy, Davis and Rau knew that p 1 a inti ff 
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Shaheed faced a serious risk of harm and failed to take reasonable steps to protect him, even 

though each of them had a duty to do so. 

19. On and before October 3, 2005 the defendants described in paragraph 5 above were 

aware that plaintiff had reported to the 010 and to other governmental officials and agencies the 

mistreatment of Muslims generally and that he had been mistreated, and that he had met with 

agents of the OIG and was cooperating with the investigation by the OIG into the harassment, 

mistreatment and abuse of Muslim prisoners. 

20. On October 3, 2005, in retaliation for plaintiff's cooperation with the investigation by 

the OIG and to punish him for complaining about the various abuses committed on him and other 

Muslims, various Marion prison guards and employees determined to torture and otherwise 

physically and mentally abuse plaintiff. 

21. On that day, several guards came to plaintiffs cell, seized him, struck him, 

handcuffed plaintiffs hands behind his back, shackled his ankles and took him to the prison 

hospital. 

22. At the hospital, Marion prison employees threw plaintiff onto a gurney. 

2 3. Defendants Lieutenant Samp 1 e and Lieutenant Barry then punched plain ti ff in the 

face multiple times and left. 

24. John Doc I then came over to plaintiff, placed a baton on his facial bones, and began 

to grind the baton into the side of his head with all his weight while John Docs 2, 3 and 4 held 

plaintiff down. 

25. During this abuse, PA Welch assisted John Docs I, 2, 3 and 4 by indicating areas on 
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plaintiff's body that they should target. 

26. During this abuse, plaintiff involuntarily screamed, and Dr. Lyle came over to 

examine him. 

27. Plaintiff requested that Dr. Lyle intervene to stop the abuse, but Dr. Lyle refused to 

do so and walked away even though he knew about the abuse and had the duty and abihty to stop 

it. 

28. Defendant Trovillion then came over and said to plaintiff, "If you don't shut up we're 

going to kill you." 

29. John Doe 1 continued to grind the baton into plaintiff's head and face, hit him with 

the baton, and shoved the baton into plaintiff's mouth, ripping his gums and causing him to gag. 

30. PA Welch then lifted plaintiff's T-shirt, and an unidentified person hit plaintiff in 

that area with a baton. 

31. PA Welch had a duty and the ability to intervene to stop the abuse of plaintiff but he 

failed to do so. 

32. John Doc 1 then ordered John Does 2, 3, and 4 to tum plaintiff over, and John Doe 1 

began to grind the baton into his head and face on the other side. 

33. When plaintiff again screamed with pain, Dr. Lyle again came over but again refused 

to intervene, despite plaintiff's pleas to him to do so. 

34. Various persons, including John Does 1, 2, 3 and 4 then turned plaintiff face down 

and began to grind the baton into his spine and ram the stick into his rectal area, over his pants. 

35. Captain Gomez came over to plaintiff who pleaded for help, but Gomez just shouted, 
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"fuck you," and walked away. 

36. Captain Gomez had a duty and the ability to intervene to stop the abuse of plaintiff 

but he failed to do so. 

37. Mr. Rivas was also in the area and was aware that various guards were abusing 

plaintiff, but he failed to intervene to stop the abuse, even though he had a duty and the ability to 

do so. 

38. Various guards, including John Does I, 2, 3, and 4, then turned plaintiff onto his 

back and continued to beat and abuse him. 

39. John Docs 3 and 4 began to bend and twist plaintiffs toes, and John Doc 3 put a 

chain over one of plaintiffs toes and yanked it extremely hard, but the chain slipped off. 

40. Defendant Huckleberry then came over and struck plaintiff with a baton. 

41. Defendant officer Thomas then came over but refused to intervene to stop the 

physical abuse of plaintiff. 

42. Defendant Trovillion then took plaintiffs blood pressure, and PA Welch and others 

took him to the dentist's office to x-ray his jaw. 

43. Plaintiff was then taken to another room where officer Thomas and Mr. Shawdoen 

bent him over a gurney. Shawdoen then stuck him with something that felt like a needle, said "I 

bet he likes this position," and Thomas placed a baton between plaintiffs cuffed arms and 

twisted it, causing plaintiff to lift up. 

44. Shawdoen then stamped on the ankle shackles, causing the metal to cut into 

plaintiff's ankles, and then both Shawdocn and Thomas threw plaintiff faee down on the gurney. 
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45. Shawdoen and Thomas then observed that plaintiffs wrists were bloody from the 

cuffs which had been placed tightly around his wrists. 

46. Thomas then slapped his stick into his open palm, saying, "Shaheed, you 're lucky I 

wasn't there; you don't want to mess with these rednecks around here, they'll kill you." 

47. Thomas then picked up a telephone and said, "send me some guys with no hearts," 

and said to plaintiff, "This is going to be the longest walk of your life." 

48. Five persons, John Does 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9, their identities completely concealed and 

not wearing name tags, then appeared in dark blue jumpsuits with helmets and led plaintiff out of 

that area and down the hall. As they did so John Doc 5 choked plaintiff from behind, while John 

Doe 6 grabbed plaintiffs head and pushed it down, and John Doc 7 was behind plaintiff, 

stamping on his ankle shackles, while John Does 8 and 9 failed to intervene. 

49. John Does 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9 took plaintiff to the special housing unit, taking turns 

hitting him and otherwise abusing him, and then placed him on a concrete pad with his hands 

cuffed over his head while they continued to abuse him. 

50. PA Castillo was present during this abuse in the special housing unit and failed to 

intervene to prevent or stop it, despite having a duty and the ability to do so. 

51. John Does 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9 and PA Castillo left plaintiff in this position for an 

extended period of time, causing him to lose all sensation in his hands, and his feet to swell up. 

52. During this time plaintiff continually cried out that he was in pain and that the 

handcuffs had been deliberately closed too tightly, cutting into his wrists. 

53. Defendants Sample and Trovillion eventually came to inspect plaintiff and 
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repositioned his handcuffs and ankle shackles. Sample punched plaintiff a few times, and left the 

cell, leaving plaintiff shackled and unable to move. 

54. Next day, plaintiff was taken out of the cell by guards who said they were going to 

take him back to the hospital. 

55. Plaintiff was tenified that the guards were going to torture him again. He was placed 

in a room in the basement of the hospital, where Marion staff members kept walking past the 

cell, staring at plaintiff, and saying that certain unidentified persons would be there soon. 

56. Eventually, a lieutenant whom plaintiff had never seen before, came up to plaintiffs 

cell and said he was from U.S.P. Terre Haute. 

5 7. Plaintiff was removed from Marion in a wheelchair because he was unable to walk 

properly because of the pain from the torture and abuse. 

58. Plaintiff was then taken to Terre Haute prison, where he was housed on death row so 

as to place him in a highly secure environment where he would be protected from attacks by 

guards. 

5 9. The defendants set forth in paragraph 5 above, acting jointly and with other currently 

unknown persons, reached an understanding, engaged in a course of conduct, engaged in joint 

action, and otherwise conspired among and between themselves to deprive Mr. Shaheed of his 

constitutional rights, and did deprive him of those rights, including his right to free speech and to 

practice his religion under the first amendment to the United States Constitution, and his right 

not to be subjected to crncl and unusual punishment under the eighth amendment to the United 

States Constitution. Because said actions were done with the knowledge and purpose of 
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depriving Mr. Shaheed, who is a practicing Muslim, of the equal protection of the laws and/or of 

equal privileges and immunities under the law, they also deprived him of his right to equal 

protection of the laws under the fifth amendment to the United States Constitution. 

60. One purpose of this conspiracy was to retaliate against plaintiff for the complaint that 

he had filed against Lieutenant Mash in relation to the September 6, 2005 incident as set forth 

above. 

61. As a direct and proximate result of these defendants' actions, as detailed above, 

plaintiff Hakeem Shaheed suffered serious physical injuries, as well as great physical pain and 

mental distress which continues to this day. 

COUNTI 
(Eighth Amendment and 42 U.S.C. § 2000dd-0 Claim) 

62. Plaintiff realleges paragraphs 1-61. 

63. The actions of the defendants named in paragraph 5 above, in torturing, beating and 

abusing plaintiff and/or failing to intervene to prevent the torture, beating and abuse by others 

violated plaintiffs eighth amendment right to be free from cruel and unusual punishment and 42 

U.S.C. § 2000dd-0. 

Wherefore, plaintiff requests compensatory damages against all the defendants set forth in 

paragraph 5 above, and because these defendants acted maliciously, willfully, wantonly, and/or 

with reckless disregard for plaintiffs constitutional rights, for punitive damages, plus the costs of 

this action, attorney fees and such other relief as this Court deems equitable and just. 

COUNT II 
(Eighth Amendment and 42 U.S.C. § 2000dd-0 Failure to Protect Claim) 
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64. Plaintiffrealleges paragraphs 1-63. 

65. The defendants named in paragraphs 3 and 4 above were aware prior to October 3, 

2005 that plaintiff Shaheed had reported abuse against Muslim prisoners and abuse against him, 

were aware that he had been the subject of retaliation by various prison guards and/or staff at 

Marion, and were aware that he faced a serious risk of harm but were deliberately indifferent to 

this harm and failed to take reasonable steps to protect him although they had a duty to do so. 

Wherefore, plaintiff requests compensatory damages against all the defendants set forth in 

paragraphs 3 and 4 above, and because these defendants acted maliciously, willfully, wantonly, 

and/or with reckless disregard for plaintiffs constitutional rights, for punitive damages, plus the 

costs of this action and such other relief as this Court deems equitable and just. 

COUNT III 
(First Amendment Claim, Freedom of Speech and to Petition for Redress of Grievances] 

66. Plaintiff realleges paragraphs 1-65. 

67. The actions of the defendants named in paragraph 5 above in torturing, beating and 

abusing plaintiff in retaliation for his making complaints about the treatment of Muslim prisoners 

at Marion and talking to governmental agents about the abuse of Muslim prisoners violated 

plaintiffs first amendment right to freedom of speech and to petition the government for redress 

of grievances. 

Wherefore, plaintiff requests compensatory damages against all the defendants named in 

paragraph 5 above, and because these defendants acted maliciously, willfully, wantonly, and/or 

with reckless disregard for plaintiffs constitutional rights, for punitive damages, plus the costs of 

this action and such other relief as this Court deems equitable and just. 
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COUNT IV 
lFirst Amendment Claim, Freedom of Religion) 

68. Plaintiff realleges paragraphs 1-67. 

69. The actions of the defendants named in paragraph 5 above in torturing, beating and 

abusing plaintiff and/or failing to intervene to stop the torture, beating and abuse by others, 

because plaintiff was a Muslim violated plaintiffs first amendment right to freedom ofreligion. 

Wherefore, plaintiff requests compensatory damages against all the defendants set forth 

above in paragraph 5, and because these defendants acted maliciously, willfully, wantonly, and/or 

with reckless disregard for plaintiffs constitutional rights, for punitive damages, plus the costs of 

this action and such other relief as this Court deems equitable and just. 

COUNTV 
(Violation of 42 U.S.C. § 2000cc-1J 

70. Plaintiff realleges paragraphs 1 through 69. 

71. The actions of the defendants named in paragraphs 3, 4 and 5 above imposed a 

substantial burden on plaintiffs right to practice his religion, in violation of the Religious Land 

Use and Institutionalized Persons Act, 42 U.S.C. § 2000cc-1. 

Wherefore, plaintiff requests compensatory damages against all the defendants set forth 

above, and because these defendants acted maliciously, willfully, wantonly, and/or with reckless 

disregard for plaintiffs constitutional rights, for punitive damages, plus the costs of this action, 

attorney fees and such other relief as this Court deems equitable and just. 

COUNT VI 
[Fifth Amendment Equal Protection Claim) 

72. P\aintiff realleges paragraphs 1 through 70. 
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73. The actions of the defendants named in paragraph 5 above in torturing, beating and 

abusing plaintiff and/or failing to intervene to stop the torture, beating and abuse by others were 

done because the plaintiff was a Muslim and because he had complained about the mistreatment 

of Muslim prisoners on account of their religion, and these actions thereby violated plaintiffs 

right to equal protection of the laws, as set forth in the fifth amendment to the United States 

Constitution. 

Wherefore, plaintiff requests compensatory damages against all the defendants set forth 

above, and because these defendants acted maliciously, willfully, wantonly, and/or with reckless 

disregard for plaintiffs constitutional rights, for punitive damages, plus the costs of this action 

and such other relief as this Court deems equitable and just 

Dated: September 24, 2007 Respectfully Submitted, 

/s/ John L. Stainthorp 
John L. Stainthorp 
Michael Deutsch 
Jan Susler 
People's Law Office 
1180 N. Milwaukee 
Chicago, IL 60622 
773 235 0070 
Stainthorp@ao 1. com 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 

Plaintiff Demands Trial by Jury on All Counts 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF ILLINOIS 

Hakeem Shaheed, 

Plaintiff, 

v. 

Michael K. Nalley, et al., 

Defendants. 

) 

) 
) 

) CAUSE NO. 07-CV-0679-MJR 
) 

) 
) 
) 
) 

JUDGMENT IN A CIVIL CASE 

DECISION BY THE COURT. 

IT IS ORDERED AND ADJUDGED that this cause of action is dismissed with 

prejudice. 

DATED this 14th Day of September, 2009. 

Approved: 

s/Michael t Reagan 
MICHAEL J. REAGAN 
U.S. District Judge 

JUSTINE FLANAGAN, ACTING CLERK 

BY: s/Annie McGraw 
Deputy Clerk 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF ILLINOIS 

HAKEEM SHAHEED, ) 
) 
) 

) 
) 
) 
) 

) 
) 

Plaintiff, 

vs. CIVIL NO. 07-cv-679-MJR 

MICHAEL K. NALLEY, et al., 

Defendants. 

MEMORANDUM AND ORDER 

REAGAN, District Judge: 

Plaintiff, formerly an inmate in the United States Penitentiary in Marion, Illinois, brings this 

action for alleged violations of his constitutional rights by persons acting under the color of federal 

authority. See Bivens v. Six Unknown Named Agents, 403 U.S. 388 (1971). He sets forth six 

separate claims involving use of excessive force, failure to protect him from harm, retaliation for 

exercising his First Amendment rights to complaint about treatment of Muslim inmates, interference 

with his right to practice his religion, violations of the Religious Land Use and Institutionalized 

Persons Act, and violations of this Fifth Amendment right to equal protection. At this point, the 

Court is unable to dismiss any portion of the complaint. See 28 U.S.C. § 1915(e)(2). 

It appears that summons has already issued for all named defendants. Furthermore, 

Defendants Trovillion, Rivas, Castillo, Welch, Nalley and Mash have already filed an answer to the 

complaint (see Doc. 24). Accordingly, their motions for additional time to answer (Docs. 21, 22) 

are now MOOT. 

Plaintiff is ORDERED to serve upon Defendants or, if appearance has been entered by 
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counsel, upon that attorney, a copy of every further pleading or other document submitted for 

consideration by this Court. He shall include with the original paper to be filed with the Clerk of 

the Court a certificate stating the date that a true and correct copy of any document was mailed to 

defendant or his counsel. Any paper received by a district judge or magistrate judge which has not 

been filed with the Clerk or which fails to include a certificate of service will be disregarded by the 

Court. 

All other Defendants are ORDERED to timely file an appropriate responsive pleading to 

the complaint, and shall not waive filing a reply pursuant to 42 U.S.C. § 1997e(g). 

Pursuant to Local Rule 72.1 (a)(2), this cause is REFERRED to a United States Magistrate 

Judge for further pre-trial proceedings. 

Further, this entire matter is hereby REFERRED to a United States Magistrate Judge for 

disposition, as contemplated by Local Rule 72.2(b)(2) and 28 U.S.C. § 636(c), should all the parties 

consent to such a referral. 

IT IS SO ORDERED. 

DA TED this 22nd day of February, 2007. 

s/ Michael J. Reagan 
MICHAEL J. REAGAN 
United States District Judge 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF ILLINOIS 

HAKEEM SHAHEED, ) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

) 
) 
) 
) 

Plaintiff, 

vs. Civil No. 07-cv-679-MJR 

MICHAEL K. NALLEY, et al., 

Defendants. 

ORDER 

Plaintiff, a former inmate at the United States Penitentiary at Marion, Illinois, brings this 

Bivens action for alleged use of excessive force in violation of his constitutional rights. The 

Court has been informed by counsel for the government that defendants Randy Davis (former 

warden), Rau (former associate warden), and Dr. Lyle are no longer employed by the Federal 

Bureau of Prisons. 

IT IS ORDERED that, for good cause shown, on or before April 25, 2008, the Federal 

Bureau of Prisons shall provide the U.S. Marshals Service with the last known addresses of 

defendants Randy Davis (former warden), Rau (former associate warden), and Dr. Lyle. The 

U.S. Marshals can be contacted at 618-482-9336 to arrange for the orderly conveyance of this 

information. 

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that a written Notice of Compliance shall be filed with 

the Court indicating conveyance of information from the Bureau of Prisons to the Marshals 

Service. 

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the Marshals Service shall reveal the addresses to the 
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Clerk of Court as necessary only to effect service and to conduct the usual business of the Court. 

Otherwise defendants' addresses will be kept in confidence by both the Marshals Service and the 

Clerk of Court. The addresses shall not become part of the public file and shall not be disclosed 

to plaintiff or plaintiff's attornev. 

The Clerk of Court is DIRECTED to prepare an original summons for defendants Randy 

Davis (former warden), Rau (former associate warden), and Dr. Lyle. 

The Clerk of Court is further DIRECTED to serve a copy of this order on the U.S. 

Marshal for the Southern District of Illinois. 

The United States Marshal is DIRECTED to serve the summons, a copy of the 

complaint, and a copy of this order upon defendants Randy Davis (former warden), Rau (former 

associate warden), and Dr. Lyle. 

IT IS SO ORDERED. 

DA TED: March 27, 2008 

2 

s/ IPJ'Jcmald /jJ Off'"~ 

DONALD G. WILKERSON 
United States Magistrate Judge 
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HAKEEM SHAHEED, 

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF ILLINOIS 

Plaintiff, 

vs. CASE NO. 3:07-cv-679-MJR 

MICHAEL K. NALLEY, et al., 

) 

) 
) 

) 
) 

) 
) 
) 

) Defendants. 

ORDER AND NOTICE OF SETTLEMENT CONFERENCE 

TO ALL PARTIES AND COUNSEL OF RECORD: 

A settlement conference in the above case has been set before the Honorable Donald G. Wilkerson, 

U.S. Magistrate Judge, on May 26, 2009 at 9:00 a.m., in Court Room, Third Floor, Melvin Price 

Federal Bldg. and U.S. Courthouse, East St. Louis, Illinois. 

The purpose of the settlement conference is to permit an informal discussion of every aspect of the 

lawsuit bearing on its settlement value and to discuss, propose and consider, and, in appropriate instances, 

to enter into settlement agreements. For these purposes it is essential that all necessary parties be present 

in person. This includes, but is not limited to, trial counsel and the individual parties. In the case of 

corporate parties and insurance carriers, a representative executive SHALL be present who has 

unrestricted authority to discuss, consider, propose and agree, or disagree, to any settlement proposal 

or offer. 

The parties are directed to submit ex parte and under seal to Judge Donald G. Wilkerson a settlement 

conference statement, on or before 7 days prior to settlement conference, setting fo1ih, among other 

things, each party's position concerning factual issues, issues of law, damages or relief requested and the 

party's settlement position and grounds therefor. Such settlement statement shall be addressed and mailed 

to Judge Wilkerson, U.S. Courthouse, 750 Missouri Avenue, East St. Louis, Illinois 62201, in an 

envelope marked "Confidential - Submitted Under Seal". Settlement statements may also be faxed 

directly to the Chambers of Judge Wilkerson at 618-482-9277 or e-mailed to chambers at 
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DGWpd@ilsd.uscourts.gov. Neither the settlement statement nor the contents thereof shall be disclosed 

to any other party and the same shall remain under seal to be opened only by the Court. The parties are 

directed to this court's webpage, http://www. i lsd. uscourts. gov /J udges/wi lkersonpretri al.html , for additional 

information and requirements. 

Pertinent evidence to be offered at trial, documents or otherwise, should be brought to the settlement 

conference for presentation to the settlement judge if thought particularly relevant. 

Neither the settlement conference statements nor communications during the settlement conference 

with the settlement judge can be used by either party in the trial of the case. 

Prior to the settlement conference, the parties should discuss settlement with their respective clients, 

and opposing parties should discuss settlement with each other so the parameters of settlement have been 

explored in advance of the settlement conference. If either party believes that a settlement conference would 

be futile, then that party shall contact opposing counsel and file a motion with the Court in a reasonable time 

prior to the scheduled settlement conference. 

THE PARTIES ARE CAUTIONED THAT FAILURE TO BRING ALL NECESSARY 

PARTIES TO THE SETTLEMENT CONFERENCE COULD RESULT IN THE CONFERENCE 

BEING RESCHEDULED WITH SANCTIONS IMPOSED UPON THE OFFENDING PARTY. 

DA TED: April 30, 2008 

NORBERT G. JAWORSKI, Clerk of the Court 

By: s\ Robin M. Butler 
Deputy Clerk 

A copy of a settlement statement can be obtained from the Court's Website at www.ilsd.uscourts.gov. 

2 
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HAKEEM SHAHEED, 

Plaintiff, 

V. 

IN THE UNITED ST A TES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF ILLINOIS 

Case No. 3:07-cv-679 MJR 

MICHAEL K. NALLEY, et al., 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

Defendants. 

ORDER REGARDING DISCOVERY 

In the interest of reducing delay and expense, it is ORDERED that discovery disputes that 

cannot be resolved through informal means pursuant to Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 37 shall be 

handled in the following manner: 

The party with the discovery dispute shall contact Holly Stone, Law Clerk to Judge Wilkerson, 

at (618) 482-9382, to schedule a telephonic conference call with the Court and opposing counsel. If 

the dispute involves written discovery, the disputed portion(s) shall be submitted to the Court bye

mail (holly_stone@ilsd.uscourts.gov) or faxed to the Court (if less than twenty pages) at (618) 482-

9277, prior to the telephonic conference. The party with the discovery dispute shall be responsible for 

initiating the conference call. The Court's teleconference number is (6 I 8) 482-9004. Written motions 

to compel or legal memoranda will not be accepted unless specifically requested by the Court. 

Expense of the call will be borne by the non-prevailing party. The parties are directed to this court's 

we bpage, http://www. ilsd. uscourts. gov/ J udges/wilkersonpretrial. html, for additional information and 

specific procedures regarding discovery disputes. Consult this Court's webpage BEFORE 

contacting chambers with questions. 

DATED: April 30, 2008 

s/fq)~f§Offe"~ 
DONALD G. WILKERSON 
United States Magistrate Judge 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF ILLINOIS 

HAKEEM SHAHEED, ) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

) 
) 
) 
) 

Plaintiff, 

vs. Civil No. 07-cv-679-MJR 

MICHAEL K. NALLEY, et al., 

Defendants. 

ORDER 

Plaintiff, a former inmate at the United States Penitentiary at Marion, Illinois, brings this 

Bivens action for alleged use of excessive force in violation of his constitutional rights. One of 

the defendants--Lieutenant Sample--has yet to be served in the matter. The Court has been 

informed by counsel for the government that Defendant Sample is on extended leave from the 

Federal Bureau of Prisons. Plaintiff has filed a motion (Doc. 40) requesting that the Court enter 

an order directing the Federal Bureau of Prisons to provide the United States Marshal Service 

with the last known address of Defendant Lieutenant Sample. This motion is GRANTED. 

Defendant Sample's address will be kept in confidence by both the Marshals Service and the 

Clerk of Court, and will only be used to effect service and to conduct the usual business of the 

Court. 

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that, for good cause shown, and in accord with Graham v. 

Satoski, 51 F.3d 710 (7th Cir. 1995), on or before June 6, 2008, the Federal Bureau of Prisons 

shall provide the U.S. Marshals Service with the last known addresses of Defendant Lieutenant 

Sample. The U.S. Marshals can be contacted at 618-482-9336 to anange for the orderly 
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conveyance of this information. A written Notice of Compliance shall be filed with the Court 

indicating conveyance of the information to the Marshal Service. 

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the Marshal Service shall reveal the address to the 

Clerk of Court as necessary for the conduct of routine business, otherwise Defendant's address 

shall be retained by the Marshal Service. 

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the Clerk of Court shall serve copies of this order on 

the United States Marsh for the Southern District of Illinois, as well as the Director of the 

Federal Bureau of Prisons and the Human Resources Office of the Federal Bureau of Prisons, 

both at 320 First Street NW, Washington, DC 20534. 

IT IS SO ORDERED. 

DA TED: May 9, 2008 

2 

s/ PiJcvnaltf 8Z Cl/Y~ 
DONALD G. WILKERSON 
United States Magistrate Judge 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF ILLINOIS 

HAKEEM SHAHEED, ) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

) 
) 
) 
) 

Plaintiff, 

vs. Civil No. 07-cv-679-MJR 

MICHAEL K. NALLEY, et al., 

Defendants. 

ORDER 

Plaintiff, a former inmate at the United States Penitentiary at Marion, Illinois, brings this 

Bivens action for alleged use of excessive force in violation of his constitutional rights. Plaintiff 

now moves for an order directing the Bureau of Prisons to provide the last known addresses of 

defendants Rau, Sample, and Barry to the United States Marshals Service, and directing the 

Marshals Service to effect service upon them (Doc. 70). This motion is GRANTED. 

Counsel for the government informed the Court that the Bureau of Prisons provided last 

known addresses for Defendants Rau and Sample. The Marshals Service attempted but was 

unable to effect service on Defendant Rau because he was out of the country for an extended 

period of time (Doc. 52). The Bureau of Prisons filed a "Notice of Compliance" with the Court 

on May 12, 2008 (Doc. 46), indicating that they had provided the Marshals Service with the last 

known address of Defendant Sample. To date, there is no indication in the docket that summons 

was issues or service attempted on Defendant Sample. Counsel for the government informed the 

Court that Defendant Barry is on extended leave from his position with the Bureau of Prisons. 

Accordingly, IT IS ORDERED that, for good cause shown, on or before February 27, 
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2009, the Federal Bureau of Prisons shall provide the U.S. Marshals Service with the last known 

addresses of Defendant Barry. The U.S. Marshals may be contacted at 618-482-9336 to arrange 

for the orderly conveyance of this information. 

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that a written Notice of Compliance shall be filed with 

the Court indicating conveyance of information from the Bureau of Prisons to the Marshals 

Service. 

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the Marshals Service shall reveal the address to the 

Clerk of Court as necessary only to effect service and to conduct the usual business of the Court. 

Otherwise defendant's addresses will be kept in confidence by both the Marshals Service and the 

Clerk of Court. The addresses shall not become part of the public file and shall not he disclosed 

to plaintiff or plaintiff's attorney. 

The Clerk of Court is DIRECTED to prepare original summonses for Defendants 

Sample and Barry and to prepare a second summons for Defendant Rau. 

The Clerk of Court is further DIRECTED to serve a copy of this order on the U.S. 

Marshal for the Southern District of Illinois. 

The United States Marshal is DIRECTED to serve the summonses, copies of the 

complaint, and a copy of this order upon Defendants Sample and Barry, and to attempt to serve 

again the summons, a copy of the complaint, and a copy of this order on Defendant Rau. 

IT IS SO ORDERED. 

DA TED: February 2, 2009 

2 

s/ tq;cm,afd /§ Off/~ 
DONALD G. WILKERSON 
United States Magistrate Judge 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF ILLINOIS 

Hakeem Shaheed 

Plaintiff, 

FILED 
MAY 0\-{ r:J 

CLERK. U.S. DISTRJCT COURT 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF ILl.lNOIS 

EAST ST. LOUIS OFF!CE 

VS. 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

CIVIL 1'i0. 07-cv-679-MJR 
Michael K. Na1ley, et al. 

Defendant. 

ORDER 

IT IS ORDERED that, the tee having been paid, 

(Movants(s) Michael E. Deutsch 

(Firm) People's Law Office 

(Address)l 180 N. Milwaukee, Chicago, 11 60622 

(Telephone #)773 235 0070 (Fax#) 773 235 6699 

is admitted to practice pro hac vice (for this case only) before the United States District Court for 

Southern District of Illinois, as attorney for: Hakeem Shaheed 

DATED: 5 b \ 09 

BY ORDER OF COURT: 

Norbert G. Jaworski, Clerk 

By: ~\~C\ ,~c\\~ 
• Deputy Clerk 

AA-03 
(Revised 6/2007) 

------- ----- ---- ---·- --- -- - - -
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IN THE UNITED ST ATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF ILLINOIS FILED 

Hakeem Shaheed, 
Plaintiff, 

MAY O ~ 2009 
CLERK, U.S. DISTRICT COURT 

SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF ILLINO!S 
EAST ST. LOUIS OFFICE 

vs. 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

CIVIL NO. 07-cv-679-MJR 
Michael K. Nalley, et al. 

Defendant. 

MOTION TO APPEAR PRO HAC VICE 
(For This Case Only) 

Comes now Michael E. Deutsch, pursuant to Local Rule 83.l(b) of the United States 

District Court for the Southern District of Illinois, and moves this Court to allow said movant to 

appear of record in the above-entitled cause and participate pro hac vice (for this case only) on 

behalf of Hakeem Shaheed, and in support thereof states and certifies to the Court: 

1. That movant is an attorney licensed to practice law in the State(s) of Illinois. 

2. That movant is a member in good standing in the Bar(s) as set forth above. 

3. That movant does not wish to be admitted generally, but for the purpose of this case 

only. 

4. That movant is familiar with the law, facts and procedures relating to the subject 

matter of this litigation. 

THEREFORE, movant respectfully requests permission to appear of record and 

participate pro hac vice before the United States District Court for the Southern District of 

Illinois. 

AA-03 
_{_~cvi:~~-~/2007) 

Signature of Movant 

-------- -- --



CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

The following persons were served with a copy of Michael Deutsch's Notice of 
Appearance e1ec:tronically and bty U.S. mail 

James A. Lewis 
United States Attorney's Office 
318 South Sixth Street 
Springfield, IL 62701 

Telephone: 217-492-4450 
Fax: 217-492-4888 

email: jim.lewis2@usdoj ,gov 

WiUiam D. Stiehl Jr. 
2 Park Place Professional Center 
Belleville, IL 62226 

Re: Shaheed v. Nalley et al. 07-679 

bstiehl@peaknet.net 
618 234 9900 
cell 618 660 7857 

Date: May 5, 2009 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF ILLINOIS 

HAKEEM SHAHEED, 

Plaintiff, 

V. 

MICHAEL K. NALLEY, et al., 

Defendants. 

) 

) 
) 
) 
) 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

) 

ORDER 

Case No. 3:07-cv-679 MJR 

Currently pending before the Court is Plaintiffs Motion for Entry of HIPAA Protective 

Order (Doc. 86). Pursuant to SDIL-LR 7.l(g), Defendants had ten days in which to respond to 

Plaintiff's motion. That ten-day period has expired, and Defendants have not filed a response in 

opposition to the motion. 1 

Rule 26 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure permits litigants to seek an order to protect 

discoverable. yet confidential, material from public disclosure. The parties stipulate that 

confidential information in this case will be used only for the purposes of this litigation, and that a 

protective order will secure protected information from unauthorized disclosure. The Com1 finds 

that good cause exists for issuance of an order permitting limited disclosure of such information, and 

that entry of the proposed protective order is appropriate pursuant to Federal Rules of Civil 

Procedure 26(c). The Court, being fully advised and having determined that good cause exists for 

entry of a protective order, GRANTS the motions. 

1Under the local rule, the Court, in its discretion, may consider failure to respond to a 
motion an admission of its merits. 
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THEREFORE, IT IS HEREBY STIPULATED AND ORDERED: 

A. The following words and terms are defined as follows for purposes of this Agreed 
Protective Order: 

1. "Parties" shall mean the plaintiff and the defendants in this action and any 
additional party that this Court may subsequently recognize as subject to this 
protective order, and their attorneys. 

2. "HIP AA" shall mean Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 
1996, codified primarily at 18, 26 & 42 U.S.C. (2002). 

3. ''Privacy Standards" shall mean the Standards for Privacy of Individually 
Identifiable Health Information. See 45 C.F.R. §§ 160 & 164 (2000). 

4. "PHI" shall mean Protected Health Information, as that term is used in HIPAA 
and the Privacy Standards. "PHI" includes, but is not limited to, health 
infomrntion, including demographic information, relating to either: (a) the past, 
present, or future physical or mental condition of an individual; (b) the provision 
of care to an individual; and/or c) the payment for care provided to an individual, 
which identifies the individual or which reasonably could be expected to identify 
the individual. 

5. Further, this Order is intended by the parties to be applicable to, and to protect, 
any document or information already disclosed by any party which falls within 
the above definition of PHI. 

B. This Order governs all discovery related to the exchange or dissemination of infonnation 
or the production of documents designated as PHI. 

1. The signatories shall be familiar with HIPAA and the Privacy Standards. 

2. The signatories recognize that it may be necessary during the course of this 
proceeding to produce, disclose, receive, obtain, subpoena, and/or transmit PHI to 
or from other parties and non-parties. 

C. The signatories will abide by the following terms and conditions: 

1. The signatories will not use or disclose the PHI released in this proceeding for 
any other purpose or in any other proceeding. 

2. The signatories will store all PHI while it is in their possession according to the 
Privacy Standards. 

3. The signatories shall, at the termination of this proceeding and upon written 
request, return all PHI obtained during the course of this proceeding to the 
attorney representing the person whose PHI was released during the course of this 
proceeding, and/or dispose of any PHI retained thereafter pursuant to the Privacy 
Standards. 

-2-
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4. The signatories shall assist each other in the release of PHI by waiving all notice 
requirements that may otherwise be necessary under HIP AA and the Privacy 
Standards. 

5. Before disclosing PHI documents to any persons involved in the litigation, 
including but not limited to: counsel, co-counsel, counsel's staff, expert, or 
consulting expert witnesses retained in connection with the litigation, counsel will 
be responsible for informing each such person that the documents or information 
containing PHI to be disclosed are confidential, to be held in confidence, are to be 
used solely for the purpose of preparing for this litigation and further, that these 
restrictions are imposed by a court order. 

6. No document containing PHI is to be filed with the Clerk of Court unless leave of 
court to file the particular document(s) is specifically granted by the Court. 

IT IS SO ORDERED. 

DA TED: June 3, 2009 

-3-

s/ PlJMI.OLd 8£ Off/~ 
DONALD G. WILKERSON 
United States Magistrate Judge 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF ILLINOIS 

HAKEEM SHAHEED, ) 
) 

Plaintiff, ) 
) 

v. ) 
) 

MICHAEL K. NALLEY, RANDY DA VIS, ) 
ASSOCIATE WARDEN RAU, LIEUTENANT ) 
SAMPLE, LIEUTENANT BARRY, ) 
LIEUTENANT MASH, CAPTAIN GOMEZ, ) 
DR.LYLE, OFFICER HUCKLEBERRY, ) 
OFFICER THOMAS, P. TROVILLION, ) 
JOHN DOES, MR. RIV AS, MR. SHA WDOEN, ) 
PHYSICIAN ASST. CASTILLO, ) 
PHYSICIAN ASST. WELCH, and the ) 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, ) 

) 

Defendants. ) 

ORDER 

REAGAN, District Judge: 

Case No. 07-CV-0679-MJR 

On September 26, 2007, Plaintiff Hakeem Shaheed filed a six-count complaint 

against the Defendants, including Michael Nally, alleging violations of his civil rights while 

imprisoned at the United States Penitentiary in Marion, lllinois (Doc. 23). On June 2, 2009, Plaintiff 

filed a "stipulation to voluntarily dismiss" the action with respect to Defendant Nalley (Doc. 98), 

which the Court construes as a motion for voluntary dismissal pursuant to Rule 41(a)(2) (Doc. 99). 

The Court then set a deadline requiring any party wishing to object to the motion to file any such 

response no later than June 15, 2009. No objections were filed. 

FEDERAL RULE OF CIVIL PROCEDURE 41(a)(2) provides that where the defendant 

has answered the complaint or filed a motion for summary judgment, "an action may be dismissed 

-1-
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at the plaintiff's request only by court order, on terms that the court considers proper." Having fully 

considered the matter, the Court now GRANTS plaintiffs' motion to voluntarily dismiss (Doc. 98) 

and DISMISSES the action against Michael K. Nalley without prejudice. 

Consequently, the Court also DENIES AS MOOT Defendant Nalley's motion for 

summary judgment (Doc. 93). All claims against all other Defendants remain pending. 

IT IS SO ORDERED. 

DA TED this 16th day of June 2009. 

-2-

sf Michael J. Reagan 
MICHAEL J. REAGAN 
United States District Judge 



IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF ILLINOIS 

HAKEEM SHAHEED, ) 
) 

Plaintiff, ) 
) 

v. ) 
) 

RANDY DA VIS, ASSOCIATE WARDEN RAU, ) 
LIEUTENANT SAMPLE, LIEUTENANT ) 
BARRY, LIEUTENANT MASH, ) 
CAPTAIN GOMEZ, DR. LYLE, ) 
OFFICER HUCKLEBERRY, ) 
OFFICER THOMAS, P. TROVILLION, ) 
JOHN DOES, MR. RIV AS, MR. SHA WDOEN, ) 
PHYSICIAN ASST. CASTILLO, ) 
PHYSICIAN ASST. WELCH, and the ) 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, ) 

) 

Defendants. ) 

ORDER 

REAGAN, District Judge: 

Case No. 07-CV-0679-MJR 

On June 22, 2009, this Court gave Plaintiff notice that the John Doe defendants and 

Associate Warden Rau would be dismissed for failure to properly prosecute "unless action is 

implemented within twenty (20) days to effectuate service, or if properly served, proceed to default 

followed by default judgment" (Doc. I 05). That deadline has passed, and the docket sheet does not 

reveal any action taken with respect to these defendants. Accordingly, the Court hereby 

DISMISSES Plaintiff's claims against Rau and John Doe 1-9 without prejudice. 

IT IS SO ORDERED. 

DATED this 14th day of July 2009. 

-1-

s/ Michael J. Reagan 
MICHAEL J. REAGAN 
United States District Judge 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF ILLINOIS 

HAKEEM SHAHEED, ) 
) 

Plaintiff, ) 
) 

v. ) 
) 

RANDY DA VIS, LIEUTENANT SAMPLE, ) 
LIEUTENANT BARRY, CAPTAIN GOMEZ, ) 
DR. LYLE, OFFICER HUCKLEBERRY, ) 
OFFICER THOMAS, P. TROVILLION, ) 
PHYSICIAN ASST. WELCH, and the ) 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, ) 

) 
Defendants. ) 

Case No. 07-CV-0679-MJR 

ORDER REGARDING SETTLEMENT AND IMPENDING DISMISSAL 

REAGAN, District Judge: 

Having been advised by the parties that the above-captioned action has been settled, 

but additional time is needed to finalize the settlement documents, the undersigned District Judge 

hereby DIRECTS the Clerk of Court, 60 days after this Order is docketed, to ENTER JUDGMENT 

OF DISMISSAL with prejudice. Each party shall bear his or its own costs, unless otherwise provided 

in the settlement documents. 

If the parties fail to finalize the settlement within the 60-day period, they may- before 

that period expires - move to postpone entry of judgment to a later date. Due to the settlement, the 

Court CANCELS all settings herein, including the September 4, 2009 Final Pre-Trial Conference and 

the September 14, 2009 Jury Trial. 

IT IS SO ORDERED. 

ENTERED this 5th day of August 2009. 

-1-

s/ Michael J. Reagan 
MICHAEL J. REAGAN 
United States District Judge 



John L Stainthorp 
Peoples Law Office 
1180 North Milwaukee 
3rd Floor 
Chicago. IL 60622-4019 

RE: Shaheed v. Nalley, et al. 
Case No. 07-CV-679 

Dear Mr. Stainthorp: 

U.S. Department of Justice 

United States Allorney 
Southern District of Illinois 

Nine Ex~cutive Drive 
F air,iew Heigh!,, llli nois 6220 S 

(618) 628-3700 
f A.X: /618) 622-'.l~ 10 

TTY (618) 628-3826 

October 27, 2008 

I am authorized to offer a $20,000.00 cash payment to settle Mr. Shaheed's case against the United 
States. This offer is contingent upon the parties agreeing to the terms of a written settlement agreement. 
In exchange for this aforementioned cash payment, the United States would require a stipulated dismissal 
of the above-captioned lawsuit, as well as a foll waiver and release by Mr. Shaheed of all claims against 
the United States, its agents, and employees (both current and former). A draft agreement is enclosed with 
this letter. If your client intends to accept this offer. please notify me prior to November 13, 2008 at 4:30 
p.m. C.S.T. The offer will expire at that time. 

As a reminder, I am still waiting for you to provide dates for Mr. Shahced's deposition. I requested 
dates in my letter of September 4, 2008. 

NEW/ck 
Enclosures 
cc: Tracy Knutson 

William D. Stiehl 

Very truly yours. 

A. COURTNEY COX 

~;esl Attorney 

NATHAN£.~ 
Assistant United States Attorney 



IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF ILLINOIS 

HAKEEM SHA HEED, ) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

) 
) 
) 

) 

Plaintiff, 

vs. Civil No. 07-cv-679-MJR 

MICHAEL K. NALLEY, et al., 

Defendants. 

STIPULATION FOR COMPROMISE SETTLEMENT AND RELEASE OF 
FEDERAL TORT CLAIMS ACT CLAIMS PURSUANT TO 28 U.S.C. § 2677 

It is hereby stipulated by and between the undersigned plaintiff and the United States of 

America, by and throughtheitrespcBtive attorneys.as follo~s: 
:, . ;: ... -:·: .. . >: ._.:: ·:,·-· .·, . __ ·; ·.·. -='.·· : :- ... ;: .·_.· 

1. The partie~ do ~erebf agre¢~o settle 'atJ_d ~bmpromise,tach and every claim of any 

kind, whether known or unknown, arising directly or indirectly from the acts or omissions that gave 

rise to the above-captioned action under the terms and conditions set forth in this Settlement 

Agreement. 

2. The United States of America agrees to pay the sum of twenty-thousand dollars 

{$20,000.00), which sum shall be in full settlement and satisfaction of any and al! claims, demands, 

rights, and causes of action of whatsoever kind and nature, arising from, and by reason of any and 

all known and unknown, foreseen and unforeseen bodily and personal injuries, <lamage to property 

and the consequences thereof, resulting, and to result, from the subject matter of this settlement, 

including any claims for wrongful death, for which plaintiffs or their guardians, heirs, executors, 

age o 



administrators, or assigns, and each of them, now have or may hereafter acquire against the United 

States of America, its agents, servants, and employees. 

3. Plaintiffs and their guardians, heirs, executors, administrators or assigns hereby agree 

to accept the sums set forth in this Stipulation of Compromise Settlement in full settlement and 

satisfaction of any and all claims, demands, rights, and causes of action of whatsoever kind and 

nature, including claims for wrongful death, arising from, and by reason of any and all known and 

unknown, foreseen and unforeseen bodily and personal injuries. damage to property and the 

conscq ucnc cs thcrco f which they may have or hereafter acquire against th c Uni tcd Sta tcs of Amcri ca, 

its agents, servants and employees (hoth current and fonncr) on account of the same subject matter 

that gave rise to the above-captioned action, including any future claim or lawsuit of any kmd or type 

whatsoever, whether known or unknown, and whether for compensatory or exemplary damages. 
'.:-::-•.:••:•:::•:• .••h'..'.(. ll~': . ."••'• I • '• ••, •• S .'"••: •• ••• •• 

Plaintiffs and their guardifuis, ~;:~ts, ~}i,egij~~s, af i~stratQw or assi~s ~rther agree to reimburse, 

indcmn i fy and h O Id harmfessthdt niiid S ~
1

tb's of Ame~ca}i ts agents, s~rvan ts, and employees ( both 

current and former) from and against any and all such causes of action, claims, liens, rights, or 

subrogated or contribution interests incident to or resulting from further litigation or the prosecution 

of claims by plaintiffs or their guardians, heirs, executors, administrators or assigns against any third 

party or against the United States, including claims for wrongful death. 

4. The parties intend to hereby settle each every claim in the above-captioned lawsuit, 

including but not limited to claims brought against agents, servants and employees of the United 

States. This settlement agreement shall act as a complete bar to any action by the plaintiff arising 

on account of the subject matter that gave rise to the above-captioned action against current or 

former agents, servants and employees of the United States. 
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5. This stipulation for compromise settlement is not, is in no way intended to be, and 

should not be construed as, an admission of liability or fault on the part of the l]nited States, its 

agents, servants, or employees, and it is specifically denied that they arc liable to the plaintiffs. This 

settlement is entered into by all parties for the purpose of compromising disputed claims under the 

Federal Tort Claims Act and avoiding the expenses and risks of further litigation. 

6. It is also agreed, by and among the parties, that the respective parties will each bear 

their own costs, fees, and expenses and that any attorney's fees owed by the plaintiffs will be paid 

out of ihe settlement amount and not in addition thereto. 

7. It is also understood by and among the parties that pursuant to Title 28, United States 

Code, Section 2678, attorney's fees for services rendered in connection with this action shall not 

exceed 25 per centum of the amount of the compromise settlement. ;>(":.•, .. ::>':,::;,..;,;;;W; _-._- ' :f ,-.,,,,·,:.·, ,' '\: 
8. The pers~s sigriingitllt;t+Settleti)ent.: Agreen1ent waf!ant and represent that they 

possess full authority to hind-the persons on whose behalf they are signing to the terms of the 

settlement. In the event any plaintiff is a minor or a legally incompetent adult, the plaintiffs mus I 

obtain Court approval of the settlement at lheir expense. Plaintiffs agree to obtain such approval in 

a timely manner: time being of the essence. Plaintiffs further agree that the United States may void 

this settlement at its option in the event such approval is not obtained in a timely manner. In the 

event plaintiffs fail to obtain such Court approval, the entire Stipulation For Compromise Settlement 

And Release and the compromise settlement are null and void. 

9. Payment of the settlement amount will be made by check drawn on the Treasury of 

the United States for twenty-thousand dollars ($20,000.00) and made payable to Hakeem Shaheed, 

and The People's Law Office, plaintiffs attorney. The check will he mailed to plaintiffs' attorney 
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at the following addres;s: People's Law Office; 1180 N. Milwaukee; Chicago, IL 60622. Plain1iffs' 

attorney agrees to distribute the settlement proceeds among the plaintiffs, and to obtain a dismissal 

of the above-captioned action with prejudice, with each party bearing its own fees, costs, and 

expenses. 

I 0. The parties agree that this Stipulation for Compromise Settlement and Release, 

in eluding a 11 the terms and con di ti ons of this compromise settlement and any addi ti anal agrccm en ts 

relating thereto, may he made public in their entirety, and the plaintiffs expressly consent to such 

release and disclosure pursuant to 5 U.S.C. § 552a(b). 

11. lt is contemplated that this Stipulation may be executed in several counterparts, with 

a separate signature page for each party. All such counterparts and signature pages, together, shall 

be deemed to be one document. 

Executed this __ day 'of_.,.·~:-____ , 2008. 

NATHAN E. WYATT 
Assistant United States Attorney 
United States Attorney's Office 
Nine Executive Drive 
Fairview Heights, Illinois 62208. J 344 

Executed this __ day of __ _ 

John L. Stainthorp 
People's Law Office 
1180 N. Milwaukee 
Chicago, IL 60622 

, 2008. 



Executed this __ day of _____ , 2008. 

Hakeem Shaheed 
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Date: August 17, 200!l D 
Department of the Treasury 
Financial Management Service 
Judgment Fund Branch 
] 700 East-West High way, Room 6E I 5 

- Hyattsville, Maryland 20782 
Telephone: (202) 874-6664 

Judgment Fund Transmittal 

Clalmant/Plalntlff Name: Hakeem Shaheed ---------------------------------------
Address: c/o John Stainthorp, 1180 N, Milwaukee, Chicago, IL 60642 D 

Claimant/Plaintiff Counsel's Name: John stainthorp D --------------------------------------== 
Telephone Number: _7_7_3 ____ D_- 235 g_ 0070 D 

Name of Agency SubjEcf to Cl aim: Bureau of Priaons --~--------.===;;;;;;;,--------------------
~ ~ \ ( 6), ( ~) (? t, ma i LA d dress (required for -electronic payment· eon fi nn at ion) IL:_-- ----~-o_p_, .;;..go_v _____________ = 

Telephone Number: 314 D - 5 39 C - _2_3_S_3 ___ C __ 

Brief Description of Facts Giving Rise to Claim: _A_l_l_e_g_e_d_b_e_a_t_i_n_g_i_n_p_r_i_s_o_n _________________ _,.;;;;; 

Check one if appllcable: 
0Contrnct Disputes Act 0No FEAR Act 0 Firefighters Fund 

Dear Sir or /vladam: 

I am an authorized representative off he United States in the above-captioned matter. As described in tl1c enclosed doc1rrnen!ation, I certify that all 
pertinent criteria required by law for the approval of this claim has been satisfied. If this is im administrn!ive claim, the settlement was made with the 
United States in this matter and any portions of the agreement required to be paid from agency funds will Ile or have been paid from those funds. If 
this is a litigative claim, !he award made in the enclosed judgment or settlement is payable by the United States and any portions of the award 
requ I red to be pllid from o!her parties or sources will be or have been paid from those parties or sources. The United States will not seek further 
judicial review of this award and 1 have obtained all approvals necessary fur its referral for payment. 

I believe that this award qulllifies for payment pursuant to 31 U.S.C. § 1304. Accordingly, I request that you certify this award for payment from the 
Judgment Fund established by that law. Enclosed are completed copies ofFMS Form 196: Judgment Fu1Jd Award Dara Sheer, Fl\1S Form 197: 
Judgmem Fund Voucher for Payment, the judgment or settlement agreement; and any other enclosures required by FMS. Unless payment by 
eleclrnoic foods ;,,sfe, is fodka<ed, please h,w doe c~~~ 

Submitting Agency Autlwrized Signature 
James A, ~ewis, Chief, civil Divi~ion a 
Name and Title (print or t)!pe) 

(b )(6) usdQj, gov D 
u m1 tmg gcncy E-mail Address (required for e/ec/rontpaymen/ confimiarion) 

200!lV0036l a 
Agency File Number 
318 South Sixth Street a 

Street Addre,s 
Springfield, IL 62701 C 
City, Stale and Zip Code 

General [ilstruct!ons: Use this fonn, FMS 194, to transmit a request to certify an administrative or litigative award against the United 
States for payment from the Judgment Fund, under 31 U.S.C. § 1304. 
Enclosures: Fl\IS Form 196 and f<"MS Form 197. Incomplete submissions will be re/urned to the submilter without action. 

FMS fOI(.\\ 194 (PREVIOUS EDlTIOM ARE OBSOLETE) 
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Judgment Pund Award Data Sheet 

ITEMIZATION OF AMOUNT PAY ABLE FROM THE AMOUNT TO BE PAID CITATION TO I.EGA I, A UT! IORITY 
JUDGMENT FUND 

$48,000.00 28 u.s.c. Section l346(b} (1) 
I. Principal 

Nona 
2. A ttomey Fees 

Nona 
3. Costs 

None 
4. Interest 

Starting and Ending 
S!i1rt End 
Date Date 

Dates for Interest Accrnal 

5. Total Amount Payable from the $48,000.00 Judgment Fund 

COl\'JPLETE ONLY IF DEDUCTIONS ARR TO RR ]HADE FROM THE AMOUNT l'AYABLE 
FROM THE JUDGMENT FUND• 

6. Agency Name and Age11cy Location Code Amount to be Deducted Reason(s) for Deduction(s) and 
(ALC) to Receive Offset Entity to Receive Deduction(s) 

a. 

b, 

c. 

None 
7. Total Amount to be Deducted 

8. Net Amount Payable to Claimant $48,000.00 

If amount for fees, costs, or interest was included in the principal mnount (stated on line I) as part of a "lump s11m award," enter "Il\'CLUDRD 
ABOVE" on lines 2 through 4. Enter "NONE" for any of !hose items (principiu, fees, costs, or interest) for which no amount was awarded1includ ed. 

1. Enter the principal amount payable ( excluding allomey fees, costs, and interest) and cite the legal authority for that award ( for instance, "FTCA, 28 
U.S.C. 2672"or "5th Amendment Taking"). 

2. Enter attorney fees payable (if any) and cite legal authority for thal award (for ins(ance, "Freedom of Information Act, 5 U,S.C. 552(a)(4)(E)"]. 
3. Enter the costs payable (if any) and cite legal authority for that award [for instance," 28 U.S.C. 2412(a)"). 
4. If the interest was cal cu lated by the submiuing agency, enter the total amount and cite the legal authority for that award [ for i nstancc, "Back 

Pay Act, 5 U.S.C, 5596(b)(2)"). If the Judgment Fund is to calculate the interest, list only the dates that interest accrual starts. 
5. Total amounts shown in lines I through 4 and enter. 
6. En!er any deductions specified in the judgment or settlement agreement, or debts to be seloffunder 31 U .S.C. 3 728. Indicate the reason for the 

ded1Jclion (for instance, "FTC/\ withholding" or "debt setoffpursuant to 31 U.S.C. 3728") and the payee agency's name and ALC. If this 
deduction is a "debt setoff' pursuant lo 31 U,S.C. 3728, you must attach a copy of the judgment or the plaintiffs agreement to the debt setoff. 
Othenvise, FMS mus! seek the claimant's consent to fhe setoffand may only withhold from payment a11 amount sufficient to pay the debt plus the 
cosfs oflitigation. Litigation will be required to effect the setoff if there is no judgment of debt or if the claimant declines consent to the setoft: If 
there are more thao three deductions, attach additional copies of this fonn. If there are no deductions, enter "NONE." 
* Administrative debts that have beC!n certified to the Secretary of the Trensu ry Iii rou~h the Treasury Offset Prognim will be setoff 
automatically. 

7. Total amounts shown in all columns oflinc 6 (a, band c) and enter. 
8. Subtract the amount in line 7 from that fn line 5. If greater 1han zero, enter the difference. If the difference is zero or less, enter "NONE." 

FMS FORM 19 6 ( PREVIOUS EUlTlONS ARE OBSOLETE) 
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Judgment Fund Voucher for Payment 

$48,000.00 
1. Total Amount: 

Jamea A. Lewis 
2. Submitting Agency Contact Name: ____________________________ _ 

Telephone Number: 2 l. 7 _a._4_~_:.: ____ -=1:1• 44!:i ~ 

3. Electronic Funds Transfer (EFT) Information: 
a) Payee Account Name: Peoph,s Law Firm b 

6 
b)American Banking Association (ABA) Routing Number (9 digits):L(_)(_) ____ J--------""D 
c) Payee Account Number: Ou u b ::I ::I !I t:1 4 .a 

I] 

d)Cbecking: 0 Savings: D 
e) Financial Institution Name, City, State: Northern Trust, 5 O S. LaSalle Street, Chio ago, IL 60603 D 

4. lnteragency Payment System Inforniation: 
a)Agency Name: Bureau of Prisons 

b)Agency Location Code (ALC) Number: (8 digits): ____________ _ 
c)Standard General Ledger(SGL) Number(4 digits): _____________ _ 
d)Treasury Account Symbol (TAS): __________________ _ 

5. Mailing Address for Check: (Payee name not to eHeed 32 Charac'.ers.) 
a) Payee Name: John s tainthorp 
b)Payee Name: Na.ice.run shahe.e.a 
c)Addrcss Linc ] : .1.,HIO .r., ihlwaukee 

I] 

D 

a 

d)Address Line 2: -------------------------------=c=-=--c=------
e) City: Chicag-o aState: _r_L __ __...a Zip Code: _0_0_0_4_2 __ ------'-------=a 

6, 1H;rn~yer ldentlflqtlon Number (s): 
!J.bl(62 J D b) __________ _ 

7, Reimbursement Information for Contract Disputes Act (CDA), No FEAR Act, and Flrene:hters Fund: 

a)Agency Name:------------------------------------
b)Contact Name:------------------------------------
c)Contract Number (CDA cases): -------------------------------
d)Telephone Number: _________________ _ 
e)Addrcss: ___ -___________________________________ _ 
f) City: ____________________ .State: ____ ,Zip Code: ________ _ 

8. If payment wlll be made in a foreign currency please provide the following Information: 
Country: _________________ Currency: ______________ _ 

9. FOR USF, BY .1uuw.u;NT FUND BRANCH ONLY: 
Z Number: _______ _ J!D Number:, _________ GLOWS Code/Agency:, ___ _ 

Cl aim Analyst Signature and Date 

Claim Reviewer Initials and Date 

FMS FORM 197 page I of2 (Piu>VJous EDll!ONS ARE OBSOLETE) 
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Judgment Fund Voucher for Payment 

10. Acceptance by Claimants: 

NOTE: For use ONLY where the settlement ls (i) for cash, (ii) in an amount that does not 
exceed $200,000, and (iii) a court order approving the seUlement is not warranted, For all 
other situations, a final judgment or a standard Department of Ju5tlce Stlpulat/011 For 
Compl'omise Settlement And Release must be attached 

Each claimant/plainciff and his/her guardians, heirs, executors, administrators, and assigns agree to and do accept this 

settlement in full settlement and satisfaction and release of any and all claims, demands, rights, and causes of action of any 

kind, whether known or unknown, including without !imitation any claims for fees, costs, expenses, survival, or wrongful 

death, arising from any and all known or unknown, foreseen or unforeseen bodily injuries, personal injuries, death, or 

damage (o property, which they may have or hereafter acquire against the United States of America, its agents, servants, or 

employees, on account of the subject matter of the administrative claim or suit, or that relate or pertain to or arise from, 

directly or indirectly, the subject m attcr of the admi nistrnti vc claim or suit. Each claimant/plaintiff and his/her guardians, 

heirs, executors, administrators, and assigns further agree to reimburse, indemnify, and hold hannless the United St~les of 

America, its agents, servants, and employees, from and against any and all claims, demands, rights, and causes of action of 

any kind, whether known or unknown, including without limitation claims for subrogation, indemnity, contribution, or lien of 

any kind, or for fees, costs, expenses, survival or wrongful death that relate or pertain to or arise from, directly or indirectly, 

any act or omission that relates to the subject matter of the administrative claim or suit 

(SIGN OR!GTNAI, ONT .Y} 

Date 

(Claimant(s) sign above) 

11. AGENCY APPROVING OFFICIAL: This claim has been fully examined in accordance with Statutory Citation 
28 u.s,c, Sec.U46(bl (l ndapprov i theamoun!Qf$ 48,000.00 a 

A uthorizcd S ignaturc: ---'=.._, ...... __,, ...... ___,_,.__,L....,;=-.-=----''--~-=.r--

Tit le: Aaaiatant United States Attorney 

Date:Auguat 17, 2009 

FMS FORM 197 page 2 of2 (PRE v10us EDJTIONS ARE OBSOLETE) 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF ILLINOIS 

HAKEEM SHAHEED, ) 
) 

Plaintiff, ) 
) 

v, ) Case No. 07-cv-679-MJR 
) 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, et al., ) 
) 

Defendap.ts. ) 

STIPULATION FOR COMPROMISE SETTLEMENT AND RELEASE OF 
FEDERAL TORT CLAIMS ACT CLAIMS PURSUANT TO 28 U.S.C. § 2677 

It is hereby stipulated by and bet\veen the undersigned plaintiff (meaning any person, 

other than the defendant, signing this agreement, whether or not a party to this civil action), and 

the United States of America, by and through their respective attorneys, as follows: 

I. The parties do hereby agree to settle and compromise each and eve1y 

claim of any kind, whether known or unknown, arising directly or indirectly from the acts or 

omissions that gave rise to the above-captioned action under the teims and conditions set forth in 

this Settlement Agreement. 

2. The United States of America agrees to pay the sum of FORTY-EIGHT 

THOUSAND DOLLARS AND NO CENTS ($48,000.00), which sum and waiver shall be in 

full settlement and satisfaction of any and all claims, demands, rights, and causes of action of 

whatsoever kind and nature, arising from, and by reason of any and all known and unknown, 

foreseen and unforeseen bodily and personal injuries, damage to property and the consequences 

thereof, resulting, and to result, from the subject matter of this settlement, including any future 

claims for wrongful death, for which plaintiff or his guardians, heirs, executors, administrators, 



or assigns, and each of them, now have or may hereafter acquire against the United States of 

America, its agents, servants, and employees stemming from the events described in the 

complaint. 

3. Plaintiff and his guardians, heirs, executors, administrators or assigns 

hereby agree to accept the sums set forth in this Stipulation of Compromise Setllcment in full 

settlement and satisfaction of any and all claims, demands, rights, and causes of action of 

whatsoever kind and nature, including claims for wrongful death, arising from, and by reason of 

any and all known and unknown, foreseen and unforeseen bodily and personal injuries, damage 

to property and the consequences thereof which they may have or hereafter acquire against the 

United States of America, its agents, servants and employees on account of the same subject 

matter that gave rise to the ilbove-captioned action, including any future claim or lawsuit of any 

kind or type-whatsoever, whether known or unknown, and whether for compensatoty or 

exemplary damages. Plaintiff and his guardians, heirs, executors, administrators or assigns 

further agree to reimburse, indemnify and hold hannless the United Slates of America, its agents, 

servants, and employees from and against any and all such causes of action, claims, liens, rights, 

or subrogated or cont1ibution interests incident to or resulting from fmther litigation or the 

prosecution of claims by plaintiff or his guardians, heirs, executors, administrators or assigns 

against any third party or against the United States, including claims for wrongful death. 

4. This stipulation for compromise settlement is not, is in no way intended to 

be, and should not be construed as, an admission of liability or faull on the part of the United 

States, its agents, servants, or employees, and it is specifically denied that they are liable to the 

2 



plaintiff. This settlement is entered into by all parties for the purpose of compromising disputed 

claims under the Federal Tort Claims Act and avoiding the expenses and risks of fmther 

litigation. 

5. It is also agreed, by and among the parties, that the respective parties will 

each bear their own costs, fees, and expenses and that any attorney's fees owed by the plaintiff.;; 

will be paid out of the settlement amount and not in addition thereto. 

6. It is also understood by and among the parties that pursuant to Title 28, 

United States Code, Section 2678, attorney's fees for services rendered in connection with this 

action shall not exceed 25 per centum of the amount of the compromise settlement. 

7. The persons signing this Settlement Agreement warrant and represent 

that they possess full authority to bind the persons on whose behalf they are signing to the terms 

of the settlement. 

8. Payment of the settlement amount will be made by government wire 

transfer as per the following: 

A, Name of Bank Nor~n --rr-v1.'>+ C.0 ' __ ...;...._ _____________________ _ 

B. Bank Address __ s_o_~_-LA_Sq,_\_k._~_:t ....;_. r C=--h--=:i C..:...:.."'-j--F<>+-"f :t:;___L _b_o_G,o_3 ___ _ 

C. ABA Rouling Number __ 0_1_I_O_O_ll_l_S_'2-________ ~---

D. Payee Account : __ L_o._w_Otf1~;;;,:· (,=e=C=I ·=, e=n.;=t=!S.=Tu==n&=s:::;----f\_ttO __ u._n..,_Cf __ 

l
(b )(6) I 

E. Payee Account Number: 

F, Taxpayer Identification Number: L __________ __,, ______ _ 
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9. The parties agree that this Stipulation for Compromise Settlement and 

Release, including all the tenns and conditions of this compromise settlement and any additional 

agreements relating thereto, may be made public in their entirety, and the plaintiffs expressly 

consent to such release and disclosure pursuant to Title 5, United States Code, Section 552a(b ). 

10. With respect to the settlement amount, the United States will not sign any 

annuity applications or unifonn qualified settlement fonns or any equivalent fonns. The United 

States wiU not pay the settlement amount into a qualified settlement fund or its equivalent. 

Plaintiff and his attorneys and their representatives, including any structured seHlcmcnt ammity 

broker, stipulate and agree that they will not attempt to strncture the settlement amount in any 

way or maimer, including by placing any of the settlement amount into any qualified settlement 

fund or its equivalent. Nothing in this paragraph precludes the plaintiff from purchasing 

standard, non-structLJred settlement annuities after the plaintiff has received the settlement 

proceeds or from depositing any portion of the settlement amount into a special needs trust or 

supplemental needs trnst, but they agree that they will not represent to any person, entity, or 

agency that they are purchasing structured settlement annuities and they agree they will not 

attempt to purchase such strnctured settlement annuities. 

11. It is contemplated that this Stipulation may be executed in several 

counterparts, with a separate signature page for each party. All such counterparts and signature 

pages, together, shall be deemed to be one document. 
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12. The parties further agree that the plaintiff will dismiss this cause of action 

against all defendants with prejudice within seven days after receipt of this fully~signed 

settlement agreement. The Comi shall have jurisdiction to enforce the terms of this settlement 

agreement, as a contract. 

Executed this \4 '":);y of ~ 

JAMES A. LEWIS 
Attorney for Defendant United States 

Executed this SR day of 

_____ A ...... 0..,.....3 ..... ~ s_~_-_ _,. 2009. 

----···, --------~~L.S~-P-~ 
/ .. -----

Attorney for Plaintiff 

, 2009, 

,7·/4 
Executed this / ,t:... day of 

5 



Case 1:07-cv-01011-DME-KMT Document 69-2 Filed 05/02/2008 Page 1 of 11 

IN THE UNITED ST ATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLORADO 

Civil Action No. 07-cv-1011-DME-KMT 
(To be supplied by the 1.:ourt) 

Roy Allen Green 
-------------------, Plaint_iff, 

V. 

Federal Bureau of Prisons 

Ronnie Wiley 

Lawrence Leyba, D.O. 

Harley Lappin 

Michael Nalley 

Harrell Watts 

United States of America , Defendant(s). -------------------
(List each named defendant on a separate line.) 

(Rev. 1/30/07) 

PRISONER COMPLAINT 
(AMENDED) 
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1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

A.PARTIES 

Roy Allen Green #03327-063 ~:onited:States Penitentiary 

(Plaintiffs name, prisoner identification number, and complete mailing address) 

F~O~iBqx05500,~A4el~fit6, CA, 92301 

Federal Bureau of Prisons - 320 First Street, N.W. Room 841 

(Name, title, and address of first defendant) 

Washington, D.C., 20534. 

At the time the claim(s) alleged in this complaint arose, was this defendant acting under 
color of state law? _ Yes L No (CHECK ONE). Briefly explain your answer: 

Not applicable - Federal Agency 

Ronnie Wiley - Warden USP-Administrative Maximum - P.O. Box 
(Name, title, and address of second defendant) 

8500, Florence, CO, 81226-8500, 

At the time the claim(s) alleged in this complaint arose, was this defendant acting under 
color of state law? _ Yes ~ No (CHECK ONE). Briefly explain your answer: 

Acted under color of federal law. 

Lawrence Leyba, D.O. - Doctor - Adress Unknown (No longer 
(Name, title, and address of third defendant) 

employed by Federal Bureau of Prisons). 

At the time the r..iaim(s) alleged in this complaint arose, was this defendant acting under 
color of state law?_ Yes ~- No (CHECK ONE). Briefly explain your answer: 

Acted under color of federal law. 

(If you are suing more than three defendants, use extra paper to provide the information 
requested above for each additional defendant. The infonnation about additional defendants 
should be labeled "A. PARTIES.") 

(Rev. 1/30/07) 2 
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B. JURISDICTION 

I. I assert jurisdiction over my civil rights claim(s) pursuant to: (check one if applicable) 

28 U.S.C. § 1343 and 42 U.S.C. § 1983 (state prisoners) 

X 28 U.S.C. § 1331 and Bivens v. Six Unknown Named Agents of Fed. Bureau of 
Narcotics, 403 U.S. 388 (1971) (federal prisoners) 

2. I assert jurisdiction pursuant to the following additional or alternative statutes (if any): 

28 U.S.C. 1361; 28 U.S.C. 2671 et seq., 

C. NATURE OF THE CASE 

BRIEFLY state the background of your case. If more space is needed to describe the nature of 
the case, use extra paper to complete this section. The additional allegations regarding the nature 
of the case should be labeled "C. NATURE OF THE CASE." 

Beginning in Late May of 2005 the defendant's through the 
delay, denial, and obstruction of Plaintiff's access to treat
-ment for his Hepatitis C infection resulted in irreparable harm 
to the Plaintiff in addition to pain, discomfort, mental and 
emotional anguish, and caused the Plaintiff to develop such life
-threatening illnesses as cirhosis of the liver, extensive fibrosis 
of the liver and other maladies. The defendants knowingly and will
-fully denied the treatment, the defendant's knew or should have 
known of the consqequences of a delay in treatment, their actions 
were malicious and were cause of deliberate indifference to the 
Plaintiff 1 s medical needs. 

Plaintiff now sues for compensatory, punitive damages, injunctive 
relief, declaratory relief, and other such relief as this Court 
deems necessary. 

(Rev. 1/30/07) 3 
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D. CAUSE OF ACTION 

State concisely every claim that you wish to assert in this action. For each claim, specify the 
right that allegedly has been violated and state all supporting facts that you consider important, 
including the date(s) on which the incident(s) occurred, the name(s) of the specific person(s) 
involved in each claim, and the specific facts that show how each person was involved in each 
claim, You do not need to cite specific cases to support your claim(s). If additional space is 
needed to describe any claim or to assert more than three claims, use extra paper to continue that 
claim or to assert the additionaJ claim(s). The additional pages regarding the cause of action 
should be labeled "D. CAUSE OF ACTION." 

1 . Claim One: Violation of the Eigth Amendment (U.S. Const.) 

Supporting Facts: 

1. The Plaintiff, on or about May 25, 2005, submitted an Inmate 
Request to Staff Member form requesting evaluation and treat
-ment of his Hepatitis C, to then Clinical Director Dr. Lawrence 
Leyba at the U.S. Penitentiary Administrative Maximum. 

2. Dr. Leyba never responded to Plaintiff's request. 

3. On or about June 29, 2005 the Plaintiff initiated the Adminis
-trative Remedy process to compel medical personnel at the 
prison to provide treatment of his Hepatitis C. (See Exhibit A). 

4. On or about J~n~-29th, 200S·the~Plaintiff requested medical 
treatment from the Warden of the institution, Ronnie Wiley, via 
the Administrative Remedy Program.(See Exhibit B). 

5. On or about. Jul~ 18th, 2005-tlie defendant, (Wiley), responded 
and stated as a remedy that the Plaintiff was receiving adequate 
treatment but provided no additional information as to any pros
-pective future treatments.(See Exhibit C). 

6. On or about ~July 22nd, 2005 the Plaintiff appealed the Warden's 
(Wiley's) response to the North Central Regional Director of the 
Federal Bureau of Prisons. 

7. On or about September ~2, 2005 the Defendant, Michael Nalley, 
denied the Plaintiff's appeal, stating the Plaintiff's care was 
within compliance with BOP Policy. 

8. On or about October 6, 2005 the Plaintiff appealed to the BOP 
Director, who is named as a defendant, Harley Lappin. On Jan. 
12, 2006 the Plaintiff's final appeal was reviewed and neither 
granted nor denied following a review by defendant Watts. No 
substantially alternative treatment was provided following the 
appeal. 

9. On November 7, 2006 Defendant Wiley in response to a Request 
filed to him, stated the Plaintiff would receive treatment for 
his medical condition. 

(Rev. 1/30/07) 
CONTINUED ON PAGE iO 
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2. Claim Two: Violation of the Fifth Amendment 

Supporting Facts: 

1. The actions of the defendant's which constitute the Plaintiff's 
First claim, were done by their authority as his custodians. 

2. The actions of the defendant 1 s were in violation of Plaintiff's 
constitutional rights and were done without due process of law. 

3. The defendant's deprived the Plaintiff of his ability to function 
without physical ailment, in violation of the constitution. 

(Rev. 1/30/07) 5 
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3. Claim Three: N/A 

Supporting Facts: 

N/A 

(Rev. 1/30/07) 6 
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E. PREVIOUS LAWSUITS 

Have you ever filed a lawsuit, other than this lawsuit, in any federal or state court while you were 
incarcerated? ...!._ Yes _ No (CHECK ONE). If your answer is "Yes," complete this section of 
the form. If you have filed more than one lawsuit in the past, use extra paper to provide the 
necessary information for each additional lawsuit. The infonnation about additional lawsuits 
should be labeled "E. PREVIOUS LAWSUITS." 

1. Name(s) of defendant(s) in prior 
lawsuit: 

Jeff York 

2. Docket number and court name: U.S.D.C. D.Colo. 05-cv-1179-PSF-CBS 

3. Claims raised in prior lawsuit: 

4. Disposition of prior lawsuit (for 
example, is the prior lawsuit still 
pending? Was it dismissed?): 

5. If the prior lawsuit was dismissed, 
when was it dismissed and why? 

6. Result(s) of any appeal in the prior 
lawsuit: 

8th Amendment 

Settled prior to trial 

N/A 

N/A 

F. ADMINISTRATIVE RELIEF 

1. Is there a formal grievance procedure at the institution in which you are confined? 

xx Yes _No (CHECK ONE). 

2. Did you exhaust available administrative remedies? xx Yes _ No (CHECK ONE). 

(Rev. 1/3 0/07) 7 
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G. REQUEST FOR RELIEF 

State the relief you are requesting. If you need more space to complete this section use extra 
paper. The additional requests for relief should be labeled "G. REQUEST FOR RELIEF." 
Against Defendants Wiley, Leyba, Nafziger, Watts, Lappin, and Nalley 
in their individual capacities - $1,000,000 Compensatory Damages, and 
$2,000,000 Punitive Damages. 

Against Defendants in their official capacities - declaratory relief 
stating their actions were and continue to be unconstitutional. 

Against Defendants in their official capacities - injunctive relief 
barring defendants from any act or ommission which would hinder, 
obstruct, delay or impede the Plaintiff's access to Interferon, Riba
-virin, or other such necessary treatment's for Plaintiff's medical 
conditions. 

DECLARATION UNDER PENALTY OF PERJURY 

I declare under penalty of perjury that I am the plaintiff in this action, that I have read this 
complaint, and that the information in this complaint is true and correct. See 28 U.S.C. § 
1746; 18 U.S.C. § 1621. 

Executed on April 6, 2008 
(Date) 

(Rev. 1/30/07) 8 
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A. PARTIES (Continued) 

5. Steven Nafziger, M.D. - Doctor - Address Unknown (No longer 
employed by Bureau of Prisons. 
Not acting under color of state law - Federal employee at 
time of conduct and omissions. 

6. Harley Lappin - Director - 320 First Street, N.W., Room 841 
Washington, D.C. 20534. 
Not acting under color of state law - Federal employee. 

7. Michael Nalley - Regional Director - 400 State Avenue, Tower 
II, Suite 800, Kansas City, KS, 66101-2421. 
Not acting under color of state law - Federal employee. 

8. Harrell Watts - National Appeals Administrator - 320 First 
Street N.W., Room 841, Washington, D.C., 20534. 
Not acting under color of state law - Federal employee. 

9. United States of America - (through) Office of the United 
States Attorney - 1225 17th Street, Suite 700, Denver, CO, 
80202. 
Not acting under color of state law. 

10. All defendants were acting under color of federal law. 

11. Defendant Wiley is sued in his individual capacity and 
his official capacity. 

12. Defendant Leyba is sued in his individual capacity. 

13. Defendant Nafziger is sued in his individual capacity. 

14. Defendant Lappin is sued in his individual and official 
capacities. 

15. Defendant Watts is sued in his individual and official 
capacities. 

16. Defendants Bureau of Prisons and United States are sued 
in their official capacities only. 

-9-
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CLAIM ONE (CONTINUED) 

10. As an approximate result of the denial and delay in treatment 
for his disease, the Plaintiff developed cirhosis of the liver 
and extensive fibrosis of the liver. 

11. At all times relevant to this Complaint the defendants (Leyba 
and Nafziger), could have, and should have ordered and provided 
Interferon and Ribavirin treatments. 

12. The treatments as requested would have abated or held in abeyance 
the severe medical complications which Plaintiff developed as a 
result of Defendant 1 s Leyba and Nafziger's failure to provide 
and deliberate indifference to a serious medical need of the 
Plaintiff. 

13. The Defendants (BOP, Wiley, Nalley, Lappin, Watts) had a pre
-existing duty fixed by statute, 18 U.S.C. § 4042 et seq., to 
provide necessary, adequate, and effective treatment of the Plain
-tiff's disease. 

14. The failure to provide treatment was in violation of the Plain
-tiff's rights under the U.S. Constitution, Amend. VIII. 

15. The actions of the defendants were and are negligent in every 
respect. 

16. The defendants did not perform their functions as government 
officials with due diligence. 

17. The Plaintiff is entitled to relief as a result of the defendant's 
acts or ommissions. 

-10-
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I, Cynthia Castro, do certify that I mailed a true and correct copy of the foregoing to the 
following parties on this 16th day of April 2008: 

Terry Fox 
Asst. U.S. Attorney 
1225 17th Street, Suite 700 
Denver, CO 80202 

Clerk, U.S. District Court 
90 I 19th Street 
RoomA-105 
Denver, CO 80294 

by placing it into a properly addresses, sealed envelope, with postage affixed into the 
mailbox at the United States Post Office in Mill Valley, CA. 

I declare under penalty of perjury the above is true and correct. 

Executed this 16th day of April, 2008, at Mill Valley. California. 

~ 
635 Northern Avenue 
Mill Valley, CA 94941 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLORADO 

Civil Action No. 07-cv-10 I 1-DME-KMT 

ROY ALLEN GREEN, 

Plaintiff, 

V. 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS, WARDEN WILEY, DR. LAWRENCE LAYVA 
(sic) (LEBY A), and DR. NAFZIGER, 

Defendants. 

ORDER RE: PLAINTIFF'S UNOPPOSED MOTION TO DISMISS AMENDED 
COMPLAINT WITH PREJUDICE 

The Court, having considered the UNOPPOSED MOTION TO DISMISS BY 

PLAINTIFF, filed by the Plaintiff, and finding good cause therefor, hereby orders: 

That: the above-entitled matter is dismissed with prejudice; 

That: all claims against the United States and the previously asserted claims 

against Defendants Ron Wiley, Dr. Lawrence Lebya, and Dr. Steven Nafzinger, are 

hereby dismissed, with prejudice. 

That: each party shall bear its own attorney's fees and costs. 

Dated this 7th day of July , 2009. 

By the Court: 

sf David M. Ebel 

David M. Ebel 
U. S. Circuit Court Judge 



' 
' 

July 17, 2009 

Roy Allen Green,# 03327-063 
USP Lewisburg 
P.O. Box 1000 
Lewisburg, PA I 783 7 

C'.Jvn~ 
U.S. Department of r' ffli-M--------

~~ ~n~=~=~ k +oJoijy J-;;0]9-, 
District of Coloradc ! 

Civil Division COLORAocYc(c 

1225 Seventeenth Street, Suite 700 (303) 454-0158 
Seventeenth Street Plaza (FAX) (303) 454.,0404 
Denver, Colorado 80202 

Via U.S. Mail 

Re: Green v. United States, 07-cv-O 1011-DME-KMT 

Dear Mr. Green: 

Enclosed please find a copy of the signatures for the Settlement Agreement. I also 
enclose a copy of the Order of Dismissal recently entered. 

Now that I have the Order of Dismissal, I have made a request for the funds to pay this 
settlement as the Agreement directs. Please have patience, as the Judgment Fund process can 
take some time. I do promise to check in with them periodically and I will certainly notify you 
once payment has been forwarded. 

Thank you for your cooperation and I wish you the best Mr. Green. 

Cordially, 

Is Terry Fox 
TERRY FOX 
Assistant United States Attorney 

Enclosures: Signed Settlement Agreement and Order of Dismissal 

cc: Deborah Locke, Esq. 
Chris Synsvoll, Esq. 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLORADO 

Civil Action No. 07-cv-1011-DME-KMT 

ROY ALLEN GREEN, 

Plaintiff, 

V. 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS, WARDEN WILEY, DR. LAWRENCE LAYVA 
(sic) (LEBY A), and DR. NAFZlGER, 

Defendants. 

ORDER RE: PLAINTIFF'S UNOPPOSED MOTION TO DISMISS AMENDED 
COMPLAINT WITH PREJUDICE 

The Court, having considered the UNOPPOSED MOTION TO DISMISS BY 

PLAINTIFF, filed by the Plaintiff, and finding good cause therefor, hereby orders: 

That: the above-entitled matter is dismissed with prejudice; 

That: all claims against the United States and the previously asserted claims 

against Defendants Ron Wiley, Dr. Lawrence Lebya, and Dr. Steven Nafzinger, are 

hereby dismissed, with prejudice. 

That: each party shall bear its own attorney's fees and costs. 

Dated this 7th day of July • 2009. 

By the Court: 

sl David M. Ebel 

David M. Ebel 
U. S. Circuit Court Judge 



UNITED ST ATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLORADO 

Civil Action No. 07-cv-01011-DME-KMT 

ROY ALLEN GREEN, 

Plaintiff, 

v. 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS 
WARDEN WILEY, 
DR. LAWRENCE LARVA [sic DR. LEYBA], and 
DR. NAFZIGER, 

Defendants. 

STIPULATION FOR COMPROMISE SETTLEMENT 

I. This agreement is made by the parties to resolve and tenninate any and all 

current or potential claims of Roy Allen Green, plaintiff, against the United States of 

America, the Federal Bureau of Prisons (hereinafter "BOP"), and their current and former 

employees (including defendants in tp.e actions noted above, hereafter 0 defendants"), 

arising out of or related to Mr. Green's federal incarceration to date. This agreement 

encompasses: (1) constitutional claims concerning Plaintiff's medical treatment for 

Hepatitis C; (2) all tort claims concerning Plaintiff's medical treatment for Hepatitis C, 

including but not limited to Administrative Claim No. TRT-\VXR-2008-06108 and 

including the acts or omissions of medical staff at the BO P's Victorville facility; (3) the 

tort chum asserted in the Third A1nended Co1nplaiot; and (4) any claims against Lawrence 



Leyba, M.O., Steven Nafziger, M.D .• and Ron Wiley. 

2. This agreement resolves the above-captioned case, which at times 

encompassed: (1) constitutional claims concerning Plaintiff's medical treatment for 

Hepatitis C; (2) all tort claims concerning Plaintiff's medical treabnent for Hepatitis C, 

including but not Ihnited to Admin.isttativ-e Claim No. TR T-WXR-2008-06108 and 

including the acts or omissions of medical staff at the BOP's Victorville facility; (3) the 

tort claim asserted in the Third Amended Complaint; and/or (4) any claims against 

Lawrence Leyba, M.D., Steven Nafziger, M.O., and Ron Wiley. 

3. The parties hereto, without admitting any wrongdoing or violations, wish to 

avoid the uncertainty, expense and delay of litigation, and are thus willing to compromise 

the above-referenced case and claims. This settlement agreement shall not constitute an 

admission of liability or fault on the part of the entities referenced herein, the parties 

hereto, or any of the United States' agencies, instrumentalities, officers, employees, 

agents or servants. 

4. In consideration of the fo1lowing, Mr. Green agrees to dismiss with 

prejudice the above-captioned case, and all administrative claims that he bas or had with 

the BOP up to the date of this agreement, in so far as the administrative claims concern: 

(1) constitutional claims concerning Plaintiff's medical treatment for Hepatitis C; (2) all 

tort claims concerning Plaintiff's medical treatment for Hepatitis C, including but not 

limited to Administrative Claim No. TRT-WXR-2008-06108 and including the acts or 



·•, . 
omissions of medical staff at the BO P's Victorville facility; (3) the tort claim asserted in 

the Third Amended Complaint; or (4) any claims against Lawrence Leyba, M.D., Steven 

Nafziger, M.D., and Ron Wiley. 

S. Plaintiff also agrees to release the United States and any other entity of the 

federal government and its current and former employees from any and all claims of 

-whatever nature, known or unknown, which have been or could have been brought, which 

have or may have arisen on or before the date of this agreement or the date any money is 

paid here in compromise settlement, whichever date is later, if those claims involve: (1) 

constitutional claims concerning Plaintiff's medical treatment for Hepatitis C; (2) all tort 

claims concerning Plaintiff's medical treatment for Hepatitis C, including but not limited 

to Administrative Claim No. TRT-WXR-2008-06108 and including the acts or omissions 

of medical staff at the BO P's Victorville facility; (3) the tort claim asserted in the Third 

Amended Complaint; or (4) any claims against Lawrence Leyba, M.D., Steven Nafziger, 

M.D., and Ron Wiley. 

6. Upon the signing of this agreement, Mr. Green agrees to execute in 

conformance with Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 41(a) a Stipulated Motion to Dismiss 

the above-referenced district court case in its entirety with prejudice, with each party to 

bear his own costs and attorney's fees. 

7. Upon dismissal of the above-referenced case, plaintiff agrees not to file any 

motion pursuant to Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 60 or any other motion to reopen 



these case. 

8. Upon dismissal of the above-referenced case, plaintiff further agrees 

thereafter not to file any administrative claims under the Federal Tort Claims Act or other 

administrative remedy or bring further litigation concerning any aspect of the following: 

(I) constitutional claims concerning Plaintiff's medical treatment for Hepatitis C; (2) all 

tort claims conceming Plaintiff's medical treatment for Hepatitis C, including but not 

limited to Administrative Claim No. TRT-WXR-2008-06108 and including the acts or 

omissions of medical staffat the BOP's Victorville facility; (3) the tort claim asserted in 

the Third Amended Complaint; or (4) any claims against Lawrence Leyba,, M.D., Steven 

Nafziger, M.D., and Ron Wiley, which are based on acts that occurred prior to the date 

any money is paid here in this compromise settlement. 

9. In settlement of the claims alleged here or claims known or unknown prior 
• 

to the date of this agreement, the United States of America will pay Roy Allen Green the 

sum of $2,100 {$_ of which is to cover court fees and $ __ to cover other documented 

costs) in settlement of his Federal Tort Claim Act action as set forth in the above

captioned case. This sum shall be in full settlement and satisfaction of any and all claims, 

demands, rights, and causes of action of whatsoever kind and nature, arising from and by 

reason of any and all known and unknown, foreseen and unforeseen bodily and personal 

injuries, damage to property and the consequences thereof, resulting, and to result, from 

the subject matter of this settlement, including any claims for wrongful death, for which 



plaintiff or his guardians, heirs, execu_tors, administrators, or assigns, and each of them, 

now have or may hereafter acquire against the United States of America, its agents, 

servants, and employees, in so far as they concern: (1) constitutional claims concerning 

Plaintiff's medical treatment for Hepatitis C; (2) all tort claims concerning Plaintiff's 

medical treatment for Hepatitis C, including but not limited to Administrative Claim No. 

TRT-WXR-2008-06108 and including the acts or omissions of medical staff at the BOP's 

Victorville facility; (3) the tort claim asserted in the Third Amended Complaint; or (4) 

any claims against Lawrence Leyba, M.D., Steven Nafziger. M.D., and Ron Wiley. 

10. This settlement is specifically conditioned upon the Court's dismissal of the 

above-referenced suit in its entirety with prejudice. 

11. Mr. Green agrees not to petition any court for attorney's fees or costs as a 

prevailing party or otherwise. 

12. Plaintiff agrees that the consideration given herein shall be in full settlement 

and satisfaction of any and all claims and demands plaintiff has concerning Plaintiff's 

medical treatment for Hepatitis C that have been brought or could have been brought 

prior to the date any money is paid here in compromise settlement and related to ( 1) 

constitutional claims concerning Plaintiff's medical treatment for Hepatitis Ci (2) all tort 

claims concerning Plaintiff's medical treatment for Hepatitis C, including but not limited 

to Administrative Claim No. TRT-WXR-2008-06108 and including the acts or omissions 

of medical staff at the BO P's Victorville facilityj (3) the tort claim asserted in the Third 



Amended Complaint; or (4) any claims against Lawrence Leyba, M.D., Steven Nafziger, 

M.D., and Ron Wiley, whether known or unknown, or whether formally initiated against 

the entities referenced herein or parties hereto and any of their former or present agencies, 

instrumentalities, officers, employees, agents and servants in either their official or 

individual capacities as a result of plaintiff's incarceration and/or without limitation on 

account of the incidents or circumstances giving rise to the above-entitled actions or 

claims as more particularly set forth in the pleadings filed in the above-referenced case. 

13. Plaintiff and his guardians, heirs, executors, administrators, or assigns 

further agree to reimburse, indemnify and hold harmless the United States of America and 

any component thereof, and its agents, servants, and employees (including the defendants) 

from and against any and all such causes of action, claims, liens, rights, or subrogated or 

contribution interests incident to or resulting from further litigation or the prosecution of 

claims by plaintiff or bis guardians, heirs, executors, administrators or assigns against any 

third party or against the United States related to (1) constitutional claims concerning 

Plaintiff's medical treatment for Hepatitis Ci (2) all tort claims concerning Plaintiff's 

medical treatment for Hepatitis C, including but not limited to Administrative Claim No. 

TRT-WXR-2008-06108 and including the acts or omissions of medical staff at the BO P's 

Victorville facility; (3) the tort claim asserted in the Third Amended Complaint; or (4) 

any claims against Lawrenpe Leyba, M.D., Steven Nafziger, M.D., and Ron Wiley. 

14. Plaintiff acknowledges that he has thoroughly reviewed the terms of this 

-6-
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agreement and enters into this stipulation voluntarily and agrees to all of its provisions. 

Except to the extent permitted by law and referenced herein, the terms of this settlement 

are not intended to alter, waive or amend any other provisions of law or legal obligations 

which would otherwise apply to the parties hereto, provided, however, that the United 

States shall not apply this settlement payment towards any past restitution order in favor 

of the United States Bureau of Pd sons only. 

15. This agreement is not intended to limit the authority or actions of the United 

States Federal Bureau of Prisons concerning the Plaintiff's incarceration. 

16. The parties agree that any breach of the provisions of this settlement 

agreement will not entitle any party to reopen the underlying actions. A party may, 

however, pursue any appropriate administrative or judicial remedies that may be available 

to seek enforcement ofthe·terms of this settlement agreement 

17. Upon payment of the aforementioned sum, Plaintiff shall supply the 

attorneys for th.e def end ants with an executed receipt and satisfaction of settlement on a 

form that the defendants will provide. 

18. Fax signatures may serve as originals. 

19. This agreement consists of seven pages, including the signature page. 

20. The present settlement agreement does not, however, prevent Plaintiff from 

seeking administrative or court relief for alleged future violations of his Constitutional 

rights. 

-7-
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DA TED this _r _ day of Me, 2009. 

DAVID M. OAOUBTTE 
Acting United States Attorney 

·, ") : 'r,·· \ -(Y' \_ : ___ .Jt· -
By: !t;ony Fox I )V 
Ass t U11_ite~Jtate/4ttomeys 
1225 Seventeenth Stroot. Suite 
700Denvcr1 Colorado 80202 
(303) 454-0100 
Def cndant•s Counsel, as to form 

~ 
By: Deborah Lock or Chris Sysnvo 

~ All'dt )1µu, 
~ y Allen Green, # # 03327.063 
Plaintiff, for himself 

for the United States Bureau of Prisons, an agency of the United States of America 
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MEDICAL RECORD CONSULTATION SHEET 
REQUEST 
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PLEASE EVALUATE POST INJURY 
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Please provide ef SOAP NOTE below for MCC Chicago physician ~lew, including treatment and 
follow-up recommendations. ••• PLEASE DO NOT DISCUSS RETURN ·o~TE OR PLANS WITH 
INMATE FOR SECURITY REASONS"" Fax Reports to:..._(312) 353 • 2252, ~ Contact MCC Chicago 
Health Services@ (312) 353 ~ 2251. ~,.·· 
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JOSEPH CHESS 

UNITED STATES DIS'IBICT O)URT 
NOR'IHERN DISl'RICT OF Il.LINOIS 

EASTERN DIVISION 

Plaintiff 

v. 
BUREAU OF PRISJNS 

JCHI PINIE.EJ(I 

JASON DANA 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

07C 5333 
RICHARD NIEBERDill:; 

DANIEL GF.EffiSTEIN 

JER<MADAm 

JUDGE ANDERSEN 

MAGJSTRA TE JUDGE VALDt:.7 
[efendants 

COMPLAilfi' 

• C: o_ r--..> z 
3:; . ::3 :::; --:.,;z-· r:J ;.:::!_ 

er,~ r·•1 _ _, 
::<r . c-, . ,:::i 
-J:•, I -,Pl 

JOOEPH OiESS, the Plaintiff for his Complaint against the tefenda&ts, 'J!l:!E ,:·; 

OOREAU OF PRISONS (B.O.P.), JOHN PINDELSKI (PINrEJ..SKI), JASON DANA (QANA),- , 
C ... 

RICEARD NIEErnDING (NIEBERDING) , DANIEL GREEBI'EIN ( GREENSTEIN) , art4 '.JEROIIE 
ADAM3 (ADAMS) st.ates: - . 

1. This Court has jurisdiction of the claims asserted in this Complaint lttlder 28 

USC§ 1331 because at least one of the claims arises under the Constitution and 

laws of the United States Of America, and 28 USC § 1346 because at least one of' 

the claims 1s a claim against 'lhe United·St.ates Of America. 

2. Ch February 28, '2fXf!, the Plaintiff mailed to the Department Of Justice his 

claim for personal injury. Such claim was sent in order to comply with the 

provisions of the Federal Tort Claims Act. On July 2, 2007, the Plaintiff's 
claim vas denied. 

3- At all times relevant, the Plaintiff' was an inmate at the Metropolitan 
Correctional Center, Otlcago, Illinois (M.C.C.). 'lhe M.C.C. was and is a 

correctional institution which was and is under the management, regulation, and 

control of the B.O.P. The B.O.P. is part of the Justice Department or '!he 

' 



United States Of America. 

4. 'lhe B.O.P. had and has a duty under 18 USC § 4042 to provide for the sa:fe 

keeping and protection of all persona charged with an offense against '!he United 
States. 'lhe B .O.P. 's duty under 18 USC § 4042 was and is owed to the Plaintiff, 

among other persons. 

5. 'Ihe Defendant JOHN PINDELSKI (PINDELSKI) was and is the Olief Psychologist at 
the M.C.C. 71 W. Van Buren, Oi.icago, IL 6:.:18}5. 

6. 1be Defendants, JASON DANA (DANA), RICHARD NIEBERDJNG (NIEBERDING), DANIEL 

GREENSl'EIN ( GREENSTEIN) was and are psychologist working under the direction and 

control of PINOaSKI at the M.C.C. 71 W. Van Buren Chicago, IL 60605. 

7. JEROO: ADAMS (ADAMS) was and is an inmate at the M.C.C. 71 W. Van Buren 
Chicago, IL 6C605. 

8. Cn February 6, 2ClJ7, JERCME ADAMS (ADM-f3) threw scalding hot water on the 
Plaintiff. 'llie attack on the Plaintiff was unprovoked. As a result of the 

attack, the Plaintiff's face, ear, neck, and eye were severely burned. 

9. ADAMS should have never been in the general population of the M.C.C. ADAMS, 
to the knowledge of the B.O.P •. , PINDEI..SKI, DANA, NIEIEIDIOO, and GREENSTEIN was 

eontionally and mentally disturbed and from time to.time displayed fits of 
uncontrolled rage and anger. 

10. 'lhe B.O.P., PINDELSKI, DANA, NIEBERDING, .and GREENSTEIN knew or should have 

known that ADAMS was a threat to the health and safety of fellow inmates. 
Iespite this knowledge, the Defendants acting with a reckless disregard for 

their duty not to subject the Plaintiff to cruel and unusual punishment and in 

violation o:f their duty under 18 USC § 4042 t.o safeguard and protect the 

Plaintiff, placed ADAMS in the general population and thereby put ADJ\"6 i.>1 a 
positioo to ir.jure the Plaintiff. 

11. 'lhe aforesaid conduct of the B.O.P., PINDELSKI, DANA, NIEBEfl'.DING, 

GRmml'EIN, and ADAMS directly and proximately caused the Plainti.ff injuries. 



12. In addition to the physical pain caused by the scalding hot water thrown by 

AIWS, the Plaintiff has suffered and will continue to suffer severe emotional 
distress. 

Wherefore, the Plaintiff asks that judgement be entered for him and against 

the Defendants B.O.P., PINDELBKI, DANA, NIEBERDING, GREENSTEIN, and ADAMS and 

ea.ch of them in tl"le amotmt of $2,000,CX:O. 'lhe Plaintif'f also asks that he be 

awarded attorney fees and Court costs and be granted such other and further 
relief as is just and equitable. 

Respec:L.t\tl. ly subni tted 

~~Q~ 
CERTIFICATIOO 

By signing this C-Omplaint, I certify that the facts stated in this Complaint 
are true to the best of my knowledge, information, and belief. I understand 
that i:f this certification is not correct, I may be subject to sanctions by the 
Cou..rt. 

Signed this _t _l> ~-· _-_ day of --8 ,;r½;.t..~Q. , '20Cf1 

J~aint~ 

Reg.# 22273-424 

Metropolitan Correctional Center 
71 West Van Buren St. 
Chicago, Ill:inois 6()505 
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JOSEPH CHESS, 

V. 

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF ILLINOIS 

EASTERN DIVISION 

No. 07C5333 
Plaintiff, 

Judge Wayne Andersen 

UNITED ST ATES OF AMERICA, 

Defendant. 

SECOND AMENDED COMPLAINT 

NOW COMES the Plaintiff, JOSEPH CHESS, by and through his attorneys, 

Querrey & Harrow, for his Second Amended Complaint. 

INTRODUCTION 

1. Doused with scalding water by a fellow inmate, Joseph Chess suffered 

severe burns on his face and ears. Because Chess' psychologically disturbed assailant 

should never have been in the general population, he sues. 

JURISDICTION 

2. The Court has jurisdiction under 28 U.S.C. § 1331 because at least one of 

the counts arises under 28 U.S.C. § 1346(b) against the United States. Venue is proper 

because all of the events alleged herein occurred at the Metropolitan Correctional 

Center, Chicago, Illinois. 
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PARTIES 

3. Joseph Chess is currently imprisoned at Leavenworth Federal Prison, 

Leavenworth, Kansas. At all relevant times, Chess was an inmate at the Metropolitan 

Correctional Center in Chicago, Illinois (MCC). 

4. Defendant, United States of America, operates the Metropolitan 

Correctional Center (MCC) via the United States Bureau of Prisons (BOP). The BOP is 

responsible for the safety and welfare of inmates incarcerated in the MCC. 

BACKGROUND 

5. The BOP has a duty under 18 U.S.C. § 4042 to provide for the safekeeping 

and protection of all persons charged with federal offenses. The BOP owed this duty to 

01ess. 

6. John Pindelski is employed by the Defendant as the Chief Psychologist at 

theMCC. 

7. Jason Dana, Richard Nieberding, and Daniel Greenstein are psychologists 

working at the MCC under the direction of Pindelski. 

8. Jerome Adams is an inmate at the MCC. Adams had a history of violent 

behavior and took anti-psychotic medication, yet was placed in Unit 13, a general 

population section. 

9. Unit 13 housed 88 inmates, including mentally ill and psyche-evaluation 

inmates. 

10. One correctional officer monitored the unit. 

2 
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11. Every inmate on Unit 13 had access to the unit's iron, microwave, cleaning 

sprays, and the hot water dispenser. 

12. Upon information and belief, the hot water dispenser heats water up to 

190 degrees. 

13. The Defendant, through its employees, Pindelski, Dana, Nieberding, and 

Greenstein, knew Adams was mentally disturbed and displayed fits of uncontrolled 

rage. 

14. These attributes were manifested on February 6, 2007. 

15. That evening, Chess was preparing for the night lockdown. While, 

walking to his cell, Adams approached Chess and threw a cup of scalding hot water in 

Chess' face. 

16. Adams then punched Chess for several minutes before an officer 

intervened. 

17. The attack on Chess was unprovoked. 

18. The attack on Chess occurred within eyesight of the officer, but he was 

reading a newspaper and did not see the attack. 

19. Not until the officer had been s~mmoned by other inmates did he become 

aware of the attack. 

20. Chess was taken to Northwestern Hospital. He was treated for second 

degree burns to his face, neck, ear, and eye. 

3 
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21. A doctor's report, attached as Exhibit A, notes the skin of Chess' forehead, 

eyelids, cheeks, and ear were peeled. 

22. The burns suffered by Chess are captured in the photos taken after the 

accident. Those photos are attached as Exhibit B. 

23. Along with the physical pain of being burned by scalding water, Chess 

suffers severe emotional distress. 

24. On February 10, 2007, an MCC official referred an inmate criminal matter 

for investigation to the FBI. The referral is attached as Exhibit C. 

25. The case was presented to federal prosecutors. On information and belief, 

on February 20, 2007, prosecution was declined because Adams was unfit to stand trial. 

See ExhibitC. 

26. Chess mailed his claim for personal injury to the Department of Justice, 

attached as Exhibit C. This was pursuant to the Federal Tort Claims Act. 

27. Chess' claim was denied on July 2, 2007. 

COUNTI 
Violation of 18 U.S.C. § 1346(b) 

FTCA (failure to screen detainees) 

28. Chess restates and reallages by reference paragraphs 1 through 28 as if 

fully set forth herein. 

29. Based upon his mental condition, Adams should have been in special 

custody. 

4 
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30. Defendant knew or should have known that Adams was a threat to his 

fellow inmates. 

31. Adams had a history of violent behavior and took anti-psychotic 

medication. 

32. Defendant has a course of action in place to evaluate inmates' 1nental 

health upon intake and on an ongoing basis. BOP Program Statements provide 

mandatory procedures regarding the classification and housing of inmates. 

33. Program Statement 5290.15, Intake Screening, states: 

Immediately upon an inmate's arrival, staff shall interview 
the inmate to determine if there are non-medical issues for 
housing the inmate away from the general population. Staff 
shall evaluate both the general physical appearance and 
emotional condition of the inmate. 

34. To make this determination, "the interviewer shall also review SENTRY 

information and the Inmate Central File or Presentence Investigation Report." P.S. 

5290.15(1). 

35. Policy Statement 7331.04 for Pretrial Detainees further provides, "within 

the first 48 hours of admission, an initial risk/needs assessment must be made." 

36. Finally, per Policy Statement 7331.04(10)(b), "unit staff must actively seek 

information which may reflect on the inmate's behavior or offense severity, thereby 

helping to determine the inmate's security, medical, psychological, and/ or other special 

needs." 

37. Defendant failed to act in accordance with these regulations. 

5 
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38. In doing so, the Defendant acted with a reckless disregard for its duty 

under 18 U.S.C. § 4042 to safeguard Chess. 

39. As a direct and proximate cause of Defendant's failure to follow its 

policies and procedures, Chess suffered and will continue to suffer physical, 

psychological, and emotional injuries. 

COUNT II 
Violation of 28 U.S.C. § 1346(b) 

FfCA (failure to monitor) 

40. Chess restates and reallages by reference paragraphs 1 through 40 as if 

fully set forth herein. 

41. The correctional officer, an employee of Defendants, monitoring Unit 13 at 

the time of the attack acted negligently. 

42. Upon information and belief, the BOP has policies and procedures 

governing the monitoring of detainee living units in the MCC. 

43. The correctional officer monitoring Chess's living unit failed to do so in 

accordance with said policies and procedures. 

44. Upon information and belief, the BOP has policies and procedures 

prohibiting contraband and weapons from detainee living units in the MCC. 

45. At the time of the attack on Chess, the correctional officer failed to ensure 

that there was no contraband or weapons on Chess's living unit in violation of the 

BOP' s policies and procedures. 

6 
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46. As a direct and proximate cause of Defendant's failure to follow its 

policies and procedures, Chess suffered · and wilJ continue to suffer physical, 

psychological, and emotional injuries. 

WHEREFORE, the Plaintiff, JOSEPH CHESS, asks that judgment be entered for 

him and against the Defendant an amount in excess of $100,000. Chess also requests 

attorney's fees, costs and any other relief deemed just. 

Dominick L. Lanzito 
Querrey & Harrow, Ltd. 
175 W. Jackson Blvd., Suite 1600 
Chicago, IL 60604 
(312) 540-7000 

Respectfully submitted, 

PLAINTIFF, JOSEPH CHESS 

BY: Isl Dominick L. Lanzito 
One of his attorneys 

7 
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IN THE 
UNITED ST A TES DISTRICT COURT 

FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF ILLINOIS 
EASTERN DIVISION 

Joseph Chess (#22273-424), 

Plaintiff, 
v. 

John Pindelski, 

Defendant. 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

Case No. 07 C 5333 

Judge Wayne R. Andersen 

MEMORANDUM OPINION AND ORDER 

Plaintiff Joseph Chess, a federal prisoner incarcerated at the Metropolitan Correctional Center 

(MCC), filed this civil rights action against MCC officers and psychologists John Pindelski, Jason 

Dana, Richard Nieberding, and Daniel Greenstein. Plaintiff also named as Defendants Jerome Adams, 

a fellow inmate, and either the Bureau of Prisons or the United States of America. Summonses were 

issued and served on only the individual MCC officers and psychologists. Plaintiff alleges that, on 

February 6, 2007, Adams poured scalding water on Plaintiff; Plaintiff suffered severe bums to his face, 

neck, eye, and ear; and the MCC Defendants knew that Adams was mentally unstable and dangerous, 

yet allowed him to be housed in general population. On August 20, 2008, the Court denied Defendants' 

motion to dismiss the complaint for failure to exhaust administrative remedies, noting that a Fed. R. 

Civ. P. 12(b) dismissal was improper in light of Jones v Brock, 549 U.S. 199 (2007), and because the 

failure-to-exhaust issue required consideration of materials outside the complaint. The Defendants have 

since filed a motion for summary judgment, again arguing that Plaintiff failed to exhaust administrative 

remedies. Plaintiff has filed a response, and the Defendants have replied. 

For the following reasons, the motion for summary judgment is granted; however, the case is 

not dismissed. The MCC Defendants are dismissed, but the Court construes Plaintiffs claims against 

the BOP and the United States as naming the United States as a Defendant. Plaintiff may proceed with 

his claim against the United States of America, and the clerk shall issue summons for this Defendant. 
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STANDARD OF REV JEW 

Summary judgment is appropriate where "the pleadings, depositions, answers to interrogatories, 

and admissions on file, together with the affidavits, if any, show that there is no genuine issue as to any 

material fact and that the moving party is entitled to judgment as a matter of law." Fed. R. Civ. P. 

56(c); see also Celotex Corp. v. Catrett, 477 U.S. 317, 322 (1986); Spath v. Hayes Wheels Int'l-Ind., 

Inc., 211 F .3d 392,396 (7th Cir. 2000). In determining the existence ofa genuine issue of material fact, 

the Court construes all facts in the light most favorable to the nonmovingparty and draws all reasonable 

inferences in favor of that party. Anderson v. Liberty Lobby, Inc., 477 U.S. 242,255 (1986). When 

addressing a motion for summary judgment, "[t]he evidence of the non-movant is to be believed, and 

all justifiable inferences are to be drawn in his favor." Id. at 255. 

If the moving party meets its burden, the nonmoving party has the burden "to go beyond the 

pleadings and affirmatively demonstrate, by specific factual allegations, that there is a genuine issue 

of material fact." Borello v. Allison, 446 F.3d 742, 748 (7th Cir. 2006) (internal quotation marks and 

citations omitted); Celotex, 477 U.S. at 322-26; Johnson v. City of Fort Wayne, 91 F.3d 922,931 (7th 

Cir. 1996). A genuine issue of material fact is not demonstrated by the mere existence of"some alleged 

factual dispute between the parties," Anderson, 477 U.S. at 247, or by "some metaphysical doubt as to 

the material facts." Matsushita Elec. Indus. Co. v. Zenith Radio Corp., 475 U.S. 574, 586 (1986). 

Rather, a genuine issue of material fact exists only if a reasonable finder of fact could return a decision 

for the nonmoving party based upon the record. Anderson, 477 U.S. at 252; Inso!ia v. Phillip Morris 

Inc., 2 I 6 F.3d 596 (7th Cir. 2000). With respect to whether an inmate exhausted administrative 

remedies, the Court, and not a jury, must resolve factual issues. See Pavey v. Conley, 544 F .3d 739 (7th 

Cir. 2008). 

Page 2 of 6 
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FACTS 

The summary judgment evidence demonstrates the following. On February 6, 2007, 

Metropolitan Correctional Center (MCC) inmate Jerome Adams, allegedly unprovoked, threw scalding 

hot water on Plaintiff, causing severe bums on Plaintiff's face, ear, neck and eye. See Complaint, 

Docket Entry I, p.2. According to Plaintiff, Adams is emotionally and mentally disturbed and 

previously exhibited fits of uncontrollable rage. Id. Defendants Pindelski, Dana, Nieberding, and 

Greenstein, psychologists at the MCC, allegedly knew of Adams' potential for violence, yet did nothing 

to protect inmates from Adams. id. 

On February 28, 2007, Plaintiff mailed an administrative tort claim to the Department of Justice 

in accordance with the requirements for filing a federal tort claim. The Department of Justice denied 

Plaintiff's claim on July 2, 2007. Complaint at 1; see also Defendants' Rule 56.1 Statement of 

Uncontested Facts, Docket Entry (DE) 31, Exhibits C and D. Between April 20, 2007, and May 7, 

2008, Plaintiff submitted four requests for administrative remedies. According to MCC Attorney 

Advisor Richard Hansford, one grievance was returned for not being properly filed; the other three did 

not involve claims against the Defendants concerning the February 6, 2007, incident. Plaintiff filed 

three intermediate appeals with the BO P's regional office; but he filed no appeals with the BOP general 

counsel in Washington, D.C. See Defendants' Rule 56.1 Statement, DE 31, Exhibit B ,-i,-i 7, 8. 

Plaintiff admits that he did not file an MCC grievance for two and half months following the 

February 6, 2007, incident, but states that he filed an administrative tort claim with the Bureau of 

Prisons in accordance with the Federal Tort Claim Act, which was denied on July 2, 2007. See 

Plaintiff's Request for Summary Judgment, DE 40, p.1; Defendants' Rule 56.1 Statement, DE 31, 

Exhibits C and D. 

Although the documents submitted with Hansford's affidavit do not indicate the subject of the 

MCC grievances filed by Plaintiff, his response to the motions to dismiss and for summary judgment 

concede that the only administrative complaint he filed with respect to the Defendants' involvement 
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with the February 6, 2007, incident was the claim for damages submitted to the Attorney General in 

Washington, D.C., for a federal tort claim. See Plaintiffs Answer to Motion to Dismiss, DE 24; 

Plaintiffs Memorandum Opposing Summary Judgment, DE 40; see also Defendants' Rule 56. l 

Statement, DE 31, Exh. C. Plaintiff signed that administrative complaint on February 28, 2007; it was 

denied on July 2, 2007; and Plaintiff filed the complaint in the instant case in September 2007. See 

Defendants' Rule 56.1 Statement, DE 31, Exhs. A, C, and D. 

ANALYSIS 

The Prisoner Litigation Reform Act requires that "[ n ]o action shall be brought with respect to 

prison conditions under section 1983 ... until such administrative remedies as are available are 

exhausted." 42 U.S.C. § l 997e. This exhaustion requirement applies to federal prisoners seeking to 

bring a civil rights suit under Bivens v. Six Unknown Named Agents of Federal Bureau of Narcotics, 

403 U.S. 388 (1971). See Masse.v v. Helman, 259 F.3d 641, 645-46 (7th Cir. 2001). The requirement 

to exhaust provides "that no one is entitled to judicial relief for a supposed or threatened injury until 

the prescribed administrative remedy has been exhausted." Woodford v. Ngo, 548 U.S. 81, 88-89 

(2006) ( citation omitted). Exhaustion is necessary, contrary to Plaintiffs contentions, even if the 

prisoner is requesting relief that the relevant administrative review board has no power to grant, such 

as monetary damages. Dole v. Chandler, 438 F.3d 804, 808-09 (7th Cir. 2006). 

Exhaustion of available administrative remedies '"means using all steps that the agency holds 

out, and doing so properly (so that the agency addresses the issues on the merits).'" Wooqford, 548 

U.S. at 90 (quoting Pozo v. McCaughtry, 286 F.3d 1022, 1024 (7th Cir. 2002)). Proper use of the 

prison grievance system requires a prisoner "to file complaints and appeals in the place, and at the time 

[as] the prison's administrative rules require." Pozo, 286 F.3d at 1025; Dole v. Chandler, 438 F.3d at 

809. If the prisoner fails to properly use the prison's grievance process, the prison administrative 

authority can refuse to hear the case, and the prisoner's claim can be considered indefinitely 

unexhausted. Pozo, 286 F .3d at 1025; see also Woo<{ford, 548 U.S. at 89-90. The grievance procedures 
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applicable to Plaintiff before filing a Bivens action included an initial informal resolution stage and a 

three-step grievance process to the prison's warden, to the Regional Director, and finally to the General 

Counsel. See 28 C.F.R. § 542.13-15. 

The summary judgment evidence indicates that Plaintiff did not exhaust administrative remedies 

with respect to his Bivens claim against the individual MCC Defendants. Plaintiff concedes that he did 

not seek administrative relief under the procedures set out under § 542.13-15. See Plaintiff's 

Memorandum Opposing Defendants' Summary Judgment Motion, DE 40. However, the exhaustion 

requirement for a claim under the Federal Tort Claim Act (FTCA) requires that Plaintiff file an 

administrative claim with the appropriate federal agency before filing suit See 28 U.S.C. § 2675(a); 

McNeil v. United States, 508 U.S. 106, 113 (1993); Palay v. U.S., 349 F.3d 418,425 (7th Cir. 2003); 

Bontkowski v. U.S., 2003 WL 21281763, *4 (N.D. Ill. 2003). Plaintiff complied with this requirement 

by filing a claim with the BOP and the Attorney General, who denied the claim on July 2, 2007, and 

by filing suit in a federal district court within six months after the BOP's decision. See Defendant's 

Rule 56.1 Statement, DE 31, Exh. C & D. 

Lawsuits complaining about unconstitutional actions by federal employees are governed by 

Bivens if the suit is against the employees, and by the Federal Tort Claims Act if the suit is against the 

United States. Okoro v. Callaghan, 324 F.3d 488, 490 (7th Cir. 2003). Plaintiffs complaint, in 

addition to listing MCC officials as Defendants, states that "one of the claims is against the United 

States of America." The complaint also asserts claims against the BOP as a division of the United 

States. See Complaint, ,-J,-J 1, 3, 4,10, 11. Liberally construed, Plaintiffs complaint names the United 

States as a Defendant. 

CONCLUSION 

Accordingly, the motion for summary judgment filed by the MCC Defendants is granted, and 

Plaintiffs claims against them are dismissed for failure to exhaust administrative remedies. Plaintiffs 

complaint, however, is not dismissed. Plaintiffs complaint, liberally construed, names the United 
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States as a Defendant, and Plaintiff may proceed with his claim against the United States. The clerk 

shall issue summons to serve the United States and shall change the caption of the case to "Chess v. 

United States." 

DATE: January 23, 2009 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF ILLINOIS 

EASTERN DIVISION 

JOSEPH CHESS, 

Plaintiff, 

v. 
No. 07 C 5333 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 

Defendant. 

MEMORANDUM OPINION AND ORDER 

On February 6, 2007, Joseph Chess, then an inmate at 

the Metropolitan Correctional Center Chicago (~MCC"}, suffered 

second-degree burns when another inmate, Jerome Adams, threw a 

cup of scalding water onto Chess's face and then physically 

assaulted him by hitting him with the cup and punching him. In 

September of 2007 Chess brought this action to recover for the 

injuries he sustained as a result of the attack. Plaintiff 

asserts a claim for relief against the United States ("defendant" 

or "Government") pursuant to the Federal Tort Claims Act, 28 

U.S.C. §§ 1346(b), 2671 et seq. ("FTCA"}. Chess's second amended 

complaint asserts that the United States failed to properly 

screen Adams upon intake and also failed to monitor him 

afterward, both on and before February 6, 2007. Chess and the 

United States have brought cross-motions for summary judgment. 

For the reasons stated below, plaintiff's motion for summary 
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judgment is denied, and defendant's cross-motion for summary 

judgment is granted in part and denied in part. 

I. 

Joseph Chess entered the MCC in September of 2006. Chess 

was housed in general population unit 13 ("Unit 13"). Jerome 

Adams had entered the MCC as a pre-trial inmate in January 2006. 

He was supposed to stand trial for bank robbery the next month 

but was found incompetent. Adams was tranferred to the Federal 

Medical Center in Butner, North Carolina ("FMC Butner") for 

treatment and restoration of competency. During his treatment at 

FMC Butner, Adams was diagnosed with Schizoaffective Disorder, 

Bi-Poler Type. On September 13, 2006, Adams returned to the MCC 

after BOP medical staff at FMC Butner determined that he was 

stable, receiving medication, and competent to stand trial. When 

Adams returned to the MCC, he was housed in Unit 13. 

On September 28, 2006, Adams requested protective custody 

because he felt threatened by other detainees. Adams was placed 

in administrative detention in the special housing unit ("SHU"). 

BOP staff later determined that Adams did not want to be in the 

general population unit because he did not like being around gang 

members, though no specific threat had been made against him. On 

November 3, 2006, Dr. John Pindelski, chief psychologist at MCC, 

met with Adams to discuss the need for Adams to return to the 

2 
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general population. 1 Adams reiterated his concern about gang 

members and stated that he would refuse placement in the general 

population. During the meeting, Adams was insolent toward Dr. 

Pindelski and refused to comply when Dr. Pindelski instructed him 

to remain in his chair. As a result, Adams was issued an 

incident report for his conduct. Adams was subsequently issued 

another incident report for failing to comply with an order to 

return to the general population on November 20, 2006. 

Adams did return to the general population on December 4, 

2006, and remained there until December 22, 2006. On December 

23, 2006, BOP psychologist Dr. Dan Greenstein entered a progress 

note on Adams, stating that he had been placed in the SHU the 

prior evening. The progress note stated that the operations 

lieutenant who moved Adams to the SHU reported that Adams 

"appeared on the verge of striking out [at] him" and that the 

reason for the SHU placement was "protection of inmate and of 

staff." Dr. Greenstein also noted that during the interview on 

December 23, Adams "stared intensely at [him] in a menacing 

manner" and "failed to reply about whether he has been medication 

compliant." The December 23 review was the last documented 

review until February 16, 2007, after the attack on Chess. On 

December 28, 2006, Adams was returned to Unit 13. 

This was not the first time Adams had undergone review by 
the MCC psychology staff. He was reviewed a number of times 
while he was in the SHU. 

3 
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At around 9:30 p.m. on February 6, 2007, Officer DePaul, the 

correctional officer assigned to Unit 13, began his lockup 

routine. This included DePaul telling the inmates to get their 

water and ice and instructing them to get ready for the lock

down. DePaul also collected his personal items and packed them 

away in his duffle bag. The call for the inmates to prepare for 

lock-down prompted Chess to go downstairs to collect the rags 

that he previously used to clean the dayroom. While Chess was 

descending the stairs, Adams threw a cup of scalding hot water in 

Chess's face, slammed the cup in Chess's face, and proceeded to 

punch Chess in the face repeatedly. After the attack was 

quelled, Chess was taken to Northwestern Hospital, where he was 

treated for second-degree burns to his face, neck, ear, and eye. 

After the attack, DePaul was disciplined by the BOP for 

inattention to duty and received a five-day suspension.? Chess 

submitted an administrative tort claim to the BOP under the FTCA, 

but the claim was denied on July 2, 2007. 

II. 

Summary judgment is appropriate where the record shows that 

"there is no genuine dispute as to any material fact and the 

2 It is unclear from the record whether DePaul was 
disciplined for reading a newspaper approximately fifteen minutes 
before the attack, in violation of BOP regulations, or for 
packing his personal belongings during the lockup. 

4 
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movant is entitled to judgment as a matter of law." Fed. R. Civ. 

P. 56(a}. A genuine issue for trial exists "if the evidence is 

such that a reasonable jury could return a verdict for the 

nonmoving party." Anderson v. Liberty Lobby, Inc., 477 U.S. 242, 

248, 106 S.Ct. 2505, 91 L.Ed.2d 202 (1986). On cross-motions for 

summary judgment, I construe all facts and inferences "in favor 

of the party against whom the motion under consideration is 

made." In re. United Air Lines, Inc., 453 F.3d 463, 468 (7th 

Cir. 2006) (quoting Kort v. Diversified Collection Servs., Inc., 

394 F.3d 530, 536 (7th Cir. 2005)). Because the defendant has 

raised the discretionary function exception as a defense, I will 

start with a consideration of its motion. 

A. Discretionary Function Exception 

The United States argues that it is immune from suit because 

the discretionary function exception to the FICA applies to this 

case. The United States typically enjoys sovereign immunity from 

suits for damages. The FTCA, however, waives this immunity in 

actions "for money damages ... for ... personal injury ... where 

the United States, if a private person, would be liable" under 

the applicable state tort law. 28 U.S.C. § 1346(b} (1}; Parrott 

v. United States, 536 F.3d 629, 635 (7th Cir. 2008). Waiver 

under the FICA is not absolute, and the discretionary function 

exception is one limit on the FTCA's waiver. Calderon v. United 

5 
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States, 123 F.3d 947, 948 (7th Cir. 1997). Specifically, the 

discretionary function exception bars claims "based upon the 

exercise or performance or the failure to exercise or perform a 

discretionary function or duty on the part of a federal agency or 

an employee of the Government, whether or not the discretion 

involved be abused." 28 U.S.C. § 2680(a). The exception "marks 

the boundary between Congress' willingness to impose tort 

liability upon the United States and its desire to protect 

certain governmental activities from exposure to suit by private 

individuals." Calderon, 123 F.3d at 949 (quoting United States 

v. S.A. Empresa de Viacao Aerea Rio Grandense (Varig Airlines), 

467 U.S. 797, 808, 104 S.Ct. 2755, 81 L.Ed.2d 660 (1984)). "It 

is the Government's burden to assert [this] exception[] if and 

when it seeks to defeat a claim because of [it]." Parrott, 536 

F.3d at 634-35. 

Two factors must be present for the exception to apply: "(1) 

the action complained of must involve an element of judgment or 

choice; and (2) the action must relate to considerations of 

public policy." Bailor v. Salvation Army, 51 F.3d 678, 685 (7th 

Cir. 1995) (citing United States v. Gaubert, 499 U.S. 315, 322-

23, 111 S.Ct. 1267, 113 L.Ed.2d 335 (1991); Berkovitz by 

Berkovitz v. United States, 486 U.S. 531, 536-37, 108 S.Ct. 1945, 

100 L.Ed.2d 531 (1988)). 

6 
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The Government cannot satisfy the first prong if "a federal 

statute, regulation, or policy specifically prescribes a course 

of action for an employee to follow" because there is no "element 

of judgment or choice" involved. Calderon, 123 F.3d at 949 

(quoting Gaubert, 499 U.S. at 322). With respect to the second 

prong, the decision at issue in the FTCA claim must involve a 

public policy concern, but the exception is not limited to 

decisions by those in "the policymaking or planning ranks of 

government." Palay v. United States, 349 F.3d 418, 428 (7th Cir. 

2003). Thus, even day-to-day discretionary decisions may satisfy 

the second prong if they are "susceptible to policy analysis." 

Id. Further, I must presume that an action is grounded in public 

policy "where the statute or regulations allow the government 

agent to exercise discretion." Id. at 950 (citing Gaubert, 499 

U.S. at 323); see also Palay, 349 F.3d at 428. 

The Government makes several arguments for why the 

discretionary function exception should apply in this case. 

First, it argues that under Calderon, Chess's claim that 

defendant violated its duty of care, as set forth in 18 U.S.C. § 

4042, is barred. Section 4042 states that the BOP "shall 

provide for the safekeeping, care, and subsistence of all persons 

charged with or convicted of offenses against the United States." 

18 u.s.c. § 4042 (a} (2). In Calderon, the Seventh Circuit found 

that while the duty to protect inmates under§ 4042 is not 

7 
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discretionary, that statute does not "direct the manner by which 

the BOP must fulfill this duty.u 123 F.3d at 950. Because the 

plaintiff in that case could not dispute the fact that§ 4042 

"sets forth no particular conduct the BOP personnel should engage 

in or avoid while attempting to fulfill their duty to protect 

inmates,u he was unable to get around the discretionary function 

exception based on invocation of that statute alone. Id. 

The Seventh Circuit has since clarified its holding in 

Calderon. In Palay, the court revisited the duty to protect, 

noting that "[u]nstated but implicit in Calderon is the 

assumption that prison officials in that case had taken note of 

the threats against the plaintiff in that case and weighed the 

relevant considerations in deciding how best to act (or not) in 

response.u Palay, 349 F.3d at 432. In other words, while§ 4042 

leaves room for discretionary actions, analysis under the second 

prong of the discretionary function exception test is still 

required. Furthermore, in Calderon, the court relied on the fact 

that the other statute invoked by the parties also fell within 

the discretionary function exception. 123 F.3d at 949-50. 

Therefore, in the case before me, the government's argument that 

it cannot be liable under§ 4042 because of the Seventh Circuit's 

decision Calderon reaches too far. I am required to consider 

whether the challenged actions at issue here are based on policy 

considerations. 

8 
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Where to house an inmate within an institution is a decision 

that is subject to policy analysis. So, the Government would be 

protected under the discretionary function exception where Chess 

argues, generally, that the Government is liable because it 

violated the broad duty articulated in§ 4042. However, Chess's 

argument is more nuanced. Namely, Chess alleges that the 

Government is liable under§ 4042 because it violated certain 

non-discretionary BOP program statements. While I agree with the 

Government that it cannot be liable generally under§ 4042, it 

may be liable under§ 4042 in limited circumstances where the 

Government has taken some non-discretionary action that causes it 

to violate the mandate to protect inmates. 

The Government argues that its decision to place Adams in 

the general population was discretionary, thereby satisfying the 

first prong of the discretionary function exception test. The 

Government claims, and Chess does not dispute, that the 

applicable regulations and directives reflect that federal 

prisoners may be placed into administrative detention at the 

discretion of the BOP. Indeed, the regulations state that ~[t]he 

Warden may ... place an inmate in administrative detention when 

the inmate's continued presence in the general population poses a 

serious threat to ... other inmates or to the security or orderly 

running of the institution." 28 C.F.R. § 541.22 (2007) (emphasis 

added); P.S. 5270.07 (utilizing the same language). The 

9 
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permissive language in the statute suggests that placing a 

federal prisoner in administrative detention is a discretionary 

act, and, again, housing decisions are subject to policy 

analysis. Because administrative detention is not punitive in 

nature, P.S. 5270.07, the regulations may be viewed as governing 

housing decisions. However, whether a federal prisoner may be 

placed in administrative detention does not necessarily answer 

the question of whether he can be placed in the general 

population. It is the latter type of action, here, BOP's 

decision to place Adams in the general population, that Chess is 

challenging. 

The Government also points to the BOP program statement 

governing initial housing assignments for pretrial inmates. The 

statement calls for "[t]horough screening and good professional 

judgment" in making housing assignments to "ensure pretrial 

inmates' safety and security." P.S. 7331.04. Again, the 

language here suggests, and in fact almost demands, that BOP 

officials engage in discretionary decision-making in assigning 

housing units. But the directive on pretrial inmates only tells 

part of the story, since, as Chess points out, P.S. 7331.04 

contains several mandatory procedures and, further, is intended 

to supplement and not replace P.S. 5290, which is the directive 

governing screening of all newly arrived inmates. P.S. 7331.04 

10 
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("Procedures specified in this section are to augment those in 

the Program Statement on Intake Screeningn). 

In fact, Chess persuasively argues that the BOP officials 

handling Adams' intake failed to comply with at least one 

mandatory procedure in P.S. 5290, making the discretionary 

function exception inapplicable to his claim that the Government 

failed to properly screen Adams when he entered the MCC. Chess 

claims that the BOP official conducting Adams' intake screening 

failed to review Adams' Inmate Central File as required. The BOP 

directive states that the BOP "interviewer shall also review 

SENTRY information and the Inmate Central File or Presentence 

Investigation Report (PSI}, if available, and make a decision 

whether the inmate is suitable for placement in general 

population.n P.S. 5290 (1999) (emphasis added). 

The Government responds to this argument not by showing that 

it did comply with the directive, but by stating that Adams had 

no PSI and that Chess fails to cite any evidence tending to show 

that Adams' central file was in fact available. However, because 

the discretionary function exception is the Government's defense 

to raise, it is not sufficient to counter Chess's allegation by 

trying to circumvent having to show that it did in fact comply 

with the directive. See Parrott, 536 F.3d at 634-35 (finding 

that "it is the Government's burden to assert [the discretionary 

function exception] if and when it seeks to defeat a claim 

11 
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because of [it]"); see also William v. Fleming, 597 F.3d 820, 824 

(7th Cir. 2010) (taking the position that ~the proper inquiry is 

not one of jurisdiction, but whether the United States has a 

defense to suit"). The government has failed to show that it 

complied with P.S. 5290 and that, as a matter of law, its actions 

fall under the discretionary function exception. See Berkovitz 

by Berkovitz v. United States, 486 U.S. 531, 542-43, 108 S.Ct. 

1954, 100 L.Ed.2d 531 (1988) (finding that the exception did not 

apply where defendant did not comply with a statutorily mandated 

prerequisite to issuing a license to a vaccine manufacturer); 

Alfrey v. United States, 276 F.3d 557, 562 (9th Cir. 2002) 

(finding issues of material fact existed where plaintiff argued 

that defendant had not completed a mandatory component of the 

cell-assignment process). 

Chess further alleges that the Government failed to comply 

with certain directives aimed at monitoring federal prisoners 

suffering from mental illness. According to Chess, there are 

three relevant components to the directives regulating the 

monitoring of prisoners with a mental illness. First, P.S. 

5310.13(9) requires that the BOP Program Coordinator meet with 

certain mentally ill inmates on a monthly basis to assess 

treatment compliance. These monthly assessments, however, are 

only required for an inmate ~placed in a special housing 

assignment for mental health reasons, deemed to need special 

12 
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attention as a result of a significant mental impairment, or 

receiving psychoactive medication for a significant psychiatric 

problem (for example, psychosis, severe depression, or bipolar 

disorder)." P.S. 5310.13(9) (emphasis added). Defendants do not 

address the issue of whether Adams fit into any of these 

categories, but the record shows that he had been diagnosed with 

Schizoaffective disorder, Bipolar type and that he had been 

prescribed antipsychotic medication. Taken in the light most 

favorable to Chess, the facts show that Adams would have been 

covered by P.S. 5310.13(9). 

Further, assuming the directive applied to Adams, the 

language of the directive indicates that these monthly meetings 

were non-discretionary. Defendant responds that "the record is 

replete with evidence" showing adequate monitoring, but the 

evidence shows no documented meeting from December 23, 2006 up to 

the attack on February 6, 2007. One of the stated purposes of 

the monthly meetings is to ensure treatment compliance, and Chess 

argues that Adams was not compliant with his treatment. 

Defendant, though, has submitted evidence showing that Adams was, 

in fact, complying with the treatment plan. Chess has not 

disputed that evidence with properly supported facts. The 

monthly meetings are also held "to assess [the inmate's] level of 

functioning and need for changes in treatment strategy." P.S. 

5310 .13 (9). The record indicates that BOP staff adjusted Adams' 

13 
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treatment a number of times prior to the last documented meeting 

on December 23, 2006, suggesting that his treatment needs were, 

at times, in flux. By failing to show that Adams was exempt from 

the requirement of monthly meetings, the Government has not shown 

that there is no disputed fact as to whether it is entitled to 

the discretionary function exception on Chess's claims arising 

from a failure to monitor Adams on a monthly basis. 

The second component of the directive that Chess contends 

regulated the BOP's course of action regarding Adams simply 

allows the Program Coordinator to recommend changes in housing, 

work, and program assignments for mentally ill inmates. P.S. 

5310 .13 (10). The language of the program statement is 

suggestive, and indicates that Program Coordinators were to have 

discretion in making recommendations. Of course, non-compliance 

with other, mandatory, portions of the directive might poorly 

equip a Program Coordinator to make any recommendations, but the 

language of this particular section is a grant of discretion to 

the Program Coordinator. The mandatory language stating that the 

Program Coordinator "shall serve as the institution's contact 

person" merely supports the Government's position that the 

housing and program assignments, even for mentally ill inmates, 

are discretionary and are to be made in consultation with BOP 

officials who are concerned with public policy issues. 

14 
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The last component of P.S. 5310.13 with which Chess argues 

the Government failed to comply requires further monitoring of 

mentally ill inmates and consultation among BOP staff. P.S. 

5310.13(12) requires regular, ~at least quarterly, but preferably 

monthly," case consultation meetings among certain BOP staff 

regarding mentally ill inmates. Treatment recommendations that 

result from these meetings are to be documented. Further, this 

section requires that the Program Coordinator make monthly notes 

on any mentally ill patient who is "receiving psychoactive 

medication for a significant psychiatric problem," ~involved in a 

current treatment or special housing program," or ~returned 

within the last six months from a psychiatric treatment facility 

after completion of treatment for a significant psychiatric 

impairment." As discussed above, there was an absence of any 

documentation by BOP staff regarding Adams' mental illness or 

treatment from December 23, 2006 until after the attack on Chess. 

And, again, the Government has not asserted, nor submitted 

evidence showing, that Adams was exempt from these requirements. 

Therefore, as with section 9 of P.S. 5310.13, the Government has 

not shown that the discretionary function exception protects it 

from Chess's claims arising from a failure to monitor Adams as 

required in section 12 of the directive. 

Chess also seems to argue that BOP officials had a duty to 

"clear" Adams to reenter the general population after he had been 

15 
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placed in the SHU. However, Chess points to no statute, 

regulation, or directive to support his claim that the BOP had a 

duty to "enforce its own classification decisionu by documenting 

its process for shifting Adams from the SHU back to the general 

population. In fact, former Associate Warden Janet Perdue 

testified in detail about the procedures at the MCC for 

transferring inmates out of administrative detention in the SHU 

and back into the general population. Perdue explained that MCC 

staff held weekly segregation meetings where they discussed each 

inmate housed in the SHU for non-disciplinary reasons, and that 

during these meetings staff made a determination about whether it 

was appropriate to transfer an inmate back to the general 

population. Perdue also explained that no formal documentation 

was generated as a result of these meetings, nor was any required 

by any policy or procedure. Chess does not dispute Purdue's 

testimony on this point. This is the type of decision-making 

process that the discretionary function exception is intended to 

protect. First, the decision to return an inmate to the general 

population from administrative detention involves "an element of 

judgment and choiceu and is not constrained by any statute or 

policy. Further, given the breadth of the staff who attended 

these weekly meetings-everyone from the warden and associate 

wardens to representatives from the psychology department-it is 

clear that the decision to move an inmate from the SHU back to 
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the general population is based on public policy considerations, 

such as costs to the institution, constraints on space, and the 

orderly functioning of the MCC. 

Finally, Chess argues that the discretionary function 

exception does not apply to Officer DePaul's conduct on February 

6, 2007, the day Adams attacked Chess. Specifically, Chess 

alleges that DePaul failed to take action after Adams' cell mate 

told DePaul of Adams' strange behavior and requested to change 

cells, and that DePaul violated BOP regulations by reading a 

newspaper and packing up his belongings during his shift. As to 

the first allegation, the Seventh Circuit has made clear that the 

relevant regulations have vested discretion in BOP officials to 

determine how to respond to threats and when or if disciplinary 

action is required. Calderon, 123 F.3d at 949-50 (citing 28 

C.F.R. § 541). 

The second allegation, that DePaul was not performing his 

duties right before the attack, is a closer call. The Government 

has admitted that BOP regulations prohibit a correctional officer 

from reading a newspaper while on duty. However, the Government 

contends that DePaul did not violate BOP regulations when he 

began to put his personal belongings in his bag prior to lock

down and the end of his shift. Chess points to no BOP regulation 

or program statement prohibiting DePaul's actions or specifying 

the lockup routine to be followed. Chess relies solely on the 
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deposition testimony of Lieutenant Cleveland Swan, but the line 

of questioning asks for Lieutenant Swan's subjective opinion 

about what officers are allowed to do, not what the BOP 

regulations require. Without any mandatory regulation, I assume 

that officers are allowed a certain amount of discretion in how 

they decide to implement the lockup routine. 

However, I find that DePaul's actions fail at the second 

prong of the discretionary function test. The decision to pack 

up one's belongings prior to the end of a shift is not based on 

public policy and is not subject to policy analysis. While day

to-day decisions are often protected by the discretionary 

function exception, the decision to pack up while still on duty, 

even if discretionary, is based on personal interest. See Palay, 

349 F.3d at 432 (~Perhaps the corrections officer monitoring the 

unit at the time ... was simply asleep [o]r perhaps he 

left the unit unattended in order to enjoy a cigarette or a 

snack. That type of carelessness would not be covered by the 

discretionary function exception as it involves no element of 

choice or judgment grounded in public policy considerations."). 

Therefore, Chess's claims relating to DePaul's alleged failure to 

monitor inmates during lockup are not barred by the discretionary 

function exception. 

B. Negligence Under the FTCA 
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The Government argues that even if the discretionary 

function exception does not bar all of Chess's claims, there is 

no genuine dispute as to any material fact that would allow Chess 

to recover under the FICA. Chess, on the other hand, argues that 

he is entitled to judgment in his favor as a matter of law. 

The FICA requires a plaintiff to show that the defendant is 

liable in tort under the applicable state law. 28 U.S.C. § 1346. 

In an action for negligence under Illinois law, a plaintiff must 

show "that the defendant owed a duty to the plaintiff, that 

defendant breached that duty, and that the breach was the 

proximate cause of the plaintiff's injuries." First Springfield 

Bank & Trust v. Galman, 188 Ill.2d 252, 256, 720 N.E.2d 1068, 242 

Ill.Dec. 113 (Ill. 1999). Proximate cause, under Illinois law, 

may be cause in fact or legal cause. Palay, 349 F.3d at 432 

(citing Evans v. Shannon, 201 Ill.2d 424, 267 Ill.Dec. 533, 776 

N.E.2d 1184, 1190 (Ill. 2002)). Cause in fact requires that the 

injury would not have occurred absent defendant's conduct, and 

legal cause is a question of foreseeability. Id. Claims 

involving a failure to protect require a plaintiff to show that 

the defendant "knew or reasonably should have known" of a 

potential problem with an inmate. Parrott, 536 F.3d at 637 

(citing Brown v. United States, 486 F.2d 284, 288-89 (8th Cir. 

1973)) . In the context of summary judgment, "[w]hether or not 

the defendant's conduct proximately caused the plaintiff's injury 
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ordinarily is a question for the finder of fact to decide; only 

rarely are the facts so clear that the court can resolve the 

issue as a matter of law." Palay, 349 F.3d at 432-33. 

Chess argues that because the BOP failed to adhere to the 

regulations and program statements discussed above, the BOP has 

violated its duty of care under§ 4042. Indeed, the Supreme 

Court has recognized that§ 4042 describes a "duty of care owed 

by the [BOP] to federal prisoners." United States v. Muniz, 374 

U.S. 150, 164-65, 83 S.Ct. 1850, 10 L.Ed.2d 805 (1963); see also 

Parrott, 536 F.3d at 636-37. However, as stated above, the 

discretionary function exception necessarily limits Chess's 

allowable claims under§ 4042. In light of the discussion above, 

then, in order to proceed, Chess must show there is an issue for 

trial as to (1) whether the Government, in failing to comply with 

certain BOP regulations and program statements, breached its duty 

to protect Chess such that it knew or reasonably should have 

known that Adams should have been segregated from the general 

population, and that Adams' placement in the general population 

proximately caused Chess's injuries; and (2) whether DePaul 

negligently failed to monitor Unit 13 on the night of the attack 

in breach of the duty to protect, and that such negligence 

proximately caused Chess's injuries. 

Although I concluded that there is a genuine dispute of 

material fact as to whether BOP officials complied with 
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requirements to review Adams' Inmate Central File upon intake and 

to review Adams' mental health on a monthly basis, Chess has 

failed to allege or present any admissible evidence tending to 

show that there was information in the Inmate Central File, if 

the file was even available, that would indicate Adams was 

unsuitable for placement in the general population upon intake at 

the MCC in September 2006. Therefore, Chess has failed to raise 

an issue for trial as to whether the BOP's failure to review 

Adams' Inmate Central File proximately caused Chess's injury. 

While Chess may not proceed on his claim that the BOP 

negligently placed Adams in Unit 13 when he was returned to the 

MCC in September of 2006, I find that Chess has raised an issue 

for trial as to whether, after December 23, 2006, BOP officials 

knew or reasonably should have known that Adams should have been 

segregated from the general population. As explained above, 

there is a genuine dispute as to whether Adams' psychological 

treatment and needs were properly monitored after his meeting 

with Dr. Greenstein on December 23, 2006. Taken in the light 

most favorable to Chess, the facts show that BOP officials failed 

to monitor Adams, Adams had recently been in the SHU for 

protection of inmate and staff, and there had been changes to his 

medication in the months prior to his placement in the SHU in 

December 2006. A fact finder could conclude that a failure to 

properly monitor Adams, as required by the BOP program statement, 
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proximately caused Chess's injury in that such an attack should 

have been foreseeable by defendants. However, while Chess has 

survived summary judgment on this issue, he is not entitled to 

summary judgment. Chess has not presented enough evidence to 

show that, as a matter of law, a breach proximately caused his 

injuries. This is a question for the finder of fact. 

Finally, I also find that there are triable issues as to 

whether DePaul's alleged failure to monitor the unit at the time 

of the attack constituted negligence and proximately caused 

Chess's injuries. Chess has shown that DePaul was packing his 

personal belongings right before the attack and reading a 

newspaper shortly before that. Chess has, therefore, raised at 

least one issue for the finder of fact regarding his claim that 

DePaul negligently failed to monitor the unit. Again, while this 

claim survives summary judgment, Chess has not shown that he is 

entitled to summary judgment. 

I I I. 

For the foregoing reasons, plaintiff's motion for summary 

judgment is denied and defendant's motion for summary judgment is 

granted in part and denied in part. To summarize, plaintiff may 

proceed on his claims that under the FTCA, the government 

negligently failed to monitor Adams' psychological condition 
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after December 23, 2006 and negligently failed to monitor Unit 13 

on the night of the attack. 

ENTER ORDER: 

Elaine E. Bucklo 
United States District Judge 

Dated: December 1, 2011 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE Northern District of Illinois - Cl\1/ECF LIVE, Ver 3.2.2 

Eastern Division 

Joseph Chess 

V. 

Bureau of Prisons, et al. 

Plaintiff, 

Defendant. 

Case No.: 1 :07-cv-05333 
Honorable Wayne R. Andersen 

NOTIFICATION OF DOCKET ENTRY 

This docket entry was made by the Clerk on Friday, January 23, 2009: 

MINUTE entry before the Honorable Wayne R. Andersen:Enter 
MEMORANDUM, OPINION AND ORDER: Accordingly, the motion for summary 
judgment [29] filed by the MCC Defendants is granted, and Plaintiffs claims against them 
are dismissed for failure to exhaust administrative remedies. Plaintiffs complaint, 
however, is not dismissed. Plaintiffs complaint, liberally construed, names the United 
States as a Defendant, and Plaintiff may proceed with his claim against the United States. 
The clerk shall issue summons to serve the United States and shall change the caption of 
the case to Chess v. United States."Mailed notice(tsa,) 

ATTENTION: This notice is being sent pursuant to Rule 77(d) of the Federal Rules of 
Civil Procedure or Rule 49( c) of the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure. It was 
generated by CM/ECF, the automated docketing system used to maintain the civil and 
criminal dockets of this District. If a minute order or other document is enclosed, please 
refer to it for additional information. 

For scheduled events, motion practices, recent opinions and other information, visit our 
web site at www.ilnd.uscourts.gov. 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE Northern District of Illinois - CM/ECF LIVE, Ver 5.1.1 

Eastern Division 

Joseph Chess 

V. 

United States of America, et al. 

Plaintiff, 

Defendant. 

Case No.: 1 :07-cv-05333 
Honorable Elaine E. Bucklo 

NOTIFICATION OF DOCKET ENTRY 

This docket entry was made by the Clerk on Thursday, June 20, 2013: 

MINUTE entry before Honorable Elaine E. Bucklo: Status hearing held. Parties 
report a settlement. Case is dismissed without prejudice and with leave to reinstate by 
9/19/2013. Civil case terminated. Mailed notice(meg,) 

ATTENTION: This notice is being sent pursuant to Rule 77(d) of the Federal Rules of 
Civil Procedure or Rule 49( c) of the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure. It was 
generated by CM/ECF, the automated docketing system used to maintain the ci vii and 
criminal dockets of this District. If a minute order or other document is enclosed, please 
refer to it for additional information. 

For scheduled events, motion practices, recent opinions and other information, visit our 
web site at www.ilnd.uscourts.gov. 



JOSrPH CHESS, 

V. 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
NORTllERN DISTRICT OF IUJNOIS 

FASTER~ DrYIS!ON 

Plaintiff, No. 07 C S333 

THE Ul\!TED STATES OF AMF RICA, 

) 

) 
) 

) 

) 
) 
) 

) 

) 

Judge Bucklo 

Defendant. 

STIPULATION FOR COMPROMISE SETTLEMENT AND RELEASE OF 
F~:_DEl_lA.L TORI. CLAI'.\1S ACl' CLAl_MS ~~RSUANT TO 28 U.S.C. § 2677 

1t is hereby stipul.Jted by and between the undersigned pl.:iintiff (meaning any person, other 

than the clefcnctant and the attorneys. signing this agreement, whether or not a party to lhis civil 

action), ,md the United States of Amcnca, hy and through their respective <11tomeys, as follow~: 

1. The parties do hereby agree to seHle <ITid (,:0111pro1111se each and every claiin oLmy kind, 

whether known or unknown, ansmg directly or indirec1iy from the acts or omissions that gave rise 

to the ahove-captioncd action umkr the tenm, and conditions set forth in this Settlement Agreement. 

2. The United States of Amcnca agrees to pay 1he sum of twenty-live thous,md dollars 

(S25.000), whteh sulll shall be m full settlement and satisfaction of any and all claims, demands. 

rights, and causes of action or whatsoever k Ind and nature, arising from. and hy reason of any and 

all known and unknown, foreseen and unforeseen hodily and personal inJ uncs, damage to property 

and the consequences thereof, resulting. and to n:~ult, from the subJcct matter of this settkrncnt, 

includmg any claims for wrongful death, for which plamliff or his guardians, heir.~, executors. 

adminis1ni1ors, or assigns . .ind e.ich ofth.:rn. now have or may hcreahct ai:quire against the United 

Slates of America, its agents, servants, and cmplo)-ecs_ 



3. Plaintiff and his guardians, heirs. executors, administrators or assigns hereby agree to 

accept the ~ums set forth in this Stipulat10n of Compromise Settlement in full sel!lcrnent. 

sal is ract ion. and release of any and a 11 claims, demands, n gh ts, ond ca uses of action of whatsoever 

kind and narurc. including claims for wrongful death, ansing from, and hy reason of any and all 

known and unknown, foreseen and unforeseen bodily and personal 1n1uries, damage to property and 

the consequences thereof which he may have or hereafter acquire against the United States of 

America. its agents. serv,.nts and employees on account of the same suhject matter that gave rise to 

the above-captioned action, including any future claim or law~mt of any kir.d or type whatsoever, 

w hethcr known or unknown, and w hct her for co mpe nso t ory or cxe mp lary <la magc s. PI ai n ! 1 ff and 

his guardian:,;, heirs. executor~. administrators or assigns further agree to reimburse, indemnify and 

hold hannlcss the Umted States of Amcnca, its agents, servants, and cmpkiyces from and against 

any and all such causes of nt:tion, daims, hens, rights, or suhrogatcd or i.:ontribution interests 

111,ident to or rcsul!mg from further litigation or thl! prnsct:ution of claims by plaintiff or his 

guardians, heirs. cxi;:cutors, administrators or assigns against any third pMty or agninst the United 

States, indudi11g claims for wrongful death. 

4. This s l i pu la tion for compro misc sett lcmen t is not. is In no v, a y intended 10 be. o nd sh ou !d 

not he construed ::is, an admission of liability nr fault on the part of the Lnitcd St:Hcs, its agents, 

servants. or employees, and il is .specifically denied that they arc liable :o the plamt1ff This 

settlement is entered imo by alt panics for the purpose of compromismg disputed claims under the 

Federal Tort Claims Act and avoiding the expenses and risk, of further lillgation. 

S. It ts also agrce<l, hy and among tb.c parties, that the respective panics will i.:ach hear their 

own costs, fe..:-s, and expenses and tha I any anon, ey\ fees owed by the p !a 1 nt i ff w i Ii be paid out of 

the sct1lemen1 amount and not in addition tht·reto. 



6. It 1s also understood by and among the parties that pursuant to Title 28, United States 

Code, Section 2678, allorney's fees for services rendered in connection with this action shall not 

exceed 25 pen:cnt of the amount of the corn promise settlement. 

7 _ The persons signing this Settlement Agreement warrant and represent that they possess 

full authonty to bind the persons on whose behalf they arc signing to the tenm of the settlement. 

In the event the plaimiff is a minor or a legally incompetent adult, the plaintiff must obtain Coun 

.ipproval of the settlement at their expense. Plaintiff agrees to obtain such approval in a timely 

manner: time being of the essence. Pia inti ff further agrees that the United States may void this 

settlement at its option in the event such approval is not obtained in a timely manner. In the event 

plaintiff fails to obtain such Court approval, the entire Stipulation For Compromise Settlement And 

Release and the compromise settlement are null and void. 

8. Payment of the settlement amount will be nrnde by check drawn on the Treasury of 1hc 

united Slates for twenty-five thousand dollars ($25,000) and made payable to Joseph Chess. The 

check will be mailed to the following address: 

Federal Bureau of Prisons 
Joseph Chess 
#22273-424 
Post Office Rox 474701 
Des Moines, Iowa 50947~0001 

9. Plaintiffs' attorney agrees to obtain a dismissal of the above-captioned action wi1h 

prejudice, with each pany bearing its own fees, cost:-, and expenses. 

I 0. The panies agree thilt this Stipulation for Con 1prom ise Settlement t111d Release, including 

all the terms and conditions of this compromise settlement and any additional agreements relating 

thereto, may be made public in their entirety, and the plaintiff expressly consents to such release and 

disclosure pursuant to 5 L'.S.C. ~ 552a(b). 



- .loo""" 

11. It is contemp!H.tcd that this Stipulation may be executed in several counterparts, with a 

separate signature page for each party. /\11 such counterparts and signature pages, together, shaU be 

deemed to be one documc-nt. 

' ~ . -~./) ·r-- <~----· .. 
Executed this l2__ day ot _ ~ . , _' _ _ _ _ _____ . 201.1. 

0c!Y'-J k-4,~~ 
Attorney for Defcndan:, 
United States or America 

Executed this JQ_ day of ~~2.4,\:tk) f_JL_ , 2013. 
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IN THE 1JNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE SO01'HERN DISTRICT OF Ill ,INOISt\. 

so· ... , 
~.--:•• 

JO,t:;F:PH W. BUE~ 

) 
) 
) Do~No. o~- l 3c9 --::fl/\ 
) 
) 
) 
) 

Plaiatiff7Petitioecrf 1). ) 
) C 
) 
) 
) 

(To be supplied by the Cerk) 

CIVIL RIGHTS COMPLAINT 
panaut to 412. u.s.c. §1983 
(State Prisaaer) 

UNTTrn S'TA'T'F.Ci OF A~TrA ) C 
) 

CVIL BIGHTS COMPLAINT 
panaaat to 21 u.s.c. §1331 
(Federal Prisoner) 

L 

) 

) 
) 
) 
) 

Def'aulana/Rapoadad(1). ) 

JOBISDicnON 

CIVIL COMPLAINT 
i/Jtvvv ........ ta die Jl'edenl Tort Caimi 

Act, 21 u.s.c §1346, 2G71-2680 

Jfl?,'{ ~TAT, "1:'MAMT'\ ~ ~ 

3t, tPJ)E'R.A lfUJ.$'$ C\VJL 
1 Jl o C.. Ef)U f(fi. 

A.. Plaimift'a mailing lddn:ss ud/or register mmber and presmt place of coafine:meat. 

· U, s > :PENlJJ!NT;A&Y HAZE'LToN 'P,o,13qx 
Jpcc 1sRucE.ToN (Y)JI..LS hL YA, ;J.CDS rt:>S 

~ p 

B. Peft:ndant UN JJEP .,5TI\ Ji..S O f amgg, CJ1 is emp~as 
(Name of F'll'lt Pefu-t•"'ll) 

FED&:80 L Bv-RP.8 LJ O E 'P Jtt SON,,s 

At the time tbD claim(s) alleged in thi1 camplaint vcse, wu the defendant employed by the 
state, local or federal g0\'Cffll11ent? 

Yes t4 No () 
If your answa- is "yes•. briefly explain: 

511.E: f)BqVg 



C. 

D. 

Dc:fendant _ ...... N.......,/ ..... 81..-___________ is employed as 

(Name of Sca:md rw"mdant) 

(Positiaalr Ide) 
with------1-N::.!...:/4:i._ ________ _ 

(Employers Name and Address) 

At the time tho claim(s) alleged in this complamt uuse. was the dc:&:ndaur l"fflPloyal by the 
state, local or fcdcra1 gaycmmcnt? 

Yes~ No () 

If your a.nswm- is "yes•, bricfty explain: 

St1 ffiE As A aovg 

IL PREVIOUSLAWSUIIS 

A. Haw you begun my other lawsum in state or fcdcraJ comt n:lati:ag to your imprisamncut? 

B. 

Yes () No C,C 

If your answa'to •A• is "ya•, describe the lawsait(s) in 6e space below. (IftbeR is more 
than one (1) lawsuit. )'OU mmt descnbc the acfditinnal tum.its C11 another sbm of paper, 
using tbe same outline.) Failure to comply witta this prpyision may result in summary 
dgial of your complaint. N / I} 
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1. 

2. Court (JfFcdcnl CQUrt, name the District; if State Court, name the County) 
Nlh) 

3. Dacbtnumber_..a.N..,J..L..;/A~-----------
4. Name of 1udge to wbom case '.W8S assigacd ____,,N ____ f ..... A ______ _ 

S. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

Type of case (for example: Was it a Habeas Corpus or Civil Rights action?) 
N l-tJ. 

Disposmoa of case (mr example: Wu 1be caso dismissed? Was it appealed? Is it 

still pmdins'> N I 11 
Approximm dam otfiling 1awswt _...._N_/ ...... fl _______ _ 
Approx:imate date of disposition _N-.....a-/....:...8i....-------

UL GBIEVANCE PROCEDURE 

A. 

B. 

c. If yum' iUJSWa" is "yes· I p • 

1. What .. clid you tm1 ..S u 13 rn , -1 ~> 1e-p B P-8'- q -- ) \9 
1-e.v--e. IS: ,. f\N'D To RT C 68 un 

2. 

D. Ifyoar answer is "no", explain why not. _N_/_A ________ _ 

... 3 ... 



... 

· E. If there is no prisoner grievance procedure in the institution. did you c.amplaint to prison 
authorities? Y cs ( ) No ( ) N / fi 

F. If your answer is "yes", / 
1. What steps did you tatc? _...L...:N:....a-.:.,.8__,.;S;;...EE._-=--ft"-'-B_o_V1l.....;.,=_ __ _ 

2. What was the result? __:.....:N:......:../....;...:.a____...1C....,;:.$a:.,;.fl....,;,./Y)...:.,..;.fz=--.).L....-___ _ 

G. 

H. Attadl copies of your request for ID administrative remedy and the rcspanse{s) }'OU rec:eived. 
If you cannot do so, explain~ not: O . 

~~~¥f.~1N'.ll1diJi:r&J?&tin~Wf&iL£ 
41 t IJ:f Di [;I CovR r (<ULf.S, · . 

IV. STATEMENT OF a.AIM 

...... 

State here. u bricfiy as possible. 1be FACTS of your case. State who, what, whm. wbue and how 
you 1i:el )'OUt 4XIDS1iC••rhia• '!iglm'Wa'e'Yiolatcd. Donatc:aecases or sta111tm. If you choose to submit 
legal argummts or citatims, you must do so in a scparme mc:morandum of law. If you intend to allege 
a mm,ber af rclatcd claims. number and set forth c:ach claim in a separate pangcq,h. Jfycar claims 
rdase to prism disciplinary pnw:c:dings, attach copies or the disciplinary ch•rges and IPY 
jisdplinary hearing sqmmm IS exhibits, 

.. 4 .. 
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' 
..1;_.,. 

V. REQUEST FOR RELIEF 

State exactly what you want the Court to do for )Ql. If }'CU are a scare or federal prisoner, and seek 
relief which a.ffccts the fact or duration of your imprisonment (for example: illegaJ dek:nticm, 
restoratiaa of good time. cxpunganc::ot of records or parole rde:ase), you must file your claim on a 
Habeas Corpus f'mm. pursuant to 28 U.S.C. §2254. 21 U.S.C. §2255, or 28 U.S.C. §2241. 

0 ~ 

0 o L UI 

VL JURY DEMAND (d,itc:k OM baz below) 

"Ibe plaiatifrdoc:I fi1' does not D n:quest a trial by jmy. (See Fcd.R..Civ.P. 31.) 

DECLARATION UNDER FEDERAL RULE or CIVIL PROCEDURE 11 

x. 1he undmsiped, certify to tbo bat of my knowled&e. mmrmauaa, and belie( that 1his complaint is m full 
complimce with Rulo ll(a). and ll(b) of die F~ Rwa of Civil Pmc:edme. 1he undcnigncd also 
recqp,jres tbat mime to comply with RDJe ll(a) and (b) may result in sanctim1, mcacairy or D01H110Dmry1 

pursmmt to Fcdaal Rule of Civil Proceduro 1 l(c). 

The pJaintjjf hmd:,y requests 1he Court issue all appn,priatc service 'IIJlJ/or DOtic:es to dr. defeadant(t). 

Signed lhil .:J..... day of t[J,-..,,,,,7of2i:. 

.~~ 
Sigaalmc afattcmcy, if any 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF ILLINOIS 

JOSEPH W. BUECHEL, 

Plaintiff, 

V. 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 

Defendant. 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

No. 08-cv-l 32-JPG 

.JUDGMENT 

This matter having come before the Court, the issues having been heard, and the Court 
having rendered a decision, 

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED AND ADJUDGED that judgment is entered on Count I 
(Federal Tort Claims Act for negligence based on the conditions leading to the possible 
transmission of a staphylococcus infection in the laundry facility) in favor of defendant United 
States of America and against plaintiff Joseph W. Buechel; and 

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED AND ADJUDGED that Count 2 (Federal Tort Claims Act 
for medical malpractice) is dismissed with prejudice. 

DA TED: May 13, 2013 

Approved: s/J. Phil Gilbert 
J. PHIL GILBERT 
DISTRICT JUDGE 

NANCY J. ROSENSTENGEL, Clerk of Court 

s/Jina Hoyt, Deputy Clerk 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF ILLINOIS 

JOSEPH W. BUECHEL, 

Plaintiff, 

v. 

USA, 

Defendant. 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) NO. 08-cv-132 JPG/PMF 
) 
) 
) 
) 

JUDGMENT 

The Court having been advised by counsel for the parties that the above action has been 

settled; 

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED AND ADJUDGED that this case is dismissed with prejudice 

and without costs. 

Dated: December 3, 2014 

Approved: sf.[. Phil Gilbert 
J. PHIL GILBERT 
DISTRICT JUDGE 

JUSTINE FLANAGAN, Acting Clerk of Court 
Stacie Hurst, Deputy Clerk 



IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF ILLINOIS 

JOSEPH W. BUECHEL, Inmate #32648- ) 
044, ) 

) 
Plaintiff, ) 

) 

vs. ) 
) 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, eta!., ) 
) 

Defendants. 

CIVIL NO. 08-cv-132-JPG 

MEMORANDUM AND ORDER 

GILBERT, District Judge: 

This action is before the Court on Plaintiff's motion to proceed informa pauperis (Doc. 2). 

The Court finds that Plaintiff, an inmate currently incarcerated in the United States Penitentiary 

located in Bruceton Mills, West Virginia ("USP-Hazelton"), is indigent and unable to pay the full 

filing fee in advance; therefore, leave to proceed infonna pauperis is GRANTED. Pursuant to 28 

U.S.C. § 1915(b), IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that Plaintiff shall pay the $350.00 filing fee 

applicable to this civil action as follows: 

1. Plaintiff shall pay an initial partial filing fee of $ 1.22. See 28 U.S.C. 
§ 191 S(b )(I). The agency having custody of Plaintiff is DIRECTED to transmit this 
amount from Plaintiff's prison trust fund account to the Clerk of Court upon receipt 
of this Memorandum and Order. 

2. Plaintiff shall make monthly payments of 20% of the preceding month's income 
credited to Plaintiff's prison trust fund account until the filing fee is paid in full. 

3. The agency having custody of Plaintiff shall forward payments from Plaintiff's 
account to the Clerk of this Court each time the amount in the account exceeds $10 
until the filing fee is paid. Payments shall be mailed to: Clerk of the Court, United 
States District Court for the Southern District of Illinois, P.O. Box 249, East St. 
Louis, Illinois 62202. 

To enable the Bureau of Prisons to remit these payments to the Clerk of Court as required 



by 28 U.S.C. § 1915, IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that Plaintiff shall complete, sign and return 

one "Consent Form -- In Forma Pauperis Proceedings" to the Clerk of this Court in the envelope 

provided, within FIFTEEN (15) DAYS of the date of entry of this order. The Clerk is DIRECTED 

to provide two copies of the appropriate form to Plaintiff with his copy of this Order, along with a 

pre-addressed return envelope. Failure to provide the Bureau of Prisons with this authorization shall 

be grounds for dismissal of this case. FED.R.Civ.P. 41 (b); see generally Ladien v. Astrachan, 128 

F.3d 1051 (7th Cir. 1997); Johnson v. Kamminga, 34 F.3d 466 (7th Cir. 1994). However, Plaintiff 

will still be liable for the full filing fee for this action. 

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that if judgment is rendered against Plaintiff, and the 

judgment includes the payment of costs under Section 1915, Plaintiff will be required to pay the full 

amount of the costs, notwithstanding that his application to proceed in forma pauperis has been 

granted. 

The Clerk of Court is DIRECTED to mail a copy of this Memorandum and Order to 

Plaintiff. Upon receipt of Plaintiff's signed consent form, the Clerk shall mail a copy of this 

Memorandum and Order to the Warden at USP-Hazelton, with an executed copy of the consent 

form. 

IT IS SO ORDERED. 

Dated: July 9, 2008. 

sf J. Phil Gilbert 
U. S. District Judge 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF ILLINOIS 

JOSEPH W. BUECHEL, ) 
) 

Plaintiff, ) 
) 

vs. ) 
) 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, et al., ) 
) 

Defendants. ) 

CIVIL NO. 08-cv-132-JPG 

MEMORANDUM AND ORDER 

GILBERT, District Judge: 

Plaintiff, an inmate at USP-Hazelton, brings this pursuant to the Federal Tort Claims Act 

(FTCA), 28 U.S.C. § 2671, et seq. Plaintiff seeks damages for alleged medical practice and 

negligence. This case is now before the Court for a preliminary review of the complaint pursuant 

to 28 U.S.C. § I 915A, which provides: 

(a) Screening.- The court shall review, before docketing, if feasible or, in any event, 
as soon as practicable after docketing, a complaint in a civil action in which a 
prisoner seeks redress from a governmental entity or officer or employee of a 
governmental entity. 
(b) Grounds for Dismissal.- On review, the court shall identify cognizable claims 
or dismiss the complaint, or any por1ion of the complaint, if the complaint-

(}) is frivolous, malicious, or fails to state a claim on which relief 
may be granted; or 
(2) seeks monetary relief from a defendant who is immune from such 
relief. 

28 U.S.C. § 1915A. An action or claim is frivolous if "it lacks an arguable basis either in law or in 

fact." Neitzke v. Williams, 490 U.S. 319, 325 ( 1989). An action fails to state a claim upon which 

relief can be granted if it does not plead "enough facts to state a claim to relief that is plausible on 

its face." Bell Atlantic Corp. v. Twombly, 127 S. Ct. 1955, 1974 (2007). 



THE COMPLAINT 

Briefly, while confined at FCI-Greenville, Plaintiff alleges that he contracted a severe 

staphylococcus infection due to negligent and improper sterilization and hygiene practices in the 

prison laundry where he works. Plaintiff further claims that his infection was made worse through 

negligent diagnosis and treatment. As a result, Plaintiff spent three weeks in a hospital. 

DISCUSSION 

Upon careful review of the complaint, the Court finds that Plaintiff's claims against the 

United States of America should not be dismissed at this point in the litigation. The United States 

is the proper defendant in a FTCA action. See 28 U.S.C. § 2679(b). 

Plaintiff's claims against the Bureau of Prisons, however, should be dismissed pursuant to 

28 U .S.C. § 191 SA. The Bureau of Prisons, as a federal agency, is not amenable to suit. See FDIC 

v. Mever, 510 U.S. 471, 483-486 (1994). 

DISPOSITION 

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the Bureau of Prisons is DISMISSED from the action, 

with prejudice. 

The Clerk is DIRECTED to prepare a summons for the UNITED STATES OF 

AMERICA. The Clerk shall forward the summons, USM-285 forms submitted by Plaintiff, and 

sufficient copies of the complaint to the United States Marshal for service. 

The Clerk is FURTHER DIRECTED to prepare a ~ of the summons, a £QQY of the 

complaint, and a copy of this Order to be served by the United States Marshal on the ATTORNEY 

GENERAL of the UNITED STATES. 

The United States Marshal is DIRECTED to serve the original summons and complaint on 

2 



the UNITED STATES ATTORNEY for the SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF ILLINOIS, and a 

£QI!Y of the summons and complaint on the ATTORNEY GENERAL of the UNITED STA TES. 

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that Plaintiff shall serve upon the United States Attorney for 

the Southern District of Illinois, a copy of every further pleading or other document submitted for 

consideration by this Court. He shall include, with the original paper to be filed with the Clerk of 

the court, a certificate stating the date that a true and correct copy of any document was mailed to 

the United States Attorney. Any paper received by a district judge or magistrate which has not been 

filed with the Clerk or which fails to include a certificate of service will be disregarded by the Court. 

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that pursuant to Local Rule 72. l(a)(2), this cause is referred 

to a United States Magistrate Judge for further pre-trial proceedings. 

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that this entire matter be referred to a United States 

Magistrate Judge for disposition, as contemplated by Local Rule 72.2(b )(2) and 28 U .S.C. § 636( c ), 

should all the parties consent to such a referral. 

IT IS SO ORDERED. 

Dated: July 9, 2008. 

s/ ,J. Phil Gilbert 
U. S. District .Judge 

3 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF ILLINOIS 

JOSEPH W. BUECHEL, ) 
) 
) 
) 

Plaintiff, 

V. 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, et al., 

Defendants. 

) Civil No. 08-cv-132-JPG-CJP 
) 
) 
) 
) 

MEMORANDUM AND ORDER 

This matter comes before the Court on plaintiff Joseph W. Buechel's motion and notice 

to appointed counsel. Buuchel filed this document prose, although he is represented by counsel. 

A litigant does not have a right to file his own documents when he is represented by counsel. 

See Hayes v. Ha.Fes, 921 F.2d 100, 102 (7th Cir. 1990) (per curiam). "Representation by 

counsel and self-representation are mutually exclusive." Cain v. Peters, 972 F.2d 748, 750 (7th 

Cir. 1992). So-called "hybrid representation" confuses and extends matters at trial and in other 

proceedings and, therefore, it is forbidden. See United States v. Oreye, 263 F.3d 669, 672-73 

(7th Cir. 200 I). The Court may strike as improper any such pro se filings. See, e.g., United 

States v. Gwiazdzinski, 141 F.3d 784, 787 (7th Cir. 1998). The Court hereby ORDERS that 

Buechel's motion/notice (Doc. 43) be STRICKEN. 

IT IS SO ORDERED. 
DA TED: October 8, 2009 

s/ J. Phil Gilbert 
J. PHIL GILBERT 
U.S. DISTRICT JUDGE 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF ILLINOIS 

JOSEPH W. BUECHEL, ) 
) 
) 
) 

Plaintiff, 

V. ) Civil No. 08-cv-132-JPG-CJP 
) 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, et al., ) 
) 

Defendants. ) 

MEMORANDUM AND ORDER 

This matter comes before the Court on plaintiff Joseph W. Buechel's appeal of 

Magistrate Judge Clifford J. Proud's July 16, 2009, order denying appointment of counsel (Doc. 

38). The Court also considers two ofBuechel's other filings (Docs. 39 & 41) which also address 

the appointment issue, and his motion for leave to appeal in.forma pauperi.v (Doc. 40). 

A district court reviewing a magistrate judge's decision on nondispositive issues should 

only modify or set aside that decision if it is clearly erroneous or contrary to law. See Fed. R. 

Civ. P. 72(a); 28 U.S.C. § 636(b)(l)(A). Accordingly, the Court will affirm Magistrate Judge 

Proud's decision unless his factual findings are clearly erroneous or his legal conclusions are 

contrary to law. Id. The Court may, however, sua .:.ponte reconsider any matter determined by a 

magistrate judge. Schur v. L.A. Weight Loss Ctrs., Inc., No. 07-3761, 2009 WL 2477642, * 5 

(7th Cir. Aug. 14, 2009). 

The Court has reviewed Magistrate Judge Proud's order and finds that it is not clearly 

erroneous or contrary to law. However, the Court finds that appointment of counsel is advisable 

in light of Buechel' s limited abilities, his attempts to find counsel and the impediments that 

prevent him from doing so, and the requirement he obtain a physician's certificate of merit 

before proceeding on Count 2. Accordingly, the Court VACA TES Magistrate Judge Proud' s 
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July 16, 2009, order (Doc. 29) and APPOINTS J. Kevin McCall, Jenner & Block, LLC, 330 

North Wabash Avenue, One IBM Plaza, 43d Floor, Chicago, Illinois 60611-7603, to represent 

Buechel in this action. Bueche l's appeal of Magistrate Judge Proud's order (Doc. 38) and his 

two other filings (Docs. 39 & 41) are rendered MOOT by this order. 

The Court further ORDERS that Buechel shall have up to and including October 23, 

2009, to respond to the pending motion to dismiss (Doc. 33) and shall have up to and including 

December 11, 2009, to file an amended complaint adequately pleading Count 2, his medical 

negligence/malpractice claim. If the plaintiff fails to amend his pleading to adequately plead 

Count 2, the Court will dismiss Count 2 with prejudice. 

Finally, Buechel 's motion for leave to appeal informa pauperis (Doc. 40) is MOOT in 

light of the Court of Appeals' September 14, 2009, order dismissing the appeal and waiving the 

appellate filing fee. 

IT IS SO ORDERED. 
DATED: September 22, 2009 

2 

s/ J. Phil Gilbert 
J. PHIL GILBERT 
U.S. DISTRICT JUDGE 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF ILLINOIS 

JOSEPH W. BUECHEL, ) 
) 

) 
) 
) 
) 

) 
) 
) 

Plaintiff, 

V. Civil No. 08-132-JPG 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, et al., 

Defendants. 

ORDER 

PROUD, Magistrate Judge: 

Before the Court is plaintiff's motion to cancel the final pretrial conference set for May 

10, 2010, and to reopen discovery to permit appointed counsel to secure expert testimony and 

pursue other information not gathered by plaintiff while he was proceeding prose. (Doc. 60). 

The defendants have not filed an objection and, according to plaintiff, defense counsel has been 

cooperating with discovery efforts. 

In recognition of the medical claim(s) at issue in this case and plaintiff's previous prose 

status, and consistent with Santiago v. Walls, 2010 WL 1170654 (7th Cir. Mar. 29, 2010), 

reopening discovery is appropriate. 

Plaintiff has submitted a proposed revised pretrial schedule, which is based on a 

distinction between "fact discovery" and "expert discovery"- a distinction not wholly recognized 

by Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 26. Nevertheless, resolution of discovery by October 29, 

2010, is acceptable to the Court, in light of the fact that no additional dispositi ves are 

contemplated. 
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IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED that the subject motion (Doc. 60) is GRANTED. The 

final pretrial conference set for May 10, 2010, is CANCELLED., and the pretrial scheduling 

and discovery order controlling this case is amended as follows: 

1. All discovery shall be completed by October 29, 2010; the parties should attempt 

to agree on interim discovery deadlines as necessary; any such agreement must be 

in writing if it is to be enforced by the Court.; 

2. Expert witnesses should be identified and expert reports exchanged by August 

31, 2010; any rebuttal experts and their respective reports shall be exchanged by 

September 30, 2010; and all experts shall be deposed by October 29, 2010; 

3. The parties shall jointly submit a final pretrial order to the Court by December 1, 

2010; 

6. A final pretrial conference is set before U.S. Magistrate Judge Clifford J. Proud 

on December 8, 2010, at 11:00 a.m. 

No further extensions will be granted. 

IT IS SO ORDERED. 

DATED: April 28, 2010 

2 

s/ Clifford J. Proud 
CLIFFORD J. PROUD 
U. S. MAGISTRATE JUDGE 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF ILLINOIS 

JOSEPH W. BUECHEL, 

Plaintiff, 

V. 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, et al., 

Defendants. 

PROUD, Magistrate Judge: 

) 
) 

) 
) 
) 
) 

) 
) 
) 

ORDER 

Civil No. 08-132-JPG 

Before the Court is the parties joint "Agreed Protective Order." (Doc. 64.) According to 

the motion, the parties desire to protect "medical records and other documents of a confidential 

nature, "related to plaintiff and other inmates in the custody of the Bureau of Prisons. The 

proposed protective order is aimed at "material that is confidential, proprietary, or is otherwise to 

be protected from Public dissemination." The parties propose that they each be free to, in good 

faith, designate any matter as "confidential" during pretrial proceedings, subject to a subsequent 

court challenge. 

The proposed protective order is problematic in several respects. In accordance with 

Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 26(c) and the dictates of Citizens First National Bank of 

Princeton v. Cincinnati Insurance Co., 178 F.3d 943 (7th Cir. 1999), and Union Oil Company of 

CalijcJrnia v. Leavell, 220 F.3d 562 (7 th Cir. 2000), the proposed protective order cannot be 

sanctioned by the Court. 

As the Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit bluntly stated in Union Oil Company of 

Cal{fornia v. Leavell: "People who want secrecy should opt for arbitration. When they call on 
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the courts, they must accept the openness that goes with subsidized dispute resolution by public 

(and publicly accountable) officials. 220 F.3d at 567-568. Nevertheless, in Citizens First 

National Bank of Princeton v. Cincinnati Insurance Co., it was recognized that the public's right 

to know "does not always trump the property and privacy interests of the litigants, but it can be 

overridden only if the latter interests predominate in the particular case, that is, only if there is 

good cause for sealing a part or the whole of the record in that case." 178 F.3d 943, 945 (7th 

Cir. 1999). 

In the case at bar, plaintiff has placed his medical condition at issue, so it is not readily 

apparent why confidentiality is sought relative to plaintiff's medical records. However, the 

Court does appreciate that inmates who are not parties to this action should not be subjected to 

annoyance and embarrassment merely because their medical records may be relevant to 

plaintiff's case. With that said, the proposed protective order is drafted far too broadly, and the 

Court prefers to leave revision and redrafting to counsel of record. Furthermore, the parties may 

prefer to seek a qualified protective order, consistent with the provisions of the Health Insurance 

Pmtability and Accountability Act of 1996. See 45 C.F.R. §§ 160.103 and 164.512(e). 

In any event, the Court notes that the subject motion was filed jointly and the proposed 

protective order was agreed to by all parties. The parties are free to agree to whatever protective 

measures they deem appropriate relative to information not destined to become a part of the 

judicial record- without the Court"s imprimatur. Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 29 permits 

parties to stipulate to such agreements without obtaining judicial approval. This Court's analysis 

and ruling only pertains to information slated for "umbrella" protection, 1'vith the Court's 

imprimatur. 

2 
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IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED that the subject motion (Doc. 64) is DENIED. 

IT IS SO ORDERED. 

DA TED: June 24, 2010 

sf Clifford J. Proud 
CLIFFORD J. PROUD 
U. S. MAGISTRATE JUDGE 

3 
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IN THE UNITED STA TES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF ILLINOIS 

JOSEPH W. BUECHEL, ) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

Plaintiff, 

V. Civil No. 08-132-JPG 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, et al., 

Defendants. 

ORDER 

PROUD, Magistrate Judge: 

Before the Court is plaintiff Joseph W. Buechel's motion to compel the defendant to 

produce: 

1. Meeting minutes, reports and other documents from FCI-Greenville's Infection 
Control meetings; 

2. Meeting minutes, reports and other documents from FCI-Greenville's Quality 
Improvement Program regarding infection control policies; and 

3. Documents relating to evaluations of FCI-Greenville's infection control or 
sanitation measures made by the Bureau of Prisons (BOP). 

(Doc. 69.) Plaintiff contends the requested information is relevant to his claims under the 

Federal Tort Claims Act (FfCA), 28 U.S.C. § 2671 et seq., that plaintiff contracted Methicillin

resistant Stahylococcus Aureus infection (MRSA) due to the defendant's negligence. 

The defendant asserts that: 

1. The requested information and documents fall beyond the claims as framed by the 
administrative claim and the complaint, which has not been amended by newly 
appointed counsel; 

2. The requested information and documents are privileged under the Illinois 
Medical Studies Act, 735 ILCS 5/8-2101 et seq.; 
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3. Barring consent or a court order, the Privacy Act, 5 U.S.C. § 552a, forbids 
disclosure of the requested information and documents; and 

4. Institutional security concerns militate against disclosure. 

(Doc. 73.) 

Plaintiff counters that the requested information and documents are relevant to the 

negligence claim; and the Illinois Medical Studies Act is inapplicable to a FTCA claim. (Docs. 

69 and 74.) 

As a preliminary matter, the defendant's view of discovery is too naITow and inconsistent 

with Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 26(b )( 1 ). The Supreme Court has interpreted relevance 

broadly to include any matter that bears on, or that reasonably could lead to other matter that could 

bear on, any issue that is or may be in the case. Oppenheimer Fund, Inc., v. Sanders, 437 U.S. 340, 

351 (1978). Furthermore, in accordance with Santiago v. Walls, 599 F.3d 749 (7 th Cir. 2010), 

counsel was appointed to ensure that this action was properly litigated because plaintiff was found 

incapable of adequately representing himself; therefore, plaintiff's appointed counsel will not now 

be strictly constrained by the original pleadings. With that said, the fact that information may be 

discoverable does not necessarily mean that it will ultimately be admissible, or that the scope of the 

complaint is being broadened. Consistent with the broad view of relevance for purposes of 

discovery, the relevant time period is 2005-2007, capturing the year before and the year following 

plaintiff's infection with MRSA. Plaintiff has not exceeded the parameters described in 

Oppenheimer Fund, Inc., v. Sanders, and it is axiomatic that BOP and FCI-Greenville's infection 

control programs and monitoring are relevant to whether plaintiff contracted MRSA due to 

defendant's negligence, and the applicable infection control standards. 

2 
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Federal Rule of Evidence 501 provides: 

Except as otherwise required by the Constitution of the United States or provided 
by Act of Congress or in rules prescribed by the Supreme Court pursuant to 
statutory authority, the privilege of a witness, person, government, State, or 
political subdivision thereof shall be governed by the principles of the common 
law as they may be interpreted by the courts of the United States in the light of 
reason and experience. However, in civil actions and proceedings, with respect lo 
an element of a claim or defense as to which State law supplies the rule of 
decision, the privilege of a witness, person, government, State, or political 
subdivision thereof shall be determined in accordance with State law. 

The FfCA makes the United States liable for injury "caused by the negligent or wrongful act or 

omission of any employee of the Government while acting within the scope of his office or 

employment, under circumstances where the United States, if a private person, would be liable 

to the claimant in accordance with the law of the place where the act or omission occurred." 28 

U.S.C. s 1346(b) (emphasis added); see also, 28 U.S.C. § 2672. Thus, at first blush it would 

appear that state law would appear to control the privilege issue. However, the legislative 

history of Rule 501 specifically addresses the characterization of state law in such a situation: 

In nondiversity jurisdiction civil cases, federal privilege law will generally apply. 
In those situations where a federal court adopts or incorporates state law to fill 
interstices or gaps in federal statutory phrases, the court generally will apply 
federal privilege law .... When a federal court chooses to absorb state law, it is 
applying the state law as a matter of federal common law. Thus, state law does 
not supply the rule of decision (even though the federal court may apply a rule 

3 
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derived from state decisions), and state privilege law would not apply. 

Fed.R.Evid. 501, Committee Notes re 1974 Enactment, Conf.Rep. No. 1597, 93d Cong., 2d Sess. 

( 1974), reprinted in 1974 U.S.C.C.A.N. 7098, 7101. Therefore, federal, not state law controls 

the privilege issue. Nevertheless," '[a] strong policy of comity between state and federal 

sovereignties impels federal courts to recognize state privileges where this can be accomplished 

at no substantial cost to federal substantive and procedural policy."' Memorial Hospital for 

McHenry County v. Shadur, 664 F.2d 1058, 1061 (7th Cir.1981) (quoting U.S. v. King, 73 F.R.D. 

103, 105 (E.D.N.Y. 1976)). 

In doing so, the following principles should be considered: 

First, because evidentiary privileges operate to exclude relevant evidence and 
thereby block the judicial fact-finding function, they are not favored and, where 
recognized, must be nanowly construed. Second, in deciding whether the 
privilege asserted should be recognized, it is important to take into account the 
particular factual circumstances of the case in which the issue arises. The court 
should "weigh the need for truth against the importance of the relationship or 
policy sought to be furthered by the privilege, and the likelihood that recognition 
of the privilege will in fact protect that relationship in the factual setting of the 
case." 

Memorial Hospital for McHenry County v. Shadur, 664 F.2d 1058, 1061-1062 (7 th Cir. 1981) 

(quoting Ryan v. Commissioner of Internal Revenue, 568 F.2d 53 I, 543 (7 th Cir. 1977); other 

internal citations omitted). 

4 
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The lllinois Medical Studies Act (MSA), 735 ILCS 5/8-2101 et seq., protects the records, 

reports, notes, and the like, of hospitals, hospital committees, medical societies, and other review 

groups used in the course of internal quality control or medical study for the purpose of 

improving morbidity and mortality, or for improving patient care. 735 ILCS 5/8-2101. 

However, original records pertaining to patients are not covered under the Act. 735 ILCS 5/8-

2101. Defendant's Privilege Log relative to Infection Control meetings, and Quality 

Improvement Program matters (Doc. 69-6) is inadequate to enable the Court to discern the 

applicability of the privilege. Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 26(b)(5)(A)(ii) requires that the 

nature of the documents not produced be described in a manner that, with out re vealing the 

purportedly privileged matter, will enable others to assess the claim of privilege. Defendant 

offers no such description, and the Court will not assume that the information and documents 

withheld fall under the ambit of the act. Therefore, in the interest of expedience, the Court will 

conduct an in camera review of the information and documents listed in defendant's Privilege 

Log relative lo Infection Control meetings, and Quality Improvement Program matters (Doc. 69-

6). 

Defendant's Privilege Log 4 relative to FCI-Greenville's infection and sanitation 

measures for 2006 does indicate that the records relate to "operational review," and are protected 

5 
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primarily by the "Deliberative Process & Self Critical Analysis" privilege. (Doc. 69-7 .) 

Plaintiff observes that the Court of Appeals for the Sevenlh Circuit has not recognized this novel 

privilege. See Burden-Meeks v. Welch, 319 F.3d 897,901 (7th Cir. 2003). The Supreme Court 

has stated that privileges are "not lightly created nor expansively construed, for they are in 

derogation of the search for truth." U.S. v. Nixon, 418 U.S. 683, 709 (1974). In support of 

applying a self-critical analysis privilege the defendant has only cited a non-precedential District 

Court order, Tice v. American Airlines, Inc., 192 F.R.D. 270 (N.D.lll. 2000). In Tice, the 

analysis was specifically premised upon an assumption that the federal common law recognized 

such a privilege. Given that the privilege is not recognized in the Seventh Circuit, and that 

defendant did not make any argument for the adoption of such a privilege, the Court will decline 

this opportunity to expand the federal common law. Therefore, the "Deliberative Process & Self 

Critical Analysis" privilege will not protect the information and documents listed in defendant's 

Privilege Log 4 relative to FCl-Greenville' s infection and sanitation measures for 2006. 

Relative to defendant's Privilege Log 4 relative to FCI-Greenville's infection and 

sanitation measures for 2006 (Doc. 69-7), defendant claims protection under the Privacy Act and 

due to security concerns. By separate order, and pursuant to the Privacy Act, the Court has 

authorized a protective order covering: 

6 
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(I) the log created by the Health Services department at FCI-Greenville 
containing the names of all inmates who testified positive for MRSA in the year 
2006; 

(2) the complete medical records of inmate Joseph Hansen for the relevant time 
period; and 

(3) records relating to the work history and cell assignments of non-party inmates at 
FCI-Greenville during the relevant time period 

Based on the information before the Court, it does not readily appear that there is any overlap 

with the information and documents defendant claims are privileged, but it is entirely possible. 

Therefore, the Court is prepared to issue a similar protective order to protect the information and 

documents listed in defendant's Privilege Log 4 relative to FCI-Greenville's infection and 

sanitation measures for 2006 (Doc. 69-7). 

Insofar as the defendant argues that institutional safety militates against disclosure of 

information regarding exposure to MRSA within FCI-Greenville, the aforementioned protective 

order should keep such information confidential. Similarly, the use of pseudonyms or other 

identifiers can be used to minimize the possibility of conflict within the institution. At this 

juncture, the Court is not persuaded that the defendant's fears relating to institutional security 

and non-party privacy issues should trump plaintiff's need to conduct discovery in this case. 
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IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED that plaintiff Joseph W. Buechel's motion to compel the 

defendant to produce: 

1. Meeting minutes, reports and other documents from FCI-Greenville's Infection 
Control meetings; 

2. Meeting minutes, reports and other documents from FCI-Greenville's Quality 
Improvement Program regarding infection control policies; and 

3. Documents relating to evaluations of FCI-Greenville's infection control or 
sanitation measures made by the Bureau of Prisons. 

(Doc. 69) is GRANTED IN PART AND RULING IS RESERVED IN PART. More 

specifically, the motion is GRANTED with respect to the third enumerated category, 

defendant's Privilege Log 4 relative to documents relating to evaluations of FCI-Greenville's 

infection control or sanitation measures made by the Bureau of Prisons (Doc. 69-7). A 

protective order in accordance with the Privacy Act will issue by separate order. Ruling on the 

other two categories, Infection Control meetings and the Quality Improvement Program, 1s 

RESERVED. 

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that on or before September 3, 2010, the defendant shall 

produce to the Court for in camera inspection all information and documents listed in 

defendant's Privilege Log relative to Infection Control meetings, and Quality Improvement 

Program matters (Doc. 69-6). The infom1ation and documents shall be produced in paper form, 
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not via the CM-ECF system. After reviewing the information and documents, the Court will 

issue a final ruling on the remaining aspects of plaintiff's motion to compel (Doc. 69). 

IT IS SO ORDERED. 

DATED: AUGUST 18, 2010 

s/ Clifford J. Proud 

CLIFFORD J. PROUD 
U.S. MAGISTRATE JUDGE 
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IN THE UNITED STA TES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF ILLINOIS 

JOSEPH W. BUECHEL, 

Plaintiff, 

V. 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, et al., 

Defendants. 

PROUD, Magistrate Judge: 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

ORDER 

Civil No. 08-132-JPG 

Before the Court is the parties' "Agreed Motion to Extend the Date by Which All Discovery 

Must be Completed." (Doc. 71.) The parties are concerned that a pending discovery dispute over 

the disclosure of certain information w il I stall discovery, particular! y ex pert discovery. The current 

deadline for exchanging expert reports is August 31, 2010; the discovery cutoff is October 29, 2010; 

and a final pretrial conference is set December 8, 2010. The parties request that all of the deadlines 

and settings be extended by approximately one month. 

By separate order the Court has partially resolved the parties' discovery dispute. The 

remaining documents in dispute will be reviewed in camera and the remaining issues resolved by 

approximately September 10, 2010. Although the Court is of the opinion that the parties could 

complete all discovery and by October 29, 2010, in appreciation of the scheduling difficulties 

involved with expert witnesses, the pretrial deadlines and settings will be extended as requested. 

The parties are reminded that, without Court approval, they may modify the discovery 

deadlines set in the Joint Report by written stipulation, except that they may not modify a date if 

such modification would impact the deadline for filing dispositive motions, or the date of any 
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court appearance. Fed.R.Civ.P. 29. 

IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED that the subject motion (Doc. 71) is GRANTED; the 

following schedule shall control: 

1. Expert witnesses shall be identified and reports exchanged by October 5, 2010; 

2. Rebuttal experts shall be identified and their reports exchanged by November 9, 

2010; 

3. All discovery shall be completed by December 8, 2010; 

4. All dispositive molions shall be filed on or before January 10, 2011; 

5. A final pretrial conference is set for January 27, 2011, at 10:00 a.m.; the parties 

shall submit a joint proposed final pretrial order on or before January 20, 2011. 

IT IS SO ORDERED. 

DATED: AUGUST 18, 2010 

s/ Clifford J. Proud 

CLIFFORD J. PROUD 
U.S. MAGISTRATE JUDGE 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF ILLINOIS 

JOSEPH W. BUECHEL, 

Plaintiff, 

V. 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 

Defendant. 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

ORDER 

No. 08-CV-0O 132-JPG-CJP 

By separate order the Court has ruled that documents relating to evaluations of FCI-

Greenville's infection control or sanitation measures made by the Bureau of Prisons is not 

privileged or otherwise protected from disclosure, and that defendant must produce said 

information to plaintiff Joseph W. Buechel. Therefore, in accordance with the Privacy Act, 5 

U.S.C. § 552a, a protective order is warranted. 

IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED that, in accordance with the Privacy Act, 5 U.S.C. § 

552a, for good cause shown, and to ensure that material is kept confidential and is not used for 

any purpose other than discovery and trial preparation in this case, the parties shall comply with 

the following: 

1. This Order shall apply to and govern the handling of all documents/electronic 

documents, deposition testimony and other information, including all copies, excerpts, and 

summaries thereof (hereinafter referred to as "Material") that is designated "Confidential" in 

accordance with paragraph 2 of this Order, and is produced, given or filed during discovery and 

other proceedings prior to trial of this action. This Order shall not apply at any trial of this 
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matter and for that purpose, to the extent necessary, issues of confidentiality at trial will be 

addressed separate! y. 

2. The following Material shall be designated "Confidential": 

Documents relating to evaluations of FCI-Greenville's infection 
control or sanitation measures made by the Bureau of Prisons (see 
Defendant's Privilege Log 4 (Doc. 69-7)). 

3. Material designated "Confidential" shall be maintained in confidence by the 

attorneys for the party to whom such Material is produced and shall not be produced to Plaintiff 

or disclosed in writing to Plaintiff, and will not be disclosed to any other person except: 

(a) the Court and its officers; 

(b) counsel; 

(c) employees of counsel; and 

(d) third parties engaged by counsel of the parties to assist m this litigation, 

deponents, or hearing witnesses, provided that any such third party, deponent, or 

hearing witness has (i) read this order and (ii) first been requested to sign an 

undertaking to comply with this Order, which counsel will use all good faith 

efforts to obtain; such third parties do not include family members of the parties. 

In the event that a third party witness refuses to sign such undertaking, the third 

party witness will not be allowed to take custody or maintain any such document 

or copy thereof, except for purposes of reviewing a deposition transcript prior to 

signature. 

4. Any deposition testimony or written discovery related to the records designated 

"Confidential" pursuant to Paragraph 2 shall also be designated "Confidential." 
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5. Material produced without the designation of "Confidential" may be so 

designated subsequent to production when the producing party failed to make such designation at 

the time of production through inadvertence or error, provided correction occurs within thirty 

days of discovery of the inadvertence or error and the party making the correction notifies the 

recipient of said material by specifying, by document number, which documents are now deemed 

to be covered by this Order. 

6. Nothing herein shall prohibit either party from seeking an Order that designated 

Material is not entitled to "Confidential" treatment or that otherwise affects the treatment of 

Material. 

7. Other than as provided in paragraph 5 above, no designation of "Confidential" 

shall be effective unless there is placed or affixed on such Material a "CONFIDENTIAL" 

marking. To the extent necessary, the parties may file redacted copies eliminating the 

confidential material with the Court. 

8. All Material designated as "Confidential" shall be used solely for the prosecution 

or defense of the claims in this action and shall not be used for any business, commercial, 

competitive, personal or other purpose, except in response to a court order, order of an 

administrative tribunal of competent jurisdiction, valid subpoena, or search warrant. The parties 

will notify each other of receipt of such orders, subpoenas, or warrants within two business day's 

receipt by counsel of same by forwarding a copy by electronic or facsimile means and by U.S. 

Mail to the counsel listed below. With respect to any such order, subpoena or warrant, no party 

shall respond to such order, subpoena or warrant in a time frame that is earlier than the time 

frame for compliance set forth in the order, subpoena or warrant. 
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9. At the final conclusion of this case (including exhaustion of appeals) all Material 

designated as "Confidential" produced pursuant to discovery, and all copies thereof, shall within 

60 days of the conclusion of the case, including by settlement and after the time for all appeals 

have expired, be returned or, if the other party shall consent, be destroyed (by shredding or other 

similar means) and opposing counsel shall certify in writing that such Material has been 

destroyed. After this return, destruction and certification, or the time period referred to in this 

period has expired, the notice obligations contained in paragraph 8 will expire. 

IO. If counsel for a party desires to file in the public record in this action any 

"Confidential" Material, that counsel must, reasonably in advance of the date for filing, attempt 

to confer with counsel for all other parties and, if unsuccessful in so conferring, certify that he or 

she made such attempt and the details of such attempt. The purpose of such advance 

consultation is to permit any party to move to file such Material under seal; absent such a 

motion, this Order does not prohibit the filing of such Material with the Court. 

11. The restrictions set forth in any of the preceding paragraphs shall not apply to 

Material that: 

(a) was, is, or became public knowledge in a lawful manner other than by violation of 

this Order; 

(b) is acquired by the non-designating party from a third party having the right to 

disclose such Material; or 

(c) was lawfully possessed by the non-designating party prior to the entry by the 

Court of this Order. 

12. This Order shall remain m full force and effect after the termination of this 

litigation, or until canceled or otherwise modified by order of the Court. 
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IT IS SO ORDERED. 

DATED: AUGUST 18, 2010 

sf Clifford J. Proud 

CLIFFORD J. PROUD 
U.S. MAGISTRATE JUDGE 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF ILLINOIS 

JOSEPH W. BUECHEL, 

Plaintiff, 

V. 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 

Defendant. 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

ORDER 

No. 08-CV-0O 132-JPG-CJP 

Before the Court is plaintiff's motion to extend the protective order previously entered in 

this case to cover additional information and materials. (Doc. 86.) For good cause shown, the 

subject motion is GRANTED. 

IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED that, to ensure that such material is kept confidential 

and is not used for any purpose other than discovery and trial preparation in this case, the parties 

shall comply with the following Protective Order: 

1. This Order shall apply to and govern the handling of all documents/electronic 

documents, deposition testimony and other infonnation, including all copies, excerpts, and 

summaries thereof (hereinafter referred to as "Material") that is designated "Confidential" in 

accordance with paragraph 2 of this Order, and is produced, given or filed during discovery and 

other proceedings prior to trial of this action. This Order shall not apply at any trial of this 

matter and for that purpose, to the extent necessary, issues of confidentiality at trial will be 

addressed separately. 
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2. The following Material shall be designated "Confidential'': (I) the log created by 

the Health Services department at FCI-Greenville containing the names of all inmates who 

testified positive for MRSA in the year 2006; (2) the medical records of inmate Joseph Hansen; 

(3) records relating to the work history and cell assignments of non-party inmates at FCI

Greenville; (4) for all FCJ-Greenville inmates who tested positive for a Methicillin-resistant 

Staphylococcus aureus ("MRSA") infection in 2006, all documents showing the antibiotic 

susceptibilities of the inmates' MRSA infection; (5) for all FCI-Greenville inmates who tested 

positive for a MRSA infection in 2006 and lived in the same housing unit as Joseph Buechel, all 

appointment notes or records of examination relating to treatment the inmate received at FCI

Greenville in 2006 for MRSA or wounds later determined to be infected with MRSA bacteria. 

3. Material designated "Confidential" shall be maintained in confidence by the 

attorneys for the party to whom such Material is produced and shall not be produced to Plaintiff 

or disclosed in writing to Plaintiff, and will not be disclosed to any other person except: 

(a) the Court and its officers; 

(b) counsel; 

(c) employees of counsel; and 

(d) third parties engaged by counsel of the parties to assist m this litigation, 

deponents, or hearing witnesses, provided that any such third party, deponent, or 

hearing witness has (i) read this order and (ii) first been requested to sign an 

undertaking to comply with this Order, which counsel will use all good faith 

efforts to obtain; such third parties do not include family members of the parties. 

In the event that a third party witness refuses to sign such undertaking, the third 

party witness will not be allowed to take custody or maintain any such document 
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or copy thereof, except for purposes of reviewing a deposition transcript prior to 

signature. 

4. Any deposition testimony or written discovery related to the records designated 

"Confidential" pursuant to Paragraph 2 shall also be designated "Confidential." 

5. Material produced without the designation of "Confidential" may be so 

designated subsequent to production when the producing party failed to make such designation at 

the time of production through inadvertence or error, provided correction occurs within thirty 

days of discovery of the inadvertence or error and the party making the correction notifies the 

recipient of said material by specifying, by document number, which documents are now deemed 

to be covered by this Order. 

6. Nothing herein shall prohibit either party from seeking an Order that designated 

Material is not entitled to "Confidential" treatment or that otherwise affects the treatment of 

Material. 

7. Other than as provided in paragraph 5 above, no designation of "Confidential" 

shall be effective unless there is placed or affixed on such Material a "CONFIDENTIAL" 

marking. To the extent necessary, the parties may file redacted copies eliminating the 

confidential material with the Court. 

8. All Material designated as "Confidential" shall be used solely for the prosecution 

or defense of the claims in this action and shall not be used for any business, commercial, 

competitive, personal or other purpose, except in response to a court order, order of an 

administrative tribunal of competent jurisdiction, valid subpoena, or search warrant. The parties 

will notify each other of receipt of such orders, subpoenas, or warrants within two business day's 

receipt by counsel of same by forwarding a copy by electronic or facsimile means and by U.S. 
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Mail to the counsel listed below. With respect to any such order, subpoena or warrant, no party 

shall respond to such order, subpoena or warrant in a time frame that is earlier than the time 

frame for compliance set forth in the order, subpoena or warrant. 

9. At the final conclusion of this case (including exhaustion of appeals) all Material 

designated as "Confidential" produced pursuant to discovery, and all copies thereof, shall within 

60 days of the conclusion of the case, including by settlement and after the time for all appeals 

have expired, be returned or, if the other party shall consent, be destroyed (by shredding or other 

similar means) and opposing counsel shall certify in writing that such Material has been 

destroyed. After this return, destruction and certification, or the time period referred to in this 

period has expired, the notice obligations contained in paragraph 8 will expire. 

10. If counsel for a party desires to file in the public record in this action any 

"Confidential" Material, that counsel must, reasonably in advance of the date for filing, attempt 

to confer with counsel for all other parties and, if unsuccessful in so conferring, certify that he or 

she made such attempt and the details of such attempt. The purpose of such advance 

consultation is to permit any party to move to file such Material under seal; absent such a 

motion, this Order does not prohibit the filing of such Material with the Court. 

11. The restrictions set forth in any of the preceding paragraphs shall not apply to 

Material that: 

(a) was, is, or became public knowledge in a lawful manner other than by violation of 

this Order; 

(b) is acquired by the non-designating party from a third party having the right to 

disclose such Material; or 
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(c) was lawfully possessed by the non-designating party prior to the entry by the 

Court of this Order. 

12. This Order shall remain in full force and effect after the tennination of this 

litigation, or until canceled or otherwise modified by order of the Court. 

IT IS SO ORDERED. 

DATED: November 30, 2010 
s/ Clifford J. Proud 
CLIFFORD J. PROUD 
U.S. Magistrate Judge 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF ILLINOIS 

JOSEPH W. BUECHEL 

Plaintiff, 

vs. 

UNITED ST A TES OF AMERICA, 

Defendant. 

FRAZIER, Magistrate Judge: 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

Case No. 08-cv-132-JPG-PMF 

ORDER 

Before the Court is plaintiff's motion to strike affidavits of Melvin A Barbee, Dr. Paul 

Harvey, and Mary K. Hueter (Doc. No. 93). These affidavits were offered in support of the United 

States of America's motion for summary judgment (Doc. No. 90-1, pp. 23-30; 46-47). The motion 

is opposed (Doc. No. 104). A reply is on file (Doc. No. 105). 

Plaintiff Joseph W. Buechel has been represented by counsel since October, 2009. Initial 

disclosures served and supplemented in April, 2010, did not mention Melvin A Barbee, Dr. Paul 

Harvey, or Mary K. Hueter as potential witnesses (Doc. Nos. 93-5, 93-6). Pursuant to Rule 37, 

information from these witnesses may not be used as evidence in support of the summary judgment 

request unless the failure to disclose was substantially justified or is harmless. Fed. R. Civ. P. 

37(c)(l). In addition to or instead of this sanction, the Court may order payment of reasonable 

expenses resulting from the failure to disclose or impose other appropriate sanctions. id. 

Defendant suggests that the failure to disclose Barbee, Harvey and Hueter as potential 

witnesses is harmless. The sanction of exclusion is automatic and mandatory unless the harmless 

nature of the omission is demonstrated. Finley v. Marathon Oil Co., 75 F.3d 1225, 1230 (7th Cir. 

1996). 
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This tort claim litigation is based on acts and omissions allegedly causing Joseph W. Buechel 

to contract a staph infection from inmate Hanson during their confinement at FCI-Greenville. In 

particular, Buechel claims that Hanson was allowed to return to his job assignment after being 

diagnosed with a staph infection. Buechel' s theory is that infection was transmitted when Hanson 

shared tools with Buechel in the course of a shared work assignment in the prison laundry. Buechel 

alleges that he was diagnosed and treated for a form of staph infection known as MASA (Doc. No. 

l). 

Discovery was extensive. Defense counsel did not formally or informally disclose Barbee, 

Harvey, or Hueter as potential witnesses. Barbee manages safety and occupational health issues for 

facilities in the Bureau of Prisons' north-central region. He is responsible for planning, 

organization, and coordination of programs. He also provides staff assistance, technical advice, and 

evaluates the adequacy and effectiveness of occupational and environmental health practices and 

procedures. Tn his affidavit, Barbee describes bureau policies and practices on topics of sanitation, 

housekeeping, cleaning, and hygiene. He also relates that FCI-Greenville met mandatory sanitation 

and hygiene standards set by the American Corrections Association for the years 2005-2008, and 

again in 2010. 

Harvey is the medical director for the bureau's north-central region. He identifies 

regulations and policies deemed generally applicable to management of infectious diseases, and 

offers his opinion that more specific provisions would be impracticable. Harvey defends as sensible 

the BO P's policy of not specifically addressing each type of infectious disease. He outlines clinical 

practice guidelines developed by the bureau but not adopted as official policy, and opines that 

certain work/housing/programming restrictions are clinical decisions requiring the exercise of 

-2-
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medical judgment. He also describes MASA colonization, symptoms, transmission, and infection, 

as well as the effect of isolation. Harvey reviewed microbiology reports for the plaintiff and inmate 

James Hanson, and offers his opinions about cultures, carrier status, contraction, and causation. 

Hueter is a former FCI-Greenville records office supervisor. She reviewed entries into the 

SENTRY database and drew cone I usi ons regarding particular in mate housing and work assign men ts. 

The Court finds that the defendant's failure to disclose Barbee. Harvey, and Hueter as 

potential witnesses is not harmless. Suggestions that their testimony is commonly known or 

tangential to the facts are not persuasive. Discovery closed in December, 2010, before information 

and opinions from these witnesses were tendered as evidence. Plaintiff had no meaningful 

opportunity to explore the motive, background, or qualifications of these witnesses or to evaluate 

the grounds supporting their testimony, opinions, and conclusions. For these reasons, the motion 

to strike (Doc. No. 93) is GRANTED. The undersigned has not considered evidence from Melvin 

A. Barbee, Dr. Paul Harvey, or Mary K. Hueter in evaluating the summary judgment motion. 1 

SO ORDERED: November 15, 2011 

S/Philip M. Frazier 
PHILIP M. FRAZIER 
UNITED STA TES MAGISTRATE JUDGE 

1 In a reply filed on May 23, 2011, defendant suggested that certain portions of Buechel's 
affidavit should be stricken (Doc. No. 113, pp. 2-3). Because sur-reply briefs are not allowed, 
Buechel did not have a fair opportunity to respond to this request. It is not considered. SDIL-LR 
7.l(c). 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF ILLINOIS 

JOSEPH W. BUECHEL, ) 

) 
) 
) 

Plaintiff, 

V. ) Civil No. 08-cv-132-JPG-PMF 
) 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, et al., ) 
) 

Defendants. ) 

MEMORANDUM AND ORDER 

This matter comes before the Court on the Report and Recommendation ("Report") (Doc. 

116) of Magistrate Judge Philip M. Frazier recommending that the Court deny the defendant 

United States of America's motion for summary judgment (Doc. 90) and on the defendant's 

appeal (Doc. 123) of Magistrate Judge Frazier's order granting plaintiff Joseph W. Buechel's 

motion to strike three affidavits offered in support of the summary judgment motion (Doc. 115). 

The Court also considers the United States' motion for leave to amend its answer (Doc. 124). 

This action stemmed from Buechel' s diagnosis of methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus 

aureus ("MRSA") after being housed at the Federal Correctional Institute at Greenville, Illinois 

("Greenville"). In his complaint, Buechel believes the defendant was negligent in its biohazard 

safety practices at Greenville (Count 1). He believes those practices allowed inmate Joe Hansen, 

who had been diagnosed with a staph infection, to return to his job with Buechel and pass him 

tools that Buechel believes were contaminated with a staph virus. He believes that his exposure 

to the staph virus on the tools caused him to contract MRSA. The Court has dismissed 

Buechel's medical malpractice claim (Count 2) based on his diagnosis and treatment, but his 

negligence claim under the Federal Tort Claims Act ("FTCA") remains. The United States has 

moved for summary judgment on that claim. 
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I. Appeal of Order Striking Affidavits 

In conjunction with issuing the Report, Magistrate Judge Frazier granted Buechel's 

rnoti on to strike the affidavits of ( 1 ) Me I vi n A. Barbee, a Bureau of Prisons' (''BOP") safety and 

occupational health manager for the BOP' s north-central region, the geographical area covering 

the prison in which Buechel was incarcerated at the relevant time, (2) Dr. Paul Harvey, the BOP 

medical director for the north-central region, and (3) Mary K. Hueter, the records office 

supervisor at Greenville, which the United States offered in support of its motion for summary 

judgment (Doc. 93). Magistrate Judge Frazier found that, since these witnesses were not 

disclosed in the United States' initial disclosures pursuant to Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 26, 

they could not be used as evidence in support of summary judgment unless the failure to disclose 

them was substantially justified or harmless. See Fed. R. Civ. P. 37(c)(l ). Magistrate Judge 

Frazier found the United States had not shown the failure to disclose these witnesses was 

harmless in light of the fact that their testimony was not commonly known or tangential to the 

relevant facts and Buechel had no meaningful opportunity to conduct discovery on these 

witnesses before the discovery deadline (Doc. 115). 

The United States appeals (Doc. 123) Magistrate Judge Frazier's order, arguing that Rule 

26 did not require initial disclosure of the three undisclosed witnesses because they did not have 

any personal knowledge of Buechel's specific situation and were giving testimony about general 

BOP policies and interpretation of BOP documents previously provided to Buechel. The United 

States believed they where not therefore "likely to have discoverable information." See Fed. R. 

Civ. P. 26(a)(l)(A)(i). It argues that the disclosure standard used by Magistrate Judge Frazier 

would require disclosure of every employee with knowledge of BOP practices, an impracticable 

2 
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or impossible requirement. It further argues the sanction imposed by Magistrate Judge Frazier 

was overly harsh and that he should have instead allowed the plaintiff to conduct the additional 

discovery he needed. 

In response to the United States' objection (Doc. 126), Buechel argues that the failure to 

disclose the three witnesses was clearly not harmless in light of the fact that their testimony 

comprises a substantial part of the evidentiary support for the summary judgment motion. He 

also points out that, although the United States claims the undisclosed witnesses do not have 

personal knowledge of Buechel's situation, they offer testimony about issues relevant to 

Buechel's specific situation. He further notes that Rule 26(a)(l)(A)(i) does not require 

disclosure of every person likely to have discoverable knowledge but only those a party may use 

to support his claim. Buechel also argues the affidavits should have been stricken for reasons 

not given in the Report. 

A district court reviewing a magistrate judge's decision on nondispositive issues should 

only modify or set aside that decision if it is clearly erroneous or contrary to law. See Fed. R. 

Civ. P. 72(a); 28 U.S.C. § 636(b)(l)(A). Accordingly, the Court may affirm Magistrate Judge 

Frazier's decision unless his factual findings are clearly erroneous or his legal conclusions are 

contrary to law. Id. The Court may also sua sponte reconsider any matter determined by a 

magistrate judge. Schur v. L.A. Weight Loss Ctrs., Inc., 577 F.3d 752, 760 (7th Cir. 2009). 

Magistrate Judge Frazier's decision to strike the affidavits of the three undisclosed 

witnesses was not clearly erroneous or contrary to law. Rule 26(a)(l )(A)(i) requires disclosure 

of witnesses with discoverable information that a party may use to support its case. The United 

States has used the witnesses to support its case, and they have given testimony relevant to 

3 
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Buechel's claims. Thus, Rule 26(a)(l)(A)(i) requires disclosure. Furthermore, the United States 

has failed to show Buechel has not been harmed by the non-disclosure. Because the witnesses 

were not disclosed, Buechel was unable to conduct discovery about their testimony and was 

unprepared to counter certain aspects of the United States' summary judgment motion. Finally, 

the Court will not sua sponte reconsider this matter. However, in the interest of resolving cases 

on the merits rather than on technical issues and pursuant to its authority under Rule 37(c)(l )(A) 

and (C), the Court would entertain a motion by the United States for leave to supplement its 

disclosures out of time and a motion by Buechel to reopen discovery at the defendant's expense 

as to the three witnesses so that they may be used as witnesses at trial. 

For these reasons, the Court will affirm Magistrate Judge Frazier's order (Doc. 115) 

granting Buechel's motion to strike (Doc. 93) and will overrule the United States' objection to 

that order (Doc. 123 ). 

II. Report and Recommendation 

In the Report, Magistrate Judge Frazier makes a number of discrete recommendations 

underlying his final recommendation to deny summary judgment: 

• Reject as premature the United States' assertion that it is entitled to summary judgment 
on the grounds that Buechel failed to exhaust his administrative remedies before filing 
suit. The United States has not pied the failure to exhaust as an affirmative defense in its 
answer; 

• Reject the United States' suggestion that allegations regarding the restrictions on Hansen 
in light of his medical condition should be stricken from consideration of the remaining 
negligence claim; 

• Reject the United States' contention that there is no evidence from which a reasonable 
jury could find Buechel contracted MRSA from Hansen through their work contact. The 
testimony of Robert B. Greifinger, M.D., Buechel's expert witness, is sufficient to create 
a genuine issue of material fact and is not without sufficient foundation or patently 
incredible; and 
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• Reject as premature the United States' assertion that it is entitled to summary judgment 
on the grounds that the discretionary function exception to the FTCA's waiver of 
sovereign immunity deprives the Court of jurisdiction. The United States has not pled 
the discretionary function exception as an affirmative defense in its answer; 

The United States has objected (Doc. 120) to each of Magistrate Judge Frazier's discrete 

recommendations as well as to his final recommendation to deny the summary judgment motion. 

Buechel has responded to the United States' objection (Doc. 125). 

The Court may accept, reject or modify, in whole or in part, the findings or 

recommendations of the magistrate judge in a report and recommendation. Fed. R. Civ. P. 

72(b)(3). The Court must review de nova the portions of the report to which objections are 

made. Id. "If no objection or only partial objection is made, the district court judge reviews 

those unobjected portions for clear error." Johnson v. Zema Sys. Corp., 170 F.3d 734, 739 (7th 

Cir. 1999). The Court addresses each recommendation in tum. 

A. Failure to Exhaust 

The United States faults the Report for finding the United States had waived the defense 

of failure to exhaust administrative remedies. It argues that Buechel was on notice it was 

asserting this defense because it had done so in a motion to dismiss, which was denied as an 

improper successive motion, and because Buechel pursued facts relevant to the issue in 

discovery and suffered no prejudice from the United States' failure to plead the defense. It notes 

that the failure to plead an affirmative defense works a forfeiture only if the plaintiff is harmed 

by the delay in asserting the defense. Matthews v. Wisconsin Energ_v Corp., 642 F.3d 565, 570 

(7th Cir. 2011 ). 

Magistrate Judge Frazier did not make that recommendation that the Court find the 

5 
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United States waived the defense of failure to exhaust. Instead, he found the defense was 

premature because it was not pied in the answer. The United States was clearly aware of the 

defense at the time it filed its answer because it had already filed a motion to dismiss based on 

that defense, yet it did not include it. It was also made aware of this deficiency in the Report 

issued November 15, 2011. However, instead of acting immediately to cure the omission, the 

United States waited until January 18, 2012, to seek leave to amend the answer to add exhaustion 

as an affirmative defense. This did not satisfy the United States' duty to raise the defense in a 

timely manner once the defense became reasonably apparent by promptly moving for leave to 

amend its answer. See Venters v. City o_f'Delphi, 123 F.3d 956, 967-68 (7th Cir. 1997) (citing 

Davis v. Bryan, 810 F.2d 42, 44 (2d Cir. 1987); Home Depot, Inc. v. Guste, 773 F.2d 616,621 n. 

4 (5th Cir. 1985)). 

The Report's decision not to address this affirmative defense in the summary judgment 

context before it was raised in the answer was correct and in line with Jackson v. Rockford 

Housing Authority, 213 F.3d 389 (7th Cir. 2000), a case cited by the United States in support of 

its position. In Jackson, the defendant moved for summary judgment on the grounds that the 

statute of limitations had expired, but it had not pied the statute of limitations as an affirmative 

defense in its answer. Id. at 392. There, the court allowed the defendant to amend its answer to 

assert the defense, then granted the summary judgment motion. Id. The Court of Appeals 

praised the district com1 judge for protecting the plaintiff's rights by implementing this two-step 

procedure: 

[Tlhe district court here was scrupulous in protecting [the plaintiff's] rights. It 
did not ... accept a summary judgment motion at odds with the answer. It forced 
[the defendant] to request leave to amend the complaint. It forced [the defendant] 
to brief that motion. It gave [the plaintiff] several days to respond to [the 
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defendant's] motion. And it gave [the plaintiff] the opportunity to conduct 
additional discovery in order to produce facts in support of his opposition to the 
motion. 

Id. at 393. Here, the United States has moved for leave to amend its complaint to add the 

affirmative defense, the motion has been fully briefed, and it appears the parties have done 

sufficient discovery to adequately address the issue, which they have briefed at least twice 

already. It is perfectly appropriate to require the defendant to amend the answer before the Court 

addresses the issue on summary judgment. 

Even if the Court were to consider the exhaustion issue in the summary judgment 

context, it would not enter summary judgment on that basis. An FfCA plaintiff must first 

present his claim to the appropriate federal agency and cannot file a suit until the agency has 

made a final disposition of the claim. 28 U.S.C. § 2675(a); see McNeil v. United States, 508 

U.S. 106, 1 13 (I 993 ); Palay v. United States, 349 F.3d 418, 425 (7th Cir. 2003 ). In the case of a 

personal injury of the kind Buechel alleges, "a claim shall be deemed to have been presented 

when a Federal agency receives from a claimant ... an executed Standard Form 95 or other 

written notification of an incident, accompanied by a claim for money damages in a sum certain 

for ... personal injury ... alleged to have occurred by reason of the incident." 28 C.F.R. § 

14.2(a). The claim form need not specify the legal theory upon which it rests, but it must set 

forth enough facts to alert a legally sophisticated reader to the presence of the claim. Palay, 349 

F.3d at 425 (citing Murre_y v. United States, 73 F.3d 1448, 1452 (7th Cir. 1996)). A claim form 

is considered to have presented "any cause of action fairly implicit in the facts." Murrey, 73 

F.3d at 1452; accord Palay, 349 F.3d at 426. In deciding what claims were presented in the 

claim form, the Court must construe the claim form generously in favor of the claimant. Palay, 
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349 F.3d at 425-26 (citing Murrey, 73 F.3d at 1451-52). 

Liberally construing the complaint, Buechel alleges in Count 1 that Greenville personnel 

are not implementing sufficient measures to prevent the spread of infectious disease and that, as 

a consequence, Hansen was allowed to work while ill with a staph infection and to transmit the 

pathogen to Buechel by passing tools to him. This cause of action may rely on a number of 

theories about why Greenville personnel were negligent including, but not limited to, the fact 

that Hansen was allowed to work while sick and that the tools used by Hansen were not deaned 

sufficiently. 

In the section of Buechel's administrative claim form designated for describing the 

"nature and extent" of his injury, he complained that he had: 

Caught Staph Infestion [sic] from an INMATE JOE HANSON [sic] who works in 
CMS, wherein the institution failed to quaratine [sic] Hanson to prevent tranmittal 
lsic] of disease. Staph subsequently got into my blood. 

Despite the fact that this paragraph was not included in the section of the administrative 

complaint form designated for describing the "basis of claim," this paragraph was sufficient to 

alert a legally sophisticated reader that Buechel was complaining about the inadequacy of 

measures to prevent Hansen from transmitting staph to him. A legally sophisticated reader 

would have known that such a claim encompassed the practice of allowing sick inmates like 

Hansen to come into contact with Buechel - which is explicit in the administrative claim form in 

the allegation of "failed to quara[n]tine" - as well as the failure to ensure those sick inmates do 

not transmit their diseases to those with whom they come in contact - which is implicit in the 

allegation of failure to "prevent tran [ s l mi ttaL" Because Bueche I's administrative claim form sets 

forth enough facts to alert a legally sophisticated reader to the presence of both aspects of his 
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claim, it satisfies the presentment requirement. 1 Thus, the United States is not entitled to 

summary judgment on the grounds that Buechel failed to exhaust his administrative remedies. 

The Court notes, however, that Buechel's remaining claim in this case is limited to negligence 

that allowed Hansen to transmit pathogens to him and does not include a general claim about 

prison hygiene practices unconnected to Hansen. 

B. Allegations of Failure to Quarantine 

The United States believes the Report was incorrect in declining to strike Buechel's 

allegations that Greenville personnel should have quarantined Hansen. It argues that quarantine 

is a medical decision and Buechel's medical malpractice claim has been dismissed. 

This objection does not make sense. The Court has dismissed Buechel's medical 

malpractice claim based on his own diagnosis and treatment. However, it did not dismiss 

aliegations simply because they might also touch on an issue of medical judgment. If any 

allegations in the complaint are relevant to Buechel's non-medical negligence claim, he may 

continue to support them as this litigation progresses. To the extent the United States believes 

Count 1 is actually a medical malpractice claim requiring a physician's certificate under 735 

1Magistrate Judge Proud's Report and Recommendation (Doc. 54), which was adopted in 
its entirety by the Court (Doc. 57), recognized as much. There, Magistrate Judge Proud stated, 

The Court's [July 9, 2008] three sentence synopsis of the seven-page complaint 
"cut too close to the bone." Clearly, plaintiff has claimed that his exposure to the 
staph infection was due to prison officials' and medical personnel's negligent 
handling, i.e. quarantine, of in mate Hans [el n and his staph infection, thereby 
allowing Hans[e]n to work with plaintiff in a manner that allowed Hans[e]n to 
transmit the staph infection to plaintiff as the two worked together. 

Report & Recommendation, 5-6. He also found Buechel's administrative claim contained the 
essential facts - the causal chain - that are at the heart of Count 1 and was sufficient to exhaust 
his remedies as to that claim. Id. at 7. 

9 
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ILCS § 5/2/622, it should have argued that in its summary judgment motion and should not have 

waited to raise the issue until its reply brief and its objection to the Report. The Report was 

completely correct in its recommendation to deny summary judgment on this basis. 

C. Causation 

The United States argues that Magistrate Judge Frazier incorrectly found there was 

evidence from which a reasonable jury could find Buechel contracted MRSA because of 

exposure to Hansen. It asserts that Hansen does not have MRSA so could not possibly have 

transmitted it to Buechel. However, the United States has only supported this assertion with 

affidavit testimony that has been stricken. Thus, the Court does not consider that statement. 

The United States further objects to Magistrate Judge Frazier' s decision to credit the 

expert testimony of Dr. Greifinger to find support for the proposition that Hansen contaminated 

Buechel. It argues Dr. Greifinger' s testimony is without foundation and is not admissible as 

expert testimony under the standards set forth in Federal Rule of Evidence 702 and Daubert v. 

Merrell Dow Pharmaceuticals, Inc., 509 U.S. 579, 592-95 (1993). 

Magistrate Judge Frazier is correct that Dr. Greifinger's testimony is sufficient to create a 

genuine issue of material fact regarding causation for the purposes of this motion. Dr. Greifinger 

states in his report that it is his opinion to a reasonable degree of medical certainty, "the timing, 

physical proximity at work, and exchange of hand tools is epidemiologically sufficient to 

conclude that Mr. Buechel contracted his infection from Mr. Hansen." He also opined that 

Buechel's infection can be attributed to Greenville's failure to comply with mandatory BOP 

policies regarding containing infections. The United States' attack on Dr. Greifinger's testimony 

in its summary judgment briefing consists primarily of labeling that testimony "outrageous and 

10 
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unsupported," Pl.'s Summ. J. Reply Br. 2, and "utter nonsense," Pl.'s Summ. J. Reply Br. 3. 

These arguments do not persuade the Court that Dr. Greifinger's testimony is inadmissible. In 

its objection, the United States refers to Daubert for the first time but still does not paint a 

convincing picture that Dr. Greifinger's testimony is inadmissible expert testimony. While the 

United States is correct that the Court may find evidence inadmissible and disregard it at the 

summary judgment stage, Lewis v. CITGO Petrol. Corp., 561 F.3d 698, 704 (7th Cir. 2009), it is 

not appropriate here. That question is better resolved in connection with the United States' 

pending motion to exclude Dr. Greifinger's testimony from the trial (Doc. 127). 

D. Discretionary Function Exception 

Finally, the United States faults the Report for finding the United States had waived the 

defense of the discretionary function exception to the FTCA. As with the failure to exhaust 

defense, Magistrate Judge Frazier recommended the Court find the defense premature because 

the United States had not pled the discretionary function exception in its answer. The 

discretionary function exception is "available to the government as a defense only when aptly 

pleaded and proven," Stewart v. United States, 199 F.2d 517, 519 (7th Cir. 1952); accord 

Parrott v. United States, 536 F.3d 629, 634-35 (7th Cir. 2008), and it has not yet been pied in 

this case or raised in a pre-answer motion to dismiss. The United States' contention that it has 

come "well within what the Seventh Circuit allows" as to pleading the discretionary function 

exception is simply not accurate. It omitted the defense from its October 2008 and July 2009 

motions to dismiss (Docs. 12 & 33), its March 2010 answer (Doc. 58) and its response to an 

interrogatory that specifically asked the United States to identify the affirmative defenses it 

would assert. In fact, the United States raised this defense for the first time in its summary 
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judgment motion filed in January 2011, after the close of discovery in December 2010, and 

waited until January 2012 to move for leave to add the defense to its answer. This is hardly 

"well within" the Seventh Circuit's requirement in Stewart that the defense be pled or contained 

within a pre-pleading motion to dismiss. The discretionary function exception simply does not 

provide a basis for granting summary judgment in light of the pleadings. 

For the foregoing reasons, the Court will adopt the Report (Doc. 116) in its entirety as 

supplemented by this order and will overrule the United States' objection (Doc. 120 

III. Motion for Leave to Amend Answer 

The United States asks the Court to allow it to amend its answer to include the defenses 

of failure to exhaust administrative remedies and the discretionary function exception (Doc. 

124). It argues the Court should allow amendment because Buechel has suffered no harm from 

its inadvertent failure to plead these defenses in its original answer since Buechel was on notice 

it would assert the defenses. 

In response (Doc. 128), Buechel argues's that he would be prejudiced by the late addition 

of these affirmative defenses in this case since discovery closed more than a year ago. He argues 

that had he known the United States was intending to pursue these defenses, he would have 

pursued additional discovery relevant to those defenses. Specifically, Buechel asserts he would 

have sought discovery of Barbee and Dr. Harvey, two of the witnesses whose affidavits were 

stricken from the summary judgment briefing, regarding the discretionary nature of certain BOP 

policies if he had known the discretionary function exception was in issue and if he had known 

about those witnesses. He also states he would have deposed other witnesses in connection with 

the administrative claims process had he known the United States had not abandoned the failure 
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to exhaust affirmative defense when it failed to include it in its March 2010 answer. 

Federal Rule of Civil Procedure l5(a) governs amendments to pleadings. Rule 15(a)( I) 

allows amendment of an answer once as a matter of course within 21 days of service. That time 

has passed, so whether the United States should be allowed to amend its answer is governed by 

Rule 15(a)(2). Rule 15(a)(2) provides that a plaintiff may amend its pleading only with the 

opposing party's written consent, which the United States has not obtained, or leave of court, 

which the Court should freely give when justice requires. Although the text of the rule has 

changed in recent years, the rule still "reflects a policy that cases should generally be decided on 

the merits and not on the basis of technicalities." McCarthy v. Painewebber, Inc., 127 F.R.D. 

130, 132 (N.D. Ill. 1989); see Stanard v. /v.Tgren 658 F.3d 792, 800-01 (7th Cir. 2011) (citing 

Foman v. Davis, 371 U.S. 178, 182 (1962)). Generally, the decision whether to grant a party 

leave to amend the pleadings is a matter left to the discretion of the district court. Stanard, 658 

F.3d at 796-97. A court should allow amendment of a pleading except where there is undue 

delay, bad faith, dilatory motive on the part of the movant, repeated failure to cure deficiencies 

by amendments previously allowed, undue prejudice to the opposing party by virtue of 

allowance of the amendment, or futility of the amendment. Bausch v. Stryker Corp., 630 F.3d 

546, 562 (7th Cir. 2010) (citing Airborne Beepers & Video, Inc. v. AT & T Mobility LLC, 499 

F.3d 663, 666 (7th Cir. 2007)). 

The Court will deny the motion for leave to amend to the extent it requests permission to 

add the defense of failure to exhaust administrative remedies. As Magistrate Judge Proud 

explained in his Report and Recommendation (Doc. 54 ), which was adopted in its entirety by the 

Court (Doc. 57), and as this Court has again explained above, Buechel has exhausted his 
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administrative remedies with respect to Count 1. Thus, amendment to add this defense would be 

futile. 

The Court also declines to allow the United States to amend its answer to plead the 

discretionary function exception affirmative defense. As noted above, the United States should 

have known about the availability of this affirmative defense since early in the case, yet it did not 

plead it in its answer or disclose it in response to an interrogatory question expressly requesting 

the United States' affim1ative defenses. It waited until a month after discovery dosed, leaving 

Buechel no opportunity to pursue discovery on matters relating to that defense. Even then, it 

waited another year before moving for leave to amend its answer to include the defense. The 

United States has offered no good reason for this delay. Furthermore, Buechel has been 

prejudiced by this delay. During discovery, he had no motivation to explore discovery issues 

relevant to the defense (e.g., the mandatory nature of relevant rules and policies, the policy 

reasons - if any - behind those rules and policies) and had no opportunity to seek discovery from 

the witnesses the United States now offers in support of that defense. In light of the United 

States' undue delay in raising this discretionary function affirmative defense and the resulting 

prejudice to Buechel, the Court declines to allow the United States to add the defense at this late 

date. 

IV. Conclusion 

For the foregoing reasons, the Court: 

• AFFIRMS Magistrate Judge Frazier's order (Doc. 115) granting Buechel's motion to 
strike (Doc. 93) and OVERRULES the United States' objection to that order (Doc. 123); 

• ADOPTS Magistrate Judge Frazier's Report (Doc. 116) in its entirety as supplemented 
by this order and OVERRULES the United States' objection (Doc. 120); 
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• DENIES the United States' motion for summary judgment (Doc. 90); and 

• DENIES the United States' motion for leave to amend its answer (Doc. 124). 

IT IS SO ORDERED. 
DA TED: March 20, 2012 

sf J. Phil Gilbert 
J. PHIL GILBERT 
U. S. DISTRICT JUDGE 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF ILLINOIS 

JOSEPH W. BUECHEL, 

Plaintiff, 

V. 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, et al., 

Defendants. 

) 

) 
) 
) 
) Civil No. 08-cv-132-JPG-PMF 
) 
) 
) 
) 

ORDER 

This matter comes before the Court for case management purposes. At the August 14, 

2012, Final Pretrial Conference, there was disagreement as to the scope of the claim to be tried 

in this case. The parties submitted briefing on the issue (Docs. 138 & 139), which the Court has 

reviewed. In light of the language in plaintiff's complaint and the scope of his administrative 

tort claim, the Court finds that the issues in this case are limited to the conditions leading to the 

possible transmission of a staphylococcus infection in the laundry facility but not necessarily 

limited to contamination from Joseph Hanson. 

IT IS SO ORDERED. 
DATED: September 13, 2012 

s/ J. Phil Gilbert 
J. PHIL GILBERT 
U. S. DISTRICT JUDGE 
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IN THE UNITED ST ATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF ILLINOIS 

JOSEPH W. BUECHEL, ) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

Plaintiff, 

V. No. 08-cv-132-JPG 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 

Defendant. 

MEMORANDUM AND ORDER 

This matter comes before the Court on the bill of costs filed by the defendant United 

States of America (Doc. 164). Plaintiff Joseph W. Buechel has objected to the taxation of costs 

as requested (Doc. 166), and the United States has responded to that objection (Doc. 167). The 

United States requests costs in the amount of $3,240.69 attributable to expenses incurred to 

obtain deposition transcripts necessary to the defense of this case. Buechel asks the Court to 

decline to award costs because of his indigence. In response, the United States notes that, since 

trial, Buechel has been arrested for possession of marihuana. It argues that ifhe had sufficient 

disposable income to purchase a quantity of marihuana, he should be able to pay the costs of this 

suit. 

Ordinarily the Clerk of Court taxes costs in favor of the prevailing party on fourteen 

days' notice. Fed. R. Civ. P. 54(d)(l). The Court may then review the Clerk's action within the 

following seven days. Id. The Court presumes that a prevailing party is entitled to costs as a 

matter of course, Krocka v. City of Chicago, 203 F.3d 507,518 (7th Cir. 2000), but has the 

discretion to deny or reduce costs where warranted, Crm\'ford Fitting Co. v. J. T. Gibbons, Inc., 

482 U.S. 437, 441-42 ( 1987). A reduction or denial of costs may be appropriate, for example, 

where a non-prevailing party is indigent and his suit is not frivolous. See Rivera v. City of Chi., 
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469 F.3d 631, 634-35 (7th Cir. 2006) (citing Badillo v. Central Steel & Wire Co., 717F.2d1160, 

1165 (7th Cir. 1983)). In deciding whether to hold an indigent party liable for costs, the Court 

should examine the party's income, assets and expenses and make a threshold finding whether 

the losing party is incapable of paying the costs at the present time or in the future. Rivera, 469 

F.3d at 635. The Court should also consider "the amount of costs, the good faith of the losing 

party, and the closeness and difficulty of the issues raised by a case when using its discretion to 

deny costs.'' Id. The exception to the cost-shifting presumption for indigent losing parties is 

narrow, and the burden is on the losing party to show he fits within the exception. Id. at 636. If 

the Court reduces or denies costs, it must explain its decision. Krocka, 203 F.3d at 518. 

A denial of the costs award is warranted in this case based on Buechel's indigence and 

the nature of his claim. As a preliminary matter, Buechel is financial incapable of paying the 

requested costs now or in the future. He currently has no earned income, and his income from 

the past seven years was paltry. He relies on public assistance and gifts to cover his living 

expenses, and his only asset is a vehicle worth less than $800. He continues to suffer debilitating 

effects from the Methicillin-Resistant Staphylococcus aureus infection that was the subject of 

this case, and is now recovering from back surgery. It further appears his prospects for future 

substantial gainful employment are dim in light of his health problems. There is simply no way 

he can realistically be expected to pay costs of $3,240.69. 1 On the other hand, while presenting 

an insunnountable barrier to Buechel, $3,240.69 is an amount small enough to be absorbed 

without much pain by the United States. The Court further finds that this suit involved difficult 

issues and that Buechel brought this suit in good faith. 

1 The Court does not regard Buechel' s arrest for possession of marihuana as competent evidence 
that he has disposable income to purchase marihuana. Until he is convicted, he is presumed to 
be innocent of the possession charge, which may or may not even be related to an actual 
purchase. 
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For these reasons, the Court SUSTAINS Buechel 's objection (Doc. 166) and 

DECLINES to tax costs in this case. 

DATED: June 17, 2013 
SO ORDERED. 

3 

s/J. Phil Gilbert 
J. PHIL GILBERT 
DISTRICT JUDGE 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF ILLINOIS 

JOSEPH W BUECHEL, 

Plaintiff, 

V. Case No. 08-cv-132 JPG/PMF 

USA, 

Defendant. 

ORDER 

GILBERT, Judge: 

Having been advised by counsel for the parties that the above action has been settled but 

that additional time is needed to consummate the settlement, the Court DIRECTS the Clerk of 

Court to enter judgment of dismissal with prejudice and without costs 60 days from the date of this 

order. Should the parties fail to consummate settlement within 60 days, they may petition the 

Court to delay entry of judgment until a later date. In light of the settlement, the Court DENIES 

all motions pending in this case as moot and VACATES all court dates in this case. 

IT IS SO ORDERED. 
DATED: August 19, 2014 

s/ J. Phil Gilbert 
J. PHIL GILBERT 
DISTRICT JUDGE 
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IN THE UNITED ST ATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF ILLINOIS 

JOSEPH W. BUECHEL 

Plaintiff 

V. 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 

Defendant. 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

Civil No. 08-cv-132-JPG-PMF 

ORDER 

Upon review of the Parties' motion seeking an extension of time for entry of judgment 

(Doc. 194), the Court finds that the motion is well taken, GRANTS the Parties' motion (Doc. 

194) and extends the deadline for entry of dismissal to December 23, 2014. 

Dated: October 7, 2014 s/J. Phil Gilbert 
J. PHIL GILBERT 
DISTRICT JUDGE 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF ILLINOIS 

JOSEPH W. BUECHEL, 

Plaintiff, 

V. 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 

Defendant. 

PROUD, Magistrate Judge: 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

ORDER 

Civil No. 08-132-JPG-CJP 

Before the Court is plaintiff Joseph W. Buechel 's motion for appointment of counsel. 

(Doc. 8). Plaintiff argues that, although he is being assisted by another inmate, counsel is 

necessary because he is functionally illiterate and dyslexic, the medical issues and discovery arc 

beyond a layman's ken, and his efforts to secure counsel and litigate this action have been 

impeded by prison officials, who have now transferred him to another prison. 

There is no constitutional or statutory right to appointment of counsel in a civil case, 

although the Court may in its discretion appoint counsel to represent indigent civil litigants. 

Jackson v. County of McLean, 953 F.2d 1070, 1071 (7th Cir. 1992); see also 28 U.S.C. § 

1915(d). Nevertheless, the Court also has inherent authority to appoint counsel to ensure the 

orderly prosecution of litigation in the district. The Court must inquire whether, "given the 

difficulty of the case, [does] the plaintiff appear to be competent to try it himself and, if not, 

would the presence of counsel [make] a difference in the outcome?" Farmer v. Haas, 990 F.2d 

319,322 (7th Cir. 1993); see also Greeno v. Daley, 414 F.3d 645, 658(7th Cir. 2005); see also 

Pruitt v. Mote, 503 F.3d 647 (7th Cir. 2007). The Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit 
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clarified in Prnitt v. Mote that relevant inquiry is whether the difficulty of the case exceeds the 

particular plaintiffs capacity as a layperson to coherently litigate the case- pretrial and at trial. 

Id. 

Plaintiff has substantiate a single, unsuccessful attempt to secure representation, from the 

Illinois Bar Association. The Bar Association does not represent individuals, it is a professional 

organization. The Bar Association forwarded plaintiff's request to The Lawyer Finder Service, 

which informed plaintiff that none of its attorneys would take on the case since plaintiff was in 

West Virginia and could not meet with them. Therefore, the Court considers plaintiff to have 

reasonably attempted to secure counsel, to no avail. 

Plaintiff, who is in federal custody, has filed a Federal Tort Claim Action (28 U.S.C. § 

2671, et seq.) alleging medical malpractice and negligence related to a staph infection he 

contracted while housed at FCI-Grcenvillc, in the Southern District of Jllinois. After this action 

was filed, plaintiff was transferred to an institution in West Virginia, and he has most recently 

been transferred to an institution in Pennsylvania. Therefore, plaintiff's current ability to 

proceed prose is unknown, with respect to legal research and whether he is being assisted in any 

manner now that he is in a new institution. 

Insofar as plaintiff asserts that he is functionally illiterate and dyslexic, the Court notes 

that those facts were not made apart of the affidavits submitted in support of the motion. 

Plaintif-f s affidavit does not indicate his level of education, whether he was in special education 

classes, and whether he has been formally diagnosed with dyslexia or other learning disability, or 

whether he is self-diagnosed. To date, plaintiffs pleadings have all been very cogent and well 

drafted, complete with citations to authority and analysis. However, the Court does note that 

2 
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there appears to be a pleading defect regarding the absence of a certificate of merit ( currently the 

subject of a motion to dismiss), that cannot necessarily be remedied by the appointment of 

counsel. In any event, all that the Court can discern at this juncture is that, as of the date of his 

transfer from West Virginia, his need for assistance of counsel was not evident. 

IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED that plaintiffs motion for appointment of counsel 

(Doc. 8) is DENIED. In accordance with Pruitt v. Mote, the Court always remains open to 

appointing counsel, as circumstances change and upon the filing of another motion for 

appointment of counsel. 

IT IS SO ORDERED. 

DATED: December 11, 2008 

s/ Clifford J. Proud 
CLIFFORD J. PROUD 
U.S. MAGISTRATE JUDGE 

3 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF ILLINOIS 

JOSEPH W. BUECHEL, 

Plaintiff, 

V. 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 

Defendant. 

PROUD, Magistrate Judge: 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

ORDER 

Civil No. 08-132-JPG-CJP 

Before the Court is plaintiff Joseph W. Buechel 's motion for appointment of counsel. 

(Doc. 8). Plaintiff argues that, although he is being assisted by another inmate, counsel is 

necessary because he is functionally illiterate and dyslexic, the medical issues and discovery arc 

beyond a layman's ken, and his efforts to secure counsel and litigate this action have been 

impeded by prison officials, who have now transferred him to another prison. 

There is no constitutional or statutory right to appointment of counsel in a civil case, 

although the Court may in its discretion appoint counsel to represent indigent civil litigants. 

Jackson v. County of McLean, 953 F.2d 1070, 1071 (7th Cir. 1992); see also 28 U.S.C. § 

1915(d). Nevertheless, the Court also has inherent authority to appoint counsel to ensure the 

orderly prosecution of litigation in the district. The Court must inquire whether, "given the 

difficulty of the case, [does] the plaintiff appear to be competent to try it himself and, if not, 

would the presence of counsel [make] a difference in the outcome?" Farmer v. Haas, 990 F.2d 

319,322 (7th Cir. 1993); see also Greeno v. Daley, 414 F.3d 645, 658(7th Cir. 2005); see also 

Pruitt v. Mote, 503 F.3d 647 (7th Cir. 2007). The Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit 
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clarified in Prnitt v. Mote that relevant inquiry is whether the difficulty of the case exceeds the 

particular plaintiffs capacity as a layperson to coherently litigate the case- pretrial and at trial. 

Id. 

Plaintiff has substantiate a single, unsuccessful attempt to secure representation, from the 

Illinois Bar Association. The Bar Association does not represent individuals, it is a professional 

organization. The Bar Association forwarded plaintiff's request to The Lawyer Finder Service, 

which informed plaintiff that none of its attorneys would take on the case since plaintiff was in 

West Virginia and could not meet with them. Therefore, the Court considers plaintiff to have 

reasonably attempted to secure counsel, to no avail. 

Plaintiff, who is in federal custody, has filed a Federal Tort Claim Action (28 U.S.C. § 

2671, et seq.) alleging medical malpractice and negligence related to a staph infection he 

contracted while housed at FCI-Grcenvillc, in the Southern District of Jllinois. After this action 

was filed, plaintiff was transferred to an institution in West Virginia, and he has most recently 

been transferred to an institution in Pennsylvania. Therefore, plaintiff's current ability to 

proceed prose is unknown, with respect to legal research and whether he is being assisted in any 

manner now that he is in a new institution. 

Insofar as plaintiff asserts that he is functionally illiterate and dyslexic, the Court notes 

that those facts were not made apart of the affidavits submitted in support of the motion. 

Plaintif-f s affidavit does not indicate his level of education, whether he was in special education 

classes, and whether he has been formally diagnosed with dyslexia or other learning disability, or 

whether he is self-diagnosed. To date, plaintiffs pleadings have all been very cogent and well 

drafted, complete with citations to authority and analysis. However, the Court does note that 

2 
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there appears to be a pleading defect regarding the absence of a certificate of merit ( currently the 

subject of a motion to dismiss), that cannot necessarily be remedied by the appointment of 

counsel. In any event, all that the Court can discern at this juncture is that, as of the date of his 

transfer from West Virginia, his need for assistance of counsel was not evident. 

IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED that plaintiffs motion for appointment of counsel 

(Doc. 8) is DENIED. In accordance with Pruitt v. Mote, the Court always remains open to 

appointing counsel, as circumstances change and upon the filing of another motion for 

appointment of counsel. 

IT IS SO ORDERED. 

DATED: December 11, 2008 

s/ Clifford J. Proud 
CLIFFORD J. PROUD 
U.S. MAGISTRATE JUDGE 

3 
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x U.S. District Court, 700 Federal Building. 3 16 N. Robert St., St. Paul, MN 55101 
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DATE: August 4, 2006 I CIVIL FILE NUMBER: 06-2251 JRT/JJG 

CASE TITLE: Vandersteen v Wessberg et al 

The above entitled action was: removed from county court, transferred from another district, and filed i -
~ 

Minneapolis St Paul - Duluth, on , and assigned to Judge 
and to Magistrate Please direct future filings to the office indicated at the top of this form. 

The above entitled action was filed in this court on , and assigned to Judge 
and referred to Magistrate Judge The file will be 

maintained at the Clerk's office in the District of Minnesota in Please note for future reference. 
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action to federal court. 
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Your in forma pauperis application was approved. Please complete the enclosed Marshal Service Form(s) (one 
per defendant) and return to the office indicated at the top of this form. Service cannot be performed until these 
completed forms have been received by the clerk's office. 

X The U.S. Marshal's require the 5 part Marshal service form to accomplish service. I 

OTHER: 
am returning your recent submissions, with the needed forms to be resubmitted for 
service. Enclosed is Document #5 the Order regarding service. 

Deputy Clerk: Vickie 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

Russell A Vandersteen, 

Plaintiff, 

V. 

United States of America, 

Defendant. 

DISTRICT OF MINNESOTA 

Civil No. 06-2251 (JRT/JJG) 

ORDER SETTING SETTLEMENT 
CONFERENCE 

A settlement conference will be held on Monday, January 25, 2010, at 9:30 a.m., in 
Courtroom 3B, Warren E. Burger Federal Building and U.S. Courthouse, 316 North Robert 
Street, SAINT PAUL, Minnesota before the undersigned United States Magistrate Judge. 

Plaintiff shall make arrangements to be available at all times during the business 
day on January 25, 2010 to appear by telephone from the Federal Prison Camp-Duluth. 
Plaintiff shall also provide chambers with a telephone number where he can be reached 
during the hours of the settlement conference. 

In order to encourage the parties to address the issue of settlement on their own, counsel 
must confer in person at least ten ( I 0) days prior to the date of the settlement conference, to 
engage in a full and frank discussion of settlement. If the case does not settle, each attorney shall 
submit to the undersigned, on or before January 15, 2010, a confidential letter (not to exceed 
ten (10) pages, including exhibits) setting forth the parties' respective settlement positions before 
the meeting, their respective positions following the meeting and a reasoned, itemized analysis 
justifying their client's last stated settlement position. This letter shall be submitted to the 
undersigned by e-mail to the following address: graham chambers@mnd.uscourts.gov OR 
mailed to Magistrate Judge Jeanne J. Graham, U.S. District Court, 316 North Robert 
Street, Room 342, Saint Paul, Minnesota 55101. 

Failure of any lawyer to submit this letter will result in the settlement conference being 
rescheduled and the imposition of an appropriate sanction on the attorney whose failure caused 
the conference to be postponed. Additional sanctions may be imposed for failure to comply with 
any of the other foregoing instructions. 

Dated: December 10, 2009 sf Jeanne J. Graham 
JEANNE J. GRAHAM 
United States Magistrate Judge 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

Russell A Vandersteen, 

Plaintiff, 

V. 

United States of America, 

Defendant. 

DISTRICT OF MINNESOTA 

Civil No. 06-2251 (JRT/JJG) 

AMENDED ORDER SETTING 
SETTLEMENT CONFERENCE 

The settlement conference, originally scheduled for January 25, 2010, will now be held 
on Wednesday, March 17, 2010, at 9:30 a.m., in Courtroom 3B, Warren E. Burger Federal 
Building and U.S. Courthouse, 316 North Robert Street, SAINT PAUL, Minnesota before the 
undersigned United States Magistrate Judge. 

Plaintiff shall make arrangements to be available at all times during the business 
day on March 17, 2010 to appear by telephone from the Federal Prison Camp-Duluth. 
Plaintiff shall also provide chambers with a telephone number where he can be reached 
during the hours of the settlement conference. 

In order to encourage the parties to address the issue of settlement on their own, counsel 
must confer in person at least ten ( I 0) days prior to the date of the settlement conference, to 
engage in a full and frank discussion of settlement. If the case does not settle, each attorney shall 
submit to the undersigned, on or before March 8, 2010, a confidential letter (not to exceed ten 
(10) pages. including exhibits) setting forth the parties' respective settlement positions before the 
meeting, their respective positions following the meeting and a reasoned, itemized analysis 
justifying their client's last stated settlement position. This letter shall be submitted to the 
undersigned by e-mail to the following address: graham chambers@mnd.uscourts.gov OR 
mailed to Magistrate Judge Jeanne J. Graham, U.S. District Court, 316 North Robert 
Street, Room 342, Saint Paul, Minnesota 55101. 

Failure of any lawyer to submit this letter will result in the settlement conference being 
rescheduled and the imposition of an appropriate sanction on the attorney whose failure caused 
the conference to be postponed. Additional sanctions may be imposed for failure to comply with 
any of the other foregoing instructions. 

Dated: January 22, 2010 sf Jeanne 1. Graham 
JEANNE J. GRAHAM 
United States Magistrate Judge 
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UNITED STA TES DISTRICT COURT 
DISTRICT OF MINNESOTA 

Civil No. 06-2251 JRT/JJG 

RUSSELL A. VANDERSTEEN, 

Plaintiff, 

V. 

BUREAU OF PRISONS SAFETY 
DIRECTOR WESSBERG, et al, 

Defendants. 

) 

) 
) 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT 
MOTION TO EXTEND TIME 
TO FILE DISPOSITIVE MOTIONS 

June I, 200 8, was the scheduled time for filing dispositi ve motions. The undersigned, 

however, missed the filing deadline. He confused the deadline with one for a different but 

similar case. The case involved a pro se prisoner bringing an action under the Federal Tort 

Claims Act. The instant case raises the same claims and is subject to summary judgment. 

Plaintiff's deposition was taken. He admitted crossing about 25 yards of the same 

slippery and ice covered parking lot before falling. When he fell, crews were elsewhere 

sanding and salting on the prison compound as the storm continued to deposit freezing rain. 

The storm began at night. A crew was released and began salting and sanding walkways and 

parking lots. The storm, salting and sanding continued throughout the day, both before and 

after Plaintiff fell. 

Plaintiff was familiar with the conditions. He grew up in Wisconsin. Before leaving 

for work, the morning radio broadcasts announced the slippery conditions. Plaintiff was 
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listening. Moreover, he waited until the last minute because of the bad weather. 

Furthermore, he crossed walkways that were sanded and noticed the surface became 

progressively more slippery as he approached his destination. Regretfully, he fell ten feet 

from his destination. 

It was out of habit that Plaintiff crossed the parking 1 ot. H c usually took that route to 

enter the building where he worked. There were other entrances to the building. One of the 

entrances would have allowed him to avoid the parking lot where he foll. Albeit, the 

alternative route and entrance was less convenient but it was also partially indoors and 

avoided the very slippery parking lot. 

Good grounds exist to grant a motion for summary judgment because, as the 

incorporated memorandum argues, there is no duty to prevent all slips and falls, particularly, 

when the Defendant is preparing the surface during a storm and either has not gotten to the 

place where Plaintiff fell or the freezing rain covered the efforts that were previously taken. 

In such a situation, summary judgment is appropriate to avoid imposing a standard of strict 

liability. 

Although th c motion and supporting documents can be filed with in 1 ess th an three 

days, there is always the prospect of an uncontrollable and unexpected event preventing 

compliance with a shorter period of time. 

2 
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Good cause exists to grant Defendants motion to extend the time. 

Dated this _17_ day of June 2008. 

3 

FRANK J. MAGILL, JR. 
Acting Un itcd States Attorney 

s/ Lonnie F. Bryan 

BY: LONNIE F. BRYAN 
Assistant U.S. A ttorncy 
Attorney ID Number 206635 
600 U.S. Courthouse 
300 S. Fourth Street 
Minneapolis, MN 55415 
( 612) 664-5600 
lonn ic. bryan@usdoj.gov 
Attorneys for Defendants 
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UNITED STA TES DISTRICT COURT 
DISTRICT OF MINNESOTA 

Civil No. 06-2251 JRT/JJG 

RUSSELL A. VANDERSTEEN, 

Plaintiff, 

V. 

BUREAU OF PRISONS SAFETY 
DIRECTOR WESS BERG, et al, 

Defendants. 

) 

) 

) 

) 
) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

CERTIFICATE OF 
COMPLIANCE 

The undersigned attorney for the United States certifies this memorandum complies 

with the type-volume limitation of D. Minn. LR 7.1 (c) and the type size limitation of D. 

Minn. LR 7.1 (e). The memorandum has 387 words of type, font size 13. The memorandum 

was prepared using WordPerfect X3, which includes al\ text, including headings, footnotes 

and quotations in the word count. 

Dated: 6-1 7-08 
FRANK J. MAGILL, JR. 
Acting Un itcd States Attorney 

s/ Lonnie F. Bryan 

BY: LONNIE F. BRYAN 
Assistant U.S. Attorney 
Attorney ID Number 206635 
600 U.S. Courthouse 
300 South Fourth Street 
Minneapolis, MN 55415 
(612) 664-5600 
lonn ic. bryan(u1 usdoj .gov 
Attorneys for Defendants 
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UNITED STA TES DISTRICT COURT 
DISTRICT OF MINNESOTA 

Civil No. 06-2251 JRT/JJG 

RUSSELL A. VANDERSTEEN, 

Plaintiff, 

v. 

BUREAU OF PRISONS SAFETY 
DIRECTOR WESSBERG, et al, 

Defendants. 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 
) 

) 
) 
) 
) 

MEMORANDUM IN 
SUPPORT OF MOTION 
FOR LEA VE TO TAKE 
DEPOSITION 

The United States has moved for leave to take Plaintiff's deposition. A ]though such 

a motion is unusua 1, F. R. Civ. P. 3 0( a )(2 )(B) requires either a stipulation or order to take the 

deposition of a person confined to prison. 1 Plaintiff is confined at FPC Duluth, where his 

deposition will occur and be conducted in accordance to the facilities policies and the Federal 

Rules of Ci vi 1 Procedure. Where the deponent is the Plain ti ff, courts have sua sponte gran tcd 

leave to take the deposition of a prisoner. Mill er v. Bluff, 131 F .R.D. 698, 699 (M .D.Pa. 

1 Although Plaintiff may have stipulated to his deposition, because this suit alleges negligence 
against the Bureau of Prisons, his jailers, and Plaintiff is prose, in the abundance of caution to avoid 
any appearance of coercion, the United States has not requested a stipulation and instead seeks an 
order. 
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1990). Herc, the deponent is the Plaintiff and his deposition is necessary for defense of this 

tort case. Therefore, the Court should grant the United States motion. 

Dated this _13_ day of December 2007. 

2 

RACHEL K. PAULOSE 
United States Attorney 

s/ Lonnie F. Bryan 

BY: LONNIE F. BRYAN 
Assistant U.S. Attorney 
Attorney ID Number 206635 
600 U.S. Courthouse 
300 S. Fourth Street 
Minneapolis, MN 55415 
( 612) 664-5600 

Attorneys for Defendants 
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UNITED STA TES DISTRICT COURT 
DISTRICT OF MINNESOTA 

Civil No. 06-2251 JRT/JJG 

RUSSELL A. VANDERSTEEN, 

Plaintiff, 

V. 

BUREAU OF PRISONS SAFETY 
DIRECTOR WESS BERG, et al, 

Defendants. 

) 

) 

) 

) 
) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

CERTIFICATE OF 
COMPLIANCE 

The undersigned attorney for the United States certifies this memorandum complies 

with the type-volume limitation of D. Minn. LR 7.1 (c) and the type size limitation of D. 

Minn. LR 7.1 (e). The memorandum has 172 words of type, font size 13. The memorandum 

was prepared using WordPerfect X3, which includes al\ text, including headings, footnotes 

and quotations in the word count. 

Dated: 12-13-07 
RACiiEL K. PAULOSE 
United States Attorney 

s/ Lonnie F. Bryan 

BY: LONNIE F. BRYAN 
Assistant U.S. Attorney 
Attorney ID Number 206635 
600 U.S. Courthouse 
300 South Fourth Street 
Minneapolis, MN 55415 
(612) 664-5600 

Attorneys for Defendants 
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RUSSELL A.VANDERSTEEN, 

Plaintiff• 

v. 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
DISTRICT OF MINNESOTA 

Civil No. 06-2251 JRT/JJG 

PLAINTIFF'S MEMORAKDUM IN OPPOSITION 
TO DEFENDANTS' MOTION TO MODIFY 
PRETRIAL SCHEDULE 

BUREAU OF PRISONS SAFETY 
DIRECTOR WESSBERG, et al .• 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) Defendants. 

Plaintiff Russell A. Vander Steen ("Vander Steen" or "plaintiff") opposes 

the defendants' untimely motion to modify this Court's F.R.Civ.P. 16 pretrial 

order. Rather than demonstrating the good cause required by F.R.Civ.P. 16(b)(4), 

defendants have shown 01,ly their own carelessness. Vague assertions of con

fusion by defendants' counsel and ambiguous references to a phantom declaration 

fall so dramatically short of ''good cause 11 that it leaves the reader with the 

unescapable conclusion that defendants are not genuinely serious ir. their 

assertions. Finally, defendants' objective is befuddling. The remedy that 

defendants seek is the right to file an untimely motion for summary judgment -

a motion that asks to the Court to determine disputed factual issues as a 

matter of law and apply Minnesota "guest" principles to an incarcerated inmate 

who defendants required to venture out into hazardous co~ditions on a compound 

that defendants alone controlled. Even assuming the factual accuracy of defer.-

dants' assertions (an act that this Court cannot do under F.R.Civ:P. 56), the 

proposed motion asks the Court to rule as a matter of law that a plaintiff's 

choice of two alternative paths, one of which allegedly turns,} .. out to be less 

hazardous than the other, immunizes the defendants from liability, despite their 

control over the premises and plaintiff's required reporting to work. Tn sum

mary, the defendants' motion is presumptuous and unfounded. 

. . • .,.., 
. _.........,, -.. ~ --~-~ ---~ . ... ~-
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Pursuant to F.R.Civ.P. 16(d), this Court's pretrial order "controls the 

course of the action unless the court modifies it." In fact, and at defendants' 

instance, the Court did modify the schedule to accommodate defendants and their 

counsel. They proposed and acceded to the June 1, 2008 deadline for filing 

dispositive motions. Under F,R.Civ.P. 16(b)(4), a "schedule may be modified only 

for good cause and with the judge's consent." Thus, defendar.ts' motion must be 

denied unless defendants have made a proper showing of "good cause." 

Defendants' good cause showing consists of: 

1. Counsel's confusing of this case with the pretrial schedule in 
another "similar tort action"; and 

2. Counsel's taking longer than expected in obtaining "longer than 
expected to obtain a declaration" from one of defendants' employees, 
a declaration that the motion sates is "incorporated herein," but 
which is nowhere to be found. 

Plaintiff is mystified as to how this "showing" could ever arise to the level 

of "good cause." Indeed, because the deadline for the dispositive motion filing 

has passed, it appears that in addition to "good cause" under F.R.Civ.P. 16(b)(4), 

defendants would also be required to demonstrate "excusable neglect" under 

F.R.Civ.P. 6(b)(2) (enlargement of time). Nothing in defendants 1 papers comes 

remotely close to either standard. 

While plaintiff is sympathetic to counsel's "confusion, 11 there is nothing 

in defendants 1 moving papers that would demonstrate that this "confusion" was 

anything other than carelessness. This Court has been absolutely clear and 

consistent in holding that carelessness is never a satisfactory basis for finding 

good cause. Scheidecker v. Arvig Enterprises, Inc., 193 F.R.D. 630, 631-32 

(D.Minn. 2000), quoting Archer Daniels Midland Co. v, Aon Risk Services, 187 F.R.D, 

5 7 8, 581 (D. Minn. 1999) ("It hardly bears mention. therefore. that 'carelessness 

is not compatible with a finding of diligence and offers no reason for a grant 

of relief. Johnson v. Mammoth Recreations, Inc,, 975 F.2d 604, 609 (9th Cir. 

1992). 11
); Metro Produce Distributors v. City of Minneapolis, 473 F.Supp.2d 955, 

2 
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964 (D.Minn. 2007); Rosati v. Cleveland-Cliffs, Inc., 259 F.Supp.2d 861, 875 

(D.Minn. 2003). Plaintiff submits that counsel's "confusion" cannot be a basis 

for good cause - certainly not without a detailed basis to determine that the 

"confusion" is not just another word for 11 carelessness." 

Defendants' motion seems to be based on the now-discarded practice of treating 

pretrial scheduling orders was less than serious time requirements. This Court 

and the Eighth Circuit served notice long ago that such an antiquated practice 

would no longer be observed. For example, in Bradford v. DANA Corp .• 249 F.3d 

807, 809 (8th Cir. 2001), the court stated: 

It is true that the Federal Rules are usually liberally construed to per
mit parties to amend pleadings, add additional parties and to similarly 
control the pace of litigation ...• As regards case management orders, 
however, the Federal Rules set a less forgiving standard. Federal Rule of 
Civil Procedure 16(b) specifies that such an order 11 shall not be modified 
except upon a showing of good cause and by leave of the district judge." 
Thus, a moving party must first make the requisite showing, Even then the 
district court retains discretion as to whether to grant the motion. As a 
vehicle designed to streamline the flow of litigation through our crowded 
dockets, we do not take these case management orders lightly, and will 
enforce them. Tn re Milk Prods. Antitrust Litig., 195 F.3d 430, 437 (8th 
Cir. 1999), cert. denied sub nom. Rainy Lake One Stop, Inc. v. Marigold 
Foods, Inc., 529 U.S. 1038 ... (2000). 

This Court has frequently - and consistently - noted that the good cause stan

dard of F.R.Civ.P. 16(b)(4) is an exacting one. Scheidecker at 631-32; Aon 

Risk Services at 581; Metro Produce Distributors at 964. The obvious reason 

for this "exacting" standard is that the Court's schedule and deadlines are 

essential components of its efficiency and integrity. North Stat Mut. Ins. Co. 

Zurich Ins. Co., 269 F.Supp.2d 1140, 1144 (D.Minn. 2003): 

Accordingly, "[w]e doubt that it can be seriously questioned that '[a]d
herence to reasonable deadlines is*** critical to maintaining integrity 
in court proceedings. 111 Alholm v. American Steamship Co., 167 F.R.D. 75, 
79 (D.Minn. 1996 .... 

The key to determining the existence of 11 good cause" is the moving party's 

due diligence. Scheidecker at 631-32, quoting Aon Risk Services at 581: 

3 
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The "good cause" standard is an exacting one, for it demands a demontration 
that the existing schedule "cannot reasonably be met despite the diligence 
of the party seekir.g the extension. 11 

In this instance, there is nothing in defendants' papers that would demonstrate 

anything such thing, much less defendants' diligence. lndeed, unfortunately a]] 

that defendants' moving papers demonstrate is their lack of diligence. Not only 

do those moving papers not explain anything about counsel's "confusion," they 

leave the reader completely in the dark as to why the phantom declaration could 

not be obtained last month, last year or at any time in the past. The causes of 

what 'took rtlonger than expected 11 and what amount of time was "expected" is a 

mystery. Plaintiff can only assume that defendants declined to elaborate on 

these factors because they demonstrated carelessness rather than good cause. 

Having failed to make any adequate showing of good cause for modifying 

this Court's pretrial scheduling order, defendants do assert that plaintiff 

will not be prejudlced. Plaintiff submits that a party who has to respond to 

an untimely motion is always, to some degree, prejudiced by such an enlarge

ment motion. Notwithstanding, however, the prejudice to plaintiff£ is not 

the touchstone for deciding this motion - especially where defendants have 

completely failed to demonstrate the existence of good cause. Metro Produce 

Distributors at 964 ("Rule 16(b) analysis does not focus on prejudice to the 

non-moving party, but on the showing of good cause and diligence of the 

moving party11
); Luigino's Inc. v. Pezrow Companies, 178 F.R.D. 523, 525 

(D. Minn. 1998); Rosati at 876 (court need not explore issue of non-moving 

party 1 s prejudice where moving party fails to demonstrate good cause and 

diligence); Scheidecker at 631-32 C'the question of good cause [does not] 

turn on the existence or absence of prejudice to the non-moving party"). 

Finally, defendants urge the Court to conclude that its summary judgment 

motion is of sufficient merit to bypass the issues of good cause and diligence. 

4 
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While this is not the law, the argument is also specious. The centP.rpiece of 

defendants' legal argument is that plaintiff, an incarcerated inmate at defen-

dants' prison camp, is in the nature of a "guest" or "invitee." In essence, 

defendants argue that this Court should immunize defendants from the hazards 

they required plaintiff to undergo because he had, allegedly, a choice of paths 

to take from his dormitory to his work place. Even if such a choice existed, 

there is simply no basis for summary judgment where one path allegedly turns 

out not to present the hazards that the other path posed. Nothing in defen

dants' argue would indicate that plaintiff's choice was unreasonable, unwise, 

or improper - other than the end result: One path was a serious risk of injury 

to plaintiff and other inmates, and the other was, or so defendants' claim, 

was not. In short, the issue posed by defendants' motion is absolutely fraught 

with determinations of fact, a province exclusively reserved for the jury. 

Were the foregoing not fully dispositive of the faults in defendants' ar-

gument, one further observation deserves mention because it also bears on the 

bona fides of defendants' motion. Defendants attached their proposed Memorandum 

in Support of Motion for Summary Judgment to their Motion to Extend. That 

Memorandum is premised on the core notion that snow and ice are open and ob-

vious hazards that defendants, as landowners, had no duty to address, warn of, or 

remove until after the storm was over. Plaintiff can hardly imagine a more 

preposterous theory. In none of the cases that defendants cite for this 

principle was the plaintiff required, under penalty of discipline up to and 

including transfer to a more restrictive facility, to encounter the hazards of 

ice and snow during the storm. If this is the baRis for the defense, the Court 

would be well served by disposing of it now - in plaintiff's favor. Thus, this 

proposed motion could never be granted in defendants' favor because of the factual 

issues that a jury would have to resolve. On the other hand, the Court could 
.... 

5 
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rule as a matter of law that the so-called after-the-storm rule simplies does 

not apply to a landowner who requires the plaintiff to encounter the hazards 

during the storm. 

Based on the foregoing, plaintiff respectfully requests that the Court 

deny defendants' motion to modify the pretrial schedule because defendants have 

not demonstrated good cause, have not demonstrated diligence, and have posited 

a legal theory that has no foundation in this case. Plaintiff understands that 

because the deadline for summary judgment has passed, and because no motion for 

summary judgment has been filed, plaintiff is not required to file a response 

to the summary judgment memorandum until and unless the Court modifies the 

schedule and defendants actually serve and file such a motion. 

Dated: June 26, 2008. 

~tAU-L~ 
"RussellA. Vander Steen 

# 06629-089 
Federal Prison Camp 
P.O. Box 1000 
Duluth, MN 55814 

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

The undersigned states and certifies under penalty of perjury that he 
caused the foreoing Plaintiff's Memorandum in Opposition to Defendants' 
Motion to Modify Pretrial Schedule to be delivered to Legal Mail, Federal 
Prison Camp, Duluth, Minnesota, on June 23, 2008, for deposit in the U.S. 
Mail addressed to the following (original to the Court; copy to the U.S. Attorney 
for the District of Minnesota): 

Clerk of Court 
U.S. District Court for the 

District of Minnesota 
250 United States Courthouse 
300 South Fourth Street 
Minneapolis, MN 55415 

Dated: June 26, 2008. 

6 

Frank J. Magill, Jr. 
Acting United States Attorney 
Lonnie F. Bryan 
Assistant U.S. Attorney 
600 United States Courthouse 
300 South Fourth Street 
Minneapolis, MN 55415 
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., Russell A. Vander Steen 
#06629-089 

Federal Prison Camp 
P .0. Box 1000 

Duluth, Minnesota 55814 

June 26, 2008 

Clerk of Court 
United States District Court for 

the District of Minnesota 
250 United States Courthouse 
300 South Fourth Street 
Minneapolis, MN 55415 

Re: Russell A. Vander Steen v. Bureau of Prisons Safety Director, et al. 
Court File No. 06-2251 JRT/JJG 

Dear Sir or Madam: 

Enclosed herewith for filing, please find Plaintiff's Memorandum in 
Opposition to DP.fendants' Motion to Modify Pretrial Schedule. lam filing 
this pursuant to Supreme Court and Eighth Circuit precedent by delivery to 
Legal Mail, Federal Prison Camp, Duluth, Minnesota. By the same method, I 
am serving a copy of the foregoing on the United States Attorney representing 
the defendants. Thank you for your attention to this matter. 

cc: Frank J. Magill, Jr. (w/encl) 
Lonnie F. Bryan 

Very truly yours, 

~/!LL-~ 
Russell A. Vander Steen 
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Russell A. Vandersteen, 

Plaintiff, 

V. 

United States of America, 

Defendant. 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
DISTRICT OF MINNESOTA 

Civil No. 06-2251 (JRT/JJG) 

ORDER 

The above-entitled matter comes before the undersigned on the Government's motion to 

modify the pretrial scheduling order (Doc. No. 53). Plaintiff Russell Vandersteen is proceeding 

on his own behalf. The Government is represented by Lonnie F. Bryan, Assistant U.S. Attorney. 

In its motion, the Government seeks an extension of the time for filing dispositive motions. 

The original pretrial scheduling order in this matter, which issued on September 6, 2007, 

provided that dispositive motions be filed on or before February 15, 2008. Then by a motion on 

November 19, 2007, the Government moved for more time to conduct discovery. In an order on 

November 20, 2007, this Court granted the motion and extended the dispositive motion deadline 

to May l, 2008. 

More than six weeks beyond this deadline, the Government seeks to modify the pretrial 

scheduling order again, asking for more time to file a dispositive summary judgment motion. To 

support its motion, the Government offers two arguments. One is that it simply made a mistake, 

confusing the deadlines in this action with those in another unrelated action. The other is that, 

because it will prevail on summary judgment, it should be allowed to move for this relief. 
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When a party seeks an extension of the deadlines in the pretrial scheduling order, a party 

must show good cause under Rule 16(b) and Local Rule 16.3(a). For good cause to be present, a 

party must establish that its actions are consistent with due diligence. As Vandersteen correctly 

notes, where a party is careless or negligent, its actions are inconsistent with due diligence and 

there is no good cause. See Rahn v. Dawkins, 464 F.3d 813, 822 (8th Cir. 2006); Metro Produce 

Distributors, Inc. v. City of Minneapolis, 473 F.Supp.2d 955,963 (D.Minn. 2007). 

Because the Government admits its lack of diligence was due to its carelessness, there is 

no good cause justifying modification of the pretrial scheduling order here. Being advised of the 

files, records, and proceedings herein, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED THAT the Government's 

motion to modify the pretrial scheduling order (Doc. No. 53) is DENIED. 

Dated this 10th day of July, 2008. sf Jeanne J. Graham 

JEANNE J. GRAHAM 
United States Magistrate Judge 

2 
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Russell A. Vandersteen, 

Plaintiff, 

V. 

United States of America, 

Defendant. 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
DISTRICT OF MINNESOTA 

Civil No. 06-2251 (JRT/JJG) 

ORDER 

The above-entitled matter comes before the undersigned on a motion, by plaintiff Russell 

Vandersteen, for the appointment of counsel (Doc. No. 32). Mr. Vandersteen is proceeding on 

his own behalf. The Government is represented by Lonnie F. Bryan, Assistant U.S. Attorney. 

In his motion, Mr. Vandersteen asserts that he cannot afford counsel and, because of his 

imprisonment and lack of access to legal resources, the appointment of counsel is appropriate 

here. He adds that he needs the assistance of counsel in order to pursue discovery. 

For a party proceeding in forma pauperis, a court has discretion to appoint counsel for 

that party. 2 8 U.S. C. § 1915( e). When deciding whether appointment is appropriate, relevant 

factors include the complexity of the legal and factual issues; the ability of the party to present 

the claims; and whether the party or the court may benefit from the appointment of counsel. 

In re Lane, 801 F.2d 1040, 1043-44 (8th Cir. 1986); Nelson v. Redfield Lithograph Printing, 

728 F.2d 1003, 1005 (8th Cir. 1984). 

Briefly put, Mr. Vandersteen has a slip-and- fall case. So the issues in this litigation arc 

not particularly complex. Cf Plummer v. Grimes, 87 F.3d 1032, I 033 (8th Cir. 1996) (upholding 

decision to defer appointment of counsel, in case involving prison fight, until trial); Lane, 801 
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F.2d al 1043-44 (concluding appoint of counsel was not required in case involving multiple 

assaults). And Mr. Vandersteen has capably presented his claim. It is not evident, at this point, 

that appointment of counsel will materially benefit Mr. Vandersteen or this Court. Cf Larson v. 

United States, 192 Fed.Appx. 566, 566 (8th Cir. 2006). Being advised of all the files, records, 

and proceedings herein, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED THAT Mr. Vandersteen's motion for the 

appointment of counsel (Doc. No. 32) is DENIED. 

Dated this 1st day of February, 2008. sf Jeanne J. Graham 

JEANNE J. GRAHAM 
United States Magistrate Judge 

2 
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UNITED ST A TES DISTRICT COURT 
DlSTRICT OF MINNESOTA 

Civil No. 06-2251 JRT/JJG 

RUSSELL A. VANDERSTEEN, 

Plaintiff, 

V. 

BUREAU OF PRISONS SAFETY 
DIRECTOR WESSBERG, et al, 

Defendants. 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

ORDER 

Pursuant to the Motion for Leave to Take Deposition (Doc. #43) filed by the United 

States for leave to take a deposition, and for good cause shown, it is hereby 

ORDERED that the United States may take the deposition of Plaintiff, who is 

confined at FPC Duluth in accordance with the policies of that facility and the Federal 

Rules of Civil Procedure. 

Dated: December 18, 2007. s/ J eam1e J. Graham 
JEANNE J. GRAHAM 

United States Magistrate Judge 
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UNITED ST A TES DISTRICT COURT 
DlSTRICT OF MINNESOTA 

Civil No. 06-2251 JRT/JJG 

RUSSELL A. VANDERSTEEN, ) 

) 

Plaintiff~ ) 

) 

V. ) ORDER 
) 

BUREAU OF PRISONS SAFETY ) 

DIRECTOR WESSBERG, et al, ) 

) 

Defendants. ) 

Upon the Motion of Enlargement of Time (Doc. #39) of Defendant United States, no 

hearing hereon being deemed necessmy, and for good cause shown, it is hereby 

ORDERED that the September 6, 2007 scheduling order is amended to provided as 

follows: 

a. Discovery is due by March 1, 2008, 

b. Non dispositive Motions are due March I, 2008 and 

c. Dispositive Motions are due by May I, 2008. 

Dated: November 20, 2007 s/ Jeanne J. Graham 

JEANNE J. GRAHAM 
United States Magistrate Judge 



UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

DISTRICT OF MINNESOTA 

RUSSELL A. VANDERSTEEN, Civil No. 06-2251 (JRT/JJG) 

V. 

BUREAU OF PRISONS SAFETY 
DIRECTOR WESSBERG, 

Plaintiff, 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, and 
THREE JOHN DOES, 

Defendants. 

ORDER ADOPTING IN PART AND 
REJECTING IN PART 

RECOMMENDATION OF 
MAGISTRATE JUDGE 

Russell A. Vandersteen,# 06629-089 (209-U), Federal Prison Camp, P. 0. 
Box 1000, Duluth, MN 55814, plaintiffpro se. 

Patricia R. Cangemi, Assistant United States Attorney, OFFICE OF THE 
UNITED STATES ATTORNEY, 600 United States Courthouse, 300 South 
Fourth Street, Minneapolis, MN 55415, for defendants. 

Russell A. Vandersteen, a federal prisoner, filed this lawsuit pro se against the 

United States and Bureau of Prisons officials claiming the failure to remove ice or to 

warn him of conditions at the prison violated the Constitution and the Federal Tort 

Claims Act ("FTCA"). Defendants moved for dismissal of the complaint, and United 

States Magistrate Judge Jeanne J. Graham issued a Report and Recommendation 

recommending the Court grant the motion in part and deny it in part. The defendants 

filed objections. For the reasons set forth below, the Court adopts in part and rejects in 

part the Report and Recommendation. 



BACKGROUND 

Vandersteen is an inmate at the Federal Prison Camp ("FPC") in Duluth, 

Minnesota. On the morning of December 6, 2004, he slipped on any icy sidewalk as he 

was on his way to work. He suffered severe arm injuries as a result of the fall, including 

dislocated and broken bones as well as tom tendons and ligaments. Doctors performed 

surgery on the injuries, and Vandersteen's arm was immobilized for approximately six 

months. Following the accident Vandersteen filed complaints seeking administrative 

relief based on his claims that officials knew about the icy conditions and failed to 

"ensure safety" for inmates. Those claims were denied. 

Vandersteen filed his complaint in this case on May 31, 2006. The complaint 

contains two claims----one against three J. Does and the Director of Safety at FPC, 

Charles Wessberg, and the other against the United States. Vandersteen alleges the 

individual defendants forced inmates to go from one building to another without 

providing warnings of icy conditions or taking precautions to make it safe to travel. This 

conduct, according to Vandersteen, amounts to deliberate indifference to the safety needs 

of inmates in violation of the Eighth Amendment. Based on the same conduct, 

Vandersteen alleges negligence against the United States in the second claim, which was 

brought under the FTCA. 

Defendants filed a motion entitled "Federal Defendants' Motion To Dismiss, 

Alternatively For Summary Judgment." Defendants argued that Vandersteen failed to 

exhaust administrative remedies prior to filing suit, that the FTCA claim was barred by 

the statute of limitations, and that Wessberg was not properly served. They also claimed 

- 2 -



the complaint did not state the claims with sufficient specificity to survive the motion to 

dismiss and that Vandersteen did not suffer a cognizable injury. Attached to the motion 

defendants included copies of Vandersteen's administrative complaints and a declaration 

by a Bureau of Prisons attorney stating that those were the only complaints filed. 

The Magistrate Judge issued a Report and Recommendation recommending the 

defendants' motion be denied in part and granted in part. The Magistrate Judge 

recommended the Court dismiss the Eighth Amendment claim because Vandersteen had 

conceded in his memorandum that the claim was not viable. As to the FTCA claim, the 

Magistrate Judge recommended that Vandersteen could proceed against Defendant 

Wcssberg, finding that Vandersteen had pied all the clements of a claim for negligence. 

The Magistrate Judge declined to convert the motion to dismiss into one for summary 

judgment on the basis that the motion, which failed to set forth the applicable summary 

judgment standard, failed to give Vandersteen sufficient notice of the need to respond to 

a motion for summary judgment or the need to conduct discovery. The defendants filed 

objections to the Report and Recommendation. 

ANALYSIS 

The defendants raise three objections to the Report and Recommendation: ( 1) that 

the Magistrate Judge erred by permitting the FTCA claim to proceed against Wessberg, 

(2) that the motion to dismiss the FTCA claim as to all defendants should have been 

granted, and (3) that the Magistrate Judge erred by declining to consider the merits of a 

summary judgment motion. This Court has conducted a de novo review of the objections 

pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 636(b)(l)(C) and Local Rule 72.2(b). 

- 3 -



I. THE FTCA CLAIM AGAINST WESSBURG 

The Magistrate Judge determined that Vandersteen could proceed on an FTCA 

claim against Wessberg. Although noting "the actual party in interest, for a claim under 

the FTCA, is the United States," the Magistrate Judge determined that Wessberg should 

remain a defendant "until the defendants move to substitute the United States." In the 

FTCA portion of the complaint, however, Vandersteen avers that the "United States ... is 

liable for damages" and that "[tlhe USA must be held to account." The defendants 

maintain based on this language that the United States is already the named defendant for 

the FTCA claim and that Wessberg, who is not named in this portion of the complaint, 

should be dismissed. The Court agrees with the position of the United States and rejects 

this portion of the Report and Recommendation. Any remaining FTCA claim against 

Wessberg is dismissed. 1 

II. THE FTCA CLAIM AGAINST THE UNITED STATES 

The remaining defendant, the United States, argues that the FTCA claim should be 

dismissed under Federal Ruic of Procedure 12(b)(6) because Vandersteen failed to state 

all the elements of a claim for relief and under Rule I 2(b )( 1) because Vandersteen failed 

to exhaust administrative remedies prior to filing suit. The Court will address each 

argument in turn. 

1 Even had Wessberg been named in this portion of the complaint, the Court would grant 
his motion to dismiss because individuals cannot be liable under the FTCA. See Knowles v. 
United States, 91 F.3d 1147, 1150 (8th Cir. 1996) (noting that while the government can be sued 
under the FTCA "ltJhe employees of the United States ... may not be sued" ). 

- 4 -



When reviewing a motion to dismiss under Rule 12(b)(6), courts take all factual 

allegations as true and draw all reasonable inferences in favor of the plaintiff. Knieriem 

v. Group Health Plan, Inc., 434 F.3d 1058, 1060 (8th Cir. 2006). A motion to dismiss 

should be granted only if it appears beyond doubt the plaintiff can prove no set of facts to 

warrant a grant of relief. Id. Where, as here, the plaintiff was not represented by counsel 

at the time the complaint was filed, courts are to review the complaint more liberally than 

if it were a counseled pleading. See Haines v. Kerner, 404 U.S. 519, 520 (1972). 

The FfCA permits private parties to bring suits against the United States for torts 

committed by government employees while acting within the scope of their employment. 

28 U.S.C. § 1346(b)(l). The United States is liable "in the same manner and to the same 

extent as are private individuals under like circumstances," and the law of the state in 

which the tortious conduct is alleged to have occurred governs the dispute. Lafond v. 

United States, 781 F.2d 153, 154 (8th Cir. 1986). 

Vandersteen states in his complaint that his injuries were caused by the negligence 

of FPC employees in Duluth. In the State of Minnesota there are four elements to a 

negligence claim: (1) the existence of a duty of care, (2) a breach of that duty, (3) an 

injury, and (4) the breach of duty was the proximate cause of the injury. See lubbers v. 

Anderson, 539 N.W.2d 398,401 (Minn. 1995). In relation to disputes over the safety of 

property conditions, Minnesota courts have found property owners have a duty to provide 

"safe access" to buildings, Strong v. Richfield State Agency, Inc., 460 N.W.2d 106, 108 

(Minn. Ct. App. 1990), and breach that duty when they fail to exercise "reasonable care 

under the existing circumstances." See Adee v. Evanson, 281 N.W.2d 177, 179 (Minn. 

- 5 -



1979). Minnesota courts also recognize, oowever, that property owners are afforded "a 

reasonable time" following a storm to make the premises safe. Nieman v. Northwestern 

College, 389 N.W.2d 260, 262 (Minn. Ct. App. 1986). 

Vandersteen alleges FPC staff had a duty to remedy "unsafe conditions" and 

breached that duty by failing to warn inmates about the slippery conditions and by not 

salting the paths before the inmates went outside. The failure to do either of these things, 

Vandersteen complains, resulted in the severe injuries to his arm. These allegations set 

forth ( 1) a duty to maintain safe conditions, (2) a breach of that duty by the failure of 

officials to exercise reasonable care, (3) an injury to Vanderstecn's arm, and (4) a causal 

link between the breach and the resultant injury. The Court concludes as a result that 

these allegations, especially as set forth in a pro se pleading, are sufficient to state a claim 

for negligence in the State of Minnesota, see Lubbers, 539 N.W.2d at 401, and are 

therefore sufficient to state a claim under the FTCA. See Lafond, 781 F.2d at 154. The 

motion to dismiss the complaint on this basis is denied. 

The United States next maintains that Vandersteen failed to exhaust administrative 

remedies on one of the theories of liability asserted in the complaint. According to the 

government, Vandersteen is seeking relief based on two arguments: (1) that employees 

were negligent because they failed to warn him about the icy conditions and (2) that 

employees were negligent because they failed to make the sidewalk safe before inmates 

were allowed to walk on it. It concedes Vandersteen sought administrative relief on the 

failure to warn claim but argues he did not seek administrative relief on the claim that 

employees should have removed the ice or snow. The failure to exhaust is jurisdictional, 
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the government contends, and the Court must dismiss Vandersteen's claim that the 

government is liable for failing to salt the ice or otherwise make it safer for travel for lack 

of jurisdiction under Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 12(b)(l). 

Congress requires that a plaintiff seeking to proceed against the government under 

the FTCA must first file an administrative claim. See 28 U.S.C. § 2675(a); Farmers State 

Sav. Bank v. Farmers Home Admin., 866 F.2d 276, 277 (8th Cir. 1989). If a complainant 

fails to meet that requirement, the claim is subject to dismissal for lack of jurisdiction. 

See, e.g., Norman v United States, 467 F.3d 773, 775 (D.C. Cir. 2006). A plaintiff fulfills 

the requirement that administrative remedies be exhausted by providing to the 

government in writing sufficient information for the agency to investigate the claim, 

including details of the amount of damages sought, the identity of the claimant, and the 

nature of the injuries. See Farmers State Sav. Bank, 866 F.2d at 277; Melo v. United 

States, 505 F.2d 1026, I 029 (8th Cir. 1974). 

Vandersteen filed an administrative claim under the FTCA to recover damages 

based on the government's failure to "ensure safety" on August 15, 2005. The claim 

states that the December 6, 2004 "work call was issued negligently without regard to the 

build-up of ice overnight due to freezing rain" and that FPC staff members were aware of 

the hazardous conditions. Vandersteen sought damages in the amount of $150,000, the 

same amount sought in this action, to compensate him for his dislocated elbow, broken 

arm bone, and torn ligaments. 

The administrative claim put the government on notice of Vandersteen's claim 

that it failed to "ensure safety" for workers. According to Minnesota law, the duty 
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required of a landowner is to use "reasonable care" for the safety of all persons on the 

prermses. See Olmanson v. LeSueur County, 693 N.W.2d 876, 880 (Minn. 2005). 

Vandersteen's administrative claim that the government failed to ensure the safety of 

workers and his negligence claim in these proceedings are no different. The government 

asserts that the administrative claim only alleges a failure to warn. Even if Vandersteen 

intimated in the claim that a way it could have ensured the safety of workers was to warn 

them about the icy conditions, however, that specific language does not negate his 

general notice that the failure to exercise reasonable care by not ensuring the safety of 

workers in regard to the icy conditions on December 6 caused an injury to his arm. The 

administrative claim, therefore, was sufficient to put the government on notice of all the 

claims asserted in this action. 

Based on the facts as alleged in the complaint and the laws of the State of 

Minnesota applied to this case, the Court finds that the complaint sets forth all the 

elements of a claim for negligence and that Vandersteen exhausted all administrative 

remedies prior to filing suit. The motion to dismiss is denied. 

III. THE MOTION TO DISMISS 

Even if the motion to dismiss is denied, the government maintains judgment in its 

favor is still appropriate. It argues the Magistrate Judge erred by declining to rule on the 

merits of its summary judgment motion and that the facts of this case warrant summary 

judgment in its favor because it breached neither a duty to warn nor a duty to remove 

snow or 1cc. 
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The motion filed by the government is entitled, "Motion to Dismiss, Alternatively 

for Summary Judgment." In the supporting memorandum the government repeatedly 

asks that the Court dismiss the complaint but only asks on one occasion that summary 

judgment be granted in its favor and nowhere in the memorandum does the government 

cite the standard of review for a summary judgment motion. That Court finds under these 

circumstances, especially considering that plaintiff is not represented by counsel, the 

motion is best treated as one for dismissal under Rule 12. That rule permits a court to 

convert a motion to dismiss into a summary judgment motion where "matters outside the 

pleadings are presented to and not excluded by the court," but that determination is 

discretionary and should not be made unless the nonmoving party has notice and an 

opportunity to respond to the summary judgment motion. See, e.g., G;bb v. Scott, 958 

F.2d 814, 816 (81
h Cir. 1992). Since Vandersteen has had no such notice in this case, the 

Court will treat this motion only as one to dismiss. 

ORDER 

Based on the foregoing, all the files, records, and proceedings herein, the Court 

SUSTAINS defendants' objection as it relates to defendant Wessberg and 

OVERRULES defendants' objections in all other respects [Docket No. 26]. Therefore, 

the Court ADOPTS in part and REJECTS in part the Report and Recommendation 

[Docket No. 24]. IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that: 

1. Defendants' motion to dismiss the claims against Defendant Wess berg and 

J. Does (1-3) [Docket No. 16] is GRANTED. Defendant Wessberg and J. Does (1-3) are 

DISMISSED from this case. 
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2. Defendants' motion to dismiss the claim brought under the FTCA against 

the United States [Docket No. 16] is DENIED. 

DATED: August 31, 2007 
at Minneapolis, Minnesota. 

- 10-

s/ John R. Tunheirn 
JOHN R. TUNHEIM 

United States District Judge 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
DISTRICT OF MINNESOTA 

Civil No. 06-2251 JRT/JJG 

RUSSELL A. VANDERSTEEN, 

Plaintiff, 

V. 

UNITED STATE OF AMERICA, 

Defendant. 

STIPULATION FOR 
COMPROMISE SETTLEMENT 

It is hereby stipulated by and between Russell 

Vandersteen, Plaintiff, and the United States of America, 

Defendant, as follows: 

1. The parties do hereby agree to settle and compromise 

the above-entitled action under the terms and conditions set 

forth herein. 

2. The United States of America, Defendant, agrees to 

pay to the Plaintiff the sum of Ten Thousand dollars 

{$10,000.00), which sum shall be in full settlement and 

satisfaction of any and all claims, demands, rights, and 

causes of action of whatsoever kind and nature, arising from, 

and by reason of any and all known and unknown, foreseen and 

unforeseen bodily and personal injuries, damage to property 

and the consequences thereof, resulting, and to result, from 

the same subject matter that gave rise to the above-captioned 
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lawsuit, including any claims for wrongful death, for which 

Plaintiff or his heirs, executors, administrators, or assigns, 

and each of them, now have or may hereafter acquire against 

the United States of America, its agents, servants, and 

employees. 

3. Plaintiff and his heirs, executors, administrators 

or assigns hereby agree to accept the sum of Ten Thousand 

dollars ($10,000.00), in full settlement and satisfaction of 

any and all claims, demands, rights, and causes of action of 

whatsoever kind and nature, arising from, and by reason of any 

and all known and unknown, foreseen and unforeseen bodily and 

personal injuries, damage to property and the consequences 

thereof which you may have or hereafter acquire against the 

United States of America, its pgents, servants and employees 

on account of the same subject matter that gave rise to the 

above-captioned lawsuit, including any future claim for 

wrongful death. Plaintiff and his heirs, executors, 

administrators or assigns further agree to reimburse, 

indemnify and hold harmless the United States of America, its 

agents, servants, and employees from any and all such causes 

2 
'-'s 
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of action, claims, liens, rights, or subrogated or 

contribution interests incident to or resulting from further 

litigation or the prosecution of claims by Plaintiff or his 

heirs, executors, administrators or assigns against any third 

party or against the United States, including claims for 

wrongful death. 

4. This stipulation for compromise settlement shall not 

constitute an admission of liability or fault on the part of 

the United States, its agents, servants, or employees, and is 

entered into by both parties for the purpose of compromising 

disputed claims and avoiding the expenses and risks of 

litigation. 

5. It is also agreed, by and among the parties, that the 

settlement amount of Ten Thousand dollars ($10,000.00) dollars 

represents the entire amount of the compromise settlement and 

that the respective parties will each bear their own costs, 

fees, and expenses and that any attorneys fees owed by the 

Plaintiff will be paid out of the settlement amount and not in 

addition thereto. 

3 
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6 .. Payment of the settlement amount will be made by a 

check drawn on the Treasury of the United States for Ten 

Thousand dollars ($10,000.00) and made payable to Russell 

Vandersteen, Plaintiff. The check will be mailed to Plaintiff 

at the following address: 

Russell A. Vandersteen 
#06629-089 
FPC Duluth 
P. o. Box 1000 
Duluth, MN 55814-1000 

7. In consideration of the payment of Ten Thousand 

dollars {$10,000.00) as set forth above, Plaintiff agrees that 

he will execute and file with the court such documents as 

shall be necessary to cause the above-styled action to be 

dismissed with prejudice from the docket of the court. 

Executed this day of 

~ A Un&rW=: 
RUSSELL A. VANDERSTEEN 
Plaintiff 

4 

~£'C,.~ ---~~---' 2010. 

B. TODD JONES 
United States Attorney 

Ml 
F. BRYAN 

Assistant u. s. Attorney 
Attorney ID No. 206635 
600 U.S. Courthouse 
300 South Fourth Street 
Minneapolis, MN 55415 
(612) 664-5600 

Attorneys for Defendant, 
United States of America 
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2530 Wilshjre Boulevard, Second Floor t 'z,; g 
Santa Monica, California 90403 1
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7 UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

sl CENTRAL DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA 
I 

gi WESTERN DIVISION 

10 

1 1 

12 

13 

WILLIAM D. CHATMAN, 

Plaintiff, 

VS. 

14 THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 

Defendant. 

17 Plaintiff William D. Chatman alleges: 

Case No. 

COMPLAINT FOR DAMAGES 

..,, ' _I 
1 
l"Tl 
0 

18 / 1. This is an action under the Federal Tort Clai111s Act, 28 U.S.C. § 2671 et 
I 

19 seq. The Court has jurisdiction under 28 U.S.C. § 1346. 

20 2. Plaintiff resides in the County of Los Angeles, State of California, which 

21 is located in the Central District of California, Westen1 Division. 

22 
I 

3. Beginning in 2003, when plaintiff was in1prisoned by the United States 
I 

23 I Bureau of Prisons, he suffered medical symptoms that were mis-diagnosed. 

24 Instead of receiving required medica1 treatment, he was placed in solitary 

25 confinen1ent, presumably left there to die. Only because a random visit by 

26 superiors was made to his cell was his condition discovered and proper treatment 

27 begun. 

28 4. During the period of plaintiffs incarceration in the Federal Bureau of 

COMPLAINT 
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1 I Prisons system, he contracted a disease that was eventually diagnosed by the Mayo 
l 

2 Clinic at Park view Medical Center of Pueblo Colorado. Their microbiology test 

3 came back positive for 11 coccidioidomycosis 11
, an infection of his lumbar spine. He ! 

I 
4 is now, after numerous surgeries, reliant upon a wheelchair or walker for the rest I 

5 of his life. This is all due to the negligence and misdiagnosis of the Federal 

6 Bureau of Prison's 111edical staff members. Defendant's employees, had they been 

71 private persons, would be liable to the plaintiff for his damages resulting from the 

9

8. I errors in medical diagnosis and treatment. 

5. As a legal and proximate result of the injuries, plaintiff has incurred 

1 o medical expenses, inc 1 uding the fees of physicians who performed surgery upon 

11 him, and the cost of hospitalization. Plaintiff has been, and will continue to be, in 

12 great physical, n1ental and emotional pain and distress, all to his dmnage in the 

13 amount of $3,500,000. 

14 6. On or about July 27, 2007, plaintiff presented his claim in writing to the 

15 United States Postal Service for damages resulting fr01n the negligence in medical 

16 diagnosis and treatment in the amount of $300,000. The claim wsa denied by 

17 letter dated and mailed on November 7, 2007. 

18 WHEREFORE, plaintiff demands judgment against the defendant for the 

19 sum of $3,500,000, together with costs and disbursements of this action. 

20 Dated: May 5, 2008 

21 · 

22 
I 

23 I 
24 

25 

26 

27 

281 
I 
jl 
.I 

ll 

RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED 

LAW OFFICES OF ROBERT C. MOEST 
Robert C. Moest 

By:~fir....r 
Robert C. Moest 

Attorneys for Plaintiff 
William D. Chatman 

2 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
CENTRAL DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA 

NOTICE OF ASSIGNMENT TO UNITED STATES MAGISTRATE JUDGE Ii'OR DISCOVERY 

This case has been assigned to District Judge A. Howard Matz and the assigned 
discovery Magistrate Judge is Charles Eick. 

The case number on all documents filed with the Court should read as follows: 

CVOS- 2946 AHM (Ex) 

Pursuant to General Order 05-07 of the United States District Court for the Central 
District of California, the Magistrate Judge has been designated to hear discovery related 
motions. 

All discovery related motions should be noticed on the calendar of the Magistrate Judge 

NOTICE TO COUNSEL 

A copy of this notice must be served with the summons and complaint on all defendants (if a removal action is 
filed, a copy of this notice must be served on all plaintiffs). 

Subsequent documents must be filed at the following location: 

[X] Western Division 
312 N. Spring St., Rm. G-8 
Los Angeles, CA 90012 

LJ Southern Division 
411 West Fourth St., Rm. 1-053 
Santa Ana, CA 92701-4516 

Failure to file at the proper location will result in your documents being returned to you. 

LJ Eastern Division 
3470 Twelfth St., Rm. 134 
Riverside, CA 92501 

CV-18 {03/06) NOTICE OF ASSIGNMENT TO UNITED STATES MAGISTRATE JUDGE FOR DISCOVERY 
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WILLIAM D. CHATMAN, 

v. 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
CENTRAL DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA 

CASENUMBF.R 

PLAINTIFF(~· cv o a-o294 6 AHM 
Tl IE UNITED ST A TES OF AMERICA, 

SUMMONS 
DEFEND.A.NT(S). 

TO: DEFENDANT(S): THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

A lawsuit has been filed against you. 

(Ex) 

Within 60 days after service of this summons on you (not counting the day you received it), you 
must serve on the plaintiff an answer to the attached ii complaint • ______ amended complaint 
• counterclaim • cross-claim or a motion under Rule 12 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. The answer 
or motion must be served on the plaintiffs attorney, Robert C. Moe st , whose address is 
2530 Vv'i!shire Boulevard, Second Floor, Santa Monica, CA 90403 /'. . If you fail to do so, 

judgment by default will be entered against you for the relief dema11,ded in the complaint You also must file 

your ans\ver or motion with the court. lr . ,' .· 7 
r., 

Dated: __ ·'A_A_Y_-_6_20_08 __ _ 
; i 
\__ / ......____,_,1 

(Seal o.f the Court) 

{Use 60 days if the defendant is the United States or a United States agency, or is an officer or employee of the Unittd States. A /lowed 
60 days by Rule l 2{a)(3)}. 

CV-0\A (12/07) SUM~IO!',"S 
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All claims for health insurance benefits (:i.-Jcdicare) under Title l ll, Part A, of the Social Security Ac1, as amended. 
Also, include claims by hospitals. ,killed nursing facilities. etc .. for cenificalion as provider~ of service~ under the 
program (42 l'. S.C. l'J35FF(b)J 

A II c I aims for "'l:l lack Lung" bencfos under Tit le 4, Patt B. of the Federal Coal :vi inc Health and s~ f~ty An 01· I %9 
(30 c.s.c. ')23) 

All claims filed by insured worker, for disability insurance bencl"l!s under ·ritlc 2 of the Social Sern,ity Act.'" 
amended: plus all claiin, filccl for ,hild's insLLrancc benefits based on disability. (42 U.S.C. 40S(g)) 

All claims tiled for widows or widowers insurance benefits based on disability under Title 2 of the Social Sccu,ity 
Act. as amender! (42 l'..S.C. 405(g)) 

1\ll cbims lor supplemental sernrity income payments based upon disability Ii led under Tille I(, ot'thc Social 
Security Act, as amended. 

All cbims for retirement (old age) and survivors benefits under l'itlc 2 ol' 1he Social Security Act, ~s amcnrled. (42 
u.sc (g)) 

CIVIL COVER SHEET Page 2 of 2 
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1 ANDRE BIROTTE JR. 
United States Attorney_ 

2 LEON W. WEIDMAN 
Assistant United States Attorney 

3 Chief, Civil Division 
KA THERINE M. HIKIDA 

4 Assistant United States Attorney 
Cal. Bar No. 153268 

5 300 North Los Angeles Street 
Room 7516, Federal Building 

6 Los Angeles, California 900 r 2 
Telephone: (213) 894-2285 

7 Facsimile: (213) 894-7819 
katherine.hikida@ usdoj .gov 

8 Attorneys for Federal Defendant 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

FOR THE CENTRAL DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA 

WESTERN DIVISION 

14 WILLIAM D. CHATMAN, 

15 

16 

Plaintiff, 

V. 

1 7 UNITED ST A TES OF 
AMERICA, 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

Defendant. ________ ) 

NO. CV 08-2946-AHM(Ex) 

ORDER RE: 
DISMISSAL OF ACTION 
WITH PREJUDICE 

Honorable A. Howard Matz 
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1 Pursuant to the Stipulation for Compromise Settlement that was filed with 

2 the Court on August 5, 2010, Plaintiff's action is hereby dismissed with prejudice 

3 in its entirety. Each party shall bear his or its own costs and attorneys fees. 

4 DATED: August 5, 2010. 

5 

6 
A.HOWARD MATZ 

7 JS-6 UNITED ST A TES DISTRICT JUDGE 

8 
PRESENTED BY: 

9 

10 LAW OFFICES OF ROBERT C. MOEST 

11 

12 Isl 
ROBERT C. MOEST 

13 

14 
AttorneA for Plaintiff 
WILLI MD. CHATMAN 

15 

ANDRE BIROTTE JR. 
16 United States AttorneN 

LEONW. WEIDMA 
17 Assistant United States Attorney 

18 
Chief, Civil Division 

19 Isl 
20 KA THERINE M. HIKIDA 

Assistant United States Attorney 
21 Attornebs for Federal Defendant 
22 UNITE STATES OF AMERICA 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 2 
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1 ANDRE BIROTTE JR. 
United States Attorney_ 

2 LEON W. WEIDMAN 
Assistant United States Attorney 

3 Chief, Civil Division 
KA THERINE M. HIKIDA 

4 Assistant United States Attorney 
Cal. Bar No. 153268 

5 300 North Los Angeles Street 
Room 7516, Federal Building 

6 Los Angeles, California 900 r 2 
Telephone: (213) 894-2285 

7 Facsimile: (213) 894-7819 
katherine.hikida@ usdoj .gov 

8 Attorneys for Federal Defendant 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

FOR THE CENTRAL DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA 

WESTERN DIVISION 

14 WILLIAM D. CHATMAN, 

15 

16 

Plaintiff, 

V. 

1 7 UNITED ST A TES OF 
AMERICA, 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

Defendant. ________ ) 

NO. CV 08-2946-AHM(Ex) 

STIPULATION FOR COMPROMISE 
SETTLEMENT AND DISMISSAL OF 
ACTION WITH PREJUDICE 

rPropo?ed Order Filed Concurrently 
l-Ierew1th] 

Honorable A. Howard Matz 
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1 IT IS HEREBY STIPULATED by and between Plaintiff WILLIAM D. 

2 CHATMAN ("Plaintiff") and Defendant UNITED ST A TES OF AMERICA 

3 ("Defendant"), by and through their respective counsel, as follows: 

4 1. Plaintiff and Defendant do hereby agree to settle and compromise 

5 each and every claim of any kind, whether known or unknown, arising directly or 

6 indirectly from the acts or omissions that gave rise to the above-captioned action 

7 under the terms and conditions set forth in this Stipulation for Compromise 

s Settlement. 

9 2. Defendant agrees to pay the sum of ONE HUNDRED THOUSAND 

1 o dollars ($100,000), which sum shall be in full settlement and satisfaction of any 

11 and all claims, demands, rights, and causes of action of whatsoever kind and 

12 nature, foreseen and unforeseen, arising from the incident or circumstances giving 

13 rise to this suit, for which the Plaintiff and his heirs, executors, administrators, or 

14 assigns, and each of them, now have or may hereafter acquire against Defendant, 

15 its agents, servants, and employees. 

16 3. Plaintiff and his heirs, executors, administrators or assigns hereby 

1 7 execute a general release of Defendant and agree to accept the sum set forth in this 

1 s Stipulation for Compromise Settlement in full settlement and satisfaction of any 

19 and all claims, demands, rights, and causes of action of whatsoever kind and 

2 o nature, foreseen and unforeseen, arising from the incident or circumstances giving 

21 rise to this suit, which they may have or hereafter acquire against Defendant, its 

2 2 agents, servants, and employees. 

23 4. This Stipulation for Compromise Settlement constitutes a general 

24 release. As additional consideration for this Stipulation for Compromise 

25 Settlement, Plaintiff, his heirs, executors, administrators, and assigns specifically 

26 waive and release any and all known and unknown rights, claims, causes of action 

2 7 or demands which might otherwise be preserved or accrue under Section 1542 of 

28 2 
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1 the California Civil Code. Plaintiff understands that Section 1542 of the California 

2 Civil Code provides as follows: 

3 

4 

5 

6 

"A general release does not extend to claims which the creditor does 

not know or suspect to exist in his or her favor at the time of 

executing the release, which, if known by him or her must have 

materially affected his or her settlement with the debtor." 

7 Therefore and notwithstanding anything to the contrary herein, Plaintiff, his heirs, 

s executors, administrators, and assigns explicitly release any and all claims against 

9 Defendant, its agents, servants, and employees, which Plaintiff does not know or 

10 suspect to exist in his favor at the time he executes this Stipulation for Compromise 

11 Settlement, which if known to Plaintiff, would have materially affected this 

12 settlement. 

13 5. Plaintiff and his heirs, executors, administrators, or assigns further 

14 agree to reimburse, indemnify, and hold harmless Defendant, its servants, and 

15 employees from and against any and all such causes of action, claims, liens, rights, 

16 or subrogated or contribution interests incident to or resulting from further 

1 7 litigation or the prosecution of claims by Plaintiff and his heirs, executors, 

1 s administrators, or assigns against any third party or against Defendant, mising out 

19 of the incident or circumstances giving rise to this lawsuit. 

2 o 6. This Stipulation for Compromise Settlement is not, is in no way 

21 intended to be, and should not be construed as, an admission of liability or fault on 

2 2 the part of Defendant, and it is specifically denied that Defendant is liable to 

23 Plaintiff. This settlement is entered into by Plaintiff and Defendant for the purpose 

24 of compromising disputed claims and avoiding the expenses and risks of future 

2 s Ii ligation. 

2 6 7. It is also agreed, by and among Plaintiff and Defendant that the 

2 7 settlement amount of ONE HUNDRED THOUSAND dollars ($100,000) 

28 3 
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1 represents the entire amount of the compromise settlement and that the respective 

2 parties will each bear their own costs, fees, and expenses and that any attorney's 

3 fees owed by Plaintiff will be paid out of the settlement amount and not in addition 

4 thereto. 

5 8. It is also understood by and among the parties that pursuant to 28 

6 U.S.C. § 2678, attorney's fees for services rendered in connection with this action 

7 shall not exceed 25 percent of the amount of the compromise settlement. 

s 9. Plaintiff and his counsel further represent that Plaintiff's counsel fully 

9 explained each and every term and condition of this agreement to Plaintiff and 

1 o Plain ti ff understood his counsel's explanation. 

11 10. Payment of the settlement amount by the United States of America 

12 will be made by check in the amount of ONE HUNDRED THOUSAND dollars 

13 ($100,000) and made payable to WILLIAM D. CHATMAN AND LAW OFFICES 

14 OF ROBERT C. MOEST. Upon receipt of the check by the U.S. Attorney's 

15 Office, the check will be delivered to Plaintiff's counsel's office. Plaintiff's 

16 counsel agrees to distribute the settlement proceeds to Plaintiff. 

1 7 11. The parties agree that this Stipulation for Compromise Settlement, 

18 including all the terms and conditions of this compromise settlement and any 

19 additional agreements relating thereto, may be made public in their entirety, and 

2 o Plaintiff expressly consents to such release and disclosure pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 

21 § 552a(b). 

2 2 12. In consideration of this settlement, Plaintiff agrees that the above 

23 captioned action may be dismissed in its entirety with prejudice. Upon the Court's 

24 receipt of this Stipulation for Compromise Settlement, the Court will dismiss this 

25 action in its entirety, with prejudice, and with each party bearing its own fees, 

2 6 costs, and expenses. 

27 

28 

13. Plaintiff, his heirs, executors, administrators, and assigns agree that 

4 
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1 Plaintiff is solely responsible for paying any and all outstanding liens not 

2 withdrawn by the lienholder, from any and all insurance companies, health care 

3 providers, attorneys, and any and all other persons or organizations who have or 

4 claim to have subrogated assigned claims arising out of or related to the subject 

5 matter of this suit. 

6 14. Any and all individual taxation consequences as a result of this 

7 Stipulation are the sole and exclusive responsibility of Plaintiff. Defendant does 

8 not warrant any representation of any tax consequences of this Stipulation. 

9 Nothing contained herein shall constitute a waiver by Plaintiff of any right to 

10 challenge any tax consequences of this Stipulation. 

11 Ill 

12 Ill 

13 Ill 

14 Ill 

15 Ill 

16 Ill 

17 Ill 

18 Ill 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 15. This written agreement contains all of the agreements between the 

25 parties, and is intended to be and is the final and sole agreement between the 

26 parties. The parties agree that any other prior or contemporaneous representations 

2 7 or understandings not explicitly contained in this written agreement, whether 

28 5 
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1 written or oral, are of no further legal or equitable force or effect. Any subsequent 

2 modifications to this agreement must be in writing, and must be signed and 

3 executed by the parties. 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

DA TED: August _A_, 2010. 

10 DATED: August_±.__, 2010. 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

LAW OFFICES OF ROBERT C. MOEST 

Isl 
ROBERT C. MOEST 

Attorney for Plaintiff 
WILLIAM D. CHATMAN 

ANDRE BIROTTE JR. 
United States Attorney_ 
LEON W. WEIDMAN 
Assistant United States Attorney 
Chief, Civil Division 

Isl 
KA THERINE M. HIKIDA 
Assistant United States Attorney 

Attorneys for Federal Defendant 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

6 
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UNITED ST A TES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF ILLINOIS 

EASTERN DIVISION 

MARY ANN KUYKENDOLL, As Independent 
Administrator of the Estate of 
JESSE KUYKENDOLL, Deceased, 

Plaintiff, 

vs. 

UNITED STA TES OF AMERICA and 
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE, FEDERAL 
BUREAU OF PRISONS (METROPOLITAN 
CORRECTION CENTER), 

Defendants. 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) Case No. 

~ If=l~Et A~s'f m, eoe§ o s 
) ~JUDGE 
) ~~A~TRATE JUDGE 

j ~Ce,~§~~~A.:RJoGE SCHENKIER 

) 
) AO 

COMPLAINT AT LAW 

NOW COMES the Plaintiff, MARY ANN KUYKENDOLL, as Independent 

Administrator of the Estate of JESSE KUYKENDOLL, Deceased, by and through her attorneys, 

KRA.LOVEC,JAMBOIS & SCHWARTZ, and complaining of the Defendants, UNITED STATES 

OF AMERICA (hereinafter "'USA") and the DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE FEDERAL 

BUREAU OF PRISONS (hereinafter "FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS"), and the 

METRO POLIT AN CORRECTIONAL CENTER (hereinafter "MCC") states as follows: 

L. Preliminary Statement 

1. Plaintiff, MARY ANN KUYKENDOLL, files this action against the USA and the 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS for the medical negligence/general negligence of its agents 

and/or employees at the MCC (CHICAGO, ILLINOIS) which proximately caused the death of 

JESSE KUYKENDOLL. 

2. On or about Febrnary 2, 2006, Plaintiff presented a medical negligence/general 

negligence claim to the FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS pursuant to the provisions of the 

Federal Tort Claims Act, Title 28 USC §1346(b), 2671-2680. alleging liability of the United States 

Government. See Attached Exhibit A 

3. On May 1 • 2008. the United State Government rejected the claim of Mary Ann 
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Kuykendoll in a letter which is attached hereto as Exhibit B. 

4. That MARY ANN KUYKENDOLL has been appointed as Independent 

Administrator of the Estate of JESSE KUYKENDOLL, Deceased, by the Circuit Court of Cook 

County, Illinois, evidencing her right and standing to sue. A copy of the order is Attached hereto as 

Exhibit C. 

5. The cause of action in this Complaint is the same cause of action contained in the 

claim to the FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS. 

II. Jurisdiction & Venue 

6. This Court has jurisdiction of the action pursuant to 28 lJ .S.C. Section 1346 and 

2671, et seq. 

7. Venue is proper under 28 U.S.C. Section 1402(b). 

III. The Parties 

8. Plaintiff, MARY ANN KUYKENDOLL, is bringing this action in her capacity as 

Independent Administrator of the Estate of JESSE KUYKENDOLL, Deceased. 

9, MARV ANN KUYKENDOLL, at all relevant times, was a resident of the State of 

Illinois. 

I 0. JESSE KUYKENDOLL, Deceased at all relevant times, was a resident of the State 

of Illinois. 

l l. USA, through the FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS, maintains the MCC, 

located in Chicago, Illinois. 

IV. Factual Allegations 

12. At all relevant times hereto, the MCC by and through its agents, servants and/or 

employees, was a correctional facility located in the City of Chicago, State of lllinois, housing and 

providing for the basic needs of inmates, including JESSE KUYKENDOLL. 

13. On and before December 18, 2003, JESSE KUYKENDOLL, was accepted by the 

Defendants, USA, FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS, and MCC by and through its agents, 

servants and/or employees in its custody and undertook to provide him with access to proper medical 
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treatment and necessary prescription medications. 

14. On and before December 18, 2003, JESSE KUYKENDOLL, was suffering from 

HIV/ AIDS and was being treated with medications for that condition. 

15. On and before December 18, 2003, the Defendants, USA , FEDERAL BUREAU 

O:F PRISONS, and MCC. by and through its agents, servants and/or employees, accepted JESSE 

KUYKENDOLL as an inmate and undertook to provide for his basic physical and medical needs, 

including the administration of his proper HIV/ AIDS medications. 

16. On December 18, 2003, Defendants, USA, FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS, 

and MCC, by and through its agents, servants and/or employees, performed a medical intake 

screening on JESSE KUYKENDOLL and documented that he had a medical history of HIV/ AIDS 

and was being treated with medications for that condition. 

17. Upon JESSE KUYKENDOLL'S intake at MCC, his medications were not 

initiated. 

18. On or about December 24, 2003, JESSE KUKYENDOLL presented to the MCC 

clinic where, upon examination, it was noted that he had thrush throughout the oropharynx region. 

19. On and after December 24, 2003, MCC failed to provide any follow-up care or 

treatment for this condition. 

20. On and after December 24, 2003, JESSE KUYKENDOLL'S condition 

rapidly deteriorated in the absence of any medical intervention or medications. 

21. On February 24, 2004, JESSE KUYKENDOLL died of cryptococcal meningitis 

due to Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome. 

22. At all times relevant hereto, there existed a duty on the part of the Defendants, 

USA, FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS, and MCC, by and through its agents, servants and/or 

employees, to provide access to medical care and prescribed medications for an inmate such as 

JESSE KUYKENDOLL. 

23. Disregarding its duty, Defendants, USA, FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS, and 

MCC, by and through its agents, servants and/or employees, were guilty of one or more of the 
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following acts or omissions: 

a. Caused the abrupt cessation of JESSE KUYKENDOLL'S previously 

prescribed HIV/ AIDS medications; 

b. Failed to perform a proper and sufficient follow up evaluation or treatment 

after the finding of thrush during the examination of JESSE 

KUYKENDOLL'S oropharynx on December 24, 2003; 

c. Failed to initiate and/or continue medical therapy for JESSE 

KUYKENDOLL'S condition of HIV/AIDS; 

d. Failed to provide proper management of JESSE KUYKENDOLL'S 

condition of HIV/ AIDS; 

e. Negligently and with deliberate indifference failed to obtain ,JESSE 

KUYKENDOLL'S necessary prescribed medication; 

f. Prevented JESSE KUYKENDOLL from obtaining proper medical care or 

necessary medications; and 

g. Displayed deliberate indifference to JESSE KUYKENDOLL'S serious 

medical needs. 

24. As a direct and proximate result of one or more of the foregoing careless and 

negligent acts or omissions on the part of the Defendants, USA, FEDERAL BUREAU OF 

PRISONS, and MCC, by and through its agents, servants and/or employees, JESSE 

KUYKENDOLL'S medical condition was left tmtreated, allowed to progress, and resulted in his 

premature death. 

25. Plaintiff attaches hereto, as Exhibit D, a copy of a report from a physician which 

states that JESSE KUYKENDOLL was provided negligent treatment which caused his premature 

death and that there is a meritorious claim against the Metropolitan Corrections Center tor 

negligence. 

WHEREFORE, the Plaintiff, MARY ANN KUYKENDOLL, as Special Administrator 

of the Estate of JESSE KUYKENDOLL, Deceased, prays for judgment against the Defendants, 
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USA, FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS, and MCC, in such an amount in excess of this Court's 

jurisdictional requisite as will fairly and adequately compensate him for the losses alleged above. 

s/Laurie A Niego 
Laurie A Niego 
ARDC#: 6293475 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
KRALOVEC, JAMBOf S & SCHWARTZ 
60 West Randolph Street 
Chicago, Illinois 6060 I 
Telephone: (312) 782-2525 
Fax: (312) 85 5-0068 
lniego@kjs-law.com 

I hereby certify that on August 28, 2008, I electronically filed the foregoing with the Clerk of the 
Court using the CM/ECF system. 

s/Laurie A Niego 
Laurie A. Niego 
ARDC#: 6293475 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
KRALOVEC, JAMBOIS & SCHWARTZ 
60 West Randolph Street 
Chicago, Illinois 60601 
Telephone: (312) 782-2525 
Fax: (312) 855-0068 
lniego@kjs-law.com 
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CLAIM FOR DAMAGE, INSTRUCTIONS: Plffse read carefiAy Iha lnd:lrucllons on lhe ,.._ side and ~ FORM APPROVED 
lnbmallon requeeted Of'I both sides of lhis foon. Use addlllonal sheel(.sJ ii nece11ary. SN OM8NO. 

INJURY1 OR DEATH reveiu ski• 101' addltlooll lnelnJcllonl. 1105-{)008 

1 . Submit To Ajlpf®riate Federal AQeney; 2. Name, Addrwu of clalrNnt and dalmlnt'• pe-1 rep,wentallve, if any. 
(S• ~ on ,averse.) (Numbllf, $1ffft, c.ty, ShW 11nd Zip Coot.) 

MARY ANN KUYKENDOLL, As Special Administrator of the 
Estate of JESSE KUYKENDOLL, Deceased 
12200 S. Emerald 
Chicago, Ullnols 60628 

J. TYPE OF EMPLOYMENT , 4. DATE OF BIRTH 

0 l&ITAR\' Ql CML.IAN 1/5/65 
Is. MARITAL STATUS 
Marned 

16. DA TE AND DAY OF ACCIDENT 

Deceased on February 24, 2004 
, 7. TIME (A.M'. OR P.U.) 

8. Baalll of Claim (S191• ti dehll thtf known '-ca Ind G~ •tlendlng /119 dllmage, tljury, or dud!, ldlnllfyfng p,rsons and J)t'OfJ6rly Involved, th9 pleca of 
OCQ.ll"f<tMe and the GSll61 thereof) /Uu •ddhlonll per,es 11-IIUfY.J 

SEE ATTACHED 

9. PROPERlYOAIIAGE 
NAME AND AODRESS OF OWNER, IF OTHER TH.-H CLAIMANT (f.lumbw, UHt, cly, Staa, .nd Z., Cod•) 

NIA 

BRIEFL y DESCRIBE iHE PROPERTY, NATURE ANO EXTENT OF DAMAGE AHO TIE LOCATION 'M-lERE PROPERTY MAY BE INSPECTED. (Sff lnmtc:l/olls on 
revwt1J/de.J 

N/A 

10. PERSONAi. INJIJRY,WROHGFUL DEATH 

STATE NATURE ANO EXTENT OF EACH IN.AIRY DR CAUSE OF DEATH, WHICH FORMS THE BASIS OF THIE CLAIM. IF OTHER TH>.H CLAIMANT, STATE NAME OF 
INJURED PERSON OR OECJ!:OENT. 

SEE ATTACHED 

11. WITNESSES 

NAME i'OORESS (Numbtr, aira.t cly, Stam, and Zip Codtl) 

NIA 

12. (Sn lnstruct/ona on f!IVtKS8) AMOUNT OF CLAIM {In doHtm) 

1211. PROPERTY DAMAGE 12b. PERSONAL INJURY 12c. WRONGFUL DEATH 12d. TOT AL {Fal- 10 specify may CIIUU 

forttiltu• ol yoc, rights.} 
$2,000,000.00 $2,000,000.00 $4,000,000.00 

I CERTIFY TltAT THE AMOUNT OF CLAIM COVERS ONL 't DAMAGES AND INJURIES CAUSED BY THE ACCIDENT ABOVE ANO AGREE TO ACCEPT SAID AMOUNT 
IN FULL SATISFACTION AND FINAL 9ETTI.EMENT OF llflS CLAIM 

13-. SIGNATUR~ lncruclJons on reveru, aide.) 13b. Phone number ot elgnatory 14. DA TE OF CLAIM 

(312) 782-2525 01/26/06 ~L~, See Exhibit A 
- CML PENAL.TY FOR PRESENTING CRIMINAL PENAi. TY FOR PRESENTING FRAUDULENT 

FRAUDULENT CLAIM CUJM OR MAKJNG FALSE STATEMENTS 

Toa claimant $half forleit end pay to lhe United State. lhe sum of $2,000. plue fi119 of l10t more than $10.000 Of fmprleonment for rlOt mon, lhen 5 years Qf" both.. 
doubla lhe amount of dameg88 -lalrlltd by Iha Unlled Stele&. {SH 18 U.S.C. 287, 1001.) 
(Sst1 31 U.$.C. 3129.) 

95-109 NSN 1540-00-634--4046 STAN! EXHIBIT 
Pravlau8 9dltlon.s not 1SSSbla. PRESC 

j This l1)ffll was oqcwa,fc.tly produced by Nlllmal P<o,b:llon 5lfvicea Sia# 28CF/i 

A 
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PRIVACY ACT NOTICE 

This Notice i6 provided.-. aecordanai wtth 1h11 Privacy Aet. 5 U.S.C. 552a(e)(3), 
;Ind ooneeme 1h11 Information requested in lhe lelt&r lo whieh 1h19 Nob Is attached. 

A. A uthoril)': The requnted lnfoonallon Is sollclted pinuant lo OM or more of Iha 
following: 5 U.S.C. 301, 28 U.S.C. 501 et seq., 28 U.S,C. 2671 et seq., 28 
C.F.R. Part 1-4. 

8. PrtncJpel Purpo:ae: The lntotm.llon re,ques1ed Is lo be used In •YBluatlng claima. 
C. ROiltl(lt Use: See lhe NolleM of Systems of Records b Ille 1g11ncy 10 -.,mom you 

are ,ubmllllng this form for 1h11 lluofrnallon. 
O. Elfact of Ftilure to Respond: Dlseloaure Is voli.ntary. H_..,..., faba lo suwt-,, 

lhe ~ intommllon or to exeeute U'MI lonn t111y 111ndel' ycu clani 'lnwlfr. 

INSTRUCTIONS 

Compl-. an Hema• in.ert lhe _.i NONE~ 8f!Plc1Ne 
A CLAM SHAU BE DEEMED TO HAVE BEEN PRESEHTeD WHEN A FEDEAA1. 
AGENCY RECEM:S FROM A CLAIMANT, HIS DULY AUTHOAIZ&D AGENT, OR 
LEGAL REPRESENTATIVE AN EXECUTED STANDARD FORM 95 OR OTHER 
WRITTEN NOTIACATtON OF AN INCIDENT. ACCOMPANIED SY A CLAIM FOR 
t.lONEY DAMAGES IN A. SOU CQLl,N FOR INJURY TO OR LOSS OF 

MY ln9tn.Jl:tlonll or .-.otJT1ellon necaue,y In the j>l'e(»tlllon of yow den lo.ti be 
lumiehed, 14JQf'! /8qUBSt. by lhe olllce Indicated In 11am t1 on 1h11 ,._ side. 
Complela ~ pertlllntng lo cl.aim. tu.rad under lhe Federal Tort Clalma Ad 
ctn be found In TIiie 28, Coda of Fedtral Reguil,IIOna, Part 14. Many agencies i.ve 
Pt,t,hhed suppilmental iegiAallone also. lf ,_ lhan one agency le lnYDMld, plea-. 
sttle each agerq,. 

Tlw dalm may be llled by• duy authcwtzad agerd. or other llgal IIIP,_nlathle. 
pm,,idad •~ 1111flsfactory lo lhe Govanment la submltiad with 1111ld clalm 
ntabWq IIXl)lfff aulhorlty 10 let for the clenwrt. A clslm PfNMQd by an agant or 
legal nlpRIHnlaltlle mum: be plUtiltfld In 1h11 fNlfnl al the dahn•rt. Jf 1h11 claim II 
signed by 1h11 agent or lagal 111plMefltalllle, II mum: show Iha lltle or leg9I e.p•clty d 
lhe pe,aon fllgrlklg and be •a:omparlled by.-.idence alhllAwr IIJd1orlly lo prnant a 
~ on behelf ol Iha daltnant u a(IOlrt. ax~, adnw1'11rall:lr, PIIIWll. gual'dlan or 
other~ 

If ct.Iman! Jntendl to 1h claim fur both pw-.onat lnjlwy Wld property damaga, claim 
roi- both mua1 1>e tl\OUll1 n i.m 12 o1 lhls bm. 

The SITIClunl ,;lalnled .t1otJld bCI lub91all1lallld by~~ H follawl: 
(•} In luppo,1 of th9 ct.Im fol' pel'IOfl•I lnjuy or dHIII. h dPnant should Slbmlt 

• wrillen report by the .attending phyllclall. 1110w1na h ,.kn -i _..._of~. 
!he 11111ln and exlBnl of llulr'l'lent. lhe degrM of parmanwt dllabllty, If any, h 
prog~ and the P'ffOd of hoapltsluliDfl, or lnc• pacltallon. •u.d,lng "-tnlud taa. 
for medlcal, hotpilal. or hurt.I axpen- actually lncun-.d. 

PROPERTY, PERSONAL INJURY, OR OEATH ALLEGED TO HAVE OCCURRED 
BY REASON OF THE INCIDENT. THE Cl.AIM MUST ee REPRESENTED TO THE 
APPROPRIATE FEDERAL AGENCY WITHIN JW9 YfAftl AFTER THE CLAIM 
ACCRUES. 

(b) In MJPP0n of clunll lot dlffllg& lo property wWch tia. been or can be 
economlcaly 111palrad, h citirn•nt should aobmft 11 Jua1 two ltarnlzed algnad 
aelemenlll or~ ~ llllllble, dlllflle111.tad -· or, If payment Ml been 
mads, h lblmtzed SIQlied reeelpll evidencing PIIYll')R. 

F•lfuno to ap,ecll'y 1 , ... c•ltlln wa noeuft In lnvtlld pr• H1ltllfon of row clun 
•nd m.-y ,...,. 5n f°"9Mln of your rtgNa. 

Pubic ,.~ burdln b- 1h11 eollec1lon of Wonnallon II Nlmll9d lo •~ 15 mtnuln per 191pOflM, lncluclng the llml fur nrvlewtng lnsbucflotll, 8Un:hlng u;lsllng 
daia ~. galhemg Ind 11111inlu"llniil Iha dllta l'IINdad, and ~ ll"ld ~ !he colleclkln d lnfomlll!IM. s.111 comm.nm l'l99rdtng 1111 bUl'den nUrnlle or 
any ottwr HP'Ct of WIie o::olecllon of lnforrnlllon, r,cludlng fUIKIHllone fol' l1ldtcJng 11111 burdwl, 
ID 

DnclDr, Torts Stanch 
CMcOMIIDn 
U.S. Department of Justice 
W• llhlnglon, DC 20530 

•nd lo Iha 
Ofllr.a of Marilg.mant and 8u:lgat 
Plparwori( Raductbn Projeet (1106-0008) 
WNhlnglon, OC 20503 

IISIJRAHCE COVERAGE 

In ordet lhlll 11.lbfD98don c.lmll 11111y bCI adjudicated, I! • nMl'lll•I lhal 1h11 clalmenl ~wk19 lhe !oBowlng lnlormallon ~ !ht lnaunmca cowr1g• of hie wtw:llt or property. 

111. Oo YoU carry ICddent 11\q-llflee? 0 Y11, If ve•. glYe name 1nd adchss of lnli.nnca COlll)any (Number, d'Nt, cAy, Sis,., •nd ZJp Code) and polk:y numb«. 0 No 

16. Hava you llled claim on yoi.- Jrn,,.....l'ICII cwtet In thlll lrntlaf.:e, and r so, II It lul cown,ge o, dtdudibla? 17. lf deduction, 1111111 amounl 

18. If cJalrn ha• been ftled with your canier, what sctlon ha• y<ll.ll' Insurer taken o, propoaad lo t•l!e with mfiBnca lo your dllirn? (II Iii m,c1uary lhlll you lflfiC«tSfn 11,.s,, fact&) 

19. Do you carry public liability and property damage lnaurenct? 0 Yn, If yes, give IIQme and addrau of lnsinnce earner (Number, $/tNt c,fy, Sta/ti, ,nd ZJp CodlJO No 

SF 95 {Rev. 7.u} BACK 
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BASIS OF CLAIM 
JESSE KUYKENDOLL 

DOB 1/5/65 

On December 18, 2003, Mr. Kuykendoll arrived at the Metropolitan Correctional Center 
("MCC") at which time he underwent intake screening. At this time, it was documented that Mr. 
Kuykendoll had a medical history for IDV / AIDS and that he was being treated with medications 
for that condition. Upon intake, no medications were initiated. Additionally, no labs including 
CD4 count, viral load and resistance testing were performed. 

On December 24th
, 2003, Mr. Kuykendoll presented to the MCC clinic where it was noted that 

he had thrush on his examination of the oropharynx. Again, it was noted that no treatment was 
initiated. 

Without receiving any medications for his IDV/AIDS, Mr. Kuykendoll's condition deteriorated 
quickJy. 

On February 24, 2004, Jesse Kuykendoll died of cryptococcal meningitis due to Acquired 
Immune Deficiency Syndrome. 

The abrupt cessation of treatment, lack of follow up, and lack of initiation of medical therapy for 
IDV/AIDS and the opportunistic infections was the cause ofh-fr. Kuykendoll's rapid and 
precipitous clinical deterioration and death. A copy of the Reviewing Health Professional's 
Report is attached hereto as Exhibit B. 

Mr. Kuykendoll is survived by his widowed wife Mary Ann Kuykendoll, daughter Petcie 
Anthly, daughter Jessica Anthly, and Caprice Kuykendoll. 
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AFFIDAVIT 

I, ALEXANDER M. SUKHMAN, under the penalties of perjmy hereby state that I am 
an attorney licensed to practice law in Illinois. Further stating: 

I sign this form in official capacity as the attorney retained by the Estate of Jesse Kuykendoll, 
Deceased, by his spouse, Mary Ann Kuykendoll. 

Subscribed and sworn to before me 

~m~ 
NorARYPUBHc 
KRALOVEC, JAMBOlS & SCHWARTZ 
60 West Randolph Street-4111 Floor 
Chicago, Illinois 60601 
(312) 782-2525 
FIRM ID: 24797 

~~~ 
Attorney for the Plaintiff 



Case 1 :08-cv-04932 Document 1 

Office of Regional Counsel 

Alexander M. Sukhman 
Attorney at Law 
Kralovec, Jambois & Schwartz 
60 W. Randolph Street 4 th Floor 
Chicago, Illinois 60601 

Filed 08/28/2008 Page 10 of 13 

U.S. Department of Justice 
Federal Bureau of Prisons 

North Central Regional Office 

400 State Avenue 
Tower II, Suite 800 
Kansas City. KS 66101 

MAY O l 2008 

Re: Administrative Claim Number TRT-NCR-2006-01883 
(Mary Ann Kuykendoll; Estate of Jesse Kuykendoll; Personal Injury) 

CERTIFIED NUMBER 7005 1820 0002 3373 0986 

Dear Mr. Sukhman: 

The above referenced tort claim has been considered for administrative review 
pursuant to 28 C.F.R. § 0.172, Authority: Federal Tort Claims and 28 C.F.R. Part 14, 
Administrative Claims Under Federal Tort Claims Act. We have completed our 
investigation of your client's claim alleging the negligent treatment of her husband's 
medical condition by employees of the Bureau of Prisons during his incarceration led to 
his rapid clinical deterioration and death. Our investigation revealed Mr. Kuykendoll did 
not suffer any personal injury as a result of negligent acts or omissions of Bureau of 
Prisons employees acting within the scope of their employment. 

As a result of this investigation, your client's claim is denied. This letter serves 
as a notification of final denial under 28 C.F.R. § 14.9, Final Denial of Claim. If your 
client is dissatisfied with our agency's action, she may file suit in the appropriate U.S. 
District Court no later than six months after the date of mailing of this notification. 

Sincerely, 

41A 
( Richard W. Schott 

Regional Counsel 

EXHIBIT 

j B 
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Estate of 

IN THE CIRCTIT COl'RT OF COOK COUNTY, ILLl'.'i'OIS 
COUNTY DEPARTMENT. PROBATE DIVISION 

No. 2007 P 002620 

JESSE KUYKENDOLL Docket 

Page Deceased 

LETfERSOFOl•FICE - DECEDENT"SESTATE 

MARY ANN KUYKENDOLL has been appointed 

_ln_d_e_._p_e_n_d_en_t _______ A_d_m_in_is_t_ra_t_o_r _________________ of the estate of 

_J_E_S_S_E_K_UY_K_E_N_D_O_L_L ______________________ , deceased. 

who died Saturday, February 24, 2007 

estate of the decedent and to do all acts required by law. 

• and is authorized to to take possession of and collect the 

w1TNEss. March 25. 2008 

Dorothy Brown 
Clerk of the Circuit Court 

CERTIFICATf.: 

I certify that this is a copy of the letters of office now in force in this estate. 

WITNESS, March 25, 2008 

AMW 

j C 
DOROTHY BROWN, CLERK OF TH•: CIRCUIT COURT OF COOK COllN'f , 
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uncJerwent intake ~creening at MGC CJt.icago medical .services. At the time of ttls 
~etecitio~ a history of mv / AIDS. was not~ 118 Wl\$ his.prior _treatmeQt for t4e· di.~ase. 
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Additio~¥IY, D() labs inclqcf.ing CD4 ~unt viral }Qad iw-d resi,sumce testing were 
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At the Deceµiber 24th
, 2003 ,;linic visit he was noted to have tfmtsh on his examination of 

the oropparynx. Thrusq. in ~p setting of HIV/ A[pS is a marker of severe 
immunodeficiency and cleaf lY an indication for medical prophylaxis for oppom.mistic 
infecti011S and antiretoviral therapy for f{IV. Agahl, it was noted at thi~ time that no 
treatme:µt was initiated Over time, his cfutical deterioration progresse4 prompting bis 
admission to the hospital and sup!l¢queµt death. · 

The abrupt cessation of ~eat:me~t, Jack of fqlfow up, and lack of initiation of medicaJ_ 
therapy for HIV I A.IPS and the opportunistic m.fecdoJ:IS was th~ cause· of his nipid and. 
precipitous clinica.J deterioration and ~~-Qi. This oµtlssion an,J delay oftreatmeqt .is 
clearly a deviation from the standard of care. · ' 

EXHIBIT 

I D 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE Northern District of Illinois - Cl\1/ECF LIVE, Ver 3.2.3 

Eastern Division 

Mary Ann Kuykendoll 

V. 

United States of America, et al. 

Plaintiff, 

Defendant. 

Case No.: 1 :08-cv-04932 
Honorable Joan H. Lefkow 

NOTIFICATION OF DOCKET ENTRY 

This docket entry was made by the Clerk on Tuesday, September 29, 2009: 

MINUTE entry before the Honorable Joan H. Lefkow:No one appeared in court on 
9/29/2009 when case was called for status. Based on prior representations that settlement 
has been reached, case is hereby dismissed with prejudice. Civil case terminated. Mailed 
notice(mad, ) 

ATTENTION: This notice is being sent pursuant to Rule 77(d) of the Federal Rules of 
Civil Procedure or Rule 49( c) of the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure. It was 
generated by CM/ECF, the automated docketing system used to maintain the civil and 
criminal dockets of this District. If a minute order or other document is enclosed, please 
refer to it for additional information. 

For scheduled events, motion practices, recent opinions and other information, visit our 
web site at www.ilnd.uscourts.gov. 



UNITED STA TES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF ILLINOIS 

EASTERN DIVISION 

MARY AN1\' KUYKENDOLL. As Independent 
Administrator of the Estate of 
JESSE KUYKENDOLL Deceased. 

Plaintiff. 

vs. 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

De fondant. 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

) 
) 
) 
) 

Case No. 08 C 4932 

Judge Leikow 

PETITION FOR ORDER OF DEPENDENCY AND 
APPROVAL OF SETTLEMENT 

NOW COMES the Plaintiff, MARY ANN KUYKENDOLL, As Independent 

Administrator of the Estate of JESSE KlJYKENDOLL, Deceased, by and through 

her atturrn.:-ys. KRALOVEC, ,JAMHOIS & SCHWARTZ, and petitions this Court to 

make the following findings relative to the settlement with Defendant, UNITED 

STATES OP AMERICA: 

1 . Petitioner has been pro per! y appointed as I ndcpenden t Administrator of the Estate 

of.JESSE Kl!YKENDOLL, deceased by the Probate Court in Cook County. IL (See 

attached Exhibit A). 

2. Plaintiff has alleged that JESSE KUYKENDOLL's life was shortened as a result 

of the alleged negligent acts and/or omissions of the Defendant, UNITED STATES OF 

AMERJCA Specifically, it is alleged that .JESSE KUYKENDOLL who had AIDS 

when he was taken into custody at the MCC, was denied his AIDS medications thereby 

shortening his life. 

3. .JESSE KUYKENDOLL, died on Febnmry 24, 2004. 



4. As a result of this occurrence, Plaintiff made a claim against UNITED ST A TES 

or AMERICA. 

5. The Estate of JESSE KUYKENDOLL is comprised of Spouse, MARY ANN 

KUYKENDOLL, and children, CAPRICE G. KUYKENDOLL, PEPCIE SMALLS, 

JESSICA ANTI !LY and MARTIN LUCKES. 

6. An offer to settle the claim of.JESSE KUYKENDOLL has been made on behalf 

of the Defendant. UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, in the amount of SIX HUNDRED 

EJ(i I JTY-SEVE~ TI IOUSAN D FIVE I-IU~DRED and 00/100 ($687,500.00) 

DOI.LARS. 

7. Your petitioner has retained the legal service of Alexander M. Sukhman and 

KRALOVEC. .JAMBOTS & SCHWARTZ to represent the Estate of .JESSE 

KlJYKENDOLL in the aforesaid claim and it is his opinion that the settlement offer is 

fair, reasonable and proper for this cause, it is in the best interest of the Estate of .JESSE 

KUYKENDOLL, that the settlement offer be accepted and that UNITED STATES Of 

AMERICA, the entities against whom a chlim has been made for damages, be released 

from any and all further liability. 

8. That MARY ANN KllYKENDOLL, as Independent Administrator of the 

Estate of .JESSE KlJYKENDOLL, Deceased, is authorized to settle this claim, and that 

said MARY ANN KUYKENDOLL, is authorized to execute a Release or any other 

documents necessary to effect said settlement and dismissal. 

9. Pursuant to 28 U.S.C.A. 2678, "No attorney shall charge, demand. receive, or 

collect for services rendered, lees in excess of 25% of. .. any settlement made pursuant to 

section 2677 of this title'' (after suit is filed). Accordingly, your Petitioner has agreed to 



pay attorney fees in the amount of ONE HUNDRED SEVENTY-ONE THOUSAND, 

EIGI IT I IUNDRED SEVENTY-FIVE and 00/100 ($171,875.00) DOLLARS. 

10. Service is being attempted on all parties of inten:st that may be affected by this 

Petition and/or this Court's order. 

11. Advanced Case Loans is asserting a reimbursement or debt interest in the 

proceeds of this case. Advanced Case l,oans has advanced $30,000.00 to MARY ANN 

KUYKENDOLL in principal. Advanced Case Loans is claiming a reimbursement 

interest in the approx irnatc amount of $41,000.00, which includes intt:rest ( exact mnount 

depends on date of disbursement). A copy of the payoff ktter is attached hereto as 

Exhibit B. 

12. Pditioncr requests an Order of Dependency from the Court, at this time. as 

follows: 

a. 66 and 2/.H1) dependency to the spouse MARY ANN KlJYKENDOLL; 

b. 33 and 1/3% dependem:y to the children CAPRICE G. KUYKENDOLL, 

JESSICA ANTHLY, PEPCIE SMALLS, MARTIN LUCKES: 

13. Upon receipt of the total settlement of SIX llUNDRED EIGHTY-SEVEN 

THOUSAND FIVE I IUNDRED ($687,500.00) DOLLARS, Plaintiffs Counsel proposes 

that MARY ANN KUYKENDOLL, shall distribute the funds as follows: 

a) To KRALOVEC. JAMI3O1S & SCHWARTZ. the sum of ONE 

HUNDRED SEVENTY~ONF "l'l!OUSAND. EIGHT HUNDRED 

SEVENTY-fl VE and 00/100 ($17 ! ,875.00) DOLLARS, as full and final 

payment of all attorney fees owed. 



b) To KRALOVEC, JAM BOIS & SCHWARTZ, reimbursement of expenses 

incurred in the prosecution of this cause in the amount of FOUR 

THOUSAND, ONE I IUNDRED EIGHT and 87/100 ($4, I 08.87) 

DOLLARS as identified in Exhibit C (expenses due to service and post

settlement issues may rise. If the expenses become greater, a complete 

accounting will be provided to the client). 

14. That the balance of the settlement, namely FIVE HUNDRED ELEVEN 

TIIOlJSAJ\' D, FIVE HUNDRED SIXTEEN and I 3/100 (S.511,516.13) DOLLARS will 

be distributed as follows: 

a) To MARY ANN KUYKENDOLL TWO HUNDRED NINETY-EIGHT 

TIIOUSAND. TEN and 75/100 ($298,010.75) l)OLLARS. 

b) To CAPRICE G. KlJYKEi\DOLL a minor FORTY-TWO THOUSAND. 

, n I REE 11 UN D RED SEVENTY -SIX and 34/ 100 ($42,376.34) 

DOLLARS. will be put in to an annuity (details of the annuity will he 

available at the hearing). 

c) To PEPCJJ,: SMALLS. FORTY-TWO Tl IOliSAND, THREE 

HUNDRED SEVENTY-SIX and 34/ I 00 ( $42.3 76.34) DOLLARS. 

d) To JESSICA ANTIILY, FORTY-TWO THOUSAND, THREE 

HUNDRED SEVENTY-SIX and 34/100 ($42,376.34) DOLLARS. 

c) FORTY-TWO Tl IOUSAND, THREE IH)NDRED SEVENTY-SIX and 

34/100 ($42,376.34) DOLLARS to be held in escrow account for 

MARTIN UJCKES. If and when, Mr. Luckcs is found, the matter of his 

share shall be brought before the Court or there will be an agreement 



among the next of kin. Unused portions of this $42,376.34 will be split in 

equal shares among the 3 other children. 

0 Kralovec, famhois & Schwartz trust account the amount of $3,000.00 to 

he held for additional costs. 

g) To Advanced Case Loan the amount of approximately $41.000.00 (exact 

amount to be determined -· if a different amount, then it will come out of, 

or be credited to, MARY At\11\1 KUYKENl)Ol.L's share). 

WHEREFORE, your Petitioner, MARV ANN KlJVKENDOLL, as 

lndcpcmlant Administrator of the Estate of ,IESSF: KLVKF,NDOLL, Deceased, 

request that this court enter an Order of Dependency as stakd herein, for an order 

approving the proposed settlement with the Defendant, UNITED STATES OF 

AMERICA and for distribution of funds consistent with this Petition. 

KRALOVEC. JAMBOIS & SCIIWARTZ 
60 W. Randolph Street, 4th Floor 
Chicago, IL 6060 I 
(312) 782-2525 

Rcspcctl\111~!:..d-, __ _ 

... /lfi✓ /J -····--···~ 

A~1khman 
Attorney for Plaintiff 



The undersigned hereby agrees to the above 
foregoing Petition. 

Subscri1-tqg. and Sv..,orn to before me 

)~=-20_0_9_. __ _ 
Notary Public. 

KRALOVEC, JAMBOIS & SCHWARTZ 
60 W. Randolph Strl!ct, 411

' Floor 
Chicago, I I, 6060 I 
(JI 2) 782-2525 



The undersigned hereby agrees to the above 
foregoing Petition. 

S~bj:i.bed and ~worn to before me 
t JS /u day oi November, 2009. 

KRALOVEC, JAMHOIS & SCHWARTZ 
60 W. Randolph Street, 4th Floor 
Chicago, 11. 60601 
( 3 12) 782-2525 



The undersigned hereby agrees to the above 
foregoing Petition. 

Subscribed and Sworn to before me 
this ~ l> dav of N ovcm bcr, 2009. 

~~········· 

KRALOVEC, JAMBOIS & SCI IWARTZ 
60 W. Randolph Street, 4th Floor 
Chicago, IL 6060 I 
(312) 782-2525 



The undersigned hereby agrees to the above 
foregoing Petition. 

MARY ANN KUYKENDOLL as GUARDIAN 
OF CAPRICE G. KUYKENDOLL, a minor 

Subscribed and Sworn to before me ;;:;ay of November, 2009, 

.~ 
Notary Public. 

KRALOVEC. JAMBOIS & SCHWARTZ 
60 W. Randolph Street, 4th Floor 
Chicago, IL 60601 
(312) 782<2525 
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F.~tate of 

JESSE Kt.:YKENDOLL 

Deceased 

.'lo. 2007 P 002620 

Docket 

Page 

LEITERSOFOFFICE - DECEDENT'S ESTATE 

MARY ANN KUYKENDOLL bas been appointed 

~•!:;nd::::e=ip~e:.!:n::.:d~e=ot=----------'-'A:.:dc:;;;m.;.;;i=-oi==s.:.:tr;...:;:a=to;:.::r _________________ of the Hfate of 

...::,;JE...::;::.::S:..:.::S=-E;,;;_.;.K.:..UY:;:..._;:;__KE....;;..;:_N_D_O_L_L _______________________ • deceased, 

who died Saturday, February 24, 2007 , and Is authorized to to take posseHlon of and collect the 

estate of the decedent and to do all ads required by law. 

.\MW 

w1TNEss, March 25, 200s 

Dorothy Brown 
Clerk of the Circuit Court 

CERTIFICATE 

I certify that this l.s a copy of the letfen of office now in force In this estate. 

wn."'lESs, !\-larch 25, 2008 

} 
----""'=c::;....-LL....,::::__,:_-4.-:-::-~....tf--l-----1l--J { ~ 'l L- :::::::--...... 

·ourt 

OOROTUY UROW,", Cl.l(Rk: OF TfU.: CIR('( rrT < 'Ol!RT Of• ( 'OOK co1 :i~ I Y.11,1,1,,.~ ,._~ 

~ EXHIBIT 

j A 



OCT-21-2009(WED) 07:32 AOVANCE CASE LOANS 

ADVANCE OIBE LOANS, L.L.C. 
205 W. WACKER ORIVE 1 #901 
CH!CAGO, !L 6060G 
312-332-4100 

10/21/2009 

MARY ANN KUYKENDOLL 
12200 S. EMERALD AVE 
CHICAGO, IL 60629 

Re: Pay-off for open loans with 

Date of Loan Loan Number 
09/19/2006 WW001409-00 
04/09/2007 WW002256-00 
12/13/2007 WW003432-00 
10/21/2009 WW008087-00 

Total Pay-off $38,292.40 

Dear MARY ANN KUYKENDOLL: 

(FAX)312 332 5907 P 002/002 

ADVANCE CASE LOANS, L.L. C. 

Principal Interest Per Diem 
$3,500.00 $6,273.53 $5.56 

$500.00 $786.47 $.85 
$1,000.00 $1,207.40 $1.78 

$25,000.00 $.00 $57.53 

$30,000.00 $9,267.40 $65.72 

Pursuant to your request the following is a Pay-Off letter for the above 
referenced loans valid if payment is received by 10/21/2009: 

Total Pay-off as of 10/21/2009: $39,292.40 

For each day after 10/21/2009 the total daily interest for the loans is: 
$65.72 per day. Please add two days of interest when mailing by 
regular mail. You can also call our office to pick up the checks if you 
wish. 

Thank you for your anticipated cooperation in this matter and do not 
hesitate to contact us if you have any questions. 

Sincerely, 

Advance Case Loans LLC 
205 W Wacker Dr. Suite 901 
Chicago, IL 60606 

. 

., 

' I 
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ITEMIZATION OF COSTS EXPENDED 

RE: Kuykendoll 

DATE 

08/04/09 

06/25/09 

06/09/09 

03/19/09 

09/24/08 

05/02/08 

04/12/07 

04/20/09 

09/15105 

11/13/09 

PAYEE 
Ryan E. Yagoda 

EXPENDED FOR 

Parking for CMConf. 

Lisit Court Reporting Service Court Reporter-Deposition of 

Mary Ann Kuykendoll 

Laurie Niego 

Law Bulletin 

Deposition of Plaintiff 

Article 

Alexander Sukhman Filing Fees 

Kogut & Associates Professional Fees 

Clerk of Court-Cook County Fi I ing Fees 

FedEx Delivery 

Michael Oliveri. M.D. Expert Fees-Review 

John Edward Byrne Investigator-search for children 

AMOUNT 

$30.00 

$177.50 

$15.00 

$120.00 

$350.00 

$1.655.00 

$279.00 

$89.91 

$700.00 

$750.00 

$4,108.87 

. 
• j 

I 
EXHIBIT 
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Case: 3:00-cv-00724-bbc Document#: 107 Filed: 05/11/09 Page 1 of 1 

DI Ec;o Cl[,, 

V. 

IN THE Lt\rl'ED STATES DISTRICT COL RT 

FOR Tl !E \VESTFRN DISTRICT OF WISCONSIN 

PL.1111 ti ff, 

Case N umbl'r OO-cv-00724-bbc 

LNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 

) 
) 
) 

) 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

) 
Defond,1nt. 

ORDER OF DISMISSAL 

Pursuant to thl' Stipul,1tinn of Dismissal ()f llw p.:1rllL•s 1 

IT IS I IEREBY ORDERED thc1t this action is dismissl'U \Vith prejudicL' in 

ao:orc1'1nce vvith Ruk' 4·1 (a)CI )(ii) of the F(,(.for,11 l{u\es of Civil l'rocedurv. 

lhi5 _ 
by_____ i 
M. H,,r,~ .. ,, Sac,ctary o 
Judge J,:.hn c s,, .. bu 

B\' THF COURT: 

~ ~ -,;,, ~ 
BARBARA R. CRABB 

Chid United States District Judge 
Wcslcrn IJislrirl of \-Visconsin 
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Case ID: CI i-NCR-2009-0010S Short Description: GIL, DIEGO V. REED, JAMES 

t4 f j ,h, I jjc-.. CASE DOCS CASE PERSONS 

Reference Number 

Short Description 

ClasslflcatioJl 

Case Type 

Case Sub-Type 

Current Region 

Current Institution 

Incident Region 

Incident Institution 

Monetary Relief 
Sought 

Estimated Amount 

otr!ce 
J ur lsdl ctlo n 

Responsible Legal 
Office 

'(·:;. J. 

3: 00-cv-00724-bbc 

GIL, DIEGO V. REED, JAMES 

Civil 

FTCA 8i Bivens 

NORTH CENTRAL REGIONAL OFFICE 

NORTH CENTRAL REGIONAL OFFICE 

Oxford (FCI) 

$40,000.00 

$ 

Madison 

WESTERN DISTRICT OF WISCONSIN 

St. Louis, MO 

Estimated Amount $ -

Estimated Outcome No evaluation can be made at this time 

Long Description NO CAUSE CODE ENTERED 

Further Case 
Class,flcatlon 

Comments 

CASEOAT£S .__c CASE SUMMARY CASE BLOG 

Date 

Type 

Reason 

Sought 

Amount offered 

Total Amount Paid 

Description 

Description 

Court Fee Paid 7 

Pro Se? 

Date Received 

Date Filed 

Current Owner 

Case Status 

Tlmeline Status 

Monthly Report 
Status 

Private Case 

05/08/2009 
Settled 

Compensatory Damages 

$20,000.00 

$20,000.00 

BIVENS DEFENDANTS DISMISSED AND FTCA 
CASE CLOSED PURSUANT TO A 
STIPULATION OF DISMISSAL BETWEEN 
PARTIES. 

BIVENS DEFENDANTS DISMISSED AND FTCA 
CASE CLOSED PURSUANT TO A 
STIPULATION OF DISMISSAL BETWEEN 
PARTIES. 

No 

No 

11/22/2000 

12/21/2000 

AMY J STANDEFER MALOTT 

Closed 

Closed 

No 

https://bop.tcp.doj.gov:9349/OGC-CIV/UpdateCasePage.do?PID=89+3+1CM4+DB2Pl3+... 9/16/2016 



DEVERON MURPHY, 

Plaintiff, 

v. 

IN THE 
FOR THE 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 

Defendant. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

) 

) 
) 
) 

) 
) 
) 

) 

) 

COMPLAINT 

1. This action is brought pursuant to the Federal Tort 

Claims Act, 28 u.s.c. § 2761 et seq., to seek redress for injuries 

suffered by Plaintiff Deveron Murphy ("Murphy"), an inmate incarcer

ated at the United States Penitentiary located in Marion, Illinois, 

as the result of the negligent acts or omissions of the Defendant 

United States of America, its officers and/or employees. 

II. JURISDICTION 

2. Jurisdiction of this Court is invoked under the pro-

visions of 28 u.s.c. §§ 1331 and 1346(b). 

III. PARTIES 

3. At all relevant times, Plaintiff Murphy was, and still 

is, a citizen of the United States residing in the State of Illinois. 

4. At all relevant times, Plaintiff Murphy was, and still 

is, a prisoner incarcerated at the United States Penitentiary located 

in Marion, Illinois ("USP-Marion"). 

5. At all relevant times, Plaintiff Murphy was, and still 

is, in the custody and control of the Bureau of Prisons ("BOP"), 

its agents, servants and employees. The BOP is an agency of the 

1 



Defendant United States of America ("USA"). 

IV. CLAIM FOR RELIEF 

COUNT ONE (FEDERAL TORT CLAIMS ACT) 

6. On or about June 18, 2007, Murphy was jogging around 

the recreation yard ("the yard"), located at the eastern side of 

the perimeter of USP-Marion when he was caused to fall as the re

sult of a dangerous and defective posthole which had been excavated 

in the yard and negligently left unmarked and fully open to pedes

trian traffic. 

7. As a result of this fall, Murphy suffered permanent 

injuries to his left ankle, including a fracture to his medial malle

olus which the treating physician determined was not surgically rep

arable and which would permanently disable Murphy's ankle. 

8. As a further result of this fall and subsequent ankle 

injury, Murphy suffered and continues to suffer pain in his left 

ankle, left foot and left leg, has impaired motion and decreased 

strength in his ankle support, and is permanently disfigured. 

9. As a further result of this fall and subsequent in-

jury, Murphy suffered from serious and constant pain and suffering 

when USP-Marion medical staff failed with deliberate indifference 

to Murphy's suffering to prescribe sufficient pain menications. 

10. USP-Marion, its agents, servants and/or employees had 

notice of the defective and dangerous conditions posed by the deep 

posthol2 excavations, as USP-Marion staff and recreation administra

tors ordered the excavations to be performed, were present during 

the actual excavations, and left the excavated holes unmarked and 

open to regular, daily foot traffic for a period of weeks prior to 

2 



Murphy's fall and injuries, even though many inmates informed these 

BOP agents and employees of the dangerous conditions posed by the 

unmarked postholes prior to June 18, 2007. 

11. USP-Marion, its agents, servants and/or employees were 

negligent in that they actively caused the excavation of the deep 

postholes on the yard, which was then open on a daily basis for in

mates seeking recreation, left these postholes unmarked and open 

to all foot traffic, allowed this dangerous and defective condition 

to exist for an unreasonable amount of time, failed to perform reason

able safety inspections of the area, and failed to warn inmates, 

including Murphy, of the dangerous and defective condition of the 

yard area and the postholes in question, resulting in the above

described injuries to Murphy. 

12. Plaintiff has satisfied the prerequisites for filing 

a claim as set forth under 28 u.s.c. § 2675 in that he filed an ad

ministrative complaint ("Form 95 11
) with the BOP in a timely fashion 

and received a release to sue dated May 30, 2008. (See Exhibit A, 

attached hereto.) 

13. Plaintiff seeks a trial by jury. 

14. Plaintiff seeks one hundred thousand dollars and no 

cents ($100,000.00) as damages for the above referenced injuries 

and tortious acts of Defendant. 

3 



WHEREFORE the Plaintiff claims: 

A. Damages; and 

B. Such other releif as this Court deems just and 
resonable. 

Respectfully submitted by 
THE PLAINTIFF, DEVERON MURPHY, 
prose 

b.W\nrl\ ~ 
Deveroi:~urphy 
Reg. No. 06682-025 
U.S. Penitentiary 
P.O. Box 1000 
Marion, Illinois 62959 

4 



Office of Regional Counsel 

Deveron Murphy 
Register No. 06682-025 
United states Penitentiary 
Post Office Box 1000 
Marion, Illinois 62959 

• 

U.S. Department-of Justice 
Federal Bureau of Prisons 

North Central R~gional Office 

400 state Avenue 
Tower II, Suite 800 
Kansas City, KS 66101 

MAY !IO 2008 

Re: Administrative Claim Number TRT-NCR-2008-03787 
Personal Injury: $100,000.00 

CERTIFIED NUMBER 7005 1820 0002 3373 1464 

Dear Mr. Murphy: 

The above referenced tort claim has been considered for administrative review 
pursuant to 28 C.F.R. § 0.172, Authority: Federal Tort Claims and 28 C.F.R. Part 14, 
Admiretrative Claims Under Federal Tort Claims Act. Investigation of your claim did 
not re eal you suffered any personal injury as a result of the negligent acts or omissions 
of Bureau of Prisons employees acting within the scope of their employment. 

As a result of this investigation, your claim is denied. This memorandum serves 
as a notification of final denial under 28 C.F.R. § 14.9, Final Denial of Claim. ff you are 
dissatisfied with our_agencys action, you may file suit in an appropriate U.S. District 
Court no later than six months after the date of mailing of this notification. 

------· 

Js~ 

• 

Richard W. Schott 
Regional Counsttl 

Exhibit A 
~ 

,._..._......,..........----·-- ........... --·· 



IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF ILLINOIS 

DEVERON MURPHY, ) 
) 
) 

) 
) 
) 
) 

) 
) 

Plaintiff, 

vs. CIVIL NO. 08-cv-745-JPG 

UNITED STATES of AMERICA, 

Defendant. 

MEMORANDUM AND ORDER 

GILBERT, District Judge: 

Plaintiff is an inmate currently in the United States Penitentiary at Marion, Illinois; he filed 

this action under the Federal Tort Claims Act ("FTCA"), 28 U.S.C. §§ 1346, 2671-2680. Plaintiff 

alleges that on or about June 18, 2007, he was jogging in the recreation yard at Marion. He tripped 

and fell due to a large pothole, causing permanent damage to his left ankle. Plaintiff alleges that the 

pothole was the result of excavations perfonned in the yard, and the pothole was not marked or 

covered. He further alleges that he received insufficient medical treatment for his injury. 

The FTCA permits an individual to bring suit in federal court against 
the United States for injury or loss of property, or personal injury or 
death caused by the negligent or wrongful act or omission of any 
employee of the Government while acting within the scope of his 
office or employment, under circumstances where the United States, 
if a private person, would be liable to the claimant in accordance with 
the law of the place where the act or omission occurred. 28 U.S.C. 
§ 1346(b )(I). Pursuant to this provision, federal inmates may bring 
suit for injuries they sustain while incarcerated as a consequence of 
the negligence of prison officials. United States v. Muniz, 374 U.S. 
150, 83 S.Ct. 1850, IO L.Ed.2d 805 (1963). However, the plaintiff 
may not bring such a suit unless he has first presented his claim to the 
appropriate federal agency and that agency has denied the claim. 28 
U.S.C. § 2675(a). 



Palay v. United States, 349 F.3d 418, 425 (7 th Cir. 2003). With his complaint, Plaintiff has 

submitted a copy of a denial of his claim filed with the Bureau of Prisons; thus, it appears that he 

has exhausted his administrative remedies with respect to this claim. 

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that Plaintiff shall complete and submit a USM-285 form for 

the ATTORNEY GENERAL of the UNITED ST ATES and the UNITED ST ATES ATTORNEY 

for the SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF ILLINOIS within THIRTY (30) DAYS of the date of entry 

of this Memorandum and Order. The Clerk is DIRECTED to send Plaintiff TWO (2) USM-285 

forms with Plaintiff's copy of this Memorandum and Order. Plaintiff is advised that service will 

not be made on a defendant until Plaintiff submits a properly completed USM-285 form for 

that defendant. 

The Clerk is DIRECTED to prepare a summons for the UNITED STATES OF 

AMERICA. The Clerk shall forward the summons, USM-285 forms submitted by Plaintiff, and 

sufficient copies of the complaint to the United States Marshal for service. 

The Clerk is FURTHER DIRECTED to prepare a £QQY of the summons, a £QQY of the 

complaint, and a copy of this Order to be served by the United States Marshal on the ATTORNEY 

GENERAL of the UNITED STATES. 

The United States Marshal is DIRECTED to serve the original summons and complaint on 

the UNITED STATES ATTORNEY for the SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF ILLINOIS, and a 

£QQY of the summons and complaint on the ATTORNEY GENERAL of the UNITED STA TES. 

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that Plaintiff shall serve upon the United States Attorney for 

the Southern District of Illinois, a copy of every further pleading or other document submitted for 

consideration by this Court. He shall include, with the original paper to be filed with the Clerk of 
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the court, a certificate stating the date that a true and correct copy of any document was mailed to 

the United States Attorney. Any paper received by a district judge or magistrate which has not been 

filed with the Clerk or which fails to include a certificate of service will be disregarded by the Court. 

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that pursuant to Local Rule 72.1 (a)(2), this cause is referred 

to a United States Magistrate Judge for further pre-trial proceedings. 

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that this entire matter be referred to a United States 

Magistrate Judge for d isposi ti on, as con temp lated by Local Rule 7 2. 2(b )( 2) and 2 8 U.S. C. § 636( c), 

should all the parties consent to such a referral. 

Plaintiff is under a continuing obligation to keep the Clerk and each opposing party informed 

of any change in his whereabouts. This shall be done in writing and not later than seven (7) days 

after a transfer or other change in address occurs. 

IT IS SO ORDERED. 

Dated: April 22, 2009. 

sf J. Phil Gilbert 
U. S. District Judge 

3 
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Welcome WILSON J MOORER I Logout 

- HOME ALERTS MYWORK I NEW CASE I SEARCH MAIN EMAIL · , 
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Back to Case Results Case Actions: 

Case ID: CIV-NCR-2009-00663 Short Description: MURPHY V. USA 

UP J,hi iji.-., CASI: DOCS CASE PERSONS 

Reference Number 

Short Descriptlon 

Classification 

Case Type 

Case Sub-Type 

Current Region 

Current Institution 

Incident Region 

Incident Institution 

Monetary Relief 
Sought 

Estimated Amount 

Office 

Jurisdiction 

Responsible Legal 
Office 

Estimated Amount 

Estimated Outcome 

Long Description 

Further Case 
Classiflcatio n 

Comments 

08-cv-00745 

MURPHY V. USA 

Clvil 

FTCA-Personal Injury 

Medical 

NORTH CENTRAL REGIONAL OFFlCE 

Marion (USP) 

NORTH CENTRAL REGIONAL OFFICE 

Marion (USP) 

$100,000.00 

$ 

East St. Louis 

SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF lLLJNOIS 

St. Louis, MO 

$ -

No evaluation can be made at this time 

28: 2671 FEDERAL TORT CLAIMS ACT 

CASE OATES 

..... c. 

CASE SUMMARY CASE BLOO 

Date 

Type 

Reason 

Sought 

Amount offered 

Total Amount Paid 

Descri pt,on 

Description 

Court Fee Paid ? 

Pro Se? 

Date Received 

Date Filed 

Current Owner 

case Status 

Timeiine Status 

Monthly Report 
Status 

Private Case 

11/30/2011 

Settled 

Compensatory Damages 

$5,000.00 

$5,000.00 

No 

No 

04/27/2009 

10/22/2008 

HEATHER MACCONNELL 

Closed 

Closed 

No 

-
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Iv 

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF ILLINOIS 

EASTERN DIVISION 

DOMINIQUE FORD-SHOLEBO, individually and as ) 
Administrator of the Estate of HABIB SOLEBO, ) 
deceased, ) 

) 

Plaintiff, ) 
) 

-vs- ) No.09CV2287 
) 

THE UNITED ST A TES OF AMERICA, ) Judge Hibbler 
UNKNOWN CORRECTIONAL OFFICER ONE, ) Magistrate Judge Denlow 
and UNKNOWN CORRECTIONAL OFFICER TWO, ) 

) 
Defendants. ) 

FOURTH AMENDED COMPLAINT AT LAW 

NOW COMES the Plaintiff, DOMINIQUE FORD-SHOLEBO, individually and as 

Administrator of the Estate of HABIB SOLEBO, deceased, by her attorneys, GOLDSTEIN, 

FLUXGOLD & BARON, P.C., having first duly obtained leave of court, for her Fourth Amended 

Complaint at Law against the Defendants, THE UNITED ST A TES OF AMERICA, UNKNOWN 

CORRECTIONAL OFFICER ONE, and UNKNOWN CORRECTIONAL OFFICER TWO, and 

each of them, states as follows: 

JURISDICTION 

That this is an action against the United States of America by and through its prison and/or 

correctional facility, Metropolitan Correctional Center, and its doctors, nurses, correctional officers, 

staff, supervisors, employees, agents and apparent agents, including but not limited to, Dr. Arthur 

Hoffman, Unknown Correctional Officer One and Unknown Correctional Officer Two, for 

negligence brought pursuant to Federal Tort Claims Act, 28 U.S.C., Section 2761, et seq., and 28 

U.S.C.S. § 1346(b). That the Plaintiff DOMINIQUE FORD-SHOLEBO, individually and as 



Case 1 :09-cv-02287 Document 40 Fi led O 1 /14/1 O Page 2 of 15 

Administrator of the Estate of HABIB SOLEBO, deceased, filed a Standard Form 95, a Claim for 

Damage, Injury or Death, with the Federal Bureau of Prisons and the Metropolitan Correctional 

Center in the amount of forty million dollars ($45,000,000.00), which was received on April 28, 

2008; and that the Plaintiff never received a denial letter prior to the expiration of the six month 

statute and therefore the claim is deemed denied. 

PARTIES 

That on May 1, 2007, and at all times relevant herein, the Plaintiff's decedent, HABIB 

SOLEBO, was a resident of the United States, and was imprisoned at the Metropolitan Correctional 

Center in the State of Illinois. That the Plaintiff, DOMINIQUE FORD-SHOLEBO, was at all times 

relevant herein, a citizen of the United States and of the State of Illinois and was a resident of the 

County of Cook and the City of Chicago. The Plaintiff, DOMINIQUE FORD-SHOLEBO, was 

appointed by Circuit Court of Cook County Judge Susan M. Coleman as the Independent 

Administrator of the Estate of Habib Solebo and was granted leave to pursue causes of action on 

behalf of the decedent, Habib Solebo on January 22, 2009. (See attached Order Appointing 

Representative of Decedent's Estate- Intestate and Order granting leave, attached hereto as Exhibit 

"A" and "B" respectively.) 

The United States of America owns and operates the Metropolitan Correctional Center. That 

on May 1, 2007, and at all times relevant herein, the Defendants, UNKNOWN CORRECTIONAL 

OFFICER ONE and UNKNOWN CORRECTIONAL OFFICER TWO, and the correctional officers, 

physicians, staff, supervisors, employees, agents and apparent agents of Metropolitan Correctional 

Center were employees, agents and apparent agents of the Unites States of America. That on May 

20, 2009, the United Stales Attorney for the Northern District of Illinois certified that Dr. Arthur 

Hoffman was acting within the scope of his employment as an employee of the United States at all 

times relevant herein. 

2 
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COUNTI 
Negligence Claim 

1. That in May 2007, and for some time prior and subsequent thereto, the Plaintiff's 

decedent, HABIB SOLEBO, was imprisoned at the Metropolitan Con-ectional Center and was 

placed under the custody, ward, care and supervision of the Defendant, THE UNITED STA TES OF 

AMERICA, by and through its prison and/or correctional facility, Metropolitan Con-ectional Center, 

and its physicians, staff, supervisors, employees, agents and apparent agents, including but not 

limited to, Dr. Arthur Hoffman, as aforesaid; that the Plaintiff's decedent possessed no medical or 

professional medical knowledge, nor did he have the facilities to care for, mend or cure himself. 

2. That at all times material herein, the Plaintiff's decedent, HABIB SOLEBO, was a 

federal inmate and dependent upon and under the con tro 1 of Defendant's, THE UN I TED ST A TES 

OF AMERICA, prison and/or correctional facility, Metropolitan Correctional Center, and its its 

physicians, staff, supervisors, employees, agents and apparent agents, including but not limited to, 

Dr. Arthur Hoffman, and that the Plaintiff's decedent, as a prisoner, was deprived of his nonnal 

opportunities for treatment and care. 

3. That at all times material herein, the Plaintiff's decedent, HABIB SOLEBO, 

cooperated fully with the Defendant, THE UNITED ST ATES OF AMERICA, and its prison and/or 

correctional facility, Metropolitan Correctional Center, and its duly authorized agents, apparent 

agents, physicians, supervisors, servants, and/or employees, including but not limited to, Dr. Arthur 

Hoffman. 

4. That at all times material herein, and for some time prior to, the Plaintiff's decedent, 

HABIB SO LEBO, was diagnosed with and experiencing symptoms of seizure disorder associated 

with loss of consciousness prior to and during his incarceration at the facilities of the Defendant, 

THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA. 

3 
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5. That at all times mentioned herein, Dr. Arthur Hoffman, was an employee, physician, 

agent and/or apparent agent, of the Defendant, THE UNITED ST A TES OF AMERICA, and as such 

practiced his profession in the medical facilities of the Metropolitan Correctional Center pursuant to 

his employment. 

6. That in May 2007, and for some time prior and subsequent thereto, Dr. Arthur 

Hoffman, as agent, apparent agent, physician, correctional officer, supervisor, servant, and/or 

employee, of the Defendant, THE UNITED STA TES OF AMERICA, in his professional capacity as 

aforesaid, while acting in the scope of his employment and/or agency as aforesaid, did then and there 

have come under his care and did attend to and treat the Plaintiff's decedent, HABIB SOLEBO, 

while the Plaintiff's decedent was a prisoner at Metropolitan Correctional Center. 

7. That it then and there became and was the duty of the Defendant, THE UNITED 

ST A TES OF AMERICA, by and through its prison and/or correctional facility, Metropolitan 

Correctional Center, and its duly authorized agents, apparent agents, physicians, supervisors, 

servants, and/or employees, including but not limited to, Dr. Arthur Hoffman, to render medical 

services consistent with the constitutional necessities of the prisoners therein, so as not to cause 

injury to said prisoners therein who are under their control and dependent upon for care and 

treatment, including the Plaintiff's decedent, and so as not to negligently cause injury to said 

prisoners. 

8. That not regarding their aforesaid duty, the Defendant, THE UNITED ST A TES OF 

AMERICA, by and through its prison and/or correctional facility, Metropolitan Correctional Center, 

and its duly authorized agents, apparent agents, physicians, supervisors, servants, and/or employees, 

including but not limited to, Dr. Arthur Hoffman, was then and there guilty of one or more of the 

following wrongful acts and/or omissions: 

(a) Failed to provide for the safekeeping, care, and subsistence of all persons in their 
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custody, including the Plaintiffs decedent, HABIB SOLEBO, pursuant to 18 U.S.C. 
§ 4042(a)(2); or 

(b) Failed to exercise reasonable care in protecting inmates', namely the Plaintiff's 
decedent's, health and safety when the Defendant knew or should have known the 
Plaintiff's decedent was ill and/or injured, including but not limited to seizure 
disorder; or 

(c) Failed to provide proper and adequate medical attention to the Plaintiff's decedent 
when the Defendant knew or should have known the Plaintiff's decedent was ill 
and/or injured, including but not limited to seizure disorder; or 

(d) Failed to administer to Plaintiff's decedent proper and adequate medication when the 
Defendant knew medication was necessary to treat the Plaintiff's decedent's seizure 
disorder and knew the failure to take medication could result in a danger to 
Plaintiff's decedent's life and/or result in serious permanent injury to the Plaintiff's 
decedent; or 

(e) Failed to timely provide proper and adequate medical attention to the Plaintiff's 
decedent when the Defendant knew or should have known the Plaintiff's decedent 
was ill and/or injured, including but not limited to seizure disorder; or 

(f) Failed to provide proper and adequate medical attention to the Plaintiff's decedent 
until the time that Plaintiff's decedent could be cared and/or treated by others; or 

(g) Failed to monitor the condition of the Plaintiff, decedent, HABIB SOLEBO, under 
circumstances which they knew or should have known, required constant monitoring, 
namely that of a seizure disorder associated with loss of consciousness; or 

(h) Failed to intervene on behalf of the Plaintiff's decedent to see that proper and 
adequate medical care and attention was being given for the Plaintiff's decedent's 
condition, including but not limited to seizure disorder; or 

(i) Failed to properly and adequately follow Defendant's policies, procedures, rules and 
regulations for administering medication to prisoners in the custody of the 
Defendant, including the Plaintiffs decedent, when the failure to take medication 
could result in a danger to Plaintiff's decedent's life and/or result in serious 
permanent injury to the Plaintiffs decedent. 

9. That as a direct and proximate result of one or more of the foregoing wrongful acts 

and omissions of the Defendant, THE UNITED ST A TES OF AMERICA, by and through its prison 

and/or correctional facility, Metropolitan Correctional Center, and its duly authorized agents, 

apparent agents, physicians, supervisors, servants, and/or employees, including but not limited to, 

5 
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Dr. Arthur Hoffman, the Plaintiff's decedent, HABIB SOLEBO, was deprived necessary medical 

u·eatment and was thereby injured and ultimately died on May 1, 2007 after a seizure in his cell. 

10. That as a direct and proximate result of one or more of the foregoing wrongful acts 

and omissions of the Defendant, THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, by and through its prison 

and/or c01Tectional facility, Metropolitan Correctional Center, and its duly authorized agents, 

apparent agents, physicians, supervisors, servants, and/or employees, including but not limited to, 

Dr. Arthur Hoffman, the Plaintiff's decedent, HABIB SOLEBO, was then and there injured both 

internally and externally; that he suffered severe and permanent injuries, including but not limited to, 

the worsening of medical condition and seizure disorder leading to death; that he suffered acute and 

prolonged physical and mental pain and suffering and death, and wage loss; and that the 

Administrator of the decedent's Estate, DOMINIQUE FORD-SHOLEBO, became liable for great 

sums of money for medical, hospital care and treatment, and attendant care, as well as incurring 

other expenses, including wage loss. 

11. That the Plaintiff DOMINIQUE FORD-SHOLEBO, individually and as 

Administrator of the Estate of HABIB SOLEBO, deceased, filed a Standard Form 95, a Claim for 

Damage, Injury or Death, with the Federal Bureau of Prisons and the Metropolitan Correctional 

Center in the amount of forty million dollars ($45,000,000.00), which was received on April 28, 

2008; and that the Plaintiff never received a denial letter prior to the expiration of the six month 

statute and therefore the claim is deemed denied. 

12. That the Plaintiff is entitled to her costs and reasonable attorneys fees incurred herein 

pursuant to 42 United States Code, Section 1988. 

WHEREFORE, the Plaintiff, DOMINIQUE FORD-SHOLEBO, individually and as 

Administrator of the Estate of HABIB SO LEBO, deceased, prays judgment against the Defendant, 

THE UNITED ST A TES OF AMERICA, for said sum for medical, drug, and incidental expenses and 
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for general damages according to proof, and for such other and further relief as this court deems just 

and proper. 

COUNT II 
Negligence Claim 

1. That in May 2007, and for some time prior and subsequent thereto, the Plaintiff's 

decedent, HABIB SOLEBO, was imprisoned at the Metropolitan Correctional Center and was 

placed under the custody, ward, care and supervision of the Defendant, THE UN I TED ST A TES OF 

AMERICA, by and through its prison and/or correctional facility, Metropolitan Correctional Center, 

and its con-ectional officers, staff, supervisors, employees, agents and apparent agents, including but 

not limited to, Defendants, UNKNOWN CORRECTIONAL OFFICER ONE, and UNKNOWN 

CORRECTIONAL OFFICER TWO, as aforesaid; that the Plaintiffs decedent possessed no medical 

or professional medical knowledge, nor did he have the facilities to care for, mend or cure himself. 

2. That at all times material herein, the Plaintiff's decedent, HABIB SO LEBO, was a 

federal inmate and dependent upon and under the control of Defendant's, THE UNITED ST A TES 

OF AMERICA, prison and/or correctional facility, Metropolitan Correctional Center, and its 

correctional officers, staff, supervisors, employees, agents and apparent agents, including but not 

limited to, Defendants, UNKNOWN CORRECTIONAL OFFICER ONE, and UNKNOWN 

CORRECTIONAL OFFICER TWO, and that the Plaintiff's decedent, as a prisoner, was deprived of 

his normal opportunities for protection, treatment and care. 

3. That at all times material herein, the Plaintiffs decedent, HABIB SOLEBO, 

cooperated fully with the Defendant, THE UNITED ST A TES OF AMERICA, prison and/or 

correctional facility, Metropolitan Correctional Center, and its duly authorized agents, apparent 

agents, correctional officers, supervisors, servants, and/or employees, including but not limited to, 

UNKNOWN CORRECTIONAL OFFICER ONE and UNKNOWN CORRECTIONAL OFFICER 
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TWO. 

4. That at all times material herein, and for some time prior to, the Plaintiff's decedent, 

HABIB SO LEBO, was diagnosed with and experiencing symptoms of seizure disorder associated 

with loss of consciousness prior to and during his incarceration at the facilities of the Defendant, 

THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA. 

5. That at all times mentioned herein, the Defendants, UNKNOWN CORRECTIONAL 

OFFICER ONE, and UNKNOWN CORRECTIONAL OFFICER TWO, and were duly appointed, 

qualified and acting correctional officers employed by Defendant, THE UN [TED ST A TES OF 

AMERICA. That said Defendants are herein sued in their official capacity. 

6. That at all times material herein, the Defendant, THE UNITED STATES OF 

AMERICA, provided their correctional officers and supervisors, including but not limited to the 

Defendants, UNKNOWN CORRECTIONAL OFFICER ONE, and UNKNOWN CORRECTIONAL 

OFFICER TWO, with official badges and credentials which designated and described them as 

correctional officers and supervisors of the Defendant, THE UNITED ST A TES OF AMERICA. 

7. That in May 2007, and for some time prior and subsequent thereto, the Defendant, 

THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, by and through its prison and/or correctional facility, 

Metropolitan Correctional Center, and its duly authorized agents, apparent agents, correctional 

officers, supervisors, servants, and/or employees, including but not limited to, UNKNOWN 

CORRECTIONAL OFFICER ONE and UNKNOWN CORRECTIONAL OFFICER TWO, in their 

professional capacity as aforesaid, while acting in the scope of their employment and/or agency as 

aforesaid, did then and there have come under their ward the Plaintiff's decedent, HABIB SO LEBO, 

while the Plaintiff's decedent was a prisoner at Metropolitan Correctional Center. 

8. That it then and there became and was the duty of the Defendant, THE UNITED 

ST A TES OF AMERICA, by and through its prison and/or correctional facility, Metropolitan 
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Correctional Center, and its duly authorized agents, apparent agents, correctional officers, 

supervisors, servants, and/or employees, including but not limited to, Defendants, UNKNOWN 

CORRECTIONAL OFFICER ONE and UNKNOWN CORRECTIONAL OFFICER TWO, to 

provide prison services consistent with the constitutional necessities of the prisoners therein, so as 

not to cause injury to said prisoners, including the Plaintiff's decedent, and so as not to negligently 

cause injury to said patients. 

9. That not regarding their aforesaid duty, the Defendant, THE UNITED ST A TES OF 

AMERICA, by and through its prison and/or correctional facility, Metropolitan Correctional Center, 

and its duly authorized agents, apparent agents, correctional officers, supervisors, servants, and/or 

employees, including but not limited to, Defendants, UNKNOWN CORRECTIONAL OFFICER 

ONE and UNKNOWN CORRECTIONAL OFFICER TWO, was then and there guilty of one or 

more of the following wrongful acts and/or omissions: 

(a) Failed to provide for the safekeeping, care, and subsistence of all persons in their 
custody, including the Plaintiff's decedent, HABIB SOLEBO, pursuant to 18 U.S.C. 
§ 4042(a)(2); or 

(b) Employed and engaged incompetent and unskilled personnel, including but not 
limited to, Defendants, UNKNOWN CORRECTIONAL OFFICER ONE and 
UNKNOWN CORRECTIONAL OFFICER TWO, and its other correctional officers 
and supervisors, and each of them; or 

(c) Failed to exercise reasonable care in protecting inmates', namely the Plaintiff's 
decedent's, health and safety; or 

(d) Failed to request, order, and/or procure proper and adequate medical attention to the 
Plaintiff's decedent when the Defendants knew or should have known the Plaintiff's 
decedent was ill and/or injured, including but not limited to seizure disorder; or 

(e) Failed to request, order, and/or procure proper and adequate medical attention to the 
Plaintiff's decedent until the time that Plaintiff's decedent could be cared and/or 
treated by others; or 

(f) Failed to monitor the condition of the Plaintiff, decedent, HABIB SOLEBO, under 
circumstances which they knew or should have known, required constant monitoring, 
namely that of a seizure disorder associated with loss of consciousness; or 
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(g) Failed to intervene or timely intervene on behalf of the Plaintiff's decedent to see 
that proper and adequate care, attention and monitoring was being given for the 
Plaintiff's decedent's condition, including but not limited to seizure disorder; or 

(h) Failed to properly and adequately supervise their cmrectional officers and employees 
to follow Defendant's policies, procedures, rules and regulations for monitoring 
prisoners receiving medical care and treatment; or 

(i) Failed to train their c01rectional officers and employees in the proper and adequate 
procedure, technique and discipline for monitoring physical conditions, including but 
not limited to seizure disorders, of the prisoners therein, including the Plaintiff's 
decedent; or 

U) Failed to train their correctional officers and employees in the proper and adequate 
procedure, technique and discipline for requesting and seeking medical care and 
treatment for prisoners therein, including the Plaintiff's decedent; or 

(k) Failed to properly and adequately supervise their correctional officers and employees 
in the proper and adequate procedure, technique and discipline for monitoring 
physical conditions, including but not limited to seizure disorders, of the prisoners 
therein, including the Plaintiff's decedent; or 

(1) Failed to properly and adequately supervise their correctional officers and employees 
in the proper and adequate procedure, technique and discipline for requesting and 
seeking medical care and treatment for prisoners therein, including the Plaintiff's 
decedent. 

10. That as a direct and proximate result of one or more of the foregoing wrongful acts 

and omissions of the Defendant, THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, by and through its prison 

and/or correctional facility, Metropolitan Correctional Center, and its duly authorized agents, 

apparent agents, correctional officers, supervisors, servants, and/or employees, including but not 

limited to, UNKNOWN CORRECTIONAL OFFICER ONE and UNKNOWN CORRECTIONAL 

OFFICER TWO, the Plaintiff's decedent, HABIB SOLEBO, was deprived necessary medical 

treatment and was thereby injured and ultimately died on May 1, 2007 after a seizure in his cell. 

11. That as a direct and proximate result of one or more of the foregoing wrongful acts 

and omissions of the Defendant, THE UNITED ST A TES OF AMERICA, by and through its prison 

and/or correctional facility, Metropolitan Correctional Center, and its duly authorized agents, 
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apparent agents, correctional officers, supervisors, servants, and/or employees, including but not 

limited to, UNKNOWN CORRECTIONAL OFFICER ONE and UNKNOWN CORRECTIONAL 

OFFICER TWO, the Plaintiff's decedent, HABIB SOLEBO, was then and there injured both 

internally and externally; that he suffered severe and permanent injuries, including but not limited to, 

the worsening of medical condition and seizure disorder leading to death; that he suffered acute and 

prolonged physical and mental pain and suffering and death, and wage loss; and that the 

Administrator of the decedent's Estate, DOMINIQUE FORD-SHOLEBO, became liable for great 

sums of money for medical, hospital care and treatment, and attendant care, as well as incurring 

other expenses, including wage loss. 

12. That the Plaintiff DOMINIQUE FORD-SHOLEBO, individually and as 

Administrator of the Estate of HABIB SOLEBO, deceased, filed a Standard Form 95, a Claim for 

Damage, Injury or Death, with the Federal Bureau of Prisons and the Metropolitan Correctional 

Center in the amount of forty million dollars ($45,000,000.00), which was received on April 28, 

2008; and that the Plaintiff never received a denial letter prior to the expiration of the six month 

statute and therefore the claim is deemed denied. 

13. That the Plaintiff is entitled to her costs and reasonable attorneys fees incurred herein 

pursuant to 42 United States Code, Section 1988. 

WHEREFORE, the Plaintiff, DOMINIQUE FORD-SHOLEBO, individually and as 

Administrator of the Estate of HABIB SO LEBO, deceased, prays judgment against Defendant, THE 

UNITED ST A TES OF AMERICA, and their duly authorized agents, apparent agents, correctional 

officers, supervisors, servants, and/or employees, including but not limited to, UNKNOWN 

CORRECTIONAL OFFICER ONE and UNKNOWN CORRECTIONAL OFFICER TWO, and each 

of them, for a fair and reasonable sum in excess of SEVENTY-FIVE THOUSAND DOLLARS 

($75,000.00), for attorneys fees and costs, and for such other relief as is just and proper. 
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COUNT III 

1-25. Plaintiff DOMINIQUE FORD-SHOLEBO, restates and realleges paragraphs one ( 1) 

through twelve (12) inclusive of Count I hereof, restates and realleges paragraphs one (I) through 

thirteen ( 13) inclusive of Count II hereof, as and for paragraphs one (I) through twenty-five (25) of 

this Count III, as though specifically realleged herein and hereby incorporates the same by this 

reference. 

26. At all times mentioned herein, Plaintiff's decedent, HABIB SOLEBO, was the 

husband of the Plaintiff DOMINIQUE FORD-SHOLEBO, and during all such times, the Plaintiff 

DOMINIQUE FORD-SHOLEBO, and the Plaintiff's decedent, HABIB SOLEBO, were living 

together as husband and wife. 

27. That by reason of the injury and death of the Plaintiff's decedent, HABIB SO LEBO, 

as aforementioned in the Complaint, the Plaintiff DOMINIQUE FORD-SHOLEBO, was caused to 

and did suffer a loss of consortium, goods, services and companionship of the Plaintiff's decedent, 

HABIB SOLEBO. 

28. That the Plaintiff DOMINIQUE FORD-SHOLEBO, individually and as 

Administrator of the Estate of HABIB SOLEBO, deceased, filed a Standard Form 95, a Claim for 

Damage, Injury or Death, with the Federal Bureau of Prisons and the Metropolitan Correctional 

Center in the amount of forty million dollars ($45,000,000.00), which was received on April 28, 

2008; and that the Plaintiff never received a denial letter prior to the expiration of the six month 

statute and therefore the claim is deemed denied. 

WHEREFORE, the Plaintiff DOMINIQUE FORD-SHOLEBO, individually and as 

Administrator of the Estate of HABIB SOLEBO, deceased, prays judgment against Defendants, 

THE UNITED ST A TES OF AMERICA, UNKNOWN CORRECTIONAL OFFICER ONE, and 

UNKNOWN CORRECTIONAL OFFICER TWO, and each of them, for medical, drug, and 
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incidental expenses and for general damages according to proof, and for such other and further relief 

as this Court deems just and proper. 

COUNTIV 

1-25. Plain ti ff DOMINIQUE FORD-SH O LEBO, restates and real] e gcs paragraphs one ( 1 ) 

through twelve (12) inclusive of Count I hereof, restates and realleges paragraphs one (1) through 

thirteen (13) inclusive of Count II hereof, as and for paragraphs one (l) through twenty-five (25) of 

this Count IV, as though specifically realleged herein and hereby incorporates the same by this 

reference. 

26. That on or about May 1, 2007, and at all times relevant and subsequent thereto, the 

Plaintiff, DOMINIQUE FORD-SHOLEBO, individually, did then and there become liable for large 

sums of money for the medical costs of the Plaintiff's decedent, HABIB SOLEBO, pursuant to the 

Family Expense Act, 750 JLCS 65/15. 

27. That the Plaintiff DOMINIQUE FORD-SHOLEBO, individually and as 

Administrator of the Estate of HABIB SOLEBO, deceased, filed a Standard Form 95, a Claim for 

Damage, Injury or Death, with the Federal Bureau of Prisons and the Metropolitan Correctional 

Center in the amount of forty million dollars ($45,000,000.00), which was received on April 28, 

2008; and that the Plaintiff never received a denial letter prior to the expiration of the six month 

statute and therefore the claim is deemed denied. 

WHEREFORE, the Plaintiff, DOMINIQUE FORD-SHOLEBO, individually and as 

Administrator of the Estate of HABIB SOLEBO, deceased, prays judgment against Defendants, 

THE UNITED ST A TES OF AMERICA, UNKNOWN CORRECTIONAL OFFICER ONE, and 

UNKNOWN CORRECTION AL OFFICER TWO, and each of them, for medical costs according to 

proof and for such other and further relief as this Court deems just and proper. 

COUNTV 
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1-28. Plaintiff DOMINIQUE FORD-SHOLEBO, restates and realleges paragraphs one (1) 

through twelve (12) inclusive of Count I hereof, restates and realleges paragraphs one (I) through 

thirteen ( 13) inclusive of Count II hereof, restates and realleges paragraphs twenty-six (26) through 

twenty-eight (28) inclusive of Count 111 hereof, as and for paragraphs one (I) through twenty-eight 

(28) of this Count V, as though specifically realleged herein and hereby incorporates the same by 

this reference. 

29. That as a direct and proximate result of one or more of the foregoing wrongful acts 

and omissions of the Defendants, THE UNITED ST A TES OF AMERICA, UNKNOWN 

CORRECTIONAL OFFICER ONE, and UNKNOWN CORRECTIONAL OFFICER TWO, and 

each of them, the condition of ill-being suffered by the Plaintiff's decedent was exacerbated and 

resulted in his death. 

30. That the Plaintiffs decedent, HABIB SOLEBO, left surv1vmg him, his wife, 

DOMINIQUE FORD-SHOLEBO, and his child, Jadesola Sholebo, as his only heirs-at-law and next 

of kin. 

31. That by reason of the death of Plaintiff's decedent, HABIB SO LEBO, as aforesaid, 

the aforesaid individuals have been deprived of large sums of money and valuable services which 

the Plaintiff's decedent would have performed but for his untimely death, as well as suffering loss of 

society and companionship, loss of consortium, losses for attendant care, and grief, sorrow and 

mental suffering as a result of the death of Plaintiff's decedent, HABIB SOLEBO. 

32. That on or about May 1, 2007, and at all times relevant and subsequent thereto, the 

Plaintiff DOMINIQUE FORD-SHOLEBO, individually, did then and there become liable for large 

sums of money for the medical costs of the Plaintiff's decedent, HABIB SOLEBO, pursuant to the 

Family Expense Act, 750 ILCS 65/15. 
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33. That this cause of action is brought pursuant to the Wrongful Death Act, 740 JLCS 

180/0.01, et seq. 

34. That this cause of action is brought within two years of the death of HABIB 

SOLEBO. 

35. That the Plaintiff DOMINIQUE FORD-SHOLEBO, individually and as 

Administrator of the Estate of HABIB SOLEBO, deceased, filed a Standard Form 95, a Claim for 

Damage, Injury or Death, with the Federal Bureau of Prisons and the Metropolitan Correctional 

Center in the amount of forty million dollars ($45,000,000.00), which was received on April 28, 

2008; and that the Plaintiff never received a denial letter prior to the expiration of the six month 

statute and therefore the claim is deemed denied. 

WHEREFORE, the Plaintiff DOMINIQUE FORD-SHOLEBO, individually and as 

Administrator of the Estate of HABIB SOLEBO, deceased, prays judgment against Defendants, 

THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, UNKNOWN CORRECTIONAL OFFICER ONE, and 

UNKNOWN CORRECTIONAL OFFICER TWO, and each of them, for medical, drug, and 

incidental expenses and for general damages according to proof, and for such other and further relief 

as this Court deems just and proper. 

GOLDSTEIN, FLUXGOLD & BARON, P.C. 
33 North Dearborn Street, Suite 1930 
Chicago, IL 60602 
(312) 726-7772 
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MEMORANDUM OPINION AND ORDER 
RUBEN CASTILLO, Chief Judge. 

*1 Plaintiff Dominique Ford-Sholebo, indi

vidually and as administrator of the estate of her 
deceased husband, Habib Solebo ("Solebo"), brings 

this wrongful death action against the United States 
pursuant to the Federal Tort Claims Act (the "Act" 

or "fTCA"), 28 U.S.C. §§ 1346, 2671 et seq. (R. 

101, Fifth Am. Comp!. at 2-8.) Solebo, Plaintiffs 

decedent, died on May I, 2007, while incarcerated 
at the Metropolitan Correctional Center (the 

"'MCC") pending criminal trial proceedings. 
Plaimiff alleges that the United States, by and 

through the MCC and MCC physicians, staff, su
pervisors, employees, agents, and apparent agents, 

negligently failed to provide Solebo with proper 
and adequate medical attention, thereby proxim

ate 1 y causing Solebo's death. (Id. at 2-8.) Plaintiff 
seeks a total of $1,650,000.00 in wrongful death 

damages for loss of consortium, loss of society, 
companionship, money, benefits, goods, services, 

grief, sorrow, and mental suffering. (R. 93, Pro-
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posed Pretrial Order, Ex. G: Statement of Damages 

at I.) 

In February 2012, this Court voluntarily accep

ted the transfer of this lawsuit to its docket during 
the unfortunate illness of its friend and judicial col

league, the Honorable William J. Hibbler, who pre
maturely passed away on March 19, 2012, at the 

age of 65. Thereafter, it was brought to this Court's 
attention that it had also presided over Solebo's 

criminal proceedings and the less than successful 
criminal prosecmion of Solebo's co-defendan1 in 

those proceedings. Nevertheless, this Court is con
fident that it approached these trial proceedings 

from a neutral standpoint; not favoring one side or 

the other. Unfortunately. the bottom line is that this 

Court must conclude that the repeated negligence of 
officials at the MCC caused Solebo's premature 

death. 

After bifurcating the proceedings, this Court 

conducted a five-day bench trial on liability begin

ning in late February 2012. (R. 102, Min. Entry; R. 

103, Min. Entry; R. 104, Min. Entry; R 105, Min. 

Entry; R. 106, Min. Entry.) On March 15, 2012. 
this Court ruled that Plaintiff established by a pre

ponderance of the evidence that the United States 

negligently violated the appropriate standard of 

care for treating Solebo's seizure disorder and that 

its negligence proximately caused his death in a 

reasonably foreseeable manner during his ongoing 

treatment for seizure disorder. (R. 109, Order on 

Liability at I: R. 108, Min. Entry.) On May 16. 
2012, this Court issued an order on comparati vc 

fault, finding that the United States bore 67% of the 

responsibility for Solcbo's death and that Solebo's 

contributory fault was 33%. (R. 117, Order on 

Comparative Fault at 1.) On June 4, 2012, this 

Court held 1he damages phase of the trial. (R. 118. 
Min.Entry.) That same day, the case was referred to 

the Honorable Morton Denlow for one final settle

ment conference, which proved to be unsuccessful, 

and on July 16, 20 I 2, the case was referred back to 

this Court for a ruling. (R 125, Min.Entry.) 
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*2 In this memorandum opinion and order, this 

Court explains its findings of fact and conclusions 

of law. Pursuant to Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 

52, this Court hereby enters the following wrillcn 

Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law, which 

arc based upon consideration of all the admissible 

evidence as well as this Court's own assessment of 

the credibility of the trial witnesses. To the extent, 

if any, that Findings of Fact, as stated, may be con

sidered Conclusions of Law, they shall be deemed 

Conclusions of Law. Similarly, to the extent that 

matters expressed as Conclusions of Law may be 

considered Findings of Fact, they shall also be 

deemed Findings of Fact. 

FINDINGS OF FACT 
This Court concludes that Plaintiff established 

through both direct and circumstantial evidence, as 

well as reasonable inferences drawn therefrom, the 

following facts by a preponderance of the evidence: 

I. General Background 
I. Habib Soleho was born on June I 0, 1983. 

V'l.'s Ex. A at 84; June 4, 2012 Tr. 9, June 4, 2012.) 
N 1 He and Plaintiff were married on October 4, 

2005. (June 4, 2012 Tr. 2.) On October 8. 2006. 

while Solcho was incarcerated at the MCC, their 

daughter, Jadesola Sholebo was born. (June 4, 2012 

Tr. 5-6.) 

PN I. The parties' exhibits that were admit

ted and received into evidence at trial arc 

cited as "Pl."s Ex. _," "Def.'s Ex. _," 

or "Jt. Ex. _." Witness depositions that 

were admitted and received into evidence 

arc cited as ''jlast name of deponent] _, 

[date of deposition]," in the first instance, 

and thereafter as "flast name of deponent l 
_." Per an agreement with Plaintiffs 

counsel, the Government also submitted 

exhibits and a stipulation in advance of the 

damages phase of the trial on June 1, 2012; 

such exhibits are cited as "Stip. Ex. _," 

and the stipulation is cited as "Damages 

Hr'g Stip. 1[ _." Finally, as the trial tran

script for the damages phase of the trial is 

Page 2 

only available in rough form, this Court 

cites that transcript by the date of the pro

ceeding, as "June 4, 2012 Tr._." 

2. Solebo was arrested on January 25, 2006. 

(Stip. Ex., United States v. Mustapher, No. 06 CR 

61-2, Excerp! of Trial Tr. 61-62 (Jan. 24, 2007, J. 

Castillo); Stip. Ex., Arrest and Interview of Habib 

Solebo Jan. 25, 2006.) The next day, he was iaken 

to the Kankakee County Detention Center/Jerome 

Combs Detention Center ("Kankakee"). (See Jt. Ex. 

3 at 1-3.) On August 28, 2006, Solebo was trans

ferred to the MCC in Chicago, Illinois. (Def.'s Ex. 

22 at I.) Following his arrest, he was indicted for 

conspiracy to distribute and to possess with intent 

to distribute 100 grams or more of a substance con

taining heroin in violation of 21 U.S.C. § 846 and 

18 U.S.C. § 2 (Count I), and distribution of a sub

siance containing .33 grams of heroin in violation 

of 21 U.S.C. § 841 (a) (I) and 18 U.S.C. § 2 (Count 

II), and possession with the intent w distribme and 

distribution of 99.4 grams of a substance containing 

heroin in viola1ion of 21 U.S.C. * 841(a)(l) and 18 

U.S.C. § 2 (Count Ill). (Def.'s Ex. 8, Indictment at 

l-3, United States l'. Solebo and Mustapher. No. 06 
CR 61 (N.D.111. feb. 23, 2006).) FN2 

FN2. A copy of the indictment was admit

ted and received into evidence on June 4, 

2012. (June 4, 2012 Tr. 38.) Although 

counsel for the Government stated that the 

indictment was Defendant's Exhibit 11, the 

indictment is actually labeled Defendant's 

Exhibit 8. (See June 4, 2012 Tr. 38.) 

3. Solebo was found dead in his cell at the 

MCC in the early morning of May I, 2007. (R. 93, 

Proposed Pretrial Order, Ex. A: Seip. of Uncon

tested Fact8 '1111 1-2.) At the time of his death, he 
was 23 years old. (Pl.'s Ex. A at 58.) He is survived 

by his wife and his minor daughter, (R. 93, Pro

posed Pretrial Order, Ex. A: Slip. of Uncontested 

Facts 'JI 3), who was six months old at the time of 

his death, (June 4. 2012 Tr. 17). 

II. Solebo's time at the Kankakee County Deten-
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tion Center: .January 2006 to August 2006 
4. On January 26, 2006, Solebo was incarcer

ated at Kankakee. (See Jt. Ex. 3 at 1-2.) At this 
time, Solebo reported that he did not have an indi

vidual or family history of seizures and that he was 
not taking any medications. (Id.) A report of 

Solebo's past medical history indicated that Solebo 
had a history of smoking and that he did not have a 
history of seizures. (Id. at 3.) 

*3 5. On February 17, 2006, Solebo experi

enced his first episode of loss of consciousness and 
was admitted to the emergency room at Provena S1. 

Mary's Hospital ("Provena"). (Id. at 24, 41-43.) Al
though Solebo's chief complaint was described as a 

fall, the medical note from the emergency room vis
it provides, "? [seizure] prior to fall '!" (Id. at 45.) A 

February 23, 2006 progress note from Solebo's 
Kankakee medical records describing this episode 

states: "In ER on 2/! 7. Was laying in bed sleeping. 
Next thing he knew he was being brought 10 hospit

al. The roommate says he was shaking. No incon
tinence. No personal or [family] history of 

[seiwresj. Stated head injury ... [with] blowout 
[fracture]." (Id. at 24; see also Trial Tr. 578-79.) 

6. While at Provena, Solcbo underwent a Com
puted Tomography scan ("CT scan"). (Jt. Ex. 3 at 
39.) The CT scan impression stated, in part: "No 
hemorrhage, mass effect or contusion in the brain. 
Blow out fracture of the left lamina papyracea of 
indeterminate age. Minimally displaced fracture of 
the nasal hones." (Id. at 39 .) This was not a normal 

CT scan in that there were some findings. (Trial Tr. 
365.) 

7. On February 23, 2006, Dr. Jeffrey Long of 
the Medical Group of Kankakee County 
("Kankakee Medical") saw Solebo after he returned 
to Kankakee. (Jt. Ex. 3 at 24.) Dr. Long's assess

ment at this time was "loss of consciousness [with] 
shaking activity." (Id.; Trial Tr. 271.) Dr. Long's 

recommendations and treatment plan provided that 
if Solebo had "further f seizures] empiric RX [with] 

Dilantin or phenobarbital" should be commenced. 
(JI. Ex. 3 at 24; see also Trial Tr. 271-72, 578.) Dr. 
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Long also ordered that Solebo undergo an electro
encephalogram ("EEG") 1es1 for possible seizures. 

(Jt Ex. 3 at 24, 36; Trial Tr. 364.) 

8. On February 24, 2006, Solebo underwent an 

EEG at Provena. (Jt. Ex. 3 at 38.) The EEG results 
state: "[t]his is a case of a patient with possible 

seizures." (Id.) The EEG was "within normal lim
its," and no epileptiform activity was detected. (Id.) 

9. On April 17, 2006, Dr. Abigail Martinez of 
Provena prescribed Solebo I 00 milligrams of 
Dilantin to he taken twice a day. (.Tt. Ex. 3 at 14, 
40.) Dilantin, also known as Phenytoin, (Trial Tr. 
409), is an anti-seizure medication that lowers the 

risk of having seizures, (Trial Tr. 497, 504; Trial 
Tr. 758), and is customarily administered in the 
form of pills, (Trial Tr. 223 ). 

10. Three days later, on April 20, 2006, Physi

cian Assistant K. Patterson of Kankakee Medical 
saw Solebo !O follow up on an emergency room 
visit and discontinued his Dilantin. (Jt. Ex. 3 at 14, 

20, 31.) A progress note for this visit provided: 
"Habib states woke up in am with correctional of
ficers standing over him, they had called ambu

lance. He has no other recollection of event and I 
have no hisrnry from [ correctional officers]. I have 

no ER paperwork. Came back [with prescription] 
for Dilantin. Habib refuses f medications], states he 
does [not] have seizures. Does not want to be 
housed in this building, wants to return to old jail." 

(Id. at 20; see also Trial Tr. 582.) The progress note 
also stated that Solebo did not have a hisrory of 

seizures. (Jt Ex. 3 at 20.) The assessment at this 
time was "Questionable episode floss of conscious
ness]/seiwre. Normal EEG." (Jt. Ex. 3 at 20; see 

also Trial Tr. 582.) 

*4 I I. On May 24, 2006, Solebo experienced 
an episode that he described as a seizure with viol

ent shaking of his whole body. (Jt. Ex, 3 at 15, LS, 
56-57.) During this episode, Solebo fell out of his 

bunk. (Id. at 57 .) The very day of this episode, 
Solebo submitted a request to a Kankakee nurse and 

requested that his Dilan tin be resumed. (Id. at 18, 
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58.) In his request, Solebo wrote, "I was previously 

on Dilantin medication and was taken off prescrip

tion and believe I may have suffered a seizure be

cause of discontinuation of Dilantin. I want to be 

put back on the medication Dilantin." ([d. at 58.) 

12. On May 25, 2006, Physician Assistant Pat

terson saw Solebo for his episode the day prior. (Id. 

at 18.) The progress note for this visit staled that 

Solebo '"woke up on [the] floor, near incontinent of 
urine," and that his "cellmate told him he was shak

ing on the floor." (Id. at I 8.) The assessment at this 
time was "Ques1ionable seizures." (Id. at 18.) Dur

ing this visit, Physician Assistant Patterson re
sumed Solebo's Dilantin. (Id. at 14, 18, 32.) Solebo 

continued to take 100 milligrams of Dilantin twice 
a day until August 28, 2006. (Id. at 33-35.) 

13. On August 22, 2006, Physician Assistant 

Patterson noted that Solebo "refuse[d] follow-up 
today for seizure management." (Jd. at 27, 29.) That 

same day, this Court entered an order, as the presid

ing trial judge in Soleho's pending criminal case, 

requiring Solebo to undergo a forensic evaluation to 

assess his competency to stand trial. (See Dcf.'s Ex, 

22 at I; see also Trial Tr. I 58, I 60.) 

III. The Metropolitan Correctional Center 
14. On August 29, 2006, Solebo was trans

ferred to the MCC. (Jt. Ex. 3 at 35; see also Def.'!; 

Ex. 22 at 1.) In the early morning of May I, 2007, 

Solebo was found dead in his cell. (R. 93, Proposed 

Pretrial Order, Ex. A: Stip. of Uncontested Facts ~I 
2.) This Court refers to Lhe time period during 

which Solebo was at the MCC as "the relevant time 
period." 

A. MCC personnel 

1. The MCC warden 

15. At Lhe time of Solebo's transfer to the 

MCC, there was no official warden at the MCC; in
stead, Associate Wardens Janet Purdue and James 

Henry were acting as interim wardens. (Trial Tr. 
694-95.) Eric Wilson became the warden of the 
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MCC on April I, 2007, and was the warden of the 
MCC at the time of Solebo's death. (Trial Tr. 694 .) 

As warden, Wilson was the person who was ulti
mately in charge of running the MCC. (Trial Tr. 

695.) 

16. Warden Wi Ison testified at trial. (Trial Tr. 

694-720.) He testified that he was responsible for 
ensuring that inmates received medical care and 

treatment that was necessary for their medical con
ditions. (Trial Tr. 695.) He was responsible for 

overseeing that medications were administered to 

inmates in accordance with the MCC's rules and 

regulations and that the MCC's rules were generally 
followed. (Trial Tr. 696.) Warden Wilson was also 

responsible for ensuring that the MCC personnel 
followed the Bureau of Prisons ("BOP") program 

statements, procedural statements, and technical 
reference manuals. (Trial Tr. 696; see also Trial Tr. 

702--03.) 

*5 17. Warden Wilson also testified that he had 
to ensure that there was an adequate medical staff 

at the MCC to care for the inmates. (Trial Tr. 

699-700.) He testified that he had a thorough 

knowledge of BOP regulations in effect to protect 

the lives of the MCC's inmates. (Trial Tr. 698.) 
Warden Wilson also testified that if he knew an in

mate was acting in a way that could cause the in

mate's own death, he had a duty to protect the in

mate from killing himself. (Trial Tr. 698.) 

2. The MCC Physicians 
18. During the relevant time period, only Lwo 

physicians practiced at the MCC: Dr. Arthur Hoff
man and Dr. Bonnie Nowakowski (the "Physicians'' 

or the "MCC Physicians"). (Trial Tr. 481-82.) Dr. 
Hoffman and Dr. Nowakowski each testified at tri

al. (Trial Tr. 387-474, 479-560.) Dr. Hoffman was 

evasive and combative during questioning, and his 

testimony was generally not credible. 

19. Dr. Hoffman was the MCC's Clinical Dir

ector from November 2005 until about November 
2007. (Trial Tr. 390-91; 48 I). Dr. Nowakowski 

was a staff physician who worked under the super-
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v1s10n of Dr. Hoffman. (Trial Tr. 48 ! , 487.) The 

Physicians' regular hours were 7 :45 a.m. to 4: 15 
p.m., Monday through Friday. (PL's Ex. Y at I; Tri

al Tr. 482.) Beginning in approximately the second 

half of March 2007, Dr. Hoffman went on leave 

and did not return to his role as Clinical Director at 

the MCC at any point in time prior to Solebo's 
death. (Trial Tr. 402-03.) In Dr. Hoffman's ab

sence, Dr. Nowakowski was the Acting Clinical 
Director, (Trial Tr. 144, 482-83), and was the only 

physician on the MCC's premises from mid-March 
through the Fall of 2007, (Trial Tr. 487-88.) 

20. Dr. Hoffman, as the Clinical Director, over
saw the clinical care provided at the MCC and was 

responsible for all health care de] ivered at the 
MCC. (Pl.'s Ex. C at 3.) Dr. Hoffman also super

vised MCC health care providers, such as physician 
assistants. (Trial Tr. 392, 396; PL's Ex. C at 5.) 

Specifically, Dr. Hoffman testified that it was his 
job, as Clinical Director, to ensure that the Physi

cians and physician assistants provided medical 

care and treatment to the inmates at the MCC in a 

proper manner. (Trial Tr. 393-95.) The Clinical 
Director also had a duty and responsibility to be 

directly involved in the evaluation and treatment of 
patients with medically complex problems. (Trial 

Tr. 397: PL's Ex.Cat 3.) 

21. As a staff physician, Dr. Nowakowski's du

ties included providing patient care, either directly 

through patient visits or by supervising physician 
assistants. (Trial Tr. 481.) Dr. Hoffman and Dr. 

Nowakowski shared the responsibility of treating 
the MCC's inmates, including Solcbo. (Trial Tr. 
545.) 

22. Dr. Nowakowski testified that when she 

was out, she provided the physician assistants with 

a contact number at which they could call her if 

there was an urgent medical problem. (Trial Tr. 
491-92.) When the Physicians were not physically 

present at the MCC, a BOP regional medical direct

or or a physician from a different BOP institution 

was designated to be available to provide clinical 

guidance to a physician assistant or nurse tclephon-
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ically. (Trial Tr. 168.) 

3. The MCC physician assistants 
*6 23. In 2007, the MCC physician assistants, 

also known as mid-level prac1itioners, included Al

bert lskandar, (Trial Tr. 28), Maria Velasquez, 
(Trial Tr. 66), Victoria Carrera, (Trial Tr. 99), and 

Roberto Aruiza, (Aruiza Dep. 7, Mar. 10, 2010). 
Iskandar, Velasquez, and Carrera each 1estified at 

trial. (Trial Tr. 28-140.) Aruiza·s deposition was 
admitted into evidence. (See Trial Tr. 721, 788.) 

Each MCC physician assistant was a physician in 
another country who was not licensed IO practice 

medicine in the United States. (Trial Tr. 100, 
395-96.) The Physicians supervised the physician 

assistants. (Sample Dep. 24, Jan. 25, 201 L) Dr. 
Hoffman testified that he regularly had contact with 

the physician assistants and discussed medical care 
and treatment with them. (Trial Tr. 396.) 

24. During the relevant time period, physician 

assistants were on tile premises at the MCC from 
7:30 a.m. until 11 :00 p.m. (Trial Tr. 33, 484.) Med

ical personnel were not physically present between 

11 :00 p.m. and 6:00 a.m., (Trial Tr. 33), and all 

emergencies during those hours would be called out 
to 911, (Trial Tr. 483-84 ). Physician assistants who 

worked the night shift in 2007 overlapped with the 
Physicians' day shift. (Trial Tr. 131.) Thus, if phys

ician assistants who worked the night shift at the 

MCC had a concern about an inmate missing his 

medication, they could tell the Physicians about this 

during the overlapping time. (Trial Tr. 131.) 

25. The physician assistants' duties included, in 

part, administering medication on the pill line. 

(Trial Tr. 29: Aruiza Dep. 28.) Physician assistants 

were responsible for working with the Physicians, 

(Trial Tr. 100), and assisting the Physicians with 

managing chronic health problems, such as seizure 

disorders, (Aruiza Dep. 14-15). Physician assist

ants were also responsible for making decisions, in 

conjunction with the Physicians, concerning the pa
tients' medical care and special needs. (Aruiza Dep. 

15-16.) Because the physician assistants had daily 

contact with the inmates, they were in essence the 
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Physicians· eyes and ears on the ground regarding 
the medications inmates were and were not receiv

ing. (Trial Tr. 36-37, 89-90.) 

4. Health Services Administration 
26. At all times relevant to this action, Ken 

Sample was the Health Services Administrator 

("HSA") at the MCC. (Sample Dep. 20, 23.) He 
managed the MCC's Health Services Unit. (Trial 

Tr. 768 .) Although Sample did not testify at trial, 
his deposition was admitted into evidence. (See Tri

al Tr. 721, 788.) In his capacity as HSA, Sample 
managed and directed the MCC Laboratory, the 

MCC Pharmacy, and the Medical Records depart
ments. (Sample Dep. 24, 32: Trial Tr. 436.) In man

aging the MCC Laboratory, for example, Sample 
relied on a BOP Program Statement on Laboratory 

Services ("Lab Services Statement") that was in ef
fect during the relevant time period to perform his 

job as the HSA. (Sample Dep. 84.) As the HSA, 
Sample was responsible for formulating and imple

menting administrative policies and programs es
sential to medical and dental operations. (Sample 

Dep. 31.) In addition, he was responsible for co
ordinating and controlling MCC programs and re

sources to achieve a balance between patient care 
and the inmate population. (Sample Dep. 31-32.) 

*7 27. Sample also evaluated MCC employees, 

with the exception of the Physicians. (Sample Dep. 

24.) Although Sample was the physician assistants' 

administrative supervisor, they were under the med

ical and clinical supervision of the Physicians. 

(Sample Dep. 24, 29.) Therefore, when evaluating 

the physician assistants on those areas that involved 

the clinic, Sample sought input from the Physicians 

and others. (Sample Dep. 29-30.) 

28. From January 2007 through May 2007, De

borah Lamping was the Assistant HSA and was su

pervised by Sample. (Trial Tr. l 41-43.) Lamping 
testified at trial. (Trial Tr. 141-175.) In her role as 

the Assistant HSA, Lamping had direct contact with 
the inmates. (Trial Tr. 144.) Nevertheless, she nev

er had any conversations with Solebo about his 
medical care and treatment. (Trial Tr. 144-45 .) 
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a. Medical Records 
29. Sample was in charge of the Medical Re

cords department. (Sample Dep. 24.) In that capa

city, Sample provided overall management report

ing, and the two medical records clerks reported to 
him. (Sample Dep. 41.) Sample required the medic

al records clerks to stay current with their filing, 
their audits, and any other required \asks that were 

outlined in their program statement. (Sample Dep. 
41.) In short, Sample was responsible for ensuring 

that the medical records clerks followed their job 

descriptions as defined in their program statement. 

(Sample Dep. 42.) 

30. Medical records were maintained in an in

box ("Medical Records lnbox"). (Sample Dep, 42.) 
Sample did not have any input or control over the 

types of documents that were contained in the Med
ical Records Inbox, and a program statement direc

ted where each one of those documents was placed. 
(Sample Dep. 42.) 

b. MCC Laboratory 
31. The MCC Laboratory was in a separate of

fice from the Medical Records department. (S. 

Wilson Dep. 34, Sept. 27, 2010.) From 2006 
through March 2007, the only nurse at the MCC 

was Duane Wagner. (Trial Tr. 501, 767-68.) He 

worked from Monday through Friday and oversaw 

the MCC Laboratory. (Trial Tr. 768-69.) Wagner 

was called to testify at trial. (Trial Tr. 767-88.) The 

MCC Laboratory also employed a phlebotomist. 

Sandra Wilson, through a staffing agency. (S. 

Wilson Dep. 9, 14.) The phlebotomist worked a 

morning shift from Monday through Friday. (S. 

Wilson Dep. 10, 14, 19.) Although the phlebotomist 

did not testify at trial, her deposition was admitted 

into evidence. (See Trial Tr. 721, 788.) 

32. HSA Sample supervised Nurse Wagner. 

(Sample Dep. 24, 27: Trial Tr. 393-94, 502--03.) 
Sample also supervised the phlebotomist, as he was 

the Contracting Officer's Technical Representative 
(''COTR") for her position and was administratively 

responsible for her. (Sample Dep. 25, 27, 48; S. 
Wilson Dep. 21.) In that capacity, Sample was re-
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sponsib!e for scheduling her hours and ensunng 
that she showed up on time and performed blood 
draws. (Sample Dep. 25-26: S. Wilson Dep. 21.) 
The phlebotomist also reported to Wagner, who dir
ected her work and answered her questions. (S. 
Wilson Dep. 23, 33; Sample Dep. 33.) 

*8 33. In March 2007, Wagner permanently 
left the MCC. (Trial Tr. 779, 787.) Wagner's duties 

as the staff nurse included, among other things, pro
cessing the Physicians' and physician assistants' or

ders for laboratory tests requiring blood draws, 
drawing inmates' blood, and following up on labor

atory tests to ensure that the Physicians received 
test results. (Trial Tr. 502-03, 768-69, 773.) On a 

day-to-day basis, the phlebotomist drew inmates' 
blood for lab requisi1ions. (S. Wilson Dep. 27-28; 

Trial Tr. 132-33, 769, 774.) Unless the phlebotom
ist needed a patient's medical chart to see a blood 

test, or unless Sample asked her to pull a chart, the 
phlebotomist did not pull patients' medical charts 

on a daily basis. (S. Wilson Dep. 35.) 

34. At the MCC, the process for ordering labor
atory tests and following up on the results of those 
tests worked as follows: Physicians ordered laborat
ory tests that required blood draws by placing the 
orders on a patient's medical chart. (See Trial Tr. 
768-69.) Nurse Wagner then transcribed the order 
onto a requisition form. (Trial Tr. 768-69, 782-83.) 
If a Physician ordered multiple laboratory tests, 
Wagner listed all of the tests on a single requisition 
form. (Trial Tr. 769.) The requisition forms were 

then sent to a testing laboratory along with the spe
cimens that were collected. (Pl.'s Ex. V at 28.) The 

Lab Services Statement that was in effect during 
the relevant time period instructed that the MCC 
Laboratory was to "'maintain a daily accession re
cord of specimens collected, specimens processed, 
and an appropriate identification system for each." 
(Pl.'s Ex. E at 5: Trial Tr. 783.) Inmates' blood 

draws and the laboratory results for those blood 
draws were tracked in a logbook ("MCC Laborat
ory Logbook"); this was the only system in place at 
the MCC for tracking laboratory results. (Trial Tr. 
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120-22, 769-73; see also Pl.'s Ex. A at 636, 845.) 
The MCC Laboratory Logbook consisted of a chart 
with the following information: the date of a blood 
draw, an inmate's name and number. the laboratory 
tests that were ordered and the ordering practition
er, the date that the results were returned, and the 

signature of the person who drew the blood. (PL's 
Ex. A at 636, 845; Trial Tr. 133, 769-70: Sample 
Dep. 8 I -82.) The primary purpose of the M CC 
Laboratory Logbook was to document the return of 
laboratory results to the MCC. (Sample Dep. 
82-83.) 

35. HSA Sample was responsible for imple
menting policies for the MCC Laboratory regarding 

the types of containers to be used for specific blood 
draws. (Sample Dep. 46-47.) Sample's role was 

limited to informing the MCC personnel that the 
blood specimens had to go out in a timely manner 

and that they had to be placed in the proper contain
ers. (Sample Dep. 45-46.) 

36. During the relevant time period, all routine 
blood draws were packaged and sent to the Federal 
Medical Center m Rochester, Minnesota 
("Rochester Lab") for processing. (Trial Tr. 509, 
769-70.) The Rochester Lab then faxed or mailed 
the results back to the MCC. (Trial Tr. 769-70; 
Sample Dep. 50-5) HSA Sample testified that if the 
results of a specimen had a panic value, meaning 
that the results were significant, the Rochester Lab 
called the MCC in advance. (Sample Dep. 50-51.) 
Other than laboratory results containing panic val
ues, however, Sample did not have any knowledge 
of other types of laboratory results that warranted a 
telephone call from the Rochester Lab prior to 
sending the fax to the MCC. (Sample Dep. 51.) 

*9 37. The phlebotomist testified that after 
laboratory results were faxed to the MCC, either the 

nurse or the Physicians received the results and re
viewed them. (S. Wilson Dep. 58.) Nurse Wagner 

testified that upon receiving laboratory results, he 
or the phlebotomist logged the date that the results 
were received in the MCC Laboratory Logbook, but 
they did not log the actual test results that were re-
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turned. (Trial Tr. 770, 772-73.) Laboratory results 
logged by the phlebotomist were given to her by 
Nurse Wagner after he reviewed them. (S. Wilson 
Dep. 84-85.) While it was possible that laboratory 

results could be placed on the phlebotomist's desk 
by someone other than Nurse Wagner, the phlebot~ 
omist testified that if a Physician had done so after 
reviewing the results, then the laboratory results 

would have been stamped. (S. Wilson Dep. 85-86, 
102-04.) When multiple laboratory tests were 

ordered, the results of the tests were not normally 
returned to the MCC on the same day. (S. Wilson 

Dep. 56.) Despite this fact, there was no system in 
place for noting which specific laboratory test res
ults were returned and which ones were outstand
ing. (Trial Tr. 772-73; S. Wilson Dep. 77-78.) 

38. Afer laboratory results were logged in the 
MCC Laboratory Logbook, Nurse Wagner testified 

that the results were sent to the MCC Physicians for 
their review. (Trial Tr. 771, 773.) Sandra Wilson, 

the phlebotomist, however, could not remember 
what she did with laboratory results afler logging 

them. (S. Wilson Dep. 84.) The Physicians were re
quired to review the laboratory results pursuant to 

an internal MCC policy. (Trial Tr. 499.) After the 
Physicians reviewed the laboratory results, all such 

results were supposed to be timely filed into the in
mates' medical charts. (Trial Tr. 500, 773; Sample 

Dep. 45.) Dr. Nowakowski testified that different 
pa1ients' laboratory results were viewed at the same 

time and then signed. (Trial Tr. 500.) The laborat
ory results were then placed in a to-be-filed pile 

that was known as '"the black hole ." (Trial Tr. 
548.) The to-be-filed pile contained documents that 

were supposed to be filed in the inmates' medical 
charts. (Trial Tr. 500, 548.) The purpose of placing 

laboratory results in an inmate's medical chart was 
to ensure that there was a history of blood draws 

and the corresponding laboratory test results, and 
that the Physicians were aware of an inmate's blood 

levels for a particular laboratory test. (Trial Tr. 
125-26, 500, 773.) Nurse Wagner did not make 

entries in the inmates' medical charts to note that 
laboratory results were returned. (Trial Tr. 771.) 
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Nurse Wagner testified that he had an obligation to 
timely follow up on all laboratory results, based on 
his training and the policy manual that he was fa
miliar with at the MCC. (Trial Tr. 783.) 

39. When a blood specimen that was shipped to 
the Rochester Lab was unacceptable for testing, the 

Rochester Lab notified the MCC via a fax or tele
phone call. (Trial Tr. 774-75.) If the notice was re

ceived via fax, that fax was sent to the Physicians. 
(Trial Tr. 775.) Upon receiving a notice about an 

unacceptable specimen, Nurse Wagner had the au
thority lO order that an inmate's blood be redrawn. 

(Trial Tr. 775.) Nurse Wagner could let the Physi
cians or a physician assistant know that 1he blood 

sample was bad. (Trial Tr. 775.) He did not need 
permission or an additional order from the Physi

cians to take another blood draw when a blood spe
cimen tha1 was shipped to the Rochester Lab was 

unacceptable. (Trial Tr. 775.) There was no system 
in place, however, to make sure that the nurse in 

fact called the inmate back down for a blood draw. 
(Trial Tr. 782.) When blood was redrawn, the nurse 

needed to have a new requisition sheet that would 
be sent to the Rochester Lab. (Trial Tr. 782-83.) 

The phlebotomist did not make the decision to re
draw blood. (S. Wilson Dep. 44.) Based on the 

phlebotomist's experience, when a sample was un
acceptable or rejected, a Physician would reorder 

the lab. (S. Wilson Dep. 79.) 

*10 40. If the notice that the specimen was un
acceptable was received through a telephone call, 
someone, such as the phlebotomist, informed the 
nurse about the telephone call. (Trial Tr. 781-82.) 
This was the only system in place at the MCC to 
account for such telephone calls. (Trial Tr. 782.) 
The phlebotomist testified that she sometimes fol
lowed up by calling the Rochester Lab to determine 
what happened with the unacceptable specimen. (S. 
Wilson Dep. 40.) She also testified that the Physi
cians were responsible for ensuring that laboratory 
test results were returned to the MCC Laboratory or 
to the Medical Records department. (S. Wilson 
Dep. 72 .) 
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4 L The Physicians relied on Nurse Wagner to 

inform them that laboratory results were not re

turned. (Trial Tr. 512.) Although the Physicians 

could call the Rochester Lab themselves and ask for 

the laboratory results that day, this was not 
routinely done. (Trial Tr. 512.) Dr. Hoffman testi

fied that at the clinical level, he, as the Clinical Dir
ector, was ultimately responsible for ensuring that 

results for laboratory tests that were ordered for in
mates were actually performed. (Trial Tr. 436.) At 

an operational level, however, HSA Sample pos
sessed that responsibility. (Trial Tr. 436-37 .) Dr. 

Hoffman testified that he was responsible for at
tending to what was and was not being done, and 

for giving recommendations and suggestions to 
Sample, the associate warden, and Warden Wilson 

as to how he thought things could be best done to 
serve the interests of the patients. (Trial Tr. 437 .) 

42. The customary turn-around time for a blood 
test for a Dilantin level, from the time that a Physi

cian ordered the test unti I the laboratory resu I ts 
were returned, was anywhere from a few days to 

between two and three weeks. (Trial Tr. 508, 786.) 
The delay was caused in part by the volume of the 

requests and by the procedures involved in deliver
ing the results to the Physicians, including logging 

the results, making copies, and sending the results 
to the Physicians. (Trial Tr. 509, 786.) 

43. Nevertheless, a STAT lab could he ordered 

to expedite the process; ST AT labs were drawn on 

the day of the request and usually returned in 24 

hours. (Trial Tr. 787; Trial Tr. 507.) The Physicians 

had the ability to order a blood test for a Dilantin 

level STAT, and if they did so, they would receive 

the results in approximately 24 hours. (Trial Tr. 

507.) 

44. The Lab Services Statement in effecl dur

ing the relevant time period outlined the following 
objectives: (a) "Testing will be performed by quali

fied health care personnel;" (b) "Medical laboratory 
test reports will be accurate and timely;" (c) 

"'Laboratory test results will be reported to inmates 
as necessary and incorporated into the inmate's 
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health record:" (d) "Accurate records will be main
tained;'" and (e) ·'Safety and quality control proced

ures will be enforced." (Pl.'s Ex. E at 1; Trial Tr. 
701, 783 .) Warden Wilson was responsible for en

suring that the Lab Services Statement was actually 
implemented. (Trial Tr. 703.) Dr. Hoffman testified 

that the objectives in the Lab Services Statement 
should be followed. (Trial Tr. 448-50.) According 

to Nurse Wagner, objectives 2(b)-(e) were object

ives of the MCC Laboratory in 2007. (Trial Tr. 

783-84.) Warden Wilson also testified that object
ives 2(c)-(d) were being followed at the MCC. 

(Trial Tr. 704.) HSA Sample agreed that medical 
objectives 2(b)-(d) were being followed at Lhe 

MCC. (Sample Dep. 85.) 

*11 45. The Lab Services Statement also con

tains a section on Laboratory Manuals. (P\.'s Ex. E 
at 3.) That section provides. in part: "The director 

of the laboratory must approve, sign, and date any 
policies and procedures manuals." (Pl.'s Ex.Eat 3.) 

Sample agreed that this statement was in effect. 
(Sample Dep. 85-86.) 

5. MCC correctional officers 
46. Beginning February 9, 2007, Solebo was 

housed in housing Unit l 7E. (Pl.'s Ex. B at 1-2; 

Trial Tr. I 86.) In 2007. Andrew Blanco was one of 

the officers assigned to Unit l 7E. (Blanco Dep. 

5-6, July 21, 2010.) Although Blanco did not testi

fy at trial, his deposition was admitted into evid

ence. (See Trial Tr. 721, 788.) Vincent Cannon, a 

correctional officer, was occasionally assigned to 

Unit I 7E during the evening watch in 2007. (Trial 

Tr. 176. 186.) Cannon was called to testify at trial. 

(Trial Tr. 175-90.) 

4 7. Correctional officers assigned to Unit l 7E 

maintained a logbook ("Unit 17E Logbook") that 
they updated when they were on duty. (Pl.'s Ex.. B 

at l-148; Trial Tr. 176-77, I 80.) Post orders in

structed correctional officers on what to write down 

in the Unit 17E Logbook. (Trial Tr. 177.) 

48. Correctional Officers did not receive any 

instructions on how to handle the pill line, nor were 
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there any post orders to instruct them on how to 
handle the pill line. (Trial Tr. 177-78; Blanco Dep. 

16.) Although correctional officers sometimes 
noted that the pill line was administered on Unit 
I 7E, they were not required to make entries about 
the pill line or whether an inmate received or did 
not receive medication on the pill line. (Blanco 
Dep. 13-14, 44, 47; see also Pl.'s Ex, Bat 1-148.) 

If an inmate missed the pill line for any reason, Of
ficer Cannon's practice was to note it in the Unit 

l 7E Logbook and notify a physician assistant that 
the inmate had missed the pill line. (Trial Tr. 
178-79.) If an inmate missed the pill line, Cannon 
did not call the Physicians to inform them of this, 
nor did he ask the inmate why he missed the pill 
line. (Trial Tr. 178-79.) Cannon did not discuss the 

importance of taking medication with the inmates 
when they missed me pill line. (Trial Tr. 179.) 

49. Cannon knew that Solebo was taking med
ication on the pill line because the physician assist

ants called Cannon and requested that Solebo be 
brought down to the 7th Floor Health Services Unit 

("7th Floor") for medication. (Trial Tr. 179.) Can
non did not, however, know that Solebo was taking 

medication for seizure disorder. (Trial Tr. 179.) 
Cannon testified that when he was on duty, inmates 

always received their medications. (Trial Tr. 

179-80.) 

B. MCC policies and procedures regarding med
ication 

1. Pill line at the MCC 

50. During the relevant time period, some med
ication, including Dilantin, was administered to 

MCC inmates through the pill line and under the 
direct supervision of the physician assistants. (Pl.'s 

Ex. A at 493; Trial Tr. 81, 126-27, 427-28.) The 
physician assistant administering the doses verified 

the patient's identity and the medication, and en
sured that the inmate actually consumed his medic

ation. (Trial Tr. 526.) The Physicians did not ad
minister medication on the pill line. (Trial Tr. 428.) 

The pill line occurred twice a day, once in the 
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morning and once in the evening. (P\.'s Ex. A at 
493; Trial Tr. 34.) The pill line took place either on 

the inmates' housing unit or on the 7th Floor. (Pl.'s 
Ex.. A at 493; Trial Tr. 29-30, 81-82, 186-87.) 

*12 5 L When the pill line took place on the in
mates' housing unit, the physician assistant admin

istering the medication placed it on a cart 
("medication cart") and yelled. announcing, "pill 

line," or some variation thereof on the unit. (Trial 
Tr. 29, 84. 127; Blanco Dep. 23). The physician as

sistant then called out the names of each inmate re
ceiving medication on thar housing unit. (Trial Tr. 

84; Blanco Dep. 25.) Those inmates then brought 
their identification and a glass of water and stood in 

a single-file line to receive their medication. (Trial 
Tr. 84-85, 127.) Officer Bianco's practice was to 

stand next to the physician assistant while medica
tion was being administered. (Blanco Dep. 17, 23). 

52. When the pill line took place on the 7th 
Floor, a physician assistant called the correctional 
officers and provided them with the names of the 
inmates who were supposed to receive medication 
on the pill line. (Trial Tr. 178.) The correctional of
ficer on the floor then yelled, announcing, "pill 
line" on the housing unit. (Aruiza Dep. 33-34.) An 
internal security officer accompanied the inmates 
on an elevator to the 7th Floor. (Trial Tr. 30; Aruiza 

Dep. 29, 3 L-32.) When the physician assistants ad
ministered medication on the 7th Floor, they knew 

that an inmate had refused his medication because 
the officers told them. (Trial Tr. 187 .) In 2007, if an 

inmate did not come down for his medication. 
Physician Assistant lskandar did not nx1uest that 
someone bring the inmate to the 7th Floor so that 
he could receive his medication. (Trial Tr. 35.) 

2. Medication Administration Records 
53. During the relevant time period, the MCC 

personnel were required to follow a BOP Program 
Statement on Pharmacy Services ("Pharmacy Ser

vices Statement"). (Pl.'s Ex. J at I 6-23; Trial Tr. 
528.) Pursuant to the Pharmacy Services Statement, 

the administration of medication to an inmate was 
to be documented in an inmate's Medication Ad-
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ministration Record ("MAR"). (PJ's Ex. J at J 9; Tri
al Tr. 81, 527 .) The MARs were created for the be

nefit of the Physicians because the Physicians did 
not administer medication on the pill line and did 
not have direct knowledge of whether an individual 
inmate was receiving his medication. (Trial Tr. 
529.) The purpose of the MAR was to have a record 
that the Physicians could review to sec whether an 
inmate was refusing or missing his medication, and 
which a Physician could then use when making 
clinical judgments. (Trial Tr. 36, 529.) The Physi
cians were supposed review the MARs when they 
were treating the inmates. (Trial Tr. 36.) 

54. Every inmate receiving medication on the 

pill line, including Solebo, had a MAR that was 
generated by the Pharmacy department on a 

monthly basis. (Trial Tr. 37-38, 528-29.) The 
MAR contained information such as the inmate's 

name, the name of the medication, and the dosage 
the inmate was to receive. (Trial Tr. 528.) Solebo's 

MAR indicated that he was taking Dilantin. (Trial 
Tr. 528; Jt. Ex. 1 at 786-803.) 

*13 55. When administering medication on the 
pill line. the physician assistants had the inmates' 
MARs in front of them and the information in the 
MARs was readily available to them. (Trial Tr. 61.) 
The MAR contained a designated box for each and 
every dose, which corresponded to the days of the 
month, for an appropriate code to he noted in the 
box by the person who was administering the med
ication. (Trial Tr. 528.) When an inmate received 

his medication on the pill line, the physician assist
ant administering his medication placed his or her 
initials in a designated box on the MAR. (Trial Tr. 
35, 428.) When an inmate refused his medication 
on the pill line by telling the physician assistant or 
correctional officer that he did not want to take his 
medication. the physician assistant wrote "R" in the 
designated box on the MAR, per the Pharmacy Ser
vices Statement. (Pl. 's Ex. J at 19; Trial Tr. 35, 57, 
528-29.) When an inmate did not present himself to 
the physician assistant or correctional officer on the 
pill line, the physician assistant wrote "NS" for no-
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show, per the Pharmacy Services Statement. (PL's 
Ex. J at 19; Trial Tr. 35-37, 59, 62, 528-29.) Thus, 

there were times when the physician assistants re
lied only on what the correctional officer told them 

when they noted "R" or "NS" on an inmate's MAR. 
(Trial Tr. 58.) 

56. MARs were kept on the medication cart 
and were available for the Physicians to review dur

ing the month that they were in use. (Trial Tr. 
37-38, 89.) In addition to reviewing the MAR on 

the medication cart, the Physicians could also find 
out whether an inmate was taking his medication 

during the month by consulting with the physician 
assistants. (Trial Tr. 89.) At the end of each month, 

the MARs were given to the Physicians to review, 
and the MARs then became part of an inmate's 

medical chart. (Trial Tr. 90; Aruiza Dep. 75.) 

3. Missing medication and Medical Treatment 
Refusal Forms 

57. Inmates commonly failed to line up for the 
pill line. (Trial Tr. 127, 137). Although there were 
no written rules at the MCC requiring the physician 
assistants to notify the Physicians if a patient 
missed three consecutive doses of medication, Dr. 
Nowakowski requested the pi II line staff to notify 
her when an inmate missed three or four consecut
ive doses of medication because it was possible for 
her to do something about it in that situation. (Trial 
Tr. 530-531, 555.) Similarly, Dr. Hoffman testified 
at trial that if he personally knew, in his capacity as 
a physician, that Soleho had missed three doses of 
his medication in a row, he would have "definitely" 
wanted someone to speak to Solebo. (Trial Tr. 474.) 

Dr. Hoffman also testified that if Solebo had missed 
two days of medication, he would have wanted to 
find out why and he may have wanted to speak to 
Soleho and ask him what was going on. (Trial Tr. 
458.) 

58. An admissions and orientation handbook 
("A & 0 Handbook") for inmates instructed them 
to report to the pill line when scheduled and warned 
that a failure to show up at the pill line when sched
uled "wifl result in an incident report." (Pl.'s Ex. A 
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at 493) (emphasis added). Although incident report 
forms were available, Dr. Nowakowski testil"ied 

that it was not the custom or practice at the MCC to 
complete an incident report form if an inmate 
missed the pill line. (Trial Tr. 546-47.) 

*14 59. Additionally, a BOP Program State

ment on Patient Care ("Patient Care Statement"), 
that was in effect at the MCC during the relevant 

time period, instructed that "[a]ny refusal of recom
mended or offered treatment or a diagnostic proced

ure will be documented in the inmate health record. 
The inmate will be asked to sign a Refusal of Med

ical Treatment form." (Pl.'s Ex.Sat 51; Trial Tr. 
94-95, 522.) The Patient Care Statement further in

structed that if the inmate refused to sign the Med
ical Treatment Refusal Form ("Refusal Form"), ( 

see Pl.'s Ex. H; Trial Tr. 78, 522), "two staff wit
nesses will altest and sign to the fact that the con

sequences of refusing the proposed treatment or 
procedure were explained to the inmate in a lan

guage he/she understood," (Pl.'s Ex. S at 51; Trial 
Tr. 95, 522-23). In addition, the Patient Care State

ment provided that "[a]s a general rule, medical and 
dental treatment, including medication, are given 

only when the inmate consents.'' (Pl.'s Ex. S at 51) 
(emphasis added). The Patient Care Statement also 

identified exceptions to the general rule, i.e., situ
ations when medical treatment was to be provided 

without the patient's consent or on an involuntary 
basis. (Pl.'s Ex. S at 51). Thus, per the Patient Care 

Statement, an inmate who refused his medication 
was required to sign a Refusal Form. (Pl.'s Ex. S at 

51.) Contrary to a plain reading of the Patient Care 
Statement, Dr. Nowakowski testified, quite incred

ibly, that the Refusal Form did not apply to the ad
ministration of voluntary medication. (Trial Tr. 
523-24.) 

60. Signed Refusal Forms were supposed to be 
placed in an inmate's medical chart, (Trial Tr. 33, 

429-30, 547), so that the Physicians could see that 
an inmate refused medication on a certain date, 
(Trial Tr. 56-57, 78). Despite this purpose, Dr. 
Nowakowski testified that Refusal Forms were not 
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commonly used at the MCC for medication refusal. 
(Trial Tr. 521.) Physician Assistants Iskandar and 

Velasquez testified that there was no written policy 
at the MCC as to when a physician assistant should 
provide an inmate with a Refusal Form, and instead 
each physician assistant could decide whether to 
provide an inmate who was refusing his medication 
with a Refusal Form. (Trial Tr. 61, 79-80.) Because 

Refusal Forms were not signed every single time an 
inmate missed his medication, there might not be a 
Refusal Form in an inmate's medical chart for each 
instance that an inmate missed his medication. 
(Trial Tr. 79-8 L) In those circumstances, the only 
documentation the physician assistants made that 
an inmate refused medication on the pill line was 
the notation of an "R" in the MAR. (Trial Tr. 58.) 

6 I. If a Refusal Form was completed, there 
could be a record in an inmate's medical chart of 

when he missed his medication on a day-to-day 
basis. (Trial Tr. 54 7 .) And, if the incident reports or 

medical Refusal Forms were in the chart, such as 
the MARs were, Dr. Nowakowski testified that it 

could be easy to track when a patient was missing 
his medication. (Trial Tr. 547~48.) 

*15 62. There were occasions when an inmate 
talked to Officer Cannon and asked if he could re
ceive his medication. (Trial Tr. 188.) When an in

mate on Unit l 7E who failed to line up for the pill 
line subsequently changed his mind and decided he 
wanted his medication or showed up to receive his 
medication, the inmate needed to speak with the 
correctional officer on duty. (Trial Tr. I 88.) During 
those occasions, Cannon's practice was to call the 
physician assistant and send the inmate down to the 
7th Floor to receive his medication. (Trial Tr. 188.) 
Cannon testified that he never refused an inmate's 
request to be sent down for his medication or to re
ceive his medication. (Trial Tr. 188.) On the occa
sions that Cannon contacted a physician assistant 
and asked them to either return to the housing unit 
to administer medication to an inmate or to allow 
an inmate go down to the 7th Floor to receive his 
medication, a physician assistant never refused. 
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(Trial Tr. 188.) 

63. Physician Assistant lskandar testified that 

the physician assistants gave the inmates second 

chances and accommodated any inmate who came 

to an officer after missing the pill line and asked for 

his medication. (Trial Tr. 63.) Physician Assistant 

lskandar also testified that he was not aware of any 

instance in which an inmate requested his medica

tions and was denied them. (Trial Tr. 63.) 

4. Daily Meetings 
64. In 2006 and 2007, the Physicians held 

morning endorsement meetings and close-out meet

ings to discuss patients. (Trial Tr. 68, 73, 131, 541, 

778.) The endorsement and close-out meetings 

were not held on the weekends because the Physi

cians were not present. (Trial Tr. 92-93.) If both 

Physicians were present, they would both attend the 

endorsement and close-out meetings. (Trial Tr. 

541.) Although the meetings were supposed to he 

held on a daily basis, Dr. Nowakowski testified that 

when she was present at the MCC the Physicians 

did not always hold a daily meeting. (Trial Tr. 

541-42.) In April 2007, when Dr. Hoffman was on 

leave, Dr. Nowakowski ran the daily meetings. 

(Trial Tr. 542.) On the days in April that Dr. 

Nowakowski was not present, such as the week pri

or to Soleho's death, a daily meeting did not take 

place. (Trial Tr. 542.) 

65. Daily meeting participants typically in

cluded both Dr. Hoffman and Dr. Nowakowski 

when they were present, the physician assistants, 

Nurse Wagner, and HSA Sample. (Trial Tr. 541, 

778.) Pharmacists did not normally attend the daily 

meetings. (Trial Tr. 92.) The purpose of the daily 

meetings was to ensure that the Physicians and 

physician assistants discussed and were made aware 

of important or significant medical issues concern

ing the inmates. (Trial Tr. 68, 73, 13 I.) One such 

important or significant medical issue was inmates 

who were not taking their medication as prescribed. 

(Trial Tr. 69, 70, 74; see also Trial Tr. 459, 541.) 

Thus, during the daily meetings, the Physicians and 

physician assistants discussed what to do when an 
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inmate was not taking his medication as prescribed. 

(Trial Tr. 71.) Additionally, if the physician assist

ants had any concerns about an inmate, like Solebo, 

missing his medication, they could misc and dis

cuss these concerns with the Physicians. (Trial Tr. 

131.) 

IV. Solebo's time at the Metropolitan Correc
tional Center: August 2006 to May 2007 

A. August 2006 

*16 66. Solebo was incarcerated at the MCC 

from August 28, 2006 until May 1, 2007, while 

awaiting trial. (Def.'s Ex. 22 at 1; R, 93, Proposed 

Pretrial Order, Ex. A: Stip. of Uncontested Facts 9[ 

I.) Prior to Solebo's death, none of his medical re

cords from Kankakee were ever at the MCC. (Trial 

Tr. 540-41 .) Although an MCC Physician could 

have requested those records by signing a standard 

consent form, having Solebo sign the form, and 

noting what was requested from where and during 

what time period, no one did so. (Trial Tr. 493-94.) 

67. On August 28, 2006, Physician Assistant 

Aruiza conducted an initial medical evaluation of 

Solebo and prepared the first note in Solebo's med

ical chart at the MCC. (Jt. Ex. I at 804: Aruiza 

Dep. 79-80.J Aruiza recorded that Solebo stated, "I 

need my medications ." (Jt. Ex. 1 at 804; Aruiza 

Dep. 81.) Solebo also informed Aruiza that his last 

seizure occurred one month prior and that he had 

been taking Dilantin for four months. (Jt. Ex. 1 at 

804; Trial Tr. 497; Aruiza Dep. 81.) The assess

ment at this time was that Solebo had a history of 

seizure disorder. (Jt. Ex. I at 804; Aruiza Dep. 81.) 

68. Solebo's treatment plan included an order 

by Aruiza to check Solebo's Dilantin levels. (Jt. Ex. 

I at 804.) Significantly, Aruiza entered an order to 

continue Sokbo's Dilantin. (Jt. Ex. I at 805; Trial 

Tr. 494; Aruiza Dep. 84.) Solebo's dosage of 

Dilantin was increased to three JOO-milligram cap

sules, equaling 300 milligrams, to be taken each 

evening. (Jt. Ex. I at 805.) Aruiza also ordered that 

Solebo be placed in a lower bunk until December 
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28, 2006, because of his history of seizure disorder. 
(Jt. Ex. 1 at 804; Aruiza Dep. 8 L 88.) Aruiza con

sidered this a safety issue, meaning that if Solebo 
had a seizure, he would be safer if he did not fall 

from a higher bunk. (Aruiza Dep. 88.) 

69. Finally, Aruiza ordered that Solebo visit the 

Chronic Care Clinic ("CCC") for Neurology 
("Neurology CCC") for his seizures by September 

18, 2006. (Jt. Ex. 1 at 804; Aruiza Dep. 81.) The 
first time that Solebo was seen by an MCC Physi

cian in the Neurology CCC, however, was on 
November 30, 2006-over three months after his 

arrival at the MCC, and over two months after the 
daie specified in Aruiza's order. (Jt. Ex. 1 at 806.) 

The Neurology CCC was for patients who exhibited 
neurological-related problems, such as seizure dis

order. (Trial Tr. 464.) According to the BOP Patient 
Care Statement, CCCs were intended to be "a 

means for inmates with ongoing medical needs to 
be tracked on [an internal database known as] SEN

TRY and seen by a health care provider at clinically 
appropriate intervals." (Pl.'s Ex. S at 18; see also 

Trial Tr. 155 ). The Patient Care Statement provided 
that "a physician will see all inmates assigned !O a 

CCC every six months, or more often if clinically 
indicated." (Pl.'s Ex. S at 18.) The Patient Care 

Statement further provided that "[hjigh risk or med
ically complex chronic care inmates will be seen 

more frequently in accordance with good clinical 
judgment, in addition to or in conjunction with reg

ular visits with their primary provider." (Pl.'s Ex. S 
at 18.) Warden Wilson expected that the Patient 

Care Statement would be enforced and followed at 
the MCC. (Trial Tr. 711.) 

*17 70. Aruiza also prepared an Intake Screen
ing form ("Intake Form") for Solebo. (Jt. Ex. 1 at 
828-29; Trial Tr. 159.) Aruiza noted that Solebo 
had a history of seizure disorder and designated 
Solebo a Care Level 1. (Jt. Ex. 1 at 828-829; Trial 
Tr. 159.) That same day, Dr. Nowakowski reviewed 
the Intake Form and signed-off on the Care Level 1 
for Solebo. (Jt. Ex. I at 828; Trial Tr. 169.) During 
the relevant time period, there were four levels of 
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care for MCC inmates on a continuum from l to 4. 
(Pl.'s Ex. Q; Trial Tr. 156 .) Care Level 1 was con

sidered the least serious medical level, whereas 
Care Level 4 was considered the most serious med

ical and psychiatric level. (Tri a I Tr. I 56.) The M CC 
Physicians determined an inmate's care level. (Trial 

Tr. 159.) 

71. On August 29, 2006, Dr. Nowakowski con

ducted an administrative chart review. (Jt. Ex. I at 
804.) Dr. Nowakowski reviewed, signed and ap

proved Aruiza's orders in Solebo's medical chart, 
including the prescription for Dilamin. (Jt. Ex. 1 at 

804-805, 82 I; Trial Tr. 494.) When Dr. 
Nowakowski conducted administrative chart re

views, she would not typically communicate con
temporaneously with the physician assistant who 

bad made the notes, unless there was a specific 
problem that needed to be addressed. (Trial Tr. 

492-93.) During the administrative chart review, 
Dr. Nowakowski questioned the etiology of the 

seizures and commented in Solebo's medical chart 
that she needed clarification of the history, pre

scription, and seizure type. (Jt. Ex. 1 at 804; Aruiza 
Dep. 83.) Dr. Nowakowski did not meet with 

Solebo during the administrative chart review. (See 

Trial Tr. 484.) 

72. At trial, Dr. Hoffman testified that he did 
not disagree with the initial prescription of Dilantin 
that Solebo received during the MCC's intake pro
cess. (Trial Tr. 409-10.) Solebo's prescription, pre
scription number 96516, did not include any refills 
and was to expire on September 27, 2006. (Jt. Ex. I 
at 821.) 

73. On August 29, 2006, a "Patient Problem 
List" that was likely prepared by a Physician 
provided that the '"Significant Diagnosis" for 
Solebo was status post-seizure and designated 
Solebo a Care Level 2, (Jt. Ex. ! at 823; Trial Tr. 
159, 170.) According to Dr. Hoffman, So!cbo was 

in the Neurology CCC because he was classified as 
a Care Level 2 inmate. (Trial Tr. 461-62.) 

74. On August 30, 2006, Physician Assistant 
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Carrera performed an initial physical examination 

of So!cbo and completed a Report of Medical Ex

amination ('"Initial Report"). (Jt. Ex. 1 at 824-25; 
Trial Tr. 105-06.) In the Initial Report, Carrera 

noted that Solebo had seizure disorder and that he 
was currently on medication. (Jt. Ex. 1 at 824; Trial 

Tr. I 06.) Carrera also summarized Solebo's pre

scription for Dilantin and noted that he was to take 

300 milligrams of Dilantin every evening. (Jt. Ex. I 
at 825; Trial Tr. 107-08; 495-96.) In the "Summary 

of Defects and Diagnoses" section of the Initial Re
port, the only medical condition noted was that 

Solebo had a history of seizures that were con
trolled with medication. (Jt. Ex.. 1 at 825; Trial Tr. 

I 07, 496.) Carrera testified th at this information 
was entered into Solebo's medical chart so that all 

medical personnel who came into contact with 
Solebo would be aware of his medical history. 

(Trial Tr. 108.) Carrera also recommended that 

Solebo be placed in a lower bunk so that he could 

not fall from an upper bunk if he had a seizure. 
(Trial Tr. 109.) 

*18 75. On August 30, 2006, Dr. Nowakowski 
reviewed the Initial Report. (Trial Tr. 109, 496.) In 

reviewing and signing off on the Initial Report, Dr. 
Nowakowski was aware that Solebo was presenting 

with seizure disorder controlled with medication. 
(Trial Tr. 497.) According to Dr. Nowakowski, the 

Initial Report did not outline a treatment plan for 
Solebo at that time because that plan was going to 

be created when he saw an MCC Physician, which 
was generally done at the CCC. (Trial Tr. 496-97.) 

Dr. Nowakowski again did not meet with Solebo 
during this review. (See Trial Tr. 484.) 

76. When Solebo initially presented to the 

MCC, his prescription for Dilantin needed to be re
newed. (Trial Tr. 524-25.) Dr. Nowakowski testi

fied that it was common practice at the MCC to 

write a prescription for medication that an inmate 

was already taking when a Physician did not have 

time to see the patient. (Trial Tr. 525.) She further 

testified that even after a Physician saw the patient 

during a clinical visit, it was also common practice 
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to write a prescription for medication that a patient 
did not medically require. (Trial Tr. 525.) Accord

ing to Dr. Nowakowski, because Solebo came in to 
the MCC on Dilantin, his Dilantin was continued 

because it was better to be safe than sorry. (Tri al 
Tr. 525.) But, in accordance with the MCC's cus

tom and practice, So\ebo was to be evaluated in a 
CCC. (Trial Tr. 525.) At the CCC, a Physician 

would then determine whether medication was 
medically necessary. (Trial Tr. 525.) Dr. 

Nowakowski testified unequivocally that Solebo 
would not have been prescribed anti-seizure medic

ation if it was of no medical benefit to him. (Trial 
Tr. 525-26.) Dr. Nowakowski also testified that al

though she had prescribed medication that was 
medically unnecessary, such as Ty Jeno!, for a pa

tient at the MCC, she had never written a prescrip
tion for a controlled substance, such as Dilantin, 

when it was not necessary for a patient. (Trial Tr. 
526.) 

77. After arriving at the MCC, So\ebo took his 
Dilantin on August 29, 30, and 31. (Jt. Ex. 1 at 802; 

Trial Tr. 531.) 

B. September 2006 
78. In early September 2006, Dr. Nowakowski 

reviewed Solebo's August 2006 MAR. (Jt. Ex. 1 at 

802; Trial Tr. 531-532.) 

79. On September 16, 2006, Solebo missed his 

Dilanlin: it was the only dose of medication he 

missed that month. (Jt. Ex. I at 800; Trial Tr. 532.) 

80. On September 18, 2006, Solebo's blood 

was drawn pursuant to an order by Dr. Nowakowski 
to test, among other things, his Dilantin level. (Jt. 

Ex. I at 817; Trial Tr. I J 7-18). The purpose of ob
taining a blood draw and corresponding laborawry 

results for a Di \ant in level was to determine the 
concentration of Dilantin in Solebo's blood: that is, 

to determine whether the Dilantin was at a thera
peutic level. (See Trial Tr. 498.) Dr. Nowakowski 

testified that the purpose of administering Dilantin 
to Solebo was to keep him in a therapeutic range 

because maintaining his Dilantin level in a thera-
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peutic range lessened his chances of having a 
seizure. (Trial Tr. 549.) If Solcbo missed multiple 

doses of Dilantin, this could increase his risk of 
having a seizure. (Trial Tr. 549.) Dr. Nowakowski 

explained that there are reference ranges for labor
atory tests, which are basically a generic range, i.e., 

a bell-shaped curve, of the expected test results for 
a patient. (Trial Tr. 499.) Dr. Nowakowski further 

testified that the therapeutic range for Dilantin, ac
cording to the Rochester Lab, is between IO 

<<mu>>/ml and 20 <<mu>>/ml, and that the thera
peutic range and reference range are fairly similar. 
(Trial Tr. 499-500.) 

*19 81. On September 20, 2006, the Rochester 

Lab faxed the results of Solebo's September 18 
blood draw to the MCC. (Jt. Ex. 1 at 817.) The 

September 20 laboratory results revealed that the 
Dilantin level in So!ebo's blood was 8 <<mu>>/ml, 
which was subtherapeuti c. (J t. Ex. I at 817; Tri al 
Tr. 117-18.) 

82. On September 21, 2006, Dr. Nowakowski 
reviewed the results of the September 18 blood 
draw and became aware that Solebo's Dilantin level 
was sub-therapeutic. (Jt. Ex. I at 817; Trial Tr. 
119.) 

C October 2006 
83. On October 2, 2006, Dr. Nowakowski re

viewed Solebo's September 2006 MAR. (Jt. Ex. I at 
800; Trial Tr. 532.) Because the MAR indicated 

that Solebo had only missed one dose of his 
Dilantin, Dr. Nowakowski was not concerned about 

Solebo. (Trial Tr. 533.) 

84. On October 3, 2006, Solebo made a visit to 

"sick call" and was seen by Physician Assistant 
Carrera. (Jt. Ex. l at 806; Trial Tr. 109-10.) During 

this visit, Carrera made a note in Solebo's medical 
chart ("October 3rd Note"). (Jt. Ex. l at 806; Trial 

Tr. I 09- lO.) The subjective portion of the October 
3rd Note provided, in part: "[i]ncarceration started 

with seizure eight months ago. Wants medication 
refill. Is study case." (Jt. Ex. 1 at 806; see also Trial 

Tr. 110.) Carrera also noted that So!ebo's Dilantin 
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level from September 18, 2006, was 8 <<mu>>/ml. 
(Jt. Ex. 1 at 806.) The only assessment Carrera 

made, meaning the finding she made as a result of 
the information she had regarding Solebo, was sub~ 

jective seizure disorder. (Jt. Ex. I at 806; Trial Tr. 
110-11, 138-39.) If Carrera had any questions re

garding whether Solebo had seizure disorder, she 
could have verified this with the Physicians. (Trial 

Tr. 139.) 

85. At trial, Physician Assistant Carrera testi

fied that in light of Solebo's history of seizure dis
order, the treatment plan for him at this time was to 

continue his Dilanti n. (Trial Tr. 139.) Specifically, 
Solebo was to continue taking three JOO-milligram 

capsules of Dilantin by mouth every evening for 
180 days. (Jt. Ex. 1 at 806; Trial Tr. 110-11.) The 

only medical condition for which Solebo was tak
ing Dilantin was seizure disorder. (Trial Tr. 111.) 

The treatment plan also provided that Solebo was to 
be added to the Neurology CCC for seizures, so 

that he could be followed up for his seizure dis
order. (Jt. Ex. 1 at 806; Trial Tr. 110-11.) There 

was no other reason that Solebo was being sent to 
the Neurology CCC, and Solebo did not have any 

other medical condition that was being considered. 
(Trial Tr. 111-112.) Although Carrera ordered "lab 

results in chart for Dilantin," (Jt. Ex. I at 806), she 
did not order any medical tests, (Trial Tr. 111 ). 

86. The October 3 Note contains a stamp on the 
lower left-hand corner that states: "Written: Patient 
medication information was provided regarding 
use, precautions and possible side effects." (Jt. Ex. 
I at 806; Trial Tr. 167 .) According lo Assistant 
HSA Lamping, the stamp indicates that a written 
patient information sheet ("hiformation Sheet") for 

Dilantin was provided to Solebo on or about Octo
ber 3. (Trial Tr. 167; see also Def. 's Ex. I B-C.) 
The Information Sheet cautioned, "DO NOT STOP 
TA KING THIS MEDICINE without first checking 
with your doctor. TO PREVENT SEIZURES, con
tinue taking this medicine on a regular schedule." 
(Def.' s Ex. I B-C; Tri al Tr. 166.) Although Assist
ant HSA Lamping testified that Information Sheets 
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were given to inmates by staff members conducting 

the pill line, (Trial Tr. 164; see also Aruizu Dep. 

49-50), she personally did not give Solebo an ln

forma1ion Sheet, nor did she have any personal 

knowledge that Solebo ever received an Informa

tion Sheet. (Trial Tr. 173.) Furthermore, none of the 

physician assistants testified that they had given 

Solebo the Information Sheet. Thus, Lhe inference 

that Solebo actually received the Information Sheet 

is incredibly weak. 

*20 87. Effective October 4, 2006, the day 

after Solebo's sick call visit, a Physician changed 

elevated his care level to Care Level 3. (Pl.'s Ex. A 

at 299; Trial Tr. 155, 171; see also Trial Tr. 159 .) 

At the MCC, inmates classified at a Care Level 3 
were considered to be "fragile outpatients with con

ditions that require frequent clinical contacts (daily 

to monthly)." (Pl.'s Ex. Q: Trial Tr. 157 .) Accord

ing to Assistant HSA Lamping, Solebo was desig

nated a Care Level 3 because he was a forensic 

study case, as reflected in the October 3 Note, 

meaning that a judge had ordered Solebo to under

go a forensic or psychiatric evaluation to determine 

his competency to stand trial. (Trial Tr. 158, l 60.) 

However, according to an internal SENTRY docu

ment tha! contained an inmate profile for Solebo, 

(Trial Tr. 154 ), the "current assignment" for Solebo 

under Care Level 3 was "Unstable, complex chron

ic care." (Pl.'s Ex. at 299; Trial Tr. 156.) The SEN

TRY document did not reflect that Solebo was a 

forensic study case as of October 4. (P\.'s Ex. A at 

299: Trial Tr. 171.) Between October 4, 2006 and 

May I, 2007, Solebo's care level was never 

changed. (Pl.'s Ex. A at 299; Trial Tr. 174.) 

88. On October 10, 2006, Dr. Hoffman re

viewed the October 3 Note. (Jt. Ex. I at 806; Trial 

Tr. 1 12.) If Dr. Hoffman had wanted to add any

thing regarding Solebo's medical care or treatment, 

he could have done so at this time, but he did not 

make any such notation on the October 3 Note. (Jt. 

Ex. I at 806; Trial Tr. 112.) That same day, Dr. 

Hoffman renewed Solebo's Dilantin prescription 

with five refills. (Jt. Ex. I at 821; Trial Tr. 410.) 
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Solebo was to take three !00-milligram capsules of 

Dilantin by mouth each evening. (Jt. Ex. 1 at 821.) 

Solebo's prescription, prescription number 97535, 
was effective October 10, 2006, and was set to ex

pire on April 7, 2007. (Jt. Ex. 1 at 821.) 

89. Between October I and October 9, it is un

clear whether So\ebo received his Dilantin. (Jt. Ex. 

l at 798.) On October 14 and 25, Solebo's MAR re

flects that he was a "no-show" on the pill 1 i ne and 

missed his doses ofDilantin. (Jt. Ex. 1 at 798.) 

D. November 2006 
90, On November 1, 2, and 3, Solebo's MAR 

reflects that he was a "no-show" on the pill line and 

missed three consecutive doses of Dilantin. (Jt. Ex. 

I at 796; Trial Tr. 533.) Although missing three 

consecutive doses was the kind of activity that Dr. 

Nowakowski wanted to be made aware of, she did 

not become aware of the missed doses until she re

viewed Soleho's MAR in December 2006. (Trial Tr. 

533-34; Jt. Ex. I at 796.) 

91. On November 15, 2006, a report on a 

forensic evaluation ("Forensic Report") of Solebo 

was completed. (Def.'s Ex. 22 at 1-6; Trial Tr. 

160-61.) The Forensic Report noted that according 

to Solebo, "he began experiencing seizures for the 

first time, beginning in January 2006." (Def.'s Ex. 

22 at 2.) Solebo also told the examiner that he had 

"suffered multiple seizures while detained in a 

county jail, prior to his transfer to MCC Chicago." 

(Def.'s Ex. 22 at 2.) Solebo's mental health pro

gnosis at this time was "determined to be good,'' 

and it was determined that he was competent to 

stand trial. (Def.'s Ex. 22 at 6; Trial Tr. 161.) After 

the Forensic Report was completed, Solebo's care 

level did not change. (Trial Tr. 161.) According to 

Assistant HSA Lamping, Solebo's care level did not 

change because the information was not communic

ated to the Health Services department for them to 

change it. (Trial Tr. 161.) According to Lamping, 

an inmate's care level is typically changed once an 

inmate is sentenced, and the care level is a factor 

the BOP uses to determine to which institution to 

send an inmate. (Trial Tr. 161-62.) Lamping testi-
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fied that therefore, the fact that Solebo had a Care 
Level 3 after November 15, 2006, was just an arti

fact of the fact that he originally came to the MCC 
as a study case. (Trial Tr. 162.) Lamping also testi

fied that Solebo's care level did not make a differ
ence in the care that Solcbo received while he was 
at the MCC because the Physicians did not look at 
an inmate's care level when deciding what care to 

provide to an inmate. (Trial Tr. 162.) 

*21 92. On November 21, 2006, Dr. 

Nowakowski reviewed Solebo's October 2006 
MAR. (Jt. Ex. 1 at 798.) 

93. On Novemher 30, 2006, Dr. Hoffman ex
amined Solebo in the Neurology CCC for his 
seizures. (Jt. Ex. 1 at 806-07; Trial Tr. 112-13.) 

Dr. Hoffman noted that Solebo's seizures began in 
February 2006, during So!eho's incarceration, and 
that his last seizure occurred in August 2006. (Jt. 

Ex. I at 806: Trial Tr. 433.) Dr. Hoffman also noted 
that Solebo began taking 100 milligrams of Dilantin 
in March 2006 and that the prescrtPition was in
creased to 300 milligrams in July, ·N3 at which 

point his seizures stopped. (Jt. Ex. 1 at 806-07: Tri
al Tr. 433.) Dr. Hoffman also noted that Solebo ex
perienced loss of consciousness when he seized, 
that he fell off the top bunk, experienced incontin
ence, and that the seizures only happened in his 
sleep. (Jt. Ex. I at 807: Trial Tr. 433.) 

FN3. Dr. Hoffman's note was incorrect. 

Solebo's Dilantin was increased to 300 
milligrams upon his arrival at the MCC. ( 
See Jt. Ex. I at 804-05.) 

94. Dr. Hoffman's assessment was "grand ma! 

seizure-strong history except only occurs in sleep 
suggesting [possible] sleep movement [disorder] or 

[secondary] gain.'' (Jt. Ex. I at 807; Trial Tr. 
433-34.) At trial, Dr. Hoffman testified that his as

sessment was a differential diagnosis of three pos
sibilities: seizure disorder: sleep movement dis
order; or that Solebo was seeking a secondary gain. 
(Jt. Ex. 1 at 807; Trial Tr. 444.) Out of !hese three 

possibilities, Dr. Hoffman medicated Solebo for 
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seizure disorder. (Trial Tr. 445 .) 

95. Solebo's treatment plan at this time was to 

continue his Dilantin. (Jt. Ex. I at 807.) Accord
ingly, Dr. Hoffman ordered that Solebo continue 

taking three I 00-milligram capsules of Dilantin 
every evening on the pill Ji ne for 180 days. (J t. Ex. 

I at 807; Trial Tr. 434.) The treatment plan also re
quired that Solebo's Dilantin levels be monirored, 

that Solebo visit the Neurology CCC in two 
months, and that he undergo CT scan of his head. 

(Jt. Ex. 1 at 807; Trial Tr. 434.) The only tests 
ordered at this time were a blood draw lO determine 
Solebo's Dilantin levels and the CT scan. (Trial Tr. 
114.) Dr. Hoffman ordered !hat Solebo's Dilantin 

levels be monitored because in Dr. Hoffman's clin
ical judgment, it was indicated in Solebo's case. 
(Trial Tr. 434-35.) 

96. According to Dr. Hoffman, when diagnos
ing seizure disorder in someone, a primary -:arc 
doctor takes a history from the patient or an observ
er, or both. (Trial Tr. 442--43.) In making this dia

gnosis, Dr. Hoffman testified that it does not have 
to he a physician who witnesses the seizure. (Trial 

Tr. 442-43.) According to Dr. Hoffman, no one 
ever witnessed tonic-clonic movement, loss of con

sciousness, or any kind of incontinence in Solebo. 
(Trial Tr. 443.) At trial, Dr. Hoffman testified that 

he did not diagnose Solebo with seizure disorder at 
this time because Solebo's seizures had not been 
witnessed and because it would have been medic
ally incorrect to diagnose Solebo based on history 
alone. (Trial Tr. 440--42.) Therefore, Dr. Hoffman 
believed that the safest thing to do was to treat 
Solebo as if he had seizure disorder. (Trial Tr. 442.) 

E. December 2006 
*22 97. Sometime during the first few days of 

December 2006, Dr. Nowakowski reviewed 

Solebo's November 2006 MAR and at that point be
came aware that Solcbo had missed three consecut

ive doses of Dilantin that month. (Jt. Ex. 1 at 796; 
Trial Tr. 533.) Although Dr. Nowakowski would 

have wanted to be made aware of the fact that 
Solebo missed three consecutive doses of Dilantin, 
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by the time she reviewed his November 2006 MAR, 
Solebo had received the next 28 doses. (Trial Tr. 

533.) Thus, Dr. Nowakowski was not concerned 
that his Dilantin level was subtherapeu1ic, and she 

did not counsel Solebo about these missed doses of 
Dilanlin. (Trial Tr. 533-34, 556 .) 

98. On December 7, 2006, pursuant to an order 
by Dr. Hoffman, Solebo's blood was drawn to test 

his Dilantin level. (Jt. Ex. l at 816; Trial Tr. 498.) 
On December 9, 2006, the Rochester Lab faxed to 

the MCC the results of Solebo's December 7 blood 
draw, which revealed thar his Dilantin level was 11 

<<mu>>/m 1. (Jt. Ex. I at 8 I 6; Trial Tr. I 19, 
497-98.) Solebo's Dilamin level at the time was 

low normal, but it was still within the therapeutic 
range for Dilantin, which is between 10 

<<mu>>/ml and 20 <<mu>>/ml. (Trial Tr. l 19, 
499.) 

99. On December 11, 2006, Dr. Nowakowski 

reviewed the laboratory results from Solebo's 

December 7 blood draw and thus became aware of 

the Dilantin level in his blood. (Jt. Ex. I at 8 l 6: 

Trial Tr. 119-20, 499.) After reviewing the laborat

ory results, Dr. Nowakowski testified that she more 

than likely placed the December 9 laboratory res

ults in a stack of many different patients* laborat

ory reports. (Trial Tr. 500.) Dr. Nowakowski testi

fied that she may not have had Solebo's medical 

chart at the time she reviewed the December 9 

laboratory results. (Trial Tr. 50 I.) 

100. On December 18, 2006, a week afler re

viewing Solebo's laboratory results from his 
December 7 blood draw, Dr. Nowakowski conduc

ted an administrative review of Solebo's medical 
chart and reordered a blood draw to check Solebo's 

Dilantin levels. (Jt. Ex. 1 at 808; Trial Tr. 500-01.) 
Dr. Nowakowski also added orders for RPR and 

HJ V tests. (Jt. Ex. 1 at 808.) At some point in 

December 2006 and following, HSA Sample deleg

ated to Nurse Wagner the duty of ensuring that 

laboratory tests that were ordered were carried out 

and that the corresponding results were returned to 
the MCC. (Trial Tr. 501.) Nurse Wagner was the 
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only nurse at the MCC at this time. (Trial Tr. 501.) 

10 I. On Decem her 19, 2006, this Court entered 

an order as the presiding trial judge in Solebo's 
pending criminal case instructing the BOP and the 

United States Marshals to transport Solebo "to a 
suitable medical facility outside of the [BOP]" to 

undergo an MR l. (Pl. 's Ex. A at 631-33.) The order 
stated that, "[t]he examination shall include an MRI 
and any other test that the examiner deems appro
priate in determining the cause of Mr. Solebo's 

seizures and blackouts." (Pl.'s Ex. A at 63 I.) The 
order also requested that a written report be pre

pared that included: "a) [Solebo'sj history and 
present symptoms; b) a description of the medical 

tests that were employed, and their results; c) a 
statement regarding whether the condition may im

pact Mr. Solebo's cognitive functioning: land] d) 
the examiner's opinions as to diagnosis and pro

gnosis." (PL's Ex. A at 63 I.) The MRI ordered by 
this Court was never performed. (See Trial Tr. 

452-53.) 

*23 102. On December 26, 2006. Dr. Hoffman 
examined and assessed Solebo at the Neurology 

CCC. (Jt. Ex. ! at 809; Trial Tr. I 14, 503.) Dr. 
Hoffman's assessment at this time was "possible 

seizure disorder"; no other medical condition was 

indicated for Soiebo at this time. (Jt. Ex. I at 809; 
Trial Tr. 114-15, 134). At this visit, Dr. Hoffman 

increased Solebo's Dilantin dosage from JOO milli

grams to 400 milligrams to be taken each evening 

for 180 days. (Jt. Ex. 1 at 809; Trial Tr. 114-15, 
41 l, 504.) Dr. Hoffman again ordered that Solebo's 

Dilantin levels be monitored via a blood draw and 

scheduled a Neurology CCC follow-up visit for the 

second week of February. (Jt. Ex. I al 809; Trial Tr. 

114-15,503.) Dr. Hoffman did not reference Dr. 

Nowakowski's December 18 order for a Dilantin 

level in his December 26 note. (Trial Tr. 503-04.) 
Dr. Hoffman also approved a CT scan for Soiebo. 

(Jt. Ex. l at 809; Trial Tr. 504.) 

103. Although both Dr. Nowakowski and Dr. 

Hoffman requested that Solebo's blood be drawn in 
December 2006, Sole ho's blood was not drawn until 
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February !, 2007. (See Trial Tr. 777-78; Pl."s Ex. A 
at 636, 845.) 

I 04. Solebo's revised prescription, prescription 
number 99214, became effective December 27, 

2006, with an expiration date of June 24, 2007. (Jt. 

Ex. I at 794, 821; Trial Tr. 163-64.) The December 

26 note is stamped with the following: "Written: 
Patient medication information was provided re

garding use, precautions and possible side effects." 
(Jt. Ex. 1 at 809: Trial Tr. 166-67.) According to 

Assistant HSA Lamping, the stamp indicates that an 
Information Sheet for Dilantin was provided to 

Solebo on or about December 26. (See Trial Tr. 
167; see also Def.'s Ex. 18-C.) Assistant HSA 

Lamping, however, did not personally give Solebo 
an Information Shee1, nor did she ever see anyone 

give Solebo an lnformation Sheet, and did not have 
any personal knowledge that Solebo ever received 

an Information Sheet. (Trial Tr. 172-73.) Further
more, none of the physician assistants testified that 

they had given So\ebo the lnformation Sheet. 
Again, the inference that Solebo actually received 

the Information Sheet is incredibly weak. 

105. Although Solebo did not miss any doses 
of Dilantin in December 2006, a Physician never 
reviewed Solebo's December 2006 MAR. (Jt. Ex. l 
at 794; Trial Tr. 534.) 

F . .January 2007 
106. In January 2007, Solebo was to take four 

100-milligram capsules of Dilantin by mouth each 
evening on the pill line pursuant to the prescription 
entered by Dr. Hoffman. (Jt. Ex. 1 at 792, 809.) On 
January 10, 2007, Solebo's MAR reflects that he 

was a "no-show" on the pill line and missed his 
dose of Dilantin. (Jt. Ex. I at 792.) As with the pri

or month, a Physician never reviewed Solebo's 
January 2007 MAR. (Jt. Ex. 1 at 792: Trial Tr. 
534.) 

107. On January 9, 2007, pursuam to Dr. Hoff

man's prior order, a CT scan of the head performed 
on Solebo. (Jt. Ex. 2 at 13.) The CT scan findings 

provided, in part, "There is no evidence of an acute 
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intracranial hemorrhage, mass effect, midline shift 
or extra-axial lluid collection. The ventricular sys

tem and basilar cisterns appear normal.. .. There are 
no depressed skull fractures." (Jt. Ex. 2 at 13.) The 

CT Scan impression provided, in part, ·'No CT 
evidence of an intracranial hemorrhage, mass effect 

ormidline shift." (Jt Ex. 2 at 13.) 

*24 108. In January 2007, no one at the MCC 

drew Solebo's blood to test his Di lantin level. (See 

Trial Tr. 777-78.) 

G. February 2007 

1. February 1, 2007 blood draw 

109. On February 1, 2007, the phlebotomist 

drew Solebo's blood to test his Dilantin level, as 
well as for chemistry metabolic panel, thyroid stim

ulating hormone ("sTSH"), RPR and HIV testing, 
pursuant to an order by Dr. Nowakowski. (Pl.'s Ex. 

A at 636, 845; Trial Tr. 120-21, 132-33, 772; S. 
Wilson Dep. 49.) The blood specimen from 

Solebo's February I blood draw was sent to the 
Rochester Lab for processing. (See Jt. Ex. 1 at 813; 

Trial Tr. 509.) 

I JO. On February 6, 2007, the Rochester Lab 
faxed to the MCC a final report dated February 3, 
2007, that contained the results of Solebo's sTSH 
and RPR tests. (PL's Ex. A at 813, 851; Trial Tr. 

779-80.) The next day, the phlebotomist noted in 
the MCC Laboratory Logbook that the MCC had 
received the results of Solebo's February I blood 
draw on February 7, 2007. (Pl. 's Ex. A at 63 6, 845; 
S. Wilson Dep. 54: Trial Tr. 121-23, 132, 772.) 
The phlehotomist did not indicate anywhere in the 
MCC Laboratory Logbook, however, that some 
I aboratory results were st i II outstanding. (Pl.' s Ex. 

A at 636, 845 .) On February 7, 2007, Dr. 
Nowakowski reviewed the results of Solebo's sTSH 
and RPR tests. (Jt. Ex. 1 at 813; Trial Tr. 124.) 

1 11. On February 22, 2007, the Rochester Lab 

faxed a report containing the results of Solebo's 
HIV test from the February I blood draw to the 
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MCC. (Jt. Ex I at 8 I 5; Trial Tr. 136.) Dr. Hoffman 
reviewed the results of Solcbo's HIV test the fol

lowing month, on March 12, 2007, (Jt. Ex. I at 815, 
Trial Tr. 137), and reviewed them a second time on 

March 18, 2007, (Jt. Ex. I at 814; Trial Tr. 137.) 
Neither the February 3 or February 22 laboratory 

results contained a result for Solebo's Dilantin 
level. (Jt. Ex. 1 at 813-815; Trial Tr. 123, 125.) 

112. Nevertheless, on a copy of the February 3 
report ("February 3 Report"), which was faxed to 

the MCC on February 6, the phlebotomist hand
wrote a note that read, "Was not in plastic tube or 

not enough serum[;] reget Dilantin." (Pl.'s Ex. A at 
851; see also Trial Tr. 779-81.) The February 3 Re

port was never placed in Solebo's medical chart, but 
was instead placed in a file cabinet. (Trial Tr. 513). 

Neither Physician saw the February 3 Report prior 
to Solebo's death. (Pl.'s Ex. A at 851: Trial Tr. 

446-47, 513, 516.) 

113. Dr. Hoffman testified that any MCC per

sonnel who saw the February 3 Report knew or 

should have known, as a result of the handwritten 

note, that a Dilantin level for Solebo in 2007 was 

not forthcoming. (Trial Tr. 44 7.) In light of the 

handwritten note on the February 3 Report, Dr. 

Hoffman would have expected the MCC personnel 

to redraw Solebo's blood so as to obtain his 

Dilantin level. (Trial Tr. 447---48.) Had Dr. Hoffman 

seen the February J Report, he would have called 

Solebo down to get another blood draw because it 

was part of the MCC's clinical evaluation, and if 

anyone had shown Dr. Hoffman the February 3 Re

port, he would have signed off on a request for an

other blood draw. (Trial Tr. 446, 448.) Dr. 

Nowakowski testified that had Nurse Wagner seen 

the February 3 Report, he could have redrawn 

Solebo's blood without obtaining a new order from 

a Physician because a Physician had already 

ordered the blood draw. (Trial Tr. 515.) HSA 

Sample testified that the MCC personnel who saw 

the handwritten note on the February J Report 

should have acted on it and should have redrawn 

Solebo's blood. (Sample Dep. 80--81.) 
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*25 114. At trial, Nurse Wagner testified that 

he did not recall the phlebotomist telling him that 

Solebo's blood draw for a Dilantin level was bad 
and needed to be redrawn. (Trial Tr. 783.) Nor did 

he recall informing Dr. Hoffman or Dr. 
Nowakowski that Solebo's blood draw for a 

Dilantin level was bad and needed to be redrawn. 
(Trial Tr. 783.) Nurse Wagner further testified that 

after So!ebo's blood was drawn on February I, he 

did not recall doing anything to follow up to see if a 

result for Solebo's Dilantin level was returned to 
the MCC. (Trial Tr. 778.) 

I 15. A Dilantin level from the February I 
blood draw was never obtained by the MCC prior 

to So!ebo's death, (Trial Tr. J 26), and Solebo's 
blood was not redrawn at any time prior to his 

death, (Trial Tr.515-16). Thus, the final laboratory 
results tha1 the MCC obtained of Solebo's Dilantin 

level prior to his death were those from the Decem
ber 7, 2006 blood draw. (Trial Tr. 126.) 

1 l 6. Between February 7, 2007 and the date of 

Solebo's death, Dr. Nowakowski did not have any 

personal knowledge that a Dilantin level was not 

going to be obtained. (Trial Tr. 516.) Had Dr. 

Nowakowski known that a valid Dilantin level was 

not forthcoming, she would have done something 
about it. (Trial Tr. 516-17.) At trial, Dr. 

Nowakowski agreed that the MCC personnel knew 

or should have known that between February 7, 

2007 and the date of Solebo's death, no value for 

his Dilantin level was forthcoming and that 

something needed to have been done. (Trial Tr. 

517-18.) 

2. February 12, 2007 Neurology CCC visit 
117. On February 12, 2007, Solebo had a fol

low-up visit ("February 12 CCC Visit") with Dr. 

Hoffman in the Neurology CCC. (Jt. Ex. 1 at 810; 

Trial Tr. 1 ! 5, 422, 506.) Dr. Hoffman's assessment 
of Solcbo was that Solebo had a history that was 

suggestive of seizure disorder. (Jt. Ex. I at 8 JO; 
Trial Tr. 115.) The treatment plan for Solebo in

cluded an order for an EEG, a CT scan of his head, 

and a follow-up visit to the CCC during the first 
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week of May. (Jt. Ex. I at 810: Trial Tr. I 15-16.) 
Aside from the seizure disorder, no other medical 

condition was listed in So!ebo's medical records as 
of the date he was receiving the CCC treatment. (Jt. 

Ex. 1 at 810; Trial Tr. 115-16.) During this visit, no 
diagnoses of high blood pressure, arrhythmia, or 

heart problems were made. (Jt. Ex. I at 810; Trial 
Tr. 439.) 

118. During the February 12 CCC Visit, Dr. 

Hoffman asked Solebo about side effects and noted 

that the only possible medication side effect from 
an increase in Dilan1in was a mild headache. (]t. 

Ex. 1 at 8 LO; Trial Tr. 423.) Dr. Hoffman also noted 
that Solebo's Dilantin level on December 9, 2006, 

was ! 1 <<mu>>/ml, (Jt. Ex. J at 8 IO; Trial Tr. 423, 
506). which was within 1he therapeutic range, (Trial 

Tr. 435). Dr. Hoffman further noted that Solebo's 
blood was drawn two weeks prior. (Jt. Ex. l at 8 !O; 

Trial Tr. 423). Thus, at the time of this visit Dr. 
Hoffman knew that the MCC had not yet received a 

laboratory value for Solebo's Dilantin level from 
the February I blood draw. (Trial Tr. 421.) 

Nowhere on Solebo's medical chart did Dr. Hoff
man reorder or document a follow-up of the Febru

ary I blood draw or the results of the February J 
blood draw, (Jt. Ex. I at 810), even though he could 

have ordered a new blood draw, (Trial Tr. 423). 

*26 119. Dr. Hoffman testified that ii was his 
practice lo perform blood draws every three months 

to check Dilantin levels in a patient's blood. (Trial 

Tr. 417, 424.) Despite Dr. Hoffman's practice. and 

the fact that a Dilantin level from the February I 

blood draw had not yet been received, Dr. Hoffman 

asked So!ebo to return in three months. (Jt. Ex. I at 

810.) Nowhere in the notes of the February 12 CCC 

Visit did Dr. Hoffman indicate that he intended to 
obtain Solebo's Di lantin level prior to his next visit. 

(Jt. Ex. 1 at 810.) Dr. Hoffman's testimony at trial 

was unreliable, as he testified that it would not have 

been appropriate to write an order for a new blood 
draw because it would have been "ridiculously ex

pensive." (Trial Tr. 426-27 .) Dr. Hoffman testified 

that had he seen the February 3 Report during the 
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Pe bruary I 2 CCC Visit, he would have had 
Solebo's blood drawn before he left the CCC. (Trial 

Tr. 450.) 

120. In February and March 2007, the MCC 

Physicians had the ability to order a STAT lab. (See 
Trial Tr. 507.) Although Dr. Hoffman did not have 

the lab results of the February I blood draw in 
Solebo's medical chart during the February 12 CCC 

Visit, (Jt. Ex. 1 at 810; Trial Tr. 465), he could 
have ordered the laboratory test that day ST AT. 

(Trial Tr. 465.) According to Dr. Hoffman, 
however, he did not order the ST AT lab because he 

was not worried. (Trial Tr. 466.) Dr. Hoffman testi
fied that Solebo's Dilantin dosage was increased a 

month-and-a-ha\ f prior and si nee that ti me S olebo 
had not reported any seizure episodes. (Trial Tr. 

466.) In addition, Dr, Hoffman noted in Solebo's 
medical chart 1hat Solebo did not have any nystag
mus,FN4 (Trial Tr. 466; Jt. Ex. I at 810), which 

would have been indicative of Dilantin wxicity. ( 

see also Tr. Tr. 643). Dr. Hoffman reasoned that 
Solebo was "probably either down 10 or 11 or a 

little bit less." (Trial Tr. 466.) Thus, Dr. Hoffman 
felt comfortable waiting until the Dilantin level 

"crossed [his] path through the regular procedures 
for laboratory return." (Trial Tr. 466.) 

FN4. Nystagmus is defined as "an involun

tary, rapid, rhythmic movement of the eye

ball, which may he horizontal. vertical, ro

tatory, or mixed, i.e., of two varieties." 
Dorland's Illustrated Medical Dictionary at 

1307 (32d ed.2012). 

3. February 2007 pill line 
121 . In February 2007, Sol ebo was to take four 

JOO-milligram capsules of Dilanlin by mouth each 

evening on the pill line, pursuant to prescription 

number 99214 entered by Dr. Hoffman. (]1. Ex. 1 at 

790, 809; Trial Tr. 50, 83-84.) The only medication 

Solebo was receiving on the pill line during this 

month was Dilantin. (Trial Tr. 54.) On February LO, 
11, and 12, Solebo's MAR reflects that he was a 

·'no-show" on the pill line and missed three consec
utive doses of Dilantin. (Jt. Ex. I at 790; Trial Tr. 
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534; Aruiza Dep. 12.) 

122. On February 13, 2007 Physician Assistant 

Velasquez administered Dilantin to Solebo. (Jt. Ex. 

I at 790; Trial Tr. 85.) Velasquez knew that 

Dilantin was being given to Solebo to control his 

seizures. (Trial Tr. 89.) In administering medication 

to Solebo, she had his February 2007 MAR before 

her and could see that Solebo missed his medica

tion on February I O, I 1 , and 12. (Tri al Tr. 85-86.) 
At trial, Velasquez could not recall specifically in

forming the Physicians that Solebo missed three 

days in a row of his medication. (Trial Tr. 87-88.) 

*27 123. On February 15, 2007, Physician As

sistant lskandar administered Dilantin to Solebo. 
(Trial Tr. 51.) In administering Dilantin to Solebo 

on this day, lskandar knew that Solebo had missed 

three consecutive doses of Dilantin between Febru

ary JO and February 12. (Trial Tr. 51.) At trial, 

Iskandar could not recall if he communicated this 

fact to a Physician. (Trial Tr. 5 I.) 

124. On February 19, 2007, Physician Assistant 

Aruiza administered Dilantin to Solebo on the pill 

line. (Aruiza Dcp. 73.) 

125. Solebo's February 2007 MAR reflects that 

he was a "no-show" on the pill line and missed ad

ditional doses of medication on February 17, 20, 24 

and 25, for a total of seven missed doses during the 

month of February 2007. (Jt. Ex. 1 at 790; Trial Tr. 

534-535.) 

126. On February 26, 2007, Physician Assistant 

Velasquez again administered Dilrmtin to Solebo on 

the pill line. (Trial Tr. 88-89.) In administering his 

medication, Velasquez knew that Solebo had 

missed his Dilantin on February I 0, 11, 12, 24, and 

25, and that Dilantin was being given to Solebo to 

control his seizures. (Trial Tr. 88-89.) Physician 

Assistant Velasquez testified that an inmate missing 

multiple days of medication would have been the 

type of thing about which she would inform a Phys

ician. (Trial Tr. 89.) 
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127. On February 2 7, 2007, Physician Assistant 

Aruiza again administered Dilantin to Solebo on the 

pill line. (Aruiza Dep. 73 .) In February 2007, 
Aruiza did not make any recommendations regard~ 

ing the care, treatment or testing of Solebo as a res

ult of his interactions with Solebo on the pill line. 

(Aruiza Dep. 99.) 

128. On February 28, 2007, Physician Assistant 

lskandar again administered Dilantin to So\ebo. 

(Trial Tr. 51.) In administering Dilantin to Solebo 

on this day, Jskandar knew that Solebo had previ

ously missed seven doses of Dilamin. (Trial Tr. 
52-53.) lskandar also knew that it was important 

for Solebo to receive his medication, and that it was 

important to tell a Physician that Solebo had missed 

seven days of medication. (Trial Tr. 54.) Iskandar 

also knew that seizures could cause death or serious 

permanent injuries. (Trial Tr. 54.) Despite this 

knowledge, lskandar did not remember informing 

the Physicians about the missed doses, (Trial Tr. 

53), or having any discussions with Solebo about 

him missing his medication, (Trial Tr. 54-55). Fur

thermore, nothing in Solebo's medical chart would 

have indicated that Iskandar discussed this with 

either Dr. Hoffman or Dr. Nowakowski because it 

was not the practice of the physician assistants to 

note such discussions in the medical charts. (Trial 

Tr. 53-54.) 

129. Despite the fact that Solcho missed seven 

doses of Dilantin in February 2007, a Physician 

never reviewed his February 2007 MAR. (Jt. Ex. 1 

at 790; Trial Tr. 534.) 

130. Although Dr. Hoffman met with Solebo 

on February I 2 and Solebo was a "no-show" on the 

pill line on the two prior days, (Jt. Ex. I at 790), Dr. 

Hoffman testified that he did not recall speaking to 

Solebo in February 2007 about missing his doses of 

Dilantin, (Trial Tr. 457). Nor did Dr. Nowakowski 

recall having any discussions with Solebo in Febru~ 

ary 2007 regarding the importance of taking his 

medication. (Trial Tr. 519 .) Nothing in Solebo's 

medical chart indicates that any discussions were 

had with him in February 2007 about the import~ 
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ance of taking his Di Ian tin every day. (Jt. Ex. I at 

810-11 ; Trial Tr. 5 19.) Furthermore, Dr. 

Nowakowski did not recall any discussions in Feb

ruary 2007 with any of lhe physician assistants or 

anyone else that worked on the pill line regarding 

Solebo's missed doses of medication. (Trial Tr. 

519-20.) Although Dr. Hoffman testified that the 

MCC personnel attending the morning meetings 

discussed inmates who missed their medication, he 

did not recall any discussions aboul Solebo missing 

his medication in February 2007. (Trial Tr. 459.) 

H. March 2007 
*28 131. In March 2007, Solebo was to take 

four 100-milligram capsules of Dilantin by mouth 

each evening on the pill line, pursuant to the pre

scription entered by Dr. Hoffman. (Jt. Ex. 1 at 788; 

Trial Tr. 46-47.) The only medication Solebo was 

receiving on the pill line during this month was 

Dilantin. (Trial Tr. 54.) That month, Solebo missed 

a total of eight doses of medication. (Jt. Ex. I at 

788; Trial Tr. 535.) Specifically, So\ebo's March 

2007 MAR reflects that he was a "no-show" on the 

pill line and missed three consecutive doses on 

March 23, 24, and 25, (Trial Tr. 535, 537, Aruiza 

Dep. 70), and additional doses on March 4, !0, JI, 
18, and 31, (Jt. Ex. I at 788; Aruiza Dep. 6 7-69). 

I 3 2. On March 12 and 13, 2007, Physician As

sistan I Aruiza administered Dilantin to Solebo and 

in doing so, was aware that Solebo had not received 

his Dilantin on March 4, 10, and 11. (Aruiza Dep. 

68-69.) 

1 3 3. On March 14, 2007, Physician Assistant 

Iskandar administered Dilanlin to Solebo and in do

ing so, knew that Solebo had missed his Dilantin on 

March 4, 10, and I 1. (Trial Tr. 47-48.) Iskandar 

testified that it was his practice to inform the Physi

cians of this type or information at the next daily 

meeting. (Trial Tr. 48.) 

134. On March 19 and 20, 2007, Physician As

sistant Aruiza administered Dilantin to So\ebo and 

in doing so, was aware that Solebo had not received 

his Dilantin on March 4, 10, 11, and 18. (Aruiza 
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Dep. 69-70.) 

135. On Friday, March 23, 2007, Dr. 

Nowakowski was out. (Pl.'s Ex. Y at 3.) Solebo 

missed three consecutive doses of medication on 

March 23, 24, and 25. (Jt. Ex. I at 788; Trial Tr. 
535, 537.) Dr. Nowakowski testified that missing 

those three consecutive doses may have drawn her 

attention, but it was not enough for her to make an 

administrative note in Solebo's medical chart; oth

erwise, she would have done so. (Trial Tr. 535-36.) 

136. The following week, from Monday, March 

26 through Friday, March 30, 2007, Dr. Hoffman 

was on leave and was not present at the MCC. (Pl.'s 

Ex. Y at 2.) Dr. Hoffman did not return to the MCC 

at any point in time prior to Solebo's death. (Pl.'s 

Ex. Y at 2.) On March 26 and 27, 2007, Physician 

Assistant Aruiza again administered Dilantin to 

Solebo and in doing so, he had the MAR in front of 

him and -:ould see that Solebo had not re-:eived his 

Dilantin on March 4, 10, 11, I 8, 23, 24, and 25. 

(Aruiza Dep. 70-72.) 

I 37. On March 28, 2007, Physician Assistant 

Iskandar administered Dilantin to Solebo. (Trial Tr. 

48.) In administering Dilantin to So!ebo on that 

day, Iskandar had the MAR in front or him and 

therefore, he knew that Solebo had missed his 

DilanLin on March 4, 10, 11, 18, 23, 24, and 25. 

(Trial Tr. 48-49; Jt. Ex. I at 788,) At trial, lskandar 

testified thal it was his practice lo inform lhe Physi

cians of this type of information at the next daily 

meeting. (Trial Tr. 49.) lskandar testified 1hal he 

did this because he knew it was important for 

Solebo to lake his medication and he knew that the 

Physicians needed to be informed that Solebo had 

missed his medication. (Trial Tr. 49.) 

*29 138. On March 31, 2007, Solebo was again 

a "no-show" on the pill line and missed his medica

tion. (Jt. Ex. I at 788.) 

139. Physician Assistant Velasquez testified at 

trial that Solcbo missing his medication on specific 

days in March 2007 was the type of matter dis-
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cussed during the endorsement meetings in March 

2007 because it was important to share this type of 

information with the Physicians. (Trial Tr. 76-77 .) 
Nevertheless, she could not recall whether she 

brought up the fact that Solebo missed his medica
tion during Lhe daily endorsement or close-out 

meetings in March 2007. (Trial Tr. 76.) Physician 

Assistant Velasquez also could nor recall any meet

ings with medical personnel at the MCC in March 

2007 in which the issue of Solebo missing his med

ication was discussed. (Trial Tr. 92.) Nor did Physi
cian Assistant Aruiza make any recommendations 

to the Physicians regarding the care, treatment or 

testing of Solebo as a result of his interactions with 

him on the pill line. (Aruiza Dep. 98-99.) Dr. 
Nowakowski could not recall any discussions in 

March 2007 with any of the physician assistants or 

anyone else that worked on the pill line regarding 

Solebo's missed doses of medication in March 
2007. (Trial Tr. 519-20.) 

140. Nothing in Solebo's medical chart indic
ates that a Physician or physician assistant had dis

cussions with Solebo or counseled him in March 
2007 about him taking his medication. (Jt. Ex. 1 at 

810-11; Trial Tr. 55, 519.) Dr. Nowakowski did not 
personally recall any discussions she had with 

Solebo in March 2007 regarding the importance of 
taking his medication. (Trial Tr. 519.) In addition, 

Physician Assistants Velasquez and I skandar cou 1 d 
not recall speaking to Solebo in March 2007 about 

missing his medication. (Trial Tr. 45, 55, 92.) 
Nurse Wagner also did not recall ever having a con

versation with Solebo about missing multiple days 
of Dilantin in 2007, nor did he recall talking to Dr. 

Hoffman or Dr. Nowakowski about Solebo missing 
his Dilantin. (Trial Tr. 779.) 

141. At no point in time in March 2007 did any 

MCC personnel draw Solebo's blood to obtain or 

test his Dilantin level. (See Trial Tr. 126; 515-! 6.) 

I. April 2007 
142. On April 1, 2007, Eric Wilson became the 

MCC warden. (Trial Tr. 694.) Dr. Hoffman was on 

a leave of absence and not present at the MCC lhe 
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entire month of April 2007. (PL's Ex. Y at 2; Trial 
Tr. 698-99.) In Dr. Hoffman's absence, Dr. 

Nowakowski was the MCC's acting Clinical Direct
or that month. (Trial Tr. 144. 482-83.) After as

suming his position as warden, Wilson did not have 

any meetings with Dr. Hoffman or Dr. Nowakowski 

in April 2007. (Trial Tr. 700-01.) fn addition, 

Warden Wilson did not review or have discussions 

with any medical personnel regarding the system 

that the MCC Laboratory had in place for following 

up with the Rochester Lab on laboratory tests and 
results. (Trial Tr. 707-09.) According to him, MCC 

medical personnel had the responsibility of follow

ing up on laboratory 1es1s and results. (Trial Tr. 

708.) Warden Wilson also knew that there was only 
one physician, Dr. Nowakowski, at the MCC during 

that month and that when she was absent, a physi
cian was not present at the MCC. (Trial Tr. 700.) 

*30 143. On April 2, 2007, Dr. Nowakowski 
reviewed Solebo's MAR for March 2007. (Jt. Ex. l 

at 788; Trial Tr. 535-36.) Dr. Nowakowski did not 
view the fact that Solebo had missed three consec

utive doses of Dilantin in late March, and a total of 
eight doses of Dilantin in March 2007, as an emer

gency, and she did not take any action in response 
to that information. (Trial Tr. 558.) 

144. In Apri I 2007, So I ebo was to take four 

JOO-milligram capsules of Dilantin by mouth each 

evening on the pill line, pursuant to a prescription 

entered by Dr. Hoffman. (Jt. Ex. I at 786; Trial Tr. 

47, 128-29; Aruiza Dep. 59.) The only medication 

Solebo was receiving on the pill line during this 
month was Di lantin. (Trial Tr. 54, 129.) In April 

2007, Solebo's MAR reflects that he missed 13 of 

his 30 doses of Dilantin on the pill line. (Jt. Ex. I at 

786; Trial Tr. 538.) Specifically, Solebo's MAR re
flects that he was a "no-show" on the pill line on 

April I, 2, 5, 7, 8, 14, 15, 21, 22, 28, 29. and 30. 
(Jt. Ex. I at 786; Aruiza Dep. 62-63, 66-67; see 

also Trial Tr. 558-59), and that Solebo refused his 

medication on April 27, (.Tt. Ex. I at 786). During 

the month, a copy of Solebo's MAR was kept on the 

medication cart. (Trial Tr. 37 .) If Dr. Nowakowski 
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had wanted to review his MAR that month, she 

could have gone to the medication cart to do so. 

(Trial Tr. 46.) 

145. On Monday, April 9 and Tuesday, April 

10, 2007, Physician Assistant Aruiza administered 

Dilantin to Solebo on the pill line. (Aruiza Dep. 60, 

62; Jt. Ex. 1 at 786.) In administering Dilantin to 

Solebo on these days, Aruiza was aware that Solebo 

had not received his medication on April I, 2, 5, 7, 
and 8. (Aruiza Dep. 62-63.) 

146. On Monday, April 16 and Tuesday, April 

17, 2007, Physician Assistant Aruiza again admin

istered Dilantin to Solcbo on the pill line. (Aruiza 

Dep. 63.) In administering Dilantin to Solebo on 

this day, Aruiza was aware that Solebo had not re

ceived his medication on April I, 2, 5, 7, 8, 14, and 

15. (Aruiza Dep. 63.) 

147. On April 18, 2007, Dr. Nowakowski was 

out and was not physically present at the MCC. 

(Pl.'s Ex. Y at 3; Trial Tr. 489-90.) That evening, 

Physician Assistant Iskandar administered Dilantin 

to Solebo. (Jt. Ex. I at 786; Trial Tr. 44.) In admin

istering Dilantin to Solcbo, he could see that Solebo 

had missed his doses of Dilan tin on April 7, 8, 14, 
and 15. (Trial Tr. 43.) Iskandar testified that it was 

his practice to inform the Physicians about this type 

of issue at the next daily meeting because he knew 

it was important for Solebo to take his anti-seizure 

medication. (Trial Tr. 43.) lskandar testified that he 

knew it was important so that Solebo would not 

have any serious permanent injury. (Trial Tr. 43.) 

lskandar also knew it was important to inform the 

Physicians about these missed doses. (Trial Tr. 44.) 

148. On Monday, April 23, 2007, Physician 

Assistant Aruiza again administered Dilantin to 

Solebo on the pill line. (Arui7,a Dep, 64.) In admin

istering Dilantin to Solebo on this day, Aruiza was 

aware that Solebo had not received his medication 

on April 1, 2. 5, 7, 8, 14, 15, 21, and 22. (Aruiza 

Dep. 64.) 

*31 149, On Tuesday, April 24, 2007, Solebo 
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underwent an EEG that Dr. Hoffman had ordered 

on February 12, 2007. (Jt. Ex. l at 820; Jt. Ex. 2 at 

\ 2.) The EEG summary provides, in part, "no 

seizure activity," and the conclusion is "normal 

wake and drowsy record." (Jt. Ex. I at 820; Jt. Ex. 

2 at 12.) This EEG scan was normal. (Trial Tr. 

286-87.) 

150. On 1he evening of April 24, 2007, Physi

cian Assistant Carrera administered Dilantin to 

Solebo on the pill line. (JI. Ex. 1 at 786; Trial Tr. 

129.) Carrera testified that she did not talk to 

Solebo in April 2007 about why he missed his med

ication on the pill line, nor did she learn from any

one why Solebo missed his medica1ion. (Trial Tr. 

128.) Thus, Carrera did not know why Solebo 

missed his medication on the pill line in April 2007. 

(Trial Tr. 128 .) If an inmate did not appear on the 

pill line for a number of days to receive his pre

scribed medication, Physician Assistant Carrera 

testified that it was her practice to make a note on 

the inmate's medical chart so that a Physician re

viewing the inmate's medical chart was aware of 

what was going on with the patient. (Trial Tr. 

[29-30.) Carrera testified that if she had a concern 

about Solebo missing his medication, she also 

could have easily contacted a Physician in April 

2007 to discuss the issue with them. (Trial Tr. 130.) 

Nevertheless, Carrera did not recall having any dis

cussions with any Physician about Solebo missing 

his medication, nor did she recall any meetings she 

had with any Physician about Solebo missing med

ication in April 2007. (Trial Tr. 131-132.) 

151. On Wednesday, April 25, 2007, Dr. 

Nowakowski was at the MCC for a half-day and did 

not return to the MCC until Wednesday, May 2, 

2007. (PL's Ex. Y at 3; Trial Tr. 489-9 I.) On the 

days that Dr. Nowakowski was out, a Physician was 

not present at the MCC. (Trial Tr. 719-720.) At tri

al, Dr. Nowakowski did not recall having any con

tact with the MCC during these particular days. 

(Trial Tr. 491.) Warden W i Ison also tcs ti fied at trial 

that he was not aware of the dates that Dr. 

Nowakowski was out in April 2007. (Trial Tr. 
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718-7 I 9.) On the days that Dr. Nowakowski was 

absent in April 2007, Warden Wilson did not take 

any additional action to bring in additional physi
cians. (Trial Tr. 719.) Warden Wilson testified, 

however, that he was not required to bring a doctor 

in to the MCC from a different BOP institution. 

(Trial Tr. 720.) 

152. On Thursday, April 26, 2007, Physician 

Assistant Tskandar administered Dilantin to Solebo; 
in doing so, he could see that Solebo had missed his 

doses of medication on April 7, 8, I 4, 15, 21, and 
22. (Trial Tr. 44.) Iskandar testified that he knew at 

this time that it was important for Solebo's health to 
take his anti-seizure medication. (Trial Tr. 44-45.) 

lskandar also testified that it was his practice to tell 
the Physician at the next daily meeting, assuming a 

Physician was present, that Solebo had missed his 
doses of anti-seizure medication on those dates in 

April. (Trial Tr. 45.) Notably, Dr. Nowakowski 
testified at trial that on days when she was not at 

the MCC, such as the week prior to Solebo's death, 
a daily meeting did not take place. (Trial Tr. 542.) 

Addi ti on ally, I skandar did not recall speaking to 
Solebo in April 2007 about his missed doses of 

medication. (Trial Tr. 45.) 

*32 153. On Friday, April 27, 2007, the pill 

line was administered in housing Unit 17E at 9:28 

p.m. (Pl.'s Ex. B at 143.) Solebo's MAR reflects 

that he refused his medication that evening. (Jt. Ex. 

I at 786.) Although Solebo's refusal was not docu

mented in the Unit l 7E Logbook, Officer Blanco 

specifically recalled Solebo refusing his medication 
this time. (Pl.'s Ex. B at 143; Blanco Dep. 28, 30.) 

Officer Blanco walked up to a section of Unit 17E 

where a group of inmates, including Solebo, was 

gathered around a television and told them that the 

pill line was here. (Blanco Dep. 29.) According to 

Officer Blanco. Solebo did not want to get up from 

his seat and he told Blanco that he did not want his 

medication. at which point Blanco told Solebo that 
the pill line was "down there." (Blanco Dep. 29.) 

Solebo got upset, stood up, and walked over to the 

railing and yelled to the person distributing medica-
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tion on the pill line, 'Tm refusing.'' (Blanco Dep. 
29-31.) Solcbo then walked past Blanco and sat 

back down. (Blanco Dep. 30.) Blanco testified that 

he was not aware of a physician assistant speaking 

with Solebo on this day. (Blanco Dep. 32.) Other 
than this single occurrence, Blanco was not aware 

of any other days that Solebo missed the pill line or 
refused to take his medication. (Blanco Dep. 37.) 

Additionally, Blanco did not have any discussions 

with Solebo at any time before he died about the 

importance of taking his medication. (Blanco Dep. 
37-38.) 

154. On Saturday, April 28, 2007, the pill line 

was administered in housing Unit l 7E at 8:40 p.m. 

(PL's Ex. B at 144-45; Blanco Dep. 48.) Solebo's 
MAR reflects that he was a "no-show" on the pill 

line this evening and did not receive his Dilantin. 
(Jt. Ex. 1 at 786.) 

155. On Sunday, April 29, 2007, Solebo's 

MAR reflects that he was a "no-show" on the pill 
line and did not receive his Dilantin. (Jt. Ex. I at 

786.) 

156. On Monday, April 30, 2007, both Dr. 

Hoffman and Dr. Nowakowski were on leave and 
were not physically present at the MCC. (Pl.'s Ex. 

Y at 2-3; Trial Tr. 489-90.) From April 30 until 
May 4, 2007, Warden Wilson was at a warden 

training conference and was not physically present 
at the MCC. (Trial Tr. 699.) On the evening of 

April 30, 2007, the pill line took place on the 7th 

Floor and was administered by Physician Assistant 

Aruiza. (Trial Tr. 1 8 l-83 1 85; Pl .'s Ex. B at 148.) 
Solebo's MAR reflects that Solebo was a 

"no-show" on the pill line this evening and did not 
receive his medication. (Jt. Ex. 1 at 786; Aruiza 

Dep. 66-67.) According to Officer Cannon, 
however, Solebo was one of three inmates who re

fused to go to the pill I ine. (Trial Tr. I 8 l, 185; Pl.'s 
Ex. B at 148.) Al!hough Solebo told Officer Can

non that he was not going to go to the pill line that 

evening. he did not tell Cannon why he was refus

ing nor did Cannon ask why. (Trial Tr. 182.) Of

ficer Cannon testified that it was not part of his job 
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to talk to Solebo about the importance of taking his 
medication; therefore, he did not discuss this issue 

Solebo. (Trial Tr. 182.) After speaking to Solebo, 

Officer Cannon contacted Aruiza to let him know 

that S olebo refused his medication. (Tri al Tr. l 83, 
185, 187 .) Cannon also contacted his supervisor, 

Lieutenant Finley, and informed him that Solebo 

and other inmates were refusing their medication 

that evening. (Trial Tr. I 83.) Lieutenant Fin \ey did 

not instruct Cannon to do anything to encourage 

Solebo to take his medication. (Trial Tr. ! 83 .) Can

non did not contact a Physician that evening to let 

them know that Solebo was refusing to take his 
medication. (Trial Tr. 184.) 

*33 157. Officer Cannon testified that there 
were occasions when an inmate on housing Unit 

l 7E changed his mind about receiving his medica
tion. (Trial Tr. 188.) Neither Cannon or a physician 

assistant refused to accommodate the inmate on 
such occasions. (Trial Tr. 188.) Additionally, al

though there were occasions in 2007 when a physi
cian assistant came up to the housing unit and 

spoke to an inmate after being notified by Cannon 
via a telephone call that the inmate was refusing his 

medication, Physician Assistant Aruiza did not do 
this on April 30, 2007. (Trial Tr. 189.) Neither a 

Physician or physician assistant came up to 
Solebo's housing unit to speak to Solebo about him 

not taking his medication. (Trial Tr. I 83-84, 89.) 

15 8. Other than putting his initials on the 
MAR, Physician Assistant Aruiza did not have con

tact with any Physician or physician assistants re

garding the dates in April 2007 that Solcbo had 

missed his medication. (Aruiza Dep. 65-66.) In

deed, he did not with anybody about Solcbo miss

ing his medication on those dates. (Aruiza Dep. 66.) 
During the month of April 2007, Aruiza testified 

that he did not have any daily meetings with the 

Physicians regarding the inmates he gave medica

tion to on the pill line. (Aruiza Dep. 66.) In April 

2007, Aruiza did not make any recommendations 

regarding the care, treatment or testing of Solebo as 

a result of his interactions V>'ith him on the pill line. 
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(Aruiza Dep. 99.) 

159. Physician Assistan1 Velasquez 1es1ified 

that Solebo missing his medication during the 
month of April 2007 probably would have been dis

cussed during the daily endorsement or close-out 
meetings. (Trial Tr. 76.) According to her, it would 

have been brought up during those meetings be
cause it was importan1 for the Physicians to know 

that an inmate had missed his medication. (Trial Tr. 
76.) Nevertheless, Velasquez could not recall any 

meetings with MCC medical personnel in April 
2007 about Solebo missing his medication. (Trial 

Tr. 92.) Velasquez also could not recall any discus

sions or meetings that she had in April 2007 with 

Solebo about him missing his medication. (Trial Tr. 
91-92.) Again, Dr. Nowakowski testified at trial 

that when she was not present at the MCC the week 
prior to Solebo's death, a daily meeting did not take 

place. (Trial Tr. 542.) 

160. Prior to Solebo's death, Dr. Nowakowski 

was never made aware of the fact that Solebo 

missed 13 of his 30 doses of Dilantin in April and 

nothing in Solebo's medical chart reflects that any 

physician assistant brought this to her attention. 

(Trial Tr. 538.) Based on her clinical experience as 

a physician, Dr. Nowakowski testified that given 

the quantity of missed doses, it was quite possible 

that Solebo's Dilantin was not at a therapeutic level. 

(Trial Tr. 538-39.) But, this possibility could not be 

confirmed until she saw the laboratory results of a 
blood draw. (Trial Tr. 538-39.) Blood draws had 

been ordered but had not been received since 
December 2006. (Trial Tr. 539.) 

*34 16 l. Had Dr. Nowakowski been made 
aware of the facts in the April 2007 MAR, she testi

fied that she would have certainly had Solebo eval
uated within the week. (Trial Tr. 539, 559.) She 

would have checked his Dilantin level, reviewed 

everything in his medical chart, and performed a 

physical exam. (Trial Tr. 539.) Obtaining a history 
from Solebo and finding out ''what was going on in 

terms of him missing his medication" would have 

been equally as importalll as a physical exam be-
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cause the April 2007 MAR suggested that Solebo's 

Dilantin level might be low. (Trial Tr. 539-40.) 

But, Dr. Nowakowski needed a laboratory test to 

confirm this suspicion. (Trial Tr. 540.) At no time 

in April 2007 did any MCC personnel draw 

Solebo's blood to obtain or test Solebo's Dilantin 

level. (See Trial Tr. l 26. 5 15-! 6.) 

162. Neither Dr. Hoffman nor Dr. Nowakowski 

reviewed Solebo's April 2007 MAR prior to his 

death. (Jt. Ex. I at 786: Trial Tr. 537 .) Dr. 

Nowakowski did not recall having any contact with 

the MCC during the last week of Solebo's life. 

(Trial Tr. 49 L) 

163. Nothing in Solebo's medical chart indic

ates that anyone had any discussions with Solebo in 

April 2007 about him taking his medication. (Jt. Ex. 

I at 810--11; Trial Tr. 519.) Dr. Nowakowski did 

not personally recall any discussions she had with 

Solcbo in April 2007 regarding the importance of 

taking his medication. (Trial Tr. 519.) Nor did she 

recall any discussions in April 2007 with any of the 

physician assistants or anyone else that worked on 

the pill line regarding Soleho's missed doses of 

medication. (Trial Tr. 519-20.) 

J. Mav 2007 
164. In the early morning of May I, 2007, 

Solebo was found dead in his cell. (R. 93, Proposed 

Pretrial Order, Ex. A: Stip. of Uncontested Facts ~l 
2.) Both Dr. Hoffman and Dr. Nowakowski were on 

leave on this day. (PL's Ex. Y at 2-3.) Warden 

Wilson was also out. (Trial Tr. 699.) Assistant HSA 

Lamping responded to a call for assistance on the 

MCC's 17th floor. (Trial Tr. 151; Jt. Ex. 1 at 811.) 

She found Solebo face down in his cell; he was un

responsive with rigor mortis. (Jt. Ex. I at 811; Trial 

Tr. 151, 153-54.) 

165. The Cook County coroner, Dr. Nancy 

Jones, personally went to the MCC and viewed 

Solebo's body. (Trial Tr. 344: Pl.'s Ex. Mat 1.) She 

pronounced Solebo dead, and his body was trans

ported to the Cook County coroner's office. (Pl.'s 

Ex. A at 58; Trial Tr. 151-52.) At the MCC, non-
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medical MCC personnel told Dr. Jones that Soleho 

had been diagnosed with and was being treated for 

seizure disorder. (Trial Tr. 344; 361 ). At trial, Dr. 

Jones clarified that although this information was 

useful, pathologists such as herself can conclude 

that a person died from seizure disorder if they find 

intramuscular hemorrhages of the tongue and cereb

ral edema and anoxia during an autopsy. (Trial Tr. 

344-45.) The MCC personnel also provided her 

with copies of Solcbo's medical records, which she 

testified indicated that he was diagnosed with 

sei.-:ure disorder. (Trial Tr. 361.) Dr. Jones did not 

speak with Dr. Hoffman or Dr. Nowakowski. (Trial 

Tr. 361-62.) 

*35 166. On May I, 2007, Assistant HSA 

Lamping prepared a report ("Lamping Report") on 

Solebo's death. (PL's Ex. A at 58; Trial Tr. 150.) 

The Lamping Report provided. in part, "The 23 

year old inmate arrived at MCC Chicago on 

2-26-2007 with a history of Grand Mal seizures 

and was seen 2-12-2007 for his chronic care clin

ic." (Pl.'s Ex. A at 58; Trial Tr. 152.) Lamping 

based the information in the Lamping Report on her 

personal knowledge, a review of Solebo's medical 

chart, and clinical information provided to her by a 

Physician or one of the other clinicians at the MCC. 

(Trial Tr. 150-52.) 

167. On May 2, 2007, a letter under Warden 

Wilson's name was sent to Plaintiff. (Pl.'s Ex. A at 

19 3; Trial Tr. 7 I 3.) Warden Wilson informed 

Plaintiff that her husband was pronounced dead by 

the Cook County Medical Examiner in Chicago on 

May 1, 2007. (Pl.'s Ex. A at 193; Trial Tr. 713.) 

The letter further stated: "The Cook County Medic

al Examiner's preliminary findings reveal the death 

was caused by a seizure disorder." (Pl.'s Ex. A at 

193; Trial Tr. 713-14.) The letter was signed by 

James Henry, the associate warden, on Warden 

Wilson's behalf because Wilson was out of town 

that day. (Pl .'s Ex. A at 193; Trial Tr. 714.) 

Warden Wilson knew the letter was to be mailed 

out to Plaintiff, and he gave his approval to do so. 

(Trial Tr. 714.) That same day, a second letter was 
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sent under Warden Wilson's name and at his re

quest to Judge Ruben Castillo. (Pl.'s Ex. A at 194; 

Trial Tr. 714-15.) The first paragraph of that letter 

provides: "This is to advise you of the death of 

Habib Solebo. Mr. Solebo was pronounced dead on 

May 1, 2007, by the Cook County medical exam~ 

iner. Preliminary findings indicate Mr. Solebo died 

of a seizure disorder.'' (Pl. 's Ex. A at 194; Trial Tr. 

715.) At trial, Warden Wilson testified that the let

ters were standard notices that were sent from the 

MCC and that he was following the rules in effect 

regarding inmate death notices. (Trial Tr. 715.) In 

both letters, Warden Wilson indicated that the 

cause of death was seizure disorder. (Trial Tr. 716; 

Pl.'s Ex. A at 193-94.) 

168. On May 8, 2007, the Rochester Lab faxed 

to the MCC an "On Demand Report" informing the 

MCC that the blood specimen for Solebo was unac

ceptable because it was placed in the wrong type of 

tube. (Pl.'s Ex. A at 639; Trial Tr. 776.) Specific

ally, the On Demand Report indicated that the "Test 

requires specimen in aliquot tube." (Pl.'s Ex. A at 

639.) The On Demand Report made it clear that a 

Dilantin level for Solebo would not be forthcoming. 

(Trial Tr. 516.) 

K. June 2007 
169. On June 21, 2007, the MCC prepared a 

Multi-Level Mortality Review ("Mortality Re

view") of Solebo's death, (Pl.'s Ex. A at 84-92; Tri

al Tr. 148), wherein the cause of death was listed as 

··seizures." (Pl.'s Ex. A at 84; Trial Tr. 148.) The 

Mortality Review also noted that the only admitting 

and past diagnoses for Solebo were "seizures." 

(Pl.'s Ex. A at 84; Trial Tr. 147-48.) Dr. Paul Har

vey, the MCC Clinical Director on July 6, 2007, 

signed the Mortality Review on July 6, 2007. (Trial 

Tr. 149.) 

V. The autopsy and toxicology report 
*36 170. Dr. Jones performed an autopsy on 

Solebo's body on May 1, 2007, the same day that he 

passed away. (Trial Tr. 341.) In May 2007, Dr. 

Jones was one of three final candidates in conten

tion for Chief Medical Examiner. (Trial Tr. 335.) 
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She became the Chief Medical Examiner for Cook 

County on August 5, 2007, and held this position at 

the time of trial. (Trial Tr. 330, 335.) 

171. Dr. Jones graduated in 1982 from the 

Chicago Medical School, which is part of Rosalind 

Franklin University of Medicine and Science. (Trial 

Tr. 331 .) She completed a two-year residency in 

anatomic pathology and a second two-year resid

ency in clinical pathology, both at the University of 

Chicago. (Trial Tr. 331.) Dr. Jones then did a one

year fellowship in forensic pathology at the Robert 

J. Stein Institute of Forensic Medicine at the Cook 

County Medical Examiner"s Office. (Trial Tr. 331.) 

Dr. Jones has held a permanent license to practice 

medicine in the State of lllinois since 1983 and is 

board certified in anatomic, clinical and forensic 

pathology. (Trial Tr. 333.) After leaving the Uni

versity of Chicago, she started her fellowship at the 

Medical Examiner's Office, completed one year of 

training and was hired full-time as a staff forensic 

pathologist in July ! 987; she has been with the 

Medical Examiner's Office ever since. (Trial Tr. 

333.) Dr. Jones is also a professor of pathology at 

the Chicago Medical School, where she teaches 

both general and forensic pathology. (Trial Tr. 

334.) Over the course of her career. she has per

formed over !0,000 autopsies. (Trial Tr. 336.) She 

testified at !rial pursuant to a subpoena, (Trial Tr. 
331 ), and was the only pathologist to testify at trial. 

172. Dr. Jones explained that an autopsy is a 

detailed, complete external examination coupled 

with an internal examination of a person's organs 

and a review of their medical history. (Trial Tr. 
336.) One main purpose of an autopsy is to determ

ine cause of death. (Trial Tr. '.B8.) Dr. Jones ex

plained that a cause of death can result from any 

number of things, such as, in Solebo's case, seizure 

disorder, or in other cases, gunshot or stab wounds. 

(Trial Tr. 349-50.) A mechanism of death, on the 

other hand, is the actual physiologic change that 

takes place in an individual, such as respiratory ar

rest, cardiac arrest, or exsanguination. (Trial Tr. 

349.) Finally, manner of death is defined hy the cir-
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cumstances surrounding an individual's death, such 
as natural, accident, homicide, suicide, or undeter

mined. (Trial Tr. 350.) 

A. Solebo's autopsy 
173. As a result of the autopsy, Dr. Jones 

opined, to a reasonable degree of medical cenainty, 

that Solebo's cause of death was seizure disorder, 
(Trial Tr. 34!-42; 351-53, 386; PJ's Ex.Mat l-5), 

and that his manner of death was natural, (Trial Tr. 
351). Dr. Jones based her opinion on the physical 

evidence she found at his autopsy and Solebo's clin
ical history of seizure disorder. (Trial Tr. 345, 

359-60.) Dr. Jones also noted that according to his 
medical records, Solebo's seizures occurred while 

he was sleeping and that Solebo went to bed one 
night and was found dead the next morning in his 

bed. (Trial Tr. 345.) Dr. Jones testified that even if 
she had been told that Solebo's clinical history was 

one of only "possible or questionable seizures," she 
probably would not have reached a different con

clusion regarding his cause of death because the 
physical findings at autopsy suppor!ed the cause of 

death as being a seizure. (Trial Tr. 366-68.) 

*37 l 74. Dr. Jones listed the following dia
gnoses on the autopsy report: ( 1) Clinical history of 
seizure disorder; (2) Pulmonary congestion and ed
ema; (3) Hepatosplenomegaly, meaning an enlarged 
liver and spleen, (Trial Tr. 374): (4) Acute conges
tion of the visceral organs; (5) Marked cardiomeg

aly (610 grams) with concentric left ventricular hy
pertorphy; (6) Chronic passive congestion of the 
liver; (7) Mild cerebral edema; (8) Focal hemor
rhage of the soft tissues over the isthmus of the left 
side of the thyroid gland consistent with body posi
tion when found; (9) Rare petcchial hemorrhages of 

the sclerae with scleral injection consistent with the 
position of the body when found; ( 10) Small intra

muscular hemorrhage of the tongue. (Pl.'s Ex. M at 
4-5.) Of the ten diagnoses, the most important for 

her conclusion that Solebo died as a result of 
seizure disorder were: (a) his clinical history of 
seizure disorder; (b) the intramuscular hemorrhage, 
i.e., the bite mark, of his tongue; and (c) the cereb-
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ral edema, i.e., swelling of the brain. (Trial Tr. 
360-61; see also Trial Tr. 348, 353; see also Pl.'s 

Ex.Mat 4-5.) 

175. The bite mark was significant IO Dr. Jones 

because it is more probably true than not true that a 
bite mark is associated with a seizure. (Trial Tr. 

348-49.) Dr. Jones testified that individuals who 
experience a seizure frequently bite their tongues, 

(Trial Tr. 345), and therefore, intramuscular hemor
rhages of the tongue are very common in people 

who die from seizure disorders. (Trial Tr. 
348-349.) 

176. The finding of cerebral edema was also 
significant to Dr. Jones because it indicated that 
Solebo survived for a period of time long enough 
for his brain to swell and that there was blood flow 
to his brain for a period of time. (Trial Tr. 354.) Dr. 
Jones explained that the brain does not have time to 
swell when a person suffers an immediate cardiac 
event, and therefore cerebral edema is usually not 
seen in a person who dies from an acute cardiac ar
rest. (Trial Tr. 354.) In addition, Dr. Jones testified 
that an ,moxie brain, meaning a brain that has been 

starved of oxygen. (Trial Tr. 349), has a dusky ap
pearance, (Trial Tr. 354 ). In her experience, the 

dusky appearance of a brain is usually found in 
somebody who has had a fatal seizure. (Trial Tr. 
354.) 

177. 0 f the ten diagnoses from the autopsy. the 
most abnormal was the finding of cardiomegaly, 
i.e., an enlarged heart weighing 610 grams. (Trial 
Tr. 369; see also Trial Tr. 353.) Owing to the size 
of Solebo's heart, a cardiac event would have been 

in Dr. Jones' differential diagnoses for cause of 
death. (Trial Tr. 356, 369-370.) In that instance. a 

typical mechanism of death is a fatal arrhythmia. 
(Trial Tr. 369-71.) Had Solebo suffered an immedi

ate cardiac event, such as a cardiac arrhythmia, 
however, he would have died quickly and his brain 
would not have had time to swell. (Trial Tr. 354, 
356.) Thus, the finding of cerebral edema was the 

linchpin to her opinion that Solebo died of a fatal 
seizure and not of a heart-related illness, such as a 
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fatal cardiac arrhythmia. (Trial Tr. 356, 386.) 

*38 178. Dr. Jones also opined, to a reasonable 

degree of medical certainty, that So!ebo's mechan
ism of death was more consistent with asphyxia 

than with cardiac arrest, especially because Solebo 
had cerebral edema and anoxia. (Trial Tr. 349.) Dr. 

Jones explained that the breathing pattern of a per
son who is actively seizing is frequently strenuous. 

(Trial Tr. 351.) After a seizure has ended, a per
son's respiratory rate will frequently drop precipit

ously such that the person is not breathing ad
equately and can asphyxiate. (Trial Tr. 352.) Ac

cording to Dr. Jones, at some point Solebo's breath
ing got slower and more laborious and then eventu

ally stopped. (Trial Tr. 352.) Thus, Dr. Jones 
opined, to a reasonable degree of medical certainty, 

that a seizure ultimately caused Solebo's death. 
(Trial Tr. 352.) 

179. Dr. Jones also testified that Solebo's en
larged heart could have made him more susceptible 
to having a fatal seizure. (Trial Tr. 354-55.) For in

stance, Dr. Jones explained that if Solebo's seizures 
were triggered by a reduction in me flow of oxygen 
to his brain, then Solebo could have had a cardiac 
event, such as an arrhythmia, that lowered the oxy

gen flow to his brain and then triggered a seizure, 
thereby resulting in his death. (Trial Tr. 354-55 .) 
Dr. Jones made clear, however. that while she could 
speculate as lo what role Solebo's enlarged heart 
played in his seizure, as a result of the physical 
findings at his autopsy she was certain that Solebo 
did in fact suffer a fatal seizure. (Trial Tr. 353.) 

180. On cross-examination, Dr. Jones testified 

that in cases where the only finding is an enlarged 
heart and it is not enlarged for a specific reason, 
such as hypertension, pathologists describe that as 
hypertrophic cardiomyopathy ( "HCM"). (Trial Tr. 

370-71.) Thus, the finding of an enlarged heart 
would suggest that HCM could be a possible cause 
of death. (Trial Tr. 375-76.) On cross-examination, 
Defendant posited a theory that Solebo's cause of 
death was due to HCM. (Trial Tr. 371.) Under De
fendant's theory, the mechanism of death could 
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have been a heart arrhythmia precipitating a 
sciwre-like episode or some kind of syncope or 
loss of consciousness with monoclonic activity 
leading to death. (See Trial Tr. 372.) Dr. Jones 

made it clear that a death by either of these mech
anisms would only be consistent if there were a 

period of time that would allow the anoxic changes 
in the brain and the cerebral edema to occur, which 

is more likely to happen in a true seizure than in 
seizure~like activity precipitated by an a!Thythmia. 

(Trial Tr. 373.) Dr. Jones also reiterated that cereb
ral edema is not usually seen in an acute cardiac ar

rest. (Trial Tr. 373-74.) 

181. On redirect examination. Dr. Jones 
opined, to a reasonable degree of medical certainty, 
that Solebo did not die of HCM and that none of the 
possibilities posited by Defendant were the actual 
cause of death. (Trial Tr. 385.) Dr. Jones also ex

plained that HCM is not listed as a secondary cause 
of death in this particular instance because when 

performing the autopsy with all the information she 
had, and based on all of the findings at autopsy, her 

opinion was and is that he died as a result of seiwre 
disorder. (Trial Tr. 386 .) 

B. Solebo's toxicology report 
*39 182. Dr. Jones also ordered a toxicology 

report for Solebo to detect whether there were any 
drugs, medications, recreational materials or pois
ons in his body. (See Trial Tr. 343, 379.) Solebo's 
toxicology report raised a red flag because it 
showed that the level of Dilantin in his blood at the 
time of his death was negative. (Pl.'s Ex. M at 6; 
Trial Tr. 344.) A negative Dilantin level indicates 
either that there was no Dilantin in Solebo's blood 
or that the level was below the laboratory's level of 
detection,FN5 and that Solebo was definitely sub
therapeutic. (Trial Tr. 347 .) If Solebo had a thera

peutic level of Dilantin in his blood at the time of 
death, or if he had a sub-therapeutic level of 7 

<<mu>>lml or 8 <<mu>>/ml, it would have been 
detected on the toxicology report. (Trial Tr. 
34 7-48.) Dr. Jones opined that the negative result 
was significant because if a person is supposed to 
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be taking medication that is known to prevent 

seizures, then a negative result on the toxicology 

report indicates that the person was not taking the 

medication, or was not taking the medication as 

prescribed, and that the medication was not present 

in a therapeutic level therefore, making the person 

more susceptible to having a seizure. (Trial Tr. 346, 
385.) 

FN5. Although Dr. Jones did not know 
what the laboratory's level of detection for 

Dilantin was, she testified that it could be 

.5 <<mu>>/ml or .25 <<mu>>/ml. (See 

Trial Tr. 385.) 

183. On cross-examination, Dr. Jones testified 

that although she was able to conclude that Solebo's 

cause of death was seizure disorder from the 

autopsy itself, the toxicology report supported the 

cause of death in that Solebo's Dilantin level was 

definitely sub-therapeutic. (Trial Tr. 380.) Dr. Jones 

also testified that in reviewing Solebo's medical re
cords, it seemed to her that his seizure-like activity 

was not occurring when he was taking his Dilantin 
and was in the therapeutic range. (Trial Tr. 380.) 

VI. The Experts 

A. Dr. Holtzman 

184. Dr. Steven Holtzman testified for the 

Plaintiff. Dr. Holtzman is a physician currently li

censed to practice medicine in the State of Texas. 

(Trial Tr. 203.) He graduated from the University 

of Illinois in 1967, and from the Chicago Medical 

School in 1971, and has since practiced as a physi

cian. (Trial Tr. 203-04.) Dr. Holtzman completed a 

residency program in general surgery at the Uni

versity of Illinois in Chicago and became board cer

tified in general surgery; his certification expires in 
2020. (Trial Tr. 204.) As part of his residency pro

gram, he entered graduate school al the University 

of Illinois and obtained a Ph.D. in biochemistry in 

about I 977. (Trial Tr. 204.) At the time of trial, Dr. 

Holtzman was the medical director of the emer

gency room in Harlingen, Texas. (Trial Tr. 203, 
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205.) As an emergency room physician, Dr. Holtz

man sees patients who present Lo the emergency 

room with a number of emergency problems, in

cluding neurological problems such as seizures. 

(Trial 205-06.) His specific training relates to 
emergency room care only. (Trial Tr. 261-62.) Dr. 

Holtzman also works as a medical expert consultant 
and has testified over one hundred times as a re

tained expert at various trials. (Trial Tr. 209, 

263-64.) 

*40 185. Dr. Holtzman has cared for, dia
gnosed, and treated between 500 and 1,000 patients 

who have had seizures. (Trial Tr. 223.) Although 
Dr. Holtzman does not typically encounter recur

ring patients as an emergency room physician, he 
has seen the continuum of problems that patients 

have over the course of seizure disorder. (Trial Tr. 
223-24. 259-60.) Dr. Holt/man summarized his 

opinions as follows: So\ebo suffered from seizure 
disorder; he had a seizure on May I, 2007, that 

proximately caused his death; and he suffered a 

fatal seizure because the MCC and i1s staff failed to 

provide adequate and timely medical care. (Trial 
Tr.213.) 

1. Testimony on seizure disorder 
I 86. Dr. Holtzman testified that seizure dis

order is defined by the International Anti-Epileptic 

Society, in part, as "a brain disorder that causes an 

enduring predisposition to degenerate seizures." 

(Trial Tr. 213.) Dr. Holtzman also explained that 

seizures are caused by abnormal electrical activity 

in the brain and manifest in different ways. (Trial 
Tr. 214.) For instance, seizure-like activity (which 

must be present when diagnosing a person with 

seizure disorder) may include violent convulsions 

of a person's extremities, loss of consciousness, in
continence, salivation, and lip smacking. (Trial Tr. 

215-16.) 

187. According to Dr. Holtzman, a diagnosis of 

seizure disorder may be made after a person experi

ences two or more seizures that are unprovoked and 

separated by more than 24 hours. (Tri al Tr. 2 I 4, 

216 .) Physicians base a diagnosis of seizure dis-
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order on a patient examination, the patien rs hi story, 
any observer input, and the results of neurological 
examinations. (Trial Tr. 2 l 6, 2 I 9.) In addition, a 
diagnosis of seizure disorder is bolstered when a 
patient who is thought to have seizures is treated 
with anti-seizure medication and the treatment is 

effective in that the patient ceases to have seirnres 
for a long period of time. (Trial Tr. 219 .) On cross

examination, Dr. Holtzman conceded that a physi
cian might prescribe anti-seizure medication even 
in the absence of definitive tests that confirm 
seizure disorder. (Trial Tr. 267 .) 

188. Although a patient's history as provided 
by a patient to a physician is very important in dia

gnosing seizure disorder, (Trial Tr. 219-20), Dr. 
Holtzman testified that the most important factor in 

diagnosing seizure disorder is talking to an observ
er who witnessed the seizure, (Trial Tr. 216-17). 

Dr. Holtzman explained that anyone can be an ob
server because the physician is interested in the de

scription of the seizure-like activity. (Trial Tr. 217 .) 
Dr. Hol!zman agreed that while a layperson is not 

qualified to diagnose a seizure, (Trial Tr. 264, 316), 
a layperson who witnesses a seizure is competent to 

report that information to a health care professional. 
(Trial Tr. 316.) Dr. Holtzman clarified that one 

does not have to be a physician, nurse, or physician 
assistant to relay seizure activity that he or she per

sonally observed to a health care professional. 
(Trial Tr. 317 .) 

*41 189. With respect to lest results, Dr. Holtz
man testified that CT scans of the head, MRls, and 
EEGs are useful in diagnosing seizure disorder. 
(Trial Tr. 217-18.) Dr. Holtzman noted, however, 
that EEGs in patients with seizure disorder are fre
quently normal and that it may be important for a 
physician to provoke a seizure to obtain a reliable 
result. (Trial Tr. 218-219 .) According to Dr. Holtz
man, most patients who arc diagnosed with seizures 
lack an abnormal CT scan, MRI. and EEG. (Trial 
Tr. 218-19.) 

190. Dr. Holtzman testified that hoth of 
Solebo's CT scans and EEGs were normal. (Trial 
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Tr. 286-87 .) Dr. Holtzman also testified that an 
MRI being performed on Solebo was reasonable 
and necessary medical treatment, (Trial Tr. 228), 
and that an MRI might have shown some abnormal
ity in Solebo's brain that would have confirmed that 
he had epilepsy, (Trial Tr. 229). 

1 91. Dr. Holtzman offered his oprn wn to a 
reasonable degree of medical certainty, that Solebo 

suffered from seizure disorder while he was at the 
MCC. (Trial Tr. 225-27.) The primary basis for his 

opinion was that the doctors who treated and ex
amined Solebo believed that he suffered from 
seizure disorder and they documented this belief in 
his medical records. (Trial Tr. 225-26, 268.) Spe

cifically, Dr. Holtzman pointed out that the Kanka
kee health care personnel who examined Solebo 

thought he had experienced a seizure and that the 
MCC Physicians and physician assistants also 

thought he had seizure disorder. (Trial Tr. 226.) Al
though there was no firsthand account from any

body who observed Solebo having a seizure, (Trial 
Tr. 285), Dr. Holtzman noted that Solebo was seen 

by two cellmates in Kankakee who documented a 
similar story about Solebo having a seizure, (Trial 

Tr. 226; see also Jt. Ex. 3 at 18, 24 ). Dr. Holtzman 
testified that, based on his review of Solebo's med

ical records, he did not have any doubt in his opin
ion that the medical providers at the MCC believed 

Solebo had seizure disorder based upon what they 
wrote in their charts, their deposition testimony, 

and the fact that they treated the seizure disorder. 
(Trial Tr. 232-33.) Lastly, Dr. Holtzman noted that 

Dr. Jones concluded that he died from seizure dis
order. (Trial Tr. 226.) 

192. Dr. Holtzman's second basis for his opin

ion that Solebo had seizure disorder lies in the fact 
that while Solebo was taking anti-seizure medica

tion he did not have any seizures. (Trial Tr. 226, 
278-79.) Dr. Holtzman testified that when Sokbo 
stopped taking his anti-seizure medication, his risk 
of having a seizure quadrupled, and after not taking 
his anti-seizure medication for four days, he had a 
fatal seizure. (Trial Tr. 227.) All of these different 
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aspects led Dr. Holtzman to believe, to a reasonable 

degree of medical certainty, that Solebo had seiwre 

disorder. (Trial Tr. 227 .) 

193. On cross-examination, Dr. Holtzman did 

not dispute that the assessment on Solebo's Kanka

kee medical records did not reveal anything other 

than questionable seizures, (See Trial Tr. 278), or 

that the MCC Physicians assessed Solebo as having 

"possible seiwre disorder," (See Trial Tr. 283). 
Nevertheless, Dr. Holtzman opined, to a reasonable 

degree of medical certainty, that the two events at 

Kankakee that were described as seizure activity, 

specifically the February 17 and May 24 episodes, 

were reliable evidence by which a physician could 

diagnose seizure disorder in Solebo. (Trial Tr. 

271-72, 276, 318.) 

2. Testimony on cause of death 
*42 194. Dr. Holtzman also opined mat Solebo 

died of seizure disorder and, more specifically, that 

Solebo died from Sudden Unexpected Death From 

Epilepsy ('"SUDEP"), (Trial Tr. 234, 236.) Dr. 

Holtzman based his opinion on the fact that Solebo 

suffered from seizure disorder and Dr. Jones' con

clusion that Solebo's cause of death was seizure dis

order. (Trial Tr. 234-35.) According to Dr. Holtz

man, the physical findings at autopsy of the bite 

mark and cerebral edema, and the finding of a non

therapeutic level of Dilantin in Solebo's body were 

consistent with SUDEP. (Trial Tr. 236-37, 238.) 

195. Dr. Holtzman testified that about ten per

cent of patients who have seizures will eventually 

die from SUDEP. (Trial Tr. 236, 290.) Dr. Holtz

man also testified that the majority of patients that 

experience SUDEP have subtherapeutic levels of 

anti-seizure medication. (Trial Tr. 322.) In offering 

this testimony, Dr. Holtzman relied on a study that 

demonstrated certain characteristics of patients with 

SUDEP. (See Trial Tr. 323.) Characteristics of pa

tients with SUDEP include dying in the prone posi

tion and on a bed, being young, having a subthera

peutic level of Dilantin, as well as having cerebral 

edema. (Trial Tr. 236-38.) Dr. Holtzman opined 

that, more likely than not, taking anti-seizure med-
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ication substantially and significantly reduces a per

son's risk of having a seizure and of dying from a 

seizure or SU DEP. (Trial Tr. 237 .) He testified that 

while it is possible for a person to have a fatal 

seizure even when the person is taking anti-seizure 

medication, anti-epileptic drugs, such as Dilantin, 

reduce a person's risk of having a seizure. (Trial Tr. 
237, 322). Therefore, the fact that Solebo had an 

undetectable level of Dilantin at the time of his 

death greatly increased his chances of having a 

seizure and contributed to his death from a seizure. 

(Trial Tr. 235-36, 322.) 

196. On cross-examination, Dr. Holtmmn ex

plained !hat subtherapeutic Dilantin levels are pan 

of the syndrome of SUDEP. (Trial Tr. 29 L) Dr. 

Holtzman agreed 1hat a therapeutic range is defined 

as the range of drug concentration that is associated 

with the best achievable response in a given person. 

(Trial Tr. 297.) Generally, the therapeutic range for 

Dilantin is between IO <<mu>>/ml and 20 
<<mu>>/ml. (Trial Tr. 235, 292-93.) For some pa~ 

tients, an optimal therapeutic level might lie outside 

of the range between IO <<mu>>/ml and 20 
<<mu>>/ml, but treating physicians always want to 

keep a patient's Dilantin level at IO <<mu>>/ml or 

higher. (Trial Tr. 295 .) 

I 97. Because So lebo had not been taking 

Dilantin for four days. Dr. Holtzman knew that his 
Dilantin level was subtherapcutic. (Trial Tr. 322.) 
This was confirmed by the autopsy findings. (Trial 

Tr. 322.) 

I 98. Dr. Holtzman testified that patients with 

HCM experience shortness of breath, chest pain, 

heart palpitations, fainting, dizziness, and also have 

heart murmurs. (Trial Tr. 241.) Dr. Holtzman poin

ted out that none of these symptoms were docu

mented in Solebo's Kankakee or MCC medical re

cords. (Trial Tr. 24 !, 243.) In addition, Dr. Holtz

man pointed out that while Solebo had an enlarged 

heart, other organs, such as his spleen and liver, 

were also enlarged. (Trial Tr. 24 l .) Dr. Holtzman 

also testified that most people would not mistake 

fainting and shortness of breath with a seizure. 
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(Trial Tr. 242.) 

3. Testimony on standard of care 
*43 199. Dr. Holtwmn first testified that the 

standard of care in a prison institution is the same 

as the standard of care outside of a prison insti tu
t ion. (Trial Tr. 212; 263.) Dr. Holtzman also testi

fied that the standard of care dictates that the MCC 
Physicians were responsible for the care and treat

ment provided by the MCC physician assistants be
cause they worked under the auspices of the Physi

cians. (Trial Tr. 233-34.) Therefore, Dr. Holtzman 
testified that Solebo was under the care of the MCC 
Physicians upon his arrival at the MCC, and it is 
not relevant !hat Solebo was seen by a physician as

sistant rather than a Physician because the Physi
cians had the final say in Solebo's care. (Trial Tr. 

233.) 

200. Dr. Holtzman testified that the standard of 
care for treating a patient with seizure disorder re
quires physicians to conduct examinations, (Trial 
Tr. 245), to review the patient's medical records and 
inquire into why a patient might not be taking his 
medication, (Trial Tr. 245-46), to obtain laboratory 
results and draw blood in order to monitor levels of 
anti-seizure medication in a patient's blood, (Trial 

Tr. 247-48), and to counsel a patient about the risks 
and benefits of taking or not taking his medication, 
(Trial Tr. 249-50). 

201. With respect to the frequency of the exam
inations, Dr. Holtzman testified that in this case, 
monthly evaluations should have been conducted 
for Solebo because he was classified as a Care 
Level 3 patient. (Trial Tr. 245.) MCC policy expli

citly provides that a Care Level 3 patient should be 
seen on a daily to monthly basis. (Pl.'s Ex. Q.) On 

cross-examination, Dr. Holtzman testified that a pa
tient who is on anti-seizure medication and has not 

had a seizure for an extended period of time does 
not need to be seen on a frequent basis and would 
not need drug monitoring, assuming there are no 
seizures, there is no change in medication, he is not 

experiencing any effects, he is completely asympto
matic, and he is compliant with his medications. 
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(Trial Tr. 288.) 

202. Dr. Holtzman also testified 1hat the stand

ard of care required the MCC Physicians to review 
Solebo's medical records, specifically the MARs. 

(Trial Tr. 245-46.) The standard of care also re
quired the MCC Physicians to counsel Solebo about 

his medication and inquire into why he was not tak
ing his medication. (Trial Tr. 245-46.) Dr. Holtz

man also testified that he would expect a reason
ably well-qualified physician, according to the 

standard of care, to inquire into the reasons a pa
tient stopped taking his medication, such as wheth

er the patient was experiencing any side effects 
from the medication, during a physical examina

tion. (Trial Tr. 246.) 

203. Dr. Holtzman testified that the standard of 
care required the MCC Physicians to obtain blood 
draws and to follow up on the corresponding labor
atory results in order to monitor Solebo's Dilantin 
level. (Trial Tr. 247-48, 325.) If a blood draw re
vealed a sub-therapeutic level of Dilantin, Dr. 

Holtzman testified that the standard of care re
quired the MCC Physicians to counsel Solebo about 
why he had a sub-therapeutic level. (Trial Tr. 
254-55.) 

*44 204. Dr. Holtzman testified that physicians 
have a duty Lo explain the risks and benefits of 
medication to a patient. (Trial Tr. 250.) According 
to Dr. Holtzman. a physician should consul! a pa
tient about the risk of not taking his anti-seizure 
medication because the risk of not taking the med
ication could be fatal and could cause a seizure. 
(Trial Tr. 248-49.) Thus, the MCC Physicians had 

a duty to tell Solebo that if he did not take his med
ication, he was at risk of having a seizure. (Trial Tr. 

249.) Because seizure disorder carries with it a risk 
of great bodily injury and a risk of death, (Trial Tr. 
255), Dr. Holtzman testified that the MCC Physi
cians and personnel also had a duty and obligation 
under the standard of care to inform Solebo that if 
he did not take his Dilantin, he could die, (Trial Tr. 

249). Dr. Holtzman did not agree that it would 
cause Solebo great anxiety if he were told that a 
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failure to take his anti-seizure medication could res
ult in death. (Trial Tr. 249.) 

205. Pinally, Dr. Holtzman also testified that if 
Solebo refused to take his medication, the standard 

of care required the MCC Physicians to administer 
Solebo's medication involuntarily. (Trial Tr. 251.) 

for example, Dr. Holtzman suggested that the MCC 
Physicians could have sprinkled anti-seizure medic

ation on Solebo's vanilla ice cream. (Trial Tr. 25 I, 
326). Such testimony is not credible, however, es

pecially when considered alongside Dr. Curlin's 
testimony on the most fundame111al medical ethics 

principle of respect for persons. This Court there
fore discounts this portion of Dr. Holtzman's testi

mony. 

4. Testimony on breach of the standard of care 
and proximate cause 

206. Dr. Hol!zman also offered his opinion, to 
a reasonable degree of medical certainty, that 

Solebo had a fatal seizure because the MCC, 
through its employees, failed to provide Soleho 
with timely and adequate medical care. (Trial Tr. 
243.) The primary basis for Dr. Holtzman's opinion 
was that Solebo should have been counseled as to 
his noncompliance with his medication, but the 
MCC Physicians failed to do so. (Trial Tr. 243-44.) 
Specifically, Dr. Holtzman pointed out that one of 
the reasons the MCC Physicians were unable to 
consult Solebo was because they did not know he 
was noncompliant. (Trial Tr. 243--44.) As Dr. 
Holtzman pointed out, neither Dr. Hoffman nor Dr. 
Nowakowski was present at the MCC during critic
al time periods in March, April, and May. (Trial Tr. 
244.) In addition, Solebo did not receive monthly 
examinations as required by the standard of care 
and the MCC's internal policies. (Trial Tr. 245.) 
Had Solebo been examined on a monthly basis, Dr. 
Hoffman and Dr. Nowakowski would have also 
been required to review Solebo's MARs and to talk 
to Solebo about how he was doing with his medica
tion. (Trial Tr. 245--46.) Neither Dr. Hoffman nor 
Dr. Nowakowski reviewed Solebo's MARs, as they 
were obligated to do, during critical time periods to 
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determine whether Solebo was compliant with his 
medication. (Trial Tr. 244, 246.) Dr. Holtzman also 

pointed out that none of the physician assistants in
formed the Physicians that Solebo was not taking 
his medication. (Trial Tr. 244.) Had the MCC Phys
icians been aware that Solebo was noncompliant, 
they should have consulted with him, asked him 
why he was not taking his Dilantin, and informed 

him that by not taking his medicine he increased the 
risk of having a seizure. (Trial Tr. 244-45.) Ac

cording to Dr. Holtzman, Solebo should have been 
consulted about the risk of not taking his anti
seizure medicine because the risk of not taking it 
could be fatal. (Trial Tr. 248-49.) Finally, Dr. 

Holtzman testified, on the basis of his review of the 
records, that Solebo would have taken his medicine 

had he received proper counseling. (Trial Tr. 
251-52.) 

*45 207. Dr. Holtzman also pointed out that al
though Dr. Hoffman ordered a blood draw on 

December 26, 2006, and Solebo's blood was drawn 
on February I, 2007, laboratory results for that 

blood draw were never returned to the MCC. (Trial 
Tr. 247-28.) Thus, the very last Dilantin level that 

the MCC personnel obtained for Solebo was from 
December 2006, when Solebo's Dilamin level was 

at 11 <<mu>>/ml. (Trial Tr. 247.) Dr. Holtzman 
testified that a Dilantin level obtained by a blood 

draw would have revealed whether or not Solebo's 
blood was in the therapeutic range for Dilantin and, 

most importantly, whether or not he was compliant 
with his medication in case the doctors were not 
performing their duty of reading the monthly 
MARs. (Trial Tr. 248.) Dr. Hoitzman opined, to a 

reasonable degree of medical certainty, that Solebo 
was definitively subtherapeutic at the end of April. 

(Trial Tr. 253-54.) A blood draw taken around this 
time would have definitively told the MCC Physi

cians what Solebo's Dilantin level was. (Trial Tr. 
254.) Had an MCC Physician been made aware on 

April 30, while Solebo was alive, that Solebo had 
not taken his medication the last four days of April, 

they should have counseled him about why his 
Dilantin level was zero <<mu>>lml. (Trial Tr. 
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253-54.) But, Dr. Hoitzman agreed that it was im

possible for the Physicians to make that determina

tion if they did not know that Solebo had missed his 
medication. (Trial Tr. 254.) 

208. Dr. Hoitzman believed, to a reasonable 
degree of medical ce1tainty, that Solebo not taking 

his medication from April 27 through April 30 in
creased his risk of death from a seizure. (Trial Tr. 

255.) Dr. Hoitzman also believed, to a reasonable 
degree of medical certainty, that if Solebo had re

ceived his medication on those dates, he would not 
have died on May I, 2007. (Trial Tr. 255.) 

209. In sum, Dr. Holtzman testified that 

through examinations, a review of Solebo's medical 

records, and blood draws, the MCC personnel knew 

or should have known that Solebo's Dilantin level 

was reaching nontherapcutic levels. (Trial Tr. 248.) 

B. Dr. Curlin 
210. Dr. Farr Curlin was Lhe Defendant's first 

expert witness to testify at trial. Dr. Curlin is board 
certified by the American Board of Internal Medi

cine with a subspecialty certification in hospice and 
palliative medicine. (Trial Tr. 565.) He obtained an 

undergraduate degree at the University of North 

Carolina and a medical degree in 1998 at Lhe Uni

versity of North Carolina Medical School. (Trial Tr. 
561.) He completed his internal medicine residency 

in 2001 at the University of Chicago Hospital. 
(Trial Tr. 561.) From 2001 to 2003, he participated 

in the Robert Wood Johnson Clinical Scholars Pro
gram, which is a research training program. (Trial 

Tr. 56!-562, 564.) From 2003 to 2004, he was a 

fellow at the MacLean Center for Clinical Medical 

Ethics at the University of Chicago, which is a pro

gram focused on the moral and ethical dimensions 

of the practice of medicine. (Trial Tr. 562, 565.) 
During and after his fellowship, he practiced outpa

tient primary care internal medicine at the Uni

versity of Chicago Clinics on a part-time basis. 

(Trial Tr. 562.) Since his fel1owship, he has been a 

part of the faculty in ethics and he lectures on med

ical ethics. (Trial Tr. 563, 566.) At the time of trial, 

Dr. Curlin was employed at the University of 
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Chicago as an associate professor of medicine and 

was also the associate medical director for Horizon 

Hospice. (Trial Tr. 561-62.) Through his role with 

Horizon Hospice, he saw hospice patients in their 

home. (Trial Tr. 562.) In sum, Dr. Curlin's area of 
expertise is on hospice care, ethical issues, and gen

eral internal medicine. (Trial Tr. 658.) Prior to this 
case, Dr. Curlin had never been retained as an ex

pert witness. (Trial Tr. 571.) 

1. Testimony on seizure disorder 
*46 211. Dr. Curlin opined that Solebo did not 

have seizure disorder because his autopsy showed 

that he had HCM, and in his opinion, there was no 
definitive evidence that Solebo had seizure dis

order. (Trial Tr. 572.) According to Dr. Curlin, a 
definitive diagnosis of seizure disorder can only be 

made on one of two bases. (Trial Tr. 572.) First, a 
diagnosis of seizure disorder may be made on the 

basis of an expert who witnesses a person having a 
seizure on more 1han one occasion. (Trial Tr. 

572-73 .) Second, a diagnosis of seizure disorder 
may be made where the person has an EEG show

ing that the person has epileptiform activity. (Trial 
Tr. 572-73.) Nevertheless, Dr. Curlin testified that 

an EEG of a person with seizure disorder could be 
normal and that EEGs are almost never performed 

when a person is actively seizing. (Trial Tr. 677.) 
According to Dr. Curlin, Solebo's Kankakee medic

al records only demonstrated that Solebo had a 
"questionable seizure disorder." (Trial Tr. 577, 

582.) With regards to the February 23, 2006 epis
ode, Dr. Curlin testified that while the roommate's 

account that he saw Solebo shaking during the epis
ode could not be a basis on which a physician could 

reasonably diagnose seiwre disorder, it could add 
to the physician's certainty that the person had a 

seiwre. (Trial Tr. 579-80: Jt. Ex. 3 at 24.) 

2 ! 2. On direct examination, Dr. Curlin also 

testified that when a person has had "episodes that 

may be seizures" and has been injured as a result, 

and a physician believes that there is "a high 

enough threshold," then the physician may treat the 

person empirically, meaning that the patient is 
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treated for a possible or likely diagnosis. (Trial Tr. 
577-78.) On cross-examination, however, Dr. 

Curl in testified that once a person has two episodes 
that a physician "ha[sl a reasonable degree of cer
tainty were seizures, then it is appropriate to start 
treating for a seizure disorder." (Trial Tr. 664.) Dr. 

Curl in also testified that it was reasonable for the 
Kankakee physicians to treat Solcbo for a possible 
seizure disorder. (Trial Tr. 583, 663-64.) Although 
Dr. Curlin opined that it was reasonable for the 
Kankakee physicians to treat So\ebo for seizure dis
order, (Trial Tr. 663), he was not willing to concede 

that Solebo had two documented seizures at Kanka
kee, (Trial Tr. 664). 

2 I 3. On cross-examination, Dr. Curlin also 
testified that he could no! rule out with certainty the 

possibility that Solebo had seizure disorder, and 
that it was controlled at the MCC because he was 
compliant with his medication. (Trial Tr. 656.) Dr. 
Curlin opined that if Solebo had seizure disorder, 

he was therapeutic as a result of the medication he 
was given until March or April 2007. (Trial Tr. 

670-71.) Dr. Curlin agreed that in March or A pri I 
2007, when Solebo began missing more doses of 

his medication, he would have started to become 
subtherapeutic. (Trial Tr. 671.) Dr. Curlin then con

ceded that if Solebo had seizure disorder, in March 
and April 2007, not taking his medication could 

have contributed to him having another seizure. 
(Trial Tr. 671.) Dr. Curlin also agreed that seizures 

could result in death and that a person could die of 
a fatal arrhythmia following a seizure. (Trial Tr. 

671-72.) Finally, Dr. Curlin also agreed that every
one is qualified to report what they see to a physi

cian who is diagnosing seizure disorder. (Trial Tr. 
663.) 

2. Testimony on cause of death 
*47 214. Dr. Curlin also gave unconvincrng 

testimony as to Solebo's cause of death at trial. Dr. 

Curlin, who is neither a cardiologist nor patholo
gist, opined, lo a reasonahle degree of medical cer
tainty, that Solebo did not die of seizure disorder, 
(Trial Tr. 598, 686), and that his cause of death was 
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HCM, with the mechanism of death being a cardiac 
arrhythmia, (Trial Tr. 588). Dr. Curlin testified that 

Solebo died of HCM because there are objective 
findings to support that Solcbo had HCM. (Trial Tr. 
598.) Dr. Curl in testified that the only type of death 
that Solebo could have suffered from seizure dis

order was SUDEP, but that SUDEP is uncommon. 
(Trial Tr. 598.) Dr. Curlin testified that the reason 

he believed that Solebo died of HCM as opposed to 
seizure disorder was because the likelihood of 
Solebo dying from HCM was much higher than the 
likelihood of Solebo dying from seizure disorder. 
(Trial Tr. 598-99.) Dr. Curlin based his opinion on 
a number of general statistical studies. (See Trial 

Tr. 598, 608-61 I.) 

215. Dr. Curlin's testimony on cross-ex

amination did not fare well. Dr. Curlin first con
ceded that the only training he had in diagnosing 

and treating HCM was the training he received as 
an internist and his reading of the literature. (Trial 

Tr. 673.) Dr. Curlin next testified that if an autopsy 
had not been performed, he would not have been 

able to render his opinions regarding HCM. (Trial 
Tr. 681-82.) He also conceded that Solebo's medic

al charts prior to his death did not contain a single 
reference to HCM, that there were no factors while 

Solebo was alive to diagnose him with HCM other 
than an enlarged heart, which was not detected 

while he was alive, and that there were no docu
mented arrhythmias. (Trial Tr. 657, 674.) Al!hough 

Dr. Curlin testified that Solebo's episodes of losing 
consciousness were consistent with arrhythmias, he 

conceded that they were also consistent with 
seizures. (Trial Tr. 657, 674-75.) 

216. Dr. Curlin also testified that the basis for 
his opinions that Solebo died of HCM as opposed 
to SUDEP was simply '"it's the math." (Trial Tr. 

684.) According to Dr. Curlin, HCM posed a higher 
risk of death than SUDEP. (Trial Tr. 683.) Non

etheless, Dr. Curlin conceded that simply because 
statistics say a person is more likely to die of cause 
A over B, it is not necessarily the case that the per
son will die of cause A. (Trial Tr. 684.) When 
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asked whether it was possible that Solebo died due 

to a seizure or seizure disorder, Dr. Curlin testified, 

"I can't with a hundred percent certainty rule that 

out." (Trial Tr. 598.) Furthermore, on cross

examination, Dr. Curlin was impeached, as he had 

previously testified at his deposition that it was his 

opinion that there was no way to know to a reason

able degree of medical certainty whether Solcbo 

d. d t· . d. d h ·1 FN6 ie o seizure 1sor er or a eart a1 ment. 

(Trial Tr. 690-93.) 

PN6. Dr. Curlin's deposition testimony, as 

read into the trial transcript reads as fol-

1 ows: 

Question: So it's your opinion here today 

that Mr. Solcho died of a heart-related 

ailment and not of a seizure disorder? 

Answer: It is my opinion that's more 

likely. The truth is, we don't know and 

there's no way to know. It's my opinion 

that there's no way to know to a reason

able degree of medical certainty whether 

he died of-which one he died of. 

(Trial Tr. 692-93.) 

217. Given the overall i nconsistcnc ies m Dr. 

Curlin's testimony regarding Solebo's cause of 

death, this Court cannot credit his medical conclu

sions, as they are primarily based on general statist

ical studies that have been used to reach broad, un

founded and speculative conclusions about Solebo's 

cause of death. 

3. Testimony on standard of care 
*48 218. Dr. Curl in testified that the most fun

damental medical ethics principle is the principle of 

respect for persons. (Trial Tr. 612.) According to 

Dr. Curlin, this principle divides into two separate 

moral requireme111s: First. the requirement to ac

knowledge autonomy, meaning the ability to make 

one's own choices, and second, the requirement !O 

protect those with diminished autonomy. (Trial Tr. 
613.) With respect to the first moral requirement, 
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respect for persons requires that people be given the 

opportunity to choose what should or should not 

happen to them. (Tri al Tr. 613.) With respect to the 

second moral requirement, Dr. Curlin testified that 

whenever patients have diminished autonomy, such 

as prisoners, their freedoms are limited and lhis 

principle becomes even more sensitive. (Trial Tr. 
613.) In those circumstances, physicians have \0 be 

particularly careful not to violate a patienfs free

dom Lo refuse medical treatment. (Trial Tr. 613, 

629-30.) Thus, Dr. Curlin testified that it is abso~ 

lutcly unacceptable to force a mentally competent 

patient to take medication that he refuses and that 

the MCC Physicians did not have the option of for

cing Solebo to take his anti-seizure medication. 

(Trial Tr. 613. 627-28.) 

2 l 9. On direct ex am i nation, Dr. Curlin testified 

that when prescribing medication, a physician's re

sponsibility is to give a reasonable amount of in

formation so that the patient can come to what is 

called "informed consent." (Trial Tr. 613-14.) Pa~ 

tients should be given the information they need to 

understand the benefits of the medication, the pur

pose for which the medication is being prescribed, 

the risks of taking the medication, and that the pa

tient is free to say yes or no. (Trial Tr. 613-14, 

620.) Dr. Curl in also testified that, based on 

Solebo's visit to the Neurology CCC on November 

30, 2006, he was certain that Solebo knew that 

Dilantin was for seizure disorder. (Trial Tr. 625.) 

220. Dr. Curlin also testified that when a physi

cian initially prescribes Dilantin to a patient, the 

standard of care requires the physician to inform 

the patient about the risks of Dilantin's side effects, 

which include tremors, nausea, slurred speech, and 

gingival hyperplasia. (Trial Tr. 664-65.) Dr. Curlin 

testified that he would also tell seizure patients that 

they are at risk of injury. (Trial Tr. 665.) Although 

Dr. Curlin acknowledged that seizure disorder car

ries with it a risk of death. (Trial Tr. 665-66), he 

testified that the standard of care did not impose a 

duty on the MCC Physicians to warn Solebo that he 

could die if he did not take his medication, (Trial 
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Tr. 630). Dr. Curlin reasoned that the MCC Physi
cians did not have such a duty because, in his 
words, "medications do not prevent ... [SUDEP]." 
(Trial Tr. 630.) Dr. Curlin testified that the risk of 

death is so low that it is not recommended that a 
physician inform the patient of that risk because it 
potential I y adds unwarranted anxiety. (Tri al Tr. 
630.) Dr. Curlin testified that he customarily does 

not advise his patients that they have a risk of death 
from SUDEP because the risk is extraordinarily 

small and nothing can be done to reliably prevent 
SUDEP. (Trial Tr. 630--31.) 

*49 221. On cross-examination, Or. Curlin's 
direct testimony was again directly undermined. Dr. 

Curl in agreed that seizure disorder carries with it a 
risk of death. (Trial Tr. 666.) And, at his depos

ition, Dr. Curlin had testified that the only thing a 
patient could do to prevent his risk of death from 
seiwre disorder was to take his medication_FN7 

(Trial Tr. 666.) At trial, however, Dr. Curlin was 

only willing to concede that while it was a reason
able hypothesis that medication reduces someone's 

risk of death from seizure disorder, he did not know 
that it had "been shown to be the case." (Trial Tr. 

667.) According to Dr. Curlin, while it is true that 
the purpose of anti-seizure medication is to reduce 

the like I ihood that a patient wi 11 have further 
seizures, "that's not death." (Trial Tr. 667.) Addi

tionally, although Dr. Curlin agreed that anti
seizure medication lessens the chance of having 

seizures and the potential for complications from 
those seizures. he did not agree that it was "as 

simple as taking the medication reduces the chances 
of dying from a seizure." (Trial Tr. 667.) At his de

position, however, Dr. Curlin had testified that it 
was that simple: that taking anti-seizure medication 
lessened a person's chances of dying from a seizure. 
(Trial Tr. 668.) Dr. Curlin testified that the basis for 

his opinion was that while medication did not re
duce the risk of SUDEP, it did reduce the risk of 

dying from seizure disorder. (Trial Tr. 668.) Dr. 
Curlin also conceded that if the medication did not 
have a function, no one would prescribe it. (Trial 
Tr. 669.) Dr. Curlin further conceded that people 
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who adhere to their medication reduce their risk of 
future seirnres by percentages. (Trial Tr. 669.) 

FN7. The trial transcript reflects that at his 
deposition, Dr. Curlin testified that 

"[t]here is nothing we can do to prevent 
risk of death from a seizure disorder except 

to take your medicines, and that's it." 
(Trial Tr. 666.) 

222. Dr. Curlin also testified on direct examin
ation that if a patient like Solebo did not want to 
take his medication, it would be reasonahle to tell 

him, "why don't you not take them and we'll follow 
it, and I want you to let me know first thing if you 
have a seizure." (Trial Tr. 637.) Dr. Curlin testified 
that if Solcho had told him that he did not want to 
take his medication, Dr. Curlin would have advised 
Solcbo that if he had seizure disorder, he may suf
fer a seizure that he could avoid by taking the med
ication, but that it was reasonable to try a period off 

the medications. (Trial Tr. 637 .) 

223. Dr. Curlin next testified that the usual 
practice of competent internists following patients 
for seizure disorder in terms of rrequency of clinic 
visits is highly variable, depending on whether the 
patient continues to have seizures and whether they 
tolerate their medication. (Trial Tr. 640.) According 
to him, for a patient who is not having seizures and 
who is not reporting problems with their medica
tions, the frequency of clinic visits could range 

from once a month to once at every six months, or 
less freque111ly. (Trial Tr. 640.) Dr. Curlin testified 

that Solebo fell into this category and that the usual 
practice of competent internists taking blood levels 
of patients with seizure disorder is to order tests 
only when the physician can use the information to 
change what the physician is doing in some way. 
(Trial Tr. 640.) 

*50 224. Dr. Curlin next testified that drug 
levels are typically obtained afler a person is ini

tially given his medication to obtain a reference 
point. (Trial Tr. 640.) Thereafter, drugs levels are 

obtained to gauge patient's levels if the patient has 
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recurrent seizures, if there has been an increase or 
decrease in the medication, or if the physician anti

cipates changing the medications. (Trial Tr. 640.) 
Nonetheless. Dr. Curlin testified that the fact that 
Dr. Hoffman raised Solebo's does of Di\antin in 
December 2006 did not obligate him to conduct an
other Dilantin level test. (Trial Tr. 641 .) Dr. Curlin 
disagreed that Dr. Hoffman should have done 
something immediately after Solebo's February 12, 
2007 visit Lo the Neurology CCC to obtain a labor
atory result for his Di lantin level because there was 
"no pressing reason to get a lab result," (Trial Tr. 

643), and it would not have changed what the MCC 
Physicians could have done, (Trial Tr. 644). Dr. 

Curlin did agree, however, that a laboratory result 
for Solebo's Dilantin level could have been useful 

for Solebo's future care. (Trial Tr. 644-45.) 

225. Dr. Curlin also opined that engaging in 

discussions with a patient who is not adherent to his 
medications does not increase the likelihood that 
the patient will take his medications. (Trial Tr. 
646.) Dr. Curlin based his opinion on various stat

istical studies. (Trial Tr. 646-47.) Dr. Curlin also 
believed that Solebo would not have been suscept

ible to motivational counseling. (Trial Tr. 652.) 

226. In light of Dr. Curlin's inconsistent testi
mony on whether medication may reduce a person's 
risk of death from seizure disorder, this Court dis
credits his testimony that the standard of care did 
not require the MCC Physicians to inform Solebo 
that he could die from seizure disorder. For the 
same reasons, this Court discredits his testimony 
that although taking medication reduces a patient's 
risk of dying from seizure disorder, it does not re
duce the risk of dying from SUDEP. 

C. Dr. Ebersole 
227. Dr. John Ebersole was the Defendant's 

second expert witness. Dr. Ebersole is a professor 
of neurology at the University of Chicago. (Trial 
Tr. 728.) Dr. Ebersole completed his medical 
school training at Yale University School of Medi

cine. (Trial Tr. 728.) He later did a three-year resid
ency in neurology at Yale University ("Yale"), and 
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between l 978 and 2000, he was on the faculty at 
Yale. (Trial Tr. 728.) Since 2000, he has been a 

professor at the University of Chicago, director of 
the Adult Epilepsy Center, and director of the Clin
ical Neurophysiology Laboratories there. (Trial Tr. 
728-729; see also Def.'s Ex.. 19.) Dr. Ebersole\ 

clinical specialty in neurology is epilepsy diagnosis 
and treatment. (Trial Tr. 729.) In his capacity as a 

professor, he cares for patients, teaches, and con
ducts research. (Trial Tr. 730.) With respect 10 pa

tient care, he is responsible for the evaluation and 
treatment of inpatients in the Adult Epilepsy Monit
oring Unit. (Trial Tr. 730.) Dr. Ebersole has an epi
lepsy clinic where he sees outpatients weekly and 
reads EEGs two days a week. (Trial Tr. 730.) With 
respect 10 his teaching duties, he is responsible for 
teaching fellows, that is to say, physicians who 
have finished their residency and are receiving ex
tra education in clinical neurophysiology and epi
lepsy. (Trial Tr. 730.) He also conducts clinical 

neurophysiology research and tries to determine 
ways to better analyze electroencephalography in 
order to help patients with epilepsy. (Trial Tr. 730.) 
In his clinical practice. Dr. Ebersole is responsible 
for the diagnosis, care, and evaluation of patients in 
the Epilepsy Monitoring Unit four mo111hs a year. 
(Trial Tr. 730.) He typically has four patients a 
week in the monitoring unit. (Trial Tr. 730-31.) He 

has epilepsy clinic two days a week and sees ap
proximately 25 patients with epilepsy weekly. 
(Trial Tr. 73 I.) Over the course of his career, Dr. 
Ebersole has treated or diagnosed thousands of pa
tients with seizure disorder or possible diagnoses of 
sciwre disorder. (Trial Tr. 731-32.) 

1. Testimony on seizure disorder 
*51 228. Dr. Ebersole defined seizure disorder 

as a disorder of chronic recurrent seiwres. (Trial 
Tr. 729.) Dr. Ebersole defined a seizure as a brief 

period of time, lasting a minute or two, sometimes 
longer, when the normal control functions in the 

brain go awry resulting in excessive, uncontrolled, 
excitatory activity in the brain. (Trial Tr. 732.) Dr. 

Ebersole testified that two events is considered the 
standard threshold for a clinical diagnosis of pos-
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sible seizure disorder. (Trial Tr. 75 l .) Dr. Ebersole 
testified that a patient's history, i.e., his subjective 

complaint, is very important in diagnosing seizure 
disorder because it is an intermittent disorder, 

meaning that a person is completely normal 
between seizures. (Trial Tr. 732, 750.) According to 

Dr. Ebersole, history encompasses past medical his
tory, family history, and the patient's past history in 
terms of the characteristics of the seizures. (Trial 
Tr. 732-33.) 

229. Dr. Ebersole opined, to a reasonable de
gree of medical certainty, that Solebo did not have 

seizure disorder. (Trial Tr. 735.) Dr. Ebersole first 
based his opinion on the fact !hat Solebo had nor

mal EEGs and CT scans. (Trial Tr. 735.) Dr. Eber
sole also based his opinion on the fact that Solebo 

did not have a history of seizure disorder prior to 
his stay at Kankakee, and in Dr. Ebersole's words, 

·'why would he all of a sudden develop seizures de 
novo in Kankakee without any past history?" (Trial 

Tr. 736.) On cross-examination, however, Dr. Eber
sole conceded that a patient can have a normal EE

Gs and CT scans and still suffer from seizure dis
order, (Trial Tr. 748, 752), and that at some point a 

patient with seizure disorder has to have their first 
episode, and that can be at age 7, 23, and even age 

50 or 60. (Trial Tr. 752-53.) Dr. Ebersole also testi
fied that there were no clear descriptions of the 

episodes in Solebo's medical records and some 
"sketchy statements by cellmates that there was 

some shaking." (Trial Tr. 736.) According to Dr. 
Ebersole, it was therefore difficult to say that this 

was a seizure and not a different type of episode 
resulting in loss of consciousness. (Trial Tr. 736.) 

230. On cross-examination, Dr. Ebersole also 
testified that there were only two ways to diagnose 
a person with seizure disorder: ( 1) through an actu

al recording of seizure activity taken during a long
term EEG; and (2) by a physician witnessing a 

seizure. (Trial Tr. 750.) With respect to the first 
basis, Dr. Ebersole testified that a long-term EEG 
involves monitoring a patient from several days to 
over a week, usually off medications, lo sec if there 
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are any brainwave abnormalities and to see if a 
seiwre can be induced and recorded. (Trial Tr. 

749.) Nonetheless, only if a seizure is recorded will 
a long-term EEG definitively show whether 
someone has seizure disorder. (Trial Tr. 749.) In 
addition, Dr. Ebersole did not have any knowledge 
of a long~term EEG ever being performed in a pris
on. (Trial Tr. 750.) 

*52 231. With respect to the second basis, Dr. 
Ebersole was adamant that only the eyewimess ac

count of a physician was a sufficient basis on which 
to base a diagnosis of seizure disorder. (Trial Tr. 
750-51.) When pressed about whether a diagnosis 
of seizure disorder could be made on the basis of a 
nurse witnessing a person undergo a seizure five 
times, Dr. Ebersole testified that "fi]t would depend 

h . . t' h " FNS I h d on t e trammg o t e nurse. n ot er wor s, 
where a licensed nurse observes a person having 

multiple seizures, such history is not enough for Dr. 
Ebersole to conclude that the person has seizure 

disorder. According to Dr. Ebersole, the word of a 
cellmate or layperson was also not good enough. 

(Trial Tr. 75 ! .) 

FN8. The trial transcript reads: 

Q: You believe that recording seizure 
activity in that long-term EEG or a doc
tor actually witnessing a seizure is the 
only way to definitively make a diagnos
is of epilepsy. Is that true? 

Answer: Correct. 

Question: So if the nurse sees someone 
having a seizure five times, you would 
still consider that possible seizure dis
order and not an actual seizure disorder 
or epilepsy, is that correct? 

Answer: II would depend on the training 
of the nurse. 

Question: But I think you indicated in 

your previous testimony that the word of 
a cellmate or a layperson is not good 
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enough. Is that correct? 

Answer: It's not good enough. These 

people aren't trained to differentiate 
seizures from other episodes of loss of 

consciousness. 

(Trial Tr. 750-51.) 

232. Because Dr. Ebersole concluded that 

Solebo did not have seizure disorder, he also 
opined, to a reasonable degree of medical certainty, 

that the MCC Physicians unnecessarily prescribed 
Solebo anti-seizure medication. (Trial Tr. 753.) In 

addition, Dr. Ebersole opined that because Solebo 
did not need anti-seiwre medication, it did not 

make a difference if Solebo missed taking his pre
scribed doses of Dilantin. (Trial Tr. 753.) Finalty, 

Dr. Ebersole gave his opinion as to whether it was 
necessary Lo obtain a blood draw in February 2007 

to test So!ebo's Dilantin level. (Trial Tr. 737.) Ac

cording to Dr. Ebersole, because Solebo did not 

have any episodes of loss of consciousness while he 
was at the MCC, there was no clinical reason that 

the Dilantin level had to be redone when he had a 

level of 11 <<nrn>>lml in December 2006. 
(737-38.) 

2. Testimony on cause of death 
233. At trial, Dr. Ebersole also testified as to 

cause of death. Dr. Ebersole first testified tha! the 

risk of death from a seizure is infinitesimal. (Trial 
Tr. 739.) Dr. Ebersole next opined, to a reasonable 

degree of medical certainty, that Solebo did not die 
from SUDEP. (Trial Tr. 741.) The basis for his 

opinion was that Solebo did not fit the picture of a 
person who is at risk of dying from SUDEP, insofar 

that he was not an intractable epileptic. (Trial Tr. 
741.) Dr. Ebersole also found it significant that 

Solebo was not alone when he died and, according 
to Dr. Ebersole, most cases of SUDEP occur when 

a person is sleeping alone. (Trial Tr. 741-42.) Dr. 
Ebersole explained that SUDEP is associated with a 

grand ma! convulsive seizure which involves lots of 
shaking and noise and therefore, in his view, it 

would be difficult for somebody on the bunk above 
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a person who is convulsing not to wake up and no
tice this. (Trial Tr. 742.) Dr. Ebersole also testified 

that there was no evidence from the autopsy that 

supported a diagnosis of sei:rnre disorder or SUD

EP. (Trial Tr. 742.) According to Dr. Ebersole, such 

evidence would include a finding of a structural ab

normality in Solebo's brain. (Trial Tr. 743.) In addi
tion, Dr. Ebersole testified that he personally felt 

that Solebo did not have seizure disorder, "so he 
couldn't have died of SUDEP." (Trial Tr. 745.) 

Therefore, Dr. Ebersole opined that the only other 

probable cause of death for Solebo was cardiopul

monary compromise of some sort. (Trial Tr. 745.) 
The basis for his opinion that Solebo had a cardiac 

event was that Solebo's autopsy had the abnormal 
finding of an enlarged heart, i.e., cardiomegaly. 

(Trial Tr. 746.) Dr. Ebersole is neither a cardiolo

gist or pathologist, and this Court accordingly does 

not credit his opinion on Habib's cause of death. 

3. Dr. Ebersole's testimony on standard of care 
*53 234. Dr. Ebersole testified that it is the 

standard practice to obtain blood levels periodically 

if a patient is doing well and to obtain blood levels 
more often if a patient is doing poorly. (Trial Tr. 

737.) Specifically, he testified that it is standard 

practice to obrnin a blood level once a year or. at 

most, twice a year, in those patients who are not 
having seizures. (Trial Tr. 737 .) Dr. Ebersole also 

testified that if a person is having seizures while 
they are receiving a reasonable dose of medication, 

then it is standard practice to obtain a blood level 
right away. (Trial Tr. 737 .) 

235. Dr. Ebersole testified that standard prac

tice does not require physicians to warn a patient 
that he will die if he docs not take his anti

convulsant medications. (Trial Tr. 744.) Dr. Eber

sole testified that the main reason for this is that the 

likelihood of dying is so rare that a warning is not 

indicated and that such a warning would tend to 

scare patients more man anything else. (Trial Tr. 

744.) 

VII. Damages Testimony 
236. Solebo was born in Nigeria to Nigerian 
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parents and was a Nigerian citizen. (Damages Hr'g 

Slip. 'll 5.) He immigrated to the United States with 

his mother when he was five years old. (Def.'s Ex. 

22 at 2; see also Damages Hr'g Stip. 'll 5.) Solebo 

was not a citizen of the United States and did not 

have a green card. (Damages Hr'g Slip. 'll 5.) Al

though Plaintiff did not know that So\ebo was in 

the United States illegally until after she married 

him, (June 4, 2012 Tr. 33 ), she testified that they 

had long-Lerm plans to move 10 Nigeria. (June 4, 

2012 Tr. 36.) 

237. Solebo attended school through the 12th 

grade and received a diploma. (Def.'s Ex. 22 at 2.) 
Up until the day of his arrest, he was enrolled in 

courses at Harold Washington College. (Def.'s Ex. 
22 at 2; see also June 4, 2012 Tr. 9, 26.) Plaintiff 

testified that he was studying nursing. (June 4, 2012 
Tr. 9-10.) 

238. Plaintiff met So!ebo in the Fall of 2003, 

and the two became friends. (June 4, 2012 Tr. 9, 

25.) Plaintiff and Solebo were friends for about one 

year before they began to date; they dated for ap

proximately one year before they married in a civil 

ceremony on October 4, 2005. (June 4, 2012 Tr. 2. 

9, 25.) At the time of their marriage, Plaintiff was 

20 years old and Solebo was 22 years old. (June 4, 

2012 Tr. 9.) Plaintiff described the day as a very 

happy day for her because she was marrying her 

best friend. (June 4, 2012 Tr. 2.) Plaintiff explained 

that Solebo was her best friend because he genu
inely wanted the best for her. (June 4, 2012 Tr. I 1.) 

Solebo listened to her and gave her unbiased opin

ions and she "just genuinely trusted any and 

everything that he said." (June 4, 2012 Tr. 11.) 

239. Prior to their marriage, they lived separate 

and apart from one another. (June 4, 2012 Tr. 10.) 

After they married, they shared an apartment with 

Solebo's mother. (June 4, 2012 Tr. 10, 25-26.) Pri
or to their marriage, Solebo worked with his mother 

in home health care for two months. (June 4, 2012 

Tr. 26.) Other than this job, Plaintiff testified that 

she was not aware of any other paid employment 

positions that Solebo had held. (June 4. 2012 Tr. 
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26.) Plaintiff also testified that Solebo"s mother 

paid the rent on the apartment that all three shared 

and that Solebo's mother supported him financially. 
(June 4, 2012 Tr. 26.) 

*54 240. While they were newlywed, between 
October 2005 and January 2006, Plaintiff testified 

that she and Solebo were '"happy, living together, 

still getting to know one another in a married sense, 

living with one another." (June 4, 2012 Tr. I 0-11.) 

She described their relationship as follows: 

"Excellent. I loved him. We loved each other. I 
think it was a pretty good relationship." (June 4, 

20 I 2 Tr. 1 I.) During this ti me period, she and 
Solebo spent time together by going out to eat, go

ing to the movies or the park, or taking walks. (June 
4, 2012 Tr. 11.) Plaintiff and Solebo discussed hav

ing children, which they both wanted to do. (June 4, 
2012 Tr. 1 I.) Solebo wamed to have at least five 

children. (June 4, 2012 Tr. 11.) 

24 I. On cross-examination, Plaintiff testified 

that less than a month into her marriage, on 

November 2, 2005, when she was 20 years old. she 

called the Chicago Police Department to the apart

ment she shared with Solebo after they had a fight. 
(J unc 4, 2012 Tr. 29, 35 .) Plaintiff told the re

sponding police officer that Solebo had punched 
her in me face, and Solebo was arrested that day. 

(June 4, 20l2 Tr. 29.) As a result of this incident, 

Pl . "ff . d . . 1 1 · FN9 h · a11111 s1gne a cnmma comp amt c argmg 

Solebo with domestic battery. (June 4, 2012 Tr. 

29-31; Def.'s Ex. 6, Misdemeanor Compl. at 668.) 

Plaintiffs signature appears under a sentence that 
reads, "The complainant, being first duly sworn on 

oath, deposes and says that he/she read the forego

ing complaint by him/her subscribed and that the 

same is true." (Def.'s Ex. 6, Misdemeanor Comp!. 

at 668.) At trial, however, Plaintiff testified that 

Solebo did not in fact punch her in the face and that 
she had lied to the responding police officer on the 

day of the incident. (June 4, 2012 Tr. 3J .) On re

direct examination, Plaintiff testified that she and 

Solebo were watching television when they got into 

an argument and he broke her phone. (June 4, 2012 
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Tr. 34.) Plaintiff called the police to retaliate 
against him. (June 4, 2012 Tr. 34.) Plaintiff ac

knowledged that she had made a mistake, but testi

fied that it was the only way she knew to get back 

at Solebo at the time because she was "young" and 
"stupid.'" (June 4. 2012 Tr. 34.) Plaintiff also testi

fied that Solebo never struck her. (June 4, 2012 Tr. 
34.) After the incident, they got Plaintiff a new 

phone and made up, and the incident was forgotten. 
(June 4, 2012 Tr. 35.) 

PN9. Although the Court admitted the 
criminal complaint that was signed by 

Plaintiff into evidence, it excluded the ar
rest report. (June 4, 2012 Tr. 39 .) 

242. At the end of November 2005, Plaintiff 

began to live with her father on a part-time basis. 

(June 4, 2012 Tr. 32.) According to Plaintiff, she 

stayed with her father or other family members 
after she was married for convenience or safety's 

sake, but it did not have anything to do wi1h her re
lationship with Solebo. (June 4, 20 l 2 Tr. 35 .) 

Plaintiff testified that there was nothing unusual 

with her staying at her father's once in a while. 

(June 4, 20 I 2 Tr. 36.) 

243. Plaintiff and Solebo were living together 

at the time of Solebo's arrest (June 4, 20 I 2 Tr. 12.) 
Plaintiff testified that Solebo did not take any pre

scription medications at any point in time during 
which she knew him. (June 4, 2012 Tr. 12.) 

Plaintiff also testified that during their marriage and 
before Solebo's arrest. Solebo did not have any 

health issues or problems, nor was he under the 
care of any doctor, to her knowledge. (June 4, 2012 

Tr. 12.) 

*55 244. Solebo was arrested on January 25, 

2006, during an undercover investigation in which 
he delivered heroin to an undercover officer. (Stip. 

Ex., Arrest and lnterview of Habib Solebo O l /25/06 
at 7; Damages Hr'g Stip. U 3-4; Def.'s Ex. 18, Pho

tos 6, 9.) At the time of his death, Solebo was 
awaiting trial on charges of conspiracy to distribute 

and to possess heroin, distribution of heroin, and 
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possession with intent to distribute and distribution 
of heroin. (Dcf.'s Ex. 8, Indictment at 1-3, United 

States v. Sofebo and Mustapher, No. 06 CR 61 
(N.D.Ill. Feb. 23, 2006).) Plai111iff testified that she 

did not realize Solebo was dealing in heroin before 

he was arrested and that she was surprised about the 

basis for his arrest. (June 4, 20 l 2 Tr. 33.) 

245. On March I, 2006, Special Agent Robert 

Nicodemus lodged an Immigration Detainer-Notice 
of Action ("Detainer") with the MCC (Def.'s Ex. 2 

at 469.) The Detainer notified the MCC that the Im
migration and Naturalization Service ("INS") had 

initiated an investigation to determine whether 
Solebo was subject to removal from the United 

States. (Id.) The Detainer required that the MCC 
detain Solebo for 48 hours to allow adequate time 

for the [NS to assume custody over him. (/ d.) The 
INS requested that the MCC notify the Department 

of Homeland Security of Solebo's release in ad
vance or in the event of his death or transfer to an

other institution. (Id.) 

246. Shortly after Solebo was arrested, Plaintiff 

learned that she was pregnant. (June 4, 2012 Tr. 

12.) Plaintiff told Solebo that she was pregnant, and 

they were both happy with this news. (June 4, 2012 
Tr. 13.) Plaintiff testified that there was never any 

doubt that she would have the haby and continue 

her marriage with Solebo. (June 4, 2012 Tr. 12.) 

247. Plaintiff testified that she visited Solcbo in 

prison every available visiting day that she could 
make during the length of his incarceration. (June 

4, 2012 Tr. 13-14.) At Kankakee, visits were every 
other week, so Plaintiff saw Sotcbo every two 

weeks. (June 4, 2012 Tr. I 4,) The main topic of 

conversation during their visits was her pregnancy. 

(June 4, 2012 Tr. I 4,) While So\ebo was incarcer

ated at Kankakee, Plaintiff spoke to Solebo on the 

telephone if not every day, then every other day. 
(June 4, 2012 Tr. 14.) 

248. After Solebo was transferred to the MCC, 
Plaintiff visited him every visiting day she could 

and spoke to Solebo on the telephone if not every 
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day, then every other day. (June 4, 2012 Tr. 15.) At 

the MCC, visits occurred every week, but every 

other week there were two visiting days. (June 4, 

2012 Tr. 15.) Plaintiff did not visit if she was sick 

due to her pregnancy and she did not visit immedi

ately after Jadesola's birth. (June 4, 2012 Tr. 15.) 

Solebo met Jadesola within a week of her birth and 

was very happy to sec her. (June 4, 2012 Tr. 16.) 

Over the following months, Plaintiff and Jadesola 

continued to visit Solebo. (June 4, 2012 Tr. 16.) 

*56 249. So\ebo selected their daughter's name, 

Jadesola, which means with blessings. (June 4, 

20 I 2 Tr. 16-17.) Pl a inti ff testified that So lebo se

lected that name because he felt he was very 

blessed to have his first daughter. (June 4, 20 I 2 Tr. 

17 .) Plaintiff spoke to Solebo right after giving 

birth and before completing their daughter's birth 

cenificate. (June 4, 2012 Tr. 16.) Their daughter's 

middle name, Yurianna, is derived from Solebo's 

middle name, which is Olayuri. (June 4, 2012 Tr. 

16.) Solebo did not have any other children, to 

Plaintiffs knowledge. (June 4, 2012 Tr. 17.) During 

the first few months of Jadesola's life, Plaintiff took 

her daughter to visit Solebo every visiting day that 

Plaintiff herself could make. (June 4, 2012 Tr. 17 .) 

When Plaintiff could not make a visit, Solebo's 

mother took Jadesola to visit Solebo. (June 4, 2012 

Tr. 17.) 

250. On May I, 2007, the MCC Warden told 

Plaintiff over the phone that Solebo had died. (June 

4, 2012 Tr. 17.) .ladesola was six months old at the 

time of Solebo's death. (June 4, 2012 Tr. 18.) At the 

time of Solebo's death, Plaintiff was not employed 

and was living with Solebo's mother. (June 4, 2012 
Tr. 18.) 

251. When asked to describe how Solebo's 

death has affected her, Plaintiff testified that she 

sometimes feels like a failure and like she has been 

cheated. (June 4, 2012 Tr. 18.) On some days, 

Plaintiff feels as if she can make it through and that 

everything is going to be okay, but on other days, 

she cannot get out of bed and function. (June 4, 

2012 Tr. 18.) Plaintiff also testified that she has a 
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hard time dealing with people because she feels like 

anybody can be taken away from her. (June 4, 2012 

Tr. I 8.) Plaintiff always thought that she would 

have a long marriage with children, and in her 

words, "to have that taken away is just-it's hard to 

face every day." (June 4, 2012 Tr. 18.) Plaintiff did 

not intend to be a single parent when she married 

Solcbo. (June 4, 2012 Tr. 18.) 

252. After Solebo passed away, Plaintiff could 

not look at her daughter for a period of time 

"[b]ecause she looked so much like him that it was 

almos! like looking at a ghost every day." (June 4, 

2012 Tr. 21.) Plaintiff testified that it was hard for 

her to deal with emotionally. (June 4, 2012 Tr. 

21-22.) At times, she could not look at her daugh

ter, could not hold her, and could not do anything 

for her because she looked like him. (June 4, 2012 
Tr. 21-22.) Plaintiff relied heavily on the help of 

her mother as well as Solebo's mother during this 

time. (June 4, 2012 Tr. 22.) 

253. According to Plaintiff, it took about two 

years for her to feel like her life was getting back to 

normal. (June 4, 2012 Tr. 22 .) On cross-ex

amination, Plaintiff testified that she saw a psychi

atrist to treat her emotional distress at the Erie Fam

ily Health Facility. (June 4, 2012 Tr. 27.) Although 

she was prescribed medication, she refused it. (June 

4, 2012 Tr. 27.) At her deposition, however, 

Plaintiff testified that she had not sought medical 

treatment for depression, that she had not seen a 

psychiatrist because of the lengthy waiting period, 

and that she had not been prescribed any medica

tions. (June 4, 20 ! 2 Tr. 27-28.) 

*57 254. Plaintiff testified that she has ex

plained to her daughter that her father is in heaven. 

(June 4, 2012 Tr. 22.) Her daughter talks to her 

father every night when she says her prayers. (June 

4, 20 I 2 Tr. 22.) Plaintiff testified that her daughter 

docs not remember visiting her father, but that she 

talks about it with her so much that her daughter 

minks she remembers. (June 4, 2012 Tr. 23.) Her 

daughter is inquisitive and asks Plaintiff questions 

about her father such as whether he is going 10 
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come back from heaven, how they met, how long 

they lived together, and how long she was in 

Plaintiffs stomach before Solebo passed away. 
(June 4, 2012 Tr. 23 .) Her daughter wants to know 

everything about her father. (June 4, 2012 Tr. 23.) 

Plaintiff testified that her daughter is barely begin

ning to grasp her father's death, as evidenced by the 

questions she asks, such as why her dad cannot pick 

her up from school or why he cannot come down 
from heaven to join the family for holidays. (June 

4, 2012 Tr. 23.) 

255. Plaimiff maintains a close relationship 

with Solebo's mother and intends to continue doing 
so. (June 4, 2012 Tr. 24-25.J Plaintiff's daughter 

has a close relationship with Plaintiffs parents and 
Solebo's mo1her. (June 4, 2012 Tr. 24.) For ex

ample, Plaintiffs parents and Solebo's mother atten
ded Jadesola's recent graduation. (June 4, 2012 Tr. 

24.) 

256. At the time of trial, Plaintiff was em

ployed full-time as a Customer Account Executive 

at a call center for Comcast. (June 4, 2012 Tr. 6-7 .) 
Plaintiff did not have any plans to remarry at the 

time of trial and she plans to continue working. 
(June 4, 2012 Tr. 25.) Plaintiff also testified that no 

one currently lives with her and her daughter. (June 
4, 2012 Tr. 25.) Plaintiff testified that her daughter, 

Jadesola, lives with her, that she takes care of her, 

and that Jadesola is about to begin Kindergarten. 

(June 4, 2012 Tr. 6.) 

257. Dr. Holtzman testified that the survival 

rate of patients newly diagnosed with seizure dis
order, such as Solebo, is lower as compared !O 

people who do not have seizures. (Trial Tr. 256.) 
As those patients live longer, however, their mor

tality rate is approximately the same as people who 
do not have seizures. (Trial Tr. 256.) Dr. Holtzman 

testified, to a reasonable degree of medical cer

tainty, that Solebo's life expectancy was approxim

ately 48 years. (Trial Tr. 256.) In Dr. Holtzman\ 

opinion, Solebo was in good health and he did not 

suffer from sustained hypertension. (Trial Tr. 287 .) 
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258. Dr. Curlin also testified as to life expect
ancy. Dr. Curlin testified that Solebo's life expect

ancy would be significantly lower than the average 
person his age. (Trial Tr. 653.) The first basis for 

Dr. Curlin's opinion was the fact that Solebo had 
HCM, which carries with it an increased risk of 

death, (Trial Tr. 653), and which over time pro

gresses to congestive heart failure and eventually to 

end-stage heart failure, (Trial Tr. 653). The second 

basis for Dr. Curlin's opinion was that Solebo was 

morbidly obese, which is associated with an in

creased risk of death between two and twelve times 

that of the normal population. (Trial Tr. 653.) Dr. 

Curlin also opined that Solebo had a history of 

smoking. (Trial Tr. 653.) Assuming that Solebo had 
seizure disorder, Dr. Curlin testified that Solebo 

would not be able to reduce his susceptibility to 
SUDEP by taking epileptic drugs. (Trial Tr. 654.) 

*58 259. Finally, photographs were admitted 
and received into evidence including a photograph 

of Solebo and Plaintiff eating out at a dinner, and a 
photograph of them with their family members on 

their wedding day. (Pl.'s Ex. P.) Photographs of 
their daughter at about six months of age, age three, 

and age five were also admitted and received into 
evidence. (June 4, 2012 Tr. 19-21; Pl.'s Ex. Z.) 

CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 
I. Legal Standards 

I. Plaintiff brings this action against the United 

States pursuant to the FTCA, 28 U.S.C. §§ 1346(b). 

2671 et seq. The FTCA "was designed primarily to 

remove the sovereign immunity of the United 

States from suits in tort and, with cerlain specific 

exceptions, to render the Government liable in tort 

as a private individual would be under like circum

stances." Richards v. United Swtes, 369 U.S. I. 6. 

82 S.Ct. 585, 7 L.Ed.2d 492 ( I 962); accord Midw

esl Knilling Miffs, fnc. v. United Simes, 950 F.2d 
1295, 1296-97 (7th Cir.1991) (The FTCA "effects 

a limited waiver of sovereign immunity for the 

United States."). The FTCA provides a remedy for 

"personal injury or death caused by the negligent or 

wrongful act or omission" of Government employ-
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ees while acting within the scope of their employ
ment. 2 8 U.S. C. § 1346( b )(I ) . The Act imposes li

ab i 1 i ty "under circumstances where the United 

States, if a private person, would be liable to the 

claimant in accordance with the law of the place 
where the act or omission occmred." Morisch 1'. 

United Stales, 653 F.3d 522, 530 (7th Cir.20 I I) 
(quoting 28 U.S.C. § 1346(b)(l) (internal quotation 

marks omitted)); accord Massey v. United States, 

312 F. 3d 2 72, 280 (7th C ir.2002). In other words, 

"the PTCA incorporates the substantive law of the 
state where the tortious act or omission occurred." 

Midwest Knilfing Mills, Inc., 950 P.2d at 1297. In 
this instance, Solebo died while in custody at the 

MCC, which is located in Chicago, Illinois. Thus, 
the cause of action arose in Illinois, and Illinois 

State law governs. 

2. As an initial matter, this Court notes that pri

or to bringing an action pursuant to the fTCA, a 
plaintiff must have exhausted her administrative 

rernedi es. Spee i fie a 11 y, a plaintiff "shall have first 
presented the claim to the appropriate Federal 

agency and [the plaintiffs] claim shall have been fi
nally denied by the agency in writing .... " 28 U.S.C. 

§ 2675(a). The Pederal agency's failure "to make fi
nal disposition of a claim within six months after it 

is filed" is considered a final denial of the claim. Id 
. Prior to filing her suit, Plaintiff filed a Claim for 

Damage, Injury, or Death with the MCC. (R. IOI, 

Fifth Am. Compl. 'll 22.) It is undisputed that the 

MCC failed to make a final disposition of Plaintiffs 
claim within six months, and therefore its failure is 

deemed a final denial of her claim. See 28 U.S.C. § 

2675. Accordingly, Plaintiff exhausted her adminis

trative remedies as required by the 1--<-fCA. 

3. Plaintiff contends that Solebo's death was 

caused by the negligent and wrongful acts and 

omissions of the MCC's physicians, staff, super

visors, employees, agents and apparent agents, in

cluding but not limited to Dr. Hoffman. (R. I, Fifth 

Am. Comp!. at 2-8.) Plaintiff further contends that 

if the United States were a private person it would 

he liable under the Illinois Wrongful Death Act for 
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Solebo's death because of the negligent acts of the 
MCC's employees, and it is therefore liable under 

the FTCA. (Id. at 1-2, I 0-11.) 

*59 4. The Illinois Wrongful Death Act 

provides a cause of action, "LwJhenever the death of 
a person shall be caused by wrongful act, neglect or 

default, and the act, neglect or default is such as 
would, if death had not ensued, have entitled the 

party injured to maintain an action and recover 
damages in respect thereof." 740 Ill. Comp. Stat. 

180/ I; Williams v. Manchester. 228 111.2d 404, 320 
Ill.Dec. 784, 888 N.E.2d 1, JO (Ill.2008) ("An in

jury resulting from the wrongful act, neglect, or de
fault of another gives the victim, if she survives the 

injury, a right of action; if the victim dies, the 
[Wrongful Death] Act transfers the right of action 

to the victim's personal representative."). '"A 
wrongful death action covers the time afler death 

and addresses the injury suffered by the next of kin 
due to the loss of the deceased rather than the injur

ies personally suffered by the deceased prior to 
death." Wyne.1.1· v. Armstrong World Indus., Inc., 

13 I 111.2d 403. 137 Ill.Dec. 623, 546 N .E. 2d 568, 
571 (Ill.1989 ). The action allows a surviving spouse 

and the next of kin "to recover damages for their 
own loss based on the wrongful actions of another," 

and "is premised on the deceased's potential. at the 
time of death, to initiate an action for injury." Id. at 

571 - 72, 137 [II. Dec. 623, 546 N .E.2d 568 (citing 

Biddy v. Blue Bird Air Serv., 374 Ill. 506. 30 

N.E.2d 14, I 8 (111.1940); Mooney v. City of Chi .. 

239 Ill. 414, 88 N.E. 194. 196 (Ill.1909)); see also 

Carter v. SSC Odin Operating Co., 364 [II.Dec. 66, 
976 N.E.2d 344, 354 (Ill.2012) (noting that a 

wrongful death action is brought for the benefit of 
the surviving spouse and next of kin who are the 

true parties in interest). Because the "action is de
rived from the decedent's cause of action, and is 

limited to what the decedent's cause of action 
against !he defendant would have been had the de

cedent lived," the Illinois Supreme Court has said 
that the Illinois Wrongful Death Act "incorporates 

into the statutory right of action the familiar con
cepts of tort liability ,-negligence, contribuwry 
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negligence, and the like." Williams, 320 Ill.Dec. 

784, 888 N.E.2J at 12 (quoting Welch v. Davis, 410 

Ill. 130, !01 N.E.2d 547,548 (lll.1951)) (internal 

quotation marks omined). Here, Plaintiff bases her 

wrongful death action on the alleged medical negli

gence of the MCC personnel in caring for Solebo. 

(R. IO I, Fifth Am. Comp I. at 2-8.) In addition, 

Plaintiff's complaint contains allegations of negli

gence based on the failure to counsel Solebo about 

the risks of not taking medication that he was pre

scribed. (R 101, Fifth Am. Comp 1. at 5.) 

5. Under lllinois law, to prevail in a medical 

negligence case,FNIO a plaintiff must establish (I) 

the proper standard of care against which a physi

cian's conduct is measured, (2) a negligent failure 

to comply with the applicable standard of care, and 

(3) a resulting injury proximately caused by the 

physician's lack of skill or care. Su/limn 1·. Edwanl 

Hosp., 209 111.2d JOO, 282 ill.Dec. 348, 806 N.E.2d 

645, 653 (lll.2004 J (identifying elements of "a neg

ligence medical malpractice case"); Neade v. Por

tes. 193 Ill.2d 433, 250 Ill.Dec. 733. 739 N .E.2d 

496, 502 (111.2000) (listing elements of an "action 

for medical negligence"); P11rtiff 1,. Hess, 111 lll.2d 

229, 95 Ill.Dec. 305, 489 N.E.2d 867, 872 

(Ill.1986) (same). Generally, the plaintiff bears the 

burden of proving all three elements through the 

testimony of medical experts. Wilbourn v. Ca

valenes. 398 111.App.3d 837, 338 llLDec. 77, 923 

N .E.2d 937, 949 (Ill.App.Ct. 1st Dist.2010); Berg· 

111a11 v. Kelsey, 375 Jl1.App.3d 6 I 2, 3 I 3 111. Dec. 

862, 873 N.E.2d 486, 500 (Ill.App.Ct. 1st 

Dist.2007) CA plaintiff must generally prove the 

elements of a medical negligence cause of action 

through medical expert testimony.") (citing 

Knauerhaze v. Nelson, 361 Ill.App.3d 538, 296 

Ill.Dec. 889, 836 N.E.2d 640, 652 (Ill.App.CL 1st 

Dist.2005)): lj: P11rtifl. 95 Ill.Dec. 305,489 N.E.2d 

at 872 ("Unless the physician's negligence is so 

grossly apparent or the treatment so common as to 

be within the everyday knowledge of a layperson, 

expert medical testimony is required to establish 

the standard of care and the defendant physician's 

deviation from that standard."): see also Wipf I'. 
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K owa/ski, 5 19 P.3d 380, 384 (7th Cir.2008) 

("Generally, these elements must be established 

through expert testimony."). The Seventh Circuit 

has held that Illinois' rule that a plaintiff must 

present expert testimony to establish medical negli

gence is not a procedural rule governed by the fed

eral law of procedure and evidence, but rather is 

substantive and is therefore ''part of the Illinois law 

of medical malpractice incorporated into the federal 

law of [FfCA actions] by 28 U.S.C. §§ 1346(b) and 

2674." Murrey v. United States, 73 F.3d 1448, 1456 

(7th Cir.1996): accord Gipson v, United States, 631 

F.3d 448, 452 (7th Cir.2011) (discussing the hold

ing in Murrey, 73 F.3d at 1456). Thus, lllinois' rule 

requiring a plaintiff to present expert testimony is 

binding on this Court, 

FN 10. Under Illinois law, medical negli

gence is the same cause of action as medic

al malpractice, Wipf v. Kowalski, 519 F .3d 

380, 384 (7th Cir.2008) (citing Jinkins I'. 

F:vanielica/ Hosps. Corp., 336 111. App.3d 

377, 270 lll.Dec. 548, 783 N.E.2d 123, 

126-27 (Ill.App.Ct. \st Dist.2002)). 

*60 6. In a medical negligence action that 

raises a lack of informed consent, "[t]hc elements 

of the informed consent action parallel those of an 

ordinary malpractice claim." Roberts I'. Patel, 620 

F.Supp. 323, 325 (N.D.111.1985). A plaintiff must 

establish that the physician had a duty to disclose 

material risks, that the physician failed to disclose 

such risks, that as a direct and proximate result of 

the physician's failure to disclose, the patient con

sented to treatment she otherwise would not have 

consented to, and that the plaintiff was injured by 

the treatment. Corvelf 1,. Smith, 274 Ill.App.3d 543, 

210 Ill.Dec. 855,653 N.E.2d 1317, 1319 

(lll.App.Ct.3d Dist.1995) (citing Roberts, 620 

F.Supp. at 325.) The purpose behind the doctrine of 

informed consent "is to afford the patient the ability 

to make an informed, intelligent decision regarding 

medical treatment he is to receive." Roberts, 620 

F.Supp. at 325. 

7. Plaintiff contends that the MCC committed 
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no fewer than seventeen wrongful acts or omis

sions, including: failing to provide Solebo with 

proper and adequate medical attention; failing to 

properly and adequately counsel Solebo about the 

risks caused by a failure to take his prescribed 
Dilanlin; failing to recognize Solebo's non~ 

therapeutic levels of Dilantin; failing to monitor 
Solebo's condition; failing to follow MCC policies, 

procedures, rules, and regulations for administering 
medication to Solebo; and failing 10 involunrarily 

administer Di lantin to So!ebo. (R. IO I, Fifth Am. 
Comp!. at 5-7.) 

8. During closing arguments, the Government 
argued 1hat there were five reasons why Plaintiff 

had not met her burden of proof. (Trial Tr. 823-24.) 
According to the Governmem, the first issue that 

negates Plaintiffs claims is whether Solebo had 
seizure disorder. (Id.) The second issue is whether 

Solebo's death was caused by his seizure disorder; 

the third issue is whether his failure to take his 

medications was the reason he died of seizure dis
order. (Id.) The fourth issue is whether the BOP 

was responsible for Solebo's failure to take his 
medication. (Id.) And, the fifth issue is whether 

Solebo is more than 50% at fault and therefore 
barred from recovery under Illinois' comparative 

negligence laws. (Id.) This Court addresses each is

sue in turn. 

II. Whether Soleho had seizure disorder 
9. The parties have presented this Court with a 

"'battle of the experts" on the issue of whether 

Solebo had seizure disorder. Plaintiff offered the 
testimony of one expert witness, Dr. Holtzman, 

who opined that Solebo did suffer from a seizure 
disorder. (Trial Tr. 225-27.) On the other hand, the 

Government offered the testimony of two expert 

witnesses, Dr. Curlin and Dr. Ebersole, who opined 

that Solebo did not suffer from seizure disorder. 
(Trial Tr. 572, 735.) In the case of dueling experts, 

the fact finder must "determine what weight and 

credibility to give the testimony of each expert and 

physician." Gicla r. U11i1ed Simes, 572 F.3d 407, 
414 (7th Cir.2009) (affirming district court's factual 
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findings and its credibility assessments where they 

were well-supported by the record and concluding 

that the court had not committed an error); accord 
Morisch, 653 F.3d at 529 ("In a case of dueling ex~ 

perts, such as this one, 'it is left to the trier of fact, 

not the reviewing court, to decide how to weigh the 

competing expert testimony.' ") (quoting Wipf; 5 I 9 
F.3d at 385: citing Gicfa, 572 F.3d at 414); Liver

more v, Amax Coal Co .. 297 F.3d 668, 672 (7th 
Cir.2002) (where an ALJ gave more weight to the 

opinions of experts who were more qualified and 

whose opinions were more specific and well

supported, the ALJ's finding was held to be suppor
ted by substantial evidence upon review); see afso 

Campbeff v. United States, 904 F.2d 1188, I 193 
(7th Cir.1990) ("[T]he trier of fact is to determine 

the weight to be given to the testimony of expert 
medical witnesses, and [the Seventh circuit] will 

defer to the credibility assessments made by the tri
er of fact.") (internal quotation marks omincd) 

(quoting Payne v, United States, 711 F.2d 73, 76 
(7th Cir.1983)). This is because the "trial judge is 

in the best position to judge the credibility of wit
nesses who offer conflicting testimony." Morisch, 

653 F.3d at 529 (quoting Spurgin-Dienst \'. United 

States, 359 F.3d 451, 453 (7th Cir.2004) (internal 

quotation marks omitted)). 

*61 10. This Court concludes that all of the 

evidence and testimony presented at trial estab
lishes that it was more probable 1han not that 

Solebo had seiwre disorder. In reaching this result 
this Court finds Dr. Holtzman's testimony to be 

overwhelmingly credible and credits his expert 
opinion that Solebo had seizure disorder. Although 

Dr. Holtzman has not followed a patient throughout 

the course of his treatment for seizure disorder. he 

testified that he has treated the continuum of prob
lems presented by seizure disorder patients. Dr. 

Holtzman's testimony was clear, and he supported 
his opinions with detailed explanations that were 

reasonable. This Court also considers Dr. Jones' 
testimony that Solebo died from seizure disorder. 

This Court finds her testimony to be fully credible. 
Although Dr. Jones was not called as an expert wit-
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ness, she was subpoenaed to testify at trial and was 

therefore the only objective medical witness who 

testified. In addition, despite this Court's rulings 
that would have allowed the Government's desig

nated pathologist to testify, (Trial Tr. 614-15), the 

Government elected not to call its designated patho

logist at trial. Thus, Dr. Jones was the only patholo
gist to testify at trial. On the whole, this Court finds 

that Dr. Jones was the most credible medical wit
ness, and that Dr. Holtzman was Lhe second most 

credible medical witness. 

11. As a preliminary matter, all three experts 

agreed that a patient's history, as provided by a pa
tient to a physician, is very important in diagnosing 

seizure disorder. (Trial Tr. 219-20, 663, 750.) 
Solebo's medical history indicates that his first 

seizure occurred on February 17, 2006, and that he 
was treated in an emergency room for this episode. 

Following Solebo's visit to the emergency room, 
Dr. Long examined Solebo and described his as

sessment at that time as loss of consciousness ac
companied wi1h shaking activity. Dr. Long's medic

al judgment was that Solebo had experienced a 
seizure as his no1es clearly instruct that if Solebo 

had further seizures, empiric Dilantin should be 
commenced. Solebo's second seizure occurred on 

May 24, 2006. Solebo reported to a Kankakee phys
ician assistan! that he woke up on the floor and that 

his cellmate told him that he was shaking. Solebo 
immediately requested that he be put back on 

Dilantin. Dr. Holtzman opined, to a reasonable de

gree of medical certainty. that the February 17 and 

May 24 episodes at Kankakee were reliable evid
ence by which a physician could diagnose seizure 

disorder in Solebo. (Trial Tr. 271-72, 276, 318.) 

12. Significantly, the Kankakee medical re

cords document that both episodes were witnessed 

by Solebo's cellmates. Dr. Holtzman testified that 

anyone can be an observer, and that for a diagnosis 

of seizure disorder to be valid, a physician does not 

need to witness a seizure. Dr. Curlin agreed that 

everyone is qualified to report what they see. Not

ably, Dr. Hoffman testified that a primary care doc-
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tor generally diagnoses seizure disorder by taking 

the history from the patient and an observer, or 

both. (Trial Tr. 443.) Dr. Hoffman also testified that 
it absolutely does not have to be a physician who 

witnesses a seizure, (Trial Tr. 442-43), which is en
tirely consistent with Dr. Holtzman's testimony. 

Again, this Court finds Dr. Holtnnan's testimony 

overwhelmingly credible. 

*62 13. By contrast, Dr. Ebersole testified that 
a physician can only diagnose seizure disorder if 

the physician witnesses the episode. When pressed 
on this 1es1imony, Dr. Ebersole was adamant that 

even where a 1 icensed nurse observes a person hav
ing multiple seizures, such observations are not 

enough for a physician to conclude that the person 
has seizure disorder. This testimony is incredible 

and contrary to Dr. Holtzman's testimony, which 
this Court fully credits, and also contrary to Dr. 

Hoffman's testimony who attested to the fact that it 
absolutely does no! have to be a physician who wit

nesses a patient having a seizure in order to dia
gnose a patient with seizure disorder. (Trial Tr. 

442-43.) In Dr. Ebersole's view, unless there is a 
long-term EEG that records a seizure or a physician 

or appropriately trained nurse is able to witness 
seizures in a person, there can be no valid diagnosis 

of seizure disorder. This testimony is simply not 
worthy of credence. Accordingly, this Court dis

credits Dr. Ebersole's testimony as to how to dia
gnose seizure disorder. 

14. Between May 2006 and April 2007, Solcbo 

took Dilantin and during that time, he did not have 

another seizure. As Dr. Jones noted, Solebo's 

seizure-like activity was not occurring when he was 

taking Dilantin and was in the therapeutic range. In 

late April 2007, Solebo missed successive doses of 

Dilantin. Dr. Jones' testimony was unequivocal 

tha1, in light of her findings at autopsy, Solebo had 

a third and fatal seizure on May I, 2007. (Trial Tr. 

383.) Solebo's autopsy showed that he had a bite 

mark on the left tip of his tongue, cerebral anoxia, 

and cerebral edema, all of which are consistent with 

having a fatal seizure. On cross-examination, Dr. 
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Jones's testimony was unshaken; she testified that 

the anoxic changes and cerebral edema she found in 

Solebo's brain are more likely to occur in a true 

seizure than in a scirnrc-like episode that is precip

itated by a cardiac arrhythmia. Because Solebo ex

perienced two or more unprovoked seiwrcs 24 

hours apart, this Court concludes that Solebo had 

seiwre disorder. 

15. This Court finds the testimony of Dr. 

Curlin and Dr. Ebersole incredible and unreliable as 

both of them were significantly impeached during 
trial. Dr. Curlin's testimony is unreliable for a num

ber of reasons. On cross-examination, Dr. Curlin 
testified that once a person has two episodes that a 

physician "ha lsJ a reasonable degree of certainty 

were seizures. then it is appropriate to start treating 

for a seizure disorder." (Trial Tr. 664) (emphasis 
added). Dr. Curlin also tes1ified that it was reason

able for the Kankakee physicians to treat Solebo for 
a possible seizure disorder. Nevertheless, Dr. 

Curlin was not willing to concede that Solebo had 
two documented seizures at Kankakee. Dr. Curlin's 

testimony is contradictory. 1f it was reasonable for 
the Kankakee physicians to treat Solebo for seizure 

disorder, they must had a reasonable degree of cer
tainty that Solebo's two episodes were indeed 

seizures and not merely "possible seizures." 

*63 16. Dr. Cur Jin also testified that after 
Soleho was transferred lo the MCC, the MCC Phys

icians did not have a basis on which to diagnose 

Solebo with seizure disorder because "all they had 

was his report that ... he had a seizure disorder, and 
they knew he was taking Dilantin." (Trial Tr. 583.) 

Although Dr. Curlin's testimony that the MCC 

Physicians did not have Solebo's Kankakee medical 

records is technically accurate, it overlooks the fact 

that not a single MCC employee made any attempt 

to obtain Solebo's Kankakee medical records, 

which could have been useful in definitively dia

gnosing Solebo with seizure disorder while he was 

at the MCC. Dr. Curlin's testimony on this point 

also discounts the fact that when Solebo presented 

to the MCC, he was taking Dilantin, an anti-seizure 
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medication requiring a prescription and not merely 
an ovcr-thc~countcr drug like Tylenol. As Dr. 

Nowakowski testified, she had never written a pre
scription for a controlled substance, such as 

Dilantin, when it was not medically necessary for a 
patient. (Trial Tr. 526.) Dr. Curlin's statement is 

also at odds with his testimony that a patient's his

tory, as provided by the patient, is very important 10 

the patient's diagnosis. (Trial Tr. 663.) 

17. In addition, there is a significant fit prob

lem that exists with regard to both of the Govern
ment's experts, but more so with Dr. Curlin. Dr. 

Curl in is a general internal medicine practitioner 
whose area of expertise is in medical ethics and 

hospice issues and not in the treatment of seizure 
disorders. Despite 1he fact that he is neither a cardi

ologist or pathologist, and despite his limited train
ing in treating and diagnosing HCM, Dr. Curlin 

offered his speculative and unreliable opinion that 
Solebo died of HCM. He offered this opinion des

pite the fact that nothing in So\ebo's medical re
cords mentioned anything about a heart-related ill

ness. In Dr. Curlin's own words, the basis for his 
opinion as to cause of death was simply, "it's the 

math," (Tri al Tr. 684 ), because the statistical stud
ies he relied upon reflect that HCM poses a higher 

risk of death than SUDEP. While this Court under
stands Dr. Curlin's testimony about the statistical 

studies, this Court ultimately looks at what 
happened to Solebo on the basis of the evidence in 

the record and the expert testimony. This Court 
concludes that Solebo was on the omer edges of a 

bell curve because he was a person who suffered 
from seizure disorder who also happened 10 have 

cardiomegaly, and his death was ultimately caused 
by the rare combination of seizure disorder and his 

cardiomegaly. 

I 8. Dr. Ebersole's testimony is not credible be

cause of his failure to appropriately consider 

Solebo's medical history and because, as discussed 

above, his standards for making a valid diagnosis of 

epilepsy or seizure disorder are incredible. Ulti

mately, his testimony begins from the premise that 
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Solebo did not have seizure disorder. In addition, 
Dr. Ebersolc's testimony as to cause of death was 

contrary to what he said at his deposition, and he 

was therefore the victim of a critical impeachment 

on cross-examination. When asked at his deposition 

whether he was able to provide an opinion on 

Solebo's cause of death, to a reasonable degree of 

medical certain~ Dr. Ebersole answered unequi

vocally, "no." 
11 

(Trial Tr. 754-55.) Although 

the Government tried to rehabilitate Dr. Ebersole 

on redirect examination, this Court finds that this is 
a classic impeachment, which leaves Dr. Ebersolc's 

trial testimony with fundamental problems. 

FN l l. Dr. Ebersole's deposition testimony, 

as read into the trial transcript, reads as 

follows: 

Question: So you are-so are you able to 

tell me to a reasonable degree of medical 

certainty more probably true than not 

true what Mr. Solebo's cause of death ac

tually was? 

Answer: No. 

(Trial Tr. 754-55.) 

*64 19. Finally, this Court asked Dr. Ebersole 

whether it was appropriate to interpret Solebo's 

medical records as demonstrating that Solebo's 

seizures were controlled when he was on Dilantin, 

but when he stopped taking Dilantin he experienced 

seizures; and ultimately in April 2007, when Solebo 

failed lo take Dilantin for four continuous days, he 

subsequently died on May I. (Trial Tr. 762 .) Dr. 

Ebersole testified that if he thought Solebo had 

seizure disorder, then such a reading of the medical 
records was "right on." (Trial Tr. 762.) Nonethe

less. Dr. Ebersole testified that he did not believe 
that Solebo had seizure disorder and that it was 

simply coincidental that after four days of not tak

ing his medication, Solebo's heart condition sud

denly presented itself on May I, and that just 

happened to be the day that Solebo died. (Trial Tr. 

763.) This testimony is incredible because once this 
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Court credits Dr. Holtzman's and Dr. Jones' testi
monies, all the evidence in the record establishes by 

a preponderance of the evidence that Solebo had 

seizure disorder. 

III. Whether the MCC was negligent in treating 
Solebo's seizure disorder 

A. Standard of Care 

20. Having concluded that Solebo suffered 
from seizure disorder, this Court turns to the stand-

d f t- . . d. d FN 12 I ar o care or treatmg se17,ure 1sor er. n 

medical negligence cases. "the standard of care is 

the relevant inquiry by which we judge a physi
cian's actions." Neade, 250 Ill.Dec. 733, 739 

N.E.2d at 502. To establish the standard of care re

quired in a particular set of circumstances, a 

plaintiff must present expert medical testimony un

less the physician's negligence is grossly apparent 

or the treatment lies within the common knowledge 
of a layperson. Purtill, 95 Ill.Dec. 305, 489 N.E.2d 

at 872; accord Hardnick v. United States, No. 07 C 
1330, 2009 WL 1810106, at *7 (N.D.Ill. July I, 

2009) (Dow, J.). Under a standard of care analysis, 
a defendant physician "will be held to 'the reason

able skill which a physician in good standing in the 
community would use in a similar case.' " Neade, 

250 Ill.Dec. 733, 739 N.E.2d at 502 (quoting 

Newell v. Corres. 125 Ill.App.3d 1087, 81 Ill.Dec. 
283,466 N.E.2d 1085, 1094 (111.1984)); accord 
Purtill, 95 Ill.Dec. 305, 489 N.E.2d at 872 (stating 

that the standard of care against which a defendant's 
conduct is measured is "that degree of knowledge, 

skill, and care which a reasonably well-qualified 

physician in the same or similar community would 

bring to a similar case under similar circum
stances"). "If a physician deviates from the stand

ard of care and that deviation proximately causes 

injury to a patient, the physician is liable for dam

ages caused by his medical negligence." Neade. 
250 Ill.Dec. 733, 739 N.E.2d at 502; accord Hard-

11ick, 2009 WL 18 l O 106, at *7 ('To prevail, a med

ical malpractice plaintiff must show that the doctor 

failed to do something that a reasonably careful 

physician would do. or did something that a reason-
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ably careful physician would not have done, under 
circumstances similar to those shown by the evid

ence in the case."). 

FN l 2. Were this an ordinary negligence 
case, as opposed to a medical negligence 
case, 18 U.S.C. § 4042 would establish a 

statutory duty of care owed by the MCC to 
Solebo. United States I'. Muniz., 347 U.S. 
150, J 65 (l 963) (" l T]he duty of care owed 
by the Bureau of Prisons to federal prison

ers is fixed by 18 U .S.C. § 4042, independ
ent of an inconsis1ent slate rule."); Parrott 

v. United Stmes, 536 F.3d 629, 637 (7th 
Cir.2008) ("[Section] 4042 describes a 

duty of care for persons in federal cus
tody.") Under § 4402, the BOP has the 

duty, inter alia, to "provide for the safe
keeping, care, and subsistence of all per

sons charged with or convicted of offenses 
against the United States, or held as wit

nesses or otherwise; [and] ... the protec
tion, instruction, and discipline of all per

sons charged with or convicted of offenses 
against the United States." 18 U.S.C. § 

4042(a)(2)-(3 ). 

*65 2 l. When testifying physicians present 
only conflicting opinions as to what the correct 
technique should have been, "the Illinois Supreme 
Court has held that 'the plaintiff has failed to 
present sufficient evidence of a standard of care in 
the medical community to submit the case to the 
[trier of fact].' ,. Donais r. Unired Sw1es. 232 F.3d 

595, 599-600 (7th Cir.2000) (citing Walski \'. 
Tiesenga. 72 Ill.2d 249, 21 Ill.Dec. 201,381 N.E.2d 
279, 285 ([ll.1978)) (affirming judgment for de
fendant and concluding that '"lb]ecause of the un
certainty of both expert witnesses in determining 
the applicable standard of care, [plaintiff] failed to 
establish a prima facie case"). '"It is insufficient for 

plaintiff to establish a prima facie case merely to 
present testimony of another physician that he 
would have acted differently from the defendant, 
since medicine is not an exact science." Wolski, 2 I 
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JI I. Dec. 20 !, 38 I N .E.2d at 285 (affirming directed 
verdict for defendants where plaintifrs medical ex
pert only testified that he would have acted differ
ently and failcd 10 testify that there was a generally 
accepted medical standard of care that defendant 
failed to follow). 

22. Furthermore, to establish the standard of 
care in a medical negligence action that raises the 
issue of lack of informed consent, a plaintiff must 
establish that prior to administering medical treat

ment, the physician should have informed the pa
tient of the "diagnosis, the general nature of the 

contemplated procedure, the risks involved, the 
prospects of success, the prognosis if the procedure 

is not performed and alternative medical treat
ment." Coryell. 2 !O Ill.Dec. 855. 653 N.E.2d at 
1321 (quoting Roberts, 620 F.Supp. at 325) 
(internal quotation marks omitted). 

23. Here, again, the parties have presented this 
Court with a "battle of the experts." In the case of 
dueling experts, the fact finder must "determine 
what weight and credibility to give the testimony of 
each expert and physician." Gicla, 572 F.3d at 

414; see also Cumpbdl. 904 F.2d at l l92 ("lT]he 
trier of fact is to determine the weight to be given 
to the testimony of expert medical witnesses, and 
[the Seventh Circuit] will defer to the credibility as
sessments made by the trier of fact." (quoting 
Payne, 71 l F.2d at 76) (internal 4uotation marks 
omitted)). On the whole, this Court finds Dr. Holtz
man's testimony to be the most reliable, except for 
his testimony that the MCC Physicians should have 
forcibly or involuntarily administered Dilantin to 
Solebo. On the latter point, this Court finds that Dr. 
Curlin's testimony on whether a physician should 

force medication is credible. 

24. Based on a review of the expert testimony 
and the evidence in this case, this Court concludes 
that the standard of care for treating Solcbo's 
seizure disorder required MCC medical personnel, 
including the Physicians and physician assistants, 
to examine Solebo on a monthly basis. As Dr. 
Holtzman explained, shortly after arriving at the 
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MCC in October 2006, Solebo's care level at the 

MCC was elevated from a Care Level I to a Care 

Level 3, signifying that Solebo required care for an 
unstable, complex, and chronic condition and re

quired examinations on a daily to monthly basis. 

Dr. Hoilzman's testimony is not simply testimony 

that he would have acted differently than MCC 
medical personnel, nor is it inconsistent with the 

testimony of Dr. Curlin, who testified that the fre

quency of visits could range from once a month to 

once every six months, and conceded that the ap

propriate frequency of visits is highly variable. 

*66 25. The standard of care also required 
MCC medical personnel. including the Physicians 

and physician assistants, to review Solebo's medical 
records, including his MARs. The standard of care 

further required MCC medical personnel, including 
the Physicians and physician assistants, to draw 

Solebo's blood for the purpose of monitoring the 
level of anti-seizure medication in his blood and to 

obtain the corresponding laboratory results. Or. 
Holtzman's testimony on these points was not dis

puted. 

26. Most importantly, the standard of care re

quired MCC medical personnel, including the Phys

icians and physician assistants, to inform Solebo 

about the risks and benefits of taking and not taking 

Dilantin and to counsel Solebo about his medica
tion. It is axiomatic that "'[b)efore one can make a 

reasoned decision regarding medication, it is first 

necessary to be informed about the risks and bene

fits of the proposed course of medication."' In re 
Christopher P., 342 Ill.App.3d 336, 276 Ill.Dec. 

970, 795 N.E.2d 323, (Ill.App.Ct. 5th Dist.2003) 

(quoting fo re Edward. 2 98 11 I.A pp. 3d 162, 2J 2 

Ill.Dec. 348, 698 N.E.2d 186, 188 (Ill.App.Ct.2d 
Di st. I 99 8) ( i ntemal quotation marks omitted)). 

Both Dr. Holtzman and Dr. Curlin testified about 
the concept of informed consent and the need to 

counsel a pa1ient when he stops taking his pre

scribed medication. Informed consent requires a 

physician to meet with a patient and inform him 

about the realistic risks associated with not taking 
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his medication. Indeed. even Dr. Curl in testified 

that a physician should provide patients with the in

formation they need to understand the benefits of 

the medication they are prescribed, the purpose for 

which the medication is being prescribed, the risks 

involved in taking the medication, and that the pa

tient is free to say yes or no. Because seizure dis
order ca1Yies with it a risk of injury and death, a 

physician should also inform a patient who is tak
ing anti~epilcptic medication about these risks. 

Here, the standard of care required MCC medical 

personnel, including the Physicians and physician 

assistants, to meet with Solebo, ask him why he 

was not taking his medication and inform him of 

the realistic risks associated with not taking his pre

scribed Dilanlin. Those risks included the risk of 

future seizures, which in turn carry with them a risk 

of great bodily injury and death. Thus, the standard 

of care required MCC medical personnel to inform 
Solcbo that if he did not take his anti-seizure med

ication, he could be injured or he could die. Fina\!y, 

the standard of care also required MCC medical 

personnel to inquire into the reasons that Solebo 

stopped taking his medication. 

R. Breach of the standard of care 
27. Once the standard of care has been estab

lished, a plaintiff must then show that, '"judged in 
the light of these standards, the doctor was unskill

ful or neg !igent and that his want of ski 11 or care 
caused the injury to the plaimiff." Walski, 21 

Ill.Dec. 20 I, 381 N.E.2d at 282 (citing Borowski v. 

Von So/brig, 60 Ill.2d 418. 328 N.E.2d 301. 305 

( l 975)), To establish that a physician breached the 
standard of care, the plaimiff must show, through 

ex pert testimony, that an injury occurred and that 
such an injury "does not ordinarily occur in the nor

mal course of events without negligence." 
Lmvrence v. Rubio, 85 Ill.App.3d 472, 40 Ill.Dec. 

743, 406 N.E.2d 946. 951 (Ill.App.Ct. 5th 
Dist.1980) (citing Sanders 1,. Frost, 112 lll.App.2d 

234, 25 ! N. E.2d 105, I 07 (Ill.App.Ct. 5th 
Dist.1969)). "Mere proof that the defendam doctor 

made a mistake or that his treatment harmed 
plaintiff is no evidence of lack of skill or neg!i-
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gence." Id. (citing Sanders, 251 N.E.2d at 107); 
Gray v. United States. No. 08-cv-116-JPG, 2010 

WL 1540117, at* 3 (N.D.111. Apr.11, 2010) ("[lJt is 
not enough to show that the physician made a mis
take or that the plaintiff suffered harm because of 
the physician's mistake.") (citing Lawrence. 40 

1\1. Dec. 743, 406 N.E.2d at 95 I). The question of 
whether a physician deviated from the standard of 
care is a facHpecific inquiry in which case law 
provides little guidance. Liebig-Grigsby I'. United 

States. No. 00 C 4922, 2003 WL 1090272, at * 1 I 

(N.D.Ill. Mar.11, 2003); Borowski, 328 N.E.2d at 

305. 

*67 28. Based on a review of the expert testi

mony and the evidence in this case, this Court con
cludes that the MCC breached the appropriate 

standard of care for treating Solebo's seizure dis
order. Again, the standard of care required MCC 

medical personnel, including the MCC Physicians 
and physician assistants, IO examine Solebo on a 

monthly basis. As Dr. Hoitzman testified, however, 
such evaluations were not conducted, and the MCC 

therefore breached the standard of care. (Trial Tr. 
245-46.) When Solebo first presented to the MCC, 

Physician Assistant Arui7.a ordered that Solebo be 
seen in the Neurology CCC for his seizure disorder 

by September 18, 2006. Nevertheless, the first time 
Solebo was seen in the Neurology CCC was over 

three months after he initially arrived at the MCC, 
on November 30, 2006. Solebo's last visit to the 

Neurology CCC was in February 2007. The record 
is clear that although Dr. Nowakowski was the Act

ing Clinical Director and the only physician on the 
MCC's premises after mid-March 2007, she never 

saw or examined Solebo and she never rendered 
any medical treatment to Solebo. (Trial Tr. 484). 

Had Solebo heen examined, Or_ Hoitzman testified 
that the MCC Physicians could have spoken to him 

to find out whether he was taking his medication 
and why he was not taking his medication on a con

sistent basis. (Trial Tr, 244-46.) The MCC Physi
cians failed to do so, however, and they were there

fore not aware that So\ebo was not compliant with 
his medication. 
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29. The standard of care also required MCC 
medical personnel 10 review Solebo's medical re

cords. The evidence is clear that the MCC person
nel failed to make any efforts to retrieve Solebo's 

Kankakee medical records while they were treating 
Solebo. These records are absolutely vital. Solebo 
presented to the MCC with a history of seizure dis
order and a prescription for Dilantin, an anti-seizure 
medication. Yet the MCC Physicians and physician 
assistants who treated Solebo failed to submit a re

quest for these records. See Hardnick, 2009 WL 
1810106, at * 10 ( cone\ uding that where the stand
ard of care required a reasonably careful physician 
to undertake a more careful assessment than typical 
during the decedent's examination, the physician 
deviated from the standard of care in failing to at
tempt to access decedent's readily available medical 
records from prior emergency room visit). Instead, 

the MCC medical personnel simply continued 
Solebo's prescription for Dilantin, and in fact, Dr. 

Hoffman later increased the dosage that Solebo was 
prescribed. If Dr. Hoffman had any suspicions 
about Solebo's medical history, he could have eas
ily requested the Kankakee medical records from 
Kankakee; yet he did not attempt to do so. 

30. The evidence is also undisputed that the 

MCC Physicians were derelict in their duty to re
view the medical records they actually possessed, 

specifically the MARs, and to then meet with 
Solebo in light of the information they derived from 

those MARs. Although the MARs were kept on the 
medication ca1t during the month and were avail

able for the MCC Physicians to review, they con
sistemly failed to do so. An MCC Physician never 

reviewed Solebo's MARs for December 2006, Janu
ary 2007, and February 2007. While Dr. 

Nowakowski eventually reviewed the MAR from 
March 2007, she did so several weeks after Solebo 

had a period in which he missed multiple doses of 
his medication. Most importantly, an MCC Physi

cian never reviewed the critical MAR for April 
2007. Because Dr. Nowakowski failed to review 
Solebo's April 2007 MAR, she was never aware, 
prior to Solebo's death, that Solebo had missed 
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nearly half of his doses of Dilantin in April 2007. 
Furthermore, no one informed Dr. Nowakowski 

that Solebo had missed multiple doses of his medic
ation despite the fact that the Physicians were sup
posed to conduct daily meetings twice a day to dis
cuss matters such as an inmate missing his medica~ 
tion. Dr. Nowakowski did not recall having any dis
cussions with the physician assistants or any other 
MCC personnel about Solebo missing his medica
tion in February 2007, March 2007, or April 2007. 
Similarly, Dr. Hoffman did not recall having such 
discussions in February 2007. Had Dr. 

Nowakowski known that Solebo was not taking his 
medication, she then should have consulted Solebo 

about the risks and benefits of taking and not taking 
his medication. Dr. Holtzman testified that a reas

onable physician would consult a patient about the 
risks of not taking his anti-seizure medication be

cause the risk of not taking the medication could be 
fatal. (Trial Tr. 248-49.) Dr. Holtzman opined that 

not only did Solebo not receive a proper consulta
tion by the MCC Physicians or staff, including lhe 
MCC physician assistants, about the risks and bene
fits of taking Dilantin, he simply never had such a 
consultation. (Trial Tr. 327.) 

*68 31. Furthermore, there was a complete dis

regard of the MCC's written policies. Despite in
ternal policies dictating that inmates were supposed 

to sign Refusal Forms when refusing medication, 
which in turn were supposed to be placed in their 

medical charts, Dr. Nowakowski admitted at trial 
that the Refusal Forms were not used for medica

tion refusal. Nor were the incident report forms 
used when an inmate refused to report to the pill 

line, as the A & 0 Handbook warned new inmates. 
Had the Refusal Forms been completed, there 

would have been a record in Solebo's medical chart 
documenting his missed medication on a day-to-day 

basis. And, as Dr. Nowakowski admitted at trial, 
had the Refusal Forms or incident reports been in

cluded in the inmates' medical charts, it would have 
been easy to track whether a patient missed his 

medications. 
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32. The standard of care also required the MCC 
personnel to monitor the Dilantin level in Solebo's 

blood by obtaining blood draws and following up 
on the corresponding laboratory results. The MCC 
breached the standard of care when it failed to ob
tain the laboratory results of Solebo's blood draw 

from February I , 2007. (Trial Tr. 24 7.) On Decem
ber 26. 2006, Dr. Hoffman ordered that Solebo's 
Dilantin levels be monitored via blood draws. Al
though Dr. Hoffman ordered this laboratory test, a 
blood draw pursuant to Dr. Hoffman's order was 
never performed. In December 2006, Dr. 
Nowakowski also ordered a laboratory test, and a 
blood draw !O fulfill this order was obtained on 
February I, 2007. Unfortunately, the blood sample 
was placed in the wrong type of tube prior to being 
shipped to the Rochester Lab. The Rochester Lah 
informed the MCC of the problem with the blood 
specimen via the February 3 Report; however, an 
MCC Physician never saw the February 3 Report 
prior to Solebo's death because it had been placed 
in a file cabinet, rather than in Solebo's medical 

chart. Although Dr. Hoffman met with Solebo in 
the Neurology CCC on February 12, 2007, and was 

aware that the MCC had not yet received the 
laboratory resul!s for Solebo's February I, 2007 

blood draw, he did not follow up to try to obtain the 
laboratory results nor attempt lo order a ST AT lab. 
Indeed, no one at the MCC made any effort to as
certain the status of the results of !hat blood draw. 
Thus, as Dr. Holtzman pointed out, the last Dilantin 
level that the MCC medical personnel obtained for 
Solebo was from December 2006, when his level 
was 11 <<mu>>lml. (Trial Tr. 247.) Dr. Holtzman 
testified that a Dilantin level obtained by a blood 
draw between December 2006 and May l, 2007, 

would have revealed whether or not Solebo's 
DilanLin level was therapeutic and, most import
antly, whether he was compliant with his medica
tion in case lhe doctors were not reviewing the 
MARs. (Trial Tr. 248.) 

33. Dr. Holtzman testified, to a reasonable de

gree of medical certainty, that Solebo's Dilantin 
level became subtherapeutic in April 2007 because 
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of Solebo's failure to take his Dilantin. (Trial Tr. 

253-54.) According to Dr. Holtzman, had a blood 

draw been taken in April that revealed a subthera

peutic or zero <<mu>>/ml level of Dilantin, the 

standard of care required the MCC Physicians to 

counsel Solebo about why his levels were zero 

<<mu>>/ml and to institute treatment urgently. 

(Trial Tr. 254.) Thus, MCC medical personnel, in

cluding the Physicians and physician assistants, 

breached the standard of care in obtaining blood 

draws from Solebo and following up on the corres

ponding laboratory results in order to monitor his 

Dilantin level. 

*69 34. Finally, the standard of care also re

quired the MCC Physicians to talk to Solebo about 

his medica1ion, to ask him why he was not taking 

his medication, and to counsel him about his non

compliance. (Trial Tr. 243--46.) This Court con

cludes that the MCC breached the standard of care 

in treating Solebo's seizure disorder by failing to in

form Solebo of the risks associated with his failure 

to take his anti-seizure medica1ion. There is abso

lutely no evidence that anyone at the MCC had any 

discussions with Solebo during critical time periods 

to inform him of the importance of taking his med

ication and 1he risks he was taking by not doing so. 

In short, the MCC personnel simply failed to dis

close to Solebo any risks associated with failing to 

take his Di\antin. Dr. Holtzman pointed out that no 

one ever counseled Solebo to ask him why he was 

starting to miss more doses of his medication, 

(Trial Tr. 248), and that there are no records of any 

sort of discussion that the MCC personnel had with 

Solebo regarding the risks or benefits of taking his 

medication, (Trial Tr. 325). After So!ebo's visit 

with Dr. Hoffman on February 12, 2007, Solebo 

was never counseled and there were no other sched

uled visits with Solebo. It is undisputed that Dr. 

Hoffman and Dr. Nowakowski were not physically 

present at the MCC during critical time periods in 

April 2007, and thus a physician was not available 

to speak with Solebo. Dr. Hoffman did not make 

himself available over the telephone while he was 

out; while Dr. Nowakowski testified that she made 
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herself available by telephone, there is no testimony 

in the record that anyone at the MCC ever called 

her to inform her that Solebo was not taking his 

Dilantin. And, as Dr. Nowakowski conceded, noth

ing in Solebo's medical charts in March 2007, April 

2007, or on May I, 2007 documented any discus

sions with So\ebo regarding taking his medication. 

(Trial Tr. 519-20.) Indeed, Dr. Nowakowski did 

not recall having any discussions with Solebo in 

February, March, or April 2007 regarding the im

portance of taking his medication. (Trial Tr. 519.) 

Nor did she recall any discussions with Lhe physi

cian assistants, or with anyone who worked on the 

pill line, regarding Sokbo missing doses of medica

tion in February, March, or April 2007. (Trial Tr. 
519-20.) 

35. As Dr. Holtzman testified, through monthly 

examinations, a review of Solebo's medical records, 

and through the blood draws, the MCC personnel 

knew or should have known that Solebo was be

coming nontherapeutic in terms of his Dilantin in

take. (Trial Tr. 248.) All of these failures were neg

ligent-not mere mistakes-and they ultimately led 

to Solebo's fatal seizure on May I, 2007. 

C. Proximate cause 
36. This Court must next inquire into whether 

the Government's breaches of the standard of care 

proximately caused the injury for which Plaintiff 

seeks damages. In Illinois, proximate cause is 

defined as "a cause that, in the natural or ordinary 

course of events, produced the plaintiffs injury. It 

need not be the only cause, nor the last or nearest 

cause. It is sufficient if it combines with another 

cause resulting in the injury." Ill. Pattern Jury Instr. 

Ci v. 15. 0 I. Under Illinois law, the question of 

whether a physician's conduct was a proximate 

cause of the plaintiffs injuries is a question of fart 

for the trier of fact to decide. Campbell. 904 F.2d at 

1193 (citing Borowski, 328 N.E.2d at 305; Kaplan 

v. Berger. 184 lll.App.3d 224, 132 111.Dec. 461,539 

N.E.2d 1267, 1273 (III.App.Ct.2d Dist.1989)). 

"[O]nly rarely are the facts so clear that the court 

can resolve the issue as a matter of law." Palay v. 
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United States, 349 F.3d 4 l 8, 432-33 (7th Cir.2003) 

(citing Shick I'. lfl. Dep'r of Human Serv.1· .. 307 F.3d 

605, 615 (7th Cir.2002); First Springfield Bank & 
Trust v. G(i/man, 188 Ill.2d 252, 242 Ill.Dec. 113, 

720 N.E.2d 1068, 1071 (111.1999); Fefly v. New 

Berlin Transit. Inc.. 71 Ill.2d 126, 15 Ill.Dec. 768, 

374 N.E.2d 203, 205 (111.1978)). Proximate cause 

"must be established by expert testimony to a reas

onable degree of medical certainty, and the causal 

connection must not be contingent, speculative, or 

merely possible." Morisch, 653 F.3d at 53 I 

(quoting Johnson v. Low/a Univ. Med. Ctr., 384 

111.App.3d 115, 323 lll.Dec. 253, 893 N .E.2d 267, 

272 (Ill.App.Ct. 1st Dist.2008) (internal quotation 

marks omitted)); see also Walton v. Dirkes. 388 

Ill.App.3d 58, 327 lll .Dec. 921, 903 N.E.2d 18, 20 

(Ill.App.Ct. I st Dist.2009). Proximate cause is not 

established where the "the injury would have oc

curred even in the absence of that act [orj omis

sion." Hardnick. 2009 WL 1810106, at * l l 

(citing Campbell, 904 l--'.2d at I 193-94), Rather, 

"fa] plaintiff must establish that it is more probably 

true than not true that the defendant's negligence 

was a proximate cause of the injury." Johnson, 

323 Ill.Dec. 253, 893 N.E.2d at 272 (citing 

Borowski, 328 N.E.2d at 305); see also Hardnick, 

2009 WL 18!0106, at * I I ("Plaintiff must show by 

a preponderance of the evidence that Defendant's 

failure to comply with the applicable standard of 

care caused or contributed to the injury giving rise 

to Plaintiffs cause of action.") (citing Wise v. St. 

Ma1~v 's Hosp., 64 Ill.App.3d 587, 21 llLDec. 482, 

38 I N. E.2d 809, 8 l 1-12 (111. App.Ct. 5th Dist. 

Dist.1978); Kason,:o v. United Stmes. 523 

F Supp. 2d 7 59, 802 ( N. D. Ill. 2007) ( defining causa

tion inquiry as whether "the defendant's breach of 

the applicable standard of care more probably than 

not caused f the plaintiff's l injury")). 

*70 37. To establish proximate cause, the 

plaintiff must show cause in fact and legal cause. 

Bergman. 313 Ill.Dec. 862, 873 N.E.2d at 500 

(citing Hooper v. Cnty. of Cook. 366 Ill.App.3d 1, 

303 Ill.Dec. 476, 851 N.E.2d 663 (111.2006)); see 

also Palay, 349 F.3d at 432 ("Under lllinois law, 
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proximate cause consists of two elements: cause in 

fact and legal cause.") (citing Evans v. Shannon, 

201 111.2d 424, 267 Ill. Dec. 533, 776 N. E.2d I l 84, 

1190 (Ill.2002)). The lllinois Supreme Court has 

stated that "[c]lause in fact exists where there is a 

reasonable certainty Lhat a defendant's acts caused 

the injury or damage." !:vans, 267 Ill.Dec. 533, 776 

N.E.2d at 1190 (quoting Ga/man, 242 Ill.Dec. 113, 

720 N.E.2d at 1072) (internal quotation marks 

omitted). If a defendant's negligent conduct "is a 

material element and a substantial factor in bring

ing about the injury," then cause in facl is estab

lished. Id. Further, "a defendant's conduct is a ma

terial element and a substantial factor in bringing 

about an injury if, absent that conduct, the injury 

would not have occurred." Id. Thus, in deciding 

whether cause in fact exists, this Court must first 

ask "whether the injury would have occurred absent 

the defendant's conduct.' " City of Chi. v. Beretta 

U.S.A. Cmp., 213 Ill.2d 35 l, 290 lll.Dec. 525, 821 

N.E.2d 1099, 1127 (111.2004) (citing Lee 1•. Chi. 

Transit Autfwrity. 152 IIL2d 432, 178 Ill.Dec. 699, 

605 N.E.2d 493, 502-03 (111.1992)). When multiple 

factors may have combined to cause the injury, the 

inquiry remains the same, and this Court asks 

"whether the defendant's conduct was a material 

element and a substantial factor in bringing about 

the injury." Id. (citing Lee. 178 lll.Dec. 699. 605 

N.E.2d at 503). Furthermore, cause in fact may be 

established through a "lost chance" or ·'Joss of 

chance" theory whereby the defendant's negligent 

conduct "deprived the plaintiff of a chance to sur

vive or recover from a health problem, or where the 

malpractice has lessened the effectiveness of the 

treatment or increased the risk of an unfavorable 

outcome to the plaintiff." Holston r. Mem'l Hosp., 

176 111.2d 95, 223 Ill.Dec. 429, 679 N.E.2d 1202, 

1209 (Ill.1997); Scardina 1•. Nam. 333 Ill.App.3d 

260, 266 lll.Dec. 454, 775 N.E.2d 16, 24 

(Ill.App.Ct. Isl Dist.2002) (noting that the loss of 

chance "doctrine is not a separate theory of recov

ery but, rather, a concept that facrnrs into the prox

imate cause analysis"); Lambie v. Schneider, 305 

lll.App.3d 421, 239 Ill.Dec. 72, 713 N .E.2d 603, 

609 (111.App.Ct. 4th Di st.1999) ("While the ·Jost 
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chance' doctrine eliminates a problem of demon
stn11ing 'cause in fact,' it does not eliminate the re

quirement that the plaintiff prove defendant's con
duct was the legal cause of his injury.") (citing Hol

stm1, 223 111.Dec. 429,679 N.E.2d at 1213). 

38. Legal cause, by contrast, "presents a ques

tion of foreseeability." Berwnan, 3 ! 3 Ill.Dec. 862, 
873 N.E.2d m 500; Palay, 349 F.3d at 432. To es

tablish legal cause, a plaintiff must demonstrate that 
"an injury was foreseeable as the type of harm that 

a reasonable person would expect to see as a likely 
result of his or her conduct." Bergma11. 313 Ill.Dec. 
862, 873 N.E.2d at 500 (citing Knauerha:e, 296 
Ill.Dec. 889, 836 N.E.2d at 651-52): Morisch, 653 

F.3d at 53 L "Under 111inois law, so long as the de
fendant could have foreseen that his negligence 

would result in some type of injury, the precise 
nature or method of injury need not have been fore

seeable." Palay, 349 F.3d at 434 (citing E11is v. 

Ba-Call Bldg. Corp.. 639 F.2d 359, 362 (7th 
Cir. 1980); Neering 1•. Ill. Central R.R. Co . . , 383 111. 
366, 50 N.E.2d 497, 503 (lJJ. 1943); Colonial fon 

Motor l.odge, Inc. r. Gay. 288 III.App.3d 32, 223 
Ill.Dec. 6 74, 680 N .E.2d 407, 413 (Ill .App.Ct.2d 

Dist.1997)). 

*71 39. Furthermore, to establish proximate 
cause in a medical negligence action that raises the 
issue of lack of informed consent, expert testimony 
is not required. See Coryell, 210 111. Dec. 855, 653 

N. E. 2d at I 3 21 Cl W j hat is required to prove the 
clement of proximate causation in an action based 
upon a physician's failure to disclose differs signi
ficantly from what is required to prove that same 
element in an 'ordinary' malpractice action."); bu1 

see Mansmith\!. lfameeduddin, 369 Ill.App.3d 417, 

307 Ill .Dec. 74 l, 860 N .E.2d 395, 411 (Ill.App.Ct. 
I st Di st.2006) ( di sagreci ng with s tatcmen t in 

Coryell that a plaintiff in an informed consent case 
is not required to present expert testimony to estab
lish proximate cause). Instead, in assessing whether 
proximate cause exists, Illinois courts employ an 
objective standard, i.e., what a prudent person in 
the plaintiffs position would have decided if the 
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plaintiff had been adequately informed. Taylor v. 

Cnty. <~f Cook, 354 Ill.Dec. 97, 957 N.E.2d 413, 433 
(Ill.App.Ct. 1st Dist.2011); Smith 1•. Marvin, 377 
lll.App.3d 562, 317 lll.Dec. 31, 880 N.E.2d 1023, 

I 031 (lll.App.Ct.3d Dist.2008); Guebard \!. Jabaay. 
117 lll.App.3d 1, 72 Ill.Dec. 498, 452 N.E.2d 751, 

757 (11l.App.Ct.2d Dist.1983 ); see also Coryell, 2 IO 
Ill.Dec. 855, 653 N.E.2d at 1320 (noting that the 

appropriate question is: "Would a reasonably 
prudent person in the plaintiffs position, afler being 
properly informed, have nonetheless proceeded 
with the proposed treatment?"). Whether "any al

leged undisclosed information would have altered 
the plaintiff's decision to undergo the proposed 
treatment had it been disclosed" is a question of 
fact for the trier of fact to determine. Correll. 210 
Ill.Dec. 855, 653 N.E.2d at 1321; Smith. 317 
Ill.Dec. 31, 880 N .E.2d at I 031; see also Guebard, 

72 Ill.Dec. 498, 452 N.E.2d at 758 (If disclosure 
would have caused a reasonable person in the posi
tion of the patient to refuse the medical treatment, 
then a causal connection is shown.). 

40. This Court concludes that as a result of the 
MCC personnel's failures and breaches of the stand

ard of care in treating Solebo's seizure disorder, the 
MCC personnel proximately caused Solebo's injury 

and death on May I. 2007. Dr. Holtzman opined, to 
a reasonable degree of medical certainty, that 

Solebo had a fatal seizure because the MCC, 
through its employees, failed to provide him with 

timely and adequate medical care for his seizure 
disorder. 

41. Dr. Holtzman's testimony establishes that 

the MCC's failures were substantial factors in 
bringing about Solebo's fatal seizure on May I, 
2007. As Dr. Holtzman explained, the MCC per
sonnel should have known that Solebo's Dilantin 
level was becoming nontherapeutic through 
monthly examinations, a review of his medical re

cords. and regular blood draws. As a result of the 
MCC personnel's failure to adhere to the standard 
of care, however, they were simply unaware that 
Solcbo was not compliant with taking his anti-
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sei7.ure medication and that his Di!antin level was 

therefore approaching a nontherapeutic level. Dr. 

Holt7.man also testified that Solebo was definitely 

subtherapeutic at the end of April, and a blood draw 

conducted around that time would have revealed 

this. Because the MCC Physicians did not know 

that Solebo was noncompliant, however, it was im

possible for them to counsel Solcbo about the im

portance of taking his medication or about the risks 

of failing to do so-they therefore failed to counsel 

him. Dr. Holt71nan further opined, on the basis of 

his review of the records in this case, that Solcbo 

would have taken his anti-seiwre medication had 

he received appropriate counseling. Furthermore, 

Dr. Holtzman opined that Solebo's failure to take 

his medication increased his risk of death from a 

sei7.ure, and had Solebo received his medication 

during the last few days of April, he would not have 

died from a fatal sei7.ure on May I, 2007. Dr. 

Holtzman's testimony establishes that the MCC's 

failures were substantial factors in bringing about 

Solebo's fatal seizure. Dr. Holtzman's testimony 

also establishes that it was foreseeable to the MCC 

personnel that a patient who was not taking his 

medication was more likely to have a seizure than a 

patient who was taking his anti-seizure medication. 

As Dr. Holt7.man explained, anti-seiwre medication 

like Dilantin substantially reduces a person's risk of 

having a sei7.ure and of dying from a seizure. 

*72 42. In sum, Dr. Holtzman's testimony that 

the MCC personnel's negligent failures lessened the 

effectiveness of Solebo's treatment for seizure dis

order and increased his risk of harm sufficiently es

tablishes a causal connec1ion to establish proximate 

cause. Illinois courts have held similar expert testi

mony sufficient to establish proximate cause in past 

medical negligence cases. For example, in Walton, 

327 Ill.Dec. 921, 903 N.E.2d at 26-27, the 

plaintiffs expert testified that the defendant's fail

ure to order a blood count test resulted in a delayed 

diagnosis of leukemia and lessened the effective

ness of the treatment the decedent received. The 

plaintiffs expert further testified that had a com

plete blood count been performed, the blood count 
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would have been abnormal, and that upon the find

ing of an abnormal blood count, he would have re

ceived specific treatments that would have pro

longed the decede111's life. Id. at 23-24. The Walton 

court found that the expert testimony regarding how 

a diagnosis and treatment would have resulted from 

a complete blood count provided a sufficient causal 

connection to establish proximate cause. Id. at 27. 

Similarly, in Johnson v. Loyola University Medical 

Center, 323 lll.Dec. 253, 893 N.E.2d at 268-69, the 

decedent was transported to a hospital where he 

was initially monitored after he suffered a cardiac 

arrest. A few days later, the decedent was moved to 

a floor where he was not subject to continuous 

monitoring, and he subsequently suffered a second 

cardiac arrest that caused irreversible brain damage; 

he subsequently died. Id. An Illinois appellate court 

reversed the trial court's grant of judgment notwith

standing the verdict to the defendants where the 

plaintiffs expert presented testimony that the de

fendants' failure to monitor the decedent was the 

proximate cause of his injuries. 1d. at 272. Specific

ally, the plaintiffs expert had testified that with ad

equate monitoring. hospital staff would have inter

vened earlier than they did, and had they done so 

the decedent would not have suffered the irrevers

ible brain damage that ultimately led to his death. 

Id. at 272-73. In addition, in Liebix-Grixsby 1·. 

United Stales, No. 00 C 4922, 2003 WL I 090272, 

at *13 (N.D.Ill. Mar.I!, 2003), a medical negli

gence case brought under the J-.TCA, the court ap

plied the lost chance doctrine and found that the 

plaintiff had established proximate cause where the 

plaintiffs physicians ''failed to comprehensively 

treat and assess [the plaintiffs] condition" and as a 

result failed to consider the appropriate treatment. 

In Liebig-Grig~by, 2003 WL 1090272, at * 13, had 

the physicians met Lhe standard of care they would 

have advised the plaintiff to have a surgery that 

would have given plaintiff a good chance of avoid

ing her paralysis. Similarly, here, had the MCC per

sonnel complied with the standard of care, they 

would have been able to counsel Solebo about 

taking his medication; because they were not even 
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aware that Solebo was not taking his medication as 

prescribed, however, it was impossible for them 10 

counsel Solebo. Therefore, this Court finds that Dr. 

Holtzman's testimony establishes that it was more 

probably true than not true that the MCC person

nel's negligent failure to consult Solebo after Febru

ary 2007, to obtain the results of a blood draw, and 

to appropriately monitor whether Solebo was taking 

the prescribed medication to treat his seizure dis

order lessened the effectiveness of the medical 

treatment Solebo received and increased his risk of 

harm. 

*73 43. During closing arguments, the Govern

ment argued !hat it is a fallacy to say that because 

two things are temporally related, there is a cause

and-effect relationship between them. (Trial Tr. 

837.) The Government argued tiiat Solebo's death 

on May 1, 2007, was simply coincidental with his 

failure to take his Dilantin as prescribed. (Trial Tr. 

838-39.) Contrary to the Government's argument, 

this Court has not merely relied on the temporal se

quence of events to reach its proximate cause find

ing. As both Dr. Holtzman and Dr. Jones testified, 

the evidence demonstrates that when Solebo was 

actually taking his medication, he stopped seizing. 

In fact, Dr. Curlin conceded on cross-examination 

that if Solebo had seizure disorder, then not taking 

his medication in March and April of 2007 could 

have contributed to him having another seizure. 

(Trial Tr. 67 !.) Furthermore, Illinois courts have 

found tiiat where an expert testifies that mere is a 

causal connection between 1wo events because of 

their temporal proximity, such testimony is suffi

cient to establish proximate cause. In Wurtulski v. 

JSB Constructio11, 384 Jll.App.3d 139, 322 HI.Dec. 

875, 892 N.E.2d 122, 129 (Ill.App.Ct. 1st 

Di st. 2008), an 111 i noi s appellate court spec i fica 11 y 

recognized that contrary to the defendant's asser

tions in that case, '"a temporal relationship is, in 

fact, an acceptable basis for an expert's opinion." 

See also Valiu/is r. Sche.ffeh, 191 I 11.App.3d 775, 

138 Ill.Dec. 668, 547 N.E.2d 1289, 1294, 1298 

(lll.App.Ct.2d Dist.!989) (where the plaintiffs ex

pert testified that there was causal relationship 
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between the trauma the plaintiff endured and the 

onset of his multiph: sclerosis ("MS'') symptoms 

'"because of the close proximity in time" between 

the events, such "testimony was sufficient evidence 

that the negligence of [the defendant] was the prox

imate cause of [the plaintiffs] MS."); but see Hus

sung v. Pale/, 369 l1l.App.3d 924, 308 Ill.Dec. 347, 

861 N. E. 2d 6 78, 685-86 ( lll.App. Ct .2d Dist. 2007) 

(finding that there was no factual basis to support 

an expert physician's conclusions where the 

plaintiffs treating physicians testified that the rela

tionship between an injection and the plaintiff's 

subsequent onset of symptoms was speculative). 

Here, Dr. Holtzman testified, to a reasonable degree 

of medical certainty, that Solebo's failure to take his 

medication between April 27 and April 30 in

creased his risk of death and that if Solebo had re

ceived his medication on those dates, he would not 

have died on May I. As Wartalski and Valiulis in

struct. such evidence is sufficient to support a find

ing of proximate cause. 

44. Furthermore, while the evidence establishes 

that Solebo's seizure disorder combined with his 

cardiomegaly to cause his death, Illinois courts re

cognize that an injury may have multiple causes. 

For instance, in Chambers v. Rush-Presby1erim1 St. 

l.uke's, 155 I I I.App.3d 458, l08 Ill. Dec. 265, 508 

N.E.2d 426, 430 (Ill.App.Ct. 1st Dist. !987), the ap

pe Hate court there recognized that " [ i ]t is funda

mental law that in negligence cases, there may be 

more man one proximate cause of injury and that 

one is liable for its negligent conduct whether it 

contributed in whole or in part to the injury as long 

as proxima1e cause exists." In Chambers, 108 

Ill.Dec. 265,508 N.E.2d at 431, the medical experts 

disagreed as to whether the decedent's coma or his 

cancer caused his death. The plaintiffs expert testi

fied that the defendants' negligence was a proxim

ate cause of the decedent's death and that if the de

cedent's cancer has been treated earlier, he would 

have had a good chance of recovering. Id at 431. 

Under these circumstances, the court held that the 

trial court properly denied the defendant's motion 

for a judgment notwithstanding the verdict. Id. 
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Thus, although Solebo died as a result of both his 

seizure disorder and his cardiomegaly, Dr. Holtz

man's testimony that the MCC personnel's negli

gence was a proximate cause of Solebo's fatal 

seizure is sufficient to sustain the Plaintiffs burden 

of proof on proximate cause. 

*74 45. Where a case involves a lack of in
formed consent, this Court reiterates that expert 

testimony is not required to establish proximate 
cause. See Coryell. 210 Ill.Dec. 855, 653 N.E.2d at 

1321. Rather, the inquiry is whether a reasonably 
prudent person in the same position would have 

altered his decision about the proposed treatment 

Taylor. 354 Ill.Dec. 97. 957 N.E.2d at 433. Here, 

this Court finds that a prudent person in Solebo's 
position would have resumed taking his anti-seizure 

medication after being fully informed of the risks of 
not taking that medication. Again, as Dr. Holtzman 

testified, the risk of not taking one's anti-seizure 
medication increased the risk of having a seizure, 

which carries with it a risk of great bodily injury or 
death. The evidence that Solebo would have com

plied with taking his medication as prescribed after 
receiving counseling is conclusively found in the 

Kankakee records. These records demonstrate that 
Solebo suffered a second seizure after he stopped 

taking his medication, and on his own accord he 
then requested tha! his Dilantin be resumed. Spe

cifically, Solebo wrote, '"I was previously on 
Dilantin medication and was raken off prescription 

and believe I may have suffered a seizure because 
of discontinuation of Dilantin. I want to be put back 

on the medication Dilantin." (ft. Ex. 3 at 58.) The 
evidence establishes that Solebo mistakenly and na

ively believed that because he was not suffering 
any seizures, he would remain seizure-free. Unfor

tunately for Solebo and his family, that is not what 

occurred. 

46. In sum, Plaintiff has presented expert testi

mony that establishes, to a reasonable degree of 

medical certainty, that it is more probably true than 

not true that the MCC's negligence was a proximate 

cause of Solebo's fatal seizure on May 1, 2007. 
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IV. Comparative negligence 
47. Traditionally, under the doctrine of contrib

utory negligence, a plaintiff was barred from recov

ering for his injuries in a negligence action if any 

degree of his negligence contributed to the acci
dent. Alvis v. Ribar, 85 Ill.2d L 52 Ill.Dec. 23, 421 

N.E.2d 886, 887-88 (111.1981), abrogated by 

Ill.Rev.Sta1.l991, ch. 110, par. 2-116 (now 735 Ill. 

Comp. Stat. 5/2-1116), as recognized in Burke v. 

12 Rothschild's Liquor Mart, inc.. 148 Ill.2d 429, 
170 Ill.Dec. 633, 593 N.E.2d 522. 527 (111.1992); 

Coney t' . .I.L . G. Indus .. Inc., 97 111.2d 104, 73 

Ill.Dec. 337,454 N.E.2d 197,200 (111.1983). In re

sponse to the unfairness of that doctrine, the Illinois 

Supreme Court adopted the doctrine of pure com

parative negligence in Alvis, 52 Ill.Dec. 23, 42 l 

N.E.2d at 896-98, and explained that the adoption 

was demanded by contemporary society because it 

produced "a more just and socially desirable distri
bution of loss," id. at 893. "The system of pure 

comparative negligence which [the Illinois Su

preme Court] adopted in Alvis was intended to ap

portion damages according to the relative fault of 
the parties." Burke, 170 I1L Dec. 63 3, 5 93 N. E .2d at 

527. In 1986, however, the 111inois legislature adop

ted a modified version of comparative negligence. 
Id. Section 2-11 !6 of the Illinois Code of Civil 

Procedure. 735 Ill. Comp. Stat. 5/2-l l 16(c), bars a 

plaintiff whose comparative negligence "is more 

than 50% of the proximate cause of the injury or 

damage for which recovery is sought" from recov
ering damages. Merca v. Rhodes, 355 Ill.Dec. 642, 

960 N. E.2d 85, 95 ( 11 I.App.Ct. I st Dist.20 l I) 
( citing Hobart v. Shin, 185 111.2d 283, 235 Ill.Dec. 

724, 705 N.E.2d 907, 9!0 (lll.1998)). Where a 

plaintiffs comparative negligence "is not more than 

50';,; of the proximate cause of the injury or damage 
for which recovery is sought,"' 735 Ill. Comp. Stat. 

5/2-l I 16(c), a plaintiff is allowed to recover the 

proportion of damages that arc 1101 attributable to 

her own fault. Torres v. United States, 953 F.Supp. 
1019, 1025 (N.D.Ill.1997) (applying Illinois law in 

an FTCA action). "When there is a showing of con

tributory negligence on behalf of a plaintiff, the tri

er of fact makes the determination as to the percent-
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age of contributory negligence." Merca, 930 N.E.2d 
at 96 (citing Johnson v. Colley, 111 Ill.2d 468, 95 

l11.Dec. 832, 490 N.E.2d 685, 688 (Ill. !986)). 

*75 48. "A plaintiff is contributorily negligent 

when he or she acts without the degree of care that 
a reasonably prudent person would have used for 

his or her own safety under like circumstances and 
that action is a proximate cause of his or her injur

ies or death." Id. at 96 (citing Basham 1·. Hunt, 332 
Ill.App.3d 980, 266 Ill.Dec. 143, 773 N.E.2d 1213, 

1225 (Ill.App.Ct l st Dist.2002)): Gill v. Foster. 

157 Ill.2d 304, 193 Ill.Dec. 157, 626 N .E.2d 190, 

198 (111. 1993) ("In order to prove contributory neg
ligence, a defendant must show that the plaintiff 

failed to exercise that degree of care which a reas
onably prudent person would have used for his or 

her own safety under Ii ke circumstances.") (citing 
Johnson v. Abbott Labs .. Inc.. 238 Ill.App.3d 898, 

I 79 Ill.Dec. 84, 605 N .E.2d 1098, I 104 
(Ill.App.Ct.2d Dist.1992)); see also Armyo v. 

United States, 656 P .3d 663, 673 (7th Cir.20 I I) 
(Posner, J. concurring) ("[C]ontributory or compar

ative negligence is failure to take the care that the 
average person in the plaintiff's position would 

have taken."). 

49. Comparative negligence is a proper affirm
ative defense in a medical malpractice case. Krklus 

11• S1a11ley, 359 lll.App.3d 4 71. 295 Ill.Dec. 746, 
833 N .E.2d 952, 961 (Ill.App.Ct. I st Dist.2005 ). 
"lllinois courts have held that comparative negli
gence applies when the plaintiffs negligence is a 
legally contributing cause of his harm if, but only 
if, it is a substantial factor in bringing about his 
harm and there is no rule restricting his responsibil
ity for it." Id. at 960 (quoting Mafannwski v . .laba

moni, 332 Ill.App.3d 8, 265 Ill.Dec. 596, 772 
N .E.2d 967, 973 ( Ill.App.Ct. 1st Dist.2002) 
(internal quotation marks omitted)). In Krklus, de
fendants introduced evidence that the decedent was 
negligent in failing to follow his physician's advice 
to regularly take his blood pressure medication. 295 
lll.Dec. 746, 833 N.E.2d at 961. The decedent's 
autopsy revealed that the decedent's cause of death 
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was a hemothorax caused by an aortic dissection. 
Id. at 957. Expert testimony established that had the 
decedent taken his medication, he would not have 
developed the aortic dissection. Id. at 961-62. Un

der those circumstances, an Illinois appellate court 
concluded Lhat the decedent's failure to follow his 

physician's advice to take his medication, coupled 
with the decedent's act of subsequently misinform

ing his physician about his compliance, were the 
types of substantial factors that brought about his 
harm. Id. at 962 (concluding that the trial court did 
not CIT in allowing the defendants to introduce evid
ence in support of their comparative negligence de
fense or in instructing the jury Lhat it could consider 
comparative negligence and affirming the jury ver
dict in favor of the defendants). 

50. Here, this Court concludes that Soleho 
failed to take his medication as prescribed. As in 

Krklus, this inaction was a substantial factor in 
bringing about his fatal seizure. Thus, because of 

Solebo's repeated decisions to not take the medica
tion made available to him by the MCC personnel 

on a daily basis, Solebo's contributory fault under 
applicable Illinois law is 33%. (See R. 117, Order 

on Comparative Pault at 1 .) Because his decisions 
were not made on an informed basis, however, the 

Government hears 67% of the responsibility he
cause the actions and inactions of the MCC person

nel were a proximate cause of Soleho's tort dam
ages. (Id.) 

V. Damages 
*76 5 l. Lastly, this Court turns to the question 

of damages. Plaintiff seeks a total of $1,650,000.00 
in damages. (R. 93, Proposed Pretrial Order, Ex. M, 
Pretrial Mcm. at 3.) In her pretrial order, Plaintiff 
stated that she "is making a claim for damages for a 
loss of consortium, money, loss of society, benefits, 

money, [sic] goods, services and companionship of 
[Soleho]," in the amount of $550,000.00. (R. 93, 
Proposed Pretrial Order. Ex. G, Statement of Dam
ages at I.) Plaintiff stated that she is also making a 
Wrongful Death claim on behalf of herself and her 
daughter "for being deprived of large sums of 
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money and valuable services which [Solebo] would 
have performed but for his untimely death, as well 

as suffering loss of society and companionship, loss 
of money, services. instruction, superintendence of 

education, benefits and goods, and grief, sorrow 
and mental suffering as a result as the death of 
[Soleboj," in the amount of $1,100,000.00. (Id.) 
Thus, Plaintiff seeks a total award of 

$1,650,000.00. (Id.) 

52. During closing arguments in the damages 

phase of the trial, Plaintiffs counsel clarified that 
Plaimiff seeks $550,000.00 for herself "for wrong

ful death, loss of consortium, society and compan
ionship and an award in favor of her daughter of 

$1.1 million," for a total award of $1,650,000.00 
after any reduction by this Court. (June 4, 2012 Tr. 

46-48.) In other words, Plaintiffs request of 
$550,000.00 for loss of consortium is not a request 

that is separate and independent from her request 
for damages for wrongful death. This Court treats 

Plaintiffs clarification as a request to modify the 
pretrial order. See Gorlikowski v. Tolbert, 52 F .3d 

1439, 1445 (7th Cir.1995) Cl W Jhere a party re
quests that jury instructions be modified to remedy 

a variance between a pretrial order and their trial 
presentation, that request is properly treated as a 

motion to modify the pretrial order ... and the trial 
court's decision is properly reviewed for an abuse 

of discretion.") (citing Santiago 1•. Lykes Bros. S.S. 

Co., Inc.. 986 F.2d 423, 427 (I Ith Cir.1993) 

(affirming district court's decision to instruct the 
jury on a theory that was not mentioned in the pre

trial order); Mankey v. Bennerr, 38 F.3d 353, 359 
(7th Cir.1994)). 

53. Because the purpose of a pretrial order is to 
clarify the nature of the dispute at issue and inform 
the parties of precisely what is in controversy, a 
pretrial order may be modified "only to prevent 
manifest injustice." Gorlikowski. 52 F.Jd at 1444 
(quoting Fed.R.Civ.P. l 6(e)); see also Harper v. Al

bert. 400 r.Jd 1052, 1063 (7th Cir.2005) ("In order 
for a pretrial order to have any value as a procedur
al mechanism and to protect against the possibility 
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of either of the parties being taken by surprise at 
trial, the parties must be held to the issues set forth 
in that order."). When confronted with such a re
quest, a district court must weigh the possible hard~ 

ships imposed on the parties and "balance the need 
for doing justice on the merits between the parties 
(in spite of errors and oversights of their attorneys) 
against the need for maintaining orderly and effi
cient procedural arrangements." Gorfikowski, 52 
F.3d at 1444 (quoting Matter (!{ Dela1;range, 820 
P.2d 229, 232 (7th Cir_ I 987)); see also Ryan v. If/. 

Dep't (!{ Children & Family Servs., 185 F.3d 751, 

763 (7th Cir.1999) (instructing district courts to 
consider factors such as the (1) prejudice or sur

prise to the nonmoving party; (2) ability of the 
party to cure the prejudice: (3) extent of the disrup
tion to the orderly and efficient trial of the case or 
other cases in the court; and ( 4) bad faith and will~ 

fulness in failing to comply with the pretrial order) 
(citations omined). 

*77 54. While 'la] cause of action for loss of 
consortium is a tort action based on an injury to the 

personal relationship established by the marriage 
contract," Brown v. Met<'.ger, 118 Ill.App.3d 855, 

74 Ill.Dec. 405, 455 N.E.2d 834. 837 ([ll.App.Ct.2d 
Dist.1983), Illinois law also recognizes toss of con

sortium as an element of damages under the 
Wrongful Death Act. Elliott v. Willis, 92 Ill.2d 530, 

65 111. Dec. 852, 442 N. E.2d 163, 168 ( 1982). Thus, 
in Illinois, "any loss of consortium action by [a] 

surviving spouse [does] not exist separate and apart 
from an action under the Wrongful Death Act, but 

rather [is an] element[ ] for which damages may be 
recovered in such an action." Johnson v. Viii. of 

Libertyville. 150 llLApp.3d 97 !, 104 Ill.Dec. 21 1, 
502 N.E.2d 474, 477 (lll.App.Ct.2d Dist.1986), 

overruled on other grounds by Mio v. Al• 

berto-Cufrer Co .. 306 Ill.App.3d 822, 239 Ill.Dec. 

864, 7 I 5 N .E.2d 309 . .3 !3 ( 1 ll.App.Ct.2d Dist.1999) 
; see also Nielsen v. United Srate.1. No. 94 C 383, 
1995 WL 88796, at "'2 (N. D.111. Mar.1, 1995) 
("Illinois law recognizes loss of consortium as an 

element of damages under the Wrongful Death Act, 
but not as a separate cause of action in a wrongful 
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death case.") (internal citations omitted). Because 

loss of consortium may be recovered in a wrongful 

death action, it cannot be said that Defendant has 

been prejudiced or surprised by Plaintiffs request. 

Therefore, to prevent manifest injustice, this Court 

allows Plaintiff Lo modify the pretrial order and 

construes her request to mean that she seeks 
$550,000.00 on behalf of herself and $1,100,000.00 

on behalf of her daughter on the basis of her wrong

ful death action. 

55. The purpose of the Illinois Wrongful Death 
Act is to compensate the surviving spouse and next 

of kin for the pecuniary losses they may have sus

tained as a result of the death of the decedent. 740 

111. Comp. Stat. 180/2 (allowing recovery of dam
ages "for the exclusive benefit of the surviving 

spouse and next of kin of such deceased person"); 
Glenn v. Johnson, 198 Ill.2d 575, 261 Ill.Dec. 756. 

764 N.E.2d 47, 52 (111.2002); Elliott, 65 Ill.Dec. 
852, 442 N .E.2d at 168; Knierim 1,. Izzo, 174 

N .E.2d 158, 160 (]11.! 96 I) (citations omitted). lt is 
intended to provide the surviving spouse and next 

of kin "the benefits that would have been received 
from the continued life of the decedent." Ellioff, 65 

Ill.Dec. 852, 442 N.E.2d at 168. The "phrase 'next 
of kin,' for purposes of the Wrongful Death Act, 

are those blood relatives of decedent in existence at 
decedent's death who would take decedent's prop

erty if decedent had died intestate." In re Esrnte of 
Finley, 601 N.E.2d 95, 101 (Ill.1992). Thus, a de

cedent's child is appropriately considered to be the 

next of kin in Illinois. Cf Step hens 1•. Trinitv Med. 

Ctr., 292 11 I.App.3d 165, 226 111. Dec. 300, 685 
N. E. 2d 403, 404 (I 11. App. Ct .3 cl Di st.1997) ("The 

law of this state is well settled that parents are not 
found to be the next-of-kin under the [Wrongful 

Death] Act when the decedent is survived by a 
spouse and children.") In this case, Solebo's next of 

kin is his daughter. Thus, the persons eligible to re
cover for Solebo's death under the Wrongful Death 

Act are Plaintiff as his surviving spouse and their 
daughter as his next of kin. 

*78 56. Furthermore, the Illinois Supreme 
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Court has stated that where a widow and mmor 

child seek to recover damages under the Wrongful 

Death Act, ··a presumption of pecuniary loss ob
tains from that relationship, alone." Hall I'. Gillins, 

13 111.2d 26, 147 N.E.2d 352, 355 (111.1958). While 

the rebuttable presumption does not necessarily 

guarantee recovery, it shifts "the burden of coming 

forward with proof that the damages are minimal or 

nonexistent onto the party who created the uncer

tainty surrounding the damages by causing the 

wrongful death." Seef l'. Sutkus, 205 111.App.3d 312, 
150 Ill.Dec. 76, 562 N.E.2d 606, 611 (Ill.App.Ct. 

I st Dist.1990). Thus, there is a presumption that 

Plaintiff and her daughter, as the widow and minor 

child of Solebo, respectively, have suffered pecuni

ary losses as a result of his death. 

57. In its current form, the Illinois Wrongful 
Death Act allows the trier of fact to "give such 

damages as [the trier of fact] shall deem a fair and 
just compensation with reference to the pecuniary 

injuries resulting from such l wrongful] death, in
cluding damages for grief, sorrow, and mental suf

fering, to the surviving spouse and next of kin of 
such deceased person." 740 Ill. Comp. Stat. 180/2. 

Prior to 2007, l!li no is courts prohibited wrongful 
death claimants from recovering damages for grief, 

sorrow, or mental suffering. See Watson r. S. Shore 
Nursing & Rehabilitation Ctr., 358 Ill.Dec. 721, 

965 N. E.2d l 200, 1208 (111.App.Ct. 1st Dist.20 l 2) 
(in a wrongful death suit where decedent died in 

2006, damages for grief and mental anguish result
ing from the death were not recoverable): Turner 1•. 

Williams. 326 lll.App.3d 541, 260 Ill.Dec. 804, 762 
N.E.2d 70, 77 (Ill.App.Ct.2d Dist.2001) (noting that 

while decedent's sons were "entitled to recover for 
the pecuniary losses incurred as a result of the 

death, including money, benefits, goods, services, 
and society ... those damages do not include grief or 

mental anguish resulting from the death."); Seef 
150 Ill.Dec. 76, 562 N.E.2d at 610 (noting that the 

term "pecuniary" does not "extend to the grief or 
mental anguish that family members suffer after a 

wrongful death"); Elliott, 65 Ill.Dec. 852, 442 
N.E.2d at 167-68 (distinguishing between damages 
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for emotional distress brought on by the decedent's 

death and damages for the benefits of companion

ship that a widow would have enjoyed). In 2007, 

however, the Illinois Legislature amended the 

Wrongful Death Act to allow recovery for grief, 
sorrow, and mental suffering of the decedent's lin

eal next of kin. See 2007 [11. Legis. Serv. P.A. 95-3 
(H.B.1798) (West). This amendment only applies to 

causes of action accruing on or after May 31, 2007. 

Id.; 740, 65 Ill.Dec. 852. 442 N .E.2d 163 Ill. Comp. 

Stat. 180/2 ("This Amendatory Act of the 95th 

General Assembly applies to causes of actions ac

cruing on or after its effective date ."). "[l]n an or

dinary wrongful death action under the FTCA, the 

federal rule is that the cause of action accrues upon 
the date of death." Warrum v. United States, 427 

F.3d 1048, 1051 (7th Cir.2005) (alterations omit
ted) (quoting Fisk v. United Stares, 657 F.2d 167, 

170 (7th Cir. l 981) (internal quotation marks omit
ted)). Here. Plaintiffs cause of action accrued on 

May I, 2007-the date of Solebo's death. Therefore, 

because her wrongful death action accrued prior to 

May 31, 2007, neither she nor her daughter may re
cover damages for their grief, sorrow and mental 

suffering. 

*79 58. In addition, although Plaintiff seeks to 

recover for loss of money, benefits, goods, and ser
vices as a result of Solebo's death, the evidence 

presented at trial does not support an award for any 

economic losses. Plaintiff testified at trial that prior 

to getting married, Solebo worked with his mother 
for two months, and she was not aware of any paid 

employment positions that Solebo had other than 
that job. Plaimiff also testified that Solebo's mother 

paid the rent on the apartment the three of them 
shared. Although Solebo was in school at the time 

of bis arrest, Plaintiff did not present any evidence 

about the number of credits or courses Solebo had 

completed towards his nursing degree or about any 
expected earnings Solebo anticipated upon obtain

ing his degree. Therefore, this Court focuses its 
analysis only on whether the evidence supports 

awards for loss of consortium and society to 
Plaimiff and her daughter. 
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59. Plaintiffs request for damages for loss of 

consortium for herself and damages for loss of soci

ety for her daughter are recoverable as "pecuniary 
losses"' in an Illinois Wrongful Death Action. 

Illinois courts construe the phrase "pecuniary 
losses" broadly to include loss of companionship, 

society, and consortium. In Hall, the Dlinois Su

preme Court recognized the broad scope of the 

phrase "pecuniary mJunes," and stated that 

"deprivation of support as well as deprivation of the 

companionship, guidance, advice, love and affec
tion" were included in the definition. 147 N.E.2d at 

355. The Illinois Supreme Court found additional 

support for the broad scope of the phrase 

"pecuniary injures" in earlier cases holding "that in 

the case of a child the jury may take into account 

the loss of instruction and moral, physical and intel

lectual training brought about by the death of the 

father." id. (citing Goddard v. Enz.fer, 222 llL 462, 
78 N.E. 805, 809 (Ill.1906); Ittner Brick Co. r. 

Ashby, 198 IIL 562, 64 N .E. 1109, 11 IO 01 I. I 902); 

Ill. Central R. Co. I'. Weldon, 52 Ill. 290, 294 

(Ill. 1869)). More recently, in El/inti, the Illinois Su

preme Court unequivocally stated that pecuniary in

juries include loss of consortium for a widowed 

spouse. 65 Ill.Dec. 852, 442 N.E.2d at 168 

(citations omitted). 

60. Recognizing that the term "society" eludes 

precise definition, lllinois courts have looked to the 
United Stales Supreme Court's definition of the 

term for guidance. The Supreme Court defines the 
term as encompassing " 'a broad range of mutual 

benefits each family member receives from the oth
ers' continued existence, including love, affection, 

care, attention, companionship, comfort, and pro

tection.' " Watson. 358 Ill.Dec. 721. 965 N.E.2d at 
1208 (quoting Sea-La11d Servs., Inc. v. Gaude1, 414 

U.S. 573. 584-87. 94 S.Ct. 806. 39 L.Ed.2d 9 

(l 974 )); see also Hunt r. Chetrri. 158 lll.App.3d 
76, 110 Ill.Dec. 293, 510 N .E.2d 1324, 1326 

(Ill.App.Ct. 5th Dist.!990). Illinois courts have 
used similar terms to define "society." and have 

stated that it includes loss of the decedent's 
"companionship, guidance, advice, love. and affec-
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tion." Williams v. Rush-Presbyterian St. Luke's 

Med. Ctr .. 387 Ill.App.3d 77, 326 Ill.Dec. 590, 899 

N .E.2d 1241, 1246 (III.App.Ct. I st Dist.2008) 

(internal quotation marks omitted) (quoting Bullard 

v. Barnes, 102 111.2d 505, 82 Ill.Dec. 448, 468 

N .E.2d 1228, 1232 (111.1984 )); see also Singh v. Air 

Ill., Inc., 165 11 I.App.3d 923, I 17 Ill. Dec. 501, 520 

N .E.2d 852, 858 (Ill.App.Ct. 1st Dist.1988) 

(concluding that an instruction defining the term 

"society" to mean Lhe "mutual benefits that each 

family member receives from others ['J continued 

existence, including love, affection, care, attention, 

companionship, comfort, guidance and protection" 

reflected a generally accepted definition of the term 

for purposes of a wrongful death action) (citing 

Bullard. 82 Ill.Dec. 448, 468 N .E.2d at 1232; 

Drake v. Harrison, 15 l 11 l.App.3d l082, I 05 

Ill.Dec. 66, 503 N.E.2d 1072. 1076 (Ill.App.Ct. 5th 

Dist.1987)). 

*80 61. Loss of consortium is unique to the 

marital relationship and encompasses two basic ele

ments of that relationship: "loss of support and loss 

of society, which includes companionship and 

sexual intercourse." Brmrn 1·. Metzger, 104 IIL2d 

30, 83111.Dec. 344,470 N.E.2d 302. 304 (111.1984); 

see also Ma(feo v. Larson. 208 Ill.App.3d 418, 153 

Ill.Dec. 406, 567 N.E.2d 364, 426 (111.App.Ct.1990) 

("[C]onsortium includes loss of a spouse's compan

ionship, happiness, and society."); Brown v. Met
zger. 118 Ill.App.3d 855. 74 Ill.Dec. 405. 455 

N.E.2d 834, 836 (lll.App.Ct.2d Dist. l 983) (This 

loss includes " 'material services. elements of com

panionship, felicity and sexual intercourse, all wel

ded into a conceptualistic unity.' ") (quoting Dini v. 

Naiditch, 20 lll.2d 406, 170 N.E.2d 881. 891 

(Ill.1960)), aff'd, 104 111.2d 30, 83 Ill.Dec. 344, 470 

N.E.2d 302, 306 (111.1984); Blagg \'. ff/. F. W.D. 

Truck & Equip. Co., 143 Ill.2d 188, 157 Ill.Dec. 

456, 572 N.E.2d 920, 924 (111.1991 ). 

62. Although both loss of consortium and loss 

of society arc incapable of being measured with 

precision and particularity, a trier of fact must nev

ertheless place a monetary value on these items. See 
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F:llioll, 65 Ill. Dec. 852, 442 N. E.2d at 168. To as

certain that value, the Seventh Circuit has instruc

ted that a judge should consider damages awards in 

similar cases. Arpin v. United States. 521 F .3d 

769, 776 (7th Cir.2008). In Arpin, the Seventh Cir

cuit reversed a $7,000,000.00 award for loss of con

sortium to the decedent's widow and his children in 

an FTCA action seeking damages pursuant to the 

Jll inois Wrongful Death Act. Id. at 777. In revers

ing the award, the Seventh Circuit stated that the 

district court should have considered awards in sim

ilar cases, both in Illinois and elsewhere. Id. at 776. 

The Seventh Circuit recognized that "the Supreme 

Courl of Illinois does not require or even encourage 

such comparisons," and that in an FTCA action, 

"the damages rules of the state whose law governs 

the substantive issues in the case bind the federal 

court [because] damages law is substantive law." 

Id. at 776. The Arpin court pointed out, however, 

that "whether or not to permit comparison evidence 

in determining the amount of damages to award in a 

particular case is a matter of procedure rather than 

substance." Id. The Seventh Circuit also noted that 

"ft]he policy of permitting such comparison evid

ence is based ... on the requirement in [Federal Rule 

of Civil Procedure l 52(a) that judges explain their 

reasoning." Id. at 776-77. Therefore, Illinois* rule 

that comparable damages awards should not be 

considered is not binding on "federal courts even in 

cases such as this where the rule of decision is giv

en by Illinois law." Id. at 777 (citing Jutzi-Johnson 
v. United States, 263 F.3d 753, 759-60 (7th 

Cir.200 I)). Accordingly, this Court reviews dam

ages awards for wrongful death in cases similar to 

the one at hand. Before discussing the comparable 

awards, however, this Court addresses the Govern

ment's arguments concerning Solebo's alleged 

crimes and his life expectancy. 

A. Solebo's alleged crimes 
*81 63. During closing arguments in the dam

ages phase of the trial, the Government argued that 

the evidence against Solebo in his criminal case in

cluded post-arrest statements made by him in which 

he acknowledged that he had delivered heroin to a 
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confidential informant and testimony from a con
fidential informant. (June 4, 2012 Tr. 49.) In light 

of this evidence, the Government believed that 

Solebo faced a sentencing range from five to ten 

years, which he would have served in a federal pris

on that was substantially farther away from Chica~ 

go than the MCC. (June 4, 2012 Tr. 49-50.) The 

Government also believed that after completing his 

prison term, Solebo would have been removed to 
Nigeria. (June 4, 2012 Tr. 50.) Finally, the Govern

ment asserted that because Solebo was incarcerated 
at the time of his daughter's birth, he did not have a 

preexisting relationship with his daughter. (June 4, 
2012 Tr. 52.) Therefore, the Government argued 

that any loss of society is limited by these circum
stances. (June 4, 2012 Tr. 52.) 

64. While it is undisputed that Solebo was in
carcerated at the time of his dea1h, this Court finds 

it compelling that Solebo was in custody as a pre
trial detainee awaiting trial-he was not in custody 

as a result of being convicted of any crime-and he 
was therefore presumed innocent. "The principle 

that there is a presumption of innocence in favor of 
the accused is the undoubted law, axiomatic and 

elementary, and its enforcement I ies at the founda
tion of the administration of our criminal law." 

Coffin v. United States. 156 U.S. 432, 403 l 1895 ). 
"The presumption of innocence, although not artic

ulated in the Constitution, is a basic component of a 
fair trial under our system of criminal justice." Es

telle v. Williams. 452 U.S. 501, 503 (1976). This 
presumption is no! to be taken lightly, and the Su

preme Court has long held that "the presumption of 
innocence is evidence in favor of the accused, in

troduced by the law in his behalf." Crlfi n. 1 56 V. S. 

at 460. While the Governmelll would like this Court 

to believe that Solebo would have been convicted 
with one hundred percent certainty, this Court de

clines the Government's invitation to ignore the un
controverted fact that at the time of his death, 

Solebo had never been convicted of any crimes and 

that he was presumed innocent as a matter of law at 

the time of his death. 
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65. By mere coincidence, this Court also 
presided over the trial and heard the Government's 

evidence in its less than successful criminal prosec
ution of Solebo's co-defendant, Wasiu Mustapher, 

who was indicted on the same exact counts as 

Solebo. Specifically, the Government charged 

Mustapher with conspiracy to distribute and to pos
sess heroin with intent to distribute (Count I), dis

tribution of heroin (Count II), and possession with 
intent to distribute and distribution of heroin (Count 

III). (Def.'s Ex. 8, Indictment at 1-3, United States 

v. Sofeho and Mustapher, No. 06 CR 61 (N.D.Ill. 

Feb. 23, 2006).) Mustapher entered a plea of not 

guilty to all counts, United States v. Mustapher, No. 

06 CR 61-2, ECF No. 87 Min. Entry (Jan. 22, 
2007) and proceeded to trial. The Government's 

case against him was heard by a jury in January 
2007. Mustapher, No. 06 CR 61-2, ECF No. 87 

Min. Entry (Jan. 22, 2007); Mustapher, No. 06 CR 
61-2, ECF No. 92 Min. Emry (Jan. 24, 2007); 

Mustapher, No. 06 CR 61-2, ECP No. 97 Min. 
Entry (Jan. 26, 2007). At Mustapher's trial, a con

fidential informant recognized and identified 

Mustaphcr as the individual who supplied Solebo 

with heroin. (Stip. Ex., United States v. Mustapher, 

No. 06 CR 61-2, Excerpt of Trial Tr. 6-7, 19 (Jan. 

22, 2007, J. Castillo); Stip. Ex., United States v. 

Mustapher, No. 06 CR 61-2, Excerpt of Trial Tr. 
50 (Jan. 24, 2007, J. Castillo)). Nevertheless, the 

jury returned a split verdict of guilty on Count I, 

but not guilty on Counts JI and Ill. Mustapher, No. 
06 CR 61-2, ECF No. 97 Min. Entry (Jan. 26, 

2007). 

*82 66. At the close of trial, Mustapher made 

an oral motion for judgment of acquittal pursuant to 

Federal Rule of Criminal Procedure 29. Id. This 

Court entered the jury verdict and took Mustapher's 
oral motion for a judgment of acquittal under ad

visement. Id On February 5, 2007, Mustapher re
newed his motion for a judgment of acquittal in 

writing. Mustapher, No. 06 CR 61-2, ECF No. 100 
Min. Emry (Feb. 5, 2007). Two days later, 

Mustapher also moved for a mistrial on Count I. 
Mustapher, No. 06 CR 61-2, ECF No. 101 Min. 
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Entry (Peb. 7, 2007). The Government filed its re
sponse to each of Mustapher's motions on February 

28, 2007, Mustapher, No. 06 CR 61-2, ECF No. 
104 Government's Resp. (Feb. 28, 2007); Mustaph

er, No. 06 CR 61-2, ECF No. 105 Government's 
Resp. (Feb. 28, 2007), and this Court then held a 

hearing on March 29, 2007, on Mustapher's mo
tions, Mustapher, No. 06 CR 61-2, ECF No. 111 

Min. Entry (Mar. 29, 2007). At the conclusion of 
the hearing, this Court granted Mustapher's motion 
for a judgment of acquittal, but stayed the effective 
date of its ruling until April 3, 2007, to allow the 

Government an opportunity to appeal. Id. 

67. The Government elected not to pursue an 

appeal and on April 3, 2007, this Court entered a 
judgment of acquittal on Count I and dismissed 

Count [ against Mustapher. Mustapher, No. 06 CR 
61-2, ECF No. 114 Min. Emry (Apr. 3, 2007). In 

granting Mustapher's motion for a judgment of ac
quittal on Count I, this Court determined that the 

evidence the Government presented at his criminal 
trial was insufficient to sustain the jury's verdict 

finding Mustapher guilty of conspiring to distribute 
and to possess heroin with intelll to distribme. See 

Ped.R.Crim.P. 29. In light of the acquittal on all 
counts of Solebo's co-defendant, there is no cer

tainty that a jury would have found that Solebo was 
guilty beyond a reasonable doubt on the charges 

against him had he proceeded to trial. 

68. Certainly, the evidence against Solebo was 
likely stronger than the evidence against Mustaph
er. Specifically, a confidential informant would 
have testified that he purchased heroin from Solcbo 
on January 19, 2006, (Stip. Ex .. United States v. 

Mustapher, No. 06 CR 61-2, Excerpt of Trial Tr. 
74-75 (Jan. 22, 2007, J. Castillo); Damages Hr'g 
Sti p. '[ 3; Def. 's Ex. 18, Photo 6 ), and that he a! so 
orchestrated an undercover agent's sale of heroin 
from Solebo on January 25, 2006, (Stip. Ex., United 

Stales v. Mustapher. No. 06 CR 61-2, Excerpt of 
Trial Tr. 59-62 (Jan. 24, 2007, .T. Castillo); Dam

ages Hr'g Stip. 11 4; Def.'s Ex. I 8, Photo 9). The 
confidential informant's testimony at Mustapher's 
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trial was not without holes, however, as he testified 
under cross-examination that he began to cooperate 
with the Government in order to obtain a reduced 
sentence for a crime he had previously committed. 
(Stip. Ex., United States v. Mustapher, No. 06 CR 
61-2, Excerpt of Trial Tr. 112-15 (Jan. 24, 2007, J. 

Castillo).) In fact, at Mustapher's trial, the confid
ential information agreed that he "had to provide 
somebody else li.e., Solebo] to [the Government] or 
help [the Government] get somebody else who was 

involved in drug trafficking.'' (Stip. Ex., United 
States v. Mustapher, No. 06 CR 61-2, Excerpt of 

Trial Tr. 115-16 (Jan. 24, 2007, J. Castillo).) While 
this Courl hesitates to speculate on what defenses 
Solebo would or could have brought and whether 
such defenses would have been successful, the 

jury's verdict in the case of Solebo's co-defendant 
suggests that something about the Government's in

vestigation was less than conclusive and caused the 
jury to question the Government's prosecution 

against Solebo's co-defendant. Therefore, this Court 
cannot find that it was more probably true than not 
true that Solebo would have been convicted of the 
charges against him. 

*83 69. Even if Solebo had been convicted, 
incarcerated for seven years, and subsequently 
deported to Nigeria, as the Government argued dur
ing closing arguments, (June 4, 2012 Tr. 50, 52), 

this Court notes that he would have been about 
thirty years old when he was released from prison 

and his daughter would have been about seven 
years old, which would have very likely left time 

for Solebo to lead a meaningful life with his wife 
and daughter. Whether that life was in the United 

States or in Nigeria-which Plaintiff testified that 
they had plans to move to (June 4, 2012 Tr. 36)-is 

not relevant to the loss of consortium and loss of 
society analyses, as damages for such losses are in

tended to compensate a widowed spouse and the 
next of kin for the loss of the decedent's compan

ionship, advice, love, and affection, among other 
qualities; the relationships between Solebo and his 

wife and Solebo and his daughter would have con
tinued to exist regardless of whether the family was 
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in the United States or Nigeria. 

B. Solebo's life expectancy 
70. This leads this Court to the question of pre

cisely how long Solebo should have been expected 

to 1 i ve despite the fact that he had, as this Court 
found, bo1h an enlarged heart and seizure disorder. 

Both Dr. Holtzman and Dr. Curlin testified as to 
Solebo's life expectancy. Dr. Holtzman testified 

that Solebo's life expectancy as a result of his 
seizure disorder was approximately 48 years, mean

ing that Solebo would have lived for an additional 
25 years. In making this estimate, however, Dr. 

Holt7man did not consider Solebo's enlarged heart 
and the effects his enlarged heart would have on his 

life expectancy. Dr. Curl in, on the other hand, testi
fied that Solebo's life expectancy would be 

"significantly lower" than the average person his 
age because Solebo had an enlarged heart, was 

morbidly obese, and had a history of smoking. Des
pite his testimony, Dr. Curlin did not quantify 

Solebo's life expectancy. During closing arguments, 
the Government conceded that it had not presented 

evidence of an actual figure but nonetheless argued 
that "five to 1en years would be generous." (June 4, 

2012 Tr. 59-60.) 

71. In light of the fact that the Government did 
not offer any evidence of its own regarding 
Solebo's life expectancy, this Court is not willing to 
accept its assertion that Solebo had only a five to 
ten year life expectancy. This Court is also unwill
ing to accept Dr. Holtzman's testimony that Solebo 
had a 25 year life expectancy because Dr. Holtzman 
did not consider that So!ebo had both seizure dis
order and an enlarged heart when making this es
timate. Instead, this Court finds that a reasonable 

life expectancy for Solebo is 17.5 years, meaning 
that Solebo should have expected to live until he 
was 40.5 years old. See Kwasny v. Uni1ed Simes, 

No. 80 C 2198. 1986 WL 9184. at *IJ-*16 
(N.D.lll. Aug.IS, 1986) (Parson, J.) (finding that 
the decedent's life expectancy would have been 7.6 
years after considering the evidence concerning the 
decedent's health and despite the fact that the mor-
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tality table evidence showed the decedent's life ex
pectancy to be 15.2 years in an FTCA action where 
the plaintiff sought wrongful death and survivor
ship damages). 

C. Comparable cases involving minor children 
*84 72. The Government presented this Court 

with one comparable case, Trunk r. United States, 
No. 04 C 1545. There, Judge James Zagel awarded 

the decedent's five children varying amounts for the 
29 years of the decedent's life expectancy because 

the decedent had unequal relationships with each of 
his children. four of whom were adults at the time 
of their father's death. (R 124, Def.'s Resp. to 
Court's Order of July 3, 2012, Trunk v. United 

States, No. 04 C 1545, Excerpt of Trial Tr. 7 (Oct. 
3, 2006 Zagel, J.)) In addition, Judge Zagel de

scribed the decedent as a less than ideal father who 
when judged "even on the standard of the tradition

al flawed father ... had special flaws." (Id. at 7.) 
Judge Zagel awarded one of the decedent's daugh

ters, who had "no functional relationship with her 
father for a very long period of time." $500 per 

year for a total award of $14,500.00. (Id. at 7 .) 
Judge Zagel awarded $1,500.00 per year for a total 

award of $43,500.00 to another daughter who had a 
closer relationship with her father. but who 
"candidly admitted her relationship with her father 
was based on some instances of real contact and the 
rest of it was hope for the future.'' ({ d. at 8.) Judge 
Zagel reasoned that in the case of the second 

daughter, "because she had started a relationship, 
because of the [decedent's grandchild], there was a 

significant possibility that it might continue or at 
least grow to some extent." (Id.) Judge Zagel next 

awarded one of the decedent's sons, who had a 
"decent but not extraordinary" relationship with the 

decedent $2,000.00 per year for a total award of 
$58,000.00. (Id.) Judge Zagel awarded another son, 

who "quite clearly [had] a relationship with his 
father" and whose relationship was of the type "that 

lasts over a period of time," $5,000.00 per year for 
a total award of $145,000.00. (Id. at 9.) Judge Zagel 

noted that this son "admired his father," "did many 
of the things that his father did," and Judge Zagel 
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believed that '"he would have sought advice from 
his father, ... [and] would have helped his father.'" ( 

Id.) Finally, Judge Zagel awarded the child who 
was a minor at the time of the decedent's death and 

who "had not yet reached that point of adolescent 
rebellion," $3,000 for 22 years for a total award of 

$66,000.00. (Id.) Judge Zagel then noted that "[tJhe 
more difficult question is, and obviously a more 

substantial question, is what the loss of the father, 
what significance it had for [the minor child] while 

he was growing up." (Id.) Judge Zagel believed that 
this loss was "quite substantial" and awarded the 

youngest child $40,000.00 for seven years for an 
award of $280,000.00. (Id. at IO.) Thus, the total 

award for the "minor child" was $346,000.00. (Id. 

at 10 .) On the basis of Trunk, the Government ar

gued that the amounts of $500.00, S 1,000.00, or 
$2,000.00 that Judge Zagel "provided for the chil

dren who had little relationship with their father 
fare] the right touchstone," (June 4. 2012 Tr. 60), 

and advocated for an award of$ I 00,000.00 or less. 
(June 4, 2012 Tr. 62.) This Court rejects the Gov

ernment's approach. 

*85 73. The cases demonstrate a distinc

tion-which is evident in Trunk -between the 
awards !hat minor children and adult children re

ceive. See, e.g., Barry I'. Owens Corning, 282 
Ill.App.3d 199, 217 Ill.Dec. 823, 668 N .E.2d 8, 10 

(Ill.App.Ct. I st Dist.l 996) (affirming jury awards 
of $500,000.00 to each adult child. $600,000.00 to 

the college-age child, and $750,000.00 to the minor 
child). Importantly in Trunk, the child who was el

even years old at the time of his father's death was 
awarded $40,000.00 per year for each remaining 

year of his father's life expectancy that the child 
would have remained a minor. and thereafter, the 

child was awarded $3,000.00 per year for each re
maining year of his father's life expectancy that the 

child would have been an adult. Judge Zagel did 
not look al whether there was a preexisting relation

ship with the minor child, but instead inquired into 
the significance of the loss of the father on the 

minor child, which he determined was quite sub
stantial despite the fact that the decedent was signi-
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ficantly flawed. Applying the same methodology 
here, Solcbo's daughter-who was only six months 

old at the time of her father's death-would receive 
$40,000.00 for the remaining 17 .5 years of Solebo's 

life expectancy for a total of $700,000.00. 

74. A review of jury awards in comparable 

wrongful death cases reveals that juries have awar
ded minor children between approximately 

$40,000.00 and $90,000.00 per year when the life 
expectancy of the parent is known. For instance, in 

Hart v. Almeida, No.2007-L---006654, 2011 Jury 
Verdicts LEXIS 15999, at *l (Ill. Cir. Ct. Cook 

Cnty. May 12, 20 I 1 ), a Cook County jury awarded 
the decedent's daughter who was two years old at 

the time of her father's death and who did not live 

with her father. bm who nonetheless had a close re

lationship with her father, $2,504,528.00 in wrong
ful death damages for loss of society. Family mem

bers testified that the daughter's life would never be 

the same after the loss of her father. The father died 

at the age of 35, but was expected to live until he 
was 63 years old, and therefore had a life expect

ancy of 28 years. Thus, the amount awarded per 
year for the father's remaining life expectancy was 

$89,447.43. 

75. In Hols!On v. Sisters of the Third Order of 

St. Francis, 24 7 lll.App.3d 985, I 87 Ill.Dec. 743, 

618 N.E.2d 334,348 (Ill.App.Ct. !st 1993), aff'd by 
165 Ill.2d 150, 209 Ill.Dec. 12, 650 N.E.2d 985 

(Ill. 1995), an Illinois appellate court affirmed a 

Cook County jury award of $2,500,000.00 for loss 

of society to each minor son, ages eight and twelve. 

of the decedent mother. There, the mother died at 

the age of 29, but had a life expectancy of 50.6 

years. Id. at 341. Thus, the amount awarded to the 

minor children for each year of the mother's re

maining life expectancy was $49,407.11. 

76. In Barry, 217 111. Dec. 823, 668 N .E.2d at 

10, an Illinois appellate court affirmed a Cook 

County jury award of $750,000.00 to a minor child 
who was fifteen or sixteen years old at the time of 

her father's death, see Pl.'s Br. at *8, Barry v. 

Owens-Corin,: Fiher,:lass Corp., 282 lll.App.3d 
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199, 2 l 7 111. Dec. 823, 668 N .E.2d 8, 10 (II I .App.Ct. 
1st 1996) (No. 1-94-2193), 1995 WL 17168001. 

There, the father died at the age of 59 but had a life 
expectancy of 19.l years. Barry. 217 Ill.Dec. 823, 
668 N .E.2d at 13. Thus, the amount awarded to the 
minor child for each year of the father's remaining 
life expectancy was $39,267.02. 

*86 77. The cases demonstrate a trend towards 
awarding minor children who are younger at the 
time of a parent's death higher awards than minor 

children who are older or are teenagers at the time 
of a parent's death. As in Hart. Jadesola did not live 

with her father. Despite this, Solebo played a signi
ficant role in his daughter's life as he selected her 

name and met her within a week of her birth. In ad
dition, Jadesola visited Solebo at the MCC at least 

once a week and sometimes twice a week; essen
tially, Jadesola visited Solebo on every available 

visiting day. As in Trunk, this Court asks about the 
significance that Solebo's death has had on Jades

ola. ft is evident that the loss is substantial. Plaintiff 
testified that Jadesola talks to her father in heaven 
each night when she says her prayers and that 
Jadesola asks questions about her father. As Jades

o!a ages, the enormity of her father's loss has be
come more palpable and presents itself when she 

asks her mother why her father cannot pick her up 
from school or join the family on holidays. There

fore, this Court finds that S90,000.00 for each year 
of Solebo's remaining life expectancy is an appro

priate amount to award to Jadesola, for a total 
award of $1,575,000.00 in wrongful death damages 

for loss of society. 

78. This amount falls within the range awarded 
to minor d1ildren in comparable wrongful death 
cases where the life expectancy of the parent is not 
known. For instance, in Arellano v. Cnty. of Cook, 

No. 99-L-7279, 2002 Jury Verdicts LEXIS 58369, 
at * I (Ill. Cir. Ct. Cook Cnty. June 13, 2002 ), a 
Cook County jury awarded $ I ,300,000.00 in 
wrongful death damages for loss of society to each 
of the decedent mother's three minor children, the 
youngest of whom was a newborn baby. Like 
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Solebo, the mother was 23 years old at the time of 
her death. Similarly, in Gleeson v. Stephani. No. 

02-L-14444, 2007 WL 3326695, at * ! ( 111. Cir. Ct. 
Cook Cnty. Aug. 28. 2007), a Cook County jury 

awarded S2,000,000.00 in wrongful death damages 
for loss of the decedent mother's society to each of 

her minor sons, the youngest of whom was four 
months old. In Gleeson, the mother was 26 years 
old at the time of her death. In Hollister v, NW A.1•. 

soc. for Women's Healthcare, No. 05-L-8872, 

2010 WL 4358538, at * 1 (111. Cir. Ct. Cook Cnty. 
Sept. 22, 2010), a Cook County jury awarded 

$400,000.00 in wrongful death damages for loss of 
society to each minor son, the youngest of whom 

was less than two years old at the time of his moth
er's death. Notably, Hollister appears to be an out

lier as compared to other jury awards. In Williams 
V. Citv <4 Chi., No. 04-L-11193, 20 IO WL 
6466042 at * 1 (Ill. Cir. Ct. Cook Cnty. Feb. 1, 
2010), a Cook County jury awarded $1,000,000.00 

in wrongful death damages for loss of society to 
each of the decedent's minor daughters. The mother 

in Williams was 24 years old when she died. And, 
in Kason,:o, 523 F.Supp.2d al 809, an FTCA action 
seeking damages pursuant to the Illinois Wrongful 
Death Act, the Judge Rebecca Pallmeyer awarded 
each of the decedent's minor daughters, the young
est of whom was five years old at the time of the 
decedent mother's death, $ I ,000,000.00 for loss of 
society. Thus, damages awards to minor children in 

comparable wrongful death cases where the de
cedent parent's life expectancy is 1101 ascertainable 

range from S400,000.00 to $2,000,000.00. When 
the outlier case of Holfister is excluded, the range 

of such awards ts from $1,000,000.00 to 
$2,000,000.00. The award to Jadesola of 

$1,575,000 .00 falls squarely within these ranges. 

D. Comparable cases for loss of consortium 
*87 79. Neither the Government nor Plaintiff 

presented this Court with comparable cases in

volving loss of consortium awards to a surviving 
spouse. Nonetheless, some of 1he cases involving 

minor children also involved a surviving spouse 
and are therefore instructive. 
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80. In Arellano, 2002 Jury Verdicts LEXIS 
58369 at *I, a Cook County jury awarded the sur~ 

viving husband $40,000.00 in wrongful death dam

ages for loss of society. The jury verdict form does 

not contain any information about the relationship 

between the decedent and her surviving husband. In 

Gleeson, 2007 WL 3326695, at * 1, a Cook County 

jury awarded $75,000.00 in wrongful death dam

ages to the surviving husband for loss of society. 

Again, the jury verdict form does not contain any 

information about the relationship between the de

cedent and her surviving husband. In Hoflister, 

2010 WL 4358538, at *I, a Cook County jury 

awarded $500,000.00 in wrongful death damages 

for loss of society to the surviving husband. Again, 

the jury verdict form does not contain any informa

tion about the relationship between the decedent 

and her surviving husband. 

8 l. In Kasongo, 523 P.Supp.2d at 809, Judge 

Pallmeyer awarded the surviving husband 

$500,000.00 for loss of society and consortium. 

There, the decedent and surviving spouse had been 

married for fourteen years at the ti me of the de

cedent's death, and they had three children aged 

five, seven, and ten. Id. The surviving husband and 

the decedent had immigrated to the United States in 

July 2000, after fleeing the Democratic Republic of 

Congo due to civil wars in that region. Id. at 

763-64. At trial, the surviving husband testified 

about his relationship with the decedem, explained 

that she was the foundation of the family's house

hold, and described his loss as very great. Id. at 

79 I. 

82. More recently, in Arpin F. Uni1ed Suue.1. 

No. 04-cv-128-DRH. 2009 WL 3816844, at *6 

(S.D.111. Nov.13, 2009), an FTCA case grounded on 

the Illinois Wrongful Death Act, Chief Judge David 

Herndon awarded the surviving spouse 

$4,000,000.00 in wrongful death damages for loss 

of consortium. There, the decedent's widow was de

scribed as the "traditional American housewife," 

and she did not drive or work outside of the home. 
Id. at *]. The decedent, on the other hand, was the 
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family breadwinner. Id. As in Kasongo, the de

cedent in Arpin was said to have held the family to

gether. Id. The decedent and his widow had been 

married 35 years. Arpin v. United States, No. 

04-cv-128-DRH, 2006 WL 33 14454, at * I 

( S .D. Ill. Nov .15, 2006). Overall, damages a wards 

for a surviving spouse in comparable cases range 

from $40,000 .00 to $4,000,000.00. 

83. Undoubtedly, Plaintiffs loss of her husband 

is significant, but it cannot be said that her loss 

reaches the same level as the surviving husband's 

loss in Kasongo or the surviving wife's loss in 

Arpin. At the time of Solebo's death, Plaintiff and 

Solebo had known each other for about three

and-a-hal f years and had only been married for 

about a year-and-a-half. Indeed, they were married 

for only three-and-a-half months prior to Solebo's 

arrest, Thus, they celebrated their first year wed

ding anniversary while Solebo was incarcerated at 

the MCC. Furthermore, although Plaintiff testified 

that her relationship with Solebo between October 

2005 and January 2006 was excellent and that they 

were both happy, the evidence in the record sug

gests that their relationship was a nascent one and 

that they were still in the process of getting to know 

each other. For instance, in November 2005, the 

couple had a quarrel that they were unable to re

solve without involving the police. As a result of 

this incident, Plaintiff signed a criminal complaint 

stating that Solebo had physically hurt her. Al

though Plaintiff testified at trial that Solebo never 

muck her, this Court finds her testimony on this 

point less than credible. Nevertheless, it appears 

tha1 the young couple remained a steady unit 

throughout Solebo's incarceration as Plaintiff vis

ited him both at Kankakee and at the MCC on every 

visiting day she could. Thus, this Court finds that 

while Plaintiff should be compensated for her loss 

of consortium, a reasonable award is one that falls 

in the lower range of comparable cases. Accord

ingly, this Court awards Plaintiff $40,000.00 in 

wrongful death damages for her loss of consortium. 

E. Reductions for Solebo's contributory fault 
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and the risk of a conviction 
*88 84. The Wrongful Death Act limits the 

amount of recovery by the decedent's negligence. 
740 Ill. Comp. Stal. 180/2. Under the Wrongful 
Death Act, "the plaintiffs recovery in actions for 
bodily injury or death is barred if the trier of fact 
finds that plaintiffs fault is more than 50'1,., of the 
proximate cause of the injury. If the plaintiffs fault 
is not more than 50% of the proximate cause of the 
injury, recovery will not be barred but will be re

duced in the proportion of the amount of fault at
tributable lo the plaintiff." Glasser v. United States, 

786 F.Supp. 1334, 13.35-36 ( 1992) (citing Fetzer v. 

Wood. 211 Ill.App.3d 70, 155 Ill.Dec. 626, 569 
N.E.2d 1237, 1240 (lll.App.2d Dist.199!)); 740 Ill. 

Comp. Stat. 180/2. Here, this Court has determined 
that Solebo bore .33% of the fault for not taking his 
Dilantin as prescribed. Because Solebo did not bear 
more than 50~/,; of the fault, recovery of damages 
under the lllinois Wrongful Death Act is not baired, 
but must be reduced. See Gleeson, 786 P.Supp. at 
1335-36. Accordingly, this Court reduces lhe 
awards to Plaintiff and Jadesola by 3Yf~ to account 
for Solebo's contributory fault. 

85. Finally, this Court takes into account the 
fact that Solebo was a pre-trial detainee who was at 

risk of being convicted. To account for that risk, 
this Court reduces the total awards for loss of soci

ety and loss of consortium by an additional 109b, 
for a total reduction of 43%. 

86. Therefore, this Court reduces the loss of so
ciety award to Jadesola by $677,250.00 and accord
ingly awards her a total of $897,750.00. Similarly, 

this Court reduces the loss of consortium award to 
Plaintiff by $17,200.00 and accordingly awards her 
a total of $22,800.00. Therefore, the total amount of 
wrongful death damages awarded is $920,550.00. 

CONCLUSION 
As Judges Robert Dow and Rebecca Pallmeyer 

have both previously recognized, fTCA claims in
volving alleged medical negligence can be 
"exceedingly challenging," Han/nick, 2009 WL 
1810106, at *15 (citing Kasongo. 523 E Supp.2d at 
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812), especially because medicine "is not an exact 
science." Id. For that reason, and many others, this 

highly contested case presented a number of chal
lenges. This Court is optimistic that some of the 
breakdowns in administering vital medication and 
providing adequate medical care to inmates that oc
curred at the MCC during So\ebo's incarceration 
have now been remedied by improved medical pro
cedures and oversight as a result of recent changes 
in the MCC leadership. Certainly, it is lhis Court's 

hope that the appropriate MCC officials will care
fully study this opinion to ensure that these break

downs do not reoccur in the future. 

In this case. this Coun finds on the basis of the 
evidence and expert testimony presented at trial 
that Plaintiff established by a preponderance of that 

evidence that the MCC personnel's negligence 
proximately caused Solebo's unfortunate and un

timely death on May 1, 2007, and that the evidence 
supports this Comt's reasonable damages award. 

Accordingly, this Court enters judgment in favor of 
Plaintiff and against Defendant on Plaintiff's FTCA 

action. This Court awards Plaintiff wrongful death 
damages m the amount of $920,550.00; 

$897,750,00 to Plaintiffs daughter for loss of soci
ety and $22,800.00 to Plaintiff for loss of consorti

um. 

N.D.111.,2013. 
Ford-Sholebo v. U.S. 
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United States District Court 
N ortbern District of Illinois 

Eastern Division 

Dominique Ford-Sholebo 

v. 

JUDGMENT IN A CIVIL CASE 

Case Number: 09 C 2287 

The United States of America 

• Jury Verdict. This action came before the Court for a trial by jury. The issues have been 
tried and the jury rendered its verdict. 

• Decision by Court. This action came to trial before the Court. The issues have been 
tried and a decision has been rendered. 

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED AND ADJUDGED that judgment is entered in favor of the 
Plaintiff Dominique Ford-Sholebo, individually and as administrator of the estate of Habib 
Solebo and against the Defendant, The United States of America in the amount of 
$920,550.00. $897,750.00 to Plaintiffs daughter for loss of society and $22,800.00 to Plaintiff 
for loss of consortium. 

Thomas G. Bruton, Clerk of Court 

Date: 9/3/2013 
Ruth O'Shea, Deputy Clerk 

,c!}J 
I I i 
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UNITED ST A TES DISTRICT COURT 
NORTHERN DISTRICT OF ILLINOIS 

EASTERN DIVISION 

DOMINIQUE FORD-SHOLEBO, 
individually and as Administrator of the 
Estate of HABIB SO LEBO, deceased 

Plaintiff, 

v. 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, ) 
UNKNOWN CORRECTIONAL OFFICER ) 
ONE, and UNKNOWN CORRECTIONAL ) 
OFFICER TWO, ) 

Defendants. 
) 
) 

No. 09 C 2287 

Judge Ruben Castillo 

ORDER 

This Court expressly on the record enters factual and legal findings in favor of Plaintiff 

on liability and against the Defendants. Judgment on liability only is entered in favor of the 

Estate of Habib Solebo against the United States for all the reasons stated in open court. The 

Court expressly finds that Plaintiff established by a preponderance of the evidence that 

Defendants violated the appropriate standard of care to Mr. Solebo and that Defendants' 

negligent failure to comply with that standard proximately caused Mr. Solebo's death in a 

reasonably foreseeable manner during his ongoing treatment for a seizure disorder. Specifically, 

Plaintiffs offered evidence to a reasonable degree of medical certainty that Defendants' negligent 

failure to consult with Mr. Solebo after February 2007, obtain the results of a blood draw, and 

appropriately monitor whether Mr. Solebo was taking the prescribed medication to treat his 

seizure disorder lessened the effectiveness of the medical treatment Mr. Solebo received. The 

1 
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temporal proximity of these events, coupled with a lack of inf onned consent, Dr. Jones' 

testimony, and her autopsy report all support the Court's proximate cause finding. 

The Court expressly credits the testimony of Dr. Jones and Dr. Holtzman and discredits 

the testimony of Dr. Ebersole and Dr. Curlin to the extent stated in open court. 

The Court further finds that Mr. Solebo bears some contributory negligence on his part 

for failure to take his prescribed medication. Said negligence, however, is less than 50% and a 

precise amount will be determined following the damages trial. 

The Court will retain jurisdiction to enter a final and appealable judgment. Damages trial 

is set for June 4, 2012, at 9:45 A.M. A hearing on plaintiffs remaining motion in limine is set 

for April 3, 2012 at 10:00 AM. A full, written and appealable decision will follow at the 

conclusion of the damages trial. 

Date: March 15, 2012 

Entered:£7'2 
Judge Ruben Castillo 
United States District Court 

2 
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United States District Court, Northern District of Illinois 

Name of Assigned Jurlge 
or Magistrate Judge 

CASE NUl\tlRF:R 

CASE 
TITJ,E 

DOCKET ENTRY TEXT: 

William J. Hibbler 

09 C 2287 

Sitting Judgt if Other 
than Assigned Judge 

DATE 

Ford-Sholeho v. United States 

The Court DENIES Plaintiff's Motion for an in camera inspection (doc. #43). 

•[ For funher details. see below.] 

STATEMENT 

May I I, 2010 

Docketing to mail notice. 

After Habib Solebo died in the custody of the United States, the Plaintiff, individually and on behalf of 
Solebo' s estate, sued the United States and unnamed Correctional Officers. In the course of discovery, Plaintiff 
learned that the Bureau of Prisons had conducted an after-investigation concerning Solebo · s death, which resulted 
in an After-Action Report. The United States has asserted that the After-Action Report is protected from 
disclosure by the deliberative process privilege. Plaintiff requests that the Court conduct an in camera inspection 
of the Report to detennine if it falls within the scope of the privilege. 

The deliberative process privilege protects the decisionmaking process of governmental agencies. NLRB 
v. Sears, Roebuck & Co., 421 U.S. 132, 150-153 ( 197 5). The purpose behind the privilege is to encourage 
candid communication and frank discussion among policy makers by shielding their deliberations regarding 
policy. Dep 't uflnterior v. Klamath Water U .. ·ers Protective Ass ·n, 532 U.S. 1, 8-9(2001 ). The process protects 
neither purely factual discussions nor documents reflecting the agency's final policy decision. Enviro Tech. Int'!, 
Inc_ v. EPA, 371 F.3d 370, 374 (7th Cir. 2004). It does protect predecisional policy discussions and factual 
matters intertwined with those discussions. Id. at 374-75. 

The United States submits the affidavit of the relevant Regional Director for the Bureau of Prisons, who 
explains the process that the BOP uses to compile the After-Action Reports and the affidavit of counsel for the 
prison where Solebo was housed, who avers that the factual infom1ation contained in the After-Ac~ion Report 
has already been provided-to the Plaintiff. The Supreme Court has stated that an in camera inspection frustrates 
the purpose of the privilege and suggests that the government should have the opportunity to establish the 
applicability of the privilege with affidavits q,r.tcs~imony., EP._A,v. Mink, 410 L.S. 73, 93 (I 973). 

(•' !l-1 
;,- : .i; .... 
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STATEMKVf 

Plaintiff suggests the privilege does not apply because the United States has admitted that no 
governmental policies were changed as a result of the After-Action Report. Plaintiff's argument is based upon 
a misreading of Enviro Tech Int'!, 371 F.3d at 375. Plaintiff seizes upon Envirn Tech lnt'f"s instruction that in 
order to invoke the privilege "a document must be predecisional in the sense that it is actually antecedent to the 
adoption of an agency policy." Id. Plaintiff reads this instruction to mean that a specific policy must be adopted 
to invoke the privilege. But the word "actually" modifies antecedent, not policy, contrary to Plaintiff's 
suggestion. In other words, Enviro Tech Int'/ does not instruct that an actual policy must be adopted for the 
privilege to apply, but rather that the discussions must actually take place before the policy is adopted. Indeed, 
the Supreme Court has stated as much. NLRB v. Sears, Roebuck & Co., 421 U.S. at 153 n.18. And Plaintiffs 
argument makes little sense in light of the purposes of the privilege - to encourage frank policy discussions 
among agency personnel. Under Plaintiffs view of the privilege, agency personnel could openly and frankly 
dehate policy only if they were confident that the policy that they debated would be adopted (which would rarely 
be the case - logically there would be no debate if the discussion had reached that point of certainty). 

Plaintiff also suggests that the privilege does not protect purely factual material. As noted earlier, it does 
protect factuaJ material that is intertwined with a policy discussion. The affidavits submitted by the government, 
one of which is made hy an officer of the Court, are sufficient to convince the Court that the privilege applies and 
that an in camera inspection is not necessary. 

The Court DENIES Plaintiffs Motion for an in camera inspection. 

II 

Page 2 of 2 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR 11IB NORTHERN DISTRICT OF ILLINOIS 

EASTERN DMSION 

DOMINIQUE FORD-SHOLEBO, individually and as ) 
Administrator of the Estate of HABIB SOLEBO, ) 
deceased, ) 

Plaintiff, ) 
-vs- ) No.09CV2287 

) 
THE UNITED STA TES OF AMERICA, ) Chief Judge Castillo 

) Magistrate Judge Denlow 
Defendants. ) 

ORDER OF DISMISSAL PURSUANT TO SETTLEMENT 

This cause coming to be heard before the Court on the Plaintiff's, DOMINIQUE FORD

SHOLEBO, individually and as Administrator of the Estate of HABIB SOLEBO, deceased, 

Motion to Approve DistnDUtion of the Settlement Proceeds in the above-captioned matter, due 

notice being given, and the Court being fully advised: 

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED: 

1. Findings of Fact and conclusions of law were entered on September 3, 2013, and 

the Defendant, THE UNITED ST A TES OF AMERICA, subsequently appealed the decision of the 

District Court to the Seventh Circuit Court of Appeals, No. 13-3450. 

2. During the pendency of the appeal, the parties reached a settlement agreement in 

the amount of $700,000.00, and the Court of Appeals has remanded the case to the District Court 

for further findings and dismissal. 

3. The District Court makes the following findings: 

a. The amount of the settlement is fair and reasonable; 

b. Litigation expenses of$46,494.91 are fair and reasonable; 

c. Attorneys' fees in the amount of $175,000.00 (25o/o of the settlement amount) 

are approved pursuant to 28 U.S.C. 2678; 

d. That the total amount of $13,058.04 to be paid in full and final satisfaction of 

the Mordy's Kosher Express, LLC (lender) liens is fair and reasonable; 

e. That the net settlement proceeds available to the Plaintiff and Plaintifrs 

daughter, $465,447.05, are to be distributed pursuant to the prior apportiomnent 

1 
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found by this Court's September 3, 2013 judgment order; 

f. The distribution of2.5o/o of the net proceeds in the amo\lllt of $11,636.18 to the 

Plaintiff, Dominique Ford-Sholebo, is fair and reasonable; 

g. The distribution of 97 .So/o of the net proceeds in the amount of $453,810.87 to 

Dominique Ford-Sholebo for the benefit Plaintiffs and Plaintiffs Decedent's 

daughter, REDACTED , a minor, is fair and reasonable. 

h. This Cause is dismissed in its entirety, with prejudice, pursuant to the settlement 

agreement, each party bearing its own costs. 

i. The Court shall retain jurisdiction for the purposes of enforcing the settlement 

agreement 

j. The net proceeds distributable to Dominique Ford•Sholebo for the benefit 

PlaintiWs and PlaintiWs Decedent's daughter, REDACTED , a minor, 

shall be placed into a minor's estate opened in the Probate Court of Cook 

County and deposited into an accowt in the name of the minor to be held 

subject to further order of the Probate Court of the Circuit Court of Cook 

Cowty. 

ENTER: 

Chief Judge Ruben Castillo 

DATED: __ .z.-r-/4---'~;......,,o;..../4..;....:.,,,,,. __ 
~7 

Atty. Name: Cindy G. Flux.gold 

Firm Name: Goldstein, Fluxgold & Baron, P.C. 
Atty. for Petitioner: Dominique Ford·Sholebo 
Address: 33 N. Dearborn St .. Suite 950 
City/Zip: Chicago, IL 60602 
Telephone: 312/72~ 7772 

2 
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United States District Court, Northern District of Illinois 

Name of Assigned Judge William J. Hibbler Sitting Jndge if Other 
or Magistrate Judge than Assigned Judge 

CASE NUMBER 09 C 2287 DATE 5/11/2010 

CASE FORD-SHOLEBO, etc. vs. U.S.A., et al. 
TITLE 

DOCKET ENTRY TEXT 

Status hearing held and continued to 6/29/10 at 9:30 a.m. Plaintiff's motion to order release of records is granted 
without objection. Plaintiff's motion to limit discovery and/or bar is denied without prejudice. Plaintiff's motion for in 
camera inspection of After-Action Report. Plaintiffs motion to compel and for leave to propound additional 
interrogatories is granted as to 1,2,3 and 4 of l" supplement and 2,3,4 and 8 of 2nd supplement. Plaintiff's motion to 
compel is denied and the motion to extend discovery is granted. Fact discovery cut-off extended to 7 /21/10. Plaintiff's 
FRCP 26(a)(2) by 8/16/10. Defendant's FRCP 26(a)(2) by 9/15/10. All discovery to close by 10/15/10. Filing of 
dispositive motions with supporting memoranda by 11/15/10. 

00:4:1 

09C2287 FORD-SHOLEBO, etc. vs. U.S.A., et al. 

Dochting lo mail notice,. 

Courtroom Deputy I 
Initials: 

.THC 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF ILLINOIS 

EASTERN DIVISION 

DOMINIQUE FORD-SHOLEBO, individually and as ) 
Administrator of the Estate of HABIB SO LEBO, ) 
deceased, ) 

Plaintiff, ) 
-vs- ) No.09CV2287 

) 
THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, ) Chief Judge Castillo 

) Magistrate Judge Denlow 
Defendants. ) 

MOTION TO APPROVE DISTRIBUTION OF THE SETTLEMENT PROCEEDS 

NOW COMES the Plaintiff, DOMINIQUE FORD-SHOLEBO, individually and as 

Administrator of the Estate of HABIB SOLEBO, deceased, by her attorney's GOLDSTEIN, 

FLUX GOLD & BARON, P .C., and requests this Honorable Court for entry of an Order approving 

distribution of the settlement proceeds in the above-captioned matter. In support of this motion, 

Plaintiff states as follows: 

INTRODUCTION and SETTLEMENT 

I. That on September 3, 2013, the final judgment and memorandum in this case was 

entered in favor of the Plaintiff and awarding Plaintiff and decedent's minor child $1,615,000.00 in 

damages. Said amount was reduced by the Plaintiff's decedent's contributory negligence by 33% 

and an additional 10% reduction for risk of conviction. After the reduction, the net total Wrongful 

Death damages awarded to the Plaintiff and decedent's minor child was $920,500.00. 

2. That pursuant to said final judgment, the total net judgment was apportioned as 

follows: $897,750.00 to the Plaintiff's daughter for loss of society and $22,800.00 to Plaintiff for 

loss of consortium. 

3. That the judgment was rendered by this Honorable Court in the Northern District of 

Illinois pursuant to Section 1346(b) of the Federal Tort Claims Act. 28 uses §1346(b). 

4. That on November 1, 2013, the Defendant, THE UNITED STATES OF 

AMERICA, filed its Notice of Appeal appealing the September 3, 2013 final judgment with 

United States Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit. 

1 
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5. That after settlement discussions in accordance with the Federal Rules of Appellate 

Procedure, this matter has been settled by the parties for a sum in the amount of seven hundred 

thousand dollars ($700,000.00). 

6. That the settlement of this matter was made in accordance with 28 uses §2677 of 

the Federal Tort Claims Act. 

DISTRIBUTION OF PROCEEDS 

(a) ATTORNEY'S FEES and COSTS 

I. The Plaintiff, DOMINJQUE FORD-SHOLEBO, individually and as Administrator 

of the Estate of HABIB SOLEBO, deceased, contracted to pay Plaintiff's attorneys, GOLDSTEIN, 

FLUXGOLD & BARON, P.C., an attorney's fee of ONE-THIRD (1/3) of the gross settlement 

and/or judgment plus costs. Pursuant to 28 uses §2678 of the Federal Tort Claims Act, the 

attorney's fees shall not exceed "25 per centum" of any judgment or settlement made in 

accordance with 28 uses §1346(b) or 28 USCS §2677. 

2. Plaintiff's attorneys are entitled to attorney's fees equal to 25% of the gross 

settlement amount $700,000.00, for a sum in the amount of One Hundred Seventy-Five Thousand 

Dollars ($175,000.00 (reduced from $233,333.33)). 

3. In addition to the aforementioned fee, the Plaintiff's attorneys incurred costs in the 

sum of Forty Six Thousand Four Hundred Ninety-Four Dollars and Ninety-One Cents 

($46,494.91). Said expenses are itemized as follows: 

• Alexandra Roth, CSR, Ltd., Transcript 7/15/10 hearing $ 58.20 
• Atkinson Baker, Dep. Trans. Dr. Spencer $ 515.00 
• Beth Astrowski, Reimbursement Trial Costs $ 145.01 
• Carlisle M. Strening & Son, Renewal Bond Probate Solebo $ 50.00 
• Chuhak & Tecson, Probate Estate Fees $ 2,660.80 
• Cindy Fluxgold, Reimbursement Trial Costs $ 221.22 
• Cook County Coroner, Habib Solebo autopsy report $ 20.00 
• Dr. Arthur Hoffman, Subpoena Witness travel fee $ 40.00 
• Dr. Arthur Hoffman, Trial Subpoena Fee $ 53.00 
• Dr. Nancy Jones, Trial Subpoena Fee $ 45.00 
• Federal District Complaint Filing Fee $ 350.00 
• Gunther Polak, Service Fees $ 1,437.00 
• Harold Washington College, school transcripts $ 5.00 
• Kathleen M. Fennell, RMR, FCRR, Trial Transcripts $ 884.00 
• Law Bulletin Publishing Company, Jury Verdict Reporter Search $ 170.00 
• Lisit Court Reporting Service, Deposition Transcripts $ 252.50 
• Lorenzo Valladolid, Reimbursement Trial Costs $ 142.82 
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• Medical Consult 
• Michael Baron, Deposition Travel Expenses 
• Michael Baron, Reimbursement Trial Costs 
• Michael Rathsack, Trial Research and Appeal Costs 
• National Court Reporters, Deposition Transcript 
• Patti Blair Court Reporters, Deposition Transcripts and Appearance 
• Romanucci & Blandin, LLC, Prior File Reproduction 
• Sandra Wilson, subpoena travel fees 
• Scott Goldstein, Reimbursement Costs 
• Steven Holtzman, M.D., Trial Expert Fee and Costs 
• Thorek Hospital and Medical Center, Medical Records 
• Truman College, school transcripts 
• UPS, Costs 

TOTAL 

$ 500.00 
$ 2,149.57 
$ 86.64 
$ 7,417.95 
$ 493.80 
$13,755.90 
$ 1,393.89 
$ 150.00 
$ 47.00 
$13,389.40 
$ 20.00 
$ 5.00 
$ 36.21 
$46,494.91 

4. Petitioner's Attorney's Fees and Costs total in the amount of Two Hundred Twenty-

One Thousand Four Hundred Ninety-Four Dollars and Ninety-One Cents ($221,494.91). 

(b) LIENS 

5. That during the pendency of this matter, Plaintiff, Dominique Ford-Sholebo, 

required and obtained loans with liens from Mordy's Kosher Express, LLC (lender) for a total 

repayment in the amount of Thirteen Thousand Fifty-Eight Dollars and Four Cents ($13,058.04). 

Said loans were needed to cover family and living expenses, including but not limited to money to 

pay rent to avoid eviction of Plaintiff and Plaintiff's daughter from their residence. 

6. That Mordy's Kosher Express, LLC (lender) has an August 7, 2012 lien from a loan 

in this matter in the amount of seven thousand two hundred eight dollars and four cents 

($7,208.04). 

7. That Mordy's Kosher Express, LLC (lender) has an additional October 10, 2012 

lien from a loan in this matter in the amount of Five Thousand Eight Hundred Fifty Dollars 

($5,850.00). 

8. That the total amount to be paid in satisfaction of Mordy's Kosher Express, LLC 

(lender) liens is Thirteen Thousand Fifty-Eight Dollars and Four Cents ($13,058.04). 

3 
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SUMMARY and FINAL ACCOUNTING 

9. Petitioner requests that this Court approve the following itemized distribution of 

proceeds from the settlement for Attorney's fees and expenses, and outstanding liens: 

Goldstein, Fluxgold & Baron, P.C.- Attorneys' Fees 
reduced from $233,333.33 ................................ . 
Goldstein, Fluxgold & Baron, P.C.- Expenses and Costs 
Mordy's Kosher Express, LLC (lender)- Lien 
Mordy's Kosher Express, LLC (lender)- Lien 

TOTAL 

$ 175,000.00 
$ 46,494.91 
$ 7,208.04 
$ 5,850.00 
$ 234,552.95 

I 0. That after the aforementioned distribution of proceeds from the $700,000.00 

settlement amount, the net proceeds available to the Plaintiff and Plaintiff's daughter, total in the 

amount of Four Hundred Sixty Five Thousand Four Hundred Forty-Seven Dollars and Five Cents 

($465,447.05). 

11. That per the prior apportionment by this Court's September 3, 2013 judgment order, 

Plaintiff's daughter's loss of society claim was awarded 97.5% of the total judgment 

($897,750/$920,500). Plaintiff's loss of consortium claim was awarded 2.5% of the total judgment 

($22,800.00//$920,500). 

12. Accordingly, Plaintiff requests this Court to approve the distribution of 2.5% of the 

net proceeds in the amount of Eleven Thousand Six Hundred Thirty-Six Dollars and Seventy

Three Cents ($11,636.18) to the Plaintiff, Dominique Ford-Sholebo. 

13. That the Plaintiff request that the Court approve payment of 97.5% of the net 

proceeds in the amount of Four Hundred Fifty-Three Thousand Eight Hundred Ten Dollars and 

Eighty-Seven Cents ($453,810.87) to Dominique Ford-Sholebo for the benefit Plaintiff's daughter, 

_______ _. a minor. Said funds to be placed into a minor's estate opened in the 

Probate Court of Cook County and deposited into an account in the name of the minor to be held 

subject to further order of the Probate Court of the Circuit Court of Cook County. 

Wherefore, Plaintiff, DOMINIQUE FORD-SHOLEBO, individually and as Administrator 

of the Estate of HABIB SOLEBO, deceased, prays that this Honorable Court enter an Order to: 

a. Approve the distribution of the aforementioned settlement proceeds as itemized below: 

Goldstein, Fluxgold & Baron, P.C.- Attorneys' Fees 
reduced from $233,333.33 ................................ . 
Goldstein, Fluxgold & Baron, P.C.- Expenses and Costs 
Mordy's Kosher Express, LLC (lender) 
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Mordy's Kosher Express, LLC (lender) 
Plaintiff, Dominique Ford-Sholebo 
Dominique Ford-Sholebo, for the benefit of Plaintiff's 
daughter, _________ _, a minor, 
subject to further order of the Probate Court in the Circuit 
Court of Cook County ....................................... . 

TOTAL 

b. For any additional relief deemed just by this Court. 

$ 5,850.00 
$ 11,636.18 

$ 453,810.87 
$700,000.00 

By: __________ _ 

Atty. Name: Cindy G. Fluxgold 
Firm Name: Goldstein. Fluxgold & Baron. P.C. 
Atty. for Petitioner: Dominique Ford-Sholebo 
Address: 33 N. Dearborn St., Suite 950 
City/Zip: Chicago, IL 60602 
Telephone: 312/726-7772 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF ILLINOIS 

EASTERN DIVISION 

ERIC R. McCLINTON, 

Plaintiff, 

vs. 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 

Defendant. 

) 
) 

) 
) 

) 
) 

) 
) 
) 
) 

Case No. 09 C 7607 

AFFIDAVIT OF PLAINTIFF'S ATTORNEY PURSUANT TO 735 ILCS 5/2-622 

I, Craig M. Sandberg, being first duly sworn on oath, depose and state: 

1. I have personal knowledge of the facts stated in this affidavit, and if sworn as 
a witness, would testify competently thereto. 

2. That the Affiant is an attorney for the plaintiff. 

3. That the Affiant has consulted and reviewed the facts of this case with a health 
professional who the affiant reasonably believes: 

1. is knowledgeable in the relevant issues involved in this particular action; 

11. practices or has practiced within the last 5 years or teaches or has taught 
within the last 5 years in the same area of health care or medicine that is at 
issue in this particular action; and 

111. meets the expert witness standards set forth in paragraphs (a) through (d) of 
Section 8-2501 of the Jllinois Code of Civil Procedure. 

4. That the reviewing health professional has determined in a written report, after 
a review of the medical records and other relevant material involved in this particular action, 
that there is a reasonable and meritorious cause for filing of such action. 

5. That the Affiant has concluded on the basis of the rev1ewmg health 
profcssional's review and consultation that there is a reasonable and meritorious cause for 
filing of such action. 

6. That the reviewing health professional is a physician licensed to practice 
medicine in all its branches who is qualified by experience with the standard of care, 
methods, procedures and treatments relevant to the allegations at issue in the case. 
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7. That a copy of the written report, clearly identifying the plaintiff and the 
reasons for the reviewing health professional's determination that a reasonable and 
meritorious cause for the filing of the action exists is attached to this affidavit. 

FURTHER AFFJANT SAYETH NAUGHT. 

By: 

2 of2 

s/CRAIG M. SANDBERG 
ARDC No. 6257836 
Muslin & Sandberg 
19 S. LaSalle Street, Suite 700 
Chicago, Illinois 60603 
(312) 263-7249 
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CERTIFICATION OF AN ACTION IN MEDICAL MALPRACTICE 
PURSUANT TO 735 ILCS 5/2-622 

Re: Eric R. McClinton v. United States of America 

I am licensed to practice by the State of Illinois and qualified by experience with the 
standard of care, methods, procedures and treatments relevant to the allegations at issue in the 
case. I have reviewed the records, facts and other relevant material pertaining to the above
referenced matter. I am knowledgeable in the relevant issues involved in this matter and I have 
practiced in the same area of health care or medicine that is at issue in this particular action 
within the last S years. The act(s) to follow reasonably caused or contributed to the chain of 
events, which in my opinion, ultimately is a reasonable and meritorious basis for an action in 
medical malpractice against the below-named defendant. 

That following the aforementioned review, I am of the opinion that there is a reasonable 
and meritorious cause for the filing of the action against the United States of Al:perica, by and 
through its agents, servants and employees, both actual and apparent for all the following 
reasons: 

1) 

2) 

3) 

4) 

5) 

On or about November 8, 2006, the United States of America breached the 
standard of care by providing a water-based solution for Eric McClinton to soak 
his foot that burned his left foot. 
The employees and agents of the United States of America breached the standard 
of care. in that they failed to timely refer Eric Mcclinton to a vascular surgeon or 
specialist. 
The employees and agents of the United States of America breached the standard 
of care in that they failed to timely obtain a work up of Eric McClinton with a 
vascular surgeon or specialist. 
The employees and agents of the United States of America breached the standard 
of care in that no wound debridements were ever performed the entire time the 
patient was in jail until he was seen at Thorak Memorial Hospital. 
The employees and agents of the United States of America breached the standard 
of care in that there was a recommendation for further vascular testing by the 
doctor doing the initial doppler testing to run an angiogram since the ABI was not 
registering on his left leg, however, this was never performed. 

6) The employees and agents of the United States of America breached the standard 
of care in that the patient never was made to stay off his foot which would have 
consisted of a wheelchair or cast walker. Because he was not sufficiently off
loaded the ulcer never had a chance to heal. 

As a direct and proximate result of one of the foregoing deviations in the standard of care 
of the defendant, Eric R. McClinton suffered injuries casually related to the breaches of the 
standard of care by the United States of America, by and through its agents, servants and 
employees, both actual and apparent. 

By:_ 

____ __, 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF ILLINOIS 

EASTERN DIVISION 

ERIC R. McCLINTON, 

Plaintiff, 

) 
) 

) 
) 

) 
) 

) 
) 
) 
) 

vs. Case No. 09 C 7607 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 

Defendant. 

AMENDED COMPLAINT AT LAW 

NOW COMES the plaintiff, ERIC R. McCLINTON, by his attorneys, Muslin & 

Sandberg, through Craig M. Sandberg, and complaining of the defendant states as follows: 

NATURE OF ACTION 

1. ERIC R. McCLINTON was initially injured by an employee and/or agent of 

the UNITED ST A TES OF AMERICA on November 8, 2006. Thereafter, the defendant failed 

to timely and appropriately care for the plaintiff and his injuries and/or conditions of ill-being 

related to his lower-left extremity, which worsened over time and resulted in amputation of 

his left first ("Great") toe, amputation of his second and third toes, and a below-the-knee 

amputation. This is a medical malpractice suit against the UNITED ST A TES OF AMERICA 

under the Federal Tort Claims Act seeking monetary damages on behalf of ERIC R. 

McCLINTON. 

PARTIES 

2. Plaintiff ERIC R. McCLINTON is a citizen of the State oflndiana residing in 

Lake County. At all times relevant herein, ERIC R. McCLINTON was in the custody and 

care of the UNITED ST A TES OF AMERICA while he was an inmate resident. 
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3. Defendant UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, through the Federal Bureau of 

Prisons, an agency of the U.S. Department of Justice, provides custody and care to its inmate 

resident population, including medical care. 

JURISDICTION AND VENUE 

4. The court has jurisdiction over the lawsuit under 28 U.S.C. § 1346(b) because 

the suit involves a claim against the United States for personal injury caused by the negligent act 

of a government employee while acting within the scope of his/her employment. This cause of 

action arises under the Federal Tort Claims Act, 28 U.S.C. § 2671, et seq. 

5. Venue is appropriate in the N011hem District of Illinois pursuant to 28 USC § 

l 402(b) because the act or omission in the complaint occurred in this district. 

CONDITIONS PRECEDENT 

6. On October 31, 2008, ERIC R. McCLINTON filed an administrative claim with 

the U.S. Department of Justice, Federal Bureau of Prisons (received on November 7, 2008) in 

the sum total of$2,000,000. On June 9, 2009, the U.S. Department of Justice, Federal Bureau of 

Prisons, North Central Regional Office, sent ERIC R. McCLINTON a "Final Denial of Claim." 

BACKGROUND 

7. Plaintiff alleges that the UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, by its agents 

and/or employees, initially injured ERIC R. McCLINTON at the Metropolitan Correctional 

Center in Chicago, Illinois on November 8, 2006. As a result of those injuries, ERIC R. 

McCLINTON suffered severe and permanent injuries. Thereafter, the UNITED ST A TES OF 

AMERICA failed to timely and appropriately care for the plaintiff and his injuries and/or 

conditions of ill-being related to his lower-left extremity, which worsened over time and 

resulted in amputation of his left first ("Great") toe, amputation of his second and third toes, 

and a below-the-knee amputation. 
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8. On, before, and after November 8, 2006, and at all times relevant, the 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS had been deemed by the UNITED STATES 

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE to be an employee of the UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

pursuant to 42 U.S.C. § 233, for Federal Tort Claims Act purposes only. 

9. On, before, and after November 8, 2006, and at all times relevant, the 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS was an agency of the UNITED ST ATES 

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE, which is a Cabinet department of the UNITED STATES OF 

AMERICA. 

10. On, before, and after November 8, 2006, and at all times relevant, the 

defendant, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, employed various physicians, nurses, 

technicians and other healthcare professionals that acted as its actual agents and/or employees 

relative to the care rendered to ERIC R. McCLINTON. 

11. On, before, and after November 8, 2006, and at all times relevant, the 

defendant, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, employed various physicians, nurses, 

technicians and other healthcare professionals that acted as its apparent agents and/or 

employees relative to the care rendered to ERIC R. McCLINTON. 

12. That at all times complained of herein, defendant UNITED STATES OF 

AMERICA operated licensed health care facilities located at, inter alia, the Metropolitan 

Correctional Center (MCC) in Chicago, Illinois, the Forrest City Federal Correctional 

Complex (FCC) in Forrest City, Arkansas, and U.S. Medical Center for Federal Prisoners 

(MCFP) in Springfield, Missouri. 

13. On, before, and after November 8, 2006, and at all times relevant, the 

physicians, nurses, technicians and other healthcare professionals involved in the care and 

treatment of ERIC R. McCLINTON at the BUREAU OF PRISON'S health care facilities 

including, but not limited to, MCC, FCC, and MCFP, were acting within the course and 
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scope of their agency and/or employment with UNITED STA TES OF AMERICA while 

rendering treatment to ERIC R. McCLINTON. 

14. That at all times complained of herein, defendant UNITED ST A TES OF 

AMERICA held itself out and infonned the resident inmate population and public, including 

ERIC R. McCLINTON, that it possessed the requisite skill, competence, know-how, facilities, 

equipment, information and personnel to properly care for and treat the resident inmate population 

and public including ERIC R. McCLINTON. 

15. On October 26, 2006, ERIC R. McCLINTON, following his arrest, presented 

to UNITED STATES OF AMERICA with various medical complaints. 

16. That at said time and place, defendant UNITED ST ATES OF AMERICA, by 

and through its agents, servants and/or employees, undertook to provide medical care and 

treatment to ERIC R. McCLINTON. 

17. Between October 26, 2006 and November 8, 2006, upon information and 

belief: ERIC R. McCLINTON soaked his foot at the nurses' office at the MCC as part of a 

course of care for one or more of his various medical complaints including, but not limited to, 

a wound or ulcer on his left foot/toe. 

18. On November 8, 2006, Nurse Wagner instructed ERIC R. McCLINTON to 

soak his foot in a Betadine'® and water solution that was provided by the nurse and/or the 

UNITED ST ATES OF AMERICA. 

19. The solution used to care for the plaintiffs left foot on November 8, 2006 

burned or caused injury to ERIC R. McCLINTON's left foot. 

20. Following the November gth soaking, ERIC R. McCLINTON sustained 

serious injuries to his person including, but not limited to, bums (which were not part of the 

procedure) to the dorsal and planter aspect of his left foot and with "blistering across the 

entire forefoot with oozing." Additionally, and thereafter, the defendant failed to timely and 
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appropriately care for the plaintiff and his injuries and/or conditions of ill-being related to his 

lower-left extremity, which worsened over time and resulted in amputation of his left first 

("Great") toe, amputation of his second and third toes, and a below-the-knee amputation. 

21. That at all times relevant herein, ERIC R. McCLINTON was in the exercise of 

due care and caution for his own safety and well being and following the laws of the State of 

Illinois. 

Count I 
(Medical Malpractice Negligence- United States of America) 

22. Plaintiffs restate and incorporate by reference as if fully set forth herein 

paragraphs 1 through 21. 

23. That at all times complained of herein, defendant UNITED STATES OF 

AMERICA, by and through its agents, servants, and/or employees had a duty to exercise that 

degree of care, skill, and caution in administering medical treatment and services to its patients, 

including ERIC R. McCLINTON, that a reasonably licensed health care facility operating in the 

same or similar community would exercise under the same or similar circumstances. 

24. That at all times complained of herein, defendant UNITED ST A TES OF 

AMERICA had a duty to exercise that degree of care, skill, and caution in administering medical 

care and treatment to ERIC R. McCLINTON that a reasonably trained health care professional in 

the same or similar community at that time would exercise in the same or similar case under like 

circumstances. 

25. Defendant UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, by and through the actions 

and/or omissions of its employees, agents and/or apparent agents, breached its duties and was 

negligent in one or more of the following respects: 

a) On or about November 8, 2006, the United States of America breached the 
standard of care by providing a water-based solution for ERIC R. 
McCLJNTON to soak his foot that resulted in burns his left foot; 

b) The employees and agents of the United States of America breached the 
standard of care in that they failed to timely refer ERIC R. McCLINTON to a 
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vascular surgeon or specialist; 
c) The employees and agents of the United States of America breached the 

standard of care in that they failed to timely obtain a work up of ERIC R. 
McCLINTON with a vascular surgeon or specialist; 

d) The employees and agents of the United States of America breached the 
standard of care in that no wound debridements were ever performed the entire 
time ERIC R. McCLINTON was in jail until he was seen at Thorak Memorial 
Hospital; 

e) The employees and agents of the United States of America breached the 
standard of care in that there was a recommendation for further vascular 
testing by the doctor doing the initial doppler testing to run an angiogram 
since the ABI was not registering on his left leg, however, this was never 
performed; 

f) The employees and agents of the United States of America breached the 
standard of care in that ERIC R. McCLINTON never was made to stay off his 
foot which would have consisted of a wheelchair or cast walker. Because he 
was not sufficiently off-loaded the ulcer never had a chance to heal. 

26. As a direct and proximate result of one or more of the foregoing negligent acts 

and/or omissions of the UNITED ST ATES OF AMERICA, by and through the actions and/or 

omissions of its employees, agents and/or apparent agents, ERIC R. McCLINTON sustained 

severe, permanent and irreversible injuries; is permanently disabled; has experienced and will 

permanently experience untold suffering; has incurred and/or in the future will incur 

obligations for substantial sums of money for hospital, medical, nursing, caretaking, custodial 

and other expenses; and has been permanently deprived of the ability and capacity to earn a 

living. 

27. Attached hereto as Exhibit "A" and made a part hereof is an affidavit 

submitted in compliance with Section 2-622(a)( I) of the Illinois Code of Civil Procedure. 
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WHEREFORE the plaintiff, ERIC R. McCLINTON, requests that the Court enter 

judgment in favor of Plaintiff ERIC R. McCLINTON and against Defendant UNITED 

ST A TES OF AMERICA, award compensatory damages against Defendant, in the amount to be 

detennined upon trial of this case, and award Plaintiff attorney's fees and costs. 

Respectfully submitted, 

MUSLIN & SANDBERG 

By: ls/Craig M. Sandberg 
CRAIG M. SANDBERG 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

The undersigned hereby certifies that in accordance with FED. R. CIV. P. 5, LR 5.5, 
and the General Order on Electronic Case Filing (ECF), the following documents: 

l. Amended Complaint at Law. 

were served pursuant to the district court's ECF system as to ECF filers. 

By: 
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19 S. LaSalle Street, Suite 700 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF ILLINOIS 

EASTERN DIVISION 

ERIC R. McCLINTON, 

Plaintiff, 

vs. 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 

Defendant. 

) 
) 

) 
) 

) 
) 

) 
) 
) 
) 

Case No. 09 C 7607 

AFFIDAVIT OF PLAINTIFF'S ATTORNEY PURSUANT TO 735 ILCS 5/2-622 

I, Craig M. Sandberg, being first duly sworn on oath, depose and state: 

1. I have personal knowledge of the facts stated in this affidavit, and if sworn as 
a witness, would testify competently thereto. 

2. That the Affiant is an attorney for the plaintiff. 

3. That the Affiant has consulted and reviewed the facts of this case with a health 
professional who the affiant reasonably believes: 

1. is knowledgeable in the relevant issues involved in this particular action; 

11. practices or has practiced within the last 5 years or teaches or has taught 
within the last 5 years in the same area of health care or medicine that is at 
issue in this particular action; and 

111. meets the expert witness standards set forth in paragraphs (a) through (d) of 
Section 8-2501 of the Jllinois Code of Civil Procedure. 

4. That the reviewing health professional has determined in a written report, after 
a review of the medical records and other relevant material involved in this particular action, 
that there is a reasonable and meritorious cause for filing of such action. 

5. That the Affiant has concluded on the basis of the rev1ewmg health 
profcssional's review and consultation that there is a reasonable and meritorious cause for 
filing of such action. 

6. That the reviewing health professional is a physician licensed to practice 
medicine in all its branches who is qualified by experience with the standard of care, 
methods, procedures and treatments relevant to the allegations at issue in the case. 



7. That a copy of the written report, clearly identifying the plaintiff and the 
reasons for the reviewing health professional's determination that a reasonable and 
meritorious cause for the filing of the action exists is attached to this affidavit. 

FURTHER AFFJANT SAYETH NAUGHT. 

By: 
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s/CRAIG M. SANDBERG 
ARDC No. 6257836 
Muslin & Sandberg 
19 S. LaSalle Street, Suite 700 
Chicago, Illinois 60603 
(312) 263-7249 
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CERTIFICATION OF AN ACTION IN MEDICAL MALPRACTICE 
PURSUANT TO 735 ILCS 5/2-622 

Re: Eric R. McClinton v. United States of America 

I am licensed to practice by the State of Illinois and qualified by experience with the 
standard of care, methods, procedures and treatments relevant to the allegations at issue in the 
case. I have reviewed the records, facts and other relevant material pertaining to the above
referenced matter. I am knowledgeable in the relevant issues involved in this matter and I have 
practiced in the same area of health care or medicine that is at issue in this particular action 
within the last S years. The act(s) to follow reasonably caused or contributed to the chain of 
events, which in my opinion, ultimately is a reasonable and meritorious basis for an action in 
medical malpractice against the below-named defendant. 

That following the aforementioned review, I am of the opinion that there is a reasonable 
and meritorious cause for the filing of the action against the United States of Al:perica, by and 
through its agents, servants and employees, both actual and apparent for all the following 
reasons: 

1) 

2) 

3) 

4) 

5) 

On or about November 8, 2006, the United States of America breached the 
standard of care by providing a water-based solution for Eric McClinton to soak 
his foot that burned his left foot. 
The employees and agents of the United States of America breached the standard 
of care. in that they failed to timely refer Eric Mcclinton to a vascular surgeon or 
specialist. 
The employees and agents of the United States of America breached the standard 
of care in that they failed to timely obtain a work up of Eric McClinton with a 
vascular surgeon or specialist. 
The employees and agents of the United States of America breached the standard 
of care in that no wound debridements were ever performed the entire time the 
patient was in jail until he was seen at Thorak Memorial Hospital. 
The employees and agents of the United States of America breached the standard 
of care in that there was a recommendation for further vascular testing by the 
doctor doing the initial doppler testing to run an angiogram since the ABI was not 
registering on his left leg, however, this was never performed. 

6) The employees and agents of the United States of America breached the standard 
of care in that the patient never was made to stay off his foot which would have 
consisted of a wheelchair or cast walker. Because he was not sufficiently off
loaded the ulcer never had a chance to heal. 

As a direct and proximate result of one of the foregoing deviations in the standard of care 
of the defendant, Eric R. McClinton suffered injuries casually related to the breaches of the 
standard of care by the United States of America, by and through its agents, servants and 
employees, both actual and apparent. 

By:_ 

____ __, 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE Northern District of Illinois - C~I/ECF LIVE, Ver 4.2 

Eastern Division 

Eric R. McClinton 

V. 

United States of America 

Plaintiff, 

Defendant. 

Case No.: 1 :09-cv-07607 
Honorable Susan E. Cox 

NOTIFICATION OF DOCKET ENTRY 

This docket entry was made by the Clerk on Friday, December 16, 2011: 

MINUTE entry before Honorable Susan E. Cox: The parties having filed a 
stipulation for dismissal, the above-entitled cause of action is dismissed. Civil case 
terminated. Mailed notice(vkd, ) 

ATTENTION: This notice is being sent pursuant to Rule 77(d) of the Federal Rules of 
Civi] Procedure or Rule 49( c) of the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure. It was 
generated by CM/ECF, the automated docketing system used to maintain the civil and 
criminal dockets of this District. If a minute order or other document is enclosed, please 
refer to it for additional information. 

For scheduled events, motion practices, recent opinions and other information, visit our 
web site at www.ilnd.uscourts.gov. 
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LR!C t\1CCUNTON. 

V. 

l 1:,-JJTED s·JATES D1s·1·R.1CT COURT 
NORTHERN DISTRICT OF ILLINOIS 

EASTERN DIV[SION 

Plaintiff. 
No. 09 C 7607 

:Vlagistratc J u<lgc Susan E. Cox 
UNITFD STAITS OF Al'vtERICi\, 

Dc-fcndant. 

STIPllLATION FOR COMPROMISE SETTLEMENT Al\D RELEASE OF 
FEDERAL TORT CLAl\1S ACT CLAIIVIS PURSLANT TO 28 ll.S.C. § 2677 

It is hcrchy stipulated by and betv.·ecn the undersigned plaintiff and the United States or 

.America, by and thruugh their respective attorneys (collectively, the "parties''), as foll(nvs: 

1. The parties do hereby agree to settle and compromise each and every claim of any 

kind, whelhcr knovvn or unknown. arising directly or indirectly from the acts or omissions that gave 

rise to the abmc-captioncd action under the terms and conditions sl.'1 forth in this Stipulation for 

Compromise Settlement and Release of Fcdcral Tort Claims Act Claims Pursuant to 28 U.S.C. 

~ 2677 (hcreinalt(T "Stipulation"). 

7 The United States of America agrees to pay the cush sum of $450,000 (fPur hundred 

fifty thousand :md 00/100) (hereinafter "Settlement Amount''), which sum shull he in Ii.ill settlement 

and sat is !action or any and all claims, demands, rights, and causes of action or w·lrntsoever kind and 

nature-. arising l'rnm, and hy reason of any and all known am.l unknown, forcsecn and unforeseen 

bodily and personal injuries, damage to property and the consequences thereof_ rcsu!ting, and to 

result. from the suh_iect math.>r or this scttkment, including any claims tor wrongful death. for which 
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plaintiff or his guardians. heirs. C.\Ccutors. a<lmin i strators. or assigns. and each of the 111. nov.· have 

or may hcrca ftcr acq uirc against the l 1 nited States of America, its agents. servants, and employees. 

3. Plaintiff and his guardians, heirs. C.\ccutors .. a<lministrators nr assigns hereby agree 

Ill w.:cept the settlement amount set ilJrth in this Stipulation in fu!! settlement, satisfaction. and 

re lease or any and a! l claims .. dcman<ls, rit_!hts .. and causes of action of whatsoever kind and nature .. 

including claims for wrongful death. arising t'rnm. and by reason ofany and all known and unknown. 

f()rcsccn and unforeseen bodily and personal in_iuries, damage to property and the consequences 

then.:of which they may han .. · or hereafter acquire against the Lnitcd States of America. its agents, 

servants and employees on account or the same subject matter that gave rise to the above-captioned 

acliun .. including :.my future claim or la\vsuil l)f any kind or tyre whatsoever, whether knmvn or 

unknown. and whether for compensatory or cxcmrlary damages. Plaintiff and his guardians. heirs .. 

cxccutnrs. JdministratLJrs or assigns further agree to reimburse .. indemnify and hold harmless the 

l I ni ted S tatcs t)f Amcrica. its agents. servants .. and cm ployees from and against any and all such 

causl's of actilln. claims .. liens. rights .. or subrogated or contribution interests incident to or resulting 

fr()m furthcr litigation or the prosecution of claims by plaintiff or his guardians, heirs, executors. 

administrators or assigns ~1gainst any third party or against the United States. including claims for 

\\Tlmgful <leath. 

""1-. This Stipulalion is not, is in no way intended to be. and should not be construed as .. 

an admission or liability ur fault on the part of the United States. its agents, sen·ants. or employees. 

and it is spl·ci ri call y denied that they arc I iable to the plaintiff. This settlement is entered into hy all 

parties fr,r thl' purpusl..'. tif compromising disputed claims under the Federal Tort Claims Act and 

avoiding the e.\pcnscs and risks of further litigation. 
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5. It is also agreed. hy and amnng the parties. that the respective parties will each bear 

their mvn costs, fr.•cs. and expenses and that any attorney fees Ov\·ed by the plaintiff will be paid out 

of the sell lement amount and not in addition thereto. It is also understood by and among the parties 

that pursuant to Title 28. United States Code, Section 2678. attorney fees for services rendered in 

connection with this action shall not excccu 25 percent of the settlement amount. 

6. The persons signing this Stipulation \varrant and represent that they possess full 

authority to bind the persons tin \Nlwse behalf they arc signing to the terms of the settlement. In the 

event the plaintiff is a mi nor. a legally ineom petent ad ul L or a reprcsentati ve of an Estate or or a 

wrongful death beneficiary, the plaintiff must obtain court approval of the settlement at her expense 

from a court or competent jurisdiction. Plaintiff agrees to obtain such approval in ::i timely manner: 

time being or the essenci..:. Plaintiff further agri..:cs that the United States may void this settlement at 

its option in the event such approval is nut obtained in a timely manner. In the event plaintiff foils 

to obtain such court approval, the entire S ti pu lat ion and the compromise settlement are nul I and voiu. 

7. Payment wi I! be paid Ill Craig M. Sandberg, Mus! in & Sand berg, I 9 South LaSalle 

Street. Suite 700, Chicago, l llinois 6060.1, as counsel for p!aintirL who vvil! assume responsibility 

frir disbursement tn Plaintill. Pbintiffs attorney is responsible for distributing the settlement 

amount to the plaintiff, Gfter paying or resolving any knO\vn lien or claim fix payment or 

reirn burscment arising u ut or the subjcc1 matter of this action. Pl:J inti ff agrees to dismissal or the 

above-captioned act i ,111 \vi th prejudice_ with each pai1y bcari ng its own fees, costs, and expenses. 

8. Th,;.• undersigned each acknowledge and represent that this Stipulation contains all 

the terms and conditions of this compromise settlement that no promise or representation not 

contained in this Stipulation has been made to them, and that this Stipulation contains the entire 
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understanding h<.'twccn the parties and contains all terms and conditions pertaining to the within 

compromise and settlement of the disputes referenced herein. 

9. Thi.: parties agree that this Stipulation and any additional documents relating to this 

settkment. may be made public in their entirety, and the plaintiff expressly consents to such rckase 

und disclosure pursuant to 5 U.S.C. ~ 552a(b). 

I 0. It is contemplated that this Stipulation may be executed in several counterparts, with 

a separate signature page for each party. All such rnuntcrparts and signature pages, together, sha!! 

be deemed to be Ll!lC document. 

Dated: Dcccmbt:r 9, :::'.0 I 1 

Respectfully submitted. 

PATRICK .I. FITZGERALD 
United States Attorney 

I . 
By: f:.,.;J,~··:'y :.J;·,~ :..:,b \ L 

LASl-IONDA A. HUNT 
Assistant United States Attomc:,' 
:219 South Dearborn Street 
Chicago. Illinois 60604 
(312) 886-4 I 90 
lashonda.hunt({r}usdoj .g()V 

Defendant United States of America 

Craig M. Sandberg 
\\1uslin & Sandberg 
19 South LaSalk Street Suite 700 
Chicago. Illinois 60603 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF MICHIGAN 

SOUTHERN DIVISION 

BILLY FITTS, 

Plaintiff, 

-v-

W. MALATINSKY, M.D., 
Federal Prison at Milan, sued 
in his individual capacity; and 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
sued pursuant to the Federal Tort 
Claims Act, 

Defendants. 
I ------------

Case No. 
Hon. 

JURY TRIAL DEMANDED- Bivens CLAIM 

FIRST COMPLAINT 

INTRODUCTION 

In late 2006, while confined at the Federal Prison located at Milan, Michigan, Plaintiff was given 

a biopsy in regards to a lump on his neck. The biopsy report was provided to the treating prison 

doctor of Plaintiff approximately in December of 2006. Plaintiffs prison doctor was Defendant 

Dr. W. Malatinsky. Even though the biopsy report listed that Plaintiff had Thyroid cancer, Dr. 

Malatinsky never informed Plaintiff of the biopsy results nor did he take steps to provide 

treatment to Plaintiff for the Thyroid cancer. It was not until November of 2007 that medical 

staff at Terre Haute infonned Plaintiff that he had cancer which had been diagnosed in 2006. 

Further, Defendant Malatinsky never placed the biopsy report in the medical record of Plaintiff. 

As a result of these failures by the Defendants, the Thyroid Cancer has spread, which has 

required Plaintiff to have extensive surgery and is presently still receiving treatment for this 
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cancer. 

PARTIES 

I. Plaintiff BILLY FITTS was at all times relevant to this action a prisoner confined with 

the Federal Bureau of Prisons. At the filing of this complaint, Plaintiff has been released 

from prison. 

2. Defendant Dr. W. MALATINSKY was at all times relevant to this action a medical staff 

employed at the Federal Prison located at Milan, Michigan. He is being sued in his 

individual capacity and was acting under federal law. Defendant was responsible for 

providing medical care to Plaintiff. 

3. Defendant UNITED STATES OF AMERICA is being sued pursuant to the Federal Tort 

Claims Act for the conduct of its employee Dr. W. Malatinsky. 

JURISDICTION 

4. This Court has jurisdiction under 28 U.S.C. §§1331, 1343 and 1346(b)(l ). This lawsuit is 

filed pursuant to the Eighth Amendment and the Federal Tort Claims Act (FTCA). 

VENUE 

5. Venue is proper in this Court pursuant to 28 U .S.C. § 1391 (b ), as all events giving rise to 

Plaintiffs Complaint occurred in the Eastern District of Michigan. 

EXHAUSTION OF ADMINISTRATIVE REMEDIES 

5. At the time of filing this complaint, Plaintiff has been released from prison and is not 

required to exhaust the prison grievance system. 

6. Plaintiff filed timely an administrative tort claim, see Administrative Tort Claim Number 

TRT-MXR-2009-02085. The final denial of his claim was mailed on October 21, 2009. 

2 
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FACTS COMMON TO ALL ALLEGATIONS 

7. Prior to December of 2006, Plaintiff complained to the medical staff at the Federal Prison 

located at Milan, Michigan, about a lump on his neck. 

8. On December 18, 2006, Plaintiff was sent to St. Joseph Hospital, Ann Arbor, Michigan, 

so that a biopsy could be taken of this lump. 

9. From December 18, 2006, until May of 2007 when Plaintiff was transferred from Milan 

to Terre Haute Prison Defendant Malatinksy never informed Plaintiff that the biopsy had 

determined that he had Thyroid Cancer. 

10. It was within the scope of the employment of Dr. Malatinsky to inform Plaintiff that he 

had Thyroid Cancer and to take steps to treat that cancer. 

11. In fact, Defendant Malatinsky never placed the biopsy report m the prison medical 

recordof Plaintiff stating that he had Thyroid Cancer. 

12. It was within the scope of the employment of Dr. Malatinsky to place the biopsy report in 

the prison medical file of Plaintiff so that others would be aware of the serious medical 

needs of Plaintiff so that proper care would not be delayed or denied. 

13. Because he had not heard any negative news from Defendant Malatinsky, Plaintiff 

believed that the biopsy was negative as to any medical problems. 

14. In May of 2007, Plaintiff saw Defendant Malatinsky and inquired about the lump on his 

neck and informed Malatinsky Plaintiff was being transferred to Terre Haute. 

15. In response to this inquiry, Defendant Malatinsky informed Plaintiff that his Thyroid was 

swollen and that when he arrived at Terre Haute he should have them do surgery on the 

lump. 

3 
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16. At no time during that conversation between Plaintiff and Defendant Malatinsky did the 

Defendant informed Plaintiff that the biopsy had shown Plaintiff had Thyroid cancer. 

17. It was within the scope of the employment of Dr. Malatinsky to inform Plaintiff that his 

biopsy report had stated he had Thyroid cancer. 

18. After Plaintiff was transferred to Terre Haute, Plaintiff inquired from the doctor there 

whether Milan had let them know about his receiving Thyroid surgery. 

19. The doctor at Terre Haute informed Plaintiff that there was nothing in his prison medical 

file about Thyroid problems or a recommendation for surgery. 

20. The doctor at Terre Haute arranged for Plaintiff to be sent to an outside medical staff for 

a CT scan from Union Hospital. 

21. Plaintiff informed the doctor at Terre Haute as to the biopsy that had been done m 

December of 2006 but that doctor could not find it in his prison medical file. 

22. It is not until after the result from the CT scan had been reported back to the prison that 

the biopsy report was obtained from Milan. 

23. The biopsy report from Milan showed that Plaintiff had Thyroid cancer. 

24. Once it was confirmed that Plaintiff had Thyroid cancer by Terre Haute medical staff it 

was arranged for an immediate transfer of Plaintiff to the cancer center at Butner, N.C. 

25. It took nine days for Plaintiff to be transferred to the cancer center at Butner, N.C., which 

transfer occurred on November 20, 2007. 

26. By the time of this transfer, the lump in the neck of Plaintiff had become swollen and was 

very painful. This lump also caused discomfort when Plaintiff laid down in bed to sleep. 

27. After his arrival at Butner, the medical staff did additional test and not only confirmed 

4 
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that Plaintiff had Thyroid cancer but that it had spread to his left lung. 

28. Plaintiff was given surgery for this Thyroid cancer while at Butner. 

29. Since his release from prison, Plaintiff is still receiving medical care for his Thyroid 

cancer. 

30. Plaintiff has been subjected to pain and has also suffered emotional and mental anguish. 

31. The action of Defendant Malatinsky was done willfully, wantonly and maliciously. 

32. It was within the scope of the employment of Dr. Malatinsky to inform Plaintiff of the 

results of the biopsy and to provide earlier treatment for Thyroid cancer. 

COUNT I: DELIBERATE INDIFFERENCE 

33. Plaintiff incorporates paragraphs 1 through 32 as though they were stated fully herein. 

34. Plaintiff has an Eighth Amendment right to receive medical care for a serious illness. 

35. Defemdant Malitinsky and Defendant USA knew that Plaintiff had Thyroid cancer but 

failed and/or refused to infonn Plaintiff of this serious medical condition and failed 

and/or refused to provide any medical care to treat this cancer. 

36. Defendants also failed to place the biopsy report in the medical file of Plaintiff so that he 

would be provided adequate medical care by prison staff. 

37. Defendants' actions were done to violate the Eighth Amendment rights of Plaintiff. 

COUNT II - MEDICAL MALPRACTICE 

3 8. Plaintiff incorporates paragraphs I through 3 7 as though they were stated fully herein. 

39. The actions of defendants in failing to inform and to treat Plaintiff for Thyroid cancer 

was gross negligent 

40. Defendants owed Plaintiff a duty to inform him that he had Thyroid cancer and to 

5 
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provide treatment adequate to address that cancer. 

41. Defendants filed to inform or to treat Plaintiff for medical malpractice. 

REQUEST FOR RELIEF 

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff respectfully requests that this Honorable Court grant the 

following relief against Defendants: 

A. Declare that Defendant Malatinsky violated Plaintiffs Eighth Amendment rights by not 

infonning him of the biopsy report stating that he had Thyroid cancer and for failure to 

provide adequate treatment; 

B. Declare that Defendant USA, through the non-actions of Dr. Malatinksy, committed 

medical malpractice; 

C. Award compensatory and punitive damages; 

D. Award reasonable attorney fees and costs; and 

E. Grant other just and equitable relief this Honorable Court deems necessary. 

DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL 

Plaintiff demands his right to trial by jury as to any question of damages pertaining to the 

Bivens action. 

Respectfully submitted, 

s/ Daniel E. Manville 
Daniel E. Manville (P3973 I) 
DANIELE. MANVILLE, P.C. 
P.O. Box 20321 
Ferndale, MI 48220 
(248) 890-4720 (office) 
daniel.manville(al,gmai I .com 

6 
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Tuesday, 13 April, 2010 10:35:37 AM 

Clerk, U.S. District Court, ILCD 

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE CENTRAL DISTRICT OF ILLINOIS 

PEORIA DIVISION 

GUADALUPA DE ANDA, 
PLAINTIFF, 

VERSUS 

MR. D. SMITH, DEFENDANT, 
WARDEN, F.C.I, PEKIN, 

OFFICER BLACK, DEFENDANT, 
CORRECTIONAL OFFICER, 

MR. VERFURTH, DEFENDANT, 
CAPTAIN, F.C.I. PEKIN, 

MR. FARDEL, DEFENDANT, 
LIEUTENANT, F.C.I. PEKIN, 

SCOTT MOATS, DEFENDANT, 
DOCTOR, F.C.I. PEKIN. 

I. Previous Lawsuits 

CIVIL ACTION NO+o IO··IOC.,tj 
(Number to be assigned by Court) 

COI'o/iPLAINT 

A. Have you begun other lawsuits in state or federal court dealing with the same 
facts involved in this action or otherwise relating to your imprisonment? 

Yes No XXXXX ---

1 
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B. If your answer to A is yes, describe each lawsuit in the space below. (If there 
is more than one lawsuit, describe the additional lawsuits on another piece of 
paper, using the same outline). 

1. Parties to this previous lawsuit: N / A 

Plaintiffs: N/A 

N/A 

N A 

Defendants: N/A 

N/A 

N/A 

2. Court (if federal court, name the district; if state court, name the 
county); N / A 

N/A 

3. Docket Number: N/ A -------------------
4. Name of judge to whom case was assigned: N / A 

N/A 

5. Disposition (for example: Was the case dismissed? Was it appealed? 
Is it still pending? N / A 

N/A 

6. Approximate date of filing lawsuit: _N_/_· A __________ _ 

7. Approximate date of disposition: __ N_f-__ A __________ _ 

2 
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II. PlaceofPresentConfinement:F.C.I. Beckley, Beaver West Virginia 

A. Is there a prisoner grievance procedure in this institution? 

Yes XXXXX No ---

B. Did you present the facts relating to your complaint in the state prisoner 
grievance procedure? 

Yes XXXXX No ---

C. If you answer is YES: 

1. What steps did you take? I Fully Exhausted Any And All 

Administrative Remedies, 

2. What was the result? Relief Denied At Each Level Of 

The Administrative Departments. 

D. If your answer is NO, explain why not: _.NL.L/_.A.,___ _______ --'--

N / A 

III. Parties 

(In item A below, place your name and inmate registration number in the first blank 
and place your present address in the second blank. Do the same for additional 
plaintiffs, if any.) 

A. Name of Plaintiff: Guadalupe De Anda, 02215-029 

F,C.I. Beckley 
Address: P.O. Box 350, Beaver, W.V. 25813 

B. Additional Plaintiff(s) and Addrcss(es): _N_/_A __________ _ 

No Additional Plaintiffs 

3 
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(In item C below, place the full name of the defendant in the first blank, his/her 
official position in the second blank, and his/her place of employment in the third 
blank. Use item D for the names, positions, and places of employment of any 
additional de fend an ts.) 

C. Defendant: Mr. D. Smith, 

is employed as: Warden, Federal Correctional Institution, 
P.O. Box 5000 

at Pekin, Il. 61555 

D. Additional defendants: Officer Black, Correctional Officer, 
Mr, Verfurth, Captain, Mr. Ferdel, Lieutenant, Scott 
Moats, Doctor, (All Defendants Employed At The Federal 
Correctional Institution, P.O. Box 5000, Pekin, Il. 
61555.) 

IV. Statement of Claim 

State here as briefly as possible the facts of your case. Describe how each defendant 
is involved. Include also the names of other persons involved, dates and places. Do 
not give any legal arguments or cite any cases or statutes. If you intend to allege a 
number of related claims, set forth each claim in a separate paragraph. (Use as much 
space as you need. Attach extra sheets if necessary.) 

The Defendant, kri&wn only to the Plaintiff as being, 
"Officer Black 11 did intentionally and purposely tell the 
other 11 inamtes 11 that I was a "snich and an informant." The 
actual intentions of Officer Black was for the Inmates to 
take offense of me being labeled as a snich so that the 
inmates would jump on me and beat me up. As a direct re-
sult of Officer Black telling the other inmates that I was 
a snich, I was in fact jumped on by a group of inmates and 
was injured in several ways. Because of the inmates kicking 
me in the head and fa~e, I have lost part of the vision in 
my left eye that cannon be repaired and have neck injuries 
that may never heal. Office Black did intentionally cause 
the inmates to jump on me and beat me up, such is documented 
at the Federal Correctional Institution, Pekin, Il. (See, 
PLAINTIFF'S MEMORANDUM OF LAW AND FACTS IN SUPPORT OF CIVIL 
COMPLAINT PURSUANT TO TITLE 42 U.S.C. SECTION 1983 AND, BIVINS 
V. SIX UNKNOWN FEDERAL NARCOTICS AGENTS, 403 U.S. 388, FILED 
SEPERATEL Y) . 

4 
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IV. S.tatementofClaim(continued): The Defendants, Mr. D. Smith, Mr. 
Verfurth, Mr. Fardel and Dr. Moats, are all named as Defendants 
for their parts in causing additional pain and suffering and 
or for their failure to take action to have prevented the 
additional injuries, pain and suffering. Mr. Smith, Mr. Verfurth, 
and Mr. Fardel, all had the official authority to have ended 
the harassment of the SHU Guards and failed to do so. Dr. Moats 
was fully aware of the extent of the injuries and purposely 
reduced the pain medication so that the pain would be suffered 
more than necessary, (See, PLAINTIFF'S MEMORANDUM OF LAW IN 
SUPPORT OF CIVIL COMPLAINT PURSUANT TO TITLE 42 U.S.C SECTION 
1983 AND, BIVINS V. SIX UNKNOWN FEDERAL NARCOTICS AGENTS, 403 
U.S. 388, FILED SEPERATELY). 

V. Relief 

State briefly exactly what you want the court to do for you. Make no legal arguments. 
Cite no cases or statutes. 

The Plaintiff in this case did suffer life long injuries 
as a direct result of the Defendants actions stated in the 
complaint and extended through the process of the Memorandum 
Of Law And Facts In Support. The Plaintiff is asking that the 
Court allow the complaint to proceed as a BIVINS ACTION due to 
the fact that the Plaintiff does not have the full names and 
information of each of the Defendants and request that each of 
the Defendants be identified through discovery proceedings. The 
Plaintiff is seeking both Monetary and Punitive Damages from 
each of the named Defendants, the amount of $500,000.00 from 
each as Monetary Damages, and $500.000.00 from each as Punitive 
Damages. The Plaintiff also request that this case be fully 
determined by a Jury. The Plaintiff also request any other 
relief that the Court deem to be proper. 

5 
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V. ReHef(conthm:ed)): The Plaintiff has presented to the Court 
at the time of submitting this Civil Complaint, Plaintiff's 
Memorandum Of Law And Facts In Support Of Civil Complaint, 
the Plaintiff is asking that the Court review the Relief 
Requested at the end of the Memorandum In Support. 

VII. Counsel 

A. If someone other than a lawyer is assisting you in preparing this case, state the 
person's name: 

All Documents Are Presented In Prose. 

B. Have you made any effort to contact a private lawyer to determine if he or she 
would represent you in this civil action? 

Yes No XXXXX 
---

If so, state the name( s) and address (es) of each· lawyer contacted: 

lf not, state your reasons: I cannot afford to retain an 

Attorney to represent me in this matter. 

C. Have you previously had a lawyer representing you in a civil action in this 
court? 

Yes No XXXXX 
---

6 
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If so, state the lawyer's name and address: 

·'] 

Signed this ~J / s/ day of lJ//tJJ'c tt 
' 

, 20/0 . 

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. 

Executed on _3 / .sl Jlt, ,... c, f )}14 rt' ?t .l.i:110 . 

!/ (Date) 

N/A NO ATTORNEY 
Signature of Attorney 
(if any) 

Signature of Movant/Plaintiff 

Guadalupe De Anda 
02215-029, F.C.I. Beckley 
P.O. Box 350 
Beaver, W.V. 25813 

7 
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Office Of The Court Clerk 
United States District Court 
100 N,E, Monroe, Room 309 
Peoria, Il, 61602 

Guadalupe De Anda 
02215-029, Pine Unit 
F,C,I. Beckley 
P.O. Box 350 
Beaver, W.V. 25813 

Page 8 of 8 

Re: Guadalupe De Anda VS, D, Smith, Warden, et al. 
Request To File Civil Action Complaint. 

Dear Clerk Of The Court, April 6, 2010 

I have enclosed the ORIGINAL CIVIL COMPLAINT FORM with a total 

of six copies to be filed with the Court, The copies are, one for the 

Court Clerk File and a copy for each of the Defendants named within 

the complaint. 

Also, I have enclosed the ORIGINAL MEMORANDUM OF LAW AND FACTS 

IN SUPPORT OF CIVIL COMPLAINT, with six copies of it as well, I will 

greatly appreciate it if the documents can be filed with out delay, 

and request that I be informed of the Civil Case Number after the 

Civil Complaint is filed. The address stated above is my correct 

address. I do thank you for your time in this matter. 

Guadalupe De Anda 
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Clerk, U.S .• DifZr/ltrt, ILCD 

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT D 
FOR THE CENTRAL DISTRICT OF ILLINOIS APR 1 :: 20JD 

PEORIA DIVIS I ON . PtiAfi:•LA 

GUADALUPE DE ANDA, 
PLAINTIFF, 

vs. 
MR, D. SMITH, DEFENDANT, 
WARDEN, F.C.I. PEKIN, 

OFFICER BLACK, DEFENDANT, 
CORRECTIONAL OFFICER, 

MR. VERFURTH, DEFENDANT, 
CAPTAIN, F.C.I. PEKIN, 

MR. FARDEL, DEFENDANT, 
LIEUTENANT, F,C.I, PEKIN, 

SCOTT MOATS, DEFENDANT, 
DOCTOR, F.C.I. PEKIN. 

. u E. Ros11,.ff,• . 
ce-Nrfi8: ~sm1c,·c~:V,;-t..::HK 

<J1Sfft/Cj O " r 
F/LLINOJS 

CIVIL ACTION NO. lD" /DC( (( 
(JURY TRIAL DEMAND D) 

PLAINTIFF'S MEMORANDUM OF LAW AND FACTS IN SUPPORT OF 
CIVIL COMPLAINT PURSUANT TO TITLE 42 U,S,C. SECTION 1983 AMD, 

BIVINS V. SIX UNKNOWN FEDERAL NARCOTICS AGENTS, 403 U.S. 388 

The Plaintiff, Guadalupe De Anda, being in a prose manner, is 

respectfully submitting to this Honorable Court to fully consider, 

Plaintiff's Memorandum Of Law And Facts In Support Of Civil Complaint 

Pursuant To Title 42 U.S.C, Section 1983 And, Bivins V. Six Unknown 

Narcotics Agents, 403 U.S. 388, The Plaintiff can show good cause as 

to why the Civil Complaint is in compliance of being a "Bivins Action" 

in this case, and that the Title 42 U,S,C. Section 1983 Civil Action 

Complaint is also in compliance with the Plaintiff's due process rights 

in presenting all of the facts supporting his claims in this matter and 

why the Plaintiff is entitled for relief and compensation for the over 

all damages claimed herein. 

-1-
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JURISDICTION OF THE COURT 

1. The Federal Correctional Institution is located at P.O. Box 5000, 

Pekin, Illinois, 61555, with such being within the geographic juris

diction of the United States District Court For The Central District 

Of Illinois, Peoria Division. The Plaintiff has "fully exhausted all 

administrative remedies" related to his claims which provides this 

Court with full jurisdiction to hear this complaint pursuant to Title 

42 U.S.C. Section 1983. The Prisoners Litigation Reform Act (PLRA) did 

make clear that a prisoner [m]ust first exhaust [all] administrative 

remedies, therefore in this case, subject matter jurisdiction is fully 

satisfied pursuant to 42 U.S.C. Section 1997 (e) (2), and the Plaintiff 

has brought his Bivins claim within the applicable three-year statute 

of limitations to do so. 

INTRODUCTION OF CIVIL COMPLAINT 

2. The Plaintiff, Guadalupe De Anda, prose, under the penalty of 

perjury, hereby solemnly states unto this Honorable Court that, the 

Plaintiff was a Federal Inmate that had previously been housed at the 

Federal Correctional Institution located at Pekin, Illinois, and is 

now housed at the Federal Correctional Institution-Beckley, located 

at P.O. Box 350, Beaver, West Virginia 25813. The Plaintiff filed this 

Civil Action, prose, pursuant to Title 42 U.S.C. Section 1983 and 

Bivins V. Six Unknown Federal Narcotics Agents, 403 U.S. 388 (1971), 

seeking damages with respect to (1) negligence, (2) injury, (3) life 

endangerment and, (4) lack of and refusal of medical treatment while 

incarcerated at the Federal Correctional Institution, Pekin, Illinois. 

-2-
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3. It is clearly established by the statutory provisions of Title 

42 U.S.C. Section 1983 that the Plaintiff's Civil Action is proper 

pursuant to Section 1983. However, the Bivins claim is due to the 

fact that the Plaintiff is unable to provide the full identity of 

[all persons directly and indirectly liable] for the cause and the 

injuries substained while incarcerated at F.C,I. Pekin. The Plaintiff 

is requesting that at the proper time, an identity hearing will be 

ordered by the Court so that a proper amendment can be put into place 

to name any Defendants being newly identified through the process of 

the identity hearing. The factual basis of the Plaintiff's Civil Action 

Complaint is as follows. 

4. 

PLAINTIFF'S GROUNDS AND FACTS IN SUPPORT OF CIVIL COMPLAINT 

PLAINTIFF'S GROUND ONE: The Plaintiff's Eighth Amendment Const-

itutional Right to be free of the unnecessary and waton infliction of 

pain and suffering was deliberately bestowed upon the Plaintiff by the 

Defendant that can only be identified as "Officer Black. 11 The deliberate 

actions of Officer Black did cause actual injury that is permanent and 

has placed the Plaintiff's life, safety and well being at a huge risk 

throughout the duration of the Plaintiff's incarceration, 

5 • PLAINTIFF'S FACTS AND LAW IN SUPPORT OF GROUND ONE: Officer Black, 

full name unknown, was a female officer employed by the Federal Bureau 

Of Prisons and worked as a Correctional Officer at F.C.I. Pekin. Officer 

Black purposely and intentionally, labeled the Plaintiff as being a 

"Snich or Informant" with the intent of such to cause the Plaintiff harm 

and injury. As a (d]irect result of Officer Black's false claim to the 

-3-
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11 other inmates" that the Plaintiff was a 11 Snich," three or four of 

the inmates vigorously attacked the Plaintiff in an attempt to kill 

him. The fact of the Plaintiff being attacked by the inmates is fully 

documented by the prison records and by the prison medical records in 

as much that the Plaintiff 1 s claims can be confirmed. 

6. With respect to the "deliberate indifference" test that the Courts 

use to determine whether officials acted with a sufficiently culpable 

state of mind, it can be determined in this case that Officer Black 

[knew full well] that the Plaintiff faced a substantial risk of serious 

harm •••• for Officer Black purposely [c]reated the "substantial risk" by 

specifically telling other inmates that he •••• (the Plaintiff) •..• was a 

Snich and Informant. See, Farmer V. Brennan, 511 U.S. 825, 838-42 (1994) 

(Eighth Amendment claim remanded to determine if prison officials acted 

with deliberate indifference); see also, Giroux V. Somerset County, 178 

F.3d 28, 34 (1st Cir. 1999)(Eighth Amendment claim stated because inmate 

alleged officials awareness of impending attack by fellow prisoner and 

failed to take action); Hamilton V. Leavy, 117 F.3d 742, 747 (3rd Cir. 

1997)(Eighth Amendment claim stated under Farmer because prisoner had 

h i s t o r y o f v i o 1 en t a c ts a g a i n s t h i m , w a s s u b seq u en t 1 y 1 a b e 1 e d 11 s n i ch , 11 

and prison officials failed to take additional protective steps beyond 

recommendations of protective custody). 

7. The Pla~ntiff's case is [totally oppsite] of that of the Second 

Circuit Court of Appeals in Dawes v. Walker, 239 F.3d 489, 492-93 (2nd 

Cir. 2001)(Eighth Amendment [n]ot violated though correctional officer 

referred to prisoner as 11 informant 11 and "rat" because prisoner did not 

present factual allegations to support claim that he actually faced 

-4-
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serious threat of harm from other inmates)(emphasis added). The Plain

tiff in this case, the attack upon him was intentionally caused by the 

direct actions of Officer Black, the Plaintiff was not aware of his life 

being in danger until he was attacked by the group of inmates, therefore, 

the Plaintiff did not know that he should seek protection. 

8. In analyzing the Eighth Amendment claims by the Plaintiff, the 

"injury" caused by Officer Black's actions does meet both the subjective 

and objective elements of the Constitutional violations. See, Hudson V. 

McMillian, 503 U.S. 1, 8 (1992)("0therwise, the Eighth Amendment would 

permit any physical punishment, no matter how diabolic or inhuman, in

flicting less than some arbitrary quantity of injury.") li• Hudson at 

9-10. In this case, the Plaintiff's pain from the injuries continue and 

has caused permanent damage of the Plaintiff's vision, although a year 

has come to pass, the Plaintiff still suffers from the ringing of the 

ears from being stomped in the head several times and has neck, shoulder 

and rib cage pains existing from the three or four inmates who attacked 

him as a direct result of Officer Black telling these inmates that the 

Plaintiff was a "snich or informant." 

9. The Defendant, Officer Black did, while acting in her official 

capacity, "intentionally" caused other inmates to believe that the 

Plaintiff was a snich or informant which was specifically for the 

purpose of causing the harm and injury upon the Plaintiff which could 

have very well had cause his death. The Plaintiff is clearly entitled 

to compensation from the Defendant in the form of both, monetary and 

punitive damages. (See, Relief Sought By Plaintiff). 

-5-
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10. PLAINTIFF'S GROUND TWO: The Plaintiff's Eighth Amendment right to 

protection against cruel and unusual punishment was intentionally vio

lated by the Defendants known only as ...• Lieutenant Fardel and Captain 

Verfurth, full and correct names unknown, The Defendants, Fardel and 

Verfurth were both "fully aware'' of the actions that were created and 

caused by Officer Black and protected her actions by their intentional 

failure to investigate her actions. The following facts do establish 

the "additional" pain and suffering that was brought upon the Plaintiff 

as a direct result of Fardel's and Verfurth's actions, 

11. PLAINTIFF'S FACTS AND LAW IN SUPPORT OF GROUND TWO: The Defendants, 

Fardel and Verfurth were fully aware of the false claims made by Officer 

Black in telling "other inmates" that the Plaintiff was a "Snich or an 

Informant" and knew "full well" what the consequences would be of that 

type of snich jacket being placed upon [a]ny inmate in a high security 

level institution. Both of the Defendants, Fardel and Verfurth, did •... 

intentionally choose to ignor the complaints made by the Plaintiff and 

purposely retaliated by telling the Officers working in the Special 

Housing Unit (SHU) that the Plaintiff is "filing complaints 11 on their 

''fellow Officers, 11 This did cause the SHU Officers to constantly harass 

the Plaintiff throughout the duration of his stay in SHU. 

12. The actions by these two Defendants did amount to cruel and unusual 

punishment. In Wilson V, Seiter, 501 U.S. 294, 297-303 (1991), the United 

States Supreme Court determined that, "Eighth Amendment prohibits only 

'cruel and unusual punishment,' and '[t]he inflection of punishment is a 

deliberate act intended to chastise or deter.'" The Wilson Court reasoned 
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that "[i]f the pain inflected is not formally meted out as punishment" 

by the statute or the sentencing judge, some mental element must be 

attributed to the inflicting officer before it can qualify as cruel and 

unusual punishment . .11.- Wilson, at 300. 

13. In the Plaintiff's case, the two Defendants, (Fardel and Verfurth), 

contributed largely to cause pain and suffering upon the Plaintiff, such 

was done knowingly and intentionally for the purpose of "pt:tnishing 11 the 

Plaintiff for filing complaints on Officer Black and for bringing the 

facts to the attention of the Warden, Mr. Smith. Their actions were un

necessary and was "totally" without penological justification and grossly 

out of proportion to the severity of the crime and was [n]ot within the 

statutory provisions or imposed by the sentencing judge for the Plain

tiff to be [punished] in ways that would cause actual physical and psy

chological pain and suffering, 

14. The Defendants, Fardel and Verfurth, both had the "authority" by 

their official rank as "Lieutenant and Captain, to have ended the lies 

that were purposely stated by Officer Black that caused the actual in

juries from the group of inmates that beat him and could have prevented 

the further harassment of the SHU Officers while being housed in the 

Special Housing Unit. The Defendants, Fardel and Verfurth are to be held 

fully responsible for their actions and the Plaintiff is entitled to 

both, monetary and punitive damages from both of the Defendants, Fardel 

and Verfurth. (See, Relief Sought By Plaintiff). 

15. PLAINTIFF'S GROUND THREE: The Plaintiff was denied proper medical 

treatment and care while being incarcerated at the Federal Correctional 
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Institution, Pekin. It is of a Constitutional right for incarcerated 

persons be treated properly by Medical Staff of the Prisons, which 

includes providing the "proper amount and proper type of medication" 

for the inmate that is being treated for pain. 

16. PLAINTIFF'S FACTS AND LAW IN SUPPORT OF GROUND THREE: In this 

case, the Defendant, Scott moats, MD, was "fully responsible" for the 

treatment and care of the Plaintiff's injuries after he was beaten by 

the group of inmates, and purposely and intentionally failed and re

fused to provide proper care and treatment .. The Plaintiff was beaten 

by a group of other inmates as a direct result of Officer Black's false 

information that was provided to the inmates that the Plaintiff was a 

"snich or an informant." The MPL, Sattinder Rattan documented the full 

extent of the injuries and knew that the Plaintiff took a hard beating 

and that such would require at a minimum, pain medication three times 

a day and prescribed the medication properly. 

17, The Defendant, Doctor Moats claimed that the Plaintiff was "over

acting" the extent of his injuries and reduced the pain medication from 

three time a day to [only once] per-day. This placed the Plaintiff at 

having to suffer with the pain for at least six-teen hours out of every 

twenty- four hour period. The reduction of the pain medication was done 

by Doctor Moats from his review of the "medical charts 11 and [n]ot from 

an actual physcial, or in person evaluation of the Plaintiff. When the 

nurse brought the medication to the SHU, the Plaintiff did ask the 

Nurse .... 11 where is my medication, the Nurse said, Dr. Moats reduced it 

to [once a day] because he said that you are faking the pain." 
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18. This type of refusal of treatment has been determined to be an 

Eighth Amendment violation for the identical type of situations as 

the Plaintiff's in this case. See, Greeno V. Daley, 414 F.3d 645, 

654-55 (7th Cir. 2005)(Eighth Amendment claim stated because prison 

nurse allegedly deprived prisoner of medication and persisted with 

ineffective treatment despite deteriorating condition); Johnson V. 

Wright, 412 F.3d 398, 403-06 (2nd Cir. 2005)(Eighth Amendment claim 

stated because prison officials disregarded excessive risk to prisoner's 

health by denying treatment with particular drugs despite repeated 

recommendations by prison doctors) and see also, Easter V. Powell, 467 

F.3d 459, 464 (5th Cir 2006)(Eighth Amendment claim stated because 

prison nurse refused to follow inmate's prescribed course of treatment). 

19. The Defendant, D~. Moats was aware of the Plaintiff 1 s complaint 

against Officer Black and in retaliation of such, chose to disregard 

the medical needs of the Plaintiff and such caused the Plaintiff a 

great amount of unnecessary pain and suffering. The Defendant knew 

that the Plaintiff was in the SHU and had very little to almost no 

access to present his complaints to anyone and that "no one will even 

listen to inmates that are in the SHU and complain." It is further 

known by most all prison staff that "complaints" made by inmates housed 

in the SHU go unheard and are ignorred by 11 whoever" the inmate complains 

to. The Defendant, Dr. Moats did take advantage of knowing that the 

Plaintiff's complaints would go un-noticed and continued to deny the 

treatment , care and medication for pain for the Plaintiff. The De

fendant, Dr. Moats must be held liable for his actions and the Plaintiff 

is fully entitled to both, monetary and punitive damages from the De-
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fendant, Dr Moats, (See, Relief Sought By Plaintiff). 

20. PLAINTIFF'S GROUND FOUR: The Warden, Mr. D. Smith, was made aware 

of all of the facts presented throughout this complaint and stood by 

and allowed the harassment by other Officers that worked in the SHU 

to continue, allowed the Medical Department to refuse proper care and 

treatment and placed the Plaintiff's life in danger of future injuries 

by not investigating 0fficer'Black 1 s intentional claims that the Plain

tiff was a snich or an informant. The Plaintiff has a continuing ex

istance of both physical and psychological injuries as a result of the 

Warden's failure to take action. 

21. PLAINTIFF'S FACTS IN SUPPORT OF GROUND FOUR: The "Warden" at [every] 

Federal Correctional Institution has an [obligated duty] to both the in

mates and the public interest to ensure the safety of the inmates, to 

assure that inmates are not abused by Staff or other Officers and the 

care and well being of [all inmates] within the Institution,,,.[regard

less] of race or religion. The Warden, Mr. Smith was fully aware of all 

of the actions of the SHU Officers, the Lieutenant, the Captain and the 

Doctor of Health Services. Knowing such, the Warden, Mr, Smith chose to 

do "nothing" to correct the problems presented to him or to entervene by 

stopping the problems, 

22, The Defendant, Warden Smith, did act with deliberate indefference, 

his failure to take action upon becoming aware of the need to intervene 

was intentional and deliberate knowing full well that the "lack of act

ion" would subject the Plaintiff to additional harassment from the SHU 

Officers in the form of retaliation. The additional harassment did bring-
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forth a large amount of stress and mental anguish. The Plaintiff did 

suffer from migrain type headaches brought on from the worry and stress 

and not knowing when Officers would create yet another attack upon at 

the hands of other inmates. 

23. The Warden, Mr. Smith was obligated to have prevented the other 

guards from the harassment, insults and attempting to turn other in-

mates against another inmate .•.• which in this case, was the Plaintiff 

that these acts were committed against. The Warden, Mr. Smith was fully 

aware of all of all of these acts and chose to stand silently by and 

made no attempts to stop it. The United States Supreme Court has in the 

past ruled in favor of Plaintiffs in similar situations. See, Whitley 

V. Albers, 475 U.S. 312, 319 (1986), see also, Meriwether V. Coughlin, 

879 F.2d 1037, 1047-48 (2nd Cir. 1989)(Eighth Amendment claim stated 

because corrections officers knew inmates' past involvement in plot of 

violent insurrection against guards would expose inm~te to extreme 

hostility from guards and yet did nothing to prevent beating from guards). 

24. In the Plaintiff's case, the actions of Officer Black did cause 

actual physical injuries to the Plaintiff by the group of inmates that 

"attacked him and beat him" as a direct result of Officer Black tell

ing the other inmates that the Plaintiff was a "snich or informant." 

Officer Black did encourage the other inmates to believe that the Plain

tiff was a snich so that they would attack him. The Warden, Mr. Smith 

was made fully aware of Officer Black's actions and condoned her actions 

by his failure to have the incident investigated. See, Benefield V. 

McDowall, 241 F.3d 1272 (10th Cir. 2001)(Eighth Amendment claim stated 
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for psychological injury for fear of harm, absent physical injury, when 

prisoner alleged that "prison official" [deliberately] exposed prisoner 

to harm by labeling prisoner a "snich")(emphasis added), 

25, After the Plaintiff was placed in the SHU and the SHU Officers were 

made aware of the Plaintiff's complaint against Officer Black, the psy

chological injury increased tremendously due to the SHU Officers' insults 

and harassment, The Warden, Mr. Smith was made aware of the guards actions 

and again, .• ,failed to intervene or make [any attempts] to stop .... or 

prevent the guards' harassment, The Warden, Mr. Smith did deliberately 

violate the Plaintiff's Constitutional right to be free from physical 

and psychological harm and [is] entitled to both, monetary and punitive 

damages from the Defendant, Mr. Smith. 

PLAINTIFF'S CLOSING STATEMENT 

26. The Plaintiff has clearly presented facts that amount to Constit

utional violations in that the Plaintiff was •••. subjected to cruel and 

unusual punishment •... for several months .... in a variety of forms and 

methods from [each] of the Defendants named herein. There is no justi

fiable explanation that Officer Black could possibly provide in pur

posely and intentionally telling "other inmates'' that the Plaintiff was 

a "snich or an informant." It was the [specific intent] of Officer Black 

to have the Plaintiff killed, or at a minimum, beaten up by the group of 

inmates when she purposely labeled the Plaintiff as a snich, 

27. As a direct result of Officer Black's actions, the Plaintiff was in 

fact beaten up by a group of inmates, this fact is fully documented as 

being the 11 cause" of the inmates to beat the Plaintiff up. The Plaintiff 
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did obtain several injuries, some in which still have not healed up to 

this present date .••. and very well may [n]ever heal, both physically 

and psychologically. The "injuries" stated by the Plaintiff were created 

by Officer Black, a Correctional Officer at the Federal Correctional 

Institution, located at Pekin, Illinois. This Court does have the pro

per jurisdiction to grant the Plaintiff the full amount of relief due 

to the Plaintiff in regards to the specific complaint against Officer 

Black. 

28. The Defendants, Fardel and Verfurth and Smith, [all] had the full 

11 Aministrative Authority" to have intervened and could have stopped the 

harassment by the SHU guards and [could have] brought the whole situation 

fully under control and chose intentionally to look the other way and 

allow the physical and psychological injuries to continue. These Defend

ants were Staff Members at the Federal Correctional Institution, located 

at Pekin, Illinois. This Court does have the proper jurisdiction to grant 

the Plaintiff in regards to the specific complaints made against each of 

the Defendants named herein. 

29, The Defendant, Doctor Moats, was "fully aware" of the extent of the 

injuries caused by the beating by the group of inmates and (had to have 

known] the extent of pain that is the result of a serious beating. The 

Defendant, Doctor Moats "knowing 11 that a reduction of the pain medication 

would increase the amount of pain and suffering upon the Plaintiff and 

deliberately 11 reduced the pain medication" which caused additional pain 

and suffering. Doctor Moats was employed at the Federal Correctional 

Institution, located at Pekin, Illinois, This Court does have the full 
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authority and jurisdiction to grant the Plaintiff the relief that is 

due to the Plaintiff in regards to the specific complaint made against 

the Defendant, Doctor Moats. 

PLAINTIFF'S RELIEF REQUESTED 

30. The Plaintiff is requesting that his Civil Complaint presented 

be determined by a Jury and that he be appointed Counsel to represent 

the case presented to the Jury. Upon a finding of the Jury that each 

of the Defendants are in fact guilty of the claims stated against each 

of the Defendants, their actions must be held accountable for such, 

the Plaintiff is seeking to be paid a minimum of $500.000.00 in Monetary 

Damages from "each" of the Defendants and the amount of $500.000.00 in 

Punitive Damages from "each" of the Defendants. 

31. Wherefore the Plaintiff prays that this Honorable Court will grant 

any and all relief that the Court deems to be proper at this time. 

Dated this_J/sf day of }1,1-ttIC t\ , 2 0 1 0 • 

Prose 

PLAINTIFF'S DECLARATION 

I, Guadalupe De Anda, do hereby declare under the penalty of 

perjury that all facts and statements that are presented herein, 

are true and correct to the very best of my 

Dated this 3/s/ (/-1/J ' 
d a y o f / f' Ritrc, li_ , 2010. 
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Guadalupe De Anda 
02215-029, F.C.I. Beckly 
P.O. Box 350 
Beaver, W.V. 25813 
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U.S. District Court 
CENTRAL DISTRICT OF ILLINOIS (Peoria) 

CIVIL DOCKET FOR CASE#: 1:10-cv-01094-JES-JAG 

De Anda v. Smith et al 
Assigned to: Chief Judge James E. Shadid 
RefeITed to: Magistrate Judge John A Gorman 
Cause: 28: 1331 Federal Question: Bivens Act 

Plaintiff 

Guadalupe De Anda 
02215-029 
EDGEFIELD 
FEDERAL CORRECTIONAL 
INSTITUTION 
Inmate Mail/Parcels 
P.O. BOX 725 
EDGEFIELD, SC 29824 
803-637-1500 

V. 

Defendant 

United States 

Date Filed # Docket Text 

Date Filed: 04/12/2010 
Date Terminated: 09/12/2013 
Jury Demand: Both 
Nature of Suit: 555 Prisoner Petitions -
Prison Conditions 
Jurisdiction: Federal Question 

represented by Aaron S Galloway 
FELLHEIMER LAW FIRM 
210 N Main St 
PO Box 558 
Pontiac, IL 61764 
815-842-3858 
Fax: 815-842-1137 
Email: aaron. s. gallow a y@gmail.com 
LEAD A'ITORNEY 
ATTORNEY TO BE NOTICED 

represented by Gerard A Brost 
US ATTY 
One Technology Plaza 
Suite 400 
211 Fulton St 
Peoria, IL 61602 
309-671-7050 
Fax: 309-671-7259 
Email: gerard.brost@usdoj.gov 
LEAD ATTORNEY 
ATTORNEY TO BE NOTICED 

04/13/2010 ! COMPLAINT against. Fardel, Scott Moats, Officer Black, D Smith,. Verfurth, 
filed by Guadalupe De Anda. (Attachments:# l Memorandum)(RP, ikd) 
(Entered: 04/13/2010) 
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04/13/2010 .f PETITION TO PROCEED IN FORMA PAUPERIS, filed by Guadalupe De 
Anda.(RP, ilcd) (Entered: 04/13/2010) 

04/13/2010 J Letter requesting trust fund ledger sent to FCI Beckley for Guadalupe De Anda. 
(cc:pla)(cc:trust fund department) (RP, ilcd) (Entered: 04/13/20 I 0) 

04/14/2010 MERIT REVIEW ORDER: This case is set for merit review. The court is 
required by 28 U.S.C. Section 1915A to "screen" the plaintiffs complaint, and 
through such process to identify and dismiss any legally insufficient claim, or 
the entire action if warranted. A claim is legally insufficient if it "(l) is 
frivolous, malicious, or fails to state a claim upon which relief may be granted; 
or (2) seeks monetary relief from a defendant who is immune from such relief." 
The plaintiff must be prepared to identify each of his claims and defendants 
during the hearing. The clerk is to notify the plaintiffs place of incarceration and 
to issue a writ for the plaintiffs participation in the telephone conference call. 
Merit Review Hearing set for 4/26/2010 10:00 AM OR AS SOON 
THEREAFTER THE COURT REACHES THE CASE by telephone from 
Urbana (court will place call) before Judge Harold A. Baker. Entered by Judge 
Harold A. Baker on 4/14/2010. (CC:PLA)(RP, ilcd) (Entered: 04/14/2010) 

04/14/2010 4 TELEPHONE WRIT issued for Guadalupe De Anda. (cc:pla)(cc:Warden FCI 
Beckley) (RP, ilcd) (Entered: 04/14/2010) 

04/19/2010 TEXT ORDER- The merit review hearing scheduled for April 26, 2010 at 10:00 
a.m. is canceled as unnecessary and the writ is recalled. The clerk is to notify the 
plaintiff and his place of residence. A merit review order will be entered. 
Entered by Judge Harold A. Baker on 4/19/10. (TD, ilcd) (Entered: 04/19/2010) 

04/27/2010 .) MERIT REVIEW ORDER Entered by Judge Harold A. Baker on 4/27/10. IT IS 
THEREFORE ORDERED: Pursuant to its merit review of the complaint under 
28 U.S.C. Section 1915A, the court finds that the plaintiff states the following 
federal claims:a) Defendants Black, Fardel, Verfurth, and Smith violated the 
plaintiffs EighthAmendment rights when the plaintiff was intentionally labeled a 
snitch withdeliberate indifference to a substantial risk of serious harm to the 
inmate;b) Defendants Fardel and Verfurth violated the plaintiffs First 
Amendment rights when the retaliated against the plaintiff for filing complaints 
against officers; and, c) Defendants Moats and Smith violated the Eighth 
Amendment when they were deliberately indifferent to the plaintiffs serious 
medical condition. All other claims based on federal law, other than those set 
forth in paragraph one above, are dismissed for failure to state a claim pursuant 
to 28 U.S.C. Section 1915A. This case shall proceed solely on those federal 
claims identified in paragraph one above. Any claims not set forth in paragraph 
one above shall not be included in the case, except in the courts discretion on 
motion by a party for good cause shown, or by leave of courtpursuant to Federal 
Rule of Ci vii Procedure 15. A Prisoner Scheduling Order shall be entered 
directing service and setting a Rule 16 conference date. A copy of this Case 
Management Order shall be served with the Complaint and Scheduling Order. 
The defendants shall file an answer within the time prescribed by Local Rule. A 
motion to dismiss is not an answer. The answer must be considered a responsive 
pleading under Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 15(a) and should include all 
defenses appropriate under the Federal Rules. The answer and subsequent 
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pleadings shall be to the issues and claims stated in this Case Management 
Order. ( cc:plaintiff)(SM, ilcd) (Entered: 04/27 /20 lO) 

04/28/2010 2 PRISONER SCHEDULING ORDER Entered by Magistrate Judge John A 
Gorman on 4/28/10. Cause set for further scheduling procedures under Fed. R. 
Civ. P. 16 by telephone conference call. Rule 16 Scheduling Conference set for 
7/20/2010 at 10:00 AM by telephone from Urbana (court will place call) before 
Judge Harold A Baker. (cc:pla)(SM, ilcd) (Entered: 04/28/2010) 

04/28/2010 7 REQUEST FOR W AIYER OF SERVICE and Notice of Lawsuit sent to all 
Defendants on 4/28/10. (Attachments:# l Smith Notice & Waiver,# 2. Fardel 
Notice & Waiver,# 3 Moats Notice & Waiver,# 4 Verfurth Notice & Waiver) - -
(SM, ilcd) (Entered: 04/28/2010) 

04/28/2010 Set/Reset Deadlines: Waivers for all Dfts due back on Miscellaneous Deadline 
of 5/28/2010 (SM, ilcd) (Entered: 05/24/2010) 

05/05/2010 Q Prisoner Trust Fund Ledger from FCI Beckley for the time period of 
11/24/09-4/12/10 for Guadalupe De Anda (SM, ilcd) (Entered: 05/06/2010) 

05/06/2010 TEXT ORDER granting 2. Petition to Proceed In Forma Pauperis. Pursuant to 28 
U.S.C. Section 1915(b)(l), Plaintiff is assessed an initial partial filing fee of 
$18. 68. The agency having custody of Plaintiff is directed to forward the initial 
partial filing fee from Plaintiffs account to the Clerk of Court. After payment of 
the initial partial filing fee (or immediately if no funds are available for that 
payment) the agency having custody of Plaintiff is directed to make monthly 
payments of 20 percent of the preceding month's income credited to Plaintiffs 
account to the Clerk of Court. The agency having custody of the plaintiff shall 
forward these payments each time Plaintiffs account exceeds $10, until the 
filing fee of $350 is paid in full. The Clerk is directed to mail a copy of this 
order to Plaintiffs place of confinement, to the attention of the Trust Fund 
Office. Entered by Magistrate Judge John A Gorman on 5/6/10. (cc:Pla, 
Institution, Finance) (SM, ilcd) (Entered: 05/06/20 JO) 

06/02/2010 2 Letter from Plaintiff De Anda re Mail. (SM, ilcd) (Entered: 06/02/2010) 

06/03/2010 TEXT ORDER entered by Judge Harold A Baker on 6/3/2010. Due to a conflict 
in the Court's calendar, the Rule 16 hearing on 7 /20/10 time has been changed 
from 10:00 a.m. to 8:45 a.m. (CENTRAL TIME) by telephone conference call 
or as soon thereafter as the court reaches the case. Writ to issue for the plaintiff. 
(cc: Plaintiff/Records Dept) (KB, ilcd) (Entered: 06/03/2010) 

06/11/2010 10 Letter re service Plaintiff Guadalupe Anda (SM, ilcd) (Entered: 06/11/2010) -

06/23/2010 11 Letter to the Court from Guadalupe De Anda (SM, ilcd) (Entered: 06/23/2010) -

06/28/2010 11 AMENDED WRIT of Habeas Corpus Ad Testificandum issued for Rule 16 
Conference reset to Tuesday, July 20, 1020, at 8:45 a.m. (cc: 
plaintiff/Correctional Center Records Office) (MSB, ilcd) (Entered: 06/28/2010) 

07/12/2010 13 MOTION to Appoint Counsel by Plaintiff Guadalupe De Anda. Responses due -

by 7/29/2010 (KB, ilcd) (Entered: 07/12/2010) 

07/15/2010 14 -
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SECOND REQUEST FOR WAIVER OF SERVICE and Notice of Lawsuit sent 
to AJl Defendants at FCI PEKIN on 7 /15/10. (Attachments: # l Brost Notice & 
Waiver,# 2. Fardel Notice & Waiver,# .:1 Moats Notice & Waiver,#:± Smith 
Notice & Waiver,# 2 Verfurth Notice & Waiver,# 2 Atty General Notice & 
Waiver)(SM, ilcd) (Entered: 07/15/2010) 

07/16/2010 TEXT ORDER Entered by Judge Harold A Baker on 7/16/10. This cause is 
before the court for case management. The clerk of the court did send Notice of 
Lawsuit and Waiver of Service Forms to the defendants, but they were not 
received by the institution. Therefore, the clerk has resent the documents and 
additional time is needed for their return. The hearing pursuant to Rule 16 of the 
Federal Rules of Civil Procedure on July 20, 20 IO is canceled and the writ is 
recalled. The hearing is now rescheduled for August 18, 2010 at 8:30 a.m. 
(CENTRAL TIME) by telephone conference call. The clerk is to notify the 
plaintiff and his place of residence of the changes and issue a writ for the 
plaintiffs participation in the revised hearing. The plaintiff has also filed a 
motion for appointment of counsel. U In considering the plaintiffs motion, the 
court asks: ( 1) has the indigent plaintiff made a reasonable attempt to obtain 
counsel or been effectively precluded from doing so; and if so, (2) given the 
difficulty of the case, docs the plaintiff appear competent to litigate it himself? 
Pruitt v. Mote, 503 F.3d 647, 654-55 (7th Cir. 2007), citing Farmer v. Haas, 990 
F.2d 319, 322 (7th Cir.1993). The plaintiff has provided no information or 
documentation concerning his attempts to contact counsel. The plaintiff has 
NOT demonstrated that he has made a reasonable attempt to find counsel on his 
own. The motion is denied. U Finally, the court notes that the plaintiff has sent 
random letters to the court. [die 9, 10, 11] These are not proper filings. The 
plaintiff may file clearly labeled motions with the court, or may respond to 
pending motions or court orders. In addition, the plaintiff wrote part of one letter 
to the court in Spanish. ll The plaintiff must file all documents in English. The 
plaintiff appears capable of filing his documents in English based on the 
remainder of this letter and his other filings with the court. ( cc:pla, institution) 
(SM, ilcd) (Entered: 07/16/2010) 

07/16/2010 15 TELEPHONE WRIT issued for Rule 16 scheduling conference set for 8/18/10 
at 8:30 AM CENTRAL TIME re Guadalupe De Anda. (SM, ilcd) (Entered: 
07116/2010) 

07/22/2010 Waiver of Service Returned Unexecuted as to D Smith. Oft now Warden at FCI 
Phoenix. (SM, ikd) (Entered: 07/23/2010) 

07/23/2010 16 THIRD REQUEST FOR W AIYER OF SERVICE and Notice of Lawsuit sent to -
D. Smith at FCI Phoenix on 7/23/10. (SM, ikd) (Entered: 07/23/2010) 

07/28/2010 Waiver of Service Returned Unexecutcd as to Officer Black, filed by Guadalupe 
De Anda. BOP indicates no Officer Black currently located at FCI Pekin. (SM, 
ilcd) (Entered: 07 /28/20 I 0) 

07/28/2010 TEXT ORDER Entered by Judge Harold A. Baker on 7 /28/10. As the attached 
copy of the docket sheet indicates, the Notice of Lawsuit and Request for 
Waiver of Service of Summons has been returned as to one or more of the 
named defendants. Ultimately, it is the plaintiffs responsibility to locate and 
effect service on the defendants pursuant to Fed. R. Civ. P. 4. Each defendant 
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must be served within 120 days of the date the complaint was filed. The court 
may dismiss the complaint as to any defendant not served within that time 
period. See Fed. R. Civ. P. 4 (m).(cc:pla) (SM, ilcd) (Entered: 07/28/2010) 

08/04/2010 Set/Reset Deadlines: Waiver from D. Smith due back by Other Deadline of 
8/23/2010. (SM, ilcd) (Entered: 08/04/2010) 

08/09/2010 l1 MOTION for 90 day Extension of Time re Writ by Plaintiff Guadalupe De 
Anda. Responses due by 8/26/2010 (SM, ilcd) (Entered: 08/09/2010) 

08/09/2010 18 WAIVER OF SERVICE Returned Executed by. Fardel. Fardcl waiver sent on 
7/15/2010, answer due 9/13/2010. (SM, ilcd) (Entered: 08/09/2010) 

08/09/2010 19 WAIVER OF SERVICE Returned Executed by Scott Moats. Scott Moats -
waiver sent on 7/15/2010, answer due 9/13/2010. (SM, ilcd) (Entered: 
08/09/20 l 0) 

08/09/2010 20 W AIYER OF SER VICE Returned Executed by D Smith. D Smith waiver sent -

on 7/15/2010, answer due 9/13/2010. (SM, ilcd) (Entered: 08/09/2010) 

08/09/2010 21 WAIVER OF SERVICE Returned Executed by. Verfurth .. Verfurth waiver sent -

on 7/23/2010, answer due 9/21/2010. (SM, ilcd) (Entered: 08/09/2010) 

08/12/2010 TEXT ORDER Entered by Judge Harold A. Baker on 8/12/10. This cause is set 
for hearing pursuant to Rule 16 of the Federal Rules of Civil procedure on 
August 18, 2010. The plaintiff has filed a motion for an extension of time saying 
he does not have access to the law library. l1 The plaintiff docs not specifically 
state why he needs extra time and there is nothing currently pending that 
requires research. The motion is denied. 11 However, if the plaintiff does have 
specific motions or responses to motions that he needs to file and he makes a 
request for library time or legal research that is denied, he may always file a 
motion with the court that outlines these details. The court notes that most 
defendants have now been served. Defendants Fardel, Moats, Smith and 
Verfurth must all file answer to the complaint within the time specified. The 
waiver of service form for Officer Black was returned to the clerk of the court 
indicating that no Officer Black currently works at FCI Pekin. This is not a 
sufficient response. The con-ectional center needs to clarify whether there ever 
was an Officer Black working at FCI Pekin during the relevant time period and 
if so, must provide the clerk of the court with his last known address. Defense 
counsel for the FCI Pekin Defendants has not yet entered an appearance. 
Therefore, the Rule 16 hearing scheduled for August 18, 2010 is canceled. The 
hearing is now re-rescheduled for September 22, 2010 at 9:45 AM by telephone 
conference call from Urbana (court will place the call) before Judge Harold A. 
Bak.er to address service of process of Defendant Black. The clerk is to issue a 
writ for the plaintiffs participation in the call. (cc:pla/institution) (SM, ilcd) 
(Entered: 08/ 12/20 l O) 

09/07/2010 TJ NOTICE of Change of Address by Guadalupe De Anda. No Address at this "'--

time. (SM, ilcd) (Entered: 09/07/2010) 

09/10/2010 13 MOTION for Extension of Time to File Answer re l Complaint by Defendants. -

Fardel, Scott Moats, Officer Black, D Smith,. Verfurth. Responses due by 
9/27/2010 (Brost, Gerard) (Entered: 09/10/2010) 
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09/16/2010 TEXT ORDER Entered by Judge Harold A. Baker on 9/16/10. The plaintiff has 
filed a notice of change of address, but has not provided his new address. This 
case cannot proceed without an address and telephone number from the plaintiff. 
As the plaintiff was advised on April 28, 20 I 0, he must immediately notify the 
court of any change in his mailing address and telephone number. See April 28, 
2010 Scheduling Order. p. 2. Failure to notify the court could result in the 
dismissal of this lawsuit. The court cannot proceed with the September 22, 2010 
hearing pursuant lo Rule 16 without this information. Therefore, the hearing is 
canceled and the writ is recalled since the plaintiff no longer resides at the initial 
residence provided to the court. The hearing is rescheduled for October 20, 2010 
at 9: 15 a.m by telephone conference call. The plaintiff must provide his new 
contact information on or before October 8, 2010. If he fails to do so, his case 
will be dismissed. The defendants motion for an extension of time to file an 
answer is granted in part. 23 The court will allow an extension, but not the 60 
days requested. The defendants must file an answer to the complaint on or 
before October 19, 2010. (SM, ilcd) (Entered: 09/16/2010) 

10/15/2010 TEXT ORDER Entered by Judge Harold A. Baker on 10/15/10. This cause is 
before the court for case management. On September 7, 2010, the plaintiff 
informed the court that he would be moved to a new facility, but he was unsure 
which facility. On September 16, 2010, the court told the plaintiff that he must 
provide his new address by October 8, 2010, or his case could be dismissed. See 
September 16, 2010 Text Order; see also April 28, 1010 Scheduling Order. The 
plaintiff has not responded, but it appears he has been moved from different 
facilities during this time period. The Bureau of Prisons currently lists the 
plaintiff at the Federal Con-ectional Institution in Edgefield, South Carolina. The 
clerk of the court is directed to send a copy of this order to the plaintiff at this 
location. The plaintiff must inform the court on or before November 10, 20 I 0 
whether this is his current location. If the plaintiff fails to respond to this order, 
his case will be dismissed. In addition, it is the plaintiffs responsibility, not the 
courts, to keep the court informed of his cun-ent location. If the plaintiff does not 
immediately inform the court of any address change in the future, his case could 
be dismissed. In the meantime, the hearing pursuant to Rule 16 scheduled on 
October 20, 2010 is again canceled because the plaintiff has not provided his 
most recent address. To prevent further delay, the court will set scheduling 
deadlines. The court will abide by the following scheduling deadlines: I) all 
discovery must be completed on or before May 28, 2011; and 2) any dispositive 
motion must be filed on or before June 25, 2011. (cc:pla)(SM, ilcd) (Entered: 
10/15/2010) 

10/19/2010 24 ANSWER to l Complaint AND AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES by. Fardel, Scott 
Moats, D Smith,. Verfurth.(Brost, Gerard) (Entered: 10/19/2010) 

10/22/2010 25 NOTICE of Change of Address by Guadalupe De Anda. Plaintiff now located at -

FCI Edgefield, PO Box 725, Edgefield, SC 29824. (SM, ilcd) (Entered: 
I 0/22/2010) 

10/25/2010 TEXT ORDER: Pursuant to instructions from Chief U.S. District Judge Michael 
P. McCuskey, this case is transferred to U.S. District Judge Joe Billy McDade 
for further proceedings due to Senior Judge Baker no longer handling Peoria and 
Rock Island Division cases. The referral Magistrate Judge shall remain the same 
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for all further proceedings. Entered by Chief Judge Michael P. McCuskey on 
1 0/25/20 J O. (MC, i 1 cd) (Entered: 1 0/25/20 I O) 

12/17/2010 26 MOTION for Early Discovery by Plaintiff Guadalupe De Anda. Responses due 
by 1/6/20 l 1 (SM, i led) (Entered: 12/1 7/2010) 

01/05/201 l TEXT ORDER- The Plaintiffs motion for discovery is denied. [die 26]. The 
Plaintiff must not file his discovery requests with the court. The Plaintiff must 
send those requests directly to defense counsel. The Plaintiff may utilize any of 
the discovery methods prescribed in the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, 
subject to the same terms and conditions as any other civil litigant. The Plaintiff 
may submit his written interrogatories for the Defendants to defense counsel. 
See Fed.R.Civ.P. 33. The Plaintiff may also submit requests for production of 
documents to defense counsel. See Fed.R.Civ.P. 34. If the Defendants do not 
properly respond to the Plaintiffs requests for relevant information, he may then 
file a motion with the court to compel discovery. See Fed.R.Civ.P. 37. Entered 
by Judge Joe Billy McDade on 1/6/11. (TD, ilcd) (Entered: 01/05/2011) 

02/03/2011 27 CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE re Discovery by Guadalupe De Anda -
(Attachments: # l Fardel Certificate,# 2 Moats Certificate,# .3. Smith 
Certificate,# 1 Verfurth Certificate)(SM, ilcd) (Entered: 02/03/201 l) 

03/18/201 l 28 TEXT ORDER: Pursuant to instructions from Chief U.S. District Judge Michael 
P. McCuskey, this case is transferred to U.S. District Judge James E. Shadid for 
further proceedings due to his recent appointment as U.S. District Judge for the 
Central District of 111inois, Peoria and Rock Island Divisions. Entered by Chief 
Judge Michael P. McCuskey on 3/18/2011. (MC, ilcd) (Entered: 03/18/2011) 

04/20/2011 29 MOTION for Hearing, pursuant to Fed.R.Civ.P.6(C) 12(1) 43(C) 55(B)(2) 57 78 -
(A) by Plaintiff Guadalupe De Anda. Responses due by 5/9/2011 (SM, ilcd) 
(Entered: 04/20/2011) 

04/20/201 l 30 MOTION for Summary Judgment by Plaintiff Guadalupe De Anda. Responses -

due by 5/16/2011 (SM, ilcd) (Entered: 04/20/2011) 

05/10/2011 31 Response by. Fardel, Scott Moats, D Smith,. Verfurth DEFENDANT'S -

RESPONSE TO PLAINTIFF'S REQUEST FOR HEARING. (Brost, Gerard) 
(Entered: 05/10/2011) 

05/16/201 l 32 Response by. Fardel, Scott Moats, D Smith,. Verfurth DEFENDANT'S -

RESPONSE TO PLAINTIFF'S REQUEST FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT. 
(Brost, Gerard) (Entered: 05/ 16/20 I 1 ) 

05/23/2011 TEXT ORDER entered by Judge James E. Shadid on 5/23/11 denying 29 
Motion for Hearing: The Plaintiff has filed a motion asking the court to set this 
case for hearing. [d/e 29]. The motion is denied. The Plaintiff has not stated an 
adequate basis for a hearing. If the Plaintiff has had difficulty with discovery, he 
should file a motion to compel discovery providing copies of any discovery 
requests he has sent to the Defendants and any responses he has received. ( cc: 
plain tiff) (MSB, ilcd) (Entered: 05/23/2011) 

05/26/2011 33 -
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MOTION To Extend Discovery Deadline by Defendants. Fardel, Scott Moats, D 
Smith,. Verfurth. Responses due by 6/1 3/20 11 (Brost, Gerard) (Entered: 
05/26/2011 ) 

06/02/2011 34 Letter from plaintiff requesting assistance from the clerk's office with filing a 
document. (DK, i I cd) (Entered: 06/03/20 I 1) 

06/02/2011 35 MOTION for Evidentiary Hearing by Plaintiff Guadalupe De Anda. Responses 
due by 6/20/2011 (DK, ilcd) (Entered: 06/03/2011) 

06/20/201 l 36 MOTION to Compel by Plaintiff Guadalupe De Anda. Responses due by -
7 /8/20 I 1 (SW, i led) (Addition al attachment( s) added on 6/20/2011 : # 1 Exhibit 
Verfurth Request,#:;;_ Exhibit Black Request,# _J Exhibit Moats Request,# 1 
Exhibit Smith Request,# i Exhibit Fardel Request,#§ Verfurth Responses,# 1 
Moats Responses,# 2 Fardel Responses,# 2 Smith Responses) (SW, ilcd). 
(Entered: 06/20/2011) 

07/07/2011 37 MOTION for Extension of Time to File Response/Reply by Defendants. Fardel, 
Scott Moats, D Smith,. Verfurth. Responses due by 7/25/2011 (Brost, Gerard) 
(Entered: 07 /07/2011) 

07/12/201 I 38 RESPONSE to Motion re 36 MOTION to Compel filed by Defendants. Fardel, -

Scott Moats, D Smith,. Verfurth. (Brost, Gerard) (Entered: 07/12/2011) 

08/19/201 I 39 MOTION for Order (filed as Motion and Order Overruling Objections and -

Comelling Production of Documents, Pursuant to Federal Rule Civil Procedure 
37(A)) filed by Plaintiff Guadalupe De Anda. Responses due by 9/6/2011 (FDT, 
ilcd) (Entered: 08/19/20 I I) 

08/19/201 l 40 Letter from Guadalupe De Anda dated 8/14/11 re filing a motion. (FDT, ilcd) 
(Entered: 08/19/2011) 

08/29/201 l TEXT ORDER Entered by Judge James E. Shadid on 8/29/11. The Plaintiff has 
filed a motion for summary judgement. 30. The court agrees with the 
Defendants that the Plaintiffs motion is premature. The Plaintiff filed hismotion 
before discovery had been conducted in this case. In addition, the exhibits 
attached to the Plaintiffs motion do not address his claims against most of the 
Defendants and fail to demonstrate that "there is no genuine dispute as to any 
material fact and the movant is entitled to judgment as a matter of law." Fed. R. 
Civ. P. 56(a) Therefore, the motion is denied. 30 .However, the Plaintiff may 
refile his motion with additional support at the close of discovery. (cc:pla)(SW, 
ilcd) (Entered: 08/29/2011) 

08/29/201 l TEXT ORDER Entered by Judge James E. Shadid on 8/29/11. This cause is 
before the court for case management. The Defendants motion to extend the 
discovery deadlines is granted .. B . The court will now abide by the 
followingdeadlines: I) all discovery must be completed on or before October 3, 
2011; and 2) any dispositive motions must be filed on or before November 1, 
20 I 1. The Plaintiffs motion for an evidentary hearing is denied. 35 . The 
Plaintiff is requesting a hearing on discovery issues. However, the Plaintiff has 
filed an in depth motion to compel discovery which the court will first consider. 
The Defendants motion for additional time to file a response is granted. 37 The 
court notes the Defendants have now filed a response. The Plaintiff has also 
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filed a motion asking the court to overule the Defendants objections to his 
discovery requests. 39 The motion is denied. 39 The court will consider each 
parties argument before ruling on the motion to compel discovery. (cc:pla)(SW, 
ilcd) (Entered: 08/29/2011) 

09/09/2011 41 NOTICE to Take Deposition of Guadalupe De Anda on September 21, 2011 -

(Brost, Gerard) (Entered: 09/09/2011) 

11/01/2011 42 MOTION for Summary Judgment by Defendants. Fardel, Scott Moats, D -

Smith,. Verfurth. Responses due by 11/28/2011 (Attachments:# l Copy of 
Local Rule 7 .1) (Brost, Gerard) (Entered: 11/01/2011) 

11/01/201 l 43 MEMORANDUM in Support of Motion for Summary Judgment re 42 MOTION -

for Summary Judgment by. Fardel, Scott Moats, D Smith,. Verfurth. (Brost, 
Gerard) (Entered: 1 l /0l/2011 ) 

11/01/201 l 44 STATEMENT OF FACTS Undisputed re 43 Memorandum in Support of 
Motion for Summary Judgment by. Fardel, Scott Moats, D Smith,. Verfurth. 
(Attachments: # l Appendix) (Brost, Gerard) (Entered: 1 I /0 I /20 I 1 ) 

11/01/2011 45 Letter from Clerk informing Plaintiff of 21 days to respond to Motion for 
Summary Judgment. (SW, ikd) (Entered: 11/01/201 I) 

11/28/2011 46 RESPONSE to 42 MOTION for Summary Judgment filed by Plaintiff -
Guadalupe De Anda. (SW, ilcd) (Entered: 11/28/2011) 

02/17/2012 47 Letter from Guadalupe De Anda requesting copy of docket sheet. (SW, ilcd) -
(Entered: 02/17/2012) 

02/27/2012 TEXT ORDER Entered by Judge James E. Shadid on 2/27/12. The Plaintiffs 
motion to compel discovery is denied with leave to renew 36. On its own 
motion, the court will attempt to appoint counsel to represent the Plaintiff. In 
addition, the court notes that on September 16, 2010, Defense counsel filed a 
motion for an extension of time on behalf of all Defendants in this case 
including Officer Black. [d/e 23]. Therefore, the docket reflects that counsel is 
representing all Defendants. However, it appears that Officer Black may not 
have been served. Therefore, Defense counsel must clarify in writing on or 
before March 7, 2012 if he is representing this individual (Miscellaneous 
Deadline for 3/7/2012). If he is not, he must provide Officer Blacks full name 
and state whether he is still employed by the Bureau of Prisons. In addition, 
Defense counsel must provide Officer Blacks last known address. (cc: plaintiff 
at FCI Edgefield) (DK, ilcd) (Entered: 02/27/2012) 

03/02/2012 48 NOTICE of Representation (Brost, Gerard) (Entered: 03/02/2012) 

03/08/2012 49 ORDER APPOINTING ATTORNEY Aaron S Galloway for Guadalupe De -

Anda entered by Judge James E. Shadid on 3/8/12. (DK, ilcd) (Entered: 
03/08/201 2) 

03/15/2012 50 Letter requesting status from Guadalupe De Anda (SW, ilcd) (Entered: 
03/15/2012) 

03/23/2012 51 First MOTION for Leave to Appear General Counsel by Plaintiff Guadalupe De 
Anda. Responses due by 4/9/2012 (Galloway, Aaron) (Entered: 03/23/2012) 
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03/23/2012 52 MOTION to Waive PACER Fees by Plaintiff Guadalupe De Anda. Responses 
due by 4/9/2012 (Galloway, Aaron) (Entered: 03/23/2012) 

03/28/2012 TEXT ORDER Entered by Chief Judge James E. Shadid on 3/28/12. Counsel's 
motion for leave to appear on behalf of the Plaintiff is granted. 51 . The record 
already reflects that counsel was appointed to represent the Plaintiff. Plaintiffs 
counsel's motion to waive pacer fees for the purposes of this litigation only is 
also granted. 52 (SW, ilcd) (Entered: 03/28/2012) 

03/29/2012 TEXT ORDER Entered by Chief Judge James E. Shadid on 3/29/12. This cause 
is before the court for case management. The clerk of the court is to send notice 
of lawsuit and waiver of service forms to Defendant Correctional Officer Linda 
Black at the Estill Federal Correctional Institution at the address provided by 
Defense counsel. 48 This cause is set for hearing to discuss the status of 
Defendant Black on May 3, 2012 at 9:00 am by telephone conference call. (SW, 
ilcd) (Entered: 03/29/2012) 

03/29/2012 53 THIRD REQUEST FOR WAIVER OF SERVICE and Notice of Lawsuit sent to 
Linda Black at FCI ESTILL on 3/29/12. (SW, ilcd) Modified on 3/29/2012 (SW, 
ilcd). (Entered: 03/29/2012) 

04/04/2012 54 Letter from Pro Bono Coordinator to plaintiff re: Agreement to Attorneys Fees. -
Deadline of 14 days ( 4/ 18/ 12) for plaintiff to return the signed Agreement to 
Attorneys Fees. (DK, ilcd) (Entered: 04/04/2012) 

04/04/2012 Set Deadlines: Miscellaneous Deadline 4/18/2012 for plaintiff to return the 
signed Agreement to Attorneys Fees. (DK, ilcd) (Entered: 04/04/2012) 

04/13/2012 55 NOTICE: Agreement to Attorneys Fees/Costs by Guadalupe DeAnda (SW, ilcd) -

( Entered: 04/13/2012) 

04/26/2012 56 MOTION to Amend/Correct 44 Statement of Facts Appendix by Supplement by -

Defendants. Fardel, Scott Moats, D Smith,. Verfurth. Responses due by 
5/14/2012 (Attachments: # l Exhibit Deposition)(Brost, Gerard) (Entered: 
04/26/2012) 

05/02/2012 TEXT ONLY ORDER noting that Attorney Aaron S. Galloway was appointed 
as pro bono counsel for Plaintiff. Pursuant to COIL Policy, Plan for the 
Establishment and Administration of the District Court Fund and Regulations 
Governing Reimbursement from the District Court Fund, Section B(2)(a), 
appointed counsel can petition for fees and costs, however said fees and costs 
are not to exceed $1,000 without further authorization from the Court. 
Appointed counsel should tailor his/her discovery to stay within the above dollar 
limit for fees and costs. Entered by Chief Judge James E. Shadid on 05/02/12. 
(KK, ilcd) (Entered: 05/02/2012) 

05/03/2012 Minute Entry for proceedings held before Chief Judge James E. Shadid: This 
cause is before the court for status conference. The Plaintiff was represented by 
Attorney Aaron Galloway. Defendants Smith, Verfurth, Fardel and Moats were 
represented by Assistant U.S. Attorney Gerald Brost. Defendant Black has not 
returned the waiver of service form which was sent to her. Therefore, the court 
will order the U.S. Marshal's to serve Defendant Correctional Officer Linda 
Black at her new institution, the Federal Correctional Institution in Estill, South 
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Carolina. The clerk of the court is to prepare service of process documents and 
provide the documents to the U.S. Marshals. This case is set for hearing on the 
status of service of process on July 9, 2012 at 1 LOO a.m. In addition, the court 
will allow Plaintiffs counsel an additional twenty-one days to file any further 
response to the pending motion for summary judgment. (See doc. 46, Plain. 
Resp). The court will only consider the dispositive motion as it pertains to 
Counts two and three as identified in the court's April 27, 2010 merit review 
order. The Defendants' motion to supplement the appendix to their motion for 
summary judgment is granted. 56 (Court Reporter NM.) (RP, ilcd) (Entered: 
05/03/2012) 

05/03/2012 57 Summons Issued as to Officer Black and sent to the US Marshals for service on 
the Dft. (RP, ilcd) (Entered: 05/03/2012) 

05/11/2012 58 WAIVER OF SERVICE Returned Executed by Officer Black. Officer Black 
waiver sent on 3/29/2012, answer due 5/29/2012. (FDT, ilcd) (Entered: 
05/11/2012) 

05/24/2012 59 RESPONSE to Motion re 42 MOTION for Summary Judgment filed by Plaintiff -
Guadalupe De Anda. (Galloway, Aaron) (Entered: 05/24/2012) 

05/24/2012 60 MOTION for Extension of Time to File Answer re .l Complaint by Defendant -
Officer Black. Responses due by 6/11/2012 (Brost, Gerard) (Entered: 
05/24/2012) 

05/25/2012 6! CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE by Guadalupe De Anda (Galloway, Aaron) -

(Entered: 05/25/2012) 

05/30/2012 TEXT ORDER Entered by Chief Judge James E. Shadid on 5/30/12. The 
Defendants motion for additional time to file an answer to the complaint is 
granted. 60 . Although, due to the extended delay in this case, the court will not 
allow anadditional 60 days. The Defendant must file an answer to the complaint 
on or before June 22, 2012. (SW, ilcd) (Entered: 05/30/2012) 

06/07/2012 62 REPLY to Response to Motion re 42 MOTION for Summary Judgment filed by -
Defendants. Fardel, Scott Moats, D Smith,. Verfurth. (Brost, Gerard) (Entered: 
06/07/2012) 

06/10/2012 63 Amended Appearance of Counsel as to Guadalupe Deanda. (Galloway, Aaron) -

Modified on 6/11/2012 to correct title of document (SW, ilcd). (Entered: 
06/10/2012) 

06/20/2012 64 Motion for Ex ten ti on of Time - Filed as NOTICE of Need for Additional Time to -

File Answer (Brost, Gerard) Modified on 6/21/2012 to correct the filing event 
from a Notice to a Motion (FDT, ilcd). (Entered: 06/20/2012) 

06/21/2012 Set/Reset Deadlines: Responses to Motion for Extension of Time due by 
7/9/2012 (FDT, ilcd) (Entered: 06/21/2012) 

06/29/2012 TEXT ONLY ORDER granting 64 Motion for Extension of Time to File 
Answer. Due to the conflict of interest requiring separate representation, 
Defendant will be allowed an additional 21 days in which to file her answer. 
Entered by Chief Judge James E. Shadid on 06/29/12. (KK, ilcd) (Entered: 
06/29/2012) 
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07/05/2012 TEXT ORDER Entered by Chief Judge James E. Shadid on 7/5/12. The hearing 
on Ju I y 9, 2012 to check on service of process is canceled as unnecessary. 
Defendant Black has returned her waiver of service forn1. Since Defendant 
Black will need to acquire separate representation from the other Defendants, 
the court has allowed additional time for Defendant Black to file an answer to 
the complaint. See June 29, 2012 Text Order. This case is set for further status 
hearing on August 23, 2012 at 9:00 a.m. by telephone conference call before 
Chief Judge James E. Shadid. The clerk will initiate the call. (SW, ilcd) 
(Entered: 07 /05/20 12) 

07/17/2012 65 NOTICE of Change of Address by Aaron S Galloway (Attachments: # l 
Certificate of Service )(Galloway, Aaron) (Entered: 07 /17/2012) 

07/23/2012 66 NOTICE of Appearance of Attorney by Masoud None Mirsafian on behalf of 
Officer Black (Mi rsafian, Masoud) (Entered: 07/23/201 2) 

07/23/2012 67 ANSWER to l Complaint AND AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES by Officer Black. 
(Mirsafian, Masoud) (Entered: 07/23/2012) 

08/21/2012 TEXT ORDER Entered by Chief Judge James E. Shadid on 8/21/12. The status 
hearing scheduled for August 23, 2012 at 9:00 a.m. is canceled. A case 
management order will be entered.(SW, ilcd) (Entered: 08/21/2012) 

08/28/2012 68 SUMMARY JUDGMENT ORDER granting in part and denying in part -
Defendants Verfurth, Fardel, Smith and Moat's 42 Motion for Summary 
Judgment. The Clerk is to dismiss Dfts Smith and Moats. This cause is set for a 
hearing on discovery on September 12, 2012 at 9:30 AM by telephone 
conference call. The Court sets the following dates: Discovery due by 
12/21/2012; Dis positive Motions due by 1/4/2013. Final Pretrial Conference set 
for 2/22/20 13 at 11: 00 AM in Courtroom A in Peoria before Chief Judge James 
E. Shadid. Jury Trial set for 3/25/2013 at 09:00 AM in Courtroom A in Peoria 
before Chief Judge James E. Shadid. See Order attached. Entered by Chief 
Judge James E. Shadid on 8/28/2012. (RK, ilcd) Modified on 8/28/2012 to 
delete (cc:) language as plaintiff as counsel (RK, ilcd). (Entered: 08/28/2012) 

09/04/2012 69 Letter from Plaintiff De Anda requesting copy of docket sheet. (SW, ilcd) -

Modified on 9/4/2012 to delete "Pro Se" as Plaintiff is represented (SW, ilcd). 
(Entered: 09/04/2012) 

09/12/2012 Minute Entry for proceedings held before Chief Judge James E. Shadid: This 
cause is before the court for status hearing by telephone conference call. The 
Plaintiff was represented by Attorney Aaron Galloway present. The Defendants 
were represented by Attorneys Gerard Brost and Masoud None Mirasafin. The 
parties discussed obtaining the relevant investigatory documents from the Office 
of Internal Affairs and Special Investigatory Services. Attorney Galloway will 
issue a subpoena this week for the documents. The parties agree that the 
documents will only be provided to counsel. This case is set for further status 
hearing on October 24, 2012 at 11 :00 a.m. by telephone conference call. The 
clerk will initiate the call. All scheduling deadlines remain as set. (Court 
Reporter JJ.) (RP, ilcd) (Entered: 09/12/2012) 

10/01/2012 70 
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Summons Returned Unexecuted as to Officer Black. This defendant accepted 
Waiver of Service and has since answered the complaint. (DK, ilcd) (Entered: 
10/01/2012) 

10/10/2012 71 MOTION for Protective Order by Defendants. Fardel,. Vcrfurth. Responses due -
by 10/29/2012 (Attachments:# 1 Subpoena,# 2. Text of Proposed Order)(Brost, 
Gerard) (Entered: 10/ l 0/20 12) 

10/15/2012 TEXT ONLY ORDER entered by Chief Judge James E. Shadid on 10/15/12. 
Defendants Fardel and Verfurth's motion for a protective order is granted.11 
The clerk is to entered the attached protective order.(FDT, ilcd) (Entered: 
10/15/2012) 

10/15/2012 72 PROTECTIVE ORDER entered by Chief Judge James E. Shadid on 10/15/12. 
(FDT, ilcd) (Entered: 10/15/2012) 

10/23/2012 TEXT ORDER Entered by Chief Judge James E. Shadid on 10/23/12. The status 
hearing scheduled for October 24, 2012 at 1 I :00 a. m. by telephone conference 
call is canceled as unnecessary. The court has entered a protective order 
concerning the relevant investigatory documents. See October 15, 2012. The 
parties are reminded that discovery ends on December 21, 2012. See August 28, 
20 I 2 Summary Judgment Order. Motions to compel discovery must be 
accompanied by the relevant portions of the discovery request and the response. 
Additionally, except for good cause shown, motions to compel must be filed 
within 14 days of receiving an unsatisfactory response to a timely discovery 
request. (SW, i led) (Entered: 10/23/20 I 2) 

12/14/2012 7J First MOTION for Extension of Time to Complete Discovery by Plaintiff 
Guadalupe De Anda. Responses due by 1/2/2013 (Galloway, Aaron) (Entered: 
12/14/2012) 

01/31/20 I 3 74 Second MOTION for Extension of Time to Complete Discovery by Plaintiff -
Guadalupe De Anda. Responses due by 2/19/2013 (Galloway, Aaron) (Entered: 
01/31/2013) 

01/31/2013 75 First PETITION Authorize additional fees and costs by Plaintiff Guadalupe De -

Anda. Responses due by 2/19/2013 (Galloway, Aaron) (Entered: 01/31/2013) 

01/31/2013 76 First MOTION Personal Service of Subpoena by Plaintiff Guadalupe De Anda. -

Responses due by 2/19/2013 (Attachments:# 1 Exhibit Subpoena)(Galloway, 
Aaron) (Entered: 01/31/2013) 

02/14/2013 TEXT ORDER Entered by Chief Judge James E. Shadid on 2/14/13. The 
pretrial conference scheduled for February 22,2013 is canceled. A case 
management order wi 11 be entered. (SW, ii cd) (Entered: 02/ 14/20 I 3) 

03/15/2013 TEXT ORDER Entered by Chief Judge James E. Shadid on 3/15/13. For 
clarification of the docket, the jury trial setting on March 25, 2013 is canceled. 
A case management order will be entered. (SW, ilcd) (Entered: 03/15/2013) 

05/13/2013 TEXT ORDER entered by Chief Judge James E. Shadid on 05/13/13. This cause 
is set for status hearing and consideration of the pending motions on May 29, 
2013 at 10:30 a.m. by telephone conference call. The clerk of court will initiate 
the call. (JS, ilcd) (Entered: 05/13/2013) 

https://ecf.ilcd.uscourts.gov/cgi-bin/DktRpt.pl?42743 l l 47896381-L_ l_0-1 10/29/2015 
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05/29/2013 Minute Entry for proceedings held before Chief Judge James E. Shadid: Parties 
present via phone by Attys Galloway/Brost/Mirsafian for Status Conference on 
Wednesday, 5/29/13. The parties discussed the status of discovery and the 
matter was set for further status hearing on June 13, 2013 at 1 : 00 p .m. by 
telephone conference call. The clerk will initiate the call. The initial motion to 
extend discovery deadlines is denied as moot. 73 . The court will reserve ruling 
on the remaining motions until the June 13, 2013 telephone conference. If the 
parties have not resolved the discovery issues with the investigatory documents, 
Attorney Gerard Brost is to provide the court with the name and phone number 
for the appropriate Bureau of Prisons Attorney for the June 13, 2013 telephone 
conference. (SW, ilcd) (Entered: 05/29/2013) 

06/13/2013 Minute Entry for proceedings held before Chief Judge James E. Shadid: Parties 
present via phone by Attys Galloway/Brost/Mirsafian for Status Conference on 
6/13/13. This cause is set for further status hearing on July 25, 2013 at 9:30 a.m. 
by telephone conference call (Attorneys Only). The clerk is to initiate the call. 
The motion to extend discovery deadlines is granted. 74 The court will set any 
needed dates at the next hearing. The court will take the motion for additional 
fees and costs as well as the motion for personal service under advisement. 75 , 
76 (Court Reporter J.J.) (SW, ilcd) (Entered: 06/13/2013) 

07/25/2013 Minute Entry for proceedings held before Chief Judge James E. Shadid: This 
cause is before the court for telephone status hearing. The Plaintiff was 
represented by Attorney Aaron Galloway; Defendant Black was represented by 
Attorney Masoud Mirsafan and Defendants Verfurth and Fardel were 
represented by Attorney Gerard Brost. The parties updated the court on 
settlement discussions. This cause is set for further status hearing on September 
19, 2013 at 9: 30 a.m. by telephone conference call. This hearing will be 
canceled if a motion to substitute and stipulation of dismissal are filed prior to 
the hearing date. The pending motions are denied with leave to refile. 75 , 76 
(Court Reporter NM.) (SW, ilcd) (Entered: 07/25/2013) 

08/19/2013 Prisoner Partial Filing Fee received 8/19/13, in the amount of$ 36.34; receipt 
number 14626018367 (SW, ilcd) (Entered: 08/19/2013) 

09/03/2013 77 Joint MOTION to Dismiss Individual Defendants and Substitute the United -
States of America by Defendants. Fardel,. Verfurth. Responses due by 9/20/2013 
(Brost, Gerard) (Entered: 09/03/2013) 

09/03/2013 TEXT ORDER entered by Chief Judge James E. Shadid on 9/3/2013: Pursuant 
to the agreed motion filed by the parties, the court will dismiss the remaining 
individual Defendants and add the United States as a Defendant. The motion is 
therefore granted. 77 The clerk of the court is directed to dismiss Defendants 
Black, Verfurth and Fardel from this lawsuit. The clerk is also directed to add 
one remaining Defendant: the United States. The case remains as set for hearing 
on September 19, 2013, but the hearing will be canceled if a stipulation of 
dismissal is filed prior to the hearing date.(JRK, ilcd) (Entered: 09/03/2013) 

09/09/2013 78 Joint MOTION to Dismiss by Defendant United States. Responses due by 
9/26/2013 (Brost, Gerard) (Entered: 09/09/20 13) 

09/12/2013 

https://ecf.ilcd.uscourts.gov/cgi-bin/DktRpt.pl?42743 l l 47896381-L_ l_0-1 10/29/2015 
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TEXT ORDER entered by Chief Judge James E. Shadid on 09/12/2013. The 
parties joint motion to dismiss this action with prejudice pursuant to their 
Stipulation for Compromise Settlement and Release of Federal Tort Claims Act 
agreement is granted. 78 The parties have agreed to the dismissal of all claims 
against the United States, the Federal Bureau of Prisons, its agents, servants and 
employees. 78 The hearing scheduled for September 19, 2013 is therefore 
canceled as unnecessary.( JS, i led) (Entered: 09/12/2013) 

09/23/2013 Prisoner Partial Filing Fee received 09/23/20 I 3, in the amount of$ 35.36; 
receipt number 14626018628 (JS, ilcd) (Entered: 09/24/2013) 

I PACER Service Center 

I Transaction Receipt 

I 10/29/2015 10:00:52 

IPACER 
Login: llbpO 189:2516419:429906511~~::: II 

joescription: lioocket Report ll~earch 
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111 : 10-cv-0 1094-
JES-JAG 

IBillahle 
Pages: 1112 llcost: 111.20 I 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF INDIANA 

JOSEPH ANDERSEN 
12264-040 
F.C.I. 2 
P.O. Box 1500 
Butner, N.C. 27509, 

Plaintiff, 

vs. 

UNITED STA'IES OF AMERICA, 
through its Federal Bureau of Prisons, 
P.A. Joe Williams (FCI S.H.U. P.A.), 
M.D. Dr. Wilson (FCI Med.ical Doctor), 
P.A. Mc:D:)nald (FCI S.H.U. P.A.), 
F.C.I. Terre Haute, Indiana. 

I ------------------
COMPLAINT 

Jury Trial Demanded 

OJMES HERE'IO Joseph Andersen, plaintiff prose and presents this complaint 

against the Defendents, the United States of America, through its Federal Bureau 

of Prisons (F.B.O.P.), P.A. Joe Williams (FCI S.H.U. P.A.), and Dr. Wilson (FCI 

Medical Ibctor), and P.A. McDonald (FCI S.H.U. P.A.), FCI Terre Huate, Inc1iana. 

JURISDICTION OF <XMPLAINT 

This complaint is filed under the Federal Tort Claims Act, 28 use 2675. 

This complaint is filed for Medical Negligence on the part of the defendant, 

in regards to the health care needs of plaintiff Andersen which caused him 

considerable pain and suffering - both physical and emotional - and caused 

him further deterioration of his condition than would have been suffered if he 

had received proper and timely rreiical care. Due to the inadequacy of the 

medical treatment he received while in the custcxiy of FCI Terre Haute, Indiana, 

plaintiff Andersen has suffered i;:,ennanent physical damage. 
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SUMMARY OF THE ARGUMENT 

Plaintiff Andersen went to the S.H.U. (Specialized Housing Unit) in March 

of 2007 while incarcerated at F.C.I. Terre Haute, Indiana. On or about the 

beginning of May he began to see traces of blood in his stool, accanpanied 

by an extreme amount of flatulence and stanach pain. He went to sick call and 

was prescribed some medication that only worsened his symptans. He went back to 

sick call and was met with indifference. At this point the bowel movements had 

becane ALL BI.COD, and plaintiff Andersen was unable to eat. He continued to go 

to sick call as he was losing blood and weight at a rapid pace. On several 

occasions did he request that samples be taken and tests be run. He requested 

to be taken to the hospital at every trip to see the P.A. while in the SHU. 

t.Ji;:on his release from S.H.U. back into the General Population, plaintiff 

Andersen had lost 35 lbs. and was unable to carry his CMn property bag. 

Almost inmediately after being released from SHU, plaintiff Andersen fainted 

in the shc:Mer and was rushed to medical. Blood tests determined that the 

plaintiff was severely anemic due to blood loss, and he was rushed to the 

local hospital for emergency blood transfusions and further testing. A 

colonoscopy revealed that the plaintiff had severe onset ulcerative colitis, 

and further testing revealed severe anemia status post blood infusions, 

hyp:::>kalemia, and hypanagnasemia past replacement, with weight loss secondary to 

the above. Dr. Chen - the gastro-specialist - explained that all but the 

ulcerative colitis could have been prevented, and that if plaintiff Andersen 

had been brought into the hospital sooner, the ulcerative colitis could have 

been prevented from spreading throughout the entire colon (pancolitis). HCMever, 

since timely treatment was not provided, the plaintiffs entire colon is covered 

with scar tissue, and the mucosa lining has been pe:rmanently damaged. 
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ACMINISTRATIVE REMEDIES 

Plaintiff has exhausted all of his prison administrative remedies. He has 

filed a BP-8, BP-9, BP-10, and BP-11, arrl has not received any remedy or 

canpensatioo. Furthenoore, he has filed 'Ibrt Claim against the F.B.O.P. 

(Federal Bureau of Prisons) using Standard Form 95 (Dept. of Justice). See: 

Attachment 1. 

PARTIES 

1. The Department of Justice and the FOOP are part of the executive branch of 

the government of the United States of America. 

Sane of the FBOP employees involved in the Plaintiff's claim are: 

2. P.A. Joe Williams, F'CI Terre Haute, Irxliana, S.H.U. Physician's Assistant 

3. M.D. Dr Wilson, F'CI Terre Haute, Indiana, Medical Doctor. 

4. P.A. McDonald, FCI Terre Haute, Imiana, S.H.U. Physician's Assistant. 

Plaintiff: 

5. Joseph Andersen has been incarcerated with the F.B.O.P. during the entire 

length of time of the events described herin. 

STATEMENT OF FACTS 

6. Plaintiff was placed in S.H.U. (Specialized Housing Unit) on March 7, 2007. 

Plaintiff began to see traces of blood in his stool on or about the beginning of 

May, 2007 - followed by extreme flatulence and stomach pain. 

7. Plaintiff filled out a sick call slip and was expecting to see a P.A. or 

Doctor A.S.A.P. After a few weeks of suffering, Plaintiff still had not seen 

anyone for Medical Treatment, and his symptoms were getting worse: more blood in 

stool, extreme stomach pain, and cold sweats from blood loss, presumably. 

8. Eventually, Plaintiff was called out to see P.A. Joe Williams. He told the 

Physicians Asst. of his loss of blood through his rectum, as well as the gas, 

abdominal pain, and cold sweats. Plaintiff requested to go to the hospital and 

was refused. P.A. Williams seemed unconcerned with Plaintiff Andersen's urgency, 

and almost seemed too incompetent to properly diagnose and treat the Plaintiff. 

He prescribed the Plaintiff: Simethicone 80mg UD (for gas pain), and Ducosate 
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Sodium 100mg CAP (a stool softener), after being informed that the Plaintiff 

was taking psyllium fiber to add bulk to his stool. 

9. On the "Patient Medication Information" sheet that came with the Medication 

bottle - see: Attachment 2 - it clearly states: "Do not take this medicine with other 

Laxatives or Stool Softeners, UNLESS DIRECTED BY YOUR DOCTOR." It goes on to say: 

"DO NOT USE THIS MEDICINE IF YOU ARE EXPERIENCING ABOOMINAL PAIN, OR RECTAL BLEEDING, 

EXCEPT UNDER THE DIRECTION OF YOUR DOCTOR." 

10. When Plaintiff Andersen asked to see and consult the Doctor, P.A. Williams told 

him not to worry about it; "Just take the medicine and you'll feel better." ( or 

something to that effect.) 

11. Reluctantly, the Plaintiff took the medication and within 12 hours of taking 

the first dose, his bowel movements became much worse and were approx. 70% dark

red blood, and all diarrhea. The plaintiff discontinued use immediately, however, 

the damage had already been done. 

12. For the next two and-a-half (2 1/2) months the Plaintiff experienced blood loss 

through the rectum, diarrhea, fever, abdominal pain, cold sweats, extreme gas, 

difficulty breathing, and at least 8 - 30 runny bowel movements per day. Plaintiff 

was also experiencing light headedness, dizzyness, and occasionally fainting in the 

shower, After discontinuing use of the Ducosate Sodium, the Plaintiff immediately 

filled out another sick-call slip and submitted it to the nurse the next morning. 

Shortly thereafter, Plaintiff Andersen was called out to see P.A. McDonald, 

13. P.A. McDonald seemed unconcerned with the Plaintiff's desperate requests to 

go to the hospital since the symptoms of the recent crisis with his previous 

medication had worsened his condition. Plaintiff Andersen told her that he needed 

to go to the hospital ASAP and that he was losing approximately 1/4 cup of blood 

per bowel movement. He told her that he was light headed and that he had fainted 

in the shower. She said that she would send one of the nurses to get a sample of 

the Plaintiff's stool and blood within the next week. Plaintiff told P.A. McDonald 

that it was a medical emergency, but she said that he would need to fill out a 

"cop-out'' to see the Doctor, and that it would take about 2 weeks to see him. 
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The Plaintiff told her: "AT THE RATE I'M LOSING BLOOD, I MIGHT NOT MAKE IT THE TWO 

WEEKS THAT ITS GOING TO TAKE THE DOCTOR TO RESPOND TO MY COP-OUT." Plaintiff 

Andersen was then brought back to his cell in the S.H.U. with no medical treatment. 

14. From that point forward Plaintiff Andersen told EVERY SINGLE C.O. (Correctional 

Officer) on EVERY SINGLE shift, EVERY DAY, that he needed to go to the hospital. 

The Plaintiff also told EVERY single Nurse that passed out Medication (4 times a 

day), every day until his release from the S.H.U .•• ( and the Plaintiff's S.H.U. 

cell-mate, Marvin Landfair, has agreed to attest to this as a witness.) 

The Plaintiff was told on several occasions that it was not an emergency and that 

he was just panicking. 

15. On 5-24--07 Plaintiff Andersen wrote a Cop-Out to Dr. Wilson (see: Attachment 

2) because he was in the S.H.U. seeing patients.He had the C.O. that was working 

B WING (plaintiff was being housed in) give the cop-out DIRECTLY to Dr. Wilson, 

in his hand, and tell him that He was having a Medical Emergency; in hopes of seeing 

the Doctor and being sent to the hospital immediately. No one came to see or examine 

the Plaintiff. 

16. Plaintiff again filled out another sick-call slip, and was yet again sent to 

see P.A. Williams. The Plaintiff was again met with an attitude of indifference, 

as Mr. Williams did not seem at·all concerned with Plaintiff Andersen's condition. 

P.A. Williams said that the Plaintiff probably had a "gastral infection,'' or even 

Gonorrhea(???); and subsequently prescribed the Plaintiff an Antibiotic. This 

diagnosis led the plaintiff to question the medical competence of P.A. Williams as 

he was being escorted back to his cell, again without adequate medical treatment. 

17. At this point the Plaintiff had already fainted in the shower twice and was 

almost incapable of functioning or eating. He had lost 35 lbs. since last being 

weighed and was losing what seemed to be about a cup of blood per day. 

18. The Plaintiff finally got the attention of Officer McIntyre ( who was the 

acting S.H.U. Number 1 at the time). Officer McIntyre brought the Plaintiff to see 

the nurse on an Emergency trip, and was very helpful. The nurse seemed very concerned 

with Mr. Andersen's condition and was befuddled as to why the Plaintiff had not yet 
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been seen by a Doctor or sent to the hospital for diagnostic testing. Plaintiff 

Andersen told the nurse that he was experiencing dizziness, light headedness, extreme 

abdominal pain, gas, fever, nausea, cramping, cold sweats, and diarrhea. Plaintiff 

also informed her that he was losing what he thought to be approx. 2 1/2 - 3 CUPS 

of blood per day through the rectum, and that he was having anywhere between 8 -

15 bowel movements per day. He explained that his symptoms were getting worse, and 

had increased considerably since his last trip to see the P.A.; that he was unable 

to eat, and that all of his bowel movements at this point were all blood and mucus, 

and that the number of these movements were increasing every day. She seemed very 

concerned and wanted to help. Thus, she had an emergency prescription filled for: 

Lopermide 2mg CAP to stop the diarrhea. She took the Plaintiff's temperature and 

it was 101 degrees. 

19. The plaintiff received the Loperamide in a plastic bag with a label on it that 

said: 11 Immodium" and it had dosing instructions. The Plaintiff followed the dosing 

instructions, and had taken about 5 doses before the Medication Bottle and its 

accompanying "Patient Medication Information" sheet arrived. The Loperamide 

made the bowel movements stop after the first few doses, however, it gave the 

Plaintiff abdominal pains. Once the Plaintiff read the "Patient Medication 

Information" sheet he discontinued use because of the cautions indicated there-

in. Under the cautions section it stated: 11 If you are treating yourself, do not 

use this medicine if you have rectal bleeding, or a fever greater than 101 

degrees ... " Unfortunately, the Plaintiff had both of these symptoms and should 

not have been prescribed these medications. After Plaintiff Andersen discontin

ued their use, his diarrhea seemed "three times worse." 

20. At this point Mr. Andersen was unable to eat, and was in bed approx. 18 

hours per day; spending the other 6 hours contending with fever, cold sweats, 

severe abdominal pain, and seemingly endless bowel movements. The Plaintiff 

compaires his condition with "a living hell, .. " and stated that he "seriously 

felt like I was going to die, and nobody on the medical staff •..• seemed to 

care, •. " The Plaintiff believes that the Law affords him the right to adequate 
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medical treatment, and that he was denied this Right because of being in the 

custody of the F.B.O.P. 

21. On June 4, 2007, the Plaintiff was released from the S.H.U. in the "worse 

physical condition (he has) ever been in in (his) life." He states: "I was 

too weak to carry my property bags to my unit with me." He goes on to say that 

upon his return to his Unit - where he had been staying for over a year - that: 

"(he) was almost unrecognizable. People who knew me very well didn't even rec

ognize me. They actually thought I was a "hold-over" (an inmate in transfer 

from another institution) .•. ! had lost over 35 lbs, and was "as pale as a ghost 

from loss of blood." 

22. Upon his release from S.H.U. the Plaintiff tried to take a shower and fain

ted in the shower, again. The Correctional Officer that was working his Unit 

was alerted, and he was rushed to the Medical Facilities to see P.A. Armstrong. 

The P.A. was very helpful and told the Plaintiff that he looked "horrible." 

The P.A. said he looked very pale, and, upon squeezing the Plaintiffs finger

tips to check circulation, said that the Plaintiff looked anemic and immediate

ly requested that some "blood-work" (testing) be preformed. The blood-tests 

revealed that the Plaintiff's potassium levels were dangerously low, as well as 

his iron and overall blood levels. The Plaintiff needed an EMERGENCY Blood 

Transfusion, and a colonoscopy to determine the source of the bleeding. 

23. The Plaintiff was transported to a nearby, outside hospital on the very 

same day, (June 4, 2007), and was put on a liquid diet. The next day the 

colonoscopy revealed that the Plaintiff had Ulcerative Colitis, and that his 

whole entire colon was inflamed, (a.k.a. Pan-colitis: Bloody ulcers cover the 

entire lining of the colon). Plaintiff Andersen was informed by the Doctor that 

it was in its "late stages", and could possibly require emergency surgery to 

remove his entire colon. Dr. Chen said (paraphrasing): If the Plaintiff would 

have brought into the hospital sooner, when he first started having symptoms of 

bloody bowel movements, they could have stopped the inflammatory ulcers from 

spreading throughout his entire colon. But, now that it has spread throughout, 
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it would be something that he would have to deal with - pancolotis - for the 

rest of his life; the scar tissue covering the entire mucosa lining of his 

colon. The Doctor said that the only cure was surgery - surgical removal of 
, 

the entire colon - and that if the inflammation did not improve soon, theyd 

be forced to preform the emergency surgery in order to save the Plaintiff's 

Life. 

24. Plaintiff Andersen was treated for "Severe onset Ulcerative Colitis, 

severe Anemia status post blood infusions, Hypokalemia, and Hypomagnasemia 

post replacement, with weight loss secondary to the above." 

25. The Doctors also said that all of the above ailments, except for the 

Ulcerative Colitis, could have been avoided if the Patient had been given 

timely medical care; all of which the Plaintiff requested for approximately a 

whole month prior to hospitalization. 

26. Dr Chen gave the Plaintiff an arsonal of different medications to combat 

his sicknesses, as well as two sererate blood transfusions, potassium IVs every 

day for almost two weeks, and a host of other suppliments to comban the Anemia. 

Plaintiff Andersen said that Dr. Chen was very pleasant and helpful throughout 

the entire period of hospitalization. 

27. After approx. 3 1/2 weeks in Terre Haute, Indiana's Union Hospital, the 

Plaintiff was released, as Dr. Chen felt as though he was fit to return back to 

the prison, eventhough the disease was not in remission, the Doctor believed 

that it would be manageable enough to combat with the prescribed medications. 

Dr, Chen also scheduled Plaintiff Andersen to come back to the hospital in "two 

days" - July 29, 2007 - to continue his treatment with "Remicade", which is a 

form of chemo-therapy that is usually only used in extreme cases, as it may 

have severe side-effects. Upon his return to F.C.I. Terre Haute, In, the Plain

tiff was still experiencing bloody stools 8 - 10 times per day. He did not 

receive his medication for almost 24 hours upon his arrival at the prison, and 

his conditions began to worsen. Plaintiff Andersen also never received his 

2nd, 3rd, or 4th treatments of Remicade, which were prescribed by Dr. Chen. 
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28. For the above mentioned causes, the Plaintiff now comes before the court 

seeking some form of Justice. He believes that his disease could have been 

stopped from spreading throughtout the entirety of his colon, thus causing 

him permanent physical damage and scar tissue to the entire lining of his 

colon. Also, by not receiving adequate medical treatment - as he would have had 

he not been in the custody of the F.B.0.P. - the Plaintiff is holding the 

Medical Staff of F.C.I. Terre Haute, Indiana responsible for medical negligence 

To this very day, Plaintiff Andersen is still suffering the effects of his 

disease, and the decisions of the F.C.I. THA Medical Staff. 

DEMAND FOR A JURY TRIAL 

29. Plaintiff Andersen demands a trial by jury. 

RELIEF REQUESTED 

30. WHEREFORE, Plaintiff Andersen respectfully requests the following: 

A. That award for Actual Damages be made as to be determined by a jury; 

B. That award for Compensatory damages be made as to be determined by 

a jury; 

C. That allowance be made to the Plaintiff for all reasonable filing 

fees, Attorney fees, and such other costs for the prosecution of this 

action; and 

D. That such other awards and relief be made as the Honorable Court may 

deem just and proper. 

RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this 18th day of May, 2010. 

J ph C. Andersen 
12264-040 
F.C.I. 2 
P.O. Box 1500 
Butner, N.C. 27509 
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ATIACHMENT 1: Administrative Remedy & 
Tort Claim(s) 



~:ate: Exact dates aRE not given because of my inability to obtain my medical 
, recor.ds in a timely fashion. 

IN THE SHU: 
-on or about the beginning of May I began to see traces of blood in my stool. 
I had an extreme amount of gas and stanach pain. 
-I filled out a sick call slip and was expecting to see the PA or Doctor withiN 
the next two weeks. However, after two weeks passed and I had not r.ecieved any 
medical attention, I was extremely disturbed. My symptoms where getting worse 
and my sto.l contained much more blood than before. I was also experiencing 
extreme abdominal pain and cold sweats. 
-I was called out to see PA Joe Williams. I told him that I was losing alot of 
bloodthrough my rectum and having abdominal pain .and cold sweats. 
-He seemed rather unconcerned and detached with my urgency, and wrote a presr
iption. He prPscribed me: SIMEIHICONE 20 t-C UD (used to treat gas pain) 

He also presrcibed: DUCOSATE SODIUM 100 r,,x; Cap (a stool softener) 
-I informed him of my rectal bleeding and I informed him that I was taking the 
psylliun:i, fiber to add bulk to my stool. 
-on the''patient Medication Information" (see attached) sheet that came with tht' 
Ducosate bottle, it clearly states: "Do not t?.ke this medicine with other 
Laxatives or Stool softeners, UNLESS DIRECTED BY YOUR DOCIDR." It goes on to 
say: "DO NOT USE TIUS MEDICINE IF YOU ARE E<PERIENCING ABOOMINAL PAIN, OR 
RECTAL BLEEDING, EXCEPT UNDER TI-IE DIRECTION OF YOUR OOCIOR. II 
-I asked to see a doctor and was told not to worry about it. "Just take the 
medicine and you'll feel better." (or something to that effect) 
Reluctantly I took the medicine ••• And within 12 hours of my first dose, ... my 
bowel movements became much worse and where approx. 70% dark red blood, nnd 
all <liar.rhea. I discontinued use irrrnediately, but the damage was already 
done. 
-For the next two ond a half (2 1/2) months, I had bloody diarrhea, fever, ab·· 
dominal pain, cold sweats, extreme gas, difficulty breathing, and at least 
8 - 30 bowel movements per day. I was losing large amounts of blood and 
experiencing light heacl,:,c'ness, dizzyness, and occasionaly fainting in the 
shower, (as well as all of the aforementioned symptoms). 
-After discontinuing use of the ducosate sodiun, I irmlediately filled out 
another sick-call slip and w~s called out to see PA McDonald. 
-She seemed unconcerned with my symptoms and recent crisis with my previous 
prescription. I TOLD HER I NEEDED TO GO TO TI-lE HOSPITAL ASAP, and that I was 
losing approx. 1/4 cup of blood per bowel movement. I told her that I was ligh~ 
headed and that I had fainted in the shower. 
-She said thaT SHE WOULD SEND one of the nurses to get a sample of my stool 
and my blood within the next week. 
-I TOLD HER THAT IT WAS AN F.MERGENCY AND THAT I NEEDED MEDICAL ATTENTION ASAP, 
BUT SHE SAID THAT I NEEDED 10 FILL our A COP our TO SEE 1HE DOCTOR. 
-I TOLD HER THAT" AT THE RATE I'M LOSING BLOOD, I MIGHT NOT MAKE IT THE TWO 
WEEKS 'ffiAT IT'S GOinG TO TAKE IBE ocx:TOR 10 RESPOND 10 MY COP OUT" 
-I was brought back to my cell in the S.H.U. with no medical treatment. 
-From that point forward I told every C.O. on every shift, every day. I told 
every nurse that passed out meds. (4 times a day), every day ..• (and I have 
witnesses that will attest to this). 
-I was told on several different occasions that it wasn't an anergency and that 
it would be fine. 
-On 5/24/07, I wrote Dr. Wilson a cop-out because he was in the S.H.U. seeing 
patients. I had the cop-out given directly to Dr. Wilson in hopes of se.-.d.ng 
hiP1 inmediately and getting to the hospital, and addressing my MEDICAL EMERGENCY, 
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-No body came to see me or examine me. 
-I filled out another sick-call slip and was again sent to see PA J. Williams. 
Not only did he seem unconcerned with my health, but he almost seemed too 
incompitent to even ex~nine or diagnose me. 
-He said I probably had a gastral infection, or even Ghonneria(???) ... and he 
prescribed me an antibiotic. 
-At this piont I had already fainted twice and was almost incapable of functi·· 
oning. I could not eat and had lost 35lbs. since last being weighed. I spoke 
with officer Mack (who was the acting S.H.U. #1 at the time). 
-He brought me to see the nurse on an emergency trip, and was very helpful. 
-I saw the nurse and she seemed very concerned. I told her I was dizzy, light-
headed, experiencing extreme al::dominal pain, gas, fever, nausea, and cramping. 
I explained that I was losing what I thought to be approx. 2 1/2 - 3 cups of 
blood per day, and that I was having approx. 8 - 15 bo\vel movements per daY. 
_I explained that my symptoms where getting worse and had increased considera
bly since my last trip to see the PA, ... that I was unable to eat, and that my 
bowel movements at this point where all blood and mucus, and the nllnber of 
those movements where increasing every day. 
-Sh2 seemed very concerned and tvanted to help. She had an emergency prescript
ion filled for: LOPERAMIDE 2 MG Cap to stop the diarrhea. 
She took my temperature ;ind it was over 101 degrees. 
-The Loperamide came in a plastic bag with a label onit that said: "Irrmodium" 
and it had oosin3 instructions. 
-I followed the instructions and had taken about 5 doses berore I was brot•.ght 
a prescriptian bottle and a "Patient Medication Information" sheet. 
-The LoperPmide made my diarrhea stop, and gave me al:x:iominal pains, but 'l did 
not have any bowel movements after a few hours from my first dose, until I dis
continued use. Once I discontinued use, my diarrhea seemed 3 times worse, witl~ 
more blood and mucus than before. And extreme al::dominal pain, •.. especially 
durring bowel movements. 
-UNDER CAUTIONS ON THE :patient M~dication Information sheet, it said: "If you 
are treating your.self, do not use this medicine if you have rectal bleeding, 
or a fever gr.eater than 101 degrees, instead check with your doctor. 
-Can you imagine my utter shock and amaizment when I read the caution section 
and realized that I had both of the symptoms mentioned in the DO NOT USE sectic:i. 

_I discontinued use intnediately and my symptoms grew 3 times worse than before. 
At this po~.nt I was unable to eat, sleepins approx. 18 hours a 

day, and spending the other 6 hours contending with fever, cold 
chills /sweats, abdominal pain, and seemingly endless bowel move
ments. My life had become a living hell. I seriously felt like I 
was going to die, and nobody on the medical staff here in Terre 
Haute, IN seemed to care enough to get me to a hospital to get 
the emergency medical treatment that I needed, and have the right 
to recieve by law. 
-On June 4th, 2007 I was released from the S.H.U. in the poorest 
physical condition I have ever been in in my life. I was too 
weak to even carry my property bags to my unit with me. 
-Upon my return to my unit, I was almost unrecognizable. People 
who knew me very well didn't even recognize me. They actually 
thought I was a "hold-over" ..• I had lost 35 ibs. and was "as 
pale as a ghost" from loss of blood. 
-I tried to take a shower and fainted in the shower. 
-I told the C.O. that was working ny unit that I had fainted in 
the shower, and was taken to see PA Armstrong. 
-He said I looked horrible and had a blood test performed. 
-The blood test revealed that my potassium levels where dangerou-
sly low, as well as my iron & blood levels. 
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-I needed an emergency blood transfusion & a colonscopy to deter
mine the source of the bleeding. 
-I was transported to a near by hospital on the same day (7/04/07) 
and was put on a liquid diet. The next day, my colonoscopy rev

ealed that I had Ulcerative Colitis, and that my whole colon \~as 
inflamed, (aka Pan-colitis---bloody ulcers cover the inner lining 
of my entire colon). 
-I was informed by the doctor that it was in its late stages, and 
could possibly require emergency surgery to remove my entire colon. 
-He said that if I would have been brought to the hospital sooner, 
they could have caught it before it spread throughout my entire colon, 
but now that it has spread throughout _ ,, it would be 
something that I would have to deal with for the rest of my life. 
The doctor said that the only cure was surgery (sergical removal 
of the whole colon), and that if the inflammation did not improve 
soon, they would have to perform emergency surgery. 

I WAS TREATED FOR "SEVERE ONSET ULCERATIVE COLITIS, SEVERE ANEMIA 
STATUS POST BLOOD INFUSIONS, HYPOKALEMIA, AND HYPOMAGNASEMIA POST 
REPLACEMENT, WITH WEIGHT LOSS SECONDARY TO THE ABOVE" 

-Dr. Chin gave me an arsenal of different medications to combat 
my disease, as well as two seperate blood transfusions, potassium 
IVs every day for almost two weeks, and a host of other suppliment~ 
to combat my anemia (all of which could have heen avoided if I had 
recieved the medical attention that I requested for almost a whole 
month prior to my hospitalization) 
-After approx. 3 1/2 weeks in the hospital , Dr. Chin believed I 
was fit to return back to the prison, even though the disease was 
not in remission, .. ,he believed it would be manageable enough for 
me to combat it with my medications. 
-Dr Chin scheduled me to come back to the hospital in two days 
(on 6/29/07) to continue my treatment with "Remicade", which is 
a form of chemo-thearapy. 
-When I returned back to the prison on 6/27/07, they did not have 
my medication for almost 24 hours. 
-I was still experiencing bloody stools and using the bathroom at 
least 8-10 times a day, upon my release from the hospital, and fo~ 
at least a month or so after my release from the hospital. 
-Not recieving my medication for almost 24 hrs. upon my arrival 
caused my symptoms to begin to worsen again. I also never recie
ved my 2nd, 3rd, or 4th treatments of REMICADE,(which was in the 
Doctors orders), & I am still experiencing blood~ bowel movements 
to this day (9/22/07). My disease has never been brought into 
remission (allowing my scar tissue to heal), and I believe it is 
because the medical staff here at FCI Terre Haute, Indiana did 
not comply with Dr. Chin's orders to continue my REMICADE 
treatments. And even to this day I am going through "hell" just 
to continue to get my medicine, and being delayed by 2 week wait~ 
ing periods, just to get my prescriptions re-filled. 

_I believe that the spread of my disease could have been avoided 
by simply recieving the medical attention that I continuously 
asked for, and expressed my symptoms and concerns about to the 
medical staff. 
-Dgrring the course of a month I experienced pain, frustration, 
an medical niglect, equivalent of a living hell. I lost SOibs. 
within the course of the same month, and I hold the medical staff 
here in TerreHaute, Indiana (FCI) responsible for MEDICAL NIGLECT~ 
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Remedy No.: 470625-Fl FCC Terre Haute, IN 

PART B - RESPONSE 

This is in response to your Administrative Remedy receipted on October 23, 2007, in which you 
claim the Health Service Department medically neglected you and has mis-diagnosed your 
condition. 

An investigation into your request and a review of your medical record reveals that you first 
requested to be evaluated by an MLP on April 23, 2007. Your complaint was abdominal pain 
from gas and indige:;:;tion. You again r{"quested to be seen for abdominal pain on May 4, 2007. 
You were examined May 15, 2007, for abdominal pain, hard stools, rectal bleeding following a 
bowel movement (a tsp. amount), and burning with urination. The MLP ordered a urinalysis, a 
medication for gas, a stool softener, and instructed you to increase your fluids and fiber. You 
were again examined by the MLP on May 22, 2007, after you stated the medication made your 
symptoms worse. The MLP ordered other tests to try and find out the source of your discomfort 
and now complaint of bloody diarrhea. On May 27, 2007, the MLP examined you again for the 
same symptoms. Medication for diarrhea was prescribed. On May 31, 2007, the MLP examined 
you again and found you to have a low grade temperature. An antibiotic was ordered and the 
MLP asked for you to be followed up by a staff physician. On June 4, 2007, you were examined 
by a staff physician and found to have not respimded to the previous medications prescribed. 
Therefore, the staff physician felt you needed to be hospitalized and examined by a 
Gastroenterologist to find out the cause of your rectal bleeding, temperature and abdominal pain. 
You were admitted to the local hospital on June 4, 2007, you returned back to the institution on 
June 26, 2007. You were diagnosed with Ulcerative Colitis. You continue to receive proper 
treatment. Therefore, you received the proper treatment based upon the symptoms you presented. 

Therefore, this response to your Request for Administrative Remedy is for informational purposes 
only. 

If you are dissatisfied with this response, you may appeal to the Regional Director, Federal 
Bureau of Prisons, Gateway Complex, Tower II, 8th Floor, 4th & State Ave., Kansas City, Kansas 
66101. Your appeal must be received within 20 calendar days of the date of this response. 

, 
Date 
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U.S.DepartrnentofJustice 
Federal Bureau of Prisons 
North Central Regional Office 

Admin Remedy Number: 470625-R2 

Filed 05/24/1 0 Page 6 of 39 

Regional Administrative Remedy Appeal 
Part BM Response 

This is in response to your Regional Administrative Remedy Appeal received on December 12, 2007. 
You allege Health Services Department (HSD) staff failed to provide you proper and timely medical 
care for your multiple symptoms. You contend, as a result, your health deteriorated prior to being 
hospitalized from June 4-26, 2007. Your appeal makes no specific request for relief. 

We have reviewed the documentation related to your appeal. Based on this review, we have 
determined Health Services staff have consistently provided you appropriate medical care and have 
been responsive to your medical needs. Decisions have been guided by your clinical presentation 
and the BOP's Patient Care policy, Program Statement 6031.01. We encourage you to sign up for 
sick call if you wish to discuss your previous provision of health care and/or to request an 
assessment of any current symptoms. Your cooperation with staff will enhance their ability to 
continue providing you essential medical care. 

Based on these findings, this response is for informational purposes only. 

If you are dissatisfied with this response, you may appeal to the Office of General Counsel, Federal 
Bureau of Prisons, 320 First Street, NW, Washington, DC 20534. Your appeal must be received in 
the Office of General Counsel within 30 days from the date of this response. 

J .. 1-0:i 
Oate 
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Administrative Remedy No. 470625-Al 
Part B - Response 

You allege FCC Terre Haute medical staff have failed to provide 
proper and timely medical care for your medical condition. You 
contend your health has deteriorated prior to your being 
hospitalized from June 4-26, 2007. 

Relevant portions of your medical record have been reviewed 
which reveal you have been diagnosed with ulcerative colitis, a 
disease that causes inflammation and sores, called ulcers, in the 
lining of the rectum and colon. Ulcers form where inflammation 
has killed the cells that usually line the colon, then bleed and 
produce pus. Information in the colon also causes the colon to 
empty frequently, causing diarrhea. You have been prescribed 
appropriate medication, and you have been educated on your 
condition. There is no indication FCC Terre Haute medical staff 
have failed to provide proper and timely medical care. The 
record reflects you are receiving medical care and treatment in 
accordance with Bureau policy. 

Your appeal is denied. 
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CLAIM FOR DAMAGE, 
INJURY, OR DEATH 

INSTRUCTIONS: Please read i;;.nfuly the insttuctic:ms on the reverse side and ~~ ~PRO 
_ ~ nlomiation requesied or1 both side$ of this lorn,. Use additional sh&e~s/ if 11 OS-0008 
_ n11Coss.wy. See reveroe aide fol' additional los1ructiooS. 

1. SwnH To f\ppl"opriale Fedefill Agency: 2. Hane, Address ol claimMI and claimant's pen;ona1 representallve. II any. 

North Central Regional Office. 
400 State Avenue 

(See .isftuctions on r,rvim;e.J (Hum be(, streel, city. Slate and Zip Code) 

Joseph C. Andersen 12264-040 
·Tower II, Suite 800 F.C.I. 2, Butner, NC 
Kansas City, KS 66101 P.O.Box 1500 

r...• I,._.,-- I" 

3. TYPE OF EMPLOYMENT, 4. DATE OF BIRTH I 5. MAAITAl STATUS , 6. DATE ANO DAV OF ACCIOEHT ! 7. TIME ( A.Al. OR P.M.J 

5.- 20071 NIA 0 ~ARY IX CIVUAJf 11-23-1982 ' Sin2le Be2innin2 of Mav-June 
8. Basil of Clalln rSta11 h detaf lh• bloMJ t.;tl and~ attending th• di/maae. r,µry, or dealh, ldentlfylna penwns lll"ld property In 

place of occurenc. and lh• cause th&r901) {LJn eddllonll P'l(IH If necena,y.J 

See:-Attached 

---.·- -- -
9. PROPERTY DAMAGE -----~ 
NAME AND ADDRESS OF OWNER, IF OTHER THAN CLAIMANT (Hvmber, street. Gly, state, arid Zip Code} 

- --
BRlEFl. Y DESCRISE THE PAOPEITTY, NATURE AND EXTENT OF DAMA.GE AND THE LOCATION WHERE PROPERTY MAY BE INSPECTED. ( 
on reveru cld1.J 

8/A. . 

~--
10. PERSONAL PUURY/WAONOFUL DEA TH 

ST/1,TE NATURE AND EXTENT OF EACH INJURY OA~/1,USEOF DEATH, WHICH FORMS THE BASIS OF THE CLAIM. IF OTHER THAN C LAIMANT, STATE 
NM-\E OF INJUAEO PERSON OR DEC~. 

See: Attached , 

, 1. WITNESSES 
NAME ADDRESS (Number, street, city, Stat111, iltld Zip Cod111} 

Marvin Landfair 
Officer McIntyre 
Dr. Chin 

.. 
12. (S.1 tlslrvc::tfc>m on TIWlJ1"} AMOUNT OF CLAIM fin dol9r3} 

12-.. PROPERTY DAMAGE 1 2b. PERSONAL INJURY 12c. WRONGFUL DEA TH 12d. TOTAl (FaMure to specify 

N/A $250·,000.00 NIA 
fot1eh.ure i;,f your riphts.J 

$250,000.00 
I CERTIFY THAT ntE AMOUNT OF CLAM COVBS ONLY DAMAGES AND ltUJRIES CAUSED BY THE ACCIDENT ABOVE AND AGREE TO 
A.MOUNT IN FU\.L SATISFACTION AHO flNAL SETTUlll;_EHT OF_ntls CLAIM 

13&. SllNATURE OF ClAlMANT (See lnstrucflonr; on teV91N side.} , .......... ...-ol714.0ATEDF 
N/A · • June 29, 

may cause 

ACCEPT SAID 

CLAIM 

2009 
CJVI.. PENAL TY FOR PRESENTING CRIMINAL PENALTY FOR PRESENTING FRAUDUL ENT 

FRAUDULENT CLAIM CLAIM OR IIAKJNQ FALSE STATEMENTS 
Th!! claiman1 shal torten and pey ID lhe Unft8d s.es the sum of S2,000. Fne i;,f n01 more than $10,000 or lmµrisomlent fl)( not more than 5 YBll'S 

plus datble Ille 8mtU1I of damagas sustam,d by th• United S1ates. Cl( both. (SH 18 U.S.C. 287, 1O01.J 
[S.11 31 u.s.c. 3729.) 

9~109 HSN 7540-00-634-4048 

Pn,m,us editions not usable. 

NOT A COPY OF ORIGINAL 

STANDARD FORM QS (R&v. 7•85} 
J::RESCRl!JED BY DEPT. OF JUST1C-E 
28 CFR 14,2 
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------'-------------------------:PIUV=""A.C~Y:-:---:A""C:=T--:NO-:=:TIC=E::-------------------------

Th~ ~ Is pr~ In ~ wl!h ~ Prtvacy A,t;t. S U.S.C. S52'(o)l3). 
and cone.mi lhe inlomialc>rl ~e<:I 1r1 Iha 191\ef ~ whld'I Ihle J,k,lce la llllla:hed. 

-'· Avthotfty: The 1equaste,d ~ Is wlk:bd plcaad ID Cf"llt or m:n ol lhe 
lclowlllg; S U.S.C. 301. 26 U.S.C. S01 111 MIJ., 26 \.I.S.C. 2671 Ill '8Q., 28 
C.F.f\. Part 14. -

B. Pmct,a ~•: n. inlc,nnaliQn ra~.ted ii le l?e useO in eva,a!Jnu t:luns. 
C. RDulftf 14•: See lhe HDtic.s cl Syste,ni, ol Records lo, lhe agency lo w1-aA yoo 

ara i;ubmil&'(I \his tomi kif this 1>lonnalion. 
D. EffKl ol Fa6Jr• lo Ri,JPOftd: Oisl::losl,e Is ·vountary. Howe,,er. lallure to $Upply 

lhe r~ed intcnnllfion or lo - the bnl may rl!Jlder ~ claim •·_in\'alld"". 

INSTRUCTIONS 

C...,.... al II-• • ....._,. Iha -ii NONE..._. •Pplc.11bl• 

A Ct.AIM SHAU. BE DEEMED 10 HAVE BEEN PRESEN1H) WHEN A. FEDERAL PROPERTY, PERSONAL IN.AJAY, OR DEATH A.Ll..EGED.10 HAVE OCCURREO IJY 
,&,Ge«:V RECEIVE$ FROM A. ClAJMAHT, HIS DUU' AlJ1HORlZED NlENl: OR REASON Of THE INCIDENT. f}-tf Cl.AIM MUST BE PRESENTED 10 THE" 

I..EGIJ. ~E AN EXECVTED siv,DARD FORM !l!i OR OTl-lEl'I A.PPROPRW"E FEOEAA!. AGENCY WTTHIN TWO YEARS AFTER lHE CLAIM 
WRITT"EH NOTIFlCATPN OF AN INCDENT, ACCOMPANIED fJ'i A. CLAIM FOR ACCRUES. · . 

1,10NEY DAMAGES IN A. SUII CEJl'TAIN FOR ltil.lRY 10 OR LOSS OF 
,.,.,,. ~ or ntl>fffldcn .....,__,. n 111a ~ DI i,ogi, can.,. tie 

lumlaMcl, L4'Cn r1qtll!l51., bf Iha o"""-~ In ._ I 1 OIi h ,_.. -. 
Complola ragulallc,r,I ~ le cWml .-toe! undar a.a Ftldar1il Tart c:»n. A.ct 
can be lo,,nd lnmi 28, Codli al Fedlln, Regiadc,na. Pwt 14. Mlnyagwicl9s lave 
~ IUpp~ .... ~ abio. If,.,....,,,.;,, Dn9 1111anc:y la~ pleeN 

- 1-=h IIQ""")'. 

The.....,,_ be -.d bf• ituy ~ ...-ii or~--~. 
~ ~ ~ lo 1h11 ~ ... a IUmYfflld dh llaid dllm 
.sllbb.lq eiq:,r ... llllho,ly 10 let lcr lhe dabarlL A ci.. p,...-.tM by_, IQ8n1 01 

lel)al n,pruenlaffl mual bll pre-.,tllod In lhe ,_,. of h c......_ I Iha .,._., la 

...-,edbyhai,e,tta,~~,11..-."'-hlllllior~c.padlyol 
lho ~ lllgnr,g Ind ba ~ by •llldwlc. DI ha/NI .al-1ly lo or- • 
clolm_Dn b•hal ol lhe c:ilmlnl • •ger,l. •--· ~-,.,..._..,,or 
olher1•~ 

I~~ IO Ill dalm lor bot, ~.....-~ -,d pr..,,..,,.~. clldm 
lo, bolh mm! bo lhown In hlll 1 2 cl lh• lorm. 

h lnl:l<.'1! clrn,a(j llb::itAd bll ..,bsllnllalod by ""'"1)111 .. 1 INlmr,ca • tol,,ws: 

r.; 1n llll'POf1 01 n. dalrTI 1a, p..--,11 ~ or d<Mlh. lhe diok..-.1 llhOoAcf a,t,,,,11 

{I:,) In .._t cl ct.ns lo,- d..-..g,r lO prop.ty wtc:h tms boten or ,;a, ti. 
~ ro,pan,d. Iha c...,_ should eubml .. leeal two ••mired ,algn11d 

- DI IISlmale• by rallbl•, dla-o1.,.-,ed concerra, or, II payment hu t,.,an 
mme, - ft~ llgnad receillb •~ncno paymm,1. -

/c/ In ~ of cbrirT-. lcr d.,,.ge lo p,t,pe<ty whk:h la nol """"°mlcell)' rtPi;,at,lt, 
or II h property Is al D11 du1ro,ad. llltl dilln,-,1 lhould ..,.,,,,. stat- a. lo !ht 
or1g1n11 CDSt cl 11>a ~- lhc dlde cl pin:hall, Sid the wu. er 1h11 propeny_ bolh 
bek,te ..d llflw II>• acod-,L 5'ld't Aaletn- •hculd be by diMlt1r1t&t•d CC>mp!l1Rnl 

p.,_ prw,1,ntily ••""'8bta dulera or offlcllllll ,_,._ with Iha tyi>9 ol property 
damaged. or by two DI ..,,,,,. ~ lliddtws, and llhola:I be ca1lf..i • belog ~Ill 
Md c....rect. 

fdl F ... • lo como,lal.,Y --=UI• 11-. 1cm, Of lo ~ 11>1 teQUNle<I ..... erial 
,,...., two:,... ln>m N o.t• lh• -g•lions accn,9d rnay ren<ler your clllim •·Jnvaid", 

A cWrn ii dellned pr•""'•d wr,., • la raceivl'd t>Y lh• apPrt>!'rlll• eg11ncy, net whan_ 
II Ill malled. 

• wrltlen nf>0l1 by lh1 •11lllfldlr!g pt,yllll;an, Jhowlng Ille l'Adur• .-;I •xt.nl ol lnjwy, 
tho nlliur• W Hbnf ol lrNl!m-,1, Iha de~a ol pwmaienl .....,., I .-.y, 11'11 
pr~ • .-.cl 1h41 paned ol t,o..,...,._.,,,, o, lncapa:llation, lltachin,g llamiz:ed ba. Fall"'• lo q,,ecrty • •- c~r1•1n wlft •••utl 111 ln,olld pi1senlallon or your claim 

tor ni~. holpllal, 01 ~ NP--• ectuely ~- and ••r ... u11 In ton.ii...-. ol ,.,,. rlghta. 

Public- r,por,~g bunl1n lor !his cohdion di lt,bmallori 15 ~ 10 ....,re;a IS .,...,._ per ~ lrddng 0. lime kl" rm-ng insln.>ctions, searching ..:l•flng 
data .:uc!•• gathlmg 111d fflllnlas,ing v- dalll nMded, sld _,,p,,ti,,g and flllllawir,g Iha c:oftecllon of lntormatiC>n. Serd tnffl111ent. 1eg•1d'111g this burdDn estirrwtt or 
ll"I' other Upec:11 ol ll'fl c:olledlDn of lnlonnalicn. lnc:ludlnv ~ a l'9d\dng tta bu.,.._ 
ID Ond:>~ 'bu Branch •nd to h 

CMI DIYWon Ofllc:e gf Manag,e,nanl end Budget 
U.S. Depar1mwf llf ~ ,..,__,It fleduc:Tklrl Pn,jed (1105,0008) 
Wuhlnglon, DC 20SJO . -~ton. DC 20503 

INSUl'I.A-NCl!.....,, .. CO,--VERAO.,,;.,,,....:,,...,E,..--'--------------.-~------,-

In - lhal MJt,rogalkln .,.,,_ -,, bll adjullceled, • la _.,.11'1111 the ......... pro¥lde Ille lolDwlng lnlorTnaSlon ragS"dlng lt>e lnluranee cc-.11• Df hill vehich: or propt,rl;::-
1 5, r>o rcu c.ry IICCldenl Slllllnt1Ctl7 U , Yu, II yu, gi.. .-.. Md ad~ of in...nnc. ~ flbnb«, stt..i. ._.,, Stat•, -..., ~- Ct>deJ Al'ld P0k)' n11111~ ~ 

-

I

,,., ......... __ _ 
. - N/A 

1 B. K cl•lm hH bun hied win, ygu--ca,m--.,-.-.... --ach;,--_-n-ha--,.,,...--_.,,,.---,_.-,,-or-----,-1o-lab--wlll,--..... --.-nce--lo-:,,:>16--dllim--'.-7-fll .Ir ni,c•ssa,y th/II rou ascertain rriese la~rs) 

NIA 

NIA 

SF 95 (Rev. 7-BS) BACK 
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D
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'-.-. .-~. . . 
--. ' 

·-:.. -<./ -,- ' 

. '~LH:...:1•. V· 

Office of the Regional Counsel 

Joseph Andersen, 12264-040 
FCI Butner 
PO Box 1500 
Butner NC 27509 

U.S. Department of Justice 
Federal Bureau of Prisons 

North Central Regional Office 

400 State Avenue 
Tower If, Suite 800 
Kansas City, KS 66101 

July 15, 2009 

Re: Administrative Claim for Damages 
Claim #: TRT-NCR-2009-04859 $ ___ 2~5~0,~00""--'0'--'-'.0"--"0'---__ _ 

Dear Claimant: 

This is to notify you of our receipt of your administrative claim for damages under 
provisions of the Federal Tort Claims Act, Title 28 USC §1346(b), 2671 et. seq., alleging 
liability of the United States Government. 

Your properly completed claim was received on June 29, 2009. The above 
referenced Act provides that the agency has 6 months to make an administrative 
determination on your claim from the date such claim was received by the appropriate 
agency. Accordingly, in the matter of the above referenced claim, the government's 
response is not due until December 26, 2009. 

Regulations that may be pertinent to your claim may be found at Title 28 C.F.R. 
P- .... " ~ e~ -eq -n.., §54" 30 Clll l'-t t.::, ., Cl I.I v. . 

Sincerely, 
Richard W. Schott 
Regional Counsel 
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Joseph Anderson 
Register No. 12264-040 
FCI Butner Med. TI 
P.O. Box 1500 
Butner, NC 27509 

Re: Claim Number TRT-NCR-2009-04859 
Alleged Personal Injury Loss: $250,000.00 
Certified Receipt No. 7007 0220 001 6105 6285 

U.S. Department of Justice 

Federal Bureau of Prisons 

North Central Regional Office 

Tower II, 8th Floor 

4tb and State A venue 

Kansas City, KS 66101 

November 24, 2009 

The above referenced tort claim has been considered for administrative review pursuant to 
28 CFR § 0.172, Authority; Federal Tort Claim and 28 CFR Part 14. Administrative Claims 
Under Federal Tort Claims Act. Review of the investigation of your claim did not reveal that you 
suffered any personal injury loss as the result of the negligent acts or omissions of Federal 
Bw-eau of Prisons employees acting within the scope of their employment. 

As a result of this investigation, your claim is denied. This memorandum serves as a notification 
of final denial under 28 CFR § 14.9, Final Denial of Claim. If you are dissatisfied with our 
agency's action, you may file suit in an appropriate U.S. District Court no later than six (6) 
months after the date of the mailing of this notification. 

cc: File 

Sincerely, /J ,,{) 
~i, 1.A«d~10-,..-,r-
Richard~ 
Regional Counsel -
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~--------------.-----------------------,----INSTRUCTIONS: Pll;ias& read carefuly the inBtructions on the rever&e side and----r.FOA=:-:-M-:-A:--:P:::::P:--::A:----::0:-)VE.0,--------, 
OMBNO·. . supply n!Ollllll!ion requested on both sides of !his lonn. Use ~tional sheet(s-J II 
1105

-0008 
necessary. See flM:Qe skle for additional Instructions. 

CLAIM FOR DAMAGE, 
INJURY, OR DEATH 

-----L----------,r-----------------__.!_ __ 
1 . Submit T0 AP.PrnPriale FEf<2Wal Agency: 

North Central Kegional Office 2. Name. Address of claimant and claimanrs peisonaJ represantali'le. If any. 

Air World Center, STE 200 
10920 Ambassador Drive 
Kansas City, MO 64153 

(See instrvctiom, on re-ve~e.) (NumP11.1
2 

;ti:1t11b s,b, Slal11 111>d ZJp Coda} 
Joseph C. Andersen IL 04- 4U _ 
F.C~L._2 Butner NC -
P.O. Box 1500 
Butner, N.C. 27509 

:k 1YPEOF EMPWY1r.4ENT 14. DATE OF BIRTH 15. MARJT_ Al STATUS It DATE, ANO_ DAY r~·cc,orui 1· 

2 1982 S 1 5 '2007 7N. l;lM/ E (A.M_. OR P.M.J o IAITAAY xi CIVl.Wl 1 11- 3- · 1.ng e eg1.nn1 ng o _ y- _ un~ , / A 

8. Basia of Claim (Stat•~ d.t,., tJi• mown fl1Cl$ and cin:unU~n attanding th• dsnape-, Injury, or dealh, ldentlfylnr, persons and p,i,peny In~~- Iha 
pl,tce of occ:urance- and tJi• CIIU$1t th81ttol} (Ui;;., llddltJona,I pagn If n~.J 

See: Attached _ 

---------- ------ - ----9. PROPERTY DAMAGE ------------------------------------- - --------
NAME ANO ADDRESS OF OWNER, IF OTHER THAN CLAIMANT (Number, slrHI. eMy, Slale, illl'ld "lip Code) 

N/A 

BRIER. Y DESCFUBE THE PROPERTY,NATIJRE ANDOO"ENT OF DAMAGE ANO THE LOCATION WHERE PROPERTY MAY BEINSPECTI:.D. (Se11 ln~truclion; 
oo r•ven.-11 ,;:Id•.) 

N/A 
- ~ ~--------------------c-----------------

10. PERSONAL INJUAY/WADNQFUL DEATH ---- ~--------- -----STATE NATIJAE AND EXfENT OF EACH INJURY ORf;AUSEOF DEATli, WHICH FORMS THE BASIS OF THE Cl.AIM. IF OTHER THAN CLAIMANT. STATE 

NAME OF INJURED PERSON OR DECED!:Nl. 

11. 

See: Attached 

NAME 
Marvin Landfair 
Officer McIntyre 
Dr. Ch&n 

-----·-
WITNESSES 

ADDRESS {Number, We-•t. ay, Statll, and Zip Code) 

4MOUNT OF CLAIM (ri dolars} 

12a. PROPERTY DAMAGE 

N/A 
12b. PERSONAL INJURY 

$250,000.00 
12c. WRONGFUL DEA TH 

N/A 
12d. TOTAL (Falu,. to specify may CIII/H 

lorl&ttur• of your rlpht:s.} 

$250,000.00 

I I CERTIFY THAT THE AMOUNT OF Ct.AJM CDVBIS ONLY DAIIABES AND IN.AJRIES CAUSED BY THE ACCIDENT ABOVE AND AGREE TO ACCEPT SAID 
\ AMOUNT IN FULL SATISFACTION AND FINAL SETTLEMENT OF nos CLAIM ----------~---------~-----------< ( 13a.. SGNATURE OF CLAJMANT (See hstruc1iDni; on 19YWSII &Jde.J 13b. f"hcKle ni.rnbef ol slgnalory 14. DA.TE OF CLAIM 

N/A . . July 14, 2009 

CML PENALTY FOR PRESEN'ffiQ ---i- CRIIIINA.1. PENALTY FOR PRESENTING FRAUDULENT 
FRAUDULENT CLAIM . ...,. ~~ I CUJM OR MAICINQ FALSE STATEMENTS 

Th1t clalmant Bhal lCll'felt and pay ID Iha United Sta1es the sum of S2,00D. I _ Fne of not more lhlrl S 10,000 or Imprisonment for not men lhan 5 yea-s 
plus dCJUbla lhe emount of damages sustlllned by Iha United S1B1es. or both. (Se• 18 U.S.C. 287, 1O01.J . 
(Se, 31 u.s.c. 3129.} - - -

95--109 
Previous 9d/tion$ not usable. 

STANDARD FORM 95 (Re~. 1•85} 
1:RESCR/lJED BY DEPT. OF JUSTICE 

28 CFR 14.2 
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PRIVACY ACT NOTICE 

Thia Notii.>a II prooided n ICCa'1lllnoe wl!h ~ Prtvaq A.d, 5 U.S.C. 55211(el(3f. 

and cmctems U.. nloJmalion requested ih the i.tt• II? which Ihle .Nok:a II lllbtChed. 
JI... ;,.,,thally: The f8!1Unled i:llonn.iion II aoldled ?Uf"""III ID qne DI rnont o{ !he 

IDlowirlg: 5 U.S.C. 301, 28 U.S.C. 501 91 HQ., 28 U.S.C. 2871 el &eq., 28 
C.~~P~1~ . . 

a. Pmct,.a PllrP<>«-· The inlannallon requested "' lO "?I' used in evaluallng c1asn,. 
c. Routk>• Us•: See th• Notices of SyQema of Records IOI' the agency lo whom you 

are ~ this IDrm lor this inlornwdion. 
D. Eff..:;t of Fdn to R• rpo,,d: ~• is wlumary. HoWeYef, fdure I,:, !IUpply 

Iha ~asted nlan!l.sion DI to 11:Xecu\e I he lonfl may r enclt,r )'01.r clllim ".-,valid"' -

INSTRUCTIONS 

c-pl.le •I II-•• laawt the -d NONE whw• •PPlc.bl• 
A C!.All,,I &HAU BE DEEMED 10 HAVE BEEN PRESENTED WHE'i A FEDERAL . PROPERTY, PERSONAL INJURY, OR OE.UH AUEGE0.10 HAVE OCCURRED BY 
AGENCY RECEIVS$ FMM A CLAIMANT, HIS DULY Al11J-ORJZEtl AGENT. OR REASON DI= THE INOOENT. tHE: a.AIM MUST BE PRESENlcO lO 1HE 
1..EGAL REPRESEHWlVE AN EXEQJTED SWClA.RD FORM 115 OR OTliER APPf'()PRJ.l(TE FEDERAL ,'GEHCY WITHIN TWO YEARS AFTER THE ClAlt-A 
WRITTEN N011F1C,Q1()N OF AN INCEENT, ACCQMPA.NIB) (J'( A CI.AlM R>R ACCRUES. . 

MONEY DAMAGES IN >. SUU CEJl]j\lN FOJ\ INJURY 10 OR LOSS OF 
MY~ or nlarmdon ~ n N pr_.._., ol ~~_.be 

t.sniohed. t4UI ,.,___ bJ 111e oni,,. ndlcaed n •-,, .., 11w - s111,• _ 
Corti!-!• •~~ID c1i11,na .-.i undoo' 1h11 F....., Tc,rt CW- Act 
.,.,, ba bund n nlli H, Cod• o1 Fader•~ Pll't 14_ Manr---=-- t-e 
~llh,d ~ ~ ..... ....,,.. ,..., .... IIOW"'Y .. moi..id. pl•-• 
..ia "° IIO"ftC1. 

n.. clu,i 111111 t. 119d by • dulv ~ agn or D4I.- IIOIII r.....-,WW. 
p,oYlcled ...tdaricl" ~ lo Iha~ II llltffltlld..,, s.:t ~ 
Nllbktq •~ lllhwi!y lo IC1 tor th• daftlri ,. c:lsn ~by., IIQM.I or 
laoaJ"""N•rnllDv• nuilbllpr•• 'lfdadinlha...,.olh~ lh.,..,.111 
o,,ign,,,d b)' lbei lgell1 "'J.gal •~ •• l'l'&al ...... - - "'l9g,,I ~ of 
the~~ and ta ~d by a~ of~ ..a,c,,11y lo s,r•--t • 
e191m, Pf1 bi,hlll ot lh• i:,...,_.,. t:1 lg•nt, llllllllaJIOr, ~. ~ ~ Of 

Dlllw n,pr...,.Y•. 
W clal,nn nlenda lo 1h cW,,. lor bolh ~.,..,, w,d pr-11 dorMQ9. -

rcr tnlh mus1 be .,_ n lam 1 z of 1h11 lonn. 

Th• M01#1I clunad •~ b• 11.tl:sllnlt• led by ~I rwldel'CI a lolows· 
/-, _, support of IN ci-,, for p ....... lr,ii.y Of d-, the cakNrtl llhCitAd ...... 

• w,n-, nopo,n b)' "'" •~ physlclarl, chowing Iha nalul• .-id •..t•nl ol n~. 
1h11 l'l•lu"• and •mnl of lnlllmanl. ll>e d-or•• of p• m,• n• nt ~, I q, Iha 

prugnolil, .-.cl Ille s-,tod of~. Of h-----• li.-1, •tlactq llamud baa 
'"'~hDs;:111•1,Dtbud•l-•a.ctu•l)I~. 

/bl _, ~ of c:t--. lgt dan-oe lo i,ioperty whlcll hall t,e-, "' can be 
...,.._,.,.-y ,..._...s. lh9 ,,..,._,, -tlOUld ...,r:,,,-. Id i•aal lwu 1--• d • lgrWNI 
_......,... "'.a,,a1n b)' rlllabl•• ~ ~ DI, a paymenl,,.. bMn 

......... - ·-- llign•d ~~ •vlde!,dng pi,ymonl.. 

tc) -. .._.i ol dair<II to, d~ lo f)l-,1y wtoc.11 1& nor •cor,c.mk:• lly '"~
.., I - pn,pa,ty I& bsl ct d• slrQftd, lh• clalm•nl should wbmll st• l • m•nls as lo 1h11 
~ cosr of 11>11 p,opwty. lhe did• ol iuchaili. aid the Vlllu• ol tt.• pmperty, bolll 
bek,re and aft• lh9 ~L Sod sau-rnanb ~ be by IIIA'll11ro:otad con,p,,lan, 
penonS. pral-•bly rapul•ble- deaa,- cw oflk:l• la 1...- with Iha type ol prl)pl!<1y 
diml•gl,d, or b)' lwD ct ....,,. cornpellllve t.ddtlB. 111'111 &hould b• "'"'1.lfi•d U being ).rat 

end COll.c:!. 

ldJ F .... e lo complel..,, -- 1111& !om, DI lo &lW"f "'" ,._,..., ,nalerlal 
wlNn lwo ,._ ln>n, Illa dll• Iha •Olfion5 Kt:nl9d MIY r• ndef )'DUI c:llaim --.,v• llcl". 

A. calm Is de- pruenl•d ""'"" I lo rac...,ed l>y lhf •~• • ger,cy, nol when. 
.... .-...,kc!. 

f•llm• 10 specify • '""' .,.., • ._ win r•aun In lnw• lld preHnt• Uon of )'Db' ellllm 

end ••r ••suN In ,..,,.11,.. ol yo• tivhla. 

I Publlc raportlnv burden for 1h11 toll~n df lnlom,dgn la _..... II> -.-. 1S mlnuln p• r rupOn$e. lncluling It. lim• _tor revi9M'1g Instructions. soarc:hlng e,:lsllng 
du -~•• galh• mg 1111d malnt•nnv .t,• d-.bl nMded, ..cl r::o,np• til1g and ~ Iha colledx>n al lnlomlalion. Send c:ommentl regarding this burden est1m• 1• Of 

any .itt- .pea d !his c:oll•c,lon d lnlotmalkin. In~ augg•atlDnl lot r9duc:lng 1h11 burdan. 

l> Dlr•c'D~ brls BIWICh md lo lhl 
CMI Pivlslmi Offiat of t.t•nall""Wnt IUld B\ldgel 
US. ~ d Juafic• ~ R8duclliJn Proi--t (1105-000I) 
Wuhlnglcn, DC 20S3D .. Wuhington, OC 20503 

INSUI\AHCE COVERAllE-'------·--------.,------------1 
-
_, enls l!.t lUbn>g,• Ucn ....,_ m•1' be ldju<ii:,llllld, I Ill IIU• r1liill lhlrl 1h11 dl.linlllll prOYlde th• folk:Hmg ntom-b n,gardftg "• tnsura.ce ~• of his --•hie*"' proparty:-"'. 
15, 0o }'OIi '21f'i ~ imiinn,;• ? U Vaa, ft ~&. give ....,. .-.cl • d!I'• - QI na..m:.e ~ ,,._,_ a,• -«. c11,, Sr"'•• - zt>. Code) and policy numbnr, ix Ho 

1 7, ff d•duc:llble, ,., ... atl)OU'li~- ·-
NIA NIA 

NIA 

· SF 95 (Rev. 7·85) SACK 
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Office of the Regional Counsel 

Joseph Andersen, 12264-040 
FCI Butner 
PO Box 1500 
Butner NC 27509 

U.S. Department of Justice 
Federal Bureau of Prisons 

North Central Regional Office 

400 State Avenue 
Tower II, Suite BOO 
Kansas City, KS 66101 

July 22, 2009 

Re: Administrative Claim for Damages 
Claim #: TRT-NCR-2009-05078 $ ___ 2=->5'--',0.,.=.,0_,._00"'-.0=-"0,__ __ 

Dear Claimant: 

This is to notify you of our receipt of your administrative claim for damages under 
provisions of the Federal Tort Claims Act. Title 28 USC §1346(b), 2671 et. seq., alleging 
liability of the United States Government. 

Your properly completed claim was received on July 14, 2009. The above 
referenced Act provides that the agency has 6 months to make an administrative 
determination on your claim from the date such claim was received by the appropriate 
agency. Accordingly, in the matter of the above referenced claim, the government's 
response is not due until January 10, 2010. 

Regulations that may be pertinent to your claim may be found at Title 28 C.F.R. 
Part 14 et.seq., and §543.30. 

Sincerely, 
Richard W. Schott 
Regional Counsel 
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Joseph Anderson 
Register No. 12264-040 
FCI Butner Med. II 
P.O. Box 1500 
Butner, NC 27509 

Re: Claim NumberTRT-NCR-2009-05078 
Alleged Personal Injury Loss: $250,000.00 
Certified Receipt No. 7007 2560 0003 1588 8471 

U.S. Department of Justice 

Federal Bureau of Prisons 

North Central Regional Office 

Tower II, 8th Floor 

4m and State A venue 

Kansas City, KS 661 O 1 

November 24, 2009 

The above referenced tort claim has been considered for administrative review pursuant to 
28 CFR § 0.172, Authority: Federal Tort Claim and 28 CFR Part 14. Administrative Clajms 
Under Federal Tort Claims Act. Review of the investigation of your claim did not reveal that you 
suffered any personal injury loss as the result of the negligent acts or omissions of Federal 
Bureau of Prisons employees acting within the scope of their employment. 

As a result of this investigation, your claim is denied. This memorandum serves as a notification 
of final denial wider 28 CFR § 14.9. Final Denial of Claim. If you arc dissatisfied with our 
agency's action. you may file suit in an appropriate U.S. District Court no later than six (6) 
months after the date of the mailing of this notification. 

cc: File 

Sincerely, 

f1\,JJy}~~ 
Richard W. Schott 
Regional Counsel 
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ATIACHMF.NT 2: Medical Records 
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MEDICAL RECORD CHRONOLOGICAL RECORD OF MEDICAL CARE 

SYMPTOM orAGNOSIS, TREATMEN .,, ry 

S'O'BJBCTIVB: 
,on. 

Lock down inmate. 

Sick call tri e. 
PLAN: 

MBDICATION: 

with sick call appointme.nt date and time. 

·s SSNIICNO. 

,ATIENTS 101NTIACAll0N: IFor 3:!111 ~ ....._.,,.: ,._·mt. hr. milllllll; O No or SSN; Sa: 

ANDERSON, 13s~rit~•G . I ~-----------

NO. WNl)MO. 

12264-040 
FCI THA OOB:11fZ311982 AGE:24 
CARE LEVEL: 

(; __ 
CHRONOLOGICAL ll!COIID Of MEDICAL CAIi£ 

MIICIIQIReco,d 
ITANOAIID FORM 800 lfllEV, 1-97• 
........ bw'aMCMR 
,_. 141 ON 20, ... 202-, IJSP LVN 
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MEDICAL RECORD l CHRONOLOGICAL RECORD OF MEDICAL CARE 

DA It: SYMPTOMS DIAGNOSIS, TRl:AIMENT THtATING c~~:\NIZAllON {Stan Heh entry} 

05/04/2007 08:59 
SUl5JECT:IVB; 
e.TrV r .. , I /TD.T _.~ t.inTt:• 11 T -- 1.-.:-- ~ -' --:~.-...-· . _..._ __ ....... _ .. _ ... --

-~ 

OBJBCT:IVB: 
ruick down inmate. 
AJ~gza ...... --,-.i;: 

Sick c:all triage. 
-- -- --~--~-
Refer to duty PA for sick call appointment, 05/15/2007. 
MBDICAT:IOH; 
LI ____ _.. •I.id+=--

POLLOW TJP: 
wnn --s1c1< COIi oppo1n1tnenT aa1e ana Time. 
D. Decker RN 

00- J .,..._... 

I 

....... 1N.ut'I ~,u;;a.rr, liiJIIPih;:, I.,_.,..., - I ~'Ill•.....-....--· 

--·-- ,.,..,.. SIN/IONO. l'lliLA , own...-- TO - _ 

~~,=:::- p,r. ,.,,,,. . ...,, --. ~ '° rvoorSSN;s-1 I NO. IWAIONO, 

12264~040 
FCI TBA DOB:11/23/1982 AGE:24 
CARE LEVEL: 

Q __ 

CHRONOLOGICAL RECORD OF -DICAL CAIi! 
MNical Record 

STANDARD FOIIII IOO NV. 1-17> 
.._._. bW'OIMCMlt 
fl•IIIU41 QIIQ 201-1.202-1 USPLVN 
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,,.,.. -- .-. ...... 

MEDICAL RECORD CHRONOLOGICAL RECORD Of MEDICAL CARE 

often hard. He also complains of burning when he urinates. He denies 01ff discharge .. 

There is marked resonance to percuss his abdomen. I was \l'IClble to collect a urine specimen at 

ASSESSMENT: 

THA SENS MED V74.1 NEG PPD-NEXT DUE DA TE 03-04-2007 

Internal Hemorrhoids. 
Abdomina gas. 

PLAN: 

MEDICATION: 

Colace 100mg. Take 1 tab twice daily by mouth for 30 days. 

FOU..OW UP: 

~•SHAME SSNIIDNO. 

MTliNT'S tDSffFICATION: t,w ,__,or..,._ .... ,.,.: ,_.. -aat . ..,_,,..._ID No t11 .s:tAt- .S.. NO. WNONO. 
a-o1·--•.a 11 ANDERSON, JOSE~1 ._ _______ __. ____ _ 

12264-040 
DOB: 11/2311912, AGE: 24 
FCITHA 
Care Level: 1 

Q __ _ 

CHIIONOLOGICAL RECORD OF MEDICAL CAM 
Medical Record 

n ANDAIID FOIIII IGO 1..v. 9-17J 
~-jfU,Da 
,_. M1 O'IIII 201.._202-1 
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LOPERAMIDE 2 MG CAP ANDERSEN, JOSEPH CHRISTOP 

COMMON USES: This medicine is an antiperistaltic agent used to treat diarrhea_ 

BEFORE USING THIS MEDICINE: INFORM YOUR DOCTOR OR PHARMACIST of all prescription and over-the-counter 
medicine that you are taking. Inform your doctor of any other medical conditions including other bowel 
conditions, allergies, pregnancy, or breast-feeding. 

HOW TO USE THIS MEDICINE: Follow the directions for using this medicine provided by your doctor. DRINK EXTRA 
FLUID while you are taking this medicine and while you have diarrhea. STORE THIS MEDICINE at room • 
temperature in a tightly-closed container, away from heat and light. IF YOU MISS A DOSE OF THIS MEDICINE and 
you are using it regularly. take it as soon as possible. If it is almost time for your next dose, ~kip the 
missed dose and go back to your regular dosing schedule. Do not take 2 doses at once. 

C8UTION§: If your diarrhea does not improve within 48 hours or if you develop a fever, stop' u·sing this 
meaicrne and contact your doctor. IF YOU ARE TREATING YOURSELF, do'not u~ medi~i.!le.it~Rb.a\!'..@-b.lQ.Ody 

.- diarrtJ~/i! Wr..gr:3-f~ than..101 gegrees F. Instead, check with your dodor. FOMEN: lT IS UNKNOWN IF 
THIS M ICI EIS E C ETED in breast mill<. IF YOU ARE OR WILL BE BREAST-FEEDING while you are using this 
medicine, check with your doctor or pharmacist to discuss the risks to your baby. 

POSSIBLE SIDE EFFECTS: CHECK WITH YOUR DOCTOR AS SOON AS POSSIBLE if you experience sudden abdominal pain, 
discomfort, or bloating; constipation; nausea; or vomiting. If you notice other effects not listed above. 
contact your doctor, nurse, or pharmacist 

OVERDOSE: If overdose is suspected. contact your local poison control center or emergency room immediately. 
Symptoms of overdose may include nausea, vomiting, slowed breathing, drowsiness or deep sleep, and slow 
pulse. 

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: DO NOT SHARE THIS MEDICINE with others for whom it was not prescribed. DO NOT USE 
THIS MEDICINE for other health conditions. KEEP THIS MEDICINE out of the reach of children. 

Database Edition 07 .2 - Expires July 2007 
Copyright 2007 Wolters Kluwer Health, Inc. 

All rights reserved. 

DOCUSATE SODIUM 100 MG CAP 
PATIENT MEDICATION INFORMATION 

ANDERSEN, JOSEPH CHRISTOP 

COMMON USES: This medicine is a stool softener used to treat constipation due to hard stools. 

BEFORE USING THIS MEDICINE: Some medicines or medical conditions may interact with this medicine. INFORM YOUR 
DOCTOR OR PHARMACIST of all prescription and over-the-counter medicine that you are taking. Inform your 
doctor of any other medical conditions, allergies, pregnancy, or breast-feeding. USE OF THIS MEDICINE IS NOT 
RECOMMENDED if you have appendicitis or a history of bowel obstruction. Contact your doctor or pharmacist if 
you have any questions or concerns about using this medicine. 

HOW TO USE THIS MEDICINE: Use this medicine exactly as directed on the package, unless instructed differently 
by your doctor. DRINK SEVERAL GLASSES of water or other liquid each day while you are taking this medicine. 
STORE THIS MEDICINE at room temperature in a tightly-closed container, away from heat and light. IF YOU MISS 
A DOSE OF THIS MEDJCl~IE and you are using it regularly, take it as soc:. as possible. If it is almost time 
for your next dose, skip the missed dose and go back to your regular dosing schedule. Do not take 2 doses at 
once. 

POSSIBLE SIDE EFFECTS: SIDE EFFECTS, that may go away during treatment, include bitter taste, throat 
irritation or nausea. if they continue or are bothersome, check with your doctor. If you notice other 
effects not listed above, contact your doctor, nurse, or pharmacist. 

OVERDOSE: If overdose is suspected, contact your local poison control center or emergency room immediately. 

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: DO NOT SHARE THIS MEDICINE with others for whom it was not prescribed_ DO NOT USE 
THIS MEDICINE for other health conditions. KEEP THIS MEDICINE out of the reach of children. 

Database Edition 07.1 - Expires April 2007 
Copyright 2007 Wolters l:(luwer Health, Inc. 

All rights reserved. 

Rx# ~57352 
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CHRONOlOGICAL RECORD OF MEDICAL CARE 

GNOSIS TREATMENT TREA IN 

I. Subjective: BLD IN STOOL SEEN FOR THIS C/O RECENTLY. 

2. Objective: 

Resp: SHU 

4. Trta1e penonael's signature: C MCCOY RN 

TO 

IIITBINO. W/ll'C NO. 

Institution: FCI-THA Date of Birth: 11/13/1982 
CHIIIONOLOGICAL IIICOIID OF MEDICAL CAIII 

Madicll Rec:ord 
STANDARD FOIIII IOO ..,,,. N7> 
.._._. bw CIIMCWI 
,_. Mt ON 201-e..202-1 

0-----
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MEDICAL RECORD CHRONOLOGICAL RECORD OF MEDICAL CARE 

SYMPTOMS. DIAGNOSIS, TREATMENT TREATING 

SUBJBC'l'IVS: 

PT. WAS SEEN FOR SAME COMPLAINT ON 5/15/07. COLACE AND SIMETHICONE WERE 

THEY SEEMED TO MAKE HIS DIARRMEA WORSE. THE ABDOMEN IS SOFT WITH 

complains of BLOODY DIARRHEA. 

TI-IA SENS MED V74.1 NEG PPD-NEXT DUE DATE 03·04-2007 

WILL OBTAIN STOOL sPECIMEN FOR CUL T\JRE, OVA AND PARASITE 

NZDXCATZOlla 

12264-040 

4200 8UREAU RO NORTH FCC TERRE HAUTE HOUSING 

F ACILilY QUANTllY DOCTOR NAME DC DATE REFILL DUE 

TAICE ONE CAPSULE BY MOUTH IN THE MORNING AND IN TI-IE EVENING 

156644 0!5/15/2007 SIMETHtCONE 80 MG UD 05/15/2007 05/25/2007 

SSN.4DNO. 

MTIENT'S IDENTll'ICATION: (Fe,.,,,.,,., ........... ,-: ,.._ . .._ -. --.: /0 No•~ S.: 
0.elsnA:~ 

ISTBINO. WARD NO. 

ANDERSON~ JOSEPH-I .._ _____ ..__ __ _ 

12264-040 
FCI IBA D08:11/23/1982 AGE:24 
CARE LEVEL: 

Q_ .. __ _ 

CHIIONOLOGICAL R£CORD OF MEDICAL CAIIIE 
Medical Recofd 

~
MD fORII IOO NY. 8-97) ......... 

fR alfl 201-1.202,,l \J8P l\lN 
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MEDICAL RECORD CHRONOLOGICAL RECORD OF MEDICAL CARE 

S MPTOMS 

SUBJECTIVE: 
•r'M STILL ~AVING BLOOD IN MY BOWEL MOVEMENTS" 

OBJECTIVE: 

TO THE LOWEA LEFT ABDOMINAL AREA AN[) THAT HE HAS 7-8 BLOODV/C>IAA.RHEA 
STOOLS A DAY. ABDOMEN SOFT, POSITIVE aowa SOUNDS X 4 QUADS. SAW TH A ON 

INTERMITTENT NAUSEA. Sl"ATES BOWEL MOVEMENTS ARE t>ARK/MUCOVS LIKE BLOOD, 

THA SENS MED V74.l NEG PP1)-NEXT DUE DATE 03-04-2007 

PLAN: 

Count nus WEEK, Fl..ATPLATE OF ABDOMEN, STOOL SPEaMENS ANt) 

IMODIUM 2 CAPSULES PO INITIALLY THEN 1 CAPSULE PO AFTER EACH LOOSE bowel 

CONt>IlION. VErbal understanding returned by inmatE with above instruction and medication. 

over 

MTIENT'I IOENTIFICATION: #For,.,,,_, or--.,.,.,,.._ flt,r. Na,,.• ..,_ IIW, ~ ID No tll $SIV; s-; 
O..dllWt:~I 

WAADNO. 

ANDERSON, JOSEPH-1 
12214-CMO 
DOB: 11123/1982, AGE: 2-4 
FCITHA 

Care Level: 

0----
1 

CHRONOLOGICAL RECORD OF MEDICAL CAIi! 
M1dical R•cord 

ITANDARD FORM IOO fMV, M1J ...... =-DIR FRat(41 201 .. .202-1 IJSPL\IN 
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MEDICAL RECORD CHRONOLOGICAL RECORD OF MEDICAL CARE 

SYMPTOMS DIAGNOSIS, TAEATM N TREA IN sn ry 

SUBJECTIVE: 

Some pain to percuss rignt flank and Lf CVA. Obtained witnessed urine. U/A--SG-1.030. white 

ASSESSMENT: 

Tl-iA SENS MED V74.1 NE6 PPD-r,.EXT t>VE DATE 03-04-2007 

Aule out UTI. 

Increase fluids. 

Recent tneds-Colacc,Simcthicone, and Imodium. 

'IMA,Mli TO 

MTIENrl lDENTIACAllON: /Fe,,,,,_.,.....,...._ IMf: ,_,. ·-. IIW. ~ 0 No or SW SM; o...--. ,_.,a .. , NO. WAIIDNO. 

ANDe:RSON, JOSEPH-1 .._ _____________ _ 

12214-CMO 
DOB: 1112311912. AGE: 24 
FCITHA 
Care L.wel: 1 

0---

CHRONOLOGICAL RECORD OF MEDICAL CAM 
M1dical A•"nl 

ITAIIDAIID FOMI 900 IIIEV. M7J ...... ~-=-..... 141 20, •. 202-, 
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MEDICAL RECORD CHRONOLOGICAL RECORD OF MEDICAL CARE 

SYM OMS DIAGNOSIS, TREATMEN 

06ltU/200714:55 
SUBJECTIVE: 

• 
timu a day, diarrhea with dark blood formed •like snot• for over three weeks. Previous 

un or . 
flushi or dia horcsis and there. is no 

Upright 125/075 P: 100 

lori 

PEA.SON ID#: 

RX NUM LAST FILL DRUG NAME STAR.T DATE EXP DATE 

TOSPONSOFI 

,.'MNTS 1PIH1YICATION: ,,-.,,, r/1119110, -- 11W9; ,_,. · ..._ ._, fflfMlt. ,0 No or SSN; Sa; a.. -,aw,;,....,,....., 
NO. WAIONO. 

ANDERSON, JOSl!PH-1 ._ _______ .._ ___ _ 

12284.(MO 
DOB: 11/23/1982, AGE: 24 
FCITHA 

CHIIONOLOGICAL RECORD OF MEDICAL CAU 
Medlcel Record 

Care Level: 1 ITANDARD FOIIII IOO cAEV. M71 ,........,,O&MCMR 
..... 14, aw 201•.2102-1 USPINN 

0---
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/200714:55 (continued from previous page 

SIG 

05/15/2007 06/14/2007 
THA 60.0000EA 

THA 20.0000EA 
TAKE 2 CAPSULES NOW THEN TAICE 1 CAPS 

06/10/2007 

ONE TABLET BY MOUTH IN THE MORNIN6 AND IN TI-fE EVENING TIU ALL 

FOLLOW UP: 

ANDERSON, JOSEPH--1 DM>41200714:55 PAGE: 2 

122N-040 ..,,,, 
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Aun«::IAIZ!D FOR LOCAl. RIEl'R00UC1l0N 

MEDICAL RECORD CHRONOLOGICAL RECORD OF MEDICAL CARE 

SYMPTOMS DIAGNOSIS TREATMENT TREA I 

SUBJECTIVE: 
follow-up INFO FROM MLP TODAY THAT HE HAD 3-4 WEEK history of LOWER ABD. 

Review of systems othuwise negative. PMHx. 

Pulm:NI appearance, clear to ascultation bilaterally, nontender, no retractions 

COR:Regular rote ond rhythm.no rn/g/r, normalSl and S2,normal PMI. 

ABI)- MILD DIFFUSE TENDERNESS, ositive BOWEL SOUNDS 
EXTREMITIES: no c/c/e 

NEURO- No focal deficits 

VS: BP: 125/075. P: 100. RR: 20. T: 100.60 Deg .. W: 180 lbs. 00.0 oz.. o----

THA SENS MEt> NOT TESTED NOT HIV TESTED 02-01-2006 

PLAN: 

-LEUKOCYTOSIS 
A 

HO SPIT ALIZA TION . DIRECT ADMIT, FOR ANEMIA. gastrointestinal CONSULT FOR. 

(over) 

·s~ AELATIONSHIP TO Sfl'ONS0A 

PATIENT'S IDENTIFICATION: fFor ,_.,or ....WW, ...... ,;.,e: ,.,,_ · ...,_ lht.. ,,....._ ID No o, SSN.· S.: 
DIM'riii·.w,;,..,..,,..._, 

NO. WARDNO. 

ANDERSON, JOSEPH-1 ._ _______ .._ ___ _ 

12264-040 CHRONOLOGICAL "ICORO OF MEDICAL CAM 
DOB: 11/23/1982, AGE: 2• Mecffcal Record 
FCITHA 
Care Level: 1 

ITANDARD FOIIM IOO NV, ••11 .._..._dll.MC:Mfl 
FRIii (41 CPII 201-1,202-1 USP I.YN 

0---
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YUPT .T t t't • • f , • -, t• ' t' • 

06 04/2007 14:40 

Wm. Eric Wilson M.b. 

ANDERSON, JOSEPH-1 08104120(17 14:40 PAGE: 2 

12264-040 

(continued from previous page) 
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)IIIIDBRAL COlUtSC'fIONAL COMP~ 
4400 BUREAU ROAD SOUTH 
TERRE HAUTE, IN 47802 

(812)244-4589 

FINAL SAMPLE REPORT 

Patient ID: 12264-040 
Patient Name: AHDDSON, JOSBPB-1 
DOB: 11/23/1982 Sex: M 

Page: 1 

Reported: 06/05/07 13:52 
Doctor: 'MN Jr.RIC WILSON M.D. 
Location: l'CI TBlUU!l RAU'l'B 

Comments: CHRONIC CARE 

Lab No: 07156046 Drawn: 0610,101 13 :oo Tech: AMT Rec 'd: 06/04/07 u :oo Tech: AMT 
Comments: 
--------------------·---------------------------------------------------------
PROCEDURE NORMAL ABNORMAL UNITS REF RANGE TECH .... HEMATOLOGY*** 
WBC 13.1 H xl0 ... 3/uL 4.0 - 10.5 AMT 
RBC 3.16 L xl0 ... 6/uL 4.10 - 5.60 AMT 
HGB 9;0 L g/dL 12.5 - 17.0 AMT 

RESULTS GIVEN TO PA ARMSTRONG 1320 6-4-07. AMT 
HCT 
MCV 
MCH 
MCHC 
RDW 
PLT 
MPV 
** AUTO DIFF *** 
GRAN% 
LYMPH\: 
MIXED% 

••• LIPID PROFILE *** 
CHOLESTEROL 
TRIGLYCERIDES 
HDL 
LDL (CALCULATED) 
HDL RISK FACTOR 

*** GENERAL CHEMISTRIES .... 
GLUCOSE 

*** SEROLOGY/IMMUNOLOGY *** 
H. PYLORI 

*** SEND OUT TESTS *"'* 
SEND OUT TESTS 

STOOL CULTURE,STOOL O&P 

27.2 L ' 36.0 -
86 fL 80 -

28.5 pg 27.0 -
33.1 g/dL 32.0 -
12.0 t 11. 7 -

489 H xl0,..3/uL 140 -
9.1 fL 8.1 -

71.8 H % 38.3 -
11.0 L % 17.5 -

17.2 ' 1.9 -

146 mg/dL 140 -
104 mg/dL 56 -

22 L mg/d.L 35 -
103 CALC < 130 
6.7 CALC 

125 H mg/dL 70 -

NEGATIVE NEGATIVE 

SENT TO REFERENCE LAB . , . ; ... ,.._ 
: ,; . ' 

~-:·-~ ~- ' . ·.... ' '. ~ --~-- ·.-' "! 
j ENTERED 

,· 

50.0 AMT 
98 AMT 

34.0 AMT 
36.0 AMT 
15.0 AMT 

415 AMT 
12.4 AMT 

69.0 AMT 
47.9 AMT 
24.6 AMT 

200 AMT 
169 AMT 

80 AMT 
-AMT 
AMT 

110 AMT 

AMT 

AMT 

1· ; 
::a::2======••-===:s••======-==~•a•==:-U.JJ·=.;.~.;:.,,..=~"'=""'==,,.,==:=•SENSITIVE=••==::=•=:a: 

L'.'~ ~ ~~. :~:. = . LIEWED BY 1/Mf: 
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(
· .. :·., (_:· l.,I ~ \:. .. :· ... ~l ~ ~ 

UNION HOSPITAL 

Patient Name: 
ANDERSON, JOSEPH 

DOB: l 1/2'11982 
Su: M 

Adm Dn KOJ, I O'EORGB 
Mn Dr. KOJ, I GEORGE 
Rd"Dr: 
DlCFATJNG DOC'l'OR.: BlLOTTA, JEFFREY 
CC: KOJ, I GEORGE 

CONSULTINC DOCTOR: BILOTTA. JEP'PRBY 

1606 N. 7th Street 
Terre Haute, Indiana 47804 

Hospital: 1 S9S0884 - I 
Med Rec#: 351532 
Room#: 2.02103 

Age: 24Y 
Racc:W 

Ad.nJ>ate! Jun 42007 S:lSPM 
Dhhte: 

UH CONSULTATION REPORT 

Temperature 
Pulse 
Respiration, 
BloodPmlBure 
Height 
Weight 

Ambrlle 
80 
16 
140/80 

WM E. WIison, MD 
FCC Terre Haute 

Thank you. for permittina me to aasilt you in the care and management of your nice patient, a 24 year old 
man with rectal bleeding. 

The put medical history la unremarkable as is the past surgical history. 

OUTPATIENT MEDICATION: 
Stool softeners. 
Jmodluxn.. 
Bacbim. 

He b.u no known. dru.g allera{es. 

This very pleasant 24 year old man was admitted to the hospital with a three week history of passing 
liquid. bloody, mu.coid stools. He was having 7 loose stools per day that represented a marked change in 
his bowel acthity. For the first week he ~enced urpncy with this condition but no io.oontioence. 
Nevertheless, over tho last two wceka, be bu bad ao urgency. He reporta fever and chills. He has had 
nausea but no vomiting. He has diffuse abdominal pan,.. Although is appetite has been good he has lost 
20 pounds with this illness. He has had no indigestion or heartburn. vomiting, dysphasia, odynophagia or 
frequent eructations. 

In the outpatient scttina a th.en.pc,uti.c trial of stool softeners appeared to worsen his S)111.ptcnns and 
Im.odium was discontinued after the fever developed. A cour&e of Bactrim was initiated when he wal!I 
admitted. · -~••_ .. ,..~•~ · · ·• ·,-._ 

.... ~. .2._......,.. ...... ~ 

Ju11e 10, 2007 (2:06 PM) UH CONSULTATION REPORT - p~NTERED 
, .. 

JUN 2 7 2007 

l BY: __ J}{~J __ 
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User: Lindsay Ogle Date: 6/19/2007 3:36:02 PM Union 
CONFIDENTIAL 

SYSTEM COPY 
NOT A LEGAL DOCUMENT 

RE-DISCLOSURE PROHIBITED 

Raport Nam.et OPERATIVE REPORT 
Wort. ··Type: OPERATIVE REPORT 
Report Date/Time: 06/10/2007 13:55 

PATIENT: ANDERSON, JOSEPH 
HOSPITAL: 15950884-I 
MR f: 351532 
ROOMI: 202103 
DOB: 11/23/1982 
AGE: 24Y 
SEX: M 
RACE: W 
ADM DR: KOJ, I GEORGE 
ADM DATE: Jun 4 2007 5:15PM 
DIS DATE: 
HOSP SERV: MED 
DICTATING DOCTOR: BILOTTA, JEFFREY 
ORDERING DOCTOR: 
REFERRING DOCTOR: 
CC: KOJ, I GEORGE 
OH OEERATION REPORT 

Surgeon: BILOTTA Assistant: 
Anesthesiologist: Anesthetic: 

DATE OF OPERATION: 6-5-07 

WM E. WilsOn, MD 
FCC Terre Haut• 

PROCEDURE: 
1. Colonoscopy. 

fC~7'.::!!'.:=.:·.: ::.::· :_ :~_":'..:..:::~~ 
l ENTEs'fi.ED l 

/: 

PREMEDICATION: Demerol 100 mg IV, Versed 4 mg IV. 
r 
,r JUN 2 0 2007 

ENDOSCOPIC FINDINGS: ~ \(\, ) 
1. Diffuse left sided ulcerative colitis, status post biop~y. BY: __ ~ __ ,_.__ __ _ 

l 
' C • •• --.,&. • V ••-- -~ ~••1 .1 • .I 

' Colonoscopy was performed and the tip of the instrument advini::ed .. to the 
, ........ _ ··-·--. .,.. 

cecum as identified by the appendiceal orifice and ileocecal valve. 
Retrograde ileoscopy revealed the terminal ileum to appear normal. The 
ascending colon was unremarkable. Beginning at the hepatic flexure and 
extending in a contiguous fashion to the rectum, diffuse moderately 
severe ulcerative colitis was identified with no skip areas. There was 
marked tissue friability and tissue edema. Multiple biopsies were 
obtained from the ascending colon, transverse colon, sigmoid colon and 
rectum for histopathology. Your patient tolerated the procedure well. 
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PLAN: 
1. Initiate corticosteroid therapy with Hydrocortisone 100 mg IV now and 
then 100 mg IV q8h. 
2. Advance to regular diet. 
3. Follow the patient clinically. 

DD: ~6-5-07 2017) 
TRANSCRIBED BY: (jls) on Jun 10 2007 l:SSP 
EXTRAPRINTSMRD123: () 
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User: Lindsay Ogle Date: 6/19/2007 3:36:38 PM Union 
CONFIDENnAL 

SYSTEM CQ.PY 
NOT A LEGAL DOCUMENT 

Rt;-DISCLOSURE PROHIBITED 

T•et Naae: Pathology SURG/NucMED 
Acoa• aiont: SP07-9141 

Ji'inal Report 
Pathology SURG/NucMED # 

P.O. Box 1054 Phone: (812) 
238-7543 

Terre Haute, Fax: (812) 
IN 47808 238-7230 

Kashlan, M.D. 

M.D. 

Associates 

M.B. 

G.J. Longa, 

and 

Accession Number: SP07-9141 
Attending: I GEORGE KOJ 
Surgeon: JEFFREY BILOTTA 
Location: UH 2WB 

Patient Name: ANDERSON, JOSEPH 

2021 03 

Age: 24 Y, M DOB: 11/23/1982 
MR#: 0351532 Procedure Date: 
Admission i: 06/05/2007 
015950884 Received Date: 
Chart ff: 348473 06/06/2007 

Reported Date: 
06/07/2007 

FINAL SURGICAL PATHOLOGY REPORT WM E, W\IIOO, MD 
f cc Tena, Haut• 

CLINICAL HISTORY: BLOOD WITH BOWEL MOVEMENT 

PROCEDURE: COLONOSCOPY WITH BIOPSY 

FINAL MICROSCOPIC DIAGNOSIS: 

A. COLON, ASCENDING, BIOPSY: 
CHRONIC ACTIVE COLITIS. 

B. COLON, TRANSVERSE, BIOPSY: 
MARKED CHRONIC ACTIVE COLITIS. 

~.,.:- -~,.,._-•.-,.• • r•~ •" " 

.;.;;;., ... ~-, .I~-~, .......... '·,,.- .• _., .............. .-._.:.:,_~~---,~ 

C. COLON, SIGMOID, BIOPSY: 
MARKED CHRONIC ACTIVE COLITIS. 

:1 E PJ,TT Jf~ r: J'J: :o -~ l 
/· 

: j~>/007 ;: 
t .BY:_,~~=---- ... , 
Ii •'-••• •··•·••M -•·••-•a. ••·• ;;;fl·\• "'-,.. .. . •' ····--• 

• •n • .. • ,•,">A'.'I 
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MEDICAL RECORD CHRONOLOGICAL RECORD OF MEDICAL CARE 

&/200118:50 

12264 .. 040 

HOSPITALIZED FROM: 06-04--2007 
TO: 06-26-2007 

HOSPITAL DISCHARGE DIAGNOSIS: SEE DISCHARGE SUMMAR\' 

CHRONOLOGICAL SUMMARY: 

PIACEMSNT 
. WEIGHT LOSS SECONDARY TO ALL OF THE ABOVE, 

MTlENT'S toefTIIICATION: (For tr,l!ld or_..,. ilfWrill&. ~: ,_,. • - tilt. fflllllfak ID No or 8SN: S.: 
O.otlltlh; ......... J 

NO. WN'IO NO. 

() ___ _ 

ANDERSON, JOSEPHMl 
12264-040 I I /23/1982 
Age: 24 FCI THA 

PAGE: I OF: 1 

CHRONOLOGICAL IIECOND Of MEDICAL CAIIE 
Mtdlcll fltcord 

STANDARD FOtM IOO PIW. e-111 
,._._. 11¥0UIICMI 
,_.. 141 Cffl 201-1.202•1 
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BiscHARG)f TEACHIN1; oocu~NT \$ 

FOR: ~ERSON JOSEPH ROOM: 2021 - 01 DATB: 06/26/07 
PT NO MBD REC NO: 15950884 / 351532 TlME: 16:50 
DIAGN SIS: RECTAL BLEED NlM DATE/TIME: 06/04/07 17:15 

······-----=-•a=s====•===~====c=MEDICATIONS =====•==•-•m=====~=-============ 
MRDICATIONS 

HBRE ARE THB MEDICATIONS THAT YOU ARE TO TAlCB AT HOME: 
~rotonix 40mg by mouth dai~y. 
YOUR NBXT DOBB l:S DUB 6/27/07 0900 
potassium 40meq QY moutb d'ily for 1 week than stop. 
YOUR NIEXT OOSB XS DOB 6/27 07 0900 

--------------------------~------~~--------------~ prednisone 50mg b~mouth da.i:.J_y x1 week then 40mg by mouth daily x 
2 weu!!l~en 30fflg mout;.h 4a:i.l.y x2 week, then 20ffl.g ny mouth o.a1·1y 
YOUR ~,u..-~ DOSB ~S OE 6/27/07 0900 
---------·----------------------------------------fo~ 2 week,then 10mg by mouth daily x2 week,then 5mg by mouth dai 
1Y for 2 waeke then stop. 
YOUR NBXT DOSE :rs DUE s?!e above 

r;;icade-Smgikg-i~;:-this-friday;then-;;;cy-8-;eeks x3 doses then 
stop. 

YOUR NEXT DOSE IS DUE 6/29/07 
--------------------------------------------------

==L~iTi~ig!::::••••m====••••~== ACTIVITY ===2•••••••======••••===c======• 
POSITJ:ONING 

as tolerated 
WALKING 

as tolerated 
DRIVING . 

as tolerated 
BATHING 

as tolerated 
SIT'l'ING 

as tolerated 
LIFTING 

as tolerated 

••EXFL==••==========7••========p1,,iWfCTIONS=a~=••====•==•••••••P=========s• 
Exprained condition/possible complications to patient 

==ADDL~oo-==•==••-======-======= COMMEN'I'S ~=•=====~~=-•••==--~===========s 
pleas~ain cbo and liver function panel in 2 months. 

__ ,,....,..-.~ .~ '~•· • ••·•••--:,IC..-...•-• 

~----·---.... ~,......... .t.. 

UNION HOSPITAL1606N.7tbSt.Terrc!lame JN 
Syitan date/time: 06f1.6/07 lf.i:SO • 

ENT.'f:7.L. :_ 
... 

l 
1 
.\ 
i". 
' 

-{ 

:..~.-.........,._ ....... tw-. .................. --- -~ -·~•--0.--•,~.---•----·· 
............ rli,,o. ~·~.illl'l'.t......".:..J. ..... ~ ...... ;i,-,.... •, ••.•• ,,~....,,..-.• 
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UNION HOSPITAL 

Patient Name: 
A.NDBRSON, JOSEPH 

DOB: 11/23/1982 
Sex; M 

Adm Dr: JC.OJ, I OEOR.OB 
_Am.Dr; KQJ, t OEORGB 

lbifDr: 
DICTATING DOCfOR.. KOJ, I OEOROE 
CC: KOJ, 1 OSOllGE. 

1606 N. 7th Street 
Terre Haute, Jndi.ana 47804 

Botpihl: 15950884 - I 
MedRR#:351532 
Ro0m#z :202101 

Apl l4Y 
Race:W 

AdmO.tc: Jun 42007 5:15PM 
UJ•Date; 

-.. ..... ---------~--------------------
UH DISCHARGE SUMMARY 

DtsCHARGE DIAGNOSIS: 
1. Severe new onaet ulcerative colitis. 
2. Severe anemia status post-blood transt\Jsion. 
3. Hypokalcmia and hypomagncsania status poat-replacement. 
4. Weight loss secondmy to all of the above. 

For more details refer to my history and physical. 

WM E. WIison, MD 
FCC Terre Haute 

HOSPttAL COURSE: 1bCl patient was adn:tittcd to the ho,pital with rectal bleeding end he had 
immediately GI evaluation with colonoseopy, which revealed the presence of difiii.s£ ulcerative colitis. 
The patient was started with IV steroids and he was al.so treated with ~ and Colual. The patient 
slowly improved dramatically. He received blood transfusion also through this hospitalization. The 
texture of bis stool and the amount of rectal bleeding went down dramatically after the Remicade was 
giVClll u well So, the patient is cum:ntly under the earc of Or. Chen. He received Remicade last week 
and he is going to receive another R.emicadc next week. He is also on Colazal and lm1lml (azathioprine) 
and also is on prcdnisonc. Dr. Chen, I believe, is planning to tapc,r off the steroids slowly and keep the 
patient on Imuran and Colazal for awhile. The patient was also afvon Protonix to protect his stomach 
while he is on steroids. 

DISCHARGE MEDICATIONS: r 1 t=;w,, .. -.~~=---
Thc patient will be di&char&ed on Protonix. 40 once a day. 'I ENTER ED 
K-Dur 40 mEq two times a day bccanac of the persistent hypokalemia. J 
He will be ditchat1od on ferrous sulfate 325 ma orally once a day. ; JUN 2 7 2007 · 
Imuran 50 mg orally daily. / /\ , ,J -· 
Colazal 2,2.50 rng three times a day. \' BY :_..,..'J=/1....._~-- / 
Prcdnisone 15 mg orally every day for right now and the tapering dose schedule~-~ b)'~t·:~ .•. ~ -~ .. c>--:::=,/-
Agajn. the patient needs olose follow-up with Dr. Chan. The patient mo.,t likely would need baseline. 
bone density testing while he is on high dose steroids. and I am sure he is acing to be on more steroids in 
the futttre. The patient was told about the seriow side effects of all the mcdlciDe he takes including 
Imuran and prednisone and ~ in the futum the pos•ibility of oolcctomy was mcmtioncd to hhn. The 

\ ·-

\
-, 
•·:,• 

\ 

patient did have a colonoswpy in tbh ho•pitalization a.od .again the oolott08COpY did not show any 
evidence ~ dyspluia. so there is no need to repeat a oolonoseopy more frequently at this point. other 
than scrcQUUi for colon cancer, which is very common in patic:nts with ulcerative colitis. Again. I will 

-•••'\. 

i. 
\ 

June 2ii. 2007 (9:4R AfvO UR Dff1CRAR(jJ: SUMMARY RF.PORT Pan 1 
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UNION HOSPITAL 

Patient Name: 
ANOatSON, JOSEPH 

1606 N. 7th Street 
Tcm, Haute. Indiana 47804 

Rospltu: 15950884 -1 
Mtd 11.ec:#: 351532 
Room#: 202101 

leave the lon&•term plan to Dr. Chen. his gutroenterolosist, to deal with his ulcerative colitis. He needs 
close check on his potassium. HsB1 n,agn,estum once a month. at least for now until he goes into 
remission. Then be needs them probably every three to four months. 

----~Th-an.wk ..... you Dr. Breitweuer) Dt. Wmon; and DJ. Williams for thts llltercsfing case. 

DD: {6'1.6/07 0819) 
TR.ANSClUBED BY: (VEC) on ran 26 2007 9:40A 

J\Qle 26, 2007 (9:48 AM) UH DISCHARGE SUMMARY REPORT Page 2 
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David C. Andersen 
Attorney at Law 
PO Box 141547 
866 3 Mile Road NW 
Grand Rapids, MI 49514-1547 

Dear Mr. Andersen, 

Federal Bureau of Prisons 

Federal Correctional institution 
Terre lf.aute, Indiana 

August 22, 2007 

This is a letter sent to the Plaintiff' 
father, David C. Andersen, from the War:en 
of Terr~ Haute, ~o! B.R. Jett, regarding 
the medical cond1t100 of his son: Plaintiff 
Andersen.--

Re: Joseph Andersen 
Register No. 12264-040 

This is in response to your letter dated June 19, 2007, wherein you question the medical 
condition of your son, Joseph Andersen. You are also inquiring about visitation. 

A review of Mr. Andersen's medical record reveals on June 4, 2007, Mr. Andersen presented to 
Health Services with complaints of burning lower abdominal pain, excessive flatulence, bowel 
movements seven times a day, diarrhea with dark blood formed "like snot" for over three weeks. 
Mr. Andersen was sent to the hospital for further tests. On June 5, 2007, a colonoscopy revealed 
ulcerative colitis. While hospitalized from June 4, until June 26, 2007, Mr. Andersen received 
treatment for severe new onset ulcerative colitis, severe anemia status post blood infusions, 
hypokalemia, and hypomagnasemia post replacement, with weight loss secondary to the above. 
On June 18, 2007, Mr. Andersen received Remicade treatment. Remicade therapy will be the 
prescribed ongoing treatment for Mr. Andersen's condition of ulcerative colitis. On July 5, 
2007, Mr. Andersen was evaluated by the Physician Assistant, requesting a second pair of TED 
hose. No complaints regarding ulcerative colitis were voiced at the time ofthis visit. 

Visitation was previously suspended due to Mr. Andersen's hospitalization. Regular visiting 
hours are 8:00 A.M. to 3:00 P.M. on Friday through Sunday. Visitors will not be admitted after 
2:00 P. M. Mondays, Tuesdays, Wednesdays and Thursdays are not visiting days unless a legal 
holiday falls on either of those days. There is a limit of five visitors during each visit. 
I trust this response addresses your concerns. Please advise your son to sign up for sick call if 
other medical issues arise which require an evaluation or treatment. 

Sincerely, 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF DWIANA 

United States District Court 
921 Ohio Street 
Terre Haute, In 47807 
(81 2) 2jl-1840 

Joseph C.Andersen 
12264-040 
F'CI 2 
P . 0 . Box 1 500 
Butner, NC 27509 

To ~horn It May Concern; 

I have just recently filed a Complaint against F.C.I. Terre Haute, In 
and sent my complaint Certified Mail to your location. 

Enclosed is the $350.00 filing fee which I have had withdrawn from 
my inmate account. Please forgive any lack of syncronicity between the filing 
of the COMPLAINT and the FEE. 

Your consideration in this matter is greatly appreciated. Thank You. 

PO Box 1500 
Butner, NC 27509 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF INDIANA 

TERRE HAUTE DIVISION 

JOSEPH ANDERSEN, ) 
) 

Plaintiff, ) 
) Cause No. 2: IO-CV-140-JMS-WGH 

V. ) 

) 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, ) 

) 
Defendant. ) 

STIPULATION OF DISMISSAL 

Plaintiff, by counsel, and defendant, by counsel, stipulate that the above entitled cause of 

action should be dismissed, with prejudice, costs paid. 

Respectfully submitted, 

GARAU GERMANO HANLEY & PENNINGTON, P.C. 

ls/Jerry Garau 
Jerry A. Garau 
Attorney No. 10822-49 
151 North Delaware Street, Suite 1515 
Indianapolis, IN 46204 
Telephone No.: (317) 822-9530 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 

OFFICE OF THE UNITED STATES ATTORNEY 

ls/Jonathan A Bont 
Jonathan A. Boot, 
Assistant U.S. Attorney 
IO West Market Street 
Suite 2100 
Indianapolis, IN 46204 
Telephone: (317) 226-6333 
Attorney for the Defendant United States of America 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF INDIANA 

TERRE HAUTE DIVISION 

JOSEPH ANDERSEN, ) 
) 

Plaintiff, ) 
) Cause No. 2: IO-CV-140-JMS-WGH 

V. ) 

) 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, ) 

) 
Defendant. ) 

ORDER OF DISMISSAL 

IT IS NOW ORDERED by the Court that the above-entitled cause of action is dismissed, 

with prejudice, costs paid. 

05/19/2014 

Date 

Distribution to: 

Jerry Garau 
GARAU GERMANO HANLEY & PENNINGTON, P.C. 
15 I N. Delaware Street, Suite 1515 
Indianapolis, IN 46204 

Jonathan A. Bont 
Office of the United States Attorney 
Assistant U.S. Attorney 
IO West Market Street 
Suite 2100 
Indianapolis, IN 46204 

Hon. Jane Magnus-Stinson, Judge 
United States District Cami 
Southern Di strict of Indiana 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF INDIANA 

JOSEPH ANDERSEN, 

Plaintiff, 
vs. 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, et al., 

Defendant. 

ENTRY 

No. 2:1 0-cv-140-JMS-DML 

The plaintiff's motion for extension of time [27] is granted in part and denied in 
part, such that the parties shall have through July 18, 2011 , in which to complete written 
discovery and discovery depositions. The parties shall also have through August 18, 
2011, in which to file any dispositive motion, including any motion for summary judgment. 

IT IS SO ORDERED. 

Date: 05/18/2011 

D istri buti on: 

Gerald A. Coraz 
UNITED STATES ATTORNEY'S OFFICE 
gerald.coraz@usdoj.gov 

JOSEPH ANDERSEN 
No. 12264-040 
PEKIN 
FEDERAL CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION 
Inmate Mail/Parcels 
P.O. BOX 5000 
PEKIN, IL 61555 

I-Ion . .lane Magnus-Stinson. Judge 
United States District Court 
Southern Di strict of Indiana 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF INDIANA 

TERRE HAUTE DIVISION 

JOSEPH ANDERSEN, ) 
) 

Plaintiff, ) 
V. ) 

) 
) 

UNITED ST A TES OF AMERICA, et al., ) 
) 

Defendant. ) 

CAUSE NO. 2: 1 0-cv-140-J MS-DML 

ORDER 

This matter having come before the Court on the United States' motion for enlargement 

of time, said motion being in the following words and figures, to-wit: 

lH.I.J 

And the Court, being duly advised in the premises, now GRANTS the motion for 

enlargement of time in part. 

The United States shall have up to and including January 25, 2011, to res pond to the 

plaintiff's Complaint. 

So ORDERED. 

DATED: 11/29/2010 

Hon. Jane Magnus-Stinson, Judge 
United States District Court 
Southern District of Indiana 
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DISTRIBUTION: 

Joseph Andersen 
Reg. No. 12264-040 
Butner Federal Correctional Institution 
Post Office Box 1500 
Butner, NC 27509 

Gerald A. Coraz, AUSA 
United States Attorneys Office 
Southern District of Indiana 
10 West Market Street, Suite 2100 
Indianapolis, IN 46204-3048 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF INDIANA 

JOSEPH ANDERSEN, 

Plaintiff, 
vs. 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, et al., 

Defendant. 

No. 2:1 0-cv-140-JMS-DML 

ENTRY 

The plaintiff's motion for extension of time [18] is granted. The parties shall have 
through May 16, 2011, in which to complete written discovery and discovery depositions. 
The parties shall also have through June 16, 2011 , in which to file any d ispos itive motion, 
including any motion for summary judgment. 

IT IS SO ORDERED. 

D 
03/01/2011 

ate: 

D istri buti on: 

Joseph Anderson 
#12264-040 
Pekin Federal Correctional Institution 
P.O. Box 5000 
Pekin, IL 61555 

Gerald A. Coraz 
gerald.coraz@usdoj.gov 

Hon. Jane Magnus-Stinson, Judge 
United States District Court 
Southern District of Indiana 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF INDIANA 

TERRE HAUTE DIVISION 

JOSEPH ANDERSEN, ) 
) 

Plaintiff, ) 
V. ) 

) 
) 

CAUSE NO. 2: 1 0-cv-140-J MS-DML 

UNITED ST A TES OF AMERICA, et al., ) 
) 

Defendant. ) 

ORDER 

This matter having come before the Court on the United States' motion for enlargement 

of time, said motion being in the following words and figures, to-wit: 

lH.I.J 

And the Court, being duly advised in the premises, now GRANTS the motion for 

enlargement of time. 

The United States shall have up to and including May 4, 2011, to respond to the 

plaintiff's interrogatories and his request for production. 

So ORDERED. 

DATED: 04/11/2011 

Hon. Jane Magnus-Stinson, Judge 
United States District Court 
Southern District of Indiana 
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DISTRIBUTION: 

Joseph Andersen 
Reg. No. 12264-040 
Butner Federal Correctional Institution 
Post Office Box 1500 
Butner, NC 27509 

Gerald A. Coraz, AUSA 
United States Attorneys Office 
Southern District of Indiana 
10 West Market Street, Suite 2100 
Indianapolis, IN 46204-3048 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF INDIANA 

JOSEPH ANDERSEN, 

Plaintiff, 
vs. 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, et al., 

Defendant. 

ENTRY 

No. 2:1 0-cv-140-JMS-DML 

Plaintiff Andersen's motion to compel discovery [23] is denied. The reason for this 
ruling is because this motion does not show that Andersen has complied with the 
requirement of Rule 37(a)(2)(A) of Federal Rules o1 Civil Procedure. In this subject area, 
the court expects the parties to work through their concerns relating to discovery and arrive 
at a resolution without resorting to intervention by the court except in extreme 
circumstances. At least at this point, and based on the motion to compel, extreme 
circumstances are not present. 

IT IS SO ORDERED. 

Date: 04/22/201 I 

D istri buti on: 

Joseph Anderson 
#12264-040 
Pekin Federal Correctional Institution 
P .0. Box 5000 
Pekin, IL 61555 

Gerald A. Coraz 
gerald.coraz@usdoj.gov 

Hon. Jane Magnus-Stinson, Judge 
United States District Court 
Southern District ofindiana 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF INDIANA 

JOSEPH ANDERSEN, 

Plaintiff, 
vs. 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 

Defendant. 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

ENTRY 

No. 2: 1 0-cv-140-JMS-WG H 

The defendant's motion to stay discovery and objection to second set of request 
for admissions [33] is granted, consistent with the following: 

The defendant is not obligated to respond to the plaintiff's second request for 
admissions because the plaintiff did not seek leave of court to serve additional requests in 
a motion setting forth the proposed additional requests and the reasons for their use in 
accordance with Local Rule 36.1. 

Although the plaintiff's second set of interrogatories were served before the close 
of discovery, the interrogatories exceed the number allowed under Rule 33 of the Federal 
Rules of Civil Procedure. The defendant is relieved of its obligation to respond to the 
second set of interrogatories. 

The defendant's motion for summary judgment is fully briefed and therefore any 
otherwise timely-filed outstanding discovery in this matter is stayed until after the 
resolution of the motion for summary judgment. The subject of further discovery will be 
addressed, if necessary, at that time. 

IT IS SO ORDERED. 

Date: 11/17/2011 

Dist ri buti on: 

Gerald A. Coraz 
UNITED STATES ATTORNEY'S OFFICE 
gerald.coraz@usdoj.gov 

Joseph Andersen 
No. 12264-040 
Pekin - Federal Correctional Institution 
Inmate Mail/Parcels 
P.O. Box 5000 
Pekin, IL61555 

Hon. Jane Magnus-Stinson, Judge 
United States District Court 
Southern District of Indiana 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF INDIANA 

JOSEPH ANDERSEN, 

Plaintiff, 
vs. 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 

Defendant. 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

No. 2:1 0-cv-140-JMS-WGH 

Entry Discussing Motion to Appoint Counsel 

The plaintiff's motion for appointment of counsel [37] has been considered. The 
plaintiff asserts that he has been unsuccessful in recruiting representation on his own. 
Although the court concludes, based on the above filing, that the plaintiff has made a 
reasonable effort to secure representation, he should continue his own effort. 

The court proceeds to the second inquiry required in these circumstances. The 
court's task in this second inquiry is to analyze the plaintiff's abilities as related to "the 
tasks that normally attend litigation: evidence gathering, preparing and responding to 
motions and other court filings, and trial." Pruitt v. Mote, 503 F.3d 647, 654-55 (7th Cir. 
2007). Accordingly, the question is not whether an attorney would help the plaintiff's case, 
but whether, given the difficulty of the case, the plaintiff seems competent to litigate it 
himself. Id. at 653-655. The plaintiff has participated in discovery and responded to the 
defendant's motion for summary judgment. At this point, and based on the plaintiff's 
comprehensible filings, his use of the court's processes, his familiarity with both the 
factual circumstances surrounding his claims and with the legal issues associated with 
those claims, the plaintiff is competent to litigate on his own. His motion to appoint 
counsel [37] is therefore denied. 

IT IS SO ORDERED. 

11/17/201 l 
Date: 

Hon. Jane Magnus-Stinson, Judge 
United States District Court 
Southern District offndiana 
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D istri buti on: 

Gerald A. Coraz 
UNITED STATES ATTORNEY'S OFFICE 
gerald.coraz@usdoj.gov 

Joseph Andersen 
No. 12264-040 
Pekin FCI 
Inmate Mail/Parcels 
P.O. Box 5000 
Pekin, IL 61555 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF INDIANA 

JOSEPH ANDERSEN, ) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

Plaintiff, 
vs. No. 2:10-cv-140-:JMS-WGH 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 

Defendant. 

Entry Denying Motion for SummaryJ udgment 
and Directing Further Proceedings 

Pia intiff Joseph Andersen ("Andersen") is a federal prisoner who was 
incarcerated, at a 11 times relevant to th is action, at the Federal Correctional 
Complex at Terre Haute, Indiana ("FCC-TH"). The defendant in this action is the 
United States of America. Andersen's action against the United States is premised 
upon the government's waiver of sovereign immunity as set forth in the Federal 
Tort Claims Act ("FTCA"), 28 U.S.C. § 1346(b) and 28 U.S.C. § 2671, et seq. 

Andersen alleges that the medical staff at FCC-TH negligently failed to 
diagnose and properly treat his gastrointestinal condition which caused it to 
deteriorate into severe ulcerative colitis, anemia, hypoklemia, hypomagnesemia, 
and extreme weight loss. Andersen alleges that he has incurred ongoing and 
permanent damages and seeks compensatory damages and costs. The defendant 
seeks resolution of Andersen's claims through the entry of summary judgment. 

For the reasons explained in this Entry, the defendant=s motion for summary 
judgment [29J is denied. 

I. Motion for Summary Judgment 

A. Summary Judgment Standard 

A motion for summary judgment must be granted Aif the movant shows that 
there is no genuine dispute as to any material fact and the movant is entitled to 
judgment as a matter of law." Rule 56(a) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. A 
"material fact" is one that "might affect the outcome of the suit." Anderson v. Liberty 
Lobby, Inc., 4 77 U.S. 242, 248 ( 1986 ). A dispute is genuine only if a reasonable jury 
could find for the non-moving party. Id. The applicable substantive law will dictate 
which facts are material.@ National Soffit & Escutcheons, Inc., v. Superior Systems, 
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Inc., 98 F.3d 262, 265 (7th Cir. 1996) (citing Anderson, 477 U.S. at 248). The court 
views the facts in the light most favorable to the non-moving party and all 
reasonable inferences are drawn in the non-movant=s favor. Ault v. Speicher, 634 
F.3d 942, 945 (7th Cir. 2011 ). 

B. Discussion 

1. Undisputed Facts 

On the basis of the pleadings and the expanded record, and specifically on the 
portions of that record which comply with the requirements of Rule 56(c}, the 
following facts, construed in the manner most favorable to Andersen as the non
movant, are undisputed for purposes of the motion for summary judgment: 

Andersen arrived at FCC-TH on March 9, 2006. On April 23, 2007, while in 
the Specia I Housing Un it ("SHU"), An de rse n was seen in the triage/sick ca II by D. 
Decker, R.N. for complaints of abdominal pain, gas and indigestion. Andersen was 
referred to a Physician's Assistant ("PA") for a sick ca II a ppo i ntm ent on May 1, 
2007. The sick call appointment did not transpire. On May 4, 2007, Andersen 
complained of having tremendous pains in his stomach for the past month. He was 
triaged by Nurse Decker during sick call. 

Andersen was seen by a PA on May 15, 2007. At that time Andersen 
complained of rectal bleeding following bowel movements and burning urination. 
The PA ordered a urine analysis, placed Andersen on prescriptions of Colace (stool 
softener) and Simethicone (for gas pain}, and instructed him to increase his fluid 
consumption. Andersen questioned the stool softener because his stool was already 
loose. He also read the "cautions" on the label which stated, in part, "DO NOT USE 
this medicine if you experience abdominal pain, nausea, vomiting, or rectal 
bleeding, except under the direction of your doctor." Within twelve hours of taking 
the medicine prescribed by the PA, Andersen had even more frequent bowel 
movements, all diarrhea, with dark red blood. 

On May 21, 2007, Andersen reported to sick call complaining of blood in his 
stool and was triaged by a registered nurse. Andersen reported not eating much and 
having 6 - 8 bloody diarrhea bowel movements each day for the past two weeks. He 
reported feeling dizzy when he stood up and experiencing severe abdominal pain, 
cold sweats, hot flashes, fever, gas, and tremendous abdominal cramping. He asked 
to see a doctor or go to the hospital as soon as possible. 

The next day, May 22, 2007, Andersen was evaluated by a PA. At that time, 
Andersen advised that the medication previously prescribed made his symptoms 
much worse and that, after two doses, he discontinued the medication. The PA 
ordered a stool specimen be taken from Andersen and instructed him to watch for 
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symptoms of dehydration. Andersen reported having fainted in the shower the night 
before, and asked to go to the hospital and to have a colonoscopy. Andersen was told 
he would need to fill out another form to see a physician and it would take a couple 
weeks. Andersen felt frantic and voiced his concerns that because he was losing so 
much blood, he might not make it another two weeks. He was taken back to his cell 
and no stool specimen was taken. 

On May 24, 2007, Andersen was told that Dr. Wilson was in the SHU seeing 
patients, so Andersen wrote a request that a correctional officer gave to Dr. Wilson. 
The request stated that Andersen was having a medical emergency, he had seen a 
PA twice but that he continued to have dark thick red blood in his stool and he 
needed help. Andersen was not seen that day. 

On May 27, 2007, Andersen told a correctional officer that he had again 
fainted in the shower and felt like he was going to die. The officer took him to see 
the off-shift nurse on an emergency basis. Andersen stated that he had been 
cramping with bloody diarrhea for two weeks. He reported 7-8 bloody diarrhea 
stools a day. He also complained of nausea, fever, dizziness, cold sweats, excessive 
gas and indigestion, and severe abdominal cramping. The nurse contacted the on
call PA who prescribed imodium and instructed Andersen to follow-up on sick call 
as needed or if his symptoms worsened. The patient medication information sheet 
for the imodium stated, "CAUTIONS: ... do not use this medicine if you have bloody 
diarrhea or a fever greater than 101 degrees F." 

On May 31, 2007, Andersen was evaluated by the PA at sick call. Andersen 
had not eaten anything for over five days. Andersen reported having fainted twice 
in the shower, hot flashes, cold sweats, excessive bleeding, fever, nausea, abdominal 
cramps, dizziness when he tried to stand up, burning on urination, and diarrhea. 
That examination noted Andersen's blood pressure as 114 over 73, his pulse as 102, 
and his temperature as 100.3. A ten day course of antibiotics was prescribed for his 
symptoms. 

Andersen was released from the SHU on June 4, 2007, into general 
population. Andersen was so weak he could not carry his own property bags back to 
the housing unit. He was unrecognizable to inmates he had known before being 
placed in the SHU. He tried to take a shower that day but fainted. He was then 
taken to sick call. PA Armstrong told Andersen that he looked "horrible." The PA 
squeezed Andersen's finger tips and told Anderson that he looked anemic. Andersen 
reported burning lower abdominal pain, excessive flatulence, bowel movements 
seven times a day, diarrhea with dark blood for over three weeks, and dizziness 
whenever he stood up. The PA ordered a STAT complete blood count ("CBC"). The 
CBC revealed Andersen's hemoglobin level to be 9 and white blood cell count at 13. 
The PA conferred with a physician and they decided that Andersen should be 
transported to a local hospital as a direct admit for anemia and to be scoped for 
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gastrointestinal bleeding, serial hemoglobin, and further work up. While Andersen 
was waiting to be transported to the hospital, Dr. Webster, the Clinical Director, 
told Anderson, "[w]e really messed up, Mr. Andersen. We're sorry." 

At the hospital, Andersen had an immediate gastrointestinal evaluation and 
a colonoscopy. Andersen reported having lost 20 pounds with this illness. Andersen 
remained hospitalized for treatment of this condition for twenty-two days. 

On June 26, 2007, Andersen was discharged from the local hospital and was 
returned to FCC-TH. Andersen's discharge diagnoses were (1) severe new onset 
ulcerative colitis; (2) severe anemia status post blood transfusion; (3) hypoklemia; 
(4) hypomagnesemia; and (5) weight loss secondary to the above conditions. 
Andersen was prescribed several medications to treat the above conditions. He 
received an IV Remicade treatment while in the hospital and was scheduled to 
return to the hospital for another Remicade treatment June 29, 2007, and then 
every 8 weeks for three doses. Andersen was never given a second treatment of 
Remicade because the BOP considered it too expensive. 

2. Analysis 

Andersen alleges that the denial of his repeated requests to be seen by a 
physician or specialist, taken to a hospital, and be given a colonoscopy amounted to 
medical malpractice. He asserts that earlier intervention would have prevented 
pain and suffering and the severity and spread of his ulcerative colitis. 

The defendant argues that summary judgment should be granted in its favor 
because Andersen has failed to present expert evidence on the issues of causation 
and damages. Andersen responds that he does not need to submit expert evidence 
because the negligence is so obvious that a lay person would know that the prison 
medical staff did not provide adequate or appropriate treatment in response to his 
complaints. 

The FTCA incorporates the substantive law of the state where the alleged 
acts occurred. Morisch v. United States, 653 F .3d 522, 530 (7th Cir. 2011 ). All of the 
acts in this case occurred in Indiana. Therefore, the court will apply Indiana law. Id. 

"In addressing the sufficiency of a medical malpractice action based upon 
negligence, the plaintiff must establish: 1) a duty on the part of the defendant in 
relation to the plaintiff; 2) failure on the part of the defendant to conform to the 
requisite standard of care required by the relationship; and 3) an injury to the 
plaintiff resulting from that failure." Syfu v. Quinn, 826 N.E.2d 699, 703 (Ind. Ct. 
App. 2005). The Indiana Supreme Court explained in Bader v._/ohnson, 732 N.E.2d 
1 21 2, 1217-18 (Ind. 2000), that expert med i ca I testimony is usually required to 
determine whether a physician's conduct fell below the applicable standard of care 
"because the technical and complicated nature of medical treatment makes it 
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impossible for a trier of fact to apply the standard of care without the benefit of 
expert opinion on the ultimate question of breach of duty." Id. (finding that expert 
testimony was not required when healthcare providers failed to provide parents 
with the result of an ultrasound showing a fetus with a large cavity within the 
brain and an unusual head shape). 

A plaintiff is not required to present expert testimony in medical malpractice 
cases "where deviation from the standard of care is a matter commonly known by 
lay persons." Culbertson v. Mernitz, 602 N.E.2d 98, 104 (Ind. 1992); see also Singh v. 
Lyda~ 889 N.E.2d 342, 357-58 (Ind. Ct. App. 2008) (the "common knowledge" 
exception does not apply when, for example, the injuries are subjective, i.e., not 
directly observable by any of the physicians, when there are pre-existing injuries, 
and when the question involves the inter-relationship between a particular medical 
procedure and the effect of that procedure upon a given patient's biological makeup, 
pathology, and structure). Application of the "common knowledge" exception is 
"limited to situations in which the physician's conduct is so obviously substandard 
that one need not possess medical expertise in order to recognize the breach of the 
applicable standard of care." Syfu, 826 N.E.2d at 703 (citing cases in which juries 
could understand without technical input that a physician's care fell below standard 
of care). "'Cases which do not require expert testimony generally involve the 
physician's failure to remove surgical implements or foreign objects from the 
patient's body."' Lusk v. Swanson, 753 N.E.2d 748, 753 (Ind. Ct. App. 2001) (quoting 
Simms v. Schweikher, 651 N.E.2d 348,350 (Ind. Ct. App. 1995)). 

The defendant argues that there is no evidence to suggest that the United 
States breached any duty of care. The defendant suggests that the record reflects 
that Andersen received continuous care. "Continuous care" is not a fair description 
of the treatment provided, nor is it a meaningful one. In making this assertion, the 
defendant who I ly ave rl oo ks the relevant summary judgment standard: a 11 facts a re 
to be construed in the light most favorable to Mr. Andersen. 

Apply the proper standard, the Court finds that for purposes of summary 
judgment, there are several examples of evidence in the record from which a jury 
could infer that the treatment provided by the prison medical staff fell below the 
appropriate standard of care. Significantly, Dr. Webster apologized, saying that 
"[w]e really messed up, Mr. Andersen. We're sorry." This statement could be 
construed by a jury as an admission by Dr. Webster that Andersen received 
substandard care. Moreover, on two occasions medications were prescribed that 
were contraindicated given Andersen's symptoms. The failure to respond to 
requests to see a physician and to provide diagnostic tests in response to the reports 
of extreme loss of blood and weight and of fainting could also give rise to such an 
inference. In addition, a series of Remicade treatments, prescribed by the hospital 
spec ia Ii st, we re never provided. The prescript ion itse If esta b Ii shes a stand a rd of 
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care, and the prison's refusal to provide the medication could be construed as a 
failure to meet it. 

Thus, summary judgment must be denied on either of two bases: First, the 
standard of care has been established by Dr. Webster, the medication information 
sheets, and/or the treating specialist. Or, a lay person could understand with no 
additional medical or technical input that the care provided under these 
circumstances was substandard, bringing the case within the "common knowledge" 
exception to the requirement of expert testimony. 

The defendant also contends that Andersen has failed to show any injury or 
damages. To the contrary, Andersen seeks damages for several weeks of pain and 
suffering, weight and blood loss rendering him unrecognizable, and a belief he was 
going to die because of defendant's failure to treat him. In his sworn declaration, 
Andersen recorded in descriptive detail his physical discomfort and his mental and 
emotional distress throughout his ordeal. This evidence is more than sufficient for 
purposes of summary judgment. 

C. Conclusion 

The defendant has not shown that it is entitled to judgment as a matter of 
law. For the foregoing reasons, the defendant's motion for summary judgment [29] 
is denied. 

II. Further Proceedings 

The plaintiff's requests for the appointment of counsel have been previously 
denied. Given the posture of the case at this time, the court will now attempt to 
recruit counsel pursuant to Local Rule 4.6. The parties will be notified whether this 
effort is successful. 

Once the recruitment conference is complete, the Court requests that the 
Magistrate Judge to thereafter sch ed u I e a statu s/settl em ent conference with the 
parties. Consistent with the development of a case management plan associated 
with that co nfe ren ce, discovery, inc I u ding expert witness discovery, w i 11 be 
reopened. The parties wi II be notified of the conference in a separate Entry. 

IT IS SO ORDERED. 

Date: 
02/24/2012 

Hon. Jane Magnus-Stinson, Judge 
United States District Court 
Southern District of Indiana 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF INDIANA 

TERRE HAUTE DIVISION 

JOSEPH ANDERSEN, ) 
) 

Plaintiff, ) 
V. ) 

) 
) 

UNITED ST A TES OF AMERICA, et al., ) 
) 

Defendant. ) 

CAUSE NO. 2: 1 0-cv-140-J MS-DML 

ORDER 

This matter having come before the Court on the United States' motion for leave to 

amend answer, said motion being in the following words and figures, to-wit: 

lH.I.J 

And the Court, being duly advised in the premises, now GRANTS the motion for leave to 

amend answer. The Clerk of the Court is hereby directed to file the Amended Answer of the 

United States that was submitted with the United States' motion for leave to amend answer. 

So ORDERED. 

DATED: 06/12/2012 

Hon. Jane Magnus-Stinson, Judge 
United States District Court 
Southern District of Indiana 
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JOSEPH ANDERSEN, 

vs. 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF INDIANA 

TERRE HAUTE DIVISION 

Plaintiff, 

No. 2: 10-cv-00140-JMS-WGH 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

Defendants. 

ORDER DIRECTING FILING OF A PLEADING AUTHORIZING DISMISSAL 

This case has been reported settled. All that remains to be done is the execution of 

documents and/or delivery of funds, if so required, in accordance with their agreement. All 

pending motions, if any, are now DENIED AS MOOT and all previously ordered dates relating 

to discovery, filings, schedules, conferences, and trial, if any, are VACATED. 

IT IS ORDERED that within sixty (60) days of this date, counsel for the plaintiff shall 

file a motion to dismiss this cause or a stipulation of dismissal and submit an order for the 

Court's signature ordering the dismissal (in conformance with the agreement of the parties). 

Failure to comply with this order will result in DISMISSAL WITH PREJUDICE pursuant to 

Rule 41(b), Fed. R. Civ. P. for failure to prosecute this action in a timely manner. Additional 

time to complete the execution of the settlement document may be granted if requested in writing 

prior to the expiration of this period of time. 

Date: 02/14/2014 

Hon. Jane Magnus-Stinson, Judge 
United States District Court 
Southern District ofindiana 
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..... ~·:__~-.- ~ -·~·~.·. ' .. -1 stt/d abd p,a i.n/bit1.od ~ ~itioi:~t-a-~d sesn(byMLPsf 7112 '," f~und. guiac + ; '. Case "µres"ented .to 
.. . ..... :~::·:.. ·-··---·· ! ~•~t~t10?rtCall:wLplan·to::ord~.:basehri~ labs._& HO_;~-~-:"'-c... . · ... --~:·:~·~:·:· ·· ··· · 

• •- •- • •• ~ T• • • •••••• • .... ~ ·- . - .. "'"'." .. , .. :.. . - .. ::···~-~---.. 

.•. 7/.17.:pfseerilsicKc"a-'rrtriage}:S&·ao(Fpain{A0"£1Il:}--;--!!f'ieaft--tieat1ng,rasl.!!".:W/-stanaing-;-:&·!•1··am 
-----------'---.;..;· ·~p.;....ass'in'gunoeritv'alllef°a·'"rno'urifa-'af blood'; ; . ·saseHne· Labs di'awti" .. · 

. - -·-· ,...... --------•~· -----·--·-
7/18 Lab reported Hgb = 7.8 to CD; ··Pt directly admitted· to.Thorek Hospital for transfusion & 
endoscopy. Pt rec'd 3 U PRBCs, endoscopy (7121). and when stable, returned to MCC 

··(-7/22/08): · - ·~------ ----·--· -

.... _ Med recoricil iation orders ( completed by this physician, !'acting CD") .i ncl.ud ed Rx for PPI BID 
··-- .. _ .. --· ~~. ·- -- __ ._-···(as Per·Rec's·of GI. & GI gujgeliries) X 6_- 8 wks;-ElectroniccNon formulary request submitted for 
·-------=- - -- -~-:::::::.:::.:::::·:.:.:.--a10:dosing·; --· :· .. · ·- · -- _ _ __ _ __ _ _ . __ ·-··· ______ _ 
~----,. .. -·---------_. __ · 7 /25, TDY Ph arm D .S pgl<;e_ w/ Regional .E.harm• & CD ,.:iQQcv.mented in .. medica I ct, art), - who 

===,;===== .... ""-.• 7.rq~d~:'rri;Jtl'.(l"S·CJbfl.1it0NOl'EE:.oim1JlaocR:~qdeSt--,c:tiuU0Cfil]..a].&-.day:$tJppLy:of ·daily PPI' and ·co .. 
-----'---'----------'--· _. --=·-·:l!l,WLlJO.UIJlciiu.:t':e~v:,i;ia·wh lii:18.u.te::..1· U;ii.' p,vbriJlis.tetNO.. . . . . , .... _ ~ ---·- .. : . 

Today; pfc/ci stomach pafris, worse since .die frci"m hos[f"(~_t"ien~as _ gn7\rPP I) 

~----=··==--==--· -=· ==--·-·== '-.c:-"---='"'""~ "'""-""=====· · :!::P-!!!:.~t~f.l:ig@msTn~e~rif~'.fror\tI obffl "Ho.~p1tatealh- DepL ... &i.st.op_dx:.._ ·--····-· _ ... 

.ROS: 

.. "DU OD ENALNER_l,;NEA.L U L_C~Rft; also ,- H. pylqrj N EG-(---7/:19/08} ; · -------· .--· 
Pt made·aware of recommended medication~r-egimen,-="b"at"that·;@"·this--cwrenttime, awaiting 
Central Office Non Formula-ry Approval; Per BOP Pharmacy Poficy, only QD PPI was allowable 
until"the Clinical Dire·ct6r ·coli1d · retur·n--to compete the Electronic No"n formu lary Process. 

Pain Location: QtheL_ 

jl_~L"!Jical~ _ _-_3_. ··-
·-··-····~-

Pain Qualities: Intermittent I Burning I Radiating I Sharp I Tender 
History of Trauma: ·· No ·· 

Onset: 
Duration: 
Exacerbating Factors; lying prone 

Relieving Factors: 
Comments: definately noticed improvement in pain when had IV dosed PP1 and BID PPI 

..... -·----~·~- --··.. ·-. - . -
- --- --~--------··-·· 

General 

··GI 

Constitutional Symptoms 
Weakness_ (no) 

Generated_ 09128/20_08 11:25 by Nowakowski, Bureau of Prisons• CCC Page 1 of 3 
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Bureau of Prisons 
Health Services 

Clinical Encounter -Administrative Note 
.··, ··- .. ·- ., .. ,. -·-------·· ~...,,..,,,.==...,,..,,,.~~""""""~.,,,..,.,,,,..--,_,...,....,.,.. 

.. 
---,,-..4.dmin MGte encounte,:..petfanti"ed-at_::ot1:1er:.;-----· ....... ,- --

-----~ ~ ~ ~. -··--·- ·--··-· - -~···~~- ·--- ..... ,. 

Administrative· Note!!:f:·-

. ADMrNISTRATl~E_N_O.)"_E_· .. _1 ___ ._;_c·· .'---P-'----ro::..._v!der: Harvey, Pau! .MD.9D_ ... , . 
.--- - · ___ · ·------· .-- . 'iMedication ·renewal request from a Cop-Out from the patient ·· -,--"'~-- _-c '--- -'_·" , •· 

--..,.-----~-~-:~ . .=. ::::;::::::;=;:.:.;:::;:::='."'."'..~.-····--,.-~ ··---· 

_ -- -- ··-·.-ASSESSMENTS:~·-· 
New Medication• Ord.e.ts; .. __ c-.-_c:c::.,- _, .-,----,--------- -----~-·· .---:-__:__:__:____:_.: ___ - ···· · ··- · - ····-· ···- ... 

,,....,..,.,..,,-.,,Rlf#. "' ,. . --Medfeati'ow . . ' --·- -. -. - ·- ----=~:·· ·-·='~--~etdl!°l'-'Date,·c~~=-: .,-: ·: - :. 'Prescrl ber Order 
: • • _ , :-_-

0

-~ -· - - - •• :~-.:.~·.Jtc~tarnin:~phen .Oral J ~bler · · ... 09/02/2008 11: 12 500mg T 1 T TIO, PRN Orally 
.. _ ., ... _,c .. _ . · ... cc:-.:=:-:-:::::::::::::._-··---=------~·-:.:·_~:·:~::.~::,::~~::::::.=:::~----·-··_ . . -~ve.ry-8 houri PR~ri-180 

~.-.~:-- •.• ~-~-~::.~•-~~.-~--·-':-,- ... ·.~_: .. -·--.'·=~~dJ~~!d~3;7c)th·~;~~:·~~~ii~~~§~~~:~~~:;~··_-:. ·:·.·- ·-.·.:~·•.:~=·=~'. ··.•·•·-··:c:

0

··•.-·-~•c"· ··-·day(s) ~~ .. ---
. :. -,-:omeprazoie.C.ipsu le ::~-~::.:::: : .. ~.".,;. _:.:..-=--.~-.::_:_:_:~.::;;.~-~~:~ost02-1200~20mirT1 n:i AM Orally each 

---"----~----'·___;;··.:::;.·: .... ·····-· -······· ·. -~-"7 ~-·, • - ..• --'-·- .. -c··-· .. -, . . ' 'morning' X 180 day(s) --
·· -··· -·---·- ···· ---··· #30imont11·",.·-· .,_.--~--···· 

lndicat_ion; Hemorrhage of gastrointestinal tract, unspecified 

Cosign Required: No 
:·;~_;;~;3:~,:~pb_Q·g'.~~er.~~1::er~:~r:: .. No.· ·· - . ·--···- -

···-- -· . .. - . - ...... ~--··-· -~.~-~-" ·~··---·-,.. . 

···---·--.-··-·· -~i••·--.--.---.·.;··,:), .• ..::: .... _ .. _.. ··-·-···· ·· .. · --- -~- ·-~-~---

••• •• ,•:.-• .-.•.~•••••-•~~r•••.~T ••••~----- •--••• 

- ..... - - -· ·-- -·· .. ··- - ··-- --- -. -·· ·-·-----·--·"-- - . -···- ·-·-
• ••••• •~----• 0 -~•-• ......_,_ ~ -~ •-~-•• •••••• ho ---•~•n•o ~-• • - - •-• •- ••• •• 

.·--... -. --.. -····-----
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·-

Bureau of Prisons 
Health Services 

-----Ad-miA-Nete--enroliflter,:perfoATied af Health-Services.::, 
· Administrative ·Notes: --·- - --: · · -----·-·------- ·-

---_ - --·-----,\1JMINISTRArlVE-NOTE.1 ___ Provider: Now_a_k_9WSki, Bcmn{e .. ryl_ DO 
-- ---- __ ._ - __ :,:Pf.ilue-thrs·:·int:intfd;;i::ccc ~ -- . ___ ._. ·---~ ·-········.---•·-···-· 

- __ _ ______ .. ~---No l~l:>s _clQn~Jor_ f/u· C: B_G (yet were_ ordered) 
• • •• • ••• • ••••.,.,..,_-.~~••••- ••-~••'•••.,. ........ • ~--.-•• 0 •TO •-••--- ••-~-.~~•••~•'••-----'--•----"--•-_"" -----'-'----"'-'----

•-cLARIFICATION OFE-NTRY- MADE dN-~NoNFORMuLARY-RI:oiJEsFFORM ·oATEEYarwo,.,,:o=a..,..: ___ _ 
--Ji is-: noted. fhaf c!'QY ~IJ:9-~q8-!~~-q~~-~qt-~i:Ji!DJ!eI)rniif~ f01t1cejrjone:6y·baspftab:Jis{:harge-papers:Jrom GI 

cog_§~ltant_ ~_cor:nm€!n~~tions) was ~,a n~~lled ?J reg1,1e,~t9!:::-qiD~_I_Di rectgr. :· \ 0 
:~• =- - _...: :-_ - - • 

" ••• .. •• - •• - ••-• • ••••• .L'-Pi.•••••••-• • • •-•• •• • •••.. ," • • ••• ,.,.•~•••~r-.-•-•••• • •• 

_-, -. -- __ -~--=~: __ ::-:eN::a/12:,,:~d NonJ:iin:nularyEJectr:oo/c·req1iest fqr same (BIO PPI) was initiatecLby_Jbe__clinical director, 

~i'-g=~~iiiiEi~~~~~~=·~1=i~~~:~~" 
........ , .. ,. ·-·-··· --·· ··- ..... ·. ~ -·· .. '·· .. · .· .. ··. -- ·. -.-~-·- ..... :: ~-· ..... _·· .. : =:=;==:;;:;;:;::;:::=:;;:;:==::==~ ...... ~--·-·-···•· 

• • ••••••~ y-s, •-••••-••••• • • -• 

Lab orders for Repeat CBC, Fe, Ferritin, Chem LFTs· being placed 

Also ordering GI .ConS:ultfor 2 - 3 month F/U re: possible nee_dJQ .. re:.EGO;.__ __ 
Wi II Schedule for CCC on· 10/31, presu mingfabs wi l]Jl_l::'l __ a_y_c!ifable. 

~=-·,:-ASSESSMENT.~t~ . __ ._. ___ < - - ..... ··········-.' •.• _,.. .. . : . :::·. ·~:·~ -.-;::-:::-"·.7:'::- :-:---.--.- .. : 

. .... .. 
: : .. :-:.; .. 7.· :":.;;;;. .. :-::.;·.;·,:.:;:...:.....~;."· ;·.~.··~~;:.'; 

__ - _____ _-_-,-_N_-.~-w_ L ___ ab~
115 
_ _r~tory Requests:·--•~-~:-_____ -- ...... _____ --- ....... _... _______ , 

- _____ ·3-~_=:::.__=-'-_'::. -~--.-· .. ··--·: ·,--- -----~ _____ "'-~Erequen:cy .. ~--'.::::::l;_nc;I-Oate-:..:=--=------·s~~ue:Oaf£C~ ---------Ptiorify 
-.... , .... -. - ·:Profiie'te~cneFal"Lipi~file· · ·- - __ -One-T-irne-.::, 10/31/200810:00 Routine 

Profiie. tes·fs~eneral~C~mji~h~nsi'{E:t_ 
~---""---. ....,M=-efabgitl::- Erof1ie,{GMf1),~---------------."'-"----.......... ~ ............. - --------·-----------

----=--profrrn--tests .. General~Re)Satlc Profi 
-- --... Bl6bi:ftests~d~e~f~FE!nitln .. --

-- · · ·- s1a·ad-"fests-i+fron _ 
-- ---- · --~--~Profile-tests~Genera_l~Comp le'te blood ---,,, ' ·.--: -- ---,,.··-- -- -

.. _ _co_unt{CB_C.) . ________ _ 

-- -Schedule: ---- -- --·--·--- - ---·~-.~···-~--

-- ·Activity 
-- -----,ChronicGare Visit 

GICCC --

Date Scheduled Scheduled Provider 

_ -'-'--'- .· - 1 p!31 /2008 09:00 Physici~~ 

ENtereed into SENTRY for Cailout on 10/31 

Other: 

- labs ordered for F/U of transfusion, 
and CCC 
- Consult submitted for post op f/u w/ GI 
- CCC due this Mo - Entered into Callout for 10/31 for GI CCC 

.. Disposition: 

Page 1 of 2 
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6(-,h;ij'.f S" 
Bureau of Prisons 

Health Services 
CHnical·Encounter- · ---··· · 

----. -E merge,[lcy~~~ur,.ter~pe·r:formeg~at.He~lt!l Ser{i(;$:§ ' •... · 
SUBJECTIVE: 

·· -cOMPLAINT-~::.......--=-_~rovidel':-Nowakowski ·Bonnie-M DO , .. -------· ... - ..... ·. ·:. -·-· ~n.:..·:-- .. ::.;.,......:.,;,__· __ _ · · ·-~- · ., ~·-•· ·, • · · - · .. : · · - · · · ·· --,·,·- ·- . ·· . . : . . , ~- I . . 

Chief Complaint: Abdo~inal Pain 
-. --.--::~.==---::~ · ~:::. $u:6fe'ctive:· •(8 yq Wr..,t~cl_m_foedjo MCC-'Chiq1go 8/07 ;w/ hx ofGl bleed last summer d/t duodenal ulcer, now 

.. here.to be.seen @·requesfolCD; .. Pt is overdue .. for:CCC(GI.)---···-··-- ---·· . · ....... . 

· ·---. Pt was-~-dh1itted~hcirek"Ri:i"sptfaTT/08)9r QI_Ell~_ei:f:...dltpuodena[ulcer, -requiring 3 U PRBCs 
... --··-• -- - · 1~anstus,ori, serum neg_&.'.EndbfilXl~Yoeg'.{Jiaffi)Joffl pylofClou(&'d lof:it:ernpiricaly per GI 

:~=~~--~_2[[I~~~~~ffia 
-•····-- -- · - ··, .,. · - .: · - .. ·,. • ,. few-·tiny-mesemer'iclymph·· nodes;buf no-----ascites·~r-obstructimr,tncidental R · inguinal hernia 
7" .... ~ '·· ~~·--~-:·-.. -.. -··-·•:·-:p_~:~nt~,~!L~p~CT".~Ogges.t~-··---- ·-. 

_. : . ;: '' .. :;;~. ,. ,· ..:. "': ·~-~::::,".'·:: ~-~::;.~.-:-- ·.-:. ~ ~ ;:/' 

-- -'-'Pet'Gft@cs'°@'"ti5splf~t5/c?'cofif P Pf R5c° Bfo)< i3 ~ a· wks; then GI F ltJ; Recommended med 
re·gimen was -orde.red ·@ ·fe'c:onciliaticiri upori· pts. ret!.J rn 'to MC C; but Rx· was subseqmmtly 
changes by CD; 

10/1-4/2008; consultation request was submitted by-this·:physician-to--Utilization Review 
Committee for GI follow up· re: post op eval & iec's ; ·con·sutt was not approved by CO w/ 
.comment. "f/u. not clinicallyoindi.cated" , dated 10/20/08;- ·· . (patient claims ·he was unaware of the 

:;;,~_:::~.;;~.:~ ........ _ ---· ...... :.·:._- ._·-··. .d¢nietfj:ijq_i.ies(for~.fol.lOW_iip_appt); .. :<· ... · · ·· :c: ... • .-, -·- -... : ,. __ : · ·•:::'.: .. .-.· .. : · · ... ··· · ·· · 
-- _,, _______ - · · · --· ·- · :.""-Pt was.c:alled'.11/,12/08 fo~ post transfi;.tsionlabs, .b.ut signec:l reb.!§;£11;-T.M.~ qr_cje_i:vHar.e . 

·-~-~------- -resubmitted•_afteultte.mpts.Junsucce.ssfult~'.)...b.y __ this pbysician to,verbally· pe~_l:'!3.sl.~ J)t to_comply); 
======-~ :..::.:•- • ••• ,• 0 ,-.,<, ••.r;:_,,~, ... •,•-•--~ T • •,•-••-:• • .~- ••• , • ~-~•••rF•" •• ."':"~=-:-:-:, ..... :••••""."":,_ -• ~~•:.•.••• -• •.• •--• • • • -~-~•-••• -- ••--

L' ... ----------~·----'-Pi=--tH:S;o,;e~·e ..... n.b#,MLe:4/~9-&.'.2to3109.for-abd.pain, (noted: refused rectal exam, but allowed.labs); 
(chem, cbt:"norm~if;·-· ·· .. , .. -,, ... ,,, .... ·· . -.~· ·~----"-.. -"---.~-... .--. ~_::--~ .. ~==:· .. ··~ ·-. . . 

. . . '""-:'.:::Tnru{·;·;:;-r ·~as'.lolt&:D~r,;;-;;aitfr1·:caiirt:)··-·oocaiiie...d.i~ &-almost. assed out- ctaim s =""-======----,.,-,=~=. :-c .• = .. ='---·Y--t'·-·-·· .. --- ............ ~ g ---.- ¥--- p ' ' 
·· recently, w/ Jhis · abd :pain,· (slrnilar to pain as -w/ .lastsmr-};--:- e pi gastrie;--craml'.)y-w/ ·sharp· pains 

radiating .to: ~L "kidneys•. (~?L) , &CS()_metlmesJiulling· to"'.'iii:i.r.a11 i~ testicle; . persistent ( tho m""ifd), 
since. last smr, ar:-i~_p_n;:ig~§Sive to now,{l_§!~t nite .'s pain he claims was un~~~~able); 

-whe're he has·bee"rftakirig "extra pills" : He has decreased his PO intake, claims, lost wt& has 
·a., __ .. __ b_een.having.:dark tarcy_stools" ... 

Pain Location: Abdomen ~.Epigastric. _____ .. . 
·· · Pain Scale: fa ·· - · · · · 

Pain Qualities: Unbearable I Radiating] Sharp! Cramping I Burning 
-~--------··-.1::listrifyofTi"auma: . No .... -=---: -,.'----'--~ ______ ----·-·--·· 

Onset: 2-6 Months 
Duration: 
Ex.acerbating Factors: 
Relieving Factors: 

Comments: 

ROS: 
General 

supine position 
lying on Left side , milk, 
tylenol · ···· ----- ---·· ------

· .. Constitutional Symptoms·· 

T""" 

.. - --~~-- --~- ----- -

···--•---···-·- :~ _ _:_-:.:_Ano:[E!l_C.La·{y~-~1 ·Fa!ig14~.§!~l.. Fev_~r (11_9_), _ _\J_n_~xplained Weight Loss (yes), Weakness (yes) 
----'-_G_e_ne_rated 0~!1/200~ 1_1:32 by Nowak.a~~!,.. . ·- _B~re~u of ~s~~n~~p~<:. _ · Page 1 of 7 
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·-

Bureau of Prisons 
Health Services 

Clinical Encounter .. Administrative Note . 

---·-e: .... v-a I uatioA-eAcoooter:-pooom:ied--at.clelealth;Serv:ices ... 
. A~rtiini~tr~--t~ve-·Notes;· ·•-w••~T·· .. , .. , . 

• -· .............. ;~ --~~-- -···· 'y , __ 

- .. -.... -:-.. -~_==:-,~=~~MINISTRA'UV~.::.N0!_~_·::-1 Provid_er: Aruiza, Robe_rto_M~P 
----- ------- .: ___ :::: '-~--: c:txa'ininecF:fsafr1pies·of his "stool taken at3 bowel· ~~~ements. H~mocu!t test is positive-of blood on all 
_________ . ____ samp_lei., Show~d results to Dr. Nowakowski. · 
---. -~~- . . ---:-:_,,.~ .. -;.:~--:~:..-:;~~: :...:.._·p~: -_. .. ····----~: .. ··· .. ~ --~~--~-- ·-· ···--·-···-··~·-··· ···-

·• . . ~. :, _·. ' - , ..... ·- .... _;· --~ '-·-----···-"··-----~--
--ASSESSMENT$; : 

···---··~~- --.· 
-· - -·- ·--.- - -- -··--·- --- -·-·- ---- -· 

Gosi"gn. Requi,effl- .. Yes -. . ..... .. . . . -=~-LRC n= .. 

_ .. - ........ :· ·:"· - .: .--·:.::·: ::."'" ".:·:-· .. -~·c'·.cc._~ .. ~· ~~-'----- .• - ·- _._· ...... , ___ .,., - - -----· .. ... .. ----~-... - ... -

___ Atfintmstr:ative:Nnte::co,:r1pletett"on"-AAP'Pl:;':bAN1EEby:Aru lza .. , Roberto-MLP-on-02120/2009 1 0: 55 . 
. ,.. , -~ ---···-··-' ----- -·--··- . .. . ··-··-·· -

· ---.REfqueste·d _to_b..e.,.cosigned_.6y~J~~lWf:i.k9~k1...,~.e:;:.9~.o~J)~t'!!;::: .. :=M=_o=_o::: .. -·~· ======== 
__ .. _· --e osigne~t>iNo~k6wsli:f,:.C:ettn11:1e·::'rwHi0:orl~ ... -02f2ol206tf21::3J; : . -

·· -------cosign·e·r-comm·ents: 
·4a ·yo WM seen.2/10 for abd pain.,. 
has· been on G i meds after hospitalization last summer for GI bleed d/t duod ulcer, and has not had f/u until now 
(tho labs, G/f Jo'Je-tjUestWefref brdeYecl _bylhiS physician); " . .. .... -- . -- ________ .. , __ .. ~~ ~----- ---
2/10, re-re.viewed' all reccirds,"test/path reports from Gl'workup last surr,mer & reviewed w/ pt what my 

. -- . - ... ··'-· -recommendatior:ut~~_;_ _bas_e_c,fo n my di'nical impressions; Q ive·n my-clinic at interview and phy~ical e11:amination; 
:.::=-:::~~~ ~::::::::::::tab':tests.were;ordered :(for-chem-;- :amylas·e~: lipase;-. ·magliipids;-CBC;· CA t9i9/gastrin ,& retie);· FOBT was given 

and co11sults · forH~fpeat CT-a r'id rec:1 uestJagain) :for GI follow up after--last sEJ mmer's.workup;.--------.. 
_______ ___;,".c;:."":::..;" ·::.:.;".:.;;""CC.:"'"- ............ ------- _,. ____ _.., 

···-·-·- ···---- --·· -·--···-· -· - ·- - ·- --~-----.... 
. . . •, . ·. - .· ·:Above li'dte"d;;and~·'this·~-prHas: a'f (;i U'ow-=np::appt:e"t:ite·red I n~:~rEJ\ITRY for CAEL.:Ot::JT-fd"r'-'m'if oh 3113/09; .. 

.. :· r .. airdi::,pafo, that tftfie a bcivi{tildbtl. tt:,stnmr:al1owed·to~tre.:d r:awn by the C1ioi~~WLth..a..t!h!'!: results of the 
load tests would.be...kindly_ be. allowed for my review with th.ts pat_ient by·thJ3f date;~he is .. , :as well-as .1 , am 

_ .. _ .. -"" -~ -· · -becoming conseroed; ----····· .. ····· :.· ---· _,_.-~--·~~---;~.,-~--------•·-----..:-- ····~-•-=-•n••~·-··-- .. ··-· , 

••=-~-·~·-·-"'""• •·" ~ .. ·~ .. -------~~-- ~~~--· -

-·- .. ···- -- -··--·~- --· -·· 
. ·----~----- ---. ' . . 

--------~----····--- -

---~•--•-•••••••r--" 

•• •• -•- ••- ~ ~----T••••---~-•------
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@g~a:ostlc~ 
· ·-QUEST DltamSTICS DC:ODPOJIATED 

CLIENT SERUICE 800.323,5917 

PATIENT INFOllM1ION REPORT STATUS flMAL 

DAPPE,DMIIEL 
____ -··-~----0:RDERIOO PHYSIC IAN 

DOB; 09/01/1960 AGE: 48 
GENDER: M FASTING: U 

CLIENT INFDBNATlrtil __ ~µ:,r~ .. l~fORl'IAllON 
SPECIMEN: WX094410L : ID: ...... - ······- ---- -- ---- CZ2t66736 ~ooe:~ 

NETRO'"COBP ·en ··ptJ;;,005?----
- - --REQUI-SlT-l!»il: -3801899 ·-- .. : .. PHONE: 

uunSE FEDERJGHI 
71 W UAN BUREN ST 

. . . . ·- ' ... ' .. :.: .. _---:-- -~ . ., ___ -····-·--·---

COLLECTED : 02/0 3/?0?19 · U:1 !i!f 'c T CHICAGO.· IL 60005-1004 

------ "'JIECEIU;ED; 0Z/0 3/Z009 · Z0: 53 .. CT 
___ :c.c ... 

0
-_-__ ~JIEPIJR]':EJI:~/_0?(01/Z~~~~4Ef:CT-... ·· -

_ .. _COMM DI TS ;·-•REG- 12Z47Z-4Z4 · .. 
•• • • " "" • • -: ~-. ••• °' "" "" • T•o •••••• • ••• • •- •••-•--- ~~. •• .- • -r - O • • •• •••• ••••-•-- ~ •• , 

. . . test: . Ni.Jffle · 
- . . ·- .. -~·-- ... 

In llange Out :·of· -Range--- --llef-erence- ·Range --
. ·-·-··· 

··- ·---- --~---
... ~=~~-nllt!~I!~~~~~---~-_,_' -- .•• ~- -~·--.:.=~----- ... ccc.-cc.c· . .-.---c.-··c·.-- . ···-c:-::.~~~:=~·:: ~-~:. ~--:-:-: .. ' 

_,.,... ·--: --·=--GLUCflSE·--,_'·:::· · - ,. .... _ · .. :. g7, • 65-99 "!f/dL .. ··-
.......... - ... - -· ---·-·-----·-· . -__ :_. __ _:_--::_:_.~"'..-.: .. -~: .. :.: .. ::: .. .-- ···--·-- -- ··· - .. · : .. Fi'iStlNG: REFERFJlCE lNTERU'AL 
·::::--c .. :·_,c,c ... --c·."·'--" tJREt11:::rt .. lt-R_, OGDt:-'. BUN)·. . -- 6 -- --- ___ , _. ~.:;==;;,;:-.tal; . - .. 
-::--~."":'•~-"" · ::- ---···CREAnN'UIE':~·---":'~ ~~-~c: ·~=: :·: .:.- -. . . . .. · _-- :·: __ :~~:~;~;~:.:~~~~c-.-:~ -'-c" , .... - . :· - '.'~:~·_: __ _:_0-~-5~1~FJ~g/dl -. 

·-:-aGFD~'HfJN=AFlf:-_ AMERICAN-·-. -·--~"~0"'·" ..... -. -- .-------~in.lt.~"23aZ __ . 
" '.'.~11>·ro-ii1cru,i,cct1P1ER-ii::AN''" ~.:;"·-~:~;::: ,-_,,c,-.. -:,~,"_._) 50'::';::_~-~~ .. .-.:::.:.. .:::_. . . >=OB ~ ;_, .. 60:--=Mtt»in/ t. 73"2 

llJN/CREATININl:"°Bi:ifrn -.. - ,,_ > .. .,_._·,~-liot"0APPLlC~llLE 6'-'Z2 (calcl 
·-. -.. -.. - . . ... . . -- ... ----BUNiCREAT I NI NE :.:Rft T I• . IS Naf -REPORTED ·· WHEN· THE BUN . - . --

- AND "CREftTININE' _UALUES ~RE WI THlN·'NORML tiriris .. ' . 
SODIUN 139 - 135-146 "'"'°1/L 
POlftSS'IUM - .. 4 ;-5 · · - - ...... --•-3-.5,-,5.~3- .. flfllOl/L 
CHLOR IDE ., 104 98-110 . rmo-1/ L 

... _Ci!Kl!~;_-~~Cl>:_I_~~. Z3. Zl-33 .l'll'lOUt . 
:;;_:_;.::.::, ..... ·:: ··:·.:_·,--::-CALCJ!lf'.1.-:..:::'·,·-=··_.:,·-.-: .. -·---· 9.9.- ··---·-·--·-·-- _· __ _:::..8 .• 6~]0_,z;_rigldL 
- -- -- -- ·· ·· - ·- ---PROTE-JN·,-,,TOTAL · _. , ·-·''-~ - _ - ... .,7, 3 6 • 2-8 • 3 9/dL 
_____ __.•tl=L=B..,,UJl!J~ .......... ,,_ ---·--· . ___ ····4_-5 __ ...... --- ,_..,·. ·-·:fi6;;5"';'~---------

-:: :::::mnmJL-ft(R~~'fo~-.:c, . --- . ~~;_-_ . --~~---·,,;::;;::--' _-::.: .. -.. ~-_· __ :~::: -~cc{~~~f ~=i_;_f !:_~6~Cd -Ie)----

BILIRUJHN _-,. =TOIAL-- - ·· ·-0·_-4-~:::::0~-.:·~-·:·_ -- _·::. -- -- - - -0--.-i:l--'h-Z-ng/dL,- --- -

~~~~~~~::::--::::.::.~~~L~IC:A~t;_lU_~~"~:::. >f!l~~-,lS.~:P:r_HHi: ~e..l .. !ttlAriSSE-E-.. ::::_. __ ::::. =::.:.~:....._.,:....,~·-,._.;..;~ ..... ~--:1.:;_~a.._:...' ~:....-·:..:.·--:.... ___ __:· .. _~_.__:,, _ ___._., ~~_.___.____._~-=--__:· .. -~-~~0:::::· 1u-1,l§5[J~~~f0-LL·--=._~_:::__:.::___ --~-
-- · · - -· ---- ~:ALT;-~·-·--. --- - . :.-. ,-1,4 . IJ-60 U/t ~ 

·.-- -.. ~• . .'"'":""'"""~-----·· 

.. CBC (H/H, -RBC, ··ntnlCES, 
--11me~-P1.-N-·· -- .. 

WHITE BLOOD CEU. COUNT 

-- ··J -- . 
'' ··.··-·--···----

6.9 V 
-- -RED IILUOff"CELL COUNr----"-- -.- 4,10 L 

L 

3.8-10.8 Thousand/uL 
4.20-5.80 Million/uL 

---1-3-~Z-17 .. I g/dL -· -- ___ ... :.HEMOGL0lON; - - - -- -.... :.~. -:.: -----::::::=r-:f;2:~,-,--- : 
38 .5-50 .0 X. HENl'ITOCR IT 

MCIJ 
·-- ___ __.__~---:-""MCA . ---, - -· 

JilCHC 
RDW 

37,5 
91.5 80 ,0-100::0 fl 

' --- :· c~ ::-::-:-::-:: ~:':' 32;Z-C-,-': Z7 . 0-33 ,-ii) pg · ---- ----- --
· ·· · 35=-.-.1------'----------· 32 .0~3a,0·-g/dL 

14.5 11.0-15.0 ~ 

-w--
CB 

CB 

P: Ha~ey, M.O. 
Cbnical Director __ _ 
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Bureau of Prisons 
Health Services 

--Clinical Encounte~- --- --------·-----

~~:~~!~t~1.~{f tit,J~~~0~!~K~0~~ili1~:R1l~~i~ii•~:~:'!~:i'~l~~( 
----L.Err:i~ge~~y,,~~:COU•te r_peiiormed . .at. RealtKServrcEfs:· 

SUBJECTIVE: -- ---
----------- ·----

Chief Complaint: Bleeding from Mouth 
----- ---------- --- -SubJectiyEl~--- 1/fvlw_~~ b!Q~.9ht.9.fl_~!1.!J.Y O~LLand- Internal Of. via wheelchair. I was informed by the Op. Lt. 

that the inmate was Uirciwin g-up ·and defecating coffee ground- materiaUn:his_-fl-oor,-mintttes-prier---
-_ ___ __ _ _ _ __ __ ___ __ to b1i11gi11g ti ,e l/M to the 711, floor Medical.---- ------ ---- _ -'------- --- : 

-·-··---· --· •---·-·· ... Pai n-Locatlon: · · --'-'- - .,~:,:::-.·_,cc··:: -.--:-.--:-:;:-_: -· ·--· ----- - __ _ _ _ ___ _ 

·· · -- · · ·-- -Pa"iifScale: :- _:: ~-: · · --- __ ._,s= . .,,,. '"· . :~ ---~--=~,: _;-~:::.:-:..-:.·-_-'---~-:-~ -_--,~--_--~~--- --~::. :::-. :=::_ --

~:-:·-~ .~ --::: -~:---=~_ts_t~l'Y:f ~~-~a uma~'=:N --__ : __ : _____ -~: ·: -·: ___ _: _-
___ --~~-- : -",- _:c:"-Ons1;1t. __ . ___ c·. . - ---- . -. ·- , • • .. :.. -

-·-··--·, ~ -, ~ •• •y •• •• • • • • • ~ •• ••• - ••• ~ •• ~ ••• ·~.·· ••• • ••• ·-.-·-·.··· .. ••• 

······~- -~·--·- ··--·------
--~-- ----~~Doraf10~--- -----------..,..,...--------------~-~~---~---

: . . ~ : .... ___ .. ·- . -·· .. - ·-·· --··-·-----··· -·- --- - . 

---------- -·-·Exacerbatin~g:·Fa.s_\9_ryJ~:i::--::·~-;0 ::; ,-:_<_: ·: ::·.:~:~i :--__ .-------------~ 
Relievln9: factors: 
Comments: 

ROS: 

General 
-- : ·constitutiom:1l,~y111p.tc:,ms_ 

~::::.::::::::::_::.\~i:~;~~::::~~e_ss (yes_)-. · ________ -~-·---"~---_---_ __,----~ 

_ _ - __ --_ ;Ba[iey!~{-S_&i4Jips..wer:~~.,AAl~ • .:$Ki.~JNi_~dllo:"t~t'aos[c:qfd.~~CJ9tted bn::iwn1st:i -lac:k: materiakoming cut of 
. --- .. . . . . h1s" nose anff-litis'."Cfiii{"frorit sweat shirt wa~-~ta i~~_d:_with"tff e-brownf sf black-materia_i;_also-the crotch area of his 

sweat ·parits was 'stainged with •brownish black material: "He··was-ronsciomr:-butconfo:s-ed-:'-He-was very weak. 
fle"flfe•=ttre-=fllefp-=ef-twe:=1!ffieeFS ·10 tFaAsfeF l=iiFR to tl=ie table. J,,10 v@rbally· req11'ais~d- It:i~t hi~--fe~fbli ele~t.e; __ _ 

~---:~-~~"""--~-~--~ar=-~~,,h'"'"'-ic---_51 ...... : i:ieJnWriifif:offii:.ef9 .... ra ... _____________ _ 

- - I immediately told ·tt,e · Op.-: U. to call_ an ambulance via 91 L · ....... - ·-- · ·-:- ·- ---

1 had difficulty getting his blood pressure reading. 
---- --GI --- -

:.~ -General· . --~~-----------·----------- ---

Abdominal Pain or Colic (yes), Blood in Stools (yes), Hematemesis (yes), Rectal Bleeding (yes), Stools 

------'B=lcick (yes) 
----Neur.ological~-~---'----_ --"--------'---'-'-.:-'--'-'-- -----~~ 

Motor System 
Limp (yes), Weakness (yes) 

OBJECTIVE: 
--------------- ---------------

Pulse: 

Date Time Rate Per Minute Location ... .. _ ::a••-·--·Rhythm:_~:--_J,,rovider 

03/01/2009 19:07 CCC 108 Via Machine · - Velazquez, Maria MLP 

- :~Sa02~---- --- ---- ··· ·· ·-- --

____ ~nera~d_?_:3!04/2009 12:44 ~y Harv~y, -~au1 MD Bureau of Prisoo~ - CCC Page 1 of 2 
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Discharge Instructions 

• Final Report ... 

Result type: Discharge Instructions 
Result date: 1 o March 2009 12:57 
Result slatus: Authenticated --

bih)6 .--f /IJ 

RAPPE, DANIEL:- 000666007065 

--~------~~~···~--·-··- --····- -

Perfonned by. _ VAID,-AMIT"R."Ori 10 "March··2oos·1·3:0=7 --~----
----- --Verffied·by;· --- --- ----···---VAID--AMIT Ron·10March 2009 13:07 

Eacounteunfo.:___,_ ___ ____oo60Q0025534,~NMH,..lnpatlent,.·3/2/2009·-
--· -·~-"-------·· - --···---· - ' 

-• •• " - - •• •--~n - •• •- • •• - " 

--- ---··-~--- ---- .. -___ ----'----,--,.-. 

-·--- Allt:frgies:-
-- - --NoKAown-Allergies 
----::-.• 7 O •• - ~ - -.• .-,:~ ...... '"4-;:.•=" •••r•oM••-T:~••-• -• .~- ~ • •• T"O•~~ ~•- ~-•-• •••••- __ --•~S -•••••• "•• • •--•- ••••-~~-• •• • 

----'-----'-- ----------,....'---. -- -------
.• •• •' •- - -••• •-•, ~ -~•• -••• •-~-••-H""•&~ . ..........:-- ••~ • -• ---•---~-•~-•••• 

_ Your:eothplete __ llsLof 111edi:catlo1 rs::kl:take:---· 
- -- ....... -- .... ,,_____ . . ... ,. - -- .. ·-. --· . ---·- . ----.·,e,•• ... - . -_ --::..~:-;_-...... - ....,--.------- - . . -~~~-'---C.--. 

--------~·-·--···-
. - · ... ------ --· - - .-- ~ .. 

-- -- . .acetaminophen (Tylenol) .650 mg every-6 Hours as needed for_P.itln .. _-_,._ . 
Pepcid or·f3quiv~lent .H~:_bl9cker-PRN pa_in 
Tylen-9l_,,~--~--·~~:_r,~~c.i_~9 f9r-p_~ir,i_ _ ___ _ __ ., __ 
prochlorperazine __ (Compazine) -5~-mg every~. t[Hoi:if§_ :ai.r1eeaE::1ff fof-~fiausea 

- ,sodium chloride nasal (Sa_line:Nasal .. Mist 0.65%-solution)-1 S-pray--Each Nostril As 
:-~~::~'-:·_ -~'Neede!d'=:~::::.::,:~~~:·_- ------ .,._ --- --.-~::·-~: -_-_ ---·---- .. -.-.:.-~.::::.-:-o:-c:~=--:,,::-:-'-,,_-::-" -____ : - --- ··-c..-.,..; .. ,.,,-.~,,- ---,_ ,· .- ---

._ .. ·-·~-. - _·_··. ·.·. 
: .... : :.:. .. ..:. ~-

-- :.when· t"c{call youidoctof:--- -•- ·::· = --:.:: : ~-~-:: --~~:::_::~-=:-~--:;~;_-_~cc,,,-.-~~:.-ccc:~~--- -~--
--:~j( s:iDiiitoms~:oLGC.bJ~i~d~reci.i(~_;:: . ___ --- -- -- - : -- -- -.. -

... Adcfitlonaflnstructlons. (daily wel'gfffs,.· :wound care): 
. ' . ___ ,-_-_-_____ -- .. - --- ---- .. __ - .. :·.-,----~----· --

Do not take any NSAIDs (for example/Motrin, ibuprofen, alleve) or Aspirin 
. ... -- . . .. ·-~·----·- . - --·· - . - - - . - .' -·-- ' .. '.'' .. - --··-· ··---. - ---- -,~-----·· ~ ' 

Printed by: - VAID, AMIT R. 
Printed on: 3/10/2009 ·, 3:07 

. -----------~-
Page 2 of-3·

-- ----------' (Continued) 
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• 

8 P-$802. 060 
FEB OS NON-FORMULARY DRUG AUTHORIZATION COFRM 

·- ... ·-------- -~---~-~-----·· 
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS 

Patient name:· 
RAPPE, DANIEL 

-----...... :~~.;.;.(lue""'. t1·:1°;.;..r:A_r,16errM~:~- · .. 

- Register number: 
. - 22472--424 

·· .. lnstltuOan: 
·CHICAGO MCC 

.Dr!,IQ.requested:. . Drug approved: 
____ ___;:.. ... ~.':··:Esomer:;,azole·magnesium 40 MG cap (Nexium] .. __ . . .... ,.,.,.,·· .. , ... · .. · 

··----:··:·.: ::-::~~'.~~-;~!:i~;.-::: ~... .. 
,·-----·~-~-···c-=·-·~oatl_iequeftid:'7":::·::::::::::·:~::_·· .... ,- -·-~:~.·:.-:~~~-- -- .· .· ... Eixp'tratio~ oJ9'dfBleir:Fi---.... -, --~ ----- -

··· · : .-.:··--::·-·o;i!J_Qf.2009:····:.-:: .-.-•, ·· ·- ·· ··· ··· -~·031t012010-~ - --~-~.-:... ___ -~··-~ ~ - -------· - - ----~ 

·.~~-~-.--~-··-:_-.~.:·-::::~;·~~;;~~~~;;~'!,,;='.'""'·,---_=··.-_=._. ·=· =--·~"""""'=·,.,.·=· :=·=·-=···=··.=-a.---~-··:~·-__ :,--::_--~-·----~., ... ~:.=--=-:.-~-c=;~~:_::-_·-:._=--~·=~--·· 

-•--~;~~~~~Ta".t;;::~.-:-~~no~,0,;,...··.-_····_-'--_ 
.--~-- - --· - . - -=--..;,..., ·~- -~=---= - • - -- --- _.,. __ • ; .... ··-- ·.· ·- ·,;- ; ... •-:.--· --··. ·-· : .. ·· .·-·.-~•-~-·-~. ··- .. ~,' 

----~=~-.~7:iaj!IUT!~.~py: -, .. , .. _, _ -- _,-c-·~-.--, ... -,.,.-.• -.= ..... =c.··,·~. ~-···=···-=-•=····· ·--<Cot,.., ...... t""'ofJ-<1. fott..n..11RT11Jf .. a-ry-·-ag-11"1t: 
-=--:_:_::.._':'--' ··-$0:-00.: ~ :,:i .-::.'i: ::.:-: .. : : ; -,;;;:.:~:;;,;:;;:,~:·. :: :~:: ·:.;;.·,=: ~.~ ... _~_=; ... :.=..,,,=,, ... = . ..-=,,.·.:;:,$0;;:;;:;;Q(I:;:::·· .:.:.:. --==== ... ~. ======.=.:-::-::::= 

·· -- ·1nstftutiona1 Chief Pharitiacist: ·· ·· · 
Lyubashevsky, lrlna:-PtiarrriD-· ..... 
Commt11nts: · · , · 
Please, evaluate,-Omeprazole is given 20mg qam;·· · 

='Action taka1t · · · -· - ·· ""'Date:· 
Reier-up 03/1212009 

---·~ _",..... ... ~-- ... ~~·~·-·~· -· :-• - - . 

Institution Clinical Director: ·· . . _ ·· Action ta_lca_n: •··-·· .. '.·::--Date: 
... -·~ ::.~ .. )-ia.~~-.)f_~H1Mtt¢i!: ·:_::~;::::-cc··;,:, .. __ :..c~:-;,::,:.:~.:· .. :,., ., ~:: :': ~-'cc: ~c . ; , .,,,,.,:~~[,!4>:;,,~':c""''"'-'~'--:-,. :·~c-,c..:~OOL12120()9 

""••'-' ··-··comments:--:·::-==c:•,···-· ... --,·'· ····.-·•.•.-·-·.····-----.······=~~~ ........ --'--''-----

---- -· --l~pis~s:of ,aGt:i!Efl:JGl::SJeedino-:requiring e~s~~n_d·bl~_tr~_nsfusions. Most. recentepisode.last~ek __ . 
-' ~··. ::;: :...;_~ ___; ~. d~-~~~~.~~q t~t~!~Pit=iocaJ:nospiia_f"iNitli7riffl.ate---rifilsing'ttearn1enr,::.:.-=:.:._. __ :._ 0

" · ·· ·· · · ·· · ·· · ·· 

~. - -~ce.Bbatnlaeist•·. :,: .. :: . : . , ·-'~·--.:..-:_-:.,-=._-:.,--:_-=--=.-::.-=.=· :::-· ·. ___ AR_ .ce._Gf.!':p'aken: · bate: 
.· ~5Ji.1!)i!r:,:-~1k~(FW"_f(- -· - · •-·-·· . -·-- ·····-···. __ --·- ·-·- _____ . -·"'' u'-~-----03/12/2009 

: commttriist~:,: '····:-=:....:::..:::: __ ··· ··. · ··-·---.-.-· .. ---- -- --- --- ...... · ··· -· _ .. _ ---·----
.. _- ··Thi~:is".ncflhEfrapeiJlic··c11fference between PPl'fl:inlesslitiHzing· IVroute: · Aecommend tllraUng formulary omeprazole to 

-·-~ .. ··•-'~--.-symptem:mananement"..,...,_... . ------·- . 
Reier Up 

.. , .. ~:.: :_:_..:..:..; ;J;:.t1.ntraJ Qfflce::.e..by&ician: --- -- - · 
~a_C!(l_nt1!.Jtj1i~·:Mb_, Rf.Jo· - · 
Comments: 

Use Crfteria: 

... - Actlon taken: 
-• ----,• ~--•••• -••• ••r-. ~--••~ 

· Disapproved 
Date: 
·.03/1312009 

.:t... .1:L ~ 
X 1 . Parrent does NOT have Non-Utcer Dyspepsia: NO APPROVALS. JiEFEFI TO COMMISSARY 

F0ROTc~AGENTS·--- -------· ----····---·-·•-· 

X 2. GERO: sup~--i?Y~"."8111 EGD d~~~~-~~tion _____ _ 

Bureau al Prtsons • ace 
. --·-·-· -

. ·-·---·····------
Gen«alfld 03/16/2009 .12:S 1 by Lyubashevsky, Irina .. Page 1 ol 2 
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Bureau of Prisons 
Health Services 

Clinical Encounter -Administrative Note 

---,Admin-N ote-enoountei'-ialerformed.-atHousi ng Un it. 
Administrative---:-Notes:-··-- - -- · 

--- -... · · _- - -__ - --AD !JII NISTRA TIVE NOTE __ 1 - Pr~vider: Js kandar, Albe rt MLP _ 
- Inmate· was ·1nfotmed that the bland diet will not be supplied-anymore: as· per-Dr:H arvey's order since it is not 

_________ _ __ , __ : __ __ qlir1(1;a;llyJ11dicc1ted for peptic ulcer, Inmate verbalized understanding_____ -
~-~· ·--· .· ' .... ·--·-------~- ·- ---""--=---'-'--'---IIU. ....;.:......~.--.. ~-.: ..••. ···-··~--~--,·,.,..,-.. 

••""" T --•• •• •• 

··--·-----··-----. 

-.Cosigir:Requ"ired-:c:=-·: -.-¥e5- ····- -·- •---··-~--c"-:c.".'::~;:-:::~::_~_--___ -_:,.:--·-·.:...,·-_· ~---_- ·--··---·· ,,., H••··-~-··---··-·~~---· 

" ·. ···-···--- .. -· ""--------·-·--------- - .. -.,. --- ~-----'-~-'-'-'-'-='-'---'----'--.c.'-..'----'----_..::..:-'-----'--

~-'"-~-'~T~lepl"lc:>_0i1!/V'~~arorc1er: .. :No ---- ~ -· ----~:-_ ~---. _-_ --· ----~-------------'------------
. .. . . . ' ...... -·· . .----:--~~~- ·--·-·----, -. - - •"••--· ---~ ----- - ----- ·--·--··---------- -----------· -;;-c;;:==:=====.::...:.._=-
~~=-:~==A~~•n_1_~fi'afiy,rffo~::cc'o'rffp1"et

0

~~-:Jri:-rzA-P:P£;~'BAN_1Et~b~~~~~~~:;~~~Alb~rt:M_~~~;;jij~~200:~f"22:s2· 
__ · Recf1Iestei:f to :be:.c_osTg rfed by-_Harv=e='f,----, fl-_a-::-:u""I---M ..... O"'"'_,_ ..... c .... o---.~------_-__ -_ -_ -_ ---=-=---=-=--=--=--=--=-~~-=-::::-~=-:---=-~-------~_-:·.- ... _- - -- --- -

-----C6sig;1e<f1JyC:HarveyfP~i~FMffe6~on',-041i:s12oo~f 08 :1·1~~ -- - ' ,--- ---
'' ·cos1g·ne-r ·comme'nts: 

---- --·-Noted. 

-~_:.' :. - .-: .. .... ··- ~- .-. . . . ...... . 
···-- ·-·-~--·--~~----·---··· - . 

.. 
-···--··--·---------- - -··-· 

" ••~• • - •• ••~••~• ~N•~•,._.,.,, 
••-- •••••••-~--~••-n~M•1••~ ••• ••-• .~. ~••• • 

-···· ...... , . --· --.----~------- ·---·----· --· 
'.""""7.:-~ -~-~~~-~:~ ••~ ~--~~--~.:.~.•~ •~ : ~ -~~-•2-=•=-~-== •-• :..:...:. :.~.!...:. - •-- • - • T 00 P ~ •• •~• ~ • • •••-••• • • •••~ •• • 

---------'----'----'----'---------------------------- .,'~.--~---------------· 

------- ------ -- ----- ---- -- -- '"" - ~----------------··------·---- --------

. ·-···-·····-· --- ---------- -----

·.. . ... ' .-, 

----·---·· -------,-

-----'--'---=----c..~..c----'------'--'--------~---------------. 

·--~~------------- ----

-- - -- - -
- -- -· ------·~ ~-~-- ··- ·-·-···· 

___ Geoenited...Ci.4L15i2.a.b9_0_SJ_7 by.Hsr.v_ey,J?at.il.MO ___________ , ____ Bureau of Prisons - 0TH Page 1 of 1 
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Case: 1 :1 0-cv-04636 Document#: 40 

Emergency Department Note RAPPE, DANIEL - 000666007065 

sa vln g intervention his HR was J 06, BP 1 I 9nO and 02 sat runging from 88-95% (poor wave ro rm). he is 
compelent to make his awn decisions and even points out that he is former army medic and that he wants to be 
11 DNRfONJ. We then called the federal lock-up and spoke with Dr. Paul Harvey, his physician. According o 
Dr. Harvey, there is no pmhx ofschizophrenia, bipolar d/o or extreme depression tab.t wollld preclude his 
competency. additionally he has no hx ofsuicidallty. 

GEN: mod distress; 
HEENT: PERRL; EOMI 
NECK: supple 
CV: RRR; nl SI, S2; no m/r/g 
PULM:CTAB 
ABD: (+}BS; s/nt/nd 
EXT: no c/t/e 
NEURO: no focal deficits 
LAD: no LAD 
SK(N: no rash; extreme pallor 

A/P: 48 yo male with upper GIB 
- will send CBC< CMP, LIPASE, INR, 

'. 

• Dr. williamson placed Rt Femoral Cordis for rapid transfusion should need arise 
- ifpt lnsb:t, on being DNRDNI and refuses £GD then will place pt on the floor; ifhe ii amenable to EGD then will 

place in MICU 

PROCEDURE· 
1) Rt Femoral Cordis - placed w/o written consent out or mediclly necessity. pt gave 1,erbal con~ent; I was present 

throughout; pt tolerated well; no complications 

Danielle McGee, MO 

Addendum by DONLAN, SARAH on 01 March 200919:19 (Verified) 
discussed pt w/ Dr. harvey at correctionar center, states pt has no Pysch history, competent to make decisions. 

Addendum by MCGEE, DANIELLE M. on 01 March 200919:24 (Verified) 
1922 - I again asked pt if he would allow NG lavage and he continues to say no; However he is willing to do an EGD 
so we will call GI fellow and admit to the MICU. 

Danielle McGee, MD 

Addendum by MCGEE, DANIELLE M. on 01 March 2~09 21:12 (Verified) 
2100 ~ After 2.Shrs, the federal officers accompanying thla pt say that by law/policy this pt doesn't have the 
right to make himself DNR/ONI. Th~ call Dr. Harvey who confirms this. We spoke with Dr. Harvey within 
30minutes of pt's a rrfv al (as outline in my previous note~ to ascertain If there wa& any reaeon why this pt 
could not make this declalon. He failed to mention the fact that by law he doesn't have the right to make this 
decision at that time but during this second phone call says that this is Indeed the case. The situallon Is 
further compounded by the fact that GI is refusing to do the EGD unless the pt rescinds his DNR/ONI. MICU 
refuses to take the pt ff he can't or won't get an EGO. I then called Laura Ling I of Risk Mgmt to help me 
further wade through this Jssue. She spoke with the atty on call who said that unless the pt is deemed 
Incompetent, we can not bypass his wishes. the pt i$ awake, alert and fully competent to refuse care in my 
estimation. 

Printed by: 
Printed on: 

Stallworth, Erma 
12/22/2010 13:01 

Page 3 of 5 
(Continued) 
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AUGUST 19, 201 O 
MICHAEL W. DOBBINS 

CLERK, U.S. DISTRICT COURT 
L'"NITED ST ATES DISTRICT COURT 

NORTHERN DISTRICT OF ILLINOIS 

VMJ 

~ii1e.1 a.eee 
(Enter above the full na e 
of the plaintiff or plaintiffs in 
this action) 

vs. 

~Paul_/.la_rtlty, t11D 

(Enter above the full name of ALL 
defendants in this action. Do not 
use "et al.") 

CHECK ONE ONLY: 

EASTERN DIVISION 

10 C 4636 
Jud~e Matthew F. Kennelly 
Magrstrate Judge Sidney I. Schenkier 

COMPLAINT UNDER THE CIVIL RIGHTS ACT, TITLE 42 SECTION 1983 
U.S. Code (state, county, or municipal defendants) 

COMPLAINT UNDER THE CONSTITUTION ("BIVEl\'S" ACTION), TITLE 
28 SECTION 1331 U.S. Code (federal defendants) 

OTHER (cite statute, if known) 

BEFORE FILLING OUT THIS COMPUINT, PLEASE REFER TO "//VSTRUCTIONS FOR 
PILING." FOLLOJV THESE INSTRUCTIONS CAREFULLY. 
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I. Plaintiff(s): 

II. 

A. 

H. 

C. 

D. 

E. 

Name: -ba~fl-.-.-1 e......._./ _.,__.{l(J~P~f e-=---------
List all aliases: j/ } tl ----·-----fi.--,i.r---------
Prisoner identification number: -~~~a~4----'J~J~_4_:J_4 ______ _ 
Place of present confinement: fel«eJ ((l.e),-uJ Gtni-e.r &tetlf 
Address: e (), &K ~?a •' 

(If there is more than one plaintiff, then each plaintiff must I ist his or her name, aliases, 1.0. 
number, place of confinement, and current address according to the above format on a 
separate sheet of paper.) 

Defendant( s): 
(In A below, place the full name of the first defendant in the first blank, his or her official 
position in the second blank, and his or her place of employment in the third blank. Space 
for two additional defendants is provided in Band C.) 

A. Defendant: _R.....:...~---=-u ___ J ___ l+_.__a_t....._V e-=---,~-,_._l{J___,6 _______ _ 

Title: __ C, ____ / i~rt _____ iCil~' ~l~_,-_re_e-"t~tl~r ______ _ 
Place of Employment: /(l-efcapa/;f0an Curruhma.1 (,e,iiK Ch,<41 

B. Defendant: N/4 
Title: N'j& 
Place of Employment: tJ/& 

C. Defendant: ti/A 
Title: ~ 
Place of Employment: Af/A 

(If you have more than three defendants, then all additional defendants must be listed 
according to the ahove format on a separate 5heet of paper.) 

2 Revise,I Q,'2007 



III. 

Case: 1 : 1 0-cv-04636 Document #: 6 Fi led: 08/19/1 0 Page 3 of 28 Page ID #:42 

List ALL lawsuits you (and your co-plaintiffs, if any) have filed in any state or federal 
court in the United States: 

A. Name of case and docket number: -11-/iJ _____________ _ 

B. Approximate date of filing lawsuit: _p.__,tf-"'l:.__ ___________ _ 

C. List all plaintiffs (if you had co-plaintiffs), including any aliases: ~Al-/,4,._ ___ _ 

D. 

E. 

List all defendants: ---1d'--'--¼'/4='---'--------------------

Court in which the lawsu 'twas filed (iffederal court, name the district: if state court 

name the county):-~-"+-------------------

F. Name of judge to whom case was assigned: ___,.tJ.J<..+/tJ.=----------

G, Basic claim made:_,.__;J_./-'-'~.--------------------

IL Disposition of this case (fol example: Was the case dismissed? Was it appealed? 
ls it still pending?): N _i -~.""-1,-~-----------------

I. Approximate date of disposition: -+'rl"'i'/ ..... 4, _____________ _ 

IF YOU HA VE FILED MORE THAN 01\'E LAWSUIT, THEN YOU MUST DESCRIBE THE 
ADDITIONAL LAWSUJTS 0~ ANOTHER PIECE OF PAPER, USING THIS SAME 
FORMAT. REGARDLESS OF HOW MANY CASF:S YOU HAVE PREVIOUSLY FILED, 
YOU WILL NOT BE EXCUSED FROM FJLLJNG OUT THIS SECTION COMPLETELY, 
ANO FAILURE TO DO SO MAY RESVLT JN DISMISSAL OF YOL"R CASE. CO
PLAl~TJFFS MUST ALSO LIST ALL CASES THEY HA VE FJLED. 

3 Rev,sed 9t2D07 
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IV. Statement of Claim: 

State here as briefly as possible the facts of your case. Describe how each defendant is 
involved, including names, dates, and places. Do not give any legal arguments or cite any 
cases or statutes. If you intend to allege a number ofre!ated claims, number and set forth 
each claim in a separate paragraph. (Use as much space as you need. Attach extra sheets 
if necessary.) 

J, Pla.laf;lf wa~ p/0-icttlzn tfldcopi1f4t1 &reefte,d} Ct&Jf« 
Chiuso (fl/u:./2 t lac; h l-1 al.U. e W~~ ,;,/&w<Eof) 
t1 c 11 prefc,aL detainee., ii\ Avsudi .:JdtJJ. l)-efead4JJ/arre1 
was o1 ail -1-crnes from mrJ -4:JaI~ Jtd7 b nwMy1url; ,;Jtr!1, 

Cl[tJ rial L~tcecfoc t:{li, U-ea/iA S-&:vtc.e~ ~d#kc, 
,;;J, & ,.July 121 JMB 1 /J/&,.rlrlf 1. t4f -&xf .seM by Ace 
me/tcal~arL he aWa!nwzlµu11 aiu.1'11~ d,i/. 

1~2~~:z-1:;z::::::J:6/!~~ 
well as a""htJYJ&l--kr/2- ati/f~d<, /l!itr/21/tu:s: 
su[Mq ueol-4 det::;na.rel as kw,·ns c: U~d,,-~~ 

~lc°R ~:~?r;:e;z:;z:z,jt A~ 
ftM fhx f{N IA!lf;//kialfif drtjcdv re. ff@\ /()CC 

11n ru 1J.b rnd At.:Jvd ;~ dtJl17, f?la;d,fts v/let:dr:a-rl:t1v/~ = Z/ic/)&~':;;:-rv-ledt1al {4I) ,~vi/WVt tl£fcerr, 

4 R~vised 911007 
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£ from onl)(a6ov[ f Jy J~ at/dB Jvdh «awl 4-'{5t1II lt;Ja)J: 

f ltJ/n ftff r-q;.fJA14'1; a/&tn/ff-(cl-h bd"J h/s 111iury, /r's~ 

di.efr-e½1 fal,-, an/ ,;:,..ff,mn; lo #e- atft!ttt,'tJA d-Jw~,,-f ilorVt"f• 

~ bdtnlant /Jarvci; d,fMtlg-f@le/p, tfulwe Jo l'~d 
CtMaD4!J, Jo fh-e- ,2/4, rAfi tis':,; em,.J.I met.I~ 
resv/fi,,J _ tn Cttnijnve/tn/"('1 1 /Jtli11 1 Jtdn.ff 4,./.wlf .ev-111, 

J~~J:·/)t~::;;n;~=:f;t;;f;tftraµai~//cal 
c,a re aN(iJOYitul,alainh ff Ni 1-6 9 a::;s:~ I 114 le 911d:: 
trLtJ-lment emdr~ C'J Iv ih.e r#ju«-ls dd/Aec;flCZ 
m,ulu:.I P,ef'tMMI aal hwi-W rner/;c.a,I ~'sis, 

, -lte .fac.e 

8- o=l:~~'.:1=dJ:':Cwa5sem4 ~ 
/facVetJ,, '4-rard,r °5 h d.denilao ti 114"&~ &;y.1, 16; ../-':1.) 

7~:~?~tr;rae:i~:!irff J;:~'t:e ~z~ 
keff l n5 LJi +h p/o.Jn bf& ho Sfi ./-a I 'ditcha rge f11/B1S• 

{C~,ntddn fll;e s:4) 

5 ffrv i ,ed 'J/2 (Mi 7 
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/>Oi5e-S'-IJ-

~-C,;11+.nue,f: Defenl~,J-alsu aJt/tSeJ 1h1rddf +v ,;inueese & 
fnt-oJ-!e tJ{ prof e; ri ~ f'chu.,ltl [dtJe,d (eveis ef/1n~;']f 6/t!i:Jcl 
C1Jrn/ti11e1113' /tJllt1w//Jj ;/L{/ ,1-/;ffs hlw/ /dfl~ l>uf d~rJch4tt.Jas1 urcfl1 

r'e7uetf ol 1!~111 f/f/1 ?t// w:/IInJ --ft:, f)f't1Y/cie a111 vJa6/e CJ/fi'o/J~ -f'o~ 
dal~1 so I a11)/1Jsied d-e/;b6ra.lel,7 aft/ u1tr1_ec.e_s~ari 9 LJ:-I-L4-e/c/ 
'A dli' ho na'. £ r of ei II ti nJ / if I ro f e/ n s u I/ I e /YI vi -6 JJ11 /11J f/4r tl//lr;e 

./-tJ p la, n f, .113· ('1 e/l cal l'i e e d'J~ ___ _ 
!,I O 12_ 4Ui µ~·+ ft1 rfJ{J(} BI fJ /4 / /J -I/ :11(.Jt{ f ,Se#11 6 1 _/Jon/1 I e MH.Jalcoz~l-{ ,~ 
~-0. {Dr, N) i sk ff f At;, s i GI c.'11 af ,1/U::, I a e..'-f h1J C,'S Cl,// I u:21111ec-/& 
ll1 ~ c;Jsenl d<t tendCtll I- fl-a rvt31.. Or. IV, xofcl {_6 y./4 /6/ f J.) i/.i4f 
she subrnl l.f-d Cl rq uc£f for p!'1.in-ft[t5 {)11te.pm 2.al-c: ct+~ 4osirf0...I 
CJL S/ec(c. I l~t" - reu; MIYlencleJ dijt1:J.,S e , LJu-f delendt>vi,f ordff!//'1d f?i4,/-
req uis r b-L ea11c~U-eJ a>icl t..fa-fed4_-e 0w!J evalu,-il-e A~._f'etzue.r.f 
Uf['(l b\lS r-e+t/(VL +-a. ;V1l'..c , /Jr, /1). lnJie4fes Hi.el ~e MlC-;J~f/',0,C,-5-f 
L!,C> Jnt;-frucf¾l I Oh. Iu_½-- JS-I JtJoij, .h.5 /Ve- .f lal n~,- (I a l~ da7 SUf'/J'r tJf 

Or,i.,qrc,LiJ(t' af 4 dos_t'i')€ cf :Ju~j d»C-e 4 ~o/ i ~alf fhtil /f'e~e-ri.6d 
h1 f)v.c, . host/ f4 f 0r ~ecia bsf5., --rhi:; lef+ j/tJ;n{/ fl;_ frpn o(i:fc a( 
h t6f'J .f-a{ dt5 e-ht'lfYj ~ ./-o /ale mecl1caft~u-11 Is· arderd; fo 5/e/ld a:r 
Jeatf 3 /4~.s lJ/·fh<Jvf meJ.·uv/2·fJ11 Jo fltal hls u!ce_r/ [j_(/01.u/_~:J;.f_-h. _ 
LJ(l('5 en cuuf {!,aui<J. {J'l1 n ar✓ svlfef'/;:j / rJ -#e lc1 J fu,ttffl-J·t ri5 /Jfo.,'n-h fls; 

relt?12 s e. f t/i'fYl +k Mif / iaJ.. _ _ , _ ------ -- - --- . 
~-- .4f-/£r s e ( ~1 wee-kl d f j)/q; If I/If f &i veJ t7 flj' fiie?Lu:rl/rJn 61 .5l]l'tlr'~ 

5-/c./<. CL;/,( .Ui,~
1 

1~1Jf5f-.f(J'(rn.S -1-v dtt-fe/1hd 1/-&1//c:1 I as LJ-el( as .51ea'K,r~· 
repevvfeJf~ '-fa ~ ;Jh1~:cit;AJ ass·/s+an~f (/VlLPs) wke~ -~ vh,·1feJ 
pia l n f, -H :s _M Cc ii a-us 1/1 5 i..{ n i -I- ·h JJ s/.ens e 1:1 edt c..a:/1 on/ j e/;rt_iaFil 
prels'cr/6e,J plalnftff On:i.e12ra.2u:t-e 1 a,ftfJi.t1 /4al/ -l/4-e_ h~f'l_-m.:/_6.7:_ 
5pe.ciaLs+-(!11e.t_~cLb-eJ d.4sct5~ 1.6h __ S8/J.kmh~r 21 J&8 {_6y,4_~krt3J,. 
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P<J.~e ,s--c. 

~f!iobnued: Dr .. N cilso notJ flalnf/{( {;10.S )ue f(!(' ~~mnl~ <::re ~/,µc 
, - ), 4 fur1ef,on ff'oV,drtd l~ dt f0da.11I anJ 11ece:s, lah YIJi. be1r1J 
e Y: a ro ; A eJ b.i d. e f-eriJ a rJ ,h, a .0 c .> S ch 1,:;n i c.. C£l te JS$ u es 1 / n ,: I ,,J ! 1)j /f',y «s l 
tck t1f prt15rc:ss-1 /Otih an/ o-fher qua.(17 t1fhfe /ssvtf I at>d netu aMl/ur ____ _ 
CLfY\ + t Yl!JfflS. Ctme.'!?(flJ: rej Q rd✓-f/5 ill n e55 a.,rid ir&f rn ertf., /Jr, _/1), --pla~_d Me 

/r'I ~ ~e /flcl _ e_a,)lw+ {,-f'i/l'l&f~ t1" rt !-;u:i:lltlhJ s 7sfem f~-r Q.yt Ch/-cJb,&,( 31; ,;}@ 

::CL a-;pa (nf m e,r,.,.-f lJ/ #A d. if! f-e,Jo.(l, f, 4CLu-td/11J _-/?) fJ la /11.tffs fit ed I c;Lf/1 
rea, ,els 

I 
lie L,Je,5· /litf 5&-11 011 {)~fob«- 3/1 Ja.e lur_C-CL ard d,J nof 

r'lcei Je avi af¥o/n tw.erif Iran dele~Jt:.1it· /o-r overt 111"111-fAf c,,/ f-&/ -fttb 
kie. de~p/f-e r~fe/ re9uesfJ !ttJM p!a,t16·.-IT; whG.l atp/n se1r-l-tqvaf 
~orm>, Cifld lt&fum/(( sP:ke ft> ;(/L(~ etmeer~,/lj· ~'jJiJ/11;f i !In~-) jtJ/n 
C/Jvd_ pu ff-er,/Jf',/1• Ptamf, rfd> nev;f- CCL.. a_jJfJtJ111fme: 1 scheol,.d~ Ii~ _ 
Dr.. N.: hers.~rt afi.+-er-.5A_e_,.t-~11;2el s:Ae Wit/sf k/-:e- -&~ /1),_rf,a_l,·ve 
abahddAc! b1 dt',r~n/41,/f, f()l)/<_ pta,t~ ~ ~1 s-;_.2{!t).1.~ ne rtsvft-of Me 
1 n~ IJ'(' rnovf, on Cf/Yl fo, 11d ,ri G di ii:, ; f4 , i f-td 'deft,,.) 4wf Htu'"' ry acted 
/nti/:ft-eretv+i~ fe,. pla;vi f; ffs; Aeal!--h b1 -/a,ltri') )-tJ prescrt'l:re,, 1.1/ I-a,/ 
(rt,ed: e.4-ff an 1 n a _firn e-kz fa.th i 011 tJr./ f!. a $utf/cienf, auflwrl?~
avrwurif. -tie c.;r,v.rri~+a,u:es' describe/ /in 6tl--i,6/I- I./ /e_ff-(Jl&lnf/f( 
w; th wYl,.+ i"n iJ eel I wof'S eyi. l t15 ! rt jiJr~ -Iv hl s 6 r s'1rkrri I d/s·t,~~~,-1-
dt sc.omfo r'ti pa,ri a11,r:J suff e-rt ri5 w4.,ch t desp/ le mieJ/C-IJ) N 71.,!eids a~ 
Jt s·wss/c:-n5 l.J/ I{_ !llL/J,j {o,i f/ nue/ /ar rn1n:fhs~ rh1s C4t/.1_ed jJlrA/r(ftf/1 
p_r e v1· ov~ s-e r(dU) duvbf s, QbPU f_ J<t,leriJ 4,rft / n fa'lt(?trnJ .~ /,ic,c14.s·e . 

-to m. /J llin-f {J la j ri+/ ff b6:J 4 Y1 # Se_ e_ ·f4£t,f tto Jt i:4.)/ fVj hd/ cJ-r health 
9cti~,.& .wue jOif\11 k, be clfer-eJ tJra}/01,,Jeil h7 dalenda~i; ra:/--1°.er; fA.e 6-ef 
p_llJ1f'lfiff .fe,(*()1v1,J _6<./t'evd he CovtJ A7e. ft!t, @1//e,z d_~_r~rila/v-15 
J r o s 517 / r1 a d. et, u 0, f -e, . ca re I w M h e(/'t 1 ma i 11 fa. ; r1 el_ if1 an ?lr'f)d /iJtj 
s-rai,te _ o·f-tn[ur~-i dlctrets. id iscotv1-/4r ~ ;x11n ands(.)__~~r,.l_1::g_,,_______ _ __ 
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f4:Je. s--t.E 

l§;.c®Tit1veJ.1 ry ltnol i~ t1o·t ktlovln (or ea.u f}IIS ff~ g~ {'Ci l/{{17 115 (.j :E. pro6/efYJ5f 
a,.hj fhe:._JtJS'f.A.0'- d..£f-endarvt f011k wtt.r pretcf_ihe/ bi /f)C? 1-tcalf?l Serrtc~s 
per son Ii eJ ario/ lJa.S w~II b el iJtv !-he, CiV<-, - --/i.e. - o.,vn.-1-er clos4.J e . 0-.it fcenla1r-l 
S+-a +eJ h,e, di"dfl 1/- -f/Aink e la /ti f If(' l,Jaf t

1nf al~r4fl I of (Yit4/5 I .bu f A -e. d-111 If 

iJ ff tr ttn,1 r~· 6'/\1 AS 6~ f 'e,rwl an-f J-o /J /lt."i ,11 f/ ff h ls r~ c enl I a~ f-e-1 f _1 t,,Je,re 
tJorm4f (6th.' bi_f 7) lJ k e"" ci€0ir ~ the1 were no+, tA~ the~ wer-e. 3 we.ek.s-
:,li tt+ rh[~ +_iMt ~ q lun5 +tmc t.J.keV\ cl.eallri5w/fha case /11vdr,1/n5evidt;1Ce 
r-P in.terna/ k)oucl lost, _--/;J~fer.J«,1-I rne11fiantt/ pla/11f}f{5 /fltjufrtt £½ot.rl-' 
prevf oV5 stool bl ~d +esfr {6r-'1 ;Ji) l le) I /Ju+- (j-4 le11c:lt::/J f e (a;rnd h kticJW 

(l,rf-'hi'fl5 abovl Svc.A f-Rs-1--5 ~r --their re5·11/+.s, Plc.d1 fi-ef Wtil a-f +A,s flmlf:. 

bie,() mi' A5 1/~f'l] /1) ~ ntl 1/-t~1 wet1r-1 vP b-eiNj //I Ct,n,J e~pe,,rie11c~i11~ ,ieiv- c"cJfl.sii;:-1 
pa , ~ Ml !,/4 ff en liq , su A e add d-efe1J da/j f q ved I trM 1n fl,. " hv(.!e ,:) ( Me/4 
+-l,e potiJ,_·i,- /1 +7 tJf frea. fm.en I .,lb_ ./~_vk £(J(t,.)a.cJ lo if\ +he. fu +ur~ b1ftll :c;,11/l· 

a ft,~--fud-e ar-.J di'P11afl_ef -hJWt'J.,rd p.l_1Jd'rt/-ff duti '1§ f/ri/s 01.eit4n_rje ftu:l·t!Afed 

~efeHJo.i ~ -etiiorocl d<Rv11"'' j pl a1,1h fl /up.-: ti /!real /11 e,i/' tJ:-cliaali <' fl e 
,.t'l 4Jm4 f\t ~f raf1v'e Ntr t-e :L_J 6ihi btf 8 (Mk.ej /10 ap;are/)f lo:)iall sense 
bul- dllef tnJ,cafe a pofJ;b/c prejud, ce :J. t/lMf µ!airrf,f(. b-eft:r1J anf de11,d 
pfoJ,"-t1f{ h¢:sp; Ja.,{ {j_L spet-io../'i_5t--pr-esc r lb - <ioJ41.e .. af Om,ieprtt ?-ote t a_s we_t/_ 
i.s al +-trrui.f e p8i M ,n~J, C:6ftl on , __ fh,iS1 comJ /11 eJ w i 1h --/-A,,e /a e,,/- ~t:f 

tla/11t1ff ,~o,.J ~ece,i./l~ ha/:)_ rec-fa:! e_iJatnr ·fl1ul ue,t= /Jt!.fi.fi·ve 1«6/owt'; 
tauseJ p/a(ri t;.(f, d1 la+~, rJ.,·;cu sos"ln1 t/,_1.,e,re e venfs iJ i fh h ,-~ cell fM,fc 1 4 
frsr{Yl,~/r n.urse 

1 
+o r--e.alt 2.e -Hu~,i- pkh11f if{;: death. /rt ;YJa, due_ fo- fj (J::Sl; 

,rno.dqu¼Ci- {Ytdical aJ(e q'1 defe;u/&fll i...Jaf a ver1 r&ilf}t!,:S/6;/;~ .. 

~ Un /YJarcl I,. 3tJD1-i ()iarn+,f(' fle:4r/1 bLeJ ry deai'1. ttf i11CL I L1w/1i5 -l-o .h1'.S 

du" d ~;v) v leer, t-Le. '::f i; > t 1/tYJ £ftk i/,(XJ e,11 c.11 +r ea f m«i f 6 '1 /YJ L./ V'-(.74 2c111f: ?

Nhd lYlll cIFfiterttG'l-.hi ... r+_qJ_ a,u/.-&_kt'1_.i/!tJ. amiulance 1-v !Vf!flliwttfer11 
~emu r-{ ().I__ Jto s;J/,/2;,_/ Ln_ _Cbi'L4-jt1✓ w~er~ ;0tait1 f;l{ ~rn a i fl &I £'«-10 da 't-~1 .s;edt'/13 
1wr& tV\ tk ttv,.tf'B-t.4~ r®-r--t __ {§R) _4JJ.d_ j{t__fi1st@1f in ~I.trhn.~~V< Car-i-: ()n_,f~ 

.. ------ . --"·--· ..... ___ :_:: _________________ {u;~_f_~~~/~-/%1,# s--rJ __ _ 
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fCt:)e. s--~ 

I&. Confi'nuda· Pta,drff wa~ 5;ver1 e.;nev:5(;/1,co/ -fteafmenf af _Hie GR a.n,J . 
gmdva tl~ becam.t2 !uc.lcf, _ af- whr C-h f:"!11 f- /2.e. refu.sd .fvdltve-r f"r&iJ11&1~ 
~vevt -Jidlljh 61< phLp'Jc./m1.r lnfo,rrteJ 1fa:flftf1 su.ch rd-tAsaf Coubt . 
rC:tul+ (Yl rla:11+1 ffs, Jea+A~ Pla,n+,ff q:fr~eof k fliJffl-//c.J f6/'St)/lrle/ 

ftd he LJIU ve11/ -fire/ Lt/ h ,\~· pro(tJ11jil llA lJS'luJI avid /Ylt:4inl ~ix, 
a11,/ sufferli1LJ I Q.111,J a1rf/c/jJc:tld /J.e1t7y' hea 7eJ l-o !lie 10,111 wA~te he 
r..Jt:Jtit/ be re-furn el /-z; fhe ca,~ t/f de&nc/4J1l i/2:11t1ey/ whtJ [,,..)CJU/c/ 
f:lqttit1 . al/oi,; fil~;nf ;f( -Iv h-eeotne vety //) a..s h. e h4/ all-« ;Jla,,tfim·. 
Cft.rr hasp i fa I c:2 & f,ui/J. ~ I/a; A f; ff e.'1-ff'&srd i-A,al-d <ele11£4 & f W ct,i,tf I e 
rPo-rfUA; k; lo Aeal f!hinf,'ff t-ld delea/ad clta.;e /}dl:-!oi So 
plain ·ffff iuas; intfe-aJ jJ/acl/lJ ~zs /a; Hz aJ fafe ,# ftze C£t~ of a 
h.;3Aer pcwe,_ by !efl:·'113 hzs C;al dec:de wAe-Ml2/'_tif:JZuflv h~ tutU~ 
Per~o!ltiel ~-f-, f-tLe £/2 +t;U /lt1111ftff /J. ~t~s his f'ijhl_./4 re/2s-e 
f rtafriitA(: 1 6ttf defeµtf412f /4-f or)'Yl- eol _f ke same /e/.ro 111t ~1 -lli4i 
lefe11.J1Mf wavlj Atwe fLaz,d;-f{- retMV<I fr,J7'1 f/ie Atdal fud b 
01cc .. {{.d- def&id&zt wi/Uh/, o)h/11 41t e11t-ryi:!/1£'1_Cm!C. ,.Clrciifk' -&'c,JZJ 
deft'/Jda,rfs. -lred/J1Mf af fAe Ji«: ¼ l✓gizf· 'offh,s iAhrmc:/-!tm/ 
pLa;,n h'(( re).ucfafl.,,H~ _a4 r:-cel /-,J at&w /:ff! /6/'('£1114~! __ [¢ 0111.:f-100_-c 
f_reaff'll en f, !Je/en/t;;.ff s'ta&f e.Lse·wh ,2/·c t4/U?iittbi£.r pt tzl/'cA,l_162Jtd£' 
11u.f f!kin f1:f wti{ com fHiid -k ,aqra h fr-t¾lf-trce4-fafkr b-e!ttj -
Qt/cweJ -b fjJea/( 1-o piat/J -A «~ Mo+r(er 6l1 _ l--deph.o11,e~ tii,5 ,s 4 /4cl-v4/ 
err /JI l,./1,_i ch_ lJ i t/ b-e ( r:: fu+d ft1- (VJ r+ bi /;os /I fa ( /Gil'£ t111-Ml1 tt_nd,~ 
QritlU:f .lfto.~shr~I pe/;5(jll1L(ij1 Plai'./41-tff µ;r S~Ci h'ca!/17 /~6./Ut11 , (t1r11· 

C&1fudJ l):fj h Is /wri; I '1 dt.1 r 'i_ f, ; s /2 a¥ 1 I-a I; 2e; h(f>i I a_ 5 414 s /trJ;;f I Id s?'a fl: 
P/4rll +i-if LJas Co1>tpe/1} fr a~ ree /. freafMea-f--1 aga;1JsflJ1s rd,fjJ()7}.f 
con v, ct-/&1s / b1 .1-hrea r ,-- I.tf!'i1. J.efe&ler~T; _w/i_c;s_e ~frea.fm(?_1?T~ h04 jus.~ .. 
4fJ-~al~----k1._Ll.eL.pl4:t/l_tif£ ~ufe M.~-it:z.c,,k't•_~tt tt1Kf'Ma.rtz 1_,J)l4f1ttl££ . .. 
+:ea..rd :fk_ .€.1(,p-Ef'ience_ af.u~cltrj 11 / {\,J -+ rea:f m t2#f LJh r le filwj ~/call 1. _ ---

CC1,-1rfawec/~ ~~ S- G) 
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f2!Jt:- .s---- G 

1
.~. OJnti~veJ/ ~s-fr4i11J

1 
/2411,J cuffe✓1 -5,·Aackled 4'(1,J s+«J.flfd -1-o c1 

~w fl k. in the.. S'~ re.c;;,,~ ~; or, {f cA n is'f, me;,,,/ )!An I J-- "l ~ C:.(_ 1 6e I l1j /Ii ft >lc<>.i It, 
f-tsrceJ br1 .t!JoF t1 ff, urs. 4ncf d eie1da1-vf. f la iM-11 ff; ah u tuon u /c/-ed1 

prfJ.tUv».eJ jl)v/vi,&,lf erll-i~-ut!. 1 lei::.,·+- h,~ 11:Jlit-h relr:3/ovt-chtJ/ce, !)eLau.se 
he feareJ d'1tn~ fr. prh:tJn a+ -J-h-e ll\4nd s 11f +t,,e --:deletttdaw11 wle- h4& 
.ma/+-rt0,, ./-eJ f; la,rrl-i ff far ~ r & [116·rt cU. s _. ___ 
l _ Dn (/)[J.,c,t /u ( Jtft!91 pf0tJ1rf/f{°;,Jas 1'iiea{c'd /1otn & husf ( fa/ 
'.,J i fL c~ ~ o-rd BY { G f t1, 6r f I IJ) --f,Aaf ; 11,e-/cv:I ecl _ L/ O nij of tJ:n, ep,4 2 o I e. fl?i' ce 
da; l~.; I ~le11tJ/ /:f3 /{Ff' pa,11 i a,1J 4 S'uf f c/te-f {:;eCdhtfi f}d-5e err dt'd-er-/Jtof 
,'~ ey..h, bJ \ /lrc,e dos·t15,e/cJ f Ot;-'tf'4 21 I~, 1.,,M des-er,~/ as- ;;,, J(3S!/LUTG/..j' 
!Y)ll;v D.4 TDR1 Fu.'2 ULC0t2 /.t,&-./Jt. /fv01 h?<f- dffl11da1tl 43ai11 allcJw'ed 
pLOJ1J!i.ff.011L1 :JDntj ~ce J4/f?; {A(l),-h/ /JIit<?; C/1 JtJ-//1,, '1H r:tt/4€r &mds-1 

(f!I a,li .f,,-rf IJ~J J 1J:+ia II "I 3,, ve11 1/'-/ of-I-he Josi; 5~ hMp1k/.5;ec14/isfs 
lt.icr/beJ t}~' i_ ,,, /4:3.ftJ~ Ui&L- ~ ,;fJ H/V lJ4--tuR1_.. _. 1 :/ar & w~ekS.'1 tk en given_ 
JD.-14- &tee c!a;/'1 ~.half +~e: d6ta:3e -- un /-;/_ 1,/a;nf/f( lefJ- /Y}{,{ /1 /1t 1d
tli,,4 u ~+ 

1 
()DIJ 1 , D..e -/f?lld,1 ~ f- CtJ/J< f!I e,fe/1 Je/JI d j?I ti i,d;-f/ a cc c:,--5 /2 , 

fi;7e11J/ lfJ desp:-le p!a,4,(/s- on30,il<J fX/d', /J/4,17!-,f/ few,J 11,tnJeif 111 .. 

otee/ 5.e~ _ +-k-e fJa5/{i 6rt A-<2 +ol/ Aosp,· fa.If) ttun1/ld he. f411d~ _ 
~- _CJ/Ii. ffiafc,A / ,2 

1 
Jcrt)tll rlie /J()P (~11fr4,/ c1f/;ce fl'1fl:r;n4e/r/ 

rt£ommettlel dARli/1,dMf ~/~e ffa,1r/-;f/' aol__~cvl~ L}fr[/4/tef d/1Het:l.'t;,t?j7td17 
~ ue s,a "I -h ft14rl4]' c s"t""t-hrns{ &Y.Jd,, I- I 1); bu:f-iifl/2,t1/4 11i cl✓ 1ul.& 
--th.Iii. 111 sf-t:tAJ g,t1;13 ,A1Jd.e.9,ua.f t'!!' a,/11,.:;i,,"rf-J _111 1ttL, ff ~l'f!fJCe -/2 
d-e./tt,,Jttnl s ClfYt d rh on a11-J f,x-1-o(l-J , /?4 ,a+: ff r.,./ti.J Ldf d, r eef,-,,zJ /2 ,.s 
Qwl'I. recaver7 J1 1-a/!.i/ i?ct l/0 05 ftv;c.e da;/1 doS4'je I tis /teS"cF,Jed 67 
& A /Jr/--c/ :;f ectd /, dc/ch.4rqe <J(?LG(f I 011A is {!k)tl, 1'1.,5 /,.Ids be 6y 
P/a;vi-1:-i, )~ffrtcxrth,,J, iiJtillf,-c,enl V't' or V dosa.5e t?f drwy much fasi.if'. 
tb,_4n _ti_e., &/wu/)_4_n_d .hapi/Jj i -l wwLI .6-e- ,ef_((d/&Jtt7 µ.//ien l411r6 __ f(' 
Yl!l . .,au± _rrt_u~ __ eacher_ ¾A pte{c.-rJ;e,j # 
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f4f)e ::;--If 

18> C'drrti;iueJ: Pltt/flf,-f( al5o <secvr~ adJt'-1 /~114/ s~ppli;,Jf t)~a:t 2 ale __ 
thrm.Jjh aJief"fY}.fe /rle411s·~ 1hra,5/i fht.s se!f-me/1cafwr1 atd flia. u.sc: of 
1~er- f/ite- counk, fY/,&d·'M/t'dYlS I fla/nf/ff WCI S' 5racl()tallt, al,/e -/4 , IA/Jfcfl/"£ 

hiS /2 ea/IA , 
~ fl1e 5o.fl de~ //'t.>cr, 6d br.z /2os1,!-al 5/edal/5& waJ (}-;?/,ey>'!d b1 jr, !il, 
'JlA+-MiQ ttrd~r r,,J4j

1
C4nte!lec! bi d(:1/41c1&,rl sev~r<ti da1 J_ lt.rk1; w,IJa7f 

}fllsiA /fif):} p!a;11 fit1 t1r /Jr: )I, 1 ~lod /#1 S'/J) k tJf rA e fa cl- f/ie chef was 
?liowi"llj ptaf11fi!{ -k_/;11all~ 1 s'4f'e!r

1 
t'oml«la.liit; r-c£t!/ve f)ovr,slune12-f; 

Or .. fl ,1 et,pre.£/11j eftttf)~~a+,tn. 0/: Aav//''f a1t c:rd~, sh Q. s;ec,;-f; call7 i es13 n a -fd tU {'411 ce II a £; ,,_ cn1 !1 br. A e, //JD?'q,/ can cel/4[;/ -6,1 d<?dlk/2,,,-1-
!J-ci rfl tl/j I a:p,/1 orcl&1y1c/ fh,1tl1f/ a sufldd-: fxe cltf1.f11ttv1cld m~~ 
?r&le~·;ot14 ! 11 ~, /J~t:-C P°cJcJj ~(//{,e X//Grt/iSOY'_ ;Y/1', ,Lu fer;, t,J4 s- afk✓ 

i~le 7oi'e !t ~t; ,9fil1c~ft~t perrMJ1eritl11 Ctr :f:~:nc!_a4f ~ t 
_.fh ib, .f . d)1 8 fllJtj , I- bland __ ~ el ~ll~r fk.n 4 5Wi "cit f /1.&lttl,t 
s-kdeJ/ 4. li0nJ1!_ d1.e[_ .w£LS ./lo_!- 11c!t:t1jai/li /l/thedf e1J ~Y/12/fi'c_ v!~r, !( 7Ai.s .. 
~"/XI bul: /14,:i+; .ff was pretarW Cl rtft die!-, t111J Bdf)ocutnmf 
' RtVL 4 701 I D ?- l Stf'Lt 1tfrl ~I parf !< i &ud s~---L~<;/,1~!,~~-{-'t'itYi&tlef't!f_~ 
!YhAl-hil: L2J!;Je);fles {or !lliedd_4:_4/ /jtefr_: ~'df /J/e~ 5_/.,4fe(: '

1
£-1-- M7 c;/.so te 

15·eJ_ ,hY' pal,enfs 1./ko do IJ.o--1- -l-alertrf ~ t-c reyu)&t r J,·-cid/o_rpa-he1t-t) wi.fli 
~;/J.1asf(c ,r..fes-f,Aa.lptoh.lem s /,;J~O 1»a7 /lo+ hlerc..f ,c, n/(:Jh ~ Se£! tfrltti 6f' 
:·rrel .. fwd\ r1a1ui _ 1'1d1JJ//lcff/i:Jj_ --ftJ/emtJces l'ftll,1 Vdsr7 ., 4111 -lo-od -ltJ/el4fe/ 
bv; fke pa ·f;e;1./.5 _,' 5 a// oiv'fJ, ti The:, regv· /c; r A1c:l· w u:f /lt} f -lt1Ltr~ft?I 
~vz p!atn+i{G £~~ __ [)r: N,j ~iI~/Ylr, _l_uf~ri he/111 JJltt:d (Jkh~f;/l'~lJ c; ~OP
u,p~rovd1 ho:ifJi.-f-4(5pecu,1, {,.s+ ff'<t<cr, bee! :;5uf1-J,~,f 1 .µ4 1d;:!4t11-i-,-f/ 
d,;d __ ·-tul<?ter.+e~. _ui~Vl plain-h fl ,·n-h"'{(Yl,e~f )<4-k~ciftf- IA e._;t"c-1- lJtiS .... 

no+- 11b '4.(}d;~ b.~t_rxrfh_~(_t:of~ ancl A({j!/4/,_ d~M tLs217f sf4-_-k:I 11 Z: dt;/1. lf ____ _ 

~:,:ti ~rt~i;u;~:5i.1~~1!1't it/:B11:+:~~;~kctf · · 
- - - - - -·-··-· --

-( Core+ i fl tJtcl 0r1 {Ju(j-~--S-I J _ 
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pa9e s--I 

/Cf, ~® ~, 11 vi,· h e<A I fh p /o, inf If( r: 01.13 h 0, 11of C/11 I 1 dM w 1 'J /,dt 1/4, 01 c e -l-o 
fla,n-f, (6 rwre,1 bu I- ctc-.f, vet, Wdf'Kt 115 4:r1 /11Jf sud re~tJVe/''1" ' ' '' 
~o~ Plal'nf1'U ls' able- lo praf.uc.e JtUf}tef'tJU.f l/itl'Je,fses: k a#esl--lci lhe 
lac.fr Ctm lai/Jd /ri f/4.:s- dat,,(r(Yt{:'rt(I at i,J~l! as aa· l7tJ1tal ,/4cf.f StAl"rtJUl1J/" 

U1.1r case I i 1 aff,dqv/f a/JI /u 1/l ct1vr.t _ . 
u. PLav, -4-rf( ,Si.As' /4 i/lt'd llljt1r1 Jo At'.5 6.I f-,ac:I:. Owin:J -1-v d-e/4d4'rZ-I 
1Ja1Vev;J· iiui f!e/tYICe' fowq1tl f /4/J i/J/C/21'3// #-e t'ti/vl''f &~ea&!1 

taus /llj c~ronic. s1J-e e/f evfs a.nl neart1 heto/ht'llJ '/(l,,·1-a I, /itii11f /f/ 
e~ptri e,1cel ,qre4. f ph'1s1 m( rne,1fa/11.1,iJ em<! f, on.:d d,~f:c~s~ j'Ct<n c,,:nd' 
5 U ff:.et i f'l{j ~ /Ji~uJ rn +o 11f 

I 
ft.?,t' l'i 411 J .Su f/e11 /Jt} -f,orrt ·f-tu~ 1/2 I (A/1 C{]n t, A {.J-e',.; 

ahJ wil( L-k-e~ be perrna.AenT 1 4/f~fNj pla:,rh-{/; /,.~sile c2/Jd /eYul-ht1j 
I~ ihC-rea,·e,j (;\el, ca I 17a 1/, In e,.,J., 67 j>I/./ I// hlli II IA e .fu-1 {//;!'I (is (,.) ell 4.5 
f-i~.e poS"si6, lf7 af /i,zrflier )4majc and/'!rCLlm//1.t:4ft_171s N1 flic 
-f'u-h.l/'&- 1 Cl.5 p!ai/1 h·ifnc}w Aa { c /2. f't:tn/c. 3tzs-f ri~l ref/uy, di5e4..<e. 1 C<. 

Ctmd/f'.'iDh. 1u>+ prei/ioUsl1 p("es·enf, /li.(r1l-1ff_h~-P3-,A anti dtscamfo,f 
r{'fiM aa Ii fh er po+-e11 f/tl!( o/ /t'le.- -Hlr~feru~ilj ch,a;i,L C (fncl f;tJ)'t / Oaf 
rareto/ h4,S' if addles-s&i, as Ae /ufw.A4.t Cl Cot¥lefe di;l/us-fo/ -1-f~e 
rn"-J11/es /1/f 8of meJtc4 I /JWfMlle,/ / -I-a f/1e olefrlrn,Ml·t:J/ ;la,>1.f/.f/}· .. 
con+, ,.,,r ttl hMt,/ f/4. 4n} well 6~lllf, . ... ... . 
3d. 

1 
.,lLs sh1JtJf\ ,·h ~'i5 ddc·vttiG11.l1 dchH.la11I /-}&crvti-; /!r1etu·;Jki1rt f; ,11· 

had' Ot Ai'<;fof'o/ ,jf serious- <SI. cl1's'M.(c' a11d a rlsk of 5e/iauJ' harm 
~ntl /rr d ea It. 1 bit I- d e~11 dclr1 I: d e'l/,b.1,,ra !Pf c£3;-:9cJ.,dd -1/w,f f 1~1f: 
frt,4;} ,r,.,e11_/- f}rlJi11J#/ iii; di!/e11,~4/JJ 04$' f}/ts:s·!t; /·/l,c;deyut:i'.te

1 

-to 
Th~ ps,"ll l- 5 uctt t2 £T4 fe w Cl s ('ecay /} 12.d 4 ,tf 4k II c;,'IJ I elj ~/ 6,1 /4, s 
/e/lau __ h ea/1/4 t4te ;O!'o/4ss//lttll.r, _ .. _ ... _ 
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V. Relief: 

VI. 

State brieny exactly what you want the court to do for you. Make no legal arguments. Cite 
no cases or statutes. 

The plaintiff demands that the case be tried by a jury. ~ YES • NO 

CERTIFICATION 

By signing this Complaint, I certify that the facts stated in this 
Complaint are true to the best of my knowledge. information and 
belief. I understand that if this certification is not correct, I may be 
subject to sanctions by the Court. 

Signedthis /f!I!: dayof ~,2o}JQ_ 

(Signature of p · 1 for plaintiffs) 

btwi,d 12¥Jte-

(I.D. Nup;;/«o,;/ //Jd[I.IJ,/ trtn/u /Jwf!!lf 
fdtJ✓ /J.Jo(; g ,q 

(Address) 

6 

~-
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Bureau of Prisons 
Health Services 

·Clinical-Encounter~------· -- --.-- ·-·-· 

·-· .. .. ..... - .. 

---c><· .. ,-firo-o~ic"""'C"""a_r_e ... V.,..js_.,j,,..f en-. -co-------'-i,"'"'rite"'"" .. -r-..pe----,ifo~r.m-'e-a aLl::(~a:1~11~~:fe_ry:!C8S. 
SUBJECTIVE: 

_ . ____ ~ _· -t:::0'1Jl~!:,A!N.I ::.t . . :_p_r:c:,_~i_d_,,r::_ Harv:ey; ~11uf Me-e~:-:~-:-~· 
-··' _· 'Chief- Complaint: GASTROINTESTINAL CLINIC 

===· .:.C:SiJtif ective:::· :pt; sent out UJ local hospita}~fter- labs drawn- because the patienfappeared _p~-~- to· medi<::al staff 
··- -------- --·- ·· while being seen for left: lower abdomen al pain. The. H/Hre.turn.ed.as: Z.Bl23.2Wllh abmnflQm11"1".m,a"11-----

WOC~ Subseqdei1tEGD ,e'iealeda duot!el"laLtdeer and the:p9'tem+ 1ere:i~_:units....olblood with 
: ___ ' a 'post~trarisfU5iOn ·HM of9:s/29;4: Pt·was discl 181 ged wltl I o,11~_t1I~ 2_9Jl_i!::I p~ BID but we __ _ 

~-~ ., . . . . . . . . t rave l~qU85#~~:~·.®.~-i9!. I I _IOl_fu_§pp19. 4 at_ Fot·~-~~~~~~~.:~P~:.9®~¢r_~r.thisyoillt-·and. he is 
........ ----· _ ·:•~· -___ doi,:,g ',VE!II since·both his discharge and-~turn to us .. Labs also indicate his serum albumin was 

""· , ..... -.~ ·-· .. ~·.·.·- ....... ~.. · ,--.-- - tQW::@~~$~wa~~(fv.i$.~QJ<fh.iCiBas~JtJ.~Jot.?dS~.9.f.P.tQJ.~in :to ir1tp1.ove ·H 1iS level~ 
.. -.. _:Paif:i.ro.ca·ficfn;~·:·.-~. · -· .· __ _:···-•-~.~ .. :~.::::::::~:~:~:·~--··... . ---· -·· -··- ___ -··-···· ·~-· ~··.•y ·-···· · ··· · · · · · ·• ·· ~~ .•...... ~ -----

-·- -. -- ----·- --::Pa1n-Soale,-'-""' '--':::~_._: ___ .~~-'-'·' - -. --- -

·· ··-·-ear,'CQiillJrtlirs:-: ·-
______ H~·· .... is: .... i.n.,..~cyL.J-.... a ...... · fttauma;__::__:cNo: :,. ___ :_ .. ----·•= .. ~~···-·--·-· 

. ---·--·------··---Onset:-----···· ... 

Duration: 

Exacerbating Factors: 
·· Relieving·Factors: 

Comments: 

OBJECTIVE: ~----

. -· ·~·~ .. , .. ,~¾.?.-~ ------ ----

·Date·· · 

08/04/2008 

. -·······- -
··'Time · · -- · ·· · ···Eahreaheit ·Celsi&~ I ocation __ 

13:04 CCC 99,_J ____ --- .. _37.3_. 

===i5p.u~lra::s=as=e.c==. ========::-c=C':'."'."_:====·"-·-·' -··-···-····-
·- ......... Date .... Time .. Rate Per Minute Location ····=·-

Provider 
. .. Harvey,:Peiu!-MD CD 

·······-······ _, 

· · .......... Rhythm--·· ·- Provider 

.· .· _ 08/04/2008 13: 04 _CCC ... , .... -··-- . :_.~_.8.4., :,.- ... ··· .. -~ .. i;;,.aul-MD _CD 

·· --·Resp1rat1ans: -

-·---date rime ····-··· ··•RatePerMmiiteProvider· ·· -------
08/04/2008 .. 13;04 CCC 20 Harvey, Paul MD CD 

-~~~·-·····--·-········-

Blood Pressure: 

Date Time Value Location Position Cuff Size Provider 

08/04/2008 13; 04 CCC 122/76 Harvey, Paul MD CD 

Weight: ........ ·······--···"····--------

- Date -Time Kg Waist Circum. Provider _______ _ 

08/04/2008 13:04 CCC 

Lbs 

Unavail 
---

0.0 . Harv~y! PauT"M1fCD _ 

.Exam: ____________ -- ·oenerar---- -··· -. __ -a• - · ·· - --· ___ •. _. 

ganarated 08/04/2008 .1 _3: _17 by Harvey, Pat1I MD Bureau of Prisons - CCC Page 1 of 3 
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Bureau of Prisons 
Health Services 

~. , ...... ····•· . .- ·-,·--·--··-,·· ·:. ·. -- CHnical--E-ncount-er--- ~-~-

Eollow-, Ip eocm I nfi:ir_ pedormed _ ::it J·iealtli:S~rvices ~-- -.. -
SUBJECTIVE: 

... -- _ 9-0~PLAlfiT __ 1 _____ " :: _ :~~:-:::Pnvi~11r::~NC1-.vakC1WSki; ·BonnieM oo· ,. -···- ___ .. -·.-·,- ··-··· 

Chief Complaint: GASTROINTESTINAL CLINIC 
=----=-::.. ~-..:.:::.:.,::.-::_ :Sub}ecllve::_-·"4ryo-·:wM «lLNV:~~t-~(?SP.-,J:f9_r-O!_Ble_~; .. ~nd review of Path report 'fromE:_GD done 7/21; 

.. ·-·-······ - ····•-· .. _____ _ 
-------------,. -----

. · . --- . uas: Llxof"I 1BVi11 IC\/, tself , epo, I, w,cou6u, ,eJJ.eee,)::;:inguirlal hemia:&---di»:e.rticu litiS-;----
? hx ·of "eniarged1'ieart"·'7'etfo ____ -------- ---- __ ... _______ ·---~---- ____ _______ --- --------_--,-------

... ::··:······-··· ··-·--.-

_ -- -- __ · 1st Clo abd pain/blofrcf(stools)~·-and seen (by MLPs)--7-/12, found guiac +; Case presented to 
--~: __ ~~:~~- ·•··-· ------ . -------- -- -.. -- .ehysiciauiln"cai!-wt~or~er.c!~ellne]afi5_&_:.f/0; --:c;;:::: c :: -_-, _: _ -· · : _: :____ ---- --

,. ·- - .. _,:__:. =~-----------'---------- .. 

-- -- --•-•···- --- ----·-- ::· ·;: .. _· ~- ~: :: : : ::::!A""if pt-seen ;for:d6Tncreasffig,::'a6cr paf ri;:-aizzinass;--fotffld-- taehycardic;' -

7 /17 pt.seen fsTok ca1Ftnage) ckf:°--aba:-pain-{~t0f.::1Il)-.--~heei1 beating,fasF -W-1--stafiilfng;·&· "1 am 
----~p=as'""'·s=·1ng U'ntielievao[e'··a"m'oun!~'of blood"";, Baseii~~- Labs drawn 

7/18 Lab reported Hgb = 7.8 to CD; Pt directly ad,n"itted to Thorek Hospital for transfusion & 
endoscopy. Pt rec'd 3 U P RB Cs, endoscopy ( 7 /21 ) , and when. stable, returned to MCC 

-·(71-22/08):-· - -- -.. - ... 

__ _ ________ ___ Med reconciliation orders_( completed_ by this -physician, "acting: CD'") Jnclud ed Rx for PPI BID 
------ -- -- - -- - . ---- - _ --_]as}>ei-. Rec:'s-o(G(& Gl guideliD~§)_X G.-t-.8 wks;,BectroF.1ic.:Nonformularyrequestsubmitted for 
·------ ------ -- ---------------------=s1o~dcisin~:i; .. - .... ·_-· --·:·· --- _ ___ __ _ _______ .. - ··-· _ -=----".C""'- -. ____ .-- ____________ _ 

_______ ___,_7 ... I2"""5'-'--'-"'T__.,D"--'Y=--Rbarm.Q__Spoke..wl...Re_gional Pharm0 &.GQ.__(9pcum_ented in_Jll~_dii;al chart), who_ 
===~~=======_ .. m1,ttlilit-_ir\,'<11_a_!_taett.-t ___ ..,,,_,fi,,;ot:t""'-· ""'o;,s-. ~quest;::illit.-te'Jill~a:~5:dafsupply_of_daily PPI·, and"'C"D-

'wo1tld eva]•iatelipoo bis n:ilurn· ' · · · _ 
Today; pfdo sforr1ach pains. wo_rse siriciifdfc '"from hosp'."(wnerfW?_fCJi1 JYJ'PI)'" __ _ 

--~~ . - --.- -- - ····- -

" · -~ -•-•~-::earti'rep•W--of'i~:~~:&@e: b±il'.l'.I ! @~tar Paltt.o-e·pe---Post op· dx: _ _ ___ _ 
_ --qu.OPENALfV_ER.1; NEAL Ul/~FB~-t;:: -~~J~Q __ j_ .H ~- _py_~o~i-_NEG{-:7/-1-9/08-~--- · --~~,,,-,-~.--· 

__ Ptmade aware of recommended medication--regimen,--:cbul•that,@ ·thisument1ime-;-awaitirrg 
Central Office Non Formulary.Approval; Pet BOP Pnannacy Polic·y;:oriiy QD PPI was allowable 

· · -- ·rrntil•the •ClinlcaJDifector Co uld--return to compete the Electronic Non formulary Process. 
Pain Location: Other ... -- __ . -_ - . 

Pa .. in !?~.o'.1.1~_: 3 _______ --=·=------
Pain:Qualitles: ··1_ntermitt-e11t-l Burning I i~adiatingj°Sharp-1 Tender -
History of Trauma: No · ..... 

___ Onset:. ·- ----~-~----

Duration: 
Exacerbating Factor&: lying prone 
Relieving Factors: ______________ _ 

Comments: definately noticed improvement in pain when had IV dosed PPI and BID P.PI 

ROS:
General 

Constitutional Symptoms 
Weakness (no) 

-----~-GI·-

···-- ------------------
. ______ Generated 091281_~008 11 :25 by Nowakowski, Bureau of Prisons• CCC Page 1 cf 3 
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Bureau of Prisons t,{)'1;6:.f 3 
Health Services 

Clinical Encounter -Administrative Note 

•-. 

Ad min NQle et!OOl.lnfer perform~Otl:iei\ . . - - .·· .. --~ - .. . . 
---------------

Administrative·Notes:·····- - · --

- .. ____ __ A~MIN ISTRATIVE NO.J.::~----~!_ _______ Provider: Harvey, -~.o1ul Pf!D CD __ 
-~ · ..:: _: · ,--_,_, '·''--- ~-·"""'-'-cc:.·MediciitlorrJenew~frequi3'st" from-a Cop,;Ciuffrom: the.· patient-;,-,- c· ·~ - .· ...... . 

. . . .. ' . . .. . .. . 
-. .-.. -:-:--.-,-.... _,,,..... , __ ,_, __ ··-·~• ...•. ~.-, ---······ --·-~·------·~-~ ....... ~ •... ·. '"" ••v.•-~,•~••~ .: ,, .•.. --••--•--••-

---- ----AS.SES.SMEN-:15-:.:.-,. ---------- -··, •--~•--•••-•~-,-~r-~~~~•••--•0,''•~ • 

,:.·.:NeW·MedicatiOii-Ord·ers·: · ....... __ . ::::-::~:::::··=-~:=------ ··- - - ··· -~-----~- ·-~--- -

~: •:=- _c--:_-:~ _ _:·_:~~Medicatio ... ,._,. __ : .. ------- .. ·. : :_:~'.~~-~~•- c,,~~~escriber Order 
--: --. : :< ~ :: ·:: _ .. -_ --:~ct=itarri i,n_9-pheh :oraTTEibler· ----cc .... 09/02/200811 : 12 500mgT1 T Tl D, PRN Orally 

========-,....~·· ·::--:==----==-:· .. =-c....:..===~~___._:_:=-:::-~:::::::::'.:. - · __ every~- hours PRN ·x 180 
-- -- . . -- . ·-- ------· ···-----· =c ~ --·: -~:--·-· -_ =--.:... . --- . . .. . ·-:-'"'""""-"Uay(s)· ., . 

•~- ~~~~-~:~:~~~:~:-:'.:··~-~_::Jrtdic~~Oh-:·~:01fie(u:~~e~~~M1,:~Tii's?~_c~~~-. · ::c;ccc:c·.· ··-- ~- ••• · .. - .... · . ;: .-- - -- · --~ 

-· -···--·---~: ___ : __ OmeprazolEfGaf[s.ule. :,~~:-:,:.:':"'.:.:::~~--.. ·cc_ ---=::=-:ost0212000-JU-2~~Tt-Tq AM Orally each 
· ... · · · -· ·. --~' ·. ·'·""••··"c;.a,:;_. __ .. · ,.,., .•• - '·" ~- . ·. c ... - morning x 180 day(s) -

--·- -- ·- ~--~·:.-___ ~--~-·-: · . ··_::-#30/ffiOtftt(~-·· ··· ~ 
Indication: Hemorrhage af gastrointestinal tract, unspecified 

Cosign Required; No .. 
. : ... ~·. :: "·-·fete" 'hblie/Verbal Order:: 0No-:c· .. :c.: .... 
~--_:._,_ ;~ :_:._ ... "J?-_ -. , .. , - ::·:.::_::_,::_·~~-~: .· .. .--·,. ,-, --~ .. · .. ·· 

. . . ·-- ...•. '. -· . . :. ----~;::; ... :..:~~-

.. -,,- ,_: __ ... ~---~--- ~- ·· .......• ··-· ·"'.:· ~ ....... ~ .. . 

, ... ,~-~----- -~~-~-~·---- ---·-.- --- . ---· - ·---~- ~·~--~---·-··-· -.--y••·--·-·--·· ··-· ---,-•. ----~·-··· 

-· - -
-. - . . . -···-----, ·······- ·----··· ~--

----~--~--- . - ------- -., , .. ·-- "••· ·--

..~--,._, 1. -.· ~-- • ~-- - ' ' 

·.· .. - --- -··. ----· .. ···-··------···~~-

---·--------~-··------- ... -----··-- ··-- ------- ··-··--·-· 

:-------··oenerai!!_Q]f9J0212Uffii-ff:fobyHarvey. e~_::----- - --~ __ Buieafef Prisons_- CCC Page 1 of 1 
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Bureau of Prisons f, ' ' 

Health Services 
Clinical Encounter -Administrative Note 

•" •--••-•~,_-••n••••-•-••-••'•, .,,•• .. •. 

Adr:nin · Neto eti.60aF!t~FffieffafHealtn.Services•: 
Adminlstrc1tive Notes: - -· ·-

.... ·· .... · ... ·· . _- :- ·:ADMINISTRATIVE-NOl'E. 1 Provider:. Nowakp~~k:_i_, ~onni~ fy1 DO 
• T"-• • -

-.:....:·: . ..:.. .. : ~ ._. ' ' . ,., ~~:-- : . 'Pfcll.fe'lhiS""itidhttrf0f'CCC- .. ' 

-:-;::;=====· -~:-_ --~?. _l~~-~_done_f?~-~~~ -~~~~-£~~:! .. ".'.".~J!_ or~~C~) 
.. . . . -- -- -·-·---

-clARIFICATION OF ·ENTRY MADE-Qr,fNONFORMliLAR¥-REQUE&T-FeRM-0Att[l 8/lW00B: 
. -----. - . - . I( if noted, tH_~[}!W pngt•~ req~_e#{ft1r;BU;:>._ PPl}-to:Benffat-6fticiftj1onahy I j( 1q11tatitisdiarge=pap.e!S..fcom GI-

- --- -------- · consultant recommendations) was cancelled at reguestciLClincal-Director, "··•· -,cc=.• ,.: · 
j. ) .J. it .I!~-~·-·~--···-;:;:::: ---····· ····-·-- .:;:; ,u:;_. ,;:z . c;::; . " -· - ·•=-c:· :- :·.::~·-··. . .... .. . . . ----~~~ ~~·· ,-,· 

·~-~··· .. =--- ·"" ~··· ~~~~ 

::.~::.~:::::~;~ _::::~'::,.::~:::--~:-'QN~sh:-__i2a· se/.iQod::Non·Fo-imufary:ElectronicreQuest for same·(BID 1:PI} was initiated"by :th.eclinical director, 
.-a ... -; __ -,--:.:.:. __ •. · .:.- :. :: : . c:·~:-.wh1c6:.was:ap~cimtramffice;:biilfnis· @§!~~~~~ nor processeci...~Thus,Jhis patient 
--· ·_· ·_ -- - -- · nevefrece:1.vecl Bl t:LEPrat':aa¼::tii'fi£Lsinoo7:iis:Torum1i'om .fffenosp1fal; · · (Unless fiefnas7:>een purchasing =-::._ -· -- __ --- -acrd1t1on~lr>J[fs" frortj_~o_r1i'.TJs~:a6-f _ ,_. ·- ··- -.- -·- ·· · ·· · -· · · · ·· · .-.---.---· ··- · · -~--···- ··-- -·· ·· ···· ·----··- ·· · --· ·· 

• •• •••••• ••-•~-•- .-.••.••._•••••-••~•~••~•.•••••••h•.••~•••••••--'•:• ••••• --•-••---• • 

____ · ·_·· ··-o:r::t9102ll:mcitbrd:iicwas_:wHtteri:fcif~tao day~rof once daily.PPl·.byCO .: 

Lab orders for Repeat CBC, Fe, Ferritin, Chem LFTs being placed 

Also ordering_ GI Consult for 2 .~ 3 month F/U ,:e: p.osi;;ible ne,d tQre~ _EGO; 
Will S:che_dule for CCC on 10/31, presuming lab_i;; Y{ilJ_~~-~YJ:!ll~p[E!. : .. 

. . ... ···'·" .... ··~· ... 
· ... ·.'"-: ..•.. , ··-.~·. ·---·~ ... ~· ·.~----:-":""'" .. ~········ . . . .. 

New Lab1;1ratory Requests: 
.. ·-····-······--····· 

-==~,;,=;,;;, ___ =:D~e~tails~. -~--~--'.-~,:,;;;_:-:~-·:?1_:.~::$·· -..,·· ~~=~~,=,==~~ffequ~yc=,c:·::~:-:".:.l;-mwafo'.';--'-;~=~= -'~~-.O'ue tfate.___ ··-. ---pfjority 
· - -- - -P~~lcf1~~llii@H:,i~i:1J'.rofile ___ · ··· ··· · ~-On9::J.t~,=:"-,:.~;;;_: ~;~"-:~"- _. . ... _ .. _______ 10/31_tgQ_Q_{:1 __ 1Q:OO Routine 

Profil!!!_ !~st5:~General ::9om_Qreh~fh}ive 

~~-.. _.:Meta6a1ic Protile1C::.M.e:L:"."_·· =-.,.,-;,··;·-;,.:::~~-,--_:__-_ ~_ -_ -_ -_ -_ ~--_ -_·· ·----·--·-·--- .. ---·· . 
Pronre=resrs~General=Repat1c:Prof1le · -·--- .... ..,-........ _____ ....... · ·-· · -----

: . ."·.-··i.:B-i:oo:~fl8StS~~~~f~·Ferntiri . . . .. . ·-----·-. -·~ .. ~~~.~~=.~~··~·.·_·~·.~.~--········-·- ... --··-·· 

.· Blood tests+j-lron 
.... --·"·==c-~Profile--te's1S"Gen·eral-.;Con,plete blo_od . ;;=:c:"C::.c-,-----

· -:..:.= · _ c'ciLihL(CBC) ··--·- ·-·· 
·········-···· --·- ------- Sc hedufe,'------- -.... · .. •··-··-~--·-··

··Activity 

----6hronrc-6are-Visit 

-.-.. cc-;:-:: ·- ·--.c-··:·.-· --------

GICCC 

...... Date-,Scheduled Scheduled Provider 

10/31/2008 09:00 Physician 02 

ENtereed into SENTRY for Callout on 10/31 

Other: 

- labs ordered for F/U of transfusion,. __ 
and CCC 

··-·----·-···----~---------

...... ······~ t:·011si11t·submitted for post op f/u w/ GI -··- -- ~ ~.-··:--::-.--::=-::::--·--- -

- CCC due this Mo - Entered into Callout for 10/31 for GI CCC 

.. .... Dispositroh.: ... 

Page 1 of 2 
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byh; 6,? 5 
Bureau of Prisons 

Health Services 
C-tinica•-Encounter--

F C1'.le_rg eocy encounter_performe_g -~t_}l~alth.Servtces. : 

SUSJECTIVE:-
~-~ -~----·-·--------- -----

·:p.rovj~Nowak"owski S"bnnle-M -DO 
,: . :: .-,:;· ;:.:. :: .. .-.. · •. :·- .::· · .•. :· ·-. ·- -~--.-·.~· :· '. ,. . . .I ,. . ..... ' . . . .. . -, . 

Chief Complaint: Abdominal Pain 
.. ,-~---·--····· ·------

· Subjective: -48yovVM~~mitt~~i_to·MCCcChicago8/07, . .w/.hxofGl-bleedlast summer d/t duodenal ulcer, no,w 
here.to be. seen@request of CD; .. Pt. is ove~dueJor:.CCC ~m~-- -- - ---. -- --- ---- --

-- --- Pf was· admitted tci"TfforelCHosp1fal _ -1108 tor GI tileecfJf/t _ duodenal u lcer,--re~Uiri ng 3 U PRBC::s 
·· tra11sms.1po_,~}tetvm_n_eg & Enaoscopy·n-eg:{piiti-/);Ja'r:'fi7 twfOiU!JUIBx'cj_Jor_i(ei'npi.ricaly per GI 
. .xec's); . _ ___ _____ ___ _ ~ ---- --- __ .. ___ _ 

·:--__ -···----- __ -· -- _ ..::;::::::.:.;_-=::::::-...::;:.;gat_ffre-poc:qnmo8)·--=-N§~!:riallgn,J.E&:@_F_f:I-_._ pylori; .-:~~:~-;-c:;·:;::~_-_-_--_ -----------
=-..::·::_.-"--'-'------'- ___ - ---- --- -- -- .. G~~ew-is-f::-?/1 ~fO~Q;-Showed 11min~ifi~l0nresemei'iciR!efma -with a 
· - ---- - ---- --_- - - --- - .. - --.... -., . -. --·- ... ,.feW:::tiny--mesentertc'lympffrioffes~-bufil'o ·ascites-or obstruction;:incidentat-Ringuinal hernia 

-------------- .- ----- -- present~~:~! s~ggested" -~:~~-·=-~·~=,, 

·'-'---'--'"'P~rGFrets·'@(tit1~piraroic-:''confPPf'Rx BID X 6 - Bwks;-then- m·F,u;•- Recommended med 
regimen·was ordered @·re<::onCiJigifibil upon: phi-retumfo M_CC; bUt Rx"was subsequently 
ct,anges by CD; 

1 0/14/2008; consultation Tequest was-·submitted. by this-physician to- utiilzation Review 
Committee for GI follow-u·p re: post o·p evar& rac':f; -Consult,was not approved by co w/ 

. _____ . _________ . ______ . _ _ , __ co_n,_rn1_3rit_: "fju not: c:linically indicated" , _ dated 10/20/08; --· ..... (patient claims he was unaware of the 
___ - -- c:l_eniiactrequest for_foUow.up,-appt);·:> . ._. ,~ . ----··,'" ·.-= ... _-- ___ _. _ - -

-=:-:-~:::.:.:: ::::.::::::::-=~-=::::-:=- .. -· ---- : --• , ~i Pt -was called -11 /12/08 ·fra-- posflrans_f1,1sio11. labs,. hut -Si~_<trefusa,l;_]])e~_Qfc:l_E;JI$..w.efe __ 
----~- ___ _._ -re~ubmitted--afleuttempts_ (unSI.Kcessfully} by_j.tJi~Lp.hysician te>_v~rt?.:illY..: _persua9~p! !? __ comply); 

........ ·--~•:_,_,'.., ·:,.., .. .,·-•·--··· " .... :·::_·_~~-•~,~h-.,. ... ~~· ·" . . ·~ ·.~- ~·•-•w'.••...:..•-:.. ···:·,··r/•~"7--.. -·.,···-·..:.-~;.~::·.: ·. . _____,,;_:·.-:;:-::.:.-.;:.·_·::=:-:.~••1••··, •· -··· 
·,_t .. +----~-----------:-:_.,-.__,==pa:.Jl.:.l. ·s ... ·ee~•---ufrci.b:l>f,,i-1oM""':t...,P"-,1-1--1t-£2--141i09..&.2J03/09-.for.abd pa-in·, (noted: refused rectal exam, but allowed labs); -<chem, cbc' ~"riorfu'alf: .. -- --,,.,,.7 _________ , , , -- --·- - - - - -- - - - - : - __ - _ : c:::---__ :c:::- _ __ ____ _ _ 

.:::'··=-. ::::•:::::--::::--========--·-=-·-~•.9,JJ-:Ol.<:l_ ~LYc'i.,,,: P1fl:l __ ta.-~~1~~1e!r:'.~;;>::,_¥@$:-l~ IJ.(iiwaihog cnrrrir;-oecama..dizzy -& almost.passed out; claims ' 
recently, _w/ this al;ld:pain, (similar to pain-asw/:lastsmr), : epigastrie;------cfampy-wf-sharp pains 

--- . -- rc:ldiatirlQ-to B/L·"kidneys"·(R>L);-'&_-sg!!l~~ir::n:i:i~ptilliiig'"~Ci\'larofifs testicle; _persistent (tho mild), 
since last_sr:ri(, !3.11<:1_pi:9gr~sil{"e t9 n9w,(last nile 's pain he claims 11\1_8~_ un_l:2~-~r_able); 

·where h"e·:has·beeiftakTng fteidra pillsft ; He. has decreased his PO intake, claims, lost wt& has 
__ __,b.~en..ha1ing •.dark !any stools" 

Pain Location: Abdomen - Epigastric 
---flainScale: fd: - ··''- __ : --

Pain Qua_lities: Uribearable I Radiating ! Sharp I Cramping I Burning 
-----------,-~t0!}':-o"""fJriltrm_a~: ::: No -- --- - ------- -- ------ ____ , _________ . ---

Onset: 2-6 Months 
Duration: 
Exacerbating Factors: 
Relieving Factors: 

C9111111 ents: 

ROS: 
General 

supine position 
lying on Left side, milk, 
tylenot------· .. _, _____________ -- --· - --- ---

: · ___ : ::constitutional Symptoms 

----------------

_ : _~ =~~-~:: =::: ~:=:~_l}orexiajyes}; Fatigue ~§L f_~y_er _ (@l;~ Un~xplai ned Weight Loss (yes), Weakness (y__es) 
Generated 02/1112009 11 :32 by Nowakowski, Bureau of Prisons - CCC Page 1 of 7 
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Case: 1:10-cv-04636 Document#: 6 Filed: 08/19/1 0 Pa6~aihl~Qge1D #:61 

Bureau of Prisons 
Health Services 

Clinical Encounter -Administrative Note . 
. "."'""'""••··-····-.... --··--·--·· 

-

51.1al uatlon E'{.K"OYAter .performed.atMealttt:Servites; 
· AdministrativiiFNt>tes: '-·- ·. --- - ·: .. · 

: --ADMINISTRATIV.E.NOTE. 1 ·· __ Provider. Aruiza, B_qb(:lrto MLP 
-_,.i.,.::c,<> ,~E-xamfned::fsampies:of'his stool taken-at3·bowel movements.-Hemoctrlt-testis positiveofblood on all 

... ··---~~p_l~.S.· .§hoVf8tl results to Dr .. Nowakowski. ···· · - ·· 
--.-.-,--.---: ·--·· .~. ·-· .. ~ .... _ ... ~--·~-~· . ~-·~ . --- ... ·-~. ---~ :- ·-·. . . ... --- - --- ..... ~--- - ... ----·-·--·--- ______ .:~---·· .,:. ·-

'"'" .. ---.. '-""-'=····.1:"11+~~!0","lru-s;;;· .· •~~lilli1tM1111····'""a,,:111;·. :r~~:s.;i.: __ ·:···----,'-,~~-···_·····.,..,..·~:-:...,...:---~-....,.:~c:;:-,.-~-•
7
·~·.,..,..··-,-:··.,..,..·-:c:-:c·.,..,..· •. =:_..""' .. ,_:;;:=:c,:;:.---:;;~:··~::;::··=--~-~--~-~··-~·-""' ··~~~~~~~~--·~··-~-~-·-~-.,~--~----~--=·--·•:=.-. ===.=-..:..--.- ······· --· 

..,,.,.. .. ,,,,. .... =0 -•-t67tete9144ift!HPlt-: RH:e-eqm. ttBHiAFBK.fkt,:,-J~:-·=·· ¥¥-e~s-s-· -=.·-~~=-==--=--=-··-=··· --~=;,,,;;,~ . · ... ·. .. ·.'~::c;c;;;-.,.,.·· .-·.· .. ··'•·: :.:.:·._ .. : .. 

~~~:~T~.e§le~p~h}o=·:-:n""'··~w'--"·f .. !3e'""·~rt,};·"""a~·1Jo~r~.~d~e~-r;:_.;_§·;N~o;.~=3~~·==···~·-;···;·;··;·,.-~.··;-·;.,.~.-•~ .. :.:-:::._ .. ;c ..... =: .. -._-___ -'----._---'-_-.. =.~=.;._·--==--... -._::-.::-_·-·_-_··-.·-··'-----'-··----.. , .. -... -_-·.-·--
~~~~-~!~~t!:~~-ptet"et·finrRAP~Ni.Et;lff.Arui~tt)cR~e~MiP~hy2012009~io;5s· .. 
-:- .- -- : :~ ReC{Oesfe<:tto·:6eJ;0$~9ned by. ~_NQW_QkQW~~J;]Johnig_ld_Q().;· :~ - - · .· _ --::;,_-_-_~ _-_-

.. . ·. ·~crnet6,~,-Nhwa1tows1ct;~son,ile··Mc"i:j6~0212012oo·s·21 :a-3: · ... · _.. · · . · · 
-···--.. ----'Cosigner ·comments: . ·· -- -,.-- .. · - · 

-4:BYo WM seen 2/10 ·for abdpcii'ri -
has been ori GI meds after hospitalization last summer for GI bleed d/t duod ulcer, and has not had f/u until now 

· •(th.·. ·o··.- ·r.·a···b·s· ·,·····G1· ,,·u· ··r· e"··q··--u· ·e· ··s· ·1·. w··· e·re· o· · .;,iere· a· b. ·· · .th·1s -p·· hy· ·. s·•1·e1·a·n·· )·, · 
• •• ••• ~I •" • •• •• •• " '--~ • •"" ••• - .. Y • •• • ,., ••••- • "••••' •' ,. •" -••• •• " ••• •• • -~w~~~~•-•• •• •- •-•••" " - ••••• •- ••• • •• 

2/10, re-reviewed all records; tesU path reports from GI worl<up last summer&reviewedw/ pt what my 
.. orecommendatioris wer_e!.:.:~1:1,~!9 ~9n.: rriy·,dini~Umpressiorfs,: 11 iveh ·my ciinicatinterv~ew and· physical examination: 

.==:~ -.:~.--l ab·tests :were,ardered •(fon::hem ,.:amylase;~lipase, ·.mag','1ipids;c·e8C';'e'A~B"9;-'gastrin &-retie); FOBT was given 

. .,.-.. ,.-..-·,····· ..... and COflSL!ltsforHepeat CT and:recfuest.(cigain)"forGI follaw.up-afteFlastswmm&.S=Worku~---·-. •e------· . 
. . . . . . . . - . . - -,- ~ ----~-~·--· -, ~-- ·---· ·-. .. ~-· ···-·-·- ------- ,--· -· .. --~- -· ··- . - ··--·· 

::.::. ·.·. ·: ":~:' Abbve::no:te:d,:ana~Jhls 'Pt has :a=-rouevV:·lfJ;>'appt-entered .lriis~~N~-for~AB:0\JT-for me on- 3113/09; 
. I aniieiffait(:·rhi3tJfttfe,ab6,;,e.,b!ood-tests are al1owedicrt"~drawnJzy.Jbe,Clinical Director, ttlaUh~ _r:_esults of the 

··. ·blond tests would be kiadly:.b.e.allowed for: my revi~with this patient by ttleit_d:,:it~l:le.is: , :as--well as I , am 

=====c=:-======-=-= .. ::c: •.• c=,_.,,., .. ·-:--:c-c-=:=---'---------
- .... ' 

··---·- ·--~~---·--. ·-
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Case. 1.1 0-cv-04636 Oocument #: 6 Filed: oa/t§Y.f&~afJ;b,3 of 28 PagelD #:62 

.. ~ Quest 
~ Diagnostic! PtlTIENT INFORflltlTJOH D£PODT STMUS FU~L 

.,. .. .. ·QUEST DitlGNOST JCS Itl::ORPORM'ElJ·-·--- ... __ _CIBDG ING •l'H-Y.SIC l~N 
CLIENT SERUICE 800.323.5917 DOB: 09/01/1960 ei:GE: 48 

GENDER: (II FASTING: U 

RtlPPE.MNlll 

..... ----~~_µ;Jl'l~,.,ll~~•lBNAJlOH . 
SPECIMEN: WX09"410L .... ]D.: ... ·····-· 

. CLIENT INFODPIATIIJN 
-~---__,C..,,,Z=Z=16,,.,fi~736 --······· ··· 4000"-'uOO 

METRO CallP -rn P0~0fl7---··· ... --- -··-·:•u1~1ttoN-:~l80i agg .. __ .. PHONE: 
DEN ISE FEDEIUGfl I 

:·· ~ ___ - ··.· :----:-::. ~ ... ., .. ,. -·· ···---~--·· ·.- . 71 liJ VAN BUREN ST 

COLLECTED: 02/03n00!f l0: 15 cf 
··- --JtECElUED ~·· ···--0Z/03/2009 .zei:53. CT 

-~.~,c·,:.,~-.-::::J!:~~:::~oc:::.:~~¥:~~c-c?c~4s::::~r-~~~··.:· _ 

CHICAGO. IL 60605-1004 

=::::::::::::;~:::.~I,:J!~•;:--·REGa,~,1224 7?-424 _ .... -··. 
. ···--- .. ······-·-~---· 

· In Range · . - Ou-t-of -Ra.nge · ·· .Reference:-::&nga- - ----.J.La-b••.s · 
.. ·- - ··-· ..... - . --~-~- .,.,.-,. ~~-

- -~---~~---

;::~- ~IWIUIJII.IC - J1"f •=•~C~:: 
=---:·.:::: --- .-·- .-·. · .... ·,·•·- .... ------'.-.. · ·· --- ··· ·-:'..-::::-::.:.-:.:::c::.::.-:::.:..._ __ ··---·--· - _ FASTING ·HEttaf.DICE 1NTERUAL __ , ·· :~----~-§i~;~~~~i:~~ ~~cc~~~t~~~ 

----BllNJCRECITlNINE RATIO IS NOT REPORTED-WHEN tHE BUN 
e.MD CREelt1NINE IJALUES Aij£·WJTH1NNORIML LiiiitTS. 

SODIUM .. ·139 ... . . .. .. 135 ... 146 ,,.,.oJ/L 

. 'POTASS1tll-t'- · ·· · 4 . 5 ·· · ·····-·"· ..... - ·- . .. 3 .5~5-....l -"'"a 1/ L 
CHLODIDE HM .. _ga.,.i:1H 1111'11:Jlil. · 

·· ·· ... .. ... .. - - CARIIDN ::u1i:Jxrn£ z3 .... __ . 2:1-:n ""o 1/L 

___ ,~···· ~:c~::_ ~:}~~:~~~~:A1.::~ , ... :~·:-~- .. , . . ...... : .... i':~~~~zgj~dL 
ALBUMIN...... ·······- ·---·· .. __ . .. .. . _ ;~ __ 4-.1.-_-:--_·_ .. .. '.1.6~~ .. ,---·· 
:8lJ}f)l-lLltL · ·· · . - . . z;;a--:--·::. . . ---~-- -··.·-~ .. ::Z:;~1. -::-. :t;-1. ·.:ghlL'.c(ca le}· · 

....... ,,-., .- .-:::_:.-.oimmwcUJBQLiN -IMl'IO- . -. ·-. -···-··.:r.rr""~.-:.-.::.·~ ::.- . ···--- 1.0.:-~r.-1 ·Teak) 
. BILiBllD'IN'. 'TOTAL oa-ccc·c,~c"' . · 0~4---·- '-ii 24-.--2 . /d.L 

::==:=· :-:· . ··---· ·~·· ~'A~LIC"'A~1-rl-:1Nl~~·=JI~-· !MIMQS!Ji .. >l!l!~Wt\~TUlCIISSIE:· =·;.;;;.;,.;.;;._;,__;;_;_::.:..:·:...:· -;;:';7!2Z~· .~· ~~~--"-~...:..c__...::~.:::.· ·-=:_·-~·.ta1t·-_:.1::jl!'i~irJ·-;9u1~L--=:==:.:..:___:_:.:.__ ·- . --. 
. tlST .. - ·· · · · '"ti! · ·- ·-113-40 U/L 

ALT -·- . ... . - 14- :· .. _ _ -·- ... ... g,;;60-an;-----·· - -

··-

CBC (H/H, BBC, INDICES. 
=~·~li-T·}~-.. - ... .-~ .. ::...-. .. _··· .. 

.· -~~:~~~---:-' .... ~~,~ .. , i::: 7···=::::~:_: ~•c=·-

fi .9 v' ·. WHITE ·BLOOD CELL·· COUNT 
---·--•·· . Rlb-BLllUD-·ttrt·coUNr--,-· ,-·- ·-. ___ .... --,.10 
-· - ·-· -- HENOOWB 1-tf < -.. ··.· - ·· -· ··----.. . . -•-1·3'·.z - -::;;~:::· :.·: 

· ' .. ,., '.~'WCBTT 37. 5 
MCV 91 .5 

. ' ~~,·~ ~ ~MCA~·---.----·· ·· · __ .. _ . · . ·· .. :3Z;2-c , - . 
PlcHC . . . .. ·~35~'---------'----------
RllW 14 .5 

L 

L 

3.8-10.8 Thousand/uL 
4.20-5.80 NUlionhtL 
13.2.-17 ._1 g/dL 
38.5-~.0 % 

.. ·a0:0-100.0 rL 
Z7 .0-33 .0 pg ··----·-····---·· · 

--.~32-:-0::;36 ;0 -7dL .. . . g 
11.0-15.0 Z 

. ·[' Tlr,(O~ 
P. "!arvey, 11.o . 

CJin1ca1 Director 

CB 

. RAPPE.Dt1Nl£L - W)(m4410L 

. --~-id7\· ·····-~ 
-::.:::.~-:-::~=------------~Page--1 .. Co_nUnued on Page ZII 
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Case: 1:10-cv-04636 Document#: 6 Filed: 08/19/1 0 Pa9'~Af:IJf.B 0lgeID #:63 

Bureau of Prisons 
Health Services 

Clinical Encounter -Administrative Note: 

A4~in Note-enGQwn~eootmed at Health.-Serv~ses~ 
Administrative·Notes:-:··---··:,·· · '----- -------- - -,_ 

-- -- _ ~~[)MINISTRATIVE NO.TE . 1 _ Provider:_ Harv~y, P~l,-II_M.P_ Q_D __ _ 
-• -_- __ ---•---'Pf is-·nere 0for--ab"cfomTnai' parn·on--o~eprazole:20mg: ()llce:::dai ty-arn1_:~~-11~-~-t50mg•poc-SID. --- -

----~---~:. - -· .·.· 

___ lj_e s3~ys he is taking TYl~nol ~00mg orally for his _pain but I have cautioned ~im against this course • faction. ---
-- ·He::aaye:~®_ed_sJ_Q'tali;e--it-for1h~D-thoughJllave,toldchim-he is making the problem w1Jrs_E:! and so much 

so that-neither-thesOrrieprazole or-Zaritac -will- re\ieve--his-s.yi-:r1pl~hvUI• increase the::z'anta~ to 300mg--po---- · · 
- .:SJtLHeJ~J.ISl'.f1EHtls:.WJmjg· l'br-a_.C_Q.U!"tlW..IDOOIDft;-;_e-tt-iis--=l"-:tta1-sel'ay-m~ntinuam:e~y.t-Ae..says-he 

-- - does-not krkhv when he will. be-·iie"iifericec[ffi•atso _t~JISJ)'"le he has [IQl_~_aten .smce"i:ast:--lhursday though I do ·- -
~--~~~---

- not think he--is so mtolerani.of bis-mea!Wtnatfifn:annot eat.J:iisweigbf. fr:kfai,'..ts11If pou ads. I. have also -
.• ,_ .. _______ : __ -- -· -· Jnfo-rme<fhim tlia(his_l!)sLGBC done-ii'few~weeks ago were reviewed with him during his last visit with__the 
.. ----- . -- --=-·=-·: · :::staff::p~ictan cancfclfe::ackn.owle.oges-~a:t they-:-were nonnaL He \n~uirettabout the status and results 
: .: ~~\ : -' : --- - ,- -. __ : ~ -:...:Of-thel3tJaia¢:s16:rin::atdsJ1e-=tt1rntidiric-s.§Yegl~da~tso:Antttrirect,aboriftns=eligibilify to be aesignated to. a 
_, ____ ' ---- '--·· ---· ....... .- .. '8()-P:"MRC-~h'.d 1Tnfotme"cfh1ni thatf drd notltiinktfeWas sfelfenougfilo-6tflfes1gnateo to a medical center 
-- ----- ----- -- _ ~$fy~n-~flis illness.and medicalacui.t;'.,_.,the paticity_of_MBQ_bed~. -arid the totau:n.iiTlberntIn_mates·"irrthe system. 

•• • • -• - - • ~ :•••-• •• ••~•• •T••••o ••~- -•••••~•••- • 0 • •••• •----••••- -•• •• 

-----~~=..c.c~";__;."·;;__;----~----•;;__;•--·=·-••••••cc-,aa·.·•"·'·•· --------- .. _:-·-----· -------------- ... -•--•·---_----._-.,.•,•·•.-•- _._,.,._ .. 

______________________ TheZ:cintac ord_~r has expired and _so the medication.will.be renewed at the higher dose for 180 days i.e. 150 
mg T2J po BID. _ - ----- - - - ----- --- --- - - - ---- -

lam not so_surn th~t _tie_j§ not trying to delay his Court appointments as an Ex-LEO. 
' . .. ·- - . . ~- . - . --~-~ -~~-----,--.~~- , .. -~ ---· - - ...... . 

....... .-AS$_E;.SSMENT.S: 
,~-~~:::c::·.:::tfew'J.1ectic-atrhtt~~~~-;:~· 

-- --- _R_x#_ _ -- - ---- _ M~dlcation - ----------- -__ - -- -__ -------- -- --0~~-~~~:c~te: --- - --Prescriber Order 

:· ----~-~-a+tanitidme~fafoef'."~ _ ____ ::~,~·.:=:,_-~::--=-==----,: 02J2-3/200S-:1:2:20·-- ~1 SOmg T2T Orally every 12 
-'--'.::""~-----c;.;....::.·. _;;_" ·...c· ";.;._;·· ··=-~=----=-= .. __ --' ___ = ___ :..;. ___ ..:.....c.;.....,,._ -.... -.. ~--.~ ..... -. ~ . --· .. --· -· ... ·- --·- ·.: -·.. . . · .... -··---.. -~_:.____, __ . __ hours .. X_--~- ~o .day.( s). 

·- ·- _ Jndication: · Hemor.rhage of gastrointestinalJra_ct; unspe_cified- -· : : : _ _ __ _ 
·~.· .· -·· ----~ .-. - ---···-···--··-~-· --==·-=====~~""'=====~--C-C .. _..._. ___ ,:-;; __ ~=--CC"'.---.::c ... -:-c,-~--cc---c----,--~c.:..:......---- ---------------

Cosign Required: No _ 
Te JephonkNi!ibai"'tircier":··~·Na .. 

-----'------- ... -- .... ··- -~"---'---'-----'---'--------------'--'----

••--••--•-••~e---•---••• •----
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' Case: 1 : 1 0-cv-04636 Document #: 6 Fi led: 08/19/1 0 ~~ ;t-°t ?Ji Page ID #:64 

Bureau of Prisons 
-- Health Services 

·····."•"••··.···--······' --··Clinie-al-Efle&UA-t-erF----

··- --··-· ·--·· ·- ___ ; __ . ..:~· . ._;·' ;..·· .. :- ... :.· ... ___ . ··- -." ·-~---- .·. ·. 

F CJ1ergency encounler. 'perfo~.~f;!~t~-~.~!tf!:'S"ervfces: ... 
SUBJECTIVE: 

-~--

· · -·co~-t:-~N-T .:-i----,~- ·- --· --~r<>vioeJf\'e_lc:iiquez, -Maria ~LP~ -_ 

Chief Complaint: Bleeding from Mouth 
·Slibjectiye: -J/M\'ila.sb.r_.ought down by Op.,Lt ... and Internal Of. via wheelchair. lwas informed by the Op. Lt. 

· · ,-_ · that. the..inmate. was throwing-up ·and d efecatbJg coffee . .gmundxnc1tedal.:.c.irthis floo~rior 
:.·:-··_ · :·::_·_ >. · .:: ··: ... · ·-.· .. to .. ~,;; 1gi1-19. u ,e b'M- tu. t~,e 711 ,. floor.-Medieal · ~-- -.-:- :~ ~-:·~_:.___~ 
Pain Location: --- " -- '·- ... ·-- ' · , . __ .... -- ·7 .. --.----··· .:::. ____ --· -·····-·--·-- _ 

· Pain"""Scafe: ............ ·-·- ··-···· -~-- _ . ·- ---•=-' _- -~---=·=·-~-~-'--'---- - ,-~ -'----------'--'---~ 

:Pain·Oualities:· -'-=~"-="-'-----'---"--···-~·--_--------..... --·-~--------'--------

. . • --~ .::·.:.-_.-_·: __ -_:.~_- ---:-:--"_._'_:,.;_ :!.!~-·°"-~--__ ri!_~{~:.:::~~-N.P_.:=~_-_::: ___ ~=-_._-_--:___:~::_~~::~·:~~• ---~--_-_ · - ::-: 
·-·-··--···· ·-·-··--· ___ u...__~ ·---·-·--·-······- -·-· _--------· 

Duration: -- · 
. _ , - Exa:cerbati !:'J!.: fa~~t9rn.·:, :~=;: -~~ 0 :: ~~"; · ... - •• . . ·---· -·-- --- - . -· - ----: ~--- -·---

Relieving Factors: 
Comments: 

,-- ROS: 
General 

---- -- ··· Constitutiona_l ~ymptoms ----- ·-· · - -
:·.=:_·····_--:~·~:.-:-.--······· .. ·.-._··:: . .--..__~:-=-.-~Weakness ·(y~~J_·_ . · : _________ · · · ·· -·- · ·----~--~-- · .· .. 

lntegumentary · ·- --- · -------·· 

-· ·-;e?JieBIBiAA•o l\1?%-~~~1!12.~~t: i!nd..c:cilc:t:--:Clotted _ bn:lw.nish,la~.k: ~aterial coming out of 
-· :.- :~hfs~rfose and" lipi("'His. ·fro ntsweat shirt was slained· with ttie brownish .blad<maierl"ai, a Isa the crotch area of his 

. GI 

sweat ·pants was :stain~jed with browhishl'.lfutk~itiateiial:c:H~-was cor,sciot:rsttlh:onfusect-:-tie was very weak. 
He fleededlhcr·h-elp ef twe e-r:Jle(,rFS ti:ftFensier tiiFfl te the table. H1ii.ierbaf1!il·r8~1Jested tfif.t his feet be elevate: 
: gt•.•ihict\ f6E1_·,,:,1ec6_aF0Wcer did >.:.: .. .. - -----· 

,-l immediately tofdthe Op. Lt. to call an ambulancevia .. 91.t,~ -- . : 
···--·---- - . - ··-····· . ... .. 

I had difficulty getting his blood pressure reading . 

- - . ...::.....: ___ General· - -- -- . -- ---- -----· -- -···- ---,---,c---- - · ·- - -- ·- -· -----··--- -- -

- - -Abdominal Pain orGolic (yes};Blood in Stools (yes), Hematemesis (yes), Rectal.Bleeding (yes), Stools 

---··---·-·-··· .. ,. ____ -. , _- Black (yes) . --
----•-Neurological-_---·-- .. -------'-------'----=- ----~----- - -----

Motor System 
Limp (yes), Weakness (yes) 

OBJECTIVE: 

Pulse: 

Date Time Rate Per Minute ·- · ·- Location -·~-··:::-Rhythm __ er.ovider_ : 

__ 03/01/2009 19:07 CCC , 108 Via Machine ··- Velazquez, Maria MLP 

·.--:~.:~:>:sao2:··-·-: - ·:-·-··--·-----· 

Page 1 of 2 
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·Discharge Instructions 

• Final Report • 

RAPPE, DANIEL -000666007065 

-~-·-~· ----~--~-·----

Result type: Discharge Instructions 
Result date: 10 March 200912:57 
.Result status: Authenticated 
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FEB05 NON-FORMULARY DRUG AUTHORIZATlON 
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Bureau of Prisons 
Health Services 

Clinical Encounter -Administrative Note 
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Or<lcrform(01'2005) Case: 1:10-cv-04636 Document#: 50 Filed: 12/23/11 Page 1 of 1 PagelD #:259 

United States District Court, Northern District of Illinois 

Name of Assigned Judge Matthew F. Kennelly Sitting Judge if Other 
or Magistrate Jodgc than ,\ssignl•d Jodgc 

CASE NUMBER 10 C 4636 DATE December 23, 2011 

CASE Daniel Rappe (22472-424) v. Paul Harvey, M.D. 
TITLE 

DOCKET ENTRY TEXT: 

The case is dismissed with prejudice pursuant to the parties' settlement agreement. As set forth in the parties' 
agreement, each side shall bear its own costs. Civil Case Terminated. 

Docketing lo mail notices. 

Courtroom Deputy I 
Initials: 

CR 
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United States District Court, Northern District of Illinois 

Name of Assigned Judge Matthew F. Kennelly Sitting Judge if Other 
or Magistrate Jodgc than ,\ssignl•d Jodgc 

CASE NUMBER 10 C 4636 DATE December 23, 2011 

CASE Daniel Rappe (22472-424) v. Paul Harvey, M.D. 
TITLE 

DOCKET ENTRY TEXT: 

The case is dismissed with prejudice pursuant to the parties' settlement agreement. As set forth in the parties' 
agreement, each side shall bear its own costs. Civil Case Terminated. 

Docketing lo mail notices. 

Courtroom Deputy I 
Initials: 

CR 
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Or<lcrform(01'2005) Case: 1 :1 0-cv-04636 Document#: 48 Filed: 11 /17/11 Page 1 of 1 PagelD #:244 

United States District Court, Northern District of Illinois 

Name of Assigned Judge Matthew F. Kennelly Sitting Judge if Other 
or Magistrate Jodgc than ,\ssignl•d Jodgc 

CASE NUMBER 10 C 4636 DATE November 17, 2011 

CASE Daniel Rappe (22472-424) v. Paul Harvey, M.D., et al. 
TITLE 

DOCKET ENTRY TEXT: 

The parties have filed a Stipulation for Compromise Settlement and Release signed by both parties. (0kt. No. 
47). The settlement releases Plaintiff's claims against all parties in this suit and his claims in his administrative 
actions in exchange for a monetary payment. The settlement also calls for a dismissal of this action with 
prejudice. The Court intends to dismiss this case with prejudice pursuant to the settlement agreement. If either 
party objects to the dismissal of the case with prejudice, he should file a motion with the Court by no later than 
December 8, 2011. 

Docketing lo mail notices. 

Courtroom Deputy I 
Initials: 

CR 
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United States District Court, Northern District of Illinois 

Name of Assigned Judge Matthew F. Kennelly Sitting Judge if Other 
or Magistrate Jodgc than ,\ssignl•d Jodgc 

CASE NUMBER 10 C 4636 DATE December 23, 2011 

CASE Daniel Rappe (22472-424) v. Paul Harvey, M.D. 
TITLE 

DOCKET ENTRY TEXT: 

The case is dismissed with prejudice pursuant to the parties' settlement agreement. As set forth in the parties' 
agreement, each side shall bear its own costs. Civil Case Terminated. 

Docketing lo mail notices. 

Courtroom Deputy I 
Initials: 

CR 
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Or<Jcr form ,n11200,, Case: 1 : 1 0-cv-04636 Document #: 45 Filed: 10/24/11 Page 1 of 4 Pagel D #:204 

United States District Court, Northern District of Illinois 

Name of Assigned Judge Matthew F. Kennelly Sitting Jndge if Other 
or Magistrate Judge than Assigned Judge 

CASE NUMBER 10 C 4636 DATE 10/24/2011 

CASE Daniel Rappe (#22472-424) vs. Paul Harvey, et al. 
TITLE 

DOCKET ENTRY TEXT 

For the reasons stated below, the Court denies defendant Harvey's motion to dismiss [dkt. no. 19]. The Court 
grants plaintiff's motion to extend time to file his amended complaint [dkt. no. 38] and, based on its order of 
9/12/11, terminates plaintiff's motion for a judicial letter [dkt. no. 42]. The Court directs the Clerk to issue 
summonses to newly named defendants Officer Frazier, Officer Jackson, and the United States, and directs 
the Marshal to serve those defendants. Plaintiff is directed to cooperate with the Marshal in completing any 
forms necessary for service of summons. Dr. Harvey is directed to answer the amended complaint by no 
later than 1 I /14/11. 

• f For further details sec text below.] Dochting lo mail notice,. 

STATEMENT 

Daniel Rappe, a federal prisoner formerly housed at the Chicago Metropolitan Correctional Center (MCC), 
brought a prose Bivens action against Dr. Paul Harvey, a physician at the MCC. Rappe alleged in his 
original complaint that Dr. Harvey violated his constitutional rights by acting with deliberate indifference to 
his medical needs and coercing him to accept medical treatment against his will and religious beliefs. With 
leave of court, Rappe later filed an amended complaint in which he named additional defendants and also 
sued the United States under the Federal Tort Claims Act (FTCA). 

Dr. Harvey has moved to dismiss the Bivens claim against him on the ground that 42 U.S.C. § 233(a) grants 
him absolute immunity. He supported the motion with an affidavit by Captain Ben Brown, the 
Commissioned Corps Liaison for the Health Services Division of the Federal Bureau of Prisons. Captain 
Brown states that Dr. Harvey was a Public Health Services official during the time alleged in Rappe's suit. 
Rappe argues in response that Dr. Harvey's alleged actions were not within the scope of his employment and 
that the Court allow discovery before deciding the issue. In reply, Dr. Harvey argues that the Court should 
not grant discovery or a hearing because Rappe has failed to plead facts sufficient to support a claim that Dr. 
Harvey acted outside the scope of his employment. 

Rappe was housed at the MCC as a pretrial detainee. In July 2008, he complained of abdominal pain and 
bloody stool, MCC medical personnel sent him to Thorek Hospital. Physicians there diagnosed Rappe as 
suffering from a bleeding duodenal ulcer and provided treatment. They also prescribed Omeprazole, a 
medicine used to treat peptic ulcers. Upon his return to the MCC, however, the MCC pharmacist was told to 
provide Rappe with half the dosage the Thorek physicians had prescribed. 

On August 6, 2008, Rappe was examined at the MCC by Dr. Bonnie Nowakowski, a staff physician who was 
acting as clinical director while Dr. Harvey, the clinical director, was away. Dr. Nowakowski submitted a 

I0C4636 Daniel Rappe (#22472-424) vs. Paul Harvey, et al. Page I of 3 
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STATEMENT 

request for the full dosage of Omeprazole prescribed by the Thorek physicians, but Dr. Harvey cancelled this 
request, saying he wanted to evaluate Rappe first. Dr. Nowakowski's notes reflect that Dr. Harvey requested 
medication for Rappe on August 12, 2008. Rappe did not receive the medication, however, because (as he 
later learned) the request was never written up. 

Rappe continued to request medication and make complaints regarding his condition. On September 12, 
2008, Dr. Harvey approved the Omeprazole, but at half the dosage prescribed by the Thorek physicians. 
Rappe alleges that as a result, his condition continued to worsen. Dr. Nowakowski placed Rappe in the 
chronic care clinic so that Dr. Harvey could assess his long term treatment. An evaluation was scheduled for 
October 31, 2008, but Rappe says it never took place. He continued to make requests for examination and 
treatment over a period of several months, to no avail. 

Dr. Nowakowski examined Rappe on February I 0, 2009 for an "emergency encounter" and noted in her 
report that Rappe's condition had worsened. A lab report dated February 6, 2009 indicated that Rappe had 
low red blood cell, hemoglobin, and hematocrit counts, indicating internal bleeding. Dr. Nowakowski noted 
on February 20, 2009 that she was becoming concerned and that she had already made multiple requests for 
further testing and treatment. 

Dr. Harvey examined Rappe on February 23, 2009, and instructed him to stop taking Tylenol, which he had 
been taking to alleviate his pain. Dr. Harvey also stated that Rappe's recent lab tests were "normal." Rappe 
alleges that Dr. Harvey's demeanor during this examination suggested that he "enjoyed denying plaintiff 
hope of treatment.'' 

On March 1, 2009, Rappe was taken to Northwestern Memorial Hospital in by ambulance due to blood loss. 
He remained there for ten days, and his condition began to improve during that stay. During this time Rappe 
was treated and his condition began to improve. Once he became lucid, however, Rappe refused further 
blood transfusions. The Northwestern physicians told Rappe that he might die without additional blood 
transfusions, but he continued to refuse. Rappe says that he had grown tired of the pain and suffering and did 
not want to be healed to the point where he would be returned to the care of Dr. Harvey. Instead, he says, he 
wished to place "his faith and fate in the care of a higher power by letting God decide whether or not to heal 
him." Dr. Harvey informed the hospital and Rappe that he intended to remove Rappe back to the MCC and 
obtain an emergency court order for treatment. Rappe says that as a result of this threat, he agreed to allow 
hospital personnel to continue treating him. 

Rappe was released from the hospital on March IO, 2009. His treating physician gave express instructions to 
take 40 mg of Omeprazole twice daily for eight weeks. Dr. Harvey, however, prescribed only one 20 mg 
dose per day through May 4. Rappe says that his requests for additional medication were officially denied 
but that he was able to obtain additional medicine from "sympathetic MCC medical personnel" and through 
"alternate means.'' Over time, he says, his condition improved. 

The physicians at Northwestern Hospital also prescribed a "soft diet" to avoid aggravating his condition. He 
alleges that Dr. Nowakowski ordered this but that Dr. Harvey cancelled the order and a later reinstatement of 
the order by Dr. Nowakowski. Dr. Rappe stated that a "bland diet" was not "clinically indicated for peptic 
ulcer." 

Rappe filed this suit on July 26, 2010. He filed an amended complaint on August 4, 2011 to add a claim 
against the United States under the FTCA and to name additional individual defendants. 

I0C4636 Daniel Rappe (#22472-424) vs. Paul Harvey, et al. Page 2 of 3 



STATEMENT 

Pursuant to 42 U.S.C. § 233(a), a suit against the government under the FTCA is the exclusive remedy for a 
claim against a member of the Public Health Service (PHS) involving the performance of medical or related 
functions within the scope of the PHS member's employment, including treatment of or failure to treat an 
inmate. Hui v. Castaneda, 130 S. Ct. 1845, 1851 (2010). Federal law governs whether a federal employee 
was acting within the scope of his employment, Gutierrez de Martinez v. Lamagno, 515 U.S. 417, 435 
( 1995), but Dr. Harvey expressly concedes that to determine this issue, a federal court looks to the law of the 
state where the alleged acts took place, in this case Illinois. Def.' s Reply at 2. 

Several Illinois cases indicate that when a government employee acts out of personal animosity toward an 
injured party, the employee's acts may be outside !'he scope of his government employment. See, e.g., Sellers 
v. Rudert, 395 Ill. App. 3d 1041, 1047, 918 N.E.2d 586, 592 (2009); Nikelly v. Stubing, 204 Ill. App. 3d 870, 
876, 562 N.E.2d 360, 364 ( 1990). Rappe has alleged sufficient facts to invoke this apparent rule. His 
allegations that Dr. Harvey repeatedly overruled, cancelled, or ignored treatment prescribed by other 
physicians might not be enough by themselves, but Rappe also alleges that during at least one visit, Dr. 
Harvey displayed a demeanor indicating that he took pleasure from denying Rappe treatment and seeing him 
suffer. That allegation gives rise to a viable claim of personal animus. The Court makes no finding, of 
course, that what Rappe alleges is true. At the motion to dismiss stage, however, the Court is required to take 
Rappe's factual allegations as true. And even though the hurdle established by Sellers and other Illinois 
cases may be quite difficult for Rappe to clear, his allegations entitle him to an opportunity to try. 

The Court also notes that it has not yet ordered service of summons on the defendants newly named in the 
amended com laint. The Court will do sob wa of this order. 
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Or<lcrform(01'2005) Case: 1 :1 0-cv-04636 Document#: 29 Filed: 05/23/11 Page 1 of 1 PagelD #:142 

United States District Court, Northern District of Illinois 

Name of Assigned Judge Matthew F. Kennelly Sitting Judge if Other 
or Magistrate Jodgc than ,\ssignl•d Jodgc 

CASE NUMBER 10 C 4636 DATE May 23,201 I 

CASE Daniel Rappe (22472-424) vs. Paul Harvey, M.D. 
TITLE 

DOCKET ENTRY TEXT 

Plaintiffs motion to add Defendants (dkt. no. 28), is denied without prejudice. Plaintiff is given leave to 
submit a proposed amended complaint, if he wishes to do so, by June 23, 2011. The clerk shall provide 
plaintiff with an amended civil rights complaint form and instructions along with a copy of this order. 

•[ For further details see text below.] Do~keting lo mail notices. 

STATEMENT 

Pruse plainitffDaniel Rappe has filed suit under Bivens v. Six Unknown Agents afthe Fed. Bureau uf"Narcatics, 

403 U.S. 388 ( 1971 ), against defendant Dr. Paul Harvey, M.D. Plaintiff now requests leave to add the United States, 
among others, as defendants. 

A lawsuit for damages against an agent of the United States Government for alleged unconstitutional conduct is 
governed by Bivens. A lawsuit for damages against the United States is governed by the Federal Tort Claims Act 
("FTCA"), 28 U.S.C. §§ 1346 & 2671-80. Okoro v. Callaghan, 324 F.3d 488,490 (7th Cir. 2003). "Plaintiffs 
contemplating both a Bivens claim and an FTCA claim are encouraged to pursue their claims concurrently in the same 
action, instead ofin separate actions." Manning v. United States, 546 F.3d 430,433 (7th Cir. 2008) (citing I/nosier 
Bancorp uf1ndiana, Inc. v. Rasmussen, 90 F .3d 180, 185 (7th Cir. 1996)). 

Before a plaintiff can file a claim under the FTCA, however, he must first exhaust administrative remedies by 
filing an administrative claim with the federal agency or agencies involved. See 28 U.S.C. § 2675(a). A plaintiff satisfies 
the exhaustion requirement only when such a claim has been denied by the agency or the agency has failed to decide the 
claim within six months of the claim being filed. Id. There is a two-year time limit for presenting an administrative claim 
to the federal agency. See 28 U .S .C. § 240 I. If plaintiff has not yet filed an administrative claim with the agency or 
agencies involved, he would be well-advised to do so promptly. 

Plaintiff simply seeks to add the United States as a defendant without asserting a claim under the FTCA. The 
Court therefore denies his motion without prejudice. If plaintiff wishes to add a claim under the FTCA naming the 
United States as a defendant, he may file a proposed amended complaint. 

Should he plaintiff chooses to file a proposed amended complaint, plaintiff must write both the case number and 
the Judge's name on the proposed amended complaint, sign it, and return it to the Prisoner Correspondent. As with every 
document filed with the Court, plaintiff must provide an extra copy for the Judge; he must also submit a service copy for 
each defendant named in the proposed amended complaint. Plaintiff is cautioned that an amended pleading supersedes 
the original complaint and must stand complete on its own. Therefore, all allegations against all defendants must be 
included in the amended complaint, without reference to the original complaint. Any exhibits plaintiff wants the Court to 
consider in its threshold review of the proposed amended complaint must be attached, and each copy of the proposed 
amended complaint must include complete copies of any and all exhibits. Plaintiff is advised to keep a copy for his files. 
The clerk will provide plaintiff with an amended civi 1 rights complaint form and instructions along with a copy of this 
order. 

I0C4636 Daniel Rappe (22472-424) vs. Paul Harvey. M.D. Page I of l 
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DANIEL RAPPE, 

V. 

UNITED STATES et al., 

UNITED STATES DISlRICTCOURT 
NORTHERN DISTRICT OF ILLINOIS 

EASIBRN DNISION 

) 
) 

Plaintiff, ) No. 10 C 4636 
) 
) 
) 

Judge Kennelly 

) 
) 

Defendants. ) 

STIPULATION FOR COMPROMISE SETTLEMENT AND RELEASE 

It is hereby stipulated by and between the undersigned plaintiff and the United States of 

America (collectively, the "parties") as follows: 

1. The parties do hereby agree to settle and compromise each and every claim of any 

kind, whether known or unknown, arising directly or indirectly from the acts or omissions that gave 

rise to the above-captioned action, and that gave rise to plaintiff's administrative claims nos. 

TRT-NCR-2011-03 898 and TR T-NCR-20 I 0-00365 , under the terms and conditions set forth in this 

Stipulation for Compromise Settlement and Release. 

2. The United States of America agrees to pay the sum of$25,000 (twenty-five thousand 

dollars) (hereinafter "Settlement Amount'). which sum shall be in full settlement and satisfaction 

of any and all c_laims, demands, rights, and causes of action of whatsoever kind and nature, arising 

from, and by reason of any and all known and unknown, foreseen and unforeseen bodily and 

personal injuries, damage to property and the consequences thereof, resulting, and to result, from 

the subject matter of this settlement, including any claims for wrongful death, for which plaintiff or 

his guardians, heirs, executors, administrators, or assigns, and each of them, now have or may 

hereafter acquire against the United States of America, its agents, servants, and employees. 
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3. Plaintiff and his guardians, heirs, executors, administrators, or assigns hereby agree 

to accept the settlement amount set forth in this Stipulation in full settlement, satisfaction, and 

release of any and all claims, demands, rights, and causes of action of whatsoever kind and nature, 

including claims for wrongful death, arising from, and by reason of any and all known and unknown, 

foreseen and unforeseen bodily and personal injuries, damage to property and the consequences 

thereof which they may have or hereafter acquire against the United States of America, its agents, 

servants and employees on account of the same subject matter that gave rise to the above-captioned 

action, and that gave rise to plaintiff's administrative claims nos. TRT-NCR-2011-03898 and 

TRT-NCR-2010-00365, including any future claim or lawsuit of any kind or type whatsoever, 

whether known or unknown, and whether for compensatory or exemplary damages. Plaintiff and 

his guardians, heirs, executors, administrators, or assigns further agree to reimburse, indemnify and 

hold harmless the United States of America, its agents, servants, and employees from and against 

any and all such causes of action, claims, liens, rights, or subrogated or contribution interests 

incident to or resulting from further litigation or the prosecution of claims by plaintiff or his 

guardians, heirs, executors, administrators or assigns against any third party or against the United 

States, including claims for wrongful death. 

4. This Stipulation is not, is in no way intended to be, and should not be construed as, 

an admission of liability or fault on the part of the United States, its agents, servants, or employees, 

and it is specifically denied that they are liable to the plaintiff. This settlement is entered into by aU 

parties for the purpose of compromising disputed claims and avoiding the expenses and risks of 

further litigation. 

2 
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5. It is also agreed, by and among the parties, that the respective parties will each bear 

their own costs, fees, and expenses and that any attorney's fees owed by the plaintiff will be paid 

out of the settlement amount and not in addition thereto. 

6. Plaintiff agrees to the dismissal of this action with prejudice. 

7. The persons signing this Stipulation warrant and represent that they possess full 

authority to bind the persons on whose behalf they are signing to the terms of the settlement. 

8. The undersigned each acknowledge and represent that this Stipulation contains all 

the tenns and conditions of this compromise settlement, that no promise or representation not 

contained in this Stipulation has been made to them, and that this Stipulation contains the entire 

understanding between the parties and contains aU terms and conditions pertaining to the 

compromise and settlement of the disputes referenced herein. 

9. The parties agree that this Stipulation and any additional documents relating to this 

settlement, may be made public in their entirety, and the plaintiff expressly consents to such release 

and disclosure pursuant to 5 U.S.C. § 552a(b). 

IO. It is contemplated that this Stipulation may be executed in several counterparts, with 

a separate signature page for each party. All such counterparts and signature pages, together, shall 

be deemed to be one document. 

Execu~:tf day Nove<nbe~ 

3 
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DANIEL RAPPE, 

V. 

UNITED STATES et al., 

UNITED STATES DISlRICTCOURT 
NORTHERN DISTRICT OF ILLINOIS 

EASIBRN DNISION 

) 
) 

Plaintiff, ) No. 10 C 4636 
) 
) 
) 

Judge Kennelly 

) 
) 

Defendants. ) 

STIPULATION FOR COMPROMISE SETTLEMENT AND RELEASE 

It is hereby stipulated by and between the undersigned plaintiff and the United States of 

America (collectively, the "parties") as follows: 

1. The parties do hereby agree to settle and compromise each and every claim of any 

kind, whether known or unknown, arising directly or indirectly from the acts or omissions that gave 

rise to the above-captioned action, and that gave rise to plaintiff's administrative claims nos. 

TRT-NCR-2011-03 898 and TR T-NCR-20 I 0-00365 , under the terms and conditions set forth in this 

Stipulation for Compromise Settlement and Release. 

2. The United States of America agrees to pay the sum of$25,000 (twenty-five thousand 

dollars) (hereinafter "Settlement Amount'). which sum shall be in full settlement and satisfaction 

of any and all c_laims, demands, rights, and causes of action of whatsoever kind and nature, arising 

from, and by reason of any and all known and unknown, foreseen and unforeseen bodily and 

personal injuries, damage to property and the consequences thereof, resulting, and to result, from 

the subject matter of this settlement, including any claims for wrongful death, for which plaintiff or 

his guardians, heirs, executors, administrators, or assigns, and each of them, now have or may 

hereafter acquire against the United States of America, its agents, servants, and employees. 
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3. Plaintiff and his guardians, heirs, executors, administrators, or assigns hereby agree 

to accept the settlement amount set forth in this Stipulation in full settlement, satisfaction, and 

release of any and all claims, demands, rights, and causes of action of whatsoever kind and nature, 

including claims for wrongful death, arising from, and by reason of any and all known and unknown, 

foreseen and unforeseen bodily and personal injuries, damage to property and the consequences 

thereof which they may have or hereafter acquire against the United States of America, its agents, 

servants and employees on account of the same subject matter that gave rise to the above-captioned 

action, and that gave rise to plaintiff's administrative claims nos. TRT-NCR-2011-03898 and 

TRT-NCR-2010-00365, including any future claim or lawsuit of any kind or type whatsoever, 

whether known or unknown, and whether for compensatory or exemplary damages. Plaintiff and 

his guardians, heirs, executors, administrators, or assigns further agree to reimburse, indemnify and 

hold harmless the United States of America, its agents, servants, and employees from and against 

any and all such causes of action, claims, liens, rights, or subrogated or contribution interests 

incident to or resulting from further litigation or the prosecution of claims by plaintiff or his 

guardians, heirs, executors, administrators or assigns against any third party or against the United 

States, including claims for wrongful death. 

4. This Stipulation is not, is in no way intended to be, and should not be construed as, 

an admission of liability or fault on the part of the United States, its agents, servants, or employees, 

and it is specifically denied that they are liable to the plaintiff. This settlement is entered into by aU 

parties for the purpose of compromising disputed claims and avoiding the expenses and risks of 

further litigation. 
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5. It is also agreed, by and among the parties, that the respective parties will each bear 

their own costs, fees, and expenses and that any attorney's fees owed by the plaintiff will be paid 

out of the settlement amount and not in addition thereto. 

6. Plaintiff agrees to the dismissal of this action with prejudice. 

7. The persons signing this Stipulation warrant and represent that they possess full 

authority to bind the persons on whose behalf they are signing to the terms of the settlement. 

8. The undersigned each acknowledge and represent that this Stipulation contains all 

the tenns and conditions of this compromise settlement, that no promise or representation not 

contained in this Stipulation has been made to them, and that this Stipulation contains the entire 

understanding between the parties and contains aU terms and conditions pertaining to the 

compromise and settlement of the disputes referenced herein. 

9. The parties agree that this Stipulation and any additional documents relating to this 

settlement, may be made public in their entirety, and the plaintiff expressly consents to such release 

and disclosure pursuant to 5 U.S.C. § 552a(b). 

IO. It is contemplated that this Stipulation may be executed in several counterparts, with 

a separate signature page for each party. All such counterparts and signature pages, together, shall 

be deemed to be one document. 

Execu~:tf day Nove<nbe~ 
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- . .: i LE u 
IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT•TATESOISTRlCTCOURT 

FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLORA~ITEi:NVER, COlORAOO 

Civil Action No. 

'11 - CV - 0 0 1 () 9 J.\
11 11 2011 

GREGORY C. LANGHAM 
(To be supplied by the court) CLERK 

v. 

1'1\Cbn e,\ ¥,, • \;ll\\\~7,) ~)tioGJ \)jr, Bof U.t, cr)ihQ, 
13\e)l.L DA,J,S; \;JdCdr<1 f\Dx. f\ouocc , 

l:J& , D d\\\N&J t\,o-dA\ Die<<:-~or fsDx-

~ \ DSf\1iI=) ?h7s,c\ens £656\w": rt»x , 

bk;, Pe}c\C iG; ~~e\, D-\Wli Meraf6C 

M-s l TI 0C 5' 1. ~\n \ bl ) £)~-, lQ~ tflSE. ti&a~,r frOX,' 

Ni,_, )), fc.S\tcJ D-u.rht CD\%e\or 'f'sDX , 

DATE.. \ - 7-.lo I\ 

----------------, Defendant( s). 

(List each named defendant on a separate line.) 

PRISONER COMPLAINT 

(Rev. 1/30/07) 
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0 KOBJ!f§J ,, !: . ~ l'\f\P 
!:'.,?Q•~1» 

( f\,M-,Vtre\.. 6\.e.co SV\~-\\- .SSLrslo-aCf't 

U.f\\\w S-Sf\1fs %:i~eo\v,c:t l)i')),_, V.D, fiX '6SDt\-, t\ocroc, 1 Le, WJto 

DettcAoo\S: 
( ol), Hadct La:eei'a , Dlcecfac. u,,s, &decal 13ur:eov of /Jr't,'S,IJS 

3s?o E,cs\-- 5\e:e o: NV.I, 

At the time the claim(s) alleged in this complaint arose, was this defendant acting under 
color of state law? Jl. Yes _ No (CHECK ONE). Briefly explain your answer: 

£\S lD\~r BtiPJ ffi Mmi o~Cttf- \JI\Sk,o.~ ~> Ptc:kux \S Yx:c,t .. b1 

At the time the claim(s) alleged in this complamt arose:, was trus defendant acting under 
color of state law? ::t.., Yes _No (CHECK ONE). Briefly explain your answer: 

I:JS ~bod IDttLlcCJ ~\ &:iP ~.Ll Rf-b-lcAJ. ~ Bt..ho (\ \~ 'Uh,U:rN 

U1ili(\~ \- lhlv\x:-e\ b M\lt.1J \ a %s · C~\\t;,, ~\ f\rc\. Tu\)t\1,M ~\'1: 

l L\ \ D' l\)\t,&' MD' 4'.£11n~'. ~~J. J1l ffilrlf. 'or !mi)e?Ja'l?"r-
U!\~~ s,;~\~ '.x¢~\\n.tt 001,,, Y,D, P:o:i S.St?P, 0tcccc»Co, W-9-b 
At the time the claim(s) alleged in this complaint arose, was this defendant acting under 
color of state law? ~ Yes _ No (CHECK ONE). Briefly explain your answer: 

f\S \ilR. &\i o,calSl,c.hQLJ \\\- U-S\':t\tCtri.-t- 1,\}x, '. &C-'-'1+" \';J ·Wl»\&hl 

~('\~\ C n.f\\\Cf& ),e,\1S- o~,,w f\f'i11)¼i>wo, Ct-Roc(ft •• 
(If you are suing more than three defendants, use extra paper to provide the inf onnation 
requested above for each additional defendant. The information about additional defendants 
should be labeled "A. PARTIES.") ~ CQ~,\~\},.c_l) t\\ '\'>~~ ~-,\J~ 
(Rev. 1/30/07) -2-

··----····--···-- ~-~- ~--- - - ------- --- ---- --- ··-····--··--
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4, f 1§11§§ Seri» 94 &~ 

E~lf%:t£~~~~~W~00 

C & ) • Pa.k,c, Al £~e \, .D--v.o~r HAo~e c ADx Elca:aci:: 

un ,\t:~ 3\£iSE? 'Y<riM o\¼ct S\\)'&, > ~. D 1 ~ g Ei'iti • nuu "-,I\:, ,Cc. . $ llt4? 
At the time the claim(s) alleged in this complaint arose, was this defendant acting under 
color of state law? :i..... Yes _No (CHECK ONE). Briefly explain your answer: 

Pc b& t'J:v)tr'trci :A\ u.sv·-£\1;,,anCF f\\)Y--. '\ liC½Dt-S \S Ylceu£.hI 

(_TJ}r, Ti f'LJ._ suA\clw)M'aiii~?uE£ !t~~&M@it~!a-defendant) 

U..W-<A ~,s:s ~ff\ltto\.,n,ry l:\ll't. Y,C, k ssoo t\nct.Qt£} a~. ioo<c 
At the time the claim(s) alleged in this complaint arose, was this defendant acting under 
color of state law? ,:t. Yes _ No (CHECK ONE). Briefly explain your answer: 

~5 (o 1 to~ tm ti/h.'dkcl Pt\ \.lSV-FlsstnLJ: \\U-,..,\ Ptt,b'o (\ \'b ~b\ 

~f\s. \- G,;rtl f>u.6\cw ) , a l:kR. - D\\,c;, t\\ f\rd.. ~t'1,M ~\'1: 

L'isJe B\e¥£ ill,\)V) l ~~f£ti, ah'dbafctrkd~ Jffurrr<lefendant) 

\.U\~0-. ~~,s;S Xti\\,\e.c¼r:t i)))1:-) ~,D, tx:>:i %$Do. 0t,nl'.f»Co, ~~b 
At the time the claim(s) alleged in this complaint arose, was this defendant acting under 
color of state law? ':i.,_ Yes _ No (CHECK ONE). Briefly explain your answer: 

f:\S l\t\&cdQ C\ j %: \\;;N:f\tCTf'Ly_ f,\)X,\ f'Jt_\\41\ \Si Y>lli.~-r 

%ti(\>\ \B\etc. \lli,)\S ),(\ \\·,9, · i&'nn,ro f:\cxl~"""'o' Ca<?oc@ ,L 

(If you are suing more than three defendants, use extra paper to provide the information 
requested above for each additional defendant. The information about additional defendants 
should be labeled "A. PARTIES.") ~ c~~\\~\\.c.~ t\\ ~~~ @i3 J~ 
(Rev. 1/30/07) --- 2-f\ -

- --- ----------- -~~ ~~T--• ----- - --- ---- ---- -~ ·- ,. -~~-- .. ·--- -· . 
------ -- --- ------·--·····---.....•• ,__ -·· -·----
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A. PARTIES ¼ft®04SA 

m~~~&~Ps~Jl::it~w 
(le), trc9em.J BuCI?o 1 \ oG P()sDoS Li\Seoc'i) 

, ],2\U Fl r.s 1 S1[e__ Lt \\I \J. . \.\1osh i ~ Q D, c, d. a ;,0y · 
At the time the claim(s) alleged in this complaint arose: as this defendant acting under 
color of state law? j{._ Yes _No (CHECK ONE). Briefly explain your answer: 

£\S l t'i\MCj J Met.\ 1J.A&.\A o't 1/DfoC§ j· f\C})DtJ \S Bce,,t ... \.;T 

(If you are suing more than three defendants, use extra paper to provide the inf onnation 
requested above for each additional defendant. The information about additional defendants 
should be labeled "A. PARTIES.") 

(Rev. 1/30/07) -2-&-
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B. JURISDICTION 

1. I assert jurisdiction over my civil rights claim(s) pursuant to: (check one if applicable) 

28 U.S.C. § 1343 and 42 U.S.C. § 1983 (state prisoners) 

28 u:s.c. § 1331 and Bivens v. Six Unkn°.wn Named Agents of Fed. Bureau of 
Narcotics, 403 U.S. 3 88 ( 1971) ( federal pnsoners) 

2. I assert jurisdiction pursuant to the following additional or alternative statutes (if any): 

aK use 8::24 \ HAhm& Cocp11S oC ~/htrb Tl,, P/Jr; docs 
No\ fITTf\th . 

C. NATURE OF THE CASE 

BRIE FL y state the background of your case. If more space is needed to describe ~e nature of 
the case use extra paper to complete this section. The additional allegations regardmg the nature 
of the ~e should be labeled ''C. NATURE OF THE CASE.'' 

Ue.N\G..J 0~ ~l5kTTa) Sre.d.Y~ And 8deQ1 ICT.E /J.e_Jict9L /)ncl 
~ ~a.__L c~('t_ ·~o (' sell Ql.Jl ~ lliJi CcJ Anc.0 lktita I Cood,·l-uJ/)S. 
·\kJ \{Ab Allbw --\he_ CD(\ciJllln ~ To :Pro&rt..._SS 1,v-d_ \J6r-Se.A 
6:r\_~ fY\L -\o S\L~ \tun beco 115,r::: Dt Uuf beiAS ftMrJe.j}_ 
t<\tc\.lc.o.l Co..r-c_ a_ S 'ffie.o..n~ o G ~ t c.T, 6 /l f=ti r Adm, rJ8 tf'G./1 u c. 

+ illA\ ~l\i n-9 & A9C\.'tn&~ Bn? Prd_ t \s St A~ Aud gf\~d uP~ I\. 
SiAtel V lll l cJ-e__ \he_ 'iS ~ fl~Men T a8a i 11sf C Pt/EI A A, [ 0 
\ HJ 1159 R\ E P1 \ ~ll. SHMi:\\ r '~ C\ l1l bh> 9l>'F fiN D Jx, o ~ 

P\o..\(\~l-\~ ~,~1ES~ hkQ. \-\f\r\e... 'i lC\PP·,f"\:i NJtk.c.L \{_\ lli\\k 'I find \hL Uf\Jed Si"A-1ts 
tr ~e rn,,.\ iwrr11 \ ~'=- ~\S.. 0 (\ s/ \.\t,.v L s·,ut£.._ Qt_\ , a .1..9 ~ (.;i Pr\ d & f\ + i t1 LI£ io 
FF\LSc1'/ I.M.~\Sl!l\.\ \\euf\.\~ct \Y\ Pi Ctint!b\ UC\l+. Coiro§ JHcee c, 

(Rev. 1/30/ - 3-
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D. CAUSE OF ACTION 

State concisely every claim that you wish to assert in this ~ction. For each clai~. sp~cify the 
right that allegedly has been violated and state all supportmg facts that you co~1der important, 
including the date(s) on which the incident(s) occurred, the name(s) of the sp~tfic pers?n(s) 
involved in each claim, and the specific facts that show how each person was involved m each 
claim. You do not need to cite specific cases to support your claim( s ). If additional space is 
needed to describe any claim or to assert more than three claims, use extra paper to continue that 
claim or to assert the additional claim(s). The additional pages regarding the cause of action 
should be labeled "D. CAUSE OF ACTION." 

1. Claim One: 3 \\. l'\N\t_,,J~ \Jib \cJ(IIQ k_•. ~dJCr?A t\le.o\c I 0,Ct/JC:,., 

Supporting F:c;s:"1 ·-rc:;r;~ m\i;:~ \<le.cl'.. 0 "1Dv, 8-.!\ \ O f\Plhwt /Yla.lcl 

( ]<; · 'i DJ dA "IS fiC-D l \u~\e.. f:\DY- HerJ\t, S.crv il'es. lDen~c.\ ) And Aclt1 ,se& :c 

liA~ \-1- ,e._tll-. ei_6.s.c..e_..ssed Very Peu~~l~~WtlJeJ llv-iJ DiSt+llowinS ffi_t +o 
fuT \he... MAJcrJ .... 1 o~ m'I mca.ts - ,k~ 1<; -Pu./'fhe.r a..clvc{:Se\'7 e~~e.c..\,:n_5 
M.Y H<¼\tk fivc:r-A1I O?CO..w:r- I 1m N61 L~H1/J6- flu ude.&ucrc t?uh•,;J,:r1 J 

A(\d \ s:: e. a.us.1 (\ S me.. We.. ,S hT I ti-¼\ \de.a.lJ'Jc.5.S. ; 1-!et..Ll-ath~ ~ Hu/750., Pa ;nS:. ~ 
An<1 ~h\r-\-i('j Di-z.2-"lnes& fkf C1tu.s1£ll Kne..e... ,11Ju.rY tJfJ }-,~ ·,1¢10 Af anhXJWe• 
3-:J.36 l-\ou~ le ,Mcc-s .. d ~fi?8) r/u lea/! /)~ Tr(Lj_lrYJr:oT Hfl.S f)/!6wcd. 7he_ 
lh~ch~A -b SPr'ea. A 16 All ) Uf~r- te.dh -tha.J-- \.uil I kl ouJ C:ftl.i.S£ Hicm tlie Nad 
D~ 8<. kn.t.h u,1 Pi b4,\·\ur-.c..l\.'f \e..rl:.k Ab.SC..ess..e s t//JS ffl!owd 1},t in~thor. 
+o trG.u~l ~ brc, r.. And 0o I If 1;- Dea 1b • A3 ~\:- ·H·n <; \lr---1\.i l'\.G I. ~Ave... ,a.e, vtd 
N.~ 1fwMe.,"t- or ?cu"' muhtATtof'\_ .. t\h\Jc1uc L fc.cenvd K_t_sPJt?Se: Tu Tk rtfil.u.eff 

\k..T ~~ 1-JAmt l-fAS. bem fu\A.d.. lD !he_ De.nl-J WfJihillr h1f a J_ W'ouJd Add 
H\s.6r.e.~ 3etitfb.\\Y h1tv£. flJort £.'xtctJ...S,ve dude..! PrnhleoJS YM/1 fig GYe.i'A.5£ r,/./2c.,,.. 

lLAd Coose.&eJ\.~\'I ~b.1 CA~ ·1s einf_ cJ- 1fte.._ mo.st-,tr1P6&1l.f md,·tfJJ JJea:k 6P. 
°?"Mlfl'l:SJ SfE\ RRl"I\.DS v LflMtY].J l,39 r.d...d .s:;9JS:)l:, (JtJTJ,Clr,J'l~oJ~ '1Pi-fl.cr..5(Jn v; 
Penesc.,l 1 fi F1 1,£l, 43q a..\--44 D l sn- c1r, ! f 1L-1) ~ Eie I As ½ Geo<lcc., f/39 Fd..d, J313, JJJ'I-
.., - I . Tl ' \ 1~ IS '-~ C1r. Vi'is'lfJ, 

lb l. Dr, l), A\\rc..cl \S e..NtPlo'Jt e~ fls Hed.tk ~tK\.\lCt~S 
Qtl'\\tc._\ \l\re.i:_,c r D\ler f\\l M.dltA\ Tt i1"llu.d L Def'lk-1 Po r LJntrr£~ Df 711e. 
t\\)1---. ~('\~ \ts ~Qcr"ls ~\.\.t.. QC('" Se£.-, (l(b. r-:-n l WMA ri=_,; e~u.'1 Ve... M'oM.Pf AAcl 
PtDeG\.l.D.Tt._ me...cUCAI Ph.cl Ixn Tc_{ CAf'E~ Add1ttlJ/Jei-l/ Y MP._, Allre.J.. i S, 

rtsP~n&i'b\c_ ~or ·11.JSU.riA& /idcnt ,are lbnld smtr fJr'£ /Jtlct!a!Jle 10 
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E. PREVIOUS LAWSUITS 

Have you ever filed a lawsuit, other than this lawsuit, in any federal or state court while you were 
incarcerated? .k.. Yes _ No (CHECK ONE). If your answer is "Yes," complete this section of 
the form. If you have filed more than one lawsuit in the past, use extra paper to provide the 
necessary information for each additional lawsuit. The information about additional lawsuits 
should be labeled "E. PREVIOUS LAWSUITS. 11 

1. Name(s) of defendant(s) in prior 
lawsuit: 

2. Docket number and court name: 

3. Claims raised in prior lawsuit: 

4. Disposition of prior lawsuit (for 
example, is the prior lawsuit still 
pending? Was it dismissed?): 

5. If the prior lawsuit was dismissed, 
when was it dismissed and why? 

6. Result(s) of any appeal in the prior 
lawsuit: 

D9 -c;y- Ob1'1~ -01\Ft- ~At\\ 

MIA-

F. ADMINISTRATIVE RELIEF 

1. Is there a formal grievance procedure at the institution in which you are confined? 

~ Yes _ No (CHECK ONE). 

2. Did you exhaust available administrative remedies? .X.. Yes _ No (CHECK ONE). 

Sr-L, E'1-.h\b\\ U)(\~ (Xi~lna..u\~ o\. 'tJ..~iffi\ &lliln S71t1F- J 

(Rev. 1/30/07) 7 
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Name ase ~ 
1 STINE, MIICEAL ~ 1;2006cy02l05 10/23/2006 / 555 

STINE,~ GLENN 12rm 6:20D6cy0002I 02128/2006 c 510 
. STINE, MilCBAL GLENN~ u.224m~ 05/12/1994 999 

STINE. MIKEAL GLENN m~ iJ.9!}5cv0009& 02/15/1995 S50 

5 STINE, MIKBAL GLENN ~cc; U007ID"..00102 01/16/2007 SSS . . 
6 ~MIKEALGLENN~ 1:J994c~ 02118/1994 550 
7 S11NE, MIKEAL GLENN~ 1:2007cv00121 Ol/17fl00'/. 360 

8 STJNB. MIKBAL GLBNN 1Xsdce ~ 10/14'2003 555 
9 STINE,MIKEALGLENN~ ~= ·01129no04 . 555 

1 snNE.MIKEAi ~Nam 2:1223cy003n O'l/2411993 sso 
• • - + 

l STINE. MIKEAL ~ ~ 3;20Q5cvQ046& ·0110112005 . · 540 
"i'' • :-IDKEAL-GL.ENl\r~ ···5;7004cyoong-121omo();tt· · --s"5s-

STINB; MIKBAL GLENN~ 2:2007cy00581 03/19fl.0Cfl 555 
STINB,MIKEALGLENN ~ 1:2001cv00799. 04/19/2007 550 

1 ~ MIKEAL GLENN~ 1;2007cv01248 06/14/2007 555 
~ STINE, MIKE.AL~~ l ;2007oy012SO 06/14/200? sss 
17 STINB. MIKEAL ~ ilmd® 2;2006cv01278 98/28/2006. 550 
l &

1

nrr,o;n..rn MIKEAL OLENN ~ 6:2006cy0136 l 09/11/2006 555 
MIKBAL GLENN~ 2;J989cv01667 10706/1989 

08/12/1998 

06/'22/1995 
02/0&12007 
05/03/1995 

UJ07/2005 
08/08J2005 
091l2/1993 
08/12/.2005 

· ·OS-m/2005 .. , 

04Jrfln.007 

2:2001cy01 ™ 10/03/2001 l tn.812001 
i ;2007cy02203 10/19/2007 555 

2:1993cv02l~ 12/06/1993 550 -05/05/1994 

3 STINE,MIKEAL GLENN~~ l;I.222.vtOOlSS 03/04/1999 07/13/1999 
STINE, MIKEAL GLENN ~ !tZ_QQ.4mi!l.Ol.@ 03/03i2004 / -
STINE. MlKEAL GLENN ~ ?.W~Jl 11/05/1997-041-13/1998 

·-
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• 

• 

. I. 
?~ ~ ,ill., \Js .,~~1i:.'1 ~. ~. ti9-C'v-till~ ~£.\\ 

~~ 1)·~~ 

~\\1\.r_ Vs, B\a..,\!..L o~:-~\J-\~'J ~~ /?r.~ .. f\i>.. 

s\,~ Vs.~·.,~., t/i-tv-D'f?,~;. Zil<l/AfPecl U,S.1tnTh c1fG.l\ \-
hlo. \6-\\ ~9 . . 
'Sr,(\t. V ~ . i\o.'u.. ~tj\ <-:. / LI s O c_ Mt) ' f 0-Gvvoo 9 27--ZLW /YlA'>eo..\ 
l1 S.\U\l:\\.C::hc:.u\\- hll..\ \t>-llli ·, 

. 8J"fif,e- Vs. Lt~, R:de.rJ &J,'.l'.:c..u cS ll~~1,S/ U,1i+u...\ S7nT£S 
us.t Cw..rt/\)S,,.\-, Lt G:.\um.h,a k}(,,, /(;rev- ;},A$ -El p /7?'~ 
To \16 .. \)b\. .. C.oU-r\ ~em& ~i .. \b-c_v -3i Q.. -&)B 

ST, nc: \/s )<l\\E't t..J.b. \c-\\~'l Us ~u..+ ~c. 1oil l!lr. PerdiAL-r. 
S 1 u'\ F_ ~~ , D fi\l \ ~ ii tl . \ b - \ 1...1 ') \l S tb u n- f\~ecJS I 1§l6 r. ft,yJ, ,1&-
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G. REQUEST FOR RELIEF 

State the relief you are requesting. If you need more space to complete this section, use extra 
paper. The additional requests for relief should be labeled "G. REQUEST FOR RELIEF." 

U) ,Jur'i \ r,c...\ an A\\ ·,S&uE..S.. '2.A~cl In CemP h,v'lt ':. ~), f1Ni \?10i,J.CG 
~A~ Md Lti'\~\(\U!S To bL ckni t& iknkl L'flf'E bY BoP flnd .~UPtrVJ!,b, {J f 
~ D1-- tlecJ th. &cN \ u-=-S l 1kt frA \.cJ CArF_ reJCL·h n6 Tu 1Jb'ta 1A, "G OerlcJ C fJ f't-
1 n._ Tk Ao.it i ~ bd~w CtilllhfLJi o"~-' R.e&u1rtJY1e11IT A,,d JJl!tJwr.J Plaml,f{ To 
Su.ctrr \.lnf)e_Cts£ar'-f \.'b"'trtMt fA,r/1 .Aid Atiud .IuJurl INfecfuv? 5Heo.d,ot 
1 D D 1lu T t.et k. C.t1\.lS \ nL 1 kr L f\ e. <.& ~o r & + rc.. c. h l) n -1 n rth-- Phi(\~, Ct ~ ft l A 

Pl Db~ fer ct!\, df'i\n·\l, Orn f'I\-. lltl\!1 a 9 7L d--6/0 ur1r; I 77'-euTIYltnT JlATEJ AriJ nfA1d 
\S-t~.~ G.i\ e_GLh Te.dh ~"d EYTn:ttd &fuus.E tC- SYrw.n ~t 1t\fttTltf\ 
tnrilP'.ilint.d 6~ \r'\. \c1t_ ~~J, lbtD; fur\k_r Fthcl fu tf'eflT Acc~s fD {}nk) 
CJ,f'r_ A:\- t\\)~ \ s Pt~\ tsut \Jb()L A\Lo win£ f\Ot , n rr?frTt-5 To (._Sulk r 
u.n (\e.ce_ssa n ~A Ir\ W J11Ju rl./ fu + \c_~ u ~ Ao e~T £ 1)1: nTa.. I .sJttf+ 
TD Treu.t ~ox. TuntHE.EiJ ~,di.rI.mM<d tG...TL 0brre.t.Tto" A---& APP11ttf sPtr.ih I 
~~ ~\- ~q- G\: ~~t~ ,t \.{e_\P £.Stc.hltsk Actll~T! Denki OA6'f:: 
ThlL f\\)-)l \~t-1ArE-S. ~CAtr1)WE? flIXt, ':Zr\\)~ 

DECLARATION UNDER PENALTY OF PERJURY 

'' YWBED Cc~Pla;Af/ 
I declare under penalty of perjury that I am the plaintiff in this action, that I have read this 

complaint, and that the infonnation in this complaint is true and correct. See 28 U.S.C. § fl \_ ~ 
1746; 18 u.s.c. § 1621. P\.cDl'\\;i..~~~ 1>u:.\6.€"L.6....\\ f\\~\\t~ "Pb-ro.n..~T l\lAmcc.\ Dlktt"Aw"\"\S:. 
(\t-e -,C\lL \~~\)~'Co~ ~\:l,~\~ ¥-A_t~e.JHv\. 'ou\&s \lro..tr \\rol\'1 
et ~\lS.., \i'f au..r- s\G..n.~ ~t;...,..\ a-;:<t11Sc:v'i~fb t'\b1.\, 
Executed on /- z- 4~ // 

ate) 

(Rev. 1/30/07) 

.. ' 

Mi k£A r 6-/tnr, '-<;JJ{)£ #- ss 43 1,, -CJ rt 
U .S . H:01 ~eoh4r:;1 It nx. F /ore /\CE... 

Bo. Box '.8:SOO 

8 

' ._ -~. 
-_.=..;i._ 

••-• •~---••--•-••-• ~ •--•r----•-•--•-•-------••~~~•~-•. ____ . ______ ~~-~~~•,"' •••. J....,,•---• 
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dt{\\Q_\ ('.) ~ ~~ \CLl QA('£ tr p hi Ah ~f s f\~t- rn {_ L Ct/\S\\ \u_lrt_~ 

De_h\i.rGk. Jf\d\\!\e,efXE --hi A Sf!r11JuS Jt4d1trt/ JJt.edJ PrWArrln.b-
Pla,"h ~~ l \ bb6' o-9. ttr--dA Y tb r \d ~ K/le_e. tlJJurt fhtr1 /-3 ;At/ 

1~ dfL\.L ~\CA\ 1recJ-fY'U\t \S s\G.rkt& .l lk_ AwA-rd ,~ 
Po r ¥A\{\_ \..\(\()cccSSCtr\ 'I ) jj~\ icld bQ.QL~ o ~ ~a Medan I 
~\Of\ f\~ \o.ciL u\: ~cA-1 STA++ To Yetuu\._Q )ffG.TMe11~ 

furthe.r Yla.1()~1~C S~\\ k Qwuc-d.cd :fls.ooo cc -Pc rillilxrcJe_ 
\l'\ch\:te~- .\-u S::r-\Glh M.ed..lCPd ~k.ed, t PIM\~laf"\ll\1'1 Tk 
DL\-e.r-AOI\1S SHA\\ t.S\c._bhsJ_ WtLJ Md<trr/ PtQCccPureS /)0c/ 

Pohc.Y Tk+ \<l1\I assure_ M.e.diCAI STtJft 6~ ~\- \.c.G_~~ G._ (£/A
?"'15\C.,P\f\~ FrSS6tFnt) \S 6/\ dl-Lt'f ftt ~ 8LJ-hour-,s de..( l'5 
mu ~ f\ Ye.r:.,6 f"'. c ~ p /A 6 r }-H 5 her ,Sha fl JJlt,~ ~ds 
h~ ~\\ ~e_s lliL\'-1 1n A~x AdArr&.s1n6JJJHAT~J.1ed,c11/ 

Nt_t-&S 1?>tChLJ.SF- AJx VltYlftTE'S ArE \ucted dowu AAcf C.o/\ n6T 
r f'C_\.I u to lli_k u R \ s, (_ ~ crt II A G~ctkJ ~~\ 'i Af- A-1 t B6 r 
~ \\"' c;, M,.~r-21, fl ~1 - :\N:o, lJ b - fo £ls J s , lk..t Sm n=-__d Pf., '!Sit \u11s 
f\ss~\c..~+ h1,1s.+ be_ C1_illtl \CLL& ~ EXGmtf"\E iAJMnreS, 1tddttSS 
It.JJur\~ W f.i\u\lt~\ ~Q_uk ArJ To ,rru_T 1nJurit6 j fiiijt.g c 
5ftctf\ \ Vx~kr f\90ri~ "tt d -to M 9 ~LS"'- Ard.. \ ~ttdf cn IL Aku.J 
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- g ft - * Cccl-,n\Jtc-0 A+{r.r0 ~ 
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I 

JOE FLOYD FULLER, SR., Plalntll'Mppellant. v. BILLY 'MLCOX. Sergeant Deputy, JohMOl1 
· County Det1nt1on Center; VALERIE (LNU), Nu,.., Johneon County Datentlon Center; CORRECT 

, CARE SOLUTIONS, o.l'enclant9-Appel...._ 
UNTED STATES COURT OF APPEALS FOR THE TENTH CIRCUIT 

288 Fed. Appx. 809;2008 U.S. App. LEXIS 18181 
No.08-3077 

Ausluat: 4, 2008, Flied 

9 
REFER TO FEDERAL RUL.E8 OF APPELLATE PROCEDURE RULE 32.1 GOVERNING 

T ATION TO UNPUBLISHED OPINIONS . 

. lnfonnatlon: SUbNquent Hlltory 

Eel~ Information: Prior Hlatory 

(0. ct. J+). 08-CV-03065-SAC). (0. Kan.)Fuller v. Wilcox, 2008 U.S. App. LEXIS 18549 (10th Cir., Mar. 
24, 2008) 

I 

Cou..... JOE FLOYD FULLER, Sr., Plaintiff - Appellant. Pro 19, Olathe, KS. 
For VALERIE (LNU), Nurae, Johnson County Detention ee.ter, 

. Defendant - Appellee: Paul Morrieon, Attorney General, Topeka, KS. . 
JudgNl Before TACHA, KELLY, and McCONNELL, Circuit Judges. 

CASE SUMMARY 
i 
~ POSTURE: Plaintiff prisoner, appearing pro se, appealed from an order d the Unite4 
States ~ Court for the Dietrict d Kaneu. which denied his motion for leave to procaad in fonna. 
pauper6- (IFP) in his civil rights action in the district court. The district court also denied the prisoner 
leave to'proceacl If P on appeal because It determined that the prisoner failed to allege a eertous phytical 
injury~ng at the time he filed the complaint.Denial of prisoner's motion for leave to proceed IFP 
was v and remanded because, although under 28 U.S.C.S. § 1915(g) the pri8oner could not ' 
proceed IFP unleN he was under imminent danger of lerious physical injury, the prisoner's complaint 
stating l1e could not walk and had no whaeachair facially satisfied the imminent danger requirement. 

O~EW: Under 28 u.s.c.s. § 191 S(g), • a prisoner who had flied In federal court a.t least three , 
prilonerl actionl or appeals that were determined to be frivolous or rnalicioul or failed to slate a claim 
upon which relief may be granted, the prisoner could not proceed If P on appeal-or in the diltrict ; 
cou;s he was..- imminent danger ot oertous physical lnjwy. Remanding, the court nol8d ti,at 
the complaint alleged that he was unable to walk without a wheelchair and prilon officials had 
rafuaad provide him with one. He claimed that, 'Mthout a wheelchair, he was forced to crawl and "8 
unable to walk to the MCl'tV9I' or lift hlmaelf from the cell floor to his bed. The court determined that, if :the 
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prisoner tlid indled require a wheelchair, the failure to provide him with one could nNUlt in • number qt 
Nrioua ~ injunea. The court therefore concluded that Iha prieoner'a aHegations. auumlng they 1 

were tn.-,, eetilfied the imminent danger exception. In concluding that the exception applied, the cour1 
exprn,,d no opinion concerning the merb of the claim. · 

our~: The court granted the prieoner leave to proceed IFP on appeal, vacated the dlltrlct court!• 
order denying him leave to proceed IFP in that court, and remanded the caae for further proceedlnga,: inclucll, the ICl'Mr'ling proc a 11. The court denied the prisonel"a motion to aupptement his opening ~-

~ HNdnollN =---> A11dlng & Pnldee > PINdl,,,,_ > PmcNdlnp In Fonna,,...,,. > .,,.,_, 

Civil~..,.> Appula > App.,,. JuMdlc1lon > Final ..ludglnMt Rule : 

/vi ordelt denying • motion for leave to proceed m fprma paupeda ia a final, "JIil I rlable order. 

Civil~> PINdlng & Practloe, A1adlllp: > PN~11d/np/n Fonne,,...,,. > PrfaotNJa 
> '1111MI•• .. l'rovlalon · ; 

~s.c.s. § 1915(11), a pneonor who has flied in fedenll ccurt at least tllrN pr1aoner aclion8 .pr 
appeals were drtwmined to be frivoklua or malicious or failed to ate a daim upon which relief ,taay 
be may not proceed In fonna pauperil on IN)P981-« in the <fSlbict court-unless he is under ' 
immi danger of Nrioua physical irt,ry. · 

~

, > ,,,_,.,,, & Pr«IO• ~ PIMdlnfla > Complaltrle > Genentl OVervlew , 
Civil > PINdlnf & PNr:floe >,,,..,,,,.,,. > Pro~r•rlhlfla In Fonna,,,,.,,,.,,. > ,,,,_,..,. 
> ~ ; 
CMI ._.._ > ,,,_,ding & Practloe ,- ,,_,.,,... > ProoNdlnt,a In Fonne PaupeM > ,,,,_,,,.,. 
> ., ,,,,,._ l'ro'Mlon ' 

Ei
·ne whether a priloner, who ha flied m federal court at lealt three prieoner actioM or~ 

that delllrmined to be frivolous or malicious or failed to state a ctaim upon which relief may be ' 
is under immirwrt danger of aerious phy,k:al I1'iwy, the United States Court of Appeatl for the 

Tenth rcuit 5oaka to the allegations In his complafnl In addition, the court liberally construes his , 
comptal accepting the alJegations • true. In OJdi9r' to meet the imminent danger" requirement, the 
harm m!Jll be imminent or occurring at the time ~ complaint is flied. In other words. allegations of palt 
11'iury Oft hmm .. lnlufflcient, as are vague and conclueory aaertlona of hann. To fall within the 
excepticpn to the filing fee requirement. the~ complaint must therefON contain spacific fact , 
allegatkjina of ongoing wioua phytk:al Injury, or ot' • pattern of miec:onduct evidencing the likelihoodjof 

lm~phyolcal iniUl'f- . · 
Cit/II > A •adlng & Pradce > ,.,_,.,,.. > Proa11dlnf,I In Fonne PaupeM > ~ 
> o..m.w : 
CMI >,,.,,,_>PMonel/8> ........ ofl'etlllw . Civil,.,,. Law>,,,,_,,,,,. Rights> Prfaon Udt,,f/on IWwrn Act> Judlclal.Sctwdng ; 

A clltriqt court lhould dilmisa a prisoner's ~nt as part of the sc:reening process If It determine8i that 
the complaint is frivolous or malicioua. fail& to state a ctaim upon which relief may be granted, or INka 

I 

I 
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monetary relief from an knmune defendant. 28 U.S.C.S. §§ 1915(e)(2)(B), 191 SA. 

Opinion 

i 

Opinion by: Oeanell Reece Tacha 

Opinion 

{211/ Fed. Appx. 1110) ORDER AND JUDGMENT • 

Joe Floyd Fuller, a prisoner appearing pro ee, appeals the district court's order denying hls motion for 
leav~ to proceed in fonna pauperis (IFP) In his civil rights action in the district court. The district 
~ aleo denied Mr. Fulfer leave to proceed IFP on appeal. Exercising jurildiction pursuant to 28 
u.s.p. § 1291, 1 we grant Mr. Fuller leave to proceed IFP on appeal, vacate the district court's order 
denjing him leave to proceed IFP in that court, and remand for further proceedings. 

I. S.OkQround 

In a !previous order, this Court found that Mr. Fuller had flied In federal court at leelt three prieoner 
~ or appeals that were determined to be frivolous or malicious or failed to state a claim upon 
whtqh relief may be granted. Fullerv. Wlloox, No. 08-30n, 2008 U.S. App. LEXIS 18549, Mar. 24, 
2008. Mr. Fuller does not challenge his status a a priaoner who has filed at least three such actiQns 
or appeal& Consequently, under28 U.S.C. § 1915(g), Mr. Fuller may not proceed IFP on appea~ 
In ttie dialrict court-unlela he is "'under imminent danger d aerious physical injury."' We therefore 
~ Mr. Fuller to show cause why this appeal should not be dismisaed for failure to prepay the 
entire appellate filing fee as required by § 191 S(g). 

i-e
ine whether Mr. Fuller is "'under Imminent danger d eeriOUI physical l11ury," we kd< toithe 

an ·ons In his complaint. See Ibrahim v. Dist of Columbia, 373 U.S. App. o.c. 217,483 F.3d 3, 6 
(D. . Cir. 2006). In addition, we llbetally construe his complaint, accepting the allegations as true. 

Alartinez v. Garden, 430 F.3d 1302, 1304 (10th Cir. 2005) (noting that we construe "'a prose 
oon,plalnt liberally" and "'must accept the allegations d the complaint as true" (quotation omitted)). In 
order to meet the "immirart dangef" requirement, "the hann must be imminent or occurring at the 
tim the complaint i1 filed." C/arpsgllnJ v. Saini, 352 F .3d 328, 330 (7th Cir. 2003). In other words. 
al1101m01,a. of pat injury or hann are ilW.lfficient, see id., as are vague and conclulCll'Y auertion• d 
ha , see~ V. Colotado, 157 F.3d 1226, 1231 (10lh Cir. 1998). To fall within the exception, Mr. 
Ful complaint must therefore contain " specific fact altegations of ongoing 8erious physical ifiury, 

a pattern d misconduct evidencing the likellhood of imminent serious physical Injury." MarttJ v. 
SheWOIJ, 319 F.3d 1048, 1050 (8th Cir. 2003) (emphasis added). 

Thej dlltrict court denied Mr. Fuller leave to proceed IFP because it detennlned that Mr. Fuller failed 
to -• a aerious phyaical injury occurring at the time ha filed the complaint. But although moat d 
Mr. iFullefs allegations concem past injuries, he also aliegel that he is unable to walk without a 
~rand prieon offlciale have refused to provide him with one. He claims that, without a 
wheek:hair, he is fon::ed to crawl and is unable to walk to the shcr.vel' or lift himaetf from the cell floor 
to ~is bed. If Mr. Fuller doea indeed require a wheelchair, the failure to provide him with one ooukl 
reailalt In a number d aerious phylical injuriae. We therefore conclude that Mr. Fullel'a allegations, 
asapming they are true, satisfy the imminent danger exception. 

i 
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ucling that the exception appliea. we expr911 no opinion concerning the merits of Mr. Fu"4N'a 
. see CiatpaQllni, 352 F .3d at 331 (noting that "§ 1915(g) is not a vehide for determining tht 
cl a claim;. On remand, the dilbict CDUrt lhoukl dilmiss the complaint aa pert of the 

-lillftl·ng proc e11 If It determlnee that the complaint ii frivolous or malicious, faHs to state a claim 
which reHef may be granted, or wka monetary relief from an immune defendant. See 28 

U.S C. §§ 1915(e)(2)(B), 1915A. Provided the complaint satilfies the thl9Shokl requirements, the; 
~ should provilionalty grant IFP emtul and proceed with 911'Vice cl prot:ell. If the defendant8 
~ the factual aDegationl eupporting the imrnlnent danger exception, the dillrict court m~ 
the"i determine whether theN allegations .. creclble. See Fuller v. Mye,s, 123 Fad. Appx. 365, 1 

2006 U.S. App. lE>OS 3111, .-, (10th Cir. 2005) (unpubltehed opinion) (citing Gibbs v. Roman, 116 
F.3d 83, 88-87 (3d Cir. 1997), ovenultldon otherg,ounds by Abdul-Akbarv. McKelvie, 239 F.3d W, 
(3d pir. 2001) (en bane)). · 

eec,iUN Mr. Fuller's complaint facially llltisflea the imminent danger requlnnent, we VACA TE the 
~ court'• clenial'of his motion for leave to proceed IFP and REMAND for further proc:eedl ... We. GRANT Mr. Fuller leave 1lo prooNd IFP in thil appeal and remind him of his obligation : 
~ § 1915(b) to make payment'I until the appellate fifing fee is paid in full. In ackition, we DE~Y 
Mr. fuller'a motion to supplement his opening brief. , 

E RED FOR THE COURT, 
"'---- Reece Tacha 

Judge 

* 
Thi order and judgment la not binding precadent except under the doctrines of law of the caN. ,_ 
J1~:ala and collateral Nloppel. tt may bit cited, however, for its perlUMive value conaistent wltN 
Fed R. App. P. 32.1 and 10th Cir. R. 32.1. 
1 ! 

An qrdlr' denying a motion for leave to prooeect IFP is a final, appealable order. Roberts v. Unltef 
~ Dllt. ct., 339 U.S. 844, 845, 70 S. Ct 954, 94 L Ed. 1326 (1960) (per curiam). : 
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MIKEAL GLENN STINE, Plaintiff, v. HARLEY LAPPIN, Director B.O.P., MICHAEL NALLEY, 
Regional Director B.O.P., and RON WILEY, Warden ADX Supermax, Defendants. 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLORADO 
2009 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 78373 

Civil Action No. 07-cv.01839-WYD-KLM 
June 25, 2009, Decided 

June 25, 2009, Filed 

Mikeal Glenn Stine, Plaintiff, Prose, FLORENCE, CO. 
For Harry Lappin, Director BOP, Michael Nalley, Regional 

Director BOP, Ron Wiley, Warden ADX Supermax, Defendants: Amy L. Padden, U.S. 
Attorney's Office-Denver, Denver, CO. 

udges: Kristen L. Mix, United states Magistrate Judge. 

Opinion 

pinion by: Kristen L. Mix 

Opinion 

ENTERED BY MAGISTRATE JUDGE KRISTEN L. MIX 

This matter is before the Court on Defendants' Motion to for [sic] Dismissal Pursuant to Rule 41 
and 28 U.S.C. § 1915 [Docket No. 258; Filed February 11, 2009) rMotion to Dismiss") and 
Plaintiffs Motion for Injunction/with Evidentiary Hearing/and Request for Expedited 
Consideration [Docket No. 304; March 13, 2009] ("Motion for Injunction"). As v,,;11 be discussed at 
length below, Plaintiff failed to respond to Defendants' Motion to Dismiss despite multiple 
opportunities to do so. Defendants filed a Response to Plaintiffs Motion for Injunction on April 2, 
2009 [Docket No. 313), but Plaintiff did not file a reply. Because the Court became concerned during 
the briefing of these Motions that the Court was not receiving mail from Plaintiff, the Court set the 
matter for evidentiary hearing on May 22, 2009 [Docket Nos. 326 & 332). The Motions are now ripe 
for a determination. 

Pursuantto 28 U.S.C. § 636(b)(1)(A) and D.C. Colo. L. Civ. R. 72.1C, the Motions have been 
referred to this Court for recommendation. The Court has reviewed the relevant pleadings, the case 
record and testimony and exhibits presented at the evidentiary hearing. For the reasons set forth 
below, the Court recommends that the Motion to Dismiss [# 258) be GRANTED and that Plaintiffs 
case be DISMISSED pursuantto Fed. R. Civ. P. 41(b) and 28 U.S.C. § 1915(e)(2)(B)(i). I further 
recommend that Plaintiffs Motion[# 304] be DENIED and that Plaintiff be enjoined from filing 
future prose lawsuits in this District pursuant to similar procedures set forth in Ketchum v. Cruz, 
775 F. Supp. 1399, 1406-08 (0. Colo. 1991 ), aff'd, 961 F .2d 916 (10th Cir. 1992) and Penk v. Huber, 
No. 07-cv-00607-WYD-MEH, 2007 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 74018, 2007 WL 2908425 (D. Colo. Oct 3, 
2007) (unpublished decision). 
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By way of providing context to the Court's Recommendation, the following explains the factual and 
procedural background regarding Plaintiff's case. Plaintiff, who is proceeding prose, is a prisoner at 
the federal government's maximum-security prison, ADX Florence ("ADX"). Plaintiff filed the present 
action in August 2007 and was given leave to proceed in forma pauperis [Docket Nos. 3 & 22]. 
Plaintiff alleges that his transfer to and confinement at ADX constitute atypical punishment in 
violation of his right to due process pursuant to the Fifth Amendment. 1 

Since the filing of Plaintiff's Complaint, Plaintiff has filed thirteen motions for preliminary injunctive 
relief [Docket Nos. 6, 12, 19, 21, 49, 66, 71, 78, 93,184,247, 249 & 304]. AH but Plaintiffs pending 
Motion for Injunction have been denied. 2 At the time Defendants filed their pending Motion to 
Dismiss, Plaintiff had also filed approximately ninety pleadings requesting relief, nearly all of which 
have been denied. See Motion to Dismiss[# 258] at 2. Since that time, Plaintiff has filed 
approximately twenty-five motions or requests, the majority of which have been denied. In addition to 
Plaintiff's Motion for Injunction, two appeals of my decisions to the District Court [Docket Nos. 267 & 
302] and a Motion to Compel [Docket No. 314] remain pending. 

Plaintiff has also sent several letters to the Court and/or defense counsel Amy Padden which, 
because of their offensive and threatening nature, have not been docketed and are on file with 
Chambers. Letter to Kristen L. Mix dated 12/29/2008; Letter to Deborah Locke dated 12/31/2008; 
Letter to Kristen L. Mix received on 2/23/2009 (on file with Chambers). Finally, Plaintiff has sent at 
least one letter to then President-elect Barack Obama accusing the Court and defense counsel of 
conspiring against him and threatening harm. Letter to Barack Obama dated 11/17/2008 (on file with 
Chambers). 

The majority of the filings referenced above provide the basis for Defendants' Motion to Dismiss at 
issue here. See Motion to Dismiss[# 258] at 2-12. Plaintiff failed to respond to the Motion to Dismiss 
within the deadline set by the Local Rules. The Court has since learned that from January 7, 2009 to 
February 19, 2009, Defendants were withholding Plaintiffs legal mail while awaiting approval from 
Bureau of Prison's regional counsel to put Plaintiff on special legal mail status, 28 C.F.R. § 540.18, 
as a result of his threatening letters sent at the end of 2008 [Docket No. 278]. Hearing Tr. [# 339] at 
120:22-:25. While the Court does not condone Defendants' unilateral decision to delay sending 
Plaintiff's legal mail for this month-and-a-half time period, particularly because such cond.Jct does 
not appear to be authorized by any regulation or statute, 3 Defendants' conduct does not excuse 
Plaintiff's behavior throughout this case. Moreover, to the extent that Defendants' conduct is not 
ongoing, even if improper, it cannot form the basis for any injunctive relief sought by Plaintiff. See 
Schrier v. Univ. of Colo., 427 F .3d 1253, 1267 ( 1 oth Cir. 2005); see a/so Nova Health Sys. v. Gandy, 
416 F.3d 1149, 1155 n.6 (10th Cir. 2005) (quoting San Diego County Gun Rights Comm'n v. Reno, 
98 F .3d 1121, 1126 (9th Cir. 1996)("Because plaintiffs seek declaratory and injunctive relief only ... 
it is insufficient for them to demonstrate only a past injury.")). 

However, soon after Defendants assert that they resumed normal transmission of Plaintiffs mail, 
Plaintiff and other inmates began filing pleadings and letters accusing Defendants of withholding, 
and even destroying, Plaintiffs mail. A timeline of events relevant to this matter ls set forth below: 

Early Jan. 2009- The Court received two pleadings from Plaintiff about his erratic mental state and 
desire to kill people [Docket Nos. 246 & 248]. 

Early Jan. 2009- The Court received a letter from Plaintiff threatening and making scandalous 
allegations about the Court and defense counsel (on file with Chambers). Pursuant to this letter, and 
those sent by Plaintiff which contained threatening and offensive statements directed toward defense 
counsel and ADX attorney Deborah Locke, the United States Marshal Service undertook an 
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investigation into vdlether Plaintiff had the means or connections to carry out his threats. 

Jan. 7, 2009 -- Defendants began v.o;thholding all of Plaintiffs outgoing mail, including legal mail 
[Docket No. 278]. Hearing Tr. [# 339] at 120:22-:25. 

Jan. 7, 2009 -- The date of filing of the last pleading filed by Plaintiff until February 23, 2009 [Docket 
No. 249]. 

February 11, 2009- Defendants filed a Motion to Dismiss as a sanction [Docket No. 258]. 

February 19, 2009 - The Court received a letter from ADX inmate Luke Preacher indicating that 
Plaintiffs mail was being v.o;thheld [Docket No. 261]. Mr. Preacher is a co-plaintiff with Plaintiff in 
another case pending in this District, 09-cv-00278-CMA-MEH. Although prior to filing of that case 
Plaintiff had already accumulated at least three strikes to prevent him from proceeding in forma 
pauperis pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1915(g), Mr. Preacher paid the filing fee. 

February 19, 2009 - Defendants received permission to place Plaintiff on special legal mail status 
and stopped withholding Plaintiffs outgoing mail (Docket No. 278]. Hearing Tr. [# 339] at 120:22-:25. 

February 23•27, 2009-- The Court received and docketed all of Plaintiffs withheld mail, some of it 
dating back to January 8, 2009. Nearly twenty withheld pleadings were docketed in this case, and a 
similar number were docketed in several of his other pending cases, 08-cv-02203-WYO-KLM and 
09-cv-00164-WYD-KLM. 

February 23, 2009 -- The Court received a letter in an envelope addressed by Plaintiff. Because the 
letter contained threatening language directed at the Court, it was not docketed (on file with 
Chambers). 

March 3, 2009 - The deadline for Plaintiff to respond to Defendants' Motion to Dismiss. Plaintiff did 
not respond. Instead, he filed a motion for an extension of time [Docket No. 290]. 

March 4, 2009 - The Court extended the ti me for Plaintiff to respond to Defendants' Motion to 
Dismiss [Docket No. 292]. The new deadline was April 3, 2009. Again, Plaintiff did not respond. 

March 13, 2009- The Court received Plaintiff's Motion for Injunction regarding the previous 
withholding of his mail vdlich alleged that "if relief is not granted, the Defendants will continue to 
withhold Plaintiffs outgoing legal mail for days, weeks and even months .... " Motion for Injunction 
[# 304] at 6. The Court notes that since the filing of Plaintiff's Motion and through June 25, 2009, 
Plaintiff has filed nine pleadings in this case (including a motion to compel); six pleadings in 
08-cv-02203-WYO-KLM; seventeen pleadings in 09-cv-00278-CMA-MEH (including three motions 
seeking injunctive relief); two pleadngs in a case that has been closed since May 9, 2007, 
06-cv-02105-WYO-PAC; and a new habeas petition pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 2241, 
09-cv-00933-BNB. 

March 30, 2009 -- The Court received a letter from Plaintiff indcating that Defendants continue to 
withhold his mail and that some of his mai I is being destroyed [Docket No. 312]. 

April 15, 2009 -- After Plaintiff did not respond to Defendants' Motion to Dismiss within the extended 
deadline to do so, the Court directed each party to file a status report regarding the current status of 
Plaintiffs incoming and outgoing mail [Docket No. 316]. Plaintiff did not respond. Defendants 
responded that since mid-February, none of Plaintiffs mail was being unnecessarily delayed and 
none had been withheld or destroyed [Docket No. 321 ]. Affidavit of Kelly Dell (# 321-2] at 3. 

April 28, 2009 -- The Court ordered Plaintiff to show cause why his case should not be dismissed 
pursuant to Defendants' Motion to Dismiss and for failure to comply with Court Orders [Docket No. 
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319]. The Court also extended the time for Plaintiff to respond to Defendants' Motion to Dismiss. 
Again, Plaintiff did not respond. 

May 5, 2009 - The Court received letters from ADX inmate Damani Nantambu ind eating that 
Plaintiff's mail was being withheld (Docket Nos. 324 & 325]. Mr. Nantambu is also Plaintiffs 
co-plaintiff in 09-cv-00278-CMA-MEH. 

May 8, 2009 -- The Court set a hearing for May 22, 2009 to address the status of Plaintiff's mail 
[Docket No. 326]. The Court directed Plaintiff to bring a copy of his response to Defendants' Motion 
to Dismiss to the hearing. 

May 14, 2009 - The Court received a letter from ADX inmate Ronnie Beverly indicating that 
Plaintiff's outgoing mail was being withheld [Docket No. 328]. 

May 21, 2009 - The Court received a motion from Defendants requesting that the Court strike the 
inmate letters filed on behalf of Plaintiff [Docket No. 330]. Attached to Defendants' motion is a letter 
from ADX inmate ShaYKI Williams to Ms. Locke, claiming that Plaintiff asked him to be a witness at 
the hearing on May 22, 2009 and to lie on his behalf [Docket No. 330-4). Mr. Williams also claimed 
that Plaintiff intended to have other ADX inmates lie for him at the hearing and "set up a slew/bunch 
of ADX officials/staff." Defendants also attached a letter from ADX inmate Raymond Oechsle that 
they received close in time to \"Alen Mr. Oechsle voluntarily dismissed his claims from this case 
[Docket No. 330-3). In the letter, Mr. Oechsle addressed Plaintiff's willingness to lie to the Court, 
forge documents, and have others lie on his behalf. Finally, Defendants attached two witness lists for 
the May 22, 2009 hearing prepared by Plaintiff; the first listed Mr. Williams as a witness for Plaintiff 
and the second replaced Mr. Williams with Mr. Preacher [Docket Nos. 330-2 & 330-5]. 

May 22, 2009 -At the May 22, 2009 hearing, Plaintiff called three inmate witnesses to testify on his 
behalf: (1) Mr. Preacher; (2) Mr. Gambina; and (3) Mr. Nantambu. Plaintiff was also questioned by 
the Court and cross examined by defense counsel. Defendants called two witnesses: (1) Richard 
Madson (Plaintiff's case manager from March 18, 2009 to May 15, 2009); and (2) Kelly Dell (the 
ADX staff member \"Alo handles all of Plaintiffs outgoing mail once it reaches the ADX mail room). 
The Court summarizes the parties' arguments and testimony as follows: 

Of Plaintiffs three inmate witnesses, only the testimony of Mr. Nantambu was relevant to the issue of 
whether Defendants are presently withholding or destroying portions of Plaintiffs I egal mail. Briefly, 
Mr. Preacher and Mr. Gambina testified only about their knowledge of the vvUhholding of Plaintiffs 
mail during or immediately prior to the time period when Defendants admit to withholding Plaintiffs 
mail, e.g., January to mid-February 2009. See, e.g., Hearing Tr. [# 339] at 8, 13 (Mr. Preacher); 22, 
26 (Mr. Gambina). Because the Court is already aware that ADX officials were v,,;thhotding Plaintiffs 
mail during this time period while they were awaiting approval of special legal mail status, this 
testimony is not relevant to the issue of whether Plaintiffs legal mail is currently being withheld or 
destroyed. 

Further, much of Plaintiffs testimony regarding the withholding and alleged destruction of his mail 
related to the January to mid-February time period and is equally irrelevant to the issue of how ADX 
officials are currently handling Plaintiffs legal mail. See, e.g., id. at 65-68; 138-42; see also id. at 
143:12-144:6. The relevant portions of Mr. Nantambu's and Plaintiff's testimony are described below. 

(1) He testified that prior to his appearance at the hearing, he received a threat from an ADX staff 
member, Officer Manspeaker ('M'lo is not a named party), about testifying on Plaintiffs behalf. Id. at 
36:8-: 19. He believes that due to his support of Plaintiff, ADX officials have been preventing him 
from having paper, recreation, library access, food, etc. Id. He also testified that ADX officials have 
recently dubbed him as Plaintiffs "puppy dog." Id. at 36:18-:19, 36:24-37:2. 
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(2) He initially testified that Plaintiff told him about a conversation he had lNith Defendant Ron Wiley 
(ADX warden) regarding Plaintiffs mail. fd. at 43:19-44:9. He later claimed that he heard this 
conversation personally. See id_ at 61 :18-:22. The gist of the conversation is that Defendant Wiley 
allegedly told Plaintiff that even if ADX staff was throlNing Plaintiffs mai I in the trash, they have good 
reason to do so given Plaintiffs lawsuits against him and his staff. Id. at 46:19-47:2; 62:24-63:25. 

(3) He testified that during the week of May 18, 2009, he heard Defendant Wiley tell Plaintiff that he 
gives the orders at ADX, and that he won't take orders from the Court. fd. at 46:22-47:2. 

(4) He testified that ADX officials impose paper, hygiene, and library restrictions on him and Plaintiff 
at will. fd. at 53. 

(5) He testified that sometime in April 2009, he heard ADX officers tell Plaintiff that he was on mail 
restriction and that any mail could be throv,.,n in trash. Id. at 56:20-57:3. He testified that in response 
to the conversations he overheard, he sent a letter to the Court indicating that Defendants were 
withholding Plaintiffs mail. Id. at 61 :12-62:23. While Plaintiff asked him to write on Plaintiffs behalf, 
the letter was based on conversations Mr. Nantambu allegedly heard between Plaintiff and 
Defendant Wiley, Officer Manspeaker or ADX officials. Id. 

(1) He testified that he tried to send his response to Defendants' Motion to Dismiss to the Court six 
times, but ADX officials destroyed each response. Id. at 73:13-74:7. He claimed that he kept detailed 
mail logs that show when he mailed his response to Defendants' Motion to Dismiss, which is also 
allegedly supported by USPS track and confirm slips he retained. Id. at 69-71; Plaintiff's Exs. 11 & 
12. 4 Although the Court instructed him in witi ng to bring a copy of his response to the Motion to 
Dismiss to the hearing (Docket No. 326], he testified that he gave his only copy to an ADX official for 
mailing before the hearing and neglected to keep a copy for himself. Plaintiff could not remember 
the name of the official he allegedly provided the response to for mailing. He admitted that he was 
on notice to bring a copy to the hearing and that he had retained a copy the five previous times VYhen 
he allegedly mailed the response to the Court. Hearing Tr_ [# 339] at 73:16-:20; 74:2-:22; 96:20-98:8. 

(2) He testified that he sent multiple pleadings that the Court allegedly did not receive. Id. at 71-7 4; 
81-93. The Court notes that the majority of the pleadings identified by Plaintiff were received: (1) 
Motion for Protective Order (received) [Docket No. 287 in this case and Docket No. 194 in 
07-cv-02203-WYD-KLM]; (2) Motion to Compel (received) [Docket No. 314]; (3) response to 
Defendants' Motion to Dismiss (not received); (4) letters about his mail (received) [Docket Nos. 261, 
312, 324, 325 & 328]; (5) Motion for Preliminary Injunction (received) [Docket No. 304]; (6) Motion 
for Summary Judgment (not received in this case, but received in 07-cv-02203-WYD-KLM) (Docket 
No. 173]. Plaintiff claimed that he failed to keep copies of any of the "missing" pleadings. 

(3) He testified that he mailed objections to my Recommendation to dismiss his case in 
08-cv-00164-WYD-KLM. Hearing Tr. [# 339] at 78-79, 92. The Court did not receive any objections 
by Plaintiff to that Recommendation. Despite his alleged making of objections, Plaintiff stated that he 
is wlling to voluntarily dismiss that case because he does not have "the time ... to comply" and is 
no longer interested in litigating the issues raised therein. Id. at 78:20-79:1; 92:12-:20. The Court 
notes that since the hearing, the parties have filed a stipulation to dismiss Plaintiffs case v,,;th 
prejudice and 08-cv-00164-WYD-KLM is now terminated (Docket No. 173]. 

( 4) Plaintiff testified that he was not able to explain v,.,t,y the Court receives the pleadings he mails 
regarding his other pending case against ADX officials, 09-cv-00278-CMA-MEH. Hearing Tr. [# 339] 
at 79:5-:20. 

(5) On cross examination, Plaintiff testified that he did not remember v,.,tien he first sent his response 
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to Defendants' Motion to Dismiss to the Court. Id. at 85:20-86:20. He also claimed that he did not 
remember lNhat the response said or any arguments he raised. Id. at 87:8-88:23. He claimed that he 
thought it was between 90-100 pages long with exhibits. Id. at 86-87. He also claimed that he did not 
remember the arguments he made in a Motion for Summary Judgment he purportedly mailed, but he 
thought he raised arguments pursuant to Wilkinson v. Austin, 545 U.S. 209, 125 S. Ct. 2384, 162 L. 
Ed. 2d 174 (2005). Hearing Tr. [# 339) at 88-92. The Court notes that this case was cited extensively 
in my Recommendation on Defendants' first motion to dismiss Plaintiffs case (Docket No. 222). 

As noted above, Defendants called two witnesses at the May 22, 2009 hearing: (1) Richard Madson 
(Plaintiff's case manager); and (2) Kelly Dell (ACX mail room staff). The relevant portions of Mr. 
Madison's and Ms. Dell's testimony are described below. 

(1) He testified that one of his responsibilities lNhile serving as Plaintiff's case manager was to pick 
up Plaintiffs legal mai I and deliver it to the mail room. Hearing Tr. [# 339] at 99-101. In relation to 
legal mail, he examined the mail for contraband, then gave it to Plaintiff to seal. He then took the 
mail to the ADX mail room. He testified that Defendant Wiley is not involved in this process. Id. at 
101 :11-:13. 

(2) He testified that he has never throVvtl away any of Plaintiffs mail. Id. at 101 :14-102-:2. On cross 
examination, he admitted that he is not the only ADX official lNho is authorized to pick up Plaintiffs 
legal mall. Id. at 110: 14-11 :24. He testified that any unit team member on Plaintiffs cell range may 
pick up Plaintiffs mail, but he claimed not to have any knov,.,tedge about lNhether others did in fact 
pick up Plaintiffs mail. Id. 

(3} He testified that it is difficult for inmates to hear from cell to cell on the A range (where Plaintiff 
and Mr. Namtambu are housed in ACX) because the inmates are almost never quiet. fd. at 
107:14-108:1. 

( 4) He testified that in all of Plaintiffs legal mai I he reviewed from March 18, 2009 until May 15, 
2009, he dd not recall ever seeing a response to Defendants' Motion to Dismiss. Id. at 99:17-:20; 
111 :7-:8; 109:19-110:8. By contrast, during the time period lNhen Mr. Madison was Plaintiffs case 
manager, Plaintiff testified that he tried to mail copies of his response to the Motion to Dismiss to the 
Court on three occasions. Id. at 70:1-:4; 71 :24-74:7. 

( 1) She testified that she has handled Plaintiffs mail, including all of his legal mail, since his transfer 
to ADX. Id. at 114:14-: 17; 120:4-:9. 

(2) She testified that lNhen she receives Plaintiffs legal mail from his case manager, it is sealed. Id. 
at 115:22-116:21; 129:1-:18. Given Plaintiffs special legal mail status, she contacts the addressee 
for permission to open the mail for the purpose of screening it for threats. Id. at 116:22-117:8. After 
she reads the mail, she reseals and mails it that day. Id. If the addressee does not give permission 
for the mail to be opened, the legal mail is not read and is then mailed. Id. at 117:9-:13. She testified 
that Defendant Wiley is not involved in this process. Id. at 118: 1-:5. 

(3) She testified that she has never destroyed Plaintiffs legal mail. Id. at 117-118. She also claimed 
that she has never rejected or confiscated any mail sent to the Court, either before or after Plaintiff 
was placed on special legal mail status. Id. at 118:16-120:1; 129:18-:20; 131 :21-:25. 

( 4} She testified that she withheld Plaintiffs legal mail from Jan. 7, 2009 to Feb 19, 2009. Id. at 
120:22-:25. 

Plaintiff argued that the validity of his special legal mail status is questionable, and that ADX officials 
had no authority to withhold his legal mail while such status was being sought. Id. at 137:8-139:20; 
140:5-:1 O; 141 :23-142:25. He argued that unnamed ADX officials continue to pick up his mail, but 
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the Court does not receive it. Id. at 139:20-140:4 In a case pencing in the Central District of 
California, Plaintiff claimed that discovery sanctions were imposed against him by the Court due to 
Defendants' w;thholding of his mail. 5 Id. at 68:22-69:11; 140:2-:4. 

Ms. Padden argued that there is no credible evidence that Plaintiff's legal mail has been confiscated 
or destroyed. Id. at 143:8-:11; 146:25-147:3. She did not dispute that Plaintiffs legal mail was 
withheld from January to mid-February 2009, but argued that there is no direct evidence that any of 
the delayed mail, or Plaintiffs legal mail thereafter, was not received by the Court. Id. at 143:12-:18. 
She argued that none of Plaintiffs witnesses are credible and that the testimony of Mr. Preacher and 
Mr. Nantambu should be viewed critically because they are co-plaintiffs of Mr. Stine in another 
pending case. In any event, she noted that most of the testimony derived from the witnesses related 
to the withholding of Plaintiffs legal mail during the time period lNhen ADX officials admit to 
withholding his mail. Id. at 143:19-144:24. 

Ms. Padden also argued that Plaintiffs professed inability to remember the contents of his response 
to Defendants' Motion to Dismiss or the date lNhen he first mailed it to the Court undermines his 
credibility. Id. at 144:25-145:13. She noted that if such a response existed, Plaintiff could have 
brought it to the hearing. Id. at 145: 14-:23. She argued that the only logical conclusion is that Plaintiff 
never responded to the Motion to Dismiss and is now attempting to use his special legal mail status 
and ADX officials' previous withholding of his mail as an excuse to mislead the Court. Id. at 
145:23-146:2; 147:8-:13. 6 

Ms. Padden reminded the Court of Plaintiffs history of not responding to dispositive motions when 
there was a likelihood that they would be granted. Id. at 146:3-:24. In 07-cv-00121-WYD-KLM, 
Plaintiff failed to respond to the pending Motion to Dismiss. Id. In a hearing held in that case, he was 
also found not to be a credible v.,;tness, to have lied under oath, and to have submitted a forged 
document to the Court. Id. She contended that Plaintiffs current conduct should be viewed similarly. 
Finally, she noted that the dockets in all of Plaintiffs cases belie Plaintiffs testimony that the Court is 
not receiving his legal mail. Id. at 147:4-:7. 

As noted above, the matter is before the Court on both Defendants' Motion to Dismiss and Plaintiffs 
Motion for Injunction. The Motions are related in that Plaintiff failed to file a response to Defendants' 
Motion to Dismiss (despite several Court Orders to do so) because he contends that Defendants are 
unlawfully withholding his mail, including his response. The alleged withholding of Plaintiffs mail is 
the subject of Plaintiffs Motion for Injunction. 

In support of their Motion to Dismiss, Defendants trace the history of the pleadings filed by Plaintiff in 
this case and the Court's repetitive warnings that sanctions would result if Plaintiff continued to 
inundate the Court v,nth frivolous and malicious filings. The Court organizes the relevant information 
as follows: (1) the Court's warnings; (2) Plaintiffs abusive pleadings and letters; (3) Plaintiffs 
threatening pleadings and letters; (4) Plaintiffs documents of questionable veracity; and (5) Plaintiffs 
litigious history. 

( 1) Plaintiff has been warned at least twelve times by four different judges in this case that his 
continued filing of pleadings which are frivolous, redundant, malicious or threatening will lead to 
sanctions, including the cismissal of his case or the imposition of an injunction. For example, 
Magistrate Judge Boyd N. Boland found that "[t]he exhibits and letters [filed by Plaintiff] border on 
being malicious and frivolous and may subject Plaintiff[] to possible sanctions." Order]# 16] at 2. 
Senior District Judge Zita L. Weinshienk found that Plaintiffs "continual filing of motions ... are no 
more than [his} attempt to inundate the Court .... " Order[# 36] at 5. This Court struck several of 
Plaintiffs pleadings from the docket because they contained false accusations and were abusive 
[Docket No. 76]. Chief Judge Wiley Y. Daniel warned Plaintiff that "abusive pleadings ¼111 result in 
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the imposition of sanctions, including entry of an injunction prohibiting him from filing future 
pleadings and/or [dismissal]." Order[# 240] at 2; 

(2) Plaintiff has sent or filed pleadings and letters vdlich contain malicious, abusive, and offensive 
language directed at the Court, Defendants, ADX offcials and defense counsel. Plaintiff accused 
Judge Boland of "los[ing] his mind" and engaging in the "illegal use of his office" [Docket Nos. 27 & 
28]. Plaintiff accused this Court of being "prejudicial and hostile," having a "deep seated favoritism of 
[Defendants]," "allov,,{ing] (an) attempted murder to happen,"and being "full of shit" [Docket Nos. 91, 
97, 123, 139 & 210). Plaintiff accused Defendants of being "out of control," committing "malicious 
acts," and subjecting him to 'barbaric and demoralizing treatment" [Docket Nos. 93, 184 & 246}. 
Plaintiff accused Ms. Padden of "statpng] a bald face lie," committing "forgery," being corrupt, and 
lying to the Court even though her "shit stinks too" [Docket Nos. 120, 190 & 239]. In particularly 
offensive letters on file with the Court, Plaintiff accused the Court and defense counsel of having an 
inappropriate relationship. Letter to Barack Obama dated 11/17/2008. 7 Plaintiffs accusations 
became even more defamatory in a letter sent to the Court. Letter to Kristen L Mix dated 
12/29/2008. Plaintiff also sent a letter to an ADX attorney about this case containing inappropriate 
and mali!1)ing language. Letter to Deborah Locke dated 12/31/2008; 

(3) Plaintiff has sent or filed several pleadings and I etters vdlich contain threats of harm against the 
Court, Defendants, ADX officials and defense counsel. For example, Plaintiff informed then 
President-elect Obama: "People wonder why prisoners leave prison with only hate and murderful 
[sic] thoughts .... Straight out Mr. Obama, I should never be allowed out of prison because my hate 
for Amy Padden has reach [sic] the point of ... seeing her die most painful ways." Letter to Barack 
Obama dated 11/17/2008; Docket Nos. 234 & 236. In an objection filed with Chief Judge Daniel, 
"Plaintiff states its [sic] very true that he hates not only Amy L. Padden but Magistrate Mix as well" 
[Docket No. 239]. In a letter sent to the Court, Plaintiff threatened the Court, Defendant Wiley and 
defense counsel with harm to them and their families. Letter to Kristen L Mix dated 12/29/2008. In 
an unsigned letter sent in an envelope Vvritten by and addressed from Plaintiff to the Court, the 
author of the letter conveyed the desire for terrible harm to befall the Court. Letter to Kristen L Mix 
received on 2/23/2009. In a letter sent to an ADX attorney, Plaintiff warned her that he would use any 
means to take action against her and defense counsel. Letter to Deborah Locke dated 12/31/009. In 
a pleading filed on the docket, Plaintiff stated that he goes ''to sleep thinking of ways to murder the 
ones inflicting [pain] .... I fully believe within the next few days I Vvill have committed murder. Well 
Judge Wiley Daniel, its [sic] now reached a point of no return and I've made sure that my family will 
not let it go ... " (Docket No. 246]; 

(4) Plaintiff has filed multiple pleadings of questionable veracity. In the earlier stages of his case 
when he was proceeding with a co-Plaintiff, Plaintiff filed several pleadings which Judges Boland and 
Weinshienk noted were of questionable authenticity [Docket Nos. 3, 4, 6, 10, 11 & 12]. See Order [# 
16) at 2; Order [# 22] at 2; Order [# 26] at 1-2; Order [# 33] at 1. Plaintiff filed an alleged declaration 
from inmate Ronnie Beverly 'Mitten in Plaintiffs handwriting and signed, in all likelihood, by Plaintiff 
[Docket No. 142). The Court has examined the signature of Mr. Beverly contained in a letter 
purported to be filed by Mr. Beverly [Docket No. 328] and notes that the signature in Plaintiffs 
pleading is not similar to Mr. Beverly's signature in the letter. Plaintiff filed a motion in his 
handvvriting asking for an extension of time, which was granted [Docket Nos. 194 & 196]. 
Inexplicably, Plaintiff then filed a motion to strike Docket Nos. 194 and 196, claiming that the earlier 
motion had not been 'Mitten by him and was a forgery [Docket No. 199]. Given this Court's 
overwhelming familiarity with Plaintiffs hanct..vriting, spelling, syntax, and grammar, I rejected 
Plaintiffs contention that the motion was forged and noted that contrary to Plaintiffs argument, "it 
[was] hittily unlikely that these pleadings were drafted and signed by anyone other than Plaintiff." 
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Order[# 202] at 1. Finally, I note that in Plaintiffs Motion for Injunction, Plaintiff claims that he has 
never made any threats against the Court and that he "denys [sic] writing alleged letters" [Docket No. 
304]. However, there is no doubt that the Court has received letters VYritten in Plaintiffs hancw.riting, 
signed by Plaintiff, and sent in envelopes written and addressed by Plaintiff, that contain threats; and 

(5) Plaintiff has a longstanding history of litigious behavior in this District and in other districts across 
the country. Plaintiff has filed thirteen cases since October 2006 in this District alone (four of which 
remain pending), as well as a large number of cases in other federal courts across the country. 8 
Moreover, the Court notes the many Orders that judges of this District have entered addressing 
Plaintiffs malicious and frivolous filings. 9 As noted above, in this case alone, Plaintiff has been 
repeatedly warned by this Court, the preliminary review Court and the District Court. For example, at 
the inception of his case, Judge Boland twice warned Plaintiff that if he continued to inundate the 
Court with borderline malicious filings, his case would be dismissed [Docket Nos. 26 & 33]. Further, 
the Court notes that out of the thirteen cases Plaintiff has filed in this District, he has filed 
approximately seventy motions for injunctive relief, all of which have been denied as having no 
merit. While the quantity of Plaintiffs motions is not necessarily the prevailing concern here, the 
Court notes that the quality of the motions in almost every instance is lacking, evidencing repeated 
violations of Fed. R. Civ. P. 11 and the Court's prior Orders. 

The Court also notes Plaintiffs history of making false statements, not only on this record, but in 
previous cases. Plaintiff submitted a forged document into evidence in 07-cv-00121-WYD-KLM. 
Recommendation [# 192) at 17. Plaintiff also lied under oath at a hearing and in his deposition 
testimony. Id. Plaintiff submitted false pleadings in that case [Docket Nos. 44, 113, 122 & 145), in the 
present case (Docket No. 14], and in 07-cv-00799-WYD-KLM [Docket No. 55]. Further, I note 
Plaintiff's testimony at the May 22, 2009 hearing where he informed the Court that he had been 
sanctioned by the District Court for the Central District of California, Hearing Tr. [# 339] at 
68:22-69:5, but no such court order exists. 

The Court is also mindful of unsolicited letters received by counsel regarding Plaintiffs willingness to 
lie to the Court and enlist others to lie on his behalf. In the Court's estimation, these inmates likely 
gain very little by playing the role of whistle blower and, in fact, likely subject themselves to ridicule 
or worse by other inmates. The Court notes the statements made by Plaintiffs previous co-Plaintiff, 
Mr. Oecshle, that Plaintiff forged his signature on countless pleadings, filed "bogus declarations," and 
"is knowingly & intentionally committing a multitude of Federal Crimes [by filing false documents]" 
(Docket No. 330-3). The Court also notes the statements made by an inmate Plaintiff intended to call 
as a witness at the May 22, 2009 hearing, Mr. Williams. Shortly before the hearing, Mr. Williams 
informed ADX attorney, Ms. Locke, that "[i)nmate Mikeal Glenn Stine ... is a liar & fraud ... and 
he/Stine wanted me to LIE for him at the upcoming 05/22/09 hearing" [Docket No. 330-4). He further 
stated that he "played this inmate Stine to find out the real deal ... now I know ... [that he) is 
planning to get other inmates to lie/testify, etc., for him [including] ... Luke Preacher, ... Ralph 
Gambina, [and] Damonde Nantambul (sic) .... " The credibility of Mr. Oecshle's and Mr. Williams' 
letters have not been tested. However, in relation to Mr. William's letter, the Court notes that the 
three inmates identified in the letter did testify for Plaintiff at the May 22, 2009 hearing and that Mr. 
Williams was originally listed by Plaintiff as a witness on his behalf but was removed by Plaintiff from 
his Vt4tness list just prior to the hearing. 

The Court treats Plaintiffs false filings and allegations that he solicited others to lie on his behalf very 
seriously. In addition, I note that submission of a false document to the Court and suborning perjury 
are criminal acts. See 18 U.S.C. §§ 401, 1622. Further, this is not the first time a federal court has 
addressed Plaintiff's false filings. The Court takes judicial notice that Plaintiff was previously 
convicted of criminal contempt for submitting a document found not to be genuine in an attempt to 
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avoid dismissal of one of his cases. United States v. Stine, 70 F.3d 121 (table) (9th Cir. 1995) 
(unpublished decision), aff'g No. 94-mc-00044-PGR (D. Ariz. Nov. 28, 1994). The Ninth Circuit found 
that "Stine did not have a good faith belief that the exhaustion letter was genuine" and affirmed his 
conviction for criminal contempt. Id. 

Considering the information, evidence, testimony, documents, exhibits and pleadings set forth 
above, the Court finds as follows: 

(1) The testimony presented by Plaintiff at the May 22, 2009 hearing that Defendants are 
destroying his legal mail was not credible;(2) There is no a-edible evidence that Plaintiff prepared 
or sent a response to the Motion to Dismiss to the Court;(3) Defendants had no authority to 
withhold Plaintiffs mail from January to mid-February 2009;(4) There is no credible evidence 
that Defendants are currently withholding or destroying Plaintiffs legal mail;(5) There is credible 
evidence that Plaintiff has filed false pleadings on the record;(6) Plaintiff has maliciously and 
falsely accused the Court and defense counsel of improper conduct;(7) Plaintiff has threatened 
and harassed the Court and defense counset;(8) Plaintiff has inundated the Court with meritless 
and frivolous filings;(9) Plaintiff has failed to comply with three Court Orders regarding the filing 
of his response to the Motion to Dismiss [Docket Nos. 292, 319 & 326]; and(10) Plaintiff has 
failed to comply with at least twelve Court Orders regarding the filing of frivolous, malicious, and 
abusive pleadings. 

In light of the above findings, the Court recommends that several actions be taken to address this 
matter. 

First, the Court recommends that Plaintiffs case be dismissed as a sanction pursuant to Fed. R. Civ. 
P. 41 (b) and 28 U.S.C. § 1915(e)(2)(B)(i). 

Second, the Court recommends that Plaintiff be enjoined from filing future cases in this District. My 
recommendations are addressed below. 

The Court's "discretion to choose a sanction is limited in that the chosen sanction must be both 'just' 
and 'related to the particular "claim" ... at issue .... "' Ehrenhaus v, Reynolds, 965 F .2d 916, 920-21 
(10th Cir. 1992) (citation omitted). In Ehrenhaus, the Tenth Circuit enumerated the factors to be 
considered when evaluating grounds for dismissal of an action. The factors are: "( 1) the degree of 
actual prejudice to the defendant; (2) the amount of interference with the judicial process; ... (3) the 
culpability of the litigant; ( 4) Vvhether the court warned the party in advance that dismissal of the 
action would be a likely sanction for noncompliance; and (5) the efficacy of lesser sanctions." Id. at 
921 (internal quotations and citations omitted); see a/so Gates Rubber Co. v. Banda Chem. Indus., 
167 F .R.D. 90, 101 (D. Colo. 1996). '1D]ismissal is warranted when 'the aggravating factors outweigh 
the judicial system's strong predisposition to resolve cases on their merits."' Ecclesiastes 9:10-11-12, 
Inc, v, LMC Holding Co., 497 F.3d 1135, 1144 (10th Cir. 2007) (quoting Ehrenhaus, 965 F.2d at 921). 
Given that Plaintiff is proceeding prose, the Court must carefully conduct its analysis and consider 
Vvhether "some sanction other than dismissal (with prejudice is appropriate], so that the party does 
not unknowingly lose [his] right of access to the courts .... " Nasious v. Two Unknown BICE Agents, 
492 F .3d 1158, 1163 (10th Cir. 2007) (quoting Ehrenhaus, 965 F .2d at 920 n.3). 

The Court notes that the standards for dismissal pursuant to Rule 41 (b) are essentially the same as 
those utilized for discovery violations. See Mobley v. McCormick, 40 F.3d 337, 340-41 (10th Cir. 
1994) ("[W]e see no principled distinction between sanctions imposed for discovery violations and 
sanctions imposed for noncompliance with other orders [and] ... involuntary dismissals should be 
determined by reference to the Ehrenhaus criteria."). Rule 41 (b) authorizes the Court to dismiss 
Plaintiffs case due to his failure to prosecute his case and failure to comply with Court rules or 
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Orders. Fed. R. Civ. P. 41(b). Finally, although Plaintiff is proceeding prose, he is not immune from 
Rule 41 (b) sanctions. See, e.g., steiner v. Concentra Inc., 195 Fed. Appx. 723, 727-28 (10th Cir. 
2006) (unpublished decision); Clements v. Chapman, 189 Fed. Appx. 688, 692-93 (10th Cir. 2006) 
(unpublished decision). 

I find that Plaintiffs conduct prejudiced Defendants' ability to defend against the accusations lodged 
by Plaintiff in his Complaint. In this regard, the Court notes that Plaintiffs abuses have caused 
Defendants to expend unnecessary resources and time to refute the vdlolly unsupported accusations 
lodged against defense counsel. Defense counsel has also been subjected to unwarranted name 
calling and threats. In addition, the large number of meritless or frivolous pleadings filed in this case, 
to which Defendants were compelled to respond, either via written pleadings or hearing testimony, 
further justifies the Court's finding of prejudice. As a result of Plaintiffs actions, including sending 
threatening letters to the Court and defense counsel, the case has been brought to a virtual standstill 
and has not progressed with any substance toward trial despite the significant amount of time and 
effort expended on it by Defendants. While Defendants' conduct in withholding Plaintiffs mail from 
January to mid-February 2009 contributed to their burden, and unnecessarily complicated these 
proceedings, this conduct is outweighed by Plaintiffs overall litigation abuses. 

I find that Plaintiffs conduct in this case has interfered with the judicial process. Just as Defendants 
are burdened by Plaintiffs abuses so, too, is the Court. The issue here "is respect for the judicial 
process and the law." See Cosby v. Meadors, 351 F .3d 1324, 1326-27 (10th Cir. 2003). Plaintiffs 
unconscionable and slanderous accusations and his continued filing of meritless pleadings, despite 
being warned about such in this case and others, evidences a lack of respect for the Court, 
Defendants, and the judicial process. In addition, Plaintiff's incredible testimony at the evidentiary 
hearing, the unsupported allegations about the status of his legal mail, and the submission of false 
pleadings also justify the Court's finding of judicial interference. Moreover, the Court's continual 
review of Plaintiffs file, the issuance of Orders prompted by Plaintiffs unnecessary and 
noncompliant filings, and the holding of a hearing to address Plaintiffs unsupported allegations 
increases the workload of the Court and interferes with the administration of justice. ''This order is a 
perfect example, demonstrating the substantial time and expense required to perform the legal 
research, analysis, and writing to craft this document." See Lynn v. Roberts, No. 01-cv-3422-MLB, 
2006 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 72562, 2006 WL 2850273, at *7 (D. Kan. Oct. 4, 2006) (unpublished 
decision). 

Plaintiff has, without any reasonable excuse, invented slanderous allegations regarding the Court, 
defense counsel, and Defendants and further subjected the same to unwarranted threats, abuse, and 
accusations. ''The vileness of [P]laintiffs comments speak for themselves." Id. He also has 
needlessly inundated the Court with filings and letters, even after being warned by this Court and 
others that sanctions would result. In regard to Plaintiff's unsupported allegations about the status of 
his legal mail, the Court provided Plaintiff with an opportunity to support his allegations and to submit 
his response to the Motion to Dismiss at the evidentiary hearing. Instead, he presented irrelevant or 
incredible testimony and documents and failed to file his response despite several Court Orders 
requiring him to do so and despite being provided with a unique opportunity to avoid any contact with 
ADX officials whatsoever prior to filing it, by bringing it to the hearing and transmitting it under the 
watchful eye of the Court. 

Considering the record before the Court, including the docket, the hearing testimony and exhibits, 
and Defendants' arguments, the Court believes that Plaintiff fabricated the allegation about the 
current state of his legal mail in an attempt to avoid prosecuting his case after receiving a Motion to 
Dismiss vdlich he could not overcome. As a result, I must conclude that Plaintiffs conduct, which 
was perpetrated throughout the course of this litigation, was willful, and that he is therefore 
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responsible for his litigation abuses. See id. (noting that plaintiffs continued filing of abusive 
pleadings, despite warnings about the same, evidenced 'Mlfulness). ''This factor virtually compels 
dismissal." Id. 

The fact that Plaintiff was warned repeatedly that he risked dismissal for his litigation abuses in this 
case and several of his other pending cases makes it clear that Plaintiff knew, or reasonably should 
have knoVvn, that his litigation abuses would ultimately result in dismissal. See id. (justifying its 
decision to dismiss on the various warnings plaintiff received in his present and other cases). The 
Court also notes that despite warnings given to Plaintiff, he has continued to flood the Court v.1th 
unnecessary, malicious and false filings, indicating to this Court that warnings (and even dismissals 
of other cases on similar grounds) do little to deter Plaintiffs abusive conduct. 

Finally, I conclude that no sanction less than dismissal 'Mth prejudice would be effective. Although 
Plaintiff is proceeding prose, his lack of legal representation does not excuse his abuses here. See 
Garrett v. Selby Connor Maddux & Janer, 425 F.3d 836,841 (10th Cir. 2005) (citing Theriault v. 
Silber, 579 F .2d 302, 303 (5th Cir. 1978)). See generally Green v. Dorrell, 969 F .2d 915, 917 ( 1 0th 
Cir. 1992). Warnings to Plaintiff have been resoundingly unsuccessful. In addition, the Court doubts 
that a monetary sanction would be effective or meaningful to Plaintiff. In summary, Plaintiffs conduct 
has been malicious. He has proceeded \AAthout conscience regarding his unsupported accusations. 
10 Moreover, it is clear to the Court that Plaintiff is Vtholly unconcerned about telling the truth in 
pleadings and while under oath. Under these circumstances, no lesser sanction would be effective. 
Dismissal of this case v.1th prejudice is the appropriate result. 

In addition to the sanction of dismissal, the Court is compelled to address the status of Plaintiffs 
ability to file future prose cases and lodge future baseless accusations in this District. Plaintiff 
already has at least four strikes against him pursuant to 28 U.S. C. § 191 S(g). 11 Despite his inability 
to proceed in forma pauperis, Plaintiff has now enlisted the financial aid of other inmates to allow him 
to proceed undaunted. See, e.g., 09-cv-00298-CMA-MEH. Since 2006, Plaintiff has filed thirteen 
cases in this District, dismissing several of them voluntarily when facing a dispositive motion (but 
only after much effort was expended by the Court and Defendants). Excluding those cases that were 
dismissed on preliminary review, Plaintiffs cases have two things in common: (1) none has been 
found to have merit and (2) all have involved vexatious, frivolous and malicious filing of pleadings 
without legal justification. Although it is clear that Plaintiff believes that he has been treated unfairly 
by various individuals in the federal prison system, executive branch, and the judiciary, "he has 
inappropriately used the federal court system as a means to express his displeasure~ in an abusive, 
malicious, and unconscionable manner. See Penk v. Huber, 07-cv-00607-WYD-MEH, 2007 U.S. 
Dist. LEXIS 74018, 2007 WL 2908425, at "2 (D. Colo. Oct. 3, 2007) (unpublished decision). Plaintiff 
has been frequently warned that his misconduct could lead to an injunction against making future 
filings [Docket Nos. 76, 236 & 240]. Because it is clear that Plaintiff finds unfairness \AAth every action 
taken against him, whether real or imaginary, and does not show any signs of deviating from his 
campaign of harassment, "justice requires this District to follow through with the warning to impose 
restrictions on his ability to file" future federal lawsuits. See id. 

The Court has authority to "enjoin litigants who abuse the court system by harassing their opponents" 
pursuantto 28 U.S.C. § 1651 (a). Tripati v. Beaman, 878 F .2d 351, 352 (10th Cir. 1989). Indeed, 
'lt)here is a strong precedent establishing the inherent power of federal courts to regulate the 
activities of abusive litigants by imposing carefully tailored restrictions .... " Cotner v. Hopkins, 795 
F.2d 900, 902 (10th Cir. 1986). To this end, '"[e]ven onerous conditions' may be imposed upon a 
litigant as long as they are designed to assist the district court in curbing the particular abusive 
behavior involved." Id. (quoting Carter v. United states, 733 F.2d 735, 737 (10th Cir. 1984)). 
Because "(n]o one, rich or poor, is entitled to abuse the judicial process," the Court finds that an 
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injunction restricting Plaintiffs filings is appropriate. See Tripati, 878 F.2d at 353 (noting that ''the 
rig1t of access to the courts is neither absolute nor unconditional ... [and] there is no constitutional 
rig1t ... to prosecute an action that is frivolous or malicious" (citation omitted)). 

'll]njunctions are proper where the litigant's abusive and lengthy history properly is set forth." Id. 
Here, the Court has detailed Plaintiffs history of abusive filings throughout the Recommendation. In 
addition, the Court attaches an appendix summarizing Plaintiffs cases filed in this District and the 
Tenth Circuit Court of Appeals. 'Where a litigant's court access is restricted, guidelines must be set 
forth so that the litigant is aware of what must be done in order to obtain the court's permission to file 
an action." Cromar v. Railey, 43 F.3d 1482 (table) (10th Cir. 1994) (unpublished decision). The 
restrictions proposed by this Court are set forth below: 

Any documents Plaintiff wishes to submit for filing in this District shall be delivered to the Office 
of the Clerk, United States District Court, Alfred A. Arraj United States Courthouse, 901 19th 
Street, Denver, Colorado 80294. As a prerequisite to filing a pro se complaint, including 
complaints where Plaintiff is proceeding as a co-plaintiff, Plaintiff must file THREE 
documents:(1) A P.!.!!!ion titled, "Petition Pursuant to Court Order S®..kin.g_..Leave to File a. 
Pro Se Action,"-a~_$1_l~ted below. Plaintiff shall affix a.COJlll-OUb_e i,IJjUnctionto the 
petition. The petition must contain the following information:( a) a statement ·advisingthe Court 
whether any defendant to the law..uit was a party to, or was any way involved in, any prior 
law..uit involving Plaintiff and, if so, in what capacity;(b) a list of all law..uits in the United States 
District Court for the District of Colorado, the United States Court of Appeal for the Tenth Circuit, 
the United States Supreme Court, as well as any other federal or state court in which Plaintiff 
was or is a party; the name and citation of each case, if applicable, including jurisdiction; his 
involvement in each law..uit; the status of each law..uit; and the disposition;(c) a list of all federal 
or state cases in which a judgment was rendered against Plaintiff, if any; the name and citation 
of each case; the amount of judgment rendered against him, if any; the amount of the judgment 
that remains outstanding; and the reasons why the judgment remains outstanding; and(d) a list of 
all federal or state cases in which a judgment was rendered in favor of Plaintiff, if any; the name 
and citation of each case; the amount of judgment rendered in favor of him, if any; the amount of 
the judgment that remains outstandng; and the reasons why the judgment remains 
outstanding.(2) An affidavit as directed below:The affidavit shall be signed under the penalty 
of perjury, and shall contain the following recitals:(a) that the complaint or claims Plaintiff v,Ashes 
to present never before have been raised by him and disposed of by any federal or state 
court;(b) that to the best of his knowledge the claim or claims are not frivolous or taken in bad 
faith; that the claim or claims are well grounded in fact and warranted by existing law or a good 
faith argument for the extension, modification or reversal of existing law; that the lawsuit is not 
interposed for any improper purpose, such as to harass or to cause unnecessary delay or 
needless increase in the cost of litigation. See Fed. R. Civ. P. 11 ; and( c) that the claim or claims 
are not meant to harass any individual or entity .(3) A copy of the complaint or claims sought 
to be filed in this District on the Court's prisoner complaint form.The complaint or claims 
sought to be filed in this district must comply v,,;th the injunction, Fed. R. Civ. P. 8, all other 
provisions contained in the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, and the United states District Court 
for the District of Colorado Local Rules of Practice (the "Local Rules of Practice") .... "'WHILE 
PLAINTIFF AWAITS APPROVAL OF HIS PETITION, HE SHALL NOT FILE ANY MOTIONS OR 
OTHER PLEADINGS PERTAINING TO THE PETITION UNLESS DIRECTED TO DO 
so.·-·0 PLAINTIFF IS NOT PERMITTED TO HAVE MORE THAN ONE PETITION PENDING 
AT A TIME. IN NO EVENT SHALL PLAINTIFF SUBMIT MORE THAN ONE PETITION PER 
MONTH.0 *The procedure for review of Plaintiffs intended filings should be as 
follows:Whenever Plaintiff submits a petition for leave to file a prose action, the Clerk of the 
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Court, or designated deputies, will accept the documents, mark them received, and immediately 
forward them to the preliminary review unit.The preliminary review unit (prose division), v-ihich is 
currently under the supervision of the Chief District Judge Wiley Y. Daniel, Senior District Judge 
Zita L. Weinshienk, and Magistrate Judge Boyd N. Boland, shall decide whether to approve or 
disprove the petition by considering the following:(1) whether Plaintiff has complied with the 
injunction in all particulars;(2) Vvhether Plaintiffs complaint complies with the Federal Rules of 
Civil Procedure and Local Rules of Practice;(3) whether the complaint is frivolous, abusive, 
harassing, or malicious;(4) whether the claims raised in Plaintiffs complaint have been raised by 
him and disposed of by any federal or state court;(5) Vttiether there has been full compliance with 
Fed. R. Civ. P. 11, and all pleadings and filings do not violate 28 U.S.C. § 1927;(6) whether the 
complaint alleges claims against individuals or entities that may have immunity from suit;(7) 
such other reasonable requirements established by the reviewing judge; and(8) the reviewing 
judge shall not otherwise address the merits of the complaint.Plaintiffs failure to comply with the 
procedures and principles mandated by the injunction shall be sufficient grounds for denying the 
petition.As noted in item (5), disapproval of the petition may be founded upon false recitals in 
any of Plaintiffs filings. If any false statement is made, Plaintiff may be considered in violation of 
the injunction and subject to other orders of the reviewing judge, including appropriate sanctions. 
The provisions contained in Fed. R. Civ. P. 11 and 28 U.S.C. § 1927 are incorporated into this 
injunction. If the reviewing judge enters an order granting the petition, the Clerk of the Court shall 
cause the complaint and materials to be filed as of the date of the order. The assignment of the 
case shall be pursuant to the Local Rules of Practice.The injunction shall not interfere in any way 
with actions, orders, or judgments of any federal court involving Plaintiff which predate the 
injunction.(Taken, in part, from Ketchum v. Cruz, 775 F. Supp. 1399, 1406-08 (D. Colo. 1991), 
aft'd, 961 F.2d 916 (10th Cir. 1992)). 

I respectfully RECOMMEND that Defendants' Motion to Dismiss[# 258] be GRANTED, and that 
Plaintiffs action be DISMISSED WTH PREJUDICE pursuant to Fed. R. Civ. P. 41 (b) and 28 U.S.C. 
§ 1915(e)(2)(B)(i). 12 

I FURTHER RECOMMEND that the Order to Show Cause [# 319] be made ABSOLUTE. 

I FURTHER RECOMMEND that Plaintiff be enjoined from filing future prose cases as set forth 
above. 

I FURTHER RECOMMEND that Plaintiffs Motion for Injunction[# 304] be DENIED. Plaintiff failed to 
carry his burden of proving the probability of irreparable harm. See Schrier, 427 F .3d at 1258. It is 
well established that ~(b]ecause a showing of probable irreparable harm is the single most important 
prerequisite for the issuance of a preliminary injunction, the moving party must first demonstrate that 
such injury is likely before the other requirements for the issuance of an injunction will be 
considered." Dominion Video Satellite, Inc. v. Echostar Satellite Corp., 356 F.3d 1256, 1260 (10th 
Cir. 2004) (citations omitted). Moreover, I have found that the accusations forming the basis for the 
Motion, namely that Defendants are currently destroying or withholding Plaintiffs mail, are incredible 
and unsupported by the record. 

With that being said, the Court does not ignore Defendants' role in prompting the filing of the Motion 
for Injunction. The Court warns Defendants that, without statutory or regulatory support, there is no 
legal basis for them to take similar action against this Plaintiff or any other inmate. Nevertheless, 
Defendants' past conduct does not entitle Plaintiff to prospective relief. See Schrier, 427 F .3d at 
1267 (''The purpose of a preliminary injunction is not to remedy past harm but to protect plaintiff(J 
from irreparable injury that will surely result .... "); Connecticut v_ Massachusetts, 282 U.S. 660, 
674, 51 S. Ct. 286, 75 L. Ed. 602 (1931) (holding that an injunction is only appropriate ''to prevent 
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existing or presently threatened injuries. One will not be i;,anted against something merely feared as 
liable to occur at some indefinite time in the future"). 

I FURTHER ORDER that Plaintiffs Motion to Compel and Motion for Sanctions[# 314) be DENIED 
as moot. 

Pursuantto 28 U.S.C. § 636(b)(1)(C) and Fed. R. Civ. P. 72(b), the parties have 10 days after 
service of this Recommendation to serve and file specific, 'Mitten objections. A party's failure to 
serve and file specific, written objections waives de nova review of the Recommendation by the 
district judge, Fed. R. Civ. P. 72(b); Thomas v. Am, 474 U.S. 140, 147-48, 106 S. Ct. 466, 88 L. Ed. 
2d 435 (1985), and also waives appellate review of both factual and legal questions. In re Key 
Energy Resources Inc., 230 F .3d 1197, 1199-1200 (10th Cir. 2000). A party's objections to this 
Recommendation must be both timely and specific to preserve an issue for de nova review by the 
district court or for appellate review. United States v. One Parcel of Real Property, 73 F.3d 1057, 
1060 (10th Cir. 1996). 

DA TED: June 25, 2009 

BY THE COURT: 

Isl Kristen L. Mix 

Kristen L. Mix 

United States Magistrate Judge 

(1) 06-cv-02105-WYD-PAC. Prose civil rights action against ADX Warden Ron Wiley, Agent Diana 
Krist and Associate Warden J.T. Shartle seeking injunctive relief and damages related to Plaintiffs 
alleged unsafe housing conditions at ADX. Plaintiff voluntarily dismissed his case after the denial of 
his motion for preliminary injunction and while a motion to dismiss his case on the merits was 
pending. The case was pending from October 23, 2006 to May 9, 2007. During that time, Plaintiff 
filed approximately seventy-one motions and letters, the majority of which were denied or rejected, 
including approximately eight motions for injunctive relief. He also filed at least two notices of appeal 
to the Tenth Circuit which did not proceed. 

(2) 07-cv-00102-ZLW. Pro se civil rights action against ADX Warden Ron Wiley, Unit Manager Mark 
Collins, Case Manager Tina Sudlow and Agent Diana Krist seeking an emergency Vvrit of mandamus 
related to Plaintiff's alleged unsafe housing condtions at ADX. The action was dismissed in 
preliminary review as frivolous and malicious pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1915(e)(2)(B)(i). 

(3) 07-cv-00121-WYD-KLM. Prose civil rights action against the United States, ADX Warden Ron 
Wiley and medical official Steven Nafziger seeking injunctive relief and damages related to 
Plaintiffs medical care. Plaintiff voluntarily dismissed his case while a motion to dismiss, a motion 
for sanctions, and a recommendation to dismiss for failure to pay the filing fee were pending. The 
dismissal was converted to a dismissal 'Mth prejudice pursuant to Fed. R. Civ. P. 11 and 28 U.S. C. § 
1915(e)(2)(B)(i). The case was pending from January 8, 2007 to June 24, 2008. During that time, 
Plaintiff filed approximately forty-seven motions and letters, the majority of which were denied or 
rejected, includng approximately five motions for injunctive relief. He also filed at least one notice of 
appeal to the Tenth Circuit which did not proceed. 

(4) 07-cv-00799-WYD-KLM. Prose civil rights and Federal Tort Claims action against ADX Warden 
Ron Wiley, medical official Steven Nafziger, Case Manager George Knox, Nurse Osagie, Officer 
Jenkins and Lt. Swanson seeking injunctive relief and damages related to Plaintiff's medcal care 
and an alleged assault against him. The tort claim was dismissed for failure to exhaust and the civil 
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rights claims were dismissed on summary judgment following a review of the merits. The case was 
pending from April 11, 2007 to September 22, 2008. During that time, Plaintiff filed approximately 
forty-nine motions and letters, the majority of Ydlich were denied or rejected, including approximately 
nine motions for injunctive relief. Due to Plaintiffs frivolous filings, Plaintiff was prohibited from filing 
motions without leave of Court. 

(5) 07-cv-01248-ZLW. Prose civil rights action against ADX Warden Ron Wiley, medical official 
steven Nafziger and Nurse Osagie seeking injunctive relief and damages related to Plaintiff's 
medical care. Plaintiff voluntarily dismissed the case during the preliminary review phase because of 
its overlap with 07-cv-00799-WYD-KLM. The case was pending from June 4, 2007 to August 2, 
2007. During that time, Plaintiff filed nine motions and letters, all of Ydlich were denied or rejected, 
including three motions for injunctive relief. 

(6) 07-cv-01250-WYD-KMT. Prose civil rights action against ADX Warden Ron Wiley seeking 
injunctive relief and damages related to regulatory and constitutional violations with respect to 
Plaintiff's housing at ADX. The action was dismissed on a motion to dismiss, to which Plaintiff did not 
respond. The case was pending from June 6, 2007 to September 18, 2008. During that ti me, Plaintiff 
filed eighteen motions and letters, the majority of Ydlich were denied or rejected, including one 
motion for injunctive relief. 

(7) 07-cv-0 1839-WYD-KLM. Pro se civil rights action against ADX Warden Ron Wiley, BOP Director 
Harley Lappin and Regional Director Michael Nalley seeking injunctive relief related to the condtions 
of Plaintiffs confinement at ADX. This action has been pending since August 27, 2007. This case is 
discussed extensively in the text of the Recommendation. 

(8) 07-cv-02203-WYD-KLM. Prose civil rights action against ADX Warden Ron Wiley and medical 
official steven Nafziger seeking injunctive relief and damages related to Plaintiff's medcal care. This 
action has been pending since October 9, 2007. A portion of a single claim for injunctive relief 
remains following adjudication of a motion to dismiss. Since the case's filing, Plaintiff has filed 
approximately fifty-three motions and letters, the majority of Vvhich were denied or rejected, including 
approximately eleven motions for injunctive relief. A motion to dismiss as a sanction similar to the 
one at issue here and involving similar conduct and pleadings is pending to which Plaintiff did not 
respond. 

(9) 08-cv-00164-WYD-KLM. Prose civil rights action against ADX Warden Ron Wiley, BOP Director 
Harley Lappin and Regional Director Michael Nalley seeking injunctive relief and damages related to 
the conditions of Plaintiff's confinement at ADX. This was dismissed with prejudice pursuant to the 
parties' stipulation of dismissal while a Recommendation to clsmiss the case on its merits was 
pending. The action was pending from January 16, 2008 to June 9, 2009. During that time, Plaintiff 
filed approximately thirty-eight motions and letters, the majority of 'Mlich were denied or rejected, 
inclucing approximately ten motions for injunctive relief. He also filed at least one notice of appeal to 
the Tenth Circuit which was voluntarily dismissed. 

(10) 08-cv-00298-ZLW. Pro se civil rights action against ADX Unit Manage Mark Collins, Case 
Manager Tina Sudlow and Case Manager George Knox seeking a petition for writ of mandamus 
related to Plaintiff's desire to converse freely with other inmates. The action was dismissed as 
frivolous and malicious pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1915(e)(2)(B)(i). Plaintiff filed a notice of appeal to 
the Tenth Circuit, which was resolved on its merits against Plaintiff. 

(11) 09-cv-00278-CMA-MEH. Prose civil rights action against ADX Warden Ron Wiley, Associate 
Warden J. Fox, Lt. Manley, Lt. J.O. Walters, Unit Manager Mark Collins, Case Manager George 
Knox, Officer Bream, Case Manager Tina Sudlow, Officer Manspeaker, Officer Batulis, Lt. Rivers, 
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Agent Diana Krist and USP-Marion Warden BA Bledsoe seeking injunctive relief and damages 
regarding the conditions of multiple inmates' confinement at ADX. The action has been pencing 
since February 10, 2009. Since the case's filing, Plaintiff has filed approximately fifteen motions and 
letters, including three motions for injunctive relief which remain pending. 

(12) 09-cv-00665-ZLW. Prose civil rights action against San Bernadina County Jail officials Lt. 
Trotter, Sgt. Florence and Sgt. Mahoney seeking injunctive relief regarding the status of Plaintiffs 
mail. The action was dismissed in preliminary review because Plaintiff failed to pay his filing fee and 
can no longer proceed in forma pauperis. 

(13) 09-cv-00933-BNB. Prose petition for writ of habeas corpus pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 2241 
against ADX Warden Ron Wiley seeking expungement of disciplinary conviction, damages, and 
attorney's fees. The case remains in preliminary review. ln Respondents' preliminary response they 
argue that the petition should be cismissed for failure to exhaust. 

Footnotes 

Plaintiff was initially proceeding lNith a co-Plaintiff, Raymond Oecshle. Mr. Oecshle has voluntarily 
dismissed his claims [Docket No. 221] and, as v.,;11 be discussed later, has accused Plaintiff of filing 
false pleadings on the record [Docket No. 330-3]. Plaintiffs case also initially contained an Eighth 
Amendment claim which has been dismissed (Docket No. 254]. 
2 

The Court notes that Plaintiff has actually filed twenty motions for injunctive relief. Seven were 
denied without prejudice, and Plaintiff was permitted to consolidate the allegations contained therein 
in a single pleading [Docket No. 299]. Those allegations are now contained in Plaintiff's Motion for 
Injunction at issue here. 
3 

The Court knows of no authority authorizing Defendants to take this action while awaiting approval 
from regional counsel to place Plaintiff on special legal mail status, nor have Defendants cited any 
authority. 
4 

The Court has reviewed Plaintiff's mail log exhibits and notes that although they purport to convey a 
contemporaneous list of the mailings sent by Plaintiff over a period of time, the exhibits do not have 
the earmarks of documents containing entries made on an event-by-event basis. Rather, the 
documents appear to have been created in one sitting, meaning there are no deviations in 
penmanship, changes in the thickness of the handvmting, or similar detail suggesting that the 
documents were truly created contemporaneously lNith Plaintiffs mailings. Moreover, even if the mail 
logs reflect an accurate depiction of Plaintiffs mailings, they are incomplete and cover only the time 
period from March 9, 2009 to May 15, 2009. 
5 

Plaintiff filed a civil rights action in the Central District of California which involves alleged First, Fifth 
and Eighth Amendment violations, 5:08-cv-00251-RGK-MLG. The Court has reviewed the docket in 
that case and has been unable to locate an order imposing sanctions upon Plaintiff. Moreover, I note 
the lenience of the Magistrate Judge presiding over that case, Hon. Marc L Goldman, in that Judge 
Goldman crecited Plaintiffs contention that Defendants were delaying Plaintiffs mail from January to 
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mid-February 2009 and extended Plaintiffs deadline to respond to outstanding discovery requests 
[Docket Nos. 89 & 91 ]. In short, I ascertain no prejudice or injury to Plaintiff regarding the status of 
his mail from the face of the docket and note that Plaintiffs testimony that sanctions have been 
imposed lacks factual support. See Hearing Tr. [# 339] at 68:22-69:5. 
6 

The Court notes that since the date of the hearing, Plaintiff has sent three pleadings to the Court 
[Docket Nos. 336, 340 & 343], two of .....tiich were motions .....tiich contained inflammatory information 
and were stricken for lack of relevance and support [Docket No. 342], but the Court has not received 
Plaintiff's response to the Motion to Dismiss. 
7 

Interestingly, Plaintiff also accused another Magistrate Judge of having an inappropriate relationship 
with Ms. Padden. That accusation was found to be entirely without merit and malicious. See, e.g., 
07-cv-00121-WYO-KLM (Docket Nos. 213 at 3-5 & 192 at 17-18). 
8 

The Court takes judicial notice of the complaint filed by Plaintiff in 08-cv-00298-ZLW, vmerein 
Plaintiff provides his past and current federal la\Wl.lits in what purports to be an exhaustive list 
[Docket No. 3). At the time of its filing, Plaintiff had twenty-seven past and present federal actions. 
Since that time Plaintiff has filed three additional cases in this District. These numbers do not also 
include the number of appeals Plaintiff has filed to date. In addition to this Court, the Court notes that 
Plaintiff has filed cases in the Southern District of Texas, District of Arizona, the Western District of 
Kentucky, the Middle District of Florida, the Eastern District of Florida, the Southern District of 
Illinois, the Western District of Missouri, the District of South Carolina, the Southern District of 
California, and the Central District of California. As noted earlier, the Court takes judicial notice that 
Plaintiff has at least one pending case in the Central District of California v-ihich was filed on 
February 29, 2008, 5:08-cv-00251-RGK-MLG. /J,s a result of the Court's review of Plaintiffs filings 
across districts, the Court notes that Plaintiff appears to have at least six pending cases: four in this 
District, one in the Southern District of Texas, and one in the Central District of California. 
9 

The following represent only a sample of Orders that have been issued against Plaintiff that speak to 
this issue. In 07-cv-00121-WYO-KLM, the Court denied Plaintiffs motion because it contained "at 
least one untruthful statement" [Docket No. 212]. The Court also sanctioned Plaintiff for filing 
unnecessary pleadings [Docket No. 190]. The Court found that Plaintiff had committed 
"contumacious behavior," had lied under oath, had filed false pleadings, and had submitted a forged 
document into evidence. In 07-cv-00799-WYO-KLM, Plaintiff was warned about the "malicious 
attempts by Plaintiff to inundate the Court with unnecessary filings" [Docket No. 22). Plaintiff was 
also sanctioned by this Court for his continued filing of the same motion by striking the redundant 
documents and requiring that Plaintiff seek leave of the Court before filing any new motion [Docket 
No. 106]. In 07-cv-01248-ZLW, Plaintiff was cautioned about "his filings [vmich were] for the most 
part unnecessary and [were] a malicious attempt to inundate the Court" [Docket No. 12]. In 
07-cv-02203-WYD-KLM, the COUFHwice struck noncompliant pleadings filed by Plaintiff [Docket 
Nos. 142 & 188]. The District Judge also determined that "Plaintiff cannot i !iJlore warnings of the 
Court and file [inappropriate pleadings]. .. [vmich] make• unfounded and conclusory statements ... " 
[Docket No. 1 02]. Further, the District Judge found objections filed by Plaintiff to be ''frivolous" 
[Docket No. 64]. In 09-cv-00278-CMA-MEH, Plaintiff was warned about his "obligation to file specific, 
non-frivolous pleadings that comply with both local and federal court rules" (Docket No. 77]. 
10 
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Plaintiff has also sent letters to Senator John McCain containing unsupported and malicious 
accusations directed at the Court and defense counsel [Docket Nos. 123 & 139]. 
11 

The four known strikes were issued in 07-cv-581-PHX-PGR (MHB) (D. Ariz.) where the Court held 
that Plaintiff's Complaint failed to state a claim, in Civil Action No. 07-cv-00102-ZLW [Docket No. 6] 
and Civil Action No. 08-cv-00298-ZLW (Docket No. 7] where the Court dismissed Plaintiffs cases as 
frivolous and malicious, and in 07-cv-00121-WYD-KLM [Docket No. 213] where the Court dismissed 
his case as malicious. 
12 

The Court need only provide a brief basis for its recommendation to dismiss Plaintiffs action as 
malicious. See Boag v. MacDouga/1, 454 U.S. 364, 365 n.1, 102 S. Ct. 700, 70 L. Ed. 2d 551 (1982). 
The Court notes that the egregious conduct Vvhich justifies the Court's recommendation for dismissal 
v,,ith prejudice as a Rule 41(b) sanction also fully supports the Court's recommendation to categorize 
Plaintiff's case as malicious. See generally Hawkinson v. Montoya, 283 Fed. Appx. 659, 662-67 (10th 
Cir. July 7, 2008) (unpublished decision) (upholding dismissal of case pursuant to both § 1915 and 
Rule 41(b) based on the same conduct); Kettering v. Chaves, No. 07-cv-01575-CMA-KLM, 2008 U.S. 
Dist. LEXIS 91526, 2008 WL 4877005, at **1, 21 n.4 (D. Colo. Nov. 12, 2008) (unpublished decision) 
(dismissing plaintiffs case pursuant to§ 1915 and Rule 41(b) due to "Plaintiffs pattern of 
unacceptable and abusive behavior''); Taylor v. Chicago Police Dep't, No. 07-cv-5097, 2008 U.S. 
Dist. LEXIS 47204, 2008 WL 2477694, at *4 (N.D. Ill. June 18, 2008) (unpublished decision) 
(dismissing plaintiffs case pursuant to§ 1915 and Rule 41(b) regarding the same malicious 
conduct). 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLORADO 

Magistrate Judge Craig B. Shaffer 

Civil Action: 11-cv-00109-WJM-CBS 
Date: April 12, 2013 

Parties: 

MIKEAL GLENN STINE, 

Plaintiff, 

V. 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS, 
MR. DA YID ALLRED, Clinical Dir. ADX, 
MR. BLAKE DA VIS, Warden ADX, 
MR. MUNSON, Associate Warden ADX, 
MR. A. OSAGIE, Physician Assist. ADX, 
MR. R. HUDDLESTON, EMT/ADX, 
MR. SMITH, Assist. Health Services 
Administrator, 
MR. MANSPEAKER, Corr. Officer ADX, 

Defendants. 

FTR - Reporter Deck - Courtroom A402 
Courtroom Deputy: Ellen E. Miller 

Counsel: 

Pro Se (by Telephone) 

J. Benedict Garcia 

COURTROOM MINUTES/MINUTE ORDER 

HEARING: RULE 16(b) SCHEDULING CONFERENCE 
Court in session: 10:04 a.m. 
Court calls case. Appearances of Pro Se plaintiff and defense counsel. Also present for 
defendants is Bureau of Prisons representative, Clay Cook. 

As the case is called, Plaintiff advises the Court he wishes to discuss settlement of the case in its 
entirety. Therefore, the Scheduling Conference is vacated and the time is utilized for settlement 
discussions. 

10:06 a.m. The Court goes off the record to discuss settlement with the parties. 
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11:12a.m. The Court is back on the record. 

A full settlement has been reached. The Settlement Agreement is accepted by the Court and both sides. 

It is ORDERED: 

It is ORDERED: 

It is ORDERED: 

It is ORDERED: 

It is ORDERED: 

It is ORDERED: 

It is ORDERED: 

It is ORDERED: 

The unopposed THIRD AMENDED VERIFIED PRISONER COMPLAINT 
tendered to the Court is accepted for filing and shall be filed by the Clerk of the 
Court as of this date. 

Plaintiff's ORAL MOTION to withdraw all pending motions is, with no objects, 
GRANTED. Therefore, 

Plaintiff's MOTION FOR CHANGE OF VENUE AND APPOINTMENT OF 
COUNSEL [Docket No. 339, filed March 04, 2013] is WITHDRAWN. 

Plaintiffs VERIFIED MOTION TO EXPEDITE MOTION FOR 
PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION No. 340 [Docket No. 345. filed March 20, 
2013] is WITHDRAWN. 

Plaintiff's VERIFIED MOTION FOR AFFIRMATIVE AND OR 
MANDATORY INJUNCTION [Docket No. 347, filed April 01, 2013] is 
WITHDRAWN. 

Plaintiff's MOTION REQUESTING EVIDENTIARY HEARING ON 
VERIFIED MOTTON FOR PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION DOC. 340 DATED 
MARCH 4rn 2013 AND REQUEST THE COURT ACCEPT ADDITIONAL 
EXHIBIT (A) ATTACHED HERETO IN SUPPORT OF 340 !Docket No. 349, 
filed April 03, 2013] is WITHDRAWN. 

Plaintiff's VERIFIED MOTION FOR PROHIBITORY INJUNCTION I AND 
REQUEST FOR EVIDENTIARY HEARING WITH EXPEDITED 
CONSIDERATION DUE IRREPARABLE INJURY AND IMMINENT 
DANGER [Docket No. 351, filed April 05, 2013] is WITHDRAWN. 

Plaintiff's MOTION REQUESTING THE COURT ACCEPT SUPPLEMENT 
EVJDENCE/EXHTBlT (A) IN SUPPORT OF PENDING MOTION FOR 
PROHIB TTORY INJUNCTION [Docket No. 353, filed Apri 1 10, 2013] is 
WITHDRAWN. 

In his Order [Docket No. 342) entered March 07, 2013, Judge Martinez ordered that Plaintiff's 
Verified Motion for Emergency Temporary Restraining Order and/or Preliminary Injunction is 
denied to the extent it seeks a temporary restraining order. The portion of the Motion seeking a 
preliminary injunction is referred to United Stales Magistrate Judge Craig B. Shaffer for any 
appropriate proceedings. 

It is ORDERED: That portion of Plaintiff's MOTION ... FOR PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION 
!Docket No. 340, filed March 04, 20131 is DENIED AS MOOT. 
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Parties anticipate fmihwith filing a Stipulated Motion to Dismiss. 

Hearing concluded. 

Court in recess: 11 : 17 a. m. 

Total In-Court Time: 0 I: 13 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLORADO 

Judge William J. Martinez 

Civil Case No. 11-cv-0109-WJM-CBS 

MIKEAL GLENN STINE, 

Plaintiff, 
V. 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

Defendant. 

ORDER GRANTING STIPULATED MOTION TO DISMISS 

This matter comes before the Court on the Parties' Stipulated Motion to Dismiss 

filed April 12, 2013 (ECF No. 359). The Court having reviewed the Motion and being 

fully advised hereby ORDERS as follows: 

The Parties' Stipulated Motion to Dismiss is GRANTED. The above-captioned 

matter is DISMISSED WITH PREJUDICE. Each party shall pay his or its own attorney's 

fees and costs. 

Dated this 12th day of April, 2013. 

William J. fn z 
United States Di trict Judge 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLORADO 

Judge William J. Martfnez 

Civil Action No. 11-cv-00109-WJM-CBS 

MIKEAL GLENN STINE, 

Plaintiff, 

V. 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS (Agency), 
MR. DAVID ALLRED, Clinical Dir. ADX, 
MR. BLAKE DAVIS, Warden ADX, 
MR. MUNSON, Associate Warden ADX, 
MR. A. OSAGIE, Physician Assist. ADX, 
MR. R. HUDDLESTON, EMT/ADX, 
MR. SMITH, Assist. Health Services Administrator, 
MR. MANSPEAKER, Corr. Officer ADX, 

Defendants. 

FINAL JUDGMENT 

Pursuant to and in accordance with Fed. R. Civ. P. 58(a), the orders entered 

during the course of proceedings in this case, and the Order Adopting Magistrate 

Judge's Recommendation And Granting Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment, 

entered by the Honorable William J. Martinez, United States District Judge, on March 

15, 2012, 

IT lS ORDERED that 

1. Magistrate Judge Craig B. Shaffer's Recommendation [ECF No. 281] is 

ACCEPTED; 

2. Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment (ECF No. 213) is GRANTED; 

3. Plaintiff's Second Amended Complaint [ECF No. 153] is DISMISSED 
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WITHOUT PREJUDICE for failure to exhaust. 

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED THAT Final Judgment is entered for Defendants 

and against the Plaintiff. Each party shall bear their own costs. 

Dated at Denver, Colorado this 19th day of March 2012. 

FOR THE COURT: 

GREGORY C. LANGHAM, CLERK 

By: s/ Edward P. Butler 
Edward P. Butler, Deputy Clerk 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLORADO 

Judge William J. Martinez 

Civil Action No. 11-cv-00109-WJM-CBS 

MIKEAL GLENN STINE, 

Plaintiff, 

V. 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS (Agency), 
MR DAVID ALLRED, Clinical Dir. ADX, 
MR BLAKE DAVIS, Warden ADX, 
MR MUNSON, Associate Warden ADX, 
MR. A OSAGIE, Physician Assist. ADX, 
MR. R. HUDDLESTON, EMT/ADX, 
MR. SMITH, Assist. Health Services Administrator, 
MR. MANSPEAKER, Corr. Officer ADX, 

Defendants. 

ORDER ADOPTING MAGISTRATE JUDGE'S RECOMMENDATION AND 
GRANTING DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 

Plaintiff Mikeal Glenn Stine brings claims against the above-listed Defendants, all 

of whom are employees of the United States Bureau of Prisons, alleging that they violated 

his Eighth Amendment right to be free from cruel and unusual punishment by failing to 

provide adequate dental care. (ECF No. 153.) On September 14, 2011, Defendants filed 

a Motion for Summary Judgment ("Motion") arguing that Plaintiff had failed to exhaust his 

administrative remedies. (ECF No. 213.) The Court referred the Motion to Magistrate 

Judge Craig 8. Shaffer for a recommended decision. (ECF No. 214.) On February 10, 

2012, Magistrate Judge Shaffer issued his Recommendation that the Motion be granted 

("Recommendation"). (ECF No. 281.) Plaintiff filed timely objections. (ECF No. 287.) 
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The Motion, the Re commend a ti on, and Plaintiff's Objections a re currently before the 

Court. For the reasons set forth below, Plaintiff's Objections are overruled, Magistrate 

Judge Shaffer's Recommendation is adopted, and the Motion is granted. Additionally, the 

Court adopts the Recommendation with respect to various other motions that Plaintiff has 

filed. 

I. LEGAL STANDARD 

When a magistrate judge issues a recommendation on a dispositive matter such 

as a motion for summary judgment, Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 72(b)(3) requires 

that the district court judge "determine de nova any part of the magistrate judge's 

[recommendation] that has been properly objected to." Fed. R. Civ. P. 72(b)(3). In 

conducting its review, "[t]he district court judge may accept, reject, or modify the 

recommendation; receive further evidence; or return the matter to the magistrate judge 

with instructions." Id. 

Summary judgment is appropriate only if there is no genuine issue of material 

fact and the moving party is entitled to judgment as a matter of law. Fed. R. Civ. P. 

56(c); Celotex Corp. v. Catrett, 477 U.S. 317,322 (1986); Henderson v. Inter-Chem 

Coal Co., Inc., 41 F.3d 567,569 (1oth Cir. 1994). Whether there is a genuine dispute 

as to a material fact depends upon whether the evidence presents a sufficient 

disagreement to require submission to a jury or conversely, is so one-sided that one 

party must prevail as a matter of law. Anderson v. Liberty Lobby, 477 U.S. 242, 248-49 

(1986); Stone v. Autoliv ASP, Inc., 210 F.3d 1132 (1oth Cir. 2000); Carey v. U.S. Postal 

Service, 812 F.2d 621,623 (10th Cir. 1987). 

-2-
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A fact is "material" if it pertains to an element of a claim or defense; a factual 

dispute is "genuine" if the evidence is so contradictory that if the matter went to trial, a 

reasonable party could return a verdict for either party. Anderson, 477 U.S. at 248. 

The Court must resolve factual ambiguities against the moving party, thus favoring the 

right to a trial. Quaker State Mini-Lube, Inc. v. Fireman's Fund Ins. Co., 52 F.3d 1522, 

1527 (10th Cir. 1995); Houston v. Nat'/ General Ins. Co., 817 F.2d 83, 85 (10th Cir. 

1987). 

II. FACTUAL BACKGROUND 

Neither party objects to the recitation of facts set forth by the Magistrate Judge in 

the "Background" section of the Recommendation. (Rec. at 2-4.) Accordingly, the 

Court adopts and incorporates the Background section of the Recommendation as if set 

forth herein. To the extent any additional facts are necessary for the Court's resolution 

of the summary judgment motion, such facts will be set forth in the analysis section 

below. 

Ill. ANALYSIS 

The Magistrate Judge found that Plaintiff had failed to exhaust his administrative 

remedies and, therefore, Defendants were entitled to summary judgment. (Rec. at 17.) 

The Prison Litigation Reform Act (PLRA) requires exhaustion of all "available" 

remedies. See 42 U.S.C. § 1997e(a). To be "available" under the PLRA, a remedy 

must afford "the possibility of some relief for the action complained of." Booth v. 

Churner, 532 U.S. 731, 738 (2001). The Tenth Circuit has previously recognized that an 

administrative remedy is not "available" under the PLRA if "prison officials prevent, 

-3-
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thwart, or hinder a prisoner's efforts to avail himself of [the] administrative remedy." 

Little v. Jones, 607 F.3d 1245, 1250 (10th Cir. 2010); see also Jernigan v. Stuche/1, 304 

F.3d 1030, 1032 (10th Cir. 2002) (holding that a prison official's failure to respond to a 

grievance within prescribed time limit renders an administrative remedy unavailable). 

Based on this principle, the Court must "ensure that any defects in exhaustion [are] not 

procured from the action or inaction of prison officials." Aquilar-Avellaveda v. Terrell, 

478 F.3d 1223, 1225 (10th Cir. 2007). 

The PLRA's requirement that an inmate exhaust all available administrative 

remedies before initiating suit is "mandatory," whether or not such remedies "meet 

federal standards." Woodford v. Ngo, 548 U.S. 81 (2006). This "exhaustion 

requirement applies to all inmate suits about prison life, whether they involve general 

circumstances or particular episodes, and whether they allege excessive force or some 

other wrong." Porter v. Nussle, 534 U.S. 516, 532 (2002). 

Plaintiff objects to the Magistrate Judge's finding that he failed to exhaust his 

administrative remedies. Though somewhat rambling, his arguments boil down to the 

following: (1) the Bureau of Prison's ("BOP") policy of only allowing one informal 

resolution to be pursued at a time excuses his failure to exhaust; and (2) Defendants' 

verbal statements and actions excused his failure to exhaust. The Court will discuss 

each of Plaintiff's arguments in turn below. 

A. BOP Policy 

The first step in the BOP's administrative remedy process requires that a 

prisoner informally present the issue to staff. 28 C.F.R. § 542.13(a). In Plaintiff's unit, 
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that typically occurs when the prisoner completes an Informal Resolution form. Plaintiff 

has submitted evidence showing that BOP has a policy of only issuing one Informal 

Resolution form at a time. (ECF No. 242-2.) The purpose of this policy is "to ensure 

issues are thoroughly investigated and adequate time is allowed for informal resolution." 

(Id.) 

Plaintiff argues that this policy prevented him from being able to adequately 

exhaust his administrative remedies. (Obj. at 5.) The Magistrate Judge did not address 

this argument in the Recommendation. Therefore, the Court looks at this issue anew. 

In support of this claim, Plaintiff cites Rhodan v. Schofield, 2007 WL 1810147 

(N.D. Ga. June 19, 2007), and argues that it holds that the BOP policy of only allowing 

one informal grievance at a time excuses a prisoner from exhausting his administrative 

remedies. However, Rhodan does not address the one grievance policy; rather, the 

court found that administrative remedies were unavailable to a prisoner because prison 

officials affirmatively misled him as to the grievance policy. Id. at *6-7. The Court finds 

that Rhodan is not instructive here. 

Plaintiff fails to cite any additional authority for his claim and the Court finds not 

merit in his argument. If a prisoner is pursuing a case that involves multiple claims, the 

Court could see how the BOP policy of only issuing on Informal Resolution form at a 

time could hinder the prisoner's ability to exhaust his administrative remedies. This is 

especially true given the short time constraints typically associated with the prison 

grievance system. However, the instant action involves only one claim-that Plaintiff 

was denied constitutionally adequate dental care. (ECF No. 153.) Therefore, the Court 

fails to see how the BOP policy of only issuing one Informal Resolution at a time could 
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have interfered with Plaintiff's ability to exhaust his administrative remedies on his 

dental care claim. Accordingly, the Court finds that Plaintiff has failed to show a 

genuine dispute of fact as to whether the BOP's one Informal Resolution policy made 

his administrative remedies unavailable such that his non-exhaustion is excused. 

B. Defendants' Representations and Actions 

The Magistrate Judge found that Plaintiff had failed to show that Defendants 

interfered with Plaintiff's ability to exhaust his administrative remedies. (Rec. at 16-17.) 

Plaintiff objects and argues: (1) he was denied grievance forms by Defendants; and (2) 

Defendants made affirmative representations to him that excuse his non-compliance 

with the exhaustion requirements. The Court will address each of these arguments 

below. 

1. Denial of Grievance Forms 

Plaintiff alleges that he submitted evidence showing that he was denied 

grievance forms by prison officials. (Obj. at 2-3.) In support of his opposition to the 

Motion, Plaintiff submitted declarations from Mark Allen, Terry Nichols, Tim Hume, 

Richard Nunes, and Willie Clark. (ECF Nos. 242-1; 242-3; 147 at 3-5.) Allen, Nichols, 

Hume, and Clark state that they heard Plaintiff request administrative remedy forms 

from individuals named Foster, Sudlow, and Rangel. (Id.) The declarations state that, 

instead of providing Plaintiff with the requested forms, these individuals walked away 

and ignored him. (Id.) 

The Magistrate Judge found that these declarations constituted inadmissible 

hearsay and refused to consider them. (Rec. at 14.) Plaintiff objects to this finding and 

contends that the declarations were based on each declarant's personal knowledge 
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and that the declarants were eye-witnesses to the events described. (Obj. at 2; 7-8.) 

The Tenth Circuit has held: "hearsay testimony that would be inadmissible at trial 

cannot be used to defeat a motion for summary judgment." Adams v. Amer. Guar. And 

Liab. Ins. Co., 233 F.3d 1242, 1246 (10th Cir. 2000). The Federal Rules of Evidence 

define "hearsay" as "a statement that: (1) the declarant does not make while testifying 

at the current trial or hearing; and (2) a party offers in evidence to prove the truth of the 

matter asserted in the statement." Fed. R. Evid. 801 (c). Allen, Nichols, Hume, and 

Clark's statements that they heard Plaintiff ask for administrative remedy forms are 

hearsay. They are recounting Plaintiff's statements made outside of the courtroom and 

they are offered for the truth of the matter asserted, i.e. that Plaintiff requested 

administrative grievance forms. Accordingly, the Magistrate Judge correctly refused to 

consider these statements in making his Recommendation on the Motion. Therefore, 

the declarations do not show a dispute of fact as to whether Plaintiff was denied access 

to the administrative process. 

Plaintiff contends that, because his Second Amended Complaint was verified, he 

has submitted evidence sufficient to meet his burden of showing the Defendants' 

refused to provide him the forms required to exhaust his administrative remedies. 

However, the Court has reviewed the Second Amended Complaint and finds no 

allegation therein regarding Plaintiff being denied administrative grievance forms. (ECF 

No. 153.) Plaintiff points to no other evidence in the record supporting his contention 

that he was denied access to the required forms. Rather, the record contains evidence 

showing that, si nee June 1 , 201 0, Plain tiff filed at I east twenty-two administrative 

grievances on the forms that he alleges he was denied. (ECF No. 242-11.) This 
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evidence hardly supports Plaintiff's contention that he was denied access to these 

forms on any type of sustained basis. Accordingly, the Court finds that Plaintiff has 

failed to meet his burden of showing that Defendants interfered with his administrative 

remedies by failing to provide the necessary forms. Morgan v. Franklin, 2008 WL 

1925080, * 5 (W. D. 0 kla. Apri I 29, 2008) (prisoner has bu rd en to show th at defendants 

thwarted his efforts to exhaust his administrative remedies). 

2. Defendants' Representations to Plaintiff 

Plaintiff also alleges that he presented evidence showing that two 

Defendants-Munson and Davis-told him that he did not need to file an administrative 

grievance on his dental issues and that these representations excuse his failure to 

exhaust. (Obj. at 6-7.) The Magistrate Judge found that the evidence in the record was 

not specific enough to meet Plaintiff's burden of showing that his failure to exhaust 

should be excused. (Rec. at 15-16.) 

"An administrative remedy is not 'available,' and therefore need not be 

exhausted, if prison officials erroneously inform an inmate that the remedy does not 

exist or inaccurately describe the steps he needs to take to pursue it." Pavey v. Conley, 

663 F.3d 899, 906 (7th Cir. 2011 ); see also Dillon v. Rogers, 596 F.3d 260, 268 (5th 

Cir. 2010); Curtis v. Timberlake, 436 F.3d 709, 712 (7th Cir. 2005); Brown v. Croak, 312 

F. 3d 109, 112-13 (3d Cir. 2002). The Tenth Circuit has made clear that a prisoner 

must exhaust his administrative remedies before filing suit. Ruppert v. Aragon, 448 F. 

App'x 862, 863 (2012) ("Since the PLRA makes exhaustion a precondition to filing a 

suit, an action brought before administrative remedies are exhausted must be 
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dismissed[.]"). It follows that a prisoner claiming that he was excused from exhausting 

his administrative remedies must show that such occurred before he commenced the 

litigation. 

The evidence in the record on this point comes from Plaintiff's verified Second 

Amended Complaint and is as follows: 

During the month of Jan. 2011 Mr. Blake Davis and Mr. 
Munson/Associate Warden making weekly security rounds 
stopped at my cell and stated we will take care of it (no need 
to tell the Court or file anything) I advised that Mr. Foster: 
Mr. Madison filing in for Mr. Foster and Ms. Tena Sudlow 
had all refused me administrative remedies on being refused 
Dental since 11-28-2010 and medical on my knee since Jan 
3rd 2011, Mr. Munson and Davis stated well there's no need 
we will take care of it, I told them I can take this to the Court 
because them refusing me the administrative remedies 
makes the administrative remedy process unavailable, they 
stated were [sic] going to get you some help that never 
came. 

(ECF No. 153 at 7-8.) 

The Court finds that this evidence fails to show a dispute of fact as to whether 

Plaintiff was excused from exhausting his administrative remedies before he filed suit. 

Plaintiff alleges that he complained of not getting care for his knee since January 3, 

2011. (Id.) Thus, the exchange between Munson and Davis must have occurred 

sometime after this date. However, Plaintiff has not specified that Munson and Davis 

made these statements before he signed and submitted his initial Complaint on January 

7, 2011. (ECF No. 153 at 7-8; see also ECF No. 1.) Plaintiff's initial Complaint 

mentions other issues with respect to exhaustion, but there is no mention of Plaintiff's 

exchange with Munson and Davis. (ECF No. 1.) The allegation that this exchange 

occurred first appeared in Plaintiff's First Amended Complaint, which was signed by 
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Plaintiff on March 13, 2011. (ECF No. 42 at 7-8.) In the operative pleading, Plaintiff's 

Second Amended Complaint, Plaintiff alleges only that Davis and Munson made these 

verbal representations to him sometime "[d]uring the month of Jan[uary] 2011 ." (ECF 

No. 153 at 7-8.) Accordingly, the Court finds that Plaintiff has failed to create a genuine 

dispute of fact as to whether he was excused from exhausting his administrative 

remedies before he brought this action on January 7, 2011. 

C. Conclusion of Motion for Summary Judgment 

In sum, Defendants bear the initial burden of showing that Plaintiff failed to 

exhaust his administrative remedies. Tucke/ v. Grover, 660 F.3d 1249, 1254 (10th Cir. 

2011 ). Once Defendants meet this burden, as they have done in this case (see ECF 

No. 213-1 ), "the onus falls on the plaintiff to show that remedies were unavailable to 

him." Tucke/, 660 F.3d at 1254. Plaintiff has failed to meet that burden. Accordingly, 

Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment is granted and Plaintiff's claims are 

dismissed without prejudice for failure to exhaust his administrative remedies. See 

Garcia v. Taylor, 113 F. App'x 857, 859 (10th Cir. 2004) (affirming district court's 

dismissal of claims without prejudice where prisoner had failed to exhaust available 

administrative remedies). 

D. Other Pending Motions 

In the Recommendation, the Magistrate Judge also recommended that the Court 

deny the following motions: (1) Plaintiff's "Petition Pursuant to Court Order Seeking 

Leave of the Court to File Third Verified Amended Complaint Pursuant to Fed. R. Civ. 

P. 15" (ECF No. 197); (2) Plaintiff's "Verified Emergency Motion for TRO/Preliminary 
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Injunction/with Expedited Consideration, pursuant to Fed. R. Civ. P. 65" (ECF No. 222); 

and (3) Plaintiff's "Verified Motion for Partial Summary Judgment on Liability Pursuant 

to Rule 56(c) + (d)" (ECF No. 236). (Rec. at 22.) The Magistrate Judge recommended 

that Plaintiff's "Motion Requesting Hon. William J. Martinez Certify that Magistrate Craig 

B. Shaffer's Order of Sept. 9, 2011 Denying Plaintiff's Verified Motion for 

TRO/Preliminary Injunction Doc. 136 Filed 6-6-2011" (ECF No. 259) be granted. (Rec. 

at 22.) 

Plaintiff does not object to any of these recommendations. "In the absence of 

timely objection, the district court may review a magistrate ... Uudge's] report under any 

standard it deems appropriate." Summers v. Utah, 927 F.2d 1165, 1167 (10th Cir. 

1991) (citing Thomas v. Arn, 474 U.S. 140, 150 (1985) (stating that "[i]t does not appear 

that Congress intended to require district court review of a magistrate's factual or legal 

conclusions, under a de nova or any other standard, when neither party objects to 

those findings"). Having reviewed the Recommendation, the Court finds no clear error 

associated with any of the recommended rulings on Plaintiff's remaining motions. 

Accordingly, the Court adopts the Recommendation with respect to the rulings on the 

above-listed motions. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

For the reasons set forth above, the Court ORDERS as follows: 

1. Magistrate Judge Craig B. Shaffer's Recommendation (ECF No. 281) is 

ACCEPTED; 

2. Plaintiff's Objections to the Recommendation are OVERRULED (ECF No. 287); 
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3. Plaintiff's "Petition Pursuant to Court Order Seeking Leave of the Court to File 

Third Verified Amended Complaint Pursuant to Fed. R. Civ. P. 15" (ECF No. 

197) is DENIED; 

4. Plaintiff's "Verified Emergency Motion for TRO/Preliminary Injunction/with 

Expedited Consideration, pursuant to Fed. R. Civ. P. 65" (ECF No. 222) is 

DENIED; 

5. Plaintiff's "Verified Motion for Partial Summary Judgment on Liability Pursuant to 

Rule 56(c) + (d)" (ECF No. 236) is DENIED; 

6. Plaintiff's "Motion Requesting Hon. William J. Martinez Certify that Magistrate 

Craig B. Shaffer's Order of Sept. 9, 2011 Denying Plaintiff's Verified Motion for 

TRO/Preliminary Injunction Doc. 136 Filed 6-6-2011" (ECF No. 259) is 

GRANTED; 

7. The Court CERTIFIES that Magistrate Judge Shaffer's September 9, 2011 order 

denying Plaintiff's "Verified Emergency for TRO/Preliminary Injunction Pursuant 

to Fed. R. Civ. P. 65(a)" is a final order based on the parties' consent (ECF Nos. 

160 & 195) to allow the Magistrate Judge to fully and finally resolve the issue 

pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 636(c)(1 ); 

8. Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment (ECF No. 213) is GRANTED; 

9. Plaintiff's Second Amended Complaint (ECF No. 153) is DISMISSED WITHOUT 

PREJUDICE for failure to exhaust; and 

10. The Clerk shall enter judgment for Defendants. Each party shall bear its own 

costs. See Cantrell v. Int'! Brotherhood of Elec. Workers, 69 F.3d 456, 459 (1oth 

Cir. 1995) (district court may deny costs if the non-prevailing party is indigent). 
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Dated this 15th day of March, 2012. 

William J. rti ez 
United States District Judge 
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ORDER AND JUDGMENT* 

Before BRISCOE, Chief Judge, McKAY and HOLMES, Circuit Judges. 

After examining the briefs and the appellate record, this panel has determined 

unanimously that oral argument would not materially assist in the determination of this 

appeal. See Fed. R. App. P. 34(a)(2); 10th Cir. R. 34.l(G). This case is therefore ordered 

~ This order and judgment is not binding precedent, except under the doctrines of 
law of the case, res judicata, and collateral cstoppcl. It may be cited, however, for its 
persuasive value consistent with Fed. R. App. P. 32.1 and 10th Cir. R. 32.1. 
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submitted without oral argument. 

Plaintiff Mikeal Stine, a federal prisoner proceeding prose, appeals the district 

court's dismissal of his civil rights complaint on summary judgment. Plaintiff has an 

extensive history of filing frivolous and malicious actions in federal courts. For this 

reason, the district court in a previous case imposed prospective filing restrictions on any 

of his future prose complaints. Stine v. Lappin, No. 07-CV-0 1839, 2009 WL 2848849, at 

* 5, 20-22 (D. Colo. Sept. 1, 2009). In the present case, Plaintiff filed a Bivens complaint 

asserting claims of inadequate dental care, inadequate medical care for a knee injury, 

false imprisonment, and unsafe conditions at the prison. The magistrate judge noted that 

Plaintiff had failed to comply with the district court's filing restrictions but, due to "a 

continuing concern for the safety of prisoners housed within [the] jurisdiction" (R. Vol. I 

at 93), directed the warden to provide a statement addressing Plaintiffs allegations of 

inadequate dental and medical care. After considering the materials submitted by the 

warden, the district court ordered Plaintiffs dental claims be assigned to a district judge 

and a magistrate judge despite his failure to comply with the filing restrictions. All other 

claims were dismissed. The district court ultimately granted summary judgment to 

Defendants, concluding that Plaintiff had failed to exhaust his administrative remedies as 

required by the Prison Litigation Reform Act, 42 U.S.C. § l 997e(a). It then denied 

Plaintiff leave to file a third amended complaint. Plaintiff appeals these decisions. 

Plaintiff raises three issues on appeal. First, he argues the district court erred in 

refusing to consider the affidavits of four other inmates Plaintiff submitted as evidence of 
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the prison's refusal to provide administrative remedy forms. 1 Second, he argues summary 

judgment was otherwise inappropriate. Finally, Plaintiff argues the district court ened in 

denying him leave to file a third amended complaint. We address each of these 

arguments in turn. 

"Like other evidentiary rulings, we review a district court's decision to exclude 

evidence at the summary judgment stage for abuse of discretion." Sports Racing Servs., 

inc. v. Sports Car Club of Am., inc., 131 F.3d 874,894 (10th Cir. 1997). Plaintiff argues 

the district court erred when it refused to consider the affidavits of four of his fellow 

inmates because they contained inadmissible hearsay. The district court agreed with the 

magistrate judge's report and recommendation and concluded the affiants' statements that 

they heard Plaintiff ask for administrative remedy forms were hearsay because they were 

"recounting Plaintiff's statements made outside of the courtroom and [were] offered for 

the truth of the matter asserted, i.e. that Plaintiff requested administrative grievance 

forms." (R. Vol. IV at I 70.) However, as Plaintiff correctly points out, the affiants' 

accounts of hearing Plaintiff request administrative remedy forms are not hearsay. Nor 

1 Plaintiff relies on the affidavits of Terry Nichols, Mark Allen, Tim Hume, 
Michael Birman, Willie Clark, and Greg Storey. (Appellant's Opening Br. at 24.) After 
reviewing the record, we arc unable to identify any affidavit submitted by Michael 
Birman or Greg Storey. Plaintiff additionally refers to the affidavit of Richard Nunes, 
which was attached to his response and considered by the district court, and concedes it 
was not offered as direct evidence he had been denied administrative remedy forms. (Id. 
at 6.) Rather, it was offered only as evidence that the denial of administrative remedy 
forms for dental issues "is not an isolated incident" and is "common practice within the 
ADX facility." (id.) We therefore consider only the affidavits of Terry Nichols, Mark 
Allen, Tim Hume, and Willie Clark. 
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are their accounts of the prison officials' responses and refusal to provide the forms. 

Neither are offered to prove the truth of what Plaintiff or the prison officials said-such 

as, "May I have a form?" and "No, you may not"-but rather, they are offered to prove 

that such exchanges took place. 2 Furthermore, the affiants' affidavits make clear their 

accounts are each based on what they personally overheard and saw, not what Plaintiff 

told them. Accordingly, the district court abused its discretion when it failed to consider.~~ 

these affidavits. 

Having concluded the district court erred in excluding the affidavits of four of 

Plaintiffs fellow inmates, we now tum to whether, considering these affidavits, summary 

judgment was appropriate. In doing so, "[w]e review [the] district court's decision to 

grant summary judgement de novo, applying the same standard as the district court." 

Lundc,trom v. Romero, 616 F .3d II 08, 1118 (I 0th Cir. 2010) (internal quotation marks 

omitted). Summary judgment is appropriate when there is no genuine dispute as to any 

material fact and the moving party is entitled to judgment as a matter oflaw. Fed. R. Civ. 

P. 56(a). 

Defendants' motion for summary judgment was based on Plaintiff's alleged failure 

to exhaust administrative remedies. In response to Defendants' motion, Plaintiff did not 

2 Each of the four affiants recounted only generally what they had seen and heard. 
For example, one stated that he "heard Stine request administrative remedies on dental 
and medical and when he stated medical and dental they would just walk away not 
providing the grievance." (R. Vol. Ill at 55 (capitalization omitted).) As a result, we do 
not have any specific statements made by Plaintiff or the prison officials to evaluate. 
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dispute he failed to exhaust the claims in his second amended complaint. Rather, he 

argued that prison officials refused to issue the required administrative remedy forms 

necessary to exhaust, thereby rendering the grievance procedure unavailable. See little v. 

Jones, 607 F.3d 1245, 1250 (10th Cir. 2010) ("Where prison officials prevent, thwart, or 

hinder a prisoner's efforts to avail himself of an administrative remedy, they render that 

remedy 'unavailable' and a court will excuse the prisoner's failure to exhaust.") In 

support of this argument, Plaintiff offered affidavits from four fellow inmates 

demonstrating he had, on several occasions, been denied the necessary administrative 

remedy forms. In addition to concluding these inmates' affidavits contained inadmissible 

hearsay, which, as previously discussed, was error, the magistrate judge further concluded 

that they did not create a genuine issue of fact because they did not sufficiently identify 

specific dates or individuals and did "not establish that Mr. Stine was prevented from 

exhausting all required steps of administrative remedies as to his claim of denied 

treatment. "3 (R. Vol. IV at 81-82.) We see no such deficiencies in the affidavits. 

Although perhaps not models of clarity, the affidavits Plaintiff submitted identified 

late November 2010 through January 2011 as the relevant time during which the affiants 

observed Plaintiffs inability to obtain administrative remedy forms. This time period 

was variously described as "around Thanks Giving [sic] of2010" and "Xmas 2010 

3 The district court, in adopting the magistrate judge's report and recommendation, 
did not address these alternative perceived deficiencies. Rather, it refused to consider the 
affidavits, concluding they contained inadmissible hearsay. 
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through early 20 I I" (R. Vol. III at 5 5 ), "around Xmas and first part of 2011" (id at 54 ), 

and "the months of Dec. 20 IO and Jan. 201 I" (id. at 69 5 ( capitalization omitted)). One of 

the affiants further identified four specific days on which he observed prison officials 

refuse to provide administrative remedy forms to Plaintiff. (R. Vol. II at 88 ("January 04, 

05 and/or 06, 2011" and "January 13, 2011 ").) Similarly, the affiants identified specific 

prison officials whom they had observed refuse to provide the forms: Mr. Foster (R. Vol. 

11 at 88; R. Vol. III at 54, 695), Ms. Sudlow (R. Vol. 11 at 88; R. Vol. III at 54), Ms. P. 

Rangel (R. Vol. III at 54), as well as other unspecified "unit team member[s]" (R. Vol. II 

at 88; see also R. Vol. III at 695). Viewing these facts in the light most favorable to 

Plaintiff and drawing all reasonable inferences in his favor, as we must, we conclude the 

affidavits are sufficiently specific to create a genuine dispute as to whether Plaintiff was 

denied access to administrative remedy forms during the period from late November 2010 

through January 2011. We see no reason that, in order to meet his burden at summary 

judgment, Plaintiff was required to present evidence he had specifically requested and 

been denied every level of administrative remedy form when the previous level form had 

been withheld. 

We conclude Plaintiff has created a triable issue of whether during late November 

20 IO through January 2011 he was prevented, and thereby excused, from exhausting ~~ 

administrative remedies. This time period, however, does not encompass all claims 

raised in Plaintiffs second amended complaint. Plaintiff has provided no evidence that 

prior to November 20 IO or after January 20 I I, he was similarly denied access to 
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administrative remedy forms for his dental issues. Accordingly, summary judgment was 

inappropriate only on the claims that Plaintiff would have been required to exhaust during 

that period. These include Plaintiffs claim that there was a delay in his dental treatment 

from November 28, 20 I 0, until F ebruai)' 3, 2011 (R. Vol. III at 77 ), that on January 7, 

201 I, Defendant Osagie did not address Plaintiff's complaint of "teeth infection" (id. at 

71 ), and that during "the rest of Jan. 2011 ... Mr. Rogers, Vanderman, and Huddleston 

all stated we can't do anything for you" (id. at 72 ( capitalization omitted)). As for the 

remaining claims, the four affidavits do not satisfy Plaintiffs burden on summary 

judgment of establishing that he exhausted, or was prevented from exhausting, 

administrative remedies. 

Plaintiff argues that summary judgment was inappropriate for three additional 

reasons. First, Plaintiff argues summary judgment was inappropriate because he 

presented evidence that prison officials told him they would take care of his complaints, 

thereby excusing him from complying with the administrative remedy procedure. As the 

district court noted, other circuits have held that "[ a ]n administrative remedy is not 

'available,' and therefore need not be exhausted, if prison officials erroneously inform an 

inmate that the remedy does not exist or inaccurately describe the steps he needs to take 

to pursue it." PaveJ' v. Conley, 663 F.3d 899, 906 (7th Cir. 2011 ); see also Dillon v. 

Rogers, 596 F.3d 260, 268 (5th Cir. 2010) ("When a prisoner has no means of verifying 

prison officials' claims about the administrative grievance process, incorrect statements 

by officials may indeed make remedies unavailable."). Plaintiff argued that 
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administrative remedies were unavailable to him because "there is no reason to file 

remedy or litigation because they Mr. Davis, warden and Mr. Munson, associate warden 

would take care of my dental needs." (R. Vol. III at 689 ( capitalization omitted).) In 

doing so, Plaintiff referred to the following statement contained in his verified second 

amended complaint: 

During the month of Jan. 2011 Mr. Blake Davis, and Mr. Munson/associate 
warden making weekly security rounds stopped at my cell and stated we will 
take care of it (no need to tell the court or file anything)[.] I advised that Mr. 
Foster; Mr. Madisen filing [sic] in for Mr. Foster and Ms. Tena Sudlow had 
all refused me administrative remedies on being refused dental since 11-28-
2010 and medical on my knee since Jan 3rd 2011, Mr. Munson and Davis 
stated well theres [sic] no need we will take care of it, I told them I can take 
this to the court because them refusing me the administrative remedies makes 
the administrative remedy process unava i !able and exhausted, they stated were 
[sic] going to get you some help that never came .... 4 

(R. Vol. III at 71-72 ( capitalization omitted).) 

We agree with the magistrate judge that this statement falls short of a 

representation that Plaintiff need not comply with the administrative remedy process. 

"Although [ o ]ur summary judgment standard requires us to view the facts in the light 

most favorable to the non-moving party[,] it does not require us to make unreasonable 

inferences in favor of the non-moving party." Carney v. Ci(V & Cnty. o_f Denver, 534 

F .3d 1269, 127 6 ( 10th Cir. 2008) ( internal quotation marks omitted) ( alterations in 

4 Plaintiff now describes the prison officials' statements as "no need to file 
grievance or to court we get you treated" (Appellant's Opening Br. at 6 (capitalization 
omitted)) and "that they would take care of it, and ensure I was given dental treatment" 
(id. at 17 ( capitalization omitted)). 
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original). It would be unreasonable to infer from the prison officials' statement that they 

"will take care of it" that Plaintiff was entirely excused from following the administrative 

remedy process either with regard to that particular claim or, more broadly, for all dental

related claims that might arise in the future. At most. the prison officials were informing 

Plaintiff they would see to it that his dental concerns, primarily his claim that he had been 

denied treatment since November 2010, were addressed. Furthermore, Plaintiff has 

repeatedly stated that the alleged conversation took place in January 2011, after Plaintiff 

informed the prison officials he had been denied administrative remedy forms for his 

complaint about the lack of dental treatment since November 2010. Even accepting that 

the prison officials' statements excused Plaintiff from exhausting administrative 

remedies, it would be with respect to this claim only, and not the claims that arose after 

the representation was made. Accordingly, the prison officials' alleged representation 

does not create a genuine dispute as to whether Plaintiff was excused from exhausting 

administrative remedies for the remaining claims. 

Plaintiff next argues that summary judgment on his claim against Defendant 

Manspeaker was inappropriate because he had not learned of the facts giving rise to that 

claim until sometime later and therefore had no opportunity to exhaust his administrative 

remedies. However, Plaintiff did not raise this argument until his objection to the 

magistrate judge's report and recommendation. It is well settled that, "[i]n this circuit, 

theories raised for the first time in objections to the magistrate judge's report are deemed 

waived." United States v. Gm:finkle, 261 F .3d I 030, I 031 (I 0th Cir. 200 I). We therefore 
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decline to address Plaintiffs argument that summary judgment against Defendant 

Manspeaker was improper. 

In his last challenge to the district court's grant of summary judgment, Plaintiff 

argues generally that the district court erred in refusing to "consider[] the complete file 

and [listed documents}" that were part of the docket, but had not been submitted in 

connection with his response to Defendants' motion for summary judgment. (Appellant's 

Opening Br. at 7 (capitalization omitted).) Plaintiff does not point to any specific piece of 

evidence in the record that, had it been considered, would have supported his opposition 

to summary judgment. While we and the district court liberally construe Plaintiffs prose 

pleadings, "we do not act as his advocate." Cardoso v. Ca/bone, 490 F.3d 1194, 1197 

(10th Cir. 2007). "Thus, although we make some allowances for the [prose] plaintiffs 

failure to cite proper legal authority, his confusion of various legal theories, his poor 

syntax and sentence constrnction, or his unfamiliarity with pleading requirements[,] the 

court cannot take on the responsibility of serving as the litigant's attorney in constructing 

arguments and searching the record." Garett v. Selby Connor Maddux & Janer, 425 F.3d 

836, 840 (10th Cir. 2005) (internal quotation marks and citation omitted) (alterations in 

original) (emphasis added). We see no error in the magistrate judge's or district court's 

treatment of Plaintiffs pleadings, which included careful consideration of his various 

arguments. 

For the foregoing reasons, we conclude the district court erred in granting 

summary judgment on Plaintiff's claims that arose during November 2010 through 

-10-
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January 2012. However, summary judgment was appropriate on the remaining claims 

because Plaintiff offered no evidence he was excused from exhausting those claims. 

We tum now to Plaintiffs challenge to the district court's order denying him leave 

to file a third amended complaint. The magistrate judge's report and recommendation, 

which the district court adopted, set forth two reasons for the denial of Plaintiff's motion 

to amend: first, Plain ti f-f s proposed amendments were futile because of his failure to 

exhaust administrative remedies, and second, "[a]llowing Mr. Stine to allege additional 

claims against new defendants based on actions taken after the filing of his original 

Complaint would defeat the purposes of Mr. Stine's filing restrictions, filing fees, the 

three strikes provision of§ 1 9 l 5(g), and the imminent danger exception." (R. Vol. IV at 

86.) The district court adopted the magistrate judge's recommendation after determining 

Plaintiff had not objected to this portion of the report and recommendation. After 

reviewing Plaintiff's objection and construing it liberally, we conclude Plaintiff did object 

to the magistrate judge's determination that he had failed to exhaust his proposed claims 

against Mr. Rogers. (See R. Vol. IV at 156 ("The courts accross [sic] the board have held 

that new issues can be added that happen after complaint was filed that arc now exhausted 

... see Exhibit (3) attached hereto that the new + related issue in relation to Third 

Amended Complaint against EMT Roger's [sic] should be allowed." (capitalization 

omitted)), 162 (labeling Exhibit 3 as 'Total Exhaustion for EMT/Rogers Refusing to 

Respond to Emergency" (capitalization omitted)).) However, Plaintiff did not object to 

the magistrate judge's determination that permitting Plaintiff to file the proposed third 
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amended complaint would allow him to circumvent the PLRA. Plaintiff therefore waived 

this issue, Casanova v. Ulibarri, 595 F.3d 1120, 1123 ( I 0th Cir. 20 I 0), and is unable to 

challenge the magistrate judge's second basis for recommending that his motion to amend 

be denied. We therefore need not address Plaintiffs argument that he sufficiently 

exhausted his claims against Mr. Rogers. 

For the foregoing reasons, we REVERSE the district court's grant of summary 

judgment on Plaintiffs three claims that arose during November 2010 through January 

2011 and REMAND for further proceedings consistent with this order. W c AFFIRM the 

district court's grant of summary judgment on Plaintiffs remaining claims and its denial 

of Plaintiffs motion to amend. Plaintiffs motion to proceed informa pauperis is 

GRANTED. Plaintiff is reminded of his continuing obligation to make partial payments 

until the filing fee has been paid in full. All other pending motions arc DENIED. 

-12-
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Dear Appellant: 

Douglas E. Crcssler 
Chief Deputy Clerk 
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entered judgment on the docket pursuant to Fed. R. App. P. Rule 36. 

Please contact this office if you have questions. 

cc: Paul Farley 
J. Benedict Garcia 
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Elisabeth A. Shumaker 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLORADO 

Civil Action No. 11-cv-00109-WJM-CBS 

MIKEAL GLENN STINE, 

V. 

USA, 

Plaintiff, 

Defendant. 

STIPULATION FOR COMPROMISE SETTLEMENT AND RELEASE OF 
FEDERAL TORT CLAIMS ACT CLAIMS PURSUANT TO 28 U.S.C. § 2672 

It is hereby stipulated by and between the undersigned Plaintiff (meaning any 

person, other than the defendant and the attorneys, signing this agreement, whether or 

not a party to this civil action), and the United States of America, as follows: 

1. The parties do hereby agree to settle and compromise each and every claim 

of any kind, whether known or unknown, arising directly or indirectly from the acts or 

omissions that gave rise to the above-captioned action under the terms and conditions 

set forth in this Settlement Agreement 

..---
2. The United States of America agrees to pay the sum of $ ~ .a:::t7 , which _, 

sum shall be in full settlement and satisfaction of any and all claims, demands, rights, 

and causes of action of whatsoever kind and nature, arising from, and by reason of any 

and all known and unknown, foreseen and unforeseen bodily and personal injuries, 

damage to property and the consequences thereof, resulting, and to result, from the 

subject matter of this settlement, including any claims for wrongful death, for which 
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Plaintiff or his guardians, heirs, executors, administrators, or assigns, and each of them, 

now have or may hereafter acquire against the United States of America, its agents, 

servants, and employees. 

3. Plaintiff and his guardians, heirs, executors, administrators or assigns hereby 

agree to accept the sums set forth in this Stipulation of Compromise Settlement in ful! 

settlement, satisfaction, and release of any and all claims, demands, rights, and causes 

of action of whatsoever kind and nature, including claims for wrongful death, arising 

from, and by reason of any and all known and unknown, foreseen and unforeseen 

bodily and personal injuries, damage to property and the consequences thereof which 

they may have or hereafter acquire against the United States of America, its agents, 

servants and employees on account of the same subject matter that gave rise to the 

above-captioned action, including any future claim or lawsuit of any kind or type 

whatsoever, whether known or unknown, and whether for compensatory or exemplary 

damages. Plaintiff and his guardians, heirs, executors, administrators or assigns 

further agree to reimburse, indemnify and hold harmless the United States of America, 

its agents, servants, and employees from and against any and all such causes of 

action, claims, liens, rights, or subrogated or contribution interests incident to or 

resulting from further litigation or the prosecution of claims by Plaintiff or his guardians, 

heirs, executors, administrators or assigns against any third party or against the United 

States, including claims for wrongful death. 

4. This stipulation for compromise settlement is not, is in no way intended to be, 

and should not be construed as, an admission of liability or fault on the part of the 

United States, its agents, servants, or employees, and it is specifically denied that they 

are liable to Plaintiff. This settlement is entered into by all parties for the purpose of 
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compromising disputed claims under the Federal Tort Claims Act and avoiding the 

expenses and risks of further litigation. 

5. It is also agreed, by and among the parties, that the respective parties will 

each bear their own costs, fees, and expenses and that any attorney's fees owed by 

Plaintiff will be paid out of the settlement amount and not in addition thereto. 

6. The persons signing this Settlement Agreement warrant and represent that 

they possess full authority to bind the persons on whose behalf they are signing to the 

terms of the settlement. 

7. Payment of the settlement amount will be made by check drawn on the 

Treasury of the United States for 7iv61 'u(,u~ 

made payable to Mikeal Stine. 

dollars ($ol, Doo, od and 
;,, 

8. The parties agree that this Stipulation for Compromise Settlement and 

Release, including all the terms and conditions of this compromise settlement and any 

additional agreements relating thereto, may be made public in their entirety, and 

Plaintiff expressly consents to such release and disclosure pursuant to 5 U.S.C. § 

552a(b). 

9. It is contemplated that this Stipulation may be executed in several 

counterparts, with a separate signature page for each party. All such counterparts and 

signature pages, together, shall be deemed to be one document. 

10. Faxed or scanned signatures may serve as originals. 
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Executed this 
Hi 

I 1..-- day of April, 2013. 

J. Benedict Garcia 
Attorney for United States of America 
Assistant United States Attorney 
1225 Seventeenth Street, Suite 700 
Denver, Colorado 80202 
Phone: (303) 454~0100 
Fax: (303) 454-0404 

Attorney for Defendant 

/
/ '7 7)j,,. 

Executed this __ v __ day of April, 2013. 

P.O. Box 8500 
Florence, CO 81226 

Attorney for the Federal Bureau of Prisons 

Executed this / J day of April, 2013. 

Mikeal Glenn Stine #55436-098 
Florence Admax • U.S. Penitentiary 
P.O. Box 8500 
Florence, CO 81226 

Plaintiff, pro se 
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Cause of Action I 

4.) The DOJ failed to ensure that each of the components named 

herein complied with its obligations under the FOI/PA; 

DEFENDANT OFFICE OF 
INFORMATION POLICY 

5.) The Office of Information Policy (OIP) is a component of 

the DOJ and is responsible for encouraging compliance with the FOI/PA 

through the adjudication of administrative appeals from component 

responses to FOI/PA requests; 

6.) The OIP maintains offices at: 

Office of Information Policy 
1425 New York Avenue 
Suite 11050 
Washington, D.C. 20530-0001; 

Cause of Action II 

7.) On or about April 1, 2011 Plaintiff submitted an FOI/PA 

request to the OIP asking for all records related to each of Plaintiff's 

administrative appeals; 

8.) The OIP failed to disclose any records responsive to 

Plaintiff's request or even acknowledge receipt of Plaintiff's request 

in writing; 

9.) The OIP improperly denied each of Plaintiff's appeals from 

Defendants Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI), Drug Enforcement 

Administration (DEA), and Executive Office for United States Attorneys' 

(EOUSA) responses to Plaintiff's FOI/PA requets, affirming the action 

of the Defendant in nearly every appeal; 

DEFENDANT NATIONAL 
SECURITY DIVISION 

10.) The National Security Division (NSD), created in 2006 by 

2 
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the reauthorization of the USA PATRIOT Act, is a consolidation of 

the Office of Intelligence and the Counterterrorism and Counterespionage 

Sections of the DOJ's Criminal Division and is responsible for 

overseeing terrorism investigations and prosecutions; 

11.) The NSD maintains offices at: 

National Security Division 
950 Pennsylvania Ave., N.W. 
Room 6150 
Washington, D.C. 20530-0001 

Cause of Action III 

12.) On or about March 21, 2011 Plaintiff submitted an FOI/PA 

request to the NSD asking for all documents and records pertaining 

to Plaintiff; 

13.) The NSD failed to disclose any records responsive to 

Plaintiff's request or even acknowledge receipt of Plaintiff's request 

in writing; 

14.) During the course of FBI investigation No. 2260-SI-55106 

several reports were sent to the NSD's Counterterrorism office in 

Washington D.C., one of which is made part of this Amended Complaint 

(see Plaintiff's Exibit (P.Ex.) 44), and the NSD improperly withheld 

these records; 

DEFENDANT EXECUTIVE OFFICE 
FOR UNITED STATES ATTORNEYS 

15.) The Executive Office for United States Attorneys (EOUSA) 

is responsible for, among other things, processing FOI/PA requests 

directed to any of the ninety-three U.S. Attorneys Office districts; 

16.) The EOUSA maintains offices at: 

Executive Office for United States Attorneys 
600 East Street, N.W. 
Room 7300 
Washington, D.C. 20530-0001; 

3 
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Cause of Action IV 

17.) On or about July 21, 2010 Plaintiff submitted an FOI/PA 

request to the EOUSA asking for all documents and records pertaining 

to the Plaintiff that are in the posession of the Central District 

of Illinois office; 

18.) On November 12, 2010 the EOUSA mailed Plaintiff a response 

to his July 21st request which included a cover letter containing 

an index of exemptions cited and pages released in full, in part, 

or withheld in full (see P.Ex. 45); 

19.) The EOUSA states in its cover letter that one page was 

withheld in full (see P.Ex. 45); 

20.) By comparing the exemptions cited in the cover letter 

to the exemptions listed next to the redactions made to the pages 

that were released in part, Plaintiff was able to determine that 

the only page withheld in full related to grand jury proceeding, 

exemption 6(e) (see P.Ex. 45); 

21.) The FBI provided Plaintiff with a copy of a letter sent 

to the FBI from assistant U.S. Attorney Patrick Chesley on July 23, 

2007, referencing the Plaintiff, which is one of at least two 

letters the FBI received from AUSA Chesley that were improperly 

withheld in full, without being acknowledged in a deleted page index, 

from the EOUSA's response to Plaintiff's FOI/PA request (see P.Ex. 

44 p.2@ paragraph 5 and 46); 

22.) The Christian County Sheriff's Office (CCSO) provided 

Plaintiff with a copy of a report it sent to the U.S. attorney's 

office on July 6, 2009 that the EOUSA improperly withheld in full, 

without listing in a deleted page index, from the EOUSA's response 

to Plaintiff's FOI/PA request (P.Ex. 48); 
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Cause of Action V 

23.) In early 2011 Plaintiff submitted another FOI/PA request 

to the EOUSA asking for all records petaining to Plaintiff that are 

in the possession of the U.S. Attorneys Offices for the districts 

of Southern Illinois, Northern Illinois, Eastern Missouri, Eastern 

Wisconsin, and Southern Indiana; 

24.) The EOUSA acknowledged receipt of Plaintiffs request but 

as of the date this Amended Complaint was drafted, Plaintiff has 

not received a response; 

25.) The EOUSA is in possession of at least one document responsive 

to Plaintiffs 2011 request (see P.Ex. 56); 

26.) Given the fact that the EOUSA failed to recognize letters 

created by one of its offices as responsive to Plaintiffs FOI/PA 

request, delaying these proceedings pending a response from the EOUSA 

would be futile; 

DEFENDANT UNITED STATES 
MARSHALS SERVICE 

27.) The United States Marshals Service (USMS) serves as a 

law enforcement agency of the federal government and also as officer 

of the federal courts. The USMS maintains files on individuals for 

whom federal warrants have been issued, records on prisoners in the 

custody of the USMS, background information and records related to 

threats to and the protection of government witnesses, U.S. Attorneys 

and their assistants, federal jurists, and other court officials, 

records on process served and executed in federal court proceedings, 

and records of seized and forfeited property and evidence; 

28.) The USMS maintains offices at: 
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United States Marshals Service 
2604 Jefferson Davis Highway 
Alexandria, VA 22301-1025; 

Cause of Action VI 

29.) In early 2011 Plaintiff submitted an FOI/PA request to 

the USMS asking for all records pertaining to Plaintiff; 

30.) On March 23, 2011 the USMS sent Plaintiff a response to 

Plaintiff's request which included a cover letter wherein the USMS 

states that it withheld agency records that " ... originated with or 

contain information furnished by the Bureau of Prisons (BOP).'' (see 

P. Ex. 5 5); 

31.) On November 7, 2006 while in the custody of the BOP at 

the United States Penitentiary in Terre Haute, Indiana Plaintiff 

filed a Habeas Corpus petition challenging the calculation of his 

jail credits. The governments return to the order to show cause 

included USMS records that were not included with the USMS's response 

to Plaintiff's FOI/PA request (see Shehadeh v. Veach, Southern District 

of Indiana case No.: 2:06-CV-00238-LTM-WTL d/e 7); 

32.) The USMS improperly withheld agency records including 

the nine documents cited in the cover letter to the March 23rd response 

and those that were included with the governemnt's return on the 

order to show cause in Shehadeh v. Veach; 

DEFENDANT FEDERAL BUREAU 
OF PRISONS 

33.) The Federal Bureau of Prisons (BOP) maintains records 

on current and former inmates of federal penal and correctional 

institutions concerning: sentence computation, institution of 

confinement, criminal, social, educational, and occupational background, 

identification data, institutional work and housing assignments, 

6 
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educational, disciplinary, health, and work data during incarceration, 

and report relating to release planning, furlough, institutional 

adjustment, and violations of release; 

34.) The BOP maintains offices at: 

Federal Bureau of Prisons 
Room 841, HOLC Building 
Washington, D.C. 20534 

Cause of Action VII 

35.) In January 2011 Plaintiff submitted an FOI/PA request 

to the BOP asking for all records pertaining to Plaintiff and as 

of the date this Amended Complaint was drafted the BOP has failed 

to provide Plaintiff with a response or an acknowledgement letter; 

36.) The BOP improperly withheld those agency records that 

were furnished to the USMS (see P.Ex. 55); 

DEFENDANT DRUG ENFORCEMENT 
ADMINISTRATION 

37.) The Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA) maintains 

investigative and intelligence files of criminal activities related 

to illicit drug traffic and drug abuse, rosters and investigations 

of legitimate drug handlers, distributors and manufacturers, and 

records of controlled substance security investigations; 

38.) The DEA maintains offices at: 

Drug Enforcement Administration 
700 Army Navy Drive 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Cause of Action VIII 

39.) In late 2009 Plaintiff submitted an FOI/PA request to 

the DEA asking for all records pertaining to Plaintiff; 

40.) On or about August 27, 2010 the DEA provided Plaintiff 

with a response that included a cover letter with an index of 

7 
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exemptions cited; 

41.) After comparing the exemptions cited in the cover letter 

with the exemptions listed by the redacted portions of the pages 

released in part Plaintiff was able to determine that two of the 

exemptions cited, 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(A) and 5 U.S.C. 552a(j)(2), 

did not correspond to any of the four pages of released documents 

leading Plaintiff to believe that the DEA improperly withheld agency 

records (see P.Ex. 53 and 54); 

42.) Of the four pages released three are from a report of 

at lease four pages however only pages two, three and four were 

released proving that the DEA improperly withheld agency records 

(see P.Ex. 54 p. 1-3); 

43.) Sometime in September or October of 2010 Plaintiff wrote 

a letter to DEA FOI Specialist John Kewley and informed him of the 

inconsistency with the cover letter and the documents released and 

requested an explanation but Plaintiff received no reply; 

44.) The DEA improperly withheld agency records by not providing 

Plaintiff with page one of the report dated June 2, 2009 and the 

other documents responsive to Plaintiff's request that are referenced 

in the exemptions cited section of the cover letter (see P.Ex. 53, 54); 

45.) During the course of a 2009 investigation conducted by 

the Central Illinois Enforcement Group (CIEG) several telephone calls 

made to Plaintiff by CIEG agent James Stewart were recorded. After 

Plaintiff was formally charged with delivert of a controlled substance 

Plaintiff's defense counsel attorney Dennis Atteberry, through several 

pre-trial motions, sought documentation of the authority obtained 

by CIEG agents to record said phone calls. According to reports from 

the Illinois State Police that were provided to Plaintiff and his 

8 
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defense counsel a federal overhear authorization was obtained by 

DEA agent Tim Hanson and given to the CIEG agents (see record in 

People v. Shehadeh Christian County Case No. 2009-CF-66, ISP FOI 

file No. 9873, and ISP investigative file 08-16034CI); 

46.) The DEA improperly withheld agency records related to 

the federal overhear authorization; 

DEFENDANT FEDERAL 
BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

47.) The Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) maintains files 

of its criminal, legal, and security investigations, a nationwide 

index of wanted persons, stolen property, criminal histories, and 

missing persons, and fingerprint identification records; 

48.) The FBI maintains offices at: 

Federal Bureau of Investigation 
170 Marcel Drive 
Winchester, VA 22602; 

Cause of Action IX 

49.) Sometime in February or March of 2011 Plaintiff submitted 

an FOI/PA request to the FBI asking for all records that have been 

made part of any of the FBI files from which the records released 

in response to Plaintiff's late 2009 FOI/PA request came, since said 

response was provided to Plaintiff in mid-2010, that were not disclosed 

in the first or second release of responsive records and the FBI 

failed to provide a response or even acknowledge Plaintiff's request 

in writing; 

Cause of Action X 

50.) Sometime in late 2010 or early 2011 Plaintiff submitted 

an FOI/PA request to the FBI asking for all records related to an 

investigation involving Christian County State's Attorney Thomas 0. 

9 
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Finks that was conducted during Finks' term in office; 

51.) On January 13, 2011 the FBI sent Plaintiff a letter in 

response to Plaintiff's FOI/PA request (FBI FOIPA Request No.: 

1160100-000) which stated that records concerning a third party 

cannot be released absent " ... a clear demonstration that the public 

interest in disclosure outweighs the personal privacy interest and 

that significant public benefit would result from the disclosure 

of the requested records." (see P.Ex. 51); 

52.) Thomas 0. Finks is currently and was at the time that 

the investigation for which the records Plaintiff seeks were produced, 

State's Attorney for Christian County, Illinois and th~ FBI's own 

records in FBI file No.: 2660-SI-55106-68 document its awarness of 

Finks' position as State's Attorney (see P.Ex. 52 and 58); 

53.) The disclosure of information surrounding the suspected 

illegal activities of a public official outweighs any personal privacy 

interest; 

Cause of Action XI 

54.) In October or November of 2010 Plaintiff submitted an 

FOI/PA request to the FBI (FBI FOIPA Request No.: 1157327-000) asking 

for all records that have been made part of any of the FBI files 

from which the records released in response to Plaintiff's late 2009 

FOI/PA request came, since said response to Plaintiff's request was 

furnished to Plaintiff in mid-2010, that were not disclosed in the 

first or second release of responsive records; 

55.) The FBI provided Plaintiff with a letter on or about November 

18, 2010 which stated that a new search was conducted and no additional 

records were located; 

56.) The FBI improperly withheld agency records that were responsive 

10 
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to Plaintiff's FOi/PA request by not providing Plaintiff with records 

that were created since the FBl's response to Plaintiff's late 2009 

request; 

Cause of Action XII 

57.) In August of 2010 Plaintiff submitted an FOI/PA request 

to the FBI (FBI FOIPA Request No.: 1140560-001) asking for all records 

that have been made part of any of the FBI files from which the records 

released in response to Plaintiff's late 2009 FOi/PA request came, 

since said response was furnished to Plaintiff in mid-2010, that 

were not disclosed in the first or second release of responsive records; 

58.) The FBI provided Plaintiff with a letter on or about September 

2, 2010 which stated that a new search was conducted and no additional 

records were located; 

59.) Plaintiff realledges statements made in paragraph 56.); 

Cause of Action XIII and XIV 

60.) Once in late 2010 and again in early 2011 Plaintiff submitted 

an FOI/PA request to the FBI asking that Plaintiff be furnished with 

copies of records newly added to the FBI files from which the records 

responsive to Plaintiff's late 2009 FOI/PA request came and that 

said newly added records be furnished to Plaintiff immediately after 

being added to the FBI files without Plaintiff having to submit a 

new request; 

61.) The FBI failed to acknowledge Plaintiff's request in writing 

or provide Plaintiff with the requested newly added records; 

62.) The FBI improperly withheld agency records by failing to 

provide Plaintiff with copies of the newly added records responsive 

to Plaintiff's requests and despite Plaintiff describing the event 

that is documented in the newly added records; 

11 
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Cause of Action XV 

63.) In mid to late-2010 Plainitff submitted a follow-up FOI/PA 

request to his late-2009 request to the FBI asking for all records 

pertaining to four FBI files referenced in the records released in 

response to Plaintiff's late-2009 FOI/PA request but not released in 

the FBI's response (FBI file Nos.: 321A-SI-A-48685-E, P.Ex. 5 and 39; 

801E-SI-A55730, P.Ex. 32; 66F-SI-A54333-A-17 and 66F-SI-A54333-B-33, 

P.Ex. 21); 

64.) The four files listed in paragraph 63.) are responsive 

to Plaintiff's late-2009 FOI/PA request since at least some of the 

records contained therein overlap with the three FBI files from which 

the records responsive to Plaintiff's late-2009 request came (FBI 

file Nos.: 174-C-SI-53671, 89B-SI-53766, and 2660-SI-55106)(P.Ex. 

5, 21, 32, and 39); 

65.) The FBI improperly withheld the agency records contained 

in the four FBI files listed in paragraph 63.) by failing to release 

all documents contained in said files and by failing to respond to 

Plaintiff's mid to late-2010 follow-up FOI/PA request; 

Cause of Action XVI 

66.) On or about November 17, 2009 Plaintiff submitted an FOI/PA 

request to the FBI asking for all records pertaining to Plaintiff; 

67.) According to the cover letters included with the FBI's 

releases of documents responsive to Plaintiff's FOI/PA request, there 

are three FBI files in which records pertaining to Plaintiff were 

found (see paragraph 64.)); 

68.) Upon information and belief it is the practice of the 

FBI to assign individual reports contained in a particular file a 

series or document number based on the FBI file number followed by 
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a hyphen and then a number representative of the chronological order 

in which said report was made part of the FBI file (compare P.Ex. 

12-15); 

69.) Upon information and belief it is the practice of the FBI 

incorporate sub-files for grand jury, financial loss, etc. documents 

into a file and assign the reports contained therein a series or 

document number based on the FBI file number followed by a hyphen 

and the abbreviation for the type of sub-file followed by a number 

representative of the chronological order in which the report was 

made part of the sub-file (compare P.Ex. 1-3, 18, and 19); 

70.) Upon information and belief it is the practice of the 

FBI to document the file to which a report belongs by listing the 

file number on the report; 

71.) By comparing the records released and their series or 

document number Plaintiff has been able to determine that the FBI 

did not release the following reports or pages in a report that belong 

to the corresponding FBI files: 

FBI File No. 

174C-SI-53671-GJ 

321A-SI-A-48685-E 

89B-SI-53766 

Series or Document 

2 

5-end 

1-678 

680-768 

770-end 

1 

3 

5 

6 

9 

13 

No. Pages Missing 

all 

all 

all 

all 

all 

3,4,7, and 8 

3,4,8, and 9 

3;4,8-end 

3,4,5,9-end 

4-end 
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FBI File No. Series or Document No. Pages Missing 

19-end all 

89B-SI-53766-ELA 1 all 

2 3 , 7 , 8 , and 9 

3 3 and 4 

4 3 and 4 

5 3,4,7-end 

6-end all 

66F-SI-A54333-A 1-16 all 

18-end all 

66F-SI-A54333-B 1-32 all 

34-end all 

2660-SI-55106 4 all 

11 all 

24 all 

29-37 all 

46 all 

47 all 

87-88 all 

91-92 all 

94-end all 

2660-SI-55106-GJ 3-end all 

2660-SI-55106-FIN 2-end all 

801E-SI-A55730 1-7 all 

9-end all 

174C-SI-53671 3-4 all 

6-7 all 

10-11 all 

14 
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FBI File No. Series or Document No. Pages Missing 

13 all 

20-23 all 

26 all 

30-31 all 

35-36 all 

39-40 all 

42-end all 

72.) Upon information and belief of the Plaintiff it is common 

practice for FBI agents to take handwritten notes during interviews 

(see P.Ex. 26,27, and 57). In P.Ex 27 on page 1 at paragraph 3 the 

reporting agent references an interview with Plaintiff that is 

memorialized, in part, in the handwritten notes taken by agent Don 

Berecz during said interview (P.Ex. 27 p.4); 

73.) The FBI did not include the handwritten notes from the 

agents present during the interview referenced in most of the records 

released (see P.Ex. 12-15, 22, 26-28, 35-38, 40-43, 57, and 58); 

74.) Many of the reports contained in the records released 

document the FBI's receipt of files from outside the FBI or reference 

attatchments that were not included with the records released (see 

P.Ex. 4, 23-25, 30, 31, 33, and 34); 

75.) The FBI improperly redacted information not exempt from 

disclosure in the records released in part and in many cases deleted 

entire paragraphs and pages of information failing to leave even 

connecting words (see P.Ex. 2,3, 5-17, 22, 26-28, 33, 35-38, 40, 41, 

and 43); 

76.) The FBI failed to account for the origin of certain facts, 

allegations, and information that the FBI did not and could not have 

15 
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obtained without the assistance of outside agencies (see P.Ex. 20, 

21, and 50); In P.Ex. 20 the reporting agent simply states that the 

"Captioned subject [Plaintiff] has been identified as possibly being 

the responsible party for outages of several area power stations. He 

is also believed to be [a] member of White Supremacy Movement" without 

documenting why the FBI believes this or where the information that 

suggests this came from. The reporting agent in P.Ex. 21 makes the 

same statement on pages 1 and 3 and additionally states that Plaitiff 

has "made several threats in the past to blow-up buildings and has 

some previous explosives/fireworks training" and that "Shehadeh has 

also previously been oberved with firearms at his residence in 2003" 

without stating where this information, represented as fact in P.Ex. 

21, originated from. P.Ex. 50, a summary of a Christian County Crime 

Stoppers tip, is also made part of the FBI file without documentation 

of its origin; 

77.) The FBI failed to release records documenting several 

telephone calls agents made to the Sangamon County State's Attorney's 

Office (SCSA) and the Jackson County State's Attorney's Office (JCSA) 

in 2007 and 2008 and the Christian County States's Attorney's Office 

in 2009 and 2010. According to Plaintiff's defense counsel for a 2007 

DUI in Sangamon County, John Sharp, the assistant state's attorney 

assigned to prosecute Plaintiff's case was contacted by the FBI in 

late-2007 and early-2008 and asked to ensure that a conviction was 

secured for Plaintiff's DUI charge prior to the termination of Plaintiff's 

Jackson County probation in August of 2008 so that Jackson County 

will have grounds to seek the revocation of Plaintiff's probation. 

According to Plaintiff's defense counsel for a 2007 Christian County 

charge, Aaron Calvert, an attorney he knows in the JCSA was contacted 

16 
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by the FBI in 2007 and asked to seek revocation of Plaintiff's 

proabtion. According to Christian County State's Attorney Thomas 

Finks, the FBI contacted his office several times in 2009 and 2010 

regarding the status of Plaintiff's pending drug charges. In P.Ex. 59 

the FBI documents a 2008 phone conversation with Thomas Finks and 

in P.Ex. 60 the FBI documents a phone conversation with the SCSA. 

The FBI discloses the identity of the person they are speaking with 

in P.Ex. 58 and 59 but not in 60. The FBI also failed to disclose 

the report documenting the telephone call it originally made to the 

SCSA, the telephone call it made to JCSA, and the several telephone 

calls it made to Thomas Finks in 2009 and 2010 (see P.Ex. 58-60); 

78.) In late-2009 or early-2010 a male and female FBI agent 

attempted to question Plaintiff at his home in Taylorville in reference 

to Plaintiff's attempt to get in contact with an FBI agent who Plaintiff 

had learned from Thomas Finks was inquiring about the status of 

Plaintiff's pending drug charges. None of the records released contain 

a report of this meeting. 

79.) The FBI failed to release the video tapes that it made 

and that are referenced in several of the records released (see P. Ex. 

29 and 30); 

80.) The FBI failed to release the exact dollar amount of the 

damage and the list of critical needs customers that are referenced 

in one of the documents (see P.Ex. 29 p.2 at paragraph 4); 

81.) P.Ex. 42 references the receipt of evidence by a St. Louis, 

Missouri FBI agent. The FBI failed to release the report of this 

St. Louis FBI agent or the evidence receipt for the item collected 

by said FBI agent (see P.Ex 42); 

82.) The FBI failed to release or identify the reports referenced 

17 
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P.Ex. 58 that were shown to Christian County State's Attorney Thomas 

Finks (see P.Ex. 58); 

83.) The FBI failed to release the documents referenced in 

paragraph four of P.Ex. 61 (see P.Ex. 61); 

WHEREFORE Plaintiff prays that this Honorable Court grant 

the following relief; 

1.) A jury trial on matters triable by Jury; 

2.) All of the relief requested in the original complaint 

filed on November 22, 2010; 

3.) Damages in excess of $1.00. 

.(~ ,// '1C +1,1 ] ;I l 
DATED. &ucet:.- c/, _) 1 <'~~-- \ \ 

VERIFICATION 

Respectfully Submitted, 

I Jamal Shehadeh, first being duly sworn, hereby swear and 

affirm under penalties of perjury that the contents of the foregoing 

document except for that stated upon information and belief is true 

and accurate to the best of my knowledge. 

STATE OF ILLINOIS 

COUNTY OF LOGAN 
~ ss 
) 

Subscribed and sworn before me on this the 2h 
2011. 

SEAL 

18 

day of April, 
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PROOF OF SERVICE 

I Jamal Shehadeh do hereby swear and affirm under penalties 

of perjury that a copy of the foregoing Amended Complaint consisting 

of ninteen typewritten pages including this Proof of Service was 

served on the Government via electronic means by placing the original 

of the same in U.S. mail adressed to: 

United States District Court 
Office of CLerk of the Court 
600 East Monroe Street 
Springfield, IL 62701 

On this the & th day of April, 2011. 

Mr. Jamal Shehadeh #s10300 
Plaintiff, pro-se 
Logan Correctional Center 
P.O. Box 1000 
Lincoln, IL 62656 
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DATE: 

FROM: 

TO: 

RE: 

U.S. Department of Justice 

United States Attorney 
Central District of Illinois 
Headquarters Office 
Springfield, IL 

Reply to: 
Urbana Division Office 

Urbana Federal Building and U.S. Courthouse 
201 South Vine Street, Suite 226 

Urbana, Illinois 61802 
(217) 373-5875 

FAX: (217) 373-5891 

MEMORANDUM 

March 27, 2012 

PETER G. PAOLI, ACP 

NOTE TO FILE 

Shehadeh v. DOJ, CDIL 10-cv-3066 
Note pertaining to final consent to file MTD 

PLEASE NOTE THAT USAO OFFICE NEVER RECEIVED SIGNED CONSENT TO 
FILE MTD. INSTEAD, AUSA DAVID HOFF CONT ACTED JAMAL SHEHADEH BY 
TELEPHONE CONFERENCE ON MARCH 20, 2012. SHEHADEH AT THAT TIME ST A TED 
HE AGREED AND HAD NO OBJECTIONS TO THE USAO FILING THE JOINT MOTION TO 
DISMISS WITH THE COURT ON THAT DAY. I WAS PRESENT IN DAVID HOFF'S OFFICE 
DURING THE ENTIRE TELEPHONE CALL AND WITNESSED MR. SHEHADEH'S 
REPRESENTATIONS. SEE DAVID HOFF'S HANDWRITTEN NOTE INCLUDED WITH 
THESE ATTACHED DOCUMENTS. 

PETER 



Mr. Jamal Shehadeh #s10300 
Logan Correctional Center 
Post Office Box 1000 
Lincoln, IL 62656 

March 20, 2012 

Attorney David Hoff, AUSA 
U.S. Attorney's Office 
201 South Vine Street 
Suite 226 
Urbana, IL 61802-3369 

Re: Shehadeh v. DOJ, 10-cv-3306 

Dear Mr. Hoff, 

This letter is to memorialize our conversation this afternoon. 
Tuesday is the last day of the week that I can send mail and expect 
it to reach its destination by Friday so I wanted to send you this 
written consent since the document you stated you will be mailing 
me today cannot be returned to you by me until next week. 

Since we have reached an agreement and entered into a stipulated 
dismissal order you may now file those documents with the Court and 
ask that the case be dismissed with prejudice. I need not be present 
nor do I wish that we go on the record to present our agreement to 
the Court. 

Feel free to contact me if you need anything further. 

JSS/js 

~~@ 
~ MAR-2 32012 · 

U.S. P\TTORNEY 
URBANA. ILUNOIS 



DATE: 

FROM: 

TO: 

RE: 

Dear Nancy: 

March 19, 2012 

DAVID H. HOFF, AUSA 

U.S. Deparbnent of Justice 

United States Attorney 
Central District of Illinois 
Headquarters Office 
Springfield, IL 

ep y to: 
Urbana Division Office 

Urbana Federal Building and U.S. Courthouse 
201 South Vine Street, Suite 226 

Urbana, Illinois 61802 
(217) 373--5875 

FAX: (217) 373-5891 

,, fJA:it 
Logan County Correctional Center Via Facsimile (217) 735~4807 i-uJ;. /· 

iJ ~ 1-w (} I Q 1 ---f nf, 
Attn: Nancy and/or Individual handling Inmate Phone Conferences 
10961350th Street, P.O. Box 1000 
Lincoln, Illinois 62656 

Request Telephone Conference w/ Jamal Shehadeh (Inmate S10300) 
TIME: Tuesday, March 20, 2012, al 2:00 p.m. (5 lo 10 u /VIZ 

Inmate Shehadeh is the plaintiff in FOIA litigation I am defending on behalf of 
the Department of Justice. 

I would like to have a conference call with Wm Tuesday, March 20, at 2:00 p.m. to 
discuss the stahls of this litigation with him in a telephone call lasting approximately 
five to ten minutes. 

Would you please provide Mr. Shehadeh with notice of this call and make him 
available? I will initiate the call to your office at (217) 735-5581, Extension 261 at 2:00 
p.m. tomorrow unless I hear otherwise. 

Thank ~°li .,, . \ I a J /1/J I 
DAVID9i ~,'!Au/Pf 
Attorney for the United States Department of Justice 
217 /373-5875 



3:10-cv-03306-BGC # 122 Page 1 of 2 E-FILED 
Tuesday, 20 March, 2012 02:39:59 PM 

JAMAL SHEHADEH, 

Plaintiff, 

V. 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
CENTRAL DISTRICT OF ILLINOIS 

SPRINGFIELD DIVISION 

No. 10-CV-03306 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT 
OF JUSTICE, 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) Defendant. 

Clerk, U.S. District Court, ILCD 

PARTIES' STIPULATED MOTION TO DISMISS 
THE PLAINTIFF'S AMENDED COMPLAINT AND THIS 

CASE WITH PREJUDICE 

The prose plaintiff, Jamal Shehadeh, and the defendant, United States 

Department of Justice, in compliance with the parties' written stipulation for 

compromise, hereby jointly move this Court to dismiss with prejudice the plaintiff's 

amended complaint and this cause of action, with each party paying his and its own 

costs and expenses. 

The parties further stipulate and agree that this Court shall retain jurisdiction to 

enforce the terms of the parties' written stipulation for compromise and dismissal of 

this case with prejudice. 

s/ Jamal Shehadeh 
JAMAL SHEHADEH 
PRO SE PLAINTIFF 

s/David H. Hoff 
THE DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 
DEFENDANT, by DAVID H. HOFF, 
ASSIST A NT UNITED ST A TES ATTORNEY 

March 14, 2012 
DATE SIGNED 

March 19, 2012 
DATE SIGNED 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I hereby certify that on the 20th day of March 2012, I electronically filed the 
foregoing with the Clerk of Court using the CM/ECF system and I hereby certify that I 
have caused to be mailed by United States Postal Service the document to the following 
non CM/ECF participant: 

Jamal Shehadeh 
Reg. No. S10300 
Logan Correctional Center 
P.O. Box 1000 
Lincoln, IL 62656 

s/David H. Hoff 
DAVID H. HOFF, Bar No. IL 1234072 
Assistant United States Attorney 
201 S. Vine Street, Suite 226 
Urbana, Illinois 61802 
Phone: 217 /373-5875 
Fax: 217 /373-5891 
da vid.hoff@usdoj.gov 



James A. Lewis 
United States Attorney 

March 19, 2012 

Mr. Jamal Shehadeh #S10300 
Logan Correctional Center 
P. 0. Box 1000 
Lincoln, IL 62526 

U.S. Dep~rtment of Justice 

United States Attorney 
Central District of Illinois 

Urbana Division Office 
Urbana Federal Building and U.S. Courthouse 

201 South Vine Street, Suite 226 
Urbana, Illinois 6/802-3369 

TEL: (217) 373-5875 
FAX: (217) 373-5891 

Re: . Final Settlement of FOIA/Privacy Act Pending Litigaton and Requests 

Dear Mr. Shehadeh: 

Enclosed are your copy of the Compromise Stipulation and Stipulation To File With The 
Court For Dismissal With Prejudice that I signed after receiving the signed documents 
from you on March 19, 2012. 

I need you to agree that I now can file our signed Stipulation for Dismissal with the 
Court. Please sign and return in the enclosed envelope one of the two enclosed Consents, 
keeping the other copy for your records. 

Hopefully, we will have discussed this by telephone prior to you receiving this letter. 

As I stated in my letter to you of March 13, "Upon receipt, I will file stipulation #2 with 
the Court which will include our electronic signatures. Once the Court dismisses the case 
with prejudice, I will mail to you from our office in Urbana the copy of the referenced 
FOIA book. I will also process your $1,150 check for payment." 

Thank you for your assistance in resolving this matter. 

Very truly yours, 

JAMES A. LEWIS 
United States Attorney 

DAVID H. HOFF 
Assistant United States Attorney 
Enclosures 



UNITED ST ATES DISTRICT COURT 
CENTRAL DISTRICT OF ILLINOIS 

SPRINGFIELD DIVISION 

JAMAL SHEHADEH, ) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

Plaintiff, 

V. 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT 
OF JUSTICE, 

Defendant. 

No. 10-CV-03306 

PLAINTIFF'S CONSENT TO FILING WITH THE DISTRICT COURT 
THE PARTIES' STIPULATED MOTION TO DISMISS 

THE PLAINTIFF'S AMENDED COMPLAINT AND THIS 
CASE WITH PREfUDICE 

The prose plaintiff, Jamal Shehadeh, hereby consents to the immediate filing 

with this Court of the parties' Stipulated Motion to Dismiss The Plaintiff's Amended 

Complaint And This Case With Prejudice, that is attached hereto and incorporated 

herein. 

JAMAL SHEHADEH 
PRO SE PLAINTIFF 

DATE SIGNED 



JAMAL SHEHADEH, 

Plaintiff, 

v. 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
CENTRAL DISTRICT OF ILLINOIS 

SPRINGFIELD DIVISION 

No. 10-CV-03306 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT 
OF JUSTICE, 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) Defendant. 

STIPULATION FOR COMPROMISE SETTLEMENT AND RELEASE OF CLAIMS 
AND DISMISSAL WITH PREJUDICE OF THIS PENDING CASE 

It is hereby stipulated by and between Jamal Shehadeh, the undersigned pro se 

plaintiff, and the United States of America on behalf of the defendant, United States 

Department of Justice and its employees and agencies, by Assistant United States 

Attorney David H. Hoff, as follows: 

1. The parties do hereby agree to settle and compromise each and every 

claim of any kind, whether known or unknown, including but not limited to those 

arising directly or indirectly from the acts or omissions that gave rise to the above

captioned action under the terms and conditions set forth in this Settlement Agreement 

including, but not limited to, all causes of action related in any way to the Freedom of 

Information Act and the Privacy Act and all other causes of action, demands, rights, 
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damages, costs, expenses compensation and all known and unknown, foreseen and 

unforseen that the plaintiff may have or claim to have or may have had against the 

United States of America, its employees, agencies and departments including the 

United States Department of Justice and its agencies and departments at any time up to 

and including through the date of approval of this Stipulation and dismissal of the 

above-entitled cause of action with prejudice, with each party paying its own costs and 

expenses. 

2. By executing this Release, the plaintiffr Jamal Shehadeh hereby withdraws 

and voluntarily terminates all outstanding requests to any and all agencies and 

deparbnents of the United States of America for records and or any other type of relief 

'• 

including but not limited to requests or complaints arising from both the Freedom of 

Information Act and the Privacy Act. 

3. As additional consideration for the United States agreeing to this 

Compromise, the plaintiff, Jamal Shehadeh, stipulates and agrees to submit no 

additional requests to the United States of America, its agencies and departments, 

including but not limited to requests under the Freedom of Information Act and the 

Privacy Act for information pertaining in any way to the subject matters of the requests 

at issue in this litigation that are hereby withdrawn and terminated by this Compromise 

or that otherwise pertain to any matters occurring at any time prior to execution of this 

Stipulation. 
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4. The United States of America agrees to pay the sum of ONE THOUSAND 

ONE HUNDRED FIFTY DOLLARS ($1,150.00) which sum and waiver shall be in full 

settlement and satisfaction of any and all claims, demands, rights, and causes of action 

of whatsoever kind and nature, arising from, and by reason of any and all known and 

unknown, foreseen and unforeseen bodily and personal injuries, damage to property 

and the consequences thereof, including but not limited to those resulting, and to result, 

from the subject matter of this settlement, including any future claims for which 

plaintiff or his guardians, heirs, executors, administrators, or assigns, and each of them, 

now have or may hereafter acquire against the United States of America, its agents, 

servants, and employees at any time up to and including the date of approval of this 

Stipulation and dismissal of the above-entitled cause of action with prejudice, with each 

party paying its own costs and expenses. 

5. The Office of the United States Attorne for the Central District of Illinois, 

in further consideration of this settlement, hereby agrees to and shall mail by first class 

mail to the plaintiff within 10 days after this stipulation is approved by this Court a 900 

plus page Guide to the Freedom of Information Act 2009 Edition by the United States 

Department of Justice Office of Information Policy. 

6. Plaintiff and his guardians, heirs, executors, administrators or assigns 

hereby agree to accept the sums set forth in this Stipulation of Compromise Settlement 

in full settlement and satisfaction of any and all claims, demands, rights, and causes of 

action of whatsoever kind and nature, arising from, and by reason of any and all known 
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and unknown, foreseen and unforeseen bodily and personal injuries, damage to 

property and the consequences thereof which they may have or hereafter acquire 

against the United States of America, its agencies, deparhnents, agents, servants and 

employees including but not limited to those on account of the same subject matter that 

gave rise to the above-captioned action, or otherwise, including any future claim or 

lawsuit of any kind or type whatsoever, wh
1
ether known or unknown, and whether for 

compensatory or exemplary damages.· 

7. This stipulation for compromise settlement is not, is no way intended to 

be, and should not be construed as an admission of liability or fault on the part of the 

United States, its departments, agencies, agents, servants, or employees, and it is 

specifically denied that they are liable to the plaintiff. This settlement includes 

compromising, dismissing with prejudice and releasing disputed claims under the 

Freedom of Information Act and Privacy Act, and avoiding the expenses and risks of 

further litigation. 

8. It is also agreed, by and among the parties, that the respective parties will 

each bear their own costs, fees, and expenses. 

9. · Payment of the settlement amount will be made by check issued by the 

United States Department of Treasury, made payable to the plaintiff and mailed to him 

at his current address including notation of his prisoner identification number. 

10. The parties agree that this Stipulation for Compromise Settlement and 

Release, including all the terms and conditions of this compromise settlement and any 
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additional agreements relating thereto, may be made public in their entirety, and the 

plaintiff expressly consents to such release and disclosure pursuant to Title 5, United 

States Code, Section 552a(b). 

11. The parties further agree that the plaintill will dismiss this cause of action 

with prejudice by submitting a stipulated motion to the Court in the above-entitled 

action within 21 days after executing this Stipulation. 

12. This Court shall retain jurisdiction in this above-entitled cause to enforce 

the terms of this Settlement Agreement that has been knowingly and voluntarily 

executed on the date set next to each of the parties' undersigned signatures. 

ls/JAMAL SHEHADEH ~--
JAMAL SHEHADEH 
PRO SE PLAINTIFF 

/s/DA VID H. HOFF 
THE DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 
DEFENDANT, by DAVID H. HOFF 
ASSISTANT UNITED STATES ATTORNEY 

March 14, 2012 
DATE SIGNED 

March 19, 2012 
DATE SIGNED 
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JAMAL SHEHADEH, 

Plaintiff, 

v, 

UNITED STA 'fES DISTRICT-COURT 
CENJ:RAT.:. DISTRICT OF ILLINOIS 

SPRINGFIELD DMSION 

N o;-10-Cv-03306 

UNITEDSTATESDEPART1VIENT 
OF JUSTICE, · 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) Defendant. 

PARTIES' STIPULATED MOTION TO DISMISS 
THE PLAINTIFF'S AMENDED COMPLAINT AND THIS 

CASE WITH PREfUDICE . . 

The prose plaintiff, Jamal Shehadeh, and the defendant, United States 

Department of Justice, in compliance with the parties' written stipulation for 

compromise, hereby jointly move this Court to dismiss with prejudice the plaintiff's 

_ amended complaint and this cause of action, with each party paying his and its own 

costs and expenses. 

The parties further stipulate and agree that this Court shall retain jurisdiction to 

enforce the terms of the parties' written stipulation for_ comp;omise and dismissal of 

,,,c.._---



JAMAL SHEHADEH, 

Plaintiff, 

V. 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
CENTRAL DISTRICT OF ILLINOIS 

SPRINGFIELD DIV1SION 

No. 10-CV-03306 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT 
OF JUSTICE, 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) Defendant. 

STIPULATION FOR COMPROMISE SETTLEMENT AND RELEASE OF CLAIMS 
AND DISMISSAL WITH PREJUDICE OF nns PENDING CASE 

It is• hereby stipulated by and behveen Jamal Shehadeh, the undersigned pro se 

plaintiff, and t~e United States of America on behalf of the defendant, United States 

Department of Justice and its employees and agencies, by Assistant United States 

Attorney David H. Hoff, as follows: 

1. · The parties do hereby agree to settle and compromise each and every 

claim of any kind, whether known or unknown, including but not limited to those 

arising directly or indirectly from the acts or omissions that gave rise to the above

captioned action under the terms and conditions set forth in this Settlement Agreement 

including, but not limited to,.all causes of action related in any way to the Freedom of 

Information Act and the Privacy Act and all other causes of action, demands, rights, 
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.damages, costs, expenses compensation-and all known and unknown, foreseen and 

unforseen that the plaintiff may have or claim to have or may have had against the 

United States of America, its employees, agencies and departments including the 

United States Department of Justice and its agencies and depcµ-tments at any time up to 

and including through the date of approval of this Stipulation and dismissal of the 
i 

above-entitled cause of action with prejudice, with each party paying its own costs and 

expenses .. 

2. By executing this Release, the plaintiff, Jamal Shehadeh hereby withdraws 

and voluntarily terminates all outstanding requests to any and all agencies and 

departments of the United States of America for records and or any other type of relief 

including but not .limited to requests or complaints arising from both the Freedom of 

Information Act and the Privacy Act. 

3. As additional consideration for the United States agreeing to this 

Compromise, the plaintiff, Jamal Shehadeh, stipulates and agr~es to submit no 

additional requests to the United States of America, its agencies and departments, 

including but-not limited to requests under the Freedom of Information Act and the 

Privacy Act for information pertaining in any way to the subject matters of the requests 

at issue in this litigation that are hereby withdrawn and terminated by this Compromise 

or that otherwise pertain to any matters occurring at any time prior t_o execution of this 

Stipulation. 
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4. The United States o£America-.agrees to pay the sum of ONE THOUSAND 

ONE'HUNDRED·FIFTY DOLLARS-($1,150.00) whieli sum and waiver shall be in full 

settlem~t and satis~action of any and all claims, demands, rights, and causes of action 

of whatsoever kind and nature, arising from, and by reason of any and all known and 

unknown, foreseen and unforeseen bodily and personal injuries, damage to property 

and the consequences thereof, including but not limited to those resulting, and to result, 

from the subject matter of this settlement, including any future claims for which 

plaintiff or his guardians, heirs~ executors, administrators, or assigns, and each of them, 

now have or may hereafter acquire against the United States of America, its agents, 

servants, and employees at any time up to and including the date of approval of this 

Stipulation and dismissal of the above-entitled cause of action with prejudice, with each 

party paying its own costs and expenses. 

5. The Office of the United States Attorne for the Central District of Illinois, 

in further consideration of this settlement, hereby agrees to and shall mail by first class 

mail to the plaintiff within 10 days after this stipulation is approved by this Court a 900 

plus page Guide to the. Freedom of Information Act 2009 Edition by the United States 

Department of Justice Office of Information Policy. 

6. Plaintiff and his guardians, heirs, executors, administrators D! assigns 

- hereby agi:ee to accept the sums set forth in this Stipulation of Compromise Settlement 

in full settlement and satisfaction of any and all claims, demands, rights, and causes of 

action of whatsoever kind and nature, arising from,. ru;,.d by reason of any and all known 
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and unknown, foreseen.and unforeseen bodily .and personal injuries, damage to 

property-,and the·conseqaences thereof which they may have or hereafter acqµ:ire 

against the United States of America, its agencies, departments, agents, servants and 

employees including but not limited to those on account of the same subject matter that 

gave rise to the above-captioned action, or otherwise, including any future claim or 

lawsuit of any kind or type whatsoever, whether known or unknown, and whether for 

compensatory or exemplary damages. 

-7. This stipulation for compromise settlement is not, is no way intended to 

be, and should not be construed as an admission of liability or fault on the part 9f the 

United States, its departments, agencies, agents, servants, or employees, and it is 

specifically denied that they are liable to the plaintiff. This settlement includes 

compromising, dismissing with prejudice and releasing disputed claims under the 

Freedom of Information Act and Privacy Act, and avoiding the expenses and risks of 

further litigation. 

8. It is also agreed, by and among the parties, that the respective parties will 

each bear their own costs, fees, and expenses. 

9. Payment of the settlement amount will be made by check issued by the 

United States Department of Treasury, made payable to the plaintiff and mailed to him 

at his current address including notation of his prisoner iden~cation number. 

10. The parties agree that this Stipulation for ~ompromise Settlement and 

Release, including all the terms and conditions of this compromise settlement and any 
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additional agreements relating thereto, may be.made public in their entirety, and the 

plaintiff expressly consents to such-release ariff'disdosure pursuant to Title 5, United 

States Code, Section 552a(b). 

11. The parties further agree that the plaintiff will dismiss this cause of action 

with prejudice by submitting a stipulated motion to the Court in the above-entitled 

action within 21 days after executing this Stipa:lation. 

12. This Court shall retain jurisdiction in this above-entitled .cause tg.enforce 

the terms of this Settlement Agreement that has been knowingly and voluntarily 

executed on the date set next to each of the parties' undersigned signatures. 

JAMALSHE I\ 
PRO SE PLAINTIFF 

a~~~ THE DEP ARTivIEN OF JU 
DEFENDANT, by DAVID H. HOFF 
ASSISTANT UNITED STATES ATTORNEY 

/)~ ~ ff!J 

DATE SIGNED 

DATE SIGNED f 
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UNITED STA TES DISTRICT COURT 

WESTERN DISTRICT OF WISCONSIN 

Matthew D. Renner, 

Plaintiff, 

V. 

Jan Cole, individually; Judy Spahn, 
individually; Brad Malcolm, individually; 
Christopher Hanson, individually; and The 
United States of America. 

Defendants. 

AMENDED COMPLAINT 

Case No. 11-CV -419 (BBC) 

JURY TRIAL REQUESTED 

I. PRELIMINARY STATEMENT 

1. This case involves nursing staff at a federal correctional institution (FCI) who were 

deliberately indifferent to the obvious medical needs of an inmate. Matthew D. Renner 

was confined at FCI-Oxford in February and March 2009 when he became seriously ill 

with appendicitis. From February 27 through March 3, 2009, Mr. Renner complained to 

prison nursing staff of increasingly worsening symptoms including right lower quadrant 

pain, nausea, vomiting, diarrhea, fever and chills on at least seven different occasions. 

Though his condition progressively worsened and though his symptoms clearly suggested 

that he was in fact suffering from appendicitis, prison nursing staff deliberately failed to 

do what a reasonably trained registered nurse or health care professional would have 

done in terms of physically examining Mr. Renner and having him seen by a medical 

doctor. On March 3, 2009, at approximately 9:38 a.m., Mr. Renner was finally seen by a 

doctor who ordered that he immediately be transferred to a nearby hospital. An 
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emergency appendectomy was performed later that day. Tragically, the delay in 

treatment resulted in the infectious process spreading to such an extent that Mr. Renner 

was air-lifted the next morning to the University of Wiscons_in Hospital in Madison, 

Wisconsin where he underwent further extensive surgeries. The delay in receiving 

medical care allowed the infectious process to spread resulting in a longer period of 

hospitalization and requiring significantly more extensive surgical procedures, including 

removal of large portions of his intestines, than would have been necessary if Mr. Renner 

had received prompt medical treatment. 

2. Plaintiff Matthew D. Renner now commences this action against the individual 

Defendants under Bivens v. Six Unknown Federal Narcotics Agents, 403 U.S. 388, 91 

S.Ct. 1999, 29 L.Ed.2d 619 (1971); for violations of his right to adequate medical care 

under the Eighth Amendment to the United States Constitution. Plaintiff also brings 

claims under the Federal Tort Claims Act for medical negligence under Wisconsin law 

pursuant to 28 U.S.C. §§ 1346 (b) and §2671 et seq. 

3. Plaintiff demands that this action be tried to a jury. 

II. PARTIES 

4. Plaintiff Matthew D. Renner is a resident of the City of Schuyler, State of Nebraska. At 

all times relevant hereto he was in the custody of the United States Bureau of Prisons 

(hereafter "BOP") at FCI-Oxford, in Oxford, Wisconsin with inmate registration number 

21170-047. 

5. Defendant Jan Cole, upon information and belief, at all times relevant hereto was a 

Registered Nurse employed by the BOP, Health Services and assigned to FCI-Oxford. 

2 
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At all times relevant hereto Ms. Cole was acting within the course and scope of her office 

or employment and under color of law. 

6. Defendant Judy Spahn, upon information and belief, at all times relevant hereto was an 

Advanced Registered Nurse Practitioner employed by the BOP, Health Services and 

assigned to FCJ-Oxford. At all times relevant hereto Ms. Spahn was acting within the 

course and scope of her office or employment and under color oflaw. 

7. Defendant Brad Malcolm at all times relevant hereto was an employee of the BOP and 

member of the nursing or health services staff at FCI-Oxford and acting within the course 

and scope of his office or employment and under color of law. 

8. Defendant Christopher Hanson at all times relevant hereto was an employee of the BOP 

and member of the nursing or health services staff at FCI-Oxford and acting within the 

course and scope of his office or employment and under color of law. 

9. The United States of America is a body politic and corporate which is liable for tort 

claims against it for personal injury caused by the negligent or wrongful act or omission 

of any employee of the Government while acting within the scope of her office or 

employment to the same extent as a private individual under like circumstances under 28 

U.S.C. §l346(b)(l)and 28 U.S.C. §2674. Said Defendant was the employer of the 

individually named Defendants at all times relevant hereto. 

III. JURISDICTION 

10. This action is brought pursuant to Bivens v. Six Unknown Federal Narcotics Agents, 

supra, the Eighth Amendment to the United States Constitution, and the Federal Tort 

Claims Act, 28 U.S.C. §2674. Jurisdiction is founded upon 28 U.S.C. §1346(b)(l) and 

(2) and the aforementioned statutory and constitutional provisions. 

3 
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IV. FACTS 

11. On February 24, 2009, Matthew Renner was an inmate at FCI-Oxford, Oxford, 

Wisconsin, within the Western District of Wisconsin. 

12. His inmate registration number was and is 21170-047. 

13. As of February 26, 2009, Mr. Renner was housed in the Dane Unit, Range C, Room 12. 

14. On February 26, 2009, Mr. Renner began experiencing symptoms of illness including 

loss of appetite, lethargy, and sharp pain in his lower abdomen. 

15. The symptoms continued and got progressively worse over the course of the following 

day, February 27, 2009. Therefore, in the late afternoon Mr. Renner went to what is 

called the '"pill line." 

16. He spoke to a member of the prison's medical staff, Defendant Brad Malcolm. The 

individual was handing out medications to inmates. He told Defendant Malcolm of his 

symptoms including pain in his right lower quadrant. He told Mr. Malcolm he had been 

having these symptoms for a few days. 

17. Defendant Malcolm did not talce any vital signs from Mr. Renner or otherwise conduct 

any examination. Rather, he told Mr. Renner to go to sick call. Mr. Renner then stepped 

out of the pill line. 

18. When he realized that the next sick call was not until the following Monday, some three 

days later, Mr. Renner got back in line and again spoke with Defendant Malcolm. He 

emphasized the severity of his pain in his right lower quadrant of his abdomen and told 

him that he could not wait until Monday to receive medical attention. Defendant 

Malcolm responded that there was nothing he could do for Mr. Renner. 

4 
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19. Defendant Malcolm failed to use the degree of care, skill and judgment which would be 

exercised by an average medical professional of his respective profession in the same or 

similar circumstances by, among other things, failing to obtain any patient history for a 

patient presenting with abdominal pain including any of the following: 

a. Ask location of pain; 

b. Deten11ine character of pain; 

c. Ask if pain developed gradually or suddenly; 

d. Determine if pain is referred to other sites; 

e. Ask if there are any aggravating or relieving factors; and 

f. Ask about associated symptoms of vomiting, diarrhea, constipation, urogenital 

symptoms, and fever or chills. 

20. Defendant Malcolm also failed to conduct any physical examination including any of the 

following steps required for a patient presenting with abdominal pain: 

a. Taking vital signs; 

b. Position patient with hips flexed and ausculate for bowel sounds; 

c. Palpate abdomen; 

d. Determine areas of localized tenderness; 

e. Assess for rigid abdomen, guarding and rebound tenderness; and 

f. Obtain a clean catch urine and dipstick. 

21. Mr. Renner then returned to his cell. He was sick the entire night. In addition to the 

symptoms he was already suffering from, he experienced vomiting and diarrhea. He was 

not sleeping. The pain in his lower abdomen continued throughout the night. 

5 
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22. On the morning of February 28, 2009, Mr. Renner went to breakfast. He was unable to 

eat. He then returned to the pill line and spoke with Defendant Jan Cole. He complained 

oflower abdominal pain for at least 6-12 hours. He explained he had been to the pill line 

the day before and had told the other nurse of his problems but not had received any 

attention. 

23. Defendant Cole failed to conduct any physical examination of Mr. Renner including 

omitting to do any of the following which would have been done by an average registered 

nurse in the same or similar circumstances for a patient presenting with abdominal pain: 

a. Taking vital signs; 

b. Position patient \\ith hips flexed and ausculate for bowel sounds; 

c. Palpate abdomen; 

d. Determine areas of localized tenderness; 

e. Assess for rigid abdomen, guarding and rebound tenderness; and 

f. Obtain a clean catch urine and dipstick. 

The only thing she did for him was to give him Maalox and tell him to come back if that 

did not make him feel better. 

24. On February 28, 2009, at approximately 12:00 p.m., Matthew Renner again returned to 

the pill line. He again spoke with Defendant Cole. He told her that his pain in his lower 

abdomen had gotten worse. He told Nurse Cole that the Maalox did not help. 

Again, Defendant Cole failed to use the degree of care, skill and judgment which would 

be exercised by an average registered nurse in same or similar circumstances as alleged in 

paragraph 23. All she did was give him more Maalox and tell him to go to sick call on 

Monday morning. 

6 
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25. On the evening of February 28, 2009, Mr. Renner returned to the pill line. He spoke with 

a different member of the prison medical staff, Defendant Christopher Hanson. He told 

Defendant Hanson of his symptoms including an inability to eat, stabbing pain in the 

right lower quadrant, nausea, vomiting and diarrhea. Defendant Hanson failed to use the 

degree of care, skill and judgment which would be exercised by an average medical 

professional of his respective profession in the same or similar circumstances by, among 

other things, failing to obtain any patient history, including asking the questions specified 

in paragraph 19 above, and failing to conduct any physical examination, including 

conducting the requisite steps of a physical examination of a patient presenting with 

abdominal pain as specified in paragraph 20 above, Rather, all said defendant did was to 

tell Mr. Renner to go to sick call on Monday. 

26: On Sunday, March I, 2009, Mr. Renner again returned to the morning pill line. He told 

Defendant Hanson of his symptoms, He gave the same symptom description as he had 

previously done when he went to the pill lines going back to February 27, 2009. Again, 

his complaints of pain and severe symptoms were ignored. 

27. Defendant Hanson failed to use the degree of care, skill and judgment which would be 

exercised by an average medical professional of his respective profession in the same or 

similar circumstances by, among other things, failing to obtain any patient history, 

including asking the questions specified in paragraph 19 above, and failing to conduct 

any physical examination, including conducting the requisite steps of a physical 

examination of a patient presenting with abdominal pain as specified in paragraph 20 

above. Rather, all said defendant did was to tell Mr. Renner to go to sick call on 

Monday. 

7 
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28. Later on March 1, 2009, Mr. Renner again returned to the prison pill line. He told 

Defendant Hanson of his symptoms including stabbing right lower quadrant pain, nausea, 

vomiting, and diarrhea. His complaints of a serious medical need were again ignored. 

29. Defendant Hanson failed to use the degree of care, skill and judgment which would be 

exercised by an average medical professional of his respective profession in the same or 

similar circumstances by, among other things, failing to obtain any patient history, 

including asking the questions specified in paragraph 19 above, and failing to conduct 

any physical examination, including conducting the requisite steps of a physical 

examination of a patient presenting with abdominal pain as specified in paragraph 20 

above. Rather, all said defendant did was to tell Mr. Renner to go to sick call on 

Monday. 

30. On the evening of March 1, 2009, Mr. Renner returned to the evening pill line. Again, he 

spoke with Defendant Cole. He relayed his continuing symptoms including stabbing pain 

in the right lower quadrant, loss of appetite, nausea, vomiting, diarrhea, and the rest. 

Again, the complaints of a serious medical condition were met with deliberate 

indifference. 

31. Defendant Cole again failed to use the degree of care, skill and judgment which would be 

exercised by an average medical professional of her respective profession in the same or 

similar circumstances by, among other things, failing to obtain any patient history, 

including asking the questions specified in paragraph 19 above, and failing to conduct 

any physical examination, including conducting the requisite steps of a physical 

examination of a patient presenting with abdominal pain as specified in paragraph 20 

8 
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above. Rather, all said defendant did was to tell Mr. Renner to go to sick call on 

Monday. 

32. On Monday, March 2, 2009 at approximately 7:53 a.m., Matthew Renner returned to 

Health Services at the prison and went to sick call. He was seen by Defendant Judy 

Spahn. He complained of pain in the right side of his abdomen, nausea, vomiting, and 

diarrhea, fever and chills. He related that the pain in his abdomen was present for six 

days. He described the pain as constant and aching. Vital signs were taken indicating a 

temperature of 101.9. Findings on physical examination included tenderness on 

palpation of the right lower quadrant. Rather than immediately referring Mr. Renner for 

a physician consultation, as would an average member of defendant Spahn's profession 

in the same or similar circumstances, or sending him for medical care outside the prison, 

the only care he received was receiving acetaminophen. 

33. On Monday, March 2, 2009, at 9:23 a.m., Mr. Renner returned to health services because 

his symptoms had continued unabated. He described to defendant Spahn the same 

symptoms at 9:23 a.m. as he had earlier the same day. An abdominal X-ray was then 

taken. Labs were drawn which showed large amounts of nitrates and traces of blood in 

his urine. Medications were prescribed, specifically Sulfamethoxazole/trimethoprim, an 

antibiotic. However, Defendant Spahn did not immediately refer Mr. Renner for a 

physician consultation nor send him to a hospital outside the prison for medical care. 

34. On Tuesday, March 3, 2009, at 9:08 a.m., Matthew Renner returned to Health Services at 

FCI - Oxford. He described the sam_e symptoms including right lower quadrant pain, 

nausea, and vomiting. His vitals were taken which indicated a temperature of96.9. He 

was then finally referred to a physician, James Reed, M.D. 
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35. On March 3, 2009, at 9:38 a.m., Dr. Reed saw Mr. Renner. He described the same 

symptoms to Dr. Reed and related that he had been having the symptoms for days. Dr. 

Reed quickly made a provisional diagnosis of acute abdominal pain. He ordered that Mr. 

Renner be immediately transferred to the emergency room at Divine Savior Hospital in 

Portage, Wisconsin. 

36. On March 3, 2009, at 12:05 p.m., Matthew Renner arrived at the Divine Savior Hospital 

Emergency Room. He reported he had been having abdominal pain and other symptoms 

for 5 days. He related the symptoms were bad on February 27 and had increased in 

severity thereafter. The emergency room doctor's impression was appendicitis. It was 

also determined that Mr. Renner's appendix had ruptured. Mr. Renner was then taken to 

surgery. 

37. On March 3, 2009, at 4:00 p.m., Mr. Renner underwent surgery at Divine Savior 

Hospital. The procedure began as a laparoscopy but was converted to an open 

appendectomy for a perforated appendix. Findings on examination included the appendix 

being perforated in the mid segment. Necrosis was found on the serosal surface of the 

mesentery of the small bowel near the terminal ileum. It was removed. 

38. Mr. Renner's condition deteriorated overnight while in the hospital. He became 

hemodynarnically unstable. On March 4, 2009, at 9:05 a.m., he appeared to the medical 

staff at the hospital to be septic. His temperature spiked to 103.6 degrees. The decision 

was therefore made to transport him by helicopter to the University of Wisconsin 

Hospital in Madison, Wisconsin. 

39. Mr. Renner arrived at the University of Wisconsin Hospital, Madison, Emergency Room 

on March 4, 2009, at approximately 11 :20 a.m. He was in critical and unstable condition. 

10 
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He was intubated. He presented with septic shock. Findings included scrotal swelling 

and necrosis. Surgery was consulted and Mr. Renner was taken on an emergency basis to 

the operating room. 

40. Mr. Renner underwent an exploratory lapartotomy on March 4, 2009, beginning at 2:00 

p.m. Other procedures then performed included a right hemicolectomy, in which 

approximately half of his colon was removed; an end ileostomy, in which the last section 

of Mr. Renner's small intestine was connected to an opening created in his abdominal 

wall; and debridement of the retroperitonum. Findings included intraabdominal sepsis 

with necrotic right colon and retroperitoneal necrotizing fascitis leading to Fournier 

gangrene. 

41. Mr. Renner underwent additional surgery at University of Wisconsin Hospital - Madison, 

on March 12, 2009. 

42. Mr. Renner remained hospitalized at University of Wisconsin - Madison until April 14, 

2009. He was thereafter transferred to Federal Medical Center-Rochester, Minnesota. 

43. Though Mr. Renner had an objectivity serious need for medical care as of February 27, 

2009, defendants Jan Cole, Brad Malcolm, and Christopher Hanson deliberately and 

intentionally disregarded this need by failing to do what they, as trained registered nurses 

or trained members of the Health services staff knew they should have done to address 

the need including, but not limited to: 

a. Failing to conduct a proper examination including obtaining a complete history and 

conducting a thorough physical examination; 

11 
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b. Failing to obtain a blood specimen from Mr. Renner and direct that such specimen be 

submitted for analysis to determine, among other things, his white blood cell count; 

and 

c. Failing to immediately consult with a physician. 

44. Though Mr. Rennet's objectively serious need for medical care continued unabated in to 

the morning of March 2, 2009, Defendant Spahn was also deliberately indifferent to this 

need when, during the clinical encounters on that morning, her response to his condition, 

clearly suggesting possible appenditis, in failing to immediately consult with a physician 

or have Mr. Renner transported to a local hospital, so departed from accepted 

professional standards that no minimally competent advanced registered nurse 

practitioner would not have done what Ms. Spahn failed to do. 

45. As a result of the Defendants' actions and omissions, including specifically the delay in 

receiving proper medical care until March 3, 2009, PlaintitJ sustained severe injury 

including a prolonged hospitalization and having to undergo more extensive medical 

procedures than would have been necessary had Mr. Renner received prompt and 

appropriate medical care. This includes his having to undergo the procedures described 

in paragraphs 37, 40 and 41 rather than simply an appendectomy. 

46. As a result, Mr. Renner has in the past and will in the future incur medical and hospital 

expenses necessary for the care and treatment of his injuries; and, as a result, he has in 

the past and will in the future suffer great pain and disability, embarrassment, emotional 

distress, loss of enjoyment of life and loss of earning capacity. Therefore, Plaintiff 

Matthew D. Renner has been damaged in an amount greater than Seventy-Five Thousand 

and No/One Hundredths ($75,000.00) Dollars. 

12 
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47. As of February 27, 2009, prisoners such as Matthew Renner had a clearly established 

right that prison medical personnel would not be deliberately indifferent to their 

objectively serious medical needs such as Mr. Renner had as described above and 

Defendants Cole, Spahn, Malcolm and Hanson as reasonably trained nurses and health 

care professionals, would have known that their conduct as described above violated such 

right. 

48. On October 18, 2010, the United States Department of Justice, Federal Bureau of Prisons 

received plaintiffs notice of administrative claim for damages as required by 28 U, S. C. 

§2671 et seq. 

49. On May 13, 2011, the BOP responded to plaintiffs claim and finally denied said claim in 

writing and sent such denial by certified mail number 7011 04 70 0002 4814 2609. 

V. FEDERAL CLAIM AGAINST INDIVIDUAL DEFENDANTS 

COUNT I: DENIAL OF MEDICAL CARE 

Plaintiff realleges the above allegations as· if hereinafter set forth in full and further 

states and alleges as follows: 

50. Plaintiff had a serious need for medical care on or before February 27, 2009, continuing 

and increasing thereafter while he remained at FCI-Oxford up until the time he was 

removed from the prison on March 3, 2009, for emergency medical care. 

51. Defendants Jan Cole, Judy Spahn, Brad Malcolm and Christopher Hanson were aware of 

Plaintiff's serious need for medical care. 

52. Said Defendants, with deliberate indifference, provided care that was so inadequate and 

inappropriate as to evidence intentional maltreatment or refusal to provide essential care, 

thereby depriving Plaintiff of his right to be free from cruel and unusual punishment 

13 
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under the Eighth Amendment to the United States Constitution in violation of Bivens v. 

Six Unknown Federal Narcotics Agents. 

53. As a direct result of such actions and omissions, Plaintiff sustained injuries and incurred 

damages as set forth in paragraph 46 above. 

COUNT II: PUNITIVE DA.MAGES UNDER FEDERAL LAW 

Plaintiff realleges the above allegations as if hereinafter set forth in full and further states 

and alleges as follows: 

54. All of the aforementioned acts, errors and omissions of Defendants Cole, Spahn, 

Malcolm and Hanson were committed in bad faith and with reckless disregard for the 

rights and safety of Plaintiff as well as other citizens so as to subject said Defendants to 

punitive damages pursuant to the statutes and common law of the United States of 

America. 

VI. CLAIMS AGAINST THE UNITED STATES UNDER THE FEDERAL TORT 

CLAIMS ACT 

COUNT III: MEDICAL NEGLIGENCE 

Plaintiff realleges the above allegations as if hereinafter set forth in full and further states 

and alleges as follows: 

55. The United States; by and through its employees Jan Cole, Judy Spahn, Brad Malcolm 

and Christopher Hanson; had a duty to use the same degree of skill and learning in the 

provision of medical care to inmates and detainees at FCI-Oxford as would any other 

registered nurse, advanced registered nurse practitioner, or other health care professional 

in good standing with similar qualifications in similar circumstances. 

14 
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56. Such standard of care included, among other things, on or before the time when Mr. 

Renner first saw Brad Malcolm on February 27. 2009, continuing when he saw Jan Cole 

twice on February 28, 2009, continuing when he saw Christopher Hanson, and continuing 

thereafter until the morning of March 3, 2009 when Mr. Renner was seen by Dr. James 

Reed, the following: 

a. Conduct prompt, proper and thorough examinations of inmates or detainees 

presenting with the symptoms Mr. Renner exhibited on February 27 through March 2, 

2009, including taking a complete history as described in paragraph 19, and 

perfonning a complete physical examination as described in paragraph 20; 

b. Consult with a physician; and/or 

c. Have Mr. Renner transported to a local hospital. 

57. The United States breached this standard of care when Jan Cole, Brad Malcolm, and 

Christopher Hanson, among other things, negligently failed to meet this standard of care 

by failing to provide some or all of the requisite care described in paragraph 56. 

58. The United States also breached this standard of care when Judy Spalm negligently failed 

to have Mr. Renner promptly seen by a doctor or otherwise failed to promptly consult 

with a physician or have Mr. Renner transported to a local hospital on the morning of 

March 2, 2009. 

59. As a direct and proximate result such acts and omissions, Mr. Renner sustained the 

injuries and incurred the damages as set forth in paragraph 46 above. 

15 
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VII. PRAYER FOR RELIEF 

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff Matthew D. Renner respectfully prays that this Court grant him 

relief as follows: 

1. A warding judgment in favor of Plaintiff Matthew D. Renner against Defendants 

and each of them, jointly and severally, in an amount greater than $75,000.00 in compensatory 

damages. 

2. Awarding judgment in favor of Plaintiff Matthew D. Renner and against each 

individual Defendant in a just and proper amount as and for punitive damages. 

3. Awarding Plaintiff reasonable attorney's fees. 

4. Awarding Plaintiff his costs and disbursements incurred herein. 

5. For such other and further relief as to the Court is just and equitable. 

GOETZ & ECKLAND P.A. 

By:~_) l~ 
F I)ERICK/~#125) 
Exposition Hall at Riverplace 
43 Main Street S.E., Suite 505 
Minneapolis, MN 55414 
(612) 874-1552 

ATTORNEY FOR PLAINTIFF 
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ACKNOWLEDGMENT 

The undersigned hereby acknowledges that costs, disbursements, and reasonable attorney 

and witness fees may be awarded to the Defendants. 

GOETZ & ECKLAND P.A. 

ATTORNEY FOR PLAINTIFF 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
WESTERN DISTRICT OF WISCONSIN 

MATTHEW D. RENNER, 

Plaintiff(s), 

v. 

JAN COLE, JUDY SPAHN, BRAD 
MALCOLM, CHRISTOPHER HANSON 
and THE UNITED STATES OF 
AMERICA, 

Defendant(s). 

ORDER 

Case No. 11-cv-419-bbc 

The court having been advised by counsel for the parties that the above-entitled action 

has been settled, this case is hereby dismissed. Any party may move to reopen for good cause 

shown. 

Entered this ~/.,J, day of May, 2012. 

~,.,, • • «eA~--•, _ 
BARBARA 8. CRABB 
District Judge 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

FOR THE WESTERN DISTRICT OF WISCONSIN 

MATTHEW D. RENNER, 

V. 

JAN COLE, JUDY SPAHN, 
JOHN DOES I - IV and 

Plaintiff, 

THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 

Defendants. 

ORDER 

l l -cv-4 l 9-sk 1 

In this proposed civil action for monetary relief brought under Bivens v. Six Unknown 

Named Agents of the Federal Bureau of Narcotics, 403 U.S. 3 8 8 ( I 9 71 ) , and the Federal 

Tort Claims Act (FTCA), 28 U .S.C. §§ 2671-2680, plaintiff Matthew Renner contends that 

defendants Jan Cole, Judy Spahn and several members of the nursing staff at the Federal 

Correctional Institution in Oxford, Wisconsin, violated his rights under the Eighth 

Amendment and FTCA by failing to provide him adequate medical treatment. Plaintiff has 

paid the $350 filing fee and is represented by counsel. 

1 For the purpose of issuing this order, I am assuming jurisdiction over this case. 
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Because plaintiff is a prisoner, I am required hy the 1996 Prison Litigation Reform 

Act to screen his complaint and dismiss any portion that is legally frivolous, malicious, fails 

to state a claim upon which relief may he granted or asks for money damages from a 

defendant who by law cannot he sued for money damages. 28 U.S.C. § 1915A. 

After reviewing the complaint, I conclude that plaintiff may proceed on his claims 

against defendants under the Eighth Amendment and FTCA. 

In his complaint, plaintiff alleges the follmving facts. 

ALLEGATIONS OF FACT 

In February and March 2009, plaintiff Matthew Renner was confined at the Federal 

Correctional Institution in Oxford, Wisconsin. On February 26, 2009, he started 

experiencing symptoms of illness, including loss of appetite, lethargy and sharp pain in his 

lower abdomen. The symptoms continued and worsened over the course of the following 

day, and on the afternoon of February 2 7, plaintiff ,vent to the "pill line." He spoke to a 

member of the prison's medical staff, defendant John Doe I, who was handing out 

medications to inmates. Plaintiff told John Doe I of his symptoms and John Doe I told 

plaintiff to attend "sick call." Plaintiff responded that he could not wait three days until the 

next sick call was scheduled, but John Doe l told plaintiff there was nothing he could do. 

He did not take any vital signs from plaintiff or conduct any examination. 

2 
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Plaintiff returned to his cell. He suffered the entire night from abdominal pain, 

vomiting and diarrhea and could not sleep. On the morning of Saturday, February 28, 

plaintiff could not eat. He went to the pill line and spoke to defendant Jan Cole, a registered 

nurse in the health services unit, about his symptoms. Cole did not conduct any 

examination of plaintiff and did not take his vital signs. She gave plaintiff Maalox and told 

him to come hack if he did not feel better. The Maalox did not help, and plaintiff returned 

to the pill line later that day. He told defendant Cole that the pain in his lower abdomen 

was vvorse. Cole gave plaintiff more Maalox and told him to go to sick call on Monday 

morning. 

On the evening of February 28, plaintiff returned to the pill line. He told a different 

member of the prison medical staff, defendant John Doe II, about his symptoms, including 

his inability to eat, stabbing pain in his right lower abdomen, nausea, vomiting and diarrhea. 

John Doe II did not take plaintiff's vital signs or conduct any examination of plaintiff. He 

told plain tiff to attend sick call on Monday. 

On Sunday, March I, 2009, plaintifhvent to the morning, afternoon and evening pill 

Ii nes. He told mem hers of the prison medical staff, defendants John Doe II I and John Doe 

IV, of his symptoms and severe pain. They did not take plaintiff's vital signs, conduct any 

examination of plaintiff or provide him any treatment. They told plaintiff to attend sick call 

on Monday. 

3 
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On Monday, March 2, 2009 at approximately 7:53 a.m., plaintiff went to sick call in 

the health services unit. He was seen by defendant Judy Spahn, an advanced nurse 

practitioner. He complained of pain on the right side of his abdomen, nausea, vomiting, 

diarrhea, fever and chills. He told Spahn that he had been experiencing abdominal pain for 

six days. Spahn took plaintiff's temperature and conducted a physical examination, noting 

that he had a tern perature of IO 1. 9 degrees and tenderness in the right lower quadrant. 

Spahn gave plaintiff acetaminophen. 

A couple of hours later, plaintiff returned to the health services unit because his 

symptoms continued. Defendant Spahn took an abdominal x-ray and conducted lab tests. 

The lab results showed large amounts of nitrates and traces of blood in plaintiff's urine. 

Spahn prescribed an antibiotic to plaintiff. 

On March 3, 2009, at 9:08 a.m., plain tiff returned to the health services unit and told 

the staff that he was experiencing pain, nausea and vomiting. His vitals were taken and he 

had a temperature of 96.9 degrees. He was referred to a physician, Dr. James Reed. When 

Reed saw plaintiff, he transferred plaintiff immediately to the emergency room at Divine 

Savior Hospital in Portage, Wisconsin. The emergency room doctor determined that 

plaintiff had appendicitis, that his appendix had ruptured and that he needed surgery. 

Plaintiff underwent surgery later that day. The procedure began as a laparoscopy but was 

converted to an open appendectomy for a perforated appendix. 

4 
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Plaintiff's condition deteriorated overnight while he was in the hospital. He was 

"hemod ynam icall y unstable," in septic shock and had a tern perature of 103. 6 degrees. 0 n 

March 4, he was transported by helicopter to the University of Wisconsin Hospital in 

Madison, Wisconsin. Plaintiff was taken into surgery, where approximately half of his colon 

and part of his small intestine were removed. He underwent additional surgery on March 

I 2, 2009. He was released from the hos pi ta! on March 14, 2009 and was transferred to the 

Federal Medical Center in Rochester, Minnesota. 

DISCUSSION 

Plaintiff contends that defendants' failure to properly diagnose and treat plaintiff's 

serious medical needs violated his rights under the Federal Tort Claims Act and the 

constitution. 

A. Federal Tort Claims Act 

The Federal Tort Claims Act (FTCA) provides a remedy for an individual seeking 

recovery for damages caused hy the negligent or vvrongful act of an employee of the federal 

government. 28 U .S.C. §§ 26 71-2680. The coverage of the Act extends to federal prisoners, 

who may sue for injuries caused by the negligence of prison employees. United States v. 

Muniz, 3 7 4 U.S. I 50, I 5 0 ( 1 9 63). The Un it.ed St.ates is the proper defendant in a claim 

5 
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brought underthe FTCA, 28 U .S.C. § 26 79(h )( 1); Jackson v. Kotter, 541 F.3d 688, 693 (7th 

Cir. 2008). 

Because a claim brought under the FTCA is governed hy "the law of the place where 

the act or omission occurred," the suhstan tive la·w of Wisconsin governs plain tiff's claim for 

medical negligence. 28 U.S.C. § l346(h); Gil v. Reed, 381 F.3d 649,658 (7th Cir. 2004); 

Carn phell v. United States, 904 F .2d I 18 8, I I 9 I (7th Cir. I 9 90). To prevail on a claim for 

medical negligence in Wisconsin, plaintiff must prove that defendants breached their duty 

of care and plaintiff suffered in jury as a result. Paul v. Skern p, 2 00 I WI 4 2, ,i I 7, 242 Wis. 

2d 507, 520, 625 N.W.2d 860,865. 

Plaintiff's allegations are sufficient to state a claim for medical negligence against all 

defendants. He alleges that defendants, members of the medical staff at the Federal 

Correctional Institution in Oxford, Wisconsin, failed to recognize his serious medical needs 

and provide proper treatment for those needs. He alleges that defendants were aware that 

he was suffering severe abdominal pain, nausea, diarrhea and other symptoms, yet failed to 

conduct any examination or test, consult any doctor or provide him any effective treatment 

for his condition. Plaintiff alleges that defendants' negligence caused his appendicitis to go 

undiagnosed and untreated, resulting in serious pain, permanent injury and disability. From 

these allegations, it can he inferred that defendants breached the applicable standard of care 

and caused plaintiff to suffer injuries. Therefore, he may proceed on his claims under the 

6 
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Federal Tort Claims Act against all defendants. 

B. Eighth Amendment Claim 

Plaintiff also contends that defendants violated his rights under the Eighth 

Amendment by exhibiting deliberate indifference to his serious medical needs. Snipes v. 

DeTella, 95 F.3d 586,590 (7th Cir. 1996); Estelle v. Gamble, 429 U.S. 97, 103 ( 1976). To 

state an Eighth Amendment medical care claim, a prisoner must allege facts from which it 

can he inferred that he had a "serious medical need" and that prison officials were 

"deliberately indifferent" to this need. Estelle, 429 U.S. at l 04; Gutierrez v. Peters, l l l F .3d 

I 364, l 369 ( 7th Cir. 1997). Plaintiff alleges that he had severe pain, nausea and diarrhea, 

among other symptoms, and ultimately was diagnosed with appendicitis and a ruptured 

appendix. This is sufficient to allege a serious medical need. In addition, plaintiff alleges 

that he told all defendants about his severe pain and other symptoms hut that they failed to 

take reasonable measures to help him. Thus, plaintiff has stated claims under the Eighth 

Amendment against all defendants and may proceed on those claims. 

However, I caution plaintiff to think carefully about the possible consequences of 

pursuing both his FTCA and his Eighth Amendment claims. In particular, plaintiff should 

he avvare that a judgment in the FTCA action would act as a complete bar to any action by 

plaintiff concerning the same subject matter against the employee of the government whose 
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actions gave rise to the FTCA claim. 28 U.S.C. § 2676. In other words, if judgment is 

entered on plaintiff's FTCA claim concerning defendants' failure to diagnose and treat 

plaintiff's medical needs, he may not pursue a constitutional tort claim under the Eighth 

Amendment against defendants arising from the same set of facts. Manning v. United 

States, 546 F.3d 430, 43 l (7th Cir. 2008). Moreover, even if plaintiff wins his Eighth 

Amendment claim against defendants and judgment is entered in plaintiff's favor, the 

judgment v-muld he vacated if plaintiff lost his FTCA claim later. For example, in Manning, 

546 F.3d 430, the plaintiff pursued a Bivens claim against federal agents and an FTCA claim 

against the United States for malicious prosecution and intentional infliction of emotional 

distress. !4:. at 431-32. After a jury entered a verdict for S6.5 million in the plaintiff's favor 

on his Eighth Amendment claims, the court entered judgment for the United States on the 

FTCA claim. !.sL. at 432. The Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit held that the court's 

judgment in the FTCA claim triggered the FTCA bar under§ 2676 and required that the 

Eighth Amendment judgment he vacated. !4:. at 438. Thus, plaintiff should keep these rules 

in mind when deciding v11hether he vl'ishes to pursue hoth an FTCA claim against the United 

States and an Eighth Amendment claim against one or all defendants. He should also knovv 

that it is usually easier to prove an FTCA claims against defendants because he need show 

only negligence, that is, the medical personnel who saw him and prescribed medication for 

him failed to meet the standard of care required of persons in their profession. To state an 
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Eighth Amendment claim, plaintiff \Viii have to prove that each defendant was deliberately 

indifferent to his serious medical needs. 

ORDER 

IT IS ORDERED that plaintiff Matthew Renner is GRANTED leave to proceed on 

his claims that defendants Jan Cole, Judy Spahn and John Does I~ IV failed to provide him 

adequate medical treatment in violation of the Federal Tort Claims Act and the Eighth 

Amendment. 

Entered this 5th day of July, 20 I I. 

BY THE COURT: 
/s/ 
BARBARA B. CRABB 
District Judge 
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Matthew Phillip Sheridan 

V. 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
District of Minnesota 

JUDGMENT IN A CIVIL CASE 

Case Number: 11-cv-02487-DWF-FLN 
Warden R. Rios; Kirk Alford, RN; 
Correctional Officer Dunn; Correctional 
Officer Burns; Correctional Officer Pena; 
Correctional Officers John Does 1-4, 
officers of the BOP, FCI Waseca, the 
identities of whom are presently unknown 
to Plaintiff; and the United States 

D Jury Verdict. This action came before the Court for a trial by jury. The issues have been tried and the jury 
has rendered its verdict. 

[Kl Decision by Court. This action came to trial or hearing before the Court. The issues have been tried or 
heard and a decision has been rendered. 

IT IS ORDERED AND ADJUDGED THAT: 

the above entitled action is and shall be DISMISSED WITH PREJUDICE. 

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED AND ADJUDGED THAT: 

either party may move to reopen the case within 60 days of the date of this Order. 

April 11, 2014 RICHARD D. SLETTEN. CLERK 
Date 

s/L. Brennan 
(By) L Brennan, Deputy Clerk 
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U.S. Courthouse 

118 South Mill Street 

Suite 212 
Fergus Falls. MN 56537 
(218) 739-5758 

The appeal filing fee is $505.00. If you are indigent, you can apply for leave to proceed in forma 
pa uperis, (" I FP" ). 

The purpose of this notice is to summarize the time limits for filing with the District Court Clerk's Office a 
Notice of Appeal to the Eighth Circuit Court of Appeals from a final decision of the District Court in a 
civil case. 

This is a summary only. For specific information on the time limits for filing a Notice of 
Appeal, review the applicable federal civil and appellate procedure rules and statutes. 

Rule 4(a) of the Federal Rules of Appellate Procedure (Fed. R. App. P.) requires that a Notice of Appeal be 
filed within: 

1. Thirty days (60 days if the United States is a party) after the date of "entry of 
the judgment or order appealed from;" or 

2. Thirty days (60 days if the United States is a party) after the date of entry of 
an order denying a timely motion for a new trial under Fed. R. Civ. P. 59; or 

3. Thirty days (60 days if the United States is a party) after the date of entry of 
an order granting or denying a timely motion for judgment under Fed. R. 
Civ. P. 50(b), to amend or make additional findings of fact under Fed. R. 
Civ. P. 52(b), and/or to alter or amend the judgment under Fed. R. Civ. P. 59; 
or 

4. Fourteen days after the date on which a previously timely Notice of Appeal 
was filed. 

If a Notice of Appeal is not timely filed, a party in a civil case can move the District Court pursuant to Fed. 
R. App. P. 4(a)(5) to extend the time for filing a Notice of Appeal. This motion must be filed no later than 
30 days after the period for filing a Notice of Appeal expires. If the motion is filed after the period for 
filing a Notice of Appeal expires, the party bringing the motion must give the opposing parties notice of it. 
The District Court may grant the motion, but only if excusable neglect or good cause is shown for failing 
to file a timely Notice of Appeal. 
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D Jury Verdict. This action came before the Court for a trial by jury. The issues have been tried and the jury 
has rendered its verdict. 

[Kl Decision by Court. This action came to trial or hearing before the Court. The issues have been tried or 
heard and a decision has been rendered. 

IT IS ORDERED AND ADJUDGED THAT: 

the above entitled action is and shall be DISMISSED WITH PREJUDICE. 

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED AND ADJUDGED THAT: 

either party may move to reopen the case within 60 days of the date of this Order. 

April 11, 2014 RICHARD D. SLETTEN. CLERK 
Date 

s/L. Brennan 
(By) L Brennan, Deputy Clerk 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
DISTRICT OF MINNESOTA 

Case No. l l-CV-2487 DWF/FLN 

MATTHEW PHILLIP SHERIDAN, 

Plaintiff, 

V. 

WARDEN R. RIOS, et al, 

Defendants. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

MEMORANDUM IN 
SUPPORT OF MOTION 
TO DISMISS AND 
FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 

This Bivens and tort action arises from Plaintiff falling out of bed on June 2, 2008, 

while in the custody of the U.S. Bureau of Prisons (BOP) at FCI Waseca. He sues a 

nurse and two correctional officers under Bivens for violating the Eighth Amendment by 

failing to immediately get him to a doctor and hospital and using restraints to transport 

him to the hospital. He sues the United States in tort for negligently failing to prevent 

him from falling out of bed and not getting him immediately to a doctor and hospital. 

The nurse is a Public Health Service (PHS) employee and statutorily immune. The 

correctional officers are qualifiedly immune. The officers modified the restraints to 

accommodate Plaintiffs injury and he lacks evidence the constraints injured him. The 

negligence actions are barred by the state of limitations, the discretionary function 

exception and the lack of expert evidence. Therefore, the defendants are entitled to 

judgment. 
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II. BACKGROUND 

A. Parties 

1. Plaintiff 

Matthew Phillip Sheridan (Plaintiff) brings this action for allegedly wrongful 

conduct while he was imprisoned at FCI Waseca on June 2, 2008. Plaintiff was serving a 

5 year term of imprisonment for manufacturing methamphetamine. Declaration of Buege 

at q[5. While in prison, Plaintiff got better ... lost weight, [and doesn't] have to take 

asthma medicine anymore .... " Deposition of Plaintiff at 62:22-63: 1. 

Before filing the instant case, Plaintiff filed an action for negligence, malpractice 

and violations of the Eighth Amendment against the United States, Defendant Kurt 

Alford RN. (Nurse Alford) and Defendant Officer Burns. Sheridan v. Rios, 09-cv-844 

(JMR/FLN) (D.Minn.). Not only did Plaintiff sue the instant defendants in the prior case, 

the claims arose from the same facts as the instant case. There, Plaintiff withdrew the 

negligence claim. Later, the complaint was dismissed for failure to exhaust the inmate 

administrative remedy procedure. 1 Plaintiff commenced the instant case 8 days after he 

was released and no longer required to exhaust the inmate remedy procedure. 42 U.S.C. § 

l 997e(a). 

2. There are Four Defendants. 

Three defendants are named in their individual capacity in a Bivens action under 

the Eight Amendment alleging deliberate indifference to Plaintiffs serious medical 

1 Defendants ask this Court to take judicial notice of the filings and proceedings m 
Sheridan v. Rios, 09-cv-844 (JMR/FLN) (D.Minn.). Exhibit 045 is the docket sheet. 

2 
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needs. ECF No. 27 at q[q[47-49, Count I. Defendant, Kurt Alford RN. (Nurse Alford) 

was an employee of the Public Health Service (PHS). He provided medical care to 

Plaintiff and arranged for additional medical care. The other two defendants, 

Correctional Officers Cory Burns and Jose Pena, transported Plaintiff to the Hospital in 

restraints modified to accommodate Plaintiffs injury. Deposition of Plaintiff at 16: 12-14; 

Declaration or Burns at q[3; Declaration of Pena at q[4. 

The United States is the defendant to Sheridan's common law tort claims for 

which he asserts that the Federal Tort Claims Act (FICA) waives the sovereign 

immunity. ECF No. 27 at q[q[l, 53-70, Counts II, III, IV and V. 

B. Plaintiff was not Restricted to a Lower Bunk Before he Fell on June 2, 
2008. 

Before aniving at FCI Waseca, the BOP obtained a history from Plaintiff and 

examined him twice. Exhibit 001. They noted Plaintiff had asthma. They did not restrict 

him to a lower bunk. Moreover, he was even assigned to an upper bunk before he came 

to FCI Waseca. Plaintiff did not fall out of bed from a lower or upper bunk on those 

occasions. Deposition of Plaintiff 47: 19. 

On or about May 8, 2008, Plaintiff arrived at FCI Waseca where he was assigned 

to the Special Housing Unit (SHU) until a different cell became available. Declaration of 

Alford at ~[3. SHU has a bunk bed in each cell. Exhibit 024. The bunk bed has two 

levels, a lower and upper bunk. A ladder is used to access the upper bunk. The upper 

bunk does not have a railing or other device to secure a prisoner from falling out of bed. 

3 
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That same day, Nurse Tracie Peterson R.N. prepared a health screening. Exhibit 

002. The health screening report indicated Plaintiff had Asthma. Id. She did not restrict 

him to a lower bunk or report a condition that merited a low bunk restriction. Exhibit 

025. 

On May 12, 2008, Linda Brandt, a Physician's Assistant, (PA) took a medical 

history from and examined Plaintiff. Declaration of Brandt q[q[2-3. Deposition of 

Plaintiff at 20: 1-22. PA Brandt noted Plaintiff had asthma but otherwise normal. She did 

not report symptoms, conditions or other reasons to restrict Plaintiff to a lower bunk. See 

Exhibit 003 and 025. 

PA Brandt prepared the physical examination report, Exhibit 003, on the BOP's 

electronic medical records system (BEMR). In this system, the physical examination 

report is linked to a medical duty status report. When a restriction is entered in the report 

of a physical examination, the link is automatically activated, a new screen pops-up and a 

medical duty status report is populated and ready for review. Once the duty status report 

is completed, it is necessary to print and distribute a copy of the report to the Medical 

Records Department for keying into SENTRY. Additional copies of the report are 

generally distributed to the unit officer, the inmate, the work supervisor, and the nursing 

staff 2 Other correctional officers can access the duty status on SENTRY. 

2 Here, there is a copy of the original, a copy of the original with a checkmark in the 
lower right corner and a copy of the original with a circled "B" and checkmark in the 
lower right corner. Exhibits 004 and 004A. These marginalia were either placed by one 
person who saw a copy twice or two people each of whom saw it once. It is not known 
who made these marks. Plaintiff, however, first learned of the May 12, 2008 report when 

4 
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PA Brandt did not prepare the duty status report on BEMR. Instead, she used a 

hardcopy of the report. 3 Exhibit 004. Once completed, the hardcopy is delivered to 

medical records. There, the duty report is manually entered into SENTRY. SENTRY 

automatically records the date, time and location of the entry. The entry cannot be 

altered. Exhibit 41, Response to Interrogatory 11, Kate Gulbrandson. 

Here, there is evidence that on May 12, 2008, the medical duty status report did 

not restrict Plaintiff to a low bunk. PA Brandt did not tell Plaintiff that he was restricted 

to a lower bunk. Deposition of Plaintiff at 28: 15-19. Instead, Plaintiff found out as a 

result of a request for records after he fell. Id., at 21: 17-19. Moreover, Kate 

Gulbrandson, in medical records, entered the duty status report into SENTRY on May 12, 

2008. Exhibit 005. She entered all of the duty restrictions. Exhibit 41, Response to 

Interrogatory 11, Kate Gulbrandson. The restrictions were associated with asthma, the 

only restricting condition that PA Brandt noted during her examination of Plaintiff. 

Exhibit 004. Consequently, according to SENTRY, Plaintiff was not restricted to a lower 

bunk and was assigned to the upper bunk without incident. Declaration of Gulbrandson 

at q[3; Exhibit 026. Finally, the physical examination did not identify one or more of the 

conditions that merited a low bunk assignment at FCI Waseca. Exhibit 025. 

he received a copy of his records after he had fallen. Deposition of Plaintiff at 22:6- l 0; 
28: 11-19. 

3Exhibit 004 is a color scan of the original. It contains one signature and one date - May 
12, 2008. Even if the Court infers that the duty status report was completed on one day 
and restricted Plaintiff to a lower bunk before he fell, the failure to maintain accurate 
records at best negligence may raise an inference of negligence. See Valedon Martinez v. 
Hospital Presbiteriano, 806 F.2d 1128, 1134, (] st Cir. 1986). 

5 
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C. Plaintiff Fell from an Upper Bunk on June 2, 2008. 

On Monday, June 2, 2008, at 6: 15 a.m., Plaintiff pushed the duress alarm in his 

cell to request help. Exhibit 007. A Correctional Officer promptly responded. 

Deposition of Plaintiff at 67: 12-14. Plaintiff said he fell out of the upper bunk. His left 

forearm and forehead were injured. He asked to see a doctor. Id.; Exhibit 007. 4 The 

officer contacted medical staff. Nurse Alford came to SHU to examine, evaluate and 

treat Plaintifrs injuries.5 Exhibit 008. After examining the injury and diagnosing it as a 

fractured left wrist, Nurse Alford classified treatment as "urgent." Id.; Declaration of 

Alford at <][5(4-5. He did not immediately arrange for Plaintiff to see a doctor or be 

transported to the Hospital. 

Instead, Nurse Alford injected Plaintiff with 60 mg of ketorolac, ordered x rays 

and splinted Plaintifrs wrist. 6 Plaintiff told Nurse Alford his pain was dull and throbbing 

and an 8 on a scale of 1-10, with IO the worst pain. Id. Use of a wrist splint eased the 

pain some. Id. Plaintifrs wrist was tender and defonned without breaking the skin or 

affecting the range of motion or the flow of blood to his fingers. Id. Nurse Alford 

4The officer is not sued. Instead, Plaintiff's claims that the officer failed to get him to 
Nurse Alford in a timely manner sounds in negligence. See Deposition of Plaintiff at 
36: 12-18. 

5 Plaintiff claims he was taken to see Defendant Nurse Alford. Deposition at 15:14-19. 
The contemporaneous medical record, however, states, "Emergency Encounter 
performed at [SHU]." Exhibit 008. 

6 Ketorolac is a non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drug for "management of moderately 
severe acute pain that requires analgesia at the opioid level." Exhibit 009. 

6 
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diagnosed Plaintiffs wrist as fractured. Id. He told Plaintiff that he would have to wait 

for x-rays until the day shift arrived. Deposition of Plaintiff at 9:23-25; 12:21-13: 11. 

After eating breakfast at 7:30 a.m., Plaintiff became nauseated and pushed the 

duress alarm. Id.; Deposition of Plaintiff at 36:21-37: I. A correctional officer 

responded. She ordered Plaintiff to use the lower bunk, suggested he may have a mild 

concussion, told him to lie down and the medical staff would get to him when they could. 

Deposition of Plaintiff at 37: 1-20. Until 9:50 a.m., there are no additional reports 

concerning Plaintiff in the SHU log. Exhibit 007. 

At 9:50 a.m., Plaintiff was escorted to the medical center at FCI Waseca. Id. At 

10:00 a.m., his wrist was x-rayed. Exhibit 0IO. He claims to have been told he did not 

break his wrist and a correctional officer commented, "fall harder next time." ECF No. 27 

at C)l1J[30-31. After the x-ray, PA Brandt followed up with Plaintiff. Exhibit 010. She 

approved the note by Nurse Alford, and examined the x-ray to confirm Nurse Alford's 

diagnosis of a fractured wrist. Id. PA Brandt requested a consultation with an mthopedic 

surgeon "today." Id. Plaintiffs wrist was splinted and he was escorted back to SHU. 

Id. 

At 10:10 a.m., Plaintiff was escorted back to SHU. At 11:20 a.m., correctional 

officers began serving lunch. Exhibit 007. While Plaintiff ate his lunch, Dr. Salwa 

Khouri examined and cosigned the BEMR report by PA Brandt. Exhibit 010. At this 

point the administrative process to transport Plaintiff to the Hospital was commenced. 

See Exhibit 027. 

7 
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D. Transportation for Consultation to Immanuel St. Joseph Hospital on 
June 2, 2008. 

During the morning of June 2, 2008, Officers Burns and Pena were assigned to 

medical transpmt duties. Exhibit 011. They made one trip to and from the Hospital. Id. 7 

At about 12: 15 p. m., they had their first contact with Plaintiff when they entered SHU to 

transport Plaintiff to the Hospital. Exhibit 007. Officer Burns was the senior officer. He 

received and reviewed the authorization to transport Plaintiff. The authorization 

provided, Plaintiff should be transported in the restraints commonly used to transport 

inmates - handcuffs, shackles and a martin chain.8 Declaration of Burns at <]1<]19-10. 

When Officer Burns applied the restraints, he handcuffed Plaintiffs right wrist. 

He did not, however handcuff Plaintiff's left wrist the same way. Instead, he 

accommodated the splint on the left wrist. He looped a plastic tie around the splint and 

through a closed hand cuff.9 Deposition of Plaintiff at 48:1-12. 

At 12:40 p.m., Officers Burns and Pena logged out of SHU. Exhibit 007. About 

20 minutes later, they arrived with Plaintiff at the Hospital. ECF No. 27 at q[37. At the 

7 Staffs at FCI Waseca were also taking precautions to avert a potential food strike, 
precautions that required additional manpower. Declaration of Rios at CJ[4. Plaintiff 
became aware of the need for additional Officers when Officer Burns received a radio 
call while on the way to the hospital. Deposition of Plaintiff at 50:4-18. The call asked 
Officer Bums to work overtime that day. Id. 

8 The authorization is not in the record. 

9 While Plaintiff was escorted inside FCI Waseca to the medical center he wore restraint. 
Deposition of Plaintiff 15:17-16:22. Later, about two weeks after surgery, Plaintiff was 
transported to the hospital in the same restraints. Deposition of Plaintiff at 48: 16-59: I; 
Exhibit 012. 
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hospital, the nurse and orthopedic surgeon did not ask for the restraints to be removed. 

Deposition of Plaintiff at 52-54. 

E. Medical Care at the Hospital on June 2, 2008. 

When Plaintiff arrived at the Hospital, the triage nurse classified his condition as 

"urgent." Exhibit 013. She noted Plaintiff had limited motion in his left wrist; blood was 

circulating to his fingers; neurological signs were within normal limits and; Plaintiffs 

blood pressure was not significantly elevated. Id. 

At 2:00 p.m., Dr. Kyle Swanson, an orthopedic surgeon, examined Plaintiff. 

Exhibit 014. ATCH_5/D_3. Dr. Swanson saw his role as "further evaluation secondary 

to a left distal radius fracture." 10 Id. Dr. Swanson's physical evaluation noted, 

"[Plaintiff] is in no apparent distress." Id. After his evaluation, Dr. Swanson described 

"treatment options" to Plaintiff. Id. Plaintiff chose surgery. Id. Dr. Swanson ordered 

morphine. At 2 :50 p.m., Morphine was administered. Exhibits 0 15, 016 and 0 17. 

At 8:00 p.m., Dr. Swanson and an assistant began surgically repairing Plaintiffs 

wrist. Exhibit 019. They were able to achieve anatomical alignment and fashioned and 

secured a wrist plate to maintain this alignment. When completed, imaging confirmed 

that all of the hardware was in "excellent alignment." Exhibit 0 19. Plaintiff was placed 

in a plaster splint, awakened and transferred to the recovery room, where he stated his 

pain was 8 out of 10. Exhibit 020. 

10 Plaintiff had a "Colles" fracture. Exhibit 035 is a diagram of such a fracture. 

9 
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After Plaintiff returned from the hospital, on June 3, 2008, PA Brandt updated 

Plaintiffs medical duty status. Exhibit 021. She restricted Plaintiff to a lower bunk. Id. 

Again, she noted the restrictions on a hardcopy of the report and the report was provided 

to medical records, where Kate Gulbrandson changed the restriction indicated in 

SENTRY. Exhibit 41, Response to Interrogatory 11, Kate Gulbrandson. On June 9, 

2008, Kate Gulbrandson entered the restrictions associated with Plaintiff falling out of 

the bed and breaking his wrist, including a restriction to a lower bunk. Exhibit 006. 

In an extra precautionary measure, PA Brandt was prone to update restrictions on 

a duty status report she had previously prepared. 11 Id. Consequently, Kate Gulbrandson 

will testify that the May 12, 2008 medical duty status for Plaintiff was also updated when 

Plaintiff returned from the Hospital the day after he fell. 

III. DEFENDANTS ARE ENTITLED TO STAUTORY AND QUALIFIED 
IMMUNITY FROM PLAINTIFF'S DELIBERATE INDIFFERENCE 
CLAIMS. 

Plaintiff claims Nurse Alford and Correctional Officers Burns and Pena violated 

the Eighth Amendment in 3 different ways: "(I) when they ignored his requests for 

medical attention, (2) when they ignored his requests to be immediately taken to the 

hospital, and (3) when they ignored his requests to be transported without handcuffs or 

shackles." 12 ECF No. 27 at q[48. Essentially, Plaintiff claims he has an Eighth 

11 Regardless of whether the May 12, 2008 duty status report restricted Plaintiff to a 
lower bunk. There is no evidence that the restriction was placed in SENTRY and 
available to correctional officers in SHU. 

12 Although Plaintiff claims his "requests" were "ignored," he admits receiving medical 
care from Nurse Alford. Id., at 29-30, 32 and 33. 

10 
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Amendment right to be seen by a doctor or hospitalized for a broken wrist and to be free 

of restraints. Nurse Alford, however, is entitled to statutory immunity. Officers Burns 

and Pena are entitled to qualified immunity. 

A. Nurse Alford is entitled to Statutory Immunity. 

Nurse Alford is a member of the Public Health Service (PHS). He is entitled to 

absolute immunity from a Bivens action unless his conduct was unrelated to providing 

medical services. 42 U.S.C. § 233(a); Hui v. Castenada, 559 U.S. 799, 130 S.Ct. 1845 

1850-51 (2010) Novak v. Mundt, 2005 WL1277834 *6 (D.Minn. May 10, 2005). 

Section 23(a) immunizes members of the PHS from personal liability under Bivens so 

long as the allegedly wrongful conduct was related to providing health services. 13 Hui, 

599 U.S. at 1851. 

Here, Nurse Alford only interacted with Plaintiff when Nurse Alford examined 

and treated Plaintiff at 6:30 a.m., about an hour after Plaintiff fell. ECF No. 27 at CJ[CJ[l9-

22; Declaration of Nurse Alford at qf7, Exhibit 008. Nurse Alford performed the 

examination and treatment at FCI-Waseca where he worked as a nurse. 

13 Section 233(a) provides as follows: 

The remedy against the United States provided by [the FTCA] ... for 
damage for personal injury, including death, resulting from the 
performance of medical, surgical, dental, or related functions, including the 
conduct of clinical studies or investigation, by any commissioned officer or 
employee of the Public Health Service while acting within the scope of his 
office or employment, shall be exclusive of any other civil action or 
proceeding by reason of the same subject-matter against the officer or 
employee (or his estate) whose act or omission gave rise to the claim. 

42 U.S.C. § 233(a) 

1 I 
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Nurse Alford, like the nurse at Mankato Hospital, made a medical judgment 

classifying Plaintiffs need for care as "urgent" not immediate. Exhibit 008. 

Consequently, the claim arises out of Nurse Alford providing or not providing medical 

services, services that were within the scope of his employment. He is entitled to 

statutory immunity from the Bivens action. 

B. Officers Burns and Pena are entitled to Qualified Immunity. 

The purpose of qualified immunity is to allow public officers to carry out their 

duties consistent with good public policy, rather than acting out of fear for their own 

personal financial well-being. Harlow v. Fitzgerald, 457 U.S. 800, 814 (1982). Toward 

this end, an official is immune from liability unless a reasonable person in his position 

would have known his actions violated clearly established law. Anderson v. Creighton, 

483 U.S. 635, 640 (1987). An official loses this immunity if the law he violated was 

clearly established at the time of the violation and the applicability of the law to his 

particular conduct was evident. Id. When qualified immunity is raised as a defense, the 

Court may address either or both of two general issues: 

( 1) Do the facts alleged show the official's conduct violated a constitutional 
right? 

(2) If so, was the constitutional right "clearly established" at the time of the 
official's conduct? 

See Scott v. Harris, 500 U.S. 372, 377 (2007); Saucier, 533 U.S. at 201; Brown v. Frey, 

889 F.2d 159, 170 (8th Cir. 1989). Qualified immunity is appropriate if no reasonable 

fact-finder could answer yes to both of these questions. Nelson v. Corr. Med. Servs., 583 

F. 3d 522, 528 (8th Cir. 2009). 

12 
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To show that the defendant's conduct violated a constitutional right, a plaintiff 

must prove an affirmative link between the defendant's personal conduct and the alleged 

violation. Andrews v. Fowler, 98 F .3d 1069 (8th Cir. 1996). "Without a showing of 

direct responsibility for the improper action, liability will not lie against [an] ... official." 

Rubek v. Barnhart, 814 F.2d 1283, 1284 (8th Cir. 1987). A defendant cannot be held 

liable for another's conduct. Smith v. Clarke, 458 F.3d 720, 723 (8th Cir. 2006). Here, 

Plaintiff lacks evidence to survive a summary judgment motion based on qualified 

immunity. 

1. Correctional Officers Burns and Pena are entitled to qualified 
immunity on the claim that the failure to immediately send 
Plaintiff to a doctor or hospital violated the Eighth Amendment 
because they were uninvolved in providing medical care to 
Plaintiff. 

Plaintiff alleges that Officers Burns and Pena transported Plaintiff to the 

emergency room and did not remove his restraints when he asked. ECF No. 27 at qf32, 

35-36. In addition, he claims Officer Burns was rude and unprofessional during the ride 

to the hospital. 14 ECF No. 27 at 'fi35. Plaintiff does not allege that Officers Burns and 

Pena were involved in providing or not providing medical treatment for his injured wrist. 

They simply restrained Plaintiff during the trip from SHU inside FCI Waseca to the 

Hospital outside FCI Waseca. Therefore, the Officers are entitled to qualified immunity 

14 Caustic comments do not infringe on plaintiffs rights. "[H]arassment and verbal abuse 
... do not constitute the type of infliction of pain that the Eighth Amendment prohibits." 
Johnson v. Unknown Dellatifa 357 F.3d 539, 546 (6th Cir.2004). 

13 
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on the claim that the medical care provided or delayed violated the Eight Amendment 

because they were uninvolved. 

2. Correctional Officers Burns and Pena are entitled to qualified 
immunity on the claim that they violated the Eighth Amendment 
by transporting Plaintiff out of FCI Waseca to the hospital in 
restraints. 

Under the Eighth Amendment, prison officials must provide humane conditions of 

confinement, including adequate food, clothing, shelter, and medical care. Farmer v. 

Brennan, 511 U.S. 825, 832 (1994). For the action against Officers Burns and Pena, the 

Eighth Amendment test is akin to the one described in Nelson v. Corr. Med. Servs., 583 

F.3d 522, 528 (8th Cir.2009) (en bane) where the plaintiff complained of the use of 

restraints while she was in labor. There, the court identified the test as, "A prison official 

is deliberately indifferent if she knows of and disregards a serious medical need or a 

substantial risk to an inmate's health or safety." Id., at 528(internal quotation marks and 

citation omitted.) The claim has both an objective and a subjective component. Id., at 

529. The second issue is the subjective component. It requires proof of a culpable state 

of mind - the official was both aware of facts from which the inference could be drawn 

that a substantial risk of serious harm existed, and he must also draw the inference." Id._. 

at 548-49. "(D]eliberate indifference includes something more than negligence but less 

than actual intent to harm; it requires proof of a reckless disregard of the known risk." 

Crow v. Montgomery, 403 F.3d 598, 602 (8th Cir.2005). (Internal quotation marks and 

citation omitted). 

14 
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Here, the relevant questions are: (1) whether the use of restraints posed a 

substantial risk to Plaintiffs health or safety, and (2) whether Officers Burns and Pena 

had knowledge of the substantial risk but nevertheless disregarded it. See Nelson, 583 

F.3d at 532; Farmer v. Brennan, 511 U .S. at 832; Johnson v. Hamilton, 452 F.3d 967, 

972-73 (8th Cir.2006). With regard to the first issue, the Officers knew the use of 

restraints posed a risk to Plaintiffs injury. He wore a splint and they were taking him to 

the hospital and as a result they accommodated the injury. Consequently, Officers Burns 

and Pena do not argue that there was a substantial risk to Plaintiffs health. 

Instead, Officers Burns and Pena argue that Plaintiff lacks evidence that they 

nevertheless disregarded the risk. They accommodated Plaintiff's injury by modifying 

the restraints. Deposition of Plaintiff at 38:6-9. Moreover, they removed the restraints 

whenever a nurse or doctor requested the removal. Deposition of Plaintiff at 53:23-

54: 11. Although Plaintiff claims that he had a right to be transported without restraints 

because he was classified as out-custody, Deposition of Plaintiff at 48: 13-25, the 

violation of a prison regulation is not actionable under Bivens. Acoren v. Peters, 829 F.2d 

671, 676-77 (8th Cir. l 987). Furthermore, Plaintiff lacks evidence that the use of 

restraints injured him. 

It is not enough to show that Plaintiff had a broken wrist before he had contact 

with Officers Burns and Pena. He must demonstrate that their personal conduct caused 

an injury. Gibson v. Weber, 433 F.3d 642, 646 (8th Cir.2006). Pain alone is insufficient, 

particularly, where, as here, Plaintiff was in pain before he was restrained and after 

restraints were removed. See Sheldon v. Pezley, 49 F.3d 1312, 1316 (8th Cir. 1996). 

15 
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Before Officers Burns and Pena restrained Plaintiff, he was treated by medical personnel, 

who administered pain medication and treatment - treatment non-medical prison 

personnel can rely on as satisfactory. Meloy v. Bachmeier, 302 F.3d 845, 849 (8th Cir. 

2002). Expert evidence is required to prove the injury because how the restraints, as 

modified, caused an injury to Plaintiffs already painful and broken wrist is complicated. 

See Robinson v. Hauer, 292 F.3d. 560, 564 (8th Cir. 2002); Gibson v. Weber, 4233 F.3d 

642, 646 (8th Cir. 2006). Plaintiff lacks evidence that the restraints injured him. 

Officers Burns and Pena are entitled to qualified immunity on Plaintiffs claim that 

they illegally used restraints. 

IV. THE COURT LACKS SUBJECT MATTER JURISDICTION OVER THE 
TORTS. 

In Counts II through V, Plaintiff claims the BOP negligently failed to (a) provide 

suitable and safe sleeping quarters because the upper bunk did not have a railing or 

device to prevent Plaintiff from rolling out of bed, (b) follow a medical restriction 

requiring an assignment to a lower bunk, (c) provide prompt and adequate medical care 

to diagnose Plaintiffs condition and alleviate his pain, and (d) abide by 18 U.S.C. § 

4042. ECF No. 27 at I 0-13. The Court, however, lacks subject matter jurisdiction to 

proceed with the claims. All claims (a) through and including (d) are barred by the 

statute of limitations. Claim (a) is barred by the discretionary function exception. Claim 

(c) requires expert evidence that Plaintiff does not have. And Claim (d) is not cognizable 

as a claim against a private person subject to the laws of Minnesota. Therefore, the tort 

actions should proceed no further. 

16 
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A. The FTCA is a Limited Waiver of Sovereign Immunity. 

The jurisdiction of a federal court to entertain a suit against the United States 

requires a waiver of sovereign immunity. United States v. Mitchell, 463 U.S. 206, 216-

17 (1983). As sovereign, the United States is immune from suit unless Congress 

consented to the suit. Brown v. United States, 151 F.3d 800 (8th Cir. 1998). The consent 

must be found in a clear, unequivocal, and specific act of Congress. Miller v. Tony and 

Susan Alamo Foundation, 134 F.3d 910, 915 (8th Cir. 1998). Concomitantly, Congress 

may limit the consent. These limits are strictly observed. Miller, 134 F.3d at 915-916. A 

plaintiff bears the burden of showing that Congress has consented to his particular cause 

of action. Makarova v. United States, 201 F.3d 110, 113 (2d Cir. 2000). 

Through the FTCA, Congress waived the United States' immunity for certain tort 

actions. See 28 U.S.C. §§ 1346(b)(l); 2401, 2671-2680; Berkowitz v. United States, 486 

U.S. 531, 535-36 (1988). It also limited the consent. Congress enacted a statute of 

limitations at 28 U.S.C. § 240l(b). Congress also enacted exceptions to the consent, 

including the discretionary function exception at 28 U.S.C. § 2680(a). In addition, 

Congress limited the consent in the language of the consent itself to tort actions under 

state law that subject a private person to tort liability. 28 U.S.C. § l 346(b) and 2674. 

Here, these limitations divest this Court of jurisdiction to entertain Plaintiffs tort actions. 

B. Plaintifrs Action is Untimely. 

The common law t011s in Counts II through V are barred by the statute of 

limitations. 28 U.S.C. § 2401 (b). Compliance with the FTCA's limitations period "is 

prerequisite to the district court's jurisdiction over a suit against the United States." T .L. 

17 
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ex rel. Ingram v. United States. 443 F.3d 956, 961 (8th Cir. 2006). Consequently, the 

Court lacks subject matter jurisdiction to proceed with the tort actions brought by 

Plaintiff. 

Section 240 I (b) has two periods of limitation that retain sovereign immunity if 

either period is missed. Mader v. United States, 654 F.3d 794, 800-801 (8th Cir. 

20 11 )( en bane). One period requires that Plaintiff present the ad mini strati ve claim within 

2 years of the action accruing. Id. The other period requires commencement of an action 

in District Court within 6 months after the BOP mailed Plaintiff a denial of his 

administrative claim. Id. The time is extended while a request for reconsideration is 

pending. 28 C.F.R. § 14.9(b). An action is commenced by filing a complaint. Fed. R. 

Civ. P. 3. Although Plaintiff presented a timely administrative claim, he did not 

commence the instant action within 6 months of the denial of that claim. 

On February 18, 2009, the BOP denied Plaintiffs initial administrative claim. 

Declaration of Buege at q{6 Attachment A. Although Plaintiff requested reconsideration, 

to toll the statute of limitations the request must comply with the applicable regulations. 

See Mader, 654 U.S. at 800-01. Here, Plaintiffs request was improper, submitted while 

Plaintiff was litigating the tort in federal court. 

Most imp01tantly, regardless of whether the p1ior request for reconsideration or 

prior action tolled the statute of limitations, which the United States denies, the period of 

limitations was only tolled until the prior litigation concluded on September 29, 20 I 0. 

See Sells v. United States Dep't of Justice, 585 F.3d 407,410 (8th Cir. 2009). On August 

18 
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30, 2011, Plaintiff commenced the instant action. Because more than six months 

intervened, Plaintiffs present action is barred by the statute of limitations. 

C. The Design of the Bunk Beds at FCI Waseca was a Discretionary 
Function for which Congress Retained Sovereign Immunity. 

Even if Plaintiffs timely commenced claim that the bunk beds at FCJ Waseca were 

unsafe, it is barred by the discretionary function exception at 28 U.S.C. § 2680(a). In that 

exception, Congress retained immunity for: 

Any claim based upon an act or om1ss1on of an employee of the 
Government, exercising due care, in the execution of a statute or regulation, 
whether or not such statute or regulation be valid, or based upon the 
exercise or performance or the failure to exercise or perform a discretionary 
function or duty on the part of the federal agency or an employee of the 
Government, whether or not the discretion involved be abused. 

28 U.S.C. § 2680(a). The exception "marks the boundary between Congress' willingness 

to impose tort liability upon the United States and its desire to protect certain 

governmental activities from exposure to suit .... " United States v. S.A. Empresa de 

Viacao Aerea Rio Grandense (Varig Airlines), 467 U.S. 797, 808 (1984). The Comt of 

Appeals has explained: 

The point of the discretionary-function exception is to make sure that 
government agencies and employees are free to make the policy related 
decisions that their jobs require, without fear that they or the government 
may be sued whenever someone thinks they have decided badly, and 
without the added cost to taxpayers that frequent lawsuits would bring. 

Claude v. Smola, 263 F.3d 858, 860 (8th Cir. 2001). To the extent conduct falls within 

the discretionary function exception, a court lacks subject matter jurisdiction. Dykstra v. 

U.S. Bureau of Prisons, 140 F .3d 791, 795 (8th Cir. 1998) 
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The Supreme Court has established a two-prong test to determine whether the 

discretionary function exception applies to the case at hand. Berkovitz, 486 U.S. at 536-

37. First, to be discretionary, the challenged action or omission must involve an element 

of judgment or choice; it cannot violate a mandatory and specific directive. Id. at 536, 

544. Second, to be protected, the challenged conduct must be "susceptible to policy 

analysis." United States v. Gaubert, 499 U.S. 315, 322-25 (1991). Negligence is not part 

of the inquiry, because the government has "the right to act without liability for 

misjudgment and carelessness in the formulation of policy." Walters v. United States, 

474 F.3d 1137, 1140 (8th Cir. 2007)(internal quotation marks omitted). 

1. The Conduct at Issue 

To analyze the assertion of the discretionary function exception, courts first 

determine the conduct at issue. Bultema v. United States, 359 F.3d 379, 383-84 (6th Cir. 

2004 ). Here, Plaintiff claims the BOP negligently failed to provide suitable and safe 

sleeping quarters because the upper bunk did not have a railing or device to prevent 

Plaintiff from falling out of bed. ECF No. 27 at ~[52 

2. A railing or other device is not mandated. 

If "a federal statute, regulation, or policy specifically prescribes a course of action 

for an employee to follow," the discretionary function exception does not apply. Gaubert, 

499 U.S. at 322; Calderon v. United States, 123 F.3d 947, 949 (7th Cir. I 997). Here, 

Plaintiff alleges 18 U.S.C. § 4042(a) creates a mandatory duty to provide safety devices 

to prevent him from falling out of bed. Plaintiff, however, is mistaken. 
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Section 4042(a) grants the BOP broad discretion over how to provide for the safe 

treatment of inmates and safe conditions of confinement. Muick v. Reno, 83 Fed.Appx. 

851,853 (8th Cir.2003); Parrott v. United States, 536 F.3d 629,638 (7th Cir.2008). "The 

general duty set forth by § 4042(a) does not mean that the BOP cannot exercise judgment 

on how to fulfill that duty." Fargas v. United States, 2008 WL 698487 *9 (D.Minn. 

March 13, 2008). Indeed, Section 4042 does not mandate the placement of safety devices 

on bunk beds. Cohen v. United States, 151 F.3d 1338, 1342 ( I I th Cir. 1998). 

Section 4042 sets forth no particular conduct that BOP personnel should, let alone 

must, do or not do to fulfill the duty of providing for the safety of its inmates. Instead, it 

satisfies the first prong of the discretionary function exception - providing such 

equipment is susceptible to policy analysis. Muick, 83 Fed.Appx. at 853. 

Even if the Court looks beyond Section 4042(a), there are not rules or regulations 

that mandate the BOP place a guard rail or other device on the upper bunk at FCI 

Waseca. Declaration of Trevor Kroger at q[q[3-4. Placement of such devices was a matter 

of judgment and choice. The first element for application of the discretionary function 

exception is satisfied. 

3. Placement of railings and safety devices on the upper bunk is 
susceptible to policy analysis. 

The determination to install guardrails or other safety devices on prison beds is 

susceptible to policy analysis because it balances the safety of inmates and correctional 

workers, the good order of the correctional facilities, and institutional resources. Paulino-

Duarte v. U.S., 2003 WL 22533401 *2 (S.D.N.Y. November 7, 2003). When, as here, 
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the relevant policy allows government employees to exercise discretion, the government 

enjoys a presumption that the agent's acts are grounded in policy when exercising that 

discretion." Gaubert, 499 U.S. at 324. 

Courts have found that the determination of whether to equip prison bunk beds 

with railings and other safety devices is susceptible to policy analysis. Bultema v. U.S., 

359 F.3d 379, 384 (6th Cir. 2004); Francis v. U.S., 2011 WL 3563146 (D.Conn. August 

12, 2011); Paulino-Duarte, 2003 WL 22533401 *2; Harper v. U.S., 2009 WL 3190377 *3 

(E.D.Ky. September 30, 2009). As these courts hold the placement of safety devices in a 

prison involves a balancing of the safety of inmates and BOP personnel and the need for 

security and control where convicted criminals are closely confined. See Declaration of 

Kroger 'I[4. Hence, the placement of a railing or other safety device on the upper bunk of 

the bunk beds at FCI Waseca was susceptible to policy analysis. 

Plaintiffs action for unsafe beds at FCI Waseca is barred by the discretionary 

function exception, which retains sovereign immunity. 

D. Congress did not Waive Sovereign Immunity for Negligence Per Se. 

Plaintiff alleges Section 4042(a)(2), would subject a private person to liability for 

Negligence per se. ECF No.27 at Count V. The Court applies Minnesota tort law to 

determine whether Section 4042 supports an action for negligence per se. Gelley v. 

Astra Pharmaceutical Prod., Inc., 610 F.2d 558, 562 (8th Cir.1979). Section 4042, 

however, is insufficient to give rise to negligence per se, on its own or under Minnesota 

law. 
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Under the FTCA a private person must be subject to the tort action. Section 4042, 

however, places a duty on the government, not on the conduct of a private individual. 

[T]o allow FTCA recovery merely on the basis of a general doctrine of 
negligence per se, without requiring that there be some specific basis for 
concluding that similar conduct by private persons or entities would be 
actionable under state law, is to in essence discriminate against the United 
States: recovery against it is allowed, although for similar conduct the 
private person or entity would not be subject to liability under state law. 
Plainly, the FfCA waiver of sovereign immunity does not go so far. 

Johnson v. Sawyer, 47 F.3d 716, 728 (5th Cir.1995) (en banc). 1 It is well-established that 

"the violation of a federal statute or regulation by government officials does not of itself 

create a cause of action under the FfCA." Art Metal USA, Inc. v. United States, 753 

F.2d 1151, 1157 (D.C.Cir. 1985); Gelley, 610 F.2d at 562-63. Consequently, an action 

premised on violation Section 4042 is not cognizable under the FTCA because it does not 

impose a duty on a private person. 

In Minnesota "negligence per se is a form of ordinary negligence that results from 

violation of a statute." Anderson v. State, 693 N .W.2d. 181, 189-90 

(Minn.2005)(internal quotation marks omitted.). It is a cause of action separately pleaded 

and inseparably intertwined with negligence. Anderson v. Stat, Dept. of Natural 

Resources, 693 N.W.2d 181, 189 (Minn. 2005)." A violation of federal statutes or 

regulations does not automatically invoke a state's doctrine of negligence per se. Appley 

Bros. v. United States, 924 F.Supp. 944, 961 (D.S.D. 1996) affd 164 F.3d 1164 (8th Cir. 

1999); Davis v. United States, 536 F.2d 758 (8th Cir. 1976). Minnesota law agrees, "Not 

every statutory violation is negligence." Johnson v. Farmers & Merchant's State Bank, 

320 N.W.2d 892, 897 (Minn. 1982). The undersigned could not find a Minnesota case, 
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statute or regulation adopting 18 U.S.C. § 4042 or applying it as the basis for a 

negligence action. See Legrande v. U.S., 687 F.3d 800, 809 (7 th Cir. 2012)(FAA 

standards.); Anderson v. Anoka Hennepin Independent School Dist. 11,678 N.W.2d 651, 

663 n. 12 (Minn. 2004)(OSHA). 

Not only is there no Minnesota case law, statute or regulation adopting 18 U.S.C. 

§ 4042, this statute does not satisfy the elements of negligence per se. The Minnesota 

Supreme Court has held that a violation of a legislative enactment can be evidence of 

negligence if 

(1) The intent of the statute is to protect a class of which plaintiff is a member, but 
only if 

(2) The plaintiffs injury involves an invasion of the particular interest protected by 
the statute, 

(3) Was caused by the particular hazard or form of harm against which the 
enactment was designed to give protection and 

(4) It was proximately caused by its violation. 

Johnson, 320 N.W.2d at 897; Lorschbough v. Township of Buzzle, 258 N.W.2d 96, 98 

(Minn. 1977). While arguably, Plaintiff may satisfy elements 1, 2 and 4. Section 4042 

does not satisfy the third element. 

To satisfy the third element, Section 4042 must provide protection from "a 

particular hazard or form of harm .... " and establish a standard of care to protect against 

that hazard or harm. Hutchinson v. Cotton, 53 N.W.2d 27, 29 (Minn. 1952). Section 

4042, however, does not contain standards that dictate the conduct of a federal employee. 

Smith v. U.S., 19 F.3d 22, 23 n.1 (7th Cir. 1994); Chinchello v. Fenton, 805 F.2d 126, 
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134 (3d Cir. 1986); Dulany v. Carnahan, 132 F.3d 1234, 1240 (8th Cir. 1997). Therefore, 

under Minnesota law an action for negligence per se cannot arise from 18 U.S.C. § 

4042(a). 

Plaintiff cannot use 18 U.S.C. § 4042 by itself or under Minnesota law to sustain 

an action for negligence per se action. Therefore, it should be dismissed. 

V. THE UNITED STATES IS ENTITLED TO SUMMARY JUDGMENT. 

A. Plaintiff Lacks Expert Evidence Needed to Proceed with a Negligent 
Failure to Provide Prompt and Adequate Medical Care. 

Plaintiff claims FCI-Waseca negligently failed to provide prompt and adequate 

medical care to diagnose Plaintiffs condition and alleviate his pain. ECF No. 27. In 

particular he claims PHS Nurse Alford examined him about an hour after he fell on June 

2, 2008. Id., at ~[19. During the examination, Plaintiff alleges he told Nurse Alford that 

he was in severe pain and discomfort, required a doctor and needed "'to be immediately 

taken to a hospital to be examined and receive proper treatment." Id., at 20. Nurse 

Alford injected plaintiff with ketorolac, a pain medication and placed a splint on his wrist 

but did not immediately transfer him to a hospital. Id., at q[21. Plaintiff returned to his 

cell. Id., at q[22. These claims require expert evidence because the promptness and 

adequacy of the medical care received by Plaintiff at FCI Waseca and the hospital is not 

within a layman's knowledge. Instead, it raises a complex question about the standard of 

care for treating a wrist fracture, the use of ketorolac to provide pain relief and when the 

timing of surgical repair of the fracture causes an injury. 
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Title 18 United States Code 4042 imposes a duty on the BOP to provide adequate 

medical care to its inmates. United States v. Muniz, 374 U.S. 150, 165-6 (1963). But 

Section 4042 does not provide a private right of action for its enforcement. Harper v. 

Williford, 96 F.3d 1526, 1528 (D.C. Cir. 1996); Chinchello v. Fenton, 805 F.2d 126, 134 

(3d Cir. 1986). An action for breach of this duty must be brought under the FTCA. Id. 

To determine if the United States has breached its duty to provide medical care, 

the Court looks to the law of the state where the alleged tortuous conduct occurred. 

Williams v. United States, 405 F.2d 951, 954 (9th Cir. 1969). Here, the allegedly tortuous 

conduct occurred in Minnesota where medical negligence requires proof that 

1) the standard of care recognized by the medical community as applicable to the 
particular defendant's conduct; 

2) the defendant departed from that standard; 

3) the defendant's departure from that standard was a direct cause of the patient's 
injuries; and 

4) the plaintiff sustained damages. 

Tousignant v. St. Louis County, 615 N.W.2D 53, 59 (Minn. 2000). In such cases, the 

plaintiff must serve two different affidavits of expert review on the defendant at 

designated times unless it is one of the rare cases that does not require expert evidence. 

Minn. Stat. § 145.682subd 2 (2008); Sorenson v. St. Paul Ramsey Med. Ctr., 457 N.W.2d 

188, 191 (Minn. 1990). A plaintiffs failure to characterize the action as medical 

malpractice is irrelevant under the statute. Tousignant v. St. Louis County, 615 N.W.2d 

53, 56 n. 56 (Minn. 2000). Plaintiff did not comply with Minn. Stat. § 145.682. 
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Moreover, to proceed to trial he needs expert evidence to prove his case or rebut the 

report by Dr. Donavon. 

Instead of expert evidence Plaintiff claims the negligence is within the knowledge 

of a lawman. The history of Plaintiffs treatment, however, demonstrates that Plaintiffs 

claims are too complex for laymen. Plaintiff himself did not know that his wrist would 

require surgery. Deposition of Plaintiff at 44:20-23. And when he chose surgery, the 

orthopedic surgeon provided him with different treatment options. Exhibit 014 and 017. 

Hence, Plaintiffs own choice of treatment required expert advice. 

Expert testimony is generally required to establish the standard of care and the 

departure from that standard. "The purpose of expert testimony is to interpret the facts 

and connect the facts to conduct which constitutes [ medical] malpractice and causation." 

Tousignant, 615 N.W.2d at 58 (citation and internal quotation marks omitted.) The 

testimony normally assists the trier of fact with determining liability. Id. There is, 

however, an exception when "the acts or omissions complained of are within the general 

knowledge and experience of lay persons ... " Id. (Citations and internal quotation marks 

omitted). All elements of Plaintiffs action, the standard of care applicable to the 

defendant's acts or omissions, the breach of that standard of care, and the chain of 

causation, must be within the general knowledge and experience of lay persons before he 

can dispense with expert evidence. Id., at 61. The exception is applied only "in the 

simplest of fact situations, such as when metal clips or a sponge have been left in the 

body after surgery or a dentist's grinding disc has slipped and cut membranes and tissues 
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at the base of the tongue." Chizmadia v. Smiley's Point Clinic, 768 F.Supp. 266, 271 

(D.Minn.1991). 

Here, Plaintiff claims are not simple. He claims Nurse Alford should have 

immediately referred him to a doctor or a hospital. But when PA Brandt examined Nurse 

Alford's note she approved it and implicitly the timeline for treating Plaintiff. Although 

a lay person with the injury suffered by Plaintiff may immediately go to the emergency 

room, Nurse Alford, PA Brandt and the triage nurse at the Hospital did not consider 

Plaintiffs condition an emergency. Instead, it was urgent and an orthopedic consultation 

obtained that day. Exhibits 008, 010 and 018. Consequently, the standard of care is not 

within the ken of Lay people. 

Likewise, causation requires expert evidence. No one has told Plaintiff the delay 

caused an injury. Deposition of Plaintiff at 55:2-7. An expert must explain when an 

injury requires urgent or emergency care, what is the difference between the two levels of 

care, and the effect on a broken wrist when surgery is performed about 14 hours later. 

These are not matters within the common knowledge of laymen. 

But even if there was some doubt about Plaintiffs need for expert evidence, Dr. 

Donovan, a hand surgeon, has stated, 

It is my medical opinion that the treatment that was rendered to Mr. 
Sheridan was appropriate. It is not uncommon to have to delay surgery, 
such as the type that Mr. Sheridan underwent, for several days. There was 
no documented neurologic compromise of the hand and therefore, no 
urgency existed to proceed with surgery. 
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Exhibit 028 at 8. Consequently, to survive summary judgment, Plaintiff must produce 

evidence to rebut the report. But Plaintiff lacks such evidence and the United States is 

entitled to summary judgment. 

Dated: July 8, 2013 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
DISTRICT OF MINNESOTA 

Case No. l 1-cv-2487 DWF/FLN 

MATTHEW PHILLIP SHERIDAN, ) 
) 
) 
) 

) 
) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

Plaintiff, 

V. DEFENDANTS' MEMORANDUM 

WARDEN R. RIOS, et al, 
IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR 
EXTENSION OF TIME TO ANSWER 
OR OTHERWISE RESPOND 

Defendants. 

On November 3, 2011, service on defendants was comp lcted. As a resu It, a response 

to the complaint is due on or before January 3, 2012. The Defendants expect to bring a 

dispositive motion but an essential witness is unexpectedly unavailable during the holidays. 

In addition, Plaintiff's attorney has consented to a 21 day extension, until January 24, 2012. 

Therefore, this Court should grant an extension of time until January 24, 2012. 

case, 

Rule 6(b) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure provides, in part as it pertains to this 

When by these rules ... an act is required ... to be done at or 
within a specified time, the court for cause shown may at any 
time in its discretion (l) with or without motion or notice order 
the period enlarged if request therefore is made before the 
expiration of the period originally prescribed .... 
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This request is made before time has expired to respond to the Complaint. The cause 

shown is an essentia I witness is currently unavailable. Moreover, Plaintiff's counsel has 

consented to the 21 day extension until January 24, 2012. 

Dated: 12-19-11 
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Assistant U.S. Attorney 
Attorney ID Number 206635 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
DISTRICT OF MINNESOTA 

Matthew Phillip Sheridan, 

Plaintiff, 

VS. 

Kirk Alford, RN, Correctional Officer 
Burns, Correctional Officer Pena, and 
the United States, 

Defendants. 

Court File No. 11-cv-02487 (DWF/FLN) 

PLAINTIFF'S MEMORANDUM OF 
LAW IN OPPOSITION TO 

DEFENDANTS' MOTION TO 
DISMISS AND FOR SUMMARY 

JUDGMENT 

STATEMENT OF FACTS 

On May 8, 2008, Plaintiff Matthew Sheridan was admitted as a federal inmate to 

Bureau of Prisons (BOP), Federal Correctional Institution (FCI) Waseca. (Sheridan Deel. 

4.) Due to overcrowding and inadequate bed space in the general population, Mr. 

Sheridan was placed in the Special Housing Unit (SHU) pending available bed space. 

(Sheridan Deel. 4-5.) Mr. Sheridan was initially assigned to a two-person cell with a 

bunk-bed, and Mr. Sheridan was assigned to sleep in the upper bunk. (Sheridan Deel. 5.) 

On May 12, 2008, Mr. Sheridan was seen by Linda Brandt, PA, for a physical 

examination and medical screening. (Sheridan Deel. 5; Leyderman Deel., Ex. 1, 

hereinafter Sheridan Dep." 20-21.) During his visit with Ms. Brandt, Mr. Sheridan 

requested to be assigned a lower bunk due to his asthma, significant obesity, frequent 

urination at night, emphysema, difficulty breathing, and his fear and concerns of rolling 

out of bed in his sleep. (Sheridan Deel. 5; Sheridan Dep. 21.) On May 12, 2008, Ms. 
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Brandt granted Mr. Sheridan's request and placed Mr. Sheridan on several medical 

restrictions. (Sheridan Deel. 5.) This was done by placing a "Medical Duty Status" form 

into Mr. Sheridan's file. (Sheridan Deel. 5; Leyderman Deel., Ex. 2, hereinafter "Ex. 2.") 

This form included the following restrictions: ( l) "No Access to Cold/Wind;" (2) "Height 

Restrictions/No Ladders;" (3) Assignment to "Pollution Free Area;" and (4) "Lower 

Bunk Required." (Sheridan Deel. 5; Ex. 2.) 

On May 22, 2008, Mr. Sheridan was transferred to a different cell within the SHU, 

which was also a two-person cell with a bunk-bed. (Sheridan Deel. 5.) Per Ms. Brandt's 

instructions and Mr. Sheridan's Medical Duty Status, Mr. Sheridan was assigned a lower 

bunk inside the new cell. (Sheridan Deel. 5.) On May 29, 2008, Mr. Sheridan was 

transfeITed to a third cell within the SHU by FCI Waseca employee CoITectional 

Lieutenant Lyngaas, which was also a two-person cell with a bunk-bed. (Sheridan Deel. 

5.) Lieutenant Lyngaas disregarded Ms. Brandt's May 12, 2008, directives and Mr. 

Sheridan's Medical Duty Status and assigned Mr. Sheridan to the top bunk within the 

new cell. (Sheridan Deel. 5; Sheridan Dep. 24.) The top bunk inside the third cell was 

approximately 5 feet off the ground and required the use of a ladder to get in and out of 

bed. (Sheridan Deel. 5.) Mr. Sheridan immediately complained to Lieutenant Lyngaas 

regarding his assignment to the top bunk within the new cell. (Sheridan Deel. 6; Sheridan 

Dep. 24.) Lieutenant Lyngaas responded that the bottom bunk had already been taken by 

another inmate and refused to transfer Mr. Sheridan to a lower bunk. (Sheridan Deel. 6; 

Sheridan Dep. 24-25, 42.) This upper bunk-bed was not equipped with a railing or any 
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other device or mechanism designed to prevent Mr. Sheridan from rolling out of bed 

while asleep. (Sheridan Deel. 6.) 

On June 2, 2008, at approximately 5:30 a.m., Mr. Sheridan rolled out of his bed 

while asleep and fell to the concrete floor from the upper level of the bunk-bed. (Sheridan 

Deel. 6.) Mr. Sheridan woke up as soon as he landed on the ground. (Sheridan Deel. 6.) 

Mr. Sheridan immediately felt severe pain in his left lower arm and wrist as well as his 

head and knew that he was seriously injured. (Sheridan Deel. 6.) Specifically, due to the 

severe pain in his wrist, Mr. Sheridan believed that he had suffered a bone fracture in his 

wrist or lower arm. (Sheridan Deel. 6.) At this point, Mr. Sheridan also knew that he 

required immediate emergency medical attention. (Sheridan Deel. 6.) Mr. Sheridan then 

got up and pressed the distress button inside his cell to ask for medical attention and 

assistance. (Sheridan Deel. 6.) Correctional Officer Laird responded shortly thereafter, 

and Mr. Sheridan explained that he had fallen from the top bunk and suffered a serious 

injury to his left arm. (Sheridan Deel. 6.) Mr. Sheridan also explained that he was in 

severe and excruciating pain and that he required immediate medical assistance. 

(Sheridan Deel. 6.) Officer Laird left without providing any assistance or medical 

attention to Mr. Sheridan. (Sheridan Deel. 6.) 

Approximately one hour later, at 6:30 a.m., Mr. Sheridan was taken to see 

Defendant Nurse Alford. (Sheridan Deel. 6.) Prior to this time, Mr. Sheridan had received 

no medical attention or care whatsoever, even though he continued to complain that he 

was in severe pain and discomfort. (Sheridan Deel. 6.) During his visit with Nurse 

Alford, Mr. Sheridan explained that he was experiencing excruciating pain in his wrist 
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and lower arm and that he believed that he had fractured a bone in his wrist or lower arm. 

(Sheridan Deel. 7.) Mr. Sheridan also asked to be seen by a doctor and to be immediately 

taken to a hospital to be examined and to receive proper medical treatment. (Sheridan 

Deel. 7.) Nurse Alford refused to allow Mr. Sheridan to be seen by a doctor and refused 

to transport Mr. Sheridan to a hospital for examination and treatment. (Sheridan Deel. 7.) 

Instead, Nurse Alford injected an Ibuprofen shot into Mr. Sheridan's left arm and then 

put Mr. Sheridan's left arm into an arm-brace. (Sheridan Deel. 7; Sheridan Dep. 12-13, 

46.) Mr. Sheridan made numerous complaints about his severe pain and discomfort 

during his visit with Nurse Alford and requested to be seen by a doctor and to be taken to 

a hospital numerous times. (Sheridan Deel. 7.) Nurse Alford refused to provide any 

additional care or medical attention for Mr. Sheridan and instead ordered Mr. Sheridan to 

go back to his cell. (Sheridan Deel. 7.) 

Two FCI Waseca correctional officers then escorted Mr. Sheridan back to his cell. 

(Sheridan Deel. 7 .) While walking back to his cell, Mr. Sheridan complained to these 

Officers about his severe pain and discomfort and asked them to take him to a hospital 

and to be seen by a doctor. (Sheridan Deel. 7.) These officers ignored Mr. Sheridan's 

complaints and requests and instead placed him back into his cell. (Sheridan Deel. 7 .) 

When Mr. Sheridan returned to his cell, the pain and discomfort in his left arm 

became even more intense and he started to experience additional symptoms, including a 

severe headache, dizziness, and upset stomach. (Sheridan Deel. 7.) Mr. Sheridan could 

not sleep due to the severe pain and discomfort and he was convinced that he needed to 

be seen by a doctor and that he needed to go to the hospital to treat the fracture and to 
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receive proper medical attention. (Sheridan Deel. 7 .) At approximately 7:30 a.m., Mr. 

Sheridan once again pressed the distress button in his cell. FCI Correctional Officer Denn 

responded to Mr. Sheridan's call. (Sheridan Deel. 8; Sheridan Dep. 36-37.) Mr. Sheridan 

explained that he had fallen from his bunk and most likely suffered a fracture to his left 

arm, that he was experiencing severe pain and discomfort in his left arm, that the 

medication was not helping, and that he was dizzy and had an upset stomach and a severe 

headache. (Sheridan Deel. 8.) Mr. Sheridan also requested that Officer Denn take Mr. 

Sheridan to see a doctor and to be transported to a hospital where he could receive proper 

treatment and medical attention. (Sheridan Deel. 8.) Officer Denn ignored Mr. Sheridan's 

complaints and instead informed Mr. Sheridan that he had a concussion and ordered Mr. 

Sheridan to switch bunks with his cellmate and to lie down and try to sleep. (Sheridan 

Deel. 8; Sheridan Dep. 37.) Officer Denn then left, leaving Mr. Sheridan suffering in his 

cell. (Sheridan Deel. 8.) For the next two and half hours, Mr. Sheridan continued to suffer 

in his cell. (Sheridan Deel. 8.) The pain in Mr. Sheridan's left arm remained severe and 

did not alleviate. (Sheridan Deel. 8.) Mr. Sheridan also continued to suffer from a severe 

headache, dizziness, and an upset stomach. (Sheridan Deel. 8.) 

At approximately 9:30 a.m., Mr. Sheridan once again pressed the distress button to 

ask for assistance. (Sheridan Deel. 8.) An FCI Waseca Correctional Officer responded, 

and Mr. Sheridan explained that he was suffering from severe pain and requested to see a 

doctor and be taken to a hospital. (Sheridan Deel. 8; Sheridan Dep. 40-41.) This officer 

listened to Mr. Sheridan's complaints but ignored Mr. Sheridan's complaints and left. 

(Sheridan Deel. 8.) At approximately 10:00 a.m., Mr. Sheridan was finally taken to the 
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medical unit to be seen by medical staff. (Sheridan Deel. 8.) Once there, Mr. Sheridan 

once again explained that he had fallen from the top bunk, that he most likely broke a 

bone in his wrist or lower arm, and that he was suffering from severe and excruciating 

pain in his lower left arm as well as his head. (Sheridan Deel. 8.) Mr. Sheridan also 

requested to be immediately seen by a doctor and to be immediately taken to the hospital 

for proper treatment and medical care. (Sheridan Deel. 8-9.) Mr. Sheridan complained to 

Nurse Alford once again, stating that he was in severe pain, and asked for stronger 

medication to control the pain. (Sheridan Dep. 46.) Nurse Alford refused to treat Mr. 

Sheridan's pain, stating, "'Oh, I gave you Ibuprofen, you ain't getting no more than that." 

(Sheridan Dep. 46.) Mr. Sheridan knew that he had suffered a serious injury to his left 

arm and repeated numerous times that he needed immediate medical attention and that he 

needed to go to the hospital right away. (Sheridan Deel. 9.) 

The medical staff performed an x-ray on Mr. Sheridan's left wrist and arm and, 

after inspecting the image, stated that Mr. Sheridan had no fractures. (Sheridan Deel. 9.) 

One of the FCI, Waseca staff present stated to Mr. Sheridan, "You should fall harder next 

time." (Sheridan Deel. 9; Sheridan Dep. 17-18.) Mr. Sheridan continued to complain 

about his pain, but he was once again ignored and ordered to go back to his cell. 

(Sheridan Deel. 9.) Once back at his cell, Mr. Sheridan continued to suffer from severe 

and excruciating pain and continued to complain to prison staff. (Sheridan Deel. 9.) Mr. 

Sheridan also continued his requests to be seen by a doctor and to be taken to a hospital 

for treatment. (Sheridan Deel. 9.) Mr. Sheridan's complaints and requests were once 

again ignored by FCI Waseca staff. (Sheridan Deel. 9.) 
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At 11 :30 a.rn., six hours after Mr. Sheridan's injury, a doctor finally examined Mr. 

Sheridan's arm and the x-ray image. (Sheridan Deel. 9.) The doctor immediately 

determined that Mr. Sheridan had a fracture in his left radius bone and that he needed an 

emergency surgical procedure to treat the fracture. (Sheridan Deel. 9.) Although Mr. 

Sheridan had asked to see a doctor numerous times, this was the first time that morning 

that Mr. Sheridan was seen by a doctor. (Sheridan Deel. 9.) 

Approximately 45 minutes later, Mr. Sheridan was transported to the Immanuel St. 

Joseph's Hospital Emergency Room in Mankato, MN, by Defendant Officers Burns and 

Pena. (Sheridan Deel. 9.) While transporting Mr. Sheridan, Defendant Officers Burns and 

Pena restrained Mr. Sheridan in handcuffs and shackles. (Sheridan Deel. 9.) Mr. Sheridan 

was in severe pain due to the fracture in his left arm. (Sheridan Deel. 10.) The handcuffs 

and shackles that were used to restrain Mr. Sheridan during transport significantly 

intensified the pain and did not allow Mr. Sheridan to position his fractured arm into a 

comfortable position. (She1idan Deel. IO.) During the ride to the hospital, Mr. Sheridan 

made numerous complaints to Defendant Officers Bums and Pena about his pain and 

requested numerous times that his handcuffs and shackles be removed. (Sheridan Deel. 

10.) At the time of this incident, Mr. Sheridan had out custody clearance, meaning that 

Mr. Sheridan could have been transported unshackled outside the prison and with 

minimum security. (Sheridan Deel. 10; Sheridan Dep. 48-49; Leyderman Deel., Ex. 11 

(stating that Mr. Sheridan had "Minimum/Out" Custody Classification on June 20, 2008); 

see also Defs.' Ex. 30, p. 31 IECF Doc. 31-31] defining "out custody").) Mr. Sheridan 

explained, "I came into ... IFCI, Waseca] with no handcuffs on. There was no reason 
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they had to have me [shackled]. ... They didn't need two guards, l didn't need shackles . 

. . . " (Sheridan Dep. 48-49.) Mr. Sheridan further explained that when he was initially 

transported to FCI, Waseca, he overheard a BOP official instructing the correctional 

officers transporting Mr. Sheridan to leave Mr. She1idan unshackled and unhandcuffed 

for the trip. (Sheridan Dep. 48-50.) Nonetheless, Defendant Officers Burns and Pena 

ignored Mr. Sheridan's requests and refused to remove his handcuffs or shackles until 

after Mr. Sheridan arrived at the hospital. (Sheridan Deel. IO.) Officer Burns was also 

extremely rude and unprofessional during the ride to the hospital and then joked about the 

accident and laughed at Mr. Sheridan once at the hospital. (Sheridan Deel. IO; Sheridan 

Dep. 52.) Officers Burns and Pena held Mr. Sheridan shackled the entire day and 

removed the shackles only when Mr. Sheridan was about to go into surgery. (Sheridan 

Dep. 53-54.) The Defendant Officers' refusal to remove Mr. Sheridan's handcuffs and 

shackles caused Mr. Sheridan to suffer intensified and unnecessary pain and discomfort 

in his left arm. (Sheridan Deel. 10.) 

Mr. Sheridan arrived at the hospital at approximately I :00 p.m. (Sheridan Deel. 

10.) Shortly after his arrival, Mr. Sheridan was placed on a morphine drip to help 

alleviate the severe pain and an emergency surgery was performed later that day. 

(Sheridan Deel. IO, Sheridan Dep. 52; Leyderman Deel., Ex. 10.) Mr. Sheridan received 

2 steel plates and 9 screws in his left forearm to treat the fracture. (Sheridan Deel. 10.) 

The doctor who examined Mr. Sheridan at Immanuel St. Joseph's Hospital expressed 

concern as to why it took prison officials such a long time to bring Mr. Sheridan to the 

hospital. (Sheridan Deel. 10; Sheridan Dep. 9, 52.) Because Mr. Sheridan had eaten 
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earlier that morning, the surgeon had to postpone the surgery until 8:00 p.m. (Sheridan 

Deel. 10; Sheridan Dep. 45, 52.) Had Defendants transported Mr. Sheridan to the hospital 

right away, his surgery could have been completed approximately 12 hours earlier. 

(Sheridan Deel. IO.) 

Mr. Sheridan rated his pain at 10, on a 1-10 scale, prior to receiving the injection 

from Nurse Alford. (Sheridan Dep. 69.) Within 30 minutes after receiving the injection, 

Mr. Sheridan rated his pain at 9.5 on a 1-10 scale. (Sheridan Dep. 69.) However, within 

30 minutes of receiving the morphine drip, Mr. Sheridan rated his pain at 4 on a 1-10 

scale. (Sheridan Dep. 69.) 

As a result of the Defendant United States' negligence in installing unsafe bunk

beds, forcing Mr. Sheridan to sleep in these bunk-beds, and failing to follow Ms. Brandt's 

instructions and Mr. Sheridan's Medical Duty Status, Mr. Sheridan was forced to sleep in 

the upper bunk, rolled out of his bunk-bed at night, and fractured the radius bone in his 

left forearm, which resulted in severe pain and suffering as well as emotional anguish and 

distress. (Sheridan Deel. 10-11.) As a result of the Defendants' ignorance, neglect, 

negligence, and deliberate indifference, Mr. Sheridan needlessly suffered severe and 

excruciating pain in his left forearm for approximately 6 hours. (Sheridan Deel. 11.) Had 

Defendants transported Mr. Sheridan to the hospital upon Mr. Sheridan's request, Mr. 

Sheridan's pain could have been easily alleviated and contained through the use of the 

morphine drip approximately 6 hours earlier. (Sheridan Deel. 11.) As a result of the 

Defendants' ignorance, neglect, negligence, and deliberate indifference, Mr. Sheridan's 
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suffered approximately 6 hours of excruciating and unnecessary pam and emotional 

anguish and distress. (Sheridan Deel. 11.) 

As a direct result of the fall, Mr. Sheridan continues to experience pain in his left 

wrist on the daily basis: "I have pain every day, I mean it's sharp pains. I can't do ... a 

normal pushup ... without having excruciating pain." (Sheridan Dep. 55.) Mr. Sheridan 

explained that, as a result of the fall, he now has to do pushups on his knuckles and 

experiences pain when doing basic tasks with his hands at work, such as shoveling or 

scooping. (Sheridan Dep. 55, 59, 61-62.) Mr. Sheridan also experiences difficulty lifting 

heavy objects with his left hand, especially at work. (Sheridan Dep. 59-60, 61-62.) Mr. 

Sheridan also has trouble exercising as a result of the fall: "I used to enjoy lifting weights 

... and ... some things, the curls I can't do." (Sheridan Dep. 62.) Mr. Sheridan testified 

that, as a result of the fall, he cannot exercise as often as he would like and that he 

exercises less than he did prior to the fall. (Sheridan Dep. 62.) Mr. Sheridan takes 

Ibuprofen daily to control the pain in his left wrist. (Sheridan Dep. 60.) Mr. Sheridan also 

now has a permanent scar, approximately four inches in length, below his left wrist, as a 

direct result of the fall. (Sheridan Dep. 61.) In addition, as a result of the incident 

described above, Mr. Sheridan has suffered future lost wages and diminished earning 

capacity. (Sheridan Deel. 11.) 

On October 14, 2008, Mr. Sheridan filed an FTCA Administrative Claim with the 

United States pursuant to 28 U.S.C. 267 I, et seq. (Leyderman Deel., Ex. 3, hereinafter 

"Ex. 3;" Leyderrnan Deel., Ex. 4, hereinafter "Ex. 4.") On February 18, 2009, the United 

States denied Mr. Sheridan's tort claim. (Leyderman Deel., Ex. 5, hereinafter "Ex. 5.") 
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On April 13, 2009, Mr. Sheridan filed a lawsuit arising from the facts described above in 

U.S. District Court, District of Minnesota. (Court File No. 09-cv-00844-DWF-FLN, 

hereinafter "Sheridan I," ECF Doc. 1.) In his Complaint, Mr. Sheridan alleged three 

different violations as three separate counts: Count I: "Negligence;" Count II: "Deliberate 

Indifference;" and Count Ill: "Medical Malpractice." (Sheridan I, ECF Doc. 1, p. 4-5.) 

On June 29, 2009, Mr. Sheridan filed an amended complaint, once again alleging the 

same violations as in his original complaint. (Sheridan I, ECF Doc. 11, p. 3-4.) 

On February 28, 2010, the defendants in Sheridan I filed a Motion for Summary 

Judgment. (Sheridan I, ECF Doc. 26.) On August 18, 2010, this Court issued a Report 

and Recommendation on the Motion for Summary Judgment, recommending that 

Sheridan I be dismissed without prejudice for failure to exhaust administrative remedies. 

(Sheridan I, ECF Doc. 45.) On September 28, 2010, this Court issued an Order Adopting 

Report and Recommendation and Memorandum, wherein this Court adopted the Report 

and Recommendation and dismissed Sheridan I without prejudice to allow Mr. Sheridan 

to exhaust administrative remedies. (Sheridan I, ECF Doc. 50.) 

Mr. Sheridan attempted to exhaust his administrative remedies early on, in the 

summer of 2009, but was unsuccessful because BOP employees refused to reply to his 

written submissions. (See Sheridan I, ECF Doc. 19, p. 2.) After Sheridan I was 

dismissed, and as suggested by this Court in the Report and Recommendation and 

subsequent Order dismissing Sheridan I, Mr. Sheridan once again attempted to exhaust 

his administrative remedies. On October 19, 2010, Mr. Sheridan filed an Infonnal 

Resolution Form with FCI, Sandstone, where he was being detained at the time. 
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(Leydennan Deel., Ex. 8, hereinafter "Ex. 8.") After receiving an unsatisfactory response, 

Mr. Sheridan exhausted the BOP administrative remedy process by filing a BP-9, BP-10, 

and BP-11 (Central Officer Appeal). (Leyderman Dec., Ex. 9, hereinafter "Ex. 9.") Mr. 

Sheridan never received a response to the BP-11. (See Ex. 9.) After having been released 

from custody, Mr. Sheridan filed the present lawsuit, "Sheridan II." (See Compl., ECF 

Doc. 1, p. 2; Sheridan Deel. 4.) Mr. Sheridan's operative complaint names four 

Defendants (Kirk Alford, RN, Correctional Officer Burns, Correctional Officer Pena, and 

the United States) and states five claims for relief (one count for Eighth Amendment 

violation and four counts of negligence and negligence per se under the FTCA). 

On July 8, 2013, the Defendants filed a Motion to Dismiss and for Summary 

Judgment. In their supporting memorandum, Defendants raise numerous arguments and 

defenses as to why this lawsuit should be dismissed. As explained in detail below, 

Defendants' arguments are without merit and their motion should be denied in its 

entirety. 

STANDARD OF REVIEW FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 

Summary judgment is appropriate where there are no genuine issues of material 

fact and the moving party can demonstrate that it is entitled to judgment as a matter of 

law. Fed. R. Civ. P. 56(c). A fact is material if it might affect the outcome of the suit, and 

a dispute is genuine if the evidence is such that it could lead a reasonable jury to return a 

verdict for either party. Anderson v. liberty Lobby, Inc., 477 U.S. 242, 247 (1986). A 

court considering a motion for summary judgment must view the facts in the light most 
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favorable to the non-moving party and give that party the benefit of all reasonable 

inferences that can be drawn from those facts. Matsushita Elec. Indus. Co. v. Zenith 

Radio Corp., 475 U.S. 574, 587 (1986). 

ARGUMENT 

I. THE INDIVIDUAL DEFENDANTS ARE NOT ENTITLED TO 
QUALIFIED IMMUNITY ON MR. SHERIDAN'S EIGHTH AMENDMENT 
CLAIM BECAUSE THERE IS A GENUINE ISSUE OF MATERIAL FACT 
AS TO WHETHER THEY WERE DELIBERATELY INDIFFERENT TO 
MR. SHERIDAN'S SERIOUS MEDICAL NEEDS. 

The Eighth Amendment prohibits the infliction of cruel and unusual punishment. 

"[T]he treatment a prisoner receives in prison and the conditions under which he is 

confined are subject to scrutiny under the Eighth Amendment." Helling v. McKinney, 509 

U.S. 25, 31 (1993). To prevail on an Eighth Amendment claim for deprivation of medical 

care, an inmate must show that the prison official was deliberately indifferent to the 

inmate's serious medical needs. Coleman v. Rahija, 114 F.3d 778, 784 (8th Cir. 1997). 

This requires a two-part showing that (1) the inmate suffered from an objectively serious 

medical need, and (2) the prison official knew of the need yet deliberately disregarded it. 

Id.; see also Farmer v. Brennan, 511 U.S. 825, 837 (1994); Estelle v. Gamble, 429 U.S. 

97, 105 (1976). 

A serious medical need is "one that has been diagnosed by a physician as requiring 

treatment, or one that is so obvious that even a layperson would easily recognize the 

necessity for a doctor's attention.'' Camberos v. Branstad, 73 F.3d 174, 176 (8th Cir. 
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1995). A medical need that would be obvious to a layperson makes verifying medical 

evidence unnecessary. Hartsfield v. Colburn, 371 F.3d 454,457 (8th Cir. 2004). 

Deliberate indifference is equivalent to criminal-law recklessness, which is "more 

blameworthy than negligence," yet less blamewmthy than purposefully causing or 

knowingly bringing about a substantial risk of serious harm to the inmate. See Farmer, 

511 U.S. at 835, 839-40. An obvious risk of harm justifies an inference that a prison 

official subjectively disregarded a substantial risk of serious harm to the inmate. Lenz v. 

Wade, 490 F.3d 991, 995 (8th Cir. 2007). Deliberate indifference must be measured by 

the official's knowledge at the time in question, not by "hindsight's perfect vision." Id. at 

993 n. l (quoting Jackson v. Everett, 140 F.3d 1149, 1152 (8th Cir. 1998)). Whether an 

inmate's condition is a serious medical need and whether an official was deliberately 

indifferent to the inmate's serious medical need are questions of fact. Coleman, 114 F.3d 

at 785. 

A. Nurse Alford is Not Entitled to Statutory Immunity. 

Defendant Nurse Alford presents only one argument on the immunity issue, 

namely that he is immune from liability for constitutional violations in this lawsuit under 

42 U.S.C. § 233(a), and Hui v. Castenada, 559 U.S. 799 (2010). As explained below, 

Nurse Alford is not entitled to statutory immunity because Mr. Sheridan's claims against 

Nurse Alford arise, partially, from Nurse Alford's acts and omissions unrelated to his 

medical functions. 

Section 233(a), states, in relevant part: 
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The remedy against the United States provided by [the FTCAJ ... for 
damage to personal injury ... resulting from the performance of medical .. 
. or related functions, by any commissioned officer or employee of the 
Public Health Service while acting within the scope of his office or 
employment, shall be exclusive of any other civil action or proceeding ... 
against the officer or employee ... whose act or omission gave rise to the 
claim. 

In Hui, the U.S. Supreme Court recently held that section 233(a) provides immunity to 

federal Public Health Services employees sued for constitutional violations under Bivens 

for injuries caused by the employees' performance of medical or related functions. 559 

U.S. at 1848. As such, section 233(a) immunity does not attach when the PHS employee 

is sued under Bivens for acts or omissions unrelated to the employee's medical or related 

functions, see id., which is precisely the issue in this case. 

Mr. Sheridan does not dispute that Nurse Alford is immune under section 233(a) 

for at least some of his actions related to the subject incident. However, not all of Nurse 

Alford's actions and omissions are immune. Specifically, Mr. Sheridan alleges in this 

lawsuit that he spoke with Nurse Alford twice, once during the initial visit at 

approximately 6: 30 a.m. and once again during their second encounter at approximately 

10:00 a.m. One of Mr. Sheridan's main complaints aimed specifically at Nurse Alford is 

that Nurse Alford failed and refused to find a doctor to diagnose and treat Mr. Sheridan's 

broken wrist in a timely manner, between 6:30 a.m. and 10:00 a.m. Nurse Alford was, in 

part, providing services related to his medical or related functions as a PHS employee 

during his encounters with Mr. Sheridan. At the same time, however, Nurse Alford was 

also acting in his capacity as a government employee who had a constitutional duty, 

under the Eighth Amendment, to ensure that Mr. Sheridan's serious medical needs were 
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being promptly addressed by proper medical staff. In other words, Nurse Alford was 

obligated, just like any other nonmedical BOP employee, to ensure that Mr. Sheridan's 

constitutional right to medical care under the Eighth Amendment was not being ignored, 

and these constitutional duties and obligations arise separately and independently from 

Nurse Alford's employment with the PHS or his administration of medical or related 

services to prison inmates. 

Here, Mr. Sheridan alleges that Nurse Alford failed to act after Mr. Sheridan's 

numerous requests to be seen by a doctor and to be taken to a hospital. As explained 

above, Nurse Alford had a constitutional duty to respond to these requests 

notwithstanding Nurse Alford's employment with the PHS and independently from any 

medical services Nurse Alford was providing to Mr. She1idan as a BOP nurse. As such, 

Mr. Sheridan's Bivens claims against Nurse Alford for his failure to promptly get a 

doctor for Mr. Sheridan or promptly get Mr. Sheridan to a doctor do not result from 

Nurse Al ford's performance of medical or related functions, and Nurse Alford is thus not 

entitled to statutory immunity on these Bivens claims. Since Nurse Alford does not seek 

immunity on any other grounds, (see Defs.' Mem. 10-11), Nurse Alford is not entitled to 

immunity on these specific Bivens claims. As such, Nurse Alford's motion for summary 

judgment on the immunity issue should be denied. 

B. Officers Burns and Pena are Not Entitled to Qualified Immunity. 

Public officers are entitled to qualified immunity unless their conduct violates a 

clearly established statutory or constitutional right of which a reasonable person would 

have known. Pearson v. Callahan, 555 U.S. 223, 129 S. Ct. 808, 815 (2009). To 
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overcome the defendants' qualified immunity claims, the plaintiff must show that: ( 1) the 

facts, viewed in the light most favorable to the plaintiff, demonstrate the deprivation of a 

constitutional right; and, (2) the right was clearly established at the time of the 

deprivation. Baribeau v. City of Minneapolis, 596 F.3d 465, 474 (8th Cir. 2010). This 

Court can exercise its sound discretion to determine which qualified immunity prong to 

address first. Pearson, 129 S. Ct. at 818. Qualified immunity protects "all but the plainly 

incompetent or those who knowingly violate the law." Ashcroft v. Al-Kidd, 131 S. Ct. 

2074, 2085 (2011) (quoting Malley v. Briggs, 475 U.S. 335, 341 (1986)) (internal 

quotations omitted); see also Bernini v. City of St. Paul, 665 F.3d 997, 1005 (8th Cir. 

2012). As explained below, Defendant Officers Bums and Pena are not entitled to 

qualified immunity on Mr. Sheridan's Eighth Amendment Bivens claims. 

Mr. Sheridan's Eighth Amendment claims against Officers Burns and Pena relate 

to the Defendant Officers' shackling and handcuffing of Mr. Sheridan on the way to the 

hospital as well as the Defendant Officers' refusal to unhandcuff and unshackle Mr. 

Sheridan once he arrived at the hospital. Specifically, Mr. Sheridan alleges that the 

handcuffing and shackling was unnecessary because Mr. Sheridan had out custody 

clearance, meaning that Mr. Sheridan could have been transported unshackled outside the 

prison and with minimum security. As explained in the facts, Mr. Sheridan made 

numerous requests during his ride to the hospital to have his handcuffs and shackles 

removed due to the severe pain they were causing and further complained to Officers 

Burns and Pena multiple times. The facts show that the Defendant Officers knew that 

they were transporting Mr. Sheridan to the hospital to receive treatment for a fractured 
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wrist, a serious medical condition, and the facts further show that the Defendant Officers 

knew that Mr. Sheridan was suffering severe pain as a result. 

Mr. Sheridan's numerous complaints on the way to the hospital clearly put 

Officers Bums and Pena on notice that the handcuffs and shackles were causing Mr. 

Sheridan significant and unnecessary pain and discomfort. Officer Burns and Pena, 

nonetheless, refused to accommodate Mr. Sheridan's reasonable requests and kept Mr. 

Sheridan shackled and handcuffed the entire day. In addition to the Officers' failure to 

manage Mr. Sheridan's pain, which they easily could have done without compromising 

safety or security, Officer Burns maintained a rude and unprofessional attitude towards 

Mr. Sheridan, laughed at Mr. Sheridan, and joked about Mr. Sheridan's injuries. The 

Defendant Officers removed Mr. Sheridan's shackles and handcuffs in the evening, when 

Mr. Sheridan was about to go into surgery, thus keeping Mr. Sheridan handcuffed, 

shackled, and suffering unnecessary pain the entire day. 

The facts set forth above demonstrate that Defendant Officers Burns and Pena 

knew that Mr. Sheridan had a serious physical injury, that Mr. Sheridan was suffering 

severe pain as a result, and that their unnecessary handcuffing and shackling was causing 

Mr. Sheridan to suffer significant and unnecessary pain and discomfort. See Johnson v. 

Hamilton, 452 F.3d 967, 973 (s1h Cir. 2006) (stating that a fractured bone constitutes an 

objectively serious medical need under the Eighth Amendment). Officers Burns and Pena 

were deliberately indifferent to Mr. Sheridan's serious medical needs when they refused 

to unshackle and unhandcuff Mr. Sheridan during the ride to the hospital and while at the 

hospital, even though Mr. Sheridan had out custody clearance and was not a safety threat 
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to anyone, especially on the way to the hospital. See Johnson v. Cook, 481 Fed.Appx. 

283, 285 (8th Cir. 2012) (unpublished) (stating that suffering unnecessary pain as a result 

of a delayed treatment of a bone fracture is sufficient to state an Eighth Amendment 

deliberate indifference claim); Nelson v. Correctional Medical Services, 583 F.3d 522, 

529-30 (8th Cir. 2009) (stating that unnecessary shackling of an inmate who is in pain 

and in need of medical attention violates the Eight Amendment, in part, because the 

inmate did not pose a safety threat and the shackling was not justified by any objective 

safety concerns). 

The Defendant Officers' ignorance and deliberate indifference towards Mr. 

Sheridan's pain and fractured wrist caused Mr. Sheridan to suffer severe and unnecessary 

pain and discomfort without any reasonable justification. Based on these facts, Officers 

Burns and Pena were deliberately indifferent towards Mr. Sheridan's serious medical 

needs and violated Mr. Sheridan's Eighth Amendment right to remain free from cruel and 

unusual punishment. See Nelson, 583 F.3d at 529 (stating that unnecessary shackling of 

an inmate in need of medical attention which "aggravate[sJ ... already considerable pain 

and suffering" and "causes unnecessary suffering" violates the Eighth Amendment); 

Croft v. Hampton, 286 Fed.Appx. 955, 956 (8th Cir. 2008) (unpublished) (finding that a 

fractured bone is a serious medical need and denying summary judgment to prison 

personnel who improperly handled the inmate's fracture). Furthermore, Mr. Sheridan's 

Eighth Amendment right to remain free from cruel and unusual punishment through 

deliberate indifference of serious medical needs was clearly established in 2008. 

Langford v. Norris, 614 F.3d 445, 461 (8th Cir. 2010) (stating that the Eighth 
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Amendment right to remain free from cruel and unusual punishment through deliberate 

indifference of serious medical needs was clearly established in 2003); Nelson, 583 F.3d 

at 534 (stating that the Eighth Amendment right be remain free from cruel and unusual 

punishment through unnecessary and painful shackling of injured inmates was clearly 

established in 2003). For these reasons, Officers Burns and Pena are not entitled to 

qualified immunity on Mr. Sheridan's Eighth Amendment Bivens claims. 

II. MR. SHERIDAN'S FTCA TORT CLAIMS SHOULD BE ALLOWED TO 
PROCEED TO TRIAL. 

A. The Applicable Statutes of Limitations Should be Equitably Tolled in 
this Case Such that Mr. Sheridan's Present FTCA Tort Claims Are 
Considered Timely. 

28 U.S.C. § 240l(b) states: 

A tort claim against the United States should be forever barred unless it is 
presented in writing to the appropriate Federal agency within two years 
after such claim accrues or unless action is begun within six months after 
the date of mailing ... of notice of final denial of the claim by the agency 
to which it was presented. 

Mr. Sheridan filed a timely administrative tmt claim with the United States on October 

14, 2008. (See Ex. 4 (acknowledging the filing of Mr. Sheridan's claim on October 14, 

2008).) On February 18, 2009, the United States denied Mr. Sheridan's claim. (Ex. 5.) On 

April 13, 2009, within six months of the mailing of the denial letter, Mr. Sheridan filed a 

lawsuit against the United States in this Court, alleging negligence. (Sheridan I, Doc. 1.) 

On September 28, 2010, this Court dismissed Mr. Sheridan's negligence claim for failure 

to exhaust administrative remedies even though Mr. Sheridan's negligence claim had 
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been properly exhausted and denied through the FTCA administrative claim process. 

(Sheridan I, ECF Doc. 50.) Defendant United States now argues that Mr. Sheridan's 

present FTCA claims should also be dismissed because they have now expired and are 

thus untimely under section 240l(b). As explained in detail below, the statute of 

limitations should be equitably tolled in this case such that Mr. Sheridan's FTCA claims 

are considered timely. 

In !twin v. Department of Veteran Affairs, the Supreme Court held that statutes of 

limitations pertaining to claims against the United States are subject to equitable tolling. 

498 U.S. 89, 95 (1990); see also T.L. v. United States, 443 F.3d 956, 959-60 (8th Cir. 

2006). "The doctrine of equitable tolling applies to FTCA claims against the government, 

but does not apply to 'garden variety' claims of excusable neglect, ... and should be 

invoked only in exceptional circumstances." Id. at 963 (citations omitted). "To equitably 

toll a statute of limitations, the plaintiff must demonstrate (I) timely notice, (2) lack of 

prejudice to the defendant, and (3) reasonable, good-faith conduct by the plaintiff." 

Pecoraro v. Diocese <if Rapid City, 435 F.3d 870, 875 (8th Cir. 2006) (citation omitted). 

"[TJhe remedy of equitable tolling traditionally is reserved for circumstances truly 

beyond the control of the plaintiff, and should be applied where a party acts diligently, 

only to find himself caught up in an arcane procedural snare." Id. (citations omitted). 

As a general rule, equitable tolling is a remedy reserved for circumstances that are 

"truly beyond the control of the plaintiff." Hill v. John Chezik Imports, 869 F.2d 1122, 

1124 (8th Cir. 1989); see also Lown i'. Brfoieyer, 956 F.2d 780, 782 (8th Cir. 1992) 

("Equitable tolling is appropriate only when the circumstances that cause a plaintiff to 
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miss a filing deadline are out of his [ or her] hands.") Baldwin County Welcome Ctr. v. 

Brown suggests instances in which equitable tolling would be appropriate: (1) a claimant 

has received inadequate notice; (2) a motion for appointment of counsel is pending; (3) 

the comt has led the plaintiff to believe that he or she has done everything required of 

him or her; or (4) affirmative misconduct on the part of a defendant lulled the plaintiff 

into inaction. 466 U.S. 147, 151 (1984). Plaintiff's "diligence in preserving ... [his] legal 

rights" is another factor considered by the courts in determining whether the applicable 

statute of limitations can be equitably tolled. See Flores v. United States, 689 F.3d 894, 

901 (8th Cir. 2012). 

Based on the legal principles set forth above, section 2401 (b) should be equitably 

tolled in this case such that Mr. Sheridan's present lawsuit is considered timely. As 

explained above, Mr. Sheridan's tort claims were dismissed by this Court for failure to 

exhaust administrative remedies even though Mr. Sheridan had properly exhausted his 

FTCA tort claims by filing an administrative claim and obtaining a denial. This Court's 

order further stated that Mr. Sheridan's lawsuit was being dismissed specifically to allow 

Mr. Sheridan to exhaust his administrative remedies. (Sheridan /, Doc. 50, p. 6.) Mr. 

Sheridan, reasonably relying on this Court's instructions, immediately started to exhaust 

his administrative remedies through the BOP by filing forms BP-8, BP-9, BP-I 0, and BP

I I. (Ex. 9.) Mr. Sheridan filed his BP-11 on February IO, 2011. (Ex. 9.) Approximately 

six months after filing the BP-11, having received no response and having now fully 

exhausted his administrative remedies, Mr. Sheridan filed the present lawsuit, once again 

claiming violations under the FICA. 
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As these facts demonstrate, Mr. Sheridan acted diligently in preserving his FTCA 

tort claims by first filing a timely administrative claim, obtaining a denial letter, and then 

filing a timely lawsuit in this court (Sheridan I). In Sheridan I, Mr. Sheridan's FTCA 

claims had been properly exhausted prior to filing and should have been allowed to 

proceed to discovery and trial. After the tort claims in Sheridan I were dismissed, Mr. 

Sheridan reasonably relied on this Court's instructions to exhaust his administrative 

remedies prior to re-filing his lawsuit. Mr. Sheridan acted promptly and diligently in 

exhausting his administrative remedies within the BOP, fully exhausted the 

administrative remedies, and filed the present lawsuit less than one year after the 

dismissal of Sheridan I. 

The circumstances which resulted in the dismissal of Mr. Sheridan's FTCA claims 

in Sheridan I were beyond his control, and Mr. Sheridan has always acted in good faith. 

Furthermore, there has been no prejudice to the United States since Mr. Sheridan 

continued pursuing his claims against the United States at all times, stmting with the 

FTCA tort claim, then through Sheridan/, then through the BOP administrative remedies 

process, and now through this present lawsuit. As such, the United States has always 

been on notice that Mr. Sheridan was actively pursuing his claims against the United 

States. Finally, Mr. Sheridan has acted reasonably throughout this process and should not 

be penalized for relying on this Court's orders and instructions as well as this Court's 

unnecessary dismissal of the tort claims in Sheridan /. For all of these reasons, section 

2401(b) should be equitably tolled in this case such that Mr. Sheridan's present FTCA 

tort claims are considered timely. 
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States: 

B. The United States is Not Entitled to Summary Judgment on Mr. 
Sheridan's FTCA Negligence Claims. 

Mr. Sheridan presents four separate FTCA negligence claims against the United 

• Count II of the Amended Complaint alleges negligence associated with 

the United States' failure to provide a safe bunk bed equipped with 

proper safety mechanisms to prevent falls, such as Mr. Sheridan's fall in 

this case. 

• Count III of the Amended Complaint alleges negligence associated with 

the United States' failure to assign Mr. Sheridan to a lower bunk, in 

violation of Mr. Sheridan's Medical Duty Status. These acts specifically 

include the negligence of Lt. Lyngaas. (Am. Compl.1[13.) 

• Count IV of the Amended Complaint alleges negligence associated with 

the United States' failure to provide prompt medical care, diagnosis, and 

treatment of Mr. Sheridan's severe and excruciating pain after the fall. 

These acts specifically include the negligence of Officer Denn, (Am. 

Compl. q[25-26) and Nurse Alford (Am. Compl. q[l9-22, 29; Sheridan 

Dep. 46). 

• Count V of the Amended Complaint alleges negligence per se associated 

with the Defendant United States' violation of 18 U.S.C. § 4042(a). 

To prove negligence in Minnesota, a plaintiff must prove a duty of care, breach, 

causation, and damages. Schweigh i'. Ziegler, Inc. 463 N.W.2d 722, 729 (Minn. 1990). 
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To prove medical malpractice in Minnesota, the Plaintiff must prove ( 1) the standard of 

care recognized by the medical community as applicable to the particular defendant's 

conduct, (2) that the defendant in fact departed from that standard, and (3) that the 

defendant's departure from the standard was a direct cause of the plaintiffs injuries. 

Plutshack v. Univ. of Minn. Ho~ps., 316 N.W.2d 1, 5 (Minn. 1982). As to negligence per 

se, "It is well settled under Minnesota law that breach of a statute gives rise to negligence 

per se if the persons harmed by that violation are within the intended protection of the 

statute and the harm suffered is of the type the legislation was intended to prevent." 

Alderman's Inc. v. Shanks, 536 N.W.2d 4, 8 (Minn. 1995). "[T]he general rule is that 

violation of a statute which imposes a standard of conduct designed to protect the party 

injured is negligence per se unless the statute or ordinance designates that a breach is 

only prima facie evidence of negligence." Id. As explained below, Defendant United 

States is not entitled to summary judgment on Mr. Sheridan's FTCA negligence claims. 

1. Summary Judgment Should be Denied on Count II. 

Count II of Mr. Sheridan's Amended Complaint relates to the United States' 

unsafe bunk-beds, which Mr. Sheridan alleges caused his injury. The only defense 

presented by the United States on this claim is that it is entitled to summary judgment 

under the discretionary function exception pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 2680(a). As explained 

below, United States' arguments are without merit and Count II should be allowed to 

proceed to trial. 

18 U.S.C. § 4042(a)(2), states in relevant part, ''The Bureau of Prisons ... shall . . 

. provide suitable quarters and provide for safekeeping, care, and subsistence of all person 
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charged with or convicted of offenses against the United States, or held as witnesses or 

otherwise." (emphasis added). Mr. Sheridan does not dispute that section 4042(a)(2) 

provides the BOP generous discretion as to how to provide for the safekeeping of its 

inmates as well as the suitable quarters. However, section 4042(a)(2) leaves no discretion 

as to whether inmates should be provided suitable quarters and kept safe. In other words, 

the BOP has discretion as to what type of safety devices should be installed, but the BOP 

does not have discretion as to whether safety devices should be installed altogether. 

In the present case, the issue is not whether the BOP selected an appropriate safety 

device for its bunk-beds. Rather, the issue is that the bunk-beds where Mr. Sheridan was 

required to sleep had no safety devices at all, meaning that the quarters were not suitable 

and Mr. Sheridan was not kept safe. Mr. Sheridan is not challenging a particular safety 

mechanism or safety device in this case or a particular method selected by the BOP to 

keep him safe. Instead, Mr. Sheridan is alleging negligence for the United States' 

complete failure to provide a safety device for its bunk-beds, which directly resulted in 

Mr. Sheridan falling and suffering an injury. Thus, while the BOP certainly has discretion 

as to what type of safety device to employ, the BOP is mandated under section 4042(a)(2) 

to provide at least some safety device, which was completely lacking in this case. 

Under section 4042(a)(2), the BOP was mandated to employ at least some sort of 

safety mechanism to prevent inmates from rolling out of bed and falling to the floor. In 

the present case, it is undisputed that Mr. Sheridan was required to sleep in bunk beds 

with no safety mechanism at all to prevent falls, in violation of the specific directive 

under section 4042(a)(2). Since the issue in dispute is the BOP's complete failure to 
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provide safety equipment, the BOP is not entitled to the discretionary function exception. 

For these reasons, the United States is not entitled to summary judgment on Count II of 

Mr. Sheridan's Amended Complaint. 

2. Summary Judgment Should be Denied on Count III. 

As noted above, Count III of Mr. Sheridan's Amended Complaint alleges 

negligence associated with Lt. Lyngaas' assignment of Mr. Sheridan to the upper bunk in 

violation of Mr. Sheridan's Medical Duty Status. Specifically, the facts show that on May 

12, 2008, Ms. Brandt placed a "Medical Duty Status" form into Mr. Sheridan's file. 

(Sheridan Deel. 5; Ex. 2.) This form included the following restrictions: (1) "No Access 

to Cold/Wind;" (2) "Height Restrictions/No Ladders;" (3) Assignment to "Pollution Free 

Area;" and (4) "Lower Bunk Required." (Sheridan Deel. 5; Ex. 2.) On May 29, 2008, Lt. 

Lyngaas transferred Mr. Sheridan into a SHU cell equipped with a bunk-bed. (Sheridan 

Deel. 5.) Lieutenant Lyngaas disregarded Ms. Brandt's May 12, 2008, directives and Mr. 

Sheridan's Medical Duty Status and assigned Mr. Sheridan to the top bunk within the 

new cell. (Sheridan Deel. 5; Sheridan Dep. 24.) The top bunk inside this cell was 

approximately 5 feet off the ground and required the use of a ladder to get in and out of 

bed, also in violation of the Medical Duty Status. (Sheridan Deel. 5.) Mr. Sheridan 

immediately complained to Lieutenant Lyngaas regarding his assignment to the top bunk 

within the new cell. (Sheridan Deel. 6; Sheridan Dep. 24.) Lieutenant Lyngaas responded 

that the bottom bunk had already been taken by another inmate and refused to transfer 

Mr. Sheridan to a lower bunk. (Sheridan Deel. 6; Sheridan Dep. 24-25, 42.) Several days 
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later, while sleeping in the upper bunk, Mr. Sheridan rolled out of bed while asleep, fell 

to the floor, and injured his wrist, leading to the present lawsuit. 

The facts set forth above create a genuine issue of material fact on the issue of 

negligence and United States' liability for the negligence of Lt. Lyngaas. Specifically, 

based on these facts, a reasonable jury can conclude that Defendant United States and Lt. 

Lyngass owed Mr. Sheridan a duty to assign him to the lower bunk after May 12, 2008, 

that Defendant United States and Lt. Lyngass breached this duty when Lt. Lyngass 

assigned Mr. Sheridan to the upper bunk in violation of the Medical Duty Status, and 

that, as a direct and proximate result of the assignment to the upper bunk, Mr. Sheridan 

fell to the floor while asleep on June 2, 2008, and suffered physical injuries. Because 

these facts will easily allow the jury to find in Mr. Sheridan's favor, summary judgment 

on Count III is inappropriate and should denied. See Jones v. Minnesota Department of 

Corrections, 512 F.3d 478, 482 (8th Cir. 2008) ("[I]f there is a [factual] dispute and a 

reasonable jury could return a verdict for either party, then summary judgment is not 

appropriate.") 

In addition to the factual dispute precluding summary judgment, it is also 

important to emphasize that Defendant United States does not present legal arguments 

anywhere in its memorandum submitted to this Court that Count III of Mr. Sheridan's 

Amended Complaint should be dismissed on the merits. (See Defs.' Mem. 16-29.) 

Defendants' Motion to Dismiss and For Summary Judgment, (ECF Doc. 29), similarly 

does not address this particular claim related to Lt. Lyngaas' negligent assignment of Mr. 

Sheridan to the upper bunk just days prior to the fall. Instead, United States only presents 
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the jurisdictional argument pertaining to the timing of Mr. Sheridan's tort claims under 

the statute of limitations, which has already been addressed above. As a result, Count III 

of Mr. Sheridan's complaint remains unchallenged and should therefore be permitted to 

proceed to trial. For these reasons, United States is not entitled to summary judgment on 

Count 111 of Mr. Sheridan's Amended Complaint. 

3. Summary Judgment Should be Denied on Count IV. 

Count IV of Mr. Sheridan's Amended Complaint presents two issues: (1) whether 

Defendant United States is liable for the negligence of Nurse Alford and (2) whether 

Defendant United States is liable for the negligence of Officer Denn. As explained below, 

summary judgment should be denied as to both of these United States employees. 

As to Nurse Alford, Mr. Sheridan's claims are rather simple and do not require 

any scientific or medical proof, as Defendant United States asserts in its memorandum. 

As explained in the statement of facts above, Mr. Sheridan had two encounters with 

Nurse Alford after his fall on June 2, 2008. The first encounter occurred at approximately 

6:30 a.m. At this time, Mr. Sheridan complained of severe pain, asked to be seen by a 

doctor and asked to be taken to a hospital. Mr. Sheridan alleges that Nurse Alford 

injected him with Ibuprofen, put his left wrist in a brace, and sent him back to the cell 

without any additional treatment. Mr. Sheridan testified that the Ibuprofen barely helped 

with the pain. At approximately I 0:00 a.m., Mr. Sheridan spoke with Nurse Alford again 

and continued to complain about the severe pain he was experiencing. During the second 

encounter, Nurse Alford refused to treat Mr. Sheridan's pain and once again did not 

transport Mr. Sheridan to the hospital to be treated by a doctor. Instead, Mr. Sheridan had 
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to wait until approximately 12: 15 to be transported to the hospital, still with no treatment 

for his pain. Based on these facts, Mr. Sheridan alleges that Nurse Alford caused him to 

suffer severe and unnecessary pain for approximately 6 hours, between 6:30 a.m. and 

12: 15 p.m., which could have been avoided had Nurse Alford provided adequate pain 

medication or had Mr. Sheridan transported to the hospital, as Mr. Sheridan had been 

asking all day. 

Based on these facts, a reasonable jury could conclude that Nurse Alford owed 

Mr. Sheridan a duty of care to either provide adequate pain medication to control Mr. 

Sheridan's pain (by providing a morphine drip, for example, as Mr. Sheridan was 

provided at the hospital) or to have Mr. Sheridan transported to the hospital where his 

injuries could be immediately diagnosed and where the pain could be immediately treated 

(as it was, using the morphine drip, as soon as Mr. Sheridan arrived at the hospital). A 

reasonable jury could further conclude that Nurse Alford breached this duty of care when 

he provided only one shot of Ibuprofen to treat a fractured wrist over a period of 6 hours, 

when he ignored Mr. Sheridan's numerous requests for treatment of his pain, and when 

he refused to have Mr. Sheridan transported to a hospital where Mr. Sheridan could be 

properly treated. Finally, a reasonable jury could easily conclude that, as a direct result of 

Nurse Alford's conduct, Mr. Sheridan suffered severe and unnecessary pain for 

approximately 6 hours. See Higgins v. J.C. Penney Cas. Ins. Co., 388 N.W.2d 429, 430 

(Minn. Ct. App. 1986) (stating that plaintiffs in medical malpractice cases can recover 

damages for pain and suffering). It should also be emphasized that there is a factual 

dispute as to whether Nurse Alford administered a shot of Ibuprofen (as alleged by Mr. 
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Sheridan) or a shot of Ketorolac (as alleged by Nurse Alford). Because there are genuine 

issues of material fact in dispute and because a reasonable jury could find in favor of Mr. 

Sheridan as to Nurse Alford's negligence, summary judgment should be denied as to 

Count IV of Mr. Sheridan's Amended Complaint. See Jones, 512 F.3d at 482 ("[I]f there 

is a [factual} dispute and a reasonable jury could return a verdict for either party, then 

summary judgment is not appropriate.'') 

Defendant United States argues that Count IV as it relates to Nurse Alford should 

be dismissed because Mr. Sheridan failed to provide expert witness affidavits as required 

under Minnesota law. As explained below, this argument is without merit. 

Minnesota law generally requires expert testimony in medical-malpractice cases 

because they often "involve complex issues of science or technology, requiring expert 

testimony to assist the jury in determining liability." Tousignant v. St. Louis County, 

Minn., 615 N.W. 2d 53, 58 (Minn. 2000). There is a limited exception to the expert 

requirement, which applies when the "acts or omissions complained of are within the 

general knowledge and experience of lay persons." Atwater Creamery Co. v. W. Nat'! 

Mut. Ins. Co., 366 N.W.2d 271, 279 (Minn. 1985). "If the jury, as lay people, can 

understand all elements of the claim, including the standard of care, breach of that 

standard, and causation, without expert testimony, the exception applies and expert 

testimony is not required." Cyrette v. Velcommen Village, Inc., No. A07-849, 2008 WL 

853570, at *4 (Minn. Ct. App. Apr. I, 2008). Whether expert testimony is required is a 

legal question to be determined by the court. Tousignant, 615 N.W. 2d at 58. 
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In the present case, Mr. Sheridan's claims against Nurse Alford are within the 

general understanding of lay people and are therefore exempt from the expert affidavit 

requirements under Minnesota state law. Essentially, Mr. Sheridan claims that Nurse 

Alford failed to treat his pain and refused to have him transported to a hospital where 

such treatment could be provided. Mr. Sheridan claims that Nurse Alford gave him a shot 

of Ibuprofen which did not help with the pain and then left Mr. Sheridan suffering in his 

cell for 6 hours without any additional pain treatment. Expert testimony is unnecessary 

for a jury to understand that Mr. Sheridan was in severe pain after suffering a fractured 

wrist, that he complained to Nurse Alford numerous times, that Nurse Alford 

administered one shot of Ibuprofen at 6:30 a.m. which did not help, and that Nurse Alford 

then essentially ignored Mr. Sheridan's numerous requests for pain management for 6 

hours, which caused Mr. Sheridan to suffer severe and unnecessary pain until he finally 

got to the hospital. 

The issues at hand are not related to scientific or medical knowledge requiring the 

opinions and testimony of expert doctors or nurses. Rather, Mr. Sheridan's claims against 

Nurse Alford are based on basic common sense and the general understanding of lay 

people that nurses should provide care and sympathy for people experiencing severe pain 

instead of ignoring them and leaving them to suffer in a prison cell. Because Mr. 

Sheridan's claims against Nurse Alford are based on common sense and are within the 

general understanding of lay persons, Mr. Sheridan is exempt from the expert affidavit 

requirements which are typically required for medical malpractice claims. See Broehm v. 

Mayo Clinic Rochester, 690 N.W.2d 721, 728 (Minn. 2005) (providing that the 
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Tousignant exception may apply to claims involving administrative or custodial 

judgment). 

Finally, Defendant United States does not present legal arguments anywhere in its 

memorandum submitted to this Court that Count IV of Mr. Sheridan's Amended 

Complaint should be dismissed on the merits as it relates to the negligence of Officer 

Denn. (See Defs.' Mem. 16-29.) Defendants' Motion to Dismiss and For Summary 

Judgment, (ECF Doc. 29), similarly does not address this particular claim related to 

Officer Denn's alleged neglect of Mr. Sheridan's requests for help at approximately 7:30 

a.m. on the day of the fall. Instead, United States only presents the jurisdictional 

argument pertaining to the timing of Mr. Sheridan's tort claims under the statute of 

limitations, which has already been addressed above. As a result, Count IV of Mr. 

Sheridan's Amended Complaint, as it relates to the actions of Officer Denn, remains 

unchallenged and should therefore be permitted to proceed to trial. For the reasons set 

fmth above, United States is not entitled to summary judgment on Count IV of Mr. 

Sheridan's Amended Complaint. 

4. Summary Judgment Should be Denied on Count V. 

As noted above, Count V of Mr. Sheridan's Amended Complaint alleges 

negligence per se for United States' violation of 18 U.S.C. § 4042(a). "It is well settled 

under Minnesota law that breach of a statute gives rise to negligence per se if the persons 

harmed by that violation are within the intended protection of the statute and the harm 

suffered is of the type the legislation was intended to prevent." Shanks, 536 N.W.2d at 8. 

Minnesota law also recognizes a common law action for negligence per se stemming 
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from a defendant's violation of federal regulations. See Femrite, 568 N.W.2d at 539 & 

n.4; see also Brooks v. Howmedia, Inc., 236 F.3d 956, 966 (8th Cir. 2000). Femrite 

requires a plaintiff to prove both that he "belongs to the class of persons that the 

regulation is intended to protect," 568 N.W.2d at 539, and that the defendant in fact 

violated the applicable federal regulations, see id. at 542. In Femrite, the Minnesota 

Court of Appeals rejected the argument that a violation of federal law which does not 

allow for a private cause of action cannot be used to establish negligence per se. Id. at 

539 n.4. 

In the present case, a reasonable jury could conclude that United States violated 

section 4042(a) when it failed to provide a safety mechanism to prevent falls from its 

bunk-beds. A reasonable jury could further conclude that Mr. Sheridan belongs to the 

class of persons that section 4042 is intended to protect. In fact, it appears that the main 

purpose of section 4042(a)(2) is to provide protection for persons, such as Mr. Sheridan, 

who are in the custody of the United States as an inmate or a witness. Finally, as noted 

above, Femrite permits a finding of negligence per se under Minnesota state law in this 

case. See 568 N.W.2d at 539 & n.4. For these reasons, United States is not entitled to 

summary judgment on Count V of Mr. Sheridan's Amended Complaint. 
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CONCLUSION 

As explained in detail above, the individual Defendants are not entitled to 

qualified or statutory immunity on Mr. Sheridan's Eighth Amendment Bivens c1aims. 

Furthermore, the FTCA statute of limitations should be equitably tolled under the 

circumstances of this case to allow Mr. Sheridan's present claims to move forward. 

Finally, Defendant United States is not entitled to summary judgment on Mr. Sheridan's 

FTCA tort claims. For the foregoing reasons, Mr. Sheridan respectfully requests that 

Defendants' Motion to Dismiss and for Summary Judgment be denied in its entirety. 

Dated: July 29, 2013 

THE LAW OFFICE OF ZORISLA V R. LEYDERMAN 

By: s/ Zorislav R. Leyderman 
ZORISLA V R. LEYDERMAN 
Attorney License No. 0391286 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
DISTRICT OF MINNESOTA 

Matthew Phillip Sheridan, 

Plaintiff, 

VS. 

Kirk Alford, RN, Correctional Officer 
Burns, Correctional Officer Pena, and 
the United States, 

Defendants. 

Court File No. 11-cv-02487 (DWF/FLN) 

LR 7.l(f) WORD COUNT 
COMPLIANCE CERTIFICATE 

REGARDING PLAINTIFF'S 
MEMORANDUM 

I, Zorislav R. Leyderman, certify that Plaintiff's Memorandum in Opposition to 

Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment complies with Local Rule 7. l (f) and (h). I 

further certify that in preparation of this memorandum, I used Microsoft Word 2007 and 

that this word processing program has been applied specifically to include all text, 

including headings, footnotes, and quotations in the following word count. I further 

certify that the above-referenced memorandum contains 9,806 words and is prepared in a 

proportionally spaced typeface using 13-point Times New Roman Font. 

Dated: July 29, 2013 

THE LAW OFFICE OF ZORISLA V R. LEYDERMAN 

By: s/ Zorislav R. Leyderman 
ZORISLA V R. LEYDERMAN 
Attorney License No. 0391286 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
The Law Office of Zorislav R. Leyderman 
222 South 9th Street, Suite 1600 
Minneapolis, MN 55402 
Tel: (612) 876-6626 
Email: zrl@ZRLlaw.com 
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UNITED ST A TES DISTRICT COURT 
DISTRICT OF MINNESOTA 

Case No. 11-CV-2487 DWF/FLN 

MATfHEW PHILLIP SHERIDAN, 

Plaintiff, 

V. 

WARDEN R. RIOS, et al, 

Defendants. 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

ORDER 

Upon Stipulation of the parties, no hearing hereon being deemed necessary, and 

for good cause shown, it is hereby 

ORDERED that the pretrial order ECF No. 15 is and shall be amended to provide 

that the discovery and nondispositive motions shall be concluded on or before October 1, 

2012, and dispositive motions sha11 be filed and served on or before November 1, 2012. 

It is further 

ORDERED that in all other respects ECF No. 15 is and shall remain in full force 

and effect. 

Dated: August 27, 2012 

s!FranklinL. Noel 
FRANKLIN L. NOEL 
United States Magistrate Judge 
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UNITED STA TES DISTRICT COURT 
DISTRICT OF MINNESOTA 

Case No. 11-CV-2487 DWF/FLN 

MATTHEW PHILLIP SHERIDAN, 

Plaintiff, 

V. 

WARDEN R. RIOS, et al, 

Defendants. 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

ORDER 

Upon Stipulation of the parties, no hearing hereon being deemed necessary, and 

for good cause shown, it is hereby 

ORDERED that the pretrial order ECF No. 15 is and shall be amended to provide 

that the discovery and nondispositive motions shall be concluded on or before February 4, 

2013, and dispositive motions shall be filed and served on or before March 4, 2013. 

It is further 

ORDERED that in all other respects ECF No. 15 is and shall remain in full force 

and effect. 

Dated: September 27, 2012 sf Franklin L. Noel 
FRANKLINL. NOEL 
United States Magistrate Judge 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
DISTRICT OF MINNESOTA 

Matthew Phillip Sheridan, 

Plaintiff, 

Civil No. 11-2487 (DWF/FLN) 

V. 

Warden R. Rios; Kirk Alford, RN; 
Correctional Officer Dunn; Correctional 
Officer Bums; Correctional Officer Pena; 
Correctional Officers John Does 1-4, 
officers of the BOP, FCI Waseca, the 
identities of whom are presently unknown 
to Plaintiff; and the United States, 

Defendants. 

ORDER 

Upon the parties' Stipulation for Compromise Settlement (Doc. No. [551), no 

hearing hereon being deemed necessary, and for good cause shown, 

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the above entitled action is and shall be 

DISMISSED WITH PREJUDICE. 

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that either party may move to reopen the case 

within 60 days of the date of this Order. 

LET JUDGMENT BE ENTERED ACCORDINGLY. 

Dated: April 10, 2014 s/Donovan W. Frank 
DONOVAN W. FRANK 
United States District Judge 
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UNITED STATES DISTIUCT COURT 
DISTRICT OF MINNESOrl'A 

Case No. 1 I-CV-2487 DWF/fLN 

MA1THEW PHILLIP SIIERJDAN, 

Plaintiff, 

V. 

WARDEN R. RJOS, et al, 

Defendants. 

) 
) 
) 
) 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

STIPULATION FOR 
COMPROMISE 
SETTLEMENT 

It is hereby stipulated by and between Matthcv,: Sheridan. Plaintin: and the United 

States of America, and its agents and officials, Defendants, by and through their 

n:spective attorneys as follows: 

I. The parties do hereby agree to settle and compromise the above-entitled 

action under the terms and conditions set forth herein. 

2. The United States of America, Dcl'i:ndant. agrees to pay to the Plaintiff the 

sum of f-'itteen Thousand dollars ($ I 5.000.00), ,vhich sum shall be in full settlement and 

satisfaction of any and all claims, demands. rights. and causes of action of whatsoever 

kind and nature, arising from, and by reason of any and all known and unknown, foreseen 

and unforeseen bodily and personal injuries, damage to property and the consequences 

thereof. resulting, and to result from the same subject matter that gave rise to the above

captioned lawsuit, including any claims for \VTOngful death, for which Plaintiff or his 
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heirs. executors. administrators, or assigns, and each of them. now have or may hereafter 

acquire against the United Stat1:s of America, its agents, servants, and employees. 

3. Plaintiff and his heirs, executors. administrators or assigns hereby agree to 

accept the sum of Fifteen Thousand dollars ($ I 5,000.00), in full settlement and satisfaction 

of any and all claims, demands, rights, and causes of action of whatsoever kind and 

nature. arising from. and by reason of any and all known and unknmvn. foreseen and 

unforeseen bodily and personal injuries, damage to property and the consequences 

thereof which he may have or hereafter acquire against the United States of America. its 

agents, servants and employees on account of the same subject matter that gave rise to the 

above-captioned lawsuit, including any future claim for wrongful death. Plaintiff and his 

heirs. executors. administrators or assigns further agree to reimburse. indemnify and hold 

harmless the United States of America. its agents, servants. and employees from any and 

all such causes of action, claims. liens, rights, or subrogated or contribution interests 

incident to or resulting from further litigation or the prosecution of claims by Plaintiff or 

his heirs, executors, administrators or assigns against any third party or against the United 

States, including claims for wrongful death. 

4, This stipulation for compromise settlement shall not constitute an 

admission of liability or fault on the part of the United States, its agents. servants. or 

employees. and is entered into by both parties for the purpose of compromising disputed 

claims and avoiding the expenses and risks of litigation. 

2 
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5. It is also agreed. by and among the parties. that the settlement amount of 

i:ifteen Thousand dollars ($ 15.000.00) represents the entire amount of the compromise 

settlement and that the respective parties ,.,_·ill each bear their own costs. fees. and 

expenses and that any attomcy·s foes owed by the Plaintiff will be paid out of the 

settlement amount and not in addition thereto. 

6. It is also understood by and among the parties that pursuant to Title 28. 

United States Code, Section 26 7 8. attorneys· fees for scrv ices rendered in n lnncct inn 

with this action shall not cxcl:'cd ~5 per ccntum of the amount or the '-:ompromisc 

scttlL·mcnt. 

7. Payment of the settlement amount ,vi II be made hy a check drmvn on the 

Treasury of the Unitt:d States for Fi ft~cn Thou<:,and Jolla rs ($15.00U.00) and made payable 

to Malthew Sheridan, Plaintiff. and loris la\" I. cydcrman. Plaint i fl' s attorney. The 

scttkml!nt will be paid hy electronic transfer to 

TCF Bank 
The Law Oflicc of Zorislav R. Leydcrman IOL TA Trust 
Routing No: (b)(6) _,__ ____ ....._ 
Acct. No: (b)(6) ,__ _____ ____, 

TIN 46-1018392 

Plainti ITs attorney agrees to distribu1c the settlement proceeds to the Plaintiff. 

3 
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8. In consideration of the payment of Fifteen Thousand dollars ($15,000.00) as 

set forth ahovc, Plaintiff agrees that he will cause he attorney to execute and tile with the 

court such documents as shall be necessary to cause the ahove-stylcd aclion to be 

dismissed with prejudice from the docket of the court. 

Dated 4+\~ 

Dated: o-P:/lti 

Dated: 

A:\IDREW M. Ll I Ci ER 
.,.....---~ates Attorney 

Wi%~()h-
BY: LONN · F. BRYAN 
Assistant U .. Attorney 
Attorney ID Number 206635 
600 United States Courthouse 
300 South Fourth Street 
Mirmeapolis. MN 55415 
Phone: 612-664-5600 
Emai 1: I ,onn i e. Bryan ( a1usdo i. gov 

Attorneys for United States of America 

----= _;.) ~ 
~qjv - -. -

ZORISLAV ~LFYOERMAN 
Attorney ID: 0391286 
222 So~th 9th Street. Ste. 1600 
Minneapolis. [\/[N 55402 
Phone: 6 I 2-8 76-6626 
Email: zrl·ciZRLla,v.com 

Attorney for Plaintiff 

~tl/W4/ .dfl12 _)/~ 
MATTHEW PHILLff> SIIERIDAN 
Plaintiff 
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Steven L. Barker# 15893-076 
Name and Prisobcr/Bookmg Number 

U.S.P. Canaan 
Place of Ccnfinemcnl 

3057 Eastern Turnpike, P.O. Box 300 

Waymart, PA 18472-0300 
City, s-. Zip Cod• 

(Failure to notify the Court of your change of address may result In dismissal of this action.) 

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE SOUTHERN D~STRICT OF INDIANA 

I 

I 
I 

STEVEN L. BARKER 
(full Nomc of Phintiff) Plaintiff, 

) 
) 
) 
) 
2: 10 -cv- 0 ~ l L: WTL.T AB 

vs. 

fl} BUREAU OF PRISONS, LT. McPHERSON 
(Full Nm:ne ofDeft:ndam} 

(2) LT. EMMERICH, SENIOR OFFICER 

(3) BOBO, SIA JEAGER, and Carree ti- • 

(4) onal Officers John/Jane Doe 1-100 
Defendant(s ). • Cbcck ifthcR 1n1 llddiliCJMI Oefaiduts nd attach pqe l·A lwin1 lhem. 

) CASE NO. ____________ _ 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

) 

) 

(To be supplied by the Clerk) 

CIVIL RJGHTS COMPLAINT 
BY A PRISONER 

Ill Original Complaint 
D First Amended Complaint 
D Second Amended Complaint 

A. JURISDICTION 

1. This Court has jurisdiction over this action pursuant to: 
D 28 U.S.C. § 1343(a); 42 U.S.C. § 1983 
~ 28 U.S.C. § 1331; Bivens v. Six Unknown Federal Narcotics Agents. 403 U.S. 388 (1971 ). 
~Other: 28 u.s.c. Section 2671, et.al. 

2. Institution/city where violation occurred: Terre Haute, Indiana 

550/555 ----~R-cviscd~·=319~~~1 _______________ l ____________________ _ 
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B. DEFENDANTS 

I. Name of first Defendant: _S....;;e....;e;._,:A ____ t ___ t-=a=c .... h::.;:e::.;:d=---------· The first Defendant is employed as: 
______________________ at. _________________ _ 

(Positio11 and Title) (lnslitution) 

2. Name of second Defendant: ______________ . The second Defendant is employed as: 
_____________________ at. _________________ _ 

(Position 1111d Title) (Institution) 

3. Name of third Defendant: _______________ . The third Defendant is employed as: 
_____________________ at ___________________ . 

(Position and Title) (Institution) 

4. Name of fourth Defendant: ______________ . The fourth Defendant is employed as: 
_____________________ at'--------------------

(Position and Tide) (Institution) 

If you name more than rour Derendants, answer the questions listed above for each additional Defendant on a separate page. 

C. PREVIOUS LAWSUITS 

l. Have you filed any other lawsuits while you were a prisoner? D Yes ~No 

2. lfyes, how many lawsuits have you filed? __ . Describe the previous lawsuits: 

a. First prior lawsuit: 
I. Parties: ______________ v. _________________ _ 
2. Court and case number: _________________________ _ 
3. Result: (Was the case dismissed? Was it appealed? Is it still pending?). _______ _ 

b. Second prior lawsuit: 
I. Parties: ______________ v. _________________ _ 
2. Court and case number: 
l Result: (Was the case dismissed? Was it appealed? Is it still pending?) _______ _ 

c. Third prior lawsuit: · 
l. Parties: ______________ v. _________________ _ 

2- Court and case number: 
3. Result: (Was the case dismissed? Was it appealed? ls it still pending?). _______ _ 

If you Died more tba• three lawsuits, an.swer the que.stlons listed above for each additional lawsuit on • sepante page. 

2 
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D. CAUSE OF ACTION 

COUNTI 
l. State the constitutional or other federal civil right that was violated: See Attached 

2. Count I. Identify the issue involved. Check only one. State additional issues in separate counts. 
D Basic necessities D Mail O Access to the court D Medical care 
D Disciplinary proceedings D Property D Exercise of religion D RetaJiation 
D Excessive force by an officer D Threat to safety D Other: See Attached 

3. Supporting Facts. State as briefly as possible the FACTS supporting Count I. Describe exactly what 
each Defendant did or did not do that violated your rights. State the facts clearly in your own words without 
citing legal authority or arguments. 
See Aftached 

4. Injury. State how you were injured by the actions or inactions of the Defendant(s). 
See Exhibits thru and attached. 

5. Administrative Remedies: 
a. Are there any- adrriinistrative remedies (grievance procedures or administrative appeals) available 

at your institution? IX! Yes D No 
b. Did you submit a request for administrative relief on Count I? lx1 Yes D No 
c. Did you appeal your request for relief on Count I to the highest level? ~ Yes D No 
d. If you did not submit or appeal a request for administrative relief at any level, briefly explain why 

you did not. --------------------------------

-~ 
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COUNT II 
l. State the constitutional or other federal civil right that was violated: See Attached 

2. Count II. Identify the issue involved. Check only one. State additional issues in separate counts. 
D Basic necessities D Mail D Access to the court D Medical care 
D Disciplinary proceedings D Property D Exercise of religion O Retaliation 
D Excessive force by an officer D Threat to safety D Other: See Attached 

3. Supporting Facts. State as briefly as possible the FACTS supporting Count II. Describe exactly what 
each Defendant did or did not do that violated your rights. State the facts clearly in your own words without 
citing legal authority or arguments. 
See Attached 

4. Injury. State how you were injured by the actions or inactions of the Defendant(s). 
See Exhibits thru and Attached. 

5. Administrative Remedies. 
a Are there any administrative remedies (grievance procedures or administrative appeals) available 

at your institution? r§J Yes D No 
b. Did you submit a request for administrative relief on CoWlt 117 tiQcl Yes D No 
c. Did you appeal your request for relief on Count II to the highest level? eg: ·res D No 
d. lfyou did not submit or appeal a request for administrative relief at any level, briefly explain why 

you did not. 

~--·-------------------------'--~------
-------------- ---------------------
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COUNTlII 
I. State the constitutional or other federal civil right that was violated: See Attached 

2. Count m. Identify the issue involved. Check only one. State additional issues in separate counts. 
D Basic necessities D Mail D Access to the court O Medical care 
D Disciplinary proceedings D Property O Exercise of religion D Retaliation 
D Excessive force by an officer O Threat to safety D Other: See Attached 

3. Supporting Facts. State as briefly as possible the FACTS supporting Count III. Describe exactly what 
each Defendant did or did not do that violated your rights. State the facts clearly in your own words without 
citing legal authority or arguments. 
See Attached 

4. Injury. State how you were injured by the actions or inactions of the Defendant(s). 
See Exhibits thru and Attached. 

5. Administrative Remedies. 
a. Are there any administrative remedies (grievance procedures or administrative appeals) available 

at your institution? IXl Yes D No 
b. Did you submit a request for administrative relic:f on Count III? liJ Yes D No 
c. Did you appeal your request for relief on Count III to the highest level? IZ1 Yes D No 
d. If you did not submit or appeal a request for administrative relief at any level, briefly explain why 

you did not. --------------------------------

lfyou assert more thao three Counts, answer the questions listed above for each additional Count on• separate page. 

-···-· ---------------------5--------------------

-· _ .. ---------- ~------------------- -------------
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E. REQUEST FOR RELIEF 

State the relief you are seeking: 
See Attached. 

l declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. " 

)(_ 1hu~ h :± , -be·~ '---Executedon_-'-1_1_·_1_1_-_l_i _____ _ 
DATE 

EA.N€.ST ;r. I/, LL -:oc- :I' Y75'()'i • o le].... 

(Name and tit of para1Jga1, legal assistant, or 
ho helped prepare this complaint) 

ey, if any) 

(Attorney's address & telephone number) 

ADDITIONAL PAGES 

s10NA TURE OF PLAINTIFF 

All questions must be answered concisely in the proper space on the form. If you need more space, you may 
attach no more than fifteen additional pages. But the form must be completely filled in lo the extent 
applicable. If you attach additional pages, be sure to identify which section of the complaint is being continued 
and number all pages. 

------- -----------------------
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF INDIANA 

TERRE HAUTE DIVISION 

STEVEN L. BARKER, 

Fed. Reg. No. 15893-076 
U.S.P. Canaan 
3057 Eastern Turnpike 
P.O. Box 300 
Waymart, PA 18472-0300, 

Plaintiff, 

v. 

BUREAU OF PRISONS, 
LT. McPHERSON, 
LT. EMMERICH, 
SENIOR OFFICER BOBO, 
S.I.A. JEAGER, and 
Correctional Officers 
John/Jane Does, 1-100, 

Defendants. 

TRIAL BY JURY DEMANDED 

Civil Action No. 

COMPLAINT 

NOW COMES the Plaintiff, Steven L. Barker, in prose!/ and 

pursuant to 28 u.s.c. § 2671 et.seq. and Bivens v. Six Unknown 

Agents, 403 U.S. 388 (1971)(28 U.S.C. § 1331), and hereby files 

the instant complaint against the named Defendants, for damages, 

and states as follows: 

JURISDICTION 

Jurisdiction is invoked pursuant to the Federal Tort Claims 

!/ Marshall v. Knight, 445 F.3d 965, 969 (7th Cir. 2006)(pro se 
plaintiff's complaint is to be liberally construed). 
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Act ("FTCA"), 28 U.S.C. § 2671 et.seq. ~/ and Bivens v. Six 

Unknown Agents, 403 U.S. 388 (1971)(28 U.S.C. § 1331). 

PARTIES 

Plaintiff is Steven L, Barker, who at all times relevant, was 

a prisoner in custody of the Federal Bureau of Prisons at Terre 

Haute, Indiana. Plaintiff's current legal mailing address is: 

Steven L, Barker 
Fed. Reg. No. 15893-076 
U.S.P. Canaan 
3057 Eastern Turnpike 
P.O. Box 300 
Waymart, PA 18472-0300 

Defendant Federal Bureau of Prisons is an agency of the United 

Liability under the Federal Tort Claims Act. The Federal Tort Claims 
Act ("FICA") grants the federal district courts jurisdiction over a 
category of claims for which the United States has waived its sovereign 
immunity and rendered itself liable. See 28 U.S.C. § 1346(b); Federal 
Defusit Ins. Cogz. v. Meyer, 510 U.S. 471, 477, 114 S.Ct. 996, 127 
L, .Zd 308 (19 ). Under the FTCA, the government is liable for the 
negligent conduct of an employee '\mile acting within the scope of his 
office or employment" under circumstances where "a private person[] 
would be liable to the claimant in accordance with the law of the place 
where the act or omission occurred." 28 u.s.c. § 1346(b)(1). The 
Supreme Court has "consistenly held that§ 1346(b)'s reference to the 
law of the place means law of the State--the source of substantive 
liability under the FI'CA," Meyer, 510 U.S. at 478. AS such, "for 
liability to arise under the FICA, the plaintiff's cause of action 
must be 'comparabler' to a 'cause of action against a private citizen' 
recognized in the jurisdiction where the tort occurred, and the allega
tions, taken as true, must satisfy the necessary elements of that 
comparable state cause of action." Bergquist v. United States, 849 
F,Supp. 1221, 1232 (N.D. Ill. 1994)(quoting Chen v. United States, 854 
F.2d 622, 626 (2nd Cir. 1988)), Under Indiana law, the tort of battery 
is defined as "[a] hannful or offensive contact with a person, resulting 
from an act intended to cause the plaintiff or a third person to suffer 
such a contact, or apprehension that such a contact is irrminent .... " 
West v. L'IV Steel Co., 839 F.Supp. 559, 562 (N.D, Ind. 1993)(quoting 
Fields v. Currmins lo ees Fed. Credit Union, 540 N.E.2d 631, 640 (Ind. 
Ct. App. . It has ong n established in Indiana that 'any 
touching, however slight, may constitute assault and battery."' Oliver 
v. McClung, 919 F,Supp. 1206, 1220 (quoting Cohen v. Peoples, 140 Ind. 
App. 353, 220 N,E.2d 665 (Ind. Ct. App. 1966)). 
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States Department of Justice under the direction of the United 

States Attorney General, Eric Holder, and the Director of the 

Federal Bureau of Prisons, Harley G. Lappin. The Federal Bureau 

of Prisons business mailing address is: 

Federal Bureau of Prisons 
Central Office 
320 First St. N.W. 
Washington, DC 20534 

Defendants Lt. McPherson, Lt. Emmerich, Senior Officer Bobo, 

S,I.A. Jeager, and Correctional Officers John/Jane Does, 1-100, 

are all correctional officers employed by the Federal Bureau of 

Prisons, United States Department of Justice, at the Federal 

Correctional Complex in Terre Haute, Indiana. The Defendants 

business mailing address is: 

Federal Correctional Complex 
4200 Bureau Rd. North 
P.O. Box 33 
Terre Haute, Indiana 47808 

All named Defendants are sued in both their official and 

individual capacities. 

PREVIOUS LAWSUITS 

No previous lawsuits have been filed by this Plaintiff. 

EXHAUSTION OF AVAILABLE ADMINISTRATIVE REMEDIES 

All available administrative remedies have been exhausted 

under the Federal Bureau of Prisons Administrative Remedy Procedure, 

P.S. 1330.16, as is required under 42 u.s.c. § 1997e. See Exhibits 

A- . (All the attached Exhibits are incorporated by reference as 

though fully set forth herein. See Fed.R,Civ.P. 10(c); Ortiz v. 

Downey, 561 F.3d 664 (7th Cir. 2009)). 
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STATEMENT OF THE CASE 

On March 11, 2009, the undersigned Plaintiff was seriously 

assaulted by federal correctional officers at the United States 

Federal Correctional Complex (FCI) in Terre Haute, Indiana. 

Specifically, on March 11, 2009, at the Federal Correctional 

Institution in Terre Haute, Indiana, there was an incident in 

(F-Unit), Cell 74, an inmate by the name of Steven Marsh #41872-039 

was thought to have been assaulted in his cell. While conducting 

an investigation of the incident a Lt. Emmerich asked me to put 

my hands on bunk. He started running his hands down in my pockets 

which pulled my shorts down from my waist. He then took my glasses 

off my face and threw then somewhere behind me. He then proceeded 

to run his hands all around my body which amounted to me more than 

sexual harassment. I asked Lt. Emmerich nicely if he could step 

outside the cell because the cells here are extremely small and 

he stated, "I will do whatever the fuck I want to do!" It was at 

this time that I realized that there was no reasoning with this 

man. 

After the shakedown of my cell, he asked me at that time to 

step down to the (F-Unit T.V. Room). Lt. Emmerich asked me at 

that time if I assaulted inmate Steven Marsh. I stated to him I 

had nothing to say and to go ahead and take me to the Special 

Housing Unit. He tells me to have a seat in the tv room. Appro

ximately ten minutes later, Lt. Emmerich comes back to the tv 

room and asked me to follow him to the Lt.'s Office. 

When we reached the Lt.'s Office he tells me to have a seat. 

(At this time I was not handcuffed). 
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Another ten minutes passes and he asked me my name and number. 

It was at this time that Lt. Emmerich started talking in a 

manner which made it obvious that he wanted a confrontation (also 

in the office was Lt. McPherson, who was sitting at a desk in the 

back center of the room). Lt. Emmerich called for Officer Bobo 

on the radio to escort me to the Special Housing Unit (at this time 

I was handcuffed behind my back). I asked him to please let me 

have my glasses because I cannot see without them. He said "fuck 

you, you have nothing coming." I said that I didn't understand 

why he was so upset over a child molester getting assaulted, I 

guess they need to check on his past. He jumped up and grabbed 

me by the handcuffs and beat me until T deficated on myself. I 

was beaten between one and two minutes. There was blood everwhere. 

He then picked me up by the handcuffs and throws me to Officer 

Bobo and tells me that is what I get for calling him a bitch. T 

never called him a bitch. On the way to the Special Housing Unit, 

he tried to have Officer Bobo take me back in the Lt.'s Office. 

I refused to go and told him that if he was going to kill me that 

he was going to do it in front of the cameras in the corridor. 

At that time he brought a broken camera and took a pictu~e of me. 

After taking pictures, I was on my way escorted to the Special 

Housing Unit withou any medical attention. 

On our way to the Special Housing Unit we were approached 

by Officer Waylon from (K-Unit). He asked me if I was alright 

and I told him that I was alright. He asked me who did this to 

me and I told him that Lt. Emmerich did it. Officer Waylon looks 

Officer Bobo in the eyes and Officer Bobo confirmed with a(it must 
be noted that by saying I was alright, I meant that I would survive) 
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("yes" head shake). Officer Waylon is so worried at this point 

of my welfare that he asked Officer Bobo to let him take me to 

the Special Housing Unit. Officer Bobo refused. 

As I entered the Special Housing Unit, I was met by Officer 

Bryan and Officer Buck. They asked what happened and I told them 

what Lt. Emmerich had done. They both were shaking their heads 

in disbelief. I asked them if they would both (Bryan and Buck) 

testify to my condition. They said that if anyone came to talk 

with them that they would be more than glad to. 

On March 12, 2009, I had Lt. Winterberger (S.I.S.) come to 

my cell (B-28) and hand me two disciplinary reports: (1) one 

for assaulting inmate Marsh; and (2) the second one was for spit

ting on Lt. Emmerich. This incident had went from me calling him 

a bitch to spitting on him. I asked Lt. Winterberger about this 

and he told me that he never heard anything about me calling him 

a bitch. I told him that I didn't call Lt. Emmerich a bitch and 

I didn't spit on him either. I told Lt. Winterberger that this 

was a lie and that it was not going to go away. I asked him if 

there was going to be an investigation of this and he told me 

probably not. It was at this time that Lt. Winterberger asked 

me if I would accept an apology from Lt. Emmerich and I said 

"Hell no!" I told him that I wanted him charged by the F.B.I. 

and that I will not let this go until Lt. Emmerich is prosecuted 

for assault and falsifying government documents. I told him that 

I had contacted my family about this matter. 

On March 17, 2009, Captain Kalman came to my cell, I told 

him what happened and he cut me off and said that he was sending 
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me across the street (the U.S.P. is across the street). Because 

my points were too high. I showed him a newspaper where a man 

had received 41 months in Federal Prison for falsifying documents. 

I told him that I wanted an investigation done on this incident. 

He turned around and told Lt. Winterberger to open an investigation. 

Captain Kalman told me to trust him and that there would be an 

investigation. On March 18, 2009, Captain Kalman came back to my 

cell and told me that he sent the paperwork across the street to 

the S.I.A. at the U.S.P. 

On March 23, 2009, Counselor Edwards which is my counselor 

in (F-Unit), came to my cell and told me that he tried his best 

to get the incident with me and Lt. Emmerich kicked up to his old 

boss the S.I.A. Counselor Edwards worked for s.r.s. before 

becoming a counselor in (F-Unit). He told me he didn't think he 

would have much luck since S.I.S. Winterberger was the one who 

helped get Lt. Emmerich brought to F.C.I. Terre Haute. Counselor 

Edwards said that he thought it should be investigated by a 

higher authority for this reason. 

On March 23, 2009, Case Manager Perdue from (L & M Units) 

came to my cell. I asked Case Manager Perdue to be my staff 

representative on my disciplinary reports. He told me to tell 

that to my unit team at my u.o.c. Hearing. I asked Case Manager 

Perdue if he thought that I did what the reports said I did. He 

told me "Hell No!" He told me that Lt. Emmerich doesn't know 

that the staff gets along with me because of all the work I do 

around the institution. Mr. Perdue goes on to state that no one 

believes any of that shit that Lt. Emmerich was saying. I said 
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what about my unit team members, and he shook his head no and told 

me that they didn't believe it either. 

On March 12, 2009, Counselor Edwards from (K & J Units)(this 

is not the same Counselor Edwards that is my counselor in (F Unit), 

came to my cell to see if I was alright. I showed him my body 

where Lt. Emmerich had beaten me. I also showed him the stitches 

that I received above my left eye. I asked him if he thought that 

I did the things that Lt. Emmerich accused me of. He told me that 

he did not believe that I did what Lt. Emmerich said I did. He 

went on to tell me that he had talked with Officer Waylon and that 

Officer Waylon had told him that he could not recognize me when I 

was being escorted to the Special Housing Unit by Officer Bobo. 

Officer Waylon told him that I was really messed up and covered 

head to toe in blood. 

On April 1, 2009, I had my O.H.o. Hearing on the two Discip

linary Reports that Lt. Emmerich had written me. After hearing 

all the evidence on the assault charge that I supposedly committed 

against Steven Marsh, the D.H.O. found me NOT GUILTY, and after 

having the evidence that was gathered for the assault charge on 

Lt. Emmerich, he ordered an investigation by the S.I.A. to be 

conducted on this matter. The reason for this is that the D.H.O. 

Officer told me that Lt. McPherson stated in his report that he 

seen me spit on Lt. Emmerich. At that time my staff representative 

Mr. Perdue intervened and said that this was simply a lie, that 

Lt. McPherson had told Mr. Perdue that he didn't see inmate Barker 

spit on Lt. Emmerich. This is why an investigation was ordered by 

the o.H.O. I also stated to the D.H.O. that if I am found guilty 
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of assaulting Lt. Emmerich, that I wanted to be charged by the 

3/ F.B.I. -

The Disciplinary Reports that were written under fraudulent 

pretenses were ultimately expunged based on a finding that the 

charges were baseless and contained inconsistent statements as 

well as false statements. 

On May 21, 2010, the undersigned filed a claim for damages 

pursuant to the FTCA with the Federal Bureau of Prisons. To date, 

no final action has been taken. 

Since there has been no proper final agency denial within 6 

months of the claim as required by 28 u.s.c. § 2675, the Plaintiff 

has the right at any time of his own option to deem such a failure 

to be a final agency denial. This is precisely the result allowed 

in Mack v. United States Postal Service, 414 F.Supp. 504 (D.C. 

Mich. 1976). In that case, an agency had not acted on the plain

tiff's claim. The court found that the denial could not be deemed 

to have occurred sixh months after the date of the claim. Such a 

result would be too harsh. The court said that 28 U.S.C. § 2675 

(a) and the statute of limitations of 28 U.S.C. § 2401 are to be 

read together. 28 U.S.C. § 2675(a) provides: 

31 To state a claim under the federal notice pleading standards, all 
that a complaint must do is set forth "a short and plain statement 
of the grounds for the court's jurisdiction." "a short and plain 
statement of the claim showing that the pleader is entitled to 
relief," and "a demand for relief sought." Fed.R.Civ.P._8(a;,· . 
Factual allegations are accepted as true and need only give fair 
notice of what the ... claim is and the grounds upon which it 
rests." EEOCv. Concentra Health Servs., Ioc.., 496 F.3d 773,776 
(7th Cir. 2007)(quoting Bell Atl. Co~- v. Twombly, 550 U.S. 544, 
555, 127 s.ct. 1955, 167 L.Ed.2d 929 2007))(other citation omitted). 
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The failure of an agency to make final disposition 
of a claim within six months after it is filed shall, 
at the option of the claimant any time thereafter, be 
deemed a final denial of the claim for purposes of this 
section. 

The Court in Mack found that this gave the claimant the 

option to pick the time on which the agency action was deemed to 

be finally denied. See Appendix A, hereto. 

As stated supra, on May 21, 2010, Plaintiff filed an FTCA 

claim utilizing the standard form 95. Therein said form, Plaintiff 

made the following claim: 

On March 11, 2009, Lt. Emmerich of the United States 
Federal Correctional Complex, in Terre Haute, Indiana, 
assaulted me in the Lieutenant's Office of the Federal 
Correctional Institution located on the Complex. 

Lt. Emmerich viciously assaulted me by slamming my 
right shoulder into institutional Postal lock boxes 
located in the Lieutenant's Office, in an attempt to 
ram my face into those lock boxes. The impact of the 
assault was so forceful that it left impression marks 
from the lock boxes in my right shoulder. (See attached 
affidavits.) The injuries I sustained included but were 
not limited to a cut and contusion above my left eyebrow, 
cuts and bruises, laceratins and loss of blood from my 
face, knees and shins. 

In support of the foregoing claims, the attached affi
davits and exhausted Administrative Remedies are hereby 
incorporated by references as though fully set forth 
herein. Further, the medical reports attached hereto 
also incorporated by reference. 

A claim for dama~es made pursuant to the Federal Tort 
Claims Act (FTCA), 28 U.S.C. Section 2671, et.seq., 
shall be deemed presented when a federal agency receives 
from a claimant an executed Standard Form 95 or other 
written notification of an indident, accompanied by a 
claim for money damages in a sum certain for injury of 
the claimant by an employee of the federal government 
or agency of the government. 

This particular claim being submitted here is limited 
to the liability of the government based on the acts 
and ommissions of Lt. Emmerich while employed by the 
Federal Bureau of Prisons when this Officer assaulted 
the undersigned on March 11, 2009. (Case law and final 
paragraph omitted). 
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CAUSES OF ACTION 

Count One: 

As to Defendant Bureau of Prisons negligence for failure to 

properly train its employees Defendants Lt. McPherson, Lt. 

Emmerich, Senior Officer Bobo, S.I.A. Jeager, and Correctional 

Officers John/Jane Does, 1-100. Plaintiff requests $250,000.00 

compensatory damages and $500,000.00 punitive damages; 

Count Two: 

As to Defendants Lt. McPherson, Lt. Emmerich, Senior Officer 

Bobo, S.I.A. Jeager, and Correctional Officers John/Jane Does, 

1-100, falsification of official documents; deliberate indiffer

ence; assault and battery. Plaintiff requests $250,000.00 compen

satory damages and $500,000.00 punitive damages; 

Count Three: 

As to Defendant Lt. Emmerich, assault and battery and falsi

fication of official documents, intentional infliction of 

emotional distriss. 41 Plaintiff requests $1,500,000.00 compen

satory damages and $5,000,000.00 punitive damages• 

!!_I The Indiana Supreme Court defined the tort of intentional infliction 
of emotional distress as follows: "'one who by extreme and outrageous 
conduct intentionally or recklessly causes severe emotional distress 
to another is subject to liability for such emotional distress ..•. ' 
RESTATIMENT (SECOND) OF TORTS§ 46 (1965). It is the intent to halill 
one emotionally that constitutes the basis for the tort of an inten
tional infliction of emotional distress." Id. (quoting Cullison, 570 
N.E.2d 27 at 31). 
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CONCLUSION 

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff respectfully requests that this Honorable 

Court grants the relief requested herein above and any other relief 

the Court may find due and owing Plaintiff under the circumstances. 

Dated: \ I - I l ·- I() 

Respectfully submitted, 

1'-: -~L't.,\,·t J. 3_~~ 
Steven L. Barker 
Fed. Reg. No. 15893-076 
U.S.P. Canaan 
3057 Eastern Turnpike 
P.O. Box 300 
Waymart, PA 18472-0300 

Plaintiff, Pro Se 
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STEVEN L. BARKER, 

vs. 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF INDIANA 

TERRE HAUTE DIVISION 

Plaintiff, 

Cause No. 2:10-cv-314-WTL-WGH 

LT McPHERSON, et al., 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) Defendants. 

ENTRY FOLLOWING BENCH TRIAL 

A bench trial in the above-captioned cause was held on January 13, 2015. In lieu of final 

arguments, the parties submitted post-trial submissions on January 23, 2015. Dkt. Nos. 98-99. 

Pursuant to Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 52(a)( I), the Court now issues its findings of fact 

and conclusions of law. 

I. BACKGROUND 

A. Procedural History 

On November 22, 2010, prose Plaintiff Steven L. Barker filed suit alleging excessive 

force and related claims against the Bureau of Prisons ("BOP"), Lt. Lloyd McPherson, Lt. Eric 

Emmerich, Senior Officer Larry ("Fred") Bobo, SIA Jaeger, and 100 anonymous correctional 

officers pursuant to Bivens v. Six Unkonw Named Agents of Federal Bureau of Narcotics, 403 

U.S. 388 (1971 ). In his complaint, Barker alleged, in part, that Lt. Emmerich used excessive 

force against him in violation of his Eight Amendment rights. Compl. at 11. He further alleged 

that Lt. McPherson, Officer Bobo, and SIA Jaeger falsified documents, committed assault and 

battery, conspired to cover up the incident with Lt. Emmerich, and/or were deliberately 

indifferent to Lt. Emmerich's use of excessive force and Barker's medical needs. 
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On November 16, 20 I 1 , the claims against the BOP and the 1 00 anonymous correctional 

officers were deemed "legally insufficient" and dismissed from the suit. Dkt. No. 13 at 1. 

Thereafter, the remaining Defendants filed a motion for summary judgment. On July 25, 2013, 

the Court granted in part and denied in part the Defendants' motion, mling as follows: 

[Tlhe motion for summary judgment [Dkt. 311 is granted as to all claims asserted 
against Jaeger. The motion for summary judgment lDkt. 3 I J is also granted as to 
the claims of falsifying documents, assault and battery, conspiracy, and deliberate 
indifference in delaying medical care asserted against Lt. McPherson and Officer 
Bobo. 

The motion for summary judgment [Dkt. 31] is denied as to the claim of 
excessive force asserted against Lt. Emmerich and as to the claims of deliberate 
indifference for failure to intervene against Lt. McPherson and Officer Bobo. 

Dkt. No. 50 at 10-11 (emphasis in original). 

On September 18, 2013, the Court granted Barker's motion to appoint counsel, and on 

October 4, 2013, the Court appointed volunteer counsel, John Andrew Goodridge. Thereafter, 

Barker was permitted to file an amended complaint and did so on July I, 2014. The amended 

complaint contained the following claims against the following parties: 

Count I 

Count II 

Count III 

Count IV 

Count V 

Violation of constitutional rights for the use of excessive force and/or 
failing to intervene against the United States, Lt. Emmerich, Lt. 
McPherson, and Officer Bobo 

Assault and battery against the United States and Lt. Emmerich 

Violation of constitutional rights for deliberate indifference to Barker's 
medical needs against the United States, Lt. Emmerich, Lt. McPherson, 
and Officer Bobo 

Gross negligence against the United States, Lt. Emmerich, Lt. McPherson, 
and Officer Bobo 

Intentional infliction of emotional distress against the United States, Lt. 
Emmerich, Lt. McPherson, and Officer Bobo 

2 
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Thereafter, the Defendants moved to dismiss several of Barker's claims, and on October 

9, 2014, the Court granted the motion. The following claims remained for trial. 

Count I 

Count II 

Count IV 

Count V 

Violation of constitutional rights for the use of excessive force and/or 
failing to intervene against Lt. Emmerich, Lt. McPherson, and Officer 
Bobo 

Assault and battery against the United States 

Gross negligence against the United States (in relation to the excessive 
force and deliberate indifference of Lt. Emmerich, Lt. McPherson, and 
Officer Bobo) 

Intentional infliction of emotional distress against the United States 

On the morning of trial, 1 Barker orally moved to dismiss his failure to intervene claims 

against Lt. McPherson and Officer Bobo, and the related gross negligence claims against the 

United States. The Court GRANTED Barker's motion, and the trial proceeded as to Barker's 

excessive force claim against Lt. Emmerich and the related assault and battery, gross negligence, 

and intentional infliction of emotional distress claims against the United States. 

B. Trial Testimony 

The following is a summary of the testimony given at trial. 

1. Barker 

On the evening of March 11, 2009, Barker was removed from his cell in the Federal 

Correctional Complex in Terre Haute, Indiana ("FCC Terre Haute") and questioned regarding an 

assault on another inmate, Steven Marsh. Apparently, Marsh is a convicted child molester. After 

Barker refused to speak with Lt. Emmerich about the assault on Marsh in the TV room outside 

his cell, he was summoned to the Lieutenant's office for further questioning. At that point, 

1 Although Barker originally demanded a trial by jury, Barker subsequently requested a 
bench trial and the Government did not object. Therefore, a bench trial was held. 

3 
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Barker knew that he was being sent to the Segregated Housing Unit (the "SHU") in the prison 

while the staff investigated whether he assaulted Marsh. After Lt. Emmerich finished the transfer 

paperwork, Officer Bobo was called to escort Barker to the SHU. 

Once Officer Bobo arrived, he handcuffed Barker behind his back. Barker then asked 

Officer Bobo if he could have his glasses from his cell. Before Officer Bobo could answer, Lt. 

Emmerich said "fuck you, you ain't got nothing coming." Barker responded by saying, among 

other things, "fuck you, too .... I don't know why you so screwed up about a child molester." 

Apparently angered by Barker's words, Lt. Emmerich assaulted Barker. He slammed Barker's 

head into a wall of metal mailboxes a number of times, slammed his head into a steel cage on the 

opposite side of the office, slammed his head into a nearby refrigerator, slammed him onto the 

floor, picked him back up, rammed him into the mailboxes again, and then slammed him to the 

floor one last time. With the final slam to the floor, Lt. Emmerich pushed his knee against 

Barker's ribs with so much force that Barker defecated on himself. After seeing what Barker 

described as a pool of blood on the floor, Lt. Emmerich eased off of Barker and brought him to 

his feet. Barker never resisted Lt. Emmerich's force, although he believes that Lt. Emmerich 

yelled "quit resisting, quit resisting" during the assault to give others the impression that Barker 

was in fact resisting. 

Thereafter, Officer Bobo escorted Barker out of the Lieutenant's office. Several moments 

later, Lt. Emmerich radioed Officer Bobo and asked him to bring Barker back to the Lieutenant's 

office so that they could photograph his injuries. Barker refused to return to the Lieutenant's 

office and advised Officer Bobo that, if Lt. Emmerich wanted to kill him, he would have to do it 

in the hallway in front of the cameras. 2 Lt. Emmerich brought a camera into the hallway and 

2 There were no cameras in the Lieutenant's office. 

4 
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took a photograph of Barker from the chest up. Barker asked Lt. Emmerich to take additional 

pictures because he also had injuries below his chest, but Lt. Emmerich did not. Officer Bobo 

then escorted Barker to the SHU. 

Barker suffered a 4-centimeter laceration above his left eye that required stiches, two 

other lacerations on his head, a shoulder injury, a knee injury, bruised ribs, and various other 

cuts, scrapes, and bruises during the incident. He was in serious pain and unable to move for 

almost a week after the incident, and it was several months before the pain in his knee and 

shoulder subsided. 

2. Lt. Emmerich 

Lt. Emmerich, now a Captain at a prison in Oxford, Wisconsin, 3 remembers the incident 

differently. 

On March 11, 2009, Lt. Emmerich was told that Barker had assaulted Marsh. As a result, 

a "lockdown" was called, and Lt. Emmerich began investigating the allegation. Barker was 

summoned to the Lieutenant's office, and Lt. Emmerich questioned him regarding the assault. 

Once Barker was in the Lieutenant's office, he became increasingly agitated after hearing that he 

was being sent to the SHU. While Lt. Emmerich questioned Barker, the volume of Barker's 

voice continued to rise and his physical posturing indicated that he was angry and upset. After 

Officer Bobo arrived at the Lieutenant's office and handcuffed Barker, Barker spat on Lt. 

Emmerich while he was yelling. 4 At that point, Lt. Emmerich believed force was required to take 

control of the situation. With Barker handcuffed, Lt. Emmerich grabbed Barker and pushed him 

3 For the sake of clarity, the Court will continue to refer to Emmerich as Lt. Emmerich. 

4 Whether the spit was intentional or not, is not entirely clear from Lt. Emmerich's 
testimony. 

5 
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against the wall with the metal mailboxes. Because Barker resisted Lt. Emmerich's force, he 

took him down to the floor and held him on the ground for a brief moment. After Barker 

indicated that he was done resisting, Lt. Emmerich picked him up, and Officer Bobo escorted 

him out of the Lieutenant's office. 

3. Lt. McPherson 

Senior Officer Specialist Lloyd McPherson, now a Lieutenant, 5 testified that he was 

sitting at a desk in the Lieutenant's office while Lt. Emmerich questioned Barker. During their 

discussion, Lt. McPherson observed Barker become very angry and argumentative. After Officer 

Bobo arrived, Lt. McPherson saw Barker make "a spitting motion" towards Lt. Emmerich, but he 

did not see any spit. This testimony, however, is in contrast to the statement Lt. McPherson gave 

to an investigator after the incident, his memorandum documenting the incident, and the affidavit 

he submitted previously in this case. 

In the memorandum, Lt. McPherson reported that "Inmate Barker started to yell and 

[became] visibly upset. Barker then spit on LL Emmerich at which time he was placed on the 

ground to regain control." Trial Ex. 9. 

The investigator's notes, however, state that "Lt. McPherson ... told [him] that he did 

not actually see the inmate spit." Trial Ex. 11. 

Lt. McPherson's affidavit further stated as follows: 

I heard a commotion and looked up and saw the Plaintiff attempt to spit on 
Defendant Emmerich. I recall Defendant Emmerich had a wet spot on his clothing, 
but I do not remember the exact spol. I then saw Defendant Emmerich place the 
Plaintiff on the ground to gain control by grabbing him and putting him on the 
ground. This all happened in a matter of seconds. At this time, the Plaintiff was 
restrained behind his back. I believe his head hit the floor, but I do not know for 
sure. I observed Defendant Emmerich fall on top of the Plaintiff when he went to 
the ground. I assisted with helping the Plaintiff to his feet. 

5 For the sake of clarity, the Court will continue to refer to McPherson as Lt. McPherson. 

6 
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Dkt. No. 32-3 at~[ 4. 

4. Officer Bobo 

According to Officer Bobo, after he arrived at the Lieutenant's office, he handcuffed 

Barker. At that time, Barker was in a heated discussion with Lt. Emmerich. Barker expressed 

disbelief that they were going to "lock him up for taking care of a child molester." Once 

handcuffed, Barker '1erked" aggressively towards Lt. Emmerich. He then observed Lt. 

Emmerich place Barker against the wall with the metal mailboxes. Barker resisted the force, and 

Lt. Emmerich took him down to the floor. Officer Bobo assisted in restraining Barker by 

grabbing one of his legs. After Barker calmed down, Officer Bobo escorted him out of the 

Lieutenant's office. When Lt. Emmerich asked Officer Bobo to bring Barker back to the 

Lieutenant's office to take photographs, Barker refused to go. As a result, Officer Bobo asked Lt. 

Emmerich to come out into the hallway to take the photographs, and he did. 

5. Chris Perdue 

Chris Perdue, a Case Manager at FCC Ten-e Haute, testified that Barker was investigated 

by the prison for spitting on Lt. Emmerich, and thus assaulting him. Barker chose Perdue to 

assist him during those proceedings. The prison did not find the allegation credible, and Barker 

was not disciplined or charged in relation to the incident with Lt. Emmerich. 

Perdue also testified that Barker was well-respected by other inmates in the prison, and 

because of this, he occasionally asked Barker to facilitate discussions between the prison staff 

and the inmates. Barker, however, denied doing any "favors" for Perdue. 

II. FINDINGS OF FACT 

1. On March 11, 2009, Barker was an inmate at FCC Terre Haute. 

2. On March 11, 2009, Marsh was an inmate at FCC Terre Haute. 

7 
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3. On that day, Lt. Emmerich, Lt. McPherson, and Officer Bobo were working the 

evening shift at FCC Terre Haute. 

4. 

Marsh. 

5. 

6. 

room. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

During his shift, Lt. Emmerich received information that Barker had assaulted 

Because of the assault, an emergency "lockdown" was called. 

During the lockdown, Barker was removed from his cell and taken to the TV 

LL Emmerich questioned Barker in the TV room regarding the assault on Marsh. 

Barker refused to discuss the assault on Marsh with Lt. Emmerich. 

Barker was summoned to the Lieutenant's office for additional questioning. 

Lt. McPherson and Lt. Emmerich were in the Lieutenant's office when Barker 

arrived. 

11. While in the Lieutenant's office, Lt. Emmerich advised Barker that he was being 

transferred to the SHU while the staff investigated the assault. 

12. Barker became angry and argumentative when Lt. Emmerich told him that he was 

being transferred to the SHU. 

13. After Lt. Emmerich finished preparing the transfer paperwork, he radioed for 

Officer Bobo to escort Barker from the Lieutenant's office to the SHU. 

14. When Officer Bobo arrived at the Lieutenant's office, he handcuffed Barker's 

wrists behind his back. 

15. As Officer Bobo began to escort Barker from left the Lieutenant's office, Barker 

and Lt. Emmerich became involved in a verbal altercation. 

16. Barker and Lt. Emmerich cursed at one another. 

8 
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17. During the altercation, Barker unintentionally spat on Lt. Emmerich while he was 

yelling. 

18. Lt. Emmerich subsequently used force on Barker. 

19. Lt. Emmerich grab bed Barker and forcefully threw him against a wall containing 

metal mailboxes. 

20. Lt. Emmerich shoved Barker's head into the metal mailboxes. 

21. Lt. Emmerich then threw Barker to the floor. 

22. Lt. Emmerich landed forcefully on Barker's back and rib area with his knee. 

23. Lt. Emmerich held Barker to the ground with his knee for several moments. 

24. After Barker indicated that he would not resist or fight, Lt. Emmerich pulled 

Barker to his feet. 

25. Officer Bobo then escorted Barker from the Lieutenant's office. 

26. Barker suffered a 4-inch laceration above his left eye, two other lacerations on his 

forehead, a shoulder injury, a knee injury, bruised ribs, and various other cuts, scrapes and 

bruises as a result of the incident with Lt. Emmerich. 

III. CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 

A. Counts I and II - Excessive Use of Force against Lt. Emmerich 
and Assault and Battery against the United States 

To succeed on his claim of excessive use of force against Lt. Emmerich, Barker must 

prove by a preponderance of the evidence that (I) Lt. Emmerich used force on him, (2) Lt. 

Emmerich intentionally used extreme or excessive cruelty toward him for the purpose of 

harming him, and not in a good faith effort to maintain or restore security or discipline, and (3) 

Lt. Emmerich's conduct caused him harm. See Whitley v. Albers, 475 U.S. 312, 320-21 (1986); 

Wiiliams v. Boles, 842 F.2d 181 (7th Cir. 1988). It is undisputed that Lt. Emmerich used force on 

9 
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Barker. It is also undisputed that Lt. Emmerich's conduct harmed Barker. With regard to the only 

element in question, the Court finds that Lt. Emmerich used excessive force against Barker for 

the purpose of harming him, and not in a good faith effort to maintain or restore security or 

discipline. 

Despite the fact that Barker's wrists were cuffed behind his back, Lt. Emmerich threw 

Barker into a wall with metal mailboxes, shoved his head into the mailboxes, threw Barker onto 

the floor, and held Barker to the ground with this knee. Barker's injuries support this set of 

events. While some amount of force may have been warranted, Lt. Emmerich's use of force was 

excessive under the circumstances. 

With regard to Barker's corresponding assault and battery claim against the United States 

under the Federal Tort Claims Act ("FfCA"), the FTCA waives the Government's sovereign 

immunity only "under circumstances where ... a private person ... would be liable" under 

applicable state tort law. 28 U.S.C. § 1346(b)( 1 ). A person commits the civil tort of assault and 

battery in Indiana if "(a) he acts intending to cause a harmful or offensive contact with the person 

of the other or third person, or an imminent apprehension of such contact, and (b) a harmful 

contact with the person of the other directly or indirectly results." Singh v. Lyday, 889 N.E.2d 

342, 360 (Ind. Ct. App. 2008) (quoting Mullins v. Parkview Hospital, Inc., 865 N.E.2d 608, 610 

(Ind. 2007)). "A touching, however slight, may constitute an assault and battery." Id. (quoting 

Knight v. Ind. Ins. Co., 871 N.E.2d 357,362 (Ind. Ct. App. 2007)). 

As noted above, despite the fact that Barker's wrists were cuffed behind his back, LL 

Emmerich threw Barker into a wall with metal mailboxes, shoved his head into the mailboxes, 

threw Barker onto the floor, and held Barker to the ground with this knee. Lt. Emmerich's use of 

force was excessive under the circumstances. These facts satisfy the elements of assault and 

10 
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battery in Indiana: Lt. Emmerich acted intending to cause harmful or offensive contact with 

Barker, and harmful contact resulted. 

Pursuant to the FfCA' s judgment bar rule, codified at 28 U.S. C. § 26 7 6, however, a 

judgment against both Lt. Emmerich and the United States cannot stand. See, e.g., Manning v. 

United States, 546 F.3d 430,434 (7th Cir. 2008) ("an FfCAjudgment [whether successful or 

unsuccessful] bars a Bivens claim raised in the same suit." Manning, 546 F.3d at 434. As such, 

the Court will enter judgment in favor of Lt. Emmerich and against the Plaintiff on Count I and 

in favor of the Plaintiff and against the United States on Count II. 

With regard to damages, the Court finds that Barker's compensatory damages total 

$1,500.00. 

B. Count IV -Gross Negligence against the United States 

With regard to Barker's gross negligence claim, Indiana courts recognize the same four 

elements (duty, breach, cause, and injury) for negligence and gross negligence. See N. Ind. 

Public Serv. Co. v. Sharp, 790 N.E.2d 462, 465-66 (Ind. 2003). The two claims, however, have 

different definitions of what constitutes a "breach." For ordinary negligence, a plaintiff must 

show that the defendant "merely failed to exercise its duty of care." Id. at 465. For gross 

negligence, a plaintiff must show that the defendant "breached its duty ... by engaging in a 

conscious, voluntary act or omission in reckless disregard of the consequences to" the plaintiff. 

Id. at 466. 

Barker has not argued or established how each element is satisfied in this case. Thus, the 

Court finds in favor of the United States and against Barker on Count IV. 

11 
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C. Count V -Intentional Infliction of Emotional Distress against the United States 

Lastly, "intentional infliction of emotional distress is committed by 'one who by extreme 

and outrageous conduct intentionally or recklessly causes severe emotional distress to another." 

Branham v. Celadon Trucking Servs., Inc., 744 N.E.2d 514, 522-23 (Ind. Ct. App. 200 I) 

(quoting Ledbetter v. Ross, 725 N.E.2d 120, 123-24 (Ind. Ct. App. 2000)). "The intent to harm 

emotionally constitutes the basis of the tort." Id. at 523 (citing Ledbetter, 725 N.E.2d at 124). 

"Thus, the elements of the tort are: a defendant ( 1) engages in extreme and outrageous conduct 

that (2) intentionally or recklessly (3) causes (4) severe emotional distress to another." Id. (citing 

Bradley v. Hall, 720 N.E.2d 747, 752 (Ind. Ct. App. 1999)). 

Again, Barker has not argued or established how each element is satisfied in this case. 

Therefore, the Court finds in favor of the United States and against Barker on Count V. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

The Court finds in favor of Barker and against the United States on his claim for assault 

and battery ( Count II). Barker's compensatory damages total $1,500.00. 

The Court finds in favor of the United States and against the Plaintiff on his remaining 

claims for gross negligence (Count IV) and intentional infliction of emotional distress (Count V). 

Pursuant to the FTCA' s judgment bar rule, judgment will be entered in favor of Lt. 

Emmerich and against Barker on his claim for excessive force (Count I). 

A separate judgment shall now issue. 

SO ORDERED: 5/4/15 

Hon. William T. Lawrence, Judge 
United States District Court 
Southern District or Indiana 

Copies to all counsel of record via electronic communication. 
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STEVEN L. BARKER, 

vs. 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF INDIANA 

TERRE HAUTE DIVISION 

Plaintiff, 

Cause No. 2:10-cv-314-WTL-WGH 

LT McPHERSON, et al., 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) Defendants. 

FINAL JUDGMENT 

The Court, having dismissed various claims and parties before and during the trial, 

having resolved various claims through the summary judgment process, and having this day 

ruled on the Defendants' motion to alter or amend final judgment and made its findings of fact 

and conclusions of law, JUDGMENT IS HEREBY ENTERED AS FOLLOWS: 

As to Count I, pursuant to Federal Tort Claims Act's judgment bar rule, judgment is 

entered in favor of Defendant, Lt. Emmerich, and against the Plaintiff. The Plaintiff shall recover 

nothing against Lt. Emmerich. 

As to Count II, judgment is entered in favor of the Plaintiff and against the Defendant, 

United States of America. The Plaintiff is awarded compensatory damages in the amount of 

$1,500.00. 

As to Counts IV, and V, judgment is entered in favor of the Defendant, United States of 

America, and against the Plaintiff. The Plaintiff shall recover nothing against the United States of 

America as to those claims. 

SO ORDERED: 5/4/15 
Hon. William T. Lawrence. Judge 
United States District Court 
Southern District of Indiana 

Copies to all counsel of record via electronic communication. 
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STEVEN L. BARKER, 

vs. 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF INDIANA 

TERRE HAUTE DIVISION 

Plaintiff, 

Cause No. 2:10-cv-314-WTL-WGH 

LT EMMERICH, et al., 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) Defendants. 

ENTRY ON DEFENDANTS' MOTION TO ALTER OR AMEND FINAL JUDGMENT 

This cause is before the Court on the Defendants' motion to alter or amend the final 

judgment in this case. Dkt. No. 103. The motion is ripe for ruling, 1 and the Court, being duly 

advised, GRANTS the Defendants' motion for the reasons set forth below. The Court further 

finds that the Court's prior ruling in favor of the United States of America and against the 

Plaintiff on his assault and battery claim under the Federal Tort Claims Act ("FfCA ") was based 

on a manifest error of law, and the Court must now correct that error. See Mendez v. Republic 

Bank, 725 F.3d 651 (7th Cir. 2013). As a result of the foregoing rulings, the Court VACATES 

the findings of fact and conclusions of law (Dkt. No. 100) and the final judgment (Dkt. No. 101) 

previously entered in this case. New findings of fact and conclusions of law and a new judgment 

will be issued under separate order. 

I. BACKGROUND 

The bench trial in this matter was held on January 13, 2015. On January 29, 2015, the 

Court issued its findings of fact and conclusions of law (Dkt. No. 100), and entered final 

judgment in this case (Dkt. No. 101). As to Count I, the Plaintiff's excessive force claim against 

1 The Plaintiff did not file a response; however, the time for doing so has passed. 
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Lt. Emmerich in his individual capacity under Bivens, the Court entered judgment in favor of the 

Plaintiff and against Lt. Emmerich. Id. The Court concluded that Lt. Emmerich used excessive 

force against the Plaintiff. As to Counts II (assault and battery), IV (gross negligence), and V 

(intentional infliction of emotional distress) against the United States under the FICA, the Court 

entered judgment in favor of the United States and against the Plaintiff. 

II. DEFENDANTS' MOTION TO ALTER OR AMEND FINAL JUDGMENT 

A. Standard 

The Defendants timely filed their motion pursuant to Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 

59(e). "A Rule 59(e) motion will be successful only where the movant clearly establishes: '( l) 

that the court committed a manifest error of law or fact, or (2) that newly discovered evidence 

precluded entry of judgment."' Cincinnati LUe Ins. Co. v. Beyrer, 722 F.3d 939, 954 (7th Cir. 

2013) (quoting Blue v. Hartford Life & Accident Ins. Co., 698 F.3d 587, 598 (7th Cir. 2012)). 

B. Discussion 

The Defendants argue that "[b ]ecause Plaintiff pursued his parallel FTCA and Bivens 

claims to judgment, and the Court entered Judgment on the Plaintiff's FfCA claim, the Court 

must vacate its judgment against the individual Defendant Emmerich pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 

2676, the 'Judgment Bar."' Dkt. No. l03 at 2. 2 The Court agrees. 

If a federal law enforcement officer commits a tort, the victim has two distinct 
avenues of relief: he may pursue a constitutional tort claim against the individual 
officer under Bivens v. Six Unknown Named Agents ofF ederaf Bureau of Narcotics, 
403 U.S. 388, 9 I S .Ct. I 999, 29 L.Ed.2d 6 I 9 (I 971 ), or he may pursue a common 
law tort claim against the United States pursuant to the [FTCA]. 

Manning v. United States, 546 F.3d 430, 431 (7th Cir. 2008). Section 2676 of the FTCA, 

however, provides that a judgment in an FICA action "shall constitute a complete bar to any 

2 This argument was not previously bought to the Court's attention. 
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action by the claimant, by reason of the same subject matter, against the employee of the 

government whose act or omission gave rise to the claim." 28 U.S.C. § 2676. 

In Manning, the jury found in favor of the plaintiff on his Bivens claim, but the Court 

ruled in favor of the United States on the plaintiff's FTCA claims. Thereafter, the Defendants 

moved to vacate the jury's verdict, claiming that the FTCA' s judgment bar also precluded the 

Bivens claims. The district court and the Seventh Circuit agreed with the Defendants, finding that 

"an FTCA judgment [ whether successful or unsuccessfull bars a Bivens claim raised in the same 

suit." Manning, 546 F.3d at 434. The court further explained that 

[al plaintiff may still bring both parallel claims as remedies to torts committed by 
law enforcement officers against the government and the individual officers, and 
the remedies complement each other. But the idea that a plaintiff may bring claims 
against both the government and the federal officer does not directly implicate 
whether one may pursue those claims to judgment. Both remedies remain as viable 
causes of action, but because of the broad language of the judgment bar, plaintiffs 
must make strategic choices in pursuing the remedies. 

Id. at 434-35; see also Hoosier Bancorp of Indiana, Inc. v. Rasmussen, 90 F.3d 180, 185 (7th 

Cir. 1996) ("lAJny FfCA judgment, regardless of outcome, bars a subsequent Bivens action on 

the same conduct that was at issue in the prior judgment."). 

Based on the foregoing case law, the Court GRANTS the Defendants' motion to alter or 

amend the final judgment. The Court will enter judgment in favor of Lt. Emmerich on the Bivens 

claim. 

III. FTCA CLAIM - ASSAULT AND BATTERY 

With regard to the Plaintiffs assault and battery claim against the United States, the 

Court now finds that it also committed a manifest error of law when it found that the Plaintiffs 

claim for assault and battery was not recoverable under the FTCA. See Mendez, 725 F.3d at 660 

(court's decision to grant relief from judgment was within its discretion to remedy its own 
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mistake). The Court now finds that the state-law elements of battery are indeed met and 

judgment should be entered in favor of the Plaintiff and against the United States as to this claim. 

A person commits the civil tort of assault and battery in Indiana if "(a) he acts intending 

lo cause a harmful or offensive contact with the person of the other or third person, or an 

imminent apprehension of such contact, and (b) a harmful contact with the person of the other 

directly or indirectly results." Singh v. Lyday, 889 N.E.2d 342, 360 (Ind. Ct. App. 2008) (quoting 

Mullins v. Parkview Hospital, lnc., 865 N.E.2d 608, 610 (Ind. 2007)). "A touching, however 

slight, may constitute an assault and battery." Id. (quoting Knight v. Ind. Ins. Co., 871 N.E.2d 

357, 362 (Ind. Ct. App. 2007)). As will be detailed in the findings of fact and conclusions of law: 

Despite the fact that Barker's wrists were cuffed behind his back, Lt. Emmerich threw Barker 

into a wall with metal mailboxes, shoved his head into the mailboxes, threw Barker onto the 

floor, and held Barker to the ground with this knee. While some amount of force may have been 

wmTan ted, Lt. Emmerich's use of force was excessive u oder the circumstances. These facts 

satisfy the foregoing assault and battery elements: Lt. Emmerich acted intending to cause 

harmful or offensive contact, and harmful contact resulted. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

For the reasons set forth above, the Defendants' motion to alter or amend final judgment 

(D kt. No. l 03) is GRANTED. The Court also VA CA TES the findings of fact and conclusions 

of law (Dkt. No. 100) and the final judgment (Dkt. No. IO I) previously entered in this case. New 

findings of fact and conclusions of law and a new judgment will be issued under separate order. 

SO ORDERED: 5/4/15 /J~ .,l.,,-ruJ-._ 
Hon. William T. Lawrence. Judge 
United Slate~ District Court 
South~m Dislri,:;t of Indiana 

Copies to all counsel of record via electronic communication. 
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STEVEN L. BARKER, 

vs. 

LT. MCPHERSON, et al., 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF INDIANA 

Plaintiff, 

Defendants. 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

ENTRY 

No. 2:1 0-cv-314-WTL-TAB 

The plaintiff's motion to proceed in forma pauperis (dkt 2) is granted. The plaintiff 
is assessed an initial partial filing fee of Fourteen Dollars and Sixteen Cents ($14.16). He 
shall have through December 29, 2010, in which to pay this sum to the clerk of the district 
court. 

IT IS SO ORDERED. 

Date: 11/30/2010 

D istri buti on: 

Financial Deputy Clerk 

STEVEN L. BARKER 
15893-076 
CANAAN 
U.S. PENITENTIARY 
Inmate Mail/Parcels 
P.O. BOX 300 
WAYMART, PA 18472 

Hon. William T. Lawrence, Judge 
United States District Court 
Southern District of Indiana 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF INDIANA 

STEVEN L. BARKER, 

Plaintiff, 
vs. 

LT. MCPHERSON, et al., 

Defendants. 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

ENTRY 

No. 2:1 0-cv-314-WTL-TAB 

The plaintiff's motion for appointment of counsel (dkt 3) filed on November 22,2010, 
is denied as premature. The plaintiff's request may be renewed after he has paid the initial 
partial filing fee, after the court has determined whether the complaint states any viable 
claim for relief, and after he has made a reasonable effort to recruit counsel on his own. 

IT IS SO ORDERED. 

Date: 12/02/201 O 

D istri buti on: 

Steven L. Barker 
15893-076 
Canaan - U.S. Penitentiary 
Inmate Mail/Parcels 
P.O. Box 300 
Waymart, PA 18472 

Hon. William T. Lawrence, Judge 
United States District Court 
Southern District of Indiana 



I~ THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF INDIANA 

TERRE HAUTE DIVISION 

ESTATE OF OSUYUW AMEN OJO, ) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

Plaintiff, 

V. 

UNITED STATES OFA.\1ER1CA, 
and UJ\ITED ST A TES BUREAC OF 
PRISONS, 

Defendant. 

CAUSE KO. 2:11-cv-337-JMS-MJD 

AME:."JDED COMPLAll\"T FOR DAMAGES 

Comes now, Plaintiff Estate of Osuyuwamen Ojo, by counsel, and in support of its claim 

for damages under the Federal Tort Claims Act against the defendant United States of America 

and United States Bureau of Prisons would state as follows: 

I. JURISDICTION 

1. This court has jurisdiction over this action pi.irsuant to 28 U .S.C. § 1331 and 28 

U.S.C. §2671 et. seq. 

IL VENUE 

2. At all relevant times, the Osuyuwamen Ojo resided at the United States 

Penitentiary in Terre Haute, Indiana. 

3. All of the events forming the basis of Plaintiffs claims occurred in the Cily of 

Tene Haute, County of Vigo, Indiana, which is located within the Southern District oflndiana. 



III. NOTICE OF TORT CLAIM 

4. On June 27, 2011 the Estate of Osuyuwamen Ojo submitted its notice of tort 

claim to the United States. A copy of this notice of tort claim is attached herewith as "Exhibit 

A." Subsequently, the United States, through the Federal Bureau of Prisons, responded to the 

notice. of tort claim by letter of October 4, 2011. See "Exhibit B." This lawsuit is filed within 

six (6) months thereof. 

IV. FACTS 

5. At all relevant times, the United States \.Vas a health provider providing medical 

services within the state ofindiana at the United States Penitentiary in Terre Haute, Indiana. 

6. At all relevant times mentioned herein, Osuyuwamen Ojo was under the medical 

care treatment and supervision of agents and employees of Defendant United States at the United 

States Federal Bureau of Prisons. 

7. During the course of evaluating, assessmg, treating, and performing medical 

services for Osuyuwamen Ojo, the Defendants, through their entployees, committed negligent 

and careless acts o·r omissions, constituting medical malpractice causing the death of 

Osuyuwamen Oja. 

8. As a direct and proximate result of the negligent and careless acts or omissions of 

the employees of the Defendant, Plaintiff Osuyuwamen Ojo lost the opportunity for successful 

treatment of his medical condition, causing him to lose his life. 

\VHEREPOR, Plaintiff Estate of Osuyuwamen Oja, by counsel, respectfully requests that 

this Court award damages in an amount which will fairly and adequately compensate it for all 

2 



damages recoverable under law, for costs of this actions, and for all other just and proper relief 

on the premises. 

Respectfully submitted, 

/s/ Andrew P. Wirick ----

Andrew P. Wirick, Atty. No.: 11362-49 
Hume Smith Geddes Green & Siminons, LLP 
54 Monument Circle, 4111 .Floor 
Indianapolis, Indiana 46204 
PH: 317/632-4402 FAX: 317/632-5595 
a wirick:a),h umcsmi th. com 

Attorney for Plaintiff Estate of Osuyuwamen Ojo 
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''EXHIBIT A'' 



------.---- ATTORNEYS AT lAW ---------
HUME SMITH GEDDES GREEN & SIMMONS, L,LP 

J:;:n, r 11,,,,e li ~ ~ w G,,i:;;r.,,• • .lc:M c. G,,n,· • "lri=' E s."""(>"1 • • w- ~ \l; • .,_l • tti-,ad r ~ ) 1 • ~1 ~ 
N.,+oti? &~. a,~ D Co:J,-. Ch<~ A.. r1,o,c,,, .. Se,!,~ w~. ~./t:J-..M ~~ - P,,.,,A lhne:: .. W.:.U-,, D ~ 

Attorney General Eric H, Holder~ Jr. 
United S1ates Attorney General 
U.S.DepartmentofJustice 
950 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW 
Washington, DC 20530-0001 

Thomas R. Kane. Acting Director 
Federal Bureau of Prisons 
320 First St., NW, 
Washington, DC 20534 

June 27, 201 l 

CERTIFIED MAil., 

, c.,.,,-M1v111<,-
1 N,;:,9<1 .. ,00 .,,.,,,..,. 

R.ETlT.ltN RECEIP'I' REO~D 

Re: Notice of Tort Claim by Estate of Osuyuv,amen Ojo 

Greetings, 

Please find enclosed the notice of tort el aim pursuant 10 the Federal Tort Clmms Act that 
l have prepared on behalf of tny client, tile Elltate of Osuyuwamen Ojo, as well as the 
accompanyiog CD which contains Mr, Ojo's death certificate and medical records previously 
obtained from the United States Bureau of Prl!mns which describes the events preceding his 
death. If there is any other i,trson or entity whom this tort claim needs to be forwarded to, please 
contact me at your earliest convenience so that I may forward same•to such. person or entities. 
Thank you in advancei for your assistance in this regard. 

Very truly yours, 

HUME SMITH GEDDES GREEN & SIMMONS, LLP 

/?~& 
APW/tb 
cc: Audu Hamed w/o enclosure 
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Basis of Claim CQnt.: 

Whene¥er the prison authority approved a fem for Mr. Ojo1 the test result was 11.negative'' which 
was an obvious indication that he was either being given the wrong test or the test was being 
performed in. a negligent manne:r. lt was not until August of 2009 Chat Mr. Ojo was diagnosed 
with chronic myeloid leukemia in the last st.age, despite the fact that he bad cansistentJy 
complained of symptoms of the disease .since February of 2009. lf Mr. Ojo ruu:I. been tested 

sooner or correctly, his illness would have be diagnosed sooner, and he would have had a far 
greater chance of survival as the Leukemia. was_ very likely in one of the earlier stages which 
hoJd a much higher survival rate. If the priso.n. officials had approved hls request for treatment 
and nm the correct tests, lhe Leukemia wou]d have been diagnosed in the chronic phase or 
accelerated phase, and he would have had a much greater cbance of survival. 
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October 4, 2011 

UNITED STA TES GOVERNMENT 

Federal Bureau of Prisons 
Federal Medical Center 

Consolidated Legal Center 
3301 Leestown Road 

Lexington, Kentucky 40511~8799 

Hume, Smith, Geddes, Green, & Simmons, LLP 
54 Monument Circfe 
Fourth Floor 
Indianapolis, IN 46204-2996 

Re: Administrative Tort Claim No. 2011-05744 
Estate of Osuyuwamen O jo, 09 818-049 

Mr. Wirick: 

Your administrative tort claim has been considered for administrative settlement under 
the Federaf Tort Cfaims Act (FTCA), TIUe 28 U.S.C. § 2672, et seq,, and the authority 
granted under 28 C.F .R. § 0 .172. You allege inmates requests for sick call and 
treatments were denied by staff at FMC Lexington. You seek $10,000,000.00 as 
compensation. 

The Federal Tort Claims Act, which is presented to the agency via an administrative tort 
cf aim is based upon the legal theory of negligence. The FTCA waives sovereign 
immunity and alfows suits against the United States for personal injuries caused by 
governmental employees acting within the scope of their employment. See 28 U.S.C. § 
1346(b). Under the FTCA, a plaintiff may recover monetary awards from the United 
States for injury, property loss, or death "caused by the negligent or wrongful act or
omission of any employee of the Govemmentwhife acting within the scope ... of 
employment.n 28 U.S.C. § 1346(b). The United States may be he!d liable only if the 
conduct comp!afned of amounts to negligence "in accordance with the Jaw of the place 
where the act or omission occurred. 11 Id. 

An investigation was conducted in reference to your allegations and the investigation 
revealed the following: Inmate Ojo was a Care Level 4 medical designation when he 
was designated to FMC Lexington. This was for treatment of Phlladelphia 
chromosome - positive Chronic Myetogenous Leukemia (CML). He was diagnosed 
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approximately one and one•half years earlier, now in last crisis. Inmate Ojo was 
transferred as a direct admission inpatient from Union Hospital in Terre Haute, lndlana/ 
to the University of Kentucky Markey Cancer Center on October 26, 2010. On his date 
of arrival, he underwent a bone marrow biopsy to reestablish a baseline, at which time 
showed 38% blasts, consistent with a blast crisis. Cerebral spinal fluid {CSF) was also 
positive for involvement. Inmate Ojo started a Dasatinib October 26, 2010, and also 
received intrathecal Cytarabine and Methotrexate as prescribed until CSF cleared. 
Desatinib was discontinued on November 30, 2010, after 32 days of treatment, due to 
concerns that his acute heart failure was secondary to treatment. 

Inmate Oja was started on Nilotinib December 1, 2010, and daily EKGs were performed 
to assess QTC interval and, if greater than 490, treatment was held. Over the 
following 21 days of therapy, inmate Ojo missed 8 doses of chemotherapy, secondary 
to the prolonged QTC interval. An echocardiogram performed December 6, 2010, 
showed a retainment of overall cardiac function with an ejection fraction af 40% to 50%. 
Inmate Oja remained an inpatient at University of Kentucky Markey Cancer Center until 
December 20, 2010. He was transferred to the Long Term Care Unit at the Federal 
Medical Center, Lexington, Kentucky on the same date. On December 24, 2010, 
inmate Ojo returned to Markey Cancer Center due to fever of unknown origin, 
abdominal, chest, and knee pain. A repeat bone marrow blopsy was performed during 
this stay on December 30, 2010, and shoed an acellurar marrow with necrosis and 
fibrosis and 10% blasts. Cytology from CSF January 20, 2011 was negative. 
Gastorintestinar bleeding was noted but was believed to be secondary to his use of 
Naproxin for pain. MRI of the knee performed during this stay showed abnormal 
marrow replacement consistent with his disease process. Inmate Ojo was later 
discharged back to inpatient status at FMC Lexington on January 3, 2011. 

l nm ate Ojo was admitted again to the Un 1vers ity of Kentucky Markey Cancer Center on 
January 1 O, 2011, due to gastrointestinal bleeding secondary to diffuse chloromas 
throughout the intestinal tract directly related to his CML. He remained an inpatient 
until his death February 28, 2011. During this stay, he underwent numberous 
diagnostic testing to include endoscopy, sigmoidoscopy and crnonoscopy. Multiple 
bleeding ulcerations were noted throughout the descending colon, heptic flexure, all the 
way to the cecum, as well as 3 areas of ischemic bowel, all within the small intestine. 
Numerous bleeding lesions were identified in his colon. During this hospital stay, he 
required up to 4 units of packed red blood cells daily and 2 six packs of platlets each 
day, in efforts to keep his hemaglobi11 in a range of 3 -4 g/dl. Inmate Oja was not a 
good surgical candidate and because of this condition he was too unstable to begin 
systemic therapy. His chemotherapy treatments were put on hold until the bleeding 
could be controlled. Multiple radiation treatments were administered to Inmate Ojo's 
abdomen during the dates of January 25w 27, 2011, in attempts to stop the intestinal 
bleeding. He received salvage chemotherapy but a repeat bone marrow biopsy 
showed a fibrotic marrow_ As inmate Ojo's white brood cell counts stated to recover 
post treatment, a large number of blasts were still present. Inmate Ojo's condition 
continued to decline and the intestinal bleeding persisted despite radiation therapy. 
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Options for further chemotherapy treatment were limited due to inmate Ojo's poor and 
rapidly declining health. Inmate Ojo was made a DNR and 1n Hospice to Palliative 
care. J n mate Ojo died February 28, 2 011. Death was expected and no autopsy was 
requested. 

By preemptively placing inmate Ojo at the UK Markey Cancer Center, our institution 
provided immediate access and expert care. Inmate Ojo was provided prompt and 
appropriate urgent medical attention starting at the time of his arrival, and continuing 
through out his CML treatment regimen and follow~up while under care both at our 
facility and at the University of Kentucky Markey Cancer Center. 

We show no evidence of discrimination or retaliation. There is no indication that ,any 
negligent act or omission on the part of a Bureau of Prisons' employee was a factor in 
any loss you may have incurred, Accordingly, your claim is denied. 

This letter constitutes a formal denial of your claim. If you are not satisfied with our 
determination in this matter, you may file sult ln the appropriate U.S. District Court no 
later than six months from the date of this fetter. 

Sincerely, 

~ Fuseyamore 
Regional Counsel 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF lNDIANA 

TERRE HAUTE OIVJS(ON 

ESTATE OF OSUYUW AMEN OJO, 

Plaintiff, 

\'. 

UNlTED STATES OF AMERICA, 
and UNITED STATES BUREAU OF 
PRISONS, 

Defendant 

) 
) 
) 
) 

J 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

CAUSE NO. 

APPEARANCE 

Comes now Andrew 'p, Wirick of the law firm of Hume, Smith, Geddes, Green & 

Simmons, LLP, and hereby enters his Appearance for Plaintiff, Estate of Osuyuwarnen Ojo. in 

the above-captioned ca.use of action. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Andrew P. Wirick, Atty. No;: 11362-49 
Hume Smith Geddes Green & Simmons, LLP 
54 Monument Circle, 4 th Floor 
Indianapolis, Indiana 46204 
PH: 317/632-4402 FAX; 317/632-5595 
aw:irick@humesmith.com 

Attorney.for Plaintiff &tote o/Osuyuwamen Ojo 



AU ~~o ;R,,., !2/!RI Smnmoru m:,. Cm! A~11cr. 

UNITED STATES DISTR1CT COURT 
for !he 

Sourhem Dislricl of Indiana 

Estate cfOsuyuwamen Ojo 

-~----. ·-·····---
Plaln(fl!' 

v. 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

Civil Action No, 

United Stales of America, and United Stales Bureau 
of Prisons 

~fendam 

SUMMONS JN A CIVIL ACTION 

To; f/Jtfi.•r1dar11's J1(fm11mufoddtess-) Mr. Joe Hogsett 
United Slates Attorney's Office 
10 West Market Street, Suite 2100 
Indianapolis. IN 46204 

A lawsuit has been filed against you. 

Within 21 days after service of this summons on you (riot counting lhe day you received ii)- or 60 days if you 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF INDIANA 

TERRE HAUTE DIVISION 

EST A TE OF OS UYUW AMEN 010, 

Plaintiff, 

V. 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
and UNITED STATES BUREAU OF 
PRISONS, 

Defendant. 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

CAUSE NO. 2: 11-CV-337-JMS-MJD 

ORDER OF DISMISSAL 

Come now Plaintiff, Estate of Osuyuwamen Ojo, and Defendants, United States of 

America, and United States Bureau of Prisons, by counsel, and files an Amended Stipulation of 

Dismissal, by way of settlement, of this cause of action. 

And the Court having considered said stipulation and being duly advised in the premises, 

now finds the Stipulation of Dismissal should be, and hereby is, APPROVED. 

IT IS, THEREFORE, ORDERED, JUDGED AND DECREED that the above-captioned 

cause of action is now DISMISSED, with Prejudice. The parties are to pay and bear their 

respective costs without reimbursement. 

IT IS SO ORDERED. 

Date: 02/11/2014 
-----------

Distribution to all registered counsel of 
record via CM/ECF 

Hon. Jane Magnus-Stinson. Judge 
United States District Court 
Southern District of Indiana 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF INDIANA 

TERRE HAUTE DIVISION 

EST A TE OF OS UYUW AMEN 010, ) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

Plaintiff, 

V. 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
and UNITED STATES BUREAU OF 
PRISONS, 

Defendant. 

CAUSE NO. 2: 11-CV-337-JMS-MJD 

AMENDED STIPULATION OF DISMISSAL 

Comes now Plaintiff, pursuant to Fed. R. Civ. P. 4l(a)(l)(A)(ii), and Defendant, by each 

parties' respective counsel of record, and hereby stipulate and agree that the above-captioned 

cause of action be DISMISSED, with prejudice, and each party to pay their own costs. 

Respectfully submitted, 

/s/ Andrew P. Wirick 
Andrew P. Wirick 
Attorney for Plaintiff 

JOSEPH H. HOGSETT 
United States Attorney 

By: Isl Jeffrey L. Hunter 
Jeffrey L. Hunter 
Assistant United States Attorney 
Attorney for Defendant 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I hereby certify that on February 10, 2014, a copy of the foregoing STIPULATION OF 

DISMISSAL was filed electronically. Notice of this filing will be sent to the following parties 

by operation of the Court's electronic filing system. Parties may access this filing through the 

Court's system. 

Andrew P. Wirick 
a wirick @h umesmi th .com 

2 

Jeffrey L Hunter 
jeff.hunter@usdoj.gov 

/s/ Andrew P. Wirick 
Andrew P. Wirick 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF INDIANA 

TERRE HAUTE DIVISION 

EST A TE OF OS UYUW AMEN 010, ) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

Plaintiff, 

V. 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
and UNITED STATES BUREAU OF 
PRISONS, 

Defendant. 

CAUSE NO. 2: 11-CV-337-JMS-MJD 

STIPULATION OF DISMISSAL 

Comes now Plaintiff, pursuant to Fed. R. Civ. P. 4l(a)(l)(ii), and Defendant, by each 

parties' respective counsel of record, and hereby stipulate and agree that the above-captioned 

cause of action be DISMISSED, with prejudice, and each party to pay their own costs. 

Respectfully submitted, 

/s/ Andrew P. Wirick 
Andrew P. Wirick 
Attorney for Plaintiff 

JOSEPH H. HOGSETT 
United States Attorney 

By: Isl Jeffrey L. Hunter 
Jeffrey L. Hunter 
Assistant United States Attorney 
Attorney for Defendant 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I hereby certify that on February 10, 2014, a copy of the foregoing STIPULATION OF 

DISMISSAL was filed electronically. Notice of this filing will be sent to the following parties 

by operation of the Court's electronic filing system. Parties may access this filing through the 

Court's system. 

Andrew P. Wirick 
a wirick @h umesmi th .com 

2 

Jeffrey L Hunter 
jeff.hunter@usdoj.gov 

/s/ Andrew P. Wirick 
Andrew P. Wirick 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF INDIANA 

TERRE HAUTE DIVISION 

ESTATE OF OSUYUWAMEN OJO, 

Plaintiff, 
vs. NO. 2:11-cv-00337-JMS-MJD 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
UNITED STATES BUREAU OF PRISONS, 

Defendants. 

ORDER REGARDING DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR MODIFICATION 
OF MINUTE ENTRY FOR DECEMBER 13, 2012 

This matter comes before the Court on Defendant's motion to 

modify the Court's December 13, 2012 minute entry setting forth 

the appropriate representatives to attend the settlement 

conference scheduled on August 28, 2013. [Dkt. 74.] That motion 

will be GRANTED IN PART and DENIED IN PART. Defendant may be 

represented in person by the Assistant United States Attorney 

assigned to the case; however, that attorney must be accompanied 

to the settlement conference in person by either a representative 

of the Defendants or a representative of the office of the United 

States Attorney for the Southern District of Indiana with 

settlement authority and who is not counsel of record in this 

case. In addition, the Chief of the Civil Division of the office 

of the United States Attorney for the Southern District of 

Indiana must, at a minimum, be available to participate 

telephonically in the settlement conference. 

All other requirements of the Court's December 13, 2012 
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minute entry remain in full force and effect. 

Dated; 07/17/2013 

Distribution: 
All Electronically Registered Counsel re 

United Stat · agistrntc Judge 

Southern D strict of Indiana 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF INDIANA 

TERRE HAUTE DIVISION 

ESTATE OF OSUYUW AMEN 010, 
Plaint~fj; 

vs. 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, et al., 
Defendants. 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

ORDER 

2:l 1-cv-337-JMS-MJD 

Presently pending before the Court is Defendant United States of America's Motion for 

Partial Dismissal. [Dkt. 59.] Plaintiff Estate of Osuyuwamen Ojo ("the Estate") asserts claims 

against the United States under the Federal Tort Claims Act ("FTCA"). The United States con-

tends that it has not waived sovereign immunity for two issues that the Estate's claims raise-

liability for the acts of independent contractors and the recoverability of attorney's fees. Thus, 

the United States contends that this Court lacks jurisdiction over those issues. For the following 

reasons, the Court denies the United States' motion in part and grants it in part. 

I. 
NATURE OF MOTION 

The United States characterizes its motion as a motion to dismiss for lack of subject mat-

ter jurisdiction under Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 12(b)(l). [Dkt. 60 at 3-5.] The Estate con-

tends that this characterization is improper because subject matter jurisdiction "appears to be an 

all or nothing issue" and the United States does not seek to dismiss the Estate's entire action. 

[Dkt. 70 at 2.] 

The FTCA is a limited waiver of sovereign immunity, authorizing tort suits against the 

United States by those who are injured by the negligent acts or omissions of any employee of the 

government acting within the scope of official duties. 28 U.S.C. § 1346(b); LM ex rel. KM v. 

- I -
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United States, 344 F.3d 695, 698 (7th Cir. 2003). The Court "lacks jurisdiction to consider any 

claims against the United States" based on negligence for which it has not waived sovereign im

munity. Alinsky, 415 F.3d at 644; see also Halker v. United States, 2010 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 

72339, *11-*13 (S.D. Ind. 2010) (collecting cases in support of conclusion "that the requirement 

that the alleged tortfeasor in an FTCA claim be an employee of the United States acting within 

the scope of his office or employment is a jurisdictional requirement of an FTCA action and that 

a challenge to a tortfeasor' s employment status is properly asserted by way of a Rule 12(b )(1) 

motion to dismiss for lack of subject-matter jurisdiction"). Accordingly, the Court agrees with 

the United States that its motion raises jurisdictional issues. The Court may consider evidence 

outside the pleadings to make the necessary factual determinations to resolve its own jurisdic

tion. Apex Digital, Inc. v. Sears, Roebuck & Co., 572 F.3d 440,444 (7th Cir. 2009). 1 

II. 
BACKGROUND 

The facts relevant to addressing the issues raised by the United States' motion are as fol

lows, and are not in dispute.2 Mr. Ojo was an inmate at the United States Penitentiary in Terre 

Haute, Indiana. [Dkt. 5 at l.J In August 2009, he was transported to Union Hospital for medical 

evaluation. [Dkt. 59-3 at 3.] A hematologist at Union Hospital diagnosed Mr. Ojo with chronic 

myeloid leukemia ("CML"). [Dkt. 59-1 at 17.] Dr. Chandra Reddy was the primary medical 

1 The Court disagrees with the Estate that subject matter jurisdiction always requires the Court to 
retain or dismiss an entire case. For example, although the Court has jurisdiction over claims 
that raise a federal question under 28 U.S.C. § 1331, it does not have jurisdiction over state-law 
claims in that action unless there is another basis for jurisdiction over those claims-typically, 
diversity or supplemental jurisdiction, 28 U.S.C. §§ 1367, 1332; see also Coilege Network v. 
Cincinnati Ins. Co., 2011 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 19073 (S.D. Ind. 2011) (dismissing third-party state 
law claims for which the Court did not have independent jurisdiction but retaining underlying 
claims). 
2 The Estate does not dispute any of the facts set forth by the Government in its brief. 

- 2 -
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provider for Mr. Ojo when he returned to the Terre Haute penitentiary. [Dkts. 59-1 at 30-31; 59-

3 at 3.] 

The Union Hospital physicians and Dr. Reddy are not employees of the United States; in

stead, they are independent contractors with a company called NaphCare. [Dkt. 59-3 at 3.] The 

United States did not exercise control over their clinical decisions. [Id.] Mr. Ojo died on Febru

ary 28, 201 I, allegedly from complications of CML. [Dkt. 5-2 at 3-4.l 

On October 4, 2011, the Federal Bureau of Prisons denied an administrative tort claim 

regarding Mr. Ojo's death. [Dkt. 5-2 at 2.1 The Estate filed this lawsuit in January 2012, alleg-

ing that the United States, through its employees, committed medical malpractice and caused Mr. 

Ojo' s death. [Dkts. 1; 5.] 

III. 
DISCUSSION 

The Government presents two issues in its motion. First, it argues that the Court lacks 

subject matter jurisdiction over the Estate's claims based on the conduct of independent contrac

tors. [Dkt. 60 at 5-10.] Second, the Government argues that there has been no waiver of sover

eign immunity to all ow the Court to a ward attorney' s fees against the United States under the 

FTCA, should the Estate prevail. [Id. at 10-15.] 

A. The FTCA Claim 

The United States argues that the FTCA expressly disclaims the waiver of sovereign im

munity for the acts of independent contractors. Therefore, the United States contends that this 

Court must dismiss the Estate's claims based on the actions of Dr. Reddy and independent con

tractors at Union Hospital, who were undisputedly independent contractors. 

- 3 -
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The Estate does not dispute that the FfCA does not waive sovereign immunity for the 

acts of independent contractors or that Dr. Reddy or the medical professionals from Union Hos

pital were independent contractors. It emphasizes, instead, that the United States can be liable 

[t]o the extent the medical officials of the United States (were continuing to pro-
vide medical care to IMr. OjoJ during the relevant time periods), failed to proper-
ly oversee the services of the independent contractors, failed to properly obtain in
formation with regard to the further deterioration of the physical condition of [Mr. 
Ojo ], and otherwise failed to properly participate in appropriate medical care for 
lMr. OjoJ on their own helw?f 

[Dkt. 70 at 3 (original emphasis).] 

The Court notes that the Estate's Complaint expressly alleges that the United States is li

able based on the acts or omissions of its "employees," not independent contractors. [Dkt. 5 at 2 

~[~[ 6-8.J In fact, the Complaint does not mention Dr. Reddy or the independent contractors at 

Union Hospital. [Dkt. 5.] Likewise, in response to the United States' motion, the Estate does 

not dispute that the FTCA does not waive sovereign immunity for the acts of independent con-

tractors. Instead, the Estate argues that the United States can be liable to the extent that United 

States employees failed to properly oversee or participate in the care provided by the independ

ent contractors. [0kt. 70 at 3.] While the United States disputes this contention, [dkt. 71 at 2], it 

provides no legal support for its position. 

It is clear that the Court would lack subject matter jurisdiction over any claims the Estate 

brings against the United States based on the acts or omissions of independent contractors. 28 

U.S.C. ~ 2671; Alinsky, 415 F.3d at 644 (7th Cir. 2005) (holding that acts of independent con-

tractors hired by the United States to provide services are excluded from the limited waiver of 

sovereign immunity in the FTCA and the Court lacks jurisdiction over those claims). But the 

Estate's Complaint and response to the United States' motion confirm that it is not making 

claims based on the actions of independent contractors. Instead, it is asserting that the United 

- 4 -
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States and its employees acted or failed to act in the oversight of those independent contractors. 

While that may be a fine line to walk, the United States cites no authority for it being impermis

sible. 

The Court concludes that the Estate has alleged a cognizable FTCA claim against the 

United States and, therefore, denies that part of the United States' motion to dismiss. The Estate 

must make sure, however, that it and its experts consistently frame the claim against the United 

States based on the acts or omissions of the United States' employees, not on the acts or omis

sions of any independent contractors. The United States will not be vicariously liable for the acts 

of independent contractors, so the Estate must prove the elements of its claims with regard to the 

actions, or lack thereof, of the United States and its employees. 

B. Recoverability of Attorney's Fees 

The parties dispute whether the Estate can recover attorney's fees against the United 

States if it is successful on the FfCA claim. The United States emphasizes that waivers of sov

ereign immunity must be narrowly construed and contends that the FTCA does not waive such 

immunity with respect to attorney's fees. [Dkt. 60 at 13-15.] The Estate argues that Indiana law 

allows a plaintiff to recover attorney's fees under Indiana's Adult Wrongful Death Statute. See 

McCabe v. Comm'r of Ind. Dept. of Ins., 949 N.E.2d 816, 821 (2011) ("In conclusion, we hold 

that reasonable attorney fees incurred in the prosecution of an action under the Adult Wrongful 

Death Statute are within the damages permitted by the statute.") (referring to Ind. Code § 34-23-

1-2). Thus, the Estate contends that it can recover attorney's fees if it prevails in this action. 

"Except to the extent it has waived immunity, the Government is immune from claims for 

attorney's fees." Ruckelshaus v. Sierra Club, 463 U.S. 680, 685 (1983). Specifically, waivers of 

- 5 -
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immunity "must be construed strictly in favor of the sovereign" and "not enlarged beyond what 

the language requires." Id. 

The FTCA provides that the United States "shall be liable, respecting the provisions of 

this title relating to tort claims, in the same manner and to the same extent as a private individual 

under like circumstances, but shall not be liable for interest prior to judgment or for punitive 

damages." 28 U.S.C. § 2674 (emphasis added). The parties focus their arguments exclusively 

on this provision of the FTCA, even though it does not mention attorney's fees. 3 Given the re

quirement that waivers of sovereign immunity must be strictly construed, the Court cannot con

clude that § 2674 of the FTCA waives sovereign immunity for attorney's fees, particularly con

sidering that it does not mention them. As the Seventh Circuit Court of Appeals observed while 

discussing various federal statutes in an en bane opinion addressing attorney's fees under the 

Prison Litigation Reform Act ("PLRA"), under the FTCA "legal fees are deducted from the 

plaintiffs recovery; the United States does not cover any part of a prevailing plaintiff's legal ex

penses."4 See Johnson v. Daley, 339 F.3d 582, 588 (7th Cir. 2003) (en bane) (citing 28 U.S.C. 

§§ 2674; 2678). Other circuits that have addressed attorney's fees under the FTCA have reached 

the same conclusion. See, e.g., Anderson v. United States, 127 F.3d 1 I 90, 1 I 91-92 (9th Cir. 

1997) ("Congress has not waived the government's sovereign immunity for attorneys' fees and 

expenses under the FTCA."); Jackson v. United States, 881 F.2d 707, 712 (9th Cir. 1989) (hold-

3 The only provision of the FTCA that mentions attorney's fees provides that "[n]o attorney shall 
charge, demand, receive, or collect for services rendered, fees in excess of 25 per centum of any 
judgment rendered .... " 28 U.S.C. § 2678. The Seventh Circuit has held that "[i]t is unlikely 
that the statute [28 U.S.C. § 2678] has anything to do with attorneys' fee shifting[; instead it is 
likely] for the protection of plaintiffs from being gouged by their lawyers." Stive v. United 
States, 366 F.3d 520, 523 (7th Cir. 2004). Thus, the Estate cannot recover fees from the United 
States based on that provision. 
4 This language was not the holding of Johnson, which addressed the constitutionality of an at
torney's fee provision of the PLRA, 339 F.3d at 583, but the Seventh Circuit's en bane observa
tion regarding the FTCA is relevant to the Court's conclusion. 

- 6 -
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ing that the language in the FTCA providing that the Government shall be liable "to the same 

extent as a private individual under like circumstances" applies to issues of substantive liability 

and that a state law concerning attorney's fees does not apply); Bergman v. United States, 844 

F.2d 353, 355 (6th Cir. 1988) ("It is clear that the FTCA does not waive the United States' im

munity from attorneys' fees."); Joe v. United States, 772 F.2d 1535, 1536 (11th Cir. 1985) (hold-

ing that "rtlhe FfCA does not contain the express waiver of sovereign immunity necessary to 

permit a court to award attorneys' fees against the United States directly under that act"). There

fore, the Court concludes that because the FTCA docs not waive the United States' sovereign 

immunity with regard to attorney's fees, the Estate cannot recover them under the FICA, regard

less Indiana law that would permit such recovery. 

Additionally, while not directly addressed by the parties, the Equal Access to Justice Act 

("EAJ A") determines when it is appropriate for the Court to award attorney' s fees when the 

United States is a party to litigation.5 It provides that 

luJnless expressly prohibited by statute, a court may award reasonable fees and 
expenses of attorneys ... to the prevailing party in any civil action brought by or 
against the United States or any agency or any official of the United States acting 
in his or her official capacity in any court having jurisdiction of such action. The 
United States shall be liable for such fees and expenses to the same extent that 
any other party would be liable under the common law or under the terms of any 
statute which specifically provides for such an award. 

28 U.S.C. § 2412(b). But that statute expressly prohibits a Court from awarding attorney's fees 

in "cases sounding in tort.'' 28 U.S.C. § 2412(d)(l)(A); see also Andrews v. United States, 122 

F.3d 1367, I 374 (11th Cir. 1997) ("The EAJA specifically excludes recovery for fees and costs 

expended on tort claims."); Campbell v. United States, 835 F.2d 193, 196 (9th Cir. 1987) ("Tort 

actions were specifically excluded from the EAJA because Congress believed the legal remedies 

5 The United States cites the costs provision of the EAJ A in its reply, [ dkt. 71 at 5 (citing 2 8 
U.S.C. § 2412(a)(l))], but ignores the subsection discussing attorney's fees. 

- 7 -
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available in tort cases were adequate in diminishing this deterrent effect.") (citations omitted). 

Congress' express prohibition on a Court awarding attorney's fees in tort cases involving the 

United States further bolsters the Court's conclusion that the Estate cannot recover attorney's 

fees against the United States in this tort case. Accordingly, the Court grants the United States' 

motion to the extent that should the Estate prevail, it will not be able to recover attorney's fees 

against the United States. 

IV. 
CONCLUSION 

For the reasons detailed herein, the Court DENIES IN PART AND GRANTS IN PART 

the United States' Motion for Partial Dismissal. {Dkt. 59.] 

06/07/2013 

Distribution via ECF only: 

Jeffrey L. Hunter 
UNITED ST A TES ATTORNEY'S OFFICE 
jeff.hunter@usdo j. gov 

Andrew P. Wirick 
HUME SMITH GEDDES GREEN & SIMMONS 
awirick@humesmith.com 

- 8 -

Hon. Jane Magnus-Stinson, Judge 
United States District Court 
Southern District of Indiana 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF INDIANA 

TERRE HAUTE DIVISION 

ESTATE OF OSUYUWAMEN OJO, 

Plaintiff, 

V. 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
and UNITED STATES BUREAU OF 
PRISONS, 

Defendant. 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

CAUSE NO. 2: 11-cv-337-JMS-MJD 

ORDER ON MOTION TO SEAL DOCUMENT NO. 1 

Comes now Court upon the motion of the Plaintiff to seal Document No. 1. The Court 

being duly advised, hereby GRANTS IN PART and DENIES IN PART said motion. 

IT IS ORDERED that the Clerk shall place Exhibit A to the Complaint [Dkt. l-1] under seal 

Dated: 01/12/2012 

Copies to: 

Andrew P. Wirick, Atty. No.: 11362-49 
awirick@humesmith.com 

re 
United Stai . agistrate Judge 

Southern D . trict or Indiana 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF INDIANA 

TERRE HAUTE DIVISION 

ESTATE OF OSUYUWAMEN OJO, 

Plaintiff, 
vs. NO. 2:ll-cv-00337-JMS-MJD 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
UNITED STATES BUREAU OF PRISONS, 

Defendants. 

SCHEDULING ORDER 
HON. MAGISTRATE JUDGE MARK J. DINSMORE 

This matter is scheduled for an initial pretrial conference 

on Wednesday, May 9, 2012 at 3:20 p.m., in Room 257, United 

States Courthouse, 46 East Ohio Street, Indianapolis, Indiana, 

before Magistrate Judge Mark J. Dinsmore. The parties shall file 

a proposed Case Management Plan (~CMP"} no fewer than seven days 

before the pretrial conference. Unless the parties agree there 

are compelling reasons for a departure, the CMP shall be in the 

format set forth in the model CMP 1 found on the Court's website 

(www.insd.uscourts.gov}. At a minimum, the Plan should include: 

1. The format in which electronically stored information will 
be produced by each party (this may be different as to each 
party to accommodate the particular resources of that party); 
and 

2. An appropriate claw back provision to deal with the 
production of potentially privileged material. 

Please note that the magistrate's CMP summary is no longer 
required. 
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In advance of the initial pretrial conference, counsel shall 

plan for discovery and conduct the conference required by Fed. R. 

Civ. P. 26(f}. Represented parties shall attend the initial 

pretrial conference by counsel. Clients are not required (but 

are permitted} to attend this conference. Counsel shall appear 

in person unless they obtain leave to appear at the pretrial 

conference by telephone. Leave to appear by telephone will be 

freely granted to counsel outside the Indianapolis Division; such 

counsel may request to participate by telephone by calling 

chambers at 317-229-3901. Counsel within the Indianapolis 

Division are expected to appear in person. 

Counsel who attend the conference must have their appearance 

on file. At the conference, counsel should be prepared to 

discuss: 

1. The volume of electronically stored information identified 
by each party as potentially relevant in this matter; 

2. Each party's plan for collection of electronically stored 
information; 

3. The software tools each party intends to use to manage 
electronically stored information; 

4. The format in which electronically stored information will 
be produced by each party (this may be different as to each 
party to accommodate the particular resources of that party); 

5. Any electronically stored information that has been 
identified as not reasonably accessible; 

6. How issues relating to the production of potentially 
privileged information will be handled, including inclusion of 
an appropriate claw back provision to deal with the production 
of potentially privileged material; 

7. How exhibits will be identified during the discovery 
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process consistent with the Court's trial procedures; 

8. The types and number of witnesses the parties anticipate 
may provide evidence under Federal Rule of Evidence 702, 703 
or 705; 

9. Any issues anticipated at the outset regarding the scope 
or nature of discovery anticipated in the case; 

10. Any anticipated deviations from the established 
limitations on discovery; 

11. Any anticipated need for the entry of a protective order 
in the matter; and 

12. How soon the parties anticipate being in a position to 
discuss settlement of the matter and what specific items of 
discovery need to be completed prior thereto, and how that 
necessary discovery can be accomplished as quickly and 
efficiently as possible. 

So ORDERED. 

Dated: 04/12/2012 

Distribution: 

All Electronically Registered Counsel 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF INDIANA 

TERRE HAUTE DIVISION 

ESTATE OF OSUYUWAMEN OJO, ) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

Plaintiff, 

V. CAUSE NO. 2: l l-cv-337-JMS-MJD 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
and UNITED STATES BUREAU OF 
PRISONS, 

I. 

Defendant. 

CASE MANAGEMENT PLAN 

Parties and Representatives 

A. Estate of Osuyuwamen Ojo, Plaintiff 

United States of America, Defendant 

B. Andrew P. Wirick 
Hume Smith Geddes Green & Simmons, LLP 
54 Monument Circle, 4th Floor 
Indianapolis, IN 46204 
aw i rick(ii;humes mi th .com 
317-632-4402 ph 
317-632-5595 fax 
Attorney.for Plaintiff Estate of Osuyuwamen Ojo 

Joseph H. Hogsett 
United States Attorney 
By: Jeffrey Hunter 

1 
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Assistant United States Attorney 
United States Attorney's Office 
10 West Market Street, Suite 2100 
Indianapolis, IN 46204 
Attorney for Defendant United States of America 

Counsel shall promptly file a notice with the Clerk if there is any change in this 
information. 

I. Synopsis of Case 

A. Plaintiff's Claims: This court has jurisdiction over this action pursuant to 28 U .S.C. § 1331 
and 28 U.S.C. §2671 et. seq. At all relevant times, the Osuyuwamen Oja resided at the United 
States Penitentiary in Terre Haute, Indiana. All of the events forming the basis of Plaintiffs 
claims occurred in the City of Terre Haute, County of Vigo, Indiana, which is located within the 
Southern District of Indiana. 

On June 2 7, 2011 the Estate of Osuyuwamen Oj o submitted its notice of tort claim to the 
United States. Subsequently, the United States, through the Federal Bureau of Prisons, 
responded to the notice of tort claim by letter of October 4, 2011. This lawsuit is filed within six 
(6) months thereof. At all relevant times, the United States was a health provider providing 
medical services within the state of Indiana at the United States Penitentiary in Terre Haute, 
Indiana. At all relevant times mentioned herein, Osuyuwamen Ojo was under the medical care 
treatment and supervision of agents and employees of Defendant United States at the United 
States Federal Bureau of Prisons. 

During the course of evaluating, assessing, treating, and performing medical services for 
Osuyuwamen Oja, the Defendants, through their employees, committed negligent and careless 
acts or omissions, constituting medical malpractice causing the death of Osuyuwamen Oja. As a 
direct and proximate result of the negligent and careless acts or omissions of the employees of 
the Defendant, Plaintiff Osuyuwamen Ojo lost the opportunity for successful treatment of his 
medical condition, causing him to lose his life. 

Plaintiff Estate of Osuyuwamen Ojo seeks an award damages in an amount which will 
fairly and adequately compensate it for all damages recoverable under law, for costs of this 
actions, and for all other just and proper relief on the premises. 

2 
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B. Defendant's Claims: The Defendants exercised due care and diligence with respect to the 
matters alleged in the Plaintiff's Complaint. If applicable, Plaintiff's alleged damages and 
losses, if any, are the result of Plaintiffs own negligence. To the extent that the substantive state 
law governing this action limits damages recoverable in medical malpractice actions, such law 
limits plaintiff's damages in this action. The Defendant specifically reserves the right to raise 
any additional affirmative defenses which may be identified as the case develops. 

The parties are 

instructed 

Ill. 

to email Judge 

Dinsmore a copy of 

the settlement 

demand and 

response thereto 

to 

MJ Dinsmore@insd 

. usco u rts. gov 

Pretrial Pleadings and Disclosures 

A. The parties shall serve their Fed. R. Civ. P. 26 initial disclosures on or before 
June 15, 2012. 

C. Plaintiff(s) shall file preliminary witness and exhibit lists on or before 
June 15, 2012. 

C. Defendant(s) shall file preliminary witness and exhibit lists on or before 
June 29, 2012. 

D. All motions for leave to amend the pleadings and/or to join additional parties shall 
be filed on or before July 27, 2012. 

E. Plaintiff(s) shall serve Defendant(s) (but not file with the Court) a statement of 
special damages, if any, and make a settlement demand, on or before July 27, 2012. 
Defendant(s) shall serve on the Plaintiff(s) (but not file with the Court) a response thereto 
within 30 days after receipt of the demand. 

F. Plaintiff(s) shall disclose the name, address, and vita of all expert witnesses, and 
shall serve the report required by Fed. R. Civ. P. 26(a)(2) on or before November 2, 
2012. 

G. Defendant(s) shall disclose the name, address, and vita of all expert witnesses, 
and shall serve the report required by Fed. R. Civ. P. 26(a)(2)(B) 
on or before December 7, 2012. 

3 
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The list of 
final 
witnesses 
shall include 
a brief 
synopsis of 
the expected 
testimony and 
counsel's 
certification 
that the 
witness has 
been 
interviewed 
and/or 
deposed. 

H. Any party who wishes to limit or preclude expert testimony at trial shall file any 
such objections no later than February 28, 2013. Any party who wishes to preclude 
expert witness testimony at the summary judgment stage shall file any such objections 
with their responsive brief within the briefing schedule established by Local Rule 56.1. 

I. 

J. 

All parties shall file and serve their final witness and exhibit lists on or before 
December 7, 2012. 

Any party who believes that bifurcation of discovery and/or trial is appropriate 
with respect to any issue or claim shall notify the Court as soon as 
practicable. 

K. The parties have discussed preservation and disclosure of electronically stored 
discovery information, including a timetable for making the materials available to the 
opposing party. The parties have discussed preservation and disclosure of electronically 
stored discovery information, including a timetable for making the materials available to 
the opposing party. The parties have agreed that disclosures and searches of metadata, 
embedded data, disaster recovery processes, back-up processes, auto-delete and archiving 
processes, and other electronically stored processes is not necessary for this case. 
However, this waiver does not affect disclosure of current, relevant computer documents, 
including electronic messages, which are not privileged. 

IV. Discovery 1 and Dispositive Motions 

The term "completed,'' as used in Section JV.B, means that counsel must serve their 
discovery requests in sufficient time to receive responses before this deadline. Counsel may not 
serve discovery requests within the 30-day period before this deadline unless they seek leave of 
Court to serve a belated request and show good cause for the same. In such event, the proposed 
belated discovery request shall be filed with the motion, and the opposing party will receive it 
with service of the motion but need not respond to the same until such time as the Court grants 
the motion. 

4 
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If the required 
conference 
under Local 
Rule 37-1 does 
not resolve 
discovery is.sues 
that may arise, 
the parties 
will request a 
telephonic status 
conference prior 
to filing any 
disputed motion 
to compel or for 
protective order. 

Due to the time and expense involved in conducting expert witness depositions 
and other discovery, as well as preparing and resolving dispositive motions, the Court 
requires counsel to use the CMP as an opportunity to seriously explore whether this case 
is appropriate for such motions (including specifically motions for summary judgment), 
whether expert witnesses will be needed, and how long discovery should continue. To 
this end, counsel must select the track set forth below that they believe best suits this 
case. If the parties are unable to agree on a track, the parties must: ( 1) state this fact in 
the CMP where indicated below; (2) indicate which track each counsel believes is most 
appropriate; and (3) provide a brief statement supporting the reasons for the track each 
counsel believes is most appropriate. If the parties are unable to agree on a track, the 
Court will pick the track it finds most appropriate, based upon the contents of the CMP 
or, if necessary, after receiving additional input at an initial pretrial conference. 

A. Does any party believe that this case may be appropriate for summary judgment 
or other dispositive motion? Yes. The Defendant anticipates filing a motion for 
summary judgment regarding whether there was a violation of the standard of 
care, and whether any damages resulted therefrom. Additionally, the Defendant 
reserves the right to challenge the timeliness of either the administrative tort claim 
notice or the filing of the instant law suit. 

B. Select the track that best suits this case: 

X Track 2: Dispositive motions are expected and shall be filed by February 28, 
2013: 

all discovery shall be completed by January 31, 2103. 

Absent leave of court, and for good cause shown, all issues raised on summary judgment 
under Fed. R. Civ. P. 56 must be raised by a party in a single motion. 

V. Pre-Trial/Settlement Conferences 

This case is currently set for an initial pretrial conference on May 9, 2012. The parties have no 
position as to additional conferences with the Magistrate Judge. 

VI. Trial Date 

5 
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The presumptive trial date is 18 months from the Anchor Date. The parties request a trial date in 
September, 2013. The trial is by Court and is anticipated to take no more than 3 days. Counsel should 
indicate here the reasons that a shorter or longer track is appropriate. While all dates herein must 
be initially scheduled to match the presumptive trial date, if the Court agrees that a different 
track is appropriate, the case management order approving the CMP plan will indicate the 
number of months by which all or certain deadlines will be extended to match the track approved 
by the Court. 

VIL Referral to Magistrate Judge 

At this time, all parties do not consent to refer this matter to the Magistrate Judge pursuant to 28 
U.S.C. 636(b) and Federal Rules of Civil Procedure 73 for all further proceedings including trial. 

VIII. Required Pre-Trial Preparation 

A. TWO WEEKS BEFORE THE FINAL PRETRIAL CONFERENCE, the parties 
shall: 

l. File a list of witnesses who are expected to be called to testify at trial. 

2. Number in sequential order all exhibits, including graphs, charts and the 
like, that will be used during the trial. Provide the Court with a list of 
these exhibits, including a description of each exhibit and the identifying 
designation. Make the original exhibits available for inspection by 
opposing counsel. Stipulations as to the authenticity and admissibility of 
exhibits are encouraged to the greatest extent possible. 

3. Submit all stipulations of facts in writing to the Court. Stipulations are 
always encouraged so that at trial, counsel can concentrate on relevant 
contested facts. 

4. A party who intends to offer any depositions into evidence during the 
party's case in chief shall prepare and file with the Court and copy to all 
opposing parties either: 

a. brief written summaries of the relevant facts in the depositions that 
will be offered. (Because such a summary will be used in lieu of 
the actual deposition testimony to eliminate time reading 

6 
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depositions in a question and answer format, this ts strongly 
encouraged.); or 

b. if a summary is inappropriate, a document which lists the portions 
of the deposition(s), including the specific page and line numbers, 
that will be read, or, in the event of a video-taped deposition, the 
portions of the deposition that will be played, designated 
specifically by counter-numbers. 

5. Provide all other parties and the Court with any trial briefs and motions in 
limine, along with all proposed jury instructions, voir dire questions, and 
areas of inquiry for voir dire ( or, if the trial is to the Court, with proposed 
findings of fact and conclusions of law). 

6. Notify the Court and opposing counsel of the anticipated use of any 
evidence presentation equipment. 

B. ONE WEEK BEFORE THE FINAL PRETRIAL CONFERENCE, the parties 
shall: 

1. Notify opposing counsel in writing of any objections to the proposed exhibits. If 
the parties desire a ruling on the objection prior to trial, a motion should be filed 
noting the objection and a description and designation of the exhibit, the basis of 
the objection, and the legal authorities supporting the objection. 

2. If a party has an objection to the deposition summary or to a designated portion of 
a deposition that will be offered at trial, or if a party intends to offer additional 
portions at trial in response to the opponent's designation, and the parties desire a 
ruling on the objection prior to trial, the party shall submit the objections and 
counter summaries or designations to the Court in writing. Any objections shall 
be made in the same manner as for proposed exhibits. However, in the case of 
objections to video-taped depositions, the objections shall be brought to the 
Court's immediate attention to allow adequate time for editing of the deposition 
prior to trial. 

3. File objections to any motions in limine, proposed instructions, and voir dire 
questions submitted by the opposing parties. 

7 
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4. Notify the Court and opposing counsel of requests for separation of witnesses at 
trial. 

IX. Other Matters 

The parties do not believe there are any other matters that require the Court's 
immediate attention. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Isl Andrew P. Wirick 
Andrew P. Wirick, Atty. No.: 11362-49 
Hume Smith Geddes Green & Simmons, LLP 
54 Monument Circle, 4th Floor 
Indianapolis, Indiana 46204 
PH: 3171632-4402 FAX: 3171632-5595 
awirick@humcsmith.com 
Attorney/or PlaintiffEstate ofOsuyuwamen Qjo 

Isl Jeffrey L. Hunter 
Jeffrey L. Hunter, Assistant U.S. Attorney 
United States Attorney's Office 
I O West Mark et Street, Suite 2 100 
Indianapolis, IN 46204 
Attorney.for Defendant United States a/America 

8 
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****************************************************************************** 

X 

X 

PARTIES APPEARED IN PERSON/BY COUNSEL ON 
FOR A PRETRIAL/ST A TUS CONFERENCE. 

APPROVED AS SUBMITTED. 

APPROVED AS AMENDED. 

APPROVED AS AMENDED PER SEPARATE ORDER. 

APPROVED, BUT ALL OF THE FOREGOING DEADLINES ARE 
SHORTENED/LENGTHENED BY _____ MONTHS. 

APPROVED, BUT THE DEADLINES SET IN SECTION(S) 
OF THE PLAN IS/ARE ------

SHORTENED/LENGTHENED BY _____ MONTHS. 

THIS MATTER IS SET FOR TRIAL BY _______ ON 
. FINAL PRETRIAL 

-----------
CONFERENCE IS SCHEDULED FOR 
_______________ AT _____ .M., 
ROOM -------

A SETTLEMENT/STATUS CONFERENCE IS SET IN THIS CASE 
FOR _____ AT ___ .M. COUNSEL SHALL 
APPEAR: 

IN PERSON IN ROOM ; OR ----- ---

_____ BY TELEPHONE, WITH COUNSEL FOR 
INITIATING THE CALL TO ALL OTHER PARTIES AND ADDING 
THE COURT JUDGE AT ( ) _______ ; OR 

_____ BY TELEPHONE, WITH COUNSEL CALLING THE 
JUDGE'S STAFF AT( __ ) _______ ; OR 

DISPOSITIVE MOTIONS SHALL BE FILED NO LATER THAN 

February 28, 2013 

9 
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Upon approval, this Plan constitutes an Order of the Court. Failure to comply with an 
Order of the Court may result in sanctions for contempt, or as provided under Rule 16(f), to and 
including dismissal or default. 

Approved and So Ordered. 

Dated: 05/14/2012 

10 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF INDIANA 

TERRE HAUTE DIVISION 

ESTATE OF OSUYUW AMEN 010, ) 
Plaint~fj; ) 

) 
v. ) 

) 
UNITED ST A TES OF AMERICA AND ) 

UNITED STATES BUREAU OF PRISONS, ) 
Defendants. ) 

2:l 1-cv-337-JMS-MJD 

TRIAL SETTING AND NOTICE OF FINAL PRETRIAL CONFERENCE 

This cause is hereby set for a Court Trial before Judge Jane Magnus-Stinson on 

September 25, 2013 at 9:00 a.m. in Room 307 of the Birch Bayh Federal Building and U.S. 

Courthouse, 46 East Ohio Street, Indianapolis, Indiana. 

A Final Pretrial Conference is also set for August 29, 2013 at 1:00 p.m. in Room 307 of 

the Birch Bayh Federal Building and U.S. Courthouse, 46 East Ohio Street, Indianapolis, 

Indiana. 

Counsel are reminded of the required pretrial preparation deadlines set forth in paragraph 

VIII of the case management plan [dkt. 15 J. 

Counsel are further reminded to review the undersigned's Practices and Procedures, 

a vai 1 ab 1 e on the internet at http://www. insd. uscou rts. gov/Pu blications/Cou rtroo m Procedu resJ MS. pdf . 

07/03/2012 

Hon. Jane Magnus-Stinson, Judge 
United States District Court 
Southern District of Indiana 
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Jeffrey L. Hunter 
UNITED ST A TES ATTORNEY'S OFFICE 
jeff. bun ter@usdoj.gov 

Andrew P. Wirick 
HUME SMITH GEDDES GREEN & SIMMONS 
awirick@humesmith.com 

Court Reporter 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF INDIANA 

TERRE HAUTE DIVISION 

ESTATE OF OSUYUWAMEN OJO, 

Plaintiff, 
vs. NO. 2:11-cv-00337-JMS-MJD 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
UNITED STATES BUREAU OF PRISONS, 

Defendants. 

SCHEDULING ORDER 
HON. MAGISTRATE JUDGE MARK J. DINSMORE 

This matter is currently set for a settlement conference on 

Friday, December 14, 2012 at 9:00 a.m. The court sua sponte 

changes the date and time to Thursday, December 13, 2012 at 9:00 

a.m. 

All other requirements of the Court's Order dated 5/14/2012 

(Dkt. 16) are still in order and effect. 

Dated: 07/10/2012 
() 

re 
agistrate Judge 

Distribution: 

All Electronically Registered Counsel 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF INDIANA 

TERRE HAUTE DIVISION 

ESTATE OF OSUYUWAMEN OJO, 

Plaintiff, 
vs. 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
UNITED STATES BUREAU OF PRISONS, 

Defendants. 

NO. 2:ll-cv-00337-JMS-MJD 

SCHEDULING ORDER 
HON. MAGISTRATE JUDGE MARK J, DINSMORE 

This matter is currently set for a telephone status 

conference on Friday, August 3, 2012 at 10:30 a.m. The court now 

changes the date and time to Thursday, August 2, 2012 at 2:40 

p.m. All other requirements of the Court's Order dated 6/21/12 

(Dkt. 21) are still in order and effect. 

Dated: 07/30/2012 

Distribution: 

All Electronically Registered Counsel 

agislrate Judge 
Southern D .trict of Indiana 

() 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF INDIANA 

TERRE HAUTE DIVISION 

ESTATE OF OSUYUWAMEN OJO, 

Plaintiff, 

V. 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
and UNITED STATES BUREAU OF 
PRISONS, 

Defendant. 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

CAUSE NO. 2: 11-cv-337-JMS-MJD 

ORDER GRANTING ENLARGEMENT OF TIME 

Comes now the Court upon the motion of the Plaintiff Estate of Osuyuwarnen Oja for an 

enlargement of time to file its motion for summary judgment with regard to choice of law issues. 

The Court, being duly advised, hereby GRANTS said motion. Plaintiff shall have to and 

including October I 0, 2012, in which to file its motion for summary judgment with regard to 

choice of law issues. There will be no further extensions. 

IT IS SO ORDERED. 

08/20/2012 

Date 
Hon. Jane Magnus-Stinson, Judge 
United States District Court 
Southern District of Indiana 
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Andrew P. Wirick 
Hume Smith Geddes Green & Simmons, LLP 
54 Monument Circle, 4th Floor · 
Indianapolis, Indiana 46204 

Joseph H. Hogsett 
Jeffrey L. Hunter 
Office of the United States Attorney 
10 West Market Street, Suite 2100 
Indianapolis, IN 46204 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF INDIANA 

TERRE HAUTE DIVISION 

ESTATE OF OSUYUWAMEN OJO, 

Plaintiff, 

V. 

UNITED ST A TES OF AMERICA and 
UNITED ST A TES BUREAU OF PRISONS, 

Defendant. 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) CAUSE NO. 2:l l-CV-337-JMS-MJD 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT AND RELEASE 

1. Plaintiff, Estate of Osuyuwamen Ojo, (hereinafter "Estate"), and the Defendant, 

United States of America (hereinafter "United States"), do hereby agree to settle and 

compromise the above-titled cause of action under the terms and conditions set forth herein. 

2. This Settlement Agreement And Release (hereinafter "Settlement Agreement") 

shall not constitute an admission of liability or fault on the part of the United States, its agents, 

servants, or employees, and is entered into by both parties for the purpose of compromising 

disputed claims and avoiding the expenses and risks of litigation. 

3. The United States agrees to pay to the Estate, the cash sum of One ~undred 

Twelve Thousand Five Hundred Dollars and No Cents ($112,500.00.00) (hereinafter the 

"Settlement amount"), which shall be in full settlement, satisfaction, and release of any and all 

claims the Estate, and its executors, administrators, or assigns now has or may hereafter 

acquire against the United States, its agents, servants and employees on account of the facts or 

circumstances which gave rise to the above-captioned lawsuit. In consideration for the 



-.. 
,, '--1 \._,' 

payment of the Settlement Amount, the Estate stipulates and agrees that the United States will 

not sign an annuity application form, uniform qualified settlement form, or any equivalent 

forms, and will not pay the Settlement Amount into a qualified settlement fund or its 

equivalent. The Estate further stipulates and agrees that it, its attorney: and its representatives 

(including any structured settlement annuity broker, regardless of whether said broker was 

retained by them or by someone else, either before, during or after the settlement) will not 

attempt to structure the Settlement Amount in any way, form, or manner, including by placing 

any of the settlement amount into any qualified settlement fund or its equivalent. 

4. The Estate hereby agrees to accept the Settlement Amount and the terms and 

conditions of this Settlement Agreement in full settlement, satisfaction, and release of any and 

all claims and demands, including any claim for expenses and court costs, which the Estate, its 

executors, administrators or assigns may have or hereafter acquire against the United States, 

its agents, servants and employees on account of the facts or circumstances which gave rise to 

the above-captioned lawsuit. 

5. It is expressly understood and agreed by Estate that the United States, including 

its employees, is released from any and all claims and liability arising directly or indirectly 

from the subject matter of this action upon payment of the Settlement Amount. It is also 

expressly understood and agreed by the Estate that the Estate will pay all fees and costs 

incurred by the United States in enforcing the terms of this Settlement Agreement, made 

necessary by the conduct of Plaintiff in refusing or failing to abide by the terms of this 

Settlement Agreement. 

6. The parties agree that the Settlement Amount represents the entire amount of 
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the settlement and compromise and that the respective parties will each bear their own costs, 

fees, and expenses and that any attorney fees owed by the Estate will be paid out of the 

Settlement Amount and not in addition thereto. 

7. The parties agree that pursuant to Title 28, United States Code, § 2678, 

attorney fees for services rendered in connection with this action against the United States shall 

not exceed 25 per centum of the Settlement Amount. 

8. The parties agree that payment of the Settlement Amount will be made by a 

check from the United States payable to Estate and the law firm Hume Smith Geddes Green & 

Simmons, LLP by Andrew P. Wirick, its attorney. 

9. In consideration of the payment of the settlement amounts, the Estate agrees that 

Estates will cause its attorney to execute and file with the Court such documents as shall be 

necessary to cause the above-captioned claim against the United States to be dismissed with 

prejudice, with each party bearing its own costs, fees, and expenses. 

10. The Estate agrees to reimburse, indemnify and hold harmless the United States, 

its agents, servants and employees from any and all such causes of action, claims, liens, rights 

or subrogated interests against the United States, its agents, servants, and employees arising 

directly or indirectly from the subject matter of this action, and further, the Estate agrees to 

reimburse or advance, at the option of counsel for the United States, any expense or cost 

which may be incurred incident to or resulting from such further litigation against the United 

States, its agents, servants and employees or the prosecution of claims by the Estate against 

any third party. 

11. The Estate stipulates and agrees to obtain, at its expense, final court approval of 
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the settlement on behalf of the Estate from a court of competent jurisdiction. In the event that 

the requisite court approval of the settlement is not obtained, then this compromise settlement 

and the Settlement Agreement shall be null and void. 

12. The persons signing this Settlement Agreement warrant and represent that they 

possess full authority to bind the parties on whose behalf they are signing to the terms of the 

settlement. 

13. The parties agree that this Settlement Agreement constitutes the entire 

understanding of the parties and that no representations which are not contained herein shall be 

binding upon either party. The parties further stipulate and agree that this compromise 

settlement is specifically subject to each of the following conditions: 

a. An agreement by the parties on the terms, conditions, and requirements of this 

Settlement Agreement. 

b. Approval of the settlement, including the Settlement Agreement, by the Attorney 

General or his designee of the terms, conditions, and requirements of this Settlement Agreement. 

14. The parties agree that this Stipulation for Compromise Settlement and Release, 

including all the terms and conditions of this compromise settlement and any additional 

agreements relating thereto, may be made public in their entirety, and the plaintiffs expressly 

consent to such release and disclosure pursuant to 5 U.S.C. § 552a(b). 
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15. This Settlement Agreement ccm.,ista of five (5} pages, including signatures, 

and fifteen (15) paragraphs of text. 

ONIIKBALP Ol'TJIKPLAll'IT.lll'l' ~ 

~~- Audti~ 
nAm: V;z Ito · · · 

B11tate of Osuyuwamon Ojo 
PLAlNTIPF 

DATB: HUMl! SMITH (llll)DES ~NS, LLP 

By: ~ 
Andtcw p. Wirick 

A1TORNEY FOR PLAINTIFF 

ON BEHALF OF TBE UNITlID STATES: 

JOSBPH H. HOGSETT 
UNITlID STATBS A'ITORNBY 

By: J' Z. J an. Chief, a.v11 Division 

B/Uz;:W:. ~ Attorney 
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Thursday, 30 October, 2014 03:21 :58 PM 

Clerk, U.S. District Court, ILCD 

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE CENTRAL DISTRICT OF ILLINOIS 

AT PEORIA 

JUAN MONTOYA, Personal Representative ) 
of the Estate of Adam Montoya, ) 

) 
Plaintiff, ) 

) 
vs. ) 

) 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, ) 

) 
Defendant. ) 

Civil Case No. 11-1414 

AMENDED COMPLAINT 

NOW COMES Juan Montoya as Personal Representative of the Estate of 

Adam Montoya, Plaintiff, by and through his Counsel Blake Horwitz, Esq of the 

Blake Horwit7. T ,aw Firm, Ltd. and for his Amended Complaint at Law, states the 

following: s; 

JURISDICTION AND VENUE 

1. This action arises under the Federal Tort Claims Act, Sections 2671 through 

2680 of Title 28 of the United States Code. This court is vested with jurisdiction 

pursuant to Section 1346(b) of Title 28 of the Unites Code. 

2. Venue is proper in this court pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1391 (b), in that the 

events giving rise to complaint occurred within this district. 

PARTIES 

3. Juan Montoya is the father of Adam Montoya and a resident of the State of 

New Mexico who has been appointed by the Probate Court in Bernalillo County, New 

Mexico to be the representative of Adam Montoya's estate. Juan Montoya is acting 
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in his capacity as the duly authorized Representative of the Estate of Adam 

Montoya. 

4. During all times l'elevant herein, Adam Montoya was in the custody of the 

United States Bureau of Prisons having been incarcerated in the .Federal Correctional 

Institution located in Pekin, Illinois ("FCT Pekin") until his death on November 13, 2009. 

5. The United States of America is named as defendant in this case in that it is 

legally responsible for its employees acting within the scope of their employment at 

the Medical Unit of FCI Pekin whose negligence was the proximate cause of Adam 

Montoya's death on November 13, 2009. 

FACTS 

6. On or about October 26, 2009, Adam Montoya, inmate register 

#37786-177, was transferred to Pekin Federal Correctional Institution ("Pekin 

FCI"). 

7. Pekin FCI is located at 2600 S Second St, Pekin, Illinois 61554. 

Adam Montoya was serving a 27 month sentence for conspiracy to manufactm·e 

and traffic in counterfeit obligations and access devices in violation of 18 USC 

§371. 

8. Prior to being n·ansferred to Pekin .PCI, Adam Montoya was diagnosed 

with HIV/ AIDS and Hepatitis C in approximately August of 2009. 

9. On or about October 27, 2009, Adam Montoya submitted to a health screen 

at Pekin FCI, where it was noted that he was positive for HIV/ AIDS as well as 

Hepatitis C. 
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10. The Medical Staff were aware of and had personal knowledge of Adam 

Montoya's medical conditions, specifically that he tested positive for HIV/ AIDS 

and Hepatitis C. 

11. On or about November 9, 20091 Adam Montoya complained to the 

Medical Staff of severe abdominal pain. 

12. The plaintiff continued to complain to the Medical Staff at PCl 

Pekin of severe abdominal pain from November 9, 2009 until his death on 

November 13, 2009. 

13. In addition to complaining of severe abdominal pain, during this 

time period, plaintiff presented with symptoms that included vomiting, 

sweating, rapid pulse, constipation, yellowish skin color, and an inability to 

eat solid foods which symptoms should have alerted Medical Staff that 

plaintiff had a serious medical condition that needed inunediate attention. 

14, Despite plaintiff's complaints and his symptoms, the Medical Staff 

at PCI Pekin failed to take proper medical action which a reasonable medical 

professional would have done under similar circumstances. 

15. As a proximate cause of Medical Staff's failure to take reasonable 

and proper actions in response to plaintiffs complaints and symptoms, Adam 

Montoya died in his cell on the morning of November 13, 2009. 

16. At all times relevant to this action, Medical Staff were employees of 

the United States Bureau of Prisons at FCI Pekin and, therefore, employees of 

the United States of America, acting within the scope of their employment. 
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Count One 

17. Under the Federal Tort Claims Act, the United States of America is 

liable for the negligence of its employees acting within the scope of their 

employment. 

18. For the reasons set forth above, the United States is liable to 

plaintiff for the acts of the FCI Pekin' s Medical Staff for their negligent 

treatment of Adam Montoya's medical condition from November 9, 2009, 

until his death on November 1.1, 2009. 

19. The Medical Staff acted with negligence towards Adam Montoya's 

medical needs, but not limited to the following: 

a. The Medical Staff did not properly examine, diagnose and treat 

Adam Montoya's pain and serious symptoms; 

b. The Medical Staff failed to transport Adam Montoya to an outside medical 

facility despite his complaints and symptoms which dearly indicated Adam Montoya was 

in need of immediate and intensive medical treatment; 

c. The Medical Staff failed to provide Adam Montoya vVith reasonable 

and proper medical attention even though he continued to complain of severe pain 

and symptoms; 

20. The Medical Staff actions in light of Adam Montoya's complaints and 

symptoms was below the standard of ordinary care that reasonable medical staff 

should have provided to Adam Montoya, and the negligent actions of the Medical 

Staff, and their negligent failures to act, were the direct and proximate cause of 
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Adam Montoya's death and injuries. 

VvHEREFORR, PLAINTIFF demands compensatory damages from the 

DEFENDANT United States of America and other such relief as this Court deems 

equitable and just. 

Blake W Horwitz, Esq. 
Mustafa Kamal, Esq. 
The Blake Hmwitz Law Firm, Ltd. 
111 W Washington, Suite 1611 
Chicago, lllinois 60602 
Ph (312) 676-2100 
Fax (312) 445-8741 

Res pee tf ull y submitted, 

s/ Blake Hmwitz One 
of the Attorneys for the Plaintiff 
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Clerk, U.S. District Court, ILCD 

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE CENTRAL DISTRICT OF ILLINOIS 

PEORIA DIVISION 

JUAN MONTOYA, Personal Representative of 
the Estate of Adam Montoya, 

Plaintiff, 

V. 

Bureau of Prisons RN Ted Wall, Bureau of 
Prisons MLP Sattinder Rattan, Bureau of 
Prisons Lieutenant Gregory, Bureau of Prisons 
R. Kabatry, M.D., Bureau of Prisons Scott 
Moats, M.D., and Bureau of Prisons Lieutenant 
Wallace, 

Defendants. 

No: 11 CV 1414 

JUDGE: 

COMPLAINT AT LAW 

NOW COMES the PLANTIFF, by and through Blake Horwitz, Esq of the Blake Horwitz 

Law Firm, Ltd. and pursuant to this Complaint at Law, states the following against the above 

named Defendants in their individual capacities, to wit Bureau of Prisons RN Ted Wall, Bureau 

of Prisons MLP1 Sattinder Rattan, Bureau of Prisons Lieutenant Gregory, (hereinafter the 

"MEDICAL STAFF DEFENDANTS"), Bureau of Prisons R. Kabatry, M.D., Bureau of Prisons 

Scott Moats, M.D., (hereinafter the "DEFENDANT DOCTORS"), and Bureau of Prison 

Lieutenant Wallace, (hereinafter the "DEFENDANT OFFICER"). 

JURISDICTION AND VENUE 

I. The jurisdiction of the court is invoked pursuant to the 28 U.S.C. § 1331 and § 1343(a); 42 

U.S.C. § 1983; the Constitution of the United States; and this Court's supplemental jurisdiction 

powers. 

1 On information and belief "MLP" is an acronym that stands for "Mid Level Practioner." 
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2. The jurisdiction of the court is also invoked pursuant to a federal question derived from 

common law: Bivens v. Six Unknown Named Agents of the Federal Bureau of Narcotics, 403 

U.S. 388 (1971). 

3. Venue is proper in this court pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § l39l(b), in that the events giving 

rise to complaint occurred in this district. 

PARTIES 

4. PLAINTIFF is the father of Adam Montoya, a resident of the State of New Mexico and 

the representative of Adam Montoya's estate as authorized by the Probate Court in Bernalillo 

County, New Mexico. 

5. Adam Montoya was a resident of the State of Illinois and of the United States, as he was 

incarcerated in a federal prison in Pekin, Illinois. 

6. DEFENDANT BUREAU OF PRISONS LIEUTENANT WALLACE was at all times 

relevant hereto employed by, acting under the color of law and in the scope of employment for 

the UNITED STATES OF AMERICA and is sued in his/her individual capacity. 

7. DEFENDANT BUREAU OF PRISONS RN TED WALL was at all times relevant hereto 

employed by, acting under the color of law and in the scope of employment of the UNITED 

STATES OF AMERICA and is sued in his individual capacity. 

8. DEFENDANT BUREAU OF PRISONS MLP SATTINDER RATTAN was at all times 

relevant hereto employed by, acting under the color of law and in the scope of employment for 

the UNITED STATES OF AMERICA and is sued in his/her individual capacity. 

9. DEFENDANT BUREAU OF PRISONS LIEUTENANT GREGORY was at all times 

relevant hereto employed by, acting under the color of law and in the scope of employment for of 

the UNITED STATES OF AMERICA and is sued in his/her individual capacity. 
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10. DEFENDANT BUREAU OF PRISONS R. KABATAY, M.D., was at all times relevant 

hereto employed by, acting under the color of law and in the scope of employment for the 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA and is sued in his/her individual capacity. 

11. DEFENDANT BUREAU OF PRISONS SCOTT MOATS, M.D., was at all times 

relevant hereto employed by, acting under the color of law and in the scope of employment for 

the UNITED STATES OF AMERICA and is sued in his individual capacity. 

FACTS 

12. On or about October 26, 2009, Adam Montoya, inmate register #37786~ 177, was 

transferred to Pekin Federal Correctional Institution ("Pekin FCT"). 

13. Pekin FCI is located at 2600 S Second St, Pekin, Illinois 61554. 

14. Adam Montoya was serving a 27 month sentence for conspiracy to manufacture and 

traffic in counterfeit obligations and access devices in violation of 18 USC §371. 

15. Prior to being transferred to Pekin FCI, Adam Montoya was diagnosed with HIV/AIDS 

and Hepatitis C in approximately August of 2009. 

16. The Medical Staff Defendants and the Defendant Doctors were aware and had full 

knowledge of Adam Montoya's medical conditions when Adam Montoya arrived at Pekin FCL 

17. On or about October 27, 2009, Adam Montoya submitted to a health screen at Pekin FCI, 

where it was noted that he was positive for HIV/AIDS as well as Hepatitis C. 

18. All of the Defendants were aware of and had personal knowledge of Adam Montoya's 

medical conditions, specifically that he tested positive for HIV/AIDS and Hepatitis C. 

19. On or about November 9, 2011, Adam Montoya complained to the Medical Staff 

Defendants and the Defendant Officer of severe abdominal pain. 
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20. The Medical Staff Defendants only prescribed Acetaminophen, Tylenol, and just noted 

"flu-like symptoms" without conducting any physical examination on Adam Montoya. 

21. Upon information and belief, Defendant Rattan prescribed the Acetaminophen, Tylenol, 

to Adam Montoya for his severe abdominal pain. 

22. Adam Montoya continued to suffer and experienced other severe symptoms in addition to 

severe abdominal pain including but not limited to, inability to eat, vomiting, nose bleeds, 

yellowish skin color/tone, rapid breathing, lack of bowel movements for several days and visible 

bruises on his hand, wrists, abdomen, legs and feet. 

23. Adam Montoya complained to the Medical Staff Defendants and the Defendant Officer 

of these serious symptoms. 

24. The Medical Staff Defendants and the Defendant Officer observed Adam Montoya 

having said symptoms. 

25. Adam Montoya's symptoms were so severe that it was obvious and should have been 

obvious to the Defendant Officer that Adam Montoya was severely ill and needed immediate 

medical care and attention. 

26. The Medical Staff Defendants generated medical records that documented Adam 

Montoya's symptoms. 

27. Defendant Doctors read the medical reports documenting Adam Montoya's symptoms. 

28. The Medical Staff Defendants told the Defendant Doctors of Adam Montoya's 

symptoms. 

29. Adam Montoya repeatedly asked the Medical Staff Defendants and the Defendant 

Officer, verbally and in writing, to see a doctor as he continued to suffer severe pain and 

experience the symptoms alleged above. 
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30. Upon information and belief, Defendant Wall prescribed Adam Montoya only a simple 

laxative even though he was experiencing severe pain and symptoms. 

31. The laxative did nothing to help Adam Montoya of his pain and symptoms. 

32. Adam Montoya was still severely ill and continued to make numerous requests to see a 

doctor to the Medical Staff Defendants and the Defendant Officer. 

33. Defendant Officer told Adam Montoya that there is nothing that he or she could do. 

34. Defendant Officer told Adam Montoya to "man up," stop complaining and bothering 

him or her. 

35. Defendant Gregory told Adam Montoya that he just had the flu and there was nothing 

that they could do. 

36. On or about November 12, 2009, Adam Montoya pressed the panic button located in his 

cell and begged for medical attention. 

37. Adam Montoya stated to the Medical Staff Defendants and the Defendant Officer that he 

felt like he was dying. 

38. Despite the serious symptoms and pain that Adam Montoya was expeiiencing and 

without conducting any examination on Adam Montoya, Defendant RN Ted Wall told Mr. 

Montoya that he was simply hyperventilating and instructed him to drink water and relax. 

39. On or about the evening of November 12, 2009, Adam Montoya sat on his bunk, 

grabbing his abdominal area and continuously groaned and moaned due to the severe pain in his 

abdominal region. 

40. Adam Montoya told his cell mates that he felt like he was dying and could not take the 

pam anymore. 
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41 . On November I 3, 2009, at approximate! y 6: 15 a. m. the Medi cal Staff Defendants and the 

Defendant Officer observed Adam Montoya in his cell. 

42. The Medical Staff Defendants and the Defendant Officer specifically observed that Adam 

Montoya appeared to be unresponsive while sitting upright on the lower bunk, his skin pale with a 

yellow cast and his abdomen distended. 

43. Even though Adam Montoya appeared extremely ill, as alleged above, the Medical Staff 

Defendants and the Defendant Officer took no actions to provide Adam Montoya with medical 

attention or treatment. 

44. It was obvious to the Medical Staff Defendants and even to the Defendant Officer as a 

medical layperson that Adam Montoya needed immediate medical care and treatment. 

45. Approximately an hour later, 7: 15 a.m., Adam Montoya was found unresponsive in his 

cell and attempts to resuscitate him were unsuccessful. 

46. The time of death according to the autopsy report was 7:49 a.m. on November 13, 2009. 

47. The official cause of death was "hemoperitoneum due to rupture of the spleen due to non

Hodgkin's lymphoma." 

48. Adam Montoya's spleen was nearly ten (10) times the normal weight. 

49. A postmortem urine drug screen revealed that Acetaminophen, Tylenol, was the only 

detectable medication in Adam Montoya's urine. 

50. A simple examination of Adam Montoya would have revealed that his spleen was 

severely inflamed and that he was not suffering from a simple flu or just hyperventilating. 

51. An inflamed spleen presents a serious risk of injury as it can cause death if it ruptures. 
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52. Given Adam Montoya's prolonged serious symptoms and his medical history, 

particularly Hepatitis C, the Medical Staff Defendants and the Defendant Doctors should have 

conducted a physical examination of Adam Montoya. 

53. Defendant Officer knew of and observed Adam Montoya's pain and serious symptoms, 

but ignored Adam Montoya's request for medical help. 

54. For several days leading up to his death Adam Montoya complained of and was in 

excruciating pain. 

55. Adam Montoya was given only Tylenol by the Medical Staff Defendants to help Adam 

Montoya cope with his pain. 

56. The Tylenol did not relive Adam Montoya's pain and Adam Montoya continued to 

complain of excruciating pain. 

57. The Medical Staff Defendants and the Defendant Doctors failed to prescribe or 

administer any other pain medication to Adam Montoya after the Tylenol failed to relive the pain. 

58. Adam Montoya continued to be in excruciating pain up and until the time of his death. 

59. From the time Adam Montoya started experiencing the symptoms alleged above, he 

continuously asked the Medical Staff Defendants and the Defendant Officer to see a doctor. 

60. Despite Adam Montoya's repeated requests and the seriousness of his symptoms, Adam 

Montoya was never treated or even seen by a doctor. 

61. Defendant Doctors did not see Adam Montoya, even though the Defendant Doctors knew 

of Adam Montoya's medical conditions, symptoms and his repeated requests for a doctor. 

62. Adam Montoya received medication for his HIV/AIDS and Hepatitis C conditions at 

Randall County Jail in Amarillo, Texas, the correctional institution before Adam Montoya was 

transferred to Pekin FCL 
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63. After arriving at Pekin FCI, Adam Montoya made repeated requests to the Medical Staff 

Defendants, Defendant Officers and Doctors for his medication. 

64. Adam Montoya's parents wrote letters to and called Pekin FCI Officers, officials and 

employees requesting Adam Montoya be allowed to take his medication. 

65. Despite such requests, Adam Montoya was never given any medication for the treatment 

of his medical conditions, even though the medication was available to the Medical Staff 

Defendants and the Defendant Doctors. 

66. The conduct alleged above violated the Eighth Amendment to the United States 

Constitution. 

67. Plaintiff filed an Administrative claim pursuant to the Federal Tort Claims Act on 

December IO, 2010. 

68. The claim was denied by the U.S. Department of Justice in a letter dated May 19, 2011, 

and allowed the Plaintiff to file a lawsuit no later than six months after said date. 

COUNTI 
Deliberate Indifference Pursuant to the Eighth 

Amendment to the U.S. Constitution 

69. Plaintiff re-alleges paragraphs 1 - 68 as though fully set forth herein. 

70. The Defendants knew that Adam Montoya was diagnosed with and suffered from 

AIDS/HIV and Hepatitis C. 

71. The Defendants knew that Adam Montoya was suffering from serious symptoms. 

72. The symptoms presented an obvious substantial risk to the health of Adam Montoya that 

required immediate medical care and treatment. 
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73. It was obvious to the Defendants, including the layperson Defendant Officer that Adam 

Montoya was suffering from serious symptoms that required immediate medical care and 

treatment. 

74. It was obvious to the Defendants, including the layperson Defendant Officer that Adam 

Montoya needed to see a doctor immediately given his severe symptoms. 

75. The Defendants acted with deliberate indifference towards Adam Montoya's medical 

needs, but not limited to the following: 

a. The Medical Staff Defendants and the Defendant Doctors withheld medication 

from Adam Montoya for his AIDS/HIV and Hepatitis C, even though they had access and 

authority to dispense the medication to Adam Montoya; 

b. The Medical Staff Defendants and the Defendant Doctors did not properly 

examine, diagnose and treat Adam Montoya's pain and serious symptoms; 

c. The Medical Staff Defendants only prescribed Tylenol and a laxative to treat 

Adam Montoya's severe abdominal pain and related symptoms; 

d. The Defendants refused to allow Adam Montoya see a doctor even though Adam 

Montoya was experiencing severe pain and symptoms; 

e. The Medical Staff Defendants and the Defendant Officer refused to render 

medical altention to Adam Montoya even though he continued to suffer from severe pain and 

symptoms and kept requesting such attention and to see a doctor; 

f. The Medical Staff Defendants and the Defendant Officer kept telling Adam 

Montoya to stop bothering them, and that he just had the flu and was only hyperventilating; 
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g. The Defendant Doctors failed to see and/or treat Adam Montoya, even though 

they knew of Adam Montoya's medical history, pain, symptoms, and repeated request to see a 

doctor; 

h. The Medical Staff Defendants and the Defendant Officer failed to render medical 

attention to Adam Montoya on November 13, 2009, when these Defendants observed Adam 

Montoya unresponsive in his cell with yellowish skin and his abdomen distended; 

1. The Defendants allowed Adam Montoya to suffer excruciating pain up until his 

death; 

J. The Defendants failed to provide Adam Montoya with minimal medical care; 

k. The treatment given by the Defendants to Adam Montoya was so poor that no 

minimally competent medical professional would have so responded under those circumstances. 

76. This conduct violated the Eighth Amendment of the United States Constitution. 

77. The aforementioned actions of the DEFENDANTS were the direct and proximate cause 

of the constitutional violations set forth above. 

WHEREFORE, PLAINTIFF demands compensatory damages from the DEFENDANTS. 

PLAINTIFF also demands punitive damages, costs and attorneys' fees against the 

DEFENDANT DEPUTIES and whatever additional relief this Court deems equitable and just. 

JURY DEMAND 

78. PLANTIFF demands trial by jury. 

10 
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Blake W Horwitz, Esq. 
Mustafa Kamal, Esq. 
The Blake Horwitz Law Firm, Ltd. 
39 S. LaSalle St., Suite 1515 
Chicago, Illinois 60603 
Ph (312) 676-2100 
Fax (312) 445-8741 

Respectfully submitted, 

s/ Blake Horwitz 
One of the Attorneys for the Plaintiff 
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Tracy Knutson - Estate of Adam Montoya v. Wall, et al., No. 11-1414 (C.D. of Illinois) 

From: Kenneth Hyle 

To: Bitner, Grzegorz; Brinker Fornshill, Renee; Kerrigan, Marli; Knutson, ... 

Date: 10/9/14 7:46 AM 

Subject: Estate of Adam Montoya v. Wall, et al., No. 11-1414 (C.D. of Illinois) 

Good Morning - settlement of the above-referenced case for $475,000 is authorized. If anyone has any further 
questions, please let me know-
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICE OF ILLINOIS 

EASTERN DIVISION 

THOMAS CUNNINGHAM, 

Plaintiff, 

V. 

THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, THE 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE, 
FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS, AND 
METROPOLITAN CORRECTIONAL CENTER, 

Defendants. 

COMPLAINT 

No. 

12-cv-01115 
Judge Ruben Castillo 
Magistrate Judge Morton Denlow 

Plaintiff, Thomas Cunningham, by his attorneys, Cheely, O'Flaherty & Ayres, 

complaining of Defendants herein, states as follows: 

JURISDICTION AND VENUE 

1. This Court has subject matter jurisdiction over this matter pursuant to 28 U.S.C. 

§ 13 31 in that this action arises under the Constitution and the laws of the United States and is 

premised on the acts and omissions of defendants acting under the color of federal law as well as 

pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1346(b)(l) in that this is a claim against The United States of America, 

for money damages, accruing on or after Jan. 1, 1945, for injury and personal injury caused by 

the negligent and wrongful acts and omissions of an employee of the Government while acting 

within the scope of his office or employment, under circumstances where the United States 

America, if a private person, would be liable to the Plaintiff in accordance with the law of the 

place where the act or omission occurred. 
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2. Jurisdiction founded upon the federal law is proper in that this action is premised 

upon causes of action under the Federal Tort Claims Act ("FfCA"), 28 U.S.C. § 2671, et. Seq., 

as well as pursuant to the Eighth and Fourteenth Amendments to the Constitution of the United 

States of America. 

3. This is an action to redress under the color of statute, ordinance, regulation, custom 

or usage of rights, privileges, and immunities secured to Plaintiff by the Eighth and Fourteenth 

Amendments to the Constitution of the United States, the Federal Tort Claims Act, and arising 

under the laws and statutes of the State of Illinois. 

4. Venue is appropriate in this Court pursuant to 28 U.S.C. 1391(e)(3) in that this 

action is against the United States of America and an agent thereof, the acts and omissions of 

Defendants took place in the County of Cook in the State of Illinois and the plaintiff currently 

resides in the County of Cook in the State of Illinois. 

5. Pursuant to the Federal Tort Claims Act, Plaintiff attempted to exhaust his claim 

administrative channels, but was initially thwarted in said attempts by MCC authorities, who by 

their actions prevented and made such exhaustion impossible. MCC was well aware of the 

incident, which is on information and belief was investigated by the institutional defendants as 

referenced by the declaration of Vincent E. Shaw. Thereafter, Plaintiff filed a timely 

administrative grievance, which was formally denied on or about August 23, 2011 (Exhibit A). 

6. Plaintiff has been deprived of a right secured by the Constitution and the laws of the 

United States and State of Illinois. 

7. Plaintiff has been deprived of his rights by defendants acting under color of federal 

law. 

2 
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PARTIES 

8. At all times relevant, plaintiff Thomas Cunningham was an inmate at the 

Metropolitan Correctional Center ("MCC") in the County of Cook in the State of Illinois. 

9. On information and belief, at all times relevant, The United States of America was 

and is a sovereign entity named herein pursuant to the FTCA. 

10. On information and belief, at all times relevant, The United States Department of 

Justice was an agency of the United States of America and as such, was and still is a sovereign 

entity named pursuant to the FTCA. 

11. On information and belief, at all times relevant, the Federal Bureau of Prisons 

("BOP") was a division or agency of the United States Department of Justice and as such, was 

and is a sovereign entity named herein pursuant to the Ff CA. 

12. Upon Information and belief, the Metropolitan Correctional Center was and is a 

division or agency of the BOP and as such, was and still is a sovereign entity named herein 

pursuant to the FfCA. 

13. Upon information and belief, D. DePaul was a correctional officer/security guard 

employed by and acting as agent of the above named defendants at the MCC, and as such, was 

charged with the custody and care of Plaintiff while he was an inmate at the MCC, and is sued 

herein in his capacity as an individual and agent of the above defendants. 

STATEMENT OF FACTS 

14. On or about April 9, 2008, Plaintiff was incarcerated at the MCC with a prisoner 

identification number of 0123-424. 

15. On or about April 9, 2008, D. DePaul was on duty at the MCC and charged with 

Plaintiffs custody and care. 

3 
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16. On or about April 9, 2008, while in solitary confinement at the MCC, Plaintiff 

peacefully requested a law book by putting his arm out of the cuff point/food slot of his cell, at 

which point D. DePaul grabbed and twisted Plaintiffs arm and beat Plaintiff through the cuff 

point/food slot of his cell. 

17. Defendant DePaul's actions were undertaken intentionally and with malice, and with 

a reckless and total disregard for the constitutional and common law rights of Plaintiff. 

18. Defendant DePaul' s. actions were totally without justification or cause. 

19. Defendant DePaul's actions constituted an assault and battery under the laws of the 

State of Illinois. 

20. Defendant DePaul' s actions constituted cruel and unusual punishment prohibited by 

the Eighth Amendment to the Constitution. 

21. As a direct result of Defendant DePaul's actions, Plaintiff sustained physical injury, 

pain and suffering, and emotional suffering and anguish, for which he was treated medically at 

theMCC. 

COUNT I AGAINST THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, THE UNITED STATES 
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE. THE FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS AND THE 

METROPOLITAN CORRECTIONAL CENTER PURSUANT TO THE FTCA 

22. Plaintiff realleges paragraphs 1-22 as though fully set forth herein. 

23. At all times relevant, Plaintiff was under the custody and care of MCC through its 

agent, D. DePaul. 

24. On or about April 9, 2008, through the actions of their agent, servant or employee 

DePaul, the above defendants were guilty of negligence, as well as assault and battery under 

Illinois law. 

4 
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25. By reason of foregoing, Plaintiff has been damaged physically and emotionally for 

which he seeks money damages in a sum to be determined by the trier of fact. 

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff prays for judgment in his favor and against Defendants for 

compensatory damages and for such other relief as this Court deems just. 

Stephen R. Ayres 
CHEELY, O'FLAHERTY &AYRES 
19 South LaSalle Street 
Suite 1203 
Chicago, IL 60603 
(312) 853-8719 

P:\7777-003.001\34310_2 

Respectfully Submitted, 

5 
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Office of Regional Counsel 

Thomas Cunningham 
Register No. 01293-424 
Chicago MCC 
71 West Van Buren Street 
Chicago, IL 60605 

I 

I 

I 
I 

I 

U.S. Department of Justice 
Federal Bureau of Prisons 

North Central Regional Office 

400 State Avenue 
Tower II, Suite 800 
Kansas City, KS 66101 

AUG 2 3 2011 
r - ,a • ., ,II 

Re: Administrative Claim NumberTRT-~R-2010-02828 
Personal Injury: $250,000.00 I 

I 
CERTIFIED NUMBEJ0110470.00024814 3354 

Dear Mr. Cunningham: 

Your above referenced tort claim h been considered for administrative review 
pursuant to 28 C.F.R § 0.172, Authority: FE!deral Tort Claims and 28 C.F.R Part 14, 
Administrative Claims Under Federal Tort ·1aims Act. Investigation of your claim did 
not reveal you suffered any personal injury s a result of the negUgent acts or omissions 
of Bureau of Prisons employees acting wiltf n the scope of their employment 

As a result of this investigation, yourlclaim is denied. This memorandum serves 
as a notification of final denial under 28 C.li.R § 14.9, Final Denial of Claim. If you are 
dissatisfied with our agency's action, you y file suit in an appropriate U.S. District 
Court no later than six months after the da of mailing of this notification. 

Sincerely, 

~ 
~ichard W. Schott 

Regional Counsel 

EXHIBIT 

A 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE Northern District of Illinois - CM/ECF LIVE, Ver 5.1.1 

Eastern Division 

Thomas Cunningham 

V. 

The United States of America, et al. 

Plaintiff, 

Defendant. 

Case No.: 1: 12-cv-01115 
Honorable Joan B. Gottschall 

NOTIFICATION OF DOCKET ENTRY 

This docket entry was made by the Clerk on Saturday, January 19, 2013: 

MINUTE entry before Honorable Joan B. Gottschall: Pursuant to Stipulation for 
Compromise Settlement and Release l24 J, this action is dismissed with prejudice. Civil 
case terminated. Mailed notice(rj, ) 

ATTENTION: This notice is being sent pursuant to Rule 77(d) of the Federal Rules of 
Civi] Procedure or Rule 49( c) of the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure. It was 
generated by CM/ECF, the automated docketing system used to maintain the civil and 
criminal dockets of this District. If a minute order or other document is enclosed, please 
refer to it for additional information. 

For scheduled events, motion practices, recent opinions and other information, visit our 
web site at www.ilnd.uscourts.gov. 



UNITED ST ATES DISTRICT COURT 
NORTHERN DISTRICT OF IlliNOIS 

EASTERN DMSION 

TIIOMAS CUNNINGHAM, 

Plaintiff, 

V. 

THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 

Defendant. 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

No. 12 C 1115 

Judge Gottschall 

STIPULATION FOR COMPROMISE SETI'LEMENT AND RELEASE 

It is hereby stipulated by and between the undersigned plaintiff and the United States of 

America (collectively, the "parties") as follows: 

1. The parties do hereby agree to settle and compromise each and evety claim of any 

kind, whether known or unknown, arising directly or indirectly from the acts or omissions that gave 

rise to the above-captioned action, and that gave rise to plaintiff's administrative claim no. 

TRT-NCR-2010-02828, under the terms and conditions set forth in this Stipulation for Compromise 

Settlement and Release (''St:ipu1ation"). 

2. The United States of America agrees to pay the sum of $50,000 (fifty thousand 

dollars) (hereinafter "Settlement Amount"), which sum shall be in full settlement and satisfaction 

of any and all claims, demands, rights, and causes of action of whatsoever kind and nature, arising 

from, and by reason of any and all known and unknown. foreseen and unforeseen bodily and 

personal injuries, damage to property and the consequences thereof, resulting, and to result, from the 

subject matter of this settlement, including any claims for wrongful death, for which plaintiff or his 

guardians, heirs, executors, administrators, or assigns, and each of them, now have or may hereafter 

acquire against the United States of America, its agents, servanm, and employees. 



" 

3. Plaintiff and his guardians, heirs, executors, administrators, or assigns hereby agree 

to accept the Settlement Amount in full settlement, satisfaction, and release of any and all claims, 

demands, rights, and causes of action of whatsoever kind and nature, including claims for wrongful 

death. arising from. and by reason of any and all known and unknown, foreseen and unforeseen 

bodily and personal injuries, damage to property and the consequences thereof which they may have 

or hereafter acquire against the United States of America, its agents, servants and employees on 

account of the same subject matter that gave rise to the above-captioned action, and that gave rise 

to plaintilr~ administrative claims no. TR T-NCR-2010-02828, including any future claim or lawsuit 

of any kind or type whatsoever, whether known or unknown, and whether for compensatory or 

exemplary damages. Plaintiff and his guardians, hein, executors, administrators, or assigns further 

agree to reimburse, indemnify and hold harm.less the United States of America, its agents, servants, 

and employees from and against any and all such causes of action, claims, liens, rights, or subrogated 

or contribution interests incident to or resulting from further litigation or the prosecution of claims 

by plaintiff or his guardians, heirs, executors, administrators or assigns against any third party or 

against the United States, including claims for wrongful death. 

4. This Stipulation is not, is in no way intended to be, and should not be construed as, 

an admission ofliability or fault on the part of the United States, its agents, servants, or employees, 

and it is specifically denied that they are liable to the plaintiff. This settlement is entered into by all 

parties for the purpose of compromising disputed claims and avoiding the expenses and risks of 

further litigation. 

2 



5. It is also agreed, by and among the parties, that the respective parties will each bear 

their own costs, fees, and expenses and that any attorney's fees owed by the plaintiff will be paid out 

of the settlement amount and not in addition thereto. 

6. Plaintiff hereby dismisses, with prejudice, the following actions filed in the United 

States District Court for the Northern District of Illinois: Case No. 12 C 1115 (N.D. Ill.) and Case 

No. 08 C 4259 (N.D. lli.). 

7. The persons signing this Stipulation warrant and represent that they possess full 

authority to bind the persons on whose behalf they are signing to the terms of the settlement 

8. The undersigned each acknowledge and represent that this Stipulation contains all 

the terms and conditions of this compromise settlement, that no promise or representation not 

contained in this Stipulation has been made to them, and that this Stipulation contains the entire 

understanding between the parties and contains all terms and conditions pertaming to the 

compromise and settlement of the disputes referenced herein. 

9. The parties agree that this Stipulation and any additional documents relating to this 

settlement, may be made public in their entirety, and the plaintiff expressly consents to such release 

and disclosure pursuant to 5 U.S.C. § 552a(b). 

10. It is contemplated that this Stipulation may be executed in several counterparts, with 

a separate signature page for each party. All such counterparts and signature pages, together, shall 

be deeined to be one document. 

3 



... 

-l' ..... .., - .. ., z. o) 'J, 

Executed this:!._ day of Deeember 2012 .... 

e&J1d~ 
DAVID R LIDOW 
Assistant United States Attorney 

12# 
4-/4~~~~r~,~~7 

Plaintiff 

. ~,. ))--
S.i'J-__ day of December 2012. --------

STEP RAYRES 
HEYL, ROYSTER, VOELKER, & ALLEN 
19 South LaSalle Street 
Suite 1203 
Chicago, Illinois 60603 
Counsel for plaintiff 

4 
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DANIEL HUDSON, 

Plaintiff, 

V. 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
CENTRAL DISTRICT OF ILLINOIS 

URBANA DIVISION 

) 
) 

) Case No.: 
) 
) Judge: 
) 

UNITED ST A TES OF AMERICA, ) 
) 

Defendant. ) ____________ ) 

COMPLAINT 

E-FILED 
Friday, 25 May, 2012 04:46:18 PM 

Clerk, U.S. District Court, ILCD 

1. Plaintiff DANIEL HUDSON (hereinafter "PLAINTIFF") brings this suit under the 

Federal Tort Claims Act, 28 U.S.C. §§l346(b) and 2671-80. 

2. Exel usi ve jurisdiction in this Court is pursuant to 28 U.S. C. § 1346(b) because the 

Defendant is the United States of America. 

3. Venue is proper in this Court because PLAINTIFF is a resident of Decatur, Macon 

County, Illinois in the Central District of Illinois - Urbana Division. 

4. Defendant United States of America (hereinafter "DEFENDANT') is a named Defendant 

pursuant to 38 U.S.C. §7316 because the medical malpractice alleged herein was a result of 

medical treatment the PLAINTIFF received from employees and/or agents of Federal Prison 

Camp Leavenworth in Leavenworth, Kansas (hereinafter "LEAVENWORTH") including Dr. 

Kristine Aulepp, DO (hereinafter "AULEPP") and Donald Satterfield, PA (hereinafter 

"SATTERFIELD"). 

5. DEFENDANT is sued as principal and, as alleged herein, all of the acts performed by 

DEFENDANT'S agents and employees, including SATTERFIELD and AULEPP, were 

performed within the course and scope of their authority and employment and/or agency and 
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with the consent of DEFENDANT, making DEFENDANT, United States of America, liable for 

all of their actions and inactions detailed below pursuant to the Federal Tort Claims Act, 26 

U.S.C. §§ 1346(b) and 2671-80. 

6. In accordance with 28 U.S.C. §240l(b) and §2675(a), on or about May 4, 2011, 

PLAINTIFF did timely serve an administrative claim for damages under the provisions of the 

Federal Tort Claims Act upon the U.S. Department of Justice, Federal Bureau of Prisons. On or 

about November 30, 2011, PLAINTIFF received a coffespondence from the U.S. Department of 

Justice, Federal Bureau of Prisons in the form of a Final Denial of Claim denying PLAINTIFF'S 

claim. 

7. At all times material to this Complaint, the physicians, physicians assistants, nurses, and 

staff of LEAVENWORTH who provided medical care to PLAINTIFF, including, but not limited 

to SATTERFIELD and AULEPP, were employees and/or agents of LEAVENWORTH and acted 

under color of the statutes, customs, ordinances, policies, and usage of the U.S. Department of 

Justice and of the United States of America. 

8. All acts or omissions alleged here in occuffed in Leavenworth, Kansas. Therefore, the 

law of the State of Kansas determines liability. 

9. At all times mentioned herein the physicians, physicians assistants, nurses, and staff of 

LEAVENWORTH were practicing physicians and/or medical doctors, and/or physicians 

assistants and/or medical specialists, and/or nurses, and/or certified technicians, without being 

limited thereto, in Leavenworth County, Kansas, duly licensed to practice medicine and/or to 

provide medical care and treatment under the laws of the State of Kansas. Each of said 

physicians, physicians assistants, nurses, and staff of LEAVENWORTH at all times mentioned 

herein held themselves out to the general public and to PLAINTIFF as possessing that degree of 

2 
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learning and skill ordinarily possessed and used by members of the same profession and school 

of medicine in which they practice and under like circumstances. 

STATEMENT OF FACTS 

10. At all times relevant to this Complaint, PLAINTIFF was an inmate in the Federal 

Prison System housed at Federal Prison Camp Leavenworth, in Leavenworth, Kansas. 

11. On July 18, 2008, PLAINTIFF presented to Health Services at Federal Prison Camp 

Leavenworth (hereinafter "Health Services") and complained to SATTERFIELD of swelling in 

his left calf for the prior four weeks. SATTERFIELD counseled PLAINTIFF to reduce his 

weightlifting and running and to elevate his legs as needed. 

12. On February 2, 2009, PLAINTIFF presented to Health Services and complained to 

SATTERFIELD of shortness of breath with onset six to twelve months prior. SATTERFIELD 

orders a chest x-ray to be taken. 

13. On February 13, 2009, PLAINTIFF presented to Health Services and complained to 

SATTERFIELD of shortness of breath, swelling in his legs, and generally not feeling well. 

SATTERFIELD prescribed Hydrochlorothiazide tables. 

14. On February 22, 2009, PLAINTIFF presented to Health Services and complained to 

Randal Gilliam, EMT that he felt like he was going to faint. Gilliam told PLAINTIFF to return 

to sick call the following morning. Randal Gilliam was acting under the general supervision of 

AULEPP, and AULEPP cosigned the record of this encounter. 

15. On February 23, 2009, as instructed, PLAINTIFF returned to sick call at Health Service 

and there complained to SATTERFIELD of near fainting the night before, shortness of breath, 

sweats, and weakness. PLAINTIFF also complained of a sharp pain in his inner right thigh. 

SATTERFIELD ordered blood tests. 

3 
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16. On February 26, 2009, PLAINTIFF presented to Health Services and complained to 

Donna Strong, RN of sharp pain in his right knee and calf for the preceding three days. 

PLAINTIFF was prescribed Ibuprofen, given an ace bandage and told to return to Health 

Services the following day. Donna Strong was acting under the general supervision of AULEPP, 

and AULEPP cosigned the record of this encounter. 

17. As requested, on February 27, 2009, PLAINTIFF returned to Health Services and 

complained to SATTERFIELD of right leg and thigh pain for the past five days. 

SATTERFIELD told PLAINTIFF to ice, rest and wrap with an ace bandage his right leg. 

18. On March 18, 2009, PLAINTIFF presented to Health Services and complained to 

SATTERFIELD of continued breathing problems and hemoptysis, coughing up blood. 

SATTERFIELD prescribed antibiotics. 

1 9. On March 31 , 2009, PLAINTIFF returned to Health Services and complained to 

SATTERFIELD of a cough, shortness of breath and cold or flu symptoms. PLAINTIFF stated 

that his respiratory problems seemed initially to improve then worsen with the antibiotics 

prescribed at the last encounter. SA TIERFIELD ordered lab work. 

20. On April 24, 2009, PLAINTIFF was once again at Health Services complaining to 

SA TIERFIELD of continued shortness of breath, a chronic cough and leg swelling. 

PLAINTIFF also stated that he could no longer do exercise. SATTERFIELD observed that 

PLAINTIFF had developed a systolic murmur. SATTERFIELD refilled PLAINTIFF'S 

prescription for Hydrochlorothiazide. 

21. On April 30, 2009, PLAINTIFF presented to Health Services and complained to 

SATTERFIELD of a constant, sharp, mid-sternal chest pain that had started several days prior. 

PLAINTIFF also indicated that his appetite was decreased, he was suffering from insomnia, he 

4 
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had increased leg swelling and worsened shortness of breath. SATTERFIELD took no new 

action. 

22. On May 4, 2009, PLAINTIFF presented at Health Services and complained to 

SATTERFIELD of right groin pain with onset on May 1. PLAINTIFF indicated that the deep, 

crushing, stabbing and unbearable pain was not the result of an injury and that his right leg was 

still swollen. SATTERFIELD determined that PLAINTIFF'S pain was the late effect of a sprain 

or strain and prescribed Naproxen, an over-the-counter pain reliever. 

23. On May 8, 2009, PLAINTIFF presented at Health Services and indicated to 

SATTERFIELD that he wanted the results of a May 6 EKG. SATTERFIELD arranged a 

cardiology consult for PLAINTIFF that same day. 

24. Dr. William McCollum, MD provided that consultation and ordered a V-Q Scan which 

demonstrated significant bilateral pulmonary emboli. PLAINTIFF was diagnosed as having 

venous thombrosis and pulmonary embolism and sent to Cushing Hospital for evaluation and 

therapy. 

25. The total damages at issue exceed the sum of $75,000.00 and, more specifically, 

PLAINTIFF makes claim for a total of $20,000,000.00 as set forth in the Form 95 administrative 

filing, and for such other and further relief as the Court deems just and equitable in the premises. 

FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION 
Medical Malpractice/Negligence: SATTERFIELD 

26. PLAINTIFF refers to paragraphs 1 through 25 of this Complaint and incorporates them 

into this cause of action as though fully set fourth herein. 

27. SATTERFIELD owed PLAINTIFF a duty of care and was required to meet or exceed a 

certain standard of care to protect PLAINTIFF from injury. 

5 
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28. In providing medical care and treatment to PLAINTIFF, SA TIERFIELD had a duty to 

possess and use that degree of learning and skill ordinarily possessed and used by physician 

assistants under like circumstances, and in applying this skill and learning, SATTERFIELD was 

required to use ordinary care and diligence. 

29. Between July 18, 2008 and May 8, 2009, defendant SATTERFIELD failed to use that 

degree of learning and skill ordinarily possessed and used by physician assistants under like 

circumstances in the treatment of PLAINTIFF thereby breaching the duty owed to PLAINTIFF 

and/or deviating from the applicable standard of care in one or more of the following respects: 

a. Failed to timely and appropriately appreciate and react to signs and symptoms of 

PLAINTIFF'S venous thorn brosi s; 

b. Failed to timely and appropriately treat PLAINTIFF'S venous thombrosis; 

c. Failed to possess and use knowledge of the signs and symptoms of venous thombrosis 

for PLAINTIFF'S benefit; 

d. Failed to timely and appropriately obtain appropriate consultation with a qualified 

physician to treat PLAINTIFF'S venous thombrosis; 

e. Failed to timely and appropriately appreciate and react to signs and symptoms of 

PLAINTIFF'S pulmonary embolism; 

f. Failed to timely and appropriately treat PLAINTIFF'S pulmonary embolism; 

g. Failed to possess and use knowledge of the signs and symptoms of pulmonary 

embolism for PLAINTIFF'S benefit; and 

h. Failed to timely and appropriately obtain appropriate consultation with a qualified 

physician to treat PLAINTIFF'S pulmonary embolism. 

6 
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30. As a proximate result of one or more of the negligent acts and/or omissions, each of 

which constitutes a breaches of the applicable standard of care by SATTERFIELD, PLAINTIFF 

was injured and sustained pecuniary damages including, but not limited to, conscious pain and 

suffering, medical bills, lost earning capacity and loss of normal life. 

SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION 
Medical Malpractice/Negligence: A ULEPP 

31. PLAINTIFF refers to paragraphs 1 through 25 of this Complaint and incorporates them 

into this cause of action as though fully set fourth herein. 

32. AULEPP owed PLAINTIFF a duty of care and was required to meet or exceed a certain 

standard of care to protect PLAINTIFF from injury. 

33. In providing medical care and treatment to PLAINTIFF, AULEPP had a duty to possess 

and use that degree of learning and skill ordinarily possessed and used by osteopathic physicians 

practicing family medicine under like circumstances, and in applying this skill and learning, 

AULEPP was required to use ordinary care and diligence. 

34. Between July 18, 2008 and May 8, 2009, AULEPP failed to use that degree of learning 

and skill ordinarily possessed and used by osteopathic physicians practicing family medicine 

under like circumstances in the treatment of PLAINTIFF thereby breaching the duty owed to 

PLAINTIFF and/or deviating from the applicable standard of care in one or more of the 

following respects: 

a. Failed to timely and appropriately appreciate and react to signs and symptoms of 

PLAINTIFF'S venous thombrosis; 

b. Failed to timely and appropriately treat PLAINTIFF'S venous thombrosis; 

7 
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c. Failed to possess and use knowledge of the signs and symptoms of venous thombrosis 

for PLAINTIFF'S benefit; 

d. Failed to timely and appropriately obtain appropriate consultation with a qualified 

physician to treat PLAINTIFF'S venous thombrosis; 

e. Failed to timely and appropriately appreciate and react to signs and symptoms of 

PLAINTIFF'S pulmonary embolism; 

f. Failed to timely and appropriately treat PLAINTIFF'S pulmonary embolism; 

g. Failed to possess and use knowledge of the signs and symptoms of pulmonary 

embolism for PLAINTIFF'S benefit; and 

h. Failed to timely and appropriately obtain appropriate consultation with a qualified 

physician to treat PLAINTIFF'S pulmonary embolism. 

35. As a proximate result of one or more of the aforesaid negligent acts and/or omissions, 

each of which constitutes a breach of the applicable standard of care by AULEPP, PLAINTIFF 

was injured and sustained pecuniary damages including, but not limited to, conscious pain and 

suffering, medical bills, lost earning capacity and loss of normal life. 

WHEREFORE, PLAINTIFF prays for judgment against DEFENDANT as follows: 

I. For $20,000,000.00 in damages for: 

a. Medical, incidental, hospital and service expenses, 

b. Future care and treatment expenses, 

c. Loss of earnings and diminution of earning capacity, 

d. Loss of normal life, and 

e. Diminished life expectancy; 

8 
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2. For costs of suit incurred herein and prejudgment interest; and 

3. For such other and further relief as the Court deems just and proper. 

Dated: May 25, 2012 

DANIEL HUDSON 

By: s/ Thomas G. Gardiner 

Thomas G. Gardiner 
Gardiner Koch Weisberg & Wrona 
53 West Jackson Boulevard, Suite 950 
Chicago, Illinois 60604 
(312) 362-0000 
Atty. No. 29637 

One of his Attorneys 

9 
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IN THE UNITED ST A TES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF KANSAS 

DANIEL HUDSON, 

Plaintiff, 

vs. Case No. 12-3258-JAR-KGS 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 

Defendant. 

STIPULATION OF DISMISSAL PURSUANT TO FED. R. CIV. P. 41(a)(l)(A)(ii) 

Plaintiff Daniel Hudson, by and through his attorney John R. Wrona of Gardiner, Koch, 

Weisberg & Wrona, and Defendant United States of America by and through Barry R. Grissom, 

United States Attorney for the District of Kansas, and Thomas E. Beall, Assistant United States 

Attorney, hereby stipulate the above-captioned case has been settled, and therefore should be 

dismissed with prejudice. It is further stipulated that each party shall be responsible for its own costs 

and attorney's fees incurred in the above-captioned case. 

IT IS SO STIPULATED. 

s/ John R. Wrona 
JOHN R. WRONA 
Gardiner, Koch, Weisberg & Wrona 
53 West Jackson Blvd., Suite 950 
Chicago, IL 60604 
Telephone: (312) 362-0000 
F acsim i I e: (312) 3 62-0440 
E-mail: jwrona(w,gkww law .corn 

Attorney for Plaintiff 

Executed this --1..1.:'.'._ day of January , 20 1 5. 

BARRY R. GRISSOM 
United States Attorney 
District of Kansas 

s/ Thomas E Beall 
THOMAS E. BEALL 
Assistant United States Attorney 
Ks. S.Ct. No. 19929 
Federal Building, Suite 290 
444 S.E. Quincy Street 
Topeka, Kansas 66683 
Telephone: (785) 295-2850 
Facsimile: (785) 295-2853 
E-mail: thomas.beall(a;usdoj .gov 
Attorneys for Defendant 

Executed this~ day of January, 2015. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SER VICE 

The undersigned hereby certifies that on January 14, 2015, the foregoing document was 

electronically filed with the Clerk of the Court by using the CM/ECF system, which will send a 

notice of electronic filing to the following: 

Micah Jon Hughes, mhughcs{{tlgkwwlaw.com, Attorney for Plaintiff 
Ronald P. Pope, ron@ralstonpope.com, Attorney for Plaintiff 
Thomas B. Diehl, tom(a;ralstonpope.com, Attorney for Plaintiff 
Thomas Gardiner, tgardiner(d;,gkwwlaw.com, Attorney for Plaintiff 
John R. Wrona, jwrona(a),gkwwlaw.com, Attorney for Plaintiff 

s/ Thomas E. Beall 
THOMAS E. BEALL 
Assistant United States Attorney 
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DANIEL HUDSON, 

V. 

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF KANSAS 

Plaintiff, 

Civil Action No. 12-3258-DDC-KGS 

UNITED STA TES OF AMERICA, 

Defendant 

STIPULATION FOR COMPROMISE SETTLEMENT AND RELEASE OF 
FEDERAL TORT CLAIMS ACT CLAIMS PURSUANT TO 28 U.S.C. § 2677 

It is hereby stipulated by and between the undersigned Plaintiff Daniel Hudson (meaning 

any person, other than Defendant and the attorneys, signing this agreement, whether or not a 

party to this civil action), and the United States of America, by and through their respective 

attorneys, as follows: 

I. The parties do hereby agree to settle and compromise each and every claim of any 

kind, whether known or unknown, arising directly or indirectly from the acts or omissions that 

gave rise to the above-captioned action under the tenns and conditions set forth in this 

Settlement Agreement. 

2. The United States of America agrees to pay the sum of $500,000.00, which sum 

shall be in full settlement and satisfaction of any and all claims, demands, rights, and causes of 

action of whatsoever kind and nature, arising from, and by reason of any and all known and 

unknown, foreseen and unforeseen bodily and personal injuries, damage to property and the 

consequences thereof, resulting, and to result, from the subject matter of this settlement, 

including any claims for wrongful death, for which Plaintiff or his guardians, heirs, executors, 



administrators, or assigns, and each of them, now have or may hereafter acquire against the 

United States of America, its agents, servants, and employees. 

3. Plaintiff and his guardians, heirs, executors, administrators or assigns hereby 

agree to accept the sums set forth in this Stipulation of Compromise Settlement in full settlement, 

satisfaction, and release of any and all claims, demands, rights, and causes of action of 

whatsoever kind and nature, including claims for wrongful death, arising from, and by reason of 

any and all known and unknown, foreseen and unforeseen bodily and personal injuries, damage 

to property and the consequences thereof which he may have or hereafter acquire against the 

United States of America, its agents, servants and employees on account of the same subject 

matter that gave rise to the above-captioned action, including any future claim or lawsuit of any 

kind or type whatsoever, whether known or unknown, and whether for compensatory or 

exemplary damages. Plaintiff and his guardians, heirs, executors, administrators or assigns 

further agree to reimburse, indemnify and hold harmless the United States of America, its agents, 

servants, and employees from and against any and all such causes of action, claims, liens, rights, 

or subrogated or contribution interests incident to or resulting from further litigation or the 

prosecution of claims by Plaintiff or his guardians, heirs, executors, administrators or assigns 

against any third party or against the United States, including claims for wrongful death. 

4. This stipulation for compromise settlement is not, is in no way intended to be, and 

should not be construed as, an admission of liability or fault on the part of the United States, its 

agents, servants, or employees, and it is specifically denied that they are liable to Plaintiff. This -

settlement is entered into by all parties for the purpose of compromising disputed claims under 

the Federal Tort Claims Act and avoiding the expenses and risks of further litigation. 

2 



5. It is also agreed, by and among the parties, that the respective parties will each 

bear their o\¥11. costs, fees, and expenses and that any attorney's fees owed by Plaintiff will be 

paid out of the settlement amount and not in addition thereto. 

6. It is also understood by and among the parties that pursuant to Title 28, United 

States Code, Section 2678, attorney's fees for services rendered in connection with this action 

shall not exceed 25 per centum of the amount of the compromise settlement. 

7. The persons signing this Settlement Agreement warrant and represent that they 

possess full authority to bind the persons on whose behalf they are signing to the terms of the 

settlement, In the event Plaintiff is a minor or a legally incompetent adult, Plaintiff must obtain 

Court approval of the settlement at his expense. Plaintiff agrees to obtain such approval in a 

timely manner: time being of the essence. Plaintiff further agrees that the United States may 

void this settlement at its option in the event such approval is not obtained in a timely manner. 

In the event Plaintiff fails to obtain such Court approval, the entire Stipulation For Compromise 

Settlement And Release and the compromise settlement are null and void, 

8. Payment of the settlement amount will be made by check drawn on the Treasury 

of the United States for five hundred thousand dollars ($500,000.00) and made payable to Daniel 

Hudson (Plaintiff) and Gardiner, Koch, Weisberg, and Wrona (Plaintiff's Attorney). The check 

will be mailed to Plaintiffs attorney at the following address: Gardiner, Koch, Weisberg, and 

Wrona, 53 W. Jackson Blvd., Suite 950, Chicago, IL 60604. Plaintiff's attorney agrees to 

distribute the settlement proceeds among Plaintiff, and to obtain a dismissal of the 

above-captioned action with prejudice, with each party bearing its own fees, costs, and expenses. 

3 



9. The parties agree that this Stipulation for Compromise Settlement and Release, 

including all the terms and conditions of this compromise settlement and any additional 

agreements relating thereto, may be made public in their entirety, and Plaintiff expressly 

consents to such release and disclosure pursuant to 5 U.S.C. § 552a(b). 

I 0. It is contemplated that this Stipulation may be executed in several counterparts, 

with a separate signature page for each party. All such counterparts and signature pages, 

together, shall be deemed to be one document. 

c-v~uted this ~I'd- day of g5 ?-t"--<',d>: ~--~"'-"-. /" ,----~ $ __ " ," -------~-----
--IBOMAS'E. BEALL 

Assistant United States Attorney 
District of Kansas 
Attorney for Defendant United States of America 

Executed this lft!/J_ day of ~ 
fGl...----

iner, Koch, Weisberg, and Wrona 
Attorney for Plaintiff Daniel Hudson 

2014. 

, 2014. 

Executed this_\ _6_ day of ~~:fffifr()014. 

DANIEL HUDSON 
DOB: 07-18-1972 
SSN: 354-80-7805 
Plaintiff 

4 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLORADO 

Judge Christine M. Arguello 

Civil Action No. 11-cv-02484-CMA-BNB 

BENJAMIN GODFREY CHIPPS, SR., 

Plaintiff, 

V. 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 

Defendant. 

ORDER OF DISMISSAL WITH PREJUDICE 

Pursuant to and in accordance with Fed. R. Civ. P. 41 (a)(i)(A)(ii) and the 

Stipulation for Dismissal (Doc.# 54), signed by the attorneys for the parties hereto, 

it is 

ORDERED that this case is DISMISSED WITH PREJUDICE, each party to pay 

his or its own costs and attorney fees. It is 

FURTHER ORDERED that the Final Trial Preparation Conference, set for 

January 24, 2014, at 10:00 AM, and the five-day trial to the Court, set to commence 

January 27, 2014, are VACATED. 

DATED: January 15 , 2014 

BY THE COURT: 

CHRISTINE M. ARGUELLO 
United States District Court Judge 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
CENTRAL DISTRICT OF ILLINOIS 

TONY HILDEBRAND, 

Plaintiff, 

V. 

UNITED STATES OF AM:ERICA, 
ASSISTANT WARDEN JONES, 
WARDEN RICARDO RIOS, 
DR. SCOTT MOATS, ASSISTANT 
HEALTH SERVICES 
ADMINISTRATOR DILTELMAN, 
HEALTH SERVICES 
ADMINISTRATOR FREDDY 
GARRIDO, and AS-YET 
UNIDENTIFIED FEDERAL BUREAU 
OF PRISON EMPLOYEES, 

Defendants. JURY TRIAL DEMANDED 

COMPLAINT 

NOW COMES Plaintiff, TONY HILDEBRAND, by and through his attorneys, 

Smith, Johnson & Antholt, LLC, and complaining of Defendants, UNITED STATED 

OF AM:ERICA, WARDEN RICARDO RIOS, ASSISTANT WARDEN JONES, DR. 

SCOTT MOATS, ASSISTANT HEALTH SERVICES ADMINISTRATOR 

DILTELMAN, HEALTH SERVICES ADMINISTRATOR FREDDY GARRIDO and 

AS-YET UNIDENTIFIED FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISON EMPLOYEES as 

follows: 
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Introduction 

1. This civil action is brought pursuant to the Federal Tort Claims Act 

("FTCA"); in addition, this action is brought pursuant to Bivens v. Six Unknown 

Agents, 403 U.S. 388 (1971) ("Bivens"), to redress the deprivation under color of law 

of Plaintiffs rights as secured by the United States Constitution. 

Jurisdiction & Venue 

2. This Court has jurisdiction of the action pursuant to FTCA, 28 U.S.C. § 

2671 et seq,; 28 U.S.C. Sections 1331 and 1332; and Bivens v. Six Unknown 

Agents, 403 U.S. 388 (1971), because the case arises under the Constitution and law 

of the United States. 

3. A Claim Form 95 was timely filed on the Bureau of Prisons and was 

denied on March 29, 2013. A copy is attached as Exhibit A. 

4. Venue is proper under 28 U.S.C. § 1391(b). The events giving rise to 

Plaintiffs claims occurred within this judicial district; in addition, all of the 

Defendants are employed within this judicial district. 

Parties 

5. Plaintiff Tony Hildebrand was at all times mentioned in this complaint 

a federal prisoner in the custody of the United States Attorney General. Plaintiff 

presently resides in Lake in the Hills, Illinois. 

6. Defendant Dr. Scott Moats is and was at all times mentioned in this 

complaint a citizen of Illinois and an employee of the United States Department of 

Justice, Federal Bureau of Prisons and assigned to the Federal Correctional 

2 
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Institution at Pekin, Illinois. Dr. Moats is the Medical Director and was responsible 

for Plaintiffs medical care. Dr. Moats engaged in the conduct complained of in the 

scope of his employment and under color of law. He is sued in his individual 

capacity. 

7. Defendant Mr. Diltelman is and was at all times mentioned in this 

complaint a citizen of Illinois and an employee of the United States Department of 

Justice, Federal Bureau of Prisons and assigned to the Federal Correctional 

Institution at Pekin, Illinois. Defendant Diltelman is the Assistant Health Services 

Administrator and was responsible for Plaintiffs medical care. Defendant 

Diltelman engaged in the conduct complained of in the scope of his employment and 

under color of law. He is sued in his individual capacity 

8. Defendant Ricardo Rios is and was at all times mentioned in this 

complaint a citizen of Illinois and an employee of the United States Department of 

Justice, Federal Bureau of Prisons and assigned to the Federal Correctional 

Institution at Pekin, Illinois. Defendant Rios is the Warden of FCI-Pekin, he 

engaged in the conduct complained of in the scope of his employment and under 

color oflaw. He is sued in his individual capacity and is sued in his individual 

capacity. 

9. Assistant Warden Jones is and was at all times mentioned in this 

complaint a citizen of Illinois and an employee of the United States Department of 

Justice, Federal Bureau of Prisons and assigned to the Federal Correctional 

Institution at Pekin, Illinois. Defendant Jones is the Assistant Warden of FCI-

3 
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Pekin, she engaged in the conduct complained of in the scope of his employment and 

under color oflaw. She is sued in her individual capacity. 

10. Defendant Freddy Garrido is and was at all times mentioned in this 

complaint a citizen of Illinois and an employee of the United States Department of 

Justice, Federal Bureau of Prisons and assigned to the Federal Medical Center at 

Lexington, Kentucky. Defendant Freddy Garrido is the Health Services 

Administrator and was responsible for Plaintiffs medical care, he engaged in the 

conduct complained of in the scope of his employment and under color oflaw. He is 

sued in his individual capacity. 

11. Defendant United States of America, through the United States 

Department of Justice, Federal Bureau of Prisons, is responsible for the overall 

operations of FCI-Pekin and for the medical care provided to Plaintiff. 

Background 

12. On or about April 22, 2011, Plaintiff injured his left knee while in 

federal custody awaiting his sentencing and designation to a federal correctional 

facility. 

13. Following the injury, Plaintiffs knee swelled and he suffered from 

severe pain, inhibiting his ability to walk or bear weight on his left leg. 

14. At the time, Plaintiff was provided with a cloth brace for his knee. This 

brace did not provide sufficient support to prevent his knee from buckling. 

4 
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15. The initial orthopedic evaluation of the injury found, "significant 

internal derangement of the left knee that is questionably a locked bucket-handle 

tear of the meniscus." 

16. An MRI confirmed the injury, finding (1) an anterior cruciate ligament 

tear; (2) bucket-handle tear of the posterior horn and body of the lateral meniscus 

with a flipped fragment within the intercondylar notch and adjacent to the anterior 

horn of the lateral meniscus; (3) horizontal undersurface tear of the posterior horn 

of the medial meniscus; and (4) knee joint effusion. 

17. On June 23, 2011, Dr. Puccinelli, the physician who conducted the 

orthopedic evaluation, gave the following plan of care, "knee arthroscopy with ACL 

reconstruction with menisectomy, possible Chondroplasty of the left knee." 

18. Two weeks later, on or about July 6, 2011, Plaintiff was transferred to 

the Federal Correctional Institution in Pekin, Illinois. 

19. On July 11, 2011, Plaintiff was evaluated by Defendant Dr. Scott 

Moats, who also had access to the prior medical reports that were transferred with 

Plaintiff. 

20. Dr. Moats placed Plaintiff on restricted medical status due to the 

"ongoing evaluation of acute left kneed injury." 

21. Upon arrival, and continuing thereafter, Plaintiff began requesting 

medical treatment. When his requests for treatment were ignored or denied, 

Plaintiff submitted grievances. Each of those grievances was denied. 

5 
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22. Plaintiff also began to experience significant pain in his right knee due 

to the increased pressure on that knee and multiple falls. His complaints and 

requests for treatment for that knee were all denied and/or ignored. 

23. Plaintiff requested that the cloth brace originally issued to him be 

replaced with a proper orthopedic brace to stabilize his left knee and ease the 

pressure on his right knee. Those requests were all denied and/or ignored for more 

than three months. 

24. Plaintiff was forced to walk each step in fear that his knee would 

buckle, causing him to lose balance, fall, and sustain further injuries. This fear had 

been realized on multiple occasions. 

25. Despite his numerous requests, Plaintiff was not seen by the facility's 

orthopedic specialist, Dr. Clark, for two months. 

26. On September 7, 2011, Dr. Clark evaluated Plaintiff and agreed with 

Dr. Puccinelli's finding that Plaintiffs condition required surgical intervention. 

27. Defendant Dr. Moats, however, denied Plaintiff the necessary surgery. 

Plaintiffs attempts to appeal that decision were denied. 

28. Defendant Mr. Diltelman, the Assistant Health Services 

Administrator, was also aware of Plaintiffs condition, ongoing complaints, and the 

failure to provide the necessary medical treatment including that Plaintiff regularly 

spoke directly to Mr. Dilte1man regarding his ongoing condition, pain and the need 

for medical treatment. 

6 
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29. When Plaintiff reached out to Assistant Warden Jones about the 

ongoing denials of medical treatment and his worsening condition, her response was 

that BOP would not provide the necessary surgery because Plaintiffs condition was 

not life threatening. 

30. Not until approximately late October, 2011 was Plaintiff finally 

provided with an orthopedic brace for his knee. While the new brace helped to 

prevent future falls, it did not lessen the pain or treat the injuries now incurred to 

both knees. 

31. Defendants were on notice that the passing time without the necessary 

surgery directly decreased the chances that any eventual surgery could successfully 

treat the injury. 

32. Additionally, on November 14, 2011, correspondence to Warden Rios 

and Dr. Moats on Plaintiffs behalf put the warden directly on notice of the failure to 

provide necessary medical treatment. The notice to Warden Rios also included a 

description of Plaintiffs pain and suffering and that further delay would likely lead 

to further injury and potentially permanent physical disability. 

33. Throughout his six months at Pekin, Plaintiff suffered from severe 

pain. Despite his complaints and requests, Plaintiff was not treated with anything 

stronger than ibuprofen. 

34. Throughout his six months at Pekin, Plaintiffs left knee injury did not 

improve and the condition of his right knee deteriorated. Plaintiff continued to 

7 
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make requests for the necessary medical treatment for both knees. All of those 

requests were denied. 

35. BOP health services records document that medical staff were on 

notice that the ibuprofen was not addressing Plaintiffs pain as early as September 

2011. 

36. In Plaintiff continued to complain about the pain and his inability to 

function, as we11 his fear that further injury was being caused to his knee, directly 

to Dr. Moats and Mr. Diltelman, as we11 as other correctional and medical staff. 

37. On January 12, 2012, over eight months since the injury occurred, 

Plaintiff was transferred to the Federal Medical Center in Lexington, Kentucky. 

38. At the Federal Medical Center, Defendant Health Services 

Administrator Freddy Garrido was responsible for obtaining the necessary medical 

treatment for Plaintiff. 

39. Defendant Health Services Administrator Freddy Garrido was aware 

that Plaintiff was transferred to their facility due to his knee injury and the need 

for surgery. 

40. Despite this knowledge, Mr. Hildebrand was not given the orthopedic 

evaluation required for the surgery for another three months. 

41. With appropriate and timely surgical intervention, an injury such as 

Plaintiffs can be repaired and use of the knee regained. 

42. Because Plaintiff did not receive timely necessary treatment at either 

Pekin or the Federal Medical Center, the injury to his knee became irreparable. 

8 
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43. On April 16, 2012, Mr. Hildebrand was evaluated by Dr. Darren 

Johnson at the University of Kentucky who stated, among other things: 

The main thing with his knee is he has had his lateral meniscus 
sitting in the middle of the knee since May of last year. I am not 
sure of my ability to fix it, based on the fact that is has been in the 
middle of his knee at least from this MRI scan it was at that time. 
Obviously we will do everything we can to save it but his entire 
lateral meniscus is sitting there for the last 11 months. 

44. The surgery was finally performed on June 12, 2012, over a year after 

the first MRI was taken and Dr. Puccinelli recommended surgery. 

45. As Dr. Johnson had feared, due to the "chronicity of approximately 12 

months of being bucketed, [he] could not do a meniscus repair" and instead was 

forced to "perform• a near-total lateral meniscectomy of approximately 90% of the 

meniscus." 

46. It is well established and known that there is a direct relationship 

between the amount of meniscus tissue that is surgically removed and the load 

distribution across the knee. Therefore, since the majority of tissue was removed 

(90%), Plaintiffs knee is now considerably less able to sustain the load of walking, 

running, and other activities of everyday life. This is especially problematic since 

Mr. Hildebrand's previously work experience has been in the labor field

specifically, the heating and cooling industry. 

4 7. In addition, with uneven load distribution, degeneration of his knee 

joint will happen at a faster pace than it would with an intact meniscus. Thus, 

9 
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whereas Mr. Hildebrand is already suffering from arthritis, he will likely also have 

to have a knee replacement at a much younger age than normal. 

48. As a result of the unnecessary delay in appropriate and necessary 

medical treatment, at the age of thirty-six, Mr. Hildebrand will have to live the 

remainder of his natural life with a permanent disability. 

herein 

Count J: Failure to Provide Medical Attention 
Eighth Amendment - Bivens Action 

49. Each of the foregoing paragraphs is incorporated as if fully restated 

50. As described more fully above, the injury to Plaintiffs his knee and the 

resulting pain constituted objectively serious and obvious medical needs. 

51. Defendants, acting under color oflaw, were deliberately indifferent to 

Plaintiffs condition; they knew of the substantial risk of serious harm under which 

he was placed, and they consciously disregarded that risk by failing to take timely 

measures to respond to it. 

52. Defendants' deliberate indifference to Plaintiffs serious medical need 

constituted the unnecessary and wanton infliction of pain and injury forbidden by 

the Eighth Amendment of the United States Constitution. 

53. Defendants' conduct caused Plaintiff injuries, including physical injury 

and emotional distress. 

10 
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Count 11: Medical Malpractice 
Federal Tort Claims Act 

54. Each of the foregoing paragraphs is incorporated as if fully restated 

herein. 

55. At all relevant times hereto, Defendants were under a duty to exercise 

the skill and care that was expected by physicians and healthcare providers in 

treatment the condition of Plaintiff. 

56. Notwithstanding its duty to provide necessary medical treatment and 

to exercise the skill and care that was expected by physicians and healthcare 

providers, Defendant United States of America, by and through its agents and 

employees, were negligent in the treatment of Plaintiffs condition in one or more of 

the of the following ways: (1) failed to provide the necessary surgical intervention 

for Plaintiffs left knee; (2) failed to diagnose or treat the injury to Plaintiffs right 

knee; and (3) failed to provide necessary pain management. 

57. That as a direct and proximate cause of each of the aforesaid acts of 

negligence and/or omissions of the Defendant United States of America, by and 

through its agents and employees, Plaintiff suffered permanent disability to his left 

knee, pain and injury to his right knee, physical pain and suffering, and emotional 

distress. 

58. Attached as Exhibit Bis the 2-6222 report of the reviewing health 

professional and supporting affidavit. 

11 
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Count 111: Negligence 
Federal Tort Claims Act 

59. Each of the foregoing paragraphs is incorporated as if fully restated 

herein. 

60. At all relevant times hereto, each of the Defendants were under a duty 

to exercise reasonable care and caution to prevent injury and wanton pain to 

Plaintiff including an obligation to obtain necessary medical treatment for Plaintiff. 

61. Notwithstanding its duty, Defendant United States of America, by and 

through its agents and employees, was negligent in the treatment of Plaintiffs 

condition in one or more of the of the following ways: (1) failed to provide the 

necessary surgical intervention for Plaintiffs left knee; (2) failed to diagnose or 

treat the injury to Plaintiffs right knee; and (3) failed to provide necessary pain 

management. 

62. That as a direct and proximate cause of each of the aforesaid acts of 

negligence and/or omissions of the Defendant United States of America, by and 

through its agents and employees, Plaintiff suffered permanent disability to his left 

knee, pain and injury to his right knee, physical pain and suffering, and emotional 

distress. 

63. Attached as Exhibit Bis the 2-6222 report of the reviewing health 

professional and the supporting affidavit. 

12 
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PLAINTIFF DEMANDS TRIAL BY JURY. 

Amanda Antholt 
Christopher Smith 
James Barany k 
Emily J. Stine 
Smith, Johnson & Antholt, LLC 
112 S. Sangamon Street, 3rd Floor 
Chicago, IL 60607 
312 .432. 0400 
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RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED, 

Isl Amanda Antholt 
By: An Attorney for Plaintiff 
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Office of Regional Counsel 

Emily J. Stine 
Smith, Johnson & Antholt, LLC 
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Clerk, U.S. District Court, ILCD 

U.S. Department of Justice 
Federal Bureau of Prisons 

Norlh Central Regional Office 

400 State Avenue 
Tower II, Suite 800 
Kansas City, KS 66101 

Re: Administrative Claim Number TRT-NCR-2013-00335 (Tony Hildebrand) 
Personal Injury: $475,000.00 

CERTIFIED NUMBER 7012 3050 00011646 2907 

Dear Ms. Stine: 

Your above referenced tort claim filed on behalf of Tony Hildebrand has been 
considered for administrative review pursuant to 28 C.F.R. § 0.172, Authority: Federal 
Tort Claims and 28 C.F.R. Part 14, Administrative Claims Under Federal Tort Claims 
Act. Investigation of your claim did not reveal Mr. Hildebrand suffered any personal 
injury as a result of the negligent acts or omissions of Bureau of Prisons employees 
acting within the scope of their employment. 

As a result of this investigation, your claim is denied. This memorandum serves 
as a notification of final denial under 28 C.F.R. § 14.9, Final Denial of Claim. If you are 
dissatisfied with our agency's action, you may file suit in an appropriate U.S. District 
Court no later than six months after the date of mailing of this notification. 

Sincerely, 

,{~ 
Richard W. Schott 
Regional Counsel 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
CENTRAL DISTRICT OF ILLINOIS 

TONY HILDEBRAND, 

Plaintiff, 

V. 

UNITED STATES OF AM:ERICA, 
ASSISTANT WARDEN JONES, 
WARDEN RICARDO RIOS, 
DR. SCOTT MOATS, ASSISTANT 
HEALTH SERVICES ADMINISTRATOR 
DILTELMAN, HEALTH SERVICES 
ADMINISTRATOR FREDDY GARRIDO, 
and AS-YET UNIDENTIFIED 
FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISON 
EMPLOYEES, 

Defendants. JURY TRIAL DEMANDED 

AFFIDAVIT OF AMANDA C. ANTHOLT 
IN COMPLIANCE WITH 735 ILCS 5/2-622 

Amanda Antholt, an attorney admitted in the State of Illinois and Central 

District of Illinois, hereby states and affirms the following: 

L I, Amanda Antholt, am an attorney licensed in the state of Illinois and 

partner at Smith, Johnson & Antholt, LLC. My firm represents Tony Hildebrand in 

this action. 

2. I have consulted and reviewed the facts of the case with Dr. Michael 

Treister, M.D., a licensed and practicing orthopedic surgeon based in Chicago, IL. 

Dr. Treister is knowledgeable about the relevant issues involved in this action, 

practices in the same area of health care that is at issue in this action, and is 

qualified by 40 years of experience and demonstrated competence treating knee and 

other orthopedic injuries. 
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3. Dr. Treister has determined in his written report, after a review of the 

medical record and other relevant material involved in this action that there is a 

reasonable and meritorious cause for the filing of such action. His report is attached 

hereto. 

4. I have concluded on the basis of Dr. Treister's review and consultation 

that there is a reasonable and meritorious cause for filing of this action. 

Subscribed and sworn to before me on this 

OFFICIAL SEAL 
CHRISTOPHER SMITH 

Notary Public - State of Hlinois 
My Commission Expires Apr 28, 2015 

2 

Further affiant sayeth naught, 

Amanda Antholt 
Smith, Johnson & Antholt, LLC 
112 S. Sangamon St. 
Chicago, IL 60607 
Tel: 312.432.044 
Email: amanda@lawsja.com 
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TREISTER ORTHOPAEDIC SERVICES LTD. 

MICHAEL ROY TREISTER, M.D. 
F.AAO.S., F AC$,. F.1.C,S. 
Diplo~e American Board of 
Orthopaedic Surgery 
Medical Director 
Orthopaedic and Hend Surgery 

DtANc RAMOS 
Office Mar13ger 

0

ALBERTO GONZALEZ 
Certified Orthopaedic T e<:hnlclan 

CARMEN GARCIA 
Patient Care Coordinator 

PE:TAA PORRATA 
Medical Records Coo1dinator 

~·, ST, EUZABETH PRO~ESSIONAI. P~ 
1431 NORTH WESTERN AVENUE 
SUITE510 
CHICAGO. ILUNOIS 60$22 
PHON(;; 31Mi3.'l-5S66 
FAX: 3121633-586 7 
E:•MAIL.; d rtreister@amenrech.111:11. 

May 5, 2013 

Ms. Amanda Antholt 
Smith, Johnson & Antholt, LLC 
112 S. Sangamon St., 3rd Floor 
Chicago, IL 60607 

RE: Tony Hildebrand 
Our file #72736 

To whom it may concern: 

I am an actively practicing board certified Chicago based orthopaedic surgeon with 
40 years of clinical experience treating !<nee injuries the same as and very similar to 
those sustained by Tony Hildebrand while he was incarcerated in April of 2011. I 
have personally performed thousands of arthroscopic surgeries during my 
professional career. I am very familiar with the pathophysiology of those injuries, as 
well as their short and long term sequella. 

To a high degree of medical and orthopaedic certainty, the left knee injuries 
sustwned by Tony Hildebrand in April of201 l required urgent orthopaedic surgical 
treatment in order to avoid ongoing knee instability and knee pain as well as 
potential additional injuries (such as occurred to the opposite right knee) and in order 
to a-void future osteoerthritic deterioration of the left lmee. 

The acceptable standards of medical care demand that a displaced bucket handle tear 
of the lateral meniscus be urgently appropriately surgically treated. The acceptable 
standards of medical care demand that an anterior cruciate ligament tear and that a 
sprain of the medial collateral ligament be urgently appropriately treated. 

Mi'. Tony Hildebrand, while incarcerated, for over one year, received neither 
appropriate conservative nor appropriate surgical treatment for his injured left lmee. 
As such, there was a clear and obvious violation of the acceptable standards of 
medical care. 

The negligence extends to the medical personnel who evaluated and communicated 
with Mt'. Hildebrand including nurses, doctors, other medical staff, and their 
administrators. Axiy nurse, physician, physician assistant1 or other medical personnel 
should have known that a displace.d. bucket handle tear of a meniscus.is a surgically 
urgent condition, and that the failure to deal urgently with that component of Mr. 
Hildebrand's knee injury would, much more likely than not, lead to premature 
arthritic knee deterioration with time passage. Likewise. the failure to properly 
immobilize and splint a complete tear of the anterior cruciate ligament and/or a 
sprain of the medial collateral ligament is likely to have similar consequences. 



MT/ds 
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freister, M.D., F.A.A.O.S., F.A.C.S., F.I.C.S. 
and Hand Surgeon 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE CENTRAL DISTRICT OF ILLINOIS, PEORIA DIVISION 

TONY HILDEBRAND, 

Plaintiff, 

V. 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
WARDEN RICARDO RIOS, 
ASSISTANT WARDEN TAMMY 
JONES, DR. SCOTT MOATS, 
ASSISTANT HEALTH SERVICES 
ADMINISTRATOR DAVID 
DILTELMAN, and HEALTH 
SERVICES ADMINISTRATOR 
FREDDY GARRIDO, 

Defendants. 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

No. 13-cv-1233 

REPORT AND RECOMMENDATION 

BYRON G. CUDMORE, U.S. MAGISTRATE JUDGE: 

This matter comes before the Court for a Report and 

Recommendation on Defendant Freddy Garrido's Motion to Dismiss 

(die 23) (Motion). For the reasons set forth below, this Court recommends 

that Motion should be ALLOWED in part. The claims against Garrido 

should be dismissed for lack of personal jurisdiction, and the request to 

dismiss for improper venue should be denied as moot. 

Page 1 of 12 
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STATEMENT OF FACTS 

Plaintiff Tony Hildebrand alleges that on April 22, 2011, he injured 

his left knee while in federal custody awaiting sentencing and designation 

to a correctional facility. On June 23, 2011, an orthopedic surgeon 

evaluated his knee and recommended surgery. On July 6, 2011, 

Hildebrand was transferred to the Federal Correctional Institution in Pekin, 

Illinois (FCI Pekin) operated by the Federal Bureau of Prisons (BOP). 

Hildebrand stayed at FCI Pekin until January 12, 2012. Hildebrand alleges 

that the individual defendants who worked at FCI Pekin were deliberately 

indifferent toward his knee injury and refused to provide him with the 

recommended surgery. 

On January 12, 2012, Hildebrand was transferred to Federal Medical 

Center in Lexington, Kentucky (FMC Lexington), also operated by the BOP. 

Defendant Garrido was the Health Services Administrator at FMC 

Lexington. Upon Hildebrand's arrival at FMC Lexington, Garrido "was 

responsible for obtaining the necessary medical treatment for Plaintiff." 

Complaint (die 1 ), ,r 38. Hildebrand alleges, "Defendant Health Services 

Administrator Freddy Garrido was aware that Plaintiff was transferred to 

their facility due to his knee injury and the need for surgery." kL_, 1j 39. 

Page 2 of 12 
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On June 12, 2012, the surgeons at FMC Lexington operated on 

Hildebrand's knee. Hildebrand alleges that the defendants waited too long 

to perform the necessary surgery, and as a result, the surgery was not 

successful and the damage to his knee is now irreparable. kh, 111142-48. 

Hildebrand brings a claim against Garrido and the other individual 

defendants for deliberate indifference to his serious medical condition in 

violation of his Eighth Amendment right to be free from cruel and unusual 

punishment. Hildebrand brings these claims pursuant to Bivens v. Six 

Unknown Named Agents of Federal Bureau of Narcotics, 403 U.S. 388 

(1971 ). Complaint, Count I. Hildebrand also brings claims against the 

United States under the Federal Tort Claims Act, 28 U.S.C. § 2671 et seq. 

Id., Counts II and Ill. 

Hildebrand alleges that Garrido "is and was at all times mentioned in 

this complaint a citizen of Illinois and an employee [at FMC Lexington]." 

k1,, 1110. Hildebrand alleges that the other individual defendants are 

citizens of Illinois and are employed at FCI Pekin. k1,, 11116-9. 

Garrido moves to dismiss for lack of personal jurisdiction and for 

improper venue. Fed. R. Civ. P. 12(b)(2) and 12(b)(3). Garrido submits a 

declaration in which he declares that he is a citizen of Kentucky, works at 

FMC Lexington, and has no connection to Illinois, "I have no connection 

Page 3 of 12 
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with the state of Illinois. I do not own any real or personal property within 

Illinois. I do not, nor have I ever, worked or resided in the State of Illinois." 

Memorandum in Support of Defendant Garrido's Motion to Dismiss (die 

24), attached Declaration of Freddy Garrido, ,r 4. 

ANALYSIS 

Garrido moves to dismiss for lack of personal jurisdiction. Once 

Garrido makes this motion, Hildebrand bears the burden to establish that 

personal jurisdiction exists. Purdue Research Foundation v. Sanofi

Synthelabo, S.A., 338 F.3d 773, 782 (ih Cir. 2003). The Court may 

consider matters outside the pleadings to determine whether personal 

jurisdiction exists. Nelson by Carson v. Park Industries, Inc., 717 F.2d 

1120, 1123 (ih Cir. 1983). 

This Court's personal jurisdiction in this case is limited to the personal 

jurisdiction of the courts of the state in which this Court sits, Illinois. Fed. R. 

Civ. P. 4(k)(1)(A); see Omni Capital Intern., Ltd. v. Rudolf Wolff & Co., Ltd., 

484 U.S. 97, 107 (1987). Under Illinois law, Illinois courts "may ... 

exercise jurisdiction on any ... basis now or hereafter permitted by the 

Illinois Constitution and the Constitution of the United States." 735 ILCS 

5/2-209(c). No operative difference exists between the Illinois and United 

States Constitution with respect to the limits of personal jurisdiction. Thus, 

Page 4 of 12 
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the limits on this Court's personal jurisdiction are governed by federal due 

process principles. See Mobile Anesthesiologists Chicago. LLC v. 

Anesthesia Assocs. of Houston Metroplex. P.A., 623 F.3d 440, 443 

(ih Cir. 2010). 

Due process limits this Court's jurisdiction to parties who can 

reasonably foresee, as a result of their own actions, that they could be 

haled into this Court. A defendant must purposefully establish some 

minimum contacts with the forum state to make personal jurisdiction 

reasonably foreseeable, "[T]here must be some act by which the defendant 

purposely avails itself of the privilege of conducting activities within the 

forum State, thus invoking the benefits and protections of its laws." Hanson 

v. Denckla, 357 U.S. 235, 253 (1958). The Supreme Court later explained, 

"This 'purposeful availment' requirement ensures that a defendant will not 

be haled into a jurisdiction solely as a result of 'random,' fortuitous,' or 

attenuated contacts, or of the 'unilateral activities of another party or third 

person."' Burger King Corp. v. Rudzewicz, 471 U.S. 462, 475 (1985) 

(internal citations and footnote omitted). 

Personal jurisdiction can be general or specific. General personal 

jurisdiction means that a person can be sued in the forum based on any 

transaction that occurred anywhere. General personal jurisdiction exists 

Page 5 of 12 
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over a defendant who has such "continuous and systematic contacts" with 

a forum state that he is "constructively present ... to such a degree that it 

would be fundamentally fair" to subject the person to the forum's jurisdiction 

for resolution of any claim. Purdue Research Fund, 338 F.3d at 787. 

Specific personal jurisdiction exists when the plaintiff's claim arises out of 

or is related to the defendant's purposeful contacts with the forum state. In 

such situation, the defendant's contacts with the forum make it reasonably 

foreseeable that the defendant could be haled into the forum's courts to 

answer for his actions. See RAR, Inc. v. Turner Diesel, Ltd., 107 F.3d 

1272, 1277 (ih Cir. 1997). 

Under these principles, Hildebrand has failed to establish that this 

Court has either general or specific personal jurisdiction over Garrido. 

Hildebrand alleges that Garrido is a citizen of Illinois, but Garrido states in 

his declaration that he is a citizen of Kentucky, has no connection to Illinois. 

Garrido states that he has never lived in Illinois, never worked in Illinois, 

and does not own any property in Illinois. Hildebrand does not dispute this 

evidence and does not present any other evidence that Garrido has 

engaged in any other type of continuous and systematic contacts with 

Illinois. Therefore, Hildebrand does not attempt to establish that Garrido is 

subject to this Court's general personal jurisdiction. 

Page 6 of 12 
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Hildebrand also fails to establish specific jurisdiction. Hildebrand 

does not allege that Garrido performed any wrongful act in Illinois or 

connected to the State of Illinois. Hildebrand alleges that the BOP 

transferred Hildebrand to FMC Lexington in Kentucky, and only then did 

Garrido become responsible for securing medical treatment for Hildebrand. 

Hildebrand concedes this point in his memorandum, "Plaintiff's claims 

against Defendant Garrido arise out of his handling of Plaintiff's medical 

condition once he was transferred to the Federal Medical Center at 

Lexington for the purpose of obtaining the previously diagnosed knee 

surgery." Plaintiff's Response in Opposition to Defendant Garrido's Motion 

to Dismiss (d/e 29) (Hildebrand Memorandum), at 6. Garrido had no 

involvement in any of the alleged activity in Illinois. Hildebrand fails to 

establish that Garrido purposely availed himself of the privilege of 

conducting activities in Illinois or connected to Illinois. He fails to allege a 

basis for personal jurisdiction. 

The case is remarkably similar to the facts in Kinslow v. Pullara, 538 

F.3d 687 (ih Cir. 2008). In that case, the plaintiff was incarcerated in the 

custody of the New Mexico Department of Corrections (NMDC) and then 

transferred to the custody of the Illinois Department of Corrections (IDOC). 

The plaintiff alleged that he was denied adequate medical treatment by 

Page 7 of 12 
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defendants who worked for NMDC and by other defendants who worked for 

IDOC. The plaintiff brought suit in Illinois. The defendants who worked for 

NMDC were properly dismissed from the action because the plaintiff failed 

to present evidence that any of these defendants purposely availed himself 

of the privilege of conducting activities in Illinois. kl, at 692-93. Hildebrand 

has similarly failed to present any evidence that Garrido engaged in any 

activity that would subject him to the personal jurisdiction of Illinois courts. 

Hildebrand argues that it was foreseeable to Garrido that he would be 

sued in Illinois because Garrido's alleged conduct was a continuation of the 

alleged tortious conduct that occurred in Illinois. See Hildebrand 

Memorandum, at 5. Foreseeability alone is not sufficient, "Instead, 'the 

foreseeability that is critical to due process analysis ... is that the 

defendant's conduct and connection with the forum State are such that he 

should reasonably anticipate being haled into court there."' Burger King 

Corp., 471 U.S. at 474 (quoting World-Wide Volkswagen Corp. v. 

Woodson, 444 U.S. at 286, 295 (1980). Garrido's alleged conduct only 

occurred in Kentucky and only related to Hildebrand's medical treatment in 

Kentucky. Hildebrand does not allege that Garrido did anything in Illinois or 

connected to Illinois. 

Page 8 of 12 
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Hildebrand cites three cases in which the forum state had personal 

jurisdiction over a defendant who did not physically enter the forum state. 

In each case, however, the defendant purposely engaged in activity that 

was connected with the forum state and directed at individuals in the forum 

state. In Harley v. Harley G. Lappin, 2008 WL 4889965, at *4 (S.D. 111., 

December 16, 2009), Illinois courts had personal jurisdiction over BOP 

administrators located in Kansas City and Washington D.C., who allegedly 

violated the rights of the plaintiff, a federal prisoner located in Illinois. The 

Kansas City and D.C. administrators allegedly mishandled the prisoner's 

grievance regarding his medical treatment at the facility in Illinois where he 

was incarcerated. In Calder v. Jones, 465 U.S. 783, 788-89 (1983), 

California courts had personal jurisdiction over a Florida journalist and 

editor who wrote and edited for publication and distribution in California an 

alleged defamatory article about a California citizen, which article was 

based on information secured from sources in California. In Kennedy v. 

Freeman, 919 F.2d 126, 129-30 (10th Cir. 1990), Oklahoma courts had 

personal jurisdiction over a Texas physician who received a tissue sample 

from an Oklahoma physician taken from an Oklahoma patient. The Texas 

physician examined the sample, and communicated his alleged negligently 
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erroneous diagnosis regarding the sample to the requesting Oklahoma 

physician. 

In each of these three cases, the defendant purposely engaged in 

wrongful activity connected to the forum state. In Harley, the defendants 

handled a grievance filed by an Illinois resident about his treatment in 

Illinois. In Calder, the defendants collected information from California 

sources, wrote an article about a California resident for publication and 

distribution in California. In Kennedy, the defendant received a sample 

taken from an Oklahoma resident, made a diagnosis about the sample, and 

transmitted the diagnosis to a physician in Oklahoma. Hildebrand does not 

allege that Garrido engaged in any such activity. All of Garrido's actions 

occurred in Kentucky after the BOP transferred Hildebrand to Kentucky. 

Hildebrand makes no allegation that Garrido had any involvement in 

Hildebrand's treatment while Hildebrand was in Illinois. Therefore, these 

cases do not apply. Hildebrand fails to establish that this Court has 

personal jurisdiction over Garrido. 

Hildebrand finally argues that the interests of justice require trying this 

case in one forum, here in the Central District of Illinois. The interests of 

justice require honoring Defendant Garrido's constitutional right to due 
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process. Due process does not allow this Court to exercise personal 

jurisdiction over Defendant Garrido under these circumstances. If 

Hildebrand wishes to try these claims in a single trial, he must first bring an 

action against Garrido in a court that can properly exercise personal 

jurisdiction over Garrido, and then present his argument for consolidation of 

the cases in the interests of justice. The current claims against Garrido set 

forth in the Complaint should be dismissed for lack of personal jurisdiction. 

Dismissing the action for lack of personal jurisdiction renders Garrido's 

challenge to venue moot. 

WHEREFORE the Court recommends that Defendant Freddy 

Garrido's Motion to Dismiss (die 23) should be ALLOWED in part. The 

claims against Defendant Garrido should be dismissed without prejudice for 

lack of personal jurisdiction. The request to dismiss for improper venue 

should be denied as moot. 

The parties are advised that any objection to this Report and 

Recommendation must be filed in writing with the Clerk of the Court within 

fourteen days after service of an ECF copy of this Report and 

Recommendation. 28 U.S.C. § 636(b)(1 ). Failure to file a timely objection 
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will constitute a waiver of objections on appeal. See Video Views, Inc. v. 

Studio 21, Ltd., 797 F.2d 538, 539 (ih Cir. 1986). See Local Rule 72.2. 

ENTER: September 23, 2013 

s/ Byron G. Cudmore 
UNITED STATES MAGISTRATE JUDGE 

Page 12 of 12 
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Clerk, U.S. District Court, ILCD 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
CENTRAL DISTRICT OF ILLINOIS 

PEORIA DIVISION 

TONY HILDEBRAND, ) 
) 

Plaintiff, ) 
) 

V. ) 

) 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, et al., ) 

Defendants. ) 

ORDER 

Case No. 13-cv-1233 

This matter is before the Court on the parties' Agreed Motion to Nonsuit 

Bivens Claim (Doc. 60). For the reasons stated below, this motion is granted. 1 

On May 20, 2013, Plaintiff Tony Hildebrand filed a three-count complaint 

against the United States and five of its employees in their individual capacities. 

(Doc. 1). In the Complaint, Plaintiff alleges that federal employees working at the 

Federal Correctional Institution in Pekin, Illinois and the Federal Medical Center 

in Lexington, Kentucky failed to provide him with required medical treatment for 

his injured knee. (Id. at 2-4, 10). Plaintiff has brought his claim against the 

individual defendants pursuant to Bivens v. Six Unknown Agents, 408 U.S. 388 

(1971). He alleges that they acted under color of state law to violate his Eighth 

Amendment rights. (Id. at 10). He has also brought state law tort claims for medical 

malpractice and negligence against the United States pursuant to the Federal Tort 

Claims Act. (Id. at 11-12). 

1 Plaintiff filed a first Motion to Nonsuit Bivens Claim (Doc. 59). This first motion 
requests the same relief as the second, agreed, motion, but does not indicate 
Defendants' consent or lack of objection to the requested relief. 
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Individual Defendant David Diltelman was dismissed on November 6, 2013. 

(Nov. 6, 2013 Text Order). Plaintiff now voluntarily seeks to dismiss with prejudice 

the Bivens claim against the remaining individual defendants. 

Pursuant to Rule 41, a Plaintiff may voluntarily dismiss an action without a 

court order either by filing a notice of dismissal before the opposing party serves 

either an answer or a motion for summary judgment, or by filing a stipulation of 

dismissal signed by all parties who have appeared. Fed. R. Civ. P. 41(a)(l)(A). In the 

absence of those circumstances, a dismissal pursuant to Rule 41(a) requires Court 

approval. See Fed. R. Civ. P. 41(a)(2). Although Rule 41 speaks in terms of 

dismissing entire actions rather than individual claims, "the sounder view" is that 

plaintiffs may dismiss individual claims. 9 Charles Alan Wright & Arthur R. Miller, 

Fed. Prac. & Proc. Civ. § 2362 (3d ed.); see also Ward v. Gaetz, No. 10-cv-640, 2011 

WL 977921 (S.D. Ill. Mar. 18, 201 l)(dismissing individual claims pursuant to Rule 

41). 

In this case, the individual defendants have answered Plaintiffs Complaint 

and Plaintiff has not submitted a stipulation. Therefore, the Court must approve 

Plaintiffs motion to dismiss the Bivens claims. See Fed. R. Civ. P. 41(a)(2). Because 

all parties consent to the dismissal of Plaintiffs Bivens claims with prejudice, 

Plaintiffs motion is granted. 

IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED THAT Plaintiffs Agreed Motion to Nonsuit 

Bivens Claim (Doc. 60) is GRANTED. Plaintiffs Motion to Nonsuit Bivens Claim 

(Doc. 59) is DENIED as MOOT. Count I of the Complaint is DISMISSED WITH 

2 
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PREJUDICE. Assistant Warden Jones, Warden Ricardo Rios, Dr. Scott Moats, and 

Health Services Administrator Freddy Garrido are TERMINATED from this action. 

Entered this 12th day of January, 2015. 

s/Joe B. McDade 
JOE BILLYMcDADE 

United States Senior District Judge 

3 



IN TIIE UNITBD STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE CENTRAL DISTRICT OF ILLINOIS 

AT PEORIA 

TONY HILDEBRAND, 

· Plaintiff~· 

) 
) 
) 
) 

vs, ) Case No, 1:13-CV-1233-JBM-TSH 
) 

UN1TED ST A TES OF Alv1ERICA1 

Defendant 

) 
) 
) 

STIPULATION FOR COMPROMISE SETTLEMENT AND RELEASE OF 
FEDERAL TORT CLAIMS ACT CLAIMS PURSUANT TO 2.8 U.S.C. § 2677 

Whereas, the parties have agreed to a compromise settlement to fully resolve all 

issues presented in the Complaint filed in this case, it is hereby .stipulated by and 

bet:ween the undersigned Plaintiff and the UNITED ST ATES OF AMERICA, by and 

through their respective attorneys, as follows: 

1. The parties do hereby agree to settle and compromise each and every 

claim of any kind, whethex known or unkno¾'111 arising directly or indirectly from the 

acts or omissions that gave rise to the administrative claim, i.e., the medical care of Tony 

Hildebrand while he was an inmate at the Federal Correctional Institution in Pekin, 

Illinois and, the Federal Medical Center in Lexington, Kentucky, under the terms and 

conditions set forth in this Settlement Agreement. 

2. The United States of America agrees to pay the swn of Fifty-Seven 

Thousand Dollars and No Cents ($57,000.00), which sum shall be in full settlement and 

satisfaction of any and all claims, demands, rights? and causes of action of whatsoever 



the prosecution of claims by Plaintiff and his guardians, heirs, executors, adrn:irtistrators 

or assigns against any third party or against the United States and/ or United States 

Bureau of Prisons., its agents, servants and employees, including claims for wrongful 

death. 

4. This stipulation for compromise settlement is not, is in no way intended to 

be, and should not be construed as, an admission of liability or fault on the part of the 

United States, United States Bureau of Prisons, or ilieir agents, servants, or employees, 

and it is specifically denied that they arc liable to the Plaintiff. This settlement is 

entered into by all parties for the purpose of compromising disputed claims under the 

Federal Tort Claims Act and avoiding the expenses and risks of further litigation. 

5. It is also agreed, by and among the parties, that the respective parties will 

each bear their own costs, fees, and expenses and that any attorneys fees owed by the 

Plaintiff ¼ill be paid out of the settlement an1ount and not in addition thereto. 

6. It is also understood by and among the parties that pursuant to Title 28, 

United States Code, Section 2678, attorney's fees for services rendered in connection 

with this matter shall not exceed 25 per centum of the amount of the compromise 

settlement. 

7. The persons signing this Settlement Agreement warrant and represent 

that they possess full authority to bind the persons on whose behalf they are signing to 

the terms of the settlement. In the event any p]aintiff is a minor or a legally 
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12. It is contemplated that this Stipulation may be executed in several 

counterparts, with a separate signature page for each party. All such counterparn: and 

signature pages, together, shall be deemed to be one document. 

For Plaintiff Tony Hildebrand: 

Dated: 

By:~ ~ 
Blake Horwitz 
Blake Horwitz Law Firm Ltd. 
111 W Washington Street 
Suite 1611 
Chkago, Illinois 60602 
Phone: (312) 676-2100 

Dated: b, ---,? f' - / 5 

5 

Respectfully submitted: 

For Defendant United States of 
America: 

Dated: 

By:_~--~-~~-~ 
Gerard A. Brost 
Assistant United States Attorney 
United States AttomeyOs Office 
One Technology Plaza 
211 Fulton Street, Ste. 400 
Peoria, Illinois 61602 
Phone: (309) 671-7050 
Email: geratd.brost@usdoj.gov 



IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE CENTRAL DISTRICT OF ILLINOIS 

AT PEORIA 

TONY I-TH ,DE BRAND, ) 
) 
) 
) 

Plaintiff, 

vs. 

UNTTED ST ATES OF AMERICA, 

Defendant. 

) Case No. 1:13-CV-1233-JBM-TSH 
) 
) 
) 
) 

STIPULATION FOR DISMISSAL 

Pursuant to Rule 41 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, the Plaintiff, Tony 

Hildebrand, and the Defendant, United States of America, through their undersigned 

counsel, hereby stipulate and agree to dismiss this case, including all claims set forth in 

the Complaint filed in this case. 

This Stipulation for Dismissal is based upon a settlement agreement made 

between the parties, The agreement between the Plaintiff and the United States of 

America is embodied in the Stipulation for Compromise Settlement and Release of 

Federal Tort Claims Act Claims Pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 2677, which is attached hereto 

and incorporated herein. The Stipulation for Compromise Settlement contains the 

complete agreement between the Plaintiff and the United States to resolve all issues 

involved in this case. 

The Stipulation for Compromise Settlement and Release of Federal Tort Claims 

Act Claims Pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 2677 which is made between the Plaintiff and the 



United States of Amel'ica, provides that a payment is to be made to the Plaintiff in the 

future. The parties agree, and the Court consents, to this Court retaining continuing 

jurisdiction over this matter solely for the purpose of enforcing compliance with the 

terms of the Stipulation for Compromise Settlement and Release of Federal Tort Claims 

Act Claims Pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 2677, 

The Plaintiff further agrees that upon completion of the payment to be made by 

the Defendant under the terms of the settlement agreement, the Plaintiff shall file a 

Notice of Satisfaction of Settlement. 

IT IS SO AGREED AND STIPULATED: 

For the Plaintiff: Dated: t/t3 /IS-

Blake W. H01witz 
Blake Horwitz Law Firm 
111 W.'Washington St., Ste. 1611 
Chicago, lL 60602 
Phone: (312) 676-2100 
Email: bh01witz@bhlfattorneys.com 

For the United States of America: 

Gerard A Brost 
Assistant United States Attorney 
211 Fulton Street, Ste. 400 
Peoria, IL 61602 
Phone: (309) 671-7050 
Email: gerard.brost@usdoj.gov 

Dated: 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF INDIANA 

TERRE HAUTE DIVISION 

JAMES EDWARD PENICK, 

Plaintiff, 

V. Case No. 2:12-cv-0341-WTL-WGH 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 

Defendant. 

ORDER ACKNOWLEDGING STIPULATION OF DISMISSAL 

The Stipulation of Dismissal is acknowledged. This action is now closed. 

DA TE: 6/9/15 -----------
JUDGE, United States District Court 
Southern District of Indiana, Terre Haute Division 

COPIES TO: 

All Electronically Registered Counsel 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF INDIANA 

TERRE HAUTE DIVISION 

JAMES EDWARD PENICK, ) 
) 

Plaintiff, ) 
) 

vs. ) No. 2:12-cv-00341-WTL-WGH 
) 

PRISON CONTRACT OPTOMETRIST ) 
(Name Unknow), ) 
H. LAPPIN Bureau of Prison Director, ) 
JULIE ANN BEIGHLEY Health Services ) 
Administrator, ) 
H. M. MARBERRY Warden at the time, ) 
T. (THOMAS) A. WEBSTER Clinical ) 
Director, ) 
DAVID L. YOUNG Associate Warden, ) 
E. WILSON Staff Physician, ) 
U.S. ATTORNEY GENERAL et al, ) 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, ) 
J. F. CARAWAY, ) 
PRISON MEDICAL REVIEW COMMITTEE ) 
whose names are unknown at this time, ) 
PRISON OPTOMETRIST whose names are ) 
unknown at this time, ) 
RADANEA TA Dr., ) 
DRUMMY, ) 

) 
Defendants. ) 

ORDER DIRECTING FILING OF A PLEADING AUTHORIZING DISMISSAL 

The Court has been advised by counsel that a settlement has been reached in this action. 

All that remains to be done is the execution of documents and/or deli very of funds, if so 

required, in accordance with their agreement. Therefore, all pending motions, if any, are now 

DENIED AS MOOT and all previously ordered dates relating to discovery, filings, schedules, 

conferences and trial, if any, are VACATED. 
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IT IS ORDERED that within forty five ( 45) days of this date, counsel for the plaintiff 

shall file a motion to dismiss this cause or a stipulation of dismissal and submit an order for the 

Court's signature ordering the dismissal of this action (in conformance with the agreement of the 

parties). Failure to comply with this order will result in DISMISSAL WITH PREJUDICE 

pursuant to Rule 41 (b), Fed. R. Civ. P. for failure to prosecute this action in a timely manner. 

Additional time to complete the execution of the settlement document may be granted if 

requested in writing prior to the expiration of this period of time. 

ALL OF WHICH IS ORDERED THIS 26th1h DAY OF FEBRUARY, 2015. 

Distri bu ti on: 

JAMES EDWARD PENICK 
c/o Volunteers of America 
9738 Hamilton A venue 
Cincinnati, OH 45231 

Michael J. Blinn 
HOOVERHULLTURNERLLP 
m b Ii nn @hooverhu 11 turner. com 

Jeffrey L. Hunter 
UNITED ST A TES ATTORNEY'S OFFICE 
jeff.hunter@usdoj.gov 

WILLIAM G. HUSSMANN, JR. 
Magistrate Judge 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF INDIANA 

TERRE HAUTE DIVISION 

JAMES EDWARD PENICK, 

Plaintiff, 

vs. 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, DR. 
RADANEATA AND DRUMMY, 

Defendants. 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) Case No. 2: 12-cv-00341-WTL-WGH 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

ENTRY VACATING FINAL JUDGMENT 

The final judgment entered on October 24, 2014, is VACA TED. The Entry of October 

24, 2014, did not resolve all claims against all parties. The Entry of February 5, 2014, found that 

construed liberally, the second amended complaint can be understood to assert a claim under the 

Federal Tort Claims Act, 28 U.S.C. • 2671, et seq. ("FTCA"), against the United States of 

America. This claim (and this claim only) remains for resolution. 

The clerk is directed to reopen this action and to add the United States of America as 

a defendant on the docket. 

IT IS SO ORDERED. 

Date: 10/27114 

Distribution: 

JAMES EDWARD PENICK 
2216 Vine Street 
Cincinnati, OH 45219 

All Electronically Registered Counsel 

Hon. William T. Lawrence, Judge 
United States District Court 
Southern District of Indiana 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF INDIANA 

TERRE HAUTE DIVISION 

JAMES EDWARD PENICK, ) 
) 
) 
) 

Plaintiff, 

vs. 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, DR. 
RADANEATA AND DRUMMY, 

Defendants. 

) Case No. 2: 12-cv-00341-WTL-WGH 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

ENTRY SETTING PRETRIAL SCHEDULE 

The action shall proceed in accordance with the following schedule: 

A. No later than December 11, 2014 - Each party must give the other parties a list 

(with addresses and telephone numbers) of every witness who has knowledge that 

could help prove lhat party's claims or defenses. For each witness the party lists, there 

should be a brief description of what that witness knows. This list shall NOT be filed 

with the Court. 

B. No later than December 11, 2014 - Each party must give the other parties copies of 

all documents or electronic data that the party has that it may use to prove its case. 

The copies of documents shall NOT be filed with the Court. 

C. No later than December 11, 2014 - The Plaintiff must give the Defendant(s) a 

written estimate of how much money the Plaintiff claims he is entitled to for any 

injuries or damages the Plaintiff claims to have suffered. At that time, the Plaintiff 

must also give the Defendant(s) all non-privileged documents that support that 

estimate, including those that might prove the nature and the extent of the Plaintiff's 

injury. This estimate and the documents are NOT filed with the Court. 
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D. The parties must update the information and documents that they provided to each 

other under Paragraphs B-D above as additional information becomes available to 

them. The Court may prevent a party from using evidence that it has not shared with 

the other side. 

E. No later than February 27, 2015 - The parties shall complete written discovery and 

discovery depositions pursuant to Rules 26 through 37 and 45 of the Federal Rules of 

Civil Procedure. This means discovery must be served 30 days before the deadline to 

allow time for a response. 

F. No later than January 27, 2015 - Each party must tell the other parties if it intends 

to use any testimony by expert witnesses. At that time, if a party intends to use an 

expert, it must give the other party a signed report from the expert that presents all the 

witness' opinions and all the other information required by Federal Rule of Civil 

Procedure 26(a)(2). Thirty days later, the other side must file a report by any rebuttal 

expert. 

G. No later than March 27, 2015 - Any party who believes that there is no genuine 

issue as to any material fact and that it is entitled to judgment as a matter of law, and 

therefore the case does not need to go to trial, must file its motion under Federal Rule 

of Civil Procedure 56 and Local Rule 56-1. 

H. If the case is not resolved by settlement, motion, or other ruling, the Court will set a 

trial date. 

IT IS SO ORDERED. 

Date: 10/27114 

Hon. William T. Lawrence, Judge 
United States District Court 
Southern District of Indiana 
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Distribution: 

JAMES EDWARD PENICK 
2216 Vine Street 
Cincinnati, OH 45219 

All Electronically Registered Counsel 
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CLAIM FOR DAMAGE, 
INJURY, OR OEATH 

1. Submit To Approprtala Fed«&I Agency: 

North Central Reglon11 Office 
Attn. of: Regional Call'\Nl's Ollol 
Gateway Complelc, Tower 11, 8th Floor 
-4th and State Avenue 
Kansas City, KaMas !!8101 

3. TYPE OF EMPlOYMENT 
o MILITARY B CIVILIAN 

INSTRUCTIONS: Please read camully the lr1111tuc:Uon1 on lhe 
fllll9nllJ 11d111 am IUpply Information requested on bolh lldea of th!• 
form. Uae addlllanal sheel(a) W neeeaaary. See rewl'M lldlll for 
ICSdl!!Qnal lnltruc1lons. 

FORM APPROVED 
OMBNO. 
1105-0008 

2. Nama, Addrell or clalmant !Ind clalmant'1 peBOnllll rvpre1entattve. If 
any. (Seit ne:lructlom on revene.) (Number, Sna, City. Slate and Zip 

eoae, JAMES PENICK # 01552-061 
USP-'lllm.E HAUTE 
P.O. Box 33 

Terre Haute IN 47808 
5. MARITAL STATUS 6. DATE AND DAY OF ACCIDENT 7. TIME (AM. OR P.M.) 

a. Bula of Clalrn (State In aeta1l lhe known fai:ta end clrcuma'lllncee atta-idlng the damage, Injury, or death. ltlentlfylng persona anct prc,perty lovotved. the 
place of occunence Ind tho cauMI thereOf. Use addltlONII pageI If nace11ary.) 

On 05-13-05 a cataract extraction procedure was perfonned on Claimant's left eye by Dr. 
Thanas Norton of the Alexandria Eye & Laser Center in Alexandria, IA.71301 while Claimant 
was confined to USP-Pollock .. Since the left eye.had deteriorated more rapidly it was 
naturattrdone-first. Toe-right eye wasscheduled for the following month (06-05). How
ever, Claimant was transferred in spite of last minute protests wanting first to have 
the rocedure rfo:rmed. In the interim C airnant has exami 4 
11, PftOPERTY DAM.frOI!. 

NAME AND ADDRESS OF l'Jv\lNER, IF OTHER THAN CLAIMANT (Numbff, StrNI. City, hit. and Zip Code). 

N/A 

BRIEFLY DESCRIBE THE PROPERTY, NATURE ANO EXTENT OF OAIM.QE ANO THE LOCATION WHERE PROPERTY MAY BE INSPECTI:.0. 
(See ln&llucAkxw Qn ,_.. lldol.) 

Please refer to item #8 
10. 

STATE NATURE AND EXTENT OF EACH INJURY OR CAUSE OF DEATH. 'M-IICH FORMS THE BASIS 
INJURED PERSON OR DECEDENT. ) 

NT. STATE NAME OF 

Please refer to item# 8 

11. 

NAME 

To be named at a later date. 
Various inmates, family members, 
Optanetrists & OI:hthalmologists, 
etc. 

DEC 2 3 '2008 

ADDRESS (Number. S..-.et. City. State. Md Zip Cocsa) 

12.. CSH~on-.) AMCXJKTOfl CLAIM (in dollars) 

1211. PROPERTY DAMA.GE 121::1. PERSONAL INJURY 

$10,000,000.00 
12c. WRONGFUL DEAnt 12d. TOTAL (F•1un, ID apocify mar"'"'" 

rort.llunt of your nvt,la,l 
N/A $10,000,000 .()() 

I C&RTIFY THAT THE .....,._,NT OF CLAIM COVl!lU OfU.. Y DAMAGES AND INJURIES CAUSED BY THE INCIOENT ABOVE AND AOft£E TO ACCEPT SAIO AMOUNT IN 

u.: " ANQ.ai!""1....R:~ ... ~ .. ,-~~•,:!=OF,...THl ... a:..c:..LMM~-:-------T-::---:::----:---:----:--:--:---ir-=-:-=::::-====:-i 
on.._.. ald1.) 13lt. f'honl n11mber rt penon "9nlng fonn 1<4. CATE OF SIGNATURE 

™ daimlfll Ja llat,la lo 1h11 Untt.d SIiia, Go...nirr-t !Of Ille clvll penally or not leU ~ 
15,000 ar>d not """9 t.tn 510,000, p1.,. 3th-. Ille amount fl/ d1rn•ga --~ 
by ht Go\llfflrMflt. {See 31 u.s,c. 3720.) 

9&-101 

None 12-15-08 

CRIMINAl. PENALTY FOR PREll!lfflHIJ FltAUDIJLENT 
CLAIM OR MAtUNO F~E STATEMENTS 

FIM of not mon, IMO 110.000 Ill' lmpnsonment for not fflOf9 m.n 5 ~•,,. or both. 
{SN 11 U.$.C. 217, 1001.) 

STANDARD FORM 95 
PRESCRIBED av OE?T. OF JUSTICE 
2tl CFFI t•.2 



(c.ontinued from Standard Form 95, Item #8) 

Optometrists and two (2) Ophthalmologists all concluding that the right eye 
was in an advanced state of deterioration and that a cataract extraction pro
cedure was necessary. About a year prior to the extraction procedure finally 
having been perfonned the right eye had lost about 95-98% of its vision. 
The OphthalJoologist informed Claimant that the opacity of the crystalline lens 
was such that she could not even_ see the retina, therefore, could not make any 
predictions as to the outcane a£ the operation. It has since been realized 
and stated by the o:Eftthalmologist that as a direct result of the nunerous un
justified referrals, postponements and refusals of the BOP and medical admin
istrators for the operation an accumulation of encrusted matter had deposited 
~t the bottan of the cavity housing the crystalline lens. Not all, according 
to the ophthalmologist, of the encrusted matter could be safely removed, hence, 
the reason that only about 40% of my vision could be restored to date. 

During the time of my fervent and what proved to be fruitless attempts at hav
ing ·the procedure prefonned my family even interceded by writing letters to the 
Regional Office and the Warden caadh:g the reason for not approving the opera
tion and why I had lost 95% of my vision and why I was wearing an eye patch. 
'Ihe replies received by my family were that I was being treated appropriately. 
Each and every claim made herein can readily be proven via the medical record 
unless those pertinent dcx::.unents have been removed or destroyed. If so, one 
thing for certain, the testimony of the optcmetrists, OJ:h.thalJoolgists, my 
family, various irrnates, etc. will prevail. The exhausting of administrative 
remedies, filing of Catmercial Liens and tort claims will also attest to my 
efforts at having said operation perfonned. Furthennore, as a certified h~lth 
practitioner/nutritional consultant I also was aware of the potential dangers 
of having the operation constantly postponed or denied. Be advised that the 
salve prescribed by the ophthalJoologist as of this date has not been given to 
Claimant. The various eye drops have been given but not the ointment. 

What with advisory fees to be deducted the stated amount for damages resulting 
fran the injuries you have caused is more than fair considering the extent and 
degree of the malpractice and remiss concerning everyone involved in these 
criminal activities. 1he Conmercial Liens presently being persued against 
sane of those responsible will be terminated if there is a satisfactory con
clusion to this claim as the liens will mature in 90 days after the filing 
of the Notice of Default, I would advise you to expedite this claim as said 
liens are demanding $1,045,000.00 for each Respondent. If I am forced to per
sue civil action a substantial award is inevitable all things considered. 
O:mnercial liens have been filed in an attempt to have the cataract extraction 
procedure perfonned for which Claimant was given hole time, loss of goodtime, 
six nK>nths loss of comnissary, telephone and visiting privileges plus a re
conmerrled disciplinary transfer, 
Names of my witnesses will not be divulged tmtil Claimant has determined \,,i,,ether 
a civil suit will follow. 



Office of the Regional Counsel 

U.S. Department of Justice 
Federal Bureau of Prisons 
North Central Region 
Kansas City KS 66101 

December 31, 2008 

MEMORANDUM FOR PAUL PEPPER, ATTORNEY ADVISOR 
ST. LOUIS CLC 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

Richard W. Schott 
Regional Counsel 

INMATE James Penick REG. # 01552-061 
INSTITUTION THP 
PROPERTY CLAIM NUMBER 2009-01448 

Find attached a copy of the above referenced administrative claim. This is a request that an 
investigation be conducted by the appropriate designated staff and in accordance with the 
Tort Claim Protocols of the North Central Region. 

Sixth Month Date: 06/21/09 

If you consider settlement, you should review all available records to ascertain if the 
inmate has any unpaid fines, costs, or other sums due or owing to the United States. 

------------------ - -



Office of the Regional Counsel 

James Penick 
01552-061 
USP Terre Haute 

U.S. Department of Justice 
Federal Bureau of Prisons 

North Central Regional Office 

400 State Avenue 
Tower JJ, Suite 800 
Kansas City, KS 66101 

December 31, 2008 

Re: Administrative Claim for Damages 
Claim#: TRT-NCR-2009-01448 $. ___ 1.:....::0::...,.;,0=0=0....,,,0=0=0·=00...___ __ _ 

Dear Claimant: 

This is to notify you of our receipt of your administrative claim for damages under 
provisions of the Federal Tort Claims Act, Title 28 USC §1346(b}, 2671 et. seq., alleging 
liability of the United States Government. 

Your properly completed claim was received on December 23. 2008. The above 
referenced Act provides that the agency has 6 months to make an administrative 
determination on your claim from the date such proper claim was received by the 
appropriate agency. Accordingly, in the matter of the above referenced claim, the 
government's response is not due until June 21, 2009. 

Regulations that may be pertinent to your claim may be found at Title 28 C.F.R. 
Part 14 et.seq., and §543.30. 

Sincerely, 
Richard W. Schott 
Regional Counsel 



Case Management Applicalion 

CASE DETAILS 

,-.-----------------·-----·. ----. ---

c-- Login lnfQrnu,tion 

lr>rn11t• !leg No. -015S2-0r.t 

'"Short DncrlpUon PfNJCK, JAMES 

·cl .. sHlcatlon Administrative Tort 

case Sub-Tvp,a : Medl~I Malpractice 

•Cu,rent Region North c.ntr. Region 

Current Institution : Ten-e Haute (USP) 

lncid_,t R.llglon 

Incident I nstitullor'I 

Incldant O.te 

Monetlllry Rell•f 
Sought$ 

'"Responsible Legal 
Ofllc:e 

EstlnWlted Amount $ 

Estlmllted Outcome 

05/01/2005 .. :3 
250,000.00 

: St. Louis, M0_ _ 

N/A 

Adcfltfon• I c-111 lnform• tion 

Long Onaiption 

Flrtht!r Cll!>e 
CIM$11'1catlon 

Hon'lle 

- Ufdete I 

Page 1 of 1 

Welccme NINA FlELOS 

Short DNaiptian: PENICK, JAMES l 
...... c• .. R-lution ..... 

Date :::3 
lype 

Reason 

0 Sought 

0 Amount offerwd t 

Amount P•ld $ 

Oel01pllon 
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CLAIM FOR DAMAGE, INSTRUCTIONS: ~• rHd e••fully the in•truetions on tM r.vern side and FORM Af'MOVED 

INJURY, OR DEATH 
•upplv informetlon reque•ted on bo1h ,ide• of the !arm. Un additional &heetf•J if 0MB NO. 
nee•u.,y. See reverse side for .dditional inatr\lC1ion•. 1105-0008 

1. Submit To ApPfopri•t• Fad.rel Agency: 2. N1ma, Addre•• of claimant and claimant'• l"'•sonal repra-• ntativa, if any. 

North Central Regional Office {~ lnstructiolN on tYv.rse,) (Numbar, str.• t, city, Stat• •nd Zip Co~J 

Attn. Of: Regional Counsel's Office James Penick #01552-061 
Gateway Complex, Tower II, 8th Floor USP-Terre Haute 
4th and State Avenue Kmsas City, Kansas 66101 P.O. Box 33 

~ .. T ~• ,.,,_An 
3. TYPE OF EMPLOYMENT! 4. DATE OF BIRTH I 5, MARITAL-sf.o:-ru,e ,~"'Jl."ND ...... vr ACClcrellr ........ _ ""T' "' r. TIME (A.M. Of P.M.) 

nMILITAIIY f:.lcMUAN {)t:.-1 ~-':SO T\~••--- ... ..-l (\~_-,nn~ .. ,.,. r,,--.-.~ .. 
6. B11tia of Clun (St•t• in data,/ tlM known fact• 11nd circum.tanca11 attfflding t"- d.,,,.p, injury, or ih-• th, idanrffylng JH.-.on, and property 

involved, tli. place of occurnne,, and tlN cauu tllar•l,f) (Un additional pafl .. if nacesa-rv,J 

0:1 05-13-2005 a Cataract extraction procedure was performed on Claimant's 
by Dr Norton of the Alexandria Eye & Laser Center in Ales.andria, LA &1301 
while Claimant was confined to USP-Pollock. Since the left eye had de-
teriorated more rapidly it was naturally done first. The right eye was 
scheduled for the following month (06-2005). However, Claimant was trans-
£erred in spite of last minute protests wanting first to have the pro-
cedure performed. In the interim Claimant has been examined by about 4 
Ootometrists and 2 Ophthalmologists all concluding that the right eye was 

deterioration a~that a cataract in an advanced state of extraction (conti1 
9. PROPERTY DAMAGE 
NAME AND ADDRESS OF OWNER, IF OTHER THAN CLAIMANT (Number, strut, city, St•t•, and Zip Coda} 

NA 
BRIEFLY DESCRIBE TH£ PROPERTY. NATURE AND EXTENT OF DAMAGE ANO THE LOCATION WHERE PROPERTY MAY SE INSPECTED. (Saa 
in.struction11 on r.varsa tiida, 1 

Please refer to item #8 
10, PERSONAL INJURY/WRONGFUL DEATH 
STATE NATURE ANO EXTENT OF EACH INJURY OR CAUSE Of DEATH, WHICH FORMS THE BASIS OF THE CLAIM. IF OTHER THAN CLAIMANT, 
STATE NAME OF INJURED PERSON OR DECEDENT. 

Please refer to item #8 

11. WITNESSES 

NAME ADDRESS (Number, 111,-.,, city, St•t•. and Zip Cod1,/ 

nr Minturn, Ophthalmologist Indianapolis, IN (812-224-4592) 
nr Ponugot, Ophthalmologist Terre Haute, IN 
Various Convicts 
Family Members 4161 Clough Lane, Cincinnati, Ohio 
12. (Sn inat,uctiofls Ofl t•v•~J AMOUNT OF Cl.AIM fin doNM•I 
12a. PflOPERTY DAMAGE 12b. PERSONAL INJURY 12<:. WRONGFUL DEATH 12d. TOTAL (F.Jlura to a,-r;/fy m•'I c.u11• 

forl•nur• of your right•. ) 
None $250,000 - -~'.,,' NA $ 2 50, 00'.>.00 
I CERTIFY THAT THE AMOUNT OF CLAIM COVERS ONLY DAMAGES ANO INJURIES CAUSED BY THE ACCIDENT ABOVE ANO AGREE TO ACCEPT 
SAID AMOUNT IN FULL SATISFACTION AND FINAL SETTI.EMENT OF THIS CLAIM. 

13a. SIGNATURE ~F CLAl~ANI (SH ltutf!ja~ sid•.J 
.Tames Penick -:.;..t·-~F,1 r.? · · •. 

_ _:;.;, ~ J) r, • ~ ~ V t\ ~·.;, ~-
CIVIL PENALTY FOR PRESENTING 

FRAUDULENT CLAIM 

Tti. <:leimam shal forlail and pay 10 tha UnitlN:I Statea Iha •um of 
t2,000 plu• double the amount of demagu wst.ll!'l<ld by the United 
St.1tea. (Sea 31 U.S.C. 3729.J 

'°"'°' NSN 7640-00-83,,_,,CUB 
,,,._ aditiona nor uNbl~. 

13b. Phona number of llignatory 14. DATE OF CLAIM 

NA 4-20-2012 

CRIMINAL PENAL TY FOR PRESENTING FRAUDULENT 

CLAIM OR MAKING .FAL5¥-~trENTS 

Fina of not mora tRie B•t'E f~ no! more than 5 years 
or both. IS.• 18 U • 8 ~.} ,_.,. J 

......... - --
1911\1 ·- , Lu;,J;~NDARD f"VnM 96 /Rav, 7-86} /EGJ 

'S<;RIBEO BY DEPT. OF JIJ$TJCE 

LEGAL 2' CFR f,O 

N0Rllf CEHTRAt REh~- OFF!Cf. 

• eft e 

ued) 



PRIVACY ACT NOTICE 

This N~ ia provid1d In lccorda~ wtth tl\l Priv11ey AC\, 5 U.S.C. 552a(e)l3)1 8. Prlni:lp,,f /'ur11<1n: The lnlormatlon telJM•led 11 to be ...std in w&lu&tina cllli,.., 
RoutJ,,. UH; SH It. Nod- Of Syatem1 of flec«m for tho, agency to whom 
V<I" .,., •IDni11ing this lorm !or thi1 inlormallon. 

Ind <1oncern1 thl in!Dm11IK>ll raquut1d In Ole lttlet 1<1 wl\ich lhlt Notk:1 b, llta,c:ti9d C. 

A. Authorlry: The flttfJHlld ln'l'omuition ia •o~citld pu,1uant tc, - or '""'' of tho 0. 
1<11~ 5 U.S.C. 301. 3L'I U.S.C. SOI 1H lflt., 28 U.S.C. 21171 et uq., 28 C.F.R. 

Efl.ct of Failun to RHponrf: D111<:lotUl'II la volunl•'Y· Howevlf, lailu,1 to .uppfy 
lhti r•quuted lnlonnauon or to ex,cut, the lorn, may r11nd1r yGtJr r::lllim · 

INSTRUCTIONS 
Comp!euo all it•rn• • lnaert the word NONE Wh9f•! applicule 

A CLAIM SKAU. BE DEEMED TO HAVE BEEN Pl'IESEHTE!I WHEN A FE!llRAl 
AGENCY RECEIVES FROM A CLAIMANT. HIS DULY AUTHORIZED AGENT, OR 
LEGAL REPRESENTATIVE AN EXECUTm STANOA.11O FORM 95 OR OTHER 
WRITTEN NOTIFICATION Of AN INCIDENT, ACCOMPANIED BY A CLAIM FOR 
MONEY DAMAGES IN A SUM CERTAIN fOR INJURY TO OR LOSS OF 

Any IIMINC!lonl or irllorm11lon neceu,ry in 1h1 praperetlon ol your cl• lm wll be 
f\lrnilllld, upon fel!Utlll, by tt. o!IIQ, lndl/J.llld i1 llem 11 on the 19\'lfH 1!<111, 
CumplRI, r•gul.clona pa,rtaining 10 clal'"" --•rted u,_, !hi Fldlral Ton: Clalma 
Aot can D11 laund In TIiie 211, Codi of Feder• I A1gulltlon1, Pai1 14. M111y 
au--1 h9ve publistwd IJIIPPl9ffllfllll n-guiatlOl"II 1110. Ir more than - • gllnCy 11 
inVOMl'd, OiHte 1t•a1 uch • cl'lf'CV• 

The clllim may be !NICI by • duly IIU!honnd lgl!lnl or oth• Ilg• ! reprn• ntllivl, 
provicled ~ utial•ot«y to the oovem....,,n it •ubmittad wlttl 1•id cl• im 
naiblilhing • xpq-u authority 10 •ct r.or thl i::laimant. A claim pr•Nffled by •n 
•gem: or leg•! llpr•Nllll1NI IIUllt be preMfTINI In U,,, nll!i. of 1h11 e111m,n1. I! the 
clllim ii • igntd t,y thl 81J1f11 or l•a•I ,.pr1Hnt111Y1, It '""It show th• tltl9 or lag• ! 
capacity of the penon • igning and be •cc,;,mpar,iad by 1vidanoe ,;,I hialhlt 
eutt,omv IO pr111.nt , claim on blohell of th• cliim• nl • ageni, • xe,c:utor, 
1dmlnl1n1or, p-• nt, ;uenfiln or Olhlr tepl'IIMntlliv•, 

II c laim•nt lnl1nd• 10 Iii• deni for both p• raonal ln;,,,v • rn:I propenv iamaga. 
claim !or botfl must b• 11\own in Ihm 12 of rhll lorrn. 

n. .,,,..uni daimtod ehould be 1Ubal1JOtifllfld by compe11,. evi"'"nc• II follow1: 
f•I In 1uppon. al the cl• lm tor peraon Ill Injury or <lllllh, th• clal rn.nt lhould 

-mil I wrin-. report by lhl an•ndng phylici111, • P\owing '"" NIIWI •nd e>llflnl 
of injury. Iha nlltunl • nd exttm: ol -...,n1:, th• d•- of perTOMWnt dla• billly, If 
.ny, tt. pu,gnoeit, end lhll period ot haaplt• llutlan. or ~c:it1tlo11, m • ching 
hrnic•d bllll lor lllldlcai. hoaplt• I. 0, burial • XpenNI ..:tually lncurnd. 

PROPERTY, PEFISONAL INJIJRY, OA DU.TI! M.LEOED TO HAVE OCCUMfO 8Y 
REASON Of THE INCIDENT. THE CLAIM MUST 8E PRESENTED TO THE 
A~OPRIATE F1.OERAL AGENCY WITHIN TWO YU.RS AFTER THE Ct.AIM 
ACCRUES. 

lbJ In ...... Ot1 of cl• ima for d•meo• IO properry whic;h hN been or Cllll be 
• conomicanv r,,pand, !;h1 dlllm ant ahould llbnit • t lellt two it• mlzed lligned 
1t• tern1nt1 or 111lmm• by ralio,ble, chim1,.nad conc1ma, or, II peym• nt h•a be•n 
m-. lht it1mil..t li;Nd ,-lpbl svld•ncing pey....,,1. 

le/ In aupp0t1 of elllilM for dam•o- to property which la no( econ om io;ally 
r11pejrlbltl, or ff tlw pr-rty ii loll or destt......._ di• daim1n1 diauld 9Ubmlt 
nnem11111 • to 1h• original COIi or th• prop.rty, tho! 11111 or pwct,aM, • nd 1he 
value ol lhl property, bottl before •nd •her the ec:cident. Such 1tnem1nt1 should 
b• by diainterNled compwtenl p•n10n1. preferebly r• putllble dule,. or ofllr:I• 
r• mlll• r wilh 1h• type of Pf"Plrtv d1meged, or by 1wo or mor• comp• tltlve bicld•r1, 
.,d atiould b9 c..rtlfll<I' - baing Jim and COl'l'K(. 

id) F• lluf1 to compfltlly ex•cute thiw form or 10 •upply ltw re_.i1d mll8-ri• I 

within two v•ert from th• d• i. the a1i.get10r11 1CCN1d mev r11~, yo..- ctlllim 
"im,• lld". A claim la .....,,ed PNNntld when ii ;. ,..,,ivftl by the app,c,p,i111 
•oencv, nae whln i1 ii malled. 

F• llu,. to 1paclfy • - ..-111 will Ntul! In lnv•ld pru-don of yow ol• lrn and ,_, I'll- In fo,lalt\n ol your rtghtL 

Public n1porting bunlen for th!J col• lllion of inlorm111011;. ntim1t•d to 1v11-.i- 15 minut• a par rNIJOl'IIII, including th• liln• tor r• vi• wlng inltnlction•, H • rchino e,.;.iing 
data ..,,..°''• 11&therlnlf • nd meim• lning the d111 ""dl,d, • nd completing and reviewing the collKtion of information. Send COl'nfflClnl9 r•Qlnling 11111 buuhn Htimlll• or 
• ny ott.r "P""' of thi1 colllc:tiim of inl<Hrn11tl1;1n, lndu,ding tuggutlona tor r11ducin11 thl1 burdln, 

IO Director' T- Bnmch Ind to the 
Civil DiYi•ion Otflca of Man1gemanl •nd Budget 
U.S. o«pann,•n1 of .>Jnlca P"l"'Wc,rk ~duetlon Project 11 IOS-0008! 
Wutunglon, DC 20530 Weahiflgton, DC 20503 

INSURANCE COVERAGE 
In Ollllrthaf • ubrogetlan dMIII m• v b9 ld.Judclled. k 11 -enlial that lhe dllm•nl provid• lhl kllowlng lnlomtalklrl regarding I"- inlurarlCla cow,. of hil IIIINd9 or property. 

16. Oo y,:,u Clff\l IICCidanl i..u,.,..,.1 LJ Y11. II yu, giv• nam1 and 1dll'eu ot insurance company -. •-·"""•SI••· and ll/1 c-J • nd policy numD•-~ NCI 

I e. Kew you fil9d claim on yo..- inturol'ICOI Cll'rler In !Ilia in.t•nce, 911d ii ao, i1 it luU covet age or dtiductlbll 1 17. It d"'11clible. 1t• te amount 

No 
18. If cl1im hu bun filed with your e~ief, whll ac:iic,., hN your irw.Jr•r 1,11;,,. or prop0111 to ,.,.. with r.,,..,,.,. 10 your i,ilirnl fff II -.-.y - ...., _ _,,, -• ,.,,..1 

SF 95 (Rn. 7•8&) BACK 



(Continued from SF 95, Item #8) 

procedure was necessary. About a year prior to the extraction procedure 
finally having been performed the right eye had lost about 98% of its 
vision. The Ophthalmologist informed Claimant that the opacity of the 
crystalline lens was such that she could not even see the retina, there
fore, could not make any predictions as to the outcome of the operation. 
It has since been realized and stated by the Ophthalmologist that as a 
direct result of the numerous unjustified referrals, postponements and 
refusals of~the 80P and medsical administrators for the operation, an 
accumulation of encrusted matter had deposited at the bottom of the cav
ity housing toe crystalline lens. Not all, according to the Ophthalmol
ogist, of the encrusted matter could be safely removed, hence, the reason 
that only about 40% of my vision could be restored to date (12-15-2008) 

During the time of my fervent and what proved to be fruitless attempts 
at having the procedure performed my family even interceded by writing 
letters to the Regional Office and the Warden demanding the reason for 
not having approved the procedure long ago and why I had lost about 95% 
of my vision. Commercial liens were also filed in an attempt to have 
the procedure performed for which elaimant was given numerous incident 
reports, hole time, loss of goodtime, commissary/visiting/telephone privi
leges, recommended disciplinary transfer and certain staff members even 
resorted to confiscating my incoming/gutgoing mail in order to seize 
said liens. 

So, there I set with a 60% loss of my vision. I quote from a Convict 
Request to Staff dated 08-17-'09 and addressed to Medical Records: 

11 ! have mentioned on numerous occasions to my chronic care physician that 
even 'cfi.th a corrective lens for my right eye I am still unable to read or 
focus long distance, My right eye is the one damaged as a result of the 
constant postponements of the cataract extraction procedure. Why is it I 
am refused another appointment with the Optometrist in order to resolve 
this untenable situation?" It was witnessed by convict Kelly and a copy 
is included. 

Several days before the aforementioned appointment with the optome
trist I noticed a blind spot the size of a small pea in the extreme upper 
left peripheral area of my right eye. On the day of my appointment I ex
pressed my concern about the blind spot to which he stated it was nothing 
in which to be concerned, that it would be like that 10 years from now. 

I quote from the Informal Resolution Form (Mr Drummy's EMT-P, 08-14-
2010) reply: 11 1 have reviewed your Informal Resolution Form and recent 
medical record. I have also inquired with Mrs Bowman who does the clinics. 
In doing so I have learned that at the time of your appointment with the 
opJtometrist (prior to being diagnosed with a retinal detachment) January 
12 1 2010, your pressures were within normal limits and you showed signs 
of Macular Degeneration, there were no indications of retinal detachment 
at that time. Just because you were diagnosed with a retinal detachment 
does not mean that it had occurred prior to this appointment in January. 
This easily could have occurred after this visit and developed gradually 
untilJ you saw the eye specialist. I see you were evaluated by PA Jas
tillano on 2-22-2010 for vision complaints, but I see no other documen
tation that would indicate you were having problems after your visit 
with the optometrist in January". 
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~r Drummy states that my problems were as a result of Macular 
Degeneration. On 01-16-2012, Doctor Minturn the Ophthalmological 
specialist/surgeon unequivocally stated that I showed absolutely no 
signs of Macular Degeneration. Since Dr Minturn is the SP.ecialist 
and performed two micro-surgeries on my right eye I readirly accept 
his words as fact. 

Further Mr Drummy states that in his opinion: "Just because you 
were diagnosed with a retinal detachment does not mean that it had 
occurred prior to this appointment in January. This easily could 
have occurred after this visit and developed gradually until you saw 
the eye specialist". The pea size blind spot 'Jfeveloped gradually" 
(that is a laugh) over a 5 week span as I obsered almost on a daily 
basis the blind spot tear away becomming larger. 

Refer to Mr Drummy's last sentence in the quote from the Inform
al Resolution Form. The reason I saw PA Jastillano was because I 
had no vision in my right eye at the time - I was blind!!! What more 
documentation would he need to verify I was having vision problems?! 

So, now, here I set again, but this time I have bttt only about 
2% of my vision remaining. Each and every claim made herein can 
readily be proven via the medical record unless those pertinent doc
uments have been removed or destroyed. If so, one thing for certain, 
the testimony of the optometrists, ophthalmolgists, my family, vari
ous convicts, etc. will prevail. The exhausting of administrative 
remedies, filing of commercial liens and tort claims will also attest 
to my efforts at having said operation performed and thtmalpractice 
involved with the retinal detachment. 
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FEDERAL CORRECTIONAL COMPLEX 
TERRE HAUTE, INDIANA 

INFORMAL RESOLUTION FORM 

Attachment 1 
THX-1330.1 JJ 

Inmate Name; P r;; r c ~ J AM ,f<; Reg. No. ::n s'.5 l - O C:, I 
Unit A-- _ 4 

NOTICE TO INMAJ:e; You are advised normally prior to filing a Request for 
Administrative Remedy, BP-2999(13), you must attempt to Informally resolve your 
complaint through your Correctional Counselor. Please follow the steps listed below: 

(D •It. 9. 

1. State your complaint!fn f O e,oM f TB t,s.r Ot{ o-k A: 0,CJQI 0,:2 -"'' tc 3 IA T a:.P '171/IT 
1\\E;, PBBJ\6' (1Upd Srfct U:l I:'\':£ FYii W B:S: Na:C~fu~ \iHttt t,HHGl½ Z S*oUf...V 4'~ 

§~;ei~r. At1iZ4S}va's=2 ,:r~l,;~i$ ;?~~rni ti:~~ ~n ~J;~: 
AHb :I>(bfN RES.yqG IN lt\ft£Sll/G Ssza:e r,S::X!i': WH\CH, E'F~c·n\,"{;L 
LiA~ 'To \ \\ ~ ~eS''("ft\)C.1 \.C .u l? f ~ '(, V-\S~o ,-;,_. 

(If more space is needed, you may use up to one letter size (8 ½ x 11) continuation 
page. You must also submit one copy of supporting exhibits. (Exhibits will not be 
returned wtth the response to the BP.229(13} responses.)) 

2. Sate what actions you have made to informally resolve your 
complaint· I':') Js: u \ c AL &9:c.o R l? 1 z H LL ) 1 E IQ l r::t M '( Co,; ·
& Tibff G::a4 (?\,A \lJ'J <, 0, YT t-n }J D A ,J A i -L. • 

Inmate's Sig$ r._ew..c.¼,_ 
~ 

• ate: o<i .... 04: - ~D 

Counselor" Signature: _____ _ Date: 
Unit Manager's Review: _____ _ Date: 
lnformaffy Resolved:. ______ _ Date: 

BP-8ISSUED BP-a RETURNED BP•91SSUED BP-9 RETURNED 

DATE 
,_. ') oi.,,.,,.:. - · • ..,_•:, )i; 

,j ... ~ 0£..- 11 ·IO 

TIME 61c' /.).J'!,/ 
, - I~ u& _.... 

COUNSELOR -r.z-- 1\./ ~vc·~ 



lM Penick. James 015S2-061, 

I have reYlewed your Informal ResoluUon Fam and recent medical record. I have also lnqolred wltll Mrs. Bowman who does 
the dlnlcs. In dOlng so I have learned lhat at the time of your appoil 1tment With the Optumetrlst (prior to be clagnosed With a 
retinal detachment) lanua,y 12, 2010 'fOUI'" preBJre:S Wffl! wtthin normal lmtts anci you stlOWed signs of Macular Degeneration, 
there were no lndleations of a retinal detad'lment at that time. Just ~use you were diagnoRd with a r!tlnal detachment does 
not mean that It had OCC1JIT8d prior ID this lll,JPOiltment In January. ThlS easllv coud have occurred after lhls visit and developed 
gradUalJy until you saw !tJ@ eye spedallst. I see that you were ~11.Jated by PA Jastlllano on 02/22/2010 hr vision IDIJ!PlalNS, but I 
see no other dooJmentatlon that W0(jd Indicate yoo were having probiffllS aftl!!r you- VlSit with the Ol)tDmetr1st in January. 

Mr. Drummy EMT-P 08/14/2010 



FEDERAL CORRECTIONAL COMPLEX 
TERRE HAUTE, INDIANA 

INFORMAL RESOLUTION FORM 

Attachment 1 
THX• 1330. 13J 

Inmate Name:Plf >J \ C. K JAMlf $ Reg. No. <DIS 5'~ - (!) I.. f 
Unit fe-1 ' 

NOTICE TO INMATE; You are advised normally prior to filing a Request for 
Adminiatrative Remedy, BP-2999(13}, you must attempt to infom,ally resolve your 
complaint through your Correctional Counselor. Please follow the steps listed below: 

2. 

3, Stata what resolu~_on you expect ,S, 121-fiece?v a !Cw? e,'fl s2, P1"-1;j,-2 

Inmate's Signatur~ P~ 
Correeti~na,J-:,C~u':'881or's Comrri~nts (Steps to 
Reaolve). ;re::p:✓. 'Se ,, ,, ~v- fL 

Counselor' Signature: ______ _ Date: 
Unit Manager's Review: _____ _ Date: 
Informally Resolved:. ______ _ Data: 

Date: 7-!4- 1 D 

BP-el8SUED BP-e RETURNED BP"91SSUED BP-I RETURNEC 

CATE 01-/1·· JC: ol-i L/- re., e,. f-t,;2- IL 

TIME I Z ~-i /~-Z7 - 1<,c_;.{.., 

COUNSELOR z...-- "7~ 
~ 

~ 

lb- Jot 



IM Penick, James "o 1552--0ti 1, 

I have reviewed your Informal Resolution Form and recent medlcal recotd. You will need to discuss obtaining an eye patdl 
with your PA. so ~ wlll need to sign up fer Sldt call tD dscuss this Issue. lust b«au5e ir1 outside specialist has ~ an 
Item does not mean it will be ordem:I h!re at the USP, but clsruss the matm' with your PA. 

Mt. Crummy EMT-P 08/02/2010 





✓Uft.n.L.Ao, 
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BP-S146. 055 INMATE REQUEST TO STAFF CDfRM 
SE.F 98 
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE l'BOElU.l. BUREAU OF PRISOHS 

~ ---- ··-~-------------- --- --

TO: (Name and Title of Staff Member) 
~ r.-"-• ,,._ 

FROM: 

"'-~- ... 

WORK ASSIGNMENT: 
' ·., \ t :. 

DATE: 

REGISTER NO.: .. ~ 
,"- .. ' 

•NIT: 
_.._ ... 

SUBJECT: (9ricfly state your qi.;estion or concern and the solution you are requesting. 
Continue on bock, if necessary. Yo~r failure to be specific may result in no action being 
taken. If necessary, you will be interviewed in order to successfully respond to your 
request.} 

rt --r- ,_:; c: __ } . . .. ,_.' _-. 
' i '" (» - ,,,:i I es • ; ; .; • -c · ~., T t •=" !," ·).1, ,- -· ) •• · · '· ~- .'.. ~- - ' 

t :< .:;:- ;'. . 1 • -·~ ·, 4.-:: + · · ,' ' · 
il >> ::,] ... _..- ;•.,,._.Cl!•_•"'.t.J""'"~c1.-::t,•f! •'0:23, ..,,J• •. ',CI• .fT~•' =1••-,,-·•:·· 1¢t:4- .... _.~J::t ":. 

t ., 

·, ,--:;' -+-"' L ·"' -..· ·-+-" f ,-, ' -, , 
~--, l ~- ~--'- ~ '\ ·"'&ii,., ,. ;I '•fA:, ~- - - ~. ' . '. '<;';'."" - 'C" :r: . ' -'l ·,.;_,., __ .- ., ". v ·, t:1 ~ -:; 1 
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U.S. Department of Justice 

Memorandum 
Federal Bureau of Prisons 

FCC Terre Haute 
HEALTH SERVICES 

Date: 04/03/2008 
Reply To 
Attn Of: CLINICAL DIRECTOR, HEALTH SERVICES DEPARTMENT 

To: PENICK, JAi\1ES-3, 01552-061 

Subject: DECISION REGARDING SURGICAL EXTRACTION OF RIGHT EYE CAT ARI\CT: 

ON 04/03/2008 , 
YOUR MEDICAL FILE WAS PRESENTED TO THE UTILIZATION 
REVIEW COMMITfEE FOR REVIEW OF A 
RECOMMENDATION FOR TREATMENT WITH A LOCAL PHYSICIAN. 
THE COMMITTEE, COMPOSED PRIMARIL y OF MEMBERS OF nm 
HEALTII SERVICES DEPARTMENT, IS DESIGNED TO ASSIST 
HEAL TH SERVICES STAFF IN DETER,,\lllNlNG TI-IE LEVEL A.i'ID 
EXTENT OF TREATMENT NEEDED IN A PARTICULAR SITUATION. IN 
YOUR CASE, A RECOMMENDATION WAS MADE: 

AFTER REVIEWING YOUR FILE. THE COMMITTEE DETElU.-llNED 
THE FOLLOWING: 

--~V_DEFERRED 

REVIEW OF YOUR CONDITION BY AN OUTSIDE ----
CONSUL TANT trEST IS W ARRAN1ED. YOU WILL BE SCHEDULED 
FORA.'!" APPOINTMENT. 

____ ,REVIEW OF YOUR CONDITION BY AN OUTSIDE 
CONSULT ANT /OR TES~ING IS Nfft"W AR.RA.L"\JTED AT THIS TIME. 
MEDICAL STAFF WILL CONTINlJE TO MONITOR YOUR SITUATION 
Ml) RECOMrvfEND APPllOPRIA TE TREATMENT. YOU WILL BE 
SCHEDULED FOR A FOLLOW UP VISIT WITH YOUR ASSIGNED 
PHYSICIAN. PLEASE WATCH THE CALL OUT SHEET FOR TI-llS 
APPOINTMENT 

IF YOU HA VE PARTICULAR QUESTIONS WITH REGARD TO THJS ISSUE, PLEASE com ACT THE 
HEALTH SERVICES DEPARTMENT. IF YOUR CONDITION CHANGES PRIOR TO YOUR 
SCHEDULED APPOINTMET-:;T, PLEASE SIGN li-P FOR SICK CALL. 





BE'-S148. 055 DDG.TE UQUBS'l' TO S'l'AIT CDFRM 
SEE' 98 
U.S. DBPAM'MERT OF JUS'l'J:CE 

--- -- --~-• T-•- - - ~- ------- - --

TO:jJalDe and Title of ~aff Member) 
,vi_ ;..- i , -~ :1~ JL rQ r_ .,,. I',... , -:--,J . ,.. 

~;,,.· ,L,r._ IJ'-..'-_,.. -'' 
F'ROM :.--; 

.!--E ~J \ c. ~- ,l\·11::,,.... ·1-f .....,_::, 

WORK ASSIGNMENT: 
A'_,,.h IL ~ 

/" 
' W;-c.. C 
\_ ,'1 1 U• 

DA.TE: 

UNIT: _,,-, 
i-t-1 

nI>DAL BtmBAU OF PlUSONS 

I 

o- 0 

.,-:: I 

SUBJECT: (Briefly state your question or concern and the solution you are requesting. 
Continue on back, i: necessary. Yo~r failure to be specific may result in no action being 
taken. If necessary, you will be interviewed ir. order to successfully respond to your 
request.) 

::J..,,, 

.. ..r 

~~:::~✓~7APJ'~~: 
I 

{Do not write below this line) 

DISPOSITION: 

Signature Staff Member 
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EP-Sl48. 055 INNA!l'E RBQUBST TO S'l'AIT CDFFtM 
SEP 98 

U.S. DEPARDIEN'l' OF JtJS'tICB FEDERAL BUREAD o:rr· PRISONS 
-~- -- -------- ~ - - . --- ~---·-· -- ·---------

TO,: ~~e an_d, ,Titlrt,,oJ ~Staff Me~er) DATE; \ r I. ,- ' I ' .~ r )- ·- . ~ •O T' ·- C>~-~~ - l C I )"< ~ • , ; h.,.. '· •- -.. f \ J_./ _,/ 

FROtj.._ REGISTER NO.: 
:..,., ~ ~' . /" 1., ·. h ,...,, - - ·J 

_. ~~r: ' . 
:- --- "'- I ' 

f ~IJ l •~ }"-,. '.- ........... - __ , 
J, \.J .· • .,)' ___ , --- .... 

WORK ~IGNMENT: UNIT: -t~! ~ D , ·J' ;) ft ,. r C - ; 
.:,;.~ r I : i 

SUBJECT: {Briefly state your question or concern and the solution you are requesting. 
Continue on back, if necessary. Yo~r failure to be specific may result in no action being 
taken. If necessary, you will be interviewed ~n order to successfuliy respond ta your 
request.) 

~ _.,.,. .--r-- ..... 11 T) 
...L ..:;;. ,. : r J'• ✓ r-. - ~ . '. ,,,- •' . - I \ -- - -j ' ~-- -;,-.. ,...... '; >., ~ : .- / ~ . . ' . - ; - ---: i.:: - - _. ~ 1 '- l - ~- ;- ! . ~ I~ -J' 
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: j J -~) t J : --,...._ 
'-'V'-V--.;.--, 

,-L -c:= 'J-
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BF-S148. 055 INN:ld'E REQTJBST 'rO STAFJ" CDE'RM 
SEP 98 
O'. S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE. l'ED&RAL BORBAO' OF PRISONS 

------- - - -- -•~ --- ~--r -------- ---

TO:(Name and Title of Staff Member) 

1 Rr-:c .S 

' \ 

DATE; j 

-,'J-C9 
REGISTER NO. : 

Oli;".., - 01,.. I 
UNIT: 

SUBJECT: (Briefly state your question or concer~ and the solution you are requesting. 
Continue on back, if necessary. Your failure to be specific may result in no action being 
taken. If necessary, you will be interviewed in order to s~ccessfully respond to your 
request.) . 

✓ X:, ? 1? r2 j--Q o Q.e.., .,J ';1 ; ~ ± {N ~ ru• 2 .J -,.,,. -c :ti +t+ &«'N:. fc.. 

J , 1 7 ; 1 G [ c, G' J) ~o R. M ~ \ L l µ-.'.,.- ; ~ ~).,-
:.AJ I f" .,;:::,---- (Do not write below th1s !inel 

DISPOSITION: 

Signature Staff Member 

Record Copy - File; Copy - Ir,.mate 
(This form may be replicated via WP) This form replaces 3P-148.070 dated Oct 86 

and BP-S148.070 APR 94 



Claimant: JAMES PENIO:: 

NOITC.E 

Respondents: H.J. Marberry, Canplex Warden 
Thomas A. Webster, M.D. 
David L. Young, Associate Warden 
Julie Ann Beighley, Health Services Administrator, et al 

You are hereby NOTICED of a possible civil action against the above named re
spondents, et al. If the $10,000,(X)().00 tort claim~already suh:nitteddresulting 
fran blmftant malpractice and remiss is not settled to Claimants canplete satis
faction, then additional coomercial liens and civil actions are inevitable. 

Your continuous unjustified and arbitrary denials and refusals since t':lail!Jant"<- · 
ms:-:transferred here to approve a cataract extraction procedure of Claimant's 
right eye wtrl.qi.was initially scheduled for June, 2005, is indefensible and re
sulted in the ~rmanent loss of about 65% of the vision in Claimant's right eye. 
Refer to the enclosed Tort Claim. 

Your confiscation of Claimant's mail pertaining to liens is readily verifiable. 
Said liens were resorted to in an effort at forcing Respondents to approve said 
eye operation • You ~J instead of approving the opera tio~ ,t sane tioned Claimant 
with hole time, loss or gocxl time, 18 1110nths loss of visic:mg, telephone and 
camrl.ssary privileges in your fruitless efforts at silencing Claimant. With a 
clarion call I ~se Respondents, et al, catastrophic econanic destruction 
either via tort claim, coomercial liens or civil action for your criminal ne
glect and actions in this untenable matter. 

Now, again, sulmit your incident reports and again issue your unlawful, illegal 
and aroitrary sanctions. 

Pre~ce...., 

i~~arty/Creditor 
By Authorized Representative, Attorney
In-Fact. In behalf of JAMES PENICK, Ens 
Legis 



U.S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

Federal Bureau of Pnsons 
REQUEST FOR ADMINISTRATIVE REMEDY 

Typt or use boil-,x,itrl pen. If anachmeNs ure llemed, submit four copies. Addidonal insrruction.s 011 u:W!rse. 

From: f'EN \ C. M ~fS f QJS','5:l-Qlo] f}-j IJsP-'L,,w Jl,.,.t 
LAST NAME, • MIDDLE INITIAL REG. NO. m..-rr INSTmmON 

Part B- RESPONSE 

DATE 

1/ tlinali.dfn -- tit& ,.,,,,,,..,, you _, ,.,,_-, 1g tli~ ltq/,t,IHII .Dindor. YOIII' .,_,I •11.d 1k lffliffil in tJw R,6i-J O,/Jiff wit4m l0 cwulttku-,, of tlit dsu of llril r&rpO<lff, 

___ -~~~~-=-~~!,_D~~----------------------=~~::~R· 53bc7(,--:f:{ __ ___ _ 
CASF! NUMBER: ______ _ 

Part C- RECEIPT 
Return to: 

LAST NAME. f'IRST, MIDDLE INITIAL REG. NO. UNIT INSTITUTION 
SUBJECT: _______________________________ _ 

DATE 

11-1~ ®---
RECIPIENT'S SlONATUR.E (STAFF MEMBER) 

81>-229(13) 
APAIL 1982 



BP-S148. 055 INMATE RBQlJBS'l' TO STAFF CDFRM 
SEP 98 
0. S • DEPARTNKNT 01' JUS'l':ICB l'BDERAL BOREAO OF PIUSOHS 

----------- &--

TO: (Name and Title of Staff Member) DATE: 

1:-~ ',· 
FROM: 

?~ 
' -

WORK ASSIGNMENT: 

. 
' 

CJ 

REGISTER NO. : 

,,...., .'. I - -
UNIT: 

4-1 
SUBJECT: {Briefly state your question or concern and the solution you are requesting. 
Continue on back, if necessary. Your failure to be specific may result in no action being 
taken. If necessary, you will be interviewed in order to successfully respond to your 
request.) 

;;,X .J C, A>::::L: +¥ ,? «' 1:' CY 2-d-re Cc < d&-< ,fr1rt: ,._.. Q,d f .a. , 0:C .c, d <: ( ~a '- · / t,, 

r;.- ., . • 

.- ' . --· ,..,,,.. 
J ,-!- ,..., C u '.d...J ~ : V ,. ... •-i.,~•-'-1 ,l.,',,f 

• · {Do not write below this line) Fl 1...C' 

DISPOSITION: 

Signature Staff Member 

Record Copy - File; Copy - Inmate 
(This form may be replicated via WP) 

'-.,.;;,.,_ 

This form replaces BP-148.010 dated Oct 86 
and BP-S148.070 APR 94 
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U.S. Department of Justice 
Federal Bureau of Prisons 

North Central Regional Office 

Office of the Regional Counsel Kansas City, KS 66101 

05-23-2012 

MEMORANDUM FOR PAUL PEPPER, ATTORNEY ADVISOR 
ST LOUISCLC 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

Richard W. Schon 
Regional Counsel 

Inmate JAMES PENICK 
Institution USP TERRE HAUTE 
Property Claim Number 2012-()4()72 

Find attached a copy of the above referenced administrative claim. This is a request 
that an investigation be conducted by the appropriate designated staff and in 
accordance with the Tort Claim Protocols of the North Central Region. 

Sixth Month Date: 11-03-2012 

If you consider settlement, you should review all available records to ascertain if the 
Inmate has any unpaid fines, costs, or other sums due or owing to the United States. 



Office of the Regional Counsel 

JAMES PENICK, #01552-061 
USP TERRE HAUTE 

U.S. Department of Justice 
Federal Bureau of Prisons 

North Central Regional Office 

400 State Avenue 
Tower II, Suite 800 
Kan:Jas City, KS 66101 

05-23-2012 

Re: Administrative Claim for Damages 
Claim#: TRT-NCA-2012-04072 $ 250,000.00 

Dear Claimant: 

This is to notify you of our receipt of your administrative claim for damages under 
provisions of the Federal Tort Claims Act. Title 28 USC §134§(b). 2671 et. seg., alleging 
liability of the United States Government. 

Your property completed claim was received on 05-04-2012. The above 
referenced Act provides that the agency has 6 months to make an administrative 
determination on your claim from the date such claim was received by the appropriate 
agency. Accordingly, in the matter of the above referenced claim, the government's 
response is not due until 11-03-2012. 

Regulations that may be pertinent to your claim may be found at Title 28 C.F.R. 
Part 14 et.seq., and §543.30. 

Sincerely, 
Richard W. Schott 
Regional Counsel 

-------------- ·-' -------------------------
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Office of Regional Counsel 

James Penick 
Register No. 01552-061 
Terre Haute USP 
P.O. Box33 
Terre Haute, IN 47808 

U.S. Department of Justice 
Federal Bureau of Prisons 

North Central Regional Office 

400 State Avenue 
Tower II, Suite 800 
Kansas City, KS 66101 

OCT 2 9 ~012 

Re: Administrative Claim Number TRT-NCR-2012-04072 
Personal Injury: S 250,000.00 

CERTIFIED NUMBER 7011 3500 0003 0976 5267 

Dear Mr. Penick: 

Your above referenced tort claim has been considered for administrative review 
pursuant to 28 C.F.R. § 0.172, Authority: Federal Tort Claims and 28 C.F.R. Part 14, 
Administrative Claims Under Federal Tort Claims Act. Investigation of your claim did 
not reveal you suffered any personal injury as a result of the negligent acts or omissions 
of Bureau of Prisons employees acting within the scope of their employment. 

As a result of this investigation, your claim is denied. This memorandum serves 
as a notification of final denial under 28 C.F.R. § 14.9, Final Denial of Claim. If you are 
dissatisfied with our agency's action, you may file suit in an appropriate U.S. District 
Court no later than six months after the date of mailing of this notification. 

~~~~0 
\'11,Richard W. Schott ~ 

Regional Counsel 



(b )(6) 

(b )(6) 

The following opinions are based on the medical and prison records of James Edward Pennick. 
Documents that support my opinions include: Bureau of Prisons Health Services Records from 2007 tO 
2013 as well as medical records from Dr. Webster, and Dr Minturn (2007-2013). I am a board certified 
ophthalmologist, Associate Professor of Ophthalmology at the Northwestern Feinberg School of 
Medicine who practices at University Eye Specialists in Chicago, lllinois. My curriculum vita is attached. 



(b )(6) 

Sincerely, 

Jon M. Ruderman, MD 
Associate Professor of Ophthalmology 
Northwestern Feinberg School of Medicine 



January 16, 2015 

(b )(6) 

I had the pleasure of reviewing this case and speaking to you about this Penick Case. 
We actually spoke on the phone regarding this case on January 14, 2015. I am 
expressing a summary of the case I reviewed along with our discussion. 

(b )(6) 
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Sincerely yours, 

Jack A Cohen, MD 
ja c: n rp/616807 08 



Case Management Application Page 1 of 1 

Welcome WILSON J MOORER I Logout 

HOME I ALERTS MY WORK I NEW CASE SEARCH MAIN , EMAIL • ~ 1 i t 

l -Back to Case R<?sults Case Actions: 

Case ID: CIV-NCR-2013-01158 Short Description: PENICK V. PRISON CONTRACT OPTOMETRIST ET AL 

kJQj,)31 ljta CASE DOCS CASE PERSONS CASE DATES CASE SUMMARY CASE BLOG 

I l i ,.. 

Reference Number 

Short Descripbon 

Classificabon 

case Type 

case Sub-Type 

Current Region 

Current Institution 

Incident Region 

Incident I nstitu ti on 

Monetary Relief 
Sought 

Estimated Amount 

Office 

Jurisdiction 

Responsible Legal 
Office 

Estimated Amount 

Estimated Outcome 

Long Description 

Further Case 
Classification 

Comments 

,r , 

2: 12-cv-00341-WTL-WGH 

PENICK V. PRISON CONTRACT OPTOMETRIST 
ET AL 

Civil 

Bivens 8th Amend 

COC·Medlcal Condition 

NORTH CENTRAL REGIONAL OFFICE 

Terre Haute (FCIJ 

$250,000.00 

$ 

Terre Haute 

SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF INDIANA 

St. Louis, MD 

$ -

No evaluation can be made at this t:me 

28: 1331 FEDERAL QUESTION: BIVENS ACT 

Date 

Type 

Reason 

Sought 

Amount offered 

Total Amount Paid 

Description 

Description 

Court Fee Paid ' 

Pro Se? 

Date Received 

Date Filed 

Current Owner 

Case Status 

T1melone Status 

Monthly Report 
Status 

06/09/2015 

Settled 

Punitive Damages 

$ 

$2,000.00 

SETTLED FOR $2,000 

SETTLED FOR $2,000 

Yes 

No 

06/28/2013 

11/19/2012 

SARAH ALLISON ARMSTRONG 

Closed 

Closed 

NEW CASES 

Private Case No 

https://bop.tcp.doj .gov:9349/OGC-CIV /UpdateCasePage.do?PID=89+ 3+ICM4+DB2P 13+... 9/16/2016 
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Bureau of Prisons 
Health Services 

Clinical Encounter 

Inmate Name: DRAKE, JOSEPH F 
Date of Birth: 08/15/1971 
Encounter Date: 05/16/2012 07:00 

Reg #: 00886-093 
Sex: M Race: ASIAN/PAC. Facility: THP 
Provider: Clingerman, Nicole LPN Unit: 202 

Injury Assessment-Not Work Related encounter performed at Special Housing Unit. 

SUBJECTIVE: 

INJURY 1 Provider: Clingerman, Nicole LPN 

Date of Injury: 05/16/2012 07:00 Date Reported for Treatment: 05/16/2012 12:56 
Work Related: No Work Assignment: INST A/0, SHU UNASSG 
Pain Location: 
Pain Scale: O 

Pain Qualities: 

Where Did Injury Happen (Be specific as to location): 

ln my cell 
Cause of Injury (Inmate's Statement of how injury occurred): 

I cut my arm on my bunk. 
Symptoms (as reported by inmate): 

My arm was bleeding. 

OBJECTIVE: 

Exam: 

ASSESSMENT: 

Cut(s) and/or Abrasion(s) 

Inmate brought to health services room in SHU. A&O x3. Skin warm, pink and dry. Respirations easy and unlabored. 
Righi forearm has approximately 4 inch cut. Wound was not actively bleeding during the exam. Area was cleansed with 
normal saline. Inmate states that the bunk was rusty. Per Dr Harvey give tetanus immunization. 

PLAN: 

Disposition: 

Follow-up at Sick Call as Needed 

Patient Education Topics: 

.Pate Initiated Format 

05/16/2012 Counseling 

Handoutrropic 

Access to Care 

Generated 05/1612012 13:00 by Clingerman, Nicole LPN Bureau of Prisons• THA 

Provider Outcome 

Clingerman, Nicole Verbalizes 
Understanding 

Page 1 of 2 
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Inmate Name: DRAKE, JOSEPH F 
Date of Birth: 08/15/1971 
Encounter Date: 05/16/2012 07:00 

Reg #: 00886-093 
Sex: M Race: ASIAN/PAC. Facility: THP 
Provider: Clingerman, Nicole LPN Unit: Z02 

Copay Required: No 

TelephoneNerbal Order: No 

Cosign Required: Yes 

Completed by Clingerman, Nicole LPN on 05/16/2012 13:00 
Requested to be cosigned by Harvey, Paul MD, RMD. 

Cosign documentation will be displayed on the following page. 

Generated 05/16/2012 13:00 by Clingerman, Nicolo LPN Bureau of Prisons - THA Page 2 of 2 
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Office of the Regional Counsel 

JOSEPH DRAKE, #00886-093 
USP TERRE HAUTE 

U.S. Department of Justice 
Federal Bureau of Prisons 

North Central Regional Office 

400 State Avenue 
Tower II, Suite 800 
Kansas City, KS 66101 

06-04-2012 

Re: Administrative Claim for Damages 
Claim#: TRT-NCR-2012-04163 $ 10,000.00 

Dear Claimant: 

This is to notify you of our receipt of your administrative claim for damages under 
provisions of the Federal Tort Claims Act. Title 28 USC §1346(b), 2671 et. seq., alleging 
liability of the United States Government. 

Your properly completed claim was received on 05-25-2012. The above 
referenced Act provides that the agency has 6 months to make an administrative 
determination on your claim from the date such claim was received by the appropriate 
agency. Accordingly, in the matter of the above referenced claim, the government's 
response is not due until 11-24-2012. 

Regulations that may be pertinent to your claim may be found at Title 28 C.F.R. 
Part 14 et.seq., and §543.30. 

Sincerely, 
Richard W. Schott 
Regional Counsel 

~~u,a,T- c. 
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Office of Regional Counsel 

Joseph Drake 
Register No. 00886-093 
USP Canaan 
P.O. Box 300 
Waymart, PA 184 72 

U.S. Department of Justice 
Federal Bureau of Prisons 

North Central Regional Office 

400 State Avenue 
Tower II, Suite 800 
Kansas City, KS 66101 

Re: Administrative Claim NumberTRT-NCR-2012-04163 
Personal Injury: $10,000.00 

CERTIFIED NUMBER 7011 3500 0003 0976 5663 

Dear Mr. Drake: 

Your above referenced tort claim has been considered for administrative review 
pursuant to 28 C.F.R. § 0.172, Authority: Federal Tort Claims and 28 C.F.R. Part 14, 
Administrative Claims Under Federal Tort Claims Act. Investigation of your claim did 
not reveal you suffered any personal injury as a result of the negligent acts or omissions 
of Bureau of Prisons employees acting within the scope of their employment. 

As a result of this investigation, your claim is denied. This memorandum serves 
as a notification of final denial under 28 C.F.R. § 14.9, Final Denial of Claim. If you are 
dissatisfied with our agency's action, you may file suit in an appropriate U.S. District 
Court no later than six n,,onths after the date of mailing of this notification. 

Sincerely, 

A1 
,t. Richard W. Schott 

Regional Counsel 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF INDIANA 

INDIANAPOLIS DIVISION 

JOSEPH FRANKLIN FEJERAN DRAKE, ) 
) 

Plaintiff, ) 
V. ) 

) 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, ) 

) 
Defendant. ) 

CASE NO. 1:13-cv-00961-TWP-DML 

DEFENDANT'S ANSWER 

Defendant United States of America, by counsel, Joseph H. Hogsett, United States 

Attorney for the Southern District of Indiana, and Lindsay Dunn, Assistant United States 

Attorney, answers Plaintiffs Amended Civil Complaint ("Complaint") pursuant to the Court's 

order of December 10, 2013 (Docket# 27) as follows: 1 

I. PARTIES AND VENUE 

The Defendant does not deny that it has been named as a proper defendant, nor does it 

deny that venue is proper. 

II. DEFENSES 

1. Plaintiff has failed to state a claim upon which relief can be granted. 

2. Plaintiffs alleged injuries and damages were not proximately caused by the negligent 

or wrongful act or omission of an employee of the United States acting within the 

scope of his or her employment. 

3. Plaintiff is not en ti tied to a jury trial on his money damage claims alleged against the 

United States of America for negligent acts or omissions of its employees. 

1 Due to the format of Plaintiffs Complaint (and for purposes of claiity). Defendant has not answered in a 
traditional format following paragraph by paragraph. To the extent an allegation against Defendant is not fully 
addressed herein, Defendant expressly denies such allegation. 
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4. For its Answer to the factual allegations set forth in Plaintiff's Complaint, Defendant 

alleges as follows: The Defendant denies each and every allegalion of wrongful, 

unconstitutional, illegal, improper, tortious, or in any manner negligent or reckless 

conduct on the part of the Defendant, its agents, servants, or employees as alleged by 

the Plaintiff in his Complaint. Specifically, with respect to Plaintiff's alleged injury 

to his forearm, Defendant denies each and every allegation of wrongful, 

unconstitutional, illegal, improper, tortious, or in any manner negligent or reckless 

conduct on the part of the Defendant, its agents, servants, or employees as alleged by 

the Plaintiff in his Complaint. Defendant further denies that it breached any legal 

duty to Plaintiff. 

Wherefore, the Defendant respectfully prays that the Plaintiff take nothing by way of his 

Complaint, that the Complaint be dismissed with prejudice, that judgment be entered in favor of 

the Defendant and against the Plaintiff, and for all further relief just and proper in the premises. 

Respectfully Submitted, 

JOSEPH H. HOGSETT 
United States Attorney 

By: ls/Lindsay Dunn 
Lindsay Dunn 
Assistant United States Attorney 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

This is to certify that I have served a copy of the foregoing upon the Plaintiff herein by 

electronically filing and mailing a copy thereof to the following on the 7th day of January, 2014: 

Joseph Franklin Fejeran Drake 
00886-093 
CANAAN - USP 
CANAAN U.S. PENITENTIARY 
Inmate Mail/Parcels 
P.O. Box 300 
Waymart, PA 184 72 

Office of the United States Attorney 
10 West Market Street 
Suite 2100 
Indianapolis, Indiana 46204 

ls/Lindsav Dunn 
Lindsay Dunn 
Assistant United States Attorney 
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Io s EPH Fra,1 /di"11 ECJtr<?, 1 D1'q k F 
Plaintiffs full name( s) 

oo gsG. oC/3 
Prisoner or registration number 
LLS. P£1t1 / /.1:.11 /.,'o, lJ Ca,·Jc, 01 ~ 
P.o. 8ox 30D 
Street address or postal box number 

tv n ~ 1VJ c,f'f, PA. I B 4'7 2 
City, state and zip code 

20,3 JUH I q PH ft: 03 

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF INDIANA 

1: 13 -cv-09 61 TWP-DML 
Civil Action No. _________ _ 

(To be supplied by the Court) 

________________ Plaintiff(s) 

Full name(s) (Do not use et aL) 

v. 

LJN1,£ .sTA TD OF Al1Ef2Jc..A 

________________ Defendant(s). 

(Enter above the full name of ALL defendants in this action. 
Do not use "et al.") 

CIVIL RIGHTS COMPLAINT 
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I. Parties 

A. Plaintiff's Information: 

Name and Prisoner Number of Plaintiff: .Tos l!:.'P.h ~ F. Oro k E ti QO fi'.b -o~ 3 

Present Place of Confinement or Mailing Address: 1L s . P e:.n , ·t fu tl'ar .!I ca a q o/J, 

P.D. Qic,x '.1.oo I tL't:1i1 tl'l ,-; r".J-1 PA . I B 'II 2.. 

B. Defendant's Information: (NOTE: To provide information about more defendants than there 
is room for here, use this fonnat on another sheet of paper.) 

Name of Defendant l :. ___ 
11

.:.;:Ll.,._;J::..:1....;°J....;e:....:d==---.s=-J::..:c.:;.al;....:l'.=-,..,,.::..,. ....;c,~/....;A:...=a=1 B._r::...<-,·...,c. ... o...._" ______ _ 

Title (If applicable): _____________________ _ 

Address of Defendant: _____________________ _ 

Name of Defendant 2:. ____ _!''u::?..v:.o;J.t..l ·.!-/ e-:~d~,::...S.!.,.llo~fiwl!....,~"---.l:;;o:,.t:.I_A'-=M;:;,.al:.~-,,.___,,'-!,·c"""~ G;;;:....
1

' ______ _ 

Title (If applicable): _____________________ _ 

AddressofDefendant: _____________________ _ 

" Id /1 ,, 
Name of Defendant 3:. ____ ..,!aa:!.!.q!.J.,..L. ~e~ .... e1""'"c t,~c;-..J.!,O.f!.-:.S---=:o:-.i;r____,A~M:.,;t'""l'c;..,/i;..,1°G=a------

Tit1e (If applicable):---------------------------

Address of Defendant: _______________________ _ 

Name of Defendant 4:. _____ 
11
-1a:U~t,::,:..1 L.,'./=1:.-!.t.d~..s~l;;::.a.!-l£e:""'s.....la<o;..!.f--',A~M~/;2:.,,....:.l..1,,' ,~~a-0 

____ _ 

Title (If applicable): _______________________ _ 

Address of Defendant: _____________________ _ 
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It -,. .... 

IL Jurisdiction 

Jurisdiction is invoked pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1331. (lfyou wish to assert jurisdiction under 
additional statutes, you may fill in the title and section below.) 

___,.,..:;:;a;...,_t~_ u.s.c. § _L3'1~ lbJ 

---=-7.::..;:.6;;......_ u.s.c. § l.b 'Ji kl. .scr;. 

m. Basis for Oaims 

Check any Applicable Item(s): 

✓ 

Complaint Under the Civil Rights Act. 42 U.S.C. § 1983 ( state, county, or municipal 
defendants) 

Complaint under Bivens v. Six Unknown Federal Narcotics Agents, 403 U.S. 388 
(1971) (federal defendants) 

Other (cite statute, if known) Z2 {16&. :ii /..z L/t.14L z.f,,l/ El J;£?. 

IV. Claims 

BRIEFLY state the background of your case: 

Claim I: (Include all facts you consider important, including names of persons involved, places and 
dates. Descn"be exactly how each defendant is involved. State the facts clearly in your own words 
without citing legal autliority or argument) 

•~£!:: A.J-.lo /.clu:cl Pa..Dt! 11 
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Claim II: f.J/ A. 
----------------------------

Claim ID: tu/ A. ·----------------------------

V. Previous Lawsuits and Administrative Relief 

1. Have you begun other lawsuits in state or federal court dealing with the same facts involved in 
this action or otherwise relating to the conditions of your imprisonment? 

Yes ✓ No 

If your answer is "Yes," describe each lawsuit (If there is more than one lawsuit, descnl>e the 
additional lawsuits using this same format on a blank sheet which you should label "IV. Previous 
Lawsuits and Administrative Relief'.) 

a. Parties to previous lawsuit: 

Plaintiff(s): _______ rJ..:..../..:....A:..---------

tJ/A Defendant(s): _________________ _ 

b. Name and location of court and docket number: ____ M_/_A,_,__ ______ _ 



.... 
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c. Disposition of lawsuit. (For e~le, was the case dismissed? Was it appealed? Is it still 
pending?) v / A 

d. Issues raised: "'l A 

e. Approximate date of filing lawsuit: _____ J.J_'I._A ___________ _ 

f. Approximate date of disposition: 14 I A -------------------

2. I have previously exhausted available admil}istrative remedies regarding the or events acts 
complained of in Part m of this complaint _v_ Yes __ No 

If your answer is "Yes," briefly describe how relief was sought and the result: 

AdMi-v1/,.5lv>c-,-f1Vt£ clal,n 1..111dcY'"{F.r.c..A.) D1".JPt>w/f/()1·} ''oFrJ/cd'' 
He:Morm,dun,t .:./.olE cla,'H'l d,·d ,1Qf rt:.-vt:"r,/ P/o;•nl,·./1' ..s.u-f.12:•,,,.e:d ON.:! 

Pt:r-Y>J.-1 o.l ,11..Jl,,,-4 .1:1 a.:s re~u/.l of N't'q//;u:!n-1. ac..l,:, <uc OM /J.s ,·oo.s of"/3.CJ,F'. '1 

/;,t,1P/o!1£es. ac./.,,1.9 w,·.J.L.1i1 llu! .s.r.Ol"lr ofl l-t,e,·.,,- l-.,_,,,o/o.!J,VJl!n-f ... set! 
Q UaJJ1 c:d Ad,u h1 ,'~/.,,. ~ -JA,, £ U c1v1oroi.,d,.,, 111\ th1q/~Y' f /:. r. {_.A. ) .. , 

VI. Previously Dismissed Actions or Appeals 

1. If you are proceeding under 28 U.S.C. §1915, please list each civil action or appeal you have 
brought in any court of the United States while you were incarcerated or detained in any facility, that 
was dismissed as frivolous, malicious, or for failure to state a claim upon which relief may be 
granted. Please describe each civil action or appeal. If there is more than one civil action or appeai 
descdbe the additional civil actions or appeals using this same format on a blank sheet which you 
should label "V. Previously Dismissed Actions or Appeals." 

a. Parties to previous lawsuit: 

Plaintifl{s): _________ tJ_,_A ____________ _ 

Defendant(s): ________ ,.,_I_A ___________ _ 

"'IA b. Name and location of court and docket number: ______________ _ 

c. Grounds for dismissal: 

( ) frivolous ( ) malicious ( ) failure to state a claim upon which relief may be granted. 

d. Approximate date of filing lawsuit: _________ tJ_f_A. _________ _ 

e. Approximate date of disposition: __________ t.J_'A _________ _ 
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'• 

'· 

VII. Request for Relief 

I request the following relief: 

Signature of attorney (if any) .?' Plaintiff's Signature 

Date: O<o -6G · \3 



·•, 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I 7ru£#/ J:rqn/4ln ft;r.6mn.. __ 1:.u~.o kr _ ~ do h c re by cert i t~ u n cl c r pt, w Ii y o r 
pcrjur) (28 U.S.C. § l 746) that I ha\·c served zi true Jnd correct copy of the 

follo\\ing documents: C..Jt'JL /2.1 FJJ-l"'r.J. Gr,1u.JOLA111.11 J>u,,,,...JuA/11.,. Ui-?dEr 

L 'D ll-5 C. .:i d. fr)/ ti . .JC.;}. 

U,,l/!Jl1' .• ,H1 c3;-d //'ll>dov,•.J. roY' L.t:~Otltl°' 
ro f:r£JG~cd ,,., fo,.,.J-v1a ~AUPCY-1'.J 

which, pursuant to Houston v. Lack, 487 U.S. 266 ( l 988), is deemed filed at the 
time it was delivered to prison authorities for forwarding to the court and service 
upon parties to this litigation and/or their attorney(s) of record. 

I have placed the material referenced above in a properly sealed envelope 
with first class postage affixed and I addressed it to: 

Th E ()/1> C. i£" {) t i)J £ 
C,} EJ"k. ~/Th£ U . ..3. D/.:./v,·c,..J CCJu,-/

QCXI IL1 ErJ/J D, '.J lr1 'c. / t'J/ .Znr..J 1 ·or1 & 

105 U- i. r~✓Y'j, J/oa ..r C 

'-lw r.ru./. oh/o .s./.rJ;c/ 
LJ.1 ,.;,·oJ.-1G Polis. 1 I11rl/ano l/h?.O Y 

And deposited said envelope via hand delivery to the IV!ail Room staff at the 

United States Penitentiary c..onoo n on this o<:r day of :::n_uA{;, "20l~-----' 

Respectfully submitted, 

--~~A-r-~---
Name: Jo.SL Ph F. F. D>"ok l· 

Reg. No. t,n2tfJ-o9.J. 

u • .s. rc,.,,,'/.cn-i ·o/'..!J COt,JOarJ 

P. o. 60.k· .3(Jn 

kJn.!J MQr-1-., PA. IP. L/7 Z 
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t..:, I/ IL. KI [-,I-/ T !::; C1Vl.-1PLAI N, A 11A 7C..I-IJL.1Er✓ T FA.61.t iO 

011 /ll)fl.:J Dz, 2 bl 2 a/ ob E.>ul I :oi'J hn, Plo,,·n /,,If' uJo.!. Plac..c d .,;,, J.PJrc..al 

J.ICC1.:;.1i,~ U11/I /JHt.1J i!J-ra,n ... r.t~Ll'tut'"Y"- c.t:f/#112 fu.-1,·.A 11:"/'rk- J.lr,,N/c) 1..,,1cth.:.~O£l111.::.· 

IYl~-j. .) ... i, //rJ/'! (.L J: • .:;.) /11 Ill~/, ·..s·c ./, ~:1 , .. 

On frJa..il !l. c .... 14,c,/ e,boul o:n"'rm. Fe,lt·'l""ol Btill"tc-ou "f'p,,,..,':.J,,t,J-:,.:, IF.r3.i'>,r'.) 

C.on-u.c../-,·c,10/ .slc.fl'.L ,i. lHu) c.,vulu~./c-.-11i1,-1'JrJlt: t'!1.:.-/I..:. rr-/4/J>ein t_~i'er.!J 'l.l de,t::J.1 (J.hu) 

12.u/ii Ct'l ( I!, - (lc,v, r,, e. - L(luJL ,- ) a;,h:l LE I/ .i. ol"I:: Ii u Pt: ,j 1;·,,:J 011ei .5 /!·a/' cJ; t: cf b t' kr£ 11-1 w10/i:.'.r 

uo1Jcd / /rrm.sf1:.·,,.t.·cl 111./o new f'g • .1.,·..sni:.c) r.el!.J ... 

Ff cd1,),-t/ ti.Jo£. Jr!tH'L·d J l, .... c, 1·1~h:.,.eJ /;,-~m f.1,d/ /II//~' ./c C.1£11 11 JI<; ,"n)o r, cc.-// 

~/li1 q Lww/LL,1:.-tl halLOrf.fNI.J., t1n.Jc,/e· hv.'n~· C.0ticl,·J1'()1-,, .J/4e~./ PtJ.:.E' ... uL. .1/,u1 /.,•a/ r,'J.k. ~I 
S. EVfcu ~ ho r,vi ., ., • 

On r,5.lf,,1L rd oh<>i:..J. e":f'/!,;..,1., t..Jh~.Jr Pla,·H/,fl'fip,.•11.!) Ao11.JJu/ u, I.J.Ht.1) 

e-ron9C-Lct...,i"v-c.t:.iJ#11q, fi)/1;-/1,: :j,1 lfu: Prc-r.t:.s..!. ~fcJt:.,,ni'o.!' o&.5./.:,1;1:fd cell w./r"l""ln~ 

liJrrlh u,/,1..n c.lr-n rnS fi C"Mei /JcD.-, kt• /./.,_, i.tJ[J..•lt. /11 IJ.t../u) C~t!.il.J. 111~PCC. -l1·ei11 one-I ,n..sJ,•/4 -h',mol 
E,c.t:,._A1J.1·v1: .::.+<:.tf fs.1-1") f"Cc.1vid.!. u)r!lk. 1/wcu!IL ... 

Pio,·,., J,•I/ I.L-.h//E /iJ 1-1,c Pror:.~~ o.f Mruh ,•n~ c.,:J'/ f/,M;" Pfo,·11 £·i/1 ..r/./p~1:t) 

fo~J of bo/an,.e encl Pln,nl-//f r,·:;);,t k:--co,-.... J..lr~1t.k. Ila·. r!'s-:tl .s,·de c".f l..4r l.,ur,htcd Po.::I 

!J"owl t:: ./Ji i.S. Pa rf of a. £ C~cHt'I 1,.· :,:f'U. u (',,1.,/. t:,U j. " 1VJ ii, l" sJ,j O;? !' ft r C. i;,J l' 0 YL':> Pl ti IJ/"l::·Hi ,;w r., rl [ 
,, (· ~ k~,, c ... 

{ &t>P) (,r,;• r 1::.c f,'ouo/ .:.. /.o ~ nc,k. ,~ou) it-J:i i: /.I,,'.! h1,mh Li!cl P()..1 / /1,.,.,,,'Jl!° ;L,/ 0<.,.J " 
,, " I I * I- I ,. 11 I I \ . II 

C,;t"E.,CJ b~ .SP•"<•~ ,., .. l..!l 'J-"11;- Cu t'!l,Y. ort.·o I.LJ('l-h ()J"O..i.!::E .PD/u J C.111nl i.:J,ICJ•f!.'1.-I H'lf.' r'OZ r,r 

.5},.,:;..,p 1:,~d.£.£.s..J bu,4 t''!. i,~i.10/e /;ll,'n~ C('>,.·1el//.,·,,..n, 4,h,'.,-J, Dl·'/£1" P1:·,,..,•r;,o/ l'/1 /,•,ntr J;fl.J.' 'ft,r111::d 

... (JJ),!,./..J.," ic> Ti1,'..c. c.u.f.,.,.u+ arc:c, {p1£cf: cf/1.11..-k,J) t.'11 bt·d P,u.l h~e-ml! i.$. C.PPJA('>,e/,.i,,r,/.,:/.!:J Jl/ 

1vicJ1 £ J f l"v1!J ••• .!.E£ <i #c./..d1ttci P1'c. luv£ d ,·c, W• I $ N, Pi, nf b,,., k. bt:ci .. . 

1,.li1d£ ll.Jt £ c .... t,'IJ£ .;,/,,., U'.r. t,_i.!i"L Mc,k. /11~ fh t·/,~ l~uuJ i"c:uaJ d..t r J .ltJPP't_d. "A. t.tJ. "' 

( Ur. d,1 .,,,...c./1) 4-Vk/ .s.hnu.Jf!.ci iJ/111 ,»ii 1ilJt.)('.!j f 4 Aic.Ji cu./. ••,'.!:Jh+ kr£cn•JY1), r.,id t;p/c,,'vi 1t,:/ 1.0/J. ... /. 

J1~.J /1<d/J01i!t'./, cmd ur.c.lwrc..LJ IA.1...>.J ;JrtJ'c.£,i Jt1Jt. c.. .. rlMrJ. a,•e:11 P{EC.C C1f-..1t>h:il Mi'l.~J°he 

lrr~u btu,khc:cJ fJ('.:.f fr.r-w1 ./.J,r!l.s. b£c,1 '',s,p••~.ht:.~I u u., •. •/.J, f n,•oJ,J,!JE Pro'nl) c:.,,d c..u./ou) arco 

IOl'l-l,.n,1 c.1=.·// <-£-1'..tllA etl nrt::Q , a.-ul im,VI l/cii'6.Jt:IJJ c,q/Jcd u1:,ilt::r.l ..s ✓o .fl' aud e>J-'d E~l!c:i JIJt:.~t-Yl't'.✓.1/ 
1•1JuvtJ c1j5'£:...:.11.,H-:n-l ht" f"l:v lo,·wicel Li,1 Plo/MJ,1/' 11l1 .. /u;1.,JJ, o,,u/ collt:.d 1i1.J./,·Ju )J'o,u,I -b,u·.//J~ 
h1 o /h /.-a,,,,, t:: l'.l c.C A,t .. ,oc, $ £' :'", c .. ud e>rd It,, cc/ ./2. hn £'If' /Int bun£ i:Jl::,i Pe>..:, .J .;;,.c, m f:' c,.,./. cu,..J 
av-i;.., bE" frn...-J&c),•alc.i.3 f,'Jtlf:,•i ... J..Ct:: o./..J.nJ,.Jn;,J /tJ,t:,J>) J..Jt:c.ll-tJ .!.t:,~,:1·c .. I!..i.. Dt'Po,-,/.1111:.11 ,t c,/,',1,,,u;} 

rvic C>(i.1 Jo r u t:d,. c;.r, J ;11JUl"'.!J Ci.l.!, I! .u Ill i:::n I 12 /;:;Pf!l'l. -t • •• 
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, l!J.-1 M 4'..!i , 2CJ I 2. , Pl r.:u>,.,/./ ./l' .£,j it,/ / .J F.- q.s) bj'-,n Ad1t-~, 'n. c /CL ,'n,,, £_,,. P1e•nlf'.:, 

..su~n .1.. ( lJ ID, DOD ~) k,.,. do,,-,,, o6l,..J. , Su /J\,~v c,. d Po-,,~..:. fJno/ /,, Ju"·~ b 2- /;,Y' e.. u . .!.. lD. O, .:t.) 

h,:dt.ra/ /6u¥"1.cn, of Pri'.s.t:111..!. (F.e.r,.f'J Alcwlh c.,1.11ti"c,I 120.a,·tinril fNctZJ oifi'cp_ undtll.l' 

PrN1 1'-!JN-J nf Fer/ t:.t"ol ro rl r.lc, Nn h:J ( .c r c AJ J,-// £ Z 5 U..!. c :!. t31.ftpll:,), 7./c 7/ tr./-.. .!.€<t. 

On CJ{;.• 0£/ • IZ., Plo/0 J,.·H' rR. c.o.,-vo..d O 1"/l.J .Pon . ..s. P..... ll1~/ Plo,·n //./11 L·Ju.d 
{ sF-eJ £.\ Ad,u,11. r,/c,/si'J ·kJJ" don1,,r5 uJ,,. P,.v...:.ohc..J 1nJ1w1.:1 und1.J/' I ,C; T c..A.J _b,_,f),rtk 

(Mc. ,Z) rfl_c a. rv .,,d [ 0[;, LS· 12J r.1m.l a er- Q,,c,,/. "'d kw Ad Jt,J/1,1. cl u. / o.r>,111 l11 c,,l-/01/) .• ..;; e.a. 

o/.JoJJ1,d (AJc.oJ Lu~u.'Jol''Qndw,1,'J fAdw,lu. c/nlm) Jfl 1 -Atc..tl.- Z.Oi'L • Ott lfc3 ... 

{°)J • 2.. 3 ·/ .3, PIQ/s,J/1/' rfA cu~/ i,•fi>d n d q,1,1,'o/ l"(h ..! J')nn..J fL- /;.t'ltn I /llc11.) 

d a.n!J lt,1.!J Pio t"n ./ iU' f,, / a.d / S. f ~ !is.) Ac/P,, ,'n. L-lcn·n_,, kf' dosrar1~ u..J. • Pu,r~n r.,/ 1;1J'llr"!J 

UVJ.el q_ v· /FT c. A) . , . ..) Q. e. o 1-./oL c./1 ,u/ / Al c./2.J M 1-11..-2 t'IJ"c,.,1 dd&i'1 / Ad,u ,'n. £Jr, J~ ) d, 'J !°DJ J' -/.-,·m1 
fuc.J ,i,,,_vJ/a} <.">f c/oJiJ'J frtl.T-Nc.N- "-Dl'l- ... ~'IHn.s) .. 

Pla1'11 I,- ft .Si!A:i-lt'. //J6 L s a,1•,,./ el ,,n J'eil on ar/ a11i-·J. c./a/in kr al an✓, or:; tJ4 J 

Pv.v !,QV)('j/ /1,·,Jw-"..!l u,1dr.tY IF. 7: C., A.J uJ;•.J/1 £d It) rr~c.tJ.P~d.J k.-Jl.1 o.v• LlrJ l.,-1J'>1-~ t) 

,S,w J,:,. lH {j PJ"'ra P,,. ,·c,/..~ LIL Dul r,. (, i c(\{ IV l lr /.IL .s. t'Jd /-I-; q_ rn £:H'J Ir/ c . .j t) I' f;Jd/rmr/ •.. 

I cl£ c-J o JI' t: u .1cl G v- P En r, 11..!:J of Pe1/' ..:.ru /' ..!.l 1h a /. 1/4 E Cr£ 8 ci 1 'n& 1 '..:. /rel£ 

OVld CAwret::A, .. i:x.Ec,rrfed of U . .s., Pt:o /f£n-l1c.d.!l, Wr:,JJ,P1a,,,,l1 PA. 1~':!_7Z o/J OV"-c'\ · t3 .. 

7 
5Ds.£Ph F.F. DY'a)t!I" 
f::l!d. 12.EG Ill{).'. 0022'h-D4.3 
U.J;.,P. Cnnac,n 
P .tL flox 3 oD 
tvo.!I n1r,,..J., PA . 1 r 1/) z 
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Bureau of Prisons 
Health Services 

Clinical Encounter 

Inmate Name: DRAKE, JOSEPH F 
Date of Birth: 08/15/1971 
Encounter Date: 05/16/2012 07:00 

Reg #: 00886-093 
Sex: M Race: ASIAN/PAC. Facility: THP 
Provider: Clingerman, Nicole LPN Unit Z02 

Injury Assessment-Not Work Related encounter performed at Special Housing Unit. 

SUBJECTIVE: 

INJURY 1 Provider: Clingerman, Nicole LPN 

Date of Injury: 05/16/2012 07:00 Date Reported for Treatment: 05/16/2012 12:56 
Work Related: No Work Assignment: INST A/0, SHU UNASSG 
Pain Location: 
Pain Scale: O 

Pain Qualities: 

Where Did Injury Happen (Be specific as to location): 

In my cell 
Cause of Injury (Inmate's Statement of how injury occurred): 

I cut my arm on my bunk. 
Symptoms (as reported by inmate): 

My arm was bleeding. 

OBJECTIVE: 

Exam: 

ASSESSMENT: 

Cut(s) and/or Abrasion(s) 

Inmate brought to health services room in SHU. A&O x3. Skin warm, pink and dry. Respirations easy and unlabored. 
Right forearm has approximately 4 inch cut. Wound was not actively bleeding during the exam. Area was cleansed with 
normal saline. Inmate states that the bunk was rusty. Per Dr Harvey give tetanus immunization. 

PLAN: 

Disposition: 

Follow-up at Sick Call as Needed 

Patient Education Topics: 

Date Initiated Format 

05/16/2012 Counseling 

Handout/Topic 

Access to Care 

Generated 05/16/2012 13:00 by Clingerman, Nicole LPN Bureau of Prisons - THA 

Provider 

Clingerman, Nicole 

Outcome 

Verbalizes 
Understanding 

Page 1 of 2 
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'lnma.te"Name: DRAKE, JOSEPH F 
Date of Birth: 08/15/1971 
Encounter Date: 05/16/2012 07:00 

Reg #: 00886-093 
Sex: M Race: ASIAN/PAC. Facility: THP 
Provider: Clingerman, Nicole LPN Unit: Z02 

Copay Required: No 

TelephoneNerbal Order: No 

Cosign Required: Yes 

Completed by Clingerman, Nicole LPN on 05/16/2012 13:00 
Requested to be cosigned by Harvey, Paul MD, RMD. 
Cosign documentation will be displayed on the following page. 

Generated 05/16/2012 13:00 by Clingerman, Nicole LPN Bureau of Prisons - THA Page 2 of 2 
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Office of the Regional Counsel 

JOSEPH DRAKE, #00886-093 
USP TERRE HAUTE 

U.S. Department of Justice 
Federal Bureau of Prisons 

North Central Regional Office 

400 State Avenue 
Tower II, Suite 800 
Kansas City, KS 66101 

06-04-2012 

Re: Administrative Claim for Damages 
Claim#: TRT-NCR-2012-04163 $ 10,000.00 

Dear Claimant: 

This is to notify you of our receipt of your administrative claim for damages under 
provisions of the Federal Tort Claims Act, Title 28 USC §1346{b), 2671 et. seq., alleging 
liability of the United States Government. 

Your properly completed claim was received on 05-25-2012. The above 
referenced Act provides that the agency has 6 months to make an administrative 
determination on your claim from the date such claim was received by the appropriate 
agency. Accordingly, in the matter of the above referenced claim, the government's 
response is not due until 11-24-2012. 

Regulations that may be pertinent to your claim may be found at Title 28 C.F.R. 
Part 14 et.seq., and §543.30. 

Sincerely, 
Richard W. Schott 
Regional Counsel 
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Office of Regional Counsel 

Joseph Drake 
Register No. 00886-093 

· tJSP Canaan ---
P.O. Box 300 
Waymart, PA 18472 

U.S. Department of Justice 
Federal Bureau of Prisons 

North Central Regional Office 

400 State Avenue 
Tower 11, Suite 800 
Kansas City, KS 66101 

· m 2 3 2013 

Re: Administrative Claim Number TRT-NCR-2012-04163 
Personal Injury: $10,000.00 

CERTIFIED NUMBER 7011 3500 0003 0976 5663 

Dear Mr. Drake: 

Your above referenced tort claim has been considered for administrative review 
pursuant to 28 C.F.R. § 0.172, Authority: Federal Tort Claims and 28 C.F.R. Part 14, 
Administrative Claims Under Federal Tort Claims Act. Investigation of your claim did 
not reveal you suffered any personal injury as a result of the negligent acts or omissions 
of Bureau of Prisons employees acting within the scope of their employment. 

As a result of this investigation, your claim is denied. This memorandum serves 
as a notification of final denial under 28 C.F.R. § 14.9, Final Denial of Claim. If you are 
dissatisfied with our agency's action, you may file suit in an appropriate U.S. District 
Court no later than six 11'.lOnths after the date of mailing of this notification. 

Sincerely, 

'l/JJ1 
Richard W. Schott 
Regional Counsel 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF INDIANA 

INDIANAPOLIS DIVISION 

JOSEPH FRANKLIN FEJERAN DRAKE, ) 
) 
) 
) 

Plaintiff, 

V. 

UNITED STATES OF AJV1ERICA, 

Defendant. 

) Case No. l:13-cv-0961-TWP-DML 
) 
) 
) 
) 

FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW AND ORDER 

The Court conducted a bench trial in this action on December 7, 2015. The Plaintiff, Joseph 

Franklin Fejeran Drake ("Mr. Drake"), appeared in person and by counsel Andrew Campbell and 

Haroon Anwar. 1 Defendant, the United States of America (the "United States") was represented 

by counsel Jonathan A. Bont and Kathryn E. Olivier. 

Mr. Drake is currently confined at the United States Penitentiary Cannan, but at all relevant 

times was in custody at the Federal Correctional Complex in Terre Haute, Indiana ("FCC-TH"). 

Mr. Drake brought this claim against the United States pursuant to the Federal Tort Claims Act 

(the "FTCA") for an injury to his right arm that occurred at FCC-TH. See 28 U.S.C. § 1346(b) 

and 28 U.S.C. * 2671, et seq. Specifically, Mr. Drake cut his arm on his bunkbed frame after 

slipping on his cell floor in the Special Housing Unit (the "SHU") on May 16, 2012. He claims 

that staff at FCC-TH caused this injury by negligently placing and leaving him in an unsafe cell. 

The United States' motion for summary judgment was denied, (Filing No. 85), and efforts to settle 

the case were unsuccessful. After considering the evidence presented during the bench trial, the 

Court now issues its findings of fact and conclusions of law pursuant to Federal Rule of Civil 

1 The Court greatly appreciates the capable representation that volunteer counsel provided to the plaintiff. 
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Procedure 52(a)( 1). Any finding of fact that is more properly considered a conclusion of law is 

adopted as such. Similarly, any conclusion of law that is more properly considered a finding of 

fact is adopted as such. 

I. FINDINGS OF FACT 

On May 16, 2012, Mr. Drake was an inmate incarcerated in Cell Number 119, B-Range, 

which is located within in the SHU ("Cell No. 119"). The SHU is a segregation unit in which 

inmates are separated from the general prison population. For security reasons, inmates in the 

SHU are rotated every 21 days to different prison cells. Two inmates are usually assigned to each 

prison cell within the SHU, and the inmates are required to share a bunk.bed, sink, and toilet. 

Prison cells in the SHU are subject to regular inspections by prison officials. Inmates 

housed in the SHU are required to clean their prison cells, including the floor of their cell, on a 

daily basis with cleaning supplies provided by the prison. Prisoners who fail to properly clean or 

maintain their cells may face discipline or loss of privileges. Several years ago, at a different 

prison, Mr. Drake was disciplined for not having a clean cell. He learned his lesson with that 

experience and since that occasion, he has not been disciplined for failure to maintain a clean cell. 

Inmates are provided a pink disinfectant solution for cleaning purposes, but the allotted 

amount is often insufficient for Mr. Drake's cleaning needs. Mr. Drake typically used soap or 

shampoo that either he or his cellmate purchased from the commissary to clean the walls, floor, 

urinal, and sink, thereafter, they would use the pink solution to disinfect. 

Several bunkbeds in the SHU have metal cutouts where prisoners have attempted to craft 

weapons by cutting out pieces of metal from the bunk.bed frames. Sometime prior to May 16, 

2012, an unidentified inmate at FCC-TH cut out a section of the metal bunk bed in Cell No. l 19. 

The prison paints the metal cutouts with orange spray paint so that it can track when the cutout 

2 
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occurred. That way, a new inmate moving into a cell will not be disciplined for making the cutout. 

The purpose of the orange paint is for tracking purposes only, and is not intended for the safety of 

the prisoners. The prison does not repair bunkbed frames, including metal cutouts, unless the 

actual structural integrity of the bedframe is in question. 

On or about May 14, 2012, Mr. Drake was placed in Cell No. 119. When he was placed 

in the cell, he noticed that the bunkbed had a 14-inch exposed metal cutout that was in the shape 

of a homemade knife. The exposed metal cutout was located on the bunkbed post frame 

approximately three to four feet off the ground, and was painted orange. 

On or about May 16, 2012, Mr. Drake was cleaning Cell No. 119 in preparation for a 

weekly inspection by the prison's executive staff. He did not have enough of the pink cleaning 

solution at that time so he used shampoo to wash the floor of Cell No. 119. As he stood up from 

washing the floor, Mr. Drake slipped and lost his balance. As he fell, he struck his right forearm 

on the exposed metal cutout of the bunk bed frame. 

Mr. Drake suffered a 4-inch cut on his right forearm. His arm bled for approximately 20 

minutes. He was seen by medical staff about three hours later. A nurse cleaned the cut with saline, 

bandaged the cut, and gave Mr. Drake a tetanus immunization shot. He was given bandages and 

ointment to cover the cut. Mr. Drake still has a visible 4-inch scar on his forearm. 

Mr. Drake is a diabetic who receives regular insulin treatments. As a diabetic, he is 

concerned about germs and infection because it takes extra time for any wound to heal. If the 

wound to his arm were not properly treated it could have become infected and he feared he could 

lose his arm. He washed the wound every day with soap and it did not get infected. 

Following Mr. Drake's injury, on June 7, 2012, Bradley Linton, the SHU facilities 

maintenance person at the time, repaired the bunkbed by grinding down the sharp edges of the 

3 
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exposed metal cutout with an electric grinding wheel. The repair took approximately three hours 

to complete and the cost of materials used was $6.00. 

Mr. Drake exhausted his administrative remedies before timely filing this lawsuit. 

II. CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 

Under the FTCA, "federal inmates may bring suit for injuries they sustain in custody as a 

consequence of the negligence of prison officials." Buechel v. United States, 746 F.3d 753, 758 

(7th Cir. 2014). State tort law of the state where the tort occurred, in this case Indiana, applies 

when determining "whether the duty was breached and whether the breach was the proximate 

cause of the plaintiff's injuries." Parrott v. United States, 536 F.3d 629,637 (7th Cir. 2008). 

Under Indiana law, a "plaintiff seeking damages for negligence must establish (I) a duty 

owed to the plaintiff by the defendant, (2) a breach of the duty, and (3) an injury proximately 

caused by the breach of duty." Kader v. State Dept. of Correction, I N.E.3d 717,727 (Ind. Ct. 

App. 2013). Under Indiana law, when a party is in custody, "the custodian has the duty to exercise 

reasonable care to preserve the life, health, and safety of the person in custody." Sauders v. County 

of Steuben, 693 N.E.2d 16, 18 (Ind. 1998). "The appropriate precautions will vary according to 

the facts and circumstances presented in each case." Id. The duty is to "take reasonable steps 

under the circumstances" to protect an inmate from harm. Id. 

The duty owed by the United States is also created by 18 U.S.C. § 4042, which provides, 

in relevant part, that the Bureau of Prisons ("BOP") shall "(2) provide suitable quarters and provide 

for the safekeeping, care, and subsistence of all persons charged with or convicted of offenses 

against the United States, ... ; [and] (3) provide for the protection, instruction, and discipline of 

all persons charged with or convicted of offenses against the United States .... " 18 U.S.C. § 

4042(a)(2), (3). Although written in general terms, the statute "sets forth a mandatory duty of 

4 
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care." Parrott. 536 F.3d at 637 (internal quotation omitted). Thus, the determinative issue is 

whether the BOP took reasonable steps under the circumstances to provide Mr. Drake with suitable 

quarters to preserve his health and safety. 

The Comt finds that the United States failed to act with reasonable care when it placed Mr. 

Drake in Cell No. 119 with the know ledge that the metal bed frame contained a sharp cutout area. 

Mr. Drake had no control over the assignment to Cell No. 119, nor did he create the metal cutout 

on the bed frame. The cutout area was painted orange for purposes of tracking. Simply painting 

a dangerous object orange does not remove the danger. Prison officials acknowledged that they 

were aware of the cutout area, but they did not deem it necessary to repair the sharp edges because 

the structural integrity of the bed was not threatened. The fact that the bed was not about to fall 

apart, however, does not negate the existence of the jagged metal edge. 

The United States has failed to acknowledge throughout this case that it breached its own 

duty to provide reasonably safe quarters for Mr. Drake. The United States instead argues 

contributory negligence and asserts that Mr. Drake's injury was caused by his own act of washing 

the floor with shampoo and slipping on the wet floor. The United States' position is not persuasive. 

In part because he is diabetic, Mr. Drake understands the importance of keeping his cell clean. 

Further, he wants and is obligated to keep his cell floor clean. When he is not provided sufficient 

cleaning supplies he must use other cleaning products of his own. Regardless of what product was 

used, the wet slippery floor caused the fall, but the wet floor did not cause Mr. Drake to be injured. 

It is reasonable to believe that if Mr. Drake's forearm had not struck the jagged piece of metal, he 

would not have sustained an injury when he lost his balance. He certainly would not have suffered 

a 4-inch cut that left a scar. The injury was caused by the sharp metal bed frame. Accordingly, the 

Court finds no contributory negligence on the part of Mr. Drake. 

5 
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The United States urges the Court to infer a sinister motive on the part of Mr. Drake for 

having filed this claim (and a subsequent tort claim for another cut to his hand which occurred on 

October 4, 2012). However, there is no evidence to support any motivation on the part of Mr. 

Drake other than wanting to bring more attention to the fact that many cells in the prison have bed 

frames that have dangerous cutouts that are marked with orange paint but not repaired, and his 

desire to be compensated for his injury. 

Mr. Drake's position has been reasonable throughout. He did not "manufacture" this 

lawsuit. Mr. Drake was making reasonably foreseeable attempts to keep his cell clean. His health 

concerns as a result of being diabetic are genuine and reasonable. Mr. Drake has not exaggerated 

his injury nor has he demanded an excessive amount of compensation for his injury. 

The United States breached its duty of care and Mr. Drake was injured as a result. 

Therefore, he is entitled to damages. Although the cut did not require substantial treatment, it 

needed to be cleaned properly and bandaged and kept clean to avoid infection. Mr. Drake is 

diabetic and his concern regarding proper cleaning and healing of the injury was reasonable. A 

tetanus shot was also deemed to be warranted. Of greatest significance is the fact that Mr. Drake 

still has a 4-inch scar on his arm. 

Mr. Drake's injury was not de minimus. Slip and fall negligence awards in Indiana fall 

within a wide range depending on the seriousness of the injuries and the degree to which the 

plaintiff is found to be negligent. Here, the plaintiff was not contributorily negligent. The "slip 

and fall" claim damages awarded in Reeves v. Finley, 45D11-0301-CT-6, 2006 WL 6861633 (Ind. 

Super. Ct. 2003) ($44,000.00 for bulging disc and buttock contusions) and Williams v. Smokes, 

Inc., 45D05-9908-CT-1415, 2003 WL 25974438 (Ind. Super. Ct. 2003) ($38,000.00 for arm 

fracture and minor injuries, reduced to $19,380.00 for plaintiffs 49% negligence) support an 

6 
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award of Ten Thousand Dollars($ 10,000.00) in this case. Although Mr. Drake did not suffer any 

fracture, a 4-inch scar remains clearly visible on his forearm, three and one half years after the 

incident. 

III. CONCLUSION 

For the reasons stated above, the Court finds in favor of Mr. Drake and against the United 

States. Mr. Drake is hereby awarded Ten Thousand Dollars ($10,000.00) in damages. 

Judgment consistent with this Entry shall now issue in a separate order. 

SO ORDERED. 

Date: 12/29/2015 

TANYA WALTON PRATT, JUDGE 
United States District Court 
Southern District of Indiana 

DIST RIB UT ION: 

Andrew Lorin Campbell 
FAEGRE BAKER DANIELS LLP-Indianapolis 
andrew.campbell@bakerd.com 

Haroon Anwar 
FAEGRE BAKER DANIELS LLP-Indianapolis 
haroon.anwar@faegreBD.com 

Jonathan A Bont 
UNITED STATES ATTORNEY'S OFFICE 
jo nathon. bont@usdoj. gov 

Kathryn E. Olivier 
UNITED STATES ATTORNEY'S OFFICE 
kathryn.olivier@usdoj.gov 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF INDIANA 

INDIANAPOLIS DIVISION 

JOSEPH FRANKLIN FEJERAN DRAKE, ) 
) 

Plaintiff, ) 
V. ) 

) 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, ) 

Defendant. ) 

Case No. 1: l 3-cv-0961-TWP-DML 

Entry Denying Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment 
and Directing Further Proceedings 

For the reasons explained in this Entry, Defendant United States of America's ("United 

States") Motion for Summary Judgment (Dkt. 65) must be DENIED. 

I. Background 

The plaintiff in this action is Joseph Franklin Fejeran Drake ("Mr. Drake"), an inmate who 

is currently confined at the United States Penitentiary-Canaan, in Pennsylvania, but who at all 

relevant times was in custody at the Federal Correctional Complex in Terre Haute, Indiana ("FCC

TH"). Mr. Drake brings this claim against the United States pursuant to the Federal Tort Claims 

Act (the "FTCA") for an injury to his right ann that occurred at the FCC-TH. See 28 U.S.C. § 

I 346(b) and 28 U .S.C. § 2671, et seq. Mr. Drake alleges that he cut his ann on his bunk bed frame 

after slipping on his cell floor in the Special Housing Unit (the "SHU") on May 16, 2012, and that 

this injury was caused by staff at FCC-TH negligently placing and leaving him in an unsafe cell. 

The United States seeks resolution of Mr. Drake's claim through the entry of summary 

judgment. Mr. Drake has opposed the motion for summary judgment. 
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11. Summary Judgment Standard 

Summary judgment is appropriate when the movant shows that there is no genuine dispute 

as to any material fact and that the movant is entitled to judgment as a matter of law. Fed. R. Civ. 

P. 56(a). A "material fact" is one that "might affect the outcome of the suit.'" Anderson v. Liberty 

Lobby, Inc., 477 U.S. 242, 248 (1986). To survive a motion for summary judgment, the non

moving party must set forth specific, admissible evidence showing that there is a material issue for 

trial. Celotex Corp. v. Catrett, 477 U.S. 317, 323 (1986). The Court views the record in the light 

most favorable to the non-moving party and draws all reasonable inferences in that party's favor. 

Darst v. Interstate Brands Co,p., 512 F.3d 903, 907 (7th Cir. 2008). It cannot weigh evidence or 

make credibility determinations on summary judgment because those tasks are left to the fact

finder. 0 'lean1 v. Accretive Health, Inc., 657 F.3d 625, 630 (7th Cir. 2011 ). 

A dispute about a material fact is genuine only "if the evidence is such that a reasonable 

jury could return a verdict for the nonmoving party." Anderson v. liberty Lobby, Inc., 477 U.S. 

242, 248 (1986). If no reasonable jury could find for the non-moving party, then there is no 

"genuine" dispute. Scott v. Harris, 550 U.S. 372, 380 (2007). 

III. Discussion 

A. Undisputed Facts 

On the basis of the pleadings and the portions of the expanded record that comply with the 

requirements of Rule 56(c)(l), construed in a manner most favorable to Mr. Drake as the non

moving party, the following facts are undisputed for purposes of the motion for summary 

judgment: 

As noted above, during all times relevant to this action, Mr. Drake was incarcerated at the 

FCC-TH. On May 16, 2012, Mr. Drake was on his hands and knees cleaning his cell floor using a 
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towel and shampoo. He stood up, slipped on the wet soapy floor, lost his balance, and his right 

forearm struck the bunk bed post frame. He cut himself on the cut-out area of the bed post frame 

which he describes as being "in the shape of a weapon, a homemade knife." The cut-out area was 

about 14 inches long, about 3 feet above the ground. 

Mr. Drake had noticed the cut-out area of the frame immediately when he moved into his 

cell because it was spray painted a fluorescent orange color and because he had seen the orange 

paint used on other bed frames in prison cells. To him, the orange paint meant that there was a 

piece of metal missing from the bunk bed. 

Mr. Drake was taken to FCC-TH Health Services, where he reported that he had fallen and 

cut himself on his bunk. A nurse cleaned a 4 inch cut on his right forearm with saline and put a 

bandage on the cut. The wound was not actively bleeding during the exam. Mr. Drake reported 

that the bunk was rusty and so he was given a tetanus immunization shot. 

Mr. Drake submitted a notice of claim (No. TRT-NCR-2012-04163) which was received 

by the Federal Bureau of Prisons (the "BOP") Regional Office on May 25, 2012. His tort claim 

was denied on November 26, 2012. Mr. Drake filed a request for reconsideration on January 7, 

2013, and that request was denied on January 23, 2013. This action was filed on June 14, 2013. 

B. Legal Standards 

Pursuant to the FTCA, "federal inmates may bring suit for injuries they sustain in custody 

as a consequence of the negligence of prison officials." Buechel v. United States, 746 F.3d 753, 

758 (7th Cir. 2014). The duty owed by the government is created by 18 U.S.C. § 4042, which 

provides, in relevant part, that the BOP shall "(2) provide suitable quarters and provide for the 

safekeeping, care, and subsistence of all persons charged with or convicted of offenses against the 

United States, or held as witnesses or otherwise; [and] (3) provide for the protection, instruction, 
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and discipline of all persons charged with or convicted of offenses against the United States .... " 18 

U.S.C. § 4042(a)(2), (3). State tort law of the state where the tort occurred, in this case Indiana, 

applies when determining "whether the duty was breached and whether the breach was the 

proximate cause of the plaintiffs injuries." Parrott v. United States, 536 F.3d 629, 637 (7th Cir. 

2008). Section 4042 is "written in very general terms" and although it establishes a mandatory 

duty of care, it does not direct any particular conduct BOP personnel should engage in or avoid 

while fulfilling their duty to provide suitable quarters for and the safekeeping of inmates. Id. 

Under Indiana law, a "plaintiff seeking damages for negligence must establish (I) a duty 

owed to the plaintiff by the defendant, (2) a breach of the duty, and (3) an injury proximately 

caused by the breach of duty." Kader v. State Dept. C?f Correction, I N.E.3d 717, 727 (Ind.Ct.App. 

2013). Under Indiana law, when a party is in custody, "the custodian has the duty to exercise 

reasonable care to preserve the life, health, and safety of the person in custody." Sauders v. County 

of Steuben, 693 N.E.2d 16, 18 (Ind. 1998). "The appropriate precautions will vary according to the 

facts and circumstances presented in each case." id. The duty is to "take reasonable steps under 

the circumstances" to protect an inmate from harm. Id. 

The undisputed facts in this case are that Mr. Drake was washing his cell floor with 

shampoo, stood up, lost his balance and fell, hitting and cutting his right forearm on a piece of 

metal on his bunk bed. Mr. Drake stated in his deposition that he had to use shampoo on the floor 

because the prison did not provide adequate cleaning supplies. (Dkt. 84-1, at p. I 0). He also stated 

that he cleaned his cell floor because a weekly inspection was conducted by executive staff. (0kt. 

84-1, at p. 3). 

Mr. Drake contends that prison staff were negligent by moving him to a cell that had a 

hazardous condition and by failing to repair the bunk bed, leaving a piece missing which resulted 
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in an exposed metal "cut-out area." He also argues that prison staff failed to provide sufficient 

cleaning supplies, which led to him using shampoo to clean the floor. Mr. Drake attached to his 

amended complaint a diagram of the bed frame. (See Dkt. 28-1 ). 

The United States argues that it did not breach any duty of care. In addition, it contends 

that Mr. Drake's own negligence bars any recovery because he knew that the hole in the bed frame 

existed but used shampoo to clean his floor while in somewhat close proximity to the bed. 

"[S]ummary judgment is generally inappropriate in negligence cases because issues of 

contributory negligence, causation, and reasonable care are more appropriately left for the trier of 

fact." Lyons v. Richmond Community School Corp., 19 N.E.3d 254, 261 (Ind. 2014) (emphasis in 

original) (internal quotation omitted). To warrant summary judgment the defendant would have to 

show that Mr. Drake's alleged contributory negligence "was so clear and palpable that no verdict 

could make it otherwise." id. at 262 (internal quotation omitted). "[N]egligence cases are 

particularly fact sensitive and are governed by a standard of the objective reasonable person, which 

is best applied by a jury after hearing all of the evidence." Henderson v. Reid Hosp. and Healthcare 

Services, 17 N.E.3d 311,315 (Ind. Ct. App. 2014). Only if the material evidence negates one or 

more of the three elements of a negligence claim--duty, breach, causation--would summary 

judgment be appropriate. Id. 

The threshold issue is whether the prison exercised reasonable care when it placed Mr. 

Drake in a cell with a broken metal bed frame and then did not repair the bed frame, leaving an 

exposed piece of sharp metal on one side of the bed. Mr. Drake did not have any choice as to where 

he lived in the prison and he could not avoid the bed entirely. Neither could Mr. Drake fix a broken 

metal frame. There is no evidence as to the purpose of the orange paint, how long it had been there, 

or what it signified within the prison system, all of which could have some bearing on the question 
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of whether the prison acted reasonably in relation to the broken bed frame. As to the issue of duty, 

a reasonable person could conclude that the existence of the sharp piece of metal on the bed, of 

which prison staff were aware, violated the prison's duty to provide a safe living environment. The 

Court cannot conclude as a matter of law based on this record that the United States did not breach 

its duty of care. 

With respect to the contributory negligence defense, the United States appears to argue that 

because the bed frame was painted and Mr. Drake was thereby on notice, any injury that resulted 

from coming into contact with that piece of the bed frame was Mr. Drake's fault, no matter the 

circumstances. The United States specifically asserts that because he chose to clean his floor 

nearby with shampoo, no reasonable fact finder could find in Mr. Drake's favor. The Court 

disagrees. It is that type of detennination that is best left to the fact-finder. The Court does not find 

that Mr. Drake's alleged contributory negligence "was so clear and palpable that no verdict could 

make it otherwise." Lyons, 19 N.E.3d at 262. For these reasons, the Court finds that this action 

cannot be decided as a matter oflaw and the defendant's motion for summary judgment (0kt. 65) 

must be DENIED. 

IV. Further Proceedings 

The Magistrate Judge is requested to set this matter for a telephonic status conference to 

discuss the further development and resolution of this action, whether by settlement or trial. 

IT IS SO ORDERED. 

Date: 3/13/2015 

TANYA WALTON PRATT, JUDGE 
United States District Cour1 
Southern District of Indiana 
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Distribution: 

Joseph Franklin Fejeran Drake, No. 00886-093, USP Canaan, Inmate Mail/Parcels, P.O. BOX 300, 
Waymart, PA 18472 

Magistrate Judge Debra McVickcr Lynch 

All electronically registered counsel 
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IN THE IJNITED STATES DISTRlCT COURT 
FOR THE DISTR,CT OF MINNESOTA 

Mika Hilaire, Trustee for the Next .. 
of-Kin of Stafford Hilaire, 
deceased, 

Case No.: ______ _ 
(Medical Malpractice) 

Plaintiff. 
Complaint 

v. 

The United States of America, 

Defendant. 

Plaintiff, Mika Hilaire, the Trustee for the Next-of~Kin of Stafford Hilaire, 

deceased, for her cause of action against defendant The United States of 

America, alleges and states that: 

1. Mika HIiaire is the duly-appointed trustee for Stafford Hilaire's he;rs and next of 
kin, having been appointed by an Order of the District Court for the Sixth Judicial 
District, County of Saint Louis (Minnesota), dated July 22, 2011. 

2. This Court has excfuslve JL1risdiction under 28 u.s.c. § 134B(b) because this 
matter involves a claim for money damages agarnst the Urtited States for death 
caused by the negligent or wrongful acts and omissions of government 
employees acting within the scope of their office or employment. 

3. Venue Is proper because the care and treatment at issue was provided in 
Minneeote.. 

4. The plaintiff timely presented her Federal Tort Clalm Act claim with the U.S. 
Bureau of Prisons on November 1, 2012 (Admlnlstratjve Claim Number TRT
NCR-2013-00835) and the agency finally denied the claim and notified the 
platntlff of that denial under 28 C.F.R. § 14.9 on April 25, 2013. The plaintiff has 
$8tl$fied tl'le adminrstrative prerequisites to filing this action. 

5. The Federal Prison Camp Duluth is 8 prison camp located In Minnesota that 
defendant The United States of America owns and/or operates. 
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6. At all relevant times, defendant The United States of America, through lhe 
Federal Bureau of Prisons, employed various physicians and phystdan 
extenden1, including but not limited to Robin Floyd, PA-C and Benjamin Rice, 
MD, CD, to pro'lide medical care and treatment to Inmates at Federal Prison 
Camp Duluth. 

7. From May 2010 and continuing through November 2010, ptaintitrs decedent, 
Stafford Hilaire (DOB · Reg.#: ), was an inmate at Federai 
Prison Camp Duluth. 

8. At. all relevant times between May 2010 end continuing through November 2010, 
Mr. Hilalre was under the care and treatment of ag$ll1s and empjoyees of 
defendant Toe United States of America, including-but not limited to--Robin 
Floyd1 PA-C and Benjamin Rice, MO, CO for care and treatment of hi$ primary 
and general medical conditions. 

9. ln October 2010, in their capacity as agents and employees of defendant The 
United States of America, Robin Floyd, PA-C and Benjamin Rice, MO, CD, and 
other healthcare providers, saw Mr. Hilaire to diagnose alld treat his primary and 
general medical conditions. 

10. On or about October 18, 2010t Mr. Hilaire began feeling m and complained of 
feeling "under the weather" and "cold symptoms.~ 

11. By Odober 21 1 2010, Mr. Hilaire was having flu-like symptoms and a fever. 

12, By October 23, 2010, Mr. Hltalre had develOp&d a raah on his arms and was 
feeling quite iH. 

13. On October 24, 2010, Mr. Hilaire complained of fatigue, weakness, and dizziness 
and was perspiring heavily. • 

14. On October 25, 2010, Mr. Hilaire reported having afaver a11d very low blood 
pressure. · 

15. On October 26, 2010, Mr. Hlla~re reported to sid<: call with complaints of havlng 
flu-like aymptoms for about a week with corresponding complaints of having 
achineas, fevers, tremendous fatigue, a whole--body rash, and itching that began 

I 

two days prior. 

16. Robin Floyd, PA•C and Benjamin Rice, MD, CD evaluated Mr. Hilaire on October 
26, 2010 and reported "small (<3cm) raised leejons covering most of his body 
(also involves scalp)" and low bk>od pressure. PA-C ftoyd Ellod Dr. Rice 
diagnosed Mr. Hilalre with "Hypotension, unspecified" and ~rash and other 
nonspecific skin eruption,'' gave him a prescription tor uithromyein and 

2 
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instructed him to stop taking ibuprofen. They planned to reehed< Mr. Hilaire'a 
blood pressure that evening. 

17. At his hypotension recheck lat&f that evening. Mr. Hilaire had a fever, was 
acutely m, appeared fatigued, and was hypotensive. PA~ Floyd noted Mr. 
Hilaire's rash was worse on his lower legs, lnstructed·him to follow up in the 
morning for a recheck, and gave Mr. Hilaire a prescription for Tylenol because of 
the unresolved fever. 

18. On October 27, 2010, Mr. Hilaire presented for a recheck that revealed ongoing 
weaKness, hypotenskm, fatigue, dizziness, lack of energy, and lack of appetite. 
Mr. Hilaire reported that he fell in his cell as a result of his lightheadedness, and 
he demonstrated significant weight loss and persistent skin lee Ions reported to be 
Mmildly improved." 

19. On October 28, 2010, Mr. Hitalre presented to PA-C Floyd and Dr. Rice. They did 
not measure his blood pressure despite a Mgrossly unchanged· skin rash and 
significant problems with fatigue and lightheadedness. Mr. Hilaire was 
d~scharged to the housing unit and no plan for follow up was noted. 

20. Mr. Hilaire pfBSented to PA-C Floyd on Octob8r 291 2010 and reported that his 
rash had become more itchy and he had become more congested with 
hoarseness and clear, thick mucus 'Nhen he ooughed. Mr. Hilaire was 
hypotensi\le, had depressed oxygen saturation levels1 had lost more weight and 
increased pruritis and mild rhonchi scattered throughout his chest on 
auscultation. A urinalysis revea'8d amber-colored, turbid urine with trace 
ketonea, >1.030 specific gravtty, 4+ protein, and ~trace blood .. • 

21. Mr. Hilaire coughed up blood and developed a bloody nose on October 30, 2010. 
He reported ta an EMT, but there were no vital signs evaluated, including blood 
pressure or temperature. 

22. Mr. Hilaire1s vltal signs we,e not taken on October 31, 2010, and he did not 
receive any other care or treatment to diagnose or treat his W01'9ening condition 
that day. 

23. Mr. HHalre presented to Dr. Rice on November 1, 2010 with complalnts of more 
bleeding, oow when he urinated and defecated. He was reported to tiave 
extensive bruising, exertlonal dyspnea, fatigue, shortnesa of breath, hypotensk>n, 
and "extensive ecchymoss all over his body.'' Dr. Rice's "Provisional Diagnosis" 
was •bleeding disorder'' and Mr. Hilaire was transferred to Essentia Health-st. 
Mary's1 the local civilian hospital in Duluth, Minnesota. 

24. Betv/een Novembsf 1, 2010 and November 4, 2010, healthcare providers at 
Essentia Heatth-St. Mary's cared for and treated Mr, Hilaire. 

' 
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25. On November 3, 2010, Mr. Hilaire developed a left~sided intraparenchymai 
hemorrhage that resulted in brain death. He expired at 21:32 hours on November 
4, 2010. 

26. An autopsy performed on November 5, 2010 rasulteclin a final pathok)gic 
diagnosis of thrombocytopenia purpura with cerebral hemorrhage, With a 
summary of autopsy findings that read: 

This man was a rasident of the federal prison in Duluth. He was 
admitted with bleeding from the noee, rectum, ar.d hemorrhages from 
the skin. There is a histoiy of flu~like episode treated with ibuprofen 
followed by a rash diagnosed as a drug reaction. The bleedtng on 
admission was associated with a platelet count of..4,000, and piatelet 
transfusions were ineffective. Two days after admission, he developed 
stroke-like symptoms. left cerebral hemorrhage was demonstrated 
which progres.sed and c:aused doath. 

Autopsy demonstrated extensive, widespread hemorrhages. The bone 
marrow demonstrated the presence of megakaryocytes indicating that 
this is peripheral destruction rather than lack of prodllction of platelets. 
The Immediate cause Df death was the massive cerebral hemorrhage. 

27. At a11 relevant times. it was the defendant's duty, by and through Its agents, 
servants, and emptoyeos. to act as a reasonab~y weU-qualtfied provider of 
medical care in the care and b"$Btment of plaintiff's decedent, Stafford Hilaire. 

28. In providing healthcare aervices to plaintiffs decedent, stafford Hilaire, during his 
incarceration at th& Federal Prison Camp Duluth, defenclarlt The Unitad States of 
Amerk:a was negl~ent in thet its •gents and employees, including but not ltrnited 
to Robin Floyd, ?A-C and Benjemin Rice, MD1 CD, failed to comply wtth 
accepted standards of medical practioe. mustrations of this negligence, cited by 
way of example but not by limitation, include: 

a. On and after October 26, the defendant failed to proper1y eva~uate 
Stafford Hilaire's medical condition despite persistent hypotension, 
hypoxia, fever, profound fatigue. weakness, di~lness. increased 
mueua, and bleeding; 

b. Failed to refer Stafford Hilaire for care and treatment by & q1.1alifl8d 
specialist for diagnoses, care, and treatment of hia hypotansion, 
fever. profound fatigue, weakness, and dizzirtes.$; 

c. Failed to timely order addttional testing. including urinalysis and 
blood work (CBC) that would have, to a reasonable degree of 
medical certainty, revealed thrombocytopenia and would have 
required immediate }ntervention; 

4 
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d. failed to have Mr. Hilaire admitted to the hospital on October 26, 
2010 or October 27, 20;0~ and 

e. Acted and failed to act in other ways that were' inconsistent with 
applicable standards of medical pradic:e under the circumstances. 

29. If Stafford Hilaife's healthcare providers had compbed with accepted standards of 
medical practice and ordered appropriate tests on or before October 27, 2010, it 
is more likely than not that, to a reasonable degree of medical certaint~'i they 
would have diagnosed Mr. Hifaire's medical emergency and either initiated 
appropriate care and treatment or transferred him b ~ther facillty for tt.e 
initiation of appropriate care and trea1ment that would have, to a reasonable 
degree of medical certainty, resulted in Improvement of his condition, prevented 
the massive c:erebral hemorrhage, and prevented death. 

30. As a dh·ed and proximate result of one or more of lhe above negl4gent acts or 
omissions by the defendant, The United Statee of America, Mr. Hilaire's 
thrombocytopenia went undiscovered and untreated and· resulted in a massive 
cerebral hemorrhage and death. As a direct and proxjmate result of Stafford 
Hitaire's wrongful death, his heirs and next of kin have been damaged aa follows: 

a. They have suffered the loss of Stafford HHaire's aid, soc;ety, comfort. 
companionship, and advice; 

b. They WIil, •n the future, suffer the loss of Stafford Hilaire's aid, soc:iety, 
oomfort, companionship, and advice; 

I 

c. They have 8uffared losses of fmanclal support and seNices with pecuniary 
value; 

d. They wm, in the future, suffer losses of financial support and services with 
pecuniary va1ue; 

e. They heve inc:urred funeral and burial expenses; and 

f. They have been othefWlse damaged. 

5 
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WHEREFORE, the plaintiff asks for judgment again$1 the defendant in an 

amount exceeding Seventy~Five Thousand Dollars ($75,00~.00)1 together wlth her 

interest, costs, and disbursements and such other and further relief as this Court deems 

just, proper, and equitable. 

Dated: 0 c.4".two- t r... , ""l.. 0 1; Bytti~ 
MarkA.allberg (No. 39639) 
HAU.BERG & McCLAIN, p .A. 
380 St. Peter Street, Suite 715 
Saint Paul, Minnesota 55102 
p: 651.255.6810 
f: 651.255.6820 
e: mhallberg@hallberglaw.com 

Attorney, for pls;ntiff Mika Hilaire, 
T!U$tM for the Next-of-Kin of Stafford 
Hilaire, deced&nt, 

ACKNOWLEDGMENT 

The undersigned aeknow.tgee that costs, diebureemente, and reasonable attorney 
and witness fees may be awarded under MINN.STAT.§ 549.~1. subd. 2, to tt,e party 
against whom the allegatior,s in this pleading are asserted. 

6 

, r--.... / "~ 
By: ~ - ~ 

Mark A H Iberg {No. 39639) ,,.---
HALLBERG lAIN, P .A, ~ 
380 St. Peter Streat. Suite 715 
Saint Paul, Minnesota 55102 
p: 651 .255.6610 
f: 651.255.6820 
e: mhallbem@hallberglaw.com 

Attorneys for plaintiff Mika Hifalm. 
T rtJ$'8e for the Next-of-Kin of Stafford 
HIiaire. decedent. 



STATE OF MINNESOTA ) 
) ss. 

COUNTY OF RAMSEY ) 

Marshall S. Lichty> being duly sworn on oath, states as follows: 

1. I am an attorney with the law firm of Hallberg & McClain, P.A .• and I am 
Licensed to practice before the state and federal courts for the State of 
Minnesota. 

2. Mika Hilaire. as the trustee for the next·of·kin of Stafford Hilaire, 
deceased, retained me to represent the next ·of kin in connection with the 
pursuit of claims for Stafford Hilare's death on November 4, 2010, which 
was caused by wrongful acts and omissions of agents and employees of the 
Federal Prison Camp in Duluth, Saint Louis County, Minnesota on and 
after October 18, 2010. 

3. I have reviewed the facts of this case with experts whose qualifications 
provide a reasonable expectation that the experts' opinions could be 
admissible at trial. In the experts• opinions1 one or more defendants 
deviated from the applicable standard of care, and by that action caused 
injury to the plaintiff a.nd Stafford Hilaire's next·of·kin. 

4, I submit this affidavit to conform and comply with the requirements of 
Minn.Stat.§ 145.682, subd. 3. 

This concludes my Affidavit. 

Sub.ifribed and sworn to before me 
this::Sb~ day of ~. ~d Q-... 

Notary Public 

'ch y (No. 0323767) 
MCCLAINt P.A. 

380 St. Peter Street, Suite 715 
Saint Paul, Minnesota 55102 
p: 651.255.6810 
f. 651.255.6820 

Attorneys for plaintiff Mika H11aire, 
Trustee for the Next-of-Kin of 
Stafford HilaireJ decedent. 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

FOR THE DISTRICT OF MINNESOTA 

Mika Hilaire, Trustee for the Next
of-Kin of Stafford Hilaire, 
deceased, 

Plaintiff, 

V. 

The United States of America, 

Defendant. 

Civ. No.13-2844 (PAM/LIB) 

Order for 
Distribution of 

Wrongful Death 
Settlement Proceeds 

The above-entitled matter came before the Court on the Motion of Mika Hilaire, 

as trustee for the heirs and next-of-kin of Stafford Hilare, decedent, for approval of 

settlement and distribution of the proceeds. Pursuant to that Motion and the documents 

filed therewith, IT IS ORDERED that: 

1. The Motion (Docket No. 25) is GRANTED and Mika Hilaire, Petitioner and 

trustee for the heirs and next-of-kin of Stafford Hilaire, decedent, is authorized and 

directed to accept the settlement described in the Petition herein as and for a settlement 

against The United States of America, for claims arising out of the death of Stafford 

Hilaire and to execute all documents necessary to the final termination of said action 

against said defendant. 

2. That from the sum of Two Hundred Twenty-five Thousand and no/100 

Dollars ($225,000.00), petitioner is authorized and directed to make the following 

disbursements: 
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a) To Hallberg & McClain, P.A. the sum of Sixty-Seven Thousand Two 
Hundred Forty-six and 62/100 Dollars ($67,246.62), representing 
attorneys' fees in the amount of Fifty-six Thousand Two Hundred Fifty and 
No/100 Dollars ($56,250.00) and out-of-pocket costs in the amount of Ten 
Thousand Nine Hundred Ninety-six and 62/100 Dollars ($10,996.62). An 
itemization of said costs is attached to the Petition. 

b) To the heirs and next-of-kin, the following amounts: 

Mika Hilaire {reimbursement for funeral expenses) 
Mika Hilaire 
Evan Hilaire 
Fitzroy Hilaire 
Arleen Hilaire 
Francine Hilaire-Miller {reimbursement for funeral expenses) 
Francine Hilaire-Miller 

3. The trustee has fulfilled her obligations and is hereby released. 

DATED: August 21 , 2014 

s/ <Pauf }f.. 9,1,agnuson 
Paul A. Magnuson 

$10,000.00 
65,876.69 
65,876.69 

5,000.00 
5,000.00 
1,000.00 
5,000.00 

United States District Court Judge 
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Mika Hilaire, Trustee for the Next
of-Kin of Stafford Hilaire, 
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Civ. No.13-2844 (PAM/LIB) 
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Settlement Proceeds 
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settlement and distribution of the proceeds. Pursuant to that Motion and the documents 
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trustee for the heirs and next-of-kin of Stafford Hilaire, decedent, is authorized and 

directed to accept the settlement described in the Petition herein as and for a settlement 

against The United States of America, for claims arising out of the death of Stafford 

Hilaire and to execute all documents necessary to the final termination of said action 

against said defendant. 

2. That from the sum of Two Hundred Twenty-five Thousand and no/100 

Dollars ($225,000.00), petitioner is authorized and directed to make the following 

disbursements: 
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a) To Hallberg & McClain, P.A. the sum of Sixty-Seven Thousand Two 
Hundred Forty-six and 62/100 Dollars ($67,246.62), representing 
attorneys' fees in the amount of Fifty-six Thousand Two Hundred Fifty and 
No/100 Dollars ($56,250.00) and out-of-pocket costs in the amount of Ten 
Thousand Nine Hundred Ninety-six and 62/100 Dollars ($10,996.62). An 
itemization of said costs is attached to the Petition. 

b) To the heirs and next-of-kin, the following amounts: 

Mika Hilaire {reimbursement for funeral expenses) 
Mika Hilaire 
Evan Hilaire 
Fitzroy Hilaire 
Arleen Hilaire 
Francine Hilaire-Miller {reimbursement for funeral expenses) 
Francine Hilaire-Miller 

3. The trustee has fulfilled her obligations and is hereby released. 

DATED: August 21 , 2014 

s/ <Pauf }f.. 9,1,agnuson 
Paul A. Magnuson 

$10,000.00 
65,876.69 
65,876.69 

5,000.00 
5,000.00 
1,000.00 
5,000.00 

United States District Court Judge 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
DISTRICT OF MINNESOTA 

CIVIL NO. 0:13-CV-02844 (PAM/LIB) 

Mika Hilaire, Trustee for the Next-of-Kin ) 
of Stafford Hilaire, deceased, 

Plaintiff, 

v. 

The United States of America, 

Defendant. 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

COMPROMISE AND 
SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT 

It is hereby stipulated by and between Plaintiff, Mika Hilaire, Trustee for the Next

of-Kin, of Stafford Hilaire, deceased, and the United States of America, and its agents 

and officials, Defendants, by and through their respective attorneys as follows: 

1. The parties do hereby agree to settle and compromise the above-entitled 

action under the terms and conditions set forth herein. 

2. The United States of America, Defendant, agrees to pay to the Plaintiff the 

sum of two hundred twenty five thousand dollars ($225,000.00), which sum shall be in 

full settlement and satisfaction of any and all claims, demands, rights, and causes of 

action of whatsoever kind and nature, arising from, and by reason of any and all known 

and unknown, foreseen and unforeseen bodily and personal injuries, damage to 

property and the consequences thereof, resulting, and to result, from the same subject 

matter that gave rise to the above-captioned lawsuit, including any claims for wrongful 

death, for which Plaintiff or his heirs, executors, administrators, or assigns, and each of 
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them, now have or may hereafter acquire against the United States of America, its 

agents, servants, and employees. 

3. Plaintiff and his heirs, executors, administrators or assigns hereby agree 

to accept the sum of two hundred twenty five thousand dollars ($225,000.00), in full 

settlement and satisfaction of any and all claims, demands, rights, and causes of action 

of whatsoever kind and nature, arising from, and by reason of any and all known and 

unknown, foreseen and unforeseen bodily and personal injuries, damage to property 

and the consequences thereof which he may have or hereafter acquire against the 

United States of America, its agents, servants and employees on account of the same 

subject matter that gave rise to the above-captioned lawsuit, including any future claim 

for wrongful death. Plaintiff and his heirs, executors, administrators or assigns further 

agree to reimburse, indemnify and hold harmless the United States of America, its 

agents, servants, and employees from any and all such causes of action, claims, liens, 

rights, or subrogated or contribution interests incident to or resulting from further 

litigation or the prosecution of claims by Plaintiff or his heirs, executors, administrators 

or assigns against any third party or against the United States, including claims for 

wrongful death. 

4. This stipulation far compromise settlement shall not constitute an 

admission of liability or fault on the part of the United States, its agents, servants, or 

employees, and is entered into by both parties for the purpose of compromising 

disputed claims and avoiding the expenses and risks of litigation. 

2 
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5. It is also agreed, by and among the parties, that the settlement amount of 

t\Yo hundred twenty five thousand dollars ($225,000.00) represents the entire amount of 

the compromise settlement and that the respective parties will each bear their own 

costs, fees, and expenses and that any attorney's fees owed by the Plaintiff will be paid 

out of the settlement amount and not in addition thereto. 

6. lt is also understood by and among the parties that pursuant to Title 28, 

United States Code, Section 2678, attorney's fees for services rendered in connection 

with this action shall not exceed 25 per centum of the amount of the compromise 

settlement. 

7. Payment of the settlement amount will be made by a check drawn on the 

Treasury of the United States for two hundred twenty five thousand dollars 

($225,000.00), and made payable to Mika Hilaire, Trustee for the Next of Kin of Stafford 

Hilaire, and Mark Hallberg, Plaintiff's attorney. The settlement will be paid by electronic 

transfer to 

Bremer Bank, National Association 
Bremer Service Center 

P.O. Box 1000 
Lake Elmo, MN 55042-1000 

Treasury Financial Communication System (TFCS) Routing Symbol 
(9-digit American Banking Assoc. ldent. Code): 096010415 

Hallberg & McClain, P.A. 
IOL TA Account 

Bank Account No.: 666 3024 

Plaintiff's attorney agrees to distribute the settlement proceeds to the Plaintiff. 

8. In consideration of the payment of two hundred twenty five thousand 

dollars ($225,000.00), as set forth above, Plaintiff agrees that she will cause he attorney 

3 
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to execute and file with the court such documents as shall be necessary to cause the 

above-styled action to be dismissed with prejudice from the docket of the court. 

Dated: ~ - !1 ~1~ I 2014 

Dated: Jlc154 ,I )( , 2014 

ANDREW M. LUGER 
United States Attorney 

B'l:..tONNIE . BRYAN 
Assistant U.S. ttorney 
Attorney ID Number 206635 
600 United States Courthouse 
300 South Fourth Street 
Minneapolis, MN 55415 
Phone: 612-664-5600 
Email: Lonnie.Bryan@usdoi.gov 

Attorneys for United States of America 

HALLBERG & McCLAIN, P.A. 

l 

I_/ ~ - ---
BY; MARK HALLBERG 
380 St. Pet r Street, Suite 715 
St. Paul, MN 55102 
Phone: 651-255-681 0 
Email: mhallberg@hallberglaw.com 

Attorneys for Plaintiff 

4 
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UNITED ST A TES DISTRICT COURT 
DISTRICT OF MINNESOTA 

HEATHER M. PAPPAS, 

Plaintiff 

V. Case No.: 14-CV-1212 

UNITED ST A TES OF AMERICA, 

Defendant 

Plaintiff, Heather M. Pappas, by ·anct through counsel, and for his complaint against the 

United States of America, hereby states as follows: 

JURISDICTION AND VENUE 

I. Plaintiff, Heather M. Pappas, resides in St. Louis County, Duluth, Minnesota, 

with a mailing address of 4496 Carey Road, Duluth, Minnesota 55803. 

2. This action arises under the Federal Tort Claims Act, 28 U.S.C. § l346(b), 28 

U.S.C. §§ 2671-2680. Pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1346(b), United States Federal District Courts 

have jurisdiction over Plaintiffs civil action for damages against Defendant, United States of 

America. 

3. Prior to the filing of this complaint, Plaintiff filed written administrative claims 

pursuant to the Federal Tort Claims Act, 28 U.S.C. § 2675, a written denial was provided to 

Plaintiff in a letter dated November 20, 2013. 

4. The District of Minnesota is the appropriate venue, as Plaintiff resides within the 

state of Minnesota and the negligent act( s) occurred within the state of Minnesota. 

Bye, Goff & Rohde, Ltd. 
P.O. Box 167 
River Falls, WI 54022 

-1-
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NEGLIGENCE 

5. On January 12, 2013 Heather M. Pappas stopped at her brother, Gene Pappas's 

residence. Gene is a corrections officer and his residence is located on and maintained by the 

Federal Prison Camp. Heather walked up the driveway and was passing the garage on the 

cement walkway when she slipped and fell on a patch of ice. Said injuries were proximately 

caused by the negligence of the Federal Prison Camp and/or its agents and employees. 

6. As a proximate result of said negligence, Plaintiff Heather M. Pappas suffered 

permanent personal injuries causing her to incur pain suffering and disability in the past; pain, 

suffering and disability in the future; past medical expense; future medical expense; past loss of 

earning capacity; and future loss of earning capacity. 

WHEREFORE, judgment is demanded as follows: 

(1) against the defendant for monetary damages in the amount of Three Hundred 

Thousand and no/100 Dollars ($300,000.00); 

(2) for costs, and all other further relief to which plaintiff may be entitled. 

Dated this 21st day of April, 2014. 

Bye, Goff & Rohde, Ltd. 
P.O. Box167 
River Falls, WI 54022 

258 Riverside rive, BOX 167 
River Falls, Wisconsin 54022 
Telephone: (715) 425-8161 
Email: Robert@byegoff.com 

-2-
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF MINNESOTA 

Heather M. Pappas, 

v. 

United States of America, 

Plaintiff, 

Defendant. 

)) 
)) 
)) 
)) 
)) 

Hearing on: Initial .Pretrial Conference 

APPEARANCES: 

Plaintiff: Robert A. Parsons 
Defendant: Lonnie F. Bryan 

PROCEEDINGS: 

181 Initial pretrial conference held. 

COURT MINUTES - CIVIL 
BEFORE: Leo I. Brisbois 

U.S. Magistrate Judge 

Case No: 
Date: 
Court Reporter: 
Courtroom: 
Time Commenced: 
Time Concluded: 
Time in Court: 

14-cv-1212 (PAM/LIB) 
July 30, 2014 

Duluth 3 (in chambers) 
10:57 a.m. 
11:17 a.m. 
0 Hours & 20 Minutes 

!§1 Oates discussed for the progression of the case. 
181 Written Pretrial Order to be issued. 

s/EJT 
Law Clerk 

T emplaio Modi !led: )I I SIW 
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UNITED STA TES DISTRICT COURT 
DISTRICT OF MINNESOTA 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

Heather M. Pappas, 

Plaintiff, 

vs. 

United States of America, 

Defendant. 

PRETRIAL SCHEDULING ORDER 

Court File No. 14-cv-1212 (PAM/LIB) 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

Pursuant to Pretrial Conference convened on July 30, 2014, and in accordance with 

provisions of Rule 16, Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, and the Local Rules of this Court, to 

administer the course of this litigation in a manner which promotes the interests of justice, economy 

and judicial efficiency, the following Schedule will govern these proceedings. The Schedule may 

be modified only upon formal Motion and a showing of good cause as required by Local Rules 

7.1 and 16.3. 

Counsel shall also comply with the Electronic Case Filing Procedures For The District 

of Minnesota, pursuant to Order Adopting Electronic Case Filing, dated May 13, 2004. 

THEREFORE, It is -

ORDERED: 

I. 

That all pre-discovery disclosures required by Rule 26( a)( 1) shall be completed on or before 

September 1, 2014. The period during which the parties must conduct all discovery (whether fact 
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or expert) shall terminate on April 1, 2015. 1 Disputes with regard to pre-discovery disclosures or 

discovery shall be called immediately to the Court's attention by the making of an appropriate 

Motion, and shall not be relied upon by any party as a justification for not adhering to this Pretrial 

Scheduling Order. No further or additional discovery shall be permitted after the above date except 

upon motion and by leave of the Court for good cause shown, and any independent Stipulations or 

agreements between counsel which contravene the provisions of this Order will not be recognized. 

However, upon agreement of counsel, or with leave of the Court, depositions in lieu of in-Court 

testimony may be taken after the close of discovery. 

II. 

That all Motions which seek to amend the pleadings or add parties must be filed and the 

Hearing thereon completed on or before October 1, 2014.2 

Ill. 

That all other nondispositive Motions shall be filed and the Hearing thereon completed prior 

to May 1, 2015, by calling Victoria L Miller at 218-529-3520, Courtroom Deputy for Magistrate 

Judge Leo I. Brisbois. All nondispositive Motions shall be scheduled, filed and served in 

compliance with Local Ruic 7.l(a) and (b) and the Electronic Case Filing Procedures For The 

; See, Local Rule 16.2(d)(3) of the United States District Court For the District of Minnesota Local 
Rules. 

2This deadline does not apply to motions to amend pleadings to assert a claim for punitive damages. 
Motions which seek to assert claims for punitive damages must be filed and the Hearing thereon 
completed prior to the discovery deadline in Paragraph L 

-2-
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District of Minnesota. No discovery Motion shall be heard unless the moving party complies with 

the requirements of Local Rule 3 7 .1 . 

IV. 

A Settlement Conference pursuant to Local Rule 16.S(b) in the above-entitled matter is set 

before Magistrate Judge Leo L Brisbois, on April 28, 2015, at 9:30 a.m., in Courtroom No. 3, 

Gerald W. Heaney Federal Building and U.S. Courthouse, 515 W. First St., Duluth, Minnesota. 

A separate Notice of this Settlement Conference shall be issued outlining the parties' obligations for 

preparation and for appearance of the Conference. 

V. 

That no more than 25 Interrogatories (counted in accordance with Rule 33(a), Federal Rules 

of Civil Procedure), 25 Document Requests and 25 Requests for Admissions shall be served by any 

party. 

VI. 

That no more than five (5) depositions (excluding expert depositions) shall be taken by any 

party without prior Order of the Court. 

VIL 

That within the foregoing period allotted for discovery, but no later than the dates set forth 

below, the parties shall retain and disclose to opposing counsel all persons they intend to call as 

expert witnesses at trial.' Each party's disclosure shall identify each expert and state the subject 

3 Any experts retained for purposes of conducting any examinations in accordance with Fed. R. Civ. 
(continued ... ) 

-3-
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matter on which the expert is expected to testify. The disclosure shall be accompanied by a written 

report prepared and signed by the expert witness.4 As required by Ruic 26(a)(2)(8), Federal Rules 

of Ci vi 1 Procedure, the report shall contain: 

a. The qualifications of the witness, including a list of all 
publications authored by the witness within the preceding 10 years; 

b. The compensation to be paid for the study and testimony; 

c. A listing of any other cases in which the witness has testified 
as an expert at trial or by deposition within the preceding four years; 

d. A complete statement of all opinions to be expressed and the 
basis and reasons therefor; 

e. The data or other information considered by the witness in 
forming the opinions; and 

f. Any exhibits to be used as a summary of or support for the 
op1mons. 

The Plaintiffs disclosures shall be made on or before November 1, 2014. The Defendant's 

disclosures shall be made on or before February 1, 2015. 

VIII. 

That the parties do contemplate taking expert depositions. No more than three (3) experts 

may be deposed by any party without prior Order of the Court. 

·
1 

( ••• continued) 

P. 35 are included in these disclosures. 

"If no written report is required by Rule 26(a)(2)(B), the disclosures shall still comply with Rule 
26(a)(2)(C). 

-4-
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IX. 

That each party shall fully supplement all discovery responses according to Rule 26(e), 

Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. Any evidence responsive to a discovery request which has not 

been disclosed on or before the discovery cutoff or other dates established herein, except for good 

cause shown, shall be excluded from evidence at trial. 

X. 

That all dispositive Motions shall be filed by the moving party by June 1, 2015.5 All 

dispositive Motions shall be scheduled, filed and served in compliance with the Order regarding 

dispositivc motion practices in cases assigned to Judge Magnuson by contacting his Courtroom 

Deputy, Suzanne Ruiz at 651-848-1156. Counsel arc given notice that six to eight weeks advance 

notice is necessary to place a dispositivc Motion on the calendar. 

XI. 

That this case shall be ready for Trial on August 1, 20156
, or 30 days after the Court renders 

its Order on any dispositive Motion (whichever is later), at which time the case will be placed on the 

"The parties should attempt to schedule dispositive motions after all discovery has been completed 
and to schedule all dispositive motions for the same hearing and should strive to avoid duplication 
in their briefing. If the parties believe early or piecemeal dispositive motion practice is necessary, 
they should seek permission of the District Judge. 

0THJS DA TE JS NOT A TRIAL SETTING DA TE. The parties will be notified by the Calendar 
Clerk of the assigned Judge to a case by way of a Notice of Trial as to when this case will be placed 
on the Trial Calendar. The above date is merely a notice to all parties to consider the case ready for 
trial as of this date. DO NOT PREPARE FOR TRIAL UNTIL NOTIFIED. 

-5-
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Court's non-Jury Trial calendar. That the anticipated length of Trial is two (2) days. 

BY THE COURT: 

DATED: August 13, 2014 s/Lco 1. Brisbois 
Leo I. Brisbois 
U.S. MAGISTRATE JUDGE 

-6-
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was going on, chose not to call deuces until a long while later, acting under color 
oflaw. I have now possibly contracted the deadly disease HIV/Aids and 
Hepatitus-C from the know (Hepatitus-C) carrier. ... His feces and blood actually 
got in my open stab wounds and mixed with my blood, which puts me at risk, 
during the very long physical altercation" .. " ... 

After the incident on 4-4-i3, my civil attorney discovered that, in fact .... several 
ADX-staff already knew what was going to happen and they assumed I would 
likely be killed by [Attacking Inmate.l so I can't be part of the [SuperMax 
Lawsuit]. 

See Part A and Continuation, Request for Administrative Remedy Case No. 760642 filed by 
Carlton Dunbar, dated December 3, 2013. 

3. With this action, Plaintiff seeks an award of monetary damages to compensate 

him for injuries sustained and for the violation by Defendants of Plaintiffs constitutional rights. 

II. JURISDICTION & VENUE 

4. This Court has jurisdiction over Plaintiffs Bivens v. Six Unknown Na med Agents 

of the Federal Bureau of Narcotics, 403 U.S. 388 (1971), claims pursuantto 28 U.S.C. §§ 1331 

and 2201. 

5. This Court has jurisdiction of Plaintiff's Federal Tort Claims Act, 28 U.S.C. 

1346(b) et seq. ("FTCA") claims pursuant to 28 U.S.C. 2671 et seq. and 28 U.S.C. 1346(b). 

6. Venue is proper before this Court under 28 U.S.C. §1391(b)(2), as the activities 

giving rise to Plaintiffs claims occurred within the confines of this federal judicial district. 

III. PARTIES 

7. Plaintiff is an inmate who resides at the ADX. 

8. The Federal Bureau of Prisons (the "BOP") is Defendant United States of 

America's administrative agency charged with opetatingthe ADX. 

2 
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9. Defendant Foster was, at all relevant times, employed at the ADX by the BOP, 

and served as Plaintiffs counselor. 

10. Defendant Does 1-20 are BOP employees who bear responsibility for Plaintiffs 

Injuries. 

IV. FACTUAL BACKGROUND 

A. The BOP and ADX-"America's Most Secure Prison" 

11. According to the BOP's official website, the BOP is "an Agency Like No Other," 

as it "protect[ s] public safety by ensuring that federal offenders serve their sentences of 

imprisonment in facilities that are safe, humane ... and appropriately secure." See "About Our 

Agency", http://www.bop.gov/about/agency/ (attached as Exhibit 2). 

12. The BOP proclaims that it "ensures the physical safety of all inmates through a 

controlled environment which meets each inmate's need for security through the elimination of 

violence, predatory behavior, gang activity ... and inmate weapons." See "Pillars: A Foundation 

Built on Solid Ground", http://www.bop.gov/about/agcncy/agency pillars.isp (attached as 

Exhibit 3). 

13. According to the BOP, its " [ s ]taff maintain high ethical standards in their day-to-

day activities." Id. 

14. In describing the purpose behind the creation of the ADX - "the most secure 

prison in the federal prison system" - the BOP notes that it was specifically "designed to house 

inmates who require an uncommon level of security." See Defendants/Appellees' Response 

Brief, Silverstein v. Bureau of Prisons, t 11 Cir. No. 12-1450, at 13. 

3 
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B. Plaintiff Carlton Dunbar and the Supermax Lawsuit 

15. Plaintiff was transferred to AD X from the United States Penitentiary in 

Allen wood, Pennsylvania in 2009. After a period of incarceration at ADX, Plaintiffs behavior 

warranted his transfer from the ADX's general population housing to a "step-down" unit. In the 

"step-down" unit, while inmates are allowed limited interaction, they are constantly subject to 

human and video surveillance. 

16. Plaintiff serves as a class representative in Cunningham, et al. v. Federal Bureau 

of Prisons, Case No. 1 : 12-cv-0 15 70 ( the "S upennax Lawsuit"), which is currently pending 

before this Court. The Supermax Lawsuit seeks mental healthcare access for ADX inmates, and 

transfer for those whose mental illness makes their incarceration at the ADX inappropriate under 

the BOP's own policies. Plaintiffs participation in fiie Supermax Lawsuit is public knowledge, 

and has been discussed by Defendants in the presence of ADX inmates. 

C. The April 4, 2013 Attack on Plaintiff, and the BOP's Advance Notice 

17. In or about March 2013, Plaintiff resided in J Unit ("Joker Unit"), a "Step Down" 

unit at ADX. Like all units within the ADX, Joker Unit is monitored at all times by BOP 

employees. An officer station, known as "the Bubble," is located within Joker Unit and allows 

correctional officers to view all activity in the common area of Joker Unit. The Bubble is 

equipped with telephones, computers, whisties: and aiaims "that allow correctional officers to 

alert BOP personnel to situation in which an inmate is placed in danger. The Bubble is also 

equipped with gas masks for correctional officers, and devices such as "pepper balls" which can 

' be deployed by the correctional officers to impair the breathing of assaultive inmates and allow 

from such inmates to be restrained. 

4 
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18. On or about March 28, 2013, a prisoner· housed at ADX ("Witness A") obtained 

knowledge concerning an attack, or "hit," on Plaintiff that was being planned by other ADX 

prisoners. On that date, Witness A drafted a letter out).ining the planned attack against Plaintiff 

and asked his ADX counselor to deliver the letter to the BOP's Special Investigative Service 

("SIS"). 

19. Witness A has provided other reliable information to the SIS and the BOP 

generally. Defendants Does 1-20 knew that the information received from Witness A regarding 

the planned attack on Plaintiff was credible, and that an attack would likely result in serious 

injury or death to Plaintiff. 

20. Despite Witness A's informing the BOP that an attack on Plaintiff was being 

planned by other inmates, the BOP did not take any steps to inform or warn Plaintiff of the 

imminent danger that existed. Nor did the BOP take appropriate steps to ensure that the inmates 

who were planning the attack on Plaintiff were removed from the Step Down units and placed in 

higher security units with the ADX. 

21. As part of the Step Down protocol, prisoners on Joker Unit were permitted to 

comingle during daily recreation. On or about the morning of April 4, 2013, Plaintiff was 

released from his cell to the ADX's outer yard to participate in recreation with certain other 

prisoners from Joker Unit. 

22. On or about 9:50 a.m. on April 4, 2013, during Joker Unit's scheduled recreation 

period, Plaintiff and the other upper-tier Joker Unit prisoners participating in recreation were 

given orders to return to Joker Unit for lock in while another Joker Unit resident was taken to a 

legal visit. After that inmate was taken to his legal visit, Joker Unit was re-secured, the upper-tier 

Joker Unit residents were again permitted outside oftheir cells to move about the common space 

5 
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on the lower level of Joker Unit. This area of Joker Unit is constantly monitored and surveilled 

by correctional officers and cameras. 

23. At or about 10: 11 a.m., in full view of correctional officers and inmates housed in 

Joker Unit, one of the Joker Unit inmates (the "Attacker") initiated an unprovoked, sustained and 

prolonged attack on Plaintiff with a knife. Plaintiff, who was caught completely unaware by the 

Attacker's ambush, defended himself with his bare -hands with the expectation that the 

correctional officers would quickly restrain the Attacker. However, the correctional officers did 

not initiate any efforts to stop the Attacker's assault on Plaintiff. 

24. For a period of approximately thirteen minutes, Plaintiff and the Attacker were 

engaged in hand-to-knife, vicious combat on the lower level of Joker Unit. Despite their in

person view of the attack and ensuing battle, the multiple correctional officers who witnessed 

continued merely to observe the carnage as a form of entertainment, without taking any steps to 

intervene. Because none of the on-duty correctfonal-officers·would come to Plaintiffs aid, or 

make any attempt to terminate the attack, Plaintiff was forced to fight in order to protect his own 

life. 

25. In fighting to survive, Plaintiff acted in self-defense, and sought to restrain the 

Perpetrator. During the attack, Plaintiff - who remained unarmed - suffered multiple stab 

wounds from the knife used by the Attacker including, but not limited to, a stab wound behind 

his left ear; a stab wound inside his left ear; and a stab would on his nose. 

26. As a result of Plaintiff defending himself, the Attacker lost control of his bowels. 

Additionally, the Attacker suffered injuries and cuts, from which he bled. As the fight continued, 

Plaintiff came into contact with the Attacker's feces and blood, which mixed with Plaintiffs own 

blood via the open wounds inflicted upon Plaintiff by the Attacker. 

6 
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2 7. After approximately thirteen minutes of hand-to-knife combat, correctional 

officers - including those who had been stationed in the Bubble throughout the fight - finally 

initiated an intervention to stop the fight. These correctional officers shot a pepper ball gun into 

the Joker Unit common area. While the Defendant Does knew that the Attacker, and not Dunbar, 

had been the instigator, some of them nonetheless shouted "Dunbar! Dunbar!" to imply that 

Plaintiff had been the aggressor. 

28. Upon the pepper ball taking effect, and despite knowing that Plaintiff had not 

been the aggressor but was only defending his own life, the correctional officers and numerous 

other BOP employees entered the Joker Unit common area and forcefully restrained Plaintiff. In 

their application of leg irons and wrist restraints, these Defendant Does restrained Plaintiff -

severely weakened by the prolonged life-or-death battle - in a punitive, unnecessarily painful 

manner, including applying weight to Plaintiffs calf area (a "knee shot") which caused a severe 

and painful cramp. Plaintiff lost feeling in his feet and hands at this time. Plaintiff did not resist 

the restraint process. 

29. The entire fight between Plaintiff and the Perpetrator was captured by the multiple 

video cameras located throughout Joker Unit. 

D. Post-Fight Treatment of Plaintiff 

30. At approximately the time of the application of the leg irons and wrist restraints, 

Plaintiff noticed that a blonde female, thought by Plaintiff to be an SIS officer, was recording the 

incident with a hand-held camera. 

31. Plaintiff was then taken to triage by BOP employees, where Defendant Does -

including and in addition to medical staff - joked and laughed. At this time, Plaintiff complained 

to the attending Defendant Does that the leg irons and wrist restraints were hurting him, cutting 
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off his circulation and causing loss of feeling in his hands and feet. Plaintiffs complaints were 

ignored as BOP medical staffer Cardoza assessed Plaintiffs condition. 

32. During the assessment, a BOP employee checked Plaintiffs jaw and looked at 

Plaintiffs wounds, but did not attend to those wounds. Plaintiff requested water. Plaintiff, 

bleeding and wounded, was placed in a wheelchair and escorted by numerous BOP employees to 

a medical room. At that time, a correctional officer was discussing the battle in a casual manner 

with his co-workers, describing the life-or-death attack on Plaintiff as "one of the best fights I 

have ever seen," discussing the battle in a casual manner as entertainment rather than as a 

preventable, life-threatening incident. The SIS officer continued to record this with the hand-held 

camera. 

33. Plaintiffs clothes were removed in the medical room, but the unnecessarily tight 

restraints remained. Plaintiff was given khakis but no undergarments, and the clothes that 

Plaintiff had worn during the fight were bagged for evidence. Plaintiff begged for, and was 

finally given, water, which he was made to drink like a dog, without the use of his hands. 

Plaintiffs leg and wrist restraints were eventually released by medical personnel. The wrist 

restraints were so tight that they could not be unlocked without further tightening; both the leg 

irons and the wrist restraints left visible injuries to Plaintiffs skin. Plaintiff experienced a high

pitched ringing in his ear, as well as a headache. 

34. Plaintiff, who lost feeling in parts of his body from the attack, asked to have his 

stab wounds assessed. Plaintiff expressed concern regarding the contact with the Perpetrator's 

feces and blood, and wanted to shower to get the blood and fecal matter off of his body. Fearing 

that his contact with the fecal matter subjected him to hepatitis, Plaintiff asked for the hepatitis 

vaccine to be administered. No vaccine was administered. 

8 
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35. Medical personnel stitched a stab wound and/or cut that Plaintiff sustained on his 

nose, as well as stab wounds and/or cuts to the the interior and anterior of his left ear, and 

administered a pain injection. Plaintiff received a tetanus shot and a topical cream for certain 

injuries, and was placed in a holding cell in K Unit. Plaintiff again requested that the hepatitis 

vaccine be administered; despite Defendants' knowledge that the Attacker had hepatitis, the 

vaccine was not administered. 

36. Despite Plaintiffs severe injuries, and although Defendants knew that Plaintiff 

was not the aggressor, and was forced to use his bare hands to defend himself against the larger, 

shank-wielding Attacker, Defendants placed Plaintiff in the brutal confinement of the Special 

Housing Unit (SHU). Rather than allowing Plainii:ff to recover from the life-or-death trauma in 

the calm of a hospital setting, the SHU environment in which Plaintiff was held was constantly 

subject to loud noise, the smell of urine, and filth, causing Plaintiff more trauma and making him 

reluctant to sleep for fear of contracting illness from his surroundings. 

37. During his confinement in the SHU, Plaintiff sent a letter to the Warden 

requesting the hepatitis vaccine. As he waited in the SHU, Plaintiff became increasingly fearful 

that he had contracted hepatitis or AIDS from his contact with the Perpetrator's feces. Plaintiff 

was eventually provided with the hepatitis vaccine. 

38. Defendants issued a misconduct notice ("Shot") to Plaintiff. Defendant appealed 

the Shot via administrative channels. 

•-•T'" 

39. Upon information and belief, the Federal Bureau of Investigation and Defendants 

have reviewed all evidence concerning the attack, including the visual recordings of the attack 

and its aftermath. The FBI did not prosecute either the Perpetrator or Plaintiff, and months after 

9 
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it was issued, the Shot issued to Plaintiff was rescinded. Nonetheless, Defendants held Plaintiff 

in the SHU for a period of .months. 

E. Defendant Foster's Interference With Plaintifrs Bivens Claims 

40. While in the SHU, Plaintiff repeatedly requested the Administrative Complaint 

form BP-228(13) (the "BP-8"). His confinement to the SHU meant that Plaintiff was entirely 

reliant upon his counselor, Defendant Foster, to provide him with the BP-8 and file it on his 

behalf. In response, Defendant Foster told Plaintiff that he did not want to help Plaintiff sue the 

BOP or its employees for the injuries Plaintiff sustained. Defendant Foster, knowing that 

Plaintiff was required by BOP policy to file such form in time to subsequently file his BP-9 

within twenty (20) days of the incident and that a delay may harm his ability to bring a later 

Bivens claim, intentionally delayed the filing of the administrative remedies. 

F. Plaintiff's Permanent Physical and Psychological Injuries 

41. More than a year after being assaultw by the Attacker, Plaintiff continues to 

suffer nerve damage behind his ear; wrist "pops" at the location where the too-tight restraints 

were applied; pain behind his shoulder; internal pain; knew injuries and scars; chronic fatigue; 

and other physical and psychological injuries. Plaintiff suffers from an extreme fear of 

contracting hepatitis and/or HIV from the attacker. 

42. Plaintiff has recurring dreams regarding the attack and the battle. Because of his 

fear of another attack that Defendants will wilfully fail to prevent, Plaintiff is reluctant to take 

the medicine that is necessary to treat his mental illness, as he fears that it will leave him 

susceptible to efforts by Defendants to have him further injured or possibly killed. 

43. The attack and ensuing trauma suffared by -Plaintiff exacerbated his known, 

, 
severe mental illness, including paranoia. Despite the fact that Defendants are aware of 

10 
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Plaintiffs psychological injuries, they have not made any effort to treat or assuage his mental 

illness or symptoms of trauma after the attack. 

PLAINTIFF'S CLAIMS 

CLAIM I -BIVENS ACTION - EIGHTH AMENDMENT 

FAILURE TO PREVENT ATTACK ON PLAINTIFF 

(DOE DEFENDANTS 1-20) 

44. Plaintiff restates paragraphs 1 through 43 as if fully set forth herein. 

45. On April 4, 2013, despite having knowledge that an attack would be carried out 

on Plaintiff and despite appreciating the probability of injury to Plaintiff in such an attack, Doe 

Defendants 1-20 failed to prevent the attack on Plaintiff that occurred on April 4, 2013. 

46. Defendants' actions constituted cruel and unusual punishment, in violation of the 

Eighth Amendment of the United States Constitution. 

4 7. As a result of Defendants' actions, Plaintiff has suffered and will continue to 

suffer physical and emotional injuries. 

48. Defendants are liable to Plaintiff under Bivens for compensation for all his 

injuries in such amount as the Court determines, phis attorney fees and other fees and costs. 

CLAIM II - BIVENS ACTION - EIGHTH AMENDMENT 

FAIL URE TO STOP ATTACK ON PLAINTIFF 

(DOE DEFENDANTS 1-20) 

49. Plaintiff restates paragraphs 1 through 43 as if fully set forth herein. 

50. Despite having ample opportunity to do so, and despite being armed with tear gas, 

pepper spray, and other devices that would impair the Perpetrator and prevent further injury to 

11 
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Plaintiff, and despite understanding the severe and continuing injuries being inflicted upon 

Plaintiff, Doe Defendants 1-20 did not make any effort to stop the April 4, 2013 attack on 

Plaintiff until approximately thirteen (13) minutes after it began. Instead, Doe Defendants 1-20 

watched from behind locked bars as Plaintiff fought for his life. 

51. Defendants' actions constituted cruel and unusual punishment, in violation of the 

Eighth Amendment of the United States Constitution. 

52. As a result of Defendants' actions, Plaintiff has suffered and will continue to 

suffer physical and emotional injuries. 

53. Defendants are liable to Plaintiff under Bivens for compensation for all his 

injuries in such amount as the Court determines, plus attorney fees and other fees and costs. 

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff requests monetary damages in the amount such amount as the 

Court determines, plus attorney fees and other fees and costs. 

CLAIM III - BIVENS ACTION -- FIRST AMENDMENT 

(DEFENDANT FOSTER) 

54. Plaintiff restates paragraphs I through 43 as if fully set forth herein. 
• 0 •••T ••• .r 

55. Defendant Foster deliberately and intentionally prevented Plaintiff from being 

able to file a BP-9 within twenty days of the attack. 

56. Defendant Foster's actions constitute of violation of Plaintiffs civil rights under 

the First Amendment of the United States Constitution. 

57. Defendants are liable to Plaintiff under Bivens for compensation for all his 

injuries in such amount as the Court determines, plus attorney fees and other fees and costs. 

12 
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WHEREFORE, Plaintiff requests monetary damages in such amount as the Court 

determines, plus attorney fees and other fees and costs. 

CLAIM IV - FfCA CLAIM 

(United States of America) 

58. Plaintiff restates Paragraphs 1 through 43 as if fully set forth herein. 

59. Defendant the United States of America failed to prevent, or to stop within a 

reasonable time, the April 4, 2013 attack on Plaintiff. 

60. As a result of the gross negligence and deliberate indifference by Defendant the 

United States of America to Plaintiffs plight, Plai:i.tiff suffered severe and permanent physical 

and emotional injuries. 

60. Defendant the United States of America ·is Hable to Plaintiff under the FTCA for 

injuries he sustained as a result of the April 4, 2013 Jlttack. 

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff requests monetary damages in the amount of $50,000, or in such 

greater amount as the Court determines, plus attorney fees and other fees and costs. 

13 
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PRAYER FOR RELIEF 

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff respectfully requests that this Court grant the following relief: 

1. That Plaintiffs Bivens claims ( asserte_d in Claims I - III) be adjudicated prior to 

Plaintiffs FTCA claim ( asserted in Count IV). 

2. That Plaintiff be awarded compensatory damages for each of his Bivens claims in 

an amount to be determined by the Court. 

3. That Plaintiff be awarded punitive damages for each of his Bivens claims, in an 

amount to be determined by the Court. 

4. That Plaintiff be awarded damages in the amount of$50,000 for his FTCA claim. 

5. That Plain ti ff be awarded all such further monetary and injunctive relief that is 

permitted by law, as determined by the Court. 

6. That Plaintiff be transferred to a different prison within the BOP's system. 

7. The Plaintiff be awarded attorney fees and costs as permitted by law. 

14 
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Dated: July 2, 2014 Respectfully submitted, 

~P?~~ 
Deborah M. Golden • 

Of Counsel: 

Claudia Callaway 
KATTEN MUCHIN ROSENMAN LLP 

2900 K Street, NW 
Suite 200 
Washington, DC 20007 
Phone: 202.625.3590 
Fax: 202.295.1920 

WASHINGTON LA WYERS' COMMITTEE FOR CIVIL 

RIGHTS AND URBAN AFFAIRS 

11 Dupont Circle, N. W. 
Suite 400 
Washir.gton, DC 20036 
Phone: 202.319.1000 
Fax: 202.319.1010 
Email: Deborah_Golden@WashLaw.org 

Email: claudia.callaway@kattenlaw.com 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLORADO 

Civil Action No. l4-cv-01838-MJW 

CARLTON DUNBAR. 

Plaintiff, 

v. 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, and 
DOES 1-20, 

Defendants, 

STIPULATION FOR COMPROMISE SETTLEMENT AND RELEASE OF 
FEDERAL TORT CLAIMS ACT CLAIMS PURSUANT TO 28 U.S.C. §2677 

It is hereby stipulated by and between the undersigned plaintiff (meaning any person, 

other than the defendant and the attorneys, and the Settlement Broker, signing this agreement, 

whether or not a party to this civil action), and the United States of America (hereinafter "United 

States"), by and through their respective attorneys, as follows: 

I . The parties to this Stipulation For Compromise Settlement And Release (hereinafter 

"Settlement Agreement") do hereby agree to settle and compromise each and every claim 

of any kind, whether known or unknown, arising directly or indirectly from the acts or 

omissions that gave rise to the above-captioned action under the terms and conditions set 

forth in this Settlement Agreement. 

2. This Settlement Agreement is not, is in no way intended to be, and should not be 

construed as, an admission of liability or fault on the part of the United States, its agents, 

Selllement Agreement between 

Carlton Dunbar & United States 



servants, or employees, and it is specifically denied that they are liable to the plaintiff. 

This Settlement Agreement is entered into by all parties for the purpose of compromising 

disputed claims under the Federal Tort Claims Act and avoiding the expenses and risks of 

further litigation. 

3, The United States agrees to pay the cash sums set forth below in paragraph 3(a) to 

purchase the annuity contract(s) described below in paragraph 3(b). 

a. As soon as it is practicable after the execution of this Settlement Agreement, the 

United States will pay by wire transfer to the settlement trust account of JMW 

Settlements, LLC (hereinafter "JMW") (BB&T Bank, Washington, DC, Account 

Number 0005162719272, ABA Routing Number 054001547), the sum of 

thirty-thousand Dollars ($30,000) (hereinafter "Settlement Amount"). 

Within 5 business days after JMW has received notice from its bank that the 

Settlement Amount has been received into said trust account, JMW will distribute 

the Settlement Amount to an annuity company rated A, A+ or A++ by A.M. Best 

Company to purchase the annuity contract described in Paragraph 3.b., below. 

The parties agree that any attorney's fees owed by the plaintiff shall not exceed 

25% of the settlement amount (28 U.S.C. §2678) and must be paid out of the 

settlement amount and not in addition thereto. 

b. The United States will purchase an annuity contract on the following terms and 

conditions: 

(1) The annuity contract will pay (i) the sum of $125.00 per month, 

beginning one month from the date of purchase, continuing for a period 

Settlement Agreement between 
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7 years, 2 months (86 months), and (ii) a single lump sum in the amount 

of $23,295.00, on February l, 2023. In the event that the cost of the 

annuity contract has either increased or decreased by the date of 

purchase, the monthly annuity payments set forth above shall be 

adjusted upward or downward to ensure that the total premium cost is 

equal to and does not exceed the Settlement Amount. These payments 

are certain and shall be payable regardless of survivorship. In the event 

of the death of Carl ton Dunbar during a period of certain payments 

specified above, all remaining certain payments from the annuity 

purchased shall be made payable to the Estate of the respective payee, or 

to any secondary beneficiary designated by the respective payee during 

his lifetime, provided that any such designation shall be in writing and in 

a fonn acceptable to the United States and the annuity issuer. 

(2) The annuity contract to be purchased pursuant to this Paragraph 3 .b will 

be owned solely and exclusively by the United States and will be 

purchased through JMW as specified above in Paragraph 3.a. The parties 

stipulate and agree that the United States' only obligation with respect to 

said annuity contract and any annuity payments therefrom is to purchase 

the annuity contract, and they further agree that the United States does 

not guarantee or insure any of the annuity payments. The parties further 

stipulate and agree that the United States is released from any and all 

Settlement Agreement be/Ween 
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obligations with respect to the annuity contract and annuity payments 

upon the purchase of said annuity contract. 

(3) The parties stipulate and agree that the annuity company that issues the 

annuity contract shall, at all times, have the sole obligation for making 

all annuity payments. The obligation of the annuity company to make 

each annuity payment shall be discharged upon the mailing of a valid 

check, or executing an electronic funds transfer in the amount of such 

payment to the address, or account, designated by the party to whom the 

payment is required to be made under this Settlement Agreement. 

Payments lost or delayed through no fault of the annuity company shall 

be promptly replaced by the annuity company, but the annuity company 

is not liable for interest during the interim. 

(4) The parties stipulate and agree that the annuity payments cannot be 

assigned, accelerated, deferred, increased, or decreased by the parties, 

that no part of any annuity payments called for herein nor any assets of 

the United States or the annuity company, are subject to execution or 

any legal process for any obligation in any manner, and that the plaintiff 

shall not have the power, or right, to sell, assign, mortgage, encumber, or 

anticipate said annuity payments, or any part thereof, by assignment or 

otherwise. 

Plaintiff, Plaintiff's guardians, heirs, executors, administrators and 

assigns do hereby agree to maintain with the annuity company and the 

Settlement Agreement between 
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United States a current mailing address, and to notify the annuity 

company and the United States of the death of Carlton Dunbar within 

ten (10) days of death, and to provide the annuity company and the 

United States a certified death certificate within forty~five (45) days of 

death. 

4. Plaintiff and his guardians, heirs, executors, administrators or assigns hereby agree to 

accept the Settlement Amount and purchase of the annuity contract set forth in this 

Settlement Agreement in full settlement, satisfaction, and release of any and all claims, 

demands, rights, and causes of action of whatsoever kind and nature, including claims for 

wrongful death, arising from, and by reason of any and all known and unknown, foreseen 

and unforeseen bodily and personal injuries, damage to property and the consequences 

thereof which they may have or hereafter acquire against the United States, its agents, 

servants and employees on account of the same subject matter that gave rise to the 

above~captioned action, including any future claim or lawsuit of any kind or type 

whatsoever, whether known or unknown, and whether for compensatory or exemplary 

damages. Plaintiff and his guardians, heirs, executors, administrators or assigns further 

agree to reimburse, indemnify and hold harmless the United States, its agents, servants, 

and employees from and against any and all such causes of action, claims, liens, rights. or 

subrogated or contribution interests incident to or resulting from further litigation or the 

prosecution of claims by plaintiff or his guardians, heirs, executors, administrators or 

assigns against any third party or against the United States, including claims for wrongful 

death. 

Settlement Agreement between 
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5. It is also agreed, by and among the parties, that the respective parties will each bear their 

own costs, fees, and expenses and that any attorney's fees owed by the plaintiff will be 

paid out of the Settlement Amount and not in addition thereto. 

6. The persons signing this Settlement Agreement warrant and represent that they possess 

full authority to bind the persons on whose behalf they are signing to the terms of the 

settlement. In the event any plaintiff is a minor or a legally incompetent adult, the 

plaintiff mu st obtain Court approval of the settlement at their expense. Plain ti ff agrees to 

obtain such approval in a timely manner: time being of the essence. Plaintiff further 

agrees that the United States may void this settlement at its option in the event such 

approval is not obtained in a timely manner. In the event plaintiff fails to obtain such 

Court approval, the entire Settlement Agreement and the compromise settlement are null 

and void. 

7. The parties stipulate and agree that the Settlement Agreement and the compromise 

settlement are null and void in the event the parties cannot agree on the tenns, conditions 

and requirements of this Settlement Agreement and the annuity contract. The terms, 

conditions and requirements of this Settlement Agreement are not severable and the 

failure to agree, fulfill or comply with any term, condition, or requirement renders the 

entire Settlement Agreement and the compromise settlement null and void. The 

authorization by the Attorney General or the Attorney General's designee to negotiate 

and consummate a settlement for the amount agreed upon by the parties does not make 

the settlement binding upon the United States unless and until the other terms, conditions 

Settlement Agreement between 
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and requirements of this Stipulation For Compromise Settlement And Release have been 

completely agreed upon in writing. 

Ill 

Ill 

Ill 

Ill 

Ill 

Ill 

Ill 

Ill 

Ill 

Ill 

Ill 

8. Plaintiffs attorney agrees to obtain a dismissal of the above-captioned action with 

prejudice, with each party bearing its own fees, costs, and expenses. 

9. The parties agree that this Settlement Agreement, including all the terms and conditions 

of this compromise settlement and any additional agreements relating thereto, may be 

made public in their entirety, and the plaintiff expressly consents to such release and 

disclosure pursuant to 5 U.S.C. §552a(b). 

I 0. It is contemplated that this Settlement Agreement may be executed in several 

counterparts, with a separate signature page for each party. All such counterparts and 

signature pages, together, shall be deemed to be one document. 

Settlement Agreement between 
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,. 
Executed this U day of l'.k3_r , 2015 

olden 
WASHIN ON LAWYERS' COMMITTEE 
FOR CIVIL 
RIGHTS AND URBAN AFFAIRS 
11 Dupont Circle, N.W. Suite 400 
Washington, DC 20036 
Phone: 202.319. I 000 
Fax: 202.319.1010 
Email: Deborah_Golden@WashLaw.org 

Of Counsel: 

Claudia Callaway 
KATTEN MUCHIN ROSENMAN LLP 
2900 K Street, NW Suite 200 
Washington, DC 20007 
Phone: 202.625.3590 
Fax: 202.295.1920 
Emai I: c laud ia.cal lawa y@katten law .com 
Counsel for Plaintiff 

Executed thisK day of 
I 

/fl 

/fl 

Ill 

Ill 

Settlement .4.greenient betll'een 

Carlton Dunbar & United Slate., 

,2015 

Executed this 1£l'day of¥· 2015 

JOHN F. WALSH 
United States Anorney 

MarcyE.Ck 
Assistant United Stales Attorney 
1225 Seventeenth Street, Suite 700 
Denver, Colorado 80202 
Telephone: (303) 4S4-0171 
Fax: (303) 454-0404 
E-mail: marcy.cook@usdoj.gov 
Counsel for 1he United States 
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Executed this~( o,'lay of~, 2015 

J/2c.i.. ents L C 

~, Kl 
,.,...---: lCS apps 

1130 Connecticut Avenue, NW, Suite 540 
Washington. DC 20036 
Telephone: (202) 463-1900 
Fax: (202) 463-0379 
E-mail: Jim.K1apps@jmwsettlemcnts.com 
Settlement Broker 
Ill 

Ill 

Ill 

Ill 

Ill 

Ill 

Ill 

Ill 

Ill 

Ill 

Ill 

Ill 

Ill 

Ill 

Ill 
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FILED 
'JAN 23 2002 

I" THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR CLERK. U.S. Dltrra-... 
SOUTHERN DIS "~ I COURT 

B.,_,._~ OF ILUN<>ts THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF ILLINOIS 
"""" I Vff OFFJcE 

WA 1 IL MANSUR MUHANNAD, 
Plaintiff, 

vs. 

) 
l 
l 
l 
l 

' UNITED STATES OF ,-MERICA; KATflLEEN l 
MWK-S ,on EFt; .,_ L • ME ASll9ER9E fl; 4'tftt l 
.Wl:ORICIE, E. A. STEPP; ·HARRELL U'-TT!t. l 
BOBBY COMPTON; WILLIAM CHISM. JR.; ) 
BUDDY J. AOELSBERGER; GREGORY E. l 
SHADOWENS; RICKY ELLET; EDWARD JAMES l 
RIVETT; DAVE GLOBUN; ~IIBMAS 8. s,un1; l 
RANDY BAGGOTT; KRAY F BST ER; -GIi Ant ES• ) 
fGIII,a) t OtlNft-; JAMES E .. TUBB, JR .. ; l 
d8IIN fUIVAMT, H HOPKIHS; .JQSEPH l 

-¥-eNKMftN, NELSON SEISNER; MICHAEL l 

Case No. CV oo-e64~b 

SUPPLIMENTAL COMPLAINT 

CIVIL RIGHTS COMPLAINT 
28 U.S.C~ 1331 end 
42 U.S.C. 2000bb 

FEDERAL TORT CLAIM 
28 U.S.C. 2671, et seq., end; 

ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURES ACT 
PETITION 
5 U.S.C. 702. et seq. 

DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL 

BELTZ; DAVID BENSON; ~BHIS F9R8, and; l COMBINED 
..Q.t.; ffftMIIB£ ll-, l · 

. ~ Defendant Cs) .. ./_ ! -' ~ 
t,::7V"-<-~{ fN-tRo~ . 

1. This is a civil action seeking Declaratory Judgment, Injunctive 

Relief and Monetary Damages, against the Defendants, and Each of Them, for 

committing acts and/or omissions, under color of the euthoFity of the United 

States, which deprived Plaintiff. of rights secured under the Constitution and 

laws of the United States of America; for Interfering wit~ Plaintiff's rights 

under the First Amendment and Religious Freedom Restoration Act to the Free 

practice of religion; for violations of the Establishment Clause for Separation 

between church end state; for Racial biasness with regards to Defendants' Use 

of Force in connection with their use of riot batons against black prisoners 

confined at USP-Marion, Illinois; for Excessive end Unnecessary use of force 

and/or Assault end Battery against Plaintiff by law Enforcement of the United 

States within the meaning of 28 U.S.C. 2680(h); for Racial Discrifflination in co: 

1. 
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necti~n wit~ the Oefendants' enforcement of the Bureau of Prisons• Disciplinary 

~olicies at USP-Marion, Illinois; for an abuse of discretion and arbitrary-and 

caoricious enforcement of the Bureau of Prisons' Disciplinary Policies at USP

Marion, 1llinois, and in violation of Plaintiff 1 s substantive and statutory due 

orocess riqhts under the Administrative Procedures Act; for enforcement of in

valid rules or Prohibited Acts against the Plaintiff which are set forth at 28 

c_c_q_ 541.13 which the Defendants failed to publish in compliance with the rule 

ma~ing orovisions, 5 U.S.C. 553(b)~3), of the Administrative Procedures Act and 

fail~d to notifv Plaintiff of what inmate behavior and'conduct was Proscribed 

under the regulation; for failing to arovide Plaintiff suitable quarters or for 

t~e safe~e~oina, care, subsistence, protection, discipline and instruction of 

0 taintif~ in violgtion of 18 U.S.C. 4n42(a)(2)&(3); for conspiring for the pur

oose of i~oeding and hindering the due course of iustice in violation of Plain

tiff's riahts to· due crocess, and; far refusing or neglecting to prevent such 

deorivatio~ and details to Plaintiff. This action is brought pursuant to 5 U.S. 

G. 7~?, et ~ea., t~ U.S.C. 404~(al[~l&(3), 28 U.S.C. 2671, et·seq. 1 and 42 U.S. 

G. 2oonb~. Jurisdiction is based on ~8 U.S.C. 1331. 

2. At all times ~aterial herein, each and every Defendant acted under 

color of the authoritv of the United States of America. 

PA~TIES 

1. 4t all •times ·relevant to this complaint, Plaintiff was confined at 

USP-Marion 1 Illinois; and is a citizen of the United States of America. Plain· 

tiff is currentlv confined at USP-Marion, P~O. Bo~ 1000, Marion, Illinois 

4. ~tall times relevant to this comolaint, the Federal Bureau of Prisons 

was an aoencv of the United States and U.S. Department of Justice. Its duty in

cluded, but was not limited to oroviding Plaintiff suitable quarters, safe-, . 

2. 
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~eeoinq, care, subsistence, protection, discipline and instruction. Among such 
,' 

~t~er duties as ~o train and sup~rvise the acts and/or omissions of Defendants 

~awt-Sawver, Hershberqer 1 Hedrick, Stepp, Watts, Compton, Chism, Adelsberger, 

~hadowe~s. ~\let, ~ivett, Smith. 8aggott. Foster, Young, Tubb, ·eryant, -Yonk

m~n, Globun, Ford, ~eisner, 8eltz, Benson and Campbell. 

~- ~tall times relevant to this comolaint, Defendant Hawk-Sawyer was the 

Dir~ctor of the ~ederal 8ureau of Prisons. Her duty included, but was not 

li~ited to overseeinq all asoects-of the daily operations'of the Bureau, pro

viding Plaintiff suitable quarters, safe~eeping, care, subsistence, protection, 

discioline and instruction. Among such other duties as to train and supervise 

the acts and/or omissions of defendants Hershberger, Hedrick, Stepp, Watts, 

Comoton, C~ism, Adelsberger, Shadowens, Ellet, Rivett, Smith, Baggott, Foster, 

You~o, Tubb, 8ryant, Yonkman, 8eisner, Seltz, Globun, Ford, Benson and ... 
Caniohell. 

6. At all times relevant to this complaint, Defendant Hershbarger was the 

North Ce~tral qeoional Oirector of the ~ederal Bureau of Prisdns. His duty in

cluded, ~ut was not limited ta overseeing all aspects of the daily operations 

of t~e ~or~~ Central ~eqional Office and USP-Marion, Illinois and to provide 

Plain~iFt suitable quarters, safe~eeoing, care, subsistence, protection, disci

oltne ~nd instruction. Among such other duties as to train and supervise the 

Rcts ~~d/or omissions of defendants· Hedrick, Stepp, Compton, Chism, Ad~lsber

qer, Shado~ens, Ellet, qivett, ~ord. Globun, Smith, Baggott, Foster, Young, 

Tubb, qrvant, Yon~man, Beisner. ~eltz, Bense~ and Campbell. 

7 ~tall times relevant to this comolaint, .defendant Hedric~ was a 

~arden for the Federal Bureau of Prisons and Chief Executive Officer at USP

~arion, !llinois. His duty included, but was not limited to overseeing the· 
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d~i1v ooeT~tions at USP-Marion, Tllinois, and to provide Plaintiff suitable_ 

oua't"tet"s. s::!telc:e~oinq, care, subsistence. protection, discipline and instruct

ion. A~onq such othet" duties as to train 9nd supervise the acts and/or omissia

of defendants Compton, Chism, Adelsberger, Shadowens, Ellet, Rivett, Ford, 

Globun, Smith, qagqott, Foster, Young, Tubb, Bryant, Yonkman, Beisner, Beltz, 

qensan and Camobell. 

S3. ~t all times relevant to this cornolaint, Defendant Stepp was a Warden 

tot" t~e cederal ~ureau of Prison-sand Chief Executive Officer at USP-Marion, 
·, 

11 linois. '-!is dutv included, but was not limited to overseeing the daily 

ooet"~t.ions o~ the orison and to provide for the safekeeping, care, subsistence, 

riiscioline and instruction of Plaintiff. Among such other duties as ta train 

~~d suoervise the acts and/or omissions of defendants Compton, Chi~m, Globun, 

4dg1sbet"oer, S~adowe~s. Ellet, Rivett, Fot"d, Benson, Yonkman.and Campbell. 

9. &.t all times relevant to this comolaint, Defendant Watts was the 

&.dministt"ator of Tnmate Aooeals for tne Federal Bureau of Prisons at Central 

fJ.f'-Fice. His dutv included, but was not limited to reviewing inmate appeals 

and disciolinarv oroceedings held against inmates on behalf of defendant Hawk

Sawver. 

1Jl. -'t all times relevant to this comolaint, Defendant Compton was an 

•ssoci3t~ ~arden for thg Federal Bureau of Prisons at USP-Marion, Illinois. His 

dutv included,· but wes not limited to overseeing all asoacts of Secu~ity at the 

o~ison, oroviding for the dav ta dav security at the prison, to Provide Plain

ti~.f' ~it~ suit3ble auarters, safe~eeoing, care, subsistence, protection, disci

olinP. ~nd instruction. Among such other duties as to train and supervise the 

~cts and/or omissions o.f' Oefendants Adelsberger, Shadowens, Ellet, Rivett, 

card, ~1obun, ~mith, qagaatt, ~aster, Young, Tubb, Bryant, Yonkman, Beisner,. 

qel~z. ~~nson and Ca~obell. 
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11. -tall times relevant to this complaint, Defendant Chism was an 

•~sociate Warden for the ~ederal Bureau of Prisons at USP-Marion, Illinbis. Hi 

dutv included, but was not limited to providing for the day to day security at 

the orison ~nd to provide Plaintiff suitable quarters, safekeeping, c~re, sub

sistence, orotection, discioline and instruction. ~Among such other duties as 

to train and suoervis~ the acts and/or omissions of Defendants Adelsberger 1 

S~ado~~ns, Ellet, Rivett, Ford, Globun, Smith, Baggott, Foster, Young, Tubb, 

Bryant, Yo~kman, Beisner, Beltz;Benson and Campbell.~ 

1~. ~tall times relevant to this complaini, Defendant Adelsberger was 

a Correctional Suoervisor for the ~ederal Bureau of Prisons holding the rank a: 

~ousino Unit ~anaqer at USP-Marion, Illinois. His duty included, but was not 

limited to overseeing t~e daily ooerations of Housing Units, I and G; to pro

vide Plaintif~ suita~le quarters, safekseping, care, subsistence, protection, 

dtscio1in9 and i~struction, among sue~ other duties as to train and supervise 

t~e act~ ~nd/or omissions of Defendants Shado~ens and Ellet. 

11. ~tall times relevant to this comolaint, Defendant Shadowens was a 

correctional suoervisor for the ~ederal 9ureau of Prisons holding the rank of 

~asg ~a~aaer ~t USP-Marion, Illinois. His duty included, but ~as not limited 

to ~a~ina housinq unit assignments on behalf of defendant Adelsberger: oversee~ 

ina the dailv ooerations of housi~g units, I and G; and, to provide Plaintiff 

suitable ouarters, safekeeoing, care, subsistence, protection and instruction. 

t4. At all times relevant to this comolaint, Defendant Ellet was a cor

rectional officer for the Cederal Bureau of Prisons holding the rank of Carree-

tiona1 ~ounselor at USP-Marion, Illinois. His duty included, but was not limit 

~d to overseeinq the day to dav ooerations of housing units I and G, making 

cell assianrnents and chances on behalf of defendant Adelsberger and to provide 
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0 1aintiff suitable Quarters, safeke2oing, Care, subsistence, protection, disci-

bline a~d instruction. 

t~. At all times relevant to this complaint, Defendant Rivett was a cor

rectional suoervisor for the Federal Bureau of Prisons holding the rank of 

Suoervisorv Ch~olain at USP-Marion, Illinois. His duty included, but was not 

limited to oroviding for the soiritual needs, care, and subsistence-of inmates 
. 

confi~~d at USP-Marion, Illinois, in comoliance with 18 U.S.C. 4042(a)(2). 

16. ~tall times relevant t~ this comolaint, Defendant Ford was a correc

tional suoervisor for the Federal ~ur9au of Prisons holding the rank of Chaplain 

at USP-~arion, Illinois. His duty included, but was not limited to providing 

for the soiritual needs, care and subsistence of prisoners .confined,at USP

~arion, Illinois, in camoliance with 18 U.S.C.4042(a)(2). 

17. ~t .all times relevant to this complaint, Defendant Globun was a cor

rectional suoervisor for.the Federal Bureau of Prisons holding the rank of Food 

Service ~dministrator at USP-Marion, Illinois. His duty included, but was not 

li~ited to oroviding for the care and subsistence of Plaintiff in accordance 

wit~ \A U.5.C. 4042(a1(~) and overseeing the_daily operations of Food Service at 

t~e orison. •m • nq such other duties as to coordinate all religious meals and 

cel~brBtiaM with defendant q1vett for inmates at the institution. 

18. ~t ~ll ti•es relevant to this comolaint, Defendant Benson was a Cor

recti~n~t Suoervisor·for the ~ederal- 9ureau of Prisons holding the rank of Cap

tain and Custodv Supervisor at USP-Marion, Illinois. His duty included. but was 

no~ li~ited to overseeing all asoects of the daily o~erations of security at the 

orison and to orovide Plaintiff safe~eeoing. care, orotection, discipline and 

instructian in comolia~ce ~ith 18 U.S.C. 4042(a)(2)&(3), among such other duties 
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~s to train and supervisor the acts and/or omissions of Defendants Yonkman 1 

Camob~ll, Smith,. Baggott, Foster, Young, Tubb, Bryant, Hopkins, Beisner and 

qeltz. 

1q. ~tall times relevant to this comolaint 1 _Defendant Campbell ~as a 

r.orrection3l Suoervisor for the Federal Bureau of Prisons holding the rank of 

Oisciolin~ ~earing Officer at USP-Marion, ~llinois. His duty included, but ~as 

not 1imited to oresiding over all disciplinary hearings or proceedings held 

ao~inst inmates at-the orison oursuant to 29 C.F.R. 541 1 S U.S.C. 500, et seq., 

and t~ U.S.C. 4042(a)(1). 

20 .. ~tall times relevant to this complaint, Defendant Yonkman was a Cor

rectional Suoervisor for the ~ederal Bureau of Prisons holding the rank of 

Lieutenant and Soeci3l Investigative Agent at USP-Marion, Illinois. His duty 

included, but was not limited to investigating all reoorted incidents of staff 

and inmate misconduct at the prison, ta orovide for the day to day security at 

the orison and to oravide for the safek~eoing, care, protection and instruction 

of 0 1aintiff oursua~t to 18 U.S.C.4042(a).(2)&(3). Among such other duties as 

to train and suoervise the acts and/or omissions of defendants Baggott, Foster, 

Younq, Tubb. ~~vant, Hookins 1 Beisner and Seltz. 

~t. At all times relevant to this comolaint. Defendant Smith ~as a Cor

rectional ~uoervisor for the ~ederal 9ureau of Prisons holding the rank of Lieu

T.en~nt at U~D-Marion. Illinois. His duty included,but ~as not limited to pro

vidina ~a~ t,e dav to dav securitv at t,e orison and to provide for the safe

~eeoina, care, orotection ~nd instruction ot Plaintiff pursuant ta 18 U.S.C. 

And?t~l (?1&f~). Among such other duties as to train and supervise the acts 
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~nd/or omissions of defendants Baggott, Foster, Young, Tubb, Bryant, Hopkins, 

8eisn~r and Beltz. 

22. ~tall times relevant to this complaint, Defendant Baggott was a Cor

rectional officer for the Federal Bureau of Prisons holding the rank of Senior 

Of.ficer Specialist a~ USP-Marion, Illinois. His duty included, but-was not 

limited to oroviding· for the day to day security at the prison and to provide 

for t~e safekeeping, care, protection and instruction of plaintiff pursuant to 

t8 U.S.G. 4ry4~r~)(~l~(3). 

?3. ~tall times relevant to this complaint, Defendant Foster was a Cor

rectional QfFicer for the ~ederal Bureau of Prisons holding the rank of Senior 

Ofricer Soecialist at USS-Marion, Illinois. His duty included, but was not· 

li~it~d ta ~~ovidinq for the day to dav security at the prison and to provide 

~or t~e sa~~~eeoina, care, orotection and instruction of Plaintiff pursuant to 

1.q u.·s.c. !trH."?ral r2),r3l. 

?4. ~tall times relevant to this complaint, Defendant •Young was a Cor

rectional Qfficer for the Federal Bur9au of Prisons holding the rank of Senior 

Officer Soeci3list at USP-~arion, Illinois. His duty included, but ~as not 

limit9d to oroviding for the dav to day security at the prison and to provide 

~or the safekeeoing, care, orotection and instruction of Plaintiff pursuant to 

1J3 u.s.c. ~04~(~){2)&11). 

2,. At ~11 times relevant to this complaint, Defendant Tubb was a Correct

ional Officer for the ~ederal Bureau of Prisons holding the rank of Senior Of

ficer So~cialist 3t USP-~a~ion, Illinois. His duty included, but was not limit

ed ~o orovidinq for t~e dav to dav security at the prison and to provide for the 

$~¥~~eeot~a. c3re, orotection and instruction of Plaintiff pursuant to 18 U.S.C. 

41142 fa) ri, .~ (3). 
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~6. ~tall times relevant .to this comolaint, Defendant Bryant was a Cor-

' ~ectional Officer for the Federal Bureau of Prisons holding the rank of Senior 

Qfficer 5oecialist at USP-Marion, 1llinois. His duty included, but was not 

limit~d to orovidi~q for the d~v to day security at the prison and to provide 

~o~ t~e s~fe~eeoinq, care, arotectian and instruction of Plaintiff pursuant to 

1~ u.s.c. 4~4~(a)r~l&C1l. 

'27. ~tall times relevant to t~is comolaint, Defendant Hopkins was a Cor

rectional Officer for the Federal Sureau of Prisons holding the rank of Senior 

Of-Fie er Soecialist at US.P-Marion, Illinois. His duty fncluded, but was not 

limited to oroviding for the day to day security at the prison and to provide 

for the sa~~\eeoing, care, orotection and instruction of Plaintiff pursuant to 

ta u.s.c. 4rl4'2(al(~l~(3l. 

'28. ~tall times relevant to this comolaint, Defendant Beisner was a Cor

~ectional "¥ficer for the ~ederal Bureau of Prisons holding the rank of Senior 

n-F-Ficer ~oe~i3list at USP-~arion, Illinois. His duty included,. but was not 
. 

1~~it~~ ~o orovidina for t~e day to day security at the prison and to provide 

for the s3-Fe~eeoina, care, orotection and instruction of Plaintiff pursuant to 

2q. ~t 311 times relevant to this compl3int 1 Defendant Beltz was a Correc

tional ~ffice~ fo~ the Cederal Bureau of Prisons holding the rank of Senior Of

?tc~r Soeci9list at USD-Marion, Illinois. His duty included, but was not limit

ed to orovidinq for the dav to day security at the prison and to provide for the 

safe\~eoinq, ~are, orotection and instruction of Plaintiff pursuant to 18 U.S.C. 

4042fa) (2)&(3). 

10. 0 laintiff sues Each and Every Defendant in both their Individual and 

0Tficial Caoacities. 
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STATEMENT OF FACTS 
COUNT I. 

31. On August 4 1 1999 1 two Sunni muslim prisoners, Dante Brown•end SekoL 

Odinga 1 were attacked and physically assaulted, in Housing Unit (G) on A-range 

by two mexican prisoners assisted by two other white prisoners and all of who~ 

defendants Hedrick, Compton, Chism, Benson, Adelsberger, Shadowens and Ellet, 

kne~ or should have known to b~ affiliates end/or gang members of the Mexican 

Mafia, Seranos, Skin-Heads, Dirty White Boys and Aryan Brotherhood. 

32. At no time did either Dante Brown or Sekou Odinga cause or initiate 

the physical confrontation between themselves and the mexican and white pri

soners described in paragraph 31. 

33. Dante Brown had just arrived in the Housing Unit aporoximately two 

hours earlier and was standing in line to receive his food tray when suddenlv 

inmate Robert Payares aporoached and began striking his fists at Dante 

8rown. Inmate Payares belongs to the California mexican gang known to the 

defendants as the •seranos• whic~ is an affiliate offspring of the Mexican 

Mafia. 

34. Setou ~dinga attemoted to interoose and stop the assault when in

mate ~i~e Salinas joined in to nelo Pavares. Inmate Salinas attacked Odinga 

and then inmate Jimmy Davis joined in and heloed Payares. Inmate Salinas 

was a member and leader of the Mexican ~afia and inmate navis was a member 

of the S~in Heads and dirty white boys vhich are affiliates of both the 

Seranos and Mexican Mafia. ~hile inmates Payares and Davis ~ere teaming uo on 

Dante 8rown inmate Jefrreys joined in and teamed up with inmate Salinas on 
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, Sekou Odinga. Inmate Jeffreys was an affiliate of the Mexican Hafia 1 Seranos. 

skin Heads, Dirty White Boys and Aryan Brotherhood at all times relevant bereir 

35. Dante Brown and Sekou Odinga. were merely protecting themselves in 

response to the attacks on them by inmates Payares 1 Davis, Salinas and Jeffrey~ 

but defendants Tubb and Beltz wrote false Incident Reports against Brown and 

Odinga, accusing them of engaging in mutual combat with those other prisoners 

in an attempt to conceal the security flaws in the housing unit arrangements 

and the fact that defendants Hedrick, Compton, Chism. Benson, Adelsberger, 

Shado~ens and Ellet, provided no security or protection to prisoners at the 

time fro~ physical assaults by other prisoners. 

36. Subsequently all six prisoners were placed in the Special Housing 

Unit(S.H.U.)' pend~ng investigation of their alleged involvement in this group 

conflict and the housing unit was placed on immediate lockdown status under the 

orders of defendants Hedrick, Compton, Chism, Adelsberger. Sahdowens 1 ~aenson 

i~a~Ellet. 

37. The following day, Thursday August 5 1 1999. defendants Hedrick, 

Campton, Chism, Benson, Adelsberger 1 Shadowens and Ellet, released inmates 

Salinas, Jeffreys and Troy Yerks from the S.H.U. and placed all of them on 

A-range in Housing Unit (G). Inmate Yerks was another muslim prisoner and up~ 

on information and belief inmate Yerks became fully aware of the previous phys

ical altercation between Dante Brown, Sekou Odinga 1 and inmates Salinas, Davis, 

Payares and Jeffreys, prior to the defendants releasing Yerks, Jeffreys and 

S• lihaa to the general population that same day. 

38. Upon information and belief inmate Yerks also requested on several 

occasions throughout that day to be moved away from inmates Jeffreys and Sali

nas out of fear he may be assaulted by them due to his association with Odinga 

and Brown and his religious status as a muslim. 
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39. Approximately one hour after defendants Hedrick, Compton, Chism, 

Benson, Adelsberger, Shadowens and Ellet, assigned inmates Yerks 1 Jeffreys and 

Salinas, to A-range in Housing Unit(G), the defendants lifted the temporary 

lockdawn and a second physical confrontation occurred between a Sunni muslim 

prisoner, Hakim Abdul-Shaheed, and another mexican gang member, Inmate Yanez. 

40. Inmate Yanez was a member of the gang called Seranos which are affil

iated with the Mexican Mafia. ·Inmate Yanez was also associated with inmate 

Salinas and under his leadership. 

41. Upon information and belief inmate Yerks observed this second alter

cation between inmates Yanez and Abdul-Shaheed which occurred right in front of 

his cell and on the range shared by both A-B ranges. 

42. Immediately thereafter the defendants placed Housing Unit (G) back 

on lockdown status to avoid any further altercations between other muslim 

prisoners and members of the white and mexican gangs housed therein. 

43. The defendants also placed inmates Yanez and Abdul-Shaheed in the 

S:H.U. pending an investigation for their particpation in the group conflict. 

44. Inmate Yerks continued to make requests, upon information and belief, 

to the Operations Lieutenant and other staff for a housin~ unit change out of 

his fear of being assaulted by the mexican and white gang ... ae-bews, described

above, and in order to avoid part~cipating in the physical altercations be

tween the muslim prisoners and mexican and ~hite gang member~ the defendants 

had confined to Housing Unit (Gl and without providing inmates adequate pro

tection from physical assaults by other prisoners. 

45. Upon information and belief, the Operations Lieutenant informed 

inmate Yerks that the unit would remain on lackdown status until the following 
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'monday and that inmate Yerks would be safe until then at which time inmate 

yerks could make his request to defendants Adelsberger 1 Shadowens and Ellet~ 

for a housing unit change. 

46. On Friday morning August 6 1 1999, defendants Hedrick, Compton, 

Chism, Benson, Adelsberger 1 Shadowens and Ellet, lifted the lockdown in Hous

ing Unit (G) without first notifying any of the inmates confined therein. 

47. As soon as corrections staff opened the celldoors on A-range inmate 

Yerks exited his cell and ran towards the back of A-range out of fear that 
-~ 

inmates Jeffreys and Salinas would trap him inside his cell and that he'd be 

murdered as ·a result. 

48. On or about May 17, 1999, a black prisoner and associate of inmate 

Yerks was murdered and stabbed to death at USP-Marion, Illinois, in Housing 

Unit (E) by two white prisoners who were members arid affiliates of the Skin 

Heads, Aryan Brotherhood, Dirty White Boys, Mexican Mafia and Seranos. 

49. The white and mexican gang members have been allo~ed, by the defend

ants, to reign terror, murder and assault the black prison population at 

USP-Marion. Illinois, at all times relevant to this complaint. 

50. Right after inmate Yerks ran towards the back of the range correct~ 

ions staff announced immediately that the unit was returning to lockdown 

status. Inmate Yerks was then pl~ced in the S.H.U. without further incident. 

51. Later that evening, Friday August 6 1 1999, and ~ith deliberate indi

ference and reckless disregard to Plaintiff's health, safety and welfare, de

fendants Hedrick, Compton, Chism, Benson, Adelsberger, Shadowens and Ellet, 

moved Plaintiff from C-range in Housing Unit (G) to 8-range in Housing Unit 

(G), to where the ongoing physical confrontations continued to occur.be-

tween the muslim prisoners and the white and mexican gang members. 
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52. The defendants knew or should have known of the pervasive risk of 

harm to Plaintiff and that the confrontation in Housing Unit (G) between the 

muslim prisoners and the white and mexican gang members confined therein had 

escalated into a constant and emminent threat to Plaintiff and into a ·group 

conflict which was their reason for moving Plaintiff to 8-range from C-range 

where Plaintiff had previously been housed withe member of the Mexican Mafia 

and close associate of inmates Salinas, Payares, Yanez, Rodriguez, Davis and 

Jeffreys. 

53. At all times relevant herein, Plaintiff was an Orthodox Sunni muslim 

closeley affiliated to inmates Odinga, Abdul-Shaheed, Brown and Yerks through 

religious community ties. 

54. Defendants Hedrick, Compton, Chism, Benson, Adelsberger, Shadowens 

and Ellet, ~ere all well aware of Plaintiff's religious ties to inmates Odinga, 

Abdul-Shaheed, Brown and Yerks, and also of Plaintiff's religious beliefs and 

practices when they decided to move Plaintiff to B-range where Plaintiff was 

subsequently assaulted. 

55. On Thursday August 12, 1999, inmate Noe rodriguez assaulted and at

tacked Plaintiff while Rodriguez wielded a 6½ inch knife Plaintiff believes 

came from defendants Tubb and Beltz during their shakedown of B-range on Monday 

August 9., 1999, while the housing_~nit remained on total lockdown status. 

56. Inmate Noe Rodriguez was a member of the Mexican Mafia and closely 

associated to inmates Salinas, Payares, Yanez, Davis and Jeffreys when he 

committed the assault an Plaintiff. 

57. At no time did Plaintiff cause or initiate any verbal or physical 

confrontation vith inmate Rodriguez. 
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58. On Monday August 9 1 1999 1 defendants Tubb.:and Beltz conducted cell 

searches on A and B ranges that were occupied by every prisoner housed therein 

and after the search inmate Rodriguez had no other way to obtain his knife to 

use on Plaintiff during the lockdown at this time besides obtaining it.from 

defendants Tubb and Beltz. 

59. Defendants Tubb and Beltz conducted a sham search on inmate Rodri-, 

guez's cell or provided inmate Rodriguez the 6% inch knife thereafter. 

60. Inmate Rodriguez's attack on Plaintiff was in furtherance of the 

ongoing and previous attacks on inmates Ddinga, Brawn; Abdul-Shaheed and Yerks 

by Rodriguez's fellow gang members and associates, inmates Salinas, Payares, 

Yanez, Davis and Jeffreys. 

61. On or about June 8 1 1999, inmate Rodriguez h2d also provided defend

ants Hedrick, Compton, Chism, Benson, Adelsberger, Shadowens and Ellet, with 

one of his annonymous letters, the defendants were quite familiar with, claim

ing that Rodriguez had heard Plaintiff make threats ta b~r• himself and other 

prisoners in the housing unit an B-range. 

62. Inmate Rodriguez provided defendants Hedrick, Compton, Chism, Benson, 

Adelsberger, Shadowens and Ellet, his letter during the total institutional 

lackdown in the aftermath of the Terry Walker murder which was carried out by 

t~o white supremacist inmates closely associated with the Aryan Brotherhood, 

Skin Heads, Dirty ~hite Boys 1 Hex~can Mafia, Seranos and with inmates ·Salinas, 

Pay ares I Y·anez, Davis. Rodriguez and Jeffreys. 

63. Inmate Rodriguez was also presribed psycho-tropic medications and 

being treated by the institution's clinical psychologist, Or. Anderson, when he 

carried out his assault on Plaintiff . 
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64. As a proximate and direct result of inmate.Rodriguez's assault on 

Plaintiff and the defendants• failure to provide adequate protection from the 

assault Plaintiff continues to suffer irreparable physical/psychological in

jury. 

65. Defendants Hershberger, Hedrick, Compton, Chism, Benson,_ Adelsberger 

Shadowens, Ellet and Hawk-Sawyer, transfered Plaintiff to USP-Marion, Illinois 

December 8, 1999 1 due to Plaintiff's special security needs and pursuant to a 

Close Supervision transfer authorized by the Bureau of Prisons. 

66. Pursuant to 18 U.S.C. 4042(a)(2),(3), defendants Hawk-Sawyer, Hersh

berger, Hedrick, Campton, Chism, Benson, Adelsberger, Yonkman, Shadowens, Elle· 

and the United States of America, had a legal duty and responsibility to pro

vide Plaintiff suitable quarters, and for the safekeeping and protection of 

Plaintiff from physical assaults by other prisoners. 

67. On August 12 1 1999, inmate Rodriguez attacked Plaintiff shortly afte: 

defendant Tubb released inmates confined on 8-range.to part~cipate in recreat

ion on the range. At that time Plaintiff was being housed in cell #2 while in

mate Rodriguez was housed in cell #15& While Plaintiff was bending over and 

placing some clothing items on the floor inmate Rodriguez walked from his cell 

to Plaintiff's and began striking Plaintiff about the head and facial area and 

used his knife 

68. Defendant Tubb then ordered the other inmates to return to their eel: 

at which time he closed their celldoors and locked Plaintiff in on the range 

together with inmate Rodriguez who continued to wield his knife. 

69. Plaintiff was locked in on the range together with inmate Rodriguez 
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and was provided no way of escape by the defendants nor any protection from. 

the assault. 

70. From the point of attack Plaintiff was locked in on the range with 

inmate Rodriguez and required to provide for Plaintiff's own protection and 

self defense. 

71. Plaintiff was in extreme and constant fear of being killed by in

mate Rodriguez or perhaps seriously injured while Rodriguez possessed the 

knife. 

72. Previously on November 11, 1997, Plaintiff was physically assaulted 

and brutally stabbed by another inmate in a similar manner to how inmate 

Rodriguez attacked Plaintiff from behind. In that case Plaintiff was severely 

injured by the attacker and suffered temporary paralysis along the left side 

of Plaintiff's body, mild brain damage and permanent loss of hearing in Plain

tiff's left ear. 

73. Inmate Rodriguez's assau·lt on Plaintiff was an instant reminder of 

the November 1997 assault on Plaintiff which caused Plaintiff ta suffer over

whelminti fear and mental anguish. 

74. Inmate Terry Walker was also locked in on a range with the two whits 

supremacist inmates that murdered him on or abour May 17, 1999, with their 

knives and due to the similarities in the attacks this caused Plaintiff to be 

more frightful when Plaintiff was attacked August 12 1 1999, by inmate Rodri

guez. 

75. As a result of the numerous blows inmate Rodriguez delivered to 

Plaintiff's head Plaintiff was dazed, fuzzy eyed and confused, in addition to 

afraid, and then struck out, in self defense, at inmate Rodriguez. 
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76. Plaintiff did not stop there but continued to strike inmate Rodri

guez about his head and body and then kicked Rodriguez once Rodriguez went to 

the floor until defendants Adelsberger, Smith, Tubb, Baggott, Beisner, Bryant, 

Young. Ellet, Foster, Hopkins and Shadowens, decided to enter upon the range 

and interpose. 

77. Inmate Rodriguez continued to possess his knife and to struggle and 

position himself to return to use his knife on Plaintiff while Plaintiff had 

Rodriguez on the floor. 

78. With deliberate indifference and negligence to Plaintiff's health, 

safety and welfare, the United States of America, and defendants Hedrick, 

Compton, Chism, Benson, Adelsberger, Shadowens and Ellet, set Plaintiff up to 

be assaulted and seriously injured by inmate Rodriguez when they reassigned 

Plaintiff to B-range on Friday August 6 1 1999. 

79. The defendants knew of the escalating conflicts between the muslim 

prisoners housed in housing unit (G) at that time and the white and mexican 

gang member, but failed to prevent Plaintiff from being attacked. 

80. On June 8, 1999 1 inmate Rodriguez informed the defendants that he 

heard Plaintiff threatening inmates on 8-range, inclluding himself. which re

sulted in the defendants removing Plaintiff-from B-range on June 9, 1999, and 

reassigning Plaintiff to C-range June 14 1 1999. separated from inmate Rodri

guez and ~he other inmates confined on that range who the defendants believed 

were an imminent threat to or of Plaintiff. 

81. On several occasions after June 14, 1999, Plaintiff asked defendants 

Adelsberger and Ellet to either move inmates Odinga and Abdul-Shaheed up to 

C-range to be near Plaintiff or to move Plaintiff back to 8-range so Plaintiff 
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could be near other muslim prisoners, but the defendants Adelsberger 1 Ellet. 

and Shadowens ~efused those requests. 

82. Defendants Hawk-Sawyer, Hershberger, Hedrick, Campton, Chism 1 Benson 

Adelsberger, Yonkman, Shadowens and Ellet, also deprived Plaintiff of any in

formation pertaining to the source of the annanymous letter written by inmate 

Rodriguez on or about June 8 1 1999, and continued to lead Plaintiff to believe 

in their responses to Plaintiff's grievances pertaining to the lock-up order, 

that staff were merely using the placement of Plaintiff in the S.H.U. to haras: 

or intimidate Plaintiff for being litigious. 

83. When defendants Hedrick Compton, Cfdsm 1 Benson, Adelsberger, Shadow-

ens, and Ellet reassigned Plaintiff to 8-range, August 6,, 1939, Plaintiff had 

no iElea inmate Rodriguez had wrote that letter June 8, 1999, to the defendants 

or that inmate Rodriguez would attac~ the Plaintiff June 12, 1999, in support 

of the.previous attacks his fellow inmates, Salinas, Payares, Yanez, Davis and 

Jeffreys. had carried out on the other muslim prisoners. 

84. Defendants Hedrick,Compton, Chism, Benson, Adelsberger 1 Shadowens an< 

Ellet 1 ~ere well aware of the pervasive risk of harm to Plaintiff before re

assigning Plaintiff ta 8-range in housing unit (G), because on Wednesday 

August 11 1 1999 1 during the.housing unit lackdown 1 defendant Benson conducted 

interviews ~ith every inmate confined on A and a ranges and informed Plaintiff 

personally that the incidents that occurred on August 4, 5, and 6, were not 

the results of the white and mexican inmates, housed therein, attacking the 

muslim prisoners, but the result of a mis~aken identity between inmates Salina. 

Payares, Yanez, davis and Jeffreys. 

85. Defendants Hedrick, Compton, Chism, Benson, Adelsberger, shadowens 
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and Ellet knew or should have known of the pervasive risk of harm to Plaintiff 

before moving Plaintiff to B-range and they were well aware of the ongoing 

group conflicts between the, above-described, groups of prisoners which causec 

them to change the living locations of inmates Salinas and Jeffreys ~n Monday 

August 9, 1999 and Wednesday, after the interviews, August 11 1 1999, to the 

protective custody units. 

86. The defendants ignored and disregarded any threats or imminent dan

gers Rodriguez posed to Plainti~f thereafter and particularly in aftermath of 

those most recent assaults Rodriguez's fellow gang members and associates had 

committed against the other muslim prisoners confined to that unit and in 

aftermath of the letter Rodriguez provided to the defendants, June 8, 1999, 

~xpressing his concerns about being harmed by Plaintiff and claiming that he 

had heard Plaintiff threatening other inmates on 8-range with bodily harm. 

87. As a proximate and direct result of the defendants deliberate indif

ference, failure to provide Plaintiff suitable quarters, safekeeping and ade

quate protection from the assault by Rodriguez, which the defendants could hav 

easily prevented, Plaintiff continues ta suffer irreparable physical/psycholog 

ical injury. 

COUNT II. 

88. Plaintiff fought inmate Noe Rodriguez in self defense and to ~eep 

Rodriguez from being able to cause Plaintiff additional injury with Rodriguez 1 

6½ inch knife and due to the defendants failure to provide Plaintiff with 

adequate protection from the assault. 

89. The defendants had the range secured and locked at both ends so that 
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Plaintiff could neither exit the range or take flight away from inmate Rodri-

guez in order to avoid further confrontation without suffering additional in

juries and Plaintiff had ta continue striking inmate Rodriguez with Plaintiffi 

hands and feet to prevent Rodriguez from using his knife on Plaintiff again. 

90. Plaintiff was extremely afraid of being killed or seriously injured 

by Rodriguez and continued ta strike Rodriguez until the defendants Adelsber

ger, Smith, Shadowens, Ellet, Beisner, Baggott, ·Foster, Bryant, Young and 

Tubb, entered upon the range t~interpose. 

91. Prior to entering upon the range, defendarits Adelsberger, Shado~ens, 

Ellet, Smith, Beisner, Baggot, Foster, Bryant, Young and Tubb just stood an 

the outerside of the range, secure and for several minutes screaming simul

taneously something incomprehensible and confusing tc Plaintiff which added 

to the chaos and Plaintiff's fear of being seriously injured or Killed simi

larly to how inmate Terry Walker had been killed a few months earlier. 

92. The defendants all possessed their standard issued riot batons and 

as soon as Plaintiff recognized their presence upon the range Plaintiff stop

ped striking Rodriguez, as they approached, and then walked, facing the back c 

the rarrge, to where Plaintiff 1 s prescription glasses had fallen to the floor 

and then bent over to retrieve them. 

93. While Plaintiff was still bending moments later defendant Baeisner 

walked up and struck Plaintiff maliciously and sadistically an the b~ck of 

Plaintiff's head while Plaintiff 1 s back was faced towards Beisner and for tne 

purpose of causing Plaintiff additional pain and suffering. 

94. Within a few moments thereafter and as Plaintiff began to fall pros

trate ta the floor, Plaintiff heard defendant Baggott state •Mothefucker the 
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next time I say get down, Get down!• at which time Baggott struck Plaintiff 

maliciously and.sadistically on the back of Plaintiff 1 s head with his riot 

baton and for the purpose of causing Plaintiff to suffer additional injury. 

95. At no time did Plaintiff, resist 1 struggle, or cause or initiate any 

type of physical confrontation with any of the defendants. 

96. The area on the back of Plaintiff's· skull that was struck by the 

defendants' riot batons began to bleed thereafter profusely within seconds 

after Plaintiff fell to the floor and the blood pooled up surrounding Plain

tiff's face. 

97. Plaintiff looked up to tell the officer kneeling next to Plaintiff 1 s 

face and notice defendant Beisner occupying that spot. 

98. Defendant Baggott noticed Plaintiff's raised up and he starting 

shouting at the Plaintiff to replace Plaintiff 1 s head back in the pool of 

blood and also threatening to strike Plaintiff again-with his riot baton if 

Plaintiff did not comply.with his order. 

99. Plaintiff was unable to comprehend that the defendants were giving 

Plaintiff an order to get down on the floor while they stood on tne outer 

side of the secured range when inmate Rodriguez assaulted Plaintiff with the· 

knife and even after Rodriguez was on the floor still going after his knife. 

100. Plaintiff also suffered ~ermanent hearing loss in Plaintiff's left 

ear as a result of the previous attack on Plaintiff November 11, 1997, which 

prevented Plaintiff from comprehending that the defendants were giving Plain

tiff an order and especially through all the screaming and _cilnfusing each of 

the defendants were making while they just stood on the outer side of the 

range and protected themselves. 
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101. Defendant Ellet secured Plaintiff in Leg irons thereafter and then 

defendants Beisner and Baggott lifed Plaintiff off the floor and began dragging 

Plaintiff to the front of the range. 

102. As the defendants continued to drag the Plaintiff defendant Baggott 

stated " he doesn 1 t want to walk we'll just drag his ass then!" 

103. Defendants Beisner and Baggott were Law Enforcement officers for 

the United States and the defendants committed the assault and battery on Plain 

tiff, and/or excessive and ~nnecessary use of force, ~n their official c~pacity 

as Law Enforcement officers, for the purpose of causing Plaintiff additional 

pain and suffering far failing to follow their orders ta "get Down!". 

104. As a proximate and direct result of their concerted unlawful and 

negligent acts and/or omissions, defendant• Beisner and Baggott violated Plain

tiff's rights under the Federal Tort Claims Act, and 18 U.S.C. 4042(a)(2) & (3) 

COUNT III. 

105. The defendants continued to house Plaintiff in t~e Special Housing 

Unit until on or about December 22, 1999, after the altercation with inmate 

Rodriguez. when they reassigned Plaintiff to A-range in Housing Unit (G) where 

the defendants had also housed inmates Odinga, Brown and Abdul-Shaheed, prior 

to Plaintiff's release. 

106. On or about December 21,- 1999, Plaintiff submitted an Inmate Request 

Form or letter to defendants Compton, Adelsberger and Benson, personnally. tnat 

placed each of the defendants on notice of Plaintiff's fears about being as

saulted again by friends or associate of inmate Rodrguez, Salinas, Payares, 

Davis, Jeffreys or Yanez, if the defendants placed Plaintiff in the same quar

ters with such inmates. Plaintiff also requested the defendants to place a 
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separation on Plaintiff pursuant ta the Bureau of Prisons' Central Inmate Moni-

,:toring System (CIM) from other members or associate of the Aryan Brotherhood, 

Skin Heads, Diriy White Boys, Mexican Mafia and Seranos, that had affiliations 

with inmates Rodriguez, Salinas, Yanez, Payares, Davis and Jeffreys. 

107. Plaintiff 1 s Inmate Request. Forms_or.letters to defendants Compton, 

Adelsberger and Benson, also requested the defendants to house Plaintiff toge

ther with inmates Odinga, Brown and Abdul-Shaheed, who• the defendants had re

leased from the Special Housing Unitsome months earlier after the altercations 

and seemed, to Plaintiff, to be then housed in suitable quarters under the 

circumstances. 

108. Defendants Compton and Adelsberger informed Plaintiff that they 

would place Plaintiff on separation status with the inmates described in para

graph #106 above, with the exception of an older mexican and former member of 

the Mexican Mafia, b/k/a •Mangus• , whom the defendants were then housing on 

A-range together with inmates Odinga, Brown and Abdul-Shaheed. 

109. The defendants also informed Plaintiff that inmate Mangus was then 

assigned as the A-range Orderly and that he too had a separation from his for

mer gang members due to an incident involving a stabbing between he and other 

members or associates of his former gang at USP-Marion, Illinois. 

110. Defendants Adelsberger, and Shadowens also informed Plaintiff that 

they did not believe inmate Mangus ~ould be of any threat to Plaintiff under 

the circumstances and considering the number of other muslim prisoners being 

housed on A-range at that time. 

111. Plaintiff accepted the conditions of being placed ~n A-range in 

Housing Unit (G), as described above, and informed defendants Adelsberger. 

Shadowens and Ellet, thereafter.that Plaintiff still feared being housed to

gether with any other gang members as described in paragraph #106 above. 
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112. Defendants Compton, Adelsberger, Shadowens and Ellet, assured Plain-

tiff thereafter that Plaintiff would remain safe and secure on A-range in Hous

ing unit (G) and that they would not house any other inmates on that range 

either associated or belonging to the gangs described in paragraph #106 above. 

113. Around late May or early June of 2000 1 defendant Adelsberger dele

gated authority to defendant Shadovens to make housing unit assignments in Hous

ing (G). Plaintiff had several conversations with defendant Shadowens previous

ly wherein Plaintiff continued to ~xpress fears about being housed together with 

inmates either members of or associated with the gangs ,described in paragraph 

.#106, above. 

114. Defendant Shadowens assured Plaintiff during those discussions that 

no .other members of the Mexican Mafia, Seranos I Aryah Brotherhood, Dirty White 

Boys or Skin Heads would be assigned to A-range together with Plaintiff. 

115. Defendant Shadowens had become so aware of Plaintif's fears in this 

regard that Shadowens informed Plaintiff that inmate John Jordan was a white 

inmate, but not associated with any of the white supremacist groups, as describ~ 

ed in paragraph #106 above, prior to Shadowens assigning inmate Jordan to A

range in housing unit (G). 

116. Not long after assigning inmate Jordan to A-range defendant Shadow-

ens moved inmate Mangus from A-range up to C-range and then moved inmates 

Gallardo and Martinez on A-range together with Plaintiff. 

117. Inmates Gallardo and Martinez both were members of the Mexican 

Mafia and close friends of inmates Rodriguez, Salinas, Payares and Yanez, in 

particular. 

118. Defendant Shadowens ingored and disregarded the pervasive risk of 
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, harm inmates Gallardo and Martinez posed on Plaintiff and with deliberate in

difference to ~laintiff~s health, .safety and welfare, caused Plaintiff to be 

assaulte~ on August 20, 2000, by inmate=Gallardo. 

119. Inmate Gallardo was also a leader of the Mexican Mafia and convict, 

by the federal government in the United States District Court for the Central 

District of California on several violations of the RICO act involving illegal 

or criminal activities pertinent to his involvement with the Mexican Mafia 

within the Los Angeles district. 

120. Inmate Gallardo confronted Plaintiff after being assigned to A

range about the altercation between Plaintiff and Rodriguez back in August of 

1999, but committed no retaliatory action against Plaintiff because he and 

inmate Martinez remained out numbered by Plaintiff and inm~tes Odinga, Brown 

and Abdul-Shaheed. 

121. Around the second week of August 2000, defendant Shadowens assigne 

two more mexican inmates to A-range and both leaders and members of the Mexi

can Mafia. 

122. The inmates then conspired amongst themselves to assault Plaintiff 

in retaliation for the Rodriguez confrontation. The older of the two latest 

Mexican inmates defendant Shadowens had assigned to A-range encouraged inmate 

Gallardo to take decisive action against the Plaintiff and also provided in

mate Gallardo with a knife which inmate Gallardo used to stab Plaintiff appro

ximately seven times on August 20 1 2000. 

123. On August 17, 2000, prior to the Gallardo stabbing incident the 

Plaintiff wrote to defendant Compton complaining about defenda~ts Adelsberger, 

Shadowens and Ellet, ignoring and disregarding ?laintiff 1 s previous requests 
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for a separation with all members of the ~exican Mafia, Seranos, Aryan Brother 

hood, Dirty Whfte Boys and Skin Heads, and about defendants Adelsberger, Shado 

ens and Ellet 1 failing to reasonably respond to Plaintiff's security needs 

under the circumstances. 

124. With· deliberate indifference to Plaintiff's health, safety and 

welfare, defendant Compton refused to respond to Plaintiff complaint in this 

regard which resulted in Plaintiff suffering additional physical/psychological 

injuries after being assaulted subsequently by inmate Gallardo. 

125. On August 20, 2000 1 at approximately 11;09 a.m. 1 inmate Gallardo 

stabbed Plaintiff about seven times ~ith a knife and in retaliation for the 

altercation between Plaintiff and inmate Rodriguez. 

126. The assault occurred while Plaintiff was standing in line ta 

receive the noon meal and when Plaintiff bent over the Ice chest to fill 

Plaintiff•s ice container. 

127. Upon information and belief inmate Brown observed inmate Gallardo 

obtain his food tray and then delivered them to cell #2, which was then oc

cupied by Gallarda's fellow gang member. 

128. Upon information and bel~ef inmate Brawn then observed inmate 

Gallardo place his food trays on the floor just inside-cell #2, and obtained 

the knife and then attacked while -Plaintiff was unobservant and bent over 

the Ice Chest. 

129. Inmate Gallardo struck Plaintiff ~ith the knife on the spinal core 

at the base of Plaintiff's skull; on Plaintiff's left temple, face and on: 

the upper part of Plaintiff's back. 
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130. Inmate Gallardo also struck Plaintiff numerous times 1 before Plai~-

tiff could react~ on the head and face with Gallardo's fists which caused Plain

tiff to suffer serious pain. Inmate Gallardo also kicked Plaintiff in the mid

section twice which cause Plaintiff pain. 

131. Plaintiff tried to fight back in self-defense 1 but ta no avail 

and Plaintiff was no match for Gallardo and the knife. 

132. Officer Williams and several other staff members responded shortly 

thereafter and entered upon the range immediately. 

133. No other muslim inmates, including inmates Odinga, Brown and Abdul

Shaheed, got involved or tried to help Plaintiff in this situation. 

134. After entering upon the range officer Williams struck inmate 

Gallardo on the lower part of Gallardo's leg with Williams riot baton which 

caused Gallardo to fall to the floor. 

135. The Physician's Assistant, Mr. Spicer, then removed the knife from 

Gallardo's hand and stood on it until another staff member took the knife into 

custody. 

136. As soon as Plaintiff observed staff take inmate Gallardo to the 

floor and also possession of Galla~do's knife Plaintiff laid down prostrate on 

the floor at which time officer Williams stood over Plaintiff. 

137. Physician's Assistant, Mr. Spicer, examined Plaintiff and order-

ed officer Williams to take Plaintiff to the prison"s infirmary immediately 

thereafter. 

138. After reaching the infirmary Mr. Spicer reexamined Plaintiff and 

then performed minor surgery and stitched up the ~ounds on Plaintiff's head, 

face and back areas. 
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Plaintiff was then escorted to the Special Housing Unit and placed 

½hereafter pending an investigation into the matter. 

140. The Officer in Charge of Housing Unit (G), R. Carter, then wrote 

false Incident Reports against every inmate that was present, including Plain

tiff, in an attempt to cover-up for the defendants and to conceal the deficient 

security and housing unit policies then in place. 

141. In the Incident Report written by officer, Carter, against the Plain 

tiff, officer Carter stated that" On the above mentioned date at approximately 

11:09 am while feeding A-range I observed inmate Austin 312760-047 come u~ to 

inmate Gallardo #03336-112 who was erring his food tray. Inmate Austin started 

hitting Gallardo with closed fists. In response inmate Gallardo started to re

turn the punches. The inmate were ordered to stop fighting which they refused. 

The inmatas fighting as well as the other inmates on the range were ordered to· 

the floor which they still refused. • ueces activated when staff arrived all the 

inmates on the were taken ta the floor without further incident. It should be 

noted the inmates mentioed above were the only ones involved in the physical 

altercation. They were placed in Administrative detention after being seen by 

the on duty P.A.a 

142. When staff members who responded to the incident took custody of 

inmate Gallardo the staff documented that inmate Gallardo was wearing cotton 

gloves, two standard issued Khaki shirts and Khati pants which are often worn 

by inmates as protection from knife injuries during physical altercations. 

143. Plaintiff was only wearing a T-shirt and shorts when the incident 

took place. 

144. Lieutenant P. Bludworth conducted his investigation and served 
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Plaintiff with a copy of the Incident Report written by Officer Carter on 

/ August 20 • 2000. During the interview with Lieutenant Bludworth Plaintiff 

flatly denied the charges and the factual allegations underlying the report. 

145. Plaintiff also requested Lieutenant Bludworth, to compare the_·--~~~ 

Incident Report with the Inmate Injury Assessment farm prepared by Mr. Spicer 

and the memoranda submitted by the staff that re~ponded to the situation which 

all clearly demonstrated that Plaintiff had been attacked from behind and 

stabbed which contradicted officer Carter's report. 

146. The cotton gloves, knife and clothing that staff had remove-d from 

inmate Gallardo immediate during and after the incident showed that officer 

Carter could not have just served inmate Gallardo his food trays and Plaintiff' 

knife wounds also showed that Plaintiff had been stabbed from the rear all of 

which was not mentioned by officer Carter. 

147. Plaintiff was not informed of the results from Lieutenant B1ud~ 

worth's investigation, however, on August 23, 2000, defendants Adelsberger and 

Shadowens convened a sham Unit Disciplinary Committee (UDC) ·hearing on the 

Incident Report and endorsed Carter's false report in an attempt to conceal 

how they had ignored and disregarded the pervasive risk of harm to Plaintiff by 

assigning inmates Gallardo and Martinez on the range with Plaintiff after re

ceiving sufficient notice from Plaintiff about Plaintiff's fears of being as

asulted again in aftermath of the ·A-adriguez incident and to conceal how they 

knew or should have known that those inmates would soon attack Plaintiff in 

retaliation for the injuries Plaintiff caused to Rodriguez ~hen Rodriguez at

tacked Plaintiff August 12, 1999. 
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148. As Unit Manager of Housing Unit (G) at USP-Marion, Illinois, and 

as a prison official defendants Adelsberger and Shadowens were also aware of 

the retaliatory tactics used by inmates at the institution that are members of 

the Mexican Mafia. 

149. Defendants Adelsberger and Shadowens, referred the Inci~ent Report 

to the Discipline Hearing Office (OHO) over Plaintiff's objection and continued 

ta accuse the Plaintiff of instigating the incident in order to cover-up for 

their own deliberate indifference and negligence towards Plaintiff's he~lth, 

safety and welfare, in this regard. 

150. During the UDC hearing defendant Shadowens also threatened to place 

Pl~intiff in a housing unit together with other inmates that wers members of 

the Mexican Mafia if Plaintiff persisted upon complaining. 

151. Plaintiff then wrote several letters to defendant Stepp, Compton 

and Yonkman 1 requesting that they conduct further investigations into the matter 

and into defendants Adslsberger's and Shadowens' conduct in ~his regard .. 

152. Defendant Stepp spoke with Plaintiff subsequently while Stepp was 

making rounds in the Special Housing Unit and informed Plaintiff that he had 

defendant Yonkman looking into that matter. 

155. Thereafter defendant Yonkman met with Plaintiff in the Special 

Housing Unit and informed Plaintiff-that he conducted an investigation and founc 

officer Carter's Incident Report to be inconsistent with Plaintiff 1 s injuries 

and the with the evidence gathered by the staff member who responded to the 

incident on August 20, 2000. 

156. Defendant Ypnkman also informed Plaintiff that he was expunging the 
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Incident Report written by officer Carter and that he was refering the case to 
' 
'the Federal Bureau of Investigations upon defendant_ Yonkman's return from his 

vacation or annual leave. 

157. At no time relevant herein was Plaintiff contributorally negligent 

in relations to the injuries Plaintiff suffered as a result or in relations to 

the assaults committed by inmates Rodriguez and Gallardo or in relations to the 

use of excessive and unnecessary and/or assault and ~attery committed by de

fendants Beisner and Baggot or a~ a result of the Defendants', and each of 

their, failure to provide Plaintiff suitable quarters; safekeeping and ade

quate protection from the assaults which violated Plaintiff's statutory and 

constitutional rights. 

158. As a proximate and direct result of the defendants' failure to 

provide Plaintiff suitable quarters, safekeeping a~d adequate protection from 

the assaults and batterys and/or use of unnecessary and excessive force, Plain

tiff continues to suffer irreparable physical/psychological injuries. 

COUNT IV. 

159. De£endants Hawk-Sawyer, Hershberger, Hedrick, Compton, Chism, and 

Benson, permit certain racist corrections officers .like officers Tobias, Dennis 

Cozort. Randy Huckleberry,_ Schroeder, E. Frances, Robert Burns,Jr.,Charles 

Cates, Gene Beasley, Randy Schaubert, Lewis Hackleman, William Newbold, Clifton 

Gosnell, Joel Murray and defendants Baggot, Beisner, .Bryant and Foster, to 

routinely abuse or strike the black prisoners ~ith their riot batons about the 

head area resulting in serious and sometime severe injuries to the black in

mates out the correctional officers own racial hatred to~ards black prisoners. 

160. Plaintiff has also noticed and observed that the corrections officer 
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,as described-above, often treat the white and mexican prisoners differently 

in connections _with the officers' use of force situations and that such do not 

strike the white and mexican prisoners above the neck with the riot batons. 

161. Plaintiff and other black prisoners have filed grievances .with the 

defendants, tort claims in connection with the injuries suffered by each black 

inmate, but to no avail. 

162. With deliberate indifference to the health, safety and welfare of 

Plaintiff and the black inmates-who have continued to suffer at the hands of 

such racist correctional staff the defendants continue to fabricate false 

Use of Force reports, memoranda and Incident Reports in a systematic conspir

acy to conceal such violations of Plaintiff's Fifth· and Eighth Amendment 

rights. 

163. On August 12, 1999, defendants Baggott and Beisner struck Plain

tiff twice an the back of Plaintiff's head with their riot baton causing 

Plaintiff to suffer serious injuries and pain. 

164. Thereafter Plaintiff had to undergo minor surgery to have the 

wound sutured which was caused by the defendants' malicious and sadistic use 

of their riot baton on the back of Plaintiff's head while they knew Plaintiff 

offer them no resistance at that time. 

165. On or about September 4, 1999, the defendants had Plaintiff inter

viewed Special Agent, Jon Ford, of the Federal Bureau of Investigations, in 

connection with the Rodriguez assault on Plaintiff and in an effort to get 

Plaintiff to press criminal charges against Rodriguez. 

166. During the interview Plaintiff informed Agent Jon Ford that Plain

tiff was not interested in pressing charges against inmate Rodriguez, but 

interested in pressing criminal charges against defendants Adelsberger, 

Shadowens and Ellet, and accused them of arranging inmate Rodriguez's 
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attack on Plaintiff August 12, 1999 1 and Plaintiff also requested to press 

'charges against defendants Beisner and Baggott, for committing their assault 

and battery on Plaintiff, August 12 1 1999 1 with their riot baton and out of 

racial hatred. 

167. Plaintiff also informed Agent Jon Ford, about the statement defendant 

Baggott made about the time he and defendant Beisner struck Plaintiff with their 

riot baton. 

168. Special FBI Agent, Jon-Ford, ignored and disregarded Plaintiff's com-

plaints in this regard and tried to persuade Plaintiff to agree that Rodriguez's 

assault on Plaintiff was instigated by the Aryan Brotherhood. 

169. Special FBI Agent, Jon Ford, ~as not interested in hearing about any 

complaints from Plaintiff with regards to the defendants' acts and/or omissions 

or about such committing violations of Plaintiff 1 s civil rights. 

170. On June 17, 1999, defendant Bryant sexually assaulted inmate Anthony 

W. Kingsberry #07551-045, with his riot baton. Although inmate Kingsberry 

filed an administrative tort claim and grievance and formal complaint with the 

F.8.I. against the defendant, no thorough investigation or official action was 

instituted against the defendant by any of the defendants in this regard. 

171. On or about May 17, 1999, inmate Terry Walker, a black prisoner, was 

brutally stabbed and murder at USP-Marion, Illinois, by two ~hite supremacist 

prisoners. The corrections officer who responded to the incident, including 

defendants Bryant, and foster, contributed to inmate Walker 1 s death by slamming 

him to tMe floor head first. 

172. Inmate Terry Walker had a longstanding feud going an between himself 

and the white correctional staff at USP-Marion, Illinois, involving verbal and 

physical assaults frequently and the throwing of feces, urine and other objects, 
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173. Upon information and belief the Federal Bureau of erisons placed 

/defendant Benson on leave during the first quarter of 2001 1 after defendant 

Benson had been implicated in the Terry Walker murder and accused of arranging 

the housing unit reassignments of inmate Walker and the two white supremacists 

so that the murder would take place jsut two days later. 

174. Upon information and belief defendant Benson 1 s suspension came as a 

result of the ongoing investigation by the F.8.I. with respect to Benson~s 

alleged involvement in Terry Wal~er's murder. 

175. On September 5, 1999, officer Dennis Cozort threatened inmate"Anthon1 

Kingsberry with bodily harm for his reporting defendant Bryant and defendant 

Foster in connection with Kingsberry's accusations against Bryant stemming from 

the June 17 1 1999, sexual assault and defendant Faster 1 s subsequent labelling 

inmate Kingsberry a nsnitch• before inmates housed in the Special Housing Unit 

after Kingsberry made out a formal complaint against Bryant with the F.8.I. 

176. On November 2, 1999, at approximately 3:45 P.M., defendant Faster 

threatened inmate Kingsberry a second time with bodily harm due to Kingsberry 

filing his previous complaints and inmate Kingsberry reported each of those 

threats to the defendants, but to no avail. 

177. On May 28, 1999, officers E. Frances, ~obert Burns,Jr. 1 Charles 

Cates 1 Gene Beasley, John Dooley, Randy Schaubert and several other unknown 

correctional staff members, all of whom were white, physically assaulted in

mate Andrew Ratcliffe #17358-016, with their hands, feet and riot batons whila 

inmate Ratcliffe was then confined in the Special Housing Unit. 

178. On Monday October 4, 1999, defendant Bryant assaulted inmate David 

Rollins 107001-055 and struck Rollins in the face with Bryant's riot baton. 

179. Each of these black inmates.~,iagsberry 1 Ratcliffe and Rollins, 

filed comolaints wit~ the defendants Hawk-Sawyer, Hershberger, Hedrick, Compton 
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: Chism. Benson and Yonkman, against the officers who committed the acts out 6f 

their own raciil hatred towards black prisoners, but to no avail. 

180. On March 3, 1997, officers Gosnell, Hackleman, Ralls, Newbold, 

Cates and Meador, brutally beat inmate Gerald Kelly-#06987-021, with their 

riot batons. At no time did inmates Ratcliffe, Rollins, Kingsberry or Kelly 

cause or initiate any physical confrontations between themselves and the above

named white corrections officers. 

181. The defendants continue to ignor and disregard, with delibe~ate 

indifference, Plaintiff's and other black prisoners' complaint about the whi~e 

correctional staff selectively strike black prisoners about the head with 

their riot batons during use of force situations, but not treating the white 

and mexican prisoners the same. 

182. On August 20, 1999, another black prisoner, Matthew Tomlin, was 

placed in a housing unit infested with white supremacist inmates. 

183. Thereafter one white supremacist inmate attacked and stabbed inmate 

Tomlin with a knife. 

184. The white officers that responded to the incident at the time used 

absolutely no force or their riot batons on the white inmate who was straddl

ing inmate Tomlin on the Floor and with his knife in hand. 

185. Around October 28 1 -199S, another white supremacist inmate attacked 

~nether black prisoner, Roosevelt Burgess-III. Inmate Burgess tried to hold 

the ~hite inmate in such a position to prevent him from continuing with the 

assault, but to no avail. Eventually, inmate Burgess was force to slap the 

white inmate a couple of times in order to maintain control which also ~as 

observed by the white corrections officers standing on the outerside of the 

range. 
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186. The white supremacist inmate struck inmate Burgess on his face num~ 

erous times before Burgess struck back in self-defense. However, the white cor

rectional officers that observed the incident retaliated against inmate Burgess 

with their riot batons subsequently and struck him several times on his upper 

body. 

187. The white officers ~ho struck inmate Burgess with their riot batons 

after Burgess struck back at the ~hite inmate, were also present when the white 

initially assaulted inmate Burgess. 

188. After the white officers entered upon the range the white inmate 

contiued to assault inmate Burgess and to be the aggressor, however, the of

ficers ignored his actions and focused t~eir attention upon inmate Burgess and 

attacked him with their riot batons out their own racial hatred towards black 

prisoners. 

189. On August 12, 1999, after Plaintiff was assaulted by inmate Rodri-

guez and taken ta the prison infirmary the Physician's Assistant, Chuck Welch, 

looked at Plaintiff's head injuries and stated• I see you didn't get down fast 

enogh!•, as though he were familiar with how routinely the white officers in

jured black prisoners by striking such with their riot batons on such inmates' 

heads. 

190. Defendant Chism was also present while Plaintiff was being examined 

after the Rodriguez incident and defendant Chism stated that Plaintiff's head 

injuries ~ere simple •battle scars• and •a badge of honor•. 

COUNT V. 

191. Defendants Tubb and Beltz filed false Incident Reports against in-

mates Odinga, Brown and Abdul-Shaheed, in relations ta their altercations an 
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August 4 1 1999 and August 5, 1999, with inmates Salinas, Payares, Yanez, Davis 

and Jeffreys, and in order to conceal the defendants' awareness of the ongoing 

confrontations between the muslims prisoners and the white and mexican prisoners 

confined in the housing unit and also in order to conceal the unsuitab~e, un

safe and inadequate security in the housing unit. 

192. Defendants Adelsberger, Shadowens, Ellet, Tubb, Beltz, Yankman, 

Smith, Baggott, Beisner, Foster, Hopkins and Young, conspired to impede and 

hinder the due course of justice by filing false memoranda and Incident Reports 

against Plaintiff in order to conceal the unsuitable quarters; the unsafe en

ronment; their failure to protect Plaintiff from the Rodriguez assault under 

the circumstances involving the previous altercations bet~een the muslim prison

ers and the gang members, and; the assault and battery and/or Use of excessive 

and unnecessary force on Plaintiff by defendants Beisner and Baggott. 

193. Upon reviewing the videotape recording of the incident between 

Plaintiff and inmate Rodriguez, defendants Hedrick, Compton, Chism, Benson 

and Yonkman refused to process the Incident Report against Plaintiff written 

by defendant Tubb. 

194. Defendant Tubb had falsely reported that he observed Plaintiff and 

inmate Rodriguez both exited the cells, turn towards each other and then began 

to strike each other with closed fists. 

195. Defendant Tubb's Incident Report was false, because Plaintiff and 

inmate Rodriguez resided in cells whic~ were approximately thirteen cells apart 

and inmate Rodriguez had travelled from his cell (cell #15) to where Plaintiff 

was preoccupied at Plaintiff's cell (cell#2) and then commenced attacking Plain

tiff with Rodriguez's knife while Plaintiff was bent over placing clothing on 

the floor. 
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196. On or about September 4, 1999, the defendants had their Lieutenant 

Krammerer escort Special F.B.I. Agent, Jon Ford, to the recreation pen in the 

Special Housing Unit and to interview Plaintiff in connection with the Rodriguez 

incident and to inquire if Plaintiff wanted to press criminal charges against 

inmate Rodriguez. 

197. During the interview Special Agent, Jon Ford, continued to suggest 

that members of the Aryan Brotherhood instigated inmate Rodriguez's assault on 

Plaintiff, August 12, 1999. 

198. Plaintiff declin~d to verify the Agent's suspicions, in this regard, 

however, Plaintiff did accuse defendants Adelsberger, Shadowens and Ellet, of 

arranging inmate Rodriguez's assault on Plaintiff and requested Special Agent 

Jori Ford to press charges against the defendants in this regard. 

199. The Plaintiff also informed Special Agent, Jon Ford,.about the state

ment defendant Baggott made (nMotherfucker the next time I say get down, Get 

Down!•) when he struck Plaintiff on the back of Plaintiff 1 s skull causing those 

injuries and Plaintiff asked to press c~iminal charges against both defendants 

Beisner and Baggott in this regard. 

200. Special Agent, Jon Ford, seemed disinterested in Plaintiff's charges 

in this regard against the defendants so Plaintiff ended the interview ~ith the 

agent. 

201. Lieutenant Krammerer was present during the entire interview and 

noted the Plaintiff's claims against the defendants. 

202. Thereafter Lieutenant Krammersr reported Plaintiff 1 s charges to de-

fendants Hedrick, Compton~ Chism, Benson and Yonkman, and in response to those 

charges the defendant Yonkman retaliated and filed an untimely Incident Report 
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against Plaintiff on September 14, 1999 1 in connection with- the incident between 
, 

'inmate Rodriguez and Plaintiff, on August 12 1 1999 1 which violated Plaintiff's 

substantive and statutory rights to due process under Title 5 1 United States 

Code, Section 702, et seq. 1 and Title 28, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 541. 

203. The Federal Bureau of Prisons' disciplinary rules and procedures for 

committed offenders were developed and promulgated pursuant to the Administrat

ive Procedures Act, 5 U.S.C. isoo, et seq. 

204. Defendant Yonkman exceeded his statutory authority, jurisdiction and 

limitation by filing the Incident Report without observance of proper discipli~ 

nary procedures, set forth at 28 C.F.R. 541 1 required by law, in violation of 

Plaintiff's substantive rights and 5 U.S.C. 706(2)(C),(0) 1 because: 1) Yonkman 

wa, prohibited from acting as both the reporting employee and Investigating of~ 

ficer pursuant ta 28 C.F.R. 541.2(a); 2) Yankman failed to file the Incident 

report and to provide Plaintiff with a copy within 24 hours from the time staff 

became aware of Plaintiff's involvement August 12 1 1999, or at the begginning of 

his investigation ·in violation of 28 C.F.R. 541.14(a), 541.14(b), 541.14(b) 

(2) and 541.15(a); 3) Yonkman filed his Incident Aeport in retaliation against 

Plaintiff for complaining to the F.B.I. about the defendants' mistreatment of 

Plaintiff and in violation of 28 C.F.R. 541.10(b)(3),(4); and, 4) Yon~man failed 

to complete the internal investigation promptly or within t~enty four hours from 

the time staff became aware of Plain~iff's involvement in the incident August 

12, 1999, or to obtain defendant Hedrick's written approval to extend the time 

limits beyond 5 working days for his investigation or provide Plaintiff written 

notice of the extension of the time limits all in violation of 28 C.F.R. 541.14 

(b) and Program Statement 5270.7 1 entitled: Inmate Discipline and Special Hous

ing Units, Chapter 4 (Investigations) and Chapter 5 1 section [k. 
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205. Defendant Yonkman"s Incident Report against Plaintiff in connection 
, 

'with the August 12, 1999, incident between Plaintiff and Inmate Rodriguez was 

invalid due to the deficiencies in the notice of the charges. 

206. In section #9 of the Incident Report defendant Yonkman described 

the rule violation as •Refusing to Obey an Order• and •Assault, whereas in sec

tion #10 of the same report defendant Yonkman charged Plaintiff with a violation 

of Codes 307 and 201 1 set forth at 28 C.F.R. 541.13. 

207. Code 201 of 28 C.F.R. 541.13, proscribes inmate behavior and conduct 

involving •Fighting with another person• and does not government conduct involv

ing inmate •Assault[s]•. 

208. Defendant Yonkman's Incident Report also stated in pertient part, 

nA review has indicated that on August 12, 1999, at approximately 
2:20 P.~ .• you were standing in the area of cell #2 when inmate 
Noe Rodriguez #50711- passed by you and began to strike you in 
the area of your head. After Rodriguez was on the floor and after 
staff ordered you to cease your actions, you refused, and 
continued kicking Rodriguez in the face, head, and upper body.n 

208. On September 16 1 1999, Unit Manager K. Murphy convened a sham UOC 

hearing on the Yonkman Incident Report which amounted to an empty formality as 

a result of Mr. Murphy's refusal to provide Plaintiff a fair and impartial UDC 

hearing. 

209. At that hearing Plaintif~ presented medical documents compiled by 

officials of the Sureau of Prisons• which showed that Plaintiff suffered in 

Plaintiff's left ear from permanent hearing loss which resulted from the head 

trauma inmate Jerome Williams inflicted November 11, 1997 and that such evi

dence showed that Plaintiff had been diagnosed by a ·Ear, Nose and Throat Spec

ialist who had previously recommended that the defendants provide Plaintiff witn 

a hearing aide. The medical records Plaintiff presented also supported Plain-
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tiff's claims that under such extreme circumstances of being attacked with a 

,'knife by another inmate in less than two years -from the previous incident which 

resulted in Plaintiff's hearing loss and other severe head injuries coupled witr 

the noise and screaming the defendants made simultaneously on the oute.r side of 

range prevented Plaintiff from hearing any comprehensible order being given by 

any of the defendants at that time. 

210. Plaintiff also presented other documentary evidence compiled by 

other prison officials of the Bu~eau of Prisons, including photoco~ies cf the 

photographs. on Novembbr 11, 1997, in relations to the previous assault on Plair 

tiff by another inmate that showed that the defendants were aware that inmate 

Rodriguez's assault on Plaintiff was conducted similar to how Plaintiff had 

been previously assaulted on November 11, 1997, and that Plaintiff 1 s response 

to the Rodriguez attack was reasonable under the circumstances and since the 

defendants failed to provide Plaintiff adequate protectiori. 

211. The UOC hearing was a sham and amounted to nothing more than an 

empty formality in violation of Plaintiff's due process, because Unit Manager 

Murphy informed Plaintiff that the Unit Manager's •hands• had been tied from 

the beginning and that he had been given orders to refer the case to defendant 

Campbell. 

212. 28 C.F.R. 541.15(b), provides in pertinent part, that: •Each inmate 

so charged is entitled to an initial hearing before the UOC, ordinarily held 

~ithin three work days from the time staff became aware of the inmate's involve

ment in the incident.• 

213. Mr. Murphy exceeded his statutory jurisdiction, authority and limit-

ations in violation of 5 U.S.C. i706(2} (C},( •) 1 because the regulation (e.g. 
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28 C.F.R. 541.15(b) did not authorize him to take any disciplinary action 

against Plaintiff due his failure to observe the proper disciplinary proced~ · 

ures required by law and promulgated pursuant to this statute. 

214. 28 C.F.R. 541.lS(f) also required Mr. Murphy to make his determina•• 

tion based on the evidence presented at the hearing and not on any political 

decisions which had been previously made by any of the defendants in connectio 

with the incident between Plaintiff and inmate Rodriguez, or in connection 

with the charges Plaintiff brought against the defendants with the F.B.I. 1 on 

or about September 4 1 1999, in connection with the incident. 

215. Mr. Murphy ignored and disregarded the disciplinary procedures 

set forth at 28 C.F.R. 541.15 1 and refered the case to defendant Campbell 

without paying particular attention to any of the documentary evidence Plain

tiff presented at the hearing. 

216. On October 13 1 1999 1 defendant Campbell attempted to convene a 

O.H.O. Hearing against Plaintiff on the Incident Report written by defendant 

Yonkman 1 however, Plaintiff objected to defendant Campbell 1 s authority, juris

diction and limitations to hear the Incident Report. 

217. Plaintiff asserted that staff had not provided adequate notice of 

the charges in violation of Plaintiff's due process rights and that the Inci

dent Report was invalid, because defendant Yonkman had no authority to file 

such and that such had not been filed in observance of proper procedures re

quired by law pursuant to the Administrative Procedures Act. 

218. Plaintiff pointed out for defendant Campbell the deficiencies of 

defendant Yonkman's Incident Report, as described in paragr~phs.#2O5-2O7 

above, and in response to those complaints defendant Campbell changed the 
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Code 201 Charge, with his ink pen, to a Code 224 charge and then attempted to 

proceeed to hear the Incident Report. 

219. Plaintiff complained about the improper way defendant Campbell was 

proceeding to hear the Incident Report and about not receiving proper 24 hour 

notice to muster a defense to the amended charge in compliance with Plaintiff 1 s 

due process rights. 

220. Plaintiff then requested defendant Campbell to recuse himself as the 

D.H.0. due to biasness and informe-d defendant Campbell that his further partici

pation as the D.H: •. after having changed the alleged dharges upon the face of 

defendant Yonkman"s Incident Report himself rendered him partial and ineligible~ 

ta preside over the hearing or to render·a decision and impose sanctions and for 

him to do so would violate Plaintiff's due process rights and 28 C.F.R. 541. 

16(b). 

221. Defendant Campbell then ordered the Plaintiff to leave his office 

and threatened to include additional charges for his own consideration in relat

ions to the Incident Report written by defendant Yonkman. 

222. On October 14, 1999, defendant Campbell served Plaintiff with.a 

memorandum entitled: Notice of Charges. Incident Report #713873. dated 09/14/ 

99, ~hich stated in pertinent part. that: 

• ... The purpose of this memorandum is to notify you that the fol
lowing charges will be cansidered by the Discipline Hearing 
Officer, in addition to Refusing an Order, Cade 1307 ... Assault 
(Less Serious Injury). Code 1224 ... Assault(Serious Injury). Code 
#101.· 

223. The Incident Report #713873, defendant Campbell referred to in said 

memorandum. as described in paragraph #222 above, was the Incident Report writ

ten against Plaintiff by defendant Yonkman in connection with the August 12, 

1999, incident between Plaintiff and inmate Rodriguez as described therein~ 
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224. Pursuant to 28 C.F.R. 541.16(c). The Discipline Hearing Officer, 

defendant Campbell, shall conduct hearings. make findings, and impose appropiate 

sanctions for incidents of inmate misconduct referred for disposition following 

the hearing required by ;541.15 before the UOC. The OHO, defendant Campbell, may 

not hear any case or impose any sanctions in a case not heard and referred by 

the UDC. 

225. The charges, Codes 101 and 224, referred to in defendant Campbell's 

memorandum to Plaintiff, were neither charged in the Incident Report or heard 

or referred to defendant Campbell by the UOC, Mr. Murphy, and defendant Camp

bells' act of including those additional charges or referring the same to him

self for consideration in this matter was arbitrary, capricious and made without 

observance of proper procedures required by 28 C.F.R. 541.16(c) and in violation 

of 5 U.S.C. 706(2)(D). 

226. On October 24, 1999, defendant Campbell convened a hearing an the 

Incident Report written by defendant Yankman which included the additional 

charges set forth in defendant Campbell's memorandum. Plaintiff appeared in 

person and without staff representation. 

227. At the hearing Plaintiff requested defendant Campbell to recuse him

self as the OHO in this matter and in the interests of impartiality pursuant to 

28 C.F.R. 541.16(b). Title 28 C.F.R. 541.lS(b), provides in pertinent part, 

that: • In order ta insure impartiality, the OHO may not ... play any significant 

part in having the charge(s) referred ta the OHO.~ 

228. Plaintiff argued that since defendant Campbell referred the addition

al Codes 101 and 224 1 to himself far consideration in this matter that the de

fendant's conduct fell within that described in 1541.1S(b) and that defendant 

Campbell was therefore required to recuse himself from the OHO proceedings. 
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229. Plaintiff also presented defendant Campbell with the same medical 

records Plaintiff provided to the UOC, in relations to Plaintiff 1 s hearing loss 

and records compiled by the defendants' Special Investigative Services (S.I.S) 

in relations to the November 11, 1997, incident wherein Plaintiff was brutally 

attacked, stabbed and severely beaten by another prisoner similar to how inmate 

Rodriguez committed his assault on Plaintiff August 12, 1999, in relations to 

defendant Yonkman's Incident Report. 

230. Plaintiff also presented such documentation to sho~ that unde~ ~~~h 

circumstances and the defendants Adelsberger, Shadowens and Ellet's failure, in 

particular, to provide Plaintiff suitable quarters, safekeeping and ade~uate 

protection from the assault by inmate Rodriguez, including with a knife, Plain

tiff suffered from extreme fright due to the surprised attack and ~hat Plain

tiff used a reasonable amount or degree of force, in self-defense, to disable 

inmate Rodriguez temporarily and to prevent him from continuing his assault on 

Plaintiff with his knife. 

231. Plaintiff also presented defendant Campbell with OHO Reports from 

other disciplinary hearings which showed in similar situations that the Bureau 

of Prisons and defendant Campbell recognized a white and hispanic prisoner's 

right to self-defense. 

232. Defendant Campbell completely ingored and disregarded each of Plain-

tiff's procedural and factual claims presented in ~riting and found the Plaint

iff guilty on the Code 101, charge defendant Campbell filed against the Plain

tiff himself and guilty on the Code 307 charge included in defendant Yonkman"s 

Incident Report. 

233. Defendant Campbell also imposed sanctions of 30 days disciplinary 
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segregation and 30 days loss of Plaintiff's Statutory Good Conpuct Time in re~ 
' ' 

lations to the Code 101 violation defendant Campbell filed against the Plaintiff 

in relation to defendant Yonkman's Incident Report. 

234. Defendant Stepp became Warden and Chief Executive Officer of- USP

Marion, Illinois 1 during September of 1999. 

235. The Plaintiff appealed to defendants Stepp. Compton and Chism by 

letter or Inmate Request Forms, asking them to intercede with the OHO proceed

ings and to audit the matter in this case. 

236. In those communications Plaintiff also informed defendants Stepp, 

Compton and Chism, that defendant Campbell was not following proper disciplinary 

procedures required by law or 28 C.F.R. 541.16(b),(c), and that the disciplinary 

action and sanctions defendant Campbell imposed in relations to defendant Yonk

man1s Incident Report and dafendant Campbell's memo~andum was arbitrary and 

capricious and exceeded defendant Campbell's statutory authority, jurisdiction 

and limitations, but to no avail. 

237. The defendants ignored and disregarded Plaintiff's complaints and

informed Plaintiff to file an appeal with defendant Hershberger for relief. 

238. Plaintiff then appealed the DHO proceedings to both defendants Hawk

sawyer and Hershberger, but to no avail. Defendant Hershberger, denied that 

defendant Campbell violated the Bureau's disciplinary policies or Plaintiff 1s 

substantive and statutory rights by filing additional charges against the 

Plaintiff in relations to defandant Yonkman 1s Incident Report and by then pre

siding as the OHO, making findings of fact and by imposing sanctions. Defendant 

Hershberger, also ignored and disregarded Plaintiff' s other claims about · ~--~ 

defendant Yonkman acting as both the reporting employee and investigating offic-
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e,r, filing his Incident Report in an untimely manner, failing to observe proper 

procedures requir~d by law and in compliance with 5 U.S.C. 706(2)(0), and 28 

C.F.R. 541. 

239. Defendant Watts on behalf of defendant Hawk-Sawyer denied the ap

peal and affirmed the OHO proceedings without conducting any meaningful review 

of the particular facts and claims Plaintiff presented especially the OHO 

Reports from other disciplinary proceedings involving white and hispanic pri

soners in similar situations to Plaintiff's wherein the Bureau of Prisons and 

defendant Campbell recognized those inmates' right to ielf-defense, but di-c~imi 

nated against Plaintiff based on Plaintiff's race. 

COUNT VI. 

240. The Plaintiff seeks to have this Court declare invalid and enjoin 

the defendants from further use of certain discipli~ary rules or sProhibited 

Actsa set forth at 28 C.F.R .. 541.13, which the defendants failed to publish 

or define properly in compliance with the "rule making 2 provisions of the Ad

ministrative Procedures Act, 5 U.S.C. i553(b)(3)~ which continues to violate 

Plaintiff's substantive and statutory due process rights protected under the 

Fifth Amendment and 5 U.S.C. 702, et seq. 

241. The defendants• continued enforcement of the Prohibited Acts set 

forth at 28 C.F.R. 541.13 and particularly Prohibited Acts: 101 - Assault. 

224 - Assault and 307 - Refusing ta Obey an Order. against Plaintiff in the 

case as described in Count V above, was arbitrary; capricious; an abuse of 

discretion; otherwise not in accordance with law; contrary ta constitutional 

rights of Plaintiff's; in excess of their statutory authority, jurisdiction and 

limitations, and; without observance of publishing procedures required by law. 
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242. The Defendants failed in their legal duty and responsibility to 

publish the •terms or substance af• Prohibited Acts: 100, 101, 102, 103, 104, 

105. 106, 107, 108, 198, 199, 200, 204, 205, 206, 207, 209, 211, 212, 213, 215, 

216, 219, 220, 221, 223, 298, 299, 300, 302, 304, 305, 306, 308, 309, 310, 311, 

313, 314, 315, 316, 317, 320, 321, 324, 325, 326, 331, 398. 399, 400, 402, ~04, 

405, 407, 498 and 499; and Prohibited Acts 101, 224 and 307, and the same are 

void for vagueness under the Due Process Clause of the Constitution. 

243. The rules provide no ~terms or substance of• what inmate beha~~or 

and conduct constitutes a Prohibited Act and the rules are written so unconsti

tutionally vague and imprecise that Plaintiff has to guess at the meaning of 

the terms and how the rules apply which continues to affect the Plaintiff ad

versely and subject Plaintiff to disciplinary action and the loss of Plaintiff's 

Statutory Good Conduct Credits for guessing wrong 

244. The Oefendants' continued refusal and failure to provide the nterms 

or substance of• the Prohibited Acts set forth at 28 C.F.R. 541.13, detailing 

what inmate behavior and conduct constitutes a Prohibited Act renderes the rules 

invalid pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 553(b)(3) and 5 U.S.C. 702, et seq. 

COUNT VII. 

245. The Plaintiff is an Orthodox Sunni Muslim prisoner of American born 

African descent currently confined a; USP-Marion, Illinois. 

246. The Plaintiff has been committed to the Bureau of Prisons since 

August 31, 1993, and the defendants continue to violate Plaintiff's rights under 

the Religious Freedom Restoration Act (AFRA), the First Amendment and the U.S. 

Constitution's Establishment Clause by f~rcing Plaintiff to consume c2rtain 

food items or meals on Christian and Jewish holidays in commemoration of the 
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birth of the christian gad Jesus Christ; Easter; Linti Passoverj and, Ash Wed-

nesday,. and; by constantly interfering and preventing Plaintiff from practicing 

Plaintiff's religion freely and particularly during the Holy month of Ramadan 

and the annual feasts which follo~s .. 

247. The Defendants also provide christmas packages to all prisoners and 

force the non-christian prisoners to feel guilty, embarassed, humiliated and 

degraded for rejecting the christian gifts and religion. 

248. The Defendants also discriminate against the non-christian prisoners 

by refusing to provide such gifts for the non-christiari prisoners to celebrate 

non-christian religious holidays or events. 

249. By forcing the Plaintiff and all others similarly situated to partici 

pate in christian practices and beliefs the Defendants have endorsed the christ

ian religion in violation of the Establishment Clause of the U.S. Constitution. 

250. Plaintiff is and has always beens sincere practicing Orthodox Sunni 

muslim prisoners since Plaintiff's committed to the Bureau of Prisons and Plain

tiff has also made it known to the defendants. and each of them, through letters· 

and grievances or tort claims from the start of Plaintiff's incarceration~ 

251. Plaintiff also informed the defendants Hawk-Sawyer, Stepp, Hersh-

berger and Rivett, in particular, of Plaintiff's religious preference and the 

defendants cannot show any compelling penological interests in forcing Plain

tiff to: 1) consume certain food items or meals to commemorate certain ~hrist

ian beliefs and practices, which violates Plaintiff's own religious tenets; 2) 

practice Plaintiff 1 s religion the way the defendants dictate the religion of 

Al-Islam should be practiced during the holy month .of Ra~adan and in the annual 

feast which follows; 3) to feel guilty, embarassed, humiliate or degraded for 

refusing ta accept christian gifts at tax,payers' expense; and, 4) sign an ad

hesionary contract agreeing not to purchase any non-certified food items from 
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the prison's commissary or else the defendants would refuse ta provide Plaintiff 

~ith a diet candusive with Plaintiff's religious tenets while Plaintiff's relig

ion merely prohibits muslims, including Plaintiff, from consuming •meatsn that 

have not been properly slaugtered in accordance with either Islamic or Jewish 

religious laws. 

252. The defendants Hawk-Sawyer, Hershberger, Stepp, Ford and Rivett, pro-

vide diets to the prison population most commonly referred to as •common Fair 

meals.• 

253. The defendants were providing Plaintiff Common Fair meals until Nov-

ember 2000, when defendants Ford and Rivett-, removed Plaintiff from the Common 

Fair program arbitrarily after Plaintiff refused to sign a new adhesionary con

t~act which compelled prisoners to agree not to purchase any non-certified food 

items from the commissary in exchange for a common fair meal. 

254. Plaintiff refused to sign the new contract because the same served 

no legitimate or compelling penological objectives. 

255. Plaintiff's religion only forbids Plaintiff to eat any meats which 

are not properly slaughtered in accordance with either Islamic or Jewish reli

gious laws and Plaintiff may eat any other food items other than pork. 

256. Plaintiff also refused ta sign the new contract, because inmates have 

no control over what food items the defendants sell at the prison commissary and 

the defendants Ford and Rivett nave no legitimate penological objective regulat

ing or restricting what other food items inmate may purchase at the prison com

missary. 

257. The contract defendants Ford and Rivett.tried to compel Plaintiff to 

sign in exchange for Common Fair meals placed new conditions on Plaintiff's 
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right to the Free Practice of Religion in violation of the First Amendment and 
, 
'the Religious Freedom Restoration Act 1 because the defendants Rivett and Ford 

cannot show a compelling penological interest in forcing Plaintiff to sign the 

new adhesionary contracts or show how the new contracts further a compelling 

penological interest by conditioning an inmate 1s receipt of a Common Fair meal, 

for the purpose of accommodating an inmate's religious practices, on his forced 

agreement not to purchase any non-certified food items, with an inmate's own 

moneys, from the prison commissary. 

258. Defendants Rivett and Ford also infringed upon Plaintiff's right to 

freely practice Plaintiff 1s religion by forcing the Plaintiff off of the Common 

Fair program and by denying Plaintiff the same after November 2000, for refusinf 

to agree to the new conditions the defendants placed on Plaintiff's receipt of 

a Common fair meal thereafter that ,also were not c~nditions required by Plain

tiff1s religion, but created by the defendants themselves. 

259. Defendants Hawk-Sawyer. Hershberger, Stepp, Rivett and Ford cannot 

show a compelling penological interest in providing christian g-ifts such··as 

christmas packages to the christian prisoners in commemoration of their relig

ious holidays while the defendants discriminate against the non-christian pri

soners by refusing to provide similar gifts to commemorate non-christian holi

days or, show how their religious policies, in this regard, further a compelling 

penological interest without continuing to infringe upon Plaintiff's rights un~ 

der the Religious Freedom Restoration Act, the First Amendment or the Establish

ment clause of the U.S. Constitution. 

260. On December 25, 1998 1 December 25, 1999 and December 24, 2000, de-

fendants Hawk-Sawyer, Hershberger, Hedrick, Stepp, Rivett, Ford and Globun, 
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compelled Plaintiff to consume certain christian food items in commemoration 

:of the birth of the christian god, Jesus Christ, and in violation of Plaintiff'! 

own religious beliefs and practices, the Establishment Clause, the First Amend

ment and the Religious Freedom Restoration Act, 42 U.S.C. 2000bb. 

261. During Easter, Lint, Passover, and Ash Wednesday in 1998, 1999,~~-

2000.and 2001, defendants Hawk-Sawyer, Hershberger, Hedrick, Stepp,·Rivett, 

Ford and Globun, compelled Plaintiff to consume certain christian food items 

in commemoration of the christia~ and Jewish religious holidays and in violat

ion of Plaintiff's awn religious beliefs and practicej and rights under the 

Establi~hment Clause of the U.S. Constitution, the First Amendment and the Re

ligious Freedom Restoration, 42 U.S.C. 2000bb. 

262. In December of 1998, 1999 and 2000, defendants Hawk-sawyer, Hersh-

berger, Hedrick, Stepp, Rivett, Ford and Globun, provided christmas packages, 

at tax payers' expense, to christian prisoners in commemoration of the birth 

of the christian god, Jesus Christ, and made the non-christian prisoners feel 

guilty, embarassed 1 humiliated and degraded for not being christian and in viol

ation of Plaintiff's rights to equal protection under the law. The defendants 

refused to provide similar gifts to the non-christian prisoners to commemorate 

non-christian religious holidays and in violation of the Equal Protection 

Clause, the First Amendment, The Establishment Clause and the Religious Freedom 

Restoration Act, 42 U.S.C. 2000bb. 

263. By compelling Plaintifff·,to participate in the above-described 

christian beliefs, practices and holidays. the defendants have entangled the 

Bureau of Prisons in the christian faith and enbraced the Christian religion 

as the official religion of the United States, in violation of the Establish

ment Clause and Plaintiff's rights under the First Amendment and the Religious 

Freedom Restoration Act, 42 U.S.C. 2000bb. 
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264. The Plaintiff has filed several grievances and administrative tort 

,claims against the defendants requesting the same to discontinue embracing the 

christian &nd Jewish faiths and thus forcing non-christian and nan-Jewish pri

soners. including Plaintiff, to participate in such religious beliefs or prac

tices which violate Plaintiff's rights, but to no avail. 

265. Defendant Watts on behalf of defendant Hawk~Sawyer, and defendants 

Hershberger, Hedrick, Stepp, Rivett and Globun, responded to Plaintiff's com-

.Plaints and acknowledged the defendants' promotion of said religions, but denied 

violating Plaintiff's rights under the First Amendment.and Religious Frei~om 

Restoration Act or in violation of the Establishment Clause of the U.S. Consti

tution. 

266. The Federal Bureau of Prisons has also recognized that muslim prison

ers, including Plaintiff, must fast during the Holy month of Ramadan according 

to the muslim religion, and in response to Plaintiff's religious needs the de

fendants have also developed and promulgated national regulations and Institut

ional Suppliments to accommodate inmates' religious needs. 

267. During the Holy month of Ramadan all muslims, who are physically able 

and adhere to the orthodoxy of Islam, are required to fast during the day time 

and until sunset each evening. Muslims must also abstain from eating, drinking 

fluids, or engaging in sexual incourses with spouses during such hours as well. 

268. Muslims must also read thb Holy Qur'an and other religious books 

written by Muslims scholars wach day during the fast as ~ell. 

269. Muslims who become sick or ill at any time during the fast are per-

mitted to break the fast and discontinue until such ilness subsides, but a mus

lim must also make up for any days not completed any day subsequent to the 

feast which follows the Ramadan fast each year. 
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~70. Each year muslims also celebrate two important feasts. One feast, 

id-ul-Fitr, is celebrate at the end of Ramadan for the muslims who participate, 

and commemorate~ an occassion of giving, and the other feast is, Id-ul-Adha, 

which comes at the end of the annual pilgrimage to the Holy city MECCA in 

Saudi Arabia and commemorates, according to muslim tradition, Allah's (God's) 

commandment to Prophet Ibrihim (Abraham) to sacrifice his first son, prophet 

Ismael(Peace and Blessings be unto hi~) Son of Hagar. After showing his will

ingness to sacrifice his first son prophet Irbihim was then commanded to sacri

fice a Ram in place of his son Ismael. 

271. Every muslim is required to participate in Id-ul-Adha, regardless 

of whether or not the muslim is physically and financially able to make the 

annual pilgrimage known as HAJJ. In commemoration of the sacrificial Ram it is 

traditional far muslims to sacrifice a lamb, cow or camel and to feed the poor 

in the feast which follows. 

272. The Federal Bureau of Prisons' religious policies for committed 

offenders, including Plaintiff, provides for any prisoner belonging to a relig

ious group, e.g. christian, Jewish, Muslim, etc., to have an annual feast to 

accommodate such religious traditions as Id-ul-Adha. Id-ul-Adha, is the most 

important feast for muslims throughout the world and muslim prisoners in the 

defendants' custody generally select to celebrate Id-ul-Adha for the annual 

feast to be provided for by the defendants. 

273. In 1998, 1999 and 2001, defendants Hawk-Sawyer, Hershberger, Hedrick 

Stepp, Rivett, Ford and Globun, discriminated against the muslim prisoners and 

refused to provide the muslim prisoners, including Plaintiff,, a feast in ac

cordance with the traditions or orthodxy of Al-Islam, while the defendants con-
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tinued to provide the same to all of the non-muslim religious groups of prison-

, 
'ers confined at USP-Marion, Illinois. 

274. In 1998, 1999, 2000 and 2001, defendants Hawk-Sawyer, Hershberger, 

Hedrick, Stepp, Rivett and Globun 1 provided the Christian, Jewish, Cat~olic and 

Indian prisoners, at USP-Marion, Illinois, with all of the essential-food items 

to commemorate Christmas, Easter, Pass Over, Lint, Ash Wednesday and Pow Wow, 

but refused to provide Plaintiff or other muslim prisoners the liturgical or 

traditional food muslim needed t~ commemorate Id-ul-Adha. 

275. In every federal institution throughout th~ Bureau of Prisons the 

defendant Hawk-Sawyer and her chaplains permit muslim pris~ners to select which 

of the two feasts, e.g. Id-ul-Adh~ or lj-ul-Fitr, the muslims wish to celebrate 

and the defendant Hawk-Sawyer also informs muslim prisoners that the Bureau of 

Prisons will only provide lamb and make provisions for the muslim prisoners to 

celebrate one of the two muslim feasts. 

276. Defendants Hedrick, Stepp and Rivett devised their Institutional 

Suppliment at USP-Marion, Illinois, that they could deny the muslim prisoners 

any lamb or liturgical foods to provide Plaintiff and the other muslim pri

soners a meaningful. feast in violation of Plaintiff's right to equal protect

ion under the law while the defendants continue to spend thousands of dollars 

to provide the same religious services to the other religious groups and parti

cularly the Christian a;1d Jewish prisoners. 

277. In 1998, Pl3intiff requested that defendant Rivett provide the muslim 

prisoners lamb to celebrate the Id-ul-Adha feast and the defendant refused. In

stead the defendant Rivett forced the muslim prisoners to celebrate Id-ul-Adha 

at the end of Ramadan. 
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278. The feast defendants Hawk-sawyer, Hershberger, Hedrick, Rivett and 

' 
'Globun, provided to Plaintiff and the other muslim prisoners in 1998, was 

meaningless, because the defendants refused to provide any of the traditional 

liturgical foods muslims customarily use to celebrate the feast with an~ the 

defendants reduced the feast ta an empty formality by serving the same fried 

fish to every inmate in the general inmate population at the prison.· 

279. Defendant Rivett also informed Plaintiff·that he did not provide the 

lamb because Plaintiff had not requested it 60 days in advance of Id-ul-Fitr, 

with Rivett knowing full well that he had participated~in developing the Insti

tutional Suppliment which dictated which feast muslim prisoners would be allow

ed to celebrate (e.g. Id-ul-Fitr) and that lamb is not required to celebrate 

that feast. 

280. Plaintiff complained to defendants Hedr-ick, Hershberger and Hawk-

Sawyer, about defendant Rivett's violations of Plaintiff's right to Equal Pro

tection under the law, but to no avail. 

281. In 1999, Plaintiff made a verbal and written request to defendant 

rivett to be provided lamb to celebrate the Id-ul-Adha feast, and defendant 

Rivett refused to provide the same. Defendant Rivett told Plaintiff personally 

while Rivett was making his round in the S.H.U. that •the muslims have nothing 

coming so long as he is in charge• of religious services at the prison. 

282. In 1999, defendant Rivett refused to provide Plaintiff or the other 

muslim prisoners a meaningful feast and fed Plaintiff and every other inmate 

fried fish. Plaintiff complained to defendants Stepp, Hershberger and Hawk

Sawyer, about defendant Rivett denying the muslim prisoners similar treatment, 

in this regard, to what the defendants were providing the christian and Jewish 

prisoners at the institution. 
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283. Defendants Hawk-Sawyer, Hershberger and Stepp, ignored and disregqrd

ed Plaintiff's complaints about being denied equal treatment and a meaningful 

feast commensurate with Plaintiif's religious traditions. 

284. In 2000 1 Plaintiff ~iled a BP-B. BP-9, BP-10 and BP-11, to defendants 

Stepp. Hershberger and Hawk-Sawyer, demanding that changes to their Institution~ 

al Suppliment be made immediately which permitted defendant Rivett to dictate 

which feast the muslim prisoners could celebrate; made it contingent upon a mus

lim prisoner to participate in the-Ramadan fast in order to receive his annual 

feast provided by the Bureau of Prisons, and; permitte, defendant Rivett to dic

tate to muslim prisoners the rules of the Ramadan fast as commanded in the Holy 

Qur~an by Allah, Host High. 

285. Defendants Hawk-Sawyer, Hershberger and Stepp, responded to Plain

tiff's grievance, in this regard, and stated that they would revise the policy 

and take into consideration Plaintiff's complaints, but that they would not re

vise the policy at that time. 

286. In 2000, Plaintiff made another request to defendant Rivett asking to 
. 

be provided with lamb for the Id-ul-Adha, feast, but defendant Rivett refused 

ta respond to that request. The request was made for the celebration of Id-ul

Adha1 in 2001. 

287. It was defendant Rivett's legal duty and responsibility to coordinate 

the muslim feast with defendant Globun. 

288. In 2000, the then contract Imam (Spiritual leader), Abdul-Haqq, gat

hered a consensus amongst the muslim prisoners at USP-Marion to celebrate the 

feast of Id-ul-Adha, and subsequently conveyed that information to defendant 

Rivett. Imam Abdul-Haqq 1 also informed defendant Rivett that Plaintiff and the 
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other Sunni muslim prisoners requested Lamb for the feast ld-ul-Adha. 

289. On Mar~h 4, 2001 1 defendants Rivett and Globun 1 intentionally served 

Plaintiff and the other Sunni muslim prisoners carrion meats to celebrate Id-ul

Adha1 and in violation of Plaintiff's rights to the free practice of religion. 

290. The carrion meats that defendants Rivett and Globun served were chick 

ens which the defendants knew or should have known had not been slaughtered in 

accordance with either Islamic or Jewish religious laws and which defendant 

rivett himself knew Plaintiff was forbidden to eat. 

291. Defendant Rivett also knew that it was unlawful in accordance with 

muslim religious laws and the Id-ul-Adha feast to serve carrion meats to the 

muslim population. Defendants Rivett and Globun also failed in their legal duty 

and.responsibility to notify Plaintiff that the chicken was not lawful meats for 

the muslims to eat when the defendants served such ta Plaintiff and the muslim 

population March 4 1 2001 1 in commemoration of the Id-ul-Adha feast. 

292. Since 1994, defendant Rivett has been using administrative means,:., 

harassment, oppression and intimidation to convert Plaintiff from the muslim 

faith, but to no avail. 

293. Around October 1999 1 Plaintiff submitted an Inmate Request form to 

defendant Rivett advising him of Plaintiff's intentions to fast during the Holy 

month of Ramadan at the end of 1999 and requested th~ defendant to make arrange

ment for Plaintiff to receive Ramadan meals for the fast. 

294. Tovards the end of October 1999 1 defendant Rivett provi~ed Plaintiff 

an application in the form of a contract which required Plaintiff to agree to 

fast during Ramadan under conditions unrelated ta any compelling governmental 

interest and inaccordance with defendant Rivett 1 s interpretation of Plaintiff's 

religion. 
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295. The contract also made references to dictates or statements in a 

letter defendant Rivett apparently received from Louis Farakhan 1 Leader of the 

organization. Nation of Islam, commanding his followers to participate in the 

Ramadan fast. 

296. In response to the conditions defendant Rivett setforth in the con

tract and the references to Louis Farakhan's letter, Plaintiff wrote.defendant 

rivett back and informed the defendant that Plaintiff could not sign the con

tract or agree to the term of the ~ontract because the same would associate 

Plaintiff with statements by Louis Farakhan referred ta therein and placed 

conditions upon Plaintiff's right to practice Al-Islam freely which were not 

reasonably related to a compelling penological objective. 

297. Louis Farakhan and the Nation of Islam, is an organization of black 

Americas and minorities with no relations or associations with the Sunni muslim 

practices, faith or beliefs in Al'Islam. 

298. Plaintiff informed defendant Rivett, as Plaintiff had many times 

before between 1994 and 1999, that it was religiously offensive to associate 

Plaintiff with Louis Farakhan or the Nation of Islam, because of fundamental 

relgious differences. Plaintiff also informed defendant Rivett that Plaintiff 

understood Bureau of Prisons' religious regulations which prohibited muslim 

prisoners ~ho participate in the Ramadan fast from obtaining food from the 

main kitchen in exchange for Ramadan meals each evening during fast and· that 

Plaintiff agreed to follow those rules. 

299. After not receiving a response in a timely manner Plaintiff filed a 

8?-8, in order to ensure defendant Rivett received Plaintiff 1 s correspondence. 

300. Defendant Rivett responded to the BP-8, and informed Plaintiff that 
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Rivett had received Plaintiff's correspondence and would be placed on the list 

,to receive Ramadan meals after sunset each evening during the fast. 

301. Plaintiff first became Sunni muslim August 4, 1984, and has fasted 

each year since then,··as'Commanded by the religion, during the Holy month of 

Ramadan. 

302. Plaintiff has also put defendants Hawk-Sawyer, Hershberger, Stepp, 

Rivett, Globun and other officials at various institutions, on notice of Plain

tiff's intent to fast each year and requested provisions to sustain Plaintiff 

after sunset and during the fast each year, which vas honored, in accordance 

with Bureau of Prisons' policies, up until Plaintiff came back into contact 

with defendant Rivett at USP-Harian, Illinois. 

303. On December 6 1 1999, defendant Rivett responded to PlaintiEf•~ 

previous correspondence ackno~ledging that the defendant placed Plaintiff on 

the Ramadan list. 

304. At the beginning of Ramadan 1999, which started on December 9, 1999, 

Plaintiff remained confined in the Special Housing Unit (S.H.U.) serving out 

the disciplinary segregation sentence which resulted from the August 12, 1999, 

between Plaintiff and inmate Rodriguez. 

305. Ouring the first five days of the Ramadan fast the correctional of

ficers assigned the S.H.U. continued deliver Plaintiff's evening meals which 

were lukewarm. Each time Plaintiff requested that the meals be heated .up in 

the unit microwave oven the officer became verbally abusive and refused the 

same. 

306. Plaintiff then asked either Lieutenant Hughes or Lieutenant ~ash ta 

heat the food trays while such made their rounds in the S.H.U. 
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307. On two of the five occasions the Lieutenants warmed the meals in the 

unit's microwave oven. 

308. On December 13, 1999, when Lieutenant Mash warmed Plaintiff's food 

trays Plaintiff accused the correctional officers of racism towards muslim pri

soners after they refused Plaintiff's requests and continued harassing Plain

tiff thereafter. 

309. The officers were also present when Plaintif made the accusation to 

Lieutenant Mash about the officers. 

310. In response to Plaintiff's accusation about the officers being racist 

upon information and belief the officers contacted defendant Rivett and inform

ed him that the Plaintiff had cursed the officers and Lieutenant Hash. 

311. At no time did Plaintiff curse or use any form of profanity towards 

the officers or Lieutenant Hash. 

312. That same night Plaintiff wrote to defendant Rivett and stated: 

n ••• Chaplain Rivett: The purpose of this communications is ta complain about the 

Ramadan meals I'm receiving here in S.H.U. being mild to lukewarm. Its nothing 

for these lazy guards to heat the trays before delivering in such condition. but 

thats too much like right for us. Chaplain, I'm fasting and I expect to receive 

a hot meal at the end of my fast each day and to allowed to be at peace rather 

than disappointed. Would you interpose ~ith a memo to the Captain concerning 

this mater ... Respectfully Submitted." 

313. On December 14, 1999, defendant Rivett responded to Plaintiff's cor

respondence and punished Plaintiff for complaining about the mistreatment of the 

correctional officers in this regard. 

314. In response to Plaintiff's letter defendant Rivet stated: • .•. This 
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•should no longer be a problem since you have been removed from the Ramadan 

list effective 12/15/99.• 

315. On December 14, 1999 1 also sent Plaintiff a memorandum and supplied 

copies of the memo to defendants Stepp, Benson and Glo~un 1 which stated: • .•. 

This note is to inform you that you have been removed from the Ramadan List 

effective this date, meaning that you will receive no/meat trays during the day 

beginning on 12/15/99. Y.ou.·have been· removed for violating the intentions and 

behavior of Ramadan by cursing ou--t correctional officers and the Lt. On even

ing shift. To quote the Muslim Information center of Philadelphia: 'During 

Ramadan ..• you are not to use the tongue for lying, backbiting, tale-bearing, 

obscentity, and abusive speech ... The fasting of the believers is to keep the 

e~rs, the eyes, the tongue, and hands and the feet as well as the .other senses 

free from sin.• .•. If you have any questions, plea5e let me know. I pray that 

your behavior will improve for the remainder of Ramadan. God's peace be with 

you as you diligently study the Cur-an and grow in your faith.• 

316. By issuing that memorandum and removing Plaintiff from the List 

of Ramadan participants and by expressing his (Rivett's) opinion how Plaintiff 

should have practiced the religion made an Open mockery of Plaintiff's relig

ious beliefs and practices, because Rivett is a christian government employee 

and he knew or should have known that he was interfering with Plaintiff's 

rights to freely practice Plaintiff's religion. 

317. Defendant Rivett's dictates to how Plaintiff should have practiced 

·Plaintiff's own religion served no compelling or legitimate penological interest. 
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318. On December 15, 1999, defendant Stepp spoke with Plaintiff at the 
' 

S.H.U. outside recreational area and asked Plaintiff to explain in Plaintiff's 

own words what occurred. After telling Plaintiff's own version defendant Stepp 

informed Plaintiff that the defendant would resolve the matter and get back in 
• 

touch with Plaintiff later that day. 

319. Defendant Stepp never got back in touch with Plaintiff Oeciember 15, 

1999, and for the following five days the defendants deprived Plaintiff of 

food in violation of Plaintiiff's rights pursuant to Title 18 1 United States 

Code, Section 4042(a)(2), Title 42 U.S.C. S2000bb and the First Amend~ent. 

320. On December 18 1 1999, defendant Benson placed Plaintiff in the S.H.U. 

•soxcar• so no other prisoners could provide Plaintiff any food after sunset and 

to punish Plaintiff for complaining about the mistreatment of the correctional 

officers assigned to the S.H.U. 

321. Defendants Stepp, Rivett and Benson, were all aware of their own in= 

stitutional policies governing Special Housing Unit operations_ which prohibited 

inmates from storing any food items served by:the defendants with the morning, 

noon and evening meals, all of which were then being served before sunset, and 

that Plaintiff would have been subject to disciplinary action had Plaintiff ig

nored or disregarded those rules. 

322. Defendants Stepp. Rivett and Benson, were also fully aware of Plain

tiff's obligati~ns to continue fasting each day and until sunset for th• re

mainder of Ramadan, regardless of whether the defendants provided Plaintiff 

meals after sunset or not. 

323. Defendants Stepp, Rivett and Benson Knew or should have known that' 

Plaintiff was and had been a pious Orthodox Sunni Muslim from the time Plaintiff 

arrived at USP-Marion, Illinois, and that Plaintiff would not break the fast 

without a legal reason according to the orthodoxy of Al-Islam. 
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324. For five consecutive days defendants Stepp, Rivett, Benson and 

Globun, forced Plaintiff to go without any food which caused Plaintiff to con

tinue ta suffer irreparable physical/psychological injury. 

325. During those same said five days Plaintiff suffered hypoglycemia, 

headaches and a loss of 17½ pounds. 

326. Each day aftef_sunset the defendants forced Plaintiff to break the 

fast and to sustain on water alone because they refused to feed Plaintiff after 

sunset. 

327. On or about december 21 1 1999 1 defendants Stepp, Rivett, Benson and 

Glabun 1 placed Plaintiff back on the Ramadan list and provided Plaintiff meals 

after sunset. 

328. On ar about November 4 1 2000, defendant Rivett sent Plaintiff an 

application in the form of a contract requiring Plaintiff to agree to the terms 

setforth therein to participate in the Ramadan fast and to be provided with 

meals after sunset. 

329. Plaintiff informed defendant Rivett by letter that Plaintiff could 

not sign the contract because the same contained references ta Louis Farakhan 

and the Nation of Islam, which was religiously affensive,and also conditions 

or requirements far participants the defendant imposed which had no relations to 

either a legitimate or compelling penalogical interest, but were very delicate 

matters ~hich can only be Judged by Plaintiff's Deity. Plaintiff also informed 

defendant Rivett of Plaintiff's intent to fast and requested provisions to sus

tain Plaintiff after sunset during the fast. 

330. Defendant Rivett approved Plaintiff's request and the fast began 

around the end of November 2000. 
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331. On December 10 1 2000 1 defendant Rivett arbitrarily removed Plaintiff 

from the list of Ramadan participants and deprived Plaintiff of meals for ten 

days thereafter to punish Plaintiff for obtaining ice, which Plaintiff stored 

and melted for drinking water after sunset, from another prisoner. 

332. Jfie:defendants provide ice to inmates with the noon and supper meals 

during winter months and with the morning, noon, and~sopper meals d~ring the 

summer months. Ice is also provided at night during the summer months. 

333. Plaintiff has stored and melted ice for drinking water every day 

since Plaintiff'.s arrival at- USP-Marion, Illinois, be6ause Plaintiff cannot 

bear the taste of the tap ~ater at the institution. 

334. Plaintiff filed both an administrative tort claim and grievance 

against defendant Rivett in relations to the defendant depriving Plaintiff of 

food between December 15, 1999, and December 21, 1399, and in response to those 

complaints defendant Rivett retaliated and filed an Incident Report against 

Plaintiff which accused Plaintiff of making false statements in the tort claim. 

335. Upon receipt of the administrative tort claim after Plaintiff filed 

it, defendant Stepp 1 s staff attorney, Paul Pepper, sent such to defendant 

Rivett and ordered him to file a response. In turn defendant Rivett filed the 

Incident Heport against Plaintiff which accused Plaintiff of committing fraud, 

counterfeiting and making a false statement for filing the claim, which defend

ant Hershberger had already acknowledged as filed properly, under Plaintiff's 

legally changed religious name. 

336. Lieutenant Shank attempted to servs the Incident Report upon Plain

tiff, but hesitated after Plaintiff showed the Lieutenant a court order, judg

ment and decree, for Plaintiff's legal name change, which defendant Rivett al

ready kne~ about. Defendant Rivett, filed the Incident Report against Plaintiff 
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and brought his false allegations against Plaintiff to intimidate, harass and 

retaliate against Plaintiff for filing the tort claim on Rivett. 

337. After consulting Paul Pepper, defendant Ellet, expunged the Inci

dent Report and informed defendant Rivett that he could not use administrative 

reprisals as means for retaliating against Plaintiff. 

338. On December 10,,2000, defendant Rivett instructed officer Helm to 

file an Incident Report against Plaintiff for obtaining ice from another pri

soner thereby violating the Ramadan fast. 

339. Plaintiff received the Incident Report wr1tten by officer Helms 

and also a memorandum from defendant Rivett which informed Plaintiff that he 

was removing Plaintiff from the list of Ramadan participant and that Plaintiff 

would be receiving the Incident Report consequently. 

340. Defendant Rivett instructed officer Helms to file the Incident 

Report on Rivett's behalf in order to conceal Rivett's means of retaliation 

against Plaintiff for· the number of complaints Plaintiff had file against the 

defendant between December 15, 1999 and December 10; 2000. 

341. After Plaintiff was served with a copy of the Incident Report writ

ten by officer Helm~, Plaintiff's Unit Manager, Mr. Murphy, convened a hearing 

342. Plaintiff complained to ~r. Murphy about being persecuted by defend

ant Rivett through officer Helms and denied breaking any rule violations. 

343. Plaintiff also argued that staff could not punish Plaintiff under 

Bureau of Prisons' disciplinary regulations in response ta Plaintiff's fail

ure to practice Plaintiff's religion according to how defendant Rivett or any 

other official believed Plaintiff should practice the religion and Mr. Murphy 

took Plaintiff's comments under advisement. Subsequently, ~r. Murphy consulted 

Paul Pepper and defendant Rivett about the constitutional implications involv

ing Plaintiff's First Amendment rights and thereafter he expunged the Incident 
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344. Plaintiff complained to defendants Benson and Stepp, after defendant 

divett 1 removed Plaintiff from the Ramadan list arbitrarily and without any 

form of consultation. 

345. For the folowing ten days, beween December 10, 2000 and December 21, 

2000, the defendants refused to provide Plaintiff any meals. 

346. As a result of their concerted unlawful and deliberate acts and/or 

omissions, Plaintiff was forced to ask fellow inmates for their own personal 

food purchased from the prison cora~issary for several days. 

347. Each day for the fist four days Plaintiff obtained a small pack of 

Quaker Oatmeal or a Ramen Soup. For the remaining six~days Plaintiff was forced 

to sustain on water alone. 

348. On December 11, 12 and 13, 2000, Plaintiff was examined by the 

nurse and informed her that Plaintiff had received those fe~ items and there

after no other health service provider contacted Plaintiff. 

349. On December 21, 2000, defendant Stepp ordered defendant Rivett to 

place Plaintiff back on the Ramadan list and provide Plaintiff~meals after sun

set. 

350. The defendants had removed Plaintiff from the Ramadan list and 

deprived Plaintiff of meals for ten days in order to punish Plaintiff for not 

practicing Plaintiff's religion~to the defendants satisfaction and in violation 
-

of Plaintiff's rights under the Religious Freedom Restoration Act and the First 

Amendment. 

351. Pursuant to Title 18, United States Code, Section 4042(a)(2), de

fendants Stepp, Rivett, Benson, Globun, and the United States had a legal duty 

and responsibility to provide for Plaintiff's safekeeping, care and subsistance, 
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betweea ~ecember 15 1 1999 and December 21, 1999 1 and also between Hecember 10
1 

2000 and ·oecember 21, 2000, and Plaintiff was not contributorially negligent 

in relations to the irreparable physical/psychological injuries Plaintiff suf

fered as a result of their negligence and/or concerted unlawfu and deliberate 

acts and/or omissions. 

352. Defendant Rivett continues to use administrative reprisals against 

Plaintiff by filing false Incident Reports, and through his ~se of harassment 

and intimidation while defendants Hawk-sawyer, Hershberger, and Stepp acquiesce . 
. 

353. It has always been the custom, practice and tradition for off~cials 

at USP-Marion, Illinois, to provide muslim prisoners, who are indigent, one 

ounce of muslim prayer oil. Other muslim prisoners are required to purchase 

their prayer oil from the prison commissary. 

354. Plaintiff brought it to the attention of defendants·Stepp and Adels

berger, that defendant Rivett was only providing muslim prisoners, including 

Plaintiff, a half ounce of prayer oil each month, but reporting that such were 

receiving one~ounce each -month. 

355. The defendants also display an Orientation video every Friday of 

each month and wherein Defendant Rivett informed muslim inmates that indigent 

inmates were entitled to receive one ounce each month. 

356. After Plaintiff brought it to the attention of defendants Stepp and 

Adelsberger, that the indigent musliJn prisoners were only receiving a half an 

ounce each month and demanded the other half ounce, defendant Rivett changed 

the policy on the spat and revised the Orientation video informing that inmates 

would only receive one bottle of prayer oil each month. 

357. Plaintiff filed complaints about defendant Rivett's sudden change in 

policy , but to no avail. Defendants Ha~k-sawyer, Hershberger and Stepp, ignored 
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and di~r~garded those complaints and accepted the false statements defendant 

,Rivett provided thereafter claiming that he never admitted on video that the 

indigent muslim prisoners were entitled to receive one ounce of prayer oil each 

month. 

358. On March 22, 2001 1 Plaintiff filed a BP-8, against defendant Rivett 

accusing him of continuing ta invoke his deity on Plaintiff in the defendant~s 

attempt to convert Plaintiff to the Christian faith. Plaintiff also requested 

that Rivett be required ta stop using the terms •God's peacan at the closing of 

any correspondence between the defendant ind Plaintiff whi~h was religioualy 

offensive to Plaintiff. 

359. On March 27, 2001, defendant Rivett filed an Incident Report against 

Plaintiff in relation to the BP-8, Plaintiff filed ~gainst Rivett and to retal

iate. In his Incident Report against Plaintiff defendant Rivett accused Plain

tiff of making a false statement against him in Plaintiff's BP-8 grievance, and 

claimed that Plaintiff never told Rivett to stop saying •God's peace• or words 

of similar import. 

360. On March 28, 2001, Lieutenant Mash delivered defendant Hivett's 

Incident Report ta Plaintiff. After reading the charges ta Plaintiff Lieutenant 

M~sh provided Plaintiff a copy of the Incident Report and asked if Plaintiff had 

any comments to make. Plaintiff informed Lieutenant Mash that staff could not 

lawfully file Incident Reports again-st inmates in retaliation for exercising the 

right to file grievances against staff and that defendant Rivett had violated 

Plaintiff's constitutional rights by doing so. Lieutenant Mash then had second 

thoughts and informed Plaintiff that he. Lieutenant Mash, ~ould consult Paul 

Pepper and get back in touch with Plaintiff, on~March 29, 2001. Lieutenant Mash 

has yet to advise Plaintiff about the status of the Incident Report written on 
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March!~, 2001, by defendant Rivett, and as a result Plaintiff continues to 

~ive in constant fear of administrative reprisals by prison staff for exercising 

the right to seek redress on Plaintiff 1 s grievances with the government. 

·:361. Plaintiff filed a grievance with defendants Hawk-Sawyer, Hershberger 

and Stepp with regards to defendant Rivett 1 s use of administrative reprisals 

against Plaintiff, in this regard, but to no avail. The defendants ~awk-Sawyer, 

Hershberger and Stepp, continue to ignor and disregard the complaints and ac

quiesce while defendant Rivett forces Plaintiff to live in constant fear of 

administraTive reprisals. 

FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION 

362. As a direct result of aforementioned Failure to Protect Plaintiff 

from the inmate assault by inmate Noe Rodriguez, as described in Counts One and 

Two, defendants Hawk-Sawyer, Hershberger, Watts, Hedrick, Compton, Chism, 

Adelsberger, Shadowens, Ellet, Benson, Smith, Young, _Foster, Tubb, Beltz, 

Bryant, Hopkins, Beisner, and Baggott, as prison officials, knew or should 

have known of the pervasive risk of harm to Plaintiff. 

.... - .·1 

363. Defendants Hawk-Sawyer, Hershberger, Watts, Hedrick, Compton, Chism, 

Adelsberger, Shadowens, Ellet 1 Benson, Smith, Young 1 Foster 1 Tubb, Beltz, 

Bryant, Hopkins, Beisner and Baggott, knowingly, deliberately and negligently, 

~ith reckless indifference 1 breached this duty due to their awareness of the 

pervasive risk of harm to Plaintiff,- in ignoring and disregarding the warnings 

inmate Noe Rodriguez provided in his annonymous letter June 8, 1999, which was 

similar to orevious annonymous letter the defendants knew or should known Rod

rigusz had previously provided; in ignoring and disregarding t~eir reasons for 

removing Plaintiff from 8-range June 9, 1999, in response to Rodriguez's annon

ymous letter, and; in ignoring and disregarding the ongoing physical confrontat-
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ions bet!-ween the Plaintiff 1 s muslim brothers confined in Lower G-unit and inmate 

~odriguez's fellow gang members and associates.· 

364. Pursuant to Eighth Amendment of the Constitution of the United States 

of America , Plaintiff has a right to be free from physical assaults by other 

prisoners and additional injury; and, prison officials have a concomitant duty 

to develope policies which provide adequate protection to prisoners from stab

bings and physical assaults by other prisoners. 

365. As a proximate and direct result of Defendants' acts and/or omissions 

Plaintiff continues to suffer irreparable physical/psychological injury. 

366. As a d~rect result of·their concerted unlawful and deliberate acts 

and/or omissions, Defendants deprived Plaintiff of the right to be free from 

physical assaults by other prisoners and to be provided safekeeping and protect

ion and impeded the due course of justice in violation of the Eighth Amendment 

of the Constitution and Title 18 U.S.C. ~4•42(a)(2) and 28 U.S.C. 1331. 

SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION 

367. As a direct result of aforementioned Failure to provide Plaintiff 

suitable quarters, safekeeping and protection, as described in Counts One and 

Two, the United States of America, as a prison official, knew or should have 

known of the pervasive risk of harm to Plaintiff. 

368. The United States of America, negligently breached its duty due to 

its awareness of the pervasive risk of harm to plaintiff, in ignoring and dis

r~garding inmate Noe Rodriguez's mental illness and warnings about his fear of 

being attacked by Plaintiff; in ignoring and disregarding its duty to provide 

Plaintiff suitable quarters, safekeeping and adequate protection from inmate 

stabbings and assaults and the United States failure to reasonably respond ta 

Plaintiff's serious security needs. 
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369. Pursuant to Title 18 U.S.C. ;4042(a)(2) and Title 28 U.S.C. ~2671 1 

et seq •• Plaintiff had a right to be provided suitable quarters 1 safe~eeping 

and protection by ·the United States from stabbings and physical assaults by 

other prisoners and the United States had a concomitant duty to respond to 

Plaintiff's needs. 

370. As a proximate and direct result of the United States• act.sand/or 

omissions, Plaintiff continues to suffer irreparable physical/psychological 

injury. 

371. As direct result of its concerted unlawful a~d negligent acts and/ 

or omissions, the United States deprived Plaintiff of the right to be provided 

suitable quarters, safekeeping and protection and additional injury, and; im

ped~d the due course of justice in violation of Titlte 18 U.S.C. ~4042(a)(2) and. 

Title 28 U.S.C. i2671, et seq. 

THIRD CAUSE OF ACTION 

372. As a direct result of aforementioned Excessive and Unnecessary use 

of force and denial of adequate instructions on how to get down ijefore use of 

force could be applied 1 as described in Counts One and.Two, defendants Hawk

Sa~yer, Hershberger, Hedrick, compton, Chism 1 Benson, Adelsberger, Shadowens, 

Ellet, Beisner, and Baggot, as prison officials, knew or should have known of 

the pervasive risk of harm to Plaintiff. 

373. Defendants Hawk-Sawyer, He~shberger, Hedrick, Comptan 1 Chism~ Benson, 

Adelsberger, Shadowens, Ellet, Beisner and Baggot, knowingly, deliberately and 

negligently, with reckless indifference, breech~d:•this duty due to their· aware

ness of the pervasive risk of harm to Plaintiff, in ignoring and disregarding 

Plaintiff permanent hearing loss; their own failure ta provide proper instruct-
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ions at,t.he scene and their failure to refrain from using their riot batons 

~aciliously and sadistically on Plaintiff for the purpose of causing Plaintiff 

harm. 

374. Pursuant to the Eighth Amendment of the Constitution of the United 

States of America, Plaintiff has a right to be free from the use of Excessive 

and Unnecessary Force by prison officials, and additional injury, and; prison 

official.s have a concomitant duty to protect inmates from assaults by other 

orison officials. 

375. As a proximate and direct result of Defendants' acts and/or o~is

sions, Plaintiff continues to suffer irreparable physical/psychological injury. 

376. As a direct result of their concerted unlawful and deliberate acts 

and/or omissions, Defendants deprived Plaintiff of the right to be free from 

the use of Excessive and Unnecessary and impeded the due course of justice in 

violation of the Eighth Amendment of the Constitution and 28 U.S.C. §1331. 

FOURTH CAUSE OF ACTION 

377. As a direct result of aforementioned Assault and Battery by federal 

law enforcement officials, as described in Counts One and Two the United States 

of America, knew or should have known of the pervasive risk of harm to Plain

tiff. 

378~ The United States of America. negligently breached its duty due to 

its awareness of the pervasive risk of harm to Plaintiff, in failing to properly 

train and supervise defendants Beisner and Baggot 1 and; its failure to reason

ably protect Plaintiff from the assault and battery by defendants Beisner and 

Baggott.· 

379. Pursuant to Title 18 U.S.C. l4042(a){2).(3) and Title 28 U.S.C. 

26BO(h), Plaintiff has a right to be provided safekeeping and protection from 
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Assauli~. and Batterys by federal law enforcement officials, and additional 

,injury and; the United States has a concomitant duty to protect Plaintiff from 

assaults and batterys by its law .enforcement officials. 

380. As a proximate and direct result of the United States' acts and/or 

omissions, Plaintiff continues to suffer irreparable physica~/psycholo~ical 

injury. 

381. As a direct result of its concerted unlawful and negligent acts and/ 

or o~issions, the United States deprived Plaintiff of the right to be provided 

safekeeping·and protected from the assault and battery by defendants Beisner 

and Baggot and impeded the due course of justice in violation of Title 18 U.S.C. 

4042{a)(2) ,(3), 28 U.S.C. 2680(h) and 28 U.S.C. 2671, et seq. 

FIFTH CAUSE OF ACTION 

382. As a direct result of aforementioned to protect Plaintiff from the 

physical assault and stabbing by inmate Gallardo, as described in Counts One, 

Two and Three, defendants Hawk-Sawyer, Hershberger, Stepp, Adelsberger, Benson, 

Compton, and Shadowens, as prison officials, knew or should have known of the 

pervasive risk of harm to Plaintiff. 

383. Defendants Hawk-Sawyer, Hershberger, Stepp, Compton, Adelsberger, 

Benson and Shadowens, knowingly, deliberately and negligently, with reckless 

indifference, breached this duty due to their awareness of the pervasive risk 

of harm to Plaintiff, in ignoring and disregarding Plaintiff 1 s requests to be 

separated from the Mexican Mafia 1 and their failure to reasonably respond to 

that request. 

384. Pursuant to the Eighth Amendment of the Constitution of the Unite 

States of Am~rica, Plaintiff has a right to be free from phsyicalassaults and 

stabbing by other inmates and additional injury; and, prison officials have a 
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concomitant duty to develope policies which provide adequate protection to in

m~tes from physical assaults and stabbings by other prisoners. 

385. As a proximate and direct result of defendants' acts and/or omissions 

plaintiff continues to suffer irreparable physical/psychological injury. 

386. As a direct result of their concerted unlawful and deliberate ·acts 

and/or omissions, Defendants deprived Plaintiff of the right to be free from 

physical assaults by other prisoners and impeded the due course of justice in 

violation of the Eighth Amendment to the Constitution and 28 U.S.C. 1331. 

SIXTH CAUSE OF ACTION 

387. As a direct result of aforementioned Failure to provide Plaintiff 

suitable quarters, safekeeping and protection from the assault and stabbing by 

inmate Gallardo, as Described in Counts One, Two and Three, the United States, 

knew or should have known of the pervasive risk of harm ta Plaintiff. 

388. The United States negligently breached its duty due to its awareness 

of the pervasive risk of harm to Plaintiff, in ignoring and disregarding Plain

tiff's serious security needs and request to be separated under the Central 

Inmate Monitoring System from the Mexican Mafia, and its failure to reasonable 

respond to that request. 

389. Pursuant to Title 18 U.S.C. i4D42(a)(2)~(3) and Title 28 U.S.C. 

~2671. et seq., Plaintiff has a right to be provided suitable quarters, safe

keeping and protection from physical assaults by other prisoners and additional 

injury, and; the United States has a legal duty and responsibility to p~ovide 

the same. 

390. As a proximate and direct result of the United States 1 acts and/or 

omissions, Plaintiff continues to suffer irreparable physical/psychological 

injury. 
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391. As a direct result of its concerted unlawful and negligent acts and/ 

or omissins, the United States deprived Plaintiff of the right to be provided 

suitable quarters, safekeeping and protection from the assault and stabbing by 

inmate Gallardo and impeded the due course of justice in.violation of Title 18 

U.S.C. il!4042(a)(2).(3) and 28 U.S.C. i1331. 

SEVENTH CAUSE OF ACTION 

392. As a direct result of aforementroned Failure to publish •the terms 

or substance• or definitions of the rules or Profiibi~ed'Acts set forth at Title 

28 C.F.R. 541.13, and particularly with respect to Codes 101, 224 and 307, which 

do not comply with the rule making provisions of Title 5 U.S.C. s553(b)(3), of 

the Administrative Procedures Act, as described in Counts Five and Six, defend

ants H~wk-Sawyer, Hershberger, Watts, Stepp, Compton, Chism, Yonkman and :~-:~~~~ 

Campbell, as prison officials, knew or should have known of the pervasive risk 

of harm to Plaintiff, and of the adverse affect and legal wrong Plaintiff suf

fered by the agency's failure to define the rules. 

393. Defendants Hawk-Sawyer, Hershberger, Watts, Stepp, Compton, Chism, 

Yonkman and Campbell, knowingly, deliberately and negligently, with reckless 

indfifference, breached this duty due to their awareness of the pervasive risk· 

of harm to Plaintiff, in ignoring and disregarding the rules making provisions 

of the Administrative Procedures Act, 5 U.S.C. 553(b)(3), which required the 

defendants to define the Prohibited Acts set forth at Title 28 C.F.R. 541.13, 

which effected Plaintiff's substantive rights under the Due Process Clause of 

the constitution, because the rules are written so unconstitutionally vauge and 

imprecise that one has to guess at- the meaning of the term and be subject to a 

loss of statutory good conduct time when the guess is wrong. 
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394. Pursuant to Title 5 U.S.C. s553(b)(3), and 5 U.S.C. 702, et seq., the 

F~deral Bureau of Prisons had a legal duty and responsibility to publish •the 

terms or substance• or definitions of the rules or Prohibited Acts set forth at 

Title 28 C."F.R. 541.13, in accordance with the rules making provisions of the 

Administrative Procedures Act and Plaintif had a substantive right to know what 

inmate behavior and conduct the defendants prohibited under the rules. and to 

petition the Court for Judicial review as a result of the adverse affect the 

rules have had on Plaintiff's substantive rights under the Due process Clause. 

395. As a proximate and direct result of the Defendants' acts and/or omis

sions, Plaintiff continues to suffer a legal wrong and grievance from the J ;~, 

agency's failure ta publish and furnish •the terms or substance• of the Prohibit 

ed ~cts set forth at Title 28 C.F.R. 541.13. 

396. As a direct result of theix concerted unlawful and deliberate acts 

and/or omissions. Defendants deprived Plaintiff of due process of law in viola

tion of Plaintiff's substantive rights pursuant to Title 5 U.S.C. 553(b)(3) and 

5 U.S.C. 702 1 et seq. 

EIGHTH CAUSE OF ACTION 

397. As a direct result of aforementioned Denial of Substantive and Stat

utory due orocess and racial discrimination in connection with the defendants' 

enforcement of the Bureau of Prisons' disciplinary policies-at USP-Marion. 

Illinois, as described in Count Five·, -defendants Hawk-Sawyer, Watts, Hersh

berger, Stepp 1 Compton, Vonkman and Campbell, as prison officials, knew or ~-~-

should have known, of the pervasive-risk of harm·to:e1a±ntiff. 

398. Defendants Hawk-Sawyer, Watts, Hershberger, Stepp, Compton, Yonkman 

and Campbell, knowingly, deliberate and negligently, with reckless indifference, 
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breached~ihis duty due to their awareness of the pervasive risk of harm to 

p}aintiff 1 in ignoring and disregarding Plaintiff's complaints about their re

peated violations ~f Plaintiff's due process and equal protection rights and 

their failure to reasonably respond to those concerns. and follow their own 

discioliaary rules and regulations. 

399. Pursuant to the Fifth Amendment to the Constitution of the United 

States of America, Title~2S~C.F.A. 541.10(b)(1)~(4) 1 541.2(a), 541.14(a),(b), 

(b)(2), 541.15(a), 541.16(b);(c), 541.15(f); 5 U.S.C. 702, et seq., Plaintiff 

has a right to Equal protection and due process under t~e- law and prison offi~:. 

cials have a concomitant duty to treat all inmates similarly situated the same. 

400. As a proximate and direct result of Defendants 1 acts ·and/or omissions 

Plaintiff continues to suffer-irreparable physical/psychological injury. 

401. As a direct result of their concerted unlawful and deliberate acts 

and/or omissions, Defendants deprived Plaintiff of Equal Protection and due 

process under the law, and impeded the due course of justice in violation of 

s Title 5 U.S.C. s702, et seq., and the Fifth Amendment of the Constitution and 

28 u.s.c. 1331. 

NINTH CAUSE OF ACTION 

402. As a direct result of aforementioned Racial Biasness in connection 

with the defendants use of their riot baton in Use of force situations involving 

black orisoners at USP-Marion, Illinois, defendants Hawk-Sa~yer, Hershbe~ger, 

Hedrick 1 Gamotan, Benson and Yonkman, as prison officials 1 knew or should have 

known of the pervasive risk of harm to Plaintiff. 

403. Defendants Hawk-Sawyer, Hershberger, Hedrick, Compton, Benson and 

Yonkman, knowingly, deliberately and negligently, with reckless indifference, 
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breached this duty due to their awareness of the pervasive risk of harm to 

Plaintiff, in ignoring and disregarding black priso~ers' complaints, including 

Plaintiff's, about the white officers using their riot baton against black pri

soners with racial biasness and their failure to reasonably respond to those 

complaints. 

404. Pursuant to the Fifth and Eighth Amendments of the Constitution of 

the United States of America, Plaintiff has a right. t~ Equal Protection under 

the law and to be free from Cruel ~nd Unusual Punishment, and prison officials 

have a concomitant udty to protect black inmates from racial biasness and guard 

brutality. 

405. As a proximate and direct result of Defendants' acts and/or omissions 

Plaintiff continues to suffer irreparable physical/psychological injury. 

406. As a direct result of their concerted unlawful and deliberate acts 

and/or omissions, Defendants deprived Plaintiff of the right to Equal Protect

ion under the law and impeded the due course of justice in violation of the 

Fifth and Eighth Amendments of the Constitution and 28 U.S.C. 1331. 

TENTH CAUSE OF ACTION 

407. As a direct result of aforementioned Interference with Plaintiff's 

right to the free practice of religion and deprivation of food between December 

15, 1999 and December 21, 1999, as described in Count Seven, Defendants Stepp, 
-

Rivett, Globun and Benson, as prison officials, knew or should have known of the 

pervasive risk of harm to Plaintiff. 

408. Defendants Stepp~ Rivett, Globun and Benson, Knowingly, deliberately 

and negligently, with reckless indifference, breached this duty due to their 

awareness of the pervasive risk of harm to Plaintiff, in ignoring and disregard

ing Plaintiff's need· for food and subsistence at the time and their failure to 
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reason~&ly respond to those needs without interfering with Plaintiff's right to 

,:practice Plaintiff's religion freely. 

409. Pursu·ant to the First Amendment of·-"the Constitution of the United 

States of America, and the Religious Freedom Restoration Act, 42 U.S.C. i2000bb, 

Plaintiff had a right to practice Plaintiff's religion freely and without inter

ferance from the government and prison officials had a concomitant duty to feed 

Plaintiff after sunset between December 15, 1999 and December 21, 1999, in ac

cordance with Bureau of Prisons' policies and Plaintiff's rights. 

410. As a proximate and dire ct res u 1 t of Oef endc!_nts' acts and/ or omis

sions, Plaintiff continues to suffer irreparable physical/psychological injury. 

411. As a direct result of their concerted unlawful and deliberate acts 

and/or omissions. Defendants de~rived Plaintiff of the right to practice Plain

tiff's religion freely and without interference with the government and impeded 

the duecourse of justice in violation of the First Amendment of the Constitution 

and the Religious Freedom Restoration Act and 28 U.S.C. ~1331. 

ELEVENTH CAUSE OF ACTION 

412. As a direct result of aforementioned Deprivation of food for five 

consecutive days between December 15, 1999 and December 21. 1999, as described 

in Count Seven, the United States of America. as a prison official, knew or 

should have known of the pervasive risk of harm to Plaintiff. 

413. The United States of America. negligently breached its duty. due ta 

its awareness of the pervasive risk of harm to Plaintiff, in ignoring and dis

regarding Plaintiff's need to be provided subsistence and its failure to reason

ably respond to that need. 

414. Pursuant to Title 18 U.S.C. i4•42(a}(2} 1 Plaintiff had a right to be 

orovided food by the United States between December 15 1 1999 and December 21, 

1999, while Plaintiff was engaged in practicing Plaintiff's religion and prison 
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officials- of the United States had a concomitant duty to provide plaintiff with 

~ood between December 15, 1999 and December 21, 1999. 
' 

415. As a proximate and direct result of the United States• acts and/or 

omissions, Plaintiff continues to suffer irreparable physical/psychological in

jury. 

416. As a direct result of its concerted unlawful and negligent acts and/,· 

or omissions, the United States deprived Plaintiff:of the right to be provided 

with subsistence and to be free from additional injury and impeded the due 

course of justice in violation of Title 18 U.S. C. ~4042 (a) ( 2) and 28 U.S. c .. 

!2671, et seq. 

·rwELVETH CAUSE OF ACTION 

417. As a direct result of aforementioned Interference with Plaintiff's 

right to the free practice of religion and deprivation of food between December 

10, 2000 and December 21 1 2000, as described in,Count:Seven, defendants Stepp, 

Rivett and Globun, as prison officials, knew or should have known of the pervas~ 

ive risk of harm to plaintiff. 

418. Defendants Stepp, Rivett and Globun, knowingly, deliberately and negl 

igently,· with reckless indifference, breached this duty due ta their awareness " 

of the pervasive of harm ta Plaintiff, in ignoring and disregarding Plaintiff's 

need for food and subsistence at the time and their failure to reasonably re-. 

spond without interfering with Plaintiff 1 s right to practice Plaintiff 1 s relig

ion freely. 

419. Pursuant to the First Amendment of the Constitution of the United 

States of America and the Religious Freedom Restoration Act, 42 U.S.C. i2000bb, 

Plaintiff had a right to practice Plaintiff's religion freely and without inter

ference from the government and prison officials had a concomitant duty to feed 
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Plainti{~_after sunset between December 10, 2000 and December 21, 2000, in ac

cordance with Bureau of Prisons• policies and Plaintiff's rights. 

420. As a p~oximate and direct result of Defendants' acts and/or omis, 

sions, Plaintiff continues to suffer irreparable physical/psychological injury. 

421. As a direct result of their concerted unlawful and deliberati acts 

and/or omissions, Defendants Deprived Plaintiff of the right to Practice Plain

tiff~s religion freely and without interference from the government and impeded 

the due course of justice in violation of the First Amendment of the Constitut~ 

ion, the Religious Freedom Restoration Act and 28 U.S.C. it331. 

THIRTEENTH CAUSE OF ACTION 

422. As direct result of aforementioned Deprivation of food for Ten co~~ 

secutive days between December 10, 2000 and December 21, 2000 1 as described in 

Count Seven, the United States of America, as a prison officialt knew or should 

have known of the pervasive risk of harm to Plaintiff. 

423. The United States of America, negligently breached its duty due to 

its awareness of the pervasive risk of harm to Plaintiff, in ignoring and dis

regarding Plaintiff's need to be provided subsistence and its failure to reason

ably respond to that need. 

424. Pursuant to Title 18 U.S.C. ;4042(a)(2), Plaintiff had a right to be 

provided fad by the United States between Deceber 10, 2000 and December 21, 

2000 1 ~hile Plaintiff was engaged in practiciing Plaintif's religious beliefs 

and prison officials had a concomitant duty to provide Plaintiff with food after 

sunset between December 10 1 2000 and December 21, 2000. 

425. As a proximate and direct result of the United States' acts and/or 

omissions, Plaintiff continues to suffer irreparable physical/psychological in

jury. 

426. As a direct result of its concerted unlawful and negligent acts and/ 
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or omi~sions, the United States deprived Plaintiff of the right to be provided 

~ith subsistence and to be free from additional injury and impeded the due 
I 

course of justice in violation of Title 18 U.S.C. i4042(a)(2) and 28 U.S.C. 

i2671 1 et seq. 

FOURTEENTH CAUSE OF ACTION 

427. As a direct result of aforementioned violations of the Establish

ment Clause and the Government's Entanglement with the Christian religion, as 

described in Count Seven, defendants Hawk-Sawyer, Hershberger, Watts, Stepp, 

Rivett, Ford and--Globun, as prison officials, knew or should have known of the 
' ' 

pervasive risk of harm to Plaintiff. 

428. Defendants Hawk-Sawyer, Hershberger, Watts, Stepp, Rivett, Ford and 

Globun 1 knowingly, deliberately and negligently, with reckless indifference, 

breached its duty due its awareness of the pervasive risk ·of harm to Plaintiff, 

in ignoring and disregarding Plaintiff's complaints about being forced to par

ticipate in christian and Jewish religious beliefs and practices, which violates 

Plaintiff's own religious beliefs and practices, and their faiure to reasonable 

respond to those complaints. 

429. Pursuant to the Establishment Clause of the Constitution of the J 

United States of America, Plaintiff has a right to be free from forced partici

pation in religious affairs and prison officials have a concomitant duty to 

refrain from endorcing any particula-r religion or entangling the government in 

the practice of any particular religion. 

430. As a proximate and direct result of Defendants 1 acts and/or omis

sions, Plaintiff continues to suffer irreparable physical/psychological injury. 

431. As a direct result of their concerted unlawful and deliberate acts 
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and/or omissions, Defendants deprived Plaintiff of the right to be free from 

forced participation in the christian and jewish religious beliefs and practices 

and impeded the due course of law in violation of the Establishment Clause of 

the Constitution, the Religious Freedom Restoration Act and 28 U.S.C. 11331. 

O FIFTEENTH CAUSE OF ACTION 

432. As a direct result of aforementioned Revocation of Plaintiff's Com

mon Fair and new adhesionary contracts, as described in Count Seven, defendants 

Rivett and Ford, as prison officials, knew or should have known of the pervas

ive risk of harm to Plaintiff. 

434. Defendants Rivett and ford, knowingly, deliberate and negligently, 

with reckless indifference, breached this duty due to their awareness of the 

pervasive risk of harm to Plaintiff, in ignoring and disregarding Plaintiff 1 s 

complaints about the new contracts' adhesionary terms which had no relations to 

either a legitimate or compelling pemological interest and their failure to 

reasonably respond to those complaints. 

435. Pursuant to the First Amendment of the Constitution of the United 

States of America and the Religious Freedom Restoration Act, 42 U.S.C. i2000bb, 

Plaintiff had a right to be provided •ealt~condusive with Plaintiff's religious 

beliefs and practice without being required to sign a adhesionary contract as 

a condition to receive such, and prison officials had a concomitant duty to 

provide Plaintiff a Common Fair meal without requiring Plaintiff to sign the 

new adhesionary contracts which did not further a compelling penological l:1~ 

interest. 

436. As a proximate and direct result of Defendants• acts and/or omis

sions, Plaintiff continues to suffer irreparable phsycial/psychological injury. 

437. As a direct result of their concerted unlawful and deliberate acts 
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and/or omissions, Defendants deprived Plaintiff of the right to practice Plain~ 

tiff's religion freely and impeded the due cause of justice in violation of the 

First Amendment to the Constitution, the Religious Freedom Restoration Act 1 42 

u.s.c. l2oOObb 1 and 28 u.s.c. ~1331. 

SIXTEENTH CAUSE OF ACTION 

438. As a direct result of aforementioned Retaliation against P•laintiff 

for exercising the right to seek redress on grievances with the government, as 

described in Count Seven, defendant Rivett, as a prison official, knew or should 

have known, of the pervasive risk of harm to Plaintiff., 

439. Defendant Rivett, knowingly, deliberately and negligently, with 

reckless indifference, breached this duty due to his awareness of the pervasive 

risk of harm to Plaintiff, in ignoring and disregarding Plaintiff's right to be 

free from fear of administrative reprisals from the defendant for exercising 

the right to file grievances or complaints against the defendant and his failure 

to reasonably refrain from using administrative reprisals to harass, intimidate 

or oppress Plaintiff in resonse to Plaintiff's complaints against the defendant. 

440. Pursuant to the Fifth Amendment of the Constitution of the United 

States of America, Plaintiff has a right to seek redress on grievances with 

the government ~ithout fear of retaliation from government employees and prison 

officials have a concomitant duty to protect inmates from administrative repri

sal. in this regard, and to refrain f~om filing fabricated misconduct reports or 

depriving inmates of certain prison benefits and services as a means for harass

ing, intimidating or oppressing inmates that exercise the right to seek redress 

with the government on grivenaces against prison officials. 

441. As a proximate and direct result of Defendant Rivett's acts and/or 
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eais•ion•, Plai11t.iff continue• to suffer ittepaHble fthyaieal/psye:halogical 

:l:t,jury. 

442. A-11 direct -resul'II of hi• concerted ttnlawful and deliberate act• 

and/Gr oaiesion•• defendant Rivett d•pr~v•d Plaintiff of •ha right ta be free 

fro• ad• inlatratlve r.,,-risal• far exarcieing a coas~itvtional right and ia

peda~ tbe due cour•• of jua~ica in violation of the Fifth Aundaent of the 

Con•titu•lon and 21 U.S.C. 11131. 

lftlEReFORE Plain~iff demands Jvdg .. nt on the First Cauaa of Ac~ioft against 

Defewdafft:!I H111wt-SawyeT, Hershberger, Wet•e, lfedi:-lc1t, e_,ten, Chi••• Adela

berger, 9taadowen•, Ellet, Ben,son, S• itb, Young, J:ost.er, Tubb, 8.el't.:1, 8ryan-t. 

Mopttm1, Beisner, end Baggott., join-t.ly al"ld _~u•verally, for eoepen-eetorr d•••gee 

in t.tte aauu"t of S100,000.00; af'.ld fu.,rt.her de• an-cl• jvdgMnt. against each of 

said d!tfenctan'ta,. jointly an4 severally, for puntg,ive da•ages in tlte a•ount. of 

1300.000.00, coat ef tJti& ea-ion: and for aoch other ral1"B-f t.bi• Court dee .. 

just and a4uitabla. 

PLAiltTit=F FURTHER dea11nda JudglMtnt. on the Second Cause of Ac'tion againet 

Defendant United Stet:ea of A• erica, for cMpensat.ory d&aagea 111 the tt110llnt 

of $25 1 000.00, cost. of 'this action a-ncl far •uc:h other re1ief this Court. dee• a 

jvst and equitable. 

PLAINTtFF FURTHER dttaands-...:judgeen1: on the Third Cause of Action ageinet 

De:fendanas Nawk-Savyer, Hershberger, tfedric:k I CoaJ)'tOA,. Ctd.••• Benson, Adels

berger, Sh9dowens, fllet, Saianer and Beggnt, join~ly and aewerally, for co•-

penaatory da•agea in the 1Jaoun~ of $100,000.00; and further duanda Judgwon~ 

egeinst ••ch of ••id ttefendant..s., ~1o1nt1y and severally, for punitiye d.e-aage• in 

the eaourtt of $360,000 .. 00, tUH-t of this action and for such other relief thia 



i ..., 
Court deeu just end eq~itable. 

PLAlNTlFF FUftTHER De•and• judg• ent on the Fourth Cause ot Action against 

th• United States of Aseric• s fo'r coapensatory da•eaes in the a• ount of 125, 

000.00, and for such other· relief this Court d•••• just and alfUitable. 

PLAINTIFF FURTHER Oeeande judgunt on the Fitth Cause of Action •gain•t 

Oefendants Hawt-aavyar, Harshberger. Stepp, Adelsbarger. Benson, Coapton and 

Shadowens, jointly and severally, far coap•n•••ory da• ages in ~tie ••e•nt af 

11,00Q,900~00; and further dmaend• judg• ent ageinet each of aa1d defendants, 

jointly end sevenlly, for punitive da•egea in the aaount. o.f .SS,000,000~0ff, 

cos't of thia oc'tion and far au-ch other ~•lief thi• Court deeas Jus'\ and eq-uic.

eble. 

PLAIRTIJ!F fURTHiR Deunds J11dg11ent en "the Sixth Cause of Action againa"t 

the United States of Aaerice. tor co•peAaatory daugaa in the a• ount of $1,000• 

000.00, eoa't of thia action end for sutlh o'ther relief this Court dae•s juat end 

equitable. 

P1-AINTIFF FURT'IER Du,anda judg• ent on the Seventh Cause of Action agains't 

Dafendenta H1t1tt-Sawye:r, ffarshl.Jerge.r, Watts, Stepp, Comp'ton,.Chiu, YonkMn and 

Cawpb-all, jointly end eevel:'elly, for declaretQ-ry and injunctive reliaf, co-st of 

this actian •nd for such o~her relief ~hi• Court deeas just and equit•ble. 

PLAINTIFF FU~Tff!R Oe• ands judpent on ~he Eigh~h Cauae af Action against 

Defandents Hawk-Sawyer, Hatts 1 »•rahberger, Stepp. Compton, Yont• en end CalllJ)

bell, joint.ti and ••w•rally, for d•elaratory judg•en't and injvnctive relief. and 

for eucn other relief 't:h-ta Court ctee• a juet and eq1.1it:able. 

Pt•tNTlFF FURTHER Owanda judg• ent on the ftinth Cauae of A~tion against 

Oefendenta Hewt-Sawyer, Harshbe:rg•r, Hedriolt, Ccmpton, 8enaon afld Yonk• an, 
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,:jointly ~n·d se.-erttlly t fo:r declaratory judg• ent and injunc-tiw-a relief, and for 

s_ttch othel" relief -thia Court deeas juet end equit.abla. 

PLAINTIFF FURTHER De• anda judg•ent on the Tenth Cauee of Ac~ian agein• -t 

Defendants St8pp, Rivett, Slobun, and Benson, jointly and •ever•lly, for eoapen

eatary d•••g•• in th• e• ount of' $100,000.00: and further deaends judg-n~ 
I 

against each of ••id defendant•, jointly end aewsrally, for punitive do••D•• in 

the 111101111't of $300,000.00, cost of thi• ei:tion end for such o-the:r relief "t.hi• 

Court de••• just end ~quitable. 

PlAIMTtFF FUATH&R De• dnds judg• ent on the Eleventh Ceuae or Action again•~ 

Defendant Unit.ed St11tes of 4-ttl"ica,. for c:o• pensatory da• ages in the aaount of 

SSOOl..lOO, co•t of this euion_a.od far • uch other relief this Court de•• Juat and 

aquitafiM. 

PLAINTJ't=f FUATffEH De•ands .1udgeent on t:h-e Tvelvath Cauee of" Action agains-t. 

defendants Stapp. Rive~t and Rlo-un. jointly end eevera1ly, fer coapens•tory 

daaagea in the a•ount of s100,ooo.oo, and further deaanda judgaetrt again•• aach 

of !!I.aid defendants, jo.t.ntly •nd severally, for ponitiwe da11ages in "the amount of 

$300,008.00 1 cost or -this anion and for auch. o'thel' relief ·t.hi• Court deeas juat. 

and equitable. 

PLAINTIFF FURTHER Daaands judg•ent on ~h• Thirteenth Cauea of .Action 

agaiftst the United States of A• erica, ~er compensatory da•uges in the aaodff't of 

$500.0fl, cost of ~his action and for auch ether relief thi• Co•rt dee• s jus~ end 

equitable. 

PLAINTIFF FURTHER O••ends judg•ent on th• Fourt9enth Ceusa o~ Action 

119ainet Oefendarrt.- Hawk-Sawyer, Her9hberger 1 Wat.-aa. Stapp. R1ve1rt 1 Ford and 

Globun 1 jointly and severally, for co• pen• at.ury da• agea in the nount 0% $10 1 

000.00; and ~urthsr de• anda judpant •ga1n•t each of said defendan~• jointly and 
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severally, for punitive d•••ges in the a• ount of S30,000.oo. decl•r•tary judg-

ment, lnjur,ctive reliof, coat of thi• action and for such other relief thla 

Court du•• ju• t and equitable. 

PLAINTIFF FURTHER Oetunda judg• en~ on the Fif~eenth Cause of Ac~ion against 

defendants Rivett and Ferd. jein~ly and severally, for co• pansatory da• ages in 

the •11fJunt of $10,000.00J and further de• anda judg• ent e9eins• eoch of said 

defendant•• jointly end severally, for punitive daasges in the ett0unt of 130, 

000.00, declaratory judg• ent end injunctive reliefj cost of 1his ac~ion and for 

such other relief this Court deems just end equitable. 

PLAINTIFF FURTHER Oe• and• judg•ent on the Sixteenth Cau•e of Act:ion egainat 

Defendant A1vett• for co• pensetory d-egos !ft the aaaun~ of Sl.000,000.00; and 

fur-ther de•• nda jud9unt against the defendant for puntive dantagea in the 

1tt10unt: af $3,000,000.00, deelaretory judgeent_, injunc~ivo relief and for coat 

of this ectlon and such o~har retie~ this Coun deeu just and equi~able. 

FURTitERMORE PLAINTIFF requ9sts ~hia Court to appoin11, caunael t:o represent: 

hi• in thta c•••~ 

I• NA'Il "ANSUR RUHANNAO, hereby declare under penalty of perj~rr end the 

laws oft.he Uni'ted Stet.s-s thet. ~h• fareg:oiRg ia 'true end correct to •Y know

ledge. 

.. WA' IL MANSUR NUHANHAD, Plaint:iff 
112780-047 
P.O. Box 1000 
Merion, Illinoia 82959 

OAT£ 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF ILLINOIS 

W A'IL MANSUR MUHANNAD, ) 
) 

Plaintiff, ) 
) 

vs. ) 
) 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, et al., ) 
) 

Defendants. ) 

CIVIL NO. 00-864-JPG 

JUDGMENT 

This matter having come before the Court, the issues having been heard, and the Court having 
rendered a decision, 

!TIS HEREBY ORDERED AN ADJUDGEDthatplaintiffWa'il Mansur Muhannad'sclaims 
in Counts I, 2, 3, 4, 5, 9, I 0, 11 and 12 against defendant United States of America are dismissed 
with prejudice and without costs; 

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED AND ADJUDGED that plaintiffWa'il Mansur Muhannad's 
claims in Count 2 against defendants Kathleen Hawk-Sawyer, G .L. Hershberger, Joseph Y onkman, 
Bill Hedrick, Bobby Compton, Willliam Chism, David Benson, Buddy J. Adelsberger, Gregory E. 
Shadowens, Ricky Ellet, James E. Tubb, Jr., and Micheal Beltz are dismissed with prejudice; 

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED AND ADJUDGED that plaintiff Wa'il Mansur Muhannad's 
claims in Count 4 against defendants Kathleen Hawk-Sawyer, G.L. Hershberger, David Benson, 
Buddy J. Adelsberger, Gregory E. Shadowens, Ricky Ellet, and E.A. Stepp are dismissed without 
prejudice; 

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED AND ADJUDGED that plaintiffWa'il Mansur Muhannad's 
claims in Count 6 against defendants Buddy J. Adelsberger and Gregory E. Shadowens are dismissed 
with prejudice; 

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED AND ADJUDGED that plaintiff Wa'il Mansur Muhannad's 
claims in Count 7 against defendants Kathleen Hawk-Sawyer, G.L. Hershberger, Bill Hedrick, Bobby 
Compton, William Chism Jr., David Benson, Randy Baggott, Nelson Beisner, and John Bryant 
without prejudice; 

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED AND ADJUDGED that plaintiffWa'il Mansur Muhannad's 
claims in Count 8 against defendants James E. Tubb, Jr., Michael Beltz, Buddy Adelshberger, 
Gregory E. Shadowens, Ricky Ell et, Joseph Y onkman, Thomas 8. Smith, Randy Baggott, Nelson 
Beisner, Terry Foster, H. Hopkins, Charles Young, D.L. Campbell Jr., E.A. Stepp, Bobby Compton, 
William Chism Jr., Kathleen Hawk-Sawyer, G.L. Hershberger, and HarrellWatts are dismissed with 
prejudice; 
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IT IS FURTHER ORDERED AND ADJUDGED that plaintiffWa'il Mansur Muhannad's 
claim in Count 9 against defendant Kathleen Hawk-Sawyer is dismissed with prejudice; 

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED AND ADJUDGED that plaintiffWa'il Mansur Muhannad's 
claims in Count 10 against defendants Kathleen Hawk-Sawyer, G.L Hershberger, Louis Ford and 
Harrell Watts are dismissed with prejudice; and 

IT JS FURTHER ORDERED AND ADJUDGED that plaintiff Wa'il Mansur Muhannad's 
claims in Count 11 against defendants E.A. Stepp, Edward James Rivett, David Benson, and Dave 
Globun are dismissed with prejudice. 

DA TED: February 2, 2005 

Approved: s/ J. Phil Gilbert 
J. PHIL GILBERT 
DISTRICT JUDGE 

NORBERT JAWORSKI 

By:s/Deborah Agans, Deputy Clerk 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF ILLINOIS 

WA'IL MANSUR MUHANNAD, ) 
) 

Plaintiff, ) 
) 

vs. ) 
) 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, et al., ) 
) 

Defendants. ) 

CIVIL NO. 00-864-JPG 

ORDER 

This cause is before the Court on the parties' Joint Motion to Dismiss Individual Defendants 

and Substitute the United States of America (Doc. 78), Joint Motion to Dismiss (Doc. 79) and the 

Motion to Supplement the Joint Motion to Dismiss (Doc. 85). Having received no objection to the 

motion to supplement, the Court GRANTS the motion (Doc. 85). 

The Court further GRANTS the Joint Motion to Dismiss Individual Defendants and 

Substitute the United States of America (Doc. 78), DISMISSES defendants Buddy Adelsberger, 

Randy Baggett, Nelson Beisner, Michael Beltz, Dave Benson, Bobby Compton, Rick Ellet, Dave 

Globun, Edward Rivett, Greg Shadowens, Bill Hedrick, E.A. Stepp, William Chism, Jr., and James 

Tubb from this case and SUBSTITUTES the United States of America for those defendants. 

The Court further GRANTS the Joint Motion to Dismiss as supplemented (Docs. 79 & 85), 

DISMISSES with prejudice plaintiff's claims against defendant United States of America without 

costs, fees, or interest, and DIRECTS the Clerk of Court to enter judgment accordingly. 

DA TED: February 2, 2005. 

s/ J. Phil Gilbert 
J. PHIL GILBERT 
UNITED STA TES DISTRICT JUDGE 



•· P~~I P~peE¼r_~ Fwd: Wa_'il Mansur_rv1uh.3nr~ v. U.~ .. et al., Ciyi! Action No. 00-864-JP~ 

From: 
To: 
Date: 
Subject: 

Paul Pepper 
Moore, Chris 
12/ 1 0/04 7 :43AM 
Fwd: Wa'il Mansur Muhannad v. U.S., et al., Civil Action No. 00-864-JPG 

Thank you for sending me Austin's memo to you in which he states that he will have his aunt pay the court 
debts. I will take his word for it and go ahead and get his institution debts clear and see if we can reinstate 
his GCT. 

>» Paul Pepper 12/09/04 02:29PM »> 
Chris, thank you for coming down yesterday and resolving this case. I did get copies of the joint motions 
that were filed. Unfortunately, the way we structured the settlement caused a problem I did not foresee. It 
is explained in the attached draft of a memorandum to plaintiff. How does it sound to you? When do you 
think we should send it? 

Page_! __ ; 



TO: 

/ 

U.S. Department of Justice 
Federal Bureau of Prisons 
Consolidated Legal Center 

Saint Louis, Missouri 63103 

December 20, 2004 

Wa'il Mansur Muhannad, (a/k/aAnthony Austin), Reg. No. 12760-047 

Isl 
FROM: Paul Pepper, Senior Attorney Advisor, St. Louis CLC 

SUBJECT: Wa 'ii Mansur Muhannad v. US, et al., Civil Action No. 00-864-JPG 

I am glad we were able to amicably settle this claim and wish you the best during the remainder of 
your incarceration and after your release. Please be assured that we will strictly follow the provisions 
of the stipulation for compromise settlement in accordance with your wishes. One of your aims in 
entering this settlement was to clear your institution account so you would be able to purchase items 
at the commissary. In discussing this issue with the business office, it was pointed out to me that 
$363. 13 of this settlement was to pay your outstanding PLRA fees (see attached memorandum of 
11/10/04). 

When we were going to deposit the $1205 in your commissary account, this debt would have been 
paid automatically. However, since we honored your wishes to give you the check to be mailed to 
your aunt, the court debt will have to be taken care of in another manner. Although the 
administration can address your institution debt, the government does not have the authority to 
expend funds to pay your court debt or ignore court orders that a portion of any receipts to your 
commissary account be forwarded. Please advise as to how you would like to handle this matter. 
Thank you for your assistance and do not hesitate to contact me or AUSA Moore regarding any 
questions or concerns. 
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UNITED S:rATES DISTRICT COURT 

CENTRAL 

GIBSON, CHARLES 

V. 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

TO; (Name 11.Dd addreu of Defendant) 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
c\o John Ashcroft 
Attorney General of United States 
Department of Justice 
Washington, DC 20530 

District of ILLINOIS 

SUMMONS IN A CML CASE 

CASE NUMBER: 02-1061 ! ·.~"" - __ ;•,., ·~ .) 
HAR 2o 2002 ciJd:

U.s. Jt:,;_ ·-·, ~~y Jnul 
PZOfiJ,.\, Jl 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
U.S. Attorney, C.D. Ill. 
600 E. Monroe Sc., Ste. 312 
Springfield, Il. 62701 

. · . YOU ARE HEREBY SUMMONED and required to serve upon PLAINTIFFS A 1TORNEY (name and ~ddrc.nJ 

RICHARD L. STEAGALL 
Nicoara & Steagall 
416 Main Street, Ste. 815 
Commerce Bank Building 
Peoria. IL 61602 

an answer to the complaint which is herewith served upon you, within 60 days after service of thi~ 
summons upon you. exclusive of the day of service. If you fail to do so, judgment by default wi II be taken against you 
for the relief demanded in the complaint, You must also file your answer with the Clerk of this Court within a reasonable 
period of time after service. 

CLERK · / - • 

(ByJDEPUTYii\.eRK ~ 
DATE 

C\ V -;1/ Cfl - 'J(J{)~ .. 0 ~ &l/ e17../en:_d, 
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CHARLES GIBSON, 

vs. 

U.S. ATTCRNEY'S OFC PED 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
CENTRAL DISTRICT OF ILLINOIS 

309 671 7259 P.13/18 

FILED 
FcB 2 6 2002 . 

PEORIA DIVISION JOUHSNM. WATERS Cl 
C·r::a.~~: c,STR,cr co· erl( .., .. , ~ DIST'R UAT 

ICT OF llllNOtS 

Plaintiff, 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA. 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

HAR 2 0 2002 • 
u.s. p:rr: ~,--~av /!JJctlnv.1 Defendant. 

Pi;.OF.IA., IL 

Now comes the Plaintiff, CHARLES GIBSON, by RICHARD L. STEAGALL, his 

attorney, and complaining of the Defendant, UNITED STA TES OF AMERICA, for a claim for 

relief states as follows: 

I. 
Jurisdiction & Venue 

1. Jurisdiction is founded under 28 U.S.C. § 1346 (b)(l) to hear this claim under 

the Federal Tort Claims Act, 28 U.S.C. § 2674. Venue is founded under the provisions of 28 

U.S.C. § 1391 (b)(2). 

2. At all times material, plaintiff was incarcerated at the Federal Correctional 

lnstitution in Pekin, Illinois ("FCI-Pekin"'), serving a criminal sentence. 

3. The occurrence complained of occurred on the 1st day of March, 1999 at FCI-

Pekin in the City of Pekin, County of Taz.cwcll, and State of Illinois. 

4. Plaintiff duly served by personal delivery on March 1. 2001, a Notice of Claim 

for Damage, Injucy, or Death on the United States Department of Justice, Bureau of Prisons, 

in care of lhe Legal Advisor, Nonh Central Regional Office, Gateway Complex Tower II. 8th 

Floor, 400 State, Kansas City, KS 66101-2421 as required by 28 U.S.C. § 2675 (a). A true and 
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correct copy of the Notice of Claim containing a "Receivecr stamp for Legal North Central 

Region showing March 1, 2001 is attached as Exhibit A. 

5. Daryl Koslak, Regional Counsel of the Bureau of Prisons, denied the plaintiffs 

claim in an August 31~ 2001 letter. A true and correct copy of the letter is attached as Exhibit 

B. Plaintiff has filed this action on Fcbnwy 25, 2002, within six months of the August 31, 200 l 

mailing of the denial of that claim as required by 28 U.S. C. § 2401. 

n. 
The Occurrence Complained or 

6. Plaintiff has been paralyz.ed sm;;e July 2. 1988. His paralysis requires that he have 

a catheter inserted into his urethra to enable him to urinate. The catheter must be changed 

regularly by health care personnel. 

7. Plaintiff went to the Health Services Depanment ofFCI-Pekin on March 1, 1999. 

His catheter change<;l by Ms. L. Serrano1 a Health Services employee. By 1:00 p.m., plaintiff 

realized he had not been urinating. He informed Unit Manager Rice of FCI-Pekin that he was 

not feeling well and received permission to remm to Health Services. 

8. Serrano against saw plaintiff. She told him she could fix it. She irrigated the 

catheter with water. The water went in, but did not flush out. Serrano then removed the catheter. 

Blood gushed from plaintitrs penis. Ms. Serrano told plaintiff she had placed 10 cc of water 

in the catheter, less the 5 cc that retumed 1 so she had not placed the catheter all lhe way to his 

bladder. Plaintiff stopped bleeding at 1:30 p.m. Serrano apologized for the mistake with the 

catheter. 

9. At 8:20 p.m., plaintiff realized he had not yet urinated. He received permission 

to go to Health Services where he saw Robert Jackson, a physician's assistant. The catheter was 

2 
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irrigated; wacer went in, but did not come out. Jackson pushed the catheter in and claimant 

immediately began to urinate. Jackson told him Serrano had not placed the catheter in far 

enough. 

10. At 1:00 a.m., plaintiff returned to Health Services. Mr. Rayes placed another 

catheter in him. The catheter fell out at 3:00 a.m. on March 2, 1999. He returned ta Health 

Services. Ms. Rayes put in another catheter which caused plaintiff great pain. 

11. Plaintiff returned co Health Services at 6:00 a.m. and was seen by Nurse Ted 

Wall. Wall told plaintiff something was seriously wrong. that he would not touch the catheter 

because he suspected the end of the rube was imbedded in the testicle. Wall told plaintiff to 

rerurn at 8:00 a.m. to the FCI-Pekin physician, Thomas Webster, M.D. 

12. Plaintiffrerumed at 8:00 a.m. Dr. Webster and Nurse Wall saw him. Dr. Webster 

took X-rays. While the X-rays were being taken, the catheter fell out and blood flowed from 
. . 

· · 'plaintiff's penis. The X-rays showeo the rube had been inserted in his testicle. 

13. Dr. Webster immediately referred him to Thomas Stansic of Peoria, Illinois, a 

urologist. Plaintiff was transported and admitted to Methodist Medical Center. Dr. Stansic 

preformed surgery to repair the plaintiff's damaged urethra at 5:30 p.m. on March 2. 1999. 

m. 
Plaintifrs Claim for Relief 

14. At all times material. the United States acting through its FCI-Pekin employees 

were under a duty to possess and apply the skill and knowledge of reasonable health care 

practitioners of their particular training and specialty consistent with che accepted scandard of 

care. 

3 
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15. One or more of the agents of the United States involved in insertion and removal 

of the catheter were negligent in utilizing the device to insert the catheter in plaintiff so as to 

puncture his urethra and penetrate his testicle. 

IV. 
Plaintiff's Damages 

16. As a direet and proximate result of the negligence of the agents of the United· 

States, plaintiff has endured a punctured urethra and testicle; by reason thereof, plaintiff has in 

the past and will in the future endtlfe great physical pain and suffering; plaintiff has in the past 

and will in the future_ be disabled, hindered, and hampered, from carrying on the ordinacy affairs 

and duties of life had it not been for the injuries suffered. 

v. 
Prayer for Relief 

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff, CHARLES GIBSON, prays for judgment: against the 
. . 
Defendant, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, in the amount of TWO HUNDRED FIFfY 

TIIOUSAND DOLLARS ($250,000) plus costs. 

RlCHARD L. STEAGALL 
N icoara & Steagall 
416 Main Street, Suite 815 
Commerce Bank Building 
Peor;ia, IL 61602-1103 
Telephone: (309) 674-6085 

CHARLES GIBSON, Plaintiff, 

By~o • _p_ 'i~ 
~ARD L. STEAGALL~y'-----

4 
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N1cOARA (f5 STEAGALL 
Attorneys at Law 

"16 Main Strtt:t, Suite 81.5 
Qmmi.aa: Bank Building 

Peo~ nlinoia 6.1602-1103 
(309}6"-li085 

John P. Niroan. 
Richard L. Steagall 

Cenified Mail, Return Receipt Requested 
Jane Paul-Miller 
United States Attorney, C.D. Ill. 
600 E. Monroe Street, Suite 312 
Springfield, IL 62701 

March 18, 2002 

Re: Charles Gibson v. United States of America 
U.S. District Court. C.D. Ill. Case No. 02-1061 

Dear U.S. Attorney Miller-Paul: 

309 671 725g P.09/18 

Faaitn.ilt!: (309) 6'1U032 
E-Mail: 7tl'M.3140Ci~.rom 

I enclose here with the following documents under Fed.R.Civ.Proc. 4 (i): 

1 . The original of this letter, 

2. The summons issued against the defendant, United States of America, in this 
action filed in the United States District Court for the Central District of 
Illinois, Peoria Division as required by Fed.RCiv.Proc. 4(i)(l)(B). 

3. A file stamped copy of the complaint filed in the United States District 
court for the Central District of Illinois, Peoria Division against the 
defendant. United States of America1 as required by Fed.R.Civ.Proc. 4 
(i)(l)(B). 

4. A copy of a transmittal letter forwarding the summons and file stamped 
copy of the complaint certified mail return receipt requested to The 
Honorable John Ashcroft, Attorney General of the United States, 
Department of Justice, Washington, DC as required by Fed.R.Civ.Proc. 4 
(i)(l)(A). 
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Attorney General of the United States 
March 18, 2002 
Page 2 

309 671 7259 P.18/18 

This summons and complaint are being served upon you as required by 
Fed.R..Cia.Proc.4 (i). If you have any questions, Please let me know. 

RLS\dlb 
Enclosures 
Pc: Jane Paul-Miller 

United States Attorney 
Central District of Illinois (w/o enclosures) 

TOTAL P.18 



CHARLES GIBSON, 

Plaintiff, 

vs. 

--·:·-., -~: I)' 
, ) . . i 

u 
IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

FOR THE CENTRAL DISTRICT OF ILLINOIS 

AT PEORIA 

Case No. 02-1061 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 

Defendant. 

} 
} 
} 
} 
} 
) 
} 
) 
} 

STIPULATION OF DISMISSAL 

FILED 
MAY 2 7 2004 

JOHN M. WATERS 
U.S. DISTRICT . Ciorl( 

CENTRAL OJSTRicrcou~r 
OF lLUNOt,S 

Pursuant to Rule 41 (a) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, the plaintiff, 

Charles Gibson, and the defendant, the United States of America, through their 

undersigned counsel, having come to a settlement on the issues involved in this case, 

hereby stipulate and agree that this action shall be dismissed with prejudice. 

IT IS SO AGREED. 

ichard L. eaga 
Attorney at Law 
NICOARA & STEAGALL 
416 Main Street, Suite 815 
Commerce Bank Building 
Peoria, Illinois 61602-1193 

For Defendant: 

G~ ~'~ 
Assistant United States Attom§y ~:~ 
One Technology Plaza 
211 Fulton Street, 4th Floor 
Peoria, Illinois 61602 

Page 1 of 1 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE CENTRAL DISTRICT OF ILLINOIS 

AT PEORIA 
) 

CHARLES GIBSON, ) 
) 

Plaintiff, ) 
) 

vs. ) Case No. 02-1061 
) 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, ) 
) 

Defendant. ) 

STIPULATION FOR COMPROMISE SETTLEMENT AND RELEASE OF 
FEDERAL TORT CLAIMS ACT CLAIMS PURSUANT TO 28 U.S.C. § 2677 

It is hereby stipulated by and between the undersigned plaintiff (meaning any 

person, other than the defendant, signing this agreement, whether or not a party to this 

civil action), and the United States of America, by and through their respective 

attorneys, as follows: 

1. The parties do hereby agree to settle and compromise each and every 

claim of any kind, whether known or unknown, arising directly or indirectly from the acts 

or omissions that gave rise to the above-captioned action under the terms and 

conditions set forth in this Stipulation for Compromise Settlement Agreement and 

Release. 

2. The United States of America agrees to pay the sum of TWENTY TWO 

THOUSAND DOLLARS ($22,000.00), which sum shall be in full settlement and 

satisfaction of any and a!I claims, demands, rights, and causes of action of whatsoever 

kind and nature, arising from, and by reason of any kind and all known and unknown, 

foreseen and unforeseen bodily and personal injuries, damage to property and the 

consequences thereof, resulting, and to result, from the subject matter of this 



settlement, including any claims for wrongful death, for which plaintiff or his guardians, 

heirs, executors, administrators, or assigns, and each of them, now have or may 

hereafter acquire against the United States of America, its agents, servants, and 

employees. 

3. Plaintiff and his guardians, heirs, executors, administrators or assigns 

hereby agree to accept the sums set forth in this Stipulation for Compromise Settlement 

and Release in full settlement and satisfaction of any and all claims, demands, rights, 

and causes of action of whatsoever kind and nature, including claims for wrongful 

death, arising from, and by reason of any and all known and unknown, foreseen and 

unforeseen bodily and personal injuries, damage to property and the consequences 

thereof which they may have or hereafter acquire against the United States of America, 

its agents, servants and employees on account of the same subject matter that gave 

rise to the above-captioned action, including any future claim or lawsuit of any kind or 

type whatsoever, whether known or unknown, and whether for compensatory or 

exemplary damages. Plaintiff and his guardians, heirs, executors, administrators or 

assigns further agree to reimburse, indemnify and hold harmless the United States of 

America, its agents, servarits, and employees, for any expenditure of funds resulting 

from further litigation or the prosecution of claims by plaintiff or his guardians, heirs, 

executors, administrators or assigns against any third party or against the United 

States, including claims for wrongful death. 

4. This stipulation for compromise settlement is not, is in no way intended to 

be, and should not be construed as, an admission of liability or fault on the part of the 

United States, its agents, servants, or employees, and it is specifically denied that they 



are liable to the plaintiff. This settlement is entered into by all parties for the purpose of 

compromising disputed claims under the Federal Tort Claims Act and avoiding the 

expenses and risks of further litigation. 

5, It is also agreed, by and among the parties, that the respective parties will 

each bear their own costs, fees, and expenses and that any attorney's fees owed by 

the plaintiffs will be paid out of the settlement amount and not in addition thereto. 

6. It is also understood by and among the par.:ies that pursuant to Title 28, 

United States Code, Section 2678, attorney's fees for services rendered in connection 

with this action shall not exceed 25 per centum of the amount of the compromise 

settlement. 

7. The persons signing this Settlement Agreement warrant and represent 

that they possess full authority to bind the persons on whose behalf they are signing to 

the terms of the settlement. 

8. Payment of the settlement amount will be made by check drawn on the 

Treasury of the United States for TWENTY TWO THOUSAND dollars ($22,000.00) and 

made payable to CHARLES GIBSON, plaintiff and R!CHARD L. STEAGALL, plaintiffs 

attorney. The check will be mailed to plaintiffs 2ttorney at the following address: Nicora 

and Steagall, 416 Main Street, Suite 815, Peoria, Illinois 61602. Plaintiff's attorney 

agrees to distribute the settlement proceeds and to obtain a dismissal of the above

captioned action with prejudice, with each party bearing its own fees, costs, and 

expenses. 

9. The parties agree that this Stipulation for Compromise Settlement and 

Release, including all the terms and conditions of this compromise settlement and any 



additional agreements relating thereto, may be made public in their entirety, and the 

plaintiff expressly consents to such release and disclosure pursuant to 5 U.S.C. § 

552a(b). 

1T IS SO STIPULATED ANO AGREED: 

Nicora and Steagall 
416 Main Street 
Suite 815 
Peoria, Illinois 61602 
309.674.6085 

For the Defendant, United States: 

_ _,,,.,,,- /,, -, ., - •' -----~ .<-:,.~.,· ...,~/ /'.:'"/i ,.V --

~· GERARD A. BROST 
Assistant United States Attorney 
One Technology Plaza 
211 Fulton Street, 4th Floor 

Peoria, Illinois 61602 
309.671.7050 



UNITED STATES DISTJ~ICT COURT 

DISTRICT OF MINNESOTA 

FOURTH DIVISION 

Timothy Kenneth Ueland, 

Plaintiff, 

V. 

United States of America, 

Defendant. 

I. JURISDIC....'TION AND VENUE 

COMPLAINT 

1. ,Jurisdiction of the above-named court is invoked pursuant to the 

Federal Tort Claims Act, 28 U.S.C. § § 2671-2680. This Court is vested with 

jurisdiction pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1346 (b). 

2. Venue of this action within the fourth division of the district of 

Minnesota is appropriate because Plaintiff Timothy Ueland is a citizen and 

resident of said state and district. 

II. STATEMENT 

1. On May 29, 1996, at approximately 10:00 a.m., plaintiff Timothy 

Kenneth Ueland was a passenger in a Federal Bureau of Prisons vehicle 

which was being followed by a second Federal Bureau of Prison vehicle near 

the intersection of 1-55 North and 1-294 near Springfield, Illinois. At said 

time and place, the vehicle in which plaintiff Timothy Kenneth Ueland was a 

passenger was rear-ended by the second Bureau of Prisons vehicle. 

2. As a result of this accident, Plaintiff Timothy Kenneth Ueland 

sustained severe and permanent injuries to his back and neck as well as 



other injuries; he has in the past and will in the future incur a loss of 

earnings and of earning capacity; he has in the past and will in the future 

suffer great physical and mental pain. Therefore, Plain tiff Timothy Kenneth 

Ueland has been damaged and injured in the amount of Seventy-five 

Thousand Dollars and no/ 100 ($75,000.00) Dollars. 

III. CAUSE OF ACTION 

1. The accident of May 29, 1996, causing severe and permanent 

injuries to Plaintiff Timothy Kenneth Ueland, occurred as a result of the 

carelessness and negligence of defendant and its employees in the operation 

of defendant's motor vehicles. 

2. The May 29, 1996, accident was caused by United States of 

America Department of Justice Bureau of Prisons employees Brett 

Sommerville and Dave McDonough while in the course and scope of their 

employment. 

3. On June 18, 1997, Plaintiff Timothy Ueland filed a claim with the 

Bureau of Prisons North Central Regional Office, an agency of the United 

States. On December 19, 1997, the United Stat.es Federal Bureau of 

Prisons denied his claim. 

4. The negligence law of the state of Illinois governs this proceeding. 

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff Timothy Ucland requests judgment against 

defendant Unties States of America as follows: 

1. For compensatory damages, the sum of $75,000.00; 

2. Interest as allowed by law; 

3. Costs of suit; and 

4. Such other and further relief as the Court may deem just and 

proper. 

- 2 -
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WHEREFORE, Plaintiff demands Judgment against Defendant in the 

amount of Seventy-five Thousand Dollars and no/ 100 ($75,000.00) Dollars 

compensatory damages, together with interest, costs and disbursements 

incurred herein. 

ohn E. Vukelic - (# 13347) 
James S. Ballentine (#209739) 
ATTORNEYS FOR PLAINTIFF 
5120 IDS Center 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55402.,2246 
(612) 333-8361 

- 3 -
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~OtdirFonn<~se: 1:99-cv-02960 Document#: 134 Filed: 08/12/04 Page 1 of 1 PagelD #:103 

~ l; \]_ U nlted States District Court, Northern District ofllllnols 

Name or Aislplu. Judie Blanche M. Manning Slttia1 l • d&e If OOer 
or Magistrate J1ulge lb•o Alllped Jud1e 

CASENUMBER 99C2%0 DATE 8/12/2004 

CASE Ueland vs. USA 
TITLE 

MOTION: 

(In lhe followin1 bo:c (a) indk.tc the party filing the motion, e.a,, plaintiff, defendant, 3rd party plaintiff, and (b} state briefly the natllre 
of the rmlion bein1 presented.} 

DOCKET ENTRY: 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

• 
D 

D 

• 
• 
D 

D 

D 

D 

Filed motion of( use listing in "Motion" box above.] 

Brief in support of motion due __ • 

Answer brief to motion due __ . Reply to answer brief due __ . 

Ruling/Hearing on __ set for __ at __ 

Status bearing[held/continucd to] [set for/re-set for] on __ set for_ at __ 

Pretrial confercnce[held/continued to] [set for/re-set for) on __ set for __ at _ 

Trial[ set for/re-set for] on __ at __ . 

[Bench/Jury trial] [Hearing) held/continued to _ at _. 

This case is dismissed [with/without] prejudice and without costs[by/agreementlpursuant to] 
• FRCP4(m) • Local Rule 41.1 • FRCP4l(a)(l) • FRCP4l(a)(2). 

(10) • [Other docket entry] Pursuant to stipulation for compromise settlement, this case is dismissed with 
prejudice with leave to reinstate should the terms of the settlement not be satisfied. 

(11) • [For further detail see order (on reverse side of/attached to) the original minute order.] 

-
-
-
-

No notiecs req1.1ircd, advised in open court. 

No notices req1.1ircd, 

Notices mailed by judac's lilafl'. 

Notified counsel by lelephonc:. 

✓ Dockctina to m11il notices. -
- Mail AO 450 fonn. 

Copy la jl.ld'gc/magi1tnitc judge. 

T1 

courtroom 
deputy'• 
initials 

Aun l 3 2004 

~o :B wv 81 ~nv ~ooz .. ..... _ ....... _..._ 
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TIMOTHY UELAND, 

V. 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
NORTHERN DISTRICT OF ILUNOIS 

EASTERN DMSION 

_, 
Plaintiff, 

No. 99C 2960 

UKITED STATES OF MfERICA 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

Judge Manning 

Defendant. 

RELEASE 

FILED 
MAY 1 J 2004 

·DOCKETED 
MAY lS-2004 

A Stipulation For Compromise Settlement has been entered into between plaintiff, Timothy 

Ueland, and the defendant, United States of America, in the above entitled cause, wherein, 

defendant, United States of America agreed to pay plaintiff the sum of $4,500.00 inclusjve of 

interest, costs and attorneys' fees. 

Timothy Ueland, p1aintiff, does hereby acknowledge fu]l payment of the compromise 

settlement heretofore made and plaintifrs counsel, Steve Schulte and Michael A. Flomenhofl, 

Winston & Strawn hereby acknowledge that said payment includes their fees and costs. 

Page 1 of 2 

,, 
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Timothy Ueland, plaintiff, in consideration of the sum in hand paid, does here and now 

release and forever discharge the United States of America, its agencies, instrumental:ities, its agents 

and servants, from any and all manners of action, suits, proceedings, debts, contracts, damages, 

claims, 1iens and demands whatsoever, in law or in equity, against the United States of America, its 

agencies, instrumentalities, agents and servants, which the plaintiff. Timothy Deland, ever had and 

now has, or which he or his successors or assigns hereafter can, shall, or may have by reason of any 

manner, cause or things whatsoever, arising out of and limited to the incidents involved in this case. 

"1-/7-61 
Dated: 

Page 2 of 2 
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Case:-1;05-cv-03288 DeGument #: -~d: 06/06/05 Page 1 of 51 PagelD #:59 -. --
FILED 

IN THE 
6 200!1 UN:ITED STABS DISTRICT COURT 

JUN O FOR '!'llE NORTH!~ DISTRICT OF ILLIN:OI 

MICHAEL w. DOBBINS EA~TERN DIVISION R 
CLERK, U.S. DISTRICT COURT 

) 

l 
l Ca•• No.: 

8723 W. 44TH P!ACE, 

L?O..~S ILLINOIS, 60534, 

P1a,i.ntlf:t', 

vs. 

) 
) 

) 

} 

) 
) 

) 

) 

} 
UNITEO S'J'ATBS DEPAR'l'M&NT OF JtJ.B'rICE,, ) 
FEDERAL BRU&Al1 01' <PRISONS, ) 

W.MDEtl HEDlU CK, 
'n:DERAL BUREAU 01' PRISONS 
MEDICAL CENTER, 
S PR.:mGl?".U:LO , MI.SSOQF:I , 

) 

) 

) 

} 

) 

) 

05C 3288 
Judga: 

JUDGE HOLDERMAN 

MAOISTIATE .Jl.JDGE SCH!NXIER 

Maqi• trate Judga: 

WARDli:N Kli:Ii'H E. OLSON, 
U.S, PE:Nii'iNTIARY, 

TERRE HAU'I'E , INDIANA, 
) LO_SS OF PERSONAL PR.OPER'l'r '.BY FJ:DJ:RAl. 

ON& SPECIAI. HOUSINQ UNU COIUUilC'l'URAL 
Oi'flCSR, U. S. P£MITEN'rIARY, "rlil:RRE 
HAU'rll: I IbrolANJI,.. 

) 

I 
J 
) 
) 

) 

I 

EMPLOYEE.• B 

Pr~•d. "'Pro Sa11 by Plaintiff 

··tr:_· 
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COMPLAINT 

Now com.es Peter Fernande• Jr. (Plaintiff) and eom.pl.aining o:f the 

Def•nd&nt• th• U.S. Dep.,.rt:111.ent of Juatice, Federal Bureau 0£ 

Prisons; Warden Hedrick, Pederal 8ureau of Prison• Medi.cal 

Center, Springfield, Missouri; Warden Keith E. Olson, U.S. 

penitentiary, Terre Maute, lndi.ana; and On• Special Houain~ Unit 

Correctional Officer, Terre Haute, Indiana alleges and states as 

follows: 

JURISDICTION 

The juri•d.iction of this court to hear and detenu.ne thi11 a.ct.ion 

i~ pradi.catad u~on evanta surrounding the loss o~ authorized 

par• onal property of pl.aintiff Pater rernande:z Jr. while 

incaroeratad under the U.S. Daparbt\ant o~ Juatioe Federal aureau 

of Prisons. 

THE PARTY$ 

Thi• action is brou9ht by Plaintiff Peter Fern•nd•z Jr. and 

against the Defend.ant• Th• Federal Bureau o:f Prisons, et al. 

This action stmns rrOIQ. the intentional infliot~¢n of ·emotional 



-
diatroG• impoaed on the plaintiff with regard to the trea"bnent 

he received while inQaroera~d, and the event• surrounding the 

loss •nd/or destruction of th• plaintiffs authoriaQd peraonal 

property, one cane used to aaaiat ~n walking. Th• Plaintiff 

Peter Fernandes Jr. , due his disabl.ed .;and band.i.cappad medi.cal 

condition was allowed to keep his cane with h.2,111 during his 

incarnation at the feder•l priaon ca.mp and also later at the 

Special Housing Unit (A.X.A, The SHUe and/or The Bole) in Terre 

Baute, Indiana. The lo•• o~ Plaintiffs oane was a dalilMirata 

and/or a negligant act on the part of the Federal Bur•au of 

Prisons, et al (Defendants). Plaintiffs repeated plea• to 

retrieve his pe~•onal property through the admini$trativa remedy 

process (B.P. 8 through B.P. 11) were timely and diligently 

purmued. The Pederal Bureau of P~i•on•, •t al intentionally 

miarepresantad facts, incidane•• and rules in order to ju•ti£y 

their acts as is evident in tha denial raapon••• that wara 

submitted. jBxhibits A-U) 

GENERAL ALLEGATIONS 

1. Peter Fernandez Jr. (Plaintiff} was tried and sentenced to a 

fiv. (5) yaar priaon teen tor offences that included mail 

fraud, theft of fund.II, •ng•ginq in monetary tr•naact.ion• in 



• ··-
property derived from unlawful a.etivity, and laundering of 

monetary inst~ents involving case no. 97Clt. 835-2. 

2. Plaintiff s~lf surrendered on May 17, 2000 and was 

inearea:cated at the U.S. l?eniten.tia:cy pri•on oamp at 'r.rte 

Haut•, Ind.i.ana as inmate# 0B1Q7-424. 

J. Plainti~ra• case is cu~~•nt.ly under appeal. 

4. On th• day the Pla..intif t self surrendered he had in his 

possession one wooden cane that has been in his family for 

generations. The cane wa• used by the ?laintit~ in order to 

assist hiJD. in walking a_nd atandinq. ~he cane was listed on 

the "Inmate Personal Property Record-" (Exhibit A) upon 

entry to th• prison and the di•position of said cane was 

marked "K" for ''Keep in Poaaession" by • prison 11ta.f f 

member. 

5. On or about March 4, 2002 Plaintiff was taken from the 

prison camp in ~erre Haute, Indiana and relocated to the 

Special Sousing Unit in tha u.s: Panitentiaxy sectiOh of 

the ~•ei1ity a1so in Te~~a Haute, Indiana. 

6. on or about April 19, 2002 Plaintiff was tranaf• rr•d out of 

the Federal prison facility at ~arre Baute, Zndiana, At 

this t:lme a corraotional o££ioer •••i•ting in the tranofer 

of the Plainti~f told·aaid plaintiff that he oouid not take 

the c«n• ¢hi:.o the bus. The Plaintiff pleaded with .the 

correctional officer to allow him to keap the cana as his 

medical condition raquirod ita use. ~ha correctional 
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offiet11~ •saured th• Plaintiff that he would peraonally pack 

the cane with bis other p•r•onal property and that it would 

be returned to him upon ar~ival at his ~~nal destination, 

which was to be the medical cente~ in Springfield Missouri. 

7. On or about April 26, 2002 Plainti~~ arrived at the Federal 

Bu~u of ~riaons Medical Center in Springfield, Mis•ouri 

via a gn• (1) week stay at the transfer center in Ok1abol1Li'l 

City, Oklahoma. 

8. On or about April 26, 2002 and while at the medical c•nt•~ 

in Spring~ield, Misso~ri Plainti~f received his person•l 

property and found all to ba accounted for with the 

exception of his oane, 

9. After discov•ring that hi• cane was missing Pl•intiff 

sought the assistance of his new case manaqer Ms. Darl• 

t>unn en.d followed bureau procedure by .s\lbmitt:i-ng an "Inmate 

Raquest to Staffn dat•d April 28, 2002 (Exhibit ai in an 

attempt to locate the mi•einq cane. 

10. A responae came f~om. ~- Bennett (new counaelo~ for 

rernandaz Jr.) stating that the staff at Terre Haute tol.d 

him that the can• wit.h " ... some kind of ornate carving on the 

handle .• .'" w;a.a eitha:r r•turnod to health ••rvice• or 

d.amtroyed. (exhibit B) 

11. Th~• response wa• \lll&cceptable to the Plaintiff and he 

sUbsequentl.y took the n~t step by :tiling an 
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1'Adm.ini11traUVC11 R.amedy system InEormal lta• olution Fornt" 

A.K.A. aP-8 (Exhibit C). 

12. The response to thia :form stated that " ... the cane in 

question was made by his [the Plaintif~a'] son in the wood 

shop at the camp, and that the inmates alleg~tions are 

false.n 

13. Plainti~f filed on May 31, 2002 the ne,c.t Requ.est for 

Adminiatrative Remedy, A,K,A, B:P-~ (Exhibit 0) which Ka• 

direct•d to Warden Redrick at the Mieaouri facility. 

14. Some Time bat•••n June and 3u1y ot' 2002 ~1Unti£t' was 

agnn trans~arred this time to the F•d•~•l Correctional 

Institution in Waseca Minnesota during whieh ti.me ha never 

received another oorteepondanc• from Wardon Hedrick 

regarding the lost cane. 

15. On July 12, 2002 while at the F.C.I. in ••e•c•, Mn. 

P1aintiff received at m:ail oall an "extension o~ time for 

~aaponse" fi1ed by" prison employ•e• at Springfield Mo. And 

dated July 10, 2002. (SX.hibit B) 

16. On or about August B, 2002 and without a resolution to 

the BP-9 sent to warden Hedrick, the defendant filed a 

"Regiona1 Adminiatrativ• Remedy Ap~••l" A.K.A. BP-10. 

(Exhibit · FJ 

11. Plaintiff reoeiv•d a r•jaction notice on hia 

adlll.inistrative r'ND.•4Y appea1 dated August 27 1 2002 from the 
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North Central Regional Office (Exnibit G) •tating that 

document•tion was m.iseing. 

18. Plaintiff responded with a resubmittle and a letter 

dated Sept.ember 6, 2002 stating- i::hat "1. Copies of my BP-8 

and BP•9 Remedy Requests were both stibmitted ... u and "2. I 

gave to you the only document I h~v~ ever received from 

Warden Hedrick s office ... n {Exhibit S) 

19. Another rejection not.ice was isaued by the Nc;:,1:th 

Central Regional o~tice dated September 19, 2002 stating 

the •a.m.o raaaons as the previous rejection. (ixhibit I) 

20. Plaintiff filed a "Cent.al Office Administrative 

Remedy App••l" dated September 29, 2002. (Sxh.i.bi.t J) 

21. Plaintiff r•qaived a rejection notice dated October 

10, 2002 (E~hibit K} aaaentially stating th• samo reasons 

for rejection aa the regional response. (see ~,r.hibit's G 

;a.nd I} 

22. Plaintiff sent a l•tter ot reoonsidaration to Ma. 

Kathleen aawk, Director of tbe Ffi9deral Bureau of Prisons in 

Washington dated Octol'ter 21, 2002 C•xhibit L) r•iteratinq 

what he has b••n mdntaining in all of his previo~• 

correapondenoe.!J, 

23. Plaintiff receiwd another rejection notice dated 

October 31, 2002 atill sighting th• same reason• aa be~ore 

and adding "The wa.rden responded to your appeal on 07-02-

02. H (Exhibit M} 
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24. Plainti.ff submitted an "Xnmata to Staf~ Requeat" to 

hia Case Manager Ma. Agrim.son dated March 28, 2003 (&~ibit. 

fil. asking for dir•ction in which manner to proceed. No 

.eply was received by the Plaintiff from this eta.ff ~r. 

25. Plaintiff requested, r~ceived and ~iled a tort claim 

dated April 10, 2004 (Exhibit O) still attempting to re

acquire hi• cane. 

26. On or about June 30, 2003 the Plaintiff was 

transferred to the Feder•l Priaon Camp in Marion, Illinois. 

27. Plaintiff h•d to re-submit this.form (claim. number 

TRT-NCR-2004-02937) with a dollar valu• inserted into 

section~ in order for the tort claim to be processed. 

(bhibits P,Q, & k) 

2S. rh• plaintiff Fernandez Jr.••• released from the 

Feder•l Pri• on Camp tQ tha Chicago Half••~ Hou~e on or 

about May 11., 2004. 

29. A response that was nearly t"° months in transit from 

the Legal Instruments ~xam.iner dated June 22, 2004, was 

racaived by the Pla1ntiff via his half way house Raaident 

.lld,.vi•or, Ma. James on August 16, 2004, r•ciu••ting that a 

receipt be produced by the Plaintiff for his cane (Exhibit 

!l· Th• plaintiff remind.ad Defendant through a letter 

(txhibit T) o~ the ~act thAt the cane was a family heir 

loom and has bean in h~• family for generations and 

there~o~• • rei:eipt does not exist. 
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30. This toxt claim was responded to with a notification 

0£ final denial under 28 en. S 14.9. (Exhibit U) 

31. Plaintiff, Peter Fernandez Jr. completely disagrees 

with the following reasons for denial; 

a. "Investig•tion a£ your cl.aim did not reveal that you 

suf~erad an.y paraona.1 property l.os• •• a r••ul.t 0£ th• 

eq:,lOlfilllS acting within the acope o:L the;L.z;

amployman t. " 

.rvidanc• shows t:hat the Plaintiff entered the pr1son 

wi.tb hia cane .i.a bis posses11ion -.nd va• a.llowed to 

J:e-_p .;t.1: wit:b. .h.im through tba £:i.rat p.art o:f hi:, 

incarceration. (Exbib1 t. A), 

1'erre Baute C.u:p personnel a.dm.i tted rmnemt>..1:iiig aa.id 

aane with 11ornata carvinqs" and· admitt•d to havl.cg the 

.:::an• c:La.stroyad or 

in que.stion wa.s m.11cla by his •o.n. .. " And t:lais bringa ua 

back to E)thibit A showing eh,a.e the C!'ane was oarr.ied 

in.to the prison caap in 1'erre Baute, In<lian• by the 

Plainti:L:t. 

b, " ... review 0£ t.hia .matter revea.l'ed that your a1l.egations 
I 

stem from inciclanta which oc red more than t1ft> years 

prior to the dat• 0£ tb• prope £iling o~ th.is cl&.im." 
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- • 
1'he lengtb: o~ t::ima it took to ~ile Che to.rt c.la.im waa 

due to the £act that all the in£o.t:ma:1 resolutions-and 

admia:is-ti:-at.i-ve remedies had to be f'ol.le>W9d according 

to the Feder•1 Bureau of Pri•on• Progxam St•tements. 

Although the durat:;ion wa~ .iJz £act 111D:Z:e than two 

year.s ••eh ~d.ividual corre.s;pondenoe whicb v•• :f.il.ed 

by the Pl•:i.nt:i:tf was fiJ.ed. in • tiitte.ly ~ashi.on 4Liid 

rithin the time 1.:i.m.ita set .forth £or: •v,c;b .tilings,. 

32. WHEREFORE, for the foregoing reasons Plainti~~ Peter 

J'arnandaz J~. p2:aya this court to enwr a judgment again• t 

the Defendants The U.S. Department of Ju•tic• Federal 

Bureau of Prisons, W.u-dan Hedrick Federal Bureau o~ Pr~aona 

Med.i.ca1 Center in Springf~eld Missouri~ Warden Keith z. 

Olson Federal Bureau of Pri•Qn• U.S. Penitentiary in Terre 

Baute Indian.A, and one special housing unit co.rectional 

officer Terre Baute Indiana as follow&: 

a. For actual damaqes in the amount of B.iqhty Fiva 

Thouaand Dollar• ($ 85,000.00) and ~or auoh 0th.ex and 

further re1ief as this court deems just and equ.itsble. 

b. For compensatory and exempl•~ d.amages in the amount 

of One Hundred Thousand Dollars.($ 100,000,00) and for 

auc:h other and ful:'ther relief aa this court deems just. 

and •qu..it.l:,,1a. 
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c. For Punitive dsmage• in the amount of On• Hundred 

Thousand Dollars ($100,000.00) and for such other and 

furthQr relief as this court deems just •nd equitable. 

Please accept this complaint prepared "Pro Se" by Plaintiff 

Peter Fernandez Jr. Thereto in light of HainQs Vs. JCQrnar, 404 

U.S. 519,520,925. CT. 594, 30 ~. l!!D. 2d 6~2 (1972). PLAINTlFF 

DEl'!ANOS A TRIAL BY JURY. 

RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED 

Peter 

Pro Se Plaintiff 

8723 West 44 th Place 

Lyons, Illinois 60534 
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tJ. s . MEOIC.U. CENTER FOR FEDERAL PR:i:soNERS . ~ 
SPRINGFIELD, MISSOURI 

Adminiatracive Remedy Syscem 
lnfortnal Resolueion Form 

NOTICE TO INMATR/PATIQl: You are advised tha.t prior to filing a Request 
!or Ji.dministrative Remedy Form (BP-9)., you .tmB:I attiampt to informally 
resolva your complai~t through you4 correc:~ional counselor. Please follow 
the three (]} steps listed below: 

l ." Sta tea below ycur specific: complaint. 
2, State what efforts you have made to resolve your complaint 

Date 

Distribution: 
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DATE 
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EXTENSION OF TIME FOR RESPONSE~ ADMINISTRATIVE REMEDY 

DATE, JULY 10, 2002 

FROM, ADMXNI$TRATIVE REMEDY COORDINATOR 
SPR!NOPIELl'l USMCFP 

TO PETER N FERNl\Ntl~Z JR, 08107-424 
WASECA PCI UNT: UNIT B/E Q~~, E04-006L 

. . .. 
• 

. ADDITIONAL TIME IS NEEDED TO RESPOND TO THE ADMINISTRAl'IVE .. REMEDY REQU'!ST 
IDENTIFIED BSI,OW. WE ARE EXTENDING THE TIME FOR RESPONSB 1',S PROVIDED 
FOR IN TH!i: ADMINISTRATIVE REMEDY PROORAM STATEMENT. J a---(5 j _, , .AA t-

,{ ~ L 't,-0 v.!7• tr,_. ,~, .. --_ 
REMEDY ID : 269402-Fl '\C' 2. ~ '-( •t.,.t 1'"' ~~ J._~ _AV'\ t,"4$, 
OATE RBCEIVED JUNE 4. ,· 2002 / \)J ((",t ,i_ O t,. d .,,;!)t'':' '"°-,. ~~ ; 0 ~ (;;, 
RESPONSE DUE , JULY 14, 2002 r-- l'• i,1( 
SUBJECT l P~RSONAL PROPERTY· INCL. CONFISCATION OR DESTRUCTION 
SUBJECT 2 
INCIDENT RPT NO, 

' I 
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Prom: Fernaudei I Pietsr 
LAST NAMB, FIRST, M1DOL£ INlTIAL, 

PtU1 A-REASON FOR APPEAL 

Reelonal-~ini&ve .Remedy. Appeal 

08107-424 
REG. NO. 

E FCI•Wasecat t-fi 
INSTITUTION 

To whom it may concern: . 
In the matter of my walking stick. On Friday1 12 July 2002 at mail call I received 

~ a copy of an "ex:~ension ?f time for ~ponse - Administtative Remedy" notice. I received 
IT""it the Waseca 1 MN institution, (A copy ;i.s enclosed fot: your review.} Clearly the warden 
at Springfield, l'CJ has elected not to respond to my BP-9. To reiterate, my request was only 
to get back my grandmother's walking stick and personal ~rty, It has been \o'ith me since 
I self .. surrendered on 17 May 2000 at the Terre Haute, IN cmrp. A more detailed description 
of the. events surrounding my walking stick and its ~sterlous disappe.!rance is evident in 
my BP-9. C.Opies of my property lists clearly show my walking 3tick with me from the very 
beginning. Sir, all I want is my family 1 s walking stick that is my personal prOl)erty, 
nothing more, 

I '°'1cJ(t au, , 
DATR 

.. ... 

Part. &-RESPONSE 

DATR · REGIONAL DJRBCt'OR 

If di,, .. ti;,fitd with lhil rc:aponac, you may 11ppe&I to die ~l\01'•1 Calllllld. Your 1ppe.J 1n111I be ncoived iu the Ocac,ra! C.iun,,.J'• OffiM11 w:i · ~ "kti' 
d1y1 of the da Le of lhl& n:aporu:c. 0 
ORIOINA.t.: RETURN TO INMATB CASE NUMBER: __........_......_.'----L..;.._--.......... ;:i~~;.~--------------~---~---~.------~~--~~=::::n~:--------~----\ 
Return to: ______________ _ 

LAST NAME, PIRSI", MIDOLt INlTIAL kEG, NO. UNIT INSnnnlON 

SUBJECT;--------------------------------------
UAP 1\/N DATE SlONATOJI.B. Rl!CIPlBNT OP RECJIONAL APPB.-\1-
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- -
REJECTION NOTICE - ADMINISTRATIVE REMEDY 

DATE: AUGUST 21, 2002 

PROM,~MEDY COORDI~ATOR 
NORTK CENTRAL REGIONAL OVPICE 

TO PETER N FERNANDEZ JR, ·0&-107-424· 
WASECA PCI UNT, UNI-.:'. ij/E .· Q'rR1 B02·001L 
1000 UNIVERSITY DR, sw 
WASECA, MN ~~O~~ 

FOR TH~ REASONS LISTED BELOW, THIS REGIONA~ APPEAL 
IS BRING REJEC'T~O AND ~ETURN&D TO YOU. YQU SHOULD INCLUDE A COPY 
OP THIS NOTICE WITH ANY FUTURE CORRKSPONDENCE

0

REGARDING THE REJECTION. 

REMEDY ID , 21H'402-Rl RBGIONlU, APPgAL 
DATE RECEIV~n • AU~UST 1,, 2002 
8Y9~ECT i 1 PBRBONAL PKOPBftTY - INCL. ·CONFISCATION OR DESTRUCTION 
SUBJECT 2 
INCIDENT RPT NO, 

REJECT RBASON 1, YOU' bIO NOT PROVIDE A COPY OP YOUR. · ··INS'.I'ITtITlQN 
ADMINISTRATIVE REMBDY REQOEGT (BP-9) FORM OR A COPY 
OP THS (BP-O9) RESPONSE FROM THS WARD&N. 

REJECT REASON 2, YOU MAY RESUBMIT Y01.la APPEAL IN PROPBR FORM WITHIN 
15 DAYB OF THE DAT8 0~ THIS REJECTION NOTICE, 

REMARKS 

~t, d. 0,,) f.eid,,y 
/JJJ;tJt/JU f ·t0 I J-1 

ft? (}vt/tJM )t;o;).. 
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6 September 2002 

Administrative Remedy Coordinator 
North Central Regional Office 
Gateway Complex Tower II 
8th floor 
4th and State Avenues 
Kansas City, KS 66101-2492 

• 

Ra: Rejection Notice Admini,trative Remedy 1.0 •. #269402-~l 
Regional Appeal 

Dear Administrative Remedy Coordinator: 

I am in receipt of your Administrative Remedy Rejection Notice 
dated 27 August 2002 that I received on Friday, 30 August 2002. 

With all due reapect, frankly, sir, I do not understand your 
two reject reasons. Both reject reasons are clearly incorrect 
as evident in my BP-10 filing. 

1. Copies of my BP~8 and BP-9 Remedy Requests were both 
submitted to you with my file. 

2. 1 gave to you the only document I h&ve ever received 
from Warden Hedricks office with regard to this issue 
and that is the "Extension of Time for Response" cover 
sheet only. 

In closing, please allow this letter to serve as my request for 
your reconsideration of my submittal. Notwithstanding your reject 
reasonsi l must insist that my BP•lO submittal file is complete· 
it is a 1 that I have to give. Thank you fo~ your reconsideration, 
sir, I remain •• 

Peter Fernanda 
08107-424j Unit 
Feder~L Correctional l 
P.O. Box; 1500 
Waseca, MN 56093 



-
REJSCT!ON NOTICB - ADMINISTRATIVE 8EMEDY 

DATE: SBPTEMBER 1j, 2002 

FROM: ""'"ffi.1-T B llMEDY COORDINATOR 
ENTRAL REGIONAL OFFICE 

TO PBTER N ~ERNANDEZ JR, 08107-444 
WASECA FCI UNT1 UNIT 8/E OTR1 E02•001L 
1000 UNIVERSITY DR, SW 
WASECA, MN S60~3 

~OR T~E REASONS LISTKC BZLOW, THIS REOIONAJ.. APPB,U, 
IS BEIINO REJECTED AND RBTIJRNED TO YOU, YOU aHOULD INCL\108 A COPY 
OF TUIS NOTICB WITH ANY J'UTURE CORRKSPOmJENCB REaARt>ING THE REJBCTION, 

REMEDY ID 26540~-R~ RBGION1u. APPEA~ 
DATE RECEIVED SEPTBMBER 12, 2002 
SUBJECT l , PERSONAL PROPBRTY - INCL, CONFISCATION OR OBSTRUCTION 
SUBJECT# 1 

INCIDENT RPT NO, 

REJECT REASON 1: YOU DID NOT PROVIDE A COPY OF YOUR INSTITUTION 
ADMINISTRATIVE REMEDY RIQUBST (BP-9) FOIO'I OR A COPY 
OF THE (BP-09) RHSPONSB FRON THB WARDEN. 

REJECT REASON•• YOU MAY RESUBMIT YOUR APPEAL IN PR0P~R FORM WITHIN 
15 DAYS 0~ THB CATE OF THIS REJECTION ~OTICE. 

REMA~KS , MAILED FROM UGP-THA TO MCFP•SPG 

PROVICE A COPY OP YOUR BPw9 RESPOPSR-

R~ &". ;Un,rd,ry 
/tr4.'ao/'"14 µ#G Ch:1-U,. 

1/'1.J d3-f?672,r. ~~ 



' ...-~IMII-P\lllltpm, Uwhmciaan-ANdld,1ubmkbir~. Oi19'«w'tlK:llofClll~BP- -9. . Dtll-JCl,lncludiqaayllliach:.. 
mu« bo ~iea with tbis IIJPCa1. '' :·. ' . • ' 

Prom: F~ndez, Peter .,.08107 .. 4~4 'E _ -· rtI ~ Waseqlp MN 
LAST NA.Ml!, PlRST, MmDt.B IMIIAL waQ, tiQ. UNIT . lNsmvnoN . 

Part A-REASON FOR APPEAL 
I am stunned at the: second reject notice that I received from the Regional Office Otl 

Monday 23 Sept. 2002. Not only has the Rq;i0t1al Office 1:ejected my BP-10 Suoodtta.l for the 
second t1me 1 they have also completely;diaregarded 10Y personal plea to them by way of fflY. 
letter dated 6 Sept. 2002 asking them fo.c. reconsideratfon. · 

I truly wanted to settle .this issue at this BP-10 level.· The resolution of it ~ll is 
sa sin-ple. . • 

My BP-10 sub:nittal and subaequeot letter for reCQnSideration outline the issues at 
hand as they happened. I have always maint;ained that my·fwly 1s walking. stick that 
surrendend with me on 17 May_.2000·was takea by. a statt member _who obvi~ly wanted i.t .. 
badly, A deliberate act unbecood.ug. of. any B.O.P. staff· member. · · ... :- . 

While in the hole at the -~• Hau~ 'INtitution. much attention ~• always obs~et:I 

~ % ~1~\!£1~'\!~~i.!~~~=:·!: :½f1~1~1:--:u::=~,rMs~·,·•~--· 
return my pro~ty to me. My detailed>·l'eaf!<ma are all·~lait1ed in my previous sub:aittals. · 
I hope you will take the time to read them.:. If a rewl t1.on~$,Jgfw at1··w111- be forgot•ten 
ao:1 never brought up again. · ~-r- · · 

t>'/~. d6d<r ,.___.-- .. 1.-,t, 
DATE 

Put B-RESPONSE 

•. 

DAT£ . ClBNl!RAt. COUNSBL 

_ . _· __ ~~~:~:~~~~~~~~~~~~~--~--------~=---~-------=------E!~~~~~~~2-!4LiC!J .. ::,t; _ 
Part e-llECEIPf · . .· · · ·_ · r:;s~I~~- · :-: · · ·. :- · 
R,wm~, .... _-. ____ .•.. ; ·. -~ ·· 1ri~~9-:, ~ . 
SUBJSCT: --~-------------------.:.---.-+--.,.-------!"'"I -+---

aoNATURB OF ~OP._ ~l. ~~~:'..;~~-:~~k~~ DATE 
U8P l\/)1 
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P.EJECTION N 

DATE: OCTOBER 10, 2002 

FROM: AOMINl5TRATivt; REMEDY 
BOP CENT"RAL OFFICE 

TO I PETER N FERNANDEZ JR, 08 
WASECA FCI 'ONT: UNJ:T 
1000 UNIVERSJ:TY oa, SW 
WASECA, MN 560'<13 

• 
CE - ADMINISTRATIV~ REMEDY 

E02-001L 

FOR THE REASONS LISTED BELOW, THIS CENTftN. O~FICE APPEAL 
IS BEING REJECTED ANO RETURNED TO ~U. YOU SHOULD INCLODE A COPY 
OF THIS NOTICE WITH ANY FUTORE CORRESi"OND~NCE !\EGA.MING THE REJ£C'l'ION. 

REMEDY ID 
DATE RECEIVED 
SUBJECT l 
SUBJli:CT 2 ! 
1NCIDBNT RPT N01 

269402-Al CENTRAL OFFICE APPEAL 
OCT®£R 8, 2002 
~ERSONAL PROPERTY - INCL. CONFISCA.TION OR DESTRUCTION 

REJECT REASON 11 YOU OJ:D NOT PMVIDB A COPY OF YOUR .INSTJ:TUTION 
ADMINISTRATIVE REMEDY REQUEST (BP-9} FQPJ-S QR A eoPY 
OF THE (BP-09) RESPONSE FROM THE WARt>J!':N, 

REJECT REASON 2; SEE REMARKS. 

REJECT REASON 3! YOO MAY RESUBMIT YOUR APfEAL IN P&OP~ FORM WITHIN 
15 DAYS OF THE DATE OF THIS ltEJ~CTION NOTlCE, 

!'-' Int CONCUR· w.rTH'''ffll!"·JtBG.XOMI i REETW •• 'IW\~ 
Foa ~ YOUa A2 HAL • 

.. 



.:,;- I ·- --
t.<I October 2002 

Ms. Kathleen Hawk, Director, Federal Bureau of Prisons 
Central Office 
J20 First St~eet, N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20534 

RE: Peter Fernandez #08107-424 
and rejection of my BP-11 #269402-Al dated 10 Oct. 2002 
and my Reconsideration Qequest~ 

Dear Ms. Hawk; 

By now I am truly beside myself in trying to determine what 

exactly the Bureau of Prisons expects from me with regard to 

my BP-8, 9, 10 1 and 11 Administrative Remedy Appeal documents. 

I have clearly stated before that whatever documentation 

I received from the staff at any of the Bureau of Prison's insti

tutions was forwarded to you in all my ~ubmi~tals. 

! will endeavor to clarify my documents to you with the 

hope that you will accept and understand what I have said all 

along, 

In the Reject Notice dated 10 October 2002 1 the following 

should be noted: 

Reject Reason #1 - I disagree totally with the statement 

that I did not submit a BP-9 to Warden Hedrick at the Springfield, 

MO medical center. My BP-9 has always been submitted with my 

Administrative Remedy submittals - always. With regard to Warden 

Hedrick's respons@J I have sent you a copy of the only document 

that l have ever reeeived and that was a request for an extension 

of time to respond dated 10 July 2002. Is it possible that the 

Bureau of Pris on s expects me to wait i nd_ef r·n ~ ,r:lri°:•. f ~.r i_f arden 

Hedrick I s response? I don ' t th ink SQ. It jl~)~ ll'i:;i'~ n-- almost 4 

C'.· 
-1-

.. ~ ... ·-· ., 
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- •• 
months and all I have gotten ~as the enclosed extension of time 

request. 

Reject Reason #2 states that the Central Office concurs 

with the Regional Office's rationale for rejecting my appeal, 

I yield to you, Ms. Hawk, to tell me please, what part of my 

submittal don't they understand? I do not know how to say what 

I have already said any other way. My statements as submitted 

are direct, precise, accurate, and true. 

In closing, please favor me with my family's walking stick 

that is my property and surrendered with me on 17 May 2000. 

It i~ rightfully my property and it is all I have ever wanted, 

nothing more. Thanking you for your time end the Bureau's 

reconsideration, I remain always •.• 

ernandez 
#0810 -424, Uni 
Federal Correct1 
P.O. Box 1500 
Waseca, MN 56093 

-2-

Inatitution 



•• ·•· 
R~J~CTZON NOT CE - AOMINISTRAT~VE REMEDY 

CAT~: OCTOBER 31, 2002 

FROM; 

'!'O PETEk N FERNANDEZ JR, 
WASECA re~ UNT: UNIT 
1000 UNIVERSITY DR, SN 
WASECA, MN 56093 

E02-001L 

FOR TH~ REASONS LISTED BELOW, THIS CENTRAL OFFIC~ APFtAL 
IS BEING REJECTED ANO RETU~N~D TO VOU, YOU SHOULD INCLUDE A COPY 
OF THIS NOTICE ~ITH hNY FVTURE CORRESPONDENCE REGARDING THE REJECTION. 

REMEDY ID 
• ATE R£C.IUVED 
SUBJECT 1 
SUBJECT 2 
INCIDENT RE'T NO: 

269402-A2 CENTRAL OFFICE APPEAL 
OCTOBER 29, 2002 
PERSONAL PROPERTY - INCL. CONFISCATION OR DESTRUCTION 

REJECT REASON 1: YOU DID NOT PROVIDE A COPY OF YOUR INSTITUTION 
ADMINISTRATIVE REMEDY REQU&ST (BP-9) FORM OR A COPY 
OF THE (BP-09) RESPONSE F~OM THE WARDEN. 

R~:,JEC:·r REA.SON 2: SEE RE!MARI<S. 

REJECT REASON 3: YOU MAY RESUBMIT ~OUR APPEAL IN PROPER FORM WlTHIN 
15 DAYS OF THE DATE OF THIS REJECTION WOTICE. 

REMARKS WE STILL CONCUR WITH THE REGION'S RATIONALE FOR 
REJECTING YOUR AFPEAL. THE WARDEN RESPONDED TO YOUR 
APPEAL ON 01-02~02. 

/Zl,/. 11r f P"/M ,A#/£ c£vc 
ffed,vl(;,d-y G##t/. c#OJ 
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~~~.98DBP~ OJi" .ms:t& ------- ~ SOUJU1 OF ~~Otts -

I -· -- - -

TO: I Name and Title cf Staff Hem.oer) 
Ms. Agrirnson, Case Manager 
FROM: 
Peter Fernandez 
WOPJ(; ASSIGNMENT: 
Medical 

DATE; 
28 Ma.i:;;.h 2003 

R£GIST:cR NO. : 
08107-424 

ONt1': 
E 

SUSJ"ECT: (Briefly state your question or concern •nd the solution you requesting. 
Continue on bac~, if necessary. Y~ fa11U%a ~a be specific may ~es tin no aaion being 
tak•n. tf necessary, you Will be int•rviawad in o~o~r to successfully re~pand to yow: 
re~••t.) 

Dear Ms. Agrimson: 

I was told by the staff at the medical center in Sp~ingfield, MO (from _______________________________ ;.__.;;... __ .....;... _______ _ 
wherice I came) that I needed to fill out a "tort claim'' for my personal 

property that was lost by the Bu~eau of Prisons (Terre Haute staff). In a 

bcief disposition, can you ple~se direct and write me in the manner in which 

lam to eroceed with this claim? 

Fact? I was put in the hole at Terre Haute, Indiana on 4 March 2002. 

Fact: l was transfe~red from Terre Haute, Indiana on .!2 April 2002, 

fact: Mine eyes last saw my missing property at Terre Haute, Indiana 

on 19 April 2002. 

Fae t: I started my Administrative Remedy" Process on 23 May 2002 while 

(see back)· 
(Do not write below thi3 line) 

DISPOSITION: 

Siqna~ure Staff Member 

Rec~r= -::~y - ! i.:.e: Copy - :n.~a. ce 
~~~:..s :::= ~.:a·.~- ::e ~e;::~:z1:ed ... •:.a ~·1~~ ~~~~ ==~~ ~epl~ce9 :P-:~~-=~~ ~-e~d 

i~ti ~?-!1~8.:7o ~PR?~ 

... _... - ... 



- •• 
at the medical center in Springfield, MO with the 

BP-8 form. 

Fact: My BP-ll Administrative Remedy was written and submitted 

to Washington, D.C. on 29 Sept. 2002. 

Fact! The conclusion of all the BP-11 Administ~ative Remedy 

correspondence did not conclude until 6 November ·2002. 

Please advise me on what off.icial date the clock started to 

run on this claim. 

Thank you for your assistance. I remain alway$.,, 

Sincerely, 



11. 

• CLAIM FOR DAMAGE, 
:;:1~.J.!,JBY, _QR,.01:A., TH. ··. 

NAME 

A.IA"f I V JJ itLUl),J If QiJ *~ 
WHO rgp~ OAt)C f,tv/-t ,t,fi ,,JJ,,AJ I l .. -,r ,.If." . .c r · 
Tr;l(I-~ f/Aui'f. /,VPJ/ftl/1 

WITNEISU 

U. !. f £ 1.J 1, (µfont'( - S.H. v. 
r lt?°t(L,;, /../, II n,J /J.ld.11.,. A.Jilt 

12a. ~TY CAW.GE 1 Zb. PERSONA!. INJURY 12:c. WRONGFUL OliATH 

!I ONLY DAMAGES NID IH.ll/RIEI CAUSED IY THS ACCIDENT ABOVE AND AGREE TO ACCEPT 3.llO 
rrn.atiNT f"S THII Cl.AIM 

Cl'IJMINAL PENAL TY f0R PRESENTING FRAUOULENT 
Q.AIM OR MAKING ,Al,,fE STATSIDITa 
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•• 

DATE: April 27, 2004 

REPLY TO M. Martinez 
ATTN OF: Legal Technician 

SUBJECT: Your Claim for Damage, Injury or Death 
Cate ReceJved: 04/14/04 

TO: Peter Femandez 
08107-424 
USP Marton 

-U.S. Department of Justice 
Federal Bureau of Prisons 
North Central Region 
Kamas City KS 66101 ~ 

to;/ 

Your Standard ~orm 95 has been received in this offica. The Federal Tort Claims Act affords the 
government six (6) months from the date that a properly submitted daim Is filed with the agency in 
which to make an administrative determination. 

Upon review of your SF·95, we find that the form is Incomplete or that further information will be 
required to establish your submission as a daim for relief under the Federal Tort Claims Act. 
Accordingly, the following Information Is required pursuant to TitlR 28, C..-.da of Federal Regulations, 
Section 14: 

[ X l Action needed to complete the attached claim form: 

12d. There m1.1st be an amount antared lo order to process this c!alm.tlon. Please enter the 
amount and resubmit this claim. along with this sheet. to the address listed below. 

( ] The following additlonal information is requested: 

The completed form and/or information requested should be returned to: 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS 
LEGAL DEPARTMENT - M. MARTINEZ 
NORTH CENTRAL REGIONAL OFFICE 
GATEWAY TOWER It ar~ FLOOR 
400 STATE AVENUE 
KANSAS CITY KS 66101·2492 

PLEASE BE ADVISED THAT, ABSENT THE INFORMATION REQUESTED OR COMPLETION OF 
THE FORM AS INDICATED ABOVE 1 YOUR SUBMISSION WILL NOT BE CONSIDERED A 
PROPERLY SUBMITTED CLAIM FOR CONSIDERATION UNDER THE FEDERAL TORTS CLAIM 
ACT. 
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OFFICE OF REGIONAL COUNSEL 
Federar Bureau of Prison• 
North Central Regional Office 
400 State Street, Tower 111 8th Floot 
Kansas City, Kansas 88101 

;?J, ./)1).}£}1 L{!!L-

-

~&ij, j() §'i/4.J.r.:-dc y 
, 6 /l?,<J y 2Pt:') ./ / .,,J UK'/ n:: 

Peter Fernandez 
08107-424 
USP Marion 

0-0 q - 00 l L 



-- • CLAIM FOR DAMAGE, 
INJURY1 OR DEATH 

IHSTRUCTION~ PIHH l'Hd ~ Ille ln,lrudlon1111'1 I/Ml rr,eru aid• and suppl)' 
IAfQ(l'Nlloll NQllff\M on both ~oltl-. fDlm. UH ~t lhul(•} 11'.-,Y. he 
- llkl• lor lddllonlll lnffuctJoN, 

11. 

~ Al-1 t_ f.! JJ j( VI t) jJ I r t: II kA.J 
'JJ.) r/ &' fo O I<- a '1 v C r i! o/1 Jt,/,I 

w H1:v ; L--rr r,,1.tJ • .. r . 
TCIC /!-t!' j-/, ,.,~ /J/PMf'Ulf 

12. (SH /IIM/W/IMJ Olf fll-

U. !. () E"~ 11'cvf11Jty - S,H. v, 
r f?J!.. a,, fl, '"' ,-. 1 1J.1 d, " ~ 4 

AMOUNT Of CLAIN (lfl doMMt} 

124. PAOPERTY DAMAGE 1 ~- PERSOtJAL INJURY 12c. WAONGFI.L DEATH 

APR l 4 1004 

I ONLY DAMA.GU .AND INJ UltlH CAUHD 1Y THE ACCIDtNT ABOVE AND AGREE TO ACCEPT SAIO 
li:TTLEMIHT OF THIS CLAIM 
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The Q11im1mt &1'1111 lolNrt anil ~ 10 the Unilld Slatff 11\e l\lffl ol $2,000, pllll 
Mubi. Iha amo.JM 0 J ~rr,ag,et ,uillllrul d b'o' ~ IJtllllld si.i... 
(Soo .11 11.S.C. 3129.) 

CktllllNAL PENAL.TY .-oR PAUENTINQ FRAUDULENT 
Cl..AIMOR MAKING FALSE STATeMlHT$ 
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PrrvltWs ed.ili~u not wablt. l>RESCR/lJED BY DEPT. OF 
JUSTICf: 
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fllll11win1f !i U.S.C. 3'01, 2& U.S.C. 60111 .:a-. 28 U.S.C. 2$71 el teq;, 211 
C.P.R. Pwt 1•. . 

WSTRUCTI0NS 

Complew .a, lwM • in.art 1'11 word tJONt wJlm ,op11caMe 
A CLAIM SHAU. 8E DEE.MEO TO HAVE B£ENPAE.Sl:NTI:bWHENAFEDEAAI. PROPERTY, PERSONAL INJURY. OR DEATH ALLEGEOTOHA.VE OCCURRED 
AGiNCY FtECEIVEs FROM A CVJ~_!, HI$ DV!. Y AUT.HORIZED ~.1?1 IIIY REASON OF THE INCID Ii.NT. TH& CLAIM MUST EE Re"RESE.HTED TO THE 
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U.S. Department of Justice 

Federal Bureau of Prisons 

United Statu Penitentiary 
Terre Haul.e, Indiana 

Date: June 22, 2004 " 

ReplyTo ~~.71- __ fu/d, /1'2-oM 
·· rftcS, · ;;/ 1t"ff"r5·- --~ -· ,i/4.t,C-

Attn Of: R. L. Blackbwn, Legal Instruments Examiner 
t,J oy j,favGtt tJ J.) 11,; ,J c/41 Subject: Tort Claim #TRT-NCR-2004-02937 

I~ Aur;vt:r 61..ot4 
To: Peter Fernandez 

Reg. No. 08107-424 

Our office is in receipt of the above referenced Tort Claim filed by you for $84,000.001 in 
which you alleged your cane was lo&t by a staff member, as a result of being transferring from 
USP Terre Haute to the Federal Medical Center, Springfield on April 19, 2002. Since you 
ludlcate that you purchased the cane before being incarcerattd In the Bureau of Prisons, 
you need to provide me with a receipt for the porebase of the musing cane. 

Please provide this information to this office by July 19, 2001, 
Please return too: 

T. MARVEL, PARALEGAL SPECIALIST 
UNITED STATES l'ENI'l'l!!NTIARY 
4200 BUREAU ROAD NORTH 
T£RRE HAUTE~ INDIANA 47802 
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U.S. Department of luadce 

Federal Bureau ofPrfsons 

United· Statu Penitentiary 
Terre Haute, Indiana 

!&~_Id, /,aoM . · 
I "' I. -.. 

. 11fb, .;;,;r;; qe"! t.. f<Ut.P, .. --~-, --~ 

Subject: Tort Claim #TJtT .. NCR•2004 .. 02937 
w "Y /./,n)I,# "J) Ho~~ I 
)t,:, J ()t,.cr'1' ,dc4 .· 

To: Peter Fernandez 
Reg, No, 08107-424 

Our office is in receipt of the above ref~enced Tort Claim filed by you for $84,000._00, in 
which you alleged yout cane was lost by a ataffmembm'1 as a result ofboing tranSfenina from 
USP Terre l{autc to the Fedc:ral Medical Center, Springfield on April 19, 2002. SlDce you 
Indicate that you purchased the cane before being: Incarcerated In the Bureau.of Prbions, 
you need to provide me with a receipt (or the ,purchue of the miaalne <:aue. 

Please provide this information to this office by,Iuly 19, 201Mt 
Please return too; 

T. MARVEL, P~AL SPECIALIST 
U~'fED Sl'A'[ES l'ENITENTlARY . 
4200 BUREAU ROAD NORTH 
1.'ERRE HAUI'E, INDIANA 47802 
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• 

Peter Fernandez, 08107-424 
8724 W 44th Place 
Lyons, IL 60534 

•• 
U.S. Department of Justice 
Federal Bureau of Prisons 
North Central Region 

Kmuas City, .KS 66J0J.j492 

DEC u 9 2001t 

---.-~---- ·- ---
RE: Admiaistrative Claim T -NCR-2004-02937 

Personal Property Loss: $84,000.00 

Certified Mall No. 

Dear Mr. Fernanqez: 

Your above referenced tort claim has been c.onsidered for administrative review pursuant 
to 28 CFR § 0.172, Authority: Federal Tort Claims and 28 CFR Part 14, Administratjye 
Clajms Under Federal Tort Claims Act.. Investigation of your claim did not reveal that you 
suffered any personal property loss as a result of the negligent acts or omissions of 
Bureau of Prisons employees acting within the scope of their employment. Furthermore, 
review of this rnatter revealed that your allegations stem from incidents which occurred 
more than two years prior to the date of the proper filing of this claim. 

As a result of this investigation, your claim Is denied. This memorandum serves as a 
notification of final denial under 28 CFR § 14.9, Final Denial of Claim. If you are 
dissatisfied with our agency's sction,-youmay file suit in an appropriate U.S. District Court 
no later than 6 months after the date of mailing of this notification. 

Sincerely · b q/ 'I>( 

r~~-1 '"nroDn0~0 
Reglon~nsel '(-0 'J \ \ \ ,V 1(1 

~ 1 · 
l~~d. 0ri a)4{..b,,(J0 

~tv .. b~<!.L- --
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IN THE 
UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

FOR THE NORTHER?,l DISTRICT OF ILLINOIS 
EASTERN DIVISION RECEIVED 

PETER F!:RNAND!: Z .JR. , 

B723 W. 44TH PLACE, 

LYONS ILLINOIS, 60534, 

Plaintiff, 

VB, 

) 

) 

) Casa No.: 

) 

JUN - 3 2005 

6 
_MICHAIL W. DOBIINS 

U:AK, U,I, DISTRICT COURT 

) 

) 

) 

) 

05C 3288 
) 

} 

) 

Judge: 

JUDGE- HOLDERMAN 
) 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE,,) MAOtmATE JUDGE SCHENKIER 
FEDERAL BRUE.AU OF •PRISONS, 

WARDEN HEDRICK, 
-FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS 
MEDICAL CENTER, 
SPRI~G~IELD, MISSOURI, 

WARDEN KEITH E. OLSON, 
U.S. PENI~EN7IARY, 
TERRE HAUTE, INDIANA, 

ONE SPECIAL HOUSrNQ UNIT CORRECTOR.AL 
OFFICER, U.S. PENITENTIARY, TERRE 
HAUTE, INDIANA. 

Defendant's 

I 
) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

Magistrate Judge: 

) LOSS OF P1!:RSONAL PROPERTY BY FEDERAL 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

EMPLOYEE'S 

P:repar11d 11 Pro Se" by Plaintiff 
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COMPLAINT 

Now comes Peter Fernandez Jr. (Plaintiff) and complaining of the 

Defendants the U.S. Deparba.ent of Justice, Federal Bureau of 

Prisons; Warden Heckick, Federal Bureau of Prisons Medical 

Center, Springfield, Missouri; Warden Keith E. Olson, U.S. 

penitantiary, Terre Haute, Ind.i~na; and One Special Housing Unit 

Correctional Officer, Terre Haute, Indiana alleges and st•tes as 

fol.lows: 

JURISDICTION 

The jurisdiction of thi~ oourt to hear and determine thia action 

is predicatad upon events surrounding the loss of authorized 

personal property of plaintiff Peter Fernandez Jr. while 

incarcerated under the U.S. Department of Justice Federal Bu~e•u 

of Prisons, 

THE PARTY$ 

This action is brought by Plaintiff Peter Fern•ndez Jr. and 

against the Defendants Tha Fede~al Bureau of Prisons, et al. 

This action stems £rein the intentional infliction of emotional 
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dist+es• imposed on the plaintiff with regard to the treatment 

he received while inc•~Qer•ted, and the events surrounding tha 

loss and/o~ destruction of th• plaintiffs authorized personal 

prop•rty, one cane used to assist in walking. Tha Plaintiff 

Peter Fernandez ~r., due his disabled and handicapped medic•l 

condition was allowed to keep his cane with him during his 

incarnation at the federal prison camp and also l•tar at the 

Special Rousing Unit (A.K.A. rhe SHUe •nd/or The Hole) in Tarre 

Haute, Indiana. The loss of Plaintiffs cane was a dal1berate 

and/or a negligent act on the part of the Federal Bureau of 

Prisons, et al (Defendants). Plaintiffs repeated pleas to 

retrieve his pe~•onal property through the administrative remedy 

process (B.P. 8 through B.P. 11) were timely and diligently 

pursued. The Federal Bureau 0£ P~i•on•, at al intentionally 

misrepresented facts, incidences and rules in order to justify 

their acts as is evident in tha denial responses that wara 

submitted .. ~Exhibits A-U) 

GENERAL ALLEGATIONS 

1. Peter Fernandez Jr, (Plaintiff) was tried and sentenced to a 

five (5) year prison term for offences th~t included mail 

fraud, theft of funds, •ng•ginq in monetary transactions in 
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property derived from. unlawful activity, and laundering of 

monetary instruments involving case no. 97ca 835-2. 

2. Plaintiff salf surrender•d on May 17, 2000 and was 

incarcerated at the U.S. Penitentiary prison camp at Terre 

Haute, Indiana as inmata # 0810?-424. 

3. Plaintiffs' case is currently under appeal. 

4. On tha day the Pl~intiff self surrendered he had in his 

possession one wooden cane that has been in his family for 

generations. The cane was uaed by the Pl•intiff in order to 

assist him in walking and i,:tanding. The cane was listed on 

the '1 Inmate Par!lonal Property k•cord-" ..(Exhibit A) upon 

entry to the prieon and the disposition of said cane was 

.tnarked "K" for "Kee;e in Possession 11 by a prison staff 

member. 

5. On or about March 4, 2002 Plaintiff was taken from the 

prison camp in Terre Haute, Indiana and relocated to the 

Special Housing Unit in the U.S. Penitentiary section of 

the facility also in ~ex.a Haut•, Indiana. 

6. On or .;a.bout April 19, 2002 Piaintiff was transfarred out of 

the Federal prison facility at Terre Baute, Indiana. ~t 

this time a oo~~•otional officer assisting in the tx•n•fer 

of the Plaintiff told said plaintiff that he could not take 

the cane onto the bus. The Plaintiff pleaded with the 

correctional officer to allow him to kaap the cane aa his 

aedical condition required its use. The correctional 
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officer assured the Plaintiff that he would personally pack 

the cane with hie other peraonal property and that it would 

be returned to him upon arrival at his £in•l destination, 

which was to be the medical oente~ in Spri~gfield Missouri. 

7. On or about April 26, 2002 Plaintiff arrived at the Federal 

Bureau of Prisons Medical Canter in Springfield, Mie•ouri 

via a one (1) week stay at the transfer cente~ in Oklahoma 

City, Oklahoma. 

8. On or about April 26, 2002 and while at the medical center 

in Springfield, Misso~ri ~laintiff received his person•l 

property and found all to be accounted for with the 

exception o~ his cane. 

9. After discovering that his cane was missing Plaintiff 

sought the assistance of his new case manager Ms. Oarl• 

t>unn end fo.llowed bureau procedure by submitttng an "Inmate 

Request to Staff" dated April 28, 2002 (Exhibit IS) in an 

attempt to locate the miasin9 cane. 

10. A ~•sponse came from Mr. Bennett (new counselor for 

Fernandaz Jr.) stating that the staff at Terre H~uta to1d 

him that tha cane with '1 
... some kind of ornate carving on the 

handle ... '~ w;a..s either returned to health services or 

destroyed.(exhibit B) 

11. Thia response was unacceptable to the Plaintiff and he 

subsequently took the na~t step by filing an 
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"Adll::lini.strativa Rmn.edy Sy•tem. Inform.al Resolution l"orn1" 

A.K.A. BP-8 (Exhibit C). 

12. The response to this form stated that " ... the cane in 

question was made by his [the Plaintiffs'] son in the wood 

shop at the camp, and that the inmates alleg~tions are 

false." 

13. Plaintiff filed on May 31, 2002 the next Request fo~ 

Administrative Remedy, A.K.A. BP-9 (Exhibit 0) which was 

directod to Warden Hedrick at the Missouri facility. 

14. Some ~ime batween June and 3uly of 2002 Pl•i.ntiff was 

ag•in transferred thia time to the Fed•~al Correctional 

Institution in Waseca Minn••ota during which time he never 

received another correspondence from Wa~dan Hedrick 

regarding the lost cane. 

15. On July 12, 2002 while at the F.C.I. in ~aseca, Mn. 

Plaintiff received at mail call •n "extension of time for 

response" f'il•d by prison employees at Springf'ield Mo. And 

dated July 10, 2002. (Exhibit E) 

16. On or about A~gust B, 2002 and without a resol~tion to 

the BP-9 sent to warden Hedrick, the defendant filed a 

"Regional Administrative ileinedy Ap'.E)eal" A.K.A. BP-10. 

(Exhibit F) 

17. Plaintiff received a rejection notice on his 

administrative ramed~ appeal dated Auqust 27, 2002 from the 
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North Central Regional Office (Exhibit G) stating that 

document•t~on was misaing. 

18. Plaintiff responded with a resubmittle and• letter 

dated September 6, 2002 stating that "1. Copies of my BP-8 

and BP-9 Remedy Requests we re both submitted ... " and "2. I 

gave to you the only document I have ever received from 

Warden Hedricks office ... N {Exhibit H) 

19. Another rejection notice was is•ued by the North 

Central Regional OfEice dated September 19, 2002 stating 

the sam.$ reasons as the previous rejection. (Exhibit I) 

20. Plaintiff filed a "Central Office Administrative 

Remedy Appeal" dated Septeml::,er 29, 2002. (ltxhibit J) 

21. Plaintiff received a rejection notice dated October 

10, 2002 (Exhibit K) ••••nti•lly stating the same r•••ons 

for rejection as the regional ra•ponae. (see Exhibit's G 

~nd I! 

22. Plaintiff sent a letter of reoonsidaration to Ms. 

Kathleen Ila.wk, Director of the Federal Bureau of' Prisons in 

WAshington dated Octol;wi~ 21, 2002 (Exhibit L) reiterating 

what he has bean m•intaining in all of his previogs 

correapondenoes. 

23. Plaintiff received an.other rejection notice dated 

October 31, 2002 atill sighting the same reasons as before 

and a.dding "The warden responded to your appeti.l on 07-02-

02. 11 (Exhibit M) 
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24. Plaintiff submitted an "Inmate to Staff Reque•t" to 

hia Case Manager Ma. Agrimson dated March 28, 2003 (Exhibit 

N) asking for direction in which manner to proceed. No 

reply was received by th• Plaintiff from this •taff member. 

25. Plaintiff requested, received and filed a tort claim 

dated April 10, 2004 (Exhibit 0) still attempting to re

acquire hi• cane. 

26. On or about June 30, 2003 the Plaintiff was 

transferred to the Federal Prison Camp in Marion, Illinois. 

27. Plaintiff had to re-submit this_form (claim number 

TRT-NCR-2004-02937) with a dollar value inserted into 

section 12d in order for the tort claim to ba processed. 

(Exhibits P,Q, & R) 

28. The plaintiff Fernandez Jr. was released from the 

Federal Prison Camp tq tha Chicago Half Way House on or 

about May 11, 2004. 

29. A response that was nearly two ~onths in transit fro~ 

the Legal Instruments Examiner dated June 22, 2004, was 

racaivad. by the Plaintiff via his half way house Resident 

Advisor, Ms. James on Augu•t 16, 2004, requesting th•t a 

receipt be produced by the Plaintiff for his cane (Exhibit 

!l_. The plaintiff remind.ad Defend.ant through a letter 

(Exhibit T) of the fact that the cane was• family heir 

loom and has been in his family fQr generations and 

there£o~e • receipt does not exist. 
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30. This tort claim was respond•d to with a notification 

of final deni~l under 28 CVR§ 14.9. (Exhibit U) 

31. Plaintiff, Peter Fernandez Jr. completely disagrees 

with the following reasons fo~ den1al; 

a. ''Investigation 0£ your claim did n.ot reveal. that you 

~u££ered any personal. property l.oss •• a resul.t of the 

nov1igene aats or omission5 0£ bureau 0£ prison 

ezrployeas acting within th• scope of their 

ezqployment." 

!:viden~• $how- chat the Plaintif£ entered t:he pri~on 

with hia cane in bis possession and waa allowed to 

keep it with him through the £ir11.t part of his 

incarceration. (Exhibit A) 

cane, with "ornate carvings" and admitted to hav-.1.ng the 

can• destroyed or l.oat. (Exhibit B) 

changed tbei.r p0.$1.tion with the claim that 11 
... the cane 

in question was made by hia son ... " and this bring• tu1 

back to Ex.hibLt A showing that the cane was carried 

into the priaon canp in Terre Haute, Indian• by the 

Plaintiff. 

b. 11_._raview 0£ this .ma.-tte,r revea1:ad that your allegations 

stem £,:o,:n. incidents whi~h oaaurre-d more than two years 

prior to the date of tha prop•~ £iling 0£ th.is claim." 
I 
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The length of t.i.m41 :it took to filo the t:ort cl.a:1.m was 

due to the fact that all the izt£o.r.mal resolutions and 

admin.istrative remedies had to be foilo-,n,d according 

to the Federal Bureau 0£ Prisons Program Statements. 

A1though the duration was in £act more -than two 

years each individual corre.-pondertce which waa filed 

by the Plainti££ was fil.ed in a timely fashion .-nd 

within the time 1im.ita set £orth for •~~h £ilings. 

32. WHEREFORE, for th• foregoing reasons Plaintiff Peter 

~ernandez Jr. prays this court to enter a judgment again•t 

the Defendants Tha U.S. Department of Justice Federal 

Bureau of Prisons, Warden Hedrick Federal Bureau of Pri•ons 

Med.ica1 Center in Springfield Missouri, Warden Keith E. 

Olson Federal Bureau of Prisons U.S. Penitentiary in Terre 

Haute Indiana, and one $pecia1 housing unit correctional 

officer Terre Haute Indiana as follows: 

a. For actual damages in the amount of Eighty Five 

Thousand Do11ars ($ 85,000.00) and for such othex and 

fu~thar re1ief as this court deems just and equitab1e. 

b. For compensatory and exempiary damages in the amount 

of One auncb:ed Thousand Do11ars ($100,000.00) and for 

.au.eh other and further relief as this court deems ju.st 

and equitab1a. 
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c. For Punitive damages in the amount of One Hundred 

Thousand Dollars ($100,000.00) and for such other and 

further relief &5 this court deems just ~nd equitable. 

Please accept this complaint prepared "Pro Se" by Plaintiff 

Peter Fernandez Jr. Thereto in light of Haines Vs. ~e~nar, 404 

U.S. 519,520,925. CT. 594, 30 L. go. 2d 652 (1972). PLAINTIFF 

DEt-!ANOS A TRIAL BY JURY. 

RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED 

Peter 

Pro Se Plaintiff 

8723 West 44 t.h Place 

~yona, Illinois 60534 
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U.S. Depat1Jb~1it Q! Justice 

F~ral Bureau of Pri,oll'; 
Inmate Persona] Property Record

7. Type of l'rop,!11)', 

- Butcrie.1 
_&.It 
_ llllJ(oJd 
- Books, readi,,1 

lw~ ,.!Oft..._ 
_ Boou, r.:ligiow; 

lw<L- , soft.._ 
_ Brwicn 
_ Cal', Hll 
_C"8t __ co,11$ 
_comll 
_ Combination Jod 
_Dn,n 
_ Drivu'i liufl# 
~ Eu,,!IIJ!• 

E~gluscuc I Eye&1111 .. 
_ Glove1 
_ Hair bMh/picit 
_ .H&ndkuchlcf 
-J- 111ekd 
~ loggillj!,uil 
_ 1,.,,,a1M11cri1b 
-- Lctk:11 
_ Magazin•s 
_ Mlrro1 
-,- N•il Clipper,, 
--+--- 1';111/i!iu:,u 
_ Pen, b1i1119i111 
_ Pcncili 
- J>or>on,1 papen 
_ Fhoco album 
_ Pllolllt 

_ Fi.11.itic spoon, cup 
_ Plo:,ingcar43 
_Pt.inc 

1 
R1<1io (wlurp!u.g) 

- &i;JiO\IS JPC!Jals'C"·~...,.....__.J."-...J 
...1. Ring y~ ..x... 
_ Shir.Jb'9u1e, ~~ 
....1.. Shoes l)~, . ~ 
- Shoe,, ,how,ei _ 
_ sooe,. oli~pers 
-- Sh.ud 1 u=nini.5 
__ Shoru 

-Slin 
_Slip 
_ Social sccuri1y "'-l"-.:1 

-Sec"' __ S<x kl. athleuc 
-- S!i!,np, 
__ St0<~i~g1 
__ Sunglwes 
_ Sw,..nor 
- Swea1pat1t. 
_ S111,a11hi<1 

- 'trophy 
...L T-ShirtJ 
.....:..l Under111~u 
_ W1tcil/w1tch b.v,d 
_Wig.~·,{. -+ .... ,,2,,.tJL.9 y 

-,__,,c;;a,;.:.;;.:;::,,_..-,.: :±-4-'...J..!..""'-~~-
_l ---'-_.. ...... .,.;;:c....a..."--"...L_, 

-,--

8. lt~rrui AU~se<I b_y lnmacc 10 Have Yalu~ O,·er S 100.00 
Drn;ri pi ,on o~ P rorx llY 

Institution ~ LJ 

b. Hys<t:ne, * 
I. ~ 
__ Dt.nlal Ito.., 
__ DeMUl'<.l 

-- Dt.od011,r,t 

-- Haicoil 
- No.mma 
- Po~ct 
_ R.Ator 
-RilorbJ.td .. 
_ S!wnpo,;, 
__ Shavina ltlt.tln 
__ Sl:111 locion 

- Sc•p 
_ S011'di,b 
_ 1'oochbnisli 
_ ToothJa.lt.! 

c. Hobbymfts 
t. ,lu1icl, 

- Caw,,n loi=co 
- Chewing tooio:<:O 
- CJpreu..; 
-ClsRl"I, ,nufr 
- Cofftcma!II 
_ Cold drinl mix, 1<:IIJi 
- Pniit 
_ Hao$y, Hi-prnccin 
~ Imwit chocolate 
_lmWltoo!rol, 
__ lruWltW. 

_ Plpj, de1norlfiltm 
- Pipea 

e. Mi 1ssJ)ancQU1 (List ~ny danu.Jc<i 
pl'Qpt,ly lnd from wh,~ it WU 
•OQ8ive4: e ., .. U. 5. Matlhal) 

V.tjw; 611ecsd by lnmale 

9- A'.r1ide{• Listed 1.1 "Ma.ii" (M) Are l<l ti.. Fo?oor<led to (Nam.: ar.:I Address of C:on:iignce~ 

, .k,r.__.v,,l., ,, ·, ~ , '8 7 l- 3 ll), '-/ J./ ~ ~ lj 
!O. Claim ~J=uc; a. Tiie receiving <,,ff,,~r. lL! aooP,iifltt ,c,o.ipc of lM property u po.uible, wiU ,.,view ihc inventory ih the i to v~rify iU accu-
<"11~)'. Property thu i• ,rnttd, k,:pt in possessio~ )'}-•he inmu~. mailed vvt of the in&t!rutiun, or donated i• to ti.. "l~r.lccd in the tppropr!aui se.:dM of thil 
inventory funn. Th" "'Ceivlng ufficer c.cnifa~ ,;f-cipt, review I.fl"- \llsp,.1sition of the prop,eny by •i~ni"tt below, The i.nmatl: by ,1a,,i.inli1 below oi:nifie:i tlu, 
ac:<:unw,y of th" u>V<MO!)', u"pt &11 nottd 0n ~c form, lllinqul$~ins of all claim to arti~Jcs 1.-..te.c:1 a, dono,~4. rcecipc of al.I allowable ,iems, mid rcc=ip1 of 
a copy of ~ !nvenwry, WhCII the ln,1u,( • ~ l;i, ms a di •~•~pancy ,,. !~ c in, en tozy, th c rc~ci v ing ottiar $11all ~empt 10 reaol\le that dlS<C"'P""'Y. 11" lhc 
~:e~~u,• ,Ju,, tiicrc is mlHing or 0am~,•~ property, thi.s Informal.Jon should ba noti:d und~nt.t(I ~ 

""""'N..,.,, ....... .c ...,, .... Off~,, e sn)RBU"f p § ~ "~ ...L..&..--

, have today miew"'-1- ~ p•op~rty mum.:d to me. Sis;n,llur~ of foma~-2. J __ lfl.,w,<fJt ___ ' t' ___ &t tr;?,?~ 'iic · V,1,'.?/Dt"llllC: ___ _ 
t>. Upon rel= of the inmate f rvm lll e ~nit, detcnii on, etc. , tile rel ea.s, o g officer i, td-ii vc !he inmate th Ill prop,,ny scored u a mu It or the inm11e · 1 

holl'li~g. TIie inmate certifici; rck.lSc M (be prnpmy. n~q,c a.i mi1ed on thii form, nnd receipt of a ~l'PY of the inventory by sig11ing below. When tha 
inmate claims a di...:rcpm~y in the ,nven1c")', th• rckJsing afficet sh~U aUemp! t" reyolve tJ-,ac discrepancy. {f the inmate states t/11.t theta ls liliMicg Or 
damag,,d propel'l)', ~iii ,llfonn~tkin should be noted ,m<ier Comment,. 

C9mrm;nlli 

PrL,tcd. N~me/Sign.arurc of R.du.;ill~ c;f,·i~tr; ----~-~---~-------.;..... ________ Datt.: - Time: 

I 11.0.vc ttxlay reviewed ~le J>r<lpcrt~ re,u med m me. $,r.m11urc Qf lnmutc ------------'· R~g, No. : ---- D,1tt; --- Time: 

Original - lnm111e,'J Central file; CC :n,«•1~. R & D, Special tf0<1,ing 
u $ P L VN l',o,1ous ~,m;~ "" nQ1 uHblt 

@... .. _._. 
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REGISTER.NO.: 
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\ .. 
U. S . MED I QL CENTER FOR FEDERAL PR~SONERS · ~ 

SPRINGFIELD, MISSOURI 

Administrative Remedy System 
Informal Resolution Form 

NOTICE TO INMATE/PATIENT: You are advised that prior to filing a Request 
for Administrative Remedy Form {BP-9), you tJ!raI attempt to informally 
resolve your complaint through your Co~rectional Coun5elor, Please follow 
the three (3} steps listed below: 

l .· State below your specific complaint. 
2. Stace below what efforts you have made to rasolve your complaint 

0 s , , 7- 1 ~ 4 :J 3 /l'1 .. ..,., ;. 00 -a . 
Signature Reg. No. Date .,,, L R, D 

fM:i,~tfrJ;&'b;~f.?/>J}i"'.Jf,Zif, #?'f;,fl,:f &f } 0 t';;.;Z2$1:'r'tf}i$' :~,l;.'f;g 4 3 :r,Z,-;:: 
Correct1onal Counselor's Comments (Including actual steps taken to 
resolve) . 

Distribution: 

I. 

II. 

Form Returned 
To Counselor 

BP-9 Given 
To Inmate 

BP-9 Returned 
To Counselor 
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.--_... ·- ... 

EXTENSION OF TIME FOR RESPONSE~ ADMINISTRATIVE REMEDY 

DATE: JULY 10, 2002 

FROM; Nl~lNISTRATIVE REMEDY COORDINATOR 
SPRINGFIELD USMCFP 

TO PETER N FERNANDEZ JR, 08107-424 
WASECA FCI UN1', UNIT B/E QTR: E04-006L 

.. . .. 
• 

!!Lit~? 
::~:.-~'!?t:-1;:+,\. __}'..'~·_)~_,_I. 

:_,.';·:r_:;,. __ 

'ADDITIONAL TIME IS NEEDED TO RESPOND TO THE ADMINISTRATIVE- REMEDY REQUEST 
IDENTIFIED BELOW. WE AR£ EXTENDING THE TIME FOR RESPONSE¥ PROVIDED 

I 't,(1 a "' " 'O u 1 

.. •·· 

FOR IN THE ADMINISTRATIVE REMEOY PROGRAM STATEMEN'l'. \ _,S \ _ , ~ 

z-4 ~ I... -~.:i~ '1 
269402-Fl ,,,.-10 ;'] \,.. L( 'f"'L -r-e ~t.-.;' di,ll -tAV"\ t>'·,(i~ REMEDY ID 

OATE RECEIVED 
RESPONSE DUE 
SUBJECT 1 
SUBJECT 2 
INCIDENT RPT 

JUNE 4. 2002 ,r VJ~ c...0 c;\ L~t''"' ) vf\ u ~ QI 
JULY 14, 2002 r-- i\f,;;;o - t,(0 
PERSONAL PROPERTY - INCL. CONFISCATION OR DESTRUCTION 

NO: 
'I 



- -- j:ase: l:05-cv-032~.Y~t #: 1 Filed: 06/03105 Pa. of 51 Page ID #:20 
U.S. Delart~ent ot JIIBllce · ...,...,. · /U Regional Admini ive Remedy Appeal 

--. ·<federal -8uu{u of Prisons ---~ .. ,.... 

Type or ust ball-point pen. If 1111achments arc needed. tubmll f<IUI' ,;;,,pil!s. One copy of the compltlcd IIP-DIR-9 including any Rltaehmentt ,nuit b,, submitted 
with this appeal. 

From: Fernandez, Peter 
1-,\ST NAMEl, FIRST, MJDDLf. INlTtAL 

Part A-REASON FOR APPEAL 

To whom it may concern; 

08107-424 
RElG. NO. 

E FCI-Waseca, ~ 
UNIT INSTITUTION 

In the matter of my walking stick. On Friday, 12 July 2002 at mail call I received 
C;>nly a copy of an °ex~ension ?f time for r~p::,nse ... Administx-ative Remedy" notice. I received 
it at the Waseca, MN institution. (A copy 1s enclosed for your review.) Clearly the warden 
at Springfield,~ has elected not to respond to my BP-9. To reiterate, my request was only 
to get back my grandmother 1 s walking stick and personal property. It has been with me since 
I self .. surrendered on 17 May 2000 at the Terre Haute, IN camp. A more detailed description 
of the events surrounding my walking stick and its mysterious disappearance is evident in 
my BP-9. Copies of my property lists clearly show my walking stick with me from the very 
beginning. Sir, all I want is my family's walking stick that is my personal property, 
nothing more, 

lJot?<H1 ;?-;:,o, 
DATE 

Part B-RESPONSE 

D \Et!U'\J/IE~ 
AUG 1 9 2002 lk'J 

REGIONA\. om.ECTOR'S 
NORTl-i CENlP.kl AEG10N 

DATEl 

• 

. --~-
~ ~••1 )· 

-1···.·. 

:~ 1: .. :::~:. 

wr.-~~~~ ..... --.' .:f 

REOIONAL DIRECTOR 

If dis""tisfled wl1h this re!IJ)On&e, you may uppcal 10 the 0<"11er11I Counsel. You~ appeal ,nun be tee<"lved in the Gcru:nal CounseJ"11 Offic" wit 
day, of the. date of thi~ response. 

ORIGINAL.: RETURN TO INMATE ---------~_ ......... ..._._ __ --------- . ------. ' - . -----~-~~---------------------
Part C-RECEIPT ,. 

CASE NUMBER: ~--------

Return to:--~--------------
LAST NA1>1E, PIRST, MmbLE INITIAL REQ. NO, UNIT INSTITUTION 

SUBJECT:----------------~------------------------
LJRPIVN bATE S.IONATt!RB. Rl!.CIPlBNT OF REOIONAL AFl"BAI-

BP-2.30(13} 
APfllL 1 eaa: 



.Case: l:05-cv-032.ocument #: 1 Filed: 06/03/05 Pa .. of 51 PagelD #:21 

REJECTION NOTICE - ADMINISTRATIVE REMEDY 

DATE, AUGUST 27, 2002 

i:.'ROM, STRATIVE REMEDY COORDINATOR 
CENTAAL REGIONAL OFFICE 

TO , PETER N FERNANDEZ JR, '08107-424· 
KABECA FCI UNT1 UNIT B/E QTRt £02-00lL 
1000 UNIVERSITY DR, BK 

WASECA, MN 56093 

FOR THE REASONS LISTED BELOK, THIS REGIONAL APPEAL 
IS BEING REJECTED ~NO RETURNED TO YOU. Y0U SHOULD INCLUDE A COPY 
OF THIS NOTICE WITH ANY FUruRR CORRSSPONOENCE,REGARDING THE REJECTION. 

REMEDY ID , 2E94.02-:R1 REGIONAL APP!'!:AL 
, AUGUST 19, 2002 DATE RECEIVEn 

SUBJECT l 
SUBJECT 2 
INCIDENT RPT N01 

PERSONAL PROPERTY - INCL. -CONFISCATl:ON OR OES1'kUC1'ION 

REJECT REASON 1, YOU OID NOT PROVIDE A COPY OF YOUR - INSTITUTION 
ADMINISTRATIVE REMEDY REQUEST (BP-9) FORM.OR A COPY 
OF THE {BP-09) RESPONSE FROM THE WARDEN. 

REJECT REASON 2, YOU MAY RESUBMIT YOUR APPEAL IN PROPER FORM WITHIN 
15 DAYS OF THE DATE OP THIS REJECTION NOTICE. 

REMARKS MAILED FROM USP-THA TO MCFP-SPG 

~b d. o.J f",e, c/4y 

ll/.1J1tfl.tJ U f.· t0 / M 
ft? ()vvtJtJ ;k;oj.. 



-Case: 1:05~cv-03i·o·cument #: 1 Filecf 06/03/05 Pa. o{S-1 Page ID #:22 

6 September 2002 

Administrative Remedy Coordinator 
North Central Regional Office 
Gateway Complex Tower II 
8th floor 
4th and State Avenues 
Kansas City, KS 66101-2492 

Re: Rejection Notice Administrative Remedy I.D. #269402-Rl 
Regional Appeal 

Dear Administrative Remedy Coordinator: 

I am in receipt of your Administrative Remedy Rejection Notice 
dated 27 August 2002 that I received on Friday, 30 August 2002. 

With all due respect, frankly, sir, I do not understand your 
two reject reasons. Both reject reasons are clearly incorrect 
as evident in my BP-10 filing. 

1. Copies of my BP~8 and BP-9 Remedy Requests were both 
submitted to you with my file. 

2. I gave to you the only document I have ever received 
from Warden Hedricks office with regard to this issue 
and that is the "Extension of Time for Response" cover 
sheet only. 

In closing, please allow this letter to serve as my request for 
your reconsideration of my submittal. Notwithstanding your reject 
reasons, I must insist that my BP-10 submittal file is complete -
it is all that I have to give. Thank you fo~ your reconsideration, 
sir. I remain .. 

Peter Fernande 
08107-424i Unit 
Federal Correctional I 
P.O. Box 1500 
Waseca, MN 56093 



<;:ase: l:05-cv-032.ocument #: 1 Filed: 06/03/05 Pa. of 51 PagelD #:23 

REJECTION NOTICE - ADMINISTRATIV~ REMEDY 

DATE: SEPTEMBER 19, 2002 

FROM: ~~l-tll,k-4,T E REMEDY COORDINATOR 
ENTRAL REGIONAL OFFICE 

TO PETER N ~ERNANDEZ JR, 08107-424 
WASECA FCI UNT1 UNIT B/E QTR, E02-001L 
1000 UNIVERSITY DR, SW 
WASECA, MN 56093 

FOR T~E REASONS LISTED BELOW, THIS REGIONAL APPEJI.L 
IS BEfINa REJECTED AND RETURNED TO YOU. YOU SHOULD INCLUDE A COPY-
OF THIS NOTICE WITH ANY FUTURE CORR~8"0NDENCE REGARDING THE REJRCTION, 

REMEDY ID 
DATE RECEIVED 
SUBJECT 1 
SUBJECT 2 
INCIDENT RPT NO, 

269402-R.2 REGIONAL APPEAL 
SEPTEMBER 12, 2002 
PERSONAL PROPERTY - INCL. CONFISCATION OR DES~RUCTION 

REJECT REASON 1: YOU DID NOT PROVIDE A COPY OF YOUR INSTITUTION 
ADMINISTRATIVE REMEDY REQUEST (BP-9) FOR~ OR A COPY 
OF THE (BP-09) RESPONSE FROM THE WARDEN. 

REJECT REASON 2: YOU MAY RESUBMIT YOUR APPEAL IN PROPER FORM WITHIN 
15 DAYS 0~ THE DATE OF THIS REJECTION NOTICE. 

REMARKS , MAILED FROM USP-THA TO MCFP-SPG 

PROVIDE A COPY OF YOUR BP-9 RESPONSE. 

f?'~ ti /1,twd,ry 
/9r 4.'tJo/~ µ#i-~ 
~ d 3 -fhrP7 · dtJ)-0 1).. 
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1' muJt be submlllcd with thia appeal. ·· · ' 

From: Fernandez, Peter E FCI ~ Waseca, -MN 
LAST NAMP., l'IRsT, MIDDLB JNITIAL R.EO. NO. UNIT lNS'ITIVlTON -- -

l'art A-REASON FOR APPEAL 
I am stum,ed at the second reject notice that I received from the Regional Office on 

Monday 23 Sept. 2002. Not only has the Regional Office_rejected my BP-10 Sulxnittal for the 
second time J they have also completely·, disregarded my personal plea to them by way of my 
letter dated 6 Sept. 2002 asking them for reconsideration, 

I truly wanted to settle this issue at this BP-10 level. The resolution of it all is 
so simple, 

My BP-10 suanittal and subsequent letter for rect;msideration outline the issues at 
baud as they happened. I hav-e always main~ined that my family 1 s walking stick that 
surrendered with me on 17 May 2000 was taken bya stafftnember who obviously wanted it 
badly. A deliberate act unbecoming of any B.O.P. staff member. . _ 

While in the hole at the TeX'X'e Haute Institution much attention was always observed 
over rny beautiful walking stic.k. I want what i• r~ghtfully mine - nothillg t110.e. . . · 

AB outlined befQt'e the simplest solution to all this is for the Bureau of Prisor,s to 
return ray property to rae. My detailed reasons are all explained in my p:revious sub:nittals. 
I hope you will take the time to read them. If a resol tion e all will be forgotten 
and never brought up again. 

a o/¥. a~dq. Jt..~~I Pi9 f 1,o ~ , .. ~ 
OATH 

Part B-RFSPONSE 

DA TE URNHIV,L COUNSEL 

ORIGINAL: RE TUR~~~- I-~~~!_~ - - - -- -- ' - - -- - - - -- --- --- - - - - , , - - . - - - - - - - - CAS.~ !"_U~~~ .. - . J_'4!._!j .... ~_l _1A--:. 
- - - .....--..r..--whlo"-;,,...; ~------..... -----~--------------....... -,....--....,, ..... --..... .....,.. .... """' ......... """" ............. ._...... ,,....~ .. ----..,---,- ...----..-

Part C~RECElPf ~ .. r;·
1
.~~i};~i: .... ,'_......,..__,,.....,....._ ____ 

• I Ji - --· --

Return to"-------------------- --------- 1 ·1'•-£'·+-11 j...------
, LAST NAMli, FIRST. MJOPU!: INlllAL ROO. NO. I ll 1 fjerf 2 9 (-, . ' ~~~ON 

SUBJECT: -~------------------------...i--,i.-.......... _______ ..._ __ 
' ' 

SIONA= OP ..,,_,: OP a:,;,.~L ~,.,,~, "A;:.:~,'. J:..."ie111:l DATE 
Vf31" LVN 

et. ... __ 
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REJECTION 

DATE: OCTOBER 10, 2002 

FROM: ADMINISTRATIVE REMEDY 
aOP CENT:RAL OFFICE 

CE - ADMINISTRATIVE REH.EDY 

TO PE~ER N FERNANDEZ JR, 08 7-424 
WASECA FCI UNT: UNIT QTR! E02-001L 
1000 UNIVERSITY DR, SW 
WASECA, MN 56093 

FOR THE REASONS LISTED BELOW, THIS CENTRAL OFFICE APPEAL 
IS BEING REJECTED AND RETURNED TO YOU, YOO SHOULD INCLUDE A COPY 
OF THIS NOTICE WITH ANY FUTURE CORRESPONDENCE REGARDING THE REJECtION, 

REMEDY ID 
DATE RECEIVED 
SlJBJECT 1 
SUBJEC't' 2 
INCIDENT RPT NO: 

269402-Al CENTRAL OFFICE APPEAL 
OCTOBER 8, 2002 
PERSONAL PROPERTY - INCL. CONFISCATION OR DESTRUCTION 

REJECT REASON 1: YOU DID NOT PROVIDE A COPY OF YOOR INSTITUTION 
ADMINISTRATIVE REMEDY REQUEST (BP-9) FORM OR A COPY 
OF THE (BP-09) RESPONSE FROM THE WARDEN. 

REJECT REASON 2: SEe REMARKS. 

REJECT ~EASON 3: YOU MAY RESUBMIT YOUR APPEAL IN PROPER FORM WITHIN 
15 DAYS OF THE DATE OF THI$ REJECTION NOTICE. 

JlE.MAJU(S :- ~ CONCUR W"ITff Tffl!l"' ~lOtlt 1 &SEEM Pia ·.JIAT'.HJNALE'"· 
Foa a&JIICTYNG 'YOOa. J!J?2EAL-
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:)l 
t,(I October 2002 

Ms. Kathleen Hawk, Director, Federal Bureau of Prisons 
Central Office 
320 First Street, N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20534 

RE: Peter Fernandez #08107-424 
and rejection of my BP-11 #269402-Al dated 10 Oct. 2002 
and my Reconsideration Request. 

Dear Ms. Hawk: 

By now I am truly beside myself in trying to determine what 

exactly the Bureau of Prisons expects from me with regard to 

my BP-8, 9, 10, and 11 Administrative Remedy Appeal documents. 

I have clearly stated before that whatever documentation 

I received from the staff at any of the Bureau of Prison's insti

tutions was forwarded to you in all my submittals, 

I will endeavor to clarify my documents to you with the 

hope that you will accept and understand what I have said all 

along. 

In the Reject Notice dated 10 October 2002, the following 

should be noted; 

Reject Reason #1 - I disagree totally with the statement 

that I did not submit a BP-9 to Warden Hedrick at the Springfield, 

MO medical center. My BP-9 has always been submitted with my 

Administrative Remedy submittals - always. With regard to Warden 

Hedrick 1 s responseJ I have sent you a copy of the only document 

that I have ever received and that was a request for an extension 

of time to rBspond dated 10 July 2002. Is it possible that the 

Bureau of Prisons expects me to wait indeffn~t!!~;f?r 
1
~arden 

Hedrick• s response? I don't think so. It'· ,hiii.S: been almost 4 

c, ' 
-1-

:•,r,-.-•• 
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months and all I have gotten was the enclosed extension of time 

request. 

Reject Reason 12 states that the Central Office concurs 

with the Regional Office's rationale for rejecting my appeal. 

I yield to you, Ms. Hawk, to tell me please, what part of my 

submittal don't they understand? I do not know how to say what 

I have already said any other way. My statements as submitted 

are direct, precise. accurate, and true. 

In closing, please favor me with my family's walking stick 

that is my property and surrendered with me on 17 May 2000. 

It is rightfully my property and it is all I have ever wanted, 

nothing more. Thanking you for your time and the Bureau's 

reconsideration, I remain always ... 

ernandez 
#0810 -424, Uni 
Federal Correcti 
P.O. Box 1500 
Waseca, MN 56093 

-2-

Institution 
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REJECTION NOT CE - ADMINISTRATIVE REMEDY 

DAT~: OCTOBER 31, 2002 

FROM: 

TO 

BOP CENTRAL 0E'F1CI?. 

PETER N FERNANDEZ JR, 
WASECA FCI UNT: UNIT 
1000 UNIVERSITY DR, SW 
WASECA, MN 56093 

802-00lL 

FOR THE REASONS LISTED BELOW, THIS CENTRAL OFFICE APPE~L 
IS BEING REJECTED AND ~~TURNED TO YOU, YOU SHOULD INCLUDE A COPY 
OF THIS NOTICE WITH ANY FUTURE CORRESPONDENCE REGARDING THE REJECTION. 

REMEDY ID 
DATE RECEIVED 
SUBJECT 1 
SUBJECT 2 
INCIDENT RPT NO: 

269402-A.2 CENTRAL OFFICE APPEAL 
OCTOBER 29, 2002 
~ERSONAL PROPERTY - INCL. CONFISCATION OR DESTRUCTION 

REJECT REASON 1: YOU DID NOT PROVIDE A COPY OF YOUR 1NSTITUTION 
ADMINISTRATIVE REMEDY REQUEST (BP-9) FORM OR A COPY 
OF THE (BP-09) RESPONSE FROM THE WARDEN. 

EU:,rEC:T REASON 2: SEE REMARKS. 

REJECT REASON 3: YOU MAY RESUBMIT YOUR APPEAL IN PROPER FORM WtTHtN 
15 DAYS OF THE DATE OF THIS REJECTION NOTICE. 

REMARKS WE STILL CONCUR WITH THE REGION'S RATIONALE FOR 
REJECTING YOUR APPEAL. THE WARDEN RESPONDED TO YOUR 
APPEAL ON 07-02-02. 

/Z/cl.1-1 r f o o / M ffi/£ (/,qvc_ 

/t.14/A,/e:fody G ,(,/#t). c#03 



TO: (Na.me and Title of Staff Hemcer) 
Ms. Agrimsont Case M~nag-er 

FROH: 
Peter Fernandez 

woruc ASSIGNMENT: 
Medical 

CATE: 
28 Mai'.;.h 2003 

REGISTER NO. : 
08107 .. 424 

UNl'l': 
E 

SUSJ'ECT: (Briefly ~tate your qgaseion or concern and the solution you requesting. 
Con~inue en back, if necessary. Yol,1%' failure ~o be specific may res tin no ac~ion being 
taken. If necessary, you will be in~erviawad in order to success!ully re~pcnd to your 
request,) 

Dear Ms. Agrirnson: 

I was told by the staff at the medical center in Springfield, MO (from 
_________ _..;, _______________________ .;.... ______ __,;_ ______ _ 

whence I came) that I neE!ded to fill out a "tort claim" for my personal 

property that was lost by the Bureau of Prisons (terre Haute staff). In a 

brief dispositioni can you pleas€! direct and write me in the manner in which 

I am to proceed with this claim? 

Fact: I was put in the hole at Terre Haute, Indiana on 4 March 2002. 

Fact: I was transferred from Terre Haute, Indiana on 19 April 2002. 

Fact: Mine eyes last saw my missing property at Terre Haute, Indiana 

on 19 April 2002. 

Fact: I started my Administrative Remedy· Process on 23 May 2002 while 

(see back)" 
(Do OQt write below this line! 

DISPOSITION; 

Siqna~ure Staff ~e!llber 

Rec:ir.-: :~F=':' - :i..:.e; C::lpy - :;,..uce 
;;":-::.s -~- ::-. .i.·_.- =e :-ec:.:..:.::,?.i:ed ·;:.,a. :·i!l! ~~~~ :=:~ ~epl~ce~ :P-:~e.:-: ~ac~d ~=~ ~~ 

i~~ 3?-gi~B.:7 • ~?R ~, 
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at the medical center in Springfield, MO with the 

BP-8 form. 

Fact: My BP•ll Administrative Remedy was written and submitted 

to Washington, D.C. on 29 Sept. 2002. 

Fact: The conclusion of all the BP-11 Administrative Remedy 

correspondence did not conclude until 6 November 2002. 

Please advise me on what official date the clock started to 

run on this claim. 

Thank you for your assistance. I remain always ... 

Sincerely, 
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INSTRUC:T10NS: PINN rud ~ thl inltNdloflt, on ihl ..._. llldtl and supply FORM 
CLAIM FOR DAMAGE, lnrotmaUan1'9i;unt.dont,olhllde9ollhlltorwn.· UUadcltlaneithNt(-Jlf.-.-...,y. SM APPROJBl 

-·JttJ~fl)',_QR,.D_l:A.TH __ ' ,_.,..-~~.~IM!ndanl. ,,•-- i.• '' ·, • ; .:, ' ~~ 
1. $>lllmll To Applaprialo i:-11111.,.1 Agency: 

Daryl Koslak, Regional Counsel 
North Central Regional Office 
Gstaway Tower II, eu, Floor 
400 State Avenue 
Kansa!J City, KS 66101 

3_ PE Pl.. 4. CA BIR 

D MIUTM'I'~~~ IIHAlle.H/14/ 

9. 

10. 

11. 

NAME 

,1,)J.,,.., l u J.I K J.)t' I) J.) ~ f (J" 11rU 
'µJ#IJ ftJO~ rJ/J()~ flioJ,f ~J 

U) H£"AJ / L--rr S'-,;(." · 4 T 
T~I!-~ r1~ Pi"f, /,I.IPJJtl.,ll'f 

2. N•mo, AddteU ol dllnwot and dalrnant'• ~1,.....nt•Uw,_if-,. 
(Sn~• on,..,.,....) (Nutnbar, ltlwt, ~. Siate and Zip ca..t 

p~ TFI( ·Ft.-~wlt/JDE z. ~ c91P7-1d+ 
,._,.,,,~'"') r•<leA-AL PA,-~cJ.J a"'HP 
liOVTI! 5 .. I'· b 'B;x IO r,o II ot.,d t;;/p llM II 

MAl?.J•;J, f L.L1AI~ ,, I..~- .(''f · 

-·'' ~ONALlNJUR"l'/WRONGfULDEATH 

WITNESSES 

ADORES$ (Numbu, J/rael. c/fy, Sr.ai., and Zip CocleJ 

U. ! /JEl..)/te'JJ11~ty - S,H_V, 
T €)t. fl Ii /-/ A v TT-1 I u d 1 1i. ,v 4 

AMOUNT OF CLAIM (/It doll~ 

12a. PROPERTY DAMAGE 12b. PERSONALtNJURV 12". WRONGFULOEATH 

SONLY Dill,4.GES AND INJURlU CAUSED BY THE ACCIDENT ADOVE AND AGREE TO AC:CEPT SAID 
'TTI.EMENT Of THIS CLAIN 

ThD ct.,irr\3t\l lhaU for1eit and ~y lo lhl United State• lhe $UM al $2,000, plu, 
double lhe I\ITl(l!Jnl ol i:ialNg n su.tuil'lltd by thfl United s It.let. 
(SH .1f U.S.C. Jrn.J 

!I!>- 1 09 NSN 75(0-00-634--40411 
PrlvkJl/.fi «:i~·OIII nol UH/)lq 

Thb, ro,m WM Cl~Uv ?"(ldueed ~y E11lc ~<1<1111'# fnrms. In,:, 

131>. Phane number tiQ/\1.IQry 

CRIMINAL PENAL TY f0R PRESE!NTINO FAAUDULENT 
CLAIM OR WU(JNG FALSE 8TATl:MiNTS 

Fine of l'IOI more than 110,000 or Imprisonment for rll)I mere lhon 5 y1111r, 11r botlt, 
(SH 18 U,$.C. U7, 1001.J 

STANDARD FORI.I 9~ (R,...,_ 7-8!>) 
PRESCRIBED BY DEPT, OF 
JUSTICE 
21 CAA 14.1 
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DATE: April 27, 2004 

REPLY TO M. Martinez 
ATTN OF: Legal Technician 

SUBJECT: Your Claim for Damage, Injury or Death 
Date Received: 04/14/04 

TO: Peter Fernandez 
08107-424 
USP Marion 

U.S. Department of Justice 
Federal Bureau of Prisons 
North Central Region 
Kansas City KS 6610 l { 

to;;t 
~,1 

Your Standard Form 95 has been received In this office. The Federal Tort Claims Act affords the 
government slx (6) months from the date that a properly submitted claim is filed with the agency in 
which to make an administrative determination. 

Upon review of your SF-95. we find that the form is Incomplete or that further information will be 
required to establish your submission as a daim for relief under the Federal Tort Claims Act. 
Accordingly, the following information is required pursuant to Title 28, Code of Federal Regulations, 
Section 14: 

[ X] Action needed to complete the attached claim form: 

12d. There must be an amount entered In order to proce§;5; this gaim.tlon. Please enter the 
amount and resubmit this clalm. along with this sheet. to the address listed below. 

( ] The following additional information is requested: 

The completed form and/or information requested should be returned to: 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS 
LEGAL DEPARTMENT - M. MARTINEZ 
NORTH CENTRAL REGIONAL OFFICE 
GATEWAY TOWER It gTH FLOOR 
400 STATE AVENUE 
KANSAS CITY KS 66101-2492 

PLEASE BE ADVISED THAT, ABSENT THE INFORMATION REQUESTED OR COMPLETION OF 
THE FORM AS INDICATED ABOVE, YOUR SUBMISSION WILL NOT BE CONSIDERED A 
PROPERLY SUBMITTED CLAIM FOR CONSIDERATION UNDER THE FEDERAL TORTS CLAIM 
ACT. 
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OFFICE OF REGIONAL COUNSEL 
Federal Bureau of Prisons 
North Central Regional Off ice 
400 State Street, Tower II, 8th Floor 
Kansas City, Kansas 86101 

/1/J, /))J/4!__;),e,t£-2__ 

~&ij, I() tY/4 ,r.:-c/n y 
6 /14"° y dCJt:) ✓ /.,J UK! n-

Peter Fernandez 
08107-424 
USP Marion 

croq- OOIL 
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CLAIM FOR DAMAGE 1 

INJURY, OR DEATH 
1. Submil To Apil,oprilltll Fll\Sflrel Ag11ncy: 

Daryl Kosiak. Regional Counsel 
North Central Regional Office 
G3t.eway lower JI, 8th Floor 
400 State Avenue 
Kansas City. KS 66101 

INSTRUCTIONS: Pleau relcl "'9fulfy "'-' ln•truclJon, Ol'I UM, Nr,llfH alda and •uppJy 
lnfCuYY1auon 1equa11ed on both skla• of thl, form. UN lddltlQnal ,t..1(1} tr~- Sae 
reverse ~• tqr ed(lltlan nl lnatructJon1. 

FOR,,,! 
.A.PPROVED 
OMBNO. 
110 5-0CXMII 

2. Nama, Adc:111111 ol cteinWII 1nd cia!manr1 peaonal rapra&anlaUve. II lffl, 
(S.• lntltudions on ,.VllfH,) (Numbar, ,IIHt, cily, S111!1 1111d Zip Codoj 

Prf£,'< F'--/i(.1JA1JD£ z '110U1PJ-1tl+ 
i\..t .. v,,,.u r•cl&A.AL PPfd'ol,.) a,."-141-' 
/<dVT4 S" - f',o •BPX /ova " ou:I ol~/i!.A-1

11 

MAJ?.n,JJ, IL.L1J.,)~ Jf, t- .;; t:J-{"&f 
.3. TYPE M L YMEN 4. 0 TE OF eJRTH e. MARI us e. OAT AND DA: IOENT 

O MILITAAV '!g:_ CMLIAN (o M AAt/1 {':/4 / MA A. ~Io d , ., A p-.e t L. ~ o o ;;;;, 

FLY .0 ES RlBE THE PROPER . A I HERE f'R P MAY SE IN ECTEO. (S,,, inalnN:IIOlt, 'lfl 

revem ll!JB.} WA L./(tµI. tJ. Aµ~ ( 1-1 '(' f fl OJ' £It. TY) 6' /&l I.. t-;J O ,,_ L <J ~r - r £: J t-11. A l, 
fh,v/7c·A17'1Aily 1 ~J.lu(sr~e,,--l.1+ovt,11Ji,, t.J;3>T) t6"/2.n.a-µ,wrt:, /tvd,nvA 

10 

11. 

NAME 

.LI" 1-1 t. u µ i! Vt? 1.h..J , f ~" 11r-A-d 
f,J.Jt/C' f~Cjt: ll/Jt,.)C f"t!O/.,f A,,f_i 

v.J >-10.J I L .. -rr f",rf. o. -4 T . 
T ,:-;.!. t- tf" ff 4 IJ TE. 1 J/ Pl /'f'U J1 

12. (SH /nJ/,vc//c,IJ Ot1 rllvomll 

P~IO~ INJURYNvRONGFUL OEATH 

WITNESSES 

AOORESS (N~. lllll•I, dllJr..loUl,til 

u, ! p ~A) I 1CUT11Jty - S.J-1. V, 
r v:-,.?. ~i /-/ 1 v n, /J,.ld, 1.. v 4 

AMOUNT OF CLAlM (In dol/anJ 

APR i 4 2C04 

12a. PROPERTY DAMAGE 12b. PERSONAL INJURY 12c. WRONGFUL DEATH 12i:I, TOT AL (Fan.,,. jO .1p•dly may CNH j ,,,,,_,,.,,. of you, rlghl,, I 

ef.,()oo .!2.. 

V S ONLY DAMAGES AND INJURIES CAUSED BY THE: ACCl'3iNT ABOVE AND AGREE TO ACCEPT SAID 
L l::TTLEMENT OF THIS CLAIM 

J 

The claimanl fJlall fOffllil :!IM pay to lt1e United St~IH lt\1 IUf?I 01 $2,000, plus 
ooubl<t the amOUnt ol i:lamages sui.tsined by il'lfl United State~. 
(Sec 31 u.S.C. 3129.) 

95-108 
PflViOIJj edit,on, 110! IJJID/e, 

13b. Phone.number of signa\0/')' 

CRIMINAL PENALTY l'OR PRUENTINO FRAUOULENT 
CLAIM OR MAKING f'AL5E STATEMENTS 

Fine QI not nlOO!II tnan $10.000 or lmprls011m1n1 f« l'IOl more 1r11n 5 ~,,. ~bolh. 
(S,,. 18 U.S.C. 2111, J 001.) , 

STANDARD FORM ~5 (Rev. 7..fl5) 
PRESCRIBED BY' DEPT. OF 
JUSTICE 
28CFR 14.2 
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This N011ee is providad lri 11ooon;!11rice wllh the Pnvacy Act. 6 U.S.C. 5!12a(e){3). 
and col'\ooros th• inform a tlon ,eque118d In .Iha Iaue, 10 wl'lfdl 11111 Nclicll 11 altlch1d. 

A. Autfioflty: The requa&led lnlorlTl8li0n 1110llclted pu111ulfll lo on.a ot rTIQrU cf the 
fell~: 5 U.S. C, 301. 28 U.S.C. 601 11 &eq .• 28 U.S.C. 2071 el aeq., 29 
c_,:_R. Part 14_ 

El. Pllnt:ipai Pl.lrp(llla: Thi, Jnformallon .-.quaalad la kl ba u goo In 1111BIU11 ung cl v.lms. 
C. Rov/klfj Uu: See Iha Notiee1 or Syaleme of Record• for Iha agency to wl'IOm ye 

1ir. submitting thlt f01T11 lot this Information. . 
D. EO,,CI of f!.n,.,,. /o RHpond: Ol1cl0,urv. Ill vollM!lal)'. How, .... r. laNut• 10 &U~I}' 

IN Nl(lue&h!lll lnlorrnellon or to ex-lo Iha form may reridCII' your cialm "lnYalid . 

l"ISTRUCTIONS 

Complete all ltema • lnaart Iha word NONE Where appllcabl• 

A Cl.AIM SHAl.l 8E OEEMEO TO HAVE EIEEN PRESJ,eNTS> WHEN A FEDERAi.. PROPERTY. PERSONAL INJURY. OR DEATH ALLEGED YO HAVE OCCURRED 
AGENCY RECElVES FROM A Ct.AIMANT, HIS DULY AUTHORIZED AGENT,1.f)R SY REASON OF THE INC/0 ENT. THE a.AIM MUST 8E REPRESENTED TO THE 
LEGAL AEPRESENTATIVE AN EXECUTED STANDARD FORM GS OR OTH~ APf'ROF'~IA TE FEDERAL AGENCY WITHIN TWO YEARS AFTER THE Cl.AIM 
WRITTEN NOTIF"ICA TTON OF AN INCIDENT.._ ACCOMPANJEO 8Y A a.AIM FOR ACCRUES. 
MONEY DAMAGES IN A SUM C~AIN FOrc INJURY TO OR LOSS OF 

. tf clvlmenl lrilarid1 IQ m., clelm lor bQtrl ~111 Injury 11nd "'1,lP!lrty dama;e, Claim 
fat ri.otn mull be show,, 11'1 ltarn 12 ol lhll form. 

The amount clalmad 5hould be 5ubstanuatlld by competent .vid8J'ICll • I lollawa.: 
(a> In IIUPPOfl of tlio dalm for POf'80FIIII lnlv!Y o, .,lh. 111111 cl4l~ tt'Ol.lld 1ubmll 

a writtllll ,a port tiy 1118 attoli Ming pr,y1 I clan, at'iowlng lhe nab.Ire and extent ot lnlu,y, 
the naturv. and ax.lent of lre.atment, h degrae afpa,maMnl disability, lf_~ny1 ~ 
prognosis, end Iha patbd of hoapitallzalion, or lneepvc!lllllofl, •tlK-hlrlg ll8lfllZN bills 
for mo.Jlciil, hl;J1pl~. or t:il.Si11I ~ 111ctua•y lni:IUNd. -

Olrectot, Torts 6ranch 
CMcOi11i~Dfl 
U.$. O~r,attm"'t ol J1,1tb. 
WU,hlngtOn, DC 20630 

l"• lhua ta 11paclfy a • um ,:aria In wll N•Llll In Invalid pN1• 11l,s,tklln of your mlm 
and may tNult In lotf•Hure of yow nghia. 

11nd!l).trl8 
Offlc:e ol Me_nagement and Budgel 
Papll(WOlk Redl.lCllan F'roled (1105-0008) 
WHhlngton. DC 20603 

In order lhat sub,ogatloll claims may be adjudicated, ll 11 e&nnllaJ lhal the claimant pra'lide the following lflfofmalloo ~ardli,g tt,11 in,urar>OQ o,:;ivuragu of h11 \l(lhlcl@ er prcporty. 

1:5. 00 you i::arry a nt inaura11011? 0 You. If yaa. give name and addre55 of lna1,11;1ni::a company (Nlll71ber, st/Itel. c/ly, State, and ZJp Code} end policy number. No 

111. IF claim naa bean lilftd wilh yOUt C$/riilf, whaUcllon hu your INUl'fd' taken 01 p!l:lpOled II) take wllh refaMnCII to your delm? (!I la n..:.ua,y 11W tou aa,:a,tllin Plea• facts) 

ti.I, Ori you c;i,r,y ptJblic lisbi!lty 111d property d~mage nauranca D YH, II yes, give name arid 11ddre11 ol Insurance oar'rier (Nvmoer, lllwal, e/fy, Sia, .,,a ZJo Cod, NCI 

SF 115 (~111. 7-Ui) SACK 
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Case: 1:05~cv-03.Do6.iment #:· 1 Filed: 06/03/05 Pa.8 of 51 Pag.elD #:38 

U.S. Department of Justice 

Federal Bureau of Prisons 

United States Penitentiary 

Te"e Haute, Indiana 

Date: June 22, 20~4A /JI 
ReplyTo ~~--_ __ _ . 

/,/4 <! i ✓ f "2-oM 

· ·r/1;6, · :.J 11..,~r .f -- -~ f/4if-
Attn Of: R. L. Blackbum, Legal Instruments Examiner 

Subject: Tort Claim #TRT-NCR-2004-02937 
/4J ,1y /.pvsE tJ ~ f/v ,J ~ 1 

To: Peter Fernandez. 
I~ A v t;. v' r c:l-ot4 

Reg. No. 08107--424 

Our office is in receipt of the above referenced Tot1 Claim filed by you for $84,000.00, in 
which you alleged your cane was lost by a staff member, as a result of being transferring from 
USP Terre Haute to the Federal Medical Center, Springfield on April 191 2002. Since you 
Indicate that you purchased the cane before being incarcerated In the Bureau of Prisons, 
you need to provide me with a receipt for the purchase of the missing cane. 

Please provide this information to this office by July 19, 2004, 
Please return too: 

T. MARVEL, PARALEGAL SPECIALIST 
UNITED STATES PENITENTIARY 
4200 BUREAU ROAD NORTH 
TERRE HAUTE, INDIANA 47802 

.·_,.... 
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Case: 1:os:.cv-03. Document#": 1 Filed: 06/03/05 p.5 of 51 PageiD #:45 -

U~S. Department of Jusdce 

Federal Bureau of Prisons 

United States Pen ttentiary 
Terre Haute, Indiana 

Date: June 22, 2004 

n··· -~- ~!JdQ ~~ -~-
/uJ / f' /20~ . 
4/6/ J11J.4r$ t.:r/4~,-~-c., •••-~ Attn Of: R. L. Blackbum, Legal Instruments Examiner 

iv /JY J./tn.J6d° tJ A) Mo I\J c/4 / 
I? Jur;.rA-r .~'4-To: Peter Fernandez 

Reg. No. 08107-424 

Our office is in receipt of the above referenced Tort Claim filed by you for $84,000.00, in 
which you alleged your cane was lost by a staff member, as a result of being transferring from 
USP Terre Haute to the Federal Medical Center, Springfield on April 19, 2002. Since you 
indicate that you purchased the cane before being incarcerated In the Bureau of Prisons, 
you need to provide me with a receipt for the purchase or the missin1t c:ane. 

Please provide this information to this office by July 19, 2004. 
Please return too: 

T. MARVEL, PARALEGAL SPECIALIST 
UNITED STATES PENITENTIARY 
4200 BUREAU ROAD NORTH 
TERRE HAUTE, INDIANA 47802 
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U.S. Department of Justice 
Federal Bureau of Prisons 
North Central Region 

Kansas City, KS 66J0J.2492 

DEC U 9 2Wt 
Peter Fernandez, 08107-424 
8724 W 44th Place 
Lyons, IL 60534 

·----.------ - ··--· 

RE: Administrative Claim T-NCR-2004..02937 
Personal Property Loss: $84,000.00 

Certified Mail Na. 7•• 4 0750 •• 02 4789 b39l 

Dear Mr. Fernandez: 

Your above referenced tort claim has been considered for administrative review pursuant 
to 28 CFR § 0.172, Authority: Federal Tort Cl§iOl§ and 28 CFR Part 14, Administrative 
Claims Under Federal Tort Claims Act. Investigation of your claim did not reveal that you 
suffered any personal property loss as a result of the negligent acts or omissions of 
Bureau of Prisons employees acting within the scope of their employment. Furthermore, 
review of this matter revealed that your allegations stem from incidents which occurred 
more than two years prior to the date of the proper filing of this claim. 

As a result of this investigation, your claim is denied. This memorandum serves as a 
notification of final denial under 28 CFR § 14.9, Final Denial of Claim. If you are 
dissatisfied with our agency's action, you may file suit in an appropriate U.S. District Court 
no later than 6 months after the date of mailing of this notification. 

Sincerely 
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Case: l:05-cv-03288 Document#: 43 Filed: 06/28/06 Page 1 of 1 PagelD #:230 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE Northern District of Illinois - C~I/ECF LIVE, Ver 2.5 

Eastern Division 

Peter Fernandez Jr. 

V. 

United States of America, et al. 

Plaintiff, 

Defendant. 

Case No.: 1 :05-cv-03288 
Honorable James F. Holderman 

NOTIFICATION OF DOCKET ENTRY 

This docket entry was made by the Clerk on Wednesday, June 28, 2006: 

MINUTE entry before Judge James F. Holderman dated 6/28/06: Pursuant to 
stipulation for dismissal and compromise agreement, the United States will pay the 
plaintiff $1,000.00. The settlement amount of $1,000 represents the entire amount of the 
compromise settlement and that the respective parties will each bear their own costs, fees, 
and expenses and that any attorneys' fees owed by the plaintiff will be paid out of the 
settlement amount and not in addition thereto. This action is dismissed with 
prejudice.Civil case terminated.Judicial staff mailed notice(gl, ) 

ATTENTION: This notice is being sent pursuant to Rule 77(d) of the Federal Rules of 
Civil Procedure or Rule 49(c) of the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure. It was 
generated by CM/ECF, the automated docketing system used to maintain the civil and 
criminal dockets of this District. If a minute order or other document is enclosed, please 
refer to it for additional information. 

For scheduled events, motion practices, recent opinions and other information, visit our 
web site at www.ilnd.uscourts.gov. 



United States District Court 
Northern District of Illinois 

Peter Fernandez Jr. 

V. 

The United States of America 

Eastern Division 

JUDGMENT IN A CIVIL CASE 

Case Number: 05 C 3288 

• Jury Verdict. This action came before the Court for a trial by jury. The issues have been 
tried and the jury rendered its verdict. 

• Decision by Court. This action came to trial or hearing before the Court. The issues 
have been tried or heard and a decision has been rendered. 

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED AND ADJUDGED that Pursuant to stipulation for dismissal and 
compromise agreement, the United States will pay the plaintiff $1,000.00. The settlement 
amount of $1,000 represents the entire amount of the compromise settlement and that the 
respective parties will each bear their own costs, fees, and expenses and that any attorneys' 
fees owed by the plaintiff will be paid out of the settlement amount and not in addition thereto. 
This action is dismissed with prejudice. 

Michael W. Dobbins, Clerk of Court 

Date: 6/28/2006 /s/ Gladys Lugo, Deputy Clerk 
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United States District Court, Northern District of Illinois 

Name of Assigned Judge James F. Holderman Sitting Jndge if Other 
or Magistrate Judge than Assigned Judge 

CASE NUMBER 05 C 3288 DATE 12/8/2005 

CASE Peter Fernandez, Jr. vs. United States of America 
TITLE 

DOCKET ENTRY TEXT 

Defendant United States' motion of September 6, 2005 (Dkt. No. 15), is granted to the extent that United 
States is substituted as the sole defendant in this matter but its request to dismiss for lack of subject matter 
jurisdiction, or in the alternative to limit Fernandez's damages claim to $100, is denied. Defendants Bureau 
of Prisons, Warden Hedrick, Warden Olson and the unknown correctional officer at the Terre Haute prison 
are dismissed as defendants in this matter. The United States is the sole remaining defendant in this case. 
The United States is ordered to file an answer to Fernandez's complaint on or before December 22, 2005. 
The parties are requested to hold a Rule 26(f) conference and file a jointly completed Form 35 signed by each 
party or counsel for each party on or before January 11, 2006. The parties are requested to submit a courtesy 
copy of the Form 35 to Chambers on the day of filing. This case is set for a report on status and entry of a 
scheduling order at 9:00am on January 17, 2006. The parties are encouraged to discuss settlement. 

•[ For further details see text below.] Notices mailed. 

STATEMENT 

On June 3, 2005, plaintiff Peter Fernandez Jr., ("Fernandez"), filed a prose complaint against 
defendants U.S. Department of Justice Federal Bureau of Prisons, ("Bureau of Prisons"), Warden Hedrick of 
the Federal Prison Medical Center in Springfield, Missouri, ("Warden Hedrick"), Warden Keith E. Olson of 
the Federal Prison in Terre Haute, Indiana ("Warden Olson"), and an unknown cotTectional officer at the 
Terre Haute prison. (Dkt. No. 1). The United States filed the pending motion on September 6, 2005 to be 
substituted as party defendant and dismiss the case for lack of subject matter jurisdiction or, alternatively, to 
limit Fernandez's ad damnum to $l00. (0kt. No. 15). For the reasons set forth below, the United States' 
motion is granted to the extent that the United States is substituted as the sole defendant in this matter but its 
request to dismiss for lack of subject matter jurisdiction, or in the alternative to limit Fernandez's damages 
claim to $ 100, is denied. 

Fernandez's complaint centers on a wooden walking cane that he alleges was lost or destroyed by the 
Bureau of Prisons when he was a federal prisoner. He alleges that he had the cane when he self surrendered 
at the Terre Haute, Indiana prison on May 17, 2000. (Dkt. No. I at pg. 2). On April 19, 2002, Fernandez 
was transferred from Terre Haute to the Federal Prison Medical Center in Springfield, Missouri. (Id. at pg. 3-
4). He was transported to Springfield, Missouri via bus and the bus trip included a one week stop over in a 
prison facility in Oklahoma City, Oklahoma. (Id. at pg. 4). Fernandez claims that he was told by the 
unknown TeITe Haute correctional official that he could not take his walking cane on the bus but that the 
official would pack the cane for the trip and the cane would be returned to Fernandez once he got to 
Springfield. (Id. at pg. 4-5). Fernandez alleges that he never received his walking stick when he aITived in 

05C3288 Peter Fernandez. Jr. vs. United States of America Page 1 of 4 
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STATEMENT 

Springfield. (Id. at pg. 5). He then filed a series of administrative grievances and appeals with the Bureau of 
Prisons over the cane. (Id. at pg. 5-8). 

Although Fernandez does not cite to the Federal Tort Claims Act ("FTCA"), in his complaint, his 
allegations fall within the FfCA. Fernandez seeks $86,000 in actual damages, $100,000 in compensatory 
and exemplary damages, and $100,000 punitive damages for the loss of his cane and the resulting emotional 
distress. 

The United States seeks to substitute itself as the sole defendant in place of the other named 
defendants. Under the FTCA, the United States can be substituted as the sole defendant when the Attorney 
General certifies that "the defendant was acting within the scope of his office or employment at the time the 
incident out of which the claim arose." 28 U.S.C. § 2679(d)( 1). "The plaintiff may challenge the 
substitution of the United States as the sole defendant, however, by contesting the scope certification and 
arguing that the employee defendant was not acting within the scope of employment at the time the tortious 
conduct occurred." Taboas v. Mlynczak, 149 F.3d 576,578 n.1 (7th Cir. 1998) (citing Gutierrez de Martinez. 
v. Lamagna, 515 U.S. 417 (1995)). The actions alleged by the defendants in Fernandez's complaint were 
taken within the scope of the defendants' employment. Fernandez's response to the government's pending 
motion does not dispute the government's position. The government's certification is proper and the United 
States is substituted as the sole defendant in this case. 

Now that the United States is the sole defendant remaining in this case, the government argues that 
this court lacks subject matter jurisdiction. Rule 12(b)(l) "provides a defendant a procedural vehicle by 
which the defendant may move a federal court to dismiss a claim or suit on the ground that the court lacks 
subject-matter jurisdiction." Davit v. Davit, 366 F. Supp. 2d 641, 648-49 (N.D. Ill. 2004). "The standard of 
review for a 12(b)(l) motion to dismiss depends on how [the] defendant frames the motion. If the motion 
contends that the allegations of jurisdiction are facially insufficient to show jurisdiction, then the I 2(b )(1) 
standard of review mirrors the standard applied for 12(b)(6) motions. But if the motion challenges the truth 
of the facts alleged, then the court may look beyond the face of the plaintiff's complaint to resolve the factual 
disputes." Royal Tmving, Inc. v. City o{Harvey, 350 F. Supp. 2d 750, 752 (N.D. Ill. 2004) (internal citations 
omitted). The United States contends that the jurisdictional allegations in the complaint are facially 
i nsu ffici ent. 

"The United States government may be sued only where Congress has waived its sovereign immunity 
and the existence of such a waiver is a 'prerequisite for jurisdiction."' LaBonte v. United States, 233 F.3d 
1049, 1051 (7th Cir. 2000) (citing United States v. Mitchell, 463 U.S. 206, 212 ( 1983); Kuznitsky v. United 
States, 17 F.3d 1029, 1031 (7th Cir. 1994)). "The FTCA is a limited waiver of the sovereign immunity of the 
United States and imposes liability 'under circumstances where the United States, if a private person, would 
be liable to the claimant in accordance with the law of the place where the act or omission occurred."' 
Warrum v. United States, 427 F.3d 1048, 1049-50 (7th Cir. 2005) (citing 28 U.S.C. § 1346(b)(I); United 
States v. Kubrick, 444 U.S. 111, 117-18 (1979); Charlton v. United States, 743 F.2d 557, 558 (7th Cir. 
1984)). The United States' sovereign immunity under the FfCA is limited by multiple exceptions contained 
in 28 U.S.C. § 2680. Ortloff v. United States, 335 F.3d 652,657 (7th Cir. 2003) (citing 28 U.S.C. § 2680). 

The United States argues this court is deprived of subject matter jurisdiction in this case because the 
exception to the waiver of sovereign immunity contained in 28 U.S.C. § 2680(c) is applicable in this case. 
The United States properly notes that the Seventh Circuit in Ort lo.ff v. United States, held that the exception 
reinstating sovereign immunity contained in 28 U.S.C. § 2680(c) does not apply to claims for destruction of 
properly brought against prison officials and a FTCA claim can proceed. 335 F.3d 652, 656-70 (7th Cir. 

05C3288 Peter Fernandez. Jr. vs. United States of America Page 2 of 4 
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2003). 

The government attempts to distinguish Ortlojfby arguing that Ortloff interpreted a prior version of 
28 U.S.C. § 2680(c), see 335 F.3d at 657 n.2, and that the Seventh Circuit has not considered the issue anew 
since the most recent version of 28 U.S.C. § 2680(c) was enacted by Congress. The United States' argues 
that this court should follow the decisions from outside the Seventh Circuit that have evaluated the amended 
version of§ 2680(c) and have held that exception to the sovereign immunity waiver is applied in this type of 
situation. See Bramwell v. United States Bureau cif" Prisons, 348 F.3d 804, 806 (9th Cir. 2003), Chapa v. U.S. 
Dep't oflustice, 339 F.3d 388,390 (5th Cir. 2003); Hatten v. White, 275 F.3d 1208, 1210 (10th Cir. 2002). 

This court must follow the Seventh Circuit's precedent, Ort/off, until otherwise instructed by the 
Seventh Circuit. See Reiser v. Residential Funding Corp., 380 F.3d 1027, 1029 (7th Cir. 2004) ("In a 
hierarchical system, decisions of a superior court are authoritative on inferior courts .... [DJistrict courts must 
follow the decisions of lthe Seventh Circuitj whether or not they agree."); A Woman's Choice-East Side 
Women's Clinic, et al. v. Newman, 305 F.3d 684, 687 (7th Cir. 2002) ("[Olnly an express overruling relieves 
an inferior court of the duty to follow decision on the books."); Cacy v. Welborn, 994 F.2d 305, 310 (7th Cir. 
1993) ("A district judge who thinks that new evidence or better argument 'refutes' one of [the Seventh 
Circuit's] decisions should report his conclusions while applying the existing law of the circuit."). 

Additionally, this court would reject the government's arguments even if it had the authority to ignore 
Ort/off. The change to the statute does not address the Seventh Circuit's position, namely that the exception 
is limited to law enforcement officials in the customs and excise context. Orth~[{, 335 F.3d at 657-60. The 
cases cited by the government, Bramwell, Chapa, and Hatten, do not particularly consider what effect, if any, 
Congress' amendment had on the statute. In Ortloff; the Seventh Circuit took a position that aligned it with a 
portion of the circuit courts of appeal while splitting it against some of the other circuit courts of appeal. 
Congress' amendment does not resolve the circuit split. 

The government also argues that Fernandez's complaint should be dismissed pursuant to the statute of 
limitations. "lCJomplaints do not have to anticipate affirmative defenses to survive a motion to dismiss ... 
lbut the plaintiff can plead himself out of court whenJ the allegations of the complaint itself set forth 
everything necessary to satisfy the affirmative defense." United States v. Lewis, 41 l F.3d 838, 842 (7th Cir. 
2005) (citing Gomez v. Toledo, 446 U.S. 635,640 (1980); Leavell v. Kieffer, 189 F.3d 492,495 (7th Cir. 
1999)). 

There are factual questions as to whether Fernandez made his claim within the applicable statute of 
limitations period. However, this answer is not clearly determinable from the face of Fernandez's complaint 
and the documents that Fernandez includes with this complaint. See Can't Cas. Co. v. Am. Nat'[ Ins. Co., 
417 F.3d 727, 731 n.3 (7th Cir. 2005) (noting that a copy of an written instrument which is an exhibit to a 
complaint is considered to be part of the pleadings). Additionally, Fernandez is a prose plaintiff and 
pleadings by prose parties are to be liberally construed and not held to the stringent standards expected of 
pleadings drafted by lawyers. Haines v. Kerner, 404 U.S. 519, 520-21 (1972); Gil v. Reed, 381 F.3d 649, 658 
n.2 (7th Cir. 2004); Alvarado v. Litscher, 267 F.3d 648,651 (7th Cir. 2001). The United States may raise this 
issue later in the litigation once this court has moved beyond the pleading stage. 

The United States' last argument is that in the alternative this court should enter an order limiting 
Fernandez's damage claim to $100. The government basis this argument on the inmate personal property 
form that Fernandez allegedly signed when he first entered the federal prison system. The parties are also 
engaging over factual arguments as to the validity of this form and whether it applies since Fernandez claims 
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that he is legally blind and therefore should not be held accountable for the form. This matter is also better 
considered later in the litigation when the court has the ability to consider factual arguments that extend 
beyond the pleadings. 

For the reasons set forth above, the United States' motion of September 6, 2005 (0kt. No. 15), is 
granted to the extent that United States is substituted as the sole defendant in this matter hut its request to 
dismiss for lack of subject matter jurisdiction, or in the alternative to limit Fernandez's damages claim to 
$ I 00, is denied. Defendants Bureau of Prisons, Warden Hedrick, Warden Olson and the unknown 
correctional officer at the Terre Haute prison are dismissed as defendants in this matter. The United States is 
the sole remaining defendant in this case. United States is ordered to file an answer to Fernandez's complaint 
on or before December 22, 2005. The parties are requested to hold a Rule 26(f) conference and file a jointly 
completed Form 35 signed by each party or counsel for each party on or before January 11, 2006. The 
parties are requested to submit a courtesy copy of the Form 35 to Chambers on the day of filing. This case is 
set for a report on status and entry of a scheduling order at 9:00am on January 17, 2006. The parties are 
encouraged to discuss settlement. 
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PLTER FERNANDEZ JR., 

V. 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
NORTHERN DISTRICT OF ILLINOIS 

EASTERN DIVISION 

Plain ti fl: 
No. 05 C 3288 

THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 

) 
) 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

Judge Holdennan 

Defendant 

STIPULATION FOR DISMISSAL AND COMPROMISE AGREEMENT 

It is hereby stipulated by and bet\veen plaintiff, PETER FERNANDEZ JR., and the 

de fondant, United States or America, as follows: 

I. ·rhis settlement is entcred into for the purpose of compromising disputed claims and 

,1\\)Id111g 1 lh.' ex p..:nses and risks or Ii tigati on. The parties hereto agree to sett le and comprom isc th is 

action without further Ii ti gation upon the terms and conditions set forth bclmv. 

2. ·n1e United States of America, defendant, agrees to pay to the plaintiff the sum of one 

thousand dollars ($1,000.00), which sum shall be in full settlement and satisfaction of any and all 

dai ms, demands, rights, and causes o Liction or whatsoever kind and nature, arising from, and by 

reason of any and all known and unknown, foreseen and unforeseen bodily and personal injuries, 

damage to property and the consequences thereof, resulting, and lo result, from the same subject 

111:1ttcr that gave rise to the above-captioned lawsuit, including any claims for wrongrul death, for 

\\ h 11.· I\ plaintiff ur his heirs, ex cc utors, administrators, or assigns, now have or may hcreallcr acquire 

a~a111st th1.' United States of America, its agents, servants, and employees. 
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3. Plaintiff and his successors and/or assigns hereby agree to accept the sum of one 

thousand dollars ($1 ,()00.()0) in full settlement and satisfaction of any and all claims, demands, 

r1~hts. and Grnses or action or whatsoever kind and nature, arising from, and by reason of any and 

al I kno1,vn and unknown, foreseen and unforeseen bodily and personal injuries, damage to property\\':}. ) •.·. r, 

A\,>J ~r 
.:\ ·1 I 

and the consequences thereof which they may have or hereafter acquire against the United States or i '; /? J, ,, 
::; . 6 >) 

America, its agents, servants and employees on account of the same subject matter that gave :ise to ~~!{'· 
' " \ I - I ( // l --r V"-t. i ,,U; ,..e <..u:.-s": c..! 

the above-captioned lawsuit, including any future claim for wrongful deatjf. Plain ti ff and his C, ! {{ 1 ~"'S," 

successors and/or assigns further agree to reimburse, indemnify and hold harmless lhe United Stales 

of Amcric'l its agents servants and employees f~-aoo-a.1-l--SWfl-causes of aG-t--i-G-il--{;l-ai-Hl5.l+GHS )
1 

_:'\:\\ \/ 
, , , , , ~· .. -"J , , "1 1/';~:,j \.J 

ri-g-H--i&-0!-subrogated-of-oont-ri-bttti-on---i-nterest.s--im.·1tiet-1t---lG---of--res-1:i.l-t-i-R-g- from further 1 it i ga ti on or th cl . ,<- \ 1l-. ·· ~
1 

/ i+....f. i.}.Q. Ct (.-<.~. cD \ l,g ' \ ~ 
proS('Cution o r"1airns1by plaintiff or his heirs, executors, administrators or assigns against any thirdi1 }',,., ., : 1/~ ... .-i, ..... ~ 

L ..... ' ~ ' ( ' L L ' i' ~, I / ' 
1 ... \ l, ,~. \_U.V• <. rl ~. (i_. IA '\-!, r1u_ 1 }<.-f:'\ C (U ,/1.~ ':,, ) .1 , ,.,. 

1 
V 

party lH ,1gai11sl th(.; Umted States. including claims for wrongful death. l {i] 

4. This stipulation for (.;Om prom isc sett lcmcnt shall not consti tu tc an admission or 
r·- -·--·- ------ --- (Af C\!1) 

{A,;\.••,q I,.~' l( 1 iabi lily or 1:nilt on the part of lhe United States. its agents, servants, or cmploye(,;s,iand is entered 
I 

111Lo hy both parties for Lhc purpose of compromising disputed claims and avoiding the expenses and 

risks of litigation. 

5. It is also agreed, by and among the parties, that the settlement amount of one thousand 

dollars (S 1,000.00) represents the entire amount of the compromise settlement and that the respective 

parties \viii each bear their own costs, fees, and expenses and that any attorneys' fees owed by the 

plainLitTwill be paid out of the settlement amount and not in addition thereto. 

:--., 
o.:,- Ct Vl....{;i 
\ I. ,.., 
tl4C L •~"--; 

v'!l\. e t,: l· 1 -1'1 

(l 
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6. Payment of the settlement amount will be made by a check from the United States 

for one thousand dollars ($1,000.00) and made payable to PETER FERNANDEZ JR. The check \vii! 

be mailed to plaintiff at the following address: 

Peter N. Fernandez, Jr. 
8723 W. 44th Place 
Lyons, lllinois 60534 

7. Plaintiff agrees and stipulates that this case shall be dismissed \vith prejudice. 

8. This is a publicly available document, and plaintiff waives any claim that this or any 

other docu1m:n1 !ilc<l in this case along with any information contained therein is subject to the 

Priv:1cy Act of 1974, 5 U.S.C. ~ 552a. 

PATRICK J. FITZGERALD 
United States Aporncy 

/ // - / • f 

J :: .. I, ; 
By: i1 Jvv7-- Vi~-'--- . -'~:-f;v \.R 

JONA THAKI C. HAILf 
' ' 

Assjstant United States.iAttorncy 
219. South Dearborn Street 
Chicago, Illinois 60604 
(312) 886-2055 
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Civil Action No. 

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLORADO 

------

MARK VINCENT BUCKLEY, 

Plaintiff, 

V. 

C. HARDING, D. FELKER, C. LAMPE, and 
LIEUTENANT D. WILSON, 

Defendants. 

Jury Trial Demanded 

COMPLAINT 

Plaintiff, Mark Vincent Buckley, by his attorney, Edmund 8. Moran, Jr., for his 

complaint against the Defendants C. Harding, D. Felker, C. Lampe, and Lieutenant D. 

Wilson states as follows: 

I. 

THE PARTIES, JURISDICTION. AND VENUE 

1. Plaintiff, Mark Vincent Buckley, currently resides in the Village of Forest Park, 

Cook County, Illinois. On March 8, 2004, and for several years prior to that date, 

plaintiff was an inmate assigned to the Federal Correctional Institution located in 

Florence, Colorado 

2. Defendants C. Harding, D, Felker, C. Lampe, and Lieutenant D. Wilson upon 

1 
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information and belief, all reside in the State of Colorado. C. Harding was the Unit 

Manager of the specific Otero Unit that contained the cell that plaintiff was housed in on 

March 8, 2004. C. Lampe was the Case Manager for the Otero Unit, and D. Felker was 

the counselor assigned to plaintiff in the Otero Unit. Lt. D. Wilson was a supervisory 

guard in the Special Housing Unit at Florence. 

3. This Court has jurisdiction over this matter pursuant to 28 U.S.C. Section 1331 

in that it arises under the Constitution, laws, and treaties of the United States for redress 

of plaintiff's constitutional rights secured by the Fourth, Fifth, and Eighth Amendments 

to the United States Constitution. 

4. Venue is proper in this Court under 28 U.S.C. Section 1391 (b) in that it 

presides in a judicial district where a substantial part of the acts or omissions giving rise 

to the complaint occurred or, alternatively, and upon information and belief, in a state 

where all the defendants reside. 

II. 

FACTUAL ALLEGATIONS 

5. On or about March 8, 2004, plaintiff was incarcerated in the Federal 

Correctional Institution located in Florence, Colorado. 

6. Prior to March 8, 2004, plaintiff had been threatened with physical harm, both 

with potential beating and/or stabbing, by numerous individuals who were inmates at the 

Florence Correctional Institution. Said individuals resided in the prison general 

population and in an area in the facility where their physical proximity to plaintiff 

allowed them the opportunity to carry out their threat to beat and/or stab plaintiff. 

2 
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7. Plaintiff had, prior to March 8, 2004, gone to Defendants C. Harding, who was 

the Unit Manager of the cell plaintiff was then housed in. and D. Felker, the Unit 

Counselor, and told them of the above threats and requested that said defendants remove 

plaintiff from the 8-man cell he was then assigned to and where the threatening inmates 

had access to him so as to prevent them from carrying out their threats to beat and/or stab 

him. Plaintiff had reason to believe that he was in imminent physical danger from the 

other inmates. 

8. Defendants Harding and Felker failed and refused to take the actions necessary 

to secure plaintiff's safety and insisted that he remain in the cell in which he was 

eventually attacked. 

9. On March 8, 2004, the inmates who had previously threatened plaintiff with a 

beating carried out their threat. Four to six separate individuals combined to violently 

beat plaintiff by punching him and kicking him over his entire body. He was punched 

and kicked in the head, neck, spine, back, arms, legs, and hands. He lost consciousness 

several times during the beating. 

10. In the wake of the beating and continuing to the present time, plaintiff suffered 

and has continued to suffer pain in his head, back, spine, legs, and kidney. Plaintiff also 

has suffered and continued to suffered extreme mental distress including symptoms 

consistent with post traumatic stress disorder including sleeplessness, violent flashbacks, 

and depression. 

11. Plaintiff's warnings to the correctional facility staff of the threats that had been 

made to him had gone on for over a year prior to the attack. For a brief time, plaintiff 

was assigned to a special housing unit for protective custody within the correctional 
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facility where the threatening inmates did not have access to him. Correctional staff 

continued to insist that plaintiff return to the housing area where the threatening inmates 

would be able to attack him. On several occasions, plaintiff refused to go where he was 

directed for the sole reason that he believed that he would be beaten or otherwise attacked 

ifhe went there. When he refused, he was written up for allegedly refusing to 

"participate in programs." The sanctions for these violations included the loss of 

approximately 100 days of good conduct time that ultimately deprived him of an earlier 

release date from custody had the good conduct time not been withheld. Defendant 

Lieutenant D. Wilson was responsible for initiating several of these disciplinary 

proceedings. 

12. In the wake of the severe beating of plaintiff, he was not taken to a local 

hospital or the prison infirmary. Rather, he was removed to a cell and kept there, without 

any medical attention, for nine days. Defendants Harding and Felker were responsible 

for seeing to it that plaintiff received reasonable and prompt medical care for his injuries 

but they failed to meet that responsibility. Because of their failure, plaintiff suffered 

more grievously than he should have as a result of the beating. 

13. All of the above actions and/or omissions were done in deliberate and reckless 

disregard for plaintiffs constitutional and civil rights as set forth above. 

COUNT! 

FAIL URE TO PROTECT PLAINTIFF FROM A TT ACK 

14. through 26. Plaintiff incorporates herein by reference thereto paragraphs 1. 

through 13. above as paragraphs 14. through 26. ofthis Count I. 

4 
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27. Defendants Harding, Lampe, and Felker's actions and omissions were in 

deliberate and reckless disregard of plaintiff constitutional right under the Eighth 

Amendment to the Constitution of the United States to not be subjected to cruel and 

unusual punishment and to be protected from violent attacks by fellow inmates. 

COUNT II 

FAIL URE TO PROVIDE ADEQUATE MEDICAL TRA TMENT 

28. through 40. Plaintiff incorporates herein by reference thereto paragraphs 1. 

through 13. above as paragraphs 28. through 40. of this Count II. 

41. Defendants' Harding, Lampe, and Felker's actions and omissions in failing to 

to secure for plaintiffs benefit adequate medical treatment in the wake of his beating and 

in light of his urgent need for medical care caused plaintiff to incur a tangible residual 

injury, including, but not limited to, his suffering from the effects of the beating that went 

unabated for nine days without the medical care that would have provided some relief 

from his injuries resulting from the beating itself. 

COUNT III 

LOSS OF GOOD CONDUCT TIME 

42. through 54. Plaintiff incorporates herein by reference thereto paragraphs I. 

through 13. above as paragraphs 42. through 54. of this Count III. 

55. Defendant D. Wilson's initiation of disciplinary proceedings against plaintiff 

that led to the imposition of sanctions against plaintiff, including the loss of good conduct 

time, was in deliberate and reckless disregard of plaintiffs Fourth Amendment right to be 

free from unlawful seizure of his person, his Fifth Amendment right to due process of 

5 
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law, and his Eight Amendment right to be free from cruel and unusual punishment when 

plaintiff was seeking protection from beatings by fellow inmates rather than "refusing to 

participate in programs." 

56. To the extent that the facts show that any of the other defendants participated 

in the process resulting in the plaintiffs loss of good conduct time as set forth above, 

plaintiff requests that they be held liable similarly under this count. 

WHEREFORE plaintiff prays that judgment be entered in his favor and against the 

defendants in the following respects: 

1. Order that each of the Defendants Harding, Felker, and Lampe pay to plaintiff 

the sum of $75,000.00 as compensatory damages; 

2. Order that Defendant Wilson pay to plaintiff the sum of $50,000.00 as 

compensatory damages; 

3. Order that each of the Defendants Harding, Felker, and Lampe pay to plaintiff 

the sum of $50,0000.00 as punitive damages; 

4. Order that Defendant Wilson pay to plaintiff the sum of $25, 000.00 as punitive 

damages; 

5. Order the defendants to pay all costs incurred in the prosecution of this lawsuit, 

including reasonable attorney's fees; and 

6. Such further relief as this Court deems just and proper. 

Dated: March 8, 2006 

The plaintiffs address is 1123 Circle Avenue, Forest Park, Illinois 60130 

/s/ Edmund B. Moran. Jr 
Edmund B. Moran, Jr. 
Suite 857 
53 West Jackson Boulevard 
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Chicago, Illinois 60604 
Telephone: (312) 408-1544 
FAX: (312) 408-1539 
E-Mail: moran_law@earthlink.net 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLORADO 

Judge Phillip S. Figa 

Civil Action No. 06-cv-00413-PSF-MJW 

MARK VINCENT BUCKLEY, 

Plaintiff, 

V. 

C. HARDING, 
D. FELKER, and 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 

Defendants. 

ORDER OF DISMISSAL 

Pursuant to the Stipulation for Dismissal (Dkt. # 61) filed by the parties, it is 

hereby ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED that this action is DISMISSED WITH 

PREJUDICE, each party to pay that party's own costs and attorney's fees. The Court, 

as needed, shall retain jurisdiction of this matter solely for the purpose of effecting 

compliance with the settlement terms, if necessary. 

DATED: August 24, 2007 

BY THE COURT: 

s/ Phillip S. Figa 

Phillip S. Figa 
United States District Judge 
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Reference Number 
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Case Type 
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Current Region 
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Incident Region 

Incident Institution 

Monetary Rel!ef 
Sought 

Estimated Amount 

Office 

Jurlsd lctlon 

Responsible Legal 
Office 

Estimated Amount 

Estimated Outcome 
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Long Description 

Further Case 
Classification 

Comments 

.___,, 
1:06-cv-00413-PSF-MJW Date 08/24/2007 

BUCKLEY V. HARDING ET AL Type Settled 

Qvil Reason 

Bivens Sought 

Amount offered $ 

NORTH CENTRAL REGIONAL OFFICE Total Amount Paid $18,500.00 

Description SETTLED 

NORTH CENTRAL REGIONAL OFFICE Description SETTLED 

Florence ADMAX (USP) Court Fee Paid ? No 

$200,000.00 
Pro Se? 

$ 
Denver Date Received 03/08/2006 
DISTRICT OF COLORADO 

FCC Florence Date Filed 03/08/2006 

.__C 
$. Current Owner APRIL CROMER 

No evaluation can be made at this time Case Status Open 

Timeline Status Closed 

Monthly Report 
Status 

Private Case No 

I•/ ,7, 
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-
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLORADO 

LEWIS T. BABCOCK 

Civil Case No. 03-cv-00236-L TB-KLM 

YU KIKUMURA, 

Plaintiff, 

V. 

ANTHONY OSAGIE, 
MICHAEL VAIL, 
KEITH SANDERS, and 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 

Defendants. 

ORDER OF DISMISSAL 

THIS MATTER having come before the Court on the Stipulation of Dismissal (Doc 

177 - filed November 5, 2008), and the Court being fully advised in the premises, it is 

therefore 

ORDERED that this matter shall be DISMISSED WITH PREJUDICE, each party to 

pay their own fees and costs. 

BY THE COURT: 

s/Lewis T. Babcock 
Lewis T. Babcock, Judge 

DATED: November 6, 2008 
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l.o . .J _ ~urre.\\ l Asscc.ia.+e L"arden (Prc:cy'a.Ms.). u .. ~ .. 
Pe.n;ten.tiar,.'j- r?a.K 1 r~o. {2:,o)(. 8SOO I Flof"'ence ,CO 

8 iddlo - 8500 ~ At 1 he +; Me +he c.\a iM(s) a \\e.,9ed in 

+his coro1p \Cl.in+ arose .. befendan.+ u..x:lS o.c+ins 
under- cc,loc· of fEdec-cd \ac..0. He is 6e.:nc ..sued in 

I ,J 

]hi~ ;ndi"idLtal on.d oft-;ctctl c.apa.c.i+ie.5.~ 
I 
I 

! ; . 

'7.j .J. 2ue.rc.her I Assoe~a+e Warden (Cus.+c_x:\_LJJ ,LI..S. 

Pen\tentia,~:~ -r?a.x I P.O. ~oJ<. 8S00 1 F!o('ence i CCJ 

8laa~- 8SOu. At +he tine +he c \ct iM('S) o. lle.~e.d in. 
his Cc•,...,,pldir\+ arose. \J<:tendcu1.+ c, ... KLS oc+l n:3 

<•Under CLJor' uf f ederc.1. \ \ 0 c,_:,. \-\ e ~ S be ins 5Lled 

! in h\S in.divtduet! c.n.d 0ff 1c.i'a\ c:apoc.i+ies l_ 

8.!
1 
C. Ches.-ter l Assoc.;cc+e. L~·Q1--den ( Pcc_9.)'"''Cf'IS. J ., U .. 5. 

I! Penitenharr'1- ~al( I r.o._ [1:,c)(. 8SOO '. Floren<'.e I co 
;81aacc-SSOO. At +he +,r1e +he c:.\o,ri(S) a\\e,ged 

a-A 



II/' +• +• Of I) t• ,, 1._,on I nuo ,on. r o, i es 

A. PAR.TI t-S 
·- -· ... ~ ···--·~~, -- ..... -~·•-... o-t--·. -· 

·--···-.. -····-.. ···-+i_n thi·s Col'Y\p le in+ urc.se. .. D~~ndun~ wa_~ u..c+i 1'\.'1 
--·--·-·-·--··-··--- ... iuncle.r c.::oloc· 0f fede,cl\ lac.:..}. He is be;':<::_\ sued 

. . l .. . . · ·J I +f · · I · · · I _ ., _. __ ... --·-·---_,.Lrt 1 1 .s 1 n.d t v 1 uc..t o. n.d 0 , c I Cl cc po c. 1 + 1 es • 

·---.. ---~--- --- __ 9._i_L • . !:::> l''l. ~ + h , Spee. ~o \ 1.n v es+ ir9 o t; On A;'J en+ cs.I .. A .. ') t 
-·----·-----------LU.$ .. Peni+eri.+.-ar~ - r?ax, P.O. l?:>ox. 8SOO, F\or"'ence • 

. ----···-------·--·-·-------·~C_D. 8lcldG;,-8SC'O • A+ +he +~Me +he. c.laincS) Ct \L:::_3ed 
·-----·-----·----.,ln.th.is Cor1p\cti"+ Clccse. f)e::fendan.+ L.0ClS o.c+tn,,q 
_. -.-- .. --····-----·U.nder c.olor cf ted ere.\ law, \4 e. ts belf\1.Su.ed .--

" II • .. • . Ci • • ... 

··---·-------··•-·-------·Pr\ his in.d t'l 1d u.al an.d o-ff 1c:1u\ c.opo.ct i~S ~ 
I 

.. •--·-----~--------1----·· .... 
I 

.. - . -···---·--JO...E. H u..8es. +on I Lap+oir\ t L\ .S .. Pe.n~+e.nt,o, ;-:\- P<a.~, 

....... ~--·- -· P.O ... Loox 8SLX) t Florence I co e1aal..,-E,Sc:o. At 
·-· ------·--··---_J_fhe +; f'le the ck,~f"1CS) a\ le~eJ ~n. -this C6f'1.p\0'1nt 

. -· a.-.---------····-1':l.CC..Se. j)ef'e.n.cL1n+ L0Cl.S ac..t; rl:?J L.tn.d E.(' e_o\o c c-f 

...... -----·-·····--lj_f ~de. C'U. \ \ a L0 * t\ e is be\ 1'\Cj .sued l n h. i5 l n d ~-" id ua \ 
:i , ff• · \ •+· ., I -·---~--·--------·-4Gnd c: ic..ic. c:upac.t ,e.s. 
'I 
!: ,, 

................... -· ----tj-. -
1· 

. _ . ···- __ Jl.!/T. Go rrtez.. , Lln. it l~on.0;3e.c \ Ll. £,. Penl-\-en1"ta<'~ -
_ ·-········- _ ,.,.~r2ox, r. 0. ~x ssc,o I F\c,r'ef\Ce I co 8\<la~-SSCC·. 

. . )A+ the. tir-ie. the. dulf'1<s) LJ\e9,e.d i'n thi5 conp\a'm+ .. 
. . . . . . . . -1ja r-ose . D d'en.d u n + L0ClS ud in;:'\ und e ,, eel u r of . 

. . __ .. ·-·- ... ,._ ... Jif ed et-cJ \ a. w. He. ;-s be; ncl ..SL led i ,1 h i's 
I cJ 

1
, • d ,,. .d l d ff · · l " i .. ' ·-,-ji I r1 I YI Lt.Cl a.n.. 0 i C:. lCt Cd pa.ct ""Tl es . 

i' 
' ·--, -~t--

i1 ,.-

···•! .. 
,1 
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II Con+i nua+ ion Of r o,t i e~ \\ 
A. rAR.Tl ES 

... ra. f'"'2_. Collins) Un~+ r2anq::f~' I u.~~ Pen·,+en+;or;j
J~ax, P.O. b~cx 8Scc 1 Florenc:e... 1 C.O Sia,).l.,-

. 8500. A+ +he +; r1e.. +he c.lo.i MCS) o.\ \e:::~e:d L n 

.+h.is C..oriplain.t a_rose... Defenda.n+ wa.<S oc.ttn-9 
under cok,r of ·federal law. He. is be~~ .sued 
tn his tndi v t"clual nrtd off-i c:io\ capoc~-t-ies 1• 

l. 
f A\ I . ~ef end ants Are_ ~uecl ln ~h.'~;!" 

1 lnd1Ytdual And Off 1c.10\ Capae1-he.s L ~ 

I -
i 

I 
I 

I 
r 

1, 

i' 
i 
i 
r 

j 

I 
'I 
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B. JURISDICTION 

1. I assen jurisdiction over my civil rights claim(s) pursuant to: (check one if applicable) 

28 U.S.C. § 1343 and 42 U.S.C. § 1983 (stare prisone,·s) 

~ 28 U.S.C. § 1331 and Bivens v. Six Unknown Named Agents of Fed. Bureau 
of Narcotics, 403 U.S. 388 (1971) (federal prisoners) 

-
2. I assen jurisdiction pursuant to the following additional or alternative statutes (if any): 

Be±o\ ,o+ icn KA D lscri J''J i no±~,-• 1 sswe.s (T bocld e 11=:,-)( 

Y, p\o±te c)c l:te·d cts \ 1 S E. 3id -1'.78 ° l,th Ci c. \999 

C. NATURE OF THE CASE 

BRIEFLY state the background of your case. If more space is needed to describe the nature 
of the case, use extra paper to complete this section. The additional allegations regarding the 
nature of the case should be labeled "C. NATURE OF THE CASE." 

• y e..-1 r _ . .., fl(" t",~ r- +c +he LJ •. s .. Pc.=n;_+e' n+ :ar<.;,\, - r?a.x hr:,,_~ n:3 6 UI 1 t 
I Y\ FI Or enc e I C 6 lof"'adc ! rt;'.:lc.. ~(._\ I Lo .... Kl.r."",,. be·h.,._,een Atr-i ('Cl n Af"\e.r-i.'c.a I) ~(\l'"\6.--\-e:-....; 

and l.....)h~+~ ~nt"'""la+ec;. haL'e.. he.en ~jo:nc~ en. Llhe.1~e.. ;nr-,c,te...s. on 

both• .s.~d,.s ~1d~e... heen ond _,;;.*~u c,:e be,·n~ _c;~,--~owstl:\ ·\f~jL-tl'~ed 
or- ki\\ed ~ I h,~ lS O p1'QL'c?r"""\ .fact and 110+ cJ\e~o.-\- 1 ens.tr n"\E.... 
o..f:.f' i c: e.£"' ....s \ o.f.f i c i u. I.""'::. , e. Ke.. c. u+ 1 "e L'.:l+f: c. :o. I:-, he f' e. c. + +he U . S. f\'.:. ,1it t-r,t ;c11~c 
- rJa )( w As LI.H~!.\ \ c .... s.. o#~ ce cs c.: n.d e..xe.c l....l.+ i "e. ot+ :c; a.ls "t1,1'ou,'jh cut., 

+he.... l':,u r ea u of P," i~ n ~ .s L f'~+ ~ f•--, .::'ii"'e.. '-' e c Lt 1 '1 u c. h a L.Xu' ~ L; f 
+h~ I A + \ .--- ~ .L' b'J \ } . t.S • 1--, 'j E on .:-;.e '-' e ,c\ _ ,._-H:.:.c..:. c..1..s ,c.,,,, s. • u E ee ,, p o.~ e c , n an 

a\\ ~h~-te ~i--our:l {'ecrecl{iDn ~<'oup here. o.+ +he. U.S. Pen~-\-c:-ntic:tr(1 
- PldX ! 'This < L.0d.S. clone. ou+ cT\-'" pure r--ta\;ce., r-etali"'a+icn and , ... 

r'ac.1a \ d i .Sc. f' ~Mi 1\c..1 ~.; c n w \1:J e. c Ct u~ e_ c){ -\-he. ~o\\<..'W ~ n !] e -.1ents. +he 
M~ n+ ion e d t\a P1 e .c;. In th ~s. c-. l:!\Y) p \c-.1 ~ n + .. r1 CIC.~c.\ Me..... ; n O \ ~f e:: th1't-c.Jt-1\-

i Y'l f\ s.•1tua.-\·i'nn. LL.Jhere .L i.......XLS u. lone. Afr·ican Ar>"\e1'i'can 1.t"""\ en 

a It - L....) hi 4- e 9 ('Cur (' ec. C~Cl+ i On '3 rcu p ~ L..) :-th ; n Ma+- E. ~ h n Cl-....)n. -tc r 
ond haue.. been "tcunti cju~H-,L) c,f h~\\in3 and s.e.r~~usl;j 

Af r-ican A MeriL.Ct n ; n n.ai"c=(""c.,, ~ n +l"' e. l~ut~e.c~u C-...f f\-. ;S0(1S. An c ls.o 
~ ho houe. + a k_e n pcj 1~+ 1 n Mu ,-.de. r; n;3 ~c.,r r e..c.. i" ~ c nc1 \ t..'-t+ 1c e rs 
( P\ eus e. see.. ct"\.t°t:'l.c \··ue.c:l pe19e~ !::.-·-A, 2:i·· & 1 .~·•C .~ - D 1 ~-E, ~--F 1 

- :!)-(b and -~~H) r 
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11

Continua+ion Of Na+ure Of The. Case'' 
C. NATLll~E. OF THE c.ASE 

as u.:e\l ~ 
0(\ Decer1b<=r i I 1ti000 Off ~cE.r ,T eff 

... J"ohnson. C.of'le to~~ e.e\\ (Dow-#2.o\d) e1\one. 

____ M+ e. r be 'tr\~) s+r ; p sea re h ed 1. u.-)o .. s h.a. nd c:_ u ff ed • 
_ ..... ~ .hcnd·~ cuffed be.hind Mc-Y boc.h .. An ph.~~s;c.al \~ 

___ O~C.lU ltec.\ he~ Off le.er :I eff "'J 0hnson ~ Tc +r;-~ 
.. ___ and coce.r L-\P fo, his wroc;.9 doi t'\9s. Off;c.er 

_.,. ;Jeff ,.J ohnsc:(\ t.0ro+e c, --fc.,Ls.e. ine \d_en+ f'epor+~ 

•<o. ______ Ac..c.us;nc8 f"l.e. of (7:>) differeo+ vio\o.-tice\s.~~ 
.. One cf ~he M be.ii~ u C\SSC-ttl \+ en .sto-ff 

11 

~. 

__ Off,eer ~Teff' ,:Johnson no-\- on\~ did this to 
__ c..oue.r up. Far his. wron;j doin.~s. +oL....."'C.lrd Me. .. 

__ 1:su+ he L.DOS L0el\ o.wctre. c+ +he c.onse.

:luence.s an.d the. repe.rc.uss,ons. Ici 6e 
_orced +o endure..~ 

On r2orch 2.o\d.ool d- 9:.?:>CcAlc I wen+ 
~n ·f ron+ cf +l .. e D. \-\. 0. (Dis~tpl i f\a~'j He.arir\9 
Off ic. ec-) on.d <-00s c:..\eore.d of -\-he.. -f'a\se.h, 
w r i4+en incident repcr+ b~ Ott ic.er ::J° e-ff 
J'ohns.on ~ Even +heiu9h Id be.e.n c.\eared ot 
+he. chorrqe.s .. In +he e._~e..s _o+her ofFic.iC\\s 

--· and c.orrec:.+iona\ off ieer.s here. c\.+ the.. 
Ll. ~ ~ Pen iten+ ta.<',.lj - r:?ox. I l.00.S ,.~u i \+;:\ and 
e.\/Ef';-}/·;ne ( inrrictte.::::. 1 c:.ocrec+iuncJ off icer.s 

:3-A 



It /"\ (' 
Cont,nuati0n UT Nature Of The_ Cose.•\ 

C. NATLIRE Of THE CASE 
--•---· ..... ,""'-- ----·· ---- . ...;.&...- -- . 

_______ ! _& officials) knew +he ou+coP1e.!'. For cm:;\ 

______ ·-··-----------·--~ _o_ff ice r + o ..s-\-cl+ e. 1

11 

f h ~ h.o.d been C\SScl u. \-f e.cl 
: b .. + ,1 "TL + ...1..' \ . \ . -~----·-•-----, _ ~- un lll.Pl.O e • na QC.cu.so.Tlon o one ri.ar K.S 

: J " + ll C . ' \f · +1 " . -·-··-·--------, __ .e... ac.c.u.se. tnMa e.... ausln.3 r·1~se.. tn n1s 

------~--•~----- case .To be. +ar;::}eted- -for fur+her +hr~a+s 1 

__ ---·-----·····-··· harassr1en+.s. and' ph;::js.:ea\ assacJ+5 b~ 
·-· .Qthe r off'i cer.s .. An_ +c e.ndur e. f'e.+a\ iC\4-i ons 

i 

___ ___________ ~ .. .QS . w e \ \ l ~ 
----:--- Pr;o,. +c p\oc_[n;:\ 1-rte. (Clinton 1 ~asue..J 

___________________ i _i_n __ an c. l \ whi -\-e ;:) rou p f'ec.re.c.t+ ion ;-31'\ou p .. 
: I +. d \ . d . ""d \ . 1 I ' ___ ---------·-- --· ' __ n -e. _ Pl.en I one.. ' ftC\f'l ec In 1 \/ L u.a s t f\ ·Tn l.S 

----·-------·------: .p.r.i.s.onec C.o{""'plain.+., were.. wel\ owo.re of +he. 
-~---- : d...o.n,~er <.jf one_ \one Afr icon AMer1c:.c.tn ·u1rrta+e .. 

··-----·--------· ; ein;j placed in an o \ l wh i+e 3 rou p rec.rec.c\-lon 
--·· ------------~- ro u f: . I?:, e e c.u se \~ob er+ cT c n '=:..S * \ ~ 9 ~ - 0 6 3 

' ' Af · A . - + . ~ H 1 6 ···---.. -·-----·--·--··-' an___ r- 1 c:a.n r1.e r \ c.un tnMa. e .. oo een 

-----~-- ------· -----.. ~ _Q.~Sc..lu \+ed here_ o.+ the U .. ~ .. Pen i+en+ to.ru 
'I cJ 

·---- ------•--··--· _ : .:.J1 ax. . l!:> (..~ o whi+e lnncte ) who in tc..,c_+ 
, d r + ,, \ / +'\ . .1 R t -·-···----------,-------: use · a weo pen · o s. lCe. c.u I n1"1Cl\e abe.c' 

----·-----·----------- {_J.or1.e.~-#: 1~9Sa-oB~ in the foce ! The L:_.,1hite 
____ ----·---~-----: ·_O.f'lC\+e. did +-h i.s d uf'i~9 the cec re.o~;on 
____________ ; p_eriod. An o+ +he. +~f'Yle. this os.~u\+ +ook 
------------•-s----: p.ioce. lnr1clte. Rabe.rt ;J"0nes * \~9Sd.-oc~ u..)oS. 

--·. ---- ·-------- --·---· ----t..r1.ot + n e. 0 n t~ Afr i C:Q n A f"'1 er l c:o. n l n !""lo+-e On. 

.···.·· .. _:_:·· .. J. 
i 

_j_ 



"Con+in.ua+ton Of Noi"ure.. Of 'Th.e Lose:/ 
C. NATURE OF THE CASc 

__ 1 _+he. r ecrect+; on ~ard ~ :1here.s doc.uMen_+ci.:t ion 
+ha+ c.o.n be prouided on. a later dc-\---e .. To 

.. prooe. +his ~s. oc.+ua\ foc:+s~ 1
• ~a a\l the. 

.. ____ -·- ind i" td ua \ s n.0 ried l n +his co fYl plain+ 'ip o-sed o 
__ +hrea+ +o the sec:ur;~-'i und 900J order\}:\ 
_ fw.rtnin. of the tn.s+;+u+ ten b· lac.in. rvte in 

... _on o. \l wh~.+e ~roup recreCl+~on :Jroup cdone !~t 
_ _ _ Aff ec be I n_~J C.c\ \I ed ro.c io. \ .~ l u. ,~..s ( n. i~ ~1 e r.s 1 

........ ___ blac.k bi+c.\1e.s and tcld thot 1 L00..S ~n o no 
win. s~+uat~on) ~-~ Uh1+c inri.a+e~ dL\r~n.3 the 
tlnes J_ t..,.XJ.S. ~-(\ o.n. o\\ L0h~+e ,9ruup r'eC:r'eo.+t~,n 

sroup o.\one.. IC auoid fr-c,,ubl~ I brcL!~tht- thes.e 
LS~ues .. Tc.:, fhe. G*e.n+iun 0-f f"lu un.i f +eor-1 I ,~ -
rlOf\~ ·tir1es. An nofhinr~ was done. c1n.d -+he 

... ____ ,, __ roe.la\ s\urs c.on:+inued, o.s if +he o.df'1\C1lS.+1-(ct'ten 
..... /tnd~utdL\als nc1r>1ed ln this eor1plctin.t 

_ u.J ere 1....00.~ + t (~s +c ~ee Ple ~.\e.f hltf' + ~~ 
one. o·f the: wh.~te ,nrrl.c.i+e. or ;30.ngeJ up 

.. ., .... on b~ -Se0eral ~ '3-:,ecocLS~ ·l+ t..r._)c_,u\c:\ not 
_houe. been ,a fctir f ir-'1h.t b;j no c·1e.c,ns ~ 

__ he o.dr1ir\istro+ion hod p\oc:ed \~e tn 
...... ' +hrs <::.nY ironr1ent ~now in.~ there L...)Ou\d be 

:seri'ou.s pi7oble.MS ~Th<::tt c.uu\c\\ue be.en ue~~ 

ho.z..ardous ta r-i_cJ heo \-\-h. 
~ u.-\.1 c..on+C\c:.ted r-~cJ a+tcr ne.~

1

s onci 

~-c 



'' Lon+; flL\c-'"t ion Of No+u,e. Of The. Lo~e11 

C.NATL\RE OF 'THE CASE -------
' .•·-··- ,., .... -··•-·,·+ ...... 
I • r, + +·· t .. I l i --···--·-····· __ .. .ltnrorried hef'"1. o wh.a wa.s ':jo,na on. 1 {q ct1fcrc,eus 
I . f· d I' I • h . I C J ' ~-J • . ,-✓ \ .--l 

. ·········--· ·-··---+1n orMe I ?1c. cLe... • ,. ohnSCJn / U11.1ted .Sto.Tes . 
.. ..... ... __ ,, ........ - .... .; i A!Ss; s + a. n t A-\t or n ~\3

11 

. of" ct\ \ the r e:\--o \ ~a-\-~ c n 5 

····•··-·····-··-··-···· .. ··•··1 .and of the f'aC.ia.\ d \5C:.,;fV11na+1on l
1

n forc.ed 

_ _ _ _ ±o endure\ An re'1 ue.sJed ;+. be. .s+opp ed 
-··-· .... - .. -······ .. -·-·: and +he r"la.tte.r be. tn. ve..s t,~a.ted .. 
.. .... .. ___________ , ··--········· _Ln +he P\ean+ iM€ I. had +ook i+ 1...tpon 

____ .. --··------·····-; r:t~e \f .. To .stop ;:10: n __ ':} to ;:1rou p rec.rea+io n +c 
.~· ----··-···-·-·----: o._uo id +r~u bl e • I h:ad o.lso reques -\-ed 

--··· ---···-··-·•---' eue,ct l tiMe-5. To be p\nce.d in a ~('Ol.lp 

••'·•'· ·-·-··-··-·---.. 1 ·L-eCrea+;or\ s('oup w,+h o+her Af r;ca.n 
••. ,. ···-····--·--·· .. --.. -

1 

.Arr1erte:.a.ns.'Tha.t re9.ue.s t WCLS. Jenie.d r-e p e.ated ~ \ . 
., .. ·-··-·-····-··---··' f21~ a-ltorr\~~

1

s. req, ues-ted a.\.so to +he 
·--···· _________ United ~+ates Assi.s +on.+ A.-H-orne;-~ Hto.+ l 

... . ... -- . ·--- _
1.be.. a.llowd .. sr'oup recreet+ u:~ (\ L01+h. o+her 

··-···· ··-·---·--·-·-· ! Afe.\can Ar1e1'iCCLrt
1

:S. Du.e. +o the serlousnec.,s. 

.... ··-···-...... -·--··- ! .ctnd· .uraenc. u of -t h.e -~~+ua+~on ~ l 
c.J c..J . ..... __ tf·. ·+ Due +u ~uts;cl~ ~ur<.'es+ \n9.iu~0~n;J 

...... ·-···--·--···•····----l··Io ... he w1'c:n.9 do,;Y1s l ,-.. -ro,-ced o +e~d uce. ~ 

. ___ ··-·-----·-·-···+ t0as 1'\e..l"loc,e..d Truri croup rec..re.o 10n 
I ,.. J • 

- - -·· -- -1 s+0-+ us I r'1(JL'ed bochwcirJs 111. the pro;=Jra1'1 _ 
_ _ __ 1o.nd pri; i I e~~ taken _a woe½ ·H,o:+ .l 'ue ea1'ned l 

__ __ _f When lue done n.dlw;q w1'on::) +o be. 
_ . "·· ... ··----~p.un1~hed l ! I. ha.ue d oc.u r1.en.+cL+ ion +0 proc• e 

t 
- ·- .. ~~~--

~-D 
1 



I wo.s o.n.d fhcl+ l 1

M .:s+, \ \ pr'of1roP1rrLL f'\;:j 
1 n o po.st -f- 1 u e Man n e r .. A~ r e 9. u tr e d brLj ~-Lj 

·-······ ... un.;-t -\-euM ond· +he individuals nar11ed in 
....... ___ .... _ +.h.i~ Cor1pL~'-in+. 

______ .. ,. _ ... ___ On. seuercd oc:.cc:l:S tons when ·1 
......... ~.-----. disc..u.s.sed -\-he ncl*ers '-0~+h A.LJ. D .. 

. -·------ .... Dunc.an.Tr,~tn5:\ +o res.clue ·+his Mcl-H-er.A.W . 
.. .. .... _ -··· D .. Dunc.?n r~~ponded l T ea,__que Lwe. C·th.e 

·-· ... __ ____ _ -·· _ o.clr~1 l n ls trct+ \on) Mci.d e 6 ets l;jou u.J o u \ d ~-\-
\ a.s + \ o~'j a.nd \ ctt.:~J hed l ~ e:,u.+ +o (Yte -\-his 

.. _____ .. ___ . _. .was no \ ou_<3h i ~'3 r-10. 4+-e r ~ l~_'j \if e u..:,o s. 
_ .... placed t n ~e,tou.s ,je1· a rd;j. the w?rden 

. ( Wo.rden r2t. HoocJ) ful Me h i~se\f I thctt 
a wh t+e. lnMu+e WOLlld n.:

1+ be p \acecJ ~ n 
__ ....... __ an a [ \ ~lack 3,_?u p ree:reo+; on ~r uLl p 

and .sni\ecl a.s tf he h.o.d +-uld r-1~ q 

-tu.(\ n~ j0 ke l l . 
_f'? f1 Llnit 1"'~?a3ec ( Ll n l t l"?etncl~J~ c 

____ _ _ _ __ T .. GoMe-z_) ·told l""\e I dc.-n·+ WOf'i"lj abcu+ l t 
T ea.:3ue ~cc: 11_ be cJf'i_ghti'. Ll1en h.e 
f·if'~T r,L\f r'1.e. \n +his a\\ wi1i+e 51 ... cup 

. rec r eo. + \ c, n 91----oc..i p cu1.d ..sf"Y\i \ed ~ 
After I ho.d: refused t-o ~o ou+

.stde +o +he ell\ whi+e 3r0up reerea.+\c-n 
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'' L0n+inuo.+;oi-, Of' Noture Of ·-I he. Cc,se\\ 
C. NATL~f~E_ OF THE CASE 

........ -.•-· ."-"".0(\uu p., J_ L0CLS ~ ni~•rr-1ed ~ha.t ·1 h.ad ·been 
:! ..:..J . ' .. ~ -+. . I T. - I \ -· ---.. ·•-s-.,----·~i·P·lo.ced 01'\ lt\Ves+l.5c.t 1c.,n~ t1at le be 

.. -- --------· -·---,,+a.\\owe.~l +o \'e·c.re.cL+e. (._,...Ji++) th,~ee. f'u.nse-

. _________ -----).oLL+ \n -\-he .s.i n3l e. rec.cea.+i 6n Cu::\es. That ld 
_ --· ·- ··--·- ::.b_e ; nf~rf'le.d ;-f th i n.:1s c..h.a1:3e.d . l!:>L,+ fl() c·n E.. 

------------···-·- ---;· fro(Y\ +he ~.1.~~ depo(·+r1en+ C;specio.\ 
---···-··--···-······-- .ln.ves.+t3cti"tun Serv'lc.es depctcfri.ent) or 
--·-···--··-------·-· ..... - _~~I._ A. L,. fun,+k (Spec.ict\ I.r\ vc=s. +,~o.+t c n 

- - - ---1A~en.+, L. ~ 1"'1.; + h ~ ashed_ ME ct~l;I hi ~d of . 
·------••.•. --· .ja.u.es ti ens. du.r Lr1C\ ·+h.e1r ~ c.ctflec\ 1 n ves+ 1 -

; L .. \ '"~J 
-•---·--- _ .. :.-~c.(! ton • 

···-- _______ .. ··--;· __ __ . ~hen I h.o.d req u.es+d +c be 
···----·------- ·---~ pJacecl tn a 3roup rec.Ceo.+ tun 31'oup 

·--·-- .... ____ j wt+h oth.e. r Ate iccLn At"'te r i ca.n t n r-1a+ es . 

. .,,_ -··-••>"•-·-··-··~ Llni+ r?ona~er r?. C.cJlins --\--0ld Me per~nal\;J 1 

___ . -· .. -·········- .; .Tea..3 ue. we don't flloue 1nr1<.\+es to 0th.er 
.. . _ ·-· .. .. ·---1 3 r-o up ('ec.reai" tC• n :q ~o~·p-s.'

1

• l½u + thdt L.,...)O. s 

____ --·- --4 a. lie ) b eco.0s e U n.·1+ f1?ana3 er r-2 ~ C.o\ \ lf\S 

. --- ··-·-------·--J o.J.\ 0 wed l n.Ma te rz icho ~ \ l½ j t ("1Clll "to be 
I 

____ ·-,.·-···-··--·1·r1.cue..d tu the o+her sruup recr-eail6n 

......... , ... ···-·--t ;3rou p \ ~eco.u ... se. +ne fYlen+t'oned rlCtPled 

· . d · ·d l . t \_ . \ · t + . .. . , .... ., .. _ ... ·--· ; l n. · 1 u 1 'ua l n ru.s cor-ip CH n p u. . M.e in o 
I \ ~ 1 1 ,. '"th ' t 

. - ~· ··- .... -.-•~ ~ .~_e_(';::) .. C ans e <'O US _-=:>IT i....lCl_ l I c,n .WI ('1._.\C i S 

. . ... :jtnMcf1-e:::.. knoun fur seri<-:LLSIC'-j :njc,rin_:3 
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''Con+;nuation Of' Nature.. Of The. Cose.\\ 

C. NATL~RE. OF "THE. C.ASE 

and euen hi I \tn'.:j Af(' ic.on A1"'1e1--~cc\n ·lnr"'lclte~ ~ 
For o +·o.c+ J_ hnow 0f ( ~) d iff-eren.+ Lvh ite 
1'n Mette ,.; Th.a+ a re cd \ ocJed +he. .f'Ll \ \ p <' i "i \ e:3es 

of +he _sroLtp recreation proxo.t:::1 and tl--te 
_ ~- Llni~ ('c ·ru.01'' ~ An these ;n~o.."tes are hnown 

_ to hci.ue be.~n involved Lwt-\-~
11

Murde1"in 

corr e c. t io r\a I off t c: er .s ; n the. ~u , eq u of 
Pr1'.sons'

1 !t~ The..--~ hd.ue life sentence£. tc .sec'<e 

and Wl 11 neue1" be relea~e.d ~ 
l.1

P1 .::SC-hedu.led +a be re\e:.ts.eJ un 

cJ une. dB I d008 ! .I had rt.6 in. vo\ver-1e.n.+ in 

_an;::J +;:jpe c.if r'lLlrdec.s • l.1

L'e ~o+ c...\ cecor-c.l 

_ ;Sta ~t n3 1 l.
0

1'l""\ do in __ ~ ~l \ tho..i"s <'ecic-l~ ced of 
_ f"\ e, l n J~ ro.5 rar1 r"1 ~ ~ here a+ +he. LL S. 
Peni +en.+ lClr}j - r?a.K .. A~\ ::\e+ l~"'I c\enied +o 
f'1ou e t'ur- war'd ~ n -the pro_5flc\r1. A\ \e 3 ii'\~ 
+ha.+ cc9 +er on .?). l. S ~ n Yes+ i_sci..+ i'on re. \teo\ed 

___ fha.-\- 01~ pa,+i ~; po+i?n ; n ~ rou p rec.<'eo.+ion 
po~ed a +hreo..--\- +o the. ..Se.c.ur~+L~ Qn.d 

.3ood orclecl~ rL\nni~. cf ~he.,in;,ti.\-u."tion! 
The +ruth ot +he MctTTe r ts lfl"' forced -to 
endu, ~ r e-\-o.\ ic:t+ ton a.n.d f'o.c i o. \ d lSc:r tl"1inct+
io n . A \l be.co u.Se. 1

1

u e t'i \ ed a cori p L:1 if\-t 
9Satn~ + a c_0-worKe r und .,i/1/j c_.ther 
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'' (on+;nuation. Of Na-\-ure Ot the. Lase'\ 

C,. NATLlPtE OF THE ()\SE 

.~ 0 ~•••~-Tr ....... -~ •-• ~-•••• .T ............. -• oaoo ~• ~--~~~ - ••--• • 

.... - ·---- . -- -····-·--t•-·· ·--- --·-·-· -... --

• •~• •• •• •• -~•••" T ......... ••• •• 00 WO~-•-•"" ........ a M-- --~-" "••• -• 

. ... . ... . ·• ..... __ . . -•·'•·· ···-··· ··t···--- .... ·- ·-·---··· 
' .. ".. ···-· ····-··--. ·----4 .. -·-·-···-----.--· -·-

i 
·-·-··-··· -· ···-·-·i-·--·-- -~.---· " ., 

.. ' ···--·-········•····-----·+·· --···-- ····- .. 

.. ' .. . .... ···-· ·-··-·• .. -·- ----+•·· -······ ......... ·-- . . -

i 
····--··- ····-- ......... --. ·t- ~···-·····-··· ..... ,. ,. . . ·- .. 

' ; 
··-· "······-··----·---··+· ·-· ··--·-· -· 

I 
I 

OT•~•" -~-~~-~~•i- -•-~ -•~•-- ~-• 

. ··········------····-······ -+ ... ·-· ..... '". 

~-\-\ 



D. CAUSE OF ACTIOr--

S_tate concisely every claim th~t you wi.~h to assert in this .action. For each claim, specify rhe 
:1ght ~at allegedly has bee~ vrnlat~d ~d stare all suppomng facts that you consider imponam, 
~cludmg_the date(s)_ on which the m~1denr(s) occurred, the name(s) of the specific person(s) 
mvolved m each clallil. and the specific facts that show bow each person was involved in each 
claim. You do _not need t~ cite specific cases ro suppon your claim(s). If additional space is 
needed _to descnbe any claun ?~ w asse~ ~ore than thr~ claims, use extra paper to continue 
that claun or to assen rbe addmonal claun,s). The addmonal pages regarding the cause of 
action should be labeled .. D. CAUSE OF ACTION... . 

U: S. <:?Ll" e.rr"H"'l e.n+ " " ; c I .::n-e ~ fl i ~·• n+; ff '!:. £. ~h\-h Ar.e..n c\ <"lE n t 
I Cl 

. O R.,;:1hts and A\\ 0.\-ner C:.f:lr'\..'..;·h+w+,ona\ \/1cla..f1 ons t\-.a+ 
· aun ne: · fit ±hie, c-cnpL·,·10+'\ 

Supporting Facts: . 
I). The LJ .S. b <?"er n l'"le n+. ~a._,s,_nc:F,-f; ed o t c.. I I c:.1.\ \ e..9cA-_~ on s. 

o"'t Co,' rec.+u'.~"\a ~ pPf ,~e, .... .} e..ff ._--..\chn.s.c.·)11. u.Jrc1"\q c.\D I n~1s. 

+?~rd _P\a1nt,ff ~\,t1'tcn "T c::..aS\ue... Pc-,c., .. tc T e.c:,9ue.. 

f'. \ l(\;1 +h LS 'CuM r la Int~ . . 
a). T e..a gu e. f'.le.J ad l""\·1111s+rat Ive. __ re_,~e,.l lj _:toe,~~ (c. ancern "'~j 

+he '"'threofs , hc11'G1S~f"'I~ 11+~ • p h tjS ,co\ ctbdse_ .:lnc~ the 
-false. L,._)ri-\-\-e,'\ ~,nc·,den+ t'"epcc+ b!:\ off,c.er .T "°'~ ,Juhn~r~_n) . 

.3) .. T ea;=3 u ~ f 1 \ ec\ o C; v: \ 
1

Ac:-+ ion N c. ~- F -~ '79 ( \~13:,·':, --!~.ec+ 
a \one.. .s.ho<.w.s. +l1 e. LL~- c_,c. ,Je r-n r--ten+ L,._)o.s o L..c...)n ce. o"t -\-he, 

possa':l:1;+~ of 1'"etu._\;n+;(_~n -f,oM o+fic.<:'r~ and o+f:c_in\c:. 
here ai +~,e L\:S. Pen,+Ent;uc~- Max.~ An ~e.~ +h~ L\.S~ 
bove.ror1e.n+ d ,J net-ht~ -+o pre.ver,+ er -~ top 1i" ~ 

q). Te a~u. e. ti I ed aJ ,~ ~ n; .s.+-ra+; "e._ ref"'lej L 1 tc. ,1">-\s ( cu 1'\c c-:l'ni ";) 
+he ccntinua+iQn re.+a~;at:cn he. was tcr-c~d -\-c endu~e., 
du-e.. to off';c-er cTeff <J,~hn_<,.(H"IS. -ta\.s.e. ·,nc;dr=>nt- f't"?p0r+). 

~).Tea;3ue ..f~\ed Ct C;vi"i Acticn Nc.04-f-'11:,l(l~Nl¾)."!hc,+ 
a \oh e. -~holwS.. the. U.S. Gu'c'c? ,n('Yte n+ L...XlS. ("d .... Xll"'e of· 
the on~o;":~ / C'c!'l1"inu;r\~1 reio.liati'on:s;. forced upcn 
T eo3 ue. b ~ o+F ;cc-" r'.s. a n.d cf+ ;c._ ~,ci \_~ he r-e.. o-\- +he_ 
Ll .s .. ·Pen; ~e~t; Cl('~ - P7cJ. )(., ! An ~je-t 11,e.. ,u 4 S. C..K~"c' e cnf'1~n+ 
did t1othi '"~- +o pre"'.en~ or step .. , + t 

l, ). L e:it-e rs f"l.o t \ ~ cJ to Ass 1 s. 4-an "'t Ll n, +ed A+t-o r n f'l \ 

r'1 i c. ho.e \ C. .. ,T ohns.cn ..shews. +he. LI, S. G:0--::e._1' n,"lE.i"I + 
Lo..)O. S no+~+ i ~d a,f +he. C.on-t :nu; n:1 r e_+a\ io+~· 01; tD r-ted 
Lq::>£:.r-l Te a;J·-t e ( P \ e as e. Se.e.. A·\t u c.he d E 'J.. \-·u b I + S - 4 
/;S). 

{Rev. 4/15/02) 4 



C ('H''Tec:."t ;ona \ off t<=-e.f' .J e.f-f rJ ahns.c,n (/via\ '-"'+e.d 
. P.lai {\+i.fF·s.~ Ei9ht-h _Ar>1e.r::'dr,e.nt 11..ish~~ o';d A\l O+he; II 

2. Clatm Two: C.cns+,+ut1cno\ \/ lc\at1cn.s. Tha+ +\+ ¼le:,. conp\a1n+ • 

Supponing Facts: 

'7). Ori (')ecer--ibe1"' ll 1d.COC:, Crf-F~ee, ..::re.ff .J,0hn_,;..,_~n cuP1.e.. +u 

P\oi nti-ff Ci :n-\--011 T e.a;jue...'.s c:..e..l \ ( .DOlo-°ttlLJ\d..) .:·Jone... 

8). Af+e.(' he1f\~ -~earc..h.e..cJ c.~~+r~r Seclrc.hec.l) Piui(\+iff 
Tea g Ll e.. l__._:ic._1 s. h u n.d c u:-ff-e. d , ""'-a n c.~ :=,, c.: uff ce c_\ b ,::J1 ; Y\d 
his 'bc..k ~ A.,"' +he_n ph~s;(:G\\ j as...sc.1.u \+e<j b~ Officer 
.J e-ff :f o\1n5e.on l · ' 

q). TO CD\Je r- __ u r- f~r ~-IS. G..;,f""Ct'\;1 de~ n3s.l ~ ~"\ff icer- :re.~ ,~chn~n 
L...)f"c5te.. :-1 _-t . .1~_c,,e_ ,nc.1d~n+, rep6C'..\- ~A7c.u~/";j P\a11'\+iff °""fen~~e_ 
cf'(~) VI c \et+ 1 ons ~ 0 1'\e. ot +her,, be \n~ ns.~c::i u I+ .0n s.+Llft l 

,o). o-ff ~ e e r- ,:r c::--ff ,:r oh nso (\ L>...) o.s ~ el \ C'H--~Cl (' e.. o-f --\-he... 
C.01'\S.ejue.f'\C:e__c;. o.nd re.pe.f'eUS.S' ans r, ain+;-ff_ \ ~a:;lu€... 
Would .seen +o be.. -forc_ed +c e.r\duc~ __ \Jue. +c h;n 
L.,..Jri-\-in;;j +he. fo.\se. \oc_ide_n+ r-e.pcr-+ l 

fl). On r?c.l"Lh l.c,ri.00\ a..+ q:~eoAM P\a~nt:ff Teac::v .... \e... Li...lCLS 

~\eare..d of +he.. -ta.\~e.l'j. L..'.!C';+\-e.n inc.,de.n+ repc.f'T b;j Of-ficer 

.:Jeff ,Tc.h.r1_-:,.,-_,)11 ! ~\/en_-~D'-:l~h T e..a~ue._ hctd been c...\e..ar.ed 
of ~he.. c.ha"';=_\eS. .P':l,u~ ln fli.e.. e.~e.s. o-t other C..':("\""e.C~I 0(\0 \ 

ctff1c:.ers and offi Ct Cl. \s h.e.('e.. a+ +he. u. 'S. eeru +e...n+-1arj 
-Ma)( ~.l Ll...)as. _5u;\+-j and e.ver-:1cne.. ( ~n.Mo.+e.~, ' 

C.or-re c.. ti en Ci l o-t+: cer-·s &- off; C: ;a \s.) kn~LW the. LX.l 1"'c..orrt e. l 
For' an~ cff-icer +c sta.-\-e. ·1 the..~ had be.en a.5 .. ~uu l t-e.d 
6~ or:-. ;1;rriote. ~ Th6t .• cc....u..caf;on. o\ct\_e... (•101'¥-.S +he.... 
a.c.c.us.ed ,nMa-te.!'. C..a.u~in~ T~ue... ,n th.is C..CL"::.e... +o be_ 
-h::•f'~e.+ecJ +er "tur-l-her c-fhrea.f.s.. haras.~1~en+~_ and 
ph.!c:ls'.<'..Ll\. LLS.<,cw l+.s. b~ o-\-h,,r cff:cers.l An-\-o e.ndul'e. 
re.to \ia t1cl"\.S. CL<;. u..::ieJ \ L ~ 

t}). ~ec_aLLSe u"t Cor"'r-ec+ional O-ffic.ec cT~ff cTohn.son's 
fa.\se ~nc.ide n+ r-epo<"' t' ~ P\ai r'li°i~ ·! eo;ju e_ h':s. ~,ctcl +o 
end uc-e_ Mein~ ter Ms.. of r'"e. tc1 \ lcrt tens. ¥ Re.:ta.L a+,cn_s,. 
where. unit '"f-eon neMbers. 1 c..or1re.c.til_)f\C.1l vff-i'c.e.rs.. a....-s 

we \\ o._s o-t+ l e_~a \ here o-\- +h€... lt.S. Pe:: n; t-e n+ :oru - P7ct ~ 
h.ooe f-9 ken pa,"+ ; r"\ ~ Te:05 u e con+~ nu£,:-c( +~ pre ,1ra r. ; n 

ca po~~+ive ('"'\,_1nf'"\er"' ~~ _reciuif'ed. An. s+f 11_ f'cc.ed 
rlan ;:\ -t-c_i" M .s. :1 t r'eJa \•.a~ 1 en 

1
6 ~ -the Ind, v, d ua ls. 

fu::J f'1'1 e.d I n + l" 1 ~ c_cH"1 p l ('ti n f ! . 
(Rev. 4/1S/02) S 



Wc.t1""den R .. Hood rr'\Jio\u+ed. p\a~n+;ff• .. ~ E."l~h-\h 
AM7n,.:1 ~e..n+ K ~~h+s _af'ld ,Al\ o+h~ r c;.ct"\;:+;+u t 10 no\ 

3. Claim Three: V ,c lctticns that fit -thi:s ~D iY\p\a1t"\+ • 

Supporting Facts: 

1:1). li..)hen +h~\ 'in6\dent b~~n L...)'-'<Je,-i I:. f\ .. i~½. ~o_s. +Le. 
k)cu·d e: n . l":lL~ t due. f-o h, ,,..,_ \ e.c.tV I n9 th 1~ lnst,+u t" 1 en. 

L..Jo.rde,, P,. Hccc.J 1"'eplac~cl hir-1 6nd ~s. ..s.+~\I t\1t~--
luorde..11 c-+ +he.. LJ .s. re..,;+e..n.t; oc·~ - r?ax.. 

f4). l,..ja..cden I\ .. HccJ fa~\e,c_\ +c ~:.upe.rvis.e.. -\---he.. c:.0,Y·~c..-tiona\ 
o.ft~cec.':-::., +he.. un~t tec.,!"'l. 1~,eP1be("'-s. nnd o+he.1"' cff:c;c'.,\~ 
aT th~ U.S. Pe.ni. tent iu f",L_\- \~a~. A\ \ow; n;3 hi's. '.--,,tct-\{.: +c 
p lac.e T ~c_i~~u""- • L-' 1l e I on. e A{ r 1c.un A.,.1~ 1"'1c.'n ci in o o\ \ 

wh; +e. ~v•c j, p fE>~ ('e=>,n + i ct'\ ~~ r"OU r ~ "'now~ n.9 h~tor~ hone\ 
+c de, ..so r......:c,Jd fDSe u -\hr-:a+ ~6 +~e.. ;>ecLtc,t_tj and 
~cod c~,--.'-t~rl~~ 1"u11n1n_~ 0-f +he. tn.st,+u+1cn ! Then I...Uhen I. 
res.pec710e-1 ~ C.of"'1p\c;r1ed c."\bc-~u+ fhe. :'.:,~+Lta+;on • .1... c:....x:is. 

reM~ved -t 1"'cF1 . +he ~rcu 1") 1"~c f'eo.. t, c,, n pr-c4;=;~/'<'1 P7 c1 f,J 
de..f\ t~d -1--he.. s.+e p c.Joc..w<' p,"Q<~('u M of £)-L.lnit / -~ -Llnl + 
C:eri pleJ~ \~ ~ ' 

IS). Wat"-de11 ~: Heed LLlDS i'k-t ;+ied of -the re..+ci\ ,,Ltic,ns. 
T . • ··11 r . 1 A e.c::1:.3we ~n~ c.u'\d ,~ -~"-L --tore.eel -to enc:l~.u"e .. ~ n 

a\ L~ :Ll e d ; + +c c..cn+ ~nu e. re f)(~c.J e c.i \ ~ ! ~ 
I lo). LlcJ rd (=' 1-i ~ . t-\ c.o<l L..., .. XLS. no+ i +- ; ~c1 of' o. \l a.\\ e ~a-\-- i c n s 

of Cori-•ec tic:-nc1 I Off-~ c.e , ... ,T e.f-f l'J o hnson \..0.rc n.~~ c.L::. ~ n~f:; 

+owc1f'CLs T~o7~ue. .. fJrio1" -le T~.o~ue.. -f~lin~ th,:;. c..onpla.iA-\--. 

vn.Tea~ue ·t"1leJ C.;v;I Act~on No.Oa .. -F-dilC\<..P.-:,NP:::i) and 
Li vi\,. Act icn No. 04- F-'7~ \ ( ~N.~). An Woe-den Pt. Hoed 
ujClS uc.~o f" e.. c.-t +he.. pc<:,,.~~ 6: \ i-\-~ of. re+al ;a.+i"cns. 

--trc:,n cff i c..e r .s un cJ c -t+ ;c ;C"t \s. ! 'An ;1e.+ l.0arden R. 
Hood did <1o+hirt~ +o p,e¥en+ or ;.+cp itlt 

18). w af'de ,1 I~. H: cex:l L0CLS c.tw.)a re and rec::..e. i ~·ed c.op.ie.s 
of the \e-H-er-s Md i led i'"o A5.s~stan+ u";-\-ed ~ta.-\--~s. 
A+\-cr n e,;\ 117 i c. h o.e I C.. 1" c i, n.son • L...) hi c...h -~o<.,.)~~ Wc.r--clen 
R .. Hood L0CLS oc+;-F i ed cf +he. c:.oo+ i nLli n~ f'e-\-aL•a+;cn 

forc.ed. upon T e.a!:J ue... ( P \eos.e.. See.. A.-\-\-a'.c~ed 
E xh.,bits - 4 &.- ~). 

( Pl ea5.~ See.. A+h:::1C~lec'i Po~v~?~ l:.-A, w-l'=> • w-C., 2.c- DI lo-EI lo- F 1 

&,-G,, l.o-H 1 l:::.-11 lc-.-1 r L::-K , l.o-L d~-n, lo- N , ~-o, la- P, l.c· c\) , tc·· t-J.. . w-.s, 
(R 

!o-T \ k,-u 1 l.,;;,-V, f.c-W 1 (&,-)(., (o--r, (o-Z., u:,.-AA.1 u,-~. l.o-C.C. i w-Do ond 
ev. 4/15/02) <.- ££) 6 



"'Con+,nuation Of Lo.use. Of Ae:.+icn.'' 

D. CAUSE OF ACT 1-oN 
' 
i 

·- .. .- _.. 

_ --·- 19)~ Warden ~. Hood u...JaS uL..)af'e. of +-he onao\ n.a 
I . r J cJ 

... . ""lre1"a.\;u+;cr\S Te~cJue. wets fc•('c.e.d +c e.nc\u,el 
___ ·--- .... __ 7waf'de.n R. Hee-cl 5~~ned +he o.dninlstr-c\+,~e 
............ --~r.eP1ed_l:\ fcrM (~~P-9) fe5eond~n:3 to f'1.;-J ( p\a·ln-\-~f-rs) 

_ -t~ a_d n, n. ~ s +r~+i \i e f<e ried ;j con p ~ai n+. An ;j~ t the 
··-··- ..i)reta\ rat--ions continued ei~atns+ \ e.0;3ue~~ 

... _ .. ______ ;J __ . A\sc G.)arde.n R~ Hocct rec.e\'led a reau.es+ 
I (' \I • \ & L, 

.. - ,, . -·- --~ T.crns da+ed Ap('\ \lcp~ .. OC:~ - Febr~a\"'~ as, 
. : \ A II +. f. d \ ll_ \\ d l_ - ' n\ ( . ·- ···-· ..... , -~ aoo '1 4 n C er I" le. en-e rs 'a.T~ ' ,arc n. 

... Jllc,acc4 & Apr~\ La,J.oo4 (P)e.ct..-s.e See. 
_____ jA-t+ached E_x.htbi+s- Fi, F~. Gi, 6~ 1 G?:>)Gl\ 

. _. __ .. _ . --•+> G ~ , G Lo > H , H i , t\d.. , \-\ ~ 1 I . etnd Ii.) . 
... ' . ...-1· 

•• ..... -··- <, ... , Jj 

ii 
~1 ,, 

1, 

·-ti 
I 

-·-··1· 
-- .... -~ 

,; 

-- - ~- - ···-. . l.4 -
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L,oC\{i nc,a+\on Of Louse Of Ac.-\-ior;' 

D~ C/\LlSE OF Ac.T·ro~ 

9 •.. C\a in Four: Assoc.ia+e Llardert D. Dunc_C\n '
1vio\a.+ed 

p \a:,i'\.\-~ff is E.~h+h A~end_f"1en .. + f\i~h+s 
.. o..nd A\\ other Cons4itution.a\ Ylo\o.-t-

- .. ~ ions +hat -f,t +his Co1"'1p\aint': 
---·~i;2,upportin~f':c+~: _ _ 

ao~ when +his 1ne1den.t be8on t Aw D. Duncan 
_ .. _ _ .. ![ Lua.s_ the As!SOC ~o.+e Llarde.n of 

11

0per'a+;6ns\
1 

. .. .. . . j a+ +h.e LI.~- Peni + en+ ior-'::1- l'2ax. 
_ . _ a,~AW D.Dunc_an1:s jcb t,ff e. ·,s 11Assoe.la+e 

--.- .. ;warden of Ope,c\t;ons~the.Superv·,~or of 
.. ) Fae~ l ;+,es, Lcf"' r ee:tiona\ ~er v~ee.s , £>afe+;:-j > 

.. ... ....... l EMplc,;::\e.e Devdopr1en+ an..d Cu.stod~•\ 
_____ .. ~AL.) D. Dunc.an was u,::Tc-Lj Mu.ch ac00.re of 
........ -•-·---~+h.e rac.fct\ Cua.r.s +ha+ h.a.ue been 9c;rt5 en 

___ .... _____ ..... :}+hrou~h.out fhe ~ureo.Lt c.f Pt",s.on i:1..s+;r-i .. 
................ .. _, _____ J whe; e.. inf'ta+e.s haue been etn..d a,e .s--\-, \ \ 

___ . ----~serlous\u ln~u.rie=d or kt\\ed bLj o+h~r ,,. + N ("" C 

. _ . . ....... ~ l n Met e s . 
....... .......... ~~Aw D.Duncan -r~·,\ed to supe,YlSe. +he 

- for rec.+ ;OnC\\ officers 1 -\-h';- _ur,·1 + + earc 
.... ___ ._. ___ ..J r1er1.bers and other otf lc.,a\s a+ ·+he L\.$. 

. . . ....... ·--r~-ni+entior;f r2ax. .A\\owin.3 .\-lis s+o~ +o 
-- -· .. - .. ··-· .. -----1 e-\ac. e T e.os ue.. o n.e lone Afr ,ca.n Af'"\e(', c.o.n 

.pn o '?\\ wh.i+e 3r0up rec:reu.+ion 3roup ~ 
-.f ~n.0L0l ncS befo~ e. lLO.nd to d, o ~o wou\d 

I 

i 
i ·r 



"Lon.-\-i nu~+ ion. Of Cause. Of Ac.+,cn'' 
D. (AL)SE OF A(Tlo~ 

0 

pc:,.:se a +hrea+ to +he se.c.ur-~+~ and f)ocd 
order l'j r unn; l"'\.Cj of +he i ns+;+~+ior/ l 

d4/ A /.,:J r5. D~•~c_a 1~ pe;sonu \ \;j +c le\ T eo~cHC. , "u.:,e. 
1 (the odM1rus+ro.+1on) Made. be+.s ~ou L0cu\dn-\-

- .. _ \ os+ \o~~ on ,group rec.~ Teel~ ue 
0\+1

~ !::)ou, 

__ ·" __ .. wc,d a.~o~n.s.T our:s~ 'rcu 9c:,t +c pro'Je ~t''ctnd 
__ +hen ~n·, \e as if ~+'.s a jc~e !~ 

..... 'as Aw D .. Dunc..an was u..Je\ I ClLuare. of -\-he 

_____ dan~er of one \one Afric.an Aner;c.on inr1a+e. 
_ -~ein~ p\aced \non al\ white group recf'ec&

--- ion ,g r"Cu P · P-->~c:au5:.e.. Rob~,+ ~1cne.s 4 139 Q.-o 8::, 

.,. ___ 

1

~ n. At r i c.ct n A f'l.C2 r i ~ n ··1 n r-1 a+ e 
1

' l \--\ o.d been C\ ssa u \-\- -

. . . ___ ... _ ed h.e:e a+ +he ll.~ .. PenLten+;ar;:j- l'?o.X. l?:,;J 
- a white ~r1r1a+e I who in "tac+ used a Lueapc-n 

...... _+o us\ \Ce/ c.u·+ \\ ;nrrtc:t+e F\cbert cJone5 4\=-\";§~~-

083 ·ln. ·the. face.~ An o-\- +he +tMe. <S~ -\--h.is 
_ O.$Sau.lf. lnr-ta.te Robe,+ ~To0es # 1~9~d-OB.~ 

_ _ c...ua.s no+ +h.e.. CH"l. \~ Afr tc.an AF\e.r ic:.c::l.n ;n~a+e 

__ " _en +he re.eree1+~on ~ard ~£0 Aw D .. Duncan 

.. -. _ .... ., .... 'tpo:sed a. +hr~a.+ +o the. .secuf'l~~ and 
- ,:aood cr4erlc'j run n i ';.':) oi +he. ~n~+i+ u + ion ~'j 

.. ____ la.cLr\ ea. ue.. in an a. \ wht e 
'I " r \ '' l l \ 

, -~. recf"e.C.l\lOn f"-OU 0. cne. .. • 

ak When\ e.c\5 ue (' es.pee.+ l 0e \~ C:oM p \a i l'leci 

abou."t th.e dQn~e('ous pc.s..it~an he t...0a.s placed ;n .. 

~-c 
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D. CAUSE OF ACTION 
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C.on+;nuotion Of Louse Of Ac.+,on\\ 
D. CAU~E OF AC.TlON 

in a o. ll w h ~ + e. ;:) r cu p rec. c e.ci + ; c n 3 , ... cup ~ 
Kncw~n53 befcr-e hand to do .Su would "pc.se. 

a +hre:-o+ to +he .sec.c1.r\+r:\ a.n.c\ .3ood crdef'\~ 
. f +h ~ +·+ +· ,,, r ... __ ru.nn1~ o e. \ns I u ton • _ 

~---- ----~ AW~~ ~LH"1ell L00..S L.0e.l l owace cf the 
____ ... d o.n3e, of 01'\e 'lone.. Afr ic:'?-n Ane.r~c..a.n i nf'l.a.te .. 
.. - ~e; ns P lo.eed ; n on c,_[ \ wh·1+e \?t OU' rec.1~ec.\ +-

. -·- _ __ Jon ,sroup. r:,ecouse. Robert c-Jones \~9S,.)_-c8.~ 

.. 
11
an Afric.n Af'l.erlcan ~nr1a+e''l Had been as-sa.<.t\"t-

-- ___ .ed he.re o+· +he. Ll.~~ Pen.;+ent,a(' ... '-J- r?a.x. \¾~ 
., --·-· ---·- ----- a whi+e \nnate I who 'ln fact used 0. _Weopon 

.to "~I ic.e / c.u+·,, ~nMate Reber+ rJcnes *}~9Sd.-Of-~-~ 

___ in the. face ~ An a+ -the. +; ne of +h,s c.ssau. \+. 
__ lnri.ct.+e. r\obe,+ ;Tones.~ 1~9Sd--0 8~ <-uo.s n..at 

___ , _____ -_+h.e on¼ African Af'leric:o.n ~nria.+e.. on -\-he. 
__ . _____ recreoflon cyord ! So Aw .J. RJorre\\ "posecl 

... a +h('~o+ +o_ +h.~ .s~~ur~+c=?J a.nd ;Jood orc\e.f"'~'3 
....... ____ runn.in.f.) of the 1ns+ttution b~ p\oc.tns, Te.a.21Jcte.. 

. {" l \ ~ . + - +. C \ \\ \ \ ....... , ... __ tn. ctn a. w 1\ e ~rot,p rec:ri:::-ct 10n group c\. one. .. ~ 

___ ... 3lo) L~hen Te~ue re.spec.+i·ve.1~ ~P1plcined 
- ... ___ about +he dan5erou.s po~;+ icn he u..)05 p \~ced 

___ ·----.in .. An cu+.:sic\e ::=:.oucces u..)ro+e. +he Assistctn+ 
_ ........... -•-- .Un. it ed c-Stc\+e s A#orn~:J .. T e.a~ue wa.s 

. rer-t.oued fccM +he .~JC'oup recreation pc-'ccjran 

and denied +he .s-tep doL0n p('o3C'ar .. 1 of 

2o-F 
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lo.;:C\atn Six: As...soc.ia+e Uac·den :J". Z..t-,e.rt:h.er 
:: "violc.1.ted plo.in+~ff·s ~,sht~1 Ar1endrrtcnf 
i: R;~ ht s and A I\ ot het'' Coos-\-~+u+i ono l 

Y ;o \C"tti ens. +hat ·f i-t +hi CS C.uf'l p \oi n+ '\. 

1 
$u pportin;3 Fac+s:. _ . 

~I~ A½ .J. Z.L1er_c.he\~ ts th.e. As~oc,a+e Wacden 
i of Opera+1ons here a+ +he. L\..S. 

,f Peni-\-en+iM,.<;1 - r?a~. . . . " . 
~~AW .. J. 2- uerc he__, s n~ob +1+\e ,s Assoc iccte 

::wa('den of Ope(\Cl+tcns,the. £upervis..or of 
if o.c.i \ i+ies , C or red; ona \ Serv; c.e.s. 1 .S"7.f'e:-\--.':J 1 

;1EMplo~_ee be\/e.\oenent- a.nd CL\Stod;1 ~ 
'-t~l A l.J J. Luerc \ie, ts Ller\) 1~uc h al...:ctre. of' 

ft"h.e rac.ia\ L,,Jar.s +he.-\- \.a.ue.. been ;3ol,;;2i en 

[i"+h r 0L~ h:cJ -1--he ~u rec.i.c .. -1 cf Prison S.::_1s.~e.ri. 

:1L.)here 1nr--ta+es h<'.lue.. been a.nd a.t'e .s-\-1l\ 
_ ;:5~r;6LLS.\~ injurie~ or h;\\eJ b~ c+h.er ;"Motes. 
941 Aw J"" Zuerc.,her ts a\so one of the. 

:. cff.ic.tetls. Who dec~de.s if \nMC\-t~s ore.. 
::+o proceed ·th.rou~h +h.e D-2Jn~t/,J-2Jn.~-\--
ij.S+ ep down pro;3f'Cl~S l , , _ 

9~.A L.) ,J. 2.uerc\le(' -faded 1c swper-\:'1se +he 
:
1
c.orrec_+ ional off lC.ers, th.e. Ltn~+ te.o.M 

\ 1"'1.er-tbers c.n.d c,·ther off i c., o.\s a:t the LL~. 
: Pen; +enti Qr~ - l1?ctX. A l\o ui ';8 hi S s --\--ccff +o 

~-H 



"C 1-. +· ,1 0n1t 11.uc. ,en Cf LctuSe.. of· Ac-\-;611 
D. CAL\SE OF AeTION 

..... _ . ·--7+p\ace. T ea,__9LlE.. .• Cne lone. Af ric.c.\n A Mer icc.f\ 

____ .. -- .. --.-)i.n a cJ\ wht_te ~~roup rec:cect+ton 3roqp! 
·····-·•---- .. ····-·-·~J,{now~n;:\ before hand +o do ..so c0ou.ld u pos.e.. 

.... __ ..... -------;la.. +hreo .. f +o th.e. .sec..u.r-i +L\. a.nd aocd oc-c\ec·\u 
1: . -.f + . ·+·-+· -+<.J ,,, ,.J (""..J ..... ----·-··•·-----· .. ,,·---1:--r_unru n~ o he Ln-:; 1 u. 1 on • 

' ·--· .. ,. ··-- ___ !-t/a1.A .. w ;J .. z_ Ll e.rc.h.er is well Cl.G.)Qr'e c,f + he 
··--·---- .. -___ t .. d_an~er of one lone. Afci'c:ctn Ar1eric.an lf\Ma.+e. • 

.. ______ ------------~~-eta::\ p lace..d in a~ cd 1 u1~+e group re.crec.t+ ion 
'• _ ... ,. -------+r~-f'Ouf: . f½ecaus.e. . Robert cJ ones# \}:)'1f,a.-os3 

: " Ar . A . _• +· 1' \ H d c \ t . __ ,. ___ -----·•--·Qn 1 r I ca. n. Mer t can l nrr2a e • a.. o ee n as.su.u. T-

- -~ed here u+ +he. u.~. Pen~ten+ iar~ - rzd)(.. l\<;j 
.. . ., ........ __ _;1_.a___ w h.; + e. l n r-lc.\ + e I who in f' o..c. + us e.c\ o. 

:: +· (( . .._ +\I • t t 
. -.----··--·--·-•f-Weei. 0 (\ 0 :sl IC.e C.u \t1r-ld. e. Raber-· r1 ortes 

·--··-······ ... ---~-~-1~9Sd--08~ ;n the. -tac.e 1 An o..-\- +he t,Me 1-------------
................ j, .. of. f hls o.:ssac..t {t. lnr-1a.+e R.obert cJ ones 

. _ .. __ .. ----}~1~9';:,d-083 u..,as rtot +he on.l;j At rica_n 
. . -· t Ar1er~ccn ; nr1ate. on fhe r~c.rec\+ i'c,n ~o.r'd ~ ~o 

__ ··- AL.) cJ .. Lue.re.her 
II pos.ec.l a. +hreo.t -\-c the 

••.•• 
1 .!:::>.e.c.w0~+c.. a.n.d cod orderl f'Ltnnin. of 

_ . _________ the.. insti Lt+icn b)j p\aclrl5) l e.a.3ue \n Cl(\ 

l l h · + .-.t • .- \ ,\ H __ .. __ ·--·--·a: . w I e. ~roup f'ecrect"TlOf\ Broup a one •• 
. _ -· -.. ·---~1. LJher\ T ea~ue_ r~s.pe.c...tiue.l~ e_criplained 

...... ··-·-·-"•·---- abot..L+ the da.n.9erous. pos.tfion he L0cts p\o.ced 
.. . . ... . .. \n. An c.~u.+s.lde ~urce..s. u.H'ote. +\.-te Assts+on+ 

... 
1
LJnited ~+o+c::s A+tor'ner\\ ··-1 e~c)ue Lwo.s 

I 
-.. l· 

la-I 



/I/' \_ . +. ...... f " Of A + .. \\ L.On'T1r1ua ,on C LCt<....i.se. c_ lon 

D. CAUSE. OF /-\CTION 
i 

rer10ued f rcr'l +he_ .900up eec:rec_J;on ;:1roup 

: P"'O~)<'ClM and dented +he .s+e:::p c\ow..:n pro~jf'C.\P1 

; of D- Lin i + / .-J- Unit c.ori pletek\ t 
9S' AW ;Jc Z.uercher was nct;fied of o.\ \ +he 

i r e+ct \; ut ions T e_c;___~ u e. 1...J..Jas. ctnd· \ s s--\-1 \\ -forced 
i fo endure~ An :je·t he allowed ·1+ to c.ocYtin.ue 
i repea.+eJ \~ !! 

lt9) Aw -1 .. Z.ue~c.her L0Cl.S r10+ tfied of cJ \ o.\\e.:jct+
i ions of Ccrr-e c:tr 0(\(1 l off ic_er ;Jeff ,Johns.on 

:1 wro~q doi"Ss +oLxtrds. T e~'jue. Prior +a 
j T e~s Ll e. t; \ i rt._.':\_ +his c:orip la i (\ t" 

roe, A LJ J" ~ 2uer·c 1:er .\S. we_ l t o..wo.re of Tecl~u..e\::. 
I con+ i rt u..o + i 6 n to pro3ra1'l-\ in o pos.~ ttue 
j r--tanner· a.s. ('e~ired·i b~ +he cLd,ri.in,s+ .. -
; r~t;on~ An_ .:-\e_+ ~ e~c)Lle .-~ts be~n;.) pun·,sh~d 
i/ denied the prt\/~ \e3es because. of 
l re·+ ct_\ 1 o. +; en c1 l r eos on s b)j +he OC'I f"'l t n.; s +r-c1.+ ton 
' ... I I 
:tC.'lrl~• . ~I).: T e_a3u e. _ fi \ ed C, Y\ \ Ac.ti on No~ oa- f-a'79 (~~~) 
:: and C.i·'I ~ l A~t ion No. 04-F-1 ~, (~Ne,)~ An A LJ J. 
l-u~_rc.her. W_etS aware. of. +he possl b;,\~\\ 
ii o·f re.ta\\ c,.+ 1 on s f rori off i CE rs on.d off-le ,a \s ! 
::An ~et AW ;Io Zuercher die\ n._othi~ ·+o 
:i P.re vent or .stop l+ t~ 

~r AW ;:f .. Lu.ere her WClS o._c0are. ctnd rec:.e.t\led 
; 



II Cent; nL~Cl+ ion Of Cause.. c+ Ac..+ion
11 

D. CAL\SE OF ACT1-0N 

·-··-··~------··-·····--,·i-C.op1es of +he \e.-H-es-s Mal \e.d +c A:::,:;\s+an+ 
···----·--•--·-- ····-··---··~L.lniied £rrates At\-orne;:j r2 i c..hoe \ L .. ~ oh.nson. 
----•-----· .. ---···----···Whic_h . sh.ows Aw :J. 2-u.e.rc.her was n.c:Jltted 
___________ o-f_ +he c.onti nu in~ re+a\ ia.hon forced upon 

··-- -·------·-· ·--~--Ie.a,3 u. e.. ( r \ ease... See A+\-ac he.d EK hi b ~ +s.-
----·-·--·--•-------- · ·_ SL_& ~) • 
......... --.---·--·-----·- .. ---·-•--·- ---·· A'so Aw~- 2-ue.rc..'ne.r ree:e\\led 

___________ 1re9,Ltes.t fcrMs c\cc\-ed r-2.a~ .:10,aool.\ 
____ . ____ .. _____ .... ·-----~-fr .. an T ~u -e_ ( i \ease See A+\-a.c.hd 
--··-·----· .. ~----•--~-E.x.hi bit - tJ Y. 

• ••--•~ ••••-•-•T••~~~• ~--•..--...Jt•--...-.~ .. ~~- •••• 

I 

-~h •• ~~•-• •• • •~ -~ •~r•-•• 0 .. n .. •• ......... ...._ ... ! ~•••• "0 ••POS • -~ "•' •• 

......... -------··· ._ ............... ,. .. , ....... --- ·-. 

'i 

···-··. ·--·- -·-- ·-·--·• j .... -·-· . 
___ ,__ ... ---·-· -·-- ...... j -·. ---

. ·- -· ........ •·- -··--- ... --·--·- ~· ..... - . 

. : 
,. • • a - - - ... "',. • .-, .. •1t· • - - , .. 

i 
' 

····--· - ... __ ,, ..... .... .. . ......... l ... . 

i 
.. _, .............. ·---· ...... -------- _.,.J - ........ "· 

I 
< 
I 

' .. ... ... ... --·-·- ' . - .. " . - '"""'i . . .. .. 
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Contiru .. ..\ation Of C.ause Of Ac.+ion\
1 

D~ CAUSt_ OF ACTION 
·I 
11·· 

7. I: C\arr-t Se.-ten: Assoc.io+e Worden c .. C.h.ester 
I 

: '(vio\ared p\ain+,ff·s E.i~hth AP\end-
rrte~t R.i~)ht~ and Al, othec Con
~+,+u+·ional Yio\oticns +hclt-f\+ 

, 1 this C.o r'1 p L~l ·10 + i~ 

f £uppor+ i n;:1 Fae.+ s: 
-~i:, 1 A LJ C. Chester ",-s the. As..soc..ta.+e.. l0a.cde.n 

: cf,, Prc~9rans' here o.t +he. LL~. Pe_n·l+entio('~t_J
+I P2.a.x • · 

sq)~j Aw C~C.heste, 1s cjcb +;+\e ·1s 
1(A~soc.~o+e. 

Wal""den of· l'ro~r'aM~ 1 "4--~-u~. Supervisor cf 
r • -

Recrea.-\--~cn Offered +o lnr..a+e.s ( to be.. a.Hewed 
i n a .. sc.fte. en v; f' on f"te n:t) and ·+~e ~upe,-- v ~ so r 

1• of· +he. Ll n~+ T eof"1 l'2e.r1 be.rs ( D- Un~ ts 
1

'Couns.E-\of\ 

JiC.~e r?a.n.a,ser ~md Un;+ r.?ana~er").As well 
1:as -+he.. E..du.c.a+lon l)epcH'+nen+s ! 

ss)J AL.) c. .. Lh.es--\-er is uer~ Much dL...)a,e c·f 
~,+he.. _ rac i C\ l _ (..,..)Qr s .\\.-,_Cl+ he\ L) e be.en ~ o ~ n.r~ 

!· on throL~~h.OLt+ ~he t-2:>of'·euc, of rf'\SOr\ 

:: ~~s.TeM. where.. lrlr'late.s ho.ue. been an.c\ 

i!are. .still sericusl,~ ;f\juried or killed ~'j 

ii.o+he r in Mates. 
S&1 Aw C. Chester ·,s a\So one. of ·+he 

:!off~c.ia\s. Wh.o decldes. lf ~nr-10.tes a.re. 
.;to pr"'cce.ed 4--hrc~h +he. D-Lln,-\-/J-L\n~+ 
:I 

l:,-L 



II /" +' +. f C ,'__(' A +. '1\ Lon 1nua 10n O ouse. UT c.. ton 

D. CAL\Sc. OF ACT lON 

. --·-·····-·---··---····~···~+ep down pro~rari.s ~ 

. ··---· .. _.S1)., .A L:J C. (he.£terrfc\; \ed +c super\/ is.e the. 
-·- .. -·----··· ____ ___l_.C..O f' c-ec:..t; cnctl off ~c e rs I t-he. un; + +eor-i 

·--· ..... -·-···. ·---~ P1er1.be c-s and o+he.r off; c.~a. \s ut +he 
.. --····--· .. ·· .. ·········----LLJ.~~ ren·1+en+iar~- PZa~.Al\ow\~ h;s sta-ff 
__ _ ____ -----~.fo plo.ce_ Te_a3ue. One lone Afr;c:an A1"1.er;<:.an 

jl' \\ h't,- +· It, • ........ '"·--··-········--··+·•n a c1. w l e ~roup reccec\ tan ~roup. l\now1fl__q 

··-···--·--· .. ---···-~~befo f"'e hand +c de ~ L...)ou\d '' pose. a ·-t-hf'~+ 
_ -·····--------·-·····---!~.to. ·+he see:.ur i ..\-;:j o.nd ;jccd crd ec \~ f'unn, n.;j cf 

; +h . +· I + . ,, ' ·-··---···-·-··----··~-.. e ins iTu 1cn. 

·--·--·------~.-Al-0 C. Ch.es+er is we.\\ aware of ·-the 

---·---·-···----·--~·da.n;:\er of one \6ne Afr,c:on AMe,tc:.o.n \fl.Mo.te.. 
-·-·······-·--·-.. -· ---·----+~eir::q p\a.ced. ;n an a.\\ wh~+e .3roL1.p recce.a.+ton 
---·· ······~·---· ...... , .. __ ;,.~C'OLtf? .. ~eco.use R.ober+ cJon~.s * L~9~a-oo~ 
.. --···· ---·-··--.... ·-·-~.~'an Afr i c:a n. Af"ler;c.a(\ ~nMa.+e ,\ ~ Ha..d been c\.S.Sct.u. \te.d 

i:h l +h c.. p - . . +· -m n ·-····-···-·---·-~--f ere a.T e. L\.N. enlten ,or,':-j l cM .. FJ~ a 

.-.. ·-·-·· ·-·-··- .. ·-l~w hl -te ~nf"l.a.t-e , wh.o ; r\ fa.cf Lts.ed o 1..0eapon ::+ tr \. .. + ,1 • t h b + J 'l'\'- \ ?9 c' Cc~. -·-·-· .... -- -· .... - . - --l'- C . ~ IC e. C ll In P1.a. e r\C e.c- .. C ne..s. ~::> ~ - 'u ... ~ 

-·-· .......... -.•-·- .... _.llin.+he fc\C:e ~ An a+ ·+he. ti<'"le of -\--his. o.ssctL\ \t .. 
lj * 

. .. . . . ... ··-·· . _ ···--·-·-~ i ln f"l.O. f e.. Pt obe r t ;r c n i::: s \ ·:19 sa -O 8 ~ L..) C\S, (lot 

..... __ __ -! the on6 African Af"lericetn ;nr-iate c,n H,e 
......... -.............. __ r.ecrea·t t l'n ;::\ard ~ ~o AW C. C hes.ter,, po~ec\ 

-· ... --· .......... _ .. a .. +hrec1.+ +c +he. sec.uf'i +.LJ o..nd ,~ood· 
.............. -.

1 
... order l r'L1.nn i,._ of the ~t\stlt utt on b~-

·-··--·- ....... ·- .. _ .placln;j if\ an o.\\ L0h~+e ;3r-oup 
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II r' + • + • f Of \\ '-on. , f1Ll o 1c:,n O Cause Ac...+, on 

D. C.AL\SE. OF ACT.ION 
I 

ii 
::; rec_r-ea + ion ,S\ ruu p a. \one\\ ~~l 

S9~wh.en Tea~ue. respe.c.:\-;ve\:! c.c•np\ained obou+ 
J+he da"'fjerous pos~+i0n he L00.s p\o.c.ed ~n. 
ii An out:s~de .sources. L,..j('ote +he As.~ts+ant" 
,i United ~+ates. A+\-orne~~ .. T ec~ue wos 
:[re~cL1ed frorr the. ~roup r~c.reo.ti'an ~r-cup 
I! pro;:\ raM _and d en_ied + he .s+ep down p<'c:yaM. 
:] of D·-2.Jn1+ / .J-llnl+ conple.+elrlj ~ . 

c?c())~ AW c~ L hes+er L00S n.o+if ied df C.\ \ \ +he. 
.:re+a\ ;at ,on.s T eo.5:1ue L.i..)C\S o.~ is s+i\\ for~eJ 
l!tc endure t An ~et he o\\owed ·,+ -\--o con+~nue 

:j repai+ed \c-<j J ~ . 
lo!)~ A W C. C. hes. te r LL)oS r10+;-f ;e.d of ct\\ a.l\ e.9io+ton.s 

;] of Correc.:.+; ona \ ~;cer ,1 e.fr ,-Johns.on LA)f'c~q 

11d~in~s. +cG...~rd T ea;)Lte. Prior +c T e_a;-1ue. ~·\\\':c~ 

, i th l S. Cb f"1 P \ Cl 1_ i\ + • ,, 
Q)~ Aw C..Lhes te(' ·,s we\\ CU ..... '<1,e.. o-f \ ea.;:~ue. 1

s . 

. ic.on+;f\uo+;on to prc.:9---ar•1 ~n. a. pc~;+; ve nanne, 
,.a~ requ~red b~ +he. o.d1...,.\n;s+ra+;on~ An ;.\e:+ 
,:Tea· u~ is be_~n l-lnlshe.d, de.n~ed th~ 
! c C 

!i pri vi e_c2e.s. 6e.c.ou_se.. of re+cl\ ;o.+lona \ reasons 

i)b- the adM~'"'i.s-\-r-a+ion en\ 
11

t~ 
~)~ eo;:\ue f,\~d C.i"1\ Act;on. No. oa-F-d-'l~ (P:,~e,) 

ii and Ci•v;i Ac_+ ion No. Oll-F"-'7~\ (~N~; .. An AL.J 
:! C. C hes+et~ L...)ClS a L0are. of +he. poss·, b", \ ~+;j 

eo-N 



'' Loo+\nua+,on Of CC\u.se Of Ac.+,cn\\ 
D. CAUS'=.. OF ALTlON 

··-·-·- .......... _.___ . " .. L o-P re+ol iat\ons --tror1 offi ~ers o.nd o"ttic.'ia\s ~ 
_.. ..... . . --~ A.n ~e+ AW C.. Ches+er did no+hln;j +o 

.... ,. .. -. ... ------- ---~ pr.evenf- or_ stop ,+ U 
__ ----·---·------~~).Aw C. Chester wa.s a.wo.re. and re.c.e.i"·ed 
--'-•-'•• ---·--·-----------·+-WP_te5 of +he. \e.+ters M.a~ L~.d +o As.s\s+c\f\+ 

................................ -... -~ Llni+d ~+c\+e.s At\-orne~ P2ic.h.ae \ C... ;J"ohn!SL)n. 
-· ...... , ___ ,. ~:_Whic:.h .shows Aw C~Chesfer WC\~ not\~\ed 
. .. .. ..... ~~ qf +he. con+ inc..\ i '"';8 re+ al ia+ ion fore ed 
............ -- ". -----UP,Or1 T E~CjUe. ( r l eqse.. ~ee At\-aehe.d E.~hi bits 
. -,. ·-. ··-·· -·--- ----- -:. .... ~ & s) . 

.. ---- -• 
I 
I 

·- -· -· - ---·· - ~--- - ~--- ---t· ' ' 

i 

.. .. . ·-· -- ·---~~ -~·•· .... - ·--- ···-·· - .. ~ - --

i 

..... --·--··•·"'· __ ,. __ --- -- ,,-j- ,. ' 
.. , 
'I 

-- - ----- ---- .. ... -- -- --- -·· __ ;I . --
1 

--- ....... --- - ..... ----:: . -

r· 
- -- . ----- ----,. --- -- -· --+i ' 

I 
" -·----- - --·" --··------ -------•-•-, ....... 

---~ ··--~ ·- ....... - ... ~--~ ·-- . ·-- . ---~~L ... --~-

~ -~&. •• .. --~~• " - -~ - '••• - r i 

fi 

i, l..o-0 
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L0nf;11uation. Of Cause Of Ac+iort 
[). CAUSE OF AC.TION 

8.i C\a~M Ei_sht: Speeia. \ I n'le.s+i~a+,on A5:\e.n+ 
: L. cSr1.~+h '\1 io\ o+ed p id; nti ff 's 

E,~hth Ar,.endrrter\-\- R ~;3hts ond 
:. A\I Other Cons+i+u+1ona\ v·io\ctt-

--

1 

ions +he.+ f,+ ·thls c.01"lp \o ln+ '\. 
!

1
~upportin~ Foc.+5: . . 

~S).~~I.A. L. SM~+-h ts +he "~pecia\ .Inves+i-
:!~o.+~cn AcS\en+

11 here at +he LL~. Pen~+e.ntta.c-,.c-j 
; _- l'7 uX.. 

Ml .SI A ~ . ~ ~; +h's job + i -\-\ e is" Spec: i a \ . 
. Jj ln"e~-+tc'3o+ ,on ½en+ 1 the ~upei-" \Su, of +he 

_ !\entire cSpec.la.\ .·Inve..s+,;30.+t\le. Serv,ce.s (SIS) 
:; departr,e.n:-\-, to inve.s.ti}3o+e ;ru~a+ e ctn~ 

::.s+a:ff e:..\c~MS of .se.rious r1.·tsconduc.t, \;-te.. 
:i+hreo+~ntn,8 and ~nst'i-tu:+·1ona\ b<'e..o.c~, of 
ij £e.c.u r i + ;:\ s. \l ! A~ 1-.0e. \ \ a..s +a pre" en+ an~ 

.:+;:1pe..s. of r·1sks +o tnf'l.a.+e.s and off:c.ers. 
,;That G..'.';\\ cause on~ t~pe. c.:-c ~ind of 
;; injclr;1 to ei-ther- ·lnri.a+e c-c .stet-ff 1~ 

/o'7)~ 51A L. Sr-i.~+h. is ver;J rv-tctc.h oware of the. 
:
1 
roe.to.\ war.s .Th.a.+ haue be.en. ,S\0;1:'j c~n 

.:thrcu.c.Jhout +h~ l~u.reou o-t Pf',~on.. s_,=~s:teP"\. 
Ti wher~ ~nP"'tates haue. bee..n and a re -~+\ \ \ 
;!ser;ous\~ ·tnjuried or ~i\\ed 6~ ct-her \nnc.+cs .. 

l,SJ. ~IA L. ':sn·/+h l~ obso one.. of +he. 

lo-P 
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Con+;t1.Llation. Of Cause O+ Ac...\-~on.
1

' 

D.CAUSL OF ACTION 
•• w ··- ..• -· -· ---- :T __ ,. 

'; rr. . \ , °" d . \ . f ·+ r-- ·-· ···•-·-· -· ~--L.-.. OTT t c lo s . LL.J h.o e..c. l c.1 e..s 1 , 's .:::D.T e. 

····-·- -··-~--·---·-··- !

1

_:f or .. , nr,o+e.s to 6e Ctrcund c.,+her i nna+es 

··------·~- ---~~-ln ... +h~ ..sroup .rec.rea.+ion p~o3,oris ;n 
........ _______ . _ ... ,_J.b-- Un. t f. An +he_ ~J- Un~+ step down 
------- .. ,,_ -·--·· ··--- p- re 9 r-o M o.:s w e \ \ ! 
.--·-·-·--•···•-·~- __ SIA L~ ~ni·+h toiled to super\Jtse./ ad'ltise 

-··--·· ·--•-•-'••····---·---
1
:-±-he. C:.ur rec..ttona \ off-; ce.rs I the uni+ +e.ar-1 
! · b d, +h· "i r r · .. \ + _1__ h L\ ........ ----·-·--·---- r:te.M ers Ctt'\J o er o!T,c..la s a. T e... .. ~ .. 

_ -·--·-----·---- Jee n i +en+ l a.(' u - 1'2u )<. .. A \ \ o W; (l(l +he ad f'1. .. l n l St rQ +-
I'.. + . NT l ~J 

---·-·-----------_ ----~ J.o n o p lac. e. ea 9 u e .. 0 o e I one Afr i co. n 
I: A • • [\· f • + f ~ ___ .---·--·--·---·--.11Cl.er I con 1n a c..1 L0n1 ~ ;3r'oup rec:reo ,on 

---·-····---------··--+~roup ~ Knowt~Cj before h.o.nd +c do .so 

---··--··- --·-----·----4.w.ou ld fl pos.e.. a +hr~cl+ +o +he Se.cur i-\-f, 
!I l 4 .. .. +. . i\ \ 

..... •···--·····--~------~-an.d ~coc..· ore ~r¼ runnt~ of +he ins I u+1on . 
--·------- .. ·--•--.10 _.$IA L. ~H"'ll+h IS we\\ a.wore of the dan~e_r 
---··--····· ---- .... -... -... -.... of .. one \one. Af,~cun Af""tef' \C.ctn ;nna+e... U,e.in~ 

......... ··- .... __ p I QQec\ in. an a\l '--'--'hl+e ~ro up re~ ea+ ;c, f"\ ' 

.. -·-·-·-·-·-··--·--·-----·--·- .;3rouE. r:,ecouse. Ptober-t ... r one..~ 1]:,9S«os~ 
,, A r . A .. • + 1, 1 1 ·, d b . _____ ·.--........ "··--- .a.n Tr tCah. Merl c.o. n. lnMa e. • no. e.e..n 

. ·- .-....... ---·----·---- assaL\ \-\-eJ her~ o. -t- the. LL~. Pe.ni+e.ntiar~-
-- --·· ................ r2ax. ~~ a white tnri.a+e.., Lwh.o in fac.+ 

--· ·-····-·-·---·- .... ____ u.se..d a. weu pon + c ''~l i c:.e../ C.Lt + \\ tnr-ta.+e 
... __ ................... _ ... Robert Jones ~ \39SJ.-os:~ 'f n the fa~e.~ 

. , An a+ +he +~Me of ·+his C\SSO<..l \+. lnri.ate.. 
t #. ... Robe, Jones l~9Sa-os~ L.00.s. n..ot fhe 

lo-Q 
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1tContinuotion. Of Cause. Of' Ac.tion'' 
D. CAL\SE_ OF AC.TION 

1onl~ Af'rican Aner~can inMa+e on +he 
1

re.c.rea+ion. ;:jard ~ So SIA L. Sf"\ith 
; '' cs.ed a +hre.o+ +c +he. Se.curl +c and 
: cod o,Jer\ runn,n of +he.. ins+ifL\+;on. '1--1------::-+-------------\----------if ;3 p lo.';; n~j eo_,S) ue. ; ;;: ,an. o. l \ w h;+e S':{'cu p 
ffrecreo.+1un '°<3rou.p o~one ~ ~ ~ 

'7 l)ii When T e.o.;3 ue res.pee:_+ i'Je\~ <.:.or,. p \ a.ined 
~?bout fke. ~an~e.rcus. po.sition he.. wa'::. p_\o.eed 
i.tn. An outside sourc.es wrote +he A5.s\si-o.nf 

. j LJ n i-h,._ cl ~ates. A-\-\-c:,rne,!::\ . Te.~ u e wa:::. 
:; re f'10YeJ trori t\.i.e ;=,1rouF rec:.1ec.\+,on 3r0Lt r 
;
1 pro;Jrcu~ an..d dente.d +he. sfep dcuJn . 
! pro~ rari of D-U n·, + / J-lln,+ conp\e+e \;:j \. 

'1a);SIA L. ~ni+h was notified of c.\\\ +he 
ifr-e.+a\io.tions Te.ci,_~ue w= on.d ;s, .s+il\ . 
rforced _+o endure ( An ':-\~t he a.\lawecl ,-\--
11+0 C.cC\+.,nue repe.o+~d \;i}~ 

'l~{rSIA L. !::)r1.i4-h. ~as. not;f ,·ed ot- c.\l\ ct\\e~u+-
11 lof\!S ct Cc,rrec+,ona\ Off teer- <-J e·ft .Joh~son 
Jiwro"\-~ do~n,~!S ·toword ·T ec.\f~L\.t:.. Pr;or- +o 
::

1

~ e.Q;3ue f; ~; n.~ !h.,.s c.:cr1p\oin+. . ri 
1 '7'-\~~IA L~Sn,+h ,~ ~eU a.wore of Te.~ue.s 

:je.on.+~n. uat; on to pro~1""'ctP1. \n. a pos~+~ ve 

lit'\anner a5 f'e.9,u:~e..c.\ 6~ -\-he o.~r>1.i(\is+rat_icn ~ 
,; An ;je.+ T e..c\5ue_ \S. be.\n_'j F ut'\,.shed / d e.rue.d 

c'a-R 
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,i D. CAL\SE_ OF ACTION 
,; 

. ~~··· - .. ,.~. ~· ~-~. ····-·~- .-. ....I.~.-· .•. 

. _;~+he priv;le.ie.s because.. o-f {'e-\-o\ia-\-~of\a\ 
.. _rea_sons b~ he oclMinis+rctior\ on~:\"!! 

__________ 'JS) .. T ea~ue. f :<=:.cl· C.i"~ \ Ac.+to"' No. oa-r -a'79 <~~~) 
d - . ··1 A +'" N . A .,. . -· .. - - -- --~, an. \"'-/ I C: I On C • 0 l\ - F" - 1.:1 \ ( C:> t\ ~). n. 

-·-··· ......... •-·---·---'"~;::>IA L. $r1ith was awclf'e of +he 
··---···-··----,.-:1-P-o!SS; 6~ \ i.+ :J of' re.ta\ ;a+, on.s {\~o ,~ oft ;c.ers 

........ ------------~-an.cl o·ff, ~ia ls~ An ~e+ SIA L .. Sn~ 4-l-t d ~d 
t i_. t . f . ·+ ll ··-- ..... ·---·--·-·- .. ttno ntn~ o preven or .stop, .. 

-- -· ------·---~lolSIA l. Sr,."1 fn WClS Ci.Ware and rec.e,\/ed 
..... -... ---·-· ---------C.cp ies of +he \ethers Ma; le::.c\ +o As.s~s+on+ 
.. -- -.. ,,_,., _____ ,_U.n.·,ted £totes A-H-c r ne~:j rz; C hc.e \ C." 
. ___ ... --------.. -· ... --~6hn~on. wh ic.h snows. £>IA L. ~n~th 

.. _.. . as••-·--:i ;-0as _ no+ ified of +he c.on+lrtLl; ':-9 r~+a \ ia+-
- . ___ . Ion f cr~eJ '-:'f:10~ T ~C\.3_ ue (Please.. See 

. -·---···-... A+hJ.c.heJ E2'h161ts t.f &S') . 
.. __ .221 £>IA L& ~r1.i+h h.ad Tea9ue p\ac.e.cf under 

'.
1 

• +• + • \ If ~ r T I \ ..... - .. ···--·•• .. --.) l.nYes , ~a lon . t'\ncw1 n.~ e._qcJue nctc 

........... ___ j done n.oth;~ wron.;:\: ~u.~ fn fo~+ 
. .... ;Tec~ue ~d. on~ c.or-1plained ::3-boL,+ 

.... ··---.. -j+h.e. re+al10+1ons forced on h1n.The.. 
I d + +· ''d .1... d \ · ... iq SL ........... ..... i OC.L\M e..n ct \ On C\. \e d- - 8-C· .... ~ • c- nows 

-... ·- -t ~IA L~ ~1'"'1;-\-h hr\ew of +h\s ct\\ e~ed 
.... ____ : tn\les+l~o .. t;on (PleCLSe See. A4+o.c.hed 

-I E~h~b;f- A). 
i . l 

I 
.. . . - . ~ ,, 

ii 

·•i 
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Con+;11.uation Of CuL\Se Of Ac.+ioo.\' 

D. (AL~St_ OF A C"TION 
I 

. ''i -

-, Lap+aih E. t\u,9e.s+on -tc\~\eJ to ~Super•/\5e 

.. : /ad" ,se the c..or re.c+io0.a \ oft,c.ef's I the u.n'i+ 
_ .. ,~- ... _ ./ .teaM f'lel"'"l bers an.d o+her o+f-i c. ,a. \s a:t the.. 

.. · f L\. ~. Pen'i tent; Ol~~ - l'ta.)(.. .. A\ \owi ~ the: ad M.\l'"\·l-

! ~+ration ·to p\a~e -Y-e.q3u.e...~On~ \one Afric:.on 
·! Ane.r-"1c.an l n o al I wh·r+e. ,9,oup rec.rea+;on 

1 ,~ ro up [ Kn ow ; ''.-':\ bef_ore. hand ~ o d c s,c__, -,._:,ou \ d 
... 

1 
pose o. +hr~af +c ~he se~ur1+;j cu'"\d .5oc-d 

, d -\ . r +h , i. + J . ,q ... ' or- er ;:\ ru~f'\l n~ oT ~ e \nS1, u,ton .. . 

___ '" 8 C.ap+o.i n E.. \-\ u.;1e.s.+on 15 we.\\ a.we.re. 0f -the. 
____ don.,3er of one. \one At r ic.ctn Aneri<::.a.n ;nri.a.te. 

I g,e i ':':I placed ; n an a.I\ w hi -1-e ,3r:p rec rea+ i On 

F,)t'OLl f:. (?:Jec.au.se Rober+ :.tc.•nes \~9 ~-08?::, 

'an African A f'1er ,ca.n i n!Y"\o.--\--e \I! ~ctd 6 ee n a.5S»a.u. \-\-ed 
here a+ +h.e LL~. Pen~+en+ia.r~- \''?a~ .. l?::,~ a 
wh~+e tnr1a+e I wh.o ~n f o.cf used; a ~ec,pon 

+o ''s\tc:e/c.u+'\ lt'H"'l.c\+e. Rober+ ~on.es if'\ :3:f\Sd-""O'c-~ 

In ·the -ta'c.e.1.An. a+ +he +~ne o-f +his o.s~aul+ .. 
ilnr.a+e. ~cbe,:r 0"Jcne.s *, 1~9~-02,;>, '-'-'OS ,cot 
i+he on\~\:) Afr,ca.n 

1
A~er,can J_ni:"c,_±~~ on the 

. 11 recr~o+,o(' ;:jar_~_. ~o Cqr-±0_1_fJ __ ~= _H_~t~~{~s_Ton 

. 

1

' paseJ a +h:e.cJ +o ¼e., sec_~~±;:j ~ncl ~~ 
orde,I f'L\r\rtl~C of +he.. lns+,+u:+tcn 'o:1 F\a~\~'3 
T eoque.. \_n. o_n a.\\ L0h~t_e. o.r9u-f-- re~cs:c..~+·,on 
i r✓ l \I ( { ( c=,J 
i!;3r-oup o one ... 

! ~-u 
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Continua+ ton Of C.ause. Of' Ac.+icr/ 
D. CAUSE OF AC.TlON - -L . 

·--- ___ _ ____ ~.poss t b; \ ;+ ~ o-f' re+ o\ i o.+ ~o f\S -f', .. c M __ off i c.ers. 

_____________ --{an.cl a~;c.rals~ An ~e+ C.op+ain t-. Hu~~r~ston 
..... ___ _ .. _._ .. __ ;

1
_d id no+lti~ to prevel"li- or stop t+ U 

---·------ ____ 89: 1.Ca.p+a\n E.. Hu.9.es:ton WClS o.wo.re and re.e:e.·\"-led 

_ ·- .. -_ ....... l .c.op~ e~ of +h.e \ e.iter.s na·l \eJ +o As.~;si"an+ 
________ .... ~----!. nl4-e.d Stct+es A-\-\-orne)j 1'2\chae\ C . .:Schnson. 

i I Wh" . \ \_ /'\ I ~ t. H ;t .. --- - --- --if· ~c..~ 5nows L.upT<--nt"'t. •• u.:s:::.s on~ ~as 

·s.· -----·······' ..no+, f I ed ot +he C:..on+,nu1 n~ re+a\ ta-\- ,on -fcrce.d 
_ ·---· ______ .upon Tea~ue.. (P~ea.s.e. Se.e. A+\-o.che.d 

_____ .- .. -- _________ E~"A h, b ,+s -Y & 5). 
_____ __ 9Q Loptai rt E.. Hu.;3c=s+on e0a-s ue.r1:\ nuc.h cwaf'e .. 

. _ ----i~h..a.t Tea:3ue.. h.o.d been p\aced, u.nder 
_______ -

1 .1nves+i:3afion ! An hnol...)in;j \ ea3ue. had 
_ ----<• ,_ .. ___ V.tola.+ed rte pol tc.~ 1 rec.e.t\led .!2£. inc;der\i" 
____ " ______ -~-repor't an.d ~n fc,c.t h.od done no+h\~ 
___ .. _______ /..wC'o~. ~u+ 1n. fo.c.t Te~ue ho.d on\~ 

...... _____ C.orip \oin.ed a.bout +he.. re+a \"lati on.s -to reed 

__ ---,-- ·t .en hir-1, Fer proo+ o-t ~f\\/es.ti~o+ion (P\eos.e. 
__ . _J_.~ee A-\-\-o.ched Lxh,bit-A'>. 

(j 

- - -- -- - --- ~----- r' -

---- ·- ···1 .. 
·- ~ ~-.·-~- .... -- .. -

... ,. ·1-· 
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lie _l + on,inuQ ton Of Loose. Ot Ac..+;on\\ 
D. CAL~SE OF A(TlON 

.· .. - _:_·_-,O~c\q'1~ Ten: L\:;~~]r2r(~~+~;~:::~~:~ted 
_ . --J ~\9 l-i.h_ and A I I othe_r Co~stihttic~c:.I ,, 

..... ·-·- _____ ...... ----~ \J 10\atton.s th:i.t -f ,+ +his cor-i.plo.ln+ • 
_ _ -~1 Support·, n.~ F~d.::.: . 

_ ..... __ .91~ When th is mc,den.+ be~on 1• LJ.-.·,+ r~,ar.a,<:)e.r ,T. 
---------·-·······-·--•l-G,ori.ez... ~as -\--he lln~t r?o.na:::re_, o-f' D-un·,+ o+ 

____ ., _______ --------~.+he U .$. Pen·t + en+ \a.<'~~ -- r?<::i.. ~. ___ _ __ 
q "')I! 1 l • + n T 11 1 • b + • + \ · 1

, \ • + ......... _____ -~- ~, u fll I ca (\~':\er • 1...:1or1.e. 2-s ,.jo t e , s L n\ 

:, M 
11 +h s . f' th ~ f' 

.. ---- ------- - . TT f c.an~;:)e~ _, ~ ,- upe('." lSor c e rt...lf\n\.;-':ls o 

... __ 
4 

D- Un.tt, the Supervts.or of the Ca.se.. r 2,:ma':\er, 
..... ---- ] +he ~ cun.s'=;\c ~ and the Co r red i o no\. Off; c.ers. 

,.... .. . ----n of h1'::l Ul'l.i t. As we.l\ C\S +he_ ~upe,YL~r of 

---\ +he Proc':\rar.t"li ';..~ of Ir,~a.tes , the Cc.,sh,J c'::\ 
______ ---------~1 .. Of lnna+es und th.e Scrte.+u Of InM.a.+es 

'j • . • • • \ \ n} 

. ____ --•· --------. 1d r\ Y'l\ S Llnlf •• 

______ ·--··----q~)Jt\n~-\- r?a.n°;~er- T .. ~or-i.e.z_ ·,s ue':~ r-tuc.\.. o.wc\,e.. 

____ ___ _ _____ .. _ .. ___ -i of +he ra.c..'ta. l wars~ Th.C\. + \"'aue. be.e.r-\ _:-Jo\ 1'\.Cj 

----· __ ··-- .. --·-· --~ Dn. {h,--oucjhou..-\- +he.. l~u.,c:oct of Pr\.son 
-·-·---- _ .... --,--·---i-c$;:Jste.J-ii a rl0he.re.. ~n:1ate_s. haue. be.en d.n.d 
. ..... _ . Jare. !:J~ \\ se.r \ous \~ 

0

\ '¼L,r id 01' \<,\\ed b~ 
···---·-·-··--· _______ j_ o.+h.er \nl1"\a.t~s ~ 
______ ·•·-·· _q_q)~)Jn.·\+ f1o.na~~e.., \. G~c.iMeL repeo.+~l~ denied 

... - _,,1Tea.~Lle's re9,Lles.+ c.nd p\ea.s +o be 
. _ -~ plac.e.d t n an.a+ 11-er- 3rou p re.c. ,--e..a. + l on 

I 
0 - ~T~ 



11 
tonf"u1..uo.+;cr\ Of Ca.use. Of Action\\ 

II D. CAL\SE OF AC.,IO~ 
. ··- ...... ----+, 

--1{ ~rou p w~ th 0+he., At r-icon Ar'le\"'\C:.an 1• _l_' I __ . ,. . + \nr1.a,e.s .. 

_. -·- __ q5~_Lln~t f?ctnc...3e.c- \ .. Go1"""le.2.. ",s a.\so one cf ·+he. 
_ .. _ ....... ; o.ff,c\a\s. LJ\.i.c dec.tde~ "rt ;nr-iates ere 

····--- .... ).to proc.ee.d +hrou3h the b-L\n,t/ j-L\n.i+ 

.. ____ . f st': p down pec;:f'ar>1.s ~ . _ . 

. .. .... _9&;, L\rut r?an~ef' T. Gor,.e2._ +c:u \e_J +c su pe(''-ilSe 

... _ ....... ___ . _ iJ .. 4-he. c.or,ee + iona l O'ff ;<.:er..s , +he un ~+ -\-e.aM 

... -. ...... .,.,. .. r-ter1bers ond other o-tf,c.la\s a-\- -\-he. L\.S. 
_ ·" .. Pc:n·t+e n+; ac:__~ - l'?ul<.. A\\ ow~ C\,<:j staff/ oft~ c \C. \ s 

.......... _____ .. to plo.c.<2. T ea9ue. One_ \one.. A~r-,c.o.n 
.. ___ ·--- _ ....... ,.. AM er~ c ?- n \ n ~ a\ \ e0 h \-t e 3 r o Ll p rec.(' ecti- lo n 

__ ----·•-··· ... r-Sroup~ Know;n8 befo('e h.and fo c.lo _so 

would II po.se r o +h,ec.1.+ +o the. sec.u r i-\-~ 
I ·- J d ~ \ . f -\--I • l_ • .l.. :.L • \\ ' 

.. __ ... ---··---· .Clr\.O ;3cc ' ore er~ runnt n;:\ o · n e u,~ Tt7 uT \ on • 

. ... ,._ .97 Uni+ r?a0u~s== CT .. Gor-1e2... \.S we\\ ClWore.. o"t 
--· . .,. - Jjith e. clc:, ",':\"' ... of c'.' e. \ of"\~ A-\ ,-icon A,:e ,~ lcc,n 

,JnMct.+e. \:::>e\(\;:\ p\o.c.ed Ir\ c.n a\\ whlt"e. 
__ l;:l~oup r·ec.r-eaf ,on 3roup- l?:>ec:c.\u.s.e. \~obec+ 

.... _(cl ones* 1~c1sa-os~ ((an Af-ri"c.ctn Atvie r ic.an 

_ \nf"'tcrte. ,\ ! Had bee<\ o.::::.~uu. \t-e.J he.re o:t --\-he. 
---·· ---·- _____ -- _ U.~~ Pen~~entior~- Met_~.~~ a L0hlte ~nr'""la.+e) 

- L • C ..L J + u '\ ' ;· J.. \\ _______ --f Wrto tn ·Tac..., u.se.. a weapon o s \Ce Cl..\-Y 
1 .ln Mote ~ober + .:Jor\es.-i=t l~9 Sci-08_~ ~ n. the 
I_{' ' A + . ' + [Tac.e.. n. c. +he. +iFt.e of +h.e_ a.._ssc1_cl\ • 
I 



I ,, 

···--•·"•"""···-·t1- . 
··--···~·----.J.!lnf""\a+e Robe,+ cJcnes * \~~Sd.-OS~ Luo.::::. no-\-

......... J+h e uni~ Afr icon A nee ic:.an ;nr,1.ote on +he. 
-· _._. _______ Jl rec..reu+ lOn LlCtrJ t Su Unit r~a(\O.aec T. Ceil..,,,eL. 

1 1 .:..) .-J 

____ . ··-·--- .. ···-·· , l" p o.sed o. + h. reu t tc the. se: c.u. r ~ 4- a. "d ~ood 

. .. _ . .. order l ~ runn; "~ of +he. in~,.+ i -\:: u. t lo" b;'.:li ' 
. .... . .. ____ :-~ \a c i ni~ e.ugue.r m O.f\ a \l wh.i..\-e S\rou p rec,'ecc-\: \o rt 

! C ',\ 111 ,-
- .. _. --------· : ·;71 r o LL F u \ one. ..... 

-- ··---···•-···---··'iSfwhen T eC\CiLle C'e!:::.pec..-\-i'le.\u c:.oriplct1ne=.d 
II . ,..J C-✓ 

.. ···-•·-···---· · about ·fhe dan~erous pcs.;+t"on he u.Jos . 

.. ·----·-··-·······---·-- p\o.~ec~ in .. An o~L+~ide :sou.re.es. wrote. the.. 

. _ ·-·--·-·-.. ·---·•··-·- Ass is. +a.n+ Ll n i teJ ~+o.+c:=s A-t\-c:,r o~~-\ .I c:::s:::5u.e. 
__ ·-······-·---··-·-:--.- .was rer?0L1 e<l f ccr-1 -the 3rcu..p ce.c..c-eo.+~on 

_ ........... ·•·-- ~ r cu p pt" os ro 1"'1 a n.d cl en i e d +he. s + ep do w n 

... ---·-----···------·-- .pl"o8f'6M of D-Unit / .J -Ltr1;+ c:o~p\ete\;$~ 
oa\11 u . r m T G - \. r. \ 

., .. --· ____ J_J 1~ n t -r 1 ( o n.o ~er • c M e:z... wa.s n.c;T l1 \ ec o 

_ ---+ a\\ +he. re.fc,\ ic,+ions T ea:=iue. wos Qnd is 
. . ... ·-· -· .. __ . ).sA-, \ \ fo('ee.d +c end ct,·e. ~ A,, ;~~-\- he. G \\ owe cl 
... - ·-•··-··· ··-···--·t ~+ +o c.on+i nue. rep<.::o.tec.\ \ ;:J l ~ 
••so•--··-··---·_too)~Un1+ f?clnur~Y~~f' T~_ Gone2.... Luu5 no-\-itied o-t 

---·-- ____ . ·····-···j a\\ o.\l ~o.+ ions ot Lor rec.+ icno. \ Off ,c.er 

... ·-· -------·-····-----.;;Jeff' ,Jc,hnson wro';.':\ do", ~s. +o~ard T ea~u.e.. 
1iP .. + T f· \' +h· l · + -·---- ·----·-·---~··• .... Jt· ('(o(' 0.. es:.\~ue.... l In~ l~ C.oMp Cl\(\ ., 

.-.--•--·-------J.Ol)}Uni+ P2cu1a~er T. Gori~2. lS we\l o..c~o,e ot 
[ ((T t ,-- _L• +· + . 

.... ~1 e.a.r,3 ue.s. C..on-r, nu.a ,c•n o p('o;-jro.r1. 1 n a 

·r; po~~f; ye_ Plannec as req,u"tred bj +h.e. 
•I 

.... - ..:... 

'! 
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1
'(.on.--\--~nuclt,on Of Lo.use Of Ac:.t'iOC\n 

D. CAL\SE. OF ALTION 

·i ad ~in ishc:,t~~n ~ An ,ge.t: ~c.:<':iue is b,0·1~ 
/ untshed derue.d the.. r1"1 le es. bec...o.use... 

ii o-f reta.\,a+io(la. \ re.a.s.0 ns. bj,. he udM \(\ ,s+0::1.f lon. 
[, \ \I I\ r 

I Od.fT:;~::·e -ti \e1 C ~; i Ad;on ~o. oa..- F -J.19 (Po~!'_:,) 

; and ·c.t\Ji\ Ac..+t00 N.o.04-F-~~l(~NP:J).An l\ru+ 
I 

:, r2o na,~y!=: r T .. Gct""\e z... t_00.::::, o WC\re. o-t +he 
.. J po.:..s; b; I_;~,) of re-\-eel ;o. ti o~s ·fro,..,_ cfLQe r:s 

.. _o.n.d ott,c..la \st An .-:\e..T Lln 1+ \'2a.no~e.r T. Go1"'1ez_ 
d,d. rcothi~'j to preven.+ or .s-\--c-p ;f!t 

\D~ Un;f r?ana __ c~Jer T .. boP"\e z... u..)u..S o.wc\fe un.~ 
. i rec.et ~ed c.op:es. of -the I e+\-ef's r7.a.~ \ed +a 
__ As.s,stan+ l\n~+i:::J ~a.+es A-ltorne..::J r2:c.hae\ 

C. .. ~ oh nson. Llhic.h. .4aws Un~+ f?c,_ncl~er T. Gar1e·2.. 
! wa.s n.o+iti~d of +he c:_~n.+inui11..~ re.+o\ td:1-ior\ 

J
i forced upon T ea.~ue C r1~\Se See At\-o.c.1'eJ 
I E..)(._h_i bi +-s- l\ & S ). 

104 Ii Unit r?anc.,9er T. L:cl"Y"\e~ L0Ct:S aware. T e.a:=}ue. h.a.d 
i: been p \ oc.e.J under In ves+,3ia.+-ton ~ An ~now\n:\ 

j} ~,:1iu e had vi olcc·h,,d ~o pul ic ~ , rece ·i ~ e cl ~.; 
;1nclden+ repor'+ o.nd tn fact h.ad clone. n.oth1(\'.j 
I - \ • b +· 1 Wf'un~. l ea..5ue ho.c\~ Cor'"1p\a\ned Ct ou. 

·i:t'he r-:+c,\,ia.t;c:,r,.5 fcrc.ed 01'\ h·1i"\.FM pr-~o~ of 
i In V es+ l~Q+ IO n ( r \ ea.se Se C A-\-\-a.c. h e_c.\ E_ l\. \,,; \ b i°t -A) . 
I 
:J 
i 
i; 

ii 
~-M 



' -~• •• ~ ~- .~ _,., •• , .. --~•.-..-, ...... r~.r!•' •• 

__ ,. ... ________ Jl..) C. \0.11"'1 E.\ even: .L\ nit \'?ana~e.r P?. Co\\ ins u 'I io \cr\-ed 
___ ........ : p\cin+iff~ E.i~h+h Ariendr,1.en+ R;;jh--\-s 

-- --·--·····--··-·---- OX\.ci Al\ o+her- C.ons+;-h .. ,tlono. \ \I ,o\c.t-
___ ·•-a.•--·--·-·----- :-· ions ·+ha+ -ti-\- +h\s cor-1p\a\(\t ': 
...... -·------'"-·}.Su ppor+\,~ Fae.ts.: 
···--.. ·-··-------lOS)~ U rt'1f r?ano_ser r2. C.o\ \ins i-s now -\-he. Llni + 
.. -··•··•· --------+ r'2 an C\C:j e. r Cf " D-LI I\ a II 0. + + 1-.e. LI . s. p e_n. i-\- e.n.+ i ar,'::\ 

--,-----·-------·f r2o. l(. 

--·--------J.Oio~1Llnl-\- r? ana~f=-' .rz. Co\\1ns jab +i+\e:. l'S ,, Vn.t·-\-
1, rn ,, \' . s . <' ¼ . i\ D ) \ . + 

--·-· ____ ----------· 
1

' t co.na;3cr 1 ·-r-ne. ,- upe.r" \ sor OT e r u..n. n l ~~ o - u n ~ 

-- . --··-·------•---~ / J - L\n.~ -t, +he Supec\(l.S<)(' ot +\-ie C.ose.. r2ano.3c::.,} 
--·-··-- __ . _________ ' +he. COL\ n.se.l c C' Cl nd +he C.Cr r~c.. t lo n a\ Off~ c:..e rs. 
-···•--·---· --··--· i o-f hts uni+ i As we\\ o.s -th~ Super\/ t&:,C of -the. 
----- ---·--·--··f, P('cr9r-aFlr'l.;';:':i· L~ .l.n.r--ta"t~ 1 +he Lu..-st<..--d~ of 
--·- _________ --·--·-- _ ~ In rvta.--\-es and +he.. ~c&e:b Of ln("'lo. +es ~ n ht s 

:j ·+ ll -- .. --·---···-· ---~ .. Un\ . • • _ _ 
.i 

__ ·---· .. -· _J_O_'?)f.L-t n ~ ..\-- f12an ager f'2. C.o\l l ns. ·,s L'e.r-,L~ 1"'1L1.ch C1.(..-.)o.f'e 

·-···--. ·---··-·--··----·-·}of +he ,ac\al u_'<:.H:s .. Tha+ haue bee\"' 5oin~ 00 

_ -·----.. ----·,.·-·---11.+hro ~h.ou + +he. lsL1.,eo.u ~ Pf' \5C)n 2:>;:::j--S +e.ri .. 
···--···-------·---··---J where. ~nMa+e..S h.aue.. 6-een. Ctr\.d are ..Si"\\\ 
---··--·-··-·----•·---·-------jserious.l~ tt;jc,r.ied or h; lied b~ o-+her in.Mates. 
---···•----·-··j.QS)J .. Un1+ P?ctna,_~e.r f?. Co\\ ins repea+ec.\ ~ den,ed 
---·-····· ----·--·-··- ·-1·T ea 5j u e.

1 ~ r e9, u. es.+ s o. nd p \ e.o.s + o be. 
. _ ........ --- 1/ p ta_c.e.d \f\ an.other ;:j roL1. p rec::.r ec\+ ~ on g,ou p 
. -·-··· ................ j c0i+h o+her Afr'tc:an. Af'le,ican ~nt"Yta"tes.,c~tc:l°tl":31 

I 

,. " ·- , ............. ·-· ..... ' .. ~ " 

ii 
.. ' _____ ,._., ....... -........ ~j .. 



(f,,,, +· +· /'"\L C Of A +· \\ '-on 1nua ,en t....JT c..1..use. e:. ,on 

D. LAL\SE OF Ac_TtoN 

I\,. T I J ·+ - \_ f :j no c:.a,,.':\ue. 1 · on_ noc1 e. \n~a.T<=S f'c<; 

ii- o rte q,'"'ou p rc:.cr--ea+ ton '3 i''uu p +o a nc+h.t::r ! 
_,!_ Wo..s.' Lln·1 t P2o.na;je 1"' \'2. Coll ins response .. 

__ 
1 

P:,u. + a whi+_e ~lnMa.+e wos. ~)rdnte..d +he... 
., ...... ) rcooe tw;c:e~~ 

.. __ J09_' Unt + r?C\na,_<3er r?. Ccl \ins is o.\so one. of +he 

. l. off-~c \O. \s. Llho dec.tde.s. it ;nf'i.otes o.r e +c 
. pl"ceee_J +hr-oL~.1 +he D- Uni+ 1 .J-un·,+ -'=>+er 

__ _ down pro~r-ori.s.. _ 
·-· \JO) . ~n·1 + l'?ana~ ef"' 11?. Co\ \l ns. -ta'\ \ecl to _su p~s--,./\se. 

·I the. c.orree-flon.a\ o-ffic.ef's \ +he. un~+- -+ea.n 

l
1 
r1er1bers and o-\-hec off ;c.~a. \s a.+ +he. Lt .. ~. 

'. Pe.ni ten+iar-;::1 - l"?a.l\.. ~\\ o~ i~ .s.h,ff / off;c.ia Is 
. _+o p\ace.. T eo.3ue.. One lone African Ari.erlc.o.n 

___ .in.a al\ G..)h~+e group rec.rec\ftcn ~('oup~ Know

... j1[\~ be-f'cre h.c,~d tc do so L0CLl\d a pc-.s..e. a 

_ !, +hreo. +- + c +he. ~ec.ur; {-~ and .9ocd ord e.r~.Cj 
j run(lin;3 of +he 1ns+,+u+ion" ! 

l\\)j: Uni+ P?anar-9er P?. Collins is we\\ 0.L-.)Ore cf 
___ ... :, t-he dctn3er cf' c,ne. lone. Af r,co.n Aner\c.an 

_ i;tnr1.c+e . ~ein~ p\ac.e.d in o.n oJl wh\+e ~roup 
.1 reueation ,9 roup. ~e.c:oLLSe.. t'\cbe.c+ ,Jones. 

*1~9Sd..-08~~ ,ran Afr,c:ctn Ari.eric..on ~nMc\-\-e''~ 

I Ha.cl b~e.n o.s.su<...lt+ed here... o+ +he. Lt.$ .. 
11 

j I pen ·1 + e (\ + lac;.~ - r? d X. • l ~j 0. W h l + e ~ n tY} a+ e. ) 
!' 

lo-C.C. 
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'' Lon+ i nuct+ ,on Of Louse. Of Ac:-tion \\ 
D. CALISE OF AC.TION 

··- ----·--·--··- ----.-+---·--- ._ 
___________ --,J w h. o ; n + ac_ + used u we.a J' on + o "s \ ice / 

·--.. ----------~----j.c..u-\- 11 ;nPl.ct+e. Rabe.rt ,1one..5 \:S9S~-C:e.,~ 1n 
.. ------·------- ±h.e.. fo.c.e ~ An a+ +h.e +i~e. of the. ass.au \t. 

----- lnrrto.te {~ob~r+ .Jones* \;19S~-os~ WC:lS no+ 
---·----------- :+-1e. en~~ Af f'ica.n At'r[e r tco~1- ; nno+e. en th.e 

_ --·~----------- r.ecrec.tf ion .. ~ ord ~ 52>o Lln.t + 112anc~~e r- f?. Col I tr\S 

-·----.------------ .~posed a. +h,eo.+ +o fh~ ~ec.url+;j an.d ;:\cod .. 
·------------------ order! runnin ot the ,ns.t,+ution b lacl11. 

-----.. ·~·----•-•-'•-· Ieo.q~~ ;n CU"l C.l1 Wh;+-e. 53roup rec.ceo.+(ron. _2rou(p 
\ r=J '' ll l .a one. ••• 

.. _____ ~_ .. _J.,....._~ When T e.c~~ LLe. res fee.+ , "e \c-~ c.c tY\ p \a~ n e.d a ~u.+ 
.. -.. ------------- .the. dcu'-5ei"'ous. pos.i'+~on he w<.tS. p\ac.e.d ln .. 

~--... An ou + !:,.l de ~u re.es L,..j c'c -+c::. th. E... As.s \S tc.t r1 + 
__ ---~----------- _United ~+a.+e.s Attorne~\. T ~~'jue L0cts. ce.r1o'"'ed 
----•.--.-- .. -·----·- .tror, the ,Cjrc.iuF c·ecre.u. + ~en ,~('oup pro,~C'C\M 

_________ :·_o..nd ~enie.c.l t~e .:ste.p Jown p('osraM of 
_ ... ··----·------tD __ -Lt n t + / .J- L1 n i t C.o M p le.+ e\~ ~ 
-----·------------------·l.\~.Llni + l'?ana;Jer f?. Co \\ins. WClS. no+ ,-tied of 
...... --··-- ia.11 . H,e refc,\iC\hons \ e~'jue. wc,s c,n..d Is. 
---·-------•-.-•----·----l\:s+tll forc~J +o endure..\ An ~e."t he. C\\\owecl 
... ---·----------------- •:: 1±. f o COn.i"inUe f'epeo..1"ed le::\ tl 

_ _. __ Jl~ ! Un;+ l'Zanoc.,1ec f'?. Co \\ins L0C\S. nofif i0:d of' 
----·-·-- .a.l L al I e~o.ti on.s of Corre.c:-\-tona. \ Off ;c:er 

1i T cff c.J --h~s n l.; "rcna -lr-..l·-. c:::_ l__ we ~d I E..Cl .. C u,c, .... ··- ...... --.. ·-·-·· ..... ··trt;"\J. ~ c; I ' 0 ~ r-..\ ~ ,._. I ~3~..;;) TO l\ \ I 5 -...:. C 

---·--- ---·------}Prtor +b T e.a~ue ti\\n,q +h;s C.or'lp\c.in+. 
I! 
,! 

. - - - --·--- - - - - _., ---,;,-· . --
1 I 
'I 

-- . - -·--- ·- ---~-----.J,. 
ti ,, 

l,-DD 
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''C.orrtinua+,on. Of' CaLtS-e. Of Ac.t,on.'' 
D. CAUSE. OF /\CT .LC)N 

... --·· ·- . --1 •·-

IJS)~ Unit r?anct3er Pt. Cc\l,ns is L0e\\ oc....'Ore of 
__ ... _ ~ 

11
T-e..ocjLte.

1
s c:on+inuclt"ion +o fr'~Cjf'<lPl in a 

__ ... __ j. o~~+lue. 1""'1anne, as rec. u.tceJ 6- -the. ocl,...,~nt-
i -

__ ___ __ _,_s.tra+ ion! An .':\"'-+ T e~ue. i,,. bei":'?i runi~h.ed / 

. . .... -- __ .. ,._ .. -J .. den led -H1.e.. ,, 1 v~ \ e.c e.s because... of re.+cl\ k1J:00ctl 

- -- - --- ., ... ----1 r.eosons ~ +h.e. <..1.d r, inistra.+lon on\ '
1

~ ~ 
... \lla)+T~ue +;\ed C.i";\ A~fion No.N-F-~19Ct\NP-:>) and 

__ ___ ;_Li'l,\ Ac.tion No. 04-F-'7.:S\(~~&) .. An Unit r'7ana5ef' \'?. 

______ j·.C.o\\i'fls L .... K.\S awace. ot +he.. po~"s~b~\1+;_\ of 
_ ------1 re.+a. \; a.+ tons. tree, off i c: ers un.d off i c.ia \s ! An 

+ L \ . + i17 I I"? s C I t · · d ~ J +hi ... , .... ·- -;:\ e... . n I Clt a5e.l O I I f'\S. t no ri.::\ 
+o pre\/en+ O(' ~+c-p ;+ n , 

J\7 Lln~f f'?anc~'3er 1'?. C'.o\\ios wets owose o.n.d rec.e.\veJ 
.cop: es. of the \ e-fter.s crtc\i\ ed +o As.s,s.-tan+ Lln'i+ed 

_____ c:Sfo . .+es A%orne .. ~ r?ic.hcte.l C.. ,Johns.011. Wh\e.h shows. 

"".Llni+ l'?anar-':\e.r I~. C.ollins _ was. notifieJ u-f the. 
.. -·-· c.on-\--ino\ n~ I"' e.tc.t \ i'o:t lOfl {o ,ce.<l u_pon T e.o..2:.\ Ll e 

_ (P\ease .See. A-\+o..c..heJ [;<hibt+- L\ &s ) . 
... -- _ J \e; _Ll nit r?an.a.cje(' P?. Co\l ins L00S. CH.0(lC' e. T E..n_c~u.. c h.ad 

. ---··--- b e.e.n placed Llndec ;nves. +~<:_jo.t ion~ An Y\now ;n~ 
.Tea.;:.\ue. hc1.d v10\a+ed no pclic,t:\ 1 recei'led J1Q.. 

_tnc[den+ repo,-\-- and in. +a.c.+ h.ad done. nothin.:J 
·-- _wro1:~ .. T e.°:~LLe \1a.d onl:, conp\aine.J about 

the. rei-c.t\ia+;ons +orc.ec\' on h.ir1..For p1'0cif o-t' 
) it\ Yes+l3a+ ton ( P leaSie.. ~ee A-\tu.c.hed E.th (bit-A) .. 
I 
! 

l,-EE. 



E. PREVIOUS LAWSUITS 

Have _you ever filed a )awsuit, other than this lawsuit, in any federal or_ state co~n while you 
were mcarcerated? ~ Yes _ No (CHECK ONE). If your answer 1s "Yes,' complere this 
section of the fonn. If you have filed more than one lawsuit in rhe past. use exrra paper to 
i:,rovide the necessary information for each additional lawsuit. The information about 
·-dditional lawsuits should be labeled "E. PREVIOUS LAWSUITS." 

L Name(s) of defendanr(s) in prior £_ r-; c. Ho! J e <" , e+ o \ • , 
lawsuit: be.fe"dcnt.c..., -----------------' ,, ~Me. C..u . .:,.,,.- ' 

DDc__ket~sqq t_v a~/ I !OO c v ri'7o 
2. Docket number and court name: Eu_c::.-"t~.rn D,.;tr~c:.+ cf' T e·}(.c_1:-s 

bef~nda..n+s deii b'°'rc:.t+e. ~md.rffe..1,en.ee... +o 
. . . . . pl.a, nt; ff-':o,. o_e7d::,, +~,r (Wcferl~on .CLJ..u<'.,.e.d !'>+abbi";\ 

3. Clarms raised m pnor lawsuit: a c;.. ~ w \t .:. f p \a 11"\ t, ff b~ ct h@r- p r , "Soc, n. ~r .,, • .... 
' 

No, ~he_ P-!.';cr Li~~":-~+_:½ nD+ ~{1il 
4. Disposition of prior lawsuit (for pend ' ";! · 1.. + i..uc .... "S. d Is ~ts sed \ 

example. is the prior lawsuit still 
pending? Was it dismissed?): 

5. If the prior lawsuit was dismissed, 
when was it dismissed and why? 

f e b. '7 , ,100 l 6e.coLt::;.e_ l u . .Ja~ no+ 
c:1 p pc,: n-\-~ d Cc u n se l o.:s. 1' eclLte~ -\-C"'c) SO 

M~ C.u!:'-,.e.. <--.:C...c.:. ru\ed ~l"\vO \ c-us ~ 

6. Resul~(s) of any appeal in the prior lu/A 
lawsuit: D. _ 

( P le a.So e See. crt\-ac he d p-c-... -c3.-._~---s.-'l.........a,~~A-'---lc.._1 _n_d_•7-_-~---,,-C_o_r_\t-i ,-, L-t,-."i.-4 ~on 

of' E... PRE.\/lOU.S LAW~u'IT•) 
F. ADMINISTRATIVE RELIEF 

1. Is there a fonnal grievance procedure at the institution in which you are confined? 

~ Yes _ No (CHECK ONE). 

2. Have you exhausted the available administrative remedies? Attach copies, if available. 

~Yes _ No (CHECK ONE). Briefly explain your answer: 

P\o i a-±i ff £i \ed a.ct CJ in; '::>:tcq±i Ye ceciedi es fc ce1s O l?vP-z?. •, \:, P-9 

l¼P- iQ O o d L¾P·· I\ 
11 

(PI ense See o:li-acbed page:- 1-P-. 
C.ont-tnuctio,1 of F .. Abr2IN1STRA"'TI\/E.. P-i£.LIE.f) 

(Rev. 4/15/02) 7 



"Con.+;n.uo.+;cn Of Pre.v~ous Low~u~t5'' 
E. PREVIOUS LAWSUITS 

1. Narne(s) of defendant(s) in prior 
lawsuit: 

2. Docket number and coun name: 

3 . Claims raised in prior lawsuit: 

4. Disposition of prior lawsuit (for 
example, is the prior lawsuit still 
pending? Was it dismissed?): 

5. If the prior lawsuit was dismissed, 
when was it dismissed and why? 

6. Result(s) of any appeal in the prior 
lawsuit: 

o~- F -rJ..'lC\l &N~) /un~teJ Si.:t~C!":<;. D 1d r;cl 
C.c~,~t fer The. Db-tr ic.t 6f- Cc\occdo '' 

( Oef\ ve r) 

t)efendc1i+ har-clsc.,,e.cJ, th,--eotenEcl 
and o~nu \fed platn-\- ;ff~ 

Yes, ""tht".S r>ricr \aw~ui+ \s. ~-t\\l 
pend t nc~ ~ The L:. ... ., { ;r-n ", Hcll_and &· Hoc( 
~ ' 1 h.!{,c,, b~e n c ppc,; ,1+e cl b;1 -l he (: ow't:!.. 

ta ,~ep,"'c:::s.,e,,± ne ~ 

NIA 

NIA 

7-A 
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"C..on+;noc.+;cn Of Pre.v;ous Low~u"1t.s'\ 
E. PREVIOUS LAWSUITS 

l. Name(s) of defendant(s) in prior 
lawsuit: 

2. Docket number and coun name: 

3 . Claims raised in prior lawsuit: 

4. Disposition of prior lawsuit (for 
example, is the prior lawsuit still 
pending? Was it dismissed?): 

5 . If the prior lawsuit was dismissed, 
when was it dismissed and why? 

6. Result(s) of any appeal in the prior 
lawsuit: 

Ll. S . C:x-c (:' ,,o f''l en+ 1 ,l. ,_.;f c h t15£, n , P, - ti coc\ 1 

D,. Dunc.an I E.. \-\~C"'.5.-ton. P. ~e~' r. Shc.'.ffEC"' 

,.J ~ Wc:.t.\--h~'..f''.S. u.nd L .. ~Mt-¼-h 

(T ea~ue_ V. LI .S. ~cL'c""C' nr.e,,-\- 1 e.+ u \ J 

04- F-71~ t C tsNi3:i) ,{ Ll naec.\ S-h:.1..-\-e'.-::. b:-s•h,;c. t 
LOld't For "The. Dts\:c-ict ef Cc\c('-c.d~" 

(Der\"er) 

NIA 

NIA 
Cc,n+~ru.toticn o.f "F~ A~P1IN I.~TRATI VE. RELIEF'' 

Pla.int~ff- +:led -the. np_pr-c..pcic.,+e o.dM'in~s+ra+,...,e ref"'leJ~ +~r-r1.:(,,., 
( Pl 112:a~e. see atf-ctc.h@d E.x.n', bi+:s- P:::.,1. I a, 31 L\ Ltnd s ''&P~ f:.. ~" R'e..sp.e•n_c;.e.'

1 

Cann C1. ii (l,f>-9 &- ~e.""-pon...;.&:\I D a(\d D 1. ''~P--10 2x Respon ... se .. Ean.d £i 
,., ~P-11 &- Re..spon . ..:,.e''). 

For'" pr-oc:t ~u-i. r, ;n ! c,,tr~t ~ c r1 f \aced . Pi.::. i"+ iff' u nd'"" c ·1 n "e.-s ti9a-\- ion 
(P[ea:-;,.(.-' s.eE',_ a-H-a.::..h~d E¥.n,bit-A). ' 

Fer pr-ec-f Ll"rden R. \-\co.d reee=t\led '' f\e9~e.:;-.t Fcrr1s6 Ce.rl;-f'ied 
Le.+l--ers ( Plea.se. .See crth:u..hed, Ex.hi b;ts- f i I F:i ,Q,i, Ga.Gs, C:.-~. GS, Gw, 

H, Hi, Hd, \-\~, I and I. 1.) .. 
For prcc"t AU n\. ·z...ue.rc.he, .. ,ecE.i"'-ed" R~'tuE:.~+- E=irr-t (Piea:c,;.e 

.::>ee a#-a~ed E.xn ~ bi t-,J). 



Teague: 12/8/03 

Mr. Gomez informed me that you were placed on single 
recreation status by the SIS department pending 
investigation. You will recreate ,vith three range out in 
the cages and you will not lose your pho calls at this 

/ 

time. You will be informed if things c ange. 



USP ADMINISTRATIVE l\1AXIMU1\1 
FLORENCE,COLORADO 

INFORMAL RESOLUTION FORM 

FLM 1330.13f 
Attachment 1 

Inmate Name: -1~ JQ... 
Unit: Do3-:tt:~-

Reg. No. Olo91 'J - oa_9 
Date: Q- ID-<>-{ 

NOTICE TO INMATE: You are advised that normally prior to filing a Request for 
Administrative Remedy, (B P-D IR-13), you must attempt to informally resolve your complaint 
through your Correctional Counselor. Please follow the three steps listed below: · 

1. 

(If more space is needed, you may use up to one Jetter size (8 1/2 x 11) continuation page. 
You must also submit one copy of supporting exhibits. (Exhibits will not be returned with the 
response to BP-229(13) responses.)) 

2. State ~h~t ~ction~ you have made to informally resolve your com plaint: t j I e d pr I or 

~~S' tfcr""s•~=~ ~ k::r+ r):;;; 2fil.n < ·::ct.h ?1-:
1~:!:; 

rec.e.loed a <'espon.se . _ · 

3. Statewhat~esolutionyou expect: :.v :t°er•t: ~ f{ 1'ui~ ~! %cup 
recreai:1ao ao.d ±a be --.-Jo __ ; __ p ,---- eJ"" ________ .e 
~M t:';-,i~ o:\-hec ~r&coo AMedcao 1~ah-s, Ao oa:t :fac,e an~ 

r-e U~1' o I"\ cr-r-ada l d i5C Pi Mi l'\a: 'on 6~ -the adru'n 1',,:..\1"o+1 an ! 
Inmate's Signature: C Gro::tot:i c\sJa.~ Date: d..g b.ll G9;:j I at aoo4 

Correctional Counselor's Comments (Steps to Resolve):,loLJ wGIU IU":1";,1ed f Jt!.v '-f 6h0~. 

kcJl.£Af'"Eo,J ,4/:"r5/!... '1-<.1 S,C{ .Lvv<"'<; r.c(?'4r?<J,.., J(£4le.O ,hA--r t"~Je t9A,i,1r.cu;wr.r,a,,., 

J--..; . /l,N"' /!..e.c.~?4rJ,:;,J o.sc- 1> ,1 r#F"Ar 1-h,;: 5ecuJt.t:r. ,q,v · • r:,od &,4_IJ~/)_l1 
o F rhe .r.JSrJ:r.Jr.co,J 

Counselor's Signature: --~_,_1----~--,_ D-c; _ _,,__,,., __ _ 
Unit Manager's Review: _JI;;_--=-.._-h.-• =~=...c.==-~J.,_.D....,\,,) ___ _ 
Informally Resolved: _____________ _ 

BP·8 ISSUED BP-8 RETURNED BP-9 ISSUED 

DATE 

TIJ\.1E 

COUNSELOR 

Date: 
Date: __ :;>...._-..... , ..._, •_.c-'-'--
Date: --------

BP·~ RETURNED EXECUTIVE 
STA.FF 



C.ont'inua+ion Of ~P-8 Ex'rt.\'b~+--1 
Ad Minis±0:1+t \/ e Ret"'led;j Fo~M 

War--de.n R. \-\cod) AW D$ Duncan I Ccip-h:\~n H~ges+~n, 
;:,.I. A. L .. ~nr th_ )_ µ n. \ t f?a.nd;3e, Gene 2. ctnd L)n it 
r24na~e, Co\\_; f\~ ~ _L'<e do~e C\\ \ a.sk~J Clnd reqc,; <' ed 
of r,.e. 6~ the adriints+rctt-ton he~e a.+ th.e ADX
Flor-ence to fellow thE p('o:3retM ln a pc::~·i+i"e 
and p<'odu.~+-~v-e rcannEr ! . . 

lue been -Foree.cl on -se-..,era\ oc.c.as,ons 

~o endure.. r~+a\ ,a.+i"on ~~ off ,cer.s ) cfFi'c:.ia.ls o..nd 
+h.e. a.dn lf'"\ lS tra.t;on . 2=>tnce -f il ir1.3_ f iv;\ Ac..tlon R c. OJ...-
F - a79 (~N~') c.i5s~1.;nst Off1c€,-~ eff J'""ohn.son t J_ WC\S 

p\ace.d ,n a ~rcup recrecet1on 3f\oup where. I. <..0a.s. 

+h.e On \c-':.\ African Aner \CC\n ~ An the ad Mln. l '::)+ra.-b'on 
krtew '""-\ \ throughoLt+ the \?-;,ur(':'cttt Of Pri-:son .There 
h.a.-s been a.n.d' s+-,_11 1S ra.c\<'.1.\ =Ms ~oin3 on-~ Llhere 
Afr-,ca.n Anef' i C.Qn 1nnc:-.. +es. are Kt \\ed or 5ef'ioltS la 
... \ l. \ l r-J 
l ~u. tee b;:.\ w h. 1 n= l n Ma.Tes . 

Ro~ta\ c.on~er\°ts wer-e f""u:\d('.:: l n ~ pre.s.et'\'tS . 
wh~\e ·1 wa.s on :jr-oLtp recf'ect+i~n ~ L,.)h,+e ir:-tM.c{tes~ 
...l.. t~n.or~c\ the <:.6Pl.Men+.s. ctnd wall~ ed awu .. <J ~ La+cr 
I. -\-old Cose t2ana~gef' Y. :Sud\ow .. of wh.o..+ c0a.s. S»-tzl+ed 
+o ri.e. After- nothi~ wcis done +a ~lue ++te ri.aiter 
a.nd l'lo!'e ra.~iu\ ~oriMen.:h were c.on.+1'ri_ua\~ be/~ 
(>'la.de. ~~ whr\-e \"oc.i'ct\ \nr1att:s .. Ll_h.o ore· Knot~n 
thrDu_sh ot.t-f +he ·federa' -~kr, tar vi'o\ence .. l 
,nfoc-ned ~ a--\-tc-rn~ crf +he ri.a. tf--e, c:tn d ~s+cpped 
~01~ +c recreo..+ion on r1 ... ~ own +-o ouoid +ro<..tble l_ 

-,-



rz~ a#orne~s ;ot~rrr,ed II r?,chae \ C ~ c:r chnson / 2.Jn~tec\ 
~ta+e,s A~sis+on-\-- At\-c,l'\e_(..~\I of o.l\ +he reta\ ,a+ton a.nd 
o-f the roe t'.a. \ d isc.r if"""\l na.tion I 1

n fore.eel +o c:ncl ure ~ An 

r-ectue_sted it be s-\-cp and the r1a#er be °in'les-\-t_gqted 
Due. +c ouhide 5£-,urces incv...1.·1rin:3 o·f +h.e wro~3 

de lr'\~S l'n fcrQed +o e.ndure. I WCl.S. rencued {ror, 
~r-our r ecr-eo.+1on .sta.+us l p \aced on sin.5\e r~crea+ '10n 

s+4+u:s 1 priv~ le.5es. taken ow~ +ha.t I'ue e.qcn~ and 

r-touecl bo .. cKwo.J'd.s in th ,·s. pr~ra.r"1. Llhen l. 'ue done 
1 \ , J b , h ("- ll Ar · A . !1-oTnl~ wren~ n, e punts .• ir'IC:.ctn nerlcctn 

,nr1.a.+es .such cts. M/:\ can pr':5C'<lM \n a pcs~+ioe 
M.anner h.e0e~ ~L"-+ wh.en one of u.s br1':.3 ~S!:>ues +o 
+he a.df"'"ltr\ ;s +<'a..+ton s. a.it-~n·+; on . We aC'e pu.n {5h.ed o.nc:\ 
f' \a.ced ba.c. k Wctrds ~n +h.e_ pro3r~ r, for1 do1'n3 wha.+s 
£' i_gh. + .. Then +old -f.o _g;u~ G;J Mon +~s ri ore c_ \eqr conduct 

Th.en I.' 11 be <:~ns.i der~d -fer _sro« r rec<',-=a+ion °'.j"'in \ 
f?~ prd3re::::.s review ""t'crM.s sh._ow +h.Ct+ lue c\on e cl\\ 
re<tu.,lr-e.d o+ n e b_j ~ u.nl(+ tear,. To be a.llo1.. .. ..1ed +o 
proc.eec\ forLlctrd 1'n +he pro_3retri qnd in a. s<ife 

Planner . Whtte °inM4+E:s. h.a.ue jott-en \r\C.lden+- rercr+~ 
l.-...) h.i \ e. on _5r-oup recrea...+ia n a.nd were ne'<er f'c.O()ed 

ba.c.k u-ia.<"0s.. ~n t-he prc-3retf"1 ~ l recelved no inc id en+ 
report a.n.d was. noued back 1., .• .,Qrd .. ~ ecou.s.e +he. 
a.dri_i n ,·s~ra+,' on e-1. + Fl e. 1'11 0 da~erau.s. ";.~-1-ua.-l-ion W ;-H, 
ract~+ 1<H'1a.+es.. I_ can proue +h~f -the f r1'or r1en+icned 
\ nd i LJ id u...a. \ s ha u e -to reed f""le +c end l.\.f'e. ur e t'a. \ i a.i" io n and 

-a-



rac ia. \ d tsc.r i r1 i not ion here a+ -th.~ A DX -f \or en~- ! As w~ \ l 
a.S:. -torcec\ o+her Atr,c4n AMer\ca.n ·,nria.+es. +a endure 

+he .so.Me ! Wh.a.+ l
1

ue bee.n -tcr~ed +o endure w Is ln 

toe:\- a u,o \<:X+ion o1 M~ cons+;+L\+icno \ r~h+s ;" 
t.u~ + hLt+ c:.o. n 6 e pf' co en i r\ the. C_ou ('+.s. of \ aw l 

-~-



DE.WER • ASPEN 
80ULDEII • COLORAOC SPl!iNGS 

, OfJOIVER HCl-1 C!:NHR 
BILLINGS • 80lSf 
CHEYENNE • JACKSON t!O~E 
SALT LAKE CITY • SANTA FE 
l'/ASHlNGTON, O.C. 

Michael C. Johnson 

HOLLAND & HART LLP 
A770RNEYS AT LAW 

839a <'AS";" CRESCENT ~AR~WAY 

S"ITE 400 
GR EE/41'1000 V!clAGE, CO 80: 1 l ·l8CO 

Septem her 18, 2003 

Assistant United States Attorney 
1225 Seventeenth Street, Suite 700 
Denver, CO 80202 

Re: Clinton Teague v. Jeff Johnson 
Civil Action No. 02-MK-02i9 (BNB) 

Dear Michael: 

TEHPKCIIE (303) 290- l6DO 
fACSI MILE { 303) l 90· 160 6 

Sarah W. Moore 
(303) 290-1607 
sm oo re@ hcl la ric: h a,t. com 
64087.G001 

Th is letter is to in form yo•J of several incidents of harassment and threats 
directed toward my client, Clinto.1 Teague, in retaliation for filing and pursuing 
the referenced action. 

On June 18, 2003, Officer P. Lee struck Mr. Teague with a pair of 
handcuffs. Although Mr. Teague reported the assault, he was denied 
administrative relief and medical treatment. Further, on September 5, 2003, while 
two officers were preparing to escort Mr. Teague to group recreation, one officer 
told him that he was tired of )..-Ir. TeJ.gue filing civil complaints against his friends. 
The officer then stated l hat it was his u n de rs tan ding that Defendant John son le ft a 
mark or two on Mr. Teague. Motioning to his nightstick, th_e officer then told Mr. 
Teague not to worry, that his nightstick was black, just like \ttr. Teague, so it 
would not leave any marks. Fina;Jy, on September l 0, 2003, Mr. Teague was 
denied group recreation. When he asked for an explanation, Mr. Teague was told -
co u nterfactual I y - that he had re fused to pa rt i c i pate. 

These arc jList three examples of the ongoing retaliation Mr. Teague has 
been enduring since filing the referenced action. We ask that you investigate these 
incidents and take whatever steps are necessary to ensure that any such harassing 
conduct does no! continue in the future. 

Sincerely, 

Sarah W. Moore 
for Holland & Hart LLP 

SWM 
cc: Mr. Clinton Teague 

' . 



Michael C. Johnson 
Assistant U.S. Attorney 
1225 17th Street, #700 
Denver, CO 80202 

November 21, 2003 

Jose A. Ramirez 
Phone (303) 295-8422 
Fax (303) 383-5643 
jr arnirez@hollandhart.com 

Re: Clinton Teague vs. Jeff Johnson, Civil Action No. 02-iUK-0279 

Dear Michael: 

As you are aware, Sarah Moore left our firm in September, and I have taken over 
assisting Mr. Hartley on this matter. I am writing ta you concerning a couple of -... 
matters. 

Previously, Sarah wrote to you regarding incidents of retaliation against Mr. 
Teague. In a telephone conversation with me yesterday morning, Mr. Teague advised 
of another incident that occurred on November 6, 2003. A guard at the prison asked 
Mr. Teague to hold a television cable while the guard went into a mechanical room. 
Within seconds, Mr. Teague was violently shocked, resulting in burns to his hands, 
chest pain and loss of feeling through parts of his body. Of additional concern is that 
Mr. Teague has been placed in an all-white recreational group, and he is in fear for his 
safety. The retaliation against Mr. Teague must stop! l am asking for you to look into 
this incident of retaliation as well as the possibility of allowing Mr. Teague to have 
recrea tiona \ time WI th other A fri can-Ame-ncans."""-IYue .. to· the seriousness a n.d.urie nc y Of 
this request, your prompt response is necessary. 

Since a Rule 26(f) scheduling conference is next on the agenda, I am inquiring as 
to your availability during the next couple of weeks to confer about preparation of the 
scheduling order. J look forward to discussing this case with you in the near future. 
Thank you for your cooperat10 n. 

JAR:dmf 
cc: James E. Hartley, Esq. 

Clinton Teague ~ 

Holland &Harl,,. 

Pho"e 1303l :19S·8000 fa, (303] 295·8 26 \ www.hol!andhott.mm 

SSS 17,h Str~et Swt~ 3200 D~nvei. CO 80202 M~;ling P.dd,P,s PD. Bo, 8l •9 D~n~¥<. CD S020 l · 8H9 



. . )lEPARTM:El'IIT OF JUSTICE 
• , -~fflr I, "' 

ai Buteau of Pi.isollS . . . ... 
.. -·i::•\?~:<.~- ~ •, ,_- : _;& ::/ c·:\ -..,~ 1 .;._·,~_!r: r'. ·.· ;• :-.· · 

REQUEST FOR ADWNISTRA TIVE REMEDY-· . 

.,._ /·.,.-_,, -.i.· - ;_: ·>. E.~h,bi.±--::-.. C.:,;~:_:~:- .. : /O:'~"-:::-,,; 

SEE ATTACHED RESPONSE 

·• ,_;;~ .. ,. _ _ DATE _ _ WARDEN OR REGIONAL DIRECTOR . _ 

_ ~f }°,'!,fi'"'~h this rts_p{Jn.se, you 111ay appeal to the Rtgion.al Director. Your appeaf musl be rtcei~td in th, &gionol Office within 20 co.l~n.dar days of the dmt of ~irsrn.st. 

,_.;_·:· ORIGINAL: RETURN TO INM.\.TE CASE NUMBER. .3t24qJ._/ ... 
-· .:~:,;.--\, / ... -' ~ ... : ~. : CASE NUMBER: _______ _ 

REG. NO. UNIT INSTITUTION 
~~'i;// -~;. 
•,. : '; .. i RECEl:ST NAME, FlRST, MIDDLE IN1TIAL 

,$UBJECT: ____________________________________ _ 

--.:-'.1/. ' 
_: ~~~:·: .';. _IJATE 

. ,;,.._..:~~ ·-•-~ ·--~- .-.: 

·. ' 

,. ~ _.' 

_M~~-

. RECIPIBNT'S SIGNA.TURE \STAFFMEMBERJ 

.. :. - ··_ ·--~-- ·•·•·• i - . : __ : .-' .• - - ·.-L•. ~-..: 

B P-229{13) · 
APRIL 191:12 . 

- . ' '·· 
. - ·--~- ...... -~---~--~ 



BP-229 RESPONSE 

Name: Teague, Clinton 

Case Number: 324921-Fl 

Register Number: 06977-029 

Your Request for Administrative Remedy dated February 12, 2004, and received in this office 
February 18, 2004, has been reviewed. You state you were removed from group recreation as a 
result of retaliation and racial discrimination. You request this matter be corrected. 

A review of the issue raised in your Request for Administrative Remedy has been conducted. 
You were removed from group recreation because it was determined your continued presence in 
a group recreation environment posed a threat to the safety and security of the recreation area. 
You provide no evidence to support your allegations of retaliation and racial discrimination. 

Accordingly, your Request for Administrative Remedy is denied. In the event you are not 
satisfied with this response and wish to appeal, you may do so within 20 calendar days of this 
response by submitting a B P-23 0( 13) to the Regi anal Di rector, Federal Bureau of Prisons, North 
Central Regional Office, Gateway Complex, Tower II, 8th Floor, 400 State Avenue, Kansas City, 
Kansas 66101-2492. 

ca~:A-~ 
Robert A. Hood, Warden 
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U.S. Department of Justice 
Federal Bureau of Prisons 
North Central Regional Office 

-----

Name: TEAGUE, Clinton 
Register Number: 06977-029 
Adm in Remedy Number: 324921-R 1 

Regional Administrative Remedy Appeal 
Part B - Response 

This is in response to your Regional Administrative Remedy Appeal receipted March 8, 2004, 
wherein you state that you were removed from group recreation as a result of retaliation and racial 
discrimination. You request that you be allowed to participate in group recreation. 

We have reviewed your institutional level complaint and the response provided to you by the Warden 
on February 23, 2004. As the Warden stated, you were removed from group recreation because it 
was determined your continued presence in a group recreation environment posed a threat to the 
safety and security of the recreation area. You provide no evidence to support your allegations of 
retaliation and racial discrimination. 

Based on the above information, your Regional Administrative Appeal is denied. If you are 
dissatisfied with this response, you may appeal to the Office of General Counsel, Federal Bureau of 
Prisons, 320 First Street, NW, Washington, DC 20534. Your appeal must be received in the Office of 
General Counsel within 30 days from the date of this response. 

,l)g.__f{ ( ur<&f: 
Date ~~ G. L. HERSHBERGER, Regional Director 
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Administrative Remedy No. 324921-Al 
Part B - Response 

You contend you were removed from group recreation status when 
you did nothing wrong. You contend you have been subject to 
retaliation and discrimination. You request a return to group 
recreation. 

Our review of this matter reveals that both the Warden and the 
Regional Director have adequately addressed your concerns. You 
were removed from group recreation because your continued 
presence in the group setting posed a threat to institutional 
security. There is no evidence of retaliation or discrimination, 
or that the recreation group to which you were assigned was 
inappropriate. You have been removed from "rec alone" status, 
and it is anticipated that you will be permitted group recreation 
in the near future. 

Your appeal is denied. 

atts, Administrate~ 
Inmate Appeals //) 

\ :~ J 
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G. REQUEST FOR RELIEF 

State the relief you are requesting. If you need more space to complete this secrion. use extra 
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DECLARATION UNDER PENALTY OF PERJURY 

I declare under penalty of perjury that I am the plaintiff in this action, that I have read 
this complaint, and that the informati~n in this complaint is true and correct. See 28 U.S. C. 
§ 1746; 18 U.S.C. § 1621. 

Executed on d ' ' ~~ ;:J() I J OOl\ Date) 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLORADO 

Judge Phillip S. Figa 

Civil Action No. 04-cv-01800-PSF-BNB 

CLINTON TEAGUE, 

Plaintiff, 

V. 

J. JOHNSON; 
R. HOOD; 
D. DUNCAN; 
J. BURRELL; 
C. CHESTER; 
L. SMITH; 
T. GOMEZ; and, 
M. COLLINS, 

Defendants. 

MINUTE ORDER 

ORDER ENTERED BY JUDGE PHILLIPS. FIGA 

THIS MATTER is before the Court on plaintiff's Motion for Voluntary Dismissal 
(Dkt. # 60). It is hereby ORDERED that the motion is GRANTED and this case be 
DISMISSED pursuant to F.R.Civ.P. 41 (a)(2). 

DATED: August 31, 2005 
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Sack to Case R .S· ·ts Case Actions: 

Case ID: CIV• · ;CR-2016-0038S Short Description: TEAGUE V. U.S. GOVERNMENT, ET AL 

t4 kJihl \(@,-., CASE DOCS 

L 

CASE PERSONS 

Reference Number 1 :04-cv-01800-PSF-BNB 

Short Description TEAGUE V. U.S. GOVERNMENT, ET AL 

Classification CiVII 

Case Type Bivens 

Case Sub-Type 

Current Region NORTH CENTRAL REGIONAL OFFICE 

Current Institution 

Incident Region NORTH CENTRAL REGIONAL omcE 

Incident Institution Florence ADMAX (USP) 

Monetary Relief 
Sought $ 

Estimated Amount $ 

Office Denver 

J urlsdl ctlo n DISTRICT OF COLORADO 

Responsible Legal 
FCC Florence Office 

CASE OATES CASE SUMMARY CASE BLOG ..... 
Date 08/31/2005 

Type Settled 

Reason 

Sought 

Amount offered $ 
Total Amount Paid $3,000.00 

Description SETTLED 

Description SETTLED 

Court Fee Paid J No 
Pro Se 7 

Date Received 08/27/2004 

Date Filed 08/27/2004 ...... 
Estimated Amount $- Current Owner APRIL CROMER 

Estimated Outcome No evaluation can be made at this time Case Status Open 

Timeline Status Closed 

Monthly Report 
Status 

Pr,vate Case No 

Long Description 42: 1983 PRISONER CIVIL RIGHTS 

Further Case 
Classification 

Comments 

-

https://bop.tcp.doj .gov:9349/OGC-CIV /UpdateCasePage.do?PID=89+ 3+ICM4+DB2P 13+ ... 9/16/2016 



Case 1 :05-cv-00527-REB-MJW Document 58 Filed 02/06/2006 Page 1 of 2 

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLORADO 

Judge Robert E. Blackburn 

Civil Case No. 05-cv-00527-REB-MJW 

LLOYD D. SLOAN, 

Plaintiff, 

V. 

MICHAEL V. PUGH, and 
RANDY M. WATSON, 

Defendants. 

Blackburn, J. 

ORDER OF DISMISSAL 

On February 6, 2006, the parties filed a Stipulation to Dismiss With Prejudice 

[#57]. After careful review of the stipulation and the file, the court has concluded that 

the stipulation should be approved and that this action should be dismissed with 

prejudice. 

THEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED as follows: 

1. That the Stipulation to Dismiss With Prejudice [#57] filed on February 6, 

2006, is APPROVED; 

2. That this action IS DISMISSED WITH PREJUDICE with the parties to pay 

their own attorney fees and costs; 

3. That the Trial Preparation Conference set for August 18, 2006, is VACATED; 

and 



Case 1 :05-cv-00527-REB-MJW Document 58 Filed 02/06/2006 Page 2 of 2 

4. That the trial to court set to commence September 4, 2006, is VACATED. 

Dated February 6, 2006, at Denver, Colorado. 

BY THE COURT: 

s/ Robert E. Blackburn 
Robert E. Blackburn 
United States District Judge 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLORADO 

Civil Action 03-cv-0352-RPM-CBS 

KEITH LEIGH SHANNON, 

Plaintiff, 

V. 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 

Defendant. 

ORDER 

Pursuant to the Stipulated Order of Dismissal filed by the parties, it is accordingly 

ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED that this action is dismissed with prejudice 

with each party to pay its own costs and attorney's fees. 

DATED this 2?111 day of October, 2006. 

BY THE COURT: 

s/Richard P. Matsch 

RICHARD P. MATSCH, JUDGE 
United States District Court 
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UNITED ST ATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLORADO 

Civil Action 03-cv-0352-RPM-CBS 

KEITH LEJGH SHANNON, 

Plaintiff, 

v. 

UNITED STATES OF AMER1CA, 

Defendant. 

SETTLEMENTAGREEJ\.1ENT 

1. This settlement agreement is made by the parties to resolve and terminate the 

claims alleged by Plaintiff Keith Leigh Shannon against Defendant United States of America, 

and any of its employees, including Bryan Moon, Richard Catron, and Richard Reynolds 

individually, in the above-captioned case. 

2. This settlement agreement resolves the above-captioned case, including but not 

limited to those claims filed pursuant to the Federal Tort Claims Act or for constitutional 

violations concerning Mr. Shannon's termination from the UNICOR factory at USP Florence on 

Jwie 19, 2002 and for other outstanding matters raised through the administrative remedy 

process or any other means through which Mr. Shannon has raised claims concerning his 

tcnnination from the UNICOR factory at USP Florence on June 19, 2002. 

3. The parties hereto, without admitting any wrongdoing or violations, wish to avoid 

the uncertainty, expense and delay of litigation, and are thus willing to compromise the above

captioned case and all claims concerning Mr. Shannon's termination from the UNICOR factory 
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at USP Florence on June 19, 2002. This settlement agreement shall not constitute an admission 

of liability or fault on the part of the entities referenced herein, the parties hereto, or on the part 

of the United States• agencies, instrumentalities, officers, employees, agents or servants. 

4. In consideration of the following, Mr. Shannon agrees to dismiss with prejudice 

the above-captioned case. 

5. Mr. Shannon also agrees to release the parties hereto and any other entity of the 

federal government and its current and fonner employees from any and all claims concerning his 

termination from the UNICOR factory at USP Florence on June 19, 2002. 

6. Upon the signing of this agreement, Mr. Shannon, through counsel, agrees to 

execute in conformance with Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 41(a) a Stipulated Motion to 

Dismiss the above-captioned case in its entirety with prejudice. with each party to bear its own 

costs and attorney's fees. 

7. Upon dismissal of the above-captioned case, Mr. Shannon agrees not to file any 

motion pursuant to Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 60 or any other motion to reopen this case. 

8. Upon dismissal of the above-captioned c:ase, Mr. Shannon further agrees not to 

file any administrative claims under the Federal Tort Claims Act or other administrative remedy 

or bring further litigation concerning his termination from the UNJCOR factory at USP Florence 

on June 19, 2002. 

9. 1n settlement of the claims alleged in this case, the United States of America will 

pay to Mr. Shannon, through his counsel, the sum of $6,000.00. This sum shall be in full 

settlement and satisfaction of the claims alleged in the above-captioned case, and all other claims 

asserted or unasserted arising from Mr. Shannon's termination from the UNICOR factory at USP 

Florence on June 19, 2002. 

2 



10. In further settlement ofthc claims alleged in this case, the United States of 

Anlerica. through Harley G. Lappin, DirectoT oft he Bureau of Prisons, or his successor, shall 

within one week of the dismissal of this case: (a) add 55 months of employment to Mr. 

Shannon's longevity status; (b) promote Mr. Shannon to grade one in his current position in the 

UNICOR factory at USP Big Sandy; (c) expunge all of Mr. Shannon's work and central file 

records concerning Mr. Shannon's termination from his employment in the UNTCOR factory at 

USP Florence on June 19, 2002, including, but not limited to, all records that were relied on or 

submitted to support the termination of Mr. Shannon from bis employment at the UNICOR 

factory at USP Florence on June 19, 2002. The Bureau of Prisons will :retain Mr. Shannon's 

lawsuit records including underlying exhaustion records pursuant to its record retention schedule. 

11. In further settlement of the claims alleged in this case, the United States of America, 

through Harley G. Lappin, Director of the Bureau of Prisons, OT his successor, shall return Mr. 

Shannon to USP Big Sandy and place him in the UNICOR factory where he will retain his 

current job, job status, and overtime hours as he had prior to his trial transfer from Big Sandy. 

Toe United States of America, through Harley G. Lappin, Director of the Bureau of Prisons, or 

his successor, fort.her agrees that, when Mr. Shannon is eligible for transfer to another institution, 

and prior to release from custody, it will make every effort to place him in an institution in or 

near the Central District of Virginia that has an operative UNICOR factory_ 

12. This settlement agreement is specifically conditioned upon the Court's dismissal 

of the above-captioned case in its entirety with prejudice. 

13. Mr. Shannon agrees not to petition the Court for attorney's fees or costs as a 

prevailing party or otherwise. 

3 



14. Mr. Shannon states that he has no outstanding indebtedness to the United States or 

any component thereof. 

15, Mt. Shannon acknowledges that he has reviewed the terms of this agreement and 

enters into this settlement agreement voluntarily and agrees to all of its provisions. Except to the 

extent permitted by law and referenced herein, the terms of this settlement are not intended to 

alter, waive or amend any other provisions of law or legal obligations which would otherwise 

apply to the parties hereto. 

16. Except as expressly stated here~ this agreement is not intended to limit the 

authority or actions of the Bureau of Prisons conceming Mr. Shannon's incarceration. Plaintiff's 

continued employment with UNICOR is conditional upon Mr. Shannon's continued UNICOR 

eligibility based upon continued satisfactory conduct as set forth by UNICOR policy. 

17. The parties agree that any breach of the provisions of this settlement agreement 

will not entitle any party to reopen the underlying actions, A party may, however, pursue any 

appropriate administrative or judicial remedies that may be available to seek enforcement of the 

terms of this settlement agreement. 

18. The United States of America, through the Bureau of Prisons, shall SUpPly the 

attorneys for Mr. Shannon with written confirmation that the Bureau of Prisons has performed its 

obligations pursuant to this settlement agreement. Payment of funds will be processed through 

the United States Department of the Treasury, Judgment Fund following dismissal of this action. 

19. Upon payment of the aforementioned sum and performance by the United States 

ofilS obligations pursuant to this settlement agreement,. Mr. Shannon shall supply the attorneys 

for the defe11dants with an executed receipt and satisfaction of settlement. 

20. Fax signatures may serve as originals. 
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21. This agreement consists of five pages, including the signature page. 

DATED thitjfr_/fay of October, 2U0u. 

iROY A.EID 
United States Attornet 

~./1.;~~ 
By:i Benedict Garcia 
Assistant United States Attorneys 
1225 Seventeenth Street, Suite 700 

· Denver, CO 80202 
(303) 454-0100 

Defendants' Counsel 

Dy: 
'fhe J e Law Finn 
1776 South Jackson Street, Suite 602 
Denver, CO 80210 
(303) 757•6572 

By: 1f'a9l~ M. ~ 
Pau~Ra:1,""P .C. 
l: 801'Broadway # 110 
Denver, CO 80202-38:W 
(303) 292.0110 

Plaintift1s Counsel 

~ch~~-~ 
By: Theresa.Montoya, AtlomeyAdvi r ,-Br.Kcith ~ ~ ~n 
Federal Correctional Complex - Legal Services C.·.rTnin!iff 
5880 Highway 67 South 
P.O. Box 8500 
Florence, CO 81226 
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IN THE UNITES STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR THE 
WESTERN DISTRICT OF MISSOURI 

ARTHUR MITCHELL1 ) 
) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

Plaintiff, 
01 -0 l 4 2 -C v- w- 1 

vs. Case No. ------

U.S. Department of Justice 
Federal Bureau of Prisons 

Defendant. 

COMPLAINT 

COMES NOW, Arthur Mitchell, by and through his attorneys, 

and states the following for his cause of action. 

Parties 

1. Plaintiff is a resident of Jackson County, Kansas City, 

Missouri. 

2. At all times relevant to this action, Defendant, U.S. 

Department of Justice, Federal Bureau of Prisons, was and is an 

agency of the Federal Government of the United States of America. 

Jurisdiction and Venue 

3. This court has jurisdiction of the claim herein 

pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1346(b) and 42 U.S.C.§1983. This civil 

action arises under the Constitution and laws of the United 

States. Plaintiff alleges a violation of his rights under the 
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Federal Tort Claims Act, 28 U.S.C. §1346(b) and §2671 et. seq., 

42 U.S.C. 1983 and the Eighth Amendment of the United States 

Constitution. 

4. Venue properly lies in this Court pursuant to 28 U.S.C. 

§ 1346(b)and 1402(b) in that the Plaintiff resides in this 

judicial district. 

Jurisdictional Prerequisites 

5. Plaintiff filed a timely Claim For Damages with the 

U.S. Department of Justice, Federal Bureau of Prisons alleging 

that he had been injured while incarcerated at the Federal Prison 

at Leavenworth and submitting his claim for damages. 

his claim is attached hereto and marked as Exhibit 1. 

A copy of 

6. The U.S. Department of Justice, Federal Bureau of 

Prisons denied Plaintiff's Claim for Damages, and this action is 

being brought within six months of the receipt of such denial of 

Plaintiff's claim. A copy of said denial is attached hereto and 

marked as Exhibit 2. 

7. Plaintiff has fulfilled all conditions precedent to the 

bringing of this claim under the Federal Tort Claims Act and has 

duly exhausted all administrative procedures prior to instituting 

this lawsuit in accordance with the law. 

Factual Background 

8. On or about September, 1994, plaintiff was incarcerated 

2 
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in the Federal Prison Camp, located in the County of Leavenworth, 

State of Kansas. 

9. On August 5, 1995, while playing a game of softball at 

the prison, plaintiff broke his left wrist. 

10. Plaintiff's left wrist was set by a staff physician's 

assistant at the Leavenworth Federal Prison Camp hospital on 

August 5, 1995. 

11. Despite numerous complaints by plaintiff of continued 

pain and difficulty with his left wrist, defendant knowingly 

failed and/or refused to provide urgently needed medical care and 

treatment. 

12. On or about August 14, 1995, x-rays were taken of 

plaintiff's left wrist and hand which clearly showed the 

plaintiff's initial fracture was not properly set. 

13. On October 2, 1995, plaintiff's left wrist and had were 

looked at by Dr. Baston, an orthopaedic surgeon. Dr. Baston 

recommended correction of the mal-alignment surgically ''as soon 

as possible". 

14. Despite Dr. Baston's recommendation, defendant failed 

and/or refused to provide this urgently needed treatment. 

Count I 

15. Plaintiff hereby incorporates by reference, as though 

3 
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fully set forth herein, paragraphs 1 through 14 of his Complaint. 

16. As a result of defendant knowingly failing and/or 

refusing to provide the urgently needed surgery, defendant has 

caused plaintiff to incur residual injury which could have been 

prevented with timely attention. More specifically, plaintiff's 

left hand and wrist continue to cause him severe pain with 

numbness in his fingers and difficulty in using his left hand for 

every day tasks. 

17. The above-alleged acts of the defendant, coupled with 

the complete failure of the defendant to provide any positive 

medical treatment for plaintiff constituted a course of medical 

care so clearly inadequate as to amount to refusal to provide 

essential care. Such acts were so blatantly inappropriate as to 

show evidence of intentional maltreatment resulting in permanent 

disability, pain, and suffering, resulting in deprivation of 

Plaintiff's rights secured by the United States Constitution, 

including, but not limited to the right to be free from cruel and 

unusual punishment as protected by the Eighth Amendment to the 

United States Constitution. 

18. The above-alleged actions of the defendant were of a 

malicious and intentional nature and manifested a deliberate 

indifference of the request for essential medical treatment. 

WHEREFORE, plaintiff demands judgment against the defendant 

4 
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in the sum of $150,000.00 in actual damages, plus the costs of 

this action, and such other and further relief as this court 

deems just and proper. 

Count II 

19. Plaintiff hereby incorporates by reference, as though 

fully set forth herein, paragraphs 1 through 18 of his Complaint. 

20. Defendant undertook the care and treatment of 

individuals incarcerated at the Leavenworth Federal Prison Camp 

by providing and staffing a prison medical facility and providing 

medical care to such individuals. 

21. On or about August 5, 1995 Plaintiff was taken to 

Defendant's medical facility to have his left broken wrist 

treated. 

22. On or about August 5, 1995 Defendant, by and through 

its prison medical staff undertook the care and treatment of 

Plaintiff's left broken wrist. 

23. Defendant owed a duty to Plaintiff to properly care for 

and treat Plaintiff's left broken wrist. 

24. Defendant breached this duty owed to Plaintiff. 

21. Further, on or about October 2, 1995, doctors at 

Defendant's medical facility were informed that immediate 

surgical correction of plaintiff's left wrist was recommended by 

Dr. Baston. 

5 
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22. Despite the diagnosis of plaintiff's serious mal-

alignment and need for immediate corrective surgery, defendant, 

knowingly failed and or refused to provide said corrective 

surgery to plaintiff. 

23. Defendant owed plaintiff a duty of care to continue to 

provide medical treatment for plaintiff's condition, the failure 

of which has amounted to a breach of that duty, resulting in 

permanent disability, pain and suffering to plaintiff. 

WHEREFORE, plaintiff demands judgement against Defendant in 

the sum of $150,000.00 in actual damages plus the costs of this 

action, and such other and further relief as this court deems 

just and proper. 

818 Grand Avenue, Suite 400 
Kansas City, MO 64106 
(816) 842-6411 
Fax: 842-6463 

ATTORNEYS FOR PLAINTIFF 

DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL 

Plaintiff hereby demands a trial by jury on all issues. 

6 
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Arthur L. Mitchell 

ATTACHMENT TO CLAIM FOR DAMAGE. INJURY QR DEATH 
Form 95 

a. Basis of Claim 

While incarcerated at the Federal Prison Camp at Leavenworth, 
Kansas, I broke my left wrist while I was playing a game of 
softball on August 5, 1995. I broke my left wrist when I slid into 
third base. I was treated at the prison hospital that day where my 
wrist was set in a cast by a physician's assistant. Following the 
placement of my wrist in a case, my wrist and hand continued to 
hurt badly, and continued to do so even after the cast was removed. 
I continued to complain about the pain and difficulty I was having 
with my wrist and hand. Despite my complaints, nothing more was 
done to my wrist and hand. Subsequently, X-rays were taken of my 
wrist and hand which clearly show that the fracture was not 
properly set when this fracture was initially treated. Finally, on 
October 2, 1995, my wrist and hand were looked at by an orthopaedic 
surgeon and he recommended correction of the malalignment 
surgically A.S.A.P. Despite this recommendation, surgery was not 
provided to me. I repeatedly requested and demanded this treatment 
but it was never provided to me. As a result of this failure to 
provide this necessary medical treatment, I now have a left wrist 
and hand that I believe is permanently injured. I continue to have 
extensive pain in my left wrist and hand with numbness in my 
fingers and I have much difficulty in using my left hand. I am 
requesting further medical treatment be provided to me as well as 
compensation for the pain and suffering and permanent loss of use 
of my left hand that resulted from the prison's failure to properly 
treat my injury in the first place and the prison's further refusal 
to provide me with proper medical treatment. Attached hereto are 
copies of the pertinent medical records from the Prison Health 
Services, along with a recent report from the VA Hospital in Kansas 
City, Missouri. 

I am represented on this matter by attorney, David w. Whipple, 
818 Grand Ave., Ste. 400, Kansas City, MO 64106. Phone number: 
(816) 842-6411. 
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January 10, 2001 

David W. Whipple 
Attorney at Law 
400 Scarritt Building 
81 8 Grand A venue 
Kansas City, Missouri 64106 

U.S.DepartmentofJustice 

Federal Bureau of Prisons 

North Central Regional Office 

Tower II, 8th Floor 

400 Srate 

Kansas City, KS 66101-2421 

Re: Tort Claim No. T-NCR-97-517 (Personal lnjury/$150,000.00) 
MJTCHELL, Arthur; Reg. No. 07076-045 

CERTIFIED NUMBER 7000 0600 0023 9382 0619 

Dear Mr. Whipple: 

Your client's above referenced tort claim has been considered for administrative review 
pursuant to 28 C.F.R. § 0.172, Authority: Federal Tort Claims and 28 C.F.R. Part 14, 
Administrative Claims Under Federal Tort Claims Act. Investigation of your client's claim 
did not reveal that he suffered any personal injury as a result of the negligent acts or 
omissions of Bureau of Prisons employees acting within the scope of their employment. 

As a result of this investigation, your client's claim is denied. This letter serves as a 
notification of final denial under 28 C.F.R. § 14.9, Final Denial of Claim. If your client is 
dissatisfied with our agency's action, he may file suit in the appropriate U.S. District Court 
no later than 6 months after the date of mailing of this notification. 

Sincerely, 

~ 
Regional Counsel 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR THE 
WESTERN DISTRICT OF MISSOURI 

WESTERN DIVISION 

ARTHUR MITCHELL, ) 
) 
) 
) 

Plaintiff, 

V. ) Civil No. 01-0742-CV-W-SOW 
) 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF 
JUSTICE, FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS, 

) 
) 
) 

Defendant. ) 

ORDER 

Before the Court is a Joint Stipulation to Dismissal With Prejudice (Doc. #19) filed by the 

parties in this case. Accordingly, pursuant to the Joint Stipulation, it is hereby 

ORDERED that the above-captioned matter is dismissed with prejudice, each party to bear 

its own costs. 

Date: 1-23-03 

ls/Scott 0. Wright 
SCOTT 0. WRIGHT 
Senior United States District Judge 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR THE 
WESTERN DISTRICT OF MISSOURI 

WESTERN DIVISION 

ARTHUR MITCHELL, ) 
) 

Plaintiff, ) 
) 

V. ) 

) 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF ) 
JUSTICE, FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS, ) 

) 
Defendant. ) 

Civil No. 01-0742-CV-W-SOW 

SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT AND RELEASE 

This Settlement Agreement and Release (hereinafter "Agreement") is made and entered by 

and between plaintiff Arthur Mitchell (hereinafter "Plaintiff') and defendant the United States of 

America ("United States"), which includes without limitation the United States Department of 

Justice, Federal Bureau of Prisons (Plaintiff and the United States hereinafter "the parties"). 

Whereas Plaintiff has filed a complaint against the United States styled sometimes Arthur 

Mitchell v. United States Department of Justice, Federal Bureau of Prisons and sometimes Arthur 

Mitchell v. The United States, Case Number 01-0742-CV-W-SOW in the United States District 

Court for the Western District of Missouri ("the Action"), asserting claims under the Federal Tort 

Claims Act, 28 U.S.C. §§ 1346 and 2675 et seq., arising from alleged negligent medical treatment 

or non-treatment in connection with a broken wrist suffered by Plaintiff on or about August 5, 1995; 

and 

Whereas, the parties have agreed to compromise and settle the Action upon the terms set 

forth herein; and 
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Whereas. Plain ti ff has been and is represented in the Action exclusively by attorney David 

W. Whipple of the Whipple Law Firm, P.C.; 

Now therefore, it is hereby stipulated and agreed as follows: 

1. The United States agrees to pay Plaintiff the sum of Forty-five Thousand Dollars 

($45,000), in the form of a check payable to Arthur Mitchell and the Whipple Law Firm, P.C., which 

sum shall be in full settlement and satisfaction of any and all claims, demands, and causes of action 

released in this Agreement. 

2. Plaintiff, for himself and for any present or future spouse, heir, executor, 

administrator or assign of his hereby releases the United States and all present and past employees 

and agents thereof of any and all claims, demands, or causes of action of any kind, whether known 

or unknown, arising directly or indirectly from any injury, damage or loss to Plaintiff (including but 

not limited to foreseen and unforeseen bodily, personal and emotional injuries and any property 

damage, expense, or loss of income) as a result of any acts or omissions in connection with Plaintiffs 

broken wrist occurring prior to the execution of this Agreement by Plaintiff; or arising directly or 

indirectly from any act, omission, or fault that was asserted or could have been asserted in the 

Action. 

3. Plaintiff hereby holds hannless and indemnifies the United States of and against 

(I) any claim by Plain ti ff or his heirs, executors, administrators, personal representatives, or assigns 

that is released as to Plaintiff in this Agreement; and (2) any claim for contribution, indemnity, or 

subrogation against the United States or its agents or employees arising from any act, omission, or 

fault to which this Agreement applies, which claim results from a claim or action by Plaintiff or his 

heirs, executors, administrators, personal representatives, or assigns against a third party. 

2 
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4, This stipulation and agreement shall not constitute an admission of liability or fault 

on the part of the United States, its agents, servants, or employees. It is entered into by both parties 

for the purpose of compromising disputed claims under the Federal Tort Claims Act and avoiding 

the expenses and risks of litigation. 

5. It is also agreed, by and between the parties, that each party will bear its own costs, 

fees, and expenses and that any attorney's fees owed by Plaintiff will be paid out of the settlement 

amount and not in addition thereto. 

6. Upon execution of this Agreement, the parties will promptly file a stipulation for 

dismissal of the Action with prejudice, each party to bear its own costs incurred, in the form of 

attachment A hereto. 

7. It is also understood by and between the parties that pursuant to Title 28, United 

States Code, Section 2678, attorney's fees for services rendered in connection with this action 

(exclusive of expenses) shall not exceed 25 percent of the amount of the compromise settlement. The 

United States will not be liable to pay Plaintiff or his attorneys any sum separate from the settlement 

sum referred to in paragraph 1 for any fees or expenses incurred. 

8. Plaintiff acknowledges that neither the United States nor its attorneys have made any 

representations regarding the tax consequences of this settlement, and that in entering this agreement, 

he has not relied on any representation of the United States or its attorneys except those 

representations set forth herein. 

9. Plaintiff represents and warrants that there are no outstanding liens against the 

settlement proceeds provided for in this Agreement, and indemnifies the United States against any 

obligation that it may occur as a result of such lien. 

3 
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10. This Agreement contains the entire agreement between the parties, and cannot be 

modified in any respect in the future except in a writing signed by the parties and attached hereto, 

specifically stating therein that it is an amendment to or a modification of the Agreement. 

11. Plaintiff recognizes that the settlement check herein will be issued by the United 

States Department of the Treasury, and that issuance of such checks generally takes several weeks; 

and Plaintiff agrees that the United States will not be liable for interest or penalties for the delay 

involved in issuance of such check. 

12. Plaintiff acknowledges that he consulted with counsel before executing this 

Agreement; that he has been afforded a reasonable time to consider this Agreement before executing 

same; that he has read and understood its provisions; and that he has executed the same knowingly, 

voluntarily, and of his own free will. 

PLAINTIFF 

State of Missouri ) 
) ss. 

County of, .. 1·!\.dL~vr--) 

-.J(.,... . ' ' On this~ day of»cr ,. .... kc. 20~efore me personally appeared w±t,,J( M rtd'-<. { ( 

to me known to be the person who executed the foregoing instrument, and acknowledged that he 

executed the same as his free act and deed. 

My CommiS$i9.9tExpires: 
UNDA It tA. {l~,,)•. ffi!, u--.,.,1~·01l~ rt~'f5l .~ 
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On behalf of the United States: 

Date: --------- By 
/lr_ ~ 

i < h '-.11'! ~ ~~ 
Charles M. Thomas, # 28522 
Assistant United States Attorney 
400 E. 9th Street, Fifth Floor 
Kansas City, Missouri 64106 
Telephone: (816) 426-3130 
ATTORNEY FOR DEFENDANT 

The undersigned agrees to the attorney fees and expense provisions of paragraph 7, and 

affirms that he is authorized to execute this Agreement on behalf of the Whipple Law Firm. 

Date: / 2,/ .;.'>{) /t) l-
7 I 

By 

5 

David W. Whipple,# 2910 
Whipple Law Firm, P.C. 
818 Grand A venue, #400 
Kansas City, Missouri 64106 
Telephone: (816) 842-6411 
ATTORNEY FOR PLAINTIFF 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR THE 
WESTERN DISTRICT OF MISSOURI 

WESTERN DIVISION 

ARTHUR MITCHELL, ) 
) 

Plaintiff, ) 
) 

V. ) 

) 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF ) 
JUSTICE, FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS, ) 

) 
Defendant. ) 

Civil No. 01-0742-CV-W-SOW 

JOINT STIPULATION TO DISMISSAL WITH PREJUDICE 

Plaintiff and defendant have arrived at a compromise settlement of this action, as set forth 

in a fully executed Settlement Agreement and Release that has been filed with the Court. Plaintiff 

and defendant, through counsel, therefore stipulate to the dismissal of this action with prejudice, each 

party to bear its own costs and expenses incurred. 

By 

And 

Respectfully submitted, 

Todd P. Graves 
United States Attorney 

Charles M. Thomas,# 28522 
Assistant United States Attorney 
Charles Evans Whittaker Courthouse 
400 East 9th Street, 5th Floor 
Kansas City, Missouri 64106 
Telephone: (816) 426-3130 
ATTORNEY FOR DEFENDANT 

David W. Whipple,# 29102 
Whipple Law Firm, P.C. 
818 Grand A venue, #400 
Kansas City, Missouri 64106 
Telephone: (816) 842-6411 
ATTORNEYFORPLAINTIBF 
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IN THE UNITED ST A TES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF KANSAS 

MONTE A. FRITTS, ) 
) 

Plaintiff, ) 
) 

vs. ) 
) 

Chris Zych, Director of the Federal ) CIVIL ACTION 
Prison Camp, ) 

Warden M.E. Ray; ) 
Warden N.L. Connor, ) 

Case No. 0 3- 3 3 7 7 - G TV 

Dr. Judith Tharp, Medical Officer ) 
at USP/FPC-Leavenworth, ) 

) 
Defendants. ) 

COMPLAINT 

Monte Fritts brings this civil rights complaint by and through Karen Eager and B. Kay 

Huff, his undersigned attorneys, and alleges as follows: 

Preliminary Statement 

I. Plaintiff was a federal prison inmate confined in the Federal Prison Camp at 

Leavenworth, Kansas. He brings this civil rights action to redress the deprivation of rights, 

privileges, and immunities secured to him by provisions of the Fifth and Eighth Amendments to 

the United States Constitution. Plaintiff alleges that he was denied access to adequate and 

competent medical treatment and care; that the Defendants and their employees failed and 

refused to carry out or complete physician's treatment plans and orders; and defendants failed 

and refused to deliver prescribed medications. Plaintiff alleges further that the above-mentioned 

acts or policies and practices of the Defendants and their employees are knowing, deliberate and 

intentional, displaying callous indifference and disregard for the health and well-being of 
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Plaintiff and that such act,;;, policies, and practices are shocking to the conscience of civilized 

persons and intolerable in a society purportedly governed by laws and considerations of due 

process. 

Jurisdiction 

2. This Court's jurisdiction is invoked pursuant to 28 U.S.C. §§ 1331. The asserted 

rights and interests of the Plaintiff exceed $75,000.00 (Seventy-five Thousand Dollars), 

exclusive of interest and costs. 'Inc substantive claims in this action arise under the Fifth and 

Eighth Amendments to the United States Constitution. 

Parties 

3. Plaintiff Monte Fritts is a citizen of the United States and a resident of Kansas 

City, Kansas. At all times pertinent to this action Plaintiff Fritts was incarcerated at the Federal 

Prison Camp at Leavenworth, Kansas within the custody and control of the Defendants and their 

employees. 

4. Defendant Chris Zych is a resident of the state of Kansas and is and always has 

been, at all times pertinent to this adion, the Director of the Federal Prison Camp at Leavenworth 

[Hereinafter, .. Camp"]. Defendant Zych is responsible for the administration, operation, and 

supervision of the Camp at Leavenworth. He was responsible for the administration, operation, 

and supervision of the Camp staff and facilities, the custody and control of inmates, and for the 

promulgation and enforcement of rules, regulations, policies, and practices relevant to them. 

Defendant Zych is sued individually for his actions while acting in his official capacity. 

5. Defendant former Warden M.E. Ray was a resident of the state of Kansas and was 

the warden of the United States Penitentiary at Leavenworth at times relevant to this cause of 

2 
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action. Warden Ray was aware of the Plaintiffs medical problems and issues concerning his 

treatment and care at the Camp but failed to remedy theses issues. The Camp's medical staff is 

based at the United States Penitentiary at Leavenworth, which is immediately adjacent to the 

Camp. As warden, M.E. Ray was responsible for the administration, operation and supervision 

of medical staff for the facilities. Defendant former Warden M.E. Ray is sued individually for 

his actions while acting in his official capacity. 

6. Defendant Warden N.L. Connor was a resident of the state of Kansas and replaced 

Warden M.E. Ray as the warden of the United States Penitentiary at Leavenworth. Warden 

Connor was aware of the medical problems Plaintiff encountered but failed to correct these 

problems and to ensure that Plaintiff received proper medical treatment and prescriptions. The 

medical staff for the Camp is based at the United States Penitentiary at Leavenworth, which is 

immediately adjacent to the Camp. As warden, N.L. Connor was responsible for the 

administration, operation, and supervision of medical staff for the facilities. Defendant former 

Warden N.L. Connor is sued individual1y for his actions while acting in his official capacity. 

7. Defendant Dr. Judith Tharp was a resident of Kansas and worked as a medical 

officer at the United States Penitentiary and at the Federal Prison Camp at Leavenworth, Kansas. 

Defendant Dr. Tharp at all times relevant to this action had a physician-patient relationship with 

plaintiff Monte Fritts and was responsible for Monte Fritts' medical care and treatment at the 

Camp as well as the supervision of medical staff at the Camp. Defendant Dr. Judith Tharp is 

sued individually for her actions while acting in her official capacity. 

8. Plaintiff Monte Fritts was sentenced in the U.S. District Court for the District of 

3 
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Kansa<.:;, to a 21-month sentence for weapons and dangerous drug offense charges. As part of his 

Judgment and Commitment Order, Judge Monti Belot ordered that Plaintiff should receive al1 

medications that he had been receiving prior to incarceration. Plaintiff had advanced HIV/AIDS 

disease and was on numerous medications commonly known as an AIDS cocktail. 

9. Upon the commencement ofhis federal prison sentence, Plaintiff was incarcerated 

at the Sedgwick County and Harvey County jails and CCA Leavenworth. On February 27, 2001, 

plaintiff was transferred to the Federal Medical Center, Rochester [Hereinafter, "FMC

RochesterJ. While there, he saw an HIV/AIDS specialist, Dr. Rozonable, from the Mayo Clinic. 

Dr. Rozonable determined that the current medication regimen had failed and began a new 

course of treatment. While at FMC-Rochester, Plaintiff was timely given his HIV/AIDS and 

other medications. Dr. Rozonable wrote that at the time Plaintiff was transferred from FMC

Rochester he was in "optimal and stable condition." 

10. On or about September 20, 2001, Plaintiff was transferred to the Camp. 

Plaintiff's medical chart from FMC-Rochester, specifically stated that plaintiff continue to 

receive his medications "indefinitely or until further evaluation by medical staff." 

11. Defendants took Plaintiff off of the prescribed pain medications and substituted 

Tylenol 3. He was supposed to receive that medication four times a day, but no one was 

available at the Camp to dispense the fourth dose. Plaintiff experienced pain and severe 

withdrawal symptoms from the abrupt narcotics termination, which had been equivalent to 180 

mg. of morphine per day. 

12. Defendants also failed to regularly and timely dispense the medications necessary 

for treating Plaintiff's HIV/ AIDS and other AIDS-related illnesses because medications were not 

4 
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available, because the Camp delayed in refilling his prescriptions or because Plaintiff's physical 

condition rendered him unable to leave his bed to pick up the medications in the medication line. 

Dozens of doses were missed, despite Plaintiff's complaints and efforts to obtain medications in 

a timely manner. 

13. An AIDS "cocktail" is a combination of antiviral medications that must be 

administered correctly or a patient's HIV infection can develop resistance to the medications 

included in the AIDS "cocktail." Patients must take the AIDS "cocktail" at strictly prescribed 

times throughout the day and cannot miss dosages. In order for the AIDS "cocktail" to be 

effective, patients must take at least 90% of prescribed dosages; if given less than 90% of the 

dosages, the drugs can be rendered ineffective. When dosage delivery falls below 90% the 

medication will fail and the patient's CT4 count will decrease; infections and mortality will 

occur. In addition to the critical AIDS "cocktail," HIV/AIDS patients must have their CT4 count 

and viral loads regularly monitored to insure the effectiveness of the medication and to monitor 

the patient's health. 

14. Defendant Tharp and her staff failed to monitor plaintiff's medical situation and 

failed to conduct laboratory tests, which would have shown that Plaintiffs condition was 

deteriorating. When transferred from the FMC-Rochester, the Transfer Plan specifically ordered 

"Ongoing care, fol1ow-up, laboratory tests." Plaintiff did not receive ongoing care, follow-up 

and laboratory tests as required by his known medical condition. 

15. On or about March 15, 2002, Dr. Tharp requested an "urgent transfer" for "rescue 

management" of"HIV/AIDS inmate" Monte Fritts. Dr. Tharp noted that a specialist consultation 

locally had been denied. On or about April I 5, 2002, Dr. Tharp again sent the request, because 
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Defendant Zych had not sent the transfer request to FMC-Rochester. 

16. Plaintiff initiated and filed numerous grievances arising from the above, all of which 

have been denied or blatantly ignored by the Defendants and their employees. Plaintiff filed 

administrative remedies while at the Camp. On or about October 10, 2001, Plaintiff complained 

in a "BP-229" that he was not getting his medications in a timely manner and had missed six 

days out of the last eight days of medication. His prescriptions were not being refilled, allegedly 

because "there was no pharmacist on duty this week." Plaintiff wrote that this was "life or 

death" to him and requested laboratory tests to see if the medications were sti11 working. 

Plaintiff also complained of severe pain and the lack of adequate treatment for pain. 

1 7. Defendant Ray responded on October 19, 200 I, that narcotic pain medication could 

only he utilized at federal medical centers. He did not address the issues of missed 

AIDS/antiviral medication but stated that diagnostic tests were ordered at the discretion of 

dinical staff. Plaintiff appealed that determination to the regional director in a "BP-230( 13 ). " 

On November 28, 2001, G.L. Hershberger, Regional Director, wrote that ''efforts wil1 be made to 

provide your medications more timely" and that "diagnostic tests are ordered by c1inical staff 

when appropriate." 

18. Plaintiff then appealed to the Central Office in Washington, D.C., in a BP-231(13), 

writing that the problem with timely medication "has gotten worse." At that point, plaintiff had 

missed 54 doses of HIV/AIDS medications due to late refills. He was given a week's supply of 

medication, but it took up to three days to get a refill once he had used the medication. He was 

taking 20 different medications, and for some he received a one-month supply, For the important 

HIV/AIDS medications, he received only one week's supply. Plaintiff stated that he was taking 

6 
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one of the last drug regimens available to him for treatment of HIV/AIDS, and it was critical not 

to miss even one dose. Plaintiff also requested laboratory tests to see if the current drug 

medications were still working, especially in light of his missed doses. 

19. On November 19, 2001, plaintiff filed "an informal attempt to resolve" the dispute 

concerning more missed medications. He stated that the refills took days to obtain, which could 

result in failure of the medications. His correctional counselor replied that he was not able to 

handle the complaint at this level. Plaintiff then filed a request with Defendant Connor to get 

medications in a timely manner. 

20. On December 26, 2001, Plaintiffs father, Kenneth Fritts, wrote to the current 

warden, Defendant Connor, that his son was not receiving proper medical care at the Camp and 

was not receiving prescribed medications. On January 9, 2002, Defendant Connor replied that 

although medication refills may have been delayed, there were only two occasions in the last four 

weeks where medications were not available or plaintiff failed to report to the clinic for 

administration of medications. 

21. On or around March 15, 2002, Plaintiffs parents requested that the federal pub1ic 

defender in Wichita request a compassionate release on behalf of Plaintiff. The public defender 

office also sought to assist Plaintiff with obtaining a transfer to FMC- Rochester. 

22. On April 9, 2002, Harren Watts, the Administrator for National Inmate Appeals, 

granted Plaintifrs administrative appeal and wrote that "medical staff at Leavenworth would 

undertake an evaluation of his current medical situation. Genotyping would be considered if a 

change in medication regime was contemplated." Medical staff was ordered to supply 30 days of 

medication with each refiH and to give him a 90-day supply of medication upon release. 
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23. Plaintiff was not notified of his successful appeal by Leavenworth staff until 

approximately one month later. Far from complying with the order and giving him 30 days 

supply of medications, the Camp ordered plaintiff to report to the "pill line" for each dose. 

Plaintiff was forced to report and to wait in line for each medication, up to two hours per dose. 

Plaintiff missed more medications after April 9, 2002 because of illness. Plaintiff was finally 

tested by the Camp's doctors, who found that his T-cell count had fallen to 39, and his viral load 

had escalated. Plaintiff believes, and upon such information and belief alleges, that the 

Defendants and their employees took virtually no actions to carry out the recommendations 

contained in the above-mentioned letter from Plaintiff's physician or from the Central Office in 

Washington, and that any such actions have been so delayed as to aggravate Plaintifrs medical 

problems. 

24 On April 22, 2002, Dr. Sweet, who treated Plaintiff for many years prior to his 

incarceration and is a specialist dealing with H[V/AIDS, wrote to Defendants that Plaintiff's 

"current status" was a "most serious condition, possibly fatal" and required the attention of an 

HIV/AIDS specialist. Defendant Zych told Plaintiff that the only way Plaintiff would leave the 

Camp early was in a body bag. 

25. Plaintiff was released on May 10, 2002, and his drug regimen was immediately 

modified. Since his release, Plaintiff has been placed on the final and only drug regimen 

currently available for treatment of HIV/ AIDS. 

Legal Claims 
Count I 

26. Defendants, their agents and employees, with knowledge of Plaintiffs medical needs 
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and with deliberate indifference to such medical needs, acted or failed to act in such a way as to 

deprive Plaintiff of necessary and adequate medical care, thus endangering the Plaintiff's health 

and we11-heing. Such acts and omissions of the Defendants violated rights secured to the 

Plaintiff under the Fifth and Eighth Amendments to the United States Constitution. 

27. Defendants, their agents and employees, with knowledge of Plaintiffs medical needs 

and with deliberate indifference to such medical needs, acted or failed to act in such manner as to 

prevent Plaintiff from obtaining needed medical treatment and care, or to prevent needed medical 

treatment and care from reaching the Plaintiff, thus endangering the Plaintiffs health and well

being. Such acts and omissions of the Defendants violated rights secured to the Plaintiff under 

the Fifth and Eighth Amendments to the United States Constitution. 

28. Defendants, their agents and employees, with knowledge of Plaintiffs medical needs 

have a duty under the Fifth and Eighth Amendments to the United States Constitution to provide 

needed medical care to inmates of the Camp in conformity with the standards for de! ivery of such 

medical care in the state of Kansas as a whole. 

29. Defendants, their agents and employees, with knowledge of Plaintifrs medical needs 

or with dehberate indifference to such medical needs, acted or failed to act in such a way as to 

provide medical care to Plaintiff in conformity with the standard for delivery of such medical 

care in the state of Kansas as a whole and have in fact provided medical care which does not 

meet such standards, thus endangering the Plaintiff's health and well-being in violation of rights 

secured to Plaintiff by the Fifth and Eighth Amendments to the United States Constitution. 

30. Defendants, knowing the medical needs of Plaintiff, and knowing also of the 

inadequacies and deficiencies in the medical facilities staffing and procedures at the Camp, have 

9 
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a duty under the Fifth and Eighth Amendments to establish and implement policies, practices and 

procedures designed to assure that Plaintiff receive medical care and treatment in conformity 

with the standards for delivery of such medical care and treatment in the state of Kansas as a 

whole. 

31. Defendants, knowing of Plaintiff's medical condition, and with deliberate 

indifference to the inadequacies and deficiencies in the medical facilities, staffing and procedures 

at the Camp, have failed and neglected to establish and implement policies, practices and 

procedures designed to assure that Plaintiff receive medical treatment and care at the standards in 

the state of Kansas as a whole, or have adopted policies, practices and procedures which 

Defendants knew, or reasonably should have known, would be ineffective in delivering medical 

treatment and care at such standards, thus endangering the Plaintiff's health and well-being in 

violation of rights secured to Plaintiff by the Fifth and Eighth Amendments to the United States 

Constitution. 

32. Defendants, knowing the medical needs of Plaintiff, have a duty under the Fifth and 

Eighth Amendments of the Constitution of the United States to instruct, supervise, and train their 

employees and agents to assure the delivery of medical care to Plaintiff which is consistent with 

the standards of medical care in the state of Kansas as a whole. 

3 3. Defendants, knowing of the medical needs of P Lain ti ff and with <lei iberate 

indifference to such needs, have failed to instruct, supervise, and train their employees and agents 

in such a manner as to assure the delivery of medical care to Plaintiff which is consistent with the 

standards of medical care in the state of Kansas as a whole, thus endangering the Plaintiff's 

health and well-being, in violation of rights secured to Plaintiff by the Fifth and Eighth 

10 
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Amendments to the United States Constitution. 

34. The Defendants' above-mentioned actions or omissions were deliberately negligent, 

recklessly indifferent, or intentional. 

35. As a direct and proximate result of the above-described actions and omissions of 

Defendants, Plaintiff has suffered damages. 

Count II 

36. Defendants, their agents and employees, with knowledge of Plaintiffs medical 

needs, and with deliberate indifference to such medical needs, acted or failed to act in such a way 

as to deprive Plaintiff of necessary and adequate medical care, thus endangering the Plaintiffs 

health and well-being. Such acts and omissions of the Defendants were extreme and outrageous. 

37. Defendants, their agents and employees, with knowledge of Plaintiffs medical 

needs and with deliberate indifference to such medical needs, acted or failed to act in such 

manner as to prevent Plaintiff from obtaining needed medical treatment and care or to prevent 

needed medical treatment and care from reaching the Plaintiff, thus endangering the Plaintiffs 

health and well-being. Such acts and omission of the Defendants were extreme and outrageous 

as defendants converted Plaintiffs 21-month sentence to a death sentence. 

38. In depriving Plaintiff of necessary and essential medical care and treatment, the 

Defendants intentionaJly or recklessly inflicted upon Plaintiff bodily harm. 

39. As a direct or approximate cause of the Defendants' extreme and outrageous 

conduct, Defendants caused severe emotional distress to the Plaintiff. 

40. As a direct or approximate cause of the Defendants' extreme and outrageous 

condud, Plaintiff has suffered damages. 

11 
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WHEREFORE, Plaintiff prays for relief as follows: 

That the Court award damages to Plaintiff~ 

That the Court award punitive damages to Plaintiff; 

That the Defendants be required to pay the legal costs and expenses in this action, 

induding reasonable provision for Plaintiff's attorneys' fees; 

That the Court grant such further and additional relief that is appropriate. 

Respectfully submitted, 

SHAMBERG, JOHNSON & BERGMAN 
CHARTERED 

By Is Karen A. Eager 
Karen A. Eager - #18348 
2600 Grand Boulevard, Suite 550 
Kansas City, MO 64108 
(816) 474-0004 
(816) 474-0003 FAX 
Email: karene@sjblaw.com 

Commerce Plaza One 
7300 West I 10th Street, Suite 757 
Overland Park, KS 66210 
(913) 642-0600 

AND 

B. Kay Huff - # 13982 
Attorney at Law 
I 040 New Hampshire Street 
Lawrence, Kansas 66044 
(785) 832-1944 
(785) 842-6609 FAX 
Email: khuff@1040nh.com 

ATTORNEYS FOR PLAINTIFF 
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DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL 

Plaintiff Monte Fritts, by and through Karen Eager and B. Kay Huff, his undersigned 

attorneys, demands a trial by jury as to al1 issues so triable in this action. 

/s Karen A. Eager 
Karen A. Eager 

13 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

FOR THE DISTRICT OF KANSAS 

MONTE A. FRITTS, 

Plaintiff, 

-vs-

CHRIS ZYCH, Director, Federal Prison 
Camp, Leavenworth, Kansas; M.E. RAY, 
Fonner Warden, USP-Leavenworth; N.L. 
CONNER, Warden, USP-Leavenworth; and 
JUDITH THARP, Medical Officer, Federal 
Prison Camp and USP•Leavenworth, 

Defendants. 

MONTE A. FRITTS, 

Plaintiff, 

v. 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 

Defendant. 

ORDER 

Case No. 03·3377-JWL 

Case No: 04-2300-JWL 

Counsel for the parties listed above have orally confirmed they have settled and 

compromised the claims in this lawsuit. 

ITIS THEREFORE ORDERED that the clerk administratively tenninate this action without 

prejudice to the right" of the paities to reopen the proceedings for good cause shown, for the entry of any 

stipulation or order, or for any other purpose required to obtain a final detennination of the litigation. On 

or before February 28, 2005, the pal.ties shall file a stipulation of dismissal signed by the pm.ties above 
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who have appeared in the action, under Rule 41(a)(l) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. If no such 

stipulation is received within the specified time and the parties have not reopened for the purpose of 

obtaining a final determination, this order shall constitute, for purposes of Rule 58 of the Federal Rules of 

Civil Procedure, the Court's entry of final judgment of dismissal with prejuclice under Rule 41 (a)(2). 

IT IS SO ORDERED. 

Dated this 21st day of January, 2005, at Kansas City, Kansas .. 

s/ John W. Lungstrum 
JOHN W. LUNGSTRUM 
CHIEF DISTRICT JUDGE 
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SHAMBERG, JOHNSON & BERGMAN 

Chartered 

2600 Grand Boulevard 
Suite 550 

Kansas Office: 
Commerce Plaza I 

IOHN E. SHAMBERO•t 

LYNN R. JOHNSON 
VICTOR A. BERGMAN 

JOHN M. PARISI 
STEPHEN N. SIX 

SCOTT E. NUTTER 

KAREN A EAGERt 
AARON M. l<ROLL • 
MATTHEW E. BIRCH 

Kansas City, Missouri 64108 7300 West 110th Street 
Suite 700 

Tel: (816) 474--0004 Overland Park, KS 66210 

-OFCOUNSEl. 
•ADM!Tnll DNU" IN KANSAS 
• AOMJTTID ONU IN MISSOURI 

Mr. J.D. Crook 
U.S. Department of Justice 
Federal Bureau of Prisons 
North Central Regional Office 
Tower 11, 8th Floor 
400 State 
Kansas City, KS 66101-2421 

Re: Monte Fritts 

Dear Mr. Crook: 

Fax: (816) 474-0003 
Email: mail@sjblaw.com 

Website: http://www.sjblaw.com 

December I 5, 2003 

-RECEIVED 

Of C 17 2D03 

LEGAL -
North Central RftioMI Office 

, 

In general, I would refer you to Mr. Fritts' deposition to perpetuate his testimony, where 
the United States was represented by Mr. Christopher Allman. In addition, I would refer you to 
Mr. Fritts' medical records from the Federal Medical Center in Rochester, Minnesota and the 
Leavenworth Prison Camp-all of which are in the custody of the Federal Bureau of Prison. I 
would also refer you to the grievances filed by Mr. Fritts that were part of his administrative 
appeal which was ultimately granted by the Bureau of Prison's Central Office in Washington, 
D.C. 

In reply to your question in paragraph 2, we offer the following: 

( 1) Who departed from the standard of care: 

Dr. Judi th Tharp 
Physicians Assistant Sauderfield 
Physicians Assistant Camps 
Physicians Assistant Witt 
Unknown Physicians Assistant on duty Wednesday evening 10/3/01 
Unknown Physicians Assistant on duty Thursday evening 10/4/01 
Unknown Physicians Assistant on duty Friday evening 10/5/01 
Unknown Physicians Assistant on duty Saturday day 10/6/01 
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Camp Director Chris Zych 
Warden Ray 
Warden Connors 
Pharmacists who failed to dispense medications on dates in question 

(2) When the departure occurred: 

Please refer to the deposition of Monte Fritts and to BOP-8,-9, -10 and-I I forms 
filled out by Mr. Fritts, and to his medical records, all of which are in the BOP' s 
possession. The departure from the standard of care occurred during Mr. Fritts' 
incarceration at the Leavenworth Prison Camp. 

(3) How the departure caused a distinct injury from the "advanced HIV/AIDS" condition: 

Mr. Fritts came to BOP custody in a stable condition. He had been prescribed 
various anti-viral medications commonly known as an AIDS cocktail, to control 
the virus, and per doctor's orders, he was supposed to take these medications upon 
a strict time regimen. Mr. Fritts was doing very well while under the care of 
physicians at the Federal Medical Center in Rochester, Minnesota. Prior to his 
transfer from the Federal Medical Center, physicians there diagnosed Mr. Fritts' 
health as "optimal and stable." Mr. Fritts was transferred to the Leavenworth 
Prison Camp and the medical personnel and staff of the Prison Camp ignored 
medical orders and failed to give Mr. Fritts his medications in a timely manner. 
Medical personnel and staff at the Prison Camp failed to deliver medication to 
Mr. Fritts as prescribed. The daily regimen of anti-viral medication is a critical 
part of the treatment plan for HIV/AIDS. The medications must be taken 
following a strict schedule or it can cause the medications to fail. This is exactly 
what happened to Mr. Fritts. The medical personnel and staff at the Leavenworth 
Prison Camp failed to make medications available to Mr. Fritts according to the 
strict regime required for these medications. As a consequence, these medications 
failed and Mr. Fritts' health was seriously compromised. Mr. Fritts was also on 
strong pain medication, which was abruptly terminated by the Leavenworth Prison 
Camp. 

(4) How appropriate care would have cured Mr. Fritts' condition: 

Mr. Fritts is not claiming that appropriate care would have cured his condition, 
but with proper care, HIV/AIDS can be managed. The medical personnel and 
staff at the Prison Camp failed to give Mr. Fritts more than 60 doses of anti-viral 
medications. The medical personnel and staff at the Leavenworth Prison Camp 
caused or contributed to cause these medications to fail, thus, compromising Mr. 
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Fritts' health and forcing him to the seek out the last regime of medication 
available to him to fight the AIDS disease. The negligent and inappropriate 
medical care received by Mr. Fritts has lessened his medication options, has 
caused him a lost chance of a better recovery and ultimately, decreased his life 
expectancy. 

With respect to your request regarding Mr. Fritts' complaint filed in federal court 
regarding his Fifth and Eighth Amendment rights, I have the following to say. First, you initially 
stated that the United States was "entitled to request basic information" under the CFR 's relating 
to the FTCA. Accordingly, your questions regarding the pending federal complaint are better 
addressed in that forum under proper discovery requests, since your questions concern a pending 
matter. 

A. Who committed malpractice: 

I. Please identify every federal employee who was negligent or committed 
malpractice: 

Dr. Judith Tharp 
Physicians Assistant Sauderfield 
Physicians Assistant Camps 
Physicians Assistant Witt 
Unknown Physicians Assistant on duty Wednesday evening 10/3/01 
Unknown Physicians Assistant on duty Thursday evening 10/4/01 
Unknown Physicians Assistant on duty Friday evening 10/5/01 
Unknown Physicians Assistant on duty Saturday day 10/6/01 
Camp Director Chris Zych 
Warden Ray 
Warden Connors 
Pharmacists who failed to dispense medications on dates in question 

2. Dates when negligent: 

Mr. Fritts believes that there was a pattern of negligence over his incarceration, 
including but not limited to failing to follow doctor's orders, missing medications 
repeatedly, failure to conduct lab tests in a timely manner, and failure to transfer 
him to a facility or specialist more equipped and expert in HIV/AIDS treatment. 
Please refer to deposition of Monte Fritts, medical records of BOP; BOP-8, -9, -
10, -11 grievance forms of Monte Fritts in BOP possession 

3. Identify nature and extent of injuries, separate and distinct from pre-existing 
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HIV/AIDS disease, that were caused by the employee: 

Mr. Fritts was transferred from the Federal Medical Center in Rochester, 
Minnesota in a stable condition. While he was at the Leavenworth Prison Camp, 
he suffered regularly and routinely from diarrhea, from shingles, from fever, from 
vomiting, weight loss, and other conditions. He was in constant pain. His viral 
load escalated and his T-cell count dropped. Before incarceration, he had received 
substantial pain relief medications (the equivalent of 180 mg. of morphine/day). 
The Leavenworth Prison Camp disallowed that, and as a result, Mr. Fritts suffered 
severe pain and severe withdrawal symptoms. He was ordered to receive four 
Tylenol 3 capsules a day, but never did so, allegedly because oflack of personnel 
to dispense the fourth capsule: 

4. For every employee identified in answer to A 1, identify whether an expert has 
provided a written opinion that supports your position that negligence or 
malpractice occurred as a result of the negligent or wrongful conduct. 

Expert testimony is not required as to all matters of negligence in this case as the 
standard is ordinary negligence. It is ordinary negligence to fail to follow a 
physician's order. As to medical providers where expert testimony may be 
required, we do not have a written expert opinion at this time. 

5. Please provide a copy of the written opinion. 

We do not have a written opinion at this time. 

B. What are your damages? 

1. For your federal tort claim, are you requesting $2,075,000 as damages or $2 
million as damages for your injuries? 

Mr. Fritts claim for damages is $2,000,000.00 

2. For the sum certain you provided in your answer to question B 1, please 
identify whether your request includes punitive damages in addition to actual 
damages. 

No. 

3. If your request for damages includes a request for punitive damages, please 
identify the specific sum of punitive damages that you are requesting. 
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Not Applicable. 

4. If your request for damages includes economic damages, please list in detail 
every economic loss you incurred as a result of the negligence or malpractice 
allegedly committed by each employee. 

Medical damages, present and future, present lost earning capacity, and future lost 
earning capacity. The exact amount of these damages will be determined by 
experts to include an economist. Those opinions are not available at this time. 

5. Jfyour request for damages includes a request for noneconomic damages, 
please list in detail every noneconomic loss you incurred as a result of the 
negligence or malpractice allegedly committed by each employee. 

Pain, suffering, disfigurement, mental anguish and loss of enjoyment oflife, both 
present and future. 

Lost chance of a better recovery. 

6. Please provide copies of every medical bill you have incurred following your 
release from confinement that is directly related to the negligence of malpractice 
allegedly committed by such employee. 

We are still gathering all of the relevant documents related to medical bills and 
expenses and will supplement this response. 

C. Statements from witnesses 

1. Any written statements to support allegations that negligence or malpractice 
occurred. 

Statements taken by counsel from witnesses are attorney work product. 

2. Copies of such statements 

See above. 

D. Distinct Injuries caused by defendants 

1. How did Mr. Fritts acquire HIV? 
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Unknown 

2. When was he first diagnosed as suffering from HIV? 

1985 

3. What treatment did he receive for HIV prior to his incarceration in the federal 
prison system? 

Mr. Fritts was not treated for HIV until he received a diagnosis of HIV /AIDS. 

4. What reduction in his CD4 count occurred while he was confined at USP 
Leavenworth Camp? 

Please see Monte Fritts' Medical Records from the Federal Medical Center in 
Rochester, Minnesota and from Leavenworth Prison Camp. 

5. When did he first receive a diagnosis of AIDS? 

January 7, 1996. 

6. What treatment did he receive for AIDS prior to his incarceration in the federal 
prison system? 

Mr. Fritts received treatment from Dr. Sweet which included routine testing and 
monitoring of his immune system and various AIDS cocktail prescriptions. Also 
see Monte Fritts'medical records from the Federal Medical Center in Rochester, 
Minnesota which list the medications on admission. 

7. What viral load was assigned to him prior to h1s incarceration in the federal 
prison system? 

Please see the attached laboratory reports for Monte Fritts from May 8, 2000 to 
November 30, 2000. 

8. What viral load level increase occurred during confinement at USP 
Leavenworth? 

Please see Monte Fritts' Medical Records from the Federal Medical Center in 
Rochester, Minnesota and from Leavenworth Prison Camp. 
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9. What injuries has Mr. Fritts sustained as a result of the alleged failure to 
dispense medications in a timely manner? 

Mr. Fritts developed resistance to the AIDS prescribed medications in part 
because of repeated missed dosages. These missed dosages and developed 
resistance rendered fewer treatment options available to him. 

10. What laboratory tests should have been conducted in a more timely manner? 

Before incarceration, Mr. Fritts underwent monthly testing for CD4 count, viral 
load, liver function, and so forth. Dr. Tran's transfer plan from Federal Medical 
Center in Rochester, Minnesota included "ongoing care follow-up, laboratory tests 
including CD4 count, viral load, liver function tests, creatinine, lipid, and CBC in 
four to six weeks. Leavenworth Prison Camp did not test him until 2/25/02 and 
lab results were apparently lost for some weeks. 

11. What follow-up care do you contend should have been provided in a more 
timely manner to assess or treat his condition while he was confined at USP 
Leavenworth camp? 

Namely, timely dispensation of medicine. Despite Mr. Fritts' complaints, staff 
did not always have his medication at the facility. When Mr. Fritts asked for 
refills of important anti-viral medications, refills sometimes took up to 3 days to 
arrive. Mr. Fritts filed written grievances, and appealed all the way to 
Washington, D.C. Leavenworth Prison Camp was ordered to give him a 30 day 
supply of medication, but instead Mr. Fritts was ordered to the pill line for each 
and every dosage Leavenworth Prison Camp did little or nothing to correct their 
deficiencies in delivery of medication. In addition, Dr. Tharp's failed to order and 
conduct tests to evaluate Mr. Fritts' CD4 count, viral loads, liver function, 
creatinine, lipid and CDC as is the standard of care for an AIDS patient. On or 
about March 15, 2002, Dr. Tharp applied for an urgent transfer on behalf of Mr. 
Fritts to Federal Medical Center in Rochester, Minnesota, but the application was 
lost for approximately 30 days, and Dr. Tharp re-submitted the application on 
April 15, 2002. Before Mr. Fritts was released, he had a discussion with Chris 
Zych about whether Mr. Fritts should go to Federal Medical Center in Rochester, 
Minnesota or try to get treatment from Dr. Sweet or other competent physician 
upon Mr. Fritts' release. Mr. Fritts replied that he wanted whatever treatment he 
could get the quickest. Mr. Zych indicated that release was imminent, so he 
canceled the request for a transfer to Federal Medical Center in Rochester, 
Minnesota. Shortly after canceling the request, Mr. Zych told Mr. Fritts that he 

-
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Enclosures 

would not be released to seek treatment but that the transfer request had been 
canceled. 

12. What ongoing care do you contend should have been provided in a more 
timely manner to assess or treat his condition while he was confined at 
Leavenworth Prison Camp? 

Namely, timely dispensation of medicine. Despite Mr. Fritts' complaints, staff 
did not always have medication at the facility. When Mr. Fritts asked for refills of 
important anti-viral medications, refills sometimes took up to 3 days to arrive. 
Mr. Fritts filed written grievances, and appealed all the way to Washington, D.C. 
Leavenworth Prison Camp was ordered to give him a 30 day supply of 

medication, but instead Mr. Fritts was ordered to the pill line for each and every 
dosage. Leavenworth Prison Camp did little or nothing to correct their 
deficiencies in delivery of medication. On or about March 15, 2002, Dr. Tharp 
applied for an urgent transfer on behalf of Mr. Fritts to Federal Medical Center in 
Rochester, Minnesota, but the application was lost for approximately 30 days, and 
Dr. Tharp re-submitted the application on April 15, 2002. Before Mr. Fritts was 
released, he had a discussion with Chris Zych about whether Mr. Fritts should go 
to Federal Medical Center in Rochester, Minnesota or try to get treatment from 
Dr. Sweet or other competent physician upon Mr. Fritts' release. Mr. Fritts 
replied that he wanted whatever treatment he could get the quickest. Mr. Zych 
indicated that release was imminent, so he canceled the request for a transfer to 
Federal Medical Center in Rochester, Minnesota. Shortly after canceling the 
request, Mr. Zych told Mr. Fritts that he would not be released to seek treatment 
but that the transfer request had been canceled. 

Very truly yours, 

SHAMBERG, JOHNSON & BERGMAN, 
CHARTERED 

By er( e-,/1 C;-
Karen A. Eager 
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U.S. District Court 
District of Kansas (Topeka) 

CIVIL DOCKET FOR CASE#: 5:03-cv-03377-JWL-JPO 

Fritts v. Zych et al 
Assigned to: Chief Judge John W. Lungstrum 
Referred to: Magistrate Judge James P. O'Hara 
Demand: $75000 
Lead Docket: 5:QJ_-cv-033_7_7-JWL-JPQ 

Date Filed: 09/19/2003 
Jury Demand: Plaintiff 
Nature of Suit: 555 Habeas Corpus 
(Prison Condition) 

Cause: 28: 1331 Federal Question: Other Civil Rights 
Jurisdiction: U.S. Government 
Defendant 

Plaintiff 

Monte A. Fritts 

V. 

Defendant 

Chris Zych, Director, Federal Prison 
Camp, Leavenworth, Kansas 

represented by B. Kay Huff 
1040 New Hampshire 
Lawrence, KS 66044 
785-832-1944 
Fax: 785-842-6609 
Email: khuff@l040nh.com 
LEAD ATTORNEY 
ATTORNEY TO BE ,A/QT/CED 

Karen A. Eager 
Shamberg, Johnson & Bergman, Chtd. 
2600 Grand Blvd.-Ste. 550 
Kansas City, MO 64108 
816-4 74-0004 
Fax: 816-474-0003 
Email: keager@sjblaw.com 
LEAD ATTORNEY 
ATTORNEY TO BE NOTICED 

represented by David D Zimmerman 
Office of United States Attorney -
Kansas City 
500 State A venue 
Kansas City, KS 6610 I 
913-551-6730 
Fax: 913-551-6541 
Email: david.zimmerman@usdoj.gov 
ATTORNEY TO BE NOTICED 

https://pacer.ksd.uscourts.gov/cgi-bin/DktRpt.pl ?291514342572827-L 280 0-1 - -
11/29/2004 
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ME Ray, Former Warden, USP
Leavenworth 

represented by David D Zimmerman 
(See above for address) 
ATT0RPlEY TO BE NOTICED 

N L Conner, Warden, USP
Leavenworth 

represented by David D Zimmerman 
(See above for address) 
ATTORNEY 10 BE NOTICED 

Judith Tharp, Medical Officer, 
Federal Prison Camp and USP
Leavenworth 

represented by David D Zimmerman 
(See above for address) 
A ITOR.l·./EY TO BE NOTICED 

Date Filed # Docket Text 

09/19/2003 1 CO!v1PLAIKT filed by Monte A Fritts with jury demand (smnd) 
Modified on 9124/2003 (mh). (Entered: 09/23/2003) 

09/19/2003 2 DESIGKATIO\J OF PLACE OF TRIAL filed by Plaintiff Monte A 
Fritts - trial to be held in Kansas City, Kansas (smnd) (Entered: 
09/23/2003) 

09/19/2003 FILI"\"G FEE PAID in the amount of $150.00, receipt number 100479 
(smnd) (Entered: 09/2.1/2003) 

09/19/2003 Summons Issued as to United States Attorney General and Kansas 
Attorney General(smnd) (Entered: 09/23/2003) 

1012112003 3 MI'KlJl.E ORDER REASSIG~I1\G CASE: Case reassigned to Judge 
John W. Lungstrum for all further proceedings. Senior Judge G. 
Thomas VanBebber no longer assigned to case. Signed by Deputy 
Clerk on 10/21/03. (smnd) (Entered: I 0/21/2003) 

11/17/2003 4 Ml~CTE ORDER REFERRl1\G CASE Lo Magistrate Judge James P. 
O'Hara for all further pretrial proceedings. Signed by deputy clerk on 
11/17/2003. (ses) Modified text on 11/18/2003 (mb). (Entered: 
1 1/ l 712003) 

11/25/2003 5 WAIVER OF SERVICE Returned Executed by Chris Zych. Chris 
Zych waiver sent on 10/16/2003, answer due 12/15/2003. (Eager, 
Karen) (Entered: 11/25/2003) 

11/25/2003 !5 WAIVER OF SERVICE Returned Executed by 1\ L Conner.NL 
Conner v.·aiver sent on 10/16/2003, answer due 12/15/2003. (Eager, 
Karen) (Entered: 11/25/2003) 

11/25/2003 1 WAIVER OF SERVICE Returned Executed by Judith Tharp. Judith 
Tharp waiver sent on 10/16/2003, answer due 12/15/2003. (Eager, 

https:/ /pacer.ksd.uscourts.gov/cgi-binlDktRpt.pl ?2915143425 72827-L 280 0-1 l \/29/2004 
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Karen) (Entered: 11/25/2003) 

12/11/2003 Summons Issued as to U.S. Attorney (smnd) (Entered: 01/09/2004) 

12/15/2003 8 MOTION for Extension of Time to File Answer re 1 Complaint by 
Defendants NL Conner, ME Ray, Judith Tharp, Chris Zych 
(Zimmerman, David) (Entered: 12/15/2003) 

12/16/2003 9 ORDER granting .8 the unopposed motion of defendants for an 
extension to 2/9/2004 to ansv,,er or otherwise respond to plaintiffs 
complaint. Ordered by Magistrate Judge James P. O'Hara. (Order by 
docket-text entry only. No separate order will be issued.)(kg) 
(Entered: 12/16/2003) 

01/07/2004 10 Eric F. Melgren. U.S. Attorney. District of Kansas Summons 
Returned Executed -- Personal Service by Monte A Fritts upon N r, 
Conner served on 12/ l l /2003, answer due 2/9/2004; M E Ray served 
on 12/11/2003, anrn1er due 2/9/2004; Judith Tharp served on 
12/11/2003, answer due 2/9/2004; Chris Zych served on I 2/11/2003, 
answer due 2/9/2004. (Eager, Karen) (Entered: 0 l /0 7 /2 004) 

01/09/2004 11 ORDER SETTING SCHEDULING CONFERENCE: Scheduling 
Conference set for 3/8/2004 at 01 :30 PM before Magistrate Judge 
James P. O'Hara. Report of Parties Planning Meeting deadline 
2/27/2004. Signed by Judge James P. O'Hara on 1/9/04. (mt) 
(Entered: 0 l /09/2004) 

02/09/2004 12 Unopposed MOTION for Extension of Time to File Answer re 1 
Complaint by Defendants NL Conner, ME Ray, Judith Tharp, Chris 
Zych (Zimmerman, David) (Entered: 02/09/2004) 

02/09/2004 13 Order granting the unopposed motion of defendants Chris Zych, Dr. 
Judith Tharp. and t-.1.E. Ray for an extension to March 25, 2004 to 
answer or otherwise respond to plaintiffs complaint [doc. l 2J. 
Ordered by Judge James P. O'Hara on 2/9/04.(This is a TEX!' 
ENTRY ON I. Y. There is no. pd f document associated with this entry) 
(mt) (Entered: 02/09/2004) 

02/13/2004 1_:1 WAIVER OF SERVICE Returned Executed by ME Ray.ME Ray 
\Vaiver sent on 1 J/24/2003, answer due 1/23/2004. (Eager, Karen) 
Modified text on 2.i 1712004 (mb ). (Entered: 02/ l 3/2004) 

03/01/2004 15 MINUTE ORDER. The completed report of parties' planning 
conference was due 2/27/2004. The report has not been timely 
submitted nor has any motion for an extension of time been filed. The 
parties are directed to immediately inform the court of the status of 
the report by sending an e-mail to 

https://pacer .ksd. uscourts.gov/cgi-bin/DktRpt. pl ?29151434257282 7-L _ 280 _ 0-1 11/29/2004 
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ksd_ohara_chambers@ksd.uscourts.gov. Otherwise, the court may 
enter an order to show cause why sanctions should not be imposed. 
Signed by deputy clerk on 3/1/2004. (This is a TEXT ENTRY 
ONLY. There is no.pd[ document associated with this entry)(kg) 
(Entered; 03/0 l /2004) 

03/01/2004 16 Joint MOTION for extension of time For Filing of Report of Parties' 
Planning Conference by Plaintiff Monte A Fritts (Eager, Karen) 
(Entered: 03/01/2004) 

03/02/2004 17 Order granting the joint motion of the parties 16 to extend the 
deadline to submit the Report of the Parties' Planning Conference to 
April 15, 2004, and to reschedule the telephone scheduling 
conference to April 27, 2004, at 10:30 a.m. Signed by Judge James P. 
O'Hara on 3/2/04.(This is a TEXT ENTRY ONLY. There is no.pdf 
document associated V•iith this entry) (mt) (Entered: 03/02/2004) 

03/25/2004 18 MOTION for Extension of Time to File Answer re l Complaint by 
Defendants M E Ray, Judith Tharp, Chris Zych (Zimmerman, David) 
(Entered: 03/25/2004) 

03/26/2004 19 ORDER granting the unopposed motion of defendants Chris Zych, 
M.E. Ray, and Dr. Judith Tharp for an extension of time to April 6, 
2004, to answer or otherwise respond to plaintiff's complaint 18. No 
further extensions of time will be granted. Signed by Judge James P. 
O'Hara on 3/26/04.(This is a TEXT ENTRY ONLY. There is no.pdf 
document associated with this entry) (hw) Modified text on 3/29/2004 
( mb ). (Entered: 03/26/2004) 

04/06/2004 20 ANSWER to Complaint by ME Ray, Judith Tharp, Chris Zych. 
(Zimmerman, David) (Entered: 04/06/2004) 

04/27/2004 21 SCHEDULING ORDER: Mediation deadline 7/26/2004. Discovery 
deadline 9/27/2004. Dispositive motion deadline set for 11/1/2004. 
Proposed Pretrial Order due by 10/15/2004. Final Pretrial Conference 
set for 10/25/2004 at 9:00 AM before Magistrate Judge James P. 
O'Hara. Jury Trial set for 3/1/2005 at 9:30 AM before Chief Judge 
John W. Lungstrum. Signed by Magistrate Judge James P. O'Hara on 
4/27/2004. (kg) (Entered: 04/27/2004) 

05/04/2004 22 Joint MOTION for Protective Order by Plaintiff Monte A Fritts, 
Defendants ME Ray, Judith Tharp, Chris Zych (Zimmerman, David) 
(Entered: 05/04/2004) 

05/05/2004 Minute Entry for proceedings held before Magistrate Judge James P. 
O'Hara: Scheduling Conference held on 4/27/2004. (THIS IS AN 
ENTRY FOR STATISTICAL PURPOSES ONLY. There is no.pdf 
document associated with this entry) (kg) Modified text on 5/6/2004 

https:/ /pacer.ksd.uscourts.gov/cgi-bin/DktRpt.pl?29 l 514342572827-L _ 280 _ 0-1 11/29/2004 
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(mb). (Entered: 05/05/2004) 

05/10/2004 23 PROTECTIVE ORDER AND ORDER granting 22 motion for 
protective order. SEE ORDER FOR DETAILS. Signed by Judge 
James P. O'Hara on 5/10/04. (mt) Modified file date and text on 
5/10/2004 (mb). Modified on 5/10/2004 (mb). (Entered: 05/07/2004) 

05/11/2004 24 NOTICE OF SERVICE by Monte A Fritts of Plaintiffs Initial Rule 
26(a)( 1) Disclosures (Eager, Karen) (Entered: 05/l 1 /2004) 

05/12/2004 25 CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE by ME Ray, Judith Tharp, Chris Zych 
of Defendant's Initial Disclosures. (Zimmerman, David) (Entered: 
05/12/2004) 

06/08/2004 26 Unopposed MOTION for extension of time to file Motion to Dismiss 
by Defendants ME Ray, Judith Tharp, Chris Zych (Zimmerman, 
David) (Entered: 06/08/2004) 

06/09/2004 27 ORDER granting 26 unopposed motion of the defendants for an 
extension to 6/10/2004 to file their motion to dismiss. Ordered by 
Magistrate Judge James P. O'Hara on 6/9/2004.(This is a TEXT 
ENTRY ONLY. There is no.pelf document associated with this entry) 
(kg) (Entered: 06/09/2004) 

06/10/2004 28 MOTION to Dismiss by Defendants ME Ray, Judith Tharp, Chris 
Zych (Zimmerman, David) (Entered: 06/10/2004) 

06/10/2004 29 MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT of28 MOTION to Dismiss by 
Defendants ME Ray, Judith Tharp, Chris Zych (Zimmerman, David) 
(Entered: 06/10/2004) 

06/25/2004 30 MEDIATION MINUTE ORDER· Upon review of the confidential 
settlement statements submitted to the court by the parties, the court 
vacates the July 26, 2004 deadline for mediation established in the 
April 27, 2004 Scheduling Order. Ordered by Magistrate Judge James 
P, O'Hara on 6/25/2004. (This is a TEXT ENTRY ONLY. There is 
no. pd f document associated with this entry )(kg) (Entered: 
06/25/2004) 

06/28/2004 31 Unopposed MOTION for extension of time for Filing of Rule 26(a) 
(2) Expert Disclosures by Plaintiff Monte A Fritts (Eager, Karen) 
(Entered: 06/28/2004) 

06/29/2004 32 Order granting the unopposed motion of plaintiff 31 for an extension 
to July 13, 2004, for plaintiff to serve his Rule 26(a)(2) expert 
disclosure and to August 13, 2004, for defendants to serve their Rule 
26(a)(2) expert disclosure. Signed by Magistrate Judge James P. 
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O'Hara on 6/29/04.(This is a TEXT ENTRY ONLY. There is no.pdf 
document associated with this entry) (mt) (Entered: 06/29/2004) 

07/01/2004 33 MEMORANDUM in Opposition by Plaintiff Monte A Fritts re 2.8 
MOTION to Dismiss (Eager, Karen) (Entered: 07/01/2004) 

07/13/2004 34 NOTICE OF SERVICE by Monte A Fritts of Plaintiffs Rule 26(a)(2) 
Expert Disclosure (Eager, Karen) (Entered: 07/13/2004) 

07/21/2004 35 Joint MOTION to Consolidate Cases and Temporarily Stay 
Proceedings by Defendants N L Conner, M E Ray, Judith Tharp, 
Chris Zych, Plaintiff Monte A Fritts (Zimmerman, David) (Entered: 
07/21/2004) 

07/26/2004 36 Unopposed MOTION for Extension of Time to File Reply as to 28 
MOTION to Dismiss by Defendants ME Ray, Judith Tharp, Chris 
Zych (Zimmerman, David) (Entered: 07/26/2004) 

07/27/2004 37 ORDER entered granting JS. Motion to Consolidate Case with 04-
2300-KHV and referring to Magistrate Judge James O'Hara the 
portion of the motion requesting a temporary stay of proceedings. 
Signed by Judge John W. Lungstrum on 07/27/04. (mh) (Entered: 
07/27/2004) 

07/27/2004 39 MINUTE ORDER DESIGNATING LEAD CASE. 
***REGARDING CONSOLIDATED CASES #03-3377-JWL and 
#04-2300-JWL: As of07/27/04, unless otherwise directed, ALL E-
FILINGS SHOULD BE MADE IN THE DESIGNATED LEAD 
CASE ONLY. Questions should be directed to the Clerk's Office. 
Designated lead case is #03-3377-JWL. Signed by deputy clerk on 
07 /27 /04. (This is a TEXT ENTRY ONLY. There is no.pdf document 
associated with this entry)(mg) (Entered: 07/30/2004) 

07/28/2004 38 ORDER granting defendant's motion 35 to stay the proceedings in 
Case No. 03-3377 until defendant has filed an answer in consolidated 
Case No. 04-2300. Defendant is directed to contact the courtroom 
deputy at (913) 551-6710 once an answer is on file so that the court 
may set the scheduling conference. Signed by Magistrate Judge James 
P. O'Hara on 7/28/04.(This is a TEXT ENTRY ONLY. There is 
no.pdf document associated with this entry) (hw) (Entered: 
07/28/2004) 

08/02/2004 40 REPLY to Response to Motion by Defendants ME Ray, Judith 
Tharp, Chris Zych re: 28 MOTION to Dismiss (Zimmerman, David) 
(Entered: 08/02/2004) 

08/30/2004 41 ANSWER to Complaint by United States of America.(Zimmerman, 

https://pacer .ksd. uscourts. gov/ cgi-bin/D ktRpt. pl ?2 91514 34 2 5 7282 7 -L _ 2 8 0 _ 0-1 11/29/2004 
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David) (Entered: 08/30/2004) 

09/07/2004 42 ORDER SETTING SCHEDULING CONFERENCE: Scheduling 
Conference set for 10/12/2004 at 09:00 AM before \1agistrate Judge 
James P. O'Hara. Report of Parties Planning Meeting dead I ine 
10/1/2004. Signed by \.1agistrate Judge James P. O'Hara on 9/7 /04. 
(mt) (Entered: 09/07/2004) 

09/07/2004 43 A\.1ENDED INITIAL ORDER REGARDING PLA~ING AND 
SCIIEDCLING: This amended order corrects order 42 filed 
September 7, 2004 in which the date and signature of Judge James P. 
O'Hara was inadvertently omitted. This amended order should be 
substituted for order 42. Signed by :vtagistrate Judge James P. O'Hara 
on 917 !04. (mt) \.1odificd text on 9/8/2004 (mb ). (Entered: 
09/07/2004) 

09/15/2004 44 ORDER granting 36 ~fotion for Extension of Time to File Reply to 
28 MOTION to Dismiss. Signed by Judge John W. Lungstrum on 
09/15/2004. (This is a TEXT ENTRY ONLY. There is no.pdf 
document associated with this entry) (ses) (Entered: 09/15/2004) 

09/15/2004 45 \.1EY1ORANDL'.\.1 /\ND ORDER granting in part and denying in part 
28 \.1otion to Dismiss. SEE ORDER FOR DETAILS. Signed by 
Judge John \V. Lungstrum on 09/15/2004. (ses) \1odified text on 
9/16/2004 (mb). ( Entered: 09/15/2004) 

10/12/2004 46 SCHEDLLING ORDER: \.1ediation deadline 1/19/05; Discovery 
deadline 4/19/05; Dispositive motion dl'adlinc 6/2/05; Proposed 
Pretrial Or<ll'r due by 4/29/2005; Final Pretrial Conference set for 
5/9/2005 at 9:00 AM before \.1agistrate Judge James P. O'Hara. Jury 
trial set for 9:30 A\.1 on 10/3/05 beforl' Judge Lungstrum. Signed by 
:vtagistratl' Judge James P. O'Hara on 10/12/2004. (kg) Modified text 
on 10/ 1 3 /2 004 ( m b). (Entered: 10/1 2/2004) 

10/12/2004 Minute Entry for proceedings held before \.1agistrate Judge James P. 
O'Hara: Scheduling Conference held on 10/12/2004 (TEXT ENTRY 
FOR STATISTICAL PCRPOSES ONLY. There is no.pdf document 
associated with this entry) (kg) (Entered: 10/12/2004) 

10/15/2004 47 STIPULATION of Dismissal of Defendant Warden N.L. Conner, 
Deceased by NL Conner, Monte A. Fritts,~ E Ray, Judith Tharp, 
United States of America, Chris Zych. (Eager, Karen) (Entered: 
10/15/2004) 

10/18/2004 18 Joint MOTION for Protective Order, Amended to Govern the 
Consolidated Cases, by Defendants \.1 E Ray, Judith Tharp, Chris 
Zych, Consol Interested Oft Cnited States of America (Zimmerman, 
David) Modified text on I 0/20/2004 (mb). (Entered: 10/18/2004) 
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10/19/2004 49 AMENDED PROTECTIVE ORDER and order granting ::l8 motion 
for protective order. SEE ORDER FOR DETAILS. Signed by 
Magistrate Judge James P. O'Hara on l 0/19/04. (mt) Modified text on 
l 0/20/2004 (mb). (Entered: 10/J 9/2004) 

10/19/2004 50 ORDER. Effective October 8, 2004, the judges of this court approved 
a revised standardized form of final pretrial order. Irrespective of the 
pretrial order form that may have been referenced in the scheduling 
order or previously provided by the court, the proposed pretrial order 
which is due to be submitted prior to the final pretrial conference in 
this case shall be in the new standardized form, which may be 
downloaded from the court's internet website, at 
www.ksd.uscourts.gov. If you do not have access to the court's 
website, please contact Kathy Grant, Judge O'Hara's administrative 
assistant, at 913-551-6710. Signed by Magistrate Judge James P. 
O'Hara on 10/19/2004. (This is a TEXT ENTRY ONLY. There is 
no.pdf document associated with this entry)(kg) (Entered: 
10/J 9/2004) 

11/04/2004 51 CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE by ME Ray, Judith Tharp, United 
States of America, Chris Zych Re: Rule 26 Initial Disclosures in 
Consolidated Cases (Zimmerman, David) (Entered: 11/04/2004) 

11/10/2004 52 CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE by ME Ray, Judith Tharp, United 
States of America, Chris Zych of Defendants' First Requests For 
Production of Documents, First Set of Interrogatories, and First 
Requests For Admissions (Zimmerman, David) Modified text on 
11/12/2004 (mb ). (Entered: 11/ l 0/2 004) 

11/15/2004 53 Unopposed MOTION for extension of time to Respond to Settlement 
Offer by Defendants NL Conner, ME Ray, Judith Tharp, Chris Zych, 
Consol Interested Dft United States of America (Zimmerman, David) 
(Entered: I 1 / 15 /2 004) 

11/15/2004 54 Order granting the unopposed motion 5.3. of the defendants for an 
extension to November 30, 2004, to respond to plaintiffs settlement 
proposal. Signed by Magistrate Judge James P. O'Hara on 11/15/04. 
(This is a TEXT ENTRY ONLY. There is no.pdf document 
associated with this entry) (mt) (Entered: 11 / 15 /2 004) 

11/23/2004 55 NOTICE OF SERVICE by Monte A. Fritts of Plaintiffs Rule 26(a) 
(1) Disclosures. (This Notice was inadvertently filed on 11/04/04 in 
the consolidated member case, #04-2300, and is being re-filed in the 
lead case at direction of the Court.) (mg) (Entered: 11/23/2004) 

11/23/2004 56 NOTICE OF SERVICE by Monte A. Fritts of Plaintiffs First Request 
for Production of Documents and Plaintiffs First Set of 
Interrogatories to Defendant Ray (Eager, Karen) (Entered: 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
DISTRICT OF KANSAS 

Monte A. Fritts, 

Plaintiff, 

v. Case No. 03-3377-JWL 

Chris Zych; M.E. Ray; 
N.L. Connor; and Dr. Judith Tharp, 

Defendants. 

MEMORANDUM & ORDER 

Plaintiff filed this civil rights action asserting claims arising out of his incarceration in the 

Federal Prison Camp at Leavenworth, Kansas. Specifically, plaintiff, an individual with advanced 

HIV/AIDS, alleges that defendants denied him access to adequate and competent medical treatment 

and care; that defendants failed and refused to carry out or complete physicians' treatment plans 

and orders; and that defendants failed and refused to deliver prescribed medications. In that regard, 

plaintiff brings claims against Chris Zych, the Director of the Federal Prison Camp at 

Leavenworth; M.E. Ray, former Warden at the United States Penitentiary at Leavenworth; N.L. 

Connor, former Warden at the United States Penitentiary at Leavenworth; and Dr. Judith Tharp, 

medical officer at the Federal Prison Camp, in their individual capacities pursuant to Bivens v. Six 

Unknown Named Agents, 403 U.S. 388 (1971), for the violation of plaintiffs Fifth and Eighth 

Amendment rights. 

1his matter is presently before the court on defendants Mr. Zych, Warden Ray and Dr. 

Tharp's motion to dismiss plaintiffs complaint pursuant to Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 



l 2(b )( 6) ( doc. # 28). 1 As set forth in more detail below, the motion is granted with respect to 

plaintiffs Fifth Amendment claim and JS denied with respect to plaintiffs Eighth Amendment 

claim. 

Background 

The following facts are taken from plaintiff's complaint and the court, for purposes of 

analyzing defendants' motion to dismiss, assumes the truth of these facts. From September 2001 

through May 2002, plaintiff Monte Fritts was incarcerated at the Federal Prison Camp at 

Leavenworth, Kansas. At the time he arrived at the Camp, plaintiff had advanced HIV/AIDS and was 

taking a combination of antiviral medications commonly referred to as an "AIDS cocktail." 

According to plaintiff, the AIDS cocktail must be administered at strictly prescribed times 

throughout the day (without missing doses); otherwise, the drugs can be rendered ineffective. 

Plaintiff alleges that the Federal Medical Center, Rochester (FMC-Rochester) transferred to the 

Camp plaintiffs medical charts which included specific instructions that plaintiff continue to 

receive his medications, including the AIDS cocktail and narcotic pain medication, as prescribed. 

The ''transfer plan" also stated that plaintiff was to receive "ongoing care, follow-up, laboratory 

tests." 

According to plaintiff, the medical staff at the Camp, including Dr. Tharp, immediately 

stopped providing plaintiff with the narcotic pain medication and substituted Tylenol 3 for 

1Defendant N.L. Connor is now deceased. 
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plaintiff's pam. In addition, the medical staff failed to regularly and timely dispense plaintiff's 

AIDS cocktail. According to plaintiff, the Camp delayed in refilling his prescriptions and required 

him to pick up his medications in the "medication line," something that plaintiff was often unable 

to do because his physical condition left him unable to leave his bed. He alleges that he missed 

"dozens of doses" of the critical medicines despite numerous complaints to obtain his medications 

in a timely, consistent manner. Plaintiff further alleges that Dr. Tharp failed to monitor plaintiff's 

medical situation through the use of laboratory tests that would have shown that plaintiff's 

condition was deteriorating. According to plaintiff, such monitoring (including measuring an 

individual's CT4 count and viral loads) is critical for individuals with AIDS to ensure that the 

current medication regime is effective. 

ln October 2001, plaintiff filed a formal complaint with Warden Ray alleging that he was 

not getting his medications in a timely manner and that he had missed six days out of the last eight 

days of medication. He complained that his prescriptions were not getting refilled. He 

complained of severe pam. He advised Warden Ray that it was a "life or death" situation for 

plaintiff and he requested laboratory testing to ascertain whether the medications were still 

working. Although Warden Ray responded to plaintiffs complaint, he did not address plaintiff's 

concerns about receiving his antiviral medications. Ultimately, plaintiff appealed to the Central 

Office in Washington, D.C. By that time, plaintiff had missed 54 doses of his antiviral 

medications due to late refills coupled with the Camp's practice of providing plaintiff with only 

a week's supply of medicine at one time. He emphasized in his appeal the importance of not 

missing any doses in his medication regime. 

3 



In March 2002, Dr. Tharp requested an "urgent transfer" to FMC-Rochester for the "rescue 

management'' of plaintiff. Plaintiff alleges that Mr. Zych ignored the request and failed to submit 

the request to FMC-Rochester. One month later, Dr. Tharp requested another urgent transfer of 

plaintiff. This request was similarly ignored. 

In April 2002, plaintiff's appeal was granted and the medical staff at the Camp was ordered 

to supply 30 days of medication with each refill and to give plaintiff a 90-day supply of medication 

upon release. However, plaintiff alleges that the Camp did not notify him about his successful 

appeal until one month later and that the Camp refused to follow the directive of the Central 

Office. According to plaintiff, the Camp forced plaintiff to wait in line for each dose of 

medication, sometimes forcing him to wait up to two hours per dose. Finally, plaintiff received 

the laboratory testing that he had requested on numerous occasions and the tests revealed that his 

viral load had escalated and his T-cell count had dropped. According to plaintiff, his deteriorating 

health was a direct result of defendants' failure to provide adequate medical care to him. 

Plaintiff was released from the Camp on May 10, 2002. 

Sovereign Immunity 

As an initial matter, defendants move to dismiss plaintiff's complaint in its entirety 

because, according to defendants, plaintiff's claims are asserted against defendants only in their 

official capacities. In support of this argument, defendants rely on plaintiff's allegations that each 

defendant is "sued individually for his [ or her] actions while acting m his [ or her] official 

capacity." See Complaint ,i,i 4-7. In response, plaintiff concedes that his pleading "may have been 

4 



more artfully stated," but he emphatically asserts that he intended to sue defendants only in their 

individual capacities. The court construes plaintiffs complaint as asserting claims against the 

individual defendants m their individual capacities. While the phrase "acting in his official 

capacity" is "best understood as a reference to the capacity in which the ... officer is sued," see 

Hafer v. Melo, 50 2 U.S. 21, 26 (1991 ), the court is umvilling to conclude from this isolated 

phrase in plaintiff's complaint that he intended to sue the individual defendants in their official 

capacities. Read in its entirety, plaintiffs complaint contains ample allegations that the individual 

defendants violated the United States Constitution under color of federal law or authority such that 

the inclividuals should be held liable in their individual capacities. See Dry v. United States, 235 

F.3d 1249, 1255 (10th Cir. 2000) ("Under Bivens, an individual has a cause of action against a 

federal official in his individual capacity for damages arising out of the official's violation of the 

United States Constitution under color of federal law or authority.") (citing Applewhite v. United 

States Air Force, 995 F.2d 997, 999 n.8 (I 0th Cir. 1993)). Thus, the court rejects defendants' 

sovereign immunity argument. See Pleasant v. Loveii, 876 F.2d 787, 793 (10th Cir. 1989) 

(sovereign immunity does not bar suit for damages against a federal agent in his inclividual capacity 

acting under color of federal authority, insofar as certain constitutional claims are alleged). 

Eighth Amendment Claim 

Defendants move to dismiss plaintiffs Eighth Amendment claim on the grounds that the 

allegations in plaintiffs complaint fail to state a claim under the Eighth Amendment. Deliberate 

indifference to a prisoner's serious medical needs constitutes "unnecessary and wanton infliction 
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of pain" in violation of the Eighth Amendrrent. See Estelle v. Gamble, 429 U.S. 97, 104 (1976). 

Thus, to establish a facial claim, a plaintiff must show that he has a serious medical need and that 

the defendants were deliberately indifferent to that need. Plaintiff's complaint easily satisfies this 

standard. 

A medical need is serioll5 if it has been diagnosed by a doctor, or if it would be obvious to 

a layperson that medical intervention was needed. Thompson v. Gibson, 289 F .3d 1218, 1222 

( I 0th Cir. 2002). Any layperson reading the allegations in plaintiffs complaint would conclude 

that plaintiff has a serious medical need. He alleges that he suffers from the AIDS virus, that he 

is required to take a variety of medications to combat his condition and that his failure to take his 

medications as prescribed can result in infection and, ultimately, death. Plaintiff, then, has 

satisfied the first prong of his claim. See, e.g., Holcomb v. Briley, 2004 WL 816778, at *3 (N.D. 

Ill Mar. 3, 2004) (plaintiff satisfied serious medical need element of claim by alleging that he 

suffered from AIDS and needed to take a variety of medications); Soto v. lacavino, 2003 WL 

21281762, at *l (S.D.N.Y. June 4, 2003) (plaintiff satisfied serious medical need element of 

claim by alleging HIV-positive status and need for medication); Rivera v. Alvarado, 240 F. Supp. 

2d 136, 142 (D.P.R. 2003) (AIDS diagnosis constitutes serious medical need); Taylor v. Barnett, 

105 F. Supp. 2d 483, 487 (E.D. Va. 2000) (inmates suffering from AIDS virus have serious 

medical needs). 

The court turns, then, to the issue of whether plaintiff's complaint adequately shows that 

defendants were deliberately indifferent to plaintiff's condition. A prison official is deliberately 

indifferent when he "knows of and disregards an excessive risk to inmate health or safety." 
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Farmer v. Brennan, 511 U.S. 825, 837 (1994). Deliberate indifference has both objective and 

subjective elements. An official must be aware of facts that objectively suggest an inference that 

a substantial risk of serious harm exists, and the official must subjectively draw that inference. 

Id. Subjective awareness can be inferred if the risk of harm is obvious. Hope v. Pelzer, 536 U.S. 

730, 738 (2002). Therefore, plaintiff must allege sufficient facts to show that defendants were 

both objectively and subjectively aware of a substantial risk of serious harm and that they failed 

to take reasonable measures to abate it. See MacKay v. Farnsworth, 48 F.3d 491, 492 (10th Cir. 

1995). 

Plaintiff alleges that each of the defendants knew that he had AIDS and that he was not 

rece1vrng his medications as prescribed but made no attempt to remedy the situation despite 

plaintiffs repeated requests. I le further alleges that Dr. Tharp, with knowledge that plaintiff was 

not receiving his medications as prescribed, failed to monitor his medical situation and failed to 

conduct laboratory tests in direct violation of the Transfer Plan created by the Federal Medical 

Center in Rochester. Plaintiff also alleges that Mr. Zych, on two occasions, failed to act upon Dr. 

Tharp\; request for an "urgent transfer" to have plaintiff transferred out of the camp for "rescue 

management." Finally, plaintiff alleges that he complained to Warden Ray that he was not 

receiving his medications in a timely manner; that he was missing doses; that his presc,iptions 

were not being refilled; and that the situation was "life or death" to him According to plaintiff, 

Warden Ray, in responding to plaintiffs complaint, wholly ignored the issue of plaintiffs antiviral 

medication. These allegations arc sufficient to support the inference that defendant<; were both 

objectively and subjectively aware of a substantial risk to plaintiff's health and failed to take 
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reasonable measures to reduce that risk. See Montgomery v. Pinchak, 294 F.3d 492, 500-01 (3rd 

Cir. 2002) (plaintiff stated prima facie case of deliberate indifference to serious medical 

condition where plaintiff alleged that defendants refused to provide him with antiviral medication, 

refused to perform laboratory blood work and refused to provide him with prescription medication 

refills that were necessary for treating plaintiffs HIV condition); Holcomb, 2004 WL 8 I 6778, 

at *3. 

Warden Ray and Mr. Zych also contend that plaintiff's Eighth Amendment claim must be 

dismissed as to them because plaintiff has not sufficiently alleged that these defendants personally 

participated in any alleged constitutional violation See Steele v. Federal Bureau of Prisons, 355 

F.3d 1204, 1214 (10th Cir. 2003) (plaintiff must allege direct, personal participation on behalf 

of individual defendant in order to establish Bivens liability). The court disagrees. Plaintiff has 

alleged that he submitted a grievance to Warden Ray in which he complained that he was not 

getting his medication in a timely manner; that he had missed nwnerous doses; that his 

prescriptions were not being refilled; and that the situation was "life or death" to him in light of 

his condition. According to plaintiff, Warden Ray responded to his grievance but, in doing so, 

failed to address these specific issues raised by plaintiff; rather, Warden Ray addressed only 

plaintiff's request for narcotic pain medication and his request for laboratory testing. With 

respect to Mr. Zych, plaintiff has alleged that he deliberately ignored two "urgent transfer" 

requests submitted by Dr. Tharp for "rescue management'' of plaintiff. At a rnin.i.murn, then, 

plaintiff's allegations are sufficient to show Warden Ray's and Mr. Zych's actual knowledge of and 

acquiescence in the alleged constirutional deprivations. No more is required from plaintiff. See 
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Cimino v. Rowe, 1999 WL 228178, *2 (I 0th Cir. Apr. 20, 1999) ("A supervisor will not be held 

liable for the unconstitutional acts of her subordinates absent proof of actual knowledge and 

acquiescence in the constitutional deprivations.") (Bivens suit) (citing Woodward v. City of 

Worland, 977 F.2d 1392, 1400 (10th Cir. 1992) (section 1983 suit)). 

Qualified Immunity 

Defendants also assert that they are entitled to qualified immunity with respect to plaintiWs 

Eighth Amendment claims. Qualified immunity protects government officials performing 

discretionary functions from individual liability under Bivens unless their conduct violates "clearly 

established statutory or constitutional rights of which a reasonable person would have known." 

Wilson v. Layne, 526 U.S. 603, 609 (1999) (quoting Harlow v. Fitzgerald, 457 U.S. 800, 818 

(1982)). The purpose of qualified immunity is to avoid excessive disruption of governmental 

functions and to dispose of frivolous claims in the early stages of litigation. Saucier v. Katz, 533 

U.S. 194, 201 (2001). The Supreme Court has reiterated that qualified immunity gives officials 

"a right, not merely to avoid 'standing trial,' but also to avoid the burdens of 'such pretrial matters 

as discovery."' Behrens v. Pelletier, 516 U.S. 299, 308 (1996) (quoting Mitchell v. Forsyth, 472 

U.S. 511, 526 (l 985)). Consequently, the Supreme Court has explained "that courts should resolve 

the 'purely legal question,' Siegert v. Gilley, 500 U.S. 226, 232 ( 1991 ), raised by a qualified 

immunity defense 'at the earliest possible stage in litigation."' Albright v. Rodriguez, 51 F.3d 

1531, 1534 (10th Cir. 1995)(quoting Hunter v. Bryant, 502 U.S. 224,227 (1991)). 

In evaluating a claim for qualified irnmuruty, the court must first determine whether the 
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facts alleged, considered in the light most favorable to the plaintiff, state the violation of a 

constitutional right. People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals v. Rasmussen, 298 F .3d 1198, 

1207 (I 0th Cir. 2002). If so, the court must go on to determine whether the constitutional right 

was clearly established at the time of injury. Id. If the answer to either of these questions is no, 

the defendant is entitled to qualified immunity. Id. As explained above, the court concludes that 

plaintiff has stated a claim for a violation of the Eighth Amendment. Thus, the court addresses 

whether the constitutional right was clearly established at the time of injwy-an issue that ~ easily 

resolved in favor of plaintiff Indeed, it is beyond dispute that the law was clearly established with 

respect to plaintiffs claims that defendants were deliberately indifferent to his serious medical 

needs. See Olsen v. Layton Hills Mall, 312 F.3d 1304, 1315 (10th Cir. 2002) (the right to 

custodial medical care ~ clearly established) ( citing Estelle v. Gambf e, 429 U.S. 97, 106 (1976)); 

Garrett v. Stratman, 254 F.3d 946, 949 (10th Cir. 2001) ("A prison official violates an inmate's 

clearly established Eighth Amendment rights if he acts with deliberate indifference to an inmate's 

serious medical needs."). Defendants, then, have not shown that they are entitled to qualified 

immunity. 

Fifth Amendment Claim 

Defendants move to dismiss plaintiffs Fifth Amendment claim on the grolDlds that the 

claim is based on the same allegations as plaintiffs Eighth Amendment claim and, tlms, the claim 

is duplicative of plaintiff's Eighth Amendment claim Defendants are correct. In his complaint, 

plaintiff alleges that defendants' "deliberate indifference" to plaintiffs medical needs and their 
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delay in providing medical treatment to plamtiff violated plaintiffs Fifth Amendment rights as well 

as his Eighth Amendment rights. See, e.g., Cornpl. ri] 26-27. Faced with similar allegations, the 

Tenth Circuit has rejected attempts to characterize such claims under the Fifth Amendment and 

has construed such claims as Eighth Amendment claims. See Oxendine v. Kaplan, 241 F.3d 

1272, 1275 & n.6 (10th Cir. 2001) (although plaintiffs complaint referenced Due Process Clause 

of Fifth Amendment, his complaint was more accurately characterized as an Eighth Amendment 

claim. where plaintiff complained of inadequate medical treatment and delay in obtaining medical 

assistance). Thus, to the extent plaintiff asserts claims under the Fifth Amendment for 

defendants' alleged failure to provide adequate medical care and their deliberate indifference to 

his medical needs, those claims are dismissed with prejudice. 

Plaintiff urges, however, that his Fifth Amendment claim is actually based on defendants' 

obstruction of plaintiffs efforts to utilize the BOP grievance procedures that he is required to use 

prior to filing suit in federal court. According to plaintiff, he had difficulty obtaining the proper 

forms necessary to file his grievance and, when he ultimately won his grievance, defendants did 

not advise him that his appeal was successful and they ignored the "directives" of the favorable 

decision, Plaintiff asserts that these facts are sufficient to state a claim under the Fifth 

Amendment for a violation of plaintiff's substantive due process rights as well as his procedural 

due process rights. The court disagrees. With respect to plaintiff's allegations that defendants did 

not advise him that his appeal was successful and ignored the directives of the decision, plaintiff 

contends in his complaint that defendants' conduct "aggravated Plaintiffs medical problems" by 

further delaying adequate medical care. These allegations, then, are governed by the standards of 
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the Eighth Amendment. See Oxendine, 241 F.3d at 1275 & n.6. 

With respect to plaintiffs allegation that he had difficulty obtaining the proper fonns (an 

allegation which does not appear in plaintiff's complaint but is made only in response to 

defendants' motion), the allegation simply does not indicate that defendants denied plaintiff due 

process. Significantly, plaintiff does not allege the narure of the difficulty he encountered and he 

does not suggest that defendants were responsible for the difficulty. In any event, even assuming 

defendants obstructed plaintiff's access to the requisite forms, he ultimately obtained the fonns 

(and, in light of his allegation that he filed his grievance a mere 20 days after aniving at the Camp, 

did so quickly) and successfully pursued his appeal within a matter of months. Any delay that 

plaintiff experienced in obtaining the forms, then, does not constitute a cause of action. See 

Mitchell v. Keane, 974 F. Supp. 332, 343 (S.D.N.Y. 1997) (dismissing inmate's due process 

claims based on allegations that he was denied access to grievance system where inmate was able 

to file grievances and received responses to those grievances). 

For the foregoing reasons, the court grants defendants' motion to dismiss plaintiff's Fifth 

Amendment claims. 

IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED BY THE COURT THAT defendants' motion to dismiss 

( doc. #28) is granted in part and denied in part. 

IT IS SO ORDERED this 15th day of September, 2004. 
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s/ John W. L@gstnnn 
John W. Lungstrum 
United States District Judge 
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May 11, 2004 

David Zinnnennan, Assistant U.S. Attorney 
United States Attorney's Office 
District of Kansas 
500 State Ave., Room 360 
Kansas City, KS 661 01 

Re: Fritts v. Chris Zych, Warden M.E. Ray, Warden N. L. Connor, and Dr. Judith 
Tharp 
Case No.: 03-3377-GTV 

Dear Mr. Zimmerman: 

Pursuant to the Scheduling Order in the above referenced matter, I am submitting this 
settlement demand in the amount of $850,000.00 on behalf of my client, Monte Fritts. I believe 
that this demand is reasonable and will hopefully result in a good faith offer of settlement from 
defendants. 

I look forward to your timely response. 

Sincerely, 

SHAMBERG, JOHNSON & BERGMAN, 

CH;:;;_;g [ -
By: r l p 7 
Karen A. Eager 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

F_O_R_TH_E ___ DISTRICT OF KANSAS 

VINCENT EDWARD INGRAM ) 

PLAINTIFF, 

V. 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

) 

) 

) 

) 

DEFENDANT, ) 

) _____________ ) 

: ll, l,·,Jrk 

g,.::,_~lllf,W-~De~uty 

COMPLAINT UNDER 
TORT CLAIMS ACT 

PLAINTIFF VINCENT i. INGRAM, Complains against Defendant, 

United States of America, alleges: 

JURISDICTION 

1. The jurisdiction of thia Court ie based upon the Federal Tart 

claim Act, 2BU.S.C.§1346(b), 2671-2680 end 28 U.S.C.§1331. 

2.Plaintiff Vincent E. Ingram ie a citizen of the United States 

of Amarice end currently incarcerated et the United Statea Pen

itentiary, Terre Haute, Indiana doing a term of life imprisonment 

for interstate travel to comit a crime of violence. 

3. Plaintiff Vincent E. Ingram filed hia original administrative 

claim with the Fedral Bureau of Prisons, North Central Regional 

office, Kansas City, Keneae, signed, dated, and mailed on November 

5, 2•04, and received by North Central Regional office on November 

s, 2004, and assigned Administrative claim number TRT-NCR-2005-
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00544 ea required by 28 U.S.C. §2675(a). A copy of the letter 

receipting the claim, dated November 16,2004 is attached hereto 

as exhibit A. 

4. The original claim filed by plaintiff on November 5, 2004 Adm

inistrative claim Number TRT-NCR-2005-00544 we• denied by the lapse 

of the aix months without disposition. 

VENUE 

5. Venue le proper under 28 USC l1402(b), because the accident and 

negligence which la the aubject of this complaint occurred in this 

judicial District. 

CLAIM FOR RELIEF 

6. On September 5, 2004 during the authorized Bureau of prisons 

labor day basketball tournment plaintiff received a pass and fratured 

and cut open his right 5th distal phalanx. 

7.Same day P/A or Dr. Camps negligently treated and bandaged plain

tiff's fractured and cut 5th distal phalanx. 

8. Thru negligence of P/A or Dr. Campsconsisted of medical negligence 

in the treatment and bandaging of plaintiff's fractured and cut 

right 5th distal phalanx, resulting in it becoming infected with 

gangrene and having to be amputated. 
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~- At the time ot .he negligent medical treath __ Jt, P/A or Dr. Camps 

was an amployee of the Federal Bureau of prisons and was acting with

in the scope of his employment. 

10. As a proximate result of the medical negligence, plaintiff's 5-

th distal phalanx (right small finger) had to be amputated, and was 

otherwise injured. 

11.As a proximate result of defendant's medical negligence, and plain

tiff's injuries, plaintiff suffer wage loss and great pain of body 

and mind after he is released from prison; and will incuare expense, 

in the sum of at least $50,000.00 

Wherefore, plaintiff'respeetfully prays for judgement against 

the defendant as follows; 

1. For damages in the sum of 50,000.00 plus interst and cost. 

2. for such other and further relief as the court may deem just 

and proper. 

Date JQ - JS -JfJ(J5 
Reg. No. 1688 -039 
P.O. Box 12015 
Terre Haute, Indiana 47801 
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November 16, 2004 

Vincent Ingram 
16883-039 
USP Leavenworth 

Re: Administrative Claim for Damages 

U.S. Department of Justice 
Federal Bureau of Prisons 
North Central Region 

Kansas Cify. KS ~101 

Claim#: TRT-NCR-2005-00544 $ __ .....:,5=0 ....... 0=00"""'.=00--. __ _ 

Dear Claimant: 

This is to notify you of our receipt of your administrative claim for damages under 
provisions of the Federal Tort Claims Act, Title 28 USC §1346(b), 2671 et. seq., 
alleging liability of the United States Government. 

Your properly completed claim was received on November 05, 2004. The above 
referenced Act provides that the agency has 6 months to make an administrative 
determination on your claim from the date such proper claim was received by the 
appropriate agency. Accordingly, in the matter of the above referenced claim, the 
government's response is not due until May 04. 2005. 

Regulations that may be pertinent to your claim may be found at Title 28 C.F.R. Part 14 
et. seq., and §543.30, 

Sincerely, 

Daryl Kosiak 
Regional Cou_nsel 



ZN THE UNZTED STATES DZSTRZCT COURT 
FOR THE DZSTRZCT OF KANSAS 

VZNCENT EDWARDS INGRAM, 

Plaintiff, 

vs. No. 05-3420-SAC 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 

Defendant. 

ORDER 

This matter is before the court on a claim filed pursuant to 

the Federal Tort Claims Act (FTCA). Plaintiff, an inmate at the 

United States Penitentiary in Terre Haute, Indiana, seeks damages 

for alleged negligence in providing medical care while plaintiff 

was confined in the United States Penitentiary in Leavenworth, 

Kansas. 

Plaintiff has paid the initial partial filing fee assessed 

by the court under 28 u.s.c. § 1915(b) (1), and is granted leave 

to proceed in forma pauperis. Plaintiff remains obligated to pay 

the remainder of the $250.00 district court filing fee in this 

civil action, through payments from his inmate trust fund account 

as authorized by 28 U.S.C. § 1915(b) (2). 

Plaintiff has exhausted his a&ninistrative remedies under the 

FTCA and therefore may proceed in this action. Having examined 

the materials filed in this case, the court finds a responsive 

pleading is required. 

IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED that plaintiff is granted leave to 



proceed in forma pauperis and that summons issue according to 

law. 

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that plaintiff's motion for service of 

summons and complaint (Doc. 5) is granted. 

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the defendant shall file a 

responsive pleading within sixty (60) days from the service of 

the summons and complaint. The clerk of the court is directed to 

transmit copies of this Order to plaintiff and to the office of 

the United States Attorney. 

%T %S SO ORDERED. 

DATED: This 13th day of December 2005 at Topeka, Kansas. 

s/ Sam A. Crow 
SAM A. CROW 
U.S. Senior District Judge 
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Other Orders/Judgments 
5:05-cv-03420-SAC Ingram v. United States of America 

U.S. District Court 

District of Kansas 

Notice of Electronic Filing 

The following transaction was received from smnd. entered on 12/13/2005 at 2: 14 PM CST and filed on 12/13/2005 
Case Name: Ingram v. United States of America 
Case Number: 5:05-cv-3420 
Filer: 
Document Number: !i 

Docket Text: 
ORDER ENIBRED: Plaintiff is granted leave to proceed in form a pauperis and summons issue according to law. Plaintiff's 
motion [5] for service of summons and complaint is granted. The defendant shall file a responsive pleading within sixty (60) 
days from the service of the summons and complaint. The clerk of the court is directed to transmit copies of this order to 
plaintiff and to the office of the United States Attorney. Signed by Senior Judge Sam A Crow on 12/13/05. (smnd) 

The following document(s) are associated with this transaction: 

Document description:Main Document 
Original ftlename:n/a 
Electronic document Stamp: 
[ST AMP dcecfStamp_ID= I 02 8492125 [Date= 12113/2005] [FileNumber=80593 7-0 
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eadb04eee4 3a57 694aded55a2aa4 b 1 a3b8b 708 333 fc09f2cce962e64 7f7b ]] 

5:05-cv-3420 Notice will be electronically mailed to: 

5:05-cv-3420 Notice will be delivered by other means to: 

Vincent Edwards Ingram 
16883-039 
USP-Terre Haute 
PO Box 12015 
Terre Haute, IN 4 7 80 I 
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Case 5:05-cv-03420-JAR-KGS Document 12 Filed 03/01/06 Page 1 of 1 

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF KANSAS 

VINCENT EDWARDS INGRAM, ) 
) 
) 
) 

) 
) 
) 

) 
) 

Plaintiff, 

v. Case No. 05-3420-JAR 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 

Defendant. 
) ------------------

ORDER 

The Court has been advised by plaintiff that he has entered into an agreement with 

defendant settling this case in its entirety. The clerk shall administratively tenninate this action 

with prejudice as requested by plaintiff in the Notice of Dismissal (Doc. 11 ). 

IT IS SO ORDERED. 

Dated this E day of March 2006. 

SI Julie A. Robinson 
Julie A Robinson 
United States District Judge 



IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR THE 
DISTRICT OF KANSAS 

VINCENT EDWARDS INGRAM, 
Plain tiff( s ), 

V. Civil Action No. 05-3420-SAC 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 

Defendant. 

STIPULATION FOR COMPROMISE SETTLEMENT AND RELEASE OF 
FEDERAL TORT CLAIMS ACT CLAIMS PURSUANT TO 28 U.S.C. § 2677 

It is hereby stipulated by and between the undersigned plaintiffs (meaning any person, other 

than the defendant, signing this agreement, whether or not a party to this civil action), and the United 

States of America, by and through their respective attorneys, as follows: 

1. The parties do hereby agree to settle and compromise each and every claim of any kind, 

whether known or unknown, arising directly or indirectly from the acts or omissions that gave rise 

to the above-captioned action under the terms and conditions set forth in this Settlement Agreement. 

2. The United States of America agrees to pay the sum of$4, 790.00, which sum shall be in 

full settlement and satisfaction of any and all claims, demands, rights, and causes of action of 

whatsoever kind and nature, ar_ising from, ~d by reason of any and all known and unknown, 

foreseen and unforeseen bodily and personal injuries, damage to property and the consequences 

thereof, resulting, and to result, from the subject matter of this settlement, including any claims for 

wrongful death, for which plaintiffs or their guardians, heirs, executors, administrators, or assigns, 

and each of them, now have or may hereafter acquire against the United States of America, its 

agents, servants, and employees. 
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3. Plaintiffs and their guardians, heirs, executors, administrators or assigns hereby agree to 

accept the sums set forth in this Stipulation of Compromise Settlement in full settlement and 

satisfaction of any and all claims, demands, rights, and causes of action of whatsoever kind and 

nature, including claims for wrongful death, arising from, and by reason of any and all known and 

unknown, foreseen and unforeseen bodily and personal injuries, damage to property and the 

consequences thereof which they may have or hereafter acquire against the United States of America, 

its agents, servants and employees on account of the same subject matter that gave rise to the above

captioned action, including any future claim or lawsuit of any kind or type whatsoever, whether 

known or unknown, and whether for compensatory or exemplary damages. Plaintiffs and their 

guardians, heirs, executors, administrators or assigns further agree to reimburse, indemnify and hold 

harmless the United States of America, its agents, servants, and employees from and against any and 

all such causes of action, claims, liens, rights, or subrogated or contribution interests incident to or 

resulting from further litigation or the prosecution of claims by plaintiffs or their guardians, heirs, 

executors, administrators or assigns against any third party or against the United States, including 

claims for wrongful death. 

4. This stipulation for compromise settlement is not, is in no way intended to be, and should 

not be construed as, an admission of liability or fault on the part of the United States, its agents, 

servants, or employees, and it is specifically denied that they are liable to the plaintiffs. This 

settlement is entered into by all parties for the purpose of compromising disputed claims under the 

Federal Tort Claims Act and avoiding the expenses and risks of further litigation. 
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5. It is also agreed, by and among the parties, that the respective parties will each bear their 

own costs, fees, and expenses and that any attorneys fees owed by the plaintiffs will be paid out of 

the settlement amount and not in addition thereto. 

6. It is also understood by and among the parties that pursuant to Title 28, United States 

Code, Section 2678, attorneys fees for services rendered in connection with this action shall not 

exceed 25 per centum of the amount of the compromise settlement. 

7. The persons signing this Settlement Agreement warrant and represent that they possess 

full authority to bind the persons on whose behalf they are signing to the terms of the settlement. 

In the event any plaintiff is a minor or a legally incompetent adult, the plaintiffs must obtain Court 

approval of the settlement at their expense. Plaintiffs agree to obtain such approval in a timely 

manner: time being of the essence. Plaintiffs further agree that the United States may void this 

settlement at its option in the event such approval is not obtained in a timely manner. In the event 

plaintiffs fail to obtain such Court approval, the entire Stipulation For Compromise Settlement And 

Release and the compromise settlement are null and void. 

8. Payment of the settlement amount will be made by check drawn on the Treasury of the 

United States for four thousand seven hundred ninety dollars ($4,790.00) and made payable to 

Vincent Edwards Ingram, Federal Register Number 16883-039. The check will be mailed to Vincent 

Edwards Ingram, Reg. No. 16883-039, P.O. Box 12015, Terre Haute, Indiana 47801. Plaintiff 

Vincent Edwards Ingram agrees to distribute the settlement proceeds among the plaintiffs, and to 

obtain a dismissal ofthe above-captioned action with prejudice, with each party bearing its own fees, 

costs, and expenses. 
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9. The parties agree that this Stipulation for Compromise Settlement and Release, including 

all the tenns and conditions of this compromise settlement and any additional agreement_s relating 

thereto, may be made public in their entirety, and the plaintiffs expressly consent to such release and 

disclosure pursuant to 5 U.S.C. § 552a(b). 

10. It is contemplated that this Stipulation may be executed in several counterparts, with a 

separate signature page for each party. All such counterparts and signature pages, together, shall be 

deemed to be one document. 

Executed this ___l_k_ day of l-e bu.a.r i:f , 2006. 

Attorney for Defendant, 
United States of America 

Executed this __ day of February, 2006. 

(j~fe,J~ .. 
Vincent Edwards Ingram, 
pro se Plaintiff 
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9. The parties agree that this Stipulation for Compromise Settlement and Release, including 

all the terms and conditions of this compromise settlement and any additional agreements relating 

thereto, may be made public in their entirety, and the plaintiffs expressly consent to such release and 

disclosure pursuant to 5 U.S.C. § 552a(b). 

10. It is contemplated that this Stipulation may be executed in several counterparts, with a 

separate signature page for each party. All such counterparts and signature pages, together, shall be 

deemed to be one document. 

11+"' 
Executed this Jjz_ day of ~. 2006. 

Executed this __ day of February. 2006. 

Vincent Edwards Ingram, 
prose Plaintiff 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR THE 
DISTRICT OF KANSAS 

VINCENT EDWARDS INGRAM, 
Plaintiff(s), 

V, 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 

Defendant. 

Civil Action No. 05•3420-SAC 

NOTICE OF DISMISSAL WITH PREJUDICE 

Plaintiff, Vincent Edwards Ingram, prose, hereby gives notice that he has entered into a 

settlement agreement with the Def end ant in the above.captioned case and, pursuant to Federal Rule 

of Civil Procedure 4I(a) and the terms of that settlement agreement, Plaintiff dismisses the above

captioned case with prejudice. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Vincent Edwards Ingram 
prose Plaintiff 
Reg. No. 16883-039 
P.O. Box 12015 
Terre Haute, IN 47801 

Page 1 of 2 



CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I hereby certify that on this d ate, F ebruary -~' 2 006, the fore going w as mailed b y 

first-class mail to the following: 

David Zimmerman 
Assistant United States Attorney 
500 State Avenue, Suite 360 
Kansas City, KS 66101 

~ ~ s i)_(\~L--CWN(........;.-_ 
Vincent Edwards Ingram 
pro se Plaintiff 
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IN THE ill\TJTED STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR THE 

DISTRICT OF KANSAS 

VTNCENT EDWARDS INGRAM, 
Plaintiff(s ), 

V, Civil Action No, 05-3420-SAC 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 

Defendant. 

STIPULATION FOR COMPROMISE SETTLEMENT AND RELEASE OF 
FEDERAL TORT CLAfMB ACT CLAilv1S PURSUANT TO 28 U.S.C § 2677 

It is hereby stipulated by and between the undersigned plaintiffs (meaning any person, other 

than the defendant, signing this agreement, whether or not a party to this civil action), and the United 

States of America, by and through their respective attorneys, as follows: 

l. The parties do hereby agree to settle and compromise each and every claim of any kind, 

whether known or unknown, aiising directly or indirectly from the acts or omissions that gave rise 

to the above~captioned action under the terms and conditions set forth in this Settlement Agreement. 

2. The United Stat es of America agrees to pay the sum of $4, 790,00, which sum shall be in 

full settlement and satisfaction of any and all claims, demands, rights, and causes of action of 

whatsoever kind and nature, arising from, and by reason of any and all known and unknown, 

foreseen and tmforesccn bodily and personal injuries, damage to property and the consequences 

thereof, resulting, and to result, from the subject matter of this settlement, including any claims for 

wrongful death, for which plaintiffs or their guardians, heirs, executors, administrators, or assigns, 

and each of them, now have or may hereafler acquire against the United States of America, its 

agents, sen1ants, and employees. 
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3. Plaintiffs and their guardians, heirs, executors, administrators or assigns hereby agree to 

accept the sums set forth in this Stipulation of Compromise Settlement in full settlement and 

satisfaction of any and all claims, demands, rights, and causes of action of whatsoever kind and 

nature, including claims for wrongful death, arising from, and by reason of any and all knovm and 

unkno'½'l1, foreseen and unforeseen bodily and personal injuries, damage to property and the 

consequences thereof which they may have or hereafter acquire against the United States of America, 

its agents, servants and employees on account of the same subject matter that gave rise to the above

captioned action, including any future claim or lawsuit of any kind or type whatsoever, whether 

known or unknmvn, and whether for compensatory or exemplary damages. Plaintiffs and their 

guardians, heirs, executors, administrators or assigns further agree to reimburse, indemnify and hold 

harmless the United States of America, its agents, servants, and employees from and against any and 

all such causes of action, claims, liens, rights, or subrogated or contribution interests incident to or 

resulting from further litigation or the prosecution of claims by plaintiffs or their guardians, heirs, 

executors, administrators or assigns against any third party or against the United States, including 

claims for wrongful death. 

4. This stipulation for compromise settlement is not, is in no way intended to be, and should 

not he construed as, an admission of liability or fault on the patt of the United States, its agents, 

servants, or employees, and it is specifically denied that they are liable to the plaintiffs. This 

settlement is entered into by all parties for the purpose of compromising disputed claims under the 

Federal Tort Claims Act and avoiding the expenses and risks of further litigation. 

(2003 Edition) Page 2 of 4 
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5. It is also agreed, by and among the parties, that the respective parties will each bear their 

own costs, fees, and expenses and that any attorney's fees owed by the plaintiffs will he paid out of 

the settlement amount and not in addition thereto. 

6. It is also understood by and among the parties that pursuant to Title 28, United States 

Code, Section 2678, attorney's fees for services rendered in connection with this action shall not 

exceed 25 per centum of the amount of the compromise settlement. 

7. The persons signing this Settlement Agreement warrant and represent that they possess 

full authority to bind the persons on whose behalf they are signing to the terms of the settlement. 

In the event any plaintiff is a minor or a legally incompetent adull, the plaintiffs must obtain Court 

approval of the settlement at their expense. Plaintiffs agree to obtain such approval in a timely 

manner: time being of the essence. Plaintiffs further agree that the United States may void this 

settlement at its option in the event such approval is not obtained in a timely manner. In the event 

plaintiffs fail to obtain such Court approval, the entire Stipulation For Compromise Settlement And 

Release and the compromise settlement are null and void. 

8. Payment of the settlement amount will be made by check drawn on the Treasury of the 

United States for four thousand seven hundred ninety dollars ($4,790.00) and made payable to 

Vincent Edwards Ingram, Federal Register Number 16883-039. The check will be mailed to Vincent 

Edwards Ingram, Reg. No. 16883-039, P.O. Box 12015, Terre Haute, Indiana 47801. Plaintiff 

Vincent Edwards Ingram agrees to distribute the settlement proceeds among the plaintiffs, and to 

obtain a dismissal of the above-captioned action with prejudice, with each party bearing its own fees, 

costs, and expenses. 

(2003 Edition) Page 3 of 4 
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9. The parties agree that this Stipulation for Compromise Settlement and Release, including 

all the terms and conditions of this compromise settlement and any additional agreements relating 

thereto, may be made public in their entirety, and the plaintiffs expressly consent to such release and 

disclosure pursuant to 5 U.S.C. § 552a(b). 

I 0. It is contemplated that this Stipulation may be executed in several counterparts, with a 

separate signature page for each party. A11 such counterparts and signature pages, together, shall be 

deemed to be one document. 

Executed this [ i;, day of c-·- e Oi.-At1 , 2006. 

Attorney for Defendant, 
United Stales of America 

Executed this __ day of February. 2006. 

/' !" 

=~, :~'.~ ...... \~\J..--"-....,..-u~/'-' 

Vincent Edwards Ingram, 
pro se Plaintiff 
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July 8, 2003 

Derrick Williams 
48426-066 . 
USP Leavenworth 

Re: Administrative Claim for Damages 

U.S. Department of Justice 
Federal Bureau of Prisons 
North Central Region 

Kansas City, KS 66101 

Claim #: TRT-NCR-2003-03429 S _ _____,;_1 ..._,O...:a...OO""""'-=-OO""""Oa::.....0-=--0..___ 

Dear Claimant: 

This is to notify you of our receipt of your administrative claim for damages under 
provisions of the Federal Tort Claims Act, Title 28 USC §1346(b). 2671 et. seq., 
alleging liability of the United States Government. 

Your property completed claim was received on July 01, 2003. The above referenced 
Act provides that the agency has§ months to make an administrative determination on 
your claim from the date such proper claim was received by the appropriate agency. 
~ccordingly, in the matter of the above referenced ciairn, the government's response is 
not due until December 28. 2003. 

Regulations that may be pertinent to your claim may be found at Title 28 C.F.R. Part 14 
et. seq., and §543.30. 

Sincerely, 

Daryl Kosiak 
Regional Counsel 
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Derrick Williams 
Register No. 48426-066 
1300 Metropolitan 
Leavenworth, Kansas 66048 

U.S. Department of Justice 

Federal Bureau of Prisons 

North Central Regional Office 

Tower /1, 8th Floor 

400 State 

Kansas City, KS66101-2421 

Re: Administrative Claim Number TRT-NCR-2003-03429 
Personal Injury: $1,000,000.00 

CERTIFIED NUMBER 7001 0360 0003 8460 4662 

Dear Mr. Williams: 

Your above referenced tort claim has been considered for administrative review pursuant to 
28 C.F.R. § 0.172, Authority: Federal Tort Claims and 28 C.F.R. Part 14, Administrative 
Claims Under Federal Tort Claims Act. Investigation of your claim did not reveal you suffered 
any personal injury as a result of the negligent acts or omissions of Bureau of Prisons 
employees acting within the scope of their employment 

As a result of this investigation, your claim is denied. This memorandum serves as a 
notification of final denial under28 C.F.R. § 14.9, Final Denial of Claim. If you are dissatisfied 
with our agency's action, you may file suit in an appropriate U.S. District Court no later than 
6 months after the date of mailing of this notification. 

Sincerely, 

~ 
Daryl Ko~ 
Regional Counsel 
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MEDICAL RECORD CONSULT ATlON REOtiEST 
To: Telchea.lth Ps,.-chiam· Fromi Psvchology Senice, CSP Leavenwonh Date of Request: fJ7.J0-2003 
REASON FOR REQUEST: The referral questions arc as follows: 
1) '.'A:enla.l status C."<affl. 

2) Diagnostic impression. 
3) Tre::umcnt recommendations. 
•) ~1edication renewal and adjustments. 

PROVISIONAL DIAGNOSIS: 

ASSESSMENT: 
Ax.is 1 Psychiauic Disorders: 

A.tls II Personality Disorders: 

PL\_"'i": 
Parient Educadon: 

Follow t:p: 

= 300.0 An.xicty 
= 295. 9 Schizophrenia 
= 298.9 Psychotic "!',.'OS 

= 30 I. 7 ,l,ntisocial 

~cationlnio 

~Da,s 
= 60 Days 

Presence or Medication Side Effects: Y NONE 
MEDICATION: 1~ 

1/1-vfv f_/!_ 

Laboruor,; Studies: None - 01hu 
CO~SliL T A."iT SIGNATURE & NA.\lE ST.-\_\IP: 

= :!%.60 -Bipolar SOS ... ::•,~~'.I'! Depression 
= 296.90 Mood D/O ~OS = 297.1 !xlusional 
= 309.St PTSD : Other. 

= 301 33 Bor<lcrline : 0th~: 

= Counsding Se~ices .:: Lise o(Suppon Groups 

: 90 oa,s 
A-,.11.: b;• Psychology 

:Other- __ _ 
: None at nu~ Time 

c OTHER 

ORGA."'ilZA TIO:S ;liA."\1E: DATE: 

~~~~ 7;&h 
REGIS TR.A TION NUMBER BIRTH DATE/AGE 

W1«?- 066 'l-29-t'l 

CSP LEA VE'.:'JWORTH, 1300 :v!ETROPOLITA'-"l", LEA \/E;'.l'\\.ORTH, KS 660-1- ., 
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USP Leavenworth 
~Iedication Profile 

Name W:l\larns. ,k;rk 
Registration II Lf WJJ(p- 0 fll.-(2 

Allergies 

WILIJAMS, DERRICK W. MCCOL 
48426-066 {O)Refib 
TAKE ONE TABLET BY MOUTH AT 2100 

Fl:cl 
206889S PAROXETINE 30 MG TAB 

Ord,Da1e WILLIAMS. OERRICK M. MILLER 
~ 48426-066 (3)Refills 
Eio;i.Date INHALE 2 PUFFS OFIALLY FOUFI TIMES 
~ A DAY 

Rx# 
2070321! ALBUTEROL INHALER 17 GM 

Ord.Date WILLIAMS, DERRICK 
~ 48426-066 

:~;Eicp.Date TAKE 50MG (40+10) AT 2100 
-- 22l!ll.Cl3 

W.MCCOL 
(2JRelllls 

11 

PAROXETINE 40 MG TAB #30 

Ord.Date WILLIAMS, DERRICK W. MCCCL 
~ . 48426-066 (2)Aefills 
Exp.Dale TAKE TWO TABLETS BY MOUTH AT 
~ 2100 

Rx# 

20729<15 TRAZOOONE 100 MG TAB 1160 

Ord Date WILLIAMS. DERRICK 
~ 48426-066 

W ..ic:COLLIJM 

(1)Relills 

Exp.Date TAKE SOMG (40+ 10) AT 2100 
!22l11M 

211l,f-·~.~ PAROXET\NE 40 MG TAB #30 

Ord.Dale WILLIAMS. DERRICK w MCCOU.LM 

-~ 48426-0£!6 (1JRelills 
;.;.Eiq,.Date TAKE ONE TABLET BY MOUTI-1 AT 2100 
. il?l1lQ;l 

Rx• 
2074885 TRAZODONE 100 MG TAB 

O~Date WIU.IAMS DERRICK w . ..xou.UM 
~ 484-26-066, (O)Refi\ls 

E)41.0ata TAKE ONE TABLET BY MOUTH AT 0700 
~ FOR7DA'fS 

A~' 
20&2403 VENLAFAXINE 7S MG TAB #7 

Ord. Data WILLIAMS, DERRICK w. -'CCOU.l.1lill 

~ -48426-086 (2)Refills 
Elcp.O.. TAKE TWO TAl!ILETS BY MOUTit AT 
il7./lllm 0700 

R.U 
20B2404 VE"NLAFAXINE 75 MG TAB 

Ord.Date WILLIAMS, DERRICK w. r,ic:CQWM 

mzm 48428-066 (2)Refills 
· Elip.On TAKE TWO TABLETS BY MOUTH AT 
~ 2100 

Ord.Date 
~ 
~Date 
~ 

K O NAVARRO 
WIWAMS, OERA\C (1JRalins 

48426-066 MOlf1lt lliAEE 
TAKE lWO TABLETS BY 
TIMES OArl. y FOR 14 DAYS 

~215 IBUPROFEN 400MG TAB 
142 

Ord.Date 
~ 
E.p.Oata 
~ 
Ax# 

WILLIAMS. DERRICK 0. NAVARRO 

484.26-068 (O )A efiHs 
APPLY TO AFFECTED AREA AS 
DIRECTED niAEE TIMES DAILY FOR 5 
DAYS 

2083216 BACITRACINJ?Ol.YMIXIN B OINT GM 11 

Ord.Data 
~ 
&;i:,.Date 
~ 
R,i# 

WILLIAMS, DERRICK M. MILLER 
48426-066 (1JRefills 
TAKE TWO TABLETS BY MOIITH TiiAEE 
TIMES DAILY WfTH FOOD 

2087460 ISUPAOFEN 400MG TAB 
#42 

Ord.Dale 
~ 
Ellp.Date 
.QEam 
Rx# 
2090651 

Ord.Date 
~ 
E,op.Date ~. 
Rx# 

WILLIAMS, DERRICK M. MILLEA 
484~-0f56 (4)Re~lls 
TAKE2 TABLETS AT THE OHSET OF 
H!ADACHI! THEHTAKI! t TAfllET EVERY 
HOUR AS NEEDED UP TO A MAXIMUM OF 5 
Pl!R DAY OR 10 PER WEEK 
ERGOTAMINEICAFFEINE TAB 110 

WILLIAMS, DERRICK w MCCOl!.UM 

"8425-066 (1)Refills 
TAKE lWO TABLETS BY MOU"nt AT 
0700 

2091622 VENLAFAXINE 75 MG TAB 
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DATE: APRIL 20,- .2003 
. . :·. ~.=;:"<··>>.<- - . 'h -~-·· . 

' '~. 1-ufld'r' 
ADMI?hSTRATIVE REMEDY COORDINAT01-l 
NORTH CENTRAL M~I-A't. ' OE'FICE A ' 

TO DERRICK WILLIAMS, 484~i6.:.D66 
L~VENWORTH

0
_iU:SP ,UNT: AL2 .. . -.i Q'IR: ADM DET 

1300 'METROPOLITAN · '" 
LEAVENWORTH, KS 66048 

FOR THE REASONS,LISTED BELOW, THIS REGIONAL APPEAL 
IS·BEING REJECTED AND RETURNED TO YOU. YOU SHOULD INCLUDE A COPY 
OF THIS NOTICE WITH ANY FUTURE CORRESPONDENCE REGARDING THE REJECTION, 

REMEDY ID 
DATE RECEIVED 
SUBJECT 1 
SUBJECT 2 
INCIDENT RPT 

• - 297369-Rl 

NO: 

APRIL 25,. 2003 
ASSAULT BY STAFF 

REGIONAL APPEAL 

( ' 
' ', 1 

REJECT REASON 1: YOU DID. NOT ATTEMPT INFORMAL RESOLUTION PRIOR TO SUBMISSION 
OF ADMINISTRA'l'IVE REMEDY, OR 10U 010 NO'f. _PROVIDE THE 
NECESSARY. EVIDENCE OF YOUR ATTEMPT AT INFORMAL .RESOLUTION. 

REJECT REASON 2: YOU MUST FIRST FILE A BP-9 REQUEST THROUGH THE INSTITUTION 
FOR THE WARDEN'S REVIEW AND RESPONSE BEFORE FILING AN APPEAL 
AT THIS LEVEL. 

.. , •·. , __ 

. ',;\}-'.' 

:.;· __ -_ .. 

, .. ·\:,i~;;-·-·,-.· 

···'1_,f _,.··ii '.<-

,,-t_ 
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BP-S288.052 INCIDENT REPORT 
'<_ 

CDFRM 
MAY 1994 -_:.·... . __ 
U. S. DEPAR?MENT, OF JUST I CB . . . __ , _ _,.,t.,,,,~~t>'-- .. , . :,~,__-,~,. . -,_ FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS 

' 

1. Name Of Insti tution·t', UNITED STATED PENITENTIARY LEAVENWORTH, KANSAS 
Part I - Incident Report 

2. Name Of Inmate 
WILLIAMS, DERRICK 

6. Place Of Incident 
SPECIAL HOUSING UNIT, 

9. Incident 
REFUSING PROGRAMS 

3. 

7. 
s-206 

Register Number 4. Date Of Incident 5. Time 
48426-066 10-20-2003 10:38 A.M. 

Assignment B. Unit 
SHU UNASS. A LEVEL II 

11.Description Of Incident (Date: 09-29-03 Time:1:38 p.m. Staff become aware 

rO. Code 
306 

incident) 

On October 20,· 2003 at approximately 10:38 a.m. inmate Williams, Derrick :fl:48426-066 was 
ordered to return to the general population and he refused by stating, "I'm not 
goingn. He was again ordered and instructed of the ramifications if he refused to return 
to the general population and he again refused. 

12. 

14. 

11. Co 

Employee Date And Time 
10-20-03 
1:20PM 

To Above Inmate By 

13. Name And Title (Printed) 

P. Klein, Lieutenant 

15. Date Incident 
Rep rt elivered 
/tJ -Z....o -t,oD' 

16.Time Incident 
ReP,~rt Delivered 

,o 30 

Part II - Committee Action 

Committee Regarding Above Incident 

18. A. It ls The Finding Of The Committee That You: B. ___ The Committee Is 
Committed The Following Prohibited Act. · 

Did Not Commit A Prohibited Act. 

Referring The Charge(s) To The OHO 
For Further Hearing. 
C. ___ The Committee Advised .The 
Inmate Of Its Finding And Of The 
Right To File An Appeal Within 15 
Calendar Days. 

19. Committee Decision Is Based On The Following Information 

20. Committee action and/or recommendation if referred to DHO (Contingent upon OHO 
finding inmate committed prohibited act) 

21. Date And Time Of Action --=--=-,,------,--=----c----,,,,- (The UDC Chairman's Signature Next To 
His Name Certifies Who Sat On The UDC And That The Completed Report Accurately Reflects 
The 'uoc Proceedings.) 

Chairman_(Typed Name/signature) Member (Typed Name) Member (Typed Name) 

Record Copy - Central File Record; Copy - OHO; Copy - Inmate After UDC Action; Copy -
Inmate Within 24 Hours Of Part I Preparation 
(This Form May Be Replicated Via WP) Replaces BP-288 (52) Of Jan 88 __ 

,_;;,;.::.;;L 

-\ti1j: 
:;_-

_. __ I 
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PROPRANOLOL HCL 10 MG TAB 
PATIENf MEDICATION INFORMATION 

WILLIAMS, DERRICK 

COMMON USES: This medicine is a beta blocker used to treat hig:1 blood pressure and angina pectoris (chest 
pain). It is also used after a heart attack. This medicine is also us€d to prevent migraine attacks and to 
treat other conditions as determined by your doctor. • 

BEFORE USING THIS MEDICINE: WARNING: If you have angina or t,ave had heart problems, do not suddenly stop 
using this medicine without first consulting your doctor. If your aoctor decides you should no longer use 

Rx# 2097396 

this medicine, ygu must stop this medicine gradually according to _your doctor's instructions. Some medicines 
or medical conditions may interact with this medicine. INFORM YOUR DOCTOR OR PHARMACIST of all prescription 
and over-the-counter meaicine that you are takin_g. DO NOT TAKE THIS MEDICINE if_yqu are also taking 
mibefradil or theoP.hylline. ADDITIONAL MONITORING OF YOUR DOSE OR CONDITION may be needed if you are taking 
amiodarone, barbiturates, cimetidine, clonidine, disopyramide, flecainide, indomethacin, insulin, 
ketanserin, phenothiazines

1 
prazosin, quinidine, verapamil, or medicine for thyroid conditions. lnlorm_your 

doctor of any other medica conditions, allergies, pregnancy, or breast-feeding. USE OF THIS MEDICINE IS NOT 
RECOMMENDED if you have a history of asthma or other breathing problems, heart block, heart failure, or 
oth~r he.,irt rhyt!lr:n conditions. Contact your doctor or pharmacis: if you have any questions or concerns about 
takmg this med1cme. 

HOW TO USE THIS MEDICINE: Follow the directions for using ihis medicine provided by your doctor. This 
medicine may be taken on an empty stomach or with food. Take this medicine at the same time(s) each day. 
STORE THIS MEDICINE at room temperature, away from heat and light. IF YOU MISS A DOSE OF THIS MEDICINE, take 
it as soon as possible. If it is almost time for your next dose, skiiJ the missed dose and go back to your 
regular dosing schedule. Do not take 2 doses at once. 

CAUTIONS: DO NOT STOP TAKING THIS MEDICINE without checking with your doctor. BEFORE YOU HAVE ANY MEDICAL O 
f'll='NTAI TREATMENTS, EMERGENCY CARE, OR SURGERY, tell tt,e doctor or dentist that you are using this medicine. 
THIS MEDICINE-. MAY CAUSE drowsiness or dizziness. Do nr:. drive .... operate machinery, or do anything erse that 
could be dangerous until you know how you react to this medicine. BtFORE TAKING ANY NEW MEDICINE, either 
prescription or over-the-counter, check with y-our doctor or pharmacist. This includes any medicines used to 
treat colds or congestion. IF YOUR DOCTOR HAS INSTRUCTED YOU TO CHECK your blood pressure and heart rate 
regularly, be sure lo do so. FOR WOMEN: IF YOU PLAN ON BECOMING PREGNANT discuss with YQUr doctor the 
benefits and risks of using this medicine during pregnancy. THIS MEDICINE IS EXCRETED IN BREAST MILK. IF YOU 
ARE OR WILL BE BR EAST-FEED I NG while _y()u are using this medicine, check with your doctor or pharmacist to 
discuss the risks to your baby. FOR PATIENTS WITH DIABETES MELLITUS: this medicine may mask signs of low 
blood sugar such as a rapid heartbeat. Check blood glucose levels regularly. 

POSSIBLE SIDE EFFECTS: SIDE EFFECTS, that may go away during treabnent, include mild drowsiness; 
lightheadedness or dizziness; or unusual tiredness or weakness. If th~ continue or are bothersome, check 
wi1h your doctor. CHECK WITH YOUR DOCTOR AS SOON ,\S POSSIBLE if you experience difficulty breathing. If you 
notice other effects not listed above, contact your doctor, nurse, or pharmacist. 

OVERDOSE: If overdose is suspected, contact your local poison control center or emergency room immediately. 
Symptoms of overdose may include slowed heartbeat and dizziness and weakness especiany upon standing. 

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: DO NOT SHARE THIS MEDICINE with others for whom it was not prescribed. DO NOT USE 
THIS MEDICINE for olher health conditions. KEEP THIS MEDICINE out of the reach of children. IF USING THIS 
MEDICINE FOR AN EXTENDED PERIOD OF TIME, obtain refills before your supply runs out. 

Database Edition 03.3 - Expires October 2003 
Copyright 2003 Wolters Kluwer Health, Inc. 

AU rights reserved. 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

FOR THE DISTRICT OF KANSAS 

DERRICK WILLIAMS 

Plaintiff, 

v. Case No. 04-3003-JWL 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

Defendant. 

MEMORANDUM AND ORDER 

This case concerns a Federal Tort Claims Act claim filed by Denick Williams against 

the United States. This matter comes before the court on Mr. Williams' Motion to Reopen 

the Proceedings for Final Determination of the Litigation. For the reasons explained below, 

:Mr. Williams' motion is denied. 

1. Background 

Mr. Williams alleges that he was injured on April 6, 2003, when he was pushed down 

some stairs by an officer at the United States Prison at Leavenworth. He then filed suit under 

the Federal Tort Claims Act, and this court ordered the parties to mediate their dispute. After 

a series of offers and counter-offers, the parties executed a settlement agreement entitled, 

"Notice of Voluntary Dismissal with Prejudice," which both parties signed on June 20, 2005. 

On July 5, 2005, the court issued an order requiring the parties to file a stipulation of 

dismissal by August 1. On July 15, however, Mr. Williams moved the court to reopen the 

proceedings and set aside the settlement agreement based on alleged duress. 1 Although he 
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admits signing the seltlement agreement, he alleges "he fell pressure and that his decision [to 

sign the agreement] was a result r of] pressure and undue influence." Specifically, he alleges 

that opposing counsel said that based on their experience, "both Honorable Judges would reject 

anything of proof as to [his] case because of [hisl credibility in [hisl prior act in the institution 

for indecent exposure.'' 

2. Standard of Review 

Mr. Wtlliams titled his motion as "Motion to Reopen the Proceedings for Final 

Determination of the Litigation." Because no judgment has been entered, the court does not 

construe this motion as a motion to alter or amend a judgment under either Federal Rule of 

Civil Procedure 59(e) or 60. Cf Servants of Paraclete v. Does, 204 F.3d 1005, 1012 (10th 

Cir.2000) (a motion to reconsider filed within ten days after entry of judgment is considered 

a Rule 59(e) motion). Instead, the colllt reviews Mr. Williams' motion under the standard for 

setting aside a settlement agreement under Kansas law, as explained below. 

3. Mr. Williams Has Not Made the Substantial Showing for Setting Aside a Settlement 

Agreement under Kansas Law 

1 In his motion, Mr. Williams alleges both duress and undue influence, but the court has 

analyzed his motion as a claim for duress because undue influence ordinarily is used in the 
context of estates and trusts. See, e.g., In re Hooper's Estate, 61 P.2d 1335, 1338 (Kan. 
1936) ("Actual undue influence may consist of threats of personal harm or duress, under the 
force of which a person makes a testamentary disposition of his property which is really 
against his will."); 25 Arn. Jur. 2d Duress and Undue Influence § 36 ("Undue influence has been 
described as a species of duress, but it has also been described as a species of fraud or 
constructive fraud."). 

2 
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The enforceability of a settlement agreement is governed by state law. See United 

States v. McCall, 235 F.3d 1211, 1215 (10th Cir. 2000). Under Kansas law, "in the absence 

of bad faith or fraud, when parties enter into an agreement settling and adjusting a dispute, 

neither party is permitted to repudiate it." Krantz v. Univ. of Kan., 271 Kan. 234, 21 P.3d 

561, 567 (Kan. 2001). See also Lewis v. Gilbert, 14 Kan. App. 2d 201, 202, 785 P.2d 1367, 

1368 (Kan. App. 1990) ("'The law favors the compromise and settlement of disputes, and when 

parties, in the absence of any element of fraud or bad faith, enter into an agreement settling and 

adjusting a dispute, neither party is permitted to repudiate it.") (citations omitted)). The court 

may not "look into the merits of the original controversy to discover which [party] was in the 

right." Lewis, 14 Kan. App. 2d at 202. In addition, "[al trial court has the power to summarily 

enforce a settlement agreement entered into by the litigants while the litigation is pending 

before it." United States v. Hardage, 982 F.2d 1491, 1496 (10th Cir. 1993). 

It is an issue of law whether the facts as alleged constitute duress. White v. General 

Motors Corp., Inc., 908 F.2d 669, 673 (10th Cir. 1990) (citing Hastain v. Greenbaum, 205 

Kan. 475, 470 P.2d 741, 746 (1970)). Examining the elements of duress in Kansas, this court 

has explained: 

In essence, a contract signed under duress i<; voidable because there is no actual 
mental agreement (assent) between the parties. The elements constituting duress 
by threats in Kansas are as follows: 
To constitute duress by threats the actor's manifestation must be made for the 
purpose of coercing the other; must have for its object the securing of undue 
advantage with respect to the other; must be of such a character that it is adapted 
to overpower the will of the other and is reasonably adequate for the purpose; 

3 
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must in fact deprive the other of free exercise of will; and must cause the other 
to act to his detriment. 

Comeau v. Mt. Carmel Medical Center, inc., 869 F. Supp. 858, 864 (D. Kan. 1994) (citing 

Hastain, 205 Kan. at 482)). 

Mr. Williams' motion fails to allege facts that establish either duress or undue 

influence. Although he alleges that the attorneys for the United States urged him to accept the 

settlement agreement because of his alleged lack of credibility, this does not constitute duress 

under Kansas law. Cf. Hastain, 205 Kan. at 482 (emphasizing that "it is clear that not all 

threat'>, even if unlawful, will give rise to a defense of duress"). 

On the contrary, "Kansas courts have shown no indication to permit contracting parties 

to avoid the consequences of their bargains lightly, even where there has been some degree of 

compulsion or hard bargaining." Comeau, 869 F. Supp. at 864. There must be "substantial 

evidence" to establish duress, and "'[i]t would not be proper to simply hold that, merely 

because a person who has made a contract declares under oath that he was intirrridated and 

acting under fear and duress when the contract was made by him, the contract should by reason 

of his mere statement be avoided. If that rnle were adopted most contracts would be avoided.'" 

Id. ( citation omitted). 

In a case analogous to this one, the Kansas Supreme Court held that "lsJumrned up, all 

plaintiffs evidence established was that he preferred the immediate settlement on the terms 

made than the hazard of a lawsuit. Parties are confronled with that problem every day." 

4 
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Comeau, 869 F. Supp. at 866 (quoting Evans v. Ayltvard, 166 Kan. 306, 317, 201 P.2d 1044 

(1949)). 

Mr. Williams does not offer any law or logic to the contrary. Accordingly, the court 

must enforce the pm.ties' valid settlement agreement. See United States v. Hard'l<vell, 80 F.3d 

14 7 I , 1492 ( 10th Cir. 1996) ("He has waived this issue by failing to make any argument or cite 

any authority to support his assertion."). 

IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED BY THE COURT that Plaintiffs Motion to Reopen 

the Proceedings for Final Detennination of the Litigation (doc. # 79) is denied. This case is 

hereby dismissed in it-. entirety. 

IT IS SO ORDERED this 27h of September, 2005. 

5 

s/ John W. Lungstrum 

John W. Lungstrom 
United States District Judge 
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DERRICK WILLIAMS, 

V. 

- -
IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

FOR THE DISTRICT OF KANSAS 

Plaintiff, 

Case No. 04-3003-JWL-DJW 

UNITED ST A TES OF AMERICA, 

Defendants. 

STIPULATION FOR COMPROMISE SETTLEMENT AND RELEASE OF 
FEDERAL TORT CLAIMS ACT CLAIMS PURSUANT TO 28 U.S.C. § 2677 

It is hereby stipulated by and between the undersigned plaintiffs ( meaning any person, other 

than the defendant, signing this agreement, whether or not a party to this civil action), and the United 

States of America, appearing either prose or by and through their respcclivc attorneys, as follows: 

I. The parties do hereby agree to settle and compromise each and every claim of any kind, 

whether known or unknown, arising directly or indirectly from the acts or omissions that gave rise 

to the above-captioned action under the terms and conditions set forth in this Settlement Agreement. 

2. The United States of America agrees to pay the sum of two thousand and no/100 dollars 

($2,000.00), which sum shall be in full settlement and satisfaction of any and all claims, demands, 

rights, and causes of action of whatsoever kind and nature, arising from, and by reason of any and 

all known and unknown, foreseen and unforeseen bodily and personal injuries, damage to property 

and the consequences thereof, resulting, and to result, from the subject matter of this settlement, 

including any claims for wrongful death, for which plaintiffs or their guardians, heirs, executors, 

(2003 Edition) Page 1 of 4 
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administrators, or assigns, and each of them, now have or may hereafter acquire against the United 

States of America, its agents, servants, and employees. 

3. Plaintiffs and their guardians, heirs, executors, administrators or assigns hereby agree to 

accept the sums set forth in this Stipulation of Compromise Settlement in full settlement and 

satisfaction of any and all claims, demands, rights, and causes of action of whatsoever kind and 

nature, including claims for wrongful death, arising from, and by reason of any and all known and 

unknown, foreseen and unforeseen bodily and personal injuries, damage to property and the 

consequences thereof which they may have or hereafter acquire against the United States of America, 

its agents, servants and employees on account of the same subject matter that gave rise lo the above

captioned action, including any future claim or lawsuit of any kind or type whatsoever, whether 

known or unknown, and whether for compensatory or exemplary damages. Plaintiffs and their 

guardians, heirs, executors, administrators or assigns further agree to reimburse, indemnify and hold 

harmless the United States of America, its agents, servants, and employees from and against any and 

all such causes of action, claims, liens, rights, or subrogated or contribution interests incident to or 

resulting from further litigation or the prosecution of claims by plaintiffs or their guardians, heirs, 

executors, administrators or assigns against any third party or against the United States, including 

claims for wrongful death. 

4. This stipulation for compromise settlement is not, is in no way intended to be, and should 

not be construed as, an admission of liability or fault on the part of the United States, its agents, 

servants, or employees, and it is specifically denied that they are liable to the plaintiffs. This 

settlement is entered into by all parties for the purpose of compromising disputed claims under the 

Federal Tort Claims Act and avoiding the expenses and risks of further litigation. 

(2003 Edition) Page 2 of 4 
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- -
5. It is also agreed, by and among the parties, that the respective parties will each bear their 

own costs, fees, and expenses and that any attorney's fees owed by the plaintiffs will be paid out of 

the settlement amount and not in addition thereto. 

6. It is also understood by and among the parties that pursuant to Title 28, United States 

Code, Section 2678, attorney's fees for services rendered in connection with this action shall not 

exceed 25 per centum of the amount of the compromise settlement. 

7. The persons signing this Settlement Agreement warrant and represent that they possess 

full authority to bind the persons on whose behalf they are signing to the terms of the settlement. 

Tn the event any plaintiff is a minor or a legally incompetent adult, the plaintiffs must obtain Court 

approval of the settlement at their expense. Plaintiffs agree to obtain such approval in a timely 

manner: time being of the essence. Plaintiffs further agree that the United States may void this 

settlement at its option in the event such approval is not obtained in a timely manner. In the event 

plaintiffs fail to obtain such Court approval, the entire Stipulation For Compromise Settlement And 

Release and the compromise settlement are null and void. 

8. Payment of the settlement amount will be made by check drawn on the Treasury of the 

United States for two thousand and no/100 dollars ($2,000.00) and made payable to Derrick 

Williams, Federal Register Number 48426-066. The check will be mailed to Derrick Williams in 

care of the following address: Federal Bmeau of Prisons, Derrick Williams, Reg. No. 48426-066, 

P.O. Box 474701, Des Moines, Iowa 50947-0001. Plaintiff Derrick Williams agrees to distribute 

the settlement proceeds among the plaintiffs, and to obtain a dismissal ofthe above-captioned action 

with prejudice, with each party bearing its own fees, costs, and expenses. 

(2003 Edition) Page 3 of 4 
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9. The parties agree that this Stipulation for Compromise Settlement and Release, including 

all the terms and conditions of this compromise settlement and any additional agreements relating 

thereto, may be made public in their entirety, and the plaintiffs expressly consent to such release and 

disclosure pursuant to 5 U.S.C. § 552a(b). 

I 0. It is contemplated that this Stipulation may be executed in several counterparts, with a 

separate signature page for each party. All such counterparts and signature pages, together, shall be 

deemed to be one document. 

11. The United States agrees that it will designatetheplaintifl: Derrick Williams, for transfer 

to USP Allenwood. 

Executed this 20th day of June, 2005. 

Executed this 20th day of June, 2005. 

l@~ ,vJ /2,Myr// 
Derrick Williams 
Plaintif~ prose 

(2003 Edition) Page 4 of 4 
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P.O. BOX 1000 
LEAVENWORTH, KANSAS 66048 

DATE ____ _ 

The enclosed letter was processed 
throus~.;~pecial mailing proced~res for 
forwardmO~c you. The l,;~t~-l'f.J3 l!,~en 
neither opened nor inspected. :f t:·,r: 
writer raises a question or problcn, c•·.,r 
which this f;_cicility h:1s juri"·:!i,,::,-v1, ynu 
may wish to return t: ... ~,,:::tc,, "'I 1..i, iu1 U1er 
information or clarification. If the writer 
encloses correspondence for fcr::::?rding to 
another addressee, plense rctu111 tr1e 
enclosure to the above address. 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COl%lT ]!STRICT COURT 

) 
) 

c::: ·::::T ~:· ~f..t<::AS 

200! MAR I 3 A IQ: I b 

Mack Jones ) Docket No. l:,\LPH I O[LC,\'.:~I 
) 
) 
) 
) 

Plaintiff/Petitioner(s), .) 
) 
) 

-vs- ) 

(To be supplied y ... ·==-""· 
L -

t~T c::Ei'..,\. KS. 

01 -ca.o9~ -&TV 
OVIL RIGHTS COl\,1PLA1NT 

D pursuant to 42 TJ.S.C. §1983 
(St.ate Prisoner) 

Janet Reno-Former Attorney General) 
Kathleen Hawk-Director(BOP) ) 

OVIL RIGHTS COMPLAINT 
D pursuant to 28 U.S.C. §1331 

(Federal Prisoner) ) 
Phillip Hill-Chief Medical Officer) 

) 
D. Shepard-Hospital Administrator ) 

) 
CIVIL COMPLAINT 

~ punuaot to the Federal Tort Clairm 

Act, 28 U.?.C. §1346, 2671-~680 Mr. Garner Supervisor of CMS ) 
· Defendant/Respondent(s). ) 

I. JURISDICTION 

A. 

B. 

R~. '!.'97 

Plaintiffs mailing address and/or register number and present place of confinement. 

P.O. Box 1000 #98178-131, United States Penitentiary, 

Leavenworth, Kansas 
Defendant Janet Reno 

(Name of First Defendant) 
Former U.S. Attorney General 

(Position/Title) 

is employed as 

mth ___________________________ _ 
(Employer's Name and Address) 

At the time the claim(s) alleged in this complaint arose, was the defendant employed by the 
state, local or federal government? 

Yes (x) No ( ) 
If your answer is "yes", briefly explain: 

She was the Attorney General Of the United States 

at tbe ti roe that thj s complaint a:rmse and the au tho-
rity over the Bureau of Prisons. 

--~N_E_D - -I 



C. 

--
Defendant Kathleen Hawk 

(Name of Second Defendant) 
Director of the Bureau of Prisons 

(PositiowTitJe) 

is e:-nployed as 

~ith 320 First Street, N.W. Washington, D.C. 20534 
(Employer's Name and Address) 

At the time the clairn(s) alleged in this complaint arose, was the defendant employed by the 
state, local or federal government? 

Yes f<) No ( ) 

If your answer is "yes", briefly explain: 

Kathleen Hawk is the Director of the Bureau of Prisons 

and has the oit~raJl respansjbility for the protection, 
care, and safe keeping of the inmates in her charge. 

D. Using the outline of the form provided, include the above information for any additional 
defendant(s). . 

Phillip Hill, Former Chief Medical Officer, 1300 Metro-
politan, Leavenworth, Kansas 

D. Shepard, Former Hospital Administrator, 1300 Metro-· 
politan, J.eaveowart.b, Kansas 

Mr. Garner, Supervisor of GM3, 1300 Metropolitan, Lea~en-
wortn--c-,-l',rlH'rfrj'HT--------------------------

II. PREVIOUS LAWSUlTS 

A. Have you begun any other lawsuits in state or federal court relating to your imprisonment? 

.B. 

Yes () No f) 

rf your answer to "A" is "yes", describe the lawsuit(s) in the space below. (If there is more 
than one (I) lawsuit, you must describe the ad_ditional lawsuits on another sheet of paper, 
using the same outline.) Failure to comp Iv with this Drovision may result in summary 
denial of your complaint. 

- 2 -
,,. . 



-- ---
I. Parties to previous lawsuits: 

N/A PlaintiIT(s) ______________________ _ 

Defendant(s) _______ N_/_A _____________ _ 

2. Court (if Federal Court, name the District; if State Court, name the C OWl ty) 

N/A 
3. Docket number ______________________ _ 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

Name of Judge to whom case was assigned __ N--'-/_A __________ _ 

Type of case (for example: Was it a Habeas Corpus or Civil Rights action?) 
· N/ A · 

Disposition of case ( for ex amp le: Was the case d.ismis s ed? Was it appealed? Ls it 
stiU pending?) 

N/A 

Approximate date of filing lawsuit_· __ N.,:;._/_A _____________ _ 

Approximate date of disposition ___ N_/_A ____________ _ 

III. GRIEVA.i'ICE PROCEDURE 

A. Is there a prisoner grievance procedure in the institution? ___ Y_e_s _______ _ 

B. Did you present the facts relating to your complaint in the prisoner grievance procedure? 
Yes f) No ( ) 

C. If your answer is "yes'.', I filed an Adm ini s ta ti ve Remedy Fo~m 9 5, 
l. What steQ.s didvou take?t t" e Claim Under Fed era J Tart Claim Act. 28. CFR 14.~ Aa~inis 1a iv 

2. Th 1 l·nti"ff was den+ed under 28 CFR §14.9 What was the result? e P a ,,._ 
Final denial -o~f,-c~l-a~i~m-.~.----------------

D. If your answer is "no", explain why not. ___ N_/_A _____________ _ 

-3-



--
E. If t.here is :10 prisoner grievance procedure in t.he institution., did you complaint to prison 

F. 

G. 

H. 

authorities? Yes ( ) No ( ) N/ A 

If your answer is "yes", 
I. What steps did you take? _____ N_/_A ______________ _ 

2. What was the result? _......__...._ __________________ _ 

If your answer is "no", explain why not --.ll.,<...a. ______________ _ 

Attach copies of your requc:st for an administrative remedy and the response(s) you received. 
If you cannot do so, explain why not: 

IV. STATEMENT OF CLAIM 

R.,.,.1'97 

State here, as briefly as possible, the FACTS of your case. State who, what, when., where and how 
you feel your constitutional rights were violated. Do not cite cases or statutes. lf you choose to 
submit legal arguments or citatiOD5, you must do so in a separate memorandum of law. If you intend 
to allege a number of related claims, number and set forth each claim in a separate paragraph. If your 
claims relate to prison disciplinary proceedings, attach coDies of the disciplinarv charzes and any 
disciplinary hearin~ summarv as exhibits. 

Onlv two (2) e:xtra pa~es (8'/2 :x 11 "} are pennitted. if necessarv. to complete vour statement of 
.tlaim. Additionally, attach any relevant, supporting documentation. 

On Ma' 5 1q9a, as the plaintiff was exiting the CMS bui1~1ng he 
ste f~t; a pothole that was left _negligently ~n disrepair, re-

' sul1ing in the plaintiff injuring/fracturt;,~i~r~; ,;-ffdM§a{~ral 
tibial plateau. Mr. Carne~ who_ls the s:r: ;taff keep the 
directly responsible for rnsur1ngft~:tair to facilitate the 
instmtub~on in a constant ottat0 ~ t pff ali"ke Mr Garner 

d lf ef inma es anq s_a · · safety an ~e are t the plai·ntiff from fracturing 
failed in his duty to preven» - _ 
his knee due to his negligence. 

- 4 -
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V. REQUEST FOR RELIEF 

St.ate exactly what you want the Court to do for you. If you are a state or federal prisoner, and seek 
relief which affects the fact or duration of your imprisonment (for example: illegal detention., 
restoration of good time, expungement of records or parole release), you· must file your claim on a 
Habeas Corpus fonn., pursuant to 28 U.S. C. §2254, 28 U.S. C. §2255, or 28 U.S. C. §2241. 

DECLARATION UNDER FEDERAL RULE OF OVIL PROCEDURE 11 

I, the undersigned, certify to the best of my knowiedge, infonnation, and belief, that th.is complaint is in full 
compliance with RuJ e 11 (a) and 11 (b) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. The undersigned also 
recognizes that failure to comply \1,itfi Rule l l(a) and (b) may result in sanctions, monetary or non-monetary, 
p w-suant to Federal Rule of Civil Procedw-e 11 ( c). 

The plaintiff hereby requests the court issue all appropriate service and/or notices to the defendant(s). 

Signed this _l_ day of /JJf1-1rcA.._ , J-"jJ!§_( 

c~ /11.124~ 
OR!ZED BY T:;_:_: ."."".7 '. "'.7 

JULY 7, 1si:,:, f..S N'-~:.'-:,::,:-:i. · . . "'.": 
AOrf.i~{!STE:1 c~~ . .-r:-ts c,-::, ~.::·:~-, -.- ..... .,.."' ... ' ~ .. 

( 

- 6 -

Signature of attorney, if any 
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Date: 5-/~-oo 

99179- /.3/ 

LVAI 

--
U.S. Department of Justice 
Federal Bureau of Prisons 
North Central Region 

Kansas City, KS 66101 

Re: Administrative Claim for Damages 
Claim#: OL.a 7...3 $ .5oCJ oao. oo 

Dear Claimant: 

This is to notify you of our receipt of your administrative claim for damages under 
provisions of the Federal Tort Claims Act, Title 28 USC §1346(b), 2671 et. seq., 
alleging liability of the United States Government. 

Your properly completed claim was received on 5- ?. o o . The above 
refe~enc~.d Act_provides that the agency has 6 months to make an administrative 
determination on your claim from the date such proper claim was received by the 
appropriate agency. Accordingly, in the matter of the above referenced claim, the 
government's response is not due until //. *·CJ() 

Regulations that may be pertinent to your claim may be found at Title 28 C.F.R. 
Part 14 et. seq., and §543.30. 

Sincerely, 

Daryl Kosiak 
Regional Counsel 



-·-
U.S. Department of Justice 

Federal Bureau of Prisons 
North Central Region 

Kansas City, KS 66101-2492 

September 6, 2000 

MEMORANDUM FOR JONES, Mack; Reg. No. 98178-131 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

<7)~ V' DARYL KOSIAK, Regional Counsel 

Tort Claim TRT-NCR-2000-01090 
Personal Injury: $500,000 

Certified Mail Receipt No: 7000 0600 0023 9382 5249 

Your above referenced tort claim has been considered for administrative review pursuant 
to 28 CFR § 0.172, Authority: Federal Tort Claims and 28 CFR Part 14, Administrative 
Claims Under Federal Tort Claims Act. Investigation of your claim did not reveal that you 
suffered any personal injury as a result of the negligent acts or omissions of Bureau of 
Prisons employees acting within the scope of their employment. 

As a result of this investigation, your claim is denied. This memorandum serves as a 
notification of final denial under 28 CFR § 14.9, Final Denial of Claim. If you are dissatisfied 
with our agency's action, you may file suit in an appropriate U.S. District Court no later than 
6 months after the date of mailing of this notification. 
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CLAl~,11 s:oa DA~• A ~C' INsn:ucTJOr-!S: P!e~e rc:;.d care!:.:';' tt,e !n~!rt;c!i::ine ')n !he ~e,•e!SC !•:le e."ld b~~-~tr PROV~-, 
•' • · • • • : ",... _, supply information requested on both sides o! this form. Use additional sheel(s/ 11 1105_

0008 INJURY, QR DEATH necessary. See reverse side tor additional instructions EXPIRES 4.30-94 

8. PROPERTY DAMAGE 

NAME AND ADDRESS OF OWNER. IF OTHER THAN CLAIMANT (Number, street, city, State, and Zip Code) 

BRIEFLY DESCRIBE THE PROPERTY. NATURE AND EXTENT OF DAMAGE AND THE LOCATION WHERE PROPERTY MAY BE INSPECTED. (See instructions 
on reverse sJde,) 

10. PERSONAL INJURY/WRONGFUL DEATH 

STATE NATURE AND EXTENT OF EACH INJURY OR CAUSE OF DEATH, WHICH FORMS THE BASIS OF THE CLAIM. IF OTHER THAN CLAIMANT. STATE 

NAME oF ~NJuRED PERSON oR DECEDENT . ..r- .z: ;(//J'JAf £_ /1,-t; c.J:: _/c;7 .,tJ £..s A/vw _5 u MA' Pl,y 5 c ~ 
,P/4/;V.> ,ltA/d M£1Vf /9/ ltl'v'J!.115/2 I By ?,,e/flt),,,(/ m.!~hc/1/ hi? 5oA/. I. 

11. WITNESSES 

NAME ADDRESS (Number, street, city, State, and Zip Code) 

1 2. (SH Ins/rue/Jons on reverse) 

1 2e. PROPERTY DAMAGE 12d. TOTAL (Failure to specify may cause 
..;:f forfeiture of your rights.) 

5tJ()/tJOo bollAR5 
I CERTIFY THAT THE AMOUNT OF CLAIM COVERS ONLY DAMAGES AND INJURIES CAUSED BY THE ACCIDENT ABOVE ANO AGREE TO ACCEPT SAID 
AMOUNT IN FULL SATISFACTION AND FINAL SETTLEMENT OF THIS CLAIM 

13b. Phone number of signatory 14. DATE OF CLAIM 

Al I ,,4 ,t. • ,2,2-0 
IVJL PENAL TY FOR PRESENTINQ CRIMINAL PENAL TY FOR PRESENTING FRAUDULENT 

FRAUDULENT CLAIM CLAIM OR MAKINO FALSE STATEMENTS 
The clalmant 8hell lor1elt and pey to the United States the sum of $2,000. Fine of not more than S10,000 or Imprisonment for not more than 5 years 

plus dol.Jble the amount of damages sustained by the United States. or both. (See 18 U.S.C. 287, 1001.) 
(S- 31 u.s.c. 3729.) 

95-10II NSN 7540-00-634-4046 
Pre-nous editions nor ussb/e. 

STANDARD FORM 95 /Rev. 7-85) 
PRESCRl£1ED BY DEPT. OF JUSTICE 
28CFR14,2 



, -- PRIVACY ACT NOTICE - -
This Notice la provided In accordance with the Privacy Act, 5 U.S. C. 5 5 2 a{ e )( 3). 

A"ld conc.,,-ne the r,fom,aoon r&Quested In the letler t,:, wt11c~ ~ls Nobe& la aiio\Ched. 
1' .. Authority: The requeete-d intormat,on Is eol>ene-d pursuant to one or mo,e ot the 

toftowing: 5 U.S C. 301, 28 U.S.C. 501 et eeq., 28 U.S.C. 2671 et aeQ., 26 
C.F.R. Pll'"I U. 

I B. Prlnc:Jpal Purpose: The Information requested is to be used in evaJuat,no claims 
C. Routine Use: See the Notices of Systems ot Records for the aoency to whom you 

are aubmltlino this tom, tor this ,nlormat,on. 
O Eflac/ of FBl/u,. to Respond· 0,sck>sure ,s volunta,y Howevec. failure to supply 

the requested inlormebOn or to execute Iha form mey render your claJm "'1nvaJ1d"' 

INSTIIUCTIONS 

CompMle all Nam1 • lna-1 Iha wonf NONE where 1ppllcabla 

A CLAIM SHALL BE DEEMED 'TO HAVE BEEN PRESENTED WHEN A FEDERAL PROPERTY, PERSONAL INJURY, OR DEATH ALLEGED 10 HAVE OCCURRED BY 
AGENC1' RECEIVES FROM A CLAIMANT, HIS DULY AVfHORIZED AGENT, OR REASON OF THE INCIDENT. THE CLAIM MUST BE PRESENTED 'TO THE 
LEGAL REPRESENWIVE AN EXECUTED STANDARD FORM 95 OR DrHER APPROPRIATE FEDERAL AGENCY WITHIN TWO YEARS AFTER THE CLAIM 
WRITTEN NonFlc,;;rlQN OF AN INCIDENT, ACCOMPANIED BY A CLAIM FOR ACCRUES. 
MONEY DAMAGES IN A SUM CEl3'.IAIN FOR INJURY 10 OR LOSS OF 

Arly lnstructiOna or r,tom,at,on necesssy In the preparation ol yoor claim wijl be 
lumJah.ed. upon request, by the olf>ee lndcated In Item 11 on Irle reverae side. 
Complete r&guabons pertaiong to claims asserte-d under the Fedeni Tor1 Clams Act 
cs-. be found In Trtie 28, Code of Federal R&gulehons, PIW"I 1.il. M.-,y ~coes have 
pubhhed supplemental r&gulabona 1119o. If more than one agency i6 Involve-cl, pleaae 

atate each aQBOCy. 

The cuiim may be lile-d by a duly authorize-Cl egent or other legal representatrve. 
pro,,ioe-c:1 evidence sabs factory to the Government is ,wbmitted wHh sa,d c181m 
eatabhsn,ng express euthortty to acl for the clarnant. A claim presente-d by an eoent or 
le-gal representative must be presente-d in the name of the claimant. If the cl&m ia 
algne-d by Iha agent or la"81 representative. It must ahow the l!tle or 18QlrJ capecrty ol 
the person algning and be accompanied by evidence of his/he, aulhor11y to present a 
ciBrn on bahalt or the claim.-,t as agent, executor, edmr1i8tr111or, perent. glWOian or 

other re pr uentallve. 

If cuiiment Intends to fee cta.rn for both per,ona> inJU,Y and property damage, claim 

for both must be shown in Item 1 2 of 1h Is form. 

The amount clarned sho<Jld be substantiate-Cl by competent evidence as follows· 
{ 8) In support of the clun for peraonal Injury o, dnlh, the cllument should subm It 

a written report by the attending physician, showing the nature and ex1ent or iniury, 

the nature and utent of treaunent the d&l1ree or permanent d;sabllrty. H any. !he 
prognosis, and the penod of hospftalizalion, or lncapacjtation, attacilng ttemcz ed t.lla 
lor medica'. hosPHai, or t,una; e "PB"SBS actually incurre-d. 

(b} In aupport or Claims for damage to property wn,ch has been or can be 

economoc:Mly repaired, the claimant ariould submh a\ leas! two ilemczed s,;ine-d 

atalement& or 8111imates by relia~e. d1sm1erested concerns, or, ii paymenl has been 
made, the Itemize-Cl a,gne-d receipts e\lldenc<n1, payment 

(c} In suppor! of claims for damage to property wh,ch is nol econom,celly repairable. 
or If the property is IOst or destroyed. the c1a1man1 should su,mil s1atements as to the 
onginal coal of the property, the date of purchase, and the value of !!le property, both 
before and after the accident. Such statements Should be by d,s,nterested competent 
pereons, preferably repulBl>le deaJers or olf><:181s tamihar with the type ol property 
damBQed. or by two or more competlt,ve bidders, and should be cert,t,ed es bemo Just 

and correct. 

/d) Failure to completely execute th,s form or to supply thl' requested maleriaJ 
w~t,in t,,o yr,ars tro,-,, the date the elleg11t1ons a~cruec may render your clrum ·•,m,aJ,d'". 
A claJm III deemed presente-d when it ,s received by the epp,opnate eoency. not when 

It is malled 

F•llul'II lo 1peclty 1 ,um c.,-tain wll! rHuN in lnHlld pre1• nt1tion ol your cla Im 
•nd may tHuft In forfaNul'II of your rlgh11. 

Pubhc reporting buroen lor !his collection of informa~on is estimat&d to average 15 minutes per response, includmg the time fer reviewing instructions. searchmg ex,stmg 
data sources, gattiering and memta,ning the data needed, and compl81ing and reviewing the collea,on of inlormallon. Send comments regarding th,s burden est,mate er 
any ott,.er 8.specl of this col!ect,on of in1o,mation, including suoges1·,ons for reducing this burden. -

lo D, rector. Torts Branch and to the 
Crvil Or,ision Office or Management and Budget 
U.S. Department of JuSlice Pa+>erwor!< Reduction Project (1105-0008) 
Washington, DC 20530 Washington, DC 20503 

INSURANCE COVERAOE 

1n order Iha! subrog.aborl clurn; may be adJUd,cated. H is essential Iha! the clBlmanl provide the lolowino inlormebon reoard,ng the msurMce cosereoe ot n,s ve~1cle or property 

15. Do you carry accident Insurance? C Yes, JI yes, give name end address ot 1nsun1nce company (Number. street, clly, State. and Zip Code) and pahcy number. u No 

16. Hr,,e yoo filed claiTI on your lns.urance carrier in this instance, and If so, Is It lull coverage or deductible? 1 7. II deductible, state emounl 

Al I ,I? 

18. 11 claim hes been filed witn your carrier, whet action has your ,nsurer taken or proposes to lake with reference to you< cl&m? (It Is necessary that yo" ascertsm these facts) 

1 9 · Do you carry PtJblic ~lly and property dame.ie insurance? G Yes. II yes. give n1110e and address of Insurance earner (Nr,mi,9 r, strur, cl1y. Stare, and Zip Code/ ::; No 

'1.r.J. Go,,,a;rnam F'mJng Olloe: 1 Cllill - 211 • 782140 I 115 SF 95 (Rev. 7-85) BACK 
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IN THE U~'ITED STATES DISTRICT COlW,_T iJISTRICT COURT 

) 
) 

c1::;: :~:·:r 2:: Kt,J:~AS 

20DI MAR I 3 A 10= I b 

Mack Jones ) Docket No. r,\LPH 
) 
) 
) 
) 

Plaintift'Petitioner(s), ) 
) 
) 

-vs- ) 

(f o be supplied y 
~~~::,-t:,!,_~.., ~-

t,T C:lff ,\, KS 

01 -~o9~-&TV 
OVIL RIGIITS C0l\fPLAlNT 

• pursuantto 42 U.S.C. §1983 
(State Prisoner) 

Janet Reno-Former Attorney General) 
Kathleen Hawk-Director(BOP) ) 

OVIL RIGIITS COMPLAINT 
• pursuant to 28 u.s.c. §1331 

(Federal Prisoner) ) 

Phillip Hill-chief Medical Officer) 
) 

D. Shepard-Hospital Administrator ) 
) 

OVIL COMPLAINT 
~ punuant to the Federal Tort Claims 

Act, 28 U.S.C. §1346, 2671-,2680 Mr. Garner Supervisor of CMS ) 
' Defendant/Respondent(s). ) 

, 

I. JURISDICTION 

A. Plaintiffs mailing address and/or register number and present place of confinement. 

B. 

P.O. Box 1000 #98178-131, United States Penitentiary, 

Leavenworth, Kansas 
Derendant Janet Reno 

(Name of First Defendant) 
Former U.S. Attorney General 

(Positionffitle) 

is employed as 

mili ___________________________ _ 

(Employer's Name and Address) 

At ilie time the claim(s) alleged in iliis complaint arose, was tl1e defendant employed by ilie 
state, local or federal government? 

Yes (Jg No ( ) 
If your answer is "yes", briefly explain: 

She was the Attorney General Of the United States 

at the time that this complaint ar-0se and the autho
rity over the Bureau of Prisons. 

~, 



C. 

- - --
Defendant __.K....,a._t..._,h....__l~e~e=n~H"'"a ___ w_k ______________ is e:npioyed as 

(Name of Second Defendant) 
Director of the Bureau of 

(Position/Title) 

Prisons 

with 320 First Street, N.W. Washington, D.C. 20534 
(Employer's Name and Address) 

At the time the claim(s) alleged in this complaint arose, was the defendant employed by the 
state, local or federal government? 

Yes ('X) No () 

Lf your answer is "yes", briefly explain: 

Kathleen Hawk is the Director of the Bureau of Prisons 

and has the overall respansibi~ity for_the protection, 
care, and safe keeping of the inmates in her charge. 

D. Using the outline of the form provided, include the above information for any additional 

defendant(s). • 1 JOO M tro 
Phillip Hill, Former Chief Medical Officer, e -

politan, Leavenworth, Kansas 
D, Shepard, Former Hospital Administrator, 1300 Metro-· 

poli tan, I,eavenwartb, Kansas 
Mr • Qai ner , Super·v>i sor of SMS, 1 JOO Metropolitan, Lea v.en-

worth-c-,-i'rtH<+&Ac-8---------------------------

II. PREVIOUS LAWSUITS 

A. Have you begun any other lawswts in state or federal court relating to your imprisonment? 

,B. 

Yes ( ) No f) 

If your answer to "A" is "yes", describe the lawswt(s) in the space below. (If there is more 
than one (1) lawswt, you must describe the ad.ditional lawswts on another sheet of paper, 
using the same outline.) Failure to comply with this provision mav result in summary 
denial of Your complaint, 

- 2 -
,,._. 
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l. Parties to previous lawsuits: 

NIA Plaintiff(s) ______________________ _ 

Defendant(s) _______ N...;./_A _____________ _ 

2. Court (if Federal Court, name the District~ if State Cofilt, name the County) 

N/A 
3. Docket number ______________________ _ 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

Name of Judge to whom case was assigned __ N~/_A __________ _ 

Type of case (for example: Was it a Habeas Corpus or Civil R.jghts action?) 
· N/ A · 

Disposition of case (for example: Was the case dismissed? Was it appealed? Is it 
still pending?) 

N/A 

Approximate date of filing lawsuit· __ ..:.N:...:./_:A.:__ ____________ _ 

Approximate date of disposition ___ N_/_A ____________ _ 

III. GRIEVA.i',!CE PROCEDURE 

A. Is there a prisoner grievance procedure in the institution? ___ Y_e_s _______ _ 

B. Did you present the facts relating to your complaint in the prisoner grievance procedure? 
Yes f) No ( ) 

C. lfyourans,.,,'eris"yes'.', I filed an Administative Remedy Form 95, 
is. clk11an~t:~ cii~tn°~r\t~l1 at iv e Gle.im Under Fed era] Tart Claim Act• 

2. Th 1 · t"ff ,ras den+ed under 28 CFR §14.9 What was the result? e P al n l .., ,,.. 
Final denial of claim.· 

D. If your answer is "no", explain why not. ___ N_/_A _____________ _ 

- 3 -
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E. II there is no prisoner grievance procedure in the institution, did you complaint to prison 

authorities? Yes ( ) No ( ) N / A 

F. If your answer is "yes", 
1. What steps did you take? ____ N_/_A ______________ _ 

2. What was the result? ~......_...,__ __________________ _ 

G. If your answer is "no", explain why not. -..il..1-...:1...---------------

H. A~wch copies of your request for an admin.istrati\·e remedy and the response(s) you received. 
If you cannot do so, explain why not: 

IV. STATEMENT OF CLAIM 

R.,:-y_ 1.'97 

State here, as briefly as possible, the FACTS of your case. State who, what, when, where and bow 
vou fee! vour constitutional rights were violated. Do not cite cases or statutes. Jf vou choose to 
.., ... ..... -
submit legal argumenl.s or citations, you mu.st do so in a separate memorandum of law. If you intend 
to allege a number of re!ated claims, number and set forth each clai.rn in a separate paragraph. If your 

claims relate to prison disciplinary proceedings, attach copies of the disciplinarv char~e5 and any 
disciplinary hearin-z summarv as exhibits. 

Qnly two (2) extra pa~es (8 1/2 :x 11 ") are pennitted. if necessarv, to complete vour statement of 
ruwn,_ Additionally, attach any relevant, supporting documentation. 

o M 5 1Q98- •s the plaintiff was exiting the CMS buil~ing he 
s~e ar~t~ a pbthole that was left_negligently :n disrepair, re

' suliing in the plaintiff injuri~g/ f"ract_ur1nJ:. trrs ,;f':f~M§a?~ral 
tibial plateau, Mr. Garne: who_1s the S~l:r;~!~~ keep the 
directly responsible for 1nsur1ngrt::tair to facilitate the 
institutmon in a const~nt state~ t ~f like Mr Garner 

;:i~~~ ~~ h;: a:~; to prevent the plaintiff from fracturing 
his knee due to his negligence. 

d if ef inmates an s a a · · 

- 4 -
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V. REQCEST F0RREUEF 

State exactly what you want the Court to do for you. Jf you are a state or federal prisoner, and seek 
relief which affects the fact or duration of your imprisonment (for exa.Inplc: illegal detention, 
restoration of gcxxl time, expW1gement of records or parole release), you· must file your claim on a 
Habeas Corpus form, pursuant to 28 U.S.C. §2254, 28 U.S.C. §2255, or 28 U.S.C. §2241. 

DECLAR-\TI0N UJ\'DER FEDER-\L RULE OF O\1L PROCEDURE 11 

I, the undersigned, certify to the best of my kno•,..,iedge, infonnation, and belief., that th.is complaint is io full 
compliance ...,.i th Rule 11 (a) and 11 (b) of the Federal Rules of Ci vii Procedure. The undersigned also 
recognizes that failure to comply \\'ith Rule 11 (a) and (b) may result in sanctions, monetary or non-monetary, 
p ursuaot to Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 11 ( c). 

The plaintiff hereby requests the court issue all appropriate service and/or notices to the defendant(s). 

Signed th.is _l__ day of /Jl/;,rcA._ , ¥JJ:f§( 

~ ,;~::'~tztr 
JULY 7, 1S':.;, f:.5 Ar"-~:-_'·::::"', · ::, 

AOrf.JWSTS:1 C·.'.'/frfS c,-::; :_:--.-~-, · ~ '1 

Signature of attorney, if any 

Rcv. l/97 - 6 -
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Date: 5-/~·00 

U.S. Department of Justice 
Federal Bureau of Prisons 
North Central Region 

Kansas City, KS 66101 

99/7P- /3/ 

LVAI 

Dear Claimant: 

Re: Administrative Claim for Damages 
Claim #:OL,,?7....3 $.SOoooo.oo 

This is to notify you of our receipt of your administrative claim for damages under 
provisions of the Federal Tort Claims Act, Title 28 USC § 1346(b), 2671 et. seq., 
alleging liability of the United States Government. 

Your properly completed claim was received on 5- 9. IP o . The above 
reference,d Act_provides that the agency has 6 months to make an administrative 
determination on your claim from the date such proper claim was received by the 
appropriate agency. Accordingly, in the matter of the above referenced claim, the 
government's response is not due until //. -'£. "() 

Regulations that may be pertinent to your claim may be found at Title 28 C.F.R. 
Part 14 et. seq., and §543.30. 

Sincerely, 

Daryl Kosiak 
Regional Counsel 



--
U.S. Department of Justice 

Federal Bureau of Prisons 
North Central Region 

Kansas Ci(\', KS 66/01-2492 

September 6, 2000 

MEMORANDUM FOR JONES, Mack; Reg. No. 98178-131 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

~~ 
~ DARYL KOSIAK, Regional Counsel 

Tort Claim TRT-NCR-2000-01090 
Personal Injury: $500,000 

Certified Mail Receipt No: 7000 0600 0023 9382 5249 

Your above referenced tort claim has been considered for administrative review pursuant 
to 28 CFR § O .172, Authority: Federal Tort Claims and 28 CF R Part 14, Administrative 
C!aims Under Federal Tort Claims Act. Investigation of your claim did not revea! that you 
suffered any personal injury as a result of the negligent acts or omissions of Bureau of 
Prisons employees acting within the scope of their employment. 

As a result of this investigation, your claim is denied. This memorandum serves as a 
notification of final denial under 28 CFR § 14. 9, Final Denial of Claim. If you are dissatisfied 
with our agency's action, you may file suit in an appropriate U.S. District Court no later than 
6 months after the date of mailing of this notification. 



- / - - Z /58 --. ~ 

ri.l!lfl OR DAI'.:~,-,.~ .. , supply information requested on both sides of this form. Use additional sheet(s/ if l l05-000S CL A •~I F A,... C:- INSTf'UCTIO~S: P!e!l!!~ r(:.d c!!J"e!:.::'1 the h~!nJclio~e o~ !he ~e•,e~sc :ode !!.'1d Fi~:-t6.PROVEQI 

INJURY 
I 

QR DEATH necessary. See reverse side for additional instructions. EXPIRES 4.30-94 

9. PROPERTY DAMAGE 

NAME ANO ADDRESS OF OWNER, IF OTHER THAN CLAIMANT (NumtHtr, street, city, State, and Zlp Code) 

BRIEFLY DESCRIBE THE PROPERTY, NATURE AND EXTENT OF DAMAGE AND THE LOCATION WHERE PROPERTY MAY BE INSPECTED. (See Instructions 
on reverse side.) 

10. PERSONAL INJURY/WRONGFUL DEATH 

STATE NATURE AND EXTENT OF EACH INJURY OR CAUSE OF DEATH, WHICH FORMS THE BASIS OF THE CLAIM. IF OTHER THAN CLAIMANT, STATE 

NAME OF ~NJUAEO PERSON OR DECEDENT. f f N' /J7Af£ ffic.J: Jc? ,<.)£..5 )/tJw -5u ~A' P) y 5 C,; 

?,,,,, / A.I .r /}A/cl ME ,1.//r) 1 ;:; IV' 1 LI 15 i I Br ? £, f C,,t/ m,! ?I✓ 'c;,;91 R-lc' .St:1....u. 1, 

11. 

NAME 

Ph;J/,f K£~fh 1-lilJ (Chi'f.F /JiE to~1ar Cll! 

D, 5hEfA~4 ( /-lo5fi f11/ 1t_dn1,J.1/5-fR fot) 
/di?., GA!CAJ£~ (SuPt!ZJf15of. of C '.5) 

WITNESSES 

1 2. (See lnstructJons on reverse) · AMOUNT OF CLAIM (In dollars) 

1 2a. PROPERTY DAMAGE 12d. TOTAL (Failure to specify may cause 

..;tJ1 forfeiture of your rights.) 

5tJd/tJOo bollA£5 
I CERTU:-Y THAT THE AMOUNT OF CLAIM COVERS ONLY DAMAGES AND INJURIES CAUSED BY THE ACCIDENT ABOVE AND AGREE TO ACCEPT SAID 
AMOUNT IN FUU SATISFAC::TION AND FINAL SETTLEMENT OF THIS CLAIM 

13b. Phone number of signatory 14. DATE OF CLAIM 

A// .-4 ,/. • ,2,:Z-o 
IVIL PENAL TY FOR PRESENTING CRIMINAL PENAL TY FOR PRESENTING FRAUDULENT 

FRAUDULENT CLAIM CLAIM OR MAKINO FALSE STATEMENTS 
The clalmant llhall forfeit and pay lo the United States the sum ol $2,000. Flne of not more than $10,000 or Imprisonment for not more than 5 years 

plus double the amount of damages sustained by the United Statea. or both. (See 18 U.S.C. 28 7, 1001.) 
(S- 31 u.s.c. 3729.J 

Pr•vlous IJd/lJona not usa!Jle. 
NSN 7540-00-634-4046 STANDARD FORM 95 (Rev. 7-85) 

PRESCRJIJED BY DEPT. OF JUSTICE 
28 CFR 14.2 



, - - PRIVACY ACT NOTICE ·--
Thia Notice la prowled n accordance wtth the Privacy Act, 5 U.S.C. 552e(e)l3). 

.-,d concd!Tls the inlormabOO requested In the lenB< I? wnlc~ ?!',!s Notice IS att~hea. 
> .. Au1!1ortty: The reques!ed intormal>on IS aollcrted pursuant to one or more of the 

fo~win,r 5 U.S C. 301, 21! U.S.C. 501 et seq, 21! U.S.C. 2671 et seq., 28 
C.F A PIii"! 1•. 

B. Prine/pa/ Purpose.- The Information requested is to be used ,n evalua!,ng clal"1S 
C. Routine Use: See the Notices of Syslems of Records fo• the agency to whom you 

are 1ubmlttin1;1 lhcs form !or ttus information. 
D. Ellecl of Fa/lure lo Respond Disclosure is voluntary However. failure to supply 

the requested 1ntormation or to execute the form may render your claim •·,nvahd"' 

INSTRUCTIONS 

Cornplew 111 Item,• ln1erl the word NONE where 1ppUc:1ble 

A CLAIM SHALL SE OEEMED TO HAVE SEEN PRESENTED WHEN A FEDERAL PROPERTY, PERSONAL INJURY. OR DEATH ALLEGED TO HAVE OCCURRED BY 
AGENCY RECEIVES FROM A CLAIMANT, HIS DULY AUTHORIZED AGENT, OR REASON OF THE INCIDENT. THE CLAIM MUST BE PRESENTED TO THE 
LEGAL REPRESENTATIVE AN EXECUTED STANDARD FORM 95 OR OfHER APPROPRIATE FEDERAL AGENCY WITHIN TWO YEARS AFTER THE CLAIM 
WRITTEN NOTIF1CIJ10N OF AN INCIDENT, ACCOMPANIED fJY A CLAJM FOR ACCRUES. 
MONEY DAMAGES IN A SUM CERTAIN FOR INJURY TO OR LOSS OF 

Any nslnlcliOna or inlormat10n ne-cessary In the preparalion of your clam w~I be I (b} In support ot ciarms !or damage to property which has been or can be 

tumlahed, upon request. by the office in!lcated in Item 11 on the reverae side. econom,cally rep&1red, the CMMmant Should submh at least two item,zed s,;;ined 
Complete reguaoon., periainng to claims as&e!1ed undef the Fedltral Tor1 Claims Act statement, or estimates by rebable, d,smlerested concerns. or. if payment has been 
ca, be found n TIiie 28. CoOII of Federal Ragulations. Part 14. Many agencoes have made, the Itemized r,,gned re-ce,pts eooenc,nc payment 
publ,llhed aupplementaj regutebona abo. ff more 1 han one agency Iii In ...alved. pleaae 

state each BIIB"CY. 

The cUU"n may be Ned by a duly authorized agent or other le'191 representative. 
provided eviden-ce se~sfacto,y to the Govemmenl is submitted with saod claim 
establrahong eK;)iess aLlthortty to act for the clalmant. A clarm presented by an agent o< 

l&g.al representa1;va must be presented In the name or the claimant. ff the claim is 
llig ned by th a agent o< leoaf representat,ve. It must Show the m1e or l&gef capacrty or 
the person sigrun11 &n<I be accomparued by evidence of his/her llUthortty to p,esenl a 
clalm on behllll or the claimant as ag ant, execute<, lldm1mslra!or, parent, guardian or 
olher reprai;enlallve. 

ff clamant intend$ to !iie claim for both person.al injury and property Gamage, claim 
for both must be Shown in Item 1 2 o! this form. 

The amount cit.med aho<Jld be aubstanllated by competent e\/lClence u tollowa: 
(I) In supporl o! the claim for peraonal Injury or death, the claimant should submh 

a wrtnen rePQrt by the anendong ph)'lllCilln, Bhowing the nature and extent o! iniury. 

the nature and extent of tre.atment. the degree or parmw,enl d1sabllrty. if any. the 
p-ognosis. and the penod of hospitalization. or lncepecitation. attachng Itemized b!lla 

for rnedicel. hosottai. or burial e l(Qenses actually Incurred. 

/c} In aupport of claims for damage to property wh,ch ,s not econom,cally repairable. 
or If !Tle property 1s 1oa1 01 destroyed, the claimant should submit s1a1emenls as to the 
on1;1inlll cost of the property, the dlate of purchase. and the value ol me property, both 
before and alter the accident Such statements should be by d,s,nterested competent 
persoos. pretarably reputable dealers or ott,c1als famil,ar with the lype of property 
damaged, or by two or more competitive btdders. and Should be cerltf,ed as being Just 
and corre-ct. 

{d) Failure to completely execute this form or to supply the reouesled material 
w;:~..,.. t, •O years tro,-r, !he date !tie al:eganons at:cruea may render your claim "onvai,d". 
A claim ill deemed presen!ed when it 1s rece,ved by the appropr,ate agency, not when 
II is malted. 

F1llu.-. to •J>Klty • aum c:.-1,ln wlll rHult In lnvallcl preHntetlon of your cl1lm 
end m•~ rHult In lor1• 1tu.-. ol your rlght1. 

Public reporting bufden lor this coll&ebOn of information is estimated to awrage 15 minutes per response, including !he 11me tor r'8",11i,w1ng onsfructions. searctiing ex,stong 
data sources, gathering and mainta,m~g the data needed, and c~pleling and reviewing !he collect10n of 1ntormat1on. Send comments regarding this burden estimate o, 
any other aspee1 al !his coll&ction al in1ormalion. including suggestions for reducing 1his burden. • 

10 Director, Torts Bran-ch and 10 the 
Civil Division Office of Management and Budget 
U.S. Oepartmem at Justice Paperwor1< Reduction Projad (1105--0008) 
Washing1on. DC 20530 Washing1on, DC 20503 

INSURANCE COVERAGE 
-- --::;--,-----:,---:,--~---,--:--:--:---,-----:-:-c-:-----::--:-:,--,---------,--------------------------------1 

In or. thlfl aubroe;11tion clams may be ad)Ud1cated. tt is essential thlfl the claimant p,oVlde the loRowing ootorms!IOn re1;1ard,ng the msurance coverage of his vehicle or property 

~Do you carry eccldenl lnsuraoca? D Yes, If yas, give name and address of lnsu-ance company {Number, 11/rHI, city, Srate, and lip Code) and pot.cy number. u No 

Al///. 

11!. Haw you filed clan on your insurance carrier in this instance, and If so. is It full cove,age or deductible? 1 7. II deductible. sta:e amount 

Al /,4 
I 

11!. 11 cra.m has bea-n file-d wrth your carrier, what action hall your insurer taken or proposes to take with reference to your claim? /I! ,s necessaf)I thar you ascertain these tacts} 

19. Do y<>~ carry public iabl!ity and p,operty dBnl&Qe Insurance? C Yes, If yes. give name and address or ln9urance earner (Number. strur, ""Y· State, a-,,cl lrp Code) = No 

SF 95 (Rev. 7-85) BACK 
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November 9. 2005 

n:ll'id l) '/in,nwrrn;m 

360 U.S. Courthouse 
500 State r\ venue 
Kansas City, KS 66101 

R E (' ··- I \/ f -· r ,It I > ,_ ,J 

2005 NOV IO A I!: 5 I~ 

R ,. 
t'.. '.\1:tck Jones ,·. llnitcd States of America 

Case ~o. 01-309-1-GTV 

Dear David: 

Shook, 
~ardy& 

BaconL.LI'• 
WVvw.shb.com 

J. Eugene Balloun 

84 Corporate Woc•ds 

10801 Mastin, Suite 1000 

Overland Park 

Kansas 6621O·1697 

913 451.6060 

913 .:51 8879 Fax 

ilballcur1 .~ shb CG.n 

Pursuant to the Scheduling On.kr Jated October 2-l, 2005, Plaintiff Mack Jones i, hereby 
submitting a good faith settlement demand in the amount of S 10,000.()() to Defendant 
L"nite<l St,lll'.s of America. 

\\'c ]nDl-: forward to hearing from yuu. Thank you for your cooperation. 

Sincerely, 

~------- - -, 
·-. ___ - ---------:;: ... ----< _;___,_ - - yf; - ---~ ~-:~- --..... 

J. Eu~cnc Bal!uun \ 
.. , ...,,.1 

JEB:jrm 

Geneva 

Hous1rin 

Kansa5 C,ty 

London 

Orange Couniy 

Overland ?ar~ 

San Franc,5co 

Tampa 

Washington D C 
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Case Management Application Page 1 of 1 

Welcome WILSON J MOORER 1 .. ogout 

I HOME ALERTS . MY WORK NE.W CASE I SEARCH MAIN . EMAIL • ,. \ i { 

Back lo case Results Case Actions: 
r--, '--.. ~ , ,-. 

L __..r ,.__i_:,_ "44 • >~ 
Case ID: CIV-NCR-2001-019S7 Short Description: JONES V. USA 

t4 ?fi,j3f lji:a. CASE DOCS CASE PERSONS 

Reference Nt1mber 

Short Descnption 

Classification 

Case Type 

Case Sllb-Type 

Ct1rrent Region 

Cllrrent lnstltt1tion 

Incident Region 

Incident lnstltt1tlon 

Monetary Relief 
Sot1ght 

Estimated Amount 

Office 

Jurisdiction 

Responsible Legal 
Office 

Estimated Amount 

Estimated Olltcome 

Long Description 

Ft1rther Case 
Classlflcatton 

Comments 

01-3094 

JONES V. USA 

Civil 

fromLP 

TORT 

NORTH CENTRAL REGIONAL OFFICE 

$500,000.00 

$ 

DISTRICT OF KANSAS 

$ -

FTCA GENERAL 

12545 

CASE DATES CASE SUMMARY 

..... ,.;,_:r :1·.t I 

...... 

Date 

Type 

Reason 

Sought 

Amount offered 

Total Amount Paid 

Description 

Description 

Court Fee Pa,d 1 

Pro Se? 

Date Received 

Date Filed 

Current Owner 

Case Status 

Tlmellne Status 

Monthly Report 
Status 

Damages 

$ 

$ 

NCR070B 

Private case No 

CASE BLOG 

httos://boo.tco.doi.gov:9349/OGC-CIV/UpdateCasePage.do?PID=89+3+1CM4+DB2P13+... 9/16/2016 
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Case 1:06..cv-10166-GAO Document 1 • Filed 01/24/2000 Page 1 of 5 • 
l,'NJTED STA1ES DISTRICT COURT :: , : ;.: , ·1 

FOR THE DlSTRICTOFMASSACHt;SETTS: ; , ~r:::.-;;-(-:··r-1r-i= 
"' •• · •. ~ ' ' :, • I I 1.1 .. 

. ) 

DANIEL MoRoAK. P1Jl 6 CA 1 0 l 5 5:; -n:1rn i .;J:~g: 
) •. l~-U:-1,-~S ... 

v. ) ~ C.A. :So. 

u"NITED STATES OF ~TI:~ _/¥(~0MPLAINT 
Ddendmt. ) 

. IN'l1lODUCTION MCF~SUED----,-.,.~-• 
BY DPTY. CIJ< . .--r1--~.a.,----

l. This is an action for ~·damages brought against the 1:niea:~.q..,,1:at,._cs.,....,.,orF-f---"li----,&,=,"41'-W--

Americ&puauam to the Federal Torts Claims Act, 28 U-5.C. § 2671 tl seq., based OD negllaeni:e 

of guards employed by tlu, United States wbd worked at the Federal Prison in Leavenwortb. 

Kacse.!i. On or about January 18, 2003, the guards hmidcw'.fed the plaintiff in such a negligent 

JORISDICTIOli; 

2. This Court"hu jurudiction:10· adjudicate n,deral questi<mS of law ·under 28 U.S.C. 

§ 1331 and, more specifically, the federal questiOn oflaw that arises here Ull,der 1hc Federal Torts 

Claims Act. 28 U .S.C. § 2671 et seq., (''FTCA "). 

'PARTIES 

3. The plai.nt:iff; Daniel Morgan ("Morgan"), is a citiml of the United States and 

4. The United Stales i.s named a.s defendant for the actions of its branch: The 

Fedew Bui:cau of Prisons ("FB:P">), an ann-ofthe Federal Gove:mment. 
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.....___,,,, '-' 
Case 1:06-ev-10155-GAO Document 1 • Flied 01/24/2006 Page 2 of 5 • 

FACJS-

5, On Janumy 17, 2003, Morgan, at that time a prisoner lit the Federal Prison m 

Leevao.worth. Kansas (tho "Prison"). was cleacing the baseboards in the visitor's room of the 

Prison When be famtcd and brr the bad( of a wooden chm and then the floor, knocldni out two 

of his from teeth. 

6. Morgan was driven by Counselor WUliams from the Prison to Sl John's Hospital 

in Leavenworth, Kan.cias, for trcab:ncmt. 

7. It wu dettmined that MoJ'g8ll would need his jaw wired for an upper nasal 

~ and a front tooth pulled due to instability-from hittlll2 ~ back of the chair. 

8. Morgan wu "agitated" and v.-n ~ from po.st-head tranma._ seizures IO<i 

poasible alcohol withdrawal. MOlpn --m and om of a coilicious state for the next twenty

four ho1=. 

9. The Pris011 officers -who were .. guarding,. Mmpn at the bospit.a.l shackled both of 

MOig1t111s legs to the gmney. · 

10. · The Prison officers also, in a highly ue&ligent manner, handcutred both of 

Morpn'i1 wrists by first placixig Moram's a.um over his heed and tben spreading th.eJn ape.rt to 

both sides of the gurney, which cauaed Morgan to be 1.Jlce a bunerfly pinned to a board. 

11. Morgmi' s amas end wrist!l were mainmiued m. this ~--trained and painful position 

for approximaldy 24-36 hours. 

12. As a result of~ highly n~ent handcuffing of Morgan by the Prifon ofticera, 

both ofMorian's showders rcpeallldly dLslocated. 

lJ. Morgan's wrists and ankles~ also visibly ra.w and bruised. 

14. M01gBO awoke in a very cobcrcnt rrtnte on the 11\0rwl'IS of Jmuary 19, 1003, and 

Prison officers finally beg;an to remove the: mitrainm at the I8lC of approximately one per hour. 

~2-

"11003/008 
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Cas& 1:O6-cv-10155-GAO Doeumerd 1 • Filed 01/24./2006 Page 3 of 5 

. -
15_ Morgan's should~ wc-e ao severely mjured tha1 he could barely lift his a11DS to 

16. Morgan had unbearable pain in his shoulder and oould hardly misc his llmJS. 

17. Only 2lfter Morgan's inctlSSiilt compliµtring of pain wmc x-nlY5 finally taken of 

Moxgm"s shoulders, on April 12, 2003, 11:Dd April 17, 2003, by Prison staff and a third-party 

orthoptxilc doctor, ~vely. The x-mys revealed dislocation of the left shoulder with major 

defarmitics and a separated right shoulder with major ddomlities. 

18. Despite the fact th.et the x-rays ~ ~or shoulder problems, the Pruon staff 

would not authorize proper pain mcdic.atiori: to alleviate Morgan"& pain. Morgan was mwcr given 

any pain mtdi:cation beyond gloriflod aspirin. 

19. An ~ examination "IYz.s everrtually performed on Morgan, and an orthopedic 

zmgeon whom inc Prison had sent Morgmi. to st8ttrl, based on the MRI. that a replacement was 

necessary for MotpD'S right &boulder. ancf mat his left shoulder ncoded a bone ~fusion. 

20. On .Aus,.ist 21, 2003, Morgan was finally trln5ferrcd to the Df1vens Federal 

Medical Center in Ayer, Massachusetts. . 

21. The ortbopeaic surgeon at the Lah,y Clinic, Dr. Wills:, infOJmed Morgan of hls 

ahoclc that Morpn's left shoulder had been left in a dislocated condiliOIJ. at that tiJJlc for twelve . . 

months. Dr. Wilk told Morgan that _it would ~ twQ operations while the right shoulder 

Would need to be repw:.ed. · 

22. Accoroing to Dr. LeClaire of University of Ma.,sachusetts Medical Center, an 

MRl that bad been taken in 2002 prior to Morgan's impri.sooment ~ very Jllmor problems 

to Morgan's right shoulder wbm compand lo the more rccc:nt· MRI, md thete were no prior 

problems with Morgm's left shoulder. 

-3 -

~00-&/008 
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C;ise 1 :06---ov-10155-GAO Document 1 • Flied 01/~4/~006 ~age 4 or 5 • 
21. Oil September IS, 2004. afuir Morgan's ).eft shoulder had ~en dislocated for 21 

months. Dr. LeCl alre performed a four end one-half hour operation on it The top of the hwnel 

bead was removed and rcplac.ed with a stamless steel h~ ac.d the bone from. the hum.el bead 

W&5 uxd to repai[- the glcnoid socket As a mntlt oftbe surgery, a four-incil scar now runs down 

the front of Morgan'. s shoulder. 

24. Due to the major delay in medical attention. the left and rigb1 shoulders continuod 

to deteriorate acid ultimately required sinwar pr0cedures. On June 22, 2005, Dr. LeClaire 

per!ormed a shoulder replacement on Morgan's right should~. The top humm.l bead WM 

remo~ and replaced witll a stainless stocl head. 

25. ~ a consultmioa on Oct.ohm- 28, 2005, Morgan stated 1o Dr. LcCwre how 

unhappy be was with the outoomc ofhis showder ~i:rics. Morgan's shouldc:n look, feel. and 

Opeiate m a V=Y defoi:m.ed mamc with co~iderable pi,l-0-- Dr. LeCl&ire informed M<qar:. that 

additional major surgical procedures on both shoulder,; would be ~uited in the near future 

resulting in complete moulder rep~ts. 

26. Morgan continues· to ·suffer continued pain in both shouldm md is severely 

limited in his abil.ity,to USC both shoulders. 

27. Bccanse ofthe gross n.eglikeriee of the Prison officer!, Morgan face.s a lifetime of 

scvcre sl-ioulder pain md ext:rcmc disability in the use of his shoulders. Furth.oanore, 1be 

ncgliJence bas takcD. an enormous emotional toll on Margan, and caused greet pajn and 

suffering. 

.CAUSE OF ACTION 

I. CLAIM UNDER THE FEDERAL TORT CLAIMS ACT, 28 U,S.C. § 2671 EI 
SEQ., FOR NEGUCENCE. 

28. The plaintiff realleges payapbs 1 through 27 and incorporates them herein. 

[ll 005/ 008 
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Case 1 :0B-0/.10155-GAi Document 1 Filed 01/2412006. Page 5 of 5 

29, Plaintiff filed. a claim for damages that wa., received by the defendant on January 

13, 2005. On Augu:st 2, 2005, the claim was denied. PJaintilf wa., iDfonned in the denial letter 

that he had six months from that ~ to file suit 

30. F..mplo~ of the Fed.tnl Bureau of Pri!IOtl.S and the United States governm.cru: 

owed a duj:y to Morgan to handle him with J.'C180IL1ble care. 

31. This dUiy was violmcd by miployees of the Federal Bureau of hi sons md ttm 

Uuttcd Stm:s government in the o.egljgent maaner of handcuffing Morgan to~ hospital iUWCY 

througb the forcq: of Mcqan's anw, backward and outstretched behind his head, and secured 

by his wrists to tbc gurney in such a fa.sh.ion as to cause serious and ~t oamage to both 

shoulders. Signwcant delays in medical attention attn"buted to the severity of injuries over time. 

PRA)1;R FOR RELIEF 

Vlbl%cfore the plaurtiff asks thi, Honomble Co~ grant: 

A. Moneuuy damages to compaosatL, biU1 for the .nq:ligemly canscd damage to bis 

shouldcn and wo the pain and 5Wfering rcsulti.tlg therefrom, now and u;i the 

Bnuie, as well 83 to compensatt him for lldditional SllfgicaJ procedures and 

B. Costs; and 

C. Any other relief that justice demands. 

A jmy trlal is hereby demanded. 

DATED: lannary 24, 2006. 

Stephen B. Hrones (BBO #242860) 
HR.ONES GARRITY~ HEDGES, lLP 
Lcwi3 Wharf- Bay 232 
Boston. MA 021H)-3927 
(617) 227-4019 

~006/008 
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1'-i· TH_E U'.'\!TETl ~T\ TIS DI.STRICT COT'l~T 

Rebert R. Oleson 1 Duckct Sn. 04-3455-GTV 

!1:ain tiff,,Y etirionr.n:; ). 

-vs-

) (To he supplied b;· the OerkJ 

) 

0 
crnL BJGETS COMJ'LU_\'T 
pursuam to 4::; ES.C. §J<tSJ 
(St2te Prisoner) 

U.S. Bureau of Prison£ } • 
) 

Ci \11. RIGHTS OJ~ t? L.'\..l :~T 
pursuant to :s ES.C.s1331 

F,C.l. Oxford 
) 

i'F edernl Prisoner) 

oxrcrd Elect. Dept. M2n2ger 

pu!;iu:iot to the Fed era! Tor: Ci:.im~ 

Ac:. ::s FS.C. §1346, :::c:·;.:r:;so 

I. JlNSDICTIO\ 

B. 

U.S.P. Leovenwcrth, Robert R. Olesen, o,~29-051 

P.O.Box 1000, Le2venworth, KS 66048-1000 

U.S. Bureau of Pri£on~ 

CPosi~:or1~~ itle) 
~~ North CentrEl Regional Office, 400 State St. Tower II 

(Employer's Name and A:l±:.:ss) 

8th Floor, Kan£as City, KS 66101 

A, the tirn~ th~ claim(s) rr.l]:gr.d tn L1iis co::ip\,inl arosr, w3.5 tl,:.: defrn...!.mt t:IT.pby:.:d by -Ji~ 
~l.!te, locaJ or 1cdcra/ gm·::rrun:.:r:it'i 

Yes (X) NO ( ) 

Orderly in Portage Unit at F.C.I. Oxford 
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L~~::::1:.::r:l __ F_. c_._I_._o_x_f_o_r_-_d _________ ~----- :·. ~:r:1;,i:1·, :::i :!:: 

__ T_he manager of the electrical depcrtrnent 
i'r'o:::11rn11 -1;cic:1 

P.O.Bcx 500, Oxfcrd ~isconfin, 53952 
\.VJ:Ji ------------------~----------~--~ 

He riu the electrical dep2rtrnent. 

JI. PRE'V10VS LAiVSVITS 

A. Eave ym; begun any ;:;jie;- !awsui:..S in stal.C or fd::r:ii wun :-eiailllg tD :-•ou.:- i.rr:pr::sonme::!l':' 

Y:s ( ) So~) 

1
3. lfyour ~..swc~ ~~ 11

}\." is •·y~rr~ d~s:~2te ~½e ;~\.\·s~r:<1 iil th~ spa:~ be~o\v. ~lf :.h:::-c is ~ure 
th~" onr· 1n I ~w~";l, vnu '"LG' d--s-:be •h,. ·i;:i..; :-io~" I '::iws": :.s ~n ~n~l.)y•r ,.:.., ... ,., ~' ..,.,..,_,.. t"-W...t ._. \ J l"-- ~_.~ .,. i.., ••4 ~ - '-"•, -4 ,._. • ~...._,~.._ ,~..J .L -..' •._r;. ~l~1 · '-• uLl,_...._,._ , .... .'l j-J...,.i._,• 1 

usirn; :he same out.line.) .E.aili!.ITJCJ rnm,:Jv with this [1ff'vi5inn ITl~Y n; .. ;;ult in surrnn/l n 

_dmi;il rif vour c:c-rnR!nill.L 

! 
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D 

-
?:i:..~~!~~.-~:'•, -----------------------------------

=-~~ fr:: iJ .. L~:: 

' - ' ~~-:-:~ Li~ :_::1:.J~Y) 

~ D-:)Cl~! nl:!Jlber --------------------------------

4_ }-Ja.rne of Judg~ to ,~:iorr: .:as: \.\'J...S J.:.:Sip~d __________________ _ 

~ 
l.. 

..... h -~· :- r-r /•-1 ... ...-..-y""'1""'!"""1 ..... ·1~· \:/.1c: ~r.f'. .r:') •. c • .r- .~i_-:-:..,.,,. _1~r.•,·,d·:_, ,1,·::--1:, ·1·c :o~_, "_.1.r-.~~1,~~-j~l~) ..._..;~S;JOSitJO.f: cl ca..J...:- ,_l~-- _, .. ..L.Llr,- ';.... f -· - - - - ~ - .;i:___ 'f' -- ...... ~1,_-- _...__. ~.s : t 
s:i~ ?~ :1 C:c.t I-·r: 

- . - - . . 
.t.:=;::--:-.:,:.:::--~~:.:: ~2.~~ ::: ::~1:!; .::\:.·:;·~: -----------------------

8. A ppr0xi:::2.~ 6~ Jf c.is?-~'s~:..:cn _______________________ _ 

- .. • 11 ll 

11 your answer is yes , 
1. '\\~1;:;r ~;t:!ps CJd :l·ou :.ak~? __________________________ _ 

7 'y.;;at was ili= r::~:.:J:? _______ ,--__________________ __.:. __ 

lfvour answer is "no", cxpbu, \vhy :x1t. _______________________ _ 

- ~, -
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.. -- .... ~ 

~-i. /, --;.-~ .::...:J:,i-r-- r-,,r yo~n- -,.,.~'.J_..';~ :-...,_ .. ..-- ~--; ..... ::----~";V""" -P---.nr~ "1...,..; .:.,;>- -.-.~:-v·--. ..-.- ..... ,~:~ :.,.,c_:._: -:--~..::·,--~C. 

1: .. )""2·11 :2..r~J( cin SC, c:-i:?!2.in -~+:: ~~)L 

yoi..: :~~ yci:.::- :.0~:r::..;~J~~ r-:0:..s .. ~-~~~ ;·j :,lJ.~:. :--f~· :-:~< .:: ~~ c2...s ~: =•:- .::2rt:~=~ l.:" :··~:j :~2-::;: : : 

s:ib:ci: ~:g3! ::..:-~~~=:__:; o~ :::~:::i;;r:,si:, -:..~:.1 ;-:1u:: C::-1 3:.: :-=- :: ~~::i:~Jt:= :n::=1:.=;.:-::.:J'.::..:::r.. :Jf lL1\=-r·. :i :~'JL ::~:~:iC: 
t--- ~,, ... f")P--::; n• 1-r-->:....,i;:o,r r'"'f;.,.. .... ;.~-:--H..--1 ... :~;._.,r --~, ...... .,.;.....I,~- :1•,-_:: ~,,,~ ---;-,:+~ 07•-t"-- ,...' ' . ; ...... <h -- •• .-. ---::il-~,., --~ ... . ;;,,,....., ... i..u ...L.l~:::--- ..... L -J. .. ~u,.,.1 ......... ~ -~1...a..:.-......J .... L...u .. -: _ • .__.,l~ ... L ............ __ ..}..,~ ___ ,_,_ ui ................. ..,.JJ..:...._T u. .. L.. J-~a.: ..... c.: 1ja: .....:.9 ;:!pn. -1. ~"' .___1~1. 

~l2irr.s rel'1~ :c ;:niso:} cis;;i~~ina.-:1.:· p~~~:.:~:!.L;gs, ;1e:,:;_h_~i~~ (!'.the Jts::i1!inar,' ;h:1ro~ and ~!nv 

tfo:cir lin:1 -y hp rin° ,umrna ,v a;, -;::: hi:.::.:;. 

Onh rwn i':'i crtr,i p::1°~ /.S 1
,~ :x 11 "l .!.U'.J,:lennitkd. if nec~s;ir.·. tn c:omi;:-1/ete \'llt;r :;:a~emt;nt of 

tlai.m.. AdCJ.Llonally, artach .J.11;' r:::k·.·ant., supporting ciocl:Ill~nt.ation. 
On the morning of October 28, 2003, 1 removed my cloths 
from the wash machine and put them in the dryer next to it. 
When I puEhed the start button on the dryer, I received an 

' electric~! shock and was thrown against the wall opposite 
the drver. I was taken to the medical department and examined. 
After a couple of hours, I was returned to Portage Unit. 
Since then, I have had blurred viEion in my left eye, d2ily 
head ~ches, and p2in in my left shoulder which limits tne 
use of my left arm. I heve to take indomiasen for pain 
tbree times a day 

' - 'i -
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I would like relief in the amount of $100,000 for being 

shocked with 220 volts of electricity, which coulc hzve 
been prevented bv proper maint2inance bv the electrical 
department ~t F.C.I.~O~x~·f~o~r~d=---=-·----------------

r_, __ ·~~ ~l~~:~~~:-_-,:_c--_.',~- c-~-.· •• ·~~_ .• · ·.1~, :~i,":-.. ~.~~·. _-,-.--••. '_, ',·~,...--,, ...... :P....:-(~"" ;_,-~~__,...~ ... ,.. •. _h.,.; ~-, ... ~;u.- t(,_ •• ~,1- ~ - ' • ' - , . . ___ .._._~ __ ---.- __ _ ~ ___ --.-'. . ......_, n•__._J_::::,_., ..__:__;_l,, •• ~.:.:. •••.• i~ ~''- '---.- ......... -~....,. .__J.!. _._..._::. ~):::;::,~~ ~= ~::i :~ 
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I DECLARE l:--.TI;:.i<. P;::'~ALTI' OF PE.r\..'li"RY rtlAT THE .-\30\'E I!~(JF:__.\~.ti,7]D~ 

JS :-RGE .~,'D CORRECT. I U!,.LJ:::.:RSTA_,~\m THAT ?i,:.O\'IiJ:i:~G FALSE lhr-0.F:lvfATlON 

MAY S1JBJECT ME TO CRIMINAL PR05ECU7ION, ThfPOS• OX OF A Fr,.'E, OR OTH~i 
Sil:'JCTJON TH.A. T MAY ,.o\.DV&~E.L Y Ar7=ECT MY ABillTY TO PCRSCE THIS CASE OR 

. OTutR CASES. I HA VE RE\-'IE\VED :1vfY :\h'S\\ t.1."'(S TO INSl~:..E THEIR ACCt..;R.\CY. 

Executed (signed) this __i._ day of&~ ,JA.04. 
/f2;6J· £, /¼~ 

(Signatze of Plaintiff) 

===---=-==--------------------------===---== 
Authorization for Relea.r;;e of Institutional Account Information and 

Payment of the Filing Fee 

I,____:..~__:.,__:: ~:__~...::...._,,,,,.1::::...-/___,:~:.__-~ _a,..;;.a...::.:;...~¼_--e..;;,__~-=----1/---------____ _ 

(Name of Plaintiff) (Register Number) 

a.uthof.ze the Clerk of Court to o'.J~., from the 2.gen:y h2.vir:g ::mody of my r-:so~, inforrr.ation 
about my ins:itutior.al a::ount, i,:bdi.'1g :.2.lan:es, de?osi:s aJ1.:i wi:.id~wais. The Cle::-k of Court 
II12" obtain mv ~:.mt i:-iforma~on t-or:1 the ~"1 six months a.'1d in tl:e ~utt.:re, un:il the filino fee .r J .. .:, 

is paid. I also authorize the agency having custody of my person to withdraw funds from my 
account 2.Ild fonvard payments to die Cie::-k of Court, in c:..ccord with :s U.S.C. § 1915. 

I~ - ~ ./ t'1 4 (Signature of Plaintifr) 

(Dc.te) 

3 
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:;.s. DEP-\RT:\lE'iT OF Jl"STICE ,, ! e," 

\ I 

1. lnsrnut1on 2. Name of Injured 

t'\:_ ;:--_:_&., :: 

4. !n1urecrs Duty Ass1gnmem 5. ln1ured's Duty Hours 6. iJate ano Time ol lnJury 

Ci: ~j =::: r: l: , := ·:.: .: t, a·:, .;. ~.]/2·:/c-: '-'" ~;..,, 

7 Where Did ln1ury Happen /be specific as to loca11on1 8. Date and Time ln1ury Was REPORTED 
! Q /:: g / S: ~ +} : Gt)~ ~r: 

9. In Your Opinion, Was This Injury: (al :::i Work Relateo -1 Non Work Related 

(b) 0 Institution D Industry C Recreation = Program or Activity 

1;3 Other (explain) 

10. To Whom Was Injury F:rst Reported 11. Part ot Sooy Involved (left knee. etc.) 12. Kind ot ln1ury (burn, cut. etc J 

(b )(6) 

13. ln1ured's alleged Witnesses to Injury (staff and inmates) 

(b )(6) 

14. lnjured's Brief Statement as to How Injury Happened. Include lnJured's Recommendation for Prevention. (Continue on 
add1tionalblanksneets.1fnecessary.) , ___ ,:,;, ::'l':::c:-i .tc:: .,~::.. :·.:,:;;::. I C'.:_;i:::::v".:'•.: -;1 

·• .:.. :: ·:," C 7 

-'- '- ., j 

j .... 

• . ~- ·- ::=.. -~-
•• I " ': "'\ ~: • ..::. •~-

: - - i11 '-:: ; : -... 
• lniured' s Signature and Date: 

; 5. Suoervtsor's Statement - Must include: a. Last Saiety Talk Given. b. Safety Equ1omen1 Provided, c. Whether Saietv 
Equ1omen1 in Use. a. Whether Proper Guarding Usea. e. Corrective Action TaKen. 1Contmue on add1t1onal olank sneets. ;"f 
necessary) 

·~J 1 ,: t.. .-, ..i. 

... r 
C . .,....1 ,-.. ... 

.. , 

• Supervisor's Signature, Title and Date: 

16. Medical Description of ln1ury 1reter to BP-Aom 73\ 17. Thrs lnJury Required: 

18, 

1rl1"' I)! I 1~• , t-1 ,-.~,:'! - ·' r • 

.. ;., . :-:- ti.:~ 

,·1·"! ... -"'?'"~~r 

"-111.~:,i.'.E-

:: ... "'CJ( 

i!'HJ -, ·,,:; 

a. CJ No Medical Attention 
b. -1 Minor First Aid 
c. CJ Hosp1ta1ization - 'rom ______ :o _____ _ 
d. i:J Work Time Lost - from ______ :o _____ _ 

e . .....1 Other (exo1a1n) 
Total Lost Time Days: 

COMPUTER CODING 

.• -,.(. ~ I :1.,.. 



Inmate Injury Report 
Continuation Sheet. 

Ref: Inmate Oleson #0,729-051 

Uv+ /. ~ ~,--
Continuation of block 14 ... 

U.S. Departmclf .Justice 

Federal Bure:iu of Prisons 

Federal Correctional Institution 

PO BorrJ500 

O:iford, Wisconsfo _,395:;: 

Being that the washer was still leaking Inmate Oleson would have to 

. }.. ' stand in the puddle water that was aga1n pocling in the ~allway. 

Once Inmate Oleson activated the dryer I heard the crackling sound 

of electr:cal current anf observed :~mate Oleson being tcssed agai~s~ 

the wall opposite the washer and dryer area. The inmate immediately 

clutched his ctest and appeared to have a very confused look about him. 

I responded with general questioning "Are you OK, and You'll need to 

be seen by medical ASA?." C~e~ations Lt and the On Duty ?A were 

notified and the Inmate was assisted to medical by another i~mate! 

About mid-afternoon a new washer was put into place and the 

old defective washer removed, stopping the leaks into the ~al!way.-

It was ex;lained that the dryer was improperly installed being that 

the wires connecting the dryer to the wall socket were net connected 

properly allowing fer a bad ground and :he ends of each wire ~o burn. 

A ~ew dryer ~able was ~ut in place stopping the risk of elec:r~ca: 

3hock to others. 

(b )(6) 
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Vickie Bortz - Robert Oleson's Trial has been canceled 

From: 
To: 
Date: 
Subject: 

Vincent Shaw 
Reed, James; Varga, Andrew 
6/2/2006 1 :05:25 PM 
Robert Oleson's Trial has been canceled 

Dr. Reed and Mr. Varga, 

The June 19th trial of inmate Robert Oleson's case has been canceled. We settled this case today for 
$3,500. After the final pre-trial conference today, I think he realized that accepting our prior settlement 
offer was his best option. Thanks for your assistance. 

Vincent E. Shaw, Senior Attorney-Advisor 
U.S. Department of Justice 
Federal Bureau of Prisons 
Metropolitan Correctional Center 
71 W. Van Buren 
Chicago, IL 60605 
(work) (312) 322-0567 ext. 432 
(fax) (312) 322-9968 

CC: Bortz, Vickie 
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~ U.S. Departinent of Justice 

Office of the . 
United StaJeiAttorney 
Western District of Wisconsin 

T,lq1-e 604,'2U-5158 
TTY 60l/264-5006 

Milin F ocsilflih 608{.!64-51 n 
Crintiwsl Oil1i.rion P,:ailrlik 60&'2U.S01, 

Ci'l'i/Di,,i,iai, F11aim/k60UJ64.S1U 
Ad,,unutntrivt Foaur1ilc 608/2 u.s 18J 

~ 
Suite 303, City Stati(m 
660 West W iuhillgion A veni,e 
Madison. Wisconsin SJ7()J 

Mr. Robert R. Oleson 
Register Number 07729-051 
cf o United States Penitentiary 
P.O. Box 12015 
Terre Haute, Indiana 47801 

June 5, 2006 

Mailing Address: 
United Stain Auorne;, 's Office 
P.O. Box JJ85 
Madison, Wi.rc:on.sill 5370/./585 

RE: Robert R. Oleson v. United States of America 
Case Number 05-C-0033-C (Western District of Wisconsin) 

Dear Mr. Oleson: 

Accompanying this letter is the Stipulation and Order for Settlement of this case. 

I have signed on behalf of the Qnited States. Please sign at the place indicated at 
the end of the agreement. When I have received the signed agreement, I will file it with 
the court for approval. I will also submit a request for payment of the settlement 
amount from the judgment fund. The proceeds will be mailed directly to the Bureau of 
Prisons Lockbox for deposit to your account. You should expect to see the deposit in. 
six to eight weeks. 

SPOC/vld 
Enclosures 

Very truly yours, 

STEPHENP. SINNOTT 
U · d States Attorney 

Assistant United States Attorney 
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IN THE UNITED ST A TES DISTRICT COURT 

FOR THE WESTERN DISI'RICT OF WISCONSIN 

ROBERT R. OLESON, 

Plaintiff, 

V. 

UNITED ST A TES OF AMERICA, 

Defendant. 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

Case No. 05-C-0033-C 

STIPULATION AND ORDER 
FOR COMPROMISE SETTLEMENT AND RELEASE OF 

FEDERAL TORT CLAIMS ACT CLAIMS PURSUANT TO 28 U.S.C. § 2677 

It is hereby stipulated by and benveen the undersigned plaintiff and the United 

States of America, by and through its undersigned counsel, as follows: 

1. The parties do hereby agree to settle and compromise each and every claim of 

any kind, whether known or w11cnown, arising directly or indirectly from the acts or 

omissions that gave rise to the above-captioned action under the terms and conditions 

set forth in this Stipulation and Order for Compromise and Settlement and Release of 

daims (Hereinafter 11Settlement Agreement11
). 

2. The United States of America agrees to pay the sum of 'ThreeThousand Five 

Hundred Dollars ($3,500.00), which sum shall be in full settlement and satisfaction of 

any and all claims, demands, rights, and causes of action of whatsoever kind and 

nature, arising from, and by reason of any and all known and unknown, foreseen and 

unforeseen bodily and personal injuries, damage to property and the consequences 



thereof, resulting, and to result, from the subject matter of this settlement, including any 

claims for wrongful death, for which plaintiff or his guardians, heirs, executors, 

administrators, or assigns, and each of them, now have or may hereafter acquire against 

the United Sbtes of America, its agents, servants, and employees. 

3. Plaintiff and his guardians, heirs, executors, administrators or assigns hereby 

agree to accept the sums set forth in this Settlement Agreement in full settlement and 

satisfaction of any and all claims, demands, rights, and causes of action of whatsoever 

kind and nature, including claims for wrongful death, arising from, and by reason of 

any and all known and unknown, foreseen and unforeseen bodily and personal injuries, 

damage to property and the consequences thereof which they may have or hereafter 

acquire against the United States of America, its agents, servants and employees on 

account of the same subject matter that gave rise to the above-captioned action, 

including any future claim or lawsuit of any kind or type whatsoever, whether known 

or unknown, and whether for compensatory or exemplary damages. Plaintiff and his 

guardians, heirs, executors, administrators or assigns further agree to reimburse, 

indemnify and hold harmless the United States of America, its agents, servants, and 

employees from and against any and all such causes of action, claims, liens, rights, or 

subrogated or contribution interests incident to or resulting from further litigation or 

the prosecution of claims by plaintiff or his guardians, heirs, executors, administrators 

or assigns against any third party or against the United States, including claims for 

wrongful death. 

4. This Settlement Agreement is not, is in no way intended to be, and should not 

be construed as, an admission of liability on the part of the United States, its agents, 



servants, or employees, and it is specifically denied that they are liable to the plaintiff. 

This settlement is entered into by all parties for the purpose of compromising disputed 

claims under the Federal Tort Claims Act and avoiding the expenses and risks of 

further litigation. 

5. It is also agreed, by and among the parties, that the respective parties will 

each bear their own costs, fees, and expenses and that any attorney's fees owed by the 

plaintiff, if any, will be paid out of the settlement amount and not in addition thereto. 

6. The persons signing this Settlement Agreement warrant and represent that 

they possess full authority to bind the persons on whose behalf they are signing to the 

terms of the settlement. 

7. Payment of the settlement amount will be made by check drawn on the 

United States Treasury for Three Thousand Five Hundred Dollars ($3,500.00) and made 

payable to Robert R. Oleson, Reg. No. 07729-051. The check will be mailed to the 

Bureau of Prisons Lockbox at the following address: Post Office Box 474701, Des 

Moines, Iowa 50947-0001, for deposit to the inmate account of Robert R. Oleson, Reg. 

No. 07729-051. Upon receipt of the settlement amount, the complaint will be dismissed 

with prejudice and without cost. 

8. The parties agree that this Settlement Agreement, including all the terms and 

conditions of this compromise settlement and any additional agreements relating 

thereto, may be made public in their entirety, and the plaintiff expressly consents to 

such release and disclosure pursuant to 5 U.S.C. § 552a(b). 



~ ' 
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9, It is contemplated that this Settlement Agreement may be executed in several 

counterparts, with a separate signature page for each party. All such counterparts and 

signature pages, together, shall be deemed to be one document. 

IT IS SO ORDERED: 

Dated this ~ day of~ 2006. 

STEPHEN P. SINNOTT 
U TED STATES ATTORNEY 

y 

Assistant United States Attorney 
Attorney for Defendant, 
United States of America 

Dated this __ day of ___ ~ 2006. 

Robert R. Oleson, Plaintiff 
Prose 

By the Court 

BARBARA B. CRABB 
United States District Judge 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE WESTERN DISTRICT OF WISCONSIN 

ROBERT R. OLESON, 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

Plaintiff, 
V. Case No. 05-C-0033-C 

UNITED STA TES OF AMERlCA, 

Defendant. 

STIPULATION REGARDING SETTLEMENT OF CLAIM 

The parties, Plaintiff Robert R. Oleson,pro se, and United States of America, 

Defendant, by its attorneys Stephen P. Sinnott, United States Attorney for the Western 

District of Wisconsin, and Steven Pray O'Connor, Assistant United States Attorney for 

said district, stipulate and agree as follows: 

1. Robert R. Oleson, the plaintiff in this pending action against the United 

States of America, has brought a claim pursuant to the Federal Tort Claims Act (28 

U.S.C. §§ 2671-2680) seeking damages related to an electric shock he suffered at FCI 

Oxford, Wisconsin, on October 28, 2003. 

2. The Defendant United States of America and Robert R. Oleson 

intend to resolve the claim without the need for a trial. 

3. To resolve Mr. Olson's claim in the above-captioned case, the 

United States agrees to pay to Robert R. Oleson, Reg. No. 07729-05 l, the sum of Three 

Thousand Five Hundred dollars ($3,500.00). 

4. In exchange for the payment of $3,500.00, Robert R. Oleson agrees to 

dismiss this action with prejudice and without costs. 



5. The parties agree that counsel for the Defendant will prepare a formal 

settlement agreement and forward it to the plaintiff not later than June 5, 2006, for his 

immediate review and signature. 

Dated this day of June, 2006. 

Robert R. Oleson, prose 
c/o United States Penitentiary 
P.O. Box 12015 
Terra Haute, Indiana 4 780 I 

Dated this _ day of June, 2006. 

United States of America 

Stephen P. Sinnott 
United States Attorney 
Western District of Wisconsin 

By: __________ _ 

Steven Pray O'Connor 
Assistant United States Attorney 
Attorney for Defendant 
State Bar No. l 007192 
Suite 303, City Station 
600 West Washington Avenue 
P .0. Box 1585 
Madison, WI 53701-1585 
( 608) 264-5158 
Fax: (608)264-5724 

2 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
DISTRICT OF MINNESOTA 

Civil No. 02-3670 JNE/RLE 

GERALD SACHSENMAIER, 

Plaintiff, 

v. ORDER OF DISMISSAL 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA) 

Defendant. 

Based upon the Stipulation of Dismissal executed by the parties 

hereto, 

IT IS ORDERED that the above-entitled matter may be and it is 

hereby dismissed, with prejudice, and on the merits without further 

cost to either party. 

Dated: July 20, 2004 

s/ Joan N. Ericksen 
JOANN. ERICKSEN 
United States District Judge 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
DISTRICT OF MINNESOTA 

Civil No. 02-3670 JNE/JGL 

GERALD SACHSENMAIER, 

Plaintiff, 

v. 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 

Defendant. 

STIPULATION FOR 
COMPROMISE SETTLEMENT 

It is hereby stipulated by and between Gerald Sachsenmaier, 

Plaintiff, and the United States of America, Defendant, by and 

through their respective attorneys as follows: 

l. The parties do hereby agree to settle and compromise the 

above-entitled action under the terms and conditions set forth 

herein. 

2. The United States of America, Defendant, agrees to pay to 

the Plaintiff the sum of five thousand dollars ($5,000.00), which 

sum shall be in full settlement and satisfaction of any and all 

claims, demands, rights, and causes of action of whatsoever kind 

and nature, arising from, and by reason of any and all known and 

unknown, foreseen and unforeseen bodily and personal injuries, 

damage to property and the consequences thereof, resulting, and to 

result, from the same subject matter that gave rise to the above

captioned lawsuit, including any claims for wrongful death, for 

which Plaintiff or his heirs, executors, administrators, or 

assigns, and each of them, now have or may hereafter acquire 
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against the United States of America, its agents, servants, and 

employees. 

3. Plaintiff and his heirs, executors, administrators or 

assigns hereby agree to accept the sum of five thousand dollars 

($5,000.00), in full settlement and satisfaction of any and all 

claims, demands, rights, and causes of action of whatsoever kind 

and nature, arising from, and by reason of any and all known and 

unknown, foreseen and unforeseen bodily and personal injuries, 

damage to property and the consequences thereof which he may have 

or hereafter acquire against the United States of America, its 

agents, servants and employees on account of the same subject 

matter that gave rise to the above-captioned lawsuit, including any 

future claim for wrongful death. Plaintiff and his heirs, 

executors, administrators or assigns further agree to reimburse, 

indemnify and hold harmless the United States of America, its 

agents, servants, and employees from any and all such causes of 

action, claims, liens, rights, or subrogated or contribution 

interests incident to or resulting from further litigation or the 

prosecution of claims by Plaintiff or his heirs, executors, 

administrators or assigns against any third party or against the 

United States, including claims for wrongful death. 

4. This stipulation for compromise settlement shall not 

constitute an admission of liability or fault on the part of the 

2 
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United States, its agents, servants, or employees, and is entered 

into by both parties for the purpose of compromising disputed 

claims and avoiding the expenses and risks of litigation. 

5. It is also agreed, by and among the parties, that the 

settlement amount of five thousand dollars ($5,000.00) represents 

the entire amount of the compromise settlement and that the 

respective parties will each bear their own costs, fees, and 

expenses and that any attorneys fees owed by the Plaintiff will be 

paid out of the settlement amount and not in addition thereto. 

6. It is also understood by and among the parties that 

pursuant to Title 28, United States Code, Section 2678, attorneys 

fees for services rendered in connection with this action shall not 

exceed 25 per centum of the amount of the compromise settlement. 

7. Payment of the settlement amount will be made by a check 

drawn on the Treasury of the United States for five thousand 

dollars ($5,000.00) and made payable to Gerald Sachsenmaier, 

Plaintiff, and Jeff Scott Olson, Plaintiff's attorney. The check 

will be mailed to Plaintiff's attorney at the following address: 

131 W. Wilson Street, Suite 1200, Madison, Wisconsin, 53203. 

Plaintiff's attorney agrees to distribute the settlement proceeds 

to the Plaintiff. 

8. In consideration of the payment of five thousand dollars 

($5,000.00) as set forth above, Plaintiff agrees that he will cause 

his attorney to execute and file with the court such documents as 

3 
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shall be necessary to cause the above-styled action to be dismissed 

with prejudice from the docket of the court. 

Executed this 9th day of June, 2004. 

s/ Gerald Sachsenmaier 
GERALD SACHSENMAIER 
Plaintiff 

s/ Jeff Scott Olson 
JEFF SCOTT OLSON 
Attorney for Plaintiff 

4 

THOMAS B. HEFFELINGER 
United States Attorney 

s/ Mary Jo Madigan 
BY: MARY JO MADIGAN 
Assistant U. S. Attorney 
Attorney ID No. 66266 
600 U.S. Courthouse 
300 South Fourth Street 
Minneapolis, MN 55415 
( 612) 664-560 0 
Attorneys for Defendant, 

United States of America 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF ILLINOIS 

JOSEPH W. BUECHEL, 

Plaintiff, 

V. 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 

Defendant. 

PROUD, Magistrate Judge: 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

ORDER 

Civil No. 08-132-JPG-CJP 

Before the Court is plaintiff Joseph W. Buechel 's motion for appointment of counsel. 

(Doc. 8). Plaintiff argues that, although he is being assisted by another inmate, counsel is 

necessary because he is functionally illiterate and dyslexic, the medical issues and discovery arc 

beyond a layman's ken, and his efforts to secure counsel and litigate this action have been 

impeded by prison officials, who have now transferred him to another prison. 

There is no constitutional or statutory right to appointment of counsel in a civil case, 

although the Court may in its discretion appoint counsel to represent indigent civil litigants. 

Jackson v. County of McLean, 953 F.2d 1070, 1071 (7th Cir. 1992); see also 28 U.S.C. § 

1915(d). Nevertheless, the Court also has inherent authority to appoint counsel to ensure the 

orderly prosecution of litigation in the district. The Court must inquire whether, "given the 

difficulty of the case, [does] the plaintiff appear to be competent to try it himself and, if not, 

would the presence of counsel [make] a difference in the outcome?" Farmer v. Haas, 990 F.2d 

319,322 (7th Cir. 1993); see also Greeno v. Daley, 414 F.3d 645, 658(7th Cir. 2005); see also 

Pruitt v. Mote, 503 F.3d 647 (7th Cir. 2007). The Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit 
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clarified in Prnitt v. Mote that relevant inquiry is whether the difficulty of the case exceeds the 

particular plaintiffs capacity as a layperson to coherently litigate the case- pretrial and at trial. 

Id. 

Plaintiff has substantiate a single, unsuccessful attempt to secure representation, from the 

Illinois Bar Association. The Bar Association does not represent individuals, it is a professional 

organization. The Bar Association forwarded plaintiff's request to The Lawyer Finder Service, 

which informed plaintiff that none of its attorneys would take on the case since plaintiff was in 

West Virginia and could not meet with them. Therefore, the Court considers plaintiff to have 

reasonably attempted to secure counsel, to no avail. 

Plaintiff, who is in federal custody, has filed a Federal Tort Claim Action (28 U.S.C. § 

2671, et seq.) alleging medical malpractice and negligence related to a staph infection he 

contracted while housed at FCI-Grcenvillc, in the Southern District of Jllinois. After this action 

was filed, plaintiff was transferred to an institution in West Virginia, and he has most recently 

been transferred to an institution in Pennsylvania. Therefore, plaintiff's current ability to 

proceed prose is unknown, with respect to legal research and whether he is being assisted in any 

manner now that he is in a new institution. 

Insofar as plaintiff asserts that he is functionally illiterate and dyslexic, the Court notes 

that those facts were not made apart of the affidavits submitted in support of the motion. 

Plaintif-f s affidavit does not indicate his level of education, whether he was in special education 

classes, and whether he has been formally diagnosed with dyslexia or other learning disability, or 

whether he is self-diagnosed. To date, plaintiffs pleadings have all been very cogent and well 

drafted, complete with citations to authority and analysis. However, the Court does note that 

2 
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there appears to be a pleading defect regarding the absence of a certificate of merit ( currently the 

subject of a motion to dismiss), that cannot necessarily be remedied by the appointment of 

counsel. In any event, all that the Court can discern at this juncture is that, as of the date of his 

transfer from West Virginia, his need for assistance of counsel was not evident. 

IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED that plaintiffs motion for appointment of counsel 

(Doc. 8) is DENIED. In accordance with Pruitt v. Mote, the Court always remains open to 

appointing counsel, as circumstances change and upon the filing of another motion for 

appointment of counsel. 

IT IS SO ORDERED. 

DATED: December 11, 2008 

s/ Clifford J. Proud 
CLIFFORD J. PROUD 
U.S. MAGISTRATE JUDGE 

3 
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UNITED ST A TES DISTRICT COURT 
NORTHERN DISTRICT OF ILLINOIS 

EASTERN DIVISION 

DOMINIQUE FORD-SHOLEBO, 
individually and as Administrator of the 
Estate of HABIB SO LEBO, deceased 

Plaintiff, 

v. 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, ) 
UNKNOWN CORRECTIONAL OFFICER ) 
ONE, and UNKNOWN CORRECTIONAL ) 
OFFICER TWO, ) 

Defendants. 
) 
) 

No. 09 C 2287 

Judge Ruben Castillo 

ORDER 

This Court expressly on the record enters factual and legal findings in favor of Plaintiff 

on liability and against the Defendants. Judgment on liability only is entered in favor of the 

Estate of Habib Solebo against the United States for all the reasons stated in open court. The 

Court expressly finds that Plaintiff established by a preponderance of the evidence that 

Defendants violated the appropriate standard of care to Mr. Solebo and that Defendants' 

negligent failure to comply with that standard proximately caused Mr. Solebo's death in a 

reasonably foreseeable manner during his ongoing treatment for a seizure disorder. Specifically, 

Plaintiffs offered evidence to a reasonable degree of medical certainty that Defendants' negligent 

failure to consult with Mr. Solebo after February 2007, obtain the results of a blood draw, and 

appropriately monitor whether Mr. Solebo was taking the prescribed medication to treat his 

seizure disorder lessened the effectiveness of the medical treatment Mr. Solebo received. The 

1 
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temporal proximity of these events, coupled with a lack of inf onned consent, Dr. Jones' 

testimony, and her autopsy report all support the Court's proximate cause finding. 

The Court expressly credits the testimony of Dr. Jones and Dr. Holtzman and discredits 

the testimony of Dr. Ebersole and Dr. Curlin to the extent stated in open court. 

The Court further finds that Mr. Solebo bears some contributory negligence on his part 

for failure to take his prescribed medication. Said negligence, however, is less than 50% and a 

precise amount will be determined following the damages trial. 

The Court will retain jurisdiction to enter a final and appealable judgment. Damages trial 

is set for June 4, 2012, at 9:45 A.M. A hearing on plaintiffs remaining motion in limine is set 

for April 3, 2012 at 10:00 AM. A full, written and appealable decision will follow at the 

conclusion of the damages trial. 

Date: March 15, 2012 

Entered:£7'2 
Judge Ruben Castillo 
United States District Court 

2 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF ILLINO!S 

EASTERN DIVISION 

DOMINIQUE FORD-SHOLEBO, individually and as ) 
Administrator of the Estate of I IABIB SO LEBO, ) 
deceased. ) 

Plaintiff ) 
-vs- ) No.09CY2287 

) 
THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, ) Chief Judge Castillo 

) Magistrate Judge Denlow 
Defendants. ) 

MOTJON TO APPROVE DISTRIBUTION OF THE SETTLEMENT PROCEEDS 

NOW COMES the Plaintiff. DOMI"\/IQlJE FORD-SHOLEBO, individually and as 

Administrator of the Estate of HABIB SOLEBO, deceased, by· her attorney's GOLDSTEIN, 

FLUX GOLD & BARON, P.C., and requests this Honorable Court for entry of an Order approving 

distribution of the settlement proceeds in the above-captioned matter. In support of this motion, 

P la inti ff states as fo ! I ows: 

INTRODUCTION and SETTLEMENT 

I. That on September 3, 2013, the final judgment and memorandum in this case was 

entered in favor of the Plaintiff and awarding Plaintiff and decedent's minor chi Id $1,615,000.00 in 

damages. Said amount was reduced by the P!aintiff s decedent's contributory negligence by 33% 

and an additional 10% reduction for risk of conviction. After the reduction, the net total Wrongfu I 

Death damages a warded to the Plaintiff and decedent's min or child was $920,500.00. 

2. That pursuant to said final judgment, the total net judgment was apportioned as 

follows: $897,750.00 to the Plaintiffs daughter for loss of society and $22.800.00 to Plaintiff for 

loss of consortium. 

3. That the _judgment was rendered by this Honorable Court in the Northern District of 

! 11 inois pursuant to Section 1346(b) of the Federal T 011 Claims Act. 28 USCS § l 346(b ). 

4. That on November I, 2013, the Defendant. THE UN !TED STA TES OF 

AMERICA. filed its Notice of Appeal appealing the September 3, 2013 final judgment with 

United States Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit. 
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5. That at1er settlement discussions in accordance with the Federal Rules of Appellate 

Procedure. this matter has been settled by the parties for a sum in the amount of seven hundred 

thousand do! lars ($700,000.00). 

6. That the settlement of this matter was made in accordance with ?8 LSCS §2677 or 
the Federal Tort Claims Act. 

DISTRIBUTION OF PROCEEDS 

(a) ATTORNEY'S FEES and COSTS 

1. The P!aintift: DOMINIQUE FORD-SHOLEBO. individually and as Administrator 

of the Estate of HABIB SOLEBO, deceased, contracted to pay Plaintiffs attorneys. GOLDSTEIN. 

FLUXGOLD & BARON, P.C., an attorney's fee of ONE-TIIIRD ( 1/3) of the gross settlement 

and/or judgment plus costs. Pursuant to ?8 LSCS §2678 of the Federal Tort Claims Act, the 

attorney's fees shall not exceed "25 per centum" of any judgment or settlement made in 

accordance with 28 USCS § 1346(b) or 28 USCS f,2677. 

2. Plaintiffs attorneys are entitled to attorney's fees equal to 25% of the gross 

settlement amount $700,000.00. for a sum in the amount of One I Iundred Seventy-Five Thousand 

Dollars($! 75.000.00 (reduced from $233.333.33)). 

3. In addition to the aforementioned fee. the Plaintiffs attorneys incurred costs in the 

sum of Forty Six Thousand Four Hundred Ninety-Four Dollars and Ninety-One Cents 

($46.494.91 ). Said expenses are itemized as follm.vs: 

• Alexandra Roth. CSR, Ltd .. Transcript 7/15/10 hearing $ 58.20 

• Atkinson Baker. Dep. Trans. Dr. Spencer s 5 I 5.00 

• Beth ;\strowski. Reimbursement Trial Costs $ 145.01 

• Carlisle M. Strening & Son, Renewal Bond Probate Solebo $ 50.00 

• Chuhak & Tecson, Probate Estate Fees $ 2,660.80 

• Cindy Fluxgold. Reimbursement Trial Costs $ 22 l,22 

• Cook County Coroner, Habib So!ebo autopsy report $ 20.00 

• Dr. Arthur l loffman. Subpoena Witness travel fee $ 40.00 

• Dr. Arthur Hoffman, Trial Subpoena Fee s 53.00 
• Dr. Nancy Jones, Trial Subpoena Fee s 45.00 
• Federal Districr Complaint Filing Fee $ 350.00 
• Gunther Polak. Service Fees $ 1,437.00 
• Harold \:Vashington College. school transcripts $ 5.00 
• Kathleen M. Fennell. RMR. FCRR. Trial Transcripts $ 884.00 
• Law Bulletin Publishing Company, Jury Verdict Reporter Search s 170.00 
• Lisit Court Reporting Service. Deposition Transcripts s 252.50 

• Lorenzo Valladolid, Reimbursement Trial Costs $ 142.82 

2 
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• Medical Consult 
• Michael Baron. Deposition Travel Expenses 
• Michael Baron, Reimbursement Trial Costs 
• Michael Rathsack, Trial Research and Appeal Costs 
• National Court Reporters, Deposition Transcript 
• Patti Blair Court Reporters. Deposition Transcripts and Appearance 
• Romanucci & Blandin, LLC. Prior Pile Reproduction 
• Sandra \:Vilson. subpoena travel fees 
• Scott Goldstein, Reimbursement Costs 
• Steven Holtzman, M.D .. Trial Expert Fee and Costs 
• Thorek Hospital and Medical Center. Medical Records 
• Truman College, school transcripts 
• UPS. Costs 

TOTAL 

$ 500.00 
$ 2,149.57 
$ 86.64 
$ 7.417.95 
$ 493.80 
S 13,755.90 
$ 1,393.89 
$ 150.00 
$ 47.00 
$ l 3.389.40 
S 20.00 
$ 5.00 
$ 36.?1 
$46,494.91 

4. Petitioner's Attorney·s Fees and Costs total in the amount of Two Hundred Twenty-

One Thousand four Hundred Ninety-Four Dollars and Ninety-One Cents ($221.494.91 ). 

(b) LIENS 

5. That during the pendency of this matter, Plaintift: Dominique Ford-Sholebo. 

required and obtained loans with liens from Mordy"s Kosher Express. LLC (lender) for a total 

repayment in the amount of Thirteen Thousand Fifty-Eight Dollars and Four Cents ($13,058.04). 

Said loans were needed to cover family and living expenses, including but not limited to money to 

pay rent to avoid eviction of Plaintiff and Plaintiffs daughter from their residence. 

6. That Mordy's Kosher Express. LLC (lender) has an August 7. 2012 lien from a loan 

111 th is matter in the amount of seven thousand t\V0 hundred eight dollars and four cents 

($7,208.04). 

7. That Mordy· s Kosher Express, LLC (lender) has an additional October I 0, 2012 

lien from a loan in this matter in the amount of Five Thousand Eight Hundred Fifty Dollars 

($5,850.00). 

8. That the total amount to be paid in satisfaction of Mordy's Kosher Express, LLC 

(lender) liens is Thirteen Thousand Fifty-Eight Dollars and Four Cents ($13,058.04) . 

.., 

.) 
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SUMMARY and FINAL ACCOUNTING 

9. Petitioner requests that this Court approve the following itemized distribution of 

proceeds from the settlement for Attorney's fees and expenses, and outstanding liens: 

Goldstein. Fluxgold & Baron, P.C.- Attorneys' Fees 
reduced from $233,333.33 ................................ . 
Goldstein. Fluxgold & Baron, P.C.- Expenses and Costs 
Mordy's Kosher Express, LLC (lender)- Lien 
Mordy"s Kosher Express. LLC (!ender)- Lien 

TOTAL 

$ 1 75.000.00 
$ 46.494.9 I 
$ 7.208.04 
$ 5,850.00 
S 234 552.95 

I 0. That after the aforementioned distribution of proceeds from the $700,000.00 

settlement amount. the net proceeds avai I able to the Plaintiff and Plaintiffs daughter, total in the 

amount of Four Hundred Sixty Five Thousand Four Hundred Forty-Seven Dollars and Five Cents 

($465.44 7 .05). 

I l. That per the prior apportionment by this Court's September 3, 2013 judgment order, 

Plaintiffs daughter's loss or society claim \Vas awarded 97 .5% of the total j udgmcnt 

($897, 750/$920.500). Plaintiffs loss of consortium claim was mvarded 2.5% of the total judgment 

($22,800.00//$920.500). 

12. Accordingly. Plaintiff requests this Court to approve the distribution of 2.5% of the 

net proceeds in the amount of Eleven Thousand Six Hundred Thi1iy-Six Dollars and Seventy

Three Cents ($ I 1,636.18) to the Plaintiff. Dominique r ord-Sho lebo. 

13. That the Plaintiff request that the Court approve payment of 97.5% of the net 

proceeds in the amount of Four Hundred Fifty-Three Thousand Eight Hundred Ten Dollars and 

Eighty-Seven Cents ($453.810.87) to Dominique Ford-Sholebo for the benefit Plaintiffs daughter, 

________ . a minor. Said funds to be placed into a minor·s estate opened in the 

Probate Court of Cook County and deposited into an account in the name of the minor to be held 

subject to further order of the Probate Court of the Circuit Court of Cook County. 

Wherefore. Plaintiff: DOMIN !QUE FORD-SJ !OLEBO. individually and as Administrator 

of the Estate of HABIB SO LEBO. deceased. prays that this Honorable Court enter an Order to: 

a. Approve the distribution of the aforementioned settlement proceeds as itemized below: 

Goldstein, Fluxgold & Baron. P.C.- Attorneys· Fees 
reduced from $233,333.33 ................................ . 
Goldstein, Fluxgold & Baron, P.C.- Expenses and Costs 
Mordy's Kosher Express. LLC (lender) 

4 

$ 175,000.00 
$ 46,494.91 
$ 7,208.04 
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Mordy's Kosher Express, LLC {lender) 
Plaintiff, Dominique Ford-Sholebo 
Dominique F ord-Sholebo, for the benefit of Plaintiff's 
daughter,--~------' a minor, 
subject to further order of the Probate Court in the Circuit 
Court of Cook County ....................................... . 

Atty. Name: Cindy G. Fluxgold 
Firm Name: Goldstein, Flux gold & Baron. P .C. 
Atty. for Petitioner: Dominique Ford-Sholebo 
Address: 33 N. Dearborn St., Suite 950 
City/Zip: Chicago. IL 60602 
Telephone: 312n26-7772 

TOTAL 

5 

S 5,850.00 
$ l J,636.18 

$453,810.87 
$700,000.00 
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IN Tl-IE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF ILLINOIS 

EASTERN DIVIS[ON 

DOMIN!QlJE fORD-SHOLEl3O. individual Iv and as ) 
Administrator of the Estate of HABIB SOLEBO, ) 
deceased. ) 

) 
Plaintiff. ) 

) 

-vs- ) No.09CV2287 
) 

THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, ) Chief Judge Castillo 
) Magistrate Judge Den low 
) 

Defendants. ) 

NOTICE OF MOTION 

On March 4. 2014 at 9 :45 A.M .. or as soon thereafter as counsel may be heard, ! shall 
appear before the Honorable Chief Judge Ruben Castillo or any Judge sitting in his/her stead in 
the Courtroom usually occupied by him in courtroom 2541 of the Everett McKinley Dirksen 
Building. 2 I 9 South Dearborn SL Chicago, Illinois, and shall then and there move this 
Honorable Court pursuant to the attached Motion. 

CERTIFICATE OF FILING AND SERVICE 

L Lorenzo Va \I ado I id. hereby certify that on February 2 7, 2014. I fi I ed and served: 

Notice of Motion 
Plaintiffs Motion to Approve Distribution of the Settlement Proceeds 

These documents were filed on February 27, 2014, with the Clerk of Court using the CM/ECF 
system \vhich will send notification of such filings to the following: 

Attorneys for THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA. 
Mr. Patrick J. Fitzgerald. United States Attorney 
Mr. Jonathon Haile. Assistant United States Attorney 
219 S. Dearborn Street. 
Chicago. IL 60604 
3] 2/886-2055 
3 12/886-4073 - Fax 
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Goldstein. Fluxgold & Baron. P.C. 
33 N. Dearborn Street 
Suite 950 
Chicago. Illinois 60602 

GOLDSTEIN. FLLXGOLD & BARON. P.C. 

By /s/ Lorenzo Valladolid 
One of the attorneys for plaintiff 

2 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE NORTIIERN DISTRICT OF ILLINOIS 

EASTERN DNISION 

DOMINIQUE FORD-SHOLEBO, individually and as ) 
Administrator of the Estate of HABIB SOLEBO, ) 
deceased, ) 

Plaintiff, ) 
-vs- ) 

) 
THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, ) 

) 
Defendants. ) 

No.09CV2287 

Chief Judge Castillo 
Magistrate Judge Denlow 

ORDER OF DISMISSAL PURSUANT TO SETTLEMENT 

This cause coming to be heard before the Court on the Plaintiff's, DOMINIQUE FORD

SHOLEBO, individually and as Administrator of the Estate of HABIB SOLEBO, deceased, 

Motion to Approve Distribution of the Settlement Proceeds in the above-captioned matter, due 

notice being given, and the Court being fully advised: 

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED: 

1. Findings of Fact and conclusions of law were entered on September 3, 2013, and 

the Defendant, THE UNITED STATES OF AMERJCA, subsequently appealed the decision of the 

District Court to the Seventh Circuit Court of Appeals, No. 13-3450. 

2. During the pendency of the appeal, the parties reached a settlement agreement in 

the amount of $700,000.00, and the Court of Appeals has remanded the case to the District Court 

for further findings and dismissal. 

3. The District Court makes the following findings: 

a. The amount of the settlement is fair and reasonable; 

b. Litigation expenses of $46,494.91 are fair and reasonable; 

c. Attorneys' fees in the amount of $175,000.00 (25% of the settlement amount) 

are approved pursuant to 28 U.S.C. 2678; 

d. That the total amount of $13,058.04 to be paid in full and final satisfaction of 

the Mordy's Kosher Express, LLC (lender) liens is fair and reasonable; 

e. That the net settlement proceeds available to the Plaintiff and Plaintiff's 

daughter, $465,447.05, are to be distributed pursuant to the prior apportionment 

1 
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found by this Court's September 3, 2013 judgment order; 

f. The distribution of 2.5% of the net proceeds in the amount of $11,636.18 to the 

Plaintiff, Dominique Ford-Sholebo, is fair and reasonable; 

g. The distribution of 97.5% of the net proceeds in the amount of $453,810.87 to 

Dominique Ford-Sholebo for the benefit Plaintiff's and Plaintiff's Decedent's 

daughter, REDACTED , a minor, is fair and reasonable. 

h. This Cause is dismissed in its entirety, with prejudice, pursuant to the settlement 

agreement, each party bearing its own costs. 

1. The Court shall retain jurisdiction for the purposes of enforcing the settlement 

agreement. 

J. The net proceeds distributable to Dominique Ford-Sholebo for the benefit 

Plaintiff's and Plaintiff's Decedent's daughter, REDACTED , a minor, 

shall be placed into a minor's estate opened in the Probate Court of Cook 

County and deposited into an account in the name of the minor to be held 

subject to further order of the Probate Court of the Circuit Court of Cook 

County. 

Atty. Name: Cindy G. Fluxgold 

Firm Name: Goldstein, Flux.gold & Baron, P.C. 
Atty. for Petitioner: Dominique Ford-Sholebo 
Address: 33 N. Dearborn St .• Suite 950 
City/Zip: Chicago, IL 60602 
Telephone: 312/726-7772 

ENTER: 

Chief Judge Ruben Castillo 

DATED: -------------

2 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
NORTHERN DISTRICT OF ILLINOIS 

EASTERN DIVISION 

DOMINIQUE FORD-SHOLEBO, ) 
individually and as Administrator of the Estate ) 
of HABIB SOLEBO, deceased, ) 

Plaintiff, 

v. 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 

Defendant. 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

) 

) 

No. 09 C 2287 

Judge Castillo 

STIPULATION FOR COMPROMISE SETILEMENT AND RELEASE OF 
FEDERAL TORT CLAIMS ACT CLAIMS PURSUANT TO 28 U.S.C. § 2677 

It is hereby stipulated by and between the undersigned plaintiff and the United States of 

America., by and through their respective attorneys, as follows: 

1. The parties do hereby agree to settle and compromise each and every claim of any 

kind, whether known or unknown, arising directly or indirectly from the acts or omissions that 

gave rise to the above-captioned action under the terms and conditions set forth in this 

Settlement Agreement. 

2. The United States of America agrees to pay the sum of seven hundred thousand 

dollars ($700,000), which sum shall be in full settlement and satjsfaction of any and all claims, 

demands, rights, and causes of action of whatsoever kind apd nature. arising from. and by reason 

of nny and all known and unknown, foreseen and unforeseen bodily and personal injuries,, 

damage to property and the consequences thereof, resulting, and to result, from the subject 

matter of this settlement, including any claims for wrongful death, for which plaintiff or 
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plaintiffs guardians, heirs, executors, administrators, or assigns, and each of them, now have or 

may hereafter acquire against the United States of America, its agents, servants, and employees. 

3. Plaintiff and plaintiff's guardians, heirs, executors, administrators, and assigns 

hereby agree to accept the sums set forth in this Stipulation of Compromise Settlement in full 

settlement, satisfaction, and release of any and all claims, demands, rights, and causes of action 

of whatsoever kind and natlll'e, including claims for wrongful death, arising from, and by reason 

of any and all known and unknown, foreseen and unforeseen bodily and personal injuries, 

damage to property and the consequences thereof which they may have or hereafter acquire 

against the United States of America, its agents, servants, or employees on account of the same 

subject matter that gave rise to the above-captioned action, including any future claim or lawsuit 

of any kind or type whatsoever, whether known or unknown. and whether for compensatory or 

exemplary damages. Plaintiff and plaintiff's guardians, heirs, executors, administrators, and 

assigns further agree to reimburse, indemnify, and hold hannless the United States of America, 

its agents, servants, and employees from and against any and all such causes of action, claims, 

liens, rights, or subrogated or contribution interests incident to or resulting from further litigation 

or the prosecution of claims by plaintiff or his guardians, heirs, executors, administrators or 

assigns against any third party or against the United States, including claims for wrongful death. 

4. Th.is Stipulation for Compromise Settlement is not, is in no way intended to be, 

and should not be construed as, an admission of liability or fault on the part of the United States, 

its agents. servants, or employees, and it is specifically denied that they are liable to the plaintiff. 

This settlement is entered into by all parties for the purpose of compromising disputed claims 

under the Federal Tort Claims Act and avoiding the expenses and risks of further litigation. 

2 
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5. It is also agreed, by and among the parties, that the respective parties will each 

bear their ov.n costs, fees, and expenses and that any attorney's fees owed by the plaintiff will be 

paid out of the settlement amount and not in addition thereto. 

6. It is also understood by and between the parties that pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 2678, 

attorney's fees for services rendered in connection with this action shall not exceed 25 percent of 

the amount of the compromise settlement. 

7. The persons signing this Stipulation for Compromise Settlement warrant and 

represent that they possess full authority to bind the persons on whose behalf they are signing to 

the terms of the settlement. Plaintiff must obtain court approval of the settlement at her expense. 

Plaintiff agrees to obtain such approval in a timely manner: time being of the essence. Plaintiff 

further agrees that the United States may void this settlement at its option in the event such 

approval is not obtained in a timely manner. In the event plaintiff fails to obtain such court 

approval, the entire Stipulation for Compromise Settlement and the compromise settlement are 

null and void. 

8. Payment of the settlement amount will be made by government wire transfer as 

per the following: 

Citibank, NA 
69 W. Washington St. 
Chicago. 11linois 60602 ..,.,....,.~-------

A. 
B. 
C. 
D. 
E. 
F. 

Routing Number: (b)(6) 
Name of Ac ~:"""'?,......-....,,......~uxgold & Baron, P,C. 
Account No. (b)(6) 

3 
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Plaintiff's attorney agrees to distribute the settlement proceeds to the plaintiff and to obtain a 

dismissal of the above-captioned action with prejudice, with each party bearing its own fees, 

costs, and expenses. 

9. The parties agree that this Stipulation for Compromise Settlement, including all 

the terms and conditions of this compromise settlement and any additional agreements relating 

thereto, may be made public in their entirety, and the plaintiff expressly consents to such release 

and disclosure pursuant to 5 U.S.C. § 552a(b). 

Io: It is contemplated that this Stipulation for Compromise Settlement may be 

executed in several countei-parts, with a separate signature page for each party. All such 

counterparts and signature pages, together, shall be deemed to be one document. 

11. This stipulation contains the entire agreement between the parties with respect to 

the subject of this litigation and supersedes all prior negotiations and writings regarding this 

matter. Any modification of this stipulation may be made only in a writing signed by or on 

behalf of all parties. 

4 
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Attorney for defendant: 

Attorney for plaintiff: 

ZACHARYT. PARDON 
United States Attorney 

By: s/ Jonathan C. Haile 
JONATHAN C. HAILE 
Assistant United States Attorney 
219 South Dearborn Street 
Chicago, Illinois 
(312) 886~2055 
j onathan.haile@usdoj.gov 

CIND 
GOLDSTEIN, FLUXGO D 
33 N. Dearborn St., Suite 950 
Chicago, Illinois 60602 
(312) 726~ 7772 
cfluxgold@gfblaw.net 

Executed this~ day of February, 2014. 

5 
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Attorney for defendant: 

Attorney for plaintiff: 

ZACHARY T. FARDON 

ststant United States Attorney 
219 South Dearborn Street 
Chicago. Illinois 
(312) 886-2055 
jonathan.haile@usdoj.gov 

A 
Executed this ---1f:.. day of February, 2014. 

CINDY FLUX.GOLD 
GOLDSTEIN, FLUXGOLD & BARON, P.C. 
33 N. Dearborn St, Suite 950 
Chicago, Illinois 60602 
(312) 726-7772 
cfluxgold@gtblaw.net 

Executed this __ day of February, 2014. 
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Welcome WILSON J MOORER I Logout 

: HOME (jij;jlj MY WORK I NEW CASE , SEARCH MAIN EMAIL 1 
• 1 i ' j 

CASE DETAILS -Back to Case Results Case Actions: 

Case ID: CIV-NCR-2009-00691 
Short Description: FORD-SHOLEBO V. THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
ETAL 

t.ft-4•l3f-1ji,-.. CASE DOCS CASE PERSONS CASE DATES CASE SUMMARY CASE BLOG 

Case l.ogi n I nfnrma tion ..... 
Reference Number l: 09-cv-02287 Date 

Short Description FORO-SHOLEBO V. THE UNITED STATES OF Type 
AMERICA ET AL Reason 

Classification Clvll Sought 
Case Type FTCA-Wrongful Death Amount offered 
Case Sub-Type Medical Total Amount Paid 
Current Region NORTH CENTRAL REGIONAL OFFICE 

Current Institution Chicago (MCC) 
Description 

Incident Region NORTH CENTRAL REGIONAL OFFICE Description 
Incident Institution Chicago (MCC) 

Monetary Relief Court Fee Paid ? 

Sought 
$40,000,000.00 Pro Se? 

Estimated Amount $ 
Off!ce Chicago 

Case Initial, 

J urlsd!ct!o n NORTHERN DISTRICT OF ILLINOIS - CM/ECF Date Received 
LIVE, VER 3.2.2 

Responsible Legal 
St. Louis, MO Date Filed 

Office 

Leg~ I l1abll1ty Evafuat,on 

Estimated Amount 

Estimated Outcome 
$ -

..._Case Progr 

Current Owner 

No evaluation can be made at this time 

Additional Case Information 

Long Description 

Further Case 
Classlflcatlon 

Comments 

42:1985 CIVIL RlGHTS 

Case Status 

Tlmeline Status 

Monthly Report 
Status 

Private Case 

02/28/2014 
Settled 

$700,000.00 

$700,000.00 

SETTLED PENDING APPEAL AFTER ADVERSE 
DECISION BY LOWER COURT 

SETTLED PENDING APPEAL AFTER ADVERSE 
DECISION BY LOWER COURT 

No 

No 

04/22/2009 

04/15/2009 

AMY STANDEFER MALOTT 

Closed 

Closed 

SIGNIFICANT DECISIONS OR ADVERSE 
DECISIONS 

No 

https://bop.tcp.doj .gov:9349/0GC-CIV /UpdateCasePage.do?PID=89+ 3+1CM4+DB2P 13+... 9/16/2016 
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UNITED STA TES DISTRICT COURT 
DISTRICT OF MINNESOTA 

Case No. 11-CV-2487 DWF/FLN 

MATTHEW PHILLIP SHERIDAN, 

Plaintiff, 

V. 

WARDEN R. RIOS, et al, 

Defendants. 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

ORDER 

Upon Stipulation of the parties, no hearing hereon being deemed necessary, and 

for good cause shown, it is hereby 

ORDERED that the pretrial order ECF No. 15 is and shall be amended to provide 

that the discovery and nondispositive motions shall be concluded on or before February 4, 

2013, and dispositive motions shall be filed and served on or before March 4, 2013. 

It is further 

ORDERED that in all other respects ECF No. 15 is and shall remain in full force 

and effect. 

Dated: September 27, 2012 sf Franklin L. Noel 
FRANKLINL. NOEL 
United States Magistrate Judge 
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Welcome WILSON J MOORER I Logout 

I HOME I ALERTS MY WORK NEW CASE SEARCH MAIN EMAIL f , i 

C f\ · : L ~; f T /~. I ·~ '.3 

Back to Case Results Case Actions: 

Case ID: CIV•NCR-2011·0l393 Short Description: SHERIDAN V. RIOS ET AL 

t4ki1):1l!t44 CASE DOCS CASE PERSONS 

{: : -... I •• '' , I : I l I • / I ~ , . J f', \ 

Reference Number 

Short Description 

C la ssl fl catlo n 

Case Type 

case Sub-Type 

Current Region 

Current Institution 

Incident Region 

Incident Jnstltutlon 

Monetary Relief 
Sought 

Estimated Amount 

Office 

Jurl sd lctl on 

Responsible Legal 
Office 

• _,,-_-;' i ,--

Estimated Amount 

Estimated Outcome 

O: ll-cv-024B7-DWF-FLN 

SHERIDAN V. RlOS ET AL 

Civil 

FTCA & Bivens 

NORTH CENTRAL REGIONAL OFFICE 

$1,000,000.00 

$ 

DMN 

DISTRICT OF MINNESOTA 

FMC Rochester 

$. 

No evaluation can be made at this time 

42: 1983 PRISONER CIVIL RlGHTS 

CASE DATES CASE SUMMARY CASE BLOG 

~-··· , i ~- t n 

Date 05/01/2014 

Type Settled 

Reason 

Sought 

Amount offered $ 

Total Amount Paid $15,000.00 

Description COMPROMISE SETTLEMENT 

Description COMPROMISE SETTLEMENT 

Court Fee Paid ? No 

Pro Se ? No 

( , 1 '•' . i ; • ,-t [-) , • ~ I'~, 

Date Received 09/26/2011 

Date Flied 

Current Owner 

Case Status 

Timeline Status 

Monthly Report 
Status 

Private Case 

OB/30/2011 

JAKE BUSH 

Closed 

Closed 

No 

Long Description 

Further Case 
Classification 

DELIBERATE INDIFFERENCE TO MEDICAL NEEDS 

Comments 

-

https://bop.tcp.doj .gov:9349/0GC~CIV /UpdateCasePage.do?PID=89+ 3+ICM4+DB2Pl 3+... 9/16/2016 
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Welcome WILSON J MOORER I Logout 

IIYWGRI 

CASE DETAILS 

Back to Case Results C.NActlon•: 

Case ID: CIV-MXR-2013-00254 •. ,,., 
Case login Information 

Reference Number 

Short Description 

Classlficatlon 

Case Type 

Case Sub-Type 

Current Region 

Current Institution 

Incident Region 

Incident Instit1Jtlon 

Monetary ReHef 
Sought 

Estimated Amount 

Office 

Jurisdiction 

Responsible Legal 
Office 

BOOKER V. U.S.A. 

Clvll 

FTCA-Personal Injury 

Medical 

NORTHEAST REGIONAL OFFICE 

NORTHEAST REGIONAL OFFICE 

canaan (USP} 

$10,000,000.00 

$ 

USAO - Harr1sburg 

M.o. Pa. 

FCC Allenwood 

legal liability [valuation 

Short Description: BOOKER V. U.S.A • 

CAii lUIIIWIY 
..... Case Resolution 

Date 

Type 

Reason 

Sought 

Amount offered 

Total Amount Paid 

Description 

Description 

03/25/2013 
Settled 

$40,000.00 
$40,000.00 

Court Fee Paid ? Yes 

Pro Se? No 

Case Initiation Dates 

Date Received 

Date Flied 

02/01/2013 

10/25/2007 

CAIE BLOG 

Estimated Amount $ -

..... Case Progress 

Current Owner 

Estimated Outcome No evaluation can be made at this time Case Status 

Tlmellne Status 

Monthly Report 
Status 

KRISTA KLETT 

Closed 

Add it ion a I Case Information 

long Description 

Further Case 
aasslficatlon 

Comments 

Hc---;e My Work 

Closed 

Private Case No 

-"✓ ew casP Searc•· Main 

• ' .. ·,.:e,_1 States lJepartrne,;t o'. ,s:,ce - orr,ce o' Ge·era Counse ,. Review 

- I 

t 

t 

t 

t 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE MIDDLE DISTRICT OF PENNSYLVANIA 

DARRYL BOOKER, 
Plaintiff 

V. 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
Defendant 

CIVIL NO. 1:07-CV-1960 

ORDER 

AND NOW, this 25th day of March, 2013, following a settlement 

conference in this matter, and the Magistrate Judge having reported to the court that 

this matter has been settled, it is ORDERED that the above-captioned action is 

dismissed without costs and without prejudice to the right, upon good cause shown 

within sixty (60) days, to reinstate the action if the settlement is not consummated. 

/s/ William W. Caldwell 
William W. Caldwell 
United States District Judge 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT· 
FOR THE WESTERN DISTRICT OF PENNSYLVANIA 

Enter above the full name and .. address 
fthe plaintiff in this action) 

~~ ~:~~,roalf\(,'NO...,~~{\') J)onu1_1Ji
1

, p R_e1cN(capT011.!) BaB.hal!.O. R.oy(L/euTeAJawt) 
'i:,::R ,§~, e\-c...,-A:\l.) R, kLa ,t,et:..{5Pec..!al,s1) t;. J<.ocH{5 Pec.1a /1sTJ P. E'aTorJ (~Pee 1all'iT) 

~. 0 >'I. &::cc> &-C\. ~ -~'f\.\\o\O. 
mter above the full name, title, and 
isiness address ·of each defendant in 
is action) 

aintiff brings this action against the above named and identified defendants on the following cause in this 

tion. N\ ~ {) 
I. Where are you now confined? ~ • C., ~ I.. . c_ ~1f'\. ~ {:\ 

II. 
A. 

1. 

2. 

What sentence are you serving? __ __,_/....,2_3......._ ..... m......,,u"""IJ ..... l:..../i........i' >~------
What court imposed the sentence? t{D rle4 5TZiTe.S :b pt(UlT l.uw;;T oF m,1tyowcl 

Previous Lawsuits 
Describe any and all lawsuits in which you are a plaintiff which deal with the same facts
involved in this action. (If there is more than one lawsuit, describe the additional lawsuits on 
another piece of paper, using the same outline.) 
Parties to this previous lawsuit 
Plaintiffs, __________ ,,_"'j"'"""----,,,,..---:-----------------

/Q ft Defendants, _______ _ 

Court (if federal court, name the district; if state court, name the county) and docket 
number ____________ ~--:---:::=,,---------------

A/ t:/-JU I 

3. Name the judge to whom case was assigned" __ __._11...,/ .... / ..... fl __________ _ 

4. Disposition (For example: Was the case dismissed? Was it appealed? Is it still 

pending?) JJ fr 



5. Approximate date of filing lawsuit_-----'""---'A_' _________________ _ 

6. Approximate date of disposition ___ ~J___,,_-=-Cr,__ ________________ _ 

B. Prior disciplinary proceedings which deal with the same facts involved in this action: 

III. 

IV. 

A. 

B. 

C. 

Where? _____ .......µ.----,-----+---1,i.-+----------------------
When? _____ __,~-+---Ht--t----------------------
Result: _____ ...i-----1,-----------------------

What federal law do you claim was violated? S"1 s- 11 ,n e jJ cl me )7 I 

Statement of Claim 
(State here as briefly as possible the~ of your case. Do not give any legal arguments or cite 
any cases or statutes. Jfyou intend to allege a number of related claims, number and set forth 
each claim in a separate paragraph. Use as much space as you need. Attach extra sheet if 
necessary.) 

.>'Y) /-/ 7 ,-/-I ,, i) 0 .-Date of event:,_..t..:.U(:.L.,.!::..!ctc.!lR.a.l,C;:;....!....L...._..!..-__;;_.,.__-=-----:.----



V. Did the incident of which you complain occur in an institution or place of custody in this 
District: If so, where? ,F. c t .. M c....,¥--.-€..0.t"\ > \'4\ 

I 

and answer the following questions: 

A. ls there a prisoner grievance procedure in this institution? 
Yes!)<) No( ) 

B. Did you present the facts relating to your complaint in the state prisoner grievance procedure? 

C. 

1. 

Yesp<) No( ) 

If your answer is Yes, 

Vlhat steps did you talce? ::t.. ~ \~ o,d-'("'(\.\ i\\~o,,~,-..J~ 

2. What was the result?...J,Cl .. Ni..:a:...-S'""'ft-......J-fl:....S.....:.F_a=c.;...f 6:,,:../!,::.ft--------------------

D. If your answer is NO, explain.why not:._..._N ......... !f\-"-------------------

E. If there is no prison grievance pjcedure in the institution, did you complain to prison 
authorities? Yes( ) No( ) 

F. If your answer is Yes, . 

I. What steps did you take?_---:.N..;;...:..\ A-_____________________ _ 

2. What was the result? __ ....,t-.1......,..t'\ __________________________ _ 

VI. 
.!::!.15~...!L!..~!.,l-l==~~=-'..=.,a,'--!.,!.;=~~-~~~#-.I~ Make no legal arguments. Cite no 

dfU LJeJ. 

I DECLARE UNDER PENALTY OF PERITJRYTHATTHE FOREGOING IS TRUE AND 
CORRECT. 

(Date) 
r· (Signature of Plaintiff) 



IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE WESTERN DISTRICT OF PENNSYLVANIA 

DONTE HAMMOND, 

Plaintiff, 

v. 

WARDEN JAMES SHERMAN, ET AL., 

Defendants. 

CIVIL ACTION NO. 05-339E 

HON. SEAN J. MCLAUGHLIN, 
U.S.D.J. 

HON. SUSAN PARADISE BAXTER, 
CHIEF U.S.M.J. 

0 R D E R 

AND NOW, this day of , 2007, it is --------
hereby ORDERED that the above-captioned case is dismissed with 

prejudice. This case is now CLOSED. 

BY THE COURT: 

Sean J. 
McLaughlin 

UNITED STATES J"UDGE 

Digitally signed by Sean J. McLaughlin 
ON: cn=Sean J. McLaughlin. C=US, 
O=United States District Court, 
ou=United States District Judge 
Date: 2007.02.15 16:01 : 18 -05'00' 
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FORM TO BE USED BY FEDERAL PRISONERS IN FILING A CIVIL ACTION 
UNDER 28 U.S.C. § 1331 OR§ 1346 

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

DISTRICT OF Massachusetts 

Boston DIVISION 

Micheal Dantone 

Case No. 

(Enter above the full name of the Plaintiff 

or Plaintiffs in this action) 

(Jury Trial Demanded) 

VS. 

David L. Winn, C.O. Solo(transportation 

Officer 1-18-05, Unknown C.O. 

Transportation Officer 1-18-05 1 

H. Morales. Santana. Pt, Bhaddi. Miss Kildoff 
(Enter above the full name of the Defendant 

or Defendants in this action) 

A. Have you begun other actions in Federal Court dealing with the same facts involved in this 

Action? Yes ___ No X 

B. If your answer to A is yes, describe the action in the spaces below. (If there is more than one 

action, describe the additional actions on the reverse side of this page). 

l. Parties to the action: N/A 
------------------------

2. Court (Federal Court name the district): N A 
_____ __..._-. ___________ _ 

3. Docket Number: N / A ---------------'-------------
4. Name of Judge to whom case was assigned: ____ N~A __________ _ 

1 

') 
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5. Disposition: (Was case dismissed? Was it appealed? Is it still pending?) : N/ A -------

C. I . Did you present the facts relating to your complaint in the internal prison grievance 

procedure? Yes X No ---

2. If your answer is Yes, what was the result? Filed Tort claim. Result from tort 

claim was an offer of $100, 00 to sett I e, Offer not accepted due to 

insufficient amount based on pain and suffering I have been dealing 
with. 

3. If your answer is No, explain. ________ N_/ A ___________ _ 

D. 1. Did you present your claim to the Bureau of Prisons or other Federal agency for 

administrative action? Yes x No ---

2. If your answer is yes, state the date such claim was submitted and what action, if any 
has been taken. Tort claim submitted on or about March 1, 2005 

See attached documentation, Tort Claim# TRT-NER-2005-2080 

3. If your cl aim has been acted on, attach copies of any correspondence you have 

received from the Bureau of Prisons or other Federal agency concerning your claim. 

E. I. Are you suing for a work related injury? Yes No X ---

2. If your answer is Yes, state the nature of the duties you were performing when the 

injury occurred. N / A 

2 
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PARTIES 

(In item I. Below, place our name in the first blank and place your present address in the second 

blank. Do the same for additional Plaintiffs, if any). 

I. Name of Plaintiff: Micheal Dan tone. Reg. No. 1015 7-06 7 

Address:F.M,C, Devens H/A P.O. Box 879, Ayer, MA. 01432 

(In item II. Below, place the full name of the defendant in the first blank, his / her official 

position in the second blank, and his/ her place of employment in the third blank. Use the space 

below item II. for names, positions and places of employment of any additional defendants.) 

II. Defendant SEE ATTACHED is employed as -----------
At ----------------- ---------------

STATE1\1ENT OF CLAIM 

III. State here as briefly as possible the facts of your case. Describe how each defendant is 

involved. Include also the names of other persons involved, dates and places. Do not give any 

legal arguments or cite any cases or statutes. If you intend to allege a number of different claims, 

number and set forth each claim in a separate paragraph. (Use as much space as you need. 

Attach extra sheet(s), if necessary.) 

SEE ATTACHED AMENDED STATEMENT OF CLAIM 

3 
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RELIEF 

IV. State what relief you seek from the Court. Make no legal arguments. Cite no cases or 

statutes. 

Due to the extreme discomfort, mental anguish. pain and suffering that I 
have been force to tolerate by the inaction of the medical staff at F.M.C. Devens 

and by the pain and suffering I have suffered through by being tossed around in 

the back of the transportation van. The C.O.'s both knowing that the seat I was 

in was unsafe, I am seeking punitive and exemplary damages in an amount of no 

less than One Hundred Thousand Dollars ($100,000.00}, and any other relief this 

Honorable Court deems appropriate. 

Signed this _J_-=s~-- day of_ch_~_h ....... f_vJ,_r_,_l ----- 200 ll (R 
I 

DECLARATION 

Micheal Dantone Reg. No. 10157-067 

F.M.C, Devens/h-A P.O. Bo4 879 
Ayer, MA. 01432 

(Signature of Plaintiff or Plaintiffs) 

I, Micheal Dantone declare under penalty of perjury that I have read and 

subscribed to the above and state that the information contained therein is true and correct to the 

best of my knowledge. 

Executed J./ J3 / 0 {., 
T T Date 

at _____._f}v)'---e.._D-=-----eu_e_A..J _______ S __ ~_ 

.~&4 
~- fp] .. ff 1gnature o amt 

Signature of Attorney (If Any) 

4 
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CAUSE OF ACTION 

1. Injury I received, due to negligence of duties, safety checks, 
and failure to protect me from unnecessary harm, by transport 
officers; C.O. Solo and unknown, unnamed transport drivers on 
January 18, 2005. 

2. Deliberate indifference to my serious medical needs. 

STATEMENT OF FACT 

3. Michael Dantone, the Plaintiff, a federal inmate and Federal 
Medical Center, Devens (F.M.C. Devens), in Ayer, Massachusetts, 
was on the 18th day of January, 2005, being transported to the 
University of Massachusetts Medical Center, by C.0. Solo and an 
unknown, unnamed C.O., to have a surgical procedure done: 

a. Having been handcuffed and shackled I was told to 
climb into the van (Chevy-Astro van, year unknown), 
by C.O. Solo and an unkown, unnamed C.O .. 

b. Upon entering the van I noticed the seats un the van 
had been removed and replaced with specially fabricated 
seating, designed and OK'd by the Bureau of Prisons 
and Warden David L. Winn (Warden, F.M.C. Devens). 

c. When I sat down the seat felt different and not very 
secure. 

(i) I informed the C.O. 's of the issue with the 
seat and how it felt unsecure. I was told 
by both C.O. 1 s that the seat was secure 
that it was ok. 

4. Enroute to the hospital, as the driver 1 C.O. Solo and an 
unknown, unnamed C.O. turned onto the exit and while rounding 
a curve, the following occured: 

a. The seat I was sitting on gave way causing: 

(i) My being thrown out of the seat and across 
the van. (Due to being shackled and 
handcuffed, I was unable to brace and/or 
protect myself from injury). 

(ii) While being thrown around in the back of the 
van, I caught my leg on a piece of bracket 
sticking up from the floor. 

(iii) My head was slammed into the wall of the 
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van, and I have been suffering from head and 
neck pain, which at times has been severe 
and has caused many hours of lost sleep. 

5. Both C.O. Solo and the Unknown/Unnamed C.O. both should have 
inspected the van prior to transporting me to the UMass Medical 
facility. 

6. H. Morales should have ensured that the seating in the van was 
properly secured prior to allowing the van to be put into service. 

7. Mr. Santana, as the supervisor of facilities, including the 
automobile garage in which the medical transport van I was 
riding in was serviced and modified with the seating that was 
not properly secured. 

8. David L. Winn, as the Warden at F.M.C. Devens is the man that 
oversees all goings on and is responsible for any and all 
actions that take place within the fences of F.M.C. Devens. 
Warden Winn, ultimately permitted the use of the van as safe 
for medical transport. 

9. I have complained numerous times to the medical staff here at 
F.M.C. Devens, this leading to: 

a. On July 26, 2005, I was given an M.R.I .. 
(i) It took six (6) months to get this M.R.I .. 

There is no acceptable reason for this 
having taken so long. 

(ii) I have tried to meet with the medical staff 
at F.M.C. Devens to discuss my X-ray and 
M.R.I .. At this date, no one has spoken to 
me. The back and neck pain continue to 
cause me headaches, sleeplessness and 
discomfort. 

10. The medical staff that I have repeatedly tried to meet with and 
discuss my injuries since the beginning of this incident are: 

a. Dr. Bhaddi 

b. M.L.P.; Ms. Killdoff 

I feel I was treated very indifferently and received no meaningful 

medical assistance. 

For these reasons the Plaintiff should be granted the relief 

sought. 

-2-
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PARTIES 11 

1. David L. Winn, Warden F.H.C.-Devens 

2. H. Morales - Supervisor ( C. 0.) of Automobile garage. Responsible 
for all maintenance of all vans/autos used at 
F.M.C. Devens tor official use. 

3. Mr. Santana- Supervisor of Facilities, responsible for the 
overall operation of the facilities department, 
for which the automobile garage is a part of. 

4. C.O. Solo- Medical Transportation Officer, Responsible for the 
overall safety of the medical transportation van, 
and required to do a full safety ins~ection of van 
prior to transporting any persons. lThe seats should 
have been examined at this point by C.O. Solo.) 

5. Unknown/Unnamed C.0.- Medical Transportation Officer, Responsible 
for overall safety of the medical 
transportation van, and required to do a 
full safety inspectiou of van prior to 
transporting any persons. (The seats of 
the van should have been checked during 
this inspection.) 

6. Dr. Bhaddi- Doctor, F.M.C. Devens Medical Staff. 

7. M.L.P.; Ms. Killdoff, Mid Level Practitioner at F.M.C. Devens 
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FORM TO BE USED BY FEDERAL PRISONERS IN FILING A CIVIL ACTION 

UNDER 28 U.S.C. § 1331 OR§ 1346 

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

DISTRICT OF __ M=-==a~s~s_a_c-h_u_s_e_t_t_s __ 

Micheal Dantone 

(Enter above the full name of the Plaintiff 

or Plaintiffs in this action) 

vs. 

David L, Winn, et a] 

(Enter above the full name of the Defendant 

or Defendants in this action) 

Boston DIVISION 

06 -40022 .. J'.tr 
Case No. 

{Jury Trial 'Demanded) 

A. Have you begun other actions in Federal Court dealing with the same facts involved in this 

Action? Yes ___ No X 

B. If your answer to A is yes, describe the action in the spaces below. (If there is more than one 

action, describe the additional actions on the reverse side oftbis page). 

I. Parties to the action: _________ ........_._.........._ ____________ _ 

2. Court (Federal Court name the district): N / A ---~-------------

3. Docket Number: ----------~ ........... --------------
4. Name of Judge to whom case was assigned: -~--------------

1 
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5. Disposition: (Was case dismissed? Was it appealed? Is it still pending?): N/A 

C. I. Did you present the facts relating to your complaint in the internal prison grievance 

procedure? Yes X No __ _ 

2. If your answer is Yes, what was the result? Filed a Tort Claim. Result from the 

Tort Claim was an offer of $100.00 to settle, Offer was not accepted doe 
insufficient amount based on pain and suffering I have been dealing with. 

3. If your answer is No, explain. ----~N~~--------------

D. 1. Did you present your claim to the Bureau of Prisons or other Federal agency for 

administrative action? Yes x No ---

2. If your answer is yes, state the date such claim was submitted and what action, if any 

has been taken. Tort Claim subrni tted on 

See Attached Docuroeotati • n 

3. If your claim has been acted on, attach copies of any correspondence you have 

received from the Bureau of Prisons or other Federal agency concerning your claim. 

E. 1. Are you suing for a work related injury? Yes ___ No ___.x_,.________ 

2. If your answer is Yes, state the nature of the duties you were performing when the 

injury occurred. N / A 

2 
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PARTIES 

(In item I. Below, place our name in the first blank and place your present address in the second 

blank. Do the same for additional Plaintiffs, if any). 

I. Name of Plaintiff: Micheal Dant one Re2, No, l OJ 57-067 

Address: F.M.C. Devens RIA, P.O. Box 879. Ayer, MA, 01432 

(In item IL Below, place the full name of the defendant in the first blank, his / her official 

position in the second blank, and bis / her place of employment in the third blank. Use the space 

below item II. for names, positions and places of employment of any additional defendants.) 

IL Defendant David L. Winn is employed as Warden ---'=-'=------------
_________________ At F. M. C. Devens 42 Patton Rd. 

Ayer, MA. 01432 

STATEMENT OFCU..Th1 

III. State here as briefly as possible the facts of your case. Describe how each defendant is 

involved. Include also the names of other persons involved, dates and places. Do not give any 

legal arguments or cite any cases or statutes. If you intend to allege a number of different claims, 

number and set forth each claim in a separate paragraph. (Use as much space as you need. 

Attach extra sheet(s), if necessary.) 

SEE ATTACHED 

3 
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RELIEF 

IV. State what relief you seek from the Court. Make no legal arguments. Cite no cases or 

statutes. 

Due to the extreme discomfort, mental anguish, pain and suffering that I 

have been forced to tolerate, by the inaction of the medical staff at F.M.C.-Devens 

I am seeking punitive and exemplary damages in an amount of no less than One 

Hundred Thousand Dollars ($100,000.00), and any other relief this Honorable Court 

deems appropriate. 

Signed this---'-/_;_}.,__ ___ day of____,/,_,./r ..... 1 ..... L ...... · ',.._1....;.1 ...... C""""'·,"-J ______ 200 l· . 
I I > ,. 

DECLARATION 

//4 ~.,, ~ / £j Y< 
~icheal Dantone Reg. No. 10157-067 
F.M.C. Devens P.O. Box 879 

Ayer. !1A, 01432 
(Signature of Plaintiff or Plaintiffs) 

I, Micheal Dan tone declare under penalty of perjury that I have read and 

subscribed to the above and state that the information contained therein is true and correct to the 

best of my knowledge . 

. I ~'-Executed / / !,/l l'• at F.!1.C. Devens 
---"+,i ---,,1------------ ---"-'C.:.:..:c.:..c____;..::..:..=e:...._-----------1 

Date 1,,/ d',; / LL l 
l 

Signature of Plaintiff 

Signature of Attorney (If Any) 

4 
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III. 

inmate 

STATEMENT OF CLAIM 

My name is Micheal Dantone and I am currently a Federal 

incarcerated at Federal Medical Center-Devens 

(F. M. C. -Devens) , located in Ayer, Massachusetts. On the morning 

of January 18, 200 5, I was to be medically transported to the 

University of Massachusetts Medical Center for a surgical 

procedure. Prior to leaving F.M.C.-Devens I was placed in 

handcuffs and had my legs placed into shackles. After being 

handcuffed and shackled I was asked to climb into a Chevy 

Astro-Van (year unknown). Upon entering the van I noticed that 

the original factory seats had been removed from the van and they 

were replaced by specially fabricated seating used and 

manufactured by or with the permission of the Federal Bureau of 

Prisons and also at the direction of David L. Winn. When I sat 

down in the seating provided, I did not feel that those seats were 

very safe. The two officers who were designated to transport me 

(their names are unknown at this time), then got into the van and 

proceeded to the University of Massachusetts Medical Center. 

As the van proceeded down the highway and came upon the exit 

for the Medical Center, the officer driving turned onto the exit 

and while the van was rounding the curve, the seat I was sitting 

in gave way and I was thrown across to the other side of the van. 

Due to the fact that I was shackled and handcuffed I was unable 

to brace myself. As I was being thrown around the back of the 

van, I caught my leg on a piece of bracket that was protruding 

from the floor of the van. This bracket, I believe, was there 

to be used to secure another seat into the van, a seat which was 

not in place at the time of' this incident. My head also struck· 
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the inside wall of the van hard and I have been suffering through 

pain, sometimes severe, in my neck and back. As a result of this 

pain I have frequently lost many hours and even nights of sleep. 

I have complained to the medical staff at F.M.C.-Devens 

numerous times since this incident. Finally, after seeing the 

medical staff and trying to get help for the pain and loss of 

sleep, on July 26, 2005 I had been given an M.R.I .. Shortly after 

the incident I was also given an X-ray. It had taken 6 months for 

the Medical staff to really look into my injuries and there is no 

reason it should have taken so long. 

I have tried to get with the medical staff at F.M.C.-Devens 

to try to discuss the results of both the M. R. I. and the x-rays 

I had received. Yet, to date, no one from the I!l.edical staff at 

F.M.C.-Devens has given me any answers to my questions, The pain 

in my back and neck is still very bothersome and the headaches 

and sleeplessness have also continued to be a discomfort. 

Since this incident, the van has been taken out of service 

and the fabricated seating has been welded and properly secured 

into the back of the van. I have consistently asked for the 

accident report along with the names of the transporting officers. 

I have been unable to get any of the things mentioned above. All 

parties involved knew that the seat I was getting into was not 

welded or bolted down properly, yet they allowed me to be 

transported anyway in complete and total disregard for TII.Y well 

being. I fee 1 that transporting myself or any other inmate, in 

those unsafe conditions, was putting my life or any other inmates 

lives in danger. I have filed a tort claim and the response back 

was unsatisfactory for I am still suffering with pain. 

-2-
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DME: August ]0, 200~ 

REPLY TO 

ATTN OF: J-lcnry J. Sadowski, :{egional 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 
Northeast Regional Office, Philadelphia, PA 
FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS 

suruECT: Administrative Tort Claim No. T~T-NER-2005-02C80 

ro: Michael Dantonc, ~cg. tfo. 10157-06-/ 
FMC Devens 

Your Administ~ative Tcrt Claim No. TRT-NEP-?C05-02C8C, pro~erly 
recc i vcd by this a rJency on Ma cch ,; , 2 00 5, has been considered f o c 
settlcmen::- as provided by the l·'ederal Tort .. Claims Act (l·"l'CJ\) 
28 J.S.C. § 2672, ~nder a~thority delegated to me by 
28 C.F'.R. § 543.30. You seek compensatory damages in the amount 
of $4,C00,000.CO for an alleged personal injury. Specifically, 
you claim you were iniured while a passcnqcr in a government 
vehicle because the seat was not properly bolted to the floor of 
the vehicle. 

After carcf'.11 review of this claim, l have decided to offer 
settlement in the amount of $] 00. 00. This amo:rnt is based upon 
our assessment of the relative val·.ie of your claim and other 
factors. This is neither an ad:nission nor denial of government 
liability in this matter . 

.:.r you are willing to accept this amount in complete settlement 
of your claim, you st1ould sign the attached voucher and return it 
to stai f. ~ f the of fer is unZ1ccept:able to yo:1, yo~ may bring 
suit against the United States in the appropriate Jnited States 
l)istrict Court within six (6) months of the dutc of this 
mcmorand:1m. 

cc: David L. Winn, Warden, PMC Devens 
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/ Ii UMassMemorial 
MRI & Imaging Center 

Providing borh high field and open air MRI systems • 

lJ?rlASS MEMORIAL MRI & IMAGING CENTER 

VISIT NUMBER 8-2500471-001 

PATIENT NAME DANTONE: MICHAEL 

MEDICAL RECORD NUMBER 8-039939 

DATE OF BIRTH 05/21/1976 

DATE OF EXAt~ 07/26/05 

REFERRING PHYSICIAN 

FILM PREFERENCE 

MRI EXAM 

CLINICAL HISTORY 

HOWARD; SANDRA G 
42 PATTON ROAD 
FEDERAL MEDICAL CENTER DEVENS 
AYER, !'IA 01432 

FILMS & REPORTS/FAX TO 508-475-3267 

NRI CERVICAL WITHOUT CONTRAST 

NECK A.~D BACK PAIN, PREVIOUS /1VA, 

~RI TECHNIQUE IMAGING WAS PERFORMED UTILIZING A HIT~CHI 
AIRIS II .JT OPEN SYSTEM, THE FOLLOWING SEQUENCES WERE PERFORMED: 

214 Shrewsbury Street 
Worcester, MA O 1604 
Tel: 508-756-7300 
Tel: 888-84,9-7300 
Fax: 508-756-6411 

/ o 15 7-()U'/ 

SAGITTAL TZ-\'iEIGHTED, SAGITT.\L Tl-\'iEIGHTED, AXIAL T2~ GRADIENT ECHO, 
AXIAL T2-WEIGHTED. 

FINDINGS : The cervical spine demonstrates preservation 
of cervical lnrdosis, Minimal diffuse disc dessication is seen, No 
abnormal T2 brightening is seen within the cervical spinal cord, 

Intervertebral discs demonstrate no significant disc bulge or 
herniation focal bony spinal canal stenosis, No neuroforaminal 
narrowing is seen, 

CONCLUSION 
SPINE, 

PHYS I CI A.1'i 

07/26/05 

~O FOCAL ABNORMALITIES SEEN I~ THE CERVICAL 

JOHN R K;l;ORR, DO 
{Signature on file) 

') I / 

,- )io /',_ \L~ 'I , ( \ - I 
/ ,\.,/ \ " \~ )\ . -·• \ ,u 
--1-- \ s \ 

A partnership between Central Massachusetts Magnetic Imaging Center and Shields Health Care Group 
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~ I) UMassMemorial 

MRI & Imaging Center 

Providing both high field and open air MRI systems 

UNASS MEMORIAL MRI&: IMAGING CENTER 

VISIT NUMBER B-2500471-002 

PATIENT NAME DANTONE: MICHAEL 

MEDICAL RECORD NUMBER 8-039939 

DATE OF BIRTH 05/21/1976 

DATE OF EX.~~ 07/26/05 

REFERRING PHYSICI.~ij HOWARD: SANDRA G 
42 PATTON RO.:W 

FILM PREFERENCE 

MRI EXAM 

CLINICAL HISTORY 

FEDERAL MEDICAL CENTER DEVENS 
AYER, MA 01432 

FILMS &: REPORTS/FA..X TO 508-475-3267 

MRI LUMBAR WITHOUT CONTRAST 

BACK PAIN, SINCE MVA. 

-

MRI TECHNIQUE IMAGING WAS PERFORMED UTILIZING A HITACHI 
AIRIS II ,3T OPEN SYSTEM, THE FOLLOWING SEQUENCES WERE PERFORMED: 

214 Shrewsbury Street 
Worcester, MA O 1604 
Tel: 508-756-7300 
Tel: 888-849-7300 
Fax: 508-756-6411 

SAGITTAL Tl-WEIGHTED, SAGITTAL T2-WEIGHTED, AXIAL Tl-WEIGHTED, A..XIAL 
T2-WE1GHTED, 

FINDINGS : There is preservation of the lumbar lordosis. 
There is disc dessication at the L 4-5 level. The distal spinal cord 
appears unremarkable, 

At LS -Sl level mild facet degenerative changes are seen. No disc 
bulge or herniation, nor neuroforaminal narrowing is noted, 

At the L 4-5 level a tiny central annular tear is seen with very tiny 
shallow central protrusion causes very minimal thecal impression. No 
spinal stenosis is seen, no neuroforaminal narrowing is noted. 

At other levels no significant disc bulge or herniation is seen. 

CONCLUSION : VERY SHALLOW TINY CENTRAL DISC PROTR~SION WITH 
DISC DEGENERATION IS SE~~ AT THE L 4-5 LEVEL CAUSES VERY MINIMAL 
THECAL IMPRESSION, WITHOUT SPINAL STENOSIS NOTED, 

A partnership between Central Massachusetts Magnetic Imaging Center and Shields Health Care Group 
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' 

• U UMassMemoria/ 
MRI & Imaging Center 

Providing both high field and open air MRI systems • 

VISIT NUMBER 
PATIENT NAME 
PAGE NUMBER 

8-2500471-002 
DA.'iTON'E: MICHAEL 
2 OF 2 

NININAL DEGENERATIVE CHANGES SEEN OF 15 -S1 FACET JOINTS, 

PHYSICIA.1, 

07/26/05 

JOHN R KNORR, DO 
(Signature on file) 

-
214 Shrewsbury Street 
Worcester, MA O 1604 
Tel: 508-756-7300 
Tel: 888-849-7300 
Fax: 508-756-6411 

A partnership between Central Massachusetts Magnetic Imaging Center and Shields Health Care Group 
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Case 4:06-cv-40022-JL T Document 1 

Department of the Treasury 

VOUCHER FOR PAY]\.ffiNT Voud1erNo. ----------
WIIERE A SETTLEMEh'T AG REE.'1E!',,'T HAS NOT BEE.._,. EXECUTED Schedule '.'l'o. _______ _ 

AND ATTACHED OR WHERE A FINAL.TUDG!\fE\Pf IS NOTAITACHED Claim No. ________ _ 

A. PAYMENT DAT A: (PLE-4SE TYPE OR PR/WT CLEARLl? 

(I) Submitting Agency/Office: .Eederal Bmcau cf Prisons 

(2) Agency/Office Mailing Address: EMC Devens 

(3) Agcocy/Office Contact Person and Telephone No.: 

(4) Paycc(s): (a) 
(b) 

Camrolle 

(5) Ta;,;paycr Identification No., SSN, or EIN of each J'ayee: (a) .,_N.._,,""A,.__ __________________ i==--= 
(h.__..Lll..U---------------

(fi) Tota! Amount: Doe h1111dre.d...anrl QQ/ I 00 da)]ar•· ($100 00) 

(7) Electronic Fund~ Transfer (EFT) Information: 

(a) Payee Account !°'lame:--2N..!'!..!/ A~----------
(b) ABA !lank H (9 digits):...!N~'/.,;A~----------

(d) Bank J',;amc and Addrcss:---0N...;;"/-=-A-=-----------------

o Payee Account H: __ ---!.N.:..:1.:..A:.__ __________ _ 
(d) Checking: NIA Savings: 2N..::l:..:-A..,__ ____ _ 

(8) llriefly Identify Claim: A llcgtd personal injury at FMC Devens 
Administrative Tort Claim No. TRT- NT'R-'.!005-0'.!080 

B. ACCEPT A~ CE BY CLAIM A!"ff(S). (NOTE. For urr ONLY .,h,n fi11aJ j~d1mr1r.r has NOT ban entered M where rlaimanr has NOT ,ign«I anorlttr agrumen/. U,e 

l'MS Form 197A ~-h,rr finoJ j~dgm,nr has bttn ,nrtrrd or anmher "Grum,nr has btt11 •i1111•d by th• clainuv,t(,).) 

l, (We), the claimant(.<) and benefidarie.<, do !,ereby accepl rhe ,.,;thin-staled award, compromise, ar sealement as final and conclusive 011 me (us), on my (our) heirs. 
exuuwn, administrarors or assigns, and agree tl,aJ said acuptanu conslilute.T a wmplett nlrase by me (us), my (our) hein, e:ututors, administrarors or assigns of any 
and aH claims, demands, nghts, and musts of atrion of whalloewr kind un.d llllfllre, ansing now or in the future from, and f>y reason of any and all known and unknown, 
f11reseen and unfore.,een, bodily and personal injurin (including wrongful death/, damagH 10 property, breaches of contract or law, and any otl,er atts or omis.,i,ms, and 
the consequenus thereof resu/Jing, and to ,-,,su/1, from the •amt rubject mane, that gaw riu to the claim for which f (we) or my (our) heirs, n:ecutors, administrators, 
or assign.<, and each 11fthrm, 11011• have or may hereafta aCJ1Uiff against the United .Wates and against the emplayee(s) oft!,e Goven1ment whose acts or ominions gave 
rise /o the claim by renwn oftlu same subjert maaer. I (We)furthu agree lo ninrburu, indemnify and hold harmless the U'1iied States, its agents, senants and ernployees 
from any and all claims or clluses of action, including wrongful 1kaths, Iha/ aru~ ar may aroe from th t act£ or omissians that gave rise ta the duim. by reasan of the same 

rnbjtcf maaer. 
(SIGN ORl<.INAL ONl,Y) 

Date: __________________ , 2005 'k2~'E0!./ 

(Clairnmt(s} sign above) 

10 

DEP ARThfE~T OF THE TREASURY 
FTh"ANCIAL MA'.'IAGEMENT SERVICE 



UNITED STATES DlSTRJCT COURT 
DISTRJCT OF MASSACHUSETTS 

------------- --

MICl-1AEL DAVJD DANTONE, 
Plaintiff, 

V. 

DR. BHADDJ and the 
UNITED ST A TES OF A.\1ERJCA, 

Defendants. 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

Civil Action No. 06-40022-JL T 

STIPULATION OF DISMISSAL WITH PREJUDICE 

The parties in the above-captioned matter, pursuant to Fed. R. Civ. P. 4l(a)(l)(ii), hereby 

stipulate that said action be dismissed with prejudice and without costs and all rights of appeal 

waived. 

By the parties, 

Prose plaintiff, 

123 Center Street 
Hughestown, PA 18640 
(570)654-1931 

Dated: /-9--{) C/ 

For all the defendants, 

MICHAEL J. SULLIVAN 
UNITED STATES ATTORNEY, 

~~ 
Assistant U.S. Attorney 
John Joseph Moakley Courthouse 
I Cowthouse Way, Suite 9200 
Boston, MA 02210 
(617) 748-3303 

Dated: / h /:J.O(J</ --7-l-----'-,7~--~--
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United States District Court 
District of Massachusetts (Worcester) 

CIVIL DOCKET FOR CASE #: 4:06-cv-40022-JL T 

Dantone v. Winn 
Assigned to: Judge Joseph L. Tauro 
Referred to: Magistrate Judge Judith G. Dein 
Demand: $100,000 
Cause: 4 2: 1983 Prisoner Civil Rights 

Plaintiff 

Michael David Dantone 

V. 

Defendant 

Warden David L. Winn 
TERMINATED: 08/16/2007 

Defendant 

H. Morales 
TERMINATED: 08/16/2007 

Defendant 

Mr. santana 
TERMINATED: 08/16/2007 

Ddendant 

Correctional Officer Solo 

Date Filed: 01/23/2006 
Date Terminated: 01/16/2009 tf::
Jury Demand: Plaintiff 
Nature of Suit: 550 Prisoner: Civil 
Rights 
Jurisdiction: U.S. Government 
Defendant 

represented by Michael David Dantone 
123 Center Street 
Hughestown, PA l 8640 
PROSE 

represented by Christopher R. Donato 
United States Attorney's Office 
1 Courthouse Way 
Suite 9200 
Boston, MA 02210 
617-748-3303 
Fax: 617-748-3972 
Email: chris.donato@USDOJ .GOV 
LEAD AITORNEY 
A ITORNEY TO BE NOTICED 

represented by Christopher R. Donato 
(See above for address) 
LEAD ATTORNFY 
AITORNEYTO BR NOTICED 

represented by Christopher R. Donato 
(See above for address) 
LEAD ATTORNEY 
ATTORNEY TO BE NOT!CED 

represented by Christopher R. Donato 

https://ecf.mad.uscourts.gov/cgi-bin/DktRpt. pl?582607342933904-L _ 80 l _ 0-1 1/23/2009 
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··"" 
TERMINATED: 08/16/2007 (See above for address) 

Defendant 

LEAD ATTORNEY 
ATTORNEY TO BE NOTICED 

Unnamed Correctional Officers 
TERMINATED: 08/16/2007 

represented by Christopher R. Donato 
(See above for address) 

Defendant 

Dr. Bhaddi 

Defe{ldant 

LEAD ATTORNEY 
AITORNEY TO BE NOTICED 

represented by Christopher R. Donato 
(See above for address) 
LEAD ATTORNEY 
ATTORNEY TO BE NOTICRD 

Ms. Kildoff 
TERMINATED: 08//6/2007 

represented by Christopher R. Donato 
(See above for address) 

D!!fendant 

U oited States 

Date Filed # 

01/26/2006 1 

01/26/2006 2 

02/01/2006 3 

Docket Text 

LEAD AITORNEY 
ATI'ORNEY TO BE NOTICED 

represented by Christopher R. Donato 
United States Attorney's Office 
John Joseph Moakley Federal 
Courthouse 
1 Courthouse Way 
Suite 9200 
Boston , MA 02210 
617-748-3303 
Fax: 617-748-3972 
Email: chris.donato@USDOJ .GOV 
LEADATI'ORNEY 
ATTORNEY TO RE NOTICED 

COMPLAINT against David L. Winn Filing fee: Motion to proceed in fonna 
pauperis filed by Michael David Dan tone.( Jones, Sherry) (Entered: 0 l /26/2006) 

MOTION for Leave to Proceed in forma paupcris by Michael David Dantone. 
(Jones, Sherry) Modified on 1/30/2006 (Abaid, Kim). (Entered: 01/26/2006) 

Judge Joseph L. Tauro : MEMORANDUM AND ORDER entered: Plaintiffs 
Application to Proceed Without Prepayment of Fees (#2) is Allowed and the 
filing fee is assessed pursuant to 28 U.S.C section l 915(b) as follows: a. 
Plain ti ff is assessed an initial partial filing fee of $128.64, pursuant to 28 U .S .C. 
section 1915 (b )( 1); and b. The remainder of the fee $121 . 3 6 is to be assessed 
and collected in accordance with 28 U. S.C. section 19 l 5(b )(2); and Within 

https: // ec f.mad. uscourts. gov/ cgi-bin/DktR pt. pl ?5 8260 73 4 293 3 904-L _ 80 l _ 0- I 1/23/2009 
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forty-two ( 42) of the date of this Memorandum and Order, Plaintiff shall show 
cause why his Complaint should not be dismissed for the reasons stated herein, 
or in the alternative, he shall file an Amended Complaint which cures the 
pleading deficiencies, specifying his asserted cause or causes of action, and 
identifying the Defendants in any claim. (PSSA, l) (Entered: 02/02/2006) 

02/01/2006 1 NOTICE: re payment of fee (prisoner filer) issued to the Treasurer at FMC 
Devens (PSSA, 1) (Entered: 02/02/2006) 

02/27/2006 5_ AMENDED COMPLAINT against David L. Winn, filed by Michael David 
Dantonc.(Abaid, Kim) (Entered: 02/27/2006) 

03/06/2006 6 Judge Joseph L. Tauro : MEMORANDUM AND ORDER RE: AMENDED 
COMPLAINT; ISSUANCE OF SUMMONSES entered: the Clerk is directed 
to amend the docket to include the following Defendants to this action: David 
Winn, Warden, H. Morales, Mr. Santana, C.O. Solo, Unknown/Unnamed C.O., 
Dr. Bhaddi, Ms. Killdoff, and the United States. Additionally, the Clerk shall 
issue summonses against each of these Defendants ( with the exception of 
unknown correctional officers). It is Further Ordered that the U.S. Marshal shall 
bear all costs of service of the Defendants, as directed by the Plaintiff. Plaintiff 
is advised that, notwithstanding that his is a prisoner and that the U.S. Marshal 
is directed to bear costs of service, he is ultimately responsible for effectuating 
service of process on each Defendant in a timely fashion in compliance with the 
Federal Rules of Civil Procedure and this Court's Local Rules. Failure to 
effectuate proper service in a timely fashion will result in dismissal of this 
action. (PSSA, 1) (Entered: 03/06/2006) 

03/06/2006 Summons Issued as to H. Morales, Mr. Santana, Correctional Officer Solo, Dr. 
Bhaddi, Ms. Kildoff, United States, David L. Winn. (PSSA, 1) (Entered: 
03/06/2006) 

03/27/2006 1 Letter re: dates of filing from Mike Dantone. (Abaid, Kim) (Entered: 
03/27/2006) 

03/28/2006 DOCKET SHEET sent to Mike Dantone. (Abaid, Kim) (Entered: 03/28/2006) 

04/19/2006 8 US Marshal Process Receipt and Return for Civil Action. United States 
Attorney served Delivered on April 17, 2006.(Abaid, Kim) (Entered: 
04/19/2006) 

04/28/2006 ~ Letter from Mike Dantone. (Abaid, Kim) (Entered: 05/01/2006) 

05/02/2006 10 US Marshal Process Receipt and Return for Civil Action. US Attorney General 
served Delivered on April 19, 2006. (Abaid, Kim) (Entered: 05/03/2006) 

05/12/2006 12. Letter from Mike Dantone. (Abaid, Kim) (Entered: 05/24/2006) 

05/24/2006 u Letter re: Service from Mike Dantone. (Abaid, Kim) (Entered: 05/24/2006) 

07/14/2006 u MOTION for Summary Judgment by Michael David Dantone. (Attachments:# 
l Exhibit A# 2 Exhibit 8# 3 Exhibit C# 4 Exhibit D# _5_ Exhibit E# Q Exhibit F# 
7 Exhibit G# 8 Exhibit H)(Abaid, Kim) (Entered: 07/14/2006) 

07/28/2006 14 US Marshal Process Receipt and Return for Civil Action. Dr. Hhaddi unable to 

https: / /ec f.mad. uscourts.gov / cgi-bin/DktRpt. pl ?5 82607 34 293 3 904-L _ 80 I_ 0-1 1/23/2009 
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be served. ( A baid, Kim) (Entered: 07 /31/2006) 

07/28/2006 15 US Marshal Process Receipt and Return for Civil Action. Mr. Santana Unable 
to be Served. (Abaid, Kim) (Entered: 07/31/2006) 

07/28/2006 16 US Marshal Process Receipt and Return for Civil Action. Ms. KildoffUnable 
to be Served. (Abaid, Kim) (Entered: 07/31/2006) 

07/28/2006 17 US Marshal Process Receipt and Return for Civil Action. Documents for H. 
Morales Served on May 17, 2006. (Abaid, Kim) Modified on 7/31/2006 
(Abaid, Kim). (Entered: 07/31/2006) 

07/28/2006 18 US Marshal Process Receipt and Return for Civil Action. Correctional Officer 
Solo served Delivered on July 14, 2006. (Abaid, Kim) (Entered: 07/31/2006) 

07/28/2006 19 US Marshal Process Receipt and Return for Civil Action. David Winn, Warden 
served Delivered on May 1 7, 200 6. ( Ab aid, Kim) (Entered: 07/31/2006) 

08/09/2006 20 Opposition re _13 MOTION for Summary Judgment filed by all defendants. 
(Donato, Christopher) (Entered: 08/09/2006) 

08/22/2006 21 REPLY to Opposition to Motion re 13 MOTION for Summary Judgment filed 
by Michael David Damone. (Abaid, Kim) (Entered: 08/23/2006) 

09/13/2006 22 Letter requesting docket from Michael Dantone. (Abaid, Kim) (Entered: 
09/14/2006) 

09/14/2006 DOCKET SHEET sent to Michael Dantone (Abaid, Kim) (Entered: 
09/14/2006) 

10/04/2006 23 Judge Joseph L. Tauro: ORDER entered ll Motion for Summary Judgment is 
DENIED WITHOUT PREJUDICE to re-raising it at an appropriate time. 
Defendant Winn's request to dismiss some claims for failure to effect service is 
not in motion form and is not properly before the Court. Plaintifrs requests for 
an extension of time to effect service and for an entry of default with respect to 
those parties served are not in motion form and are not properly before the 
Court. In the future, the Parties shall request action by this Court by filing 
motions in separate documents that comply with the formalities of Local Rule 
7.1. (Attachments:# Rule 7.1# Rule 55) (Abaid, Kim) Additional attachrnent(s) 
added on 10/4/2006 (Abaid, Kim). (Entered: l 0/04/2006) 

10/13/2006 Remark: Modified Nature of Suit for statistical purposes, to reflect a prisoner 
case filing. (PSS A, 1) (Entered: 1 0/ 13/2 006) 

10/27/2006 24 Affidavit OF CONSULTATION. (Abaid, Kim) (Entered: 10/30/2006) 

10/27/2006 25_ MOTION for Extension of Time for 120 days to Effect Service by Michael 
David Dantone.(Abaid, Kim) (Entered: 10/30/2006) 

10/27/2006 26 MEMORA.NDUM in Support re 25 MOTION for Extension of Time to 120 
days to Effect Service filed by Michael David Dantone. (Abaid, Kim) (Entered: 
10/30/2006) 

10/27/2006 27 MOTION for Default as to Defendants Winn, Morales, and Solo by Michael 
David Dantone. (Attachments:# J Certificate of Service)(Abaid, Kim) 

https ;/ / ecf.mad. uscourts. gov /cgi-bin/DktR pt.pl ?5 82607 34 2 93 3 904-L _ 801 _ 0-1 1/23/2009 
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Modified on 1 0/3 l /2006 ( Abaid, Kim). ( Entered: 1 0/3 0/2 006) 

10/27/2006 28 MEMORANDUM in Support re 27 MOTION for Default as to Winn, Morales, 
and Solo filed by Michael David Dantone. (Abaid, Kim) Modified on 
10/3 1 /2006 ( Abaid, Kim). (Entered: 10/30/2006) 

11/07/2006 29 Judge Joseph L. Tauro: ORDER ON MOTIONS## 25, 27 entered: [summary: 
Plaintiffs Motion for Default (#27) is Denied without prejudice. Unless a 
written objection is filed within 10 days of the date of this Order, the Court will 
construe any service made on a Defendant which was otherwise in order (apart 
from the timeliness issue), constituted proper service. In order to clarify the 
state of the record, the AUSA shall file, within IO days, a "Notice of 
Appearance" which clearly indicates the names of each and every Defendant it 
represents in this action. The Notice of Appearance shall also contain a 
statement which reflects the names of those Defendants it claims has not been 
served properly, apart from any claim that service was not made in a timely 
fashion in accordance with Fed. R. Civ. P. 4(m). Within 20 days of the date of 
this Order, the AUSA shall file an Answer or other responsive pleading to 
Plaintiffs Amended Complaint, on behalf of any Defendant who has been 
served; and with respect to any Defendant who is unidentified or whose address 
is unknown, Plaintiff is permitted to conduct limited written discovery from the 
served Defendants, to obtain the requisite information, It is Further Ordered 
that Plaintiffs Motion for an Extension of Time for 120 days to Effect Service 
(#25) is hereby Allowed for 120 days, however, Plaintiff shall submit all 
required paperwork to the United States Marshal within 45 days. No further 
extensions of time will be Allowed, and failure to ensure the filing of a proof of 
service as to each unserved Defendant, within the 120 day period will result in 
dismissal of any unserved Defendants from this action,](PSSA, 1) (Entered: 
11/13/2006) 

11/16/2006 30 Letter requesting docket sheet from Michael Dantone. (Abaid, Kim) (Entered: 
11/16/2006) 

I 1/16/2006 DOCKET SHEET sent to Michael Dantone (Abaid, Kim) (Entered: 
11/16/2006) 

11/27/2006 ll NOTICE of Appearance by Christopher R. Donato on behalf ofH. Morales, 
Correctional Officer Solo, Dr. Bhaddi, Ms. Kildoff, United States, David L 
Winn (Donato, Christopher) (Entered: 11/27/2006) 

11/28/2006 34 Letter requesting Process Receipt Forms from Michael Dantone. (Abaid, Kim) 
(Entered: 11/29/2006) 

11/29/2006 J2 MOTION to Dismiss for Lack of Jurisdiction by H. Morales, Mr. santana, 
Correctional Officer Solo, Unnamed Correctional Officers, Dr. Bhaddi, Ms. 
Kildoff, United States, David L. Winn.(Donato, Christopher) (Entered: 
11/29/2006) 

11/29/2006 33 MEMORANDUM in Support re 32 MOTTON to Dismiss for Lack of 
Jurisdiction filed by all defendants. (Donato, Christopher) (Entered: 
\ 1/29/2006) 

12/05/2006 35 Letter/request (non-motion) from Michael Dantone. (Abaid, Kim) (Entered: 

https://ecf.mad.uscourts.gov /cgi-bin/DktRpt.pl?582607342933904-L _ 80 l _ 0-1 1/23/2009 
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12/05/2006) 

12/05/2006 36 MOTTON for Discovery by Michael David Dantone.(Abaid, Kim) (Entered: 
12/05/2006) 

12/05/2006 37 MEMORANDUM in Support re 36 MOTION for Discovery filed by Michael 
David Dantone. (Abaid, Kim) (Entered: 12/05/2006) 

12/05/2006 18 AFFIDAVIT by Michael David Dantone. (Abaid, Kim) (Entered: 12/05/2006) 

12/07/2006 Notice of correction to docket made by Court staff. Correction: the "Remark'' 
entered on 12/7/06 was deleted as docketed in wrong case: it should have been 
docketed in 06-40262-JL T. Case data revised in this action. (PSSA, 1) 
(Entered: 12/07/2006) 

12/12/2006 39 AFFIDAVIT by Michael David Dantone. (Abaid, Kim) (Entered: 12/14/2006) 

12/12/2006 40 RESPONSE to Motion re 32 MOTION to Dismiss for Lack of Jurisdiction filed 
by Michael David Dantone. (Abaid, Kim) (Entered: 12/14/2006) 

12/12/2006 41 MEMORANDUM in Opposition re _32 MOTION to Dismiss for Lack of 
Jurisdiction filed by Michael David Dantone. (Abaid, Kim) (Entered: 
l 2/14/2006) 

12/13/2006 4_2 Copy of a Letter from Michael Dantone to the US Marshals. (Abaid, Kim) 
(Entered: 12/14/2006) 

12/14/2006 Remark: Statistical Data (Nature of Suit) modified for statistical purposes to 
reflect a prisoner filing. (PSSA, 1) (Entered: 12/14/2006) 

01/16/2007 43 MOTION for Order to to Comply with Order from the Court of Common Pleas 
of Luzerne County, PA by Michael David Dantone.(Abaid, Kim) (Entered: 
01/17/2007) 

01/16/2007 44 US Marshal Process Receipt and Return for Civil Action. Dr. Fazal Bhatti, 
Federal Bureau of Prisons served Delivered on December 21, 2006. (Abaid, 
Kim) (Entered: 01/17/2007) 

01/18/2007 Judge Joseph L. Tauro: Electronic ORDER entered denying 43 Motion for 
Order (Abaid, Kim) (Entered: 01/18/2007) 

01/30/2007 45 US Marshal Process Receipt and Return for Civil Action. Diane Kilduff unable 
to be served. (Abaid, Kim) (Entered: 02/01/2007) 

01/30/2007 46 US Marshal Process Receipt and Return for Civil Action. Rafael Santana 
unable to be served. (Abaid, Kim) (Entered: 02/01/2007) 

02/08/2007 47 Letter re: Being Transferred from Michael D. Dantone. (Abaid, Kim) (Entered: 
02/08/2007) 

03/22/2007 48 NOTICE of Change of Address by Michael David Dantone (Abaid, Kim) 
(Entered: 03/26/2007) 

03/26/2007 DOCKET SHEET sent to Michael Dantone (Abaid, Kim) (Entered: 
03/26/2007) 
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05/16/2007 49 AMENDED COMPLAINT against H. Morales, Mr. Santana, Correctional 
Officer Solo, Unnamed Correctional Officers, Dr. Bhaddi, Ms. Kildoff, United 
States, David L Winn, filed by Michael David Dantone. (Attachments:# 1 
Declaration# 2 Certificate of Service)(Abaid, Kimberly) (Entered: 05/16/2007) 

05/16/2007 DOCKET SHEET sent to Michael Dantone (Abaid, Kimberly) (Entered: 
05/16/2007) 

08/06/2007 50 Letter re: Status from Michael Dantone. (Abaid, Kimberly) (Entered: 
08/06/2007) 

08/06/2007 DOCKET SHEET sent to Michael Dantone (Abaid, Kimberly) (Entered: 
08/06/2007) 

08/13/2007 5l Letter re: Status from Michael Dantone. (Abaid, Kimberly) (Entered: 
08/13/2007) 

08/16/2007 52 Judge Joseph L. Tauro: ORDER entered. MEMORANDUM AND ORDER 32 
Motion to Dismiss is DENIED AS MOOT. 36 Motion for Discovery is 
DENIED WITHOUT PREJUDICE. Defendant Kildoff is DISMISSED 
WITHOUT PREJUDICE for failure to effect service of process. The remaining 
Defendants (United States and Dr. Bhaddi) shall file an answer by September 7, 
2007. (Abaid, Kimberly) (Entered: 08/16/2007) 

08/17/2007 Motions terminated: (Lovett, Zita) (Entered: 08/17/2007) 

09/06/2007 53 First MOTION for Extension of Time to September 14, 2007 to File Answer by 
Dr. Bhaddi, United States.(Donato, Christopher) (Entered: 09/06/2007) 

09/07/2007 Judge Joseph L. Tauro: Electronic ORDER entered granting .5:.3 Motion for 
Extension of Time to Answer; no further extensions will be granted. (Lovett, 
Zita) (Entered: 09/07/2007) 

09/13/2007 54 MOTION to Dismiss or, in the Alternative, for Summa,y Judgment by Dr. 
Bhaddi, United States.(Donato, Christopher) (Entered: 09/13/2007) 

09/13/2007 55 MEMORANDUM in Support re 5-4 MOTION to Dismiss or, in the Alternative, 
for Summary Judgment Declarations filed with Clerk's Office filed by Dr. 
Bhaddi, United States. (Attachments:# l)(Donato, Christopher) (Entered: 
09/13/2007) 

09/13/2007 _5_6 APPENDIX re 5-5: Memorandum in Support of Motion by United States. 
Declaration of Cheryl Magnusson. (Attachments: # l Exhibit A# i Exhibit B# 3 
Exhibit C# 4 Exhibit D# ~ Exhibit E# 6 Exhibit F# 7 Exhibit G# 8 Exhibit H# 9 
Exhibit I# 1.0. Exhibit J# 11_ Declaration of Jeffrey Schluter# 12 Exhibit A# _13 
Exhibit B# 14 Exhibit C# 15 Exhibit D# l(;! Exhibit E# 17 Exhibit F# 18 
Exhibit G# 12 Exhibit H# 20 Declaration of Humberto Morales# 21 Exhibit A# 
22 Exhibit B# 23 Declaration of Faz.al Bhatti, M.D.)(Abaid, Kimberly) 
(Entered: 09/17/2007) 

10/01/2007 57 MOTION for Order Establishing Time Deadline in Responding to Answer by 
Michael David Dantone.(Abaid, Kimberly) (Entered: I 0/02/2007) 

10/22/2007 5_8_ Letter requesting Docket Sheet from Michael Dantonc. (Attachments:# l 
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Duplicate Motion for Order)(Abaid, Kimberly) (Entered: 10/22/2007) 

10/22/2007 DOCKET SHEET sent to Michael Dantone (Abaid, Kimberly) (Entered: 
10/22/2007) 

11/26/2007 59 RESPONSE to Motion re 5_4 MOTION to Dismiss or, in the Alternative, for 
Summary Judgment filed by Michael David Dantone. (Attachments:# l 
Exhibits)(Abaid, Kimberly) (Entered: 11/26/2007) 

01/28/2008 6Q Letter re: Request for docket from Michael Dantone. (Abaid, Kimberly) 
(Entered: 0 l /3 l /2008) 

01/31/2008 DOCKET SHEET sent to Michael Dantone (Abaid, Kimberly) (Entered: 
01/31/2008) 

03/28/2008 Judge Joseph L. Tauro: Electronic ORDER entered finding as moot 57 Motion 
for Order (Lovett, Zita) (Enlercd: 03/28/2008) 

04/08/2008 ELECTRONIC NOTICE of Case Assignment. If the trial Judge issues an Order 
of Reference of any matter in this case to a Magistrate Judge, the matter will be 
transmitted to Magistrate Judge Dein (Abaid, Kimberly) (Entered: 04/08/2008) 

04/08/2008 61 Judge Joseph L. Tauro: ORDER entered. REFERRING CASE to Magistrate 
Judge Judith G. Dein Referred for: Report and Recommendation Motions 
referred: 54 MOTION to Dismiss or, in the Alternative, for Summwy .Judgment 
(Abaid, Kimberly) Motions referred to Judith G. Dein. (Entered: 04/08/2008) 

06/17/2008 62 Magistrate Judge Judith G. Dein: ORDER entered. REPORT AND 
RECOMMENDATIONS re SA Defendants' MOTION to Dismiss or, in the 
Alternative, for Swnmary Judgment. Recommendation: that the Motion be 
denied. Objections to R&R due by 7/1/2008. (Dambrosio, Jolyne) (Entered: 
06/17/2008) 

06/17/2008 Case no longer referred to Magistrate Judge Judith G. Dein. (Dambrosio, 
Jolyne) (Entered: 06/17/2008) 

06/25/2008 63 First MOTION for Extension of Time to July 11, 2008 to File a Response to 
Magistrate's Report and Recommendation by Dr. Bhaddi, United States. 
(Donato, Christopher) (Entered: 06/25/2008) 

06/25/2008 Judge Joseph L. Tauro: Electronic ORDER entered granting 6.3. Motion for 
Extension of Time Objections to R&R due by 7/11/2008. NO FURTHER 
EXTENSIONS WILL BE GRANTED. (Lovett, Zita) (Entered: 06/25/2008) 

06/27/2008 ~4 NOTICE of Change of Address by Michael David Dantone (Abaid, Kimberly) 
(Entered: 06/27/2008) 

06/27/2008 DOCKET SHEET sent to Michael Dantone (Abaid, Kimberly) (Entered: 
06/27/2008) 

07/14/2008 Mail Returned as Undeliverable. Mail sent to Michael Dantone (Abaid, 
Kimberly) (Entered: 07/14/2008) 

07/15/2008 65 Judge Joseph L. Tauro: ORDER entered. This Court ACCEPTS AND 
ADOPTS 62 Report and Recommendation of Magistrate Judge Dein. ~-4: 
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Motion to Dismiss, or in the alternative, for Summary Judgment, is treated as a 
motion to dismiss. 5.1 Motion to Dismiss is DENIED. {Abaid, Kimberly) 
(Entered: 07/15/2008) 

07/16/2008 66 Judge Joseph L. Tauro: ORDER entered. REFERRING CASE to Magistrate 
Judge Judith G. Dein Referred for: Full Pretrial Case Management, including 
al 1 disposi ti ve motions ( Ab aid, Kimberly) (Entered: 0 7 / 16/2 00 8) 

07/21/2008 67 Magistrate Judge Judith G. Dein: ORDER entered. SCHEDULING ORDER: 
Discovery to be completed by 1/5/2009. Dispositive Motions due by 2/5/2009. 
(Dambrosio, Jolyne) (Entered: 07/21/2008) 

07/24/2008 6.8 NOTICE of Change of Address and Request for Docket by Michael David 
Dantone {Abaid, Kimberly) (Entered: 07/24/2008) 

07/28/2008 Mail Returned as Undeliverable. Mail sent to Michael Dantone. Mail sent to 
new address based on 68 Notice of Change of Address. (Abaid, Kimberly) 
(Entered: 07/28/2008) 

07/29/2008 DOCKET SHEET sent to Michael Dantone (Abaid, Kimberly) (Entered: 
07/29/2008) 

08/22/2008 69 Letter re: Counsel from Michael Dantonc. (Abaid, Kimberly) (Entered: 
08/25/2008) 

08/22/2008 70 MOTION to Appoint Counsel by Michael David Dantone.(Abaid, Kimberly) 
(Entered: 08/25/2008) 

08/22/2008 11 DECLARATION In Support re 70 MOTION to Appoint Counsel by Michael 
David Dantone. (Abaid, Kimberly) (Entered: 08/25/2008) 

08/22/2008 72 DECLARATION In Support of Request to Proceed IFP by Michael David 
Dantone. (Abaid, Kimberly) (Entered: 08/25/2008) 

08/22/2008 73 CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE by Michael David Dantone re 72 Declaration, 
71_ Declaration, 70 MOTION to Appoint Counsel. (Abaid, Kimberly) (Entered: 
08/25/2008) 

08/26/2008 Magistrate Judge Judith G. Dein: Electronic ORDER entered regarding 70 
Plaintiffs Motion to Appoint Counsel. Upon review of the record, this Court 
cannot find that exceptional circumstances exist which warrant appointment of 
pro bona counsel in this case, and Plaintiff is not constitutionally entitled to 
appointed counsel. See DesRosiers v. Moran, 949 F.2d 15, 23 (1st Cir. 1991). 
While the Court credits Plaintiffs statements in support of his motion that he 
lacks funds to retain his own counsel, and that he has made substantial efforts 
on his own to locate counsel to represent him in this action, his stated reasons 
for the request (i.e., that he is not trained in the law, that he relies on other 
inmates for assistance, and that he does not know how to complete the 
discovery and trial process at this point) arc not unique; a large number of 
prisoners are faced with similar circumstances in connection with civil 
litigation. Moreover, there is nothing in this action which presents novel and/or 
complex issues oflaw or fact. Finally, it appears that Plaintiff has been able to 
proceed pro se in this litigation for the past two-plus years; he is proficient in 
the English language and is familiar with legal terms and concepts and legal 
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proceedings. He concedes that he is al ways studying to learn more, and that he 
is familiarizing himself with the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure and this 
Court's Local Rules, as well as other legal self-help materials. In short, this is 
not the type of case which warrants the use of the scarce pro bono resources of 
the Court. For all these reasons, Plaintiffs Motion for Appointment of Counsel 
(Docket No. 70) is hereby DENIED. The discovery schedule previously set by 
this Court remains in effect. (Dambrosio, Jolyne) (Entered: 08/26/2008) 

09/11/2008 74 Document disclosure - First Set of Interrogatories to the United States of 
America by Michael David Dantone.(Abaid, Kimberly) (Entered: 09/11/2008) 

09/11/2008 75 Document disclosure - First Set of Admissions as Directed to the United States 
of America by Michael David Dantone.(Abaid, Kimberly) (Entered: 
09/11/2008) 

09/11/2008 76 Document disclosure - First Set of Interrogatories as Directed to Dr. Bhaddi by 
Michael David Dantone.(Abaid, Kimberly) (Entered: 09/11/2008) 

09/11/2008 77 Document disclosure - First set of Admissions as Directed to Dr. Bhaddi by 
Michael David Dantone.(Abaid, Kimberly) (Entered: 09/1 l /2008) 

09/11/2008 7-8 Document disclosure - First Request for Production of Documents by Michael 
David Dantone.(Abaid, Kimberly) (Entered: 09/11/2008) 

10/09/2008 79 First MOTION for Extension of Time to October 27, 2008 to File 
Response/Reply to Plaintiff's Request for Admissions by Dr. Bhaddi, United 
States.(Donato, Christopher) (Entered: I 0/09/2008) 

10/09/2008 Judge Joseph L. Tauro: Electronic ORDER entered granting 79 Motion for 
Extension of Time to File Response/Reply re 79 First MOTION for Extension 
of Time to October 27, 2008 to File Response/Reply to Plaintiff's Request for 
Admissions Responses due by I 0/27/2008 (Lovett, Zita) (Entered: 10/09/2008) 

11/21/2008 80 MOTION for Extension of Time to January 28, 2009 to Complete Discovery by 
Michael David Dantone.(Abaid, Kimberly) (Entered: 11/24/2008) 

11/25/2008 Magistrate Judge Judith G. Dein: Electronic ORDER entered granting 80 
Plaintiffs Motion for Extension of Time, Discovery to be completed by 
1/28/2009; Motions for Summary Judgment due by 3/2/2009; Opposition by 
4/2/09; Reply by 4/17/09. (Dambrosio, Jolyne) (Entered: 11/25/2008) 

12/08/2008 81 NOTICE of Change of Address by Michael David Dantone (Abaid, Kimberly) 
(Entered: 12/09/2008) 

01/16/2009 82 STIPULATION of Dismissal with Prejudice by Dr. Bhaddi, United States. 
(Donato, Christopher) (Entered: 01/16/2009) 

01/16/2009 Civil Case Terminated. (Abaid, Kimberly) (Entered: 01/20/2009) 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
DISTRICT OF MASSACHUSETTS 

MICHAEL DAVID DANTONE, 
Plaintiff, 

V. 

DR. BHADDI and the 
UNITED ST A TES OF AMERICA, 

Defendants. 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

) 

) 
) 
) 
) 

Civil Action No. 06-40022-JLT 

SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT 

It is hereby stipulated by and between the undersigned prose plaintiff MICHAEL DAVID 

DANTONE and the defendants DOCTOR BHADDI (A/KIA FAZAL BHATTI, M.D.) and the 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA by and through their attorney, as follows: 

1. The parties do hereby agree to settle and compromise each and every claim of any 

kind, including any counterclaim and cross-claim, whether known or unknown, arising directly or 

indirectly from the acts or omissions that gave rise to the above-captioned action under the terms 

and conditions set forth in this Settlement Agreement. 

2. The United States of America agrees to pay the sum of three thousand dollars ($3,000) 

which sum shall be in full settlement and satisfaction of any and all claims, counterclaims, cross

claims, demands, rights, and causes of action of whatsoever kind and nature, arising from, and by 

reason of any and all known and unknown, foreseen and unforeseen bodily and personal injuries, 

damage to property and the consequences thereof, resulting from the subject matter of this 

settlement for which plaintiff, or his heirs, executors, administrators, or assigns, and each of 

them, now have or may hereafter acquire against Doctor Bhaddi (a/k/a Fazal Bhatti, M.D.) and/or 



the United States of America, its agents, servants, and employees. 

3. Pl a inti ff and his heirs, executors, administrators and/ or assigns hereby agree to accept 

the sum set forth in this Settlement Agreement in full satisfaction of any and all claims, 

counterclaims, cross-claims, demands, rights, and causes of action of whatsoever kind and 

nature, arising from, and by reason of any and all known and unknown, foreseen and unforeseen 

bodily and personal injuries, damage to property and the consequences thereof which they may 

have or hereafter acquire against Doctor Bhaddi (a/k/a Fazal Bhatti, M.D.) and/or the United 

States of America, its agents, servants and employees, on account of the same subject matter that 

gave rise to the above-captioned action, including any future claim or lawsuit of any kind or type 

whatsoever, whether known or unknown, and whether for compensatory or exemplary damages. 

Plaintiff and his heirs, executors, administrators and/or assigns further agree to reimburse, 

indemnify and hold hannlcss Doctor Bhaddi (a/k/a Fazal Bhatti, M.D.) and the United States of 

America, its agents, servants, and employees, from and against any and all such causes of action, 

claims, liens, rights, or subrogated or contribution interests incident to or resulting from further 

litigation or the prosecution of claims by plaintiff or his heirs, executors, administrators and/or 

assigns against any third party not released herein. 

4. This Settlement Agreement is not, is in no way intended to be, and should not be 

construed as, an admission of liability or fault on the part of Doctor Bhaddi (a/k/a Fazal Bhatti, 

M.D.) and/or the United States, its agents, servants, or employees, and it is specifically denied 

that they arc liable to the plaintiff. This Settlement Agreement is entered into by all parties for 

the purpose of compromising disputed claims under the Federal Tort Claims Act and all other 

claims which were or could have been alleged, and avoiding the expenses and risks of further 

2 



litigation. 

5. It is also agreed, by and among the parties, that the respective parties will each bear 

their own costs, fees, and expenses and that any attorney's fees owed by the plaintiff will be paid 

out of the settlement amount and not in addition thereto. 

6. The parties agree to execute and file a Stipulation of Dismissal with Prejudice in the 

above-mentioned action. 

7. The persons signing this Settlement Agreement warrant and represent that they possess 

full authority to bind the persons on whose behalf they are signing to the terms of the settlement. 

8. Payment of the settlement amount will be made by check from the United States for 

three thousand dollars ($3,000) and made payable to the prose plaintiff Michael David Dantone. 

9. The parties agree that this Settlement Agreement, including all the tenns and 

conditions of this compromise settlement and any additional agreements relating thereto, may be 

made public in their entirety, and the plaintiff expressly consents to such release and disclosure 

pursuant to 5 U.S.C. § 552a(b). 

10. The interpretation and enforcement of this Settlement Agreement shall be construed 

under applicable federal law and jurisdiction shall remain in federal court. 

11. This Settlement Agreement contains the entire agreement between the parties. All 

prior and contemporaneous oral and written negotiations, representations and statements arc 

merged into this Settlement Agreement. It is expressly understood and agreed that this 

Settlement Agreement may not be altered. amended, modified or otherwise changed in any 

respect whatsoever, except by writing, duly executed by authorized representatives of all the 

parties to this Settlement Agreement, and such parties acknowledge and agree that they will 
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make no claim at any time or place that this Settlement Agreement has been orally altered or 

modified in any respect whatsoever. 

By the parties, 

Pro sc plaintiff, 

MICHAEL DA vro DANTONE 
123 Center Street 
Hughestown, PA 18640 
(570) 654-1931 

Dated: 

For all the defendants, 

MICHAEL J. SULLIVAN 
UNITED STATES ATTORNEY, 

Christopher R. Donato 
Assistant U.S. Attorney 
John Joseph Moakley Courthouse 
1 Courthouse Way, Suite 9200 
Boston, MA 02210 
(617) 748-3303 

Dated: 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
DISTRICT OF MASSACHUSETTS 

MICHAEL DAVID DANTONE, 
Plaintiff, 

V. 

DR. BHADDJ and the 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 

Defendants. 

) 
) 
) 
) 

) 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

Civil Action No. 06-40022-JL T 

__________ ) 

STIPULATION OF DISMISSAL WITH PREJUDICE 

The parti cs in the above-capti oncd matter, pursuant to F cd. R. Ci v. P. 4 1 (a)( 1 )(ii), here by 

stipulate that said action be dismissed with prejudice and without costs and all rights of appeal 

waived. 

By the parties, 

Pro se plaintiff, 

MICHAEL DA YID DANTONE 
123 Center Street 
Hughestown, PA 18640 
(570) 654-1931 

Dated: 

For all the defendants, 

MICHAEL J. SULLIVAN 
UNITED STATES ATTORNEY, 

Christopher R. Donato 
Assistant U.S. Attorney 
John Joseph Moakley Courthouse 
1 Courthouse Way, Suite 9200 
Boston, MA 02210 
(617) 748-3303 

Dated: 



UNITED STATES DISTRJCT COURT 
DISTRICT OF MASSACHUSETTS 

MICHAEL DAVID DANTONE, 

Plaintiff, 

V. 

• 
• 
• 
• 
* 
• 

DAVID L. WINN, H. MORALES, MR. * 
SANT ANA, CORRECTIONAL OFFICER SOLO, * 
UNNAMED CORRECTIONAL OFFICERS, DR. * 
BHADDI, MS. KILDORF, and the UNITED • 
STATES of AMERICA, * 

• 
Defendants. • 

Civil Action No. 06-40022-JL T 

MEMORANDUM & ORDER 

August 16, 2007 

TAURO,J. 

Batkground 

On January 26, 2006, Plaintiff filed a pro se Complaint in this court alleging that the 

Defendants negligently failed to transport him securely in a prison van, that this failure led to his 

injury, and that Defendants then failed to properly treat his injury. After a court order directed 

him to clarify his Complaint, Plaintiff filed an Amended Complaint on February 27, 2006. On 

November 29, 2006, Defendants filed a Motion to Dismiss (#32] some counts as to some 

Defendants. Though Defendants had yet to answer the Complaint. Plaintiff filed a Motion for 

Discovery [#36] on December 5, 2006. On May 16, 2007, Plaintiff filed another Amended 

Complaint ("the Second Amended Complaint"), without leave of court, explicitly asserting a 

cause of action under the Federal Tort Claims Act ("'FTCA") as well a Bivens§ 1983 claim for 

deliberate indifference to Plaintiffs medical needs. 



Discussion 

A. The Amended Complaint 

The Federal Rules of Civil Procedure require Plaintiff to seek leave of court before filing a 

Second Amended Complaint. 1 But this court will accept Plaintiff's Amended Complaint in the 

interests of justice as Plaintiff is prose, and Defendants have not objected. Though the filing of 

the Second Amended Complaint moots the earlier filed Motion to Dismiss.2 this court may still 

consider whether any of Plaintiff's claims in the Second Amended Complaint may be dismissed if 

such claims fail to state a claim upon which relief can be granted. 3 

B. The FfCA Claims 

Plaintiff's Amended Complaint alleges that Defendants Solo and other unnamed 

correctional officers should have checked the seating in the van to make sure he was secure. 

Plaintiff alleges Defendant Morales, as supervisor of the automobile garage, should have ensured 

the seating was safe before putting the van in service. Plaintiff further charges that Defendant 

Santana was responsible for service of the van's custom seating as supervisor of the facilities, and 

that Defendant Winn, as the then-warden of F.M.C. Devens "is ultimately responsible for any and 

all of the actions that take place with [sic] the fences ofF.M.C. Devens.'"' In this way, Plaintiff 

charges all of these Defendants with negligence leading to his injury. But Plaintiffs claims against 

1 See Fed. R. Civ. P. 15(a). 

2 At!. Adm'rs Ins. Agency, Inc. v. Melcher & Prescott Agency, Inc., No. 06-230, 2007 
U.S. Dist. LEXIS 47874, at *7 (D.N.H. June 29, 2007). 

3 28 U.S. C. § 1915 A ( ordering the district court to screen all complaints in civil actions 
that seek redress from a governmental entity or officer as soon as practicable after filed). 

4 Am. Civil Compl., Paper #49, ,i 9. 
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these individuals (including any unidentified correctional officers) are not cognizable under the 

FTCA. The FTCA is clear that a claim for negligent injuries against federal agents and agencies 

must proceed only against the United States. j Accordingly, the FTCA claims against all individual 

defendants are dismissed. Plaintiff's FTCA claim shall proceed only against Defendant United 

States. 

C. The Bivens Claims 

Plaintiff also brings a so-called Bivens actions pursuant to 42 U.S.C. § 1983 alleging that 

"the medical personnel that I attempted to contact seemed to treat my medical needs with 

indifference" and provided no "meaningful medical assistance. "6 Plaintiff alleges that the medical 

personnel he contacted are Defendant Bhaddi and Defendant Kildoff. Plaintiff does not allege 

that any other Defendant made specific acts or omissions that constitute deliberate indifference to 

Plaintiffs medical needs. 

To the extent Plaintiff seeks to bring a claim against Defendant Winn in his role of 

supervisor over the entire facility, such a claim is not cognizable as there is no respondeat 

superior liability under Bivens.7 Plaintiffs Bivens claim is, therefore, dismissed as to all 

5 28 U.S.C. § I 346(b)(l); McCloskey v. Mueller, 446 F.3d 262, 266 (1st Cir. 2006). 

6 Am. Civil Compl., Paper# 49, ,i 12. 

7 See Polk County v. Dodson, 454 U.S. 312, 325 (U.S. 1981); Durmer v. O'CarroU, 991 
F.2d 64, 69 (3d Cir. 1993). See, s..,g._, Pinto v. Nettleship. 737 F.2d 130, 132 (1 st Cir. 1984) (no 
respondeat superior liability under § 1983; liability can only be imposed upon officials who were 
involved personally in the deprivation of constitutional rights); accord Guzman v. City of 
Cranston, 812 F.2d 24, 26 (1 st Cir. 1987) (same); Rodriguez-Vazguez v. Cintron-Rodriguez, 160 
F. Supp. 2d 204, 210-213 (D.P.R. 2001) (dismissing claims, allegation that defendant was 
"ultimately responsible for the selection and/or supervision and/or training and/or discipline of his 
subordinates" was insufficient). 
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Defendants except Defendants Bhaddi and Kildoff, for failure to state a claim upon which relief 

may be granted. 

This court may sua sponte dismiss all claims against defendants who have not been timely 

served.8 On November 7, 2006, this court entered an order giving Plaintiff an additional 120 days 

to complete service of process. The docket indicates that Plaintiff effected service against 

Defendant Bhaddi on December 21, 2006, but that Defendant Kildoffwas unable to be served. 

As the 120 day extension has now elapsed, Plaintiff's claim against Defendant Kildoff is 

DISMISSED WITHOUT PREJUDICE. Plaintiff's Bivens action shall go forward only against 

Defendant Bhaddi. 

Conclusion 

Based on the foregoing, it is hereby ordered that: 

1. Defendant's Motion to Dismiss [#32] is DENIED AS MOOT. 

2. Plaintiff's Motion for Discovery (#36] is premature and is DENIED WITHOUT 
PREJUDICE. 

3. Defendant Kildoffis DISMISSED WITHOUT PREJUDICE for failure to effect 
service of process. 

4. The court will permit the FTCA claim to proceed against the United States, and 
the Bivens claim to proceed against Defendant Bhaddi, as set forth in the Second 
Amended Complaint. All other claims and parties are hereby DISMISSED. The 
clerk shall terminate David L. Winn, H. Morales Mr. Santana, Correctional Officer 
Solo, Unnamed Correctional Officers, and Ms. Kildoff from this action. 

5. The remaining Defendants (i.e., the United States and Dr. Bhaddi) shall file an 
Answer by September 7, 2007. 

IT IS SO ORDERED. Isl Joseph L. Tauro 
United States District Judge 

8 D. Mass. R. 4.I(b). 
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UNITED STATES DlSTRJCT COURT 
DISTRJCT OF MASSACHUSETTS 

------------- --

MICl-1AEL DAVJD DANTONE, 
Plaintiff, 

V. 

DR. BHADDJ and the 
UNITED ST A TES OF A.\1ERJCA, 

Defendants. 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

Civil Action No. 06-40022-JL T 

STIPULATION OF DISMISSAL WITH PREJUDICE 

The parties in the above-captioned matter, pursuant to Fed. R. Civ. P. 4l(a)(l)(ii), hereby 

stipulate that said action be dismissed with prejudice and without costs and all rights of appeal 

waived. 

By the parties, 

Prose plaintiff, 

123 Center Street 
Hughestown, PA 18640 
(570)654-1931 

Dated: /-9--{) C/ 

For all the defendants, 

MICHAEL J. SULLIVAN 
UNITED STATES ATTORNEY, 

~~ 
Assistant U.S. Attorney 
John Joseph Moakley Courthouse 
I Cowthouse Way, Suite 9200 
Boston, MA 02210 
(617) 748-3303 

Dated: / h /:J.O(J</ --7-l-----'-,7~--~--
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

FOR THE 
WESTERN DISTRICT OF PENNSYLVANIA 

DARRYL ORRIN BAKER 

Pl.aintiff, 
: 
: 

vs. : 
: 
: 

CIVIL ACTION .,,- l t.-11 E 
CASE No.1CA OJ'? ----------

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA : 
GOVERNMENT OFFICIALS AT : 
FCI-MCKEAN, WARDEN, OFFICER 
B. WESEMEN, MEDICAL DEPARTMENT 

Defendants. 

COMPLAINT 

NOW COMES, The Plaintiff, DARRYL ORRIN BAKER (hereinafter ''PLAINTIFF"), 

proceeding PRO-SE, and bring this complaint on behalf of himself 

and alleges negligence on the part of the Government Officials 

at Federal Correctional Institution Mckean County Pennsylvania 

(hereinafter "FCI MCKEAN or DEFENDANTS") and the United States of 

America for future damages and injuries plaintiff sustained from 

the Government Officials negligence. 

JURISDICTION AND VENUE 

(1) Plaintiff, pro-se, asserts that this Honorable Court 

has jurisdiction on this matter. 

(2) Plaintiff, pro-se, asserts this Court is the appropriate 

venue. 

(3) The named plaintiff in this complaint was a federal prisoner 

that was currently incarcerated at Federal Correctional 

Institution in Mckean County, Pennsylvania, FCI Mckean. 

(1) 
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Parties 

(4) Plaintiff was incarcerated at FCI Mckean in August 2002 

and up to July 1, 2004. And was transferred to FSL Elkton 

Ohio, Lisbqn Ohio another Federal Institution. 

(5) Plaintiff at this time has remained incarcerated at FSL 

Elkton Ohio, Lisbon Ohio. 

(6) The United States of America and the Government Employees 

or Officials are negligent for failure to protect plaintiff 

and the Medical Department negligent for causing plaintiff 

future injuries. 

Factual Allegations 

(7) The plaintiff allege, inter alia, that on February 27, 

2004, at approximately 8:05 p.m., I inmate Baker, was 

assaulted by two (2) Latin King Gang Members at FCI Mckean. 

(8) At the time of this attack, I was assigned to the ten (10) 

man cell where I shared my living quarters with (9) other 

inmates, and several of these inmates saw the attack being 

administered to me by the Latin King Gang Members. 

(9) The assault lasted approximately between (7) to (10) 

minutes, leaving me battered and bruised very badly and in 

need of serious medical attention. 

( 2) 
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(10) I was in the ten (10) man cell setting in a chair listening 

to the radio with my head phones on with my eyes closed, 

and two (2) Latin King Gang Members entered the (10) man 

cell and started assaulting me. 

(11) I suffered a bleeding and bruised nose, swollen left eye, 

swollen head, cuts, blurred vision, contusion, at the time 

of this attack by the Latin King Gang Members. 

(12) Officer B. Weseman, was on duty working the evening shift 

and was not present in the Unit at the time this assault 

took place. 

(13) Perhaps Officer Weseman, was asleep, or perhaps he left 

for a cigarette, or a snack, but he was not in the Unit 

when I was assaulted by the two (2) Latin King Gang Members, 

and Officer Weseman, was unaware what took place. 

(14) Two (2) days later, on February 29, 2004, at approximately 

9:10 a.m., I was awoke by Officer Zerowitzs, the morning 

shift Officer, and he requested to see my face for bruises. 

(lS) J was then immediately taken to the Lieutenant office and 

while I was there, pictures were taken of my face, left 

eye, back, hands, chest, where the two (2) Latin King 

Gang Members assaulted me. 

(16) Then I was immediately taken to the Medical Department 

where I was seen by a Physician Assistant. 

( 3) 
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(17) The Physician Assistant, denied me any medication for my 

pain and suffering. 

(18) The Physician Assistant, denied me medical attention to 

my left eye. 

(19) The Physician Assistant was unaware that I had double 

vision, blurred vision, and that my left eye was of centered. 

(20) The Physician Assistant, denied me to see a Eye Doctor, or 

a Eye Specialist, and did not recommend me to see one. 

(21) Then I was immediately placed in Administrated Detention. 

(22) While I was there, I made numerous complaints about my 

condition to my left eye, and my pain and suffering, and 

was denied any treatment. 

(23) Then I made my compl~int~to the Warden and Assistant 

Warden and I still was denied medical attention for my 

left eye and pain and suffering. 

(24) As a result of the Detcndant's negligences at FCI Mckean 

I am suffering future pain and suffering and future ailments 

included, but are limited to: 

(a) The left eye will not look up as far as the 
right eye. 

(b) Some scarring on the floor of the orbit with 
possible adhesions to the inferior rectus 
muscle. 

( 4} 
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(c) Orbital floor fracture. 

(d) Orbital floor fracture w/Entrapment. 

(e) Blow out fracture. 

(f) Can not look up with my left eye without 
experiencing a form of diplopia. 

(g) Left eye is of centered. 

(h) Pain in my left eye when I move to right 
and left. 

(i) Numbness in my left side of my face. 

(25) Plaintiff allege that the named Defendants negligence 

subjected the plaintiff to unusual punishment as a result 

of unreasonable risk bf harm to plaintiff present and 

future general health, and well-being. 

MEDICAL 

(26) ·on February 27, 2004, I inmate Baker, was assaulted by 

two (2) Latin King Gang Members, as a result of this 

attack I sustained injuries to my nose, head, left eye, 

and contusion, and emotional pain and future suffering. 

(27) Two (2) days later on February 29, 2004, at approximately 

9:10 a.m. I was awoke by the morning shift Officer Mr. 

Zerowitz, were he ordered to see the injuries I had sustained, 

then I was immediately taken to the Lieutenant office where 

pictures where taken of my injuries and then I was seen 

by a Physician Assistant. 

( 5) 
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(28) I did not receive any medication or any treatment for my 

left eye or my injuries. 

(29) Then I was taken to Administrative Detention. 

(30) While I was in Administrative Detention I did not receive 

any medical attention for my left eye, and the injuries 

I sustained. 

{31) I put in several sick call forms and was denied medical 

treatment by medical staff at FCI Mckean. 

(32) On March 11, 2004, I was seen by Doctor Beam, and received 

some eye drops and was denied medical treatment for my 

left eye. 

(33) I was released from Administrative Detention on March 26, 

2004. 

(34) After my release, I begain to put in sick call forms and 

and I was not seen by a Eye Specialist until two months 

after. 

(35) I did not see a Eye Surgeon until April 16, 2004. 

(36) This negligences by these Government Officials at FCI 

Mckean cause me future injuries to my left eye, and I 

will not be able to hold my job at General Motors when I 

am released form prison. 

( 6) 
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(37) This negligence by these Government Officials are the 

proximate cause and has caused me future injuries and 

future pain and suffering. 

FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION 

(38) Plaintiff allege that the named Defendant's Government 

Officials used nondiscretionary actions and was not 

in element of judgment or choice. 

SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION 

(39) Defendant's Government Officials "negligent" actions have 

created a direct liability for plaintiff in relationship 

to plaintiff's present and future health and well-being. 

THIRD CAUSE OF ACTION 

(40) Plaintiff was retaliated against fro filing his Tort Claim 

against Defendant's Government Officials. 

FOURTH CAUSE OF ACTION 

(41) Defendant's Government Officials "negligence" violated 

Discretionary Functional Exception. 

FIFTH CAUSE OF ACTION 

(42) Whether the Defendant's Government Officials used an element 

of judgment of choice when they failed to protect plaintiff. 

( 7) 
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SIXTH CAUSE OF ACTION 

(43) Negligent acts of Defendant's Government Officials are 

proximate cause of the plaintiff's injuries. 

SEVENTH CAUSE OF ACTION 

(44) Negligent acts of Defendant's Government Officials denied 

the plaintiff duty of care owed to plaintiff. 

EIGHTH CAUSE OF ACTION 

(45) Plaintiff was denied medical treatment by Government Officials 

at FCI Mckean. 

( 8) 
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RELIEF REQUESTED 

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff request that the court grant the 

following relief: 

A. The Plaintiff demand for a Trial by a Jury, 

or a Bench Trial 

B. Award Plaintiff $20 million for the claim submitted 

to the Federal Agency. 

C. Award Plaintiff $20 million for compensatory 

damages against the Defendant's Government Officials. 

D. Award Plaintiff $20 million for punitive damages 

against the Defendant's Government Officials. 

E. Award Plaintiff $15 million for medical damages 

for pain and future suffering. 

F. Award Plaintiff any applicable interest against 

the Defendant's until all judgment are satisfied. 

G. Awarding Plaintiff any other relief that may be 

deemed just and fair against the Defendant's Government 

Officials. 

( 9) 
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EXECUTED MAY--J+-,2005. 

Respectfully submitted 

/s/ Qd,D/I~~~~r/ 
DARRYL ORIN~ 

(10) 

REG. NO.# 19613-039 
FSL ELKTON OHIO 
P.O. BOX 10 
LISBON, OHIO 
44432-0010 



DARRYL 

V. 

UNITED 

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE WESTERN DISTRICT OF PENNSYLVANIA 

ORRIN BAKER, ) 

) 
Plaintiff, ) CIVIL ACTION NO. 05-147E 

) 

) JUDGE SEAN J. McLAUGHLIN 
) 

STATES OF AMERICA, ) CHIEF MAGISTRATE JUDGE 
) SUSAN PARADISE BAXTER 

Defendant. ) 
) 

STIPULATION FOR COMPROMISE SETTLEMENT 

It is hereby stipulated by and between Plaintiff, Darryl 

Orrin Baker (hereinafter "Plaintiff''), and the United States of 

America, on behalf of the United States Bureau of Prisons (BOP), 

by and through their respective attorneys, as follows: 

1. That the parties do hereby agree to settle and 

compromise the above-entitled action upon the terms indicated 

below. 

2. That Defendant, United States of America, on behalf of 

the BOP, will pay Plaintiff the sum of Ninety Thousand Dollars 

($90,000.00) in full and complete satisfaction of the suit and of 

any and all claims of any kind whatsoever, both known and 

unknown, which was filed in the United States District Court for 

the Western District of Pennsylvania at Civil Action No. 05-147£. 

3. That in exchange for the monetary payments as described 

above in paragraph two (2), Plaintiff hereby agrees to accept 

said sum in full and complete settlement and satisfaction of any 

and all claims and demands of any kind whatsoever, both known and 

unknown, including, but not limited to, attorney fees, 



out-of-pocket expenses and costs which his heirs, executors, 

administrators, or assigns, individually or jointly, may have 

against Defendant, the United States of America, the Bureau of 

Prisons, its past or present officers, employees, and agents, 

either individually or in their official capacities, who acted 

within the scope of their employment on account of the incident 

or circumstances giving rise to this suit, namely, the medical 

care given to the Plaintiff during his incarceration within the 

Bureau of Prisons from 1995 to the present, for which suit was 

filed in the United States District Court for the Western 

District of Pennsylvania at Civil Action No. 05-147E. 

4. The parties agree that this agreement shall not 

constitute an admission of liability or fault on the part of 

Defendant, United States of America, the United States Bureau of 

Prisons, or any of their past or present officers, employees, or 

agents, either in their individual or official capacities. 

5. The settlement funds will be electronically wired to 

Arthur D. Martinucci, Esquire, Plaintiff's Counsel's IOLTA 

account. 

6. That Plaintiff shall file with the Clerk of the above 

Court, a Stipulation of Dismissal of the above action with 

prejudice and without costs. 

7. That Plaintiff also agrees that he shall furnish to 

Defendant, United States of America and the Bureau of Prisons, 

and their past or present officers, employees, and agents, a 

Release from any and all claims, both now known or unknown, 

2 



including claims from any and all insurance companies, 

subrogation claims and any other assigned claims arising out of 

or related to the subject matter of this suit and that Plaintiff 

shall defend, protect, indemnify and hold harmless the United 

States of America, the United States Bureau of Prisons, and their 

past and present officers, employees, and agents, either 

individually or in their official capacities, from any and all 

such claims, suits, actions, or proceedings of any kind 

whatsoever, both known and unknown. 

8. Nothing set forth in this Stipulation or any related 

document shall constitute a waiver of Plaintiff's right to seek 

reimbursement for certain costs and expenses directly from the 

Court, nor shall anything set forth in this Stipulation or any 

related document impose liability for those costs on the 

Defendant. 

Executed this day 

ARTHUR D. MARTINUCCI, ESQUIRE 
2222 West Grandview Boulevard 
Erie, PA 16506-4509 
{814) 833-2222 

Attorney for Plaintiff 

3 

, 2009. 

MARY BETH BUCHANAN 
UNITED STATES ATTORNEY 

U.S. Attorney 
Western District of PA 
U.S. Post Office & Courthouse 
700 Grant Street, Suite 4000 
Pittsburgh, PA 15219 
(412) 894-7418 
PA ID No. 30440 

Attorney for Defendant 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF PENNSYLVANIA 

PENNSYLVANIA INSTITUTIONAL 
LAW PROJECT 

By: Angus R. Love, Esquire 
Identification No. 22392 
Suite 523, 924 Cherry Street 
Philadelphia, PA 19107 
Telephone: (215) 925-2966 
Facsimile: (215) 925-5337 Attorney for Plaintiff 

Jeffrey Johnson, 

Plaintiff, 

vs. 

Arimus Martinez, Joseph Zagame and 
Patricia Hoffenrica, 

Defendant(s). 

CIVIL ACTION NO. 2:04-cv-01967 

' r p(\ 4 
"' q ' L1-·;J ,,· 1 ,., 

I. 

Introduction AMENDED COMPLAINT \: ~ :_<_:·r ,, •. 

1 . Th is is a civil rights action filed pu rs ua nt to 42 U.S. C. § 1983 by Jeffrey Johnson 

who is incarcerated in the federal prison system at the United States Penitentiary at 

Lewisburg, Pennsylvania. Mr. Johnson alleges that his Eighth Amendment right to proper 

medical care has been violated. 

II. Jurisdiction 

2. This Court has jurisdiction over this matter pursuant to 28 U.S.C. §§1331 and 

1343(3), as well as 42 U.S.C. §1983 and 28 U.S.C. §§2201-02. Plaintiffs claims for 

injunctive relief are authorized by 28 U.S.C. §2283 and Rule 65 of the Federal Rules of 

Civil Procedure. 
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Ill. Parties 

3. Plaintiff Jeffrey Johnson is an adult individual currently incarcerated at the United 

States Penitentiary at Lewisburg, PA, Post Office Box 1000, Lewisburg, PA 17837. 

4. Defendant Arimas Martinez is the Chief Administrator of Medical Health Services 

at the Federal Detention Center in Philadelphia (FDC-Philadelphia), 700 Arch Street, 

Philadelphia, PA 19106. 

5. Defendant Joseph Zagame was the Assistant Health Administrator at FDC· 

Philadelphia and is now employed at the United States Penitentiary at Lewisburg, 

Lewisburg, PA 17837·1000, in a similar capacity. 

6. Defendant Patricia Hoffenrica is a registered nurse employed at FDC· 

Philadelphia, 700 Arch Street, Philadelphia, PA 19106. 

7. All defendants are sued in their official and individual capacities. All defendants 

were acting under color of state law. 

IV. Facts 

8. Plaintiff Jeffrey Johnson has been an asthmatic since birth. 

9. Plaintiff Johnson began serving his sentence in the federal system in October 

2002. 

10. During intake medical examination Plaintiff Johnson informed appropriate staff 

of his medical condition. 

11. As a result of his condition, Plaintiff Johnson was allowed to keep an inhaler on 

his person at all times except for a few months in 2002. 

1 
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12. On three occasions in 2002, Plaintiff Johnson suffered severe asthma attacks 

that required immediate medical attention. 

13. These incidents occurred on or about January 4, 16 and May 6, 2002. 

14. On July 5, 2002 Plaintiff Johnson suffered another severe asthma attack. 

15. Plaintiff Johnson pushed the duress button in his cell while experiencing the 

asthma attack, requesting medical assistance. 

16. Shortly thereafter Defendants Martinez. Zagame and Hoffenrica came to his cell. 

17. Defendants placed handcuffs on Plaintiff Johnson's cellmate James Dorsey and 

then on Plaintiff Johnson. 

18. Plaintiff Johnson requested a wheelchair. 

19. Defendant Martinez told Plaintiff there was no wheelchair available and he would 

have to walk to the prison infirmary. 

20. Defendants Martinez and Zagae ordered Plaintiff Johnson to walk to the prison 

infirmary. 

21. Plaintiff Johnson indicated that he could not walk and again requested a 

wheelchair as he was in obvious discomfort. 

22. Plaintiff Johnson's lungs were not checked with a stethoscope by Defendant 

Hoffenrica, as was the normal procedure on previous occasions. 

23. Plaintiff Johnson was placed back in his cell where he remained for 

approximately four hours and received no further treatment. 

24, Defendants Martinez, Zagame and Hoffenrica left and did not return. 

25. After a shift change, Physician Assistant R. Ritler approached Plaintiffs cell. 

2 
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26. Plaintiff's cell mate explained the medical problems of Plaintiff who was barely 

able to speak. 

27. Plalntiff Johnson was then put in a wheelchair, taken to the infirmary and given 

medical treatment. 

28. Plaintiff Johnson was given a shot of solumedral and breathing assistance. 

29. When he did not respond to treatment, Johnson was taken to an outside 

hospital. 

30. Plaintiff Johnson received treatment at the Emergency Room of Thomas 

Jefferson Hospital where he was intubated. 

31. Johnson remained intubated for six days and was listed in critical condition. 

32. Pia in tiff John son re ma in ed in Jefferson Hospita I for approximately eighteen ( 18) 

days under the care of Dr. Gregory Kane. 

33. Plaintiff Johnson filed a grievance the day after his return from the hospital and 

completed the grievance procedures available to him. 

34. Since this incident Plaintiff Johnson has been experiencing eye problems. 

35. Plaintiff Johnson was recommended for physical therapy upon release from 

Jefferson Hospital but was refused such by prison officials. 

V. Cause of Actions 

36. Plaintiff Johnson incorporates by reference his initial pro se complaint and 

paragraphs 1 through 35 of this Amended Complaint. 

3 
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37. Defendants' actions constitute a deliberate indifference to a serious medical 

need thereby violating Plaintiffs rights to be free of cruel and unusual punishment as 

prohibited by the Eighth Amendment of the United States Constitution. 

VI. Relief 

38. Plaintiff Johnson respectfully requests that thls Court enter judgment for Plaintiff. 

39. A declaration that Plaintiffs constitutional rights were violated by Defendants. 

40. An injunction ordering Defendants to provide proper medical treatment including 

physical therapy to Plaintiff. 

41 . Compensatory damages jointly and severally against each Defendant. 

42. Punitive damages jointly and severally against each Defendant. 

43. Reasonable attorneys fees. 

44. Such other relief as the Court deems necessary. 

Date: October 20, 2004 

4 

Respectfully submitted, 

Pennsylvania Institutional Law 
Project 

924 Cherry St.. Ste. 523 
Philadelphia, PA 19107 
(215) 925-2966 (Telephone) 
(215) 925-5337 (Facsimile) 

Attorney for Plaintiff 
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FORJf TO BE USED sr A PRIS(JNER FILniG A 
42 r:J.S.C. S 1983 CIVIL R.IGBTS COlfPLAniT 

IN THE UNITED STA:rES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE EASTERJI DISTRICT OF PENNSrLVANIA 

I. CAPTION 

_,,~,.-Ltt"-----"'£'""!'-·~'i....,.__,,_------.,..:;:.:._jc,\\;:...:...::....t---lS~Q:...,..;·'-.j~Ls_-,;-y_1.1-c---c-c~_~,.....,,.....,._:'.:~~ ~ l. E D 
(Enter the full name of the plaintiff or T 
plaintiff B) 

, • 1 I) 8 2 Qf].1 

\0 1JL ~I.\~;:-;, 

\J~z_~ "2.S \) JC, 

v. 

(Enter the full name of the defendant or 
defendants) 

II. PAR:rIES 

a. Plaintiff 
--, --------., 

Pull name: l~Lffi1c':::::\ ~~}.\Nfu,') 

J .-j -~ J,J 

U:'\2, Clerk 
_Oc?.C\crl<. 

~:::i.:L~\ 

0~~1 .. '>.\S 
1
• 

Prison identification number: __.)~5:;f1i,._.. ........ J ........ -........ C~l:~Y----------------
Place of present confinement: \iN·\)((j") ~WJ :J'\;",-.1~¥.¼\;Xc-:l. lt,>-,;;\.S,\)JL') 

Address: 1.~\-h)JcJ~) ·2£~~~._j,\.j'-Jl).,. \.l)'-> 1 -Vee 
Place of confine11Jent at time of incidents or conditions alleged in 
complaint, including address: 

Additional plaintiffs: Provide the same information for any additional 
plaintiffs on the reverse of this page or on a separate sheet of paper. 

b. Defendants: (list only those defendants named in the caption of the 
complaint, section IJ 

1. Pull name including title: ffi'.l. ~1.Arf"\..\) M;1::-..2,--\,-.J1c;L ( 1\: '"O e,'t' \:x;"-.\.\\.\ £1'-.Al-~~-U} 

Place of 8111ployaent and section or WJit: ~."?,C... "'£'µ..,\,'§y,\)l'\-'...,\. 

2. Tull naae in.eluding title: --!ins.:~~ L~')Ai•ii":. lN.J\.. \~\'>..v.. Sfa:v\(l:_ ~,,--'.}J!iZ,;\1,,1,)\) 

Place of emplo}'111ent and section or unit: ~ ~\)-C '?\?,.,,\ ~~Vt\:~~ 1 ·:,,,,, 

J. Full name including title: \~•.:1x,.1 >::, S. 1.-\,,"¼-E::-.JU?-,. ~t;J\.l\.i~,(;;,:,"J N~·~(: 

Place of employment and section or unit: \-,:p, c.,, :?A\ \i\\?(\'y\.'.:.. 1 ..\ • 

4. Full name including title: 

Place of employment and section or unit: 

Additional defendants: Provide the same information for any additional 
defendants on the reverse of this page or on a separate sheet of paper. 

Page 1 
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Instruc:tions: 

If you hdve filed ot..her lawsuits .lJ'l dny federal or state =ourt dealing with 
the same faces as this compla.:...nt or other facts reldted to your 
.imprisonment, you must provide the information requested below, If you 
have not filed other lawsuits, proceed co Section IV, Adm~nistrative 
Remedies, on this page. 

If you have filed other lawsuits, provide the following information. 

Parties co your previous lawsuit: -- .-----...., 
P 1 a in ti ff s -)££fv- ;:\ > ~$, (,J 

Def end an cs NZ \fr\,\) l'fl~~\.N:'KL ,·JciS:'i;:~ ~><fr\' E.. 
1 

]-.Ac, 1(...\ h \_\r,.( kfw,lk A 

Issues: 36'.:b.\l :x\ j \1c;\I,:,,<\ Cy j\l\.:>,,y!,f<", \ A:j.,'c>x\-,v1Y-N\ 

court: if federal, which district? 

if state, which county? 

Dock.et number: 
7 

Name of presiding judge: 

Date filed: 

Disposition: (check correct answer(s)); Date: 

Dismissed 

Judgment In whose favor? 

Pending __ Current status? 

Other __ Explain 

Appeal filed? __ Current status? 

Additional lawsuits. Provide the same information concerning any other 
lawsuits you have filed concerning the same facts as this action or other 
fac:ts related to your imprisonment. You may use the back of this page or 
a separate sheet of paper for this purpose. 

IV. ADltINISTRATIVE RBlfEDIES 

Inst:ruc:tions: 

Provide the information requested below if there is an adm.inistrative 
procedure to resolve the issues you raise in this complaint. Examples 
of administrative procedures include review of grievances, disciplinary 
action, and custody issues. If no administrative procedures apply to the 
issues in this complaint, proceed to section V, Statement of Claim, on 
page 4. 

Page 2 
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a. Describe -:.he adm.1.n:.s-:.ra:-::.ve p::o-::edures available to resclve the .;.ssues 
raised in this complair.::: 

Type of procedure. ( gr ,1.eva.nce, dJ.SCJ.p.lina::-y rev..:.ew, e:: c.) 

Authority for procedure. (DC-AD~, inmate handbook, etc.) 

~1-G:-.x\ o(:½(_\~DJ Cf:;NX~\ (M\kf, ly.\ 
Formal or informal procedure. 

',.'ho conducts the initial review? ( [)J~\o.::..1 f) \,,,,;.'.}2--;-,,E\..J\3,\ v.L...-.:>lCN \\Cj 

c-52~\\ h\J < 

What additional review and appeals are available? ~:L '£-'f \-\1t'.\y\\ tN 

~--

b. Describe the administrative procedures 
raised in this complaint before filing 

On what date did you request initial 

you followed to resolve 
this complaint: 

x'>?-S 
review? ::J \1.J\f)L 

the issues 

What action did you ask prison authorities to take? ,\:G ~\··z::. 

~~n> Nw\x/ 
What response did you receive to your request? 

What further review did you seek and on what dates did you file the 
request:s? 

~;y-\\ ( \(, · 2]·· 02~ 
\ 

c. If you did not follow each step of the administrative procedures available 
to resolve the issues raised in this complaint explain why. 

Page .3 
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V. STAIE!fEHT OF CLAIJI 

Instructions: 

State here as briefly as possible ~he facts of your case. Use plain 
language and do not make legal arguments or c~te cases or statutes. 
State how each defendant violated your constitutional rights. Although 
you may refer to any person, make cla.ims only against the defendants 
listed in the Caption, Section I. Make only claims which are factually 
related. Each claim should be numbered and set forth in a separate 
paragraph with an explanation of how the defendants were involved. Use the 
reverse of this page or a separate sheet of paper if you need more space. 

Statement of claim: 

~ \ 1 
ONl :1. --5 -c L \.J\-1.;,\x 1 N '.i' 1-\,0 . \ ~?i\l¾v rn q-1':,J l¼) ::C.-- \.,JN W~v-J:) p..._ . s·'2 ].Jr,u:f__ 

At-?<\~:<<- Pt¼,.HX {tifL-- ~l".J':\5 (Yl::\:\:AV-->i:;L. ~ :\ o'f- ~ ·:1 ih~·7\k'5:\ 

'\lf;;, Kx->tsf'>, ~~~ ,sV5-:,.. .. J•g7 AX' f0:::i,. c:£,\.\, \.¥<, e<\01::ij , 1 \-\:½, -~ c~-c.. b 

IY"l\"'y?\C,:;,,;\ s:Wf, ..\rz.4xp A\) Si):1q Co£ -~~ \01M-.'<t t><..\'\ ~ '-d~ \-;:, A 
I 

'' ~~:\Sc:,..;\- \ZCO"\. :S:,... ¼)\"' J.'->s ,., :)t-",-- b '-ot·-?'56:.\; b.\\1 L r-Jf&ev J:-..; \,,i\\i,\-

VI. RELIEJ' 

Instruction: Briefly state exactly what you want the Court to do for you. 

Relief sought: 

C:PM\1;•-JJ:.,.,.\.,i'-'::1 X>t\l'J'\'),c.$ \":J ),;:Y( t,sMw>-J"-c c•f \l, (,.QC 'vo\\i..._:..::. N0,."') ·,v'-.l'.~,0rc.,_ 
l 

1).'1')\..:)Ll \",I \;\-\__ lV,O:,.,r...,~ c1f \c, me v;,\\WJ >:;).,,,\-;---i ~ ¾-\.. \)\P....,~-->¼;~ 

b "c:.:x,\\ :Vrff·•~-.J\:., i:¾::::?:2 '°£)i 0-.x:....\ D£;41vv~,'J\: *-, ~\?( ~ \·&...:;;;,_ 

VII. DECLARA:I'ION AND SIGNATURE 

I (we) declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and 
correct. 

4/ !__( /,J-1 
DATE 

I 

}itI~ 
SIGNATURE OF PLAINTIFF(S) 

Page 4 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF PENNSYLVANIA 

JEFFREY JOHNSON , 

Plaintiff, 

VS. 

UNITED ST A TES OF AMERICA 

Defendants. 

CIVIL ACTION NO. 04-1967 

Judge RUFE 

(Filed via ECF) 

SECOND AMENDED COMPLAINT 

INTRODUCTION 

Plaintiff brings this Federal Torts Claims Act action against the United States of 

America seeking compensation for injuries he suffered as a result of the negligence of 

employees of the United States at the Federal Detention Center in Philadelphia. 

JURISDICTION 

1. This Court has jurisdiction pursuant to the Federal Torts Claims Act, 28 U.S.C. 

§ 1346 and 28 U.S.C. §2671, et seq. 

2. Venue is proper in the United States District Court for the Middle District of 

Pennsylvania under 28 U.S.C. § 1402(b). 

- I -
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PARTIES 

3. Plaintiff, Jeffrey Johnson, is an inmate at the United States Penitentiary in 

Victorville, California. At all times relevant to the events described in this 

complaint, he was incarcerated at the Federal Detention Center in Philadelphia. 

4. Defendant United States of America is an appropriate defendant under the Federal 

Tort Claims Act. 

FACTS 

5. Plaintiff, Jeffrey Johnson, has been an asthmatic since birth. 

6. From December 5, 2001 through November 20, 2002, Mr. Johnson was 

incarcerated at the Federal Detention Center in Philadelphia (FDCP). 

7. Medical staff at FDCP were aware of and familiar with Mr. Johnson's history as 

an asthmatic. 

8. Prior to July, 2002, while at FDCP, Mr. Johnson had suffered from several asthma 

attacks, some of which were severe enough to require hospitalization. 

9. While at FDCP, Mr. Johnson received treatment for his asthma on many 

occasions. 

10. Late in the evening of July 4, 2002, Mr. Johnson began to suffer a severe asthma 

attack. 

11. He pushed the duress button in his cell in order to obtain medical assistance. 

12. At some point, either late in the evening of July 4 or early in the morning of 

July 5, Arimas Martinez, Joseph, Zagame, and Patricia Hofferica came to Mr. 

Johnson's cell. 

- 2 -
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13. At the time, Mr. Martinez was the Health Services Administrator at FDCP. 

J 4. At the time, Mr. Zagame was the Assistant Health Services Administrator at 

FDCP. 

15. At the time, Ms. Hofferica was a nurse at FDCP. 

16. While Mr. Martinez, Mr. Zagame, and Ms. Hofferica were present, Mr. Johnson 

was placed in handcuffs and brought out of his cell to the hallway. 

17. Mr. Johnson asked for medical treatment for his asthma. 

18. Mr. Johnson was informed that in order to receive treatment, he would have to 

walk to the nearest examination room. 

19. Mr. Johnson stated that he could not walk due to the asthma attack and requested 

a wheelchair. 

20. Mr. Johnson was in obvious distress. 

21. Either Mr. Martinez, Mr. Zagame, or Ms. Hofferica informed him that no 

wheelchairs were available and that if he wanted treatment he would have to walk 

to the examination room. 

22. When Mr. Johnson again stated that he was unable to walk, he was placed back 

into his cell without receiving any treatment for his asthma attack. 

23. Mr. Martinez, Mr. Zagame, and Ms. Hofferica left and did not return. 

24. As a result of information in Mr. Johnson's medical file and Mr. Johsnon's 

symptoms and complaints on the evening in question, Mr. Martinez, Mr. Zagame, 

and Ms. Hofferica knew or should have known that he required immediate 

treatment for his asthma attack. 

25. The failure of Mr. Martinez, Mr. Zagame, and Ms. Hofferica to provide Mr. 

- 3 -
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Johnson treatment for his asthma attack constituted an unwarranted departure 

from generally accepted standards of medical practice 

26. The next morning, when the shift changed, Physician's Assistant (PA) Ritter 

came to Mr. Johnson's cell. 

27. When Mr. Johnson's cellmate explained that Mr. Johnson was having a severe 

asthma attack, PA Ritter went to get a wheelchair. 

28. Mr. Johnson was taken in the wheelchair to the main medical room in the prison. 

29. After a brief attempt to treat the asthma attack on the spot, Mr. Johnson was taken 

by ambulance to Thomas Jefferson Hospital. 

30. Mr. Johnson remained at Thomas Jefferson Hospital for more than two weeks. 

31. For approximately six days, he was intubated and was listed in critical condition. 

32. The trauma Mr. Johnson suffered as a result of the untreated asthma attack caused 

permanent damage to his eye. 

33. As a direct and proximate result of the conduct of Mr. Martinez, Mr. Zagame, and 

Ms. Hofferica, plaintiff suffered substantial damages, including pain and 

suffering, permanent physical impairment, emotional distress and harm. 

34. Mr. Martinez, Mr. Zagame, and Ms. Hofferica were at all times relevant to this 

Complaint employed as medical professionals by the BOP by the Bureau of 

Prisons. 

35. At all times relevant to this Complaint, Mr. Martinez, Mr. Zagame, and Ms. 

Hofferica were acting within the scope and course of their employment with the 

Bureau of Prisons. 

- 4 -
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CAUSE OF ACTION 

COUNT I 

Federal Tort Claims Act- Negligence 

I. Arimas Martinez, Joseph Zagame, and Patricia Hofferica owed a duty to 

Mr. Johnson, breached their duty to him, and, as such, were a direct and proximate cause 

and a substantial factor in bringing about Mr. Johnson's damages outlined above. 

2. The actions of Mr. Martinez. Mr. Zagame, and Ms. Hoffcrica constitute 

the tort of negligence under the laws of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. 

3. Under the Federal Tort Claims Act, defendant United States of America is 

liable for these actions. 

Respectfully Submitted, 

(._ 

hg'us Love, AID 2932 
Pennsylvania Institutional Law Project 
718 Arch Street, Suite 304 South 

Philadelph~~J6# 19 L 06 

12l~m./!.........._ __ 

Michael Cooke, PAJD#91247 
Burke Pyle LLC 
411 :! Station Street 
Philadelphia. PA 19127 
(215) 487-6593 

Attorneys for Plaintiff 

Date of tiling: ~-q- 0 7 

- 5 -
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VERIFICATION 

I have read the foregoing complaint and hereby verify that the matters alleged 

therein are true. By my signature below, I declare under penalty of perjury the foregoing 

is true and correct. I make this declaration subject to the penalties of 28 USC § 1746. 

-Executed at Florence, Colorado on the ....li.... day of .... ,d_P\N _____ ~ ___ McJ........, _____ , 2007 

Signature: _.Mr:~'"-""}S ____ _ 
Jeffrey Johnson 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF PENNSYLVANIA 

JEFFREY JOHNSON, 
Plaintiff 

v. 

ARIMAS MARTINEZ (H.S.A.), JOSEPH 
ZAGAME (A.H.S.A.), and PATRICIA 
HOFFENRICA (R.N.), 

Defendants 

CIVIL ACTION 
NO. 04-1967 

MEMORANDUM OPINION AND ORDER 

RUFE,J. January 19, 2006 

Plaintiff Jeffrey Johnson ("Johnson"), an inmate in the federal prison system, brings 

this civil rights action against prison medical health officials and staff for their alleged failure to 

attend to a severe asthma attack he suffered on July 5, 2002. Presently before the Court is 

Defendants' Motion for Judgment on the Pleadings or, in the Alternative, for Summary Judgment. 

For the reasons that follow, the Court denies the Motion. 

I. FACTUAL BACKGROUND 

Johnson is currently incarcerated at the United States Penitentiary in Beaumont, 

Texas. From December 5, 2001 to November 22, 2002, Johnson was incarcerated at the Federal 

Detention Center in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania (the "FDC"). Johnson has been an asthmatic since 

birth. Upon entering the FDC, Johnson underwent a routine medical examination. During the 

examination, Johnson informed the prison medical staff of his asthma. As a result, prison authorities 
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allowed Johnson to keep an inhaler on his person at all times, except for a few months in 2002. 1 

Prior to July 2002, Johnson suffered three asthma attacks for which he immediately 

required and received medical attention from FDC staff. At approximately midnight on July 5, 2002, 

Johnson suffered another severe attack. At that time, Johnson was in a segregated housing cell with 

another prisoner, James Dorsey ("Dorsey"), and he did have his inhaler. When Johnson began 

experiencing the asthma attack, he pushed the duress button in his cell to request medical assistance. 

Shortly thereafter, Defendants Arimas Martinez ("Martinez"), Joseph Zagame ("Zagame"), and 

Patricia Hoffenrica ("Hoffenrica"}-all employees of the FDC's Medical Health Services 

Department-arrived at Johnson's cell and handcuffed Johnson and Dorsey. Johnson, showing 

obvious signs of discomfort, requested a wheelchair. Martinez denied Johnson's request, stating that 

no wheelchair was available and ordering Johnson to walk to the infirmary to receive treatment. 

Johnson indicated he could not walk and repeated his request for a wheelchair. Defendants again 

denied his request. They placed Johnson back in his cell and left. At no point did any of the 

Defendants check Johnson's lungs with a stethoscope, as had been the normal procedure for his 

previous attacks. 

Four hours later, after a shift change, a physician's assistant approached Johnson's 

cell. Johnson was barely able to speak, so Dorsey explained Johnson's medical condition to the 

assistant. Johnson was immediately placed in a wheelchair, taken to the infirmary, and given a shot 

of solumedral and breathing assistance. When Johnson did not respond to this treatment, he was 

taken to the emergency room at Thomas Jefferson Hospital. There, he was intubated for six days 

1 The Amended Complaint and the papers relating to this Motion do not specify why Johnson was not 

allowed to have his inhaler during those months. 

-2-
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and listed in critical condition. He remained at the hospital under doctor's care for an additional 

twelve days. 

On May 5, 2004, Johnson initiated this lawsuit by filing a motion for leave to proceed 

informa pauperis. The Court granted his motion, and Johnson filed a prose Complaint on June 28, 

2004. The Court subsequently referred this matter to the Prisoner Civil Rights Panel for the Eastern 

District of Pennsylvania for possible appointment of counsel. Counsel was appointed, and Johnson's 

attorneys filed an Amended Complaint on October 20, 2004. Due to a lengthy delay in service of 

the Amended Complaint, Defendants' answers were not all filed until June 16, 2005. 

On August 16, 2005, Defendants filed the Motion presently under consideration. By 

stipulated order, the parties agreed to postpone discovery until the Court's ruling on the Motion. 

Accordingly, although this case began in 2004, only limited discovery has occurred to date. 

II. STANDARD OF REVIEW 

Defendants' Motion seeks judgment on the pleadings or, in the alternative, summary 

judgment. The Court declines to entertain Defendants' request for summary judgment at this time 

because discovery has barely begun. "The [Third Circuit] has long recognized the importance of 

discovery in the successful prosecution of civil rights complaints."2 In the absence of full discovery, 

it would be practically difficult, as well as unfair to Johnson, to entertain summary judgment at this 

early stage of the litigation. Therefore, the Court will only consider Defendants' request for 

2 Alston v. Parker, 3 63 F .3d 22 9, 2 3 2 (3d Cir. 2004 ). The special importance of discovery in this context 
arises from the informational disadvantage prisoner plaintiffs typically face: most evidence is in the exclusive 
possession of defendant officials. Sec id. at 2 33 n.6; Colburn v. Upper Darby Township, 83 8 F .2d 663, 666-67 (3d 
Cir. 1988). 

-3-
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judgment on the pleadings. 

Judgment on the pleadings, pursuant to Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 12(c), is 

governed by the same standard of review as a Ruic 12(b)(6) motion to dismiss.' That standard 

requires the Court to "accept as true all the allegations set forth in the complaint, and ... draw all 

reasonable inferences in the plaintiffs favor.''4 The Court may dismiss the complaint "only if the 

plaintiff 'can prove no set of facts in support of his claim which would entitle him to relief. "'5 The 

Court is not required, however, to credit a complaint's "bald assertions" or "legal conclusions."6 

Furthermore, the Third Circuit has elaborated on this standard in the specific context 

of a motion to dismiss a prisoner civil rights complaint. In Alston v. Parker, the Third Circuit held 

that when reviewing a motion to dismiss a prisoner civil rights suit, the complaint must be 

"considered not under a heightened pleading requirement, but under the more liberal standards of 

notice pleading."7 The court continued: "[A] plaintiff need not plead facts. To withstand a 12(b)(6) 

motion, a p 1 a i ntiff need on 1 y make out a c 1 aim upon which rel i cf can be granted. If more facts arc 

necessary to resolve or clarify the disputed issues, the parties may avail themselves of the civil 

discovery mechanisms under the Federal Rules."~ 

·
1 Sec Turbe v. Gov't of Virgin Islands. 93 8 F .2d 42 7, 42 8 (3d Cir. I 99 I). 

J Ford v. Schering-Plough Corp., 14 5 F .3d 601, 604 (3d Cir. 1998). 

5 1.sL (quoting Conley v. Gibson, 355 U.S. 4 I. 45-46 ( 1957)). 

~ In re Burlington Coat Factory Sec. Litig., 114 F .3d 1410, 1429-30 (3d Cir. 1997). 

7 Alston, 363 F.3d at 233 (explaining that prisoner civil rights complaints need only comply with Ruic 
8(a)'s simplified pleading standard). 

8 ld. at 23 3 n.6. 

-4-
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III. DISCUSSION 

In his Amended Complaint, Johnson asserts a civil rights claim against Defendants 

based on Estelle v. Gamble, which held that federal employees' "deliberate indifference to serious 

medical needs of prisoners" violates the Eighth Amendment. 9 "The standard enunciated in Estelle 

is two-pronged: '[i]t requires deliberate indifference on the part of the prison officials and it requires 

the prisoner's medical needs to be serious. "' 10 

Defendants argue that Johnson's complaint should be dismissed for three reasons: ( 1) 

sovereign immunity bars Johnson's claim against Defendants in their official capacity; (2) Johnson 

fails to state a claim because he has not alleged that Defendants were deliberately indifferent to his 

serious medical need; and (3) qualified immunity bars Johnson's claim against Defendants in their 

personal capacities. 

Johnson concedes that sovereign immunity bars his claim against Defendants in their 

official capacity. The Court, therefore, is left only to examine Defendants' remaining two 

arguments. 

A. Failure to State a Claim 

Defendants argue that Johnson fails to state a claim under Estelle because he has not 

alleged that they were deliberately indifferent to his severe asthma, which Defendants concede is a 

serious medical need. Defendants contend that Johnson has, at best, pleaded "only such a non

actionable 'difference of opinion' or 'medical negligence' rather than a deprivation of Eighth 

9 429 U.S. 97, 104 ( I 976 ). Although the A mended Complaint premises its civil rights claim on 42 U .S.C. § 

1983, Defendants correctly point out Johnson's claim should be premised on Bivens v. Six Unknown Na med Agents 

of Federal Bureau of Narcotics. 403 U.S. 3 88 ( 197 I). since Defendants arc federal (not state) officials. 

1
'
1 Mon mouth C ouniy Correctional Institutional Inmates v. Lanzaro, 834 F .2d 3 26, 346 (3d Cir. 198 7) 

(quoting West v. Kcvc, 571 F.2d 158. 161 (3d Cir. 1978)). 

-5-
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Amendment proportions." 11 

Although deliberate indifference is most clearly established when a federal employee 

intentionally inflicts pain on a prisoner, the Third Circuit has recognized other scenarios that satisfy 

Estclle. 12 In Monmouth County Correctional Institutional Inmates v. Lanzaro, the Third Circuit 

identified two such scenarios: ( 1) "[ w ]here prison authorities deny reasonable requests for medical 

treatment ... and such denial exposes the inmate 'to undue suffering or the threat of tangible residual 

injury'" 13; and (2) "where 'knowledge of the need for medical care [is accompanied by the] ... 

intentional refusal to provide that care. "' 14 

Herc, taking Johnson's allegations as true, the Amended Complaint sufficiently 

pleads "deliberate indifference" under the scenarios set forth in Monmouth County. Johnson's 

request for medical treatment of his asthma was reasonable, as he alleges he had suffered similar 

attacks in the past while in FDC custody and that those attacks had received treatment. Moreover, 

Johnson alleges he was in obvious discomfort during the attack. Accordingly, the Defendants' denial 

of treatment simply because Johnson requested a wheelchair, including the Defendants' failure to 

perfonn a routine check of Johnson's lungs with a stethoscope, exposed Johnson to undue suffering 

and tangible injury. 

Since Johnson is not required to plead specific facts establishing deliberate 

indifference at this early stage, the Defendants' Motion is without merit Given the well-pleaded 

11 Defs.' Mot. for J. on 1he Pleadings [Doc. #33] at 1 1. 

12 Sec Spruill v. Gillis. 372 F.3d 218. 235 (3d Cir. 2004). 

13 Monmou1h County. 834 F.2d at 346 (quoting Westlake v. Lucas, 537 F.2d 857. 860 (6th Cir. 1976)). 

14 !sh (quoting A ncata v. Prison H calth Scrvs .• 769 F .2d 700, 704 ( 1 I th Cir. 198 5)). 

-6-
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allegations of the Amended Complaint and the special importance of discovery in prisoner civil 

rights matters, there is no basis for dismissing Johnson's case for failure to state a claim. 

B. Qualified Immunity 

Defendants also argue that even if Johnson states a claim they arc entitled to qualified 

immunity. Government officials performing discretionary functions are generally entitled to 

qualified immunity from liability provided their conduct does not violate "clearly established 

statutory or constitutional rights of which a reasonable person would have known." 15 The Supreme 

Court has further clarified: 

For a constitutional right to be clearly established, its contours "must 
be sufficiently clear that a reasonable official would understand that 
what he is doing violates that right. This is not to say that an official 
action is protected by qualified immunity unless the very action in 
question has previously been held unlawful, sec Mitchell [v. Forsyth, 
472 U.S. 51 L] 535, n. 12, 105 S.Ct. 2806, 86 L.Ed.2d 411; but it is 
to say that in the light of pre-existing law the unlawfulness must be 
apparent." Anderson v. Creighton, 483 U.S. 635,640,107 S.Ct. 3034, 
97 L. Ed.2d 523 ( 1987). 16 

Courts have found qualified immunity where prison officials have adhered to BOP medical policy. 17 

Defendants have the burden of showing they are entitled to qualified immunity. 18 

The essence of Defendants' qualified immunity argument is two-fold. First, the 

"deliberate indifference" jurisprudence does not "plainly require[] prison medical staff to provide 

an asthmatic inmate with a wheelchair notwithstanding the staffs judgment that the inmate is 

1
' Harlow v. Fitzgerald, 457 U.S. 800, 817-18 ( 1982). 

16 Hope v. Pcb:cr, 536 U.S. 730. 739 (2002 ). 

17 See, e.g .. Farmer v. Moritsugu, 163 F.3d 610, 614 (D.C. Cir. I 998). 

rn Sec Beers-Capitol v. W hctzc l. 25 6 F .3d 120. 142 n. 15 (3d Cir. 200 I). 

-7-
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adequately breathing and capable ofwalking." 19 Second, Defendants were merely following FDC 

and/or Federal Bureau of Prisons ("BOP") policy when they insisted that Johnson be treated in the 

infinnary rather than his segregated housing cell. 

Herc, it is clear that failure to provide any checkup or treatment where a known 

asthmatic is in clear discomfort is unlawful in hght of Estelle. Furthermore, although it may be the 

case that Defendants merely followed FDC or BOP policy, the Court lacks an adequate factual 

foundation upon which to assess that ground for qualified immunity. Defendants' argument is better 

addressed on summary judgment after full discovery. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

For the forgoing reasons, the Court denies Defendants' Motion with prejudice insofar as it 

seeks judgment on the pleadings. The Court further denies Defendants' Motion without prejudice 

insofar as it seeks summary judgment, since such a request is premature until discovery is complete. 

19 Oct's.' Mot. for J _ on the Pleadings at I 9. 

-8-
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF PENNSYLVANIA 

JEFFREY JOHNSON, 
Plaintiff 

v. 

ARIMAS MARTINEZ (H.S.A.), JOSEPH 
ZAGAME (A.H.S.A.), and PATRICIA 
HOFFENRICA (R.N.), 

Defendants 

CIVIL ACTION 
NO. 04-1967 

ORDER 

AND NOW, this 19th day of January 2006, upon consideration of Defendants' 

Motion for Judgment on the Pleadings or, in the Alternative, for Summary Judgment [Doc. #33] and 

Plaintifrs Response thereto [Doc. #35], and for the reasons set forth in the attached Memorandum 

Opinion, it is hereby ORDERED that Defendants' Motion is DENIED as follows: 

1. Defendants' request for judgment on the pleadings is DENIED with prejudice; and 

2. Defendants' request for summary judgment is DENIED without prejudice as 

premature. 

It is further ORDERED that discovery shall resume and, in accordance with the 

Stipulated Order of August 29, 2005 [Doc. #34], all fact discovery shall be completed within ninety 

(90) days of this Order. 

BY THE COURT: 

CYNTHIA M. RUFE, J. 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF PENNSYLVANIA 

JEFFREY JOHNSON, 
Plaintiff, 

v. 

ARIMAS MARTINEZ, et al., 
Defendants. 

CIVIL NO. 04-CV-1967 

ORDER 

AND NOW, TO WIT: This 23 rd day of March, 2007, it having been reported that the 
issues between the parties in the above action have been settled and upon Order of the Court 
pursuant to the provisions of Rule 41.1 (b) of the Local Rules of Civil Procedure of this Court , it 
lS 

ORDERED that the above action is DISMISSED with prejudice, pursuant to agreement 
of counsel without costs. 

BY THE COURT: 

/s/ Cynthia M. Rufe 

CYNTHIA M. RUFE, J. 
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JEFFREY JOHNSON, 

Plaintiff, 

v. 

ARIMAS MARTINEZ,1 JOSEPH ZAGAME, 
and PATRICIA HOFFENRICA, 2 

Defendants. 

CIVIL ACTION 
NO. 04-1967 

STIPULATION FOR VOLUNTARY DISMISSAL WITH PREJUDICE OF ALL 
CLAIMS AGAINST DEFENDANTS MARTINEZ, ZAGAME, AND HOFFERICA 

AND NOW, this month of January, 2007, plaintiff intending to 

file an amended complaint in this action naming only the United 

States of America as a defendant; and the parties desiring the 

docket to reflect, immediately after the filing of the amended 

complaint, the dismissal with prejudice and without costs of all 

claims against all previously named defendants; IT IS HEREBY 

UNDERSTOOD AND AGREED by, among, and between the undersigned 

counsel for all of the parties who have entered an appearance in 

the above-entitled action, and by plaintiff, that, with the 

filing of the amended complaint, all of plaintiffs' claims 

In his complaint, plaintiff misspelled defendant 
Martinez's first name, which is properly spelled uAramis." 

In his complaint, plaintiff misspelled this defendant's 

,·, 

surname, which is properly spelled "Hofferica." ENTERED 

MAR O 6 2007 

CLERK OF COURT 

\ 
I 
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against defendants Aramis Martinez, Joseph Zagame, and Patricia 

Hofferica shall be dismissed with prejudice and without costs. 

Plaintiff shall proceed in this action only on his claims against 

the United States of America. 

Counsel for Plaintiff 

Angus Love, squire 
Michael J. Cooke, Esquire 
Pennsylvania Institutional 
Law Project 
The Cast Iron Bldg. 
718 Arch Street 
Suite 304 South 
Philadelphia, PA 19106 
(215) 925-2966 

Jeffrey Johnson 
Plaintiff 

Respectfully submitted, 

PATRICK L. MEEHAN 
United States Attorney 

vj;f'ginia A. Gibso 
Assistant U.S. Attorney 
Chief, Civil Divisi 

''-(" ( C7 
_ 1. I) 

( --J '-- /, 
\_ Gerald B. Sullivan 

Assistant U.S. Attorney 
615 Chestnut Street, Ste. 1250 
Philadelphia, PA 19106-4476 
(215) 861-8786 

THE AMENDED COMPLAINT HAVING BEEN FILED, THE STIPULATION IS 
APPROVED AND THE DISMISSAL WITH PREJUDICE OF ALL CLAIMS AGAINST 

MARTINEZ, JOSEPH ZAGAME, AND 

s / 
Judge, United States District Court 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT CP,-1~ 
FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF PENNSY~"'M!Af b A rt}: ~~1 

JEFFREY JOHNSON, 

Plaintiff, 

V. 

ARIMAS MARTINEZ, 1 JOSEPH ZAGAME, 
and PATRICIA HOFFENRICA, 2 

Defendants. 

CIVIL ACTION 
NO. 04-1967 

STIPULATION FOR VOLUNTARY DISMISSAL WITH PREJUDICE OF ALL 
CLAIMS AGAINST DEFENDANTS MARTINEZ, ZAGAME, AND HOFFERICA 

AND NOW, this month of January, 2007, plaintiff intending to 

file an amended complaint in this action naming only the United 

States of America as a defendant; and the parties desiring the 

docket to reflect, immediately after the filing of the amended 

complaint, the dismissal with prejudice and without costs of all 

claims against all previously named defendants; IT IS HEREBY 

UNDERSTOOD AND AGREED by, among, and between the undersigned 

counsel for all of the parties who have entered an appearance in 

the above-entitled action, and by plaintiff, that, with the 

filing of the amended complaint, all of plaintiffs' claims 

1 In his complaint, plaintiff misspelled defendant 
Martinez's first name, which is properly spelled ''Aramis." 

In his complaint, plaintiff missp•lled this defendant's 
surname, which is properl.y spelled "Hofferica." 
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against defendants Aramis Martinez, Joseph Zagame, and Patricia 

Hofferica shall be dismissed with prejudice and without costs. 

Plaintiff shall proceed in this action only on his claims against 

the United States of America. 

Counsel for Plaintiff 

Angus Love, squire 
Michael J. Cooke, Esquire 
Pennsylvania Institutional 
Law Project 
The Cast Iron Bldg. 
718 Arch Street 
Suite 304 South 
Philadelphia, PA 19106 
(215) 925-2966 

Jeffrey Johnson 
Plaintiff 

Respectfully submitted, 

PATRICK L. MEEHAN 
United States Attorney 

V~inia A. GibsoA" 
Assistant U.S. Attorney 
Chief, Civil Divisi 

'Y(r2 
I --------J '" ) -------- \ 

l Gerald B . Sullivan 
Assistant U.S. Attorney 
615 Chestnut Street, Ste. 1250 
Philadelphia, PA 19106-4476 
(215) 861-8786 

THE AMENDED COMPLAINT HAVING BEEN FILED, THE STIPULATION IS 
APPROVED AND THE DISMISSAL WITH PREJUDICE OF ALL CLAIMS AGAINST 
PREVIOUSLY NAMED DEFEND.ANTS AR.AMIS MARTINEZ, JOSEPH ZAGAME, ANO 
PATRtCIA HOFFERYCA IS SO ORDERED: 

HONORABLE CYNTHIA M. RUFE 
Judge, United S~ates District Court 
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IN THE UNITED ST A TES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF PENNSYLVANIA 

JEFFREY JOHNSON , 

Plaintiff, 

VS. 

ARIMAS MARTINEZ, JOSEPH ZAGAME, 
and PATRICIA HOFFENRICA 

CIVIL ACTION NO. 04-1967 

Judge RUFE 

Defendants. 

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I hereby certify that on this date, a copy of the Stipulation for Voluntary Dismissal with 
Prejudice of All Claims Against Defendants Martinez, Zagame, and Hofferica was served 
on counsel for defendants as follows: 

Gerald Sullivan 
Assistant United States Attorney 
615 Chestnut Street, Suite 1250 
Philadelphia, PA 19106-4476 
Via: ECF 

The original copy of the Stipulation has been mailed to chambers by 1st Class U.S. Mail 

s/Michael Cooke 
Michael Cooke, PAID#91247 

Date: March 2, 2007 
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UNITED ST ATES DISTRICT COURT 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK 

MICHAEL BRAMWELL, 

Plaintiff, 

-against-

LIEUTENANT MURRAY, COUNSELOR 
WINGATE, CASE MANAGER DIANE FORD, 
CORRECTIONAL OFFICER DANIEL M. 
HOPE, LIEUTENANT PATRICK J. HICKEY, 
LIEUTENANT EDWARD MULRONEY, 
ASSISTANT WARDEN MARTINEZ, WARDEN 
GREGORY PARKS, JOHN DOE 1, JOHN 
DOE 2, SPECIAL INVESTIGATIVE AGENT 
GLENN CARRINO, CAPTAIN ALLEN BEARD 
and THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 

Defendants. 

05 Civ. 7504 (BSJ) (HBP) 

ECF CASE 
(Jury Trial Demanded) 

THIRD 
AMENDED COMPLAINT 

Plaintiff Michael Bramwell, by his attorneys, alleges upon personal knowledge 

with respect to his own actions and upon information and belief with respect to all other matters: 

Nature of the Action 

I. This action arises out of the vicious attack on inmate Michael Bramwell 

("Plaintiff') by a correctional officer while Plaintiff was housed at the Metropolitan Correctional 

Center in New York, New York ("MCC") and the subsequent deliberate indifference by MCC 

officials to Plaintiff's serious need for medical attention as a result of the attack. 

2. Plaintiff seeks relief for violations of the rights guaranteed him by the 

Fifth Amendment to the Constitution of the United States and for intentional and negligent torts. 
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Jurisdiction and Venue 

3. This Court has subject matter jurisdiction over Plaintiff's constitutional 

claims pursuant to 28 U .S.C. § 1331 as those claims are brought pursuant to Bivens v. Six 

Unknown Named Agents of the Federal Bureau of Narcotics, 403 U.S. 388 (1971) and arise 

under federal law. 

4. This Court has subject matter over Plaintiffs common law claims 

pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1346(b) as those claims arise out of the negligent or wrongful acts of 

employees of the United States government acting within the scope of their office or 

employment. 

5. Venue is proper in this district pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1391(e) as it is the 

district in which a substantial part of the events or omissions giving rise to the claims occurred. 

Parties 

6. Plaintiff is an inmate in federal custody and has been incarcerated at 

facilities maintained and controlled by the Federal Bureau of Prisons. At the time of the events 

giving rise to this complaint, Plaintiff was detained, pre-trial, at the Metropolitan Correctional 

Center located in New York, New York. 

7. Defendant Lieutenant Murray was, at the time of the events giving rise to 

this complaint, a senior correctional officer at Metropolitan Correctional Center, located in New 

York, New York, and was responsible for the care and custody of the inmates under his 

supervision. 

8. Defendant Daniel M. Hope was, at the time of the events giving rise to this 

complaint, a correctional officer at Metropolitan Correctional Center, located in New York, New 

York, and was responsible for the care and custody of the inmates under his supervision. 

-2-
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9. Defendant Patrick J. Hickey was, at the time of the events giving rise to 

this complaint, a senior correctional officer at Metropolitan Correctional Center, located in New 

York, New York, and was responsible for the care and custody of the inmates under his 

superv1s1on. 

10. Defendant Edward Mulroney was, at the time of the events giving rise to 

this complaint, a senior correctional officer at Metropolitan Correctional Center, located in New 

York, New York, and was responsible for the care and custody of the inmates under his 

superv1s1on. 

11. Defendant John Doe 1 was, at the time of the events giving rise to this 

complaint, a correctional officer at Metropolitan Correctional Center, located in New York, New 

York, and was responsible for the care and custody of the inmates under his supervision. 

12. Defendant John Doe 2 was, at the time of the events giving rise to this 

complaint, a correctional officer at Metropolitan Correctional Center, located in New York, New 

York, and was responsible for the care and custody of the inmates under his supervision. 

13. Defendant Glenn Carrino was, at the time of the events giving rise to this 

complaint, a special investigative agent at Metropolitan Correctional Center, located in New 

York, New York, and was responsible for the care and custody of the inmates under his 

supervision. 

14. Defendant Allen Beard was, at the time of the events giving rise to this 

complaint, a captain at Metropolitan Correctional Center, located in New York, New York, and 

was responsible for the care and custody of the inmates under his supervision. 

15. Defendant Wingate was, at the time of the events giving rise to this 

complaint, a counselor at Metropolitan Correctional Center, located in New York, New York, 

-3-
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assigned to Plaintiff and was responsible for the care and custody of the inmates under her 

superv1s1on. 

16. Defendant Diane Ford was, at the time of the events giving rise to this 

complaint, a case manager at Metropolitan Correctional Center, located in New York, New 

York, assigned to Plaintiff and was responsible for the care and custody of the inmates under her 

supervision. 

17. Defendant Martinez was, at the time of the events giving rise to this 

complaint, the Assistant Warden of Metropolitan Correctional Center, located in New York, 

New York, and was responsible for the care and custody of the inmates at Metropolitan 

Correctional Center. 

18. Defendant Gregory Parks was at the time of the events giving rise to this 

complaint the Warden of Metropolitan Correctional Center, located in New York, New York, 

and was responsible for the care and custody of the inmates at Metropolitan Correctional Center. 

Facts 

The Attack 

19. On or about August 24, 2003, Plaintiff was infonned by a fellow inmate at 

MCC that an MCC correctional officer had referred to Plaintiff as a "'chi chi man", a derogatory 

term for homosexual. 

20. On or about August 26, 2003, Plaintiff reported the incident to Defendant 

Wingate, his counselor, and sought an administrative form, or "BP-9", in order to grieve the 

incident to the appropriate prison officials. Defendant Wingate gave Plaintiff a BP-9 form, but 

told Plaintiff that he should raise the incident with a lieutenant. 

21. On or about August 27, 2003, Defendant Murray and Defendant John 

Doe 1 were in the officer's station adjacent to the kitchen area where Plaintiff and several other 

-4-
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inmates were gathered. Plaintiff observed Defendant Murray, and waited outside the officer's 

station in order to raise his grievance when Defendant Murray exited. As Defendant Murray and 

Defendant John Doe 1 exited the officer's station, Plaintiff approached him and said 

"Lieutenant". Defendant Murray responded "No". 

22. At that time, Plaintiff attempted to explain to Defendant Murray that he 

wished to report a grievance, as he was instructed to do by Defendant Wingate. Defendant 

Murray then shouted at Plaintiff, ''When I say no, I mean no", and threatened to place Plaintiff in 

Nine South, an administrative segregation unit at MCC. 

23. Plaintiff attempted to explain to Defendant Murray that Defendant 

Wingate had advised him to report the grievance to a lieutenant. When Plaintiff made this 

attempt to speak to Defendant Murray, Defendant Murray grabbed Plaintiff and handcuffed his 

arms behind his back. 

24. While Plaintiff was handcuffed, Defendant Murray drove him headlong 

into a concrete wall approximately six feet away. 

25. Immediately after throwing Plaintiff into the wall for the first time, 

Defendant Murray took hold of Plaintiff, who remained handcuffed, and threw him again into the 

concrete wall. 

26. Defendant Murray then grabbed Plaintiff's wrists, which remained 

handcuffed behind Plaintiff's back, forced them up towards Plaintiff's shoulders, and shouted, 

"If you fucking move, I am going to break your fucking hand and throw you to the floor". 

27. Defendant John Doe 1 observed the entire August 27, 2003, incident 

described in paragraphs 20 through 25 herein, observed the violence of Defendant Murray's 

attack on Plaintiff, observed the pain that attack was causing Plaintiff, and reasonably could have 
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prevented the attack, either physically or by speaking with Defendant Murray, without 

compromising his safety or the safety of others around him. Nevertheless, Defendant John 

Doe I did nothing to prevent or stop the attack. 

28. Immediately after his initial attack on Plaintiff, Defendant Murray walked 

Plaintiff, who remained handcuffed, out of the kitchen area, and escorted him to an elevator. 

While in the elevator, Defendant Murray again threw Plaintiff against the wall, slammed his fist 

into Plaintiffs back, placed his knee against Plaintiffs spine and repeated, "When I say no, I 

mean no". 

29. When the elevator arrived at Nine South, Defendant Murray gave Plaintiff 

over to the custody of Defendant Hope, who escorted Plaintiff to a cell, removed Plaintiffs 

handcuffs, and locked the cell door. 

30. Defendant Murray's attack fractured Plaintiffs shoulder and caused 

significant injuries to other parts of Plaintiffs body, including his neck, back, arms, wrists, and 

hands. 

Failure to Treat Plaintiffs Injury 

31. When Plaintiff was brought to the administrative unit at Nine South, it was 

apparent that he was seriously injured, in severe pain, and in need of immediate medical 

attention. Nevertheless, Defendant Hope, who escorted Plaintiff to a cell on Nine South, sought 

no medical attention for Plaintiff. 

32. Approximately thirty minutes after being brought to Nine South, Plaintiff 

was escorted by correctional officer Defendant John Doe 2 back to Plaintiffs assigned cell in the 

Seven North unit. When Plaintiff arrived at Seven North, he informed the officer on duty, 

Defendant John Doe 1 (who had previously witnessed-but did not stop-Defendant Murray's 

attack on Plaintiff), of his pain and injuries, and asked to receive immediate medical attention. 

-6-
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33. Approximately one hour later, Plaintiff repeated his request for immediate 

medical attention to Defendant John Doe I , and Defendant John Doe 1 informed Plain ti ff that he 

would receive such medical attention later that night. Plaintiff received no medical attention on 

August 27, 2003. 

34. On August 28, 2003, at approximately 10:00 in the morning, Plaintiff 

informed Defendant Wingate and Defendant Ford of Defendant Murray's attack and Plaintiff's 

injuries and again asked for immediate medical attention. At this time, it was still apparent that 

Plaintiff was seriously injured, in severe pain, and in need of immediate medical attention. 

35. Shortly after speaking with Defendant Wingate and Defendant Ford, 

Plaintiff was brought to a meeting with Defendant Wingate, Defendant Ford, Defendant Hickey, 

Defendant Carrino and Defendant Beard. Plaintiff repeated his account of the attack and 

informed Defendant Wingate, Defendant Ford, Defendant Hickey, Defendant Carrino and 

Defendant Beard of his injuries and the serious pain he was in, and Plaintiff repeated his request 

for immediate medical attention. Plaintiff was then returned to his cell on Seven North. 

36. Sometime after being returned to his cell on August 28, 2003, Plaintiff 

informed Defendant Mulroney, the officer on duty in the unit, that Plaintiff was suffering from 

serious injuries, that he was in significant pain and that he had not received medical treatment. 

Defendant Mulroney observed Plaintiffs injuries and the significant pain Plaintiff was suffering. 

Plaintiff requested immediate medical attention. Defendant Mulroney assured Plaintiff he would 

receive medical attention that day. Plaintiff received no medical attention on August 28, 2003. 

37. Throughout the day on August 29, 2003, Plaintiff informed every officer 

on duty in his unit that he had serious injuries, that he was in significant pain, and that he had not 
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received medical treatment. Plaintiff also requested immediate medical attention. Plaintiff 

received no medical attention on August 29, 2003. 

38. Throughout the day on August 30, 2003, Plaintiff informed every officer 

on duty in his unit that he had serious injuries, that he was in significant pain, and that he had not 

received medical treatment. Plaintiff also requested immediate medical attention. Plaintiff 

received no medical attention on August 30, 2003. 

39. Throughout the day on August 31, 2003, Plaintiff informed every officer 

on duty in his unit that he had serious injuries, that he was in significant pain, and that he had not 

received medical treatment. Plaintiff also requested immediate medical attention. Plaintiff 

received no medical attention on August 31, 2003. 

40. Throughout the day on September 1, 2003, Plaintiff informed every officer 

on duty in his unit that he had serious injuries, that he was in significant pain, and that he had not 

received medical treatment. Plaintiff also requested immediate medical attention. Plaintiff 

received no medical attention on September 1, 2003. 

41. From August 28, 2003 through September 1, 2003, Plaintiff submitted 

nine written requests for medical attention, some of which were submitted to and received by 

Defendant Parks and Defendant Martinez. Only three of those nine requests were forwarded to 

MCC medical staff, and all of those requests were ignored. 

42. From August 28, 2003 through September 1, 2003, it was apparent that 

Plaintiff was seriously injured, in severe pain, and in need of immediate medical attention. 

Nevertheless, none of the officers who had contact with Plaintiff sought medical attention on his 

behalf. 
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43. On September 2, 2003, after being allowed to remain in excruciating pain 

for over one hundred hours, Plaintiff was finally taken to the prison's medical department. 

Harm to Plaintiff 

44. Defendant Murray's attack on Plaintiff, as described herein, fractured 

Plaintiff's shoulder and caused other significant injury to Plaintiff, including to Plaintiff's neck, 

back, arms, wrists and hands. 

45. Defendants failure to provide Plaintiff with medical treatment, as 

described herein, significantly exacerbated Plaintiff's injuries and prolonged his pain. 

46. As a result of the attack on Plaintiff and the failure of the Defendants to 

provide him medical treatment, as described herein, Plaintiff has suffered, and continues to 

suffer, chronic and substantial physical pain and physical impainnent, including loss of 

movement and severe arthritis, which prevents him from engaging in daily activities, including 

work-related activities. 

4 7. As a result of the attack on Plaintiff and the failure of Defendants to 

provide him medical treatment, as described herein, Plaintiff currently needs, and will continue 

to need, extensive medical care. 

48. As a result of the attack on Plaintiff and the failure of Defendants to 

provide him treatment, as described herein, Plaintiff has suffered serious emotional and mental 

harm. 

Involvement of Martinez and Parks 

49. Prior to attacking Plaintiff, Defendant Murray had, on several occasions, 

verbally abused and physically beaten other inmates. Defendant Martinez and Defendant Parks 

were aware of Murray's prior actions and of the danger that he posed to the inmate population in 

general and to Plaintiff specifically. 
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50. Prior to the attack on Plaintiff, similar attacks by corrections officer on 

inmates had taken place at MCC. Defendant Martinez and Defendant Parks were aware of these 

attacks but had not taken steps to train the officers, including Defendant Murray, in a manner that 

would have prevented Defendant Murray's attack of Plaintiff. 

51. Defendant Martinez and Defendant Parks were aware that Murray was 

likely to use force against inmates and that, because of his past history and lack of adequate 

training, he was likely to use excessive and unjustifiable force. 

52. Nevertheless, Defendant Martinez and Defendant Parks allowed 

Defendant Murray to occupy a position that would, and did, lead him to use excessive and 

unjustifiable force against inmates, and against Plaintiff specifically. 

Exhaustion of Administrative Remedies 

Prison Litigation Reform Act Exhaustion 

53. Plaintiff has exhausted all administrative remedies required by the Prison 

Litigation Refonn Act, 42 U.S.C. § I 997e. 

54. On or about September 7, 2003, after attempting informal resolution of his 

complaint, Plaintiff filed an administrative complaint with Defendant Parks, the warden of MCC, 

which was denied on or about September 16, 2003. 

5 5. On or about September 27, 2003, Plaintiff filed an appeal of Defendant 

Parks' decision to the Regional Director of the Federal Bureau of Prisons, which was denied on 

or about October 31, 2003. 

56. On or about November 11, 2003, Plaintiff filed an appeal of the Regional 

Director's decision to the Central Office of the Federal Bureau of Prisons, which was denied on 

or about February 7, 2004. 
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Federal Tort Claims Act Exhaustion 

57. Plaintiff has exhausted all administrative remedies required by the Federal 

Tort Claims Act, 28 U.S.C. § 2671, et seq. 

58. On or about July 13, 2005, Plaintiff filed a tort claim with the Northeast 

Regional Office of the Federal Bureau of Prisons, which was denied on or about 

December 21, 2005. 

Count One 
(Against Defendant Murray for Violation of Plaintiff's Constitutional Rights -

Excessive Force) 

59. Paragraphs I through 58 above are repeated and realleged as if set forth 

herein. 

60. Defendant Murray, perceiving no reasonable threat from Plaintiff, attacked 

Plaintiff wantonly, with a malicious and sadistic state of mind, and with intent to cause harm. 

61. Defendant Murray's attack constituted excessive force resulting in the 

unnecessary and wanton infliction of pain on Plaintiff, depriving Plaintiff of his right to due 

process guaranteed by the Fifth Amendment to the United States Constitution. 

62. Defendant Murray was at all times acting under color of federal law. 

63. Defendant Murray's attack was motivated by evil motive or intent, or 

involved reckless or callous indifference to Plaintiffs federally protected rights. 

64. As a direct result of Defendant Murray's attack, Plaintiff suffered 

significant injury, including serious physical harm, excruciating pain and emotional distress, 

entitling Plaintiff to damages in an amount to be determined at trial. In addition, Plaintiff is 

entitled to punitive damages. 
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Count Two 
(Against Defendant John Doe 1 for Violation of Plaintifrs Constitutional Rights -

Excessive Force) 

65. Paragraphs 1 through 64 above are repeated and realleged as if set forth 

herein. 

66. Defendant Murray, perceiving no reasonable threat from Plaintiff, attacked 

Plaintiff wantonly, with a malicious and sadistic state of mind, and with intent to cause hann. 

67. Defendant Murray's attack constituted excessive force resulting in the 

unnecessary and wanton infliction of pain on Plaintiff, depriving Plaintiff of his right to due 

process guaranteed by the Fifth Amendment to the United States Constitution. 

68. Defendant John Doe 1 observed the excessive force being used by 

Defendant Murray, had a realistic opportunity to prevent it, and yet failed to intervene to prevent 

or stop the attack on Plaintiff, thereby depriving Plaintiff of his right to due process guaranteed 

by the Fifth Amendment to the United States Constitution. 

69. Defendant John Doe 1 was at all times acting under color of federal law. 

70. Defendant John Doe 1 's failure to intervene was motivated by evil motive 

or intent, or involved reckless or callous indifference to Plaintiff's federally protected rights. 

71. As a direct result of Defendant John Doe l's failure to intervene, Plaintiff 

suffered significant injury, including serious physical harm, excruciating pain and emotional 

distress, entitling Plaintiff to damages in an amount to be determined at trial. In addition, 

Plaintiff is entitled to punitive damages. 

Count Three 
(Against Defendant Martinez and Defendant Parks for Violation of Plaintiff's 

Constitutional Rights- Deliberate Indifference) 

72. Paragraphs 1 through 71 above are repeated and realleged as if set forth 

herein. 
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73. Defendant Martinez and Defendant Parks knew to a moral certainty that 

Defendant Murray and Defendant John Doe 1 would confront a situation in which they would 

need to decide whether to use force and how much force to use. 

74. Proper training under the supervision of Defendant Martinez and 

Defendant Parks would have reduced the risk that Defendant Murray or John Doe 1 would use 

excessive and unjustified force. 

75. Defendant Martinez and Defendant Parks failed to provide adequate 

training to Defendant Murray, Defendant John Doe 1 and other correctional officers in the proper 

use of force. 

76. Defendant Martinez and Defendant Parks were at all times acting under 

color of federal law. 

77. The improper training supervised by Defendant Martinez and Defendant 

Parks has led to the deprivation of inmates' rights, including the rights of Plaintiff, to due process 

guaranteed by the Fifth Amendment to the United States Constitution. 

78. The conduct of Defendant Martinez and Defendant Parks in failing to 

provide adequate training and supervision to Defendant Murray, Defendant John Doe 1 and other 

correctional officers was done with deliberate indifference, gross negligence and reckless 

disregard for an excessive risk to inmate health and safety, was done without lawful justification 

and was designed to and did deprive Plaintiff of his rights guaranteed by the Fifth Amendment to 

the United States Constitution. 

79. The conduct of Defendant Martinez and Defendant Parks in failing to 

provide adequate training and supervision to Defendant Murray, Defendant John Doe 1 and other 
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correctional officers was motivated by evil motive or intent, or involved reckless or callous 

indifference to Plaintiff's federally protected rights. 

80. As a direct result of Defendant Martinez and Defendant Parks' deliberate 

indifference to Defendant Murray's and Defendant John Doc l's lack of proper training, Plaintiff 

suffered significant injury, including serious physical harm, excruciating pain and emotional 

distress. In addition. Plaintiff is entitled to punitive damages. 

Count Four 
(Against Defendant Murray, Defendant Hope, Defendant Wingate, Defendant Ford 

Defendant Hickey, Defendant Mulroney, Defendant John Doe I, Defendant John Doe 2, 
Defendant Carrino and Defendant Beard for Violation of Plaintiff's Constitutional 

Rights - Deliberate Indifference) 

81. Paragraphs I through 80 above are repeated and realleged as if set forth 

herein. 

82. As a result of Defendant Murray's attack, Plaintiff suffered objectively 

serious injuries to his shoulder, neck, back, arms and hands that required immediate medical 

attention to avoid degeneration and extreme pain. 

83. Defendant Murray, Defendant Hope, Defendant Wingate, Defendant Ford 

Defendant Hickey, Defendant Mulroney, Defendant John Doe I, Defendant John Doe 2, 

Defendant Carrino and Defendant Beard were all aware of the severity of Plaintiffs injuries, that 

Plaintiff suffered from a condition of urgency that, if untreated, would lead to degeneration and 

extreme pain, that Plaintiff was in serious need of immediate medical attention and that he was 

not receiving such attention. 

84. Defendant Murray, Defendant Hope, Defendant Wingate, Defendant Ford, 

Defendant Hickey, Defendant Mulroney, Defendant John Doe 1, Defendant John Doe 2, 

Defendant Carrino and Defendant Beard disregarded the excessive risk to Plaintiff's health and 

safety by not seeking any medical attention for Plaintiff. 
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85. The acts and omissions of Defendant Murray, Defendant Hope, Defendant 

Wingate, Defendant Ford, Defendant Hickey, Defendant Mulroney, Defendant John Doe I, 

Defendant John Doe 2, Defendant Carrino and Defendant Beard in denying Plaintiff adequate 

medical care were undertaken with deliberate indifference, gross negligence and reckless 

disregard for an excessive risk to inmate health and safety, were done without lawful justification 

and were designed to and did deprive Plaintiff of his rights guaranteed by the Fifth Amendment 

to the United States Constitution. 

86. The acts and omissions of Defendant Murray, Defendant Hope, Defendant 

Wingate, Defendant Ford, Defendant Hickey, Defendant Mulroney, Defendant John Doe I, 

Defendant John Doe 2, Defendant Carrino and Defendant Beard in denying Plaintiff adequate 

medical care were under color of federal law. 

87. The acts and omissions of Defendant Murray, Defendant Hope. Defendant 

Wingate, Defendant Ford, Defendant Hickey, Defendant Mulroney, Defendant John Doe 1, 

Defendant John Doe 2, Defendant Carrino and Defendant Beard in denying Plaintiff adequate 

medical care were motivated by evil motive or intent, or involved reckless or callous indifference 

to Plaintiffs federally protected rights. 

88. As a direct result of the deliberate indifference of Defendant Murray, 

Defendant Hope, Defendant Wingate, Defendant Ford, Defendant Hickey, Defendant Mulroney. 

Defendant John Doe L Defendant John Doe 2, Defendant Carrino and Defendant Beard to 

Plaintiffs need for medical attention, Plaintiff suffered significant injury, including serious 

physical harrn. excruciating pain and emotional distress, entitling Plaintiff to damages in an 

amount to be detennined at trial. In addition, Plaintiff is entitled to punitive damages. 
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Count Five 
(Against Defendant United States of America for Tortious Conduct of Defendant 

Murray - Assault and Battery) 

89. Paragraphs 1 through 88 above are repeated and realleged as if set forth 

herein. 

90. Defendant Murray is an employee of the United States Government. 

91. Defendant Murray's intentional, unjustified actions on or about 

August 27, 2003, as described herein, placed Plaintiff in apprehension of imminent harmful or 

olfensive contact. 

92. Defendant Murray's intentional, unjustified actions on or about 

August 27, 2003, as described herein, resulted in hannful or offensive bodily contact with 

Plaintiff. 

93. Defendant Murray's intentional, unjustified actions on or about 

August 27, 2003, as described herein, took place while he was acting within the scope of his 

office or employment. 

94. As a direct result of Defendant Murray's intentional, unjustified actions, 

Plaintiff suffered significant injury, including serious physical harm, excruciating pain and 

emotional distress, entitling Plaintiff to damages in an amount to be determined at trial. 

Count Six 
(Against Defendant United States of America for Tortious Conduct of Defendant 

John Doe 1 - Negligence) 

95. Paragraphs I through 94 above are repeated and realleged as if set forth 

herein. 

96. Defendant John Doe 1 is an employee of the United States Government. 

97. By virtue of his position as a correctional officer, Defendant John Doe 1 

owed Plaintiff a duty of care. 

-16-
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98. Defendant John Doe 1 's failure to prevent Defendant Murray's attack on 

Plaintiff breached the duty of care that Defendant John Doe 1 owed the Plaintiff. 

99. Defendant John Doe 1 's failure to prevent Defendant Murray's attack on 

Plaintiff took place while Defendant John Doe I was acting within the scope of his office or 

employment. 

I 00. Defendant John Doe l's failure to prevent Defendant Murray's attack on 

Plaintiff was not hascd on any policy considerations. 

IO I. As a direct result of Defendant John Doe I 's inaction, Plaintiff suffered 

signifir . .:ant injury, including serious physical hann, excruciating pain and emotional distress, 

entitling Plaintiff to damages in an amount to be determined at trial. 

Count Seven 
(Against Defendant United States of America for Tortious Conduct of Defendant Martinez 

and Defendant Parks - Negligence) 

I 02. Paragraphs I through IO 1 above arc repeated and rcallcged as if set forth 

lwrcin. 

103. Defendant Martinez and Defendant Parks are employees of the United 

States Government. 

I 04. By virtue of his position as Assistant Warden, Defendant Martinez owed 

Plaintiff a duty of care. 

105. By virtue of his position as Warden, Defendant Parks owed Plaintiff a 

duty of care. 

I 06. Defendant Martinez's and Defendant Parks' failure to provide adequate 

training and supervision of Defendant Murray and Defendant John Doe 1 and Defendant 

Martinez's and Defendant Parks' continued retention of Defendant Murray and Defendant John 

Doe I breached the duty of care owed by Defendant Martinez and Defendant Parks to Plaintiff. 

-17-
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I 07. Defendant Martinez's and Defendant Parks' failure to provide adequate 

training and supervision of Defendant Murray and Defendant John Doe 1 and Defendant 

Martinez's and Defendant Parks' continued retention of Defendant Murray and Defendant John 

Doc I took place while Defendant Martinez and Defendant Parks were acting within the scope of 

their office or employment. 

l 08. Defendant Martinez's and Defendant Parks' fai 1 ure to pro vi de adeq uatc 

training and supervision of Defendant Murray and Defendant John Doe I and Defendant 

Martinez's and Defendant Parks' continued retention of Defendant Murray and Defendant John 

Doe I were not based on any policy considerations. 

I 09. As a direct result of Defendant Martinez's and Defendant Parks' acts and 

omissions. Plaintiff suffered significant injury, including serious physical harm, excruciating 

pain and emotional distress, entitling Plaintiff to damages in an amount to be determined at trial. 

Count Eight 
(Against Defendant United States of America for Tortious Conduct of All Individual 

Defendants - Negligence) 

110. Paragraphs I through I 09 above are repeated and realleged as if set forth 

herein. 

111. Defendant Murray, Defendant Hope, Defendant Wingate, Defendant Ford, 

Defendant Hickey, Defendant Martinez, Defendant Parks, Defendant Mulroney, Defendant John 

Doe I, Defendant John Doe 2, Defendant Canino and Defendant Beard (the "Individual 

Defendants") are employed by the United States Government. 

112. By virtue of their positions as correctional officers, the Individual 

De fondants owed Plaintiff a duty of care. 

113. The Individual Defendants' failure to seek immediate medical attention 

for Plaintiff's serious injuries breached the duty of care owed by those defendants to Plaintiff. 

-18-
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114. The Individual Defendants' failure to seek immediate medical attention 

for Plaintiff's serious injuries took place while those defendants were acting within the scope of 

their office or employment. 

115. The Individual Defendants' failure to seek immediate medical attention 

for Plaintiff's serious injuries was not based on any policy considerations. 

116. As a direct result of the Individual Defendants' inaction, Plaintiff suffered 

significant injury, including serious physical harm, excruciating pain and emotional distress, 

entitling Plaintiff to damages in an amount to be detennined at trial. 

Prayer for Relief 

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff prays that this Court enter judgment on his complaint in 

his favor and against the Defendants: 

a. Awarding compensatory damages in an amount to be determined at trial; 

b. Awarding punitive damages in an amount to be determined at trial; 

c. Awarding pre- and post-judgment interest; 

d. Awarding costs, expenses and reasonable attorneys' fees; and 

e. Ordering such other relief as this Court deems just and proper. 

-19-
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Jury Demand 

The Plaintiff demands a trial by jury on all issues so triable. 

September 22, 2006 

CRA VATH, SWAINE & MOORE LLP 

by )IA ';if;>de3 
Matthew L:~2) 
Samuel Bryant Davidoff (SD-9793) 

Worldwide Plaza 
825 Eighth A venue 

New York, NY 10019 
(212) 474-1000 

Attorneys/or Plaintiff 

-20-
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UNITED ST ATES UISTRICT COURT 
SOtTllERN UJSTRICI' OF r---'EW YORK 
- - - - - - - .. - - - - - - - - .. - - - - - - - . - - - - - -x 
M [Cl IAEI, H RA!vt WELL, 

Plainliff, 

V. 

LIELTENA~T ~1LlRRA Y, COt;NSELOR 
WrNGATE, CASE ~/\~/\GER DIA~E FORD. 
CORRJ::CTlON AL OFFICER DANIEL M. 
HOPE, LIEUl ENANT PA TRICK J. HICKEY, 
LIEL'TENANT ED\VARD !vtCLRONEY, 
ASSISTANT WARDE"\' !v!ARTrNEZ, 
WARDE:,..J CiREGORY PARKS, JOHN DOE I, 
JOHN DOE 2, SPECIAL INVESTIGATIVE 
AGENT GLENN CARRINO, CAPTAlN 
ALLE>i BEARD, und THE FNiTED STATES 
OF AMERICA. 

Defendants. 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - .. - - - - - - . - - - . - - - ... - -x 

DOCUMENT 
ELECTRONICALLY FILED 
DOC#: 

! [):'·I. FILED: J;z/1g /L"'] 

STIPULA TIO~ AND ORDER OF 
SETTl,EMEI\'.T Ar---'D 
DIS:vllSSAL 

EC!-" CASE 

05 Civ. 7504 (BSJ) ((IBP) 

Will--:tU-:AS, plc1inti ff Michael Bramwell (''Plo1in:iff ') filed a complaint and three 

amended complainis (collectively. the ''Complaints"), asserting claims relating lo incdeng that 

allegedly occurred between August 27, 2003 and September 2, 2003, during his incarceration at 

the !vletropol itan Correctiona! Cer.te~ in Ne\',· York, '.\cw York: 

WHEREAS, the undersigned parties now ·wish to resolve the issues raised in this 

litigation wi:hout further proceedings and without adr.1:tting any f,r..:]t or liability; 

IT IS HEREBY STIPL'LA TED, het.vccn the parties, through their respective counsel, 

th;1! Plaintiffs c!a:ms in this 3ction shall be settled on the following terms: 

I. This action is hereby dismissed with prejudice, a1:d without costs or attorney's 

fees tc aP.y party, subject :o the terms set fort}: :1crcin. 

2 The United States of America will pay to Plaintiff $50,000.00 (the ''Settlement 

f\mouP.:") by check payable le •·Cra\·ath, Swaine & \1oorc LU\ as a:iOrncys fc..,r Michael 
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Bram weli," which sum shall be in full settlement of any claims that Plaintiff now has or may 

acquire against Ra!ph Murray, Wanda Wingate, Diane Ford, Danie! !-!ope. Patrick Hickey, Jerry 

Martinez, Gregory !'arks, Uknn Carrino, AH::11 Beard, the defendants now :abclcd as John Doc I 

and John Doe 2 (collectively, the "Individual Federal DefemJanls") and Edward !vblroncy (with 

th..: lndi vid ual Federal Dcf cndants, the "Individual Defendants"). on account of rhc alleged facts, 

events and circumstances giving rise to this a-:tion. Payment of the Settlement Amount is 

I ikcwi s:,; :~ r~u settlement of any claims that Plaintiff nu w has or may m.;q uirc against th..: United 

States, the Federal Uurcau of Prisons (''1.:JOP''), or any dcpac1ment, agency, agent, officer, or 

employee of the United States o, the BOP (colkctivc;y the ··Uovcrnmcnt"), on account of the 

alleged facts, events and circurr.stances giving rise to this action. Payment of the Settlement 

Amount will be made oniy after execution by the parties and entry by the Court of this 

Stipulation and Order of Sc:ttlcment and Dismis.sal ("Stipulation and Order''). 

3. The Government stipulates a;i.d agrees that the BOP has no liens wi~h respect to 

P'.aintiffs incarce~ation in BOP facilities from December 23, 2002, through and including 

February 4, 2008, nor will it seek to enforce any liens now or in the future wifri respect to 

Plaintifrs incarceration in BOP facilities or medical treatment received from or perfom1ed at the 

direction of BOP staff or at BOP facilitit:s from Dec em bcr 23, 2002, through and inc I uding 

February 4, 2008. This waiver does not include any other liens held by the Government. 

4. This Stipulation and Order does not constit'J.te an admission of liability or fault on 

the part of ur. y of the lndi vi dual De:er.dants or th:: Gove mm en!_ 

5. Plaintiff agrees to accept the Senlement Amount set forth in paragraph 2 above i:1 

lull s,1 t: :s foe tio II of all claims that he or his heirs, executors, adm in h, ! ra tors, or assigns may have 

or aci.i uin: on account of the events giving rise to this lawsuit and all clai:::s inc idem th::reto, 

2 
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induding but not limi:ed to any such claims asserted by Plaintiff in the Compla::i:s, ag<1inst the 

Individual Defendants or lhc Gcvemment. Plaintiff hereby rele;ises the Individual Dcfemlants 

and the Government from all claims and liabilities arising directly or indirectly from the 

incidents giving rise to this lawst.:i'. and all claims incident thereto, including but not !imitcd lO 

any c I aims asserted by P: a inti ff in the Complain ts. Plaintiffs re I ease s ha 11 be c ff ecti vc upon 

payment of the Settlement Amount a;.:cording to the terms set forth in Paragraph 2. 

6. Plaintiff agrees (a) to indemnify and hold harmless the Individ·Ja! Defe:1dants and 

the Govcrnmt.:nt :'ram any and all claims, rights, subrogakd interests, or other daims bruught 

againsl :hem hy any third par1y p·Jrpor1ing to asscr1 such claim th.rough or on behalf of l'lair!tiff 

and arising from the i:1Cidt:nts alleged in the Complaints and all claims incide:1, thereto, and (b) 

to reimhur:-c or advance, at the option of counsel for the United States, any expcr.se that may be 

incurred by the Individual Dcfc:idants or the Government, incident 10 er resulting frum such 

further litigation 0~ foe pwsc..:ution of claims by any third party purporting to assert s·Jch claim 

through or on behalf of Plaintiff and an.sing from the incidents alleged in the Complaints. 

7. This Stipulation and Order shall be construed in a..:cordancl'. with the lav.s of the 

St,1tc of New York and may be enforced in this C,;::urt. 

8 This Stipulation and Order shall be binding upon and inure to the benefit of a!l 

panit;s and thci r pri nc :pals, agents, rcprcsentati vcs, heirs, successors, and assigns. 

9. This Stip:ilation and OrC:er may be signed in two or more counterpart originals, 

cac h of which shall he deemed to be an origir.al. 

I 0. This Stipulation and Order contains the entire agreement between the parties, and 

any sta1cments, represcntatiom, promises, agreements, or negotiatio:is, oral or otherwise, 

bet we c n thi: parties o: co ·..:.nscl that arc not inc 1 udcd here in shall be of no e rrect. 

3 
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Dated: 

Dated: 

Dated: 

Dated: 

1\1,;w York, ~ew York 
December /J, 2007 

New York, New York 
December'~, 2007 

Brooklyn, New York 
December , 2007 

1\ew York, New York 
December , 2007 

SO ORDERED: 

H01\. BARBARA S. JO't\'FS 
Ul\ITED STATES DISTR:cr JUDGE 

By: 

AGREED TO BY: 

---··-·-
MICIIAEL BRAMWELL, Plaintiff 

Attorneys for Plaintiff Michael Bramwell 

BRETT H. KLEN, ESQ. 
Leventhal & Klein, LLP 
45 Main Street, Suite 230 
Hrooklyn, New York 1120 l 

Attorneys for Defendant Edward Mulroney 

MICHA.EL J. GARClA 
linitcd States Attorney 
Attorney for the Individual Federal Defendants 
and/or the United States 

----- - --T- --

MATTHEW L SCHWARTZ 
Assistant linited States Attorney 
86 Chambers Street, 3rd floor 
New York, New York 10007 

4 
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Dawd: 

Da1cd: 

Dati.:d. 

Dated: 

New York, '.;cw York 
Deccmbcr ~· 2007 

New York, J\'ew York 
December , 2007 

Rrooklyn, New York 
Dccembc~ Ji, 2007 

New Yo~k. New Yark 
Dccerr.ber _, 2007 

HON. BAR.DARAS. JONES 
C"~ITED STATES DISTRICT JUDGE 

By: 

AGRf-:ED TO BY: 

-· ---- - ··-· ,_ - ----
\11CHAEI, BRA~Wl::LL, Plaintiff 

·- -~-~ -- -
\1ATfHE\V L. KUi'CHER, ESQ. 
Cravath, Swaine & Moore LLP 
825 Eighth A venue 
New York, :\cw York 10019 

Attorneys/or Plainti_ff,Hichael llramwd{ 

~Lil\;; ~ 
Leventhal & Kkin, LLP 
45 ~.fain Street, Suite 230 
Brooklyn, ~cw York l 1201 

Attorneys/or Defendant Edward Jfu!roney 

MICHAEL J. GARCIA 
t1nitcd States Attorney 
Attorney for the Individual Feder a! Defendants 
and for the United Stain 

~1AT!l 1E\V L. SCHWARTZ 
Assistant United States Attorney 
86 Chambers Street, 3rd Floor 
New York, New York 10007 

4 
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Dated: 

Dated: 

Dated: 

Dated: 

New York, New York 
December , 2007 

New York, New York 
Dr;:cerr.br;:r _, 2007 

Brookl111, New York 
December , 2007 

.r--;ew York, New York 
Deccmbe~ /3. 20Ui 

SO 0RDERED: 

By: 

AGREED TO BY: 

MICHAEL BRA~1WELL, Plaintiff 

MATTHE\V L. KL'TCliER, ESQ. 
Cravath, Swaine & Moore LLP 
&2 5 Eigr.tt: A venue 
New York, New York l 0019 

Allorne)·sfor Piainr{[{Michacl Bramwell 

-- -
BRETT H. KLEIN, ESQ. 
Leventhal & Klem, LLP 
45 Main Street, Sui1c 230 
Brooklyn, t,;cw York 11201 

Attomeys for Defe,ida,a Fdward A1ulroney 

MICHAEL J. GARCIA 
United States Attorney 
Attorney/or the Individual Federal Dl.!jendants 
and for the Unit s 

. l . ' ·' 
O~. HARBARA s. JO'.\E _____.. __ 

Ll\'ITED STATES DISTRICT JL'DGE 
1 

£).u_. ,9; ~,J 



l!NfTEO STATES U!STlU(T CUURT 
SOUTHERN DTSTRTCT OF NEW YORK 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . - - - - -x 
MTCHAFL BRAMWELi., 

1-'lointiff, 

V 

LIEU TEN ANT MURRAY, COi J NS 1::f..OR 
W 1N0ATE, CASE MANAGER DIANE FORD, 
CORRECTIONAL OFFTC.FR DANIEL M. 
HOPE, LIEUTENA~T PA TRICK J. T-HC:KCY, 
LfF.lJTFNANT EDWARD MULKONEY, 
ASSIS TANT WARD TIN MA~ TTNEZ, 
WARDEN GREGORY PARKS, JOH:-.: D013 l, 
JOHN DOE 2, SPECTAL rNVESTICi/\llVE 
AGE~T GLENN CAIUUNO, CAPTAIN' 
ALLEN BEARD, und THE U!'-JHED STATES 
or AM.ERICA, 

Det't:mlML!i. 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -x 

STJT'liLATION AND ORDER OF 
SETTLEMENT Ai"'l'D 
DISMISSAL 

ECF CASE 

05 Civ. 7504 (BSJ) (HBP) 

W 111:RE/\S. plamtilT Mic ho.e I Hro.m well (" JJ I ni nt i rr·) fi I cd II wm plain! anti three 

amended complaints (collectively, the "Complnints"), 11.~se1ting claims rclaling to im;idc.nb lh&t 

allegedly occurred between August 27, 2003 and September 2, 2003. dwing his incarceration at 

1he MetrQpolitan Corrcc:;tillrutl Ci.:nli.;r in New York. New York: 

WHFRF,AS. the undcn,igne<l parties now wish to resolve the issues raised in this 

I itigatinn wi chout further prm.:i::cdings i:1.n<l with.out admitting any fault or liability; 

Ti lS HEREBY STIPL'LA'fED, between the parties, through their respective counsel, 

that P}aintilT's d,:1ims in this iiCtion shall be settled on the following terms: 

l, This action is hereby dismis~ed v..'ith prejudice, and without co~ts or i!tlomcy's 

foe:-; to o.ny party, subject to tht.: term:; set forlh herein. 

2. rhc United Slah::s of Ami.:ricll will pay to Plaintitl $50,000.00 (the ''Scnleinenc 

Amount'') by i::heck. puyabk to "CrHVl'lth, SwMinc & Moore LL.-P, as attorneys for Michael 
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Br.tm well," which sum shall be in ful I settlement of any c Jahns that Plaintiff now ho.9 or mny 

acquirt agitinst Ralph Murray. Wanda Wingate, Dinne Ford, Daniel Hope, Patrick Hickey, Jerry 

Martinez. Gregory Parks. Glenn Carrino, Allen Heard, lhe dcfcndRnts now !!'lbdcd as John Doe 1 

and John Doc 2 (collectively, the "Individual Federal Dctcndant:s") -c1.nd EdwarJ Mulroney (with 

the Individual Fedeml Defendants, the "lm.livit..llliil ;:)efondants"). on account of the alieged facts, 

events nnd circumstnnces i;1ving rise lu thi:i; lictiun. Payment of the Scnlement /\mounr is 

likewise ln full senlement of any claims that l'litintitlnow has or may acquire against the U:1ited 

States, the FeJeral Bur,.;a11 of Prisons {"80P"). or any department, agency, .o.gent, officer, or 

employee of the United St11tes or th<.: 801' (collectively the "Government"), on account of the 

alleged facts, event., and circumstancts giving rise to this action. Paymem of the Settlement 

A mimnt will he made only 11flt:r execution by the parties and entry hy the C011rt of this. 

S tip;dtuiun <1nJ Order uf Settlement and Dismi~~al ("Stipulation ancl Order"). 

3. The Government stipulates and agreei.: that the BOP h~s no licm with respect to 

Plaintiff's incarceration in DOP facilities from Decemher 23, 7-002, through and including 

February 4, 2008, nor will it seek to enforce any liens now or in the future with respt'!d h> 

Plaintiffs incarceration in BOP fae:ililic:s or medical tre11tment received from or performed at the 

dir«tion ot' UOP staff or at BOP facilities from December 23, 2002, through and including 

February 4, 2008. Thb waiver does not ineh1dc any other liens held by the Govemmenl. 

4. This Stipulation and Order does not constitlltc an admissiou ofliabilily or faull on 

1hc patt i;,:f any of ~he Individual Defendants or the Government. 

5. PlaimUTablrees to accept the Senlement Amount set forth in pan.graph 2 above in 

fu 11 sntisfocrion of al I claims th.1t hi: or his heirs, executors. administrators, or ctssigns may have 

or w.:q ui1 <.: on ;.1;,;i.:oun1 of the event.'- giving rise to this lawsuit and all claims incident therc:lo, 

), 

P.6/10 



ind ud i 11 g bul nut I imi led l0 any sue h claims a.s.~erted hy Pl a.inti ff in the Complaints, against the 

individual Defendants or lhe Government 'Plaintiff hereby releose:i the lndividual Defendants 

and the Gov1.:rnmcn1 from all claims and liabilities arising directly or indirectly from the 

incidents giving ris1.: tu this law.suit and all claims incident the,eto, induding but not limited to 

any claims 12sserted by Plaintiff in the Complaints. Plaintiff's release shall be elfodivta! u.pou 

paym~nl (.)f the Settlement Amount D.CC('1rding to the terms set forth in Paragraph 2. 

6. Plainriff nerees (n) to indcmni(y and hold hannlc~s the lndividual Defendants and 

the Government from any and all claims, right~. ~mbrog~ted interest!;, or orher claims brouglit 

ai::aim,:t them by any third party purporting to assert :iuch cl<tim through or on behalf of Plointiff 

and arismg rrom the incident~ tJ.l\eged in the Complaints ,md all claims incident thereto, and (b) 

to reimburse or advonce, at the Qption of counsel for the United States, any expen!le that muy he 

incurred by the Individual Defendants ur lht: Government, incident to or re,;ulting: from such 

further I itigation or thi.:: prosecution of claims by any third party purporting to assi.::r1 Sl1ch daim 

through or on behalf of Pl11intiff and arising from the incident~ alleged in the Complaints. 

7. This Stipulation and Ordt.:r shall be construed in accordance with the l11w::; uf I h~. 

S tatc of N cw York and may b.:: c:nlor.:c<l m this Court 

R. This S1ipulaLi1.m and Order shall be binding upon and inure to 1hc benefit lJf all 

rarti c~ 1rnd their principals, agents, r eprcsentati ves, heir:., ~ll cccssors, and :issi gns. 

9. Th.s Stipulation and Order may be sign.::d in 1wo or more counterpan originals, 

each of which shal! be dee1m::d to be an original. 

I 0. This Stipulation and Ord..:r contains the entire agreement between the parties, and 

any statements, repn:sento.ti()ns, promises, agreements, or negolialions, oral or otherwise:, 

between the riartics or counsel that arc not inclutli:d herein ::;hull be of no effect, 

3 
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·- . _,, --- "1 ' 

Dated: 

Dated: 

Dnted: 

Dated: 

New York, New York. 
Doocmbcr /_J_, 2007 

New York:, ~ew York 
December,~ 2007 _, 

Br()(Jklyn, New York 
D~mi~r _. 2007 

New York, New York 
December~• 2007 

SO ORDERED: 

HON. BARBAR.AS. JONES 
UNITED STATES DISTRICT JUDGE 

AGREED TO BY: 

!11.«5vd/W -
MATTH . KUTCHER, ESQ. 
Cravath, aine & Moore LLP 
825 Eighth A venue 
New York, New York 10019 

Attorneys }or Plaintiff Michael BttJmwell 

BREn' H. KLEIN, ESQ. 
Lcvcmlhal & Klein. LLP 
45 Main Strret, Suite 230 
Brook! yn, New York 1120 l 

Attornev.s for Defendant Edward Mulroney . . . 

MICHAELJ. GARCIA 
United States Attorney 
Attorney for the Indfridual Federal Defendants 
dnd for the United States 

MATTHEW L. SCHWARTZ 
Assistant United Stat~ Attorney 
86 Chambers Street, 3rd Floor 
New York. New York 10007 

4 



Daled: 

Oated· 

Dated: 

Dated: 

~ew York, New York 
December , '.?.007 

:--Jew York, New York 
December , 2007 

nmoklvn, New York 
Decembe~ ti_, 2007 

New York, New York 
December_, 2007 

SOORDEREO: 

HON. BAKBAAA $. JOKES 
UN lTCD ST A TES DISTRICT JUDGE 

By: 

AGREED TO BY: 

MICHAEi, BRAMWELL, Plainliff 

MA ITHEW L. 'KCTCHER, ESQ. 
Crnvalh, Swaine & Muurc LLP 
825 Eighth A venue 
~ew York, New York 10019 

Atlumey~·for PlaintijJMicha~l Bramwell 

ii}*,,lt5; .. -~---=------

Leventti.al & Klein, LLP 
45 Main Street, Suite 230 
Brooklyn, New York 1120 I 

llttomtys for Defendant £dwwd Mu/run11y 

MTCH AEI . .l. GARCIA 
L'nitud States Attorney 
Attorney fur 1h11 Individual Federal Defendant.~ 
and_(nr th~ Unft<'!d States 

MATl'HEW L. SCHWARTZ 
Assistant United Stntes Attorney 
86 Ch;imbers Street, 3rd Floor 
New York, ~ew York 10007 

4 
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DaLed: 

Oated: 

DatcJ 

'.'Jew York. New York 
December_, 2007 

New Yo!'k, )'.; ew York 
December_, 2007 

Brooklyn, New York. 
December , 2007 

New York, New York 
December IJ, 2007 

SO ORDTTRED: 

ON. BA.RBARA S. JONES 
iNITED STATES DISTRlCT JUDGE 

/1/o?/ 

By: 

AGREED TO BY: 

MICHAEL I3RAM\VEJJ_, V1ai~tiff----

MATTHEW L. KlJiCIIER, ESQ. 
Cravath, Swaine & Moore LU> 
825 Eighth Avenue 
New York, New York 10019 

Attonieysfor Plaintif[Michael JlramwelL 

BRETT H.°i(LEIN. ESQ. 
Leventhal & Klein, l..U-' 
45 Main Slreel, Suite 230 
Brooklyn, New York 11201 

Attrm1ay.~ for Drfcndant Ed.ward Mu/,,oney 

MlCHA.EL J. GARCl.A. 
Lnited States Attorney 
Artornt.)'for the h1di.vidual Federal D4emia,m 
<utd.fr.ir he 'nil 

sistant United. tates Auomey 
86 Chambers Stred, 3rd Flour 
New York, New York lt)OO-/ 

4 
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Reference Number 

Short Description 

OaSSltlcatlon 

CaseTVPe 
Case sub-Type 
current Region 

Current Institution 

Incident Region 

Incident Institution 

Monetary Relief 
Sought 
E'stlmated Amount 

Office 
Jmscllctlon 
Responslble Legal 
Office 

3:07·cv-01283-JMM-EC 
WILLIAMS V. WARMEROORF ET AL 
Chill 
Bivens 8th Amend 

Assa ult•F11llure to Protect 

NORTliEAST REGIONAL OFFICE 
Allenwood (USP) 

NORTliEAST REGIONAL OFFICE 
Allenwood (USP) 

$1,000,000.00 

$0.00 
Sa11nton 

MIOOLf OlSTlUCT Of PENNSYLVANIA 

FC.c Allenwood 

Type 
Reason 
Sought 
Amount offered 

Total Amount Paid 

Descrts,tlon 

Court Fee Paid ? 

Pn:l Se? 

07/01/2011 

Settled 

$1,500.00 
$1,500.00 
CASE SETnEO FOR $1,500.00 DUE TO 
ANTICIPATED COST OF GOING TO TRIAL 
COURT PUSHED FOR NUISANCE VALUE. 
CONVER.TED TO FTCA. 
CASE SETTLED FOR. $1,500.00 DUE TO 
ANTICIPATED COST OF GOING TO TR.JAL. 
COURT PUSHED FOR NUISANCE VALUE. 
CONVERTED TO FTCA. 
No 
No 

Case Initiation Dates 

Legal Uablllty Evaluation ..._ Date Received 08/27/2007 

Estimated Amount $ - 0.00 
Estimated outcome No ev11luat10n can be made at this til'IW! Date Flied 07/16/2007 

Case Progres• 

Current Owner KEVIN SUWVAN 

case Status Closed 

Tlmellne Status Closed 
Monthly Report 
Status 

Private case No 

Additional case Information 
1.Dng DIISCl'lptlon 28: 1331 FEDERAL QUESTION: OTHER CML RIGtfTS 

Further case 
aassmcatlon 

Cornment:s 

IHMATE DER.RICK WILLIAMS ALLEGES THAT ON APRJL 26, 2006, HE REPORTED TO SENIOR OfflCER SPECIALIST 
GEORGE HOLTZAPPLE lHAT HE W,S 8EJNG ASSAULTED BY HIS CELLMATE, AND OfFJCER HOLTZAPPLE FAILED TO 
REMOVE INMATE WIWAMS FROM HIS CB..L 
As a result of this !'allure, Inmate Wllllams alleges th•t he was beat for the next hour until Wilrden Miner came by 
during rounds and on:ler9d that 1nmat11 WIAlams be removed from the cell. 

Home Alerts My Work New case Search Main Emall 

• United States Department ot Justice • Office of General Counsel & Review 

https:/ /bop. tcp.doj .gov: 9349/0GC-CIV /UpdateCasePage.do?PJD=89+ 3+1CM4+DB2P 13 +... 11 / l /2 O 16 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

'\ . ,__.• 

-
,../VI_~ r\ ~= t1·v 07- 1 C)8 0...~_ 
'f I II{ _,__~~~"--------=...I'--.1-A) ~ ) Docket No . .l.i.. .. ~ 11.F.-'_~-~~ 

) 
J (Tn be supplit~d ny the15~VifY C!..O.;;K 

'- iY;}--~--~".,... J ----------

J. 

A 

B. 

r. 

P '. ai n ti f-f/Pe ti ti on er( s ), 

) 
) 
) 
) ~ 

) 
) 
) 
) ~ 

} 
) 
) 

'} 
.) •· 
) 

pndent( ). ) 

CIVIL RJGHTS COMTf,AJNT 
pursuant to 42 U.S. C. § 19133 . 
(Si.nte Prisoner) 

CTVIL RlGirJ'S COMJILAJNT 
pursuant tD 28 U.S.C. §1331 
(Federal Prisoner) 

. ' 
CIVIL COMPLA1NT 
pun-uant to the Federal Tori Claim.'I 

' ' 
Act, 28 U.S.C. §1346, 2671-2680 

- ---------------
At the Lime the claim(s) alleged in this complaint ams~, was the defendant employed by tlte 
sl:Jte,"local :ir federal govemmenl? 
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II. 

C, 

At the ti.rue the claim(s) ~!le~ed in this complair.t arcse, 'rl'ils l.he defoncru1t <.:H1pioycd by thi: 
!,l.J.te, local or feder,J toverrum:nt~ 

No ( ) 

If your ,mswer is "yes", briefly exF lain: J- . _ .., 
~ uJ ,(j__ ,W'1.l\.,.,(j~_·-------,IF-----I+ 

D. Using the outline of the form provided, include the ;ib:we infonnation for any ad:iitiorial 
defend ,( · 

p..tJ _,Lt,_,, 

PREVIOUS LA WSIDTS 

Yes!)¢ No () 

,B. If your answer to "A" is "y~", describe lhe lawsuit(s) in tlc: space be:low. (If there i~ more 
lhan one (I) lawsuit, you must describe the aqd.itional fawmil~ rm another she~t of paper, 
using the same oulline.) .Eail ll cdli.Q!!J.Jll.Y with tl1 is ~ r ov is ion. m ;o,:_res~ 1 tJ:P _.ilL mm !l.Q'. 

d,";,1 of row comvl"':~ ~ ~~ ~ 

---~ A-- "XS p ~~ -~ .. 
. ----------------- ---

----------- - -

- 2 -
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1. 

2 

3, 

4. 

,) . 

6. 

7 .. 

8. 

riJ.rties to previu_LLS" Jawsuits: v11'1/1 A ~ ) 

Pla..iJJtiff(s) _________ -------'-·,~ r Vl~ ;-,--½,. - d~w--
-___ __ ___ __ _ _{j_ a~.....:: u 4' y, 

Th:fenda..i1t(s)_4-. • ~~Jli:; 
___ ik,tfL~ _ 
~- -~-- ----------

C~f~a~ ~~~:zt~ S~::lm(}J47/-~~ 
Docketn-umber' D Lj . 3 JO 3 ; G TV ··- -- -- - ---

Namc ofJud~~assigm,J v/,/,S. . ~IJ_._ 

Type oft~ e~a5 i~ a Habeas ~-~:us or Ci Yi! Rigbts ad.i-• o_?_) ~-

· Disposition of cr.se (ior example: Was the case disoi~scd?_ Was. it ~ppeakd? Is it 

sCll pcDding7) . v~ ~ 91 d/JJ~:t 
Apprnximai,, date of TI!bg lawsuit-~ 7, d" D

O t 
Approximate date of disposition ) ~o • S 

III. GRIEV MTE PRO CED URE 

A.' Is the:-e a prisoner grievance procedllfe_ in the institution.?---'--'-~---'-='--------

B. Did yuu pri;::sent the facts relating to your c:ornpfo.int in the prisoner grievance procedure? 
Yes~ No () 

C. 

. I 

~~"~ -r;j~~ IJ;f; ~~-. ~~~-2. 

D If . " " l . h l .. ye-elf answer_ 1s no , exp am _w y no _______________ _ 

-· -· -· ------~ 

- 3 -
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E.. II there is llU pdscner gnev;ince procedure '.J1 t.he i.nst.i tu tioa, dj d you complii.lJlt to prison 
autborities? Yes () No ( ) 

F. lf ycur answer is "yes", 
l. \1/hat steµs did you take? ________________ _ 

--------------

2. What wa:; the result? ___ _ 

-- --- -----'----------------a-=--~ 
G lf yo1ll'" illl.iWCr is "nu", explain wby lllJt. . _________ _ 

----- - -------------------

------------------------ --------------

H. Attach wp ies of yonr request for ·an adrninis trarjve _ remc.dy B.fld the rcspon..q~( .s) you rexi ve<l .. 

If _you cil.!wot clo sa, explain why :mt · · 

IV. STATEMENT or CLAIM 

SWe here, as briefly as possible, the FAC:'S of your case. St.ate ,,.,-ho, what, i,\:hen, wbere·arid haw 
you feel your constitutional rights were ·violated. Do not cite cases or sf.atutes. If you choose to 
subm;t legal argu.:rn:ots or citations, you must do so in a separate me:norandum of law. ffyou intend 
to alkge a num:ier of related claims, number and set for+Ji each claim in a separate paragraph. If your 
c:aims relate.to prison disciplinary proceerEngs, attach copies of the disciplinary char~es and an.x 
disciplinary hearinf summarv as eihibits .. 

.Qnly two (2) e:;tra pagr.s '8½ :i: 11 "} are ·permitted, if necessarv, to co~olcte your statement of 
~ A di ·anally, attach any relevar1~ sup rting documentation. 
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---------------
--------- - -- -----------------
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V. REQL'EST FORRELIEF 

S t..1te exnctJy _\1,:hat yoµ ~:ant the Court to do for you. Jf yuu are a state: or ferleral prisoner, il.Jld seek 
relief which affocts the fact or durat..iJn oryolJf imprisonment (for e~;amplc: illegal detention, 
res-torn ti on of gDOd Gne, expW1gement of rccnrds: or parnli:. rcica.se), you must file your cl a.int en a 
I-Iaoca.~ CorpU.5 form, pw-suant to 28 U.S.C. §2254, 28 U.S.C. §2255, or 2.8 US.C. §224 l. 

~~~~~.~ 
-----~------·--··---------------

--- ---- ------~-------- -----------

... ------- ------ -----------

--------------- ----------- ---

DECLARATION UNDRR F'F.DERAL RULE OF CVIL PROCEDURE 11 

r, the undersigned, certify to the best of my knowiedge, information, and beli~f, that this roinplaint is iu ft.ill 
compliana: witl1 Ru.le 11 (a) aod l l(b) of the Federal Rules o[ Civil Procedure.- The· .1-111dersigncd al.rn 
recogn..iJ:e.~ that failure to comply \.Vith Rule 11 (a) and (b) may result in sanctions, monetary or non-mone'.iuy, 
pursuant to Federal Rule of Civil Procedure l l(c). ' 

The pla.illtiff h:rcby reqJest.s the ·collrt issue alJ appropriate service a.'1d/or notices to the defendant(s). 
', 

. Signed this _L d,y af ~.c , 1»:io7 

Signature of Plaintiff 

Siguah.m: of <1rtomey, if any 

- 6 -
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I DECLARE UNDER PENALTY OF PERJ1JRY THAT THE ABOVE INFORJ.JATION 
IS TRUE AND CORRECT. I UN"TIERS~ AND THAT PROVID:NG FALSE INFOFJvfATION 
MAY SUBJECT ME TO CRIMINAL PROSECUTION, IlJFOSillON OF A FINE OR OTHEJi" 

• J 

SANCTION THJ..TMAY P.DVER..SELY . .\FFECT MY ABIL7TY TO PURSUE THIS CASE OR ..... ... .... 

'CTIIER CASES. I HAVE FEVIEV{ED MY ANS\NERS TO INSURE THEIR ACCURACY. 

Executed (signed) this l 

----=--------------------------------======= 
Authorization for Release of Institutional Account Information and 

Payment of the Filing Fee 

1, ---=· ~:........:..,__ . .:......,·_\)__,' . ............... ill...,...~"----'-"'~-------,-----'-'/_'i-/_J-;_G. _-0----!:~C-l:!!1,.,,~· _ 

(Name of Plaintiff} (Registe;" Numba) _ 
·' 

authorize tie· Clerk of Court to obtain, from the agency having custody of my person, information 
about my institutional account, including balances, deposits and withdrawals .. The Cl~rk of Court 
may obtain my account information from the past six months· and in th~ future, until the filb.g fee 
is paid. I also auth::,rize the agency having custody of my persor. t:> withdraw funds from my 
account and forward payments to the_Clerk of Court, in accord with 28 U.S.C. § 1915. 

(Signature of Plaintiff) 

. (Dat!!) 
rr 

J 
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ALP-1330.J3L 
Septe~ber 1, 2005 
l\ttc1::hmcnt... l 

United States Penitentiary 
Allenwood, Pennsylvania 

ADMlNISTRn.TIVE REMEDY PROCEDURE FOR INMATES 
TNFOR:-1AL RESOLUTION FOR:"'1 

NCTE TO INMATF.: You are a.dvised that prior to :::-ccciving and filing a Re4ue.'::lt 
fer Administrative Remedy Forrn BP-9 [I3P-229 (13)], you must ordinarily atterr,pt 
tc inf crmal J y resolve your corr.plaint th::ough your Correctional co, .. mselor. 
Brie!ly stcite ONE compla.int below and llst what e:forts you have made to 
resolve your complaint informally a~d s~ate the names of staff co~cac~ed. 

I:::sut:ll Ey: ""'3b (Initials of Correctional Counselor) s- 4-0 C::, Date Issued To The Inmate: 

l. 

L-
V 

2. Efforts you have made to informally resolve: ---------------
-------------------------------

3. Kame.'.:o of sta~f you contacted: kiopk 
--------------- --- ------

Date Retu~ped to Cofrectio~a: Counselor:_~~~/~_f_/_~~~~-------
' I -/ / 

~.hi~;___,\_.) ,,_)J_..,i...,-,µ') L,/ y '·/ ~ \7 , D ~ (,, 1_ -J j 0 ~ 
InmatE''.'::> s.iy1ldu'.:.re Reg. Number bat!? 

l.,J ·, \ \ : 0... h.. ~ , 1). 
CORRL:C'TIONAL COUNi:,t"f.OR' S COMMl::;N':'S: 

1. Cffocts made to in_!~a~ly resolve a""~ff contactect,Z};'.;;(~'i,,d-//k5 
,- Sf;(/.(.. W{ >I-ti ~ /... i .f(/ i~@/J-r:~" j J/tv<- f: -M";w f ?l/.e»'Li!_ to 
~vpt:»;.c+ _'jOvfl= C /g,&z o1: h-er ~q <:t;tjbL ~ - __ _ 

Date EP-9 Issued: 

Unit 

Disu illu L..i_or1: If co;::pl1inL .'cs NOT info:::-mally resol vcd - Fon-i'c.rd original 
atlached to EP-9 Form tn ~he Ex~cutivc Assistant. 
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• 
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• 

• 
' j .. 
i 

• 
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• 

• 
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WILLIA~S, Derrick 
Fe CJ • Ko . 4 S 4 2 "1,- 0 6 6 
Appeal No.: 1]14437-:'1 
Page: 

Part B - Response 

~t~s is 1~ response to your Request for Administrative Re~edy i~ 
whi::h you allege an assaul:-. orr.nrred on April 26, 2006, 2.t 
apµrox:i r:1c1te.l y 12: 3 ~ p. m. i L =ell C-1 OS uf Lt1e Specia.'i. Housing Un.::. t 
( SJ-:'J) . Secondly, you alleqe t~7e st.::i.f:: reLJ.sec Lo respond Lo the 
' 'r1 .:._nci_en-:. 

An .:..nqui.ry into your allegation reveals, 0;1 April 26, 2006, you 
were a.": saul ted by yot.,;.r eel l mct Le. T:·1e SHU staff upon rec::igni z~, ng 
the severi 7.y ::if the incident immediately removeci you from :::1e cell. 
Ycu were medically assessed, interviewed and placed i;1 a ~eparaLe 
ce:;..1. This is standard prot.:::icol for all iur.ate on inma~:_e 
-incidents. The inma-:.es you r;;ferenced in your ollegation were 
.:._n~ervie~ed. They deny knowing o~ any assault taking place on the 
day of tte incident_ AftRr reviewing doccmenta~ion and statement~ 
f rorr-. the responding staf:, the inves ti:;i-ator concluded the staff 
acted appropr~ateiy to tte incicent. ThereforP, your allegation cf 
staff ~.:._sco~duct is- no~ sub8tontloted. 

Accorrlingly, yo~r Requesc for Admin~strative Re~edy is denied. If 
you are nol sati::: f.ied 'w~ th tt:is response, you may appeal to :.he 
Regional Direc~or within 20 calenrl~- rlays of this response. 

Date ~/ q_-=--+t_lC. __ 
~To~n C. Mi.ner 
Warden 
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U.S. D~pllrtmt-nl of J11 •tice Regional Administrative Remedy Appeal 

FeJern I Bllre au Cl f rri son, 

~~FORAPPl:<;AL 

DArF RF.GIONAL DJ RECTOR 

l f di 1sa1i:; fi cJ with I his rc:ipon,e. y O'J may app~.al to r h<' General Counsel. Your appeal mus, t>e received , n cChc.A(.S;'eFr·.· eNraUI r.(1:,1,lLJFO·- sRe:J's (Liq·'-~ w i}1Ji: n1.140 ca31enJ1ar _ _f?. 
days of the Ja1c of chi, response. _ 

ORl(i]:-.iAL: RETURN TO INMATE 

Parl C • RECEIPT 
CASE NUMBER: 

Return lo: --------------------
LAST :-.'AME. flRST. MIDDLE l'l!TIA.L REC. NO. UNIT INSTITUTION 

SCBJEC.'T: ________________________________________________ _ 

llATF 

LJSPLV'N 

SIGN ATIJ RF.. RECIPI FNT OF ll EGION AL A PPEAI. 
IJP·oJOpJ) 
JLJN~ 2002 
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WILLI.AMS, Derrick 
Reg. No. 48426-066 
Appeal No. 414437-Rl 
Pag.::, One 

--------- ------------------ -----Pa~t B - Responaa 

In your appeal, y • J state you were assaulted in your cell at USP 
Aller.wood and allege staff working in the Special Housi~g Unit 
(SHU) refused to respond to the incident. You seek punitive and 
compensatory damages in the amount of$ 1,000,000.00 dollars. 

A reviPW of your appeal reveals, on April 26, 2006, you were 
u~3uulted by your cell mate while housed in the SHU. Although, 
you were not immediately removed from your cell, you were removed 
as soon as staff became aware the .incident had occurred. Staff 
we~e not made aware of any conflicts between you anrl your cell 
mate prior to the ~ncident and there was no evidence of ctn 
intentional or s.iynif.icant delay in the time staff responded. 
However, if you feel you have suffered a loss or personal .:_njury 
due to staff negligence, ycu may requesL money damages by 
::,ut.m1.itting a claim to the Regional :ounsel under the F'ederal Tort 
Claims Act. Arrordingly, your appeal is denied. 

If you are dissatisfied with this rPspnnse, you may appeal to the 
General Counsel, Federal Burco.u of Prisons. Your appeal must be 
received .:_n the Administrative Remedy Section, Office of General 
Counsel, Federal Bureau of Prisons, 320 First Street, N.W., 
Wushington, o.c. 20534, wit~in 30 calendar days of Che date of 
Lhis response. /? 

// 

Date: July 19, 2006 
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11.s. Mrp...-111.a.u .,f Ju~,;~. Central Office Administrative Remedy Appeal 

F,·tleral B,1rcatJ of Pn.rnns 

Tvpc nr u~c IJa/1-rwinl p,11. !f dlUchmeJJ!s a,e needed. ,ubmjt four cop,e~. One copy each of the comrlctcd £\P-229(11) a11d BP-210(13), iricludir1~ uny auaeh-

"'"'ll~ "',"'I h,· .suhn1j1 led wi ih 1hj, app.,JI.• ~/ / 

hu111. - .v, "I 4 n\ s Vt.v"Y" " b, t1 . 'Ir t ~ ~ -t; " (, __..._____ u s (All 'b Von 4 
I.A ST _'./ A \ff 1-1 R ST. MI DI H .I-' JNfflAL P. Et; NO. JN JT ll\STITIJTI ON 

SIGNATL'RE or REQUESTER 

UAIL 

IJl-(J(j/j\'.4.L· JU:TlJRI\ TO Jf','M.-\TE 

GENERAL COUNSEL 

CASE N UM DER: -41--1/1.......Jlf.......:.q--=--3--'-7 __ 
--~-~-----~-------------------------------
l'.irt C - fffCEIPT 

CASE NUMI3ER: ---------

lfr1urn 10: ________________ _ 

L,,sr i','AME. FIRST. MIDDLE INITIAL REG. NO. LJ1>,Tf JNSTJTI ITION 
SllllJECT ________________________________________ _ 

SIGNATURE OF RECIPIEJ\T OF CENTRAL Of'f'JCE APPEAL 

USP LVN 
BP-231 (11/ 
JUNE 2002 
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Administrative Remedy No. 414437-A2 
Part B - Response 

Filed 07/16/07 Page 16 of 17 

This is in response to your Central Office Admini~trative Remedy 
Appeal in which yo·.1 claim staff were negligent in thP handl.i.ng of 
an incident in which you were assaulted. You request monetary 
compensation. 

Our review reveals the Warden and Regional D~re~tor adequately 
responded to the issues you raised in your appeal. As noted in 
your response from the Regional Director, prior to the incident, 
staff were not aware of any conflicts between you and your cell 
maLe. Stnff remov~rl you from your cell as soon as they became 
aware that the incident had occurred. You were medically 
assessed, interviewed and placed in a separate cell. 

The Administrative Remedy Program does not provide for monetary 
relief. Your request for monetary compensation should be pursued 
through the appropriate statutorily man~ated procedure to =esolve 
this issue. You can obtain the proper forms frorr. your un.i t. team. 
Accordingly, your appeal is denied. 

Date 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
MIDDLE DISTRICT OF PENNSYLVANIA 

DERRICK WILLIAMS, 

Plaintiff CIVIL ACTION NO. 3:07-1283 

V 
(MANNION, M.J.) 

OFFICER HOL TZAPPLE; OFFICER 
KASINKSY 

Defendants 
ORDER 

Counsel for the parties having reported to the court that this case has 

been resolved and settled, IT IS ORDERED THAT this action be dismissed 

without costs and without prejudice to the right of either party, upon good 

cause shown, to apply for reinstatement of the action within ninety (90) days 

of the date of this order if settlement has not been consummated. 

The fi na I pre-trial conference scheduled for July 7, 2011 and jury trial 

scheduled for July 25, 2011 are cancelled. 

sl Ma/achy E. Mannion 

MALACHY E. MANNION 
United States Magistrate Judge 

Dated: July 1, 2011 
0 :\sharnd\ORDERS\2007 ORDE RS\07 -128 3-0 5. wpd 
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P0.GEL AVILES# 59399-066 
F C.I. SCHUYLKILL 

.Q. BOX 759 
MINERSVILLE, PA 17954-0759 
PLAINTIFF, prose .· ., " ,, '1'10 

l ' I''' : · i ·, ell . ' ' ~ ... '" ' 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF PENNSYLVANIA 

ANGEL AVILES, 
PLAINTIFF 

vs. 

TROY LEVI, WARDEN : 
TRACEY BROWN, AW (P) : 
CAPT. KNOX 
LT. DEMPSEY 
LT. HARRIS : 
LT. GIBBS, SIS 
CO. PEREZ 
CO. GRIFFITH 
CO. JETZER, SIS 
CO. MUSE 
CO. WILLIAMS 
DOC. REYNOLDS 
NURSE DAVIS 
ISAM ELAYAN, ACTING HSA 
ODEIDA DALMAS, M.D., 

DEFENDANTS,et.al., , 

COMPLAINT FOR DAMAGES 

COMES NOW, ANGEL AVILES, PLAINTIFF, acting E!,£ ~ and for his cause 

of action states the following: 

1 
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1. That the Plaintiff was incarcerated at the Federal Detention 

Center in the Eastern District of Pennsylvania. 

2. Defendants were at all times relevant hereto, officers and 

employees of the U.S. Department of Justice, Federal Bureau of 

Prisons withtheir official duty station at the Federal Detention 

Center. 

3. This court has jurisdiction of this matter by virtue of 28 U.S.C. 

§1331 and BIVENS V. SIX UNKNOWN NAMED AGENTS OF FEDERAL BUREAU 
OF NARCOTICS, 403 U.S. 388 (1971), Venue is vested by virtue of 

the provisions of 28 U.S.C. §1331 (b). 

4. This court has jurisdiction of this matter in that the cause of 

action involves Federal officials acting under color of legal 

authority. 

COUNT 1 

1. Plaintiff re-alleges the allegations contained in paragraph 1 

through 4 of the jurisdictional statement as though the same 

were fully set forth within. 

2. Begining on or about July 11, 2005 and continuing upto on or about 

January 2007, the Defendant(s) did combine, conspire, and did 

confederate together and with divers others indentity of whom are 

unknown to the Plaintiff to punish the Plaintiff for practicing 

his religion, expressing how he feels, being an alleged gang 

member and a murderer and not being attentive to the Plaintiffs 

medical needs and keeping him in solitary confinement in violation 

of his constitutional rights. 

3. At all times relevant hereto, The Defendant(s) knew or should 
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have known that the Plaintiff possessed the right to have legal 

access to the courts for redress of his grievances without 

incurring reprisal from the Defendant(s); The Defendant(s) did with 

bad purpose and evil motive embark upon a campaign of reprisal by 

transferring the Plaintiff from his living quarters to solitary 

confinement wherein the Plaintiff was locked up foe 24 hours a day 

as a pretrial detainee for several months, and by denying medical 

treatment to the Plaintiff. 

4. The Plaintiff has been approved for surgery for his hernia for 

Two Years now and has been denied by B.O.P. Medical Staff and 

has been in constant pain since being placed in the "Special 

Housing Unit" since on or about July 2005 until on or about 

Febuary 2006; and fremeror about July 11, 2006 until on or about 

December 22, 2007. 

5. It was the object of the conspiracy by the Defendant(s) to punish 

the Plaintiff because of the fact that the Plaintiff has been 

alleged to be a murderer and was not co-operating with the Goverment 

he was alleged to be a gang member, was practicing his religion 

of Santaria, had filed grievances remedy complaints against various 

individuals employed by the Bureau of Prisons, and because the 

Plaintiff contacted Members of the United States Congress. 

6. At all times relevant hereto, the Defendant(s) and each of them 

in discharging their disc~etionary duties were acting under color 

of law and in furtherance of the conspiracy did commit the 

following acts, to wit: 

A. On or about March 2005, Plaintiff was seen by an independent 

doctor and examined for a hernia and was approved for 

surgery. The Defendant(s) involved were Odeida Dalmas, Isam 
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Elayan, Doctor Reynolds and all of F.O.C. Phila medical 

department known to the Plaintiff. 

B.~On or about July 11, 2005 Plaintiff was taken to the 

Lieutenants Office to see Lt. Harris by Griffith and was 

told to wait outside in the hallway in front of the office. 

Plaintiff then was observed by cruz and was told to enter 

the Lieutenants office. At this time, Lt. Harris asked the 

Plaintiff were he was from, A referrence to the Plaintiffs 

place of residence, Lt. Harris began to harras the Plaintiff 

by being very discrimanting, for example: Your a no good 

gang member you are going to get what you deserve and thats 

life in prison and here in the Feds we tell and if you dont 

co-operate I will make sure you do your time in the hole. 

What ever my officers tell me about you I will believe them 

and at this time Cruz told the Lieutenant to show him the 

Plaintiffs tatoo; so the lieutenant turned around looked in 

the computer and said take the Plaintiff to the "Special 

Housing Unit" 

C. Cruz began to call the Plaintiff a devil worshipper and gang 

banger and was verbally abusive towards the Plaintiff. 

D. On or about 2005, Plaintiff had a visit from his wife and 

she had to use the bathroom, because it was very cold up in 

the "Special Housing Unit" and the fact that the Plaintiff's 

wife is anemic, she was cold and had to use the bathroom 

real bad until she urinated on herself leaving her all the 

more embarrased. defendant Muse, who was working the visiting 

lobby, would not allow Plaintiff's wife use the bathroom nor 

would any other Defendant(s) known and unknown to the 

Plaintiff. 
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E. On or about July 2005, Plaintiff was taken to see the 

Disciplinary Hearing Officer. The OHO expunged the charges 

and the Plaintiff was remanded to the prisons general 

population. Lietenant Callanham said that the Plaintiff was 

not going any where, because he deserves to be in the 

"Special Housing Unit", because he is a gang member and thats 

what he gets for being apart of a gang, and if it were up 

to her the Plaintiff would never be removed from the "Special 

Housing Unit". 

F. On or about August 2005, Plaintiff asks for a grievance and 

was told by Defendant(s) that the Plaintiff would be loosing 

his visits for six months. The Plaintiff then appeals the 

complaint and the Warden Troy Levi took the Plaintiff's 

visit for one year, stating that what the Plaintiff's wife 

did was nasty by going to the bathroom on herself, and as 

a result of the Plaintiff's wife being humilated by the whole 

situation at hand by urinating on herself in retaliation the 

Warden took the Plaintiff's visit for one year. 

G. On or about September 2005, Plaintiff was told by Warden 

Troy Levi that the Plaintiff would not receive any visits 

and he would remian in the "Special Housing Unit" until he 

left the Federal Detention Center. 

H. On or about October 2005, Plaintiff was seen by Defendant 

Doctor Reynolds and was given a physical, Plaintiff asked 

Doctor Reynolds about his surgery which had been approved 

for, because he was in constant pain. Doctor Reynolds told 

the Plaintiff that Plaintiff wouldn't be getting surgery 

while in the Federal Detention Center, because they didnt 

have eneough money in the institutional budget for the 

Plaintiff's surgery. 
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I. On or about January 10, 2006, Plaintiff started trial 

from the "Special Housing Unit". Plaintiff was denied all 

grooming and razors. Plaintiff was refused and denied access 

to all grooming ~aterials and razors by the Defendant(s). 

Also Plaintiff was seperated from all other co-defendants 

who were going to trial. Plaintiff was deprived of anadequate 

oppurtunity to prepare for trial. 

J. On or about January 13, 2006, Plaintiff told his attorney, 

Mr. William T. Cannon, Esq, how he was being mistreated by 

the Defendant(s) at the Federal Detention Center; and that 

he was suffering great depression because of being locked 

down in isolation for an extended period of time in the 

"Special Housing Unit". Plaintiff's attorney addressed 

complaints to the trial judge the Hon. GENE E.K. PRATTER, 

U.S.D.J. 

K. On or about January 16, 2006, Plaintiff's trial judge, Hon. 

GENE E.K. PRATTER set up a meeting with the jail officials, 

because of the way the Defendant(s) were treating the 

Plaintiff, Defendant SIS officer Garraway admitted that he 

and/or the Defendant(s) at the Federal Detention Center had 

violated the Plaintiff's constitutional rights and that he 

was sorry. 

L. On or about January 20, 2006, Defendant Muse began to harrass 

the Plaintiff's visitors and began to tell Plaintiff's 

wife that she was not on the visiting lists and Muse also 

made derogatory comments to Plaintiff's wife such as why 

do you want to visit a jail bird any way. Defendant Muse 

altered the Plaintiff's personal information in the computer 

and made it like his wife was from Las Vegas Nevada, 

resulting in Plaintiff's wife being disallowed to visit the 

Plaintiff. 
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M. On or about Febuary 16, 2006, Plaintiff was in great pain 

due to his hernia and notified the housing officer Defendant 

Gomez that he was in great pain suffering Defendant Gomez 

notified Defendant Nurse Davis and Nurse Davis said she 

would be going to the housing unit; Defendant Davis never 

did attend to the Plaintiff's medical needs. 

N. On or about July 11, 2006, PLaintiff was again removed 

from general population and was taken to the "Special Housing 

Unit". Plaintiff was told that he was a threat to others 

and himself in general population, Staff and other inmates. 

Plaintiff was told that he wouldhave to remain in the 

"Special Housing Unit" pending review by the institutions 

Captain, The staff member who over saw security. 

0. On or about July 2006, Plaintiff was taken out of his cell 

to see Captain Knox and Defendant(s) Lt. Gibbs, SIS officer 

Garraway and SIS officer Jetzer. Plaintiff was asked if he 

knew why he was being placed in the "Special Housing Unit" 

Plaintiff replied negatively because the Plaintiff had no 

disciplinary charge(s). captain Knox said because Plaintiff 

was part of a gang and this is what you get and you would 

never get out of the "Special Housing Unit" until the 

Plaintiff left the jail or was transferred. Capt. Knox 

also stated: That there hadn't been any murders in Lewisburg 

and that he was doing his job by keeping the Plaintiff in 

the "Special Housing Unit" Another of his reasons was that 

a co-defendant, Mr. Elvis Ortiz was in possession of an 

open razor in his cell. 

P. On or about August 2006, Plaintiff was taken out of his 

cell in the "Special Housing Unit" and seen by Lt. Gibbs 

and Lt. Dempsey because the Plaintiff was grieving his 

conditions up in the "Special Housing Unit" and he hasn't 
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been interviewed every Thirty days in according to the 

Hewitt Process while the Plaintiff has been in the 

"Special Housing Unit" Lt. Gibbs began to harrass the 

Plaintiff by saying why are you making his job harder, 

your real problem is with the medical department. The 

Plaintiff told the Defendant Gibbs that he felt that his 

rights have been violated and that the Plaintiff is intitled 

to the relief in which he seeks through exuasting his 

complaints. Knowing that Defendant Lt. Gibbs violated the 

Plaintiff the Defendant began to bribe the Plaintiff with 

phone calls and Defenadnt told the Plaintiff to expunge 

his grievances thiers nothing that the Plaintiff can do. 

Q. On or about September 2006, Plaintiff was seen again by 

Defendant(s) Lt. Gibbs and Lt. Dempsey and SIS officer 

Jetzer, Plaintiff was told to dispose of his grievance 

complaint or he would he remain in the "Special Housing 

Unit" for an indefinate period of time. Plaintiff began to 

tell the Defendant(s) that he had been in the "Special 

Housing Unit" for several months and never was seen by 

any one in means of a Hewitt Process to where the Defendant(s) 

have to interview you while you are in the "Special Housing 

Unit". Lt. Gibbs and Lt. Dempsey begun to utter profanities 

By calling the Plaintiff all racial slurs. Plaintiff 

responded by telling the Defendant(s) that he was only 

using his grievances that was available to him. 

R. On or about June 2005, Defendant Perez was working the 

mail room, Defendant Perez would open up the Plaintiff's 

legal mail and would at times hold all of the Plaintiff's 

legal mail for months on end. Defendant Perez would even 

send the Plaintiff's mail back to the sender stating that 

this Plaintiff is no longer at the jail. 
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s. On or about October 2006, Defendant Muse was working the 

visiting front lobby while the Plaintiff receiveded a visit. 

This Defendant began to give the Plaintiff's mother 

difficulties and told the Plaintiff's mother that she was 

not the Plaintiff's mother and that she couldn't get in to 

the jail to see her son. The Plaintiff's mother began to 

ask for a security supervisor to resolve the problem. 

Defendant Muse begun to use profanties and discriminating 

racial slurs towards the Plaintiff's mother. Plaintiff's 

mother wrote the Warden complaining about how she was 

treated by the Defendant. 

T. On or about November 8th, 2006, Plaintiff addressed 

Defendant Troy Levi, Warden to the fact that he had no 

seperations from the co-defendant(s) that the Plaintiff 

went to trial with and the Plaintiff asked why would he 

remove the Plaintiff from general population. The Plaintiff 

never had no displinary actions. 

U. On or about December 13, 2006. Plaintiff requested assistance 

from the Regional Office, informing them of the abuse by the 

Defendant(s) and he has been placed in the "Special Housing 

Unit" for no disiplinary actions and that the Plaintiff's 

medical conditions aren't being met. 

V. On or about November 27, 2006, Plaintiff complained of the 

great pain he was in due to his hernia the Plaintiff 

complained to Defendant(s) Nurse Davis, Doc. Reynolds, and 

Isam Elayan. Medical denied to respond, The Plaintiff was 

denied all medical attention, Plaintiff made officers 

all aware that he was in great pain. These officers are 

not Defendant(s) but they are aware of the great pain in 

which the Plaintiff sufered. These officers are: Thomas, 

Shoulders, and Gomez. 
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W. On:er about November 2005, Plaintiff was seen by a psychiatrist 

Plaintiff told him that he suffered from anxiety attacks and 

depression; and being that the Plaintiff has been in the 

"Special Housing Unit" he could no longer gain control over his 

attacks. The Plaintiff was then prescribed Deserayl and Prozac. 

X. On or about January 2006, Plaintiff was seen by Defendant Doc. 

Reynolds for his yearly medical exam. Dr. Reynolds begun to tell 

Plaintiff that Plaintiff should not be taken the psychiatrist 

medicine because it was making the Plaintiff delirious and was 

resulting in pre-mature death worsening the Plaintiffs mood by 

making him violent and having a negative aspect to all things 

around him and that the Plaintiff couldn't think properly. 

7. As a direct and proximate result of the acts of the Defendant(s) 

and each of them, the Plaintiff lost his natural rest and sleep 1 

suffered pain and emotional trauma, depression, anxiety, and 

apprehension; and wherein he was confined 24 hours of every day, 

all to his great damage. 

8. Deliberately discriminating against a prisoner because of his 

religious or ethnic attributes; or giving a prisoner additional 

punishment without due process are acts which prison officials 

knew or should have known to be constitutional deprivations. 

Bivens V. Six Unknown Agents Of The Federal Bureau Of Narcotics, 

403 U.S. 388 (1971). 

9. As a direct and proximate result of the Defendant(s) and each of 

them, afore said, the Plaintiff has been damaged in the amount 

of $5,000,000. 

10. Upon information and belief, Plaintiff as a pre-trial inmate at 

the time being placed in the "Special Housing Unit" should be 

treated different then inmates that are already sentenced. 

11. Upon information and belief, Plaintiff while in administrative 

detention shall appear before the "Segregation Review Official" 

every Thirty days unless the inmate waives the right to appear. 
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12. Upon information and belief, Plaintiff is entitled to a hearing 

under what they call a ''Hewitt Process" every Thirty days. 

13. Upon information and belief, Plaintiff atleast every thirty days 

prior to seeing the "Segregation Review Official" unless waives 

the right to appear; Plaintiff never waived his rights nor signed 

any waiver of appearence BP-307 (52) that should be in Plaintiff's 

inmate records. 

14. Upon information and belief, Plaintiff should be interviewed by 

a psychatric o::- by "Segreagation Review Official" when administr

ative detention continues beyond Thirty days. 

EXHAUSTION. OF. LEGAL. REMEDIES 

15. Plaintiff. ANGEL AVILES, used the prisoner grievance procedure 

available at the Federal Detention Center to try and solve the 

problems. On Nov 14, 2006 Plaintiff, ANGEL AVILES. presented the 

facts relating to this complaint. On or about December 4, 2006 

Plaintiff, ANGEL AVILES, received a response stating that the 

grievance had been denied. On December 18, 2006 Plaintiff appealed 

the denial of the grievance. 

16. Plaintiff used the procedure pursuant to exhausting other remedies 

on the following dates: November 14, 2006; October 2, 2006; 

November 2, 2006; October 25, 2006. 

LEGAL CLAIMS 

17. Plaintiff realleges and incorporates by reference paragraphs 1 to 17. 
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18. The Defendant(s) at the Federal Detention Center showed a 

deliberate indifference to the Plaintiff's medical needs, cruel 

and unusual punishment, discrimination, and due process rights 

under the Eighth and Fourteenth amendments to the United States 

Constitution. 

19. The Plaintiff has no plain adequate or complete remedy at law to 

redress the wrongs described herein. Plaintiff has been and will 

continue to be irreparably injured by the conduct of the Defendant(s) 

unless this Court grants the declaratory and injunctive relief 

which Plaintiff seeks. 

PRAYER FOR RELIEF 

WHEREFORE, The Plaintiff prays judgment against the Defendant(s), 

and each of them, in the amount of $5,000,000 and because the acts 

of the Defendant(s) were wanton and willful the Plaintiff prays for 

an award of punitive damages in the amount of $5,000,000 as well as 

Court costs herein expended and for an allowance for reasonable 

attorney fees; the Court shall deem just and proper. 

20. A declaration that the acts and omissions described herein 

violated Plaintiff's rights under the Constitution and laws of 

the United States. 

21~ Compensatory damages in the amount against each defendant in the 

amount of $2,500,000 each jointly and severally. 

22. Punitive damages in the amount of $2,500,000 against each 

Defendant. 

23. A jury trial on all issues triable by jury. 
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24. Plaintiff's costs in this suit. 

25. Any additional relief this court deems just, proper, and equitable. 

RESPECTFULLY SU~B~ITT D, . 

~~ ~ fit ' :> - 66 
PLAINTIFF, pro~ 

,IUN r1 r1 2008 

CERTIFICATE_OF_SERYICE Mic _. . ;#\ ,-- ,:1 i:- 1z Clark 
eyJll_'""·=•;p.Ctesk 

This is to verify that a true and correct copy of petitions Complaint 

for damages was properly furnished upon the person indicated below: 

CLERK OF COURTS 
U.S. COURT HOUSE 
MICHAELE. KUNZ 
601 MARKET STREET, RM 21400 
PHILA, PA 19106-1790 
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ATTESTATION_ 

COMPLAINT_FOR_DAMAGES 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT ) 
EASTERN DISTRICT OF PENNSYLVANIA) ss. 

COMES NOW. ANGEL AVILES, The Plaintiff in the above entitled action, 

and states under his oath and under the pains and penalities of 

perjury that the allegations contained in the foregoing complaint 

wherein he is the Plaintiff and Defendant(s) et.al., are joined as 

Defendant(s) are the truth according to his best knowledge, information 

and belief. 

IN WITNESS WHEREFORE, He has signed his name hereto this _ffi'_-4 
day of _ -U/1ry- ___ . 200 8. 

14 

ANGEL_AVILES 
PLAINTIFF, prose 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF PENNSYLVANIA 

: ANGEL AVILES, 
. PLAINTIFF : 

-against- F I L E O CIVIL ACTION NO: 2: 08-02440-LDD 

TROY LEVI , ET. AL. , FFR 1 1; ,nr1y 
-- DEFENDANT($) fAICl:I~ E. KUNZ, Clerk 

By-"f:!l1:5:::...,;..;.J.-=---°"'· Clerk 

PETITIONERS AMENDED COMPLAINT TO INCORPORATE 
TORT CLAIM TO PREVIOUSLY FILED AMENDED 

-coMPLAINT PURSUANT TO FEDERAL RULES OF 
CIVIL PROCEDURE_15(a) 

COMES NOW, ANGEL AVILES, The plaintiff, acting EE.£-~, in the above 
- . 

entitled cause and moves this Honorable Court to amend this cause to 

incorporate Tort Claim to previously filed amended complaint filed 

under Bivens action construed as 42 U.S.C. §1983 Civil Rights complaint. 

4. Petitioner has made medical aware of his medical conditions as to 

all of defendant(s) mentioned in this complaint that he has a left 

inguinal hernia. Petitioner has been approved by an independant 

doctor back in or about April 9,2005 for surgery a~d has been suff
ering irreparable harm in the form of continued physical and mental 

pain and suffering and increasing risk of gangerene; Medical records 
and physical evidence can show that these conditions still exists 

today. SEE: ~EXHIBIT A.] 

5. Petitioner since his incarceration at the Federal Detention Center 
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Philadelphia has been retaliated on by defendant(s) and various others 

unknown to him within the B.O.P. for exhausting his remedies and in 

results to:being retaliated on, Petitioners medical needs to this day 

has not been met and his condition has worsen to where he now has not 

only a l~ft ing~inal hernia, but an abdominal hernia as well, and to 

this day as follow visitors have been harassed as well as the petitioner 

for exhausting alr issues related to this complaint. 

6. Petitioner has exhausted his_ remedy issues pursuant to 42 U.S.C. 

§1997 e (a) and has filed an [FTCA] Tort-Claim on or about April 21, 

2008 Claim No: TRT-NER-2008-04530. 

14. Petitioners medical needs has not been met and an inmate must rely 

on prison authorities to treat.his medical needs; If the authori~ies 

fail to do so; Those needs wont be met. ESTELLE V. GAMBLE, 429 U.S. 
97, 103 (1976); Defendant(s) where deliberately indifferent to the 

petitioners serious medical needs in that they knew of and disregard

ed an excessive risk to his health. 

15. Some courts have held that a serious medical need is "one that has 

oeen diagnosed by a physician as mandating treatment or one that is 

so obvious that even a lay person would easily recongnize the nec

essity-for a doctors attention. HILL.V. DEKALB -REG'L YOUTH DET.CTR, 

40 F.3d 1176, 1187 (11th Cir.1994). In this petitioners case an 

inguinal hernia can 

cerated hernia that 

strariguiated (i.e., 

become acutely .,. 
is not tres3-ted 

the intestinal 

incarcerated. An acutely incar

within 6 to'8 hours may bec6me 

loop protruding through the 

abdominal wall becomes constricted), A condition that may result 

in serious injury or even death. A medical need left unattended 

pos[es] A substantial risk of serious harm. TAYLOR V. _ADAMS, 221 

F.3d 1254, 1258 (11th Cir.2000). In other words, If a doctor says 

you need treatment as to petitioners "surgery" for his HERNIA-,aiid 
his need is obvious, than it is probably serious. 
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17. Deliberate indifference standard is applicable to the petitioners 

claim that conditions of his bodily pain and suffering or other 

losses of life or lifestyle which cannot be definately measured in 

monetary terms or enjoyment due to his. conditions constitute cruel 

and unusual punishment in violation of his Eighth Amendment right. 

19. Petitioner during his criminal trial from January 10, 2006 Until 

March 15, 2006 has let his sentencing Judge as well as his attorney 

know all these issues thats presented in this complaint; Supporting 

this allegation as well as allegations in this complaint SEE: 
flEXHIBIT B~] On or about April 27,2006 Petitioner complained to 

his trial Judge GENE E.K. PRATTER of the pain and suffering in which 

was opposed upon ·him by the defendant(s). 

20. Petitioner has been and will continue to be irreparably injured by 

the conduct of the defendant(s) and has complained in complaint of 

reprisal on or ~bout March 16,2007 to Mr. H. Marshall Jarrett, 

Counsel of professional responsibility from the U.S. Department of 

Justice for his medical conditions and all other.conditions furnished 

in his complaint. 

21. On or about November 29,2006 Petitioner complained to medical dep

artment that he was in pain due to his hernia and they never respond

ed to him. SEE: [EXHIBIT-CJ 
22. On or about August 22,2008-A~ order was made by Hon. Paul S. Diamond 

.,. 
that the case at hand was refered to the Clerks office; So counsel 

can be obtained; Due to the petltion~rs ~edical conditions it would 

be best for him to have counsel to better be able to attain all re

cords as well as medical expert in furthering proof of evidence of 

the existing medical condition at hand. 

23. Petioner has filed a Tort-Claim [FTCA ACTION] and is incorporating 

this complaint along with his Tort-Claim to be amended to his comp

laint under Civil Rights Complaint §1983. 

24. Upon information and belief under program statement 7331.04 (c) 

physician assistant or other medical staff identified by the Warden 
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must conduct the screening in which petitioners condition was made aware 

of having a left inguinal hernia. The Warden then will establish pro

cedures with the local United States Marshall service and other approp

riate federal agencies for those new arrestes who need medical care 

beyond that available at the institution. 

25. Under Bureau of Prisons Program statements for the Federal Bureau 

of Prisons Federal Detention Center Philadelphia definations §551. 

101 (a) pretrial inmate. Means a person who is legally detained.but 

for whom the Bureau of Prisons has not received notifiaction of 

conviction. Thus, "pretrial inmate" ordinarilly includes a person 

awaiting trial, being tried, or awaiting a verdict. 

26. Petitioner being a pretrial detainee at the time of his approved 

surgery at the Federal Detention Center was not to his knowledge 

and belief medically cleared to be transferred to another prison 

pending via his medical condition in which was apprbved for surgery 

at the Federal Detention Center Philadelphia while yet awaiting trial. 

WHEREFORE, Petitioner would move this Honorable court to GRANT the follo"w.:. 

ing relief: 

A. Issue a declaratory judgment stating that: 

1. The Cruel and unusual punishment the defendant(s) 

subjevted the pctitio~cr to by not obtaining to 

his medical needs has violated the plaintiffs 

rights under the Eighth Amendment to the United 

States Constitution and constituted negligence 

and caused personal injury and damage under federal 

law. 

2. Defendant(s) Troy Levi, Tracey Brown, Doctor Reynolds, 

Nurse Davis, Isam Elayan, Capt Knox, Lt. Dempsey, Lt. 

Gibbs, Odeida Dalmas and defendant(s) unknown failure 
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to take action and treat the plaintiffs medical condition that signifi

cally affects his daily activities, and the existence of chronic and 

substantial pain are indications that he has a "serious" need for medical 

treatment and violated the plaintiffs rights under ~he Eighth Amendment 

to the United States Constitution and constituted deliberate indifference 

and caused personal injury and damage under federaL law. 

3. Defendant(s) Troy Levi, Tracey Brown, Doctor Reynolds, Nurse Davis, 

Isam Elayn, Capt. Knox, Lt. Dempsey, Lt. Gibbs, Odeida Dalmas, and 

defendant(s) unknown actions in failing to provide adequate medical 

care for the plaintiff violated and continue to violate the plaintiffs 

rights under the Eighth Amendment to the United States Constitution. 

B. Issue an injunction ordering defendant(s) or thier agaents to: 

1. Immediately arrange for the plaintiffs surgery to repair a left 

inguinal hernia and abdominal hernia by a qualified surgeon. 

2. Immediately arrange for the plaintiffs need for physical therapy 

or other follow up medical treatment to be evaluated by a medical 

practitioner with experts in the treatment and .restoration of hernia 

repair. 

3. carry out without delay the treatment directed by such medical 

practitioner. 

C. Issue an injunction ordering the Bureau of Prisons and Department of 

Justice to: 

'· 1. Surgically ~epair the hernias and restore the plaintfffs 

health; so he can function in his every day activities 

without discomfort and pain. 

D. Award Compensatory damage jointly and severally against: 

1. Defendant(s) Troy Levi, tracey Brown, Doctor Reynolds, 

Nurse Davis, Isam Elayan, and Odeida Dalmas Capt. Knox, 

Lt. Dempsey, Lt.Gibbs and defendant(s) unknown for the 

physical and emotional injury resulting from their fail

ure to provide adequate medical care to the plaintiff. 
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E. Award punitive damages against defendant(s). 

F. Grant such other relief as it may appear that the plaintiff is 

entitled. 

Done This 9th Day Of February,2009 

DEFIANT FURTHER SAYE 

( ~·~U~I~N~T~I~F~F~~~~~-~
F.C.I. SCHUYLKILL 

6 
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' case 
2:os-cv-~ll44ili~II ~l~ent 20 

Frankford Hospitals - ! ~ Jqfason Health System 11111 

CONSENT TO OPERATION OR 
DIAGNOSTIC/fHERAPEUTIC PROCEDURE 

Filed 02/11)09 Page 8 of 14 ( 

/I /v't>, i.. A v i o -z 

l. l authorize Dr. __ _,,,,__//a+-_ _..._1..._r.=o.a-~~-t;.....:.-------------- and such physicians/assistants as may be selected by 
him/her ~o perform upon _4_/l_'°_{~_'l_l_/_4-_v_'_i _l_f_J ____________ the following operation or diagnostic procedure: 

2. · The benefits·, risks and purpose of this operation or diagnostic/therapeutic procedure as well as the possible alternatives, h·ave been 
explained to n-ie. T am aware that.the practice of medicine and surgery is not an exact ~cience and I acknowledge that no 
guarantees have been made to me concerning the results of the operation or diagnostic/therapeutic procedure. 

- -
3. If, during the course of the opern.tion or diagnostic/therapeutic procedure, unforeseen condi"f;ons may be revealed that necessitate 

change· o~ extension of the original procedure(s) or differem procedure(s) than those already explained above, I authorize and 
request that the above named physician, his/her assistants, or his/her designces perform such procedure{s) as are necessary and 
desirable in rhe reasonable exercise of his/her professional judgement. 

4. r have been made aware rhat there are risks, discomforts and possible unforeseen or undesirable consequences associated with 
the treatment and diagnosis of my illness, including, but not limited to, severe blood loss, infection, hean complications. blood_ 

. clots or death. I underst..nd that additional risks are associated with the performance of the anticipated procedure and I understand 

them to be: / () r• -: ~ 
rB_ef'/4), /C<v. ,~'-1~-(i~- v/V>1:;LI{ fr,u 

5. I understand that, in addition to the risks explained to me, the possibility of ocher risks and consequences may arise. 
l have been advised that if I ask for any further information, it will be given to me. 

6. I understand that Frankford Hospital is a teaching hospital and that student observers may be present during my procedure. l 
au1horize my physician to allow technical consultants associate-ct with the equipment being used in my procedure to be present to 
observe and to provide technical advice at my physician's discre!J.on. 

, . l authorize appropriately credentialed physicians to administer or direct the administration of certain anesthetics as part of the 
operative procedure that I am about to undergo. This consent shall apply to rhe administration of such anesthetics as may be 
considered necessary or advisable wi1h the exception of: 

S. The risks. benefits and purpose of the administration of anesthesia have been or will be exphlined to me as well as the possible 
alternatives which :ff? ·,, ;Lilable. I will be given th,- ,,nr•munitv 10 "sk f,_ ·11,;r q'..c·•.1:,-,11, ref:1rrlin0 the adminic!rnliDn of J.neqhesiu 
;:t the'. time of the i!pcration or(: .,_:11-..J.,lic/1herapeu1ic µrocedur-' 
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9. I hereby authorize Frankford Hospital to perfonn necessary diagnostic testing on removed organs/tissues, usc tissue not required 
. for diagnostic testing for research and development purposes and lo dispose of any remaining organs/tissues after completion of 

the lhese studies. I underst:.ind that samples co!kcted and studied by an organization or person for research and development 
purposes will not contam my personnl henlth infmmation. 

10. l have been given the opportunity to read this document. to ask any questions which I have of my doctor •Nho has answered all of 
my questions to my satisfaction. 

! I. I h.ive been told that I am free to withdraw any portion of my consent prior to the performance of th-e procedure. In 

addition. I have either completed or crossed off and initialed any unacceptable statements prior to my signing. 

/S!,/6 

Daie Time 

If consenting party is other than patient: 

Date Time Signature of Appropriate Surrogate/Relationship 

If patient is unable to sign, please state reason: ----------------------------------

Witness 

~-1 ~· Ix 
Date Time 

Tim~ S i~nature of Wi lness 

Physician: 

I have discussed the procedure described above with the patient or appropriate surrogate whose signature appears on this document. I 
have anempted to answer all questions asked by the patient or appropriate surrogate. It is my opinion that the patient ( or appropriate 
surrogate) understands and comprehends all of the matters discussed. r--.. · 

/f tJ,j 

Date Time 

/ 
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ANGEL AVILEZ#59399-066 
FEDERAL DETENTION CENTER

P.O. BOX 562 
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19105-

Honorable Gene E.K. Pratter 
United States District Court~~~~ 
601 Market Street· 
Philadelphia, PA 19106 

Dear Honorable Gene Pratter, 

I ts' on this day of April 27, 201.)6. That I Mr. Angel Avilez#59399-066 

come before your chambers in hopes that you will he opened to my plea 

inrequcsting a "Eail" pending tientence and or if its' admi:".1:'5iable 

for me to be allowed to go home to get surgery done for my hernia. 

YQur Honor I suffer a great deal of anxiety since I've been detained 

hc.:r,~ at the Federal Detention Center and your word would be final 

and greatly appreciated inresponse to this letter. I pray you will 

take inconsideration my hardships,. an~ the fact that I'm going to 

state ~ourt for the sa~c charge l wag Aquitted on in your honorable 

Court room. I'm under a substantiaily amount. of ,duress, and I ask 

may your heart be opened to the light of my words presented before 

you, Your Honor. I Thank You for your time as-well as a response 

to this letter, and I look forward to your r 7commendations in the 

near future; Once again I Thank you for your consideration. 

Sincerly Yours, 

t~a/k ;J'_ __ '. 
ANGEL AVILEZ#~066 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF PENNSYLVANIA 

Angel Aviles, 

Plaintiff, 

Troy Levi, Warden; 
Gary Reynolds, M.D.; 
Nurse Davis; 

V. 

Isam Elayan, Acting H.S.A.; 
Odeida Dalmasi, M.D.; 
D. Massa, M.D. 
Thomas R. Snieznek, Warden; 
Toa Chaw, M.D.; 
Joe Rush, P.A.; 
Maryse Wambach, M.L.P.; 
J. Justice, Head H.S.A.; and 
United States of America; 

Defendants. 

CIVIL ACTION 

No. 08-2440 

JURY DEMANDED 

THIRD AMENDED COMPLAINT 

Plaintiff Angel Aviles ("Aviles"), by and through his undersigned counsel, Cozen 

O'Connor, respectfully files this Third Amended Complaint. In support thereof, Aviles avers as 

follows: 

NATURE OF THE ACTION 

1. Mr. Aviles brings this civil rights action to redress the flagrant violation of his 

Eighth Amendment and Fourteenth Amendment right to timely medical treatment as a federal 

prisoner. In addition, Aviles seeks to redress violations to his First Amendment right to be free 

from retaliation. This action is against the United States of America ("United States") and the 

above-named present and former prison employees, who were deliberately indifferent to Aviles' 

medical needs. Aviles suffered from a left, inguinal hernia that caused him intense, chronic pain 
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and significantly limited his daily activities, e.g., he could not stand for long periods of times. 

Despite being medically indicated, Defendants failed to provide Aviles with hernia surgery in a 

timely manner, causing him additional injuries and needless pain and suffering. As a result of 

Defendants' inaction, Aviles seeks declaratory relief, compensatory damages, punitive damages, 

reasonable attorney's fees, costs, and such other relief as this Court deems just. 

PARTIES 

2. Plaintiff Aviles is currently incarcerated at the U.S. Penitentiary Beaumont ("USP 

Beaumont") in Beaumont, Texas. Plaintiff was previously detained at the Federal Detention 

Center Philadelphia ("FDC Philadelphia") in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania from January 2005 to 

January 2007. Aviles was previously detained at the Federal Correctional Institution Schuylkill 

("FCJ Schuylkill'') in Minersville, Pennsylvania from January 2007. 

3. Defendant United States of America is a party to this action under the Federal 

Tort Claims Act. 

4. The Individual Defendants at all relevant times were officials, employees or 

agents of the U.S. Department of Justice, Federal Bureau of Prisons. The Individual Defendants 

had personal direction or actual knowledge and acquiescence of Aviles' prison conditions, 

including his medical care. 

JURISDICTION AND VENUE 

5. This court has federal question jurisdiction pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1331. Aviles 

files this action pursuant to the Federal Tort Claims Act ("FTCA") and Bivens v. Six Unknown 

Fed. Narcotics Agents, 403 U.S. 388, 91 S. Ct. 1999, 29 L. Ed. 2d 619 (1971). 

6. Venue is proper pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 139l(b) because a substantial part of the 

events or omissions giving rise to the claims occurred in this district. 

2 
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FACTUAL BACKGROUND 

THE PRISON STAFF WAS AWARE OF A VILES' HERNIA, BUT FAILED TO TREAT IT 

7. Aviles suffered from a left, inguinal and abdominal hernia; as a result, Aviles' 

intestines were protruding from the lining of his stomach. Aviles continues to suffer from a 

right, inguinal hernia, which Defendants have failed to treat. 

8. All Individual Defendants were aware of Aviles' hernia condition; however all 

Individual Defendants were deliberately indifferent to his serious medical needs. Aviles was 

denied physical therapy and access to timely surgery, despite repeated requests. Aviles informed 

Dr. Reynolds, the nurses, and the other lndi vidual Defendants of the pain he was suffering from 

his hernia, but to no avail. 

9. On or about January 28, 2005, during Aviles' intake at FDC Philadelphia, he 

complained of a left hernia on the Medical History Report he completed. 

10. On or about February 18, 2005, Dr. D. Massa of FDC Philadelphia advised Aviles 

that his hernia would probably not be repaired at FDC Philadelphia unless it became 

strangulated. 

11. Aviles informed the following Individual Defendants at FDC Philadelphia of his 

hernia problem, but they failed to attend to his serious medical needs: 

a) Warden Troy Levi (through written requests) 

b) Gary Reynolds, M.D. 

c) D. Massa, M.D. 

d) Nurse Davis 

e) Isam Elayan, Acting H.S.A. 

f) Odeida Dalmasi, M.D. 

12. The FDC Philadelphia medical staff prescribed Motrin and ibuprofen to alleviate 

the pain from his hernia; however, medical staff, including Nurse Davis, never dispensed any 

medicine related to his hernia to him. 

3 
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13. During or around March 2005, Dr. Reynolds examined Aviles and recommended 

him for hernia surgery. Defendants Odeida Dalmasi, Isam Elayan, and other FDC Philadelphia 

medical staff participated in his medical care. 

14. Dr. Reynolds prescribed Aviles medication but never received them, except he 

only received psychiatric and cholesterol medications. 

15. On or about March 8, 2005, Physician Assistant M. Anczarski diagnosed Aviles 

with a left groin area hernia (inguinal). That physician assistant opined that the hernia was 

reducible and referred Aviles for a general surgery consultation. 

16. Nothing was done to correct his condition for over a month, until on or about 

April 19, 2005, when Dr. Horowitz, an independent physician at Frankford Hospitals, evaluated 

Aviles pursuant to Anczarski' s referral. Dr. Horowitz diagnosed Aviles with a left, inguinal 

hernia that was reducible. Dr. Horowitz recommended and approved the surgical, hernia repair. 

Aviles, Dr. Horowitz, and a witness signed a "Consent to Operation or Diagnostic/Therapeutic 

Procedure", authorizing the surgical repair of his left inguinal-scrotal hernia. 

17. FDC Philadelphia medical staff never approved of the hernia surgery repair. 

Aviles thus never received the medically indicated hernia surgery repair while at FDC 

Philadelphia, despite Dr. Horowitz's recommendation and approval. 

18. On or about November 27, 2006, Plaintiff complained of the intense pain that he 

was suffering because of his hernia. He voiced this complaint to Defendants Davis, Reynolds, 

and Elayan. Despite his pain, the medical staff declined to respond. 

19. Again, nothing was done to correct his condition, and Aviles was transferred to 

FCI Schuylkill in January 2007. Upon information and belief, Aviles was not medically cleared 

when they transferred him. 

20. The following Individual Defendants at FCI Schuylkill knew of Aviles' hernia 

condition, but failed to treat him: 

a) Warden Thomas R. Snieznek 

b) Toa Chaw, M.D. 

4 
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c) Joe Rush, P.A. 

d) Maryse Wambach, M.L.P. 

e) J. Justice, Head H.S.A. 

21. Warden Thomas R. Snieznek received many complaints about Aviles' hernia 

condition, but failed to ensure that he received treatment for it. Warden Snieznek characterized 

the hernia surgery as being elective. 

22. Dr. Chaw examined Aviles upon his arrival at FCI Schuylkill in January 2007. 

Aviles asked Dr. Chaw about his hernia, but Dr. Chaw advised that he did not see anything. Dr. 

Chaw did nothing except to advise Aviles to exercise and lose weight. He further advised that 

there was nothing wrong with Aviles and that he approved him for recreation. 

23. Joe Rush, P.A. was assigned to Aviles when Aviles was transferred to the Special 

Housing Unit on or around September 3, 2009. Around the third week of September, Aviles 

asked Mr. Rush during his rounds for an update on whether he was receiving hernia surgery. Mr. 

Rush told Aviles that there had been no decision on that. Aviles complained that another hernia 

was commg. Mr. Rush examined him and referred to the hernias as being small. 

24. Maryse Wambach, M.L.P. was Aviles' primary provider. Ms. Wambach was the 

gatekeeper who had the responsibility to decide whether Aviles should see a physician. Ms. 

Wambach, at the first encounter, advised Aviles that she did not see any hernias. Around 

September 2009, after diagnosing his hernia, Ms. Wambach advised that Aviles should sleep in 

the bottom bunk. Against medical advice, Aviles' counselor forced him to sleep on the top bunk, 

causing him to unnecessarily stretch himself. Aviles asked Ms. Wambach to rectify the 

situation, but she failed to answer his pleas in a timely manner. 

25. Upon information and belief, J. Justice, Head H.S.A., is responsible for or 

oversees the approval of healthcare for inmates at FCI Schuylkill. Aviles complained to J. 

Justice on numerous occasions about his hernia condition. J. Justice failed to approve of Aviles' 

hernia surgery in a timely manner. 

5 
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A VILES MOVES FOR TRO AND PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION 

26. On or around December 2, 2009, Aviles moved this Court for a temporary 

restraining order (TRO) and preliminary injunction. 

AVILES WAS FINALLY APPROVED FOR AND UNDERWENT SURGERY 

27. On or around October 27, 2009, Dr. Carlos Villarreal, an outside physician, 

diagnosed Aviles with a large left inguinal/scrotal hernia and large umbilical hernia. Dr. 

Villarreal recommended Aviles for left inguinal/scrotal and umbilical hernia surgery and 

forwarded the recommendation to FCI Schuylkill's Utilization Review Committee. 

28. Finally, around November 2009, Mr. Rush advised Aviles that he had been 

approved for surgery. 

29. On or around December 2, 2009, FCI Schuylkill notified Aviles that the 

Utilization Review Committee approved his request for hernia surgery. 

30. On or about April 1, 2010, Aviles finally underwent a left inguinal/scrotal hernia 

and umbilical hernia repair surgery. 

THE PRISON STAFF WAS DELIBERATELY INDIFFERENT TO AVILES' MEDICAL NEEDS 

31. Certain Defendants expressed an unwarranted animus toward Aviles because of 

his religious beliefs and his criminal history. Upon information and belief, Defendants failed to 

provide Aviles with medical care in retaliation for ( 1) his practice of Santaria; (2) his alleged 

status as a murderer; (3) his alleged status as a gang member; (4) his refusal to cooperate with 

government prosecutors, e.g., by failing to provide evidence against others; (5) his filing of 

grievance petitions against prison staff members; and (6) his complaints to members of 

Congress. 

32. As a result of and as evidence of the animus toward Aviles, he was assigned to 

live in solitary confinement in the Special Housing Unit, where it was difficult to obtain proper 

medical help. 

33. Dr. Dalmasi, at all relevant times, was the medical administrator at FDC 

Philadelphia. Dr. Dalmasi was responsible for scheduling medical appointments for prisoners. 

6 
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34. Troy Levi is the Deputy Warden for Administration at FDC Philadelphia. 

35. Upon information and belief, there is an informal policy at FDC Philadelphia in 

assigning inmates in solitary confinement a low priority in approval of medical needs. Further, 

upon information and belief, there is an infomrnl policy that solitary confinement inmates are not 

given outside medical care unless their medical condition is life-threatening. 

36. The Individual Defendants were acting outside of the scope of their duties or 

employment. 

37. The chronology of alleged wrongs establishes a continuing violation of Aviles' 

constitutional rights. Dr. Gary Reynolds advised Aviles that he would not be provided with 

surgery at FDC Philadelphia due to budgetary constraints and that he wait until he was 

transferred to another prison. On or around September 15, 2006, Dr. Reynolds wrote in Aviles' 

chart, "If surgery for hernia [is] indicated, [it] will be performed at designated institution." 

Given Dr. Reynolds' representation of future medical care (that Aviles relied upon), any delay in 

filing this lawsuit is excusable. 

AVILES EXPENDED GREAT EFFORT IN VOICING HIS CONCERNS, AND HE EXHAUSTED HIS 

ADMINISTRATIVE REMEDIES 

38. On or around April 27, 2006, Aviles sent a letter to Judge Gene Pratter expressing 

his anxiety and duress because of the hernia. 

39. Aviles informally presented his complaint to the prison staff of FDC Philadelphia 

and FCI Schulkill. He gave the staff an adequate amount of time to attempt to informally resolve 

the issue before filing a request for administrative relief. Aviles was unsuccessful at informal 

resolution. 

40. On or around October 2, 2006, Aviles filed a regional appeal, numbered 431276-

Rl complaining about his medical care. 

41. On or about November 29, 2006, Aviles voiced his concerns to the FDC 

Philadelphia Medical Department. In relevant part, he complained as follows: 

7 
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I was approved for surgery for my hernia sometime around March 
of 2005, and I haven't heard of anything since then. Due to the 
very poor medical [care] here at the F.D.C. Philadelphia[,] I never 
was treated on many ocassions (sic). Officers and staff were 
notified and aware [ otl the great pain I suffer from my intestines 
hanging out of my stomache (sic). Doctor and medical staff have 
failed to respond appropriately .... 

The prison staff members never responded to his complaint. 

42. On or around April 5, 2007, Aviles complained to J. Justice, Head H.S.A., as 

follows: 
... 1 guarantee you if you suffered all these years from the internal 
pain of having a hernia the si[z]e of your fist you would complain 
and take care of the problem real fast[.] [I]t don[']t take a rocket 
scien[tistl to see I need surgery for I [havel been waiting for two 
years now and people of your profession that work for the BOP 
always put me through the me[a]t grinder with prefabricated 
policies[.] 

On or around April 12, 2007, J. Justice dismissed Aviles' complaint with: "So noted. Continue 

to seek medical care through your assigned provider." 

43. On or around May 21, 2008, he raised his complaint with FCI Schuylkill Warden 

T. R. Snieznek. On or around May 30, 2008, Warden Snieznek denied Aviles' request for 

surgery. He promptly appealed the adverse decision to the Regional Office. 

44. On or about June 5, 2008, Aviles filed an appeal to the Northeast Regional Office. 

On or about June 30, 2008, this appeal was denied. 

45. Parallel to his efforts to administratively exhaust his claim, on or around June 3, 

2008, Aviles sent a complaint of reprisal to H. Marshall Jarrett, Esquire, of the U.S. Department 

of Justice's Office of Professional Responsibility. Aviles complained of inadequate medical care 

at FDC Philadelphia and FCI Schuylkill. 

46. On or about July 8, 2008, Aviles filed a "Central Office Administrative Remedy 

Appeal" with the Central Office of the Bureau of Prisons. On or around August 26, 2008, 

8 
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Administrator Harrell Watts of National Inmate Appeals denied Aviles' appeal (Case No. 

494515-Al). Therefore, Aviles exhausted his administrative remedies. 

47. On or around March 25, 2010, Aviles filed another "Central Office 

Administrative Remedy Appeal." He complained as follows: 

I am tru[lly dissatisfied with the regionf' ls response concerning 
my serious medical needs. I object to the false response that the 
physician only recommended surgical repair for a left inguinal 
hernia. The physician recommended surgical repair for a left 
inguinal hernia and umbilical hernial.] .... Also, on Jan[.] 20, 
2010 l was diagnosed with a third-hernia on my right side due to 
wearing a truss and being assigned a top-bunk. I was personally 
damaged and injured here at the FCI Schuylkill with [an] umbilical 
and right inguinal hernia. I only came to FCI Schuylkill with a left 
inguinal hernia. Il' Jm permanently lillegibleJ and in constant pain. 
Nothing can justify the years of pain and suffering for doing time 
in the Bureau of Prisons .... I wish the[re] w[as] a remedy to take 
away mypam. 

48. On or around June 23, 2010, Han·ell Watts, Administrator of the National Inmate 

Appeals, responded to Aviles' Central Office appeal stating, in relevant part, that the "record 

reflects you are receiving medical care and treatment in accordance with Bureau policy." 

Therefore, Aviles further exhausted his administrative remedies. 

49. Aviles has also exhausted his administrative remedies for the FfCA claim. On or 

about April 21, 2008, Aviles filed a FTCA claim, numbered TRT-NER-2008-04530. Aviles 

presented the administrative tort claim to the Federal Bureau of Prisons Northeast Regional 

Office. On or about February 4, 2009, his claim was finally denied in writing by Henry J. 

Sadowski, the agency's regional counsel. 

COUNT I: BIVENS EIGHTH AMENDMENT VIOLATION 

(Plaintiff v. Individual Defendants) 

50. Paragraphs 1 through 49 are incorporated by reference as if set forth in full herein. 

9 
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51. In violation of the Eighth Amendment, Defendants failed to provide basic medical 

treatment to Aviles, causing unnecessary and wanton physical and mental pain and suffering 

contrary to contemporary standards of decency. Defendants' failure to timely treat his hernia 

condition caused ( 1) the ripping of the lining of his stomach, (2) the necessity for Aviles to 

constantly push his intestines back into his stomach, (3) needless embarrassment from sounds 

emanating from his intestines, and (4) an increased risk of health problems, such as gangrene and 

intestine strangulation. Further, Defendants' failure to timely treat the hernia caused Aviles to 

suffer from an abdominal hernia and a right, inguinal hernia. 

52. Defendants were deliberately indifferent to Aviles' serious medical needs. 

Defendants intentionally denied and delayed access to medical care and intentionally interfered 

with the treatment once prescribed. Defendants exhibited wantonness in their conduct and a 

reckless or conscious disregard of a serious risk of injury to Aviles. 

53. Defendants' significant delay in providing timely medical treatment for Aviles 

was an egregious omission that was both deliberate and intentional. 

rights. 

54. Therefore, Aviles is entitled to relief for violations to his Eighth Amendment 

COUNT II: BIVENS FOURTEENTH AMENDMENT VIOLATION 

(Plaintiff v. Individual Defendants) 

55. Paragraphs 1 through 54 are incorporated by reference as if set forth in full herein. 

56. Individual Defendants at FDC Philadelphia violated Aviles' rights under the due 

process clause of the Fourteenth Amendment. 

57. The conditions of Aviles' pre-trial confinement, including the failure to provide 

adequate medical care, amounted to punishment prior to an adjudication of guilt. 

58. The Individual Defendants were deliberately indifferent to Aviles' serious 

medical needs. 

59. Therefore, Aviles is entitled to relief for violations to his Fourteenth Amendment 

rights. 

IO 
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COUNT III: BIVENS FIRST AMENDMENT RETALIATION 

(Plaintiff v. lndi vi dual Def end ants) 

60. Paragraphs 1 through 59 are incorporated by reference as if set forth in full herein. 

61. Aviles' conduct and activities, including (l) his practice of Santaria; (2) his filing 

of grievance petitions against prison staff members; and (3) his complaints to members of 

Congress, are constitutionally protected. 

62. Aviles suffered adverse action at the hands of the prison officials. 

63. Upon information and belief, Aviles' constitutionally protected conduct was a 

substantial or motivating factor in the Individual Defendants' decision to take adverse action 

against him. 

64. Therefore, Aviles is entitled to relief for violations to his First Amendment rights. 

COUNT IV: BIVENS CONSPIRACY 

(Plaintiff v. Individual Defendants) 

65. Paragraphs 1 through 64 are incorporated by reference as if set forth in full herein. 

66. Upon information and belief, Individual Defendants had an express or implied 

agreement amongst each other to deprive Aviles of his constitutional rights. 

67. There was an actual deprivation of Aviles' rights resulting from that agreement. 

68. Therefore, Aviles is entitled to relief for their conspiracy to deprive Aviles of his 

constitutional rights. 

COUNT V: FEDERAL TORT CLAIMS ACT ("FTCA"}, 28 U.S.C. §§ 2671 et seq. 

(Plaintiff v. United States of America) 

69. Paragraphs 1 through 68 are incorporated by reference as if set forth in full herein. 

70. The United States owed Aviles a duty to provide basic medical care during his 

detention. 

11 
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71. By failing to provide Aviles with basic medical care, the United States breached 

its duty to Aviles. The United States failed to exercise reasonable care and diligence to protect 

Aviles from danger, known to or which might reasonably be apprehended by it, in violation of 18 

U.S.C. § 4042. 

72. The United States' breach of that duty was the proximate cause of Aviles' injury. 

This breach caused unnecessary injury and wanton physical and mental pain and suffering 

contrary to contemporary standards of decency. In addition, Defendants' failure to timely treat 

his condition caused an increased risk of gangrene. 

73. Therefore, Aviles is entitled to relief under the FTCA. 

JURY DEMAND 

74. Aviles demands a trial by jury. 

PRAYER FOR RELIEF 

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff Angel Aviles requests that this court grant him the following 

relief: 

1. Compensatory damages; 

2. Punitive damages; 

3. Declaratory judgment finding that Defendants violated Aviles' Eighth 

Amendment right to not be subjected to cruel and unusual punishment; 

4. Reasonable attorneys' fees and costs; and 

5. Such other and further relief as this court deems just. 

12 
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Dated: August 6, 2010 

13 

Respectfully submitted, 

COZEN O'CONNOR 

\ il1amJ." yr 
Robert A. Chu 
1900 Market Street 
Philadelphia, PA 19103 
215.665 .2000 
215.665.2013 Fax 
wta yl or@cozen. corn 
rchu@cozen.com 

Attorneys for Plaintiff Angel A vilcs 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I, Robert A. Chu, do hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing Third 
Amended Complaint has been served upon the persons listed below by placii1g the same in the 
U.S. Mail, properly addressed, this 6th day of August, 2010. 

CARLTON L. JOHNSON, ESQUIRE 
ARCHER & GREINER, P.C. 
ONE LIBERTY PL 32ND FL 

1650 MARKET ST 
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19103-7393 

COLIN MICHAEL F.X. CHERICO, ESQUIRE 
US ATTORNEY'S OFFICE 
615 CHESTNUT STREET 

13TH FL 
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19106 

JOH'.\l P. KAHN, ESQUIRE 
ARCHER & GREINER 
ONE CENTEN)JIAL SQ 

HADDONFIELD, NJ 08033 

CATHERINE M. CHAN, ESQUIRE 
OBER MA YER REMANN MAXWELL & IIIPPEL LLP 

ONE PENN CENTER 
19TH FLOOR 

1617 JOHN F. KEI\NEDY BLVD. 
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19103 

~-- ... 

Robert A. Chu 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF PENNSYLVANIA 

ANGEL A VILES, 
Plaintiff, 

V. 

UNITED ST A TES OF AMERICA, 
Defendant. 

CIVIL ACTION 

NO. 08-CV-02440 

ORDER 

AND NOW, this 17th day of August, 2012, after a bench trial on February 27 and 28. 

2012, and upon consideration of the parties· proposed findings of fact and conclusions of law, it 

is hereby ORDERED that judgment is entered in favor of the plaintiff in the amount of $32,500. 

BY THE COURT: 

Isl Timothy R. Rice 
TIMOTHY R. RICE 
United States Magistrate Judge 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF PENNSYLVANIA 

ANGEL A VILES, 
Plaintiff, 

V. 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
Defendant. 

CIVIL ACTION 

NO. 08-CV-02440 

ORDER 

AND NOW, this 22nd day of December, 2011, upon consideration of Defendant United 

States of America's Motion for Summary Judgment (doc. 125), the accompanying memorandum of 

law and exhibits, Plaintiff Angel Aviles' response thereto, the Government's reply, and Aviles' sur-

reply, it is hereby ORDERED that the motion is DENIED for the following reasons. 

Entry of summary judgment is appropriate only where "there is no genuine dispute as to 

any material fact and the movant is entitled to judgment as a matter of law." Fed. R. Civ. P. 56(a). 

I must "view the facts and draw inferences in the light most favorable to the nonmoving party." 

Ray v. Twp. of Warren, 626 F.3d 170, 173 (3d Cir. 2010). A genuine dispute as to a material fact 

exists when "there are any genuine factual issues that properly can be resolved only by a finder of 

fact because they may reasonably be resolved in favor of either party." Anderson v. Liberty 

Lobby, Inc., 477 U.S. 242, 250 (1986). Here, a genuine dispute exists regarding whether agents 

of the federal prisons in which Aviles was incarcerated breached their duty to provide Aviles with 

necessary medical care. 

The Government's motion is premised on a narrow view of Aviles' claim, which arises 

under the Federal Tort Claims Act and alleges the Government breached its "duty to provide basic 

medical care [to Aviles] during his detention," in violation of 18 U.S.C. § 4042. 3d Am. Campi. 
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at ,-i,-i 70-71. According to the Government, Aviles has asserted only a medical malpractice claim, 

challenging the measures that were taken to treat his hernia, and has failed to provide a necessary 

expert opinion to support his claim. Aviles, however, argues he has stated a broader claim of 

ordinary negligence based on the actions of medical and non-medical personnel employed by two 

federal detention facilities. Such a claim, Aviles contends. requires no expert testimony. 1 

I agree with Aviles. Although he does complain prison medical staff failed to respond to 

his complaints of pain and his requests for surgery on his hernia over a five-year period, Aviles 

also asserts non-medical personnel failed to respond to his complaints and failed to provide pain 

medication prescribed by his doctors.2 See, e.g., id. at ,-i,-i 12, 18, 21. Claims such as Aviles' 

sound in negligence, with the relevant duty of care "fixed by 18 U.S.C. § 4042." United States v. 

Muniz, 374 U.S. 150, 165 (1963); accord Jones v. United States, 91 F.3d 623, 624 (3d Cir. 1996); 

Sash v. United States, Ci v. No. 09-207 4, 2011 WL 1322386, at *2 (D.N .J. Mar. 31, 2011 ). 

Pursuant to that duty, "the government must exercise ordinary diligence to keep prisoners safe and 

free from harm." Christian v. United Stales, 136 F. App'x 514,515 (3d Cir. 2005). "[T]o avert 

1Aviles has provided reports in which his expert summarizes Aviles' medical records and 
opines the Government's actions caused Aviles pain and suffering. See Def. 's Mot. Surnrn. J. at Exs. 
4-5. The Government has raised legitimate questions about the reliability and admissibility of those 
opinions, see id. at 15-17, but such questions arc not appropriately resolved at this stage in the 
proceedings, see El v. Se. Pa. Transp. Auth., 418 F. Supp. 2d 659, 669 (E.D. Pa. 2005). 

"Aviles "takes no issue with the eventual performance of the surgery, which greatly alleviated his 
hem ia pain, but rather takes issue with the de lay in providing that surgery and [with] the Government's 
failure to provide pain medications in the interim." Pl.'s Br. Opp'n Mot. Summ. J. at 1. 

2 
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summary judgment, [A vi Jes isl not required to provide a further basis for his contention that 

defendant had a duty of care toward him."3 Jones, 91 F.3d at 625. 

Whether the Government breached its duty to Aviles will have to be determined at trial, as 

material factual disputes prevent me from resolving that issue now. For example, Aviles claims he 

was often in pain, consistently sought medication to alleviate it, and was never provided with 

medication despite prescriptions for it from his doctors. See, e.g., Aviles Dep.4 at 89-97, 102-06, 

109-17, 138, 141-42, 154-56. The Government argues A vi !es' claims are undermined by his 

admission he engaged in strenuous physical activity during the relevant time period, see, e.g., id. at 

53-58, and his failure to report to "sick call" to address his condition, see Def.'s Reply Br. at Ex. 8. 

Therefore, Aviles' ability to establish the elements of his "ordinary negligence claim" will largely 

turn on his own credibility when he testifies at trial about the severity of his condition and the 

efforts he undertook to secure treatment and medication for it. 

3The rules the Government cites in support of its contention Aviles must offer expert testimony 
apply only to "action[s] based upon an allegation that a licensed professional deviated from an 
acceptable professional standard." Pa. R. Civ. P. 1042.3(a). If Aviles were challenging the actions of 
the doctors who performed his surgery, the rules cited by the Government would be relevant. This, 
however, is not such an action. Even if it were, there is no blanket rule requiring expert testimony in 
every professional liability action. See Pa. R. Civ. P. 1042.3(a)(3) (pertaining to cases in which expert 
testimony "is unnecessary for prosecution of the claim"); Ditch v. Waynesboro Hosp., 917 A.2d 317, 
323 (Pa. Super. Ct. 2007) (expert testimony not required in medical malpractice cases where 
negligence is obvious to a layperson). 

4Thc deposition transcript is Exhibit 2 to the Government's Memorandum of Law. 

3 
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Because Aviles' claim is not as narrow as the Government suggests, and because material 

factual disputes exist as to whether the Government breached the duty of care it owed Aviles, the 

Government is not entitled to summary judgment. 

BY THE COURT: 

Isl Timothy R. Rice 
TIMOTHY R. RICE 
United States Magistrate Judge 

4 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF PENNSYLVANIA 

DEVON MORRIS, 

Plaintiff, 

vs. 

THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
TROY LEVI, 
STEPHEN SPAULDING, 
ODEIDA DALMASI, 
ASHOK PATEL, 
HUSSAIN BOKHARI, 
ANTONIO FAUSTO, 
SADIE CARNEY, 

Defendants. 

-------------------

) 
) 
) 
) CIVIL ACTION 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) Case No.: 08-3842 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

THIRD AMENDED COMPLAINT 

Plaintiff Devon MoITis brings this action for damages against Defendants under 

the Eighth Amendment to the United States Constitution and under the Federal Tort Claims Act, 

demanding a trial by jury, and complaining and alleging as follows: 

NATURE OF THE CASE 

1. This is a civil action pursuant to Bivens v. Six Unknown Named Agents of 

Federal Bureau of Narcotics, 403 U.S. 388 ( 1971 ), by Plaintiff against Defendants Warden Troy 

Levi, Stephen Spaulding, Dr. Odeida Dalmasi, Dr. Ashok Patel, Hussain Bokhari, Antonio 

Fausto, and Sadie Carney. Plaintiff also brings negligence claims against the United States 

pursuant to the Federal Tort Claims Act, 28 U.S.C. § 2671 et seq. Plaintiff has been in custody 

of the United States at the Federal Detention Center ("FDC") in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 

since February 2008. From Febmary 2008 until August 21, 2008, the Defendants knew of 

Plaintiff's serious medical need relating to a potentially fatal heart condition and improperly and 
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without justification withheld appropriate treatment. After receiving further confirmation of 

Plaintiff's life-threatening condition from an independent cardiologist on August 22, 2008, 

Defendants improperly delayed the recommended treatment until October 21, 2008. The 

Defendants thus showed deliberate indifference to Plaintiff's serious medical need while in 

custody. As a result of these actions, Plaintiff suffered serious harm and physical pain, for which 

he seeks compensatory damages and punitive damages, along with reasonable attorney's fees, 

costs, and such other relief that this Court deems just and proper. 

JURISDICTION AND VENUE 

2. Plaintiff brings this action under the Eighth Amendment to the United States 

Constitution and Bivens v. Six Unknown Named Agents of Fed. Bur. of Narcotics, 403 U.S. 388 

( 1971), and under the Federal Tort Claims Act, 28 U.S.C. § 2671 et seq. 

3. Under 28 U.S.C. §§ 1331 and 1346(b)(l) Plaintiff invokes the Court's federal 

question jurisdiction. 

4. Under 28 U .S.C. §§ 1391 (b) and 1402, venue is proper in this district because a 

substantial part of the events or omissions giving rise to this action occurred in Philadelphia, 

Pennsy 1 van ia. 

5. This Court has in personamjurisdiction over Defendants because, inter aha, each 

caused harm by an act or omission in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. 

6. Plaintiff has exhausted the administrative remedy process. 

PLAINTIFF 

7. Plaintiff Devon Morris was at all relevant times an inmate at the FDC in 

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. 

- 2 -
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DEFENDANTS 

8. Defendant Troy Levi was at all relevant times the Warden at the FDC in 

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. Plaintiff sues Defendant Levi in his individual capacity. 

9. Defendant Stephen Spaulding was at all relevant times the Health Services and 

Utilization Review Committee Coordinator at the FDC in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. Plaintiff 

sues Defendant Spaulding in his individual capacity. 

10. Defendant Dr. Odeida Dalmasi was at all relevant times the Clinic Director at the 

FDC in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. Plaintiff sues Dr. Dalmasi in her individual capacity. 

11. Defendant Dr. Ashok Patel was at all relevant times a medical doctor at the FDC 

in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. Plaintiff sues Dr. Patel in his individual capacity. 

12. Defendant Hussain Bokhari was at all relevant times a medically licensed 

practitioner at the FDC in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. Plaintiff sues Defendant Bokhari in his 

indi victual capacity. 

13. Defendant Antonio Fausto was at all relevant times a medically licensed 

practitioner at the FDC in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. Plaintiff sues Defendant Fausto in his 

individual capacity. 

14. Defendant Sadie Carney was at all relevant times a certified physician's assistant 

at the FDC in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. Plaintiff sues Defendant Carney in her individual 

capacity. 

15. Defendant the United States of America oversees the Federal Bureau of Prisons, 

which is responsible for the custody and care of federal inmates. 

BASIS FOR ACTION 

16. Plaintiff incorporates by reference as if fully set forth herein the allegations 

- 3 -
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contained in the preceding paragraphs of this Complaint. 

17. On January 11, 2008, the Plaintiff was arrested. He was transferred to the FDC 

on February 11, 2008. 

18. Upon his arrival at the FDC on February 11, 2008, Plaintiff informed an intake 

nurse of his condition, which was noted by FDC personnel in his file as "enlarged heart and in 

need of a pacemaker. History of fainting." Plaintiff also informed the intake nurse that he was 

suffering from chest pains, shortness of breath, dizziness, and fainting spells. 

19. On or about February 21, 2008, ten days after Plaintiff's arrival at the FDC, 

Defendant Bokhari examined Plaintiff for an initial intake physical examination and recorded an 

abnormally high blood pressure. 

20. During this examination, Plaintiff informed Defendant Bokhari that in October 

2007 he had been diagnosed with a serious heart condition at the Tucson Medical Center 

("TMC") in Tucson, Arizona, and that a physician there had informed him he was at significant 

risk of sudden cardiac death and recommended surgical implantation of an Implantable 

Cardioverter Defibrillator ("ICD"). Plaintiff also explained that he was suffering from persistent 

chest pains, shortness of breath, dizziness, and fainting spells. 

21. Despite the information Plaintiff conveyed regarding his prior diagnosis in 

Tucson, Defendant Bokhari did not offer Plaintiff a medical records release form on February 21, 

2008 in order for the TMC records to be obtained. 

22. Defendant Bokhari consulted with Dr. Dalmasi and informed her of Plaintiff's 

condition and the prior diagnosis. 

23. On March 20, 2008, Defendant Dr. Dalmasi administered an electrocardiogram 

("EKG") test on Plaintiff. 

- 4 -
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24. The EKG showed extreme abnormalities prompting Dr. Dalmasi to recommend 

that the FDC provide Plaintiff with an examination by a cardiologist. At this time, Plaintiff was 

provided with a medical records release form so that the records from TMC could be obtained. 

25. On information or belief, TMC sent the Plaintiff's medical records containing 

Plaintiff's diagnosis and treatment history to the FDC, specifically Defendant Dr. Dalmasi, on or 

about March 25, 2008. 

26. The medical records in the FDC's possession on or about March 25, 2008, reflect 

that the Plaintiff was diagnosed at TMC with hypertrophic cardiomyopathy, a serious, life

threatening condition, and recommended for surgical implantation of an ICD. 

27. On May 2, 2008, notwithstanding Defendant Dr. Dalmasi's recommendation that 

Plaintiff be seen by a cardiologist, and the recommendation of surgery by the TMC, Defendants 

Spaulding and Dr. Dalmasi informed Plaintiff that an FDC "Utilization Review Committee" had 

decided to "table" his request to be evaluated by a cardiologist. 

28. Plaintiff continued to live in fear of sudden death due to his untreated heart 

condition and he persistently experienced the symptoms of chest pains, dizziness, shortness of 

breath, and fainting. 

29. On May 22, 2008, Plaintiff's counsel in another proceeding sent a copy of the 

TMC medical records to Defendants Dr. Dalmasi and Spaulding, calling specific attention to the 

diagnosis of hypertrophic cardiomyopathy for which physicians recommended the implantation 

of an ICD. 

30. On June 2, 2008, still suffering from his cardiac symptoms, Plaintiff was 

examined by Defendant Carney. During the examination Plaintiff explained that he was still 

suffering from the symptoms that led him to seek care at the TMC: chest pain, shortness of 

- 5 -
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breath, and fainting spells. Despite this information, and the fact that Defendants were in 

possession of the TMC medical records, Defendant Carney merely ordered an increase in 

Plaintiff's blood pressure medication. 

31. Defendant Carney consulted with Defendant Dr. Patel, who cosigned Defendant 

Carney's "Clinical Encounter" report regarding Plaintiff's symptoms on June 3, 2008. 

32. On June 5, 2008, still suffering from his cardiac symptoms and living in fear of 

sudden cardiac death, Plaintiff submitted an urgent administrative request to Defendant Levi 

asking for the heart surgery Plaintiff's physician at TMC said was necessary. 

33. Finally, on August 21, 2008, six full months after he first arrived at the FDC and 

informed medical personnel of his condition, Plaintiff was taken for an evaluation by a 

Philadelphia cardiologist in private practice, Dr. Daniel J. Vile. 

34. Dr. Vile examined Plaintiff and in an August 22, 2008 letter addressed to the FDC 

"Medical Director" warned that Plaintiff "could be at high risk for sudden cardiac death." 

35. In his letter, Dr. Vile fmther recommended that Plaintiff be treated by an 

electrophysiologist, specifically Dr. Allan Greenspan of the Albert Einstein Medical Center in 

Philadelphia, for possible surgical implantation of an ICD. 

36. By August 28, 2008, Defendants had not acted on Dr. Vile's recommendation of 

treatment by an electrophysiologist and surgical implantation of an ICD. Consequently, Plaintiff 

filed a request for administrative relief to Warden Levi requesting the urgently needed treatment. 

37. Plaintiff's severe cardiac symptoms continued. On or about September 2, 2008, 

Plaintiff was seen by Defendant Fausto for chest pains, shortness of breath, dizziness, and 

fainting spells. 

38. Despite full knowledge of Plaintiff's risk of sudden cardiac death and the clear 

- 6 -
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directive by Dr. Vile, the Defendants took no action for more than 40 days after Dr. Vile made 

his recommendations for treatment. 

39. Finally, on October 22, 2008, Plaintiff underwent surgical implantation of an ICD 

by Dr. Greenspan, two full months after the recommendation by Dr. Vile. 

40. Since his surgery, Defendants have failed to provide Plaintiff with adequate 

medical care, resulting in continued pain and suffering and requiring additional treatment. 

COUNT I 

EIGHTH AMENDMENT: DENIAL OF ADEQUATE MEDICAL CARE 

(AGAINST THE INDIVIDUAL DEFENDANTS) 

41. Plaintiff incorporates by reference as if fully set forth herein the allegations 

contained in the preceding paragraphs of this Complaint. 

42. When he entered the FDC in February 2008, Plaintiff's right to be free from cruel 

and unusual punishment was clearly established. 

43. Defendants, acting under color of federal law, deprived Plaintiff of his 

constitutional right to be free from cruel and unusual punishment. 

44. Plaintiff had a serious medical need because he had a documented diagnosis of 

hypertrophic cardiomyopathy, which is a potentially fatal genetic heart disease, a family history 

of this disease, and he exhibited symptoms of heart disease such as high blood pressure, chest 

pains, frequent fainting spells, and dizziness. 

45. Defendants Spaulding, Dr. Dalmasi, Dr. Patel, Bokhari, Fausto, and Carney were 

deliberately indifferent to that serious medical need because they had knowledge of his life

threatening heart condition by reviewing his medical records, examining him in the clinic, and 

receiving his complaints, but they nevertheless unjustifiably delayed proper treatment by a 

- 7 -
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cardiologist and surgical placement of an ICD. 

46. Defendant Warden Levi was deliberately indifferent to Plaintiff's serious medical 

need because he knew that the FDC medical staff was not treating Plaintiffs hypertrophic 

cardiomyopathy and he improperly denied Plaintiff's requests for heart surgery. 

4 7. The Defendants' deliberate indifference caused harm to Plaintiff because he did 

not receive the needed surgery for more than eight months after being admitted to the FDC. 

During this time he suffered physical pain and lived in daily fear of imminent death. 

48. Therefore, Plaintiff is entitled to relief. 

COUNT II 

FEDERAL TORT CLAIMS ACT: NEGLIGENCE 
(AGAINST THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA) 

49. Plaintiff incorporates by reference as if fully set forth herein the allegations 

contained in the preceding paragraphs of this Complaint. 

50. Defendant the United States of America is responsible for the oversight of its 

employees, which includes medical personnel, officers, and administrative staff at federal 

correctional institutions. Pursuant to the Federal Tort Claims Act, the United States is liable for 

damages caused by the negligent or wrongful acts of its employees acting within the scope of 

their employment, under circumstances where the United States, if a private person, would be 

liable in accordance with the laws of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. 

51. Prison medical doctors and staff have a duty to provide inmates with adequate 

medical care, to maintain adequate medical records, and to follow prevailing medical standards 

and practices. The Warden and his staff have a duty to provide a remedy where inmates are not 

afforded proper treatment. The staff at the FDC owed this duty to Plaintiff. 

- 8 -
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52. Defendants knew or should have known that Plaintiff had a serious medical need, 

but nevertheless unjustifiably delayed proper treatment and failed to provide Plaintiff with 

adequate medical care after his surgery. Defendants also failed to maintain adequate medical 

records and to follow prevailing medical standards and practices. Defendants thus breached their 

duty to provide Plaintiff with adequate medical care. 

53. As a result of the Defendants' failure to respond to Plaintiff's medical needs, 

Plaintiff suffered documented symptoms including but not limited to severe chest pain, shortness 

of breath, high blood pressure, dizziness, anxiety, and emotional distress. 

54. Plaintiff has exhausted his administrative remedies and received a final denial 

from the Federal Bureau of Prisons Northeast Regional Office on March 4, 20 I 0. 

JURY TRIAL DEMAND 

55. Pursuant to Fed. R. Civ. P. 38(b), Plaintiff demands a trial by jury for the claims 

asserted in this Complaint. 

PRAYER FOR RELIEF 

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff prays as follows: 

56. That Defendants' actions be adjudged to have violated Plaintiff's right under the 

Eighth Amendment of the United States Constitution to be free from cruel and unusual 

punishment, and under the Federal Tort Claims Act. 

57. That judgment be entered for Plaintiff against Defendants for nominal, 

compensatory, and punitive damages, together with the costs of this litigation, including 

reasonable attorneys' fees, and any other relief that the case may require and that the Court may 

deem just and proper. 

- 9 -
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Dated: March 19, 2010 Respectfully Submitted: 

s/ Irene Ayzenberg-Lyman 
Stephen D. Brown (PA ID No. 27829) 
Philip N. Y annella (PA ID No. 81111) 
David J. Stanoch (PA ID No. 91342) 
Irene Ayzenberg-Lyman (PA ID No. 206821) 
Dechert LLP 
Cira Centre 
2929 Arch Street 
Philadelphia, PA I 9104-2808 
Main (215) 994-4000 
Fax (215) 994-2222 

Attorneys for Plaintiff 
Devon Morris 

- 10 -
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I here by certify th at on March I 9, 20 I 0, I directed a true and correct copy of the 

foregoing Plaintiffs Third Amended Complaint to be served upon counsel listed below via U.S. 

mail and electronic mail. 

David A. Degnan, Esquire 
U.S. Department of Justice 
615 Chestnut Street 
Suite 1250 
Philadelphia, PA 19106-4476 
Attorney for Defendants 

Dated: March 19, 2010 

s/ Irene Ayzenberg-Lyman 
Irene Ayzenberg-Lyman 
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Doctor, i"lnrc Mcnon;:ilcl, 1\r_·1_·c:;tin:; l)ffi.ccr, il" Hos.,;l_('r, 1\1·re,;tin?, 

Clff-i_c(•r, llt-:-1i11 Jones, Dcportiri,: ()fficr'r, SchulL7, Officer, Trov Levi., 

i·/;:irdcn, (). llalrq;isi, C-:linic Di1~cc:.to1~, '.-~- \pat1ldin;~, fl0:1ltl1 Service 

/i..rlmini~;tr,0-itor, /\, l'ntcl, Mccclic:11. Doctor-, 11. nokh:iri, 1'1f'd1cal 

Lice n s e JJ r act it ion c r , A . F :-i u :; to , '1 c cl i_ ca l Li c en:-~ c I-' r n c t i t i_ on c r , 

John Dor, lfc,;:id of Fc1cilities, ;:-ind Jc1nc Doe, Tnt,-1k0 \JL1rsr', !JS 

follows: 
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JURISDICTIONAL STATEMENTS 

1. This Honorable Court has 7urisdiction in this CR.Se 

pursuant to 28 u_s.c. § 1331 over the constit1Jtional cl2ims, 

for the admission/ommissions of constitutional violations nrose 

from violating the United St.::ites Constitution" 

2" This Honorable Court has venue, for which, these violAtions 

ended in the city of Philarlelphia, although sU1rted in the W0.stern 

District of Pennsylvania, it woulcl serve the hest interest of 

iustice if the venue would remain i.n the Eastern District, for 

which, the plaintiff ~sin custorlv i.n the Eastern Di.strict, and 

some of the rlefendants, <1lso are from the Eastern Di.strict. 

,'\ 11 t or t c la i "' s a i- e p j__- o p er t (1 ha v t~ t h i s l-i u n o r c-1 h l e c; o 1 1 r t 

j11risrliction must be 9;iven, due to the origin3l iuri:-;diction 

for the constitutionnl claims and r1.s a res11lt of tho constitution;il 

cl3im, 8.ro.se viol:,ticm:-~ of Lhe,~c Lorts c.lr1im,, ,is well, 

or of the tr..rri.tocy of the ll11iterl C:t_;:itcs, i.ncll)(ling ~he 1,10c1ic:1l 

person, for 1;..ihich F".'nch rnerlicnl pPrsonnel hns r('(jllirerl to follow 

thcj_r rc.specti.ve pcison, facilities, polici.r0 s. 

5. rinnlly, o.ach de.fc.ndant has deprivc,d the• 11l,1"inti_[f of 

h i. s r i g h t s , pr iv i 1 e i::; e s 11 n cl r;, r th" c on ::; t i t 11 t i on , n. n d t h e l n w s o f 

this E; t c1 t c. , v:h i le under the co lo r of the S ta t e o f l10 n n :-; y 1 v rrn i :, , 

or thf' territory of the United .stntes, whi_ch r,iv<".s jurisdiction 

pt1rs11<1nt to 42 U.S"C. ~ 108J. 

-2-
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PARTIES 

G. Devon Paul Morris, the pL,.intiff, is being detained 

at the Federal Detention Center-Philadelphia, at 700 Arch Street, 

P.O. Box 562, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 19106, whom is awaiting 

the deposition of his criminal case number: 08-74. 

7. Bract Jones, Nurse, is a Nurse from York County Prison, 

and hG is being sl!ed in his official c1nd indivi_d11al cc1pncitif-'s. 

8. Jane Doe, Phvsician Assistant, is a Physician Assistant 

from York County Prison 1 And she is ~,ued in hc,r official anrl 

individual c,1pacities. 

9 . John no e , no c to r , i. s A Do c t o r f r om Yo r k Co u n t y Pr i_ c, o n , 

10 .. ~·lcirc Mcnnn.11(1, .-\r:-rc:-::tin.c: ()fficer, i.'~ an Uffic,'1· 01· (T"C"i;'. .. J, 

a n cl he i s s u e ci i n h i ::, o f f i c i a l ,1 n cl i n cl i. v i_ d u ~--1 l u1 p n c i t i e :::; • 

1:l.. B. Rossler, /1rresti.n;?, Offi.cPr, is Bn Officer of (T.C.F,,), 

(7 n d h P i s s ll e d i n h i s o f f i. c. i.::1 l :-1 n rl i. n ci i vi d u n l c a p;, c i t i_ c s ,, 

1 7 ., P, r l ,~ n ] n ll (' ~ , f) r> p 0 !" L ~ n 0, 0 f f i_ ".', 0 ~-- 1 
-i" ,-.. --.. i·, n .(-'" (" -~ ..-.. ..--... ..,__.. ,....., r ( T ,...-,, r, \ 

1_ .· · Ci L I 1. I L ; l. -..._.. I - J l.; j_ \, I - l ~ I. ~ J ~, 

a n d he i s s 11 0 cl 1 n h i r; o f r i c j ::i l ;1 11 d i_ n rl i v i d 1 1 :i l c ;1 r n c. i t i c .'., .. 

l 3 . s c. h u l t z , n f f i c r, r , i_ s ti n n f f i c c r o f ( r . r: . F . ) , ;rn d lw 

1s :~ue:d in his offici_:il nnd i.ndi_vi_dual c.:ip:ici_tir:,::;. 

,T-1rnes !-lcircling, Offic.ci_-, L.c~ ~n ()ffi.c.cr (.J[ (TR(~ .. I~ .. ), 

he is Sl!Nl i11 his offici;il mid individual cnpaci_ti_c,;. 

~- -- _, 
<:11 I ti 

15" Troy Levi, Wnrden, is the w:irden at the l'cdernl neteition 

Center of Philarlelphi::i, .incl he is s11f'd in his official nnd iniivi_du:il 

capricities. 

16. o. flalr.iasi, i.s the Clini.cnl. nirec.tor for the Fecler,cil 

Petention Center of Philadelphic1, ,cind ,,hr i.s ,;ued in her off.ic,i:11 

nnrl inciividu;:i_l capacitic,,. 

-3-
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17. S. Spm1lding is the Health Care Administrator for the 

Federal netention Center of Philadelphia, he is sued in his official 

and individ11a:l capacities. 

18. A. Patel, is 3 ~edical Doctor for the Federal Detention 

Center of PhiLiclelphia, And he is sued in his official nnd inciividual 

capacities. 

19. H. Rokhari is a Medical License Practitioner for the 

Federal Detention Center of Philarlelphia, he is sued in his official 

and individual capacities. 

2 0 . A . Fa u s t o i s a Me d i ca l L i c re: n s e Pr <1 c t i t i. o tlf: r f or t. h e 

!•'cderal netcntion Center of Philndelphia, he is :,11Nl in his officinl 

and individual capacitie3_ 

21. John Doe, !lecJd of f,·r1cil:i.b_0,; i_s the flr'n,1 of F\1ciliti_e~; 

for the FPcieral. DC':tcntion Center of J'hiJ.ridelphia, he is sued 

i n h i_ s o f f i c i ri 1 a n d i n rl i v i d u c1 I. c a p ,1 c i t i. c s . 

27.. Jane noc, Intc1ke Nurso, is :1 Nt1rc,0 from \fontgomery 

C(H!tl ty Prison, ancl shr, i ,~ s11ecl in hr"r of r ic ir1 l ,'.ind i ndi_vi rl11:11 

C /1 p ,'l C j_ L i C' :-; • 

CONSTITUTIONAL VIOLATIONS 

A. Violation of the Eighth F.mendment [Cruel and Unusual Punishment] 

INAOF.OUATE Mr.OICAL CARE 

23. On or abo11t Jnnuary 1.1 1 2008, the pl:-:i.i.nti.ff compL:iin 

t o the ,~ t:-r c, .s t i n g o f f i c e r s , M ;i r c Mc n on a J. d a n d P, • Ho ,,; .'> l c r , ( I , C .. 1,: , 

Agents) thnt he WRS h~ving chest r,1ins, dizziness rind shortness 

o f hr e a th . ll h i 1 e he i n g ;1 r re s t e d a s h c w ;i ::; b ec in g c s co r t c d o 11 t 

o f t h e Mic r o t e 1 Mo t c l , 1.,, h -j_ ch the y l1c1 d rl on c n o t h i n g f o r h i m . 

-4-
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2Lf. The plnintiff w::is trrinsportPd to the Montgomery County 

Prison, were he would complain to Jane Doe., Intake Nurse, of 

ch e s t pa i n s , d i z z i n e s s and sh o r t n c s s o f hr e a th , however , s h C' had 

did nothing for the plaintiff. 

25. On or flbout January 13, 2008, the pL1intiff \vc1s transported 

to the York County Prison, which the plaintiff had seen an intake 

Nurse laura, About his chest pnin, rlizzi.ness and shortnoss of 

breAth; the pL1intiff had told Nurse l.rrnr,1 of his hec1rt rliseilsc 

an rl w a s A d m i t t e cl c1 t th e Tu c s o n '1 c d i c '1. 1 C P n t er i n T 1 1 c s o n , Ar i zo n n 

in October 2007, under an ;ilic1s name, which the pL1intiff witness 

Nurse Laura fF1x Tucson Mcdic,11. Cf:nter req11esting medical records; 

The only thing that the plaintiff recciv~d was rnetoprolol medic~tion 

for his high hlooci press1ire. 

, 2 G .. J Em P no f~ , r h y s i c i a n 1\ c,; s i s t a n t from Yo r k Co u r: t y h a rl 

s con t h c p l a i n t i_ f f , a n d p l a c c> L h fc p 1 a n t i f f i n t h fc R e s t r i_ c t €' ci 

llousin;:; Uuit foe medic.11 ohs0rv;cition, how~vcr, thP rlninti[f 

HRS only oh.serv1"d hy L1ntr:-1i_11t'rl correctional officf'1·s, ,1nd not 

by any ucdic:il personnel. 

2 7 . The p l:1 in t i. ff corn p 1 ,1 inc: rl to r:; r n d J n n cs , ~Ji ir s e 1 ah o t1 t 

being plncic,d in tho rF>strict fH111sing unit for n1cdicnl ohsecvntion, 

i_n which, the plai,iti.ff C0111pLlir1ed thnt his oi.ghth :H;1cndmcnt 

w n s be i n g v i o 1 a t c d ; 1:-i h j_ ch , Jo n P c, r 0 s pond c cl w i t h II t h e P i g h t h a 1:1 c n rl nw n t 

d o e s n o t a pp l y f o r i mm i g r a n t s s t 1 ch a s you r :, e. l f " : Nu c s (~ Jone s 

has down nothing to aJ.leviate his chest pain. 

28" Plaintiff would h.1ve ,:-in r"lectrocnrrlio1;cw1, F.K"G., 

done on him while at York: Co1inty Pt-ison, in which they stat0d 

th c1 t his E . R . (; " w Ft s nor r'l ,1 1 . 

-5-
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29. After an examination by Jo'-,1, noe, Doctor at the York 

County Prison 1 he would do nothing to ease the chest pain of 

the plaintiff" 

30" On or ahout January 28, 2003, the plaintiff's fianc.c 

call James Hc1rding (I.C"E.) ;ci_nci informed him of the plnintiff's 

medical conditions, in which, evcnthouR,h bt?ing <letainrd by inrnigr:ition, 

he ha ci d o n c no th i n g to ,2, c t th e p l;:i i n t i_ f f pro pc r m f' cl i_ c ;i 1 t r ea t r1 en t. 

31. The plc1.intiff compl,ciincd to Agent Schult?., Officei..-, 

while at York County Prison nnd he h;:id clone nothin,g to get the 

plaintiff proper medical treatment. 

32, On or about Fehru;:i_ry 11, 20()8, the plaintiff Has tr,rnsportcd 

from York County Prison to th~ Fe<l0rn l flctPntion C(~ntr:r ,=it Phi lcidelphi:i, 

during the transportr1tion 1 Deporting Officer, nri:in Jnnrc:, ( LC. F. 

:'\,r;ent) •,1c1s infnrmcrl by the. plaintiff of his rnt:,di.c;d_ nec,ds. th(~ 

,1 t the F c d c r n l n c t e n t i_ on Cr' ri t c r o f F h i_ lad r l r h i_ ,i. 

plainti__ff wo11ld SC<" IL nokhari, ;'Ylodical Licr'tlsr' Prc1cti.t"inncr, 

for thr ini_tial intake phy,;i_cnl c,xami11aL:ior1 1 :it which tim0, (Bokh:-1ri.) 

d O C U rl C tl t ~ Cl :l b l O O cl r r Cc~ :3 1l r f' 0 f 1_ "i j_ / C)l I th C l lw [-l L.1 j_ tl t i f f S t ,1 t C:C S 

t. h a t h i s h e i1 r t i s e n Lff g e cl n nc1 1.1 a s (1 rl v i. ~; rd .l fl 1 0 / 0 7 h y ll r . n .::-1 r r r: fl 

1'erc0 ss at Tucson Mediull_ C:cnt!'ct:- that he needs a defibrillator, 

rrnd that he had hi,:,;h hloorl pressure .',inc0 2002 1 (Hokhnri) 1vo11lri 

ordr:r a chest x-ray, F'.,l(.(; • .::ind blood uork. 

3 4 . H. !10 k ha r i vJO u l cl cons u 1 t w i th Cl • I) a 1 rn n s i. 1 ('. -, i. n i ca 1 

. h . . . J • t k .- th l . t-. ~f 1 } • 1 n ire ct or , d 1 ir 1 n g f:. e l n l t J_ n . 1 n · n · e o r : _ ;:-. p ;1 l n _ :u s , v; , 1_ c n , 
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O. Dalmasi, would prescribe rnetroprolol, and to hrive his hlood 

pressure checked in two weeks, also the plaintiff would signed 

a medical re 1 ease authorization f orr1, so the r,1ecl i ca 1 d ep:=i r tmen t 

at Federal Detention Center-Philadelphi;:i could get the meclic,11 

records from Tucson, Arizonc1. 

35. According to the little rn<'d ical n~cords provided by 

the Federal Dt'tcntion CentPr-Phil<1rl0lphia, the next time he hild 

a blood pressure takf'n wcJs on March 7.0, 2fl08, (,1.lmost ;:i fnl.l 

month after the ini.ti.11 intake, his blood presst.tre 1,,as 1.50/100; 

also, at this time 0. nalmc1..si would do an E.K.G. [The E.K.G. 

that was ordered on Fehru:=iry 7.2, 2008]. 

JG. The 1-:.K.r: .. showed ,1n ahnorrnc11 F..J(.(;., stcJ.tinr, '.;inw; 

rythm r,0°,sible left fitrinl c1bnornnlitv, LVJl with .seconclnry 
. -

repolnr-ization n.rH1orn1<1.li tv, AX tensive ST-T chn.n~~r:s are proh;~iilv 

d11e to vf'rttricuLit- hyp('t:"trophy, which 0. i1al1;1asi_ ,rn11ld do noU1in~ 

r:ls<' to or for the plnintiff. 

37. On or nhont M:1rch 27, 70(!~, n. l"l,1h1:L',i 1-rnuld pLicc' 

il CO r1 S ll l t :l t. i O 11 ,.; h f' (' t i Tl f O r t tl C'. [) l .'l i_ 11 t j_ f f t () .', C> (" fl C :l Cd i () l Or( i_ '.", t ; 

h'hich ,01t .~ornetirw hct,v·r,011 FP.hnrriry 22, !'.OCIR to \j;1rch l.7, 70(),~, 

the. plaintiff 1-.lns rrescrihRcl Mctroprnlol 1 hyd'--oc.hJ.nrot.hi.,]?.i.c1r' 1 

and [\SI\, however the r1.c1ir1ti.ff h,1s yet hPcn .s0cn hy nny c:i1~dio1o;.--i:,ist 

consultation ;-is of tlH! ,;i,~nin;.-~ nf this co1'1pL--1i11, t1hich l"l,1Jn1nsi_ 

h i'l s [ n i l 0 d to g 0 t a ppr op r i n t c> cons 11 l t n t ion r or the pl n i_ ll ti [ f. 

38. On or ,1ho11t Mny l, 200il, ,::i l'](-mornziduni to S. Spaulclinr, 

ris to the urgency nnd non-11rg('ncy of bcin,: rc•f'r:rrPcl Lo 1mcl0ru,o 

ndditionnl (1i,1~nnc:tic t.(' 0:Li.nr,,, ,1nd/nr ('V,1l11:1tion frnr1 n co~inrnnity 

spcci.alL:-;t (c,r. C:li."di.olor,i. ,t) i.;1 1.'hich: i.L \iii.", n0il:hf"r <'1pprovc:d 

_7_ 
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disapproved, the plaintiff woulcln't receive this memornndurn until. 

May 29, 2008. 

39" Periodically, the pl.a in tiff would he seen by ll. Rokhari 

and A. Fausto, for follow-tips and blood pressure checks, however, 

none of the medical staff here at Federal netention Center-Philadelphia 

had pr. o vi. cl e d ad e qua t e me cl i c ;:i 1. ca re f o r th i s hear t prob l r: n1 . 

1+0. In an administrative remec'ly response from Troy Levi., 

warden, in which he s ta tcd, "hc.8r t s11 rgcry was not necessary 1'. 

Troy Levi is not ciualifierl to givt? medic<1l opinions of whnt is 

or is not necessary for which, L~vi is not or ever been a medical 

doctor, nurse, ~.M.T. or anything dealing with the medical field 

in c1ny w<1y. 

INAOEQUATE HEATING ANO VENTILATION 

4J. On or e1bout Jilly 1.6, 2008, tht' pl,1intiff has rwen in 

(>l.L fi"i"i on Cnit fi Soulh, al Lhe federal Detention C011tcr-Philndclphi,1 1 

:it which ti.me, he ,101_ild cor,1pL1in that th0 Ci~1 l w:is to hot, ;=rnrl 

n n t c n o 11:; h il i 1.· v e n t i 1. :=i t i n 11 i n h i. "~ c (! l l . 

i,2. Th.fl ll1:8cl of Facili.tics nep~1Lt,,1cnt v.ro1i!d co:iC' to check 

out the cell t).55 on,; South on J11lv 17, 2nns, nt :-1pproxirnntely 

l 1 : 3 0 a • m . , c1 t w h i ch t i rn e , h P e v e n ~~ t :1 t ,~ cl t h c1 t i t lv il. ,3 h o t a n cl 

humid in tha. t ce 11, hrn-JPVC r, he hild clone no thin~ to corr.re t the 

problem. 

1+3. The florid of Faci l. it iP-', De par tmen t wou ]_cl cone <1ga in, 

to check cell 655 on 6 south on July 21, 2008, at ripproxi[,latt1ly 

P,:00 a.TTL 1 at which tillle 1 he, woulrl take ;=i tcmpP.r:1t11rP rending, 

which read 71+ 0 degrees, he wo1d_rl inform thr- plc1intiff that thoy 

were allowed up to 78° clegree'~, c1nd that his cell 1,;;:1sn 1 t ;it thnt 

cle~n:e. 
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41{. Hm1evcr, thee Fead of FacilitiPs DP.pat-tment came to 

check out the cell at approximately 8:00 a.ni., and failed to 

note, that the block was cooler than the eel l, that the eel 1 

door has ·been open to try to cool the cell d01vn, n.nd thr-it the 

plaintiff wns sitting outside of the cell, which all would have 

contributed to a lower temperature in the cell, then say if the 

plaintiff and his c0llmate were locked in the cell, say at 4:00 

p.m., count time, where the afternoon s11n of 90° degrees plus 

ambrient temperature, would cnuse a substontial hent rise in 

the cell. 

45. Without checking the cell when the most heat lo;i<i \Wtild 

have been, and the proper volacity of the circulation of the 

a i r ri 11 ri l i t y from the co l l ' s v en t , i t ha s c. n 11 s f'c <l 2, round ,; to li f' 

alan11cd, cspccinllv for a uecson with h0,1rt ,cin<l hrerithing prohl0r~,::, 

in 1vhich, it u.1us0s the bodies he::irl Lo p11mp r!\ore to try to cool 

do,-m the hocly, ouly plac,"s the plninti.ff's henlth rriorr1 nt ri_.,~h:. 

DF.LIRF.RATE INDIFFERENCE 

t n' a t e cl t h c p 1 ,~ i n t i_ f f w i. t h cl c 1 i h e r ;~ t c i. n d i f f 0 r e n c c ,.,, h 0 n t h P y 

i n t en t i on a 11 _y c1 n <i rn [J l i c i o 11 ~,J y L1 i. l Pd t o ta kt"' h i Ill to _0,c, t 010 cl i c.1 1 

can~, 1-:hcn he alr;wst colL-ipsed ns they r~scortr,ci the pl:1i.ntiff 

fron the Motc:>l side v.1:=ilk. 

47, The. slaff at York C"'.ourity Prison ttcted wi_th d0l..ihern!e 

i_rHlifferonc0 when they int0ntionally ;:incl rrrnlicio11sly li.ecl c1bo11t 

the l·'..K.C::" sny thnt is was 11ormnl ,vhE:n his history \,1 ith F.K.G.'s 

shoHS severc1l abnormalities on an F .. K.C. Strip, then hy cleli.bcrat0ly 

a n d i n t c~ n t i o n .1 11 y p l ,i c i n 2, t h <" p 1 :1 i n I.: i r f i n t h e r 0_ " t r i c. t i v P h o u s i n .~; 
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Unit for observation only dernonstrc1tes more m;:iliciou::o cond11ct, 

for which, the plaintiff was only observed by untrained (rnedicnl 

staff), only correctional officers. 

48. All the I.C.E. agents acted with deliberate indifference 

when they intentinally and deliherately ignored the plaintiff's 

cries for help with his chest pnin and heart trouble. 

t~ 9 . The me cl i ca 1 pc, rs on n e 1 a t the Fe rl er a 1 n i=c t 0 n t i on Ce n t er 

of Philadelphia has acted with deliberate indifference when 

they had ignored the plaintiff's cries h~lp for his heart problems, 

in which, they intentionally and ~aliciously waited almost a 

full month, from his initial intake examination, which showed 

extensive hypertension before they retook his hlood press11re 

,1nd ~nve hirn .1.n l·~-K.r:. 

50. The ff1edic-1l pr!c.sor1r1f-,1. :-it Fc,der:1l l'letcntion 1~r:ntcr 

of Philadclphi:i hc.1.s furthPr nclcJ l·1ilh dr,libec:=:ite i.ndi ffc,ret1c0 

when they i.ntentiorwlly and m:iliciously ignorcrl thf' ,_:everi.ty 

n f th P ,7 hno rfliil l_ F. K "c;. , rn ;1 l i c i o u c; l y d q, r j vi. 11 g t hr~ pl n i_ n ti ff of 

,ci c n r cl i o l o g i_ s t c o r1 .', 1 1 l t n t i o n , t h o n h' h e n t h 0 y o I 1 t ; 1 .i_ n e d t h P rn c d i ca .1 

r e c o rd s f co rn 'I' u c s o n , /\ r i z on a , c l e cJ r l y s h m-ri n g t h n t n t." cc on :-;-10 n <1 a t i o n 

by :1 caccliol.02,ist, (fco!:l Tnc~;on .,\ri7_on) hf1s cf'c011irr1cnclocl thnt 

t h e p l a L n t j_ r r b c ,g .i. v e n a p ,1 c c n a k e c t- / d e r i h i l l n t o r imp l n n t c1 :, soon 

tis possihlo, otherwise hi.s c.h:=inc.c.s of .c:un.1iv:1l .1rr- swill. 

5 l . T r. o y L c v i , w n rd e n h a s d P l i l w r n t c l y t r c ct t c ct th e p 1 ,d. n t i f f 

w i th ind i ff ere n c e , when he i_ n t c n t ion al 1 y n n cl rn ,1 l i c i o 11 s l y s t ;1 tr, d 

that the plaintiff did not nr,crl ;:in oper,1tion, 1-,7hen in fac.ti Troy 

Levi does not have the medical_ training, or expcrtis0 to even 

make a staternent to :my meciical nr:cd.c,, hnt he still continues 

to do so. 
-1.0-
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52. The staff members at Federal Detention Center-Philadelphia 

ha s a c t e d ,., i th cl e 1 i b 0' r a t G i n d i f f e re n c P , H h c 11 th c. y h « v e i n t r: n t i on a 11 y 

and maliciously ignored the plaintiff's pJ.eas on the excc.ssi.ve 

heat in the cell at 6 south at cell 655, when they intentionally 

and deliberately would take a temperat11re reading at a cooler 

part of the <lay 1 failin~ to tc1ke into .1.cco1int the sm,dler heat 

load for. Hhich, the rloor was open j the block was cooll?r than 

th e c e 11 1 a n d the p l n i n t i f f Ha s n o t i n th 0 c o J. 1 , no r 1-,1 a s the 

sun at it's hottr:cst point hitting th0 011tsi.d12 w,-1ll., Hhich mctd(:, 

n n 1, mp r op e r t e f7l per a t 1 1 r c. r c. a cl i 11 g o f a cc 11 w .i. th i1 1 e s s c r h c ;1 t 

load for that 74° degr0es, only demonstrating that when the heat 

load increases as the sun i·rnrr:1s thf' cell nnrl the pL1intiff with 

h i s c 0 11 ni n t e g e t l o c k 1_ n , th e c e 11 ,JO 11 l cl d c f i n i t c l y i n c r c n .s 0 

53. Ry f;:1iling to tnke pror<cc :,tC:'ps tn rcdtrce tho cell's 

ternpcrAture, the staff h,1s l:rcr1ted thr:, pl_()intiff with clc:libcr<'1tc, 

i.ncli_fference whPn thcv f11llv k:.n('1-1 th~1t c1 \·.'ilrrq,,r en!! tr~:71pric:-,turr' 

1,._,011ld r;1;1ke~ :1 hodv ',vot.-k l1,c1rdcT Lo cnol_ Lt.:;cl.r nff, ,-.1hich is intc11tinn:1Jly 

,7ncl malici.ously cn11sc Lh1' pl:1intiff 1
::; h('.-i1_-t condi.Lion to wo;:-1-: 

o f s u ch a lx1 cl h c c1 ,:- t c on ct i t i o n " 1 :--:- e: n d y . 

TORT VIOLATIONS 

R~ Medical Negligence 

54. Marc McDonAld cind l~. Rossl0r, th1c, <1rr1,sting officer:~ 

acted with nt"gli~cncc to the medic.:-il neecds of thtc pL1intiff, 

when they intentionally .1nd nrnlico1Jsly dc~prived thfc plaintiff 

o f med i ca 1 n t t C> n t i_ o n \v h c n hr:- <'l l mo s t c o l l n p s t:' o ,ci t the mo t e 1 . 

-11 
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5 5 . The s t a f f a t Yo r k Co u n t y Pr i s o n a c t 0 cl w i th 11112 d i ca 1 

negligence when they intentionally and maliciously misread an 

E.K.G., 1.n which, insteacl of gettin2; proper mecliu1l treatment 

they :i. n t en t i. o mil 1 y an cl ma l i c i o u s l y mo d e h i n1 s u f f er s i t t i n g i n 

a res tricterl hous in£, unit, h·i thou t proper trea trnent to be observe-cl 

hy Correctionr1l Officers th;:it had no medical training. 

Sfi. The Staff at Federal netention Center-PhiladelphiH 

lrns ;:icted with medical negligence Hhen they intentioni:~lly ;:ind 

malicio11sly rlepriverl the plaintiff in se~ing a properly train~rl 

ca rd io log is t, even though, the F. lC G. and the rnerl ica 1 records 

from Tucson, Arizona warrc1nt0.d cardiologist intervention, which 

is intentionally anrl malici.011sly depriving the plaintiff a pacemaker/ 

clefihillator to improve his chances of living a longer lifP. 

57. The l-C.E.- ,\gents, and Jane Doc, N:irse from Mont;:;or:i<?ry 

County Prisnn, hris cictPrl with nieclicnl nPgligenco ,,,,hen thc.y i.r:tcntionzillv 

;:ind :r:aliciously deprived the pL1intLff ,,,ith ,inv medical cnre \-.hi.le 

the plainti[f WflS in thPir c11:,tody. 

C. Gross Negligence 

') 8 ' Th C H (' ,l cl O f r :l C i l i_ t i C' s n t t h (~ F C cl (~ Cl l fl {' t C· Tl t j_ () l I ~ (' n t (' r 

has dc~rrionstrcJtr:cl .2,ross n0gliJ-~C'nce uhr;n hP intPr1tion;1l ly ,rnrl r;1,1li.cio11:,ly 

ignorerl th".:' cxcc.ssiv(' hc:1t in cr:oll (cc 
d _) _) 

excessive hec1t in nll th2 cells on that plo.nnrn (air duct sy.stpn1), 

which has caused the plaintiff's hody to needlessly overwork 

the heart, just to cool down, instead of correcting the excessive 

heat. 

D. Pain and Suffering 

°J9. The Stnff n.t York County Pri.son hns intontionc1lly anrl 

mnliciously c:_iu.scrl 1rnn0cC'ssary pnin nnd suffering on thr:> plnin~iff, 
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when they misread the E-K-G. strip, and place<l the plaintiff 

in the restrictive housing unit for medical observation, causing 

undue s tr es s and an xi e t y on the p 1 a i n t i f f ' s hear t , ca us in g more 

chest pain. 

60. The I.C.E. Agents and the Intake Nurse from Montgomery 

County Prison, has delihcrately cause unnecessary pain and .suffering 

when the agents and intake tlllrserl intentinally and maliciously 

done nothing for the plaintiff's cries for medical help, intentionally 

and maliciously causing undue stress and anxiety causing the 

plaintiff more undue chest pain. 

61. Marc McDonald and R. Rossler the arresting officers 

has deliberately cause. unnPcess;:iry pnin ;:ind s11ffer1n.2,, when the 

offic.rcr~; had to hold him 1rnrlf'r the an1pits and physically ,1ssLst 

hi11i to the vehicle, in Hhich, the:y i. n ten tionc1 l ly nnd ma l iciomly 

ca us e d undue s tr es s and n n x i e t y , which w a .s to mt I ch f o-.:- th c· p l ~ in t i f f ' s 

body to !rnndle, a.nd nftecr viewing this, the arresting officrn 

:; t i 11 had done no th _i n g to ;:.,; e t rn 0 d i. ui l a s s i s t- ,'l n c 0 f 0 r th c n L, i n t i r f . 

h2. The medi.c::,l :';tn[f c1t 1,.edr:-r:11. neto.ntion Center-Philadelphia 

had deliberately c.:111.secl 1rnn0c0ss::1r_y p.1in nnd su[ff'.rinp, whf:'11 they 

intentionally nnd malic:ioll.';l.y dC'pri_vNl the pL1i.ntiff with an 

imcon.',ultation with profc,,ssional medical st;iff, i.e. cardiolo~ist, 

ancl hospitnl when the F.K.G- stri_p clearly shm-,ecl ;:ibnorrnalit-i.ec: 

and the medical record from Tucson, Arizona clcc1rly showed a 

plan for a pacemaker/rlefihillritor, only adderl more :i.ntentionnlly 

induced stress rrnd anxiety, only cc:lusing the pL=iintiff ,,1orc ch~st 

pain. 

GJ. The st.1.ff at Federnl nctention Cr,ntcr-Philarlelphia 

has delibcr2t0ly ca\\serl unnect:c_,s3ry r,a1r1 and suffer, l•Jhcn they 

-· 13-
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intentionally and rnaliciously refu.sec'I to correct the heating 

in the plaintiff's cell, only ecrnsing the plaintiff unnecessary 

over pumping of the heart to regulate his body temperature, only 

causing more unnecessary strf"ss on the plaintiff's heart, causing 

him more chest pain. 

E. Mental Anguish 

64. All defend:=mts have intention3lly and maliciously cc1us~d 

mental anguish within the plaintiff, for which, the plaintiff 

is being rleprived the basic right to live a f11ll c1nd healthy 

life, to watch hj s children grow into adults, and to have the 

hest country to do the operation on the plaintiff, by depriving 

the plaintiff the proper rneclicc1l treatrne.nt th,cit is nnorlr.....--l 
LI .,_~ L_ .... j ...__ IL. 1 ' 

nperA tion. 

CAUSE FOR ACTION 

6 5 . The p 1 a i n t i f f h a s a c o '7 s t i t u t i on A l r i g h t u n d er the 

e i g h th a rn cc n d tn en t to no t b r~ t r ca t e d c rue 11 y :=i. n ci 11 nus 11,1 l l y 1 ,,, hen 

all the ciefc>nd,cints h;:ivc provided le,;s then aciern1,1t0 r:10di.c,,1l c..,ci:-c 

l~ o t h c p l a i n t i. f f \-/ i t h t h c d r-' l il:1 e r il t 0 i. n d i f f c -rr: n c r , a s w P l l n s , 

loss th::in Jcleo,uc'lte he(-iti.n;-~ 2nd ventilntion, the dcfendnnt:: hav~ 

dP[)rivcd the pl:..iinti.ff the• ba.c.;i_c of cnn:~tltutLon,11. rights, by 

l, e i n ?, the rn , t r c :1 t i n g th E.' p l a i n t i. f f w i_ th c r u c l ,1 n d u n l I s n :1 1 pm, i_ ~~ ~ ;:i c n t , 

doPs g1.ve risr:i for a causr for action llnder the ('i_ghth rnnendme1,t. 

6(>" Thf2 plaintiff hns the r i2_ht to he treated by ad,,q11a t 0 

medic::il competency, when the defendants intentionnlly and rnaliciousJ.y 

ignorf'd ohvious signs of heart problem, and intention,1l.ly ,-ind 

malicioulsy df'prive the plEli.ntiff with the adeq11nte mr,dicnl perrnnnol/ 

L,cili.ty to treat the plaintiff has given rise for n UlJJSf' of 

action under the tort of mcdicnl negligence. 

-14-
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67. The plaintiff has the right to be comfortable as poss.ible 

without the gross negligence of staff, whom has a proper heating 

and ventilation system, only for the defendants to intentionally 

and maliciously to mis-maintain and correct any heating and ventilation 

problems gives rise for a cause for action under the tort of 

gross negligence. 

68. The plaintiff has the right to be fn:~<2 fr-om unnecessary 

pain and suffering, only to have thC:> clefo.nrltrnts to intentionally 

and maliciously has caused thP plaintiff with unnecessary stress 

and anxiety, which increased the stress on his heart only providing 

more chest pain for the plaintiff, has given rise for a cause 

of action for the tort of p;:,in and s11fferi_ng, 

69. The> pLd_ntiff has the right to liven full lif(', to 

be a L- o u n d in the: w or l d , t o w :1 t c. h an rl he l p h is ch i_ 1 d r c n b r, com e 

ad11lts, to bP free: from thP mental :in,g11ish, in 1•1hich, the df:'fenciants 

have been c.ausin~, hy intf'ntionallv rind mnliciously d0privin,r; 

l h e p I a i n t i. f f 1-1 i th L h e p r op P r rn f' d i c il l t r C' n t: m P n t: ; t '7 ;:, t >.·: i_ 11 D r('l] n n .2, 

hi.s life, only causing th0. pl::ii.nLiff to wonder i_f he 1a.1ill live 

long eno\1gh to R,fct the proper operation, h;is £>,iven ri~crl to a 

ca u s e o f ;:i c t ion u n d e r th e t or t o f m P n t a 1 ;in g 11 i sh . 

EXHAUSTION REQUIREMENTS 

I O !\ t Yo r k Co I in t y Pr i ,; o n th c p l a i n t i. f f h ;:i ~, f i l e d a 9, r i c wrn c e 

against the medical staff, however, the pL=iintiff was tcansferreci 

to the. Federal Detention Center of PhiladclphL,, before the 

grievi.rncc was responded to, rind they failC'd to send it to the~ 

plaintiff. 

-15-
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71" At the Federal Detention Center-Philadelphia, the 

plaintiff has filed the proper administrative remedies and appeals, 

being provided with cn.se number 496648-Fl for the r1edical issues 

and c;::i_se number 5OO983-fl for the heating and ventilation issues. 

However the plaintiff still awaits responses from the regional 

and central offices on these matters. 

RELIEF SOUGHT 

The Plaintiff, Davon Morris, humbly hopes and prays that 

thi.s Honorable Court will grant the following: 

A . The p 1 a i n t i f f re s p e c t f u 11 y r f'. q u e s t th a t th i s 1-1 o n or ab 1 e 
Court punishes the defendants jointly with severity 
and harshness, and find that the d~fendnnts have violated 
th~ plaintiff's eighth amendment rights of cnrel ;:ind 
u nu c11 1 n l pun 1 s nm f::' n t ;:i n ri order th t? d e f p_ n rl :=:in t s to p c1 y th c 
plc1intiff in ri Slim inexecess of Tw0nty-Five Million 
d o 11 a r s ( '.I; 2 5 , 0 0 () , 0 17 0 . 017 ) f or co nip 0 n s n t. o r y ri n d p 11 n i_ t i v c 
clarnAges for this violcition alone; :iud, 

B " The p 1 a i n t i ff fur th 0, r r 0. spec L [ 11 l l y r c q 1 .1 f'. s t th a t th i s 
llonorable Court continue thr~ s0.v0ri ty rind harshness 
of the punishment, jointly agninst ihe defendnnts, 
and find that the O{'fendnnts hnve viol:-ited e:ich of thP 
tort nctions, nnd nrrlP1~ thP dcfcnd,7nts to p:1y the~ pl.'li.ntiff 
!ti 1_.ht.~ ~-_;,_U~!~ jl1(~'.".C.(~'..<t; 0r 'i\·;'C~r1tv Viilll.on :·1ol.l;·~r:; c~~;~{)r()~_)U~()(_~J.,},.~~(;·) 

for each violated torL ,>E•p('.r-:1tely rr;1· n ;::cnnrl tot.oil 
of inexccss of l·'.ir,,hty 1v!i_lli.nn rlnJl.--irs (t80,000,000.nO) 
for all violations nf tile torts foi· compensatory cind 
punitive drirnar,r.s; and, 

C. Th0 plaintiff further r0'spcctfully rf'q11cst thctt this 
II on o rci b 1 e C: o u r t o n J c r the cl 0 fen d :ll1 t :-; t o pa y f o r a l l 
court cost, and any attorney fees that thG plaintiff 
has incurred; and, 

n. The plc:iintiff further respectf11lly r0quest th:it this 
Honor-able Court will order the dlcfendants with rrny 
other sanctions, punishments that this f!onornhle Cour.t 
sees fit. 

-16-
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JURY TRIAL IS DEMANDED 

I, Devon Morris humbly hopes and prays that this complaint 

will he granted. 

DATED: 

Rc:spec t fully Subr:1i t t eel, 

neonMorris 
Fed. Reg. No: 23681-077 
Federal Detention Center-Philadelphia 
P. 0. Rox 562 
Philadelphia, PA 19106 

-1.7-
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF PENNSYLVANIA 

DEVON MORRIS, 

Plaintiff, 

VS. 

TROY LEVI, 
STEPHEN SPAULDING, 
ODEIDA DALMASI, 
ASHOKPATEL, 
HUSSAIN BOKHARI, 
ANTONIO FAUSTO, 
SADIE CARNEY, 

) 
) 
) 
) CIVIL ACTION 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) Case No.: 08-3842 
) 
) 

Defendants. ) 
____________ ) 

SECOND AMENDED COMPLAINT 

Plaintiff Devon Morris brings this action for damages against Defendants under 

the Eighth Amendment to the United States Constitution, demanding a trial by jury, and 

complaining and alleging as follows: 

NATURE OF THE CASE 

1. This is a civil action pursuant to Bivens v. Six Unknown Named Agents of Fed. 

Bur. of Narcotics, 403 U.S. 388 (1971) by Plaintiff against Defendants Warden Troy Levi, 

Stephen Spaulding, Dr. Odeida Dalmasi, Dr. Ashok Patel, Hussain Bokhari, and Antonio Fausto. 

Plaintiff has been in custody of the United States at the Federal Detention Center ("FDC") in 

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, since February 2008. From February 2008 until August 21, 2008, 

the Defendants knew of Plaintiff's serious medical need relating to a potentially fatal heart 

condition and improperly and without justification withheld appropriate treatment. After 

receiving further confirmation of Plaintiff's life-threatening condition from an independent 
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cardiologist on August 22, 2008, Defendants improperly delayed the recommended treatment 

until October 21, 2008. The Defendants violated the Eighth Amendment to the United States 

Constitution by showing deliberate indifference to Plaintiffs serious medical need while in 

custody. As a result of these actions, Plaintiff suffered serious harm and physical pain, for which 

he seeks compensatory damages and punitive damages, along with reasonable attorney's fees, 

costs, and such other relief that this Court deems just and proper. 

JURISDICTION AND VENUE 

2. Plaintiff brings this action under the Eighth Amendment to the United States 

Constitution and Bivens v. Six Unknown Named Agents of Fed. Bur. of Narcotics, 403 U.S. 388 

(1971). 

3. Under 28 U.S.C. § 1331, Plaintiff invokes the Court's federal question 

jurisdiction. 

4. Under 28 U.S.C. § 1391(b), venue is proper in this district because a substantial 

part of the events or omissions giving rise to this action occurred in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. 

5. Ibis Court has in personamjurisdiction over Defendants because, inter alia, each 

caused harm by an act or omission in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. 

6. Plaintiff has exhausted the administrative remedy process. 

PLAINTIFF 

7. Plaintiff Devon Morris was at all relevant times an inmate at the FDC in 

Philadelphia, Pennsy 1 vania. 

- 2 -
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DEFENDANTS 

8. Defendant Troy Levi was at all relevant times the Warden at the FDC in 

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. Plaintiff sues Defendant Levi in his individual capacity. 

9. Defendant Stephen Spaulding was at all relevant times the Health Services and 

Utilization Review Committee Coordinator at the FDC in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. Plaintiff 

sues Defendant Spaulding in his individual capacity. 

10. Defendant Dr. Odeida Dalmasi was at all relevant times the Clinic Director at the 

FDC in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. Plaintiff sues Dr. Dalmasi in her individual capacity. 

11. Defendant Dr. Ashok Patel was at all relevant times a medical doctor at the FDC 

in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. Plaintiff sues Dr. Patel in his individual capacity. 

12. Defendant Hussain Bokhari was at all relevant times a medically licensed 

practitioner at the FDC in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. Plaintiff sues Defendant Bokhari in his 

individual capacity. 

13. Defendant Antonio Fausto was at all relevant times a medically licensed 

practitioner at the FDC in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. Plaintiff sues Defendant Fausto in his 

individual capacity. 

14. Defendant Sadie Carney was at all relevant times a certified physician's assistant 

at the FDC in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. Plaintiff sues Defendant Carney in her individual 

capacity. 

BASIS FOR ACTION 

15. Plaintiff incorporates by reference as if fully set forth herein the allegations 

contained in the preceding paragraphs of this Complaint. 

16. On January 11, 200 8, the Plaintiff was arrested. He was transferred to the FDC 

- 3 -
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on February 11, 2008. 

1 7. Upon his arrival at the FDC on February 11, 2008, Plaintiff informed an intake 

nurse of his condition, which was noted by FDC personnel in his file as "'enlarged heart and in 

need of a pacemaker. History of fainting." Plaintiff also informed the intake nurse that he was 

suffering from chest pains, shortness of breath, dizziness, and fainting spells. 

18. On or about February 21, 2008, ten days after Plaintiffs arrival at the FDC, 

Defendant Bokhari examined Plaintiff for an initial intake physical examination and recorded an 

abnormally high blood pressure. 

19. During this examination, Plaintiff informed Defendant Bokhari that in October 

2007 he had been diagnosed with a serious heart condition at the Tucson Medical Center 

("TMC") in Tucson, Arizona, and that a physician there had informed him he was at significant 

risk of sudden cardiac death and recommended surgical implantation of an Implantable 

Cardioverter Defibrillator ("ICD"). Plaintiff also explained that he was suffering from persistent 

chest pains, shortness of breath, dizziness, and fainting spells. 

20. Despite the information Plaintiff conveyed regarding his prior diagnosis in 

Tucson, Defendant Bokhari did not offer Plaintiff a medical records release form on February 21, 

2008 in order for the TMC records to be obtained. 

21. Defendant Bokhari consulted with Dr. Dalmasi and informed her of Plaintiff's 

condition and the prior diagnosis. 

22. On March 20, 2008, Defendant Dr. Dalmasi administered an electrocardiogram 

("EKG") test on Plaintiff. 

23. The EKG showed extreme abnormalities prompting Dr. Dalmasi to recommend 

that the FDC provide Plaintiff with an examination by a cardiologist. At this time, Plaintiff was 

- 4 -
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provided with a medical records release form so that the records from TMC could be obtained. 

24. On information or belief, TMC sent the Plaintiff's medical records containing 

Plaintiff's diagnosis and treatment history to the FDC, specifically Defendant Dr. Dalmasi, on or 

about March 25, 2008. 

25. The medical records in the FDC's possession on or about March 25, 2008, reflect 

that the Plaintiff was diagnosed at TMC with hypertrophic cardiomyopathy, a serious, life

threatening condition, and recommended for surgical implantation of an ICD. 

26. On May 2, 2008, notwithstanding Defendant Dr. Dalmasi's recommendation that 

Plaintiff be seen by a cardiologist, and the recommendation of surgery by the TMC, Defendants 

Spaulding and Dr. Dalmasi informed Plaintiff that an FDC "Utilization Review Committee" had 

decided to "table" his request to be evaluated by a cardiologist. 

27. Plaintiff continued to live in fear of sudden death due to his untreated heart 

condition and he persistently experienced the symptoms of chest pains, dizziness, shortness of 

breath, and fainting. 

28. On May 22, 2008, Plaintiff's counsel in another proceeding sent a copy of the 

TMC medical records to Defendants Dr. Dalmasi and Spaulding, calling specific attention to the 

diagnosis of hypertrophic cardiomyopathy for which physicians recommended the implantation 

ofanICD. 

29. On June 2, 2008, still suffering from his cardiac symptoms, Plaintiff was 

examined by Defendant Carney. During the examination Plaintiff explained that he was still 

suffering from the symptoms that led him to seek care at the TMC: chest pain, shortness of 

breath, and fainting spells. Despite this information, and the fact that Defendants were in 

possession of the TMC medical records, Defendant Carney merely ordered an increase in 

- 5 -
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Plaintiffs blood pressure medication. 

30. Defendant Carney consulted with Defendant Dr. Patel, who cosigned Defendant 

Camey's "Clinical Encounter" report regarding Plaintiff's symptoms on June 3, 2008. 

31. On June 5, 2008, still suffering from his cardiac symptoms and living in fear of 

sudden cardiac death, Plaintiff submitted an urgent administrative request to Defendant Levi 

asking for the heart surgery Plaintiffs physician at TMC said was necessary. 

32. Finally, on August 21, 2008, six full months after he first arrived at the FDC and 

informed medical personnel of his condition, Plaintiff was taken for an evaluation by a 

Philadelphia cardiologist in private practice, Dr. Daniel J. Vile. 

33. Dr. Vile examined Plaintiff and in an August 22, 2008 letter addressed to the FDC 

"Medical Director" warned that Plaintiff "could be at high risk for sudden cardiac death." 

34. In his letter, Dr. Vile further recommended that Plaintiff be treated by an 

electrophysiologist, specifically Dr. Allan Greenspan of the Albert Einstein Medical Center in 

Philadelphia, for possible surgical implantation of an ICD. 

35. By August 28, 2008, Defendants had not acted on Dr. Vile's recommendation of 

treatment by an electrophysiologist and surgical implantation of an ICD. Consequently, Plaintiff 

filed a request for administrative relief to Warden Levi requesting the urgently needed treatment. 

36. Plaintiffs severe cardiac symptoms continued. On or about September 2, 2008, 

Plaintiff was seen by Defendant Fausto for chest pains, shortness of breath, dizziness, and 

fainting spells. 

3 7. Despite full knowledge of Plaintiffs risk of sudden cardiac death and the clear 

directive by Dr. Vile, the Defendants took no action for more than 40 days after Dr. Vile made 

his recommendations for treatment. 

- 6 -
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38. Finally, on October 22, 2008, Plaintiff underwent surgical implantation of an ICD 

by Dr. Greenspan, two full months after the recommendation by Dr. Vile. 

3 9. Since his surgery, Defendants have failed to provide Plaintiff with adequate 

medical care, resulting in continued pain and suffering and requiring additional treatment. 

COUNTI 

EIGHTH AMENDMENT: DENIAL OF ADEQUATE MEDICAL CARE 

40. Plaintiff incorporates by reference as if fully set forth herein the allegations 

contained in the preceding paragraphs of this Complaint. 

41. When he entered the FDC in February 2008, Plaintiffs right to be free from cruel 

and unusual punishment was clearly established. 

42. Defendants, acting under color of federal law, deprived Plaintiff of his 

constitutional right to be free from cruel and unusual punishment. 

43. Plaintiff had a serious medical need because he had a documented diagnosis of 

hypertrophic cardiomyopathy, which is a potentially fatal genetic heart disease, a family history 

of this disease, and he exhibited symptoms of heart disease such as high blood pressure, chest 

pains, frequent fainting spells, and dizziness. 

44. Defendants Spaulding, Dr. Dalmasi, Dr. Patel, Bokhari, Fausto, and Carney were 

deliberately indifferent to that serious medical need because they had knowledge of his life

threatening heart condition by reviewing his medical records, examining him in the clinic, and 

receiving his complaints, but they nevertheless unjustifiably delayed proper treatment by a 

cardiologist and surgical placement of an ICD. 

45. Defendant Warden Levi was deliberately indifferent to Plaintiff's serious medical 

need because he knew that the FDC medical staff was not treating Plaintiffs hypertrophic 

- 7 -
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cardiomyopathy and he improperly denied Plaintiff's requests for heart surgery. 

46. The Defendants' deliberate indifference caused harm to Plaintiff because he did 

not receive the needed surgery for more than eight months after being admitted to the FDC. 

During this time he suffered physical pain and lived in daily fear of imminent death. 

4 7. Therefore, Plaintiff is entitled to relief. 

JURY TRIAL DEMAND 

48. Pursuant to Fed. R. Ci v. P. 3 8(b ), Plaintiff demands a trial by jury for the claims 

asserted in this Complaint. 

PRAYER FOR RELIEF 

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff prays as follows: 

49. That Defendants' actions be adjudged to have violated Plaintiff's right under the 

Eighth Amendment of the United States Constitution to be free from cruel and unusual 

punishment. 

50. That judgment be entered for Plaintiff against Defendants for nominal, 

compensatory, and punitive damages, together with the costs of this litigation, including 

reasonable attorneys' fees, and any other relief that the case may require and that the Court may 

deem just and proper. 

- 8 -
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Dated: February 27, 2009 Respectfully Submitted: 

~~ 
Stephen D. Brown 
Gregg T. Nunziata 
Jillian R. Thornton 
DECHERTLLP 
Cira Centre 
2929 Arch Street 
Philadelphia, PA 19104-2808 
Telephone: + 1 215 994 4000 
Facsimile: + 1 215 994 2222 

Attorneys for Plaintiff 
Devon Morris 

- 9 -
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I, Gregg T. Nunziata, do hereby certify that on this 27th day of February 2009, a true and 

correct copy of Plaintiffs Second Amended Complaint was served on the following via U.S. 

Mail: 

Dated: February 27, 2009 

Thomas E. Brenner, Esquire 
GOLDBERG. KATZMAN P.C. 
320 E. Market Street 
Strawberry Square, P.O. Box 1268 
Harrisburg, PA 17108-1268 

David Andrew Degnan, Esquire 
U.S. Department of Justice 
615 Chestnut Street 
Suite 1250 
Philadelphia, PA 19106-4476 
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IN THE UNITED ST ATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF PENNSYLVANIA 

DEVON MORRIS, 
Plaintiff 

v. 

TROY LEVI, et al., 
Defendant 

Stengel, J. 

CIVIL ACTION 

NO. 08-cv-3842 

MEMORANDUM 

November 23, 2009 

Plaintiff Devon Morris suffers from hypertrophic cardiomyopathy, a possibly fatal 

heart condition. While incarcerated at the Federal Detention Center, Mr. Morris informed 

the prison medical personnel of a prior diagnosis of this condition and a prior 

recommendation he undergo surgery to implant an implantable cardioverter defibrillator 

("ICD"). In addition, he repeatedly complained of chest pains, shortness of breath, and 

dizziness. Mr. Morris arrived at the FDC in February 2008, but did not see a cardiologist 

until August 2008, and did not undergo the recommended surgery until October 2008. 

Mr. Morris alleges the FDC 's delay in providing treatment for his condition was a 

violation of his Eight Amendment rights. Defendant filed this motion to dismiss Mr. 

Morris's second amended complaint, or, in the alternate, a motion for summary judgment. 

For the reasons explained below, I will deny the motion. 

I. BACKGROUND 

Plaintiff Devon Morris was arrested on January 11, 2008 and was transferred to the 
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Federal Detention Center ("FDC") in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania on February 11, 2008. 

Second Amended Complaint at ,r 16. When he arrived at the FDC, Mr. Morris informed 

an intake nurse he suffered a heart condition, chest pains, shortness of breath, dizziness, 

and fainting spells. !sL at ,r 17. After the intake evaluation, his FDC file noted "enlarged 

heart and in need of pacemaker. History of fainting." Isl at ,r 17. 

On February 21, 2008, defendant Hussain Bokhari, a medically licensed 

practitioner at the FDC, examined Mr. Morris for an initial intake physical examination. 

!sL at ,r 18. Mr. Morris told Mr. Bakhari he had been diagnosed with a serious heart 

condition at the Tucson Medical Center in Tucson, Arizona the previous October and the 

Tucson physician had informed him there was a significant risk of sudden cardiac death 

and recommended surgical implantation of an ICD. Id. at ,r 19. Mr. Morris also 

explained he suffered from chest pains, shortness of breath, dizziness, and fainting spells. 

Id. Mr. Bokhari noted Mr. Morris had an abnormally high blood pressure. !sL at ,r 18. 

Mr. Bokhari informed defendant Dr. Odeida Dalmasi, Clinic Director at the FDC, 

of Mr. Morris's condition and prior diagnosis. Second Amended Complaint at ,r 21. On 

March 20, 2008, Dr. Dalmasi administered an electrocardiogram ("EKG") test on Mr. 

Morris. Id. at ,r 22. The EKG showed extreme abnormalities, and Dr. Dalmasi 

recommended the FDC provide Mr. Morris with an examination by a cardiologist. Id. at 

,r 23. The FDC provided Mr. Morris with a medical release form to allow it to obtain Mr. 

2 
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Morris's records from the Tucson Medical Center. Id. 1 

In late March 200 8, the Tucson Medical Center sent Mr. Morris's medical records 

to the FDC. Second Amended Complaint at ,-J 24. These medical records confirmed Mr. 

Morris had been diagnosed with hypertrophic cardiomyopathy, and that the Tucson 

Medical Center had recommcn ded surgical implantation of an IC D. Id. at ,-J 2 5. 

On May 2, 2008, Defendant Stephen Spaulding, the Health Services and 

Utilization Review Committee Coordinator at the FDC, and Dr. Dalmasi informed Mr. 

Morris the FDC "Utilization Review Committee"2 had tabled his request to be evaluated 

by a cardiologist. Isl at ,-J 26. Mr. Morris "continued to live in fear of sudden death due 

to his untreated heart condition," and he continued to experience chest pains, dizziness, 

shortness of breath, and fainting. Isl at ,-J 27. 

On May 22, 2008, Mr. Morris's counsel from a different proceeding sent Dr. 

Dalmasi and Mr. Spaulding a copy of the medical records from the Tucson Medical 

Center, calling attention to the hypertrophic cardiomyopthy diagnosis and implantation 

1 Even though the FDC had been aware of the prior diagnosis before the EKG, this was 
the first time the FDC provided Mr. Morris with a medical release form. 

2 Defendants explained the Utilization Review Committee is a Health Services 
committee. Memorandum of Law in Support of Defendants' Motion to Dismiss, or in the 
Alternate, for Summary Judgment at 3 n.l, Morris v. Levi, No. 08-3842 (E.D. Pa. filed Apr. 16, 
2009) [hereinafter Defendants' Motion to Dismiss]. It is chaired by the Clinical Director, and 
includes the Health Services Administrator and the medical staff involved in the inmate's care. 
Id. The Committee reviews various requests from inmates, including requests for specialist 
evaluations, and either approves the request, disapproves the request, or tables the request for 
further in-house evaluation. Id. 

3 
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recommendation. Isl at ,r 28. On June 2, 2008, Sadie Carney, a certified physician's 

assistant at the FDC, examined Mr. Morris. Second Amended Complaint at ,r 29. He 

again complained of chest pain, shortness of breath, and fainting spells, and referenced 

his prior diagnosis. Isl Ms. Carney, however, merely ordered an increase in Mr. Morris's 

blood pressure medication. Isl Dr. Askok Patel, a medical doctor at the FDC, cosigned 

Ms. Carney's "Clinical Encounter" report for Mr. Morris's visit. 

On June 5, 200 8, Mr. Morris submitted an urgent administrative request to 

defendant Troy Levi, warden at the FDC, requesting the recommended heart surgery. 

Second Amended Complaint at ,r 31. 

On August 21, 2008, six months following his arrival at the FDC, Mr. Morris was 

evaluated by Dr. Daniel J. Vile, a cardiologist in private practice. In an August 22, 2008 

letter to the FDC "Medical Director," Dr. Vile warned Mr. Morris "could be at high risk 

for sudden cardiac death." Isl at 33. Dr. Vile recommended Mr. Morris be treated by an 

elcctrophysiologist for possible surgical implantation of an ICD. Isl at 34. 

On August 28, 2008, after defendants had not acted on Dr. Vile's 

recommendations, Mr. Morris filed a request for administrative relief to Warden Levi. Id. 

at ,r 35. On or about September 2, 2008, defendant Antonio Fausto, a medically licensed 

practitioner at the FDC, examined Mr. Morris for chest pains, shortness of breath, 

dizziness, and fainting spells. Second Amended Complaint at ,r 36. 

For 40 days following Dr. Vile's recommendations, defendants took no action. Id. 

4 
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at ,i 37. On October 22, 2008, Mr. Morris underwent surgical implantation of an ICD. Id. 

at ,i 38. Following this surgery, defendants failed to provide plaintiff the proper care. !sL 

atiJ39. 

II. MOTION TO DISMISS STANDARD 

A motion to dismiss under Rule l 2(b )( 6) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure 

examines the legal sufficiency of the complaint. Conley v. Gibson, 355 U.S. 41, 45-46 

(1957). The factual allegations must be sufficient to make the claim for relief more than 

just speculative. Bell Atlantic Corp. v. Twombly, 550 U.S. 544,555 (2007). In 

determining whether to grant a motion to dismiss, a federal court must construe the 

complaint liberally, accept all factual allegations in the complaint as true, and draw all 

reasonable inferences in favor of the plain tiff Id.; see also D .P. Enters. v. Bucks County 

Cmty. Coll., 725 F.2d 943, 944 (3d Cir. 1984). 

The Federal Rules of Civil Procedure do not require a plaintiff to plead in detail all 

of the facts upon which he bases his claim. Conley, 355 U.S. at 4 7. Rather, the Rules 

require a "short and plain statement" of the claim that will give the defendant fair notice 

of the plaintiff's claim and the grounds upon which it rests. Id. The "complaint must 

allege facts suggestive of [the proscribed] conduct." Twombly, 550 U.S. at 564. Neither 

"bald assertions" nor "vague and conclusory allegations" are accepted as true. See Morse 

v. Lower Merion School Dist., 132 F .3d 902, 906 (3d Cir. 1997); Sterling v. Southeastern 

5 
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Pennsylvania Transp. Auth., 897 F. Supp. 893 (E.D. Pa. 1995). The claim must contain 

enough factual matters to suggest the required clements of the claim or to "raise a 

reasonable expectation that discovery will reveal evidence of' those clements. Phillips v. 

County of Allegheny, 515 F.3d 224, 234 (3d Cir. 2008) (quoting Twombly, 550 U.S. at 

556). 

III. THE EIGHTH AMENDMENT CLAIM 

Mr. Morris alleges an Eight Amendment denial of adequate medical care claim 

against defendants in their individual capacities. He alleges he had a serious medical 

need, i.e., a documented diagnosis of hypertrophic cardiomyopathy, a potentially fatal 

genetic heart disease. Second Amended Complaint at ,-r 43. He maintains Mr. Spaulding, 

Dr. Dalmasi, Dr. Patel, Mr. Bokhari, Mr. Fausto, and Ms. Camey were deliberately 

indifferent to his serious medical need because they knew of his condition but delayed 

treatment by a cardiologist and delayed the surgical placement of an ICD. Id. at ,-r 44. 

Mr. Morris maintains Warden Levi was deliberately indifferent to Mr. Morris's serious 

medical need because he knew the FDC medical staff was not treating Mr. Morris's 

hypertrophic cardiomyopathy and improperly denied Mr. Morris's requests for heart 

surgery. Id. at ,-i 45. Mr. Morris alleges the defendants' deliberate indifference caused 

him harm because he did not receive the necessary surgery for more than eight months 

following his admission to the FDC, and during those eight months he suffered physical 

6 
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pain and hvcd in fear of death. 14:. at~ 46. 

To state an Eight Amendment inadequate treatment claim, a plaintiff must state ( 1) 

he has a serious medical need, and (2) the defendants were deliberately indifferent to that 

need. Estelle v. Ga m blc, 429 U.S. 97, I 06 ( 1 97 6 ); Monmouth Co. Corr. Inst. I nm ates v. 

Lanzaro, 83 4 F .2 d 3 26, 3 46 (3d Cir. 1986). The defendants do not dispute Mr. Morris 

was suffering from a serious medical n ecd. Sec Defendants' Memorandum of Law at IO. 

They maintain Mr. Morris fa ilcd to sufficiently plead the defendants were de hbcrate ly 

indifferent to that need. 

Deliberate indifference "requires obduracy and wantonness which has been 

likened to conduct that includes recklessness or a conscious disregard of a serious risk." 

R ousc v. Plain tier, 1 82 F. 3 d 1 92, l 97 (3 d Cir. 1999) ( internal citations omitted). The 

del iberatc indifference standard is a subj cctive standard, Farmer v. B rcnnan, 51 l U.S. 

825, 83 7 ( 1994), and whether a defendant has the requisite level of knowledge is a 

question of fact, id. at 842. 

"[C]onsiderable latitude" is afforded "to prison medical authorities in the diagnosis 

and treatment of the medical problems of inmate patients." 1nm ates of A 11 egheny Co. Jail 

v. Pierce, 612 F .2d 754, 762 (3d Cir. 1979). Medical malpractice and negligence do not 

establish the defendants are deliberately indifferent. Estelle, 429 U.S. at 106. Similarly, 

mere disagreement about the proper medical treatment will not support an Eight 

Amendment claim. Monmouth Co. Corr. Inst. Inmates, 834 F.2d at 346. However, 

7 
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deliberate indifference may be established where prison officials "deny reasonable 

requests for medical treatment ... and such denial exposes the inmate 'to undue suffering 

or the threat of tangible residual injury."' !sL (quoting Westlake v. Lucas, 53 7 F.2d 857, 

860 ( 6th Cir. 1 97 6)). In addition, deliberate indifference is demonstrated where "prison 

authorities prevent an inmate from receiving recommended treatment for serious medical 

needs or deny access to a physician capable of evaluating the need for such treatment." 

Isl (quoting Inmates of Allegheny Co. Jail, 612 F.2d at 762). 

Mr. Morris does not allege a mere disagreement of diagnosis or treatment. Rather, 

he alleges he was not provided treatment. Although he was examined by doctors and 

prescribed high blood pressure medication, the FDC did not permit him to be examined 

by a cardiologist until August 2 008, six months after his incarceration. The Tucson 

Medical Center and Dr. Dalmasi both recommended Mr. Morris be permitted to visit a 

cardiologist. In addition, after Mr. Morris was examined by a cardiologist, the 

cardiologist concurred with the prior recommendation that an implantation of an ICD be 

considered. This surgery did not occur until October 2008. 

I find Mr. Morris alleged sufficient facts to survive a motion to dismiss. He 

alleged each defendant knew of his serious medical need and each was deliberately 

indifferent to the need because the required medical treatment was delayed. Sec Second 

Amended Complaint at 43-46. The complaint contains sufficient factual matters to 

suggest the required elements of the claim and "raise a reason ab 1 e expectation that 

8 
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discovery will reveal evidence of' those c lcments. Sec Phi 11 ips, 51 5 F .3 d at 23 4 ( quoting 

Twombly, 550 U.S. At 556). 

IV. QUALIFIED IMMUNITY 

Qualified Immunity shields government officials performing discretionary 

functions from liability for civil damages unless their conduct violates clearly established 

statutory or constitutional rights of which a reasonable person would have known. 

Harlow v. Fitzgerald, 45 7 U.S. 8 00, 818 ( 19 82 ). Courts apply a two-step inquiry to 

determine whether a defendant is entitled to qualified immunity. First, a court must 

determine whether a constitutional right was violated. Second, a court must determine 

whether the right was clearly established such that a reasonable officer would have 

known the "conduct was unlawful in the situation he confronted." Saucier v. Katz, 5 3 3 

U.S. 194, 201-02 (2001) (overruled on other grounds). To be "clearly established," the 

contours of the right must be sufficiently clear that a reasonable officer would understand 

his conduct violates the right. Anderson v. Creighton, 483 U.S. 635, 640 ( 1987).·1 

Mr. Morris's complaint sufficiently pied a constitutional right had been violated. 

See Part III. In addition, the complaint states sufficient facts to establish that the 

3 Defendants maintain failing to grant defendants qualified immunity "would undermine 
the ability of prison medical staff to exercise their discretion and make medical judgments in 
managing medical care for large prison populations." It would have a "chilling effect on the 
recruitment and retention of competent medical professionals for federal prison medical 
departments." Defendants' Memorandum of Law at 18. 

9 
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constitutional right exists and that a reasonable person would understand his actions 

violated the right. The Tucson Medical Center and Dr. Dalmasi recommended Mr. 

Morris be seen by a cardiologist. After Mr. Morris was finally examined by a 

cardiologist, this cardiologist joined in the recommendation from the Tucson Medical 

Center that an ICD be implanted. This surgery did not occur for another two months. 

I find the complaint sufficiently pied the constitutional right was clearly 

established and, taking the Mr. Morris's allegations as true, a reasonable person would 

have known they were violating the defendant's right. Therefore, I will deny the 

defendants' qua Ii fied immunity request at th is stage. 

V. SUMMARY JUDGMENT 

Defendants maintain, if their motion to dismiss is denied, the court should consider 

materials outside the pleadings, grant defendants' motion for summary judgment, and 

enter judgment in favor of def end ants under Rule 5 6( c ). Defendants attached medical 

records in sup port of this motion. 

Mr. Morris argues defendants' summary judgment motion is premature. Mr. 

Morris argues the motion should be denied pursuant to Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 

56(f), which provides "[i]f a party opposing the motion shows by affidavit that, for 

specified reasons, it cannot present facts essential to justify its opposition, the court may: 

(1) deny the motion; (2) order a continuance to enable affidavits to be obtained, 

10 
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depositions to be taken, or other discovery to be undertaken; or (3) issue any other just 

order." Mr. Morris claims he cannot present facts essential to justifying his opposition to 

the moiton without discovery, and, therefore, the motion should be denied pursuant to 

Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 56(f). 

Mr. Morris's attorney, James Berg er, Esquire filed a affidavit in support of th is 

claim.4 Mr. Berger maintained evidence concerning the state of mind and motivations of 

defendants regarding "their acts or omissions relating to the denial and delay in obtaining 

medica I care for Mr. Morris is not otherwise a va i ]able to him without further di scovcry." 

Affidavit of James Berger at ,i 9. He maintains no discovery has occurred, and Mr. 

Morris must be afforded the opportunity to take discovery "including but not limited to, 

taking depositions of Defendants and other fact witnesses and serving interrogatories, to 

respond to Defendants' factual assertion that Defendants were not deliberately indifferent 

to Mr. Morris's alleged injury, and to demonstrate th at there is a genuine issue of m atcrial 

fact." lfL. at ,i 10. In addition, Mr. Berger maintains Mr. Morris should be afforded the 

opportunity to "obtain paper discovery, including but not limited to, his full set of medical 

and administrative records; the proper procedures related to inmate Health Services at the 

[FDC]; and documentation relating to the decision of the Utilization Review Committee 

to tab le the request for Mr. Morris to obtain n eccssary cardi o 1 o gy consultation." !sL at ,i 

4 Mr. Berger was terminated from this case on August 6, 2009. However, at the time Mr. 
Morris's opposition to Defendants' motion was filed, Mr. Berger was counsel ofrecord. 
Although Mr. Berger is no longer an attorney of record for this case, Mr. Morris is represented by 
counsel. 

11 
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11 . 

Because discovery has not yet commenced, I will deny Defendants' motion for 

summary judgment and allow Mr. Morris to conduct discovery on his claim. 

An appropriate order follows. 

12 
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IN THE UNITED STA TES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF PENNSYLVANIA 

DEVON MORRIS, 
Plaintiff, 

v. 

CIVIL ACTION 

THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,: 
ET AL., 

Defendants. NO.: 08-03842 

ORDER 

AND NOW, TO WIT: This 29th day of August, 2011, it having been reported that the 
issues between the parties in the above action have been settled and upon Order of the Court 
pursuant to the provisions of Rule 41.1 (b) of the Local Rules of Civil Procedure of this Court, it 
IS 

ORDERED that the above action is DISMISSED with prejudice, pursuant to agreement 
of counsel without costs. The Court intends to retain jurisdiction for ninety (90) days from 
now, and any settlement agreement is approved and made a part of the record and this Order for 
enforcement purposes. 

Copies e-mailed to the following 
counsel on August 29, 2011: 

David J. Stanoch, Esquire 
Irene Ayzenberg-Lyman, Esquire 
Philip N. Yannella, Esquire 
Stephen D. Brown, Esquire 
David Andrew Degnan, Esquire 
Virginia A. Gibson, Esquire 

MICHAEL E. KUNZ, Clerk of Court 

BY: /s/ Patricia A. Cardella 
Patricia A. Cardella, Deputy Clerk to 
Judge Lawrence F. Stengel 
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PREET SHARA.RA 
United States Attorney for the 
Southern District of New Yark 
By: TOMOKO ON OZAWA 
Assistant United States Attorney 
86 Chambers Street, Third Floor 
New York, New York 10007 
Telephone: {212) 637-2721 
Facsimile: (212) 637-2686 
E•mail: tomoko .onozawa@usdoj.gov 

UNITED STA TES DISTRICT COVRT 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK 
- - - - ••• ·-••••. -· •.••.. -· .••. ····--· •.• - ...........••.•••••••• X 

JACK MANNINO, 

Plaintiff, 

-against-

UNITED ST A TES OF AMERICA, 

Defendant. 

• . ···-····---·-----·--·-··. ---··· ---··-······•·--- X 

ECFCASE 
I 

STIPULATION AND O!lGER 
OF SETTLEMENT AND ; 
DISMISSAL ; i 

! 

os civ. 9646 CTHKj · 

IT IS HEREBY STIPULATED AND AGREED by and between plaintiff Jack Mannino 

("plaintiff'), and defendant the United States of America (the "United States"), by their 

respective counsel, that the above-titled action (the "Action"), brought against the United States 

pursuant to the Fede"'! Tort Claims Act, 28 U.S.C. §§ 1346{b), 2671-2680, shall be resolved as 

follows: 

I. This Aotion is hereby dismissed with prejudice and withou1 interest, costs, 

attorneys' fees or disbursements to any party. 

2. The United States ~ii:\ P.ay to plaintiff $225,000 (two hundted twenty-five 

th~usand do\18!"~) (the "Settlement, Amount''), which includes ·attorney's fdes, by' check payable 
I 
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to "Ronemus & Vilensky LLP and Jack Mannino." This check shall be issued only after 

ex.ecution by the parties and entry by this Court of this Stipulation and Order of Settlement and 

Dismissal ("Stipulation and Order''), 

3. Plaintiff hereby agrees that the Settlement Amount shall be in full settlement of 

any and all claims and demands that plaintiff or any of his heirs, executors, successors in interest, 

administrators or assigns have, may have, or may hereafter acquire against the United States, 

including the Federal Bureau of Prisons, or any.other department, agent, officer, or present or 

former employee of the United States, on account of the facts, events, and circumstances giving 

rise to the Action, and any claims incident thereto. 

4, This Stipulation and Order shall not constitute an admission of liability or fau It on 

the part of the United States, any department or agency of the United States, or any present or 

former agent, officer or employee of the United States, including the Federal Bureau of Prisons. 

5. Plaintiffherel:iy releases and forever discharges the United States, including any 

department, agency, agent, officer,m·present or fonner employee of the United States, from any 

and all claims and demands that plaintiff or any of his heirs, executors, successors in interest, 

administrators or assigns have, may have, or may hereafter acquire against them, on account of 

the facts, events, and circumstances giving rise to the Action, and any claims incident thereto. 

6. Plaintiff understands that taxes will not be withheld from the Settlement Amount. 

Plaintiff represents and warrants that he shall assume all responsibility for, and shall protect, 

indemnify, defend and hold the United States hannless from and against any and all claims, 

losses, liens, damages, liability, suits, actions, judgments, costs, penalties and expenses resulting 

from any liability or claim of liability for any amounts assessed by or due to any federal, state or 

local government or agency thereof, including, but not limited to, workers' compensation liens, 

2 
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medical liens .end federa1, state and local taxes owed in connection with the payment of the 

Settlement Amount to them. 

7. Payment of the Settlement Amount shall be made to plaintiff only after execution 

by the parties and entry by this Court of this Stipulation and Order. 

8. Pursuant to the provisions of 28 U .S.C. § 2678, plaintifrs attorney's fees for the 

plaintiffs claim against the United States may not exceed twenty-five percent (25%) of the 

Settlement Amount, and such fees must be paid out of the Settlement Amount and not in addition 

thereto. 

9. This Stipulation and Order may be signed in counterparts. 

I 0. Plaintiff and the United States understand and agree that this Stipulation contains 

the entire agreement between· them, and that no statements, representations. promises, 

agreements~ or negotiations, oral or otherwise, between the parties or their counsel that are not 

included herein shal I be of any force or effect. 

Dated: New York, New York 

___ vu .... L~Y------''---· 20 IO 

By: 

3 

PREET BHARARA 
Unite,cl States Attorney for the 
Southern District of New York 

· _ Attor~y for Defendant 

Assistant United States ttomey 
86 Chambers Street, Third Floor 
New York, New York l 0007 
Telephone: (212) 637-2721 
Facsimile: (212) 63 7-2686 
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Dated: New Yqi'k~~ew York 
_......_74--(~-/_1...__._0 __ _,,2010 

Dated: Otisville, New York _7_--00,:;_J ____ , 2010 

SO ORDERED: 

By: 

4 

RONEMUS & VILENSKY 
Anorneys for Plaint· 

EL B. R NEMUS, ESQ. 
112 Madison Avenue 
New York, New York 10016 
Telephone: (212) 779-7070 
Fa.csimi le: (212) 6 86-2490 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
MIDDLE DISTRICT OF PENNSYLVANIA 

CRAIG A. WILLIAMS, 
Plaintiff 

V. 

THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
Defendant 

COMPLAINT 

CIVIL ACTION NO. 

(Electronically Filed) 

Plaintiff, CRAIG A. WILLIAMS, by and through his undersigned attorneys, sues 

defendant, THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, and alleges as follows: 

JURISDICTION AND VENUE 

1. This Court has subject matter jurisdiction over this matter pursuant to 28 

U.S.C. § 1331 in that this action arises under the Constitution and laws of the United 

States and is premised on the acts and or omissions of defendant by and through its 

agents and or employees action under color of federal law as well as 28 U.S.C. § 1346 

(b) ( 1) in that this is a claim against the United States of America and agencies of the 

United States of America for money damages accruing after January 1, 1945, for injury 

and personal injury caused by the negligent and wrongful acts and omissions of 

employees of the Government while acting within the scope of their office or 

employment, under circumstances where the United States of America, if a private 

person, would be liable in accordance with the laws of the places where the acts and or 

omissions occurred. 

2. Jurisdiction founded upon the federal law is proper in that this action is 
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premised upon causes of action under the Federal Tort Claims Act ("FTCA"), 28 U.S.C. 

§ 2671, et. seq. the United States Supreme Court's ruling in Bivens v. Six Unknown 

Named Agents of Fed. Bureau of Narcotics, 403 U.S. 388, 397 (1971) as well as 

pursuant to the Eighth Amendment to the Constitution of the United States of America. 

3. This is an action to redress under the color of statutes, ordinances, 

regulations, custom or usage of rights, privileges and immunities secured to the plaintiff 

by the Eighth Amendment to the Constitution of the United States, the "FTCA", 28 

U.S.C. § 2671, et. seq. and arising under the laws and statutes of the State of 

Pennsylvania. 

4. Venue is appropriate in this Court pursuant to 28 U.S.C. §§ 1391 (e)(3) in 

that this is an action against the United States of America and agents thereof and the 

acts and or omissions complained of occurred in the State of Pennsylvania. 

5. Pursuant to the "FTCA", plaintiff on or about December 21, 2007 

presented his claim via form SF95 to the appropriate federal agency for administrative 

settlement under the "FTCA" and by letter dated June 17, 2008, plaintiff's claim was 

finally denied by the agency. 

6. This action is timely pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 2401 (b) in that it was 

presented to the agency within two (2), years of accrual of his claim and this action is 

filed within six (6) months of the date of the denial of plaintiff's claim. 

7. 28 U.S. C. § 2679(b )( 1) expressly waives immunity for the defendant, its 

agents and employees acting within the scope of their employment and allows plaintiff 

to proceed against the United States for violations of his rights guaranteed by the United 

-2-
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States Constitution. 

8. Plaintiff brings this action within the appropriate statutes of limitations. 

9. Plaintiff has been deprived of a right secured to him by the Constitution 

and the laws of the United States. 

10. Plaintiff has been denied of his rights by defendant, their agents and 

employees acting under color of federal law. 

PARTIES 

11. At all times material hereto, plaintiff, CRAIG ALLAN WILLIAMS, was and 

is an inmate at the USP Allenwood. 

12. At all times material hereto, defendant, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 

was and is a sovereign entity named properly herein under the "FTCA". 

13. At all times material hereto, USP, Lewisburg and USP Allenwood were 

agencies of the Bureau of Prisons (BOP) which in turn was and is an agency of the 

United States of America. 

STATEMENT OF FACTS 

14. At all times material hereto, plaintiff was and is an inmate and under the 

full custody and control of defendant. 

15. On or about, September, 1999, at USP Lewisburg, plaintiff requested a 

screening for colon cancer as a result of specified symptoms communicated to the 

medical staff. 

16. At such time, a rectal exam was performed on plaintiff by medical staff 

personnel at USP Lewisburg and the result yielded a prostate found to have a firm, non-

-3-
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tender mass on the left side along with other reported medical symptoms such as 

hesitancy in getting a urine stream started and a noted family history of prostate cancer. 

A PSA test yielded a prostate specific antigen level of 3.4. 

17. On or about March, 2000, another PSA test was performed and yielded a 

specific prostate antigen level of 3.3 

18. Despite these elevated levels found in screening of the plaintiff and the 

apparent history, no additional testing was performed on plaintiff for a significant period 

of time. 

19. Despite the elevated levels of PSA and physical exam findings, no 

followup or additional testing was performed on plaintiff until on or about July 27, 2006, 

plaintiff again complained to the appropriate medical staff at USP Allenwood that he had 

observed change in stool color, advised them again of family history of prostate cancer. 

20. A PSA test was ordered as well as a surgery consult ordered as of July 

27, 2006. 

21. Despite the complaints of plaintiff, the documented history of plaintiff's 

prior obviously elevated PSA levels and physical findings in plaintiff's medical history 

file, which defendant well knew of, no intervening testing was performed on plaintiff and 

no additional screening of plaintiff was ever performed on plaintiff until September, 

2006. 

22. Further, despite plaintiff's well documented history well-known to the 

medical staff, no action was taken on these requests until September 6, 2006 at which 

time the plaintiffs PSA level was now 8.49 and he was diagnosed with cancer of the 

-4-
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prostate. 

23. Plaintiff's medical records reflect that the PSA levels known to prison 

officials from at least 2000 indicated a need for further testing by way of a biopsy or at 

the very least periodic PSA screening and monitoring. 

24. Despite this knowledge by the prison officials, no such additional testing 

was performed between 2000 and 2006. The negligence of defendant was continuing in 

nature from 2000 until 2006. 

25. Plaintiff, prior to on or about July 27, 2006, could not have discovered 

through the use of reasonable diligence that he had been injured due to the inadequate 

care provided to him by Defendant, its agents and employees. 

26. The plaintiff has undergone radiation therapy, still has his cancer and is 

awaiting further treatment and or diagnosis. 

COUNT I 

PLAINTIFF'S CAUSE OF ACTION AGAINST DEFENDANT 

FOR MEDICAL NEGLIGENCE 

27. Plaintiff herein repeats, realleges and adopts each and every allegation in 

paragraphs 1 thru 26 above as if set forth specifically herein. 

28. During all times material hereto plaintiff was in the custody, care and 

control and under the exclusive care and medical management of the agents and 

employees of the defendant and fully subject to any and all constraints and restrictions 

imposed by defendant upon plaintiff. 

29. During the course of plaintiff's incarceration in defendant's institutions, 

-5-
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plaintiff did receive medical care and services from defendant through its medical staff. 

30. During the course of plaintiff's incarceration from the year 1999 thru 2006, 

defendant, by and through its agents and employees negligently, carelessly and 

unskillfully rendered and failed to render proper medical care, services and treatment to 

the plaintiff by negligently, carelessly and unskillfully failing to provide plaintiff necessary 

and obvious follow up treatment from the period of 1999 thru 2006, despite defendant 

being at all times fully aware of the need and medical necessity for such treatment and 

followup procedures. 

31. As a result of such negligent, careless and unskilled treatment or lack of 

treatment of plaintiff by defendant, plaintiff has developed cancer to a degree far in 

excess of that which would otherwise have been treatable and as a result, plaintiff has 

suffered in the past and will continue to suffer in the future permanent injury and 

damage. 

32. As a further result of such negligent treatment of plaintiff by defendant, 

plaintiff was deprived of a substantial possibility and or probability of early diagnosis of 

his cancer and thus further deprived and denied the substantial possibility for a cure and 

or significant lessening of the permanent and lasting effects of this disease on plaintiff 

and his future life expectancy and capacity for the enjoyment of life and plaintiff has 

been forced to endure significant and severe physical pain and suffering and will 

continue to experience such pain and suffering in the future as well as a significant 

shortened life expectancy. 

33. Pursuant to the foregoing and the negligent acts and or omissions of 

-6-
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defendant, Plaintiff has been damaged and herein demands judgment of money 

damages. 

COUNT II 

PLAINTIFF'S CAUSE OF ACTION AGAINST DEFENDANT 

FOR DELIBERATE INDIFFERENCE 

34. Plaintiff herein repeats, realleges and adopts each and every allegation in 

paragraphs 1 thru 32 above as if set forth specifically herein. 

35. Plaintiff contends that defendant was at all times from 1999 thru 2006 fully 

aware of plaintiff's acute medical problem and plaintiff's need for urgent care and 

treatment during such time period. 

36. Plaintiff was in need of urgent care and treatment from 1999 while in the 

full and exclusive care, custody and control of defendant. 

37. Plaintiff was denied any medical treatment by defendant despite 

defendant's knowledge of the urgent need for such care and treatment during this 

extensive period of time. 

38. The acts and omissions of defendant were sufficiently serious and blatant 

as to constitute a violation of plaintiffs rights. 

39. Defendant was deliberately indifferent to the plaintiff's medical needs 

which indifference clearly exacerbated his condition leading directly to his current 

condition and resulting in his past and continuing pain and suffering. 

40. As a further result of such deliberate indifference of plaintiff by defendant, 

plaintiff was deprived of a substantial possibility and or probability of early diagnosis of 

-7-
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his cancer and thus further deprived and denied the substantial possibility for a cure and 

or significant lessening of the permanent and lasting effects of this disease on plaintiff 

and his future life expectancy and capacity for the enjoyment of life and further plaintiff 

has been forced to endure significant and severe physical pain and suffering and will 

continue to experience such pain and suffering in the future as well as a significant 

shortened life expectancy. 

41. As a further result of such deliberate indifference plaintiff has suffered and 

will continue to suffer significant expenses. 

42. By reason of the foregoing, plaintiff has been damaged and in addition to 

other damages to which Plaintiff is entitled Plaintiff demands an award of punitive 

damages. 

JURY DEMAND 

43. Plaintiff demands a jury trial as to all issues so triable. 

RELIEF SOUGHT 

WHEREFORE plaintiff demands judgment against defendant as follows:] 

1 . As to Count I, plaintiff demands judgment against defendant of money 

damages plus interest, costs and any other relief to which the plaintiff may be entitled 

including attorney's fees. 

2. As to Count 11, Plaintiff demands judgment against defendant of money 

damages plus punitive damages, interest, costs and any other relief to which the plaintiff 

may be entitled including attorney's fees. 

Respectfully submitted, 

-8-
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DATE: 12/17/08 
105054.1 

By: ls/Stephen M. Greecher, Jr. 
Stephen M. Greecher, Jr. 
Attorney's 1.0. No. PA-36803 
Tucker Arensberg, P.C. 
111 North Front Street 
P. 0. Box 889 
Harrisburg, PA 17108-0889 
Telephone: (717) 234-4121 
Fax: (717) 232-6802 
email: sgreecher@tuckerlaw.com 

and 
Stephen J. Goldstein, Esquire 
8000 Peters Road, Suite A-200 
Plantation, FL 33334 
Telephone: (954) 727-9011 
E-mail: Steveg625@aol.com 

and 
Steven M. Dunn, P.A. 
Fla. Bar #488534 
1135 Kane Concourse, 5th Floor 
Bay Harbor, FL 33154 
Telephone: (305) 868-1400 
E-mail: sdunn@dunnandjohnson.com 

ATTORNEYS FOR PLAINTIFF 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE MIDDLE DISTRICT OF PENNSYLVANIA 

CRAIG A. WILLIAMS, 

PJaintiff 4:CV-08-2250 

V. (Judge McClure) 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 

Defendant 

ORDER 

October 5, 20 I 0 

BACKGROUND: 

On October 1, 2010 Stephen M. Greecher, Jr., Esquire, attorney for 

plaintiff, reported to the court that the above-captioned case has been settled (Rec. 

Doc. No. 36). 

NOW, THEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED THAT: 

1. This action is hereby dismissed without costs and without prejudice 

to the right, upon good cause shown within sixty (60) days, to reinstate the action 

if the settlement is not consummated. 

2. This order will constitute a final order dismissing the case with 

prejudice sixty-one (61) days from today if no motion is filed within sixty (60) 
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days to reinstate the case to active status or to extend the 60-day period to 

consummate the settlement. 

sf James F. McClure. Jr. 
James F. McClure, Jr. 
United States District Judge 
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CNITFD STATFS DISTRICT COL'.RT 
!":ASTERN DISTRICT OF NEW '{ORK 

--------------------------------------------------------x 
KENKETJI ITO\Vi\RI), 

Plaintiff 

\'. 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, J.\lvHr 
TORO, (if i:N CUMMI'.\GS, ELIZABETH 
TORRES. A'.\JGEL PEREZ, and JOHN Al\D 
JA'.\E DOE 1-10, all individually and in their 
u ft 11: ial capacities, 

Dd~ndants. 
--------------------------------------------------------x 

09 CV ()096 {.IB\V)iRl.\!J 

,5_TIPULA Tl():\ A.'.'ifD ORDER 
OF SETTI.E'YIEYC' AND 
01s:v11ssAL 

IT IS HEREI3Y STIPLI ATED AND AGREED. by and bel\vecn plnimiff 

Kenneth Howard I .. plarnti ff 'J dnd defendant rhe United S[atcs of Americ, ( th,: "Cnited 

Statcs"L thdl plaintitrs eLums rn this act10n shall be settled and compromised on the 

following terms and conditions: 

l. This action is hereby dismissed in its emirdy wnh prejud1cs;_ \Vithout 

costs, interest, attorneys· fees, or disbursements to any party. 

2. This Stipulation and Order of Settlement and Dismissal (the ''Stipulation 

and Order'') shall 1101 constitute an adrrnssion ot'liabilit.Y or fault on the part of the l init.:d 

Staics. the Fcd,.Tal Bureau of Prisons {"BOP''). or i.my of their prL'S<:11! or former 

departments, agcne 1es. a gen ts. officials, or employees. 

3. Dcfi:.,ndant Cnited States agrees to pay to plaintiff ih...: sum of thirty 

thousand dollar~ (",.:HUl00.0(1) /the "Settlement Amou11!''l. The Settlement .Arnuunt is 

i ndusi vc of all ,__·os!s or attorneys· le<'s nf any kind_ and any and a 11 I ien s and fo·es are 10 

be satisfied by pla1 nti ff nut of lhe Settlement Amount 

Page 1 of 5 
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4 Plaintiff agrees t11 acl:ept ihc Settkmcrn Amount in full sculcrnent and 

satisfaction of any and all claims anJ d,:mands that he or his h\.,irs, executors, 

administrators. or assigns may have or hereafter acqurn: on account of the events, 

circumstances or incidents giving rise to this lawsuit and all claims rncidcnt thereto, 

including but not limned LO any such claims asscned by plarntiff in the complaints he has 

filed in tl11s actiun against the United States, BOP, or any of their present or fonncr 

dcpanmcnts, agencies, agents. officials, or employees. Plai111iff hcreby releases and 

forever discharges rhc United Stali.'s, BOP, :1nd any of their pr1.'SC11t or former 

departments, agcncu.:s, agents, officials, or cmpluyi.:-:::e,, from any and all claims and 

liabilities arising directly or indirectly from the circumsranccs or incidents giving rise to 

this lawsuit and all claims incidtnt thereto. 1nduJing but not limited lo any claims 

asserted by plaintiff in the complaints. 

5. Plaintiff agrees to (a) indemnify and ho!J hannkss the Umted States. the 

BOP, and any of their present nr frirmer Lkpanmcnts, agencies. a gen rs, ntfo:ials. or 

employees, from :1ny and al I ch1ims, rights, subrogated int<.?rcsts, 1n other causes of action 

hrnught agaimr them by any third pany arising din:::c!ly or indirectly from the 

circumstances or incidents giving rise to this lawsuit and all claims incident thereto, 

including hut nnr limited to any claims :1sscrtl'd hy pl::lintiff in the complaint. and the 

paymL'lll of the Scttkm,:m _·:\mount and (hl tu reimburse ur advance, at lhe optiun of 

coun::.c-l for the Lnited States, any expense or cost that may be incum:J by the United 

Statt.:s, the BOP, or any of their present or frmncr departments, agencies, agent,;, officials, 

or cmp loyces, inc idcnt to or rcsu !ting from such forth er Ii tiga ri on or the prosecution of 

claims by any third party. 

Page 1 of S 
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6. This Stipulation and Or<ll,r shall be brnding upon anJ inun: to the b('Hcf'it 

of plain ti ff and dcfrndan t l: n i tcJ S tatcs, and their pnncipab. agents, repres cu tali ves, 

heir's, successors, and assigns. 

7 _ P l,ti 11 llff understands tlrnt tax cs wi 1l n()t be \\ ilhhclJ from the Settkmrnt 

Amount. Plaint1 ff represents and warrants thm he sha IJ as sunk' a 11 rcsponsi hi Ii ry for, and 

shall protect. indemnify, defend and hold the Un1tccl States, BOP. anJ any of their present 

or fonncr Jepartments. agencies, agents, officials, or employees, harmless from and 

against any and all cla1111s. lnsses, liens. damages. liabillly. suits. actions. _judgn:1ents, 

costs. penalties Jud expenses resulting from any liability or claim of liability· for any 

amounts assessed hy or due lo any frderal, sLaie or local government or agency thereof, 

mcludi11g, hut not limited to, rncd1cal liens and federal, state and local 1axc~ owed 1n 

connection with the payrnem nf thL'. Sl'ttkmcm i\moum to him. 

8. "t\"othing in this Stipulation and Order shall limit the right or the ability of 

the Unitc<l Stales to offse: the Settlc111ent Amount against any dchL assessment, or 

fo:1bility owed by plaintiff to the United Scates or any tcdcrat agcncy. 

9. Payment or the Settlement A.mount shal I be made to plaintiff only a fl:er 

execution by plaintiff and the UnitL'd States, and entry by this Court of thi_~ Stipulation 

and Order. 

! 0. This Stipulation and On.kr may be signed in t,,,,o (1) nr more counterpart 

originals, each ohvhich shall be deemed to he an original. 

1 I_ This Stipulation and ( hder contain:- the entire agreement bctwc8n the plaintiff 

and the Uni teJ Sta tc:e; and any statcn11..·ms. reprcsen l:1tions, pn_1rniSL.'S, agreements, or 

Page 3 of 5 
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ni::gotimions, oral or othcn,,1.:is,_:, between che plaint! ff and the U mtcd States, or counsel. that . . 

arc noi inducted herein shall be of no force or cffoct. 

Dated: Brookly11, New "York 
July i_. 201J9 

l)ated: Ralt1morc, Maryland 
! 

Dated: New_ .. }"~1'k, New '{ork 
Julyf'.!009 

Bv: 

/'1 

~- ~. /// ___ t{Jl.ftL<e~ 
BRETT KLEIN, 1-:S(). 
Leventhal & Klein, LLP 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
45 i'vlain Str-..·et, Suite~ 2 ]Vi} 
Rrnuklyn, '\ew York l 120 ! 
Telephone: (71K) 722-4100 ;,--------

j ---,,,,....._ ___ _ 

Plaintiff 

LEV L DASSJN 
A-:ring L nited Sta ks A rtorncy for the 
Southern District of Nc\v '{tJrk 

,~n 'Y f,H D..::fcndc1nt l'nited '.-i" __ 

~ /J r-, ~---
/ --4- ---t\ ' / .· 

NDL l\:~ co:-i~- - t -- -) -

E\IIL 'i" r. D· L'GHTR Y / -
Assisrnni· U.u1kd States Attorneys 
X6 Chambers StrccL 
l\cw '.t'urk, :\ew ·York I 00()7 
Tckplwnc. (212) 63 7-2707·1579 

Page -·-1 of 5 
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SO ORDERED. 

Dated: Brooklyn. :t\tw York 
June . 2009 

~~"w•~------

TH F HO'.\ORABLE ROA:'--JNE MAI\'.N 
United Slate:,: \fagistratc Judge 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF PENNSYLVANIA 

FRED ROBERTS, 

Plaintiff, 

V. 

Civil Action No. 08-5426 

Judge Michael M. Baylson 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 

Defendant. 

Al'VIENDED COMPLAINT 

Plaintiff Fred Roberts, by and through his undersigned counsel, files this Amended 

Complaint against Defendant United States.of America and in support thereof avers as follows: 

THE PARTIES 

I. Plaintiff Fred Roberts, Federal Register Number 58713-066, is an individual 

currently confined at United States Penitentiary Coleman I in Coleman, Florida. 

2. Defendant United States of America employs the staff at the Bureau of Prisons' 

Federal Detention Center C'FDC") Philadelphia. Defendant United States of America is a proper 

defendant pursuant to the Federal Tort Claims Act, 28 U.S.C. § 2674, et seq. 

JURISDICTION AND VENUE 

3. This Court has subject matter jurisdiction over this action pursuant to 28 U .S.C. 

§ § 1331 and l 346(b) because Mr. Roberts asserts a cause of action under the Federal Tort 

Claims Act, 28 U.S.C. § 2674, et seq., which provides the remedy of money damages against the 

United States of America where federal employees have engaged in tortious conduct within the 

scope of their employment on behalf of the United States of America. 

4. Mr. Roberts has exhausted, constructively exhausted, or is excused from 

exhausting his administrative appeals prior to bringing this action. 

132618. 0060 l /2 l 799663v.2 
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5. Venue is appropriate in this judicial district under 28 U.S.C. §§ 1391(b) and 

l 402(b) because the events giving rise to Mr. Roberts' claim occurred in this judicial district. 

FACTUAL BACKGROUND 

6. At all times relevant hereto, Mr. Roberts was assigned to FDC Philadelphia's 

Special Housing Unit ("SI-ID"). 

7. On August I 8, 2006, at 2:00 p.m., Mr. Roberts was the subject of a Discipline 

Hearing arising out of an incident between Mr. Roberts and another inmate. The prison official 

presiding over the Hearing was Hearing Officer J. McGinness. During the Hearing, Officer 

McGinness considered the declarations of six inmates which were adverse to :tvlr. Roberts. 

While reviewing these statements, Officer McGinness disclosed the identities of the inmates who 

made the statements to Mr. Roberts. 

8. Among the individuals who provided a statement against Mr. Roberts was Inmate 

Harper (Federal Register Number 60040-066). Of course, because Officer McGinness revealed 

Mr. Harper's identity to Mr. Roberts during the Hearing, Mr. Roberts was aware that Inmate 

Harper provided prison authorities with an account of Mr. Roberts' conduct that was against Mr. 

Roberts' interests. 

9. After reviewing the evidence against Mr. Roberts, including Inmate Harper's 

statement, Officer McGiillless sanctioned Mr. Roberts and ordered him to serve a 60-day term in 

disciplinary segregation. A copy of the Discipline Hearing Report is attached hereto as Exhibit 

A 

10. Following the Discipline Hearing, Mr. Roberts was placed back in the SHU where 

he had a verbal altercation with Inmate Harper and his brother, Inmate Humbert (Federal 

Register Number 58542-066), regarding Inmate Harper's involvement in Mr. Roberts' Discipline 

Hearing. Inmates Harper and Humbert shared a cell in the SHU. 

2 
132618.00601/21799663v.2 
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11. Given the fact that Inmate Harper provided a statement against Mr. Roberts in 

connection with the Discipline Hearing, as well as the fact that Mr. Roberts then had a verbal 

altercation with Inmates Harper and Humbert, FDC Philadelphia officials knew or should have 

known that Inmates Harper and Humbert were potential threats to Mr. Roberts' safety. 

12. Three days later, on August 21, 2006, Officer M. Brand transported Mr. Roberts 

from his SHU cell to one of the SHU's recreation cages for an hour-long exercise period. 

13. The recreation cages are small, confined areas that are enclosed by wire. The 

cages are kept completely empty and devoid of any objects ostensibly for the inmates' safety. 

Inmates are only permitted to enter or leave the cages when a prison official unlocks and opens 

the door located at one end of the enclosure. 

14. Usually, once an inmate is secure in the cage, his hand restraints are removed by 

prison officials when the inmate places his hands through a small slot in the cage door. 

15. Officer Brand placed Mr. Roberts in the recreation cage with approximately five 

other inmates, all of whom were already in the cage when Mr. Roberts entered. Among the men 

in the cage when Mr. Roberts arrived were Inmates Harper and Humbert. 

16. When Mr. Roberts was placed in the recreation cage, his hands were in restraints 

and immobilized behind his back. Although Mr. Roberts was completely defenseless with his 

hands secured behind him, neither Inmate Harper nor Inmate Humbert were similarly restrained. 

Indeed, Inmate Humbert was not in any restraints at all and Inmate Harper's hands were merely 

handcuffed in front of him, allowing him to use them as weapons. 

17. Almost immediately after Mr. Roberts was placed in the recreation cage, and 

before he had an opportunity to request that his hand restraints be removed, Inmates Harper and 

Humbert simultaneously and brutally attacked him. 

18. Mr. Roberts was completely defenseless to protect himself against the brutal 
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attack because his hands remained restrained behind his back and there was nowhere in the cage 

in which he could run, hide or shield himself from his attackers' blows. 

19. Inmates Harper and Humbert repeatedly and savagely punched and kicked :Mr. 

Roberts. In addition, they mutilated Mr. Roberts with razor blades, causing numerous severe 

gashes to his face, upper body and legs. The beating that Inmates Harper and Humbert inflicted 

upon Mr. Roberts was so severe that he lost substantial amounts of blood and fell unconscious. 

Attached as Exhibit B are photographs depicting the disfiguring, permanent scars throughout his 

upper and lower body. 

20. In addition, Mr. Roberts suffered significant emotional stress and injury as a result 

of the attack. 

21. Because FDC Philadelphia officials knew or should have known that Inmates 

Harper and Humbert were potential threats to Mr. Roberts' safety, they were negligent in placing 

Mr. Roberts in the cage with Inmates Harper and Humbert. 

22. Upon information and belief, the only means by which FDC Philadelphia 

personnel are able to observe the actions of inmates in the recreation cage is to either position 

themselves within one of the five other cages adjoining the cage or peer through a small window 

near the top of the door to the cage. 

23. Upon information and belief, there were no prison officers in any of the other 

cages observing the activities in Mr. Robert,s' cage, nor were there any prison personnel utilizing 

the cage door window to supervise the inmates in the cage at the time of the attack on Mr. 

Roberts. Prison personnel failed to supervise the inmates in the cage despite the fact that a 

prison officer had placed a defenseless and restrained prisoner in a confined cell with other 

inmates who were not similarly restrained and who possessed razor blades. 

24. Had prison officers been adequately observing the recreation cage, the attack on 
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Mr. Roberts would have been prevented or cut short. The prison officers' failure to adequately 

observe the activities within the cage was negligent. 

25. In addition, as stated above, during the attack on Mr. Roberts, Inmates Harper and 

Humbert were in possession of razor blades. that they used to permanently disfigure Mr. Roberts. 

26. Upon information and belief, the razor blades were checked out to Inmates Harper 

and Humbert by FDC Philadelphia officers as part of routine prison procedure, but FDC 

Philadelphia officers failed to ensure that they were returned. Alternatively, the razor blades 

were illegal contraband. 

27. Regardless of how Inmates Harper and Humbert obtained the razor blades, FDC 

Philadelphia officials should have conducted a thorough search of Inmates Harper and Humbert 

to ensure they were not in possession of deadly weapons prior to placing them in the cage and 

allowing them to be in a position where they could viciously attack a defenseless Mr. Roberts. 

28. Had FDC Philadelphia officials ensured that all issued razor blades had been 

returned and conducted a thorough search of Inmates Harper and Humbert, they would not have 

been in possession of razor blades in the recreation cage at the time of the attack on Mr. Roberts 

and therefore the razor blades would not have been used to maim and permanently disfigure him. 

29. On or around March 17, 2008, Mr. Roberts mailed an administrative tort claim 

seeking compensatory damages for his personal injury to the Federal Bureau of Prisons' 

Northeast Regional Office. 

30. The Northeast Regional Office received Mr. Roberts' claim on March 24, 2008. A 

copy of the Northeast Regional Office's confirmation of receipt is attached as Exhibit C. 

31. On September 29, 2008, the Northeast Regional Office acknowledged that Mr. 

Roberts had been assaulted by two inmates after being placed in the recreation area, but denied 

Mr. Roberts' claim. A copy of the Northeast Regional Office1s denial of Mr. Roberts' claim is 
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attached as Exhibit D. 

32. Mr. Roberts initiated this action within six months after the Northeast Regional 

Office denied his claim. 

COUNTI 
(Federal Tort Claims Act) 

33. The foregoing paragraphs I through 32 are incorporated by reference as if set 

forth fully herein. 

34. The staff at FDC Philadelphia owed a duty to Mr. Roberts, including, but not 

limited to those duties imposed pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 4042, to provide a safe environment, 

provide for Mr. Roberts' safekeeping, care and subsistence, and protect Mr. Roberts from 

unreasonable risks, as well as to provide basic living levels of decency and humane treatment. 

35. The staff at FDC Philadelphia, while acting within the scope of their employment, 

violated that duty in numerous respects, including, but not limited to, by: (1) placing Mr. Roberts 

in a confined space with other inmates who they knew or should have known were potential 

threats to Mr. Roberts' safety; (2) placing Mr. Roberts, while in handcuffs, into a SHU recreation 

cage with other inmates who were not similarly restrained; (3) issuing razor blades to other 

inmates in the SHU, then not taking adequate measures to ensure that all razor blades were 

returned to FDC Philadelphia officials, thus allowing those inmates to use them in a vicious 

attack on Mr. Roberts; (4) failing to adequately and thoroughly search SHU inmates for weapons 

and other contraband prior to placing them in the SHU recreation cage with :Mr. Roberts; (5) 

releasing the names and statements of the six inmates who gave witness statements, including 

Inmate Harper, in connection with Mr. Roberts' August 18, 2006 Discipline Hearing; and (6) 

failing to list a "keep away from" on Mr. Roberts' "Special Housing Unit Record" to separate 

Inmate Harper from Mr. Roberts after Inmate Harper gave a statement in connection with Mr. 

Roberts' August 18, 2006 Discipline Hearing. 
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36. The failure of the staff of FDC Philadelphia to fulfill their duties, as set forth 

above, resulted in significant harm to Mr. Roberts, including substantial physical pain and 

suffering, permanent disfigurement in the form of keloid scars all over his body, mental anguish, 

and a deterioration in his overall physical condition. 

37. Mr. Roberts has suffered damages as a direct result of the negligence on the part 

of the staff of FDC Philadelphia to provide, among other things, a safe environment for Mr. 

Roberts. 

38. The United States, if a private person, would be liable for the damages suffered by 

Mr. Roberts in accordance with the laws of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. 

39. Mr. Roberts seeks monetary relief from the United States of America pursuant to 

the Federal Tort Claims Act, 28 U.S.C. § 2674, et seq. 

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff Fred Roberts respectfully requests that this Court enter 

judgment in his favor and against Defendant United States of America on Count I, award 

Plaintiff Fred Roberts compensatory damages in excess of $750,000, and award any and all other 

such relief as this Court deems just and proper. 

Dated: July~) I , 2009 

7 
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Respectfully submitted, 

BLANK ROME LLP 

Grant S. P er (PA ID 57364) 
Scott E. C burn (PA ID 89841) 
Tyler Bro y (PA ID 93242) 
One Logan Square 
Philadelphia, PA 1 9103-6998 
Tel.: (215) 569-5578 
Fax: (215) 832-5578 

Attorneys for Plaintiff Fred Roberts 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I certify that on July 3 1, 20 09, I caused a true and correct copy of the fore going Amended 
Complaint to be served upon the following cowisel via ECF and U.S. mail: 

132618.00601121799663v. 2 

Susan Becker 
Assistant U.S. Attorney 
U.S. Attorney's Office 
615 Chestnut Street 
Suite 1250 
Philadelphia, PA 19106 
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DISCIPLINE HEARING OFFICER REPORT 
_- U.S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

tNSTlTUiJo;.i,;:-- FDC Philadelphia 
.. •:• .. · .. ·-~--?· •• -·. 

OFE'ENSJ:; CODE ( S} 101 

Filed 07/31/09 Page 10 of 24 
BP-S305.052 MAY 94 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS 

Su1-MAAY: OE'_ C;liARG:l;,S. -' -<'"'·'': Assault (with Serious Injuries) 

A. Advanced written notice of charge (copy of Incident Report} was given to inmate on 

(date) 07-26-2006 at 04: 00 pm (by st.af1: A. Vero 

B. The DHO Hea r.ing was held on {date) C_ 08-18-20~ I t:une l 2: OD pm 
,--e;r~"" c. The inmate was advi~ed of his/her r~ghts beftife--clihe- by (st.aff merobec}: 

S. White on (date) 07-30-06 and a copy 

of the advisement of rights form is attached. 

II. S'I'.AFF REPRESENT>;.TI\1.E -_ 

A. Inmate waived right to staff representative. \ Yes: I I No; 

e. Inmate requested scaff representative and appea:ted. 

c. Requested staff :representative declined o.r could not appear but inmate was advised 
of option to postpone hearing to obtain another staff representative with tb.e .result 

that: N/A 

D. Staff representative I was appointed. 

J>.. Inmate adrnit'9 I I denies I X I the charge (s) . 

B. Summary of inmate statement: 

Page 1 of 5 
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DISCIPL[NE HEARING OFFICER REPOR1 
u;s. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

BP-S305.052 MAY 94 
FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS 

'l'he in.'Tlate was advised of his rights at the DHO Hearing and stated he was 
ready to proceed. The inmate had no documentation to present at the OHO 
Hearing. After being read the incident report.by the DHO the inhlate 
stated, "I made the statement before during the investigation, I did not 
assault him. ,, Inmate Roberts made no complaints about procedural errors. 

.,a,J.l wri tt~n -~.t~ss, •. st9;,tement _ were re9d, all 12h.ot,Q,,s, ... s,.nd,, mep.j,~i-J._r~ .... 
~at~ :t:!iii~Q. .a.nd ... i;a:e l;i ec t e,g t;g tbS::l iDme t-g., The DHO notes the time line for 
the report is as follows: May 30, 2006, the incident was referred the FBI 
for investigation. June 9, 2006, Bureau of Prisons investigation was 
concluded and the incident report suspended pending FBI referral, 
July 26, 2006, AUSA David Webb declined prosecution and the incident 
report is released for institution discipline. July 30, 2006 the Unit 
Disciple Committee (UDC) referred the incident to the DHO tor further 
disposition. The DHO hearing was convened on August 18, 2006. Inmate 
Roberts made no complaints about procedural errors. 

c. Witness (es): 

1. The inmate .requested witness{es) I Yes: Ix l No: I 
2. The following persons were called as witnesses at this hearing and .appeared. (lnclude 
each witnesses' name, title, reg number and statement as appropriate.} 

Inmate Brown, w #41143-050 

3. 'l'he following persons reguested were not called for the r.eason(s} given. 

N/A 

4. Unavailable Witnesse.s were requested to :;ubmi t written I Yes I \ No I IN/A I 
D. Documentary Evidence; In addition to the Incident Report and Investigation, the DHO 
considered the followir.g documents: 

Medical Report,dated May 30, 2006, Frankford Hospital, T. Christen.sen, RN 

E. Confidential information was use.d by DRO in support of his findings, but \.OS not 
revealed to the inmate. The confidential information was documented in a separate 
report. The confidenti<1-l informat!on ha$ been (confidential informants have been) 
determined to be reliable be.cause: 

N/A 

rv~/ ,i{1pffilf~ijY;9~\ ~~lfp~~,J{~1i~~/f;f§,}{~t/~1~1/1*i:l;r1f01(t~]X;t2iJrtJJf?t)>t}tfJJt;;.~-::,;,~;:t:-::i / '_,_,,· : /;;·. -, 
X A. Ths act: was cormu.tted as charged. 

B. The following act was comroi t ted l I 
c. No prohibited act was committed: Expunge according to Inmate Discipline :es. 
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BP-S305,052 MAY 94 
FEDERAL BUREAU OF FRISONS 
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The DHO finds that on May 29, 2006, at about 11:01 pm, in cell block 6 
North, at FDC Philadelphia, you ~id commit the.prohibited act, Assault, 
code 101. 

The specific evidence relied upon to support this finding was the written 
statement of the reporting staff rneirber, w. G. Jezoir, Special 
Investigation Officer, who states on May 29, 2006, a verbal confrontation 
between in.mate Roberts and inmate Cara.fa occurred in the housing unit of 
6 North. Inmate Roberts challenged inmate Carafa to return to his cell. 
Inmate Roberts called inmate Carafa a, "snitch ass white boy," 
Inmate Carafa refused to go immediately to the cell with imnate Roberts. 
Iruna te Roberts stated that, "you will have to return sooner or lat er." 
rnmate Roberts walked up the stairs and entered inmate Carafa's cell and 
waited for him. When inmate Carafa returned to his cell, inmate Roberts 
was there waiting for him. Inmate Carafa attempted to flee from his cell, 
he observed inmate Harper through the cell door window. Inmate Harper was 
holding the door shut preventing inmate Carafa· from exiting the cell. 

.J:he PHO,. cons i cter;ed witness statementsmtXOJIL the fpl).:91,1,ill.9..-inmat,es.:.. 

Inmate Carafa, o. 410423-050, I~ate Carafa was shown an array of photos 
and inmcte Carafa positively identified inmate Roberts as the assailant. 

Inmate Ruiz D. 27374-180, Inmate Ruiz was asked if he thought it was Fred 
Roqerts that did the beating, inmate Ruiz responded, yeah~ Fred Roberts 
be has been in court. He is the one who did the beating. 

Inmate Pavis W. 40819-050, Yeah, I saw the whole thing, I was going up to 
roy cell after the game, when I walked past Carafa's cell. I saw somebody 
open his door and I saw Fred Roberts standing over the boy beating him 
with both hands. There were a bunch cf nut inmates standing around 
watching it, 

Inmate Dunn J. 60378-066, was shown and array of photos and identified 
inrn.a te Roberts as the assailant. 

·' r;;;;::;: ~;;:;;.;~,,-~ .. ~-~-~ l tho11gbf. they were gi,ing to fioht when Gabe_ 
n ,to his, ceJ J ~ool with them so I went up to watch their 

..bac.ks..-~.-Ll.o..o.ked..,..in...J:.he dQor ang Ga;bg ~gm me. I never closed the door. I 
..ll eyer , saw a ~th; ng: • I }:lent ba:e k and s tpod a 1 ong the rail. I Qi ctn' t hay§ 

Jlin.g_tQ_~ ..i.t,.. I don' t ·know why Robert§, did it. He· was stressing 
, over court and wan.t:e.ct to hit someone .. 

Inmate Thomas, S 60378-066, When Carafa returned to his cell he was 
assaulted by a black male and during the assault he saw inmate Carafa's 
cell door open and shut by an inmate that was standing outside the cell. 

(CONTINUED) 
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·-~- '), . ' •·. 

The action/behavior en the part of any inmate to seriously assault or injure 
another person, poses a serious threat not only to himself but to the health 
and safety of others in the institution. As a serious assault was attempted 
and carried out, ·the charge was found to be appropriate. 

The DHO is imposing a sanction of 60 days disciplinary segregation as 
punishment for attempted assault, ·rhe OHO also imposed sanctions of 365 
days loss of Vl.Si ting privilege and 54 days forfeitu,re of non vested good 
time, in hopes that it will prompt you to modify your behavior and to 
deter you and others from committing a similar act in the future. 

It is hoped that you stop assaulting and fighting with others when they 
make you angry. Acting on impulse can l~ad to poor decisions. 

VI ti; ~J?~i\L;· ,R:t~f!#.$:: :,:i,j#:,j.i:.~i~i.:¥;~-:~riut~~vtl~!ij, :p_#-:':·t~e\,t_f~4inga,: .... 
speci_fici. ~vidl,l!nca' #eli'ed ·-'or1;_2,' action'>· arid, 'teas·ona>~or th;~· a.0:tion. The 
inrna te: hai bae~ advi~·ea{'di. }1'.fs.'. ~1,ght:, .·t;.J:{':a,pp~~l -~~if ii'.dtion within 20 
calendar days :unae~ the:. Mmt_nisi:.:e~_tive_·R~edy":Pr6i::~H:ure~ A copy- of this 
I:ep6rt has been given to the irunate.'. .. ' ... ', ' ? ' 

s BP-304(52) of JAN 88 
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SECTION V ADDENDUM 

s IS In ves tiga tion, W. G. Jezo ir, inmate Car fa, stated, "vlhen the 
game was over, I went up to my cell and Roberts was there. He 
said, What are you going·to do now. I tried to run out of the 
cell but could not because inmate Harper was holding the door. 
The next thing you know I am.hit from behind and I arn going down 
and when I came to, I remember someone slamming the door on my 
ankle." 

Inmate Brown, w. 41143-050, I had a cellie named Roberts, that's 
all I know. He went out to court and never came back. 

Medical Report, dated May, 30, 2006, Frankford Hospital, T. 
Christensen, RN 

Time Line 
11!00,59 
11:01.28 
11 :01. 34 
11:01.57 
11.02.00 

Inlll.ate Roberts approaches victims cell 
Inmate Carafa approaches his cell 
Inmate Harper follows Carafa to his cell 
Jnl'llate Harper runs down the stairs. 
lrunate Roberts runs down the stairs 

You deD i ed th~ c~t....assa uJ .t...b im, -Xnu r_s.ta.tem.ent j s
~u~a.o.a .co.Jlt.:r;.aru..c,~~u.;.,;ie.si~~~emiB,IJ.;~~acQl.ints ocGf.vt-hs. 
.J n c i de:.n.l:.$.~---Iime,....J.i p.e.~c;,. t es tj ?t10D¥-.iodic.~ o/1J>.Wed...., 
...,i.rnate Cara.ta. to..bi s ceJ l-~~itew.U-ne.ss aF-R-GHc-ts.....t.aat.
~~al;e .&&~fa' ~ 5:;s;.U.,b,.e.~.o.w ,baada..-

Having considered all the evidence in this case1 the DHO finds 
the greater weight of the evidence supports you coirL~itted the 
prohibited act, Assault with Serious Injury, code 101 
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• 
April 11, 2008 

Fred Roberts 
Reg. No. 58713-056 

U.S. Department of Justice 

FederaJ Bureau of Prisons 

North€ast Regional Office 

l/.S. Qu/t)III Hmw 
21ll1. ~ Oitmw! Struu - '7" Floor 
f'hi/4delph/a, PA. J910o 

United States Penitentiary-Coleman I 
P.O. Box 1023 
Coleman, FL 33521-1033 

Re: Administrative Tort Claim Received March 24, 2008 
Claim No. TRT-SER.-2008-03595 

Dear Mr. Roberts: 

Thie will acknowledge rece~pt of your administrative tort claim.for 
alleged loss of personal property and/or personal injury suffered at 
the FDC Philadelphia on or about August 21 1 2006. 

Under the provisions of the Federal Tort Claims Act, 28 U.S.C. 2675, 
we have six months from the date of receipt to review, consider, and 
adjudicate your claim. 

All correspondence regarding this claim should be addressed to me at: 
Federal Bureau of Prisons, Northeast Regional Office, Room 801, U.S. 
custom House, 2nd & Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pennsy1vania 19106. 
If the circumstances surrounding this claim change in any fashion~ you 
should contact me immediately. Also, should your addrese change, you 
should advise me accordingly. 

Sincerely, 

'\:)\~· Y"' Hen; J. dowski cr· Regional unsel 
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'1f--l/4rt 

UNITED ST ATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 
Northeast Regional Office, Philadelphia, PA 
FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS 

DATE: 

Counsel 

' ~inistrative Tort Claim No. TRT-SER-2008-03595 

ro: Fred Roberts, Reg. No. 58713-066 
USP Coleman I 

Your Administrative .. Tort Claim No. TRT-SER-2008-03595~ properly 
received by this agency on March 24, 2008, has been considered 
for settlement as provided by the Federa;t Tort Claims Act (FTCA) 
28 U.S.C, § 2672, under authority delegated to me by 
28 C.F.R. § 543.30. You seek compensatory damages in the amount 
of $750,000.QO for an alleged personal injury. Specifically, you 
claim that staff failed to protect you from an attack by t.Jr:ul 
inmates while housed at the.Federal Detention Center {FDC) 
Philadelphia, on Aug~1st 21, ;to 06, 

After careful review of this claim, I have decided not to offer 
a settlement. --I.wz:estj gati oo r,evea.l.s. . .tb:a.t yon 'dere a.s.sanJ ted b¥ 
um im1Jatf~ after being placed in the recreation area in the SH.U 
at FDC Philadelphia on August 21, 2 0 0£. _Al t_hoggh , you,, W~:t'L 

,,as~,gg. &1I.1d •• ,.i o..&utri?J:J §qme.,.j.pj~~--=Ut~J:§ ,is !mz-~1i.! QB• 1:e that,,.. 
.At •. atf _t~~1:. . ..lib..rulJ.£L.hs\.Y.e-tJ.\..Q!tn...Q!. .. .g... .~ili.c;;......tb.r.eat..~~.t: e 
..c.aed. _t_o_Y,.,at~p. ..... ~~.u ... .s e+i a.wa t.&,d....l,.i::.QID...t.~o~DJJW te s; , l:h ex.e. .j~~ ..0.0-
..eJ.t.irumc.e.-.t.D..,.s,J.JJ.W.e.s..t....¥-ai _1 F xpEu:: i. enc ed :;, , c.p:inP--@~ la. • l os ~.. a a,.-.t b;a.., • _ 
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If you are dissatisfied with this decision, you may bring an 
action against the United States in an appropriate United States 
District Court within six (6) months of the date of this 
memorandum. 

cc: Troy Levi, Warden, FDC Philadelphia 
Scott A. Middlebrooks, Warden, USP Coleman I 
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ACKNOWLEDGMENT OF RECEIPT 

DENIAL OF TORT CLAIM 

I, fre~oberts, Reg. No. 58713-066, hereby acknowledge receipt 
this ~

1
'day of "1 ~, •• .:t;c.,l , 2?08, of the September 18, 

2008 memorandum from Henry J. Sadowski, Regional Counsel, 
Northeast Region, Federal Bureau of Prisons, informing roe o.f the 
denial of my tort claim 1TRT-SER-2008-03595). 

, 2008. 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF PENNSYLVANIA 

FRED ROBERTS CIVIL ACTION 

V. 

NO. 08-5426 
UNITED ST A TES OF AMERICA 

ORDER 

AND NOW, TO WIT: This 18th day of February, 2011, 
it having been reported that the issues between the parties in the above action has been settled 
and upon Order of the Court pursuant to the provisions of Rule 41.1 (b) of the Local Rules of 
Civil Procedure of this Court, it is 

ORDERED that the above action is DISMISSED with prejudice, pursuant to 
agreement of counsel without costs. 

cc: Grant Palmer, Esquire (e-mail) 

Scott Coburn, Esquire ( e-mail) 
Tyler Brody, Esquire ( e-mail) 
Susan Becker, Esquire (e-mail) 

MICHAEL E. KUNZ, Clerk of Court 

s/Lynn Meyer 
BY: ------------

Lynn Meyer 
Deputy Clerk 

0:\41 (b) Orders to Disrniss\Robcrts v. US 08-5426 - 41 b ordcr.wpd 
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- []ORIGINAL 
IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK 

HERBERT F.WARRENDER 
Plaintiff, 

vs. 

HARVEY LAPPON,HENRY SADOWSKI, 
CAMERON LINDSAY,JOHN DOE #1, 
MICHAEL BERECKY,JONN DOE #2, 
C.BROOKS 

09 2697 
BIVENS ACT/TORT 
CIVIL ACTION NUMBER 
COMPLAINT WITH 
SUPPORTI~•~ro J. 
OF LAW n,u,:Jt·~v , , • 

JURISDICTION AND VENUE BLOOfv1, M.J. 
1. This is a civil action authorized by 42 o.s.c. ~1983 (Bivens Act, 

to redress the deprivation under the color of law, of rights secured 

by the United states Constitution of the United States. The court has 

jurisdiction under Titles 28 u.s.c. ~1331 and §1343(a)(3)).Plaintiff 

seeks declaratory relief pursuant to Tilte 28 u.s.c. ~2201 and §2202. 

2. The Eastern District of New York is appropiate venue under Title 

28 u.s.c. §1391(b)(2), because it is where the events giving claim 

occured. 

-- -- -~-~-- ·- . - -· . -~ __ ,.......... 

3. The Court has supplemental jurisdiction ove;r th'4:!"' P1"ai~~ff~.'i~:·~• 1rr· 
State law claim under Title 28 u.s.c. ~1367. ·-·-··-~, il.J 

11 ~/ 

PLAINTIFF 
! --· 

. -_ •.:::i·:···?CE 
Plaintiff, Herbert F. Warrender, is and was at h11 .t~ .. m~nt.ioned 
herein is a prisoner of the UnitedeStates qnd is within the custody 

of The Federal Bureau of Prisons and is currently confined at1[rte 

F.C.I.-2, located in Butner,North Carolina. 

DEFENDANTS 

Defendant, Harvey Lappon is the Director of the Federal Bureau of 

Prisons. He is legally responsible for the operations of the Federal 

-1-
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-
Bureau of Prisons within the United States and each institution 

under its jurisdiction, to include the Metropolitan Detention 

center (M.D.C.), located in Brooklyn, New York. 

Defendant, Henry Sadowski is the Regional counsel for the Northeast 

Regional Office within the Federal Bureau of Prisons. He is legally 

responsible for all tort actions within the Northeast Region for 

the Federal Bureau of Prisons, and to include each institution 

under his jurisdiction, to include the M.D.C. in Brooklyn, New 

York. 

Defendant, Cameron Lindsay is the Warden for the M.D.C. in Brooklyn, 

New York, under the control of the M.o.c.- Brooklyn. He is legally 

responsible for the operations of the M.o.c., and for the welfare, 

treatment of all prisoners of the institution. 

Defendant, John Doe #1 is thewHealth Service Administrator for the 

M.D.C., under the control of the Federal Bureau of Prisons. He is 

legally responsible for the oversight of healthcare of all prisoners 

of the M.D.C. institution. 

Defendant, Michael Berecky is a Medical Physican for the M.D.C. in 

Brooklyn, New York. He is legally responsible fortthe primary care 

at the M.D.C. for the prisoners of that institution. The Plaintiff 

seeks to also address that the Defendant is also placed under the 

claim in his individual capacity. 

Defendant, John Doe #2 is a physican Assistant at the M.D.C. 

located at the M.n.c. in Brooklyn, New York. He is legally responsible 

for the performance of medical treatment of all prisoners of that 

institution. He is also sought after in his individual caPacity. 

Defendant, C. Brookes is a Physican Assistant at the M.D.C. in 

Brooklyn, New York. She is legally respons~blefor the medical 

treatment and care for the prisoners at the institution. She is 

also soght after in her individual capacity. 

-2-
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-
COMPLAINT 

count one: The following civil right(s) have been vioaated by one 

or more of the Defendants under the 8th and/or the 14th Amendment(s) 

of the United States Constitution forthe actions of denying the 

Plaintiff equal protection of law for the negligence of providing 

the safekeeping, healthcare and welfare to the Plaintiff. 

Count Two: The deliberate indifference by the Defendant, C.Brookes 

constitutes cruel and unusual punishment clause for violating the 

8th Amendment for the allegatiOILS of duty by creating medical in

difference to the Plaintiff's serious medical needs and condition. 

count Three: The Federal Bureau of Prisons failed to provide the 

safekeeping and healthcare of the Plaintiff. The Federal Bureau of 

Prisons violated Title 18 u.s.c. ~4042(a)(2). 

count Four: The intentional medical indifference for failure to 

dispense medications prescribed to maintain the Plaintiff's health, 

from a designated federally contracted detention facility in which 

the Plaintiff was recieving medical care and treatment; thereby 

constituting violations under the 8th Amendment. 

Count Five: The denial of any compensation by the Federal Bureau 

of Prisons under the discretion of the Defendant, Henry Sadowski 

within his duties of Counsel under To~t Claim within Title 28 u.s.c. 
§2671 et. seq. 

count Six: Medical negligenge, and deliberate indifference by the 

Defendant, Michael Berecky, within the violation of both objective 

and subjective components, satisfying deliberate indifference clause. 

Count Seven: The Plaintiff has no plan, adequate or complete remedy 

· of law for the wrongs described within the 8th or 14th Amendments 

of the United States constitution, the laws of the United States 

or the State of New York. 

FACTS 

--3-
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-
Count one: on March 28,2008; the Plaintiff was recieved at the 

M.D.C., located in Brooklyn, New York, arriving from a federally 

contracted detention center (Wyatt). 

The Plaintiff was processed and preliminary medically screened 

by the Defendant, John Doe #2. The intake process consisted of 

review of the medical summary from the detention center(Wyatt) and 

medication that were prescribed that were necessary to sustain the 

Plaintiff's health and life. 

count Two: Defendant, C.Brookes, in her official capacity as the 

actor of a Physican 1 s Assistant, failed her duties on April 1,2008; 

at the M.D.C., that in her personal judgement caused medical harm 

to the Plaintiff, risking life, by her individual choice. 

I informed c.Brookes, that I needed medications immediately 

because I was medically sustaining tremors (pre-warning that I 

was going to sustain a seizure,by aura that I was undergoing at the 

time) this was due to the fact that I had not recieved any medication 

since the early morning of March 28,2008, at the contracted detention 

facility (Wyatt). 

C.Brookes expressed lack of concern or care, and stated, "I 

would have to wait my turn to be seen for a complete medical 

screening, that she was going to go by a alphabetical roster that 

had been updated, since there were prisoners that came into the 

housing unit an a later date, and that she was going to leave at 

3:00 pm., she only entered the housing unit at 10:30 am; and that 

she was uncertain if I would be seen on April 1,2008.'1 

As an outcome of deliberate medical indifference, the Plaintiff 

underwent a grand mal ltonic clonic) seizure episode that was 

caused by the lack of medications that were necessary to maintain 

the Plaintiff's seizure condition, and due to such action placed 

the Plaintiff at serious life-threatening staus (immediate]) 

care was needed. The intentional negligence and poor judgement by 

C.Brookes almost cost the PLaintiff his life, and the Plaintiff 

had to be taken to a local hospital (Lutheran) to attempt to stab

lized the Plaintiff emergency medical crisis, that possibly would 

have caused the Plaintiff to lose his life. 

-4-
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-
Count Three: The Plaintiff was recieved on March 28,2008 with a 

medical summary and all medications from a federally contracted 

detention center (Wyatt). 

The Plaintiff was processed was under the care of a physican 

at the contracted detention facility (Wyatt), and placed on 

medications to maintain the Plaintiff's health and life. 

All medical records and medications were under the exchange 

of custody from the security personnel responsible for transport 

of the Plaintiff to the Defendant, John Doe #2, in which the 

Plaintiff did not have cont~ol~ or possession of the medications. 

Previously, the Plaintiff was at this same facility on/or about 

April 26,2007; in which the Plaintiff had to be immediately trans

ported to the local hospital (Lutheran) due to uncontrollable 

seiaures that were happening at the M.D.C. in which the Plaintiff 

had to be hospitalized due to the deliberate negligence to the 

point that the PLaintiff was in immediate life-threatening status, 

and hospitalized in the hospital's Intensive Care Unit until May 

8,2007; in which the Plaintiff was stablized and safe, that the 

hospital lowered the care level of the Plaintiff to a critical-care 

unit in the Neurology Department. The Plaintiff was discharged from 

the hospital on May 11,2008; and returned to m.D.C. with a dis

charge summary and instructions as to the needed care for the Plain

iff. 

Also, on July 4,2007; the Plaintiff had to be hospitalized in a 

local hospital (West Maryland Medical Center) in Cumberland, Mary

land from multiple seizures experienced at his Federally designated 

facility (F.C.I.- Cumberland). Again, the PLaintiff was hospitalized 

in the Intensive Care Unit, in which the Paaintiff had a central

lir,s:f inserted in his chest, and on July 10,2007; the Plaintiff was 

discharged to his facility with a summary that the central-line 

was intact. The central-line was removed at the institutioft 

on July 19,2007, by the prison physican, and all information was 

entered in the Federal Bureau of Prisons (Sentry) medical records. 

Here, we have two seperate ocassions that required the Plaintiff 

to be hospitalized in a Intensive Care Unit in local hospitals within 

-5-
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-
a period of seventy (70) days apart. Both hospitalizations were 

entered in the Sentry and were only accessible to medical person

nel within the Federal Bureau pf prisons. 

on July 25,2007; the Plaintiff went out on a Writ for the 

District of Connecticut. Under transport, the Plaintiff in the 

distance of a F.D,C.- Philadelphia enroute to the contracted det

ention center (Wyatt) the Plaintiff experienced seizure episodes 

on a Federal Bureau of Prisons transport bus, under the custody 

of employees of the Federal Bureau of Prisons. 

While the Plaintiff was actively seizing, a member of the trans

port team contacted the u.s. Marshals (Providence, Rhode Island), 

the Rhode Island 911 E.M.s., the contracted detention center, and 

the Rhode Island State Police. The Plaintiff was taken to a local 

hospital in Warwick, Rhode Island until he was stabilized, and 

then was transported to the detention facility, in whioh he had to 

transported to a secondary hospital in Providence, Rhode Island. 

The transport team had to file incident reports to the Federal 

Bureau of Prisons in New York. 

So, as we can see, there was no lack of any previous availability 

of medical records under the Plaintiff's prison records (08886-014), 

and the medical personnel at the M.o.c. had first-hand knowledge 

and access to the PLaintiff's medical records by previous experience, 

and information inputted in Bureau's Sentry system of the Plaintiff's 

seizure disorder, in which caused hospitalization on April 26,2007, 

and April 1,2008, and dictated by immediate life-threatening status. 

~ount Four: The Plaintiff arrived with prescribed medications to 

maintain his health, from a federally contracted facility (Wyatt). 

The prescriptions were filled by Correct RX Pharmacy of Linthicum, 

Maryland. The Plaintiff never recieved any medications at the M.DC. 

between the dates of March 28,2008 through April 7,2008; with the 

exception of the Plaintiff' hospitalization. 

Count Five: The denial of compensation by Defendant, Henry Sadowski 

pursuant to the Federal Tort Act. 

The Plaintiff filed on May 29,2008; at the F.C.I.- Cumberland, 

aadministrative Tort Claim in compliance of Title 28 u.s.c. ~2671 
et.seq. 

On June 13,2008; Defendant sent the PLaintiff a official re
-6 
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ciept to the PLaintiff's complaint. The notification in which the 

Administrative Claim was filed on June 5,2008; and assigned 

the following claim number: TRT-NER_2008-04837; and further stated 

"that under Title 28 u.s.c. §2675, that the Government has six (6) 

months from the date of reciept to review, consider and adjudicate 

Plaintiff 1 s claim." 

On December 26,2008; PLaintiff recieves a copy of a memorandum 

from Regional Counsel, Henry Sadowski; that on December 2,2008; 

the Plaintiff's claim is denied. 

On this same memorandum, it clearly states "if you disagree 

with this decision against the United states , you have six (6) 

months to file your complaint against the United States in the 

appropiate District Court. 

It is the belief of the Plaintiff that he filed the Administrative 

Claim in compliance of 28 C.F.R. §543.31(c). It is further believed 

that once Regional Counsel denied the Administrative Claim, thatthe 

Plaintiff satisfied the Administrative Claim process after the Plain

tiff was informed to file in court, as a actor on the behalf of the 

United States Attorney General designee, and serves as a waiver that 

excludes immunity protections under a Bivens action and the Tort 

for monetary compensation. 

When the Plaintiff originally filed the Administrative Claim, 

the Plaintiff lacked evidence other than first-hand knowledge in 

which the Plaintiff had sought a lower compensation amount. The 

Plaintiff has sought evidence to support his claim, and has further 

obtained newly discovered evidence from the hospital that provided 

treatment. 

Count Six: Defendant, Michael Berecky was my assigned primary med

icBl physican, both in April 2007, and April 2008. 

Defendant, Berecky committed medical malpractice under the color 

of New York state law for the cupable recklessness by committingaan 

act of deliberate indifference, by failing to notify emergency 

medical personnel after the Plaintiff was placed in a life-threatening 

staee, and on-going seizure beyond the safety zone of five (5) min

utes, subjecting the Plaintiff to substancial risk and harm, at the 

time, he had knowledge of the Plaintiss's health problems. and the 

-7-
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seiaure disorder. Defendant, Berecky intentionally delayed making 

the determination to contact E.M.S. after allowing the PLaintiff 

undergo seizing for one (1) hour, disregarding the fact that 

the Plaintiff's life, health and safety, due to the lack of oxyegen 

and blood were not flowing into the PLaintiff's brain and that 

the Plaintiff's heart raTe had continually increased from the 

physical strain, in which the Plaintiff on the E.M.S. was transported 

to the local hospital with life-support, due to the lack and absence 

of medications necessary for the Plaintiff's health and life, due 

to such medical carelessness. 

The lack of medications lead to the deteriation of the mental 

health,activated by triggering the degree exceeding the seizure 

threshold that ignited the Plaintiff into the immediate life

threatening threshold. 

count Seven: The Plaintiff has sought to remedy some of the claims 

within this suit by the Administrative Remedy Procedure by the 

way of the Federal Bureau of Prisons, and of the Federal Tort Claim, 

in which the Defendants continually steer the Plaintiff around by 

the claim that the Plaintiff has to filed his complaints into a 

differeet region, when in fact the events happened in the Northeast 

Region, and they continue to deny the Plaintiff's claims and the 

remedies available in the established Administrative Procedure 

designed by the Federal Bureau of Prisons. 

After careful evaluation of newly found evidence, the only 

remedy for the Plaintiff is to address the violations of Constit

utional and Federal Statutes, as also New York State law, is to 

bring forth the complamnts and violations within a Bivens action 

into the Court of Law, and to address the Tort action as well. 

RELIEF SOUGHT 

WHEREFORE, the Plaintiff, Herbert F.Warrender respectfully re

quests that this HonorableCourt enter judgement in the interest 

of the Plaintiff as sought: 

1. A declaration that the acts and/or omissions described herein 

violated the Plaintiff's right(s) under the United States Con

stitution, Fewaeal Statute, or New York laws. 

-8-
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2. Compensatory damages in the amount of one (1) hundred 

thousand dollars against each defendant jointly within the 

scope of acting under the color of law. 

3. A jury trial on all issues thet are triable by jury in 

belief that the Plaintiff will not be in custody after July 1, 

2009. 

4. Punitive damages in the amount of seventy-five (75) 

thousand dollars against each one of the defendants, to include 

the defendants in their individual capacity. 

5. Plaintiff 1 s cost incurred in this action before the Court. 

e. Any additional relief that this Court deems just, proper 

and equitable for the Plaintiff for the harm that was caused and 

subjective to the Plaintiff's to 

health, and life. 

Dated: 4/1/09 

his maintainence of safety, 

41~ 
I. D. #08886-014 

F.C.I.-2 P.O. Box #1500 

Butner, North Carolina 27509 

VERIFICATION 

I, Herbert F.Warrender have read the foregoing complaints and 

hereby verify that all issues within are true and correct to the 

besy of my knowledge. 

I certify under the penaLties of perjury that the foregoing 

instument is true and correct under Title 28 u.s.c. §1746. 

Executed this 1st day of April, 2009. . " . Jw 
~4!.?.nenaer 

-9-
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SUPPORTIVE MEMORANDUM OF LAW 

Venue: A lawsuit can be filed in a Federal District Court where: 

1.) the PLaintiff resides and/or where the acts or omissions 

occurred, under Title 28 U.S.C. §1402(b), and 28 U.S.C. ~1391. 

The Court also retains supplemental jurisdiction over the 

Plaintiff's state law claims under Title 28 u.s.c. §1367. 

Defendants: 

Defendant, Harvey Lappon Director; is required to see that all 

Federal Bureau of Prisons institutions meet the compliance of the 

8th and 14th Amendments of the United States Constitution, and within 

Title 18 u.s.c. §4042(a)(2), seeing that the laws provide equal 

protection of law, in the PLaintiff's case at large, avoiding any 

negligence of indifference that would vim~ate the Federal Statutes. 

The compliance of law that the employees are to excercise "ord-

inary diligence to keep all prisoners from harm." 

Being that this Defendant serves as Director has much re

sponsibilty in which requires him to see that all federal statutes, 

regulations or policies are within compliance, in which the strict 

compliance lacked the protection for the Plaintiff. 

A discretionary act exception does not apply when the statutes, 

regulations,laws or policies, when a employee fails a adequate 

standard of care. Berkowitz vs. United states, 486 u.s. 531, 536 

{1988); Barton vs. United States, 609 F.2d 977, 979 (10th Cir. 1979) 

(existence of a "fixed or readily ascertained standard" of conduct 

means the official's actions are not discretionary). In other words, 

an act is discretionary only if a matter of choice for the acting 

employee. 

In this instant case, it goes beyond the scope of a federal 

tort action, federal statutes have been violated, as has con

stitutional amendents, within the protections afforded to the Plain

tiff (prisoner) under the 8th and 14th Amendments of the United 

States Constitution. See, Zabala vs. United States, 567 F.2d 1140 

(1st Cir. 1977); Leibowitz vs. United States Department of Justice, 

729 F.Supp. 556 (E.D. Mich. 1989), affirmed, 914 F.2d 256 (6th Cir. 

1990). 

It is the duty of the Federal Bureau of Prisons within the 

-10-
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components of Title 18 U.S.C. ~4042(a)(2), to provide the safe

keeping, care, health and welfare of all prisoners within the 

controlling custody of the federal prison system. See, Jones vs. 

United States, 91 F.3d 623 (3rd Cir. 1996); United States vs. Muniz, 

374 U.S. 150 (1963). 

Defendant, Henry Sadowski, is the legal counsel for the Federal 

Bureau of Prisons, the appointed designee for the Attorney Generals 

Office. He is acting designee for legal issues within the Northeast 

Region of the United States, in which the Plaintiff was within custody 

at a facility in his jurisdiction and control. The Plaintiff was 

in compliance in filing of the federal tof!i(':: claims act pursuant to 

Title 28 U.S.C. §2671 et.seq.; for wrongful actions by Medical Per

sonnel within the Metropolitan Detention center (M.D.C.) located 

in Brooklyn, New York. 

The Plaintiff was exhausting the tort for negligence, in which 

the four (4) elements to support the clamm were met by (1) duty of 

care, (2) breached or Violated this duty, (3) the breach caused 

harm to the Plaintiff and (4) the Plaintiff suffered damage as a 

result. See, Kirby vs. Carlisle, 178 PA. Supr. 389, 116 A.2d 220 

(1955). 

When the Plaintiff had initiated his claim on May 192008; the 

Plaintiff had only sought personal injury compensation in the minute 

amount of two thousand five hundred (2,500) dollars, since the only 

evidence that the Plaintiff could introduce was a reciept when the 

Plaintiff recieved medications at the M.D.C. Pharmacy dated on April 

7,2008. 

The information that the Plaintiff stated ocurred between the 

dates of March 28,2008 through April 7,2008. The Plaintiff was re

cieved and processed with medical records and prescribed medications, 

and had filed official complaint that he never recieved medications 

that resulted in the Plaintiff be hospitalized for a serious med

ical disorder that has been exsstant of recurring epileptic grand 

rnal (tonic clonic) seizures, a status known as "status epileptus". 

The seizures endangered the Plaintiff's life due to tha lack of 

-11-
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'any necessary medications' that are used to maintain the PLaintiff's 

health and life, and that they are further needed to allow the 

Plaintiff to live day to day, with some control. see, Jones vs. 

United States, 91 F.3d 623 (3rd Cir. 1996); but yet, the Plaintiff 

had provided information adequate to determine whether settlement 

was justifiable. See, Tidd vs. united states, 786 F.2d 1565 (11th 

Cir. 1986); the Plaintiff was well within the allotted time frame 

of two (2) years in filing, in compliance of Title 28 u.s.c. ~2401(b). 

Defendant, Henry Sadowski had responded in behalf of the M.D.C., 

that my claim was denied on December 2,2008 pursuant to Title 28 

u.s.c. §2675(a). At that time, I was directed by Mr. Sadowski that 

if I was dissatified that 'I could file in the United States Dist

rict Court' in which brings legal action before the Court of juris

diction. McNeil vs. United States, 964 F.2d 647, 648 {7th Cir. 1992) 

affirmed, 508 U.S. 106 (1993). 

Defendant, John Doe #1, serves as the Health Service Administrator 

in which he/she is held accountable for all healthcare at the M.o.c., 

for the prisoners. 

Here we will see violations of Title 18 u.s.c. ~4042(a)(2) and 

the 8th Amendment by John Doer#1, based upon the negligence of ac

cessing of the Plaintiff's medical records within the SENTRY system 

that was easily accessible, in which contains extensive medical pro

file of the Plaintiff, and that the facility including medical per

sonnel having had the Plaintiff medical needs at the M.O.C. pre

viously less than a year ago, and required the PLaintiff to be hosp

italized in a Intensive Care Unit at the same hospital for thirteen 

(13) days, in which between the security personnel, or the United 

States Marshal Service were required to maintain security on the 

Plaintiff, and that some of the security personnel had to be re

scheduled to accomodate the security needed to maintain the custody 

of the Plaintiff at the hospital. As you can welilsee that this is 

not the first time that the PLaintiff had to be hospitalized for 

-12-
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seizures, thereby displaying that there was previous injury to the 

Plaintiff on April 28,2007; substanciating the requirements afforded 

under Title 42 U.S.C. §1997(e): and 28 u.s.c. §1346(b)(2). so, in 

this instant case any 1'qualif ied immuni ty 11 in behalf of the De

fendants should be carefully examined over the liability issues 

as well. See, Harlow vs. Fitzgerald, 102 s.ct. 2727 (1982); 457 U.S. 

800 (1982). 

With there being access to such medical records, such failure 

by the supervising official on the behalf of the medical department 

'proximate cause' is met, because he knew of the 'serious medical 

condition' or, should have known, that could have effect to sub

stahneial risks to the PLaintiff's health, if the PLaintiff was 

provided his regimental medications that had been either provided 

by physicans at the federally contracted detention facility (Wyatt) 

or directly from medical authorities at a Federal Bureau of Prisons 

facility (F.C.I.-Cumberland), it should have never reached the tragic 

event that lead to the Plaintiff being hospitalized at the local 

hospital. See, Sealock vs. Colorado 218 F.3d 1205 (10th Cir. 2000); 

Jackson vs. Kelly, 557 F.2d 735 (10th Cir. 1977); Hunt vs. Uphoff, 

199 F.3d 1220, 1223-24 (10th Cir. 1999); Boretti vs. Wiscomb, 930 

F.2d 1150 (6th Cir. 1991). 

Defendant, Michael Berecky, serves as a primary care provider 

at the M.o.c., and has also serve as the assigned physican for the 

Plaintiff for both occurences, one on April 27,2007, and the other 

on March 28,2008. 

Here we see, that the PLaintiff had experienced a hospitalization 

under the care of Berecky on the dates of April 27,200J lnd May 11, 

2007, so directly Berecky knew or should have known,by the way of 
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transfer roster signifying that the Plaintiff would be arriving 

from the contracted detention facility (Wyatt) to the M.D.C., 

since prisoner transport records are produced in advance to the 

prisoner's arrival. 

In part, the Court need to see that a 'serious medical condition' 

existed prior to the Plaintiff's second arrival, and that the Plain

tiff was under directed medical care and that the Plaintiff was 

actively recieving medication to substanciate the Plaintiff 1 health, 

and yet' the failure of Berecky's disclosure both deliberate in

difference to meet the Plaintiff 1 ~ongoing medical needs, and the 

intentional interfering with the treatment that was prescribed by 

either the contracted detention center and/of the Federal Bureau of 

Prisons, Bereckly's employer. 

Berecky had knowledge or should have had knowledge by previous 

experience (April 2007) of the Plaintiff's medical issues, and that 

a medication breakdown within the body, and being a physican, should 

know, that some medications require a theraputic blood level, but 

we see that if there, that if those levels are not maintained, that 

the actions or omissions by Berecky would cause the Plaintiff sub

stancial harm as a result. 

A serious medical condition exists where failure to treat a 

prisoner's condition could result in further significant injury or 

the unnecessary and wanton infliction of pain. Relevant factors in 

determining whether a serious medical condition existed, include the 

existence of an injury that a reasonable doctor or patient would 

find important and worthy of comment that significantly affects an 

indi~idual's daily activities; or the existence of chronic or sub

stancial pain. 

If we look at Estelle vs. Gamble, 429 u.s. 97, 104-05(1976), the 

Court set out three general types of prohibited conduct, {1) in

difeerence manifested by prison doctors in their response to a 

prisoner's need(s), (2) or by prison guards ••• intentionally in

terfering, delaying access to medical care, or (3) intentionally 

interfering with treatment once prescribed. "There is no need to 

show malice or purpose to harm, to establish deliberate indifference." 

Farmer vs. Brennan 511 U.S. 825 (1994). 

Looking at Sutton vs. U.S. Airlinest= 527 u.s. at 488, 119 s.ct. 
2149, epilepsy is defined as a "group of nervous system disorders that 

feature repeated episodes of convulsive seizures, abnormal behaviors, 

and blackouts. All types of epilepsy have an uncontrolled electrical 
_1.4_ 
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discharge from the nerve brain cells." Signet/Mosby Medical Encylopedia, 

211 (1985). See also, Merriam-Webster Medline Plus, at www.2merriam 

webster. com; Sutton, identifies epilepsy as a type of impairment 

that may or may not be disabling with the use of medications. 

In Jones vs. United States, 91 F.3d 623 (3rd Cir. 1996), the 

prisoner was withheld prescribed medication to treaT his condition 

Prison officials withheld his medication and he therefore suffered 

a stroke. The Court held that the government breached its legal duty 

of care under Title 18 u.s.c. §4042. 

Serious conditions need not be life-threatening, Washington vs. 

Dugger, 860 F.2d 1018 {11th Cir. 1988). Serious medical need will 

have been diagnosed by a doctor as requiring treatment, or will be 

so obvious that even a layperson would see that treatment is needed. 

Hunt vs, Uphoff, 199 F.3d 1220 (10th Cir. 1999): unmedicated epilepsy 

is a 'serious threat' to health. Hudson vs. McHugh, 148 F.3d 859 

(7th Cir. 1998). Hendricks vs. Coughlin, 942 F.2d 109 (2nd Cir. 1991), 

the deliberate indifference test is applied in cases alleging prison 

officials failure to attend to an inmate: medical needs. 

We see that the 8th Amendmentcaf the United States Constitution 

holds merit over the fact that cruel and unusal punishment is under

stood to guarantee a prisoner's ri~ht to necessary medical care. 

Bell vs. Wolfish, 441 U.S. 520 (1979). 

In order for the Plaintiff to establish a United States constit

utional 8th Amendment claim arising out of inadequate medical care, a 

prisoner must prove deliberate indifference to hismedical needs. 

The standard of deliberate indifference includes both objective 

and subjective components. First, the alleged deprivation must be 

in objective terms, sufficiently serious. SecondJthe defendant must 
I 

act with a sufficiently cupable state of mind. An offical acts with 

the requisite deliberate state of mind when the official knows of 

and disregards an excessive riskd to the inmate's health and safety; 

the official must both, be aware of the facts from inference can be 

drawn that a substancial risk of serious harm exists, and he must 

draw inference. Hathaway vs. Coughlin, 37 F.3d 63 (2nd Cir. 1994). 

Defendant, C. Brookes, bears the title as Physican's Assistant 

formerly of M.D.C.-Brooklyn, but is currently at F.C.I.-2 in Butner, 

North Carolina for the Federal Bureau of Prisons. 

On April 1,2008; Ms. Brookes was working in hous~ng Unit 41 !the 
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medical screening unit) for all new male prisoners at the M.n.c. 

Approxiamately around 10:30 am, the defendant entered the housing 

unit 41 and addressed the population that she was conducting the 

medical screening and if we should have any questions to raise our 

hands and that she would address them. 

Well, the Plaintiff stood before numerous prisoners and addressed 

the issue that he was currently experiencing tremors (a sign of pre

aura for seizures) and that I have not had any medications (lisinopril, 

lovastatin, abuterml, vasotec, nitroglyercin, triamcinolone, or 

valporic acid) since my arrival on March 28,2008: and that each time 

any medical staff came into the unit,to dispense medications, I sought 

medications which were not available to me. 

The Plaintiff further stated that he needed his medications 

immediately as for his health was deteriating, and it was necessary 

to sustain his health and safety. In Jones vs. United States,91 F.3d 

623 (3rd Cir. 1996)(Jones alleged that Federal employees "failed tp 

supply Plaintiff with his medication, although they knew or should 

have ~own that [the medication] was necessary for his health. 

Hudson vs. McHugh, 148 F.3d 859 (7th Cir. 1998) unmedicated epilepsy 

is a serious threat of health. Carnell vs. Grimm, 872 F.Supp. 746, 

755 (0. Haw. 1994) a serious medical need exists if the failure to 

treat the need could result in further significant injury or 

'necessary and wanton pain'. Blankenship vs. Kerr County Texas, 878 

F.2d 893 (5th Cir. 1989), arrestee known to be a epileptic had a 

seizure in a unpadded cell and was injured though a doctor was 

called, the Court held it to be 'deliberate indifference'. 

She responded to my inquiry that "I must wait until my name was 

called on her alphabetical roster, and that she was leaving at 3:00 

pm, and that I would have to wait until tomorrow when someone else 

came around". Greeno vs. Daley, 414 F.3d 645 (7th Cir. 2005), treat

ment so blatantly inappropiate as to evidence intentional mistreat

ment likely to seriously aggravate [plaintiff's] condition. Id. at 

655. Roman vs. Koehler, 775 F.Supp 695 (S.D.N.Y. 1991), in order 

to state a claim of inadequate medical care against prison officials, 

a plaintiff must allege that his access to physicans for necessary 

medical care was unreasonably delayed or denied, or that prescribed 

medical treatment was not administered. 

-16-
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Miltier vs. Beorn, 896 F.2d 848 (4th Cir. 1990), doctors failed to 

respond to an inmate 1 s complaint of chest pain, blackouts and breathing 

problems. 

Defendant ignored the fact that the Plaintiff was experiencing a 

serious medical need, as in fact the Plaintiff was already suffering 

from tremors, in which the Defendant's actions displayed deliberate 

indifferece, meeting all the components to substanciate cruel and 

unusual punishment in violation of the 8th Amendment. See, Hathaway 

vs. Coughlin, 37 F.3d 63 (2nd Cir. 1994). 

Failure to treat a prisoner's condition could result in further 

significant injury or the 11 unnecessary and wanton infliction of pain". 

Gutierrez vs. Peters, 111 F.3d 1364 (7thCCir. 1997); Chance vs. 

Armstrong, 143 F.3d 698 (2nd Cir. 1998). 

At this point, the Defendant met the terms that could and should 

be recognized as medical malpractice as a professional, in which any 

reasonable doctor or layperson could attest composing to a level of 

deliberate indifference, supported additionally under violation of 

Title 18 u.s.c. §4042 so blatantly. The failure to act wmth conscious 

disregard of a approaching substancial reisk or serious harm.Hathaway 

vs. Coughlin 99 F.3d 550 (2nd Cir. 1996). 

Failure:to treat a prisoner's condition could result in further 

significant injury or 'unecessary and wanton infliction of pain'. 

Gutierrez vs. peters 111 F.3d 1364 (7th Cir. 1997); Chaqce vs. 

Armstrong, 143 F.3d 698 (2nd Cir. 1998). 

At this point, Ms. Brookes met the terms that could and should 

be recognized as medical malpractice as a professional, in which 

any reasonable doctor or layperson could attest composing to a level 

of deliberate indifference;~ supported additionally under violation 

of Title 18 u.s.c. §4042 so blatantly. The failure to act with conscious 

disregard of ~approaching substancial risk or serious harm. Hathaway 

vs. Coughlin, 99 F.3d 550 (2nd Cir. 1996). 

Direct actions by a medical employee whether government em

ployee or a private party should remain in the same standards. 

An inmate is denied medical care, deliberate indifference may 

be shown where there is inference with treatment or significant 

delay in providing treatment. The amount of delay typically depends 

on the urgency and magnitude of the need. The 10th Circuit has recently 

held that a delay constitutes deliberate indifference where the Plain

tiff can show that the delay caused substancial harm, thie harm can 

include unnecessarily prolonged suffering. Sealock vs. Colorado, 
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218 F.3d 1205 (10th Cir. 2000). 

Consciously disregarding in inmate's legitimate medical needs 

is not 'mere medical practice', but of deliberate indifference. 

Harrison vs. Barkley, 219 F.3d 132 (2nd Cir. 2000). 

Here we have that Ms. Brookes was apparemtly made aware of a 

serious medical need, and yet intentional negligence lead to failure 

of preventive healthcare and the safe well-being of the Plaintiff. 

A serious medical need is addressed by a Court, Hill vs. Detalb 

Regional Youth Detention Center, 40 F.3d 1176 (11th Cir. 1994), 11 a 

serious medical need is a condition that has been diagnosed by a 

physican mandating treatment or ••• is so obvious that a layperson 

would easily recognize the necessity of a doctor's attention". 

Significant injury, pain or loss of functions can constitute 

serious medical need even if they are 'not life-threatening'. Pellman 

vs. Shelby County, 902 F.Supp 797, 801-02 (W.D. Tenn. 1995); Clement 

vs. Gomez, 298 F.3d 898, 904 (9th Cir. 2002). 

Defendant, John Doe #2 is employed as a Physican 1 s Assistant at 

the M.D.C.-Brooklyn for the Federal Bureau of Prisons. 

on March 28,2008; John Doe H2 served as the incoming medical per

sonnel in the R&D processing room at the M.D.C.-Brooklyn. 

His position was to recieve from security personnel 'all incoming 

medications and medical records' and to conduct preliminary medical 

screenings, test for TB, amd review all medications in which John Doe 

#2 failed; to include the negligence to relay necessary medical 

records and medications that were recieved from the centracted det

ention facilty (Wyatt) in Central Falls, Rhode Island; in which lead 

to the initial 8th Amendment violation for cruel and unusual punish

ment. See, Inmates of Occoquan vs. Barry, 717 F.Supp 854 (D.OC 1989). 

lack of adequate initial screening contributed to constitutional 

violation. 

The Plaintiff believes that the Defendants will attempt to move 

for summary judgemant for dismissal under the basis of immunity, 

which would be inappropiate forsuch defense by the actions that 

are attested. See, Howell vs. Evans 922 F.2d 712 (11th Cir. 1991), 

the relevant actions of a medical official, if the Plaintiff demo

states that a reasonable,~doctor in the Defendant's position would have 

known that his/her actions were grossly incompetent by medical stand

ards, a jury would find deliberate indifference and qualified immunity 

would be inappropiate. 
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Warren vs. Purcell, 2004 WL 197642 at #6 (S.D.N.Y. September 3, 

2DD4)(unpublished)(holding that a baffling grievance response that 

left a prisoner with no clue what to do next was a special circum

stance justifying failure to exhaust. 

under qualified immunity defense, officials may be liable only 

if they "knew or should have knoan 11 that their actions or inactions 

violated a "clearly established constitutional or statutory right". 

See, Harlow vs. Fitzgerald, 102 s.ct. 2727 (1982). 

The Plaintiff had sought to go through the ~dministrative Rem

edies as specified by the Federal Bureau of Prisons, and 1997(e), 

the Warden at the M.D.C.-Brooklyn, the Regional Director, had either 

failed to respond, or circumvented to a different region, in which 

clearly the issue belong in the Northeast Region; as seeing, that the 

Northeast Region had also failed to meet their on rules as established 

by the Federal Bureau of Prisons. 

In Gomez vs. Winslow, 177 F.Supp.2d at 984 (N.D.Cal. 2001), the 

District Court noted that other courts have recognized that 11 inmates 

need not exhaust administrative remedies when doing so would be futile," 

and that "under some circumstances exhaustion should not be required 

when no remedy is available." It is quoted with apparent approval that 

another district court's comment that [t]hat it would be a strange 

rule thaT an inmate, who has recieved all he expects or reasonably 

expect, there is nothing to appeaL (his grievance to the highest 

possible within the administrative grievance process) even when there 

is nothing to appeal. 11 Nitz vs. Correctional Officer French, 2001 

U.S. District. LEXIS 9201, 2001 WL 747445 at #3 (N.D. Ill, 2001). 

other courts agree with Gomez and Ross (Ross vs County of Bernalillo 

365 F.3d 1181 (10th Cir. 2004)~ that "inmates need not exhaust admin

istrative remedies when doing so would be entirely futile," and that 

(wlhen there is no possibility of any further relief, the prisoner's 

duty to exhaust available remedies is complete.'' Id. 177 F.Supp.2d 

1098, 1106 (N.n. Cal. 2002)(prisoner is not req¢red to exhaust fur

ther administrative appeals when all relief prison adminstrative 

appeal system could have.been recieved), Brady vs. Attygala, 196 F. 

Supp. 2d 1016, 1021 (C.D. Cal. 2002). 

Therefore, the Plaintiff moves this Court the obligation of pro

viding all triable issues, to be heard, due to the fact there are no 

frivilous claims, and that the Plaintiff will be released from the 

custody of the Feder~l Bureau of Prisons within a minute timr period. 
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 
Northeast Regional Office, Philadelphia, PA 
FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS 

DATE: December 2, 2008 

REPLY TO 

ATTNOF: Henry J. Sadowski, Regional 

SUBJECT: Administrative Tort Claim No. TRT-NER-2008-04837 

TO: Herbert Warrender, Reg. No. 08886-014 
FCI Butner - Medium II 

Your Administrative Tort Claim No. TRT-NER-2008-04837, properly 
received by this agency on June 5, 2008, has been considered for 
settlement as provided by the Federal Tort Claims Act (FTCA) 28 
U.S.C. § 2672, under authority delegated to me by 28 C.F.R. § 
543.30. You seek compensatory damages in the amount of 
$2,500.00. Specifically, you allege that while at MDC Brooklyn, 
you were not timely provided epilepsy medication, resulting in a 
seizure that caused pain and risk of permanent damage. 

Brooklyn on March 28,, 2008, and departed on April 15, 2008. 
,.,.., , . I -, .... •. . .. 7 I • . • .., T 

-· • - ~· ··- -~ •.•• ..J. ...: • ~ ... 

which necessitated your transportation to a local hospital. Upon 
return from the hospital, you were provided care and treatment as 
necessary and appropriate. You have not provided evidence that 
the MDC Brooklyn Health Services Department acted negligently or 
otherwise denied you appropriate medical care. There is no 
evidence to suggest you .experienced a compensable loss as the 
result of negligence on the part of any Bureau of Prisons' 
employee. Accordingly, your claim is denied. 

If you are dissatisfied with this decision, you may bring an 
action against the United States in an appropriate United States 
District Court within six (6) months of the date of this 
memorandum. 

cc: Tracy W. Johns, Warden, FCI Butner - Medium II 
Cameron Lindsay, Warden, MDC Brooklyn 
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ARBITRATION CERTIFICATION 

!, __________ __, counsel for ______________ do hereby 

certify pursuant to the Local Arbitration Rule 83.10 that to the best of my knowledge and belief the damages 
recoverable in the above captioned civil action exceed the sum of $150,000 exclusive of interest and costs. 
_____ Relief other than monetary damages is sought. 

DISCLOSURE STATEMENT. FEDERAL RULES CIVIL PROCEDURE 7.1 

Identify any parent corporation and any publicly held corporation that owns 10% or more o~ its stocks: 

Please rerer to NY*E Division of Business Ru)t 50.l(d)(l) 

I.) Is the civil action being filed in~rict ofNew York removed from a New York State court located 
in Nassau or Suffolk County: NO 

2.) If you answered "no" above: 

Eastern District? y-,..5 
b.) Did the ev~ving rise to the claim or claims, or a substantial part thereof, occur in the 

If your answer to question 2 (b) is "No," does the defendant (or a majority of the defendants, if there is more than 
one) reside in Nassau or Suffolk County, or, in an interpleader action, does the claimant (or a majority of the 
claimants, ifthere is more than one) reside in Nassau or Suffolk County? _______ _ 

(Note: A corporation shall be considered a resident of the County in which it has the most significant contacts). 

I am currently admitted in the Eastern District of New York and currently a member in aood standina of the 
bar of this court. 

Ye.s. ___ _ No ___ _ 

Arc you currently the subject of any disciplinary action(s) In this or any other state or federal court? 

Ycs ____ (lf yes, please explain) No ___ _ 

Please provide your E•MAIL Address and bar code below. Your bar code consists of the initials of your first and last 
name and the last four digits of your social security number or any other rour digit number registered by the attorney 
with the Clerk of Court. 
(This information must b,e provided pursuant to local rule 11.l(b) of the civil rules). 

ATTORNEY BAR CODE:. ---

E-MAIL Address: ------------------
I consent to the use of electronic filing procedures adopted by the Court in Administrative Order No. 97-12, "In re 
Electronic Filing Procedures(EFP)", and consent to the electronic service of all papers. 

Signature:---------------~------
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
EASTERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK 

-------------------------------
DAVID BERNARD ROCKETT, 

-------------X 

Plaintiff, 

-against-

FILED 
l,J CLERK'S OFFICE \i ~~~,c; ;o;rn: 

>3ROOKLYN OFFICE 
COMPLAINT 

JURY TRIAL 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA; CAMERON DEMANDED 
LINDSAY, Warde~ Metropolitan Detention Center Brooklyn; 
R. BEAUDOUIN, M.D., Medical Officer, MDC Brooklyn; 
M. BORECKY, M.D., Medical Officer, MDC Brooklyn; 
D. SCOTT DODRILL, Regional Director, Northeast Region, . 
Federal Bureau of Prisons; and HARRELL WATTS, KORMAN J 
Administrator, National Inmate Appeals, Federal ' 

111 

Bureau of Prisons, in their individual capacities and in their 
official capacities as employees of the Federal Bureau 
of Prisons and the United States of America, 

Defendants. 

------------------ ----------X ~J1,.,., 
~-if ' 1 r I r 

NATURE OF THE ACTION AND JURISDICTION 

1. Plaintiff, David Bernard Rockett, brings this action against defendant United 

States of America and the above-captioned individual defendants pursuant to 42 U.S.C. § 

1983, Bivens v. Six Unknown Named Agents of the Federal Bureau of Narcotics, 403 

U.S. 388 (1971), and the Federal Tort Claims Act. 

2. This Court has subject matter jurisdiction over the federal claims pursuant to 28 

U.S.C. §1331 and 28 U.S.C. § 1346(b). 

VENUE 

3. Under 28 U.S.C. § 1391(b), venue is proper in the Eastern District of New York 

because the acts and omissions complained of occurred in this judicial district. 
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PARTIES 

4. David Bernard Rockett ("Plaintiff') is currently incarcerated as a sentenced 

federal prisoner at Moshannon Valley Correctional Institution and, at all times relevant to 

the claims arising herein, was a pre~trial detainee at the Federal Bureau of Prisons 

Metropolitan Detention Center Brooklyn ("MDC Brooklyn"). 

5. Defendant Cameron Lindsay is and was at all times relevant to this complaint the 

Warden of MDC Brooklyn and, as such, is and was responsible for the supervision and 

administration of MDC Brooklyn, a facility operated and maintained by BOP, including 

but not limited to the provision of medical services and maintaining the facility in a clean 

and safe condition for all individuals who are or were within MDC Brooklyn at anytime. 

He is being sued in his individual capacity and in his official capacity. 

6. Defendant R. Beaudouin is and was at all times relevant to this complaint a 

medical professional at MDC Brooklyn and, as such, is and was responsible for the 

delivery of medical care at MDC Brooklyn. Defendant Beaudouin is being sued in his 

individual capacity and in his official capacity. 

7. Defendant M. Borecky is and was at all times relevant to this complaint a medical 

professional at MDC Brooklyn and, as such, is and was responsible for the delivery of 

medical care to inmates at MDC Brooklyn. Defendant Borecky is being sued in his or 

her individual capacity and in his or her official capacity. 

9. Defendant D. Scott Dodrill is and was at all times relevant to this complaint the 

Regional Director for the Northeast Region of the Federal Bureau of Prisons and, as such, 

is and was responsible for the supervision and administration of MDC Brooklyn, a 

facility operated and maintained by BOP and located within the Northeast Region of the 

2 
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BOP, including but not limited to the provision of medical services and maintaining the 

facility in a clean and safe condition for all individuals who are or were within MDC 

Brooklyn at anytime. In the above-described capacity, defendant Dodrill is and was at all 

times relevant to this complaint responsible for the proper evaluation and disposition of 

regional administrative appeals of grievances from inmate held in BOP facilities in the 

Northeast Region of the Federal Bureau of Prisons, which includes MDC Brooklyn. 

Defendant Dodrill is being sued in his individual capacity and in his official capacity. 

10. Defendant Harrell Watts is and was at all times relevant to this complaint the 

Administrator of National Inmate Appeals for the BOP and, as such, is and was 

responsible for the proper evaluation and disposition of administrative appeals from 

inmates held in the custody of a BOP facility, including MDC Brooklyn. 

11. Defendants Lindsay, Beaudouin, Borecky, Dodrill, and Watts (hereinafter "the 

individual defendants") were at all times relevant to this complaint, duly appointed and 

acting employees of defendant United States of America, the United States Department 

of Justice, and the Federal Bureau of Prisons, acting under color of federal law, to wit, 

under color of the statutes, ordinances, regulations, policies, customs and usages of the 

United States of ·America, the United States Department of Justice, and the Federal 

Bureau of Prisons. 

ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURES AND CLAIMS 

12. Plaintiff has complied with all prerequisites to a suit under the Federal Tort 

Claims Act and the Prison Litigation Reform Act. 

13. On or about November 20, 2007, plaintiff filed an Inmate Request for Informal 

Resolution with the defendants for the matters in dispute in this action. Defendants 

3 
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subsequently scheduled plaintiff to be seen by plaintiffs primary health care provider in 

MDC Brooklyn. 

14. On or about November 27, 2007, plaintiff filed a Request for Administrative 

Remedy with the defendants seeking further treatment for the injuries that are the subject 

of this complaint and a copy of plaintiffs medical records. Plaintiff stated that he had 

visited the doctor three times and was feeling excruciating pain primarily in his lower 

back. Plaintiff also requested a more detailed X-Ray to determine why he was urinating 

blood and also requested some form of therapy. 

15. On or about December 21, 2007, plaintiff received a response to this request from 

defendant Cameron Lindsay. In the response, defendant Lindsay claimed that plaintiff 

had stated during a medical evaluation that Motrin had relieved his lower back pain and 

that he denied any urinary bleeding. Defendant Lindsay also claimed that plaintiff had 

not submitted any further requests for medical treatment since November 5, 2007. 

Defendant Lindsay then stated that plaintiff would be placed on medical call-out to be 

seen, provided instructions on how plaintiff could obtain his medical records, and denied 

all other requests made by plaintiff in plaintiff's Request for Administrative Remedy. 

16. On or about February 5, 2008, plaintiff filed a Regional Administrative Remedy 

Appeal. Plaintiff first explained that he sent this appeal to an address provided to him by 

a counselor at MDC Brooklyn, and that the appeal was returned to him on February 4, 

2008, because it was sent to the wrong address. In his appeal, plaintiff stated that his 

lower back pain was not relieved and stated that it was not true that he denied any urinary 

bleeding. Plaintiff also explained that the reason he did not request additional medical 

treatment after November 5, 2007 was that he was told during that evaluation that he 

4 
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would be scheduled for follow-up evaluations. Plaintiff stated that when the follow-ups 

did not occur he made a request for medical treatment and was subsequently seen on 

December 3, 2007, but was only given a blood test and was not treated or evaluated for 

his injuries. Plaintiff also stated that although defendant Lindsay claimed that plaintiff 

was placed on medical call-out, plaintiff had not been seen by any medical staff since 

December 3, 2007. Plaintiff stated that he was still suffering the injuries complained of 

in this complaint and requested that he be provided with all the necessary medical care to 

treat his injuries at MDC Brooklyn, or that he be provided with outside medical treatment 

if MDC Brooklyn was not equipped to provide the medical treatment he required. 

17. On or about March 7, 2008, plaintiff received a response from defendant D. Scott 

Dodrill. In that response defendant Dodrill stated that plaintiff had been given Motrin, a 

back brace, assigned a bottom bunk, instructed to use wann water compresses, and was 

provided a pamphlet on low back pain. Defendant Dodrill also stated that the x-rays of 

plaintiff's pelvis and L-spine were negative for fracture, that plaintiff had not accessed 

sick call since November 5, 2007, and that the medical staff had advised that plaintiff was 

receiving appropriate medical care. Defendant Dodrill ultimately denied plaintiffs 

appeal. 

18. On or about March 16, 2008, plaintiff filed a Central Office Administrative 

Remedy Appeal. In that complaint, plaintiff stated that he was still in pain. Plaintiff 

stated that the x-rays did reveal developmental anomalies that were not further evaluated 

at any of his other visits to medical call-out. Plaintiff stated that he did go to medical 

call~out on December 10, 2007, but that the developmental anomalies were not checked 

at this visit. Plaintiff continued to request proper medical treatment at MDC Brooklyn or 

5 
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at an outside facility if MDC Brooklyn was not equipped to provide plaintiff with the 

required medical treatment. 

19. On or about June 3, 2008, plaintiff received a response to his Central Office 

Administrative Remedy Appeal from defendant Harrell Watts. In that response, 

defendant Watts stated that plaintiff's medical records revealed that plaintiff's sick call 

complaints had been addressed. Defendant Watts claimed that plaintiff had not had any 

clinical encounters other than an intake physical on November 5, 2007, and stated that 

plaintiff should communicate with his assigned healthcare provider if plaintiff is having 

medical problems. No further action was ordered or suggested in defendant Watts' 

response. 

20. On July 24, 2008, plaintiff timely filed an administrative tort claim with the 

Federal Bureau of Prisons. In that administrative tort claim, plaintiff restated his account 

of the incident that led to his injuries, and restated his complaints about the insufficient 

medical treatment he received at MDC Brooklyn for the injuries he had suffered. 

Plaintiff further stated that he was seeking damages in the amount of $5,000,000 (Five 

Million Dollars) with the Federal Bureau of Prisons. 

21. Defendant United States of America, by and through its agency, the Federal 

Bureau of Prisons, denied plaintiff's administrative tort claim and, on or about March 2, 

2009, mailed its notice of denial to plaintiff. 

21. This action was timely commenced following the denial of plaintiffs 

administrative tort claim. 

6 
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FACTS 

22. On October 12, 2007, and for some time prior to that date, defendants United 

States of America and Cameron Lindsay had a duty to plaintiff and other inmates housed 

at MDC Brooklyn to maintain all areas of MDC Brooklyn in a clean, safe, and suitable 

condition and to exercise ordinary diligence and reasonable care to keep plaintiff and 

other prisoners safe and free from harm. 

23. On October 12, 2007, defendants United States of America and defendant 

Lindsay negligently failed to maintain the hallways, walkways, and general area around 

the kitchen area of the G-41 housing unit at MDC Brooklyn in a clean, safe, and suitable 

condition that would keep plaintiff safe and free from harm in that said defendants 

allowed the dangerous condition of food grease or some other substance to remain on the 

floors around the said area; were negligent in failing to remove the grease or other 

substance that had accumulated in said area; and the defendants knew or should have 

known of the unreasonable risk of injury and harm created by such condition for plaintiff 

and others similarly situated. 

24. On October 12, 2007, plaintiff David Rockett, while walking in the area around 

the kitchen of the G~41 housing unit at MDC Brooklyn going towards the 6 North 

housing unit at MDC Brooklyn, and while exercising due care for his own safety, slipped 

on food grease or some other substance that had accumulated in that area and fell onto the 

floor. Plaintiff's fall was a direct and proximate result of the negligent conduct of 

defendants United States of America and Lindsay in failing to maintain said area in a 

clean and safe condition. 

7 
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25. As a result of the above-described slip and fall, plaintiff sustained excruciating 

lower back pain. nwnbness to his leg, blood in his urine, and extreme pain in performing 

ordinary, everyday functions such as standing, sitting, sleeping, and walking. 

26. After slipping and falling as described above, on or about October 15, 2007. 

plaintiff went to medical call-out at MDC Brooklyn complaining of the above-described 

injuries. Defendant Beaudouin took x-rays of plaintiff and prescribed Motrin, but did 

nothing further to medically treat plaintiff's complained of injuries. 

27. On or about October 31, 2007, plaintiff went to medical call-out at MDC 

Brooklyn and complained once again of excruciating lower back pain and his other 

above-described injuries. Plaintiff requested further medical care to treat his injuries and 

alleviate his pain. Defendant Beaudouin issued plaintiff a back brace, approved plaintiff 

for a bottom bunk assignment, gave plaintiff an education pamphlet about lower back 

pain exercises, and instructed plaintiff to place wann water compresses on his lower 

back. These actions of defendant Beaudouin did not do anything to alleviate plaintiff's 

pain or otherwise treat plaintiff's injuries. 

28. On or about November 5, 2007, plaintiff again went to medical call-out at MDC 

Brooklyn. At that visit, plaintiff continued to complain about excruciating pain and his 

other above-described injuries. Plaintiff requested medical treatment that would 

sufficiently diagnose and treat plaintiffs injuries and alleviate plaintiffs pain. Defendant 

Beaudouin conducted a blood analysis and a urine analysis, but did not provide any 

further medical treatment for plaintiff's above-described injuries. 

29. On or about December 10, 2007, plaintiff again went to medical call-out and 

complained of still suffering from excruciating lower back pain and his other above-

8 
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described injuries. Defendant M. Borecky conducted a blood analysis and a urine 

analysis, but did not provide any further medical treatment for plaintiff's above-described 

injuries. 

30. Plaintiff subsequently filed the aforementioned grievances regarding the 

inadequate medical treatment he was receiving for his injuries and requesting that he be 

sent to a medical facility that could properly diagnose and treat his injuries if MDC 

Brooklyn was not equipped to provide plaintiff with the proper medical treatment for his 

injuries. 

31. In his November 27, 2007 Request for Administrative Remedy, plaintiff 

complained of his excruciating lower back pain and blood in his urine, and requested 

some form of therapy for his above-described injuries. In his response to plaintiffs 

request, dated December 21, 2007, defendant Lindsay recklessly ignored plaintiffs 

complaints and request for therapy and instead scheduled plaintiff for another medical 

call~out. 

32. In his February 5, 2008 Regional Administrative Remedy Appeal plaintiff 

expressed his disagreement with the response of defendant Lindsay, continued to 

complain of excruciating lower back pain and blood in his urine, and requested that he be 

provided with adequate outside medical care if MDC Brooklyn was not equipped to 

provide him with adequate medical care to treat his injuries. In his response to plaintiffs 

appeal, dated March 7, 2008, defendant Dodrill recklessly ignored plaintiff's complaints 

and request for outside medical care and denied plaintiff's appeal without talcing any 

further action. 

9 
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33. In his March 16, 2008 Central Office Administrative Remedy Appeal, plaintiff 

complained that he was still in pain and complained that developmental anomalies that 

were revealed in his x-rays were not further evaluated by the medical staff at MDC 

Brooklyn. Plaintiff once again requested that with outside medical care if MDC 

Brooklyn was not adequately equipped to provide plaintiff with the proper medical care 

to treat his injuries. In his response, defendant Watts recklessly ignored plaintiff's 

complaints and request for outside medical care and did not order or suggest any further 

action be taken regarding plaintiff's medical treatment. 

34. As a direct and proximate result of the negligence and recklessness of defendants 

as alleged above. plaintiff David Bernard Rockett suffered the following injuries: 

a. Excruciating lower back pain; 

b. Numbness in his left leg; 

c. Blood in his urine; 

d. Pain and difficulty in walking, sitting, standing, bending, sleeping, 

lying down; and 

e. Other injuries that will be proven at trial. 

35. As a direct and proximate result of the injuries, plaintiff has been, and will 

continue to be, in great physical, mental, and emotional pain and distress. 

36. As a further direct and proximate result of the injuries, plaintiff will incur, for an 

indefinite period of time in the future, medical expenses and obligations in amounts to be 

proven at trial. 

37. As a further direct and proximate result of the negligence and recklessness of 

defendants and the injuries suffered by plaintiff, plaintiff believes and alleges that these 

10 
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injuries will render plaintiff incapacitated from resuming and continuing his occupation 

as delivery van driver, as a result of which plaintiff will lose future earnings and suffer 

damages in amounts to be proven at trial. 

FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION 

38. Paragraphs l through 3 7 of this complaint are incorporated herein by reference as 

though fully set forth herein. 

39. By way of their above-described negligent actions or omissions, defendant United 

States of America and defendant Cameron Lindsay caused plaintiff's above described 

personal injuries by breaching their duty to maintain all areas of MDC Brooklyn in a safe 

condition, and by negligently allowing food grease or some other substance to accumulate 

on the floor of the kitchen area of the G-41 housing unit at MDC Brooklyn. 

40. Plaintiff claims compensatory and punitive damages in the amount of $5,000,000 

against each above-named defendant, under 28 U.S.C. §§ 1346 and 2671, for the injuries set 

forth above, caused by the defendants' aforesaid negligent actions and omissions. 

SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION 

41. Paragraphs 1 through 3 7 of this complaint are incorporated herein by reference as 

though fully set forth herein. 

42. By way of their above-described reckless actions, defendants Lindsay, Beaudouin, 

Borecky, Dodrill, and Watts exhibited deliberate indifference to plaintiffs physical well

being and medical needs, and recklessly denied or failed to provide plaintiff with the 

medical care plaintiff required for the proper diagnosis and treatment of plaintiffs above

described injuries. The above-described deliberate indifference of said defendants thereby 

11 
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caused plaintiff to unnecessarily suffer prolonged periods of excruciating pain and otherwise 

exacerbated plaintiffs injuries. 

43. Plaintiff claims compensatory and punitive damages in the amount of $5,000,000 

against each of the above-named defendants, under Bivens v. Six Unknown Nruned Agents 

of the Federal Bureau of Narcotics, 403 U.S. 388 (1971), for the injuries set forth above 

suffered by plaintiff as a result of the deliberate indifference of said defendants. 

RELIEF 

WHEREFORE, plaintiff demands a jury trial and respectfully requests that this 

Court, after a jury trial, enter an Order: 

44. Granting plaintiff $5,000,000 on the first cause of action against the defendants 

jointly and severally; 

45. Granting plaintiff $5,000,000 on the second cause of action against all defendants 

jointly and severally; 

46. Granting plaintiff all reasonable attorney's fees, costs and disbursements; and 

47. Granting such other and further relief as to this Court may seem just and proper. 

Dated: July 14, 2009 
NewYor~NY 

Grego 
Attorney fo avid Bernard Rockett 
The Blackman Law Finn, P.C. 
65 Broadway, 7th Floor 
New York, New York 10006 
(212) 430-6537 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
EASTERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK 

Filed 07/15/09 Page 13 of 13 PagelD #: 13 

DOCKET NO. 

DAVID BERNARD ROCKETT 

Plaintiff, 

- against -

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA; CAMERON LINDSAY, Warden, Metropolitan Detention 
Center Brooklyn; R. BEAUDOUIN, M.D., Medical Officer, MDC Brooklyn; M. BORECKY, 
M.D., Medical Officer, MDC Brooklyn; D. SCOTT DODRILL, Regional Director, Northeast 
Region, Federal Bureau of Prisons; and HARRELL WATTS, Administrator, National Inmate 

Appeals, Federal Bureau of Prisons, in their individual capacities and in their official capacities as 
employees of the Federal Bureau of Prisons and the United States of America, 

Defendants. 

COMPLAINT 

To: UNITED STATES ATTORNEY 
U.S. Attorney's Office 
Eastern District of New York 

ATTORNEY GENERAL OF THE UNITED STATES 
United States Department of Justice 
Washington, D.C. 

PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that the within is a true copy of a Civil Complaint 
duly entered in the office of the clerk of the within named court on _____ , 2009. 

Dated: Yours, etc., 

Attorney for Plaintiff 
Gregory A. Blackman 
THE BLACKMAN LAW FIRM, P.C. 
65 Broadway, 7th Floor 
New York, NY 10006 
{212) 430-6537 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
EASTERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK 

-------------------------------------------X 

DAVID BERNARD ROCKETT, 

Plaintiff, 

- against -

THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA; CAMERON 
LINDSAY, Warden, Metropolitan Detention Center 
Brooklyn; R. BEAUDOUIN, M.D., Medical Officer, MDC 
Brooklyn; M. BORECKY, M.D., Medical Officer, MDC 
Brooklyn; D. SCOTT DODRILL, Regional Director, 
Northeast Region, Federal Bureau of Prisons; and HARRELL 
WATTS, Administrator, National Inmate Appeals, Federal 
Bureau of Prisons, in their individual capacities and in their 
official capacities as employees of the Federal Bureau of 
Prisons and the United States of America, 

Defendants. 

- - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - -X 

Civil Action 
No. CV-09-3036 

(Mann, M .J.) 

STIPULATION AND ORDER OF DISMISSAL WITH PREJUDICE 

IT IS HEREBY STIPULATED AND AGREED, by and between the remaining parties to 

the above-entitled action, specifically plaintiff DA VTD BERNARD ROCKETT and defendant 

UNITED STATES OF AMER[CA, by their respective undersigned attorneys, that Plaintiff's 

complaint and all claims therein be and hereby are dismissed with prejudice pursuant to Rule 

4l(aXI)(ii) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. 

Each party hereto agrees that this dismissal is without costs or fees. The parties further 

agree that no further suit wi 11 be instituted for the same causes of action which have been 
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Rockett v. United States, 09-CV-3036 (Mann, M.J.)-Stipulation and Order of Dismissal 
With Prejudice 

asserted herein, or for any other causes of action arising out of the incidents or circumstances 

which gave rise to this law suit. 

Dated: New York, New York 
____1tmc _5__, 20 I I 
Ju\-y 

Dated: Brooklyn, New York 
JtiM-_b._, 2011 

a.us 

SO ORDERED this 

By: 

By: 

___ day of _________ , 2011 

HONORABLEROANNEL.MANN 
United States Magistrate Judge 

GREGORY A. BLACKMAN, Esq. 
The Blackman Law Firm, P.C. 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
65 Broadway, 7th Floor 
N York, New York 10006 

_& 
.BLACKMAN 
7 

LORETTA E. LYNCH 
United States Attorney 
Eastern District of New York 
Attorney for Defendant 
271 Cadman Plaza, ih Floor 
Brooklyn, New York 11201 

Assistant .S. Attorney 
(718) 25 4-6007 
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EASTERN DISTRICT Of NEW YORK 
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DAVID BERNARD ROCKETT, 

Plaintiff, 

- against -

THE UNITED ST ATES OF AMERICA; CAMERON 
LINDSAY, Warden, Metropolitan Detention Center 
Brooklyn; R. BEAUDOUIN, M.D., Medical Officer, MDC 
Brooklyn; M. BO RECK Y, M. D., Medical Officer, MDC 
Brooklyn; D. SCOTT DODRILL, Regional Director, 
Northeast Region, Federal Bureau of Prisons; and HARRELL 
WATTS, Administrator, National Inmate Appeals, federal 
Bureau of Prisons, in their individual capacities and in their 
official capacities as employees of the Federal Bureau of 
Prisons and the United States of America, 

Defendants. 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -X 

Civil Action 
No. CV-09-3036 

(Mann, M.J.) 

STIPULATION FOR COMPRO!\USE SETTLEMIC''ff AKO RELEASE OF 
FEDERAL TORT CLAIMS ACT CLAIMS PURSt:ANT TO 28 CS.C. § 2675 (a) 

It is hereby stipulated by and between the undersigned plaintiff DA YID BER'.'iARD 

ROCKETT, and defendant UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, by and through their respective 

counsel, as follows: 

1. The parties do hereby agree to settle and compromise each and every claim of any kind, 

\vhether knov,m or unknovm, arising directly or indirectly from the acts or omissions that gave 

rise to the above-captioned action under the terms and conditions set forth in this Settlement 

Agreement. 

2. The United States of America, the proper party defendant in an action brought pu,suam 

to the Federal Tort Claims Act, agrees to pay the sum of four thousarnJ dolla:-s ($4.000.00), 
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which sum shall be in full settlement and satisfaction of any and all claims, demands, rights, and 

causes of action of whatsoever kind and nature, arising from, and by reason of any and all known 

and unknown, foreseen and unforeseen bodily and personal injuries, damage to property and the 

consequences thereat~ resulting, and to result from the subject matter of th is settlement. including 

any claims for \vrongful death or loss of consortium, for vvhich plaintiff or its administrators or 

assigns, now have or may hereafter acquire against the United States of America or its 2.gents, 

servants, and employees. 

3. Plaintiff and his administrators or assigns hereby agree to accept the sums set forth in this 

stipulation of Compromise Settlement i11 full scttlerne11t a11d satisfaction of any and all claims, 

demai:ds, rights and cau.~e.s of action of whatsoever kind and nature. including claims for 

wrongful death or loss of consortium, arising from, and by reason of any and all known and 

u11knov,m, foreseen and unforeseen bodily and personal injuries, damage to property and the 

consequences thereof which they may have or hereafter acquire against the Ln:icd States uf 

Americu and its agents, servants and employees on account of the same subjeci matter that gave 

rise to the above-captioned action, ineluding any future claim or lawsuit of ariy kind or type 

whatsoever. ,vhcther kno\.vn or unknown, and 1vhethcr for compensatory or exemplary damages. 

Plaintiff and his administrators or assigns further agree to reimburse, indemnify and hold 

harmless the United States of America, and its agents, servants, and employees from and against 

any and all such causes of action. liens, rights. or su bro gated or contribution interests incident to 

or resu!fr1g from further litigation or the prosecution of claims by plaintiff~ and their 

administrators or assigns against any third party or against the united States of America, 

inciuding claims for w-rnngfu I death or loss of consortium. 
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4. This stipulation for comprise settlement is not, is in no way intended to be, and should 

not be construed as, an admission of liability or fault on the part of the United States of America, 

its agents, servants, or employees. and it is specifically denied that they are liable to the plaintiff. 

This settlement is entered into by all parties for the purpose of compromising disputed claims 

under the Federal Tort Claims Act and avoiding the expenses and risk of further litigations. 

5. It is also agreed, by and among the parties, that the respective parties will each bear their 

01vvn costs, fees, and expenses and that any attorney's fees mved by the plaintifhvill be paid out 

of the settlement amount and not in addition thereto. 

6. It is also understood by and among the parties that pursuant to Titie 28. United States 

Code, Section 2678, attorney fees for services rendered in connection with this action shall not 

exceed 25 percent of the amount of the compromise settlement. 

7. The persons signing this Settlement Agreement warrant and represent that they possess 

fu!l authority to bind the parties on whose behalf they are signing to the terms of the settlement. 

8. Payment of the settlement amount \vill be made by check in the sum of four thousand 

dollars (S4,000.00) and made payable to David Rockett, plaintiff, and Gregory Blackman, Esq., 

plaintiffs attorney. The check will be mailed to plaintiffs attorney a1 the following address: 65 

Broadvvay, th floor, Nevv York, "\Jew York 10006. Plaintiffs attorney agrees to distribute the 

settlement proceeds to the piaintiff~ and to undertake any and all actions within his control to 

obtain a dismissal of the above captioned action with prejudice, with each party bearing its 0\-\n 

fees, costs, and expenses. 

9. The parties agree that this Stipulation for Compromise Settlement and Release, inducting 

a!! the terms and conditions of this compromise settlement and any additional agreements 
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relating thereto, may be :acte publidn their cntixcty, and the plaintiff e-.1>.-pressly cDo.sents to such 

release and disclosure pu ' ant to 5 I;J.S.C. § 5526(b). 

10. it i.s contemplated; him this St~pul~km may be executed in several coun.terparu, wtth a 

j ' . 
separate signature page , reach P3t-'- Ail such counterparts and signature ~s, together shall 

be deemed to be one doc ent. 

·/ ' 
Pursuant to 28 U ~-C. § 1746, f declare undet: penalty of perjm:y w:tdcr the laws cf the 

I ' 
United States of Ameri !that the foregoing is true and correct. 

I 
Dated: New York. New · ork 

y«f....5.., 2011 

-Ju. \;Y 

Dated: Brooklyn., New : ork. 
~...L_.2011. 
aug. 

By: 

By: 

4 

GREGORY A. BLACK.IwA.'l\f, Esq. 
The Blackman Law Firm, P.C. 
A.ttome.y for J'lainti_if 
65 Broadv.-ny, 1'" Floor 

'. _') /} ,1 
New Y 01:k, New York l 00061. , 

' / /,_ ~()-~ 
GRE BLACKMAN 
(212) 430-6337 

LORETT A E. LYNCH 
Unjted States Attorney 
.Eastern District of New York 
Attorney for Defendant 
271 Cadman Plaza, ~ F!oor 
Brooklyn, New York l 1201 

~i~~~~~ 
A'lsistant U.S. Attorney 
(718} 254-<,007 



IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE MIDDLE DISTRICT OF PENNSYLVANIA 

RICHARD BALTER, 

Plaintiff{s) 

vs. 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
and MEDICAL DEVELOPMENT 
INTERNATIONAL LTD, INC. 
t/d/b/a MDI GOVERNMENT 
HEAL TH CARE SERVICES, 

Defendant{ s) 

Civil Action - Law 

Case No. 

[ELECTRONICALLY FILED] 

JURY TRIAL DEMANDED 

COMPLAINT 

1. At all times relevant to this matter Plaintiff Richard Balter was an 

inmate at the United States Penitentiary Allenwood, PO Box 3000, White 

Deer, PA 17887. Prior to his incarceration, Mr. Balter was a resident of 

New Jersey. 
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2. Defendants are the United States of America and Medical 

Development International Ltd, Inc. t/d/b/a MDI Government Healthcare 

Services. 

3. Defendant Medical Development International Ltd, Inc., upon 

information and belief, is a Delaware corporation doing business in the 

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. 

4. MDI Government Healthcare Services, upon information and belief, 

is a fictitious name owned by Medical Development International Ltd, Inc., 

or, in the alternative, is a corporation incorporated in a state other than 

Pennsylvania or New Jersey. 

5. Upon information and belief, Defendant Medical Development 

International Ltd, Inc. t/d/b/a MDI Government Healthcare Services 

provides medical scheduling services to the United States Penitentiary at 

Allenwood. 

6. The Jurisdiction of the Court is based upon the Federal Tort Claims 

Act (FTCA), 28 U.S.C. §§1346(b) and 2671 et seq. 

7. On or about November 7, 2008, Plaintiff, in compliance with the 

FTCA, filed a claim against the Federal Bureau of Prisons (BOP) for 

damages arising from negligence committed by the employees, servants, 

agents, and/or ostensible agents of the BOP. 
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8. On or about May 8, 2009, Plaintiff received notice from the BOP that 

his claim had been denied. 

9. This Complaint is filed within the six-month time period from the date 

of denial of the claim by the BOP pursuant to 28 U.S.C. §2401 (b). 

10. Venue is proper in the Middle District of Pennsylvania based on 28 

U.S.C. §1402(b). 

11. Mr. Balter has a history of macular degeneration in both eyes being 

treated by eye specialists David A. Lightman, M.D. and Roy E. Tuller, D.O. 

12. In 1997, Mr. Balter lost central vision in his right eye. 

13. On August 28, 2007, Mr. Balter was seen by Roy E. Tuller, D.O. 

who noted a stable retinal exam but with increased intraocular pressure 

(IOP) in the left eye and wrote that he wanted to re-examine Mr. Balter in 

ten weeks (by November 6, 2007). 

14. Prior to November 6, 2007, Mr. Balter made written requests to the 

prison staff asking to be seen by a specialist because his vision in his left 

eye was getting worse, he was squinting and he could suffer permanent 

vision loss if he was not seen by a specialist. 

15. Mr. Baiter's written requests were dated October 25, November 5, 

November 7, November 14, November 18, November 20, and December 4, 

2007. 
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16. The prison responded to Mr. Baiter's written requests by stating 

"You are scheduled." 

17. Mr. Balter also made multiple verbal requests to be seen. 

18. When Mr. Balter was finally seen by David A. Lightman, M.D. on 

December 5, 2007, he was diagnosed with a new hemorrhage in his left 

eye and loss of central vision. 

19. Mr. Baiter's vision in his left eye is now 20/400 and he is legally 

blind. 

20. The failure to ensure that Mr. Balter was seen promptly following his 

written and verbal requests increased the risk of harm to the vision in Mr. 

Baiter's left eye. 

COUNTI 
RICHARD BALTER V. UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

21. The preceding paragraphs are incorporated herein by reference as 

though fully set forth. 

22. The carelessness and negligence of Defendant, acting by and 

through its agents, ostensible agents, servants and/or employees consisted 

of the following: 

a. Failure to have Plaintiff examined when he complained of vision 

problems and vision loss; 
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b. Failure to schedule Plaintiff for re-examination, as directed by 

Roy E. Tuller, D.O., ten weeks following his August 28, 2007, 

appointment; 

c. Failure to conform to the requisite standard of reasonable 

medical care and skill under the circumstances and at the time 

with respect to Plaintiff; 

d. Failure to provide and render reasonable medical care to 

Plaintiff under the circumstances; 

e. Failure to properly select, train and supervise its agents, 

ostensible agents, servants and/or employees to assure 

Plaintiff reasonable treatment and care under the 

circumstances; 

f. Failure to diagnose and treat Plaintiff appropriately and 

expeditiously; 

g. Failure to utilize appropriate and requisite laboratory, hospital 

and consulting physicians in treating Plaintiff; 

h. Such other acts and/or omissions constituting carelessness, 

negligence and/or malpractice as may become evident during 

the course of discovery and/or at the trial of this action. 
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23. As a direct and proximate result of the conduct set forth, Plaintiff has 

suffered as follows: 

a. Loss of vision; 

b. Need for future medical care and treatment; 

c. Future financial loss including general medical expenses and 

bills; 

d. Future loss of wages and future lost wages; 

e. Past, present and future loss of life's pleasures; 

f. Past, present and future pain and suffering; 

g. Mental anguish, upset, humiliation and embarrassment; and 

h. Such other damages as are permitted by law or otherwise 

appear. 

WHEREFORE Plaintiff demands judgment for a sum in excess of 

$75,000, exclusive of interest and costs to which Plaintiff is entitled. 

COUNT II 
RICHARD BALTER V. MEDICAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL 

LTD, INC. t/d/b/a MDI GOVERNMENT HEALTHCARE SERVICES 

24. The preceding paragraphs are incorporated herein by reference as 

though fully set forth. 
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25. The carelessness and negligence of Defendant ,acting by and 

through its agents, ostensible agents, servants and/or employees consisted 

of the following: 

a. Failure to have Plaintiff examined when he complained of vision 

problems and vision loss; 

b. Failure to schedule Plaintiff for re-examination, as directed by 

Roy E. Tuller, D.O., ten weeks following his August 28, 2007, 

appointment; 

c. Failure to properly select, train and supervise its agents, 

ostensible agents, servants and/or employees to assure 

Plaintiff reasonable treatment and care under the 

circumstances; and 

d. Such other acts and/or omissions constituting carelessness, 

negligence and/or malpractice as may become evident during 

the course of discovery and/or at the trial of this action. 

26. As a direct and proximate result of the conduct set forth, Plaintiff has 

suffered as follows: 

a. Loss of vision; 

b. Need for future medical care and treatment; 
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c. Future financial loss including general medical expenses and 

bills; 

d. Future loss of wages and future lost wages; 

e. Past, present and future loss of life's pleasures; 

f. Past, present and future pain and suffering; 

g. Mental anguish, upset, humiliation and embarrassment; and 

h. Such other damages as are permitted by law or otherwise 

appear. 

WHEREFORE Plaintiff demands judgment for a sum in excess of 

$75,000, exclusive of interest and costs to which Plaintiff is entitled. 

RIEDERS, TRAVIS, HUMPHREY, HARRIS, 
WATERS & WAFFENSCHMIDT 

s/Clifford A. Rieders, Esquire 
Clifford A. Rieders, Esquire PA 20962 
C. Scott Waters, Esquire PA 44181 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
161 West Third Street 
Williamsport, PA 17701 
Phone: (570) 567-1025 
Fax: (570) 567-1025 
Email: crieders@riederstravis.com 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE MIDDLE DISTRICT OF PENNSYLVANIA 

RICHARD BALTER, 

Plaintiff, 

V. 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 

Defendant. 

VERDICT 

3 :09-cv-1409 
(JUDGE MARIANI) 

The Court finds that Plaintiff has established the following by a preponderance of the 

evidence: 

1. That the failure of both the United States Government (''the Government") and 

Medical Development International Ltd., Inc. ("MDI") to schedule Plaintiff Richard 

Balter ("Mr. Balter") for his follow-up examination with Dr. Tuller within the period of 

time prescribed by Dr. Tuller for such follow-up examination, or within a reasonable 

period of time thereafter, constitutes negligent conduct under principles of ordinary 

negligence; 

2. That the Government was negligent in failing to arrange for Mr. Balter to be seen at 

USP Allenwood by one of the two optometrists who came there on November 7, 14 

and 22 and by removing him from the automatic call-out list; 

3. That such negligence on the part of both the Government and MDI increased the risk 

of harm to Mr. Balter; 
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4. That such negligence on the part of both the Government and MDI was a factual 

cause of the hemorrhage that Mr. Balter sustained on December 5, 2007; and 

5. That Mr. Balter was not comparatively negligent. 

Consistent with these findings, the Court awards Mr. Balter the following damages: 

1. For the failure of the Government and MDI to timely schedule Mr. Balter for his 

follow-up examination: 

$250,000.00, attributed as follows: 

MDI: $1251000.00 

Government: $1251000.00; and 

2. For the failure of the Government to arrange for Balter to be seen by one of the two 

optometrists who visited USP Allenwood in November 2007 and by removing him 

from the automatic call-out list: 

$400,000.00. 

Date: April 7, 2014 

obert D. Mariani 
United States District Judge 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE MIDDLE DISTRICT OF PENNSYLVANIA 

RICHARD BALTER, 

Plaintiff, 

V. 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 

Defendant. 

_ Jury Verdict. 

XX Decision by Court. 

3:09-cv-1409 
JUDGMENT IN A CIVIL CASE 

The Court, having found the total amount of damages proven by Plaintiff to be in the 

amount of six hundred fifty thousand dollars ($650,000); of which 

a. two-hundred-fifty thousand dollars ($250,000) is attributable in equal parts to the 

negligence of the ( 1) Government and (2) Medical Development International Ltd., 

Inc. (~MDI") in neglecting to timely schedule a follow-up examination for Plaintiff with 

Dr. Tuller, such that each defendant is liable for one-hundred-twenty-five thousand 

dollars ($125,000) of the aforesaid negligence; and 

b. four hundred thousand dollars ($400,000) is attributable to the negligence of the 

Government in failing to arrange for Plaintiff to be seen at USP Allenwood by one of 
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the two optometrists who came there on November 71 14 and 22 and in removing 

him from the automatic call-out list; 

NOW, THIS 7TH DAY OF APRIL, 20141 in accordance with the principle of the Federal Tort 

Claims Act that MDI may be jointly and severally liable for the torts of the United States 

Government but that the Government may not be jointly and severally liable for the torts of 

MDI; and, moreover, Plaintiff, Richard Balter, having an outstanding liability to the 

Government in the amount of one-hundred-twelve thousand five-hundred-eleven dollars 

($112,511} as restitution payments in connection with his criminal conviction, which shall be 

deducted from the total amount of recoverable damages, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED THAT 

judgment is entered IN FAVOR OF THE PLAINTIFF, Richard Balter, and AGAINST 

DEFENDANTS the United States Government, in the amount of four hundred twelve 

thousand four hundred eighty nine dollars ($412,489), and MDI, in the amount of two

hundred fifty thousand dollars ($250,000}. 

Robert D. · anani 
United States District Judge 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE MIDDLE DISTRICT OF PENNSYLVANIA 

RICHARD BALTER, 

Plaintiff, 

v. 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 

Defendant. 

3:09-CV-01409 
(JUDGE MARIANI) 

ORDER 

AND NOW, THIS 15TH DAY OF MAY, 20141 following a conference call to discuss 

with counsel the method by which Plaintiffs criminal restitution obligations are to be set off 

from his final judgment, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED THAT the Court AMENDS its Judgment 

of April 7, 2014 (Doc. 156) as follows: 

1. Judgment is ENTERED in favor of Plaintiff and against Defendant United States in 

the amount of $525,000.00. 

2. Upon receipt of the judgment funds and prior to the disbursement to Plaintiff, 

Plaintiffs counsel of record will contact the Financial Litigation Unit of the United 

States Attorney's Office in the District of New Jersey to determine the amount of 

restitution and/or fines owed by the Plaintiff. 

3. Plaintiffs counsel of record is further ordered to pay the balance of the restitution 

and/or fines owed by the Plaintiff from the $525,000.00 judgment against the United 

States prior to any disbursement of funds to the Plaintiff. 
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IN THE UNITED ST ATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE MIDDLE DISTRICT OF PENNSYLVANIA 

RICHARD BALTER 

Plaintiff 

v. 

CIVIL ACTION 3: 09-CV-1409 
(Judge Mariani) 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

Defendant 

JUDGMENT 

Pursuant to Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 54(d)(l), judgment is entered 

against the defendant United States of America and in favor of the plaintiff 

Richard Balter in the amount of $9,307.47. 

DA TE: August 7, 2014 

ATTEST: 

s/ Maria E. Elkins 
MARIA E. ELKINS 
Clerk of Court 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE MIDDLE DISTRICT OF PENNSYLVANIA 

RICHARD BALTER, 

Plaintiff, 

v. 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 

Defendant. 

3:09-cv-1409 
(JUDGE MARIANI) 

MEMORANDUM OPINION 

I. Introduction 

The Plaintiff in this matter, Richard Balter, was an inmate at in the United States 

Penitentiary ("USP") in Allenwood, Pennsylvania from December 1999 until January of 2010. In 

1997, Mr. Balter was diagnosed with macular degeneration in his right eye which resulted in the 

complete loss of vision in his right eye. Sometime in 1999 or 2000, Mr. Balter was diagnosed with 

macular degeneration in his left eye. The particular type of macular degeneration which afflicts Mr. 

Balter is the form kno\oVTl as "wet" macular degeneration. 

With wet macular degeneration 1 there occurs an abnormal growth of red blood cells 

underneath the epithelium of the retina. With this disease, certain waste products are deposited 

into the retina, called drusen. About ten percent of patients with macular degeneration who have 

these waste products in the retina form cracks in the retina. Through these cracks, or fissures, 

blood vessels then grow up from the layer underneath the retina called the choroid. These blood 

vessels can leak, or bleed, and, in some cases, can burst with a resulting hemorrhage of blood into 
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the retina. The hemorrhage from these new and abnormal blood vessels causes inflammation, 

scarring underneath the retina and blindness. 

Mr. Balter was afforded treatment for his wet macular degeneration by Dr. Roy Tuller of 

Vitreoretinal Associates P.C. ("VRA") and received steroid injections beginning in 2003 with 

additional steroid injections in January, March and June of 2007. During this period Mr. Balter had 

four active leaks of blood into his left eye but experienced no vision loss over that four year period, 

with his left eye's vision remaining at 20/50 to 20/60. 

On August 28, 2007, Dr. Tuller saw Mr. Balter as a result of a scheduled offsite visit to Dr. 

Tuller's offices. Dr. Tuller told Mr. Balter that his eye was beginning to stabilize following the June 

2007 injection and that he would schedule a follow-up for him. Dr. Tuller did so. That same day, Dr. 

Tuller's office notified the administration at the Allenwood Federal Correctional Complex ("FCC11
) of 

Dr. Tuller's request that a follow-up examination of Mr. Balter be scheduled within ten weeks of the 

August 28. 2007 appointment. Dr. Tuller later testified that a window of an additional seven to ten 

days would have been acceptable. 

USP Allenwood took seven weeks, from August 281 2007 to October 16, 20071 to notify 

Medical Development International Ltd., Inc. rM•l")-an entity with which FCC Allenwood had 

contracted to find medical providers in the area of FCC Allenwood to provide care to inmates and 

to schedule the appointments for medical care for those inmates with those outside medical 

providers-of the need to schedule Mr. Baiter's appointment with Dr. Tuller. The Bureau of Prisons 

("BOP") submitted a form to MDI on October 16, 2007 which indicated that USP Al!enwood wanted 

2 
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the appointment within a one month time frame, or on or before November 16, 2007. It was MDl's 

responsibility to schedule the appointment according to the requested time frame indicated on the 

form issued by USP Allenwood to it. 

Mr. Baiter's appointment was scheduled for December 11, 2007, outside of the time frame 

requested by USP Allenwood and outside of the ten week request of Dr. Tuller. 

During the same time period, Mr. Balter had been on an "automatic call-out" list which 

permitted him to see the optometrists who came to USP Allenwood twice a month. On September 

26 1 2007, an optometrist ordered that Mr. Balter was to have his intraocular pressure ("lOP") tested 

every month by an optometrist. In November 2007, Mr. Balter was inexplicably removed from the 

automatic call-out list and did not see an optometrist despite the fact that one visited USP 

Allenwood on November 7, November 14 and November 22, 2007. Although not qualified to treat 

macular degeneration, the optometrists that visited the prisoner were qualified to identify the 

presence of any leakage or bleed in Mr. Baiter's left eye and had done so previously. 

On December 5, 2007, over fourteen weeks after Mr. Baiter's August 28, 2007 appointment, 

Mr. Balter visited Dr. Tuller's office on an emergency basis. That morning, Mr. Balter was 

scheduled to be seen by an optometrist, Dr. David DeRose, at USP Allenwood. Dr. DeRose 

identified a "fresh leak" in Mr. Baiter's left eye and directed that Mr. Balter should "see Dr. Tuller 

ASAP." Mr. Balter was then seen that same day by Dr. Tuller's associate, Dr. Lightman, who 

identified a massive hemorrhage in his left eye and complete loss of central vision. 

3 
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On July 20, 2009, Mr. Balter initiated the instant action against the Government pursuant to 

the Federal Tort Claims Act (14FTCA"), 28 U.S.C. § 1346 and 28 U.S.C. § 2671, et seq., and MDI 

based upon diversity of citizenship pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1332. (Compl., Doc. 1, attt 4, 6). Mr. 

Balter filed timely Certificates of Merit (Docs. 5; 6) pursuant to PA. R. CIv. P. 1 042 .3( a). By Order 

dated March 28, 2011, MDI was granted leave to join Roy E. Tuller, D.O., VRA and the Retinal 

Group of Pa., P.C., as Third Party Defendants. (See Doc. 63). Thereafter, Mr. Balter and MDI 

resolved Mr. Baiter's claim against MDI on December 6, 2012, (see Doc. 111). and MDI in tum 

agreed to voluntarily discontinue its claims against the Third Party Defendants, (see Docs. 91; 

112). 

The remaining parties, Mr. Balter and the Government, filed pretrial memoranda on 

January 23, 2013. (See Docs. 124; 126). On February 25, 2013, the parties filed a forty-nine 

page document titled 14Amended Comprehensive Statement of Agreed Upon Facts 

Submitted by the United States and Richard Balter" (MCSF") containing 338 numbered 

paragraphs. (See Doc. 132). The undersigned conducted a bench trial which commenced 

on February 26, 2013 and ended on February 28, 2013. The Court heard live testimony 

from the following witnesses: 

1. Plaintiff Richard Balter, an inmate at USP Allenwood from December 1999 

until January of 201 0, ( see CSF at 1 2); 

2. Ron Laino, Health Service Administrator over the FCC Allenwood Complex 

from 2005 until his retirement in 2011, (see id. at 142); 

4 
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3. Kelly Auman, Health Information Technician at FCC Allenwood between 

1998 and June 2008, (see id. at ,m 61, 63-64); 

4. Kelley DeWald, Assistant Health Services Administrator at Allenwood since 

December 2003 or December 2004, (see id. at 188); 

5. Lisa Rey, WMedical Records Technician at USP Allenwood since 2002," (see 

id. at 170); 

6. Dr. Matthew Goren, Mr. Balter1s medical expert, (See Trial Tr., Goren, Day 2, 

at 79:20-80:2); and 

7. Dr. Adam Paul Beck, the Government's medical expert, (See Trial Tr., Beck, 

Day 3, at 7:11-21). 

In addition, the Court received video deposition testimony from Dr. Roy Tuller, Mr. Baiter's 

primary ophthalmologist while he was incarcerated at USP Allenwood, (see Trial Dep. Tr., 

Tuller, Doc. 139, Pl.'s Ex. 37; see also CSF at ,m 167-168), and his partner Dr. David 

Lightman, who saw Mr. Balter twice in 2007-including on December 5, 2007, (see Trial 

Dep. Tr., Lightman, Doc. 139, Pl.'s Ex. 39; see also CSF atfflf 208,211). 

The issues which this Court must resolve may be stated as follows: 

A. Has Mr. Balter proved that the failure of the Government and/or MDI to schedule him for 

his follow-up examination by Dr. Tuller within the period prescribed by Dr. Tuller for such follow-up 

examination establishes negligent conduct under principles of ordinary negligence? 

5 
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B. Has Mr. Balter proved that the Government was negligent in failing to arrange for Mr. 

Balter to be seen at USP Allenwood by one of the two optometrists who came to USP Allenwood 

on November 71 14 and 22 by removing him from the automatic call-out list? 

C. If Mr. Balter has proved negligence on the part of the Government and/or MDI, did such 

negligence increase the risk of harm to Mr. Balter-specifically, did such negligence cause any 

bleed or hemorrhage which may have occurred to go unnoticed and untreated until he was seen on 

December 5, 2007 by Dr. DeRose1 who directed that Mr. Balter be sent to an ophthalmologist 

"ASAP"? 

D. If Mr. Balter has proved negllgence on the part of the Government and/or MDI, was such 

negligence a factual cause of the hemorrhage Mr. Balter sustained to the macula of his left eye 

which caused his vision to be reduced from 20/50 to 20/400? 

E. If Mr. Balter has proved negligence on the part of the Government and/or MDI and has 

further shown that such negligence was a factual cause of the hemorrhage in the macula of his left 

eye, to what damages is Mr. Balter entitled? 

Because Mr. Balter has proven all of the elements of his ordinary negligence claims, 

judgment will be entered in favor of the Plaintiff. 

II. Findings of Fact 

At the outset, the Court adopts the CSF. Many of the facts from the CSF are 

specifically incorporated below. The rest are incorporated insofar they are consistent with 

the findings below. 

6 
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A. Background Facts 

1. Mr. Balter was born on October 20, 1946 and was sixty-six years old at the 

time of trial. (CSF atf 1). 

2. On September 14, 19941 United States District Court for the District of New 

Jersey sentenced Mr. Balter to a term of life imprisonment. See United States v. Balter, 

Crim. A. No. 93-00536 (D.N.J. 1994), affd, 91 F.3d 427 (3d Cir. 1996). 

3. While incarcerated in USP Lewisburg, sometime between 1994 and 1996, 

Mr. Balter "[w]as diagnosed with macular degeneration in his right eye." (CSF at ,r 3). 

4. In 1997, his condition rendered him legally blind in his right eye. (See Trial 

Tr.1 Balter, Day 1, at25:12-14). 

5. Eventually, Mr. Balter was transferred to UPS Allenwood, where he was 

housed from December 1999 until January of 2010. ( See CSF at ,r 2). 

6. Mr. Balter "[w]as diagnosed with macular degeneration in his left eye in 1999 

or 2000 while incarcerated" at USP Allenwood. (Id. at ,r 4). 

7. Although he experienced several leakages between 2003 and 2007, Mr. 

Balter was able to maintain his baseline vision of 20/50 to 20/60. (Trial Dep. Tr., Tuller1 Doc. 

139, Pl.1s Ex. 37, at 31:2-10). Mr. Balter is currently incarcerated at FCI Beaumont. (CSF at 

,r 2). 

7 
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B. Wet Macular Degeneration 

Understanding Mr. Balter1s negligence claim requires background information about 

the nature of macular degeneration and how medical services at UPS Allenwood are 

administered. 

8. "Mr. Balter has age related macular degeneration," a disease that 

uprogresses and develops as a person ages 11 and can lead to vision loss. (CSF at ,r 169; see 

also Trial Tr., Goren, Day 2, at 80:7-81 :5). 

9. 0 (M]acular degeneration is a disease that affects a very specific part of the 

retina called the macula, which is the central part of the retina where central vision is 

processed." (Trial Tr., Goren, Day 21 at 80:7-10). 

10. "[T]here are two types of macular degeneration, ... wet and ... dry macular 

degeneration. Dry [macular degeneration] is a very slow gradual process. Everyone [with 

macular degeneration] will start with dry type, and perhaps 10% will progress to the wet 

type." (CSF at ,r 170). 

11. "What distinguishes dry from wet [macular degeneration] ... is the formation 

of new and abnormal blood vessels that occur underneath the retina within the macula. The 

problem with these blood vessels is that they leak and they bleed abnormally .... 

[Ultimately,] when this happens, there's fluid that accumulates underneath the retina, 

causes inflammation, causes damage, and ... can be a very aggressive condition that can 

and does lead to blindness." (Trial Tr., Goren, Day 2, at 80:20-81 :5). 
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12. Wet, as opposed to dry, macular degeneration "is [a] more serious condition 

with regard to prognosis" as "[t]here ... can be ... sudden loss of vision" with wet macular 

degeneration. (CSF at 1J 171). 

13. "[W]hen one has wet macular degeneration, dramatic leakage can happen 

instantly." (Id. at 1J 17 4 ). 

14. "[W]et macular degeneration is an unpredictable condition.n (Id. at 1J 175). 

15. "Hemorrhages can happen suddenly and without warning." ( Id. at 1J 176). 

16. Moreover, "a person who loses central vision in one eye due to wet macular 

degeneration is at a 5% higher risk per year,n and "[t]he risk would increase 5% every year 

moving forward once you lose vision in one eye due to macular degeneration." (Id. at 1J 

173). 

17. With wet macular degeneration, there is no treatment that can "cure the 

underlying disease process; [doctors] can only act or react to occurrences of leakage or 

bleeding" but cannot "eliminate the risk of hemorrhage, even with treatment." (Id. at 1J 172). 

18. In order to prevent the progression of the disease, one treatment option is 

injections of "vascular endothelial growth factor inhibitors" which are "administered directly 

into the eye." (Trial Tr., Goren, Day 2, at 81:19-22, 82:19-21). 

19. However, "even with timely injections, a person with wet macular 

degeneration can have loss of central vision." (CSF at 1J 180). 
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C. UPS Allenwood's Medical Care Delivery System 

20. UPS Allenwood is one of three institutions that encompass the FCC 

Allenwood Complex. (Id. at ,r 42). 

21. "In 2007, the Allenwood Complex had 4,500-5,000 inmates at any given 

time." (Id. at ,r 43). 

22. "Beginning in 2005, until the time of his retirement in 2011, Ron Laino was 

Health Service Administrator" ("HSA"}, who oversaw the administration of medical services 

of the Allenwood Complex. (See id. at ,r 42). 

23. Below the HSA is the Assistant Health Services Administrator ("AHSA"). (See 

id. at fflJ 88-89). Kelley Dewald has been the AHSA since December 2003 or December 

2004. (See id. at ,r 88). 

24. Separate from "the health service administrator, assistant health service 

administrator, [and] the administrative side of the medical department at the Allenwood 

Complex," is the Clinical Director. (See id. at,r 143). 

25. "The clinical director overs[ees] all the other medical providers at the 

Allenwood Complex." (Id. at 1f 142). 

26. ''Dr. Brady was clinical director at Allenwood in 2007." (Id. at ,r 109). 

Mainline 

27. When inmates gather to eat their meals, extra prison officials "stand main 

line." (See Trial Tr., Laino, Day 1, at 111 :13-24). As Ron Laino explained, 

10 
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The purpose of main line is two-fold. One to provide security there, since ... 
there's a large amount of inmates .... The second one is to field any 
questions that the inmate might have. It's a lot easier to address a concern 
that the inmate may have, instead of going down the paper route in the sense 
of responding to inmate complaints via paper or responding to a complaint 
that you have to respond to for the Warden 1 so it's a lot easier to talk to the 
inmate, find out what his complaint is, and address it right then and there. 

28. "Warden Martinez or someone on behalf of the Warden, the Assistant 

Warden ["AW"] or someone on behalf of the Assistant Warden, and Kelley DeWald or 

someone from medical were always at mainline." (CSF at ,r 7). 

29. "Inmates could voice complaints or bring up issues with Department heads at 

main line." (Id. at ,r 93). 

30. When Laina's office was located in USP Allenwood, he was primarily 

responsible to stand main line. (See Trial Tr., Laino, Day 1, at 110:21-111:11; Trial Tr., 

DeWa!d, Day 2, at 11: 10-20). 

31. "Mr. Laino['s] office moved to a Medium institution [within the Allenwood 

Complex] sometime in 2005," and Kelley DeWald became the primary medical 

representative to stand main line. (See Trial Tr., DeWald, Day 2, at 11 :10-22). 

32. As a result, Kelley DeWald became "responsible to stand main line every 

day." (See id.; CSF at ,r 93). 

33. However, even after "Ron Laina's office was located at the Medium 

[institution,] ... he would visit USP Allenwood approximately once a week." (CSF at,r 44). 
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"When at USP Allenwood," Laino "would visit the segregation unit and stand mainline." (Id. 

at 1f 45). 

Sick Call 

34. "[E]ach morning at USP Allenwood, except for Wednesdays," there is what is 

known as "sick call." (See id. at ,m 8, 97). 

35. Sick call affords inmates an opportunity to consult a medical provider. (Id. at 

fflf 8, 971 116). 

36. Sick call "is where most requests to clinical staff would happen[,] ... 

includ[ing] anything from refilling medications to appointments." (Id. at 1f 116). 37. "Every 

other day, at 6:00 in the morning when their unit is released for mainline, inmates [are 

permitted to] come to Health Services and sign up for sick call." (Id. at 1f 97). 

38. Inmates come to the window at sick call, give (the Health Services stafl] their 

ID card[,] and they take a seat until they are called by the provider." (Id. at 1f 72). 

39. "There are no restrictions for inmates going to sick-call with problems," and 

11[i]nmates are free to go to sick-call at any time and wait to be seen by a PA [Physician 

Assistant]." (Id. at ffll 85/ 86). 

40. "The inmates had a lot of freedom in terms of accessing health services. An 

inmate could come up every day if he was having a particular issue .... " (Id. at 1f 126.) 

There are "[u]sually around 4 PA's on duty at sick call." (Id. at 1f 99). 
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41. "In terms of coming to sick call in the momi ng, if an in mate is not getting a 

response from one of the PAs, th ere is a I ways someone else th ere." ( Id. at I 127). 

42. "One at a time [inmates] would come in[,] ... be evaluated by the PA, [and] 

tell them their problem[sJ. The PA would triage them. If their problem was serious enough, 

they would be seen at that time. If not, they'd be given a date at a later time to be seen by 

their PA." (Id. at I 97). 

43. 11 lt used to be that [a PA] would give [an inmate] a medical slip to come back 

at a different time .... Now, most of the time[, inmates areJ put on a call out list, a piece of 

paper [prison officials] send around in the evening indicating when [the inmate isJ supposed 

to go the following day." ( Id. at I 8). 

Eye Care 

44. As a general matter, "the BOP is sensitive about people having eye issues." (Id. 

at 1135). 

45. According to Dr. Brady, if an inmate was at risk of going blind, "[t]he BOP 

would try to do everything to maintain his vision. The last thing we really want to have in the 

BOP is somebody that is so impaired they're going to need to have extra attention." (Id. at I 

137). 

46. UNo optometrist or any eye specialist would be present at sick call." (Id. at I 

163). 
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47. Because "[e]ye care is specialized, Dr. Brady would do eye exams and 

sometimes prescribe drops and things for infections, but beyond that, [BOP] would refer to 

optometrist[s] and ophthalmologist[s]." (Id. at 1124). 

48. In order to receive eye care, inmates ordinarily would have to wait until an 

independent contractor optometrist visited USP Allenwood. (See id. at ,rn 69, 124, 163). 

49. "Dr. DeRose ... along with Dr. Weyand would go to USP Allenwood twice a 

month" as independent contractor optometrists. (Id. at 1286). 

50. However, 11Dr. DeRose would make additional trips if there was an 

emergency." (Id. at 1287). 

51. "Inmates were always scheduled before seeing the optometrist when they 

came onsite." (Id. at 1160). 

52. Although "[t]here [we]re times when Dr. DeRose went to the institution and 

saw inmates that were not on the original call out list[,] ... [so-]called add-ons," (id. at 1 

296) 1 generally, the optometrists would only see those inmates who were on the call-out list, 

(id. at ffll 326-327). 

53. 11Dr. DeRose and Dr. Weyand do not make the call out list." (Id. at 1320). 

54. According to Dr. DeRose, '"fi]t1s just somebody puts [inmates} on the list, and 

we see them.[T' (See id. at 1320). 
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55. "To Dr. DeRose1s recollection 1 there was not a time between August 2007 

and December 2007 where he did not see an inmate that was on the call out list." (Id. at ,r 

331), 

56. "An inmate could not just walk in and see the optometrist at the prison." (Id. at 

,r 326). 

57. Instead, inmates would have to request that Kelly Auman place them on the 

call out list. ( See id, at ,m 69, 334). 

58. Kelly Auman was the administrator at USP Allenwood responsible for 

scheduling inmates with an optometrist. (Trial Tr., Auman, Day 1, at 159:13-20). 

59. "Kelly Auman was the health information technician that worked with the 

optometrist most of the time." (CSF at ,r 333). 

60. Typically, once Mr. Balter would make a request to see an optometrist, MKelly 

Auman would refer to any supervisor[,] and [the supervisor] would say schedule him to see 

an optometrist." ( See id. at ,r 69). 

61. Ms. Auman was also responsible for maintaining the call out list. (See Trial 

Tr., Auman, Day 1, at 159:23-25, 160:1-5). Decisions as to which inmates are to be placed 

on the call out list are made by either Uthe clinician, the physician, physician assistant, or 

[the health service administrator]. n ( See Trial Tr., Laino, Day 1, at 115: 8-11 ) . 

62. "For a long period of time[,] Mr. Balter was automatically placed on the call 

out list [to be seen by an optometrist] twice a month." (See CSF at ,r 338). 
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63. By virtue of being on the automatic call out list, inmates with "certain medical 

diseases, macular degeneration being one," would be "seen frequently by the optometrist, 

just for close monitoring." (See Trial Tr., Laino, Day 1, at 115:1-7). 

64. As Mr. Balter explained, being on the automatic call out list enabled him to 

consult an optometrist every time one came to USP Allenwood without having to sign up for 

sick call the night before, like other inmates. ( See Trial Tr. 1 Balter, Day 1, at 30:12-25). 

65. However, even during sick call 1 inmates do "not have access to Kelly 

Au man's office." { See CSF at ,r 102). 

66. "Ms. Auman's office was probably the most removed from the waiting area 

and main corridor where inmates were. The doors to get back there are locked{,J and an 

inmate would have to be escorted by someone and brought back into the department." (Id. 

at ,r 117). 

67. Because ~the eye room is next door to the PA's rooms, ... [an inmate] could 

have gone to the PA ... [to] be put on list to be seen." (See id. at ,r 295). 

68. "If an inmate has requested to be placed on a call out list and has allegedly 

been told that he was on the call out list, the inmate has followed the appropriate steps to 

ensure that he will be seen by the optometrist. 11 (Id. at ,r 165). 

69. Ultimately, "[i]t would be the prison's responsibility to have [an inmate] on the 

call out list for the next clinic." (See id. at ,r 330). 
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70. "If Mr. Balter had complained to Dr. DeRose" that he had requested to be 

seen by the optometrist and that 11those requests [were] not being granted, Dr. DeRose 

would not document that on the eye exam form or any other document." (Id. at 1J 329). 

71. "If Dr. DeRose saw an inmate at USP Allenwood who had issues or 

complications with wet macular degeneration, he would refer the inmate to a retinal 

specialist or an ophthalmologist." (Id. at 1J 305). 
_,, 

72. There are no ophthalmologists on-site at USP Allenwood. (See Trial Tr., 

Laino, Day 1, at 122: 10-16). 

73. "In the prison system, there are not a lot of options for treating wet macular 

degeneration .... [D]uring the disease process) ... it's all out of the optometrist's hands. 

The optometrists refer the inmate out for treatment of wet macu lar degeneration." ( CSF at 1J 

307). 

74. 11Other than ophthalmoscopies, looking in the eye and seeing [that an 

inmate's] got a leak ... [Dr. DeRose and Weyand] don't have any equipment" to treat wet 

macular degeneration. ( See id. at 1J 308). 

Utilization Review Committee 

75. In order to be scheduled for a medical appointment outside of USP 

Allenwood, the Utilization Review Committee ("URG') would have to first authorize the 

appointment. (See id. at ,nr 98, 146). 
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76. The Clinical Director is the "chair of the URC" and has "final authority for all 

URC decisions." (Id. at, 112). As Clinical Director, Dr. Brady was the chair of the URC "at 

[the] Allenwood Complex in August through December 2007." (See id. at, 144). 

77. "Dr. Brady would decide what inmates could go for offsite medical 

appointments, but it was up to security to decide who went, when, where and why." (Id. at~ 

147). 

78. "Typically, the [FCC Allenwood] complex would have 8-10 inmates going out 

per day, with 2 of those inmates being from USP [Allenwood], unless there was an 

emergency." (Id. at, 48). 

79. "The [URC] would suggest a timeframe for medical treatment." (Id. at, 148). 

80. "If an offsite treating physician requested a specific timeframe for follow up 

treatment, the utilization review committee would generally go along with that requested 

timeframe." (Id. at, 149). 

81. 11 lf an offsite doctor had an inmate patient with wet macular degeneration who 

needed to be seen in ten weeks for follow up 1 Dr. Brady would want him to be seen in ten 

weeks." (Id. at, 150). 

82. 1'There would usually be a note that came back with the inmate patient about 

what happened at the offs ite medical appointment." ( Id. at ,r 151 ) . 
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83. "The note would be converted into a consultation form usually by a prison 

nurse or EMT around the same time the inmate patient returned to the prison." (Id. at 1l 

152). 

84. "Lisa Rey does paperwork at URC meetings." (Id. at 1l 7 4). 

85. "A consult that was approved would be given to Mrs. Rey," the Health 

Information Technician. (See id. at ,nJ 1001 113). 

86. "Lisa Rey takes the consult forms that are approved at URC, goes back to her 

desk and creates an [offsite referral] ["OSR"] and[,J in doing so, ... puts in the specific 

instructions on what needed to be scheduled." (Id. at 1l 76). 

87. "Lisa Rey would create an OSR within a day or two, at most1 from receiving 

the consult from the URC." (Id. at 1f 78). 

88. Ms. Rey would then send the OSR to MDI for scheduling. ( See id. at 1{ 113). 

89. "In 2007[,] MDI had a contract with FCC Allenwood to provide scheduling 

services for USP Allenwood." (Id. at 1f 38). 

90. "Prior to MDI, each separate institution [in the Allenwood Complex] would 

have their ov,.,n scheduling person." (Id. at 1l 47). 

91. "MDI was a middleman." (Id. at 1f 46). 
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92. "Under the contract with FCC Allenwood, it was MDl 1s responsibility to find 

medical providers and/or physicians in the area of FCC Allenwood to provide care to 

inmates." (Id. at 1J 17). 

93. "In August 2007, Vida Hall was the MDI scheduler for USP Allenwood." (Id. at 

1J 20). 

94. WBrandon Fairbanks became the MDI scheduler for USP Allenwood in late 

November or early December of 2007." ( Id. at 1J 21 ) . 

95. "Lisa Rey would get an e-mail from Brandon Fairbanks, an MDI scheduler, 

letting her know when appointments were scheduled." (See id. at 1J 80). 

96. "At times[,1 Lisa Rey would have to contact Brandon Fairbanks, an MDI 

scheduler, via e-mail and say ['11 still have these consults pending, can you let me know if 

they are getting scheduled.[')" (Id. at ,r 82). 

97. MMDI lets Lisa Rey know when an appointment is scheduled[,] and she types 

up the trip paper work that is routed to unit manager, HSA, AW and Warden for approval." 

(Id. at 1J 83). 

98. For security reasons, inmates are not apprised of the dates of their 

appointments. (See id. at 1J1J 40, 147, 220, 229). 

99. "Once the OSR is sent to MDI, Lisa Rey has no further contact with MDI 

about an appointment unless there are questions about it." (Id. at 1J 79). 
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100. 'The OSR form is then taken with the attached consults[,} and the medical 

provider is called." (Id. at 1J 27). 

101. 'The scheduler will schedule the appointment according to the requested 

time frame that is indicated on the OSR form." (Id. at ,r 28). 

102. "If the BOP sends MDI an OSR with a time frame that differs from the one 

requested by the provider, the scheduler will indicate to the provider that the institution has 

requested a time that differs from the provider and then its decided with the physician if they 

are going to be able to get the appointment within the institution's time frame." (Id. at 1129). 

103. "The MDI schedulers are trained to provide the medical provider the pertinent 

information that's listed on the OSR form." (Id. at 1130). 

104. "According to Laurie Zeller, Director of Contract Services for MDI, as a 13-

year employee, the section of the OSR that sets forth 'Pertinent Information' should be 

communicated to the physician's office when the appointment is being set up." (Id. at 1J 31). 

105. "As a routine, if a scheduler [from MDI] was told by the scheduler at the 

physician's office a date that was outside the requested time frame, the scheduler would 

have said, [']I need it sooner because the [BOP] is asking for a one month time frame.['] At 

that time, the physician's office would either move it up, if they could, and if their calendar 

was full, the first available appointment would be scheduled." (Id. at 1J 33). 

106. "When the MDI scheduler has to schedule the first available appointment, but 

that appointment is outside the requested time frame, whether or not it would specifically 
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notify the BOP depends on the nature of the appointment. If the OSR is an ASAP and they 

can't get it scheduled within that week, they would notify the institution. If it is a two week or 

one month OSR and it can't be scheduled within that timeframe, then it would not be routine 

to specifically inform the institution." (Id. at 1J 39). 

107. If MDI "could not schedule a particular appointment within a requested time 

frame," HSA Ron Laino "expected MDI to contact Lisa Rey and tell her." (Id. at ,r 50). 

108. "In past, MDI would contact Ron Laino with scheduling conflicts." (Id. at 1J 51 ). 

109. Mr. Laino testified that he was aware of some scheduling issues with MDI and 

that some inmates were not scheduled for offsite evaluations within the requested time 

frame made by the prison. {Trial Tr., Laino, Day 11 at 129:24-130:8). 

110. Subsequently, MDI put a liaison onsite at USP Allenwood "to improve 

timeliness of scheduling." (CSF at 1J 52). 

111. "There were situations where follow up appointments with outside providers 

had to be cancelled or rescheduled due to scheduling conflict issues." (Id. at 1J 159). 

112. Although "[t]here was always pressure on the prison's calendar to schedule 

the number of offsite medical trips [, I there was usu ally enough availabi I ity." ( Id. at 1J 161 ) . 

113. Mr. Laino testified that he believed that the ultimate responsibility for ensuring 

that off-site appointments are appropriately scheduled resides with the prison. (Trial Tr., 

Laino, Day 1, at 140:2-5). 
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114. "MDI ha[d] a contract with Vitreoretinal Associates ... to provide 

ophthalmological services to inmates at USP Allenwood," including for the year 2007. ( See 

CSF at 1MI 19, 168). 

115. Dr. Tuller and Dr. Lightman are partners at VRA. (See id. at ,r 208). 

116. Both Dr. Tuller and Dr. Ughtman are ophthalmologists that specialize in 

vitreoretinal diseases. (See id. at ,m 167, 208). 

117. At VRA, 'TiJnmates were not scheduled on-site when they left the office, their 

appointment would be scheduled after they leave." (Id. at ,r 229). 

118. "Vitreoretinal would fax a fee slip to MDI in late 2007 after an inmate's 

appointment ... to show when the doctor wanted the inmate back" in order to trigger MDI to 

call VRA "to make the appointment. 11 (See id. at ,m 230-232). 

119. "The [ijee slip would be sent to MDI on the day of the [inmatersJ visit" to VRA. 

(Id. at ,r 233). 

120. Aside from the fee slip, VRA would also send MDI "doctor's notes ... via 

regular mai I along with a bi 11." ( Id. at ,r 234). 

121. According to VRA employee Karen Weimer, VRA also faxed MDI the doctor's 

notes "because MDI always loses them. They always lose copies. We send them numerous 

copies for every visit." (Id. at ,r 235). 
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122. In fact, VRA subsequently "started sending everything certified mail to MDI" 

due to MDl's tendency to misplace documents. (See id. at ,m 235-236). 

123. "Karen Weimer knows that MDI lost documents because they [would] request 

[themJ over and over again." (Id. at ,r 237). 

124. In terms of scheduling inmates, 

Karen Weimer does not recall any occasions, for whatever reason, an inmate 
could not be scheduled for follow-up within the time frame requested by the 
physician. 

According to Karen Weimer, if anyone at Vitreoretinal Associates was 
contacted about scheduling an appointment and that appointment could not 
be obtained within the requested time frame of the physician, they would put 
them in with another doctor or consult the physician about the situation. 

(Id. at 1ffl 240-241 ). 

125. "If a patient needed to be seen on an urgent basis, both Dr. Tuller and Dr. 

Lightman would double book." (Id. at ,r 239; see also id. at ,r 279). 

126. "An inmate could be seen at Vitreoretinal Associates on any day as long as 

there was a doctor available in an office that the prison was able to take the inmate to." (Id. 

at ,r 253). 

127. Although "no one in particular [at VRA] was tasked with the responsibility to 

schedule inmate appointments," "Valerie Cupp and Holly DeWald would be primarily 

responsible for scheduling appointments." (See id. at ffll 246-247). 

128. "AU front desk staff members at Vitreoreti nal Associates were aware of the 

protocol for scheduling appointments." (Id. at ,r 257). 
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129. Moreover, "everyone at Vitreoretinal Associates who answers the phone is 

trained to ask the caller, whether it is a patient, MDI, or a prison, if the patient is experiencing 

any specific problems." (Id. at ,r 242). 

130. According to Valerie Cupp, when scheduling an appointment for an 
inmate, you would first, get into the patients account, look at their last medical 
record, look to see when the physician wanted them back at that time, ask 
them if that is the appointment they are scheduling or is the inmate having a 
problem that they need to be seen sooner .... 

The schedulers at Vitreoretinal Associates have a responsibility to go back to 
the physician who requested the follow-up and notify them that they cannot 
get the patient scheduled within that time frame and ask the physician what 
they want to do, and Valerie Cupp recalls this scenario happening. 

(Id. at ,m 254, 268). 

131. "[N]ormally I an appointment could be made for an inmate on the day MDI 

called. In most cases, [an] appointment is made relatively quickly." (Id. at ,r 273). 

132. When scheduling conflicts occurred "on the prison's end regarding the ability 

to schedule a follow-up within the requested time frame, the staff at VRA is trained to go to 

the doctor to see what they shou Id do," ( Id. at ,r 281 ) . 

133. "In Dr. TuHer's view, he believes his staff should notify him when a follow-up 

appointment cannot be scheduled within the requested timeframe;" and 1 "[t]ypically, Dr. 

Tuller is made aware when a follow-up appointment with an existing patient cannot be 

scheduled within the requested timeframe." (See id. at 1Ml 196-197). 
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134. uAccording to Valerie Cupp, there were fewer scheduling conflicts before MDI 

became involved in the scenario of scheduling inmate patient appointments." (Id. at ,r 285; 

see also id. at ,r 283). 

135. Indeed, uvalerie Cupp does not recall not being able to get an inmate seen 

during the requested time for follow-up appointments when she was dealing directly with the 

prison." (Id. at ,r 284). 

D. 2003-August 27, 2007 

136. After being "diagnosed with macular degeneration in his left eye in 1999 or 

2000," (id. at ,r 4), Mr. Balter first required injections for his left eye in 2003, (see id.at ,r 

178). 

137. UDr. Tuller gave Mr. Balter two injections in 2003. 11 (Id.) 

138. "According to Dr. Tuller, [when] Mr. Balter had experienced acute problems 

with his eye in the past, ... he was sent out to see Dr. Tuller in a timely fashion." (Id. at 1J 

206). 

139. "[l]n July 2003[,] Mr. Balter noticed a change in vision that morning, and that 

very day that he told prison staff that he began experiencing dimming of his vision he was 

sent out to see Dr. Tuller." (Id. at ,r 207). 

140. Such timely treatment is consistent with the medical care Mr. Balter received 

prior to 2005, when Ron Laino was the primarily medical representative to stand main line. 
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( See id. at ,r 206; Trial Tr., Laino1 Day 1, at 110:21-111: 11; Trial Tr., DeWaldl Day 2, at 

11:10-20). 

141. 11There were times at mainline where [Mr.) Balter would tell Ron Laino he feels 

a bleed in his eye and [Mr. 1 Lai no wou Id address the issue right then." ( See CSF at ,r 54). 

142. "On a couple occasions[, Mr. Laino] sent Mr. Balter out for medical care the 

same day that he addressed him at mainline." (Id. at ,r 55). 

143. Mr. Balter would inform Mr. Laino that he felt leakage in his eye, and Laino 

would "rush" Mr. Balter "to see Dr. Tuller within the hour." (Id. at ,r 12). 

144. Mr. Laino testified that Mr. Balter did not "cry wolf' and that he could not 

recall "any instance" where Mr. Balter was mistaken when he had complained of a leakage. 

(Trial Tr., Laino, Day 1, at 116: 18-24). 

145. On another occasion, when Mr. Balter was experiencing "chest pains and 

sweating and aching in [his] arm," he insisted that a prison paramedic contact Mr. Laino. 

( See CSF at ,r 11; Trial Tr. 1 Balter, Day 11 at 31 :17-32: 17). Mr. Laino ensured that Mr. Balter 

was rushed to a local hospital. ( See CSF at ,r 11 ). In this instance, Mr. Balter had sustained 

a 11massive heart attack." (Trial Tr. 1 Balter, Day 1, at 32:13-14). 

146. Dr. Tuller also testified that Mr. Balter1s medical complaints were credible, 

stating that he was "very aware of any problem with his vision" and that Mr. Baiter's beliefs 

about his vision were typically confirmed by subsequent exams. (Trial Dep. Tr., Tuller1 Doc. 

139, Pl.'s Ex. 37, at 14:15-23). 
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14 7. Mr. Lai no further testified th at if Mr. Balter had approached him in late 2007 

complaining of a leak in his eye, Mr. Laino would have referred Mr. Balter out to Dr. Tuller or 

Dr. Lightman Nwithin an hour," or at least Mas soon as possible." ( See Trial Tr., Laino, Day 1, 

at 116:13-117:8). 

148. In 2004 through 2006, Mr. Balter required no injections. (CSF at 1178). His 

vision in his left eye remained stable at 20/50 to 20/60 during this time. (Trial Dep. Tr., 

Tuller, Doc. 139, Pl.'s Ex. 37, at 31:2-10). 

149. However, on January 23, 2007, Dr. Tuller identified leakage in Mr. Baiter's left 

eye. (See Pl.'s Feb. 20, 2007 Letter to Dr. Tuller, Doc. 139, Pl.'s Ex. 3.5; Dr. Tuller's March 

6, 2007 Letter to Pl., Doc. 139, Pl.'s Ex. 3.6). During his January 23, 2007 appointment, Mr. 

Balter received an Avastin injection in his left eye. (Trial Dep. Tr., Tuller, Doc. 139, Pl.'s Ex. 

37, at 30:4-8). 

150. On March 20, 2007, Mr. Balter met again with Dr. Tuller. (See CSF at1179). 

In his notes, Dr. Tuller indicated, 1'There has been progression of the subretinal disease in 

the left eye. In the past, there has been a nice response to intravitreal Kenalog and I will 

repeat this." (Pl.'s Mar. 20, 2007 Med. R., Doc. 140, Def.'s Ex. 1, at 52; see also CSF at1 

179). Mr. Balter received Kenalog injection in his left eye on March 20, 2007. (Pl.'s Aug. 28, 

2007 Med. R., Doc. 139, Pl.'s Ex. 3.9). 

151. As a follow up to his March 20, 2007 appointment, Mr. Balter visited Dr. Tuller 

on June 4, 2007. (Pl.'s June 6, 2007 Med. R., Doc. 140, Def.'s Ex. 1, at 53). Dr. Tuller 
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noted, "Richard does appreciate improvement in vision over the past 2 1/2 months. He 

comments that he feels the leakage has stopped but there is decreased vision due to 

cataract." (Id.) Du ring th is appoi ntment1 Mr. Balter received another Kenalog injection. (Id.) 

152. Following his June 4, 2007 appointment, Dr. Tuller directed that Mr. Balter be 

returned in six to eight weeks. (Id. at 54). However, Mr. Balter complained that his vision 

became blurrier after the June 4, 2007 injection and was scheduled to see Dr. Ughtman on 

June 25, 2007. (Id. at 55). 

153. During his June 25, 2007 appointment, Dr. Lightman indicated that Mr. Balter 

was "concerned because [his vision] usually clears up quickly after the injection." (Id.) Dr. 

Lightman found no significant change in the subretinal hemorrhage and directed that Mr. 

Balter "[ijollow-up with Dr. Tuller as scheduled." (Id.) "On the June 25, 2007 appointment 

with Dr. Lightman, Mr. Balter had active wet macular degeneration." {CSF at ,r 222). 

154. During this period, Mr. Balter was on the automatic call out list and was seen 

by an optometrist twice a month. { See id. at ,r 338). "According to Dr. De Rose, Mr. Balter 

was in the clinic a million times .... [W]e saw Mr. Balter so many times, it was like every 

clinic for two years .... [SJomebody wanted us to see Mr. Balter a lot, so we saw him a lot." 

(Id. at ,r,r 290-92). In fact, Mr. Balter was in clinic so often that Dr. DeRose speculated that 

"Mr. Balter could recognize my footsteps coming down the hall." (Id. at ,I 293). 
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E. August 28, 2007 Appointment 

155. "Mr. Salter's appointment of [August 28, 2007] was created on [August 14, 

2007]." (Id. at! 275). 

156. On August 28, 2007 1 Dr. Tuller saw Mr. Balter and told him that "his eye was 

stable and that he would schedule a follow-up for him." (Id. at fflf 5). Dr. Tuller ordered that 

Mr. Balter return in ten weeks. (Id. at! 181). 

157. During his trial deposition testimony, Dr. Tuller explained his rationale for the 

ten week follow-up, stating that 

... the activity that [Mr. Balter} was having [was] beginning to stabilize, I just 
felt that the ... two and a half month follow-up would be appropriate. There 
were periods where ... I was following him at five or six-month intervals when 
things were very quiet, and then more closely when there was active leakage 
that needed closer monitoring. And I think that this point, with a two and a half 
month follow-up, I felt that things were beginning to stabilize again. 

(Trial Dep Tr., Tuller, Doc. 139, Pl.'s Ex. 37, 33:6-34:17). 

158. "According to Dr. Tuller, if a patient is stable, has no complaints, then 

certainly a week on either side, a week and a half on either side, so that might give you a, in 

a sense, a two and a half month follow-up, perhaps a 3 week zone around that requested 

appointment. I don't expect it to be 10 weeks to the day. But that's the time frame that I am 

looking for." (CSF at! 185). 

159. As of August 28, 2007, Dr. Tuller "had no plan to provide an injection to Mr. 

Balter at the 10 week follow-up." ( See id. at! 186). 
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F. October 16, 2007 

160. "The medical record from the August 281 2007, appointment with Dr. Tuller 

was attached to the OSR submitted to MDI by Lisa Rey on October 16, 2007." (Id, at 1 23). 

161. "The October 16, 2007, OSR submitted to MDI had the one month box 

checked indicating that USP Allenwood wanted the appointment within a one month time 

frame." (Id. at 124). 'The one month begins to n.1n from the day the OSR is submitted to 

MDI." (Id. at 125). "That means that USP Allenwood wanted Mr. Baiter's appointment 

scheduled on or before November 16, 2007." (Id. at 126). 

162. "According to Laurie Zeller, Director of contract services for MDI, Richard 

Baiter's appointment with Dr. Tuller was not scheduled promptly by MOIL] where MDI was 

provided with the OSR on October 16, 2007, and MDI did not schedule the appointment 

until 20 days later on November 5, 2007." (Id. at 136). 

163. Mr. Baiter's "appointment was scheduled by Vida Hall for December 11, 2007 

at 1 :00 p.m." (Id. at 134). "The December 11, 2007 appointment would be outside of the 

timeframe requested by USP Allenwood." (Id. at 135). 

164. Dr. Brady, Clinical Director of USP Allenwood in 2007, could not explain why 

Mr. Balter was not timely scheduled for a follow-up with Dr. Tuller. (See id. at ,nr 107, 156). 

165. "According to Dr. Brady[,] the 10-week follow-up for Mr. Balter would be like 

kind of a non-contested ... no brainer. We would just do it." (Id. at 1125). 
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166. 'Wet macular degeneration is a condition that should be followed by an 

ophthalmologist, and whatever they're suggesting in terms of follow up, would make sense 

to comply with." (Id. at ff 141). 

167. "If an offsite doctor had an inmate patient with wet macular degeneration who 

needed to be seen in ten weeks for follow up, Dr. Brady would want him to be seen in ten 

weeks." (Id. at ff 150). 

168. "Dr. Brady does not know why it took from August 28, 2007, the day of the 

consultation sheet, until October 16, 2007, to get from the consultation sheet step to being 

referred offsite to be scheduled." (Id. at ff 156). 

169. Mr. Laino, who oversaw the administration of medical services at FCC 

Allenwood during 2007, testified that he was unsure as to why it took the prison seven 

weeks to process a consultation sheet that ultimately provided the information to MDI to 

schedule an offsite appointment. (See Trial Tr., Laino, Day 1, at 127:11-16). 

170. Mr. Laino further testified that such a lengthy time frame to schedule an 

appointment is unusual. (Id. at 127:17-20). 

171. In addition, Mr. Laino testified that he was aware of some scheduling issues 

with MDI and that some inmates were not scheduled for offsite evaluations within the 

requested time frame made by the prison. ( See id. at 129:24-130:8). 

172. Likewise, AHSA Ms. DeWald testified that she did not know why it took over 

seven weeks to create an OSR for Mr. Balter with MDI. (See Trial Tr., DeWald, Day 2, at 
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9:21-22). Moreover, she could think of no other instance in which such a time period 

elapsed while attempting to schedule other prisoners. (See id. at 9:23-25). 

G. November 2007 

173. "For a long period of time[,] Mr. Balter was automatically placed on the call 

out list [to see an optometrist] twice a month . " ( CSF at ,r 338). 

174. Consistent with being on the automatic call out list, 11Mr. Balter was seen by 

Dr. DeRose or Dr. Weyand on September 11, 2007, September 26, 2007, [and] October 171 

2007." ( See id. at ,r 322). 

175. During the month of November 2007, an optometrist, either Dr. DeRose or Dr. 

Weyand, visited USP Allenwood on three occasions-November 7, November 14, and 

November 22. (See Trial Tr., Balter, Day 1, at 90:2-6). 

176. However, Mr. Baiter's optometry appointments inexplicably ceased as of 

October 17, 2007. (Auman June 4, 2008 Note, Doc. 139, Pl.'s Ex. 2). 

177. As a result, Mr. Balter was unable to see an optometrist for several weeks, 

including the entire month of November 2007. (Id.). 

178. Moreover, Dr. DeRose's September 26, 2007 exam sheet ordered that Mr. 

Balter have his IOP tested every month by an optometrist and required Mr. Balter to see a 

~retinal specialist on a regular basis." (See Pl.'s Sept. 26, 2007 Med. R., Doc. 139, Pl.'s Ex. 

1.12). 
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179. Mr. Laino testified that he could not explain why Dr. DeRose's written request 

that Mr. Balter be evaluated at least every month by a retinal specialist was not complied 

with 1 and Mr. Laino expressed further concern that the prison failed to comply with orders 

from physicians requesting follow-ups for Mr. Balter. ( See Trial Tr., Laino, Day 1, at 154:20-

25, 155: 1-14). 

180. Likewise, Ms. DeWald could not recall why Dr. DeRose's request that Mr. 

Balter be monitored by an optometrist every month was disregarded. (See Trial Tr., 

DeWald, Day 2, at 31 :3-11 ). 

181. Ms. Dewald testified that orders from Dr. DeRose are generally followed. 

(See id. at 32:10-13). 

182. Finally, Ms. Auman testified that she did not know why Mr. Balter was not 

seen by the optometrist between October 17, 2007 and December 5, 2007, even though his 

"eye exam sheet" required such appointments. (See Trial Tr., Auman, Day 1, at 168:1-

169:24, 186:5-11 ). 

183. At trial, Mr. Balter testified that in early November 2007 he felt that there was 

a leakage in his left eye. (See Trial Tr., Balter, Day 1, at 46:1-6). 

184. By 0the middle of the month," Mr. Balter began experiencing 11a little blurriness 

in the eye .... " (Id. at 46:23-47:2). 
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185. According to Mr. Balter, he "went to Ms. DeWald several times at main line" 

complaining of these symptoms and the fact that he was no longer on the automatic call out 

list to see an optometrist. (Id. at 44:21-45:6). 

186. Further, Mr. Balter testified that he made similar complaints to his physician 

assistant at the prison, Ms. Holtzapple 1 ( id. at 38: 11-17), as well as Ms. Au man and Ms. 

Rey, (id. at 50:9-21). 

187. Mr. Balter also maintained that he made oral complaints to Warden Ricardo 

Martinez and assistant warden. (Id. at 70:4-11). 

188. Mr. Balter voiced these complaints on a nearly daily basis between 

November 4, 2007 and December 4, 2007. (Id. at 70:12-71 :5). 

189. According to Mr. Balter, when he "went to the Warden, the AW, ... they told 

[him] to see Medical." (Id. at 34:18-35:4). 

190. When he went to Medical, Ms. DeWald uwas a little annoyed" and told Mr. 

Balter, "You're being scheduled." (See id. at 35:3-6). 

191. Mr. Balter protested, allegedly stating, "Come on I Ms. DeWald, what do you 

mean I'm being scheduled? I'm not seeing the eye doctor. When is he coming in? He's here 

at least twice a month, and ... I'm still not seeing him. This is getting worse. Could you get 

me to Dr. Tuller? Where is Mr. Laino?" (Id. at 35:6-10). 
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192. According to Mr. Balter, Ms. DeWald's response "was basically, [']Balter, 

you're scheduled. Keep it up and you'll end up in SHU, [the] Special Housing [Unit]."' (Id. at 

35:10-12). 

193, Mr. Balter further testified that when he went to Medical and approached Ms. 

Auman, who scheduled inmate appointments with the optometrist, her response was "We'll 

take care of it and you'll be scheduled." (See id. at 33:15-34:5). 

194. Balter testified when he subsequently complained, "the famous words were, 

[']You're scheduled.[']" (See id. at46:25-47:3). 

195. Although Mr. Balter was unable to see an optometrist during the month of 

November, Mr. Balter did see Dr. Pigos, a Medical Officer at FCC Allenwood in late 2007ufor 

a chronic care appointment on November 16, 2007. n ( See CSF at ffll 106, 110). "The 

appointment was related to all of his chronic problems, including macular degeneration." (Id. 

at ,r 110). "Regarding his [m}acular degeneration, Dr. Pigos remembers asking Mr. Balter 

how things were going, and he said he was following up with the eye doctors and he didn't 

have any complaints." (Id. at ,r 111 ). 

196. On cross-examination, Mr. Balter was asked why he did not complain to Dr. 

Pigos on November 16, 2007, regarding the worsening of his condition and the alleged 

failure of the prison to send Mr. Balter to a specialist. ( See Trial Tr., Balter I Day 11 at 79: 1-

7). Mr. Balter responded that he did not raise the issue with Dr. Pigos because "Dr. Pigos 

and any medical doctor in there had told me numerous times they do not go over or discuss 
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the eye1 they do not have the knowledge they do not have the equipment they do not have 

the ability." (Id. at 79:13-16). 

H. December 5, 2007 

197. Mr. Balter was scheduled to see Dr. Tuller on December 11, 2007 at 1 :00 

P.M. (See CSF at ,r 34). 

198. On December 5, 2007, Mr. Balter sustained a "large hemorrhage" in his left 

eye. ( See CSF at ,r 217). 

199. According to Mr. Balter, when he woke up on the morning of December 5, 

2007, he noticed a significant decrease in his vis ion. ( See Tri al Tr., Balter, Day 1, at 4 7: 12-

24). Mr. Balter described that "it was terrible .... I could see only shadows." (Id. at 47:23-

24). 

200. "Dr. DeRose treated Mr. Balter on December 51 2007. 1
' (CSF at ,r 310). 

201. "Dr. DeRose believes that he was most likely at the institution on December 

5, 2007, for one of the regularly scheduled days." (Id. at ,r 328). 

202. ~when Mr. Balter was seen by Dr. DeRose on December 5, 2007, Dr. 

DeRose noted .... 'He's got macular degeneration on the right [eye], and he has a fresh 

leak on the left and his pressures were normal.'" (Id. at ,r 300). 

203. "According to Dr. DeRose, fresh leak means currently bleeding, and means 

the wet macular degeneration is active." (Id. at ,r 301). 
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204. "During the December 5, 2007 optometry appointment, Dr. DeRose indicated 

that Mr. Balter should 'see Dr. Tuller ASAP.'fl (Id. at 1f 311). 

205. Mr. Balter testified that he explained to Dr. DeRose not only what his 

condition was that day but also that he had been trying to see him for the past month. (See 

Trial Tr., Balter, Day 1, at 102:12-15). 

206. "If Mr. Balter had complained to Dr. DeRose of Mr. Balter requesting to [be] 

seen and those requests not being granted, Dr. DeRose would not document that on the 

eye exam form or any other document." (CSF at 1l 329). 

207. "Dr. DeRose does not recall anything specific about the December 5, 2007, 

appointment with Mr. Balter," nor does he "recall anything Mr. Balter said to him0 at that 

appointment. (See id. at ffll 315-316.) 

208. VRA was contacted, and "Valerie Cupp made the December 5, 2007 

appointment ... that very same day." (Id. at 1f 276). 

209. As a result, Mr. Balter was examined by Dr. Ughtman on December 5, 2007. 

(See id. at1f 211). 

210. "Dr. Lightman has no independent recollection of Mr. Balter. Dr. Ughtman's 

only recollection of Mr. Balter is what is documented in the medical notes." (Id. at 1f 209). 

211. As Dr. Lightman's notes indicate, "Mr. Balter suffered a significant decrease in 

vision between June 25, 2007, and December 51 2007." (See id. at 1f 221). 
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212. When Dr. Lightman last saw Mr. Balter on June 25, 2007, his vision in his left 

eye was 20/60. (Pl.'s June 25, 2007 Med. R., Doc. 139, PL's Ex. 3.8.5). 

213. On December 5, Mr. Baiter's visual acuity dropped to 20/400. (Trial Dep Tr., 

Lightman, Doc. 139, Pl.'s Ex. 39, at 15:17-16:22). 

214. During his trial deposition testimony, Dr. Lightman explained Mr. Baiter's vision 

loss in practical terms, stating that it was "about seven times worse" on December 5 than it 

was on June 25. ( See id. at 16: 13-19). Dr. Lightman further explained, 

People can generally read with larger print with [20/60] vision. You can drive a 
car during daylight hours with 20/70 vision or better .... 

[S]omebody with 20/400 vision could just see the big E on the chart .... 
Navigation would be possible. Reading would be very difficult without low 
vision devices, including magnification or a real bright light. 

(Id. at 14:3-5, 16:21-17:3). 

215. Mr. Baiter's vision loss was the result of a "large hemorrhage." (See CSF att 

217; see also id. at t 13). 

216. "According to Dr. Lightman, you can't determine the timing of the leak by the 

size of the hemorrhage." (Id. at t 218.) 

217. Further, 11[a]ccording to Dr. Lightman, usually when you see a hemorrhage 

that big, they're usually of sudden onset, but it is not a definite." (Id. at t 219). "The bleed 

could have happened unpredictably and suddenly on December 5, 2007." (Id. at t 195.) 

218. In this instance, Dr. Lightman ordered photographs of Mr. Baiter's left eye. 

(See Dec. 5, 2007 Color Eye Study, Doc. 139, Pl.'s Ex. 9.1). 
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219. According to Dr. Lightman, although the photographs cannot be used as a 

basis for "pinpointing" when Mr. Baiter's eye began to leak, he acknowledged that the 

"hemorrhage could have began weeks before December 5th." (Trial Dep Tr. 1 Lightman, Doc. 

139, Pl.'s Ex. 39, at 24:4-20). 

220. Moreover1 Dr. Tuller testified that the photographs reveal Ma dark area of 

blood [that is] surrounding a more tan area[,] ... which looks like [it] has probably been 

there for a matter of weeks because the blood dehemoglobizes, so ... this probably isn't 

completely fresh." (Id. at 24:11-20). 

221. uor. Lightman doesn't recall Mr. Balter telling him at his appointment on 

December 5, 2007, that he had been experiencing vision loss in his left eye since late 

October and through November of 2007 and that he was making complaints with the [prison 

staff] but they ignored him. Had Mr. Balter told him this, it is something Dr. Lightman would 

have documented in his notes." (CSF at ,r 212). 

222. "According to Dr. Lightman[,] the length of time someone is experiencing 

symptoms in the context of macular degeneration is relevant to further treatment and you 

would document that information in your note." (Id. at ,r 213). 

223. Dr. Lightman got the uinformation contained in [his] note from December 5, 

2007 ... from ... Mr. Balter.1
' (Id.at ,r 216). 
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224. "On December 5, 2007, Mr. Balter told Dr. Lightman that today he noted 

worsening of his vision in left eye and saw Dr. DeRose1 ••• who noted leakage left eye." 

(Id. at ,r 214). 

225. "Dr. Lightman1s general practice was to ask a patient about the details 

surrounding the length of time he experienced symptoms." (Id. at ,r 215). 

226. During his trial deposition testimony, Dr. Lightman acknowledged that "{i]t's 

possible" that UMr. Balter relayed to [him] that he had symptoms maybe several days 

before." (Trial Dep. Tr., Lightman, Doc. 139, Pl.'s Ex. 39 1 at 19:18-24). Dr. Lightman further 

noted that the medical "histories that we take are not exhaustive. We try to say them as 

succinctly as we can." (Id. at 19:24-20:1). 

227. Dr. Lightman testified that his medical notes capture only "the highlights of {a 

patient1s] chief complaint ... rather than a day-by-day description of what he's 

experienced.~ (Id. at 20:5-12). 

I. June-July 2008 

228. "The vision in Mr. Salters left eye worsened as a result of another 

hemorrhage in June of 2008." (CSF at ,r 14). 

229. Mr. Balter testified that after the December 5, 2007 hemorrhage he "could see 

only shadows." (See Trial Tr., Balter, Day 1, at 47:23-24}. 

230. "In June, 2008 1 Mr. Baiter's entire left eye filled up with blood, there was no 

light." (CSF anT 13). Mr. Balter further testified that 
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ln June 4, I went up to see Dr. DeRose and I told him that my eye was 
hemorrhaging .... And he said, ["]Your eye is starting to hemorrhage.["] He 
said, ["]We'll get you to see Dr. Tuller right away, I'll let Ms. Dewald know.[1 . 
. . [W]e expected it to be quick[,] because it was hemorrhaging[,] ... [but] I 
then didn't go to see Dr. Tuller ... for twelve days .... When I got to see Dr. 
Tuller on that day, my eye had filled up with [blood] .... Dr. Tuller then told 
me the only thing that could be done was he had to do a vitrectomy on me, 
and that was done in July. 

(Trial Tr., Balter, Day 1, at 62:7-63:1). 

231. On June 16, 2008, "Dr. Tuller noted 'Interval History' Richard comments that 

he had a sudden loss of vision in the left eye on June 10, 2008." ( CSF at 11190). 

232. On the same date, "Mr. Balter had a severe decrease in vision secondary to 

progression of his disease. At that examination, there was bleeding into the center of the 

eye." (Id. at 11191 ). 

233. Further, on June 16, 11here had been further subretinal bleeding, which led to 

blood in the center of the eye resulting in a severe decrease in vision." (Id. at 11192). 

234. uor. Tuller believes the severe loss of vision on [June 18, 2008] was an 

isolated and separate event. The event from December was stable with the treatment 

around that visit, and the June event was further progression of the disease." (Id. at ,r 202). 

235. On July 3, 2008, ~or. Tuller operated on Mr. Balter and noted: [']Surgery note 

(Tuller 090) Operative findings: Most recently there has been hemorrhagic pigment 

epithelial detachment of the left eye with breakthrough vitreous hemmorhage. Talking about 

June event. There was subretinal hemorrhage as well as extensive peripheral scarring due 

to previous subretinal hemorrhage in 2008. The macular degeneration is very advanced 
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with poor prognosis for recovery of vision. The retina is nonfunctioning and scarred, so 

there ls really no hope for recovery of vision.[']" ( Id. at f 193). 

J. Expert (Medical) Testimony 

Dr. Goren 

236. Dr. Matthew Goren, Mr. Baiter's medical expert, testified that persons 

experiencing wet macular degeneration should be able to recognize symptoms that would 

indicate a change in status of their condition. (See Trial Tr., Goren, Day 2, at 87:6-16). 

237. Dr. Goren further testified that when certain symptoms exist1 such as a 

distortion in vision, it is important to see the doctor as soon as possible. (Id. at 87:9-88:4). 

238. Dr. Goren opined that an optometrist should be able to identify a leak in the 

eye of a patient diagnosed with wet macula r degeneration. ( Id. at 98: 18-21 ) . 

239. Dr. Goren also provided testimony that patients who complain of an 11acute 

visual change" should be seen by a doctor within twenty-four hours. (Id. at 98:1-17). 

240. With regard to Mr. Baiter's alleged complaint's that his eye was leaking, Dr. 

Goren testified that if Mr. Balter "requested or had notified prison staff that he believed he 

had a leak and he requested to see the optometrist or the ophthalmologist," such a request 

would be medically appropriate. (Id. at 99:6-11 ). 

241. Dr. Goren opined that the complaints that Mr. Balter made in November 2007 

concerning blurry vision and that he had to squint to read when coupled with Mr. Ba!ter1s 
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medical history should have compelled prison staff to ensure that Mr. Balter was seen by an 

optometrist within twenty-four hours, or forty-eight at most. (Id. at 101:21-102:12). 

242. Dr. Goren's testimony was that a delay beyond forty-eight hours would 

"increase the risk of not being able to prevent the harm from occurring," which includes a 

loss of vision. (Id. at 102:1-10). 

243. With regard to the ten week window for a follow-up with Dr. Tuller, Dr. Goren 

testified that a timely follow-up with Dr. Tuller would "likely have resulted in discovering 

some continual leakage." (See id. at 110:8-12). 

244. Dr. Goren further testified that irrespective of Mr. Baiter's recognition of 

symptoms of a possible leakage, the failure to abide by Dr. Tuller's request for a ten week 

follow-up increased the risk of harm to Mr. Balter. (Id. at 113:17-22). 

245. Dr. Goren opined that both the failure to schedule a timely follow-up and a 

failure to address Mr. Baiter's complaints regarding symptoms of a leak increased the risk of 

harm to Mr. Balter. (See id. at 130:1-9). 

246. Dr. Goren testified that there was a significant leakage on December 5, 20071 

but that there was "a process going on, prior to that day." (See id. at 134:11-21). 

247. Dr. Goren testified that, to a reasonable degree of medical certainty, there 

was an ongoing leakage problem. (Id.) 
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248. While Dr. Goren agreed that there was a 11sudden, massive hemorrhage on 

December 5, 2007," (id. at 144:12-18), he also stated there was a "leakagen prior to that 

December 5, 2007 hemorrhage, (id. at 144:19-145:6). 

249. Dr. Goren testified that "it's unreasonable to assume that all of a sudden [Mr. 

Balter] had a completely brand new event that was unrelated to what was going on over the 

past seven or so years." (Id. at 142:20-143:2). 

250. Again, Dr. Goren testified that the leaking was chronic, even if it was not 

always constant. ( See id. at 14 2: 17 -143 :2). 

251. Dr. Goren also testified that although he believed the leaking was chronic, 

there was a sudden, "very seminal" event that occurred on December 5, 2007. (See id. at 

144:17-18). 

252. Dr. Goren opined that if there were leakage in Mr. Baiter's eye as he believed 

there was based on the tan coloration in the photograph of Mr. Baiter's eye after the 

hemorrhage, ( see Dec. 5, 2007 Color Eye Study, Doc. 139, Pl. 's Ex. 9 .1 ), that there was "a 

period of intervention" which provided "an opportunity'' for treatment, (Trial Tr., Goren, Day 

2, at 145:14-17). 

253. Dr. Goren testified that a photograph of the bleed suggested that the blood 

may have been in Mr. Baiter's eye for an extended period, and that it indicates an ongoing 

leakage. (Id. at 144:22-145:6). 

254. Dr. Goren was then questioned as follows: 
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Q: Could that have prevented this massive event on December 5? 

A: I believe so. 

Q: What makes you believe that? 

A: Weill anything is just a general principle that things are more 
effectively treated at earlier stages than late stages, that's true with 
everything. 

(Id. at 145:18-24). Before Dr. Goren concluded his testimony, the following exchange 

occurred: 

THE COURT: 

THE WITNESS: 

MR MOWRY: 

THE WITNESS: 

... is it your testimony that had Mr. Balter been seen, in 
accordance with the August 28, 2007 suggestion or 
directive, however you want to characterize it, that he be 
seen in 10 weeks, that that would have avoided the eye 
hemorrhage of December 5, had he been seen? Is that 
your testimony? 

No, Your Honor1 I can't say with certainty that that's the 
case. But I can say that he would have had a far better 
chance of a favorable outcome, but1 no, I can't say with 
1 00 percent certainty. . . . 

Doctor, with the question directed from the Judge, is it 
correct you're saying that, although, you can't determine 
what would it have shown, if that 10 weeks had been 
complied with 1 as Ors. Tuller and Lightman have 
testified, that nobody knows what it would have shown? 
Is it your position that the failure to have that requested 
follow-up, that it increased the risk of harm to Mr. Balter? 

Yes, sir. 

(Id. at 150:22-151:11, 152:1-9). 
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Dr. Beck 

255. Defendant offered the expert testimony of Dr. Adam Paul Beck C(Beck"). 

256. Dr. Beck testified that patients suffering from age-related wet macular 

degeneration can have a stable eye exam and then suffer a sudden leak or hemorrhage 

that causes permanent vision loss the next day. (Trial Tr. 1 Beck, Day 3, at 11 :3-7). 

257. Dr. Beck testified that there is no treatment available to "prevent macular 

degeneration from progressing." (Id. at 11 :16-19.) 

258. Dr. Beck's testimony was that there is no procedure available to prevent 

sudden hemorrhages I but that doctors are only able to react to them. ( Id. at 11 : 20-12: 2). 

259. Specifically, Dr. Beck stated that injections of Kenalog, Avastin, or Lucentis 

do not eliminate the risk of hemorrhages. (Id. at 12:7-9). 

260. With regard to Mr. Baiter's case, Dr. Beck testified that large hemorrhages, 

such as the one experienced by Mr. Balter on December 5, 2007, are usually sudden. (Id. at 

16:9-12). 

261. Dr. Beck testified that the leak experienced by Mr. Balter on December 5, 

2007 was "most likely within a reasonable degree of medical certainty, a sudden onset." (Id. 

at 16:23-17:2). 

262. Dr. Beck opined that a photograph of the bleed suggested that it was a 

sudden occurrence. (Id. at 17: 1 0-11 ) . 
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263. Dr. Beck testified that he agreed with Dr. Tullers testimony that even the 

receipt of timely injections does not necessarily stop a patient with wet macular 

degeneration from suffering a loss of central vision. (Id. at 17:18-22). 

264. Dr. Beck testified that the fact that Mr. Balter was not seen in November 

2007 uhad no bearint on his suffering a loss of central vision. ( See id. at 18: 15-16). 

265. The Court questioned Dr. Beck concerning the purpose of the eye injections 

and the role they play in wet macular degeneration. 

THE COURT: 

DR BECK 

THE COURT: 

DR BECK: 

THE COURT: 

As I understand your testimony, when we talk about wet 
macular degeneration we are essentially speaking of the 
growth of red blood cells under the epithelium of the 
retina? 

Uh-hum. 

And then apparently there's a [fissure] in the retina and 
the blood cells protrude and ultimately if they 
hemorrhage you have the event of December 5th in this 
case? 

Uh-hum. 

Now let me take you out of your specialty for a moment 
and ask you, I want to try to compare this or, at least, 
attempt to draw an analogy between that process that I 
just described and what we sometimes see, in 
connection with aneurisms. 

An artery has a bulge in it, the bulge, ultimately, if it 
ruptures, of course, it's an event that's usually fatal. But 
the aneurysm and the swelling in the artery is something 
that can be discerned by the appropriate diagnostic 
procedure. 
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DR. BECK: 

THE COURT: 

DR. BECK: 

The COURT: 

DR. BECK: 

THE COURT: 

Is there an appropriate analogy there, in the sense that, 
is there a way of anticipating, as you would with an 
aneurysm 1 its existence and its increase in size1 such 
that you can reasonably anticipate the likelihood of a 
rupture? Do you have that kind of ability, through 
examination, to determine the enlargement of the blood 
vessels through the retina, leading to the ultimate 
rupture and blindness? 

That's a really good analogy. Nol we do not have that 
technology 1 we don't have that ability. I remember back 
in medical school and during my general surgery 
internship I think it was a five-centimeter abdominal 
aortic aneurysm, at the time, that was the cutoff for 
when someone would get surgery versus observation. 
Ifs not like that with the retina. This is - in my practice, 
that's what I was talking about the Amsler grid sending a 
patient home with this. 

It's a grid with a bunch of straight lines on it, they put it 
on the refrigerator and test each eye. There will be a 
wavy spot or wavy area, well, that's their baseline, and if 
they notice a change in this, then, I have the patient call 
me and I will see them back right away. But there's no 
five-centimeter rule in the retina like that. 

So, again, if Mr. Balter had been seen, within the 10-
week, give or take, 10 days that, originally, Dr. Tuller 
had requested, back on August 28, that examination, in 
your view, would not have disclosed any indication that 
a retinal bleed was imminent, is that right? 

Correct. 

... I've heard references to injections of Kenalog, 
Avastin and Lucentis. What do they do? 

They attack the blood vessels. 

Pardon me. They're not preventative? 
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DR BECK: 

(See id. at 51 :18-54:2). 

No, they1re not preventative. What causes problems in 
the retina, whether diabetic retinopathy or wet macular 
degeneration, is the production of vascular endothelial 
growth factor, the growth factor that causes fonnation of 
new blood vessels. We don't like new blood vessels. 
They bleed, they leak, we don't want new blood vessels 
in the retina. New blood vessels are bad. 

All of these medications revolve around blocking the 
receptors for the production of vascular endothelial 
growth factors, so they attack the blood vessel. 

266. Dr. Beck testified that when Mr. Balter received treatment for past leakage, 

such treatments were effective in preventing the leakage from advancing to a substantially 

more harmful stage. (Id. at 35:3-6). 

267. Or. Beck testified that he does not only provide injections to patients with 

massive hemorrhages, but that injections are used to treat patients when there was activity 

that required a response. (Id. at 43:7-12). 

268. Dr. Beck further testified that, hypothetically, if he had seen Mr. Balter within 

the recommended ten week follow-up window, and if during that follow-up he had noticed an 

increase in activity, he would have treated Mr. Balter in some manner. (Id. at 46:14-21). 

Ill. Applicable Law 

A. Jurisdiction 

Mr. Baiter's claim of negligence against the Government is brought under the FTCA, 

28 U.S. C. §§ 1346, 2671, et seq. The FT CA "provides much-needed relief to those suffering 
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injury from the negligence of government employees," United States v. Muniz, 374 U.S. 

150, 165, 83 S.Ct. 1850, 18591 10 L.Ed.2d 805 (1963), by 11remov[ing] sovereign immunity of 

the United States from suits in tort, and with certain specific exceptions, to render the 

Government liable in tort as a private individual would be under like circumstances." Podlog 

v. United States, 205 F. Supp. 2d 346, 355 (M.D. Pa. 2002), affd! 85 F. App'x 873 (3d Cir. 

2003) (quoting Richards v. United States, 369 U.S. 1, 61 82 S.Ct. 585, 589, 7 L.Ed.2d 492 

(1962)). In FTCA claims, courts must "apply the law of the state in which the act or omission 

occurred." Hodge v. United States Dep't of Justice1 372 F. App1x 264, 267 (3d Cir. 2010) 

(citing Gould Elecs. Inc. v. United States, 220 F.3d 169! 179 (3d Cir. 2000)). Because all of 

the conduct giving rise to Mr. Baiter's claim occurred at USP Allenwood, Pennsylvania state 

law will apply. 

8. Ordinary versus Professional Negligence 

Under Pennsylvania law, "[fjor a party to prevail in a negligence action, ordinary or 

professional, the elements a re identical: the plain tiff 111 ust es ta blis h [ 1 ] the defendant owed a 

duty of care to the plaintiff, [2] that duty was breached, [3] the breach resulted in the 

plaintiffs injury, and [4] the plaintiff suffered an actual loss or damages." Merlini ex rel. 

Merlini v. Gallitzin Water Auth., 602 Pa. 346, 354, 980 A2d 502, 506 (Pa. 2009). Although 

the basic elements of both ordinary and professional negligence are the same, a medical 

malpractice claim is further defined as an "unwarranted departure from generally accepted 

standards of medical practice resulting in injury to a patient, including all liability-producing 
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conduct arising from the rendition of professional medical services." Id. (quoting Grossman 

v. Barke, 868 A.2d 561, 566 (Pa.Super.Ct. 2005)). 

To determine whether a plaintiffs claim is one of ordinary or professional negligence, 

courts must look to the substance, rather than the form, of the complaint. Id. at 507; see 

also Varner v. Classic Communities Corp., 890 A.2d 1068, 1074 (Pa.Super.Ct. 2006) 

(stating Mthat it is the substance of the complaint rather than its form which controls whether 

[a] claim ... sounds in ordinary negligence or professional malpractice,r). In Merlini, the 

Pennsylvania Supreme Court stated that whether a negligence claim is "professional versus 

ordinary negligence deals primarily with the breach of a professional standard of care.ff 

Merlini, 980 A.2d at 507. The Pennsylvania Superior Court distinguished medical 

malpractice from ordinary negligence as follows: 

A medical malpractice claim is distinguished by two defining characteristics. 
First, medical malpractice can occur only within the course of a professional 
relationship. Second, claims of medical malpractice necessarily raise 
questions involving medical judgment. Claims of ordinary negligence, by 
contrast, raise issues that are within the common knowledge and experience 
of the [fact-finder]. Therefore, a court must ask two fundamental questions in 
determining whether a claim sounds in ordinary negligence or medical 
malpractice: (1) whether the claim pertains to an action that occurred within 
the course of a professional relationship; and (2) whether the claim raises 
questions of medical judgment beyond the realm of common knowledge and 
experience. If both these questions are answered in the affirmative, the action 
is subject to the procedural and substantive requirements that govern medical 
malpractice actions. 

Ditch v. Waynesboro Hosp., 917 A.2d 317, 322 (Pa.Super.Ct.2007) (quoting Grossman, 868 

A.2d at 570). 
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In sum, qa complaint 'sounds in malpractice' where 'the conduct at issue constituted 

an integral part of the process of rendering medical treatment.'" Iwanejko v. Cohen & 

Grigsby, P.C., 249 F. App'x 938,944 (3d Cir. 2007) (quoting Ditch, 917 A.2d at323). 

Because the conduct giving rise to Mr. Baiter's claim involves alleged administrative failures 

rather than medical malpractice, the Complaint sounds in ordinary negligence and Mr. 

Baiter's claim will be treated as such. 

C. Duty 

Under 18 U.S.C. § 4042(a), the United States has a duty to "provide for the 

safekeeping, care and subsistence" and qfor the protection ... of all persons charged with 

or convicted of offenses against the United States." Jones v. United States, 91 F.3d 623, 

624 (3d Cir. 1996) (quoting 18 U.S.C. § 4042(a)(2)-(3)). "The duty of care as provided by 18 

U.S.C. § 4042 is that of ordinary diligence to keep prisoners safe from harm." Grundowski v. 

United States, 2012 WL 1721781 , at *5 ( M. D. Pa. 2012) (quoting Hos sic v. United States, 

682 F.Supp. 23, 25 (M.D .Pa. 1987) (internal quotation marks omitted)). This duty of care is 

heightened where an inmate is known to have a rare condition requiring special treatment. 

See Berman v. United States, 205 F. Supp. 2d 362, 365 (M.D. Pa. 2002) ("[l]t must be 

pointed out that plaintiff was not a run-of-the-mill prison patient with the usual complaints

he had a rare condition and, thus, prison officials should have been more alert to, and 

concerned with, the type of treatment he required. 11
). 
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Because Mr. Balter was incarcerated at USP Allenwood and "was not a run-of-the

mill prison patient with the usual complaints," the Government owed a heightened duty to 

provide for the safekeeping, care, and protection of Balter. See id. By extension, MDI also 

owed Mr. Balter a duty of care pursuant to its contract with FCC Allenwood. 1 

D. Breach 

"Courts of the Third Circuit, in limited circumstances, have recognized that certain acts 

or omissions by prison medical staff can constitute a breach of an ordinary negligence duty." 

Grundowski1 2012 WL 1721781 1 at *6; see also id. at *10 (finding that the government 

breached its duty of care by failing to reasonably treat a plaintiff-inmates' diabetes); Jones, 

91 F.3d at 625 (holding that the denial of an inmate's prescribed medication can constitute a 

breach of care under 18 U.S.C. § 4042); Hill v. Lamanna, 2006 WL 2433773, at *9 (W.D. 

Pa. 2006) (finding possible breach of duty of care related to a plaintiff-inmate's tooth 

extraction). More specifically, a prison may breach its duty of care by failing to schedule an 

inmate for necessary medical treatment in a timely fashion. See Aviles v. United States, 

2012 WL 35623701 at *6 {E.D. Pa. 2012). 

E. Causation 

The third element Balter must prove is that the Government's negligence caused his 

injury. See G rundowski, 2012 WL 1721781, at *6. "In limited circumstances, Penns yl van i a 

1 Although it is an undisputed fact that MDI was contractually obligated "to provide scheduling 
services for USP" by finding outside "medical providers and/or physicians in the area of FCC Allenwood to 
provide care to inmates," (CSF at 1ffl 17, 38), the contract itself was not incorporated into the record. 
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law permits recovery where a defendant's negligence increased the risk of harm to a 

plaintiff, even if plaintiff cannot show conclusively that no injury would have occurred in the 

absence of negligence." Id. at *7 ( quoting Lempke v. Osmose Util. Servs., Inc. s 2012 WL 

94497, at *3 (W.D. Pa. 2012)). When a plaintiff proceeds under a theory of increased risk, 

Pennsylvania law requires a two-stage inquiry. See Hamil v. Bashline, 481 Pa. 256, 269, 

392 A.2d 1280, 1287 (Pa. 1978). First, a court must determine whether "a defendant's 

negligent act or omission increased the risk of harm to a person in plaintiffs position," and 

then "it becomes a question for the [fact-finder] whether that increased risk was a [factual 

cause] in producing the harm." Feeney v. Disston Manor Pers. Care Home, Inc., 849 A.2d 

590, 595 (Pa.Super.Ct. 2004). 

Increased Risk 

Where the issue of increased risk involves questions of medical causation that go 

wbeyond the knowledge of the average layperson," the plaintiff is required to present expert 

testimony, 1'with a reasonable degree of medical certainty, that a defendant's conduct 

increased the risk of the harm actually sustained." Vicari v. Spiegel, 936 A.2d 503 1 510 (Pa. 

Super.Ct. 2007), aff'd. 605 Pa. 381, 989 A.2d 1277 (Pa. 2010) (internal citations and 

quotation marks omitted). "In determining whether the expert's opinion is rendered to the 

requisite degree of certainty, we examine the expert's testimony in its entirety." Id. "The 

purpose of this standard is not, however, to render proof needlessly difficult, but to avoid 
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speculation under the rubric of 'expert opinion.'" Betz v. Erie Ins. Exch., 957 A.2d 1244, 

1258 (Pa.Super.Ct. 2008). 

'That an expert may have used less definite language does not render his entire 

opinion speculative if at some time during his testimony he expressed his opinion with 

reasonable certainty." Id. (quoting Carrozza v. Greenbaum, 866 A.2d 369, 379 

(Pa.Super.Ct. 2004)). "Accordingly, an expert's opinion will not be deemed deficient merely 

because he or she failed to expressly use the specific words, 'reasonable degree of medical 

certainty.'" Id. (quoting Commonwealth v. Spotz, 562 Pa. 498, 756 A.2d 1139 (Pa. 2000) 

(indicating that "experts are not required to use 'magic words"' but, rather, "[courts] must 

look to the substance of [the expert's] testimony to determine whether his opinions were 

based on a reasonable degree of medical certainty rather than upon mere speculation")). 

Factual Cause 

Once a plaintiff demonstrates increased risk of harm to a reasonable degree of 

medical certainty, then the case may be submitted to the finder of fact to determine whether 

the increased risk of harm was a "factual cause" of the injury. Grundowski, 2012 WL 

1721781, at *6-7 n.5 ( quoting Gorman v. Costello, 929 A.2d 1208, 1213 n. 7 (Pa.Su per. Ct. 

2007) (noting that "[t]he term 'factual cause' has been adopted to replace the previously

used terms 'substantial factor' and 'legal cause'")); see also Pa. SSJI (Civ), § 13.20, 

Subcomm. Note.2 During this second stage, the "factual cause" standard is intended to be a 

2 All of the jury instruction notes are from the Fourth Edition. 
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"relaxed standard." Mitzelfelt v. Kamrin, 526 Pa. 54, 67, 584 A.2d 888, 894 (Pa. 1990). To 

demonstrate factual cause, "a plaintiff is not required to show, to a reasonable degree of 

medical certainty, that the acts or omissions of the physician actually caused the harm to 

the plaintiff." Qeisi v. Patel, 2007 WL 527445, at *9 (E.D. Pa. 2007). Instead, "[t]o be a 

factual cause, the conduct must have been an actual, real factor in causing the harm, even 

if the result is unusual or unexpected. A factual cause cannot be an imaginary or fanciful 

factor having no connection or only an insignificant connection with the harm." Grundowski, 

2012 WL 1721781, at *6 (citing Pa. SSJI (Civ}, § 13.20}; see also Gorman, 929 A.2d at 

1212-13 (quoting same). 

However, "the defendant's conduct need not be the only factual cause. The fact that 

some other causes concur with [the defendant's] negligence in producing an injury does not 

relieve [the defendant] from liability as long as [his] [her] own negligence is a factual cause 

of the injury." Pa. SSJI (Civ), § 13.20. "When a defendant's negligent conduct combines with 

[other circumstances] [conduct of other persons] the defendant is legally responsible if his or 

her negligent conduct was one of the factual causes of the harm." Pa. SSJl (Civ), § 13.150. 

Moreover, a "defendant is not relieved from liability because another concurring cause 

is also responsible for producing injury. If a jury could reasonably believe that a defendant's 

actions were a factual cause in bringing about harm, then the fact that there is a concurrent 

cause does not relieve the defendant of liability." Pa. SSJI (Civ), § 13.150 Subcomm. Note; 

see also Mitzelfelt, 584 A.2d at 894 (noting that a "defendant cannot escape liability 
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because there was a statistical probability that the hann could have resulted without 

negligence"); Jones v. Montefiore Hosp., 494 Pa. 410. 416, 431 A.2d 920, 923 (Pa. 1981) 

(stating that a plaintiff "need not exclude every possible explanation and the fact that some 

other cause concurs with the negligence of the defendant in producing an injury does not 

relieve defendant from liability unless he can show that such other cause would have 

produced the injury independently of his negligence"). Where a plaintiffs negligence claim 

involves an aggravation of a preexisting condition, "one can recover for an injury regardless 

of whether there exists a preexisting physical or mental condition as long as one can show 

that [negligence] was a [factual cause] in bringing about the aggravation of the condition." 

Yosuf v. United States, 642 F. Supp. 415, 430 (M.D. Pa. 1986) (citing Boushe/1 v. J.H. 

Beers, 258 A.2d 682 (Pa.Super.Ct. 1969); Hamil, 392 A.2d at 1285). 

E. Damages 

WThe final element a plaintiff must demonstrate to prevail on a negligence claim is 

that the breach of a legal duty caused the plaintiff to suffer harm." Grundowski, 2012 WL 

1721781 , at *7 (citing Krentz v. Consol. Rail Corp. J 589 Pa. 5 76, 588, 91 0 A.2d 20, 28 (Pa. 

2006)). "Thus, the plaintiff must have incurred actual loss or damage." Id. (internal quotation 

marks, alterations, and citations omitted). 

IV. Analysis 

Because the Court has already determined that the Government and MDI each owed 

Mr. Balter a duty of care, (see supra Part 111.C), the primary remaining issues are: (A) 
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whether the Government and/or MDI breached their duty of care by delaying Mr. Baiter's 

medical treatment in contravention of Dr. Tuller's order that Mr. Balter be seen within ten 

weeks for a follow-up; (B) whether the Government breached its duty of care by failing to 

arrange for Mr. Balter to be seen at USP Allenwood by one of the two optometrists who 

came to USP Allen wood on November 7, 14 and 22, 2007; ( C) if the Government and/or 

MDI breached their duty of care, whether the Government and/or MDI increased the risk of 

Mr. Baiter's harm; and (D) if the Government and/or MDI increased the risk of Mr. Baiter's 

harm, whether the Government and/or MDl's negligence was a factual case of Mr. Baiter's 

harm; and (E) if the Government and/or MD l's negligence caused Mr. Baiter's harm/ 

'Nhether Mr. Balter is entitled to damages. 

As a preliminary matter, "it must be pointed out that [Mr. Balter] was not a run-of-the-

mill prison patient with the usual complaints-he had a rare condition and, thus, prison 

officials [and MDI] should have been more alert to, and concerned with I the type of 

treatment he required." See Berman, 205 F. Supp. 2d at 365. This fact is relevant in 

resolving all of the above-identified issues. 

F. Failure to Timely Schedule Ophthalmologist Appointment 

The testimony provided by prison officials, as well as treating medical personnel, 

indicates that prison officials acted, together with MDI, in an inexcusable and unjustifiable 

manner when they did not timely schedule Mr. Balter for a follow-up appointment in 

accordance with Dr. Tuller's instructions. 
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The Government 

The Court finds the testimony of Ms. Auman, Ms. Rey and Ms. DeWald to be less

than-credible given the seemingly evasive answers they provided during their appearances. 

The Court is particularly troubled that no prison official involved in the scheduling of inmates 

with outside medical care, including the three just named, could explain why Mr. Balter was 

not seen in a timely fashion. (See CSF at 1156; Trial Tr., Laino! Day 1 I at 127:11-16; Trial 

Tr., Auman, Day 1, at 181 :23-182:4; Trial Tr., DeWald, Day 2, at 9:21-22). All parties agree 

that Mr. Balter should have been seen within the ten weeks provided by Dr. Tuller's directive 

and that, at the very most, an additional grace period of seven to ten days, i.e. to November 

16, 2007, would have been acceptable. (Cf. CSF at 1126, 181, 205). The Court is 

concerned by the inability, or unwillingness, of anyone at the prison to provide any reason 

whatsoever for the failure to have Mr. Balter evaluated in a timely manner. 

The Court finds it incomprehensible that Ms. DeWald "does not recall any 

conversations Mr. Balter claims to have had with her, except one time when he wanted to 

see an optometrist and she checked and he was scheduled." (Id. at 1f 96). This is especially 

the case since Balter appears to have been the lone prisoner among the prison population 

at USP Allenwood to be blind in one eye and losing sight in the other as a result of wet 

macular degeneration-a condition for which he had been fairly continuously treated during 

his incarceration. (See Trial Tr., Balter, Day 11 25:12-14; Trial Dep. Tr., Tuller, Doc. 139, 

Pl.'s Ex. 37, at 31:2-10). The Court is disturbed by Ms. DeWald's apparent nonchalance 
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with regard to Mr. Baiter's treatment, and is similarly unimpressed by her inability to provide 

any explanation for the delay in scheduling Mr. Baiter's follow-up. (Trial Tr., DeWald, Day 2, 

at 17:17-18:1). Ms. DeWald's testimony is telling in that she can offer no reason as to why it 

took over seven weeks to create an OSR for Mr. Balter with MDI. ( See id. at 9:21-22). This 

is particularly true given that Ms. DeWald was unable to point to a single separate instance 

where the time to create an OSR for another inmate was similarly as long. (See id. at 9:23-

25). 

Even Dr. Brady, Clinical Director at USP Allenwood 1 could offer no explanation as to 

why it took from August 28, 2007 to October 161 2007, or 49 days, "to get from the 

consultation sheet step to being referred offsite to be scheduled." (See CSF at ,r 156). It 

appears that no official from the prison is able to offer any explanation whatsoever as to why 

Mr. Balter was not timely scheduled for a follow-up or seen by an optometrist on site in 

November of 2007. (Trial Tr., Laino, Day 1, at 127:11-16; Trial Tr., Auman, Day 1, at 

185:15-186:11, 170:4-8, 155:5-9; Trial Tr., DeWald, Day 2, at 9:21-22). Such a failure is 

unjustifiable, given the duty of care owed by the Government to Mr. Balter. 

In sum, the Government breached its duty of care in failing to ensure that Mr. Balter 

was timely scheduled for his follow up appointment with Dr. Tuller. 

MDI 

The Government's negligence-in failing to create an OSR for over seven weeks 

and failing to ensure that Mr. Balter was scheduled in accordance with Dr. Tuller's order-
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was compounded by MDl's failure to schedule Mr. Baiter's appointment in accordance with 

the OSR. It is undisputed that: 

(1) in 2007, "MDI had a contract with FCC Allenwood to provide 
scheduling services for USP Allenwood,n (CSF at ,r 38); 

(2) "[u]nder the contract with FCC Allenwood, it was MDl's responsibility to 
find medical providers and/or physicians in the area of FCC Allenwood 
to provide care to inmates," (id. at ,r 17); 

(3) Lisa Rey, Medical Records Technician at USP Allenwood, (CSF at ,r 
70), submitted an OSR with Dr. Tuller's medical record from Mr. 
Baiter's August 28, 2007 appointment to MDI on October 16, 2007, 
(id. at ,r 23); 

(4) the OSR had "the one month box checked indicating that USP 
Allenwood wanted the appointment within a one month time frame," 
(id. at ,r 24); 

(5) the "one month begins to run from the day the OSR is submitted to 
MDI," so "USP Allenwood wanted Mr. Baiter's appointment scheduled 
on or before November 16, 2007, n (id. at ,r,r 25-26); 

(6) "MDI did not schedule [Mr. Baiter's] appointment until 20 days later on 
November 5, 2007," (id. at ,r 36); and 

(7) MDI scheduled the appointment for December 11, 20071 which "would 
be outside of the timeframe requested by USP Allenwood," (id. at ,r,r 
34-35). 

Based on these undisputed facts, it is clear that MDI violated its responsibilities 

under its contract with FCC Allenwood. No MDI representative testified at trial to defend 

MDl's failure to timely schedule Mr. Balter. However, it is an undisputed fact that 

"[a}ccording to Laurie Zeller, Director of contract services for MDI, Richard Baiter's 

appointment with Dr. Tuller was not scheduled promptly by MDI." (Id. at ,r 36). 
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In sum 1 MDI breached its duty of care in failing to timely schedule Mr. Balter1s follow

up appointment with Dr. Tuller. 

G. Failure to Schedule Optometrist Appointment 

The Government 

There is also a complete failure by the Government to justify, defend or even attempt 

to explain why Mr. Balter was not seen by an optometrist when Drs. DeRose or Weyand 

visited the prison on November 7, November 141 and November 22 1 2007. (See Trial Tr., 

Balter, Day 1, at 90:2-6). Mr. Balter was not seen by an optometrist in November 2007, 

(Auman June 4, 2008 Note, Doc. 139, Pl.'s Ex 2), despite the fact that Mr. Balter was 

previously placed on the automatic call-out listl (CSF at ,r 338), and despite the fact that Dr. 

DeRose ordered that Mr. Balter was to have his IOP tested every month by an optometrist, 

(id. at ,r 318). With regard to Mr. Baiter's removal from the automatic call out list, the record 

clearly indicates that Mr. Balter was previously placed on the automatic call out list, (see id. 

at ,r 338), and that prior to November 2007 was seen regularly by an optometrist, (see id. at 

,r 322). There is no question that he was no longer on the list as of November 2007, (see 

Trial Tr., Balter, Day 1, at 90:2-6)i that Ors. DeRose and Weyand visited the prison on three 

occasions in November 2007 and that Mr. Balter was not scheduled to see either of them, 

(Auman June 4, 2008 Note, Doc. 139, PL's Ex 2). 

With regard to Dr. DeRose's order to have Mr. Baiter's IOP tested monthly, it is 

undisputed that "[a]s of ... September 26, 2007," Dr. DeRose's medical records indicate 
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that Mr. Balter was to have his "IOP [checked] every month and need[ed] a retinal specialist 

on a regular basis. In other words, routine fol low up." ( CSF at ,r 318). When asked to 

explain why "Dr. DeRose's request to check [Mr. Baiter's] IOP every month ... would not 

have ... been complied with," Ms. DeWald responded, 11
1 cannot." (Trial Tr., DeWald, Day 2, 

at 29:24-30:2, 31:9-11). Similarly, Ms. Auman acknowledged Dr. DeRose's order to have 

Mr. Baiter's IOP checked every month and stated, ''I don't know why he wasn't seen." (Trial 

Tr., Auman, Day 1, at 185:15-186:11, 170:4-8).3 

The Government utterly failed to explain why Mr. Balter was not seen by an 

optometrist on November 7, November 14, and November 22, 2007. The Court does not 

find Ms. Auman's testimony on this subject credible given her inability to recall any facts 

pertinent to this case. Specifically, the Court is troubled by her inability to remember if Mr. 

Balter was on the automatic call out list or why Mr. Balter may have been removed from 

such a list. ( See, e.g., ;d. at 159-161, 169-170). It is difficult to believe that the person 

responsible for maintaining this list would not have any recollection of Mr. Baiter's status 

given the seriousness of his condition, the rarity of that condition within the inmate 

population at Allenwood and the frequency with which he had previously visited Ors. 

DeRose and Weyand. 

3 The Government posits that uit's possibleff that the reason Or. DeRose's order to have Mr. 
Baiter's IOP checked monthly was not followed is because Dr. DeRose subsequently gave an 
undocumented oral order negating his previous order. This "possiblen explanation is purely speculation and 
not one offered by Ms. OeWald or Ms. Auman. 
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In sum, the Government breached its duty of care in failing to ensure that Mr. Balter 

was scheduled to see Dr. DeRose or Dr. Weyand when they visited USP Allenwood on 

November 7, November 14, or November 22, 2007. 

H. Increased Risk 

In limited circumstances-circumstances where "irrespective of the quality of the 

medical treatment, a certain percentage of patients will suffer harm," Mitzelfelt, 584 A.2d at 

892-1'Pennsylvania law permits recovery where a defendant's negligence increased the 

risk of harm to a plaintiff, even if plaintiff cannot show conclusively that no injury would have 

occurred in the absence of negligence." Grundowski, 2012 WL 1721781, at *7 (internal 

quotation marks removed); see a/so Vicari, 936 A.2d at 512 ("Of course it is impossible to 

determine if, had Mrs. Vicari undergone chemotherapy, she would have had 'a disease free 

interval and large survival life' .... However ... all that Plaintiff needs to establish is that 

the defendants' conduct increased the risk of harm."). Here, it is undisputed that because of 

the negligence of the Government and MDI and the nature of wet macular degeneration, it 

is impossible for Mr. Balter to conclusively show that he would have not suffered a massive 

hemorrhage absent the Government's negligence. ( See Trial Tr., Goren, Day 2, at 151 :1-

11 ). Moreover, it is clear that even if Mr. Balter received timely medical care, a certain 
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percentage of patients in his position would have lost their vision. (Id. at 127:22-128:1; see 

a/so CSF at f 180). Therefore, Mr. Balter must proceed under a theory of increased risk.4 

When a plaintiff proceeds under a theory of increased risk, Pennsylvania law 

requires a two-stage process. See Hamil, 392 A.2d at 1287. First, a plaintiff must present 

expert testimony, "with a reasonable degree of medical certainty, that a defendanfs conduct 

increased the risk of the harm actually sustained." v;cari, 936 A.2d at 510. Whether the 

Government and/or MDl's negligence increased the risk of Mr. Baiter's hemorrhage and 

resultant vision loss ultimately turns on whether the December 5, 2007 hemorrhage was the 

result of: (1) a sudden, unpredictable hemorrhage that was entirely independent of any 

previous leakage, as the Government asserts; or (2) a preexisting leak which eventually 

ruptured, as Mr. Balter contends. 

As Dr. Goren acknowledged, it is impossible to say ~with 100 percent certainty" 

whether Mr. Balter would not have suffered the December 51 2007 hemorrhage if he was 

seen within the prescribed ten week period. (Trial Tr., Goren 1 Day 2, at 151:1-11). Although 

Dr. Goren testified that had Dr. Tuller "seen [Mr. Balter) in 10 weeks or 12 weeks, I think it's 

very likely that he would have seen additional leakage and would have treated him," Ud. at 

131 :21-23), we will never definitively know what would have been found if Mr. Balter was 

examined in the month prior to December 5, 2007. 

4 The fact that Mr. Baiter's claim is one of ordinary negligence does not preclude him from 
proceeding under a theory of increased risk. See Grundowski, 2012 WL 1721781, at *18-19 ( applying 
increased risk theory of causation to ordinary negligence action under the FTCA); see also Fenney, 849 
A.2d at 594 (same, in a non-FTCA ordinary negligence action). 
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Indeed, it is impossible to know whether there was ongoing and/or increasing 

leakage between October 17 and December 5-and th is i m possibility is a direct resu It of the 

Government's and MDl 1s negligence. Had Mr. Balter been seen by Dr. Tuller within the 

prescribed ten week period or by Ors. DeRose or Weyand when they were at the prison on 

November 7, 14, and 22, medical records would have documented whether Mr. Baiter's 

macular degeneration remained stable or whether there was evidence of ongoing or 

increased leakage. Indeed, the very examination of Balter conducted by Dr. DeRose on 

December 51 2007, by which he identified the hemorrhage in Baiter's left eye and on the 

basis of which Balter was sent to the ophthalmologist, Dr. Lightman, that same day, could 

have been done on November 7, 14 or 22 by Dr. DeRose (or Dr. Weyand). If the 

examination had been done on one of those earlier dates, it could reasonably be expected 

to have led to referral to Ors. Tuller or Lightman at a time when medical efforts could have 

been made to avoid the hemorrhage. 

Although the Government and MDl's negligence rendered definitive proof 

impossible, other factors were offered as evidence of when Mr. Balter1s eye began to bleed. 

First, significant portions of trial testimony were devoted to the issue of whether Mr. Balter 

complained about leakage in his left eye in the month prior to December 5, 2007. Mr. Balter 

testified that during this period he complained to everyone in the prison who could help him. 

(Trial Tr., Balter, Day 1, at 70:12-71 :5). According to Mr. Balter, he did everything he could 
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do to been seen by an optometrist or ophthalmologist 11short of going to the SHU." (Id. at 

50:9-15). 

The Government contests the credibility of Mr. Baiter's complaints, arguing that Mr. 

Balter did not complain about leakage in November 2007, because he did not notice a 

decrease in his vision until December SJ 2007. (See id. at 89:12-16). Moreover, during the 

cross-examination of Mr. Balter, the Government cast some doubt on the credibility of his 

alleged complaints. (See id. at 71-89). The Court finds that Balter did make complaints about 

leakage in his left eye, as he indisputably had done in the past. Nonetheless, the Court does 

not need to resolve this credibility issue to determine that the leak in Baiter's left eye pre

dated the December 5, 2007 hemorrhage. The Court need not decide whether such 

complaints were made as described by Balter because! as demonstrated in the remainder of 

this section, infra, the Court finds that the Government's negligence inexcusably increased 

the risk of Mr. Baiter's harm even absent such complaints.5 

A second source of evidence as to when Mr. Balter started experiencing leakage is 

the fundus photograph of Mr. Baiter's eye that was taken during his emergency appointment 

with Dr. Lightman on December 5, 2007. (See Trial Dep. Tr., Lightman, Doc. 139, PL's Ex. 

39, at 23: 15-24:3). Ors. Lightman and Goren both testified that based on the photograph 

alone one "couldn't pinpoint a time11 when the bleed began. (Id. at 24:4-7; Trial Tr., Goren, 

5 If Mr. Balter was complaining during this period, then, given the nature of wet macular 
degeneration, there would be no doubt that the Government's negligence increased the risk of Mr. Baiter's 
harm. {See Trial Tr., Goren, Day 2, at 130:1-9). 
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Day 2, at 107:19-22). However, both doctors indicated that, as Dr. Goren stated, "[t]here are 

some features of [the fundus photograph] that suggests that this blood may have been here 

for a little while." (Trial Tr., Goren, Day 2, at 107:23-24). Dr. Lightman testified that the 

photograph shows "a dark area of blood and it's surrounding a more tan area. And the tan 

area ... looks like [it] has probably been there for a matter of weeks .... " (Trial Dep. Tr., 

Lightman, Doc. 139, Pl.'s Ex. 39, at 24:15-20). Dr. Lightman further explained that blood 

gets lighter over time "because the blood dehemoglobinizes." (See id.). Dr. Goren largely 

agreed with Dr. Lightman's analysis concluding that based on the photograph it is "unlikely" 

Mr. Baiter's bleed began on December 5, 2007. (Trial Tr., Goren, Day 2, at 108:6-7). 

The final factor that the parties' experts considered was Mr. Baiter's overall medical 

history. It is undisputed that Mr. Balter had a "persistent leakage" predating his December 5, 

2007 hemorrhage. (See id. at 107:19-22; Trial Tr., Beck, Day 3, at 24:14-25:10). In light of 

this preexisting leakage, Dr. Goren concluded that had Mr. Balter been examined in the 

month prior to December 5, 2007, as he should have been, it is "very likely" that additional 

leakage would have been found and that Mr. Balter would have been treated. (See Trial Tr., 

Goren, Day 2, at 131 : 21-23). When challenged on cross-examination, Dr. Goren stated: 

You're saying . . . ["]how can you say that he had [pre-existing] leakage 
then[?"], but I would posit, how could you say that he didn't? That would be 
the only time, over a period of six or seven years, that he didn't have leakage. 
I don't think there's any question that there was an ongoing problem with 
leakage .... 
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I think it's completely unreasonable ... [considering Mr. Baiter's} historyLJ to 
assume that, all of a sudden, he had a completely brand new event that was 
unrelated to what was going on over the past 7 or 8 years. 

(Id. at 134:11-16, 142:23-143:2). 

Based on the totality of these factors, Dr. Goren testified that because Mr. Balter likely 

experienced leakage prior to the December 5, 2007 hemorrhage, there was a "period of 

intervention where there was an opportunity to treat." (Id. at 145:14-17). Because Mr. Balter 

was not examined during this period, Dr. Goren opined that Mr. Balter lost an opportunity to 

prevent the December 5, 2007 hemorrhage. (Id. at 145:18-20). As a result, although he could 

not "say with certainty" that Mr. Balter would have avoided the hemorrhage if he had been 

properly monitored, Dr. Goren concluded that gthe failure to have the requested follow-up 

increased the risk of harm to Mr. Balter." (Id. at 151 :3-11, 152:2-9).6 

Dr. Beck reached a contrary conclusion. According to Dr. Beck1 Mr. Baiter's 

December 5, 2007 leak was "most likely within a reasonable degree of medical certainty, a 

sudden onset." ( See Trial Tr., Beck, Day 3, at 16 :23-17: 2). As a res u It, Beck testified that 

the fact that Mr. Balter was not seen in November 2007 "ha[dJ no bearing" on his suffering a 

loss of central vision. ( See id. at 18: 15-16). However, Dr. Beck did acknowledge, 

hypothetically, that if Mr. Balter had been seen within the recommended ten week follow-up 

6 Dr. Goren testified that all of the oplnions that he expressed at trial were to a reasonable degree 
of medical certainty. (See Trial Tr., Goren, Day 2, at 127:4-6}. Based on the totality of Dr. Goren's 
testimony, the Court finds that Dr. Goren provided expert testimony to "a reasonable degree of medical 
certainty" that the Government and MDI negligence increased the risk of Mr. Baiter's harm. Cf. Vicari, 936 
A.2d at 510. 
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window, and if during that follow-up he had noticed an increase in activity, he would have 

treated Mr. Balter in some manner. (See id. at 46:19-21). 

Taking all of the medical testimony into consideration, the Court finds that had Mr. 

Balter been seen by Dr. Tuller no later than November 16, 2007, or during one of the routine 

visits to the prison by the independent optometrists on November 7, 14 and 22, 2007, there 

is sufficient evidence upon which to find, to a reasonable degree of medical certainty, that 

active leakage could have been detected by such an earlier examination. In particular! the 

Court is persuaded by Dr. Lightman's testimony that the fundus photograph he ordered on 

December 5, 2007 indicates that the hemorrhage Mr. Balter suffered had been leaking "for a 

matter of weeks." (Trial Dep. Tr., Lightman, Doc. 1391 Pl.'s Ex. 39, at 24:15-20). Moreover, 

the Court agrees with Dr. Goren that in light of the Mr. Baiter's history of persistent leakage 

and the recent activity he had experienced, "it's completely unreasonable ... to assume 

that, all of a sudden, {Mr. Balter] had a completely brand new event that was unrelated to 

what was going on over the past 7 or 8 years." (See Trial Tr., Goren, Day 21 at 142:23-

143:2). 

In sum, the Government's and MDl's failure to permit doctors to timely examine and 

monitor Mr. Balter undoubtedly increased the chance of a catastrophic hemorrhage. 

I. Factual Cause 

"Once a plaintiff has introduced evidence that a defendant's negligent act or 

omission increased the risk of harm to a person in plaintiffs position, and that the harm was 
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in fact sustained, it becomes a question for the {fact-finder} as to whether or not that 

increased risk was a [factual cause of] ... the harm." Hamil, 392 A.2d at 1286. The finder 

of fact is permitted, but not required, "to find that the conduct which gave rise to an 

increased risk was the legal cause of a plaintiff-patient's injuries.n Corrigan v. Methodist 

Hosp., 234 F. Supp. 2d 494 1 501 (E.D. Pa. 2002) (citing Clayton v. Sabeh, 594 A.2d 365, 

367 (Pa.Super.Ct 1991)). 

At this second stage of the increased-risk analysis, a plaintiff is not required to show 

that the defendant's negligence uactually caused the harm to the plaintiff." Qeisi, 2007 WL 

527445, at *9 (citing Mitzelfelt, 584 A.2d at 894). Instead, Courts apply a urelaxed standard," 

Mitzelfelt, 584 A.2d at 894, requiring only that a plaintiff prove that the defendant's act or 

omissions were uan actual, real factor in causing the harm" as opposed to ijan imaginary or 

fanciful factor having no connection or only an insignificant connection with the harm," 

Grundowski, 2012 WL 1721781, at *6. 

The key factual inquiry for the Court to resolve at this stage is whether the 

Government's and MDl's negligence, which led to Mr. Baiter's macular degeneration going 

unmonitored by an ophthalmologist for 97 days (between August 28 and December 5, 

2007), and by an optometrist for 49 days (between October 17 and December 5, 2007) 

played more than an inconsequential or marginal role in causing the December 5, 2007 

hemorrhage. 
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According to Dr. Beck, ~the fact that [Mr. Balter] wasn't seen in November had no 

bearing on the outcome here." {See Trial Tr., Beck, Day 3, at 18:15-26). Dr. Beck opined 

that even if Mr. Balter was examined in a timely fashion and leakage was found, it is unlikely 

that Mr. Balter would have received an injection as his leakage would have probably been 

stable. {See id. at 18:15-19:4). However, the Court has already found (1) that Mr. Baiter's 

eye was leaking prior to December 5, 2007 and (2) that Mr. Baiter's December 5 

hemorrhage was related to this preexisting leakage. As a result, the Court concurs with Dr. 

Goren's conclusion that had Mr. Balter been scheduled for a follow-up with Drs. Tuller and 

Lightman in a timely fashion, they would have discovered leakage that would have 

prompted treatment prior to December 5, 2007. {See Trial Tr., Goren, Day 2, at 109:17-

110:12, 141:19-142:4). Likewise, had Balter been examined by Drs. DeRose or Weyand on 

November 7, 14 or 22, 2007, as he should have been and as he had consisten~y been in 

the past, the condition of Baiter's eye could have been assessed with specific reference to 

the identification of any increase in leakage or outright bleed in the eye. 

Second, Dr. Beck opined that even if Mr. Balter received an injection during the 

month of November 2007, it would not have prevented his December 5, 2007 hemorrhage. 

{ See Trial Tr., Beck, Day 3, at 43: 13-18). Dr. Beck testified that hemorrhages are 

unpredictable, (id. at 10:24-11 :7, 20:7-9), and injections are not preventive, {id. at 11:20-

12:9). As a result Dr. Beck concluded that Mr. Baiter's vision loss was not the result of the 
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prison negligence but the inevitable, natural progression of his disease. (See ;d. at 10:11-

14, 22:2-15). 

However, Dr. Beck's fatalistic conclusions run contrary to Mr. Baiter's medical 

history. As Dr. Goren explained, "the natural progression of [Mr. Baiter's] disease was being 

altered by his treatment. The natural progress of that disease ... with no treatment would 

have meant that he probably would have been blind back in 2001, but he was getting 

appropriate treatment through this period of time." (Trial Tr., Goren, Day 2, at 135:3-7, 

110:12, 144:22-145:6). During his cross-examination, Dr. Beck clarified that being 

diagnosed with wet macular degeneration does not necessarily entail going blind. (Trial Tr., 

Beck, Day 3, at 45: 10-13). He stated that with timely treatment "there are a lot of cases 

where people [with wet macular degeneration] can preserve" their vision. (Id. at 45:23-46:2). 

In Mr. Baiter's case, Dr. Beck agreed that Mr. Balter1s vision 11remained fairly stable" 

prior to August 2007. (Id. at 28:16-22). As a result of timely treatment between 2003 and 

2007, Mr. Balter experienced what Dr. Goren called "smoldering leaks." (Trial Tr., Goren, 

Day 2, at 137:9-10). In other words, during this time period, Mr. Balter had an ongoing 

problem with leakage, (id. at 129:13-23), where his macular degeneration would periodically 

flare up, leading to leakage in his left eye and, on several occasions, requiring injections. 

(See Trial Dep. Tr., Tuller, Doc. 139, Pl.'s Ex. 37, at 58:1-21). Dr. Tuller explained that 

"treatment [with injections] is geared toward causing these [leaking] vessels to regress and 

reduce the risk of hemorrhage." (Id. at 75:2-6). For Mr. Balter, it is undisputed that he had Ma 
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history of responding nicely" to injections of vascular endothelial growth factor inhibitors 

(intravitreal Kenalog) between 2003 and 2007. (Id. at 74:11-16; Trial Tr.f Becki Day 3, at 

46:3-7, 81:19-22 1 82:19-21; see also Pl.'s Mar. 20, 2007 Med. R., Doc. 140, Def.'s Ex. 1, at 

52). 

Although past outcomes do not ensure future results, it is reasonable to conclude, as 

Dr. Goren does, that had Mr. Balter been afforded an opportunity to be examined and 

treated between November 4 and December 5, 2007, he ~would have had a far better 

chance of a favorable outcome." (Trial Tr., Goren, Day 2, at 145:14-24, 151:9-10). By 

arguing that Mr. Baiter's vision loss was unpreventable and unrelated to the Government 

and MDl's negligence1 the Government essentially contends that it was a coincidence that 

Mr. Baiter's hemorrhage occurred when it did. According to the Government, it was entirely 

coincidental that Mr. Balter was able to maintain 20/50 to 20/60 vision during the several 

years during which he received timely medical care, and it was equally coincidental that Mr. 

Balter suffered a massive hemorrhage with resulting blindness after several weeks of not 

receiving regular medical monitoring and treatment. The Court would have to ignore far too 

much evidence in the record, particularly with respect to the history of Baiter's macular 

degeneration and the results of the treatment accorded him, to find that the blindness he 

sustained in his left eye as a result of the hemorrhage found on December 5, 2007, was no 

more than coincidental to the lapse of treatment that occurred in the period beginning 

August 28, 2007. 
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While it is impossible to know with certainty that the Government and/or MDl's 

negligence actually caused Mr. Baiter's December 5, 2007 hemorrhage, (see id. at 151 :3-

11), such certitude is not required under Pennsylvania law. See, e.g., Qeisi, 2007 WL 

527445, at *9; see also Mitzelfelt, 584 A.2d at 894; Vicari, 936 A.2d at 512. Rather, Mr. 

Balter must prove by a preponderance of the evidence that the prison's negligence was "an 

actual, real factor in causing the harm11 rather than "an imaginary or fanciful" one. See 

Grundowski, 2012 W L 1721781, at *6. In I ig ht of ci rcu msta nces surrounding the 

Government and MDl's negligence-Mr. Baiter's medical history and, in particular, the fact 

that he had responded so well to injections in the past that he was able to maintain his 

vision during the time period in which he received them, (see Trial Dep. Tr., Tuller, Doc. 

139, Pl.'s Ex. 37, at 74:11-16)-Mr. Balter has proven that the Government and MDl's 

negligence was "an actual, real factor in causing" the December 5, 2007 hemorrhage and 

his resultant vision loss. 

In sum, the Court finds that the Government and MDl's negligence is a factual cause 

of Mr. Baiter's catastrophic hemorrhage of December 5, 2007. 

V. Conclusions of Law 

1. In FTCA claims, courts must "apply the law of the state in which the act or 

omission occurred." Hodge v. United States Dep't of Justice, 372 F. App'x 264, 267 (3d Cir. 

2010) (citing Gould Elecs. Inc. v. United States, 220 F.3d 169, 179 (3d Cir. 2000)). Because 
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all of the conduct giving rise to Mr. Baiter's claim occurred at USP Allenwood, Pennsylvania! 

state law will apply, 

2. Under Pennsylvania law, "(ijor a party to prevail in a negligence action, 

ordinary or professional, the elements are identical: the plaintiff must establish [1] the 

defendant owed a duty of care to the plaintiff, [2] that duty was breached, [3] the breach 

resulted in the plaintiffs injury, and [4] the plaintiff suffered an actual loss or damages." 

Merlini ex rel. Merlini v. Gallitzin Water Auth., 602 Pa. 346, 354, 980 A.2d 502, 506 (Pa. 

2009). 

3. To determine whether a plaintiffs claim is one of ordinary or professional 

negligence, courts must look to the substance, rather than the form, of the complaint. 

Merlini, 980 A.2d at 507; see also Varner v. Classic Communities Corp., 890 A.2d 1068, 

107 4 (Pa. Su per. Ct. 2006) ( stating "th at it is the substance of the complaint rather than its 

form which controls whether [a] claim ... sounds in ordinary negligence or professional 

malpractice"). 

4. Because the conduct giving rise to Mr. Baiter's claim involves alleged 

administrative failures rather than medical malpractice, the Complaint sounds in ordinary 

negligence. 

5. Under 18 U.S.C. § 4042(a), the United States has a duty to "provide for the 

safekeeping, care and subsistence" and to uprovide for the protection ... of all persons charged 

with or convicted of offenses against the United States." Jones v. United States, 91 F.3d 623, 
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624 (3d Cir. 1996) {quoting 18 U.S.C. § 4042(a){2)-{3)). "The duty of care as provided by 18 

U.S,C. § 4042 is that of ordinary diligence to keep prisoners safe from harm." Grundowski v. 

United States, 2012 WL 1721781, at *5 ( M. D. Pa. 2012) (quoting Hos sic v. United States, 682 

F.Supp. 23, 25 {M.D. Pa. 1987) (internal quotation marks omitted)). 

6. This duty is heightened where an inmate is known to have a rare condition 

requiring special treatment. See Berman v. United States, 205 F. Supp. 2d 362, 365 (M.D. Pa. 

2002) ("[l]t must be pointed out that plaintiff was not a run-of-the-mill prison patient with the 

usual complaints-he had a rare condition and, thus, prison officials should have been more 

alert to, and concerned with, the type of treatment he required."). 

7. Because Mr. Balter was incarcerated at USP Allenwood and "was not a run-of-

the-mill prison patient with the usual complaints," the Government owed a heightened duty to 

provide for the safekeeping, care, and protection of Balter. See id. By extension, MDI also owed 

Mr. Balter a duty of care pursuant to its contract with FCC Allenwood.7 

8. "Courts of the Third Circuit, in limited circumstances, have recognized that certain 

acts or omissions by prison medical staff can constitute a breach of an ordinary negligence 

duty." Grundowski, 2012 WL 1721781, at *6; see also Jones, 91 F .3d at 625 (holding that the 

denial of an inmate's prescribed medication can constitute a breach of care under 18 U.S.C. § 

4042). 

7 MDl's duties of care are stated with the qualifications mentioned in note 1, supra. 
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9. Denial of access to medical treatment by medical staff can constitute ordinary 

negligence. See Hill v. Lamanna, 2006 WL 2433773, at *9 (W.D. Pa. 2006). 

10. A prison may breach its duty of care by failing to schedule an inmate for 

necessary medical treatment in a timely fashion. See Aviles v. United States, 2012 WL 

3562370, at *6 (E.D. Pa. 2012). 

11. Balter must prove that the Government's negligence caused his injury. See 

Grundowski, 2012 WL 17 217 81 , at *6. In I imited circu ms ta nces, Penns yl vani a I aw "permits 

recovery where a defendant's negligence increased the risk of harm to a plaintiff, even if 

plaintiff cannot show conclusively that no injury would have occurred in the absence of 

negligence." Id. at *7 (quoting Lempke v. Osmose Util. Servs., Inc., 2012 WL 944971 at *3 

(W.D. Pa. 2012)). 

12. When a plaintiff proceeds under a theory of increased risk, Pennsylvania law 

requires a two-stage inquiry. See Hamil v. Bashline, 481 Pa. 256, 269, 392 A.2d 1280, 1287 

(Pa. 1978). First, a court must determine whether "a defendant's negligent act or omission 

increased the risk of harm to a person in plaintiffs position," and then "it becomes a 

question for the [fact-finder] whether that increased risk was a [factual cause] in producing 

the harm." Feeney v. Disston Manor Pers. Care Home, Inc., 849 A.2d 590, 595 

(Pa.Super.Ct. 2004). 

13. Where the issue of increased risk involves questions of medical causation 

that go "beyond the knowledge of the average layperson," the plaintiff is required to present 
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expert testimony, "with a reasonable degree of medical certainty, that a defendant's conduct 

increased the risk of the harm actually sustained." Vican· v. Spiegel, 936 A2d 503, 510 

(Pa.Super.Ct. 2007), atrd, 605 Pa. 381,989 A.2d 1277 (2010) (internal citations and 

quotations omitted). 

14. "That an expert may have used less definite language does not render his 

entire opinion speculative if at some time during his testimony he expressed his opinion with 

reasonable certainty." Betz v. Erie Ins. Exch., 957 A2d 1244, 1259 (Pa.Super.Ct. 2008) 

(quoting Carrozza v. Greenbaum, 866 A2d 369, 379 (Pa.Super.Ct. 2004)). 

15. "Accordingly, an expert's opinion will not be deemed deficient merely because 

he or she failed to expressly use the specific words, 'reasonable degree of medical 

certainty.'" Id. (quoting Common wealth v. Spotz, 562 Pa. 498, 537, 756 A. 2d 1139, 1160 

(Pa. 2000) (indicating that "experts are not required to use 'magic words'" but, rather, 

"[courts] must look to the substance of [the expert's] testimony to determine whether his 

opinions were based on a reasonable degree of medical certainty rather than upon mere 

speculation")). 

16. Once a plaintiff demonstrates increased risk of harm to a reasonable degree 

of medical certainty, then the case may be submitted to the finder of fact to determine 

whether the increased risk of harm was a "factual cause" of the injury. Grundowski, 2012 

WL 1721781, at *6-7 n.5 (noting that 11(t]he term 'factual cause' has been adopted to replace 

the previously-used terms 'substantial factor' and 'legal cause"') (citing Gorman v. Costello, 
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929 A.2d 1208, 1213 n. 7 (Pa.Super.2007)); see also Pa. SSJI (Civ), § 13.20, Subcomm. 

Note. 

17. The "factual cause" standard is intended to be a "relaxed standard." Mitze/feH, 

v. Kamrin, 526 Pa. 54, 67, 584 A.2d 888, 894 (Pa. 1990). To demonstrate factual cause, "a 

plaintiff is not required to show, to a reasonable degree of medical certainty, that the acts or 

omissions of the physician actually caused the harm to the plaintiff." Qeisi v. Patel, 2007 WL 

527445, at *9 (E.D. Pa. 2007). Instead, "[t]o be a factual cause, the conduct must have been 

an actual, real factor in causing the harm, even if the result is unusual or unexpected. A 

factual cause cannot be an imaginary or fanciful factor having no connection or only an 

insignificant connection with the harm." G rundowskil 2012 WL 17217 81, at *6 ( quoting Pa. 

SSJI (Civ), § 13.20); see also Gorman, 929 A.2d at 1212~13 (same). 

18. 11[The defendant's] conduct need not be the only factual cause. The fact that 

some other causes concur with [defendant's] negligence in producing an injury does not 

relieve [defendant] from liability as long as [his] lher] own negligence is a factual cause of 

the injury," Pa. SSJI (Civ), § 13.20. "Where the negligent conduct of a defendant combines 

with [other circumstances] [conduct of other persons], the defendant is legally responsible if 

his or her negligent conduct was one of the factual causes of the harm." Pa. SSJI (Civ), § 

13.150. 

19. WA defendant cannot escape liability because there was a statistical 

probability that the harm could have resulted without negligence. The fact that some cause 
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concurs with the negligence of the defendant in producing an injury does not relieve the 

defendant from liability unless he can show that such other cause would have produced the 

injury independently of his negligence." Mitzelfelt, 584 A.2d at 894 (internal quotation marks 

and citation omitted); see also Jones v. Montefiore Hosp., 494 Pa. 410, 416, 431 A.2d 920, 

923 {1981) (stating that a plaintiff "need not exclude every possible explanation and the fact 

that some other cause concurs with the negligence of the defendant in producing an injury 

does not relieve defendant from liability unless he can show that such other cause would 

have produced the injury independently of his negligence") {internal quotation marks and 

citation omitted). 

20. Where a plaintiffs negligence claim involves an aggravation-of a preexisting 

condition, "one can recover for an injury regardless of whether there exists a preexisting 

physical or mental condition as long as one can show that [negligence] was a [factual 

cause] in bringing about the aggravation of the condition." Yosuf v. United States, 64 2 F. 

Supp. 415, 430-31 (M.D. Pa. 1986) (citing Boushe/1 v. J.H. Beers, 215 Pa.Super. 439,258 

A.2d 682 (Pa.Super.Ct. 1969); Hamil, 392 A.2d at 1285). 

21. "The final element a plaintiff must demonstrate to prevail on a negligence 

claim is that the breach of a legal duty caused the plaintiff to suffer harm." Grundowski, 

2012 WL 1721781, at 17 (citing Krentz v. Consol. Rail Corp., 589 Pa. 5761 588, 91 O A.2d 20, 

28 (Pa. 2006)). "Thus, the plaintiff [must have] incurred actual loss or damage." Id. (quoting 

Phillips V. Cricket Lighters, 576 Pa. 644,658,841 A.2d 1000, 1008 (Pa. 2003)). 
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22. The testimony provided by prison officials, as well as treating medical 

personnel, indicates that prison officials acted, together with MDL in an inexcusable and 

unjustifiable manner when they did not timely schedule Mr. Balter for a follow-up 

appointment in accordance with Dr. Tuller's instructions. 

23. The Government breached its duty of care in failing to ensure that Mr. Balter 

was timely scheduled for his follow up appointment with Dr. Tuller. 

24. The Government's negligence-in failing to create an OSR for over seven 

weeks and failing to ensure that Mr. Balter was scheduled in accordance with Dr. TuHer's 

order-was compounded by MDl's failure to schedule Mr. Baiter's appointment in 

accordance with the OSR. 

25. MDI violated its responsibilities under its contract with FCC Allenwood. No 

MDI representative testified at trial to defend MDl's failure to timely schedule Mr. Balter. 

However, it is an undisputed fact that 11[a]ccording to Laurie Zeller, Director of contract 

services for MDI, Richard Baiter's appointment with Dr. Tuller was not scheduled promptly 

by MDI." (CSF at ,I 36). 

26. MDI breached its duty of care in failing to timely schedule Mr. Baiter's follow-

up appointment with Dr. Tuller. 

27. The Government breached its duty of care in failing to ensure that Mr. Balter 

was scheduled to see Dr. DeRose or Dr. Weyand when they visited USP Allenwood on 

November 7, November 14, or November 22, 2007. 
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28. The Government's and MD l's failure to permit doctors to timely examine and 

monitor Mr. Balter increased the chance of a catastrophic hemorrhage. 

29. Mr. Balter has proven that the Government and MD l's negligence was "an 

actual, real factor in causing" the December 5, 2007 hemorrhage and his resultant vision 

loss. Cf. Grundowski, 2012 WL 1721781, at •6. 

30. The Court finds that the Government and MDl's negligence is a factual cause 

of Mr. Baiter's catastrophic hemorrhage of December 51 2007. 

J. Damages 

In assessing damages in this case, we begin with a proposition recognized by both 

the Plaintiff and the Government: 

The Federal Tort Claims Act ("FTCA"), 28 U.S.C. §§ 2671•2680, governs all 
claims against the United States for monetary damages, for injury or loss of 
personal property or personal injury or death caused by the negligent [sic], 
wrongful act or omission of any employee of the United States while acting 
within the scope of his office or employment. 

(Pl.'s Brief in Supp. of Claim for Damages1 Doc. 1451 at 2 (citing 28 U.S.C. 2675(a)); see 

also Def.'s Brief in Opp. to Pl.'s Claim for Damages, Doc. 146, at 2 (same)). 

Further, the FTCA provides: 

The United States shall be liable, respecting the provisions of this title 
relating to tort claims, in the same manner and to the same extent as a 
private individual under like circumstances, but shall not be liable for interest 
prior to judgment or for punitive damages. 

28 u.s.c. § 2674. 
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Further, the parties to this suit agree that the United States cannot be held 

responsible for any negligence found to have been committed by its contractor, MDI. Thus, 

the Government, in its Brief in Opposition to Plaintiff's Claim for Damages, relying upon the 

definition set forth in the FTCA of the term "federal agency" and the express exclusion from 

that definition of "any contractor with the United States," asserts that "[b]ecause the United 

States has not waived its immunity, it cannot be sued for the negligent acts committed by an 

independent contractor." (Doc. 146 at 3 (citing United States v. Orleans, 425 U.S. 807, 8141 

96 S.Ct. 1971, 1976, 48 L.Ed.2d 390 (1976)). The Government further argues that, for it Uta 

be liable for the negligence of an employee of the independent contractor, [that person] 

must be shown to be an 1employee of the Government' as that term is used in the Federal 

Tort Claims Act." (Id. at 3). Citing Logue v. United States, 412 U.S. 521, 531-532 (1973), the 

Government argues that, under the FTCA, "only MDI can be liable to the Plaintiff for failing 

to schedule Plaintiff for a follow-up appointment in accordance with the OSR submitted by 

the BOP." (Doc. 146 at 7). 

In a later Brief concerning damages Plaintiff recognizes that "[t]he FTCA expressly 

excludes a contractor under the definition of 'federal agency.' 11 (Doc. 152 at 4 (citing 28 

U.S. C. § 2671 ) ) . Plaintiff thus acknowledges: "The United States can be held Ii able for its 

own negligence or the negligence of an employee; but cannot be held liable for the 

negligence of an independent contractor." (Id. at 4-5 (citing Logue, supra)). The Court also 
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recognizes this controlling principle and, accordingly, the United States shall not be held 

liable for the negligence of MDI. 

This statement1 however, does not serve to end the inquiry with respect to the failure 

to timely schedule Balter for an ophthalmologist appointment. This is so because the record 

evidence establishes that the scheduling of an inmate such as Balter required the fulfillment 

by the Government and MDI of separate but inter-dependent obligations. As previously 

noted herein 1 all parties agree that Mr. Baiter should have been seen within the 10 weeks 

provided by Dr. Tullers directive and that, at the very most, an additional grace period of 10 

days, i.e.! to November 16, 2007, would have been acceptable. (See CSF at ,nr 181, 205). 

Yet, USP Allenwood, although receiving Dr. Tuller's request for a follow-up appointment for 

Mr. Balter on August 28, 2007 waited until October 16, 2007, or 49 days, to generate the 

OSR and to submit it to MDI. ( See Findings of Fact, Part II, supra, at ,nr 160-172). This 

delay was entirely unexplained by the Government. ( See id. at ,nr 168-172). "Dr. Brady 

does not know why it took from August 28, 2007, the day of the consultation sheet, until 

October 16, 2007, to get from the consultation sheet step to being referred offsite to be 

scheduled." (CSF at, 156). "Mr. Laino further testified that such a lengthy time frame to 

schedule an appointment is unusual." (Findings of Fact, Part II, supra, at, 170). "Likewise, 

AHSA Ms. DeWald testified that she did not know why it took over seven weeks to create an 

OSR for Mr. Balter with MDI. Moreover, she could think of no other instance in which such a 
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time period elapsed while attempting to schedule other prisoners." (Id. at f 172). As the 

Court has further stated: 

The October 16 1 2007 OSR submitted by USP Allenwood to MDI had the one 
month box checked indicating that USP AUenwood wanted the appointment 
within a one-month time frame. The one-month time frame began to run from 
the day the OSR was submitted to MDI. This meant that USP Allenwood 
wanted Mr. Baiter's appointment scheduled on or before November 16, 2007. 

(Id. at' 161). 

Nonetheless, as a result of the unexcused and unjustifiable 49-day delay in the 

submission by USP Allenwood to MDI of the OSR for a period 49 days, the Government's 

negligent failure operates to impose liability upon it for its negligent and unreasonable delay 

in submitting the OSR request for Mr. Balter to MDL 

Once MDI received the OSR on October 16, 2007, it was to schedule Richard 

Baiter's appointment with Dr. Tuller promptly. But it did not do so. (See id. at I 162 

("According to Laurie Zeller, Director of contract services for MDl 1 Richard Baiter's 

appointment with Dr. Tuller was not scheduled promptly by MOIL] where MDI was provided 

with the OSR on October 161 2007, and MDI did not schedule the appointment until 20 days 

later on November 5, 2007.")). This is in marked contrast to Mr. Baiter's appointment of 

August 28, 2007, which was created on August 14, 2007. (Id. at, 155). Thus, it is 

undisputed that Lisa Rey, Medical Records Technician at USP Allenwood submitted an 

OSR with Dr. Tuller's medical record from Mr. Baiter's August 28, 2007 appointment to MDI 

on October 16, 2007. ( See CSF at I 23). 
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MDI did not comply with the OSR's directive which, as discussed above, indicated 

that USP Allenwood wanted the appointment within a one-month time frame. Instead, MDI 

did not schedule Mr. Baiter's appointment until 20 days later on November 5, 2007, (id. at f 

36), and when MDI finally did schedule Baiter's appointment on that date, it scheduled the 

appointment for December 11, 2007, which was outside of the time frame requested by 

USP AHenwood, (id. at ,m 35-36). MDI, by the admission of its Director of Contract Services, 

Laurie Zeller, failed to schedule Richard Baiter's appointment with Dr. Tuller promptly. The 

final December 11 appointment date was 25 days after the latest date which would have 

been within the time period prescribed by Dr. Tuller for Mr. Baiter's follow-up appointment. 

Thus, MDl's delay of 20 days in scheduling the appointment and its scheduling of the 

appointment 25 days after the last date which would have been acceptable shows it to be 

responsible for a 65-day delay in the scheduling of Mr. Baiter's appointment. 

In assessing damages for the harm sustained by Mr. Balter, the parties agree that he 

is not entitled to past, present or future lost wages or past or future medical expenses. (Doc 

145 at 3; Doc. 146 at 7). However, Plaintiff does claim damages for loss of vision, past, 

present and future loss of life's pleasures; past, present and future pain and suffering; 

mental anguish, upset, humiliation and embarrassment; and any other damages permitted 

by law. (Doc. 145 at 3). 

As Plaintiff points out, he is serving a life sentence without parole. (Id.) Mr. Baiter's 

life imprisonment requires this Court to assess damages in light of Baiter's peculiar 
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circumstances and to calibrate the calculation of damages to recognize the effect of his 

blindness on his daily life as a prisoner. In this vein, the "medical/surgical and psychiatric 

referral request submitted as Exhibit B to Plaintiff's Brief in support of its claim for damages 

contains the Federal Bureau of Prison's Statement, updated as of February 13, 2012: 

Inmate Balter has no usable vision; he is particularly vulnerable to injury, 
assault, or victimization by other inmates. 

Personal 

•Unable to use washing machine and dryer independently. 
•Unable to see medications, cannot take medications independently. Must 
depend on having someone else tell him what his medication cards contain. 
High risk for medication error/overdose. 
•Unable to order requested items for commissary independently or verify 
that he has received items ordered. 
•Unable to use computer independently. 

Housekeeping 

•Unable to clean cell independently. 
•When cell is searched items are moved from original location and he is 
unable to find them. 
•Unable to use combination lock provided to secure personal property. 

Mobility 

•Uses various other inmates to assist him with ambulation. None of these 
inmates have been assigned to him, nor have they been trained in working 
with a blind individual. 
•Unable to move independently from building to building. 
•Unable to move independently throughout housing unit. 
•Cannot see tables in food service in order to put food tray down. 
•Cannot see obstacles in his path when walking, runs into low lying objects 
repeatedly. 
•With no usable vision has hit head repeatedly on upper bunk with resulting 
lacerations/abrasions to head. 
•Unable to see other people around him. 
o Cannot avoid running into people. 
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o Cannot avoid walking into areas that are not safe (incidents on yard) 
•Unable to exercise (walking) for health maintenance. 

Due to inmate Baiter's extensive limitations, we feel he would best be suited 
for placement in a Medical Facility. 

(Doc. 152, Ex. B, at 2-3). 

Earlier in this Bureau of Prison's document, it is noted with respect to Balter: 

On June 23, 2011, the optometrist evaluated inmate Balter, and provided a 
diagnosis of wet macular degeneration of both eyes. The optometrist 
indicated 24-hour care was needed, as inmate Balter has no depth 
perception while walking, he requires an escort to do all mobile activities, he 
is unable to read, write, and see to eat. He has no functional vision at 
distance. He also has lost his peripheral vision in both eyes. 

(Id. at 2). 

Baiter's own testimony is in complete accord with the Bureau of Prison's 

observations above. When asked to describe "what an average day is like" for him, Balter 

testified: 

It's terrible. I live in a cell with another individual, unable to defend myself if 
there's a confrontation. I can't clean the room. As far as using the facilities, 
sometimes you miss going to the bathroom. You're always dropping things 
and don't know where they are and you can't find them and you're 
dependent upon someone to help you, and if someone isn't in the room, you 
have to find someone who has a good enough heart to help you. 

Any type of hygiene is hard because you have to put everything in an exact 
place so you remember where it is in the institutions. They have what's 
called a shake-down, and staff members go through your locker that they 
give you and move things all over the place, and I've got to get people to 
come in and help me try to re-locate it. 

l can't secure any of my personal items and a lot of them are missing, 
because I don't have a lock that I can utilize. When I go out of the unit or 
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when I go anywhere in the unit I've learned how to count steps wherever I 
am, so that I know at the institution where I am. It's 21 steps to the right 
against the wall to the shower, to the ice machine is 18, there's 17 steps to 
walk down. The railings on both sides are, etc., etc. To get a little exercise, I 
walk on the upper tier holding on to a railing to guide myself. 

Downstairs there's tables, TV's mounted up where individuals play their 
cards and their games and the computer and everything else that I can't use 
and all their chairs and seats are there, so I can't function at that level 
because I trip over things and bump into them. There's a lot of inmates that 
don't know that you're blind and they take as, Where are you going? And it 
could cause a confrontation. 

Anywhere I go in an institution, I have to have an escort with me to help me. 
I have trouble making my bed, filling the requirements of the normal inmate. 
I have to have people get my tray of food, tell me where the food is on it, 
and then eating it, trying to locate it, I have to taste it to see if I can eat it. I 
can't see anything I'm eating or have to ask people to get drinks for me and 
everything else. And not all inmates are willing to do those things. 

I can't utilize the library, I can't do any reading, and there's nowhere that I 
have any facility that can help me with anything educationally. I can't do 
anything religiously, I can't see to do it. I can't go to the recreation yard and 
have any kind of recreation, because, in the institution where I am, more 
than others is what they would say is a gang-infested arena for gladiators. 
It's about 98 per cent gang-infested. 

Q. Where is that? 

A. Beaumont, it's a medium facility, Texas. There are more lockdowns 
than anything else. And functioning is a daily nightmare, because you have 
to wonder if someone is going to get annoyed, you never know when 
something is coming, you are constantly walking into things and tripping 
over things. A lot of other people are unaware. You can't use a cane for the 
blind because there's so many people around, you end up hitting them with 
the cane. 

Leaving the unit, there's four units together, on any move, there's at least 300 
people coming out at once, and I either get knocked over or trampled, it's a 
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nightmare trying to live in the conditions where I am. And there's really not 
much that they can do medically, especially, at the facility where I am .... " 

(Trial Tr., Balter, Day 1, at 65:1-66:11 ). 

The Court notes that Balter was rendered legally blind in his right eye in 1997 as a 

result of macular degeneration. The Court further notes that the negligence of the United 

States and MDI affected Baiter's vision in his left eye only. Yet the venerable principle that 

the Court must take the Plaintiff as it finds him has application here. The reality is that the 

negligence of the United States and MDI have placed Balter in the position where his term 

of life imprisonment has been made almost immeasurably worse. He is, by his blindness, 

subject to daily, if not constant1 predation; he has lost the ability to read, write, eat without 

assistance and generally, to take care of the most basic of human functions, including 

caring for oneself. 

Since the Court finds that Richard Balter bears no responsibility for the delays which 

were occasioned by the negligence of USP Allenwood and MDI, as explained herein, in 

fulfilling their separate but inter-dependent responsibilities to him, the Court finds no 

comparative negligence percentage should be assessed against Richard Balter.8 Thus, the 

Court awards the Plaintiff the sum of $250,000.00 for the failures of USP Allenwood and 

MDI to timely schedule his appointment with Dr. Tuller and apportions responsibility for the 

8 Nor does the Court find that Vitreoretinal Associates or Ors. Tu lier and Lightman, partners in 
VRA, were negligent. 
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ham, caused to him by the separate negligent conduct of MDI and the United States as 

follows: 

MDI 
50% 

United States 
50%. 

By Order filed November 11 2013, th is Court notified the parties that it "wi 11 issue a 

decision in accordance with Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 52 in which I will state the 

Court's Findings of Fact and, separately, its Conclusions of Law, and in which I will find in 

favor of the Plaintiff and against the Government and MD I. n ( Order of Nov. 1 , 2013, Doc. 

141 at, at 1). The Order then delineated the specific Findings that the Court would make 

with respect to the breach by the Government and by MDI of their respective duties of care 

owed to Balter. (Id. at 1-2). In that same Order, the parties were notified that the "issue of 

damages must now be resolved." (Id. at 2). Accordingly, the parties were directed to submit 

their positions with respect to the issues delineated by the Court which it deemed necessary 

for a determination of damages in this case. (Id. at 2-3.) 

Plaintiff submitted his Brief in Support of his Claim for Damages and argued therein 

that with respect to the failure to timely schedule Balter in accordance with Dr. Tuller's 

request that Balter be seen within 10 weeks from August 28, 2007, requested that 

negligence as between the United States and MDI be apportioned as follows: 

United States - 85%; MDl-15%. 

(Doc. 145 at 8). Plaintiff further argued that no portion of negligence should be apportioned 

to him, (Id. at 11). 
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Plaintiff, in response to the Court's Order that he do so, addresses the applicability of 

the joint and several liability provisions of the Pennsylvania Comparative Negligence 

Statute, 42 Pa. CONS. STAT. ANN. § 7102(a)(1)-(2). ( See Doc. 145 at 11-12). The Plaintiff, 

relying on Kohn v. School District of City of Harrisburg1 2012 WL 5379283, at *7 (M.D. Pa. 

2012), and on Haffis v. Kellogg Brown & Root Svs. 1 Inc., 724 F.3d 458,474 n.12 (3d Cir. 

2013) 1 asserts that because Plaintiff's cause of action accrued on or about December 5, 

2007, the 2011 Amendments to Section 7102 made by Public Law 78, No. 17, were not 

applicable. (Doc. 145 at 13). 

Plaintiff thus argues that the instant action is governed by the prior version of the 

Pennsylvania Comparative Negligence Statute, asserting: 11Pennsylvania law permits a 

plaintiff prevailing against multiple defendants for the same legal wrong to recover the full 

amount from any one defendant,' as long as the plaintiff is not barred from recovering 

against the other defendants." (Id. at 14) (quoting Essex Ins. Co. v. Rayski, Inc., 2007 WL 

19655371 at *2 (E.D. Pa. 2007). 

The Government1 in its Brief in Opposition to Plaintiff's Claim for Damages, asserts 

that "[b]ecause the United States has not waived its immunity1 it cannot be sued for the 

negligent acts committed by an independent contractor." (Doc. 146 at 3). 

Alternatively! the Government argues that, even if the Court were to disagree with its 

assertion that the Government had no liability for the failures of its contractor, "MDI is 

nonetheless responsible for the lion1s share of the damages." (Id. at 8). 
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The Government also argues that the Plaintiff himself bore responsibility in that he 

was "negligent for failing to report to sick call and requesting to be put on the list to see the 

optometrist as an add-on in November of 2007, and, in this regard, his negligence was 

greater than the negligence of the United States and/or the combined negligence of the 

Defendants.n (Id. at 14). 

In subsequent filings with this Court pursuant to the Court's Order of February 101 

2014 (Doc. 148), the Plaintiff, agreeing with the position of the government, wrote that "if 

MDI is determined to be a joint tortfeasor, the United States' liability is to be reduced by 

MDl's percentage of liability.n (Doc. 152 at 3). 

Further, the Plaintiff also acknowledged that "[t]he United States can be held liable 

for its own negligence or the negligence of an employee; but cannot be held liable for 

negligence of an independent contractor.n (Id. at 4-5 (citing Logue, 412 U.S. 521)). The 

Government's response to this Court's Order of February 10, 2014, asserts the 

Government's position that based on the terms of the Pro-Rata Joint Tortfeasor Release 

entered into between Plaintiff and MDI, "the United States believes it is entitled to a pro-rata 

reduction for the percentage of liability apportioned to MDI as a result of this Court1s 

determination that MDI was a tortfeasor based on the evidence presented at trial.ff (Doc. 

150 at 2). 
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VI. Conclusion 

For the reasons set forth in this memorandum opinion, the Court finds in favor of Mr. 

Balter and assesses a finding of liability against Defendants the United States and MDI. 

Furthermore, there appears to be no dispute between the parties that: (1) the United 

States may not be held liable for the negligence of a contractor, such as MDI; and (2) 

where, as here, MDI has been determined to be a joint tortfeasor, the United States' liability 

is to be reduced for the percentage of liability apportioned to MDI in this case. Thus, this 

Court's award of $250,000.00 against the United States for the failures of USP Allenwood 

and MDI to timely schedule Baiter's appointment with Dr. Tuller shall be reduced by 50%, or 

$125,000.00. 

With respect to the failure of the United States to schedule an optometrist 

appointment for Richard Balter in the month of November, 2007, the Court assesses 

damages solely against the United States since MDI had no role in ensuring that Balter was 

seen by the optometrists who visited the prison on November 7, November 14 and 

November 22, 2007. Here again, the United States offered no explanation why Mr. Balter 

was not seen by an optometrist on the aforesaid dates in November of 2007. This Court has 

already found that Mr. Baiter's eye was leaking prior to December 5, 2007 and that his 

hemorrhage on that date was related to this pre-existing leakage. Had Balter been 

examined by Ors. DeRose or Weyand on November 7, 14 or 22, 2007, as he should have 

been and as he had been in the past, the condition of Baiter's eye would have been 
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assessed and any increase in leakage or outright bleed in the eye would have been 

identified. This would have resulted in Mr. Balter being immediately sent to an outside 

ophthalmologist for treatment. Indeed, when Balter was finally seen by Dr. DeRose on 

December 5, DeRose identified the significant bleed or hemorrhage in Baiter's left eye and 

Balter was immediately sent to Dr. Lightman, an ophthalmologist, outside of the facility, for 

treatment. This Court has found that the failure of the United States to have Mr. Balter 

examined by an optometrist was a factual cause of the massive hemorrhage sustained by 

Balter with resulting blindness in his left eye. It awards Mr. Balter the sum of $400,000.00 in 

damages against the United States. 

Therefore, a verdict shall be entered in this case against the United States in the 

amount of $650,000.00, which shall be reduced by the sum of $125,000.00, which 

represents the percentage of negligence attributed to MDI in connection with the failures of 

the United States and MDI to timely schedule Baiter's appointment as requested by Dr. 

Tuller; and which shall further be reduced by the off-set to which the United States is 

entitled for the restitution owed by Plaintiff in the amount of $112,511.00 in connection with 

his criminal conviction. Plaintiff acknowledges the Government's right to a set-off, 

acknowledging that g[t]he United States has the right to first off-set its lien - in this case for 

the amount of the outstanding restitution - prior to paying the judgment." (Doc. 145 at 15). 

Accordingly, judgment will be entered in favor of the Plaintiff and against the United States 

in the amount of $412,489.00. 
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Further, the Court will enter a verdict against MDI in the amount of $250,000.001 MDI 

having played no role whatsoever in the failure of the United States to arrange for Balter to 

be seen by the optometrist who visited the Prison on November 7, 14 and 22, 2007. 
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DUANE MORRIS LLP 
A DELAWARE LI\IITl'D LiABII.ITY PARTr-.F.RSHIP 

By: Catherine L. Sakach 
Timothy E. Stauss 

1940 Route 70 East, Suite 200 
Cherry Hill, NJ 08003 
(856) 424-8200 
Attorneys for Plaint[ff Jeffrey A. Mitche!L 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
DISTRICT OF NEW JERSEY 

JEFFREY A. MITCHELL 
CIV. No. 1 :09-cv-00680 (RBK) 

Plaintiff, 

V. 
(Document Electronically Filed) 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

Defendant. 

AMENDED COMPLAINT 

Plaintiff Jeffrey A. Mitchell ("Plaintiff' or "Mr. Mitchell") in his Amended Complaint 

against Defendant United States of America, pleads the following: 

JURISDICTION AND VENUE 

I. This action arises under the Federal Tort Claim Act, 28 U .S.C. §2671, et seq. 

2. This Court has jurisdiction pursuant to 28 U.S.C. *1346(b). Venue is proper 

under 28 U.S.C. §1391(e)(2). 

PARTIES 

3. Plaintiff Jeffery A. Mitchell, is an inmate in the custody of the Federal Bureau of 

Prisons, and is currently incarcerated at the Federal Correction Institution at Fort Dix, Burlington 

County, State of New Jersey ("FCI Fort Dix"). 

DMl\3270993. 1 
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4. Defendant, the United State of America, operates the Federal Bureau of Prisons, 

an agency of the United States Department of Justice, United States of America. Defendant also 

operates the United States Marshals Service ("Marshals Service"), an agency of the Department 

of Justice, which houses and transports all federal prisoners from the time they enter federal 

custody until they are either acquitted or convicted and delivered to their designated federal 

Bureau of Prisons facility. 

STATEMENT OF FACTS 

5. On or about March 22, 2005, Mr. Mitchell was arrested on federal charges and 

placed in custody of the Marshals Service in Atlanta, Georgia. He was then transferred to the 

Oklahoma Transfer Center on or about March 23, 2005. He was subsequently transferred to the 

Regional Jail in Martinsburg, West Virginia. 

6. Prior to his arrest and detention, Mr. Mitchell's vision condition was normal and 

his diabetes was fully controlled. 

7. Mr. Mitchell had not been diagnosed with glaucoma prior to his arrest. 

8. The Marshals Service is required to ensure that prisoners in its custody receive 

appropriate medical care. 

9. The Marshals Service contracts with approximately 1,800 state and local 

governments to rent jail space. On average, more than 80 percent of the prisoners are detained in 

state, local and private facilities -- the remaining are housed in various Bureau of Prisons 

facilities. However, upon information and belief, outside medical treatment by specialists 

remains the responsibility of the Marshals Service and must be separately approved. 

l 0. The Marshals Service uses the Prisoner Tracking System to track prisoners 

medical information, including whenever a prisoner receives outside medical treatment. In 
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addition, prisoner's case files should also contain medical information including records of all 

medical care provided to the prisoner. 

11. Mr. Mitchell was in the Marshals Service's care from March 22, 2005 until he 

was ultimately transferred into the care of the Bureau of Prisons. 

12. The Marshals Service has been unable to locate any medical records pertaining to 

Mr. Mitchell or the care he received while in its care. Upon information and belief, the Marshals 

Service failed to maintain Mr. Mitchell's medical records in the Prisoner Tracking System. 

13. Between March of 2005 and the Fall of 2005, the Marshals Service transferred 

Mr. Mitchell to and from numerous facilities, including facilities in West Virginia, Ohio, Atlanta, 

Oklahoma City, and Philadelphia. Some of these facilities were federal prison facilities but some 

were state or local facilities that contracted with the Marshals Service. Upon information and 

belief, Mr. Mitchell's medical records were not transferred with him. 

14. Each of the facilities that Mr. Mitchell was transferred to should have conducted 

an initial medical examination upon his entry into the facility. Such examination should have 

included a vision screening. 

15. If the Marshals Service had appropriately monitored Mr. Mitchell's care as he 

was transferred from facility to facility and if the Marshals Service had provided his medical 

records to each facility, those records would have contained the results of the vision screenings 

and would have shown a progressive loss of vision in Mr. Mitchell's right eye and increased 

ocular pressure. 

16. While in the Eastern Regional Jail in Martinsburg, West Virginia in March of 

2005, Mr. Mitchell informed the employees who performed a medical exam that he was having 

vision problems and he had diabetes. Mr. Mitchell was told he needed to be seen by an 
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Ophthalmologist or eye specialist but that the Eastern Regional Jail employees informed Mr. 

Mitchell that they would not pay for such a visit because that was the Marshal Service's 

responsibility. 

17. Upon information and belief, the Marshals Service did not approve or arrange for 

such specialized care. Rather, Mr. Mitchell was informed that he would be treated when he 

reached his designated facility. The Marshals Service did not ensure that medical personnel at 

the subsequent facilities it transferred Mr. Mitchell to were aware of the need for specialized 

medical treatment nor did it authorize such treatment. 

18. Mr. Mitchell did not receive the recommended care by a specialist, despite 

numerous complaints and requests to prison staff at each of the numerous facilities he was 

transferred to. Only the Marshals Service could authorize such treatment. 

19. At some point, Mr. Mitchell was diagnosed with glaucoma. 

20. On September 30, 2005, Mr. Mitchell was transferred to a facility in Youngstown, 

where he again complained about his vision problems and the failure to be seen or treated by an 

ophthalmologist or eye specialist. Mr. Mitchell's vision was already declining at this point. 

21. The facility in Youngstown refused to provide Mr. Mitchell with specialized 

medical care, but rather informed him that he would be treated and seen by a specialist when he 

arrived at his final destination. 

22. On November 15, 2005, Mr. Mitchell arrived at his final destination -- FCI Fort 

Dix -- and immediately sought medical assistance. Upon information and belief, none of his 

medical records while in the care of the Marshals Service were provided to FCI Fort Dix. 

23. Mr. Mitchell's medical intake screening at FCI Fort Dix revealed that he had been 

prescribed eye drops, specifically Brimonidine and Timolol Maleate. Brimonidine is prescribed 
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for the lowering of intraocular pressure in patients with open-angle glaucoma or ocular 

hypertension. Timolol maleate is also used in the treatment of elevated intraocular pressure in 

patients with glaucoma. 

24. Mr. Mitchell informed the staff at the initial screening at FCI Fort Dix that his 

eyes were painful. 

25. Notwithstanding this history, Mr. Mitchell was not referred to an Ophthalmologist 

nor does it appear that a vision screening was performed. 

26. Mr. Mitchell's records at FCI Fort Dix do not mention or address the decline in 

Mr. Mitchell's eyesight in the prior months that he had been in care of Defendant. 

27. On November 23, 2005, Mr. Mitchell was referred to the chronic care clinic at 

FCI Fort Dix and a vision screening was finally performed. An optometry consult was then 

finally requested. 

28. However, on or about December 27, 2005, Mr. Mitchell's records indicate that he 

was again seen by FCI Fort Dix staff and again referred for an optometry consult. At that time, 

Mr. Mitchell complained that he had been unable to see in his left eye since May of 2005. 

29. On January 6, 2006, Mr. Mitchell made yet another complaint that he was unable 

to see from his left eye. 

30. Mr. Mitchell was again seen at the Chronic Care Clinic at FCI Fort Dix on 

February 29, 2005. He again complained that he was unable to see from his left eye. It was 

noted that a ophthalmology consult had already been requested yet Mr. Mitchell still had not 

seen an eye doctor. The treating physician was reached and changed his prescription for eye 

drops. 

31. Mr. Mitchell was finally seen by an eye doctor on March 15, 2006. 
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32. The physician told Mr. Mitchell that there was nothing he could do for him and 

that he should have been seen and treated earlier. The physician chided the medical staff for the 

long delay in bringing Mr. Mitchell to an eye doctor. At that time, Mr. Mitchell was diagnosed 

with advanced glaucoma. Mr. Mitchell was then referred for a medical/surgical examination. 

33. The medical/surgery consult resulted in a recommendation that Mr. Mitchell 

receive laser surgery with respect to his right eye. 

34. There was nearly a one year delay after he was first incarcerated before he was 

seen by an eye doctor, who diagnosed the advanced glaucoma. Mr. Mitchell had by then lost 

98% of his vision in his left eye. 

35. Notwithstanding this diagnosis, on April 4, 2006, defendant noted that Mr. 

Mitchell had no pennanent disabilities or vision impairment. 

36. On June 6, 2006, Mr. Mitchell again complained about the lack of treatment for 

his eyes, noting that he had been seen by an eye doctor and had been referred for surgery. It was 

noted at that time, that Mr. Mitchell's prior medical records were not available. Mr. Mitchell's 

treatment was further delayed due to this lack of medical documentation. 

37. Mr. Mitchell's surgery was not approved by defendants until August 3, 2006. At 

some point in early August of 2006, Mr. Mitchell finally had the required laser treatment for the 

advanced glaucoma. 

38. The surgery was successful with respect to his right eye. However, surgery at that 

point was late to save the vision in Mr. Mitchell's left eye. Mr. Mitchell is now blind in that eye. 

39. On July 27, 2007, Mr. Mitchell filed his Federal Tort Claim, under the Federal 

Tort Claim Act, with the Northeast Regional Office in Philadelphia, PA. 
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40. On September 4, 2008, Regional Counsel denied the claim. The assigned number 

to the tort claim was "TRT-NER-2007-05744." Plaintiff has exhausted his administrative 

remedies. 

COUNTI 
FEDERAL TORT CLAIMS ACT -

FAILURE TO PROVIDE CARE AND MAINTAIN MEDICAL RECORDS 

41. Plaintiff incorporates by reference paragraphs 1-40 above, as if set forth fully 

herein. 

42. Plaintiff brings this claim pursuant to the Federal Tort Claims Act. 

43. Defendant owed a duty of care to Mr. Mitchell while he was in its care, custody 

and control. 

44. Defendant was obligated to provide adequate medical care to Mr. Mitchell while 

he was in its care, custody and control. 

45. Defendant was negligent in its provision of such medical care to Mr. Mitchell. 

46. Defendant failed to maintain adequate medical records while Mr. Mitchell was 

under the care of the Marshals Service and failed to ensure that medical records for Mr. Mitchell, 

including treatment recommendations, were provided to the prison facilities the Marshals Service 

placed Mr. Mitchell in. 

4 7. The Marshals Service failed to provide Mr. Mitchell's records to the Bureau of 

Prisons upon his transfer to the Bureau of Prisons' care. 

48. The lack of adequate medical records which would have established the need for 

specialized medical treatment and shown the decline in Mr. Mitchell's care, was a cause of his 

loss of eyesight. 
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49. Defendant also breached its duty of care to Mr. Mitchell in failing to render the 

specialized medical care ordered or prescribed by treating physicians in a timely manner. 

50. The failure to follow the treatment recommendations and the extension delay in 

pcnnitting Mr. Mitchell to see an ophthalmologist were a cause of his loss of vision. 

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff demands judgment in its favor and against Defendant, and 

seeks compensatory damages, attorney's foes and other costs of litigation; and such other further 

relief and remedies as are justified by the evidence presented at the hearings and ultimate trial in 

this proceeding. 

Date: April 13, 2012 

DUANE MORRIS LLP 

By:_/s_/ __ C_a_th_e_ri_n_e_L_._S_a_k_ac_h _______ _ 
Catherine L. Sakach 
Timothy E. Stauss 
DUANE MORRIS LLP 
1940 Route 70 East, Suite 200 
Cherry Hill, NJ 08003 
(856) 424-8200 
Attorneys for Plaintiff Jeffrey A. Mitchell 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

DISTRICT OF NEW JERSEY "•-~ ,·-·, , ~ A 11: 1 S 
CAMDEN DIVISION 

JEFFERY A. MITCHELL, 
Plaintiff, 

vs. 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

Defendant. 

Civil Action No 

THIS IS A COMPLAINT UNO£R ~HE FED~RAL TORT CLAIM ACT. 
"FTCA11 28 u.s.c. §2671 et.seq. 

COMES NOW, the Plaintiff Jeffery A. Mitchell, prose, file 

this complaint under the Federal Tort Claim Act, 28 U,S.C,§2671, 

the plaintiff request this court to grant his informa pauperis 

due to his indigency status and further invoke Rule 4 (m) that 

officer of the court will serve process the complaint upon the 

United States of America and its Attorney General. (attached copy 

of application to proceed informa pauperis). 

I. JURISDICTION & VENUE: 

1. This action arises under the uFTCA 11 §2671, et. esq. 

2. This Court has original and exclusive jurisdcition 

pursuant to 28 u.s.c. §1346 (b). Venue is proper under Title 

28 u.s.c. 1391 (e)(2). 
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II. PARTIES: 

3. Plaintiff Jeffery A. Mitchell, is an inmate in the 

cl,lstody of the Federal Bureau of Prisons,"B.0,P, 11 incarcerated 

at the Federal Correctional Institution at "FCI" Fort Dix, in 

the Burlington County, State of New Jersey. 

4. Defendant, United States of America, is based in the 

District of Columbia. The "B.O.P. 11 is a component of the 

dep,;1rtment of Justice "D,O.J" which is an executive department 

of the United States of Americ~. 

III. STATEMENT OF FACTSl 

5. On March 22,2005 the plaintiff was arrested on 

federal charges in violation of Title 21 §841 (crack cocaine) 

and was sentenced to 121 months. 

6. While the arresting United States Marshals, took custody 

of the plaintiff he was placed at Martinberg Region~! Jail, in 

West Virginia. 

7. While in Martinberg Regional Jail, the plaintiff 

informed the U.S. Marshals of his vision problem and his medical 

condition as a whole of being diabetice and other chronic care 

ailements. 

8~ The Plaintiff was referred to an 0pthalmologist, where 

he was diagnosed and prescribed treatment. 

9. Th~ Martinberg Regional Jail refused to follow the 

recomanded treatment by the Opthalmologist stating that once you 

reach your designated facility you will be treated. 
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10. On September 30 1 2005 the plaintiff was transferred 

to CDC in Youngstown, Ohio, the Plaintiff expressed his 

complains regarding his vision and the prescribed treatment 

was ordered by the Specialist "Ophthalmologist" the staff 

at the CDC, declined to treat the Plaintiff stating that once 

you arrive your final institution you will be treated. 

11. On October 17,2005 the plaintiff was transferred from 

CDC Youngstown, Ohio through multiple stops in route to "FCI 11 

Fort Dix, that was his final destination. 

12. On November 15,2005 the Plaintiff arrived at the 11 FCI 11 

Fort Dix, and immediately sought medical help and got nothing but 

11 runaround 11 By the time I was seen by the Ophthalmologist it was 

too late and was informed that I had lost 198 of my sight in the 

left eye. 

13. The ey~ specialist chided the medical staff and ask 

them why they take so long before letting him see me. 

14. Plaintiff's medical record clearly support rrima Facia 

case of gross negligence, negligence, reckless disregard, and 

breach duty of care on the hands of the Bureau of Prisons 

Employees. 

15. The medical records acknowledge a diagnosis of my eye 

condition, where an immediate medical care needed. But the 

medical records also show no action was taken and you will see 

that the medical staff continously delayed and prolonged the 

recomandations made by the Ophtalomogist. 
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16. From the begining of November, 2005 the medical records 

show that further Ophtalmological care was needed; the plaintiff 

wa$ not seen by any medical specialist until March or 2006, a delay 

over four (4) months. 

17. The delays and prolonging in the treatment of my eye 

condition made an advanced condition of "Glaucoma 11
• 

18. Non of the recornandations and istructions made by the 

Opthomology was followed by the medical staff. 

19. Plaintiff's medical records show repeated requests for 

treatm,:int and clear recognition of plaintiff I s condition. 

20. The Bureau of Prisons medical staff negligence and 

breach their duty of care is the proximate cause for the loss of 

the vision in my left eye. 

21. Plaintiff under the following medication he has been 

receiving a) Amitripyline 100 MG Tap; b) Asprine 81 MG; 

c) Brimonidine ophth 5ML 0.15% ; d) Dorzolamide HCL 2%; 

e) Hydrochlorothiazide 5 MG; £) Insulin NPH (10) 100 UNITS; 

g) Insulin Reg (l0ML) 100 UNITS; h) Lisinopril 20MG ; 

i) Metforman 1000 MG Tab; j) Sertalin llCI 100 MG Tab; 

k) Timolol Maleare Ophth Soln 0.5% (SML); 1) Travoprost Ophth; 

22. Plaintiff suffers the following ailments; Colosterol, 

diabetese, hypertension, depresson, resperatory problems. 

23. Plaintiff•s vision condition was normal prior to his 

incarceration, his diabetese was checks on regular basis and 

fuly controlled. 
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24. On July 27,2007 the Plaintiff filed his Federal Tort 

Claim, under the 11 FTCA" to the Northeast Regional Office in 

Philadelphia, PA. 

25_ On September 4,2008 the Regional Couns~l aknowledge 

the tort claim and denied the claim, The assigned number to the 

tort claim was "TRT-NER-2007-05744 11
• 

IV. EXHAUSTION OF ADMINISTRATIVE REMEDIES: 

26. The exhaustion requirement has been met by the 

acknowledgment of the Regional Counsel denial dated 9-4-2008. 

V. LIABILITY UNDER THE 11 FTCA11
: 

27. The United States government cannot be sued unless 

it has specifically con$ented to be sued and has waived its 

sovereign immunity. Title 28 U,S~C. §1346(b) and §2671-2680, 

which waived with certain specified exceptions, the governm,~nt I s 

immunity for liability in tort. The "FTCA" makes the Federal 

Government liable under the doctrine of respondent superior for 

acts that would be common law torts in the State where they 

o~cured. The 11 FTCA'1 specifically allows for money dameiges aagainst 

the United states for injury or loss of property caused by 

negligent or wrongful acts or omission of any employess of the 

government while acting within the scope of his office or 

employment. 28 U.S.C. §2679 (b)(1 ). 
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VI. DUTY OF CARE: 

28. A fundamental principle of federal law is that a 

federal agency must follow it$ own rules. Where the rights of 

individuals are affected, it is incumbent upon agencies to follow 

their own procedures. It is also well settled that validly issued 

administrative regulations have the force and effect of law. 

As such, an inmate is entitled to expect the bureau of 

Prisons to follow its own policies. The duty of care owed by the 

federal government to its prisoners is found in Title 18 u.s.c. 

§4042, "Duties of the Bureau of Prisons" subsection (a) provide 

in pertinent part: 

(a} In general- The Bureau of J>risons, under the direction 

of the attorney general, shall-

(1) have charge of the management and regulation of all 

federal penal and correctional institutions; 

(2) provide suitable quarters and provide for the: safe-, 

keeping, care, and subsistence of all persons charged 

with or convicted of offenses against the United States. 

Incident to this duty of care, the 11 B.O-P." he.s promulgated 

mandatory regulations, program statements, institutional 

supplements and forms that allow no jufgment of choice regarding 

the handling and management of the institutions in maintaining 

safe and secured envirment to the prisoners and accomedate 

their medical needs. 

-6-
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To determine whether the government has breached that duty 

this court must look to the law of the place where the act or 

omission occured. In this case the court would look to the essential 

elements of a negligence claim in New Jersey, which include; 

1) the defendants owed the plaintiff a duty; 2) the defendants 

breached that duty; and 3) such breach was the proximate cause of 

the plaintiff 1 s injuries. 

Vll. FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION: 

29. The actions of the defendants as stated in paragraphs 

1 through 28 constitute negligence/gross negligence. 

30. The defendants acted with reckless disregard when they 

consciously and voluntarily denied and prolonged plaintiff's 

repeated request to be seen and treated by eye specialist. 

31. The defendants acted with gross negligence when any : 

lay person should have known that diabetics have grater risk in 

loosing their sight and must be checked as needed. 

32. The defendants actions and inactions were the proximate 

cause of the loss to plaintiff's sight. They delayed and prolonged 

the treatment to plaintiff's eye condition. The loss of his sight 

could have been prevented if was not for their delays. 

33. Defendants are federal employees who were acting under 

color of law during the period in which plaintiff was subject to 

the injury to his eye at the FCI, Fort Dix. 

34. The defendants owed a duty to the plaintiff to provide 

him with adequate medical care. 

_,_ 
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35. The failure of the defendants to fulfill their duty 

resulted in significant harm to the plaintiff's loss of one eye 

and physical pain and suffering, mental anguish. 

36. Plaintiff has suffered damages as a direct result of 

the defendants breach of their duty ta provide adequate and proper 

medical care, and their failure to carry out medical orders and 

referrals. 

37. Plaintiff therefore, seeks monetary relief from defendants 

pursuant to the Federal Tort Claim A.ct. "FTC" 28 U.S.C. §2674 in 

the amount of Five Million ($5,000 1 000_00) u.s. Dollars 

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff Jeffery A. Mitchell, requests that this 

court enter judgment in his favor against the United States of 

America, for compensatory damages, punitive damages, and such 

further relief as this court deems just and appropriate under the 

circumstances. 

38. Pursuant to Rule 38 Fed.R.Civ.P. the plaintiff demand 

a trial by jury on all issues so triable. 

On February ,,2009 Respectfully Yours 

~~~ 
~ef fer§ A. Mitchell 
Reg# 12569-171 
FCI, Fort Dix 
P.O.Box 2000 
Fort Dix, NJ 08640 
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Clerk, 

u.s. District Court 
District of New Jersey 
Camden Division 
P,O.Box 2927 
Camden, NJ 08101 

WJI. 

·•. ··. , ·1 "· 'I: 15 \ f' "\ . 

'. ·1 

Date: 2/f/2009 

RE: Jeffery A, Mitchell vs. United states of America 
Civil Action No: ------

Dear Clerk: 

Enclosed for filing please find One original and One copy 

of my complaint under the Federal Tort Claim Act, and One 

original of my informa pauperis application, 

Please file the complaint and returned my copy stamped 

for my records. Your cooperation and assistance is greatly 

appreciated. 

;::;;:~~ 
Jeffery A, Mitchell 
Reg# 12569-171 
FCI, Fort Dix 
P.O.Box 2000 
Fort Dix, NJ 08640 



· \. -h: .:~ 
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JEFFREY A. MITCHELL 

UNITED ST A TES DISTRICT COURT 

DISTRICT OF NEW JERSEY 

CIVIL# 09-680 
Plaintiff(s), 

(RBK) 

-vs- ORDER OF DISMISSAL 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

Defendant(s). 

It having been reported to the Court that the above-captioned action has 

been settled; 

It is on this 1st Day of April 

ORDERED that this action is hereby dismissed without costs and without 

prejudice to the right, upon good cause shown, within 60 days, to reopen this action if the 

settlement is not consummated. The tenns of the settlement agreement are incorporated herein 

by reference and the Court sha11 retain jurisdiction over such agreement. 

cc: 

~/)~-

HON. ROBERTB. KUGLER, U.S.D.J. 

Hon. Karen M. Williams, U.S. Magistrate Judge 
Frank A. Luchak, Esq. 
John A. Ruymann, Esq. 
File 
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PAUL J. FISHMAN 
United States Attorney 
BY: J. ANDREW RUYMANN 
Assistant U.S. Attorney 
402 East State Street, Room 430 
Trenton, New Jersey 08608 
(609) 989-2190 
Attorney for Defendant 

UNJ:'l'ED STATES DISTRJ:CT COURT 
DJ:STRJ:CT OF NEW .JERSEY 

JEFFREY A. MITCHELL, 

Plaintiff, 
/ 

v. .. Civ. Action No. 09-680 (RBK) 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 

Defendant. 

STJ:PULATJ:ON OF DISMISSAL 

The matter in difference in the above-entitled action having 
been amicably settled by and between the parties, it is hereby 
stipulated and agreed by and between the attorneys for the 
parties that the same be and it is hereby dismissed with 
prejudice and with each party bearing its own fees, costs and en. 
~ 

p 

Y: CATHERINE L. SAKACH, ESQ. 
or Plaintiff, 
Mitchell 

U ited Sta es Attorney 
B: J. ANDREW RUYMANN 
Assistant U.S. Attorney 
Attorney for Defendant, 
United States of America 

Dated: 

Dated: 
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IK THE CNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
3rd. DISTRICT OF PENNSYLVANIA 

CHARLES T. HclNTOSH, 
PL.\.11':i'IFF, 

.v. 
MRS.GYJ'Ji,RODNl:'i SMITil,DtRRICK 
tl&M..~E 11-!R.. SlOfFER, t"'.S. Ucf.ilNCH, 
e.J.MAEBER.RY,HISS.aOBARC, 
STEPBD: t.CAGUOt:,cEmHSE A. 
liAU:,FRA..'iCISCO J. Qtlit;tAN.\ 1 
ADMI,IsnATIO~ & MEDICAL 
.\D~INIS'IRATICN, n.sn~ER MD., 
ttS.SULLIVA.'i l!SA, H.BAKER HSA., 
.!.H.l.IlllA!I, S.&UBICZ, 
i. s1J;C31:.Z' R. T AS s u:1.R RI ' 
!l. SCRACBS~\~SKY, JOUN & JA..'fi: DOES, 
#1 n."ROUCB #30; D&.OLSC~ 

RES?C?;DA.'IT(S),, 

COMPLAIMT PURSUANT TO 
42 a.s.c. § 1983 
CASE NO •. _e,?ci-: ;t .,,S"' E 

TRIAL BY.JURY 

R£QOESTED: 

RECEIVED 
NOY 2 5 2009 

QER.~ U.S.. DISTRICT COURT 
WEST. DIST. Of PENNSYl VANIA 

-:OE.5£ A&>\•E CUE:10 . .IJ:T(S) ARE BEIKC SU?;:D FOR I.. 8th ~'ft..,DME?IT 

D£LIDEUT£ IRDIFFc.RENCE COSSTITU'IION VICLATION, ACTU~G IN THEIR 

O'J:! l!:DI\'"IOUAl. CAPACITY BUI L'tmER COLOR OF FEDERAL AUTHORITY. 

CC?!l'l.AIRr OSCER THE Cl,IL RIGHtS A':r,, u.s.c~ §§s 1981,19$3,1985-
1!6 ANC/OR sn·i:.~s ACl'ION ALL£GINC A VIOLATION OF ti.s.c. 
COSSTITUTIONAL RIClITS AND/OR C08SPIRACY TO VIOLATE CO~SIITL""l'ION 
RIGL~. 

lbis is a cocplc!nt alle&i~g 4 viclatlon of th~ constitution, 
la\i's er treaties ot the U:i:.ted States as .0.1.athorized u"ild£r 42 
o.s.c. t§§ 1981,19e3,1985-S6 or.under SIVE.~S v •. UNKNO~~ AGENTS OF 
F.B.!l., 403 U.S. 338, 91 s.ct. 1999, ~9 [.ED 2a 619, 1;,1 o.s. 
Lex.s 231 seeking gonctary ~nd/or cth~r da~ages or r~licf in 
eseess of $1CO,OOO,OOO.OO~. 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
3rd DISTRICT OF PENNSYLVANIA 

CHARLES T. McINTOSH, 

Plaintiff, 

v. 

Rodney Saith, Krs. Glen, 

et allis, 

Dcfendant(s). 

Case No. 

HEMORANDUH OF LAW 

lli!:l;cc ccnsiderin:; uhether or not a complaint states a claim, 

alle;ation a:-e accepted as accurate and viewed in a light most 

fa\·ora:::le to a claic:i existing. Jenkins v. Mckeithen, 395 U.S. 

411,421(1969); Dewalt v. Carter, 224 F.Jd 607,6ll-12(7th 

cir.2000) 

Fre-trial detainees like McIntosh have the same right to adequate 

n:-.?::Hcal care as convicts, Chaves v. Cady 1 207 F.Jd 901 1 904 ( 7th 

cir.2000), although it's a 14th amendment claim. not an 8th 

an: e::d cent cl ai 11 • _c_o...;;l;..;;l;..;;i_q.._n_o.:.....n_...;;v...;;. __ ...;;M ... 1._· l;;;.w.;.;..;;;;a.;;;;u...;;k;.;;;e...;;e--_c_o ... u""'"""'n ... t.._y..&., 163 F.Jd 
9B2,98B-89(7tb cir.1998). 

F ai 1 ing- to prov idc propc r mcdica l care• failing to test pa tieo t 

•Kclntosh• bcfor stopping his high blood pressure medication that 

.as prescribed by a doctor. Withdrawing a pear of personal 

purchased soft shoes for his medical reason's alone since the 

~-D-0.P failed to provide the proper medical necessatees as 

required by la;., for all medicill needed government prisoners. 
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Failing to p:ovidc p~in acdication as ~ell as prop~r medic~l c~~~ 

as prescribed by a doctor violates a prisoner's right to adequate 

11.cdical care. Ralston v. McGovern, 1677 F.3d 1160,1161-62(7th 

cir.1999). Thus McIntosh hes a clai~ in th!s =~gard. 

Subjectin~ McIntosh to conditions ( an stoppage of doctored 

pres~ri~ed hi;h blood pressure medication.pain ~edications,an 

refusin; to allow shoe's that will protect and prevent the pain 

a:1 s,;ellin~ of t!~Intosh's feet•s from the pocr circulation he 

suffer•s fro: diabete~,an the back injory that resulted from the 

f c:11 caused by the blackout of lack of his high blood pressure 

1:~:!i::ation ) also violates ~:clntosh 1 s 1,th amendment right to 

a:ie;uate cedical care. fiutto v. Finney, 437 U.S. 678,682(1978) 

(ezposinQ prisoner to •infectious maladies• violates 

coostitutioa): (Alboun v. Dtella 319 F.Jd 936,940(7th cir.2003) 

(causing pain and suffering in prisoner violates the 

coostitution): Roberson v. Dredshow, 198 F.3d 645,646,648(8th 

cir.1999) (Denial of care for diabetes. including special 

footvear.bigb blood pressure medication stopped weth out seen by 

a • Licensed Pbysici an• is uncons ti tu tiooal) : Deny in:; •:c Int osh 

his fo~t.ear an~ high blood pressure medication that is 

app~opriate for a diabetic, problems caused by his deabetes also 

\.·iolates the constitution. ~.: Hudson v. Hchugh, 148 r.Jd 

859,864(7tb cir.199~) 

CONCLUSION 

M:lntos:1 cust te allo;.,·ed to pUC.::iU~ the relief he seeks on the 

claics ne alleged. 

~ ted :_IJ_c_v _23 ____ , 2009 

CHARLES T. McINTOSH 

c:: filet:. 
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JURISDICTION 

~:iis is a Civil Ri:;~ts Action under the pc-ovisions of 42 

u.s.c. ~§§ 1961.1963.1985-86 or a Bivens action involving a 

federal qwestion ac-isin~ under the constitution laws or treaties 

of the Cnitcd States. Tnereby invoking the original JU~isdiction 

o! tt.i~ couc~ ~ndec Artlcal J. u.s.c. Const •• and 28 u.s.c. §§§ 

1331.1346 oc 1357. !nst~uctions for filling complaint by 

p:isone:s under the Civil Rights A~t, 42 u.s.c. §§§ 

lS£1.19eJ.1985-B6 or Bivens action. 

This paci(et includes four copies of a complaint and two 

co?ies of a~ icfur=a pauperis petition. To start an action you 

rust file an original and one copy for your co~plaint for each 

cefendant yoc na~e an one copy for the court. For exampl, if vou 

na~e t~o ccfeo~antE. You must file the original and three copies 

of :~~ co:plaint. You should also ~eep an additional copy of the 

co~plaiot fer your o~n records. All cooies of the cooolaint must 

ce identical to the orioinal. 

~he clerk will not file your cocplaint unless it conforms to 

these instructions and to thP~e fo~ms. 

Y~c~ co=plaint must be hand or ty~ed written. The 

plair.tif!(s) =ust siqn under penalty of perjury to the complaint. 

If yo~ nee-:1 a~ditional space to ans~e~ a cuestic~. you ~ay use an 

a1d1tio~al ~lank page. 

Y~~r co~plaint can be brought !n this court only if one or 

;c:,re o! the name defendants is located within this district. 

Fi::ther. it is r.ecessary for you to file a seperate co~plaint for 

each clai~ that vou have unless they are all related to the same 

inc1de~t or iss~e. 

If vou are unaole to pay the filing fee and service cost for 

this action, you may petition the court for leave to proceed 

1n~o:ca pauperis. T».·o blank petition for th!s pu~p~~c ~re 

located in this packet. One copy should be filed with vour 

co:µlaint: the other C0?1 is for ,~~r :ecord~. After filina in 

the petition, vou cust have it signed bv an authorized officer of 
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your 1nstitution verifying your inmate account balance and 

transa:tion histo~1 for th~ past six months. Then the petition 

c.:.:st oe s1.qned under oath bcf"or a notary or t.:nder penalty of 

pcrj1:ry b',' you if you are the plaintiff prior to mailing it to 

the cler~ cf cocrt. 

C:h~r~ise yo~ ~est ~ay the filling fee of $350.00 and the 

cc~t. of t.ne t:ni ted States ~!a.rshal to serve the coaplaint on each 

o! the defendants. 

Yo~ ~ill note that you are rc~uiercd to give tnc facts in 

that secti:,n entitled the •statecent of facts". However, in that 

section entitled •3tatement of clai~." you ~est specify the 

co~=ti~~t~u~~l or sta~tory rig~tCs) that you arc claiming to have 

~ en \":. ~ .!.z tc-'i c;· the de!" ~nd ~n t( .3 ) • 

L~~n t.~~~e =o~E3 a~e ~onplete1. ~ail the crigin~l ~nd enough 

,;;..a:t c:-;iics of the co!llpl".?ted for!!ls to the clerk of the United 

~ta~c~ ti~~~i~~ Court for the 3rd Di~trict CF Pennsylvania. 

~- tave ,~~ ~~~un ct~er lawsuits in ~tatc or federal cout dealing 

~i:~ ~~e ~~T= ficts invc!vln9 in this a=ticn or otherwise 

re!~:i~q :~ yc~r i~p:ison~enti 

Ye£ ( ) llo (x) 

b. :fro~ ~~=w~= to A is yes, ~ecrib~ ~ach lawsuit in the space 

be!o.. (!! ~he~e is core th3n o~e law~uit, describe the 

a:!:Utio:ial l~io.'!:t.:it on another piece of paper, using the same 

O.Jt!ine.) 

l. Pa::ies to tr.is previous lawsuit 

rlai:iti!fs ------------------------------
~ f e :1 ~ a :its: -----------------------------

2. Cocrt (:f !ederal court, na~e the district: if states court, 
n3:~ the co~~:y): ____________________________ _ 

3. Dccet ni.:c!>er: ----------------------------
~. ~aae of Jujge to whoo case was assiqned: -------------
5. Dis;:,osition (for exaci;,le: was the case dismissed? was it 

ap;:eal 
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e~? is it still pending?): ----------------------6. A?proxicate date or f1llir.g la~~uit: _____________ _ 

i. Approxicate date of dis?osition: -----------------
2. Did the event(s) or incident(s) complained of in this lawsuit 

ta~e place ~hile you were in a jail or prison? 

Yes ( x) No ( ) 

(l). v1d the even~(sl or inciaent(s) complained of in this 

ta~e ~lace prior to your arrest or incarceration? 

res ( ) No ( x) 

(2). If tne event(s) or incident(s) took place while you were in 

z;. Jail o= prison or related to your current incarceration then 

you =.t:st: ans.·er tht= f ollwin:; GUestions u,1der 42 u.s.c. § 1997 

de:o~trGti~; proof of the exhaustation oi ad~ini~trative remedies 

or th~ lac~ a.ailability thereof: 

rla.::e of p:-esent confine.tent: r'.c.1. O'iISVILLil ?.o. 30~ lCOC 

~n.rs-.1.iLLli. :.;.. l'CRK. 10963. 

A. ls there a pc1soner grievance procedure in th1s institution or 

in t~e 1ost1tution ~herein the event(sJ or incident(sJ complained 

of i~ lhl~ la-~uLt too~ place: 

Yes (x) :~o ( ) 

s. Did ~ou present the facts relating to your complaint in this 

qrievao=e ;coced~re of this institution? 

Yes (x) t,;o ( ) 

l. ;.;:icr.t stct>S aid y.:iu ta~e, I exhaust:ed all 111y administrated 

renedies in the order of B.P 8-9 and lO•s 

,. ~~at was t~e result? Qy orievences was denied 

C. If your ans.er to •s• was No. explain why not: 

£. If the event(s) or incident(s) complained of in this lawsuit 

involve city or county muicipal employ•s including cunicipal 

police officers. sheriff's deputies or a tort claim against any 

state er federal officer or ag~nt or agency, Did you file a 

persuit notice of claim or a form 9S ~ith that agency? 
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res ( ) t,;o ex J 

r. If you ans.ered Yes: 
l. nhat steps did you take? ___________________ _ 

~~at .~s the results? ----------------------
( 3). Farties 

(In itc:. ··... belo~, place your name in the first blank that 

s ... y's •;"lair.tiff• an~ your present address of incarceration in 

~,e se=ond blank tbat say•s MAddress•. Do the same for additional 

?laintiff•s if any.) 

A. Ua:e o! ~laintiff CHARLES T. ~cI~TOSH Reo.f 08770-089 

:.ddress F.C.l. OTISVILLE P.O. BOX 1000 OT1SVILLII, Nllw YORK. 

lC1963 

In itec •a• below, place the full naQe of the defendants in 

the first blank, his/her offical position in the second blank,and 

his/her place cf e:aploycent in the third blank.. Use additional 

ra?er followin; the saGe pattern if the total defendants exceed 

the s~a=e p~ovided herein and below. 

B. Defe~dant H~s. ~len """'"""'.......; ...... ;;;;.;;;;......,. ______________________ _ 
ls e:ployed as Fhysician Assistant 

At H.c.1. McKEA~ ~A. 

C. Defendant R.:x!nev Seith ----------------------------
ls e:~loyed as H~alth Services Addministration 

At ~-C.I. HcK£AU PA. 

D. Cefendant Derrick ~ebane 

!s ecployed as •A• uni~ manaoer 

At JI.C.l. M.::KIIAN PA 

fl. D!:F'E?.D.\~':' lo!~. Stoffer-
____________________________ 

Is e~?loy~~ ~s _c_a_s_e_c_a_n_a_~_e_r __________________ _ 

At M.C. I. McKII:.,, PA. 

:. Oefe3dant _M_s_._•R::_n_1_·_t: ....... h _____________________ _ 

ls e~ployed as _c_o_u_n_s_e_l_e.;..;;.r ___________________ _ 

At M.C.I. M::Kll,U: PA. 

G. Defendant H.J. Harberry 
ls e:?loyed as ___ a_r_d_e_n ______________________ _ 

At J.:.C. I. >1::KII.J.~ PA. 
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r.i. Def ecdant 1(3. Robare 

ls e:ploye:d as ;. • 1.. 

At 1-!.C. J • M:::KIIAN 1 PA. 

I. ::>efer.:dant Steohen D. Ga::non 

Is e:ploied as A• I\• 

At H.C.I. >!::KEA~ PA. 
., . De:er.dant Denise A. Hale 

ls e:ployed as o~erations 1 Actin~ ;..w. 
:.t V..C. I. t.:::KlfA~; PA. 

K • .Pe!ecdant Francisco J. Ouintana 
ls e=ployed as _~_a_r_d_e_n _____________________ _ 

At >l.C.l •:=KIIA?; P:.. 

L. Defendant D~. Olson 
__,....,......;___, _______________________ _ 

Is e:?loyed as F.ead Docto~ of the medical unit 

At M.C.I. H=f.:i.A?. PA. 

u. Defen~ant J.M. Killian ----------------------------1 s e:?loyed as _~_a_r_d_e_n ______________________ _ 

At ~.c.1. Otis~illc. new vork. 

J •• ~fen:!ant A. Oac!lisen ----------------------------Is e~ployed as _A_._~_·. ______________________ _ 

At ~.C.I. Otisville, Ne. York 

c. Defen~ant J. Drumhellen 

Is e:ployed as _A~--~-·------------------------
At r.c.1. Otisville, New York. 

P. Defenjant _D_._S_u_m_m_e_r _______________________ _ 

ls e;~loyed as H.P. ------------------------
At r.c.1. Otisville, Ne~ York. 

c . .Defendant Ms. Sullivan ------------------------------1 s e2ployed as _H_._s_._A_. _____________________ _ 
At F.C.I. Otisville, New York. 

R. Defendant H. Baker ----------------------------
Is e~ployed as _P.~._s_._A_.'-------------------------
At ?.c.1. Otisville. New York. 

s. Defe~dant S. Kubicz -----------------------------
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!s e:ployed as Phvsician Assit. 

~t ~.C.I. Otisville. New York. 

T. Defer.dant B. Sanchez ........... ii.iiii,,i___,.....;,..;;;.. ______________________ _ 

ls e~ploycd as Phvsician Assit. 

At f.C.I.Ct1s~ille. ~ew York 

T. Defendant B. Tassinarri 

:s ec~loyed as Phvsician Assit. 

At F.C.I. Otisville. New York. 

U • .De!encant ~. Schachnovskv 

ls e:ployed as Fhvsician Assit. 

At P.C.I. Otisville. Ne~ York. 

v. I:e!endant Adainistration & ~edical staff. John & Jane Does 
:1 throuch jC; 

Is e~ployed as Administration & ~edical Staff's 

At >;.C.l. 1-:cKean, F".C.I. OTISVILLII P.B.O.P's 

STATEMENT OF FACTS: 

4. State here as b~iefly as possible the f~cts of your case. 

Describe how each defendant is involve~. Include also the names 

o! ot~er persons involved. dates, and plac~s. Ycu should nu~~cr 

ea=~ para;~a~~ anj you~ facts should be as ~~icf a3 pos~ible in a 

nac-ra th·e f or-aa t. ( Use as C1.l!:h srace ..:s \'ct.: need. You ::a·, use 

ad~it~cnal ~lan~ or lined pa~er.) 

l. ~he plaintiff. P.=Intosh. is a diabetic ~ho ~ws i=~~isoncd in 

the F.a.o.P. H.C.I. l-!cKear. between the date of NO\'EHBER 2007, 

L~ro~;~ Y.A~CH 2008. 

2. ~:Ir.tcsh has a serious cese cf diabetes problc~s ~hilc in the 

F.t-..o.r. 
3. en the end of DEC. 2008 throught the be;ir.ni~;-of FED. 2ocs. 
~clr.tosh ~ent to the P..C.I ~cKean eedic~l unit to cccplain about 

L~e severe heaj pains he was recieving, ar.d the s.cllin; and pain 

in b~th of his feets. 

,. g:rntosh has made nu~erocs atc~pt tc the ~edical unit to P.A. 

G~EX a~d the Docto~ alon~ uith cedical st~ff requesting that he 

$~cld be tested for his diabetes ~nd his other cadical issues he 

~as ha~ir.~. in ahich kclntosh was denied of every time he 
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re:;i:ested. 

5. en J~~ 2S. 2008, McIntosh filed a B.P-9 to the ~arden stating 

that he re:;i:ested to see a doctor and is repeatedly being denied 

by the P.A. and ~edical staff and• still has not been t~sted nor 

c~ec~ed tor his diabetes statis to jud~e his ~edications in ~hich 

he ~as civen and still takin~ not Knowing if it's to lo. o~ hieh. 

•6. on n::s 05, 2006, 1-iclntosh ,.:al~ed out his livin.; Gt.a.rters 

ateupte= :o start walking down the second floor level stairs and 

auto:aticaly pasted out on the top fro~ the fir~t step he took to 

aten~t to .alK down to the first level of the unit falling face 

do~n e~din; up in a twisted possion. security ca~eras will show 

a=tua1 tall and the testimony from the unit ~ta!! as evidence to 

this 1nc1.dent. 

i. Y.=lctosh's blood and sugar t~sting did not begin until 

...:::In tos!'l • s accident. 'l'he blood physician stated after McIntosh 

ca:e ~acK fro~ tne hospital that P.A. Ms. Glen did not have him 

(!::,.,·n as a 01a!::etic in her files, and that the m!!dical records 

;,.·ill st-.o-.· tnat l>!clntosn • s blood and sugar only started being 

teste~ after ~eturnin~ froo the hospital. 

S. C:l f!E 0:i, 200is H~lntosll "·as rushed to the -e::ergency roo:ci, 

tine oe:50 a: at Kane Co~~unitv hospital, Kane. PA. 16735. 

resul tic; da::a~es to a slip;::ied disk to his lowt:r spine and a 

h~rcia. 

S. e:, c::: 11, 2007, f-!clntosh wrote a complaint to the A ...... 

stat1n; t~at he was told to go to health serice for his medical 

issues inch:c1n; his diabetes, an feet issues because of the 

constant pain he stayed in, an t~e P.A. continue to do nothing. 

,Us::, statin; that the duty officer had loged lt in. that flclntosh 

did an is havinq medical issues. The reply focrn the A.W. feel 

free to co:e to sick call from mon - fri 6:35-7:05 am. 

10. On 1;ov 2,. 2007 McIntosh wrote the Assit.hacden niss. Robare 

statin; tnat he was having physical proble~s an no one was paying 

serious attention to him. about his diabetes cm his flat .foot and 

his hi.s:.ory of s;.-elling feet that he suffers froa, G1lso staing 

that the a~ount of pain that he's in an going through and that 
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his records iidll show that F.B.O.P. Oklahoma allowed him his 

shves because of his medical diabetes issues. evidence will show 

L~at A .... ~iss. Robare gave no reply and returned the complaint 

una::s-.c :-cd. 

11. Cn FEB 12. 2008 at i:p= ~cintosh ~as told by the unit officer 

that H/S -ill not bring my medication to the unit A-B. This was 

!>e:a~se ~~lntosh's wneelcnair pusher could not push hie through 

the snow that was not shovled by the yard crew. 

12. c~ f£5 12, 2006 P.~. Glen stoped the vicoden pain Qedication 

that was p~escribed by doctor. 

13. 0:J FEE 13. 2007. 7:30 aai. the kitchen refused my wheelchair 

pusher and anothe:- •Alexsander -n- Green• of giving 2: tray's of 

fo~d !er McIntosh -n- Willacs Reid an elder gentalman in a 

~-r.eelc!lair. 

1,. en FEB 13. 2008 Alexsander an Green was refused gettinq 

J..:.=Intosh an t.illams Reid, their weekly rahons "tolet 

pa~er,soa~ 1 razers etc. at i:4S a0. 

1S. ~ F!:E 13, 2008 McIntosh was refused his atedication again 

~~ile still ~in~ in server pain. 

lE. OS FEE 13. 2008. McIntosh asked the casemanaqer Hr. Stoffer 

to get the food trays to the unit due to the bad weather 

eon:H tions t!lat =.i:!c it iirpossible for any "'heelchair to be 

a!'leeleo thcou;h • 
... _ ........ Stoffer replyed •it is nothing he can do 

a!>out the situation etc. McIntosh went without his mandertory 

1t.eal =l-· the Cni te:::! St=:tes cons ti tut ion federal laws that all 

icates cec1e~e ttr2c ceals every day. 

16. en 7EE 1,. 2008, 6:30 ao. ~clntosh went an signed up for sick 
- - - - -- - -- - -- - . - -·~- .. ~ ~ - - -- ~ --~ 

call Coe his headac~~.hody pain,feet etc., and was told by staff 

he will be sesu -~c~ he's put on sickcall list an will be seen 

a~other date. Then ~as told to leave the medical unit in pain. At 

1.2 :noon ::id;:!a·, )tclotosh spoke to the unitmanager Mr. McBean an 

the ,;ale ;..Ir.. a~ inforced them about the incident at the H/S 

unit. t!ley ~eply -as that they will handle it an get back to me. 

?;:,thin; .as ~on~~~ no res~once came back to Mr. McIntosh. 
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l i. O:'l i'll5 20, 2008 i:am Y.cintosh a•ent to see P.A. Glen after 

co:?lainin; to his counseler Hiss. McNitch of his pain inwhich he 

ha~ to indore since F£B 13, 2008,. ~hen seen by P.A. Glen without 

cbin; a:1;• 11ed.ical checkup's or diagnosis on McIntosh's past an 

presant cedical injuries, P.A. Glen told McIntosh to get out of 
the wheelchair, M=Itosh then stated that he need.ed more time in 

it ~e:ause his i=ioay an hip;:,•s are still sore an he's still in 

alot o! pain including his s~ollen feets. P.A. Glen still refused 

V.:. M:::lntosh o! any check up or diagnosis an told McIntosh to 

leave the H/S unit. 

18. o:; f"ES 21, 20 08 '1: JO am J asked Miss. He Ni tch to call H/S and 

re~uest that cy ..-heelchair be brought back to McIntosh because he 

is in to cuch pain to walk up an do..-n the hill fro:n his unit 

in.hich he was livin~ in. At 8:JOac Y.cintosh asked Mr. Mcbain the 

sa~e re~uest for his wheelchair to be returned to him, at 10:30am 

lun=b tiae l~ ~heelchair. At 11:15am I was told by Miss. ~cNitch 

that E/S re!used to bring a wheelchair to Hr. McIntosh an that he 

sho~l~ ..-alk do~~ the hill tc the dinning hall,storean to H/S foe 

~e::hcatio:,s. :.t 12:afternoon McIntosh is seen by Or. Olson an 

Ci.es Y-=Intosh back· a wheelchair after exzaming mcintosh's 

le~' s. feet joint• s, an back. Or. Olson prescribe a better pain 

pill •p:e~nisone lOcq tab,•. But still refused McIntosh his 

propper so!t shoe's and permit to get better shoe•s even doe OR. 

Olson seen M=lntosh's both feet swollen. 

19. Cm Kar 6, 2006, McIntosh was told to go to H/S open house and 

.spealt to Or. OLson and let him know that i •m still in servere 

;,aio an: oee-:!ed to be put back on the pain pills that he only 

pres=ri~e-d to ce for only . " _ 5 days•, _ and . s .. mecUcsl 

autheri:esation £ore1 to allow my shoe's to be sent back into 

Y..C.J. ~=Kean. As Y.clntosh began to ex?lain his medical issues to 

i::~. Olson he then stated to McIntosh that he .was only there to 

ans;.·er <;uestions an::! nothing more, and for J:cintosh to sign up 

!or s1ckcall in the morning. McIntosh stated that he has done 

~hat =e?eatedly and still P.A. Glen refusses to provide the 

p:oype~ ce~ical needs M~lntosh requires. Dr. OLson repeated his 
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self an ordec-e::t M:Intosh to leave the H/S unit and opened the 

doo~ to fo~ce ~=Intosh out the door. 

20. On MAR 10, 2008 McIntosh signed up for sick call and seen 

P.A. Glen requestin:; pain pills for the pain he was indoring. 

P.A. Glen refussej staing an quoting• I am not going to you any 

pain pills nocatic's for you to get high, I don't give that out. 

I! OR. CL.son vant•s to sign £or them for you then you 1 ll have to 

qo ~o hi~.• as ( quoted ) 

21. On AP~ 21, 2008, McIntosh again signed up for sickcall and 

~as told by P.A. Glen • that his issues was not an emergancy h 

and o~dered 1-!.::Intosh to leave the H/S unit. McIntosh filed a 

B.F.-10 on Arn. 29, 2008, befor leaving M.C.I. V.cKean to F.C.I. 

O~is~ille. To this day no reply has been returned to Mr. McIntosh 

on his filir.~ and has re~uested to the regional office about this 

catter, still no responce. 

22. on K~Y s. 2008 M.::Intosh arrived at F.C.I. Otisville to find 

out fro~ Mr. M.::Gee,Thocas E~T-P that McIntosh was not listed with 

a:1y restrictions froc M.C.I. li:cKean, also stating that M.C.I. 

M:Kean did not have McIntosh down as medical idle or nothing in 

his ce;U.cal records sho.ing that ~:ci tosh I s prevous injury left 

hi: ir. a p~ysical health limitations an restrictions alonq with a 

cain to: his stability in oceder to walk. Also McIntosh's medical 

ceco:ds did not show that mcintosh was to be on a low bunk. But 

Y..:. )'.,.::Gee. Tho::as EHT-P seen McIntosh walking with a ca in an 

correcte,-j M.:ln tosh • s heal th ser-vices medical duty status on lilAY 

a., 200a. 

23. rco:: MAY a, 2008, D:. Succaer an medical staff, and F.C.I. 

Otisville ad~inistration has included them self in violating 

fe:!ecal laws and 1-!r. M:Intosh•s medical an constitutional rights 

to ajeguate aedical care in which F.C.I.Otisville continues to 

violate to this date• • • 
2..:. >:.:-lntosh has continued to file the propper grievances as 

re~cired by the F.B.O.P.'s an still being denied adequate medic! 

care for his feet an any physical therapy for his back injory an 

other cejical issues. 
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25. Defendants John / Jane Does 11 through 30. are F.B.O.F. 

Ad~1nistration /Medical/ Officials who approved and/or created 

t~e F.E.O.P. Pratices/Policies noted above which allowed or 

req~i:-ed the other defendants to ignor or not reasonably treated 

Y~lntcst•s health proble~s. 

GENERAL ALLEGATIONS 

26. Tne conditions, practices and actions described herein have 

res al tc-d in gretui tous pain and suffering and pose in inc.ates 

da~;er of serious injury and death to the plaintiff. 

2i. T.i.e fornoted defendants have acted and will a=t with 

deli!::e:-ate indiffe?:ence to Hcintosh serious basic health needs 

an:! tc :.!":e :-isic that thier practices or actions had of causing 

seric~s injury or death, in taking thier action/refusals to act 

o: creatin; /approvin; the practices. 

ze. M=Intosh will or will not likely again be back in the 

f.E.O.?. a;air.. and unless this court anjoins the defendants. the 

con~itio~s described above will continue. 

CAUSES OF ACTIOI, 

~r causin; Mcl~tosh to be denied propper medical care for 

h1.s dia::et.es an stoppin; Mclntosh' s hi;h blood pres3u:-e 

ce~ictic~. with~oldinq adequate footwear inwhich McIntosh 

p~cvided for h1=self doe to his medical conditions an nead. 

Cat:s!n; t-:=Intosh to be denied pain medication as prescrib..!d t,y 

bi:. d:>ct.e:- (e.i. SUBSARAO, ARAGAM). Also causino a almost death 

situat1cn bv stoo~ino Hclntosh's hioh blood pressure c.edication 

~itn~u~ a~v cedical testina done for the diabetes, poor 

circulations in McIntosh's feet, disreaardino the s~elling that 

..-a!: s~ow!'l an seen nunerous ti mes. J.od refuss ing to al lcw and 

Frcvide a~eouate footwear that would have prevented f.cintosh from 

passin:::, out and fallino down the second story level steps in 

whi:~ resulted into his back injury for possible perminate 

daeaaes. And causing pain, suffering,loss of sleep at night that 

possiticr.s caKe the pain -~est causing lack of sleep from c£E 5, 
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2CCS to this presant day. The defenants violated McIntosh's 

so~ial Securtv and ouhlic welfare 241.95. Once F.6.O.P. began 

~rovidio~ health care for indigent persons, it came within 

c~nstitutional restrictions as to how it must be done, and 

cedically necessary procedures, such as abortions, could not then 

be re~efined to exclude treatment directed to a particuler 

condition treatcents exclcded that are necessary to meet a 

particular dia;nosis. Social Security Act. §§ 401,1901 et seq., 

.c2 u.s.c. §§ 601,1396 et seq.: 28 u.s.c. §2-403 (a): u.s.c.A. 

Const. Aacods. %, l.C: u.s.c.A. 1953, 55-lSa-3. D R v. 

Mitchell. 

~ction taken by a private individual ~av be• under color of 

state la~• ~~ere there is• significant • state involvement in 

the a:tion •. Howerton v. Gabico, 708 F.2d. 380.382 (9th 

cir.1983). Deccis v. Sparks, 449 U.S. 24,27, 101 s.ct. 183,186, 

66 L.Bd.2d 185 (1980). Jackson v. Metropolitan Edison Co., 419 

u.s. 345.351. 95 s.Ct. 449,353, 42 L.Sd.2d 477 (1974): ef. 

Ed• onson v. Lecville Concrete Co., D.s. ____ 111 s.ct. 
2077,2082-84, 114 L.Bd.2d 660 (1991) ( constitutional deprivation 

cause by private party involves state action if clai• deprivation 

resulted fro• exercise of a right or privilege having it•s 

souccerio state authority); West v. Atkins. 487 o.s. 42, 54, 108 

s.ct. 2250,2258, 101 L.Ed.2d 40 (1988) the defendants also 

violated Y.=Intosh's •th & 5th Amendaent right to adequate medical 

care. 

23. Sy causing M=Intosh to be denied adeqate shoe•s and 
"'ithholdin:; M:::Intosh•s personal shoe's, and stoppinq medication 

wi thO\:t a:!e:;uate . _testing and -.treatment for diabetes -and - other 

problecs, basically igno~ing health probleos associated wit.h 

dia=etes an even taking actions that worsin this serious medical 

condition• s, causing and threatening to caues more pain, injury 

an~ death in Y.clntosh .. 

30. defendant(s) are sued in thier individual offical capacities 

and a::te::i under color of Pennsyluania and New York, law at all 

rele,·ant tices .. 
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31. Given the above, the plaintiff seeks the folloving relief: 
a). Injunctive and declaratory relief sufficent to protect 

(5) 

r.c.IfITOSll free the conditions ncted herein. 
b). Norcal, c~=p~csatioc and punitive d~mages; 
cj. Cest and attorney fee's, puraut tc 42 U.S.C § 1988; 
d). P.coet~ry a::Jc/or otter ca~sges or reli2f in th~ excess 

of ~100,oco,ooo.co. 

STATENDfi" OF CLAIM(S): 

State here abrie[ statel4ent of ea:h claim or cause of nction 
Dgaibst tha clefendant(s) crising under the constitution, laws or 
treaties of the United states that contecd that the defendanl(s) 

b&v:? viol.:ted. '!ou ac&y point tc a. ps:-ti::.ul~r constitutional 
a~:?ncbent, federal c~de or tresty, you may use one er mere of the 
following causes cf .actioc presented herein and l,elc. enly if 

yocr facts qualify un~er th~se exa~ples. Otherwise you must draft 

ycur ovr. fo~t. Es.ch cause of aetio~ that you choose ycu must 
identify the particul&r a~t or omission cf ti1e defendant in 

co~~re than cce or tvo sentences that surppcrt your claim. 

CAUSE OF ACTION 

The acts or o~ission of the defendant(s) as out lined in the 
afore:eutioned " state1:;ect of fact •; st pa.ragraph.s violated 
pl,nintif f(s)' _rights_ under the 14th· s.r;.ecdment. _of __ the United 

States coi.stitution to" equal protection under th~ lav .. or not 
to •• be deprived cf life, liberty or property without due 
process ot law"• 'Uhe.n; 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE WESTERN DISTRICT OF PENNSYLVANIA 

CHARLES T. McINTOSH, 

Plaintiff, 

V. 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 

Defendant. 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

CIVIL ACTION NO. 09-0295E 

MAGISTRATE JUDGE BAXTER 

Electronically Filed 

STIPULATION OF DISMISSAL WITH PREJUDICE 

Pursuant to Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 4l(a)( l)(A)(ii), it is hereby stipulated and 

agreed to between the respective parties that the above-captioned case be dismissed with 

prejudice, each party to bear his or its own costs, and the Court may enter an Order accordingly, 

notice by the Clerk being hereby waived. 

Respectfully submitted, 

REED SMITH LLP 

/s Nellie E. Hestin 
NELLIE E. HESTIN 
Reed Smith Centre 
225 Fifth Avenue 
Pittsburgh, PA I 5222 
( 412) 288-3627 

Counsel for plaintiff Charles T. McIntosh 

Dated: April 25, 2014 

DA YID J. HICKTON 
United States Attorney 

/s Megan E. Farrell 
MEGAN E. FARRELL 
Assistant U.S. Attorney 
Western District of PA 
700 Grant St., Suite 4000 
Pittsburgh, PA 15219 
(412) 894-7429 

Counsel for defendant the United States of 
America 



ORDER 

AND NOW, this_ day of , 2014, IT IS SO ORDERED. 
--------

UNITED ST A TES DISTRICT JUDGE 

cc: All counsel of record 
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FILED ( 
CLEF:Z{ ~ 

UNITED STATES DISTRJCT COURT 2D/D HOY I 7 PH 3· Qg 
EASTERN DISTRJCT OF NEW YORK ' 

JOBIE BANKS, 

Us O'" ·~, -
-I'd nC I cou·,7 - •. ,. • t 

tASTE~~- DISTRICT 
Qr:' •rj!. 1 _. V r'rf'll 

I O' , j I, f ;, ,\ 

Jury Trial Demanded 

Plaintiff, 

-against- CV 1 €t~1>rSO 8 
COMPLAINT 

UNITED STA TES OF AMERJCA, FEDERAL BUREAU OF 
PRJSONS, MICHAEL BORECKY, M. D., R. NEWLAND, 
M.D. and PETER ELLIOT GOLSTEIN, M.D. 

Defendants. 

GERSHON, J 
BLOOM, M.J. 

Plaintiff, JOBIE BANKS, by his attorneys, HILL & MOIN LLP, as and for her 

Complaint, respectfully alleges, upon infonnation and belief: 

JURISDICTION 

I. This Court has jurisdiction over this matter pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1346(b) (1) and 

§ § 2671-2680, the First, Fifth and Eight Amendments to the United States Constitution, Section 

202 of the American with Disabilities Act of 1990, Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act and 

upon 28 U.S.C. Sections 1331, 1343 and 1367, and the foresaid statutory and constitutional 

provisions. 

VENUE 

2. The defendant FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS (hereinafter the "BOP") was and 

still is a government agency of the defendant, UNITED STA TES OF AMERICA, and had and 

still has a detention facility located in Brooklyn, New York 11232. 

3. Venue is proper in this district under 28 U.S.C. § 1402(b) this being the district in 

which the events giving rise to the claims occurred, and the plaintiff and at least one of the 

defendants resides. 

--i, '· 

,: 
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PARTIES 

4. The plaintiff, JOBIE BANKS, at all times herein mentioned was and still is a resident 

of the County of Kings and the State of New York and resides at 224 York Street, Brooklyn, 

New York. At all times herein mentioned, plaintiff was and still is an insulin requiring diabetic 

who needs constant monitoring of his diabetes. 

5. At all times material herein, the defendant UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, through 

its agency the defendant BOP maintained jails for the detention and incarceration of detainees 

and prisoners. At all times relevant hereto, UNITED ST A TES OF AMEICA, acting through the 

BOP, was responsible for the policy, practice, supervision and conduct of all its personnel at its 

detention facilities, including the defendants MICHAEL BORECKY, M.D., R. NEWLAND, 

M.D. and PETER ELLIOT GOLSTEIN, M.D. along with other various doctors, physician 

assistants, other medical personnel and detention officers. In addition, at all relevant times, 

UNITED STA TES OF AMERICA, was responsible for enforcing the rules of the BOP, and for 

ensuring that BOP personnel obey the laws of the United States of America and the State of New 

York. 

6. At all times material herein, the defendant UNITED ST A TES OF AMERICA, through 

the BOP, employed the defendants MICHAEL BORECKY, M.D., R. NEWLAND, M.D. and 

PETER ELLIOT GOLSTEIN, M.D. along with other medical personnel to provide medical aid 

and treatment of the prisoners housed and held at the facility located in Brooklyn, New York 

acting in the capacity of agents, servants and employees of UNITED ST A TES OF AMERICA 

through its agency, the BOP. 
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7. At all times material herein and in their actions described herein, the defendants were 

acting under color of law and under color of their authority as clinical directors, medical doctors 

and other medical personnel and detention officers of the BOP for the defendant, UNITED 

STATES OF AMERICA. 

FACTS 

8. On April 9, 2008, plaintiff, JOBIE BANKS, was in the custody of agents of UNITED 

STA TES OF AMERICA when he was taken to New York Downtown Hospital for medical 

clearance prior to detention. 

9. Beginning on April 9, 2008 through May 20, 2009, plaintiff was detained and or 

incarcerated at the BOP detention facility located at l00 29th Street, Brooklyn, New York 11232 

(hereinafter "MDC Brooklyn"), and was given footwear that was inappropriate for his medical 

condition. During that period, plaintiff made complaints of pain in left foot and leg, which were 

not adequately addressed by defendants. 

10. On April 14, 2008, plaintiff was seen by medical personnel at MDC Brooklyn who 

noted plaintiff had a painful neuropathy with a left foot diabetic ulcer. This report and notes were 

signed off by defendant R. NEWLAND, M.D., the medical clinic director at MDC Brooklyn 

11. Between April 15, 2008 and April 28, 2008, plaintiff complained to defendants, their 

agents, servants and employees regarding the wounds to his left foot that were getting worse. 

These wounds were not adequately examined and treated by any medical personnel at MDC 

Brooklyn during this time. 

12. On April 29, 2008, plaintiff was seen by defendant PETER ELLIOT GOLSTErN, 

M.D. This doctor ordered the transfer of plaintiff to New York Downtown Hospital and gave 

admitting instructions to the hospital with his provisional diagnosis of diabetic ulcer and orders 
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to administer JV antibiotics and asked that they rule out osteomyelitis. 

13. On the admission to New York Downtown Hospital on April 29, 2008, plaintiff had a 

1 cm draining wound at the base of the fourth and fifth toes of his left foot with significant pus 

coming out from it. Plaintiff was diagnosed with gangrene in his left foot and on May 1, 2008, 

his fourth and fifth toes were amputated. Plaintiff was discharged back to MDC Brooklyn on or 

about May 7, 2008 with orders to change dressings daily. This medical treatment was not being 

followed in a timely, proper and safe manner. 

14. On June 9, 2008, there was a hearing in the United States District Court, Eastern 

District of New York in the criminal case which was the underlying basis for plaintiffs detention 

to MDC Brooklyn. The purpose of the hearing was to detennine the medical care the plaintiff 

was receiving at MDC Brooklyn. As a result of the hearing, a federal judge issued an order for 

MDC Brooklyn to provide periodic status reports to all parties and the court detailing the 

plaintiffs medical treatment. 

15. Beginning on May 7, 2008 through April, 2009, the wounds from the amputation that 

took place on May 1, 2008 were not healing properly and other wounds and infections developed 

while in the care of the BOP at MDC Brooklyn. Defendants failed to properly treat the plaintiff 

during this time, causing increased injuries and an increased likelihood of amputation of his left 

leg. Defendants' failed to perform adequate dressing changes, evaluations, consultations and 

treatment necessary to avoid increased injury and failed to respond to plaintifrs request for 

treatment and assistance. 

16. As a result of the failure of the medical personnel including defendants MICHAEL 

BORECKY, M.D., R. NEWLAND, M.D. and PETER ELLIOT GOLSTEIN, M.D. at MDC 

Brooklyn to properly treat the plaintiff, JOBIE BANKS, he was required to have an amputation 
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of the left leg in May, 2009, 

17. The defendant UNITED STATES OF AMERICA through its agency the BOP, failed 

to maintain the appropriate policies, procedures and systems to properly treat plaintiff as a 

detainee or prisoner in its custody. 

FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION 

18. Plaintiff repeats and realleges paragraphs 1 through 17 as if set forth in full. 

19. At all times herein mentioned, defendant, MICHAEL BORECKY, M.D., was and still 

is a physician duly licensed to practice medicine in the State of New York. 

20. At all times herein mentioned, defendant, PETER ELLIOT GOLSTEIN, M.D. was 

and still is a physician duly licensed to practice medicine in the State of New York. 

21. Subsequent to April 9, 2008, the plaintiff received medical care and treatment from 

the defendants, their agents, servants and employees at MDC Brooklyn 

22. The injuries to the plaintiff were caused by the negligence, carelessness and 

malpractice of the defendants, their agents, servants and/or employees, in that they either jointly 

or severally failed to render proper medical care to the plaintiff; failed to make a proper and 

adequate diagnosis; failed to render proper, adequate and immediate medical care and/or 

treatment; failed to heed plaintiff's complaints and condition; failed to perform indicated medical 

procedures; performed improper and/or contraindicated medical procedures; negligently and 

carelessly and in violation of good, sound medical custom and practice failed to exercise due and 

reasonable care under the circumstances, so as to avoid injuring the plaintiff. 

23. By reason of the foregoing, the plaintiff was caused to suffer serious and permanent 

physical and emotional injuries, pain, discomfort, disability, humiliation, embarrassment and 

mental and emotional distress. 
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24. Due to defendants' negligence and malpractice, plaintiff is entitled to compensatory 

damages in a sum to be determined at trial. 

SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION 

25. Plaintiff repeats and realleges paragraphs l through 23 as if set forth in full. 

26. The defendants' demonstrated deliberate indifference to plaintiff's serious medical 

needs, thereby depriving plaintiff of his rights, remedies, privileges and immunities guaranteed to 

every citizen of the United States of America, in violation of the First, Fifth and Eighth 

Amendments of the United States Constitution. 

27. By their acts and omissions, including the deliberate indifference to plaintiffs serious 

medical needs, the defendants created a high degree of risk of physical harm to the plaintiff, and, 

in conscious disregard of that risk, deliberately refused to take steps to prevent harm to the 

plaintiff, thus resulting in amputation of plaintiff's toes and leg. 

28. The aforesaid conduct of the defendants' medical personnel at the BOP facility at 

MDC Brooklyn was directly caused, tacitly authorized and ratified by the defendant UNITED 

STATES OF AMERICA through its agency the BOP through its policies, procedures, customs 

and practices. This deliberate indifference to properly treat plaintiff, an insulin dependent 

diabetic detainee and prisoner, was a result of the acts, omissions and conduct complained 

herein. 

29. Defendants acted in their individual and official capacities and within the scope of 

their respective employments including in their deliberate indifference to plaintiff's serious 

medical needs, subjecting the plaintiff to cruel and unusual punishment under the laws of the 

United States and the First, Fifth and Eighth Amendments of the United States Constitution. 
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30. The aforesaid conduct amounts to cruel and unusual punishment under the laws of the 

United States and the First, Fifth and Eighth Amendments of the United States Constitution. 

31. Due to defendants' acts of cruel and unusual punishment, plaintiff is entitled to 

compensatory damages in a sum to be determined at trial. 

THIRD CAUSE OF ACTION 

32. Plaintiff repeats and realleges paragraphs I through 30 as if set forth in full. 

33. By reason of the foregoing, including the deliberate indifference to plaintiffs serious 

medical needs, defendants deprived plaintiff of rights, remedies, privileges and immunities 

guaranteed to every citizen of the United States of America, in violation of the First, Fifth and 

Eighth Amendments of the Constitution of the United States as well as Section 202 of the 

Americans with Disabilities Act and Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act. 

34. By their acts and omissions in the deliberate indifference in the medical treatment of 

plaintiff, a disabled insulin dependant diabetic, the defendants created a high degree of risk of 

physical harm to the plaintiff, and, in conscious disregard of that risk, deliberately refused to take 

steps to prevent harm to the plaintiff. 

35. The aforesaid conduct of the defendants' medical personnel at the BOP facility at 

MDC Brooklyn was directly caused, tacitly authorized and ratified by the defendant UNITED 

ST A TES OF AMERICA through its agency the BOP through its policies, procedures, customs 

and practices in the deliberate indifference to properly treat plaintiff, a disabled insulin dependent 

diabetic detainee and prisoner. 

36. Defendants acted in their individual and official capacities and within the scope of 

their respective employments in their deliberate indifference to plaintiff's serious medical needs 

and disability. 
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Section 202 of the Americans with Disabilities Act and Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act. 

3 8. Due to defendants' acts of discrimination with regard to his medical treatment for his 

disability, plaintiff is entitled to compensatory damages in a sum to be determined at trial. 

WHEREFORE, the plaintiff demands judgment and prays for the following relief, on 

each and every cause of action,jointly and severally, against the defendants as follows: 

a) full and fair compensatory damages in an amount to be determined at trial; 

b) reasonable attorney fees and the costs and disbursement of this action; and 

c) such other and further relief as to this Court seems just and proper. 

Dated: New York, New York 
November 15, 2010 

By[Melisande ffiU .. 1337 
HILL & MOIN LLP 

Attorneys for Plaintiff 
2 Wall Street 
Suite 301 
New York, New York 10005 
(212) 668-6000 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
EASTERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK 

JOBIE BANKS, 
Plaintiff, 

-against-

UNITED STA TES OF AMERICA, FEDERAL BUREAU OF 
PRJSONS, MICHAEL BORECKY, M. D., R. NEWLAND, 
M.D. and PETER ELLIOT GOLSTEIN, M.D. 

Defendants. 

Civil Action No. 

CERTIFICATE OF 
MERIT 

Melisande Hill, an attorney admitted to practice in the State of New York, affirms the 

following under the penalties of perjury: 

i) I am a member of the ]aw firm of Hill & Moin LLP, the attorneys of record for the 

plaintiffs, and as such am thoroughly conversant with the facts and circumstances herein based 

upon the contents of the file maintained by this office. 

ii) I have consulted with a physician licensed to practice in the State of New York, who is 

knowledgeable of the relevant issues involved herein. 

iii) On the basis of this consultation, I have concluded that there is a reasonable basis for 

the commencement of this action against each of the defendants herein. 

Dated: New York, New York 
November 15, 2010 

~OINLLP 
By: Melisande Hill 
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JOBIE BANKS, 

Plaintiff, 

-against-

UNITED ST A TES OF AMERICA, FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS, MICHAEL 
BORECKY, M.D., R. NEWLAND, M.D. and P. GOLSTEIN, M.D. 

Defendants. 

COMPLAINT 

HILL & MOIN LLP 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 

2 Wall Street 
Suite 301 

New York, New York 10005 
(212) 668-6000 



UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
EASTERN DISTRJCT OF NEW YORK 

JOBIE BANKS, 
Civil Action No. 

Plaintiff, CV-10-5308 (NG)(LB) 

V. 

UNITED ST A TES OF AMERICA, 

Defendants. 

STIPULATION AND ORDER OF 
DISMISSAL WITH PREJUDICE 

IT IS HEREBY STIPULATED AND AGREED, by and between Plaintiff Jobie Banlcs 

("Plaintiff'), and the United States of America ("Defendant"), by their respective undersigned 

attorneys, that pursuant to Fed. R. Civ. P. 4l(a)(l)(A)(ii) all claims in this action are dismissed 

against the Defendant with prejudice without costs to either party as against the other. 

IT IS FURTHER STIPULATED AND AGREED, that no further suit will be instituted 

against the Defendant for the same causes of action that have been asserted herein, or for any 

other causes of action arising out of the incidents or circumstances which gave rise to the instant 

action. 

Dated: October 22, 2 0 12 
Brooklyn, New York 

By: 

Hill & Moin LLP 
Attorneys for Plaintiff Jobie Banks 

it 
Melisande Hill, Esq. 
2 Wall Street, Suite 301 
New York, New York 10005 
(212) 668-6000 
MHill@hillmoin.com 



Banks v. United States, 10-CV-5308 (NG)(LB) 
Stipulation and Order of Dismissal with Prejudice 

Dated: October 22, 2012 
Brooklyn, New York 

SO ORDERED this 

.{z._dayo~l2 

· s/NG 

HONORABLE NINA GERSHON 
United States District Judge 

By: 

Loretta E. Lynch 
United States Attorney 
Eastern District of New York 
Attorney for Defendant 

Isl John Vagelatos 

John Vagelatos, Esq. 
Assistant United States Attorney 
271 Cadman Plaza East 
Brooklyn. New York 1120 I 
(718) 254-61 82 
John.Vagelatos@usdoj.gov 
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SCARTELLI, DISTASIO & KOWALSKI, P.C. 
A Professional Corporation 

By: Peter Paul Olszewski, Jr., Esquire 
Melissa A. Scartelli, Esquire 

ATTORNEYS FOR PLAINTIFF 
411 Jefferson Avenue 
Scranton, PA 18510 
(570) 346-2600 
IDENTIFICATION: PPO - #41286; MAS - #52441 

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE MIDDLE DISTRICT OF PENNSYLVANIA 

VET A B. FAISON, Individually and as 
Executrix and Trustee of the Estate of 
LOUIS THOMAS FAISON, JR 

Plaintiff 

vs. 

THE UNITED. STATES Of AMERICA 

Defendant 

MEDICAL PROFESSIONAL 
LIABILITY ACTION 

NO. 

PLAINTIFF'S COMPLAINT 

The Plaintiff, VETA B. FAISON, Individually and as Executrix and Trustee of the 

Estate of LOUIS THOMAS FAISON, JR, by and through her counsel, SCARTELLI, 

DISTASIO & KOWALSKI, P.C., hereby complains of the Defendant as.follows: 

I. JURISDICTION 

· 1. Jurisdiction is based in the Federal Tort Claims Act, 28 U.S.C.A. §1346 et 

seq. and 1402(b ). 
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2. Plaintiff, VETA 8. FAISON, Individually and as Executrix and Trustee of 

the Estate of LOUIS THOMAS FAISON, JR., has exhausted all administrative 

prerequisites to the filing of this suit by filing an administrative tort claim under the 

Federal Tort Claims Act 28 U.S.C.A. §2671 et seq. on March 26, 2010. By letter dated 

September 24, 2010, Defendant denied the within claim for wrongful death and survival 

action damages, a copy of which is attached hereto, made a part hereof, and 

incorporated by reference as Exhibit "A." 

II. PARTIES 

3. The Plaintiff, VETA B. FAISON, is an adult individual and citizen of the 

United States of America who is the widow of the decedent, LOUIS THOMAS FAISON, 

JR., who died on April 2, 2008, while an inmate at the United States Penitentiary, 

Lewisburg, Pennsylvania. On March 11, 2010, the Plaintiff, VETA B. FAISON, was 

named Executrix and Trustee of the Estate of LOUIS THOMAS FAISON, JR., 

deceased. 

4. The Defendant, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, has at all times material 

hereto, acted through its Bureau of Prisons and its federal government agencies, 

including but not limited to the Bureau of Prisons, through its agents, servants, and 

employees who were acting in the course and scope of their employment, and in 

furtherance of the interests of the Defendant and its governmental agencies located at 

U.S. Customs House, 7'h Floor, 2nd and Chestnut Streets, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 

19106. 
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Ill. STATEMENT OF THE CASE 

5. Plaintiff, VETA B. FAISON, Individually and as Executrix and Trustee of 

the Estate of LOUIS THOMAS FAISON, JR., claims that the decedent, LOUIS 

THOMAS FAISON, JR., was subjected to damage, injury, and death as a result of the 

careless and negligent acts of the Defendant, through its agents, servants, and 

employees, who were acting in the course and scope of their employment and in 

furtherance of the interests of the Defendant and its governmental agencies in providing 

inadequate and improper medical care and treatment to the Plaintiff's decedent. The 

Plaintiff, VETA B. FAISON, claims harms and losses, including loss of consortium by 

reason of the untimely and unnecessary death of her husband, the Plaintiff's decedent, 

LOUIS THOMAS FAISON, JR. 

6. On April 2, 2008, LOUIS THOMAS FAISON, JR., was sixty-three (63) 

years of age, having been born on February 6, 1945. 

7. As of April 2, 2008, LOUIS THOMAS FAISON, JR. and VETA B. FAISON 

were married for some thirty-seven (37) years with a date of marriage on August 19, 
! 

1970. i 

8. LOUIS THOMAS FAISON, JR. was a 1963 graduate of Booker T. 

Washington High School in Norfolk, Virginia, and received a Bachelor of Arts degree in 

Physical Education from the Virginia State University in 1969. 

9. For thirty-six (36) years, LOUIS THOMAS FAISON, JR. was employed as 

a high school teacher with the Virginia Beach City Public Schools in Virginia Beach, 

Virginia. He retired in 2004. 
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10. On or about December 14, 2006, LOUIS THOMAS FAISON, JR., was. 

indicted by the Federal Government and charged with tax evasion. 

11. LOUIS THOMAS FAISON, JR. pied guilty to tax evasion on February 28, 

2007 and was sentenced to fifteen (15) months in Federal prison. 

12. LOUIS THOMAS FAISON, JR. self-surrendered to the Federal 

Penitentiary in Lewisburg, Pennsylvania, in the Middle District of Pennsylvania, on 

September 5, 2007. 

13. At the time of his incarceration, LOUIS THOMAS FAISON, JR. was in 

generally good health. He took medication for high blood pressure and hypertension. 

He had a past medical history of hypertension, glaucoma, and was status post

prostatectomy in 2006. 

14. Up until the time of the incident in question, Mr. Faison's incarceration was 

generally uneventful. 

15. On April 1, 2008, at approximately 10:37 A.M., LOUIS THOMAS FAISON, 

JR. reported to the prison infirmary and was seen by physician's assistant, Joseph 

Geragi, PA-C, for complaints of productive cough and generalized pain for the past 

three (3) to five (5) days. 

16. LOUIS THOMAS FAISON, JR. reported to the physician's assistant, 

Joseph Geragi, PA-C, that his complaints of a productive cough were exacerbated by 

laying flat and that he had generalized pain of three (3) to five (5) days' duration. His 

temperature at that time was recorded as 97.7 Fahrenheit, pulse 81 beats per minute, 

respirations 14 per minute, and blood pressure 108/69 mm Hg. 
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17. Physical examination by physician's assistant, Joseph Geragi, PA-C, was 

reported to reveal an erythematous pharynx, lymphadenophehy of the neck, and normal 

pulmonary percussion and auscultation. 

18. At the time of the aforesaid examination by the physician's assistant, 

Joseph Geragi, PA-C, on April 1, 2008, no cardiovascular or neurologic examination 

was recorded. Further, no blood laboratory tests were ordered; no flu/viral cultures 

were obtained; and no chest x-ray was ordered. He was not examined by a physician. 

19. Physician's assistant, Joseph Geragi, PA-C's assessment of LOUIS 

THOMAS FAISON, JR. on April 1, 2008 was that of upper respiratory infection of non

specific cause. He was advised to receive Tylenol, and cough and cold medications 

from the commissary, increase his fluids and rest. He was discharged back to his 

quarters. 

20. The following morning, on April 2, 2008, the adjacent inmate reported to 

the Day Watch Officer William E. Shirk, SOS, that inmate Faison had a "tough time 

during the night with a flu· bug." 

21. During the morning of April 2, 2008, the Day Watch Officer Shirk made it a 

point to check on LOUIS THOMAS FAISON, JR., who reported to him he was not 

feeling well. Inmate Faison further asked him if he could arrange for him to be seen 

again by the physician's assistant sometime that day. 

22. Thereafter, Day Watch Officer Shirk presented to the office of physician's 

assistant, Joseph Geragi, PA-C, and advised him of inmate Faison's symptoms, as well 

as the concern of the inmates who were familiar with him. Physician's assistant, Joseph 
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Geragi, PA-C, was aware of inmate Faison, and agreed to see him as soon as he could 

be brought to the office. 

23. At about 8:53 A.M. on April 2, 2008, Day Watch Officer William E. Shirk, 

SOS, assisted inmate Faison to the physician's assistant's office, and noted him to be 

weak and slightly disoriented. 

24. It is reported that at approximately 9:05 A.M., physician's assistant, 

Joseph Geragi, PA-C, took inmate Faison into his office and completed his evaluation 

and assessment by 9:30 A.M. that morning. 

25. During the evaluation by physician's assistant, Joseph Geragi, PA-C, on 

April 2, 2008, he noted inmate Faison's cough had worsened and that he was having 

difficulty breathing. 

26. The vital signs recorded on April 2, 2008 by physician assistant, Joseph 

Geragi, PA-C, demonstrated a profound change from the previous day; his temperature 

was 102, pulse 133/min, and respirations 25/min. Examination of the lungs now 

reported the presence of rhonchi. 

27. LOUIS THOMAS FAISON, JR. reported to physician's assistant, Joseph 

Geragi, PA-C, that he felt weak, had chills, and was having difficulty breathing. 

Physician's assistant, Joseph Geragi, PA-C, also noted that LOUIS THOMAS FAISON, 

JR. had inflamed nasal and oral mucosa. 

28. On April 2, 2008, despite the worsening symptoms and condition, as well 

as worsening clinical findings, no neurologic examination was recorded by physician's 

assistant, Joseph Geragi, PA-C. 
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29. On April 2, 2008, despite worsening symptoms and condition, as well as 

worsening clinical findings, physician's assistant, Joseph Geragi, PA-C, did not order a 

chest radiograph, nor did he order blood tests or blood cultures. He also did not see to 

it that inmate Faison was evaluated by a doctor. 

30. On April 2, 2008, physician's assistant, Joseph Geragi, PA-C's 

assessment of LOUIS THOMAS FAISON, JR. was that of uacute bronchitis." 

31. Following his examination on April 2, 2008, physician's assistant, Joseph 

Geragi, PA-C, prescribed Erythromycln and advised him to continue with Tylenol and 

fluids. 

32. Following the above examination, physician's assistant, Joseph Geragi, 

PA-C, asked Day Watch Officer William E. Shirk, SOS, If he would accompany LOUIS 

THOMAS FAISON, JR. back to his cubicle as he seemed to be suffering from the flu, 

and he wanted to be sure that Mr. Faison did not experience any problems walking 

back. 

33. Less than two (2) hours later, at approximately 10:56 A.M., LOUIS 

THOMAS FAISON, JR. was found unresponsive in his bed by another inmate, and 

attempts at resuscitation were unsuccessful. 

34. Inmate Faison was transported to nearby Evangelical Hospital where he 

was pr:,unced dead at 11 :27 A.M. on April 2, 2008. 

) ~ On April 3, 2008, an autopsy was performed on LOUIS THOMAS 

FAISON, JR. at the request of the United States Government, and the autopsy showed 

heavy lungs with areas of consolidation, indicative of pneumonia. 
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36. The cause of death found upon autopsy was acute and organizing 

bronchopneumonia with a contributory cause of death listed as hypertensive 

cardiovascular disease. 

37. Based upon the microscopic examination of the lungs performed upon 

autopsy, _LOUIS THOMAS FAISON, JR. had bronchopneumonia as early as March 31, 

2008. 

38. The autopsy findings of the presence of micro-abscesses, hyaline 

membranes, and organization of the pneumonia indicates the inflammatory process had 

been occurring for some days prior to Inmate Faison's demise. 

39. In light of LOUIS THOMAS FAISON, JR.'s rapidly worsening condition 

noted on the morning of April 2, 2008, including disorientation, difficulty breathing, a 

weakened state, worsening lung findings, and unstable vital signs, LOUIS THOMAS 

FAISON, JR. warranted immediate transfer to the local hospital for intensive monitoring 

and care and immediate x-ray. 

40. Evangelical Hospital is within a thirty (30) minute drive of Lewisburg 

Federal Penitentiary in Lewisburg, Pennsylvania. 

41. Given the autopsy findings and the proximity of Lewisburg Federal 

Penitentiary to Evangelical Hospital, had additional care/testing been provided earlier, 

LOUIS THOMAS FAISON, JR.'s unfortunate and untimely demise would have been 

avoided. 

42. On April 2, 2008, LOUIS THOMAS FAISON, JR. was suffering from a 

curable condition which warranted prompt treatment which was readily available at a 

nearby facility, and the failure to recognize and treat and timely refer LOUIS THOMAS 
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FAISON, JR. for appropriate additional care, including radiographs, blood testing, and 

examination by a physician was below the standard of care, and resulted in the 

unfortunate and untimely demise of LOUIS THOMAS FAISON, JR. 

43. To prescribe orally Erythromycin 500 mg. 2 x daily in the face of the 

clinical findings present on April 2, 2008, in LOUIS THOMAS FAISON, JR., did not meet 

the standard of care regarding the treatment of acute respiratory infections. 

44. The delay in providing more intensive care in a timely manner led directly 

to the development of cardiopulmonary failure and the subsequent death of LOUIS 

THOMAS FAISON, JR. 

45. Given the autopsy findings present in LOUIS THOMAS FAISON, JR., a 

careful and comprehensive examination of his lungs on April 1, 2008, would have 

revealed the presence of rales and rhonchi. In accordance with the standard of care, 

this should have triggered an urgent chest x-ray triggering timely and appropriate 

treatment of this rapidly escalating pneumonia. 

46. The failure of the physician's assistant, Joseph Geragi, PA-C, to perform a 

comprehensive lung evaluation on April 1, 2008, leading to a delay in appropriate care 

of pneumonia further represents a breach in the standard of care and directly led to the 

worsening condition and the ultimate and untimely demise of LOUIS THOMAS FAISON, 

JR. 

47. LOUIS THOMAS FAISON, JR.'s progressive illness, pain, suffering, 

anxiety, agitation, physical and emotional distress, were preventable had the physician's 

assistant, Joseph Geragi, PA-C, rendered appropriate, timely care, including the referral 

for physician evaluation and appropriate workup. 
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48. The Coroner's Certificate of Death, signed April 3, 2008, lists LOUIS 

THOMAS FAISON, JR.'s cause of death as bronchopneumonia. 

49. At the time of his untimely death, LOUIS THOMAS FAISON, JR. was 

63. 15 age with an average statistical life expectancy of an additional 16 .21 yea rs. 

50. At the time of his 1,mtimely and unfortunate death, LOUIS THOMAS 

FAISON, JR. 

was scheduled to be released from Lewisburg Federal Penitentiary on or about October 

6, 2008. 

51. At the time of his untimely and unfortunate death, LOUIS THOMAS 

FAISON, JR. 

had been receiving pension benefits of $3,115.00 per month, having been retired as a 

school teacher from the Virginia Retirement System. He had also intended to return to 

the labor market, more likely than not in real estate, after he was released from prison. 

52. LOUIS THOMAS FAISON, JR. is survived by his wife, VETA B. FAISON, 

Executrix and Trustee of his estate, as well as three (3) adult children, INGA FAISON 

CAVITT, age 39; LOUIS FAISON, Ill, age 34; and LOWELL FAISON, also age 34. 

~ VETA B. FAISON, individually and as Executrix and Trustee of the Estate 

of LOUIS THOMAS FAISON, JR., is asserting a Medical Professional Liability Action 

against physician's assistant, Joseph Geragi, PA-C, and the supervising physician for 

physician's assistant, Joseph Geragl, PA-C, as well as the United States of America. 

54. The negligence, carelessness, and/or recklessness of the Defendant, 

UNITED ST ATES OF AMERICA, through its agents, ostensible agents, employees, 
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servants, and/or workmen, including physician's assistant, Joseph Geragi, PA-C, and 

his supervising physician, consisted of the following: 

a. In failing to conduct an appropriate physical 
examination on April 1, 2008; 

b. In failing to obtain an appropriate clinical history on 
April 1, 2008; 

c. In failing to detect that LOUIS THOMAS FAISON, JR. 
was suffering from pneumonia on April 1, 2008; 

d. In failing to conduct a careful and comprehensive 
examination of the lungs of LOUIS THOMAS 
FAISON, JR. on April 1, 2008, which should have 
revealed the presence of rales and rhonchi; 

e. In failing to request a chest x-ray on April 1, 2008, as 
well as order appropriate treatment for pneumonia; 

f. In failing to order blood laboratory tests on April 1, 
2008; 

g. In failing to order flu/viral cultures on April 1, 2008; 

h. In failing to order immediate transfer to the local 
Evangelical Hospital on April 1, 2008; 

i. In failing to have a physician evaluate Inmate Faison 
on April 1, 2008; 

J. In failing to order immediate transfer to Evangelical 
Hospital on April 2, 2008; 

k. In failing to request a physician evaluation on April 2, 
2008, in view of the worsening clinical signs and 
symptoms on April 2, 2008; 

I. In failing to perform a neurologic evaluation on April 2, 
2008; 

m. In failing to order stat chest radiographs on April 2, 
2008; 
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n. In failing to order blood tests on April 2, 2008; 

o. In failing to order blood cultures on April 2, 2008; 

p. In failing to act upon the rapidly worsening condition 
evident on April 2, 2008, including disorientation, 
difficulty breathing, a weakened state, worsening lung 
findings, and unstable vital signs; 

q. In failing to order intensive monitoring and care and 
an immediate chest x-ray on April 2, 2008; 

r. In prescribing oral Erythromycin 500 mg. 2 x day in 
face of worsening pneumonia; 

s. In performing an inadequate lung evaluation on April 
2, 2008; 

t. In failing to act upon LOUIS THOMAS FAISON, JR.'s 
worsening physical condition on April 2, 2008; 

u. In increasing the risk of harm to LOUIS THOMAS 
FAISON, JR. on April 1, 2008; 

v. In increasing the risk of harm to LOUIS THOMAS 
FAISON, JR. on April 2, 2008; 

w. In failing to appropriately treat LOUIS THOMAS 
FAISON, JR. on April 1, 2008, under all of the 
circumstances then and there existing; 

x. In failing to treat LOUIS THOMAS FAISON, JR. on 
April 2, 2008, under all of the circumstances then and 
there existing; 

y. In failing to treat LOUIS THOMAS FAISON, JR. with 
due diligence and with the exercise, care and 
judgment of a reasonable physician's assistant under 
the same circumstances; 

z. In failing to treat LOUIS THOMAS FAISON, JR. with 
due diligence and with the exercise, care and 
judgment of a reasonable physician in general 
medicine under the same circumstances therein; 

12 



aa. In failing to staff the Federal Penitentiary infirmary 
with health care providers capable of providing the 
standard of care required for reasonable and 
necessary health care, judgment and skill required 
under the circumstances; 

bb. In failing to provide adequate staffing and physician 
coverage; 

cc. In failing to adequately supervise physician's 
assistants at the Federal Penitentiary infirmary; 

dd. In failing to order appropriate antibiotic treatment on 
April 1, 2008, and negligently and recklessly 
discharging LOUIS THOMAS FAISON, JR. from the 
infirmary on April 1, 2008, back to his cubicle, 
unattended and unmonitored; 

ee. In failing to properly order, instruct, and supervise the 
physician's assistant, Joseph Geragi, PA-C, who was 
permitted to act as a primary care physician, and who 
was held to the same standard of care as a primary 
care physician under the circumstances then and 
there existing; 

ff. In failing to take appropriate actions to diagnose, test, 
treat, and arrest the progression of LOUIS THOMAS 
FAISON, JR.'s acute respiratory infection and 
bronchopneumonia; 

gg. In ignoring the symptoms and worsening physical 
condition of the Plaintiff, LOUIS THOMAS FAISON, 
JR; 

hh. In abandoning LOUIS THOMAS FAISON, JR. on April 
1 and April 2, 2008; 

ii. In failing to provide appropriate physician care to 
LOUIS THOMAS FAISON, JR.; 

jj. In allowing the condition of LOUIS THOMAS FAISON, 
JR. to deteriorate, resulting in his continued pain, 
suffering, distress, anxiety, and ultimate death. 

13 



55. As a direct and proximate result of the negligence, carelessness, and 

recklessness of the Defendant, LOUIS THOMAS FAISON, JR. experienced a delay in 

diagnosis and proper treatment causing unnecessary pain, suffering, anxiety, confusion, 

and distress, during the hours of progressive deterioration of his physical condition, 

leading to his untimely and unfortunate death which was preventable had the 

Defendant, by and through its agents, ostensible agents, servants, workmen, and/or 

employees, acted in accordance with the standard of care applicable under the 

circumstances described herein. 

COUNT I-WRONGFUL DEATH 

VETA B. FAISON, Individually and as Executrix and Trustee 
of the Estate of LOUIS THOMAS FAISON, JR. 

vs. 
THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

56. The Plaintiff, VETA B. FAISON, Individually and as Executrix and Trustee 

of the Estate of LOUIS THOMAS FAISON, JR., deceased, hereby incorporates as fully 

as though the same were herein set forth at length Paragraphs 1 through 55, inclusive. 

57. The Plaintiff's decedent, LOUIS THOMAS FAISON, JR., is survived by his 

wife, VETA B. FAISON, who is entitled to recover damages from the Plaintiff's 

decedent's death pursuant to the Pennsylvania Wrongful Death Act, 42 Pa. C.S.A. 

§8301. 

58. The Plaintiff's decedent, LOUIS THOMAS FAISON, JR., is also survived 

by the following adult children: 

A. Inga Faison C Inga Faison Cavitt, age 39; 
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B. Louis Faison, Ill, age 34; and 

C. Lowell Faison, also age 34. 

59. By reason of the death of the Plaintiff's decedent, LOUIS THOMAS 

FAISON, JR., the aforesaid survivor claims damages for all hospital, funeral, burial, and 

estate administration expenses, and for any and all losses and damages allowed by 

law, including loss of consortium, comfort, society, companionship, and tutelage. 

WHEREFORE, the Plaintiff, VETA B. FAISON, individually and as Executrix and 

Trustee of the Estate of LOUIS THOMAS FAISON, JR., claim all damages recoverable 

by law in an amount in excess of Seventy-Five Thousand ($75,000.00) Dollars against 

the Defendant, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA. 

COUNT II - SURVIVAL ACTION 

VETA B. FAISON, Individually and as Executrix and Trustee 
of the Estate of LOUIS THOMAS FAISON, JR. 

vs. 
THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

60. The Plaintiff, VETA B. FAISON, Individually and as Executrix and Trustee 

of the Estate of LOUIS THOMAS FAISON, JR., deceased, hereby incorporates as fully 

as though the same were herein set forth at length Paragraphs 1 through 59 inclusive. 

61. The Plaintiff, VETA B. FAISON, Individually and as Executrix and Trustee 

of the Estate of LOUIS THOMAS FAISON, JR., deceased, also brings this action on 

behalf of the Estate of LOUIS THOMAS FAISON, JR. pursuant to the Pennsylvania 

Survival Act, 42 Pa. C.S.A. §8302 and claim on behalf of the Estate all damages 

recoverable by law, including but not limited to the mental and physical pain, suffering 

15 



and inconvenience that the Plaintiffs decedent endured before his death and loss of 

earnings and earning capacity suffered by the Plaintiff's decedent, and a total limitation 

and deprivation of his activities, pursuits, and pleasures had he lived out the duration of 

his life expectancy with proper medical care and treatment. 

62. The Plaintiffs decedent, LOUIS THOMAS FAISON, JR., is survived by his 

wife, VETA B. FAISON, who is entitled to recover damages from the Plaintiff's 

decedent's death pursuant to the Pennsylvania Survival Act, 42 Pa. C.S.A. §8302. 

WHEREFORE, the Plaintiff, VETA B. FAISON, individually and as Executrix and 

Trustee of the Estate of LOUIS THOMAS FAISON, JR., deceased, claims all damages 

recoverable by law in an amount in excess of Seventy-Five Thousand ($75,000.00) 

Dollars against the Defendant, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA. 

Respectfully submitted, 

SCARTELLI, DISTASIO & KOWALSKI, P.C. 

BY: ME~E~ 

Attorneys for Plaintiff 
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VERIFICATION 

I, VETA B. FAISON, hereby certify that the facts and statements contained in the 

foregoing COMPLAINT are true and correct to the best of our knowledge, information 

and belief. The statements are made subject to the penalties of 18 Pa. C.S. §4904 

relating to unsworn falsification to authorities. 

DATE' VETA B. FAISON 
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EXHIBIT "A" 



I , 

Via Certified and Return-Receipt Mail 

September 24·, 2010 

U.S. Department of Justice 

Federal Bureau of Prisons 

Northeast Regional Office 

U.S. Custom House-7th Floor 
2nd & Chesmur Streets 
Philadelphia, PA. 19106 

Peter Paul Olszewski, Jr., Esq. 
Scartelli, Distasio & Kowalski, P.C. 
411 Jefferson·· Avenue 
Scranton, PA 18510 

RE: Administrative Tort Claim No. TRT-NER-2010-03624 
Filed on behalf of The Estate of Louis Thomas Faison, Jr. 
Reg. NO. 57218-083 

Dear Mr. Olszewski: 

This is in response to the Administrative Tort Claim, No_ TRT-NER-
2010~03624, you filed on behalf of Veta B. Faison in the alleged 
wrongful death of Louis Faison, Jr. This claim was properly received 
by this agency on March 29, 2010, and has been considered for · 
settlement.as provided by the Federal Tort Claims Act (FTCA) 28 u.s.c. 
§ 2672, under authority delegated to me by 28 C.F.R. § 543.30. You 
seek damages in the amount of $1,500,000.00 for the alleged wrongful 
death of Louis Faison, Jr., whom you all"ege was provided inadequate 
medical care and treatment while housed at USP Lewisburg, resulting in 
his death on April 2, 2008. 

After careful review of this claim, I have decided not to offer 
a settlement. There is no evidence to suggest medical negligence on 
the part of any Bureau.of Prisons' employee cau~ed the death of Louis 
Faison, Jr. Accordingly, the claim for wrortgf·u1 death is denied. 
If you are dissatisfied with this decision,-·you may bring an action 
against the United States in an appropriate United States District 
Court within 6) months of the date of this letter. 

i 
/ 

cc: B.A. Bledsoe, Warden, USP Lewisburg 



AGREEMENT FOR COMPROMISE SETTLEMENT AND RELEASE OF 
FEDERAL TORT CLAIMS ACT CLAIMS PURSUANT TO 28 U.S.C. * 2677 

It is hereby agreed by and between the Plaintiff's, VETA B. FAISON, 

individually and as Executrix of the Estate of LOUIS THOMAS FAISON, JR, and 

the Defendant, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, by and through their respective 

attorneys, as follows: 

1. The parties do hereby agree to settle and compromise each and every claim 

of any kind, whether known or unknown, arising directly or indirectly from the medical 

treatment and care provided to Louis Thomas Faison, Jr., by the medical staff at the 

United States Penitentiary in Lewisburg, Pa. 

2. The United States of America agrees to pay the sum of SEVEN HUNDRED 

AND FIFTY THOUSAND DOLLARS ($750,000.00), which sum shall be in full 

settlement and satisfaction of any and all claims, demands, rights, and causes of action 

of whatsoever kind and nature, arising from, and by reason of any and all known and 

unknown, foreseen and unforeseen bodily and personal injuries, damage to property 

and the consequences thereof, resulting, and to result, from the subject matter of this 

settlement, including any claims for wrongful death, for which Plaintiff or his 



guardians, heirs, executors, administrators, or assigns, and each of them, now have or 

may hereafter acquire against the United States of America, its agents, servants, and 

employees. 

3. Plaintiff and his guardians, heirs, executors, administrators, and assigns agree to and do accept 

this settlement in full settlement and satisfaction and release of any and all claims, demands, rights, and 

causes of action of any kind, whether known or unknown, including without limitation any claims for fees, 

costs, expenses, survival or wrongful death, arising from any and all known or unknown, foreseen or 

unforeseen bodily injuries, personal injuries, death, or damage to property, which they may have or hereafter 

acquire against the United States of America, its agents, servants, or employees on account of the subject 

matter of this claim, or that relate or pertain co or arise from, directly or indirectly, the subject matter of this 

claim. Plaintiff and his guardians, heirs, executors, administrators, and assigns further agree to reimburse, 

indemnify, and hold harmless the United States of America, its agents, servants, and employees from and 

against any and all claims, demands, rights, and causes of action of any kind, whether known or unknown, 

including without limitation claims for subrogation, indemnity, contribution, or lien of any kind, or for fees, 

costs, expenses, survival or wrongful death that relate or pertain to or arise from, directly or indirectly, any act 

or omission th at relates to the subject matter of th is claim. 

4. This agreement for compromise settlement is not, is in no way intended to 



be, and should not be construed as, an admission of liability or fault on the part of the 

United States, its agents, servants, or employees, and it is specifically denied that they 

are liable to the plaintiffs. This settlement is entered into by all parties for the purpose 

of compromising disputed claims under the Federal Tort Claims Act. 

5. It is also agreed, by and among the pm1ies, that the respective parties will 

each bear their own costs, fees, and expenses and that any attorney's fees owed by the 

Plaintiff will be paid out of the settlement amount and not in addition thereto. 

6. It is also understood by and among the pm1ies that pursuant to Title 28, 

United States Code, Section 2678, attorney's fees for services rendered in connection 

with this matter shall not exceed 25 per centum of the amount of the compromise 

settlement. 

7. The persons signing this Settlement Agreement warrant and represent that 

they possess full authority to bind the persons on whose behalf they are signing to the 

terms of the settlement. In the event any Plaintiff is a minor or legally incompetent 

adult, the Plaintiff must obtain State Com1 approval of the settlement at their expense. 

Plaintiff agrees to obtain such approval in a timely manner: time being of the essence. 

Plaintiff further agrees that the United States may void this settlement at its option in 

the event such approval is not obtained in a timely manner. In the event Plaintiff fails 



to obtain such State Court approval, the entire Stipulation For Compromise Settlement 

And Release and the compromise settlement are null and void. 

8. The paiiies agree that this Agreement for Compromise Settlement and 

Release, including all the terms and conditions of this compromise settlement and any 

additional agreements relating thereto, may be made public in their entirety, and the 

Plaintiff expressly consents to such release and disclosure pursuant to 5 U.S.C. § 

552a(b). 

9. It is contemplated that this agreement may be executed in several 

counterparts, with a separate signature page for each party. All such counterparts and 

signature pages, together, shall be deemed to be one document. 



Executed this ____ day of _________ , 2 ___ _ 

G. Michael Thiel 
Attorney for United States of America 

Executed this ____ day of _________ , 2 ____ _ 

Peter Paul Olszewski, Jr., Esquire 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 

Executed this ____ day of _________ , 2 ____ _ 

Melissa A. Scartelli, Esquire 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 

Executed this ____ day of _________ , 2 ___ _ 

Veta B. Faison 
Plaintiff 
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Voce~~, T 

UNJTBD STATES DISTRICT COURT 
SOlTl'HBRN DI$11t(Cf OP NBW YORK · 

USDCSDNV 
DOCUMENT 

CURTIS COLLINS, 

· PJaintlft: 

-aplnst-

nm UNlTBD STATBS OP AMBJUCA, 

Defendant. 

••••••·•~••••••·••••·~·•••••M•••••••X 

' .. 

. . 

BCPCUe 

11 ~V-03414 (l{BP) 

ELECTRON ICA LL V FILED 
DOC#: 
DATEF:-:-IL-E~l"tt=~P'"T-,...,,Jii 

: STIPULATION AND ORDER 
: OP SBTJLIMENT 
: AND PJl1IS8AL 

n' IS BIBEBY ~TBD AND AGRBBD by and between Plalntlff 

.Cwtla Colllm r.Pllintl"1 IOd 1ho Unttod Sta1el of Amerio& (tht "'United Stateaj • . 1hat 

Plalntlff'1 olelms agalnlt the Defendant in 1he abovo-titlod aoilon t,o aetl1ed and compromlaod 

on the followlng terms end conditions: 

I,· Plal~ff'• olalms aplnat tho United States In 1he abovo-oapdoned action 

are hereby dlamlued with prejudloo. and without cxma. expcnns,"or feea to any puty, oxoept 

as speclfiod In panar.ph. "2" below. 

2. The United States 11ft1C11 to pay Plalntlff Ibo total sum of FIFTY 

THOUSAND DOLLARS (150,000) (tho "Settlement Amowat"). 

3. Payment of the Settlement Amount as Ht forth tn pnsr1ph "2" shall be 

'made only after oxocutlon by tile parllea and entry by the Court otthls Stipulation. 

4, Plaintiff' agroes to aooopt Che Setdemont Amount In fbll sottlement and 

lltbfaetion of any and all olaiml and demands that ho, or his heirs, executora, admlniltmors 

. or ll8lpl have, had or ~ hereinafter eoqufro apinat 1he United Stattai or any pruent or 

lbnner department, agency. agent, offlclal, or empt~ of tho United States on account of 
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the events, clroumstanoes, or lnoldents sfvlne· rise io 1h11 lawsuit and clafma lnofcfent.dwmo; 

namely Plalndifa il\lurles &om being assaulted by his ceJlmlite • tho Spoolal Housing Unit . . 

of the Metropolitan Correcdonal Contor In Now York City m Novombor 8, 2009 (tho 

"Novembor 8 assault"). 

$, Plaintiff' hcnby releuea and forover dllJCIJu'ael the United Statu. 

' including Its dopartments, agenclo,, agonts, officials, and omplO)'CIDS, 8-om any and all olalms 

and llabfllty arising dlrecdy or lndlrectly from tho subject mau« of thll aotlon. 

6. Pfalntlft' agrees to Indemnify and hold hlnnleu the United States. 

lncludlng Its dopartmontl; apncios. agonts, oft'lclals, and omployoss fl-om any and all OIWSGI 

of action, cJaims. rights. or aubrogated lnterosis lli1lng dlreotly or lndlroctly tom tho subjoct 

Dlltter of this aotton, lncludlna: any claims ll'lalng ftom 1he uslpment of clajm, and lions 

upon 1ho. settlomont prooocds, aod further aaroes to rehnbursc « ~ at tho option of 

counael for the Unl1cd State-. any ~penso or cost that may bo incarrod lncidont to or 

resulting tom such further lldgatlon or· the pnROUtloo of clalnil by Plaintiff' agaln8t any 

t~lrd party, 

7. Settlement of Plalntl1fs clalme apJnst tho Unilod Scams II 10 be without 

lnlerc:iat or !;lORI and lncluslve of auomey&' feoa In accordance will Z8 U,S.C. § 2678, and all 

llens and feea are to t,e aatls4ed by Plaipdft' out of 1be amouat of lhls sotdement. 

8. Nothing contained in this Stipulation herebt lhall bo doomed to be an 

admlulon of llabllhy or fault on the part of the United States. 'or any of Its pre,ont or fbrmer 

depaltments. agencies, agen"' officials or employec,a. nor lhall it be doomed to be an 

admlsiion thal: they have aoted In any manner or way that was ma llgent In COJlnffllon with 

the November I aaault. or wm, 1he ewe of any 11\)urles SUltalned by Plaintiff' In connection 
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with that lnoldcnt. This Stipulation shall not be admissible with respoot to, nor 11 It related to, 

any other Udpdon or acttlemern aegodations, 

· 9. ~lntlft' and the United Stafe8 understand and aareo that thil Stipulation 

contains tho endrc agreement bctwaon them, and that any Slalamanta,, rq,rcsentatiOll!I, 

promises, agrecmenta, or ocgotlltkms, oral or othorwfsc, botwoen the pertlca or their counact 

that n not Included hcrtln shall bo of no force or etfeot. 

10, Thl1 Stipulation may be exoouted in countcrperta. 

Dated: July!t, 2012 , 
New York, New York 

By: 

Dated: Ju~ 2012 
New York, New York 

By: 

Nell Zlrlin. Esq. 
30 Vesey Street. 15 .. Floor 
New York, NY I 0007 
AIie,.,,.,, /or Plaintiff 

LOUISA. L 
Assistant Uni~ Stales Attorneys 
86 Chambel'!I Street, 3rd floor 
New York, 'N'ew York 10007 
A.tto~y /~r the Unflsd StatN 
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, 
Datod: July~ 2012 

WIIJsboro, Now Yort 

CURTIS COLLINS . 

SOORD&REDi 

KATHERINE B. FORRBST 
UNITBD STATBS DISTRJCT JUDOB 

Date: 
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PRBET BHARARA 
United States Attorney for the 
South em Diatriet of New York 
By: LOUIS A. PELLEGRINO 
Assistant Unitod States Attorney 
86 Chambers Street 
Now York. New York 10007 
Tel.: (212) 637-2689 
Fax: (212) 637-2686 
louis.pellegrino@wrdoj.gov 

UNITED STA TBS DISTRICT COURT 
SOlITHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK 

CURTIS COLLINS. 

Plaintiff, 

-against-

THE UNITED STA TES OF AMERICA. 

Defendant. 

• - - - - •• - • - - - •• - - • - • - • - • - - •• - •• - - - - - -X 

USDCSDNY 

DOCUMENT 
ELECTRONICALLY Fl LED 
DOC#: ____ ..,....._ __ 

DATE FILED: i / !'\ j \ 2 

F.CF Case 

l 1-CV--03484 (KBF) 

STIPOLATION OF PARTIAL 
VOLUNTARY DISMISSAL 

WHEREAS, on May 20, 2010, Plaintiff' Curtis Collins ( .. Plaintiff") filed a complaint (the 

"Complaint") against Defendant the United States of America (the ''Government'') in this Court 

in the abovo-captioned action; 

WHEREAS, the Complaint asserted thm: claims punuant to the Fedoral Tort Claims Act 

("FTCA"): (I) a claim alleging that corrections officers at the Metropolitan Correctional Center 

in New York. New York ("'MCC"), whero Plaintiff wu incateenlkd at the relevant time, were 

negligent with respect to thoir response to Plaintiff's alleged request to transfer to another cell 

due to an alleged throat Plaintiff had received from hil ccllmate,'Jeremy Hamm·(the "negligent 

handling" claim), see Complaint ff 25-35; (2) a claim alleging that it was negligent for MCC . 

officers to place Plaintiff' and Hamm in the same cell together (the '"mglipnt housing" claim), 
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see id fl 36-41 ; and (3) a claim alleging that certain high-level MCC officers were negligent in 

their hiring. training and/or rctendon of the MCC personnel who were responsible for monitoring 

Plaintiff and Hamm (the "negligent supervision" claim), see id. fl 42-26; and 

WHEREAS. Plaintiff and the Government have engaged in substantial fact discovery 

regarding the claims in the Complaint; 

NOW, THEREFORE, IT IS HEREBY STIPULATED AND AGREED, by and between 

Plaintiffs and the Government. by their respective counsel. as follows: 

Pursuant to Federal Rule of Civil Procodure 41(a)(2), Plaintiff hereby withdraws his 

negligent housing claim and his negligent supervision claim with pnijudice, without com or 

attorney's fees. 

Dated: June ~ 2012 
New York, New York 

By: 

Dated: JWlC~ 2012 
New York. New York 

By: 

LAW OFFICE OF JOSEPH T. MULL~, JR. 

Neil Zlrlin, Esq. 
30 Vesty Street, 1 S~ Floor 
New York. NY 10007 
Attorney for Plaintiff 

PRBET BHARARA 
Unitod States Attorney for the 

SLC@ 
LOUIS A. PELLEO 
Assistant United Stl1e8 Attorneys 
86 Chambers Street. 3rd floor 
New York. New York 10007 
Attorney for the Governmenl 

2 
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SOORDBR.BD: 

ee7>.~ 
KA TflER]NE 8. ~T 
UNITBD STATBS DISTIUCT JUDGE 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE 

DISTRICT OF CONNECTICUT 

JOSEPHINA DOMINGUEZ ) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

CIVIL ACTION NO. 
Plaintiff, 

v. 

THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

Defendant. JULY 11, 2011 

COMPLAINT 

Josephine Dominguez, Plaintiff, by and through her attorneys, Philip Russell, 

LLC, now comes before this Court and complains of the United States Government, as 

follows: 

I. JURISDICTION, VENUE, AND CONDITIONS PRECEDENT 

1. The Plaintiff is an inmate at the Federal Correctional Institution located in 

Danbury, Connecticut, and thus is a resident of the District of Connecticut. 

2. The claims herein are brought against the United States pursuant to the 

Federal Tort Claims Act (28 U.S.C. §2671, et seq.) and 28 U.S.C. §§1346(b)(l)) for 

money damages as compensation for personal ii~uries that were causes by the negligent 

and wrongful acts and omissions of employees of the United States Government while 

acting within the scope of their offices and employment, under circumstances where the 

United States, if a private person, would be liable to the Plaintiff in accordance with the 

laws of the State of Connecticut. 
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3. Venue is proper in that all, or a substantial part of the acts and omissions 

forming the basis of these claims occurred in the District of Connecticut, and arose form 

the negligence of the United States Government and its agents, by its failure to remove 

snow and ice from the walkways of the Federal Correctional Institution where the 

Plaintiff resided. 

4. Plaintiff has fully complied with the provisions of28 U.S.C. §2675 of the 

Federal Toti Claims Act. 

5, This suit has been timely filed, in that Plaintiff timely served notice of her 

claim on the Bureau of Prisons Northeast Regional Office on July 20, 2010. The U.S. 

Department of Justice Federal Bureau of Prison's Northeast Regional Office assumed 

responsibility for processing the claim on behalf of the Federal Correctional Institution 

located in Danbury, Connecticut and on January 18, 2011 rejected the claim. 

II. EVENTS FORMING THE BASIS OF THE CLAIM 

6. On or about January 7, 2010, at approximately 7:30 a.m., the Plaintiff was 

walking on her way to her job within the Federal Correctional Institution in Danbmy, 

Connecticut when she was caused to slip and fall over an accumulation of ice and snow 

which had covered the outdoor walkway area. 

7. At all times mentioned herein, the walkway was controlled, possessed, 

managed and/or maintained by employees of the United States employed by the Bureau 

of Prisons at the Federal Correctional Institution in Danbury, Connecticut. 

8. Said occurrence was due to the negligence and carelessness of the 

Defendant, its servants, agents or employees acting within the scope of their employment 

in one of more the following ways: 

2 
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a. In that it caused or allowed and permitted snow and ice to be and 

accumulate on said common walk, causing the same to be icy, slippery 

and dangerous for use by the Plaintiff; 

b. In that it caused or allowed and permitted said walkway to be and 

become icy, slippery, and dangerous for use; 

c, In that it failed to remedy said icy, slippery and dangerous sidewalk by 

placing sand, salt, sawdust or other abrasive substances thereon, when 

the same were reasonably necessary under the circumstances; 

d. 1n that it failed to erect or maintain proper safegum·ds, warnings, signs, 

or failed to otherwise warn the Plaintiff of the aforesaid dangerous 

conditions; 

e. In that it failed to remedy or repair said conditions when the same 

were reasonably necessary under the circumstances; 

f. In that it failed to make proper and reasonable inspection of the 

premises; mid 

g. In that if maintained said walkway in the aforesaid conditions. 

9. The Defendant knew or had it exercised due care and proper diligence, 

should have known of the aforesaid conditions. 

1 0. As a result of the negligence and carelessness of the Defendant, the 

Plaintiff received, and suffered from fractures of the bones in her left hand with non

union healing which caused her to suffered permanent damage to her left hand. 

11. As a result of having sustained these injuries, Plaintiff has been caused to 

suffer physical pain and disability. 

3 
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12. As a further result of suffering these injuries, Plaintiffs normal daily 

activities and enjoyment of life have been impaired and may be impaired in the future. 

III. FIRST CLAIM-NEGLIGENCE 

13. Plaintiff incorporated by reference herein a 11 allegations set forth above. 

14. The acts and events set forth above constitute negligence under the laws of 

the State of Connecticut. Because these acts and events were undertaken and caused by 

agents of the United States, the United States Govermnent is liable for all damages 

caused by such acts. 

15. As a result of the foregoing, the Plain tiff claims damages. 

IV. PRAYER FOR RELIEF 

WHEREFORE) the Plaintiff is entitled to damages from the United States, and 

hereby prays that judgment be entered in her favor and against the United States 

Government after a trial by a jury of six (6) awarding her, inter alia 

1. Compensatory damages in the amount of Seventy-Five Thousand 

and 00/100 ($75,000.00) Dollars; 

ii. Interest; 

iii. Costs; and 

1v. Such other further and different relief as may in law or equity 

appertain. 

4 
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THE PLAINTIFF 
JOSEPHINA DOMINGUEZ ---.---"'"'-~.--" .. ' 

:,;:;:, //~Cc / 

~~ ~I:ou1S-J~ue 
, Philip Russell, LLC 
Her Attorneys 
66 Field Point Road 
Greenwich, CT 06830 
Federal Bar No. CT14586 
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IN THE lJNITED ST ATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF PENNSYLVANIA 

KEENA STONE WILLIAMS, Individually, 
and as Administratrix of the ESTATE OF 
CRAIG WILLIAMS, Deceased 
75 Mercer Drive 
Newark, Delaware 19713 

vs. 

THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
ANTONIO FAUS TO, MLP, 
ODEIDA DALMASI, MD 
Office of the Attorney General 
U.S. Department of Justice 
950 Pennsylvania Avenue, Northwest 
Washington, D.C. 20530-0001 

JURY DEMANDED 

CIVIL ACTION - COMPLAINT 

Plaintiff, Keena Stone Williams, Individually and as Administratrix of the Estate of 

Craig Williams, deceased, by and through her attorney, Anthony J. Baratta, Esquire, says by way 

of Complaint against Defendants the following: 

JURISDICTION AND VENUE 

1. This Court has jurisdiction over this action as it is brought pursuant to the Federal 

Tort Claims Act, 28 U.S.C. § 1346(b) and 28 U.S.C. § 2671-2680, which grants U.S. district 

courts the exclusive jurisdiction of civil actions on claims against the United States for money 

damages for personal injury or death caused by the negligent or wrongful act or omission of any 

employee of the government while acting within the scope of his office or employment, under 
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circumstances where the U.S., if a private person, would be liable to the claimant in accordance 

with the law of the place where the act or omission occurred. 

2. Plaintiff submitted an Administrative Claim for the claim set forth below to the 

U.S. Department of Justice, Federal Bureau of Prisons/Health Services Division. See Claim 

attached as Exhibit HA". 

3. Plaintiffs Federal Tort Claim Act claim was received by the U.S. Department of 

Justice, Federal Bureau of Prisons, Northeast Regional Office on September 30, 2010. 

4. By correspondence dated March 29, 2011, the U.S. Department of Justice denied 

Plaintiff's Claim. See Letter attached hereto as Exhibit "B". 

5. Plaintiff has satisfied all of the 28 U.S.C. § 2675 prerequisites for instituting an 

action upon a claim against the United States of America. 

6. Venue is proper in this Court pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1391(e) and 1402(b) as the 

Eastern District of Pennsylvania is the judicial district in which the events or omissions giving 

rise to Plaintiffs claims occurred. 

PARTIES 

7. Plaintiff, Keena Stone Williams, is an adult female and citizen of the State of 

Delaware. Plaintiff was at all times relevant hereto and remained until his death the spouse of 

Craig Williams. Plaintiff, Keena Stone Williams, is also the Administratrix of the Estate of 

Craig Williams. See Letters of Administration attached as Exhibit "C". 

8. Defendant, the United States of America, may be served with this action at the 

United States Attorney's Office, Eastern District of PA, 615 Chestnut Street, Suite 1250, 

Philadelphia, PA 19106, and by certified or registered mail to the Office of the Attorney General, 
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U.S. Department of Justice, 950 Pennsylvania Avenue, Northwest, Washington, D.C. 20530-

0001 

9. Defendant United States of America is a sovereign entity. Liability for the acts 

described herein is based on actions of agents and employees of the Federal Bureau of Prisons, 

an agency of the United States, for which sovereign immunity is waived under the Federal Tort 

Claims Act, 28 U.S.C. §§ 1346(b)(l) and 2674. Under sections 1346(b)(l) and 2674, which 

constitute a waiver of sovereign immunity, the United States is liable in the same manner and to 

the same extent as a private individual under like circumstances. 

1 0. The Federal Detention Center, located at 700 Arch Street, Philadelphia, PA, is 

headed and supervised by the U.S. Department of Justice -Federal Bureau of Prisons. 

11. Defendant, Antonio Fausto, MLP ("Fausto"), during all times relevant to the 

events described in this complaint, was employed as a healthcare provider by Defendant United 

States working at the Federal Detention Center - Philadelphia. 

12. Defendant Odeida Dahnasi, MD ("Dalmasi"), during all times relevant to the 

events described in this complaint, was em.ployed as a healthcare provider by Defendant United 

States working at the Federal Detention Center - Philadelphia. 

13, Defendants Fausto and Dalmasi are employees, representatives and/or agents of 

the United States and are sued in their individual capacities pending certification by the U.S. 

Attorney General that the individual defendants were acting within the scope of their 

employment pursuant to 28 U.S.C. §2679 (d)(l). 
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OPERATIVE FACTS 

14. Craig Williams was incarcerated at the Federal Detention Center 

(Philadelphia)("FDC") from November 2008 up and until the time of his death on December 5, 

2008. 

15. On December 3, 2010, Craig Williams presented to the Health Services 

Department at the FDC with complaints regarding his right leg. 

16. Craig Williams was examined by Fausto, and it is alleged and therefore averred, 

by Dalmasi as well, on December 3, 2008. 

17. The Bureau of Prisons Health Services report completed by Fausto and cosigned 

by Dalmasi, dated December 3, 2008, stated Craig Williams had a one week history of swelling 

and pain of his right lower leg and upon physical examination it was determined that his right 

lower leg was swollen, warm and tender to touch; he had no history of trauma, cellulitis or 

lacerations to the leg; he was advised to put warm compresses and take Naprosyn, as needed for 

pain. 

18. Defendants Fausto and Dalmasi held themselves out to be healthcare providers 

who possess skill and knowledge to treat medical problems such as those presented by Craig 

Williams, and held themselves out as so qualified. 

19. No imaging studies were requested or ordered to determine the cause of Craig 

Williams's pain and swelling by the aforementioned employees, representatives or agents of the 

facility. 

20. No blood work was ordered to be performed on Craig Williams, by the 

aforementioned employees, representatives or agents of the facility. 
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21. No appropriate differential diagnosis was performed to rule out life threatening 

medical reasons for Craig Williams' s symptoms. 

22. On December 5, 2008, Mr. Williams returned back to the Health Services 

Department complaining of the acute onset of shortness of breath. Craig Williams, was found to 

have a bradycardic rhythm and CPR was initiated. 

23. On December 5, 2008, Craig Williams was transferred to Hahnemann University 

Hospital, and was found to be dead on arrival. 

24. The body of Craig Williams was received by the Medical Examiners Office on 

December 5, 2008. The autopsy report indicated Craig Williams died from a Pulmonary 

Thromboembolism resulting from a Deep Vein Thrombosis in his right leg. 

25. At all relevant times, the Federal Bureau of Prisons owned, controlled and/or 

operated the FDC. 

26. At all relevant times, the Federal Bureau of Prisons had a duty to provide 

adequate medical care to inmates at the FDC, pursuant to J 8 U.S. C. § 4042. 

27. At all relevant times, the Federal Bureau of Prisons was required to provide well-

trained and competent personnel whose qualifications were commensurate with the responsibility 

of providing adequate medical care to the inmate population at the FDC. 

28. At all relevant times, agents, servants and employees of the United States, acting 

within the course and scope of their employment, provided less than adequate medical care, and 

acted in a negligent fashion below the standard of care which actions or omissions caused Craig 

Williams' s death. 
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29. All acts and omissions of employees, representatives and agents of the Federal 

Detention Center were done in the course and scope of their employment or agency for which 

Defendant United States is liable. 

30. The death of Craig Williams resulted from the denial of adequate medical care at 

the Federal Detention Center. 

31. The negligence, carelessness and recklessness of defendants, as set forth herein, 

was the factual, proximate and sole cause of the injuries and damages to Plaintiff's decedent. 

COUNTI 

KEENA STONE WILLIAMS, in her own right and as 
Administratrix of the Estate of CRAIG WILLIAMS, Deceased v. 

UNITED STATES of AMERICA 

WRONGFUL DEATH ACT, 42 PA. C.S.A. § 8301 

3 2. Plaintiff incorporates by reference the allegations of Paragraphs 1 through 31 as if 

fully set forth at length herein. 

33. Defendant's employees, agents and representatives, specifically Fausto and 

Dalmasi, and whatever other agent or employee discovery reveals, failed to satisfy Defendant's 

duty to provide proper and appropriate medical care to inmates, including Craig Williams, and 

thus were negligent. 

34. The negligence, carelessness and recklessness of Defendants by and through its 

agents, servants, workmen and/or employees, consists of, but is not limited to the following: 

(a) failing to provide necessary medical attention to an inmate in their care and 

custody; 
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(b) failing to adequately evaluate and treat the causes of Craig Williams' medical 

condition; 

(c) failing to render timely, adequate and proper medical treatment which led to Craig 

Williams' death; 

(d) failing to properly and timely provide follow-up care and treatment to Craig 

Williams; 

(e) failing to properly supervise and monitor Craig Williams while in defendant's 

care; 

(t) failing to ensure Craig Williams received adequate treatment for his obvious and 

serious medical needs; 

(g) failing to use due care to diagnose and treat Craig Williams; 

(h) failing to recognize the pain and swelling in plaintiff's leg for what it was, deep 

vein thrombus, and recommending further studies; 

(i) failing to order a lower extremity Doppler study of Craig Williams's right leg to 

diagnose the DVT; 

(j) failing to order any blood work such as a d-dimer to diagnose the lower extremity 

DVT; 

(k) failing to properly diagnose Craig Williams's DVT; 

(1) failing to place Craig Williams on anticoagulation to prevent the fatal pulmonary 

embolus; 

(m) failure to properly supervise and train their employees to provide necessary 

medical attention to an inmate under their exclusive care and custody. 

(n) failing to treat Craig Williams pursuant to the applicable standard of care; 
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(o) failing to properly perform a differential diagnosis; 

(p) being otherwise careless, negligent and reckless as may be determined during the 

course of discovery or trial. 

35. The negligence, carelessness and recklessness as set forth herein was the factual, 

proximate and sole cause of the injuries and damages to Craig Williams and expenses incurred. 

36. Craig Williams's death on December 5, 2008, is a direct and proximate result of 

the aforementioned acts and omissions by Defendant's employees, representatives and agents. 

37. As a direct and proximate result of the aforementioned acts and omissions by 

Defendant's agents, Craig Williams endured pain and suffering and his estate incurred funeral 

expenses and a loss of his earnings capacity, for which his estate is entitled to recover herein. 

38. Decedent, Craig Williams brings this action pursuant to the Wrongful Death Act, 

42 Pa.C.S.A §8301. 

39. Decedent Craig Williams did not bring any action during his lifetime and Plaintiff 

Keena Stone Williams was duly appointed Administratrix of Craig Williams' Estate as has been 

alleged in the proceeding paragraphs of this Complaint 

40. Plaintiff, Keena Stone Williams, as the spouse of Craig Williams, suffered a loss 

of the companionship, services, love and affection of her husband, for which Keena Stone 

Williams is entitled to recover herein. 

41. Aniyah Williams and Amir Williams, the minor children of Craig Williams, 

suffered the loss of guidance, tutelage, services, companionship, love and affection of their 

father, for which they are entitled to recover herein, as a direct and proximate result of the 

aforementioned acts and omissions of Defendants. 
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42. Plaintiff seeks damages to the fullest extent allowed by the laws of the 

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania on behalf of the survivors of Decedent Craig Williams under 

and by virtue of the Wrongful Death Act, 42 Pa.C.S.A §8301. 

COUNT II 

KEENA STONE WILLIAMS, in her own right and as 
Administratrix of the Estate of CRAIG WILLIAMS, Deceased v. 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

NEGLIGENCE - SURVIVAL ACTION, 42 PA. C.S.A. § 8302 

43. Plaintiff incorporates by reference the allegations of paragraphs I through 42 as if 

fuUy set forth at length herein. 

44. Plaintiff brings this action pursuant to the Pennsylvania Survival Statute, 42 PA 

C.S.A. § 8302. 

45. As a direct and proximate result of the negligence of defendants, Decedent Craig 

Williams suffered severe pain, suffering and mental anguish prior to his expiration. 

46. Plaintiff seeks damages for the pain, suffering and mental anguish endured by 

Decedent, Craig Williams prior to his death, and for all of the other losses suffered by his Estate 

as a result of his death, including, but not limited to, the loss of income, earnings and earning 

capacity, he would have earned had he survived. 
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COUNT III 

KEEN A STONE WILLIAMS, in her own right and as 
Administratrix of the Estate of CRAIG WILLIAMS, Deceased v. 

ANTONIO FAUSTO, MLP and ODEIDA DALMASI, MD 

WRONGFUL DEATH ACT, 42 PA. C.S.A. § 8301 

47. Plaintiff incorporates by reference the allegations of Paragraphs I through 46 as if 

fully set forth at length herein. 

48. Defendant's employees, agents and representatives failed to satisfy Defendant's 

duty to provide proper and appropriate medical care to inmates, including Craig Williams, and 

thus were negligent. 

49. The negligence, carelessness and recklessness of Defendants· consist of, but is not 

limited to the following: 

(a) failing to provide necessary medical attention to an inmate in their care and 

custody; 

(b) failing to adequately evaluate and treat the causes of Craig Williams' medical 

condition; 

(c) failing to render timely, adequate and proper medical treatment which led to Craig 

Williams' death; 

(d) failing to properly and timely provide follow-up care and treatment for Craig 

Williams; 

(e) failing to properly supervise and monitor Craig Williams while in defendant's 

care; 

(f) failing to ensure Craig Williams received adequate treatment for his obvious and 

serious medical needs; 
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(g) failing to use due care to diagnose and treat Craig Williams; 

(h) failing to recognize the pain and swelling in Craig Williams's leg for what it was, 

deep vein thrombus, and recommending further studies; 

(i) failing to order a lower extremity Doppler study of Craig Williams's right leg to 

diagnose the DVT; 

(j) failing to order any blood work such as a d-dimer to diagnose the lower extremity 

DVT; 

(k) failing to properly diagnose Craig Williams's DVT; 

(l) failing to place Craig Williams on anticoagulation to prevent the fatal pulmonary 

ernbolus; 

(m) failure to properly supervise and train their employees to provide necessary 

medical attention to an inmate under their exclusive care and custody. 

(n) failing to treat Craig Williams pursuant to the applicable standard of care; 

( o) failing to properly perform a differential diagnosis; 

(p) being otherwise careless, negligent and reckless as may be determined during the 

course of discovery or trial. 

50. The negligence, carelessness and recklessness as set forth herein was the factual, 

proximate and sole cause of the injuries and damages to Craig Williams and expenses incurred. 

51. Craig Wi Iii ams' death on December 5, 2008, is a direct and proximate result of 

the aforementioned acts and omissions by Defendant's employees, representatives and agents. 

52. As a direct and proximate result of the aforementioned acts and omissions by 

Defendant's agents, Craig Williams endured pain and suffering and his estate incurred funeral 

expenses and a loss of his earnings capacity, for which his estate is entitled to recover herein. 
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53. Decedent Craig Williams brings this action pursuant to the Wrongful Death Act, 

42 Pa.C.S.A §8301. 

54. Decedent Craig Williams did not bring any action during his lifetime and Plaintiff 

Keena Stone Williams was duly appointed Administratrix of Craig Williams' Estate as has been 

alleged in the proceeding paragraphs of this Complaint 

55. Plaintiff, Keena Stone Williams, as the spouse of Craig Williams, suffered a loss 

of the companionship, services, love and affection of her husband, for which Keena Stone 

Williams is entitled to recover herein. 

56. Aniyah Williams and Amir Williams, the minor children of Craig Williams, 

suffered the loss of guidance, tutelage, services, companionship, love and affection oftheir 

father, for which they are entitled to recover herein, as a direct and proximate result of the 

aforementioned acts and omissions of Defendants. 

57. Plaintiff seeks damages to the fullest extent allowed by the laws of the 

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania on behalf of the survivors of Decedent Craig Williams under 

and by virtue of the Wrongful Death Act, 42 Pa.C.S.A §8301. 

COUNTIV 

KEENA STONE WILLIAMS, in her own right and as 
Administratrix of the Estate of CRAIG WILLIAMS, Deceased v. 

ANTONIO FAUSTO, MLP and ODEIDA DALMASI, MD 

NEGLIGENCE - SURVIVAL ACTION, 42 PA. C.S.A. § 8302 

58. Plaintiff incorporates by reference the allegations of paragraphs 1 through 57 as if 

fully set forth at length herein. 
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59. Plaintiff brings this action pursuant to the Pennsylvania Survival Statute, 42 PA. 

C.S.A. § 8302. 

60. As a direct and proximate result of the negligence of defendants, Decedent Craig 

Williams suffered severe pain, suffering and mental anguish prior to his expiration. 

61. Plaintiff seeks damages for the pain, suffering and mental anguish endured by 

Decedent, Craig Williams prior to his death, and for all of the other losses suffered by his Estate 

as a result of his death, including, but not limited to, the loss of income, earnings and earning 

capacity, he would have earned had he survived. 

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff, Keena Stone Williams, as Administratrix of the Estate of 

Craig Williams, Deceased, and in her own right respectfully requests the following judgment: 

1. An award of damages against Defendant United States of America, Antonio 

Fausto, MLP and Odeida Dalmasi, MD,jointly and/or severally, in the sum of $1,500,000.00. 

2. Recovery of all costs, interest and expenses incurred herein, including reasonable 

attorney fees; and 

3. Any and all other relief to which Plaintiff may be entitled. 

ey I. 
Loft oodmont 

3500 Reading Way 
Huntingdon Valley, PA 19006 
(215)914-2222 

Attorney for Plaintiff 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRJClCOURT 
FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF PENNSYLVANIA 

CASE MANAGEMENT TRACK DESIGN_ATION FORM 
Keena Stone Williams, Individually, 
and as Administratix of the ESTATE OF CMLACTION 
CRAIG WILLIAMS, Deceased 

V. 
THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
ANTONIO FAUSTO, MLP, NO 
ODE I DA DALMASJ, MO . 

In accordance with the Civil Justice Expense and Delay Reduction Plan of this court, counsel for 
plaintiff shall complete a Case Management Tracie Designation Form in all civil cases at the time of 
filing the complaint and serve a copy on all defendant&. (See § 1 :03 of the plan set forth on the reverse 
side of this fonn.) In the event that a defendant does not agree with the plaintiff regarding said 
designation, that defendant shall, with its first appearance, submit to the clerk of court and serve on 
the plaintiff and all other partie.!i, a Case Management Track Designation Form specifying the track 
to which that defendant believes the case should be assigned. 

SELECT ONE OF THE FOLLOWING CASE MANAGEMENT TRACKS: 

(a) Habeas Corpus- Cases brought under 28 U.S.C. § 2241 through§ 2255. ( ) 

(b) Social Security- Cases requesting review of a decision of the Secretary of Health 
and Human Services denying plaintiff Social Security Benefits. ( ) 

(c) Arbitration -Cases required to be designated for arbitration under Local Civil Rule 53.2. ( ) 

(d) Asbestos - Cases involving claims for persomd injury or property damage from 
exposure to asbestos. 

(e) Special Management- Cases that do not fall into tracks (a) through (d) that are 
commonly referred to as complex and that need special or intense management by 
the court. (See reverse side of this form for a detailed explanation of special 
management cases.) 

(f) Standard Management - Cases that do not fall into any one of the other tracks. 

Date ' 

215-914-222 

Telephone 

(Clv. oCiO) IO!f)l 

Anthony J. Baratta 

Attorney-at-law 

215-914-2118 

FAX Number 

Plaintiff 
Attorney for 

tony@barattarussell.com 

E-Mail Address 

( ) 

( ) 

(ef 
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Civil Justice Expense and Delay Reduction Piao 
Section 1:03-Assignment to a Management Track 

(a) The clerk of court will assign cases to tracks (a) through (d) based on the initial pleading . 

. ~) In ~I cases not appropriate for assignment by _the clerk of court to tracks (a) through (d), the 
plaintiff shall submtt to the clerk of court and serve with the complaint on all defendants a case management 
track, designation form specifying that the plaintiff believes the case requires Standard Management or 
Sp~clal ¥anagement. In the event ~t. a defendant does not agree with the plaintiff regarding said 
destgnatlDn, that defendant shall, with its first appearance, submit to the clerk of court and serve on the 
plaintiff and all other parties, a case management track designation fonn specifying the track to which that 
defendant believes the case should be assigned • 

. (c) The court may~ on its own initiative or upon the request of any party, change the track 
assignment of any case at any time. 

(d) NothinJ in this Plan is intended to abrogate or limit a judicial officer's authority in any case 
pending before that judicial officer, to direct pretrial and trial proceedings that are more stringent than those 
of the Plan and that are designed to accomplish cost and delay reduction. 

( e) Nothing in this Plan is intended to supersede Local Civil Rules 40.1 and 72.1, or the 
procedure for random assignment of Habeas Corpus and Social Security cases referred to magistrate judges 
of the court. 

SPECIAL MANAGEMENT CASE ASSIGNMENTS 
(See §1.02 (e) Management Track Definitions of the 

Civfl Justice Expense and Delay Reduction Plan) 

S1;1ecia1 Management cases will usually include that class of cases commonly referred to as "complex 
litigation" as that tenn has been used in the Manuals for Complex Litigation. The first manual was prepared 
in 1969 and the Manual for Complex Litigation Second, MCL 2d was prepared in 1985. This tennis 
intended to include cases that present unusual problems and require extraordinary treatment. See §0.1 of the 
frrst manual. Cases may reqmre special or intense management by the court due to one or more of the 
following factors: (1) large number of parties; (2) large number ofclaims or defenses; (3) complex factual 
issues; (4) large volume of evidence; (S) problems locating or preserving evidence; (6) extensive discovery; 
(7) exceptionallr, long time needed to prepare for disposition; (8) decision needed within an exceptionally 
short time; and (9) need to decide preliminary issues before final disposition. It may include two or more 
related cases. Complex litigation typically includes such cases as antitrust cases; cases involving a large 
number of parties or an unincorporated association of large membership; cases involving requests for 
injunctive relief affecting the operation of large business entities; patent cases; copyright and trademark 
cases; common disaster cases such as those arising from aircraft crashes or marine disasters; actions brought 
by individual stockholders; stockholder's derivative and stockholder's representative actions; class actions or 
potential class actions; and other civil (and criminal) cases involving unusual multiplicity or complexity of 
factual issues. See §0.22 of the first Manual for Complex Litigation and Manual for Complex Litigation 
Second, Chapter 33. 
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BARATTA, ·:.."JSSELL & BARATTA 
Aggressive Advocates and Trusted Adviscm • Afrom1miflroJNJ Bar 

I Board urtf!l,d CniilTritJl Adv!Jrat, I!, Jk Noliomd &arl ofTrioi Atillfi<ltg 
/MUii/;" MiJtion Dollar Adiwtll Fon,,n 

iLJM in T=t,c11 

Anthony J. Baratta"'ll 
to19@barattaruucll.ro111 

www.barattarussell.com 

Kenneth C. Russell, Jr. 
ken@baralta1'UJJ1lli:om 

Andrew P. Ba:tatffl 
andr,w@barattar,m-,/li:om 

Kim Palavoy Kuder"' 
kim@btmJ/tar11Jsel/.crmt 

Donald F, Copeland, Jr.ii 
don@barattaruue/lam, 

CERTIFIED MAIL 
RETURN RECEIPT REQUESTED 

September 20, 2010 

Federal Bureau of Prisons/Health Services Division 
U.S. Department of Justice 
Attention: Harley G. Lappin 
320 First Street Northwest 
Washington, DC 20534 

RE: My Client: 
Date of Death: 
My File Number: 

Dear Mr. Lappin: 

Estate of Craig Williams 
12/5/2008 
1100-1008-12168 

TheLoft~Woodmont 
3500 Reading Way 

Huntingdon Valley, PA 19006 
Phone: (215) 914-2222 

Fax: (215) 914-2118 

I represent Keena Stone Williams, Administratrix of the Estate of Craig Lydell 
Williams, who was a prisoner at the Federal Detention Center from November 20, 2008 
to December 5, 2008. Mr. Williams did not receive proper medical treatment at the 
Federal Detention Center which resulted in this death on December 5, 2008. 

Enclosed please find a completed Claim for Dam.age, Injury or Death which is 
' being submitted on behalf of Keena Stone Williams. 

Kindly acknowledge receipt of the Claim and direct all correspondence to my 
attention . 

.... . .. .,Jf.yo_lJ._.bave any questions or concerns 

AJB:hf 
Enclosure 
cc: First Class Mail 

Keena Stone Williams 
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J 

CLAIM FOR DAMAGE, INSTRUCTIONS: Please read careM11 the lnttn.tetions on the FORM APPROVED 

INJURY, OR DEATH revel'ltl lide and supply 11'formation ft!lquts!td on bOth s!dts of 1h19 OMBNO. 
form. UH lddifionat sttNl(s} if tteoassary. SH 111versuide for 1105-0008 
additional lnllructions. 

1. Submit To Appropriate Federal Agency. 2. Name. Addl'&ff of claimant and daimll'll'• personal representalive, If 
Federal Bureau of Prisons/Health Services Division any, (See ltlllruclions on reverae,) (Number, Street, City, Stale and Zip 

Coda) U.S. Department of Justice Keena Stone Williams as Adm. of Estate of Craig William Attention: Harley G. Lappin 75 Mercer Drive 320 First Street Northwest Newark, DE 19713 Washington DC 20534 

3. iYPE OF EMPLOYMENT t 4. OATE OF BIRTH , 5. MARITAL STATUS 8, DATE AND OAY OF ACCIDENT I 7. TIME (A.M. OR P.M.} 
c MILITARY MCMUAN 04/19/1972 Widow Friday, 12/05/2008 1:05 om 

8, Buis of Claim (stale In detaU the known facts and clrcumstantH attending the damage, Injury, or death, identif,mg per.;ons •nd property rnv~, the 
place ot occwence and the cause tha1110f, Use additional paau if necesSB1Y.) 

Craig Williams, while incarerated at the Federaf Detention Center at 700 Arch Street, Philadelphia, Pennsyll/ania, was 
not provided proper medical care which resulted in his death on 12/0512008. 

,. PROPERTY DAM~E 

NAME AND ADDR!SS OF 0IMER. IF OTHER THAN CLAIMANT (Number, Sllu!, Clly, 111118, •nd Zip Codi). 

SREFLY D&ICRlBE THE PROPERTY, NATURE AND EXTENT OF DAPMOlii .AND 1HE LOCATION N-IERE flROPIRTV MAY IE INSPECTED. 
CS• fntfnrction1 M reve11111icl1.) 

10. PERSOHAL INJURVlWRONGRIL Ol!ATH 

STATE NATUR! AliD EX'TENT OF EACH INJURY Oft CAUSE OF DEATH. 'MICH PORMS'THE BA11S OF M CLAIM. lF OTHER TttAH CLAIMANT, STATE NAME OF 
-INJVRiD PERSON OR DECEDEN'T. •.$.1 • 

Craig ·wimams, DOB ·02/28/1970, while incarcerated at the Federal. De~en~ion Center at 700 Arch Street. Philadelphia, 
P.ennsyfvanla, was not provided proper medicaJ care which resulted in his death on 12/05/2008. 

11, WITNE88E8 

NAME A00FIUS (Numbtt, !treet, City, G1alEI, artdZlp Codi!) 

Unlrnown at present; records of treatment bot ~ 
at prison and hospital at which he died are 
being sought. 

12. (Ste inllndi1J1110nniwrwe.) AMOUNT OP CLAIM (In dollare, 

121. PIIOPElffi' OAMAG! 12'. fl£RSOHAL INJURY 12c. WROHGRJLDEATH 124. TOTAL !Fllfllneflcl 1pacif>'mi,yG&u11 

$1,500,000.00 
f«feilu1eot ~r rfgh18J 

$1,500,000.00 
- - ., 

I CERTIFY TtlAT nfE 
0

AA10UNfi>FCt.AIM c:ovei's ONLY DAt.tAGES AHO INJURl!S CAUSED BY TffE INOlDl!HT ASOVE AND AGREE TO ACCEPT SAi D AMOUNT IN 
FUU. SATISFAC'MN AND FINAL SETTLeMENT OF 'n-119 CLAIM . . ------ -· .. 

!~NATURE OF~(See in~fso~ N1~1111aide,) 

4 l h._ GL_ C ,~ ~ \\. l\ \M.h 

13b. Phone 111,1mber of pa,11111 1ignlnQ fOlm 

302-453-1695 
14. ~ "'1 OF SIGNATURE 

q q \() 
. ' . 

QIVIL Pl!NALtY FOR PRESE!N'i"INO 
·' 1 

CRIMINAL PENALTY FOR PRHl!NTING FRJ UDULENT 
FRAUDULENT CLAIM CLAIM OR l\fAt(tlG FALSE STATEMENTS 

TIie Clllmanl is liable w the Unillld hies Goveinineinl for I dlril pe11111y of IIOl lies lhsn Fine of not moretnan $10,000« imprisOnmenUor IIOt mant llliln S yHrs or both, 
15.000 and not more lhln $11UIOO, pl~13 UmH 11w ,mount of d11111p1 su:,lllillld (Seo ,a u.s.e. 211. 1001.} 
by the Goveniment. CSH 31 U.S.C. 3729.) 

115-109 NSN 7MO•Oll·634-4045 STANDARD FORM 115 
PAESCRlBEO ev DEPT, oii JUSTICE 
21CFR14.:l 
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~SUIANCECOV!RAGE 

1f. Haw you filed• daimon JOUf llllll!i nlllt ciarrilr ln 1h11 1n111ance. and if so, II it ruu COWl!igeor ct,,:luctible? 17, lfdadd*, slate amcllfll. 

No. NIA. 

11. If a Claim hes bun flied wilt VoUr oalritr, "4111 Ktioll lln ~r insum 1'ken or propased IO take Yiilfl rtlefance !O l'OU r dalrn? {U i1 nece,ea,v 11111 YG&I a,certaln 111ew la !:11.J 

NIA. 

INSTRUCTfONS 

Clalms preHnted under the Feder,1 Tol'1 Claims Act should be submitted directly to the ••approprl,te Federal agency" whose 
employee(•) was Involved In the Incident. If the incident involves mor. than one claimant. each ct• lmantshol.dd submit a sap1111te cl• fm 
form. · 

Complete Ill Item&• Insert the won:t NONE where appllcable. 

A CLAIM SHAU 8E DEEMED TO HAVE BE£N PReaeNTfD WHEN A FecERAL DAMAGES IN A SUM C!RTAINFOR lt.lJURY TO OR LOSS OF PROPERTY, PEMONAL 
• AGENCY RECIEll/ESFIIOMACI.AIMANT, HISDIA Y AU1HORIZEDAl3iNT, OR LEGAL INJURY, OR DEATH Au.EGEO TO HAVI!: OCCURRED BY REASON OF THE INCIDENT. 

Rl!PR&S&NTATIV6, AN llCECUTEO STANDARD FORM 95 OR Ol}IER WRlneN THliCLA1MWSTll!PRESliNTEDT01Hl!AIIPROPRIATIFEOEAALAOENC\IWITHIN 
NOTIFICATION OF AN INCIDENT, ACCOMPANl&O BY Aet.AIM POR MONEY TWO Y!ARI AFTER TH! ClA1M ACCRUES. 

P1Rt1111 to complete Ill' eocute 1'11• follll or to •up ply Ill• request• d ntlt• rilf 1111111n 
two ~--- ll'oln lH d•tti•GIII• NCl'Uld llll!l 1911dW ,ourcllim lnv,l[cl, A cl9im Is 
d•emed pn, .. nt,11 when ft II IGGffi'd by th• IIPJQPrllllll lllflCI~ IIDt Whln lt 1, 
..,.fftd, 

If lnstruellcn llnffded incompldrelhi• tomi, Ille 11P1CYllslad In ttem#1 o~tlle f9VDIH 
lide ..., tit contliatlcl. eon.i111e Nllfftionl Plrtlklinll to Olaffll Merled under Ille 
Fed,111 Tort CIIIIIII Act cm be l'Dlllld Ill TIiie 28, Code of Fldtral Rqulaijon1, PIii 14. 
M1111y 1gendes hlW pubilhld 11111pll1111nting R19U1atiom, If ll'IOl9 lhan 0111 •gene, 11 
inWlll/90, pltlSI &bite Hcb lljJltl'lty, 

If clalmant Intend, to llletorbolll per90n8' lnjuiy andp!Gpe,t/ dan"Ulge, th• 11110Wltf0ruclt 
. --mtlll.llUIIO.WllnJtem.f!J ol ~ form: 

The •mountcleimld thauld b• 1ubstantiillacf oy C0111pelef1tewfeia 1t folkfflll: 

(IJ 1n •USIPCM1oflheefalm.tor per&0nll ll'IJIIIY ordtllh, theota!man11111n11d IUbmlt• wrillsn 
re,mt by Ille 111•11lrv p"Jlicilln, ,hawing 11, Rlt1lrW and altnt of IIIJuiy, 1111 n1111e and 
iment llf tlfftment, lh& OeQfff of ,.,.._nent diHbilfy, if any, fie piognosil, llld IN .,.,tad 
of ~llicN'r, ar illcapaGll,tlon, llllllallilla itlffllnd bill fof mediela~ haqilal, or bi,ial 
ewper,IO• ac!Ually l~ad. 

(bJ In tupflorl of C11illml for fflllSCI• to prapttrty, wil!Gh hlll hillUI (I' can be econamic:all',' 
repa\Nd, U. cllimllllJhDIH tilbmit atlUllf«oltemiHd ligned ltal8ffl0nbor eltimalls b',' 
relilblt, dl1lnt•rftled =ncen'II, or, ii PIIYffll'll .... bun maa:,. the ~td 1lg,,ld notl,:,11 
1-vldlndno p11Yffl8!1L 

(dJ faRufe lo ""dft I • 11111 certain wlH nindlll'JGUI Glainl lnvalld -~d fflly fe•ult In 
~lb!l9 of )'04lt dghls, 

PlllVACY ACT None~ 

Titll Nolioe ii provided In IICCOfdll!Qt With 11- Prillq Act, I U.S.C. HJl(e)(aJ, •Rd 
concern, 1he lnfanndon ,eq11111ed In the letter to which 1h11 NO!ice is ttllehld. 

A.. Au1hot(y. Th• r.qun!ed illl'~tian II aolicited puniuant loou or moie of 
tti.t 1o1io..i118: s u.s.c. 301, za u.s.c:. 101 et seq .. as u.s.i; an et --.., 
ff C:.F,R. P•Jt 14, 

PAPERWORK ReDUCTION fJ,/;.T NOl'SCI! 

Thl1 notJoe: is~ forth• purpoe11 ol u.Paperwo!tci,eductlan Act,_ 44 U.S,C. 3501. Pubic ieparting llurd11n !~ !Illa mlleatlan of llltomllllon is ISlimlled to ava111ge 15 mlnutH JJer 
refjXIIIU, l/ldiidliii tht time (Or rtVifiwtl lnllNcliOJII, seardling l!lllr;flnt data IOIIIClt, pthlring lllld malnll.111ng the cfali neded, and completing •nd revielling ti. COlleGtien of 
infamllliOl'r. Sndoti11111111111,egardillfl tt11, bclrdenfttimateoraoy ~ •IIP8(:td1hl1otlllc:lcn otlnfonnalitin. lncluhlf 1111111e11tion1 rorredualngthla llurd1111, to u,, Director, TOIi• 
Branch, Attention.: PIIPDl'NOIII RNuction Sid, CMIOM11Dn,U,S. DePlrtmlntof Judo•, WNhlngton, D.C. 20530, 

SF95 SACK 
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Via Certified and Return-Receipt Mail 

March 29, 2011 

Anthony J. Baratta 
Baratta, Russell & Baratta 
The Loft at Woodmont 
3500 Reading Way 
Huntingdon Valley, PA 19006 

U.S. Department of Justice 

Federal Bureau of Prisons 

Northeast Regional Office 

U.S. Custom House-7th Floor 
2nd & Chestnut Streets 
Philadillphia, PA. 19106 

RE: Administrative Tort Claim No. TRT-NER-2011-00108 
Filed on behalf of Craig William, Register No. 61522-066 

Dear Mr. Baratta: 

APR O 2Jll 

Administrative 1Tort Claim No. TRT-NER-2011-00108, properly received in this 
office on September 30, 2010, has been considered for settlement as provided by 
the Federal Tort Claims Act (FTCA), 28 U.S.C. § 2672, under authority delegated 
to me by 28 C.F.R. § 543.30. You seek compensatory damages in the amount of 
$1,500,000.00 for alleged denial of adequate medical care. Specifically, you 
allege Craig Williams was denied adequate medical care at the Federal Detention 
Center {FDC) Philadelphia, which resulted in his death on December 5, 2008. 

After careful review of this claim, I have decided not to offer a settlement. 
An investigation reveals Craig William was incarcerated at FDC Philadelphia, 
from November 20, 2008 to December 5, 2008. While incarcerated at FDC 
Philadelphia Mr. William received appropriate and timely medical care. There is 
no evidence fa suggest Mr. William experienced a compensable loss as the result 
of negligence on the part of any Bureau of Prisons' employee. Accordingly, the 
claim is denied. 

If you are dissatisfied with this ·decision, you may bring· an action against the 
United States in an approp;i:1a:t,e United State.el District Court within six (6) 
months of the date of this memorandum. 

------S-inee-Ja=e-l-y ;· 

/1--i f 1~ 
Hen/2,c;./sad/wski 
Regional Counsel 

cc: E. L. Tatum, Acting Warden, FDC Philadelphia 
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Office of the Register of Wills of Philadelphia County, Pennsylvania 
File#: AS454-2009 

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania 

County of Philadelphia 
} ... 

I, RONALD R. DONATUCCI, ESQUIRE, Register for the Probate of Wills and Granting Letters of 
Administration in and for the County of Philadelphia, in the Commonwealth of Pennsy I vania 

DO HEREBY CERTIFY AND MAKE KNOWN That on the_--=2=1s=t __ day of August 

in the year of our Lord._2_0"'""'0-=-9 ______ L_E_T_T_E=RS=----=O=---=F'-'A=---=D=--"-'-M=l;;:..;N-=-JS=--T-RA_T_I_O_N _______ _ 

on the Estate of Craig Lydell Williams 

(AKA: Craig L, Williams) 

Deceased, were granted unto __,:;.K=e=en=a"""S""""t;..;;_o_ne-_W_ill_i_am_s _________________ _ 

having first been qualified well and truly to administer the same. And I further certify that no revocation 
of said Letters appears of record. 

Date of death _ ____;l=.=2e.::l5::.:.:l2::.o0:.::0-=-8 ___ _ 

Given under my hand and seal of office, this 17th day of,.....:.aN..,.o....,ve=m='be=.=..r _______ , 20--=1=0 __ 

;(~u~ 
, eputy gzster 

NOT VALID WITHOUT ORJGINAL SIGNATURE AND IMPRESSED SEAL 

JO-J 4 (Rov. 3/08) 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF PENNSYLVANIA 

KEENA STONE WILLIAMS, 
Individually and as Administratrix of the 
Estate of CRAIG WILLIAMS, deceased 

V. 

No. 2:l l-CV-5612 
THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

ORDER 

AND NOW, this 1,J _¥' day of Q_._,_ r ,------ , 2012, upon consideration of 

Plaintiff's Petition for Approval of Settlement, Allocation of Proceeds and Distribution of 

Proceeds, it is hereby ORDERED and DECREED that the settlement is APPROVED. It is 

further ORDERED and DECREED that the proceeds of this settlement shall be allocated and 

distributed as follows: 

I. The total gross settlement in the amount of $575,000.00 is approved as fair and 

reasonable. 

2. Reimbursement for Costs to counsel is APPROVED. 

3. A counsel fee of 25% of the gross settlement minus costs is APPROVED. 

4. Eighty Percent (80%) of the recovery shall be allocated towards the wrongful death 

claim under the Pennsylvania Wrongful Death Statute, and Twenty Percent (20%) 

shall be allocated towards the Survival claim under the Survival Act. 

5. The specific distribution of the $575,000.00 settlement shall be made as follows: 

A. To: Baratta, Russell & Baratta 
(Reimbursement of Costs) 

B. To: Baratta, Russell & Baratta 

( Counsel Fees - 25% of the net award after costs) 

C. Wrongful Death Claim (80%) 

$18,744.49 

$139,063.88 

$333,753.30 
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D. Survival Claim (20%)1 $ 83,438.33 

Since Craig Williams died intestate, the distribution of dollars is exactly the same 
regardless of whether recovery is made under the Wrongful Death or Survival Action; all 
recovery is distributed per the laws regarding intestacy which require payment of the first 
$30,000.00 to spouse and one-half of the remainder with the remaining one-half distributable to 
the children. See 20 Pa.C.S. §2102(3). 

To: Spouse - Keena Stone-Williams ($223,595.82) 

To: Minor Child 

-Aniyah Williams, DOB: 8/30/02 ($96,797.91) 

To Aniyah Williams, a minor, to be placed in a structured 
settlement to be placed by Ringler Associates, lump swn 
payouts to be made as follows: 

To: Minor Child 

• $34,360.00 at age 25 or August 30, 
2027; 

• $40,000.00 at age 27 or August 30, 
2029; 

• $42,860.00 at age 29 or August 30, 
203 l; 

• $53,859.80 at age 31 or August 30, 
2033. 

-Amir Williams, DOB: 10/20/05 ($96,797.91) 

To Amir Williams, a minor, to be placed in a structured settlement to be placed by 
Ringler Associates, Jump sum payouts to be made follows: 

• $40,000.00 at age 25 or l 0/20/2030 
• $44,400.00 at age 27 or 10/20/2032 
• $48,535.00 at age 29 or 10/20/2034 
• $58,384.69 at age 31 or 10/20/2036 

J. 

1 That all monies are properly distributed to the Wrongful Death and Survival Act Claim is evidenced by the 
approval of The Pennsylvania Department of Revenue pending this Court's consent. See Exhibit "D". 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF PENNSYLVANIA 

KEENA STONE WILLIAMS, 
Individually and as Administratrix of the 
Estate of CRAIG WILLIAMS, deceased 

V. 

No. 2:11-CV-5612 
THE UNITED ST A TES OF AMERICA 

ORDER 
~ . 

AND NOW, this 'l '1 day of ~ r , 2012, upon consideration of 

Plaintifrs Petition for Approval of Settlement, Allocation of Proceeds and Distribution of 

Proceeds, it is hereby ORDERED and DECREED that the settlement is APPROVED. It is 

further ORDERED and DECREED that the proceeds of this settlement shall be allocated and 

distributed as follows: 

I. The total gross settlement in the amount of $575,000.00 is approved as fair and 

reasonable. 

2. Reimbursement for Costs to counsel is APPROVED. 

3. A counsel fee of 25% of the gross settlement minus costs is APPROVED. 

4. Eighty Percent (80%) of the recovery shall be allocated towards the wrongful death 

claim under the Pennsylvania Wrongful Death Statute, and Twenty Percent (20%) 

shall be allocated towards the Survival claim under the Survival Act. 

5. The specific distribution of the $575,000.00 settlement shall be made as follows: 

A. To: Baratta, Russell & Baratta 
(Reimbursement of Costs) 

B. To: Baratta, Russell & Baratta 

( Counsel Fees - 25% of the net award after costs) 

C. Wrongful Death Claim (80%) 

$18,744.49 

$139,063.88 

$333,753.30 
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D. Survival Claim (20%)1 $83,438.33 

Since Craig Williams died intestate, the distribution of dollars is exactly the same 
regardless of whether recovery is made under the Wrongful Death or Survival Action; all 
recovery is distributed per the laws regarding intestacy which require payment of the first 
$30,000.00 to spouse and one-half of the remainder with the remaining one-half distributable to 
the children. See 20 Pa.C.S. §2102(3). 

To: Spouse - Keena Stone-Williams ($223,595.82) 

To: Minor Child 

- Aniyah Williams, DOB: 8/3 0/02 ($96,797.9 I) 

To Aniyah Williams, a minor, to be placed in a structured 
settlement to be placed by Ringler Associates, lump sum 
·payouts to be made as follows: 

To: Minor Child 

• $34,360.00 at age 25 or August 30, 
2027; 

• $40,000.00 at age 27 or August 30, 
2029; 

• $42,860.00 at age 29 or August 30, 
2031; 

• $52,959.39 at age 31 or August 30, 
2033. 

- Amir Wi 11 iams, DOB: 1 0/20/05 ($96,797.91 ) 

To Amir Williams, a minor, to be placed in a structured settlement to be placed by 
Ringler Associates, lump sum payouts to be made follows: 

• $40,000.00 at age 25 or 10/20/2030 
• $44,400.00 at age 27 or I 0/20/2032 
• $48,535.00 at age 29 or 10/20/2034 
• $57,328.46 at age 31 or 10/20/2036 

J. 

1 That all monies are properly distributed to the Wrongfu ath and Survival Act Claim is evidenced by the 
approval of The Pennsylvania Department of Revenue pending this Court's consent. See Exhibit "D". 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF PENNSYLVANIA 

KEENA STONE WILLIAMS, 

Plaintiff, 

v. 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 

Defondant. 

CIVIL ACTION 
NO. 11-cv-5612 

STIPULATED ORDER THAT COUNTS JU AND IV 
OF PLAINTIFF'S COMPLAINT ARE DISMISSED 

WITH PREJUDICE PURSUANT TO FED. R. CIV. P. 16 

AND NOW, this Id. +k day of December, 2011, it is hereby agreed by and 

between the undersigned, who are all of the parties who have entered an appearance in 

the above-entitled Federal Tort Claims Act ("FTCA") proceeding, that COUNTS III 

AND IV OF PLAINTIFF'S COMPLAINT -- which are directed against now-dismissed 

defendants Antonio Fausto and Odeida Oalmasi -- are DISMISSED WITH PREJUDICE 

from this action pursuant to F edcral Ru le of Civil Procedure 16. 

-ARATTA, Esq. 
The ft a W odmont 
3500 Rea ng Way 
Huntingdon Valley, PA 19006 
(215) 914-2222 
ATTORNEY I.D. No. 56287 

A ttorncy for Plain tiff 

BY/THE COURT 

Assistant United States Attorney 
6] S Chestnut Street, Suite 1250 
Philadelphia, PA 19106-4476 
(215) 861-8786/(2 IS) 861-8618 (fax) 
ATTORNEY 1.D, No. 57300 

Attorney for Defendant United States 

J. 



IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF PENNSYLVANIA 

KEENA STONE WILLIAMS, 
Individually, and as Administratrix of 
the Estate of CRAIG WILLIAMS, 

Plaintiff, 

v. 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
ANTONIO FAUSTO, MLP, and 
ODEIDA DALMASI, MD, 

Defendants. 

. . . . 

CIVIL ACTION 
NO. 1 t-cv-5612 

STIPULATED ORDER THAT DEFENDANTS FAUSTO AND DALMASI 
ARE DROPPED AS DEFENDANTS PURSUANT TO FED. R. CIV. P. 21 

d, 9'"'-AND NOW, this ___ th day of November.2011, it is hereby agreed by 

and between the undersigned, who are all of the parties who have entered an appearance 

in the above~entitled Federal Tort Claims Act ("FTCA") proceeding, that defendants 

Antonio Fausto and Odeida Dalmasi are DROPPED AS PARTIES from this action 

pursuant to Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 21. Defendants Fausto and Dalmasi are not 

proper defendants under the FTCA, they cannot be sued personally, and they have 

absolute immunity from common law torts. Accordingly, plaintiffs claims against 



Antonio Fausto and Odeida Dalmasi are DISMISSED WITH PREJUDICE. 

J. BARATTA, Esq. 
The Lo at Woodmont 
3500 Reading Way 
Huntingdon Valley, PA 19006 
(215) 914-2222 
ATTORNEY I.D. No, 56287 

Attorney for Plaintiff 

APPROVED AND SO ORDERED, 

ssistant United States Attorney 
615 Chestnut Street, Suite 1250 
Philadelphia, PA 19106-4476 
(215) 861-8786/(215) 861-8618 (fax) 
ATTORNEY I.D. No. 57300 

Attorney for the United States 

FURTHER ORDERED that the Clerk is DIRECTED to amend the caption of this 

action by deleting Antonio Fausto and Odeida Dalmasi as defendants. 

HON~ ... ,~ 
Dated: (( ( L,f ( ,J-t; t < 

Judge, United States District Court 

2 



IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF PENNSYLVANIA 

KEENA STONE WILLIAMS, 
Individually, and as Administratrix of 
the Estate of CRAIG WILLIAMS, 

Plaintiff, 

v. 

UNITED Sf ATES OF AMERICA, 
ANTONIO FAUSTO, MLP, and 
ODEIDA DALMASI, MD, 

Defendants. 

: 

. 
• . . 

: 

CIVIL ACTION 
NO. 1 l-cv .. 5612 

CERTIFICATION OF SCOPE OF EMPLOYMENT 

1, ZANE DAVID MEMEOER, the undersigned United States Attorney, pursuant 

to the provisions of28 U.S.C. § 2679(d) and by virtue of the authority vested in me by the 

Attorney General of the United States under 28 C.F.R. Section 15.4(a), hereby certify that: 

( 1) I have read the Complaint in this action; and (2) to the best of my knowledge, informatio~ 

and belief, based on infonnation supplied to me in my official capacity, defendant Antonio 

Fausto, who has been named and identified in the Complaint, was an employee of the United · 

States by and through the Federal Bureau of Prisons, and was acting within the scope of his · 

duties and employment at all times pertinent to the allegations relating to him in the Complaint. 

Dated: f1I..J-,, 2; 14 I/ 

::z.~N- 0~ ~{r-
ZANEDAVID MEMEO~' 
United States Attorney 



Case Management Application Page 1 of l 

Welcome JOHN E WAU.ACE I Logout 

CASE DETAILS 

I Cue ID: CIV•NER-2013-00286 Short Descrtptlon: PEREZ V. UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

Case Login Information ..... ea- Resolution 

Reference Number 1: 12-cv•02424·YK•MCC Data 01/15/2016 

Short Description PEREZ V. UNITED 5rATES OF AMERICA Type settled 

Oassllkatlon Ovll Reason 

CneType FTCA·Personal Injury Sought 

Ca• Sub-Type Amount offered $ 

CUffel'lt Region NORTHEAST REGIONAL Of'FICE Total AmOunt Paid $2,500.00 

current Institution Description 

Incident Region Oescrtptlon 

lnddent I nstltutlon Court Fee Paid 7 No 

Monetary Relef $50,000.00 
Pro Se? No 

5ought 

Estimated Amount $ Case Initiation Dates 

Office Harrisburg Date Received 02/14/2013 
Jurisdiction MIDDLE DISTRICT Of PENHSYLVANJA 
Responsible Legal NERO Date Flied 12/05/2012 
Office 

Legal Uablllty Evaluation 
..... Case Progress 

Estimated Amount $ • 

estimated outcome No e¥aluatlon can be made at thG time 

Current Owner 

case Status 

ROBERT JENSEN 
Closed 

Tlmelne Status Closed 
Monthly Report 
s~ 
Private case No 

Addltlonal Case Information 
Leng Delcrfptlon 28: 1331 FEDEIW. QUESTIOH: cm!ER CML RIGHTS 

Flrttler case 
ClaSSlficatlon 
Comments 

Home Alerts My Work New Case 5earch Main 

• united States Department of Justice · Office of General Counsel & Review 

Email 

-
J 

..... 

https://bop.tcp.doj.gov:9349/0GC.-CIV/UpdateCasePage.do?PID=89+3+ICM4+DB2Pl3+... 11/1/2016 



Case 1:12-cv-02424-YK-MCC Document 1 Filed 12/05/12 Page 1 of 7 

Jose A. Perez FILED 
Name md Pmon.,./Bookin& Number SCRANTON 

USP Canaan, Reg. No.: 56868-066 DEC O Ii 2012 Pt.cc of Confinemcat 

P.O. Box 300 .;Q;-Mailing Addms ,.: 
Waymart, PA 18472 

City, s-. Zip Coda 

(FaiJure to notify the Court of your change_ ofaddress may result in dismissal of this action.) 

Jose A. Perez 
(Full Nam,o of P1ailltiff) 

1N THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF1 

Plaintiff, 

) 
) 

1 

I 
I 

! 

a 

vs. 
~ /2- l{l'-/ 
) CASE NO.---------'-----

(!)United States of America 
(F 1111 NmM of Dcfmdant) 

2 

4 

Defendant(s). 
O Clieclifd,er,ooreaddidonlll Deftmciubaodamd,,,.p 1-All&tinglhem. 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

) 
) 

(To be supplied by the Clerk) 

CIVIL RIGHTS COMPLAINT 
BY A PRISONER 

[ii Original Complaint 
0 First Amended Complaint 
D Second Amended Complaint 

A. JURISDICTION 

1. 1bis Court bas jwi.sdiction over this action pursuant to: 
D 28 U.S.C. § 1343(a); 42 U.S.C. § 1983 

0 28 U.S.C. § 1331; Bivens v. Six UpknownFederalNarcotics Agents. 403 U.S. 388 (1971). 

(]Qther:28 u.s.c. § 2671 Federa~ l'_or_t Claim Act § 1346 

2. Institution/citywbereviolationoccurred: U.S Penitentiary Canaan, Waymart, Pa. 

1 550/555 



Case 1:12-cv-02424-YK-MCC Document 1 Filed 12/05/12 Page 2 of 7 

B. DEFENDANTS 

1. Name of first Defendant: Un i t e d S ta t es · o f Amer j ca . The first Defendant is employed as: 
Federal Bureau of Prisons at'-~'~'s~~P__._C~a~u~aMa~n,1------------

(Position and Title) {Institution) 

2. Name of second Defendant: _______________ . The second Defendant is employed as: 
____________________ at'--------------------' 

(Po$ition and Title) (lnmtution) 

3. Name of third Defendant: _______________ . Toe third Defendant is employed as: 
____________________ at'------------------

(Position and Title) (Institution) 

4. Name of fourth Defendant:_· ------------~· The fourth Defendant is employed as: 
____________________ .at'----------------,------

(Position aad. Tille) (Institution) 

If you name more than four Defendants, answer the questions liited above for each additional Defendant on a separate page. 

C. PREVIOUS LAWSUITS 

1. Have you filed any other lawsuits while you were a prisoner? lilNo 

2. If yes, how many· lawsuits have you filed? JiLA_. Describe the previous lawsuits: 

a. First prior lawsuit: 
I. Parties: .N/A v. _______________ _ 

2.- Court and case number. --------------------------
3. Result: (Was the case dismissed? Was it appealed? Is it still pending?) ______ -----' 

N A 

· b. Second prior lawsuit: 
1. Parties: N/A v. ______ --,--________ _ 
2. Court and case number: --------------------------3. Result: (Was the case dismissed? Was it appealed? Is it still pending?) ______ _ 

N A 

c. Third prior lawsuit: 
1. Parties: N/A v. _______________ _ 
2. Court and case number: __________________________ , 

3. Result (Was the case dismissed? Was it appealed? Is it still pending?) ______ _ 
N A 

If you filed more than three lawsuits, answer the questions listed above for each additional lawsuit on a separate page. 

2 



Case 1:12-cv-02424-YK-MCC Document 1 Filed 12/05/12 Page 3 of 7 

D. CAUSE OF ACTION 

COUNT! 
1. State the constitutional or other federal civil right th.at was violated: ___________ _ 

2. Count I,, Identify the issue involved. Check only one. State additional issues in separate counts. 
D Basic necessities D Mail D Access to the court @ Medical care 

D Disciplinary proceedings D Property D Exercise of religion D Retaliation 
0 Excessive force by an officer D Threat to safety D Other: _f_o_o_d__.p_o __ 1=· s=-o_n...._ ______ _ 

3. Supporting Facts. State as briefly as possible the FACTS supporting Count I. Describe exactly what 
each Defendant did or did not do that violated your rights. State the facts clearly in your own words without 
citing lcfral authority or arguments. 
_ n June 25, 2011, Plaintiff consumed meals ierved by th& i1u.tit1J.tion 
at mainline at USP Canaan Jnd contracted salroonelJa and was sick For 
approximately 14 days with numerous symptoms, -Pl ai oti ff is sni ting the 
United states , not its employes. -

The food was not prepared or served properly and safe 
·Plaintiff was denied medical treatment. 

4. Injury. State how you were injured by th~ actions.or inactions of the Defendant(s). 
Plaintiff will file a memorandum of law in sJJpport tar bis claim within 
30 da s. . 

5. Administrative Remedies: 
a Are there any administrative remedies (grievance procedures or administrative appeals) available 

at your institution? 0 Yes O No 

b. Did you submit a request for administrative relief on Count I? l;J Yes D No 

c. Did you appeal your request for relief on Count I to the highest level? IRl Yes O No 
d. If you did not submit or appeal a request for administrative relief at any level, briefly explain why 

you did not. ------------------------------

3 



Case 1:12-cv-02424-YK-MCC Document 1 Filed 12/05/12 Page 4 of 7 

COUNT II 
1. State the constitutional or other federal civil right that was violated: N/A ---------

2. Count IL Identify the issue involved. Check on1y one. State additional issues in separate counts. 
D Basic necessities D Mail D Access to the court D Medical care 
D Disciplinary proceedings D Property D Exercise of religion D Retali~tion 
D Excessive force by an officer D Threat to safety D Other: _____________ _ 

3. Supporting Facts. State as briefly as possible the FACTS supporting Count IL Describe exactly what 
each Defeodaot did or did not do that violated your rights. State the facts clearly in your own words without 
citing legal authority or arguments. 

N/A 

4. Injury. State how you were injured by the actions or inactions of the Defendant(s). 
N A 

5. Administrative Remedies. 
a Are there any administrative remedies (grievance procedures or administrative appeals) available 

at your institution? D Yes D No 

b. Did you submit a request for administrative relief on Count II? D Yes D No 

c. Did you appeal 'your request for relief on Count II to the highest level? •· Yes D No 
d. If you did not submit or appeal a request for adniinis1rative relief at any levei, briefly explain why 

you did not. N / A 

4 
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Case 1:12-cv-02424-YK-MCC Document 1 Filed 12/05/12 Page 5 of 7 

COUNTID 
1. State the constitutional or other federal civil right that was violated: _________ ___,_ __ _ 

N/A 

2. Count Ill Identify the issue involved. Check only one. State additional issues in separate counts. 
D Basic necessities D Mail D Access to the court D Medical care 
D Disciplinary proceedings D Property D Exercise of religion D Retaliation 

D Excessive force by an officer D Threat to safety D Other: ----------------

3. Supporting Facts. State as briefly as possible the FACTS supporting Count III. Describe exactly what 
each Defendant did or did not do that violated your rights. State the facts ciearly in your own words without 
citing legal authority or arguments. 

N/A 

4. Injury. State how you were injured by the actions or inactions of the Defendant(s). 
N A 

5. Administrative Remedies. 
a. Are there any administrative remedies (grievance procedures or administrative appeals) available 

at your institution? D Yes D No 
b. Did you submit a request for administrative relief on Count ill? D Yes D No 
c. Did you appeal your request for relief on Count III to the highest level? D Yes D No 
d. If y~u did not submit or appeal a request for administrative relief at any level, briefly explain why 

you did not. _________ __..__....._ __________________ _ 

Uyoa assert mor-e th8D three Counts. answer the questions listed above for each additional Count on a separate page. 

5 



Case 1:12-cv-02424-YK-MCC Document 1 Filed 12/05/12 Page 6 of 7 

. ' . 

E. REQUEST FOR RELIEF 

State the relief you are seeking: 
Plaintiff is seeking a tptal of 50,000.00 for pain arid suffering and 
lon~ term health issues. 

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. 

. ~ ~ Executedon November 28, 2012 ~ ~ 
DATE ~ OFPLAINTIFF 

(Name and title of paralegal, legal assistant, or 
other person who helped prepare th.is complaint) 

(Signature of attorney, if any) 

(Attorney's address & telephone number) 

ADDmONAL PAGES 

All questions must be answered concisely in the proper space on the form. If you need more space, you may 
attach no more than fifteen additional pages. But the form must be completely filled in to the extent 
applicabJe. If you attach additional pages, be sure to identify which section of the complaint is being continued 
and number all pages. 

6 



JOSE A p~ l:12-cv-02424-YK-MCC 
USP CANAAN 

Document 1 Filed 12/05/12 Page 7 of 7 

1EG NO 56868 066 
PO BOX 300 
WAYMART PA 

./\_ b ·f
? 1v,L e-h<[) 

OFFICE OF TP,., r:LERK 
UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
MIDDLE DISTRICT OF PENNSYVANIA 
235 NORTH WASHINGTON AVENUE 
PO BOX 1149 . 
SCRANTON PA 18501 1148 

\ 

Freedom 
FOll.tvEII ! 



Case Management Application Page I of I 

Welcome WILSON J MOORER I Logout 

.. ,_ 
CASE DETAILS 

Back to Case Results C.ae Actions: 

Case IDI CIV-NER-2013-00975 Short Description: GLASSCHO v. FENSTERMAKER ET AL 

A ,. CUI IUIIIUIIY 
Case login Information Iii-. Case Resolution 

Reference Number 

Short Description 

Classiflcat1on 

Case Type 

Case Sub-Type 

Current Regfon 

Current Institution 

Incident Region 

Incident I nstl tutlon 

Monetary Relief 
Sought 

Estimated Amount 

Office 
Jurisdiction 
Responsible Legal 
Office 

1: 13-cv-01115-JEJ-MCC 

GlASSCHO V. FENSTERMAKER ET AL 

Clvtl 

FTCA-Personal Injury 

NORTHEAST REGIONAL OFFICE 

$ 

$ 

Harrisburg 

MIDDLE DISTRICT OF PENNSYLVANIA 

NERO 

Legal Liability Evaluation 

Estimated Amount $ -

t 

Estimated Outcome No evaluation can be made at this time 

Additional Case Information 

Long Description 42:1983 CML RIGHTS ACT 

Further Case 
Class/flcatlon 

Comments 

Aerts 

Date 06/25/2015 

Type Settled 
Reason 

Sought 

Amount offered $2,000.00 

Total Amount Paid $2,000.00 

Description 

Descnpt1on 

Court Fee Paid ? No 

Pro Se? No 

Case Initiation Oates 

Date Received 06/07/2013 

Date Aled 04/26/2013 

Case Progress 

Current Owner ROBERT JENSEN 

Case Status Closed 

nmellne Status Closed 

Monthly Report 
Status 

Private Case No 

New Case Searcn Ma:n 

• United States Oepart'1'ent or Just ce - Office of Genera Counse & Rev,ew 

E,.,-·,a: 

https://bop.tcp.doj.gov:9349/0GC-CIV /UpdateCasePaJ?e.do?PID=89+ 3+ICM4+DB2P11+ .-

- I 
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_; (MIDDlE_.PENNSYLVANiA) ... 

_. ~~~ .. --.··· ,. ~ ,-•• - "••, ,, •' •••r:•, ·---. 

X 

Kevin Glasscho 

., 
'Civil case# 
I 

/ :; 3- C~-· //JS-
-vs- I! 

Federal judge; _________ _ 

U.S,P, Administrative· Remedy Coordinator 
Eriib,:1Fenstermaker -and- The United States , 
of America. x 

FILED 
SCRP.,NTOl'--.i 

APR 2 u 20\3 ---PEf;;4~t;?UfY_C __ L_E_H--:K-

Authorization for the clerk.office.to receive a certified copy of my inmate 
trust account. for the past six months as·well ·as::payments fran the acco1mt in the 
amo~ts specified by §28 U.s.c. 1915(b) 

I swear tmder title 28 u.s.c. 1746 the above is my true wishes to-proceed on the 
prosecution of my Bivens eivil suit. 

Respectfully subnitted, 

. .x q<{ Jr, '1•os1 

1:-~):t~ 

' .•. - t· -. ---~·{. :/:: '.~~:_··,:'· ·;_·_ '. 
': -~- r, .'.~-I: .. ~ ; :.~:· 



--~l~~2?~'1.tt~i~~:"~~1~"~~~~'.-~i7E~,~~2f~ 
THE MIDDLE DISTRICT OF. PENNSYLVANIA 

Kevin Glasscho 

'-vs-

U.S.P. Administr~tive Remedy Coordinator Erika Fenstedmaker, 
and United States of America .. 

FEDERAL TORT.'.CLAlM ACT 28 {) .. s-.c. 2676 
AND-BIVENS ACTION·UNDER 42 U.S.C. 1983 

.1) Kevin Gla:.:scho c urre_n t ly re si(le s at F .c. I. Schuylkill, P/0 Box 759 

Minersville, P.A. 17954 The. plaintiff is a.ct in~ in pro-se cpaci ty 

and request that t.his. claim be constr:ued libe·rally- unrier Haines 

v. Kerner, _404 u.s .. 519,.520, .. 92 .s.ct. 594, .30 L.~d. 2d 652 (1972) 
also; Doolittle v. Holmes, 30~ F.e.~ __ Anpx 133 (2_009). 

INTROtlUCTION 

,. 

2) This is a c·ivil action being- filed in .complia-nce .with the Federal 

Tort ctaim Act 28 u.s.c. 2676~79L B~fore this act was federally. 

created agency's could b~ sued for it's torts if_ Congress had given 

the agency. the power to "sne and be sued"._ Under the FTCA, however; 

[ the authority of· any federal ag.ency to sue or be su~d. in. it's 

own name_shall not be construed to authorize suits against such 

federal agency on claim which are c.ogni'zable_ under 

28 u.s.c. 1346(b)] 

.:. ' . . - . ' 

Inste~d, the remedies orovide·d );,y the -FTCA aie the exclusive remedy 
--"ior"'"claim_~-tl-i~-f .. are --~~gnizabT;;:- ~nde'r~.:2s· u:~·s. c .A~-'- i~4-6(b)_~ ·wh.ich i~a_n~ 



.;~;,_:; -','<--~--' ' -~1',¥-;~-ov,15,JE}:~'r,;:,:.~£l~u_r":,:.~C'.·;7't~~y~:~lb~~~ag~c-JtJll#c"::'.:~~=:c~:; 
-~~. :,.. :, - -~-•~ ••&• •• T ..; • O •-• "• • ••~ ....... • ~ ~,• ••• -~-- -. O -•• I'' 0 • •• ••••-•••-~•• • •-- ~: :-•••.-&& -;.. •• •••••' ~ • • : .. ;~~ • ... -~•, .~•,-• ;-:-••• ... .- -~~•• T-"•- •o • -~•• •---•• o -=• .,;.' ••' O •.•••• -~ 

.. ···-under 28 u.s.c.A·. 2619(a), the statutory auth~~ity ~fa fe-der-ai "agen~y .. 

--·-· ···--to-·be ~ued do.es- -no.t_ permit a tort·: suit directTyagainst"-· the-·agency. 

if ·the suit is based :on conduct covered under t'lie ~TCA, · ·. Ins..tea·d the·

United Stat~s must be na~ed as the defendant.· Moredve~. th~ authority 

of·a federal _ageniy to sue.-o~ be sued in its .own ·na~e does not constitute 

a waiver of the government·' s sove.reign _t"mmunity separate and apart 

from the provision of the FTCA; and unless som·e other ac_t provides 

a.waiver of sovereign _immunity,. a.federal. agendy may not be sued in 
~ ' 

tort even if the action is based on. a.. tar.t .that is not coverE?d by 

the FTCA. The effect of 28 u.s.c.A. 2679(.~) .is. that tort actions 

against suable tiederal.~gencies are.placed on.the same footing as 

actions against agenci.es. that do not have. the powe.r to sue or be sued. 

3) The FTCA was amend~d in- 1988 to provide that the remedy against · 

the United States under tqe FTGA "'for .i.njnry or·,loss of. property., 

:1 or··personal injury or death .arising or resulting from t~e negligent 

or wrongful act .. or ommiss t.o•n of any employe.e · of tlie Government 

while. acting w.i thin the scope of his .off.ice. or employment is exclusive 

of any other civil action". This provision wR.s. intended to substitute 

·the Unit~d States as the only permissible.defenda~t in all common

!. law t.ort .-actions against federal .employees who were. acting in the 

scope. of empl_oyment ._ The. -amendment._ ~lso provides that ·,i[a]ny other· 

.civ.il action or proceeding for money dam.ag._es .aris~ng out: of or 

relating to the .same subject matter .against. employee or the employee's 

estate is precluded without regard to when the· actdor· omdtssion 
occurred ... 

4) t:Tnde.r 2,8 u.s.c.A. ·2679(b)(1), ·a tort claim against a federar_e~ployee 

who ·was acting ~ithin the scope of his or hernemoloyment must proceed 

_ex~lusively against the United States under the Federal Tort Claims . 

.. Act, even if _this procedure leaves "the· "j:d~intlff without· a :remedy.-



:•~::i:~l~~~f~:~~~:~i:'~:~te~~~~:~~~f:~~~,~:~~.-~l~:~;~~x~~xfrt :-:~_::::,;:~.-.i_::~:~-~.;: .. __ g§t:.~~s:~_?·:~s1f2ff({:~ft::· 
l. ~•--, -• ~~--=--, '•""!• u-:---• . •:~••~:•• •. - :-"'._•n•• ............ ••-T: •: ~...-:•~:-<-, .... ~~- . -

JURISDICTION . 
- •~•-••- ~~-~.• • ••Y •••••• • • ~• -- .--• • -~• .• • 

5) This action is being brought pursuant to·. the ·Federal· Tott· Claims ·

Act under Title 28 U.S. C. 26 71 -thru 26 79·. 

FAtiTS 

6) The phaintiff listed above is. currently res-iding at F.C.I. Sch.tylkill 
P/0 13ox 759, Minersville, P.A. 17954 . The pla.intiff ·.has _·individually 

filed [i.e; exhausted remedy] standard 95 as required tinder the 

:,•· 1:1 :FTCA • 

. 7) The d·ef endant, Uni te.d .. States is being sued directly for negligence, 

negligence _p,r~se, wrongful acts or omission.of. any emploJee of 

the government.while acting ·within the.scope of his office or 

employment. Can be served at.Office.of General Couns~l, Federal 

Bureau ·of Prisons, 320 First Street, ~-W, Was~ington, n:c. 20530. 

I 
8) On or about 6~25-11. Kevin Glasscho ) and othe-r .. inmates .not mentioned 

went to mainlin.e and consumed a. poul t,ry .product [i.e. Chick_en Faj ii tas] 
that was spoiled and/or con t~mina.ted w_i tl:t ."Salmonella Bae terial 

Poisonit?,g. 11 Kevin Glasscho and other inmates not mentioned 

·ingested the Salmonella iacterial poison by way of chicken.fajit~s-

l 
9) On or about 6-26-11 ~ Kevin Glasscho [ and other inmates not m.ention·ed 

began to suffer ex.cruciating pain and symptoms which inc_lud.ed but 

were not limited to severe headache's, diarrhea, abd6minal pains, 

nausea, chills, vmmdttting, inability to eat, a.nd profuse sweating. 

10) Kevin Glasscllo 'was seen by. medic.ai staff here __ and. w:3-s given. a 
cup of "'Ga tora·de·:· and t~o aspriif.·..:.. .- However,· was- sti.11 ·bel'ng -fed. -~eals-· --

from··•the· c~ntainin~ted .. ~itchen which ._made -the sickness [Salmonella--~-·-



11) The Health .. Inspector after being notified by Wayne Memorial .Hospital, 

following. CDC policies and/or reg·u-lation came to USP Canaan and 

closed the kitchen he re un t ~ 1 , triey s a-nit i zed· lihe f cod s ervi_c e department 

and passed•inspection._ 

12) The institution at [U.S.P. Canaan] stayed oa ~mergency lockdown 

and/or restrictive movem~nt ~tatus from 6-26-11 th~u 7-15-11. 

The institution failed - two i.nspections. and fired approximately 

150 inmates who worked in the.kitchen and _were also poisoned. 

13) On or about 1~11~11, the kitchen·here·_passed it's third inspection 

and could now operate. On or.about 7-13-11_, the kitchen held an 

orientation for::hhe remaining 60 kitc~en workers. (inmates). 

14) The plaintiff_' s remained sick and .disoriented during 6-26-11 thru 

7-13-11, Neith~r of the plaintiff's was_requested to provide a 

stool sample. [for .. c.ul ture testing] an.d/or ·.blood test in order to 

diagnos prope.rly t'I:ie plaintiff's. illnesses. However, if an inmate 

did. in.fact work in fo6d service,and_contracted the Salmonella 

. food poisoning, t_ha t inma.te ltad to take. a stool sample in order 

to be. cleared to work for food ·service once again. See Exhibit A, 
B, and C. 

Salmonella poisoning, staff negligence, and deliberate refusal 

to treat plaint1ff's for symtoms 

Paragraph's 1 tht1u .14 ar.e r:e-alleged. here as if.· fully se.t fort he. herein.· 

15) .Under 18 u.s.c. 4041 ~ 4042(a)C2) the Bureau oi Prisons has ~andated 
-

· duty to provfde 'healtliy and nutritiicirns .. me.a_ls to all inmates he·re 

at· U.S.P. Canaan, 

16) On June 25, 20-11; the .B_.o.p._ w~,s___i.n b_reach.of i.t's.mandated d_uties·. 

~,.;c~~---·.:~--.. ;.(.~.~~-~1!;,.;.,:,h?',·: t~~¼~~.li ~,:~_~]~,':st~i1·,¾ti61r.J~1,'i~}11t(~j~f ·~;~Hi•t~~~!~,tli~-~t:GtJfi,:,i-~i¼~;,;.:1 
C:' ::··:<: i:: J \/'i: hi -· ~, s'erirTd.'?triii~'11m:htum~~fiZa~::t:i~tf1~"ti~t::if-fi~H:e·a·,:r;;;ItY¼c:f~rr'ftl~ .; 
:t::4:~~1~E~~~;~~~~~~~- · ,_, · · · · · ~; .. ~ ... ~.,d,-_. · · 

~ 
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'B-t1reau·uf ·Prisons 
Health Services 

Clinical Encounter 

EXHIBIT A 

Inmate Name: GLASSCHO, KEVIN 
Date of Birth: 09/12i1962 

. Encounter Date: 07/14/2011 10:37 

Reg #: 441"66--037 
Sex: M Race: BLACK Facility: CAA 
Provider. VanderHey-Wnght, Jayne Unit: E04 

Sick Call!Triage encounter performed at Health Services. 

SUBJECTIVE: 

COMPLAINT 1 Provider: VanderHey-Wright, Jayne PA-C 

Chief Complaint: Headache . . 
Subjective: c/o headache denies taking any OTC pain reliever. States he believes that he is with a fever. 

He,states--that-he,had·diarmea-from-the·food0 bome·lfmess. tie currently denies any diarrhea. 
Pain Location: · 

Pain Scale: 
Pain Qualities: 
History of Trauma: 
Onset: 
Duration: 
Exacerbating Factors: 
Relieving Factors: 
Comments: 

OBJECTIVE: 

Temperature: 

12m. 
07/14/2011 10:39CAA 

Pulse: 

Um IiIM 
07/14/2011 10:39 CAA 

Blood Pressure: 

Fahrenheit 
·98.4 

Celsius Locatjon 
'36.9 Oral 

Rate Per Minute Location 

75 

Position 
07/14/2011 10:39 CAA 128/87 

Weight: 

Location 
Left Arm 

. Provider 
VanderHey-Wright, Jayne PA-C 

Rhythm Provider 
VanderHey-Wright, Jayne PA-C 

. Cuff Size Provider 
VanderHey-Wright, Jayne PA-C 

nm IllM 
10:39 CAA 

Kg Waist Circurtt, Pmvlder 
07/14/2011 

Exam: 

220.0 ·99:8 VanderHey-Wright, Jayne PA-C 

General 
Appearance/Nutrition _ 

Yes: Appears Well, NAO, WD/WN, Alert and Oriented x 3 

Pulmonary 
Auscultation 

Yes: Clear to Auscultation Bilaterally. 

Cardiovascular 
Auscultation 

Yes: Regular Rate and Rhythm (RRR), Normal S1 and S2 

ASSESSMENT: 

Description Status Pate Progress 

Generated Oi'/14/2011 10:47 by VanderHey-Wrighl, Bureau of Prillons - CAA_ Page 1 of 2 
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EXHIBIT 13 

lnmafe Name: GLASSCHO,· KEVIN 
Date of Birth: 09/12/1962 
Encounter Date: 07/14/2011 10:37 

Reg #: 44166-037 
Sex: M Race: BLACK Facility: CAA 
Provider: VanderHey-Wright, Jayne Unit: E04 

Desc(iptioo 
Headache 

PLAN: 

New Medication Orders: 
Medlcatjon 
Ibuprofen Tablet 

1@i filfill4 
784.0 current 

Indication: Headache 

Disposition: 

Follow-up at Sick Call as Needed 

Patient Education Topics: 

Date lait!ated Format 
07/14/2011 Counseling 

Handout/Topic 
Plan of Care 

Status Date 
07/14/2011 

Progresa 

lnltial 
bJ2l. 
Temporary/Acute 

Order Date 
()7/14/2011 10:37 

Prescriber Order 
600mg Orally -three times a day 
PRN x 7 day(s) . . 

proylder_ 
VanderHey-Wright, 

Return to normal diet and exercise. Maintain fluids. Take Ibuprofen (or headache. 

Outcome 
Verbalizes 
Understanding 

Copay Required:Yes 
TelephoneNerbal Order: No 

Cosign Required: No 

Completed by VanderHey-Wright, Jayne PA-Con 07/14/201110:47. 

Generated 07114/2011 10:47 6y VanderHey-Wr)ght, Bureau of Prisons • CAA Page 2 of 2 
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EXHIBIT C 

... A"A.A.N USP CAA- E04-204U . 
1057~0N TURNPIKE-WAYMART, Penns~tvanlll 18472 -

·974a:::CAA -VanderH~Wr_ightt~--,;:,0:'J?-'Hl.11,~ __ • 
~:: 3LASSCHC:>':KEVIM :~~t~>;,/,:}~;•J1:t:;.~5J:44 i6&-037-1a 
· ... rake o~e tablet by mout~ wiih food three times . ;;; 

:lally as needed for seven ~ays .al •• ·--,· . -
buprofen 600 MG Tab ma = 
O)RefiRs 07/14/11 THE - Re , ·- -~ -
#21 . Don~~ • -

' . CAllTlOtt.~~lt;,rwhom~ ' ' . ID..,., olhlr\h,n......--, 

. \ 

. . 



,-·~?'.'~~;,'.~'"i1;~~~~~~3~~~!tyf~~~~!ff· 
' :. 17) As a proximate resul~· fr~m .their -ce~lig.ence ·e~ch of the above:' merition-ed 

and other .unmentioned inmates .r_eceived Salmone_lla bacterial poiso.ning. 

18) As a proximate result fiom.this breach in mandated duties the plaintiff 

inmate 1 s right's were violated_, 

A. Plaintiff has the right to _expect that ·staff and/or other personel 

will treat-the plaintiff as a human being .in a respectful, impartial 

a·nd fair- manner .. 

B. Plaintitf has the iight to be informed and know the rules and procedu~es 

and/or schedules concerning t.he operation of this- insti tu ti.on. 

C •. Plaintiff has the right to health caie which includes nuttiti~us. 

meals·, etc. etc. 

19) Paragraph 18(a) was breached when placed under "emergency lockdown 

qua ran tin ell stat.us .and was den ie.d. adequate· medics 1 attention. 

20) Paragraph 18(b) was breached when the warden failed to pass .out 

memorandum's providing. inmates with notices that the institution.· 

was on lockdown status and llto.w long the status was going to. last. 

21) Paragraph 18 (c;) _was breached when the plain tiff was served inadequate, 

. spoiled and othe-rwise .unhealthy food from an unsanitary kitchen 

that was contaminated and t'iat contamination made the plaintiff 

ingest Saimonell~ poisoning.· 

2~) As a direct :·.and oroxima.te result of plaint if~ being -inf 1:1:c ted with 

.the Salmonella .bacteria.due to U,S.P. Canaan staff n_egligence, 

.. _..,,the ola in ttf ~uf f ered severe -and=e-.xtreme-l-y=-pa-i-n·fu-1-=Sympt.oms ___ th_a_t;.;_"'~=,-=--==-::::...:: 

included feve·r, vo.mi~ing, dia·rrh.ea, nausea, chills and bone and 

.:1 . muscle pain. . Further, ·e.ach. of the above plain_t iff. was forced to 

~ridure the ~ain•ass~ciated-~ith the above m~n~ioned symptoms in~. 

~"~;~-·--~-~--~hi ah-.--~L!l-i-n t.ff (~ s,~·f f e red -b~- . b~i-~-g- --~i-~ i~~t~_wi~th···::~~~:l.~oil:eli~~~~te'.~J.:~=;;:f~~~~- --

~~~&iaii;lf iiliffei~~~S~!~~~~~!j'.~~~-



1}''~0F~~~'J;Bii~~c:?~~:~4~~~~~~'Mt,g~;s6?~ 
. :. 23) The .ac t'ions 'and . .".omis; i.ons, ~'f-_\j. 5:~ t;.:•·canaa.n '"it.af f- ,~n Jiiiie- 2°5"~- '2bi.i. _ .. __ ----.. :· •····· 

.in.preparing and ser~ing_food·.~~-the olRini.iff;an~ othet~·in th~ 

inmate ·1?_opnlation. in. whole, amoun_i:s- to gr.os_s. negligence., :B f.ailure. 

to ad.equa.te1y train and the_ deoia 1. of. plaint"iff' s · man_datory rights 

as provided unde:c ._18 u.s-.. c. 4042. Further,- _the inten~ional denial 

of providi~g m~ wit~ necessary medical'treatment for my iliness 

constitute.·ne~ligence, medical neglect .. 

24) The United Stat.es is responsible under FTCA .. for the acts described 

herein based on thg~rongful .acts or.omission,- of federal ~mployees 

acting within the.scope of he/she owas. to his/~P.r employer and 
the conduct. is the type tha.t . .l1e/sh_e .was. hireii to d.o .• 

25). Pursuant to 28 -u.s.c. 2675(b) and 28 C,F,R,ls 142, the undersigned 

plaintiff is required. to request a specific sum certain for the 

damages ['1e} sustained, and. there.fore ·each of the-,,abov'e mention ed. 

plain.tiff have .reque·s ted specific damages -a.nd/or settlement with . 

.. t,he agency responsible -[Bureau -o.f-_.Prison] for Salmonella 9oisoning, 

staff negligence, and deliberate refusal to treat plaintiff for 

symptoms. 

Dam.age Sought. 

Affidavit in suoport of claims made 

For the facts stated in this civil complaint is with~n t~eir oersonal 

knowledge and are true and corre.c t. 

The ~.pave name declare under ·the- penalty of oer]iiry ··under the laws· 

of the, United States· of America that· t1i.e above mentioned is true and 
·correct;-·-- -· ---- .-- - .- ----

of 2013. - - · · · --

: .. • . ' ~ . ._ •i· ~ 

- ••• • •• H;. 0 -~•••••••• ~-f'•~ • 0 • ~y - r.;, 0 
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IN THE UNITED ST A TES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE MIDDLE DISTRICT OF PENNSYLVANIA 

KEVIN GLASSCHO, I : I 3-cv- l I 15 

Plaintiff, 
Hon. John E. Jones III 

v. 
Hon. Martin C. Carlson 

UNITED ST A TES OF AMERICA, 

Defendant. 

ORDER 

October 14, 2014 

AND NOW, upon consideration of the Report and Recommendation of 

Chief United States Magistrate Judge Martin C. Carlson (Doc. 44), recommending 

that the Plaintiff's motion for leave to amend the complaint (Doc. 40) be denied 

because the request to amend is untimely and amendment would be futile, and 

noting that neither party has filed objections and that there is no clear error on the 

record, 1 see Nara v. Frank, 488 F.3d 187, 194 (3d Cir. 2007) (explaining that 

1 When parties fail to file timely objections to a magistrate judge's report and 
recommendation, the Federal Magistrates Act does not require a district court to review the 
report before accepting it. Thomas v. Arn, 474 U.S. 140, 149 (1985). As a matter of good 
practice, however, the Third Circuit expects courts to "afford some level of review to dispositive 
legal issues raised by the report." Henderson v. Carlson, 812 F.2d 874, 878 (3d Cir. 1987). The 
advisory committee notes to Rule 72(b) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure indicate that 
"[w]hen no timely objection is filed, the court need only satisfy itself that there is no clear eITor 
on the face of the record in order to accept the recommendation." FED. R. CIV. P. 72(b), advisory 
committee notes; see also Henderson, 812 F.2d at 878-79 (stating that "the failure of a party to 
object to a magistrate's legal conclusions may result in the loss of the right to de novo review in 
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"failing to timely object to [a report and recommendation] in a civil proceeding 

may result in forfeiture of de nova review at the district court level") and the Court 

finding Judge Carlson's analysis to be thorough, well-reasoned, and fully 

supported by the record IT IS HEREBY ORDERED THAT: 

I. The Report and Recommendation of Magistrate Judge Carlson (Doc. 

44) is ADOPTED in its entirety. 

2. The Plaintiff's Motion for Leave to Amend the Complaint (Doc. 40) is 

DENIED. 

3. This matter is REMANDED to Magistrate Judge Carlson for further 

pre-trial management. 

s/ John E. Jones III 
John E. Jones III 
United States District Judge 

the district court"); Tice v. Wilson, 425 F. Supp. 2d 676, 680 (W.D. Pa. 2006) (holding that the 
court's review is conducted under the "plain error" standard); Cruz v. Chateri 990 F. Supp. 
375-78 (M.D. Pa. 1998) (holding that the court's review is limited to ascertaining whether there 
is "clear error on the face of the record"); Oldrati v. Apfel, 33 F. Supp. 2d 397, 399 (E.D. Pa. 
1998) (holding that the court will review the report and recommendation for "clear error"). The 
Court has reviewed the magistrate judge's report and recommendation in accordance with this 
Third Circuit directive. 

2 
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IN THE UNITED ST A TES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE MIDDLE DISTRICT OF PENNSYLVANIA 

KEVIN GLASSCHO, I : I 3-cv- l I 15 

Plaintiff, 
Hon. John E. Jones III 

v. 
Hon. Martin C. Carlson 

UNITED ST A TES OF AMERICA, 

Defendant. 

ORDER 

March 31, 2015 

Currently before the Court is Chief United States Magistrate Judge Martin 

C. Carlson's Report and Recommendation (Doc. 69) recommending that the 

undersigned resume full management of the instant case and schedule pretrial and 

trial proceedings. Previously, on March 6, 2015 we issued an Order adopting a 

prior R&R of Judge Carlson's recommending that we deny Plaintiff's Motion for 

Summary Judgment, noting that genuine issues of disputed facts remained 

rendering the matter inappropriate for summary judgment. We adopted the 

recommendation, noting that Plaintiff had not filed objections thereto. Following 

our adoption of the recommendation, Plaintiff filed objections (Docs. 68, 70, 71 

and 72). We have reviewed the Plaintiff's submissions and note that they do not 

alter our determination that factual issues remain in this matter such that summary 
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judgment is inappropriate. Further, we agree with the Magistrate Judge that this 

matter is now in a pre-trial posture. Accordingly, we will schedule a pre-trial 

conference so that the Plaintiff can be presented by videolink from USP-Lee, 

where he is currently incarcerated. 

NOW, THEREFORE, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED THAT: 

1. The Report and Recommendation of Magistrate Judge Carlson (Doc. 

69) is ADOPTED in its entirety. 

2. A pre-trial conference shall be conducted on May 18, 2015 at 10:00 

a.m. Counsel for the United States shall appear in Harrisburg 

Chambers and the Plaintiff shall be presented via videolink from USP

Lee. 

s/ John E. Jones III 
John E. Jones III 
United States District Judge 

2 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

MIDDLE DISTRICT OF PENNSYLVANIA 

SCRANTON 

ANTHONY WILKERSON ) 
(Reg. No.: 07999-007) ) 

PLAINTIFF, ) Docket No.: 
) 
) 

vs. ) 
) 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, ) 
) 

Civil Complaint Pursuant To The 
Federal Tort Claim Act, 28 U.S.C. 
§§ 1346, 2671, & 2680. 

DEFENDANT. ) ______________ ) 
I. JURISDICTION 

FILED 
SCRANTON 

A) 

JUNO 4}jl:.:/ 
rdJz 

PER:__=OEPJ.JTY~~Cf,;LE~R~K ----
p 1 a in t i f f ' s ma i 1 in g ad d re s s , r e g i s t e r ·numb e r , S"ff'd- p r e s en t 

place of confinement: United States Penitentiary P.O. BOX 300 El #104, 

WAYMART, PA 18472-0800. 

ANTHONY WILKERSON #07999-007 

B) Defendant: UNITED STATES of AMERICA. 

C) Agent: RONNIE HOLT (WARDEN) 

At the time of claim(s) alleged in this complaint arose, was 

the Agent employed by the Federal Government? The answer is YES. 

In fact the Agent, RONNIE HOLT, was employed as WARDEN/CHIEF AD

MINISTRATOR at the UNITED STATES PENITENTIARY CANAAN. 

D) Agent: Doctor, W. DOBUSHAK, is employed as a Clinical Director/ 

Medical Department Supervisor with the FEDERAL BUREAU of PRISONS. 

At the time of claim(s) alleged in this complaint arose, was 

the Agent employed by the Federal Government? The answer is YES. 

In fact the Agent, Doctor, W. Dobushak, is employed by the Federal Gov

ernment as the Clinical Director of the medical department at USP CANAAN. 

- 1 -
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E) Using the outline of the aforementioned Agents, I use 

this saection to include the above kind of information for the remaining 

Agents, 

Angela P. Dunbar is employed as Associate Warden/Acting Warden 

with the Federal Bureau of Prisons. Agent is amployed by the Federal 

Government as Associate Warden/Acting Warden for USP CANAAN. B. Sullivan 

is employed by USP CANAAN as the Hospital Administrator with the Federal 

Bureau of Prisons. Agent is a Federal Governemnt employee at above mention

ed facility (Hospital Administrator). Mr. Ryan is employed as the Food 

Service Administrator with the Federal Bureau of Prisons. Agent is employed 

by the Federal Government at USP CANAAN. Correctional counselor in Unit El 

is a unit counselor at USP CANAAN, HE is a Federal Bureau of Prisons em

ployee. He's also employed by the Federal Government. 

II PREVIOUS LAWSUITS 

A) Have you begun any other lawsuits in State or Federal Court re

lating to your imprisonment? The answer to the above question is NO! 

B) If the answer is Yes, describe the lawsuit in the space below. 

I know if I fail to comply with this provision, it may result in the 

summary denial of my complaint. 

This section does not apply to me. 

1) Parties to previous lawsuit(s): N/A Defendants: N/A. 

2) Court: N/A 

3) Docket Number: N/A 

4) Name of Judge to whom case was assigned: N/A 

5) Type of Case: N/A 

6) Deposition of Case: N/A 

7) Approximate date of lawsuit: N/A 

8) Approximate date of disposition: N/A 

- 2 -
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A) Is there a prisoner grievance procedure in the institution? 

YES! 

B) Did you present the facts relating to your complaint in the 

prison grievance procedure? YES! 

C) If your answer is "yes", what steps did you take? 

I would like to state for the record that I utilized all B.O.P. Pro

cedures Administrative Remedies Forms at this level, inmate request to 

s t a f f , BP - 8 , B_P - 9 ; Reg i on a 1 Leve 1 , BP - l O ; and C en t r a 1 0 f f i c e Le v e 1 , 

BP-11. Please Note: For several months after pandemic breakout at USP 

CANAAN'S dining hall, I sent several requests to staff for updates of 

my medical condition to which I never received a response to any of 

them. What were the results? All administrative remedies were denied 

some were never responded to by Defendant. 

D) If your answer is "no", explain why not: N/A 

E) Did you complain to prison authorities? Yes I did! 

F) If your answer is "yes", to the above question: 

1) What steps did you take? Plaintiff has filed administrative 

remedies that are required by the B.O.P. (Tort Claim hasn 1 t been 

answered so Plaintiff can't provide the filing number at this time). 

G) If your ans~er is "no" explain why not: N/A 

H) Attach copies of your request for administrative remedy and 

the responses you received. If you cannot do so explain why: 

Plaintiff will send all copies of grievances/or attach any re

quests, and their respones that have been afforded to him. Please Note: 

Plaintiff has utilized the inmate grievance system to the fullest, and 

have been informed by F.B.O.P. E- Unit Counselor that some remedies have 

been lost and/or misplaced, and some have been returned without responses. 

IV STATEMENT OF CLAIM 
I am the aforementioned Plaintiff listed on the beginning pages 

- 3 -
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of this moving motion (Civil Action) as ANTHONY WILKERSON #07999-007 

On June 26th 2013, the Plaintiff had become extremely ill along 

with the rest of the inmate population here at USP CANAAN. Plaintiff and 

inmates were fed contaminated processed chicken cubes served in the 

meal to Plaintiff, which had caused Plaintiff to contract the Salmonella 

bacteria, along with the population and the staff members who ate the 

meal. The institution went on lockdown and Plaintiff was locked into the 

cell without knowing the cause of his sickness, and without ·any medical 

treatment whatsoever. Plaintiff had contacted the correctional officer 

who was on duty at the time, and notified him that he was feeling sick 

(vomiting, light-headedness, diarrhea). The next morning your humble 

Plaintiff was feeling even more ill, blood in the stool, hot/cold sweats 

and more vomitink. Plaintiff was beginning to panic from this unfortunate 

experience, and tried to get help from health services, only to be told 

that everybody is sick, so they will get to you when they can. Plaintiff 

was fed food that was reported to staff members on duty in the kitchen 

that the food not only had a bad oder, but was lefted out all night and 

should be threw out. The kitchen workers (inmates), had duly reported 

this fact to kitchen staff but was ignored. Stool samples were taken 

and tested. Salmonella Strain II had developed in the systems of thos 

tested. The staff members willfully, knowingly, and intentionally fed 

me contaminated food products. This was clear negligence on behalf of 

Defendant. The food service personnel were given a "warning'' i.e., ot 

the chicken cubes being bad or contaminated and still the staff served 

it anyway to Plaintiff and the inmate population here at USP CANAAN. 

Mr. Ryan, Food Service Administrator and his staff placed Plaintiff in 

danger and in harms way, causing pain and suffering, mental anguish, as 

- 4 -
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well as the fear of eating food served from the dinning hall while this 

~ockdown status remained in effect. The Food Administrator Mr. Ryan as 

well as his staff should have known that "prison food must be prepared 

and served under conditions which don't present an immediate danger to 

the health and well being &f inmates who consume it. 

V REQUEST FOR RELIEF 

State exactly what you want the Court to do for you. If you 

are a state prisoner or a federal prisoner, and seek relief which effects 

the facts or durartion of your imprisonment (for example: illegal de

tention, restoration of good time, expungment of records, or parole re

lease), you must first file your claim on a habeas corpus form pursuant 

to 28 U.S.C. §§ 2241, 2254, or 2255. 

Plaintiff is seeking a preliminary injunction against the Defend

ant to attain medical care, (extensive lab work, stool testing, blood 

test, etc ... ) and whatever the Court may deem just and proper. 

Plaintiff weeks to be compensated for pain and suffering, mental aguish, 

and compensatory damages. Also, for attorney fees and court costs to be 

paid by Defendant and/or any other unforeseen hidden costs and whatever 

the Court may deem just. 

VI JURY DEMAND 

The Plaintiff does "YES" request a trial by jury(~: Fed. R. 

Civ. P. 38). 

Please Note: The Agents of the Defendant have acted standoffish, 

combative, and uncooperative when Plaintiff requested copies of medical 

status reports, results, or finding of their conducted .test. So please 

forgive your humble Plaintiff for putting forth the results. Please 

take this complaint as a good faith effort while Plaintiff humbly waits 

on Defendant to turn over said documents. 

- 5 -
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DECLARATION UNDER FEDERAL RULE or CIVIL PROCEDURE 11 

I, the undersigned, certify to the best of my knowledge 1 

information, and belief, that this complaint is in full compliance with 

Rule ll(a) and {b) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. 

The undersigned also recognizes that the failure to comply with 

Rule ll(a) and (b) may result in sanction, monetary or non-monetary pur

suant to Federal Rule of Civil Procedure ll(c). 

The Plaintiff hereby requests the Court issue all appropriate 

service and/or notices to the Defendant. 

PLEASE NOTE: 

Your humble Plaintiff is not an attorney and 

should not be considered to be one, so please excuse any mistakes that 

may have been made during the production of this complaint. 

May 28th 2013 

- 6 -
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
MIDDLE DISTRICT OF PENNSYLVANIA 

ANTHONY WILKERSON, 

Plaintiff 

v. 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 

Defendant 

CIVIL ACTION NO. 3:13-1499 

(MANNION, D.J.) 
(CARLSON, M.J.) 

MEMORANDUM 

Plaintiff Anthony Wilkerson is a prisoner housed at the United States 

Penitentiary, Canaan. He is one of several inmates who have filed suit in this 

district after allegedly contracting salmonella poisoning in June 2011 when the 

prison served fajitas that were made with bad chicken. At issue here is 

whether the administrative tort claim filed by plaintiff in taking steps to comply 

with an exhaustion requirement was insufficient because he failed to sign it, 

and whether plaintiff received notice that his claim had been rejected on 

technical grounds and given an opportunity to sign his administrative claim 

form. 

Pending before the court is the report and recommendation of Judge 

Carlson, (Doc. 27), recommending that defendant's motion to dismiss for lack 

of jurisdiction, (Doc. 22), be denied because the factual record needs more 

development. Judge Carlson's report is ADOPTED IN ITS ENTIRETY. 
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I. STANDARD OF REVIEW 

When objections are timely filed to the report and recommendation of 

a magistrate judge, the district court must review de nova those portions of 

the report to which objections are made. 28 U.S.C. §636(b)(1 ); Brown v. 

As true, 649 F. 3d 193, 195 (3d Cir. 2011 ) . Although the stand a rd is de nova, 

the extent of review is committed to the sound discretion of the district judge, 

and the court may rely on the recommendations of the magistrate judge to the 

extent it deems proper. Rieder v. Apfel, 115 F.Supp.2d 496, 499 (M.D.Pa. 

2000) (citing United States v. Raddatz, 447 U.S. 667, 676 (1980)). 

For those sections of the report and recommendation to which no 

objection is made, the court should, as a matter of good practice, "satisfy itself 

that there is no clear error on the face of the record in order to accept the 

recommendation." Fed. R. Civ. P. 72(b), advisory committee notes; see also 

Univac Dental Co. v. Dentsply Intern., Inc., 702 F.Supp.2d 465, 469 (M.D.Pa. 

2010) (citing Henderson v. Carlson, 812 F.2d 874, 878 (3d Cir. 1987) 

(explaining judges should give some review to every report and 

recommendation)). Nevertheless, whether timely objections are made or not, 

the district court may accept, not accept, or modify, in whole or in part, the 

findings or recommendations made by the magistrate judge. 28 U.S.C. 

§636(b)(1 ); Local Rule 72.31. 

2 
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II. DISCUSSION 

As thoroughly explained by Judge Carlson, defendant's motion to 

dismiss (construed as a motion for summary judgment) argues that plaintiff 

has failed to exhaust his administrative remedies before filing his lawsuit 

under the Federal Tort Claims Act, 28 U.S.C. §2670 et seq. ("FTCA"). 

Defendant supports this motion by providing a declaration of a paralegal 

employed by the Bureau of Prisons, along with other exhibits, (Doc. 23-1 ), 

which reveal that plaintiff, although he submitted an administrative tort claim 

form SF-95 that was complete in most respects, failed to sign the form. A 

letter informing plaintiff of the rejection of his claim for his failure to sign it was 

sent. Plaintiff in turn submitted an affidavit, (Doc. 25), stating that he never 

received the rejection letter. He further noted "that if I did get this letter that 

is plainly explaining that all I needed to do was sign and resubmit my claim, 

I would have done just that." He does not dispute that the letter was sent, but 

avers he never received it. 

Judge Carlson's report thoroughly discusses the exhaustion 

requirements and statute of limitations of the FTCA. In this case, plaintiff's 

failure to sign his form, and then respond to the letter informing him of that 

deficiency, caused him to fail to file a claim within two years of the alleged 

incident as required by the FTCA. However, equitable tolling is possible in 

some cases where a plaintiff "exercised due diligence in pursuing and 

preserving his claim." Santos ex rel. Beato v. U.S., 559 F.3d 189, 197 (3d Cir. 

3 
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2009)(citing Irwin v. Dept. of Veterans Affairs, 498 U.S. 89, 96 (1990)). 

The court notes that defendant has filed objections, (Doc. 30), to Judge 

Carlson's report, arguing that the language of 28 C.F.R. §14.2 is plain and 

speaks for itself and requires an executed form, and that Bialowas v. U.S., 

443 F .2d 104 7 (3d Cir. 1971 ), requires that the technical requirements of the 

regulations be met. Defendant relies on Pa. v. Nat'I Assoc. of Flood Insurers, 

520 F.2d 11 (3d Cir. 1975)(overturned on other grounds) for the same 

proposition. The court agrees with Judge Carlson that Bialowas is 

distinguishable because plaintiff there only partially filled out his form, failed 

to include a statement of sum certain, and then, when given notice of the 

deficiency via telephone conversation, failed to rectify the problems with his 

form. Moreover, the Third Circuit cases relied on by defendant, including 

White-Squire v. U.S. Postal Serv., 592 F.3d 453 (3d Cir. 2010), focus on 

plaintiffs failure to provide a "statement of a sum certain," something which 

plaintiff here completed properly. 

Defendant's objections fail to address plaintiffs claims that he was not 

presented with an opportunity to amend his mistake, and by extension, fail to 

address the possibility that equitable tolling is appropriate here. Defendant 

contends that the failure of plaintiff to submit a signed form ends the inquiry, 

but Judge Carlson's report explains thoroughly that equitable tolling, though 

rare, is sometimes appropriate where a plaintiff has acted to preserve his 

claim. Here, there is a factual question regarding whether tolling is 

4 
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appropriate, as there are facts on the record suggesting he was acting 

diligently to pursue his claim properly. The court agrees with Judge Carlson 

that there are factual issues and credibility determinations that need to be 

examined in order to determine if plaintiff's administrative claims were 

exhausted, and the related issue of whether equitable tolling is appropriate in 

this case. 

Ill. CONCLUSION 

Given the factual issues and credibility determinations necessary to 

determine whether plaintiff received notice of the deficiency, and is potentially 

entitled to equitable tolling, Judge Carlson's report and recommendation is 

ADOPTED IN FULL. Defendant's motion, (Doc. 22), is DENIED without 

prejudice to the resolution of the case on a more fully documented motion for 

summary judgment, or a plenary hearing to address the factual issues. The 

case is referred to Judge Carlson for further proceedings in accord with his 

recommendation that a hearing or more fully documented summary judgment 

motions are necessary. 

Date: April 24, 2014 

sf~&-~ 
MALAH E. MANNION 
United States District Judge 

0 ;\Mann ion\shared\M E MORAN DA - DJ\CIVI L MEMO RAN DA \2013 ME MORAN DA\ 13-1499-01. wpd 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE MIDDLE DISTRICT OF PENNSYLVANIA 

DUMONT BUSH, 
Plaintiff 

v. COMPLAINT 
Civil Action No: (Jl/-(U-JOS'J 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
Defendant 

I. Jurisdiction_&_Venue 

JUN 
n ,. r ~ .• . , 
\..- ~- / 1,..· ~r 

1. This is a civil action authorized by 28 U.S.C. §1331(a) to redress 

the deprivation, under color of federal law, of rights secured 

by the Constitution of the United States. This court has jurisdict

ion under 28 U.S.C. Section §1331. Plaintiff seeks declaratory 

relief pursuant to 28 U.S.C. Section §2201 and 2202. Plaintiff's 

claim for injunctive relief are authorized by 28 U.S.C. Section 

§2283 &2284 and Rule 65 of Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. 

2. This cause of action arose in the Middle District of Pennsylvania. 

Therefore, venue is proper under 28 U.S.C. Section §1391(b) 

II. Plaintiff 

3. Dumont Bush is and was at all times mentioned herein an inmate 

at U.S.P. Canaan in the custody of the Bureau of Prison. He is 

currently at F.C.I. Schuylkill, P.O. Box 759, Minersville, PA. 
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III. Defendant 

4. The United States of America ( By Court's recommendation of Hon. 

Martin C. Carlson U.S.M.J.) Plaintiff using the named defendant 

as the United States of America. In it's inherent authority and 

legally responsible for the overall operation within the BOP and 

each institution under it's jurisdiction, including F.C.I. Schuyl

kill. 

5. The above - named defendant, at all times mentioned in the complaint 

acted under color of federal law to deprive plaintiff of his, 

as set forth more fully below. 

IV. Facts 

6. Plaintiff asserts that he suffered from chicken tainted with 

salmonella bacteria which aggravated and worsen pre-existing 

medical condition. Re-occurring hemorrhoids (i.e. painful dilation 

of blood vessels in the anus, irritable bowel syndrome, blood 

in his stool excessive blood and bleeding, extreme gastro-intest

inal discomfort). Upon information and belief, the entire prison 

population was placed on lockdown for approximately 20 days. 

During this time I requested for medical treatment to correction 

officers, care givers and the upper rankings of custodial personnel. 

(Ex 1 Newsletter in the Prison Legal News By Derek Gilna, an 

accurate and reliable source of media and journalistic coverage). 

Several websites are available concerning the salmonella poisoning 

at USP Canaan - GENUINE ISSUE 

2 
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To preclude the misconception of the authenticity of this com

plaint,plaintiff submits medical reviews verifying a pre-existing 

medical complication: ( Ex 2 - Documented medical evaluation, 

hemorrhoidectomy) 

Cbronological_Order 

Nov 1, 2012 Medical Review - Evaluation of recurrent hemorrhoids 
with bleeding 

Feb 21, 2013 Medical Review - General Surgery or Anesthesia with 
Anoscopy 

April 3, 2013 Lock-up Order - For Surgery 

March 10, 2014 Request to Medical - Recurrent symptoms 

V. Exhaustioo_of_Legal_Remedies 

In accordance to court order dated May 21, 2014, the Hon. 

Sylvia H. Rambo, U.S.D.J. ordered plaintiff to file a seperate 

law suit no later then June 3, 2014. 

VI. LegaL Claim 

The inadequate medical care, deliberate indifference, and 

cruel and unusual punishment voilated Dumont Bush rights. The 

constitutional provision of the Eight Amendment is related in 

this instant case. Cruel and unusual punishment under the Eight 

Amendment to the United States Constitution. An unjust, undeserved, 

infliction of suffering repugnant to the conscience of mankind. 

Having a pre-existing medical condition injurious in itself is 

likely to ripen eventually into a palpable physical injury. Due 

to no medical care provided to the plaintiff. 

3 
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See: 

Rbodes_v._Cbapman 452 U.S. 337, 347, lOl_S.Ct._2392.2399 
69. L. Ed. 2d. 59,69 (1981), 
Helling_v._Mckinnev 509 U.S. 25,35 113_.S.Ct._2475.2481, 
125 L. Ed. 2d. 22,32 (1993). 
Farmer_v._Brennan 511 U.S. 825,837, 114_S.Ct._1970.1919 

128 L. Ed. 2d. 811,825 (1994). 

The plaintiff has no plain, adequate or complete remedy at law 

to redress the wrong describe herein. Plaintiff has been and will 

continue to be irreparably injured by the conduct of the defendant 

unless this court grants the declaratory and injunctive relief which 

the plaintiff seeks. 

VII. Praver_For_Relief 

WHEREFORE, plaintiff respectfully prays that this court enter 

judgement granting plaintiff. 

1) An order declaring that the defendant have acted in violation 

of the United States Constitution. 

2) Plaintiff request an injunction compelling defendant to refer 

plaintiff to a specialist for corrective surgery of hemorrhoids 

and to perform the necessary surgery. 

3) Plaintiff request compensatory damages in the amount of $120,000 

against the defendant. 

4) Punitive damages in the amount of $100,000 against the defendant. 

5) A jury trial on all issues triable by jury. 

6) Plaintiff's costs in this suit. 

7) Any additional relief this court deems just, proper and equitable. 
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Respectfully 

Dated: 

Submitted,~ 

_/4LJW~~1J: /2_ 
Reg.No. 49590-066 
F.C.I. Schuylkill 
P.O. Box 759 
Minersville, PA. 17954 

VERIFICATION 

I have read the foregoing complaint and hereby verify that the matters 

alleged therein are true, except as to matters alleged on infor

mation and belief. The exact number of days spent on lockdown 

are very near to the exact amount. I believe them to be true. 

I certify under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true 

and correct. 
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CERTIFICATION OF SERVICE 

I hereby certify that the foregoing Complaint Motion and Summons 

was postaged placed in the prison mail box to the following parties 

on this date under the penalty of perJury. 

United States Attorney 
P.O. Box 309 
Scranton, PA. 18501-0309 

Office of The Clerk 
United States District Court 
Middle District of Pennsylvania 
U.S. Courthouse 
228 Walnut Street 
P.O. Box 983 
Harrisburg, PA. 17108 

- ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - ~ - - - - - -
(28 u.s.c. § 1746) 
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Inmate Name: 

FCI/FPC SCHUYLKILL 
HEAL TH SERVICES 

·bcfSh D1..1 r,"cn-f
uci1 SCf/1- 1-1 . ./ 

Inmate Number: --'---'-·-'-----'-'_'-"' __ '-'---'-<v----'-Y ____ _ 

Unit: 

Date: f\·J-,-' , ·, _i\. ,_ ,......,.., rv• r I 
,._. ,L1111.c. 

.""i :r·; ~ I 
{(,·!Y 

RE: Utilization Review Committee Decision rEc.c1rrcnt-
l I

. J , , ,. tn1 ,.._ ?rel i nci -
l/'-'1/ _j,.___'- '; 

Your case w fill reviewed and approved. Your consultation/ testing/procedure/ surgery wi II be 
scheduled accordingly. 

Your case Wfill reviewed and will need a close follow up by your primary care physician at this 
time. If there is a change in your medical condition, a request will be re-submitted. Please 
watch your name on the call out for Health Services. 

Your case Wfill reviewed and considered an elective procedure and not medically necessary at 
this time. The request for the procedure is disapproved at this time. The medical staff will 
continue to monitor and provide treatment as necessary. 

Your case Wfill referred to the Northeast Regional Utilization Review Committee for final 
~tion. 1\ _ _ iJ ltpprz,, V Ct\...-

If you have any questions or concerns, please address it to your Primary Care Provider via 
cop-out or sign-up for triage between 6:30-6:45 a.m. on Monday, Tuesday, Thursday or Friday. 

//signed// 
E. Mace, D.O .. I Clinical Director 
FCVFPC Schuylkill 

cc: Inmate Medical Record 

-~' 
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FCI/FPC SCHUYLKILL 
HEAL TH SERVICES 

fnmate Name: P •L.,L [) "" ~ 'lj_ , ;l-/,.4 i · LH l :ll , I 

Inmate Number: _w:_;_1-_l~_-·_q_c_: .... _c_·l_· G:_;_·,· ____ _ 

Unit 

Date: 

,..., . .., 
,..-..(.,.-,. 

. __ ..-1! ..,,,--

, I 

RE: Utilization Review Committee Decision ~ncr;)_) '?J[i1rce{V - CR 
4,., , ' ,' .i ,,. .J ' I ll ' . , - , . ' 
'1, :C'c,1I'Y~.-OI tL/ t,l•i·rn I fr1u:i (.__Py 

our case was reviewed and a proved. Your consultation/ testing/procedure/surgery will be --- - --- ---'::;;--:---:--:--:--~.......,..---...a.-:.---------~-.::a....:.------=:..~-------
scheduled accordingly. 

Your case was reviewed and will need a close follow up by your pnmary care phys1c1an at this 
time. If there is a change in your medical condition, a request will be re-submitted. Please 
watch your name on the call out for Health Services. 

Your case was reviewed and considered an elective procedure and not medically necessary at 
this time. The request for the procedure is disapproved at this time. The medical staff will 
continue to monitor and provide treatment as necessary. 

Your case was referred to the Northeast Regional Utilization Review Committee for final 
disposition. 

If you have any questions or concerns, please address it to your Primary Care Provider via 
cop-out or sign-up for triage between 6:30-6:45 a.m. on Monday, Tuesday, Thursday or Friday. 

//signed// 
E. Mace, 0.0 .. / Clinical Director 
FCVFPC Schuylkill 

cc: Inmate Medical Record 
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ADMINISTRATIVE DETENTION ORDER CDFRM MAY 94 

U .• S DEPARTMENTY OF JUSTICE FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS 

FCI Schuylkill 
Institution 

Date/Time: April 3 , 2 o 13 / 1 O : 3 O pm 
TO: Special 

SlJBJ ---=B~U_S_H~,_;;D~UM..;..;...;O~N~T;.._ ______ ~(3_B....c...) Reg. No. 49590-066 
Administrative Detention 

la) spending a hearing for a v~olation of 3ureau regulations; 
(bl ~ding investigation of a violat:on of Bureau regulations; 
(cl nding investigation or trial for a criminal act; 
{dl be admitted to Administrative Detention 

_____ (ll Since the inmate has requested admission for protection; 

I hereby request placement in Administrative Detention for my own protection. 

Inmate signature/Register No., 

Staff Witness Printed Name/Signature: 

_____ (2) Since a serious threat exists to individual's safety as perceived by staff, although 
person has not requested admission; referral of the necessary information will be 
forwarded to the UDC/DHO for appropriate hearing. 

(e) Is pending transfer or is in holdover status during transfer. 
X..XXXXXXXXX If: Is pending classification; or 

( g l Is terminating confinement in Disc ip 1 inary Segregation and has been ordered into 
Administrative Detention by the warden's designee. 

It is this officer's decision based on all the circumstances that the above named inmate's continued 
presence in the general population poses· a serious threat to life, property, self, staff, other inmates, 
or to the security or orderly running of the inst:tution because• 

You are being placed in the Special Housing Unit per the Health Services Unit in preparation 
for Medical Treatment. 

Therefore, the above named inmate is be pl 
The inmate received a copy of this O tier on ( 
Staff Witness signature/Printed Na 

Administrative Detention until further notice. 
April 3, 2013 / 11:00 pm 

./ T. Chmel , Lieutenant Date 04-03-2013 

.. ,._ ,C ..,.,,., • " t ' /. . C - • • + Iz-: .__iii.:::: ca ~e 0.1- ..,'-i•-• a.:: t.1 on, re .i..erence O tf~a. L.. 0/:G.~ C ::._.$ SU1... L .LC tent r ln other cases, che officer will 
make an independent review and decision, which {s documented here. 

I 
I 

I 
.; 

Record Copy - Inmate Concerned (not necessary if placement is a result of holdover status) ; .. Copy - Captain; 
Copy - Unit Manager; Copy - Operation Supervisor - Administrative Detention Unit; Copy - central File 

(This form may be replicated via WP) ~eplaces BP-308(52) of JA.~ 88 
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BOP Settles Lawsuits Related to 
.. Food Poisoning at Pennsylvania Prison 

AS PREVIOUSLY REPORTED IN PRJSON 

Legal ,'Vews, hundreds of federal prison
ers ·at USP Canaan, a high-security federal 
prison northwest of Scranton, Pennsylvani.i., 
became sick after eating salmonella-con
taminated chicken inJ,.me 2011. [See: PLN, 
August 2012, p.31]. 

Although Bureau of Prisons (BOP) 
officials denied reports of widespread food 
poisoning at the facility, saying at the time 
that there was "no truth in the rumors," 
the number of prisoners who ha'o to be 
rr:msported by ambulance to nearby medi
cal centers resulted in coverage by the local 
news me::ii:1. 

Apparently, chicken that had been 
stored at room temperature for a week 
was used to prepare fajitas served to the 
prison population. Almost two hundred 
prisoners fell ill and dozens received some 
form of medical treatment. 1fore than 90 
food poisoning-related lawsuits were filed, 
resulting in average settlements of about 
$1,750 per claim according to an August 
20, 2013 news report. 

The BOP has long prided its elf on how 
little it spencis on prisoner food, noting that 
it saves money by buying food in bulk from 
brokers who know they have a ready market 
for expired and out-of-date commodit1es. 
Financial pressure means that prison staff 
sometimes ser,,e food that probably should 
be thrown away_ 

"It is well known there was food 
poisonings and the staff here attempted 
to cover it up as well as cover up the fact 
that they did not give the proper medical 
treatment to evervone that became ill," said 
USP Canaan prisoner Timothy Daniels. 
He claimed he had suffered vomiting, 
abdominal pain and severe diarrhea, but 
received only minimal medical care. Ac
cording to the Judgment Fund, which lists 
the federal government's litigation payouts, 
Daniels accepted $2,000 to settle his food 
poisoning suit. 

Another USP Canaan prisoner, Calvin 
Smith, reported that 15 0 prisoners assigned 
to the kitchen were removed from their jobs 
after the s:tlmonella outbreak. He settled 
his lawsuit against the BOP in May 2013 
for $2,000. See: Smith -v. United StateJ, 

December 207 3 I ; 

by Derek Gilna 

U.S.D.C. C\.I.D. Penn.), Case No. 3: 13-cv-
00323-J]\L\1-~ICC. 

The largest settlement, in the amount 
of $5,000, went to p:i$oner Rid1.i.rd Ran
dolph, who had to be hospitalized for three 
days due to silinonelia poisoning. H.is case 
settled in January 2013. See: Randolph "-'
United States, U.S.D.C. (?,LD. Penn.), Case 
No. 1:12-cv-00784-SHR-l\-'ICC. 

There were no published reports in
dicating whether BOP kitchen staff had 

been disciplined as a result of the food 
poisoning incident, even though such em
ployees are responsible for supervising all 
phases of kitchen operatiom - including 
the purchase and preparation of food for 
consumption by both prisoners and staff 
members. There were also no reports as to 
w~eth~r anr.prison employees suffered food 
po1somng. r, 

Source: http:/llegaltimeJ.typepad.i:om ,- · 
_....-----,~------------ --------~ 

The "Invisible" Crisis of 
Correctional Health Care 

by Cara Tabachnick 

AFTER JJ YEARS BEH1;,;o B.-\RS, ALV1:--! 

Entzminger, who was released in 
.:'viarch, needed immediate medical atten
tion for a host of chronic illr_esses. 

~1 wem into prison a healthy indi
vidual and came out suiferin~," claimed 
Entzminger, now in h:.s late 50~-

Entzminger's story was one of several 
poignant testimonies provided by ex-pris
oners at an October 9, 2013 conference on 
the health care challenges facing corrections 
systems. 

As their stories demonstrated, such 
care is desperately nteded by former 
prisoners like Edwin Lopez, 59, who had 
cycled in and our of jails and prisons since 
he was in his teens following the death of 
his mother. \Vhen he :efr prison, his HIV 
was untreated. 

T1e lack of care has consequences far 
beyonC.: its errecr on an individual prisoner, 
Lopez warned. 

''The community forgets we won't 
spend alJ of our life in prison -we will come 
ho me," Lopez told the conference_ "If there 
is no medical or other support, we mostly 
will turn to violence and crime." 

The prisoners were joined. by cor
rection al care physicia:is, researchers and 
academics from around the U.S. at the New 
York Public Library's Schomburg Center 
for Research in Black Culture in New 
York for a con frrence er.titled,~ 7\laking the 
nvisible Visible: Addressing the Health 

38 

Needs of the Formerly Inc arc era ted." 
The conference, sponsored by the 

Spencer Cox Center for Health of St. 
Luke's and Roosevelt Hospitals, covered 
the broad range of health issues affecting 
incarcerated populations, including ment:tl 
illness, HIV/ AIDS and substance abuse. 

Almost 85 percent of the 2.3 million 
people currently incarcerated and the al
most 7 million people under correctional 
supervision (parole and probation) in the 
United States have chronic medical condi
tions like HIV or diabetes when released 
from prison, said Yale Assistant Professor 
Dr. Emily \Vang, founder and co-director 
ofTransitions Clinic. 

Almost 40 percent of individuals are 
first diagnosed behind bars, noted Dr. 
\Nang, whose clinic provides treatment for 
individuals with chronic diseases recently 
released from prison. 

Yet while primary healthcare is a con
stitutional right in prisons and jails, the 
oooulation is mostlv sen-ed bv a oatchwork 
.L ..I. ~· ,/ ' 

of providers and many don't h:ive access to 
consistent care, the conference was told. 

Burden on Hospitals 

OVER 8 5 PERCENT OF RECENTLY RHEAS ED 

prisoners are uninsured. 7vfost utilize hos
pital emergency rooms for chronic care, 
·severely overburdening public hospitals. 

"There are significant health-related 
barriers to people returning home from 
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A.0.440 (Rev. 12/09) Summons in a Civil Action 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

Jamal Laurent 

Plaintiff 

v. 
Officer A Castellanos; et. al. 

Defendant 

for the 

Eastern District of New York 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

Civil Action No. 1: 14-CV-3340 (JBW)(JMA) 

SUMMONS IN A CIVIL ACTION 

To: (Defendant ·s flame and address) 

See Attached 

A lawsuit has been filed against you. 

Within~% after service of this summons on yoii (not counting the day you received it)- or 60 days if you 
are the United States or a United States agency, or an officer or employee of the United States described in Fed. R. Civ. 
P. 12 (a)(2) or (3)-you must serve on the plaintiff an answer to the attached complaint or a motion under Rule 12 of 
the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. The answer or motion must be served on the plaintiff or plaintiff's attorney, 
whose name and address are: Jamal Laurent 

# 790-75-053 
MDC Brooklyn 
Metropolitan Detention Center 
P.O. Box 329002 
Brooklyn, NY 11232 

If you fail to respond, judgment by default will be entered against you for the relief demanded in the complaint. 
You also must file your answer or motion with the court. 

DOUGLAS C. PALMER 

CE FCOURT 

Date: 06/09/2014 W. Latka-Mucha 
Signature of Clerk or Deputy Clerk 



1. Officer A. Castellanos 
MDC Brooklyn 
Metropolitan Detention Center 
80 29th Street 
Brooklyn, NY 11232 

2. Officer Sheperd 
MDC Brooklyn 
Metropolitan Detention Center 
80 29 th Street 
Brooklyn, NY 11232 

3. Officer P. Naupari 
MDC Brooklyn 
Metropolitan Detention Center 
80 291h Street 
Brooklyn, NY 11232 

4. D. Garcia (DHO) 
MDC Brooklyn 
Metropolitan Detention Center 
80 291

h Street 
Brooklyn, NY 11232 

14-CV-3340 (JBW)(JMA) 



UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
EASTERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK 

-----------------------------------------------------------X 
JAMAL LAURENT, 

Plaintiff, 

- against -

OFFICER A. CASTELLANOS; OFFICER 
SHEPERD; OFFICER P. NAUPARI; D. GARCIA 

(D.H.O.), 

Defendants. 

-----------------------------------------------------------X 

AZRACK, United States Magistrate Judge: 

ORDER 
14-CV-3340 (JBW)(JMA) 

Plaintiffs application to proceed in forma pauperis under 28 U.S.C. § 1915 is hereby 
granted. The United States Marshals Service is directed to serve the summonses and complaint 
upon the defendants without prepayment of fees. 

Enclosed is a copy of the "Individual Rules of Magistrate Judge Joan M. Azrack." Both 
plaintiff and defendants are required to follow them, with one exception: pro se parties are 
automatically exempt from mandatory electronic filing. Parties represented by counsel in prose 
cases must file all submissions electronically and mail the submission to the pro se litigant. 
Plaintiff is required to advise the Clerk of Court of any change of address. Failure to keep the 
Court informed of plaintiffs current address means the Court will not know where to contact 
plaintiff and may result in dismissal of the case. For information regarding court procedures, 
plaintiff may contact the Pro Se Office at the United States Courthouse by calling (718) 613-
2665. 

SO ORDERED. 

Dated: June 5, 2014 
Brooklyn, New York 

Isl 
JOAN M. AZRACK 
United States Magistrate Judge 



INDMDUAL RULES OF 

MAGISTRATE JUDGE JOAN M. AZRACK 
United States District Court 

Eastern District of New York 
225 Cadman Plaza East, Room 605N 

Brooklyn, New York 11201 

Telephone: (718) 613-2530 
Fax: (718) 613-2535 

**REVISED NOVEMBER 2010** 

Unless otherwise ordered by Magistrate Judge Azrack in a specific case, matters before 
Judge Azrack shall be conducted in accordance with the following practices: 

I. ELECTRONIC CASE FILING (ECF) 

A. All documents must be filed electronically. Pursuant to Administrative Order 
2004~08, dated June 22, 2004, Electronic Case Filing ("ECF") is mandatory in all 
cases other than prose civil cases. ECF procedures are available from the district 
court's website at http://www.nyed.uscourts.gov. Questions regarding ECF filing 
or training should be directed to the Court's Docket Section at (718) 613-2610. 

B. Notifications and Orders by the Court: Attorneys will receive notifications 
and orders from the court electronically. Hard copies will not be mailed to 
attorneys registered for EC F. Accordingly, attorneys are responsible for 
maintaining accurate, cun·ent email information with the Clerk's Office to ensure 
receipt of all ECF notifications. 

C. Exemptions: Litigants proceeding pro se are exempt from ECF requirements. 
Requests by attorneys for an exemption to the mandatory ECF policy must be 
submitted to Magistrate Judge Azrack and must set forth good cause hardship 
reasons which state the specific technological or other reason why counsel is not 
able to utilize ECF. Such requests will be granted only in limited circumstances. 

II. COURTESY COPIES 

A. Hard copies of documents filed by ECF should not be provided to Chambers 
unless the submission exceeds 20 pages, including exhibits. Any courtesy 
copies submitted to Chambers must be clearly marked "Courtesy Copy," 
"Original Filed by ECF" and "Assigned Document Number [indicate document 
number from docket sheet]." Any exhibits or appendices should be clearly 
labeled and tabbed in the courtesy copy. 



B. Courtesy copies of dispositive motions made to the presiding District Judge 
should not be provided to Magistrate Judge Azrack, unless the motion is referred 
to her. The parties must follow the individual rules of the District Judge 
regarding the filing of submissions and providing of courtesy copies. 

111. COMMUNICATIONS WITH CHAMBERS 

A. Identification of Matters: All submissions filed with the Court must indicate the 
name and docket number of the case followed by the initials of the District Judge 
assigned to the case, followed by Magistrate Judge Azrack's initials (''JMA"). 

B. Telephone Calls: Telephone calls to Chambers regarding scheduling, calendar 
or discovery matters are permitted between 9 :00 a.m. and 5 :00 p. m. at (718) 613-
2530. Attorneys should review the ECF docket prior to contacting Chambers. 
Calls regarding new arrests, bail issues, arraignments and other matters handled 
by the magistrate judge on criminal duty should generally be directe-d to the 
Magistrate Clericals at (718) 613-2620. 

C. Requests for Adjournments or Extensions of Time: All requests for 
adjournments of conferences or extensions of time must be made in the form of a 
letter motion filed by ECF at least 48 hours before the deadline or conference. 
Attorneys should confer with the adversary and contact Chambers to identify a 
suitable alternative date prior to filing the letter. The request must indicate: (l) 
the original date and time; (2) the reason for the request; (3) how much additional 
time is requested; (4) the number of previous requests; (5) whether the adversary 
consents, and, if not, the reasons given by the adversary for refusing consent; (6) 
a proposed alternative date; and (7) whether the request affects any other 
scheduled deadline (in which case alternative dates must be proposed). See § 
IV(A), infra, for further details. 

D. Discovery Disputes: Where the attorneys for the affected party or non-party 
witness cannot agree on a resolution of a discovery dispute, they shall initiate a 
telephone conference with Judge Azrack by contacting Chambers at (718) 613-
2530. Attorneys are not p~rmitted to submit letters or fonnal motions regarding 
the substance of discovery disputes unless specifically authorized to do so. 

IV. MOTIONS 

A. Judge to Whom Motions Are to Be Made: Unless otherwise specifically 
ordered, a!l non-dispositive pretrial motions are to be made to Magistrate Judge 
Azrack. All dispositive motions (e.g., motions to dismiss, change venue, amend 
pleadings, and for summary judgment) are to be made to the presiding District 

-2-



Judge in accordance with his or her individual rules. 
Any requests for extensions of time for the filing of joint pretrial orders 

should be made to the presiding District Judge unless the case has been referred to 
Magistrate Judge Azrack for all purposes, including the entry of judgment. 

B. Cases In Which Pai;ties Have Consented to Magistrate Judge Azrack: The 
parties may consent, in writing, to refer a civil case to Magistrate Judge Azrack 
for all purposes, including the entry of judgment, or for the limited purpose of a 
dispositivc motion. See 28 U.S.C. § 636(c)(l). In such cases, a pre-motion 
conference with Magistrate Judge Azrack is required before making any 
dispositive motion, unless the moving party is not represented by counsel, or the 
case stems from a habeas corpus/prisoner petition or a Social Security or 
Bankruptcy appeal. The pre-motion conference may be conducted by telephone 
with the permission of the Court. 

C. Memoranda of Law: Unless prior permission has been granted, memoranda of 
law in support of and in opposition to motions arc limited to 25 pages, and reply 
memoranda are limited to 10 pages. Memoranda of IO pages or more shall 
contain a table of contents. Case citations must contain pinpoint cites. All 
memoranda must use one-inch margins, double spacing and 12-point font. See 
also Local Civil Rule 7.1 and§ Il(A), supra. Parties are not to submit 
memoranda of any sort in advance of an initial conference, status conference, 
discovery conference, or settlement conference, unless previously authorized to 
do so. Should a time-sensitive issue arise, parties are directed to jointly contact 
Chambers at (718) 613-2530. Any memoranda of law not complying with the 
requirements set forth herein will be rejected. 

D. FiJing of Motion Papers 

(1) No motion papers shall be filed until the motion has been fully briefed. 

(2) Subject to Court approval, the parties are to set up their own briefing 
schedule. No changes to the approved schedule may be made without 
Court approval. Approval may be given at the pre-motion conference or 
by subsequent notification. No party is to serve any motion papers prior 
to obtaining Court approval for the schedule. 

(3) The original moving party shall be responsible for filing all motion papers 
(via ECF) once fully briefed, along with a letter specifying each document 
filed in the motion package. The adversary is responsible for providing 
movant with both a hard copy and a PDF version of opposition papers. 
The movant must furnish Chambers with one courtesy copy of the motion 
papers, together with a cover letter specifying each document in the 
package. See§ IJ(A), supra, for details regarding courtesy copies. 

-3-



E. Oral Argument on Motions: Parties may request oral argument at the time their 
moving or opposing or reply papers are filed. The court will determine whether 
argument will be heard and, if so, will advise counsel of the argument date. 

F. Motion for Ad mission Pro H ac Vice: A motion for admission pro hac vice, 
together with a proposed order admitting the attorney pro hac vice, shall be 
served and tiled. This motion must comply with Local Rule 1.3(c) and 
Administrative Order 97 ~ 13, available on the Court's website a long with sample 
forms. 

V. PRETRIAL PROCEDURES 

····· A. Joint Pretrial Orders in Civil Cases where Parties Consent to Trial before 
Magistrate Judge Azrack - As directed by the Court, upon completion of 
discovery in a civil case, the parties shall submit to the Court for its approval a 
joint pretrial order, which shall include the following: 

I. A statement of stipulated facts. 

2. The parties' claims and defenses on liability, including citations to 
relevant statutes, and a statement regarding damages and other relief 
sought. 

3. Na mes of all witnesses, together with a brief narrative statement of the 
expected testimony of each witness. Only listed witnesses will be 
permitted to testify except when prompt notice has been given and good 
cause shown. 

4. Schedule of exhibits to be offered in evidence by each party. To the 
extent practicable, counsel should identify any anticipated objections to an 
opposing party's exhibits. Exhibits admitted by stipulation are to be 
designated as such. Only exhibits listed shall be offered in evidence 
except when prompt notice has been given and good cause shown. 

5. A designation by each party of deposition testimony to be offered in its 
case in chief, with any cross-designations. 

B. Filings Prior to Trial in Civil Cases where Parties Consent to Trial before 
Magistrate Judge Azrack - Unless otherwise ordered by the Court, each party 
shall file 15 days before the commencement of trial: 

1. Proposed jury charges, voir dire questions, and verdict fonns. Proposed 

,,4_ 



jury charges should be limited to the elements of the claims, the damages 
sought, and defenses. General instructions wilt be prepared by the Court. 
In addition to written versions, these materials should also be submitted on 
diskette or CD-ROM in WordPerfect format. 

2. Two courtesy copies of all exhibits, which shall be appropriately labeled 
and indexed, including a table of contents. All exhibits must be pre
marked for trial and exchanged with the other parties at least ten ( I 0) days 
before trial. Where exhibits are voluminous, they should be paginated and 
placed in binders with tabs. 

3. In all cases, motions addressing any evidentiary or other issues, which 
should be resolved in limine. 

4, In any case where such party believes it would be useful, a pretrial 
memorandum. 

-5-



Notice of Electronic Filing 

U.S. District Court 

Eastern District of New York 

The following transaction was entered on 6/5/2014 at 6:51 PM EDT and filed on 6/5/2014 
Case Name: Laurent v. Castellanas et al 
Case Number: 1; 14-cv-03340-JBW-JMA 
Filer: 
Document Number: No docwnent attached 

Docket Text: 
SCHEDULING ORDER: An Initial C<>nJerenc~ will be held via telephone with Magistrate 
Judge .6.%.-:tckon Sc:>pteml>er:9~ 2014>af1':30'PM. C!Ounsel for defendants Is directed to 
coc,rdi11ate a. telephone conference with Metropolitan Detention Center ("MDC"), and 
initiate a call with Chambers at (718) 613 .. 2530 when all parties are on the line. Any request 
for an adjournment must be made in the form of a letter motion filed on ECF at least 
forty--eight (48) hours before the scheduled conference and must Indicate which parties 
consent to the adjournment.A copy of this order will be mailed to plaintiff at the MOC. 
Ordered by Magistrate Judge Joan M. Azrack on 6/5/2014. ·{D'Antonio, Elizabeth) 

1:14-cv-03340-JBW-JMA Notice has been electronically mailed to: 

l:14-cv-03340-JBW-Jl\,fA Notice will not be electronically mailed to: 



--- .......... 

' " 

Case 1:14-cv-03340~JBW-JMA Document 1 Flied 05/27/14 Page 2 of 52 PagelD #: 2 

CIVIL RIGHTS COMPLAJNT 
42 u.s.c. § 1983 

UNIT~D. STATES DISTRICT COURT 
· ·: EASTERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK 

---------------------. -------------------------x 

-· ::::ffiJ:!&L .~ f\OibEN--r JC()Je063 
Full name of plaintiff/prisoner ID# 

Plaintiff, JURY TRIAL DEMAND 
YES.........;'!...:.._;__ NO __ 

~~~~~ 
· Enterl~ames of defendants 
[Make sure those listed above are 

. identical to those listed in Part ID.] 

Defendants. 

----------------------------------------------------x 

L Previous Lawsuits: 

A Have you begun other lawsuits in state:or:,'it~derai court 
dealing with the same facts involved in'ij$:i~h1ction or 
otherwise relating toyourimprisonment?_'Ye·s (1:) No ( ) 

B. If your answer to A is yes. describe each)a~s·u1t· i~ the· space below 
(If there is more than one lawsuit, descciBe:(ifo• additi'onal lawsuits 
an another piece of paper, using the s_atrt~\)htirntd ._ .. __ _.. 

1. Parties to this previous lawsuit: 

Plaintiffs: 

_·;,.-:·•:.• 
- ... -.. ~-- ; 

3. Docket Number: \ ·. \ b _. Q.f§:.~:0552:,7 
1 
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4. Name of the Judge to whoin case was assign 

5. Disposition: (for example: Was the case dismissed? Was it 
~pealed? Is !t fttill peqfP,ng?) . ~·-.,.... . · 
_JJ\(j{X)((p\k\ LO\~ ~"k-6---
6. Approximate date of filing lawsuit: \ \ Jo-0 ( 'bD}·Z:> 
7. Approximate date of disposition: 0) t · 015 / 1:.() { ,:3 

II. Place of.Present Confinement: . t:·:U)(,,. l6Q\C)d,<,(;;yJ_\£ 

A. Is there a prisoner grievance procedure in this institution? Yes 09 No ( ) 

B .- Did you present the facts relating to your complaint in the prisoner 
grievance procedure? Yes c< ) No ( ) . 

C. If your answer is YES, 

1. What steps did you take?. -.......-r.~ \~~~~~ne((lr(t, ~cloe 
r 0 :??- · 0~ · r:P\O~ ~-'l\_~ · -~ ~+.-0 ' ) . .\, .,J ~ ) . J, 1 ' . 

2. What w~s the re~ult?~-nD\C' () TI0 C:o:xkttc\ 
(9e.e. . at\rl:.hcYe p\: o fur_ ~n-e( ncrce) · _ 

D. If your answer is NO, explain why not---=---~-------'-------

E. If there is no prison grievance procedure in the·tnstitution,.did you complain 
to prison authorities?- Yes (:f.:; No ( ) · 

F. If your answer is YES, 
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\\cl. \Y'\\~~-\-\uc 

\\t mtc\u (.)2}n iO 1, W \ 1:i 

~) 

~e,\ Wt d 

-~ T0cfCT:f\t) 

ThJf2~ 'ftlxm'>\ ~~~101~ 
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"' . · . r ... , . , tJNlCO!', FEDERAL PIUSON' lNDUS'11! !ES, INC. 

.,,_ , U!AVENWO!ml. KANSAS 
, L........ f 

' ~ ! 

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF JU5tICE 

Federal Bureau of Prisot1s 

Part B- RESPONSE: 

Part C- RECEIPT 
RNUrn to: 

REQUEST FOR AD)t¥ffl-1ISTRA'l'IVE REMEDY 

CASE NUMBER: ______ _ 



i 
-~ ' 

'
-; -.. __ : 

. .iii .. 
' . . .f'"'f~ 

:CaseIT4-=-cv:'o3340-JsW-JMA Document 1 
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' . . ) ' 

1, .... 
~- _; j 
ill .',: )' 
!Ii :i1·~' 

l
.')f i. 

J,' 
' . , 
' 'I [,; /1. ,, 1/ 
id 
t.~ 
@ 

i 
~ 
~s 

Inn~ate Name: LAURENT, J~ 
Register Number: 79075~053 
Administrative Remedy No.: 675703-FZ" 

This is in· response to your Reque~ for Administrative Remedy receivet:l February 29, 2012, 
wherein you allege· you were assault~ by ~other inmate due to staff iµattentiveness. 

. . _ Specifically, -yoµ aJieg~ while ~dcuffed, you-were placed on a recreation deck which was 
occupied by another inmate. You claim the other inmate assaulted you while the officers· . 
watched and failed to open the door fut your· safety. You further allege. you were ass~ulted for 
approximately 15 minutes and from the assault you received head. neck, and back injuries. Also, 
you state your elbow and face· are slightly bruised. _ . . 

·It"is the policy.oftlle·Federal'Bureau'ofPrisoris and·the.practice followed by this facility to trJ· ··· 
all inmates in a fair and impartial manner. Allegations such as yours are taken seriously·and will · 
be (otwarded--to-the.approprlate authority for. fnvestigation. However, due to the privacy interem 
ofthe staff nam~ in the ailegatlon, we are unable to disclose.to you ~Y findings or results of the 
r.eview of this matter. 

lftyou are dissatisfied with this response. you.may-ijppeal to the Regional Director, Federal 
Bur<;au ·ofPrlsons, U:S. Custom·House. 2wf an<J Chestnut Streets, Philadelphia, .Pk 19106. within . 

. 20 caiendar days ~fthe date of this response.. · · 

.,·- · . .'-; 

' . 



Part B ~ RESPONSE 

· ... ) 
' 

DATE 

,, : : ,! -

. ,. ·: _. .... -~· 

.- .-' ,....:~ ,:, ' 
; ' .. ' :·. ~. ,· 

:7.-:.· ' ' ' :-· .· '.· .. :-~ 
.. ---~ .. -:-. __ -~-~~ ·- ,, .' ... ' ' ~-~-{,.' ' 

)]jf ,;- '. ,~:,r: 
• ~ ," ~ I ... · ... 

·. :· ....... . ·.' 
- ..... -. ,•• 

o,M•'..••':•:: •'• • 

-· \ .. :Jlt1ii1\: __ .: :_.·: ... ,-::::iii:~/::,\ i :_. 
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·· ' · · · JMA .. o· o·c·. ument 1--· F.·11ed 05/27/14 Pag· e 8 of 52.P_age!D.#:-8 · .. · :'ciis~ 1:14-cv-03340'-JBW-· · 
. . . ' . ' 

, .. 
' . 

\'<}·tAtr~T; ~~i_- - . 
.' 

·1• ··.?--Reg •. No .. 7 907 s-0·53.. . 
-._.<: _:·Appeal No .. · 675703-RJ _· 

·· Page One · 

.. · ·. -Part· B -- Response 
.·•,y,. ... 

_:_~-· _'. ·Yoii'-' ~ppeal-. the·. response -fl'om-·t.he ·Warden .a"t ·MDC ·.Br6"<.S'klyn and .allege 
,;:-_.·,· .. ·staf'f "misconduct •. .You Cla.i"m/-as a·. result..of staf.Ps. fai-lur·e ·to 

. '·protect you·,. you·were phy.ey,ically"a-ssaulted _by anot-he.t inmate for 1s· · 
-· _ .minutes while. you were -still in hand. restraints: ·<You sl·Jte you 
'.:··. ---~uff.e:r.ed..,physical injurie·s and :z.--eque:st the staft .:--i:;.~. propkr'ly· 

·:·• discipl_ined. . . 

<." Program: Statement 3·4:2,0.. 09,. St~nda·~d::. .of ··Ernployee;;_:_t6°~dµct'_.-stat:es,- ~
.: .. -;-sf~ff .memb.er.may .qot use brutality, physical' vi-ole~de o-r verbal abuse 
-.. toward inmates·. Moreover,. a11· fJ.J,.leg:ations: of ·phyifcal and ve~bal 

. .- -. :abuse·. shall· be .thoroughly investigated, ·and when},at:it_:irorriate, 
... >_.re-ferred to author.fties for prosecution .. "This of£lp~ __ cotij:i.rmed t-hat. 
-. · -v.our .a·11¢gatiori was . ref eri;ed to·. the approp':r ia t.~f:-t~.i~ftjBf itY. for . 
. •: i-nvestigatis~... A tho:i-:ough investigation- wj.,11 .. ff§~}iohi;iuct$'.d-... 
I ,> • ' • • • • • .••. ,;;7,rl-a"•~-~,~~~':'-),::l1 .' • ~--·,1,• i;..-~~ i ·~ .,~ 

:.·. Ho.wever, _the . results of the inve4tigatio!) will. nti;::;b.§!··.,di.s'c~(?sed ~~ 
_ • ... yqu as . you_ -~re n,ot · en t:t tled:. to ·th'i 1-> ·. inf arm~ tio!l"tJfl!-~P ?~:~t~?~~cc,ess_ 
:.· . to m~d.ical -sick call for a-ny heal th ._issues·.· ·Acco-mmit._tJly:,,>y_B·ti't\appeal 

' ·.·'"is '-deni~ct.··_ · · · · · .\t;'%';;:<t< '>>, .. ;·,.· 
· J;.f you are ·diss~tisf i,ed wi t'Ji this ·response; ·yo2:;:1:i .:_-~;p&"~i/t9. the 

· .General Counse·l, · Federal Bureau· of -Prisons. Ychi:t"{iappea•:i';;:mtist be 
. .tecei:ved in" t"he Administrative Remedy Sect-io·n,' ·:,:Off"fde ai';}~t';i§nera-1 
Counsel, Fect·eral :Bureau of .·Prisons; 320 First !3'4/fh}et";· •N,;tf.\<F 

- • ' - : • ·• .... ~j ~--:., •••• ·, . ' \ .... •, .. 

Washington, D. c. 20534, within 30 calendar days:-,6:f/the da-t"¢i,'.,o-f 'this · 
. . .- ,-. ·. ·!:·-·. -

·.response. ·: ,.:;/ _;.: 
,· :•'.r''.~,'. 

I~•,.:•; ,•• 

··:oate-: May 3, 2012· • · NORW:O~,'Jltf.c>,· 
· egiqnal Di'~.,~~+~i----.· -

·1 

! 
i 

'i 
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REJECTION'NOTICE - ADMINISTRA.T!VE REMEDY 

. ' FROM: .ADMINISTRATIVE 
CEN'l'RAIJ OFFICE 

>to JAMAL LAURENT, 79075- 3 
BROOKLYN MDC UNT:' I 
P.O. BOX.329001 
BROOKLYN, NY 11232 

QTR: Z08-914LDS· 

' . 
. . ~':. .. ~ ~ 

FOR 'tiIE REASONS" LISTED BELOW, THIS CENTRAL OFFICE APPEAL:"·, 
IS BEING REJECTED. A.."ID RETURNED TO YOU. YOU SHOULD °INCii:jDE:.:J\_ .. :j:;;ppy--,._ ·, .. ' 

' ~F 'OfIS NOTICE. WITH ANY .F:OTORE· CORRESPONDENCE REGARDIJi~·-,t~ 'Ri;:JECTION •· 
·.-~·'../, 

- ~ . -~,;; 

'REMEDY ID . 67 5 7 O 3 -Al · CENTRAL OF_FICE APPEAL· ... ·~ >" 
~ATE RECE.I.VED . ~ 'MAY 22,' 2012' ·..-' .. , . . · '· 
SUBJECT l. ' UNPROFESSIONAL, INAFl?ROP'RIATE CONPtrd>o:a MISCOUbtlCT BY STAFF 
SUBJECT 2. 
UJCID'p:NT RPT NO, 

I . - I · 

, ... ·.,~. -~~ ~ ;- ' .. 
.-· J--.- ~ -· 

-':::·.~- -~:~--;-_<' ' .- ' - . -. ,.,. ,• 
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· ill. Parties: 
(In itef:U A below, place your name in the first blank and place your present 
address in the second blank. Do the same for additional plaintiffs, if any.) 

A. Name of plaintifmMesl LPsvllif.}\\ T . 
AddressHbc:~\?\f \ ,Tu ffi{ 32}\~~I'\ f'\>-l l l:o36 

(In item B below, place the full name and address of each defendant) 

B. List all defendants' names and the addresses at which each d_efendant may be served, 
Plaintiff must provide the address for each defendan't named. 

Defendant No. 1 

Defendant No. 2 

Defendant No. 3 

Defendant No. 4 

Defendant No. 5 

[Make sure that the defendants listed above are identical to those listed in the caption on page l]. 
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IV. Statement of Claim: 

. (State briefly and concisely, the facts of your case. Include the date(s) of the event(s) alleged as 
well as the location where the events occurred. Include the names of each defendant and state 
how each person named was involved in the event you are claiming violated your rights. You 
need not give any legal arguments or cite.to cases or statutes. If you intend to allege a number of 
related claims, number and set forth each claim in a separate paragraph. You -may use additional 
8 ½ _by 11 sheets of paper as necessary.) 

~, ''T)b¾:cnecy\ C)t fut:lS' 6\::ee1 -2:roc:.K of 
CQt<~\ruot 

N.A 
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V. Relief: 

.... _______ I declare under penalty of perjury that on~, I deli vercd this 

complaint,to prison authorities to be mailed to the United States District Court for the Eastern 

District of New York. 

Signed this £)t{i day of_..,}~:1· C=-~=-i-----'' 20Ji. I declare under penalty of 
7\ 

perjury that the foregoing is true .and correct. 

Prisoner JDlt 
T •• ~•• •• -• _ •• ~ • ~ • ••~••- .~.~&.~•••~ •• .. -•--••-•• ,,,~ • ,-~• •~ •-•• • •-- ~• • • • • •• ••• •-• .. ~ •~ •••~• •• O ••"~ • ••• • •-•••~., • • ••• • •••• ~, • •• • ,-•••- ~•&OYO~~•- ~. o ••~---OH~•• -- ~•~••-• •••T~-~ • •• • • •p~ • - - ~ 0 •• • O - ••=••• ~•~•~"•~IO••----• , .• • • -~••• •- • O" ~ •- • - ,- • - -• -•• •" • • • • ~. •--••• ••• -~-•~• -•• 
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TRUUNCS 79075053 - LAURENT, JAMAL - Unit: BRO+B 

FROM: 79075053 
TO: 
SUBJECT: STATEMENT OF FACTS 
DATE: 05/20/2014 02:37:46 PM 

On the 27th of January 2012 at approximately 11:05am I was attacked by another inmate due to Officer Castellanos & Officer 
Shepherds' lack of care, custody, safety, & control. I was led onto the reek area in the segregation housing unit with another 

· !nmat~, who was not my cellmate. Noticing another inmate in the reek pen; I yelled out_& kicked the door to get the officers 
~ttention for them to come to my rescue. All ·of a sudden while my hanpcuffs were sti II applied, I was then assaulted by the other 
mmate who occupied the reek area. The officers assigned to the post watched & failed to come to my safety. I was assaulted 
for approximately (15) minutes. _ · _ 

I have been suffering pain in my right wrist (a sprain), neck, upper back & migraines due to this tragic incident. I am 
completely lraumatized by this situation which causes flashbacks & constant sleep trouble. When Lt. Pasley_& other officers 
responded to body alarm, they called for the inmate to flcuff up" & in doing so prolonged safety precaution measures. The 
individual who witnessed the assault Is named Tristan Salazar (#77899-053). Mr.Salazar who was my ce!lmate at the time too 
experienced a situation in which officers: failed.to-Come...to...his...r.escua.&_as a result led to him being hospitalized. After being 
relieved of the attack I was the led to medical ,by ~fficers P. Naupari, Castellanos, Shepherd, Lt. Pasley & others. 

I was feeling dizzy & was chocking on blood which had to be coughed up to get rid of. In doing so I was then thrown to the 
ground & a_ccused of spitting on Officer P. Naupari who was behind escorting me, When thrown to the ground my head hit the 
floor & due to tightening of the cuffs, my circulation was being cut off, After being picked up & led to medical, l was then given 
minimum medical treatment which was that of securing blood pressure & cleaning of bruises. An hour later I was given an 
incident report for the alleged spitting on Officer P. Nauparl (See ·attachment B). Days later I wa~ interviewed by the Discipline 
Hearing Officer D. Garcia who threatened me with up to one year's D.S. time. After explaining the situation & requesting review 
of the cameras, He then told me that "The_ cameras were already checked & nothing was available. I then asked if the cameras 
does not work? Officer Garcia thus replied Hlnterpretlthow you wanr. I said okay & waited for further instructions. However the 
videotape was said to be "losr. I have written to the Office of Regional Counsel in reagrds to a copy of the footage being sent to 
criminal lawyer Donna Newman. (See attachment C}. If the cameras were reviewed in its entirety, it would show inmate Salazar 
standing by cell with officers who were ready to escort him to rack pen before assualt began. The cell in which Mr. Salazar & I 
_resided #2 was at least 3 to 5 feet away from where I was assualted & accused of spitting on staff. · 

"--' 
Well due to my witness Tristan Salazar· not being present for transferring to another facility, the hearing was postponed until 

-the OHO received a written statement before he proceeded with the matter. A few weeks later the hearing was again held & I 
was sentenced to 180 days D.S. & lost all ph9ne, commissary, & visiting privileges. My witness was sald not to be able to get" 
into contact with, in which I find very inaccurate because I personally received a letter from him dated February 4th in which Mr. 
Salazar stated his location & provl(ied me with a number & address to contact his mother. This letter was sent when filing 
administrative remedy to the Regional Directors Office only to have it not returned.(See attachment 0) 

My Crlm!nal lawyer has contacted Ms.Mc Farlene from the legal department here at facllity on behalf of this situation & for 
any medical problems that were affecting me (See attachment E). On the 10th of April 2012 my criminal lawyer sent me a letter 
advising me of an upcoming interview with agent Stan Ferguson from the Department Of Justice regarding the Jan. 2012 
assault (See attachment F). By the 22nd of June 2012 I was finally lntervlewed by agent Stan Ferguson from the Department.Of 
Justice. My criminal lawyer has also written a letter to criminal Judge Garaufls regar.ding confinement in the SHU, assault, & 
medical concerns (See attac.hment G}. My father Peter laurent has also emailed criminal attorney In reference to mental health 
being compromised whi!e detained in SHU & visiting privileges (See attachment H). Lastly the Senate for the State Of New 
York (Kevin S. Parker) has written to the Warden on my fathers behalf for an investigation to be conducted regarding the Jan. 
2012 assault. This letter was r8$ponded by the Warden on April 24th 2012 (See attachment I). Officer C~stellanos was still 
permitted to work on the range whcih I found questionable since he took part in watching the assault. Officer P. Naupari at 
times was allowed to serve the food on the tier In which I was reluctant to eat. · 

The incident which occurred on January 27th 2012 & other incidents (which grievances were filed) here at facility has 
tremendously effected my emotional, physical & psychological state. 

'i 
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'· 

-·· 
· BP-112°B8 ,052 

SEP 05 v 
I~CIDEN'l'-REPORT COeRM 

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE . FEDERAL BCJRE~U OF PRISONS 

Part I~ Incident Report 

1. Institution: MDC BROOlCiiYN DBTENTION CENTER 

2. Inmate'1;1 Name 
Laurent, Jamal 

6. elace of Incident 
W-SHU Range 2 

. . 
3. Register Number 
79075-053 

7, 1\ssignment 
unassigned 

4. Date of Incident 
01/27/2012 

a. unit 
2W 

Is. TM I ~ . 
. iH,.2.'l ,111r /: 011JIFI 

9. Incident 1 O, .prohibJ. ced Act Code { 1;1) · 

Assaulting any pera9n i24 

11. Description oi Incident (Date: 01/27/201f Time:. 11:05 am Staff became aware of incident! 
I responded to a body alarm on range #2 in west Special Housing. I escorted Inmate Laurent off the 

:reek deck and he began to get hostile, Inmate Laurent 179075-053 began spitting at officers as 
they walked pass him. Inmate Laurent apit in my direction with blood in his mouth and got me in 

my right eye, and in my ~uth. Inmate Laurent was a~sieted to the floor. 

12. Typed Uam<<!_Ll:µ,(,J~t;J.u 
P. Naupad . 

1-4.-

Employee 13. Date And Time~ 
1/27 /20l2 ~-/ .' 2 ," 

16. Time Incident 
Report Delivered· 

17, Col\\11\ents of Inmate to Committee Regarding Above Incident 

18. A. I~ is the finding of the committee that you: 

__,_ Com.'Tlitted the Prohibited Act as charged. 

__ Did not Comrn!'t a-Prohibited Aot. 

Coromit~~d Prohibited Act.Code(s) 

B. 

c. 

The Committee is refe~ring the 
- Charge(s) to the OHO for· f~rther 

Hearing. · , 
The Committee advised the inmate of 

~ its finding and of the right to file 
an.appeal witnin,20 cale~dar days. 

19. Committee Decision is Based on Specific Evidence as Follows: 

20. Committee action· and/or recommendatiop·if referred to DHO {Contingent upon OHO finding inmate 
committed prohibited act) 

... 

· 21. Date 1\nd Time Of Action,.,.--,.--.-..----..,.----- (The UDC Chairman's signature certifies who 
sat on the UDC and that the completed report accurately reflects the uoc .proceedings.) 

chair~n (TYj?ed Name/Signature) Memqer ('!'yped N.;ime) Member {Typed Name) 

--:----------------------:----'-----------~-~-----,-.'---------
O~iginal - centrai. File Reccrd1 Yellow - Otto; Blue - rrunate After anc Action; 
1'1.nk - Inmate within 24 Hours Of fart I Preparation 

(This form May Be Repl'ioated Vi<1 Wl'J Replaces BP-S286.052 Of MAY 94 
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BE'-A0294 Notice of Discipline Hearing Before the (DHO) CD!i'RM 
AtRI 11 .. 
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF .:/USTICE FEDERAL BURE.AU OF PRISONS 

MDC BROOKLYN 
Instituticm 

Date 

'l'O: !JI.UR.ENT' JAf.t]l.L I REG. NO.: 79075-053 

ALLEGtD VIOLATION{SJ:MSAULTING W/O SERIOUS IN.Jl:m.Y 

DATE OF OFFENSE: 01/27 /20).2 ·I CODE NO.: 224 

You are being ceferred to the OHO for the above charge(s), 

The hearing will be held on: 
________ at 

(A.M./~.M.) at the following location: 

You are entitled to have a ~ull-time staff member represent you at the hearing. Please indicate below 
whether you desire to have a staff representative, and if so, bis or her name. 

I (do)_·_ (do not)Jl.._ wish to have a staff representative, 

If so, the staff reie~entative's name is: -----------'----'---------

You will also have the right to ~all witnesses at the hearing and to present documentary evidence in your 
behalf: provided, calling your witnesaes.~ill not jeopardiie institutional safety. Names of witnesses you 
wish to call should be liste<l below. Briefly state to what each proposed witness would be able to testify. 

:r (tloJ ~ (do not)_ wish to hav~ witnesses. 

:.NAME_;, CAN TES'.!:I.FY 'l'O: 

NAME: I· CAN 'rESTIF:t 'tO: 

NAME: I. CAN TESTIFY TO"~ 

The Discipline Heiring Officer will call those witnesses (Staff or Inmate) who are ~easonably available, 
an,:i who are detei:mined by the ORO to have information relevant· to th<o ch"arge(sl .. Repetitive witneirses and 
repetitive-character ·references need not be called. Unavailable witnesses may be asked to submit written 
sta.tem,;mts, 

If additional space is nee~ed, use the rever~ sign, and ret\lrn thia form to the 
-~"H,O •• 

PATE: ,SIGNATOR.E: 

Notice of he~ring before OHO 

(Thi~ form may be replicaced via WP/ 

PDF Prescribed by P5270 
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June ·18, 2012 

· J atnal L:turent . 
Reg. No. 79075-053 

. Metr9politanDetention-Center Brooklyn 
P.O. Box 329002· 
Brooklyn, NY. 11232 
. . . 

RE: FOIARequefa No. 2012-08713 

Dear Requester: 

filed 05/27/14 Page 22 of 52 Pagelb #: 22 
Fedetal Bureau of Prisons . · 

Northea1,•t l?egional Office 

U.S. Custom House • 1'' Flaor 
2nd and ·Chestnut Streets 
Phifadslplda, PA 19106 

The Federal B urea.ti of Prisons w in receipt of your Freedom of 1¢ormation Act reque&t It has 
been assigned the n1;1mbe~ referenced ~bove which yqu should include-in any correspondence: or 
mqu~ regarding y~liirequest, .·- . . 

.-Due to the large number i;>f request.s received by the Bur~u of Pris~n$lor p.isclostire ~f._ree6rds 
• pursuanrn)' the Freedom of.Inforination. Act, .and due to the.Jimitcti'-~¢urces a"Viliiable to -process· 
.-~uch 17q~es~. the_ B ureamlf ~_tjsons_ has .adop.ted a_ f~t-in/f~t-:9~~ f~Hfe :~.~}>;~~sin~ all·. 
mcommg reques~. -Your request has been placed m cltro"UOloro-mil_qro!!r pased pn the date of. 
receipt ana will be han<li~d as expeditio~ly._as possible when it isJ~fig{f M for ptciessing. 

0 •'• 10 •• .. 0 ~ ~ 

· 'The submissfon of y~ttr re:~~t (unless you indica~ otl!erwise) J{~~e4 to _cotjstitute an 
-. agreemen~ to pay ~ees ~P to $25.00, as stated in 28 C.F.R. .16.3(o)~{~!~~ o.dte.Jtf?f P~;rsuant 
. io 28 C.f,.R. f 6.11, we are required to "charge fees 'for time spenfi~b$ g'fod:ir:a~plicating 
responsive d?Cwnents. ·For a typical requestor, therds no cmu:gii{q_tJ1¢;fj_fs(tj'v§tours of search 
time'orfortbefi:rst 10~·pagessof dup,lic~µOD.jpowe~er, ifwean~m~4lfi~~I~;1YW be ~.excess·. ~ 
of $25 .00, we w1ll-no!i.fy you, of the estimated amount At.that JJwe.tYJiU'/W~ll 11~y~.~Tie opuon of . 

• ' ~. •• ~· ' r...-,: . ....-~~h~ .. ,r ... .J, ,l{.., ',-.I~ ~ ... ,.~-. ,.. . 

modifying your request to reduce fees. At this ti.rt?:, p~ease do ·09f~W~~ ahyp:a.~trient. . - · 
' ' . . ·:,t?iJl}):){ .. ::,~;'.·/",/.,_ '' . . . 
If you have question~ regardipg the status _of your request, you J~it~1~Hgi~~ ~'.~j~fo:nal Counsel, 
Fed~l B ~~ of ~ons, N:ortheast Regional Office. u -~·· ~~.wlfflt~eJJ~t!; -~~::~ phestnut Street, 
?di.Flom:. Ph1ladelph1a, PA 19106, and reference the above re<@g§,£~µ,~6~r. . _·_:-'. 

· · · - · · -:i\\~1;}r<-· .--"·~ ·· · .•.· 
Sinc~ely, 

,_. 

·.'.~-/;-. .:.::_- ,' 

WM~-
. el D. Tafelski 

_, 
•.·• -

': ·.• \- ,,._ 

egio a1 ·counsei 

·-,.,_ :'.,_., 

.-.'•1 ... 

'·:.<>--~·<· . .' 



~-- .'. ·.i ~ ; 
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- ·-· j 
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·------+------ _____ , ___________ ...._.~....:.:--~-- -~~-----~--
~ . 

:.: ;';. -·--------------.. -·1----·-· --~------ --"·-·------------:----
-. ~l 

.-: 

_•,·:: --·--·--1--•------· --.. ---~ ----·---------·---·-----_,__ ------------------------·-··-·--
' J 
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_.,._ -W ~~--__.~ .......... --M ......... • ••~ 
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Document 1 Filed 05/27/14 Page 25 of 52 PagelD tt:.25 
U.S. Department of Justice 

. ' 

Novembe·r· a,. 2012. 
'~/ •. 

· the Law Offices of Donna B. .Newman 
111,Bioadway, Sbite 1805 

·New York, NY 10006. 
Afr:n: Donna _a.· Newm~n,· E~q • 

Federal Bureau of Prisons • 

. ,Northeast Regional Office 

, 
u.s: Cuiitom· Bouse • 7th Floor 
2.Qd & Cheslllut ~~ 
Philadelphia, PA. 19106 

Re: Fr_eedon:i. of Information Request;. No. 2012-08713 
Jamal _Laurent·-:-. Reg.i,~_~el:" No., 79.075-053 

. Dear Ms • · NeWJnan; 
.- . . . 

Thi$ :is in r·espo~ie to ·a request from 'Jamal .L~urent whi~h was re~eived by 
.th.is agency on May 14, 2,012:; Mr.·taurent r.equest-tpat.:a cot;,y 6f informat:,i1;m 

. · - . -c.aptured on video· surveillance pertain"ing to au···_itlbide~t he was involved 
in on January 27, 20~2, be.forwarded to you. 

In r ~~pons e to his ·request; one· · ( 1 ) compact q.isk-'.'~(-£D l we1. s .. ~eoei VE}d in- t,his 
of.fice ~fa~ a determinatio!l • of their releasa;>~!:f.tY:;-:.-f;.<?" · f'~:!ft'.: • -Upon review, 
it has ... been q.etermine.d. the en_ is being withh'.Eild:.:J,n :--·its:.'$\tirety .. ,and ... has .... 
been px:.:eserved. · · ._, ... _.,.,,_· · _ ... :.: · · · 

one { 1) CD 1s· pe;\.n~ withheld in its._entirety be6~6·~:~·/tt-'.eo~ta-ins third-party 
information and information intended· for sta'.£.:f.iiJJ{r)oiiiy·,.: ;, '.Release of this 
in~ormation .would or could, constitute ~ un"!~iifJI!ff4::,~~Y!~}~n .. of personal 

'·1:'r ,t vacr, wc:uld disclos·e te:hniques a_nd. pro.~ri!lg¥~~~;£pr\:~~'2 .':",~·nforcement 
inyest1gations or prosecu.t;i.ons, and could reastitl:a:biy· .be·,:sxpected to 
.endanger the' life or" ·physical safety of q.tty :p'.e~Bii;/ >-'.r~~·:at-~tutory basis 

_ . .'fbr ·these ~xcisions and- withhqidings· ar'e 5 u-~df:~1~}:;~::!i'52 · ( b:J f6) , ( b) ( 7) ( c) , 
(.b) {7)(E) .and (b) (7) ~F), . . ·:~<.-.\{}/_ : .. :· -.··.:.: _·-_.·-. :·".· _, :.\rJ• 
I trust th.fl? has been responsive to ydur regtiesii\il~w-~§~-r·~·:',°lf.:,you·are 4i~&.at:\,~,f-~;- _.
wi'th th.is r~spqnse··,. :yqu\:.ttlay appeal to· the Att.iF"affi".fT<iiinerJi'1::,'.:i,y filing a written· 
a:gpeal. wfthin sixty days ;froin the date of· ·ti:ft}ff.''~ )ti~\ifF::'Bf.~~-r to be considered 
_timely. You.. may appeal to ~~e ·.Att~rney Ge#~~:·_ li{~iu!t~;~ .. ~ritteri ,app~al to_ 

. · : ·Attorney General, Off ioe of Information ~'P.a, · tQni.t,tltft:-:States Department of 
' .· Just.j.ce·, 1423 N.ew York Avenue, Suite ;11050 f }l~_:ai ''~11VJttcY;t·:.:2osJO-OOOL Both . 

the envelope and the letter of appeal itsef(::f~:.""~~''··S~r:a1~ft'fy marked: "Free~ol:U 

of Information Act Appeal," , :~Ifill-. _:<-r,_:: 
' ~~:;-:·:.·_·._: ' 

. .~ ~ ·- .; . -. . . 

. . : ,; 
• ,_,- •. r .. '•, . .-

',·. ,...::_.-.;•' 

, •• _ .... •• •-

- ·J:·.i- ··,; • .-
. ·•· -~ .: -
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Part B • RESPONSE 

. DATE .:: · REGfONALDlRECTOR 
If dissatisfied with this response, you may t1ppeal to the General Counsel. Your appeal must b,/r~~~lved in the d~iieral .Counsel's Office wllhiri J0cu!entuir 
days of !he date of this response. · ·:"c t •: · · · · • · ·. ' ~ x-;/~ 
ORIGINAL: RETURN TO INMATB . -,--._· CAS~--Ntl~BER: - ~J:::t 
- - --·...-·.---:..,;.,,,.,.;. - ~ ~ --=-·-·---·- __,;. ...,_ - ....... --- ·- ....;._-_ ...;._ ..;._ -:~ ~-:...,.;.... - - --~-.,...._ - - --- - - --- -·--- --
Pa-rt C • RECEIPT 

CASE'NUMBER: ______ _ 

Return to:· ____________ _ 

REG. N.P~·:-: 
SUBJECT: _________________ ~~;,;__:.'--____ .:.:...;_;...._ _______ _ 

LAST NAME, FIRST. MEDDLE INlTIAL UNIT lNSTmrTION 

DATE S!ONATURE;'.RECIP!ENT OF REGIONAL APPEAL 
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.·,,,-~,- Jamal 
:; Reg. No. 79075-053 ·· 

:Ai!>pe_al No. 681558-Rl 
.:-::"P~ge One 

• .. •.:-

.: ~~..:- -

_.·.- .. ~~- ' 

Part B - Respon$e 

:)_"fott .appeai the March Qr 2012, decision of the Discip.l,.}pe: H~"'.-rtf!-9 . 
. :/Offic·er (OHO) at MOC :.Brooklyn, finding you committed the· _:prohibited 
'; ~ct of Assault,' Code -2·24,. I_nciden t Report No. 22 f;i.l 3 4 9\:.<"_\::¥q4 :contend 
--~ne _;i;eport is fal-se. ·, You c·ontend _you. asked the DHO tc(,,c;nf:k the 
·cameras. You also complain you .were oenied a witness.·."-·· 

.The DHO. found you comrni t ted the p_rohibi ted act based . 6n>the-- _fol lowing. 
·on a:an~ary ~7, 2012, _you spit- b.lood and· saliva on the:c'¾.i'~tbrd.ng ,•• 
·_.officer which went in hi.s right eye .and _in his mouth~:.:"\:/t:·- · 

-·1••,...• . 

·-Yo-Ur-· claim: the incident . r~port i-s.: f alee is a challeng~t.f~ the· 
.credibility of the in form.a tion. presented . in the-i-ricid.~~~JJi~?fF •: +·~ciu 
were' given the· opportunity to present your version of:;1:,1:).:i:i'.!,#yi=t\tfJ:o 
the DHO. ·· He determined staff were more credible. ,_:_-·.;"~';.· ... --:: ... 

Your co~tention you asked the OHO to check the. camer-~s-::J'.i;":Bdt _ . 
credible. A .review of ·the re'cord reveals at no time -_d"iiff:q·g\'t.he· ·:--:-.>··· 
dii<ciplinary proce'ss did you ask for vi_de.o'.tb_.be rev:rid;fr>>"'- . '.""'"•,-•·· ._:-

~ - . ' '\(~.~_{•;~ .' .,.' .·· .; -~ .~· ~-•' ,;_:·_./:"• ,-' ' 

You·r co_ntention you were d.enied a witness·· is _without·.~~;~~£-•".-:,. '.l'liE~::::Pl-IO 
postponed the hearing in an .attempt to locate your wi-t"!:1$~:=1- who:'-'~ai/'·._. : 
removed f~om HOC, Brooklyn prior to your hearing·. . Sta~t{~~~f ct4~~if:·~o -· 
lo~ate h~m. Nevertheless, the witness you requested t.-i~:f(,;rfot pr~~Eiht•. 

juring the incident. _ . . _ 'i1rllt~~)~--;: .. '' · ,' ._-··\::· __ ::·_·_ .. · ... 
rhe record in this case reflects substantial compl.i.an?fi/t~lr:: -'.,·: .. :<.':-. . .-:·.-·.' .. 
?rogram Statement 5270. 09,. .Inmate Discipline. . 'the de:P,~g'!E\~~if"':;:~~1£~:[~~f!O .-_ 
,;as based upon th~ greater weight of ~~e evidence an~.:&~i}f;~f~?'.F'~-Tu'ff: . 
..mposed w~_~e c1:ms1ste_~t with the ~ev~:r:i~y, level .o~ t~~~~,fR:1-t.ff~;;::~·;.t•; 

• ~he sanctions imposed: 180 days disc1pl1nary segrega~:~ef,-!fY?:,~!~-t9~-,~J},~~, -

l !50 days loss of commissary, e-mail, . telephone and viiil\llt~'"}{H:-_.iy;;t~g.~s 
, ind· cti7allow 27 .days· _goo·~ conduct time, w~r7 no.t -:~iSP,f, ~~--~f~'!-~f~:ft\/._ 

, ·our misconduct Accordingly your appeal l.S derp.ect-·m. .?,:fc_, .... :.s,;.,·.'.,,,, ,·,s,.•··.· 
- ~ · - . ' ' · · • ·.:10 ittJ:/))(_:"'., --~'.:)\::f-f :/ 
·i i f. you ar.e dissatisfied with t.his response, yo~ may ~:~fi§J3t:"\fJf}ti%}};}?-
.: ~ -eneral Counsel, Feder~! Bureau of Pr~sons·. Your app}f~ · -~f;:.f!.~_-_i{::;"<,>;:::-

ij ece~ved ;in the· Admil'!-istrative Remedy Sectiori, Office,., ~:¢:~~li{.i/i'i)fj-_·-.-
\ ou·nsel, Federal Bureau of Prisons, 320 first Street;:{.: . iri·'.\->:ff{~t)f;. 
~ ashington, D.C. 20534,. within 30 _calendar days of ,th\, i:tf::d'r't~:i:.It'.-:i.·: . 

1te: April 25, 2012 

_, 
,. 

:•,: 
i:-:. 

i( 

;-·! 

,. 
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via·facsimlle to V18) 840-4250 
-and first .class m·an 
Metropolitan Detention Center 
P 6 Box 329002 · 
'Brooklyn, New York 11232 · 

_ Attn: Nicole McFarten, L~gal Department 
. . ~ ' 

Re: Jamal Laurent 
Inmate No. 79075-:()53 

• Dear Ms. McFatlen: 

4115 """-"1' 8R<>Ab aTFICICT 

Wl!'.Tf'IEUI, NJ O70SO 
T-(;()8.-%32-029:1 
F. aoa-zsz-:,271 . 

REf'I.YTO NV 

I ~epresent Jamal Laurent in _his pending ·criminal ~cifter. -Mr. ~a:i:.lrent has advised 

me of an incident ~n January 2i, 2012 at fy1DC in whi6~{fiiyiias a~s·au/ted by another 

.inmate. Mr. Laurent also advised that after the assatiif}WH/1i-be1~B··'~1<en for medical 
- ~ . ;.- ~~· ·~~·::.'. > . ' , . 

- . . ·_..:_::~;:.\t/•,i~~·;_;.-:>· _, :·: '• / . 
treatment by MDC officers, he was wrorigfully accused:9·N~*!hfi o~·ah:9fficer. He was 

.: ::-::-~~--~t;t,;;:•;: _;_::-·; -·.. . - . •~;~ •' .· 

then brutally assaulted by the officers; Mr. Laurent applifid4H·hitlgk ~fciBet dhanriels for a 
. ' ' . . ' . '};~tfit/:;(:_~;:,·.\///:;_,. . . . . 
· _h~aring :and request~d· a co~y of the,prisoo videotap$, :f;fffii~:.R¢1iili}~~:n@d access to the 

' . •.~•.r.'r._~}~":, ; -• -•• ~ ,~ :":i"·• .,.: '-• • 

v;deotape-which 'tape Mr. Laure~t asserts will vindicaii{i1i}tFi~:~/wttA~doing: Kindly 
. ·. -. . . . . . · . }t:t£~tfi];}:~:r;:_?/f.>:; 

advise why Mr. Laurent has been denied the v1deotap·e: _ _fa(g4¢st~Pr'.>::-·.-. 
· . - . :·:~t; ~5ti_t~tr~1.ti1~~:::?.::t3::/:\~\~ .. . _· · • 

In addit(on, I seek your assistance in Mr. Laurei( :"'<'"~~f~t:pfpjr.~f medical care. 
, - _ · . . . -If:;,. iti:? . .:/r.;t\ni;t~·-· -

He h~s consistently filled "cop outs" to see medical· sta · ~mti~~li~E!hcifenTed. The few 
- --- ~ - · ?f- :i?:f_~::, ~-.!_:~-~-~"f}l2i~\: .. 

times he has actually seen a doctor; the treatment has~~~ ,., __ tlµst=.ih11~i:~:ij,.:,taurent fs in 

l ·. r~ t"?l:~w" 

t 
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ft>;'.:· ONNA A. NEWMAN -

t:,::/: AtTOftN,ltY AT L.Aw e,-. ..-- . .- ,-,_ __ _ 
f.~ :-_/J·i': _,_ - ~.-w•ctt 
/,; NY AIIO "'..J IIA11 ,, 

pain an_d needs proper medical care for his neck and _foot. 

I appreciate yqut kind cooperation _in this matter. 

Very truly yours, 

~£//~ /4( 
Donna R. Newman 
ORN/ad 
cc: Jamal Laurent V 

,-
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REJECTION NOTICE~ i\I)MlNiSfflTIVB REMEDY 

:~ii.TE: JONE s,· 2~12 

To· - ·=Ia,~~T, 
P.O .. -Btll-;;329001 
BROOKLYft.~ . NY 11232 

QTR: Z08-9iSLDS 

I '.J10.R T»E REASON'S LISTED BELOW, ntrs ·c~ OFFICE APPBAL 

1

-. :·:rs BEING 'R.EJECT'.lllb ,AW!) llt'ORNED 10· YOU. ·you SHOULD INCt.UbE -A COPY·.- . . 
'' OF Tlt:ts NO'i':tCE· -wtm ANY FUTlJRE 't:OR.RS~PON!Jl\:NCE ~tml nm REcrECTibN. 

I REi-mDY ID 1 '681558-Al C~ Ol!'F!CE APPEAl., 
~.-DAT}( RECEIVED . : MAY · 1.4., 2 oi2 · ;.,. - . · · · -- . · · 
:;straJBCT 1. : ·tirtb· AliPv.t. COMi3'iefl¢\\PROCEIJURES, ~:rbt1rt:ii:: _'I;., ·-s~c±i6Nrt). ·.-:· :_;_. :: · : 

:,.i:syJB.]'EC'I' 2 _ /,- _: . . · · -: /:-. -_'./.. -- '. .". - - _:·-: .· -._. .:, .. .-::·· ... ' 
.;_.•19:ciDJ!IDT RP'1l.-NO, -i:i2'6·1349 :••-.·,J:":<'----·--:;· , -: -:- .. -·. · 

< •• • ·• •1~.1• p" .. < 1._•,;• .... •l~•.t'..•i•~.:.~;•.•~~-~:i•f,.,...•,• 
. :kE:ft& wsoif j_;.-~ · •·-- ... _,_,. · ..... ··- - s-", ;;, < .~ .. .. '-··'· . . . ... :a:~:·~;~t/ 

·.·-; __ . 
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REJECTION NOTICE" - ADMINISTRATIVE·REMEDY 

· DATE: JULY 1s·, ·2012 

FROM: ADMINISTRATIVE 
CEN'l'l?.AL OlfFICE 

ATOR 

TO JAMAL LAURENT, 
BROOKLYN ·MDC UNT: . 
P.O. BOX 3_29001 
l3ROO.KL~, N'! 11232 

QTR.: Z08-9l~LDS 

FOR THE REASONS LISTED BELOW' THIS CENTRAL OE'.F~CE APP~.·, ' ' ,'" ," ' . ' 
IS BEING REJECTED ANO RETURNED TO -YOU. YOU SROtltD INCl,IJDE:-"A: .. COE>Y· ,.: -· 
OF' THIS NOTICE WITH· ANY Ftl'I'URE CORRESPONDENCE REGARDING ·.Tm;! !{EJECTION. . .,• .... 

REMED'.i'.'. ID 
DATE RECEIVED 
SUBJECT 1-
SUBJECT 2 
INCIDENT RPT NO: 

REJECT REASON 1: 

68l5SB-A2 CENTRAL OFFICEl APPEAL·-· -
JULY 2, 2-012 
DRO APPEAL - COMBINEP (PRO¢EDURES' . EVIDENCE &: SANCTIONS) 

226134.0 - - . ' ' .' -

Yoo DID NOT SUBMIT _ tt~l{~~~~MfitJii~-~ms 
WITH·YOUR REGUEST/APPBAL. 2 - WARDD{f:S'.LEVEL; .3.-_ 
"REGIONAL LEVEL·; AND fl~: - CENTlµI,. Ol?Ftdf,: tm.L. '.fHE 
NUMBER· CITED INCLUDES YOUR 'ORIGINAL~.'· .. 

REJECT REASON 2;· YOU MAY--~~~ YOUR APPEAL IN PRci);itk::FORM WITHIN 
: . . :_':{5, _;.~~)'Q:.F THE DATE 0F TliI:S -REJECT:t'•i{_iNOTI CE. 

·r~:.\ ~•-_ .... 
'T••': 00 0 

- ·- .- ~-.•::,.. .. . . ' 

_' .~:\;:f ;f ;\(;.: 
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NY l3Aft 
NJ BAA. 

/ 
•. 

March 26, 2012 

THE LAW ·ot=:FfO_Es OF ' 

DON.NA R. NEWl'(IAN, ('.'A 

I I I· BROAOWA.Y, SUITE 1805 . 
-. . NEW YORK, NY 10006 

"['.EL. 212,229.1516 
. FAX: 212;616.7497 

OONNANEWMANt.AW@AOLCOM 
' WWW,Nf!:'WMA(ilSL:AW,Nl!T 

via facsimiie·to {71§} 840-4250 
and first.class mail · 
Metropolitan Detention Center 
P O Box 329002 
Brooklyn. NeWYork 11232 

. _ Attn_: Nicole,McFarl~n. L~gal Department 

· Re: Jamal· Laurent 
Inmate· No. 79075-.053 

441:1 l!A>iT e"oAO Sm.i,;o::r 

W<Wff'U<t..o, NJ 070110 
1". 90S-232-o2.!li:1 

F.SQ&-~..a:2.1' 

llE:PLYTO NY 

- · Pear Ms. McFarlen: 
. _· · ~- . · _ · ,..:<titr:1:.::-_\.-;_,·::t):\i~;~,.:-- . -

I ~epresent Jamal Laurent fn his_p¢ndlng criminal"JfiJfl~f;, :Mf:.t~utent ha~ advised 
I •• :-~•~•••~~~:(~_~,~-:~:.~-' ," ":-~.-~:,: ••• •• :•• • 

__ me of an incident on January 27, 201"2 at MDC in whic~·J1tryitas :a'.S:$aulted by another 
• :r•"i •• 

inmate. Mr. Laurent also advi~ed that after ·the as~~UJt-'i~H."r!i{ b~rhtftaken for medical· 

~reatment by ~DC office~s. he-wa~-wrongfuUy ~ccuse;~iJihfctfnt~~::·J·h:.officer.· He.was 
~ " • JIO - I • • • ' ::'/:~:,\Y-}i~1:.:;: ~:.:, __ ~" •. : .-~•:< :•,:,1 ,• ;• 

:-:then brutally f;lssaulted by the officers. Mr. Laurent app:rt%ilftt9~ghi~fp~~r chan~els for a 
'':.:'):.-"':;,;,·:~;'}:• ...... _._ ,, •' -·~ -·- :;;·.:~-, 

h~~ring-.and feq_o~st~.d a ?~PY-9f tf1~-.priso~ videota~~~;~11~~'b&~fr~~nied acbe~s to the 

.videotape-whicf) tape Mr. Laurent asserts will vindiJ}ii-1nE~f~W{f~i8h~doing: Kindly 
· · ~ · · - . ·. . . _ . :::fi~[ftllt/t:.::::)d/{'.?// . 
- advise why Mr. Laurent has been denied toe videotaj:iefil~~µeste~L/·.:·_·:; 

- · . - . -.:.:'.h~!~iil:!".;.t.:r~ ...... :.;)i:<:~~---·>:·- .. ~ _. . 

In addltfon, I se~k your a~sistance :in Mr~ Lauf Jlrii te.fBf ~r~e~t medical care •. 
~ . :~'.t • •;. ~•{,r~:~ .:'. :-~ '. ,::: S • .: •.••.~: {:~~~'. '•~.:;'t.T(~ /•. • 

He .has consistently filled 11cop outs" fo see medicaf- -~(· ·":·Jfas··::b~~H'fctenied. The few -; ... ~ · ~ - - ---~~ t~~rt~:~ .. ~\\Jttr~J)_:?t~ .· 
times he has actually seen a doctor, the treatment ha~}~~~,,, :t~b_§~ijU.!f{f.Mr. 'Laurent is in 

l :1rt './~Ii . 
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}tL_ -· ' --pain and needs proper medical care for his neck and foot. 
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I appreciate y_our kind cooperation In this matter. 

,Yefy truly yours, 

· .. ~,e,;~ / 
Doi)na R. Newman . ';/4( 

. ORN/ad · · . 
·cc: Jamal Laurent v 
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· · _:· :'- member:. 

'_:f/: ::: 
The Law Offices of 

DONNA R. NEWMAN,.PA 
. ~ 20 Vesey Street, Suitt 400 

NewYotlc, NY 10007 
Tel: 212.229.1516 
Fax: 212.676.7497 · 

44$ EMt :Sro:i.d Street 
WesrField. NJ 07090 

T. 908-232-029? 
f. 9(18-2:\2-3277 

. danna.o.ewnwuaw@aol.co!II 
www.tlonnaaewmancsq.com 

September 181 ·2012 

-;via facsimile to (718) 840-4250 
:Metropolitan Detention Center 
-:PO Box 329002 · 
'Brooklyn, New York 1· 1232 

:_1_'_:--· ... · . .--·· . : :, .,•·.:.:·· ,. -

Attn: Nicole McFarlan·, Legal Oep~rt~~nf - ... ''• 

Re: Jamal Laure-~t 
Jnmate No. 79.Q75-053 · ' - .• _, :. ·~- . . ~ ~ -· -~-

'. ' 

Dea.r Ms. McFarlan: 
• • '•• ~••:•.,,.~•.:••<••,• .• • • • ••• • I 

I write to request the Metropolitan Detention -CenteP{4iMPC~:) :t:cnj{1 )· release Jamal 

. · Lau~t inln general population or.in the alternative to-;iii.,jiit/i>m, tei6p hone, 
- ._. . _ . · ... ::"J~ff.itk})f~."?\i:f~t~:-0?>· · & 

and xisitation pnvileges and (2) to take Mr. Laur~ntfotam~~~Hilh~ti9R::~y-an Orthopedist. 

. Mr .. Laurent is detain~d at.the MDC since Marcti:ljji~~~ 1··-'-~Ai\~~s placed in the 
. ' ·~ . - .<~:.\)-:•!~~-\ .. _,f,,::·--=~·\_~J;•:/:;= ~ ' 

Specia I Housing Unit since on or about April ~01 ·1. He -h4j{H,~~:-'H6 91.~i~t~~>h privileges, no 
. · . _ - t:t11~~j~i~;)\::.-~ .. -.:~~t-x:~.:~~·~(~. ~· -

. telephone _privilege~. and no.er,iail.privileg~ during the"f.f!litl~h~~~~~¢r(detained. at the 
. . ' . . :'.. , .'': '.: ' ' . .i • . . . -%'ft~}{-:.;> ·:) :/f:f{?/( . ·. . : 

•·"MDC. Me ha$. not be~n,.ail~wed to.·visit V1e:library. HeJ~JJ~tf[9Vi5f.:p·jl:::~trfc;,r one hour a 
_ _ . . _ _ .. ... _ ~~·~~ff&1{J.:~;?~-;.~-;·:.:/\{I.S};~:;.·\.'. . 

day. Mr. (..aurent's mental =health has been effected by~ 'tI~!J!atign\~ncl-segregation. I 
. · -:.~t. -}}ff[tt:.~:.f.-~tL1}~(~ft:·. :. . 

. have noted a decided difference in his ability to concenf"_ rtf1n.tfffif&!~:ff,~iwith him. I fear-
. ' :~ ~tttt:::\~}!~ffit> · 

that any further segregation wiU lead to his further d_edli~,,~ .:,..~?ni~·•,:if;ff4~Jlttf,Itoassist in his 

defense. . . ·. . 8:rttll!L 
On Augµ~t 7,.2012 Mr. Laurentwas·taken to Ri~fJl~iq~}~lfi(i!po:a-state case 

' .. ·.'.'":·,~~,~~.:::::~.,.;:'.-·J:·>:~7~~~~---·- . 

which was pending. White at Riker's hewas ke~t in':£Wffl,It1~·~151~-;s fat~er~as - -- Il0?~~1' 
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·mt:.· -,,,, .. R. NEWMAN 

'

~~::~•it· ~•~ :;~:~AT'~-W ~ . 
. · ·.- :,..- Y lr,f,!Q W QAA . . 

· --f · _:· · · peimitted to Visit. Hts father !~phoned co~nsel to advise that he notice a difference in his 
-~~~ . . 

JtJ /" :-,: -· · ·,son arid voiced grave concerns abQut his. son's mental hea!tt,. On Aug.ust 2~, 2012 .Mr. 

-\Jf~~;°-.;~ .· .. - . Laurent was retu~ed to f~deral custody and'fs ih. MDC. He-was put pack in the S-HU. This 
,'. . f '.,rA··. ' : isolation is inhumane, particularly sl~ce Mr. Laurent is ·a pr~tfl~! ·4eta1n~e; )"his_ issue must 

~ :~~~ ' ~ ; , ./*~~~ ." ' -
-ifi'.::·. ·- .:·.·be addressed imrtjediately before Mr. Laurent's mental hci~1lh"i1.1tth~.{deteriorates. 

' ' ' ~ _. ' . - - -

I 
j 
I 

I 
' 1 

·'. ,•· 

Mr. Lauren"t had-constantly ~mplained of pain iri hit:d~t-UeioL Re.needs to be seen 
- ' ' .- ' . 

. : ':-:,..-by>~_n:,.owtside-t?~~op~i$t·to· prqperly :t:flagnose~~f,f ~t~·~!§.-:bohpiti6ii.· ·J-je, W8S·'t:i_GVised' . 

·that a .visit to an -·outside speclallst had been authoiized>:·,Y1;3t,.to date, he -has not been 
'···.--.. ,' . 

taken fpr an a,:,pbintment .' It is imperative .that th iii occur irrthlciliately~- He was also told' by 
-: • • • .:;·!~•, •I•• ·. 

::the MDC physician .that he needs s~cial .sneakers. To)i~te; )ie: :~~~Lnot received- the 

.. :required sneakers. Please advise if we can' supply or ,hef~~f ~·J~ut~f~n obtain these 

;::~:::yo:; :· · ::~,--_,·,·_··- •- •'- · 'i - · __ -_._:· _ • •::t f :~s&l,~t~·.,, .. _-_. 
. ' /_ if •:'·. ,,.' ..... 

. ~ /()_::/)~-/~- : :. ·:·.~~._:/}sf;.:;,-·:· ·,.a:::;.·{.',:,-,:,:\::,_._.' 
~ . ..,_,:· .. 
.. ' . . ~ .. . . ' : ' 

_g~~=dR. N~wman _ . . _ •··:'_:>{f{{;{<,:_::: .. :.~-;::'\)> .- . 
~ - '. •. :cc: ' Hon~- Nicholas .G~ Garaufis•Via facsimile to 7.1 B~lili!~:Q ··/\???\:f:,::~- :, · .. : . 

-AUSA .. Seth pavi<;{ D1.,1Charme, Esq.r-via email /fif,3y:t::/-': .. · .. ·:: :.//,; · ·. 
··:AtJSA--Ziiin§b .. Ahmad'/Esq~ .. via._e.~alf . ' ' .-_:,;;,ttiiij!:r/(:>:. ~- ::.;_:~j/\::.>:.- . 
· Jamal Laurent-via first class mail ✓ ."·";E1(:}!t::-<· · ·< . ./::·.-.; .. 

·: __ :::<-:::t::}.: i 
. ...... . :· . : ,· '; •:.,.~:• ~- .: :~ ,•-:: :' 

' -~.•;:•:: , .. ;>~.:.--
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December 4, 2012 · 

_ The Law Offices of 
DONNA R. NEWMAN, PA 

20 Vesey Street:, Suite 400 
New York, NY 10007 

Td: 212.229.1'16 
Fax: 212.676.7497 

· donnanewmanla.riaol.tom 
www.donrumewm.anesq.c:oni 

via facsimile to (718) 840--4250 
· Metropontan Detention- Center 
.P O -~ox 329002 

. _Brooklyn, New York 11232 

Attn: Nicole McFarlen, Legal Department 

Re: Jamar Laurent 
Inmate No. 79075-053 

Dear Ms. McFarten: 

,u 5 Eii:st B IW.<I Sueu 
WestFiCcid, NJ 07090 

T. 9oa":m--0293 
· F. 908•232-3277 

Ilep!yroN'( 

·It was my recollection ~at at the court_cohference ·he!d 6ri Noveniber 16, 2012, the 

Honorable Nicholas G .. Garaufis requ~sted that Jamal Lattrt=!~t be ailowed a visit ~th his· · 

family. Mr. Laurent is not faring well under the solitaiy :cotjfinemtint .imposed by the 
. -~' . 

Metropolitan Detention Center." He desperately needs thi~---'vis!t f6 lift his: ·spirits. . . -.--. . 

Kindly advise when this can be.arranged. 

. Very truly yours, 
. ., 

o&t7?N0V,f /fa<-~ ,k(. ,-
· . Donna R. Newman 

DRN/ad . 
cc: Avi Moskowitz'° Esq.-:via email 

Jamal Laurent-via 1st class maiV 
.;. 

' :. ;_, ~ ,..,., . ' ' 

.. -.-.-
. • • _"I .. -
,, ,• , 

'·'· .·.:·.-

_, .-- .~ .' -' 

,, . 
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DONNA R, NEWMAN, PA 

Mi:MEiie.A;' 

~y faA~ 

N.J 6A.R 

April 10, 2012 

Jamal Laurent 
Inmate No. 79075-053 

I 11 BROADWAY, SUITE: I 905 

N£W YORK, NY 10006 

TEL: 2 12.229. 1516 

FAX, 212.676.7497 
CON NAN EWM ANLAW@AOL.COM 

WWW. N EWMANSLAW, NET 

. Metropolitan Detention Center 
P O Box 329002 
New York, New York 11232 

Re: United States v. Jamal Laurent 
Docket No. 11-CR-303($ .. 2)(NGG) 

Dear Mr. Laurent: 

-ll-4:5 EAST IBfl:OAD ST~ EE"f 

W«&l'f'IEL(), N.1 07090 

T. 908•232-0l!!la 

f. 908•Z32·9:1'77 

Re:M.~To NY 

· Stan. Ferguson, a Senior Special Agent with the .D,epaiiment qf Justice contacted_ 
me and advised that he would like to intetview you w_it~ -j-~spect to· your assault in the 

-·--·-·-prison. -1 write1u·ad'lfS'e•you tnarltis 01<ay foryau-un;fpeaf<.:.W1tn thEfageht. · 

If you have any questions, please do not hesitate id contact my office. 

Very truly yours, 

. &Mla._, i1_ '1 ~?0 /~ 
Donna R. Newman . 
DRN/ad 

:: .-·~ ,.,,__ ·• 
-.. ~. ~~. ; 

• 0 : • ~-:•I • • 

: .-<~ ;-.... ·.-

·----~ .... " -~·~-- -·- - ~ .... ~.•~·· ... ,. ·- -· ~- ~-·· ~ - -.~ -, 
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November 6, 2012 

Via ECF & First Class Mail 

The I.aw Offices of 
DONNA R. NEWMAN, PA 

20 Vesey Street, Suice 400 
· N cw York, NY 10001 · 

Td: 212.229.l}16 
Fwc: 212.676.7497 

domu1mwmaot..w@IIO!.\'.llm 
www.doon1»1i:wm;1ncsq,cnm 

The Honorable Nicholas G. Garaufis, 
United States District Court Judge 
Eastern District of New York 
United States Courthouse 
225 Cadman Plaza East 
Brooklyn, New York 11201 

Re: United States v. Jamal Laurent 
Docket No. 11 Cr. 303 (S-2)(NGG) 

Dear Judge Garaufis: 

4H E:Nt aroa<I Su""I 
Wn,;fldd, NJ 07090 

T. ')t\S-2?,1-029 3 
f. 9()8.l3l-H17 

Rop!ywNY 

We the undersigned counsel for Jamal Laurent write -Jo Tec1uest ~ -~i'der'com.pelling µie 
Metropolitan Detention Center ("MOC'') to release Jamal in~ ;~hi! .-gen.er.ii.I 'population or in the 
aJtemative to allow him access to e-mail, to the telephone arid·fo ,alloyi;, hH-ri:f"afuily visitation. 

- : ~' .· .·- . . .· .. ~ 

Jamal has been detained at the MDC since his arrestbfF~~et~ Agents on March 21, 
2011. He was placed in the Special Housing Unit ("SHU") ~q·~frJbout April 2011. Thus, but for 
about a month when he was transferred to Riker~s lsland-arili~ii:i"d::hf\Juiffo-:gcHo trial on a 
related state court matter (which resulted in his acquittal)/J~Ai\fiisjbieh¥rl~rtwenty-three 
hour lockwdown every day for the past eighteen months! c_~~:fgfj~i~ij\q~tfoirer once a week 
and has limited to no interaction with other human beings~;~i;'t~ t-,JJijl~~V:!}TTS1w!th counsel. He 
has been without the ability to use the internet to comm~;, ~tik@~i • :,_,ut regular 
access to the telephone to caILcounsel or his fami1Y, .. ·-and1!g' ·.-~: ily.-· SHU 
only has one computer room/attorney visitfmg wom,and0~~ ,- , ;,~fr.lced for at least 
'the past two months) making review of discovery with 'J :,, . l . . .. . . -~~t federal case 
for which he was initially arrested in March 2OUand·de ··: ... :·~ · i~cJ.States·v. . •'•·~ ~ ¾·••-

Laurent, 1 lCr. 322 (JBW)~ also resulted in an acquittal ·.a·, ·~:·._~.,~·:.,,..?::'Thus, despite 
two acquittals since his initial det~tion in March 2011, aj1It .. . \ cfp~uµiption of 
hmocence in ihis case, Jamal has been jailed under seve~I~• · ;-;_r~ ~~1fift!H1~~/t: ·: 

. 31-. {ff it\t1ttrJ.rf:t· 
. I, Donna Newman, now know Jamal for over a y ~~." ah1:f~i1&ij!11t£eport that the 
isolation he endures in SHU has adversely affected his ·a~ ;!:~fl~pis recall. l 
attach a copy of an email I received from Jamal1 s futher/,., ·ng-:iflfilf:ran opportunity 
to visit his son when Jamal was at Riker~s Island this µas"- .. ~l~l1ftt'ffls-to the changes 
he observed during his visit with his son this August He)ll' z • \UffJHf{f:ili~iita! health is · 
being compromised. · ·.:-'.:}?tf?T ·,.-.... ' · ·· '. 
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Th¢.continue4 de1ention of Jamal under these conditions, is just plainly punishment. He 
· is, *erefore, being denied his due process rights under the Fifth Amendment See Bell v. 

WoiflSh, 441 U.S. 520, S37 ( 1979). Moreover, keeping Jamal in the SHU for such an extended 
period of time constitutes "cruel and unusual pWlishment~ and violates his ~ights under the 
Eighth Amendment to the United States Constitution. Indeed, his conti~ued isolatio~ at this 
-crucial stage in the proceeding violates hi~ S.ixth Amendment right to eff~t~ve .representation of 
counsel. We are now conducting a mitigation investigation in order to collect h1forination to· 

.- convince the Government not to seek the death penalty against Jamal. His iengtliy stay in the 
SHU has caused his emotional deterioration and a corresponding deterioration ocf his mental 
functioning. This in tum has effectively·limited his ability to communicate-with his defense team 

_ and participate in his defense. 

I recognize·that the MDC is entitled to require strict compliance witl1 its niles and 
regulations with respect to inmate behavior and understand that.it enfotces ihdse~rules-by. 
placement of inmates in the SHU. I am also cognizant that Jamal has been cited by several 
officers (actually a group of the same officers) for a variety of insnbord~hate behavior. Jamal has 
appealed all adverse rulings administratively, and has made every atte#ipt to demonstrate that the 
officers contentions were not founded in fact. I mention this only to briµg (o thtfCourt•:s··e:ttention 
that Jamal does not concede that he was insubordinate, as reported by the offieers. 

It is important to understand that most of the complaints agains~-~afilaj ste~ from his 
insistence that he-receive medical treatmentv treatment be was ~ot rec~Jyifig. !a;tti~~ ~utifully put 
in requests for medical call (a/k/a "copMouts"). most of which were·-ignB_fifil. -H~:fu.s-complained 
about pain in his left for the last eight months and despite promises fr{jilni'llih.i be would be 
taken to see a specialist, he still has not been-taken to see an orthopedis{· 

As Your Honor may recall, I wrote to the Court about his le~:f~P.h{i~of4e~, plantar 
fasciitis, back in July and asked the Court's assistance in obtaining{~,BJ~fil~ipf~P,Pt~priate 
m~ical ~e, ~eluding his being taken to s~e a speci~isL Your Htj:#f~l~:·~~:!~~e~ent 
assISt me m tlus matter. I am aware that Assistant United States AMm~~e--Uuli!i'iarme did 
reach out to the MDC and he was able to extract promises that Jartifilf,~~.~frltf: ~~~~if.13·•·.,_ .. • . •.;,_.. ~ illl' t J .. t;,,-, ••· ~~i ':,J~•• '• 

specialists. To date, he has been -taken [Qrx;rays of the chest but-~~ · · '•:~t-~:YJtt~:.fa 
specialist for his plantar fasciitis of the left fooL Th~ latter conditl~.-,,,-"" "o.UDf!":~~J}f~si~y 
correctable with proper shoes. Without ~ing a specialist and ob~J~:ffr¢~ofil{Q-fiTor an 
orthopedi~ device and/or the appropriate shoe, the MDC will not :g{~~ijWrf{~i_~on to 
receive fr.om his fami1y the prop·er foot gear. If it sounds frustratin'w~'if!ittili o#ly :imifgine how 
frustrating it is to live.it. · ·-·?:t<<·--· ·· · ·'" -·: .. ·: 

"!'.'·: .. -

I have also written to the legal staff at MDC numerous ti.m,~~;ij~Ji#tJ~i{ffs tnedical 
. needs and his placement in the SHU for such an extended perio4Jf i?Jp:

3itJf;e!st·~Jl~,~:response 
to one of my several letters from Warden Duke Terrell, PhD, . _-~: · ~t~P)~?~a~.!lllother 
from Warden Frank Strada, dated July 19, 2012. Both W ardeii l. •,,,,-~1V\'l~E!f~~a 
claimed Mr. Laurent had received all the necesmuy medical tr4ffl~W'.4r~~1i·~~~-~ehled my 

t -1': 1 • • .th hi .c,._ ·1 -• .. ,,, .• ~,.'j..... - .. ., . . reques ,or at east one vrnt w1 s .1.w.ul y. . .-·:'::·-?:/;r.; .- ·: -:-,. _;: .. -... 
. ' -~·. ·-:.: ;,~~:_:· ; '. . 

.. <>->-> ', 

:·-~- . : .; : -

- ·., •· .. -·· 
-.·-·•· 

- . : . ~ ... -·-·~ 
... 

- ' .' '.'. :· . .-.~-: ' ,.: : : 
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We are de.eply concerned that Jamal's continued detention in the SHU and con~ued 

isolation from his family will result in contin:ueddetenoratian.ofhis emotional-and· 
psychological state ?nd- will impede ·our ~ility both to conduct a thorough and comptehertsive 
mitigation investigation an4 to defend hi.m against the very serious chru'ges against b.hn,-. I 
-therefore:r-espectfuHy request-that,the Court order the MDG to releaseJari.141 frqm *e S1-UJ 
immediately-and return hfo1 to g~neml popufa.tkm. Alternatively,, and at a minimum.it is 

-respectfully requested that the Court dire.er the- MDC to restore Jaroa,:l's visitation-and phone 
pri;vi le~~s so- that he can mainta'.in-cotitact with his. fru:nily di1d11t this fa'uttaI sta~e-1n his·. case. 

T;hank YQU in advwice for your consideration of this ~ppJication. 

-Re:spectfull y s1,1bmitted, 

.✓-~~JA""--'"·--····-
·D9nnaNewman 

Isl 
Avra.h~-C. Mosk<rw1tz ·· 
-cc: AUSA.Seth Ducharme via eltlaU & ECF 

AUSA Zainab Ahmad viaem?-il·& ;BCF 
Jajnal Laurent via first class mail 

">>_•·, · ... ~·.:: 
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"ENOUGH IS ENOUGH." ITS TIME TO LEA VE TIIE BOX!l! 

From: Pe;r La~' <groMichl@aol.com> . 
To: donnanewmanl'iNI <donrninowmanlaw@aol.com> 

Subject: • ENOUGH IS e.!OUGH" ITS TIM~ TO LEAVE THE BOXl!t 
Date: Fri, -Sep 21, ·2012 1 ;45 am 

September 20,2012 

Page 1 of 1 

Good morning attorney.To day Is my son1s birthday and I am taking this time o~t to write you on his behalf. 
. Jamal Laurent whc,- have been ln the SHU now for more than one year at' t11fpc. Th9s~Hn authority aught to 

.. know that my son has not yet been tried nor has he been sentence .. And':lliq@ht Jirii~tmJght have·mouth 
· ·. thos~ In his cp~ge; ls it ? Justifiable to have kep~ him in such poor cooo.!!f.9{1',ff ~~J~~§;especlally with his poor 

m~d1cal condition. As h[s father; I have been denied vlsitalfcm rights ~·!ifi~-~-~~!!!-~9J 1..whan He first got 
. there he was only twenty one yea.rs of age, now he has spend two b•rth~y;,-in there·tl.rn1 when I last saw my 

•. ~an on September 6;2012 at Federal court he dfd•notlook the same. . ·\i / :: · .. · .. 
. . : He look disfigured; I reckon that it was due to lack cf sunlight, But more·Jiisfultllrig ~$il that he was not "all 
· · .. 8'ere" figuratively speaking the SHU has gotten to hlm. HE IS NOT THE:~F P,E~$t)N THAT I KNEW. My 

son wrote me a letter dated 9/10/2012 and began cursing me for no aP~w~nt_;~ofi~,Scii'nethlng he has never 
· done before. In fact he h_as address his name as JESSE which Is clear Jlfaf:~~eitµ'rig·-J$: wrong. I do not know 
I what the government has to gained In wh~t they are doing but I want y~u·!W-;l{tl9!f.Wia.tJ't,ave in tenslons of 
0· -taldn9-this·cruelly-to-the--medis-at-the APPROPRIATE time. In the m~rii#i:ffif~::;~~~1 ,! am asking of yo_u to 
. write the Judge and the warden in removing my son from this kind of Cf{~EG-Afip INHUMANE PUNISHMENT 
. AND IN HARMS WAY. t await your response and I thank you In advance•.;·· · 

; Respectfully yours Mr, Peter Laurent 

,· •. :' ;, .• + • ~ 
~, 

.-· .. ·-1 

-·:· :·.· 

1 l/7l2012 
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· March 26, 2012 I 

Duke Terrell 
Warden 
-Metrojolitan Detention Center 
-80 29 Street 
· Brooklyn. NY 11232 

,J.:;: 7l~:<i-,;•:" 

"'"'""' _p.if\ 1~"!il'l1~$ii!'n.l~P~~ 

Re: Jamal Laurent 
Inmate#: 79075053 

Dear Warden Terrell: 

I am writing to you on behalf of Mr. Peter Laurent, a constituent of my district and father of .Jamal 
Laurent, a·Metropolitan Detention Cenlei; (MDC) inmate. Due to an extenuating circumstance detailed· 
below, I am "requesting that a thorough investigation of hi_s current case be conducted. in efforts to resolve 
this matter. 

According to Mr. Laurent, ·his son has been an inmate at MlJC · for approximately 11 months. On 
December 7, 2011 he was found "not guiltyn at ·his-trial: how~,f~.he ren:iained incarc.erated because of 

· new charges brought up· in a separate case. As Jamal awaits his·,s6.½hd trial,: he has informed his family of 
· inhumane and unj_ust behavior that ~e bas bee!l cxperiencirif~L~ur faci~ty ·. from inmates and staff 
membcn:. In Janwu:y/February 2012, Jamal was left unattendcttiliJifu::i.dcuffs in.a.unknown room at MDC 
with other wi--cuffed inmates. While in this room, the inmati::i(~f~~ to ~idously attack him. He had 
no way to protoot himself due to the restraints. While notifyilig\$6 ,security· guards of the incident, he 
bt::g-dll_ lo cpugh up blood~ a result of his attack. Blood proc~~ to get ¢rfthe guards uniform. The 
guard proceeded to ~use him of purposely witting on him-Whll¢,jie accorinted. bis story. Additionally, · 
,Jamal was gravely iajured and" did not get proper medical atfciitl9fr-after Uicrinddeni occurred. He now 
may be placed in "the hole" for six months for «spitting" oo.·:a\pcii6u·offi¢iiil.'·Jamal has been pleading 
with prison staff members to review the camera tapes in order'to:'ptdve his· inµotence. He is even willing 
to take a lie detector test to prove that he <lid not do what the ~ds :are acciisii:ig-him of. I am requesting 
that a. thorough investigation in this incident be conducted in eff'orttIB tesolvc·this--m.atter. 

- . :·--~·<-;-: ·: . ·. 

Thank you in advance for your prompt response and favorable-:b"&ti·$Jdera1ion td :this ·.matter. 
If you haye any questions.or require additional information, p1~¢{<;18'ri,6thetifate to contact 
Ms. Regine Roy, Constituent Affilirs Liaison, at my.district offii5¥::~J1l'8) 629.:6401. 

Yours in Partneiship, 

~-L 

cc: Peter Laurent , . 
Attorney General Et.icH. Holder, U.S. Department of Justice .: , 

0 •, 

.. f 

---~~· 
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Honorable·Xevin s. Parker 
Senator, 2lst: Diat.riot 
1300 Flatbush Avenue 
Brooklyn, New _York i1210 

Re : LA.ORENT,.. J. 
···· ·Reg.- ·No·~·-· 790 . .75-053 

Dear·se:oator Parker: 

u .S. Department-of Justice 
Federal Bureau ·of Prisons 

Metropolib}n Demntion CQntor 
Offiee of {h!j:o \/Varden 
BO::W"'Stteel 
Broor1~;m. New Yorn 11232 

ApriJ. 24, 2012 

,.,..• ;------
/' .·•' 

Thank you for your correspon4enc~ on b~half of Mr. Peter 
. · Laurent, father· of Jamal r..aw:'ent; a federal: inmate cur:rentl.y 
. confined at the Metropolitan D&.tention Cente_r (MDC), Brooklyn, New. 

York; 

·Mr .-•··LaUrenE----i;Q.•·-a;-··tw~t::r-bwQ year old maie :i:rom :S,:ooklyn, New 
_Yo~k, _who·arri,red at MOC Brooklyn· on April _L2 1 2011. Mh. Lau~e.nt 
is faoing Possession of a, We'apon charges iri: __ the ·Eastern Dist:a:'ict ·of 

'New York. He is an '"IN"' custody, Pre-Sent"enc~d inmate. 

It is the policy of the .Federal Burea'U;.:of Prisons and the 
practioe followed by this facility to. trea::i;:/a.1.l inmates in a fair 
and impartial m~e.i:. Allegatioo.s such a:'si \':frl:iose · m.id.e. ,-by Mr. ·. 
Laurent ar~ taken serf.ous~y and are fo~a:,;~~~: .t:"o t~e :a~propria,te 
authority fo~ investigation. R.egacling. ttj:~F:l#~n~a.:cy>;ff, 2012 · 

. in~;dent, _there .. is, pre$ent1y an in~estiga!;~p,[r: -~~in:g_<~.Pn¢iuctect · by 
the Otfice of the Inspector· General regardiijg ,priss:tJ:sre·. misconduct. 
At this tirne l: have not received the resul_t~'.::'<:sf' the :iriveatigatiol}. 
OQce r r:to I appr~pr;i.ate action will 1?e taktm.-d.n ,response. 

I hope this addresses your concertiB. '~ll:8uld you: _have any 
further_ queat'iona, please do not- hesitate :t.'6:c:··cd.ntact ,tne.-
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
EASTERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK 
----------------------------------------------------------------x 
JAMAL LAURENT 7907053, 

Plaintin: 

v. 

OFFICER A CASTELLANOS, OFFICER 
SHEPHERD, OFFICER P. NAUPARI, D. GARCIA, 
and UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 

Defendants. 
-------------------------------------------------------------x 

Civil Action No. 
14-CV-3340 
(Weinstein, J.) 
(Orenstein, M.J.) 

STIPULATION FOR COMPROMISE SETTLEMENT AND RELEASE OF 
FEDERAL TORT CLAIMS ACT CLAIMS PURSUANT TO 28 U.S.C. § 2677 

In the interest of settling all claims brought by JAMAL LAURENT in the above

captioned legal action, Plaintiff JAMAL LAURENT and Defendants OFFICER A. 

CASTELLANOS, OFFICER SHEPHERD, OFFICER P. NAUPARI, D. GARCIA and the 

UNITED ST ATES OF AMERICA, hereby enter into this Stipulation for Compromise Settlement 

and Release (hereafter referred to as the "Agreement"), and agree as follows: 

l. Pursuant to this Agreement, each and every claim of any kind, whether known or 

unknown, arising directly or indirectly from the acts or omissions that gave rise to the above

captioned action will be dismissed with prejudice under the terms and conditions set forth in this 

Agreement. 

2. The United States of America, the only proper paity defendant in an action 

brought pursuant to the Federal Tort Claims Act, agrees to pay the sum of five thousand five 

hundred dollars and no cents ($5,500.00), which sum shall be in full settlement and satisfaction 

of any and all claims, demands, rights, and causes of action of whatsoever kind and nature, 

arising from, and by reason of, any and all known and unknown, foreseen and unforeseen, bodily 



and personal injuries and dmnage to property, m1d the consequences thereof, resulting, and to 

result, from the subject matter of this action, including any claims for constitutional violations 

and wrongful death, for which plaintiff or his administrators or assigns, now have or may 

hereafter acquire against the United States of America, and its respective agents, officials, 

employees, servants, insurers, and assigns, including, but not limited to OFFICER ANTHONY 

CASTELLANOS, OFFICER MICHELLE SHEPHERD, P. NAUPARI AND DANIEL 

GARCIA. 

3. Plaintiff and his administrators or assigns hereby agree to accept the sum set forth 

in this Stipulation for Compromise Settlement in full settlement and satisfaction of any and all 

claims, demands, rights, and causes of action of whatsoever kind and nature, including claims for 

wrongful death, arising from, and by reason of, any and all known and unknown, foreseen and 

unforeseen, bodily and personal injuries and damage to property, and the consequences thereot: 

which they may now have or may hereafter acquire against the United States of America, its 

agents, servants, and employees on account of the same subject matter that gave rise to the 

above~captioned action, including m1y future claim or lawsuit of any kind or type whatsoever, 

whether known or unknown, and whether for compensatory or exemplary damages. Plaintiff and 

his administrators or assigns fm1her agree to reimburse, indemnify, and hold hmmless the United 

States of America, its agents, servants, m1d employees from and against any and all such causes 

of action, liens, rights, or subrogated or contribution interests incident to or resulting from further 

litigation or the prosecution of claims by plaintiff and his administrators or assigns against any 

third party or against the United States of America, including claims for constitutional violations 

and wrongful death. 

2 



4. This Agreement is not, is in no way intended to be, and should not be construed 

as, an admission of liability or fault on the part of the United States of America, its agents, 

servants, or employees, including but not limited to Defendants, and it is specifically denied that 

they are liable to plaintifT. This Agreement is entered into by all parties for the purpose of 

compromising disputed claims and avoiding the expenses and risks of further litigation. 

5. It is also agreed, by and among the parties, that the respective parties will each 

bear their own costs, fees, and expenses and that any attorney's fees owed by the plaintiff will be 

paid out of the settlement amount and not in addition thereto. 

6. It is also understood by and among the parties that pursuant to Title 28, United 

States Code, Section 2678, attorney's fees for services rendered in connection with this action 

shall not exceed 25 percent of the amount of the compromise settlement. 

7. The persons signing this Agreement warrant and represent that they possess full 

authority to bind the parties on whose behalf they are signing to the tem1S of the settlement. 

8. Payment of the settlement amount will be made by check in the sum of five 

thousand five hundred dollars and no cents ($5,500.00), and made payable to Jamal Laurent in 

care of Peter Laurent. The check will be mailed to plaintiff at the following address: Jamal 

Laurent, in care of Peter Laurent, 633 East 4t1
d Street, Brooklyn, NY 11203. 

9. The pmties agree that this Agreement, including all the terms and conditions of 

this compromise settlement and any additional agreements relating thereto, may be made public 

in their entirety, and plaintiff expressly consents to such release and disclosure pursuant to 5 

U.S.C. § 552a(b). 

I 0. It is contemplated that this Stipulation for Compromise Settlement may be 

3 



executed in several counterparts, with a separate signature page for each party. All such 

counterparts and signature pages, together, shall be deemed to be one document. 

AGREED AND CONSENTED TO: 

· On the _il day of k,'/ in the year 2016, before me, the 1mdersigned, personally 
appeared Jamal Laurent, pe~movm to me or proved to me on the basis of satisfactory 
evidence to be the individual whose name is subscribed to the within instrument, and 
acknowledged to me that he executed the same in his capacity, and that by his signature on the 
instrument, the individual, or the person upon behalf of which the individual acted, executed the 
instrument. 

4 



Dated: Hazelton, West Virginia 
April_l_Q_, 2016 

Dated: Brooklyn, New York 
A.]'lril_, 2016 
f✓ , ..,,_/ L'- I W 

By: 

By: 

Jamal Laurent, 79075-053 
Plaintiff 
United States Penitentiary, Hazelton 
P.O. Box 2000 

ROBERT L. CAPERS 
United States Attorney 
Counsel/or Defendants 
Eastern District of New York 
271 Cadman Plaza East 
Brooklyn, New York 11201 

DARA A. OLDS 
Assistant U.S. Attorney 
(718) 254-6148 
dara.olds@usdoj.gov 
Brooklyn, New York 11201 

5 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK 

Robert Ingram, 

Plantiff, 

V. 

United States of America, 
Dr. A. Bussanich, M.D., 
Dr, Robert Beaudouin, M.D., 
DOES 1-100, et al. 

Defendants. 

JURISDICTION 
VENUE 

l4CV2091 - ~ 

Case No. 

COMPLAINT FOR DAMAGES 
JURY DEMANDED 

1. Plaintiff, Rob~rt Ingram, is a federal prisoner incarcerated 

at Federal Bureau of Prisons, U.S.P. Tucson, Tucson Satellite Camp, 

P.O. Box 24550, Tucson, AZ 85734, and is a citizen of the State of Arizona. 

2. The Court has jurisdiction of the subject matter under 28 U.S.C 

Sections 1331, 1346 (a), and the Eighth Amendment to the Constitution 

and 42 U.S.C. Section 1983, and the Federal Torts Claim Act. 

3. Venue is proper in this court under 28 U.S.C. Section 1391 (a) 

because a substaintial portion of the events or omissions giving rise 

to the claim asserted in this complaint occurred within this judicial 

district. 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK 

Robert Ingram, 

Plantiff, 

V • 

United States of America, 
Dr. A. Bussanich, M.D., 
Dr, Robert Beaudouin, M.D., 
DOES 1-100, et al. 

Defendants, 

JURISDICTION 
VENUE 

Case No. 

COMPLAINT FOR DAMAGES 
JURY DEMANDED 

. ;_. 
.-,:: 9 .: : 

1. Plaintiff, Robert Ingram, is a federal prisoner incarcerated 

at Federal Bureau of Prisons, U.S.P. Tucson, Tucson Satellite Camp, 

P.O. Box 24550, Tucson, AZ 85734, and is a citizen of the State of Arizona. 

2. The Court has jurisdiction of the subject matter under 28 U,S.C 

Sections 1331, 1346 (a), and the Eighth Amendment to the Constitution 

and 42 U.S.C. Section 1983, and the Federal Torts Claim Act. 

3. Venue is proper in this court under 28 U.S.C. Section 1391 (a) 

because a substaintial portion of the events or omissions gjving rise 

to the claim asserted in this complaint occurred within this judicial 

district. 
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COMPLAINT 

4. The Plaintiff has complied with all prerequisites to a suit 

under the Federal Torts Claims Act in that: 

a. On March 14, 2013, the Plaintiff timely filed an administrative claim 

for the matters in dispute in this action in the amount of $5,000,000 

with the Federal Bureau of Prisons, Northeast Regional Office, 2nd & 
Chestnut Street, 7th Floor, Phildelphia, PA 19106:·Exhibit HA". 

b. The defendant, by and through its agency, the U.S. Department of Justice 

Federal Bureau of Prisons denied plaintiff's administrative claim and 

on September 13, 2013 mailed its notice of denial, a copy of which is 

attached to this complaint as Exhibit::B 11
• 

c. This action was timely commenced following the denial of the administra

tive claim. 

5. Plaintiff also brings this action against defendants, Dr, A. 

Bussanich, M.D., and Dr. Robert Beaudouin, M,D_, physicians acting as 

agents, servants, and employees of defendant, the United States of America, 

in the course of their employment, who along with other agents, servants, 

and employees of the defendant, the United States of America, known to 

defendant, the United States of America, but unknown to plaintiff, committed 

the acts of negligence that are set forth more fully below. 

6. As a result of the inadequate medical care and fault of the 

defendants, by and through their agents, servants and employees, acting 

within the scope of their employment, plaintiff suffered Stage III colon 

cancer, increased risk of death from colon cancer, physical degeneration 

of major bodily functions, acute mental anguish 1 post trumatic syndrom 

disorder, aoute emotional pain and suffering, sleep deprivation, and fear 

of loss of life. 

7. These injuries resulted from the negligence of the agents, servants 

and employees of defendants, acting within the scope of their employment, 

as follows: 

2 
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a. On or about May 05, 2010, plaintiff was examined by defendant doctor 

at the Federal Bureau of Prisons, MCC, New York, NY, at which time, 

the plaintiff complained of rectal bleeding and blood in his stool. 

Plaintiff complained that he had a fear that the profuse amount of 

blood would continue each time he had a stool unless he pushed what felt 

like a small ball back into his anus. Plaintiff feared that if he could 

not push this ball back or if it tore that he would bleed to death. 

b. At that time, defendant, Dr. A. Bussanich, M.D., diagnosed plaintiff 

with hemorrhoids. ·His diagnosis was based on a prostate examination. 

c. On or about Depember 12, 2010, defendant, Dr. Robert Beaudouin, M.D., 

examined the plaintiff and concluded that plaintiffs' complaints of 

rectal bleeding and blood in his stools was caused by hemorrhoids by 

reviewing Dr. A. Bussanichs 1 medical notes. Dr. Robert Beaudouins' 

diagnosis was given without the benefit of any rouline physical 

examinations or aoicother method of evaluation or tests. 

d. On or about October 2011, plaintiff was ex~mined by medical staff at 

FCI Safford, Safford, AZ, who ordered a colonoscopy examination after 

learning of plaintiffs complaints. The colonoscopy examination was 

conducted at Mt.Graham Hospital located in Safford, AZ. During the 

examination its was discovered that plaintiff had three cancerous polyps 

at the entrance of his anus and a 5 centimeter cancerous tumor in his 

upper rectum that was already malignant and plaintiffs body was severly 

degenerated, 

e, Plaintiff was subsequently transfered to Mt.Graham Hospital where he 

underwent a complicated sugjcal procedure to remove the malignant tumor. 

This surgery was performed on or about November 2011. 

f. Defendants, Dr. A. Bussanich, M.D., an Dr. Robert Beaudouin, M.D. were 

negligent in failing to diagnose the cancerous condition and were furthc 1
1 

negligent in failing Lo utilize other examinations or medical testing 

to diagnose and treat colon cancer caused by rectal bleeding,bioody stoo: 

which were frequently recurring. Their treatment plan consisted of 

prescribed suppositories for a hemorrhoid condition. 

3 
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g. Defendant's, by their above actions, failed to follow generally 

accepted medical standards. Had they done so, an early detection of 

cancer would have prevented the plaintiff's body from degenerating 

and his bodily functions failing. Plaintiff would have not exp~rianced 

the mental and physical pain and suffering which he now still. suffers 

from. The defendant negligently chose an easier and less efficaious 

treatment plan which was the direct and proximate cause of plaintiff 1 s 

suffering. 

h. As a direct and proximate result of the combined negligence of 

defendant's agent's, servants, and employees, plaintiff has suffered 

a decreased life expectancy,, increased risk of death from colon cancer 

physical degeneration of his bodily functions, acute mental anguish, 

post trumatic syndrom disorder, acute emotional pain and suffering, 

loss of sleep, and fear of loss of life. Plaintiff has been damaged 

as a result of defendant 1 s acts and omrnissions in the aggregate sum 

of $7,000,000.00 

VIOLATION OF RIGHTS BY 

Dr. A. Bussanich~ M.D., and Dr. Robert Beaudouin, M.D. 

42 U.S.C. Section 1983 

Robert Ingram_ claims that Dr. A. Bussanich,M.D. and Dr. Robert Beaudouin, 

M.D., Violated his civil rights. To establish this claim, Robert Ingram 

must prove all of the following: 

1. That Dr. A. Bussani ch and Dr. Robert Beaudouin, .·with deliberate 

indifferance to plaintiff's serious medical needs repeatedly failed to 

provide proper medical care and treatment. Defendant doctorrs knew of 

Plaintiff's profuse retal bleeding and continous bleeding in his stools 

and fajled to treat, order further evaluations and 'examinations which 

resulted in further significant injury and unnecessary and wanton \nflictio 

of physical and mental pain and suffering. 

2. The defendant's refusal to order addition testing to determine the 

reason for the plaintiff rs continuous bleeding after realizing that the 

4 
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prescribed suppositories were not alleviating the serious medical 

symptoms of rectal bleeding and biliood in his stools. The defendant's 

deprived the plaintiff of further medical treatment demonstrating cruel 

and unusual punishment, Defendant's anlpahl.e state of mind demonstrated 

an egregious and harmful intent to cause irrpparable;:damage to plaintiff. 

As a result plaintiff's body degenerated, his serious medical condition 

escalated to Stage III colon cancer endangering his life and by bhe 

deliberate indifference to plaitiff's serious medical needs increased the 

risk of death to plaintiff. 

3. Plaintiff's constant complaints of such a serious nature that it 

shocks the evolving standards of decency that defendants deprived him of 

civil rights in violation of the Eigth Amendment constitutional protection 

against cruel and unusual punishment. Defendant's acts and failure to act 

to provide plaintiff with adequate medical care and treatment envinces 

a conscious disregard of substantial risk of serious harm. Defendant's 

deliberately with ill will chose an easier and less efficacious treatment 

plan to the detriment of plaintiff. 

4. Defendant's Dr, A. Bussanich and Dr. Robert Beaudouin were acting or 

purporting to act at all times in the performance of their official duties, 

5. Plaintiff was serious harmed by defendant's action to such extent that 

Plaintiff could not perform normal daily activities. Plaintiff could not 

control of his bodily functions which resulted in feces being released 

when urinating or passing gas. Plaintiff was in fear of eating because 

he could not hold his food. Plaintiff had to endure serious pain during 

times where he was confined to holding cell awaiting legal hearings and 

at times while being transported to detention facilities by bus or airplane 

in that plaintiff was handcuffed and could not relieve himself in the 

restroom area. 

5 
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6, That. Dr. A. Bussanich and Dr. Robert Beaudouin's conduct was a 

substantial factor in causing Plaintiff's harm. Plaintiff suffered in the 

past from post trumatic syndrom disorder due to his fear of death as a 

direct result of de~endant's actions and continous to experience this 

ac11Le chronic disorder, Defendant 1 s failed in their professional duty of 

providing adequate medical care and treat to plaintiff~ 

7. As a direct and proximate result of the combined negligence and 

deliberate indifference ta plaintiff 1 s serious medical needs, the 

plaintiff has sriffered a decreased life expextancy, an increased riak 

of death from =olon cancer, physical degeneration of his bodily functions, 

acute men~al anguish, posl trumatic syndrom disorder, acute emotional 

pain and suffering, loss of sleep, and fear of loss of life. Plaintiff 

has been damaged as a result of the defendant 1 s acts and ommissions in 

the aggregate sum of $7,000,000.00 

JURY DEMAND 

Plaintiff demands a jury trial of his constitutional claims against Dr. 

A. Bussanich, Dr. Robert Beaudouin, and the United States of America. 

PRAYER 

Plaintiff request that this Court render judgement against the defendants: 

A. ln the sum to be shown at trial, but in no event less than $7,000,000.00 

B. Including whatever pre- aed post judgement interestcmay be allowed 

by law; and that 

C. Plaintiff be awarded costs of suit. 

Dated: ~/lo/Jr: tt{-

6 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORI 

ROBERT INGRAM, 

Movant, 

v. 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

Respondent. 

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I affirm, under oath, that. on March 10 2014 1 I served a copy of this 

lie gal "·' Gomplaint by first class United States mail, on United States 

mail,legal mail system at the FederAl Bureau of Prisons, U.S.P. - Tucson 

Satellite Camp. P.O. Box 24550, Tucson, AZ 85734 with first-class postage 

fully prepaid, on the Clerk of Court-Prose Office, Rm. 230, Southern 

District of New York, 500 Pearl Street, New York, NY 10007. 

This declaration is signed and sworn to under penalty of perjury pursuant 

to 28 U.S.C. Section 1746. 

Robert Ingra I Prose 
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Exhibit 11 A'' 

CLAIM FOR DAMAGE, INSTRUCTIONS: Please read carefu!lythe inslruciions on the FORM APPROVED 

INJURY, OR DEATH reverse side and supply Informal/on requested on both sides of this 0MB NO. 1105-0008 
form. Use additional sheet(s) if necessaiy. See reverse side for 
addilio naf ins!ructions. 

1. S~bmlt 10 Appropriate Federal Ageney: 2. Name. e ddress of <.lalmant. and cl aimanrs p~lllonal repra,antative if any. 
{See inmctlona on reverse;. Number, Street. City. State and Zip code. 

Federal Bureau of Prisons Robert P. Ingram, FMC Lexington, Federal Medical Center 
Northeast Regional Office P.O. Box 14500, Lexington, KY 40512; John H. Fisher, 
2nd & Chestnut St, 7th Floor Attorney-in-Fact for Robert P. Ingram, Mainetti, Mainetti & 
Philadelphia, PA 19106 O'Connor, PC, 130 North Front St., Kingston, NY 12402 

3. TYPE OF EMPLOYMENT 4. DATE OF BIRTH 5. MARITAL STATUS 6. DATE AND DAY OF ACCIDENT 7. TIME (AM, OR P.M.) • MILITARY • cMLIAN 04/02/1954 single 05/19/2010 Wednesday 
8. SASIS OF CLAIM (State in detatt the kl'IOW!1 lacta end cll'el.lmstances &ltendin.i the damage, Injury, or deat~. idenlifying persons and property in~olved, the place ofOCCIJtrence llfld 

ttie <:a1.1se 1hamol. Use add itlonlll pages if ne<:Hsary). 

Robert P. Ingram is the Claimant. The basis of the claim is a failure to diagnose and treat colon cancer. The claim arose when 
Claimant was an inmate at MDC Brooklyn, NY and MCC New York, NY. Claimant had complaints of rectal bleeding and blood 
in his stool. He was diagnosed with hemorrhoids. No further testing or follow-up was performed. Claimant was diagnosed with 
cancer in October 2011 after receiving a co!onoscopy when he was an inmate at FCI Safford, AZ. 

9. PROPERTY DAMAGE 

NAME ANDAOORESS OF 0\1',NER, IF OTHER THAN CLAIMANT (Numb&!, S1raet, Cily, ~. and Zip Code). 

None 
BRIEFLY DESCRIBE THE PROPERTY, NATURE A"<D EXTENT OF THE DAMAGE AND THE LOCATION OF VV!iERE THE PROPERTY MAY BE INSPECTED. 
(Sae instructions on reverse side J. 

None 

10. PERSONAL lffJURY/WRONGl'UL DEATH 

STATE THE NATURE AND EXTENT OF EACH INJURY OR CAUSE OF DEA TH, WHICH FORMS THE BASIS OF THE CWM. IF OTHER THAN CLAIMANT, STA TE THE NAME 
OF THE INJURED PERSON OR DECEOENT. 

Stage 3 colon cancer, increased risk of death from colon cancer, physical pain, and mental anguish 

11. WITNESSES 

NAME ADDRESS (Number, Street, Cify, Slate, and Zip Code) 

Medical care providers MOC, Brooklyn, NY; MCC, New York, NY; 

FCI Safford, P<Z..; FMC Lexington, KY 

12. (See !nstNctions on raVMle). AMOUNT OF CLAIM (;n doHalll} 

12a. PROPERTY DAMAGE 12b: PERSONAL INJURY 12<:. WRONGFUL DEA TH 12d. TOTAL {Fallura to specify may cause 
forfeitllre of your ~phts). 

0.00 5,000,000 0.00 5,000,000 
l CERTl~~NT OF CLAIM COVERS ONLY DAMAGES ANO INJURIES CAUSED BY THE INCIDENT ABOVE ANO AGREE TO ACCEPT SAID AMOUNT JN 
FULL SA CTION A FINAL SETTLEMENT OF 1JilS CLAIM. 

138. SIGt:;?M.dJIIT.1S~ ;nstn,,..;r on terse ,Ide). ~ ::.. -· ONE NUMBER OF PERSON SIGNING FORM 14. DATE Of SIGNATURE 

_ A7 845v331-9434 03/15/2013 

/ c,~rn,Lo•~~ Attu~,o-{<iei fD,.- CRIMINAL PENAL TY FOR PRESENTING FRAUDULENT 

~ tA<•,UC NT ... _ ~ ~ 'I,/- f'-J:r fjtU"'- CLAIM OR MAKING FALSE STATEMENTS 

The daim 1111 is !~IIJ led ' , GOYemment for a civ;1 penalty of not l11•11 lhan Fine, lmpriaonment. or beth. (See 18 U,S.C. 287, 1001.) 
$5,000 ~ net mor 000, plus 3 time~ 1h11 amount cf dam1111e• ij~stalneci 
by Iha Go trnment .s.c, 3729). 

Authorized for Local Reproduction 
Previous EdlHon is not Usable 

NSN 7540-00-634-4046 STANDARD FORM 95 (REV. 212007) 
PRESCRIBED BYOEPT. OF JIJSTICE 

95-109 
2a CFR 14.2 

------·~"··••···-



03/10/2014 

Clerk of Court 

Case 1:14-cv-02091-JPO Document 2 Filed 03/19/14 Page 10 of 11 

United States tlistrict Court 
Southern District of New York 
500 Pearl Street 
New York, New York 10007 

RE: Robert Ingram v. United States, et al. 
Civil Complaint Filing Fees/Request for In Forma Pauperis status 

Dear Clerk of Court; 

Enclosed please find my civil complaint for filing. Also find a pre-paid postage envelope, please date stamp a copy of the 
face sheet to the Civil Complaint as received by your Office and mail it back to me. 

With respect to the waiver for civil complaint filing fees, I attached an application to the enclosed complaint to reflect the 
last six months income while incarcerated. I've been incarcerated since January 26, 2009, and I made an application for In 
Forma Pauperis status at that time for my criminal case, and I've been in that status ever since. I've filed in the lower court, on 
direct appeal, and have had legal representation appointed by the court due to my indigent status. l would hope that you would 
also grant such status in this civil matter. 

Thank you for your kind attention and consideration regarding this matter of importance. 

·/ '1 
·~e,· 

/~~-bert l~gr :; 

(_,; 



... 

E X hi b i t !1 B ,, 

Via Certified and Return Receipt Mail 

John H. Fisher, Esq. 
Mainetti, Mainetti & O'Connor, PC 
130 North Front Street 

---- ,,.ofUngston, NY 12402 

Filed 03/19/14 Page 11 of 11 
U.S. Department of Justice 

Federal Bureau of Prisons 

Northeast Regional Office 

U.S. Custom House-7th Floor 
2nd & Che smut Slreets 
Philodelphia, PA 19106 

September 13, 2 

RE: Administrative Claim No. TRT-NER-2013-03709 
Robert Ingram, Reg. No. 88753-008 

Dear Mr. Fisher: 

Administrative Claim No. TRT-NER-2013-03709, filed on behalf of 
the above-referenced individual, was properly received en 
March 14, 2013, and has been considered for settlement as provided by 
the Federal Tort Claims Act (FTCA), 28 U.S.C. §2672, under authority 
delegated to me by 28 C.F.R. §543.30. Damages are sought in the 
amount cf $5,000,000.00 based on a personal injury claim. 
Specifically, you allege MDC Brooklyn and MCC New York failed to 
diagnose Mr. Ingram with colon cancer while he was housed at the 
facilities on May 19, 2010. Pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 2401{b), this 
claim had to be presented to the Bureau of Prisons within two years of 
accrual. As such, this claim will be accepted and considered only for 
the period of time Mr. Ingram was housed at MDC Brooklyn and MCC New 
York after March 14, 2011. 

Investigation reveals from March 14, 2011, to May 4, 2011, 
Mr. Ingram was housed at MDC Brooklyn. He was seen by medical staff 
for complaints of lower back and hip pain, hemorrhoids, and kidney 
disease. Mr. Ingram received appropriate medical care and treatment 
for these concerns. There is no evidence to suggest he experienced a 
compensable loss as the result of negligence on the part of any Bureau 
of Prisons employee. Accordingly, your claim is denied. 

If you are dissatisfied with this decision, you may bring an 
action against the United States in an appropriate United States 
District Court within six (6) months of the date ~~s me~~randum. 

Si~rr,/r-, ) 

/2{1 \1(/~ / // 
i~hk-e;}y if Tafel s i 
egionatl.,. Counsel 

cc: Catherine L. Linaweaver, Warden, MCC New York 
Frank Strada, Warden, MDC Brooklyn 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - X 

ROBERT INGRAM, 

Plaintiff, 14 Civ. 2091 (JPO)(AJP) 

-against-
: ORDER OF DISMISSAL ON CONSENT 

UNITED ST A TES OF AMERICA, ct al., 

Defendants. 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - X 

ANDREW J. PECK, United States Magistrate Judge: 

The parties having informed the Court that they have reached a settlement agreement 

in principle and are finalizing settlement documents (see Dkt. No. 42), IT IS HEREBY ORDERED 

THAT this action is dismissed with prejudice and without costs, provided, however that any party 

may reinstate the action within 30 days hereofifthe settlement is not fully effectuated. Any pending 

motions are to be terminated as moot. 

DATED: 

SO ORDERED. 

New York, New York 
May 26, 2015 

Copies ECF to: All Counsel 
Judge Oetken 

Andrew J. Peck 
United States Magistrate Judge 
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UNITED ST ATES DISTRICT COURT 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NtW YORK 

ROBERT INGRAM, 

Plaintiff'. 

v. 

UNITED STA TES OF AMERICA. DR. A. 
BUSSAN[CH, M,D.. OR. ROBERT 
BEAUDOUlN, M.D., DOES 1- 100, IT. AL., 

Defendants. 

E!CF Case 

14 Civ. 2091 (JPO)(AP) 

S1'IP1JLATIQN AND ORDER OF 
SETfLEMENT AND DISMISSAL 

WHEREAS, on or about March 19, 2014, Plaintiff Robert Ingram ("Pl~ intiff'') filed a 

complaint (the "Complaint'') commencing the above..eaptioocd action (the "Action") against the 

United States of America ("the United States, and two employees of the Federal Bureau of 

Prisons (the "BOP"), namely. Dr. Anthony Bunanicb, Dr. Robtrt Beaudouin, along with unnamed 

"Ooo" dc:fc:nd111ts (togcthtr, the "Biwms Defendants"). assening claims of ncgliBmce a_gail\St the 

United Swes under the Federal Tort Claims Act, 28 U.S.C. §§ I J46(b), 2671-2680 (the "FTCA 

Claims"), and claims under Bivens v, Six Unknown Named Agents of the F,de,al Bureau of 

Narcotlr:s, 403 U.S. 399 ( 1971) against the Bivens Defendants (the "Bivens Claims'1, relating 10 a 

purponed failure of the 8iveru Defendants and 1he Metropolitan Correctional Center (the "MCC'') 

and Metropolitan Detention Center (Ille "MDC'') to provi~ Plaintiff with diagnostic tbSting tnat 

may have dcteeted hia colon cancer in an early stage; 

W HEREA.S, on N ovembcr 18, 2014, the Det'endants answered the Complaint; 

WHEREAS, Plaintiff hti decided 10 voluntarily dismiss the BivenJ Claims against the 

Biven.s Defendants pursuant to Rule 4 l(a)(I )(A)(ii) of the F!deral Rules of Civil Procedure with 

prejudice, and all panics who have appeared in the Action consent to such. dismissal; and 
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WHEREAS Plaintiff and the Utlited States have reached a settlement of the FTCA Claims; 

WHERF.AS, Plaintiff was previously convicted of criminal v ioiations and is subject to 

monetary restitution obligations imposed by a Judgment of conv lctlon in United States v. Ingram, 

07 Cr. 961 (LBS) (S.D.N.Y.) (the "Criminal Matt~). which Plaintiff is ~c:r1t\y challen.e;ing in a 

habeas proceeding titled Ingram v. Uniud Sialu, Index No. l 3-cv-6613 (PGG) (KNF) (S .D .N.Y.); 

WHEREAS, the parties contemplate that the Nd Settlement Proceeds a~ dr:ftned in this 

Stipulation shall ht ma.de available for distribution to persons who are eligible for restitution 

payments in connection with the Criminal Matter unless Plaintiff's habeas petition is granted by 

this Court; 

IT IS HEREBY STIPULATED AND AGREED by and between the Parties, that the 

abo'ie-captioned action shall be resolved as bctwcm them as follows: 

I. This Action is hereby dismissed u against all Oefcl'ldams with prejudice, without 

cosu, i11tercst, attorneys· fees or disbursements to any pany. 

2. This Stipulation and Order of Settlement and DismiS511l (the "Stipulation and 

Order") shall not constitute an admission ofliability or fault on the part of the United States or any 

of its present or fonner department!, agencies, agems, officials or employees. 

3. The United States wit 1 pay the sum of ei~t hundred end fifty thousand dollars 

($850,000.00) (the "Settlement Amount") in connection with Plaintiffs fTCA ClaLtn as described 

in and subject to the terms of this Stipulation, As Plaintiff has agreed to voluntarily dismiss all of 

the Bivens Claims against the Biven.s Defendants with prejudice and without payment, no portion 

of the Settlement Amount is attributable to the Bivens Claims. Toe Secclement Amount is 

inclusive of all costs or attorneys' fees of any kind, in ilCCOrdance ,,_.ilh 211 U.S.C. § 2678, and any 

2 

liilJO 02/0 06 
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and all liens and fees are t.o be $8.ti;fied by Plaintiff out of the Settlement Amount. Pursuant to 28 

U.S.C. § 267&, the counsel for Plaintiff may n.otcharge, demand, recelve or collect fees amounting 

to greater than 25% of the Settlemettt Amount. 

4. Payment of the Settlement Amount set forth in paragraph thccc: above shall be made 

by the United States, in the amount ofS850,000, by check payable to Joh11 H. Fisher, as attorney 

for Robert Ingram (the .. Chec!c."). 

S. Within 24 hours of receiving the Check. John H. Fisher shall deposit the check in an 

attorney escrow account Within 24 hour.. of the clearance of the check., John H. Fisher shall 

send, by overnight mail, a certified check, bank check or money order iti an amount no less than six 

hundred and thirty-se.,en thous8lld fi.,e hundred. dollm ($631,S0O) (the ''Net Settlement 

Proceeds") payable to the .. Clerk of the Court" with the following designation in the memorandum 

line, "Payment TQward RcstitutiQn in United States 11. Ingram, 07 Cr. 961 (LBS)" ("Plaintiff's 

Check"). 

6. The United States shall request that Judge Sand, or another judge with jurisdiction 

over the Criminal Matter, direct that the Clerk of the Court to refrain from disbursing Plaintiff's 

Check until the Ul\fled States Di$hict Coun for the $Quthern Distnct QfNew York adopts or 

declines, whether in whole or in part, the Report and Recommendation issued by Magistrate Judge 

Fox in the miltler of Robert Ingram v. United S/(JJes, Index No. 13-cv-6613 (PGG) (KNF), Dkt. 

No. 23. A copy of the pcopo~d Qrderthat shaJI be submitted by the United Stat.es ta Judge Sand, 

or another judge with jurisdiction over the Criminal Matter, is attached. hereto as Exhibit A. 

7. Plaintiff agrees that the Settlement Amount is in ful I settlement and satisfaction of 

any and all claims and demands thll.! he or his heirs, cx.ecutors, administratQn Qr assigns may have 

3 
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or hereafter acquire against the United Sts1es or any of its present or fonncr departments, aeencics, 

agents, officials or employees on account of the events, circumstances or incidents giving rise to 

this lawsuit and aU claims incident thereto, including but not limir.ed to any such claims asserted by 

Plaintiff in the Complaint. Plaintiff hereby releases and fon::ver discharges defendant the United 

States and any of its pre.sear or fonner depanmerits. agcncicz, agents, officials or employees from 

any and all clalms and liabilities arising directly or indirectly from the circumstances or incidents 

giving rise to lhis lawsuit and all claims incident thereto. in duding but not limited to any claims 

a.ssertcd by Plaintiff in the Complaint. 

8. Plaintifffurmer agtees to indemnify and hold harmless the United States, its 

departments, agencies, agents, officials and employees from any and al ( suclt causes of action, 

claims, righu or subrogatcd interests arising directly or indirectly from the $ubjcct matter of this 

Action, including any claims arising from the as.sigMlenl: of claims and liens upon the settlement 

!'f'OCecd!, and further agrees to ~imburse or advance, ,t the option of counsel for the United Stares, 

any e,c.pense. Of eostthat may be incumd iccidcnt to or resulting from such further litig11.tion or the 

prosecution of clairru by the Plaintiff against any third-party. 

4 
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9. This Stipulation and Order shall be binding upon and inure to the benefit of the 

parties and their principals, agents, representatives, heirs, successors lllld a.ssigns. 

10. The terms ofthls Stipulation and Order shall become effective upon entry of this 

Stipulation and Order by the Court 

11. The Parties understand and agree that this Stipulation and Order contains the 

entire agreement between them and that l'lO statements, representations, promises, agreements or 

negotiations, oral or otherwise, between the parties or their counsel that arc not included herein 

shall be of any force or effect. 

Dated: Kingston, New York 
June .19_. 2015 

JOHN H, FISHER, P,C. 
Counsel for Plaintiff 

Ingram 

J Q. 
7! 

Kin11St:rlllA'<1"e 124 0 l 
Tel one: (845) 802-0047 
Facsimile: (845) 802-0052 
Email: jfis.her@fishennalpractieelaw.com 

5 

Dated: New York, New York 
June___, 2015 

PREET BHARARA 
United States Attorney for the 
Southern District of New York 
Counsel for Defenda11ts 

BM.BER 
Assistant United States A ey 
86 Chambers Street. 3rd Floor 
New York, New York 10007 
Telephone: (212) 637-2776 
F11esimile: (212) 637-2686 
E-mail: j acob.bergman@usdoj.gov 

llJO 0 5/ 006 
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Dated; Tucson, Arizona 
~1.2 

By: 

HON. NDH['N J. ,-·~_ .. : 
United States i'il3i,i;;ti Jie ,L J ,..; 

Southern District ol New (ui ;,_ , trjt~) ~. ~vr - ~ (trf) 

~ rY 

6 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF NEW JERSEY 

DANIEL VARLEY 

Plaintiff (s) 

V. 

UNITES ST A TES OF AMERICA, 
ET AL, 

Defendant (s) 

Civil Action No. 14-3832(RMB/AMD) 

ORDER OF DISMISSAL 

It having been reported to the Court that the above-captioned action has been settled; 

IT IS on this 8th day of October, 2015, 

ORDERED THAT: 

( 1) This action is hereby DISMISSED without costs and without prejudice to the 

right, upon motion and good cause shown, within 60 days, to reopen this action if the settlement 

is not consummated; and 

(2) If any party shall move to set aside this Order of Dismissal as provided in the 

above paragraph or pursuant to the provisions of Fed. R. Civ. P. 60(b), in deciding such motion 

the Court retains jurisdiction of the matter to the extent necessary to enforce the terms and 

conditions of any settlement entered into between the parties. 

Hon. Renee Marie Bumb 
Hon. Ann Marie Donio 

s/RENEE MARIE BUMB 
UNITED ST A TES DISTRICT JUDGE 
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PAUL J. FISHMAN 
United States Attorney 
KRISTIN L. VASSALLO 
Assistant United States Attorney 
970 Broad Street, Suite 700 
Newark, NJ 07102 
Tel. (973) 645-2835 
Fa.x. (973) 297-2010 
cm ail: kri stin. vassallo@usdoj.gov 

UNITED STA TES DISTRICT COURT 
DISTRICT OF NEW JERSEY 

DANIEL VARLEY, 

Plaintiff 

v. 

UNITED ST A TES OF AMERICA, 

Defendant. 

HON. RENEE M. BUMB 

Civil Action No. 14-CV-3832 (RMB) (AMO) 

STIPULATION AND ORDER OF 
DISMISSAL 

WHEREAS, plaintiff Daniel Varley ("plaintiff") and defendant the United States of 

America ("defendant" or the "United States") have amicably resolved aJI of plaintiff's claims 

against the United States, its agents, servants, and employees in the above-<:aptioned action; 

IT 1S HEREBY STIPULATED AND AGREED by and between plaintiff and the United 

States, by their respective counsel, that all of plaintiff's claims against the United States, its 
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a£cnts, servants, and employees in the above-captioned action are dismissed with prejudice and 

without costs, attorneys' fees, expenses, or disbursements to any party. 

Dated: Cherry Hill, New Jersey 
October\\, 2015 

Dated: Newark,)•fsw Jersey 
October ~o 15 

SO ORDERED: 

By: 

By: 

~~ 
HON. RENEE M. BUMB 
UNITED STA TES DISTRICT JUDGE 

PAUL J. FISHMAN 
United States Anomey for the 
District of New Jersey Attor:;;t._'f1])'1 America 

KRISTIN L. VASSALLO 
Assistant United States Attorney 

2 
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PAl L l FlSH:\lN\ 
Unil\.'d States Alh)!'lh.') 

KRISTIN L. VASSALLO 
Assistant Unit\.'d Stak's; ,\ttorn..:y 
970 Broad S1rec1. Suit,: 700 
Ne,\ ark. NJ 07102 
Tel. (97>) 645-283~ 
Fa.,. (973) 297-2010 
em:lil: krist in. vas:-..al lu u usdnj.g( l'. 

lT\ITED STATES DISlRl('T ('OURT 
DISTRICT OF NE\\' JFRSL'{ 

DANIEL VARLEY. 

J>lainti/J.' 

Y. 

Ui\ITED STATLS OF AlVIERICA. 

I 
I ION. KFN[:E \l. Rl \lB 

Ci1·i/ .IL·t/1111 .\"o l-l-CV-)832 (R'.\IB) (Al\·1D) 

SI !Pl II_AT!Oi\ OF CO\lPRO\llSE 
SET 1·1.F:\lENT RELEASL UF r EDER.AL 
roRl CI.Al\1S ACT Cl.r\l\lS PL1RSUANT 
TO :::s l:.s.c ~ 2677 

It is hereby -.;1ipulakd hy and be"t\vcen thL' Llll(krsiµnl.'.d plaintiff (mcaning any pcrson. 

other than the ddt:mbnt. signing this agrccmtnt. \\ h.:thl.'r f)J" not a part) to this ci, ii action). ~md 

the Unikd States of America. hy anu through their rcsrcctive attorncys. as follo\\S; 

I. The partit:s Jn ht.:n::by agree to sctt!e anJ compromise each and every claim of any 

kinJ. \\hethcr known or unkno\\11. ::wising directly or indirectly frnm thc :1Cts nr omissions that 

g:n c rise to the :1hu\ c-cnpti1111i..:d actiun under thL' l\.'rn1s and comlrtions sd fr,rth in this scttli..:1111,;nt 

agr•:emcnt (the ··Sett kmcnt J\~n:emenC l. 

-, 
"-'· Tht l !nited Srntcs of i\mt.'rica agrt.'es Ill pay the -;um or l\\1) hundred ti.my 

thousand dl1!Jars (S2-Hl.OOO.OO) (the ·•Settlo.:m1:nt i\muunt .. ). \\hich sum shall be in full settlement 

and satisfoctilH1 of :my and all claims. demands. rights. and causes of action uf \\hatsocver kind 

:in( n;:i,tun::. arising from. and by reason of am and all kno,, n and unkn11,, n. fi_m::sci..:n and 
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unh·rt:sccn bodil) and personal injuriL"'s. Jamagi.: to prupaty :md th.: consequenc..::s thereof. 

n.·su:ting. and w result. from the suhjcct matter or this sctth:ment. in1.:luding any claims frir 

\\ rongful Jcath. for \\ hich plaintiff 1)r his guardi:ms. heirs. e,ccuturs. ndm inistr~Hors. lW ~issigns. 

and each ul' rhem. now have ,)r may hcn:-after acquire ,1gain-.1 the l:nited Stites nf' .-\merica. its 

:1ge11ts. sen ants. and employees . 

.3. Plaintiff and his guardians. h,;;irs. c,L'cuttll"S. adrn in isl rat ors; or assigns hen:hy 

agn:c to acc..-:pt the sum set ll1nh in this Settlement .\gt\:ernem in llill scttlemcnt and satisfaction 

of any and all i.;laims. dcrnands, rights. and cms..:s ur actiun ur \\ habu..:\ ..:r \.;,ind and n:itur..:. 

including claims for wrongful death. arising from. :mJ by r..:ason r)f any anJ all kno\\11 and 

unl-110,vn. foreseen and unfon:set.'n hndily and p..:rs()nal injuri..:s. damagc 111 property and 1he 

consequences thl'reof \\hich they rna;, have or hcr..:alrer :1cquir1: against the t:nited States or 

1\111,:rica. its agents. servants :ind einpl1,yees un account uf the same ::-ubjcct matter that g:n c rise 

to th..: abme-..:aptioned action. it1L' luding any futur..: claim ur lawsuit 11!' any 1-inJ nr type 

\\ktsoe\·er. \\ hcther kmmn or uni-mm n. and \\ h..:tlK'r for ..:0111p1.·nsah1r;, oi- c.,cmplar) damages. 

Phiintiff and his guardinns. heirs. e.\ccutors. administrators or assigns fortl1L·r agree to reimburse. 

imkmnify and hold harmless the Unitl'<l Slates or ,.\rnerica. ib agents. s1.-rvants. ;1nJ employees 

from and against any anJ al! such causes uf action. claims. liens. rights. or subrngakd or 

contrihuti0n intertsts incident w c,r rcsulting from funhc-r litigatilln nr th..: pn1sL'Clltio11 ot· cbims 

by plaintiff or his guardians. heirs. executors. administrators or assigns against :my third party or 

:1.g:ainst the United States. including: claims for \\TOngJul death . 

..J.. This Settlement Ag:r~..:rnent is 1wL is in 1111 \\.l)' intended to he. and should 1wt h..: 

cnnstrued :is. an aJmissi,1n of liability or Emit on tht part ill' the l nill.'J States. its agcnb. 

scr 1·:111ts. or ..:1nploycts. and it is s;p..:cilically dc-nicd that the:, are liabk \() thc plaintiff. This 
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settkrncnt is entered into by all pa11ies l\.1r the purpose nf rnmpnl111isi11g Jisputcd claims under 

the Federal Tort ( '!aims Act anJ a\oiding thi.: expenses anJ risks or l'urthtr litigation. 

5. It is alst1 agn:cd. by and a1m,ng the purtks. that the respeeti\t~ partks ,,ill each 

bear their own cosb. l"ccs. and cxpenscs and that any att,lrnt·ys· fi::ts o\\ed b:;, the pbintiff ,,ill bl.'. 

pa ill out of thc scukmelli anwunt and not in addition tlwrelu. 

6. !t is also understood hy and among the parties that pursuant to Title 28. lJnikd 

Stah:s Code. Section .2678. attorney~;" ft;>es lt1r si:rviccs l"l'ndcrt'J in connection ,, ith this a<.:tion 

shall nul cxcccd 2:- per ccn1u111 uf the :1mount of the C1)111pn,111i-.c scttkmcnt. 

7. Th,: persons signing th is Settlement :'\ gr,:,:1m:nt "arrant and n:prcscnt that they 

possess full authurity to bind the pers,)ns ()!1 whose hd1alf th..:y arc signing to thi: terms or thL· 

scttkmcnt. In the c\ em any plaintiff is a minor or a k~all~ incnmpdl.'nl adult. thi: plaintiff mus, 

obt:1i11 Cnurt appn,, al or the Sl'ltli:mcnt at their cx:pl.'ns,:. Plaintiff agrees to t1 btain such appro,al 

in ~1 timely 111:11111,:r: tim-: being llr the tss,:11ec. Plaintiff f'unhcr :1grccs that thl.'. l initi:d States may 

n1id this settk111cnl at its option in the event such app1\l\ :ii is not , 1bt11incd in a timdy manner. 

In the cvent plaintiff fai Is tu , ibtain ~uch Court apprm al. the entire Sett knwnt . \gr,:cment and the 

compromise scuknwnt arc null and void. 

8. Payim:nt of the Settlement Amount will be made b\ chedi. drawn on the Lnitl'J 

Sw1..:s for t\\1) hunJreJ forty thousand dollars (S~-W.000.00) and malk payable to ··Daniel Varley 

and his attorn,:y Craig Levin. Esq:· The chech: \\ill be mailed to plaintil'l's attorney at the 

foll,n\·ing addr,:ss: T\Yo Penn Center Plaza. 1500 Jolm i:. Kennedy Bl\'LI.. Suite 900. 

Philadelphia. Pennsylvania. 19 ! 02. Plaintif11s atturnc) agrees to distribute the sdtlcmi:nt 

prlh:wd" to the plaintifI and t() nhtain ri dismissal of the ah()\ c:•captioncd action \\ ith pr,:juJice. 

\\ itli each party hearing its trnn fees. ,:osts. and cx:p,:nse,. 
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9 The parties ~igr1:e that this Scrtlcm.:-nt Agreement. including all the terms and 

made puh)k in their cmirl't). and till' plaintiff c,prcssl) con,..:nh to such r..:kas..: and disclnsun: 

pursuant to 5 U.S.C. ~ 55~a(hl. 

l 0. It is cPntcmpbtnl that this Scttkmcnt ,-\grcemcnt may be c:x.:-cutcd in several 

cow1terpat1s. \\ ith a separah.: signature page for each pm1y. All such counterparts and si,µnaturc 

pag1:s. tllgethcr. sha 11 be deemed l() be nnc Jt )CL11111:nt. 

Dat..:d: Ch..:rn Hill. :\C\\ Jersey ~{ 
October{ 12015 -

By: 
CR:\IG LEi-: --_ FSQ. 
:\ttornc, for Plaintiff 

Dated: Ne,,ark. Ne,, .lersn 
(kt()heri~ 20 ! 5 · 

Datcd: Octnhcr/2-2015 
-- I 

SO ORDFRFD: 

HO'\/. RF'.\IT \'1. Rt ,:,,.rn 
UNITFD ST/\Tl:S D!SlRJC I' JUD(iF 

PAl l L .I. I· ISl-ll\,1lt\N 
United States Attorney for the 
District of New Jcrse, 

.\ssistant United St:llL'S Attorney 

.. 



l JNlTED STATES DISTRICT COl lRT 
SOllTIIERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK 

------------------------------------------------------------x 
JOSEPH CHICARIFLLI. 14 CV 

Plain ti ff, 

--against--

·1·11F lJNl'l'ED STAl'ES OF AMERICA. 
l J.S.DEPARTMENl OF JUSTICE (lJSDOJ). 
l"EDERAL BURFAU OF PRISON. (FI30P). 
MLl'R()P<)l,l'l"'AN DETl~NTION CENTER (MDC NY), 
METROPOLITAN CORRECTIONAL CENTER (MCC NY). 
"JOHN DOFS 1-3" 

De fondants. 
---------------------------·------------------------------x 
TO: ALI. DEFENDANTS NAMED ABOVIO: 

SUMMONS 

YOlJ AIU( nmu:nv SllMMONED AND REQUIRED TO SERVE lJPON: 

Th<: Pawar I.aw (iroup. P.C. 
20 Vesey, Suitl' 1210 
New York. New York I 0007 
AUornL·ys for Plaintiffs 

6765 

An answer to the rnmplainl whid1 is servc<l on you with this summons, within 21 days 
a Iler service of this :-.ummons l'll you, cxclusi vc of the day of service. If you fai I to do so, 
judgment hy Jcfoult will he taken against you for the relief demanded in the (omplainl. 
Any answer that you serve on lhe parties to this a1:tion must be fik<l with the Clerk of this 
Court within a reasonahk period of lime after service. 

~G 2 0 2014 

CLLRK DATE ~~a.(.Jo 
By: Ul ·.1'1. ITY (' I . l-'IH-:. 
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UNITED ST A TES D_'l!:~1(:'f C~J 
FOR THE SOUTHERN Dl~lr:f: OFC"V YORK6 7 6 5 

JOSEPH CHICARIELLI, 

Plaintiff, 

--against--

THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
U.S.DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE (USDOJ), 
FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISON, (FBOP), 
METROPOLITAN DETENTION CENTER (MDC NY), 
METROPOLITAN CORRECTIONAL CENTER (MCC NY), 
"JOHN DOE 1 ''. (name fictitious). correctional officer, 
"JOHN DOE 2". (name fictitious), correctional officer. 
''JOHN DOE 3", (name fictitious). medical 
director/physician/ML P, 
identities and numbers of whom is presently unknown, 
ind ividua\ly and in their official capacities, 

Defendants. 

Civil Action No.: 

COMPLAINT 
JURY TRIAL DEMAND 

~~:G~!!,~~ 
U.S.D.C. S.D. N.Y. 

CASHIERS 

Plaintiff Joseph Chicariel Ii. by his attorney Laleh Zoughi, respectfully alleges as follows: 

NATURE OF THE ACTION 

1. This action is brought pursuant to Bivens, 28 U.S.C. § 2671 et seq. (Federal Tort 

Claims Act), the Fourth. 1-'ifth am.J Eight Amendments to the United States Constitution, 28 

U.S.C. ~~ I 3J I and 1346, 42 lJ.S.('. *2000dd (Treatment of persons under custody of the 

United Stales government) and '28 ll.S.C. 92412 (The Equal Access to Justice Act). 

2. Pl ui n tin· seeks monct, iry dam agcs ( spccia I. com pcnsatory, and punitive) against 

dcll:ndan ts for pcrsu na I injury. ru1 u n.- med iea I c x pcnscs and loss of enjoyment of I ife, caused 

by the neg Ii g.c.:nt and/ or wro1, I:! i'u I ~KI I tr 1 )Ill i:isiun of de len<lunts while acting within the scope 

or their office or cm piny mL'lll in a \lowing. unsu fc conditions and denying medical treatment 
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to the plaintiff hosed at the Metropolitan Detention Center, (MDC), Brooklyn, New York and 

Metropolitan Correctional Center (MCC). Manhanan, New York. 

JURISDICTION AND VENUE 

3. Jurisdiction is conferred on this Court by 28 U.S.C. §§ 1331 and 1346. Venue is 

properly within this District under 28 U.S.C. § 1391 as the acts complained of occurred in the 

So uthem Oistri ct u r New York. The Court has personal jurisdiction over the de fend ant 

because the allegetl incidents occurred within the confines of this Court. 

~OTICE QF CLAIM 

4. Plaintiff timely submitted an Administrative Claim for the claims set forth below 

to the BOP. 

5. Six months having elapsed, all conditions precedenl lo a Federal Tort Claims Act 

have been met. 

P,\~TJES 

6. Atoll times here relevant, l'laintiIT, Joseph Chicarielli, was an inmate held in 

custody of Federal Oureau of Prisons. 

7. Detendant. THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, is appropriate defendant 

under Federal Tori Claims J\ct; 

8. Delendant. U.S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE (herein after referred as "OOJ''), 

is a Governmental Agency locah .. -d at 950 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW Washington, DC 

20530-000 I: 

9. Dclc:m.hmt. Fl:DERJ\I. B\JRl·:t\ll OF PRISON. (herein after referred as "BOP"), 

i~ u subdivision or DO.I. lm:ntcd ,11 l~O Firs! Sln.:ct. NW, Washington DC 20534. 
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10. Defendant, METROPOLITAN DETENTION CENTER (herein after referred as 

"MDC"), is an administrative housing facility of BOP, located at 80 29th Street, Brooklyn, 

NY 11232. 

11. Defendant, METROPOLITAN CORRECTIONAL CENTER (hereinafter 

referred as "MCC"), is an administrative housing facility of BOP, located at 150 Park Row, 

New York. NY 10007. 

12. Defendant. "JOHN DOE I ", ( name fictitious), at al I ti mes herein mentioned, was a 

correctional oflicer, employed at MDC by BOP under the direction of DOJ, acting in his 

individual and ollicial c.,;pacity, and responsible, in whole or in part, for the day-to-day 

operation and conditions of MDC, and for the health and safety of inmates confined within. 

13. Defondant. "JOHN DOE 2", (name fictitious), at all times herein mentioned, was 

a correctional ofticer. employed at MCC by GOP under the direction of DOJ, acting in his 

individual and official capacity. and responsible, in whole or in part, for the day-to-day 

operation und conditions of MCC, and for the hcallh and safety of inmates confined within. 

14. Defendant "JOHN DOE 3", (name fictitious), at all times herein mentioned, was 

a medical director/physician/MLP. employed at MCC by BOP under the direction of DOJ, 

acting in his individunl and oflicial capacity, and responsible for the day~to-day oversight of 

medical cx.amination. testing. treatment and general health of inmates confined within MCC. 

FACTUAL ALLEGAT_I_()~S 

15. Pia inti llrcrt:.ib, rcitcrntcs. and rcallcgcs each and every allegation contained in 

paragraph~ I through 14 of this complaint with the same force and effect as though fully set 

forth herein. 
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16. In or about November 2012, plaintiff was incarcerated at the Metropolitan 

Detention Center, a federal government holding facility in Brooklyn, New York (herein after 

referred as "MDC") 

17. At the time of incarceration, Plaintiff was a cooperating witness, assisting the 

AUSA and OOJ against members of organized crime ("members"). 

18. In or about November 2012, Plaintiffs life was threatened by these members at 

the Metropolitan Detention Center in Brooklyn, due to his cooperation with the DOJ. 

19. In or about Novcm ber 20 l 2, Plaintiff and his attorney, Joyce London, 

immediately informed the AUSA, who primarily handled Plaintiffs case, regarding the 

threats against Plaintiff's life. 

20. Defendants di<l not provide Plaintiff with any protection and instead released him 

into general population. 

21. In or about November 2012, plaintiff's cell at MDC was ransacked by the 

members and his belongings were stolen. 

22. On November 18, 2012, Plaintiff was .:igain attacked at MDC by the members due 

to his cooperation with the delcndanl DOJ and was called a "rat". 

23. On November I 8, 2012, plaintiff was put in so I itary confi nemcnt at MDC. 

24. Upon information and belief, plaintitl's attorney immediately informed the AUSA 

regarding the aforementioned attack and threats a~ainst plaintiffs life. 

25. Shor1ly alter lhc ;1ttack at MDC. plaintiff was Lransferred to MCC and once again 

released into gencrnl popul.1tion. 

26. On Juni..: 25. ~01 J. plaintiff was viciously altadcd by the members in his cell and 

as the n::-.ult suslaini.::J si.:ritius pcnn;,1nt:nl injuries. specifically broken jaw. 



27. Upon information and belief, after the attack, plaintiff was put m solitary 

continement at MCC without rmy medical care. 

28. Upon information and belief, immediately after the attack, plaintiff notified and 

informed the defendants, that the plaintiff was seriously injured and hurt, and that he did 

contemporaneous to the accident and at various times thereafter demanded and required 

immediate medical care. 

29. Upon information and belief, plaintiff filed several written complaints with the 

defendant BOP, requesting medical care for over six weeks after the attack. 

30. Upon information and belief, defendants, failed to provide necessary medical 

treatment and care to plaintiff and his urgent and serious medical needs within a reasonable 

time even though plaintifl's face was visibly swollen, causing exacerbation of plaintiffs 

injuries resulting in excessive pain and suffering, and a permanent worsening of his 

conditions, which would have nol occurred had the plaintiff been treated in a timely manner. 

31. On August 2. 2013, plaintifrs medical condition was presented to BO P's 

"Utilization Review Committee" to determine seriousness of his injury. 

32. On August 2. 2013 plaintitTwas finally approved to receive oral surgery. 

33. At the medical facility, plaintiff was informed that his jaw had broken in three 

different places and had he came to the medical facility after the attack; his jaw would have 

been easily treated. Due to over siK-Wf..."Ck <lelay by defendants to provide Plaintiff with 

proper medical care, his jaw had lo he wire-shut on both sides of his face for weeks. 

34. Upon information .md belief. uclcn<lants refused to provide plaintiff with any 

medication or liquid dicl ,,s prcscrihc<l by the treating physician. 
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35. Upon information and belief. plaintiff was not able to eat solid food for weeks 

after his jaw was wire-shut and defendants failed to provide plaintiff with proper nutrition 

and as the result plaintiff lost 25 pounds. 

36. Upon information and belief, during all times mentioned in this complaint, the 

<lcfondants were acting in their individual and official capacity, under color of law, to wit, 

under color of constitution, statute, ordinance, laws, rules, regulations, policies, customs and 

usages of the United States. 

AS A_l'."{J)_ FOR A FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION 
(._fEDERAL TORT CLAIMS ACT) 

3 7. Plaintiff re pea ts, reiterates, and real leges each and every al legation contained in 

paragraphs I through J6 or this complaint with the same force and effect as though fully set 

forth herein. 

]8. At all the times herein mentioned, the defendant BOP, was the owner of an 

administrative housing facility, MDC. located at 80 29th Street, Brooklyn, NY 11232. 

JC)_ At all the times herein mentioned, the defendant BOP, was the owner of an 

administrative housing facility. MCC. located at 150 Park Row. New York, NY 10007. 

40. Plaintiff and his attorney had informed DOJ and BOP regarding threats by 

members to his life in MDC und MC('. 

41. At all the times herein mentioned. plaintiff was an inmate in custody of the 

defondunt. BOI». and housed HI MDC an<l MCC. 

42. At all the timcSa herein mentioned. the ddendant. BOP, its agents, servants and/or 

employees opi.:r,ltcd. maintaini.:d. m.magcd an<l controlled MDC and MCC. 
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43. At all the times herein mentioned, it was the duty of the defendant, BOP, its 

agents, servants and/or employees to operate, maintain, and manage the said premises, 

protecting inmates against vicious and dangerous attacks. 

44. The defendants. their agents, servants, and/or employees breached their duty to 

th~ plaintiff by foiling to protect plaintiff and by improperly allowing and permitting the 

plaintiIT to be viciously attacked and permanently injured by other inmates under their 

control, spcci fie al I y on June 2 5. 20 I 3. 

45. On June 25. 2013. while lawfully on the aforementioned premises, plaintiff was 

unlawfully attacked in the area under controlled and managed by defendant, MCC and was 

caused lo sustain serious. and permanent bodily injuries, great pain, shock, mental anguish, 

and loss of normal pursuits of happiness and pleasures of life. 

46. The attack and resulting injuries to plaintiff were caused through no fault of his 

own but were solely and wholly by reason of defendants' failure to protect plaintifrs life and 

body against the vicious attacks by the members which they had prior knowledge of through 

in format ion provided to defendants by p lai nti ff and his attorney. 

47. Doth actual and constructive notices arc claimed. Actual notice in that defendants. 

their agents. servants and/or ~mployecs had actual knowledge that plaintiff life has been 

threatened by the members at MDC and MCC and were informed by plaintiff and his 

attorney regarding the impcn<ling attack; constructive notice in that defendants should have 

known that incarcerating a cm,pcrnting witness against the members deserved additional 

protection. 

48. By ri.;ason or the foregoing, the ahovc described actions of the defendants 

constitute negligent under thc laws or the State or Ncw York. 
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49. Under the Federal Torts Claims Act, defendants United States of America is liable 

for the above des~ribed actions of their agents, DOP, ''JOHN DOE I", .. JOHN DOE 2 .. , 

"JOHN DOE 3,"and AUSA, while acting within the scope of their employment. 

50. By the reason of the foregoing, plaintiff has been damaged in the sum of ONE 

MILLION ($1,000,000.00) DOLLARS. 

AS AND FOR.A SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION 
(~EJ)_~.R~~ TORT CLAIMS ACT) 

51. Plaintiff repeats, reiterates, and realleges each and every allegation contained in 

paragraphs I through 50 of this complaint with the same force and effect as though fully sel 

forth herein. 

52. At all times hen: in mentioned. the defondants, its agents, servants and/or 

employees were custodians of the plaintiff 

53. At all the times herein mentioned, it was the duty of reasonable care of the 

defendants, "JOHN DOE 1." "JOI-IN DOE 2", "JOHN DOE 3," to provide proper and 

adequate protection anu meuical treatment and care to the injured plaintiff within a 

reasonable time, and not to suffer and permit excessive punishment to the plaintiff. 

54. The Jelcndanls anu/or their employees, agents and/or servants, acting within the 

scope of his office or employment breached their duty to the plaintiff by failing to properly 

protecl ph1intiff und foiling to providi.; proper and adequate medical treatment and care lo the 

pl a inti IT and his ur~cnt and serious medical needs within a reasonable time despite numerous 

plainti!rs requests .ind Jcspilc th1.: obvious risks of permanent worsening of plaintiffs 

conditions. and failing to implcm1.:nl mosl of lhl.!sc urgent and necessary treatments which. 

upon information and he/id~ would h;1w oth .. :rwisc been recommended. 
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55. By reason of the foregoing, the plaintiff was caused to sustain unnecessary pain 

and sufferings and exacerbation and permanent worsening of the plaintiffs injuries with 

resultant pain and suffering, which would not have occurred had they been treated in a timely 

manner, and loss of normal pursuits and pleasures of life. 

56. The occurrence and the resulting personal injuries to the plaintiff were caused 

through no fault of his own, but were caused solely and wholly by reason of the defendants' 

foilure to exercise a duty of reasonable care to report the accident and to provide proper and 

adequate medical treatment and care to the injured plaintiff within a reasonable time, as set 

forth aoove. 

57. Both actual and constructive notices are claimed. Actual notice m that the 

defendants, their agents, servants and/or employees had actual knowledge and numerous 

plaintiffs requests regarding the complained of condition; constructive notice in that the 

condition existed for a long and unreasonable period of time despite numerous plaintiffs 

requests. 

58. Such actions of the defendants were negligent, reckless, willful and wanton, 

unreasonable and unauthori7.ed. and constitute negligence, wrongful act and/or omission 

under the laws of the State of New York. 

59. Under the f-'ederal Torts Claims Act, defendants United States of America is liable 

for lhe above described actions uf their ,1gents. "JOI-IN DOE I," "JOHN DOE 2", "JOHN 

DOE J, ·· while .icting within the :-.t.:opc of their employment. 

60. By reason or the foregoing.. the plaintiff has been damaged in the sum of ONE 

Ml I .LION ($1.000.000.00) I)( H. I , /\ l{S. 
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A..S .A.N!>_i!_QR AJ'HIRD CAUSE OF ACTION 
cr~~t\TM~-~-'( OF PERSONS UNQER U.S. CUSTODY) 

61. Plaintiff repeals, reiterates. and realleges each and every allegation contained in 

paragraphs I through 60 of this complaint with the same force and effect as though fully set forth 

herein. 

62, At all the times herein mentioned, the defendants and each of them, separately 

and in concert, in their otlicial and individual capacities, have exhibited deliberate indifference 

to the health and safety of the plaintiff and repeatedly refused to properly review and investigate 

numerous plaintifrs requests for medical treatment despite the obvious risks to the plaintiff's 

hcnlth and failed to provide adequate medical treatment and services to plaintiff with serious 

medical needs that arc known and/or obvious, and denied the plaintiff an access to adequate 

medical treatment and care. 

63. Such actions of the defendants caused to subject the plaintiff in the custody or 

under the physical control of the United States Government to excessive punishment and caused 

to suffer severe and pennancnt personal injuries, extreme unnecessary pain and suffering, and 

sustained exacerbation and pennanent worsening of his injuries and excessive harm to the 

detriment of his physical and emotional heallh. and loss of normal pursuits of happiness and 

pl t:asures of Ii le. 

64. By reason of the foregoing, the plaintiff has been damaged in the sum of ONE 

M I LLION ($1,000.000.fl0) DOLi ,ARS. 
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t\.S_t\J~D FOR~- FOURTH CAUSE OF ACTION 
(Cl_tU~L-~~QllNUSUAL PUNISHMENT and FAILURE TO PROTECD 

65. Plaintiff repeats, reiterates, and realleges each and every allegation contained in 

paragraphs I through 64 of this complaint with the same force and effect as though fully set forth 

herein. 

66. At all the times herein mentioned, the defendants, "JOHN DOE l", "'JOHN DOE 

r, "JOI-IN DOE J." and each of them, separately and in concert, in their official and individual 

capacities, have exhibited deliberate indifference to the health and safety of the plaintiff. 

67. At all the times herein mentioned, the defendants and each of them, separately 

and in concert, in their otlicial and individual capacities, knew or should have known that their 

acts or omissions constitute violation of the plaintiffs rights, guaranteed to him under the laws of 

the United States. Despite being aware of the risks to plaintiff, the defendants failed to protect 

him rrom assaull aod were also deliberately indifferent to plaintiffs medical needs after his 

assault. 

68. Such actions of the defendants were willful, wanton, malicious and oppressive 

und were motivated solely by a desire lo harm the plaintiff and permit an excessive punishment 

lo the plaintiff without regard for plaintifl's well being and were based on a lack of concern and 

ill-wi11 towards the plaintiff. 

69. Such actions ot' tht: defendants caused to subject the plaintiff in the custody or 

under the physical control o/' the United Slate:-. Government to cruel, inhuman, or degrading 

Ln.;atmenl or punishment prnhihitcJ hy the l·:ighth t\1m:nJmcnts to the Constitution of the United 

States and constitute .i hl,1t,m1 violation of plainlifl's civil rights secured by laws of the United 

Slates. 
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70. By reason of the foregoing, the plaintiff has been damaged in the sum of ONE 

Ml LL.ION ($1,000,000.00) DOLLARS. 

PRAYER FOR RELl~f 

WHEREFORE, Pia inti ff respect fu 11 y requests that the Court enter judgment: 

I. On the First Cause of Action award money damages against the defendants in the amount 

of One Million ($1.000,000.00) Dollars~ and 

2. On the Second Cause of Action award money damages against the defendants in the 

amount of One Mi II ion ($1,000,000.00) Doi lars; and 

). On the Third Cause of Action award money damages against the defendants in the 

amount of One Million ($1.000,000.00) Dollars; and 

4. On the Fourth Cause of Action award money damages against the defendants in the 

110ount of One Mill ion ($1 .000.000.00) Doi lars; and 

s. A ward costs of this act ion inc I ud ing attorney's fees to the plaintiff; and 

6. For such other and further legal and equitable relief that the Court may deem just and 

lfflper and reasonable. 

DF.~_AND FOR JURY TRIAL 

rtaintiff hereby demands a trial by jury a:;; lo a II issues so triable. 

Dated: August 6, 20 14 
New York. New York 

61 \ ~a ar Yl•r:: PAWAR (VP 'JIOI) 

A11orneyfi1r Pluinl!/f 
20 Vesey Street. Suite 1210 
frlcw York. New York I0007 
Tel: (212) 571-0805 
rik@pawarlaw.com 
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Respect f u I ly submitted, 

/S/keh Zpu<fh; 
l,A ~ZOUGHI (LZI941) 
Aflorneyfor Plainlifj 
Zoughi Law Group, LLC 
420 Lexington Avenue, Suite 300 
New York, New York 10170 
T cl: (212) 297*6274 
in ro@zoughilaw.com 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK 
------------------------------------------------------------------x 
JOSEPH CHICARIELLL 

Plaintiff, 

-against-

THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
U.S.DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE (DOJ), 
FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISON, (BOP), 
METRO POLIT AN DETENTION CENTER (MDC), 
METROPOLITAN CORRECTIONAL CENTER (MCC), 
JOHN DOES 1-6, 

Defendants. 
------------------------------------------------------------------x 

FIRST AMENDED 
COMPLAINT 

Jury Demand 

14 CV 6765 (JGK) 

Plaintiff Joseph Chicarielli (hereinafter "Plaintiff') by his attorney Vik Pawar 

respectfully alleges as follows: 

NATURE OF THE ACTION 

I. This action is brought pursuant to Bivens, 28 U.S.C. § 2671 et seq. (Federal Tort 

Claims Act), the Fourth, Fifth and Eight Amendments to the United States Constitution. 

2. Plaintiff seeks monetary damages (special, compensatory, and punitive) against 

defendants for personal injury, future medical expenses and loss of enjoyment of life because 

of defendants' 1 conduct. 

JURISDICTION AND VENUE 

3. Jurisdiction is conferred on this Court by 28 U.S. C. § § 13 3 1 and 13 46. Venue is 

proper! y within this District under 28 U.S. C. § 1 3 91 as the acts comp 1 ai ned of occurred in the 

Southern District of New York. 

1 Unless otherwise noted, defendants refer to the parties named in the caption. 
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CONDITIONS PRECEDENT TO THIS LAWSUIT 

4. Plaintiff timely submitted an Administrative Claim for the claims set forth below 

to the BOP. 

5. Six months having elapsed, all conditions precedent to a Federal Tort Claims Act 

have been met. In addition, since plaintiff is no longer in custody, he is not required to 

exhaust his administrative remedies under PLRA. 

PARTIES 

6. At all times here relevant, Plaintiff was an inmate held in custody of Federal 

Bureau of Prisons. 

7. Defendant, THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, is appropriate defendant 

under Federal Tort Claims Act. 

8. Defendant, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE (herein after referred as "DOJ"), 

1s a Governmental Agency located at 950 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW Washington, DC 

20530-0001. 

9. Defendant, FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISON, (herein after referred as "BOP"), 

is a subdivision ofDOJ, located at 320 First Street, NW, Washington DC 20534. 

10. Defendant, METRO POLIT AN DETENTION CENTER (herein after referred as 

"MDC"), is an administrative housing facility of BOP, located at 80 29th Street, Brooklyn, 

NY 11232. 

11. Defendant, METROPOLITAN CORRECTIONAL CENTER (herein after 

referred as "MCC"), is an administrative housing facility of BOP, located at 150 Park Row, 

New York, NY 10007. 
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12. Defendants John Does 1-7 are individuals employed by the BOP under the 

direction of DOJ, acting in their individual and official capacities, and responsible and for the 

health and safety of inmates confined within. 

FACTUAL ALLEGATIONS 

13. Plaintiff repeats, reiterates, and reallcges each and every allegation contained in 

paragraphs 1 through 12 of this complaint with the same force and effect as though fully set 

forth herein. 

14. In or about November 2012, plaintiff was incarcerated at MDC. 

15. Shortly after his arrest, plaintiff became a cooperating witness, assisting the 

AUSA and DOJ against members of organized crime ("members"). 

16. In or about November 2012, Plaintiffs life was threatened by these members at 

MDC because he was a cooperating witness and assisting the DOJ. 

17. Immediately after these threats, Plaintiff and his attorney, Joyce London, 

immediately informed AUSA Steve Tishonne about plaintiffs predicament. Mr. Tishonne 

assured plaintiff and his attorney that he has spoken to staff at DOJ, BOP, MDC and MCC, 

and that plaintiffs safety was priority number I and that he would be in protective custody 

while at the BOP facilities. 

18. Mr. Tishonne spoke with John Doe I (employee at BOP) and informed him about 

his assurances to plaintiff However, John Doe 1 failed to take any actions to protect 

plaintiff. 

19. Plaintiffs cell at MDC was ransacked by the members and his belongings were 

stolen and he was repeatedly called a "rat." 
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20. Few days later, on November 18, 2012, Plaintiff was attacked at MDC by the 

members due to his cooperation with the defendant DOJ and was again called a "rat". 

21. Finally, on November 18, 2012, plaintiff was put in solitary confinement at MDC. 

22. Plaintiffs attorney immediately informed the AUSA regarding the 

aforementioned attack and threats against plaintiffs life. Plaintiff was once again assured 

that John Doe 1 would be told to take steps to ensure his safety. 

23. Shortly after the attack at MDC, plaintiff was transferred to MCC. 

24. Instead of placing plaintiff in protective custody to maintain his safety, John Doe 

1 released plaintiff into the general population. 

25. John Doe 1 was repeatedly informed about the threats against plaintiff and that his 

well-being was a priority and plaintiff was given assurances by the AUSA that John Doe 1 

had taken steps to ensure his safety. 

26. On June 25, 2013, plaintiff was viciously attacked by the members in the general 

population, called a "rat" and as the result sustained serious permanent injuries, specifically 

broken jaw. 

27. Plaintiff was taken for medical treatment, where John Doe 2 (the medical 

personnel) knew about his broken jaw and failed to give him adequate medical care. 

28. John Doe 2 refused to alter plaintiffs diet, failed to provide any further treatment 

and denied him the most basic treatment for a broken jaw. 

29. Instead of addressing plaintiff's medical problems, John Does 1-4 put him in 

solitary confinement and otherwise refused to provide needed medical care or address his 

conditions of confinement. 
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30. Plaintiff notified two guards John Docs 5-6 that he needed medical care and that 

he was in severe pain. 

31. Y ct John Docs 5-6 failed to notify the medical facilities about plaintiffs 

deteriorating condition and plaintiffs condition worsened. John Does 5-6 also assured 

plaintiff that his written complaints seeking medical treatment would reach the appropriate 

authorities. 

32. Defendants, failed to provide necessary medical treatment and care to plaintiff 

and his urgent and serious medical needs within a reasonable time. 

33. Six weeks later, on or about August 2, 2013, plaintiffs medical condition was 

finally addressed by defendants. 

34. On August 2, 2013, plaintiff was approved to receive oral surgery. 

35. At the medical facility, plaintiff was informed that his jaw had broken in three 

different places and had he came to the medical facility after the attack; his jaw would have 

been easily treated. Due to over six-week delay by defendants to provide Plaintiff with 

proper medical care, his jaw had to be wire-shut on both sides of his face for weeks. 

36. Defendants John Does 1-6 refused to provide plaintiff with any medication or 

liquid diet as prescribed by the treating physician. Plaintiff was not able to eat solid food for 

weeks after his jaw was wire-shut and defendants failed to provide plaintiff with proper 

nutrition and as the result plaintiff lost 25 pounds. 
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AS AND FOR A FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION 
(FEDERAL TORT CLAIMS ACT) 

37. Plaintiff repeats, reiterates, and realleges each and every allegation contained in 

paragraphs I through 36 of this complaint with the same force and effect as though fully set 

forth herein. 

38. At all the times herein mentioned, the defendant BOP, was the owner of an 

administrative housing facility, MDC, located at 80 29th Street, Brooklyn, NY 11232. 

39. At all the times herein mentioned, the defendant BOP, was the owner of an 

administrative housing facility, MCC, located at 150 Park Row, New York, NY 10007. 

40. Plaintiff and his attorney had informed DO.I and BOP regarding threats by 

members to his safety and well-being in MDC and MCC. 

4 I. At all the times herein mentioned, plaintiff was an inmate m custody of the 

defendant, BOP, and housed at MDC and MCC. 

42. At all the times herein mentioned, the defendant, BOP, its agents, servants and/or 

employees (John Does 1-7) operated, maintained, managed and controlled MDC and MCC. 

43. At all the times herein mentioned, it was the duty of the defendant, BOP, its 

agents, servants and/or employees (John Does 1-7) to operate, maintain, and manage the said 

premises, protecting inmates against vicious and dangerous attacks. 

44. The defendants, their agents, servants, and/or employees breached their duty to 

the plaintiff by failing to protect plaintiff and by improperly allowing and permitting the 

plaintiff to be viciously attacked and permanently injured by other inmates under their 

control. 

45. On June 25, 2013, while lawfully on the aforementioned premises, plaintiff was 

unlawfully attacked in the area under controlled and managed by the defendants and was 
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caused to sustain serious, and permanent bodily injuries, great pain, shock, mental anguish, 

and loss of normal pursuits of happiness and pleasures of life. 

46. The attack and resulting injuries to plaintiff were caused through no fault of his 

own but were solely and wholly by reason of defendants' negligence. 

47. Defendants had a duty to plaintiff. Defendants assured plaintiff that they were 

aware of this duty. Defendants breached that duty. As a result of that breach, plaintiff 

suffered injures. 

48. Both actual and constructive notices are claimed. Actual notice in that defendants, 

their agents, servants and/or employees had actual knowledge that plaintiff life has been 

threatened by the members at MDC and MCC and were informed by plaintiff and his 

attorney regarding the impending attack; constructive notice in that defendants should have 

known that incarcerating a cooperating witness against the members deserved additional 

protection. 

49. By reason of the foregoing, the above-described actions of the defendants 

constitute negligent under the laws of the State of New York. 

50. Under the Federal Torts Claims Act, defendants United States of America is liable 

for the above described actions of their agents, BOP, and John Does 1-7. 

AS AND FOR A SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION 
(FEDERAL TORT CLAIMS ACT) 

51. Plaintiff repeats, reiterates, and realleges each and every allegation contained in 

paragraphs I through 50 of this complaint with the same force and effect as though fully set 

forth herein. 

52. At all times here in mentioned, the defendants, its agents, servants and/or 

employees were custodians of the plaintiff. 
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53. At all the times herein mentioned, it was the duty of reasonable care of the 

defendants, John Does 1-7, to provide proper and adequate protection and medical treatment 

and care to the injured plaintiff within a reasonable time, and not to suffer and permit 

excessive punishment to the plaintiff. 

54. The defendants breached their duty to the plaintiff by failing to properly protect 

plaintiff and failing to provide proper and adequate medical treatment and care to the plaintiff 

and his urgent and serious medical needs within a reasonable time despite numerous 

plaintiffs requests and despite the obvious risks of permanent worsening of plaintiffs 

conditions, and failing to implement most of these urgent and necessary treatments. 

55. By reason of the foregoing, the plaintiff was caused to sustain unnecessary pain 

and sufferings and exacerbation and pennanent worsening of the plaintiffs injuries with 

resultant pain and suffering, which would not have occurred had they been treated in a timely 

manner, and loss of normal pursuits and pleasures of life. 

56. The occurrence and the resulting personal injuries to the plaintiff were caused 

through no fault of his own, but were caused solely and wholly by reason of the defendants' 

failure to exercise a duty of reasonable care to report the accident and to provide proper and 

adequate medical treatment and care to the injured plaintiff within a reasonable time, as set 

forth above. 

57. Both actual and constructive notices are claimed. Actual notice m that the 

defendants had actual knowledge and numerous plaintiff's requests regarding the complained 

of condition; constructive notice in that the condition existed for a long and unreasonable 

period of time despite numerous plaintiff's requests. 
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58. Such actions of the defendants were negligent, reckless, willful and wanton, 

unreasonable and unauthorized, and constitute negligence, wrongful act and/or omission 

under the laws of the State of New York. Under the Federal Torts Claims Act, defendants 

United States of America is liable for the above described actions of their agents, defendants 

John Docs 1-7, while acting within the scope of their employment. 

AS AND FOR A THIRD CAUSE OF ACTION 
(FAIL URE TO PROTECT- BIVENS CLAIMS) 

59. Plaintiff repeats, reiterates, and realleges each and every allegation contained in 

paragraphs 1 through 58 of this complaint with the same force and effect as though fully set forth 

herein. 

60. Defendants were aware that plaintiffs safety and well-being were at risk. 

61 . Defendants knew th at they had a duty to protect p lai nti ff from harm. 

62. Defendants gave assurances to plaintiff that he would be protected and safe in 

their custody. 

63. Despite knowing that plaintiff faced a significant risk of serious injury, defendants 

failed to take any reasonable measures to ensure plaintiffs safety. 

64. Defendants in tum gave plaintiff and his attorney false hope that they had taken 

steps to protect plaintiff. 

65. Despite being aware of this risk, defendants failed to protect plaintiff and exposed 

him to future hann. 

66. Defendants failed to take any steps and plaintiffs jail cell was ransacked. 
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67. Defendants failed to take any steps and plaintiff was robbed and subjected to 

taunts and threats. 

68. Defendants then transferred plaintiff to MCC knowing that plaintiff remained at 

risk. 

69. Plaintiff was released into the general population and not in protective custody. 

70. Plaintiff was attacked by individuals who were associated with the members. 

7 I. Defendants despite being aware of the significant risk to plaintif-f s health and 

safety, and despite giving assurances to plaintiff and his attorney, failed to protect him. 

72. Defendants were given ample warning, were notified of instances when plaintifrs 

safety was continually threatened, but yet did nothing until plaintiff was attacked one more time 

resulting in severe injuries. Defendants had an opportunity to protect plaintiff and intervene to 

prevent further harm, but were still deliberately indifferent to plaintiffs safety and well-being. 

73. As a result of defendants' individual and collective actions, plaintiff was exposed 

to harm and suffered injuries and had his constitutional rights violated. 

AS AND FOR A FOURTH CAUSE OF ACTION 
(DELIBERATE INDIFFERENCE TO MEDICAL NEEDS-BIVENS CLAIM) 

74. Plaintiff repeats, reiterates, and realleges each and every allegation contained in 

paragraphs 1 through 73 of this complaint with the same force and effect as though fully set forth 

herein. 

75. At all the times herein mentioned, defendants John Does 1-7, individually and 

collectively in their official and individual capacities, have exhibited excessive risk to the health 

and safety of the plaintiff. 
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76. On June 25, 2013, plaintiff was assaulted and suffered a broken jaw. 

77. Plaintiffs injuries were evident to John Does 2-7 because they saw his medical 

reports and were aware of the seriousness and gravity of the injuries. 

78. However, defendants failed to take reasonable steps to treat plaintiff. 

79. Plaintiff lingered in pain with a broken jaw. 

80. John Doe 2 refused to alter plaintiffs diet and plaintiff was unable to eat and lost 

25 pounds. 

81. John Does 2-7 gave Plaintiff assurances that his medical complaints would reach 

the appropriate channels and that he would be treated in a prompt manner. However, no one 

addressed plaintiff's deteriorating condition and plaintiff suffered for more than 6 weeks. 

82. Plaintiffs mother barely recognized plaintiff when she visited him. 

83. After six weeks or unnecessary and prolonged suffering plaintiff finally was given 

medical care. 

84. However, due to the delay m treatment, plaintiff suffered unnecessary and 

additional medical surgery. 

85. Medical providers informed plaintiff that had plaintiff been treated sooner, his jaw 

would not have been wired shut for weeks. 

86. Defendants were deliberately indifferent to plaintiffs medical needs because they 

were aware of the seriousness of plaintiff's injuries, failed to provide timely treatment because of 

the serious risks faced by plaintiff, allowed plaintiff to suffer mentally and physically for a 

prolonged and unnecessary period and caused deprivation of his constitutional rights. 
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87. As a result of the foregoing, plaintiff suffered and continues to suffer serious and 

permanent emotional and physical injuries. 

AS AND FOR A FIFTH CAUSE OF ACTION 
(CONDITIONS OF CONFINEMENT) 

88. Plaintiff repeats, reiterates, and realleges each and every allegation contained in 

paragraphs 1 through 87 of this complaint with the same force and effect as though fully set forth 

herein. 

89. Defendants knew that plaintiff was supposed to be in protective custody. 

90. However, instead of taking care of plaintiff's well-being, defendants simply put 

him in solitary confinement. 

91. Instead of protecting plaintiff, defendants punished him by placing him m a 

punitive unit. 

92. Because plaintiff was placed in a punitive unit, he did not enjoy easy access to 

medical treatment, phone calls to grieve his conditions and suffered because of his conditions of 

confinement. 

93. Plaintiff was subjected to cruel and unusual punishment because he was a 

cooperating witness and defendants were deliberately indifferent by punishing plaintiff instead of 

protecting him. 

94. Defendants knew that by placing plaintiff in a punitive unit, he would be denied 

the adequate access to medical needs and to air his grievances. 

95. As a result of defendants' actions, plaintiff was subject to violation of his 

constitutional rights and he suffered permanent physical and mental injuries. 
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WHEREFORE, Plaintiff demands judgment and prays for the following relief, 

jointly and severally, against the Defendants: 

(A) full and fair compensatory damages in an amount Five Hundred Thousand Dollars 

for each and every cause of action for Plaintiff against Defendants (individually or 

collectively) or as determined by a jury: 

(B) punitive damages in an amount to be determined by a jury: 

(C) reasonable attorney's fees and the costs, expenses and disbursements of this action; 

and 

(D) such other and further relief as appears just and proper. 

Dated: February 20, 2015 
New York, New York 10007 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------x 
JOSEPH CHICARIELLI, 

Plaintiff, 

-against-

THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
U.S.DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE (USDOJ), 
FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISON, (FBOP), 
METRO POLIT AN DETENTION CENTER (MDC), 
METROPOLITAN CORRECTIONAL CENTER (MCC), 
WARDEN OF MCC, WARDEN OF MDC, 
LENORA MURRAY (USMS), STEVE TISClONE (AUSA), 
AMIR TOOSSI (AUSA), KORI THIESSEN (BOP), 
CASANOVA MADISON, MIGUEL MONGE, 
MICHAEL WARDEN, G. FERMIN, A.E. SANTIAGO, 
E. RAMOS, ROBERT BEAUDOUIN, C. EVANGELISTA, 
OPHELIA JACKSON, A. BUSSANICH, 

Defendants. 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------x 

SECOND AMENDED 
COMPLAINT 

Jury Demand 

14 CV 6765 (JGK) 

Plaintiff Joseph Chicarielli, by his attorneys Robert Blossner, Vik Pawar and Laleh 

Zoughi, respectfully alleges as follows: 

NATURE OF THE ACTION 

1. This action is brought pursuant to Bivens, 28 U.S.C. § 2671 et seq. (Federal Tort 

Claims Act), the Fourth, Fifth, Eight and Fourteenth Amendments to the United States 

Constitution. 

2. Plaintiff seeks monetary damages (special, compensatory, and punitive) against 

defendants for personal injury, future medical expenses and loss of enjoyment of life, caused 

by the negligent and/or wrongful act or omission of defendants while acting within the scope 
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of their office or employment in allowing unsafe conditions and denying medical treatment 

to the plaintiff hosed at the Metropolitan Detention Center, (MDC), Brooklyn, New York and 

Metropolitan Correctional Center (MCC), Manhattan, New York. 

JURISDICTION AND VENUE 

3. Jurisdiction is conferred on this Court by 28 U.S.C. §§ I 33 I and 1346. Venue is 

properly within this District under 28 U.S. C. § 13 91 as the acts complained of occurred in the 

Southern District of N cw York. The Court has personal jurisdiction over the defendant 

because the alleged incidents occurred within the confines of this Court. 

CONDITIONS PRECEDENT TO THIS LAWSUIT 

4. Plaintiff timely submitted an Administrative Claim for the claims set forth below 

to the BOP. 

5. Six months having elapsed, all conditions precedent to a Federal Tort Claims Act 

have been met. In addition, since plaintiff is no longer in custody, he is not required to 

exhaust his administrative remedies under PLRA. 

PARTIES 

6. At all times here relevant, Plaintiff, Joseph Chicarielli, was an inmate held in 

custody of Federal Bureau of Prisons. 

7. Defendant, THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 1s appropriate defendant 

under Federal Tort Claims Act; 

8. Defendant, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE (herein after referred as "DOJ"), 

1s a Governmental Agency located at 950 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW Washington, DC 

20530-000 I; 
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9. Defendant, FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISON, (herein after referred as "BOP"), 

is a subdivision ofDOJ, located at 320 First Street, NW, Washington DC 20534. 

l 0. Defendant, METROPOLITAN DETENTION CENTER (herein after referred as 

"MDC"), is an administrative housing facility of BOP, located at 80 29th Street, Brooklyn, 

NY 11232. 

11. Defendant, METRO POLIT AN CORRECTIONAL CENTER (herein after 

referred as "MCC"), is an administrative housing facility of BOP, located at 150 Park Row, 

New York, NY 10007. 

12. Defendants SANTIAGO, HUGHES, WARD, MONGE, MADISON, MURRAY, 

TISCIONE, TOOSSI, and THIESSAN, "WARDEN MCC", "WARDEN MDC", 

("Defendants l ") are employees of the DOJ, FBOP and work in different capacities including 

but not limited to AUSA, USMS, CSW, Correctional Officers. These individuals acting in 

their individual and official capacities were fully aware that Plaintiff was a cooperating 

witness ("CW"), had already been threatened and attacked and that his life and safety were 

concern. They individually and collectively assured Plaintiff and his criminal defense 

attorney that because plaintiff was a CW, he would be placed in protective custody so that he 

would not be further harmed or threatened. "Defendants l" are responsible, in whole or in 

part, for the day-to-day operation and conditions of MDC and MCC, and for the health and 

safety of inmates confined within. 

13. Defendants E. RAMOS, ROBERT BEAUDOUIN, C. EVANGELISTA, 

OPHELIA JACKSON, CHIN, A BUSSANICH ("Defendants 2") are medical personnel 

employed by the DOJ or FBOP sued in their acting individual and official capacities, and 
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responsible for the day-to-day oversight of medical examination, testing, treatment and 

general health of inmates confined at MDC and MCC. 

FACTUAL ALLEGATIONS 

13. Plaintiff repeats, reiterates, and realleges each and every allegation contained in 

paragraphs I through 14 of this complaint with the same force and effect as though fully set 

forth herein. 

14. In or about November 2012, plaintiff was incarcerated at the Metropolitan 

Detention Center, a federal government holding facility in Brooklyn, New York (herein after 

referred as "MDC") 

15. At the time of incarceration, Plaintiff was a cooperating witness, assisting the 

AUSA and DOJ against members of organized crime ("members"). 

16. In or about November 2012, Plaintiffs life was threatened by these members at 

the Metropolitan Detention Center in Brooklyn, due to his cooperation with the DOJ. In or 

about November 2012, plaintiffs cell at MDC was ransacked by the members and his 

belongings were stolen. 

17. On November 18, 2012, Plaintiff was again attacked at MDC by the members due 

to his cooperation with the defendant DOJ and was called a "rat". 

18. On November 18, 2012, plaintiff was put in solitary confinement at MDC. 

19. In November 2012, Plaintiff and his attorney, Joyce London, immediately 

informed Defendants Toossi and Tiseione that there were threats leveled against Plaintiff. 

Defendants Toossi and Tiscione assured Plaintiff and his attorney that they would take this 

seriously and ensure that Plaintiffs safety would be number priority. Toossi and Tiseione 

further assured that steps would be taken to prevent further threats or harm to Plaintiff. 
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20. Defendant Thiessen was made aware of the foregoing threats to Plaintiff and was 

informed to take steps to ensure plaintiff's safety. 

21. Defendant Santiago who did the intake fonn for Plaintiff was also aware that 

Plaintiff had been subjected to assault and that his safety was in danger. 

22. Defendants Madison, Monge, Ward and Hughes were in charge of MCC and were 

fully aware that Plaintiff had been threatened, was a CW and that his safety was a concern. 

23. These foregoing "Defendants l" did not provide Plaintiff with any protection and 

instead released him into general population. 

24. On June 25, 2013, plaintiff was viciously attacked by the members in his cell and 

as the result sustained serious permanent injuries, specifically broken jaw. 

25. Defendants Ramos and Beaudouin examined Plaintiff and noted that the head and 

right frontal area, face and pre-orbital and right eyebrow area had redness and swelling. In 

addition, these two defendants noted multiple contusions and abrasions. Despite these 

injuries, these defendants simply gave plaintiff a prescription for ibuprofen. Plaintiff 

informed the defendants that his injuries were far more serious than they were suggesting that 

he needed to get an X-ray done for his face. His requests were denied. 

26. After the attack, plaintiff was then put in solitary confinement at MCC without 

any further medical care. 

27. On July 9, 2013, Plaintiff, after his prev10us repeated requests for medical 

attentions were ignored, was brought to the infimiary and seen by defendant Evangelista who 

noted that Plaintiff's right jaw was tender. Plaintiff complained that his jaw was possibly 

broken and that he needed more than an ibuprofen to treat it. Plaintiffs requests were 

ignored. 
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28. On July 15, 20 I 3, Plaintift~ after his previous repeated requests for medical 

attentions were agam ignored, was brought to the infirmary and seen by defendant 

Evangelista who once again became aware that Plaintiff was complaining about his right jaw 

being hurting and that he could barely open his mouth and not intake any solid foods. 

Plaintiff also notified that he was rapidly losing weight because of his inability to consume 

food. Defendant took no steps to quell Plaintiff's misery. 

29. On July 24, 2013, Plaintiff, after his previous repeated requests for medical 

attentions were again ignored, was brought to the infirmary and seen by defendants Chin and 

Beaudouin and complained of similar pain as in the foregoing paragraph. Once again 

defendants failed to take any steps. 

30. On July 31, 2013, despite request for medical attention and continuing injury, 

plaintiff was denied medical treatment by defendant Beaudouin. 

31. On August I, 2014, Plaintiff was again seen by Beaudouin and Ophelia Jackson. 

Plaintiff once again made similar complaints. Defendant Jackson told plaintiff that he should 

chew from his other side of the face because there does not appear to be anything wrong with 

his jaw and it was just swollen. 

32. Upon information and belief, plaintiff filed several written complaints with the 

defendant BOP, requesting medical care for over six weeks after the attack. In addition, 

plaintiff's mother and his criminal defense lawyer also relayed these concerns to defendants. 

33. Upon information and belief, defendants, failed to provide necessary medical 

treatment and care to plaintiff and his urgent and serious medical needs within a reasonable 

time even though plaintiffs face was visibly swollen, causing exacerbation of plaintiffs 
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mJunes resulting in excessive pam and suffering, and a permanent worsenmg of his 

conditions, which would have not occurred had the plaintiff been treated in a timely manner. 

34. On August 2, 2013, plaintiffs medical condition was belatedly presented to BOP's 

"Utilization Review Committee" to determine seriousness of his injury. 

35. On August 2, 20 I 3 plaintiff was finally approved to receive oral surgery. 

36. At the medical facility, plaintiff was informed that his jaw had broken in three 

different places and had he came to the medical facility after the attack; his jaw would have 

been easily treated. Due to over six-week delay by defendants to provide Plaintiff with 

proper medical care, his jaw had to be wire-shut on both sides of his face for weeks. On 

August 6, 1013, after suffering with a broken jaw for nearly 8 weeks, plaintiff was seen by an 

Oral Surgeon and then his jaw was wired shut because of the broken jaw. 

3 7. Upon information and belief, "defendants 2" refused to provide plaintiff with any 

medication or liquid diet as prescribed by the treating physician. 

38. Upon information and belief, plaintiff was not able to eat solid food for weeks 

after his jaw was wire-shut and defendants failed to provide plaintiff with proper nutrition 

and as the result plaintiff lost 25 pounds. 

39. Upon information and belief~ during all times mentioned in this complaint, the 

"defendants 2" were acting in their individual and official capacity, under color of law, to 

wit, under color of constitution, statute, ordinance, laws, rules, regulations, policies, customs 

and usages of the United States. 
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AS AND FOR A FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION 
(FEDERAL TORT CLAIMS ACT) 

40. Plaintiff repeats, reiterates, and realleges each and every allegation contained in 

paragraphs l through 39 of this complaint with the same force and effect as though fully set 

forth herein. 

41. At all the times herein mentioned, the defendant BOP, was the owner of an 

administrative housing facility, MDC, located at 80 29th Street, Brooklyn, NY 11232. 

42. At all the times herein mentioned, the defendant BOP, was the owner of an 

administrative housing facility, MCC, located at 150 Park Row, New York, NY 10007. 

43. Plaintiff and his attorney had informed DO.I and BOP regarding threats by 

members to his life in MDC and MCC. 

44. At all the times herein mentioned, plaintiff was an inmate m custody of the 

defendant, BOP, and housed at MDC and MCC. 

45. At all the times herein mentioned, the defendant, BOP, its agents, servants and/or 

employees operated, maintained, managed and controlled MDC and MCC. 

46. At all the times herein mentioned, it was the duty of the defendant, BOP, its 

agents, servants and/or employees to operate, maintain, and manage the said premises, 

protecting inmates against vicious and dangerous attacks. 

47. The defendants, their agents, servants, and/or employees breached their duty to 

the plaintiff by failing to protect plaintiff and by improperly allowing and permitting the 

plaintiff to be viciously attacked and permanently injured by other inmates under their 

control, specifically on June 25, 2013. 

48. On June 25, 2013, while lawfully on the aforementioned premises, plaintiff was 

unlawfully attacked in the area under controlled and managed by defendant, MCC and was 
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caused to sustain serious, and permanent bodily injuries, great pain, shock, mental anguish, 

and loss of normal pursuits of happiness and pleasures of life. 

49. The attack and resulting injuries to plaintiff were caused through no fault of his 

own but were solely and wholly by reason of defendants' failure to protect plaintiffs life and 

body against the vicious attacks by the members which they had prior knowledge of through 

information provided to defendants by plaintiff and his attorney. 

50. Both actual and constructive notices arc claimed. Actual notice in that defendants, 

their agents, servants and/or employees had actual knowledge that plaintiff life has been 

threatened by the members at MDC and MCC and were informed by plaintiff and his 

attorney regarding the impending attack; constructive notice in that defendants should have 

known that incarcerating a cooperating witness against the members deserved additional 

protection. 

51. By reason of the foregoing, the above described actions of the defendants 

constitute negligent under the laws of the State of New York. 

52. Under the Federal Torts Claims Act, "Defendants l" are liable for their individual 

and collective actions. 

AS AND FOR A SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION 
(FEDERAL TORT CLAIMS ACT) 

53. Plaintiff repeats, reiterates, and realleges each and every allegation contained in 

paragraphs 1 through 52 of this complaint with the same force and effect as though fully set 

forth herein. 

54. At all times here in mentioned, the defendants, its agents, servants and/or 

employees were custodians of the plaintiff. 
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55. At all the times herein mentioned, it was the duty of reasonable care of the 

"defendants 2," to provide proper and adequate protection and medical treatment and care to 

the injured plaintiff within a reasonable time, and not to suffer and pennit excessive 

punishment to the plaintiff. 

56. The defendants and/or their employees, agents and/or servants, acting within the 

scope of his office or employment, breached their duty to the plaintiff by failing to properly 

protect plaintiff and failing to provide proper and adequate medical treatment and care to the 

plaintiff and his urgent and serious medical needs within a reasonable time despite numerous 

plaintiffs requests and despite the obvious risks of permanent worsening of plaintiffs 

conditions, and failing to implement most of these urgent and necessary treatments which, 

upon information and belief, would have otherwise been recommended. 

57. By reason of the foregoing, the plaintiff was caused to sustain unnecessary pain 

and sufferings and exacerbation and pennanent worsening of the plaintiff's injuries with 

resultant pain and suffering, which would not have occurred had they been treated in a timely 

manner, and loss of nom1al pursuits and pleasures of life. 

58. The occurrence and the resulting personal injuries to the plaintiff were caused 

through no fault of his own, but were caused solely and wholly by reason of the defendants' 

failure to exercise a duty of reasonable care to report the accident and to provide proper and 

adequate medical treatment and care to the injured plaintiff within a reasonable time, as set 

forth above. 

59. Both actual and constructive notices are claimed. Actual notice m that the 

defendants, their agents, servants and/or employees had actual knowledge and numerous 

plaintiffs requests regarding the complained of condition; constructive notice in that the 
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condition existed for a long and unreasonable period of time despite numerous plaintiffs 

requests. 

60. Such actions of the defendants were negligent, reckless, willful and wanton, 

unreasonable and unauthorized, and constitute negligence, wrongful act and/or omission 

under the laws of the State of New York. 

61. Under the Federal Torts Claims Act, defendants are liable for the foregoing 

conduct resulting in injuries to Plaintiff. 

AS AND FOR A THIRD CAUSE OF ACTION 
(FAILURE TO PROTECT AGAINST DEFENDANTS 1- BIVENS CLAIMS) 

62. Plaintiff repeats, reiterates, and realleges each and every allegation contained in 

paragraphs I through 61 of this complaint with the same force and effect as though fully set 

forth herein. 

63. Defendants were aware that plaintiffs safety and well-being were at risk. 

64. Defendants knew that they had a duty to protect plaintiff from harm. 

65. Defendants gave assurances to plaintiff that he would be protected and safe in 

their custody. 

66. Despite knowing that plaintiff faced a significant risk of serious injury, defendants 

failed to take any reasonable measures to ensure plaintiffs safety. 

67. Defendants in turn gave plaintiff and his attorney false hope that they had taken 

steps to protect plaintiff. 

68. Despite being aware of this risk, defendants failed to protect plaintiff and exposed 

him to future harm. 

69. Defendants failed to take any steps and plaintiffs jail cell was ransacked. 
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70. Defendants failed to take any steps and plaintiff was robbed and subjected to 

taunts and threats. 

71. Defendants then transferred plaintiff to MCC knowing that plaintiff remained at 

risk. 

72. Plaintiff was released into the general population and not in protective custody. 

73. Plaintiff was attacked by individuals who were associated with the members. 

74. Defendants despite being aware of the significant risk to plaintiff's health and 

despite giving assurances to plaintiff and his attorney, failed to protect him. 

75. Defendants were given ample warning, were notified of instances when plaintiff's 

continually threatened, but yet did nothing until plaintiff was attacked one more time resulting in 

severe injuries. Defendants had an opportunity to protect plaintiff and intervene to prevent harm 

to plaintiff. 

76. Defendants were deliberately indifferent to plaintiff's safety and as a result of 

their action or lack thereof, plaintiff's rights under the Eighth and Fourteenth Amendment were 

violated and he suffered serious injuries. 

AS AND FOR A FOURTH CAUSE OF ACTION 
(DELIBERATE INDIFFERENCE TO MEDICAL NEEDS AGAINST DEFENDANTS 2-

BIVENS CLAIM) 

77. Plaintiff repeats, reiterates, and realleges each and every allegation contained in 

paragraphs 1 through 76 of this complaint with the same force and effect as though fully set forth 

herein. 

78. On June 25, 2013, plaintiff was assaulted and suffered a broken jaw. 

79. Plaintiff's injuries were evident to Defendants because they saw his medical 

reports and were aware of the seriousness and gravity of the injuries. 

80. However, defendants failed to take reasonable steps to treat plaintiff. 
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81. Plaintiff lingered in pain with a broken jaw. 

82. Defendants refused to alter plaintiffs diet and plaintiff was unable to eat and lost 

25 pounds. 

83. Defendants gave Plaintiff assurances that his medical complaints would reach the 

appropriate channels and that he would be treated in a prompt manner. However, no one 

addressed plaintiffs deteriorating condition and plaintiff suffered for more than 6 weeks. 

84. Plaintiffs mother barely recognized plaintiff when she visited him. 

85. Medical providers informed plaintiff that had plaintiff been treated sooner, his 

jaw would not have been wired shut for weeks. 

86. Plaintiff was assaulted in June 2013, but adequate medical care was not given to 

him until August 2013. The injuries and pain to the plaintiff were obvious and the individual 

Defendants should have known that the plaintiff was in excruciating pain. 

87. The seriousness of the injury was finally realized after plaintiff, his mother and 

lawyer begged the defendants to take a closer look at his injuries and it was after that, plaintiff 

was approved for surgery. 

88. But for defendants' deliberately indifference, plaintiff would not have suffered 

needlessly. 

89. Plaintiff suffered a serious injury and was in pain for an extended period because 

defendants were deliberately indifferent to his medical need. 

90. Had Defendants promptly given plaintiff the proper and adequate medical care, 

plaintiffs jaw would not have been wired-shut for an extended period and he would not have lost 

weight. 
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91 . Y ct despite being aware of the weight loss suffered by plaintiff, his complaints, 

the obviousness of his injuries, defendants were deliberately indifferent causing plaintiff 

unnecessary and prolonged pain. 

92. Such actions of the defendants caused to subject the plaintiff in the custody or 

under the physical control of the United States Government to cruel, inhuman, or degrading 

treatment or punishment prohibited by the Eighth Amendments to the Constitution of the United 

States and constitute a blatant violation of plaintiffs civil rights secured by laws of the United 

States. 

AS AND FOR A FIFTH CAUSE OF ACTION 
(CONDITIONS OF CONFINEMENT) 

93. Plaintiff repeats, reiterates, and realleges each and every allegation contained in 

paragraphs 1 through 92 of this complaint with the same force and effect as though fully set forth 

herein. 

94. Defendants knew that plaintiff was supposed to be in protective custody. 

95. However, instead of taking care of plaintiffs well-being, defendants simply put 

him in solitary confinement. 

96. Instead of protecting plaintiff, defendants punished him by placing him m a 

punitive unit. 

97. Because plaintiff was placed in a punitive unit, he did not enjoy easy access to 

medical treatment, phone calls to grieve his conditions and suffered because of his conditions of 

confinement. 

98. Plaintiff was subjected to cruel and unusual punishment because he was a 

cooperating witness and defendants were deliberately indifferent by punishing plaintiff instead of 

protecting him. 

14 
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99. Defendants knew that by placing plaintiff in a punitive unit, he would be denied 

the adequate access to medical needs and to air his grievances. 

I 00. As a result of defendants' actions, plaintiff was subject to violation of his 

constitutional rights and he suffered permanent physical and mental injuries. 

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff demands judgment and prays for the following relief, jointly 

and severally, against the Defendants: 

(A) full and fair compensatory damages in an amount Five Hundred Thousand Dollars 

for each and every cause of action for Plaintiff against Defendants (individually or 

collectively) or as determined by a jury: 

(B) punitive damages in an amount to be determined by a jury: 

(C) reasonable attorney's fees and the costs, expenses and disbursements of this action; 

and 

(D) such other and further relief as appears just and proper. 

Dated: August 10, 2015 
New York, New York 

/S/ Vik Pa war 
VIKRANT PA WAR (VP 9101) 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
20 Vesey S trect, S uitc 12 1 0 
New York, New York 10007 
Tel: (212) 571-0805 
vik@pawarlaw.com 
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Respectfully submitted, 

/S/ Laleh Zoughi 
LALEH ZOUGHI (LZ1941) 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
Zoughi Law Group, LLC 
420 Lexington Avenue, Suite 300 
New York, New York 10170 
Tel: (212) 297-6274 
info@zoughilaw.com 
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UNITED ST ATES DISTRICT COURT 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK 

JOSEPH CHICARIELLI, 

Plaintiff, 

- against -

THE UNITED STATES OF A:.'1ERICA, et al., 

Defendants. 

~I 

. 

ORDER 

14-CV-6765 (JGK) (RLE) 

-------------------91 
RONALD L. ELLIS, United States Magistrate Judge: 

The above-captioned case was referred to the undersigned for settlement. (Doc. No. 42.) 

The Court is in receipt of the Defendants' March 21, 2016 and April 13, 2016 in camera 

submissions of discovery materials. Having reviewed the submissions, which were also disclosed 

to Plaintiff, 

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that by April 20, 2016, the Parties shall submit vnitten ex 

parte statements explaining (1) their current settlement positions; and (2) the impact, if any, that 

the in camera submission had on the current positions. 

SO ORDERED this 14th day of April 2016 
New York, New York 

cf7~ 
The Honorable Ronald L. Ellis 
United States Magistrate Judge 
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\DC>CUMENT 1· 

I. 

UNITED ST A TES DISTRJCT COURT 
SOUTHERN DISTRlCT OF NEW YORK 

j ELECTRONICALLY fl.LED ii 
'DOCJ.J. 11 

J OS EPI I CI IICARJ ELLI, 

Plaintiff, 

-v-

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA ct al., 

Ddemlants. 

' ,.: -- -----11 
! tE~ .. T~ FiLED: __ l't.:~ilo~I; 
··- -- . ----- --------- - -

14 Civ. 6765 (JGK) 

STIPULATION AND ORDER OF 
SETTLEMENT AND DISMISSAL 

WHEKEAS, on or about August 20, 2014, Plaintlff Joseph Chirnrielli ("Plaintiff') filed a 

complaint commencing the above-captioned action (the "Action") against Defendants United 

States of America ("the United States"), U.S. Department of Justice ("DOJ''), fodcral Bureau of 

Prisons ("BOP"), Metropolitan Detention Center ("MDC"), Metropolitan Correctional Center 

("MCC"; collectively with DOJ, BOP, and MDC, the "Agcm:y Defendants"), and three 

unidentified individual defendants, relating to an injury Plaintiff allegedly sustained on June 25, 

2013; 

\VHEREAS, on February 24, 2015, Plaintiff filed an amended complaint against the 

United States, DOJ, BOP, MDC, MCC, and six unidentified individual defendants, relating to an 

injury Plaintiff alleged 1 y sustai ncd on June 25, 2013 ; 

\VHEREAS, on August I 0, 2015, Plaintiff filed a second amended complaint (the "SAC") 

against Defendants the United States, DOJ, IlOP, MDC, MCC, and Frank Strada, Catherine 

Linaweaver, Lenora Murray, Steve Tiscione, Amir Toossi, Kori Thiessen, Casanova Madison, 

Miguel Monge, Michael Ward, Geis Fermin, Angelo Santiago, Shirle11n Hughes, Erwin Ramos, 

Robert Beaudouin, Chi to Evangelista, Ophelia Jackson, and Anthony BussITT1ich (together, the 
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"Individual Federal Defendants") and Tin Chin 1 (with the Individual Federal Defcndunts, the 

"Individual Defendants"), asserting claims W1der the Federal Tort Claims Act, 28 U.S.C. 

§§ 1346(b), 2671-2680, and claims W1dcr Bivens v. Six Unknown Named Agents r~lFederal 

Bureau of Narcotics, 403 U.S. 3 88 ( 1971 ), relating to an injury Plaintiff allegedly sustained on 

June 25, 2013; 

WHEREAS, on January 12,2016, the Agency Defendants and the Individual Federal 

Defendants moved to dismiss all claims against them in the SAC, and the t;nited States answered 

the second cause of action in the SAC (the "FTCA Claim") and otheru·ise moved to dismiss the 

SAC; 

WHEREAS, Plaintiff has decided to vo!W1tarily dismiss with prejudice all claims against 

the Agency Defendants and the Individual Defendants, and all claims against the United States 

other than the FTCA Claim, pursuant to Rule 41 (a)(l )(A)(ii) of the Federal Rules of Civil 

Procedure, and all parties who have appeared in the Action consent to such dismissal; and 

WHEREAS, Plaintiff and the United States have reached a settlement of the FTCA Claim; 

IT IS HEREBY STIPULATED AND AGREED by and between Plaintiff and the United 

States that the above-captioned action shall be resolved as between them as follows: 

1. This Action is here by dismissed as against al I De fcndan ts v. i th prejudice, v.·i tho ut 

costs, interest, attomeys' fees, or disbursements to any party. 

2. This Stipulation and Order of Settlement and Dismissal (the "Stipulation and 

Order'') is not, is in no way intended to be, and should not be construed as, an admission of 

liability or fault on the part of the United States or any of its pre.sent or fom1er departments, 

agencies, agents, officials or employees, nor any of the Defendants in this Action. This 

Defendant Tin Chin was not served and has not appeared in this action. 
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Stipulation and Order is entered into by all parties thereto for the purpose of compromising 

disputed claims and avoiding the expenses and risks of further litigation. 

3. The United States agrees to pay to Plaintiff the sum of thirty-six thousand five 

hundred dollars ($36,500.00) (the "Settlement Amount") in connection with the FTCA Claim. 

As Plaintiff has agreed to voluntarily dismiss all other claims against all Defendants with prejudice 

and v.ithout payment, no portion of the Settlement Amount is attributable to any claim other than 

the FTCA Claim. The Settlement Amount is inclusive of all costs or attorneys' fees of any kind, 

in accordance v.ith 28 U.S.C. § 2678, and any and all liens and foes are to be satisfied by Plaintiff 

out of the Settlement Amount and not in addition thereto. Pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 2678, counsel 

for Plaintiff may not charge, demand, receive, or collect fees amounting to greater than 25% of the 

Settlement A.mount. 

4. Plaintiff and his heirs, executors, administrators, or assigns agree to accept the 

Settlement Amount in full sdtlcment and satisfaction of any and all claims, demands, rights, and 

causes of action of any kind, whether known or unknown, that they may have or hereafter acquire 

against the United States or any of its present or former departments, agencies, agents, officials, or 

employees, including but not limited to all of the Defendants in this Action, on account of the 

events, circumst:.mces or incidents giving rise to this Action and all claims incident thereto, 

including but not limited to any such claims asserted by Plaintiff in the SAC. Plaintiff hereby 

expressly releases and forever discharges the United States and any of its present or fonner 

departments, agencies, agents, officials, or employees, including but not limited to all of the 

Defendants in this Action, from any and all claims und liabilities arising directly or inc!.irectly from 

the events, circumst!lllces, or incidents giving rise tu this lawsuit and all claims incident thereto. 

including but not limited to any claims asserted by Plaintiff in the SAC. Plaintiff and his heirs, 

3 
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executors, administrators or assigns further agree to reimburse, indemnify and hold harmless the 

United States and any of its present or former departments, agencies, agents, officials, or 

employees from and against any and all such causes of action, claims, liens, rights, or subrogated 

or contribution interests incident to or rcsu!ting from further litigation or the prosecution of 

claims by Plaintiff or his guardians, heirs, executors, administrators or assigns against any third 

party or against the United States, including claims for Mougfol death. 

5. Plaintiff understands that taxes will not be withheld from the Settlement Amount. 

Plaintiff represents and warrants that he shall assume all responsibility for, and shall protect, 

indemnify, defend and hold ham1lcss the United States, including its present or former 

departments, agencies, agents, officials, and employees, including but not limited to al! of the 

Defendants in this Action, from and against any and all claims, losses, liens, damages, liability, 

suits, actions, judgments, costs, penalties, and expenses resulting from any liability or claim of 

liability for any amounts assessed by or due to any federal, state, or local government or agency 

thereof, including, but not limited to, any liens of any kind (including but not limited to workers' 

compensation liens, medical liens, child support liens), and federal, state, and local taxes, if any, 

owed in connection ·with the payment of the Settlement Amount to Plaintiff 

6. lbis Stipulation and Order shall be binding upon and inure to the benefit of the 

parties and their principals, agents, representatives, heirs, successors, and assigns. The persons 

signing this Stipulation and Order warrant and represent that they possess full authority to bind 

the persons on whose behalf they are signing to the terms of the Stipulation and Order. 

7. 111e terms of this Stipulation and Order shall become effective upon entry of this 

Stipulation and Order by the Court Payment of the Settlement Amount shall be made to Plaintiff 

4 
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only after execution by the parties and entry by the Court of this Stipulation and Order. If not 

approved and entered by the Court, this Stipulation shall be null and void, with no force or effect. 

8. Payment of the Settlement Amount will be made by check drawn on the Treasury 

of the United States and made payable to Joseph Chicarielli (Plaintiff) and to Vik Pa war 

(Plaintiffs attorney). The check will be mailed to Plaintiffs attorney at the follo\\ing address: 20 

V csey S trcet, S uitc 1210, New York, New York 10007. Plaintiffs attorney agrees to distr:i bu te 

the settlement proceeds to Plaintiff. 

9. All parties who have appeared in the Action understand and agree that this 

Stipulation and Order contains the cnfae agreement bcm·een them and that no statements, 

representations, promises, agreements, or negotiations, oral or othemise, between the parties or 

their counsd that are not included herein shall be of any force or effect. 

10. It is contemplated that this Stipulation and Order may be executed in several 

coW1terparts, with a separate signature page for each party. All such coW1terparts and signature 

pages, together, shall be deemed to be one document. 

[RE:viAINDF.R OF VAGL LEFT BLANK] 
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Dated: May I G, , 2016 

By: 

:--Jew Yurk, New York 

VIK PA\VAR 
LALEH ZOL'GHI 

20 Vesey Street. Sui I l 0 
:t\'ew York, New York 10007 
Tel.: (212) 571-0805 
Fa:-:: (212) 571-0938 
E-mail: vik@pawarlaw .L:om 

Dated: May lb_, 2016 
:--Jew York, New York 

II CHICARIELLl 
. tiff 

SO ORDERED: 

-~-
--------

HONORABLE JOHN G. KOELTL 
UNJTED STATES DISTRICT JUDGE 

Dated: )Jr 1 / / {p~------
:--Je\v York, New ~ 

\ __ ,. 

6 

Dated: May _Lb, 2016 

By: 

New York, New Yurk 

PREET BHARARA 
United States Attorney for the 
Southern District of :,.Jew York 
Attorney for the Defendants 
(exduding Defendant Tin Chin) 

J-·---- 1 Der ___ 
SAMUEL DOLINGER ~
Assistant United States Attorney 
86 Chambers Street, 3rd Floor 
New York, :\'cw Yurk I 0007 
Tel.: (212) 637-2677 
Fa."\: (212) 637-2702 
E-mail: samuel.dolingcr~usdoj .gov 
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AO 399 (0l/09) Waiver of the Service of Summons 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

Michael Luna Jr. 
Plaintiff 

V. 

D.H.O. Mr. A. Jordan, et. al. 
Defendant 

for the 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

Civil Action No. 1 :14-cv-2028 

WAIVER OF THE SERVICE OF SUMMONS 

To: Michael Luna, Jr. 
(Name of !he plailllifrs al/orney or unrepresented plai11tif)) 

I have received your request to waive service of a summons in this action along with a copy of the complaint, 
two copies of this waiver form, and a prepaid means of returning one signed copy of the form to you. 

I, or the entity I represent, agree to save the expense of serving a summons and complaint in this case. 

I understand that l, or the entity I represent, will keep all defenses or objections to the lawsuit, the comi's 
jurisdiction, and the venue of the action, but that I waive any objections to the absence of a summons or of service. 

I also understand that I, or the entity I represent, must file and serve an answer or a motion under Rule 12 within 
60 days from 12/15/2014 , the date when this request was sent ( or 90 days if it was sent outside the 
United States). Jf I fail to do so, a default judgment will be entered against me or the entity I represent. 

Date: 12/15/2014 ~--------
Signature of the allorney or 11nrepresented party 

United States of America 
Printed name of party waiving service of summons Printed name 

Address 

E-mail address 

Telephone number 

Duty to A void Un necessary Expenses of Serving a Summons 

Ruic 4 of the Fedcrnl Rules of Civil Procedure requires certain defendants to cooperate in saving unnecessary expenses of serving a summons 
and complaint. A defendant who is located in the United Stales and who fails to return a signed waiver of service requested by a plaintiff located in 
the United States wi!! be required to pay the expenses of service, unless the defendant shows good cause for the failure. 

"Good cause" does not include a belief that the lawsuit is groundless, or that it has been brought in an improper venue, or that the court has 
no jurisdiction over this matter or over the defendant or the defendant's property. 

If the waiver is signed and returned, you can still make these and all other defenses and objections, but you cannot object to the absence of 
a summons or of service. 

If you waive service, then you must; within the time specified on the waiver form, serve an answer or a motion under Rule 12 on the plaintiff 
and file a copy with the court. By signing and returning the waiver form, you arc allowed more time to respond than if a ~ummons had been served. 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

Michael Luna, Jr. 
Plaintiff 

v. 

D.H.O. Mr. A. Jordan 

for the 

Civil Action No. 1 :14-cv-2028 

---····------------------

) 
) 
) 
) 
) /Jefendant 

NOTICE OF A LAWSUIT AND REQUEST TO WAIVE SERVICE OF A SUMMONS 

To: Unlted States of America 
(Name of the defendant or - if the defendant is a cmporation. partnership, or association - an officer or agent authorized lo receive service) 

Why arc you getting this? 

A lawsuit has been filed against you, or the entity you represe11t, in this court under the number shown above. 
A copy of the complaint is attached. 

This is not a summons, or an official notice from the court. It is a request that, to avoid expenses,you waive formal 
service of a summons by signing and returning the enclosed waiver. To avoid these expenses, you must return the signed 
waiver within ....l.Q__ days (give at lea:,/ 30 days, or at least 60 days if the defendant is outside any judicial dfstrfct of the United States) 

from the date shown below, which is the date this notice was sent. Two copies of the waiver fonn are enclosed, along with 
a stamped, self-addressed envelope or other prepaid means for returning one copy. You may keep the other copy. 

What happens next? 

If you return the signed waiver, I wi 11 file it with the court. The action w i II then proceed as if you had been served 
on the date the waiver is filed, but no summons will be served on you and you will have 60 days from the date this notice 
is sent (see the date below) to answer the complaint (or 90 days if this notice is sent to you outside any judicial district of 
the United States). 

If you do not return the signed waiver within the time indicated, I will arrange to have the summons and complaint 
served on you. And I will ask the com1 to require you, or the entity you represent, to pay the expenses of making service. 

Date: 

Please read the enclosed statement about the duty to avoid unnecessary expenses. 

I certify that this request is being sent to you on the date below. 

12/15/2014 s/Michael Luna Jr. 
Signature of the attorney or unrepresented party 

Michael Luna 
Printed name 

36954-280 USP A!lenwood 
PO Box 3000 

White Deer, PA 17887 
Address 

E-mail address 

Telephone number 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE MIDDLE DISTRICT OF PENNSYLVANIA 

MICHAEL LUNA, JR., 

Plaintiff 

v. 

D.H.O. A. JORDAN, et al., 

Defendants 

ORDER 

AND NOW, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED THAT: 

CIVIL NO. 1:14-CV-02028 

(Judge Kane) 

Plaintiffs motion to proceed informa pauperis (Doc. No. 2) is GRANTED. To effect 

service as expeditiously as possible, the Clerk of Court is specially appointed to serve a copy of 

the complaint, notice of lawsuit and request for waiver of service of summons, waiver, and this 

order on each Defendant. The Court requests that Defendants cooperate in efforts to simplify 

case administration by waiving service pursuant to Fed.R.Civ.P. 4(d) 1
• The waiver requests shall 

infonn the Defendants both of the consequences of compliance and of failure to comply with the 

requests. The Defendants are permitted 30 days from the date the waiver requests are sent (60 

days if addressed outside any judicial district of the United States) to re tum the signed waivers 

or electronically file them in the court's Electronic Case Filing (ECF) system. If a signed waiver 

is not returned or electronically filed within the required time, an order shall be issued directing 

the Clerk's office to transmit the summons and a copy of the complaint to the U.S. Marshals 

Service for immediate service under Fed.R.Civ.P. 4(c) (I). 

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED THAT the Court must have the complete name and 

address for each and every Defendant named in the complaint in order to effect service. Any 

Defendant not properly identified will not be served. Therefore, if the complaint lists unknown 

Defendants or Defendants without proper mailing addresses, the Plaintiff shall provide to the 

Clerk's Office, the completed required Notice of Waiver of Summons, Waiver of Summons, and 

1 The intent of this order is to administer this matter in a manner consistent with Federal Rule of Civil 
Procedure I, "to secure thejust, speedy, and inexpensive determination of every action". 
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USM 285 forms, for each Defendant that cannot be properly served (unless the properly 

completed forms were sent to the Clerk with the complaint). If the Plaintiff does not have 

sufficient copies of the form to prepare one for each Defendant, he or she may obtain additional 

forms from the Clerk of Court. On this form the Plaintiff must give the full name and complete 

address of each individual Defendant. If Plaintiff fails to give the Clerk's Office correct 

instructions for mailing to any Defendant, his claims against that Defendant may be dismissed 

pursuant to Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 4(m). The Plaintiff is further advised that no 

Defendant is required to respond to the complaint until he or she has accepted a copy of the 

complaint and waived service, or has been served. Therefore, a motion for default cannot 

properly be filed unless the Defendant has failed to file an answer, a motion to dismiss, or a 

motion for additional time to respond, within sixty (60) days after the notice has been mailed (if 

service is waived pursuant to the notice) or twenty-one (21) days after being served the summons 

and complaint by the United States Marshal Service, which will be done for Defendants who do 

not waive service. 

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED THAT the Plaintiff shall immediately advise the Court of 

any change in address. Failure to do so may result in dismissal for failure to prosecute if the 

Court and other pa1ties are unable to serve pleadings, orders and other documents upon Plaintiff. 

Date: December 15, 2014 

SI Yvette Kane 

YVETTE KANE, District Judge 

Middle District of Pennsylvania 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
MIDDLE DISTRICT OF PENNSYLVANIA 

MICHAEL LUNA, JR., 
Plaintiff, 

v. 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

DHO MR. A. JORDAN, ) 
C.O. MS. HOUSIER, ) 
C.O. MR. STEVEE, ) 
C.O. MR. WEA VER, ) 
WARDEN MR. J.E. THOMAS, ) 
and UNITED STATES ) 
OF AMERICA, ) 

Defendants ) 

(Kane, J.) 

STIPULATION FOR COMPROMISE SETTLEMENT AND 
RELEASE OF TORT CLAIMS 

It is hereby stipulated by and between the undersigned Plaintiff 

and the United States of America (h 

through its counsel, as follows: 

1. The parties hereby agree to settle and compromise each and 

every claim of any kind, whether known or unknown, arising directly or 

indirectly from the acts or omissions that gave rise to the 

above-captioned action under the terms and conditions set forth in this 

Stipulation for Compromise Settlement and Release. 



2. The United States agrees to pay the sum of 

five-thousand dollars ($5,000.00) plus three-hundred fifty dollars 

($350.00) for a total of five-thousand three-hundred fifty ($5,350.00), 

which sum shall be in full settlement and satisfaction of any and all 

claims, demands, rights, and causes of action of whatsoever kind and 

nature, arising from, and by reason of any and all known and unknown, 

foreseen and unforseen bodily and personal injuries, damage to property 

and the consequences thereof, resulting, and to result, from the subject 

matter of this settlement, including any claims for wrongful death, for 

which Plaintiff or his guardians, heirs, executors, administrators, or 

assigns, and each of them, now have or may hereafter acquire against 

the United States, its agents, servants, and employees. 

3. Plaintiff and his guardians, heirs, executors, administrators 

or assigns hereby agree to accept the sums set forth in this Stipulation 

for Compromise Settlement and Release in full settlement and 

satisfaction of any and all claims, demands, rights, and causes of action 

of whatsoever kind and nature, including claims for wrongful death, 

arising from, and by reason of any and all known and unknown, foreseen 
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and unforseen bodily and personal injuries, damage to property and the 

consequences thereof which he may have or hereafter acquire against 

the United States as well as its respective agents, servants and 

employees on account of the same subject matter that gave rise to the 

above·captioned action, including any future claim or lawsuit of any kind 

or type whatsoever, whether known or unknown, and whether for 

compensatory or exemplary damages. Plaintiff and his guardians, 

heirs, executors, administrators or assigns further agrees to reimburse, 

indemnify and hold harmless the United States as well as its respective 

agents, servants, and employees from and against any and all such 

causes of action, claims, liens, rights, or subrogated or contribution 

interests incident to or resulting from further litigation or the 

prosecution of claims by Plaintiff or his guardians, heirs, executors, 

administrators or assigns against any third party or against the United 

States including claims for wrongful death. 

4. The parties further understand and agree that all individual 

Defendants who have been named in this case are dismissed from the 

case with prejudice, and that no claims against any individual 

Defendants arising from the acts and allegations complained of in the 
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complaint survive this settlement agreement and release. 

5. Plaintiff and his guardians, executors, administrators or 

assigns hereby agrees to discontinue with prejudice, upon payment of the 

settlement amount, any other actions which they brought arising out of 

the subject matter that gave rise to the above-captioned action. 

6. This Stipulation for Compromise Settlement and Release is 

not, is in no way intended to be, and should not be construed as, an 

admission of liability or fault on the part of the United States or its 

respective agents, servants, or employees, and it is specifically denied 

that it is liable to the Plaintiff. This settlement is entered into by all 

parties for the purpose of compromising disputed claims and avoiding 

the expenses and risks of further litigation. 

7. It is also agreed, by and among the parties, that the respective 

parties will each bear their own costs, fees, and expenses. 

8. Payment of the settlement amount will be made by a 

check, drawn on the Treasury of the United States for 

five-thousand three-hundred fifty dollars ($5,350.00) and made payable 

to Michael Luna, Jr. 
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9. The parties agree that this Stipulation for Compromise 

Settlement and Release, including all the terms and conditions of this 

compromise settlement and any additional agreements relating thereto, 

may be made public in their entirety, and the Plaintiff expressly 

consents to such release and disclosure pursuant to 5 U.S. C. § 5 52a (b). 

10. This agreement constitutes the entire agreement between 

the parties; the terms of this agreement are contractual and not a mere 

recital and are effective upon execution of this agreement by Plaintiff 

and counsel for Defendants. No promise or inducement that is not 

herein expressed has been made to any of the parties and the parties do 

not rely on any statement or representation made by any person not 

otherwise contained herein. 

11. It is contemplated that this Stipulation for Compromise 

Settlement and Release may be executed in several counterparts, with a 
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separate signature page for each party. All such counterparts and 

signature pages, together, shall be deemed to be one document. 

~ ~\\, lx,W\) ~Al"' 
MICHAEL LUNA, JR~ 
Reg. No. 36954·280 
Plaintiff 

Dated: ,~h.Jc "si\., \- ;;i_ J · 

PETER J. SMITH 
United States Attorney 

J. JUSTIN BLEWITT,JR. 
Assistant U.S. Attorney 
P.O.Box309 
Scranton, PA 18501-0309 
J ustin.Blewitt@usdoj.gov 
Phone: 570-348-2800 
Attorney for the 
United States of America 

, 2015 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
MIDDLE DISTRICT OF PENNSYLVANIA 

MICHAEL LUNA, JR., ) 
Plaintiff, ) 

) 
v. ) 

) 
DHO MR. A. JORDAN, et al., ) 

Defendants ) 

No. 1:CV-12-2028 

(Kane, J.) 

STIPULATION OF DISMISSAL 

Plaintiff, Michael Luna, Jr., and Defendant, the United States of 
America, by and through its respective attorney and pursuant to Federal 
Rule Civil Procedure 41(a)(l)(ii) and the Stipulation for Compromise 
Settlement and Release entered into by the parties, hereby stipulate to the 
dismissal of the above-captioned action with prejudice with no award of costs 

~j~b,\ ~;~/ 
MICHAEL LUNA, JR. 
Reg. No. 36954-280 
Plaintiff 

Dated: \- "'c).. ~ -

PETERJ. SMITH 
United States Attorney 

J. JUSTIN BLEWITT, JR. 
Assistant U.S. Attorney 
P.O.Box309 
Scranton, PA 18501 ·0309 
J ustin.Blewitt@usdoj.gov 
Phone: 570-348·2800 
Attorney for the 
United States of America 

, 2015 
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LEVI RUFFIN, 

Plaintiff, 

V. 

UNITED STATES, 

Defendant. 

UNITED ST A TES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

Civil Action No. 14-cv-761 (TSC) 

---------------
ORDER OF DISMISSAL 

The Stipulation of Settlement filed by the parties (ECF No. 20) is hereby adopted and this 

action is hereby dismissed with prejudice. 

Date: December 18, 2015 

T ~~ S'. tlwd"k~~ 
TANYA S. CHUTKAN 
United States District Judge 
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UNITED ST A TES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

LEVI RUFFIN, 

PLAINTIFF 
vs. 

UNITED ST ATES, 

DEFENDANT 

Civil Action No. 1: 14-cv-761 (TSC) 

STIPULATION OF SETTLEMENT AND ORDER OF DISMISSAL 

Plaintiff, Levi Ruffin, and the United States, by their undersigned counsel, hereby agree 

and stipulate as follows: 

1. The United States and Plaintiff do hereby agree to settle and compromise each and 

every claim of any kind, whether known or unknown, against the United States arising directly or 

indirectly from the acts or omissions that gave rise to the above-captioned action under the terms 

and conditions set f01th in this Stipulation. 

2. The United States agrees to pay to Plaintiff the sum of THREE THOUSAND 

DOLLARS ($3,000). Thls payment shall be made by an electronic transfer of funds as specified 

in instructions provided to counsel for the United States by Plaintiffs counsel in writing. 

Payment shall be made as promptly as practicable, consistent with the normal processing 

procedures followed by the Department of Justice and the Department of the Treasury, following 

entry of this Stipulation on the docket as an order of the Court pursuant to paragraph 8 below. 

Plaintiff and Plaintiff's counsel shall cooperate with the United States to insure that all 

documentation required to process this payment is complete and accurate. This payment is 

inclusive of Plaintiffs attorneys' fees, costs, and other litigation expenses, and the United States 
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shall have no further liability for those fees, costs, and expenses. Plaintiff and Plaintiffs counsel 

shall be responsible for any distribution of the payment among themselves. 

3. Plaintiff acknowledges that the payment set forth in paragraph 2 constitutes full and 

complete satisfaction of any and all claims which have been or could have been asserted by 

Plaintiff in the above-captioned action against the United States, its agents, servants, and 

employees, including, but not limited to, employees of the United States Bureau of Prisons 

(hereinafter, collectively the "Released Parties"), including any and all claims, demands, rights, 

and causes of action of whatsoever kind and nature arising from the events alleged in the 

above-captioned action, whether known or unknown, whether asserted or W1asserted in the 

above~captioned action, for which Plaintiff or his heirs, distributees, executors, administrators, 

personal representatives, successors and/or assigns, and each of them, now have or may hereafter 

acquire against the Released Parties. Plaintiff and his heirs, distributees, executors, 

administrators, personal representatives, successors and/or assigns further agree to reimburse, 

indemnify and hold harmless the Released Parties, from and against any and all such causes of 

action, claims, liens, rights, or subrogated or contribution interests incident to or resulting from 

further litigation or the prosecution of claims by Plaintiff or his heirs, distributees, executors, 

administrators, personal representatives, successors and/or assigns against any third party or 

against any of the Released Parties. 

4. This stipulation is not, is in no way intended to be, and should not be construed as, an 

admission ofliability or fault on the part of the United States, its agents, servants, or employees, 

including any employee of the United States Bureau of Prisons, and it is specifically denied that 

they are liable to the Plaintiff. This settlement is entered into by Plaintiff and the United States for 

the purpose of compromising disputed claims under the Federal Tort Claims Act and avoiding the 

expenses and risks of further litigation. 
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5. It is also agreed, by and among the Plaintiff and the United States, that they will each 

bear their own costs, fees, and expenses and that any attorneys' fees owed by the Plaintiff with 

respect to the amount paid in settlement by the United States will be paid out of the settlement 

amount set forth in paragraph 2 herein and not in addition thereto. 

6. It is also understood by and among the Plaintiff and the United States that pursuant to 

Title 28, United States Code, Section 2678, any attorneys' fees owed by the Plaintiff with respect 

to the amount paid in settlement by the United States shall not exceed 25 per centum of the 

settlement amount set forth in paragraph 2 herein. 

7. The persons signing this Stipulation warrant and represent that they possess full 

authority to bind the persons on whose behalf they are signing to the terms of the Stipulation. 

8. Execution of this Stipulation by Plaintiff, counsel for Plaintiff and counsel for the 

United States shall constitute a dismissal with prejudice of all claims asserted against the United 

States in the above-captioned action, effective upon entry of this Stipulation on the docket as an 

order of the Court. 

9. Following the execution of the Stipulation by the signatories for all parties, counsel 

for Plaintiff shall file the fully executed Stipulation with the Court. In the event additional action 

is necessary to obtain an order from the Court dismissing the claims and parties referenced in the 

preceding paragraph, Plaintiff agrees to take any such additional action, at his expense, and also to 

cooperate fully with the United States in that effort. Plaintiff agrees to seek to obtain a Court 

order of dismissal of the claims referenced in the preceding paragraph in a timely manner: time 

being of the essence. Plaintiff further agrees that the United States may void this Stipulation at its 

option in the event such an order is not obtained in a timely manner. 

10. This Stipulation may not be used as evidence or otherwise in any civil or 

administrative action or proceeding against the United States Bureau Of Prisons, or the United 
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States and any of its agencies or officials or present or former employees or agents, either in their 

official or individual capacities, except for proceedings necessary to enforce the terms of this 

Stipulation. 

11. Plaintiff represents that he has read this Stipulation, that he has been given a 

reasonable period of time within which to consider the terms of the Stipulation and to consult with 

an attorney of his choice about those terms, and that he has signed this Stipulation of his own free 

will, without threat, coercion, or promise of any future consideration, and with knowledge of the 

meaning and effect of its provisions. 

12. This Stipulation may be executed in two or more counterpaiis, each of which shall be 

deemed to be an original and all of which together shall be deemed to be one and the same 

document. A facsimile or other duplicate of a signature shall have the same effect as a 

manually-executed original. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto, by and through their authorized counsel, 

intending to be legally bound, have executed this Stipulation on the dates shown below. 
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Executed this fr__ day of OtLJ:-, 201 S-

Attorney for Plaintiff Levi Ruffin 

Executed this JI!:.... day of Lee. , 20 l S' 

SO ORDERED: 

On this_ day of ____ _, 2015 

United States District Judge 

CHANNrN~~(gff 
D.C.Bar#415793 rtif 
United States AJ1;Jf--
DANIEL F. v~!fidi 
D.C. Bar# 924092 

\. 

By: ---r-----r-,------J---,------,-----,--,-----,---""o,;;;::=-1-"---
ALEXAND 
DC Bar# 423587 
Assistant United tates Attorney 
555 Fourth Street, N. W. 
Room E-4218 
Washington, D.C. 20530 
(202) 252-25 l 1 
alexander .d.shoaibi@usdoj.gov 

Attorneys for Defendant United States 

Executed this 1""" day of P~r•'°"v 20 I < 
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.TRULINCS 43865053 - RAM, MOORTHY SRINIVAS - Unit: DEV-H-B 

FROM: 43865053 
TO: Z015 FEB 23 Pf'l 3 ~2 
SUBJECT: Tort Claim! 
DATE: 02/16/2015 09:22:38 PM 

United States District Court 

District of Massachusetts 

Moorthy S Ram 
Plaintiff 

V 

Director, Northeast Regional Center 
Philadelphia, PA 19806 

Complaint 

U S DI ~ -1· ~ • -- ,- .. -. • -. ·r 
• • ,... 1\1.,) • ,,__. --- ,1_ j 

D I ST R I CT O :~ .' :. ~ :; . 

Civil Action No: 

Plaintiff, an inmate at the Federal Medical Center Devens, Ayer, MA 01432 hereby 

making a complaint, pro se, against the Director, Northeast Regional Office in 

Philadelphia, PA 19806 

The Court has jurisdiction over the matter pursuant to 28 USC $ 1331 

Facts of the Case 

The inmate was a resident of the Unit H-A at the above mentioned institution 

in July of 2013. The unit had a functioning ice machine, located in the lobby 

of the unit. There is a camera facing it from one end of the lobby to the other 

facing the North and South direction. 

On July 22nd, around 3 P.M., as the inmate was taking ice from the bottom of 

the machine, the door of the reservoir of the ice machine fell on his face and 

broke his upper right incisor. The tooth was normal before and no work had 

been done on the same in the past. 

The ice machine's door has been "loose" for the past few months prior to the 

accident, causing numerous spills but never had any injuries on any one. The 

facilities division of the institution had put a velcro patch on the door and the 

upper half of the machine where the door rests so that the door will be "secure" 

The Scottsman Ice Machine has two components, the top portion that makes (._~--,1-h, _½• / 1.) 
the ice and bottom reservoir where the ice accumulates for use. The reservoir 

has a door that swings out and rests on the top portion of the machine, in a 
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TRULINCS 43865053 - RAM, MOORTHY SRINIVAS - Unit: DEV-H-B 

little more than 90degrees to the ground so that it will rest of the upper part 

of the machine. The upper part of the machine has usually a little space between 

it and where the door begins so that the door can swing a little bit more than 90 

degrees for its stability. In this particular machine there was NO space between 

the door and the upper part of the machine. 

The Plaintiff reported the accident to the Corrections Officer in the Unit and 

was told to go to the ''dental sick call" in the morning since there was no injury 

by way of the soft tissues of the face except the tooth. 

On Wednesday the 23rd of July ( the next day ) the inmate went to the dental 

sick call. Even though there was no sick call on Wednesdays, the dentist was 

kind enough to see him. He took an x-ray of the tooth and told him that he 

would extract the tooth since there was nothing else he could do. He assured 

the inmate that the roots were good and since the tooth had broken at the gum 

level, he could do a root canal, build a crown and a cap if it was his private practice. 

He himself was a Prosthodontist and told me it would have cost me $2500- $3000 

for the entire procedure. Since, he said, the BOP did not allow him to do any 

restorative work, the only thing he could do was to remove the tooth and the inmate 

could get an implant at a later date at $200- $2500. 

The inmate refused the extraction, signed the refusal form and thanked the dentist 

and left the office. 

He promptly filed a Tort Claim with the Regional Office in Philadelphia, PA which was 

denied after 6 months. ( Exhibit No 2 and 3 ) 

The restorative work the denial report mentions refers to the cavities filled by the 

dentist at FCI Morgantown in W.VA in 2012. It is rather amusing that the same tooth 

filled was removed at FMC Devens in 2014. Every time the inmate had gone to the 

dentist at FMC Devens with a cavity ( the inmate does have 2 cavities ) the dentist 

would be happy to remove the tooth and NOT worry about doing restorative work. 

The inmate had refused such procedures twice. 

Furthermore if only one looks at the number of teeth removed at FMC Devens in 2014 
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TRULINCS 43865053 - RAM, MOORTHY SRINIVAS · Unit: DEV-H-B 

and compare it to all the restorative work done, the difference will be striking! Most 

of the inmates do complain that the dentist does not do anything but extractions of 

teeth!! 

The inmate has been walking around the compound with a hideous smile for the past 

six months ( imagine Tiger Woods without his front tooth for six months! ) The inmate 

who was working at the Facilities at that time complained to the Refrigeration Unit of 

the facilities and on Thursday two inmates were sent to the Unit H-A to move the top 

half of the machine an inch backward so that the door will slant back and be stable. The 

velcro patches, which have worn were not changed! The two inmates are Mr. Sheppard and 

Mr. Michael Lewis ( both refused to give affidavits for this complaint!) 

RELIEF REQUESTED 

Compensatory Damage 

1. Cost of removal of the tooth and implant with a new one $3,000 
or 

2. Cost of Root Canal of the tooth - build a crown and a cap $2,500 

Punitive Damage 

$25,000 

The Plaintiff demands a Jury Trial. 

orthy S Ram 
3865-053 
ederal Medical Center Devens 
0 BOX 879 

Ayer, MA 01432 

PS. The inmate will be at the following halfway house beginning the 19th of February for 89 days! 
Community Corrections Program 
Riverside Regional Jail 
400 Polar Trail 
North Prince George, VA 23860 
804 8611190 
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MOORTHY S. RAM, 

Plaintiff, 
V. 

UNITED STATES, 

Defendant. 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
DISTRICT OF MASSACHUSETTS 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

Civil Action No. 15-cv-10355-JCB 

NOTICE OF SETTLEMENT 

The Parties hereby notify this Court that they have agreed to settle this matter. Kindly 

issue a 90-day Nisi Order. 

PLAINTIFF, 
Moorthy S. Ram 

Isl Moorthy S. Ram (by ms) 
Moorthy S. Ram 
17 00 Johnson Road, A pt. I B 
Petersburg, VA 23805 

Dated: April 26, 2016 

Respectfully submitted, 

CARMEN M. ORTIZ 
United States Attorney 

By: Isl Michael Sadv 
Michael Sady, B.B.O. #552934 
Assistant United States Attorney 
United States Attorney's Office 
I Courthouse Way, Suite 9200 
Boston, MA 02210 
(617) 748-3100 
michael .sady@usdoj.gov 

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I hereby certify that this document was filed through the Electronic Court Filing system 
and will be sent electronically to the registered participants as identified on the Notice of 
Electronic Filing. Paper copies will be sent via first class mail to prose Plaintiff, Moorthy S. 
Ram, 1700 Johnson Road, Apt. 1 B, Petersburg, VA 23802. 

Isl Michael Sady 
Michael Sady 

Dated: April 26, 2016 Assistant United States Attorney 
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Moorthy s. Ram 

V. 

United States 

BOAL, M. J. 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

DISTRICT OF MASSACHUSETTS 

CIVIL ACTION NO. 4:15-cv-10355-JCB 

SETTLEMENT ORDER OF DISMISSAL 

The Court having been advised by counsel for the parties that 

the above-entitled action has been settled; 

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that this action is hereby dismissed 

without costs and without prejudice to the right, upon good cause 

shown within ninety(90)days, to reopen the action if settlement 

is not consummated. 

April 26, 2016 
/s/ Steve K. York 

Deputy Clerk 



MOORTHY S. RAM, 

Plaintiff, 
V. 

UNITED STATES, 

Defendant. 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
DISTRICT OF MASSACHUSETTS 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

Civil Action No. 15-cv-10355-JCB 

STIPULATION FOR COMPROMISE SETTLEMENT AND RELEASE OF 
FEDERAL TORT CLAIMS ACT CLAIMS PURSUANT TO 28 U.S.C. § 2677 

It is hereby stipulated by and between PlaintiffMoorthy S. Ram and Defendant United 

States of America ("United States"), by and through their respective attorneys, as follows: 

1. The parties agree to settle and compromise each and every claim of any kind, 

whether known or unknown, arising directly or indirectly from the acts or omissions that gave 

rise to the above-captioned action under the terms and conditions set forth in this Stipulation for 

Compromise Settlement and Release of Federal Tort Claims Act Claims. 

2. The United States agrees to pay the sum of Two Thousand Three Hundred Dollars 

($2,300.00), which sum shall be in full settlement and satisfaction of any and all claims, 

demands, rights and causes of action of whatsoever kind and nature, arising from, and by reason 

of any and all known and unknown, foreseen and unforeseen, bodily and personal injuries, 

including pain and suffering, damage to property, and the consequences thereof, resulting from 

the subject matter of this lawsuit and any and all other claims against the United States, whether 

known or unknown, or which hereinafter may arise, including any claims for negligence, as well 

as any claims Plaintiff has, may have had, or ever had against the United States, the Bureau of 



Prisons ("BOP") and/or any of their current or former employees, for which the Plaintiff and all 

of his heirs, children, executors, trustees, administrators, or assigns, and each of them, now have 

or may hereafter acquire against the United States, including but not limited to the BOP and their 

agents, servants, and current and former employees. 

3. Plaintiff and all of his heirs, children, guardians, executors, trustees, 

administrators, or assigns hereby agree to accept the sum set forth in this Stipulation for 

Compromise Settlement and Release of Federal Tort Claims Act Claims in full settlement and 

satisfaction of any and all claims, demands, rights, and causes of action whatsoever kind and 

nature, arising from, and by reason of any and all known and unknown, foreseen and unforeseen, 

bodily and personal injmies, damage to property, and the consequences thereof that they may 

have, have ever had, or hereafter acquire against the United States and/or the BOP, their 

respective agents, servants, and current and former employees, including, without limitation, any 

and all claims that Plaintiff has alleged or could have alleged arising out of, or relating to, his 

custody with the BOP, including, the same subject matter that gave rise to the above-captioned 

action, as well as present or any future claims or lawsuit of any kind or type whatsoever, whether 

known or unknown, and whether for compensatory or exemplary damages. Plaintiff and all of 

his heirs, children, guardians, executors, trustees, administrators, or assigns further agree to 

reimburse, indemnify, and hold harmless the United States of America, its respective agents, 

servants, and current and former employees, including those employed at the BOP, from and 

against any and all such causes of action, claims, liens, rights, or subrogated or contribution 

interests incident to or resulting from further litigation or the prosecution of claims by Plaintiff 

and all of his heirs, children, guardians, executors, trustees, administrators, or assigns against any 

third party or against the United States and/or the BOP or its current and former employees. 
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4. This Stipulation for Compromise Settlement and Release of Federal Tort Claims 

Act Claims is not, is in no way intended to be, and should not be construed as, an admission of 

liability or fault on the part of the United States and/or the BOP, their respective agents, servants, 

or current and former employees, and it is specifically denied that they are liable to Plaintiff. 

This settlement is entered into by all parties for the purpose of compromising disputed claims 

under the Federal Tort Claims Act and avoiding the expenses and risks of further litigation. 

5. It is also agreed, by and among the parties, that the respective parties will each 

bear their own costs, fees, and expenses and that any attorney's fees owed by Plaintiff will be 

paid out of the settlement amount and not in addition thereto. 

6. It is also understood by and among the parties that, pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 2678, 

attorney's fees for services rendered in connection with this action shall not exceed twenty-five 

percent (25%) of the amount of the compromise settlement. 

7. The persons signing this Stipulation for Compromise Settlement and Release of 

Federal Tort Claims Act Claims warrant and represent that they possess full authority to bind the 

persons on whose behalf they are signing to the terms of the settlement. 

8. Payment of the settlement amount will be made by check in the amount of Two 

Thousand Three Hundred Dollars ($2,300.00) and made payable to Moorthy S. Ram. This 

action will be dismissed with prejudice, with each party bearing its own fees, costs, and 

expenses. 

9. The parties agree that this Stipulation for Compromise and Release of Federal 

Tort Claims Act Claims, including all the terms and conditions of this compromise settlement 

and any additional agreements relating thereto, may be made public in their entirety, and Plaintiff 

expressly consents to such release and disclosure pursuant to 5 U.S.C. § 522a(b). 
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10. It is contemplated that this Stipulation for Compromise Settlement and Release of 

Federal Tort Claims Act Claims may be executed in counterparts, with a separate signature page 

for each party. All such counterparts and signature pages, together, shall be deemed to be one 

document. 

11. Plaintiff represents and warrants that he is the sole and lawful owner of all rights, 

title and interests in and to every claim and other matter which he purports to release herein, and 

that he has not heretofore assigned or transferred, or purported or attempted to assign or transfer 

to any person or entity any claims or other matters herein released. 

12. This Agreement shall be binding upon and inure to the benefit of the Plaintiff and 

the Defendant and their respective heirs, executors, trustees, successors, assigns and personal 

representatives, including any person, entity, department, or agency succeeding to the interests or 

obligations of any party hereto, or having an interest herein. 

13. This Agreement cannot be modified or amended except by an instrument in 

writing, agreed to and signed by all parties, nor shall any provision hereof be waived other than 

by a written waiver, signed by the parties. 

14. Ibis Agreement contains the entire agreement between the parties hereto, and 

Plaintiff acknowledges and agrees that no promise or representation not contained in this 

agreement has been made to him, and he acknowledges and represents that this Agreement 

contains the entire understanding between the parties, and contains all terms and conditions 

pertaining to the compromise and settlement of the disputes referenced herein. No statement, 

remark, agreement, or understanding, oral or written, that is not contained herein shall be 

recognized or enforced, nor does this Agreement reflect any agreed upon purpose other than the 
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desire of the parties to reach a full and final conclusion of the litigation and to resolve that suit 

without the time and expense of further litigation. 

15. Compliance with all applicable federal, state, and local tax requirements shall be 

the sole responsibility of the Plaintiff. This Agreement is executed without reliance upon any 

representation by Defendant as to tax consequences, and Plaintiff is responsible for the payment 

of all taxes that may be associated with settlement payments. 

ATTORNEYS FOR DEFENDANT. 
United States of America 

ey 
United States Attorney's Office 
District of Massachusetts 
One Com1house Way, Suite 9200 
Boston, Massachusetts 02210 
(617) 748-3100 (telephone) 
(617) 748-3969 (fax) 

Executed this _2.L--rfuiy of April, 2016. 

PLAINTIFF, 
Moorthy S. Ram 

Moorth 
1700 Jo nson Road, Apt. 1 B 
Petersb g, VA 23 805 

Executed this 2£ day of April, 2016. 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE WESTERN DISTRICT OF PENNSYLVANIA 

CAMERON DOUGLAS, 

Plaintiff, 

v. 

UNITED ST A TES OF AMERICA, 

Defendant. 

COMPLAINT 

CIVIL ACTION 

No. 15- 139 -----

I. PRELIMINARY STATEMENT 

1. On September 24, 2012, Plaintiff Cameron Douglas, while incarcerated at FCI 

Loretto, a Federal Bureau of Prisons ("BOP") facility, suffered a critical injury to his left leg: a 

compound fracture of his left femur, just above the knee. Medical staff at the prison, however, 

ignored the severity of the injury and left Mr. Douglas to suffer four days of agonizing pain 

without proper pain management medications. 

2. Further, because Mr. Douglas's injured leg was not X-rayed for four days, his 

condition was not diagnosed in a timely fashion. This inexplicable delay resulted in further 

hann, as the immobilization of Mr. Douglas's injured leg caused him to suffer a dangerous and 

potentially life-threatening deep vein thrombosis. 

3. Even after Mr. Douglas received necessary surgical treatment to address the 

fracture and the deep vein thrombosis, BOP medical staff continued to deny Mr. Douglas proper 

medical care by failing to make available to him the physical therapy and pain medication 

required to rehabilitate his injury. 
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4. Mr. Douglas brings this action against Defendant United States of America to 

seek compensation for the substantial damages he has suffered as a result of the extraordinary 

negligence of BOP medical staff. 

II. JURISDICTION AND VENUE 

5. This Court has jurisdiction over the subject matter of this Complaint under 28 

U.S.C. §§ 1331, 1346(b). 

6. On or about March 21, 2014, Mr. Douglas submitted a timely Administrative Tort 

Claim to the BOP. In correspondence dated September 19, 2014, the BOP denied the claim. 

7. Venue is proper in this District under 28 U.S.C. § 1402(b) as the actions at issue 

in this matter occurred principally in Loretto, Pennsylvania within the Western District of 

Pennsy Iv ania. 

Ill. PARTIES 

8. Plaintiff Cameron Douglas was at all times relevant to this Complaint 

incarcerated in BOP facilities at either FCI Loretto or FCI Cumberland. 

9. Defendant United States of America is the appropriate defendant under the 

Federal Tort Claims Act. 

10. At all times relevant to this Complaint, all medical personnel mentioned below 

were employees of BOP and Defendant United States of America and were acting within the 

scope and course of their employment. 

JV. FACTS 

11. In September 2012, Mr. Douglas was a prisoner at FCI Loretto. 

12. On the morning of Monday, September 24, 2012, Mr. Douglas was playing in a 

recreational handball game. 

2 
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13. Upon planting his left leg in a cracked section of pavement, he felt a twisting and 

popping sensation and crumpled to the ground. 

14. Mr. Douglas's left leg was in an unnatural position, and he could see a large 

protrusion under the skin slightly above his left knee. 

15. Mr. Douglas experienced excruciating pain and immediately believed he had 

suffered a fracture. 

16. Mr. Douglas was taken to the prison medical unit where he was seen by 

Physician's Assistant Robin Golden. 

1 7. Mr. Douglas informed PA Golden that he was experiencing extraordinary pain 

and that he believed he had suffered a fracture. 

18. PA Golden refused to believe that Mr. Douglas had a serious injury. 

19. PA Golden noted in her chart that Mr. Douglas was exaggerating his pain, stating 

that he did not express pain when palpated "with distraction." 

20. Further, PA Golden stated that Mr. Douglas was observed having a conversation 

with a fellow inmate "with no expression of pain." 

21. Due to her refusal to believe Mr. Douglas's complaints of pain and the possibility 

of a fracture, PA Golden did not conduct a comprehensive examination, nor did she make any 

referrals for an evaluation by another practitioner. 

22. Instead, PA Golden ordered a "routine" X-ray, placed Mr. Douglas in an 

immobilizer, prescribed ibuprofen for pain and gave him a wheelchair. 

23. Further, despite the fact that Mr. Douglas complained of an injury in his femur 

and had an obvious deformity in that area of his leg, PA Golden improperly ordered X-ray 

studies of his knee. 

3 
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24. PA Golden's actions were reviewed and approved by Michael Cash, D.O., who 

cosigned PA Golden's notes of her encounter with Mr. Douglas on September 25, 2012. 

25. Each of the actions of PA Golden, approved by Dr. Cash, was grossly outside the 

standard of care for an orthopedic injury of the type suffered by Mr. Douglas. 

26. The "routine" X-ray would not be conducted an on emergent basis, and, in fact, 

was not conducted until three days later, on September 27,2012. 

27. During the time period between his injury and X-ray, Mr. Douglas continued to 

suffer from extraordinary pain. 

28. Further, because Mr. Douglas was provided with a wheelchair but no crutches, he 

was unable to stand and was, therefore, prevented from engaging in even the most basic day-to

day activities, including eating or relieving himself in a sanitary fashion. 

29. Mr. Douglas's "routine" X-ray was taken on September 27, 2012. 

30. The X-ray was taken of his knee, but a fracture could be seen in his femur. The 

reviewing radiologist recommended X-rays that focused specifically on the femur. 

31. PA Golden and Dr. Cash were aware as of the morning of September 27, 2012 

that the X-ray studies showed a fractured femur. 

32. Still, neither PA Golden nor Dr. Cash took any action to ensure that Mr. Douglas 

would receive treatment for that obviously painful injury. 

33. Instead, PA Golden, with Dr. Cash's approval, directed Mr. Douglas to keep his 

leg immobilized. 

34. Further, PA Golden and Dr. Cash gave Mr. Douglas only over-the-counter pain 

medication to treat the extraordinary pain that he had been suffering for more than three days. 

4 
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35. Mr. Douglas was informed that at some point his X-rays would be reviewed by an 

orthopedist. 

36. Neither PA Golden nor Dr. Cash took any action to ensure the timely review of 

Mr. Douglas's X-ray images by an orthopedist. 

37. As a result, Mr. Douglas's X-rays were not reviewed until nearly 24 hours later. 

38. In the nearly 24 hours that had passed between the taking of the X-rays and the 

orthopedist's review of the X-ray studies, Mr. Douglas continued to suffer extraordinary pain 

that was not resolved by the over-the-counter medications he had been provided. 

39. On September 28, 2012, Dr. Cash spoke to a consulting orthopedist at a local 

hospital, Indiana Regional Medical Center, and informed the orthopedist that he believed Mr. 

Douglas to have suffered a non-displaced fracture. 

40. The information provided by Dr. Cash was incorrect as the X-ray images plainly 

showed that Mr. Douglas had suffered a much more serious displaced fracture. 

41. Additionally, PA Golden minimized the severity of the injury shown on the X-ray 

images by telling Mr. Douglas that he had suffered a minor hairline fracture, and, further, telling 

him that there was no need for him to inform his family about his injury. 

42. Once the orthopedist reviewed the X-rays on September 28, he immediately 

observed the serious nature of Mr. Douglas's injury and informed medical staff at FCJ Loretto 

that Mr. Douglas should be transferred to the hospital as quickly as possible for treatment of the 

mJury. 

43. Mr. Douglas was transferred to Indiana Regional Medical Center on September 

28, 2012, four days after his injury. 

5 
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44. After an evaluation and further X-ray imaging-to develop films that showed Mr. 

Douglas's femur as opposed to his knee which was shown in the X-ray images taken at FCI 

Loretto-the orthopedist confirmed that Mr. Douglas had suffered a 22-centimeter oblique 

fracture of the distal third of the femur. 

45. Because the fracture was displaced, the orthopedist determined that surgical 

treatment was required. 

46. Before conducting any surgical procedure, however, the orthopedist noted that the 

four-day immobilization of Mr. Douglas's fractured leg, which was directed by PA Golden and 

Dr. Cash, placed Mr. Douglas at serious risk for clotting at or around the site of his injury. 

47. An ultrasound examination was performed, and Mr. Douglas was found to indeed 

have a dangerous and large deep vein thrombosis near the injury site. 

48. For this reason, the orthopedic surgery was delayed, and Mr. Douglas was 

required to undergo an emergent surgical procedure to implant a filter to prevent the thrombosis 

from becoming a pulmonary cmbolus. 

49. Because it was not safe for Mr. Douglas's orthopedic injury to be treated until the 

deep vein thrombosis was resolved, treatment of his kg was delayed further. 

50. On October I, 2012, an entire week after Mr. Douglas suffered his injury, 

orthopedic surgery to repair the fracture, including the placement of a rod in Mr. Douglas's leg, 

took place. 

51. Mr. Douglas was only permitted to stay at the hospital until October 3, 2012. 

52. Mr. Douglas was discharged before he had the opportunity to begin hospital

based physical therapy and before his treating physicians could ensure his proper recovery from 

surgery. 
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53. Upon information and belief, Mr. Douglas was discharged prematurely based on 

the demands of medical and correctional staff at FCJ Loretto. 

54. Mr. Douglas was returned to FCJ Loretto with orders that he receive a Coumadin 

regimen and undergo physical therapy. 

55. Additionally, due to the highly invasive and painful surgery he had undergone, 

Mr. Douglas was discharged with a prescription for narcotic pain medication. 

56. Upon his return to FCI Loretto, medical staff provided Mr. Douglas only with a 

significantly reduced amount of pain medication and cut him off from all such medication in a 

matter of weeks. 

57. Further, from the date of his return to FCI Loretto in October 2012 through March 

2013 when he was transferred to FCI Cumberland, Mr. Douglas never received any physical 

therapy treatment. 

58. Even after his transfer to FCI Cumberland, Mr. Douglas was denied access to the 

physical therapy that is a necessity for the rehabilitation of his injury. 

59. As a result of the actions and inactions of BOP medical staff, which violated 

generally accepted standards of care, Mr. Douglas suffered severe harms, including: 

a. Prolonged physical pain and suffering and emotional trauma due to the 

excessively delayed treatment for his serious injury; 

b. The aggravation of his injury due to a delay in the provision of care; 

c. Additional injury, including a life-threatening deep vein thrombosis, as a 

result in the delay of care; 

d. The need to undergo an additional surgery for resolution of his deep vein 

thrombosis condition and an orthopedic surgery that was more complicated 
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than what would have been otherwise required had treatment been provided in 

a timely fashion; 

e. The need to follow a risky anti-coagulation medication regimen for the 

treatment of his deep vein thrombosis with associated side effects and 

limitations on activities; 

f. Continued pain and suffering due to the failure to provide appropriate pain 

medication; and 

g. Limitations on mobility and strength in his leg due to the lack of needed 

physical therapy. 

60. As a result of the actions and inactions of BOP employees as described above, 

Mr. Douglas has suffered substantial damages, including physical pain and suffering, emotional 

trauma, loss of the enjoyment of life and financial damages, some or all of which may be 

permanent. 

V. CAUSE OF ACTION 

Count I 
Plaintiff v. Defendant United States of America 

Federal Tort Claims Act- Negligence 

61. The BOP employees referenced above, including Physician's Assistant Robin 

Golden and Michael Cash, DO, owed a duty to plaintiff, breached their duty to plaintiff, and, as 

such, were a direct and proximate cause and a substantial factor in bringing about plaintiff's 

damages outlined above. 

62. The actions of the BOP employees referenced above constitute the tort of 

negligence under the laws of the Commonwealth ofPennsy\vania. 

8 
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63. Under the Federal Tort Claims Act, defendant United States of America is liable 

for these actions. 

Wherefore, plaintiff Cameron Douglas respectfully requests: 

A. Compensatory damages; 

B. Reasonable attorneys' fees and costs; 

C. Such other and further relief deemed just and appropriate. 
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I'.\ THE lJNITED STATES DISTRICT COL.:RT 
FOR THE WESTER'.\ DISTRICT OF PE'.\''.\'SYL\'A'.'ilA 

CAMERON DOUGLAS, 

Plainliff(s), 

\", 

L'.\ITED STATES, 

Defend ant( s). 

) 
) 
) CIVIL ACTIO'.\ NO. 3:15-0069 
) 
) JUDGE Kl\1 R. GIBSO'.\ 
) 
) 
) 
) 

l'.\ITIAL SCI_IEDLU:\G ORDER 

'.\OW, this 28th day of October 20_\_5, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the 

ahovc-eapt1oned eiv ii action is placed under Rule I 6. l or the Local Ru lcs of the Un itcd 

States District Court for the \\\.'.stern 1)1..,tnct of Pennsyl\'ania for pretrial proceeding-. and 

all prov is ions of the Rule wi 11 he strict! y en forced. 

IT JS FURTHER ORDERED that counsel shall confer with their clients prior to 

the Post-Discovery Status Conference. or any other status conference, in order to ohtain 

authority fix the purpose of participating in settlement negotiations to he conducted by the 

Court. Counsel arc encouraged to appear with their principals at all such conferences, or 

instruct the principals to be available by telephone to facilitate the amicable resolution of 

all litigation, 

IT IS HJRTHER ORDERED that compliance \vith the provisions of Local Rule 

16. l shall be completed as follcnvs: 

A. Initial Case '.\laQagemcnt Plan 

I. The parties shall mo\ e to amend the pleadings or add new parties by 

Dcccmbt;_r I, 20 I 5. 
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2. The parties shall make the required disclosures identified m Rule 

26(a)(l)(A)(B)(C) and (D) on or before 

November 2, 2015. 

The parties are reminded that under the rule, a party shall make its initial 

disclosures based on the information then reasonably available, and is not 

excused from making its disclosures because it has not fully completed its 

investigation of the case, or because it challenges the sufficiency of another 

party's disclosures, or because another party has not made its disclosures. 

3. Modifications of the times for, and extent of, any disclosures under Fed. R. 

C iv. P. 26( a) and 26( e )(I ) shall be made by 

Not applicable. 

4. The following limits on the scope of discovery shall apply: 

All presumptive limits set forth in the Federal Rules of Ci vii Procedure . 

5. The parties shall complete all fact discovery by 

April 1, 2016. 

All interrogatories, notices of deposition, requests for admissions and 

requests for production shall be served within sufficient time to allow 

responses to be completed and filed prior to the close of discovery. 

6. The parties shall complete all expert discovery by 

April I, 2016. 

The parties shall make their disclosure of experts required by Rule 26(a)(2) 

by February 1, 2016 (PlaintifQ; February 15. 2016 (Defendant). 
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The depositions of all experts shall be completed by 

April I, 2016. 

7. The parties shall designate this case for arbitration, mediation, appointment 

of a special master, or other special procedure, if appropriate, by 

April I. 2016. 

8. A Post-Discovery Status Conference is scheduled for 

""3":"" e ~ :J o L 6 o± 1/ ' 3 O A JY\ . 
(Note: Theourt will tin in this date after the IR 16 conference). 

The parties shall be prepared to discuss settlement and the 

possibility of using a method of alternative dispute resolution. Seven days 

prior to the date of the Post Discovery Status Conference, counsel and 

unrepresented parties are jointly responsible for submitting to the Court a 

proposed Final Scheduling Order that includes: (1) dates by which 

dispositive motions should be filed and responded to; (2) dates by which the 

parties' pretrial statements should be filed; (3) dates by which motions in 

limine should be filed and responded to; (4) dates by which Daubert 

motions should be filed and responded to; (5) dates on which argument on 

Daubert motions and motions in limine shall be heard; (6) a date for the 

final pretrial conference; and (7) trial dates. See Exhibit "B" of Judge 

Gibson's Practice and Procedures. 
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9. The parties shall file any dispositive motions that are appropriate prior to 

the close of discovery on or before 

The nonmoving party's response 10 any such motion is due on 

Deadlines for dispositive motions that are only appropriate after the close of 

discovery \Vil\ be set at the Post-Discovery Status Conference. Failure to 

file a dispositive motion before the close of discovery \vill not act as a 

waiver of any right to file an appropriate motion after the close of 

discovery. 

B. Motion Practice 

(1) Motions Not Requiring Briefs 

No brief is required by either movant or respondent unless othenvise 

directed by the Court \.Vith respect to the following motions: 

(a) For extension of time for the performance of an act required 

or al\O\ved to be done; 

(b) To continue a Post-Discovery Status Conference; 

(c) To amend the pleadings; 

(d) To file supplemental pleadings; 

(e) For a substitution of parties; and 

(f) To compel discovery. 

Any of the above-motions not requiring briefs shall be accompanied by a 

proposed order stating the relief requested by said motion. All other motions and 
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responses thereto, must be accompanied by a brief. The Clerk shall not accept for 

filing any motion, application, or objection requiring a brief, which is not 

accompanied by such brief. without permission of the Court. Ariefs in support of a 

motion and briefs in opposition 10 a motion shall be limited to twenty-five (25) 

pages excluding tables. 

C. Procedure Governi~is_cowr,l__Qi~Pl!t.es 

The Federal Rules of Civil Procedure allow frir liberal discovery. In the absence of 

a privilege, relevancy is the test for determining whether material is discoverable. Fed. R. 

Civ. P. 26(b)(l). This rule is construed broadly and rncludes "any matter that bears on, or 

that reasonably could lead to other matters that could bear on, any issue that is or may be in 

the case." Oppenheimer Fund, Inc. v. ,\'amlers, 437 U.S. _"140, 351 ( 1978). 

Discovery is not limited to the issues raised only in the pleadings, but rather is 

designed to define and c !an fy the issues. Id at 351 . Nor is discovery objectionable on the 

ground that the information sought would be inadmissible at !rial, so long as the 

infonnation sought appears reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible 

evidence. Addiuonally, should it he detl.'rmined that, given 1he needs of the case, 

compliance wi1h a discovery request \\OU!d be burdensome or expl.'nsive, this will not 

ncccss:irily be grounds for nonproduction, but it may impact the Court's decision as to who 

must bear the cost of produ<.:tion. 

In the event a dispute arises over a discovery request, all counsel arc required to 

confer in good faith in an effort to resolve the issue wi1hou1 court intervention. It shall be 

the obligation of the attorney for the party seeking court intervention to initiate such 

conferences and to do so promptly. Refusal to confer in good faith may subject counsel to 
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sanctions. such as the imposition of costs, including the attorney's fees of opposing 

counsel, under Fed. R. Civ. P. 37(a)(4). 

In the event, howc\·cr. that the parties to this action arc unable to informally resolve 

a discovery dispute and court intervention is sought, the movant shall file a Motion to 

Compel Discovery (or Protective Order). Attached to the motion shall be a proposed 

Order of Court in which the moving party shall set forth, in speci fie detail, its proposal for 

completely resolving the discovery dispute. \Vithm fourteen ( 14) working days after 

receipt of the motion. the respondent, either singularly or in conjunctwn, shall file a written 

response. Attached to the response shall be respondent's proposed Order of Court. 

BY THE COCRT: 

Kl~I R. GIBS01'" 
L1'"1TED STATES DISTRICT Jt_;UGE 

cc: All counsel or record 



I~ TlfE L1:\iITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE WESTERN DISTRICT OF PE~SYL VAI\'JA 

CAMERON DOUGLAS, ) 
) 

) 
) 

) 
) 

) 
) 
) 

Plaintiff, 

V. 

CIVIL ACTIO'.'J ~O. 3: 15-cv-69 

JlJDGE KIM R. GIBSO~ 

UNITED STATES OF A~ERICA, rElectronic Filing) 

Defendant. 

ORDER 

AND NOW, this .zgfhday of~~\)-~---' 2016, upon consideration 

of the Consent Mot ion to Ex tend Discovery ti led by r£cndant, 

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that said Motion 1s GRA~TED. 

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that discovery shall be extended as follo\vs: 

a. All fact discovery shall be completed by June I, 20 I 6; 

b. The parties shall complete all expert discovery by July 1, 2016; 

c. The parties shall make their disclosure of experts required by Ruic 
26(a)( 2) by May 2, 20 I 6 (Plaintifl) and ~ay 16, 20 ! 6 (Defendant); and 

d. The depositions of all experts shall be completed by July I, 2016. 

IT JS HJRTHER ORDERED that the Status Conference, currently schedukd for June 7, 

2016, is now rescheduled for ¥-5_ ___ . 2016, at /.' l?V .MW.!p.m. All 

remaining dates, deadlines, and directives v.·ithin the original Initial Scheduling Order (Doc. No. 

14 ( filed 10/2 I/ 15)) remain unchanged. 

U~ITED STATES DISTRICT H.1DGE 

cc: All parties 
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PATRICK LANDERS 

vs. 

IN THE UNITED ST ATES DISTRICT 
FOR TIIE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF 

ABILENE DMSION 

BUREAU OF PRISONS and 
U.S. PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE 

§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ l·03CV•Ol69 

PLAINTIFF'S ORIGINAL COMPLAINT 

TO THE HONORABLE JUDGE OF SAID COURT: 

PA TRICK LANDERS would respectfully show the following: 

ruRISDICTION 

ITS) re t rE o w lE fru 
In} I OCT 6 2003 lW 

i 
CONSOLIDATED LEGAL CENTER 

DALLAS. TEXAS 

1. This Court has exclusive jurisdiction under 2 8 U.S. C. § 13 46 (b ), the Federal Tart 

Claims Act. 

VENUE 

2. Venue is appropriate under 28 U.S.C. § 1402(b) in that the Plaintiff resides in this 

District and Division. 

PARTIES AND SERVICE 

3. One Defendant is the BUREAU OF PRISONS. This Defendant is part of the United 

States' Department of Justice Defendant may be served by serving Michael Hood, Regional 

Counsel, South Central Regional Office, 4211 Cedar Springs Road, Suite 300, Dallas, Texas 75219. 

4. The other Defendant is the U.S. PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE; This Defendant is 

part of the United States Department of Health and Human Services. Defendant may be served by 

serving Arthur Simon, Claims Office, H.H. S. 1 5 600 Fishers Lane, Room 5 C-10, Rochville, Maryland 

20857. 



THE INCIDENT 

5. Patrick_Landers worked for Diagnostic Management Group, which had been hired 

by one of the Defendants to provide radiology or diagnostic services at the Federal Medical Center -

Fort Worth (hereinafter FMC), which is a part of the Bureau of Prisons. 

6. On February 14, 2001, Patrick Landers went to the FMC for the purpose of carrying 

out his duties for Diagnostic Management Group, as requested by the Defendants. At all relevant 

times he was a business invitee and Defendants owed him a duty of due care. 

7. At the FMC, it was necessary for Patrick Landers to plug a mobile imaging unit into 

the electrical outlet provided by the FMC for this purpose. As Mr. Landers obtained power for the 

mobile imaging unit, he was electrocuted. 

8. The area around the electrical outlet was a low area where water frequently stood. 

9. Complaints had been made about the standing water before February 14, 2001. It is 

believed that the persons receiving the complaints were employees of the U.S. Public Health Service, 

but if not, then they were employees of the Bureau of Prisons. 

1 0. The standing water and the low area were never corrected before the incident, in spite 

of the complaints. It is apparent that the complaints were not passed on to the persons who could 

deal with the problem, or the persons who could deal with the problem ignored the complaints. If 

the persons receiving the complaints did not pass those reports to the proper persons, then their 

employer would be responsible for their conduct. If the persons who could deal with the problem 

in fact ignored the complaints, their employer would be responsible for their conduct. 

11. The electrical outlet had been worked ona short time before February 14, 2001. The 

work was done in an improper manner,iresulting in the improper grounding of the electrical outlet 

and/or the energization of inappropriate objects. 



12. The low area around the electrical outlet, and the improper wiring of the electrical 

outlet, each created an unreasonably dangerous condition of which Defendants were aware or should 

have been aware. 

13. '.fhe electrocution and the injuries were caused by one or more of the following 

conditions/acts/omissions: 

a. hnproper wiring of the electrical outlet resulting in the energization of 
inappropriate objects; 

b. Improper grounding of the electrical outlet; 

c. The presence of a low spot and standing water in the area where Mr. Landers 
had to stand; or 

d. Failing to inspect, failing to properly check the prior electrical work and 
failing to properly respond to the complaints about the standing water. 

Each of these conditions/acts/omissions were negligence and were committed by one or more 

employees of Defendants, who were acting in the course and scope of their employment. 

DAMAGES 

14. As a direct result of the foregoing, Plaintiff has sustained injuries to his body and has 

and will experience or incur: 

a. lost wages and lost earning capacity; 

b. health care expenses; 

c. physical pain and mental suffering; 

d. physical impairment 

15. Plaintiffs claim against these Defendants was timely and properly presented to the 

Defendants as required by the Tort Claims Act. On February 20, 2003, Defendant U.S. Public 

Health Service, through the United States Department ofHealth and Human Services, indicated that 



it would abide by the decision of the Bureau of Prisons. On August 6, 2003, the Bureau of Prisons 

denied Plaintiffs clai~.- This suit has been filed within six months of the denial. 

PRAYER -

16. WHEREFORE, PREMISES CONSIDERED, Plaintiff prays that Defendants be cited 

in terms ofla w to appear and answer herein, and that upon final trial of this cause he have judgment 

against Defendants in an amount to be set by the Court, which should not exceed $1,750,000.00; for 

pre judgment and post judgment interest at the legal rate; for costs of Court in this behalf expended; 

and for such other and further relief to which he is entitled. 

Respectfully submitted, 

STEINBURG, CARWlLE, HERZIK & PRIETO 

BY: i.u .C)Juc~ 
~ HN A. CARWil.,E, Attorney in Charge 
IBA No. 03952900 
1001 Fannin, Suite 200 
Houston, Texas 77002 
(713) 654-7800 
(713) 652-0110/Telecopier· 

ATTORNEYS FOR PLAINTIFF PATRICK LANDERS 
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"\ 

US DISTRICT COURT • ABILENE 11J O 18/028 

lN THE UNITED STATES DISTRJCT COURT 
FOR THE NORTHERN DlSTR[CT O TEXAS 

ABILENE DIVISION ·;-"===;u~.s;:-_ -;::07=1s==r~R":"".IC:"'"1':"'"· c=-o_u_R_T __ 

PATRICK LANDERS. 

Plaintiff, 

v. 

BUREAU OF PRISONS and 
U.S. PUBLIC HEALm SERVICE, 

Defendants. 
" 

NORTlfERN DISTRICT OF TEXAS 
FILED 

) 
) SEP 2 d aJ04 
) 

)) CLElU(. U,S, DlSTR1CT C(';!JRT 
By ______ _ 

) ncr111, 
) 
) 
) Civil Action No, 
) l:03-CV-169-C 

ORDER 

The parties have indicated to the Court that 1hey have settled this case. Accordingly, this 

case is administratively closed without prejudice to its being reopened to enter an order of 

dismissal or to enter other orders if the settlement is not consummated. Counsel in this case are 

ordered to file the papers necessary to dismiss this action on or before thirty (30) days from the 

date of this order. 

SO ORDERED. 

Dated September 24, 2004. 



,. , - ORIGINAL 
IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRI 
NORTI-IERN DISTRICT COURT 

ABILENE DIVISION 

PATRICK LANDERS, 
Plaintiff, 

-U.S. DISTRICT COURT 
NORTHERN DISTRICT OF TEXAS 

T COURT FILED 

1E7S SEP 2 7 2004 I 
CLERK, U.S. DISTRICT COURT 

By ______ _. 
Deputy 

V. 

§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 

No: l:03-CV-0169-C 

BUREAU OF PRISONS and 
U.S. PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE, 

Defendants. 

NOTICE OF PROPOSED SETTLEMENT 

PLAINTIFF, Patrick Landers, and his attorneys, and DEFENDANTS, Bureau of 

Prisons (BOP) and U.S. Public Health Service respectfully advise the Cowt that they have 

met1 and believe that they have settled the above reference matter regarding claims under 

28 U.S.C. § 1346(b), the Federal Tort Claims Act, resulting from injuries suffered on or 

about February 14, 2001 by Landers on the premises of Federal Medical Center (FMC) 

Fort Worth, Texas. Landers and the Defendants, Bureau of Prisons and U.S. Public 

Health Service will proceed to complete any necessary settlement agreements. Once the 

necessary agreements have been completed, circulated, and approved by Landers, his 

attorneys, and the Bureau of Prisons and U.S. Public Health Service; it is anticipated that 

an Agreed Order of Dismissal with Prejudice of this matter will then be filed with the 

Court. The parties request the Court to hold this case in abeyance for 60 days from the 

1 The parties mediated this matter on September 17, 2004, and a tentative settlement was 
reached. However, the settlement has to be approved by BOP Headquarters in Washing ton, so 
Defendants need additional time to gain full approval. 

Notice of Proposed Settlement - Page 1 



., -
filing of this Notice in order for them to complete their preparation, circulation, and 

approval of the necessary agreements, and arrange for Landers to receive his settlement. 

Wherefore, the PLAINTIFF, Patrick Landers, and his attorneys, and 

DEFENDANTS, Bureau of Prisons and U.S. Public Health Service requests that the 

Court hold this case in abeyance for 60 days. 

Dated this the o2'1 d day of September 2004. 

Dated: r-2.7'- 0 ,L 

Dated: f-.1_~ -O~ 

Notice of Proposed Settlement - Page 2 

Respectful1y submitted, 

RICHARD B. ROPER 
UNI1ED STATES ATTORNEY 

~.Ldl~ 
Charles 0. Dobbs 
Assistant United States Attorney 
Texas Bar No. 0591950 
United States Attorney's Office 
Burnett Plaza, Suite 1700 
801 Cherry St, Unit 4 
Fort Worth, Texas 76102-6882 
Telephone: 817.252.5200 
Facsimile: 817 .978.6351 

Attorney for Plaintiff, Patrick Landers 

Mtfft 
Attorney for Plaintiff, Patrick Landers 



-
CERTIFICATE OF CONFERENCE 

This is to certify that on the £lfL day of September 2004, the undersigned 
conferred with Plaintiffs Attorneys (indicated by the above signatures) and agreed to 
Notice the Court of Their Proposed Settlement and advise the Court that Plaintiff and 
Defendants will proceed to prepare, circulate, and approve the settlement agreements and 
proposed order of dismissal with prejudice. 

~ 
Charles 0. Dobbs 
Assistant United States Attorney 

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I certify that on thead_day of September 2004, a copy of the foregoing Notice of 
Proposed Settlement was hand delivered to: 

Rodney V. Steinberg 
Michael L. Herzik 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
1001 Fannin, Suite 200 
Houston. Texas 77002 

Notice of Proposed Settlement - Page 3 

Charles 0. Dobbs 
Assistant United States Attorney 



08/28/2004 l4:4S FAX 806 472 7639 US DISTRICT COURT • ABILEHE ~010/010 

IN THE UNITFD STA TES DISTRlCT COURT 
FOR THE NORTIIBRN DJSTRICT OF TEXAS 

PATRICK LANDERS, 

Plaintiff, 

v. 

BUREAU OF PRISONS and 
U.S. PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE, 

befendants. 

ABILENE DMSION r-,uli,s~. -;:;:D~IS:;;:T~R:-:lC:;::;T~C:::-:o::--:u":'::R~T-

NORT'ff ERN DISTRfCT OF TEXAS 
FILED 

) 
} 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

SEP 2 B aJJ4 

CLERK. U.S, DISTR{CT COURT 
By 

---;:;-:nt=--pu-:-1,".'"", ---

) Civil Action No. 
) 1 :0J~CV-169-C 

ORDER 

The above-sty led and -numbered cause was adminis1tatively closed by previous order 

ui.;on the announcement of settlement through mediation. The parties have filed a Notice 

of Proposed Settlement and request that this case be held in abeyance for 60 days to complete 

the settlement process. 

IT IS, nIEREFORE. ORDERED that the parties shall have sixty (60) days from 

the date hereof to file the papers necessary to dismiss this action, 

Dated September 28, 2004. 



-
September 20, 2004 

RE: 

Cause No. l:03-CV-169-C; U.S. District Court- Northern Dist..-:..Lu.b.b.Q£-:=k-=--------~ 
: ll.S. lJ JS I ,U{"T CO{! RT 

·"'ORTH EH!\: DISTRICT OF TEXAS 

PATRICK LANDERS, Plaintiff(s) I HLED 
vs. 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, Defcndant(s) / SEP 2 4 aD4 

TO THE HONORABLE JUDGE Sam R Cummings: 
Cl.ERK, U.S. D!STRICT COURT 

Dy -----:::--------

{ 

The Court is advised that the above case was referred to KATHY FRAGNOLI ofB~u;;rdiii;n'i:M;;;e~it;;:::n;;-;::;;;-...;,,,or.'1'11t!t-''P+,,--_J 
has been conducted as follows: 

004 and the results are marked below: 

a. { { } Settled after mediation 

b. { } Did not settle: _________________________ _ 

c. { } Recessed:. ___________________________ _ 

d. { } Partial settlement 

Settled with:. ___________________________ _ 

Did not settle with: ________________________ _ 

{ } WAS NOT MEDIATED for the following reason: 

a. { } Settled before mediation 

b. { } Parties scheduled mediation with a mediator not affiliated with Burdin Mediations 

c. { } Other __________________________ _ 

Burdin Mediations will close their case file unless further action is required. However, for cases not settled at mediation, our 
mediator's policy is to keep an active file open and continue negotiations as necessary. The court will be notified with a 
revised report for further developments as they occur, 

2:irY·J 
lian Hunter 
Account Manager 
rian@burdin-adr.com 
Case 17332 

4514 Cole Avenue • Suite 1450 • DaUas TX 75205-4161 • 1(214)526-1411 • FaJ< 1(214)526-2070 
www.burdin-adr.com 
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PATRICK LANDERS, Plaintiff(s) 
vs. 

CAUSE NO. 1:03-CV-169-C 
In the U.S. District Court - Northern Dist.- Lubbock 

Case# 17332 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, Defendant(s) 

Rule 11 and Settlement Agreement 

1. The parties hereto agree to settle all claims and controversies between them, asserted or assertable in this case ~t: 

2. The consideration to be given for this settlement is as follows: -~P<_G_,..•_~_,_c_,_.-_,\C.. __ ¼----' .... r:J--"" .. e_,'"\]V-=_· __ · -~ shall receive the sum 
of$ t ~5, ODO 
before -F5: v,i·e \:.., \..l S 

, on or 
, which s11m shall be paid by tbe fuUowing panies iR the amout1t! stated: 

3. The above styled and numbered case shall be resolved by: 
V (a) An Agreed Order of Dismissal with Prejudice with taxable court costs taxed to p ca h..~ \f\ Lu"'(r11? 

; or 
(b) An Agreed Judgment providing as follows:---------------~-----------

( c) An Agreed Judgment shall be signed by the trial judge, but may not be abstracted or recorded or any collection effort 
made upon same so long as the following conditions are kept ____________________ _ 

4. The Plaintiff(s) agree(s) to release, discharge, and forever hold, the Defendant(s) harmless from any and all claims, demands, or 
suits, known or unknown, fixed or contingent, liquidated or unliquidated whether or not asserted in the above case, as of this date, 
arising from or related to the events and transactions which are the subject of this case,, eaeept fur/ir1e-tuding: 

This release runs to the benefit of all attorneys, agents, employees, insurers, officers, directors, shareholders, and partners of the 

parties ex~luding: -------------------------------------
"Party" as used in this release includes all named parties to this case, as well as _________________ _ 
and all related entities and affiliates of the parties except/including: _____________________ _ 

5. Each signatory hereto warrants and represents: 
__L (a) He or she has authority to bind the parties for whom that signatory acts. 

/ (b) The claims, suits, rights, and/or interests which are the subject matter hereto are owned by the party asserting same, 
have not been assigned, transferred or sold and are free of encumbrance. 

4514 Cole Avenue - Suite 1450 • Dallas TX 75205-41 B 1 - 1 (214)528-1411 - Fax 1 (214)528-2070 
www.burdin-adr.com 



6. It is contemplated that----'C,._-... .r-A--= .... o .......... \:E:"""""'9=. __ {)=-"C!l,:...;1,:,"'"\o-'-.;:;;,.._..)_-___ shall deliver drafts of any further settlement documentation to the 
other parties by 2- \--,,; r e_.'¥--0,i/ .,, . The parties agree to cooperate with each other in the drafting and execution 
of such additional documents. 

7. If one or more disputes arise with rega;d to the interpretation and/or performance of this agreement or any of its provisions, the 
parties agree to attempt to reso Ive same by phone conference with the Mediator who facilitated the settlement. If the parties cannot 
reso Ive their differences by phone conference, then each agrees to schedule a one-half day of mediation with the Mediator within thirty 
(30) days to resolve the disputes and to share the costs of same equally. If a party refuses to mediate, then that party may not recover 
the attorneys fees or costs in I itigation brought to construe or enforce this agreement. Otherwise, if mediation is unsuccessful, then the 
prevailing party or parties shall be entitled to recover reasonable attorneys fees and expenses, including the cost of the unsuccessful 

f mediation. _; 

8. Other terms of this settlement are: 
,._..,..- (a) The settlement monies are for personal injury tort damages. 
~ (b} Plaintiff shall indemnify and hold Defendant and its insurer harmless from any medical, hospital, irisurance, or 

statutory liens and expenses related to this claim. If\ d✓-J •~ vlv...,...k.'o(D C:;""'-ft 
___ (c} The terms of the settlement shall be kept strictly confidential. 

___ (d} Other -----~---------~~----,-------------;o,..-----

\. ~\.~ ~;Xi~ ,'nu~-~~ 

9. This agreement is made and performable in 'lli\\~J>J.../ 
laws of the State of Texas. 

County, Texas and shall be construed in accordance with the 

I 0. Each signatory to this settlement has been entered into same freely and without duress after having consulted with the attorneys of 
his/her choice. Each party acknowledges that the Mediator has not given legal or tax advice and is not the attorney for any party 
and that each party has had the opportunity to have this agreement reviewed by that party's attorney prior to executing same. 

Signed this \ 1 ~b.. day of--~ k'C0 ~ Y , 20 C '-l . 

A~ forPlai~ 

~ '~ :s;;;...: 

Other Parties: Other Parties: 

Approved Attorney for: Approved Attorney for: 

4514 Cole Avenue - Suite 1450 - Dallas TX 75205-4181 - 1(214)528-1411 - Fax 1(214)528-2070 
www.burdin-adr.com 



IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
NORTifERN DISTRICT COURT OF TEXA.S 

ABILENE DIVISION 

PATRICK LANDERS, § 
Plaintiff, § 

§ 
V. § No: 1 :03~CV-0169-C 

§ 
BUREAU OF PRISONS and § 
U.S. PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE, § 

Defendants. § 

NOTICE OF PROPOSED SETTLEMENT 

PLAINTIFF, Patrick Landers, and his attorneys, and DEFENDANTS, Bureau of 

Prisons (BOP) and U.S. Public Health Service respectfully advise the Court that they have 

met1 and believe that they have settled the above reference matter regarding claims under 

28 U.S.C. § 1346(b), the Federal Tort Claims Act, resulting from injuries suffered on or 

about February 14, 2001 by Landers on the premises ofFederal Medical Center (FMC) 

Fort Worth, Texas. Landers and the Defendants, Bureau of Prisons and U.S. Public 

Health Service will proceed to complete any necessary settlement agreements. Once the 

necessary agreements have been completed, circulated, and approved by Landers, his 

attorneys, and the Bureau of Prisons and U.S. Public Health Service; it is anticipated that 

an Agreed Order of Dismissal with Prejudice of this matter will then be filed with the 

Court. The parties' request the Court to hold this case in abeyance for 60 days from the 

1 The parties mediated this matter on September l 7, 2004, and a tentative settlement was 
reached. However, the settlement has to be approved by BOP Headquarters in Washington, so 
Defendants need additional time to gain full approval. 

Notice of Proposed Settlement - Page 1 



filing of this Notice in order for them to complete their preparation, circulation, and 
_., 

approval of the necessary agreements, and arrange for Landers to receive his settlement. , 
' 

"Wherefore, the PLAINTIFF, Patrick Landers, and his attorneys, and 

DEFENDANTS, Bureau of Prisons and U.S. Public Health Service requests that the 

Court hold this case in abeyance for 60 days. 

Dated this the ___ day of September 2004. 

Dated: -------

Dated: 

Notice of Proposed Settlement ~ Page 2 

_Respectfully submitted, 

RICHARD B. ROPER 
UNITEDSTATESA11ORNEY 

Charles 0. Dobbs 
Assistant United States Attorney 
Texas Bar No. 0591950 
United States Attorney's Office 
Burnett Plaza, Suite 1700 
801 Cherry St., Unit 4 
Fort Worth, Texas 76102-6882 
Telephone: 817.252.5200 
Facsimile: 817.978.6351 

Attorney for Plaintiff, Patrick Landers 

M(!f( 
Attorney for Plaintiff, Patrick Landers 



CERTIFICATE OF CONFERENCE 
.;' 

This is to certify that on the __ day of September 2004, the undersigned 
conferred with Plaintiffs Attorneys (indicated by the above signatures) and agreed to 
Notice the Court of Their Proposed Settlement and advise the Court that Plaintiff and 
Defendants will proceed to prepare, circulate, and approve the settlement agreements and 
proposed order of dismissal with prejudice. 

Charles 0. Dobbs 
Assistant United States Attorney 

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I certify that on the __ day of September 2004, a copy of the foregoing Notice of 
Proposed Settlement was hand delivered to: 

Rodney V. Steinberg 
Michael L. Herzik 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
1001 Fannin, Suite 200 
Houston, Texas 77002 

Notice of Proposed Settlement - Page 3 

Charles 0. Dobbs 
Assistant United States Attorney 
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RECEIVED 
IIAIL ROOltN 

AUG 1 5 2005 
~ u.a. m 1. :an cauu 

I. DIW. OI' H1UNW 

MICHAEL HAAS, 

Plaintiff, 

vs. 

... . , 
' • • ... 

LINDA SANDERS, ET AL., 

Defendants. 

EASTERN DIVISION 
AUG f 5 2005 

JAMES W. M~c MACK CLERK By: ~ I 

OEPCLERK 

No. 2:05CV00112/HDY 

REPLY TO COURT'S ORDER OF Augu~t 3, 2005 AND 

PLAINTIFF'S FIRST AMENDED COMPLAINT 

Pending before the Court is an order directing Plaintiff 

to clarify the full name of defendant "Weaver." 

After some investigation by Plaintiff he has learned that 

the full name of the defendant to be served is ROBERT WEAVER. 

With this revelation, the Marshal's should be able to effect 

service without further delay. To this extent, Plaintiff's original 

complaint is amended to reflect the full name of defendant Weaver. 

Secondly, Plaintiff herein amends his complaint to include 

his secondary Tort Action, in which Plaintiff has exhausted all 

available Administrative Remedies, as set forth under the Federal 

Tort Claims Act (FTCA); evidence of exhaustion is attached hereto 

and is incorporated by reference. 

Plaintiff incorporates by reference, each and every allegation 
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as set forth in his original complaint as if fully pleaded herein; 

and in addition, incorporates the following torts, against each 

defendant as set forth below: 

1. Defendant Edna J. Prince, Clinical Director, FCC Forrest 

City, Arkansas. In addition to this defendant's actions and 

inactions regarding the violations of Plaintiff's civil rights, as 

fully articulated in his original complaint, this defendant was 

and has been NEGLIGENI' in her duties as a physician, in that she 

has permitted on more than one occasion, Plaintiff's chronic care 

medication to expire, thus, leaving him unprotected from the 

symptoms of his disease, to wit: Epilepsy, thereby, causing him 

to suffer seizures, and placing Plaintiff at high risk of seizure 

activity. In furtherance of this defendant's NEGLIGENCE, she 

has failed to assure that (1) injuries sustained during a verified 

seizure episode were treated; (2) that the records pertaining to 

examinations of Plaintiff after a seizure were maintained, and; 

(3) for permitting records to be altered regarding a seizure 

episode in May 2004, and the injuries suffered by Plaintiff during 

such an episode. In this regard, there have been intentional acts 

by this defendant in addition to her NEGLIGENT acts, in which 

this defendant has obstructed justice by altering medical records 

pertaining to the care of Plaintiff, and then by denying the 

alteration in reply to grievances submitted by Plaintiff, and where 

this defendant willfully and consciously gave false and misleading 

information in order to assure the denial of Haas' grievances, and 

2 
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assure that the evidence of her NEGLIGENCE was not discovered. In 

short, this defendant was NEGLIGENT, OBSTRUCTED JUSTICE, was 

DERILICT IN HER DUTIES AS A PHYSICIAN, did willfully and wantonly, 

INTENTIONALLY INFLICT EMOTIONAL DISTRESS upon Plaintiff, and cause 

PAIN AND SUFFERING, these acts being tortious in nature. For each 

of these acts, collectively, and notwithstanding the civil rights 

action, Plaintiff is entitled to damages in excess of $75,000.00; 

actual, compensatory, nominal, and punitive. 

2. Defendant, LINDA SANDERS, Warden, FCC Forrest City, Arkansas. 

In addition to this defendants action and inactions regarding 

violations of Plaintiff's civil rights, as fully articulated in 

his original complaint, this defendant was and has been NEGLIGENT 

IN HER DUTIES AS Warden. This defendant is the Chief Executive of 

the Institution, and as such, is responsible for the care, custody 

and control, and overall well-being of Plaintiff. It was and is 

this defendant's ultimate responsibility to assure that all 

institutional records are accurate, and to adequately investigate 

claims of deliberate indifference made by Plaintiff. This defendant 

merely deferred Plaintiff's filed BP-9 (Request for Administrative 

Remedy) to The Unit Manager, who relied on the unsupported statements 

of Dr. Prince in regard to the May 2004, seizure episode. The 

Warden failed to investigate the claims of Plaintiff. It is also 

noteworthy, that neither the Warden or Unit Manager at any time 

took possession nor did they in any way examine the medical record, 

and in addition, once the Warden was Notified of the continued 

pain and suffering of Pl~initff after the seizure, she declined to 

3 
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assist or investigate the claims of Plaintiff, or to take any 

action at all to assist the Plaintiff, despite her obligation and 

duty to do so. Finally, this defendant had and has an obligation 

to assure the accuracy of institutional records, medical, disciplinary 

or otherwise. This defendant elected to do so, and elected to 

ignore the issue in regard to Plaintiff's records, and with this, 

was derilict in her duty when she failed to hold Dr. Prince, or 

any other person responsible for their actions. This defendant is 

also responsible for inflicting EMOTIONAL DISTRESS upon Plaintiff, 

and did so INTENTIONALLY. These acts b2ing tortious in nature. For 

each of these acts, collectively, and notwithstanding the civil 

rights action, Plaintiff is entitled to damages in excess of 

$75,000.00; actual, compensatory, nominal, and punitive. 

3. Defendant Jose Jiminez, Health Services Administrator. In 

addition to the actions and inactions of this defendant as fully 

articulated in Plaintiff's civil rights complaint, this defendant 

is an has been NEGLIGENT, in his duties as Health Services 

Administrator. This defendant is inter-alia, responsible for 

maintaining accurate health records of inmates including those 

records which pertain to Plaintiff. 

This defendant has failed to maintain the accuracy and the 

intcqrity of medical records which pertain to Plaintiff, which 

have caused Plaintiff to (1) go without medication, and (2) to 

allow the alteration or destruction of records pertaining to 

treatment of Plaintiff and examinations by others, including but 

4 
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limited to the time period beginning May and June, 2004. In this, 

this defendant is and has been NEGLIGENT. The actions and 

inactions of this defendant are tortious in nature. For each of 

these acts, collectively, and notwithstanding the civil rights 

action, Plaintiff is entitled to damages in excess of $75,000.00; 

actual, compensatory, nominal, and punitive. 

4. Defendant, Lisa James Young, Institutional Legal Counsel, 

FCC Forrest City. In addition to this defendant's actions and 

inactions regarding the violations of Plaintiff's civil rights, 

as fully articulated in his original complaint, this defendant was 

and has been NEGLIGENT in her duties as Institutional Legal Counsel. 

As fully set forth in Plaintiff's civil rights action, this 

defendant intentionally altered records, in that she tampered 

with Plaintiff's outgoing legal mail, and caused certain documents 

to be signed, and did sign certain documents pertaining to the 

Plaintiff's Tort Claim, as submitted to the Bureau of Prisons for 

review. This defendant not only tampered with the mail, but then 

directed the Unit Manager, Defendant Timothy Moore, to locate such 

evidence, and to take such evidence from the personal belongings 

of Plaintiff. In this regard, this defendant OBSTRUCTED JUSTICE, 

and caused an official government record to become altered, and 

further caused damage to Plaintiff's civil rights case, by having 

evidence of her inpropriety destoyed. This defendant is also 

responsible for the assurance that legal documents to be used as 

evidence in any administrative or Court proceeding are accurate 

5 
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and true. This defendant has caused EMOTIONAL DISTRESS to Plaintiff 

AND HAS DONE SO INTENTIONALLY. These actions being tortious in 

nature. For each of these acts, collectively, and notwithstanding 

the civil rights action, Plaintiff is entitled to damages in 

excess of $75,000.00; actual, compensatory, and punitive. 

5. Defendant, Timothy Moore, Unit Manger, FCC Forrest City. 

This defendant is the Unit Manager of the Housing Unit were 

Plaintiff resides. As set forth in Plaintiff's original complaint, 

this defendant caused Plaintiff's locker to be searched, and caused 

evidence of inpropriety~ and legal mail tampering to be removed and 

or destroyed. In this, this defendant OBSTRUCTED JUSTICE, and was 

NEGLIGENT in his duties as Unit Manager. This defendant admitted 

to takig possession of Plaintiff's legal belongings unlawfully, 

and in violation of policy, and returned a portion of these items 

in exchange for Plaintiff's dismissing his Request for an 

Administrative Remedy (BP-9} against he and Lisa James Young. 

This defendant has caused EMOTIONAL DISTRESS to Plaintiff, 

and has done so, INTENTIONALLY. The actions and inactions of this 

defendant arc tortious in nature. For each of these acts, collectively, 

and notwithstanding the civil rights action, Plaintiff is entitled 

to damages in excess of $75,000.00; actual, compensatory, nominal, 

and punitive .. 

Plaintiff incorporates these tortious acts of each defendant 

as fully set forth above, with his civil rights action as fully 

set forth in his original complaint. 

6 
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VERIFICATION 

I hereby verify that each and every allegation as is set forth 

in the above and foregoing instrument, to wit: Plaintiff's First 

Amended Complaint are true to the best of my knowledge and belief 

under penalty of perjury. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Plaintiff 
FCC Forrest City, (Low) 
P.O. Box 9000 
Forrest City, AR 72336-9000 

CERTIFICATION 

I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the above and 
foregoing was mailed postage prepaid tot he Office of the U.S. 
Attorney, on this the _.1L day of August, 2005. 

7 
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JUL 1 3 2005 

~ERTIFIED MAIL 

Michael Haas 
Reg. No. 08498-045 

Document 1-9 S riled 08/15/2005 
1
Page 8 of 9 

D -~ . Deparlmenror Jus ice 

Federal Bureau of Prisons 

South Central Regional Office 

J :! I I Co:Jar Spring~ Road, Sur It' _ft)() 

[).,lf,,s. Texa._, 75~ I 9 

Federal Correc:icnal Institution 
P.O. Box 9000 
Forrest Clty, AR 72336 

Re: Admlnistrative Tort Claim No. TRT-SCR-2004-04~68 
(Reconsideration) 

Dear Mr. Haas: 

Your claim has been reconsidered for administrative settlement 
under the Federal Tort Claims Act, Title 28, United States Code, 
Section 2672 et seq., and authorlty granted by Title 28, Code of 
Federal Regulations, Section 0.172. You claim government 
liability in the amount of two thousand three hundred sixty 
dollars and 00/100 {$2,360.00) for alleged personal injury. 

You have presented no new evidence in support of your requesL for 
reconsideration. You have only resLated your clai~ Bureau of 
Prisons staff failed to provide necessary medication to control 
seizures while you were housed in the Special Housing Un::.t (SHU) 
You allege as a result of th::.s negligence, you experienced a 
seizure and ch~pped a ~oath o~ May 31, 2004. 

Investigation into th~s ~atter previously revealed no <:vidc~cc ~o 
indicate that you suffered ar.y injuries caused by the :-:cg: igcnt 
or wrongful acts or o~issions of any Bureau ot Pr:so~s 0~ploycc 
act i r:g within the scope of his or her er:1ployment. 

As staled in our October :..9, 2004, adjudication letter, there 1s 

r:o evidence Lo support your c:airr. of negligence. A1 tho~1gh yo~1 
claim Lo have spoken to medical staff about your seizure 
me:dicution upon your arr.:.va: in SHU, there is no documentation i:-i 
your medical record to indicate you requested med.icaLion :1ntil 
,June 1, 2004. On that date, you notified staff yo,1 wen• noL 
r·eceiving your prescribed medication, which was provideJ to you 
later tl1at day. Additionally, despite the conversation you admit 
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Reg. No. 08498 045 
TRT-SCR-2004-04S68 (Reconsideration) 
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having wiLh s~aff on June:, 2004, there is no record you 
reported experiencing the claimed seizure of May 3:, 2004, until 
June 3, 2004, at which time staff examined you and found no signs 
of a recent injury. Furthermore, it is noted there is no 
indication you reported a chipped tooth until you submitted an 
Inmate Request to Stc1ff Member form on June 2':>, 2004. 

Because you have presented no new evidence to support your 
allega.tior:.s, you!:" Yequest for reconsideration 1s denied. 

If you are dissatisfied with this decision, you have been 
previously informed that you may file a lawsuit in the 
appropriate Uniteu States District Court within six (6) months 
from the da~e of the mailing of this letter. 

Michael D. Hood 
Regional Counsel 

MOH/pi 

cc: Linda Sanders, Warden 
FCI Forrest City (Low) 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
EASTERN DISTRICT OF ARKANSAS 

EASTERN DIVISION 

MICHAELE. HAAS 
Reg. # 08498-045 

vs. NO. 2:05CV00112-BD 

EDNA J. PRINCE, et al. 

JUDGMENT 

PLAINTIFF 

DEFENDANTS 

Consistent with the Order that was entered on this day, it is CONSIDERED, 

ORDERED, and ADJUDGED that this case is hereby DISMISSED WITH PREJUDICE. 

IT IS SO ORDERED this 2nd day of March, 2009. 

UNITED STATES MAGISTRATE JUDGE 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
EASTERN DISTRICT OF ARKANSAS 

EASTERN DIVISION 

MICHAELE. HAAS 
Reg. # 08498-045 

vs. NO. 2:05CV00112-BD 

EDNA J. PRINCE, et al. 

ORDER 

PLAINTIFF 

DEFENDANTS 

As a result of the settlement conference held on February 25, 2009 ( docket entry 

# 184 ), the parties have settled all remaining disputes between them. Accordingly, 

Plaintiff's claims are dismissed with prejudice. This constitutes a final order as to all of 

Plaintiff's claims and all pending motions ( # 15 9, # 175, # 1 79) are denied as moot. 

IT IS SO ORDERED this 2nd day of March, 2009. 

UNITED STATES MAGISTRATE JUDGE 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
EASTERN DISTRICT OF ARKANSAS 

EASTERN DIVISION 

MICHAELE. HAAS 
Reg. # 08498-045 

vs. NO. 2:0SCV00l 12-BD 

EDNA J. PRINCE, et al. 

ORDER 

PLAINTIFF 

DEFENDANTS 

Pending is Mr. Calhoun's application for disbursement of funds to cover out-of-

pocket expenses (# 187). Mr. Calhoun's application is GRANTED. The Court previously 

granted Plaintiff's applications to incur out-of-pocket expenses in excess of $500.00 (#87, 

104 ). Having considered the pending application under the guidelines and policies of the 

Library Fund, the Court orders that the Clerk of the Court distribute to Calhoun Law 

Firm, the amount of $1,844.03 from the Fund. A copy of this Order, together with the 

application (# 187), shall be placed in the Library Fund file maintained by the Clerk of the 

Court. 

IT IS SO ORDERED this 2nd day of April, 2009. 

UNITED STATES MAGISTRATE JUDGE 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR THE 
EASTERN DISTRICT OF ARKANSAS 

HELENA DIVISION 

MICHAEL E. HAAS ) 
Plaintiff ) 

) 
V. ) 2:0SCV-112 HDY 

) 
EDNA J. PRINCE M.D., FCI-Forest City ) 
LISA SANDERS, Warden, ) 
JOSE JIMENEZ, Health Services Administrator. ) 
LISA JAMES YOUNG, Institutional Legal Counsel, ) 
TIMOTHY MOORE, Unit Manager, ) 
YVONNE TORO, Physician's Assistant, ) 
ROBERT WEAVER, Correctional Officer, and ) 
FREDRICK GARRIDO, Physician's Assistant, ) 

Defendants ) 

PLAINTIFF'S APPLICATION FOR DISBURSEMENT FOR PAYMENT 

OF EXPENSES OF APPOINTED COUNSEL 

Plaintiff Michael E. Haas ("Plaintiff') through the undersigned appointed counsel of 

record, hereby moves the _ court pursuant to Local Rule 83 .6 for an Order approving the 

disbursement of $1,844.03, payable to Calhoun Law Firm, for the following: 

1. $1,000.00 for expert medical Vvi.tncss fees of Kathryn T. Chenault M.D.; and 

2. $ 844.03 for lodging and travel expenses for depositions. 

The fees owing for said medical expert were previously authorized by the Court, with an 

allotment of funds. All amounts were actual1y incurred and are believed to be reasonable and 

necessary for legal representation in this case, and otherwise in compliance v,r:ith the guidelines 
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and policies of this Court for disbursement from the fund. 

Respectfully submitted this 12 March 2009 
on behalf of Plaintiff Michael E. Haas by: 

CALHOUN LAW FIRM 
P.O. Box 251504 
Little Rock, AR 72225 
Tel: 501-374-1700 
Fax: 501-374-4234 
J oeCalhoun@aristotle.net 

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

The undersigned hereby certifies that, on the date set forth below, I electronically filed the 
foregoing with the Clerk of Court using its CM/ECF System, which shall serve the same by 
electronic means or by mail upon the following: 

Gwendolyn D. Hodge 
Assistant United States Attorney 
425 W. Capitol, Suite 500 
Little Rock, AR 72201 
Tel: 501-340-2600 
Fax: 501-340-2730 
Gwen.Hodge@usdoj.gov 

2 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
EASTERN DISTRICT OF ARKANSAS 

EASTERN DIVISIO~ 

MICHAELE. HAAS 
Reg.# 08498-045 

vs. NO. 2:05CV00112-BD 

EDNA J. PRINCE, et al. 

ORDER 

PLAINTIFF 

DEFENDANTS 

Pending is Mr. Calhoun's application for disbursement of funds to cover out-of-

pocket expenses (ff 187). Mr. Calhoun's application is GRANTED. The Court previously 

granted Plaintiff's applications to incur out-of-pocket expenses in excess of S500.00 (#87, 

I 04). Having considered the pending application under the guidelines and policies of the 

Library Fund, the Court orders that the Clerk of the Court distribute to Calhoun Law 

Firm, the amount of $1,844.03 from the Fund. A copy of th is Order, together with the 

application (# 187), sh al I be placed in the Library Fund file maintained by the Clerk of the 

Court. 

JT IS SO ORDERED this 2nd day of April, 2009. 

UNITED STATES MAGISTRATE JUDGE 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
EASTERN DISTRICT OF ARKANSAS 

EASTERN DIVISION 

MICHAELE. HAAS 
Reg. # 08498-045 

v. 

EDNA J. PRINCE, et al. 

CASE NO. 2:0SCV00112 BD 

ORDER 

PLAINTIFF 

DEFENDANTS 

Pending is Defendants' Motion to Dismiss ( docket entry # 144 ). Plain ti ff has 

responded (# 146) and Defendants have replied (#148). For the following reasons, 

Defendants' motion ( # 144) is DEN I ED. 

In their motion, Defendants request dismissal of Plaintiff's claim brought under 

the Federal Tort Claims Act ("FTCA") for failure to state a sum certain, which is a 

jurisdictional requirement. Defendants state that because Plaintiff's Standard Form 95 

contains language indicating that the sum presented is a settlement offer, expiring after 

sixty (60) days, it is not a sum certain, and the District Court lacks subject matter 

jurisdiction over the claim. 

The FTCA requires that a plaintiff properly present a claim to the appropriate 

federal agency before instituting an action against the United States. 28 U.S.C. § 2675. 

The claimant properly presents a claim when: (1) an executed Standard Form 95 or other 

written notification of an incident is received by the appropriate Federal agency, and (2) a 

claim for money damages in a sum certain for injury to or loss of property, personal 
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injury, or death alleged to have occurred by reason of the incident has been made. 28 

C.F.R. § 14.2(a). 

Defendants' attempt to attack Plaintiff's Standard Form 95 language as uncertain 

lacks merit. Defendants correctly state that forms containing no sum certain are 

inadequate. Lunsford v. U.S., 570 F.2d 221,226 (8th Cir. 1977). A review of Plaintiff's 

Standard Form 95, however, provides sufficient information from which Defendants 

could ascertain a sum certain. It is true that Plaintiff provided surplusage when stating 

the basis of his claim in section 8 of his Standard Form 95. This is not, however, the 

section where a sum certain is required. Sections 12 and 12d of Plaintiff's Standard Farm 

95 explicitly provide a sum certain as required. Section 12d actually contains a warning 

that failure to specify an amount may result in forfeiture of the claim. In addition, 

Plaintiff certified that the amount provided is section 12d covered only damages, and that 

he would accept the amount provided in full satisfaction and final settlement of his claim. 

Plaintiff properly certified a sum certain in his Standard Form 9 5. Accordingly, 

Defendants' motion to dismiss (#144) is DENIED. 

IT IS SO ORDERED this 14th day of October, 2008. 

UNITED STATES MAGISTRATE JUDGE 

2 
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MICHAELE. HAAS 
Reg. #08498-045 

V. 

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
EASTERN DISTRICT OF ARKANSAS 

HELENA DIVISION 

2:05CV00112 HDY 

EDNA J. PRINCE et al. 

ORDER 

PLAINTIFF 

DEFENDANTS 

Pending before the Court is the Defendants' Motion ( docket entry #91) to substitute the 

United States of America in lieu of the named Defendants in this mixed Bivens/Federal Tort Claims 

Act cause of action. Plaintiff has filed a Response ( docket entry #97) in opposition, asking that the 

Court deny the request pending the outcome of discovery in this matter. The Court agrees with 

Plaintiff's argument that such a substitution would be premature at this point in the case, and, 

accordingly, DENIES the request, without leave to Defendants' right to re-file the Motion at a later 

time. 

IT IS SO ORDERED this ___l£_ day of December, 2006. 

UNITED ST A TES MAGISTRATE JUDGE 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
EASTERN DISTRICT OF ARKANSAS 

EASTERN DIVISION 

MICHAELE. HAAS 
Reg. # 08498-045 

vs. 

EDNA J. PRINCE, et al. 

NO. 2:0SCV00112-BD 

ORDER 

PLAINTIFF 

DEFENDANTS 

On January 21, 2009, a hearing was held on the pending Motion for 

Reconsideration (docket entry #155) of the Order on Motion for Issuance of Funds, and 

Motion for Sanctions ( # 15 9). After hearing arguments of counsel, the motion for 

reconsideration (#155) is DENIED. The motion for sanctions will be taken under 

advisement. 

IT IS SO ORDERED this 23rd day of January, 2009. 

UNITED STATES MAGISTRATE JUDGE 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
EASTERN DISTRICT OF ARKANSAS 

EASTERN DIVISION 

MICHAELE. HAAS 
Reg. # 08498-045 

v. 

EDNA J. PRINCE, Doctor, 
FCJ-Forrest City, et al. 

NO. 2:0SCV00l 12-BD 

ORDER 

PLAINTIFF 

DEFENDANTS 

On October 16, 2008, Defendants filed a Motion to Issue Funds (docket entry 

#150). Plaintiff responded on October 27, 2008 (#153). 

Insofar as Defendants request dismissal of this matter, the Motion to Issue Funds 

(# 150) is denied. The motion merely states that Defendants will issue funds in lieu of 

trial, but does not request any Court action. 

Plaintiff's response to the motion assumes that the motion is an offer of judgment 

(#153). However, Defendants' motion is insufficient to resolve all remaining claims in 

the case, and docs not qualify as an offer of judgment under Ruic 68 of the Federal Rules 

of Civil Procedure. 1 See Thompson v. Southern Farm Bureau Cas. Ins. Co., 520 F .3d 

902, 904 (8th Cir. 2008) (per curium) (principles of contract law control whether there 

has been a valid offer and acceptance under Rule 68). The parties may negotiate a final 

1 Plaintiff's response (# 153) reflects the uncertainty of the terms of the potential 
offer. 
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settlement, if they so desire. The Court, however, will not invite future litigation between 

the parties by entering a judgment with uncertain, and possibly disputed, terms. 

Also pending is Defendants' Motion to Extend Time (#152). Normally, the Court 

would deny Defendants' motion for failure to comply with Local Ruic 6.2. The Court, 

however, will GRANT Defendants' motion (#152) and extend the time for Defendants to 

comply with the Court's Order (#147) until Monday, November 3, 2008. This case has 

been pending since May 16, 2005. The issues regarding the immediate discovery disputes 

have been pending since November 2, 2007 (# I 30). Accordingly, the Court docs not 

anticipate granting any additional extensions of time. 

IT IS SO ORDERED this 29th day of October, 2008. 

UNITED STATES MAGISTRATE JUDGE 

2 
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MICHAELE. HAAS 
Reg. #08498-045 

V. 

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
EASTERN DISTRICT OF ARKANSAS 

HELENA DIVISION 

2:05CV00112 HDY 

EDNA J. PRINCE, Dr., FCI-Forrest City; LINDA 
SANDERS, Warden, FCI-Forrest City; JOSE JIMINEZ, 
Health Services Administrator, FCI-Forrest City; LISA 
JAMES YOUNG, Institutional Legal Counsel, FCI-Forrest City; 
TIMOTHY MOORE, Unit Manager, FCI-Forrest City; 
YVONNE TORO, Physician's Assistant, FCJ-Forrest City; 
WEAVER, Correctional Officer, FCI-Forrest City; and 
FREDERICK GARRIDO, Physician's Assistant, FCI-Forrest City 

ORDER 

PLAINTIFF 

DEFENDANTS 

Pending before the Court are Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment and Plaintiff's 

Motion to Join the United States as an Indispensable Party. In their summary judgment motion, 

Defendants urge that Plaintiff's claims under the Federal Tort Claims Act must be dis missed bee a use 

Plaintiff failed to name the United States as a party Defendant. Plaintiff responded by requesting 

leave to amend to add the United States as a party Defendant, which has raised in the Court's mind 

the issue of exhaustion of FTCA administrative remedies. The Eighth Circuit held in Nerness v. 

Johnson, 401 F.3d 874, 876 (8th Cir.2005)(per curiam) that exhaustion is an affirmative defense, 

which must be proved by defendants and need not be pleaded by the plaintiff. However, the failure 

of a plaintiff to fully exhaust his administrative remedies prior to filing suit subjects his entire case 

to dismissal, and the exhaustion of remedies for a Bivens claim will not suffice to exhaust the 

administrative remedies for a FfCA claim. 

Therefore, Defendants are directed to file a Response to this Order, within fourteen ( 14) days 
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of the entry date of this Order, addressing the question whether Plaintiff has fully exhausted his 

FTCA claims, assuming for the sake of argument that Plaintiff had named the proper parties to those 

claims. Similarly, Plaintiff is directed to re-examine his request for leave to amend and inform the 

Court, also within fourteen (14) days, whether he wishes to proceed with his FTCA claims in light 

of the knowledge that unexhausted issues may result in the dismissal of the entire cause of action. 

IT IS SO ORDERED this 17 day of February, 2006. 

7./A.J 
STATESMAb 

2 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
EASTERN DISTRICT OF ARKANSAS 

EASTERN DIVISION 

MICHAELE. HAAS 
Reg. # 08498-045 

v. 

EDNA J. PRINCE, Doctor, 
FCJ-Forrest City, et al. 

CASE NO. 2:0SCV00l 12 BD 

ORDER 

PLAINTIFF 

DEFENDANTS 

Pending is Plaintiff's Second Motion to Compel Discovery ( docket entry # 13 0). 

Defendants have responded (#133) and Plaintiff has replied (# 135). This ruling was 

delayed due to ongoing settlement discussions between the parties. It appears the 

settlement discussions have ended. Accordingly, the Court will now address the pending 

motion. For the following reasons, Plaintiff's Second Motion to Compel Discovery 

(#130) is GRANTED in part and DENIED in part. 

Plaintiff requests production of a number of documents. Some of these requests 

relate back to Plaintiff's first Motion to Compel (# 105). Each request will be addressed 

separately. 

A. Previous Medical-Related Grievances against Defendant Toro: 

Plaintiff requests production of medical-related complaints or grievances against 

Defendant Toro. In response, Defendants state an inability to search "Sentry" by name 

for grievances against an employee. Plaintiff, however, did not request grievances 

searchable only by employee name in a computer database. Accordingly, Plaintiff's 
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request is granted. Defendants must search all electronic and paper records for medical

related grievances against Defendant Toro and produce those records within thirty (30) 

days of the en try of th is Order. 

B. Dailv Activities Log for Health Services: 

Plaintiff reg uests production of Daily Activities Logs for Health Services. 

Defendants state that there are no logs to produce and that there exists a two-year 

retention policy. Plaintiff alleges he suffered injury on May 31, 2004. Plaintiff filed this 

action on May 16, 2005, within one year of his alleged injury (#2). The daily logs appear 

relevant to Plaintiff's alleged injury. It is unclear why these logs were not retained. If the 

lo gs were destroyed in violation of the retention policy, or Defendants knew or should 

have known of the relevance of the logs, then the Court may infer spoilation of evidence, 

unless Defendants can explain why these documents were not retained. 

C. Inventory Sheet for Pharmacv Inventory: 

Pia in tiff requests inventory sheets for the pharmacy. Defendants respond that 

inventory sheets arc not maintained for Phenytoin, Plaintiff's seizure medication, or any 

other non-DEA controlled medication. If there are no inventory sheets reflecting the 

pharmacy's stock of Phenytoin, obviously, Defendants cannot produce nonexistent 

documents. If there arc no inventories produced, however, Defendants will be precluded 

from offering any documentary evidence that Plaintiff possessed his medications during 

the relevant time frame. 

2 
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D. Time Sheets for Defendants' Witnesses: 

Plaintiff requests a printout showing the dates and hours each of Defendants' 

witnesses worked in Health Services Unit from April 1, 2004, until May 15, 2005. 

Defendants respond that there is no such printout to provide Plaintiff. It seems unlikely 

that there is no record of the dates and hours Defendants' employee-witnesses worked 

during the relevant time frame. Defendants must produce the equivalent of Plaintiff's 

request within thirty (30) days of the entry of this Order, or certify that the Bureau of 

Prisons does not maintain a record of the time its employees work. 

E. ACA Report regarding the Special Housing Unit: 

Plaintiff requests all ACA Re-accreditation Reports referencing the Special 

Housing Unit. Defendants responded that Plaintiff was provided a redacted copy of the 

2002 ACA Re-accreditation Report and that there is no separate ACA report of the 

Special Housing unit. Defendants' production appears responsive to Plaintiff's request. 

No further action is reg u ired by Defendants. 

F. E-mails Between the Special Housing Unit and Health Services: 

Plaintiff requests production of all e-mails between the Special Housing Unit and 

Health Services regarding medical requests between January I, 2004 and May 15, 2005. 

Defendants state that no such emails were found and that there is a one-year retention 

policy. Plaintiff replies by referencing the archiving of emails. Defendants' position is 

that they do not have to search for personal copies of emails or personal files of 

3 
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employees. Defendants arc mistaken. If an employee has archived the requested e-mails, 

or even if official business was conducted over personal e-mail accounts, Defendants 

must make a good faith attempt to produce the requested e-mails. Defendants must make 

a good faith search for the requested e-mails and produce them within thirty (30) days of 

the entry of this Order. 

G. Tracy Rogers's Personnel File: 

Plaintiff requests production of Tracy Rogers' s personnel file, transcripts of course 

work, and Special Housing Unit Daily Assignment Rosters. Mr. Rogers is not a 

defendant in this case. Defendants stated a willingness to review Mr. Rogers' file and 

produce documentation regarding training related to his job assignment in the Special 

Housing Unit. Beyond this documentation, Plaintiff's request does not appear reasonably 

calculated to lead to admissible evidence. Plaintiff may reg uest production of specific 

information that may be contained in Mr. Rogers' personnel file. At this point, however, 

Defendants are not required to produce any material in addition to the training-related 

documentation. 

H. List of Destroved Documents: 

Plaintiff has requested a list of all documents that have been destroyed, lost, 

misplaced, or arc otherwise no longer in Defendants' possession. If the requested 

documents arc no longer available, Defendants must indicate that the documents once 

existed. In addition, Defendants must disclose the reason the requested documents arc no 

4 
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longer available. Beyond the requested documentation, however, Defendants arc not 

required to list all documents that have been destroyed, lost, misplaced, or are no longer 

in Defendants' possession. 

IT IS SO ORDERED this 25th day of September, 2008. 

UNITED STATES MAGISTRATE JUDGE 

5 
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MICHAELE. HAAS 
Reg. #08498-045 

V. 

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
EASTERN DISTRICT OF ARKANSAS 

HELENA DIVISION 

2:05CV00112 HDY 

EDNA J. PRINCE, Dr., FCI-Forrest City; YVONNE 
TORO, Physician's Assistant, FCJ-Forrest City; 
ROBERT WEA VER, Correctional Officer, FCI-Forrest City; 
FREDERICK GARRIDO, Physician's Assistant, FCI-Forrest City; 
and UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

ORDER 

PLAINTIFF 

DEFENDANTS 

Pending before the Court is Plaintiff's Motion to Compel and for Continuance of Trial 

(docket entry #105). Defendants have filed their Response (docket entry #I 08), Plaintiff has 

submitted a Reply (docket entry #109), and the matter is ripe for disposition. 

Plaintiff contends in his Motion that certain specifically requested discovery has not been 

provided by the Defendants. The individual requests will be addressed in turn below. 

A. Document Requests no. 25 & 26 

In these requests, Plaintiff has sought "each and every document that evidences, refers, or 

directly relates to any claim or allegation that any Defendant individual interfered with the timely 

providing of medication" and "each and every document that evidences, refers, or directly relates to 

any emergency request of an inmate in the SHU during the SHU Detention." Defendants have 

responded that such information is not capable of determination under the existing computer system, 

which does not quantify inmate grievances by type or kind. 
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In the meantime, however, counsel for Defendants has offered to attempt further good-faith 

efforts to determine exactly what information is contained at the Unit as it relates to these requests, 

and how it may be categorized. Furthermore, some of the information sought by Plaintiff may be 

accessible to him through this Court's own CM/ECF electronic filing system records. Cases filed 

against the Defendants but dismissed prior to service, pursuant to the screening function of the 

Prison Litigation Reform Act, 28 U.S.C. § 19 lSA(a), may not be known to the Defendants or their 

counsel but might provide additional information about similar allegations against these Defendants. 

B. Log Books 

Plaintiff has sought access to three distinct log books that were apparently maintained at the 

FCI-FC unit at the time of the events in question. Plaintiff's counsel has been provided a copy of 

at least one of these documents, and another is apparently not available because it has been lost or 

mislaid by the Defendants or other employees of the Bureau of Prisons. The Court has been advised 

by counsel that the parties have agreed that Plaintiff may review the original logs that do exist at the 

Unit. As to the missing log or logs, counsel for the defense has advised that she will be going to the 

Unit personally to assist in the search for the missing documents, the loss of which hampers her own 

defense as well as the Plaintiff's prosecution. The missing information appears to include "SHU 

Visitors' Logbook," which would reveal who entered the unit during the relevant time period. 

Defendants are remi oded of their duty in supp I ementati on of discovery requests. To the extent that 

relevant information has simply disappeared from the Bureau of Prisons, Defendants are also 

reminded that they cannot seek to use such evidence in their own case at trial. 

C. Program Statements 

The Court has been advised by Defendants's counsel that the Program Statements sought by 

2 
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Plaintiff's counsel, 6010.2, are on their way to him at this time, and that Program Statement 6000.05, 

which Plaintiff has, is the predecessor document that he has sought. Counsel for the defendants has 

indicated a willingness to stipulate that Program Statement 6000.05 reflects the "standard of care" 

for health care system in effect at the time of the events giving rise to this cause of action, which 

effectively resolves the discovery issue at hand. As to program statement 5580.06, it appears that 

there have been no changes to the policy document other than those provided to Plaintiff. 

D. Health Services Manual 

It appears that the parties are in agreement that this information will be provided and 

Defendants are taking steps to provide the relevant information to Plaintiff's counsel. Therefore, this 

issue has been resolved by the parties. 

E. Evidence Related to Renovations of the SHU 

One of the issues that has arisen relates to the location of the emergency call panel of the 

SHU Officer's Station, which was apparently moved or removed during a renovation that occurred 

sometime between the events in question in 2004 and the present. The attorneys have advised the 

Court that the location of the call panel today is the same as it was in May and June of 2004. As to 

"work orders" or other information relevant to the renovation, counsel for the defense has agreed to 

pursue other avenues in determining whether such documents exist. Apparently the Bureau of 

Prisons has pursued a policy of document-retention only for a two-year period oftime, and counsel 

for the Defendants has agreed to provide to Plaintiff's counsel a copy of this policy. 

F. Accreditation Reports 

Counsel for the Defendants has been authorized by the relevant governing board responsible 

for overseeing prison accreditation to pro vi de a copy of the most recent report, 1 ess certain redacted 

3 
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portions necessary for security, and has indicated that she will provide same to counsel for the 

Plaintiff immediately. 

G. After-Hours Medication Log 

Counsel for the Defendants has reported that this particular log has been lost or mislaid by 

her clients, but the same information can be obtained from Plain ti ff' s inmate medical chart either in 

the Medication Administration Chart or from the medication labels which are retained in each 

individual's medical chart, both of which may be found near the back of the chart. 

H. Other information 

The identity of mid-level practitioners and copies of telephone conversation transcripts with 

Plaintiff's former cell mate have now been provided to the Plaintiff. In addition, Plaintiff's counsel 

has now found through the Bureau of Prison's website the inmate registry number of potential 

witness Xavier Livingston. 

I. Request for Continuance of Trial 

At this time, Plaintiff's request is DENIED. The parties appear to have successfully worked 

through many of their discovery issues. This case has twice before been continued for various 

reasons, and counsel are clearly both making dedicated efforts to prepare their case for trial. At this 

ti me, a continuance is not warranted. However, under the circumstances, the discovery deadline will 

be extended an additional two weeks, to August 7, 2007. 

Conclusion 

IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED that Plaintiff's Motion to Compel and for Continuance of 

Trial (docket entry #105) is GRANTED IN PART, DENIED IN PART. 

Dated this 25 day of July, 2007. 

4 
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UNITED STATES MAGISTRATE JUDGE 

5 
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MICHAELE. HAAS 
Reg. #08498-045 

V. 

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
EASTERN DISTRICT OF ARKANSAS 

HELENA DIVISION 

2:05CV00112 HDY 

EDNA J. PRINCE, Dr., FCI-Forrest City; LISA 
JAMES YOUNG, Institutional Legal Counsel, FCI-Forrest City; 
TIMOTHY MOORE, Unit Manager, FCI-Forrest City; 
YVONNE TORO, Physician's Assistant, FCI-Fon-est City; 
WEAVER, Correctional Officer, FCI-Forrest City; and 
FREDERICK GARRIDO, Physician's Assistant, FCI-Forrest City 

ORDER 

PLAINTIFF 

DEFENDANTS 

In response to the Court's Order of February 14, 2006 (docket entry #46) and in anticipation 

of the Pre-Jury Evidentiary Hearing scheduled for Monday, April 3, 2006, at 10:00 a.m. in Room 

#444, in Little Rock, Arkansas, the Plaintiff has submitted a proposed witness list (docket entry#51 ). 

Because this scheduled hearing has a limited scope, witnesses other than the parties will not be 

permitted, as outlined in Johnson v. Bi-State Justice Center, 12 F. 3d 133, 135-36 (81
h Cir. 1993). 

Accordingly, Defendants' Motion in Umine (docket entry #54) is GRANTED. 

The Federal Bureau of Prisons is directed to ensure Plaintiffs attendance at the hearing, 

scheduled for Monday, April 3, 2006, at 10:00 a.m. in Room #444 of the Richard Sheppard Arnold 

U.S. Courthouse in Little Rock, Arkansas. 

IT IS SO ORDERED this _9_ day of March, 2006. 

UNITED ST A TES MAGISTRATE JUDGE 
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MICHAELE. HAAS 
Reg. #08498-045 

V. 

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
EASTERN DISTRICT OF ARKANSAS 

HELENA DIVISION 

2:05CV00112 HDY 

EDNA J. PRINCE, Dr., FCI-Forrest City; LINDA 
SANDERS, Warden, FCI-Forrest City; JOSE JIMINEZ, 
Health Services Administrator, FCI-Forrest City; LISA 
JAMES YOUNG, Institutional Legal Counsel, FCI-Forrest City; 
TIMOTHY MOORE, Unit Manager, FCI-Forrest City; 
YVONNE TORO, Physician's Assistant, FCJ-Forrest City; 
WEAVER, Correctional Officer, FCI-Forrest City; and 
FREDERICK GARRIDO, Physician's Assistant, FCI-Forrest City 

ORDER 

PLAINTIFF 

DEFENDANTS 

Pending before the Court is the Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment (docket entry 

#30), to which Plaintiff has now filed his Response (docket entry ##43-45). Defendants have also 

filed a "Motion for Order" (docket entry #53) which will be construed as a Motion to Dismiss, 

because it seeks dismissal of Plaintiff's cause of action for alleged failure to exhaust administrative 

remedies. Plaintiff has also filed a "Motion to Join United States as Indispensable Party" (docket 

entry #43) in order to pursue claims under the Federal Tort Claims Act. 

Having reviewed the Defendants' motions as well as the Brief in Support and Statement of 

Facts ( docket entries #31 and 32) and theirresponse to the Court's February 17, 2006 Order ( docket 

entry #50), as well as Plaintiff's response (docket entry #56)and the accompanying affidavits, the 

Court grants Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment in part, denies their Motion to Dismiss, 

and grants Plaintiff leave to amend his Complaint to include the United States of America as an 

indispensable party. 
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A. Summary Judgment Motion 

"Summary judgment is appropriate when the evidence, viewed in a light most favorable to 

the non-moving party, demonstrates that there is no genuine issue of material fact, and that the 

moving party is entitled to judgment as a matter oflaw." Clark v. Kellogg Co., 205 F.3d 1079, l082 

(8th Cir.2000); Fed.R.Civ.P. 56(c). If the pleadings, depositions, answers to interrogatories, and 

admissions on file, together with the affidavits, if any, show there is no genuine issue of material 

fact, the moving party is entitled to judgment as a matter of law. See Fed.R.Civ.P. 56(c). To avoid 

summary judgment, the non-moving party must "show that admissible evidence will be available at 

trial to establish a genuine issue of material fact." Churchill Bus. Credit, Inc. v. Pac(fic Mut. Door 

Co., 49 F.3d 1334, 1337 (8th Cir.1995). "Once the motion for summary judgment is made and 

supported, it places an affirmative burden on the non-moving party to go beyond the pleadings and 

by affidavit or otherwise designate specific facts showing that there is a genuine issue for trial." 

Commercial Union Ins. Co. v. Schmidt, 967 F.2d 270, 271 (8th Cir. l 992)(internal quotation marks 

and citations omitted). A dispute about a material fact is genuine "if the evidence is such that a 

reasonable jury could return a verdict for the non-moving party." Anderson v. Liberty Lobby, Inc., 

4 77 U.S. 242, 248, l 06 S.Ct. 2505, 91 L. Ed.2d 202 ( 1986). ln other words, if the evidence is so 

deficient that no reasonable juror could find in favor of the non-moving party, then summary 

judgment is appropriate. See Foster v. Metropolitan Airports Comm'n, 914 F.2d 1076, 1082 (8th 

Cir.1990). 

While prisoners are entitled to the benefit of liberal construction of their pleadings because 

of their prose status, Fed.R.Civ.P. 56 remains applicable to them. See Quam v. Minnehaha County 

Jail, 821 F.2d 522 (8th Cir.1987). "Summary judgment is an extreme remedy, to be granted only 

when no genuine issue exists as to any material fact." Moore v. Jackson, 123 F.3d 1082, 1086 (8th 
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Cir.1997). A district court has no obligation, however, to "plumb the record in order to find a 

genuine issue of material fact." Barge v. Anheuser-Busch, Inc., 87 F.3d 256,260 (8th Cir.1996). Nor 

is the court "required to speculate on which portion of the record the nonmoving party relics, nor is 

it obligated to wade through and search the entire record for some specific facts that might support 

the nonmoving party's claim." Id. (internal quotation marks and citation omitted). 

The affidavits submitted by Plaintiff in support of his response clearly show that he has gone 

beyond the pleadings to show that there is a genuine issue for trial as to his claims against 

Defendants Prince, James-Young, Moore, Toro, Weaver, and Garrido. As to Defendants Sanders 

and Jiminez, Plaintiff "concurs with the Defendants' argument that respondeat superior liability is 

unavailable in a Bivens action, and is unavailable presently" as to Defendants Sanders and Jiminez. 

Accordingly, Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment will be GRANTED IN PART as to 

Defendants Sanders and Jiminez, and they shall be dismissed as party Defendants. 

B. Motion to Dismiss 

Defendants have added a Motion for Order (docket entry# 53) that states; "Given the fact 

that Plaintiff concedes that administrative remedies as to his allegations against Defendants James 

Young and Timothy Moore were not exhausted, Plaintiff's Complaint should be dismissed in its 

entirety." Defendants' motion cites page 12 of "Plaintiff's Motion and Memorandum in Opposition 

to Motion to Dismiss or Motion for Summary Judgment" as support for their contention that Plaintiff 

has conceded failure to exhaust as to these two Defendants. 

Defendants apparently base this argument on the layout of Plaintiff's response, which follows 

Defendants' own summary judgment motion. However, after carefully reviewing both the 

Defendants' motion and Plaintiff's response, it is clear that Plaintiff's response concedes no such 

failure to exhaust administrative remedies. Plaintiff's response references Defendants' Motion at 
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page 11, wherein Defendants argue th at Plaintiff has failed to state a c 1 aim, not a fai 1 ure to exhaust. 

No where in the Plaintiff's response does the Court read a concession of failure to exhaust 

administrative remedies as to any Defendant or claim. Accordingly, Defendants' Motion to Dismiss 

(docket entry# 53) is DENIED. 

C. Motion to Join Indispensable Party 

Lastly, Plaintiffs Motion to join the United States as an indispensable party is GRANTED 

and the Clerk of the Court is directed to reflect this on the docket sheet and to serve this additional 

Defendant as directed in the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. 

IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED that 

1) Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment (docket entry #30) is GRANTED IN PART 

as to Defendants Sanders and Jiminez, and they are dismissed as party Defendants; 

2) Defendants' Motion to Dismiss (docket entry# 53) is DENIED; and 

3) Plaintiff's Motion to join the United States as an indispensable party (docket entry #43) 

is GRANTED and the Clerk of the Court is directed to reflect this on the docket sheet and to serve 

this additional Defendant as directed in the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. 

IT IS SO ORDERED this _2__ day of March, 2006. 

UNITED ST A TES MAGISTRATE JUDGE 
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MICHAEL E. HAAS 
Reg. #08498-045 

V. 

IN THE UNITED ST A TES DISTRICT COURT 
EASTERN DISTRICT OF ARKANSAS 

HELENA DIVISION 

2:05CV001 l2 HDY 

EDNA J. PRINCE, Dr., FCI-Forrest City; YVONNE TORO, 
Physician's Assistant, FCI-Forrest City; WEAVER, 
Correctional Officer, FCI-Forrest City; and FREDERICK 
GARRIDO, Physician's Assistant, FCI-Forrest City; 
and UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

ORDER 

PLAINTIFF 

DEFENDANTS 

The court has ordered that counsel be appointed in this case. In accordance with the 

provisions of Local Rule 83. 7, the following attorney is now appointed to represent Plaintiff in this 

proceeding: G. Joe Cambiano, Post Office Box 9, Morrillton, Arkansas, 72110-0009. The Clerk 

shall enter Attorney West's name as the attorney of record for Plaintiff and shall send counsel a copy 

of this Order, the Order from the April 11, 2006 hearing, and a copy of Local Rule 83.7. Counsel 

is also directed to access and review Local Rule 83. 7 regarding appointment of counsel, and Local 

Rule 83.6 regarding reimbursement of out-of-pocket expenses, through the Court's web site 

( www .are. uscourts. gov). Pursuant to Rule 83. 7, counsel must make written application to withdraw 

within fifteen (15) days; otherwise, the appointment will be effective. 

Plaintiff has also filed a Motion to Stay Discovery ( docket entry #79) in this matter pending 

the appointment of counsel. Accordingly, Plaintiff's Motion is GRANTED; counsel for the 

Defendants is directed to defer further discovery action pending the effective date of this 

appointment. 
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DATED this _5 _ day of May, 2006. 

UNITED STATES MAGISTRATE JUDGE 
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MICHAELE. HAAS 
Reg. #08498-045 

V. 

IN THE UNITED ST A TES DISTRICT COURT 
EASTERN DISTRICT OF ARKANSAS 

HELENA DIVISION 

2:05CV00112 HOY 

EDNA J. PRINCE, Dr., FCI-Forrest City; YVONNE TORO, 
Physician's Assistant, FCI-Forrest City; WEAVER, 
Correctional Officer, FCJ-Forrest City; and FREDERICK 
GARRIDO, Physician's Assistant, FCI-Forrest City; 
and UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

ORDER 

PLAINTIFF 

DEFENDANTS 

Pending before the Court is the Motion of attorney G. Joe Cambiano (docket entry #82) to 

be relieved as appointed counsel in this case. For good cause shown, the request will be granted. 

In accordance with the provisions of Local Rule 83.7, the following attorney is now appointed to 

represent Plaintiff in this proceeding: Joseph Davidson Calhoun, III, Post Office Box 251504, Little 

Rock, Arkansas, 72225. The Clerk shall enter Attorney Calhoun's name as the attorney ofrecord for 

Plaintiff and shall send counsel a copy of this Order, the Order from the April 11, 2006 hearing, and 

a copy of Local Rule 83.7. Counsel is also directed to access and review Local Rule 83.7 regarding 

appointment of counsel, and Local Rule 83.6 regarding reimbursement of out-of-pocket expenses, 

through the Court's web site (www.are.uscourts.gov). Pursuant to Rule 83.7, counsel must make 

written application to withdraw within fifteen (15) days; otherwise, the appointment will be 

effective. 

DATED this _18_ day of May, 2006. 

71A-J 
STATES MA~ 
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MICHAELE. HAAS 
Reg. #08498-045 

V. 

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
EASTERN DISTRICT OF ARKANSAS 

HELENA DIVISION 

2:05CV00112 HDY 

EDNA J. PRINCE, Dr., FCI-Forrest City; YVONNE 
TORO, Physician's Assistant, FCJ-Forrest City; 
ROBERT WEA VER, Correctional Officer, FCI-Forrest City; 
FREDERICK GARRIDO, Physician's Assistant, FCI-Forrest City; 
and UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

ORDER 

PLAINTIFF 

DEFENDANTS 

Pending before the Court is Plaintiff's Motion for Reconsideration (docket entry #113) and 

Supplemental Motion (docket entry #114) to his previous Motion to Compel and for Continuance 

of Trial. Defendants have filed their Response (docket entry #115) and the matter is ripe for 

disposition. 

The overriding issue at this stage is the request for a continuance of the trial date, which is 

now set for September 10, 2007. Plaintiff seeks more time in which to conduct discovery, on the 

grounds that supplemental discovery has led to other issues to explore in preparation of his case. 

Defendants object strenuously to any continuance, but the fact remains that, as of this date, 

apparently only two depositions have been conducted (and one of those is not yet completed.) 

Therefore, Plaintiff's requests for a continuance of the trial date (docket entries## 113-114), and 

Defendants's Motion to Extend the Motions Deadlines (docket entry #116) are GRANTED. A new 

trial date will be set by separate Order. In the meantime, the discovery deadline is extended for thirty 
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(30) days from the entry date of this Order, and any and all dispositive motions are due to the Court 

on or before October 1, 2007. Each party will then have eleven days in which to provide their 

Response. 

Also pending before the Court is Defendants's "Motion to Clarify or for Reconsideration" 

of the Court's Order of July 25, 2007 (docket entry #112) addressing the previous Motion to Compel. 

This "Motion" being more in the nature of a Response to the Court's July 25 th Order, in that no 

particular relief is sought, the Clerk of the Court is directed to moot this pleading as a pending 

motion. If the parties continue to have problems with discovery that they believe warrant the Court's 

attention, they are directed to file Motions to Compel which plainly specify the information sought, 

and Responses which plainly answer the question whether the information can or will be provided. 

IT JS SO ORDERED this 16 day of August, 2007. 

UNITED STATES MAGISTRATE JUDGE 

2 
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MICHAELE. HAAS 
Reg. #08498-045 

V. 

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
EASTERN DISTRICT OF ARKANSAS 

HELENA DIVISION 

2:05CV00112 HDY 

EDNA J. PRINCE, Dr., FCI-Forrest City; LINDA 
SANDERS, Warden, FCI-Forrest City; JOSE JIMINEZ, 
Health Services Administrator, FCI-Forrest City; LISA 
JAMES YOUNG, Institutional Legal Counsel, FCI-Forrest City; 
TIMOTHY MOORE, Unit Manager, FCI-Forrest City; 
YVONNE TORO, Physician's Assistant, FCJ-Forrest City; 
WEAVER, Correctional Officer, FCI-Forrest City; and 
FREDERICK GARRIDO, Physician's Assistant, FCI-Forrest City 

ORDER 

PLAINTIFF 

DEFENDANTS 

Pending before the Court are Defendants' Motion for Reconsideration ( docket entry #63) of 

the Court's March 9, 2006 Order denying their request for dismissal of Plaintiff's Complaint for 

fai 1 ure to fu 11 y exhaust admi ni strati ve remedies, and Pl ai nti ff' s Response to Defendants' Motion for 

Order (docket entry #66) which sought that dismissal. In their Motion for Reconsideration, 

Defendants again urge the Court to read Plaintiff's response to their original summary judgment 

motion as conceding that he failed to exhaust his administrative remedies as to Defendants Lisa 

James Young and Timothy Moore. In response, Plaintiff has filed a document that will be construed 

as a Motion for Partial Voluntary Dismissal, in which he asks that the Court grant him leave to 

dismiss these Defendants from the pending action. 

The Eight Circuit has he Id that if a p lai nti ff has not fu II y exhausted one or more of his c 1 aims, 
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he may amend his Complaint to dismiss those claims that are not fully exhausted to preserve his 

exhausted claims. See Kozohorsky v. Harmon, 332 F. 3d 1141 (81
1, Cir. 2003). Accordingly, the 

Court will grant Plaintiff leave to voluntarily dismiss Defendants Lisa James Young and Timothy 

Moore, and deny Defendants' Motion for Reconsideration as moot. 

IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED that: 

1. Plaintiff's Motion for Voluntary Dismissal (docket entry #66) is GRANTED; and 

2. Defendants' Motion for Reconsideration (docket entry #63) is DENIED AS MOOT. 

DA TED this --2.L day of March, 2006. 

UNITED STATES MAGISTRATE JUDGE 

2 
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MICHAEL E. HAAS 
Reg. #08498-045 

V. 

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
EASTERN DISTRICT OF ARKANSAS 

HELENA DIVISION 

2:0SCVO0l 12 SWW/HDY 

EDNA J. PRINCE, Dr., FCI-Forrest City; LINDA 
SANDERS, Warden, FCI-Forrest City; JOSE JIMINEZ, 
Health Services Administrator, FCI-Forrest City; LISA 
JAMES YOUNG, Institutional Legal Counsel, FCI-Fonest City; 
TIMOTHY MOORE, Unit Manager, FCI-Forrest City; 
YVONNE TORO, Physician's Assistant, FCI-Forrest City; 
WEAVER, Correctional Officer, FCI-Forrest City; and 
FREDERICK GARRIDO, Physician's Assistant, FCI-Forrest City 
DEFENDANTS 

ORDER 

PLAINTIFF 

Pending before the Court is the Plaintiffs Motion (docket entry #118) to extend the 

discovery deadlines in this matter. For good cause shown, the request will be GRANTED, and 

the discovery deadline is extended until December 7, 2007. Dispositive motions will be due no later 

than January 18, 2008, and each party will then have eleven (11) days in which to file their 

Response. 

IT IS SO ORDERED this 28 day of September, 2007. 

UNITED ST A TES MAGISTRATE JUDGE 
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MICHAELE. HAAS 
Reg. #08498-045 

V. 

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
EASTERN DISTRICT OF ARKANSAS 

HELENA DIVISION 

2:05CV00112 HDY 

EDNA J. PRINCE, Dr., FCI-Forrest City; YVONNE TORO, 
Physician's Assistant, FCI-Forrest City; WEAVER, 
Correctional Officer, FCI-Forrest City; and FREDERICK 
GARRIDO, Physician's Assistant, FCJ-Forrest City; 
and UNITED ST A TES OF AMERICA 

ORDER OF PARTIAL DISMISSAL 

PLAINTIFF 

DEFENDANTS 

Plaintiff alleges various constitutional claims against the defendants in his prose Complaint 

pursuant to Bivens v. Six Unknown Agents of Fed. Bureau of Narcotics, 403 U.S. 388 (1971) and the 

Federal Tort Claims Act, 28 U.S.C. § 1346 et seq. Plaintiff made a timely demand for a jury trial; 

however, before incurring the expense of money and manpower inherent in such a trial, the Court 

held a pre-jury evidentiary hearing on April 3, 2006, to determine whether this case should proceed 

to a jury trial. Pursuant to the standard set forth in Johnson v. Bi-State Justice Center, 12 F. 3d 1133 

(8th Cir. 1993), the Court has considered Plaintiff's testimony during the April 3rd hearing to be true, 

drawn appropriate inferences in Plaintiffs favor, and refrained from making any credibility 

detenninations. Id. at 1135-36. Viewing the evidence presented during the hearing in this light, the 

Court must now decide "whether the evidence presents a sufficient disagreement to require 

submission to a jury or whether it is so one-sided that one party must prevail as a matter of law." 
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Id., quoting Anderson v. Liberty Lobby, Inc., 477 U.S. 251-2 (1986). Based upon the evidence 

introduced at the hearing, the Court finds the following: 

I. Plaintiff, who is incarcerated at the Federal Correctional Institute in Forrest City (FCI

FC), has suffered seizures since October 23, 2000, likely as a result of a fall sustained in custody. 

He has been prescribed Dilantin, an anti-seizure medication, which he keeps on his person at FCI-

FC. 

2. On May 27, 2004, Plaintiff was moved to the Special Housing Unit (SHU) and his 

personal belongings, including his Dilantin, were packed away out of his access. Plaintiff 

immediately informed Defendant Weaver of the need for the medication, but he did not receive 

them. 

3. The following day, when Plaintiff still had not received his medication, he began asking 

for "cop-out" forms to file an informal giievance request for the medication. He did not receive the 

forms or the medication. 

4. On May 29, 2004, Plaintiff began "feeling strange" after two days without his medication. 

At the direction of an unidentified correctional officer, he used a blank piece of paper to write 

another giievance about the need for the medication. A physician's assistant identified only as BJ. 

told Plaintiff that he would leave a note with the infirmary about the medication. 

5. The next day, the third without Dilantin, Plaintiff suffered a seizure in his SHU cell. He 

wrote another grievance and attempted to submit it to Defendant Weaver, but he declined to accept 

the form and instructed Plaintiff to leave them under the office door. According to Plaintiff, 

Defendant Weaver knew the forms were there, but failed to pick them up or deliver them to anyone 

who could act on them. 

2 
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6. On May 31, 2004, Memorial Day, Plaintiff suffered a second seizure. His cell mate, 

inmate Carpenter, called for help by pushing the "call button," and an unidentified conectional 

officer said he would get help, but no medical personnel came and no accident/injury report was 

made of the incident. 

7. Eventually, a case manager, Mr. Woods, not a named Defendant, came to Plaintiff's cell, 

where he reported that he had fallen and chipped a tooth as a result of the seizure. Woods told 

Defendant Toro that Plaintiff was without his medication, but she was apparently unable to obtain 

a refill of the prescription because of the holiday. According to Plaintiff, Defendant Toro told 

Woods that she would see about getting Plaintiff's on-person medication from his personal 

belongings, but never did so. 

8. On June 1, Plaintiff received his medication from physician's assistant B .J. The next day, 

Defendant Gani do came to Pl ai nti ff' s ce II and to Id him that he had been off duty for the ho I iday and 

"couldn't believe" that Plaintiff had not received his medication while in SHU. The following day 

Defendant Garrido prescribed Tylenol for Plaintiff's headache and chipped tooth, but Plaintiff did 

not receive those medications either. 

9. Plaintiff finally saw a dentist for the chipped tooth in April of 2005, and only recently had 

the damage repaired. 

1 0. The Eighth Amendment's proscription of cruel and unusual pu ni s hmen t prohibits 

conditions of confinement that pose unwananted pain and suffering or that unreasonably threaten 

an inmate's health. Fanner v. Brennan, 511 U.S. 825 (] 994). To succeed with an Eighth 

Amendment claim based on inadequate medical care, a plaintiff must prove: ( 1) he had objectively 

serious medical needs; and (2) prison officials subjectively knew of, but deliberately disregarded, 

3 
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those serious needs. Dulany v. Carnahan, 132 F.3d 1234, 1239 (8n' Cir. 1997). 

11. To prevail with this claim, Plaintiff must prove: (I) that he suffered objectively serious 

medical needs; and (2) that prison officials actually knew of but deliberately disregarded those 

needs. In order to satisfy the second component of the test, an inmate must show that the official had 

a "sufficiently culpable state of mind." Wilson v. Seiter, 50 I U.S. 294 at 297 ( 1991 ). The inmate must 

establish that the official acted or failed to act with deliberate indifference to the inmate's health or 

safety. Farmer v. Brennan, 511 U.S. 825, 837-838 (1994)(the official must both be aware of facts 

from which the inference could be drawn that a substantial risk of serious harm exists, and he must 

also draw the inference). 

12. Here, Plaintiff confirmed at the hearing that, as to Defendants Prince, Toro, and Garrido, 

he had no contact with them prior to his seizure that would have put them on notice that he was 

without his medication and therefore at a risk of harm. While Plaintiff attempted at the hearing to 

assert a denial or delay of adequate medical care for his chipped tooth, he also conceded that none 

of these Defendants were responsible for the provision of dental care. Therefore, Plaintiff's Bivens 

claims against these Defendants must fail. 

13. However, as to his claims pursuant to Bivens against Defendant Weaver, Plaintiff has 

presented evidence showing a sufficient factual disagreement to require submission to a jury, as 

required by Johnson v. Bi-State Justice Center, 12 F. 3d 133, 135-36 (8 1
h Cir. 1993). 

14. As to Plaintiff's Federal Tort Claims Act claims against the Defendants, Plaintiff has 

only recently asserted those against the United States of America. While service has been completed 

as to this Defendant, no Answer has been filed, nor have the issues of negligence on the part of the 

Defendants been addressed by the Court at this hearing. The Plaintiff's claims pursuant to the 

4 
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Federal Tort Claims Act should be allowed to proceed at this time. The causation issue which 

resulted in the dismissal of Plaintiff's Bivens claims against Toro, Prince and Garrido may result in 

the dismissal of any Federal Tort Claim against them. However, the Court will refrain from making 

such a ruling at this time. 

IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED that: 

1. Plaintiff's claims pursuant to Bivens v. Six Unknown Agents (~/Fed. Bureau of Narcotics, 

403 U.S. 388 ( 1971) against Defendants Toro, Prince and Garrido are dismissed for failure to state 

a cognizable claim. Plaintiff will be permitted to proceed to jury trial as to his claims against 

Defendant Weaver. 

2. Plaintiff will also be allowed to proceed with his Federal Tort Claims Act claims against 

Defendants Toro, Prince, Garrido, Weaver, and the United States of America, in a separate hearing 

without a jury. An attorney will be appointed by separate Order, and may seek leave of the Court 

to file an Amended Complaint on Plaintiff's behalf. 

3. Defendants' pending Motion to Strike Witnesses (docket entry #69) and Amended 

Motion to Strike Witnesses (docket entry #70) are DENIED AS MOOT. 

4. The Court certifies, pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1915(a)(3), that an informa pauperis appeal 

from this Order would not be taken in good faith. 

DA TED this _l_l_ day of April, 2006. 

UNITE~!:::~ 

5 



MICHAEL E. HAAS 
Reg. #08498 .. 045 

v. 

~" THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT '-0 A. 
EASTERN DISTRICT OF ARKANSAS ,... l---. 

Plalntlff, 

HELENA DIVISION r 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) Civil Action No. 2:05cv00112 HOY 
) 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, ET AL 

Defendants. 

) 
) 
) 

SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT 

The parties have agreed to settle the FTCA, Bivens, and any and all other 

claims that might exist and to settle all pending motions, including but not limited to, 

plaintiff's Bill of Particulars and Motion for Sanctions. The settlement agreed to by 

the parties as it regards the FTCA, Bivens·, and any and all other claims that might 

exist is set forth in a separate document titled ~stipulation for Compromise 

Settlement and Release of Federal Tort Claims Act Claims Pursuant to 28 U.S.C. 

2677" executed on this date by the parties. Settlement of all pending motions, 

including but not limited to, plaintiff's Bill of Particulars and Motion for Sanctions is 

represented by this document. 

1. After negotiations, the parties have agreed to settle all pending motions, 

including but not limited to, plaintiff's Bill of Particulars and Motion for Sanctions, in 

the amount of $4,640.00. Said amount will be paid directly to the plaintiff's attorney, 

for the Plaintiff's attorney, Calhoun Law Firm, P. 0. Box 251504, Little Rock, AR 

72225. Plaintiff's attorney will provide the agency with the necessary account 



information and tax identification number to effectuate the transfer by the Federal 

Bureau of Prisons. Upon receipt of this information payment will be made by 

electronic funds transfer. The parties agree that the Agency is not responsible for 

any federal, state, or local tax liability arising from the payment of the amounts set 

forth in this paragraph, and that the Agency will be held harmless from any liability 

for such taxes which may be owing on account of the payment of such sums. 

2. Plaintiffs attorney agrees to obtain a dismissal of the above-captioned 

action with prejudice. with each party bearing its own fees, costs, and expenses. 

3. Plaintiff's counsel will not be foreclosed from applying to the Court for 

G endolyn D. Hod 
Assistant United Stat Attorney 
Eastern District of Arkansas 
Attorney for Defendant, United States 
E-Mail: Gwen. Hodge@usdoj.gov 

Executed this __ day of February , 2009. 

;Joseph Davidson Calhoun 
Calhoun Law Firm 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
Post Office Box 251504 
Little Rock, AR 72225 _,..U,L-

/h.-"1/~ 
Executed this J day of February, 2009 . 

~~ha~ 
Reg. #08498-045 

Executed thisli day of February, 2009. 



Jason A. Sickler 
Regional Counsel 
South Central Region 
Federal Bureau of Prisons 
4211 Cedar Springs Road 
Dallas, TX 75219 

U.S. Department of Justice 
·'APD ft \? 1 '1[10 t\ ~- r._.:; LL· J ~J 

United States Attorney i:iL:,,fcu d Fr>onc: 
Eastern District oF Arkansd§i9C:i Oe.p,,!'a',,,rn-,L ,z,,,x.,,, 'J .... ~ ·-~ 

Post Office Box 1229 
425 W. Capilol Avem,e, Suite 500 
Li Ille Rock. Arkansas 7220 I 

March 9, 2009 

501-34()-26()() 
FAX J()J-34()-2730 

RE: Michael E. Haas v. United States of America et al. 

USDC Case No.: 2:05CV00112HDY 

Dear Jason: 

Enclosed please find the original executed Settlement Agreement in the above cited 
matter for the amount of $4,640.00 for your office to process. Additionally, enclosed 
is a copy of the Stipulation for the FTCA Claim in which our office is processing. 

Should you have any questions or concerns, please do not hesitate to contact me 
at (501) 340-2629 

GOH/ma 

Enclosures 

cc: Joe Calhoun, Attorney for Plaintiff 

Respectfully, 

JANE W. DUKE 

UNITED STATES ATTORNEY ,.,,.,,,, 
x::.<1,1/-4 ___ _ 

BY: GWENDOLYN D. HODGE 

Assistant United States Attorney 



MICHAEL E. HAAS 
Reg. #08498-045 

v. 

THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
EASTERN DISTRICT OF ARKANSAS 

HELENA DIVISION 

Plaintiff, 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) Civil Action No. 2:05cv00112 HDY 
) 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, ET AL 

Defendants. 

) 
) 
) 

SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT 

The parties have agreed to settle the FTCA, Bivens, and any and all other 

claims that might exist and to settle all pending motions, including but not limited to, 

plaintiff's Bill of Particulars and Motion for Sanctions. The settlement agreed to by 

the parties as it regards the FTCA, Bivens, and any and all other claims that might 

exist is set forth in a separate document titled "Stipulation for Compromise 

Settlement and Release of Federal Tort Claims Act Claims Pursuant to 28 U.S.C. 

2677" executed on this date by the parties. Settlement of all pending motions, 

including but not limited to, plaintiff's Bill of Particulars and Motion for Sanctions is 

represented by this document. 

1. After negotiations, the parties have agreed to settle all pending motions, 

including but not limited to, plaintiff's Bill of Particulars and Motion for Sanctions, in 

the amount of $4,640.00. Said amount will be paid directly to the plaintiff's attorney, 

for the Pia in tiff's attorney, Calhoun Law Firm, P. 0. Box 251504, Little Rock, AR 

72225. Plaintiff's attorney will provide the agency with the necessary account 



information and tax identification number to effectuate the transfer by the Federal 

Bureau of Prisons. Upon receipt of this information payment will be made by 

electronic funds transfer. The parties agree that the Agency is not responsible for 

any federal, state, or local tax liability arising from the payment of the amounts set 

forth in this paragraph, and that the Agency will be held harmless from any liability 

for such taxes which may be owing on account of the payment of such sums. 

2. Plaintiff's attorney agrees to obtain a dismissal of the above-captioned 

action with prejudice, with each party bearing its own fees, costs, and expenses. 

3. Plaintiff's counsel will not be foreclosed from applying to the Court for 

payment of co~xpenses from the ~Library Fund" pursuant to Local Rule 83.6. 

Mn//l;(if 
G endolyn D. Hod 
Assistant United Stat Attorney 
Eastern District of Arkansas 
Attorney for Defendant, United States 
E-Mail: Gwen.Hodge@usdoj.gov 

Executed this __ day of February, 2009. 

¾c------=---
;Joseph Davidson Calhoun 
Calhoun Law Firm 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
Post Office Box 251504 
Little Rock, AR 72225 ,Ji)(_-

- /till/~ 
Executed this _L_ day of February, 2009. 

~IIA~\fuv~ 
Mictll'ael E. Haas, Plaintiff 
Reg. #08498-045 

Executed this2.> day of February, 2009. 



MICHAEL E. HAAS 
Reg. #08498-045 

V. 

THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
EASTERN DISTRICT OF ARKANSAS 

HELENA DIVISION 

Plaintiff, 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) Civil Action No. 2:05cv00112 HOY 
) 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, ET AL ) 
) 

Defendants. ) 
) 

STIPULATION FOR COMPROMISE SETTLEMENT AND RELEASE OF 
FEDERAL TORT CLAIMS ACT CLAIMS PURSUANT TO 28 U.S.C. § 2677 

It is hereby stipulated by and between the undersigned plaintiff (meaning any 

person, other than the defendant, signing this agreement, whether or not a party to 

this civil action), and the United States of America, by and through their respective 

attorneys, as follows: 

1. The parties do hereby agree to settle and compromise each and every 

claim of any kind, whether known or unknown, arising directly or indirectly from the 

acts or omissions that gave rise to the above-captioned action under the terms and 

conditions set forth ln this Stipulation for Compromise Settlement and Release of 

Federal Tort Claims Act Claims Pursuant to 28 U.S.C. §2677 ("Stipulation"). 

2. The United States of America agrees to pay the sum of $2,360.00 which 

sum shall be in full settlement and satisfaction of any and all claims, demands, 

rights, and causes of action of whatsoever kind and nature, arising from, and by 



reason of any and all known and unknown, foreseen and unforeseen bodily and 

personal injuries, damage to property and the consequences thereof, resulting, and 

to resu It, from the subject matter of th is settlement, including any claims for wrongful 

death, for which plaintiff or his guardians, heirs, executors, administrators, or 

assigns, and each of them, now have or may hereafter acquire against the United 

States of America, its agents, servants, and employees. 

3. Plaintiff and his guardians, heirs, executors, administrators or assigns 

hereby agree to accept the sums set forth in this Stipulation in full settlement and 

satisfaction of any and all claims, demands, rights, and causes of action of 

whatsoever kind and nature, including claims for wrongful death, arising from, and 

by reason of any and all known and unknown, foreseen and unforeseen bodily and 

personal injuries, damage to property and the consequences thereof which they may 

have or hereafter acquire against the United States of America, its agents, servants 

and employees on account of the same subject matter that gave rise to the above

captioned action, including any future claim or lawsuit of any kind or type 

whatsoever, whether known or unknown, and whether for compensatory or 

exemplary damages. Plaintiff and his guardians, heirs, executors, administrators or 

assigns further agree to reimburse, indemnify and hold harmless the United States 

of America, its agents, servants, and employees from and against any and all such 

causes of action, claims, liens, rights, or subrogated or contribution interests incident 

to or resulting from further litigation or the prosecution of claims by plaintiffs or their 

guardians, heirs, executors, administrators or assigns against any third party or 



against the United States, including claims for wrongful death. 

4. This Stipulation is not, is in no way intended to be, and should not be 

construed as, an admission of liability or fault on the part of the United States, its 

agents, servants, or employees, and it is specifically denied that they are liable to the 

plaintiff. This Stipulation is entered into by all parties for the purpose of 

compromising disputed claims under the Federal Tort Claims Act and avoiding the 

expenses and risks of further litigation. 

5. It is also agreed, by and among the parties, that respective parties will each 

bear their own costs, fees, and expenses. 

6. It is also understood by and among the parties that pursuant to Title 28, 

United States Code, Section 2678, any attorney's fees for services rendered in 

connection with this action shall not exceed 25 per centum of the amount of the 

Stipulation amount; however, the parties agree that no attorney fees are to paid as 

a part of this Stipulation. 

7. The persons signing this Stipulation warrant and represent that they 

possess full authority to bind the person on whose behalf they are signing to the 

terms of the Stipulation. In the event any pl a in tiff is a min or or a legally incompetent 

adult, the plaintiff must obtain Court approval of the Stipulation at their expense. 

Plaintiff agrees to obtain such approval in a timely manner: time being of the 

essence. Plaintiff further agrees that the United States may void this settlement at 

its option in the event such approval is not obtained in a timely manner. In the event 

plaintiff fails to obtain such Court approval, the entire Stipulation is null and void. 



8. Payment of the Stipulation amount will be made via electronic funds 

transfer. Payment of the Stipulation amount of Two Thousand Three Hundred and 

Sixty dollars ($2,360.00) will be paid directly to the plaintiff's attorney by the Federal 

Bureau of Prisons via electronic funds transfer utilizing the following information: 

FEIN for Joseph D. Calhoun Ltd. dba Calhoun Law Firm, is l(b)(6) 
!(b )( 6) ! ......_ _ ___,, 

Client trust account, Metropoll"Jan aank. muting number of 
l(b)(6) I account number_(b)(6) ] 

• 

Plaintiffs attorney agrees to distribute the Stipulation proceeds to the plaintiff and to 

obtain a dismissal of the above-captioned action with prejudice, with each party 

bearing its own fees, costs, and expenses. 

9. Plaintiff's counsel will not be foreclosed from applying to the Court for 

payment of costs and expenses from the "Library Fund" pursuant to Local Rule 83.6. 

Any costs and expenses awarded shall not come from this Stipulation amount or the 

Judgment Fund. 

10. The parties agree that this Stipulation, including all the terms and 

conditions of this Stipulation and any additional agreements relating thereto, may be 

made public in their entirety, and the plaintiff expressly consents to such release and 

disclosure pursuant to 5 U.S.C. § 552a(b). 

11. It is contemplated that this Stipulation may be executed in several 

counterparts, with a separate signature page for each party. All such counterparts 

and signature pages, together, shall be deemed to be one document. 



Gwendolyn b. Hodge ( _ _) 
Assistant United States Attorney 
Eastern District of Arkansas 
Attorney for Defendant, 
United States of America 
E-Mail: Gwen.Hod~~@usdoj.,j . 

4 ;'"'---- (U,'![ I\.._ 

Executed this _j__ day of l?eerua1 y , 2009. 

oseph Davidson Calhoun, Ill 
Calhoun Law Firm 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
Post Office Box 251504 

Little Rock, AR 7.~225 flll,tL ,,.d__ _f f:i,::_ 

Executed this _5_ day of J;ebrCiary, 2009 . 

11~~ 
Michael E. Haas, Plaintiff 
Reg. #08498-045 

Executed this..£( day of February , 2009. 



U.S. Department of Justk~ 
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Jason A. Sickler 
Regional Counsel 
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4211 Cedar Springs Road 
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Honorable Steven M. Gold 
Chief Magistrate Judge 
Eastern District of New York 
United States Courthouse 
225 Cadman Plaza East 
Brooklyn, New York 11201 

Re: Brown v. United States 

U.S. Department of Justice 

United States Attorney 
Eastern District of New York 

DOCKET & F·ILE 

271 Cadman Plaza East 

Brooklyn, New York 1120/ 

September 8, 2008 

FILED 
lN CLERK'S OFFICE 

U.S. O!~TRICT COUAT e.o.N.Y. 

* SEP 1 5 2008 * 
BROOKLYN OFFICE 

Civil Action No. CV-06-2639 {Townes, J.) 

Dear Chief Magistrate Judge Gold: 

Defendant respectfully advises the Court that the above case has been settled. 

By: 

cc: Ryan Kane, Esq. 
Simpson Thacher & Bartlett 

Respectfully submitted, 

BENTON J. CAMPBELL 
UNITED ST ATES ATTORNEY 

Leslie Brodsky 
Assistant U.S. Attorney 
(718) 254-6054 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
EASTER.'\/ DISTRICT OF NEW YORK 
- - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -X 
PRrNCE CHARLES BRO\1/N, 

Plaintiff, 

- against -

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA. 

Defendant. 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --X 

LB4263 

Civil Action 
No. CV-06-2639 

(Townes, J.) 
(Gold, M.J.) 

STIPULATION FOR COMPROMISE SETTLEMENT AND RELEASE OF 
FEDERAL TORT CLAIMS ACT CLAIMS PURSUANT TO 28 U.S.C. § 2677 

It is hereby stipulated by and between PRINCE CHARLES BROWN, the undersigned 

plaintiff, and the United States of America, by and through their respective attorneys, as 

follows: 

1. The parties do hereby agree to settle and compromise each and every claim of any 

kind. whether known or unknown, arising directly or indirectly from the acts or omissions that 

gave rise to the above-captioned action under the terms and conditions set forth in this 

Compromise Settlement. 

2. The United States of America agrees to pay the sum of ONE HUNDRED TWENTY 

FIVE THOUSAND DOLLARS AND NO CENTS ($125,000.00), to plaintiff PRINCE 

CHARLES BROWN, which sum shall be in full settlement and satisfaction of any and all 

claims, demands. rights, and causes of action of whatsoever kind and nature, arising from, and by 

reason of any and all known and unknown, foreseen and unforeseen bodily and personal injuries, 



damage to property and the consequences thereof, resulting, and to result, from the subject matter 

of this settlement, including any claims for \vrongful death, for which plaintiff(s) or his/her/their 

guardians, heirs, executors, administrators, or assigns, and each of them, now have or may 

hereafter acquire against the United States of America and/or the Bureau of Prisons and/or 

Department of Homeland Security, or any other agency, their agents, servants, and employees, 

past and present. 

3. Plaintiff(s) and his/her/their guardians, heirs, executors, administrators or assigns 

hereby agree to accept the sums set forth in this Stipulation of Compromise Settlement in full 

settlement and satisfaction of any and all claims, demands, rights, and causes of action of 

whatsoever kind and nature, including claims for wrongful death, arising from, and by reason of 

any and all known and unknown, foreseen and unforeseen bodily and personal injuries, damage 

to property and the consequences thereof which they may have or hereafter acquire against the 

United States of America and/or the Bureau of Prisons and/or Department of Homeland 

Security, or any other agency, their agents, servants and employees, past and present, on account 

of the same subject matter that gave rise to the above-captioned action, including any future 

claim or lawsuit of any kind or type whatsoever, whether knovm or unkno'-"TI, and whether for 

compensatory or exemplary damages. Plaintiff(s) and his/her/their guardians, heirs, executors, 

administrators or assigns further agree to reimburse, indemnify and hold harmless the United 

States of America and/or the Bureau of Prisons and/or Department of Homeland Security, 

or any other agency, their agents, servants, and employees, past and present, from and against any 

and all such causes of action, claims, liens, rights, or subrogated or contribution interests incident 
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to or resulting from further litigation or the prosecution of claims by plaintiff(s) or his/her/their 

guardians, heirs, executors, administrators or assigns against any third party or against the United 

States of America and/or the Bureau of Prisons and/or Department of Homeland Security, 

or any other agency, their agents, servants, and employees, past and present. 

4. This stipulation for compromise settlement is not, is in no way intended to be, and 

should not be construed as, an admission ofliability or fault on the part of the United States of 

America and/or the Bureau of Prisons and/or Department of Homeland Security, or any 

other agency, their agents, servants, and employees, past and present, and it is specifically denied 

that they are liable to the p!aintiff(s). This settlement is entered into by all parties for the purpose 

of compromising disputed claims under the Federal Tort Claims Act and avoiding the expenses 

and risks of further litigation. 

5. It is also agreed, by and among the parties, that the respective parties \Vill each bear 

their o\vn costs, fees, and expenses and that any attorney's fees owed by the plaintiff(s) will be 

paid out of the settlement amount and not in addition thereto. 

6. It is also understood by and among the parties that pursuant to Title 28, United States 

Code. Section 2678, attorney's fees for services rendered in connection with this action shall not 

exceed 25 per centum of the amount of the compromise settlement. 

7. The persons signing this Compromise Settlement warrant and represent that they 

possess full authority to bind the persons on whose behalf they are signing to the terms of the 

sett] ement. In the event any p I a in ti ff is a minor or a I egal ly i ncom pete n t adult, the p I ai nti ff must 

obtain Court approval of the settlement at their expense. Plaintiff(s) agree to obtain such 
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approval in a timely manner: time being of the essence. Plaintiff(s) further agree that the United 

States may void this settlement at its option in the event such approval is not obtained in a timely 

manner. In the event plaintiff(s) fail to obtain such Court approval, the entire Stipulation For 

Compromise Settlement And Release and the compromise settlement are null and void. 

8. Payment of the settlement amount will be made by check dra\Vll by the United States 

for ONE HUNDRED TWENTY FIVE THOUSAND DOLLARS AND NO CENTS 

($125,000.00) and made payable to PRINCE CHARLES BROWN and SIMPSON, 

THACHER & BARTLETT, plaintiff(s)' attorneys. Tbe check will be mailed to p[aintims)' 

attorney at the following address: 425 Lexington AYcnuc, New York, NY 10017. Plaintiff(s)' 

attorneys agree to distribute the settlement proceeds among the plaintiff(s), and to obtain a 

dismissal of the above-captioned action with prejudice, with each party bearing its own fees. 

costs, and expenses. 

9. The parties agree that this Stipulation for Compromise Settlement and Release, 

including all the terms and conditions of this compromise settlement and any additional 

agreements relating thereto, may be made public in their entirety, and the plaintiff(s) expressly 

consent to such release and disclosure pursuant to 5 U.S.C. § 552a(b). 

10. It is contemplated that this Stipulation may be executed in several counterparts, with 

a separate signature page for each party. All such counterparts and signature pages, together, 
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shall be deemed to be one document. 

Sworn to before me 
this lb day ofCt.\mW,2001S 

~~~f\ 
:-JOTARY PUBLIC 

JESSICA l(ERR 

Ck:?:;r~::·: :.~ 1:i:::-(:;~s C~unly 
C::,:;, i,.c;r:·, :-E:-Ti,.cco .'-'.c.;:, ,:. ::r11 ·1 

Executed thiSu.6S)f-A day of 1-:/:,N~, 2t2ot 
I ; 

By: 

BENTON J. CAMPBELL 
United States Attorney 
Eastern District of New York 
Arlorneyfor Defendant 
United States of America 
27 l Cadman Plaza East, 7th Fl. 
Brooklyn, New York 

~b~ 
LESLIE BRODiKY 
Assistant U.S. Attorney 
(718) 254~6054 

Executed this /at"" day of Qc f-..,il,r , 2 c,of. 

JOS,E,PH TRINGA', ESQ. 
SUvtlPSON, THACHER & BARTLETT 
Auorneysfor Plainr("ff 
425 Lexington A venue 
:-Jew York, :-JY 1001 7 

PRINCE CHARLES BROWN, Plaintiff 
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US CJQ.f'ks CfF/c<z 
LLS 1:):st:r1·c.t Court 

.3oo ~o..",'"f"\ StD<t?t 

ShN.\/~~r-t I k 

c-c...t. d-5 1 dOOS Suz.';Q() ~~fuprn--tfsz-
RECEI VED -:\:\-Oi3o,~ ~15 '-/ 

r1 llS-PQJ).Tonb~ -R, \ loc__h 
OCT f 8 2005 vv 'Po ~ 'Box ~ 9 

ROBERT H. SHEMWELL CURtl. ~ \ L \ .. \ . '"1 417 
W£S1ERI DtSTRtCT OF LWISIQA IO PC.... K , LA. 1 \ '-' 

SHAEVEPOFl:T. LOUISIAN.6. 
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Case 1:05-cv-01804-DDD-JDK Document 1 Filed 10/11/2005 Page 1 of 21 . 

Form to be u~ed by ,a prisoner filing a civil rights complaint under 

RE(~E\VE~r. _ ~HE CIVIL RIGHTS ACT, 42 u.s.c. § 1983 

C
-- 1 • 2005 Q'tJ' VNITED sTATEs n1sTrucT couRT SEC P 

O ! . \VESTERN DISTRICT OF LOIDSIANA 
E~H SH£MWELL. CLERK C V . 

R_9B . tSlRICT Of ~~~~~!AWA B O 5 18 0 A I .. ;.,. 
\~lSl -~ ;.~~ ·~ \ urNe - -- - --- ~- c...t SecA 

feclitCY130 -034 
Full Name of Plaintiff, Prisoner Number Civil Action 

vs. Dir, HAr}q\/ LA.ppi N Judge 
JUDGE DRELL 

&Q?ailof ftistt4S> /LT /./enr\/ ~ MAGISTRATE JUDGE KIRK 
~II Name of Defendant 1 { Magistrate Judge 

COMPLAINT 
I. Previous Lawsuits 

A. Have you begun any other lawsuit while incarcerated or detained in any facility? 

Yes V No~ 

B. If your answer to the preceding question is yes, provide the following infonnation. 

1. State the court( s) where each lawsuit was filed (if federal, identify the District; if state court, 
identify the county or parish): 

Gderal Toat Cf cum -Su.bM1wct ±o BaP 
r\Q:CJ/01\}C\_l CouNsQJ oN ~pt~ 1-Y 1 'dDDS ror 11rso1uCllit'[juP11es 

f 

2. Name the parties to the previous lawsuit(s): 

Plaintiffs: Bt.1RN'QtllZ I StQ.vQN (Eb~2J\.IQ,R) *o'1i3b7-oi4 

Defendants: Bwx:Qu of ?R:sorJ:;,- 1>Pec;toR, ~ th'l°\~Wo.rckr.t k,.p,e, 
ocheR5 

3. Docket number( s): .pg-,,4:_lt' rv 8?) 

4. Date(s) on which each lawsuit was filed: --P1=-N,...d"""','""'""1

u ...... j-----~-

5. Disposition and date thereof [For example, was the case dismissed and when? Was it 
appealed and by whom (plaintiff or defendant)? Is the case still pending?]: 

2 
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C. Have you filed any lawsllit or appeal in any federal district court or appeals court which has been 

dismissed? · '/ 
Yes V No __ 

If your answer to the preceding question is yes, st.ate the court(s) which dismissed the case, the 
civil action nwnber(s), and the reason for dismissal (e.g., :frivolity, malice, failure to state a claim, 
defendants immune from relief sought, etc.). . 

d.d55 [Y'QD.ON t,O vo.c_c:trt,,ancJCo'~M. /er{rrn'Nol 
lVONE Gocc~v..f'fliN:3 u·v,'/ fl1o.it.QCS 

Il A. Name of institution and a!;lt;lress of ~m;rent place of confinement: 
/.\-l'R~<?.t<c\~ 

LlS P~ Po \lo~k Po. Bo't d099 Po Hock I LA 11 Lf l, 1 
B. Is there a prison grievance procedure in this institution? 

Yes v No 

1. Did you file an administrative grievance based upon the same facts which form the basis of 

this lawsuit?"' ~ -:;n 5 i 5l, 
~ J ~ 5-

If Yes, what is the Administrative Remedy Procedure number? 3/..;0i / fo I 
2i15'A3 

2. If you did not file an administrative grievance, explain why you have not done so. 

~::z:::::::1t;::::05 

3. If you filed an administrative grievance, answer the following question. 
What specific steps of the prison prscedure did you take and what was the result? (For 
example, for state prisoners in the custody of the Department of Public Safety and 
Corrections: did you appeal any adverse decision through to Step 3 of the administrative 
grievance procedure by appealing to the Secretary of the Louisiana Department of Public 
Safety and Corrections? For federal prisoners: did you appeal any adverse decision from 
the warden to the Regional Director for the Federal Bureau of Prisons, or did you make a 
claim under the Federal Tort Claims Act?) 

~w \t~/~~L:tv~f1Jl®Al1J,uwrko6BOP 
;en\ ikMfwT).rrw rJ..~- Ulttb ~/,rr;J ™{'(lr(@o C9CW\W'n!J 
Attach a copy of each prison response and/or decisiori rendered in the administrative 
proceeding. 

m. Parties to Current Lawsuit: 

A. Name of Plaintiff Suveiv A P~cre±+rz 
3 
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Case 1:05-cv-01804-DDD-JDK Document 1 Filed 10/11/2005 Page 3 of 21 

)$i=E_ A-Hoch:d ?c~« for ofhqr~ 
IV. Statement of Claim .· 

State the FACTS of your case. Specifically describe the involvement and actions of each named 
defendant. Include the names of all persons involved in the incident( s) or condition( s) giving rise to this 
lawsuit, and the dates upon which and the places where the incident(s) and/or condition(s) occurred. 
YOU ARE REQUIRED TO SET FORTH ONLY FACTUAL ALLEGATIONS. YOU ARE 
NOT REQUIRED TO SET FORTH LEGAL THEORIES OR ARGUMENTS. 

R'ICJ_va5t, C:.Oucl: O~i n-J:;,,c\ Atlccre'j ?'~' fu:r9:i 'r'2.111psri>S" rpo,rnch,,-.,./smtutl:s 

fHsoNeC Saek ~ Prq },'rn;Mo.r y INjv..NCtJVQRe l ,ef to· a.., Su& . 
ru:d Swb>.bk l=eI \:x.rrlQ:j'aoiliwb'ort, :)fro~,'""--R.,l l<f 
Thr rtisoNQ.f' R~Qo$Q ]cocnf»s,Slonqf~Rdu,sit arrl Ct dccJdfr¥j 
-th -T~ tl 1 ~)c c:; _L ... ~ m 1R · 'f · · rw,-.._\lQRC\<£ _G('()pt.o q,ur~rr<~~"-D' iVs: 

~lt'5 or'lio,350,00o.QQ 4)~f'\l<N-tof ])llO 

!::cJrc.,t,oNS vi'ok&~"E R,'9hts DV& 1Proc.q;~ ·· Ott\91;;)00~ o • _ 

V1olcd-10N of 'bthi 14th 
\-~ lY<~cdont.:s 1)0 O"t,O,_~lt ~M &,-re~~ for: ,nf"'6Ns ~~ts 

Sc.fQ_~ ,C.Gice ON 2/30:3{/D'i b~f'I\Ao.9 1'of'Xi!rz. of h.u:naoe bc,.si'c 

og;c.~ss!b'es ~ll-t)ur,es ~:ffired ON o(_t, J3,J<.YY-/ ardsubsrqu_QJJt 
\i II 

eoivh N~~ ±a a_ Ste~ p-c, fL 11 \ff\P05i'f'B CJ:u12 J j unusual P='="~ shl')Q.N t 
t,N Qc.t J3~ di I dti)'-/ ~~1¥ 4POSi'1"3tJr1'snoer±o di~ase l ON Cd- 1q1 ;Joo'-t 

l)u~ttuCJ!S'S V1olaHons ,. 
4 

f$££ Actl1'Hio>-JC1l °Pcl9cz.s\ 
~ ~ J E)Ch; b~ts _, / 
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V. Relief 

A I understand that if I am transferred or released, I must apprise the Court of my address, and my 
failure to do so may result in this complaint being dismissed. 

B. I understand that I may not proceed without prepayment of costs if I have filed three lawsuits 
and/or appeals that were dismissed on grounds that the action and/or appeal was frivolous or 
malicious, or failed to state a claim upon which relief may be granted, unless I am in imminent 
danger of serious physical injury. 

Signed thisaK. day of__,C;r__,·, ...... t""'"'®f=-""--'-f ____ ., d.005 . 

Prisoner no. (Louisiana Department of 
Corrections or Federal Bureau of Prisons) 

Signature of Plaintiff 

4/03 
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Steveiv Aut:£ey Burrdf:e 
'# O9i301-oiLJ · 

. . . ·- . . 

_ LES P- Po.I lce-k 
P o. ___ Bo_x __ d.CJ9 9 
_ Po II~ 1 LA 1 F-il.o 7 

:,, 
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RECEIViJ/m to be used by a prisoner filing a civil rights complaint under 
tf SEP 2. 5 ZOOS THE CIVIL RIGHTS ACT, 42 U.S.C. § 1983 

~'""' 11. ,,owlll cu•• UNITED ST ATES DISTRICT COL RT 
'#£S1£RN 01S1RtC1 Of LOOISWIJ 

SHRtvEPORl, LOUISI.Ul WESTERN DISTRICT OF LOUISIANA 

53:te.ven A. Bt1.roe+l-e \: Q(oWJ3qlo -jec.. P 
Full Name of Plaintiff, Prisoner Number Civil Action 

VS. Judge 

us Buxecw. of Pri~, __________.,_k.=...;~--'--v~K ____ _ 
Defendant e+ Ct.J Magistrate Judge 

COMPLAINT 
I. Previous Lawsuits 

A. Have you begun any other lawsuit while incarcerated or detained in any facility? 

YestXJ NoO 

B. If your answer to the preceding question is yes, provide the following infonnation. 

1. State the court(s) where each lawsuit was filed (if federal, identify the District; if state 
court, identify the county or parish): 

l 1-~3. D 1s±ti e...± Coud- l .Ji.sf£r:r{l);:>b--c·ot: · 
m l nu. ;::>, a..(\CL 

2. Name the parties to the previous lawsuit(s): 

Plaintiffs: :;±w<W A~ELt.rf',Q_--l:& 
Defendants: "fidqro . ...l ]?, 1j:'Qa l N ru,~oos Et .4/. 

3. Docket number(s): _ _._/___,: Q..,_5____,,L__,_V_____.._..../ _8L...::0=----3/ ______ _ 

4. Date(s) on which each lawsuit was filed: De± II , :Joos· 
5. Disposition and date thereof [For example, was the case dismissed and when? Was it 

appealed and by whom (plaintiff or defendant)? Is the case still pending?]: 

USbL di<,fr)~ Y/ot..-Bda'j U SfaurbfAPf""Js 

2 
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C. Have you filed any lawsuit or appeal in any federal district court or appeals court which has 
been dismissed? 
Yescx:J NoLJ 
If your answer to the preceding question is yes, state the court(s) which dismissed the case, 
the civil action number(s), and the reason for dismissal (e.g., frivolity, malice, failure to 
state a claim, defendants immune from relief sought, etc.). 

~;:,- lJSDC f :05 C.v IWlf 
-to .stdt Ci c.lairn -ti~ 

dtstT6Sctd +or~ LAN 
A~{ ,'a 5+}, C,trAArl: C.of A. 

II. A. l\'ame of institution and address of current place of confinement: 

US±boct:qotlol)..:fu,, fY)ont ,·~-D.'Bo~ Jlc630 r'&w.l:"»'t,lx 7'77JlJ 

B. Is thrxrison grie7nce prcedure in this institution? 
Yes No 

1. Did you file an administrative grievance based upon the same facts which form the 

basis of this lawsuit•? 3'7 33w°S 
Yes f")ll No ->fari583 
If Y ~tis the Administrative Remedy Procedure number?..::,. ______ _ 

2. If you did not file an administrative grievance, explain why you have not done so. 

NIA 

3. If you filed an administrative grievance, answer the following question. 
What specific steps of the prison procedure did you take and what was the result? (For 
example, for state prisoners in the custody of the Department of Public Safety and 
Corrections: did you appeal any adverse decision through to Step 3 of the 
administrative grievance procedure by appealing to the Secretary of the Louisiana 
Department of Public Safety and Corrections? For federal prisoners: did you appeal 
any adverse decision from the warden to the Regional Director for the Federal Bureau 
of Prisons, or did you make a claim under the Federal Tort Claims Act?) 

t xbuust-vd Alt \ SZ\Je.\ s af Adro:a"]tl.frY?d;~ 
And ±ollow -y.p wi±:h CA. ~dcwa.l To'd CJ-Q:m .. 

Attach a copy of each prison response and/or decision rendered in the administrative 
proceeding. 

III. Parties to Current Lawsuit: 

3 
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A. NameofPlaintifflvdczrc1.I ~l cf Pri'soas 
Address ~o f,rst ~- N w . .l duSbi ~too DC.. JD53~ 

B. Defendant, l JN :k,-n uJ'J T "-f:"5u.t'6J')CQ:, Co , ,•.is emp,oyed as 

l7cz~o.( I; o.b: I •~ ___ r,..i_:5ul'V'i _____ _ 

Defendant, _________________ , is employed as 

___________ at ___________ _ 

Defendant, _________________ , is employed as 

___________ at ___________ _ 

Additional defendants _________________ _ 

IV, Statement of Claim 

State the FACTS of your case. Speci fie al I y describe the involvement and actions of each named 
defendant. Include the names of all persons involved in the incident(s) or condition(s) giving 
rise to this lawsuit, and the dates upon which and the places where the incident(s) and/or 
condition(s) occurred. YOU ARE REQUIRED TO SET FORTH ONLY FACTUAL 
ALLEGATIONS. YOU ARE NOT REQUIRED TO SET FORTH LEGAL THEORIES 
OR ARGUMENTS. 

Tt,JQ.S dcrprilfJ of°'- 5'cf<;?. 't Swf.c.bkt 
l-{o LLS; n_& Ua:t .. -

·T~:J)Q-[a.ndru:rls wq_rcz ;odifFaroOf• ~Ad 
<yosslj ocz~li3iutl-_ I aim ±o swz. 

~ \i -~ . 
-:r:: ' rr-pla_; ~ 

4 
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V. Relief 

VI. 

State exactly what you want the court to provide to you or do for you. Make no legal 
arguments. Cite no cases or statutes. 

:~~~~Q~!:: _CZ~) 
CDwtv.l f1-osui "':lh ,and d 1'::Jl /,i;t} n ±bz,, A®Y l)t of: . . 

Plaintiffs Declaration j Ii ioo ,oco. - (Df'.fl rn; ,, ion <rshr »und~d\ 
Tuo~ 

1

/ 

A. I declare under penalty of perjury that all of the facts represented in this complaint 
and any attachments hereto is true and correct. 

8. I understand that if! am transferred or released, I must apprise the Court ofmy address, and 
my failure to do so may result in this complaint being dismissed. 

C. I understand that I may not proceed without prepayment of costs if I have filed three 
lawsuits and/or appeals that were dismissed on grounds that the action and/or appeal was 
frivolous or malicious, or failed to state a claim upon which relief may he granted, unless 
I am in imminent danger of serious physical injury. 

Signed this~day of ~-bzrobet , d{)Clt, . 

Prisoner no. (Louisiana Department of 
Conections or Federal Bureau of Prisons) 

~ro~Bwmlk 
Signature ~f 

4/06 

5 
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u S OISTRICTCOURT 
,V.:.:STEP'i DISTRICT OF l.OUISIANA 

RECEIVED. ALEXANDRIA 

MAY 1 5 2007 
ROBERrxtr:LL, CLERK 

BY OEPiJTV 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

WESTERN DISTRICT OF LOUISIANA 

ALEXANDRIA DIVISION 

STEVEN AUBREY BURNETTE 

VERSUS 

U.S. BUREAU OF PRISONS 

JUDGMENT 

CIVIL ACTION NO. 06-1396-A 

JUDGE DEE D. DRELL 

MAGISTRATE JUDGE KIRK 

Plaintiffs have failed to comply with the Order of the Court issued on December 6, 2006. 

Accordingly, this case is ORDERED DISMISSED WITHOUT PREJUDICE for failure to 
prosecute. 

Alexandria, Louisiana, May/..('~. 

JAMESD. 
ED STATES MAGISTRA E JUDGE 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

WESTERN DISTRICT OF LOUISIANA 

ALEXANDRIA DIVISION 

STEVEN AUBREY BURNETTE 

VERSUS 

BUREAU OF PRISONS, ET AL 

STEVEN AUBREY BURNETTE 

VERSUS 

US BUREAU OF PRISONS, ET AL 

and 

CIVIL ACTION NUMBER 1 :05-CV-1804 

JUDGE DRELL 

MAGISTRATE JUDGE KIRK 

CIVIL ACTION NUMBER 1 :06-CV-1396 

JUDGE DRELL 

MAGISTRATE JUDGE KIRK 

MINUTES OF SETTLEMENT CONFERENCE 

Tuesday, April 27, 2010 Court Began: 9:00 AM Court Ended: 6:30 PM 
Statistical Time: 9 hours and 30 minutes 

PRESENT: KAREN L. HAYES 
FTR Gold 
Amy Crawford 
Steven A Burnette 
Karen J. King 
Jennifer Hansen 

PROCEEDINGS: Settlement Conference 

MAGISTRATE JUDGE 
Court Reporter 
Courtroom Deputy 
Plaintiff 
Attorney representing Defendants 
Attorney representing Bureau of Prisons 

After mediation with all parties, a final settlement was reached in these matters. 

Case number 1:06-CV-1396: 
Defendants agree to pay plaintiff $35,000, less restitution due of $4,449. Plaintiff agrees to accept the 
S35,000 payment, less the withheld restitution, in full settlement of the claims in this matter and his 
agreement to voluntarily dismiss case number 1 :0S-CV-1804. 

A settlement agreement signed by all parties will be submitted to the Judgment Fund and the Judgment 
Fund will electronically transfer the funds to the account of plaintiffs choice. Plaintiffs mother will 
contact AUSA Karen King with the proper account number. 
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Additionally the US Attorney agrees not to pursue charges against plaintiff for false statements made 
to a federal agent during the investigation of an alleged assault against him on or about August 2 and 
4, 2006 in Beaumont, TX. 

The funds received by p 1 ai nti ff in sett I emen t of this tort claim are not considered taxable income. 

The Court will enter a 60 Judgment of Dismissal without prejudice and administratively close both 
cases, subject to either party reopening the cases to enforce settlement. The parties will file a Motion 
to Dismiss with prejudice within 60 days for final dismissal of these actions. 

All counsel and parties acknowledged and agreed to the terms of the settlement as stated by Judge 
Hayes, Mr. Burnette, Ms. King and Ms. Hansen. 

The settlement and tcnns thereof are public record. 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

WESTERN DISTRICT OF LOUISIANA 

ALEXANDRIA DMSION 

STEVEN AUBREY BURNETTE 

-vs-

u. s. BUREAU OF PRISONS, et al. 

CML DOCKET NO. 1:106-cv-01396 

JUDGEDRELL 

MAGISTRATE JUDGE KIRK 

ORDER OF DISMISSAL 

The Court having been advised by counsel for the parties that this matter 

has been settled, 

IT IS ORDERED that this action is DISMISSED, without prejudice to the 

right, upon good cause shown within sixty (60) days of the signing of this Order, 

to reopen the action if settlement is not consummated. The Clerk is now 

requested to close this case. 

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the parties submit to the Court, in 

accordance with Rule 41(a)(1)(A)(ii) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, a 

stipulation of dismissal signed by all applicable parties, together with a judgment 

for execution by the Court. Any motion that may be pending in this case is hereby 

denied as moot. 

SIGNED on this u~ day of April, 2010, at Alexandria, Louisiana. 

~ ~ ---DEED.DRELL 
UNITED STATES DISTRICT JUDGE 



HENRY LINDSEY, 

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT CO 

FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF 

FORT WORTH DIVISION 

U.S. DISTRTCTCOURT 
NOR.THERNDTSTRICTOFTEXAS 

FILED 

r.;:-_-6 -=l L___ I 
CLERK, U.S.DISTRICTCOURT 

87-------Dll!p•ty 

Plaintiff, 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 

4- 0 7 CV - 46 l• y· 
vs. 
FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS; 
COLE JETER, Warden; 
HERNAN REYES, M. D, ; 
PAUL CELESTIN; and 
In their Individual and 
official capacities; 

Defendants; 
WILLY FELICIANO; 

Interested Party, 

CASE NO. 

PLAINTIFF'S ORIGINAL COMPLAINT 

Plaintiff, HENRY LINDSEY, prose, complaining of the 

defendants deliberate indifference to his serious medical needs 

and negligence to provide adequate medical care while acting 

within their scope of their employment or office as prison 

officials. 

A. Jurisdiction 

1. This Court has jurisdiction over plaintiff's individual 

claims pursuant to the Unite·d States Constitution, Article III, 

§ 2, cl. l; and 28 U.S.C. § 1346(b) Federal Tort Claims Act. This 

civil rights action is brought pursuant to Bivens v. Six Unknown 

Named Agents of the Federal Bureau of Narcotics, 403 U.S. 388 

(1971). 

' -1-



B. Venue 

2. The Northern District of Texas is an appropriate venue 28 

U.S.C. § 139l(b)(2), (e)(2); because a substantial part of the 

events or omissions giving rise to the claims occurred in this 

district. 

C. Exhaustion of Administrative Remedies 

3. Plaintiff has exhausted all available administrative 

remedies regarding the matters described in this complaint 

pursuant to the Prison Litigation Reform Act of 1996. 

D. Conditions Pre·cedent 

4. Plaintiff has satisfied all conditions precedent. 

E. The Parties 

5. Plaintiff, HENRY LINDSEY, is a resident of the State of 

Texas and has been a federal inmate committed to the custody of 

the FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS at the Federal Correctional Institute -

Fort Worth at all times relevant to the acts or omissions that 

give rise to this action. 

6. Defendant, FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS, is an agency of the 

United States Department of Justice which operates a national 

prisons system and is responsible for the care, health, and 

welfare of all federal prisoners committed to its custody, All 

of the other defendants were employed by or contracted with 

defendant, FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS, at all times relevant to 

the acts or omissions that give rise to this action. 
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7. Defendant, COLE JETER, at all times relevant to the acts 

and omissions relevant to this case, was the Warden at Federal 

Correctional Institute - Ft, Worth; and as such, was ultimately 

responsible for the safe operation of the institution and the 

general welfare of all inmates incarcerated therein. Defendant, 

COLE JETER, is a policy maker and the Chief Executive Officer 

at Federal Correctional Institute - Ft. Worth arid is a member 

of the Institution Governing Board that reviews and authorizes 

appointments and privileges of staff, biomedical ethics, 

performance improvement activities, and "other pertinent health 

service issues. 11 Defendant, COLE JETER, is no longer a Warden, 

having retired from his employment with the FEDERAL BUREAU OF 

PRISONS and was replaced by Rebecca Tamez. Defendant, COLE JETER, 

is sued in his Individual and official capacities. 

8. Defendant, HERNAN REYES, M.D., at all times relevant to this 

case, was the Clinical Director at Federal Correctional Institute -

Fort Worth; and as such, was responsible for: 1) clinical care 

provided at the institution; 2) implementing and monitoring in

house Continuing Professional Education training; 3) maintaining 

the quality of health records; 4) evaluating patient care through 

an on-going quality assurance program that identifies problems 

and their resolutions 1 5) provide clinical supervision of mid

level practicioners and other personnel; 6) review all unusual 

and interesting cases; and 7) submit to defendant, PAUL CELESTIN, 

at least quarterly, Performance Log reconunendations regarding 

each medic a 1 staff 1 s performance. As Clinica 1 Di rec tor, 

defendant , HERNAN REYES , M. D. , was a member of the Ins ti tut ion 

Governing Board and is the person who made policy or administered 
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policy with and through some or all of the other defendants. 

Defendant, HERNAN REYES, M. D., is sued in his Individual and 

official capacities. 

9. Defendant, Paul Celestin, at all times relevant to this 

case, was the Health Services Administrator at Federal 

Correctional Institute - Fort Worth; and as such, was responsible 

for: 1) planning, directing and controlling all aspects of the 

Health Services Division administration which includes 

housekeeping, sanitation, maintenance, personnel, fiscal, 

procurement, and supply; 2) supervision and direction of 

ancillary departments including pharmacy, nursing, laboratory, 

and health records; 3) provide administrative supervision and 

direction of health service staff, except the Clinical Director, 

including designation of shifts and assignments of general and 

specific duties; 4) administrative supervisory responsibility 

for mid-level practicioners and para-professional staff; and 5) 

maintains Performance Logs of all Health Services staff excluding 

the Clinical Director. As the Health Services Administrator, 

defendant Paul Celestin is a member of the Institution Governing 

Board and is responsible for administering policy with or through 

some or all of the other defendants. Defendant, PAUL CELESTIN, 

is sued in his Individual and official capacity. 

10. Interested Party WILLY FELICIANO, at all times relevant to 

this case, was employed by or contracted with defendant, FEDERAL 

BUREAU OF PRISONS, as a mid-level practicioner; and as such, 

performed medical duties and procedures on plaintiff. WILLY 

FELICIANO, is responsible for the operation of "Sick Call 11, 

providing routine clinical and emergency medical care to inmates, 
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administering medications, and carrying out the policy of some 

or all of the other defendants. WILLY FELICIANO, is not licensed 

to provide medical care in the State of Texas or any other state 

in the United States of America. 

F. Statement of Facts 

11. WILLY FELICIANO, has not received proper and adequate 

training to examine, evaluate, diagnose, and treat persons with 

impaled or lodged foreign objects in an ear canal. 

12. WILLY FELICIANO, does not have the skills necessary to treat 

persons with impaled or lodged foreign objects in an ear canal, 

13. WILLY FELICIANO, has a well-established extended history 

of providing negligent medical care to inmates at Federal 

Correctional Institute - Fort Worth. 

14. On March 28, 2006, defendants; FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS; 

COLE JETER1 HERNAN REYES, M. D. ; and PAUL CELESTIN; knew that 

WILLY FELICIANO, was improperly and inadequately trained to 

examine, evaluate, diagnose, and treat persons with impaled or 

lodged foreign objects in an ear canal. 

15. On March 28, 2006, defendants; FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS; 

COLE JETER; HERNAN REYES , M. D. ; and PAUL CELESTIN; knew that 

WILLY FELICIANO, was deficient in the skills necessary to treat 

persons with impaled or lodged foreign objects in an ear canal. 

16. On March 28, 2006, or at any other time, defendants; FEDERAL 

BUREAU OF PRISONS; COLE JETER; HERNAN REYES, M. D.; and PAUL 

CELESTIN; did n_ot restrict WILLY FELICIANO' s medical privileges 

to prohibit him from examining, evaluating, diagnosing, or 

treating persons with an impaled foreign object in an ear canal. 
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17. On March 28, 2006, defendants; FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS; 

COLE JETER; HERNAN REYES, M.D.; and PAUL CELESTIN; failed to 

provide adequate and necessary training to WILLY FELICIANO, on 

examining, evaluating, diagnosing, and treating persons with an 

impaled foreign object in an ear canal. 

18. On March 28, 2006, plaintiff was taking a test in an 

educational program at Federal Correctional Institute - Ft, 

Worth. 

19. On March 28, 2006, during the test, plaintiff inserted the 

eraser-end of a pencil into his right outer ear to scratch an 

itch. 

20. When plaintiff was scratching his ear with the pencil eraser 

the pencil eraser separated from the pencil and became lodged 

in the entrance of plaintiff's right ear canal. 

21. At approximately 11 a.m. on March 28, 2006, plaintiff 

reported the lodged pencil eraser to nurse V. Sayarath. Plaintiff 

informed nurse V. Sayarath that he was not in any pain. Nurse 

V. Sayarath instructed plaintiff to return to the clinic at 1 

p.m. later that same date. 

22. On March 28, 2006, at 1 p ,m., plaintiff returned to the 

clinic as instructed. Plaintiff still suffered no pain from the 

lodged pencil eraser in his right ear. 

23. On March 28, 2006, at 1 p.m., WILLY FELICIANO examined 

plaintiff I s right ear and evaluated plaintiff I s condition and 

decided to remove the lodged pencil eraser from the entrance of 

the right ear canal. 

24, Irmnediately after 

attempted to remove the 

examining plaintiff, 

lodged pencil eraser 
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During the procedure WILLY FELICIANO did not use a suction device 

and pushed the pencil eraser deep into plaintiff's right ear 

canal causing a laceration to the ear canal wall resulting in 

innnediate pain and swelling of plaintiff's right ear. 

25. On March 28, 2006, nurses Kelly Mendias arid V. Sayarath 

witnessed WILLY FELICIANO perform the failed procedure on 

plaintiff. 

26. On March 28, 2006, after the failed procedure WILLY 

FELICIANO re-evaluated plaintiff's condition and determined 

plaintiff needed urgent care at an emergency department. Prison 

officials promptly transferred plaintiff via an institutional 

van to John Peter Smith hospital in Fort Worth, Texas, 

27. On March 28, 2006, plaintiff was examined by a physician 

in the above named hospital's emergency department. The unknown 

physician angrily asked plaintiff why he pushed the pencil eraser 

into his ear canal. Plaintiff replied that WILLY FELICIANO pushed 

the pencil eraser so deep into the ear canal. The physician 

remarked that WILLY FELICIANO' s failed procedure made it more 

difficult to remove the lodged pencil eraser. The physician then 

unsuccessfully attempted to remove the well-lodged pencil eraser 

from plaintiff 1 s right ear canal. After -the physician was unable 

to remove the pencil eraser from plaintiff's ear, he instructed 

the two (2) escorting officers of the FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS 

to bring plaintiff back to the emergency department on March 29 1 

2006, to enable an ear, nose, and throat specialist to remove 

the lodged pencil eraser from deep within plaintiff's right ear 

canal before an infection developed. 

28. On March 28, 2006, · the plaintiff was returned from the 
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hospital to Federal Correctional Institute - Ft. Worth. WILLY 

FELICIANO reviewed the discharge instructions for plaintiff which 

instructed prison officials to return plaintiff to the emergency 

department on the next day. 

29. On March 29, 2006, plaintiff was not transported back to 

the emergency department nor seen by any medical staff at Federal 

Correctional Institute - Ft. Worth. 

30. On various dates and times, beginning on March 30, 2006, 

continuing through Apri 1 6 , z'o 06 , plain ti£ f advised defendant, 

PAUL CELESTIN, that he was suffering from·headaches, dizziness, 

sleep deprivation, and pain around his eyes . Defendant, PAUL 

CELESTIN, told plaintiff that he could not keep paying officers 

to transfer plaintiff out to a community healthcare provider and 

that "we are going to get it out right here. A specialist will 

get it out right here." 

31. Beginning on March 29, 2006, continuing through May 3, 2006, 

defendant, HERNAN REYES, M.D., knew of plaintiff's medical 

condition and need for surgery to remove the lodged pencil 

eraser; and that defendant, HERNAN REYES, M.D., intentionally 

delayed the surgery plaintiff needed. 

32. On April 7, 2006, Randall R. Phillips, D. 0., who is an ear, 

nose, and throat specialist, examined plaintiff at the 

institution. Randall R. Phillips, D.O. told plaintiff the pencil 

eraser must be removed while plaintiff is under general 

anesthesia and reconnnended to prison officials to schedule the 

pencil-eraser-removal surgery. 

33. On April 7, 2006, after being examined by the ear, nose, 

and throat specialist, plaintiff notified defendant, COLE JETER, 
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he has been and was in pain and needed medical care. Defendant, 

COLE JETER, responded two (2) or three (3) separate times: "Mr. 

Lindsey, anyone who did what you did, it needed to hurt. 11 

Defendant, COLE JETER, also stated, "our schedule is not the same 

as the doctor's schedule." 

34. Later that same day, on April 7, 2006, plaintiff also 

approached defendant, PAUL CELESTIN and informed defendant he 

is still in pain and his daily tasks are disrupted by his ear 

condition. · Defendant, PAUL CELESTIN, told plaintiff to "hang

in there." 

35. On April 19, 2006, plaintiff was examined by Dr. Huber, who 

is a medical officer employed by the FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS. 

During the visit at Dr. Huber's office, Dr. Huber made two (2) 

telephone calls to health services staff to inquire what was 

causing the delay for plaintiff's eraser-removal procedure by 

the ear, nose, and throat specialist. After the second telephone 

call, Dr. Huber advised plaintiff the procedure had not even been 

scheduled yet. 

36. On April 24, 2006, Dr. Huber told plaintiff that his eraser

removal procedure had been scheduled, 11but not real soon. This 

is an on-going problem and you (plaintiff], must hold the 

[FEDERAL] BUREAU OF PRISONS responsible for all damage, pains, 

and suffering that it has caused you [plaintiff], and for staff 

acting unprofessionally with deliberate indifference. 11 

37. On May 3, 2006, plainti.ff underwent the eraser-removal 

procedure which was successful. 

38. On May 25, 2006, Dr. Huber examined plaintiff 1 s right ear, 

noted mild redness, and prescribed neomycin/poly B/HC Otic 
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suspension (prescription number 395039) for the right ear 

infection. 

39. On June 8, 2006, plaintiff attended "Sick Call" because his 

right ear infection became more painful. Dr. Huber prescribed 

a more powerful medication, acetic acid 2% in aqueous acetate 

otic solution (prescription number 395861), Plaintiff advised 

Dr. Huber he now has diminished hearing in his right ear. Dr. 

Huber responded that plaintiff has scar tissue in the right ear 

canal caused by the eraser-removal procedure, and said scar 

tissue is causing the hearing loss which will be permanent and 

life-long. 

G. Count 1 - Violation of Plaintiff's Eighth Amendment 

Right to Be Free From Cruel & Unusual Punishment 

40. Plaintiff alleges and incorporates by reference paragraphs 

1 through 39 as if fully set forth herein, 

41. The defendant's deliberate indifference to plaintiff's 

serious medical needs violated plaintiff's rights, and 

constituted cruel and unusual punishment under the Eighth 

Amendment to the United States Constitution. 

42. That as a consequence of the defendants 

indifference to plaintiff's serious medical needs, 

deliberate 

plaintiff 

sustained conscious pain and suffering, physical injury, great 

mental distress, great emotional distress, fright and 

humiliation, and has been rendered partially disabled and so 

remains. 
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H. Count 2 - Federal Tort Claims Act 

43. Plaintiff re-alleges and incorporates by reference 

paragraphs 1 through 39 as if fully set forth herein. 

44. Plaintiff brings claims against defendant, FEDERAL BUREAU 

OF PRISONS, pursuant to the Federal Tort Claims Act for any and 

all damages attributable to the FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS 1 own 

negligence or for any injury caused by the negligent or wrongful 

act or omission of any employee of the FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS 

while acting within the scope of their employment or office. 

45. That as a consequence of the defendants' negligence, 

plaintiff sustained conscious pain and suffering, physical 

injury, great mental distress, great emotional distress, fright 

and humiliation, and has been rendered partially disabled and 

so remains. 

I. Damages 

46. Plaintiff asks the Court to award him the following damages: 

A. Compensatory damages; 

B. Past pain and suffering; 

C. Past mental anguish; 

D. Physical impairment; 

E. Exemplary damages; 

F. Nominal damages; 

G, Special damages; 

H. All costs and fees to prosecute this case; 

I. Declaratory relief; and 

J, Any other relief the Court deems fair and just. 
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HEREWITH, the Plaintiff's Original Complaint is respectfully 

submitted on this, the ~day of July, 2007. 

~.~t!Jffl 
HENRY t: DSEY 

No. 
P.O. Box 15330 
Ft. Worth, TX 76119-0330 

Plaintiff, pro~ 

VERIFICATION 

I, Henry Lindsey, verifies, under penalty of perjury that 

the facts stated in this complaint are true and correct pursuant 

to 28 U.S.C. § 1646(2). This attestation is made by the plaintiff 

having personal knowledge of the matters verified as being true 

and correct. 

VERIFIED in Fort Worth, Texas on this 7;fzlt,day of July, 2007. 

~ 4/'d!in../4nd-
lruffi.YLrNDSEY~ ~ 
Plaintiff, pro~ 
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Case 4 :07-cv-00461-Y Document 59 Filed 04/21/10 Page 1 of 1 Pagel D 51 0 

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF TEXAS 

FORT WORTH DIVISION 

HENRY LINDSEY, 
(BOP No. 08239-002) 
vs. 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, et 

§ 

§ 

§ 
§ 
§ 

al.§ 

CIVIL ACTION NO.4:07-CV-461-Y 

FINAL JUDGMENT 

In accordance with the Stipulation of Dismissal under Federal 

Rule of Civil Procedure 41 (a) (1) (A) (ii) filed by all parties who 

have appeared and Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 58, all of 

Plaintiff's claims are DISMISSED WITH PREJUDICE. All costs of court 

are taxed against the party that incurred them. 

SIGNED April il, 2010. 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT JUDGE 



Case 4:07-cv-00461-Y Document 33 Filed 04/16/200 

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COU T 
FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF TEX S 

FORT WORTH DIVISION 

,g .... ,..,V~,W~TRICT COURT 
NmtfHEitN DISTRICT OF TEXAS 

FILED 

•ism 
CLE.J{, U.S.DIS'IRICT COURT 

HENRY LINDSEY, 
By __ ~-----

§ Deputy 

(BOP No. 08239-002) 
vs. 

FEDERAL BUREAU 
OF PRISONS, et al. 

§ 

§ CIVIL ACTION NO.4:07-CV-461-Y 
§ 

§ 

§ 

§ 

ORDER GRANTING MOTION TO SEAL DEFENDANTS' EXHIBIT D 
TO THE MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 

On April 15, 2009, Defendants filed a motion to file Exhibit 

D to the Appendix in support of the motion for summary judgment 

under seal. After review and consideration of the motion, the Court 

concludes that is should be granted. 

Therefore, the motion to seal (docket no. 32) is GRANTED such 

that the Exhibit D attached to Defendants' Appendix filed in 

support of the motion for summary judgment shall be filed under 

seal. 1 

SIGNED April _Jb_, 2009. 

TE~MEANS 
UNITED STATES DISTRICT JUDGE 

1This Order and the motion to seal do not need to be placed under seal. 



Case 4: 0 7 -cv-00 461 -Y Document 25 Fi I ed O 3/04/2009 Page 1 of 1 

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF TEXAS 

FORT WORTH DIVISION 

HENRY LINDSEY, 
(BOP No. 08239-002) 

vs. 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS, 
et al. 

§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 

CIVIL NUMBER. 4:07-CV-461-Y 

ORDER GRANTING MOTION TO ENLARGE TIME 

Came on for consideration the Motion to Enlarge Time to File Dispositive Motions 

filed by Defendants, the Federal Bureau of Prisons, Warden Cole Jeter, Dr. Hernan Reyes, 

and Paul Celestin. The Court, having considered said motion, the pleadings on file, and the 

arguments of counsel, is of the opinion that said motion is well taken and should be granted. 

Therefore, the motion to enlarge time ( docket no. 24) is GRANTED such that the time 

for Defendants to file any dispositive motions based upon their defense of qualified immunity 

or other defenses arising from the pleadings that they believe are ripe to assert is hereby 

extended to Wednesday, April 8, 2009. 

Signed March 4, 2009. 

TIR.~ 
T~R.MEANS 
UNITED ST A TES DISTRICT JUDGE 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF TEXAS 

FORT WORTH DIVISION 

HENRY LINDSEY, 
(BOP No. 08239-002) 

§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
s ';;; 

Plaintiff, 

V. 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS, 
et al., 

Defendant. 

§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 

No. 4:07-CV-461-Y 

ORDER GRANTING MOTION TO ENLARGE TIME 

Came on for consideration the Motion to Enlarge Time to Answer or Otherwise 

Respond to Plaintiff Henry Lindsey's Complaint [doc. #151 filed by the United States on 

behalf of defendants Warden Cole Jeter, Dr. Heman Reyes, and Paul Celstin, and "interested 

party" Willy Felicano. The Court, having considered said motion, the pleadings on file, and 

the arguments of counsel, determines that the motion should be granted. It is, therefore, 

ORDERED that Defendants' deadline to file an answer or otherwise respond to Plaintiffs 

Complaint is hereby extended to Monday, November 17, 2008. 

Signed October 9, 2008. 

TIR.~ 
T~R.MEANS 
UNITED STATES DISTRICT JUDGE 



Case 4:07-cv-00461-Y Document 41 Filed 08/06/2009 

HENRY LINDSEY, 

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF TEXAS 

FORT WORTH DIVISION 

Page 1 of 3 

(BOP No. 08239-002) 
vs. 

§ 

§ 

§ CIVIL ACTION NO.4:07-CV-461-Y 
§ 

§ 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 1et al. § 

ORDER RESOLVING PENDING MOTIONS 
(With special instructions to the clerk of Court) 

In this suit, inmate/plaintiff Henry Lindsey has two parallel 

causes of action, one against the United States of America under the 

Federal Tort Claims Act ("FICA"), and another against individual 

defendants Cole Jeter, Hernan Reyes, and Paul Celestin for violation 

of his constitutional rights under Bivens v. Six Unknown Named 

Agents of the Federal Bureau of Narcotics ("Bivens"). 2 Consistent 

with this Court's initial scheduling order for assertion of the 

defense of qualified immunity, the defendants collectively filed a 

motion for summary judgment. 

Although the summary judgment motion asserts the defense of 

qualified immunity on behalf of each individual defendant, the 

motion also includes arguments in contest of Plaintiff's FICA claim. 

Curiously, however, the motion also includes arguments on behalf of 

the Bureau of Prisons ("the BOP"), even though the Court already 

dismissed the BOP in its order of partial dismissal entered June 3, 

1As a result of Lhe directive in fooLnote 10 of this Court's June 3,2008, 
Order of Partial Dismissal, the clerk of Court was to "add the United States of 
Amer~ca as a defendant in this suit." The clerk of Court shall indicate this on 
the docket. 

2 403 U.S. 388, 297 (1971). 
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2008, the BOP and substituted the United States of America on the 

FTCA claim. The Court also notes that the United States of America, 

although properly served, has not actually appeared in this case. 

As the BOP and the "United States Department of Justice," (non

parties) did appear in the summary judgment motion, the Court will 

treat those appearances as an appearance on behalf of the United 

States. 

Rather than respond to the summary-judgment motion, plaintiff 

Lindsey filed a motion for an extension of time to respond. 3 

Lindsey attached to the motion a proposed request for production of 

documents he seeks to send to defendant United States of America. 

Although the defendants cite precedent for limiting discovery in a 

qualified-immunity case, the Court rejects these arguments here for 

two reasons. First, the discovery sought is from the United States, 

not from the any of the individual defendants. Second, the proposed 

discovery relates both to Lindsey's claims under the FICA and to his 

claims against the individual defendants and their defense of 

qualified immunity. As the Court may allow discovery limited to 

resolution of the issue of qualified immunity, and because the 

discovery is also necessary to the development of Lindsey's FICA 

claims, the Court concludes that time should be provided to allow 

the proposed discovery before the Court resolves the motion for 

summary judgment. The Court will also issue a revised scheduling 

'Lindsey also filed a motion to compel the defendants to produce copies of 
exhibits. As the defendants have assured the Court that all documents have been 
provided to Lindsey, the motion to compel must be denied. 

2 
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order to quickly move the case towards resolution or trial. 

Therefore, Lindsey's motion for continuance (docket no. 38) is 

GRANTED to the extent that the Court will issue a revised scheduling 

order to allow limited discovery before consideration of any motion 

for summary judgment. 

The Motion for Summary Judgment (docket no. 28) is DISMISSED 

without prejudice to refiling within the time provided in the 

revised scheduling order issued this same day. 

The Motion to Compel (docket no. 36) is DENIED. 

SIGNED August 6, 2009. 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT JUDGE 

3 
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Thomas L. Watson 
Assistant U. S. Attorney 
Chief Civil Division 

U.S. Bureau of Pr' ns 
Office of Gen Counsel 
320 First eet, NW, Room 754 
Wash. gton, DC 20534 

Re: David Samuels v. United States 

U.S. Department of Justice 

United States Attorney 
Eastern District of Louisiana 

Hale Boggs Federal Building 
500 Poydras Street, Room 210B 
New Orleans, LA 70130 

September 3, 2009 

Telephone : (504) 589-3054 
Fax: (504) 680-3184 

Uur~~ou 05 i: ri;;ctrr) 
l.egol Dspi:Htm.:mt, :iCPO 

EDLA, USDC Civil Action No. 09-6080 "S"(2) 

Gentlemen: 

Enclosed are copies of the Summons and Complaint filed in the above-referenced 
matter, which were served on this office on September 2, 2009. 

BY COPY OF THIS LETTER, THE CLIENT AGENCY is requested to notify this 
office of the file number the agency assigns to this case as soon as possible. The Department 
of Justice requires an agency file number for each new case. 

Please prepare a litigation report and a draft Motion to Dismiss and/or for Summary 
Judgment, if applicable, and forward it to this office as soon as possible. 

This case has been assigned to Assistant United States Attorney Brock D. Dupre for 
further handling (Telephone: 504-680-3005) 

TLW:ra 
Enclosures 
( cc1s on next page) 

Yours very truly, 

JIMLETTEN 
UNITED STATES ATTORNEY 

<7'4~~)~ 
THOrvIAS L. WATSON 
Assistant United States Attorney 
Chief, Civil Division 
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cc: (w/Enclosures) 

United States Department of Justice 
F~al Bureau of Prisons 

v'So~th Central Regional Office 
4211 Cedar Springs Road, Suite 300 
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U.S. Department of Justice 
Federal Tort Claims Act Litigation Staff 
Civil Division 
P.O. Box 888, Ben Franklin Station 
Washington, DC 20044 

Joe Lazar 
Associate General Counsel 
U. S. Marshal's Service 
Washington, DC 20530-1000 

United States Marshal's Office 
Eastern District of Louisiana 
500 Podyras Street, 7th Floor 
New Orleans, Louisiana 70130 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
for the 

EASTERN District of LOUISIANA 

DAVID SAMUELS 

Plaintiff 

UNITED STATeS OF AMERICA 

Defendant 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

Civil Action No. 

Summons in a Civil Action 

To: (Defendant's name and address) 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
through The Honorable Jim Letten 
210 Hale Boggs Bldg 
500 Poydras street 
New Orleans, LA 70112 

A lawsuit has been filed against you. 

Within ~ days after service of this summons on you (not counting the day you received it), you must serve on 
the plaintiff an answer to the attached complaint or a motion under Rule 12 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. The 
answer or motion must be served on the plaintiffs attorney, whose name and address are: 

JAMES E. CAZALOT, JR. 
H. Edward Sherman, APLC 
1010 Common Street, suite 1750 
New Orleans, LA 70112 

If you fail to do so, judgment by default will be entered against you for the relief demanded in the complaint. You also 
must file your answer or motion with the court. 

LORETTA G. WHYTE 

Name of clerk of court 

SEP O 2 2009 Date: __________ _ 

~~rue, 

(Use 60 days if the defendant is the United Stales or a United States agency, or is an officer or employee of the United States allowed 60 days by 
Rule 12(a)(3).) 



DAVID M. SAMUELS 

V. 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

EASTERN DISTRICT OF LOUISIANA 

SECTION" 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

" 

* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 

***************************** 
...... i. -s a·· ' _·_ .ti' . "~ 

COMPLAINT 

NOW INTO COURT, through undersigned counsel, comes plaintiff, David Samuels, a 

person of the full age of majority, being domiciled in Louisiana within the jurisdiction of the court, 

who respectfully represents: 

I. 

Made defendant herein is the United States of America which is capable of suing and being 

sued in its own name under 28 U.S.C. § 1346(b). 

II. JURISDICTION 

Federal subject matter jurisdiction exists under 28 U.S.C. § 1331 as the plaintiff's claims 

arise under the Federal Tort Claims Act, 28 U.S.C. § 2671, et seq., and jurisdiction is provided in 

28 U.S.C. § 1346(b)(l). 
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ID. 

On September 11, 2008, the plaintiff filed a completed form 95 to assert an administrative 

claim against the Federal Bureau of Prisons. 

IV. 

On March 11, 2009, the Federal Bure a of Prisons denied the plaintiff's administrative claim. 

V. VENUE 

Venue exists under 28 U.S.C. § 1391(e) and§ 1402(b). 

VI. FACTS OF CLAIM 

On and before September 20, 2006, David Samuels was incarcerated in the Oakdale 

Federal Correctional Complex in Oakdale, Louisiana. 

VII. 

At all relevant times, the Federal Bureau of Prisons operated the Oakdale Federal 

Correctional Complex in Oakdale, Louisiana. 

VIII. 

At all relevant times, Senior Officer Wadley was employed by the Federal Bureau of 

Prisons at the Oakdale Federal Correctional Complex in Oakdale, Louisiana. 

IX. 

The Federal Bureau of Prisons is an agency of the United States of America. 

x. 
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On September 20, 2006, David Samuels was walking outside a building, identified as 

Allen Unit, on his way to eat. 

XI. 

At all times, David Samuels was walking on a designated walkway. 

XII. 

At the same time, Senior Officer Wadley was operating a yard cart (similar to a golf cart). 

XIII. 

Senior Officer Wadley attempted to drive the yard cart across the designated walkway 

and suddenly and without warning struck David Samuels and knocked Samuels to the ground. 

XIV. 

At the time of the accident, Senior Officer Wadley was in the course and scope of his 

employment with the Federal Bureau of Prisons. 

xv. 

The accident resulted from the negligent acts and omissions of Senior Officer Wadley in 

one or more of the following particulars: 

a. Failing to observe the plaintiff; 

b. Failing to wear his glasses; 

c. Failing to maintain control of the yard cart; 

d. Driving too fast under the circumstances; 
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e. Operating the yard cart in a reckless manner; 

f. Failing to use safe operating procedures; 

g. Failing to yield the right of way to pedestrians on the walkway; 

h. Any and all other negligent acts and omissions that are identified during discovery and 

proven at the trial of this matter. 

XVI. 

Additionally and/or alternatively, the accident resulted from the negligent acts and omissions 

of the Federal Bureau of Prisons in one or more of the following particulars: 

a. Failing to properly supervise its employees; 

b. Failing to properly train its employees; 

c. Failing to maintain its vehicles; and 

d. Any and all other negligent acts and omissions that are identified during discovery and 

proven at the trial of this matter. 

XVII. 

The defendant, the United States of America, is liable for the negligent acts and omissions 

of Senior Officer Wadley and the Federal Bureau of Prisons under the doctrine of respondeat 

superior as well as the Federal Tort Claims Act. 
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XVIII. 

As a result of the accident, David Samuels sustained bodily injuries including but not 

exclusively the following injuries: 

a. abrasions to his right knee; 

b. pain to both elbows; 

c. pain to right knee; 

d. pain to groin area radiating to lower back; 

e. numbness in testicles; 

f. back pain; 

g. neck pain; 

h. numbness in both hands; 

1. pain to the hands; 

J. hip pain; and 

k. joint pain. 

XIX. 

As a result of the above described injuries, David Samuels obtained medical treatment 

incurring medical bills. 

xx. 

As a result of the above described injuries, David Samuels' physical activities have been 
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limited. 

XXI. 

As a result of the accident and injuries, David Samuels sustained damages which he seeks 

to recover including but not exclusively the following: 

$ 75,000.00 Physical Pain and Suffering; 

$ 25,000.00 Mental Anguish; 

$25,000.00 Permanent Disability; 

$ 25,000.00 Loss of Earning Potential (Estimate at this time); 

$ 25,000.00 Past Medical Bills (Estimate at th.is time); and 

$ 10,000.00 Future Medical Bills (Estimate at this time). 

'WHEREFORE, plaintiff, David Samuels, prays that defendant, United States of America, 

be served with a copy of this Complaint, be duly ordered to appear and answer same, and after all 

legal delays and due proceedings be had, there be judgment herein in favor of plaintiff, David 

Samuels, and against the defendant, United States of America, awarding the plaintiff past and future 

damages as set out above totaling $185,000, including all damages reasonable in the premises, all 

costs of these proceedings including expert witness fees, and for all other legal and equitable relief 

appropriate to the circumstances, including pre and post judgment judicial and/or legal interest. 
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PLEASE SERVE: 

I. United States of America by 

H. EDWARD SHERMAN, A.P.L.C. 
1010 Common Street, Suite 1750 
New Orleans, Louisiana 70112 
Telephone: (504) 587-7100 
Facsimile: (504) 587-7102 

a. Hand Delivery of"a copy of the summons and of the complaint to the United States 
Attorney for the" Eastern District of Louisiana, The Honorable Jim Letten, or to an 
assistant United States attorney or clerical employee whom the United States attorney 
designated in a writing filed with the court clerk; 

and 

b. "registered or certified mail to the Attorney General of the United States, The 
Honorable Eric H. Holder, Jr., at U.S. Department of Justice, 950 Pennsylvania 
Avenue, NW, Washington, DC 20530-0001 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

EASTERN DISTRICT OF LOUISIANA 

DAVID M. SAMUELS 

VERSUS 

* 

* 

CIVIL ACTION 

NO. 09-6080 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA * SECTION "S" MAG 2 

* * * * * * * 

ORDER 

Considering the foregoing Joint Motion to Continue Trial, Deadlines and Discovery Cutoff, 

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that trial on the merits, pending deadlines and discovery cutoff 
at a scheduling conference with the case 

arc continued with new dates to be selected i~£29!R-~~2J;Ht9:tJ:IJ~fxs:;QWf~~~}5Al:· manager on 

June 10 at 10:45 a.m .. 
New Orleans, Lomsiana, this 3rd dayof __ ~h_m_e~--' 2010. 

NN VIAL LEMMON 
ST A TES DISTRICT JUDGE 



H. EDWARD SHERMAN,... 

edsherman@edsherman.org 

Direct Dial 587"7103 ext 24 

.. A Professional Law Corporation 

Mr. Brock D. Dupre 
US Attomey1s Office 

H. EDWARD SHERMAN 
A PROFESSIONAL LAW CORPORATION 

1010 COMMON STREET, SUITE 1750 
NEW ORLEANS, LA 70112 

(504) 587 "7100 / 1-800-551-1292 (Outside New Orleans) 
FAX (504) 587-7102 

February 15, 2011 

500 Poydras Street, Room B210 
New Orleans, LA 70130 

RE: David Samuels vs. United States of America 
USDC 09-6080 "S" (2) 

Dear Mr. Dupre: 

JAMES E. CAZALOT, JR. 
jimcaza!ot@edsherman.org 

Direct Dial 587-71 03 ext 15 

We are forwarding to you the executed Stipulation for Compromise Settlement and Release 
of Federal Tort Claims Act Claims Pursuant to 28 USC §2677 in regard to the above referenced 
matter. Once you have signed the original, please send us a completely executed copy for our 
records. 

Sincerely, 

JAMES E~ CAZALOT, JRD 
JAMES E. CAZALOT, JR. 

JEC/cac 

F:\DSK.X\JEC\Samuels. David\FfCA\C\!atty. wpd 



UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
EASTERN DISTRICT OF LOUISIANA 

DAVID M. SAMUELS 

VERSUS 

* 

* 

CIVIL ACTION 

NO. 09-6080 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA * SECTION "S" MAG 2 

* * * * * * * 

STIPULATION FOR COMPROMISE SETTLEMENT AND RELEASE OF FEDERAL 
TORT CLAIMS ACT CLAIMS PURSUANT TO 28 U.S.C. § 2677 

It is hereby stipulated by and between plaintiff, David M. Samuels, and the United States 

of America, by and through their respective attorneys, as follows: 

1. The parties do hereby agree to settle and compromise each and every claim of any 

kind, whether known or unknown, arising directly or indirectly from the acts or 

omissions that gave rise to the above-captioned action under the terms and conditions 

set forth in the Settlement Agreement. 

2. However, Plaintiff, David M. Samuels, currently owes restitution to the United States 

of America in excess of$121, 541 in connection with Mr. Samuels' guilty plea and 

sentence in Criminal Action No. 04-321, Eastern District of Louisiana; Section "K". 



3. Therefore, the United States of America agrees to place the sum of$15,000 in the 

registry of the Clerk of Court, Eastern District of Louisiana, which sum shall be in 

full settlement and satisfaction of any and all claims, demands, rights and causes of 

action of whatsoever kind and nature, arising from, and by reason of any and all 

known and unknown, foreseen and unforeseen damage to property, bodily and 

personal injuries, and the consequences thereof, resulting, and to result, from the 

subject matter of this settlement, including any claims for wrongful death, for which 

plaintiff or his representatives, guardians, heirs, executors, administrators, or assigns, 

and each of them, now have or may hereafter acquire against the United States of 

America, its agents, servants, and employees in this captioned lawsuit. 

4. Plaintiff and his representatives, guardians, heirs, executors, administrators or assigns 

hereby agree to accept and allow the settlement funds be placed in the registry of the 

court in full settlement and satisfaction of any and all claims, demands, rights, and 

causes of action of whatsoever kind and nature, including claims for wrongful death, 

arising from, and by reason of any and all known and unknown, foreseen and 

unforeseen damage to property, bodily and personal injuries, and the consequences 

thereof which they may have or hereafter acquire against the United States of 

America, its agents, servants and employees on account of the same subject matter 

that gave rise to the above-captioned action, including any future claim or lawsuit of 

any kind or type whatsoever, whether known or unknown, and whether for 

compensatory or exemplary damages. Plaintiff and his representatives, guardians, 

heirs, executors, administrators or assigns further agree to reimburse, indemnify and 
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hold harmless the United States of America, its agents, servants, and employees from 

and against any and all such causes of action, claims, liens, rights, or subrogated or 

contribution interests incident to or resulting from further litigation or the prosecution 

of claims by plaintiff or his representatives, guardians, heirs, executors, 

administrators or assigns against any third party or against the United States, 

including claims for wrongful death. 

6. Upon placing the total settlement proceeds of$15,000.00 in the registry of the Clerk 

of Court, both parties will file contradictory briefs before the presiding district court 

judge in Criminal Action No. 04-321, Eastern District of Louisiana; Section '"K". 

action so that the criminal Court can make a determination as to the allocation of the 

settlement proceeds. 

7. This stipulation for compromise settlement is not, is in no way intended to be, and 

should not be construed as, an admission of liability or fault on the part of the United 

States, it agents, servants, or employees, and it is specifically denied that they are 

liable to the plaintiffs. This settlement is entered into by all parties for the purpose 

of compromising disputed claims under the Federal Tort Claims Act and avoiding the 

expenses and risks of further litigation. 

8. It is also agreed, by and among the parties, that the respective parties will each bear 

their own costs, fees, and expenses and that no attorney's fees will be paid in addition 

hereto. 

9. The persons signing this Settlement Agreement warrant and represent that they 

possess full authority to bind the persons on whose behalf they are signing to the 
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terms of settlement. In the event any plaintiff is a minor or legally incompetent adult, 

the plaintiff must obtain Court approval of an administrator or tutrix who is legally 

entitled to enter into this legal and binding compromise agreement. Plaintiff agrees 

to obtain such approval in a timely manner: time being of the essence. Plaintiff 

further agrees that the United States may void this settlement at its option in the event 

such approval is not obtained in a timely manner. In the event plaintiff fails to obtain 

such Court approval, the entire Stipulation for Compromise Settlement and Release 

and the compromise settlement are null and void. 

10. Payment of the settlement amount will be made by a check drawn on the United 

States Department of the Treasury and made payable to: Clerk, United States District 

Court. The check will be hand delivered to the Clerk of Court at the following 

address: 500 Poydras Street, New Orleans, Louisiana 70130. Upon deposit of thee 

settlement funds, Plaintiffs attorney agrees to obtain a dismissal of the above

captioned action with prejudice, with each party bearing its own fees, costs. 

11. The parties agree that this Stipulation for Compromise Settlement and Release, 

including all the terms and conditions of this compromise settlement and any 

additional agreements relating thereto, may be made public in their entirety, and the 

plaintiffs expressly consent to such release and disclosure pursuant to 5 U.S.C. § 552 

a(b). 

12. It is contemplated that this Stipulation may be executed in several counterparts, with 

a separate signature page for each party. All such counterparts and signature pages, 

together, shall be deemed one document. 
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B, - .DUP .? - t 
Assistant United States Attorney 
LA Bar Roll No. 28563 
Hale Boggs Federal Building 
500 Poydras Street, Room 210 B 
New Orleans, Louisiana 70130 
Telephone: (504) 680-3005 

Executedthls~dayof f4) - ,2010. 

Attorney for Defendant, United States of America 

__,,.._...,...._ _ _,,_----=,,,;._~--' -+--- -fc" W 
O ~:.£: i:.: iL day of ::\Jo ..cl',,,, 2·.01 b_. 

J E E.CAZ \ \ 
L Roll No. 17 
H. EDWARD SHERMAN, APLC 
1010 Common Street, Suite 1750 
New Orleans, Louisiana 70112 
Tel: (504) 587-7100 
A~ for Plaintiff, David ?uels 

'2-~-;:t~?""='.,,......... ............. -'..L_~_F-__ -_ Executed this jQ_ day of Jf,4:i. ?bl /2010. 
M.SAMUELS 

Plaintiff 
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JAMES E. CAZALOT, JR. 
H. EDWARD SHERMAN, APLC 
1010 COMMON STREET, SUITE 1750 
NEW ORLEANS, LA 70112 

~ 

,, .. ••" 

7;:i i :::i::r::t:3::I.65 

Happy Mardi Gras ~ 
USPOST.4GE 

:.oM..""K,.,tE $ 00.61 
_ 1STCI...Ass RTL 

~ Mailed From7Q11_2 .. ~"T"~lf!t ~".1J2i-~5i2off _ _ -~~-a;.;;;. ___ ;,;; __ ,_,-031A 0004188659 

Mr. Brock D. Dupre 
US Attorney's Office 
500 Poydras Street, Room B210 
New Orleans, LA 70130 
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NOV-12-2009 12:11 USAO-CIVIL 

To: 

Fax: 

Date: 

Re: 

Page(s): 

U.S. Dopartment of Justice 
Unitod States Attomoy 
Dmrict of Columbia 

.Jwlle/41)1 cuw, 
'" F0"1'1h $1, N,W. 
Wo:dufffhm, D.C. 20SJO 

Wanda M. Hunt," Chief, FOIAIPA Sectiwmn; 
FOIA/Prlvacy Act Requests 

202·307-0828 Phone: 

November 12, 2009 

Bcnavidw v BOP 
cw Noi 09;2026 
including cover 

COMMENTS: 

Please find a copy of the complaint. 

anmcr due:· Noypnbm: 3JL lOQ9 

202 514 8780 

USAO-DC 

FAX 
Cover 

Sabrina Allen 
Legal Assistant 

202•514-7218 

P.001 

Please call Special Assistant United States Attorney Jennifer Olkiewiez. when this case js assigned 
to an Attorney, 

Plcaso have the assigned Attorney provide SAUSA Jennifer 01.kicwic:z a draft An.swor or draft 
Vaughn index and supporting declaration. Jennifer can be reached at 202·514• 7185. · 

Thankyou 

U.S. ATI'ORNEY FACSIMILE COMMUNICATION 

WARNING: Information attached to this coVflr sheet J,: U.S. Gov.,,.,ment Property. 
If you .,.. not tlte lntanded rw:Jpient of th/a infomMtlon, dl•t:losure, n,productlon1 
distribution, or u.e of ,,,,. lnformdon Is prohibiNd. PM-.• notify the originator 
lmmed/ately to arrange for proper disposition. 
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Via Fin,t Class Mail and Facrsimile 
Wanda M. Hunt. Chief, FOIA/P A Section 
FOIA/Privacy Act Requests 
Federal Bureau of Prisons 
Department of Justice · 
Room 841, HOLC Building 
320 First Street, N.W. 
WashUlilon. DC 20534 

202 514 8780 

U.S. Department of Justice 

Channing D. Phillips 
Acting United States Attorney 

District of Columbia 

Judlcu,ry Ctnlcr 
JJJ Fourth Sr., N. W. 
W'21iiift$1r»t, 0.C 2f>~,fl 

November 12, 2009 

Re: Eduardo Benavides v. Federal Bureau of Prisons 
Civil Action No. 09·2026 (RWR) 

Dear Ms. Hunt: 

P.oo: 

Attached is a copy of a Freedom of Information/Privacy Act (FOIA/P A) complaint 
received in this office on October 30, 2009. This case has been assigned to SpeclaJ Assistant 
United States Attorney Jennifer Olkiewicz, who can be reached at (:202) 514-7158. Our 
Answer or dispositivc motion is due on November 30, 2009. In order to file a timely response 
with the Court, we must receive a draft Answer or draft Vaughn index ~d supporting declaration 
on or before November 16, 2009. Please note that, in general, in addition to addressing the 
exemptions claimed for any documents or information withheld, the declaration should address 
the adequacy of the search for records, the segregability of information and the manner in which 
any referral of documents was made. 

As of January 1, 2003, all new Civil cases filed in the U.S. District Cowt for the District 
of Columbia are a part of the Electronic Case Filing System. According) y, any materials, 
including but not limited to, declarations, exhibits1 administrative reoords, and other 

documents to be filed with the District Court should be provided to the undersigned in electronic 
format, i.&,, scanned and saved in PDF, as well as provided in hard copy. 
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NOV-12-2009 12:11 USAO-CIVIL 202 614 8780 P.oo: 

If you are unable to provide a draft Answer or draft Vaughn index and supporting 
declaration within the time specified, you may can me so we can develop a reasonable timetable, 

keeping in mind the time limits imposed by statute ~d by the Court. 

By: 

Enclosure 

Very truly yours. 

CHANNING D. PHILLIPS 

Acting United States Attorney 

I 

Jennifer 01.kicwicz 

Special Assistant United States Attorney 
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Case 1 :09-cv-02026-RWR Document 1 Filed 10/28/2009 Page 1 of 3 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

EDUARDO BENA VIDES, 

Plaintiff, 

v. Civil Action No. 09-2026 (JEB) 

BUREAU OF PRISONS, 

Defendant. 

MEMORANDUM OPINION AND ORDER 

Plaintiff Eduardo Benavides, a federal prisoner, has narrowed his request under the 

Freedom of Information Act, to two June 2009 telephone calls the Bureau of Prisons recorded 

between Plaintiff and his then-attorney, Robert Switzer. As BOP now concedes that the content 

of the calls is not protected by any privacy interest and as Plaintiff is satisfied with a certified 

transcript of the conversations, the Court will order that BOP produce such transcript. 

Alternatively, it may produce recordings of the calls themselves. 

I. Background 

The background of this case and the proper legal standard for resolving FOIA disputes 

via summary judgment are both set forth in the Memorandum Opinion of March 30, 2011, 

authored by Judge Richard Roberts, to whom this case was previously assigned. The Court will 

rehash neither in addressing the parties' renewed Motions for Summary Judgment. For our 

purposes, it is sufficient to note that the sole remaining dispute centers around two telephone 

calls - one on June 5 and one on June 23, 2009 - placed by Plaintiff from federal prison to his 

former attorney. The recorded conversations total a little over eleven minutes. Upon the 
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Court's request, BOP has provided electronic copies of the conversations to the Court for in 

camera review, and the Court has now listened to both calls. 

The parties have engaged in several rounds of briefing on a number of interesting issues -

for example, whether such recordings constitute law-enforcement records under FOIA. whether 

an attorney has a privacy interest in his side of a conversation with his client, and whether an 

attorney has a privacy interest in matters beyond what he actually said, such as in his voice and 

its inflection. Given that the parties, in recent communications, have largely reached an 

agreement on what release is appropriate here, the Court need not resolve all these questions, but 

can, instead, narrowly determine the proper course here. 

II. Analysis 

In arguing against the release of the two calls, BOP relies on FOIA Exemption 7(C). 

"Exemption 7(C) authorizes the government to withhold 'records or information compiled for 

law enforcement purposes, but only to the extent that the production of such law enforcement 

records or information ... could reasonably be expected to constitute an unwarranted invasion of 

personal privacy.'" Boyd v. Criminal Div. of U.S. Dept. of Justice, 475 F.3d 381, 386 (D.C. Cir. 

2007) (quoting 5 U.S.C. § 552(b)(7)(C)). Even if the two calls constitute law-enforcement 

records - a position Plaintiff disputes - BOP may only withhold them if their release would 

constitute an invasion of privacy. BOP agreed in both its Reply and in the telephone conference 

call with the Court on Jan. 27, 2012, that Plaintiff's former counsel has no privacy interest in the 

content of the conversations. See Def. Reply at 9 (BOP would have released transcript of calls if 

Plaintiff had requested and paid for it). What is protected instead, BOP contends, is the 

attorney's "voice inflections and other non-lexical information." hi. at 8. 

2 
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While this may indeed be true for families' rights regarding audiotapes of their relatives' 

last moments before death, see New York Times Co. v. NASA, 920 F.2d 1002, 1005 (D.C. Cir. 

1990) ( discussing cockpit recordings before explosion of Challenger spacecraft), such an 

argument appears strained in this context. BOP nonetheless argues, "One can easily imagine one 

of several reasons that Mr. Benavides' s lawyer might have a privacy interest in the audio. 

Perhaps he became frustrated and raised his voice at his client. Perhaps he did not respond to 

questions. Or perhaps he fears that he may come across as sarcastic in the audio recordings." 

See Def. Resp. at 8. Having now listened to the recorded calls, the Court can say that none of 

these hypotheticals actually exists. The conversations, furthermore, contain no discussion of 

anything personal to the attorney, but instead only concern Plaintiff's case and counsel's 

representation. 

In an attempt to find common ground, nonetheless, the Court in a conference call with the 

parties inquired of Plaintiff (through current counsel) whether he would be satisfied with the 

transcripts of the calls, which BOP did not oppose releasing. Plaintiff has now indicated that 

transcripts would suffice provided that they were accurate and authenticated by BOP and the 

Court. See Pl. Resp. (ECF No. 37). Given that both sides now agree on the propriety and 

sufficiency of releasing the transcripts, the Court will require their production. 

BOP may follow its normal procedures in passing along any reasonable cost of 

transcription to Plaintiff. In the event BOP deems it easier to simply produce the recordings, that 

would obviously suffice as well. The Court will leave it to professional counsel to work out the 

details regarding timing and authentication, although the brevity of the calls suggests that 

production should be quickly accomplished. Once Plaintiff has received the transcripts or 

recordings, he may then dismiss the matter. 

3 
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III. Conclusion 

The Court, therefore, ORDERS that: 

1. Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment is DENIED; and 

2. Plaintiff's Motion for Summary Judgment is GRANTED IN PART as set forth above. 

IT IS SO ORDERED. 

Date: Feb. 9, 2012 

4 

Isl Tames 'E. 'Boas6er9 
JAMES E. BOASBERG 
United States District Judge 
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EDUARDO BENAVIDES, 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

Plaintiff, 

v. Civil Action No. 09-2026 (JEB) 

BUREAU OF PRISONS, 

Defendant. 

MEMORANDUM OPINION 

This matter is before the Court on the parties' cross

motions for summary judgment. For the reasons discussed below, 

defendant's motion will be granted in part and denied in part, 

and plaintiff's motion will be denied. 

I. BACKGROUND 

Plaintiff submitted two separate requests under the Freedom 

of Information Act ("FOIA"), see 5 U.S.C. § 552, to the Federal 

Bureau of Prisons ("BOP"), a component of the United States 

Department of Justice ("DOJ"}, for information pertaining to 

"billing records and recorded telephone conversations of phone 

calls plaintiff made in prison to his attorney Robert 0. 

Switzer." Compl. 1 1. 1 

For purposes of the FOIA, the term "agency" includes 
"any executive department, military department, Government 
corporation, Government controlled corporation, or other 
establishment in the Executive Branch of the Government . ., or 

The any independent regulatory agency." 5 U.S.C. § 552 (f} (1). 
(continued ... ) 
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A. May 5, 2009 Request 

By letter dated May 5, 2009, addressed to the Director of 

the BOP's South Central Regional Office (nSCRO"), plaintiff 

sought information pertaining to telephone calls he made while 

incarcerated at two BOP facilities in Texas. Compl. ~ 1. In 

relevant part, the request stated: 

I am requesting . a copy of the recorded 
telephone conversations I made while in BOP, 
and record of dates and times the telephone 
calls were made. The phone number that is the 
subject to my request is (210) 299-1053. The 
calls were made from February 25 to August 8, 
2008 at [Federal Correctional Complex (nFCC")] 
Beaumont Medium, and from August 8, to 
October 31, 2008 at [Federal Correctional 
Institution (nFCI")] Bastrop. 

Id., Attach. (Freedom of Information Act Request) . By letter 

dated July 9, 2009, SCRO staff notified plaintiff that his FOIA 

request must be submitted to the BOP's Director at the 

Washington, D.C. headquarters office. 

J.A. Sickler, Regional Counsel, SCRO). 

Id., Attach. (letter from 

B. July 16, 2009 Request 

On July 16, 2009, plaintiff addressed a second letter to 

BOP's Director which both referenced his May 5, 2009 letter and 

requested additional information. Compl., Attach. (FOIA 

Request). In relevant part, the second requested stated: 

1 
( ••• continued) 

DOJ is an executive agency to which the FOIA applies, and the 
Court considers the DOJ as the proper party defendant. 

-2-
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Id. at 1. 

I am ... expanding my request to include (2) 
additional calls made on 6/5 and 6/23/09, 
while at FCI Bastrop. The records of the 
calls made on 10/30 and 10/31/08, and 6/5 and 
6/23/09 are the most pressing and needed for 
filing in court. 

C. FOIA Request 2009-10149 

On July 30, 2009, the BOP's Central Office, FOIA Section, 

"received correspondence from [p]laintiff which contained letters 

dated June 19, July 12, and July 16, 2009, in addition to the May 

5, 2009, letter and July 9, 2009, response." Def.'s Mem. of P. & 

A. in Supp. of the Mot. for Summ. J. ("Def.'s Mem."}, Deel. of 

Larry Collins ("Collins Deel.") i 5. "The separate letters . 

were processed as a single request as [they] were received on the 

same date, July 30, 2009, and the records sought by each letter 

were records [p]laintiff indicated he had previously requested 

from institution staff and been denied." Id. i 9. The request 

was assigned a tracking number, 2009-10149, id., and staff 

"forwarded electronic copies of these letters to the SCRO 

Regional Counsel's Office for response." Id. i 5. The June 19, 

and July 12, 2009 letters, copies of which are submitted with 

defendant's dispositive motion, see Collins Deel., Attach. 4-5, 

are not mentioned in Plaintiff's complaint. The Court therefore 

addresses only the BOP's response to his requests for information 

pertaining to telephone calls which occurred on the dates set 

-3-
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forth in his complaint, "from 2/25/08 . . to 6/23/09." Compl. 

'ii 1. 

SCRO's Regional Counsel learned that the requested 

recordings of telephone conversations which occurred while 

plaintiff was incarcerated at FCC Beaumont could not be produced 

because the Telephone Activity Recording System ("TARS"} 

maintains recordings only for six months, a period which already 

had expired by the time staff conducted a search. 2 Collins Deel. 

'iI 10. Instead, FCC Beaumont staff produced "a three-page 

computer print out containing transactional data for the 

responsive telephone calls[.]" Id. FCI Bastrop staff located 

"recordings of telephone calls made by [p]laintiff on June 6, and 

June 23, 2009," and explained that "recordings for the telephone 

calls made prior to six months of the date of the search were no 

longer available." Id. 'iI 11. 3 In addition, staff located 

"thirteen pages of computer printouts containing transactional 

data for all telephone calls [p]laintiff made while incarcerated 

at FCI Bastrop during the time frames noted on his request." Id. 

2 "Recorded telephone conversations are maintained 
digitally on [TARS] for a period of six months from the date 
created, at which time they are overwritten with new data." 
Collins Deel. 'iI 10 n.1. 

The Court presumes that the reference in the 
declaration to a recording of a telephone conversation occurring 
on June 6, 2009 is a typographical error. Based on 
representations elsewhere in the record, see, e.g., Pl.'s Opp'n 
at 3; Collins Deel., Attach. 10 (Vaughn Index), Rec. No. 4, it 
appears that the telephone conversation occurred on June 5, 2009. 

-4-
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<JI 13. "No records were located in response to [p]laintiff's 

request for recorded telephone conversations for . . calls he 

placed . 

Id. <JI 14. 

. between February 25, 2008, and October 31, 2008." 

On November 24, 2009, "sixteen pages of telephone 

transactional data printouts . . with the user identification 

codes redacted pursuant to [Exemption 2]" were released. Id. 

The recorded telephone conversations were withheld in full under 

Exemption 7(C), and plaintiff was notified that these recordings 

"could be forwarded to an un-incarcerated third party upon 

receipt of consent for the release of information from all 

parties to the telephone conversations." Id.; see id., Attach. 9 

(November 24, 2009 letter from J.A. Sickler) at 3. The declarant 

explained that the BOP "does not maintain equipment necessary for 

the editing of the digitally stored recordings," and for this 

reason it could not segregate plaintiff's non-exempt portion of 

the recordings from the exempt portion. 

Attach. 9 at 3. 

Id. <JI 18; see id., 

Plaintiff represents that the "two recorded telephone 

conversations [which] took place on June 5, 2009 and June 23, 

2009 . . were conversations between [him] and Robert 0. Switzer 

[who] at the time [was plaintiff's] attorney in a criminal 

appeal." Pl.'s Mem. of P. & A. in Supp. of his Mot. for Summ. J. 

and in Opp'n to Def.'s Mot. for Summ. J. ("Pl.'s Opp'n"), Ex. 3 

-5-
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(Benavides Deel.) ~ 3. He further states that no other person 

participated in the calls, that Mr. Switzer acted solely as 

plaintiff's criminal attorney, and that the sole subject of the 

conversations was plaintiff's criminal appeal. Id. ~~ 3-4. 

In this action, plaintiff demands a declaratory judgment, 

release in full of the requested records, and an award of costs 

and attorney's fees. Compl. at 2-3 (page numbers designated by 

the Court}. 

DISCUSSION 

Summary Judgment in a FOIA Case4 

Courts will grant a motion for summary judgment if "there is 

no genuine dispute as to any material fact and the movant is 

entitled to judgment as a matter of law." FED. R. CIV. P. 56(a}. 

The moving party bears the burden of demonstrating the absence of 

a genuine issue of material fact. Celotex Corp. v. Catrett, 477 

U.S. 317, 322 (1986). "[A] material fact is 'genuine' . if 

4 "Plaintiff challenges . . only the withholdings of 
the June 5th and June 23rd recordings," Pl.'s Opp'n at 3, and the 
Court treats as conceded the BOP's arguments with respect to the 
adequacy of its search for records responsive to plaintiff's FOIA 
requests and its decision to withhold user identification codes 
under Exemption 2. In these respects, defendant's motion will be 
granted in part as conceded. See Bonaccorsy v. Dist. of 
Columbia, 685 F. Supp. 2d 18, 24 (O.O.C. 2010); Buggs v. Powell, 
293 F. Supp. 2d 135, 141 (D.O.C. 2003) (citing FDIC v. Bender, 
127 F. 3d 58, 67-68 (D. C. Cir. 1997} (stating that if "a plaintiff 
files an opposition to a dispositive motion and addresses only 
certain arguments raised by the defendant, a court may treat 
those arguments that the plaintiff failed to address as 
conceded") . 

-6-
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the evidence is such that a reasonable jury could return a 

verdict for the nonmoving party" on an element of the his claim. 

Anderson v. Liberty Lobby, Inc., 477 U.S. 242, 248 (1986). 

Factual assertions in the moving party's affidavits or 

declarations may be accepted as true unless the opposing party 

submits his own affidavits or declarations or documentary 

evidence to the contrary. Neal v. Kelly, 963 F.2d 453, 456 (D.C. 

Cir. 1992). In opposing a summary judgment motion, a party may 

not "replace conclusory allegations of the complaint or answer 

with conclusory allegations of an affidavit," Lujan v. Nat'l 

Wildlife Fed' n, 497 U.S. 871, 888 ( 1990}, but rather must "set 

forth specific facts showing that there is a genuine issue for 

trial," Anderson, 477 U.S. at 248 (citation and internal 

quotation marks omitted}. 

In a FOIA case, the Court may grant summary judgment based 

on information provided in an agency's affidavits or declarations 

when they describe "the documents and the justifications for 

nondisclosure with reasonably specific detail, demonstrate that 

the information withheld logically falls within [a] claimed 

exemption, and are not controverted by either contrary evidence 

in the record [or] by evidence of agency bad faith." Military 

Audit Project v. Casey, 656 F.2d 724, 738 (D.C. Cir. 1981). Such 

affidavits or declarations are accorded "a presumption of good 

faith, which cannot be rebutted by 'purely speculative claims 

-7-
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about the existence and discoverability of other documents.'" 

SafeCard Servs., Inc. v. SEC, 926 F.2d 1197, 1200 (D.C. Cir. 

1991) (quoting Ground Saucer Watch, Inc. v. CIA, 692 F.2d 770, 

771 (D.C. Cir. 1981)). 

Law Enforcement Records 

Exemption 7 protects from disclosure "records or information 

compiled for law enforcement purposes," but only to the extent 

that disclosure of such records would cause an enumerated harm. 

5 U.S.C. § 552(b} (7}; see FBI v. Abramson, 456 U.S. 615, 622 

(1982). The fact that the relevant agency's principal purpose is 

the enforcement of criminal law does not absolve it of its 

obligation to demonstrate that the records at issue were compiled 

for a law enforcement purpose. Pratt v. Webster, 673 F.2d 408, 

416 (D.C. Cir. 1982) (holding that the FBI "must meet the 

threshold requirements of Exemption 7 before [it] may withhold 

requested documents on the basis of any of its subparts"}. To 

this end, the government generally "must identify a particular 

individual or incident as the object of the investigation and 

specify the connection of the individual or incident to a 

potential violation of law or security risk." Davin v. U.S. 

Dep't of Justice, 60 F.3d 1043, 1056 (3d Cir. 1995); see Simon v. 

Dep't of Justice, 980 F.2d 782, 783 (D.C. Cir. 1992) (quoting 

Pratt, 673 F.2d at 420-21). The "focus is on how and under what 

circumstances the requested files were compiled, and whether the 

-8-
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files sought relate to anything that can fairly be characterized 

as an enforcement proceeding." Jefferson v. Dep't of Justice, 

284 F.3d 172, 176-77 (D.C. Cir. 2002) (citations and internal 

quotations omitted). 

The BOP's declarant avers that the BOP is a law enforcement 

agency the employees of which "perform inherently law enforcement 

functions," such as making arrests, executing searches on inmates 

and visitors to its institutions, and seizing evidence. Collins 

Deel. ~ 15. Referring to its authority under 18 U.S.C. § 4042, 

the BOP also "is tasked with the law enforcement mission of 

protecting inmates, staff, and the community," and the declarant 

states that "the files of federal inmates are essential to BOP 

-9-
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staff in carrying out the law enforcement mission of the BOP." 5 

Id. 

The BOP's TRUFONE computer system tracks, monitors, and 

records inmate telephone calls, Collins Deel. i 16, and inmate 

telephone conversations are maintained digitally on TARS, id. i 

10 n.1. The TRUVIEW system "is an application used primarily by 

investigative staff to access information maintained on the 

TRUFONE system." Id. i 16. The BOP's declarant states that 

recordings of inmate telephone conversations are "maintained on 

the TARS for the purpose of monitoring inmate telephone activity 

and conducting investigations regarding. illegal activities 

or suspected illegal activities being conducted, coordinated or 

directed from within a BOP facility." Id. i 17. The BOP claims 

Generally, the BOP shall: 

( 1) have charge of the management and 
regulation of all Federal penal and 
correctional institutions; 

(2) provide suitable quarters and provide 
for the safekeeping, care, and subsistence of 
all persons charged with or convicted of 
offenses against the United States, or held as 
witnesses or otherwise; 

( 3) provide for the protection, 
instruction, and discipline of all persons 
charged with or convicted of offenses against 
the United States; 

(4) provide technical assistance to State 
and local governments in the improvement of 
their correctional systems; and 

( 5) provide not ice of release of 
prisoners[.] 

18 u.s.c. § 4042(a). 

-10-
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to have "satisfie[d] the standard for invoking Exemption 7 . 

because of its law enforcement mission and responsibilities for 

protecting inmates, staff, and the community." Def.'s Mem. at 

10. 

Plaintiff counters that the BOP fails to meet its threshold 

requirement for withholding information under Exemption 7, that 

is, it fails to establish that the requested recordings were 

compiled for law enforcement purposes. Pl.'s Opp'n at 5. He 

maintains that the BOP "cannot merely point to its mission," id., 

as a blanket reference to the agency's law enforcement duties 

does not establish that the recorded telephone conversations were 

compiled for law enforcement purposes. The Court concurs. 

The D.C. Circuit has articulated a "two-part test whereby 

the government can show that its records are law enforcement 

records: the investigatory activity that gave rise to the 

documents is related to the enforcement of federal laws, and 

there is a rational nexus between the investigation at issue and 

the agency's law enforcement duties[,]" Jefferson, 284 F.3d at 

177 (internal quotation marks and citation omitted}, regardless 

of whether "the investigation [led] to a criminal 

prosecution or other enforcement proceeding[,]" Pratt, 673 F.2d 

at 421. Here, the BOP suggests that its status as a law 

enforcement agency responsible for the welfare of inmates in its 

custody, its staff and the public at large, sufficiently 
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establishes that recordings of inmate telephone conversations are 

compiled for law enforcement purposes. Not so. The D.C. Circuit 

has rejected a per se rule of this sort. See Pratt, 673 F.2d at 

416; see also Ctr. for Nat'l Sec. Studies v. U.S. Dep't of 

Justice, 331 F.3d 918, 926 (D.C. Cir. 2003) (stating that, 

notwithstanding DOJ's law enforcement specialty, "[t]o establish 

a law enforcement purpose, DOJ's declarations must establish (1) 

a rational nexus between the investigation and one of the 

agency's law enforcement duties; and (2) a connection between an 

individual or incident and a possible security risk or violation 

of federal law") (citation and quotation marks omitted)); King v. 

Dep't of Justice, 830 F.2d 210, 229 (D.C. Cir. 1987) (explaining 

that an FBI record did not automatically satisfy this threshold 

requirement "simply by virtue of the function the FBI serves") 

"[W]hen an agency seeks to withhold information, it must 

provide a relatively detailed justification, specifically 

identifying the reasons why a particular exemption is relevant 

and correlating those claims with the particular part of a 

withheld document to which they apply." Morley v. CIA, 508 F.3d 

1108, 1122 (D.C. Cir. 2007) (quoting King, 830 F.2d at 219) 

(internal quotation marks omitted). The BOP's supporting 

declaration neither identifies a particular individual or 

incident subject to an investigation nor connects a particular 

individual or incident to a potential violation of law. On this 
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record, without a declaration supplying "facts in sufficient 

detail to apply the Pratt rational nexus test," Campbell v. U.S. 

Dep't of Justice, 164 F.3d 20, 32 (D.C. Cir. 1998), the Court 

cannot grant summary judgment for the BOP. See, e.g., Banks v. 

Dep't of Justice, 700 F. Supp. 2d 9, 18 (D.D.C. 2010) (denying 

summary judgment where the BOP "appear[ed] to rely solely on its 

status as a law enforcement agency as the premise from which the 

Court should conclude that any record it maintains was compiled 

for law enforcement purposes"}. 

CONCLUSION 

Defendant's motion for summary judgment will be granted in 

part and denied in part without prejudice and plaintiff's motion 

for summary judgment will be denied. There is no dispute that 

the BOP conducted a search reasonably calculated to locate 

records responsive to plaintiff's FOIA requests and that its 

decision to redact information under Exemption 2 is proper. 

However, because the BOP has not demonstrated that the requested 

recordings of telephone conversations were compiled for law 

enforcement purposes, defendant fails not only to justify its 

decision to withhold information under Exemption 7(C} but also to 

show that all reasonably segregable information has been released 

to plaintiff. 

An Order accompanies this Memorandum Opinion. 
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Signed this 30Lj day of March, 2011. 

s/ 
RICHARD W. ROBERTS 
United States District Judge 
for 
JAMES E. BOASBERG 
United States District Judge-Designate 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

EDUARDO BENAVIDES, 

Plaintiff, 

v. Civil Action No. 09-2026 (JEB) 

BUREAU OF PRISONS, 

Defendant. 

ORDER 

For the reasons stated in the accompanying Memorandum 

Opinion, it is hereby 

ORDERED that defendant's motion for summary judgment [0kt. 

#8] is GRANTED IN PART and DENIED IN PART WITHOUT PREJUDICE. The 

Federal Bureau of Prisons has conducted a search reasonably 

calculated to locate records responsive to plaintiff's Freedom of 

Information Act request and it properly has withheld certain 

information under Exemption 2. In all other respects, the motion 

is denied. It is further 

ORDERED that plaintiff's motion for summary judgment [Dkt. 

#15] is DENIED. It is further 

ORDERED that, not later than April 29, 2011, defendant shall 

file either a renewed motion for summary judgment, or the parties 
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jointly shall file a proposed schedule for further proceedings in 

this action. 

SO ORDERED. 

Signed this 3ot~ day of March, 2011. 

Isl 
RICHARD W. ROBERTS 
United States District Judge 
for 
JAMES E. BOASBERG 
United States District Judge-Designate 
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EDUARDO BENA VIDES, 

Plaintiff, 

V. 

BUREAU OF PRISONS, 

Defendant. 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

Civil Action No. 09-2026 (RWR) 

ORDER 

Defendant has filed a motion for summary judgment. Because resolution of the 

motion could potentially dispose of this case, the Court will advise the pro se plaintiff of his 

obligations under the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure and the rules of this Court. See Fox v. 

Strickland, 837 F.2d 507 (D.C. Cir. 1988); Neal v. Kelly, 963 F.2d 453,456 (D.C. Cir. 1992). 

The plaintiffs attention is also directed to Rule 56 of the Federal Rules of Civil 

Procedure, which states in pertinent part: 

The judgment sought should be rendered if the pleadings, the 
discovery and disclosure materials on file, and any affidavits show 
that there is no genuine issue as to any material fact and that the 
movant is entitled to judgment as a matter oflaw. 

Fed. R. Civ. P. 56(c)(2). 

(1) In General. A supporting or opposing affidavit must be made on 
personal knowledge, set out facts that would be admissible in 
evidence, and show that the affiant is competent to testify on the 
matters stated. If a paper or part of a paper is referred to in an 
affidavit, a sworn or certified copy must be attached to or served with 
the affidavit. The court may permit an affidavit to be supplemented 
or opposed by depositions, answers to interrogatories, or additional 
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affidavits. 

(2) Opposing Party's Obligation to Respond. When a motion for 
summary judgment is properly made and supported, an opposing 
party may not rely merely on allegations or denials in its own 
pleading; rather, its response must--by affidavits or as otherwise 
provided in this rule--sct out specific facts showing a genuine issue 
for trial. If the opposing party does not so respond, summary 
judgment should, if appropriate, be entered against that party. 

Fed. R. Civ. P. 56(e). 

Motions for summary judgment are also governed by Local Civil Rule 7(h), which 

provides as follows: 

Each motion for summary judgment shall be accompanied by a 
statement of material facts as to which the moving party contends 
there is no genuine issue, which shall include references to the parts 
of the record relied on to support the statement. An opposition to 
such a motion shall be accompanied by a separate concise statement 
of genuine issues setting forth all material facts as to which it is 
contended there exists a genuine issue necessary to be litigated, which 
shall include references to the parts of the record relied on to support 
the statement .... In determining a motion for summary judgment, 
the court may assume that facts identified by the moving party in its 
statement of material facts arc admitted, unless such a fact is 
controverted in the statement of genuine issues filed in opposition to 
the motion. 

Local Civil Rule 7(h). 

In other words, the Court will accept as true any factual assertions contained in 

affidavits or attachments submitted by the defendant in support of a motion for summary 

judgment unless the plaintiff submits affidavits or documentary evidence showing that the 

defendant's assertions arc untrue. See Neal, 963 F.2d at 456. Further, the plaintiffs attention is 

directed to Local Civil Rule 7(b), which states: 

Within ... such ... time as the court may direct, an opposing party 
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shall serve and file a memorandum of points and authorities in 
opposition to the motion. If such a memorandum is not filed within 
the prescribed time, the court may treat the motion as conceded. 

Local Civil Rule 7(b). 

The Court may treat as conceded any motion not opposed within the time limits 

outlined above. Alternatively, the Court may consider on the merits any motion not opposed 

within the time limits outlined above. Thus, failure to respond to the defendant's motion in this 

case carries with it the risk that judgment will be entered for the defendant. 

Accordingly, it is hereby 

0 RD ERE D that the p lai nti ff sh al I file his opposition or other response to the 

defendant's motion for summary judgment no later than February 5, 2010. If plaintiff does not 

respond by that date, the Court may treat the motion as conceded and enter judgment for the 

defendant. 

Isl ----- -----

RICH A RD W. ROBERTS 
DATE: December 30, 2009 United States District Judge 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

EDUARDO M. BENA VIDES, ) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

Plaintiff, 

v. 
Case No: 09-2026 (JEB) 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS, 

Defendant. 

STIPULATION OF SETTLEMENT AND DISMISSAL 

On May 11, 2012, the Court entered an order dismissing this Freedom of Infonnation Act 

(FOIA) action with prejudice because Plaintiff, Eduardo M. Benavides, had "obtained the relief 

sought in the case." In that order, the Court noted that ''the issue of attorney fees remains 

outstanding." The purpose of this Stipulation of Settlement and Dismissal is to resolve that 

remaining issue and to make clear that the case has been fully resolved. 

Plaintiff and Defendant, the Federal Bureau of Prisons (BOP), by and through the United 

States Attorney for the District of Columbia, hereby agree and stipulate that the above-captioned 

civil action shall be settled and dismissed on the following tenns: 

1. Settlement Payment. Defendant shall pay Plaintiff the total sum of $12,500 

(twelve thousand five hundred dollars). This payment shall be made by a check drawn on the 

account of the United States, made payable to the Institute for Public Represeritation. Counsel for 

Defendant agr~~-th~t: -~pon notifi~tion-ofthe Coiirtordering this Stipi.1Iation, Defendant will 

promptly cause the documentation necessary to effectuate this payment to be completed and 

transmitted. Payment shall be made as promptly as practicable, consistent with the normal 



processing procedures followed by the Department of Justice arid the Department of the Treasury, 

following the dismissal of the above-captioned civil action. Plaintiffs counsel shall co-operate 

with Defendant to ensure that all documentation required to process this payment is complete and 

accurate. This payment is inclusive of Plaintiffs attorney's fees, costs, and other litigation 

expenses, and Defendant shall have no further liability for those fees, costs, and expenses, 

Plaintiffs counsel shall be responsible for the distribution of the payment among themselves. 

2. Dismissal with Prejudice. Defendant's counsel may file the fully executed 

Stipulation with the Court promptly after the date on which the Stipulation is signed by both 

Plaintiff and Defendant, and such filing shall constitute a dismissal of the above-captioned civil 

action with prejudice pursuant to Fed. R. Civ. P. 4 l(a)(l)(A)(ii), except that the Court shall retain 

jurisdiction to enforce the terms of this Stipulation, Promptly after the dismissal of the 

above-captioned civil action, Plaintiff shall dismiss any pending administrative complaints 

regarding Plaintiffs FOIA request in this case, with prejudice. 

3. Release. This Stipulation provides for the full and complete satisfaction of 

all claims which have been or could have been asserted by Plaintiff in the above-captioned civil 

action and any pending administrative complaints regarding Plaintiff's FOIA request in this case. 

4. No Assignment. Plaintiff represents and warrants that he is the sole lawful 

owner of all the rights and claims which it has settled and released herein, and that it has not 

transferred or assigned any of those rights and claims or any interest therein. Plaintiff shall 

indemnify, hold harmless, and defend the Defendant, the Agency, and the United States, its 

agencies and officials, and its present and former employees and agents, in their official and 

individual capacities, from and against any transferred, assigned, or subrogated interests in those 

rights and claims. 
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5. No Admission of Liability. This Stipulation has been entered into by 

Plaintiff and Defendant solely for the purposes of compromising disputed claims without 

protracted legal proceedings and avoiding the expense and risk of such litigation. Therefore, this 

Stipulation is not intended and shall not be deemed an admission by either party of the merit or 

lack of merit of the opposing party's claims and defenses. Without limiting the generality of the 

foregoing, this Stipulation does not constitute, and shall not be construed as, an admission that 

Defendant, the Agency, or any of the Agency's present or former employees or agents violated any 

of Plaintiffs rights or any laws or regulations, or as an admission of any contested fact alleged by 

Plaintiff in connection with this case or otherwise. This Stipulation may not be used as evidence 

or otherwise in any civil or administrative action or proceeding against Defendant, the Agency, or 

the United States or any of its agencies or officia Is or present or former employees or agents, either 

in their official or individual capacities, except for proceedings necessary to implement or enforce 

the terms hereof. 

6. Tax Consequences. Plaintiff acknowledges that it has not relied on any 

representations by Defendant or Defendant's employees or agents as to the tax consequences of 

this Stipulation or any payments made by or on behalf of Defendant hereunder. Plaintiff shall be 

solely responsible for compliance with all federal, state, and local tax filing requirements and other 

obligations arising from this Stipulation, if any, that are applicable to Plaintiff. 

7. Entire Agreement. This Stipulation contains the entire agreement between 

the parties hereto and supersedes all previous agreements, whether written or oral, between the 
-----•••-••••••••••--•••••• --•"•M~.~•~-•-~-••••-••••••-•-•----•••••-•~ ~• ""T"O~••••••"• •-~•- ••••••••-•••-•--•••- ••p•m "''"'"•••••••••••••-•••••••••--•-• 

parties relating to the subject matter hereof. No promise or inducement has been-made-except as 

set forth herein, and no representation or understanding, whether written or oral, that is not 

expressly set forth herein shall be enforced or otherwise be given any force or effect in connection 
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herewith. 

8. Amendments. The terms of this Stipulation may not be modified or 

amended, and no provision hereof shall be deemed waived, except by a written instrument signed 

by the party to be charged with the modification, amendment, or waiver. 

9, Construction. The parties acknowledge that the preparation of this Stipulation 

was collaborative in nature, and so agree that any presumption or rule that an agreement is 

construed against its drafter shall not apply to the interpretation of this Stipulation or any term or 

provision hereof. 

10. Headings. The paragraph headings in this Stipulation have been inserted 

for convenience of reference only, and shall not limit the scope or otherwise affect the 

interpretation of any term or provision hereof. 

11. Severability. The provisions of this Stipulation are severable, and any 

invalidity or unenforceability of any one or more of its provisions shall not cause the entire· 

agreement to fail or affect the validity or enforceability of the other provisions herein, which shall 

be enforced without the severed provision(s) in accordance with the remaining provisions of this 

Stipulation. 

12. Further Assurances. Each party agrees to take such actions and to execute 

such additional documents as may be necessary or appropriate to fully effectuate and implement 

the terms of this Stipulation. 

13. Right to Cure. If either Plaintiff or Defendant at any time believes that the 
"'·· .. ,., ... ········-······--·-·····---·-···· -···· 

other party is in breach of this Stipulation, that party shall notifythe other party ofthe-aileged 

breach. The other party shall then have thirty (30) days to cure the breach or otherwise respond to 

the claim. The parties shall make a good faith effort to resolve any dfspute arising from or 

4 



regarding this Stipulation before bringing the dispute to the Court's attention. 

14. Notices. Any notice required or permitted to be given pursuant to this 

Stipulation shall be in writing and shall be delivered by hand, or transmitted by fax or by e-mail, 

addressed as follows or as each party may subsequently specify by written notice to the other: 

Ifto Plaintiff: 

If to Defendant: 

with copy to: 

Brian Wolfman 
Georgetown University Law Center 
Institute for Public Representation 
600 New Jersey Avenue, NW 
Washington, DC 2000 I 
202-661-65 82 
wolfmanb@law.georgetown.edu 

Michael D. Frazier 
Deputy Regional Counsel 
U.S. Department of Justice 
Federal Bureau of Prisons 
South Central Regional Office 
2 l 4-224-3411 
mfrazier@bop.gov 

J. Gregory Lennon 
Special Assistant United States Attorney 
555 Fourth Street, N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20530 
(202) 514-8780 (fax)· 
greg. Iennon@usdoj.gov 

15. Execution. This Stipulation may be executed in two or more counterparts, 

each of which shall be deemed to be an original and all of which together shall be deemed to be 

one and the same agreement. A facsimile or other duplicate of a signature shall have the same 

effect as a manually-executed original. 
- ............... , .,,, .............................. ·······-·········· 

16. Governing Law. This Stipulation shall be governed by the laws of the 

District of Columbia, without regard to the choice of law rules utilized in that jurisdiction, and by 

the laws of the United States. 
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17. Binding Effect. Upon execution of this Stipulation by all parties hereto, this 

Stipulation shall be binding upon and inure to the benefit of the parties and their respective heirs, 

personal representatives, administrators, successors, and assigns. Each signatory to this 

Stipulation represents and warrants that he or she is fully authorized to enter into this Stipulation. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto, intending to be legally bound, have 

executed this Stipulation on the dates shown below. 

_____ ---'---'-___ M_..........,._ft----<-,-- RONALD C. MACHEN JR." I Ar-
D.C. BAR#447889 ya" 

Georgetown University La Center Acting United States AttornD:/y 
Institute for Public Representation 
600 New Jersey A venue, NW DANIEL F. VAN HORN 
Washington, D.C. 20001 D.C. Bar# 924092 
202-661-6582 Acting Chief ivision 

Plaintiffs Counsel 

ial istant United States Attorney 
555 Fourth Street, N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20530 
(202) 353-4024 
greg. lennon@usdoj.gov 

Defendant's Counsel 

Date: G /zq IP4t1-
L- • 

It is SO ORDERED this ____ day of ____ , 2012. 

-- ----- Uniteff Sfafos DfafricrJiidge· '" 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE F.ASTERN DISTRICT OF ARKANSAS 

JC6E WIS ~ 
Rea. No. 24451-179 
FP.der<:il Correctior,__i'l l Institntioo 
Post Of.fiGf:" 'Pc."'.: QOOO 
Fnrrest Cityr Ark~nsas 72336-9000, 

Plaintiff, 

v. 

J. Jiminez 
Health Services Administrator 
Feder~l Correcticnal Canplex (IDw) 
Forrest City, Arkansas 72336 

J. EDNA PRINCE, M.D. 
Clinical Dir~ctor 
'FedP.Tal Correctional Canplex (Low) 
Forrest City, ArkanMs 72336 

G. TOLIVER, R.H. 
HP.Al.th Servi CF"f; De~..nt 
Federal Correctional 0::mplPx (Lc:M) 
Forrest Ci.ty, Arkansas 72336 

F. Garrido, P.A. 
Health S~rnice~ Department 
Federal em--r-e.ctional Canplex (Inw) 
Forrest City: ArkanSns 72336 

K. Levin, P.A. 
-- Uea.1tbl.Services Department 

Federal Correctional Canplex (Low) 
Forrest City, Arkansas 72336 

Y. -~ P.A. 
Health Services Dapntment 
Federal Correctional Canplex (Low) 
Forrest City, Arkansas 72336, 

UNITED STATES OF ~IBRICA, 

- Defendants. 

) 
) 

l 
) 
l 
) 
) 

) 
) 
) 

) 

) 
) 

) 

) 

) 
) 
) 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

) 

) 
) 
) 

l 
) 
) 
) 

) 
) 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

1 
) 

---------'-----------) 

Civil It>. 2:05CW0269 StlW/JiC 

PLAINI'IFF'S FIRST AMENDED OOMPIAINI' FOR DAMAGES 

COMES NOW JOSE LUIS CONZALES, prose, for for his cause of 
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action against each of the named Defendants shows the Court as 

follows: 

THE PARTIES 

!. Plaintiff is an incarcerated inmate at the Federal 

Correctional Complex (Low) at Forrest City, Arkansas, within the 

Eastern District of Arkansas, pursuant to a judgment and commitment 

order of the United States District Court for the Southern District 

of Texas. Plaintiff is a citizen of the Republic of Mexico, and 

speaks only Spanish, his native language, and does not speak, 

read, write, or understand the English language. 

2. Defendants J. Jiminez, J. Edna Prince, M.D., G. Toliver, 

R.N., F. Garrido, P.A •• K. Levin, P.A., and Y. Toro, P.A., are 

individuals employed by the United States Department of Justice, 

Bureau of Prisons, and are stationed, or at all relevant times 

hereto, were stationed at the Federal Correctional Complex (Low} 

at Forrest City, Arkansas. Each of these individual defendants 

are named as defendants in Count I hereof pursuant to the caselaw 

establishing a constitutional tort as provided in Bivens v. Six 

Unknown Named Agents of Federal Bureau of Narcotics, 403 U.S. 

388 (1971). 

3. The United States of America is named as a Defendant 

in Count II herein under the provisions of the Federal Tort Claim 

Act. 

JURISDICTION 

4. This Court has jurisdiction over Count I hereinbelow 

by virtue of the provisions of 28 U.S.C. §1331 , and has jurisdiction 

over Count II by virtue of 28 u.s.c. §§ 1346(b) and 2672, et~

- 2 -
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COUNT ONE 

5. The allegations contained in paragraphs 1 through 4 

are incorporated herein by reference as though fully set forth. 

6. Defendant J. Jiminez is, and at all times relevant 

hereto, was the Health Services Administrator for the Health 

Services Department of the Federal Correctional Complex (Low), 

located at Forrest City, Arkansas. 

7. Defendant J. Edna Prince, M.D., is and at all times 

relevant hereto, was the Clinical Director at in the Health 

Services Department at the Federal Correctional Complex (Low), 

and is the person responsible for the oversight of medical care 

and treatment provided to inmates of the Federal Correctional 

Complex (Low), and from time to time, renders medical care and 

services as she determines necessary. 

B. Defendant G. Toliver, R.N., is, and at all times relevant 

hereto, was, employed as a Registered Nurse in the Health Services 

Department at the Federal Correctional Complex (Low), and who 

renders healthcare services to inmates at the Federal Correctional 

Complex (low). 

9. Defendant F. Garrido, P.A., is, and at all times relevant 

hereto, was employed as a Physician's Assistant in the Health 

Services Department, and who at all times relevant hereto did 

have the responsibility to render care and treatment to inmates 

confined at the Federal Correctional Complex (Low) at Forrest 

City, Arkansas. 

10. Defendant K. Levin, P.A., is and at all times relevant 

hereto, was employed as a Physician 1 s Assistant in the Health 

- 3 -
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Services Department at the Federal Correctional Complex (Low} 

at Forrest City, Arkansas, and who, at all times relevant hereto, 

did have the responsibility to render care and treatment to inmates 

confined at the Federal Correctional Complex (Low) at Forrest 

City, Arkansas. 

11. Defendant Y. Toro, P.A., is and at all times relevant 

hereto, was employed as a Physician's Assistant in the health 

Services Department at the Federal Correctional Complex (Low) 

at Forrest City, Arkansas, and did have the responsibility to 

render care and treatment to inmates confined at the Federal Correct

ional Complex (Low) at Forrest City, Arkansas. 

12. Notwithstanding the duty of each of the Defendants 

named in paragraphs 6 through and including 11 of this complaint, 

did fail, refuse, and neglect to provide medical services to the 

Plaintiff herein, well knowing and believing that Plaintiff was 

in need of medical treatme1t a~j services, hilit, in each instance 

failed and neglected to provide the medical assistance the Plaintiff 

needed, but instead, while being well aware of the fact that 

Plaintiff was in need of medical care and assistance, failed, 

refused, and neglected to provide medical care and medical services 

to the Plaintiff, andwere deliberately indifferent to the medical 

needs of the Plaintiff, as shall more fully appear hereinafter. 

13. Plaintiff utilized the Administrative Remedy Procedures, 

and filed grievances within the Bureau of Prisons consisting 

of Bp-8s, BP-9s, BP-10's and BP-11 's, thus fully exhausting his 

administrative remedies as to each of the circumstances set forth 

in Count One, and did fully comply with the exhaustion requirements 

- 4 -
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of the Prisoner Litigation Reform Act (PLRA). 

14. Between July28, 2004, and the present time, Plaintiff 

has been subjected to indifference by the defendants named in 

this Count in that Plaintiff was injured during a sanctioned baseball 

game on July 28, 2004, wherein he was severely injured, but in 

spite of having sustained a grievous injury was denied any medical 

care for a period of several weeks, even though he described 

his injury and the pain he was experiencing to Defendant Dr. J. 

Edna Prince, but no action was taken on the Plaintiff's complaint, 

Further, in October 2004, Plaintiff made a complaint of the 

existence of genital warts, but Defendant Dr. Prince failed and 

neglected to provide any treatment to the Plaintiff for the con-

dition. Plaintiff attempted to communicate his needs in the 

Spanish language with Dr. Prince, but Dr. Prince returned his 

written requests, which had been written in Spanish, with the 

statement, "I don't understand Spanish," with no attempt to have 

the request translated by a member of her staff fluent in Spanish. 

Plaintiff thereby deliberately ignoring the Plaintiff's requests 

for medical services. 

15. Defendant J. Jiminez who does speak Spanish, has 

received requests from the Plaintiff wherein Plaintiff has sought 

medical treatment from genital warts, for a skin rash, and for 

medical shoes as a result of his July 2004 injury which resulted 

in surgery, but Defendant Himinez has failed and neglected to 

address any of Plaintiff's requests, and has been deliberately 

indifferent to Plaintiff's medical needs with regard to receiving 

proper medical treatment for his physical condition, including 

- 5 -
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his continuing pain due to the July 2004 sports injury, the 

Plaintiff's request for genital wart treatment, and treatment 

for rash which has developed on Plaintiff's upper body, but 

Defendant Jiminez has failed and neglected to respond to Plaintiff's 

requests, and has failed to see to it that Plaitniff's legitimate 

medical needs were met, thereby demonstrating deliberate medical 

indifference to Plaintiff 1 s medical needs and condition. 

16. Defendant J. F.dna Prince, M.D., has received numerous written requests 

from Plaintiff in Plaintiff's native language of Spanish, but Defendant Prince 

did not seek a translation of the written request• but• instead, returned the 

request to the Plaintiff with the notation to resubmit the request in English. 

Plaintiff, however, was unable to do so because of his lack of understanding 

of the English language. Defendant Prince'~ failure to obtai11 a trans lat ion of 

the written request from a member of her staff who is fluent in the Spanish 

language, constituted a deliberate indifference to Plaintiff's legitimate 

1114'!dical needs. 

17. Defend4nt G. Toliver, R.N. failed to provide treatment to the 

Plaintiff when Plaintiff reque:ited treatment for his leg in.1ured in a sports 

game, and subRequently, for genital warts which developed, and for a rash which 

appeared on Plaintiff's upper body. Plaintiff conuwnicated his 11.edical needs 

to Defendant Toliver, but def~ndant Toliver failed and neglected to provide any 

treat11.ent to the Plaintiff, thereby shoving complete indifference to Plaintiff's 

legitimate medical needs. 

18. Defendant F. Garrido, P.A., failed to provide treatment to the 

- 6 ~ 
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Plaintiff when Plaintiff requested treatment from Defendant Farrido, P.A •• for 

an injury he had sustained to his leg during a sports event, and when Plaintiff 

developed genital warts, and when Plaiatiff developed a rash on his uppe.r body. 

Each time Plaintiff requested medical treatment from Defendant F. Garrido, P.A .• 

he failed, refuRed, and neglected to provide any treatment to the Plaintiff even 

though Defendant Garrido was advised of Plaintiff's medical condition, thereby 

demonstrating deliberate. i.ndifferencP, to a known ml',!,dical condition which 

afflicted the Plaintiff. 

19. Defendant K. Levin, P.A., failed and neglected to properly read 

an X-ray which had been ta.ken of Plaintiff's injured leg, and failed t:o properly 

diagnose his medical condition, that is, a broken leg, and failed to provide 

any trea.~ent to the Plaintiff, although Defendant Levin was aware of the 

medical condition which afflicted the Plaintiff, thereby demonstrating 

deliberate indifference to the Plaintiff's legitimate medical needR. 

20. Defendant Toro failed to provide treatment to the Plaintiff when 

Plaintiff requested treatment to the Plaintiff when Plaintiff requested 

treatment for. his leg injured in a sports event, for genital warts which 

subsequently developed, for for a rash which has developed over his upper body. 

Plaintiff communicated his ~dical need~ to DefendRnt Toro, but Defend~nt Toro 

failed and neglected to provide any treatment to the Plaintiff, even though he 

well knew the Plaintiff's need for medical trP.atment, thereby demonstra.ting 

a deliberate indifference to Plaintiff's legitimate medical needs. 

21. As a result of the .acts of the Defendants individually and 

- 1 -
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collectively. in the amount of $3.000,000. 

WHERJo~FORE. Plaintiff prays judgment against each of the defendants, 

jointly and severally in the amount of $3,000,000.00 together with the costs 

of this action. 

COUNT NO 

For bis cause of action against Defendant United States of America, 

Plaintiff states as follows: 

22. Plaintiff incorporates the allegations contained in paragraphs 

1-21 herein a.s though fully set forth herein. 

23. Plaintiff was subjected to injurious delays and inaccurate 

diagnosis of his medical condition following his injury to his lP-g in a 

Banctioned baseball game in July 2004, In that almost a month elapBed between 

the time the Plaintiff sustained his fnjury and the time hE" received any 

treatment for the condition. AB a result of the delay, the injury to 

Plaintiff's per.son became much more acute and damaging than it would have 

otherwise have been hBd the Plaintiff received prom.pt and competent medical 

treatment for his medical condition. 

24. At all times relevant to the eventn alleged herPin, the officers 

and employees involved in the acts and oaissions which aggravated the injury 

received by the Plaintiff on July 28, 1004, were acting within the course and 

scope of their duties as employee~ of the United States. 

25. Plaintiff has submitted an administrative claim pursuant to the 

Federal Tort Claim Act, but the said administrative clain. was denied. 

- 8 -
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26. Pl intiff ha xhaus d al vailable administrative 

remedies in connection with his claim for damages against the 

Defendant United States of America. 

27. Commencing on July 28, 2004, and continuing thereafter, 

the officers, employees and agents of the United States, acting 

within the course and scope of their duties, did negligently 

petfotm report the injury sustained by the Plaintiff in the course 

of an officially sanctioned baseball game, and thereafter failed 

and neglected to detect the fact that plaintiff had,:sustained 

an injury through the exercise of either negligence or deliberate 

indifference. 

28. As a result of the negligence or deliberate indifference 

on the part of the agents, officers, and employees of the United 

States, the injury sustained by the Plaintiff on July 28, 2004 

was aggravated to the extent that it was necessary for the Plaintiff 

to submit to a surgical procedure for the repair of his foot, 

ankle, and leg, and as a direct and proximate result of the neg

ligence of the agents, officers, and employees of the United States, 

plaintiff has sustained permanent damage to his foot, ankle, and 

leg, all to his great damage and distress. 

29. As a direct and proximate result of the negligence 

of the Defendant United States of America's agents, officers, 

and employees, acting within the course and scope of their duties, 

the Plaintiff has been damaged in the amount of $3,000,000. 

WHEREFORE, for the foregoing reasons, Plaintiff prays judgment 

against the United States in the amount of $3,000,000, together 

with the costs of this action. 

- 9 -
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Respectf 

Institution 

Forrest City, arkansas 72336-9000 

State of Arkansas 

County of St. Francis 
ss. 

Filed 03/01/2006 Page 10 of 10 

Plaintiff, Jose Luis Gonzalez, states under the pains and 

penalties of perjury, and upon his oath that the allegations which 

are contained in the foregoing PLAINTIFF'S FIRST AMENDED COMPLAINT 

FOR DAMAGES are true and correct. 

day of February, 2006, at Forrest City, Arkansas. 

- 10 -
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,, EAST=.~,\ t,S,R,cr MMt.SAS 

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT fr1 f·; JUN - e 2007 . ~-.{\ti 
EASTERN DISTRICT OF ARKANSAS JAMES W M . / 

By,_ · cCORMACK, CLERK 

JOSE LUIS GONZALES 
Reg. # 244-51-179 

vs. Civil No. 2:05cv00269 SWW-JWC 

UNfTED STATES OF AMERICA, 
ALBERTO GONZALES, Attorney General, 
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE, 
FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS; 
LINDA SANDERS, an employee with the FBOP; 
J. JIMINEZ, an employee with the FBOP; 
J. EDNA PRINCE, an employee with the FBOP; 
G. TOLIVER, an employee with the FBOP; and 
YVETTE TORO, and employee with the FBOP. 

SECOND AMENDED COMPLAINT 

PLAINTIFF 

DEFENDANTS 

The Plaintiff, Jose Luis Gonzales, by and through his attorney, The Law Offices of Milton 

A. DeJesus, and for his Second Amended Complaint alleges as follows: 

DEPCLERK 

1. This is an action brought for the violation of Plaintiffs constitutional rights under the 

Eighth Amendment to the United States Constitution and fol' the negligent treatment of Plaintiff for 

a certain medical injury and medical condition. Plaintiff seeks compensatory and punitive damages 

in an amount to be proven at trial. 

PARTIES 

2. Plaintiff is and at all times relevant to this litigation was, an incarcerated inmate at 

the Federal Correctional Complex (Low) located in Forest City, Arkansas. 

3. Defendant, Alberto Gonzales, is and at all times relevant to this litigation was, the 

Attorney General of the United States of America, and head of the Department of Justice and 

Federal Bureau of Prisons. 

4. Defendant Linda Sanders is and at all times relevant to this litigation was, the 

Warden of the Federal Correctional Complex (Low), located in Forest City, Arkansas, which is 
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operated by the Federal Bureau of Prisons under the Department of Justice to the United States of 

America. Defendant is being sued in her individual capacity for actions performed in her official 

capacity; that is, in not providing the proper procedures for ensuring that medical injuries that are 

serious in nature and require immediate action are adequately handled. 

5. Defendant J. Jiminez is and at all times relevant to this Jitigation was. the Heath 

Services Administrator for the Health Services Department of the Federal Correctional Complex 

(Low), located in Forrest City, Arkansas, which is operated by the Federal Bureau of Prisons under 

the Department of Justice to the United States of America. Defendant is being sued in his 

individual capacity for actions performed in his official capacity; in that, he failed to promulgate 

procedures whereby medical injuries that are serious in nature and require immediate action are 

adequately handled. 

6. Defendant Edna Prince, M.D. is and at all times relevant to this litigation was, a 

licensed physician and the Clinical Director for the Health Services Department of the Federal 

Correctional Complex (Low), located in FoITest City, Arkansas, which is operated by the Federal 

Bureau of Prisons under the Department of Justice to the United States of America. Defendant is 

being sued in her individual capacity for actions performed in her official capacity; in that, she 

failed to promulgate procedures whereby medical injuries that are serious in nature and require 

immediate action are adequately handled. 

7. Defendant G. Toliver, R.N. is and at all times relevant to this litigation was, a 

Registered Nurse in the Health Services Department of the Federal Correctional Complex (Low), 

located in Forrest City, Arkansas, which is operated by the Federal Bureau of Prisons under the 

Department of Justice to the United States of America. Defendant is being sued in his individual 

capacity for actions performed in his official capacity. 

2 
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8. Defendant Yvette Toro, P.A. is and at all times relevant to this litigation was, a 

Physicians Assistant in the Health Services Department of the Federal Correctional Complex (Low), 

located in Forrest City, Arkansas, which is operated by the Federal Bureau of Prisons under the 

Department of Justice to the United States of America. Defendant is being sued in her individual 

capacity for actions perfonned in her official capacity. 

JURISDICTION AND VENUE 

9. This action arises under the Constitution and laws of the United States, including 

Bivens v. Six Unknown Named Fed. Narcotics Agents, 403 U.S. 388 (1971) and the Federal Tort 

Claims Act (FTCA) 28 U .S.C. § §2671-2680. Jurisdiction is conferred on this Court pursuant to 28 

U.S.C. §1331 and §1346(b), respectively. Venue in this Court is proper under 28 U.S.C. §1391 and 

§ 1402(b ), respectively. 

FACTUAL STATEMENT 

10. Plaintiff's native language is Spanish. Defendant's Ptince and Toliver do not speak 

Spanish. Defendants Jiminez and Toro speak and understand Spanish. 

11. On or about July 28, 2004, Plaintiff was participating in a regulated softball game 

supervised by a Federal Corrections Officer. 

12. While playing softball, Plaintiff injured his lower left leg and ankle. After 

complaining of his injury, Plaintiff was ruled unfit to play by the supervising officer. Plaintiff was 

in extreme pain due to this injury, but was not taken to the health department for treatment. 

13. At approximately 8:00 a.m. the next day, July 29, 2004, Plaintiff self reported to the 

Health Services Department for medical care and treatment of his leg and ankle. Plaintiff explained 

his injury and pain to Defendant Toliver in Spanish; however, was told that walk-in's were not 

allowed, that he could not be treated at that time and to return the following day, July 30, 2004 at 

6:30 a.m. during the departments "sick-call" hours. Plaintiff was not given crutches, a wheel chair 
3 
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or pain medications. Since Plaintiff was not provided medical treatment, a record of this visit was 

not made. 

14. On July 30, 2004, Plaintiff returned to the Health Services Department during "sickw 

call" hours for medical treatment of his left leg and ankle. Plaintiff again explained his injury and 

pain to Defendant Toliver in Spanish and with a translator present. Plaintiff was told that he could 

not be treated until the following week. Plaintiff was not provided crutches, a wheelchair or given 

pain medication. Since Plaintiff was not provided medical treatment, a record of this visit was not 

made. 

15. On approximately August 2nd or 3rd
, 2004, Plaintiff once again returned to the Health 

Services Depat1ment and was examined by Defendant Yvette Toro, P.A. Plaintiff explained to 

Defendant Toro that he was in extreme pain due to his leg injury. Defendant Toro completed a 

radioJogical consultation request fotm and told Plaintiff that x~rays would be taken at a later date. 

Plaintiff was given Ibuprofen for the pain, however, was not provided crutches or a wheelchair. 

16. On August 3, 2004 Plaintiff was seen by Defendant Prince. Plaintiff had an-anged 

for an interpreter in order to explain to Defendant Prince the severity of Plaintiffs injury and pain; 

however, the interpreter was not allowed to be present during the consultation. Plaintiff explained 

his injury and the severity of his pain and suffering to Defendant Prince in Spanish. No treatment 

was provided. 

17. On approximately August 17th or 181
\ 2004, Plaintiff was called into the Health 

Services Clinic to have an x-ray performed. The technician attempted to perform an x-ray of 

Plaintiffs chest instead of his leg, mistaking Plaintiff, Jose Luis Gonzalez for a fonner inmate of 

the facility, Jose Maria Gonzalez. When the mistake was discovered by the technician. Plaintiff 

was told that he would have to re-schedule another x-ray for his leg. 

4 
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18. The above stated mistake in Plaintiffs identity was caused by Defendant Toro's 

negligence in completing the radiological consultation request and resulted in Plaintiff not receiving 

medical care at that time. The x-ray of Plaintiff's leg was rescheduled. 

19. On August 26, 2004, an x-ray was finally performed on Plaintiffs lower left leg and 

ankle. The x•ray was reviewed by Defendant Prince. From the x-ray, it was discovered that 

Plaintiff suffered from four fractures to the left ankle and a torn ligament. 

20. The injury sustained by Plaintiff was of such severity that on August 27, 2004, 

Plaintiff underwent surgery to repair his left leg. The repair required the placement of four screws 

to his left ankle and stitches to repair a torn ligament. Plaintiffs ankle was also placed in a cast. 

21. Approximately 31 days passed from the time Plaintiff injured his left leg and ankle 

and the surgery that repaired the damage. During that entire time, Plaintiff was not provided 

crutches or a wheelchair and was forced to perform his daily activities in constant and agonizing 

pain. 

22. In approximately October of 2004, Plaintiff self reported to the Health Services 

Department at the Federal Correctional Complex (Low) in Forest City, Arkansas with complaints of 

symptoms associated with and caused by the Human Papillomavirus (HPV), more commonly 

refe1Ted to as genital warts. 

23. A staff member at the Health Services Department provided Plaintiff with a topical 

ointment to treat the waits. 

24. Throughout the remainder of2004 and through 2005, Plaintiff continued to suffer 

ft-om the affects ofHPV. Plaintiff routinely sought treatment for the disease with various staff 

members at the Health Services Department. With each request, Plaintiff was prescribed a topical 

ointment as treatment. 
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25. The topical ointment method of treatment prescribed by the staff at the Health 

Services Department was not effective in that it did not eliminate the warts and in fact caused them 

to spread to other areas of Plaintiffs body. 

26. Plaintiff, on numerous occasions, explained the ineffectiveness of the topical 

ointment to the staff at the Health Services Department and requested alternative methods of 

treatment; including surgical and liquid nitrogen removal of the warts. 

27. The surgical and liquid nitrogen removal of the warts are common methods of 

treatment and are accepted and routinely used by medical professionals. 

28. Despite the commonality and acceptance by medical professions of surgical and 

liquid nitrogen removal, the staff at the Health Services Department failed to provide this method of 

treatment and instead continued to prescribe a treatment that was plainly ineffective. 

29. Plaintiff asserts that he has fully exhausted all administrative procedures within the 

Bureau of Prisons in an attempt to remedy this situation, as required by 28 U.S.C. §2675. 

COUNT 1 

BIVENS ACTION 

30. Plaintiff repeats and re-alleges the allegations and averments of paragraphs 1-29 as if 

fully set forth herein. 

31. The Eighth Amendment to the United States Constitution prohibits the infliction of 

cruel and unusual punishments upon persons convicted of crimes. 

32. The injury sustained on July 28, 2004 caused Plaintiff extreme pain and suffering to 

his left leg and was of such a severity as to require surgical repair. 

33. Defendant's Toro and Toliver knew of the pain and suffering experienced by the 

Plaintiff and of the injury to his left leg. Despite having this knowledge, Defendants were 
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deliberately indifferent to the injury and Plaintiffs pain, and acted in a manner which caused a 

delay in proper medical treatment to the Plaintiff of approximately 31 days. 

34. The acts and omissions of the Defendants caused Plaintiff unnecessary and wanton 

pain; in that, he was forced to perfOl'm his daily activities while suffering from the injury to his leg. 

35. DefendantJ. Edna Prince, M.D. is the Clinical Director of the Health Services 

Department and by virtue of that position is responsible for acts and omissions of the department's 

personnel. 

36. Defendant Linda Sanders, is the Warden for the Federal Correctional Complex 

located in Forest City, Arkansas and by virtue of that position is responsible for ensuring that the 

departments and personnel within the prison perform their duties in accordance with proper 

procedures and the laws of the United States. 

37. Upon information and belief, the actions and omissions of the named Defendants 

were carried out in a manner which is in violation of the Eighth Amendment. 

COUNT2 

FTCACLAIM 

38. Plaintiff repeats and re-alleges the allegations and averments of paragraphs 1-37 as if 

fully set forth herein. 

39. Plaintiff sustained an injury to his left leg and ankle on July 28, 2004 during a 

supervised regulation softball game, causing him severe pain and suffering. 

40. After sustaining the injury, Plaintiff was not immediately taken to the prison ts health 

services clinic. Plaintiff self reported to the health services clinic on July 29th and 30th of 2004, 

explained his injury and the pain that he was experiencing to a staff member; however, was denied 

medical treatment on both occasions. 
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41. Plaintiff was finally seen by a member of the health services clinic on August 2nd or 

3rd
, 2004 and an x-ray of Plaintiff's foot was ordered. 

42. The x-ray of Plaintiffs foot was not performed until August 26, 2004; approximately 

31 days from the date of the injury and 23 days from the date of the order. 

43. The results of this x-ray showed that Plaintiff had sustained four fractures to his 

ankle and a torn ligament, which required surgery to repair. 

44. As persons responsible for providing medical treatment and care, the staff at the 

Federal Correctional Complex• health services clinic owed a duty to the Plaintiff to possess and 

apply with reasonable care the degree of skill and knowledge ordinarily possessed and used by 

others in the same or related profession. 

45. The Health Services Department at the Federal Correctional Complex, as an 

institution responsible for providing medical treatment and care, owes a duty to use ordinary care to 

furnish the Plaintiff with the type of care and attention reasonably required by his physical 

condition. 

46. The clinical staff and the Health Service Department itself, breached their duty to 

Plaintiff by initially refusing to provide medical treatment and then when said treatment was 

provided, causing unreasonable delay in administering an x-ray and completing a proper diagnosis 

of Plaintiffs injury, and the subsequent repair of that injmy. 

47. The breach of duty and failures on the part of the clinical staff and Health Services 

Department was the proximate cause of the undue and unnecessary pain and suffering endured by 

the Plaintiff during the unreasonable delay in medical treatment. 

48. The clinical staff of the Health Services Department, Federal Con-ectional 

Complex, arc employees of the Federal Bureau of Prisons and were acting in their official duties; 

therefore the United States of America is properly named as a Defendant. 
8 
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COUNT3 

FTCACLAIM 

49. Plaintiff repeats and rc~alleges the allegations and ave1ments of paragraphs 1 - 48 as 

if fully set forth herein. 

50. In approximately October of 2004, Plaintiff went to the Health Services Depa11ment 

of the Federal Correctional Complex (Low) with complaints of symptoms associated with and 

caused by the Human Papillomavirus (HPV), more commonly referred to as genital warts. 

51. In response to Plaintiff's complaint, the staff at the Health Services Department 

prescribed a topical ointment as a method of treating the warts. 

52. The method of treatment prescribed by the Health Services Department staff was 

clearly ineffective, in that, it failed to eliminate the warts and in fact caused them to spread. 

53. Plaintiff: on numerous occasions, informed the Health Services Department staff of 

the ineffectiveness of the topical ointment and requested alternative methods of treatment. 

54. Although knowing that the topical ointment was ineffective, the Health Services 

Department staff continued to prescribe this method of treatment and refused the use alternative 

methods. 

55. The Health Services Department at the Federal Correctional Complex, as an 

institution responsible for providing medical treatment and care, owes a duty to use ordinary care to 

furnish the Plaintiff with the type of care and attention reasonably required by his physical 

condition. 

56. The clinical staff at the Health Services Department breached their duty to Plaintiff 

by continuing to prescribe a method of treatment that was ineffective and failing to prescribe 

alternative methods of treatment. 

9 
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57. The breach of duty and failures on the part of the staff at the Health Services 

Department was the proximate cause of the undue and unnecessary discomfort and pain endured by 

the Plaintiff. 

58. The staff of at the Health Services Department, Federal Correctional Complex, are 

employees of the Federal Bureau of Prisons and were acting in their official duties; therefore, the 

United States of America is properly named as a Defendant. 

DAMAGES 

59. Plaintiff seeks compensatory and punitive damages in an amount to be proven at 

trial. 

60. Plaintiff reserves the right to amend this Complaint and further plead. 

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff seeks and award of compensatory and punitive damages, and for 

all other relief to which he is entitled by law. Furthermore, Plaintiff hereby demands a trial by jury. 

Dated this 8th day of June, 2007 

THE LAW OFFICES OF MILTON A. DEJESUS, P.A 

Milton A. DeJesus, 
Attorney for Plainti~ 

BY: ~~,/ 4s 
P~smo~-~--~ 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I, the undersigned, do hereby certify that on this 8th day of June, 2007 that I hand filed the 
foregoing Second Amended Complaint with the U.S. District Clerk for the Eastern 
District of Arkansas and that a copy was mailed to the named individual via United States 
Postal Service. 

Ms. Gwendolyn Hodge 
Assistant U.S. Attorney 
P .0. Box 1229 
Little Rock, AR 72203 

THE LAW OFFICE OF MILTON A. DEJESUS, P.A. 

Milton A. DeJesus 
Attorney for Plaintiff 

/ 
BY: 
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United States of America, 
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Submitted: September 22, 2011 
Filed: June 18, 2012 

Before RILEY, Chief Judge, COLLOTON, and GRUENDER, Circuit Judges. 

COLLOTON, Circuit Judge. 

Jose Luis Gonzalez filed suit under the Federal Tort Claims Act, 28 U.S.C. 

§ § 26 71-2680, alleging that employees of the United States negligently caused 

significant delay in the proper treatment of leg injuries that he suffered while an 

inmate at the Federal Correctional Institution in Forrest City, Arkansas. After a two

day bench trial, the district court1 found the government liable and awarded 

compensatory damages of $813,000. On appeal, the government argues that the 

1The Honorable Susan Webber Wright, United States District Judge for the 
Eastern District of Arkansas. 
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amount of damages is excessive. Under the deferential standard of review that 

applies to an award of damages in a bench trial, we affirm. 

I. 

On July 28, 2004, Gonzalez suffered an injury to his left leg and ankle in a 

prison-sanctioned softball game when another player slid into second base and struck 

Gonzalez. The next morning, Gonzalez self-reported to the prison's Health Services 

Department for medical treatment of his ankle and leg. Nurse G. Toliver told 

Gonzalez that "walk-ins" were not allowed and instructed him to return the next day. 

When Gonzalez returned on the morning of July 30, Nurse Toliver told him that he 

could not be treated and that he must make an appointment for August 2, 2004. 

Gonzalez returned to the Health Services Department on August 3, 2004, and 

Physician's Assistant Yvette Toro examined him. According to Toro's notes, 

Gonzalez complained of pain in his left ankle "due to [a] sports injury" and assessed 

his pain level at a "6," noting that the pain is "worse at night." Toro requested x-rays 

of Gonzalez's left knee and ankle and gave him Motrin or Ibuprofen. Gonzalez 

requested crutches or a wheelchair, but the department did not provide them. 

Gonzalez also saw Dr. J. Edna Prince, the department's Clinical Director. While 

Gonzalez and Dr. Prince offered differing accounts of this meeting, Dr. Prince did not 

give Gonzalez a wheelchair or crutches or additional pain medication. 

On August 17, 2004, Gonzalez returned to the Health Services Department for 

x-rays. A technician, however, attempted to perform an x-ray of Gonzalez's chest, 

because Toro's treatment order mistook Gonzalez for a similarly-named former 

inmate with a malady of the chest. Upon discovering the error, the technician told 

Gonzalez that he would have to reschedule the x-ray of his leg. 

-2-
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On August 26, 2004, the Health Services Department performed an x-ray of 

Gonzalez's leg, which revealed fractures of his fibula and ankle. After discovering 

the seriousness of Gonzalez's injury, Dr. Prince sent him to a local hospital where he 

was fitted with a supportive walking boot. 

The next morning, Dr. Prince ordered Gonzalez to a hospital in Memphis, 

Tennessee, where a doctor performed surgery on Gonzalez's left leg and ankle. The 

operation-an "open reduction and internal fixation of medial malleolarfracture with 

closed treatment of proximal fibular fracture"-required the placement of two screws 

in Gonzalez's left ankle. With his ankle in a cast, Gonzalez returned to the prison that 

night. Upon his return, prison officials placed Gonzalez in a Special Holding Unit. 

Gonzalez referred to this unit as the "hole" or "punishment cell," and claimed that he 

suffered serious pain without adequate medical care. Dr. Prince, however, stated that 

the SHU was the appropriate place for Gonzalez until he was mobile. 

After three to four weeks in a cast, and another four in a walking boot, 

Gonzalez was able to place weight on his ankle. The Bureau of Prisons later 

transferred Gonzalez to another institution and released him from custody on 

November 14, 2008. Gonzalez was then repatriated to Mexico. 

Gonzalez filed suit under the Federal Tort Claims Act, alleging that the Health 

Services Department and its staff breached duties of care owed to Gonzalez by 

refusing medical treatment and causing unreasonable delay in the diagnosis and repair 

of his injury. Gonzalez alleged that the delay in treatment caused him "undue and 

unnecessary pain and suffering." He demanded $3,000,000 in compensatory 

damages. The demand for damages sought "at least $10,000 per day" for pain 

experienced from July 28 through August 3, 2004, and "at least $5,000 per day" for 

pain suffered from August 3 through August 26, 2004. For August 27 through 

August 30, 2004, the period immediately after surgery, Gonzalez demanded $20,000 

per day. He sought $2000 per month for the rest of his lifetime, due to permanent 
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disability and arthritic pain. Gonzalez also demanded $2,170,000 to compensate for 

"mental anguish" suffered between August 2, 2004, and the trial in 2010, a larger 

proportion of which presumably occurred during the span in August 2004 when 

Gonzalez was denied treatment and "despaired of ever being treated." Pl. 's Demand 

for Damages under the Federal Tort Claims Act, at 6. 

At a bench trial, the district court heard testimony from Gonzalez's expert 

witness, Dr. James Keever, a licensed orthopedic surgeon. Dr. Keever gave his 

opinion, based on a reasonable medical probability, that Gonzalez has developed 

permanent post-traumatic arthritis of the ankle. According to Dr. Keever, this 

condition was caused by the delay in treatment and will worsen with time. 

The district court found that the government breached its duty of care by failing 

to treat Gonzalez's ankle in the four weeks prior to the taking ofx-rays. 2 The court, 

relying on Dr. Keever's testimony, also found that Gonzalez "suffered a continuing 

injury following his surgery on August 27, 2004 that was proximately caused by the 

[government's] gross negligence." Regarding Gonzalez's pain and suffering, the 

district court observed: 

[Gonzalez] states that he experiences pain on a constant basis and that 
his left ankle will not support his normal day-to-day activities. He states 
he can't perform his work as a mechanic or a contractor because both 
jobs require prolonged standing, which he is unable to do. [Gonzalez] 
states that he walks in pain and sleeps in pain, that he can no longer 

2Prior to trial, the government admitted that it breached the applicable standard 
of care by fai 1 ing to obtain an x-ray of Gonzalez's ankle between August 3, 2004 and 
August 26, 2004. The district court, however, found that the breach began on the 
morning of July 29, 2004, when Gonzalez first reported to the Health Services 
Department, and ended on the afternoon of August 26, 2004, when x-rays were taken. 
The court found that Gonzalez failed to prove that the government breached the 
standard of care during his post-surgery care. 
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participate in athletics, and that the left ankle doesn't have the same 
mobility as the right ankle. For example, [Gonzalez] states that when he 
stumbles he is unable to recover since the ankle doesn't respond with the 
same reflexes as his other ankle and he thus falls down, and he states 
that while he can go up a ladder the problem is going down as the left 
foot doesn't support his body weight. [Gonzalez] states the ankle is 
swollen and that he has to keep moving his foot forwards and backwards 
so that something will release from the pain. He states he can't walk 
that much and that he cannot carry anything due to the pain, and that 
when he kneels down he struggles to get up because of the ankle. 

The district court awarded Gonzalez $813,000 in compensatory damages. The 

award consisted of $285,000 for Gonzalez's pain and suffering and mental anguish 

suffered from the morning of July 29, 2004 until x-rays were taken on August 26, 

2004, and $528,000 for the "pain and suffering and mental anguish reasonably certain 

to be experienced" for the remainder of Gonzalez's expected life, which the court 

determined to be 22 years. 

II. 

The government's sole argument on appeal is that the amount of damages is 

excessive. The appeal does not challenge the sufficiency of the evidence to support 

the district court's finding of proximate causation, and the government does not 

dispute the procedural adequacy of the district court's findings of fact on liability or 

damages. We are asked only to set aside the district court's chosen award of 

$813,000. 

This court has recognized that while "the amount of damages entered in a non

jury case is a finding of fact and therefore subject to the 'clearly erroneous' standard 

of review set forth in Fed. R. Civ. P. 52(a), any application of that general standard 

must take account of the special circumstances in which that kind of factual finding 
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is rendered." Overton v. United States, 6 I 9 F .2d I 2 99, 1304 (8th Cir. I 980). This 

court has "long subscribed to the view" that excessiveness of an award 

is basica11y, and should be, a matter for the trial court which has had the 
benefit of hearing the testimony and of observing the demeanor of the 
witnesses and which knows the community and its standards; that this 
is a responsibility which, for better working of the judicial process and 
for other seemingly obvious reasons, is best placed upon its shoulders; 
and that we shall continue to consider review, as we have said before, 
not routinely and in every case, but only in those rare situations where 
we are pressed to conclude that there is "plain injustice" or a 
"monstrous" or "shocking" result. 

Id. (quoting Solomon Dehydrating Co. v. Guyton, 294 F.2d 439, 447-48 (8th Cir. 

1961)). This has been the law for decades, yet neither Congress nor the State of 

Arkansas has seen fit to establish guidelines or limits on awards for pain and 

suffering in this context. 

The "special circumstances" and "obvious reasons" counseling in favor of this 

deferential review include the fact that "[t]here is no precise or exact measuring stick 

for calculating general damages for pain and suffering." Taken Alive v. Litzau, 55 l 

F.2d 196, 198 (8th Cir. 1977). "[A]wards for pain and suffering are highly 

subjective," Morrissey v. Welsh Co., 821 F.2d 1294, 1301 (8th Cir. 1987), and 

"[d]epending upon the fact situation, the range between an inadequate award for pain 

and suffering and an excessive award can be enormous." Id. Only if an award is so 

extreme as to fall outside this "enormous" range of discretion should appellate judges 

substitute their "highly subjective" valuation of pain and suffering for the district 

judge's conclusion. And there is no special standard of review for cases involving 

public funds. The government is treated the same as any other tortfeasor. 

The award of $813,000 in this case is generous, but we cannot conclude that 

the decision of the experienced district judge was "monstrous" or "shocking" or that 
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it resulted in a "plain injustice." The government's appeal is based almost entirely 

on an effort to compare the award in this case with awards in other published 

decisions. We have observed that "comparisons to other jury verdicts are often not 

particularly helpful in claims involving noneconomic damages," and that a district 

court may even abuse its discretion by relying on such comparisons where the facts 

of the instant case "are not easily comparable to the facts of other cases." McCabe 

v. Parker, 608 F.3d 1068, 1080 (8th Cir. 2010) (internal quotations omitted). The 

facts of this case are unusual and distinguishable from the cases cited by the 

government. The proffered authorities do not provide us with an adequate foundation 

to conclude that the district court's award is so outside the mainstream that we should 

substitute our subjective evaluation of pain and suffering for the district court's 

assessment. 

The judgment of the district court is affirmed. 

RILEY, Chief Judge, dissenting. 

As the result of the panel majority's decision, the United States will pay 

Gonzalez $813,000 in damages for delayed treatment of a broken ankle. These public 

funds will not reimburse Gonzalez for medical expenses, which the federal 

government already paid, nor wages lost. The sole purpose of the $813,000 is to 

compensate Gonzalez for the pain, suffering and mental anguish caused by the 

government's negligent delay in diagnosing his prison softball game injuries. 

Because I believe "the award [is] clearly erroneous and plainly unjust," Hysell v. 

lowa Pub. Serv. Co., 534 F.2d 775, 787 (8th Cir. 1976), I respectfully dissent. 

The district court's award consisted of two parts: ( 1) $285,000 to compensate 

for the pain, suffering and mental anguish Gonzalez experienced during the twenty

eight and one-half days his injury remained undiagnosed; and (2) $528,000 to 

compensate for the post-traumatic arthritis pain, suffering and mental anguish 
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Gonzalez is likely to experience for the remainder of his life. Both calculations 

trouble me. 

The $285,000 award for past pain and suffering is troublesome because it is 

significantly more than the $170,000 Gonzalez indicated was just compensation for 

this period of time.3 In his demand for damages, Gonzalez demanded "at least 

$10,000 per day" in compensation for the five days from July 29 to August 2, and "at 

least $5,000 per day" for the next twenty-four days. The district court noted this 

variance in the amounts Gonzalez demanded, but decided $10,000 per day was 

appropriate for the entire period "[g]iven the gross negligence of the United States 

... and its effect on [Gonzalez]." 

But the degree of the government's negligence should not affect the amount of 

the award because the FTCA does not permit punitive damages. See 28 U.S.C. 

§ 2674. The actual effect the government's negligence had on Gonzalez is thus the 

sole justification for awarding any damages throughout the time period at issue. 

Gonzalez admitted his pain was at its maximum during the five days immediately 

after his injury and thereafter diminished. As Gonzalez recognized in his demand, the 

daily award for pain, suffering and mental anguish likewise should diminish. 

As the result of the district court's decision, Gonzalez received $115,000 more 

than he suggested was reasonable, a 67% increase. If there exists a justification for 

31 recognize Gonzalez demanded an additional $2,170,000 for the ancillary 
mental anguish he claimed he suffered. The district court presumably found little or 
no merit in this aspect of Gonzalez's request because the district court did not 
mention this demand nor cite it when announcing the award. Instead, the district 
court quoted and cited Gonzalez's more specific demand for the physical pain, 
suffering and mental anguish linked to the time period at issue. My focus is upon 
these specific demands, in which Gonzalez identified amounts totaling $170,000 as 
'just compensation." 
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such a result, the district court did not articulate that justification as required by Fed. 

R. Civ. P. 52(a)(l). See King v. United States, 553 F.3d 1156, 1161 (8th Cir. 2009) 

(explaining Rule 52(a)(l) requires the district court to provide sufficient factual 

findings for our court to engage in meaningful review); Arpin v. United States, 521 

F.3d 769, 776 (7th Cir. 2008) (also explaining under Rule 52(a)(l ), the district court 

must indicate its reasoning process connecting the evidence to the amount awarded). 

I would not affirm this unjustified portion of the award. 

Even more troubling is the award of $528,000 for Gonzalez's future pain and 

suffering, which purports to compensate Gonzalez $2,000 each month for the 

remainder of his life, estimated at twenty-two years.4 The district court reasoned 

$2,000 per month was justified"[ c ]onsidering the nature, extent, and permanency of 

[Gonzalez's] injury, and the pain and suffering and mental anguish reasonably certain 

to be experienced in the future." Other than this conclusory statement, the district 

court provides no explanation or description of what pain and suffering and what 

mental anguish Gonzalez is likely to experience or why $2,000 per month is an 

appropriate amount. The figure, taken from Gonzalez's demand for damages, appears 

to be "plucked out of the air, and ... cannot be squared with the duty of reasoned, 

articulate adjudication imposed by Rule 52(a)." Arpin, 521 F.3d at 776. 

The district court also failed to distinguish the future pain, suffering and mental 

anguish Gonzalez is likely to experience as the result of the government's delay in 

treatment from any pain, suffering and mental anguish caused by the fracture itself, 

for which the government bears no responsibility. I cannot determine if the district 

court distinguished between the two causes. Was all of Gonzalez's future pain, 

41n all actuality, the lump-sum award will compensate Gonzalez more than 
$2,000 per month given the increased value of the award over time if Gonzalez 
prudently invests the money. 
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suffering and mental anguish related to post-traumatic arthritis caused by the delay 

in treatment? Did the fracture itself cause any of this future suffering? 

Finally, I do not believe the evidence supports a $528,000 award. Aside from 

Gonzalez's subjective complaints made for this litigation, the only evidence I have 

found supporting the award are the affidavits and testimony of Dr. James Keever, 

who never treated Gonzalez, or even met Gonzalez, and whose hypothetical 

observations on the subject-formed before seeing Gonzalez's deposition-were 

general and non-specific to Gonzalez. 

It is questionable whether such sparse evidence can support such a generous 

award under Arkansas ]aw. See McGraw v. Jones, 238 S.W.3d 15, 21 (Ark. 2006) 

("Evidence of future pain and suffering and pennanent disability must be established 

with reasonable certainty and must not be left up to speculation or conjecture."). I am 

convinced $528,000 is unsupported on this record and overcompensates Gonzalez for 

any future pain, suffering or mental anguish he might experience as the result ofpost

traumatic arthritis of his ankle. See generally Thompson v. Amerada Hess Corp., No. 

96-3265, 1998 WL 274260, at *7-8 (E.D. La. May 26, 1998) (remitting a jury award 

of $600,000 in non-economic damages to $300,000 for a plaintiff who suffered pain 

and suffering caused by a fractured tibia shaft and a fractured knee joint with 

subsequent surgery and complications related to the injuries, after not finding any 

"similar injuries where the general damages even come close to $600,000"). 

For these reasons, T would not affirm the $813,000 award, which I believe is 

a "shocking" windfall to Gonzalez and results in a "plain injustice" to the United 

States taxpayers. I would vacate Gonzalez's damage award and remand the case to 

the district court to enter a new judgment. See Hysell, 534 F.2d at 787-88. 
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Dear Counsel: 
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www.ca8.us courts.gm, 

The court today issued an opinion in this case. Judgment in accordance with the opinion 
was also entered today. The opinion will be released to the public at 10:00a.m. today. Please hold 
the opinion in confidence until that time. 

Please review Federal Rules of Appellate Procedure and the Eighth Circuit Rules on post
submission procedure to ensure that any contemplated filing is timely and in compliance with the 
rules. Note particularly that petitions for rehearing and petitions for rehearing en bane must be 
received in the clerk's office within 45 days of the date of the entry of judgment. Counsel-filed 
petitions must be filed electronically in CM/ECF. Paper copies are not required. No grace period 
for mailing is allowed, and the date of the postmark is irrelevant, for pro-se-filed petitions. Any 
petition for rehearing or petition for rehearing en bane which is not received within the 45 day 
period for filing permitted by FRAP 40 may be denied as untimely. 
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***NOTE TO PUBLIC ACCESS USERS*** Judicial Conference of the United States 
policy permits attorneys of record and parties in a case (including pro se litigants) to 
receive one free electronic copy of all documents filed electronically, if receipt is required 
by law or directed by the filer. PACER access fees apply to all other users. To avoid later 
charges, download a copy of each document during this first viewing. 
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IN THE CNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
EASTERN DISTRICT OF ARKANSAS 

EASTERN DIVISION 

JOSE LCIS GONZALEZ. 

Plaintiff, 

vs. 

t;NITED STATES OF AMERICA; 
J. JIMINEZ. llealth Service Adminis1r,11or. 
FCI-Forrest City: Ci. TOLIVER. R.N .. FCI
Forrest City; J. EDNA PRINCE. Clinical 
Director, F( :I-Forrest City; YVETTE 
TORO, an employee with the Federal 
Bureau of Prisons: and UNITFD STATl'.S 
BUREAU OF PRISONS. 

Defendants. 

* 

* 

2:U5cd)()269 SWW-JJV 
* 

* 

* 

* 

• 
• 

• 

MEMORAN[)l;M AND ORDER 

Plaintiff Jose Luis Go1m1lez. a Mexican national \l."ho was incarcerated at the Federal 

Correct ion al I nsti tu tc ( FCI) at hHrcst City. A rbnscJS for d rug-trafficking cu n victio ns, brings I his 

action pursuant to /li1u1s 1·. Six UnAnown Nam('d Agl'!1ts of Federal Bureau ufNarcotics, 4fB 

U.S . .188 ( I 97 l) ( Hfn,,n). and the Federal Tort Claims Act ( FTCA). 28 l; .S.C. §§ 26 71 et seq., 

sec king damages resu It ing from I he dcla y in I reatment of a fractured ankle and leg he suffered 

during his incarceration. On February 2. 20 I 0, Magistrate Judge Joe J. Volpe entered Proposed 

Findings and Re commendations [ doc.# 136] in \.Vh ich he m.:ommended that defendants· motion 

for summary _judgment on Plaintiffs Bii-e,1s claim be granted but that summary judgment on 

Plaintifr s FTC\ claim bt: drnied. By Order t:ntcred February 23, 2010 [ doc.#150], the Court 

adopted Judge Volpe·s Proposed Findings and Rccommt:ndations, thereby allowing Plaintiffs 
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FTCA claim - the sole remaining claim in this action - to proceed to trial. 1 Plaintiffs FTCA 

claim was tried to the Court on August JO-J 1, 2010." This Memorandum and Order constitutes 

the Court· s findings of fact and conclusions of law pursuant to Rule 52( a) of the Fedcra I Rules of 

Civil Procedure. 

I. 

Plaintiff arrived at FCI Forrest City, Arkansas on January 12, 2004. Upon his arrival, 

Plaintiff was diagnosed with diabetes and he was also treated for varicose veins and related 

ulcers in his left lower leg. During the relevant time period, Dr. J. Edna Prince was the Clinical 

Director for the prison· s Health Scrv ices Department. 

On the evening of July 28, 2004, Plaintiff \Vas playing second base in a sanctioned 

softball game at 1he prison when he suffered a serious injury to his lefl ankle and lower left leg 

due to another player sliding in Lo second base and hilling him. According lo Plaintitrs expert 

witness, Dr. James Keever, a licensed orthopedic surgeon, and not disputed by the United States, 

Plaintiff suffered a pronation and lateral rotation injury to tht: ankle with an avulsion type 

fracture of the medial malleolus and a fracture of the fibula proximal lo the syndesmosis. See 

Keever Aff. at '!1 l I; Keever Supp. Aff. at '!16. It is not clear, ho,,vever, that Plaintiff reported 

fee Ii ng pain or requested med ictl al\e n ti on immediately following his injury. Rather. Plaintiff 

states that atier being hit hy the other player. "lt}hc guard comes over and asks me if 1·111 okay. 

1 
01hn dairn~ and dctcndnnh w<.:rt previously dbmi~~ed. As Plaintitrs FTCA <.lairn is now th<.: ,ok rrn1aining cl~irn. 

lhc only pmper defendant is thc United State,. Carter, Hi11i;:1n!fid, No. 2:U<JCVOOOG~ SWW, 2010 WL 79G')')H al '2 {l:.D.Ark. 
March H. 2010) (ciung 28 U.S.C. § IJ4G(t1)( I)). 

' lk It, r( 1 r i a I u1u Id cnrn rnc 11cc. Pia i 11t i ff rnmplctcd 11 i, -c nte nee and author it it, re patriatcd him to Mc~ 1C( ,. lkcau,e uf 

hi~ criminal rnn, i..:1 .. 111. l'laintitt WJ~ w1;!1,k t<J ntit~in a I i~a to rcturn 10 !h~ United StJte, for trial and he an-ordingl_1 ap~arcd 
b1 , i,ko dq>(i,-it,nn. 1he Cuurl ha, ing p.in"d Pl.1intiff s unoppo,e,I motion [ doc.# 166 l for leJ1 c 10 so JP!l1:'1f. 

2 
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reply I don't know. rm lying on the ground. The manager and the guard check me and /"m 

taken ou I or the game. He sits me on the team· s bench. The game is over and we go back to our 

homes or our units." Dr. Keever notes that while ankle fractures are "really a very. very pain ru I 

fracture, .. and that there is ··the initial pain of the broken bone, .. th is pain .. interestingly often 

doesn · t play in a patient· s memory that much.'' He states that "afterwards. part ic u lar!y V.' ith any 

movement where the bone fragments move back ,tnd forth, there is pain that would be on the 

way top end of the scale:· Dr. Keever states tha I Plaintiff would have had two pain zones as a 

result of his in_jur) - pain near the knee where one break \Vas located and pain in the ankle where 

the other break \vas located.' 

\Vhile the record may not reveal that the severity of Plaintiffs injury was immediately 

apparent the night of July 28, 2004 or that Plaintiff requested medical attention at that time, the 

United States docs not dispute that at approximately 8:00 a.m. on July 29, 2004, the day 

following his injury. Plaintiff self-reported to the Health Services Dep,trlmen1 for medical care 

and treatment of his ankle and leg. Plaintiff states he was assisted by fellow prisoners up to the 

door of the Health Services Department and then used the wall for support the rest of the way. 

Plaintiff, however, stares he was told by G. Toliver, a nurse for the Health Services Department, 

that "\\alk-ins" \\.We not allowed and that he was turned av,,..ay and instructed to return the 

following day. July 30, 2004. at n:30 a.m. during the Health Services Department"s sick-call 

hours. 

Plaintiff stales that as instructed, he returned to the Health Services Department the next 

.'11 the time nt his in_iury. Plaintiff wa, on rnnvaksn•1,cc from July I 6, 2004 tu August 16, 2004. Athlitionallv, 
Plairn ii I I1:,d rc,tric1,rnh ul nu rroln11gnl ,landing a11d J weigh I rc~tri<.:tion of nu lining u,cr I.~ pmm<ls inddini!dv licgin11ing 
l_-d>ruar, '!. ~00-.J Dr. )(cc,cr note~. h,mc,cr. that "thcre is ah,nlutcly nothing Iha1 would rn,ually wnnccl [hi,] rnndiIion 

I vario1'ili,·, anti ,:1rin,sc ukers I to a 1raumatic i'radurc ol' rl1c ;ink k .. Kccvcr ,\ ff. at ",I 10. 

3 
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morning on July 30. 2004. during sick-call hours. Plaintiff. however, states he was told by 

Toliver that he could nut he treated until the following week and must make an appointment for 

the next dinic day, August 2, 2004. Plaintiff states he told Toliver that "it's an emergency. that 

it's a probable fracture ... and that he asked Toliver to ··send me to x-rays," but that Toliver ··tells 

me to go and says, next." 

On August 3, 2004, Plaintiff returned to the Health Services Department and was 

examined hy Yvette Toro. a Physician· s A ssi slant for the lll'al th Services Department who is 

also fluent in Spanish.~ Toro reported in her note of this visit that Plaintiff complained of pain in 

his left ankle .. due to sports injury:· assessed the pain level at "6" - noting that the "pain is 

\.\msc at night" - and noted t:dema. some marked discoloration and skin erosion, that dorsal 

tlexion is slightly limited. and rderenccd dermatitis and arthralgia. Toro further reported that 

Plaintiff amhulc1tes with no difficulty. Plaintiff, however, states that Toro could not have made 

such a determination as she did not see him enter or depart her presence, stating that Toro 

.. cou Id n · t say whet her I walked or I d idn · t walk. She d idn ·1 - she cou Id n ·1 see me... He states 

that Toro "has a room and you only take two steps and you sit on the chair in front of her. You 

get out through tha1 door and she r..:annot see you anymore.") Plaintiff states he was never able 

to get to the Health Services Depitrlmcnt without assistance, he it a wheelchair th,tt he was able 

to procure himself or assistance from fellow inmates, and that he would othenvisc have to hop 

~ The n,1lc uf this visit apparently originally reflected ;t elate uf i\ugusl 2. 2004 as Che JalC uf the "isil but the nulc 
app<:~rs tu ha,c been altered. or··.,,enHiT1c11'" as stateJ hy Pbi111in: to rc!kc1 ,\ugust .I, 2004 as 1he uate ufthe ,i,it. Because 
the C"om,ct <late is lll no real import for pl1rposcs of io<la! ·, uecision, the Coun will assume that the dare of Plaintill" s visil wa, 
i\ugu.,t 3, 2004. 

'Dr. l'rincc .ilatnl thal loro·, uc,J.; "l11buall:,·· "as do,crto the <loorand that Plaintiff•·woulJ hav~ hi 1\alk .trOllllJ 
lk Jc,;k I<> gel to lhc d1coir. to the c,arn whlc- ... 

4 
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and use Lhe \\all for support. In any case, Toro requested x-rays of Plainti rrs left knee and 

ankle. Plaintiff was given Motrin or Ibuprofen for the pain and he states that he requested but 

was not provided crutches or a wheelchair. 

In her Declaration dated July 28. 2006, roro states that she requested x-rays of Plaintitrs 

left knee and ankle to determine whether a skin infection from which she states Plaintiff suffered 

had affected the bone and developed into osteomyelitis and whether he was arthritic. She states 

she did not suspect a bone fracture because Plaintiff was ambulating without difficulty and 

because the symptoms he presented, i.e., peeling skin, discoloration and swelling, were 

consistent with his previous complaints relating to his skin infection and joint discomfort. Dr. 

Prince likewise states in her Declaration dated July 31, 2006 that Toro "had ordered x-rays to 

determine arthra lg ia and possi h le osteomye I itis:· However. the Radiologic Consu I tat ion 

Requests pre pared by Toro o 11 August .1, 2004 rn ntradict hers and Dr. Pri nee' s stated reasons in 

July 2006 for requesting the x-rays. Specifically, Toro states in the August 3, 2004 Requests that 

the reason she requested an x-ray of Plaintiffs left knee \\·as because of a ·'sports injury·· and 

that the reason she requested an x-ray of Plainti trs left ankle \\ as because of a··\\\ isced ankle 

(sports injury)_·· The Radiolngic Consultation Requests do not mention <1rthralgia or 

osteomyelitis, and Dr. Prince states that she and Toro never discussed or previously ordered x.-

rays for arthralgia or usteomyelitis.h Dr. Keever states that based on a reasonable medical 

certainly the x-rays were ordered because of a spons injury Lo rule out an ankle injury. 

Dr. Prince also saw Plaintiff on August 3, 2004, the same day Toro earlier saw Plaintiff. 

Dr. Prince states in her Ju I y 2006 Dedaration Lhat this visit was for a diabetes care follow-up and 

,, In I h" n:,p,·ci_ nothing in th,; record indi,;;11es that x-ray, were ever on.krcd of Pls1intitT ~ ankk d!ld k!! hJ_scd 111,·r,·I~ 
nn cdcm;, ;,n(I di,,;ulor;ition 

5 
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that during this visit, Plaintiff had hrought an interpreter. Plaintiff states he did indeed have an 

interpreter ror this visit Toro - hut that Dr. Prince "kicked her out" and wouldn·1 allow her to 

be his interpreter. Dr. Prince states she "can·t imagine that - why that would happen'' because 

she is "just trying to gather the information" and that an interpreter helps her understand what 

the patient is trying to tell her. Dr. Prince states she could ··sometimes" communicate with 

Plaintiff in English hut that on other occasions Plaintiff was unable to do so, although she later 

s1<1tes th<1t Plaint i tT"·has prnven he can communicate in English when he is ready ... :· For her 

part. Toro states in h\!r July 2006 Declaration that ··[ o l n occasions I serve as [Plaintiffs J 

interpreter during his visits with the Clinical Director:· Toro does not, however. address 

whether she served as Plaintiffs intcrp rcter during the August 3. 2004 vis it with Dr. Pri nee or 

whrther she attempted to serve as Pla inti 1r s interpreter hut was not allowed to do so hy Dr. 

Prince. 

Certainly. Dr. Pri nee did not alvvays u t iii ze the services of an interpreter in her gathering 

of information to determine what the patient was trying to tell her. For example, with respect to 

certain or Plainti rr s requests for assistance that were written in Spanish, Dr. Prince simply noted 

in the section relating to the disposition of Plaintiffs request. ··cannot read Spanish." nr ,;In 

English. please:· or ··What [spccilically'?] arc you requesting'? Please in English:· i\.s to why Dr. 

Prince made such notations, the following colloquy occurred: 

0. Okay. Now, is it -- why is it. Doctor, tha1 you were not able 10 respond to Mr. 
Gonzalez other than to state that the disposition on, let's say 158, "in English, 
please." Why is i I that you were not able to get somebody to translate that for 
you·.' 

A Rcc;rnse Mr. Gonzalez, in the past, has been ahle to get people to write these 
things for him in English, and that's what I was requesting that he do, for 
expediency. Like, if you look on page 177, there is an extensive complaint dated 
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September H 2004 -- where he had assistance, I am sure -- and somebody wrote it 
all in English for him. A!! of his cop ou1s prior lo his accident were in English, 
!hat I remember_ and so I know that he has someone available who can do this for 
him. And I am asking him tn do this for expediency so that I can sit down and 
read what he hc1s to say. In privacy. I would like to. But even -- I mean, even the 
ones that -- he wrote one in dental in Spanish -- one in dental prior to the accident 
,tnd they responded in English and he did not complain. So everything I had 
before then, he was able !O get someone lo help him, and I was requesting based 
on !hat 1h;1\ he continue to do lh,-ll. 

O. Okay. All right. And. Dr. Prince. I want to he fair to you; so would you be 
fair to me'.1 

A. Oh. 

O. Because I indicated I \.1.-ould let you talk. hut I want you to answer my 
questions. Okay·., 

A. Okay. 

(). My question was. was the re nobody ava i !able w hn cou Id have I ransla1ed I his 
for you from this inmate'! 

A. It may h,tve been. but I prefer for him lo have ii -- have him get someone to 
he Ip him wri le -- ,ts he had been doing. 

0. So you didn't e\.'en al\empt to find uut what he was saying? 

A. I asked him 10 gel it interpreted for me. Thill, I think, is pan of his 
responsibility for communicating with medical staff. 

O. I under,1:1nd. Doctor. please answer my que,tions. Please. 

A. I said there might have heen somebody available. I don't know, but I 
requested that he gel someho<.ly to interpret it for him. 

O. And, again, my question was, did ynu attempt to have anybody translate for 
you'! 

:\. Some of them, I did. 

0. Ok,ty. Let"s talk at -- let"s talk about No. 158, 00158. This is Gonzalez Exhibit 
10. 

7 
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A. Uh-huh. 

(). Did you attempt to ha\'e an~ hod~ read that or translate that to you in Spanish'.' 

J\. l expec1 I did not becrnsc I s;uspect -- I mean. you ha\'e to understand, Mr. 
DeJesus. I am very busy. Mr. Gonzalez can come over. He can speak to Spanish 
sre,:1king people. He has proven that he can communicate in English when he is 
ready. and some times he just needs to do t ha I. I am sorry. 

Dr. Prince states that she d idn · I remember Plaintiff getting his requests tr,tn'>la tcd lo 

English becoming a11 issue u11til after he hurt his ankle and leg. She st,1tes that before that, he 

didn"t really eumplain and \\as very eoupcrati\c hut that after the ,u.:cident with his ankk and 

leg. i I hernme a rea I issu c and that I 'I Ji nt i ff ··made no anem pt to com mun ieatc \\ ith me and 

refused to sec rm: on muhiplc occasions:· 

( ·011crn1ing the 1\ugust J. ~(Hl• visit with Dr. Prince, Plaintiff slates he showed Dr. 

Prince his iniured liio\ and '"I\\ lith signs. I told her tha1 it hurt:· to which he states Dr. Pri11cc 

n:plied ... okay. Pkay ... but that Dr. Prince docsn ·t speak Spanish and that "she didn ·t understand 

any thing 1hat I said"" and for her IP all(m an inte111rcter. I Jr. Prince reported in her note of the 

\' i sit that Plaintiff repurtcd a pain I eve I of ··o .. : she did not remember seeing Toro· s note of that 

same day whcrei n PL1 imi ff reported pain i 11 his left a 11 kk due In a spnrts i nj u r). Plaintiff sla tc~ 

Dr. Prince checked his ft1ot .. hut uni~ on top .. and that he .. told her sc\cral times that it hurt \\ ith 

my pnur 1-.ngl i sh. I \\ anted tu say pain in Fngl i sh. pain. pain:· and that he d idn · t understand why· 

she put a ··o·· on the pain assessment graph \\ hen Toro earlier that same day had recorded a pain 

level of ··6:· Dr. Pri nee testified that :.he \\ as o 11 I y ~eeing Plain tiff for chronic care dinic for 

A," iii 1,,. ~ec:n. Dr. Pnrn..:e m;1m•,1innJ !'or 1hc: l"ng,;s\ 1l1at l'lainlitrs fra<.:ttired an~lc and leg o,·rnrrc·<l nn ,\ugu,•. 21,. 
200--l r.11!\~: th;111 une mun!h ,;;irlin l're.,umahl, Dr. l'rin,-~ i, l'Ltiming that !'laintiff mJd" n,, auc1:1pt tn ,;nmnH11w.:att "ith her 
;ind rdused tn "'" hn <'ll mul1irlc <1l"cJ~i<1n, .if!cr August 26. 2tHJ--l. I 11 this rc,pc:ct, there arc in the rcrnr<l wverc1I .. \fr,Jic·al 
I{,; t"u,a I I rcatmcnc" · t, ,rm s " i I h resrr<:t 1,, l'I;- i nl i !! t h,1 l ,fak tr" m 20()(, ,rnd 2( K 17. 

8 
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diahetes and that ··[she] did not examine his ankle for any orthopedic ahnormality."· She states 

that Plaintiff did not have any complaints about his ankle and that she only looked at his foot 

with reference to his diabetes and his varico:-.e veins and ulcer. She states that Plaintiff ·'didn't 

have an) tenderness when I touched him:· that she ·'could not assess that there was any proh!em 

\\ith his \\alking:· and that she ·•didn't see anything different than what I had been seeing !prior 

Ill the sports injury] as far as skin changes and varicose veins:· Plaintiff was not provided a 

wheel chair or crutches, nor was he provided pain medication other than the Motrin or lbuprof en 

that Toro had prescrihed earlier that day. 

On August 17, 2004, Plaintiff was called into the Health Services Department to have his 

x-rays performed that Toro had ordered on August 3, 2004. The 1echnician performed or 

attempted 10 perform an x-ray of Plaintiff's chest instead of his leg because of an incorrect 

treatment order from Toro that mistook Plaintiff for a former inma1e of the facility, Jose Maria 

Gonzalez. When the technician discoven:d the error, he told Plaintiff he would have to 

reschedule an x-ray for his leg. 

According to Summer Birkhead, the Diagnostic Radiologic Technologist on duty, she 

straightened out the mi stake \\. ith l oro und placed Plain ti ff on a "call out'" for /\ u gust 26. 2004 to 

which she clai rns Plain ti ff did not show. Birkhead s1<1 tes she then paged Plain tiff who appeared 

at around l :00 p.m. Plaintiff. however, states he came out on the "call out'" for x-rays at 9:00 

,1.m. hut that they didn·t take x-rays until 1 :00 p.rn. and that during that time. ··they sent me out 

to ca1.·· In any case. Birkhead took the x-ray. suspected a fracture, and claims that hccausc the 

fracture did not show completely on the x-ray of the ankle and knee that she reques!ed 

authorinition lo x-ray the tibia-fibula, to which Dr. Prince concurred, and issued a Radiologic 

9 
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Consultation Request dated August 26. 2004. 

The x-ray taken on August 26, 2004 was reviewed by Dr. Prince who saw the seriousness 

of Plainti1Ts injury. She states t!rnt .. because Ms. Toro ordered an x-ray of the !di knee. that's 

where the fracture w,1s of the fibula, it was at the knee and when we saw the fracture of the 

fibula. that's \\ hen \\ e went ahead ,HH.l ordered it all the \\ ay down and found the fracture of the 

ankle.·· Upon discovery or the frw.:tures. Plaintiff was placed in a wheel chair and transported to 

a local hospital where he was fined with a supportive walking boot. Plaintiff was returned to the 

prison on the night of August 26, 2004 and he was transported the following morning to St. 

Francis Hosp1Lal in Memphis, Tennessee. 

On August 27. 2004. surgery was pcrfo rmed on Plai mi ff s left leg and ankle at St. 

Francis Hos pi ta! by Dr. Frederick G. Wol L The Emergency Physician Record from St. Francis 

Hospital ind icatcs that P lai nti ff s injury occurred 30 days prior to admittance and the Operative 

Report from St. Francis Hospital indicates that the surgical procedure performed on Plaintiff was 

an "open redu<.:tion and internal fixation of medial malleular fracture with closed treatment of 

proximal fihu lar fra.:ture ... The rcpai r rc4 u ired the p lacemcnt oft wo screws in Pia inti tr s le tl 

ankle. 

Dr. Prince states that she initially thought Ph1intiff s injury was a new fra<.:turc that had 

occurred on August 2fi, 2004, as she states in her July 2006 Declaration, but that she later 

.:hang.ed her npinion based on ··someone·· who read the :-.-rays that noted a ·'callus formation" 

(new bone formation) on the x-rays .-1nd aftl'.r reading Dr. Wolfs write-up. Dr. Prince states she 

10 
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did not read Dr. Wolfs operative report prior to preparing her July 2006 Declaration.~ 

Aller surgery, Plaintiffs ankle was placed in a cast and he was prescribed Lortab 1-2 

p.o.q.4h as needed fur pain. Once Plaintiff was stahilized he was returned to prison that same 

night, close to midnight 011 August 27, 2004. Plaintiff was not given the prescribed medication 

but, per orders of Dr. Prince, was given Tylenol#:, for the pain, 2 tablets J times a day as 

needed. 

Upon his return to the prison, Plaintiff was placed in a Sped al Holding Unit (SHU), 

wh icb Pia in Ii ff tcrrned the "ho le .. or "punishment eel I.,. Dr. Pri nee denies P!ainti ff s claim that 

his placement i 11 an SHU was punishment, slating that Plaintiff was placed in an SHU because 

while the institution has an outpatient ambulatory clinic, everything shuts down around I 0:00 

p. m. and in an SI ll!, he doesn · l have to get up and walk because his toilet and bed are right there 

"and \.Ve bring hi rn a 11 of bis med ieines to him during the day and in the early evening:· She 

states that ··that was just the place to put him for the first two or three days un ti I we Je It I ike he 

\\as abk to t()krate being up on crutches or in a wheelchair." 

Plaintiff disputes Dr. Prince·s explanation for pla<:ing him in an SHU, noting 1hat the 

medic-ii records indicate that he was only provided pain medication twice in 12-hour intervals, 

and !hat his vital signs \Vere not taken, he was not checked for fever, he was not catheterized or 

pruvided assistance to use !he facilities, and there is no indication that he was monitored by any 

medical personnel. Plaintiff states that other suitahlc arrangements could have been made, 

including allowing him 10 remain at St. Francis Hospital for several days or taking the time while 

~ Dr. Pr i 11,·e den ics thJt her ,lJh:rrn:n l t hJt Plaint i fr s f rac:turc "a~ a new frac11ut un Allgu st 26. 2004 v. ou Id h:1, t 
atkcted in,est,g:11ions cn11ccrni11g compl:tinrs Plainti!f might have issued ahout his treatment. She state~ that prim tn hn July 
200(, DcL·larnti1rn ,he rn,whcre reduced ln writing hn upi11inn tha1 l'lainti lrs fra..:turc was new and occurred on August 21,. 20114 
.i ml I hat ht r ~t:it~ mcnt in h,· r Deel a rat iu11 1 ln1 1hc i'racturc "as nc w was hase d nn her m~ rn, 1rj . 

11 
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he was in surgery to prepare a treatment plan and finding a suitable area at the prison for his 

recuper;1tion. Pl,1intiff sl.t!cs he suffered alone in 1he ··hote·· for three days in serious pain 

fo!low i ng the surgery.,, 

Plaintiff was in a cast for three to four weeks following surgery, no weight bearing. and 

then placed hack in a walking boot for approximately four weeks. The ankle thereafter was 

healed from the surgery and Plaintiff was allowed tn place weight on it. Plaintiff was ],lier 

transferred from FU Forrest City, Arkansa.., to another institution and then released from the 

Bureau of Priso 11.., on '.\o\·e rnher l-1. ~00~. I' lain ti ff was thereafter repatriated to Mex it:o. 

l'lain1iff states that he experiences p;1in on a constant basis and that his left ankle will 1101 

support his normal day-to-day acti\'ities. He slates he ean·1 perform hi.., \\ork a.., a 1rnxhanic or a 

rnntracltH because both johs require prolonged standing, which he states he is unable to do. 

Plain Ii ff stales I hat he walk.., 111 pain and sleeps in pain. that he c.111 no longer pan ici pate in 

athlct ics. and !hat the left ank It: doesn ·1 ha, e the ..,anH.: nrnhi lit) as the right ankle. For example. 

Plaintiff states that when he s! u rnhle-.; he i-.; u nah le 10 recm er <,ince the ankle doesn · I respond 

with 1he same rcfk.\es as his other ankle and he thus tall-.; down, and he ..,tales that while he c.trl 

go up a ladder the problem is going dtw..-r1 as the le ft foot doc<,n · t support his hod) v. eight. 

Plaintiff states the ankle is swollen and that he ha<, to keep moving his foot forwards and 

hack wards su that sornl!lh i ng \\ i 11 rd ease from I he pain. He states he can· t v. alk that rn uch and 

that he c;uu101 carry anything due to the pain. and that when he kneels dtw.-n he struggles to get 

up because of the ankle. 

"l':,i:ntilf ,tat<''- II1:H af:n hl':ng Jt't~rnc,! I<' I/w pris<1n close 10 midnight on A.igllsl 27. 2004 his k,l'I .,fpain "a' ··10:· 
;ind ldi, ~r 11<,t,·d 011 Sq11,:mh~r 3. 21111~ that P!Jtrl1iff, pJin J,w,,m~nt wJ, k,cl .. 10 ... PIJimitt states that two weeks attn the 

,mg,·n hi, p:1i n h-H" I ;Ji;J le'." ,1,w. n. 

11 
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Plaintiff seeks a total of S3.000.000 for 1he damage'> he chiims wa'> proximately c.:1used 

hy 1he negligence of the United Suites. namely the nature. extent. duration. and permanency of 

lhl' injury, see Arkan.sas \1oJel Jury ln.structions Ci\·il ('",-\ Ml Ci\."") 2202. as wel I a-. darn ages 

for pain and s;uffering and menial anguish experienced in the past and reasonably cerlain to be 

experienced i 11 1he tu ture. Sec ,,\ \11 Ci\'. 2205. Plainti IT a 1 ... 0 seeks anorney · s fees and costs. 

I I. 

,\_ 

In actions brought under the n·cA. courts are huund to apply 1he law of the state in 

which I he acts complained of occurred. S('t', e.g. G,!(}dman I". Un ired Srure.Y. 2 F.3J 2lJ L 292 (X'ti 

( 'ir. J lJlJ3) (citing 2.S L'. S .C. * I 3--lfl( h J J. I !ere. 1 he aC\, cum plai ne<l of occurred in Arkansas and 

..,o it is that ..,tatc·.., 1a\\ that \\ill he arrlied to Plaintifes claims. 

l'ursuant 10 Ari,;_ Cmlc Ann. * lll- I l--l-20h, the plain I iff in a medical malpractice case has 

! he hu rdl' 11 n f pm,· i rig hy e xpen tcsti rnon y ( I J the degree of skill and lea ming ord i n:m I y 

pos..,csscd ,md used hy members of the rrofes..,ion of the medical care provider in good ..,t;rnding. 

engaged in the s:1me tyre of rractice or speciality in the !ocati1y in which he or she rracticcs or 

in a simiLtr loca!i1y. (2) that the medical pro\·idcr failed to act in accord.tncc with that ..;t;1ndard. 

and (3) thal such f.iilure was !he rro:-..imate cause ofthe pl.iintiffs injuries. Wil/iam1011 \'. Flrod, 

J.-t,S Ari,;. _,07, _, l I. 72 S.W.Jd -1.S9. -1lJ2 (21)()2 J: Rea gun \'. Citv of Piggou. 305 Ari,;. 77. 7Y-.SO. 

805 S. W. 2d 636. 63 7 ( 1991 ). In such cases. it is not enough for an expert to opine the re was 

negligence that was the rroximate cause ol the alleged damages. Williamson, 348 i\rk. at 31 L 

72 S.W.3d at 49:2. The orinion must be stated within a reasonable degree of medical certainty or 

probabi 1 i 1y. Id. E:-..re n testimony is nut per sc necessary in every malprac1 ice case, however. 
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llaa.1e v. Stam es. 323 Ark. 263, 268-69, 915 S.W.2d 675. 677-78 ( 1996). Rather. expert 

testimony is required on)y when the asserted negligence d()es no! lie within the jury ·s 

comprehension as a ma!lt:r or common knowkdge, when lhe applicalile standard of care is no! a 

matter of common knowledge, and when 1hc jury mus! havl'. the assistance of experts to decide 

the issue of negligence. Id. 

Magislrate Judge Volpe concluded in his Proposed Findings and Recommendations that 

Plc1intiff would ckarly rn.:ed ex pen !estimony to establish the existence of a continuing injury 

following the surgery and treatment tn repair his fractured ankle hut that an expert is not required 

to prove the st,tnd,trd of care in failing to diagnose Plaintiff's fractured ankle and, importantly. 

the pain suffered while awaiting a proper diagnosis and treatment. On this point, concluded 

Judge Volpe, the qucs1ion of negligence for failing to diagnose and tn:at Plaintiffs fractured 

ankle and liability for the pain suffered while awaiting treatment is a fact 4ucstion for the trial 

court. As previously noted, the Court adopted Judge Volpe's Proposed Findings anJ 

Recommendations. 

B. 

l. 

The Court first addresses the time period following Plaintiffs injury on July 28. 2004 up 

10 the ti rne he finally n:cei ved treatment. On Au gust 20. 2010, after years of vigorously 

contesting this action and less than two weeks hefort: trial. the United States filed an Admission 

of Liahili 1y {doc.# 176 l, admilling that ii hreached the applicahlc standard of care and is liahle for 

the pain suffered hy PL1intiff as a result of the failurl'. to obtain an x-ray of Plaintiffs ankle 

14 
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between August 3, 2004 and August 26, 2004. 111 It is not clear why the United States waited un ti! 

just before tr1al to admit liability as the breach of the standard of care was clear given the nalure 

of Plai nl in- s fractured an kk and !cg and the ac Ls and omissions that resu Hed in the fail urc 10 

treat Phlintiff s fractures in the four weeks prior to x-rays finally being taken. Cf Owens 1·. 

United S'tates, No. 5:04cv304-DCD-JCS, 2007 WL 1031644 at *4-5 (S.D.Miss. March 30, 2007) 

(delay in laking x-rays of inrrn11e·s fnicturedjaw constituted breach of duty to act with ordinary 

diligence in providing adequate treatment for inmate and caused inmate 10 endure pain for 

several months). Indeed, the failure to treat Plaintiffs fractured ankle and leg in the four weeks 

prior to x-rays finally being taken is nothing less than gross negligence. 11 The United States· 

belated admission has also consumed judicial resources over Lhe years and caused Plaintiff to 

expend re-.ources ,111d incur expenses that he likely would not have incurred had the United 

States timely admitted the obvious breach of the standard of care that occurred in this case. 

Never1hcless. the Cour1 accepts the United States" Admission of Liability. However. rather than 

August 3, 2004 being the dale when the breach of the standard of care began, the Court 

determines tha_t the breach of the standard of care began on the morning of July 29, 2004, \',-·hen 

Plaintiff self-reported to the Health Services DepMtment for medical care and treatment of his 

ankle and kg but was turned away, and ended on the afternoon of August 26, 2004, when x-rays 

111 
In " Sllp11k111t·n1al Trial Br,d \1im:.# 1771 ;iccrm1pa,11 ing thal pk;nJing, 1hc llni1c,l S1ci1cs assen, 1h:,1 this Ctiurl 

aftirmcd .ludtlC Volpt: · s Ji.,missal ol all claims .. c•x,:cpl those related to pain suffered as a rcsull ,,f lthc llurcau ,,f Pris,m · ,I tl1ilurc 
to time I~ onkr an x·ra;'' "ml rha1 "Ill Ii ll'll the tfomissal 01· all d1im., except the claim for sutkring as a result ot the llclay 1n 
oht:i in i ng the x. r:1 y a 11 d that de fc ndanl has nov. admit tcu that it hrcadwd the stanlltud of care anJ is Ii ab] e for pain su ffr red ,,, :i 
result nf 1h:11 delay. tile onl) issue remaining for th<: ( ·ourt's determination is the ,1mount ol d,imagcs:· L'ontr,H) lo th<: 1 ·ni1n1 
',talcs' ,rndn:<1andin~ ol Judg.c Vol~-, Proposed Findings and Rewmmendation~ and this Cn11r1'~ Order adnp1ing sam<:. the 
Court did not in an: "al Jen: or limil l'lair1tilr~ rt (/\claim hut only ddinc·ah.!d the malt<:rs for "hich expert 1cstimu11y wnuld 
tic required. 

1 
: Ur. f(c'c', ,· r 11, ,ic·~ th,u I 'l,1 nit !I I v. ,,u Id Ii ,1 , . ., 11:od nn range <11' nwtiun gi, t n th<: fr ac·1 urc uf the .ink k ;ind wou Id n, ,1 

llaw h<.'l'll ahk 1<1 put ,u1i v.cight ,111 the ankle :u all, and !hat l'l:1i111iff had oh,iously suffered a traumatic injury to his fnnt 1h:1t 
wnuld l>r ,·kar tu a i',l·ncrnl practit1<111t·r such as llr. l'rincc anJ v.hid1 is why T11ro ordered lhl' x-ray., on August-', 2(Hl4. 

IS 
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\\.:ere fi n,dl y t,1 ken and l'lai nti ff \vas transported to a hospital. 1
:, 

2. 

Plaintiff also daims there was a breach of the standard of care for the three days 

following surgery when he was pie-iced in an SHU and not given the pain medication prescribed 

by the surgeon hut instead given Tylenol #J. The Court is unahle to Inc-lie in the record where 

Dr. Keever opined on the standard of care concerning post-surgery facilities or whether 

substituting I) knol :t.1 for the medication pn::scrihed by the surgeon to addrc:-.s PlaintitTs post-

surgical pitin was a breach of the applicable standard of care. The Court determines in these 

circumstances that the issues of proper post-surgery facilities and proper post-surgery pain 

medication arc not matters n! common knowledge and that expert testimony was required to 

c,;tablish ;1 breach of the applicable standard of care for these matters. 

J. 

The Cnurt now turns to the time period following Plaintiffs surgery on August 27. 2004 

and Plaintiffs claim that he suffered a continuing injury that was proximately caused by the 

failure to earlier obtain an x-ray of his ankle. The United States argues that Plaintiff has not met 

his burden of prnot on hi" claim of a continuing injury, hut Dr. Keever specifically concluded 

t h;lt hascd on a reasonable medical prohahi Ii ty. 1'1 ai n ti ff has suffered permanent post-lrau mc1 tic 

arthritis of the ankle due to his not receiving treatment for a month and that the arthritis will get 

\\Orse \',-'ith time. Indeed. the United States· only witness. Dr. Prince, states that she defers to 

orthopedists about fractures and tht: pain of a fracture. Considering also Plaintiffs testimony 

12 
I l;I\ ing L·nnsidered tht rcL,ml. im:ludi ng l'laintilf, num¢mu, allc111pis 10 gel 111¢diG1I attention f,1r his iniur, a11d illl' 

p.ii11 he· w,is i11. 111~ Court twdih Pl~intiffs d,im that h¢ ari~ar~d for his .x-ra,s at 9:00 J.m. on August 26. 2004 hut th;il x-r;n,s 
wn,· illll 1;1h n u111il I :00 p.111. that nrwrnoun. 

16 
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about the difficulties he continues to experience with his ankle, which Dr. Keever no1es is 

consistent with his opinion that Plaintiff has suffered pcrnwncnt post-traumatic arthritis of the 

ankle, 1he Court finds that Plaintiff has met his burden of proof that he suffered a rnntinuing 

injury following his surgery on August 27, 2004 that was proximately caused by the United 

States· gross rn.:gligence. 1
·

1 

C. 

The Court now turns to dam,tges. beginning first with the time period beginning on the 

morning of July 29. 2004, when Plaintiff self-reported to the Health Services Department for 

medical care :rnd treatment of his :1nkle and leg but was turned away, and continuing up to 1he 

;ifternoon of August 2<i, 2004. when x-rays were finally taken of Plaintitrs ankle and leg. The 

Court crcd its Dr. Keever' s testimon~ I hat ankle fractures are a very painful fracture and on the 

top cnd of the pain scale and that if rhe fracture is not mobilized there is significant swelling that 

itself causes pain. Plaintiff, of course, had no option of obtaining medical care elsewhere. and in 

light of the gross negligence of the United States during this time period, the Court finds that 

SI 0,000 per d:1 y l"or the pain :1 nd su ffc ring and mental anguish Plaintiff suffered is reasonable. I-\ 

1
' In :iddi1,nn 1" Iii~ c~scimun1 ,!I tr,;tl. Dr. K~e1cr al'<• ,ulrn1illcd an Affid,n il da1cd hbruar1 -l.20I0 and a 

Surrkmcn1~1 .-\ttitJ,11 i1 ,.Li1ctl Jul_1· 17. 211111. l'ri()J 1u the Coun atlop1ing Judge Volr,:·s l'rof)lisetl f'indings and 
Rccnm me ndatiun, 111 Ii ng on I he sum mar\' J 11dgmenl motion, I he LI n itctl St ,Hes had not \ cl found or rrovi ded Pia Inti J't with the 
rl'll'varn x-rays. Thos,· x-rays unly surlaccd alter lhe Ord0cr ruling nn the summary judgm,•n( molion. Uf)'-111 disd,l',urc ul the x
rays, Dr. Keever ,l1pplc1m:nlcd his Allidavil 111 rdkel lhal he has reviewed the relevant x-rays. Althuugh Dr. Kc<."vcr did not 
orinc in his first t\ll,davit that Plaintiff artually has po,Hraumatic arthritis of the ankle, he rl<lte, that he tlitl m1t have the x-r,1ys 
;11 I Ila! Ii mt' and ti itl not know w h,tt the fr a,·tur" ac·1t1 a I ly luo kcd Ii kc. Dr. Keever did nllle, hnwc vc r, that w 11 c n a fracture such as 
l'laintiff _, ,~ ,ii lo" nl 1u rec main displatnl. I hnc is a ,ignifo:.int c·h;,ncc (1f dJmage co l11e weight bearing ~urfact· nl I he' joint. 
h;;uJ,n~ 10 1>u,t-lr:1ur11.u1e· ar1hritis. Kccic·r ,\II al 1' l.~(_1) Dr. Kce•cr ,late, that with !he addi1ional inforrna1,nn lie l1a, learned 
i1 i, hi., ori11i<1n 11lao1 l'Ltin1ill dues indn·d l,;11c p,1s1-trauma1ic arthri1i, of the ankle. 1-ollowing Dr. Keeu·r·s tir,1 Ai"tiJa, it. th~ 
\}11i1~d Stales Ill<" cd t•, ,1rikc nperl tcslirm>n_1, which the C(nHI denied hy Order da1ed l'chrnary 24, 20 l 0 [ doc.Ii I _q j. 

t-1 !'l,1in1 ill whn1incd h> 1he ( ·ourt "··Dcm,1nd for D~mag~s I ,Imler the !"cdcral Ton ( "laims Act'· in which he ,;\,lie, he 
,ccb ··a1 k,1s1·· 'i, I 0.111111 per d;,y in da111agc, i'or lhc time rcriod Lll" Jul) 28. 2004 to t\ugus1 3. 2004, and '"al lciist"" \5.000 rcr ,by 
i11 damJgcs f,,r 1h,· time· rniod of August.,. 21Xl4 101 August 2h. 2!104. See pi·, Demand for Damages L'ndcr tlic- h:dl'ral fort 
( ·1,1,ms Ai.:t al -l, S, 11) (cmphasi, in (1riginal ). ( ii,·~n the grnss negligence uf the United Sc;,tcs in this case and i1, cl kel on 
!'bimi!T. 1hc ( 'nun dt:lnminc, thJl SI 0.(XXl )l<:r d~1 in damag_c·s for !he cnlirc rcrio(l t>cginning on the mur11in[: nl fol\ 29. 200-1 

17 
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Accordingly, for the time period beginning on the morning of July 29, 2004 and continuing 

through August 25, 2004 (28 total days), the Court awards Plaintiff $10,000 per day. For the 

morning of August 26, 2004, prior to the x-rays being taken that afternoon, the Court awards 

Plaintiff $5,000. Plaintiff is thus awarded $285,000 for the pain and suffering and mental 

anguish he suffered from the morning of July 29, 2004 up to the afternoon of August 26, 2004. 

With respect to the permanent post-traumatic arthritis of Plaintiffs left ankle that was 

caused by the United States' gross negligence and will get worse with time, Plaintiff is currently 

54 years old (having been born on February 28, 1956), and under the mortality table set forth in 

Ark. Code Ann. § 18-2-105, Plaintiff has a life expectancy of another 26.80 years. However, 

given Plaintiffs medical issues unrelated to his ankle, including diabetes, the Court will assume 

that Plaintiff has a life expectancy of another 22 years rather than the 25 years suggested by 

Plaintiff in his damages brief and the 26.80 years suggested by the mortality table. See AMI Civ. 

2219 (mortality tables may be considered in connection with other evidence relating to the life 

expectancy of an individual, including evidence of his or her occupation, health, habits, and 

other activities, bearing in mind that some persons live longer than the average and some persons 

less than the average). Cf Oxford v. Hamilton, 297 Ark. 512,515, 763 S.W.2d 83, 85 (1989) 

(evidence of the appellant's habits - including use of alcohol and its damaging effects on body's 

organs - was useful and even necessary to assist the jury in determining life expectancy). 

Considering the nature. extent and permanency of Plaintiffs injury, and the pain and suffering 

and mental anguish reasonably certain to be experienced in the future, the Court agrees with 

Plaintiff that $2,000 per month for the duration of his expected lifetime - which the Court 

aml up !o the aflernoon ot August 26, 2004 is reasonable. 

18 
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determines to he 22 years - is n:asonahle. for a total of S52 8,000. 1
' 

111. 

Finally·. the Court turns lo Plaintiffs motion for attorney· s fees and costs [doc.# 1921. 

Plaintiff recogn w:s that ordi na ri I y. ;rn a v.·ard of attorney· s fi.:es \\ i1 h respect to his 1:Tc A c I aim 

must be tal-:en from !he judgment .iw;udcd pursuant to the bench trial ,tnd are limited to 25r:;:, of 

the judgment. Sec, e.g., Dockery 1. l'nit("d Swres, 663 F.Supp.2d 111, I 26 (N.D.N. Y. 21109) 

(citing 28 l : . S .C. * * 24 12( d )( I )(A). 2 6 7 8 ). Rather. Pia in ti ff seeks attorney· s fees ,rnd i..:osts 

under Rule 5h(g) of the Federal Rules nl Ci\'il Procedure on grounds that on January 6, 2010, the 

United States l."itUsed to he filed ,t had faith mot ion for su 111 mary judgment [doc.# 128] founded nn 

false and misleading dee! ara1 ions made hy medical personnel who \Vere employed by the tJ n i tcd 

States at the lime such declar,tlion:-; were made and that this had faith motion resulted in the lo:-;s 

nf his Hin·m claim. Plaintiff argues th,tt thc:-;e declarations needlessly incre.tsed the co:-;l and 

length of this I itigation and he a\.'.rnrdingly ,;,eeks $50.180 in attorney ·s fc1.·s and costs in Iii<: 

amount of S2h . ..i 11 . ..ilJ in prosecuting the lli1 t'//\ claim that he states wa:-; lost through the had 

faith su mm,tr~· i udg111en1 motion. 

The Court :igri..:cs with P lai nti ff that certain representations nf Tnrn and Dr. P ri nee in I hi..: i r 

Julv 2006 Declara1ions could he con,idered evidence of had faith. These representations include 

Torn and Dr. Princi..: blatantly misrcpre~cnting the reasons that x-rays were requested on August 

.,. 2004. Dr. l'ri nee· s 4 uest ionahle assertion that Pia inti fr s fracture \\ as a fresh fracture on 

August 26. 2004 rather than one that nee urrcd ( inc month ca rl icr. and T( in 1 • s and Dr. Prince· s 

equally questionable assertions that Plaintiff was wal 1-:ing with no difficulty during the time 

Jl) 
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period at issue. In this respect, given the nature of Plaintiffs fractured ankle and leg and Dr. 

Keever's opinion that Plaintiff would not have been able to put any weight on the ankle at all, 

Toro·s and Dr. Prince's assertions that Plaintiff was walking with no difficulty raise many 

questions. 

Nevertheless, "[c]ase law makes clear that no sanctions will be imposed under Rule 56(g) 

unless the court relies on the false affidavit in ruling on the summary judgment motion.'' 

Structural Po~vmer Group, Ltd. v. Zoltek Corp., No. 4:05cv321 CEJ, 2006 WL 2802202 at *2 

(E.D.Mo. Sept. 25, 2006) (collecting cases). See alsoJaisan, Inc. v. Su/Jivan, 178 F.R.D. 412, 

416-417 (S.D.N.Y. I 998) (discussing cases denying Rule 56(g) motions where a litigant's 

actions, even though wrongful, did not affect the disposition of the summary judgment motion 

and concluding that plaintiffs conduct '"even if it were 'egregious' as defined under that case 

law, it did not affect the outcome of the case and Rule 56(g) sanctions would be inappropriate for 

that reason''); Sutton v. U.S. Small Business Administration, 92 Fed.Appx. 112, 117-118 (6th Cir. 

2003) (district court did not rely on affidavit in granting defendant's summary judgment motion 

and, thus, the affidavit, even if submitted in bad faith, did not prejudice plaintiffs). Here, 

defendants did not attach Toro·s and Dr. Prince·s July 2006 Declarations to their motion for 

summary judgment and they did not otherwise reference those Declarations in their arguments 

on Plaintiffs Bivens claim. Rather. defendants' motion for summary judgment on Plaintiffs 

Bivens claim was predicated on the fact that Toro·s error in misidentifying the inmate on the 

Radiological Consultation Request thereby delaying the taking of x-rays of Plaintiffs ankle and 

20 
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leg amounted only to negligence, 10 that Plaintiff did not at that time have an expert witness for 

his claim that the delay in treatment of his fractured ankle resulted in permanent injury that he 

otherwise would not have incurred, and that Warden Linda Sanders and Dr. Prince were named 

as defendants solely because of their supervisory position as Warden and Clinical Director. 17 In 

his response [ doc.# 133] to defendants' motion for summary judgment, Plaintiff did not address 

his Bivens claim but focused on his FfCA claim, and Judge Volpe's Proposed Findings and 

Recommendations do not reference any of the matters that could be considered evidence of bad 

faith, Judge Volpe having not been presented with such matters. 18 Accordingly, because the July 

2006 Declarations of Toro <1nd Dr. Prince (or any other possible instances of bad faith) did not at 

any time play a factor in the summary judgment proceedings on Plaintiffs Bive11s claim, the 

Court must deny Plaintiffs Rule 56(g) motion for attorney's fees and costs. Cf. Havrum v. 

U11ited States, 204 F.3d 815,819 (8th Cir. 2000) (in addressing request for attorney's fees under 

Equal Access 10 Justice Act for bad-faith <1ctivity of the government in FfCA case, and 

10 On this poinL Plaintiffs Second Amended Complaint alleges with respect co his Bivens daim chm the mistake in his 
identity was caused by Toro' s negligence in com ple1i ng the Radiological Consultation Request. 2"" Am. Comp]. at 1111 I 7-18 
[doc.#86]. Negligence daims, however, are not cognizable under Bivens. See, e.g., SeUers by and Through Sellers l'. Baer, 28 
F . .1d 8<JS. 902-0.1 (8" Cir. 1994) (even gross negligence on the part of federal officials is not actionable under Bi1,ens). 

17 On this point. Plaintiffs Second Amended Complaint alleges with respect to his Bfrens claim chat Linda Sanders is 
the Warden for the FCI ,md that Dr. Prince is the Clinical Director for the FCI and that these individuals, by virtue or their 
positions, arc responsible for ensuring chat the dcpanments and personnel within the prison perform their duties in accordance 
with proper proccdun:s and the laws uf the Uniled State~. 2'"1 Am. Compl. at 1111 35-.16. These allegations clearly assert 
responde,11 superior liability, which is not cognizable in a Hi1ens action. Bonner v. Om/aw, 552 F.3d 673, 678-79 (8'" Cir. 2009). 
The Court nntcs t hm it is 1101 clear why tbe Un iced States moved for summary judgment on Plaine i fr s B ive11s claim with respe!;I 
tu Warden Sanders as she was earlier dismissed as a defendant on respondeac superior grounds by Order entered August I 9. 2CKJ8 
[doc.# JCKI] adopting, without objections, Magistrale Judge krry W. Cavaneau's Proposed Findings and Recommendations 
ldoc.#99] (prior to the (ase being reassigned to Judge Volpe). The defendants listed in the above caption, which does not include 
Warden Sanders, are chose that remained following the Court's August 19, 2008 Order. 

1
~ Toro ·sand Dr. Prince's July 2006 Dedarations were sobmined with a previous summary judgment motion filed on 

August I, 200<1 when this action was still assigned to Magistrate Judge Cavaneau. Judge Cavaneau, however, issued Proposed 
Findings and Recommendations [doc.#71] in which he recommended i11ter alia that Plaintifrs Bi~·ens claim, rather than being 
disposed of on summary judgmen l, be allowed to proceed. By Order dated March 26, 2007 [ doc.#81 J, this Court adopted Judge 
Ca\ aneau · s Proposed I-ind ings and Recommendations. 

21 
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assuming without deciding that such fees are available in FTCA actions, Court held that .. [f]ees 

for bad-faith activity on the government's part are available only in exceptional circumstances ... 

and we think that cases in which the activity complained of had no substantial effect on the 

plaintiffs litigation efforts necessarily fall outside that category"). 19 

IV. 

For the foregoing reasons, the Court awards Plaintiff a total of $813,000 in compensatory 

damages on his FTCA claim and denies Plaintiffs motion for attorney's fees and costs under 

Rule 56(g) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure [doc.#192).20 

IT IS SO ORDERED this 15 th day of October, 2010. 

ls/Susan Webber Wright 
UNITED STATES DISTRICT JUDGE 

19 
As previously noted, however, anorney's tees with respect to Plaintiff's FTCA claim may be taken from the 

judgment awarded pursuant co the bench trial in an amount up co 25% of the judgment. Concerning Plaintiffs request for costs. 
Rule 54( d) of the Federal Ru Jes of Civi I Procedure gives district courts the power to tax coses in favor of a prevai Ii ng parcy. 
liu/e Nock Curdiology Clinic PA v. Baptist Health, 591 F.3d .WI, 601 (8" Cir. 2009). These awards, however, must fit within 
2/l U.S.C. § 1920, which enumerates the costs lhal a district court may tax. Id. Plaintiff, however, does nol seek costs under 
Rule ."i.J.(d} and 28 U.S.C. * J 920, but only seds costs under Rule 56(g) as a sanction for prosecuting the lost Bivens claim, 
which thc ( \1ur1 1, >day denies. The ( :ourt notes chat of c he $26.41 I .49 Plaintiff seeks in costs, the vast majority ot· 1ha1 amount -
$2 2. 789. 2 5 - "as for the cost of his ex pen witness. Dr. Keever. Even had Plaintiff moved for costs under Rule 54( d) and 28 
U.S.C. * I 920, Dr. Keever was not Court appointed. Accordingly, under 28 U.S.C. §§ 1920(3) and 182 l(b), Plaintiff would not 
be entitled to the $22,789.25 he seeks for 1he CtlSt of his expert witness but would only be entitled to an award of witness fees in 
1l1e amount of $80.00 and re laced expenses for Dr. Keever's attendance at trial for the two days. See, e.g., Hull by Hull v. United 
States, 978 F.2d 570, 572-573 ( IO'h Cir. 1992) (citing Crawford Filling Co. v. J.T. Gibbons, 482 U.S. 437 ( 1987)); Martinov. 
Uuited Sw1e,, No. Civ.t/5-748 (JRT/RLE), 2002 WL 459069 at •2 (D.Minn. March 20, 2002). 

20 Judge Vo!pc·s Proposed Findings and Recommendations which recommended granting the Unitcd States· motion 
for summary judgment on Plaintiffs Bivens claim was issued without benefit of a transcript of Plaintiffs deposition. Dr. 
K,·c1cr·s c,pcn opinion. and the relevant x-rays. In addition. Judge Volpe was not presented with Toro ·sand Dr. Prin,·e·s July 
2006 Declarations. Shou Id the record in chis case be reopened, the Court, in light of the evidence adduced at tria I that wou Id 
possibly supp<Jrt a ti nding of de I iberatc i ndi fferenee to Plaintiffs serious medical needs, w i 11 consider rev isi ting the grant of 
summ~ry jud!,[m<:nt on Plaintiffs lli1·c11s claim 10 the ex1ent that he is alleging more than negligence and respondeat superior 
liability. See Jo/Ir F. K11w/.1e11, 205 F.Jd !094, 10% (8'' Cir. 2000) (interpreting deliberate indifference standard). 

22 
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UNITED STATES COURT OF APPEALS 
FOR THE EIGHTH CIRCUIT 

No: 10-3753 

Jose Luis Gonzalez 

Plaintiff - Appellee 

V. 

J Jiminez, Health Service Administrator, FCJ-Forrest City; J. Edna Prince, Clinical Director, 
FCl- Forrest City; G. Toliver, R.N., FCI - Forrest City; Yvette Toro, an employee with the 

Federal Bureau of Prisons 

Defendants 

United States of America 

Defendant - Appellant 

United States Bureau of Prisons 

Defendant 

Appeal from U.S. District Court for the Eastern District of Arkansas - Helena 
(2: 05-cv-00269-S WW) 

JUDGMENT 

This appeal from the United States District Court was submitted on the record of the 

district court, briefs of the parties and was argued by counsel. 

After consideration, it is hereby ordered and adjudged that the judgment of the district 

court in this cause is affirmed in accordance with the opinion of this Court. 

June 18, 2012 

Order Entered in Accordance with Opinion: 
Clerk, U.S. Court of Appeals, Eighth Circuit. 

/s/ Michael E. Gans 

Appellate Case: 10-3753 Page: 1 Date Filed: 06/18/2012 Entry ID: 3922660 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
EASTERN DISTRICT OF ARKANSAS 

EASTERN DIVISION 

JOSE LUIS GONZALEZ, 

Plaintiff, 
vs. 

UNITED ST A TES OF AMERICA; 
J. JIMINEZ, Health Service Administrator, 
FCI-Forrest City; G. TOLIVER, R.N., FCI
Forrest City; J. EDNA PRINCE, Clinical 
Director, FCI-Forrest City; YVETTE 
TORO, an employee with the Federal 
Bureau of Prisons; and UNITED ST A TES 
BUREAU OF PRISONS, 

Defendants. 

* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 

2:05cv00269 SWW-JJV 

JUDGMENT 

Pursuant to the Memorandum and Order entered in this matter on this date, it is 

Considered, Ordered, and Adjudged that Plaintiff Jose Luis Gonzalez be awarded $813,000 in 

compensatory damages on his Federal Tort Claims Act claim; Plaintiff's motion for attorney's 

fees and costs under Rule 56(g) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure [doc.# 192] is denied. 

IT IS SO ORDERED this 15 th day of October 2010. 

ls/Susan Webber Wright 

UNITED ST A TES DISTRICT JUDGE 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
EASTERN DISTRICT OF ARKANSAS 

EASTERN DIVISION 

JOSE LUIS GONZALEZ PLAINTIFF 
Reg. #24451-179 

V. NO. 2:05CV00269 SWW/JWC 

LINDA SANDERS, Warden, DEFENDANT 
FCI, Forrest City, AR 

ORDER 

Plaintiff is a prose inmate currently confined to the Federal Correctional Institution 

in Forrest City, Arkansas ("FCI"). On October 28, 2005, Plaintiff filed an action that he 

entitled, and that was designated as, a petition for writ of habeas corpus. In fact, it is not 

a habeas action at all; rather, Plaintiff brings a Bivens action 1 pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1331 

based on the alleged violation of his Eighth Amendment medical rights (see docket entry 

#1 ). Plaintiff did not submit the $250.00 statutory filing fee required to pursue such an 

action or an application to proceed in forma pauperis pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1915. 

A prisoner who is permitted to file a civil action in forma pauperis still must 

pay the full statutory filing fee of $250. Id.§ 1915(b)(1 ). Method and timing of payment 

is the only issue to be resolved. Ashley v. Dilworth, 147 F.3d 715, 716 (8th Cir. 1998) 

(stating that all prisoner-litigants are "required to pay filing fees in full ... the only issue 

being whether the inmate pays the entire filing fee at the initiation of the proceeding or in 

installments over a period of time"). Furthermore, federal courts are required to screen 

1 Because Plaintiff is a federal inmate alleging a constitutional violation against federal 
defendants, his claims are brought pursuant to Bivens v. Six Unknown Agents of Fed. Bureau of 
Narcotics, 403 U.S. 388 ( 1 9 71 ) , which es tab I ished th at the victims of constitution al vi o I ations by 
federal agents have a right to recover damages against the official in federal court, just as 42 
U.S.C. § 1983 provides redress for constitutional violations by state officials. 
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prisoner complaints seeking relief against a governmental entity or officer or employee of 

a governmental entity. Should Plaintiff's case be subsequently dismissed on the grounds 

that it is: 1) frivolous or malicious; 2) fails to state a claim upon which relief may be granted; 

or 3) seeks monetary relief against a defendant who is immune from such relief, there is 

no provision for a refund of any portion of the filing fee to the prisoner. 28 U.S.C. § 

1915(e)(2)(B). In addition, this Court may sua sponte dismiss a prisoner's complaint at any 

time if it determines that the action fails to state a claim upon which relief can be granted. 

lg. § 1915(e)(2)(B)(ii), § 1915A(b)(1) and 42 U.S.C. § 1997e(c)(1 ). 

So that the Court can determine how the $250.00 filing fee will be paid, Plaintiff is 

required to submit either the full statutory filing fee or a calculation sheet, along with an 

application to proceed in forma pauperis, prepared and executed by an authorized official 

at the incarcerating facility within thirty (30) days of this order's entry date. This calculation 

sheet reflects the deposits and monthly balances in the prisoner's account at the facility 

during the six-month period immediately preceding the filing of the complaint. 28 U.S.C. 

§ 191 S(a)(2). Based on this information, the Court will assess an initial partial filing fee if 

sufficient funds exist and will also direct the future collection of monthly installment 

payments from Plaintiff's account until the filing fee is paid in full. lg. 1915(b)(1) and (2). 

However, no prisoner will be prohibited from bringing a civil action because he "has no 

assets and no means by which to pay the initial partial filing fee." lg. 1915(b)(4). 

In addition, as it now stands Plaintiff's complaint is too vague to enable the Court 

to determine whether it is frivolous or fails to state a claim for relief under § 191 SA. 

Accordingly, Plaintiff is ordered to amend his complaint within thirty (30) days of this order's 

entry date and to specifically state: 1) the name of each individual in the FCI that was 

2 
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personally involved in his denial of medical care claim; 2) how each individual was 

personally involved in the actions of which he complains; 3) how each individual violated 

his constitutional rights; 4) if he intends to name these specific individuals as Defendants 

and if so their position{s), place{s) of current employment, and address{es); 5) whether he 

intends to dismiss Linda Sanders as a Defendant to this action and, if not, why; and 6) 

whether he intends to sue these individuals in an individual capacity, official capacity, or 

both. Plaintiff must set forth specific facts concerning his allegations including, where 

applicable, dates, times and places. 

In accordance with the above, IT IS, THEREFORE, ORDERED that: 

1. The Clerk is directed to forward an in forma pauperis application and 

calculation sheet to Plaintiff. 

2. Plaintiff is directed to submit either the $250.00 statutory filing fee OR to 

complete and sign the in forma pauperis application. At Plaintiff's request, an authorized 

official of the Federal Correctional Institution is directed to complete and sign the certificate 

portion of his in forma pauperis application, along with the required calculation sheet. 

3. Plaintiff is directed to submit either the $250.00 statutory filing fee OR to file 

the completed in form a pauperis application within thirty (30) days of this order's entry date. 

4. Service is NOT appropriate at this time. Plaintiff is directed to file, within thirty 

(30) days of this order's entry date, an amended complaint that contains only the 

information requested in this order. 

5. The Clerk of the Court is hereby directed to re-designate the nature of suit 

as a "555" prison conditions suit. 

3 
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Plaintiff is advised that his failure to make a timely and complete response to 

this Court's order will result in the recommended dismissal of his case without 

prejudice. 2 

IT IS SO ORDERED this 8th day of November, 2005. 

2 Plaintiff is hereby notified of his responsibility to comply with Local Rule 5.5(c)(2) of the 
Rules of the United States District Court for the Eastern District of Arkansas, which provides 
that: "It is the duty of any party not represented by counsel to promptly notify the Clerk and the 
other parties to the proceedings of any change in his or her address, to monitor the progress 
of the case, and to prosecute or defend the action diligently. A party appearing for 
himself/herself shall sign his/her pleadings and state his/her address, zip code, and telephone 
number. If any communication from the Court to a prose plaintiff is not responded to within 
thirty (30) days, the case may be dismissed without prejudice. Any party proceeding prose 
shall be expected to be familiar with and follow the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure." 

4 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
EASTERN DISTRICT OF ARKANSAS 

EASTERN DIVISION 

JOSE LUIS GONZALEZ 
Reg. #24451-179 

V. NO. 2:05cv00269 SWW-JWC 

J. JIMINEZ, et al 

ORDER 

PLAINTIFF 

DEFENDANTS 

The Court has reviewed the Proposed Findings and Recommendations received 

from Magistrate Judge Jerry Cavaneau and the objections filed in response, and has 

further reviewed the relevant record de nova. The Findings and Recommendations are 

adopted in their entirety as this Court's findings. 

Accordingly, Defendants' motion to dismiss/motion for summary judgment (docket 

entry #41) is hereby granted in part and denied in part. Plaintiff's skin rash and English 

translator claims are dismissed without prejudice for failure to exhaust his administrative 

remedies. Plaintiff's Federal Tort Claims Act claim shall be permitted to proceed at this 

time. Plaintiff's Eighth Amendment delay in medical treatment in connection with his 

broken leg, and inadequate treatment of his genital warts claims shall be permitted to 

proceed at this time. Defendants are not entitled to a qualified immunity defense. 

Kenneth Levin is dismissed as a party to this action based on Plaintiff's contention 

that he was improperly named. 

The Magistrate Judge should appoint to Plaintiff a Spanish-speaking attorney to 

flesh out his surviving claims and the appropriate parties involved. 

IT IS SO ORDERED this 26th day of March, 2007. 

ls/Susan Webber Wright 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT JUDGE 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
EASTERN DISTRICT OF ARKANSAS 

EASTERN DIVISION 

JOSE LUIS GONZALEZ 
Reg. #24451-179 

V. 

LINDA SANDERS, et al 

NO. 2:05CV00269 SWW/JWC 

ORDER 

PLAINTIFF 

DEFENDANTS 

The Court has reviewed the Proposed Findings and Recommended Partial 

Disposition received from Magistrate Judge Jerry Cavaneau. There have been no 

objections. The Findings and Recommendations are adopted in their entirety as this 

Court's findings. 

Accordingly, Defendants' motion to dismiss Defendants Garrido and Levin from 

Plaintiff's case (docket entry #35) is denied. 

Service has been returned unexecuted on Defendants Garrido and Levin (see 

docket entries #29, #31 ). Plaintiff should attempt to determine the whereabouts of these 

Defendants through the use of discovery. Plaintiff is advised that he may file a motion 

pursuant to Fed. R. Civ. P. 34(c) and 45(d)(1) requesting the Clerk of the Court to issue a 

subpoena duces tecum to be served on Defendants through their counsel of record, 

Gwendolyn Dewees Hodge, with service by the United States Marshal, asking for 

production of any record reflecting the requested information (i.e., a last known or 

forwarding address). Due to security and privacy concerns, counsel is directed to 

provide the requested information to the Court only, which in turn will order service 

under seal if applicable. 
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Plaintiff is advised that if he fails to provide the Court with a current, and good, 

address for service on Defendants Garrido and Levin within one hundred twenty (120) days 

from the entry date of this order, it will be recommended that these Defendants be 

dismissed pursuant to Fed. R. Civ. P. 4(m). 1 

IT IS SO ORDERED this 7TH DAY OF AUGUST, 2006. 

ls/Susan Webber Wright 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT JUDGE 

1 Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 4(m) states in relevant part: "If service of the summons 
and complaint is not made upon a defendant within 120 days after the filing of the complaint, the 
court, upon motion or on its own initiative after notice to the plaintiff shall dismiss the action without 
prejudice as to that defendant .... " Id. This order serves as additional notice to Plaintiff of same. 

2 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT F6J\lf:J1 
WESTERN DISTRICT OF TEXAl9' DEC 17 PH ~: t. 1 

AUSTIN DMSION 

Elizabeth Dollery, § flt PUT'( 

Plaintiff § 
v. § CA. No. 
The United States of America, § 

Defendant§ 
(Bureau of Prisons, and § 
Harley Lappin, the Director) § 

AO 9CA 914 LY 

To The Honorable District Judges of the Western District: 

Plaintiff respectfully alleges: 

1. This action arises under 28 United States Code1 § 

2671, et sequitur, and pursuant to 28 U.S.C. §§ 1346, 2672 and 

2680. The court has jurisdiction under 28 U.S.C. § 1346. Venue is 

proper under 28 U.S.C. § 1391 in that all the occurrences, out of 

which this cause arose, took place within the Western District of 

Texas and the Austin Divisio~ Venue, as all of the events out of 

which this cause of action arose took place in Bastrop County at or 

near the intersection of United States Highway 290 and State of 

Texas Highway 21. 

1 Hereinafter referenced as "U.S.C.". 

1 
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2. Plaintiff is an adult citizen of the United States of 

America and the State of Texas, as well as, a domiciled resident of 

Bastrop County, Texas, which is within the Western District of 

Texas and within the Austin Division. Service of Process upon 

Plaintiff is effective by delivery of all pleadings, instruments, 

documents and discovery upon her counsel of record in this cause, 

Donald T. Cheatham at his law offices, located at 11512 Tin Cup 

Drive, Suite 212, Austin, Texas 78750 or to his mailing address, 

Post Office box 500169, Austin, Texas 78750. Her counsel of record 

may also be reached at (512) 494-1212 Telephone, (512) 494-1213 

Telecopier, and email: cheathamlaw@aol.com. 

3. Service of process of Summons and Complaint upon 

Defendant United States of America is effective by Delivery of the 

pleadings and Summons, as well as, instruments, documents and 

discovery upon Defendant Harley Lappin, the Director of the 

United States Burem.1: of Prisons, at his offices at 320 First St., 

N.W., Washington, D. C. 20534, through United States First 

Class Mail, postage prepaid, Certified, Return Receipt Requested. 

2 
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4. Defendant's employee, was operating within the scope of 

that employee's official duties with the United States Bureau of 

Prisons a motor vehicle owned by Defendant on 5 August 2008. 

Said Defendant's employee in the aforesaid public highway in 

Bastrop County, Texas, negligently drove and collided with 

Plaintifrs vehicle on 5 August 2008. 

5. As a direct and proximate result, Plaintiff suffered 

bodily injuries by which she was hospitalized and then confined to 

her home. Plaintiffs motor vehicle was damaged. Plaintiff 

suffered great pain and suffering of body and mind, as well as, 

incurred expenses for medical attention and will incur additional 

medical expenses in the future as a direct and proximate result of 

the aforesaid collision. Plaintiff also lost time from work as a 

direct and proximate result of the aforesaid collision. 

6. Under the circumstances, the persons responsible for 

the operation of the United States government's motor vehicle, if 

they were private persons, would be liable to the Plaintiff for her 

damage resulting from the aforesaid collision. 

3 
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7. The United States of America owned the motor vehicle 

which came into collision with Plaintiffs motor vehicle, and was at 

the time of the collision being used by the United States Bureau of 

Prisons, and the driver was acting in an official capacity on behalf 

of the United States Bureau of Prisons. The collision occurred 

while the driver was an employee of the United States 

Government acting in the scope of office and employment in behalf 

of the United States Bureau of Prisons. 

7. Plaintiff has presented her claim in writing to the United 

States Bureau of Prisons, as is evinced by Exhibit "A" to this 

Complaint, which instrument this reference hereby incorporates 

herein its entireties. the Solicitor of the United States Bureau of 

Prisons denied Plaintiffs claim has by letter dated 31 July 2009. 

WHEREFORE THE PREMISES CONSIDERED, Plaintiff prays 

that after a jury trial on the merits, that this Honorable Court 

award a judgment for the Plaintitrs consistent with any verdict 

for Plaintiffs proven damages, and that this Court enter all such 

other Orders which are deemed meet, just and proper for any and 

4 
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all relief to which the Plaintiff might be entitled at law or in 

equity or the Nature of this cause might require. 

Plaintiff prays for general relief. 

Plaintiff demands a trial by jury. 

5 

Respectfully submitted, 

Donald T. Cheatham 
11512 Tin Cup Drive, 
Suite 212 
P. 0. Box 500169 
Austin, Texas 78750 
TSB 24029925 
(512) 494•1212 Telephone 
(512) 494-1213 Telecopier 
email: cheathamlaw@aol.com 
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U.S. Department of Justice 

~(b)(6) 

Washingron, D.C. 20530 

Bureau of Prisons 
320 First Street, N.W. 
Room 958 HOLC 
Washington, DC 20534 

Attention: Honorable Kathleen Kenney 

Re: Dollery, Elizabeth v US; Lappin, Harley BOP Dir 
USDC, TXW, Civil No: 1:09CV00914-LY 
Filing Date: 12/17/2009 AG Served: 1 /13/201 D 
US Attorney Served: 

Dear Sir or Madam: 

MAR.., 21010 

F''}- ;"'O_- ,-: 

E \_ -- =-·----

-MAR O 8 2G\O 

Please prepare a litigation report for this case as soon as possible and send it directly to the U.S. Attorney, 
who should be advised if there is an unavoidable delay in making the report available. Do not send a copy to 
this office. The report should include all the facts and documents in your possession relating to administrative 
claims, possible insurance coverage of the Government or its agents, and any subrogation or other third-party 
interest in the claim. 

Preserve Electronically Stored Information and Documentary Evidence. 
Immediately undertake to preserve all information, including electronically stored information, 
that may relate to the claims and defenses at issue in this case as set forth in the attached 
complaint Electronically stored information includes all information stored in any digital 
medium, including the agency's computer network, free-standing PCs laptop computers, and all 
back-up media, and includes without limitation emails, calendars, word processing documents, 
scanned documents, spreadsheets, photos, and drafts. No records relating to the subject 
matter of this litigation should be discarded or destroyed. 

Notice of Litigation Hold. 
Immediately issue a directive suspending the agency's records destruction protocol concerning 
all information that may be related to this case, including electronically stored information and 
all official information in the possession or control of individual employees who may be 
witnesses in this case. This directive must: 

(a) be in writing; 
(b} be designated as privileged and confidential; 
(c) specify categories of documents that must be preserved; and 
{d) identify agency employees who will be responsible for gathering 

and preseiving these records ("Records Custodians"). 

This Notice of Litigation Hold must be issued immediately by you or another appropriate official 
to prevent any inadvertent discarding or destruction of records. The order must be sent to all 
Records Custodians and all employees who may have relevant information. This would include 
all potential witnesses, human resources personnel, and the agency's IT department. Periodic 
checks should also be made with the IT department and other Records Custodians as this 
litigation progresses to ensure that all information is being retained appropriately. 

In addition, Rule 26(a) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure requires the parties, including 
the United States and its agencies, to supply information to opposing counsel, soon after suit is 



commenced, and without the necessity for a discovery request. Information adequate to comply 
with this requirement should be forwarded with your litigation report. In order to avoid unnecessary 
litigation and the possibility of sanctions, please ensure that the information provided is sufficiently 
complete to comply with Rule 26(a). 

All further communications between your agency and the Department of Justice should pass directly between 
your office and the U.S. Attorney without copies to this office. If the case is compromised or if there is a 
judgment in favor of the United States, you will be directly advised by the U.S. Attorney. Any final judgment 
adverse to the United States will be forwarded by the U.S. Attorney to the Appellate Staff of the Civil Division 
for review. 

If it appears that this case presents novel or important questions of Jaw or policy, which might make its 
handling by this office appropriate, prepare the litigation report in duplicate and send this office a copy. Please 
point out in your letter of transmittal the reasons which might justify this office retaining responsibility for the 
case. 

Enclosure 

cc: United States Attorney (w/o enclosure) 
John E. Murphy 
Western District of Texas 
601 N.W. Loop 410 
Suite 600 
San Antonio, TX 78216 

u:v. /(iv 
Phyllis J. Pyles . '1 
Director, Torts Bra/ch 
Civil Division 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT F<5ttlAfk 
WESTERN DISTRICT OF TEXA~JU, DEC 11 PH ·~t ~ 7 

AUSTJN DMSION 

Elizabeth Dollery, § 
Plaintiff § 

v. § CA. No. 
The United States of America, § 

Defendant§ 
(Bureau of Prisons, and § 
Harley Lappin, the Director) § 

A09GA914 LY 

To The Honorable District Judges of the Western District: 

Plaintiff respectfully alleges: 

1. This action arises under 28 United States Code1 § 

2671, et sequitur, and pursuant to 28 U.S.C. §§ 1346, 2672 and 

2680. The court has jurisdiction under 28 U.S.C. § 1346. Venue is 

proper under 28 U.S.C. § 1391 in that all the occurrences, out of 

which this cause arose, took place within the Western District of 

Texas and the Austin Divisio~ Venue, as all of the events out of 

which this cause of action arose took place in Bastrop County at or 

near the intersection of United States Highway 290 and State of 

Texas Highway 21. 

1 Hereinafter referenced as "U.S.C.". 

I 
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2. Plaintiff is an adult citizen of the United States of 

America and the State of Texas, as well as, a domiciled resident of 

Bastrop County, Texas) which is within the Western District of 

Texas and within the Austin Division. Service of Process upon 

Plaintiff is effective by delivery of all pleadings, instruments, 

documents and discovery upon her counsel of record in -this cause, 

Donald T. Cheatham at his law offices) located at 11512 Tin Cup 

Drive, Suite 212, Austin, Texas 78750 or to bis mailing address, 

Post Office box 500169, Austin, Texas 78750. Her counsel of record 

may also be reached at (512) 494-1212 Telephone; (512) 494-1213 

Telecopier, and email: cheathamlaw@aol.com. 

3. Service · of process of Summons and Complaint upon 

Defendant United States of America is effective by Delivery of the 

pleadings and Summons. as well as, instruments, documents and 

discovery upon Defendant Harley Lappin, the Director of the 

United States Burea11: of Prisons, at his offices at 320 First St., 

N.W., Washington, D. C. 20534, through United States First 

Class Mail, postage prepaid, Certified, Return Receipt Requested. 

2 
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4. Defendant's employee, was operating within the scope of 

that employee1s official duties with the United States Bureau of 

Prisons a motor vehicle owned by Defendant on 5 August 2008. 

Said Defendant's employee in the aforesaid public highway in 

Bastrop County, Texas, negligently drove and collided with 

Plaintiffs vehicle on 5·August 2008. 

5. As a direct and proximate result, Plaintiff suffered 

bodily injuries by which she was hospitalized and then confined to 

her home. Plaintiffs motor vehicle was damaged. Plaintiff 

suffered great pain and suffering of body and mind, as well as, 

incUITed expenses for medical attention and will incur additional 

medical expenses in the future as a direct and proximate result of 

the aforesaid collision. Plaintiff also lost time from work as a 

direct and proximat~ result of the aforesaid collision. 

6. Under the circumstances, the persons responsible for 

the operation of the United States government's motor vehicle, if 

they were private persons, would be liable to the Plaintiff for her 

damage resulting from the aforesaid collision. 

3 
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7. The United States of America owned the motor vehicle 

which came into collision with Plaintiffs motor vehicle, and was at 

the time of the collision being used by the United States Bureau of 

Prisons, and the driver was acting in an official capacity on behalf 

of the United States Bureau of Prisons. The collision occurred 

while the driver was an employee of the United States 

Government acting in the scope of office and employment in behalf 

of the United States Bureau of Prisons. 

7. Plaintiff has presented her claim in writing to the United 

States Bureau of Prisons, as is evinced by Exhibit 11An to this 

Complaint, which instrument this reference hereby incorporates 

herein its entireties. the Solicitor of the United States Bureau of 

Prisons denied Plaintiffs claim has by letter dated 31 July 2009. 

'WHEREFORE THE PREMISES CONSIDERED, Plaintiff-prays 

that after a jury trial on the merits, that this Honorable Court 

award a judgment for the Plaintiffs consistent with any verdict 

for Plaintiff's proven damages, and that this Court enter all such 

other Orders which are deemed meet, just and proper for any and 

4 
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all relief to which the Plaintiff might be entitled at law or in 

equity or the Nature of this cause might require. 

Plaintiff prays for general relief. 

Plaintiff demands a trial by jury. 

·s 

Respectfully submitted, 

Donald T. Cheatham 
11512 Tin Cup Drive, 
Suite 212 
P. 0. Box 500169 
Austin, Texas 78750 
TSB 24029925 
(512) 494~1212 Telephone 
(512) 494-1213 Telecopier 
email: cheathamlaw@aol.com 
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AO 44{) (Re,,. 12/09) Summons ·in a C iv ii Action 

UNITED ST ATES DISTRICT COURT 
for the 

ELIZABETH DOLLERY 

· Plainlijf 

v. Civil Action No. 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

Dejendan1 

To: (DefendMI 's name and address) 

SUMMONS IN A CMLACTION 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
c/o Harley Lappin, 
Director of the United States Bureau of Prisons 
320 First SI., N.W .. 
Washington. D. C. 20534 

A lawsuit has been filed against you. 

AO 9 cA-914 

Within 21 days after service of this summons on you (not counting the day you received il)-or 60 days if you 
are the United States or a United States agency, or an officer or employee of the United States described in Fed. R. Civ. 
P. 12 (aX2) or (3) -you mus! serve on the plaintiff an answer to the attached complaint or a motion under Rule 12 of 
the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. The answer or motion must be served on the plaintiff or plaintiffs attorney, 
whose name and address are: Donald T. Cheatham 

11512 Tin Cup Drive, s·u11e 212 
P.O. Box 500169 
Austin, Texas 78750 
(512) 494-1212 Telephone. (512) 494-1213 TelecopJer, and 
email: cheatham@aol.com 

If you fail to respond, judgment by default will be en1ered against you for the relief demanded in the complaint. 
You also must file your answer or motion with the court. 

JAN 7 20f0 
Date: _______ _ 
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. AO 440 (R~•- J 2/09) S\ITMIOlls in a Civil Acli<>n 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

Elizabeth Dollery 

Plai111iff 

v. 

United States of America 

Defendal!t 

for 1he 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

Civil Action No. 1:09 CV 914 LY 

SUMMONS IN A CMLACTION 

To: (Defendam's name and address) United Stales of America 
c/o The Honorable Eric Holder 
U.S. Department of Justice 
950 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW 
Washington, DC 20530-0001 

A lawsuit has been filed against you. 

Within 21 days after service of this summons on you (not counting the day you received it)-or 60 days if you 
are the United Stales or a United States agency, or an officer or employee of the United Slates described in Fed. R. Civ. 
P. 12 (a)(2) or{J)-you must serve on the plaintiff an answer to the attached complaint or amoti011 under Rule 12 of 
!he FederaJ Rules of Civil Procedure. The answer or motion must be served on the plaintiff or plaintiff's attorney, 
whose name and address are: 

Donald T. Cheatham 
P.O. Box 500169 
Austin, Texas 78750 
· (512) 494-1212 Telephone, (512) 494-1213 Telecopier 
email: cheatharrilaW@aol.com 

lf you fail to respond, judgment by default will be entered against you for the relief demanded in the complaint. 
You also must file your answer or motion with the court. 

WILLIAM G '. PUTNICKJ 

JAN 7 2010 
Date: ----------
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AO ~40 I Rev. 12/09) Summo115 in a Civil Action 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

Elizabeth Do!!ery 

f'lainlijJ 

V. 

United Stales of America 

Defendant 

for the 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

Civil Action No. 1 :09 CV 914 LY 

SUMMONS IN A CIVIL ACTION 

To: (Defumiam'r name und address) United Stales of America 
c/o Ms. Vernell Everett 

Civil Process Clerk 
Office of the United Slates Attorney 

forthe western Dist. ofTexas 
$01 N.W. Loop 410, Suite 600 
San Anlonio, TX 78216-5597 

A lawsuit has been tiled against you. 

Within 21 days after service of this summons on you (not counting the day you received it) - or 60 days if you 
are the United States or a United States agency, or an officer or employee of the United States described in Fed. R. Civ. 
P. 12 ( a)(2) or {3) - you must serve on the plaintiff an answer to the attached complaint or a motion under Rule 12 of 
the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. The answer or motion must be seived on the plaintiff or plaintiff's attorney, 
whose name and address are: Donald T. Cheatham 

P.O. 500169 
Austin, Texas 78750 
(512) 494-1212 Telephone, {512) 494-1213 Telcopier 
email: cheathamlaw@aol.com 

If you fail to respond, judgment by default will be entered against you for the relief demanded in the complaint. 
You also must file your answer or motion with the court. 

Willi.A~ G Pl.}T!\UC~l 

YAN 7 2010 
Date: ---------



IN THE UNITED ST A TES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE WESTERN DISTRICT OF TEXAS 

AUSTIN DMSION 

ELIZABETH DOLLERY, 

Plaintiff, 

§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 

V. § CIVIL ACTION NO. A-09-CA-914-L Y 
§ 

UNITED STATES OF AMERlCA, § 
§ 

Defendant. § 

STIPULATION FOR COMPROMISE SETTLEMENT 

It is hereby stipulated and agreed by, Elizabeth Dollery, hereinafter "Plaintiff', and the 

Defendant, United States of America, by and through their respective attorneys of record, as follows: 

I. The parties do hereby agree to settle and compromise the above-captioned action on 

the terms indicated below. 

2. The United States of America wil I pay to Plaintiff, and her counsel of record, Donald 

T. Cheatham, 11512 Tin Cup Drive, P.O. Box 500169, Austin, Texas 78750, the sum of$21, I 00.11, 

which sum shal I be in ful I settlement and satisfaction of any and al I claims which Plaintiff now has 

or may hereinafter acquire against the United States of America and/or its respective officers, agents, 

servants, employees, and representatives, on account of the incidents made the basis of this lawsuit, 

all as more fully described in the pleadings and papers already on file herein, as well as any 

outstanding claims by Pia intiff, Elizabeth Dollery, or anyone on her behalf to any agency, department 

or entity of or associated with or acting under the direction of the United States of America. 

3. Plaintiff accepts the terms set forth in Paragraph 2 above as compensation and full 

settlement and satisfaction of any and all claims and demands, including costs and attorney fees, 

which they or she or her relatives or heirs, executors, administrators or assigns, now have or may 



hereafter acquire, against the United States of America and/or its officers, agents, servants, 

representatives, or employees on account of the incidents made the basis of this lawsuit. 

4. In consideration for the payment of the sum stated above, Plaintiff agrees that she 

will indemnify and hold harmless the United States of America from any and all claims, actions, or 

proceedings which are now or may hereafter be asserted or brought by or on behalf of any person or 

entity to recover from the United States and/or its officers, agents, servants, representatives, or 

employees for losses, damages, or recovery of any kind arising out of or related to the incidents made 

the basis of this lawsuit. 

5. This agreement shall not constitute an admission ofliability or fault on the part of the 

United States of America, by whom liability is expressly denied. 

6. In exchange for the payment of the sum stated above and contemporaneously with 

the delivery of the check therefore, Plaintiff will execute a Release in favor of the United States, and 

will further authorize her attorney to execute a dismissal of the above action, with prejudice and 

without costs. 

DATE: 1/1~/IO 

DATE: 

~l-.~ ELIZA TJIDOLLERY 
CURITYNO. 4.$8--~- 7a'S.'f 

11512 Tin Cup Drive 
Suite 212 
P.O. Box 500169 
Austin, Texas 78750 
Tel. 512-494-1212 
Fax. 512-494-1213 

ATTORNEY FOR PLAINTIFF 

Page 2 of 3 



DATE: 'i' /2:,1; b 

JOHN E. MURPHY 
United States Attorney 

By o~ u 
DIMITRI N. ROCHA 
Assistant United States Attorney 
Florida State Bar No. 693332 
601 N.W. Loop 410, Suite 600 
San Antonio, Texas 78216 
Telephone: (210) 384-7396 
Facsimile: (210) 384-7358 
ATTORNEYS FOR DEFENDANT 

Page 3 of 3 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE WESTERN DISTRICT OF TEXAS 

AUSTIN DIVISION 

ELIZABETH DOLLERY, 
PLAINTIFF, 

r:- /1 !:" ;-, 
~ i .• 

2010 OCT 2 7 PH 3: SG 

V. 

§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 

CAUSE NO. A-09-CA-914-L Y 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
DEFENDANT. 

FINAL JUDGMENT 

Before the Court is the above-styled cause of action. On this date, the Court dismissed the 

claims in this cause with prejudice. Accordingly, the Court renders this final judgment pursuant to 

Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 58. 

IT IS ORDERED that all claims in this action are hereby DISMISSED WITH 

PREJUDICE. 

FURTHER IT IS ORDERED that all attorney's fees and costs of court are taxed against 

the party incurring the same. 

FINALLY IT IS ORDERED that this action is hereby CLOSED. 

SIGNED this Z/,{( day of October, 20 I 0. 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE WESTERN DISTRICT OF TEXAS 

AUSTIN DIVISION 

ELIZABETH DOLLERY, 
PLAINTIFF, 

20!00CT 27 PM 3: 56 

V. 

§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 

CAUSE NO. A-09-CA-914-LY 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
DEFENDANT. 

ORDER DISMISSING CASE WITH PREJUDICE 

Before the Court in the above styled and numbered cause is the parties' Stipulation of 

Dismissal filed October 26, 2010 (Clerk's Document No. 10), which provides that the parties 

stipulate to the dismissal with prejudice of this civil action pursuant to Federal Rule of Civil 

Procedure 41. In light of this stipulation, 

IT IS ORDERED that all claims brought in this cause are DISMISSED WITH 

PREJUDICE. 

SIGNED this Z1/4 day of October, 2010. 
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AO 398 (Rev. 01/09) Notice ofa Lawsuit and Request to Waive Service ofa Summons 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

JEROME WEATHINGTON 
Plaintiff 

v. 
USA ET AL 

Defendant 

for the 
Western District of Louisiana 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

Civil Action No. 1 : 1 0CV0359 SEC P 

NOTICE OF A LAWSUIT AND REQUEST TO WAIVE SERVICE OF A SUMMONS 

To: JOHN DOE #1 
(Name of the defendant or - if the defendant is a corporation, partnership, or ettsociation - an officer or agent authorized to receive service) 

Why are you getting this? 

A lawsuit has been filed against you, or the entity you represent, in this court under the number shown above. 
A copy of the complaint is attached. 

This is not a summons. or an official notice from the court. It is a reg uest that, to avoid expenses, you waive formal 
service of a summons by signing and returning the enclosed waiver. To avoid these expenses, you must return the signed 
waiver within ~ days (give at leettt 30 days, or at leettt 60 days if the defendant is outside any judicial district of the United States) 

from the date shown below, which is the date this notice was sent. Two copies of the waiverfonn are enclosed, along with 
a stamped, self-addressed envelope or other prepaid means for returning one copy. You may keep the other copy. 

What happens next? 

If you return the signed waiver, I will file it with the court. The action will then proceed as if you had been served 
on the date the waiver is filed, but no summons will be served on you and you will have 60 days from the date this notice 
is sent (see the date below) to answer the complaint (or 90 days if this notice is sent to you outside any judicial district of 
the United States). 

If you do not return the signed waiver within the time indicated, I will arrange to have the summons and complaint 
served on you. And I will ask the court to require you, or the entity you represent, to pay the expenses of making service. 

Please read the enclosed statement about the duty to avoid unnecessary expenses. 

I certify that this request is being sent to you on the date below. 

Date: 06/19/2010 
Signature of the attorney or unrepresented party 

JEROME WEATHINGTON PRO SE PLAINTIFF 
Printed name 

USP POLLOCK 
PO BOX2099 

POLLOCK, LA 71467 
Address 

£.mail address 

Telephone number 



AO 399 (01/09) Waiver of the Service of Summons 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

JEROME WEATHINGTON 
Plaintiff 

v. 
USA ET AL 

Defendant 

for the 

Western District of Louisiana 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

Civil Action No. 1 : 1 0CV0359 SEC P 

WAIVER OF THE SERVICE OF SUMMONS 

To: JEROME WEATHINGTON 
(Name of the plaintiffs attorney or unrepresented plaintiff) 

I have received your request to waive service of a summons in this action along with a copy of the complaint, 
two copies of this waiver form, and a prepaid means of returning one signed copy of the form to you. 

I, or the entity I represent, agree to save the expense of serving a summons and complaint in this case. 

I understand that I, or the entity I represent, will keep all defenses or objections to the lawsuit, the court's 
jurisdiction, and the venue of the action, but that I waive any objections to the absence of a summons or of service. 

I also understand that I, or the entity I represent, must file and serve an answer or a motion under Rule 12 within 
60 days from 08/19/2010 , the date when this request was sent ( or 90 days if it was sent outside the 
United States). Ifl fail to do so, a default judgment will be entered against me or the entity I represent. 

Date: 08/19/2010 --------
Signature of the attorney or unrepresented party 

JOHN DOE#1 JOHN DOE#1 
Printed name of party waiving service of summons Printed name 

Address 

£.-mail address 

Telephone number 

Duty to Avoid Unnecessary Expenses of Serving a Summons 

Rule 4 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure requires certain defendants to cooperate in saving unnecessary expenses of serving a summons 
and complaint. A defendant who is located in the United States and who fails to return a signed waiver of service requested by a plaintiff located in 
the United States will be required to pay the expenses of service, unless the defendant shows good cause for the failure. 

"Good cause" does not include a belief that the lawsuit is groundless. or that it has been brought in an improper venue, or that the court has 
no jurisdiction over this matter or over the defendant or the defendant's property. 

If the waiver is signed and returned, you can still make these and all other defenses and objections, but you cannot object to the absence of 
a summons or of service. 

If you waive service, then you must, within the time specified on the waiver form, serve an answer or a motion under Rule 12 on the plaintiff 
and file a copy with the court. By signing and returning the waiver form, you are allowed more time to respond than if a summons had been served. 



IMPORTANT NOTICE: Courtesy copies of documents you file should 
NOT be_P.fOVided to any judge. All communications with the court 

RE~irhYmll2Y be through documents filed with the Clerk of Court. 
IN ALEXANORl..11, LA 

AUG 1 <l 2010 

10NY Rod) f->, CLEl'IK 
WEST€RN 01i(Jr'J.1bF LOUISIAo~,\ 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
WESTERN DISTRICT OF LOUISIANA 

ALEXANDRIA DIVISION 

JERONE WEATHINGTON 
( #08121-028) 

OOCICET NO. 10-CV-359; SEC. P 

VERSUS JUDGE DEE 0. DRELL 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, ET AL. MAGISTRATE JUDGE JAMES D. KIRK 

MEMORANDUM ORDER 

Before the Court is the prose complaint of Plaintiff Jerome 

Weathington, filed in forma pauperis and pursuant to Bivens v. Six 

Unknown Agents of the Federal Bureau of Narcotics 1 and the Federal 

Tort Claims Act. Plaintiff is an inmate in the custody of the 

United States Bureau of Prisons (BOP), and he is incarcerated at 

the United States Penitentiary in Pollock, Louisiana (USP-P). He 

names as defendants the United States of America, Warden Joe 

Keffer, R. Lonidier, J. Valdez, and three unknown officers at USP

P. Plaintiff alleges a tort claim under the Federal Tort Claims 

Act (FTCA) and also claims that his constitutional rights were 

violated by the defendants. The Bivens claims are being served 

pursuant to a separate order of the Court. 

1In Bivens v. Six Unknown Named Agents of Federal Bureau of 
Narcotics, 403 u.s. 388 (1971), the Supreme Court recognized that 
certain circumstances may give rise to a private cause of action 
against federal officials that is comparable to the statutory 
cause of action permitted against state officials by 42 U.S.C.A. 
§ 1983. 



SERVICE OF PROCESS 

In order to determine what further action should be taken with 

respect to Plaintiff's FTCA CLAIM. 

THE CLERK IS DIRECTED to serve a summons, a copy of the 

complaint, exhibits, and amended complaint [Docs. #1, 5], along 

with a copy of this order by Certified Mail on: 

1. the United States through the United States Attorney for the 

Western District of Louisiana, and 

2. the United States through the United States Attorney General 

as provided in Rule 4(i) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. 

IT IS ORDERED that the defendant file an answer to the 

petition within sixty (60) days following the date of service. 

The defendant shall also file a memorandum of law briefing the 

issues raised within their answer and citing applicable statutory 

and case law. After the defendant' s responsive pleadings are 

filed, an additional sixty (60) days is allowed for all parties to 

complete all appropriate discovery. 

Thereafter, if deemed appropriate, Plaintiff or Defendant may 

file a motion for summary judgment within thirty (30) days, to 

include material and relevant affidavits, certified records, 

interrogatories and answers, admissions and depositions, if any, 

and a supporting memorandum brief. 

Any party not filing a motion for summary judgment SHALL FI:LE 

a Statement of I:ssues within the same period, which shall enumerate 

2 



, 

each genuine issue of material fact perceived by that party which 

is relevant to this matter, or state that there are none. This 

statement will be used by the court to dete%JD.ine the necessity for 

an evidentiary hearing. 

IT IS FURTHER ORDER.ED that, as a condition to their acceptance 

by the Clerk, all future filings by plaintiff and defendant shall 

include a certificate stating that a copy thereof has been mailed 

to all other•parties. 

of 

at Alexandria, Louisiana, this /PJ.ay Thus done and signed 

--~-=----------' 2010. 

3 

S D. KIRK 
ITED STATES MAGI 



IMPORTANT NOTICE: Courtesy copies of documents you file should 
NOT be provided to any judge. All communications with the court 

REC~V'~BNLY be 
through documents filed with the Clerk of Court. 

IN ALEXANDRIA, L.A. 

AUG 1 8 2010 
UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

WESTERN DISTRICT OF LOUISIANA 
ALEXANDRIA DIVISION 

TONY A. Gt~. CLERK 
WESTERN o,sifgu'iJt!lTHING'l'ON DOCKET NO. 10-CV-359; SEC. P 

Utoa121-02s > 

VERSUS JUDGE DEED. DRELL 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, ET AL. MAGISTRATE JUDGE JAMES D. KIRK 

MEMORANDUM ORDER 

Before the Court is the prose complaint of Plaintiff Jerome 

Weathington, filed in forma pauperis and pursuant to Bivens v. Six 

Unknown Agents of the Federal Bureau of Narcotics1 and the Federal 

Tort Claims Act. Plaintiff is an inmate in the custody of the 

United States Bureau of Prisons (BOP), and he is incarcerated at 

the United States Penitentiary in Pollock, Louisiana (USP-P). He 

names as defendants the United States of America, Warden Joe 

Keffer, R. Lonidier, J. Valdez, and three unknown officers at USP

P. Plaintiff alleges a tort claim under the Federal Tort Claims 

Act (FTCA) and also claims that his constitutional rights were 

violated by the defendants. 

1In Bivens v. Six Unknown Named Agents of Federal Bureau of 
Narcotics, 403 U.S. 388 (1971), the Supreme Court recognized that 
certain circumstances may give rise to a private cause of action 
against federal officials that is comparable to the statutory 
cause of action permitted against state officials by 42 U.S.C.A. 
§ 1983. 



STATEMENT 01' THE CASE 

Plaintiff has previously filed two civil rights lawsuits, 

which were dismissed as frivolous. 2 In this suit, Plaintiff alleges 

that: 

him. 

1. On December 31, 2008, Plaintiff was threatened by two 
Department of Corrections inmates housed at USP-Pollock. 

2. On January 2, 2009, Plaintiff covered his body with book 
covers and tray tops under his clothing because he 
believe he would be attacked. Plaintiff saw an inmate 
reach for a knife to stab him, so Plaintiff hit the 
inmate. The inmate then stabbed Plaintiff multiple 
times. Officers Valdez & Lonidier did nothing but lock 
down the other inmates in the unit. 

3. Plaintiff alleges that on January 5. 2009, Officers John 
Doe #1 and #2 punched Plaintiff while he was handcuffed 
and shackled to his hospital bed at a hospital. 
Plaintiff alleges that the two officers caused him to be 
prematurely released from the hospital. 

4. Upon returning to Pollock after being released from the 
hospital, Plaintiff was placed in an observation cell 
without a toilet or sink for two days. 

3. Plaintiff complains that the doctor at the outside 
hospital, John Doe #3, subjected Plaintiff to cruel and 
unusual punishment by releasing him from the hospital 
before he was physically ready. 

Plaintiff seeks damages from defendants for failing to protect 

Specifically, he claims that the defendants failed to 

properly intervene in a fight when Plaintiff was being stabbed by 

another inmate. Plaintiff was convicted of assault on the other 

2oocket No. 09-cv-705 was dismissed with prejudice as frivolous; in 
Docket No. 09-cv-1183, the Bivens claims were dismissed as frivolous while the 
FTCA claims were served on the United States. 
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inmate following a trial by jury in this district court. 3 

In Heck v. Humphrey, 512 U.S. 477, 486-87 (1994), the Supreme 

Court held that a civil rights plaintiff who seeks damages on a 

claim that necessarily implicates the constitutionality of the 

claimant's conviction or sentence must demonstrate that his 

conviction or sentence has been overturned, either judicially or by 

executive order. Although Heck was a Section 1983 case, its rule 

applies with equal force to Bivens claims. See Cardona v. U.S., 

191 Fed. Appx. 327 (5~ Cir. 2006). Although Plaintiff's conviction 

was not overturned, it is not clear from the complaint or amended 

complaint that success on Plaintiff's claim would necessarily 

implicate the constitutionality of his assault conviction. 

Additionally, the court cannot find that Plaintiff has failed to 

state a claim regarding the alleged acts of the guards at the 

hospital. 

SERVICE OF PROCESS 

In order to determine what further action should be taken with 

respect to Plaintiff's BIVENS CLAIM; 

THE CLEIUC IS DIREC'l'ED to prepare: 

1. one (1) copy of the Original Complaint with exhibits 
[Doc. ill, 

2. one (1) copy of the Amended Complaint [Doc. iS] 

3USA v. Weathington, 09-cr-196 - Weathington found guilty of 
assault resulting in serious bodily injury, in violation of 18 
u.s.c. §113(a) (6). 

3 



3 . one ( 1) AO 3 98 Form (NO'l'ICE OF A LAWSUIT AND REQUEST TO 
WAIVE SERVICE OF A SOMMONS) and, 

4. one (1) AO 399 Form (WAIVER OF THE SERVICE OF SUMM:ONS) 

for 'l'HE FOLLOWING DEFENDANTS, named and sued in their INDIVIDUAL 

CAPACI:TY: 

1. Joe Keffer 
2. R. Lonidier 
3. J. Valdez 
4. John Doe #1 
5. John Doe 42 
6. John Doe #3 

and, that after the foregoing documents have been prepared as 

aforesaid: 

THE CLERIC IS FORTRER DI:RECTEO to serve a copy of the Original 

Complaint, Amended Complaint, and exhibits [Docs. il, 5], the AO 

398 Form (NOTICE OF A LAWSUIT AND REQUEST TO WAIVE SERVICE OF A 

SUMMONS), the AO 399 Form (WAI:VER OF THE SERVICE OF SUMMONS) and 

this Memorandum Order on the Defendant listed above by FIRST CLASS 

O.S. MAIL addressed as follows: 

ATTENTION: 
JUDY LUKE 

UNITED STATES PENITENTIARY 
POST OFFICE BOX 1000 

POLLOCK, LA 71467 

IT IS ORDEUD THAT the defendant return the signed AO 399 

WAIVER OF THE SERVICE OF SOMMONS form within thirty (30) days of 

the date indicated on the AO 398 NOTICE OF A LAWSUIT AND REQUEST 'l'O 

WAIVE SERVI:CE OF A SUMMONS form. 

4 



THE CLERK :IS FURTHER D:IRECTED to prepare Summons for the 

Attorney General of the United States and the United States 

Attorney for the Western District of Louisiana; and, 

THE CLERK IS FUR'l'HER DIRECTED to serve said summons, along 

with a copy of the Complaint, amended complaint, and exhibits 

[Docs. #1, 51 and this Memorandum Order on the ATTORNEY GENERAL OF 

THE UNITED S'l'ATES at Washington, D. C. , via CERTIFIED MAIL as 

provided by Rule 4(i) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure; 

THE CLERK IS FURTHER DIRECTED to serve said summons, along 

with a copy of the Complaint, amended complaint, and exhibits 

[Docs. #1, 5] and this Memorandum Order on the UNITED STATES 

A'l'TORNEY FOR THE WESTERN DISTRICT OF LOUISIANA via FIRST CLASS 

UNITED STATES MA:IL as provided by Rule 4(i) of the Federal Rules of 

Civil Procedure and previous agreements entered into between the 

United States Attorney and the Court; 

IT IS ORDERED that the defendant file a response within SIXTY 

(60) days after the date that the waiver of service is executed or 

SIXTY (60) days after service on the United States Attorney, 

whichever is later. 

After the defendant's responsive pleading is filed, an 

additional sixty (60) days is allowed for all parties to complete 

all appropriate discovery. 

Thereafter, if deemed appropriate, Plaintiff or the defendant 

may file a motion for summary judgment within thirty (30) days, to 

5 



-------·· ---·····--· 

' include material and relevant affidavits, certified records, 

interrogatories and answers, admissions and depositions, if any, 

and a supporting memorandum brief. 

Any party not filing a motion for summary judgment SHALL FILE 

a Statement of Issues, within the same period, which shall 

enumerate each genuine issue of material fact perceived by that 

party which is relevant to this matter, or state that there are 

none. This statement will be used by the court to determine the 

necessity for an evidentiary hearing. 

IT IS FORTBBR ORDEBEO that as a condition to their acceptance 

by the Clerk, all future filings by Plaintiff or Defendant shall 

include a certificate indicating that a copy thereof has been 

furnished to the other parties, specifically stating the name and 

address of each party (or his attorney) to whom a copy of the 

pleading was sent. 

Failure to comply with this order wi11 result in dismissal of 

this matter without prejudice pursuant to Rule 41 (b) of the Federal 

Rules of Civil Procedure. 

Thus done and signed at Alexandria, Louisiana, this ,41.ay 

of _""""'O). ___ o/_w_~zr-..,_/1 ___ , 2010. 

K:IRK 
ITEO STATES MAGIST 

6 
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Form to be used by a prisoner filing a civil rights complaint under 
R E ( E IV ED THE CIVIL RIGHTS ACT, 42 U .s.c. § 1983 

FEB 2 4 2010 UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
~ WESTERN DISTRICT OF LOUISIANA 

~ A. MOOREOFCLO~~IANA 

SH•~'tQ'~ L /,Je,,.\loi:i;oa O~ILl-02.9 
Full Name of Plaintiff, Pri er Number 

1: 1 0cv0359 Sec P 
vs. 

Uo,\<l s\.~\e, fr AL f4=e ✓ 
Full Name of Defendant Magistrate Judge 

COMPLAINT 
L Previous Lawsuits 

A. Have yv>egun any other lawsuit while incarcerated or detained in any facility? 
Yes No __ 

B. If your answer to the preceding question is yes, provide the following information. / 

I. State the court(s) where each lawsuit was filed (if federal, identify the District; if state 
court, identify the county or parish): 

I )(\\\e~ s\v1.\:t.5 1),2\ci(J C.011c\ \pr \.\..t,. lc)b\t(f\ ... 

2. Name the parties to the previous lawsuit(s): 

Plaintiffs: J€ (Orn(.. 11\)e ~ T~'e:'.)\ OD 

Defendants: Vb·.\ el?\ C\ \c,) GI f\L Lf !fc,.1'-)0J )Yo-t- ~t.ffc r) e_, \-L 

3. Docket number(s): ·,: 0 j C \J 70S }"· D q- C. V - \ \ ~) 
\'.01<..\1"'1DS ·\:oqr..v1Hl1 

4. Date(s) on which each lawsuit was filed: I\~(,\ L. ]j"l.OOj ) j YI t\J lOOf 

5. Disposition and date thereof [For example, was the case dismissed and when? Was it 
appealed and by whom (plaintiff or defendant)? Is the case still pending?]: 

I : Oj c v 7 o 5(b,~M·, )H~ '>et. 30)1.00.Y I : o q c" n 13 sh\\ fM•") 
C. Have you filed any lawsuit or appeal in any federal district court or appeals court which 

D:\NetObjff.b_l l\UHr llilH\USDC _I J\Au.u\FOJ'llll\42_ I 983.wpd 2 



has been dismissed? 
Yes....:i__ No 

If your answer to the preceding question is yes, state the court(s) which dismissed the case, 
the civil action number(s), and the reason for dismissal (e.g., frivolity, malice, failure to 
state a claim, defendants immune from relief sought, etc.). 

bi >\c ,, • Laud \, .. ,u\uo \),!i,t(1t\-Q\. Lov1 !,'i.Nt I'. O'( l li]D5 ..('f'\'-JOlov'.> aJ (11.,lwt. to.i.\«\t ttde.,1¥'1 

II. A. Name of institution and address of current place of confinement: 

? o\\ ot~ L/1 7)l/6 7 

B. Is there a prison grievance procedure in this institution? 
Yes ✓ No __ 

1. Did you file an administrative grievance based upon the same facts which form the 
basis of;his lawsuit? 
Yes Y No Tl\ T~ S Ll?,-10O,- Ol.1'1C\ 
If Yes, what is the Admin.istrative Remedy Procedure number? b.~ ~ 5 lS '2.\ l) S 1.11 Ott 

\ T StQ..-'t~o,-~s~bb 
2. If you did not file an administrative grievance, explain why you bav~ not done so. 

"i·-,,, T - N 6.R -i..o O<t -0 2. -z.11 

3. If you filed an administrative grievance, answer the following question. 
What specific steps of the prison procedure did you take and what was the result? (For 
example, for state prisoners in the custody of the Department of Public Safety and 
Corrections: did you appeal any adverse decision through to Step 3 of the 
administrative grievance procedure by appealing to the Secretary of the Louisiana 
Department of Public Safety and Corrections? For federal prisoners: did you appeal 
any adverse decision from the warden to the Regional Director for the Federal Bureau 
of Prisons, or did you make a claim under the Federal Tort Claims Act?) 

/\.'.:> 4 ~eJ:er 0,\ pr1)Qf\e{ I d1J £Je.JV\ '1 AJrvuf11~h,.h:1 

Ceff\cJ '> A t l~ '\ G\.C ;"" u TC.A 
Attach a copy of ch prison response and/or decision rendered in the administrative 
proceeding. 

D:\NelObjcctt_l I \UH1' Sltes\USDC _11 \Am:t,\l'onn,\42_ 1 Hl.wpd 3 



IIL Parties to Current Lawsuit: 

A. Name of Plaintiff 3e.rof<\{, We."\\,_; ,I\~ \oV\ 

Address \) s~ pc\\ OL~ ~ 0'3,oi, L o<i, p O l\oLKJ LA 71 'ib 7 

B. Defendant, J O e._ Ke.,\ ..re_( .\ NLv1J vt._\ \oH\ Li~\ ctop.,(.i\y is employed as 

L~)°'"r a t.f\ at u~P Po\\oJ< 
Defendant, Q... l O'i\\ ~ \tf , oJ.,,hrb,"-\ t of\,t.,.._\ C.c,f t1<.·1\ 1· is employed as 

C.o at \JS~ Po\\ocJ( 

Defendant, ~ ' " °" tkt L ·, l\a ,-JiJ""'\ t oCC,<- i "' ¼f M,i\y'. is employed as 

Lo at us£ p o\\otK 
Additional defendants Jo\o do-e, t!-\ )o\o do<~~ 1,hn clot #1. 

Un\\ e.J. ~\£A\t> ) A.\\ ·, (\ \ ...,_J~J iJIJi.\ ar,.J a Hi Li~\ (Clf "-t;+v 
IV. Statement of Claim 

State the FACTS of your case. Specifically describe the involvement and actions of each named 
defendant Include the names of all persons involved in the incident(s) or condition(s) giving 
rise to this lawsuit, and the dates upon which and the places where the incident(s) and/or 
condition(s) occurred. YOU ARE REQUIRED TO SET FORTH ONLY FACTUAL 
ALLEGATIONS. YOU ARE NOT REQUIRED TO SET FORTH LEGAL THEORIES 
OR ARGUMENTS. 

D:\H~bjects_l l\Utor Site1\USDC_l lV.11e1S\Fr>rm1W2_1983.wpd 4 
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V. Relief 

State exactly what you want the court to provide to you or do for you. Make no legal 
arguments. Cite no cases or statutes. 

Al,,\vJ d.a~> lj)ooo)ooo,oo f\O(Yllf\9\ du~(S ~ooJooo.oo 
~Ji'\\~t\':AL d.G,l"\G\'.~r'> S°OO/)OQ, 00 Joh,\ ("\ooet~r1 agm~(\ ~Jooopoo-oo 

,>Jt. rt.i\1 .I')'\{.; Jv 'of\ f .S.1C".1..t. I y'\ c.t-\v.,kf, 
. ~.J :\f...l'l\ll'\t _() i\ ~~ .S<,f c¼'t o.f .LI\M4o ~ ts. f' \ \ o ~~. (tr~ '-'1~t.r<.. lftr>h to brc"K vp >l \.,«lnl)f\, 

VI. Plamtlff'JDcclaratlon i,., \-..H,\., ·1 r..~'\llt'> l,JtilfOA) 
, 

A. I understand that if I am transferred or released, I must apprise the Court of my address, 
and my failure to do so may result in this complaint being dismissed. 

B. I understand that I may not proceed without prepayment of costs if I have filed three 
lawsuits and/or appeals that were dismissed on grounds that the action and/or appeal was 
frivolous or malicious, or failed to state a claim upon which relief may be granted, unless 
I am in imminent danger of serious physical injury. 

Signed this __lit_ day of ..... t--'e.......,b __ t.._0-=-Q. ___ 1' , ___ _,, 7 0 IO . 

02 \1..\-ol.CZ 
Prisoner no. (Louisiana Department of 
Corrections or ~t Bureau ot Prisoijj) 
or Alien registration number) 

5/2006 
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CERTIFIED MAIL# 7005 1820 0002 24541065 
MAILED: January 25, 2010 

Jerome Weathington (Reg. No. 08121-028) .. 
United States Penitentiary 
P.O. Box 2099 
Pollock, LA. 71467 

U.S. Department of Justice 

Federa1 Bureau of Prisons 

South Central Regional Office 

4211 Cedar Springs Road, Suite 300 
Dallas, Texas 75219 

1: 1 0cv0359 Sec P 

RE: Administrative Tort Claim No. TRT-SCR-2009-05566 

Dear Mr. Weathington 

Your claim has been considered for administrative settlement under the Federal Tort· 
Claims Act, Title 28 U.S.C. Section 2672 et seq., and authority granted by 28 C.F.R. 
Section 0.172. You claim government liability in the amount of $100,000.00 for a personal 
injury. 

Section 2672 of the Federal Tort Claims Act delegates to each federal agency the authority 
to consider, determine, and settle any claim for money damages against the United States 
for loss of personal property or injury caused by the negligent or wrongful act or omission 
of any employee of the agency while acting within the scope of his office or employment. 

You state that on July 12, 2009, you were injured at the United States Penitentiary (USP) 
Pollock, Louisiana. Specifically, you state you were assaulted by another inmate in the 
Special Housing Unit (SHU). 

An investigation of your claim reveals pn July 12, 2009, you were involved in a fight with 
your cellmate in SHU. Staff immediately responded to the fight and separated you and the 
other inmate. You and the other inmate were placed in separate cells. The investigation 
further revealed that you were not on separatee status from the other inmate at the time 
of the incident and that staff had no knowledge of any potential problems between you and 
the other inmate. You received an incident report charging you with violating Code 201, 
Fighting VVith Another Person. The Discipline Hearing Officer found that you had 
committed the prohibited act and sanctioned you to 27 days loss of good conduct time, 45 
days of disciplinary segregation, and loss of commissary for one year. 



VVEA THINGTON, Jerome 
. Reg. No. 08121-028 

TRT -SCR·2009~05566 

You were examined by medical staff following the incident. Medical staff noted no injuries 
other than neck and rib pain for which you received appropriate treatment. You were seen 
by medical staff on several follow-up visits who noted continued back pain for which you 
continued to receive appropriate treatment. 

An investigation could not establish that you experienced a personal injury or loss of 
property due to a negligent act or omission of a Federal Bureau of Prisons employee acting 
within the scope of his or her office or employment. 

Based on these facts, your claim is denied. You are advised that if you are dissatisfied 
with our determination in this matter, you are afforded six (6) months from the date of the 
mailing of this communication within which to bring suit in the appropriate United States 
District Court. 

cc: Joe Keffer, Warden 
USP Pollock 



CERTIFIED MAIL # 7005 1820 0002 2454 2345 
MAILED: September 2, 2009 

Jerome Weathington (Reg. No. 08121-028) 
United States Penitentiary 
P.O. Box 2099 
Pollock, LA. 71467 

U.S. Department of Justice 

Federal Bureau of Prisons 

South Central Regional Office 

4211 Codar Springs Road, Suite 300 
Dallas, Texas 75219 

RE: Administrative Tort Claim No. TRT-SCR-2009-02799 

Dear Mr. Weathington 

Your claim has been considered for administrative settlement under the Federal Tort 
Claims Act, Title 28 U.S.C. Section 2672 et seq., and authority granted by 28 C.F.R. 
Section 0.172. You claim government liability in the amount of $5,000,000.00 for a 
personal injury. 

. 
Section 2672 of the Federal Tort Claims Act delegates to each federal agency the authority 
to consider, determine, and settle any claim for money damages against the United States 
for loss of personal property or injury caused by the negligent or wrongful act or omission 
of any employee of the agency while acting within the scope of his office or employment. 

You state that on January 2 and January 5, 2009, staff behaved in an unprofessional and 
inappropriate manner. Specifically, you allege you were being attacked by other inmates 
in the housing unit and staff did not respond in a timely manner. As a· result of their 
untimety response, you suffered numerous Injuries. You further allege staff behaved in an 
unprofesstonal manner while you were in a local hospital for treatment following the above 
attack. 

An investigation of your claim reveals on the evening of January 2, 2009, you were 
Involved in an incident with two other inmates in the B-1 Unit at USP Poilock. A review of 
available documentation indtcates you iritiated the incident by attacking another inmate 
with a homemade weapon. A second inmate joined in the incident. Staff arrived in a timely 

......... _____ _ 
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manner and separated you and the other two Inmates. Prior to being escorted from the 
housing unit, staff observed you removing protective equipment from your jumpsuit, which 
indicated to staff that you planned the attack and anticipated possible Injuries to your self. 

You were initially examined by medical staff at the institution. Following this examination, 
you were escorted to a local hospital for additional treatment. There is no evidence to 
indicate staff who were assigned to guard you in the hospital behaved in an unprofessional 
or inappropriate manner. 

An investigation could not establish that you experienced a personal injury or loss of 
property due to a negligent act or omission of a Federal Bureau of Prisons employee acting 
within the scope of his or her office or employment. 

Based on these facts. your claim Is denied. You are advised that if you are dissatisfied 
with our determination in this matter, you are afforded six (6) months from the date of the 
mailing of this communication within which to bring suit in the appropriate United States 
Dlstrict Court. 

cc: 
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UNITED STATES PENITENTIARY 
POLLOCK, LOUISIANA 

' -,: :f>A:Rt B - RESPONSE-TO REQUEST FOR INFORMAL RESOLUTION ATTEMPT 

WEATHINGTON, JEROME #08121-028 

SUBJECT: TRANSFER 

This is in response to your Informal Resolution Attempt1 dated 
January 14, 2008, in which you claim that on January 2, 2009, you 
were stabbed several times by (2) inmates. You request to be 
transferred to the Indiana Department of Corrections because you 
don't feel protected while in Federal Custody. 

Upon investigating your claim, it was found that a request has 
been made to transfer you to another Bureau of Prisons facility. 
At the present time you are awaiting routine designation through 
the Regional Office. You request to go to the Department of 
Correcti9ns in Indiana is denied, due to you being sentenced to 
federal custody. ' 

If you are not satisfied with this decision, you may appeal to 
the Warden on an Administrative Remedy Form BP-229. 

ounselor Unit A4 mate. 

P. Townsend, Unit Manager - A Unit Date 

,u 1(.. 
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DATE 
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PBDBRAL CORRBCTXOHAL COMPLEX 
POLLOCK, LOOXSXANA 

PART B - RBSPONSB TO RBQUBST FOR ADMINIB"rRATXVE REMEDY #525217-Fl 

Weathington, Jerome 
DDIATB NAMB 

08121-028 
RBG'.IS'l"BR NUMBER 

This is in response to your Request for Administrative Remedy 
525217-Fl, received in the ·Warden's Office on February s, 2009, 
wherein you allege you attempted to informally resolve this issue 
which resulted after you were stabbed by two inmates and brought 
to an outside hospital for treatment. You contend you were 
denied compensation in the amount of $5,ooo,ooo.oo. 
Specifically, you allege that on January 5, 2009, while being 
treated at an outside hospital for injuries sustained during an 
assault by another inmate on January 2, 2009, staff assaulted you 
by hitting you in the head and taking your food tray. You 
contend you have suffered cruel and unusual punishment and 
request that the cameras of the incident on January 2, 2009, and 
the camera on January.s, 2009, when you were returned to the 
institution from the outside hospital, be reserved to prove your 
allegations. 

Allegations concerning staff misconduct are talc.en very seriously. 
This complaint has been referred to the appropriate authorities 
for proper review and disposition. At the conclusion of the 
review, appropriate action will be taken. 

Also, be advised that the administrative remedy is not the proper 
documentation to file to request monetary compensation.· You must 
complete an administrative tort claim form and file it with the 
South central Regional Office. 

~ 

If you are not satisfied with this decision, you may appeal to 
the Regional Director at: Bureau of Prisons, South Central 
Regional Office, 4211 Cedar Springs Road, Suite 300, Dallas, 
Texas 75219. Your appeal must be received in the South Central 
Regional Office within 20 days of the date of this response. 

Complex Harden 
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C<><itl ::r(.,•01•,(. 1,.k .. .\-""~""'" oin1·01." 
Vl,;.,P fciio~ti' 
~O B1:111 tC::'J9 
iollw.X LA -wu,.·1 -

3. l'l'PE OF EMPl O\'MENT lm:TE OF BIRTH S. "4~1Tt STATUS 6 DA TE ANO DAY Of ACCIOENT 7 ~f (A.M. O~.M.) 
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I ~ -
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() ,-.J hlhJ?11·'1 s 1. oc " r b...) "'~ s \.~ieJ .,.,l)H • .\-he.ti'\ 'l O \. \ fflt' 7 r r,!<.'(.< ✓,4 "' f> ,..,., Jv,ul 
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9. l"ROPERTY DAMAGI! 

NAME I\ND AODReliS OF OWNER. lF OTHER Tl,f.f.H CLAIMANT (Nu,nOe,, su.i, e~r. Slale. - Zip C-), 

BRtEFLV DESCRIBE THE AAOPERTY.NAlVRE ANO EXTENT OF 0,\1',\AGE MIO n,,e LOCATION WHl;RE PROPERTY MAY BE INSPECTED. 
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10 l"ERSONAL INJUR\'IWIIONGFUl OUTH 
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d-t~o\" t.,.J-:. ~J. \.-\u M"'oJlhi r;i,,.,.\.-,1 r,,J~f,~,,. hA.~J 

(.r..,,\ o,.n..lu .. , - I p., ... ~~- , .. -t 
II. WITNHSES 

ttAME M'.IOAESS tffurnt,r,, S1tn1. City, Slillt, ¥1Cl Zip COOe) 

~ 

1 2. IS.. ...... uclionll or, ,e...,,H.) AMOUNT or CLAIM f., 111:11.,al 

12a. l>AIYl;RTY DAMAGE 12b.PERSONALl"-'Ul'tY 1~. WRONGFUL 0EATH 12d T QT AL (flilutl 10 lj)Kify ma, eeuse 

~OOOpoo,<io 
lcwleilulf ct I""" 1igl'lt1.) 

•5 ,aoa>oo o. oo 
I Cl!IITll'T THAT THe.AMO'-'NT o, CLAIM cov&R:S om. y DAJ,tAGES AHO '"-'Ul!IES CAUSl!D IY TH& INCIOl!NT ABOVI! AND AGRH TO ..CCEPT SAID A"10UHT IN 
FULL U.~TION AND FINAL Sl!TTLEM~T 0, THIS CLAIM -

131.Sltl~-fir:1C"1_/ l"l. -Onfl•-•ldt-.) 

-~ . D. }.!~ '/ 
{ I 

CIVIL PEHAl ry FDA PRESENTING 
FAAVDVLIEtfT Cl.AIM 

T~ ci.iman1 is lleble lo lht VnillHI Slalel Gowm ..... nt for lhe ,pvil pen;oll1 ol nd """ lh&fl 
S!i,,000 ¥,cl f\CII mo,• ...., SID,000. plul J IOftlff 11',C -I of dlo""'9H S-t<I 
Dy 1he G<Ntmme<il. CSee 31 U.S C. 3719,) 

fl5-•09 

1 Jb. Phone ....,.11., ol pc,oc,n •?Nl!l· lorm I 14. DATE OF SIGNATV!Ua 

1t./ Ir\ 1 .)i..,, 3kioo~ 
' . -
CRIMINAL PVUt.l.TY FOR PlllSl!l'ITIHG Flt.AUDUl.l!ffT 

GlAllil OR MAKING JM.S( STATl!MEHTS 

""' iffl~klflment. orllolh, {See ll U.S,(:. 287. 1001.) 

STANOARO FOAM 95 
PJIESCttlUD BY 0EP1, OF JUSTICE 
~OCFR 1•.2 
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1..- .. .A••-.-...~w- --~ - . 
1• 11• 111•11111111111111 
1175 DEVIN DR. STE 308 
NORTON SHORESr HI 49441 
RETURN SERVICE REQUESTED 

ffi _ CHEOC ~ FOR PA\'MINT -S....m D __. D -- -WOii.i-.: 1-~-E I Ell'.D,t,11! 

$TAT!Mf:NT MT! PAY THtS AIIOWIT NX,T,# 

888-703-3301 OJ./22/09 1190.00 llOXF3506275 
Monday - Thursday BAX to 4:30 PM 
Friday 9AM" to 4; 30PM CST 
EMAIL: patient services@ellbcO.com 

JEROME WEU'HIHG'l'ON 
POLLOCX UHITED STATES PENITIAR 
POLLOCK, I.A 71467 

I SHOW' AMOUNT $ 
PAID HERE 

r.1.-.KE CHECKS )'AYA8~~ TO 

EII.ERGENCJ' GROUP OF RAPIDES LLC 
Affi11ate of the schwaacher Group 
PO Box 400 
SAN AliTOHIO, TX 78292-0400 

ll111JI11111111 ll.lm1l,III nul11III iul I, 1111, 11ll111l11I ,I 

0 Please check bait if abo"'8 address Is Incorrect or insoranaJ 
lnlwmalioll has d,anged. end indicale change(s) on rwarM ,1c1e. STATEMENT PLEASE DETACH AND RETURN TOP' PORTION WITH YOUR PAYME 

~ r- - { , l ~ - I I - 1-)1 L - '_ ... ! T I - • -=- ::- ~, ,- ..... I ' - I ~ , - ~ • ) I •• ~ - (. ~ - I 

TmS INVOICE IS FOR TBE ER PHYSICIAN AT: RAPIDES REGIONAL MEDICAL CENTER 

INVOICE I: 
PHYSICIANS NAME: 

01/02/09 
01/02/09 

99291 
99053 

860.0 
860.0 

10X3678190 
CARTER WQUAYLE MD 

CRITICAL CARE, P'IRST BOOR 
M&D SERV lOPM-8~ 24 BR F 

I NVO:ICE BALANCE: 

Otnt RECORDS IlmICATE THAT YOU SAVE: SELF PAY NO INS 

1169.00 
22. 00 

IF THIS ZS .INCORRECT, PLEME FILL 00T THE BNJK OF TB:IS FO~ OR CALL 
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Bureau of Prisons 
Health Services 

Consultation Request 
Inmate Name: WEATHINGTON, JEROME Reg #: 
Date of 81rth: 03/20/1985 Sex: 

Consultation/Procedure Requested: Emergency Room 
Reason for R1Bquest: 

08121-028 
M 

On 1-2-08 Inmate was transferred to local emergency department for multiple stab wounds. 
Provlslonal Diagnosis: 

multiple stab wounds 
Current Medications: 

Complex: POX 

Acetaminophen/Codeine 300/30MG Tab Exp: 01/16/2009 SIG: ••crush/empty0 Take two tablets by mouth at 0630 
and 1830 fat pain •0 piU line*0 

BacitracinJPoly B 28.4 GM oint Exp: 02/05/2009 SIG: Apply sparingly to lhe affected areas each day as needed fo, 
wounds 
Hydrocortisone Cream 1 %, 30 GM Exp: 03/08/2009 SIG: Apply sparingly to the affected areas twice daily as needed 
Ibuprofen 800 MG Tab Exp: 02/0512009 SIG: Take one tablet by mouth three times daily wllh food as needed for 
pain 
Usinopril 10 MG Tab Exp: 07/05/2009 SIG: Take one tablet by mouth each morning 

Allergies: 
No Known Allergies 

Health Problems: 
0th symp in\/olving skin and integumentary tissue, Infection by other and unspecified mycoses, Benign essential 
hypertension, Pneumothorax with open wound Into thorax, Other acute pain, Atopecia, unspecified, Other local 
infections of skin and subcutan tissue, Oermatomycosis, unspecffied, Other local infections of skin and subcutan 
tissue, Allergic rhinitis due to pollen, Other acule pain 

Inmate Requires Translator: No Language: 
Additional Records Required: 

Comments: 

Requested By: Vasquez, Willie PA~C 
Due Date: 01/08/2009 00:00 
Priority: Routine 

Geru11a1eo 01.'0812009 15-45 by Vasque;:. Willie F'A·C Bureau of Pr1&ons • POL Page 1 of 2 
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CLINICAL ·.N'URSEJMID".'LEVEL. PRACTITIONER 
· · EMERGJCNCY TRJP FLOW SHEET 

\ 

DATE:, .lf ~JOz:> TIME:---.;;~--_CO'"-___ · ___ _ 

INMATE NAME: .. •. ~G.# ~lol\~i, 

~ASON FOR TRANS~ER: ' S1tdz LAXH,rd,Jt C. fuJ6 

rTR.A.NSFERRED TO HOSPITAL via·t Institution Vehicfe:,., ___ _ Ambulance· .X. 

CLINICAL STAFF CON/ED: 

J. Alexandre.;-MD,. CD __ _ 
On-Call PA. ___ _ 

T. Anthony, DDS __ .,._. 

· ·HSU ADMINISTRATION CONTACTY,D: 

USA,____ AHSA. __ / __ 

INMATEADMIT.TEDTOHOSPITAL: Yes ___ No __ _ 

(FORWARD COPY TO MEDICAL SEC~~ 
- R 

t\\013 

------------------



23 M 
B0009S43S9 
B00034060707 

WaATHINGTON, JEROME (ADM IN) ) Page; : 
L,_. ___ _;;;=.;:.:::=:.:;,;E;.:,:.;7~A;.:_:.;g;:.:_:;.,:..:0;;.3 _...,A~:.:.:....:::.;;.:,... ___ ........ Prlll""!"l!i~n~e~ed O 1/ 0 5 / 0 9 at 13 31 

Lindsay,Philip c. M.D. Period ending 01/05/09 at 133: 
Rapides Reg Med Ctr Patient Car DISCHARGS INSTRUCTION: ~~~--~ 01/02/09 at 2350 

MEDICATION 
No Known Drug Allergiea 01/02/09 2242 01/03/09 

FOOD 
No Known Food AlleJ:"gies 01/02/09 22-42 Ol/03/09 

CONTRAST MBDIA 
No Known Contrast Allergies 01/02/09 2242 01/03/09 

OTHBR 

Home Medication Dispo1ition; 
Prescriptions Given; 

Safe/Bffective Med. Use: 

~10:~(~ \[ris1::r~~~~!~l1]Rlh4Mhl8i'.fflfWNJ;itiit{f~1J'G\% 
~~~'.~\.~~~.~~tJJ}~:;.:.:~~%~~2~~-~l~:¼-r.rr;a.% 

Crug/Pood Interaction: 
Drug/Drug Interaction: 

Equipment/Supplies Needed: ;!t~!i'.t~f:t1i~~tii~~t~~1i~!1 
<><><> DIET <>C>C> 

DIET: iRBffiltOOtA::l'(fiTuP: :Jt :;s'.;~'i:i,'-F"'$N:$:} 

REVIEWED 
o & 1.009 

0-~ DIR£C101 

0216 

0216 

0216 



~fflii~ 23 M -----WEA:_TH_ING-TON--,JERO--MB-~(ADM--IN-.)~--t:Jd--=~-----n~---itelA 0110~/09 
E.1X-f!:. 163-X triI ..,. "' 

Page: : 
at 1331 

' - E0009SUS9 
B00034060707 
01/02/09 at 2350 

Lindsay,Philip C. M.D. Period end.ing Ol/05/09 at 1331 
Rapides Reg Med Ctr Patient Car DISCHARGB INSTRQCTION: ' 

. 
\ 

Agency or Facility Name : tlfrli'ifrIC'it:ff:;;;(\:?Nldd:frNIT:li:@Ol&;MfM/ 
Phone Rwaber: r~.1h~(:;;}¾:}::t1~~~:t);~:tt~;~s~:;~Jitrsr~:tt~t~~\\:t;Hu;\j 

Special Inatruc t ions/ contact Person: 1=%t:fU/:'iW>t>t'"tqmJ~tMffi4:f<tif;:ff:-''J-;%::X 

In<lications for Further Treatment: ~~~2illit4 

Methods to Obuin Further Treatment: ~ii-%W~JJ\j\t 

<><><><> PHYSICIAN FOLLOW-UP APPOINTMBNTS <><><><> 

MD= f.:Z;~l4.j\JtP1lt tf~.tt:tl!V¾lillf;1~;:;lti!~tffi~i111~t~;~½l.il:t/~t~ PHONB: ~1t~Jt~J:~~:~Jft2tff\~nlt~\~IDj/iIT1t1.r:i ~=:~ ~ =~~~~~;;~i~1;~~~;1~=~?:~l.~;;,l~~~'.f~~l:=l n'.7~·\>~ 
MD: *ttt~''04'h]J ~1fj.{f{t]lt\\\\Y1Iif~~vtiiifm"1111~t PHONB: @'SffiN?JGlY:~Af/Y\Si..t:Af,e;!kh.J'.!!tk:1;;1 
Addre88: DW{©ti~{e{\H.'.}klt{':\/'.;;;_11;'£1 Ci\f .~;;;,fp:t;_-;;c;;_},)t/0~;;'//-$;'.J;: DATE: iMt;;fM~'.f'.''o:: TJ:MB: JTr-.Y0 

~~(rJ1!:i~=rilr:],:ig~i1:1~::rkttte~~t1:r:JrtJ:o~~:;~1~:r;~;;:1I1~~t:f~I1th.Z~i~%1 
~=::: ==~;:1=i~~d.iit::r1:~i:~#*1r@AJi~IJ4Bl{~ij•: ltf~W❖i 
MD : f.~~"~ ~~m-~,2.mr~Kt~~lift~tt~-W}tt~V:~~@t=tt~)l~;~f!~};\ PHONB : m~t1f@f~:t~[~li~'.t.W;~-f?~}{~~~t4E]i 

~=:~: ~,,~J:{rt,~~~i5k=:r~~'lt~~~~i:d2~1ll;~~ii~~Jill~:~t1~ils~l~' %'"'0~\:t1 

* If you or s0111eone in your home 
do for your health ia to QUIT! 

SIDC>kes, the BEST thing you (or they) c~f:l.~ 0 

• Quitting often takes more than willpower. Check with your doctor abo1ol,,)0£\, -~~~ 
C 



t>~\aj--0~ . 
WEATHINGTON,JBROHE (ADM IN) I Page: · 

E. 1A-!.16j-X ~ed 01/05/09 at 133, 
Lindsay.Philip C. M.D. Period ending 01/05/09 at 133, 

Rapides Reg Med Ctr Patient Car DISC'HARGB INSTRUCTION. 

nicotine patches, gum or other medications. 

• QI.titting emoking programs can give you support and help You learn to handle 
cravings. If you would like to know more about such a program, please call 
the American Lung Association at (800)586-4812 for more information, or go 
online at www.lungusa.org and look at Freedom From smoking Online. 

I Have Been Instructed and Understand the Above. []Yes [}No 

I have received all of my belongings. []Yes Cl No 

Patient or Responsible Person's Signature: ---------------------
Nurse• s Signature/Date/Time: ------------------------
Reviewing Nurae•s Signature/Date/Time: -------------------
1 t has been a pleasure to care for you. 
Thank you for Choosing our facility for your healthcare needs. 



81/95/2009 11:19 8173064392 

DATE: l-S ~()°\ 

JEl'-HIFERWINGER 

• MDI 
... ~,,. .. .,, ll'Ullhnu .. ,,,"' 

MDI FACSIMILE 

ro: 't){ . · 'A-UXOf\clr-e 
FROM: Jennifer Vi/Inger, 80fr862 .. 1586, ext. 1407 

RE: ~ ~\/\.~TTh') Wpd0£-) 
Na. op PAGEs 1NCLuo1JIIG coVER: i · 0 C6 i ~ I V v?'?> 

ME:SSAGI!: 

PRIVACY POLICY; 

PAGE 01/08 

The information contamcd In thn. trtnlll'll•~ion rnay fflltoln Protected Health lnfonnation (PHI) under the Health 
Jn,t1nM11:• Pt,rtibility •nd Ac:l:OUIJllbilily Ai:t (HIPAA). It b: lnl1ndod so,loly far the uu r;,flho btdivldual or omlty 
named above. lf tM reader of this messag.e Is not the Intended recipient, )'OU are hereby notified that any 
dissemfnatfon. distribution, or copy oflhlt communk:Dtion is 1trlctly pmhibited. If you bave received this 
cotnmunli:alicm ;,, enw, please notlly our Privacy Offk.er Immediately b)' email to s!.s:!P.ll@m!dlnt.com CNld roll.Im the 
origlnat message to us at, 
MDIAnn: l"rfvac: Officet, 822 HI WI A IAN Suitt 310 Ponte Vedra Beach, FL 32082, 800-841"62B8 

Medi¢&! Dellelopment Inlilrnltsor\al 
Central Region 

39.50 fossll Oftk Blvd., Sutle 101 
Fc,t-Worth, ,X 76137 

l'l'ICl'le: BIIQ/862•1516., ext, 1407 
Fp: 817/3()6-4392 

IMolfetwOro,dklt,cam 
Wm~ http://www.medlnt.c.om 



0110512889 11:19 8173064392 

r,.,.J737491 

-.-u, ,. ... ----- ,.._,. ' -

• 
JE1'NIFERWil'«5ER 

1 O:SS: 17 a.m. ou)5.2e09 

"1)1 
!!'mate Status Report Tp: MDI add BOP 

PA$ 02/88 

10 

Ad,nfttlng/CutrmtJ>ltlg11om: ~pl,:, ob.b t..JOW'\J~ ~ ~~ . I 

Past mdct,J HislOr,: H1W, ~i~\Ar ck:-t:c<dM 1 

J/l!dic#tlona: ~ ma.."R Fc:24."J. 

~~o~ ({;'t/;::t:l-1 ~ f k., 

1Jlog11ost(c Proutlun(s) (PD'fonnd); ~ ¥)., 
1 
ar,: I e,,--r ~. ·lt,./.,,. 

Didgnr,stlc Procdure(1) (P,ndblg): ~ ( ~t~ 
Di:sc1Jarg11 Pbtn{s): 



01/05/2009' 11:19 8173664392 JE~IFE™INGER 
10:5~:30 11.m. 01.os-2000 

llAMBr 
ACCTI: 
PT 'l'Y:Pl'.1 
A'n'BRDDJG • 
:DIC'!A'l'1N t 

( 

JtAPXDES H.EOIONAJJ MIDit'.!AL CBNTBR 
P.O. SOX JO;L01 • 211 J'OURTH STUST 
A~, l,QUISIAIUI. 'Jl.101 

f/6) 1/ -" o?be1ST01I.Y AKO ~.9IC!AL mt»DJQTICJR 

ltlP"tlllNGTOR,.mROMR 
•00034060707 
AtlMDf 
L:l.~y,Pbiltp C, M.D, 
Lind&ay, •hil:1.p C. H. 0 • 

MR #1 
ROOH/UD: 
ArlfU'l'D'I'; 
DOB: 
HSY: 
DlBCHARGSD: 

S0O09H359 
ll, 7D3•A. 
01/Da/09 
03/20/85 
81'.Jt 

uOB #1 lZ502 

M'I'I OP ADIJ:Sa.tCN1 01/0,/09 

( 

PAGE 63/1:18 

2f1 

HUITORY1 Thill .U•y~•old Afr:Lcan-Allcrioan imm.te OJ: l'Ollook hderal Pri•on wae b,:oagbt in 
aft.er cutaining multiple stab lfDlm4I in an alteres.tiOa in pruon. The pa,::t.ent QOlllplaiaed 
oe :Lett cheat pa.in and bi• hon lnuting. 8e as found to haw at least. a 5Dt lt:.tt 
pn.wmotborax that WU XAl.ieved with pl.a.::emetlt ct: CMIIJt tube ii\ the a. H• ba411\Ult.ipl• 
otbtr l!luperUci.al •tab wound11 which were AOt n all lifll•thnat.entng'. Tbe patient admitted 
for care Qt thi• ti ... 

PAS'l' MUDJ:CAL lllS"l'ORY; ~ known aUugies. a11to,:y ot hyperte».•iol:L IU'ld- 1:1.f.polar disordar 
a1t:hent9'h uncenaln :Lf ba takeai any ntedicaticne for ba bipolu di•orc.tu. Bet •ay• he: take• 
1i111nopril, ~• Wlil:noNz:t t:or hiS blood preuure control iimc.1 :f.t ia usually well co.a"°llcd 
.but be ha• not been t•k:t.ng M• presaure 111edieiZ1BB tor the la,it few oay•. 

IJOCUL HltTORY1 He de:Diee •IIIOking or th-irtking or uee of 11U.c:l.t drugs, 

FJINXtil' HI9'l'QR.Tz JIOIICQD~rillutory, 

UVIIW or $-r»TIHS1 
GIHlntAI.r Gmlor•l bealtb baa been good. 

Pln'ln:ar.. BX»l?IIA1'1Qltl 

tlENBML: He Js aler:, oricn_ted Rd cooperative Be :t.. •itt.ii)g' upright CIiio the at:retcher in 
ti. BR. Rei• c~im.llg of pua :Lo hie l•t't cbeat. Be 111!11 not. WJ:'it.hing about. M• ia 

_ oriented and cooperatiVQ. 

VITAl, 9:i:OflS: BP 178h,02, pulse 11$ and. ~lar. reapiratiOCJII 18, afeb'l'ile. 

Hl!W)/NBC1C, Nul.t.iple aU1>6rl!icial • tab woUhda by hiatcl'y, none are •etively ):)leedinv. 'l'her• 
are no 111u1el!ls or any twj.dence 1;1! uy .-.:,or •well:Lag atiou.t:. the btoad or lleek. 

LUNG.I: Good breath aounda on tb• t-igbt, d:ilai~e•d 011 tbe 1e:t:t. 

HSART; Rogulor rate u,d rhythm. 



01/85/2609 11:19 8173664392 JEl'HIFERWI1'«5ER 

'1 .... 13UQI 1 O:U: 44 •· m. D1 -05·2009 
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IAl'IDM RBGIO!fAL MBDICAL Clll'TD 
p.o. flOX )OtOA • a11 FQUfflf 92'1\UT 
~, i.otrlSIAHA 71301 

v € 1 zl-o~ HlS'rCmY ,Ml) PHYS:tcw._ ~ION 

WP-TBntaroN, JBJK:IMI 
B0003-t.Ol070'1 
llindaay,Pltllip C. M,0. 

'tben ia a •IMJ.lar WD\lftd in t:he low lett u.:illa., 

MR It 
ROOM/BED1 

ABDONZl'l'1 lfQ9&tiYl!I for_.. .... t:eudeme:ae or OX"r,MOl'le!galy. 

GUITALU 1iMP RZC'l'AL: OeLen-&iS. 

zooo,sos, 
B.70)-A 

( 

&X'l'RDtI"rffl ~ MJ;~tiple •uperf-iciel ata:D wounda CIC tbe left leg- ADd left &l:111. Pul• U an 
illltaat and equal«. ntrcwitie• bilater~lly. 

3,r 

lmJROLOCUCALt Cranial nerves JI-XU are intact. 'l'he patient bai:1 full eenat.ticm and motor in 
bis extremttJ.e,. 

Chaat .x-ray b aot defin.:Ltive for ~tbt:Jr•x but en er acuming with IV' contnat it 
rllVllal• 1~e lalt. paew110thorax IIID•Uy artteri~ and there i• no ovlttenoe of utr•vaa• tion. of 
dye treni MlY of the 1MLjOZ' blood. veaaele of the heart. . 

DIPJUIS8ZOll1 
1. nAOIQ.'l'XC LSPT JIKltlMO'l'HOIU D113 TO S'l'Aa lfOUJll'D MD Mtl'LTIJIU atJPIDU'ICIAL S'l'AB IIOONOS, 

PI.Nf: The patient 1• being dfflitted for ca" with the chotl:. tube Ntt\ 01'C8 bis pnaumothOrax 
i• ,:eeolved the tuba cAn be :removed and he will be returnDd t.o priac;m. 

\• ~ 
:DD: o~/0:,,/09 oooa 
Cl!', Ot/03/o, 1111 

original copy/ 5'1'11,'J'0'St Dratt 

J.Jiidaa7,Pbilip ~. M,D, 
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6173064392 JEl'HIFERWINE'£R 
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au:mss GUDAL sonrr.a.x. 
:aad.t.ology P~•:i:-~t 

Name: lfBATHnlGTON, ~ 
Fbys; 1,indaay,Philip c. M.D. 
DOB, 03/2O11,e~ Age: 23 Sex: H 

.aon 11 (318),73•3160 
ru •• (319)t73~3ces 

BXAIIS1 
001336161 CHBS~ AP ONLY (PORT) 

SINGLB VIEW aDIST 1/04/09 

Ao~tt t00034060707 )..O<:: S.7Ql A 
Exam Pate, 01/04/2009 Status, ADM IH 
Radiology Not 
unit No: goo095435S 

HIS"l'ORY: 23 year olcl male with previou• atab wow,.d, pn•1.m0thorax, and 
chest tube. ~ollow up. 

FINDXNGSt Comparison to 1/03/09. 

Left cheat tUbe r~ins in !iJood position. There ie no pnewnotboru 
•een on either eiao today. The lunge are clear and the heart ia 
normal in eiie. 

nausszoN, Cbe,,t tube ill good posl.t:J.on adt.110112: p.11euao.thorax. No 
ae• ttadj,11gs. 

Reported by: PAUL JI.. SMITH:, M.O. 

CC: ·Huey P. Long Hospital, Philip c. M,D. Lind9ay 

Piotat.ed Date/Time: 01/04/2009 (1906) 
Teohnologiet. 1 ALA 
Transcribed Date/Time: Ol/04/2009 (1906) 
Tr-.nacriptioniat: BJm.BORGRA 
Orig Print D/T! D1 01/0s/2009 co,19) 

BATCJI N02 N/A. 

PAGB l D~aft aeport Print'Pd Proa PCZ 



81/05/2069 11:19 

D••'737411t 

81736643'32 

BUXI)B8 QJnD:UL BOSPI'l'AL 
aadiology Departmeait 

PSOJIB It (318)413-31&0 
7ll 11 (318)t73-3C85 

IIXAJIS, 
001336131 CKIST AP ONLY (POR'l') 

SINGLS CHBST DATED 1/03/09 

~IFERWINGER 

O t 1 ZJ--o Z<f, 
Name t WF.A'l'MU'G'l'ON, JBROMB 

PAGE 06/08 

511 

Phy-9 ; Lindsay, Philip C. M .D. 
DOB: 03/20/1985 Age: 23 Sex: M 
Acct: K0003¼060707 l,Qc; E,?03 A 
~ Date; 01/03/2009 Bt•tus: A1»f IN 
Rad-iology Ho; 
unit No; soootst359 

CLINICM. HIS'l'OR.Y: 23 year Old with etab wound, Follow up 
pnewnotborax and CheSt tube. 

FINDINGS: comparison made to previous of 1/0'l/09. 

A new l~ft cbeat tube is noted in good position. A pnewnotborax in 
the left today. No pneurnotborax on the right ie seen. No other 
significant finding•, 

DD~a%0llt z.e~t ~•t tulMt .tii good po,r.1tio:a w.Ult .re;olvt:Lo.a of le.rt: 
.PAem110tboraa. 

• • Bleotronicall}" ai~d by M. D. PAtn.i lf: • SMITH .. 
•• on 01/o•/2009 at 1145 •• 

Reported a.nd signed by; ?AOL R. sMITH, )o!.D. 

CCt Philip C, M,D. Lindsay 

Dictated Data/Time: 01/03/2009 (1740) 
Teohnolc;,gist z ALA 
~ruacril>ed Date/Tia: 01/03/200~ (17401 
Tranacriptionist1 DD.aoRGRA 
Electronic Signature Date/Time: Ol/0~/2009 (ll45) 
Dri9 Print D/T: S: 01/04/2009 (133l) 
Rep~int P/T: 01/05/2009 (0920) a.ATCH N01 3627 

PAGB 1 
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t D ·5<1: tt a.fa. 0t-Oll-:WO, 
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PAGE 07/08 

en 

RUDl:8 UXDP.I. BOSl'l:TAL 
aadiol.ogy nepar~t-

Nu.e, IIEATHINGroN, iJ'ER:OMB 
Phy•: Quayle,ca~ter w., M.0. 
DOB: 03/20/1985 Age: 23 Sex1 M 

non It (318)t73·31GO 
FAZ 11 (l18)t73•3685 

dAIISt 

Acctt BQODltOS0701 Loe: 3.703 A 
BX.am t>ate: 01/02/2009 Statusr ADM IN 
Radiology N01 
unit Bo: B000954359 

001336112 er cszsr w/ CONTRAST 

CT BXAMIU.TXON CHBST. 

HISTORY: St~ wound-

PINt>INGSt AXial CT examination of the chest wae perfo:nrted. 
lneravenoue ~ontra.t was utilized. There ia evidence for a lett 
anterior lateral cheat wall stab wound inju,:y with 8Ubeutat1eou• 
eniphyaema Been., 

'L'herc i• ,also o. UlOderate to large left s!ded pneumothorax. There is 
a011e as110Ciated volwne loss and atelectaDi• ae would be expected.. No 
aignificant pleural effuion or hantothorax •sen. No eignifica.nt 
pericudi-1 effusion or beinoperica:rdiwn is seen. The hea:tt and great 
veaael• dernon•t.r•t• appropriate pattern of opacif:le:ation. No evidence 
for rudi~•tinaL bematoma, 

The right lung appea:r• well expanded and otherwi• e unremarkable. 

Images of tho upper abdonen appear unremax'kablo, without convini::iug 
evidence for •~pc.ia;,oeed acute upper abdominal process. 

The oe•eO\ls structures appear intact. 

nll'dBBIOBr 
.Z. r,.,,tt: ~la••t: #tab wound .l.;ajray. 
2. ~t s1~e,t p.aelDIOtJao.ru:. 

Tbe findings were "al.led to ttie RR at the time of· dicta.tion/TJD. 

Report printed to BR. 

PAGE 1 

• it Blectronioally signed );>y M.J). Timothy J. Do:ziar u 
•• on 01/04/200~ at 1628 •• 

Reported and Bigued by: TbwthY J. Dozier, M.1:1. 

SigJMld: Report PriAted 7zoa PCX 
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' . 
"'ll~-4737-\81 

10:6':2311m. 01.&.5.1(11)4 1 f1 

( ( ( 
01/05109 
081& HEOlCATlON A.DKIH1$TRAT10N RECORD P,-;i: l 

Rap'ldt5 Genlrf1 Hospital 

OVQIOSlS: llJt.TlPI.E STAB \oOJMlS.L PNEIM1llOW: 
WT: 229111 1S.78oi ( l04.3at) HT: 6ft 61n (198.lZaa) BSA: 2,4rtZ 
.&;: t3 SD: It Strt.11 Cl": 1.0 E,t, CJllATJNflE CL: l4S.53 tl/tllN 

UNIT f: EOD09S4JSlil [. 7A 
fltCT I; E000340607D7 £.703-A 

ADltlT: 01/02/09 
lllTES: 

DWJ}TrI~D~d 
N.LEJ18JES: NO 1CN!M IRIS M.WGIES O L,. 1- c..., "?) 
.... •• t ·-- - 4 4 $ F ~ ·•ll'• Pl'IJ pr • MIP,W; ....,_,_, ___ ... _ 
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Bureau of Prisons 
Health Services 

Cllnlcal Encounter 
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Injury Assessment encounter performed at Health Services. 

SUBJECTIVE: 

COMPLAINT 1 Provider: Lentz, Dalynn RN 

Chlef Complaint: Altercation/Fight 
SUbJectlve: "I need morphine.I'm In pain" 
Pain Location: Multiple Locations 
Pain Scale: 6 
Pain Qualltles: Throbbing 
History of Trauma: No 

Onset: 1 •5 Hours 
Duration: 1-5 Hours 
Exacerbating Factors: Touch and Movement 
Rellev Ing Factors: rest 
Comments: 

INJURY 1 Provider: Lentz, Dalynn RN 

Date of Injury: 01/021200919:15 Date ReportedforTreatment: 01/02/2009 20:00 
Work Related: No Work Assignment: 61 UNASSG 
Where Did Injury Happen (Be specific as to location): 

B-1 common area 
Cause of lnJ..-y (Inmate's Statement of how Injury occumu:I): 

•1 got stabbed.• 

ROS: 

Symptoms (as reported by Inmate}: 

•1 need morphine, Im In pain: 

Pulmonary 
Respiratory System 

Dyspnea (yes). Shortness of breath (yes) 

OBJECTIVE: 
Temperatur•: 

Date 
01/02/2009 

Time Fahrenheit Celsius Locadon 
20:00 POX 97.6 36.4 Oral 

Pulse: 

Date Time Rate Per Minute Location 

01/02/2009 21:30 POX 104 Radial 
01102/2009 21:15 POX 107 Radial 

0110212009 21:00 POX 105 Radial 

01/02/2009 20:45 POX 108 Radlal 

Generated 01/05/2009 14:59 by Alexandre, Joel Bureau of Prisons - POL 
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Provider 

Lentz, Delynn RN 

Rhythm Provider 
Regular Lentz, Delynn RN 
Regular Lentz, OalyM RN 

Regular Lentz, Dalynn RN 

Regular Lentz, Dalynn RN 
I 
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Date Time Rm P•r Minute Location Rhythm Provider 
01/02/2009 20:30 POX 107 Radial Regular Lentz, Dafynn RN 

01/0212009 20:15 POX 121 RadlaJ Regular Lentz, Dafynn RN 

01/02/2009 20:00 POX 125 Radial Regular Lentz, Dalynn RN 

Respirations: 
Date Time 
01/02/2009 21:30 POX 

01/02/2009 21:15 POX 

01/02/2009 21:00POX 

01/02/2009 20:45POX 

01/02!2009 20:SOPOX 

01/02/2009 20:15POX 

01/02/2009 20:00 POX 

Blood Pressure: 

Dai. Time Value 
01/02/2009 21 :30 POX 143/85 

01/02/2009 21:15 POX 140/88 

01/02/2009 21:00 POX 145/86 

01/02/2009 20:45 POX 150/89 

01/02/2009 20:30 POX 148/90 

01/02/2009 20:15 POX 138/94 

01/02/2009 20:00 POX 135/95 

Sa02: 

Rate Per Minute Provider 

Location 
Left Arm 

Left Arm 

left Arm 

Left Ann 

left Arm 

Left Arm 
Left Arm 

22 Lentz, Dalynn RN 

22 Lentz, Dalynn RN 

22 Lentz, Dalynn RN 

24 Lentz, Oatynn RN 

24 Lentz. Dalynn RN 

26 Lentz, OaJynn RN 
26 Lentz, Dalynn_RN 

PoslUon 
Sitting 

Sitting 

Sitting 

Sitting 

Sitting 

Sitting 

Sitting 

Cuff Size Provider 

Adult-regular Lentz, Dalynn RN 

Adult-regular Lentz, Dalyn_n RN 

Aduh-regular Lentz, Dalynn RN 

Lentz, Dalynn RN 

Adult-regular Lentz, Dalynn RN 

Adult-regular Lentz:, Oafynn RN 

Adull-regular Lentz, Dalynn RN 

Date Time Value(%) Alr Provider 
01/02/2009 21:30POX 

01/02/2009 21:15POX 

01/02/2009 21:00 POX 

01/02/2009 20:45POX 

01/02/2009 20:30POX 

01/02/2009 20:15POX 
01/0212009 20:00 POX 

Exam: 
Ganaral 

Appearance/Nutrition 

100 

100 

100 

100 

100 

100 

92 RoomAlr 

Lentz, Oalynn RN 

Lentz. Dalynn RN 

Lentz, Oalynn RN 

Lentz, Da)ynn RN 

Lentz, Dalynn RN 

Lentz, Dalynn RN 

Lentz, Dalynn RN 

Appears Woll (no), WD/WN (yes), NAO (no), Alert and Oriented x 3 (yes). Dyspnelc (yes), Appears In Pain 
(yes). Appears in Distress (yes) 

Affect . 
Cooperative (yes) 

Pulmonary 
ObservaUonllnspactlon 

Tachypnea (yes) 
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lnmat~.~~~: WEATHI.NGTON, JEROME .- _ ,. :· .. _ --,' . · _ Reg#: 08121-028 _, .. 
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Exam: 

Auscultation 
Diminished Breath Sounds (yes} 

ASSESSMENT: 

Bleeding-Traumatic 
Injury assessment completed due to fight. Stab/puncture wounds are as follows; 2 to left side of head, 1 to right side of 
head, 2 to upper back, 1 to Left axilla and 1 to left hip area, 6 to left thigh and 6 to left lower Jeg, 6 to right upper arm, an 
1 to right lower arm. VM's lips bloody. A tooth was knocked out during fight Wounds cleaned with betadlne, TAO 
applied, and covered with bandage. 1/M Alert and orientated X 3. No visual or auditory disturbances reported. I/M able ti 
ambulate w1u, assistance. 1/M complaining of shortness of breath. Lung sounds diminished to left side. 02 al 10L face 
mask applied. A delay In calling ambulance due to staffing issu21. Ambulance did arrive and bring Inmate to Huey 
P.Long. -

PLAN: 

Patient Educatk>n Topics: 
Date Initiated Format 
01/02/2009 CounseUng 

Copay Requlred:No 

T1lephoneN1rbal Order: No 

HandoutfTopk: 
Access to Care 

Cosign Required: Yes 

Provider 
Lentz, Dalynn 

Outcome 
Verbalizes 
Understanding 

Cllnlcal Encounter completed on WEATHINGTON, JEROME by Lentz. Dalynn RN on 01,02/2009 22:52. 
Cllnlcal Encounter requested to be cosigned by Alexandre, Joel MD CD, 

Clinical Encounter eoslgned by Alexandre, Joel MD CD on 01l05/200914:59. 

Genoratecl 01/05/200914:59 by Alexanclro. Joel Bureau of Prisons • POL Page3ol 3 



Bureau of Prisons 
Health Services 

CUnical Encounter 

Admln Note encounter performed at Health Services. 

SUBJECTIVE: 

COMPLAINT 1 Provider: Vasquez, WIiiie PA--C 

Chtaf Complalnt: Other Problem 
Subjective: Retumed from Rapides Regional Hospital. Hx of multiple stab wounds with hemolhorax. 
Pain Location: Other 
Pain Scale: 10 
Pain Qualltles: Aching 
Hlsto,y of Trauma: No 
Onset: 
Duration: 
Exacerbating Faetors: 
Relieving Faetors: 
Comments: 

OBJECTIVE: 

Temperature: 

Date 

01/05/2009 

Pulse: 

Time 

14:SSPOX 

Date Time - --

Fahrenheit Celsius Location 
98.6 37.0 

Rate Per Minute Location 

Provider 

Vasquez, Wdlie PA-C 

Rhythm Provider 

01/05/2009 14:58 POX 106 Vasquez. Willie PA·C 

Respirations: 

Date 
01/0512009 

Blood Pressure: 

Time 
14:58 POX 

Rate Per Minute Provider 
16 Vasquez, Willie PA~ 

Dale Time Value Location Position Cuff Size 
01/05/2009 14:58 POX 148188 

Sa02: 

Provider 

Provider 
Vasquez, Wille PA·C 

Data 
01/05/2009 

Time 
14:58 POX 

Value(%)~ 
97 Vasquez, WIilie PA-C 

Exam: 
General 

Appearance/Nutrition 
WDIWN (yes), Alert and Oriented x 3 (yes) 

Skin 
General 

Tenderness (yes) 

Generated 01/05./2009 15:24 by Alexandre. Joel Bureau of Prisons • POL Page 1 of 3 



Exam: 
Dressings clean and dry. 

Pulmonary 
Auscultation 

Clear to Auscultation Bilaterally (yes) 
Cardlovaseular 

Auseuttatlon 
Regular Rate and Rhythm (RRR) (yes), Normal S1 and S2 (yes), M/R/G (no) 

ASSESSMENT: 

Description ICD9 Status Statua Date Prograu 
Pneumothorax with open 860.1 Current 01 /0512009 lnltial 
wound into thorax 

Health Problem Comments: 
Discharged from locat hospital today 

PLAN: 
New Medication Orders: 
Rx# Medleatlon Order Date 

Acetaminophen/Codeine 300/30 MG Ta.blets 01/05/2009 14:56 

lndleatlon: Pneumothorax with open wound lnto thorax 

Ibuprofen Tablet 01/05/2009 14:56 

Indication: Pneumothorax with open wound into thorax 

BacitraCin/Polymyxln B ointment 01/05/200914:56 

Indication: Pneumothorax with open wound Into thorax 

New Radiology Request Orders: 

f 

~ 
Temporary/Acute 

Prescriber Order 
300mg/30mg Orally -Two 
Times a Day x 10 day(s) P111 
Lfne Only - take two tabs po 
2xdaily et piH line for pain 

800mg Orally -three times a 
day PRN x 30 day(s) - take 
one tab po 3xdally with food 
pmpn 

Double antfblotle olnl 
Topically dally PRN x 30 
day(s)-aaa sparingly dally 
pm wounds. 

Details Frequency 
General Radlology-Chesl-2 Views One Time 

End Date Due Dato 
01/09/2009 

Priority 
Routine 

Specific reason(a) for request (Complaints and findings): 
sip pneumothorax-follow up plain films 

Schedule: 

Activity 
suture Removal 

Disposition: 

Retum Immediately ff Condition Worsens 

Other: 

Generated O 1/0 !i/2009 15:24 by Ale;,,;lilt'Klro, Joel 

Date Scheduled · Scheduled Provider 

01/12/2009 00:00 Nurse 09 
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Daily selr dressing changes-Duty RN to issue supplies. 

Patient Edueatlon Topics: 
Date Initiated Format 

01/05/2009 Counseling 

Handout/To pie 
Compliance -Treatment 

Wash wounds with soap and _water. Keep clean and dry. 

Copay Requfred:No 
Telephone/Verbal Order: No 

Cosign Required: Yes 

Provider 
Vasquez, Willie 

Outeome 
Verbalizes 
Understanding 

Clinical Eneounter completed on WEATHINGTON, JEROME by Vasquez, Wlllle PA-Con 01/05/200914:56. 
Cllnlcal Encounter requnted to be cosigned by Alexandre, Joel MD CD. 
Clinical Encounter cosigned by Alexandre, Joel MD CD on 01l05/2009 15:24. 

Generated 01/051200915:24 by Alaxandre, Joel Boreau of Prisons - POL Page 3 of 3 



Bureau of Prisons 
Health Services 

Clinical Encounter .. Administrative Note 

Admln Note encounter pelformed at Health Services. 

Administrative Notes: 
ADMINISTRATIVE NOTE 1 Provider: Vasquez, Willie PA-C 

Inmate retumed from hospital 

ASSESSMENTS: 

Renew Medication Orders: 
Rx# Medication 
POX-18170 Uslnopril 10 MG Tab 

Indication: Benign essential hypertension 

Cosign Required: No . 
TektphoneNerbal Order: No 

Order Date 
01I05/200915:45 

Prescriber Order 
Take one tablet by mouth 
each morning x 1'80 day(s) 

Administrative Note completed on WEATHINGTON, JEROME by Vasquez, WHIie PA-Con 01/05/2009 15:45 

a&nerated 01/05l2009 15:47 by Vasquez, Willla Bur&eu of Prisons - POL Page 1 of 1 
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Bureau of Prisons 
Health Services 

Clinical Encounter .. Administrative Note 

Admin Note encounter performed at Health Services. 
Admlnistratlv9 Notff: 

ADMINISTRATIVE NOTE 1 Provider: Vasquez, Willie PA.C 
On 1-2-08 inmate was sent to emergency department for stab wounds. 

ASSESSMENTS: 

New Consultation R'9quests: 

Consultation/Procedure 
Emergency Room 

Reason tor Request: 

Due Date 
01/08/2009 

Priority 
Routine 

Translator 
No 

On 1-2-08 inrnale was transferred to local emergency department for multiple stab woun 
Provlslonal Diagnosis: 

multiple stab wounds 
Current Medications: 

Acetaminophen/Codeine 300/30MG Tab Exp: 01/16/2009 SIG: ... crush/empty"* Take 
at 0630 and 1830 for pain ..... pill line-
Bacltracln/Poly B 28.4 GM olnt Exp: 02/05/2009 SIG: Apply sparingly to the affected ar 
needed for wounds 
Hydrocortisone Cream 1%, 30 GM Exp: 03/08/2009 SIG: Apply sparingly to the affected reas twice daily 
as needed 
Ibuprofen 800 MG Tab Exp: 02/05/2009 SIG: Take one tablet by mouth three times dally 
needed for pain 
Uslnopril 10 MG Tab Exp: 07/05/2009 SIG:_Take one tablet by mouth each morning 

Co.lgn Required: No 
TelephoMNerbal Order: No 

AdmlnlstraUve Note completed on WEATHINGTON, JEROME by Vasquez, WIiiie PA-Con 01/0812 915:'3 

Generaled 01/08l2009 Hi:48 by Vaaquez. WIiie Bureau of PrisQns - POL 1 of 1 



Bureau of Prisons 
Health Services 

Clinical Encounter 
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Wound Care encounter performed at Health Services. 

SUBJECTIVE: 

COMPLAINT 1 Provider: Tlsclate, Chartes PA-C 

Chief Complaint Pain 
Subjective: This Inmate is complaining about pain on the L side of chest In area where the ches tube was 

removed. He recently retumed from hospital where he was treated for pneoo,oth and 
muttlple stab wounds. 

Pain Location: 
Pain Scale: 
Pain Qualftles: 
History of Trauma: No 
Onset: 
Duration: 
Exae•rbatlng Factors: 
Rellevlng Factors: 
Comments: 

OBJECTIVE: 

Exam: 
General 

Appearanc.lNutrttlon 
Appears Well (yes). NAO (yes) 

Affect 
Cooperative (yes} 

Skin 

Multiple stab wounds to L arm upper back/chest and to L leg. No evidence of infection. chest tube 
site stable and no evidence of infection 

Pulmonary 
Observatlonnnspectktn 

Normal (yes) 
Auscultation 

Clear to Auscultation Bilaterally (yes) 
No subcutaneous emphysema. Rnplratlons regular and nonlabored. Inmate speakll\Q hout 
d!ffic:utty end walked from oell to medical room 'lfithout dlHfculty. 

Cardiovascular 
Obsen,ation 

Nonna! Rate (yes) 
Auscultation 

Regular Rate and Rhythm (RRR) (yes), NonnaJ S1 arr:I S2 (yes) 
ASSESSMENT: 

DeacrlpHon Status Date Progren 

~ 01l08l200915:04 by Tl1dale, Charles Bureau of Priton1 • POL Pev-1 2 
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Dncrlptlon l · 
Pnoomothorax Hh open 
wound into thortx 

ICD9 

860.1 

Health Problem Comments: 

Status 

Current 

Dlschltged from local hospital today 

PLAN: 

Dl1poahlon: 
Follo~P at Si Call as Needed 
Return lmmedidteiy if Condition Worsens 
Return To Sick I if Not Jmproved 

Patient Education 

Date lnfflated +---
01/0812009 unseling 

Wounds 

Copay Required: 

er: No 

Handout/Topic 
Wound Care 

Cosign Required: No 

Status Date 

01/05/2009 

Progresa 
Improved 

Provider 

Tisdale, Charles 

!l2! 
Tern~ry/Acute 

Outcome 
Verbalizes 
Understanding 

Clinical Encounte compl-.cl on WEATHINGTON, JEROME by Tlsdal•, Charles PA-Con 01/08/200914:54. 

GeneraliNI 01J0812D09 1 :04 by Tl1dale, "Charles 
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REJECTION NOTICE - ADMINISTRATIVE REMEDY 

DATE: JANUARY 26, 2009 

av!l IL:_L . 
FROM: MINISTRATIVE REMEDY COORDINATOR 

SOUTH CENTRAL REGIONAL OFFICE 

TO JEROME WEATHINGTON, 08121-028 
POLLOCK USP UNT: A QTR: Z0l-l09LAD 
P. 0. BOX 1000 
POLLOCK, LA 71467 

FOR THE REASONS LISTED BELOW, THIS REGIONAL APPEAL 
rs BEING REJECTED AND RETURl•IED TO ¥00. YOU SHOULD INCLUDE A COPY 
OF THIS NOTICE WITH ANY FUTURE CORRESPONDENCE REGARDING THE REJECTI N. 

REMEDY ID 
DATE RECEIVED 
SUBJECT 1 
SUBJECT 2 
INCIOEN'f RP'r NO; 

523610-Rl REGIONAL APPEAL 
JANUARY 20, 2009 
TAANSFER - OTHER 
UNPROFESSIONAL, INAPPROPRIATE CONDUCT OR MISCONOUC 

R£JECT REASON l; THE ISSUE YOU RAISED 1S NOT SENSITIVE. HOWEVER, 
WE RETAINED YOUR REQUEST/APPEAL ACCORDING TO 
POLICY, YOU SHOULD FILE A REQUEST OR APPEAL AT 
THE APPROPRIATE LEVEL VIA REGULAR PROCEDURES. 

BY STAf'l-' 
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PAGE 018 * FULL SCREEN FORMAT • 15:54:59 

REGNO: 08121-028 NAME: WEATHINGTON, JEROME 
RSP OF ... : POL UNT/LOC/DST: A OTR.: Z07-236IAD RCV OFC: POL 
REMEDY ID: 525225-Fl SUBl: 34AS SUB2: DATE RCV: 02-0 -2009 
UNT RCV .• : A QTR RCV.: Z01-109LAD FACL RCV: POL 
ONT. ORG .. : A OTR ORG.: Z01-109LAD FACL ORG: POL 
EVT FACL.: POL ACC LEV: POL 1 RESP DUE: WE 02-25-2009 
ABSTRACT.: INAPPROPRIATE CONDUCT 6¥ STAFF/RESERVE CAMERAS 
STATUS DT: 02-18-2009 STATUS CODE: CLO STATUS REASON: XPL 
INCRPTNO.: RCT: P EXT: DATE ENTO: 02-05-2009 
REMARRS,.: 

DATE DUE 
TUE 02-17-2009 
WED 02-18-2009 

CURRENT INVESTIGATIVE AND RELIEF TRACKING 
DEPARTMENT TO DATE ASSN TRI< TYPE 
CEO JK 02-13-2009 SIG 
SIS JM. 02-05-2009 INV 

G0002 MORE PAGES TO FOLLOW ..• 

E RETURNED 
2-17-:!009 
2-12-2009 
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PAGE 010 .. FULL SCREEN FORMAT .. 15:54:59 

REGNO: 08121-028 NAME: WEATHINGTON, JERCME 
RSI? OF ••• : 
REMEDY ID: 
UNT RCV .. : 
UNT ORG •. : 
EVT FACL.: 
ABSTRACT.: 
STATUS OT: 
INCRPTNO.: 
REMARKS •• : 

G0002 

l?OL UNT/LOC/DST: A QTR.: Z07-236LAD RCV CFC: POL 
522233-Fl SUBl: 10AS SUB2: DATE RCV:· 01-1-2009 
A QTR RCV.': Z01-109LAO FACL RCV: POL 
A QTR ORG.: Z01-109LAD FACL ORG: POL 
POL ACC LEV: RESP DUE: 
NEEDS TRANSFER FOR PROTECTION-SEEKS$$ COMPENSATION 
01-12-200~ STATUS CODE: REJ STATUS REASON: INF RSF 

RCT: EXT: DATE ENTD: 01-12-2009 
YOU MUST ATTEMPT TO INFORMALLY RESOLVED THIS ISSUE P 
RIOR TO FILING AN ru:>M:IN REMEDY AND ATTACH A COPY OF 
THE ATTEMPT & STAFF'S RESPONSE TO YOUR BP-9. 

MORE PAGES TO FOLLOW ..• 
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* FULL SCREEN FOru1AT * 

REGNO: 08121-028 NF\ME: WEATHINGTON, JEROME 
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15:54:59 

RSP OF ... : POL UNT/LOC/DST: A QTR.: Z07-236LAD RCV OFC: POL 
REMEDY ID: 525217-Fl SUBl: 34AS SUB2: DATE RCV: 02-0 -2009 
UNT RCV .. : A QTR RCV.: Z01-109LAD FACL RCV: POL 
ONT ORG .• : A QTR ORG.: Z01-109LAD FACL ORG: POL 
EVT FACL.: POL ACC LEV: POL 1 RESP DUE: WE 02-25-2009 
ABSTRACT. : RIGHTS VIOLATED BY STAFF /RESERVE CAMERAS 
STATUS OT: 02-18-2009 STATUS CODE: CLO STATUS REASON: XPL 
INCRPTNO.: RCT: P EXT: DATE ENTD: 02-05-2009 
REMARKS •• : 

DATE DUE 
TUE 02-17-2009 
WED 02-18-2009 

CURRENT INVESTIGATIVE AND RELIEF TRACKING 
DEPARTMENT TO DATE ASSN TRK TYPE 
CEO JK 02-13-2009 SIG 
SIS JM 02-05-2009 INV 

G0002 MORE PAGES TO FOLLOW •• 

E RETURNED 
2-17-2009 
2-12-2009 
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* AOM:I NI ST RAT I VE REMEDY GENE~LJ. .:'.;l!:l> Kl:;'.L'rU l!!VAL .. 
* FULL SCREEN FORMAT * 

REGNO: 08121-028 NAME: WEATHINGTON, JEROME 

U4-.L J-.!.UU':1 

15:54:59 

RSP 0F ••• : E'OL UNT/LOC/DST: A QTR.: Z07-236LAD RCV OFC: POL 
REMEDY ID: 522704-Fl SUBl: 26BS SUB2: 34DS DATE RCV: 01-1-2009 
UNT RCV .. : A QTR RCV.: Z01-109LA.D FACL RCV; POL 
UNT ORG .. : A QTR ORG.: Z01-109LAO FACL ORG: POL 
EVT FACL.: POL A.CC LEV: POL l RESP DUE: 02-24-2009 
ABSTRACT.: ALLEGES STAFF ASSAULT 00UTSIDE HOSPITAL-INADEQ MED 
STATUS OT: 01-15-2009 STATUS CODE: ACC STATUS REASON: 
INCRPTNO.: RCT: P EXT: P DATE ENTO: 01-15-2009 
REMARKS .. : 

CURRENT INVESTIGATIVE AND RELIEF TRACKING DAT 
DATE DUE DEPARTMENT TO DATE ASSN TRK TYPE DAE RETURNED 
MON 01-26-2009 SIS .JM 01-15-2009 INV 

G0002 MORE PAGES TO FOLLOW .•• 



Bureau of Prisons 
Health Services 

Clinical Encounter - Administrative Note 
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Admin Note encounter performed at Special Housilg Unit. 

Administrative Notes: 
ADMINISTRATIVE NOTE 1 Provider: Dunbar, Maxwell LPN 

Suture& removed from left chest area. Wound appears \Y8U-healed. 

ASSESSMENTS: 
Patient Education Topics: 

Date Initiated Format 

01/12/2009 Counsellng 

Cosign Reqµlred: No 
TelephoneNerbal Order: No 

HandoutlToplc 

Wound Care 

Provider 
Dunbar, Maxwell 

Administrative Note completed on WEATHINGTON, JEROME by Dunbar, Maxwell LPN on 01112/2 09 09:52 

G•nerated 01/1212009 09:55 by Dunbar, Maltwell Bureau Df Priaon5 - POL Pag 1 of 1 



Bureau of Prisons 
Health Services 

Clinical Encounter - Administrative Note 
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Admln Note encounter performed at Special Housing Unit. 
· Administrative Notaa: • 

ADMINISTRATIVE NOTE 1 Provider: Dunbar, MaxweJI LPN 
Request renewal on Bacltradn ointment for wounds he received durin9 assautt, 

ASSESSMENTS: 

Renew Medication Orders: 

Rx# Medlcatlon 
POX-19412 Bacitracin/Poly B 28.4 GM ornt 

Indication: 

Cosign Required: Yes 

TelephoneNerbal Order: Yes By: Vasquez, WIiiie PA..C 

Telephone or Verbal order rnd back and verified, 

Order Date 
01/27/2009 11:22 

Prescrl r Order 
Apply sp ringly to the 
affected reas each day as 
needecU rwoundt x 30 
day(s) 

Admlnlstratfve Note completed on WEATHINGTON, JEROME by Dunbar, Maxwell LPN on 01127 0911:22 

Requested to be collgned by Vasquez, Wlllkl PA-C. 

Cosigned by Vasquez, Willia PA..C on 01/27/2009 12:25. 

Gene•d 01/27/2009 12:25 by vasquu, wini. BurMU of Prisons- POl 1 of 1 



Bureau of Prisons 
Health Services 

Clinical Encounter-Administrative Note 
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Admln Note encounter perfonned at Health Services. 
Admlnlstratlve Notes: 

ADMINISTRATIVE NOTE 1 Provider: Vasquez. Willie PA-C 

Received copout slating drainage from previous slab wounds to leg. Duty RN confinns 5m811 amout of 
discharge noted. 

ASSESSMENTS: 

New Medication Ordera: 
Rx# Medication 

Cephalexin capsule 
Order Date 
02/04/2009 12:37 

Indication: tnfection by other and unspecified mycoses 

Coalgn Required: No 

TelephoneNerbal Order: No 

Prescriber Order 
500mg Orally •three times a 
day x 7 dey(s)- take one cap 
po 3xdally for lnfectiofn until 
gone 

Administrative Note completed on WEATHINGTON, JEROME by Vasquez, WHIie PA..C on 02/04/200912:37 

Getwlrated 02l04/2009 12:39 b)' V•~ WIiiie Bureau of Prisons • POL Paga 1 of 1 



PA THOLQOY ASSOC OP LA 09-022 
PO BOX 9600 
TEXARKANA TX 75505-9600 

(866)875-()415 
PLEASE CHANGE ADDRESS If INCOFIRECT 

JEROME WEATHINGTON ma 
POLLOCK UNITED STATES PENuTIAR 
POLLOCK LA 71467 1 

POH TM1 &0- •.Y 

- IIElURN TOP PORTION WITH Yt>UR REMITTANCE. 

STATEMENT 
If PAVING BY CREDIT CARD BLL OUT aa ow 

Card Holdat', Name:. ______________ _ 
Number:, _____________ Exp. D.lt.:'"----
Signature: Amount: __ _ 

PLEASE MAKE CHECK PAYABLE TO: 

PATHOLOGY ASSOC OF LA 09-022 
PO BOX 9600 
TEXARKANA TX 75505-9600 

II ml ,I ,I ,.l,J ,If 1111111.1 ,J, nlJ n flml I mll 111Jl Im ,11,1 

II~ ~ 
THIS STATEMENIS REPRESENTS SERVICES PROVIDED BY PATIIOLOOY 
As.10CIATES OF MID-LA. WE ARB LOCATBD IN SHREVEPORT. 
ALBXANDRlA AND MONROE. LOUISIANA. IF YOU HA VE ANY QUESTIONS 
PLEASE CONTACT OUR BIUING OFFICE AT 866-875-<MlS. 

PATHOLOGY ASSOC OF LA 09-022 
PO BOX 9600 
TEXARKANA TX 75505-9600 

(866)875-0415 

PRIOR MONTH CMJTSTANDING CLAIMS • ._,-:,-,_i,(;;/:;,~::i,OO_,, 
TOTAL OUTSTANJING CLAWIS • , :~?/-:,),,'t:.;.tAO'•· 

PAYMENT IS REQUIRED AT THIS TIME. PLEASE 

NOTICE: 
THIS IS A BILL. BASED UPON INFORMATION FRO 
YOUR HEALTH PLAN, YOU OWE THE AMOUNT SHOWN. 

-·----



RAPIDES REGIONAL MEDICAL CENTER 
P ,0, BOX 99400 

01468: 

- LOUISVILLE, KY 40269 -- National Patient Account Services 
HON-FRI 8AM·5PM EST 

~ I 

Hlllllll I IIIIIOffl mm11m111111 
TOLL-FREE: 1-800-635-3526 
ESPANOL: 1-800-681-9692 

023482-001509973- SP 
WWW .RAPIDESREGIONAL.COINBILL.ASP 

NOTICE: THIS IS A BILL. BASED UPON 
INFORMATION FROM YOUR HEALTH PLAN, 
YOU OWE THE AMOUNT SHOWN. 

Due 1o prlvac:y taws: wllen eanrng plHH be prepared to provide 
tl'l8 palien1'l date of birlh, addreu, lllld Socl11I $8(:tlrity Number. 

Jerome Weathington 
Pollock United States Pe 
Pollock, LA 71467 

Dear Jerome Weathington, 

• • ~ ~• ~? ."..,./ • . 1,r-:;- ~' oh ,> • ~ -• I 111 : , ~ • 

+- ~ •-+ - .. •I • .,... '• t- I <, •I •-• <,- •T ~~ ... <- "'- ~ Q- ~ • Ji< ., • • I -

Patient Name: 
Account Number: 
Discharge Date: 
Total Charges: 
statement Date: 
Pat Balance Due: 
Payment Due Date: 

Jerome Weathington 
34060707 
01/05/09 
$14,432.00 
01/15/10 
$4,671.76 ....... 
01/30/10 "'-.ir-

Thank you for selecting us for your medical services. We trust that you found our commitment to patient care 
to be of the highest standard. 

Your insurance company was billed, leaving an unpaid balance in the amount shown above. Our records 
indicate this balance is your responsibility. Please send payment in full by the payment due date Indicated 
below. We also offer the convenience of paying over the phone by check, credit card, or debit card through 
our automated payment system at no additional cost. 

If you have additional insurance information not previously provided, please contact us at the toll-free number 
above. As a courtesy, we will bill your insurance. However, it is your responsibility to ensure payment is 
received. 

In the event you are unable to pay the total balance at this time, please contact us to discuss resolution of 
your account. 

If you have already sent payment in full, thank you. 

RAPIDES REGIONAL MEDICAL CENTER 
National Patient Account Services 

PAYTHt 
AMOUNl 

Refer to back lor addltlonaJ blnlng ktlormatlon 

Please Detach and Return This Porllol\ With Your Payment s1a1ement Date 01/15/10 
O II your addreU changed, checi< thia box 

and complete form on back. 

Jwome Wuthlngton 
PoUock United S1atH Po 
Pollook, LA 714&7 

SEND PAYMENTTOA00RESS BELOW: 

RAPIDES REGIONAL MEDICAL CENTER 
P.O. BOX 740785 
CINCINNATI, OH 45274-0785 

Account Number 34060707 
Pavment Due Date 01/30/10 

Balance Due 1:.4 R.71.76 

PavmentAmountEnciosed 

We accept payment by credit card, check, or monoy ordor. If paying 
by check, pleuo make check payablo to thtt hoapilal and Include 
your patient account number on the check to ensl.lf'8 proper credit. 
You may also pay by phone or onllne at our web site listed above. 

•-
CJMIII C.d AulhotlzaUon (J,1- chKII -) 

• :m •-• ilil 
Cndil c.d Numt.r 

I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
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NESTOR AYALA SERRANO, Plaintiff, Appellee, v. CRUZ LEBRON GONZALEZ, Defendant, 
Appellant 

UNITED STATES COURT OF APPEALS FOR THE FIRST CIRCUIT 
909 F.2d 8;1990 U.S. App. LEXIS 12142;17 Fed. R. Serv. 3d (Callaghan) 688 

No. 89-1366 
July 18, 1990 

Editorial Information: Prior History 

Appeal from the United States District Court for the District of Puerto Rico; Hon. Hector M. Laffitte, U.S. 
District Judge. 

Counsel Reina Colon De Rodriguez, Assistant Solicitor General, with whom Jorge 
E. Perez Diaz, Solicitor General, and Norma Cotti Cruz, Deputy Solicitor General, were on 
brief for Appellant. 

Luis Angel Lapez Olmedo, for Appellee. 
Judges: Torruella and Selya, Circuit Judges, and Re,• Judge. 

CASE SUMMARY 

PROCEDURAL POSTURE: Defendant prison officer appealed from a Judgment of the United States 
District Court for the District of Puerto Rico, which, after a bench trial, granted plaintiff inmate a damage 
award with costs for deprivation of his civil rights under 42 U.S.C.S. § 1983.lmposition of monetary 
liablllty on prison officer was proper because he was present during an assault upon an inmate and failed 
to intervene and his failure to act was dearly unreasonable thus he was not entitled to qualified 
immunity. 

OVERVIEW: Plaintiff inmate alleged that while an inmate at a state penitentiary, he was assaulted and 
stabbed by two other inmates. Plaintiff also alleged that defendant prison officer, who was present at the 
time of the assault, violated pJaintitrs constitutional rights by failing to take any action to prevent the 
assault. The district court, after a bench trial, granted plaintiff a damage award for deprivation of his civil 
rights under 42 U.S.C.S. § 1983. Defendant appealed and the court affirmed the judgment of the district 
court. The court held that the district court did not err in determining that the amendment of the 
complaint to add the prison officer as a defendant satisfied the requirements of Fed. R Civ. P. 15{c), 
that defendant was not protected by qualified immunity, and that the district court had subject matter 
jurisdiction. The court also held that the factual findings of the district court were not dearly erroneous. 
Defendant failed to comply 'htth a clearly established constitutlonal duty of protecting a prisoner from 
violence at the hands of other prisoners. Hence, the court agreed with the district court that defendant 
was not entitled to qualified immunity. 

OUTCOME; The court affirmed the judgment of the district court that granted plaintiff inmate a damage 
award with costs for deprivation of his civil rights by defendant prison official. The court held that the 
district court did not err in denying defendant's motion for summary judgment, and that the factual 
findings of the district court were not clearly erroneous. 

OICASES 1 

C 2009 Matthew Bender & Cornpaly, Inc., a meniber d the LexisNexis Group. All rights res81'Wd. Used dis product is subject to the 
restrictions and terms aid con.illons of lhe Matthew Bender Master Agreement. 



LexisNexis Headnotes 

Civil Procedure > Pleading & Practice > Pleadings > Amended Pleadings > Relation Back 
Civil Procedure > Pleading & Practice > Pleadings > Amended Pleadings > General Overview 
Criminal Law & Procedure > Sentencing > Corrections, Modifications & Reductions > Eligibility, 
Circumstances & Factors 

Fed. R. Civ. P. 15(c) permits relation back to the time of the filing of the original complaint, of an 
amendment to add a defendant, if the following factors are met (1) the basic claim must have arisen out 
of the conduct set forth in the original pleading; (2) the party to be brought in must have received such 
notice that it will not be prejudiced in maintaining its defense; (3) that party must or should have known 
that, but for a mistake concerning identity, the action would have been brought against it; and (4) the 
second and third requirements must have been fulfilled within the prescribed limitations period. 

Civil Rights Law > Section 1983 Actions > Scope 
Governments > Legislation > Statutes of Umltations > General Overview 
Governments > Legislation > Statutes of Umltations > Time Limitations 

The applicable statute of limitations for 42 U.S.C.S. § 1983 cases brought in the federal district court of 
Puerto Rico Is one year. 

Civil Procedure > Pleading & Practice > Pleadings > Amended Pleadings > Relation Back 
Civil Procedure > Pleading & Practice > Pleadings > Amended Pleadings > General Overview 

In a Fed. R. Civ. P. 15{c) analysis the linchpin is notice, and notice within the limitations period. The 
courts have developed an "identity of interest" concept as a judicial gloss on Rule 15( c). Under this 
concept, an amendment to add a party as a defendant will relate back to the time of the filing of the 
original complaint if the named defendant and the party that the plaintiff actually intended to sue have an 
"identity of interest,• and the other requirements of Rule 15( c) have been satisfied. In the United States 
Court of Appeals for the First Orcuit. the parties have an "identity of interest" when the original and 
added parties are so closely related in business or other activities that it is fair to presume the added 
parties learned of the institution of the action shortly after it was commenced. 

Clvll Rights Law > Immunity From Liability > Local Officials > Customs & Policies 

When applicable, the doctrine of qualified immunity may shield public officers from liability when, ln the 
course of their duties, they violate the constitutional rights of persons. Government offlcials performing 
discretionary functions are shielded from liability for civil damages insofar as their conduct does not 
violate clearly established statutory or constitutional rights of which a reasonable person would have 
known. On summary judgment, the judge appropriately may determine, not only the currently applicable 
law, but whether that law was clearly established at the time an action occurred. If at the time of the 
alleged violation, the law was clearly established, the immunity defense ordinarily should fail, since a 
reasonably competent public official should know the law governing his conduct. 

Constitutional Law > Bill of Rights > Fundamental Rights > Criminal Process > Cruel & UnuSU4I 
Punlshmenl 
Civil Rights Law > Prisoner Rights > Safety 
Criminal Law & Procedure > Sentencing > Cruel & Unusual Punishment 
Criminal Law & Procedure > Postconvlction Proceedings > Imprisonment 

OICASES 2 
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The U.S. Const. amend. Viti, which prohibits cruel and unusual punishment, was designed especially for 
the protection of those convicted of crimes. Furthemiore, it is well established that prison officials have a 
constitutional duty to protect prisoners from violence at the hands of other prisoners. 

Civil Rights Law > Immunity From Uability > Local Officials > Customs & Policies 

A public official defendant is entitled to qualified immunity unless no reasonably competent public officer 
would have acted in the same manner. 

Civil Procedure > Jurisdiction > Subject Matter Jurisdiction > Federal Questions > General 
~rview 
Civil Procedure > Jurisdiction > General Overview 
Civil Procedure > Jurisdiction > Subject Matter Jurisdiction > General Overview 
Civil Procedure > Jurisdiction > Subject Matter Jurisdiction > Jurisdiction Over Actions > General 
O~rvlew · 
Governments > Legislation > Statutory Remedies & Rights 

42 U.S.C.S. § 1983 provides for a broad and comprehensive civil rights jurisdiction, and was intended to 
ensure that individuals \Nhose federal constitutional or statutory rights are abridged may recover 
damages or secure injunctive relief. While§ 1983 provides plaintiffs with a cause of action, it does not 
confer subject matter jurisdiction on a federal district court. Federal jurisdiction over§ 1983 daims is 
provided for by 28 U.S.C.S. § 1343(a)(3). 

Civil Procedure > Pleading & Practice > Pleadings > Rule Application & Interpretation 
CMI Procedure > Jurisdiction > General Overview 
Civil Procedure > Jurisdiction > Subject Matter Jurisdiction > General Ove,view 
Civil Procedure > Jurisdiction > Subject Matter Jurisdiction > Jurisdiction Over Actions > General 
Overview 
Civil Procedure > Pleading & Practice > Pleadings > Complaints > Requirements 

Fed. R. Civ. P. 8(a)(1) requires a pleading to set forth a short and plain statement of the grounds upon 
which the court's jurisdiction depends, unless the court already has jurisdiction and the daim needs no 
new grounds of jurisdiction to support it. The court has recognized that federal subject matter jurisdiction 
may be established by a complete reading of a complaint, even though the jurisdiction expressly 
asserted was improper. 

CM/ Procedure > Parties > Self-Representation > General Overview 
CMI Procedure > Parties > Self-Representation > Pleading Standards 

Prose pleadings are to be liberally construed In favor of the prose party. 

Opinion 

Opinion by: RE 

Opinion 
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{909 F .2d 9} RE, Judge. 

Defendant-appellant, Cruz Lebron Gonzalez (Lebron), a prison officer, appeals from a judgment of 
the District Court for the District of Puerto Rico which, after a bench trial, granted plaintiff-appel1ee 
Nestor axnll Serrano ~. an inmate, $ 20,000, with costs, for deprivation of his civil rights 
under 42 U.S.C. § 1983. 

Aull alleged that, on May 11, 1983, while an inmate at the State Penitentiary in Rio Piedras, Puerto 
Rico, he was assaufted and stabbed by two other inmates. Aull also alleged that Lebron, who was 
present at the time of the assault, violated Ayala's constitutional rights by faillng to take any action to 
prevent the assault. 

On appeal, Lebron contends that the district court erred in not dismissing Ayala's claim because: the 
daim was barred by the applicable statute of limitations; Lebron was protected by qualified immunity; 
and the district court did not have subject matter jurisdiction. Lebron also contends that the decision 
should be reversed because the (909 F .2d 1 O} factual findings of the district court during the bench 
trial were dearly erroneous. 

The questions presented on this appeal are \>Vhether: 

1) the district court erred in denying Lebron's motion for summary judgment because it determined 
that the amendment of Ayala's complaint to add Lebron as a defendant satisfied the requirements of 
Fed. R. Clv. P. 15{c), and, hence, related back to the filing of Ayala's original complaint, which was 
within the applicable statute of limitations; Lebron was not protected by qualified Immunity; the 
district court had subject matter jurisdiction over Ayala's claim, and 

2) whether the judgment should be reversed because the factual findings of the district court during 
the bench trial were clearly erroneous. 

We hold that the district court did not err in determining that the amendment of the complaint to add 
Lebron as a defendant satisfied the requirements of Fed. R. Civ. P. 15(c), that Lebron was not 
protected by qualified immunity, and that the district court had subject matter jurisdiction. Since we 
also hold that the factual findings of the district court were not clearly erroneous, the judgment of the 
district court is affirmed. 

BACKGROUND 

On May 11. 1983, Nestor &till Serrano (&lali.), an inmate in the Intensive Treatment Unit (UTI) of 
the State Penitentiary at Rio Piedras, Puerto Rico, left a workshop on the lower level of the UTI to 
return to his cell on the upper level. As Ar!II approached the electronic iron gate separating the 
levels, he signalled to a prison officer sitting at the controls who opened the gate. After mll passed 
through the gate, he was assaulted by two fellow Inmates who had been lying in wait for him. Avala 
suffered seven stab wounds during the assault. 

On November 28, 1983, a.udl filed a pro se complaint in the United States District Court for the 
District of Puerto Rico. The complaint, which was written in Spanish, alleged that ml! had been 
subjected to serious physical injllfY. The pro se complaint sought damages for physical and mental 
Injury. and transfer to a minimum security prison. ADIB named as defendants Jorge L. Collazo 
Torres, the Administrator of Corrections of the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, and carrnelo 
Gonzalez Rivera, the Superintendent of the State· Penitentiary at Rio Piedras. 

Subsequently, &cill obtained counsel, and, on June 28, 1984, an amended complaint was filed, 
adding as defendants the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, its Department of Corrections, and Jaime 
Rivera Torres, a Department official. In his amended complaint, Ax!!§ sought damages, under 42 
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U.S.C. § 1983, for personal injury caused by the violation of his constitutional rights during the 
assault of May 11, 1983. On August 21, 1984, m1I filed a second amended complaint, adding as a 
defendant Cruz Lebron Gonzalez (Lebron), a prison officer on duty in the UTI at the time~ was 

___ ___assaulted..__ ' ---- .... -----------· .... ----. -------·-- ........ - --· -----

Alleging that it was immune from suit and that the complail')t falled to state a claim upon which relief 
. •. ·. could be granted, the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico moved to dismiss Ayala's complaint. The 

district court entered an order granting the motion to dismiss as to all defendants. ~ appealed to 
this court, and we affirmed the dismissal as to all the defendants except Lebron. We also remanded 
to the district court to determine whether Ayala's motion to amend the complaint by adding Lebron as 
a defendant satisfied the requirements of Rule 15(c) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. See 
Serrano v. TOfT9s, 764 F .2d 47. 50 (1st Cir. 1985). 

On remand, Lebron moved for summary judgment. Lebron contended that the action should be 
dismissed because the amendment of the complaint to add Lebron as a defendant did not satisfy the 
requirements for relation back set by Rule 1 S(c). and, hence, was time barred by the applicable 
staMe of limitations. Lebron also contended that he was entided to qualified immunity. See Aw 
Sea:,no v. Collazo Torres, 650 F. Supp. 722, slip op. at 2 (D.P.R. 1986). 

{909 F .2d 11} The district court noted that. under Rule 15( c), a motion to add a defendant wilt relate 
back to the date of the filing of the original complaint if the party to be added N•received such notice 
of the ... action that [the party] will not be prejudiced ... , and ... [the party] knew or should have 
known that, but for a mistake concerning the identity of the proper party, the action would have been 
brought against him."' Id. at 725 n.3 (quoting Feel. R. Civ. P. 15(c)). The district court found that it 
could be presumed that Lebron had notice of the filing of Ayala's original complaint, since Lebron •is 
an employee whose immediate superiors and colleagues were named and served as defendants in 
the initial action.• Id. at 726. The court also noted that Lebron was present during the assault. 
assisted in the subsequent investigation, and continued to work in the UTI while Aull was the 
subject of extensive special protection. See Id. slip op. at 10. Hence, the court concluded that Lebron 
had notice of the filing of the original complaint, and that Lebron was not prejudiced by the delay 
caused by Ayala's failure to name him as a defendant in the original complaint. See id. slip op. at 
10-11. 

The court noted that the applicable statute of limitations period is one year, but determined that 
"Lebron knew or should have known that he was a proper party to the action within one year of the 
incident• Jd. at 727. Hence, the court held that Nlebron was sufficiently apprised of plaintiffs suit to 
satisfy the relation-back provisions of Rule 15( c ). • Id. at 729. 

Since it was not the subject of the remand order, the court did not rule on the issue of Lebron's 
qualifled immunity defense. See id. slip op. at 16. On the basis of his claimed qualified Immunity 
defense, Lebron subsequently filed a new motion for summary judgment, and submitted affidavits. 
On April 6, 1988, the court denied Lebron's motion. 

At the bench trial, on December 13, 1988, both &'.!I! and Lebron testified about the assault, and 
there was no other eyewitness testimony. The district court noted that ·this case hinges upon the 
credibility of the parties.• Al!ILt Serrano v. Lebron Gonzale2, Civil No. 83-2909 HL, slip op. at 4 
(D.P.R. Dec. 22, 1988). According to Ayala's testimony, several prison officers. including Lebron, 
were present at the time the gate opened. kl!I! testified that he saw the tW'O inmates lying in wait for 
him. but proceeded through the gates nonetheless because of the presence of the prison officers. 
See Id. at 4. AD!A stated that during the attack, all of the officers, including Lebron, did nothing to 
protect him or to prevent the assault. See id. at 4-5. ADI! stated that, even after the assault, the 
prison officers did not summon help or assist him to the prison dispensary. See id. at 5. 
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In contrast to the testimony of Aull, Lebron testified that, during the assault on ~. he was 
separated from aJa1i by a glass divider and could not see past the iron gate. See id. at 5. The 
district court, however, noted that Lebron testified that after witnessing the closing of the iron gate 
Lebron •noticed a strange movement like a noise, occurring behind the gate.• Id. at 5. Lebron stated 
that after investigating, he saw the assault, and ordered another officer to open the gate. Lebron 
testified that he then halted the fight and, with another officer, brought Ayala to the prison 
dispensary. See kl. at 5. · 

On cross examination, however, Lebron testified that as he attempted to stop the assault, he too was 
attacked by the two inmates. See id. at 6. Nevertheless, Lebron admitted that he had never reported 
the assault on himself to the investigators. See id. Lebron also stated on cross examination that, 
although mm had not been gagged by the assaulting inmates, m!I remained silent throughout 
the assault. See id. 

The court determined that Lebron's testimony was untrustworthy, noting that •on direct examination, 
he never stated that he was almost attacked by one of the assailants," id. at 7, and ~failed to include 
said incident in his swom affidavit attached to his motion for summary judgment." fd. at 8. The court 
"also [found] incredulous [Lebronfs testimony that~ did not {909 F.2d 12} yell, scream, call out 
or complain of pain while [the attacker] was inflicting ... seven stab wounds.• Id. Hence, based on 
the testimony and demeanor of the parties, the district court disbelieved Lebron, and concluded that 
Ayala's testimony was more credible. See id. at 7. 

On December 22, 1988, the district court entered judgment in favor of Aull, and awarded him$ 
20,000 for the deprivation of his constitutional rights by Lebron. 

DISCUSSION 

I. Statute of Umitation.s 

The Supreme Court has stated that Rule 15( c) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure permits 
relation back to the time of the filing of the original complaint, of an amendment to add a defendant, 
if the follov-ing factors are met: 

(1) the basic dalm must have arisen out of the conduct set forth in the origlnal pleading: (2) the 
party to be brought in must have received such notice that it will not be prejudiced in maintaining 
its defense; (3) that party must or should have known that, but for a mistake concerning identity, 
the action would have been brought against it; and (4) the second and third requirements must 
have been fulfilled within the prescribed limitations period. Schiavone v. Fortune, 4n U.S. 21, 
29, 91 L. Ed. 2d 18, 106 S. Ct. 2379 (1986). The applicable statute of limitations for section 1983 
cases brought in the federal district court of Puerto Rico is one year. See Altair Corp. v. 
Pesquera de Busquets, 769 F.2d 30, 31 (1st ar. 1985) (citing P.R. Laws Ann. tit. 31, § 5298(2) 
(1968)). 

In order.to satisfy the first prong of the Schiavone test, the basic claim against Lebron must arise out 
of the events set forth in Ayala's original, prose complaint Since &'.Ill sued prose, It Is important 
to note that his pleadings are to be liberally construed. See Estelle v. Gamble, 429 U.S. 97, 106, 50 
L. Ed. 2d 251. 97 S. Ct. 285(1976): Gi/dayv. Boone, 657 F.2d 1, 2 (1st Cir. 1981). 

Ayala's pro se complaint alleged mistreatment by prison officers and serious physical injury. 
Although the complaint did not contain the specificity that undoubtedly would have been present had 
it been prepared by an attorney, It nevertheless alleged the injury that could only have been caused 
by the assault of May 11, 1983. Lebron's amended complaints, drafted by counsel, contained specific 
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allegations pertaining to the assault. In light of the liberal construction to be given prose complaints, 
on the facts presented the district court did not err in its determination that the allegations against 
Lebron arose from the events alleged in Ayala's pro se complaint. 

The second requirement established by the Supreme Court in Schiavone is that Lebron received 
sufficient notice of the lawsuit so that he will not be prejudiced in presenting his defense. 

As noted in Schiavone. In a Rule 15(c) analysis "the linchpin is notice, and notice within the 
limitations period.• 4TT U.S. at 31. The courts have developed an •identity of interest" concept as a 
judicial gloss on Rule 15(c). See Hernandez Jimenez v. Calero Toledo, 604 F.2d 99, 102 (1st Cir. 
1979). Under this concept, an amendment to add a party as a defendant will relate back to the time 
of the filing of the original complaint if •the named defendant and the party that the plaintiff actually 
intended to sue have an 'identity of interest,' ... [and] the other requirements of Rule 15(c) have 
been satisfied.• 6A C. Wright, A. Miller & M. Kane, Fedt;Jral Practice and Procedure§ 1499 (2d ed. 
1990). In this circuit, the parties have an "identity of interest" "when the original and added parties 
are so closely related In business or other activities that It Is fair to presume the added parties 
learned of the institution of the action shortly after it was commenced." Hernandez Jimenez, 604 F.2d 
at 102-03. 

In this case, the originally named defendants. the Administrator of Corrections of the Commonwealth 
of Puerto Rico, and the Superintendent of the State Penitenliary at Rio Piedras, were Lebron's 
superiors. {909 F.2d 13} Lebron was present during the assault on &llll, After the complaint had 
been filed, Lebron remained a prison officer, and continued working in the UTI in Rio Piedras, where 
Sill remained as an inmate. Indeed, after the filing of the compf alnt !u.1.1 was the subject of 
special protective measures at the UTI. 

Under these circumstances, it Is entirely reasonable to assume that Lebron was notified or knew of 
the lawsuit commenced by Aull as a result of the assault. l-lence, v.re conclude that the district court 
did not err in its determination that Lebron must have received notice of Ayala's lawsuit within one 
year of the assault. 

The third requirement established by Schiavone is that Lebron knew or should have knO'M'l that, but 
for a mistake in Identity, he would have been named as a defendant in the original complaint. Lebron 
maintains that "inasmuch as the emphasis of the original complaint was made on the petition for 
Aull Serrano's transfer of prison. Cruz Lebron could very well have believed, that he was not 
named as party because he had no power to grant, deny or recomend (sic] inmates' petitions for 
prison transfers." (footnote omitted). 

It is to be noted, however, that Ayala's original complaint clearly alleged that 6X!I! had suffered 
physfcal injury and serious bodily harm as a result of an assault. Lebron was present at the assault, 
was aware of the Injuries suffered by ~. and knew of Ayala's subsequent hospitalization. Under 
these circumstances, we hold that the district court did not err In determining that Lebron knew, or 
had reason to know, that he, Lebron. was Intended to be named as a defendant in the original 
complaint, founded upon the injuries suffered in the assault of May 11, 1983. 

The fourth requirement for permitting the relation back of Ayala's complaint is that "the second and 
third requirements must have been fulfilled within the prescribed limitations period." Schiavone, 477 
U.S. at 29. In this case, although the applicable period Is one year, Lebron not only was aware of the 
assault and the Injuries to Aull, but he continued to \Wrk in the UTI after the assault on Aull, and 
knew of the increased protective measures that were taken. On these facts we hold that the district 
court did not err in Its determination that, within one year of the assault on Aull, Lebron knew of 
Ayala's lawsuit and that, if not for a mistake in identity, he, too, would have been named as a 
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defendant. 

Hence, we hold that lhe district court did not err In determining that the addition of Lebron as a 
defendant satisfied the requirements of Rule 15(c). 

11. Qualified Immunity 

Lebron's second contention is that, since he was entiUed to qualified immunity, the district court erred 
in denying his motion for summary judgment. 

When applicable, the doctrine of qualified immunity may shield public officers from liability when, in 
the course of their duties, they violate the constitutional rights of persons. A recent articulation of the 
doctrine is found in Harlow v. Fitzgerald, 457 U.S. 800, 818, 73 L. Ed. 2d 396, 102 S. Ct. 2727 
(1982), vmerein the Supreme Court stated that "government officials performing discretionary 
functions ... are shielded from liability for civil damages insofar as their conduct does not violate 
clearly established statutory or constitutional rights of which a reasonable person would have known." 
In explaining the confines of the doctrine, the Supreme Court noted that Mon summary judgment, the 
judge appropriately may determine, not only the currenUy applicable law, but whether that law was 
clearly established at the time an action occurred.~ Id. at 818. The COurt explained that, if at the time 
of the alleged violation, "the law was clearly established, the immunity defense ordinarily should fail, 
since a reasonably competent public official should know the law governing his conduct." Id. at 
818-19. 

In this case, therefore, Lebron's qualified immunity claim should fail if, under clearty established law, 
Adil had the constitutional right to have a prison guard, who was {909 F.2d 14} present at the 
scene, intervene in the assault of May 11, 1983. 

The eighth amendment to the United States Constitution, which prohibits ~cruel and unusual 
punishment, 6 was designed especially for the protection of those convicted of crimes. See Ingraham 
v. Wright, 430 U.S. 651, 664, 51 L. Ed. 2d 711, 97 S. Ct. 1401 (1977). Furthermore, it is well 
established that prison officials have a constitutional duty "'to protect prisoners from violence at the 
hands of other prisoners."' Corles-Quinones v. Jimenez-Nettfeship, 842 F.2d 556, 558 (1st Cir.) 
(quoting Leonardo V. Moran, 611 F.2d 397, 398-99 (1st Cir, 1979)), cert. denied, 488 U.S. 823, 109 
S. Ct. 68, 102 L. Ed. 2d 45 (1988). See also Blankenship v. Meachum, 840 F.2d 741, 742(10th Cir. 
1988); Meriwether v. Faulkner, 821 F.2d 408,417 (7th Or.), cert. denied, 484 U.S. 935, 98 L. Ed. 2d 
269, 108 S. Ct. 311 (1987); Martin v. White, 742 F.2d 469,474 (8th Cir. 1984); Woodhous v. 
Commonwealth of Virginia, 487 F.2d 889,890 (4th Cir. 1973). 

In this case, the credible evidence at trial indicates that Lebron, a prison officer who was present at 
the scene of an assault on. Ax!li, an inmate, failed to come to Ayala's aid. Hence, it seems clear that 
Lebron failed to comply with a clearly established constitutional duty of protecting a prisoner from 
violence at the hands of other prisoners. Lebron, however, maintains that "even defendants who 
violate constltutlonal rights enjoy a qualified Immunity that protects them from liability from damages 
unless It is further demonstrated that their conduct was unreasonable under the applicable standard." 

In Malley v. Briggs, 475 U.S. 335, 341, 89 L. Ed. 2d 271, 106 $. Ct. 1092 ( 1986), the Supreme Court 
clarified the standard of qualified immunity establi~ by Harlow, and noted that a public official 
defendant is entitled to qualified immunity unless no reasonably competent public officer would have 
acted in the same manner. See also Fontane-Rexach v. Puerto Rico Elec. Power Auth., 878 F.2d 
1493. 1497 {1st Cir. 1988). 

In this case, the evidence at trial indicated that Lebron stood by while Aull: was assaulted. Clearly, 
Lebron could have intervened either to stop the assault, or to have summoned the help of other 
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guards. Under the circumstances, lebron's failure to act was clearly unreasonable. Hence, we agree 
with the district court that Lebron was not entitled to qualified immunity. 

Ill. Subject Matter Jurisdrotion 

Lebron's third contention is that the district court did not have subject matter jurisdiction over the 
action. In support of this contention, Lebron asserts that "by failing to plead that the District Court had 
jurisdictiorn:wer this suit pursuant to 28 USC 1343{3), &Alil•Serrano did not compty with the ... 
Rule 8(a) (1) requirement that a short and plain statement of the grounds upon which the court's 
jurisdiction depends be included in the complaint." 

It is clear that 42 U.S.C. § 1983 "provides for a broad and comprehensive civil rights jurisdiction, and 
was intended 'to ensure that Individuals whose federal constitutional or statutory rights are abridged 
may recover damages or secure injunctive relief.'" Freeman v. Rideout, 808 F.2d 949, 950 (2d Cir. 
1986) (quoting Burnett V. Grattan, 468 U.S. 42, 55, 82 L. Ed. 2d 36, 104 s. Ct. 2924 (1984)), cert. 
denied, 485 U.S. 982, 108 S. Ct. 1273, 99 L Ed. 2d 484 (1988). While 42 U.S.C. § 1983 provides 
plaintiffs with a cause of action, it does not confer subject matter jurisdiction on a federal district 
court. See Cervonlv. Secretary of Health, Educ. and Welfare, 581 F.2d 1010, 1019 (1st Cir. 1978). 
Federal jurisdiction over section 1983 claims is provided for by 28 U.S.C. § 1343(a) (3). In this case, 
Ayala's pro se complaint, as YJ0II as his tv.ro amended complaints, alleged jurisdiction under 42 
U.S.C. § 1983. The complaints did not allege jurisdiction under 28 U.S.C. § 1343(a)(3). 

Rule 8(a)(1) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure requires a pleading to set forth •a short and plain 
statement of the grounds upon which the court's jurisdiction depends, unless the court already has 
jurisdictiorl-{909 F.2d 15} and the claim needs no new grounds of jurisdiction to support it. ... R This 
court has recognized that federal subject matter jurisdiction may be established by a complete 
reading of a complaint, "even though the jurisdiction expressly asserted was improper." 
Commonwealth of Massachusetts v. United States Veterans Admin., 541 F.2d 119, 122 (1st Cir. 
1976). See also Hildebrand v. Haneywefl, Inc., 622 F .2d 179, 181 (5th Cir. 1980 ); 5 C. Wright & A 
Miller, Federal Practice and Procedure§ 1206 (1969). 

Furthermore, we have noted that pro se pleadings are to be liberally construed, in favor of the pro se 
party. See Estelle, 429 U.S. at 106. A review of Ayala's prose complaint leaves no doubt that it 
alleges personal injury as a result of mistreatment in a prison setting, a federal daim under 42 
U.S.C. § 1983 and under 28 U.S.C. § 1343(a)(3). A liberal reading of Ayala's two amended 
complaints also plainly indicates that they comprise section 1983 claims which are cognizable in a 
federal court. Hence, since the cause of action was one over which the district court had subject 
matter jurisdiction, the court had jurisdiction over Ayala's daim. 

IV. Fact Findings of the District Court 

Lebron's final contention is that "[a] review of the entire record demonstrates, not only that there is no 
substantial evidentiary basis for the Court's determination but also that a mistake has been 
committed." Lebron asserts, therefore, that "the Imposition of monetary liability on Cruz Lebron is a 
clearly erroneous determination that should be reversed.• 

At the bench trial, both Lebron and~ testified as to the events of May 11, 1983. No other 
eyewitnesses testified. The district court determined that Lebron's testimony was untrustworthy and 
noted that, on direct testimony, Lebron omitted his assertion that tie had been assaulted by one of 
the inmates during the May 11 Incident The court also found incredible Lebron's testimony thal 
Au.I.ii did not call out during lhe assault, and noted that Lebron failed to call any corroborating 
witnesses. The court also comm.anted that the demeanor evidence favored Ayala's testimony rather 
than Lebron's. 
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Under the circumstances, the district court was YAthin its discretion in Its role as fact finder, in 
detenninlng that Ayala's testimony was more trustworthy than Lebron's. Hence, \Ne hold that the 
factual findings of the district court, were not clear1y erroneous. 

CONCLUSION 

Since we hold that the district court did not err in denying Lebron's motion for summary judgment, 
and that the factual findings of the district court were not clearly erroneous, the judgment of the 
district court is affirmed. 

Footnotes 
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McKinley Robinson, Appellant, v. Morris Cavanaugh, Dining Room SgL; Dick Moore; Steve Long; 
Michael Groose; David Dormlra, Appellees. 

UNITED STATES COURT OF APPEALS FOR THE EIGHTH CIRCUIT 
20 F.3d 892; 1994 U.S. App. LEXIS 8380 

No. 93-2114 
April 5, 1994, Filed. 

Editorial Information: Prior History 

Appeal from the United States District court for the Western District of Missouri. District No. 
91-4441-CV-C-5. Honorable Scott Wright, District Judge. 

Summary: 

Posture: 
Appellant inmate sought review of an order of the United States District Court for the Western District of 
Missouri, which granted summary judgment dismissing his action under 42 U.S.C.S § 1983 against 
appellee prison officials who allegedly violated appellant's constitutional rights by reducing his prison 
wages and failing to protect him from an assault by another inmate. 
Cite overview: 
Inmate's action against prison officials was properly dismissed where the inmate failed to demonstrate a 
property interest in prison wages and failed to show that prison officials were indifferent to his right to be 
free of assaults by other inmates. 
Overview: 
Appellant inmate initiated an action against appeUee prison officials under 42 U.S.C.S. § 1983 and 
alleged that appellees violated due process rights under U.S. Const. amend. XIV Yhlen they unilaterally 
and without prior notice instituted a new prison wage scale which resulted in the reduction of his wages 
and that appellees failed to protect him from an assault by another inmate in violation of U.S. Const. 
amend. VIII. Adopting the report and recommendations of a magistrate, the district court granted 
summary judgment dismissing appellant's claims. On appeal, the court affirmed the district court's order 
granting summary judgment. The court held that the district court did not abuse its discretion in 
dismissing appellant's wage claim as frivolous under 28 U.S.C.S. § 1915 (d) because appellant had no 
constitutional right to prison wages, and appellant felled to point to any other source of law granting him a 
property interest in such wages. In affirming the dismfssal of appellant's failure to protect daim, the court 
held that appellant did not meet his burden of showing that appetlees were deliberately indifferent to his 
constitutional right to be free of assaults by other inmates. 
Outcome: 
The court affinned the summary Judgment dismissing appellant Inmate's action against appellee prison 
officials because appellant had no constitutional right to prison wages and failed to point to any other 
source of law granting him a property interest in such wages and because appellant did not meet his 
burden of showing that appellees were deliberately indifferent to his constitutional right to be free of 
assaults by other inmates. 
Concepts: 
The court reviews a district court's dlsmlssal of a complaint under 28 U.S.C.S. § 1915 (d) for an abuse of 
discretion. A claim may be dismissed as frivolous if it is based on an indisputably merltless legal theory. 
There is no constitutlonal right to prison wages and any such compensation is by the grace of the state. 
Property interests are not a-eated by the constitution. Rather, they are created and their dimensions are 
defined by ~isting rules or understandings that stem from an Independent source such as state law. 
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The court reviews de novo a trial court's summary dismissal of an inmate's claim that prison officials 
failed to protect him against assault by another inmate. Prisoners have a constitutional right to be free 
from attacks by other inmates. To prevail on his failure-to-protect claim, an inmate needs to show that 
prison officials were deliberately indifferent to his constitutional rights, either because they actually 
intended to deprive him of some right, or because they acted with reckless disregard of his right to be 
free from violent attacks by fellow inmates. 
The mere extstence of some alleged factual dispute between the parties will not defeat an otherwise 
properly supported motion for summary Judgment; the requirement is that there be no genuine issue of 
material fact. 

Disposition Affirmed 

Counsel Appellant was not represented by counsel. 
Counsel who represented the appellee was Sara L. Trower, 

Assistant Attorney General, of Jefferson City, Missouri. 
Judges: Before MAGILL, Circuit Judge, JOHN R. GIBSON, Senior Circuit Judge, and BEAM, Circuit 
Judge. 

Opinion 

Opinion by: PER CURIAM 

{20 F .3d 893} PER CURIAM. 

McKinley Robinson, a Missouri inmate, appeals the district court's1 order dismissing his 42 U.S.C. § 
1983 claim that defendant prison officials, Morris Cavanaugh, Dick Moore, Steve Long, Michael 
Groose, and David Oormire violated Robinson's Fourteenth Amendment rights by reducing his prison 
wages. He also appeals a subsequent order granting summary judgment to defendants on his 42 
U.S.C. § 1983 claim that defendants violated his Eighth Amendment rights when they allegedly 
failed to protect him from an assault by another inmate. For the reasons discussed below, we affirm 
the judgment of the district court. 

Robinson alleged that prison officials violated his Fourteenth Amendment due process rights when 
they unilaterally and without prior notice instituted a new prison wage scale which resulted in the 
reduction of his wages from$ 30.00 per month to$ 7.50 per month for his VJOrk in the prison dining 
room. Robinson also alleged that prison officials failed to protect him from an assault by another 
Inmate 'Mlich occurred when Robinson could not pay his debts as a result of the wage cut. 

In recommending the sua sponte dismissal of the wage reduction claim as frivolous under 28 U.S.C. 
1915 (d), the magistrate judge stated that under Parratt v. Taylor, 451 U.S. 527, 68 L. Ed. 2d 420, 
101 S. Ct. 1908 ( 1981 ), no constitution al due process violation occurred because of the existence in 
Missouri of adequate (20 F.3d 894} post-<feprivation remedies. Robinson objected, contending that 
Missouri law created a protected interest in the full amount of his wages and that Parran did not 
apply to his situation. After considering Robinson's objections and conducting de nova review, the 
district court adopted the magistrate judge's recommendation and dismissed Robinson's wage 
reduction cJaim. 

Thereafter, defendants moved for summary judgment on the failure to protect claim, contending that 
Robinson had not infonned them that he feared being attacked. Defendants also asserted that 
Robinson never provkled the name of any inmate he thought would attack him and that qualified 
immunity shielded them because they acted in an objectively reasonable manner. Robinson moved 
for appointment of counsel. In response to defendants' summary judgment motion, Robinson 
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contended that he had requested protecUve custody and had informed defendants that he feared 
someone would attack him. Robinson conceded. however, that when he requested protective 
custody, he did not provide the name of his would-be attacker because he did not want to be labelled 
as an informant. In reply, defendant Dormlre averred that defendants could not place Robinson In 
protective custody without Robinson either providing the name of his potential attacker or some 
evidence that he was, indeed, In danger. According to Dorm ire. defendants cannot effectively protect 
an Inmate without knowing the potential assailant and because a potential aggressor could f elgn 
needing protective custody in order to attack another inmate already there. 

The magistrate judge denied Robinson's motion for appointment of counsel and recommended 
granting summary judgment to defendants on Robinson's failure to protect claim because Robinson 
failed to provide defendants with specific facts about his feared attack. After considering Robinson's 
objections and conducting de novo review, the district court adopted the magistrate judge's 
recommendations and granted summary judgment In favor of defendants. 

In addition to reiterating the arguments he advanced to the district court, Robinson argues on appeal 
that the district court erred by not granting his motion for appointment of counsel. 

We review a district court's dismissal of a complaint under 28 U.S.C. 1915 ( d) for an abuse of 
discretion. Denton v. Hernandez, 118 L. Ed. 2d 340, 112 S. Ct. 1728, 1734 (1992). A claim may be 
dismissed as frivolous if it is "based on an indisputably meritless legal theory." Neitzke v. W111iams, 
490 U.S. 319, 327, 104 L Ed. 2d 338, 109 S. Ct. 1827 (1989). 

We condude that the district court did not abuse its discretion in dismissing Robinson's claim 
concerning the reduction of his wages. While It Is true that many section 1983 actions dealing with 
the random or unforeseeable loss of property can be resolved when an adequate state 
post-deprivation remedy exists, in this case, Robinson is arguing that the new prison wage scale 
itself deprived him of a protected property interest without due process of taw. See Zinermon v. 
Burch, 494 U.S. 113 at 130-31, 108 L. Ed. 2d 100, 110 S. Ct. 975 (1990); Weimer v. Amen, 870 F.2d 
1400, 1403-04 (8th Cir. 1989). Thus, in essence, he contends that he had "a legltlmate claim of 
entitlemenr to the higher wages. Ervin v. Blackwell, 733 F.2d 1282, 1285 (8th Cir. 1984). 

We have previously stated that "there is no constitutional right to prison wages and any such 
compensation is by the grace of the state." Hrbek v. Farrier, 787 F.2d 414,416 (8th Cir. 1986). In 
addition, as the Supreme Court has noted, "property interests, of course, are not created by the 
Constitution. Rather, they are created and their dimensions are defined by existing rules or 
understandings that stem from an independent source such as state law .... " Board of Regents v. 
Roth, 408 U.S. 564, 577, 33 L. Ed. 2d 548, 92 s. Ct. 2701 (1972). Robinson's wage ciaim fails 
because he cannot point to any Missouri law that grants him a property interest to the previous 
higher wage scale. We do not read sections 217.255 and 217 .260 of the Missouri Revised Statutes 
as creating such a property interest. 

Turning to Robinson's failure to protect daim, we review the district court's grant of summary 
judgment de novo, United {20 F.3d 895} States ex rel. Glass v. Medtronic Inc., 957 F.2d 605, 607 
(8th Cir. 1992), applying the same standards as the district court. Kuhnert v. John Morrell & Co. Meat 
Packing, 5 F.3d 303, 304 (8th Cir. 1993). Prisoners have a constitutional right to be free from attacks 
by other inmates. See Butler v. Dowd, 979 F.2d 661,675 (8th Cir. 1992) (en bane), cert. denied, 124 
L Ed. 2d 297, 113 S. Ct 2395 (1993). To prevail on his failure-to-protect claim, Robinson needed to 
show that prison officials "were deliberately indifferent to his constitutional rights. either because they 
actually intended to deprive him of some right, or because they acted with reckless disregard of his 
right to be free from violent attacks by fellow inmates." Branchcomb v. Brewer, 669 F.2d 1297, 1298 
(8th Cir. 1982)(per curlam); see also Andrews v. Siegel, 929 F.2d 1326, 1330 (8th Cir. 1991). The 
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district court properly granted summary judgment to defendants because Robinson failed to 
demonstrate that defendants acted with dell berate indifference by not placing him in protective 
custody based on his general fear for his safety. Cf. Ruefly v. Landon, 825 F.2d 792, 794 (4th Cir. 
1987) (defendants did not act with deliberate indifference when they had no reason to know that an 
inmate posed a •specific risk of harm" to plaintiff). Even if defendants denied his requests for 
protective custody, Robinson does not dispute that he declined to identify the inmate he feared would 
attack him nor does he dispute defendants' contention that they would not place an inmate in 
protective custody without knowing the identity of the potential assailant. --rhe mere existence of 
some alleged factual dispute between the parties will not defeat an otherwise properly supported 
motion for summary judgment the requirement is that there be no genuine issue of material fact." 
Anderson v. Liberty Lobby, Inc., 4TT U.S. 242, 247-48, 91 L. Ed. 2d 202, 106 S. Ct. 2505 (1986). 

Having carefully reviewed the record, we conclude that the magistrate judge did not abuse his 
discretion in denying Robinson's motion for appointment of counsel. See Rayes v. Johnson, 969 
F.2d 700, 702-03 (8th Cir.) (standard of review), cert. denied, 121 L. Ed. 2d 584, 113 S. Ct. 658 
(1992). Robinson's request for oral argument Is denied. 

Accordingly, the judgment of the district court is affirmed. 

Footnotes 

Footnotes 

1 The Honorable SCOtt 0. Wright, Senior United States District Judge for the Western District of 
Missouri, adopting the report and recommendations of the Honorable William A. Knox, United States 
Magistrate Judge for the Western District of Missouri. 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

WESTERN DISTRICT OF LOUISIANA 

ALEXANDRIA DIVISION 

JEROME L. WEATHINGTON, 
Plaintiff 

VERSUS 

UNITED STATES, et al., 
Defendants 

CIVIL ACTION l:10-CV-00359 
SECTION "P" 

JUDGE DEED. DRELL 

MAGISTRATE JUDGE JAMES D. KIRK 

JUDGMENT 

For the reasons contained in the Report and Recommendation of 

the Magistrate Judge previously filed herein, and after 

independent {de novo) review of the record including the objections 

filed herein, and having determined that the findings and 

recommendation are partially correct under the applicable law; 

IT IS ORDERED that Weathington's motion for summary judgment 

(Doc. 36) is DENIED, his motion for a jury trial is denied as the 

remaining claims are under the Federal Tort Claims Act. The case 

will be set for trial by separate order from the undersigned. 

THUS ORDERED AND SIGNED in Chambers at Alexandria, Louisiana, 
g~ on this day of February, 2012. 

C.::~s~ 
DEED. DRELL 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT JUDGE 
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IMPORTANT NOTICE: Courtesy copies of documents you file should 
NOT be provided to any judge. All communications with the court 

REc~\7'~[5NLY be 
through documents filed with the Clerk of Court. 

lN ALEXANDRIA, L_., 

AUG 1 8 2010 
UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

WESTERN DISTRICT OF LOUISIANA 
ALEXANDRIA DIVISION 

TONY A. ill.~, CLERK 

WESTERN O!-~UMTHINGTON DOCKET NO. 10-CV-359; SEC. P 
(#08121-028) 

VERSUS JUDGE DEED. DRELL 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, ET AL. MAGISTRATE JUDGE JAMES D. KIRK 

MEMORANDUM ORDER 

Before the Court is the prose complaint of Plaintiff Jerome 

Weathington, filed in forma pauperis and pursuant to Bivens v. Six 

Unknown Agents of the Federal Bureau of Narcotics1 and the Federal 

Tort Claims Act. Plaintiff is an inmate in the custody of the 

United States Bureau of Prisons (BOP), and he is incarcerated at 

the United States Penitentiary in Pollock, Louisiana (USP-P). He 

names as defendants the United States of America, Warden Joe 

Keffer, R. Lonidier, J. Valdez, and three unknown officers at USP

P. Plaintiff alleges a tort claim under the Federal Tort Claims 

Act (FTCA) and also claims that his constitutional rights were 

violated by the defendants. 

1In Bivens v. Six Unknown Named Agents of Federal Bureau of 
Narcotics, 403 U.S. 388 (1971), the Supreme Court recognized that 
certain circumstances may give rise to a private cause of action 
against federal officials that is comparable to the statutory 
cause of action permitted against state officials by 42 U.S.C.A. 
§ 1983. 
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STATEMEN'l' OF THE CASE 

Plaintiff has previously filed two civil rights lawsuits, 

which were dismissed as frivolous. 2 In this suit, Plaintiff alleges 

that: 

him. 

1. On December 31, 2008, Plaintiff was threatened by two 
Department of Corrections inmates housed at USP-Pollock. 

2. On January 2, 2009, Plaintiff covered his body with book 
covers and tray tops under his clothing because he 
believe he would be attacked. Plaintiff saw an inmate 
reach for a knife to stab him, so Plaintiff hit the 
inmate. The inmate then stabbed Plaintiff multiple 
times. Officers Valdez & Lonidier did nothing but lock 
down the other inmates in the unit. 

3. Plaintiff alleges that on January 5, 2009, Officers John 
Doe #1 and #2 punched Plaintiff while he was handcuffed 
and shackled to his hospital bed at a hospital. 
Plaintiff alleges that the two officers caused him to be 
prematurely released from the hospital. 

4. Upon returning to Pollock after being released from the 
hospital, Plaintiff was placed in an observation cell 
without a toilet or sink for two days. 

3. Plaintiff complains that the doctor at the outside 
hospital, John Doe #3, subjected Plaintiff to cruel and 
unusual punishment by releasing him from the hospital 
before he was physically ready. 

Plaintiff seeks damages from defendants for failing to protect 

Specifically, he claims that the defendants failed to 

properly intervene in a fight when Plaintiff was being stabbed by 

another inmate. Plaintiff was convicted of assault on the other 

2oocket No. 09-cv-705 was dismissed with prejudice as frivolous; in 
Docket No. 09-cv-1183, the Bivens claims were dismissed as frivolous while the 
FTCA claims were served on the United States. 

2 
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inmate following a trial by jury in this district court. 3 

In Heck v. Humphrey, 512 U.S. 477, 486-87 (1994), the Supreme 

Court held that a civil rights plaintiff who seeks damages on a 

claim that necessarily implicates the cons ti tutionali ty of the 

claimant's conviction or sentence must demonstrate that his 

conviction or sentence has been overturned, either judicially or by 

executive order. Although Heck was a Section 1983 case, its rule 

applies with equal force to Bivens claims. ~ Cardona v. U.S., 

191 Fed. Appx. 327 (5 th Cir. 2006). Although Plaintiff's conviction 

was not overturned, it is not clear from the complaint or amended 

complaint that success on Plaintiff's claim would necessarily 

implicate the constitutionality of his assault conviction. 

Additionally, the court cannot find that Plaintiff has failed to 

state a claim regarding the alleged acts of the guards at the 

hospital. 

SERVICE OF PROCESS 

In order to determine what further action should be taken with 

respect to Plaintiff's BIVENS CLAIMi 

THE CLERK IS DIRECTED to prepare: 

1. one ( 1) copy of the Original Complaint with exhibits 
[Doc. # 1] , 

2. one (1) copy of the Amended Complaint [Doc. #5] 

3USA v. Weathington, 09-cr-196 - Weathington found guilty of 
assault resulting in serious bodily injury, in violation of 18 
u.s.c. §113(a) (6). 

3 
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3. one (1) AO 398 Form (NOTICE OF A LAWSUIT AND REQUEST TO 
WAIVE SERVICE OF A SUMMONS) and, 

4. one (1) AO 399 Form (WAIVER OF THE SERVICE OF SUMMONS) 

for THE FOLLOWING DEFENDANTS, named and sued in their INDIVIDUAL 

CAPACITY: 

1. Joe Keffer 
2. R. Lonidier 
3. J. Valdez 
4. John Doe #1 
5 • John Doe #2 
6. John Doe #3 

and, that after the foregoing documents have been prepared as 

aforesaid: 

THE CLERK IS FURTHER DIRECTED to serve a copy of the Original 

Complaint, Amended Complaint, and exhibits [Docs. #1, 5], the AO 

398 Form (NOTICE OF A LAWSUIT AND REQUEST TO WAIVE SERVICE OF A 

SUMM:ONS), the AO 399 Form (WAIVER OF THE SERVICE OF SUMMONS) and 

this Memorandum Order on the Defendant listed above by FIRST CLASS 

U.S. MAIL addressed as follows: 

ATTENTION: 
JUDY LUKE 

UNITED STATES PENITENTIARY 
POST OFFICE BOX 1000 

POLLOCK, LA 71467 

IT IS ORDERED THAT the defendant return the signed AO 399 

WAIVER OF THE SERVICE OF SUMMONS form within thirty (30) days of 

the date indicated on the AO 398 NOTICE OF A LAWSUIT AND REQUEST TO 

WAIVE SERVICE OF A SUMMONS form. 

4 
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THE CLERK IS FURTHER DIRECTED to prepare Summons for the 

Attorney General of the United States and the United States 

Attorney for the Western District of Louisiana; and, 

THE CLERK IS FURTHER DIRECTED to serve said summons, along 

with a copy of the Complaint, amended complaint, and exhibits 

[Docs. #1, 5] and this Memorandum Order on the ATTORNEY GENERAL OF 

THE UNITED STATES at Washington, D. C., via CERTIFIED MAIL as 

provided by Rule 4(i) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure; 

THE CLERK IS FURTHER DIRECTED to serve said summons, along 

with a copy of the Complaint, amended comp lain t, and exhibits 

[Docs. #1, 5] and this Memorandum Order on the UNITED STATES 

ATTORNEY FOR THE WESTERN DISTRICT OF LOUISIANA via FIRST CLASS 

UNITED STATES MAIL as provided by Rule 4(i) of the Federal Rules of 

Civil Procedure and previous agreements entered into between the 

United States Attorney and the Court; 

IT IS ORDERED that the defendant file a response within SIXTY 

(60) days after the date that the waiver of service is executed or 

SIXTY ( 60) days after service on the United States Attorney, 

whichever is later. 

After the defendant's responsive pleading is filed, an 

additional sixty (60) days is allowed for all parties to complete 

all appropriate discovery. 

Thereafter, if deemed appropriate, Plaintiff or the defendant 

may file a motion for summary judgment within thirty (30) days, to 

5 
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include material and relevant affidavits, certified records, 

interrogatories and answers, admissions and depositions, if any, 

and a supporting memorandum brief. 

Any party not filing a motion for summary judgment SHALL FILE 

a Statement of Issues, within the same period, which shall 

enumerate each genuine issue of material fact perceived by that 

party which is relevant to this matter, or state that there are 

none. This statement will be used by the court to determine the 

necessity for an evidentiary hearing. 

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that as a condition to their acceptance 

by the Clerk, all future filings by Plaintiff or Defendant shall 

include a certificate indicating that a copy thereof has been 

furnished to the other parties, specifically stating the name and 

address of each party (or his attorney) to whom a copy of the 

pleading was sent. 

Failure to comply with this order will result in dismissal of 

this matter without prejudice pursuant to Rule 41 (b) of the Federal 

Rules of Civil Procedure. 

Thus done and signed at Alexandria, Louisiana, this /41ay 
of ---'=-{l)._.......o/~~-6--'tt::r-<+-/)---' 2010. 

SD. KIRK 
ITED STATES MAGIST 
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IMPORTANT NOTICE: Courtesy copies of documents you file should 
NOT be_p.fovided to any judge. All communications with the court 

R Eruifdn/ t!ttaY be through documents filed with the Clerk of Court. 
IN ALEXA~DRIA. LA 

AUG 1 i 2010 

TONY />JJfl-,, CLERK 
WESTERN O!~~f LOUISIAN,\ 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
WESTERN DISTRICT OF LOUISIANA 

ALEXANDRIA DIVISION 

JEROME WEATHINGTON 
(#08121-028) 

DOCKET NO. 10-CV-359; SEC. P 

VERSUS JUDGE DEED. DRELL 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, ET AL. MAGISTRATE JUDGE JAMES D. KIRK 

MEMORANDUM ORDER 

Before the Court is the prose complaint of Plaintiff Jerome 

Weathington, filed in forma pauperis and pursuant to Bivens v. Six 

Unknown Agents of the Federal Bureau of Narcotics 1 and the Federal 

Tort Claims Act. Plaintiff is an inmate in the custody of the 

United States Bureau of Prisons {BOP), and he is incarcerated at 

the United States Penitentiary in Pollock, Louisiana {USP-P). He 

names as defendants the United States of America, Warden Joe 

Keffer, R. Lonidier, J. Valdez, and three unknown officers at USP

P. Plaintiff alleges a tort claim under the Federal Tort Claims 

Act (FTCA) and also claims that his constitutional rights were 

violated by the defendants. The Bivens claims are being served 

pursuant to a separate order of the Court. 

1In Bivens v. Six Unknown Named Agents of Federal Bureau of 
Narcotics, 403 U.S. 388 (1971), the Supreme Court recognized that 
certain circumstances may give rise to a private cause of action 
against federal officials that is comparable to the statutory 
cause of action permitted against state officials by 42 U.S.C.A. 
§ 1983. 
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SERVICE OF PROCESS 

In order to determine what further action should be taken with 

respect to Plaintiff's F'l'CA CLAIM, 

THE CLERK IS DIRECTED to serve a summons I a copy of the 

complaint, exhibits, and am.ended complaint [Docs. #1, 5], along 

with a copy of this order by Certified Mail on: 

1. the United States through the United States Attorney for the 

Western District of Louisiana, and 

2. the United States through the United States Attorney General 

as provided in Rule 4(i) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. 

IT IS ORDERED that the defendant file an answer to the 

petition within sixty (60) days following the date of service. 

The defendant shall also file a memorandum of law briefing the 

issues raised within their answer and citing applicable statutory 

and case law. After the defendant's responsive pleadings are 

filed, an additional sixty (60) days is allowed for all parties to 

complete all appropriate discovery. 

Thereafter, if deemed appropriate, Plaintiff or Defendant may 

file a motion for summary judgment within thirty (30) days, to 

include material and relevant affidavits, certified records, 

interrogatories and answers, admissions and depositions, if any, 

and a supporting memorandum brief. 

Any party not filing a motion for swnmary judgment SHALL FILE 

a Statement of Issues within the same period, which shall enumerate 

2 
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each genuine issue of material fact perceived by that party which 

is relevant to this matter, or state that there are none. This 

statement will be used by the court to determine the necessity for 

an evidentiary hearing. 

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that, as a condition to their acceptance 

by the Clerk, all future filings by plaintiff and defendant shall 

include a certificate stating that a copy thereof has been mailed 

to all other parties. 

of 

at Alexandria, Louisiana, this /Play Thus done and signed 

--~-'--------------' 2010. 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

WESTERN DISTRICT OF LOUISIANA 

ALEXANDRIA DIVISION 

JEROME L. WEATHINGTON, 
Plaintiff 

CIVIL ACTION 
SECTION "P" 
1:10-CV-00359 

VERSUS 

JUDGE DEED. DRELL UNITED STATES, et al., 
Defendants MAGISTRATE JUDGE JAMES D. KIRK 

JUDGMENT 

For the reasons contained in the Report and Recommendation of 

the· Magistrate Judge previously filed herein, and after 

independent (de novo) review of the record including the objections 

filed herein, and having determined that the findings and 

recommendation are correct under the applicable law; 

IT IS ORDERED that Weathington's complaint against Lt. Transou 

is DISMISSED WITHOUT PREJUDICE pursuant to Fed.R.Civ.P. 4(m). 

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that defendants' motion for summary 

judgment on the Bivens claims is GRANTED and that Weathington's 

Bivens claims against Warden Keffer, Valdez, Lonidier (now Brown), 

Trull, and Stevens are DENIED AND DISMISSED WITH PREJUDICE. 

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the United States' motion for 

summary judgment is GRANTED and Weathington's request for punitive 

damages under the FTCA is DENIED AND DISMISSED WITH PREJUDICE. 

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the United States' motion for 

summary judgment as to Weathington' s FTCA claim for assault/battery 

is GRANTED and Weathington' s FTCA claim for assault/battery is 

DENIED AND DISMISSED WITH PREJUDICE. 
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IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the United States' motion for 

summary judgment as to Weathington' s FTCA claim for failure to 

protect is DENIED. 

THUS ORDERED AND SIGNED in Chambers at Alexandria, Louisiana, 

on this ~~day of ~/ , 2011. 
I 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT JUDGE 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
WESTERN DISTRICT OF LOUISIANA 

ALEXANDRIA DIVISION 

JEROME WEATHINGTON * 
* 
* 
* 
* 

CIVIL ACTION NO: 10-0359 

VERSUS 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA * 

WDGEDRELL 
MAGISTRATE ruDGE KIRK 

STIPULATION FOR COMPROMISE SETTLEMENT 

It is hereby stipulated by and between JEROME WEATHINGTON, Plaintiff, appearing 

prose, and the United States of America, Defendant, by and through its attorney, as follows: 

I. 

The parties do hereby agree to settle and compromise the above-entitled action and 

1: 12-cv-00578 under the terms and conditions set forth herein. 

II. 

The United States of America, Defendant, agrees to pay to the Plaintiff, JEROME 

WEATHINGTON, the sum of TEN THOUSAND AND NO/100 DOLLARS ($10,000.00), which 

sum shall be in full settlement and satisfaction of any and all claims, demands, rights, and causes of 

action of whatsoever kind and nature, arising from and by reason of any and all known and 

unknown, foreseen and unforeseen, bodily and personal injuries, damage to property ~d the 
I 

consequences thereof, resulting and to result from the same subject matter that gave rise to the 

above-captioned lawsuit, including any like or similar claims for personal injury arising out of the 

action styled "Jerome Weathington v. USA, l:12-cv-00578" on the docket of this court. 



III. 

Plaintiff, and his heirs, executors, administrators or assigns, hereby agrees to accept the 

aforementioned sum in full settlement and satisfaction of any and all claims, demands, rights, and 

causes of action of whatsoever kind and nature, arising from and by reason of any and all known 

and unknown, foreseen and unforeseen, bodily and personal injuries, allegedly sustained by 

Plaintiff, and the consequences thereof which they may have or hereafter acquire against the 

United States of America, its agents, servants and employees on account of the same subject matter 

that gave rise to the above-captioned lawsuit, and including any like or similar claims for personal 

injury arising out of the action styled "Jerome Weathington v. USA, l: 12-cv-00578" on the docket 

of this court. 

IV. 

Plaintiff, JEROME WEATHINGTON, his heirs, executors, administrators or assigns, 

further agrees to reimburse, indemnify and hold harmless the United States of America, its agents, 

servants, and employees from any and all such causes of action, claims, liens, rights, or subrogated 

or contribution interests, including but not limited to claims seeking recovery for services, 

medical, legal, financial, or otherwise, provided to or on behalf of Plaintiff by any person, 

organization, or entity, natural or legal, incident to or resulting from further litigation or the 

prosecution of claims by Plaintiff, JEROME WEATHINGTON, his heirs, executors, 

administrators, or assigns against any third party or against the United States of America, 

including claims for wrongful death. 

V. 

This stipulation for compromise settlement shall not constitute an admission of liability or 

fault on the part of the United States of America, its agents, servants, or employees, and is entered 



into by all parties for the purpose of compromising disputed claims and avoiding the expejes and 

risks of litigation. I 

VI. 

It is also agreed by and among Plaintiff, JEROME WEATHINGTON, and the United 

States of America, Defendant, that the aforementioned settlement amount represents the entire 

amount of this compromise settlement in both suits made subject to this agreement; that the 

respective parties will bear their own costs, fees, and expenses; and that any attorney fees O'.Wed by 

Plaintiff, JEROME WEA THING TON, will be paid out of the settlement amount payable to 

Plaintiff, JEROME WEATHINGTON, and not in addition thereto. 

VII. 

It is also understood by and among the parties that pursuant to Title 28, Unite! States 

Code, Section 2678, attorneys fees for services rendered in connection with this action s~all not 

exceed 25 m centum (25%) of the amount of the compromise settlement. 

VIII. 

Payment of the settlement amount to JEROME WEA THING TON in the sum of TEN 

THOUSAND AND NO/100 DOLLARS ($10,000.00) will be made by a check drawn1 on the 

Treasury of the United States and made payable to JEROME WEATHINGTON. No taxeJwin be 

deducted from this amount by the United States of America. However, the United States 

Department of Treasury, Internal Revenue Service, will be notified, and Plaintiff, JEROME 

WEATHINGTON, will be responsible for any taxes which may be due thereon. Said check will 

be mailed to John A. Broadwell, Assistant United States Attorney, Office of the United States 

Attorney, Western District of Louisiana, who will then forward said check to the appropriate BOP 

officials for deposit and/or credit into Plaintiff's account(s). 

3 



IX. 

This settlement agreement is made by a duly authorized designee of the Attorney General 

pursuant to the authority of Title 28, United States Code, Section 2677. 

X. 

In consideration of the payment of TEN THOUSAND AND NO/100 DOLLARS 

($10,000.00), Plaintiff, JEROME WEATHINGTON, agrees that he will execute such documents 

as shall be necessary to cause the above-styled action and 1: 12-cv-00578 to be dismissed with 

prejudice from the docket of the Court. 

DATE 

DATE 

Executed this i S day of _,·~-...o::o.c:__f\_\J=-°'--r_~+--------------'' 2013. 

JER ME WEATH GTON 
PLAINTIFF PRO SE 

#1733 
Assis t United States Attorney 
300 Fannin Street, Suite 3201 
Shreveport, LA 71101-3068 
(318) 676-3610 // Fax: (318) 676-3642 

COUNSEL FOR DEFENDANT 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
WESTERN DISTRICT OF LOUISIANA 

ALEXANDRIA DIVJSION 

JEROME WEAIBINGTON * 
* 
* 
* 
* 

CIVIL ACTION NO: 10-0359 

VERSUS 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA * 

JUDGEDRELL 
MAGISTRATE nJDGE KIRK 

STIPULATION FOR COMPROMISE SETTLEMENT 

It is hereby stipulated by and between JEROME WEATHINGTON, Plaintiff, appearing 

prose, and the United States of America, Defendant, by and through its attorney, as follows: 

L· 

The parties do hereby agree to settle am:!"' compromise the above-entitled acti,on and 

1: 12-cv-00578 under the terms and conditions set forth herein. 

IL 

The United States of America, Defendant, agrees to pay to the Plaintiff, JEROME 

WEATHINGTON, the sum of TEN THOUSAND AND NO/100 DOLLARS ($10,000,00)., which 

sum shall be in full settlement and satisfaction of any and all claims, demands, rights, and causes of 

action of whatsoever kind and nature, arising from and by reason of any and all known and 

unknown, foreseen and unforeseen, bodily and personal injuries, damage to property and the 

consequences thereof, resulting and to result from the same subject matter that gave rise to the 

above-captioned lawsuit, including any like or similar claims for personal injury arising out of the 

action styled "Jerome Weathington v. USA, 1: l2-cv-00f8" on the docket ofthis court. 



III. 

Plaintiff, and his heirs, executors, administrators or assigns, hereby agrees to accept the 

aforementioned sum in full settlement and satisfaction of any and all claims, demands, rights, and 

causes of action of whatsoever kind and nature, arising _from and by reason of any and all· known 

and unknown, foreseen and unforeseen, bodily and personal injuries, al.legedly sustained by 

Plaintiff, and the consequences thereof which they may have or hereafter acquire ag$st the 

United States of America, its agents, servants and employees on account of the same subject matter 

that gave rise to the above-captioned lawsuit, and including any like or similar claims for personal 

injury arising out of the action styled "Jerome Weathington v. USA, 1: l 2-cv-00578" on the docket 

of this court. 

IV. 

Plaintiff, JEROME WEATHINGTON, his heirs, executors, administrators or assigns, 

further agrees to reimburse, indemnify and hold ~ess the United States of America, its:agents, 

servants, and employees from any and all such cause.s of action, claims, liens, rights, or subrogated 
, I -_.•t 

or contribution interests, including but not limited to claims seeking recovery for services, 

medical, legal, financial, or otherwise, provided to or on behalf of Plaintiff by any person, 

organization, or entity, natural or legal, incident to or resulting from further litigation or the 

prosecution of claims by Plaintiff, JEROME WEATI-IWGTON, his heirs, executors, 
; 

administrators, or assigns against any third party or against the Umted States of America, 

including claims for v..-rong:ful death. 

V. 

This stipulation for compromise settlement shall not constitute an admission of liability or 

fault on the part of the United States of America, its agents, servants, or employees, and is entered 
' ·•4: 
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·into by all parties for the purpose of compromising disputed claims and avoiding the expenses and 

risks of litigation. 

VI. 

It is also agreed by and among Plaintiff, JEROME V/EATHINGTON, and the United 

States of America, Defendant, that the aforementioned settlement amount represents the entire 

amount of this compromise settlement in both suits made subject to this agreement; that the 

respective parties will bear their own costs, fees, and expenses; and that any attorney fees orwed by 

Plaintiff, JEROME WEATHINGTON, will be paid out of the settlement amount payable to 

Plaintiff, JEROME WEATHINGTON, and not in addition thereto. 

VII. 

It is also understood by and among the partie~ that pursuant to Title 28, Unite~ States 

Code, Section 2678, attorneys fees for services rendered in connection with this action shall not 

exceed 25 m centum (25%) of the amount of the compromise settlement. 

VIII. 

Payment of the settlement amount to JEROivlE WEATHINGTON in the sum of TEN 

TI-IOUSAND AND NO/100 DOLLARS ($10,000.00) will be made by a check drawni on the 

Treasury of the United States and made payable to JEROME WEATHlNGTON. No taxes will be 

deducted from this amount by the United States of America. However, the United_ States 

Department of Treasury, Internal Revenue Service, will be notified, and Plaintiff, JEROME 

WEATIIlNGTON, will be responsible for any taxes which may be due thereon. Said check wil1 

be mailed to John A. Broadwell, Assistant United States Attorney, Office of the United States 

Attorney, Western District of Louisiana, who will.:then forward said check to the appropriate BOP 

officials for deposit and/or credit into Plaintiff's account(s). 
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IX. 

Tbis settlement agreement is made by a duly authorized designee of the Attorney General 

pursuant to the authority ofTitle 28, United States Code, Section 2677. 

X. 

In consideration of the payment of TEN THOUSAND AND NO/100 DOLLARS 

($10,000.00), Plaintiff. JEROME WEATHlNGTON, agrees that he will execute such documents 

as shall be necessary to cause the above-styled action and 1:12-cv-00578 to be dismissed with 

prejudice from the docket of the Court. 

DATE 

DATE 

Executed this j 5 day of ..... ·J:~o._fl._'\J_v.._r-t"{------------'' 2013. 

Wi~ J~ I• 

\_ ., V. (, ·<. 
JERME WEAT~ GTON 
PLAINTIFF PRO SE 

JOHN/ BROADWELL #1733 
Assi 

I 
t United States Attorney 

300 ,F~ Street, Suite 3201 
Shreveport,LA 71101-3068 
(318) 676-3610 // Fax: (318) 676-3642 

COUNSEL FOR DEFENDANT 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT DOC HU __ 
WESTERN DISTRICT OF WISCONSIN HF.\'.,[.' / F \ \ '1 • 

2010 ~lJG 11 ~H 8: 00 

CASE NO.: 10-ctf&~~JI-1 '·to·GRT 
WO OF '!/: 

c5/: // .&.laJl;;J. B<&-rt/~7 k. 

THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 

Defendant. ________________ / 
FIRST AMENDED COMPLAINT 

Plaintiff, JESSE L. HALL, pro se, sues THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 

and alleges as follows: 

JURISDICTION AND VENUE 

1. This Court has subject matter jurisdiction over this matter pursuant to 28 

U.S.C. § 1331 in that this action arises under the Constitution and laws of the United 

States and is premised on the acts and or omissions of defendant by and through its 

agents and or employees action under color of federal law as well as 28 U.S. C. § 1346 

(b) (1) in that this is a claim against the United States of America and agencies of the 

United States of America for money damages accruing after January 1, 1945, for injury 

and personal injury caused by the negligent and wrongful acts and omissions of 

employees of the Government while acting within the scope of their office or 

employment, under circumstances where the United States of America, if a private 

person, would be liable in accordance with the laws of the places where the acts and or 

omissions occurred. 

2. Jurisdiction founded upon the federal law is proper in that this action is 

premised upon causes of action under the Federal Tort Claims Act ("FTCA"), 28 U.S.C. 
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§ 2671, et. seq. the United States Supreme Court's ruling in Bivens v. Six Unknown 

Named Agents of Fed. Bureau of Narcotics, 403 U.S. 388, 397 (1971) as well as 

pursuant to the Eighth Amendment to the 

Constitution of the United States of America. 

3. This is an action to redress under the color of statutes, ordinances, 

regulations, custom or usage of rights, privileges and immunities secured to the plaintiff 

by the Eighth Amendment to the Constitution of the United States, the "FTCA", 28 

U.S.C. § 2671, et. seq. and arising under the laws and statutes of the State of 

Wisconsin. 

4. Venue is appropriate in this Court pursuant to 28 U.S.C. §§ 1391 (e)(3) in that 

this is an action against the United States of America and agents ther«>f and the acts 

and or omissions complained of occurred in the State of Wisconsin and or the plaintiff 

and or witnesses of plaintiff resided in the State of Wisconsin. 

5. Pursuant to the "FTCA", plaintiff on or about May 4, 2009 presented his claim 

via form SF95 to the appropriate federal agency for administrative settlement under the 

"FTCA". No response to such claim is known to have been generated by the agency. 

6. This action is timely pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 2401(b) in that it was presented 

to the agency within two (2), years of accrual of his claim and this action is filed within 

six (6) months of the date of any presumed denial of plaintiff's claim. 

7. 28 U.S.C. § 2679(2)(A) expressly waives immunity for the defendant, its 

agents and employees acting within the scope of their employment and allows plaintiff 

to proceed against the United States for violations of his rights guaranteed by the 

Page 2 of 9 
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United States Constitution. 

8. Plaintiff brings this action within the appropriate statute of limitations of the 

respective state wherein the acts and or omissions of the defendant occurred. 

9. Plaintiff has been deprived of a right secured to him by the Constitution and 

the laws of the United States. 

10. Plaintiff has been denied of his rights by defendant, their agents and 

employees acting under color of federal law. 

PARTIES 

11. At all times material hereto, plaintiff, JESSE L. HALL, ("HALL") was an 

inmate at the FCC in Forrest City, Arkansas. 

12. At all times material hereto, defendant, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, was 

and is a sovereign entity named properly herein under the "FTCA". 

13. At all times material hereto, FCC Forrest City ("FCC") was an agency of the 

Bureau of Prisons (BOP) which in turn was and is an agency of the United States of 

America. 

STATEMENT OF FACTS 

14. At all times material hereto, plaintiff was and is an inmate and under the full 

custody and control of defendant. 

15. As of on or about, August, 2006, at FCC Forrest City, plaintiff had been 

complaining repeatedly to the medical staff of experiencing severe stomach pain and 

blood in his stool. In particular, plaintiff complained to M. Azumah, MLP, ("Azumah") a 

member of the FCC medical staff. 

Page 3 of 9 
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16. Azumah prescribed Zantac for HALL's complaints. 

17. On December 19, 2006 HALL continued his complaints of severe stomach 

pain and blood in his stools, this time stating to Azumah, according to the medical 

records, that "he can't bare the pain". Azumah's response was to change HALL's 

medication to Rantidine. 

18. On January 4, 2007 Plaintiff continued his complaints, however, Azumah was 

off that day and Plaintiffs complaints were made to APRN, Tonya Miller. She increased 

Plaintiffs dosage of the Rantidine to four (4) times per day. 

19. On January 23, 2007 Plaintiff continued his complaints to the prison medical 

staff through MLP, Azumah of his pain and blood in his stools. This time Azumah 

diagnosed Plaintiff, as having GERO, a misdiagnosis of Plaintiffs condition. No blood 

tests or other objective tests were performed, nor was a medical doctor consulted for 

this diagnosis, despite these consistent complaints for over five (5) months. 

20. Azumah, now discontinued the earlier prescribed medication of Rantidine 

and now prescribed Mylanta, an over the counter medication. 

21. On January 2 5, 2007 Plaintiff again went to the medical staff for help, but his 

pain was so unbearable that he could not wait for time to be seen and left without being 

seen to return to his dorm and lie down. 

22. On January 30, 2007, Plaintiff returned to the medical center with severe 

pain complaints and bleeding and requested of MLP, Azumah to be put back on the 

Rantidine instead of the Mylanta as had been prescribed by Azumah on January 23, 

2007. 

Page 4 of 9 
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23. Azumah, maintaining his mis-diagnosis of GERO, for which he previously 

prescribed Mylanta, now discontinued the Mylanta at the request of Plaintiff and again 

prescribed Rantidine, again, with no objective tests being performed and no 

consultation with any medical doctor. Azumah allowed Plaintiff to self medicate as 

Azumah had no idea what to do, yet still failed to seek consultation from a staff medical 

doctor. 

24. Plaintiff continued to complain of the same symptoms and finally on or about 

March 13, 2007 a blood test was ordered for the first time by a different member of the 

medical staff, R Refendor, MLP, as Azumah had been reassigned. 

25. On or about May 4, 2007 an outside consultation was ordered due to the 

plaintiff's continued bleeding and other symptoms, and plaintiff was transferred to a 

hospital on an emergency basis for GI bleeding. 

26. On or about May 5, 2007, more than nine (9) months after plaintiff began 

complaining of these symptoms, plaintiff was finally diagnosed with squamous cell 

carcinoma in the stomach. 

27. Approximately ten (10) days later plaintiff suffered through a surgical 

procedure for a sub-total gastrectomy. 

28. Plaintiff has undergone substantial treatment and radical surgical procedures 

as a result of the negligence of the defendant and its' agents 

29. Plaintiff suffered the removal of a substantial portion of his stomach. 

30. This condition is permanent. 

COUNTI 
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PLAINTIFF'S CAUSE OF ACTION AGAINST DEFENDANT 
FOR MEDICAL NEGLIGENCE 

31. Plaintiff herein repeats, realleges and adopts each and every allegation in 

paragraphs 1 thru 30 above as if set forth specifically herein. 

32. During all times material hereto plaintiff was in the custody, care and control 

and under the exclusive care and medical management of the agents and employees of 

the defendant and fully subject to any and all constraints and restrictions imposed by 

defendant upon plaintiff. 

33. During the course of plaintiffs incarceration in defendant's institutions, 

plaintiff did receive medical care and services from defendant through its medical staff. 

34. During the course of plaintiffs incarceration, defendant, by and through its 

agents and employees negligently, carelessly and unskillfully rendered and failed to 

render proper medical care, services and treatment to the plaintiff by negligently, 

carelessly and unskillfully failing to provide plaintiff necessary and obvious treatment 

during the period of plaintiffs incarceration. 

35. As a result of such negligent, careless and unskilled treatment or lack or 

treatment of plaintiff by defendant, plaintiff has developed cancer to a degree far in 

excess of that which would otherwise have been treatable and as a result, plaintiff has 

suffered in the past and will continue to suffer in the future permanent injury, damage 

and disfigurement. 

36. As a further result of such negligent treatment of plaintiff by defendant, 

plaintiff was deprived of a substantial possibility and or probability of early diagnosis of 

his cancer and thus further deprived and denied the substantial possibility for a cure 

Page 6of 9 
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and or significant lessening of the permanent and lasting effects of this disease on 

plaintiff and his future life expectancy and capacity for the enjoyment of life and plaintiff 

has been forced to endure significant and severe physical pain and suffering and will 

continue to experience such pain and suffering in the future as well as a significant 

shortened life expectancy. 

37. Pursuant to the foregoing and the negligent acts and or omissions of 

defendant, plaintiff has been damaged in an indeterminate sum of money and herein 

demands judgment of a sum of not less than Five Million ($5,000,000.00) Dollars. 

COUNT 11 
PLAINTIFF'S CAUSE OF ACTION AGAINST DEFENDANT 

FOR DELIBERATE INDIFFERENCE 

38. Plaintiff herein repeats, realleges and adopts each and every allegation in 

paragraphs 1 thru 37 above as if set forth specifically herein. 

39. Plaintiff contends that defendant was at all times material hereto, fully aware 

of plaintiffs acute medical problem and plaintiffs need for urgent care and treatment 

during such time period as communicated to Azumah, an employee of defendant. 

40. Azumah, knew or should have known that Plaintiff was in need of urgent 

care and treatment yet failed to consult with a medical doctor at any time during his 

negligent treatment of plaintiff and merely treated the plaintiffs continued complaints 

with over the counter medication, all while in the full and exclusive care, custody and 

control of defendant. 

41. Plaintiff was denied medical treatment by defendant despite defendant's 

knowledge, through Azumah, of the urgent need for such care and treatment during this 
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extensive period of time. 

42. The acts and omissions of defendant were sufficiently serious and blatant as 

to constitute a violation of plaintiff's rights. 

43. Defendant was deliberately indifferent to the plaintiffs medical needs which 

indifference clearly exacerbated his condition leading directly to his current condition 

and resulting in his past and continuing pain and suffering. 

44. As a further result of such deliberate indifference of plaintiff by defendant, 

plaintiff was deprived of a substantial possibility and or probability of early diagnosis of 

his cancer and thus further deprived and denied the substantial possibility for a cure 

and or significant lessening of the permanent and lasting effects of this disease on 

plaintiff and his future life expectancy and capacity for the enjoyment of life and further 

plaintiff has been forced to endure significant and severe physical pain and suffering 

and will continue to experience such pain and suffering in the future as well as a 

significant shortened life expectancy. 

45. As a further result of such deliberate indifference plaintiff has suffered and 

will continue to suffer significant expenses. 

46. By reason of the foregoing, plaintiff has been damaged in an indeterminate 

sum of not less than Five Million ($5,000,000.00) Dollars and in addition, plaintiff claims 

and demands an award of punitive damages. 

RELIEF SOUGHT 

WHEREFORE plaintiff demands judgment against defendant as follows:J 

1. As to Count I, plaintiff demands judgment against defendant in an amount not 
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less than Five Million ($5,000.000.00) Dollars plus costs and any other relief to which 

the plaintiff may be entitled including attorney's fees in the event plaintiff is represented 

by an attorney. 

2. As to Count 11, plaintiff demands judgment against defendant in an amount not 

less than Five Million ($5,000.000.00) Dollars plus costs and any other relief to which 

the plaintiff may be entitled including attorney's fees in the event plaintiff is represented 

by an attorney. 

3. Plaintiff demands a jury trial of issues so triable. 

esse L Hall, Register# 12126-035, prose 
c/o FCI Beaumont Low 
P.O. Box 26020 
Beaumont, TX 77720 
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IN THE UNITED STA TES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF ARKANSAS 

EASTERN DIVISION 

JESSE L. HALL, 
REG. #12126-035 

V. NO: 2:11CV00012 BSM 

UNITED ST ATES OF AMERICA 

JUDGMENT 

PLAINTIFF 

DEFENDANT 

Consistent with the order that was entered this day, this case is dismissed with 

prejudice. 

IT IS SO ORDERED this 19th day of October 2012. 

UNITED ST ATES DISTRICT JUDGE 
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BORIS SHUSTER, 

v. 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
DISTRICT OF NEW JERSEY 

Civil Action No. 11-1764 (RMB) 
Plaintiff, 

0 RD ER 

DR. ROBERT CABANAS, et al., 

Defendants. 

The Court having screened the instant complaint to determine 

whether dismissal is warranted, pursuant to 28 U.S.C. §§ 1915(e) 

and 1915A; and the Court finding that dismissal of Plaintiff's 

claims is not warranted at this time; and the Court finding that 

Plaintiff has submitted an application to proceed in forma 

pauperis; 

IT IS on this 16th day of September 2011; 

ORDERED that Plaintiff may proceed in forma pauperis without 

prepayment of the $350.00 filing fee pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 

1915(a) and (b); and it is further 

ORDERED that the Clerk of the Court is directed to file the 

Complaint in the above-captioned action; and it is further 

ORDERED that the Clerk of the Court shall serve a copy of this 

Order by regular mail on the United States Attorney for the State 

of Texas and on the warden of the Federal Correctional Institution, 

Bastrop, in Bastrop, Texas; and it is further 
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ORDERED that Plaintiff is assessed a filing fee of $350.00 and 

shall pay the entire filing fee in the manner set forth in this 

Order pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1915 (b) (1) and (2), regardless of the 

outcome of the litigation; and it is further 

ORDERED that in each month that the amount in Plaintiff's 

account exceeds $10.00, until the $350.00 filing fee is paid, the 

agency having custody of Plaintiff shall assess, deduct from 

Plaintiff's account, and forward to the Clerk of the Court payment 

equal to 20% of the preceding month's income credited to 

Plaintiff's account, pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1915(b) (2), and each 

payment shall reference the civil docket number of this action; and 

it is further 

ORDERED that the Clerk of the Court shall issue summons, and 

the United States Marshal shall serve a copy of the Complaint, 

summons, and this Order upon the Defendants pursuant to 28 U.S.C. 

§ 1915(d), with all costs of service advanced by the United States; 

and it is further 

ORDERED that Defendants shall file and serve a responsive 

pleading within the time specified in Federal Rule of Civil 

Procedure 12, pursuant to 42 U.S.C. § 1997e(g) (2); and it is 

further 

ORDERED that, pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1915(e) (1) and§ 4(a) of 

Appendix Hof the Local Civil Rules, the Clerk shall notify the 

Plaintiff of the opportunity to apply in writing to the assigned 
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judge for the appointment of pro bono counsel in accordance with 

the factors set forth in Tabron v. Grace, 6 F. 3d 14 7 ( 3d Cir. 

1993), cert. denied, 510 U.S. 1196 (1994), which sets forth the 

requirements for eligibility for appointment of pro bono counsel. 

Plaintiff is advised that such appointment is not automatic; and it 

is further 

ORDERED that the Clerk shall enclose with such notice a copy 

of Appendix Hand a form Application for Appointment of Pro Bono 

Counsel; and it is finally 

ORDERED that, if at any time Plaintiff seeks the appointment 

of pro bona counsel, pursuant to Fed. R. Civ. P. S(a) and (d), 

Plaintiff shall (1) serve a copy of the Application for Appointment 

of Pro Bono Counsel by regular mail upon each party at his last 

known address, or, if the party is represented in this action by an 

attorney, upon the party's attorney at the attorney's address, and 

(2) file a Certificate of Service with the Application for Pro Bono 

Counsel. 

s/Renee Marie Bumb 
RENEE Marie BUMB 
United States District Judge 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF NEW JERSEY 

BORIS SHUSTER #71065-053 

Pro-Se Plaintiff 

v. 

Dr. ROBERT CABANAS, Dentist 

Dr. ABIGAIL LOPEZ de LASALLE 

IBE CHIGOZIE, P.A. - C 

Lieutenant KENNETH PERNELL 

DOES# 1 TO# 10 

All named above as Individuals 

and 

UNITED STA TES OF AMERICA 

Defendants 

CML ACTION NO. 

VERIFIED COMPLAINT 

punuagt to: 

28 u.s.c. § 1331. and: 

Bivens v. Six Unknown N'PMfi 

Agents ofthe FetkraJ Bureau of 

Narcotics, 403 U.S. 338 0971} 

against the Individual Defendants 

and pursuant to the: 

FEDERAL TORT CLAIMS ACT 

against Defendant UNITED ST ATES 

JURY TRIAL DEMANDED 

1 
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PARTIES 

9. Pro-Se Plaintiff Boris Shuster is an individual incarcerated at FCl-Bastrop 

serving a sentence imposed by the U.S. District Court. This cause of action does not 

challenge the length or legality of that sentence nor does it challenge the present conditions of 

confinement at FCI-Bastrop. 

10. Defendant Dr. Robert Cabanas, D.D.S. was the Dentist at FCI Fort Dix at all 

times during the incidents alleged in this Verified Complaint and is named in his individual 

capacity. 

11. Defendant Dr. Abigail Lopez de Lasalle, M.D. was the Medical Coordinator of 

FCI Fort Dix at all times during the incidents alleged in this Verified Complaint with prior 

knowledge of my medical problems, the reason for my hospital and for the medically 

necessary fol1ow-up treatment that required I be housed in a sterile area and with the authority 

to order this medically necessary treatment and allowed a policy to be in place that allowed 

Defendant Kenneth Pernell to remove me from that sterile environment in contradiction to a 

documented medical necessity and placed me in the SHU and then failed to properly train and 

supervise Defendant Kenneth Pemel1 allowing this policy to continue and was at all times 

during the events alleged in this Amended Verified Complaint and is named in her individual 

capacity. 

5 
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12. Defendant Ibe Chigozie was a Physician's Assistant ("C" designation) at FCI 

Fort Dix at all times during the events alleged in this Verified Complaint. 

13. Defendant Kenneth Pernell was a Lieutenant at FCI Fort Dix at all times 

during the events alleged in this Verified Complaint and is named in his individual capacity. 

14. Defendant Does# 1 to# 10, whose names are unknown to the Pro-Se Plaintiff 

at this time were at all times employees of the United States of America and assigned to FCI 

Fort Dix during the events alleged in this Verified Complaint and are named in their 

individual capacities. 

15. The United States of America is named as a Defendant in this cause of action 

pursuant to the Federal Tort Claims Act. 

6 
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FILING AND DENIAL OF TORT CLAIM 

16. On May 191
h, 2010 the Federal Bureau of Prisons, Northeast Regional Office 

by way of letter addressed to me by Herny J. Sadowski, Regional Counsel acknowledged 

receipt of a properly filed Tort Claim against Defendant United States of America. The date 

received per this letter is April 51
\ 2010. The BOP ••officially" denied me relief under the 

Federal Tort Claims Act allegedly as of October 1st
, 2010. The 6-month period in which to 

file a civil action against Defendant United States therefore expires on April 1st
• 2011. As this 

cause of action is filed before that date, the Honorable Court has Subject Matter Jurisdiction 

to adjudicate this lawsuit. 

BACKGROUND 

17. On December 5th
, 2008 I reported to Sick Call1 at FCI Fort Dix were I was at 

that time incarcerated. The complaint was dental pain. X-Rays were taken and medication 

for pain relief prescribed. A prescription was ordered for antibiotics but was not filled. I was 

scheduled to return to Dental for a restoration procedure on December I 0th
, 2008. 

1 Sick Call is held on certain days whereby inmates may report at a specific time to the Medical Unit regarding 
medical problems that arc not regularly scheduled for treatment. Inmates may also report unusual incidents such 
as abnonnaJ pain, fever or other medical conditions needing immediate attention. 

7 
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18. On December 1 0th
, 2008 I returned to Dental for the scheduled restoration 

procedure. During the procedure instruments were used by Defendant Cabanas that are 

alleged to not have been properly sterilized. After I returned to my housing unit, the Unit 

Officer had to call the Medical Unit to infonn them that I was suffering from severe post 

operative pain. 

19. On December 1 2th
• 2008 I reported to Dental regarding the severe post 

operative pain I was still suffering from. Defendant Cabanas told me to return to my housing 

unit as he was unable to see me because he "had to go to a funeral." After leaving FCI Fort 

Dix Defendant Cabanas called into the Phannacy (as per my BOP medical records) and 

extended the post operative pain medication for 5-days. 

20. On December 16m, 2008 I again reported to Sick Call. At this time the pain 

was the highest it could be - level IO. My jaw was throbbing and had swollen. I was given 

an injection, additional pain medication and the December 5m, 2008 prescription for 

antibiotics was finally filled. 

21. On December Ii\ 2008 I returned to medical with difficulty breathing. The 

swelling in my jaw was expanding towards my airway. I was rushed to an outside hospital 

Emergency Room and admitted to the hospital. 

8 
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22. On December 19th
, 2008 (per my BOP medica1 records) Defendant Cabanas 

ca1led the hospital for an update. The Defendant was told my condition was related to the 

dental procedure performed on December 101
h, 2008. 

23. On December 22nd
, 20081 was taken from the hospital to an Oral Surgeon's 

office to have 2 teeth extracted because of the resulting infection from the dental procedure 

performed by Defendant Cabanas on December 10th
, 2008. After the procedure I was 

returned to the hospital. 

24. Sometime between December 22nd
, 2008 and December 23rd

, 2008, Defendant 

Cabanas falsified my BOP medical records by entering that I had "an abscess drained" 

unrelated to the infection that resulted from the procedure the Defendant performed on 

December 10th
, 2008. Correspondence with the doctors at the hospital confirmed that I never 

had an abscess and the only procedure performed on December 22nd
, 2008 was the extraction 

of 2 teeth directly related to the infection resulting from the dental procedure performed by 

Defendant Cabanas. 

25. On December 241
h, 2008 Defendant Cabanas called the hospital for an update. 

The Defendant was informed that I could still not eat solid foods and that even taking liquids 

was difficult because of the swelling in my mouth. 

26. On December 30th
, 2008 Defendant Cabanas called the hospital for an update. 

The Defendant was informed that I was still on intravenous antibiotics. 

9 
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27. On December 31 st
, 2008 Defendant Cabanas wrote a memorandwn to the 

hospital to try and force an early discharge. The memorandum stated "Patient to be on 

antibiotics for 24 days. Our Clinical Director is networking with custody to arrange Staff 

coverage so that the patient can be returned to the Institution and remain on I. V. Antibiotics 

for 24 days as recommended by Saint Francis Hospital Infectious Disease Physician." 

28. On January 2nd
, 2009 Defendant Lopez de Lasalle made her first inquiry as to 

my condition and why I was still being hospitalized. 

29. On January 5th
, 2009 I was discharged from the hospital and retuned to FCI 

Fort Dix. I was seen by Defendant Cabanas and Defendant Lopez de Lasalle. I was informed 

that I needed an additional 19 days of I. V. antibiotic treatment and would be housed in the 

"observatory room" for those 19 days. When asked why I could not be returned to the general 

population Defendant Lopez de Lasalle stated that the I. V. line had to be sanitary at all times, 

and the "observatory room" was the only place the necessary sanitary conditions could be 

assured. I spent the night in the "observatory room" with an officer stationed there 

exclusively for me as there was no medical staff on duty from IO PM to 6 AM the following 

morning. 

30 . On January 6th
, 2009 Defendant Pernell ordered that I be moved out of the 

.. observatory room" and be placed into a disciplinary cell in the SHU. The cell was dirty, a 

constant dust cloud blew into the cell from the vents and it stank of dried urine. AIi of the 

10 
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officers who were working in the SHU told me that they had never seen an inmate with an 

I. V. line held in such conditions. I started writing the first of what would become numerous 

.. cop-outs"
2 

to Defendant Lopez de Lasalle (as the officers infonned me that she was the only 

person who could have be sent back to the observatory room) and gave the cop-outs to the 

doctors and physician's assistants during their twice daily rounds for delivery to the 

Defendant. The Defendant never responded to any of them. 

31. On January 8th, 2009 I complained to Nurse Christine Barton during her rounds 

of headaches and vomiting. I also complained that I could not eat the solid food they were 

providing me in the SHU because in the hospital I was stil1 on a liquid diet. I would later 

learn ( from requesting a copy of my BOP medical records) that Defendant lbe Chigozie wrote 

that since "Inmate is a Dental Case. Morphine3 is not indicated. There are other meds that we 

can give for severe pain." However, no medications were ever prescribed. 

32. On January 9lh, 2009 Defendant Cabanas was informed of my continued 

difficulty in eating solid foods. Defendant Cabanas said that he would discuss this situation 

with Defendant Lopez de Lasalle. No action was taken by either Defendant. 

33. On January IOlh, 2009 I renewed my complaints of nausea and difficulty eating 

solid foods. No action was taken by the medical staff. 

2 A "cop-out" is a term for an "[nmate Request to Staff" memorandum. rt is written request regarding a problem 
requiring Staff intervention. It may be used to address medical problems when sick-call slips are not available. 

l While in lhe hospital Morphine was prescribed for my pain which gave me some relief. 

11 
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34. On January 11 th
, 2009 I renewed my complaint of nausea. No action was taken 

by the medical staff. 

35. On January 13th
, 2009 my I.V. line was deaned by the medical staff for the 

first time since my return from the hospital on January 51
\ 2009. A liquid nutritional 

supplement was finally prescribed for the next 7 days (2 cans twice per day). 

36. On February 5th
, 2009 I complained of severe stomach cramps. The diagnosis 

was that the I.V. antibiotics had eaten away my entire stomach lining. 

37. On June 8th, 2009 I was taken to the outside Oral Surgeon for a follow up 

examination for continuing jaw pain every time I chewed my food or simply yawned. I was 

infonned that I would reqwre years of rehabilitation because of the previous infection caused 

by Defendant Cabanas. After the examination I was fitted for a night retainer to help partially 

alleviate the pain but was never provided the appliance. 

12 
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COUNTI 

DELIBERATE INDIFFERENCE BY THE NAMED DEFENDANTS 

38, The Pro-Se Plaintiff incorporates by reference paragraphs # 1 through # 4 and 

# 7 through# 38 as if restated here in their entirety. 

Defendap.t Cabanas: 

39. On December 5th, 2008 I was seen by Defendant Cabanas pursuant to my 

attending sick-call. Clinical observation showed that restoration dental work was medically 

required. The work was scheduled for December 10th
, 2008. Prescriptions were ordered to 

alleviate the pain and for antibiotics to combat a perceived (and/or diagnosed) infection. The 

antibiotic prescription was not filled. The Defendant failed to follow up and insure that the 

antibiotic treatment had begun thereby showing the Defendant's deliberate indifference to my 

condition and the proper and correct treatment thereof. 

40. On December 10th
, 2008 Defendant Cabanas performed the medically 

necessary restoration dental work. However the Defendant never verified that prescribed 

antibiotic treatment ordered on December 5th
, 2008 was ever begun. This performance of the 

medically necessary restoration dental work without verification of prior antibiotic treatment 

is outside the scope of usual and customary treatment and can lead to additional infections or 

worse. This constitutes deliberate indifference to my medical requirements. 

13 
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41. Based on information and belief the Dental Unit at FCI Fon Dix ••employs" 

several inmates as .. Dental Assistants." These inmates are responsible for steri1izing the 

instruments used by Defendant Cabanas. Based on information and belief, Defendant 

Cabanas does not always supervise these inmates nor does the Defendant insure that all 

sterilization procedures are followed. This constitutes that Defendant Cabanas is deliberately 

indifferent to operating in a medically necessary sterile environment with properly sterilized 

dental instruments and was deliberately indifferent to my medical needs. 

42. . On December 12th
, 2008 Defendant Cabanas demonstrated his deliberate 

indifference to my post-operative problems by not seeing me on an emergency basis because 

the Defendant had .. to go to a funeral." Although the Defendant did later call in an extension 

of the pain medication, the undiagnosed infection was not treated. 

43. On December 22nd 2008 or December 23rd 2008 Defendant Cabanas tried to 

cover-up his previous deliberate indifference by falsifying my BOP medical records to 

indicate that I had "an abscess drained" while in the hospital. Hospital records prove 

otherwise. 

44. On or about December 31 st
, 2008, Defendant Cabanas, in a conspiracy with 

other Defendant Does (names unknown at this time) issue a memorandum to the hospital that 

tried to coerce the hospital to release me back to FCI Fort Dix by falsely claiming that I could 

be kept in a sterile environment while on extended I. V. antibiotic treatment knowing that this 

14 
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information regarding the sterile environment was false and all the Defendants involved were 

deliberately indifferent to my very serious medical condition. 

45. From January 6 th
• 2009 through my release from the SHU after completion of 

the I.V. antibiotic treatment I sent numerous cop-outs to Defendant Cabanas complaining of 

the Wl58Ilitary conditions I was being kept in. The Defendant constantly and consistently 

demonstrated his deliberate indifference to my serious medical needs by not removing me 

from the unsterile environment. Tue Defendant conspired with Defendant Lopez de Lasalle, 

Defendant Pernell and other Defendant Does allegedly because of custody staffing shortages 

and not for any medical reasons. 

Defepdagt Abigail Lopez de Lyalle: 

46. From January 6th
, 2009 through my release from the SHU after completion of 

the I.V. antibiotic treatment I sent numerous cop-outs to Defendant Lopez de Lasalle 

complaining of the unsanitary conditions I was being kept in. Tue Defendant constantly and 

consistently demonstrated her deliberate indifference to my serious medical needs by not 

removing me from the unsterile environment. The Defendant conspired with Defendant 

Cabanas, Defendant Pernell and other Defendant Does altegedly because of custody staffing 

shortages and not for any medical reasons. 

15 
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Defendant Kenpetll Pernell: 

47. On January 6m, 2009, Defendant Pernell in complete disregard to the medicaJ 

necessity of keeping the I.V. antibiotic line in a sterile deliberately. knowingly, without any 

medicaJ knowledge or training and in complete deliberate indifference to my medical needs 

transferred me out of the sterile environment of the observatory room and placed me into the 

unsterile environment of the SHU. It is aJleged that this was not done for medicaJ reasons but 

for monetary reasons on not having to place an individual officer with me every night while I 

was on I.V. antibiotic treabnent. 

Defendant lbe Chigozje: 

48. On January 8th
, 2009 in response to my complaints of continued post-operative 

pain, Defendant Chigozie took it upon himself to deny me necessary pain management 

medication because in the Defendant's own writing I was «a dental case ..... This is prima 

facie evidence of the Defendant deliberate indifference to my serious medical needs. 

COUNT II 

DENIAL OF ACCESS TO A MEDICALLY NECESSARY STERILE ENVIRONMENT 

Defepd1ot Cabany: 

49. The Pro-Se Plaintiff incorporates by reference paragraphs# I through# 4: # 7 

through# 38 and# 39 through# 45 as if restated here in their entirety. 

16 
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50. As demonstrated above, Defendant Cabanas had full knowledge of the serious 

dental problems I was suffering from at FCI Fort Dix and the need to keep the I.V. antibiotic 

line in a sterile environment and also knew of the custody "staffing shortages" and .. lack of 

resources" at FCI Fort Dix and has used these non medical reasons as an excuse to keep me in 

the SHU and deliberately place my life in danger by keeping me in an unsterile environment. 

lltls constitutes deliberate indifference and medical malpractice on the part of the Defendant. 

Defeadant Lopez de Lasalle: 

51. The Pro-Se Plaintiff incorporates by reference paragraphs # 1 through # 4: # 7 

through# 38 and# 46 as if restated here in their entirety. 

52. As demonstrated above, Defendant Lopez de Lasalle had full knowledge of the 

serious dental problems I was suffering from at FCI Fort Dix and the need to keep the I.V. 

antibiotic line in a sterile environment and also knew of the custody "staffing shortages" and 

"lack of resources" at FCI Fort Dix and has used these non medical reasons as an excuse to 

keep me in the SHU and deliberately place my life in danger by keeping me in an unsterile 

environment. This constitutes deliberate indifference and medical malpractice on the part of 

the Defendant. 

Ddendgt Peroell: 

53. The Pro-Se Plaintiff incorporates by reference paragraphs # I through# 4: # 7 

through# 38 and# 47 as if restated here in their entirety. 

17 
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54. As demonstrated above, Defendant Pernell had full knowledge of the serious 

dent.al problems I was suffering from at FCI Fort Dix and the need to keep the I.V. antibiotic 

line in a sterile environment and also knew of the custody "staffing shortages" and "lack of 

resources" at FCI Fort Dix and has used these non medical reasons as an excuse to keep me in 

the SHU and deliberately place my life in danger by keeping me in an unsterile environment. 

This constitutes deliberate indifference and medical malpractice by an unlicensed medical 

practitioner on the part of the Defendant. 

COUNT III 

MEDICAL MALPRACTICE ON THE PART OF UNITED STA TES EMPLOYEES 
PURSUANT TO THE FEDERAL TORT CLAIMS ACT 

55. 'The Pro-Se Plaintiff incorporates by reference paragraphs# 1 through# 54 as 

if restated here in their entirety. 

56. As demonstrated by the above paragraphs, Defendant United St.ates' 

employees committed acts that constitute medical malpractice, deliberate indifference and 

cruel and unusual punishment. 

18 
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RELIEF REQUESTED 

57. It is respectfully prayed of this Honorable Court that I be awarded monetary 

damages against all of the Named Defendants as individua1s for the Defendants' actions that 

amounted to deliberate indifference to my serious medically necessary dental problems in an 

amount that the Honorable Court deems to be fair and just. 

58. It is respectfully prayed of this Honorable Court that I be awarded monetary 

damages against all of the Named Defendants as individuals for the Defendants' actions that 

amounted to medical malpractice, denial of proper and medically necessary dental treatment 

and cruel and unusual punishment in an amount that the Honorable Court deems to be fair and 

just. 

59. It is respectfully prayed of this Honorable Court that I be awarded the amount 

of$250,000.00 against Defendant United States pursuant to the actions of the Defendant's 

employees as stated above and as claimed in the denied Tort claim filed pursuant to the 

Federal Tort Claims Act with the Federal Bureau of Prisons. 

92. It is respectfully prayed of this Honorable Court that I be awarded any other 

relief that the Honorable Court deems to be fair and just and in the interest of justice. 

19 
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VERIFICATION 

I, Boris Shuster hereby affirm under the penalty of perjury pursuant to 28 

U.S.C. § 1746 that the statements contained in this Amended Verified Complaint are true, of 

my own personal knowledge, except for those statements that are allegations, and as for those 

statements, which are based upon information and belief, I believe them to be true. 

Dated: 

20 

Respectfully submitted: 

Boris Shuster 
Register Number 71065-053 
FCI - Bastrop 
P.O. Box 730 
Bastrop, TX 78602 
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NOT FOR PUBLICATION [Dkt. No. 36] 

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF NEW JERSEY 

CAMDEN VICINAGE 

BORIS SHUSTER, 

Plaintiff, 

v. 

DR. ROBERT CABANAS, DR. ABIGAIL 
LOPEZ DE LASALLE,IBE CHIGOZIE, 
P.A., LIEUTENANT KENNETH PERNELL, 
and UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 

Defendants. 

Appearances: 

Charles P. Montgomery 
Earp Cohn P.C. 
20 Brace Road, 4Lh Floor 
Cherry Hill, NJ 08034 

Attorneys for the Plaintiff 

Colette R. Buchanan 
Office of the United States Attorney 
970 Broad Street, Suite 700 
Newark, NJ 07102 

Attorneys for Defendants 

Bumb, UNITED STATES DISTRICT JUDGE: 

Civil Action No. 
11-1764(RMB/JS} 

OPINION 

Plaintiff Boris Shuster (~Plaintiff") brings this suit 

against individual defendants Dr. Robert Cabanas (nCabanas"}, 

Dr. Abigail Lopez de LaSalle ("LaSalle"), Ibe Chigozie ("Ibe"), 

P.A., and Lieutenant Kenneth Pernell (~Pernell") (collectively, 

the nindividual Defendants"} and the United States of America 
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(collectively, the "Defendants"). Defendants have moved to 

dismiss the claims and, in the alternative, summary judgment. 

For the reasons that follow, the Defendants' motion is GRANTED 

in part and DENIED in part. 

I. Background 

A. Factual 

Plaintiff is a former inmate at the Federal Correctional 

Institution at Fort Dix, New Jersey ("FCI"). [Docket No. 2, 

First Amended Complaint ("FAC" or the "Complaint") at 'TI 18]. 

On December 5, 2008, Defendant Cabanas, a dentist and 

Captain in Public Health Services, performed a dental procedure 

to remedy the plaintiff's dental pain. Plaintiff alleges that 

Cabanas either: (1) failed to properly supervise the inmates who 

served as his assistants and were responsible for sterilizing 

his dental instruments; or (2) Cabanas was negligent in 

performing the actual operation. (FAC at 'TI'TI 19, 42). Plaintiff 

alleges that, as a consequence of the procedure, he experienced 

post-operative pain and swelling necessitating hospitalization 

on December 17, 2008. (FAC at 'TI'TI 21-22). There, the Plaintiff 

was diagnosed with an infection and had two teeth extracted. 

(FAC at 'TI 23) . 

Plaintiff was discharged from the hospital and returned to 

FCI on January 5, 2009. [FAC at 'TI 30]. LaSalle, the medical 

coordinator of FCI, recommended that Plaintiff be housed in 

2 
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sanitary conditions and treated for 19 days with intravenous 

antibiotic. (FAC at circir 29-30). According to LaSalle, the 

observatory room was the "only place the necessary sanitary 

conditions could be assured" and LaSalle ordered that Plaintiff 

be held in the observatory room. (FAC at ciI 30). LaSalle's 

directive was followed and Plaintiff was placed in the 

observatory room. (FAC at cir 30). However, after one night in 

the observatory room, Defendant Pernell, a Lieutenant at FCI, 

ordered the plaintiff moved to a disciplinary room in the 

Special Housing Unit ("SHU") . (FAC at cir 31) . Plaintiff alleges 

that this room was "dirty," that "a constant dust cloud blew 

into the cell from the vents" and that "it stank of dried 

urine." (FAC at cir 31). Although the Plaintiff petitioned 

Defendant LaSalle for relocation back to the observatory room, 

he received no response and continued to be lodged in the SHU. 

( FAC at cir 31 . ) 

Plaintiff experienced headaches and vomiting during his 

confinement and also appears to have requested morphine from 

Defendant Ibe, a physician assistant, to assist in pain 

management. (FAC at circir 32, 49). While the Plaintiff continued 

to complain of nausea and difficulty eating, the medical staff 

took no action. (FAc at circir 34-35). In the interim, the 

Plaintiff alleges that his i.v. was not cleaned until January 

13, 2009, roughly two weeks from the moment of his discharge. 

3 
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(FAC at i 36). On February 5, 2009, the medical staff discovered 

that the i.v. antibiotics had eaten at his stomach lining. (FAC 

at i 37). And, on June 8th, 2009, the Plaintiff was examined by 

an oral surgeon as a follow up for his infection and it was 

determined that the Plaintiff would require years of 

rehabilitation. (FAC at i 38). 

B. Procedural 

On April 5, 2010, the Plaintiff filed a claims notice under 

the Federal Tort Claims Act with the Federal Bureau of Prisons 

("BOP"). [Docket No. 43]. In the notice, Plaintiff alleged 

that: (1) he had suffered physical injuries as a result of 

"deprivation of medical care, negligence, mal-practice, and 

deliberate indifference to [his] medical needs under the 

Federal Tort Claims Act"; (2} LaSalle was deliberately 

indifferent to his medical needs; (3) he complained of pain to 

Ibe of pain, but his complaint was ignored; (4) he was moved, by 

Pernell, to SHU despite the fact that he was supposed to remain 

in the observatory because it was a clean and sterile 

environment; ( 5) . Id. On October 1, 2010, Regional Counsel for 

BOP denied Plaintiff's tort claim and indicated that Plaintiff 

was free to pursue his claim in federal district court. 

Plaintiff subsequently filed this action. 

In this action, Plaintiff's alleges that: (1) the 

Individual Defendants violated Plaintiff's Eight Amendments 

4 
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rights by exercising deliberate indifference to Plaintiff's 

serious medical needs and are liable under Bivens v. Six Unknown 

Fed. Narcotics Agents, 403 U.S. 388 (1971); and (2) that the 

United States is liable for medical malpractice under the 

Federal Tort Claims Act. Defendants have moved to dismiss under 

Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 12 (b) ( 6) and, in the 

alternative, for summary judgment. Defendants submitted 

extrinsic evidence in support of their motion. 

II. Standard 

Defendants moved for dismissal under Federal Rules of Civil 

Procedure 12 (b} (1) and 12 (b) (6) and, in the alternative, for 

summary judgment. Because Defendants submitted evidence in 

support of their motion, and that evidence was extrinsic to 

Plaintiff's Complaint, this Court must treat Plaintiff's motion 

for summary judgment if it is to consider any of the extrinsic 

evidence. See Fed. R. Civ. Pro. 12 (d} (stating "if on a motion 

under Rule 12(b) (6) or 12(c}, matters outside the pleadings are 

presented to and not excluded by the court, the motion must be 

treated as one for summary judgment."}; Johnson v. N.J. Dep't of 

Corr., 2013 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 64853 (D.N.J May 7, 2013) (citing 

Reyes v. Sobina, 333 F. App'x 661, 662 n.1 (3d Cir. 2009)). This 

Court can, and will, do so here because Plaintiff was on notice 

that this Court could treat Defendants' motion as one for 

summary judgment, given the Defendants' submission of outside 

5 
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materials and their invitation to treat their motion as one for 

summary judgment. Latham v. United States, 306 F. App'x 716, 

718 (3d Cir. 2009) (holding that court may do so, so long as the 

Plaintiff had sufficient notice that this Court could treat 

Defendants' motion as one for summary judgment). 

Summary judgment is appropriate only if the record shows 

that ~there is no genuine issue as to any material fact and that 

the movant is entitled to judgment as a matter of law." Fed. R. 

Civ. Pro. 56(c); Celotex Corp. v. Catrett, 477 U.S. 317, 322 

(1986). A dispute is genuine if ~the evidence is such that a 

reasonable jury could return a verdict for the non-moving 

party." See Anderson v. Liberty Lobby, Inc., 477 U.S. 242, 248 

(1986). In evaluating the evidence, the Court must view the 

inferences to be drawn in the light most favorable to the 

nonmoving party. Curley v. Klem, 298 F. 3d 271, 276-77 (3d Cir. 

2002). However, the non-moving party must "go beyond the 

pleadings and by her own affidavits, or by the depositions, 

answers to interrogatories, and admissions on file, designate 

specific facts showing that there is a genuine issue for trial." 

Celotex Corp., 477 U.S. at 324. 

III. Discussion 

Defendants have moved for dismissal of all of Plaintiffs' 

claims. The Court first addresses the claims against the 

6 
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Individual Defendants. 

United States. 

It then addresses the claim against the 

A. Claims Against The Individual Defendants 

Defendants argue that all of the claims against the 

Individual Defendants must be dismissed for failure to exhaust 

administrative remedies and on other grounds. Because this 

Court agrees that Plaintiff's failure to exhaust administrative 

remedies bars these claims, it only addresses Plaintiff's 

failure to exhaust and does not address Defendants' other 

grounds for dismissal. 

Under the Prison Litigation Reform Act, inmates are 

required to exhaust their administrative remedies for all suits 

based on prison life, including Bivens suits. Perez v. Turner, 

2013 WL 3216147, at *7 (D.N.J. June 25, 2013). Exhaustion of 

administrative remedies requires the completion of a four step 

process: (1) an inmate must first attempt to informally resolve 

his claim; (2) if dissatisfied, he must then file a written 

request to the warden within 20 days of the event at issue; (3) 

if dissatisfied with the warden's response, he must then appeal 

his complaint to the Regional Director of the Bureau of Prisons 

within 20 days of the warden's response; and (4) if dissatisfied 

with the Regional Director's response, he must then appeal to 

the BOP's General Counsel within 30 days of the response. 

Paulino-Duarte v. U.S., No. 11-1764, 2003 WL 22533401, at *3 

7 
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(S.D.N.Y. Nov. 7, 2003); 28 C.F.R. §§ 542.13, 542.14, 542.15. 

Extensions of time are permitted where the inmate demonstrates a 

valid reason for delay. 28 C.F.R. §§ 542.14 and 542.15. 

Here, Defendants argue, and Plaintiff does not dispute, 

that Plaintiff failed to follow the required administrative 

procedure. Plaintiff instead argues that: (1) he substantially 

complied with the administrative procedure; (2) his lack of 

compliance should be excused because, for a portion of the 

period at issue, until he was released from SHU, he was 

physically unable to avail himself of his administrative 

remedies; and (3) his lack of compliance should be excused 

because he erroneously believed, based on the BOP's denial 

notice's direction that he could pursue an action in federal 

district court, that he had exhausted his administrative 

remedies. With respect to Plaintiff's first argument, while 

"compliance with the administrative remedy scheme will be 

satisfactory if it is substantialn Plaintiff's compliance was 

not substantial. Nyhuis v. Reno, 204 F.3d 65, 77-78 (3d Cir. 

2000). Plaintiff failed to avail himself of the second and 

fourth steps in the exhaustion process. While courts have 

relaxed the administrative exhaustion requirement where the 

merits were "fully examinedn by the "ultimate administrative 

authority,n Plaintiff's claims never reached the BOP's General 

Counsel's Office, the ultimate authority in the administrative 

8 
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process. See Camp v. Brennan, 219 F.3d 279, 281 (3d Cir. 

2 0 0 0) ( only excusing failure to administratively exhaust where 

allegations had been fully examined by "ultimate administrative 

authority"). Instead, Plaintiff's sole administrative effort 

was his filing of the FICA notice, which was fielded by the 

BOP's Regional Counsel. That notice is insufficient to 

establish administrative exhaustion of a Bivens claim. Thrower 

v. United States, No. 12-4386, 2013 WL 2392823, at *2 n.3 (3d 

Cir. 2013) ( finding that submission of FICA claim, and response 

by Regional Counsel, was insufficient to satisfy administrative 

exhaustion requirement on Bivens claim}. With respect to 

Plaintiff's second argument, courts will excuse compliance where 

inmates are rendered "unavailable" due to physical incapacity. 

See Barrick v. PrisonHealth Systems/Medical, 335 F. App'x 153, 

155 (3d Cir. 2009). However, Plaintiff has failed to 

demonstrate why his alleged physical incapacity, which was 

limited in duration, should excuse his failure to follow the 

administrative process, given the regulations' accommodation for 

delay for "valid reason." With respect to Plaintiff's third 

argument, while courts will excuse a failure to exhaust if 

"special circumstances justify the prisoner's failure to 

comply with administrative procedural requirements," no such 

special circumstances are present here. Dicks v. Chow, 382 F. 

App'x 28, 31 (2d Cir. 2010). Plaintiff does not explain why he 

9 
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failed to attempt to avail himself of administrative remedies in 

the period after his alleged physical incapacity had ended, but 

before he received the notice from the Regional Counsel that 

allegedly led him astray. Plaintiff does not contend that he 

was unaware of the proper administrative process. 

Accordingly, Plaintiff's Bivens claims are DISMISSED based 

on Plaintiff's failure to exhaust his administrative remedies. 

B. Medical Malpractice Claim 

Defendants raise two arguments for dismissal of Plaintiff's 

medical malpractice claim. First, Defendants argue that 

Plaintiff has partially failed to exhaust this claim. Second, 

Defendants argue that Plaintiff has failed to establish the 

elements of a medical malpractice claim. The Court addresses 

each argument in turn. 

1. Exhaustion 

Claims under the FTCA, like Plaintiff's Bivens claims must 

be administratively exhausted prior to suit. Miller v. United 

States, No. 12-2745, 2013 WL 1397163, at *1 (3d Cir. Apr. 8, 

2013). A plaintiff may do so by presenting his claim to the 

appropriate federal agency and receiving a final denial in 

writing. Id. Notice is sufficient if the claimant gives the 

agency "written notice of his or her claim sufficient to enable 

the agency to investigate" and "places a value on his or her 

claim." Roma v. United States, 344 F.3d 352, 362-63 (3d Cir. 

IO 
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2003). Plaintiffs may not, however, present ~one claim to the 

agency and then maintain suit on the basis of a different set of 

facts.n Id. at 362. 

Here, Defendants do not dispute that Plaintiff followed the 

proper procedure by submitting a written notice to the Regional 

Counsel. Rather, they argue that Plaintiff failed to provide 

notice of his complaints of nausea, inability to eat, stomach 

cramps, or damage to Plaintiff's stomach lining. They argue 

that, as a result, to the extent Plaintiff's claims are premised 

on these stomach-related issues, Plaintiff failed to exhaust 

these claims. While it is true that Plaintiff failed to detail 

these issues, Plaintiff's submission plainly described the 

alleged medical negligence that is purportedly at the root of 

these ailments. As such, Plaintiff put Defendants on notice of 

his claims sufficient to enable agency investigation of them. 

Accordingly, Defendants' motion for summary judgment on this 

basis is DENIED. 

2. Medical Malpractice Elements 

In suits under the FICA, courts apply the substantive law 

of the state where the acts or omissions occurred. See Richards 

v. United States, 369 U.S. 1, 6 (1962); Ciccarone v. United 

States, 486 F. 2d 253, 257 (3d Cir. 1973); McLoyd v. United 

States, 2006 WL 2135837 (D. N. J. July 27, 2006) . Because the 

alleged malpractice here occurred at FCI-Fort Dix in New Jersey, 

11 
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New Jersey malpractice law governs. New Jersey law requires a 

malpractice claim plaintiff to show that: 

1) a duty of care existed; 

2) the Defendant breached that duty; 

3) that breached caused his or her injures; and 

4) that he or she suffered damages. 

Natale v. Camden Correctional Facility, 318 F. 3d 575, 579 (3d 

Cir. 2003). 

Defendants argue that Plaintiff failed to offer evidence of 

medical negligence and failed to offer evidence that he suffered 

an injury caused by that negligence, as required to establish 

medical malpractice under New Jersey law. In support of this 

argument, Defendants cite to medical records and a declaration 

from LaSalle questioning the cause, severity, and even the 

existence of some of Plaintiff's claimed injuries. See Brief in 

Support of Summary Judgment at pg. 27 (citing to LaSalle Deel.). 

Plaintiff argues that summary judgment should be denied because 

no discovery has been completed and he therefore has not had the 

opportunity to investigate the medical documents, retain his own 

medical expert, and depose the medical experts. 1 

Under Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 56(d), a party 

opposing summary judgment on the basis that additional discovery 

Plaintiff will also be required to timely submit an affidavit of merit. 
Olivares v. United St.at.es, 447 F. App'x 347, 353 {3d Cir.. 
2011) (requiring affidavit of merit for FTCA medical malpractice claim). 

12 
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is warranted must "show by affidavit or declaration that . 

it cannot present facts essential to justify its opposition" and 

"indicate to the district court its need for discovery, what 

material facts it hopes to uncover and why it has not previously 

discovered the information.u Abulkhair v. Citibank & Associates, 

434 F. App'x 58, 61-62 (3d Cir. 2011); Fed. R. Civ. P. 56(d}. 

Here, Plaintiff has provided an affidavit indicating that 

he needs discovery to have the relevant medical records reviewed 

by a medical expert and the opportunity to depose the Individual 

Defendants. That discovery is: (1) necessary to enable 

Plaintiff to support his malpractice claim; and (2) largely 

unavailable to Plaintiff because key information is solely in 

the possession of the Defendants and Plaintiff has not had an 

opportunity to conduct any discovery. Accordingly, Plaintiff 

has satisfied the requirement that he demonstrate by affidavit 

or declaration that he cannot present facts essential to justify 

its opposition and summary judgment is not warranted at this 

time. Accordingly, Defendants' motion for summary judgment on 

this basis is DENIED. 

II. Conclusion 

For the foregoing reasons, Defendants' motion is GRANTED, 

in part, and DENIED, in part, as described above. 

s/Renee Marie Bumb 
RENEE MARIE BUMB 
UNITED STATES DISTRICT JUDGE 

13 
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Dated: July 19, 2013 
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NOT FOR PUBLICATION [Docket No. 68] 

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF NEW JERSEY 

CAMDEN VICINAGE 

BORIS SHUSTER, 

Plaintiff, 

v. 

DR. ROBERT CABANAS, DR. ABIGAIL 
LOPEZ DE LASALLE,IBE CHIGOZIE, 
P.A., LIEUTENANT KENNETH PERNELL, 
and UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 

Defendants. 

Appearances: 

Charles P. Montgomery 
Earp Cohn P.C. 
20 Brace Road, 4 th Floor 
Cherry Hill, NJ 08034 

Attorneys for the Plaintiff 

Colette R. Buchanan 
Office of the United States Attorney 
970 Broad Street, Suite 700 
Newark, NJ 07102 

Attorneys for Defendants 

BUMB, UNITED STATES DISTRICT JUDGE: 

I. Introduction 

Civil Action No. 
11-1764 (RMB/JS) 

OPINION 

This matter comes before the Court upon a motion by 

Defendant, the United States of America, for summary judgment 

(Docket No. 68). For the reasons set forth below, Defendant's 

motion will be denied. 

1 
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II. Factual and Procedural Background1 

Plaintiff, Boris Shuster, is a former inmate at the Federal 

Correctional Institution at Fort Dix, New Jersey ("FCin) 

(Def.' s R. 5 6. 1 at '3I 1} . The only remaining claim in this case 

alleges medical malpractice by the Defendant in the treatment of 

a dental problem Plaintiff experienced while imprisoned at FCI. 

(Id. at '312). All other Defendants and Plaintiff's other claims 

were dismissed by this Court on July 19, 2013 [Docket Nos. 52 

and 53]. 

Plaintiff's medical malpractice claim alleges negligence by 

Bureau of Prison health care providers in the performance of a 

dental procedure performed by Dr. Cabanas on December 10, 2008, 

and in the care Plaintiff received following that procedure. 

(Def.'s R. 56.1 at '3I 3). This claim is brought pursuant to the 

Federal Tort Claims Act, 28 U.S.C. §§ 346(b), 2671 et seq. (Id. 

at 4) . 

, Where there are significant factual disputes between the 
parties, the facts should be construed in favor of the non
moving party. See Kopec v. Tate, 361 F.3d 772, 775 (3d Cir. 
2004), cert. denied, 543 U.S. 956 (2004). That said, Plaintiff 
does not dispute the Defendant's submitted Local Rule 56.1 
statement and the Court relies on that submission as 
appropriate. See Local Civ. R. 56.1 "any material fact not 
disputed shall be deemed undisputed for purposes of the summary 
judgment motion.n To the extent that additional facts were 
required to resolve this motion, this Court has relied in 
Plaintiff's pleading. 

2 
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Plaintiff alleges that, as a consequence of the procedure, 

he experienced post-operative pain and swelling, but he was not 

seen for a follow-up appointment despite reporting "severe post-

operative pain" until hospitalization became necessary on 

December 17, 2008. (First Amended Complaint at <Jl<Jl 21-22). 

Plaintiff avers that Dr. Cabanas refused to see him despite his 

post-operative pain because "he had to go to a funeral." (Id. 

at <JI 20). Once hospitalized, the Plaintiff was diagnosed with 

an infection and had two teeth extracted. (Id. at <JI 2 3) . 

Plaintiff also alleges that he was provided a prescription for 

antibiotics on December 5, 2008 but that prescription was not 

filled until December 16th despite Plaintiff's complaints of 

pain and swelling. (Id. at 21) .2 

In a previous Opinion, Docket No. 52, this Court discussed 

Plaintiff's opposition to the Defendant's motion for summary 

judgment as to his medical negligence claim, and found that 

under Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 56(d), Plaintiff had 

properly indicated that he needed additional discovery to 

7 Plaintiff's First Amended Complaint also contains 
additional allegations of medical negligence - e.g., that 
instruments used for his dental procedure were not sterile, that 
he was not provided pain medication or a dental appliance to 
alleviate pain, and that intravenous antibiotics were improperly 
administered and had a deleterious effect on his stomach lining. 
(FAC at <Jl<Jl 19, 32, 36-38). From his opposition brief, however, 
Plaintiff appears to have abandoned these allegations and is 
pursuing only those allegations specifically discussed below. 
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properly oppose summary judgment. The Court also noted that 

Plaintiff "will also be required to timely submit an affidavit 

of merit." (Docket No. 52. At 12 n. 1) (citing Olivares v. 

United States, 447 F. App'x 347, 353 (3d Cir. 2011) (requiring 

affidavit of merit for FTCA medical malpractice claim)). 

The parties later agreed to provide Plaintiff with more 

time to obtain an affidavit of merit. (See Docket No. 63). It 

is undisputed that Plaintiff has not provided the affidavit of 

merit, and this failure forms the basis for Defendant's instant 

motion for summary judgment. 

III. Applicable Standard 

Summary judgment shall be granted if "the movant shows that 

there is no genuine dispute as to any material fact and the 

movant is entitled to judgment as a matter of law." Fed. R. 

Civ. P. 56(a). A fact is "material" if it will "affect the 

outcome of the suit under the governing law . ." Anderson v. 

Liberty Lobby, Inc., 477 U.S. 242, 248 (1986). A dispute is 

"genuine" if it could lead a "reasonable jury [to] return a 

verdict for the nonmoving party." Id. When deciding the 

existence of a genuine dispute of material fact, a court's role 

is not to weigh the evidence; all reasonable "inferences, 

doubts, and issues of credibility should be resolved against the 

moving party." Meyer v. Riegel Prods. Corp., 720 F.2d 303, 307 

4 
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n.2 (3d Cir. 1983). However, a mere "scintilla of evidence,n 

without more, will not give rise to a genuine dispute for trial. 

Anderson, 477 U.S. at 252. Further, a court does not have to 

adopt the version of facts asserted by the nonmoving party if 

those facts are "utterly discredited by the record [so] that no 

reasonable juryn could believe them. Scott v. Harris, 550 U.S. 

373, 380 (2007). In the face of such evidence, summary judgment 

is still appropriate "where the record . could not lead a 

rational trier of fact to find for the nonmoving party H 

Matsushita Elec. Indus. Co. v. Zenith Radio Corp., 475 U.S. 574, 

587 (1986). 

IV. Analysis 

As stated above, it is undisputed that Plaintiff has failed 

to provide an affidavit of merit with respect to his medical 

negligence claim. Typically, as pointed out by Defendant, this 

failure could result in a dismissal of Plaintiff's medical 

malpractice claims. See Olivares, 447 F. App'x at 353 ("In New 

Jersey, allegations of medical malpractice require, with few 

exceptions, the submission of an affidavit of merit as a 

precondition to filing suit. Failure to so file "shall be deemed 

a failure to state a cause of action.") (citing N. J. Stat. Ann. 

§ 2A:53A-27 through 29). 

5 
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There are, however, exceptions to this general rule, as 

noted by the Olivares court. Here, Plaintiff asserts that an 

affidavit of merit is not necessary because Plaintiff's 

allegations that he was not examined for six days following the 

procedure and that the prescribed post-operative antibiotics 

were not properly administered fall within the "common 

knowledge" exception to the affidavit of merit rule. 3 

Per the common knowledge exception, "[w]here . . common 

knowledge makes apparent a claim's merit, an expert's affidavit 

is unnecessary." Natale v. Camden County Correctional Facility, 

318 F.3d 575, 580 (3d Cir. 2003). "The common knowledge 

exception only applies where jurors common knowledge suffices to 

enable [the jurors], using ordinary understanding and 

experience, to determine a defendant's negligence without the 

benefit of the specialized knowledge of experts." Fontanez v. 

United States of America et al., No. 11-2573, 2014 U.S. Dist. 

LEXIS 75831, at *10 (D.N.J. May 30, 2014) (internal quotations 

and citations omitted). Plaintiff contends that it is widely 

known that prompt follow-up care is necessary where there are 

3 Based on Plaintiff's representations in his brief, this 
Court finds that he has abandoned his other allegations, which 
would require the filing of an affidavit of merit, as the common 
knowledge exception is not asserted by Plaintiff to apply to 
said allegations of medical negligence. 

6 
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complaints of post-operative pain and that failure to administer 

antibiotics constitutes an error. 

In reply, the Defendant argues that the common knowledge 

exception should only be applied in "exceptionally obvious cases 

of medical malpractice." (Doc. No. 71 at 2). Defendant further 

argues that Plaintiff's allegations" that Dr. Cabanas failed 

to examine plaintiff for six days following a dental procedure 

and that he failed to ensure that plaintiff was administered the 

prescribed antibiotics - are not analogous to the situations in 

which the courts have applied the common knowledge exception." 

Id. at 2. 

This Court disagrees. In this case, a reasonable jury 

could conclude that Defendant was negligent absent expert 

testimony. Other courts have held that the common knowledge 

exception applies based upon similar allegations. 

See e.g., Jackson v. Fauver, 334 F. Supp. 2d 697, 743 (D.N.J. 

2004} (applying the common knowledge exception where plaintiffs 

complained, inter alia, that they were not provided with 

prescribed medications in a timely fashion); Grimes v. 

Correctional Medical Servs., No. 08-567, 2010 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 

10536, at *11-13 (D.N.J. Feb. 8, 2010) (finding that failure to 

provide plaintiffs with medications prescribed by their doctors 

"falls into the common knowledge exception to the affidavit of 

merit requirement, and summary judgment cannot be granted. 

7 
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."); Hernandez v. Cullison, No. 05-3038, 2006 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 

45505, at *50 n. 9 (D. N. J. June 26, 2006) ( finding allegations 

that recommended surgical treatment was improperly delayed 

required no affidavit of merit and allowing plaintiff's medical 

malpractice claim to proceed). 

Because the threshold merit of Plaintiffs allegations, as 

now specifically limited by Plaintiff to the failure to properly 

administer a prescription and failure to provide a prompt post-

operative follow-up, are readily apparent from a reading of the 

Plaintiff's First Amended Complaint, the common knowledge 

exception applies and Plaintiff's medical negligence claim may 

proceed.~ 

V. Conclusion 

For the reasons set forth above, this Court finds that 

Defendant's motion for summary judgment shall be denied. An 

appropriate Order will issue this date. 

Dated: September 10, 2014 

s/Renee Marie Bumb 
RENEE MARIE BUMB 
United States District Judge 

4 Like the Court in Hernandez, 2006 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 45505, 
at* 50 n. 9, this Court notes that "while the common knowledge 
doctrine relieves Plaintiff of his obligation to comply with the 
Affidavit of Merit Statute, it does not relieve him of the 
burden of proving his case at trial." 

8 



E'AUL J. FISHMAN 
United States Attorney 
By: J. ANDREW RUYMANN 
Assistant U.S. Attorney 
402 East State Street, Room 430 
Trenton, New Jersey 08608 
(609) 989-2190 
Attorney for Defendants 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
DISTRICT OF NEW JERSEY 

BORIS SHUSTER, 

Plaintiff, Hon. Renee Marie Bumb 

v. Civ. Action No. ll-1764(RMB) 

DR. ROBERT CABANAS, et al., 

Defendants. 

STIPULATION OF DISMISSAL 

It is hereby stipulated and agreed, by and between the attorneys 
for ~he parties, that the claims against the individual defendants 
and the United States that gave rise to the above-captioned action, 
with the exception of plaintiff's claim of negligence against the 
United States based on his assignment and placement in the Special 
Housing Unit at the Federal Correctional Institution in Fort Dix, 
New Jersey, during the period January 6, 2008, ta January 29, 2008, 
are hereby dismissed with prejudice and with each party bearing its 
own fees costs and expenses . 

. ffe! 
CHARLES 

PAU 
Uni ed States ~ttorney 
By: J. ANDREW RUYMANN 
Assistant U.S. Attorney 
Attorney for Defendants 

Dated: l:Z/3011::j 

Dated: 
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PAUL J. FISHMAN 
United States Attorney 
By: J. ANDREW RUYMANN 
Assistant U.S. Attorney 
402 Eas~ State Street, Room 430 
Trenton, New Jersey 0860B 
(609) 989-2190 
Attorney for Defendants 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
DISTRICT OF NEW JERSEY 

BORIS SHUSTER, 

Plaintiff, Hon. Renee Marie Bumb 

v. Civ. Action No. 11-1764 (RMB) 

DR. ROBERT CABANAS, et al., 

Defendants. 

STIPULATION FOR COMPROMISE SETTLEMENT AND RELEASE 

!t is hereby stipular.ed by and between plaintiff, Boris Shuster, 

and defendants, by and through their respective attorneys 1 as 

follows: 

1. The parties do hereby agree to setr.le and =ompromise 

each and every claim of any kind, whether known or unknown, arising 

directly or indirectly from the acts or omissions that gave rise to 

the above-captioned action under the terms and conditions set forth 

in this Stipulation for Compromise Settlement and Release, 



2. Plaintiff agrees tha~ he will cause his attorney to sign 

a Stipulation of Dismissal dismissing with prejudice all of his 

claims against the individual defendants and the United States that 

gave rise to the above-captioned action, with the exception of his 

claim of negligence against the United States based on his assignment 

and placement in the Special Housing Unit ("SHU'), a:: the E'ederal 

Correctional Institution in Fort Dix, New Jersey (~FCI Fort Dix"), 

during the period January 61 2008, to January 29, 2008. 

3. After the above-identified Stipulation of Dismissal is 

signed and provided to counsel for defendants, defendan~ United 

States of America will pay the sum of Six Thousand, Two Hundred Fifty 

Dollars ($6,250.00) (hereinafter "the settlement amount") by check 

payable to "Boris Shuster." 

4. It is understood and agreed that the check for the settlement 

amount will be mailed to plaintiff's attorney, Charles Patrick 

Montgomery, Esq. , to the following address: Ear9 Cohn, P. C., 2 0 Brace Road, 

4:~ Floor, Cherry Hill, New Jersey 08034. 

5. Payment of the settlement amount shall be in fi.:.11 settlement 

and satisfaction of any and all clains, de:nands, rights, and cause of 

action of whatsoever kind and nature, arising from, and by reason of 

any and all known and unknown, foreseen and unforeseen bodily and 

personal injuries, damages to property and consequences thereof, 

resulting, and to result, from the subject ma;: ter of the above-captioned 

2 



action, including the claiJn of negligence based on his assignment and 

placement in the SHU at Fort Dix, New Jersey, during the period C'anuary 

6, 2008, to January 29, 2008, and any claims for wrongful death, 

resulting from the subject matter of tr.e above-captioned a:::t ion, for which 

plaintiff or his guardians, heirs, executors, administrators, or assigns, 

and each of them, now have or may hereafter acquire against defendants 

and any and all of their officers, agents, servants and employees, 

current and former. 

6. Plaintiff and his guardians, hei:rs, executors, 

administrators or assigns further agree to reimburse, indemnify ar.d hold 

harmless defendants and any and all of their officers, agents, servants 

and employees, current and former, from and against any and all such 

causes of action, claims, liens, rights, or subrogated or contribution 

interests incident to or resulting from further litigation or the 

prosecution of claims, arising from the subject matter of the 

above-captioned action by plaintiff or his guardians, heirs, executors, 

administrators or assigns against any third party, any defendant and all 

of their officers, agents, servants or employees, current or former, 

including claims for wrongful death. 

7. Further, payment of the se:::tlement amount shall be in full 

settlement and satisfaction of all claims for attorney's fees and costs 

incurred in conr.ection with the above-captioned act ion and any other 

complaints, grievances, requests for investigation, claims under other 

administrative procedures, appeals or lawsuits arising from the subject 
3 



matter of above-captioned matter, brought against defendants and any of 

their officers, agents 1 servants and employees, current or former, 

including all claims for atto~ney"s fees or ccsts. 

8 . The parties agree th.at the res pe cti ve parties w i 11 each 

bear their own costs, fees, and expenses and that any attorney's fees 

owed by plaintiff will be paid out of the settlement amount and not 

in addition thereto. 

9. It is understood by and among the parties that, pursuant 

to 28 U.S.C. § 2678, attorney's fees for services rendered in 

connection with the action against defendants shall not exceed 

25 per cent of the settlement amount. 

10. Plaintiff's attorney agrees to distribute the 

settlement proceeds to plaintiff. 

11. Plaintiff agrees that aft:er his attorney receives the 

check for the settlement amount he will cause his attorney to sign 

a Stipulation of Dismissal dismissing the above-captioned action 

with prejudice, with each party bearing its own fees, costs and 

expenses. 

12. The persons signing r:his Stipulation for Compromise 

Settlement and Release warrant and represent that: they possess full 

authority to bind the persons on whose behalf they are signing to the 

terms of the settlement. In the event that: plaintiff is a legally 

incompetent adult, the plaintiff must obtain Court approval of the 

4 



settlement at his expense. Plaintiff agrees to obtain such approval 

in a timely manner-: time being of the essence. Plaintiff further 

agrees that defendants and the Bureau of Prisons may void this settlement 

at their option in the event such approval is not obtained in a timely 

manner. In the event plaintiff fai1s to obtain such Court approval, the 

entire Stipulation for Compromise Settlement and Release and the 

compromise settlement are null and void. 

13. This Stipulation for Compromise Settlement and Release is 

not, and is not: intended to be, and should not be construed as, an 

admission of liability or fault on the part of defendants and their 

officers, agents, servants, or employees, current or former, and it is 

specifically denied that they are Eable to plaintiff. This settlement 

is entered into by the parties for the purpose of compror.iising disputed 

cla.::.ms under the Federal Tort Claims Act and avoiding the expenses and risks 

of further litigation. 

14. The terms of this Stipulation for Compromise Settlement 

and Release will not establish any precedent, nor will this 

Stipulation for Compromise Settlement and Release be used as a basis 

by plaintiff or any other person or entity to seek or justify similar 

terms in any subsequent case. 

15. The parties agree that this Stipulation for 

Compromise Settlement and Release, including all the terms and 

conditions of this compromise settlement and any additional 

agreements relating thereto, may be made public ir. their entirety, 

5 



and plaintiff expressly consents to such release and disclosure 

pursuant to 5 u.s.c. § 552a(b). 

16. It is contemplated that this Stipulation for Compromise 

Settlement and Release may be executed in several counterparts, with 

a separate signature page for each party, All such counterpart:s and 

signature pages, together, shall be deemed to be one document. 

17. Plaintiff acknowledges that he has read this 

Stipulation for Compromise Settlement and Release, understands the 

contents thereof I and executes same of his own free ac-c. and deed. 

6 



~ "."',_ --r\ J\ 
:x.,,,; day of l.J'k,~ 

Attorney 
BY: J. ANDREW RUYMANN 
Assistant U.S. Attorney 
Attorney for Defendants 

~-"' n I Executed this 1U day of /,/,"( Otl"vl b,1, 

Attorney for Plaintiff 

·--

I 2014. 

I 2014. 

,,....- -:-i.,..,., -u2 -.4 
Executed this_/_._~_ day of j/cccr1 nt1c_ , 2014. 

BORIS SHUSTER, Plaintiff 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF NEW MEXICO 

JOSE D. MEDRANO, 

Plaintiff, 

vs. 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE, 
BUREAU OF PRISONS, 

and 

LUZ LUJAN-GONZALEZ, in her 
Official capacity as an employee of 
The United States of America, 
Department of Justice, Bureau of 
Prisons, 

Defendants. 

No. 11 cv742 

COMPLAINT PURSUANT TO THE FEDERAL TORT CLAIMS ACT FOR 
NEGLIGENT OPERATION OF A MOTOR VEHICLE BY A 

GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEE 

JOSE D. MEDRANO, Plaintiff herein, by and through his attorney, 

Santiago E. Juarez, for his Complaint states as follows: 

PARTIES 

1. JOSE D. MEDRANO, Plaintiff herein, is an adult resident of the 

federal judicial district of New Mexico; 
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2. The UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, DEPARTMENT OF 

JUSTICE, BUREAU OF PRISONS, is a governmental subdivision of the United 

States of America; 

JURISDICTION AND VENUE 

3. The acts and omissions complained of herein occurred within the 

geographical boundaries of the federal judicial District of New Mexico; 

4. The claims brought herein are brought pursuant to the Federal Tort 

Claims Act, 28 USC §2671 et seq., which establishes, in relevant part, that "[t]he 

United States shall be liable, respecting the provisions of this title relating to tort 

claims, in the same manner and to the same extent as a private individual under 

like circumstances."; 

5. Administrative prerequisites to the filing of this action, as established 

pursuant to 28 USC §2675 and elsewhere, have been satisfied; 

6. This case is timely filed if filed with the Court; 

7. Jurisdiction and venue in this case lie with the United States District 

Court within and for the District of New Mexico; 

8. No jury is requested in this case, as trial by jury is not available 

pursuant to 28 USC §2402. 

MEDRANO vs. UNITED STATES 
COMPLAINT PURSUANT TO THE FEDERAL TORT CLAIMS ACT FOR NEGLIGENT 

OPERATION OF A MOTOR VEHICLE BY A GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEE 
Page2 
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FACTS COMMON TO ALL COUNTS 

9. On March 1, 2009, at approximately 3:00 p.m., Bureau of Prisons 

employee Luz Gonzales was operating a motor vehicle owned by the United States 

of America in the right lane of the highway. 

10. At this time, Mr. Medrano was driving his 1998 Ford pickup in the 

left lane of the highway to the left of Ms. Lujan-Gonzalez. Both vehicles were 

traveling at or below the posted speed limit, which was 75 mph. 

1 1. According to her statement given to a law enforcement officer as 

recorded in the police report, Ms. Lujan-Gonzalez did not see Mr. Medrano beside 

her and began to change from the right lane to the left. 

12. According to Mr. Medrano's statement to the officer, he saw Ms. 

Lujan-Gonzalez move into his lane and attempted to slow his vehicle in order to 

avoid a collision, but was unable to do so and Ms. Lujan-Gonzalez' vehicle hit his 

pickup. Ms. Lujan-Gonzalez did not activate her turn signal or signal her lane 

change in any manner. Mr. Medrano's pickup was heavily damaged in the 

collision and he was injured. The estimate for repair of Mr. Medrano's pickup 

truck is $3,078.74. 

13. The investigating police officer issued a citation for an unsafe lane 

change to Ms. Lujan-Gonzalez based upon her admission that she did not see Mr. 

MEDRANO vs. UNITED STATES 
COMPLAINT PURSUANT TO THE FEDERAL TORT CLAIMS ACT FOR NEGLIGENT 

OPERATION OF A MOTOR VEHICLE BY A GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEE 
Page3 
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Medrano when she moved into his lane. According to the officer's report, Ms. 

Lujan-Gonzalez agreed to pay the citation. 

CAUSE OF ACTION: NEGLIGENCE 

14. The foregoing paragraphs are herein incorporated by reference as if 

fully set forth; 

15. The Defendant, through its employee, Luz Lujan-Gonzalez, owed a 

duty of ordinary care to Jose D. Medrano to protect him, as a foreseeable motorist 

using the public thoroughfares, from known dangers to his property, health and 

well-being resulting from the improper operation of a motor vehicle by an 

authorized agent of the government of the United States; 

16. The Defendant, in allowing Jose D. Medrano to be exposed to a 

known danger, to wit: the improper operation of a motor vehicle by Luz Lujan

Gonzalez, breached its duty of ordinary care and was negligent; 

17. In addition and in the alternative, Luz Lujan-Gonzalez, while 

operating a motor vehicle owned and authorized by the Defendant, was negligent 

in the operation of said motor vehicle, and her negligence is attributable to the 

Defendant, who owned and authorized the use by Luz Lujan-Gonzalez, of said 

motor vehicle; 

MEDRANO vs. UNITED STATES 
COMPLAINT PURSUANT TO THE FEDERAL TORT CLAIMS ACT FOR NEGLIGENT 

OPERATION OF A MOTOR VEHICLE BY A GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEE 
Page4 
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18. Jose D. Medrano, the Plaintiff, was harmed and injured, and has 

incurred damage to his property, loss of property, medical and related damages, 

past damages, ongoing damages, and expected future damages, as a direct and 

foreseeable result of the Defendant's negligence and the negligence of Luz Lujan-

Gonzalez, for which he is entitled to recover in an action at law in an amount to be 

established at a trial on the merits of this case; 

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff prays that the Court accept his Complaint and 

order trial on the merits hereof, and that after trial the Court order the award of 

compensatory damages and reasonable costs of this action, and for such other and 

further relief as may be just and equitable in the premises. 

Respectfully Submitted: 

By: Electronically Filed 

SANTIAGO E. JUAREZ 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
1822 Lomas Boulevard, NW 
Albuquerque, NM 87 I 04 
(505) 246-8499 
(505) 246-8599 (Fax) 
SJ uarez@ santiago j uarezla w .corn 

MEDRANO vs. UNITED STATES 
COMPLAINT PURSUANT TO THE FEDERAL TORT CLAIMS ACT FOR NEGLIGENT 

OPERATION OF A MOTOR VEHICLE BY A GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEE 
Page5 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

FOR THE DISTRICT OF NEW MEXICO 

JOSE D. MEDRANO, 

Plaintiff, 

v. CIV 11-0742 BB/KEM 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
and LUZ LUJAN-GONZALES, 

Defendants. 

ORDER TO FILE CLOSING DOCUMENTS 
PER SETTLEMENT 

The Court has been notified that the parties reached a negotiated resolution in this matter. 

Wherefore, 

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED THAT closing documents must be filed no later than April 

8, 2012, absent a request showing good cause for an extension. 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF NEW MEXICO 

.JOSE D. MEDRANO, 

Plaintiff, 

V • 

. UNITED STA TES OF AMERICA, 
and LUZ LUJAN-GONALZES, 

Defendants. 

No, CIV 11-742 BB/KBM 

STIPULATION FOR COMPROMISE SETTLEMENT AND RELEASE OF 
FEDERAL TORT CLAIMS ACT CLAIMS PURSUANT TO 28 U.S.C. § 2677 

It is hereby stipulated by and between the undersigned plaintiff (meaning any person, 

other than the defendant and the attorneys, signing this agreement, whether or not a party to this 

civil action), and the United States of America and Luz Lujan-Gonzales, its employee, by and 

through their respective attorneys, as follows: 

I . The parties do hereby agree to settle and compromise each and evel}'" claim of any 

kind, whether known or unknown, arising directly or indirectly from the acts or omissions that 

gave rise to the above-captioned action under the terms and conditions set forth in this 

Settlement Agreement. 

2. The United States of America agrees to pay the sum of $25,000.00 which sum shall be 

in full settlement and satisfaction ofany and all claims, demands, rights, and causes of action of 

whatsoever kind and nature, arising from, and by reason of any and all known and unknown, 

foreseen and unforeseen bodily and personal injuries, damage to property and the consequences 

thereof, resulting, and to result, from the subject matter of this settlement, including·any claims 

for wrongful death, for which plaintiff or his guardians, heirs, executors, administrators, or 



assigns, and each of them, now have or may hereafter acquire against the United States of 

America, its agents, servants, and employees. 

3. PJaintiff and his guardians, heirs, executors, administrators or assigns hereby agree to 

accept the sums set forth in this Stipulation of Compromise Settlement in full settlement, · 

satisfaction, and release of any and all claims, demands, rights, and causes of action of 

whatsoever kind and nature, inc1uding claims for wrongful death, arising from, and by reason of 

any and all known and unknown, foreseen and unforeseen bodily and personal injuries, damage 

to property and the consequences thereof which they may have or hereafter acquire against the 

United States of America, its agents, servants and employees on account of the same subject 

matter that gave rise to the above-captioned action, including any future claim or lawsuit of any 

kind or type whatsoever, whether known or unknown, and whether for compensatory or 

exemplary damages. Plaintiff and his guardians, heirs, executors, administrators or assigns 

further agree to reimburse, indemnify and hold hannless the United States of America, its agents, 

servants, and employees from and against any and all such causes of action, claims, liens, rights, 

or subrogated or contribution interests incident to or resulting from further litigation or the 

prosecution of claims by plaintiffs or their guardians, heirs, executors, administrators or assigns 

against any third party or against the United States, including claims for wrongful death. 

4. This stipulation for compromise settlement is not, is in no way intended to be, and 

should not be construed as. an admission of liability or fault on the part of the United States, its 

agents, servants, or employees, and it is specificaHy denied that they are liable to the plaintiff. 
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This settlement is entered into by all parties for the purpose of compromising disputed claims 

under the Federal Tort Claims Act and avoiding the expenses and risks of further litigation. 

5. It is also agreed, by and among the parties, that the respective parties will each bear 

their own costs, fees, and expenses and that any attorney's fees owed by the plaintiff will be paid 

out of the settlement amount and not in addition thereto. 

6. It is also understood by and among the parties that pursuant to Title 28, United States 

Code, Section 2678, attorney's fees for services rendered in connection with this action shall not 

exceed_25 per centum of the amount of the compromise settlement. 

7. The persons signing this Settlement Agreement watrant and represent that they 

possess full authority to bind the persons on whose behalf they ate signihg to the terms of the 

settlement. 

8. Payment of the settlement amount wHI be made by government-wire transfer as per 

the following: 

A. 

B. 

c .. 

D. 

E. 

F. 

NameofBalik: ,rJt tl5 FC\Yt,jO :Y¥,JC.., NA-
::; ' 

Street Address of Bank:--':2""'--""'o""""D_'-_· _O_r'Yt_tt_S___,;,13_1-"'v'ti;..,,.(_Yl...,;;..._it_1 __ 

City, State and Zip Code of Bank: Afht-1~ 1~ / N /In g 71 () &

Federal Reserve Numrr 
(b )(6) 

Routing Number:_......_ _________ __. ______ _ 

Name of Account: 

G. Account Number:,_-L.. _________ ...J-------
Plaintiff s attorney agrees to distribute the settlement proceeds to the plaintiffs and to 

obtain a dismissal of the above-captioned action with prejudice, with each party bearing its own 

fees, costs, and expenses. 
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9. The parties agree that this Stipulation for Compromise Settlement and Release. 

including all the terms and conditions of this compromise settlement and any additional 

agreements relating thereto. may be made public in their entirety, and the plaintiffs expressly 

consent to such release and disclosure pursuant to 5 U.S.C, § 552a(b). 

10. It is contemplated that this Stipulation may be executed in several counterparts, with 

a separate signarure page for each party. All such counterparts and signature pages, together, 

shall be deemed to be one document. 

~rD.ME£Nb,f;~n~ai C' ~~ ~ 6 

SSNr)(5) 

STA TE OF NEW MEXICO 
ss. 

COUNTY OF BQ._ Y"V\ o....hU C 

C.,i-ft-
/~. SUBSCRIBED, SWORN TO AND ACKNOWLEDGED before me this L day 

of ~- k\ Cl V ~~ h,__ , 2012, by JOSE D. MEDRANO. ; 

My Commission Expires: 

"Jl!C~, o?! ,c)__t/i2 
I 

My Commission Expires, 

Date 11J[u\.L-n 0.~lcA.. 
I 

yatLaw 
2 Lomas Blvd., NW 

Albuquerque, NM 87104 
(505) 246-8499; Fax: (505) 246-8599 

For Plaintiff df , .. - / ._, / .1 
Tax ID No. - Y~-·· > _., D./ 
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KENNETHJ.GONZALES 
United States Attorney 

MICHLR~HOSES 
Assistant U.S. Attorney 
P.O. Box 607 
Albuquerque. NM 87103 
(505) 346-7274; Fax (505) 346-7205 
For Defendants 
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Ryan Nelson - Fw: Dale v. USA-- Fwd: Attached Image 

From: 
To: 
Date: 
Subject: 

Eric Hammonds 
Nelson, Ryan 
1/10/2012 9:26 AM 
Fw: Dale v. USA -- Fwd: Attached Image 

Here's the case. We agreed this is a HOU CLC case, and we have informed everyone of our decision to 
accept it. 

thanks 
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From: 
To: 
Date: 
Subject: 

Jason Sickler 
eham mo nds@bop.gov 
1/8/2012 2:57 PM 
Fw: Dale v. USA -- Fwd: Attached Image 

Eric, pse confirm your agreement. 

>» Lisa Sunderman 1/8/2012 2:10:19 PM »>Jason and Mike, 

Hope all is well. Our review indicates there is no SERO involvement except where this is filed. Please 
confirm that you guys will be handling this case. Pis cc all. THANKS! 

Lisa M. Sunderman 
Regional Counsel 
Southeast Regional Office 
Federal Bureau of Prisons 

SENSITIVE/PRIVILEGED COMMUNICATION 
The information contained in this electronic message and any and all accompanying documents 
constitutes sensitive information. This information is the property of the U.S. Department of Justice. lf 
you are not the intended recipient of this information, any disclosure, copying, distribution, or the taking of 
any action in reliance on this information is strictly prohibited. If you received this message in error, please 
notify us immediately at the above number to make arrangements for its return to us. 

>» Zachary Kelton 1/6/2012 3:28 PM »> 
Lisa & Craig, 

I received the below email, and attached documents, regarding a case filed in the M.D.Fla., wherein the 
medical care provided at, inter alia, the Oakdale Federal Detention Center is being challenged. I have 
contacted the local USAO to ask whether they will need BOP assistance, and they have responded in the 
affirmative. As the BOP's interest in the case solely involves the provision of medical care at Oakdale, I 
believe it should be assigned to the Houston CLC for litigation support. 

Please let me know your thoughts, and if you agree, let me know if you would prefer to send it from SERO 
to SCRO, or have me send it from CLC Coleman to CLC Houston. 

Thanks. As you will recall, I am out next week, so if your determination occurs then, please send your 
thoughts to Jeff and Janelle, who can take the necessary steps to follow through with your decision, 

Zach 

»> Rick De Aguiar 1/6/2012 10:32 AM>» 
Jean - This litigation is out of the Middle District of Florida, so I'm guessing it was intended for Zach. 

Zach - I read through ii quickly and don't think it's a BOP case. Take a look. 

Rick De Aguiar, Supervisory Attorney 
Federal Bureau of Prisons, Consolidated Legal Center 
Federal Prison Camp, 15801 SW 137 Avenue, Miami, FL 33177 
{p) 305-259-2511 / {f) 305-259-2509 / {e) rdeaguiar@bop.gov 

SENSITIVE/PRIVILEGED COMMUNICATION 
The information contained in this electronic message and any and all accompanying documents 
constitutes sensitive information. This information is the property of the U.S. Department of Justice, If 
you are not the intended recipient of this information, any disclosure, copying, distribution, or the taking of 
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any action in reliance on this information is strictly prohibited. If you received this message in error, please 
notify us immediately at the above number to make arrangements for its return to us. 

»> <serolegal@bop.gov> 1/6/2012 7:15 AM >» 

CC: mfrazier@bop.gov 
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AO 440 (Rev. 12/09) Sunirnons in a Civil Ac\ion 

UNITED STA TES DISTRICT COURT 
for the 

Middle District of F101i<la 

CAAL YLE LESLIE OWEN DALE 

Plaint![/ 

V. 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

Civil Action No. 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 

Defendrm1 

SUMMONS IN A CIVIL ACTION 

To: (Defendant's name and address) UNITED ST A TES OF AMERICA 
U.S. Attorney's Office 
501 W. Church St., Suite 300 
Orlando, Fl 32805 

A lawsuit has been filed against you. 

Within 21 days after service of this summons on you (not counting the day you received ii) - or 60 days if you 
are the United States or a lJ nited States agency, or an officer or employee of the U nitcd States described in Fed. R. Ci v _ 
P. 12 (a)(2) or (3)- -you must serve on the plaintiff an answer to the attached complair1l or a motion under Rule 12 of 
the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. The answer or motion must be served on the plaintiff or plaintiff's attorney, 
whose name and i:!ddrcss are: Lana Chiariello, Esquire 

AMERICANS FOR IMMIGRANT JUSTICE 
3000 Biscayne Blvd., Ste. 400 
Miami, FL 33137 

If you fail to respond, judgment by default will be entered against you for the relief demanded in the complaint. 
You also must file your answer or motion with the court. 

CLERK CJF COURT 

Date: 1_) -3 LI 
-· ~ 

Signarure nfC/erk or {)epu1_1; Clerk 



Douglas S. Curran 
To Call Writer Directly: 

(312) 862-2766 
dougl;;is.curran@kirkland.com 

KIRKLAND&.. ELLIS LLP 
AND NflUATfD PARTNERSHIPS 

300 North LaSalle Street 
Chicago, Illinois 60654 

(312) 862-2000 

www.kirkland.com 

December 19, 2011 

Via Certified Mail, Return Receipt 
Requested 

Federal Bureau of Prisons 
Office of General Counsel 
Attn: Joyce Zoldak 
320 First St., NW 
Washington, DC 20534 

Facsimile: 
(312) 862-2200 

Re: Carlyle Leslie Owen Dale v. United States, 6: l 1-cv-01957-GJ\.P-GJK 

Dear Ms. Zoldak: 

Please take note that Mr. Carlyle Dale has brought suit against the United States or America in 
the U.S. District Court for the Middle District of Florida. Enclosed please find copies of (1) the 
complaint, (2) the summons sent to the Office of the U.S. Attorney General, and (3) the 
summons sent to the Office of the U.S. Attorney for the Middle l)istrict of Florida. 

These docwncnts are served pursuant to Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 4(i)(1 )(c), as BOP may 
be an interested agency. You are receiving this notice because an individual in the BOP General 
Counsel's Office instructed us to direct these documents to your attention. 

Sincerely, 

~4[~1~~-
Douglas S. Curran 

DSC/tmb 

Enclosures 

Hong Kong London Los Angeles Munich New York Palo Alto San Francisco Shanghai Washington, D.C. 
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Counsel for Plaintiff Carlyle Leslie Owen Dale 

Lana Chiariello 
Florida Bar No. 015 2188 
AMERICANS FOR IMMIGRANT JUSTICE 
3000 Biscayne Blvd .• Ste. 400 
Miami, FL 33137 
Telephone: (305) 573-1106 x I 080 
Fax: (305) 576-6273 
lch iariello@aijustice.org 

Local Counsel for Plaintiff 

Seth A. Gas1wirth (Pro Hae Vice pending) 
David Spiegel (Pro Hae Vice pending) 
Douglas S. Curran (Pro Hae Vice pending) 
Frank G. Dylewski (Pro Hae Vice pending) 
KIRKLAND & ELLIS LLP 
300 N. LaSalle St. 
Chicago, IL 60654 
Telephone: (312) 862-2000 
Fax: (312) 862-2200 
seth .gas1wirth@kirk land .com 
david.spiege l@k irkland .com 
doug las.curran@kirkland.com 
frank.dy lewsk i@kirkland.com 
Anorneys and Lead Trial Coun.'iel for Plaintiff 

Claudia Valenzuela (Pro Hae Vice pending) 
NATIONAL IMMIGRANT IDSTICE CENTER 
208 S. LaSalle St., Ste. 1818 
Chicago, IL 60604 
Telephone: (3 I 2) 660- 1308 
Fax:(3!2)660-1505 
cvalenzuela@heartlandal I iance.org 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
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I:'. TIIE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COlJRT 
FOR THE '.\IIDDLE DISTRl('T OF FLORIO:\ 

ORL\;1.·00 DIYISIO~ 

CARLYLE LESLIE OWE'.\ D:\LF. 

Plaint1!L 

\, 

111m. 
L\ITED ST:\TES OF A\-IFRIC-\. 

Defendant. 

C0:\1PL\l:'\T 

Pl.ti111iff Carlyle Leslie Owen Dale. by and !hrough his allorneys. n,rnes nrn, intu Cnun 

and states as follows: 

,'\ATLRE OFTIIE .-\("TIO\ 

1. This i.., a ei, il ,H.:tiun again:-! !he L'nikd S1:11es pursuant Ill the Federal Ton Clairm 

Act. The plaim i If C.ulyk Leslie Ch en Dale. seeks 111()1\e!:!l"y damages f\ 1r in_juri es he su if,., n:d 

\\·hilc held in eivil dct..:mion m thi: LaSalk De1entiti11 Facility ("LaSalle'·) in .kna. Louisiana. and 

-, \·1r. Dak is a .larnaiL·an n:nional and a lawful permancll! r.:si(knt pf tbi: L"n1l<.'d 

States !i\·ing in Orlando. Florida. i\-\r. Dale sufkrs from a rnrit.:ty of medical .iilment;; tha1 \Yer,: 

wdl-known tu the kdcrnl employees responsible for his care. These ailments were se\'t . .:rdy 

aggr3Yated alld \ l r. Dalt:· s h,:alth markcdly dcdini:d :is a resu It of th,.· neg! ig-:111 m.:dieal 

trcatmcnl \Ir. Dalc t\.:eei,·-:d al l.aS;ilk and Oakdak. 

3. Mr. Dak·s injuries ,11"osi.:: while hdd 111 civil detention by l111migra1ion :md 

Customs 1:nfore..:111cnt ( ··JCE .. ). an ag,:m:y undel' the Dqianrm.:nt of l·loim'l:ind Seeurity ("DI is··), 
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While detained, Mr. Dale was repeatedly subjected to both negligent medical treatment and 

intentional torts at the hands of the Public Health Service ("PHS") employees charged with 

providing Mr. Dale's medical care and looking after his physical and mental wellbeing. Mr. Dale 

has suff ercd and continues to suffer severe physical and mental injuries as a result of the PHS 

employees' medical malpractice and intentional misconduct. 

THE PARTIES 

4. Plaintiff Carlyle Leslie Owen Dale is a Jamaican national and a lawful pennanent 

resident of the United States. From April 2005 to July 2010, Mr. Dale was held in civil detention 

by OHS pending the outcome of his deportation proceedings. At all times relevant to this action, 

Mr. Dale was an immigrant detainee in the legal custody of ICE, OHS, and the Federal Bureau of 

Prisons ("BOP"). PHS was charged with providing Mr. Dale's healthcare. 

5. Mr. Dale has never been a federal prisoner, nor at any time relevant to this 

complaint was Mr. Dale being punished for any crime he had committed. Rather, Mr. Dale was 

at all relevant times a civil detainee in the care and custody of the United States. 

6. Defendant United States of America is a sovereign governmental entity that acts 

through its agencies, including OHS, ICE, BOP, and PHS. Officials, officers, and employees of 

these entities are responsible for the acts and omissions that give rise to Mr. Dale's claims. 

7. The federal employees acted within the scope of their employment in committing 

the actions and omissions that caused Mr. Dale's injuries. 

JURISDICTION AND VENUE 

8. Mr. Dale brings this action under the Federal Tort Claims Act ("FTCA"), 

28 U .S .C. § 2671 et seq. As the FTCA creates a federal cause of action against the United States, 

this court has jurisdiction pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1331 and 28 U .S.C. § I 346(b )(I). 
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9. Mr. Dale has exhausted his administrative remedies as jurisdictionally required by 

28 U.S.C. § 2675(a). OHS/ICE denied Mr. Dale's administrative claim on July 13, 2011. (See 

Exhs. A & B, attached hereto.) Accordingly, Mr. Dale's complaint is timely. See 28 U.S.C. 

§ 240l(b). 

I 0. Because Mr. Dale resides in the Middle District of Florida and brings this action 

against the United States, venue is proper in this court pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1391(c)(3) and 

28 U.S.C. § 1402(b). 

FACTS 

Tire Federal Immigration-Detention System 

11. Each year the United States detains almost 400,000 individuals in its immigration-

detention system. OHS and ICE contract with both state and federal authorities to house non

citizen detainees in a variety of locations nationwide. 

12. Almost 130 immigrants have died in ICE custody since 2003. Healthcare is 

especially poor for immigrant detainees suffering from chronic health conditions. 1 

Mr. Dale's Background 

13. Mr. Dale entered the United States as a legal permanent residen1 on September 6, 

1977. He was 28 years old at the time. 

14. For more than twenty years, Mr. Dale lived and worked in the United States and 

encountered no criminal or immigration problems of any sort. 

15. Upon arriving in the United States, Mr. Dale worked his way through community 

college as a gas station attendant and a taxi driver, before manying and having three children. 

For instance, see Priest, Dana & Amy Goldstein, /11 Custody, in Pain, WASH. POST, May 
12, 2008, at Al; Priest, Dana & Amy Goldstein, System o/Neglect, WASH. POST, May 11, 2008, 
at Al. 
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Mr. Dale later worked jobs both at JFK International Airport and at an Oceanside, New York, 

advertising agency. 

16. Mr. Dale eventually was able to start his own business, a halfway-house 

organization called the Safe Housing Project. Mr. Dale's business. which routinely worked with 

New York social-services agencies, provided housing to recovering substance abusers. 

17. In September 1998, at a Safe Housing Project location in Uniondale, New York, a 

halfway-house resident threatened Mr. Dale at knifepoint. Mr. Dale was forced to defend 

himself. Despite the nature of the altercation, Mr. Dale was charged with a crime, and he 

ultimately pied guilty to attempted assault pursuant to N.Y.P.L. § 110.00. He was sentenced to 

four years in New York state prison. 2 

18. After Mr. Dale served his prison time, completed his parole, and paid $9,477.00 

in restitution, he was released from the custody and supervision of the state of New York in 

2005. 

19. Immediately thereafter, the United States sought to deport Mr. Dale pursuant to 

8 U.S.C. § I 227(a)(2)(A)(iii), alleging that Mr. Dale's conviction of attempted assault 

constituted an "aggravated felony" under 8 U.S.C. § 1101(43)(F). 

20. ICE took Mr. Dale into custody and initiated removal proceedings. Mr. Dale was 

held first at Oakdale and then at LaSalle, before being finally transferred back to Oakdale. The 

events giving rise to Mr. Dale's claims took place at both the Oakdale and LaSalle facilities. 

Chief Judge Edith H. Jones of the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit commented on 
Mr. Dale's conviction during a 2010 oral argument. Judge Jones stated, "That makes it sound 
more like a caricature of what Texans believe New York justice to be-that self-defense is a 
crime." See N. Bernstein, Sick Detained Immigrant Jo Appeal to U.N. for Help, N.Y. TIMES, 
June 24, 20 I 0, available at http://www.nytimes.com/20 I 0/06/25/nyregion/25detain.html. 
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Deportation Proceedings 

21. On November 8. 2005, an Immigration Judge ("IJ") ruled that the offense to 

which Mr. Dale pleaded constituted an "aggravated felony'' under federal law and ordered that 

he be deported. The Board orimmigration Appeals ("BIA") affirmed the IJ's ruling on May 31, 

2006, and Mr. Dale appealed to the United States Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit. While 

the appeal was pending, the United States acknowledged the insufficiency of the evidence 

against Mr. Dale and moved to remand to the BIA. The Fifth Circuit granted the United States' 

motion on March 21, 2007, and the BIA in tum remanded the case back to the IJ-all while Mr. 

Dale remained in federal custody. 

22. On October 12, 2007, after hearing additional evidence, the IJ again held that Mr. 

Dale should be deported, and on February 6, 2008, the BIA again affinned the IJ's decision. This 

time, however, the BIA based its decision not on the evidence that the United States had 

presented, but instead on its own reading of New York statutes. Mr. Dale-having been in 

federal custody for almost three years-again appealed the BIA 's decision to the Fifth Circuit. 

23. On September 17, 2009, Mr. Dale filed a petition for writ of habeas corpus in the 

Western District of Louisiana, in which he requested immediate release or, in the alternative, a 

bail hearing to review the reasonableness of his continued detention in light of his rapidly 

deteriorating medical conditions. 

24. On July 24, 2010, the Fifth Circuit granted Mr. Dale's appeal and vacated the 

BlA's ruling, holding that the BIA erred as a matter of law in affirming the IJ's removal 

detennination. See Dale v. Holder, 6 IO F .3d 294, 303 ( 5th Cir. 201 0). The Fifth Circuit 

remanded Mr. Dale's case to the BIA, which in tum remanded to the IJ, where ii remains 

pending. 
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25. After being held in civil detention while his appeals languished for over five 

years-more than a year longer than he was initially incarcerated for the crime he pied guilty 

t~Mr. Dale was finally released from federal custody in 2010. 

26. Mr. Dale agreed to dismiss his habeas-corpus petition after his release from 

federal custody. 

27. Following his release from Oakdale, Mr. Dale moved to Orlando, Florida, where 

he now resides with his son and grandchildren. 

Abuses and Inadequate Medical Care at LaSalle 

28. Mr. Dale's detention at LaSalle began on September 25, 2008. 

29. LaSalle is a state-run detention facility that has entered into an intergovernmental 

service agreement ("IGSA") with DHS/ICE for the purpose of housing immigrant de1ainees. 

Upon information and belief, PHS was responsible for providing medical care to Mr. Dale and 

other federal detainees at LaSalle. 

30. Mr. Dale suffers from a number of medical conditions that have been well 

documented and were known to the medical staff at both LaSalle and Oakdale. Mr. Dale's 

ailments required skilled monitoring and treatment, as they made Mr. Dale susceptible to 

infection, illness, and further disease. 

31. Mr. Dale is a diabetic who suffers from chronic asthma, advanced arthritis, high 

blood pressure, and pancreatitis. 

32. Mr. Dale developed Hepatitis C while in federal immigration detention. 

33. As a result of the defendant's failure to provide adequate medical care for these 

chronic illnesses, Mr. Dale required emergency hospitalization on several occasions while in 

immigration detention, sometimes for weeks at a time. 

6 
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34. Mr. Dale was first hospitalized in September 2008 immediately after being 

transferred to LaSalle. Upon his arrival at LaSalle, Mr. Dale was stripped of the warm clothing 

he had been given to help alleviate his advanced arthritis-including his medically necessary 

thermal underclothes-and was held for hours in a cold holding area. The LaSalle staff, having 

also taken away Mr. Dale's medication, ignored Mr. Dale's repeated pleas for help, even when 

he banged on the door to get the staff's attention. The staff members continued to disregard Mr. 

Dale, telling him only, "That was Oakdale. You can't wear that in here.'' As a result, Mr. Dale 

suffered a severe asthma attack and bronchitis, which in tum led to a sixteen-day stay at LaSalle 

General Hospital. 

35. A few weeks later, in November 2008, Mr. Dale was again admined to LaSalle 

General Hospital after a nurse determined that the medical staff had allowed Mr. Dale's blood 

sugar to rise to abnormally high levels. Mr. Dale again stayed in the hospital for more than two 

weeks and was also treated for acute diabetic ketoacidosis, acute pancreatitis, liver disease, 

congestive heart failure, cardiomyopathy, and emphysema. The lack of proper preventative care 

and monitoring was taking a severe toll on Mr. Dale's health. 

36. Mr. Dale was then hospitalized in March and April 2009 for an acute 

staphylococcus infection. During this hospital stay, Mr. Dale was also treated for necrotizing 

fasciitis and cellulitis that he had likewise contracted. These life-threatening bacterial infections 

only further compounded Mr. Dale's chronic medical conditions. 

37. Upon information and belief, Mr. Dale contracted these infections as a result of 

the unsanitary and medically dangerous conditions at LaSalle. Mr. Dale was detained in a large, 

dirty bunk room with many other inmates. The toilets were rarely cleaned and were often 

overflowing with both liquid and solid was1e. The shower rooms were likewise filthy, moldy, 
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and unsanitary. These and other similar conditions repeatedly exposed Mr. Dale to bacteria and 

other dangerous disease-causing contagions. 

38. Despite his repeated hospitalizations, the preventative and palliative care Mr. Dale 

received did not improve. In fact, two months later, in June 2009, Mr. Dale was hospitalized yet 

again for another severe asthma attack, and was also treated for diabetes, hypertension, chronic 

obstructive pulmonary disease, and right-side heart failure. 

39. In early July 2009, following one of his many hospital visits at LaSalle, Mr. Dale 

was held in solitary confinement in an air-tight cell allegedly because of a suspected swine-flu 

outbreak in the prison. At the time, Mr. Dale's limbs and torso had swollen to twice their 

ordinary size as a result of the fluids and medications he had been given at the hospital. But, 

despite his frail condition and obvious need for professional monitoring, the treating physician 

left Mr. Dale in the care of the ill-equipped infinnary staff because the physician insisted on 

taking a Fourth of July weekend vacation. Over the extended weekend, Mr. Dale was left alone 

for hours at a time, shackled to his wheelchair, dizzy, disoriented, weak, and afraid, and received 

no medical attention at all. Mr. Dale was forced to stay in a "no•human-contact isolation" room 

with bright lights and video cameras, which inflicted psychological damage on Mr. Dale, who 

was already infinn and unwell. Mr. Dale sincerely believed he would not survive. 

40. Mr. Dale also endured devastating pain as a result of a complete lack of dental 

care while at LaSalle. Despite his repeated requests, the LaSalle medical staff flatly refused to 

pennit Mr. Dale to receive treatment for severe tooth pain. Mr. Dale's overall oral health 

deteriorated as a result. 

41. Faced with limited treatment options and inadequate medical facilities, Mr. Dale's 

health continued to deteriorate. And, to compound his physical ailments, Mr. Dale's frequent 
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illnesses and repeated hospitalizations caused Mr. Dale to develop continually deepening 

depression. 

42. Mr. Dale's medical history is not based on conjecture, exaggeration, speculation, 

or unidentified symptoms. Rather, Mr. Dale was diagnosed with and was repeatedly hospitalized 

and received treatment for these affiictions, each of which contributed to his worsening health 

and each of which the medical staff knew about. 

Abuses and Inadequate Medical Care at Oakdale 

43. Mr. Dale was transferred from LaSalle to Oakdale on August 25, 2009. 

44. Upon infonnation and belief, Oakdale is a BOP-operated federal detention center; 

it houses immigration detainees on behalf of DHS/lCE in addition to federal prisoners. The PHS 

was responsible for providing medical care to Mr. Dale and the other federal detainees at 

Oakdale. 

45. In early 20 I 0, a few months after his arrival at Oakdale, Mr. Dale again suffered 

significant trouble breathing. Mr. Dale's respiratory problems came on suddenly during the 

night; he urgently sought and required immediate medical attention. But, because no overnight 

emergency medical personnel were staffed at the Oakdale facility, Mr. Dale had to endure pain 

and suffering for several hours until the medical staff arrived the next morning. 

46. A few months later, on April 15, 2010, Mr. Dale again had extreme difficulty 

breathing during the night. The next morning, Mr. Dale asked to be examined by the physician's 

assistant ("PA") on duty at the time. Mr. Dale met with the PA and, in the course of explaining 

his history of chronic asthma and respiratory problems, Mr. Dale told the PA that he had 

previously been prescribed Prednisone, which, he explained, had helped with his breathing. 

47. But the PA refused to prescribe Prednisone or any other medication and instead 

berated Mr. Dale and accused him of "using the hospital to try to get a vacation out of 
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[Oakdale}." The PA further mocked Mr. Dale by asking, "Why don't you just go home?" The 

PA, with full knowledge of and access to Mr. Dale's medical history, did nothing to help him 

and instead left him alone to suffer. 

48. On April 21, 20 I 0, Mr. Dale again suffered breathing difficulties and was referred 

to the Oakdale medical facility. The medical staff initially treated Mr. Dale with a nebulizer. 

While Mr. Dale had the nebulizer to his face and was inhaling the medication, one of the PAs on 

staff, Mr. Shalloby, became verbally abusive toward Mr. Dale. Shalloby, again with full access 

to Mr. Dale's medical history, accused Mr. Dale of faking his symptoms and of lying about his 

condition. Shalloby then interrupted Mr. Dale's treatment by forcibly stripping the nebulizer 

From Mr. Dale's face. 

49. Shalloby then pulled Mr. Dale into an adjacent office and continued 10 accuse, 

belinle, and berate him. Shalloby shouted that there was nothing wrong with Mr. Dale, that he 

was lying about his symptoms, and that he should just "open [his] mouth and breathe." Shalloby 

then quipped that Mr. Dale should go back to his cell and do push-ups. 

50. Mr. Dale requested that Shalloby permit him to put the nebulizer back on, but 

Shalloby refused. And, Shalloby added, if Mr. Dale reported the incident, Shalloby would "wipe 

[his] ass" with any complaint Mr. Dale filed. 

51. Shaken and scared for his health, Mr. Dale was then forced to wait in the 

infirmary for four hours to see the physician. During this time, Mr. Dale was denied the benefit 

of a nebulizer, any sort of breathing aid, or any other treatment for his condition. 

52. While he was waiting, Mr. Dale continued to have visible difficulty breathing. 

During this four-hour period, the Oakdale dentist noticed Mr. Dale's suffering and directed the 
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nurses on duty to attend to him. The nurses refused, telling the dentist that they had been ordered 

not to help Mr. Dale or even to touch him. 

53. Mr. Dale was traumatized by these events and was frightened that he would be 

denied subsequent medical care. Mr. Dale became afraid to request medical assistance for his 

continued respiratory problems, despite his chronic asthma, for fear of abuse or retaliation by the 

Oakdale medical staff 3 

54. Mr. Dale suffered several other asthmatic episodes, and each time Oakdale 

medical staff members were slow to respond and often berated Mr. Dale for his condition. On 

one occasion, while waiting inside the immigration courthouse at Oakdale, Mr. Dale again 

suffered severe breathing difficulty.4 He was eventually taken to the treatment facility where he 

received medicine through a nebulizer. While struggling to regain his breath, the PA, Mr. 

Berkenholtz, repeatedly sneered to Mr. Dale, "Go home to your country if you want treatment 

because you're not going to get it here." 

55. Berkenholtz often made such abusive and belittling statements, and even told Mr. 

Dale that there was "nothing anyone could do to improve or change the conditions at [the] 

facility." Berkenholtz told Mr. Dale that any grievance Mr. Dale filed would be useless and that 

the medical staff members "would continue to do what they want because they will get away 

with it." And as if to prove the point, Berkenholtz bragged that he had previously been called to 

tcsti fy in court about the conditions at Oakdale, but "nothing ever became of it." 

Mr. Dale filed an administralive complaint with DHS following his mistreatment at the hands of Shalloby. 
Upon informa1ion and belief, the OHS did not tak.t:: any corrective action. 

Upon witnessing Mr. Dale's asthma attack and the medical staff's slow response, the immigration judge 
expre.~d concern for Mr. Dale and permitted him to delay his hearing until his condition improved. When Mr. 
Dale appeared for his hearing the following month, the judge recalled Mr. Dale's suffering and again inquired 
as to his wellbeing. 

11 
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56. Mr. Dale also suffered from a severe staphylococcus infection that went untreated 

for weeks, despite his repeated efforts to receive medical attention. This infection began with an 

open sore on Mr. Dale's inner thigh that rapidly swelled and caused intense pain. But, because of 

Oak.dale's medical policies, Mr. Dale could not immediately receive treatment, as his condition 

was not deemed an "emergency," even though such an infection, if left untreated, could be fatal. 

Because of this policy, Mr. Dale was forced to wait for days until the prison held a "sick call," 

which pennitted Mr. Dale to seek treatment from a PA. 

57. It was not until.four weeks later that a PA finally sent Mr. Dale to the staff doctor, 

who eventually gave Mr. Dale an injection that cleared up the painful infection. By this time, Mr. 

Dale's left foot and entire left leg were swollen and inflamed. The medical staff told Mr. Dale 

that his infection could have resulted in amputation or even death. 

58. As a result of the inadequate medical care the United States provided to Mr. Dale, 

Mr. Dale's health has declined considerably. Mr. Dale now has significant difficulty breathing 

without the assistance of a nebulizer or other medication, and is ofien unable to sleep as a result. 

Mr. Dale also faces heightened risk of future illness and disease, including complications from 

diabetes, heart and kidney failure, and pancreatic diseases. And Mr. Dale continues to suffer 

from bouts of severe anxiety and depression as a result of his deficient medical care and repeated 

emotional abuse at the hands of PHS. 

Applicable Standards 

59. At all times relevant to Mr. Dale's claims, the medical treatment he received was 

deficient, negligent, and violated the applicable Louisiana standards of care. Indeed, the Oakdale 

medical staff even acknowledged that the Oakdale facilities were inadequate to effectively 

monitor and treat Mr. Dale's conditions. 
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60. At all times relevant to Mr. Dale's claims, LaSalle was an IGSA facility and thus 

the PHS persormel at that facility were required to abide by the ICE Performance Based National 

Detention Standards ("PBNDS"). The LaSalle employees' acts and omissions violated these 

standards. 

61. At all times relevant to Mr. Dale's claims, Oakdale was a BOP facility and thus 

the PHS personnel at that facility were required to abide by the BOP Detention Standards. The 

Oakdale employees· acts and omissions violated these standards. 

62. At all times relevant to Mr. Dale's claims, the BOP had a duty pursuant to 

18 U.S.C. § 4042 to provide for Mr. Dale's care and safekeeping while he was in federal custody 

at Oakdale. The BOP violated this duty. 

63. At all times relevant to Mr. Dale's claims, Mr. Dale was an ICE detainee. The 

ICE set forth the PBNDS in an effort to standardize the care provided to ICE detainees. The 

Oakdale employees' acts and omissions violated these standards as well. 

COUNT I: 
MEDICAL MALPRACTICE 

64. Mr. Dale re-alleges and incorporates by reference Paragraphs 1-63 as if fully set 

forth herein. 

65. While detained at LaSalle and Oakdale, Mr. Dale suffered from a variety of 

physical affiictions that required medical care. The treatment provided by the defendant was 

negligent and deficient and amounted to medical malpractice. 

66. The defendant owed Mr. Dale a duty to provide medical treatment in accordance 

with the degree of knowledge and skill ordinarily possessed by healthcare providers actively 

practicing in a similar community or locale and under similar circumstances. The medical 

treatment provided by the defendant's einployees was not provided in accordance with the 
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required degree of knowledge and skill, and the defendant's employees lacked this degree of 

knowledge and skill. 

67. The defendant owed Mr. Dale a duty to exercise the degree of care ordinarily 

exercised by healthcare providers actively practicing in a similar community or locale and under 

similar circumstances. The defendant's employees failed to exercise such reasonable care and 

diligence. 

68. The defendant's employees failed to use their best judgment in the application of 

their knowledge and skill. 

69. The defendant's provision of healthcare was so obviously negligent that a non-

medically trained lay person can perceive the negligent nature of the defendant's employees' 

conduct as well as any expert can. 

70. The defendant's employees violated the defendant's duty of care by stripping Mr. 

Dale of his medically necessary warm clothing upon his anival at LaSalle in September 2008. 

Despite their full knowledge of Mr. Dale's medical conditions, the defendant's employees 

nevertheless forced Mr. Dale to stay in a dangerously cold holding area, with the result that Mr. 

Dale suffered a severe asthma attack and bronchitis. Mr. Dale endured pain and suffering-and a 

sixteen•day hospital stay-as a result of the defendant's employees' negligence. 

71 . The defendant's employees violated the defendant's duty of care by exposing Mr. 

Dale to unsanitary and medically dangerous living conditions at LaSalle, including dirty bunk 

rooms, toilets overflowing with human waste, and filthy shower stalls. Upon information and 

belief, the combination of unsanitary conditions and inadequate medical care caused Mr. Dale to 

contract staphylococcus and necrotizing fasciitis infections. 
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72. The defendant's employees violated the defendant's duty of care by forcing Mr. 

Dale to remain in solitary confinement with no medical attention in July 2009. The defendant's 

employees left Mr. Dale in isolation, exposed to bright lights and insects, despite his urgent need 

for medical care and monitoring. Mr. Dale endured severe pain and suffering as a result. 

73. The defendant's employees violated the defendant's duty of care by refusing and 

failing to provide any dental care to Mr. Dale while he was detained at LaSalle, despite Mr. 

Dale's urgent need for such care. This failure also violated the PBNDS. See 2008 OPS. MANUAL 

ICE PBNDS Pt. 4 (22)(11)(17) ( .. Detainees will have access to emergency and specified routine 

dental care provided under direction and supervision of a licensed dentist."). 

74. The defendant violated its duty of care by failing to provide overnight emergency 

medical care at Oakdale. This failure also violated BOP policy, which states, "Each institution 

will devise a method to provide medical services 24 hours per day, seven days per week," and 

"Each institution will develop and follow a written plan to provide for 24 hour emergency 

medical, dental, and mental health care." BOP PROG. STMT. P6010.02(17) & (18). This failure 

likewise violated the PBNDS, which states, "Detainees will have access to specified 24-hour 

emergency medical, dental, and mental health services." 2008 Ors. MANUAL ICE PBNDS Pt. 4 

(22)(11)( I 0). The PBNDS also requires all facilities to have a "Physician on call or available 24 

hours per day." Id. at Pt. 4 (22)(V)(E)(3)(a). This violation was especially egregious given Mr. 

Dale's extensive and well-known history of medical complications. 

75. The defendant's employees violated the defendant's duty of care by refusing to 

treat Mr. Dale's respiratory condition in April 2010. When Mr. Dale presented with symptoms, 

explained his condition, and requested treatment, the PHS employee on duty refused to provide 

Mr. Dale with a nebulizer, breathing medication, or any other sort of treatment. The PA instead 
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berated Mr. Dale and sent him back to his cell, saying, "Why don't you just go home?" Mr. Dale 

endured unnecessary pain, suffering, and deteriorating health as a result. 

76. The defendant's employees violated the defendant's duty of care by repeatedly 

forcing Mr. Dale to wait unreasonably long periods of time before receiving treatment. For 

instance, in early 20 IO Mr. Dale suffered for several hours after developing a severe respiratory 

condition during the night. Because Oakdale did not have emergency 24-hour medical staff, Mr. 

Dale did not receive treatment until the following morning. 

77. Even more egregiously, Mr. Dale was forced to wait/our weeks before receiving 

treatment for a severe staphylococcus infection while at Oakdale. Mr. Dale endured severe pain 

and suffering as a result of the defendant's employees' negligence. 

78. Similarly, on April 21, 2010, PAs forced Mr. Dale to wait four hours to see a 

physician, even though he presented symptoms of extreme breathing difficulties, was in visible 

pain, and the PAs knew of Mr. Dale's medical conditions. The defendant's employees even 

ordered the nurses to refuse Mr. Dale's requests for assistance, as if punishing Mr. Dale for his 

illness. 

79. These considerable delays in treatment also violated the BOP detention standards, 

see BOP PROG. STMT. P6270.0J(2)(a) ("Timely and appropriate health care will be given for 

Federal inmates .... "), as well as the PBNDS, see 2008 Ors. MANUAL ICE PBNDS Pt. 4 

(22)(11)(2) ("Health care needs will be met in a timely and efficient manner."); id. at Pt. 

4 (22)(II)( 15) ("Detainees with chronic conditions will receive care and treatment for conditions 

where non-treatment would result in negative outcomes or pennanent disability as determined by 

the clinical medical authority."); id. at Pt. 4 (22)(V)(A) ("Every facility shall directly or 

contractually provide its detainee population ... [t)imely responses."). 
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80. The defendant's employees violated the defendant's duty of care by refusing or 

failing to transfer Mr. Dale from Oakdale to a better-equipped detention facility. Despite Mr. 

Dale's requests, the defendant's employees insisted on holding Mr. Dale at Oakdale even though 

1hey knew that Oakdale's medical facilities were not properly equipped to treat Mr. Dale's 

conditions. This refusal to transfer Mr. Dale also violated both the BOP detention standards, see 

BOP PROG. STMT. P6270.01(5)(b) ("[The Office of Medical Designations and Transportation] 

will determine if there are sufficient community resources to handle a specific inmate or medical 

condition. If the community resources are not available, then a referral should be considered."), 

and the PBNDS, see 2008 OPS. MANUAL ICE PBNDS Pt. 4 (22)(11)(7) ("A detainee who needs 

health care beyond facility resources will be transferred in a timely manner to an appropriate 

facility where care is available."). 

81. The defendant's employees violated the defendant's duty of care by failing to 

develop and implement a treatment plan for Mr. Dale that took into account his medical 

conditions. Mr. Dale received only intennittent sub-standard treatment; he was not put on a 

preventative regimen designed to address his particularized healthcare and medical needs. This 

failure also violated the PBNDS, which states, "A detainee who requires close, chronic or 

convalescent medical supervision will be treated in accordance with a written plan approved by 

licensed physician, dentist, or mental health practitioner that includes directions to health care 

providers and other involved medical personnel." Id. at Pt 4 (22)(Il)(9). 

82. As a proximate result of the defendant's employees' Jack of knowledge and skill 

and of their failure to exercise the proper degree of care, Mr. Dale suffered injuries that he would 

not have otherwise suffered. 
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83. Mr. Dale's physical conditions worsened as a result of the defendant's negligent 

provision of healthcare. Because the defendant forced Mr. Dale to regularly go without effective 

and necessary treatments while in federal immigration detention, he now suffers from a variety 

of additional health problems, including severe respiratory problems, insomnia, severe anxiety, 

and depression. The defendant's negligent care has also placed Mr. Dale at an increased risk of 

future illness and disease, including complications from diabetes, heart and kidney failure, and 

pancreatic diseases. 

COUNT II: NEGLIGENCE 

84. Mr. Dale re-alleges and incorporates by reference Paragraphs 1-83 as if fully set 

forth herein. 

85. While holding Mr. Dale in custody, the defendant owed Mr. Dale duties of care to 

ensure that his chronic medical conditions were properly accounted for and that no actions were 

taken to exacerbate those chronic medical conditions. 

86. While holding Mr. Dale in custody, the defendant owed Mr. Dale a duty of care to 

ensure that he was provided with safe and sanitary confinement conditions that would not 

exacerbate his existing health conditions or inflict new injuries. 

87. The defendant owed Mr. Dale a duty to exercise the same degree of care as a 

reasonable person would in the defendant's circumstances. 

88. In September 2008, the defendant's employees breached the defendant's duties of 

care to Mr. Dale both by permitting him to be detained in a dangerously cold holding area after 

stripping him of his medically necessary clothing, and by failing to prevent him from being 

detained in such a manner. Mr. Dale was detained in this way even after repeatedly stating that 

he would suffer without the wann underclothes. 
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89. In September 2008, the defendant's employees breached the defendant's duties of 

care to Mr. Dale bo1h by pennitting Mr. Dale's medicalion to be seized and by failing to prevent 

his medication from being seized upon his arrival at LaSalle. 

90. The defendant's breaches directly and proximately caused injury to Mr. Dale. The 

defendant's failure to ensure Mr. Dale had access to medically necessary clothing and medicine 

directly and proximately forced Mr. Dale to endure severe pain and breathing difficulties for 

hours, which ultimately resulted in a serious asthma attack and bronchitis. 

91. Throughout Mr. Dale's confinement, the defendant's employees breached their 

duties of care to Mr. Dale both by pennitting Mr. Dale to be continuously subjected to 

dangerously filthy, unhygienic, and unsanitary confinement conditions, and by failing to ensure 

that Mr. Dale was not subjected to such conditions. These dangerous conditions regularly 

exposed Mr. Dale to harmful bacteria and other contagions. 

92. The defendant's breaches directly and proximately caused injUJj' to Mr. Dale. 

Upon information and belief, the defendant's failure to ensure Mr. Dale was detained in sanitary 

and safe living conditions directly and proximately caused Mr. Dale to contract an acute 

staphylococcus infection, necrotizing fasciitis, and ccllulitis, among other things. 

93. At all relevant times the risk of harm encountered by Mr. Dale fell within the 

protection of the legal duties the defendant owed to Mr. Dale. 

94. As a result of the defendant's tortious conduct, Mr. Dale has suffered damages of 

a personal nature. 

COUNT III: GROSS NEGLIGENCE 

95. Mr. Dale re-alleges and incorporates by reference Paragraphs 1-94 as if fully set 

forth herein. 
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96. While holding Mr. Dale in custody, the defendant owed Mr. Dale duties of care as 

set forth in Paragraphs 66-67 and 85-87. 

97. During Mr. Dale's detention, the defendant failed to exercise even slight care or 

diligence, as the defendant's employees' actions fell below the level of care and diligence that 

even careless people are accustomed to exercising. 

98. The defendant and/or the defendant's employees failed to exercise even slight 

care or diligence by (i) pennining Mr. Dale to be stripped of his medically necessary warm 

clothing and medicine in September 2008; (ii) exposing Mr. Dale to dangerously unsanitary 

living conditions; (iii) forcing Mr. Dale to be held in solitary confinement with no medical care 

in July 2009; (iv) refusing to and failing to provide Mr. Dale with any dental care while detained 

at LaSalle; (v) failing to provide 24-hour medical care at Oakdale; (vi) refusing to treat Mr. Dale 

for his respiratory condition in April 2010 and instructing that he receive no treatment at all; 

(vii) forcing Mr. Dale repeatedly to wait unreasonably long periods of time for medical attention; 

(viii) refusing to or failing to transfer Mr. Dale to a bener•equipped detention facility while 

knowing that Oakdale's medical resources were insufficient to address Mr. Dale's chronic 

conditions; and (ix) failing to develop and implement a treatment plan for Mr. Dale's chronic 

conditions. 

99. The defendant's failure to exercise even slight care or diligence directly and 

proximately caused injury to Mr. Dale. In particular, the defendant's gross negligence 

proximately caused Mr. Dale's chronic conditions to dramatically worsen, with the result that he 

now suffers from a variety of additional health problems, including severe respiratory problems, 

insomnia, severe anxiety, and depression. The defendant's gross negligence has also directly 

placed Mr. Dale at an increased risk of future illness and disease, including complications from 
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diabetes, heart and kidney failure, and pancreatic diseases. The defendant's gross negligence 

further proximately caused Mr. Dale to suffer severe pain that he otherwise would not have 

suffered and to contract infections that he otherwise would not have contracted. 

100. At all relevant times the risk of harm encountered by Mr. Dale fell within the 

protection of the legal duties the defendant owed to Mr. Dale. 

IO I. The defendant and its employees acted with utter disregard for the dictates of 

prudence, which amounted to complete neglect of the rights of Mr. Dale and others. 

102. As a result of the defendant's gross negligence, Mr. Dale has suffered damages of 

a personal nature. 

COUNT IV: 
INTENTIONAL INFLICTION OF EMOTIONAL DISTRESS 

I 03. Mr. Dale re-alleges and incorporates by reference Paragraphs l-102 as if fully set 

forth herein. 

I 04. The defendant's employees intentionally caused Mr. Dale severe emotional 

distress by forcing him to remain unattended in a "no-human-contact isolation" room while he 

was in urgent need of medical attention. As a result, Mr. Dale suffered extreme anxiety, panic, 

and psychological disturbance, as he believed he would not survive this solitary confinement. 

105. The defendant's employees intentionally caused Mr. Dale severe emotional 

distress by refusing to provide him necessary treatment and by accusing him of "using the 

hospital to try to get a vacation out of [Oakdale)." Following this incident, Mr. Dale feared for 

his health and worried that he would be unable to obtain medical treatment in the future. 

106. The defendant's employees in1en1ionally caused Mr. Dale severe emotional 

distress by forcibly ripping the nebulizer from Mr. Dale's face on April 21, 2010. As a direct 
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result, Mr. Dale suffered physical pain and feared that he would suffocate, which resulted in 

panic and anxiety. 

107. The defendant's employees intentionally caused Mr. Dale severe emotional 

distress by disparaging Mr. Dale and shouting that there was nothing wrong with him, that he 

was "faking" his symptoms, and that he should just "open [his] mouth and breathe." 

108. The defendant's employees intentionally caused Mr. Dale severe emotional 

distress when the PA stated that he would "wipe [his] ass" with any complaint Mr. Dale filed 

with the detention authorities. 

I 09. The defendant's employees intentionally caused Mr. Dale severe emotional 

distress when the PA-a federal employee entrusted with the care and wellbeing of Mr. Dale-

instructed tire nurses on duty to not help Mr. Dale. Instead of providing Mr. Dale with the care 

and compassion he needed, the Oakdale staff belittled and berated him and went out of their way 

to prevent him from receiving necessary treatment. Mr. Dale was afraid to report these incidents 

for fear of reprisals by the PA or other medical staff Specifically, Mr. Dale feared that if he 

reported the PA 's behavior he would be denied future medical treatment. 

I 10. The defendant's employees intentionally caused Mr. Dale severe emotional 

distress by taunting him and telling him to "go home to [his] country if [he] needed treatment 

because [he] was not going to be treated here," and thal there was "nothing anyone could do lo 

improve or change the conditions at [the] facility." Even more egregiously, an employee of the 

defendant warned Mr. Dale that the medical staff members "would continue to do what they 

want because they will get away with it." These extreme and outrageous statements directly 

caused Mr. Dale severe anxiety, as he feared for his health and feared reprisals if he sought 

future treatment. 
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111. The defendant's employees' intentional conduct was extreme and outrageous and 

went beyond all bounds of decency such that it was utterly intolerable. 

112. The defendant's employees' actions and words demonstrate that they intended to 

cause Mr. Dale severe emotional distress. The defendant's employees also knew that severe 

emotional distress was certain and/or substantially certain to result from their conduct. 

113. The defendant's employees' conduct proximately caused Mr. Dale's emotional 

distress, which was so severe that no reasonable person could have been expected to endure it. 

COUNT V: 
IN THE ALTERNATIVE: NEGLIGENT INFLICTION OF EMOTIONAL DISTRESS 

114. Mr. Dale re-al leg es and incorporates by reference Paragraphs 1-113 as if fully set 

forth herein. 

115. The defendant owed Mr. Dale duties of care, as set forth in Paragraphs 66-69 and 

85-87. 

116. The defendant breached those duties of care, as set forth in Paragraphs 70-81, 88-

89, 91,and 104-110. 

117. The defendant's breach of its duty of care was the actual and proximate cause of 

Mr. Dale's injuries, as set forth in Paragraphs 82-83, 90, 92, and 113. 

118. The hann suffered by Mr. Dale is precisely the sort of hann the defendant's duty 

of care seeks to protect against. 

119. Mr. Dale re-a lieges and incorporates by reference Paragraphs I 04- I I 0, and states 

in the alternative that each of the defendant's employees' acts and omissions identified in those 

paragraphs, if not undertaken to in1en1ionally cause Mr. Dale extreme and severe emotional 

distress, did in fact negligently cause Mr. Dale extreme and severe emotional distress. 
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120. Mr. Dale's extreme and severe emotional distress was and is accompanied by 

physical injury and illness, including insomnia, nervousness, anxiety, and severe stress. 

121. The circumstances of Mr. Dale's detention and of the defendant's breach of its 

duty of care give rise to a special likelihood of genuine and serious mental distress. In particular, 

the defendant's negligence repeatedly forced Mr. Dale to endure circumstances in which he was 

actually in great fear for his personal safety and wellbeing. 

PRAYER FOR RELIEF 

WHEREFORE, Mr. Dale respectfully requests that this Court: 

A. Award monetary damages to compensate Mr. Dale for his injuries in an amount to 

be detennined at trial; 

B. Award monetary damages to provide for Mr. Dale's future medical needs in an 

amount to be detennined at trial; 

C. Award reasonable costs and expenses to Mr. Dale; and 

D. Grant such other and further monetary and/or equitable relief that this Court may 

deem just and proper. 
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CLAIM FOR DAMAGE. INSTRUCTIONS: Please read ceralully 1he ins1ruc1ions on tha reverse side and FORM APPROVED 

INJURY, OR DEATH 
supply information requnted on both sides ol tha form. Use additional sh1tt1tls) ii OMBNO. 
nai::essarv. Sae reverse side !or additional Instructions. 1105-0008 

\. Submi1 To Appropriate Federal Agency: 2, Name, Address of claimant and claimant"s pinsona! rapresentetive. ii any. 

Department of Homeland Sec:urity (DH S) / Immigration and 
(See instructions rm reverse.) {Numt,a,r, street, city, Stets and Zip Code) 

Customs Enforcement (ICE) Claimant Carlyle Dale, Orlando, FL 
Claimant's Representative: Claudia Valenzuela, National Immigrant 
Justice Center, 208 S. LaSalle Street, Suite I B 18, Chicago, IL 60604 

3. TYPE OF EMPLOYMENTI 4. OATE OF BIRTH 15. MARITAL STATUS! 6. DATE AND DAY OF ACCIDENT n MIUTARY Gel CIVIUAN O I /0 I/ 1949 Single Augus1 25. 2009 - July 2, 20 I 0 
17. TIME (A.M. orP.M.J 

See attached. 
8. Basis of Claim (Sr11t1 in derail th11 known !11CfS and circumstancas a1tendlng 1hr, d11mage. injury, or death, id,nrifying persons and proper1y 

involv,d, 111, p/ac11 of occummce and th, cause rhereofJ (Use 11dditlonal pages ii n,c,ssary./ 

Between September 25, 2008 and July 1, 2010, while Mr. Dale was in the custody of the Department of Homeland Security (DHS)i 
Immigration and Customs Enforcemen1 (ICE), DI IS/ICE officer,;, Bureau of Prison (BOP) officials, and Public Health Service (PBS) staff 
failed to provide Mr. Dale with an appropriate level of care for his multiple chronic health conditions, as required by federal and Louisiana 
state law or lo institute policies, or provide training or supervision of its employees regarding the treatment of individuals with chronic 
conditions. During this 1ime period., Mr. Dale was held in civil detention at Lasalle Detention Facility, in Jena, LA, and at Oakdale 
Federal Detention Center in Oakdale, LA. DHS/ICE officials failed to ensure tha1 Mr. Dale received dental care, as required by the 
DHS/ICE National Detention S1and11rd. PHS staff refused Mr. Dale's requests for medication, interrupted his medical treatmem, and forced 
him ro wait hours for urgent care, contrary to OHS/ICE National Detention S1andards. Medical staff admitted that Oakdale did not have 
the resources to monitor and lreat Mr. Dale's diabetes, yet DI-IS/ICE further refused to transfer him to a facility that did. See attached. 

9. PROPERTY DAMAGE 
NAME AND ADDRESS OF OWNER. IF OTHER THAN CLAIMANT (NumbfJf, straet, city. Stare. and Zip Codi,/ 

NIA 

BRIEFLY DESCRIBE THE PROPERTY. NATURE ANO EXTENT OF DAMAGE ANO THE LOCATION WHERE PROPERTY MAY SE INSPECTED. /Sae 
ins 1ructions on reverse :,ide. J 

NIA 

10. PERSONAL INJURYIWRONGFUL DEATH 
STATE NATURE ANO EXTENT OF EACH INJURY OR CAUSE OF DEATH, WHICH FORMS THE BASIS OF THE CLAIM. IF OTHER THAN CLAIMANT. 
STATE NAME OF INJURED PERSON OR DECEDENT. 
As a result of the failure of OHS/ICE, BOP. and Pl IS 10 provide Mr. Dale with appropriate medical care, Mr. Dale suffered exlrllordinary 
and unnecessary physical pain. Mr. Dale now has difficulty breathing normally without the assistance of medication or a nebu\izer. This 
lack of care caused Mr. Dale severe mental and em01ional distress, and has put him al a heightened risk of future injury and illness. Mr. 
Dale also experiences bouls of anxiety and depression as a result of the treatmenl he received. 

11. WITNESSES 

NAME ADDRESS (Number, streel, city, State, and Zip Coda) 

Employees of DHSIICE. BOP, PBS, the Depanment See a11ached. 
of Justice (DOJ), and Oakdale Federal Detenlion 
Center. 

12. fSH insrructions on reverse) AMOUNT Of CLAIM fin dolfarsJ 
12a. PROPERTY DAMAGE 12b. PERSONAL INJURY 12c. WRONGFUL CEATH 12d. TOTAL (Fr,ilure to sp,cily may cause 

forle;,u,,. of your rights./ 

5,000,000.00 5,000,000.00 

I CERTIFY THAT THE AMOUNT OF CLAIM COVERS ONLY DAMAGES AND INJURIES CAUSED av THE ACCIDENT ABOVE AND AGREE TO ACCEPT 
SAID AMOUNT IN FULL SATISFACTION AND FINAL SETTLEMENT OF THIS CLAIM. 
13a. SIGNATURE OF CLAIMANT /SH imrructions on reverse side.J 

CIVIL PENALTY FOR PRESENTING 
FRAUDULENT CLAIM 

Toa claimant shall torleit and pay to !he United State, tha sum ol 
$2.000 plus double thu amount of d11mu9es 11uatained l)y Iha United 
SlatH. (Sea 31 U.S.C. 3729.J 
,s,,o, 
Previous ..titians nor us.able. 

N N1 4.4 $ 540.00-63 046 

13b. Phone numbi,r 01 signatory 14. DATE OF CLAIM 

July 26, 2010 

CRIMINAL PENAL TY FDR PRESENTING FRAUDULENT 
CLAIM OR MAKING FALSE STATE'MENTS 

Fine ol not more thari t10.000 or imprisonment for not mora than 5 years 
or bolh. {SH 18 U.S.C. 287, 1001.J 

STANDARD f'QHM 95 tR•v. 7-85/ fEG! 
PRESCRISiO BY C,Ef"T. OF JUSTICE 
28 CFR 14.2 
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PRIVACY ACT NOTICE 

This N01ice " provided Ir, accotd llflCe with tno Privacy Act, e U. S .c. 5 52al e!I Jl. B. Principal Purpou: The lrdomi•tion r111ue5tod is to be usad in avoluatong cla,ms. 
lloutint /Jse: Sea !he No1icu of Su1em• cf Raeotds for the agency to whom 
you are su bmining this form for 1hi1 ,nlorm 11 ion. 

and con come I ho inlormetion ,a qu ur&d In the I a11 a, 1 o whicn 1 hi1 No1 ice i• e nechod C. 

A. Aurhotity: Th t reques1ed inlorm111ion is 1olici1ed pu, suan1 to one or more of the D. 
following, 5 U.S.C. 301, JB U.S.C. 501 et MC. .. 28 U.S.C. 287\ ti seq., 28 C.F.A. 

E fltJCr of Failure ro llerpond: Dilclo au re 11 voluntary . Howh a,, lli!uto 10 supply 
I he req1.>&11ted i nfc, ma 1ian or 10 exec u1 o the losm m av ,enda, you, claim 

INSTRUCTIONS 
Compl111 all l!ems - !nun the wo,d NONE wh1r11ppllcable 

A CLAIM SHALL BE DEEMED TO HAVE BEEN PRESENTED WHEN A FEDERAL PflOP'EATY, PERSONAL INJURY, OR DEATH ALLEGED TO HAVE OCClJFIRED BY 
AGENCY RECEIVES FROM A CLAIMANT. HIS DULY AUTHOftlZED AGENT, OR REASON OF TME INCIDENT. THE CLAIM MlJST 13£ PRESENTED TO THE 
lEGAl REPRESENTATIVE AN EXECUTED STANDARD FOAM 91!> OA OTHER APPROPRIATE HOERAL AGENCY WITHIN TWO YEARS AFTER THE CLAIM 
WRITTEN NOTIFICATION OF AN INCIDENT, ACCOMPANIED SY A CLAIM FOA ACCRUES. 
MONEY DAMAGES IN A SUM CERTAIN FOA INJURY TD OR LOSS OF 

Any ineuuetlons or lnlorma1/on oueesury in tho preparation ot your claim will bo 
fumi5hed, tipon ,equea1, by 1he office inclielllad In Item 11 on !he reversc, side. 
Com pie le regulal >0n1 pen •ini1>11 1 o cl llim s au&ned undor th.t Feder al Ton C1 a ima 
Ac I can b11 lour>d in Title 28, Code 0 t Fed"' al Regulal ions, Parl 14. Many 
agencies h•vt pub li&hed s upplemanl a! regulatior,1 also. II more 1hu on a agency i$ 
,nvollled. plG oso II a1e eech agency. 

The claim may be filed by a duly authorirltd agent o, 011>er le~el repre11tn1aliv11, 
p,cvided oondance S11tis!ac1ory to tl>e Gove,nnw,n1 is submitted wi1h soid claim 
oslebliahing exp,eos authori1y to ac1 lo, tho claimant. A claim presonted by an 
agenl or legal represorn atiw mu st be po H ontod in I he n1me ot I he cl aiman1 . II 1 he 
c la. m is signed by !he ai,en1 o, leg al rep r&1an1 a I ive. it mu sl show !ho !itle or legal 
c apac i1y o I 11>11 per1<1 n signi n11 and be accom panled by avidenc II ol his/her 
1 uthority 1 c prltHnt a claim on bohell ol 11,e cla imen1 as agen1. executor. 
admini '1r a1or, parenl. guer dian c, olher r•P,• H n1•1iv11. 

II claim ant i n1el>Ck to f I la cl aim lo, bOlh pe,SQna! injury end propeny d•m 0110. 
cl aim lo, beth mull be 1hown in l1em 12 of 1nis !otm . 

The emoun1 chimed sh0-11ld be subS1an1i 111111 b v comp 111 ant evillflnce •s follows: 
Ill/ In supporl of 1 he claim tor personal injury or death. tho claimen1 should 

111bmi1 • w,i non report br 1 t>s auon ding physician. showing 1h11 nature and o la nt 
of Injury. the nature and e •tont of tr eal men\, I ho do,gree ol permer'lent dieabmty, H 
any, th a progno1i1, and lh o period of hos;:,it llllza1 ion, or incapacl!a1ion, a nae hir,g 
itemized bill• for medical. hospital, Of bu• i al oxpanHa ac1uelly inc,mod . 

(bl In suppon ol claims 101 damage 10 proporiy wt>lch hn been o, car, bo 
eccno mica I ly repa ~od, I ho clti man! should su bmil al leall I we ite mia 11d signed 
st_. amen IS or Hlim ii H by n11iable, dis,n1er ested concern 1. or. ,t 1>• yment h ao b<len 
made. tho itemized signed racoipla evidencing payrnar,t. 

{cJ ln support ol c1,; ms tor II =•g• 1 o p,opon y w h,c h is no! oconom ,c,lly 
repairable, o, if the properly is rosl or do5l!oved. the cl,imant should submi1 
!IHtemanta as to tha original co SI ol the p,o POrlY, the dale ot purchao11, and lho 
valtie ot 1 he proponr, bo1h before and ahe r the accident. Such stale men ls should 
ba by disinta,eot ltd c t>ffiP8tont pa.-sons. pre le, ably rap utable dealars er ollicials 
I ,mil lar wil h tl\e lypa cf p,cll'lrtr damll ge-d, or by two o, more competillva b i<lders. 
and sllou Id bl! C8<1ilied n IMring jus 1 a r,d con ec !. 

fa/ Feiltna 10 ccm~letely axocute 1his tc,m o, 10 supply 1ha rO~INlsted material 
witl>in , wo yea ra ffcm Iha date I he alleg aliens accrued may r Mder vO<Jr cleim 
"inv9lid". A claim is deemltd .,.....,nted when it i• ,ec&ived by tna lll)propria1e 
agency. no1 when it Is mailed. 

Failure 10 1ptclfy • sum can.In wlD reoult In /nv• lld preun1atlcn of your claim and 
may ,111ull In to,laitu,• of your rlgh1a. 

Public reponi ng burden for I his c0Nec1ion cl .nl o<me lion ia utomaled 10 av er age 1 S minutes par ,uponse, including Iha lime tor ,o viewing instruc1icn •· ,..,,c hFng •• isting 
clat • SOUfCH, gath aring and ma in taini n11 The da 1e need ad, and completing and r oviowing !he col!oc1 ion ol in lonna!icn. Send commonls re{II fdj r,g 1hi1 bu•d en n tlm a,~ or 
any olhlrf HPOCI cl 1nl1 co11oc1lon of in!0rme1icn. includlng 1uggnUons le, ,educing this burden. 
to Oiru-cl or. Torts Branch and 10 th 11 

Civil Oivi •ion Of lice of Manago man1 and 8"d1191 
U.S. Depanmani al Jusuce P"l>"'work Reduc1ion Projecl 11105-0008) 

Washing1on. DC 20530 Wnl>ing1on. OC 20503 

INSURANCE COVERAGE 
In on:lar that subrogation daims may be a<IJud,,;,ated. rt is 0$Sl.lntinl that Iha dllimanl provide Iha lollowing Information rogarding Iha insurance C!Mlfage of hi& vehicle or property. 

1 S. 011 you carry ac ciden1 insur anco) LJ Yes. U res. give name and addraos of inOUfanc~ com~ny /Mlmu,. ,ttnr, city, Sur ... ~nd z;p c,,,_, and policy numt>,or .LJ No 

18. 1-{evt you f~od cleitn on you, ir,~urance c;;,ffie< in 1his in51anca. and ii so. is it lull cover•o• or deductible? 1 7. If deductible. ,ta! e •mount 

t B. U cl•im has. bcien filed wi:1h your Cilr.t-icr. what •ction h:111 yo1Jr ins~-rer takon or propo!i8$ lO tako with reforeni:.o to vnur .r:Lafmr u, .a ~su,.., r.n..-r riw a.sa'1aiirl ,ht-u la.ct~.J 

SF 95 !Rev. 7-951 BACK 
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Carlyle Dale Standard Form 95 Attachments 

Basis or Claim (Continued From Form 95, Secdon 8): 

Carlyle Dale suffers from a series of chronic illnesses, including diabetes, chronic asthma, 
severe arthritis, high blood pressure, and pancreatitis, which require special care and constant 
monitoring, and which make him susceptible to infection and illness. Mr. Dale was also 
diagnosed with Hepatitis C after coming into OHS/ICE custody. 

On September 25, 2008, Mr. Dale was transferred from Oakdale Federal Detention Center 
(Oakdale) to the Lasalle Detention Center (Lasalle). Upon transfer, Mr. Dale was stripped of 
his warm clothing and kept in a cold holding pen for several hours. This caused his anhritis 
to flare up, and him to develop bronchitis, for which he had to be hospitalized. Over the 
following year, Mr. Dale was hospilalizcd three more times for chronic medical conditions. 

As a result of DHS/PHS' failure to provide adequate medical care for Mr. Dale's chronic 
illnesses, Mr. Dale had to be hospitalized on an emergency basis on 3 occasions. From 
November 25 to December 5, 2008, Plaintiff was treated for acute diabetic ketoacidosis, 
acute pacrealilis, liver disease, congestive heart failure, cardiomyopathy, and 
emphysema. From March 30 to April 6, 2009 Mr. Dale was treated in hospital after 
being diagnosed with an acute staphylococcus infection, necrotizing fasciitis ("flesh~ 
eating disease"), and ccllulitis. From June 17 to July I, 2009, Plaintiff was hospitalized 
yet again at LaSalle General Hospital for a severe asthma attack. During that stay, he 
was also treated for diabetes, hypertension, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, and 
right heart failure. 

These illnesses were documented in Mr. Dale's medical records- indeed, many of them 
developed while he was in DHS/ICE custody- and they were known to OHS/ICE and BOP 
officers, as well as state prison officials who were responsible for Mr. Dale. This information 
was also available to all medical staff who treated him. 

For 11 months, while he was in custody al Lasalle, Mr. Dale's requests to sec a dentist were 
repeatedly denied. 

On August 25, 2009, Mr. Dale was transferred back to Oakdale. Oakdale is a federal detention 
center operated by the Bureau of Prisons (BOP). The Public Health Service (PHS) provides 
medical care to all detainees Oakdale. At all times relevant to this claim, as designated in 
Question 6, the care that Mr. Dale received fell below an ordinary standard of care, as 
required by federal and state law. 

After his transfer, Oakdale medical staff admitted that the facility did not have the resources 
to address Mr. Dale's diabetic needs. DHS/ICE nevertheless refused to release him or to send 
him to a facility that did have the resources. 

On at least six occasions. beginning in January 2009, Mr. Dale requested his release from 
custody, in part based on humanitarian grounds as a result of his worsening medical 
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condition. These requests (sent on the following dates: January 29, 2009; March 24, 
2009; April I, 2009; April 8, 2009; September 2, 2009; and March 23, 2010) were all 
rejected. 

In approximately March 20 IO, Mr. Dale bcga n to experience difficulty brca thing. 
Because there is no medical staff at the Oakdale facility overnight, contrary to the 
National Detention Standards, Mr. Dale was only able to get medical relief during the 
day. On April 15, 2010, after one night of particularly difficult breathing, Mr. Dale 
requested to sec the physician's assistant (PA). When he met with the PA, he mentioned 
that he had previously been on Prcdnisonc while being held in detention al Lasalle and 
that this had helped his breathing. The PA refused to give Mr. Dale Prednisonc, accused 
him of "using the hospital as an excuse to try get a vacation out of [Oakdale]," and asked 
him "why don't you just go home'?" 

On April 21, Mr. Dale again complained of difficulty breathing and was sent to 
Oakdale's medical facility, where he was treated with a nebulizer. While he was 
undergoing treatment, one of the PAs became verbally abusive toward Mr. Dale. He 
accused Mr. Dale of faking his condition and interrupted the treatment, pulling the 
nebulizer off Mr. Dale's face. He then pulled Mr. Dale into an office in the infirmary and 
continued to shout at Mr. Dale, telling him that there was nothing wrong with him, that 
he should "open (his] mouth and breathe." He then told Mr. Dale to go back to his cell 
and do push-ups. As the incident progressed, the PA advised Mr. Dale that he would 
"wipe [his] ass" with any complaint that Mr. Dale filed about the incident. Mr. Dale was 
then forced to wait in the medical facility for four hours to sec the physician, contrary to 
National Detention Standards that require the detainees receive medical treatment in a 
timely manner. At one point, the medical facility's dentist asked the nurses on duty to 
attend to Mr. Dale. The nurses refused, indicating that they had been told not to touch 
him. 

Mr. Dale was traumatized by the incident. The actions of medical staff at Oakdale 
caused him to experience extraordinary and unnecessary physical pain. These incidents 
also caused Mr. Dale severe mental and emotional distress, and put him at a heightened 
risk of future injUI)' and illness. Afterward, he became afraid to request medical 
assistance, despite continued di fficu I ty breathing, for fear of retaliation by medical 
facility staff. Plaintiff now has difficulty breathing normally without the assistance of 
medication or a nebulizer. Mr. Dale also experiences bouts of anxiety and depression as 
a result of the treatment he received. 

Mr. Dale filed a complaint with 1CE on April 21, 20!0 over the incident. In DHS/ICE's 
May 4, 20 IO response, Field Office Director Phi lip T. Mi Iler dismissed the complaint as 
being "without merit." 

Witness Names and Addresses (Question 11): 

Oakdale Federal Detention Cenler 
2105 East Whatley Road 
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Oakdale, LA 71463 

Public Health Service 
I IOI Wootton Parkway, Plaza Level 
Rockville, MD 20852 

Phillip T. Miller 
Field Office Director 
Department or Homeland Security/Immigration and Customs Enforcement 
1010 E. Whatley Road 
Oakdale, LA 71463 

Sherry Johnson 
Deportation Officer 
Department of Homeland Security/Immigration and Customs Enforcement 
IO IO E. Whatley Road 
Oakdale, LA 71463 

Terry Perkins 
Deportation Officer 
Department of Homeland Security/Immigration and Customs Enforcement 
IO IO E. Whatley Road 
Oakdale, LA 71463 

Manhcw Reaves 
Deportation Officer 
Department of Homeland Security/Immigration and Customs Enforcement 
1010 E. Whatley Road 
Oakdale, LA 71463 

Jamie Ballard 
Acting Supervisory Detention and Deportation Officer 
Department of Homeland Security/Immigration and Customs Enf orccment 
IO IO E. Whatley Road 
Oakdale, LA 71463 

Joshua 8. Stanton 
Deputy Chief for Tort Litigation 
Commercial & Administrative Law Division 
Office of the Principal Legal Advisor 
U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement 
500 12th Street SW, 9th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 

Vanessa 0. Lefort 
Office of Immigration Litigation 
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U.S. Department of Justice 
950 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW 
Washington. DC 20530-0001 

Jeffrey R. Leist 
Office of immigration Litigation 
U.S. Department of Justice 
950 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW 
Wru;hington, DC 20530-0001 

Jason Sickler 
Regional Counsel 
Federal Bureau of Prisons 
CCM Dallas 
Community Corrections Office 
.. - ... - ,. ,..._ · --n--...1 C'l .... :, ..... 1nn 
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Certified Mail 
Return Receipt Requested 

Claudia Valenzuela 
National Immigrant Justice Center 
208 LaSalle Street 
Suite 1818 
('hir,um 11 M)i'i04 

(Wice ,,r tire l'rindpal l.e~"' , 1J,.,..,,r 

11.S. Dcpanmrnl or lfomrhlnd S«uril~· 
St)O I :?'h Stn:cl SW 
W a~hi niton. IX' 2002 4 

U.S. Immigration 
and Customs 
Enforcement 

July 13. 2011 

www.ice.gov 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
MIDDLE DISTRICT OF FLORIDA 

ORLANDO DIVISION 

CARLYLE LESLIE OWEN DALE, 

Plaintiff, 
V. 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 

Defendant. 

-------------

Case No. 6: 11 •CV•1957 •Orl•37GJK 

I 

ORDER OF DISMISSAL WITH PREJUDICE 

This cause is before the Court upon the Notice of Settlement filed July 9, 2013 

(Doc 52). Accordingly, it is: 

ORDERED AND ADJUDGED: 

That the above-styled cause is hereby DISMISSED WITH PREJUDICE, subject 

to the right of any party to move the Court within sixty (60) days thereafter for the 

purpose of entering a stipulated form of final order or judgment; or, on good cause 

shown, to reopen the case for further proceedings. All pending motions are denied 

as moot. All hearings and deadlines are terminated. 

The Clerk is hereby ordered to close this file. 

DONE AND ORDERED at Orlando, Florida, this 10th day of July, 2013. 

ROY 8. DALTON.Fl 
United Stales District Jl.ldge 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
MIDDLE DISTRICT OF FLORIDA 

ORLANDO DIVISION 

CARLYLE LESLIE OWEN DALE, 

v. 

USA, 

Plaintiff, 

Case No: 6:11-cv-1957-Orl-37GJK 

Defendant. 

ORDER 

This cause came on for consideration, without oral argument, on the following motion: 

MOTION: PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO COMPEL PRODUCTION OF 
DOCUMENTS FROM DEFENDANT UNITED STATES OF 
AMERICA (Doc. No. 33) 

FILED: November 9, 2012 

THEREON it is ORDERED that the motion is DENIED. 

I. BACKGROUND 

On December 8, 2011, Plaintiff, Carlyle Leslie Owen Dale, filed a five count Complaint 

against Defendant, the United States of America. Doc. No. 1. Plaintiff alleges that he is a 

Jamaican national and lawful permanent resident of the United States. Doc. No. 1 at !JI 2. 

Plaintiff alleges that he was imprisoned for four years in New York after pleading guilty to 

attempted assault. Doc. No. 1 at 4 <JI 17. Plaintiff alleges that he was released from prison in 

2005, and Immigration Customs Enforcement took him into custody and initiated removal 

proceedings. Doc. No. 1 at 4 !JI 20. 
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Plaintiff alleges that he was detained at LaSalle Detention Facility (hereafter "LaSalle") 

beginning September 25, 2008, and the medical staff was aware he suffered from diabetes, 

chronic asthma, advanced arthritis, high blood pressure and pancrcatitis. Doc. No. 1 at 6 9[en 28, 

30-31. Plaintiff alleges that he developed hepatitis C during his detention. Doc. No. I at 6 q[ 32. 

Plaintiff alleges that he was hospitalized for sixteen days when, upon mTiving, LaSalle staff 

stripped him of the warm clothing that helps alleviate his advanced arthritis and ignored his pleas 

for help. Doc. No. I at 7 en 34. Plaintiff alleges that he was hospitalized for two weeks in 

November 2008, after a nurse determined that LaSalle medical staff allowed his blood sugar to 

rise to abnormally high levels. Doc. No. 1 at 7 qr 35. Plaintiff alleges that he was also treated for 

"acute diabetic ketoacidosis, acute pancreati tis, 1 i ver disease, congestive heart fai I ure, 

cardiomyopathy, and emphysema." Doc. No. 1 at 7 en 35. 

Plaintiff alleges that, in March and April 2009, he was treated and hospitalized for an 

acute staphylococcus infection, necrotizing fasciitis and cellulitis that was contracted from the 

"unsanitary and medically dangerous conditions at LaSalle." Doc. No. I at 7 ~~ 36-37. Plaintiff 

alleges that he was hospitalized in June 2009, and treated for a severe asthma attack, diabetes, 

hypertension, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease and right side heart failure. Doc. No. 1 at 8 

qr 38. Plaintiff alleges that in July 2009, he was placed in solitary confinement due to a suspected 

swine flu outbreak. Doc. No. 1 at 8 en 39. Plaintiff alleges that his limbs were swollen to twice 

their normal size due to his medications and fluids, but he received no medical care over the 

Fourth of July weekend because the infirmary's treating doctor insisted on taking a vacation. 

Doc. No. 1 at 8 qr 39. Plaintiff alleges that his requests for treatment of severe tooth pain were 

refused. Doc. No. 1 at 8 1][ 40. Plaintiff alleges that his health deteriorated and he developed 

depression as a result of his illnesses and hospitalizations. Doc. No. 1 at 8-9 qr 41. 

- 2 -
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Plaintiff alleges that, in August 2009, he was transferred to Oakdale Federal Detention 

Center (hereafter "Oakdale"). Doc. No. 1 at 9 q[ 43. Plaintiff alleges that Oakdale staff knew of 

his medical conditions. Doc. No. l at 6 9[lJI 30-31. Plaintiff alleges that in early 2010, he suffered 

sudden respiratory problems that made it difficult for him to breath. Doc. No. 1 at 9 q[ 45. 

Plaintiff alleges that he endured "pain and suffering" for several hours because Oakdale docs not 

staff overnight emergency medical personnel. Doc. No. 1 at 9 q[ 45. Plaintiff alleges that in 

April 2010, he asked to be examined by a physician's assistant after having extreme difficulty 

breathing. Doc. No. 1 at 9 ,-i 46. Plaintiff alleges that the physician's assistant refused to 

prescribe any medication, provide other assistance and mocked him. Doc. No. 1 at 9-10 9[ 47. 

Plaintiff alleges that in April 2010, he once again experienced breathing difficulties and 

was being treated with a nebulizer when Mr. Shalloby, a physician's assistant, accused him of 

malingering and removed the nebulizer. Doc. No. 1 at 10 'I{ 48. Plaintiff alleges that Mr. 

Shalloby took him to an adjacent office, berated him, refused to provide the nebulizer and 

threatened to destroy any complaint Plaintiff filed. Doc. No. I at 10 q[q[ 49-50. Plaintiff alleges 

that he waited four hours to see a physician and, while waiting, Oakdale nurses refused to treat 

him because they were ordered not to treat or touch Plaintiff. Doc. No. l at 10-11 'Il 51-52. 

Plaintiff alleges that he suffered other asthmatic episodes and the Oakdale staff was slow 

to respond and berated him. Doc. No. 1 at 11 q[ 54. Plaintiff alleges that he began having 

difficulty breathing while at the immigration courthouse and while being treated, Mr. 

Berkenholtz, a physician's assistant, verbally abused him, belittled him and told him that it 

would be useless to file a complaint. Doc. No. 1 at l l lff9154-55. 

Plaintiff alleges that he waited days to be seen by a physician's assistant and four weeks 

to be seen by a doctor after developing a severe staphylococcus infection. Doc. No. 1 at 121[9[ 

- 3 -
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56-57. While waiting for treatment, Plaintiff alleges that his left foot and leg were swollen and 

inflamed, and he was told that the infection could have resulted in amputation or death. Doc. 

No. 1 at 12 CJI 57. Plaintiff alleges that the deficient care at Lasalle and Oakdale has resulted in 

difficulty breathing without a nebulizer or medication, an inability to sleep, heightened risk of 

future illnesses, as well as severe anxiety and depression. Doc. No. 1 at 12 ~[ 58. 

Plaintiff alleges that LaSalle and Oakdale violated the detention standards governing both 

facilities. Doc. No. 1 at 13 ~[~[ 60-63. As a result of the allegedly deficient medical care he 

received, Plaintiff asserts claims for medical malpractice, negligence, gross negligence, 

intentional infliction of emotional distress and negligent infliction of emotional distress. Doc. 

No. I at 13, 18-19, 21, 23. On March 16, 2012, Defendant filed its answer and affirmative 

defenses. Doc. No. 20. 

On May 17, 2012, Plain tiff served a reg ues t for production on Defendant, seeking 

twenty-two categories of documents. Doc. Nos. 33 at 2 CJI l; 33-5. Defendant has served some 

responsive documents, but has either not provided or provided limited documents concerning 

requests 17-19. Doc. No. 33 at 2-3 ft 2, 5. On November 9, 2012, Plaintiff moved to compel 

(hereafter "Motion") Defendant to produce documents that are responsive to requests 17-19. 

Doc. No. 33. 1 On November 21, 2012, Defendant filed its response. Doc. No. 34. 

II. LAW 

Parties may obtain discovery on "any nonprivileged matter that is relevant to any party's 

claim or defense .... " Fed. R. Civ. P. 26(b)(l). A party is entitled to the facts relevant to the 

1 Although Plaintiff represents that he complied with Local Rule 3.01 (g) prior to filing the Motion, it is clear that 
Plaintiff"confcrred" with Defendant via correspondence. Doc. No. 33 at 2-4, 8. Local Rule 3.0l(g)'s requirement 
to confer prior to filing a motion is only fulfilled when the moving party has a "substantive conversation in person 
or hy telephone;" exchanging faxes, e-mails or lellcrs is insufficient. See Doc. No. 24 at 4 (emphasis in original). 
The Court will deny all future motions that do not strictly comply with Local Rule 3.0l(g). 

- 4 -
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litigation. Dunkin' Donuts, Inc. v. Mmy 's Donuts, Inc., 206 F.R.D. 518, 520 (S.D. Fla. 2002). 

The party seeking discovery has the threshold burden of demonstrating that the discovery 

requested is relevant. Zorn v. Principal L(fe Ins. Co., 2010 WL 3282982 at *2 (S.D. Ga. Aug. 

18, 2010) (citing Canada v. Hotel Development-Texas, Ltd., 2008 WL 3171940 at* I (N.D. Tex. 

July 30, 2008)). Relevant information need not be admissible at trial, but rather discovery must 

be "reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence." Jd. 2 

"The discovery process is designed to fully inform the parties of the relevant facts 

involved in their case." US v. Pepper's Steel & Alloys, Inc., 132 F.R.D. 695, 698 (S.D. Fla. 

1990) (referencing Hickman v. Taylor, 329 U.S. 495, 501 (1947)). "[A] party demanding 

discovery is required to set forth its requests simply, directly, not vaguely or ambiguously .... " 

Treister v. PNC Bank, 2007 WL 521935 at *2 (S.D. Fla. Feb. 15, 2007). Similarly, "[i]t is not a 

ground for objection that the information sought will be inadmissible at the trial if the 

information sought appears reasonably calculated to lead to discovery of admissible evidence." 

Dollar v. Long Mfg., NC., Inc., 561 F.2d 613, 616 (11th Cir. 1977); Hoffman-La Roche Inc. v. 

Sperling, 493 U.S. 165, 179-80 (1989); Fed. R. Civ. P. 26(b). 

Rule 34, Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, provides that a party may serve a request to 

produce documents upon another party that are within that party's "possession, custody, or 

control." Fed. R. Civ. P. 34(a)(l). "Control is defined not only as possession, but as the legal 

right to obtain the documents requested upon demand." Searock v. Stripling, 736 F.2d 650, 653 

(11th Cir. 1984). A request to produce pursuant to Rule 34 "must describe with reasonable 

2 Demonstrating relevance progresses in layers. "When the discovery sought appears relevant on its face, the party 
resisting it must show the lack of relevance by demonstrating that it: ( 1) does not come witbin the broad scope of 
relevance as defined under discovery rule; or (2) is of such marginal relevance that the potential harm the discovery 
may cause would outweigh the presumption in favor of broad disclosure. When relevancy of a discovery request is 
not apparent on Lhe face of the request, then the party seeking discovery has the burden to show its relevancy." 
Zorn, 2010 WL 3282982 at *2 n. 3 (S.D. Ga. Aug. 18, 2010) (citing Transcor, Inc. v. Furne.v Charters. Inc., 212 
F.R.D. 588,591 (D. Kan. 2003)). 

- 5 -
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particularity each item or category of items to be inspected." Id. The Handbook on Civil 

Discovery Practice in the United States District Com1 for the Middle District of Florida 

(hereafter "Handbook") similarly provides that a request for documents "should be clear, 

concise, and reasonably particularized." Middle District Discovery (2001) at 10, Ill.A. I. 

When responding to a request for documents, "the response must either state that 

inspection and related activities will be permitted as requested or state an objection to the 

request, including the reasons." Fed. R. Civ. P. 34(b)(2)(B). If the responding party objects to 

part of the request, the responding party "must specify the part and permit inspection of the rest." 

Fed. R. Civ. P. 34(b)(2)(C). The Handbook further provides that "[w]hen the scope of the 

document production is narrowed by one or more objections, this fact and the nature of the 

documents withheld should be asserted explicitly." Middle District Discovery (2001) at 11, 

111.A.7. A party that objects to a request as overbroad, when a narrower version would not be 

objectionable, should ordinarily produce documents responsive to the narrower version "without 

waiting for a resolution of the dispute over the scope of the request. When production is limited 

by a party's objection, the producing party should clearly describe the limitation in its response." 

Middle District Discovery (2001) at 11, III.A.8. The party producing documents "shall produce 

them as they are kept in the usual course of business or shall organize and label them to 

correspond with the categories in the request .... " Fed. R. Civ. P. 34(b)(i). 

A party who fails to assert objections to discovery within the time permitted by the rule, 

stipulation or court order, waives any objections and is precluded "from asserting the objection 

in a response to a motion to compel." Id. Furthermore, if a party objects to a discovery request, 

but then responds to the request without complying with the aforementioned rules allowing a 

clearly defined partial response, the party is deemed to have waived its objection. See Sewell v. 

- 6 -
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DAiessandro & Wood_vard, Inc., 2011 WL 1232347 at *2 (M.D. Fla. Mar. 30,2011) (noting that 

courts deem an objection waived when it is accompanied by a response); Riley v. United Air 

Lines, Inc., 32 F.R.D. 230, 234 (S.D.N.Y. 1962); Meese v. Eaton Mfg. Co., 35 F.R.D. 162, 166 

(N.D. Ohio 1964) ("Whenever an answer accompanies an objection, the objection is deemed 

waived and the answer, if responsive, stands."). Even if a party has waived its objections by 

voluntarily answering or clearly delineating its partial response, the court may still deny a motion 

to compel when the discovery request exceeds the bounds of fair discovery. See F(fty-Six Hope 

Road Music, Ltd. v. Mayah Collections, Inc., 2007 WL 1726558 at *4 (D. Nev. June 11, 2007); 

Carfagno v. Jackson Nat'/ Life Ins. Co., 2001 WL 34059032 at *1 (W.D. Mich. Feb. 13, 2001); 

Ko/enc v. Bellizzi, 1999 WL 92604 at *3 (S.D.N.Y. Feb. 22, 1999). 

"Objections which state that a discovery request is 'vague, overly broad, or unduly 

burdensome' are, by themselves, meaningless, and are deemed without merit by this Court." 

Milinazzo v. State Farm Ins. Co., 2007 WL 4350865 at 2 (S.D. Fla. 2007) (citing Josephs v. 

Harris Corp., 677 F.2d 985, 992 (3d Cir. 1982) ("[T]he mere statement by a party that the 

interrogatory was 'overly broad, burdensome, oppressive and irrelevant' is not adequate to voice 

a successful objection to an interrogatory.")). The party objecting to the discovery request has 

the burden to explain with specificity why the request is unduly burdensome, vague, or overly 

broad.Id. 

III. ANALYSIS 

Plaintiff requests the Court compel Defendant to produce documents that are responsive 

to Request Nos. 17-19. Doc. No. 33 at 7-8. Request No. 17 seeks the following documents: 

All documents concerning any complaints made by detainees, 
prisoners, patients, co-workers, or any other person, entity or 
agency against Mr. Bergenholtz and/or Mr. Shalabi, Physician's 
Assistants at Oakdale, or anyone else who treated Plaintiff, 

- 7 -
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including without limitation documents concerning any resulting 
investigations or findings. 

Doc. No. 33 at 7 (emphasis added). Thus, Plaintiff requests Defendant produce all documents 

concerning any complaints against Messrs. Bergenholtz, Shalabi or other person who treated 

Plaintiff. 

Defendant objected to Request No. 17 as being irrelevant, overbroad, vague and unduly 

burdensome. Doc. No. 33 at 7. Defendant indicated that complaints are organized by inmate, 

not staff member, and a search for responsive documents would require searching every inmate's 

file. Doc. No. 33 at 7. These objections notwithstanding, Defendant stated it would allow 

"inspection and copying of the redacted 'SIS' files on PA's Bergenholtz and Shalabi. The 'SIS' 

files include allegations of staff misconduct." Doc. No. 33 at 8. In its response to the Motion, 

Defendant indicates that it produced the "complaint files of Bergenholtz and Shalabi concerning 

the complaints filed against those staff members by Plaintiff." Doc. No. 34 at 4. 

Request No. 17 is overly broad and not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of 

admissible evidence. Accordingly, the Motion is DENIED as to Request No. 17. 

Request No. 18 seeks the following documents: 

Copies of any employee files relating to the employment of Mr. 
Bergenholtz and Mr. Shalabi at Oakdale or any other facility under 
the operation of the Federal Bureau of Prisons. 

Doc. No. 33 at 8. Thus, Plaintiff seeks Messrs. Bergenholtz and Shalabi's employee files 

relating to employment at Oakdale or other facility owned by the Federal Bureau of Prisons. 

Defendant objected on the basis that this request is vague, seeks irrelevant infonnation and 

includes documents that are protected from disclosure pursuant to the Privacy Act. Doc. No. 33 

at 8. 

- 8 -
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Request No. 18 is overly broad and not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of 

admissible evidence. Accordingly, the Motion is DENIED as to Request No. 18. 

Request No. 19 seeks the following documents: 

All documents concerning any discipline or termination of Mr. 
Bergenholtz, Mr. Shalabi, and/or anyone else who treated Plaintiff. 

Doc. No. 33 at 8. Thus, Plaintiff seeks all documents concerning the discipline or termination of 

Mr. Bergenholtz, Shalabi or other person who treated Plaintiff. Defendant lodged the same 

objections as those raised to Request No. 18, but stated that it would permit "inspection and 

copying of any 'discipline or termination' files concerning PA Bergenholtz and Shalabi that 

concern Plaintiff, if such documents exist." Doc. No. 33 at 8. In its response to the Motion, 

Defendant represents that it produced the complaints Plaintiff filed against Messrs. Bergenholtz 

and Shalabi. Doc. No. 34 at 7. 

Request No. 19 is overly broad and not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of 

admissible evidence. Accordingly, the Motion is DENIED as to Request No. 19. 

Based on the foregoing, the Motion is DENIED. 

DONE and ORDERED in Orlando, Florida on December 3, 2012. 

Copies furnished to: 
Counsel of Record 
Unrepresented Parties 
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UNITED ST A TES DISTRICT COURT 
MIDDLE DISTRJCT OF FLORIDA 

ORLANDO DIVISION 

CARLYLE LESLIE OWEN DALE, 

Plaintitl~ 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

V. 
Case No. 6: 11-cv-1957-0rl-37GJK 

Tlon. Roy R. Dalton, Jr. 
UNITED ST A TES OF AMERICA, 

Defondanl 

----) 

STIPULATED CONFIDENTIALJTY AGREEMENT 

The parties having agreed and stipulated hereto, IT IS HEREBY AGRRED: 

I. All documents produced by the parties to this litigation are produced subject to 
this Agreement, and are hereby designated "'Contidenlial Information." 

2. For the purposes of this Agreement, "Confidential Information," shall include, 
but is not limited to, portions of pcTSonnel files for current or former government 
employees or agents, other personnel-related information, disciplinary files, 
financial records, medical records, detention records, training manuals and 
materials, investigative files, investigative analysis, reports and related materials, 
statements of individuals, internal memoranda and any other records that contain 
confidential or sensitive information. 

3. ln particular, "Confidential lnfonnation" also includes any records produced by a 
HIPAA covered entity, as defined by 45 C.F.R. 160.103, whkh has received a 
request or subpoena for protected health information from one of the parties lo 

this I itigation. 

4. All Confidential lnCormation disclosed by any enlity, including but not limiled to 
Plaintiffs health care providers, shall be used for the sole purpose of preparing 
for and conducting this litigation, including but not limited to investigation, 
consultation, discovery, depositions, trial preparation, trial, appeal, resolution, 
mediation, or uses incidental to the proceeding in this case and shall not be 
disclosed or revealed to anyone not authorized by this Agreement. 

5. All Confidential tnfonnation may be disclosed without further notice by any 
covered entity or healthcare provider, party, or party's attorney, to: 

K&I: 22(j21157A 



a. The parties themselves, parties' attorneys, experts, consultants, any 
wit.ness or 01.her person rel.aiaed or called by the parties, treating 
phy;-;icians, other healthcare providers, insurance carriers, or other 
em1ties from whom damages, compensation, or indemnity is soughl 
and any entity performing, monitoring, or adjustment activities on 
behalf of such insurance carrier or other entity and/or their 
employees, agents, or third party administrators for any of the 
parties involved in the litigation; in any proceeding for health 
oversight activities as pennitted under 45 C.F.R. 164.512, court 
rcponers, copy services, other similar vendors to the parcies and 
Lhcir attorneys, as well as I.he professional and support staff of the 
above, 

6. The parties, and each enLity governed by this Agreement, shall either (i) destroy, 
or (ii) return lo tbe entity who originally produced it, all Confidential [nfoITTJatioa, 
including all copies made; provided, however, that said protected Confidential 
lnformation may be retained in the tiles of the eotities listed in paragraph (5)(a) 
above and may be destroyed pursuant to their reguJar filc-retenti011 policies so 
long as the Confidenrial Information is maintainc:d in a secure environment. 

7. No party shall file a document under seal without first having obtained an order 
granting leave to file under seal on a showing of particularized need. 

AGREED: 

Carlyle Leslie Owet1 Dale 
Plai11ti.ff 

~!~~~ 
KIRKLAND & ELLIS LLP 
300 N. LaSalle SL 
Chicago, IL 60654 

Dated; 
---------

K&E 22621151.4 

Ralph E. Hopkins 
Assistant United States Attorney 
50 I W. Chw·ch St., Ste. 300 
Orlando, FL 32805 
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United States District Court 
Middle District of Florida 

Orlando Division 

CARLYLE LESLIE OWEN DALE, 

Plaintiff, 
Case No. 6:11-cv-1957-J-37GJK 

V. 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

Defendant. 
I ------------

CASE MANAGEMENT AND SCHEDULING ORDER 

Having considered the case management report prepared by the parties, see Fed. 

R. Civ. P. 26 (f) and Local Rule 3.05 (c), the Court enters this case management and 

scheduling order: 

Mandatory Initial Disclosures (pursuant to Fed. R. Civ. P. immediately 
26(a)(1) as amended effective December 1, 2010) 

Certificate of Interested Persons and Corporate Disclosure completed 
Statement 

Motions to Add Parties or to Amend Pleadings July 18, 2012 

Disclosure of Expert Reports Plaintiff: November 2, 2012 
Defendant: December 17, 2012 

Discovery Deadline February 1, 2013 

Dispositive Motions, Daubert, and Markman Motions March 1, 2013 

Meeting In Person to Prepare Joint Final Pretrial Statement July1,2013 

Joint Final Pretrial Statement (Including a Single Set of Jointly July 11, 2013 
Proposed Jury Instructions and Verdict Form, also sent to 
Chamber's email [chambers_flmd_Dalton@flmd.uscourts.gov] 
in Microsoft Word®, Voir Dire Questions, Witnesses Lists, 
Exhibit Lists on Approved Form.); Trial Briefs 
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All Other Motions Including Motions In Limine June 27, 2013 
(MULTIPLE MOTIONS IN LIMINE ARE NOT FAVORED. ALL 
REQUESTS TO LIMIT EVIDENCE SHALL THEREFORE BE 
INCLUDED IN A SINGLE MOTION NOT TO EXCEED 25 
PAGES WITHOUT LEAVE OF COURT. RESPONSES ARE 
LIMITED TO 20 PAGES WITHOUT LEAVE OF COURT.) 

Final Pretrial Conference July 18, 2013 
at 8:45 a.m. 

Trial Term Begins August 5, 2013 
at 9:00 a.m. 

Estimated Length of Trial 5 - 7 days 

Jury/Non Jury Non-Jury 

Mediation Deadline: February 22, 2013 
Mediator: To Be Determined 

Designated Lead Counsel shall contact opposing Address: 
counsel and the mediator to reserve a conference date 
and shall file a Notice with the Court within fourteen 
days of the date of this Order advising of the date. Telephone: 

Designated Lead Counsel Attorney Name: Lana Chiariello 
Pursuant to Local Rule 9.04(a)(3) 

Lead Counsel Telephone Number Telephone Number: 305-573-11 06 

The purpose of this order is to discourage wasteful pretrial activities, and to secure 

the just, speedy, and inexpensive determination of the action. See Fed. R. Civ. P. 1; 

Local Rule 1.01 (b). This order controls the subsequent course of this proceeding. Fed. 

R. Civ. P. 16(b), (e). Counsel and all parties (both represented and prose) shall comply 

with this order, with the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, with the Local Rules of the 

United States District Court for the Middle District of Florida, and with the Administrative 

Procedures for Case Management/Electronic Case Filing. A copy of the Local Rules and 

Administrative Procedures may be viewed at http://www.flmd.uscourts.gov. Counsel 

shall also comply with the Ideals and Goals of Professionalism adopted by the Board of 
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Governors of the Florida Bar on May 16, 1990 available at www.floridabar.org 

(Professional Practice-Henry Latimer Center for Professionalism); Local Rule 2.04(g). 

I. DISCOVERY 

A. Certificate of Interested Persons and Corporate Disclosure Statement 
- This Court has previously ordered each party, governmental party, intervenor, non
party movant, and Rule 69 garnishee to file and serve a Certificate of Interested Persons 
and Corporate Disclosure Statement using a mandatory form. No party may seek 
discovery from any source before filing and serving a Certificate of Interested Persons 
and Corporate Disclosure Statement. A motion, memorandum, response, or other paper 
- including emergency motion - may be denied or stricken unless the filing party has 
previously filed and served a Certificate of Interested Persons and Corporate Disclosure 
Statement. Any party who has not already filed and served the required certificate shall 
do so within the time required by this order, or sanctions will be imposed. 

B. Discovery Not Filed - The parties shall not file discovery materials with 
the Clerk except as provided in Local Rule 3.03. The Court encourages the exchange of 
discovery requests on diskette or by email. See Local Rule 3.03(e). 

C. Limits on Discovery - Absent leave of Court, the parties may take no 
more than ten depositions per side (not per party). Fed. R. Civ. P. 30(a)(2)(A); Fed. R. 
Civ. P. 31 (a)(2)(A). Absent leave of Court, the parties may serve no more than twenty
five interrogatories, including sub-parts. Fed. R. Civ. P. 33(a). Absent leave of the Court 
or stipulation by the parties, each deposition is limited to one day of seven hours. Fed. 
R. Civ. P. 30(d)(2). The parties may agree by stipulation on other limits on discovery 
within the context of the limits and deadlines established by this Case Management and 
Scheduling Order, but the parties may not alter the terms of this Order without leave of 
Court. See, e.g., Fed. R. Civ. P. 29. 

D. Discovery Deadline - Each party shall timely serve discovery requests so 
that the Rules allow for a response prior to the discovery deadline. The Court may deny 
as untimely all motions to compel filed after the discovery deadline. 

E. Disclosure of Expert Testimony- On or before the date set forth in the 
above table for the disclosure of expert reports, the party shall fully comply with Fed. R. 
Civ. P. 26(a)(2) and 26(e). Expert testimony on direct examination at trial will be limited 
to the opinions, bases, reasons, data, and other information disclosed in the written 
expert report disclosed pursuant to this Order. Failure to disclose such information may 
result in the exclusion of all or part of the testimony of the expert witness. 

F. Confidentiality Agreements - The parties may reach their own agreement 
regarding the designation of materials as "confidential." There is no need for the Court to 
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endorse the confidentiality agreement. The Court discourages unnecessary stipulated 
motions for a protective order. The Court will enforce stipulated and signed 
confidentiality agreements. See Local Rule 4.15. Each confidentiality agreement or 
order shall provide, or shall be deemed to provide, that "no party shall file a document 
under seal without first having obtained an order granting leave to file under seal on a 
showing of particularized need." See also "Motions to File Under Seal" below. 

II. MOTIONS 

A. Certificate of Good Faith Conference - Before filing any motion in a civil 
case, the moving party shall confer with the opposing party in a good faith effort to 
resolve the issues raised by the motion, and shall file with the motion a statement 
certifying that the moving party has conferred with the opposing party, and that the 
parties have been unable to agree on the resolution of the motion. Local Rule 3.01 (g); 
Fed. R. Civ. P. 26(c). A certification to the effect that opposing counsel was unavailable 
for a conference before filing a motion is insufficient to satisfy the parties' obligation to 
confer. See Local Rule 3.01 (g). No certificate is required in a motion for injunctive 
relief, for judgment on the pleadings, for summary judgment, to dismiss or to permit 
maintenance of a class action, to dismiss for failure to state a claim upon which relief can 
be granted, or to involuntarily dismiss an action. Local Rule 3.01 (g). Nonetheless, the 
Court expects that a party alleging that a pleading fails to state a claim will confer with 
counsel for the opposing party before moving to dismiss and will agree to an order 
permitting the filing of a curative amended pleading. Fed. R. Civ. P. 15. The term 
"counsel" in Rule 3.01 (g) includes prose parties acting as their own counsel, thus 
requiring movants to confer with prose parties and requiring prose movants to file Rule 
3.01 (g) certificates. The term "confer" in Rule 3.01 (g) requires a substantive 
conversation in person or by telephone in a good faith effort to resolve the motion without 
court action and does not envision an exchange of ultimatums by fax, letter or email. 
Counsel who merely "attempt" to confer have not "conferred." Counsel must respond 
promptly to inquiries and communications from opposing counsel. Board of Governors of 
the Florida Bar, Ideals and Goals of Professionalism, 1f 6.10 and Creed of 
Professionalism 1f 8 (adopted May 16, 1990), available at www.flor1dabar.org 
(Professional Practice-Henry Latimer Center for Professionalism.) The Court will deny 
motions that fail to include an appropriate, complete Rule 3.01 (g) certificate. 

B. Extension of Deadlines 

The deadlines established in this Case Management and Scheduling Order are 
not advisory but must be complied with absent approval of the Court. 

1. Dispositive Motions Deadline and Trial Not Extended - Motions 
to extend the dispositive motions deadline or to continue the trial are generally denied. 
See Local Rule 3.05(c)(2)(E). The Court will grant an exception only when necessary to 
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prevent manifest injustice. A motion for a continuance of the trial is subject to denial if it 
fails to comply with Local Rule 3.09. The Court cannot extend a dispositive motion 
deadline to the eve of trial. In light of the district court's heavy trial calender, at least four 
months are required before trial to receive memoranda in opposition to a motion for 
summary judgment, and to research and resolve the dispositive motion. 

2. Extensions of Other Deadlines Disfavored - Motions for an 
extension of other deadlines established in this order, including motions for an extension 
of the discovery period, are disfavored. The deadline will not be extended absent a 
showing of good cause. Fed. R. Civ. P. 16(b); Local Rule 3.09(a). Failure to complete 
discovery within the time established by this Order shall not constitute cause for 
continuance. A motion to extend an established deadline normally will be denied if the 
motion fails to recite that: 1) the motion is joint or unopposed; 2) the additional discovery 
is necessary for specified reasons; 3) all parties agree that the extension will not affect 
the dispositive motions deadline and trial date; 4) all parties agree that any discovery 
conducted afterthe dispositive motions date established in this Order will not be 
available for summary judgment purposes; and 5) no party will use the granting of the 
extension in support of a motion to extend another date or deadline. The filing of a 
motion for extension of time does not toll the time for compliance with deadlines 
established by Rule or Order. 

C. Motions to Compel and for Protective Order - Motions to compel and 
motions for a protective order will be denied unless the motion fully complies with Local 
Rule 3.04, requiring the motion to quote in full each interrogatory, question, or request; to 
quote in full opposing party's objection and grounds, or response which is asserted to be 
insufficient; and to state the reasons the motion should be granted. 

D. Motions to File Under Seal - Whether documents filed in a case may be 
filed under seal is a separate issue from whether the parties may agree that produced 
documents are confidential. Motions to file under seal are disfavored, and such motions 
will be denied unless they comply with Local Rule 1.09. 

E. Memoranda in Opposition - Each party opposing any written motion, 
except a motion for summary judgment under Section II H below, shall file and serve, 
within fourteen days after being served with such motion, a legal memorandum with 
citation of authorities in opposition to the relief requested. Local Rule 3.01 (b). Where no 
memorandum in opposition has been filed, the Court routinely grants the motion as 
unopposed. Motions titled as "unopposed" or "agreed" normally come to the Court's 
attention prior to the deadline for response. 

F. Emergency Motions - The Court may consider and determine emergency 
motions at any time. Local Rule 3.01 (e). Counsel should be aware that the designation 
"emergency" may cause a judge to abandon other pending matters in order to 
immediately address the "emergency." The Court will sanction any counsel or party who 
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designates a motion as "emergency" under circumstances that are not a true emergency. 
It is not an emergency when counsel has delayed discovery until the end of the discovery 
period. Promptly after filing an emergency motion, counsel shall place a telephone call 
to the chambers of the presiding judge to notify the court that an emergency motion has 
been filed. 

G. Page Limits - No party shall file a motion and supporting memorandum in 
excess of twenty-five pages. Local Rule 3.01 (a). No party shall file an opposing brief or 
memorandum in excess of twenty pages. Local Rule 3.01 (b). A motion requesting leave 
to file either a motion in excess of twenty-five (25) pages, a response in excess of twenty 
(20) pages, or a reply or further memorandum shall not exceed three (3) pages, shall 
specify the length of the proposed filing, and shall not include, as an attachment or 
otherwise, the proposed motion, response, reply, or other paper. Local Rule 3.01 (d). 
Motions for relief from page limitations are disfavored and will not be granted without a 
specific showing of good cause. 

H. Motions for Summary Judgment 

1. Required Materials -A motion for summary judgment shall specify 
the material facts as to which the moving party contends there is no genuine issue for 
trial, and shall include a memorandum of law, and shall be accompanied by affidavits 
and other evidence in the form required by Fed. R. Civ. P. 56. The motion for summary 
judgment and supporting memorandum of law shall be presented in a single document of 
not more than twenty-five pages. Local Rule 3.01 (a). Each party opposing a motion for 
summary judgment shall serve, within thirty days after being served with such motion, a 
legal memorandum with citation of authorities in opposition to the relief requested as 
required by Local Rule 3.01 (b) of not more than twenty pages. The memorandum in 
opposition shall specify the material facts as to which the opposing party contends there 
exists a genuine issue for trial, and shall be accompanied by affidavit(s) and other 
evidence in the form required by Fed. R. Civ. P. 56. The moving party may file a reply 
memorandum, not exceeding ten pages, within fourteen days after the response is 
served. Both the movant and the party opposing summary judgment shall provide 
pinpoint citations to the pages and lines of the record supporting each material fact. 
General references to a deposition are inadequate. On or before the date on which the 
memorandum in opposition is due, the parties may also file a stipulation of agreed 
material facts signed by the movant and the parties opposing summary judgment 
pursuant to Local Rule 4.15. Material facts set forth in the stipulation will be deemed 
admitted for the purposes of the motion. 

2. Under Advisement- The Court takes a motion for summary 
judgment under advisement forty-five days from the date it is served, unless the Court 
orders a different date. Unless specifically ordered, the Court will not hold a hearing on 
the motion. Failure to oppose any motion for summary judgment may result in the entry 
of a judgment for the movant without further proceedings. See Milburn v. United States, 
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734 F.2d 762,765 (11th Cir. 1984); Griffith v. Wainwright, 772 F.2d 822,825 (11th Cir. 
1985) (per curiam); Fed.R.Civ.P. 56 (e). All requirements in this Order apply to prose 
litigants as well as to parties represented by counsel. 

I. Daubert and Markman Motions - On or before the date established in the 
above table for the filing of motions for summary judgment, any party seeking a ruling 
pursuant to Daubert v. Merrell Dow Pharmaceuticals, Inc., 509 U.S. 579 (1993) 
(admissibility of expert opinions) or pursuant to Markman v. Westview Instruments, Inc., 
517 U.S.370 (1996) (interpretation of a patent claim) shall file and serve an appropriate 
motion. The parties shall prepare a glossary of technical or scientific terms where 
appropriate for the Court. 

J. All Other Motions Including Motions In Limine - On or before the date 
established in the above table, the parties shall file and serve all other motions including 
motions in limine. Local Rule 3.01 (g) applies, and the parties shall confer to define and 
limit the issues in dispute. 

Ill. JOINT FINAL PRETRIAL STATEMENT 

A. Meeting In Person - On or before the date established in the above table, 
lead trial counsel for all parties and any unrepresented parties shall meet together in 
person pursuant to Local Rule 3.06(b) in a good faith effort to: 

1. settle the case; the parties shall thoroughly and exhaustively discuss 
settlement of the action before undertaking the extensive efforts needed to conduct final 
preparation of the case for trial and to comply with the requirements of this order; 

2. stipulate to as many facts and issues as possible; in order to assist 
the Court, the parties shall make an active and substantial effort to stipulate at length 
and in detail as to agreed facts and law, and to limit, narrow, and simplify the issues of 
fact and law that remain contested; as a rule, parties who have complied with this 
requirement in good faith will file a Joint Final Pretrial Statement listing far more agreed 
facts and principles of law than those that remain for determination at trial; 

3. tag, mark, identify, examine, copy, and list all original trial exhibits 
(including actual document exhibits) that any party will offer in evidence or otherwise 
tender to any witness during trial [Local Rule 3.06(b)(3) and 3.07(a)] (instructions for pre
marking of exhibits attached to this order); and prepare and exchange a final exhibit list 
on the Clerk's approved form (attached to this order) bearing a description identifying 
each exhibit and sponsoring witness [Local Rule 3.07(b)]; it is anticipated that counsel 
will agree to the admission of the bulk of the opposing parties' exhibits without objection 
and shall designate on the exhibit list the exhibits which the Court may admit without 
objection at trial. Absent good cause, the Court will not receive in evidence over 
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objection any exhibits - including charts, diagrams, and demonstrative evidence - not 
presented to opposing counsel or unrepresented parties for inspection and copying at 
the required meeting or not listed in the joint final pretrial statement. Photographs of 
sensitive exhibits (i.e., guns, drugs, valuables) and of non-documentary evidence, and 
reductions of documentary exhibits larger than 8 ½" by 14" to be substituted for original 
exhibits after conclusion of the trial must be presented to opposing counsel for 
examination at the meeting to prepare the Joint Final Pretrial Statement. Objections to 
such photographs or reductions of exhibits must be listed in the Joint Final Pretrial 
Statement. The parties are advised that the design of certain courtrooms may preclude 
the use of large exhibits and posters in a jury trial. The parties are directed to contact the 
trial judge's courtroom deputy clerk to discuss exhibits and equipment to be used during 
trial; and 

4. exchange the names and addresses of all witnesses and state 
whether they will likely be called. 

B. The Joint Final Pretrial Statement 

1. Form of Joint Final Pretrial Statement- On or before the date 
established in the above table, the parties shall file a Joint Final Pretrial Statement that 
strictly conforms to the requirements of Local Rule 3.06(c) and this Order. This case 
must be fully ready for trial at the time that the Joint Final Pretrial Statement is due. 
Lead trial counsel for all parties, or the parties themselves if unrepresented, shall sign 

the Joint Final Pretrial Statement. The Court will strike pretrial statements that are 
unilateral, incompletely executed, or otheiwise incomplete. Inadequate stipulations of 
fact and law will be stricken. Sanctions may be imposed for failure to comply, including 
the striking of pleadings. At the conclusion of the final pretrial conference, all pleadings 
are deemed to merge into the Joint Final Pretrial Statement, which will control the course 
of the trial. Local Rule 3.06(e ). 

2. Exhibit List - The exhibit list filed in compliance with Local Rules 
3.06(c)(4) and 3.0?(b) must be on the Clerk's approved form (attached to this order). 
Unlisted exhibits will not be received into evidence at trial, except by order of the Court in 
the furtherance of justice. See Local Rule 3.06(e). The Joint Final Pretrial Statement 
must attach each party's exhibit list on the approved form listing each specific objection 
("all objections reserved" does not suffice) to each numbered exhibit that remains after 
full discussion and stipulation. Objections not made - or not made with specificity- are 
waived. 

Ten (10) days prior to trial, the parties shall exchange a list of those exhibits they 
definitely intend to introduce in evidence at trial (the "A" list), and a list of those exhibits 
they may seek to introduce at trial (the "B" list). Benchbooks containing the "A" exhibits 
shall be supplied to the Court (these are the original exhibits which include the 
appropriate colored exhibit tags stapled to the upper right hand corner of the first page -
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tags can be found at the bottom of this web-page), for the Judge and Witness Box at the 
outset of the trial, together with an index and matrix reflecting any objections thereto. The 
bench and witness sets do not require the exhibits tags however counsel shall use 
number tabs to tab out the exhibits for quick reference. All exhibits on the "A" list of the 
presenting party which are not objected to shall be introduced and admitted at the outset 
of that party's case. All exhibits shall be numbered consecutively, preferably with the "A" 
list exhibits being numbered first. 

To avoid duplication of exhibits and to prevent confusion in the record, the parties 
are encouraged to submit all stipulated exhibits as joint exhibits in a single list rather than 
individually marked by each party. For example, if medical records or contract documents 
are being stipulated into evidence they should be marked as a Joint exhibit and not listed 
separately by both (all) parties. Each parties individual exhibit list would then include only 
those additional exhibits to which objections have been asserted with the specific 
objection noted on the exhibit tag. 

3. Witness List- On the witness list required by Local Rule 3.06(c)(5), 
the parties and counsel shall designate which witnesses will definitely be called (the "A" 
List), and also designate which witnesses may be called (the "B" List). Absent good 
cause, the Court will not permit over objection testimony from unlisted witnesses at trial. 
This restriction does not apply to true rebuttal witnesses (i.e., witnesses whose testimony 
could not reasonably have been foreseen to be necessary). Records custodians may be 
listed but will not likely be called at trial, except in the rare event that authenticity or 
foundation is contested. For good cause shown in compelling circumstances, the Court 
may permit presentation of testimony in open court by contemporaneous transmission 
from a different location. Fed.R.Civ.P. 43(a). 

4. Depositions - The Court encourages stipulations of fact to avoid 
calling unnecessary witnesses. Where a stipulation will not suffice, the Court permits the 
use of depositions. At the required meeting, counsel and unrepresented parties shall 
agree upon and specify in writing in the Joint Final Pretrial Statement the pages and lines 
of each deposition (except where used solely for impeachment) to be published to the 
trier of fact. The parties shall include in the Joint Final Pretrial Statement a page-and-line 
description of any testimony that remains in dispute after an active and substantial effort 
at resolution, together with argument and authority for each party's position. The parties 
shall prepare for submission and consideration at the final pretrial conference or trial an 
edited and marked copy (as to the portion offered by each party) of any deposition or 
deposition excerpt which is to be offered in evidence. 

Five (5) days prior to trial, the parties shall file with the Court color-coded copies of 
deposition transcripts (preferably mini-script versions), reflecting, in different highlighted 
colors, the deposition excerpts designated by each party to be read at trial, with 
objections noted in the margin. Unresolved objections to videotape depositions shall be 
submitted to the Court ten (10) days prior to trial. 
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5. Joint Jury Instructions, Verdict Form, Vair Dire Questions - In 
cases to be tried before a jury, the parties shall attach to the Joint Final Pretrial 
Statement a single jointly-proposed set of jury instructions in order of presentation 
to the jury, together with a single jointly-proposed jury verdict form. Local Rule 5.01 (c). 
The parties should be considerate of their jury, and therefore should submit short, 
concise special verdict forms. The Court prefers pattern jury instructions approved by 
the United States Court of Appeals for the Eleventh Circuit. A party may include at the 
appropriate place in the single set of jointly-proposed jury instructions a contested 
charge, so designated with the name of the requesting party and bearing at the bottom a 
citation of authority for its inclusion, together with a summary of the opposing party's 
objection. The Court will deny outright a proposed instruction that is "slanted" in any 
way. The Court requires that the parties, send to the Chamber's email 
[chambers_flmd_Oalton@flmd.uscourts.gov] the single set of jury instructions and 
verdict form, in Microsoft Word®. The parties may include in the Joint Final Pretrial 
Statement a single list of jointly-proposed questions for the Court to ask the venire during 
voir dire. 

C. Coordination of Joint Final Pretrial Statement-All parties are 
responsible for filing a Joint Final Pretrial Statement in full compliance with this order. 
Plaintiff's counsel (or plaintiff if all parties are proceeding prose) shall have the primary 
responsibility to coordinate compliance with the sections of this order that require a 
meeting of lead trial counsel and unrepresented parties in person and the filing of a Joint 
Final Pretrial Statement and related material. See Local Rule 3.10 (relating to failure to 
prosecute). If the plaintiff is proceeding prose, defense counsel shall coordinate 
compliance. If counsel is unable to coordinate such compliance, counsel shall timely 
notify the Court by written motion or request for a status conference. 

D. Trial Briefs and Other Materials 

Trial Briefs - In the case of a non-jury trial, on or before the date 
established above, each party shall file and serve a trial brief with proposed findings of 
fact and conclusions of law, and send it to the Chamber's email in Microsoft Word® 
format. The parties may file a trial brief on or before the same date in the case of a jury 
trial. 

IV. MEDIATION 

A. Purpose - To minimize costly pretrial procedures in a case that may be 
equitably settled, and to secure the just, speedy, and inexpensive determination of this 
action, all parties shall participate in good faith in mediation. See Fed.R.Civ.P. 1; 
Fed.R.Civ.P. 16(a)(5); Local Rules 1.01 (b), 9.01 (b). 
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B. The Mediator- This Court prefers to appoint the certified and approved 
mediator, if any, chosen by the parties in their Case Management Report. If no such 
mediator has been chosen, the Court designates the default mediator listed in the above 
table pursuant to Local Rule 9.04. The mediator shall conduct the mediation conference 
in the conference room of the mediator's law firm or office at a time and date selected by 
the mediator within the confines of this order. 

C. Last Date to Mediate - The parties shall complete the mediation 
conference on or before the mediation date set forth earlier in the above table. Despite 
Local Rule 9.05(d), neither the mediator nor the parties have authority to continue the 
mediation conference beyond this date except on express order of the Court. In any 
Track Three case, complex case, or case involving multiple parties, the mediator has the 
authority to conduct the mediation in a series of sessions and in groups of parties so that 
mediation is complete by the last date to mediate. 

D. Mediator's Authority- The mediator shall have all powers and authority to 
conduct a mediation and to settle this case as are described in Chapter Nine of the Local 
Rules, except as limited by this order. The mediation shall continue until adjourned by 
the mediator. In order to coordinate the mediation conference, the mediator may set an 
abbreviated scheduling conference prior to the scheduled mediation. At such time, the 
mediator may designate one or more coordinating attorneys who shall be responsible for 
conferring with the mediator regarding the mediation conference. If necessary, the 
coordinating attorney may coordinate the rescheduling of a mediation conference within 
the time allowed in this order. 

E. General Rules Governing Mediation Conference 

1. Case Summaries - Not less than two days prior to the mediation 
conference, each party shall deliver to the mediator a written summary of the facts and 
issues of the case. 

2. Identification of Corporate Representative -As part of the written 
case summary, counsel for each corporate party shall state the name and general job 
description of the employee or agent who will attend and participate with full authority to 
settle on behalf of the corporate party. 

3. Attendance Requirements and Sanctions - Each attorney acting 
as lead trial counsel, and each party (and in the case of a corporate party, a corporate 
representative) with full authority to settle, shall attend and participate in the mediation 
conference. In the case of an insurance company, the term "full authority to settle" 
means authority to settle for the full value of the claim or policy limit. The Court will 
impose sanctions upon lead counsel and parties who do not attend and participate in 
good faith in the mediation conference. 
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4. Authority to Declare Impasse - Participants shall be prepared to 
spend as much time as may be necessary to settle the case. No participant may force 
the early conclusion of a mediation because of travel plans or other engagements. Only 
the mediator may declare an impasse or end the mediation. 

5. Restrictions on Offers to Compromise - Evidence of an offer to 
compromise a claim is not admissible to prove liability for or invalidity of the claim or its 
amount. Fed. R. Evid. 408 (includes evidence of conduct or statements made in 
compromise negotiations); Local Rule 9.0?(b). All discussion, representations and 
statements made at the mediation conference are privileged settlement negotiations. 
Except in a supplemental proceeding to enforce a settlement agreement, nothing related 
to the mediation conference shall be admitted at trial or be subject to discovery. Local 
Rule 9.07; Fed. R. Evid. 408. A communication between a party and a mediator during a 
private caucus is also confidential, unless the party tells the mediator that it is not. 

F. Compensation of Mediators -Absent agreement of the parties and the 
mediator, mediators shall be compensated at a reasonable hourly rate provided by order 
of the Court after consideration of the amount in controversy, the nature of the dispute, 
the resources of the parties, the prevailing market rate for mediators in the applicable 
market, the skill and experience of the mediator, and other pertinent factors. Unless 
altered by order of the Court, the cost of the mediator's services shall be borne equally 
by the parties to the mediator conference. 

G. Settlement and Report of Mediator - A settlement agreement reached 
between the parties shall be reduced to writing and signed by the parties and their 
attorneys in the presence of the mediator. See also Local Rule 9.06(b) and 3.08. Within 
seven days of the conclusion of the mediation conference, the mediator shall file and 
serve a written mediation report stating whether all required parties were present, 
whether the case settled, and whether the mediator was forced to declare an impasse. 
See Local Rule 9.06. The mediator may report any conduct of a party or counsel that 
falls short of a good faith effort to resolve the case by agreement or fails to comply with 
this Order. See Local Rule 9.05(e), 9.06(a). 

V. FINAL PRETRIAL CONFERENCE 

A. Lead Trial Counsel and Parties - If a final pretrial conference is set, lead 
trial counsel and local counsel for each party, together with any unrepresented 
party, must attend in person unless previously excused by the Court. See Local 
Rule 3.06(d); Fed.R.Civ.P. 16(d). 

B. Substance of Final Pretrial Conference - Since this case must be fully 
ready for trial at the time that the Joint Final Pretrial Statement is due, at the final pretrial 
conference, all counsel and parties must be prepared and authorized to accomplish the 
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purposes set forth in Fed.R.Civ.P. 16 and Local Rule 3.06, including formulating and 
simplifying the issues; eliminating frivolous claims and defenses; admitting facts and 
documents to avoid unnecessary proof; stipulating to the authenticity of documents; 
obtaining advance rulings from the Court on the admissibility of evidence; settling the 
dispute; disposing of pending motions; establishing a reasonable limit on the time 
allowed for presenting evidence; and such other matters as may facilitate the just, 
speedy, and inexpensive disposition of the action. See Fed.R.Civ.P. 16(c)-(d). 

VI. SANCTIONS - The Court will impose sanctions on any party or attorney: 1) who 
fails to attend and to participate actively in the meeting to prepare the Joint Pretrial 
Statement, or who refuses to sign and file the agreed document; 2) who fails to attend 
the Final Pretrial Conference, or who is substantially unprepared to participate; 3) who 
fails to attend the mediation and actively participate in good faith, or who attends the 
mediation without full authority to negotiate a settlement, or who is substantially 
unprepared to participate in the mediation; or 4) who otherwise fails to comply with this 
order. Sanctions may include but are not limited to an award of reasonable attorney's 
fees and costs, the striking of pleadings, the entry of default, the dismissal of the case, 
and a finding of contempt of court. See Fed.R.Civ.P. 16(f) and 37; Local Rules 9.05(c), 
(e); 28 U.S.C. § 1927. 

VI. TRIAL 

A. Trial Before District Judge -A case scheduled for trial before a United 
States District Judge normally will be called for trial on the first day of the trial term 
indicated in the above table, or as soon after that date as is possible in light of the 
Court's felony and civil trial calender. 1 Cases not reached for trial in the month 
scheduled will be carried over to the following month on a trailing trial calendar, and 
issued subpoenas will continue in force. Counsel, parties, and witnesses shall be 
available on twenty-four hours notice for trial after the beginning of the trial term. A 
different District Judge or visiting judge may try the case. Local Rule 1.03(d). The case 
may be set for trial in the Orlando Division, Tampa Division, Fort Myers Division, Ocala 
Division, or Jacksonville Division of the Court. Local Rule 1.02(e). Absent a showing of 
good cause, any party whose turn it is to provide evidence will be deemed to have rested 
if, during the hours designated for trial, the party has no further evidence or witnesses 
available. 

B. Trial Before Magistrate Judge -A case scheduled for trial before a 
United States Magistrate Judge will be called for trial on a date certain. With respect to a 
civil case that remains pending before a District Judge as of the date of this order, the 

1This case may be reassigned to a visiting District Judge at any time. In unusual and extraordinary 
circumstances, the Court may re-notice this case for trial shortly before the first day of the trial term if necessary to 
accommodate the trial schedule of the District Judge. 
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United States District Judges of the Middle District of Florida wish to afford the parties 
the opportunity to consent to proceed before a Magistrate Judge. Consent must be 
unanimous. A United States Magistrate Judge is available pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 
636(c) and Fed.R.Civ.P. 73(a) to conduct all further proceedings in this case (or specified 
motions in this case), to conduct a jury or non-jury trial beginning on a date certain, and 
to enter final judgment. A party may appeal a final judgment of a Magistrate Judge to the 
United States Court of Appeals for the Eleventh Circuit in the same manner as an appeal 
from the district court. 28 U.S.C. § 636(c)(3); Fed.R.Civ.P. 73. A party is free to 
withhold consent without adverse substantive consequences. 28 U.S.C. § 636 (c)(2); 
Fed.R.Civ.P. 73(b). Consent forms are attached to this scheduling order. Fed.R.Civ.P. 
73(b ); Local Rule 6.05. 

C. Settlement- Counsel shall immediately notify the Court upon settlement of 
any case. Local Rule 3.08(a). The parties shall notify the Court of any settlement or 
other disposition of the case which will eliminate the need for a jury by 11 :30 a.m. on the 
last business day before the date scheduled for jury selection. Failure to do so will 
subject each party to joint and several liability for jury costs. Regardless of the status of 
settlement negotiations, the parties shall appear for all scheduled hearings, including the 
Final Pretrial Conference and for trial absent the filing of a stipulation of dismissal signed 
by all parties who have appeared in the action (or notice of dismissal if prior to answer 
and motion for summary judgment). Fed.R.Civ.P. 41 (a). 

DONE and ORDERED in Jacksonville, Florida on this 1st day of June, 2012 

Attachments: Exhibit List Form [mandatory form] 
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Copies to: 

Instructions for Pre-Marking of Exhibits 
Magistrate Judge Consent/ Entire Case 
Magistrate Judge Consent/ Specified Motions 

All Counsel of Record 
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EXHIBIT 
No. 

DATE --

IDENTIFIED 

CASE NO. 
STYLE: 

DATE --

ADMITTED 

EXHIBIT LIST 
PLAINTIFF DEFENDANT 

GOVERNMENT_ COURT 

SPONSORING OBJECTIONS / 
WITNESSES STIPULATED 

ADMISSIONS1 

JOINT 

DESCRIPTION OF EXHIBIT 

1 Use a code (e.g. "A"or "*") in this column to identify exhibits to be received in evidence by agreement without 
objection. Otherwise, specifically state each objection to each opposed exhibit. Please note that each date box 
on the left must be one inch wide to accommodate the Clerk's date stamp. 
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AO 85 (Rev. 8/98) Notice, Consent and Order of Reference - Exercise of Jurisdiction of United States Magistrate Judge 

-vs-

PLAINTIFF, 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

MIDDLE DISTRICT OF FLORIDA 

ORLANDO DIVISION 

DEFENDANT. 

NOTICE OF AVAILABILITY OF A UNITED STATES MAGISTRATE JUDGE 

TO EXERCISE JURISDICTION 

CASE No. 3:12-cv-

IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE PROVISIONS OF 28 U .$ .C. 636( C) AND FED. R. CIV. P. 73, YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED THAT A UNITED 

ST ATES MAGISTRATE JUDGE OF THIS DISTRICT COURT IS AVAILABLE TO CONDUCT ANY OR ALL PROCEEDINGS IN TH IS CASE, INCLUDING 

A JURY OR NONJURY TRIAL, AND TO ORDER THE ENTRY OF A FINAL JUDGMENT. EXERCISE OF THIS JURISDICTION BY A MAGISTRATE JUDGE 

IS, HOWEVER, PERMITTED ONLY IF ALL PARTIES VOLUNTARILY CONSENT. 

You MAY, WITHOUT ADVERSE SUBSTANTIVE CONSEQUENCES, WITHHOLD YOUR CONSENT, BUT TH IS WILL PREVENTTHE cou RT'S 

JURISDICTION FROM BEING EXERCISED BY A MAGISTRATE JUDGE. IF ANY PARTY WITHHOLDS CONSENT, THE IDENTITY OF THE PARTIES 

CONSENTING OR WITHHOLDING CONSENT WILL NOT BE COMMUNICATED TO ANY MAGISTRATE JUDGE OR TO THE DISTRICT JUDGE TO WHOM 

THE CASE HAS BEEN ASSIGNED. 

AN APPEAL FROM A JUDGMENT ENTERED BY A MAGISTRATE JUDGE SHALL BE TAKEN DIRECTLY TO THE UNITED STATES COURT 

OF APPEALS FOR THIS JUDICIAL CIRCUIT IN THE SAME MANNER AS AN APPEAL FROM ANY OTHER JUDGMENT OF A DISTRICT COURT. 

CONSENT TO EXERCISE OF JURISDICTION BY A UNITED STATES MAGISTRATE JUDGE 

IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE PROVISIONS OF 28 u.s.c. 636(C), AND FED.R.C1v.P. 73, THE PARTIES IN THIS CASE HEREBY 

VOLUNTARILY CONSENT TO HAVE A UNITED STATES MAGISTRATE JUDGE CONDUCT ANY AND ALL FURTHER PROCEEDINGS IN THE CASE, 

INCLUDING, THE TRIAL, ORDER THE ENTRY OFA FINAL JUDGMENT, AND CONDUCT ALL POST-JUDGMENT PROCEEDINGS. 

SIGNATURES PARTY REPRESENTED 

ORDER OF REFERENCE 

IT IS ORDERED THAT THIS CASE BE REFERRED TO THE UNITED STATES MAGISTRATE JUDGE FOR ALL FURTHER 

PROCEEDINGS AND THE ENTRY OF JUDGMENT IN ACCOR0ANC E WITH 28 U.S. C. 636( C), FED. R. CIV. P. 73 AND THE FOREGOING CONSENT 

OF THE PARTIES. 

DATE UNITED STATES DISTRICT JUDGE 

NOTE: RETURN THIS FORM TO THE CLERK OF THE COURT ONLY IF ALL PARTIES HAVE CONSENTED ON THIS FORM TO THE EXERCISE OF 
JURISDICTION BY A UNITED STATES MAGISTRATE JUDGE. 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
MIDDLE DISTRICT OF FLORIDA 

ORLANDO DIVISION 

PLAINTIFF, 

CASE NO. 

DEFENDANT. 

CONSENT TO EXERCISE JURISDICTION BY A UNITED STATES MAGISTRATE JUDGE 
OVER DISPOSITIVE MOTIONS DESCRIBED UNDER 28 U.S.C. § 636(8)(1)(8) 

CONSENT TO EXERCISE OF JURISDICTION 

IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE PROVISIONS OF 28 U .S.C. § 636{C) AND FED.R.CIV.P. 73, THE PARTIES IN THIS CASE 
CONSENT TO HAVE A UNITED $TATES MAGISTRATE JUDGE CONDUCT ANY AND ALL PROCEEDINGS AND ENTER A FINAL 
ORDER AS TO EACH MOTION IDENTIFIED BELOW. 

MOTION(S) 

PARTY REPRESENTED SIGNATURES DATE 

ORDER OF REFERENCE 

IT IS ORDERED THAT THE ABOVE MOTIONS(S) BE REFERRED TO THE UNITED STATES MAGISTRATE JUDGE 
ASSIGNED TO THIS CASE TO CONDUCT ALL PROCEEDINGS AND ENTER A FINAL ORDER ON SUCH MOTIONS(S) IN 
ACCORDANCE WITH 28 U.S.C. § 636(C) AND FED.R.CIV.P. 73. 

DATE UNITED STATES DISTRICT JUDGE 

NOTE: RETURN THIS FORM TO THE CLERK OF COURT ONLY IF ALL PARTIES HAVE CONSENTED 
ON THIS FORM TO THE EXERCISE OF JURISDICTION BY A UNITED STATES MAGISTRATE 
JUDGE. 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
MIDDLE DISTRICT OF FLORIDA 

ORLANDO DIVISION 

CARLYLE LESLIE OWEN DALE, 

Plaintiff, 

V. Case No. 6:11-cv-01957-RBD-GJK 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 

Defendant. 
____________ ! 

STIPULATION FOR COMPROMISE SETTLEMENT AND RELEASES OF 
FEDERAL TORT CLAIMS ACT CLAIMS PURSUANT TO 28 U.S.C. § 2677 

It is hereby stipulated by and between the undersigned Plaintiff, and the United 

States of America, by and through their respective attorneys, as follows: 

1. The parties do hereby agree to settle subject to court approval and 

compromise each and every claim of any kind, whether known or unknown, arising 

directly or indirectly from the acts or omissions that gave rise to the above-captioned 

action under the terms and conditions set forth in this Settlement Agreement. 

2. The United States of America agrees to pay the sum of $7,500.00 

which sum shall be in full settlement and satisfaction of any and all claims, demands, 

rights, and causes of action of whatsoever kind and nature, arising from, and by reason 

of any and all known and unknown, foreseen and unforeseen bodily and personal 

injuries, damage to property and the consequences thereof, resulting, and to result, 

from the subject matter of this settlement, that Plaintiff now has or may hereafter 
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acquire against the United States of America, its agents, servants, and employees. 

This sum does not represent the full value of the damages suffered but is a 

compromise based on the facts of this case. 

3. Plaintiff hereby agrees to accept the sum set forth in this Stipulation of 

Compromise Settlement in full settlement and satisfaction of any and all claims, 

demands, rights, and causes of action of whatsoever kind and nature, including claims 

for wrongful death, arising from, and by reason of any and all known and unknown, 

foreseen and unforeseen bodily and personal injuries, damage to property and the 

consequences thereof which they may have or hereafter acquire against the United 

States of America, its agents, servants and employees on account of the same subject 

matter that gave rise to the above-captioned action, including any future claim or lawsuit 

of any kind or type whatsoever, whether known or unknown, and whether for 

compensatory or exemplary damages. Plaintiff further agrees to reimburse, indemnify 

and hold harmless the United States of America, its agents, servants, and employees 

from and against any and all such causes of action, claims, liens, rights, or subrogated 

or contribution interests incident to or resulting from further litigation or the prosecution 

of claims by plaintiffs, executors, administrators or assigns against any third party or 

against the United States, including claims for wrongful death only to the extent that a 

valid lien is asserted and only to the extent of the valid lien. The Plaintiff agrees to 

satisfy or otherwise resolve any lien or subrogated interest for workers compensation 

and health care benefits paid or payable to the undersigned as a consequence of the 

occurrence settled pursuant to this agreement. The United States of America releases 
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any claims that it has, or may have, against Mr. D ale that relates to his time in 

detention at Oakdale and LaSalle and any claims that he asserted in the lawsuit. 

4. This stipulation for compromise settlement is not, is in no way intended to 

be, and should not be construed as, an admission of liability or fault on the part of the 

United States, its agents, servants, or employees, and it is specifically denied that they 

are liable to the Plaintiff. This settlement is entered into by all parties for the purpose of 

compromising disputed claims under the Federal Tort Claims Act and avoiding the 

expenses and risks of further litigation. 

5. It is also agreed, by and among the parties, that the respective parties will 

each bear their own costs, fees, including but not limited to attorney's fees and expert 

fees and expenses, and that any attorney's fees owed by the plaintiff will be paid out of 

the settlement amount and not in addition thereto. 

6. It is also understood by and among the parties that pursuant to Title 28, 

United States Code, Section 2678, attorney's fees for services rendered in connection 

with this action shall not exceed 25 per centum of the amount of the compromise 

settlement. 

7. The persons signing this Settlement Agreement warrant and represent 

that they possess full authority to bind the persons on whose behalf they are signing to 

the terms of the settlement. 

8. Payment of the settlement amount will be made by Electronic Funds 

Transfer drawn on the Treasury of the United States for Seven Thousand Five Hundred 

Dollars ($7,500.00) and made payable to Carlyle Leslie Owen Dale. Plaintiff's attorney 
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agrees to obtain a dismissal of the above - captioned action with prejudice, with each 

party bearing its own fees, costs, and expenses. 

9. The parties agree that this Stipulation for Compromise Settlement and 

Releases, including all the terms and conditions of this compromise settlement and any 

additional agreements relating thereto, may be made public in their entirety, and the 

plaintiff expressly consents to such release and disclosure pursuant to 5 U.S.C. § 

552a(b). 

10. The United States District Court for the Middle District of Florida has 

exclusive jurisdiction with respect to any claim or dispute arising out of the Stipulation 

for Compromise Settlement and Releases. 

11. It is contemplated that this Stipulation may be executed in several 

counterparts, with a separate signature page for each party. All such counterparts and 

signature pages, together, shall be deemed to be one document. 

Seth A. Gastwirth, Esquire (pro hac vice) 
Kirkland & Ellis, LLP 
300 N. LaSalle Street 
Chicago, IL 60654 
Tele: (312) 862-2000 
Fax: (312) 862-2200 

Date 

Carlyle Leslie Owen Dale, Plaintiff 

A. LEE BENTLEY, Ill 
Acting United States Attorney 

By: -------------
Ralph E. Hopkins 

Date 

Date 

Assistant United States Attorney 
Florida Bar No. 0972436 
400 W. Washington Street, Suite 3100 
Orlando, Florida 32801 
Tele: (407) 648-7562 
Fax: (407) 648-7588 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

EASTERN DISTRICT OF ARKANSAS 
HELENA DIVISION 

KAPPELLE SIMPSON-EL 

vs. No. 2:,z-cv-004 svvil\l 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

J ,, I' 0 ,-- ":11-J.\r1 ~-:i t_[; ( 

PLAINTIFF 

DEFENDANT 

--~ ... _._ __ 
.. 0LEP_K 

COMPLAINT Tn:s case assigned to District Judge \/Vt, f-
. c-,n,t t I ~a·~ r -e , , · . /, -~--

CO1vfES THE PLAINTIFF, by his attorneys, Sandy~- 'Mdisfaffi & 1~tes,.,--- , to_ ... ( --
PA, and for his cause of action against the defendant states and alleges as follows: 

I. 

Plaintiff is a citizen of the United States presently a resident prisoner at the 

Federal Correctional Complex, El Reno, OK, but at all times relevant hereinbefo:te at the 

Federal Correctional Complex (FCC-Low), located in Forrest City, AR. FCC-Low is a 

Minimum Security Facility housing non-violent offenders whose histories indicate that 

they pose little or no ("Low") risk of escape or of harm to themselves, staff or others. 

II. 

Defendant is the United States of America, hereinafter "defendant", who is the 

operator of the said prison. 

III. 

This action is brought pursuant to the Federal Tort Claims Act, 28 USC Sec. 

2671, et seq. This Court has jurisdiction hereof pursuant to 28 USC Sec. l 346(b ). The 

negligence alleged in this Complaint occurred in St. Francis County, Arkansas, hence 

venue in this Division of this Court is proper pursuant to 28 USC Sec. 1402(b). 



IV. 

On December 15, 2010, plaintiff duly submitted, pro se, a timely administrative 

remedy tort claim, No. TRT-SCR-2011-01780, to the U.S. Department of Justice, Bureau 

of Prisons, receipt of which was acknowledged by one K. Summers, "Paralegal 

Specialist, South Central Region." 

V. 

On September 19, 2011, plaintiffs claim was denied by one James A. Alckler, 

Regional Counsel of the said South Central Region office. 

VI. 

WHEREUPON, this action is properly brought under the Federal Tort Claims 

Act, specifically 28 USC Sec. 2401(b) and 28 USC Sec. 1346, et seq. 

VIL 

As an inmate of the said FCC Low, Forrest City, plaintiff from time to time was 

encouraged and authorized to participate in open recreation athletics, including 

basketball, during one occasion of which, on or about September 1, 2009 at 

approximately 6:30 p.m., he sustained an injury to his lower left leg at the ankle causing 

severe pain and swelling and inhibiting his ability to walk. Plaintiff was sent by the 

recreation supervisor to Health Services, where he was ordered to report for Sick Call the 

following morning, September 2, 2009, which he did, being told to "watch the call out" 

for an appointment to have his leg examined. No such call ever came. 

VIII. 

With the pain and swelling in his foot increasing, yet \\'ith no examination 

appointment from Health Services, plaintiff made intermittent verbal requests to clinic 
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staff until at length, on or about October 26, 2009, he was finally seen by a paramedic or 

physician assistant (PA), who briefly examined his leg and ankle and informed him that 

all he had was an ankle sprain which would heal with time. Plaintiff was given aspirin 

and a prescription for pain medication by the PA and informed by the employee that no 

further intervention was necessary. However, the pain and swelling continued unabated, 

which plaintiff reported repeatedly to Health Services duty personnel, resulting in a re

examination of his injury on or about December 3 0, 2 009, by a PA who told him that he 

had suffered a tom Achilles tendon, but no care was prescribed other than to continue 

with the aspirin and pain medication as before. 

IX. 

Plaintiffs distress continued, leading him to return regularly to Health Services 

seeking further care, including referral to an orthopedic surgeon, but to no avail. In spite 

of his pain, plaintiff attempted to resume recreation to maintain fitness, which efforts, on 

June 29, 2010, resulted in a re-injury, later determined to be an almost clear-through tear 

of his Achilles tendon resulting in even greater swelling and pain. 

X. 

Finally, on November 9, 2010, plaintiff was taken to a Forest City hospital and 

given an MRI, after which, on or about December 10, 20 I 0, he was taken for the first 

time for examination by a.physician, Bret Sokoloff, M.D., 3960 Knight Arnold Road, 

Memphis, TN 38118, a surgeon under contract with defendant's prison. Dr. Sokoloff 

quickly determined that plaintiffs left Achilles Tendon had sustained such severe tearing 

and dislocation that surgery offered the only possibility of pain alleviation and some 
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regaining of normal ambulation, though due to the exceptionally long delay from injury 

to referral, normally successful results were unlikely. 

XI. 

In the event, plaintiff elected to undergo the surgery, which was performed by 

Dr. Sokoloff January 27,2011, and while the tendon remained intact and some of the 

pain subsided, significant tear and distention remain so that plaintiff will never again be 

able to walk, intermittent moderate to severe pain will recur, his ability to walk, run and 

compete in basketball and other athletic endeavors will remain impaired. 

XII. 

Defendant was negligent in the following particulars: 

1 . Hiring untrained and unqualified management and administrative personnel to 

operate its prison, in particular the FCC (Low) "Health Services Department", and failing 

properly to instruct and supervise those persons concerning proper responses to injured 

inmates, such as plaintiff, so as to reduce the hazard of their not receiving prompt and 

essential diagnoses and care for serious injuries, such as that at Bar, 

2. Failing to operate its prison and, in particular, the said "Health Services 

Department", in accordance with accepted standards of medical practice so as to provide 

its captive patients, for whom the said clinic is the sole permitted provider, with proper 

and timely diagnoses and care of their injuries. 

3. Failing accurately and promptly to diagnose plaintiff's tom or deformed Anchilles 

Tendon or, in the alternative, to transport him to a nearby hospital, clinic or other 

provider, such as Dr. . Sokoloff in Memphis, in an orderly and timely manner following 

his injury where such a diagnosis could be made and proper surgery and follow-up care 
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provided, or, in the alternative, to have the injury examined at the prison by a physician 

capable and competent to do so and render a diagnosis and plan of care. 

4. Negligently engaging in a pattern and practice of arbitrary and spiteful delay, 

procrastination and postponement of timely transport of patients to essential outside care, 

such as that provided by Dr. Sokoloff, long after the necessity of such care was apparent, 

thus stymieing the ability of such physicians to provide proper care by substantially 

reducing its chances of success, such as occurred by the more than 14-month delay 

heetween plaintiff's injury and his :MRI & X-rays and examination and surgery by Dr. 

Solokoff, in spite of his repeated requests, thereby resulting in a significant exacerbation 

of his injury and needlessly handicapping the chances of surgical success. 

5. Failing to adopt and publish for its administrators and nurses and other health 

services personnel and their supervisors clear policies and procedures for dealing with 

first response and emergent care of injuries such as that sustained by plaihtiff so as to 

increase the likelihood that such patients are properly diagnosed and treated. 

6. Failing properly to supervise the training and enforcement of its policies, practices 

and procedures so as to assure that all care personnel and prison administrative staff are 

familiar with proper emergent diagnosis, treatment and/or transport. 

7. Intentionally delaying the provision of necessary medical care to patient inmates, 

such as plaintiff, in his case for more than 14 months, thereby substantially increasing the 

hazard of permanent injury and otherwise avoidable or ameliorable harm such as that 

which resulted to plaintiff. 

8. Causing and/or permitting plaintiff to re-injure his Achilles Tendon, the hazard of 

which, had ne been under proper care, would have been substantially reduced. 
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XIII. 

Such actions, which the defendant and its subalterns knew, or upon the exercise of 

reasonable diligence should have known, would result in the exacerbation of plaintiff's 

injuries as alleged, constituted deviations from the standard of medical practice in this 

community or in similar communities, constituting thereby medical negligence or 

malpractice, the said fault being imputable to the defendant respondeat superior. 

XIV. 

At all relevant times herein, the staff and personnel of FCC-Low Forrest City 

were employees, agents and/or servants of the defendant and were acting within the 

course and scope of their employment and/or agency and pursuant to defendant's 

instructions, control and supervision, for all of whose actions the defendant is responsible 

in tort to plaintiff, both directly and respondeat superior 

xv 

As a direct and proximate result of the negligence of the defendant directly and, 

respondeat superior, through that fault ofits employees, agents and servants as set forth 

herein, plaintiff has sustained permanent and pronounced distention of his Achilles 

Tendon, a distortion and disfigurement of his left foot and leg at the right ankle, including 

an ugly bulging scar of some six (6") inches, has been impaired in his ability to walk, run, 

exercise and compete athletically in a normal manner and to perform tasks requiring 

extended ambulation or running, has been impaired in his ability to earn, has suffered a 

loss of future income, will incur future medical expenses in his care and treatment, and 

has sustained hedonic damage to his quality of life, for all of which he prays. damages in 

an amount fully and fairly to compensate him up to and including the sum of three 
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million, five hundred thousand dollars ($3,500,000.00), for his costs herein and for all 

other appropriate relief to which he shall be entitled. 

Sandy S. McMath, PA 

711 West 3d Street 

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

ittle Rock, AR 72201 
1-396-5414 

Pursuant to Rule 4(i)(l) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, a file-marked 
copy hereof and a duly executed Summons, are being served this 3d day of January 2012 
by Certified United States Mail, Return Receipt Requested, upon the following: 
Honorable Eric Holder, Attorney General of the United States, 513 7 Robert F. Kennedy 
Building, 10th Street & Constitution Avenue NW, Washington, DC 20530; Honorable 
Christopher R. Toyer, United States Attorney, Eastern District of Arkansas, P.O. Box 
1229, Little Rock, AR 72203, Ms. Jeffifer Niemeyer, Civil Process Clerk; U.S. 
Attorney's Office, E.D. AR, P.O. Box 1229, Little Rock, AR 72203; Honorable Charles 
S. Samuels, Jr., Director, United States Bureau of Priso , 20 First Street NW, 
Washington D.C. 20534; and the Honorable Kathleen nn y, General ounsel, United 

I 

States Bureau of Prisons, 320 First Street NW, Washin on .C. 20534 L..k:---t-r---
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
EASTERN DISTRICT OF ARKANSAS 

EASTERN DIVISION 

KAPPELLE SIMPSON-EL, * 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 

Plaintiff, 

VS. No. 2:12CV00004 SWW 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 

Defendant. 

OPINION AND ORDER 

Before the Court is plaintiff's motion for declaratory judgment and protective order to 

enforce settlement agreement. The government responded to the motion and plaintiff filed a 

reply. The Court held a hearing on the motion on November 3, 2015. The parties submitted post-

hearing briefs. For the reasons stated at the hearing, the motion is granted. 

I. 

Plain tiff Kappelle Simpson-El filed a lawsuit on January 3, 2012, alleging a claim under 

the Federal Tort Claims Act, 28 U.S.C. § 2671, et seq. He injured his ankle in 2009 while he was 

a prisoner at the Bureau of Prisons facility in Forrest City, Arkansas, and complains that 

defendant failed to diagnose and appropriately treat his injury. The parties settled the case on 

June 26, 2014, the government agreeing to pay plaintiff $200,000.00. 1 

Shortly before settlement negotiations began, the government notified plaintiff that any 

1Upon being notified that a settlement had been reached, the Court entered an Order of Dismissal 
on June 29, 2105, dismissing all claims against defendant with prejudice. The Court retained jurisdiction 
for 30 days to reopen the case if further litigation were necessary. ECF No. 33. 
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judgment he might obtain would be subject to offset the restitution he owed in accordance with 

the Judgment and Commitment entered by the United States District Court for the District of 

Kansas in his criminal case. That judgment ordered plaintiff to pay restitution to a number of 

victims, including car dealerships and insurance companies, in the amount of $432,930.00. 

The government explains that before any settlement payment can be disbursed to plaintiff, 

the Judgment Section of the Bureau of the Fiscal Service of the United States Department of the 

Treasury must certify that such payment is appropriate. The government anticipates that once the 

Treasury Department certifies the payment, it will recognize that plaintiff has an outstanding debt 

and, through its centralized debt collection program known as the Treasury Offset Program 

("TOP"), will withhold the settlement payment to pay restitution in the criminal case. In fact, on 

May 29, 2015, the United States Department of Justice issued a Notice oflntent to Offset to 

plaintiff, stating that the judgment for restitution entered against him was due and payable 

immediate I y. 2 

Plaintiff argues the TOP does not apply to his case and that it is against public policy to 

pennit the government to seize money from a criminal defendant who successfully brings a claim 

of medical malpractice against it. The government asserts the Court lacks jurisdiction to consider 

plaintiff's motion, arguing the FTCA 's limited waiver of sovereign immunity does not extend to 

claims against the government for failure to perform under a contract. 

II. 

The FTCA includes an express waiver of sovereign immunity, making the United States 

liable for the torts of its employees. 28 U .S.C. § 1346(b )( 1 ). Section 1346( c) provides: "The 

2 As of the date of the notice, the balance due was $406,095.08. See ECF No. 36-3. 

2 
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jurisdiction conferred by this section includes jurisdiction of any set-off, counterclaim, or other 

claim or demand whatever on the part of the United States against any plaintiff commencing an 

action under this section." Pursuant to § 1346(c ), the Court finds it has jurisdiction to consider 

the validity of the government's claim of entitlement to administrative offset under the TOP. 

Under 31 U.S.C. §3716(c)(6), federal agencies that are owed a past due debt shall refer the 

delinquent debt to the Treasury Department for inclusion in TOP, provided the debt is eligible for 

administrative offset. A debt is eligible for administrative offset when it is: a) past due in the 

amount stated by the creditor agency; b) legally enforceable; c) more than $25 or other amount as 

prescribed by the Fiscal Service: and d) not secured by collateral subject to a pending foreclosure 

action, unless the creditor agency certifies the offset will not affect the government's rights. See 

31 C.F.R. § 285.5( d)(3)(I). Plaintiff argues that because the restitution he owes in his criminal 

case is not owed to a federal agency but to used car dealers and their private insurance companies 

and is not past due, his settlement proceeds are not subject to administrative offset. 

Title 18 U.S.C. § 3612, which addresses procedures for collection of a fine or restitution 

judgment, provides that the Attorney General shall be responsible for collection of an unpaid fine 

or restitution. 18 U.S.C. § 3612(c). The United States may enforce a criminal judgment of 

restitution "in accordance with the practice and procedures for the enforcement of a civil 

judgment under Federal law or state law." 18 U.S.C. § 3613(a), (t). An order of restitution made 

pursuant to the Mandatory Victim's Restitution Act ("MYRA"), 18 U.S.C. §§ 3663A-3664, is a 

lien in favor of the United States as if it were a liability for a tax assessed under the Internal 

Revenue Code. 18 U.S.C. § 3613(c). 

Plaintiff's restitution was ordered pursuant to the MYRA, which provides that "[a]n order 

3 
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of restitution may be enforced by the United States in the manner provided for in subchapter C of 

chapter 227 and subchapter B of chapter 229 of this title ... ; or (ii) by all other available and 

reasonable means." 18 U.S.C. § 3664(m)(l)(A). Thus, under the MVRA, the government may 

enforce restitution in the manner that it enforces criminal fines. 

The Treasury Department has statutory authority to collect delinquent non-tax debts owed 

to the federal government by administrative offset. 31 U.S.C. § 3716. An administrative offset 

means "withholding funds payable by the United States (including funds payable by the United 

States on behalf of a State government) to, or held by the United States for, a person to satisfy a 

claim." 31 U.S.C. § 3701 (a). For purposes of the administrative offset process, the statute 

defines a "claim" or "debt" as 

any amount of funds or property that has been determined by an appropriate 
official of the Federal Government to be owed to the United States by a person, 
organization, or entity other than another Federal agency. A claim includes, 
without limitation~ 

Any amount the United States is authorized by statute to collect for the benefit of any person. 

31 U.S.C. § 370l(b)(l)(D). The Court finds plaintiff's restitution is a debt owed to the 

government. The criminal judgment ordering plaintiff to pay restitution is a determination by an 

appropriate official of the United States, and the restitution is an amount the United States is 

authorized to collect for the benefit of another person. 

The Court further finds that plaintiff's debt is not past due. The restitution schedule 

provided for "lpJayment of not less than I 0% of the funds deposited each month into the inmate's 

trust fund account and monthly installments of not less than 5% of the defendant's monthly gross 

household income over a period of 3 years, to commence 30 days after release from imprisonment 

4 
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to a term of supervision."3 The government offers nothing to dispute that plaintiff is current on 

his payments under the restitution schedule. Instead, the government argues that the existence of 

a restitution payment plan does not prohibit it from pursuing other authorized means of collection, 

including garnishment. 

Citing 18 U.S.C. § 3664(n), the government contends that even in cases not subject to 

administrative offset, the MYRA does not allow an individual under a restitution order to come 

into money yet continue on a minimum payment plan based upon prior circumstances. Section 

3664(n) provides: "If a person obligated to provide restitution, or pay a fine, receives substantial 

resources from any source, including inheritance, settlement, or other judgment, during a period 

of incarceration, such person shall be required to apply the value of such resources to any 

restitution or fine still owed." Plaintiff, however, is and was not incarcerated when this case was 

settled. 

The MYRA provides: 

A restitution order shall provide that the defendant shall notify the court and the 
Attorney General of any material change in the defendant's economic 
circumstances that might affect the defendant's ability to pay restitution. The court 
may also accept notification of a material change in the defendant's economic 
circumstances from the United States or from the victim. The Attorney General 
shall certify to the court that the victim or victims owed restitution by the 
defendant have been notified of the change in circumstances. Upon receipt of the 
notification, the court may, on its own motion, or the motion of any party, 
including the victim, adjust the payment schedule, or require immediate payment 
in full, as the interests of justice require. 

18 U .S.C. § 3664. Under this provision, the sentencing court has jurisdiction to revise the 

restitution order. See United States v, Dye, 48 Fed. App'x 218, 220 (8th Cir. 2002)(affirming 

'Gov't's Resp. in Opp'n to Mot. for Deel. J.. Ex.Bat 8 (ECF No. 36-2). 

5 
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grant of government's motion under 18 U.S.C. § 3664(k) to have cash and computer found after 

sentencing considered in revising restitution order). The Court agrees that the government has 

means other than the TOP to enforce restitution. But the Court finds the TOP is not applicable 

here because plaintiff's debt is not past due. 

JII. 

IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED that plaintiff's motion for declaratory relief is granted. 

The Com1 finds that a referral by the Department of Justice of plaintiff to the TOP is not 

appropriate under the statute. 

DATED this 1" day of December, 2015. 

ls/Susan Webber Wright 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT JUDGE 

6 
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U.S. OIS'J'RlCT COURT 

NORTHERN DISTRICT OF TEXAS 

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT CO ~T 
FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF TE AS 

FORl WORTH DIVISION 

FILED 

APR -2 2012 

CLERK, U.S. DISTLCT COURT 
By \/, '2 

Deputy 

JIMMY LEE, I 50018-018, § 
Plaintiff 

Vs. 
§ 

§ 
FNU FISCHER, Correctional 
Officer@ FCI Ft, Worth; and § 
tha UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 

Defendants§ 

4-12cv-1s1-1 
CIVIL ACTION NO. 

JURY TRIAL DEMANDED 

PLAINTIFF'S ORIGINAL COMPLAINT FOR DAMAGES 

(Negligence and Violation of Eighth Amendment Rights) 

Plaintif:t: Jimmy Loee alleges: 

'l'his action p'i:!rtains to the negligent and deliberately 

indifferent actions or omissions committ-=d by FNU Fischec 

("Fischer"), an employee of the United States of America 

("United States"), at the Federal Correctional Institution in 

fort Worth ( "FCI FTW"). On February 1, ~010, Fischer placed 

Pldintiff in a scalding· hot .showec for approximately ten 

minutes. Prior to and during this horcendous act of torture, 

Fischer ignored the de.specate pleaa f com inmates who wece 

being burned who wece pleading Fischer to deccease the water 

temreca.tuce. E'ischec callously di.scegacded theic .screams of 

agony. Plaintiff wa;,;; and is a wheelchair-bound paraplegic 

( 1) 
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with substantial 

The nearly ten 

Plaintiff caused 

decreased feeling in his lower extremities. 

minutes of scalding water flowing ovec 

second and third degree burns to eighty 

percent of Plaintiff I s left lowei:- extremity and a smallec 

area of his right leg. The curns ware so severe that the hair 

on Plaintiff I s left leg was burned off and flapa of .skin 

almost imJnediately sloughed off. 

After being tz:-eated at the Level One trauma center at 

John Peter Smith Hospital in Fact Worth, Texas, Plaintiff was 

ur:gently trantiferred to the burn center at Pa.ckland Hospital 

in Dallas, Texas. Despite th(i! valiant efforts of the trauma 

and burn specialists, Plaintiff still suffered µain and 

suffering and permanent disfigurement of his lower 

extremities. 

Plaintiff seeks actual and exemplary damages I post

trial interest, future medical expenses, all costs of suit, 

and declatatory and nominal calief. 

JURISDICTION. AND VENUE 

1.) Plaintiff ocings this action against the 

individually named Defendant, FNU Fischer, pursuant to Bivens 

v. Six Unknown Named Agents, 403 o.s. 388 (1971), so this 

Court has Jurisdiction of the subject matter of this action 

und'<:!r 28 u.s.c. § 1331 and the Eighth Amendment to the United 

States Constitution. 

(2) 
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2.) Plaintiff brings this action against Defendant, 

United States, pursuant to the Federal Tort Claims Act 

( "FTCA"), so this court has jurisdis:tio,, of the subject 

matter of this action undec 28 u.s.c. § 1346{b). 

3.) on Ma!:'ch 23 1 2010, Plaintiff tirns:1ly submitted an 

Administrative Clai~ on Focm SF-95, Claim for Damage, InJury 

on Death, to the Federal Bureau of Prisons ("BOP") requesting 

an "open" sum certain. Plaintiff subsequently amended his 

Administcativa Claim on January 25, 2011, asserting 

govecnment liability in the amount of seven hundred fifty 

thousand dollars ($750,000.00) for alleged percJonal injury. 

Dafendant Unit~d States, by and through its agency, the BOP1 

denied Plaintiff's Administrative Claim and on October 25, 

2011, mailed its notice of denial, a tcue copy of 1-1hich ia 

attal:hed to this complaint as Exhibit "A". 

4.) Venue is pcopec in the Northet:n Disti:-ict of 'l'exas, 

£i'or:t Worth Division, because the acts and otuissions 

cor.iplained ot occurred in this Judicial district. 

ADMINISTRATIVE REMEDIES & CONDITIONS PRECEDENT 

5.) Plaintiff ha~ exhausted all of his available 

administrative r<=medies and satisfied all conditions 

precedent before bringing this action against Fischer and the 

United States (collectively, "the Defendants"). A tcue copy 

of the administrative remedies are attached as Exhibit "B". 

( 3 ) 
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PARTIES 

6.) Plaintiff, Jimmy Lee, is a resident of Texas and at 

all times releva11t to this action was incarcerated at FCI PTW 

in the custody of the BOP. 

7.) Def enddnt, FNU J? ischer, was, at all relevant times, 

employed by the ;'30P as a Cocrectional Officec at FCI f'l'W. 

Fisc:hec t;acried out the policy oc customs of the BOP and is 

sued in his individual capacity. 

8.) Defendant United States is sued under the FTCA for 

negligence committed by cocrectional officers of the BOP, an 

agency of the United States Ddpartm~nt of Justice. 

FACTS COMMON TO ALL CAUSES OF ACTION 

9.) In 2005, pcior to his inc:arce.cdtion, Plaintiff wa3 

shot in his upper back and oecame a paraplegic dependent upon 

a ~heelchair for ambulation. 

10.) Plaintiff substantially decr(a.'ased 

sen,::.;ation in his lowec extcemities as a cesult of his 

pacaple9ia. 

11.) At all timE;;s celevant to this action, Plaintiff was 

incarcerated at the E'CI F'1'W which is an adult correctional 

facility. 

12.) At all tim.as celevant to this action, the Amecican 

Correctional Association ("ACA") had an establiahed 3taadard 

and guideline for water- t~mperatuce in adult correctional 

( 4) 
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facilities. 

13.) At dll times relevant to this action, it is BOP 

Jolicy to comply with ACA standards and guidelines. 

14.) At all tiin-;s relevant to this action, it is BOP 

policy foe all etr1plyees to ensure th!::! safety and W<:!lfare of 

inmate.:; in the custody of the BOP. 

15.) At all tirnes relevant to thi;'J action, the water 

tempecature of the 

Unit ("SHU"} at FCI 

officers in the SHU. 

showers located in the Special Housing 

fTW is adJusted and set by correctional 

16.) At all times rel~vant to this action, Darryl Gray 

was employed by the BOP as the Safety Manager at FCI FTW. As 

such, Da L-ry l G cay was res pons i bl e f o c ensuring that each 

building at fC I f'rw waa i nape~~ ted monthly for <;ompl i a nee with 

ACA and BOP standacas and guidelines and also gen~rally 

accepted conditions within the ~afety industry so that dach 

building at rc1 FTW was safe for inmates, visitocs and staff 

to use oc occupy. 

17.) At all tiwes relevant to this action, Cacl Adams 

wa.s employed by the BOP as a Safety Technician at FCI F'l'W. As 

such, Cacl A.darns was cespon;;:.ibla.? for conducting monthly 

safety inspections of each building at E'CI E''r\v for compliance 

with ACA and BOP atandards and guidelines and also g~nerally 

dCC<::!!:)ted conditions 1Jithin the safety industcy so that each 

( 5) 
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building at F'CI E'T\.<I was safe for inmates., visi tort> and .staff 

to use or occupy. 

18.) At all times celevant to this action, it was an 

established BOP pol icy for the Safety ~1anagec and/oc the 

Safety 'l'echnician to conduct monthly safety inspections of 

evecy building at a BOP facility, including the SHU. 

19.) Beginning on or about January 14, 2010, continuing 

through Januacy 31, 2010, the water temperatuce of the 

shower::; in the SHU at rcr P1r11 w~re set at a temperatuce of 

approximately thicty-fiv'<:! d.?grees fa:chenheit to focty-five 

degrdes fachanheit which is below the minimum standard 

established by the ACA in violation of BOP policy. 

20.) Upon information and beli8f, the coccectional 

officer:s dssigned to the F'CI FT~~ SHU set the watec 

temperatuce of the SHU showeca ~ta fcigid level in violation 

of BOP policy to fucthec punish inmates foe being assigned to 

the SrlU. 

21.) Upon infor:mation and oelief, administcative pcison 

officials and the Safety Manag~r and Safety Tachnicia11 at FCI 

FTW knew of the custom to further punish inmates assigned to 

the SHU with frigid showers, and wantonly allowed the 

"i::onditions do·,.;n" practice to continue. 

22.) At uo time pcioc to Februar:1 lt 2010, did the 

Safety Manager or 'l'e<:hniciao cite the SHU foe being non-

(6) 
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cou1plidnt with ACA or BOP standards or guidelines because the 

water temperature of the SHU sho~ers were too cold or hot and 

failing to have an adequate and functional thecmometec to 

determine the water t~mperature of the SHU showecs. 

23.) Decreasing the level of comfort in a pcisonec 1 s 

conditiond of confinement aa dascribed in paragraphs 20 and 

21 is not a documented punishment or sanction in the BOP I s 

disciplinary policy or any other BOP policy. 

24.) Beginning on or about January 14, 2010, continuing 

through January 31, 2010, several inmate:;, informed a number 

of different correctional officers, including d~fendant 

E'ischer, tt1dt the water temµeratul:'e in the SHU show1;rs was 

fac too fcigid. 

25.) After weeks of complaints fcom irunate.s, the water 

temperature of the SH0 shower3 was ceset on February 1, 2010. 

26.) Upon information and balief, the correctional 

officecs working in the SHU, including defendant Fischer, got 

tired of listening to the inmate,3 1 coml:)laints of the frigid 

watec in the showers and intentionally adJusted the water: 

temperature to be hot. 

27.) On February 1, 2010, a f tee inc:ceaa ing the wa tee 

tempecature of the SHU showecs, Defendant Fi0cher and othec 

unidentified corcectional officers negligently failed to test 

the water temperature of the SHU showers. 

(7) 
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28.) After Defendant f'is,~her and other unidentified 

correctional officers incceased the water temperature of the 

SHU showe.cs on E'ebcuary 1 1 2010, the watec tempt:tcature wa::s at 

a dangerous temperature exceeding l80°F that would scald 

human skin in seconds. 

29.) On February 1, 2010, there was not a functional 

thermometer for the SHU correctional officers to use to 

dete~mine the accurate temperature of the SHU shower water. 

30.) On E-"ebruary 1, 2010, at about 5 p.m., Defendant 

Fischer escoctad Plaintiff and at least four othec inmates to 

the showers in the SHU. 

31.) On February 1, 2010, Plaintiff used a hand-held 

shower nozzl~ to apply water on his legs first, while sitting 

in his •,.>heell;hair in the SHU show-=r. Due to Plaintiff's 

paraplegia, he did not f~~l ths::l scalding hot water on his 

legl.i at first. Only <lftec Plaintiff heacd the scc0:ams of 

agony from the othi'Jc inmates in the shower, and their 

desperate []leas to tucn down the temp~ratuc~ of the 5Calding 

hot wat~r, did he realize (by spraying scalding hot watec on 

his hanJ) that the water ~as dangacously too hot. 

32.) Defe,1da.nt ~~ischer left Pla.inti ff and the other 

inmates in the scalding hot SHU showers for a torturous and 

barbaric ten (10) minutes. 

33.) When Defendant Fischer arrived at the SHU shower at 

( 8) 
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about 5:10 p.m. on February 1, 2010 to take Plaintiff back to 

cell # 26, large pieces of Plaintiff 1 s legs had sloughed off 

and blistered. 

34.) Upon seeing the horrendous burns on Plaintiff 1 ~ 

legs, Defendant Fischec acranged foe Plaintiff to receive 

medical care at the FCI FTW Health Services Unit. 

35.) On February l, 2010, at 5:18 p.m., BOP nurse 

Debocah Snell, R.N. 1 documented in Plaintiff's BOP medical 

cecord, attached d~ Exhibit c, that the cause of injury was 

"hot water in the shower left uppec leg anterior and 

posterior sidl.:;l, eight leg and left foot are burned. Skin 

.cemoved and hair is off leg." Nucae Deborah Snell, R.N. also 

documented II left 1 eg burn noted skin reinoved, area t ha size 

12 inches by 4 inches." 

36.) On Februar'f 1, 2010, at 6:07 p.m., BOP nucse Pam 

Jones documented in Plaintiff's BOP medical recocd: 

Inmate is being taken care of by jail nurse, 
.starting 1.v. This nucse called P.A. Gomez to 
give update and ceceived order to send to JPS 
Emergency room due to burns 80% of left leg 
and unknown amount of burn on eight leg. Burn 
was due to shower water and inmate paraplegic 
and unable to feel the degree of the water. 
Inmate to go to hospital via ambulance. 
Operations LT notified. (Alao attached as 
Exhibit C). 

{9) 
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37 .. ) On Feb.cuary 1, 2010, at an unknown time 'oetween 

5:13 p.m. and 7:36 p.m., BOP Mid-Level Practitionec Jose 

Gomez told Plaintiff that "the watec had to exceed 180°~, in 

order to burn so severely ••• The water in my coffee doesn't 

get that hot!" 

38.) 

arrived 

On 

at 

Febcuary 1, 

JPS Hospital 

2010, 

via 

at 7: 36 

MedStar 

p.m., Plaintiff 

ambulance. Afte:c 

evaluating and assessing Plaintiff's painful condition in the 

Trauma Unit, at 8:43 p.m. Dr. Charles Huggins, M.D., ordered 

Plaintiff to be transferred to the i?arkland Hospital Burn 

Unit via ambulanct:!. 

39.) Upon learning that he needed to oe traneferced to 

the famous Parkland Hospital Burn Unit, Plaintiff was 

terrified about his immediate condition and future. 

40.) Upon arriving at the Packland Hospital Burn Unit on 

Pebruacy 1, 2010, medical µcoviders painfully debcided 

~laintiff 1 s t)ur:ned legs and left foot by using a brush to 

scrub the burned skin off. Medical personnel then dressed and 

bandaged Plaintiff's burns and discharged him bat:k to FCI 

P'rW. Plaintiff was instructed to continue to "[r]emove as 

much of the cheesy, yellow or white eschdr dS possible." 

41.) At the Pai;kland !10.spi ta l Burn Unit, rn-aciical 

personnel diagnosed Plaintiff with second and thicd degree 

bucns that rnay require Gkin grafts. 

(10) 
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42.) After arriving at FCI E'T\"J, Plaintiff developed a 

staph infection in his bunw and had to be admitted to the 

Health Service unit as an inpatient and receive intravenous 

antibiotics. 

43.) On March 18, 2010, Plaintiff I s burns wece mostly 

healed. Medical personnel at the Packland Hospital Burn 

Clinic determined that Plaintiff did not need skin grafts. 

44.) As a direct result of Plaintiff's burns, he has 

lacge and obvious permanent life-long scars ancl his left 

thigh, left foot, and right thigh. 'rhese large areas of pink 

scarring ia especially noticeable due to Plaintiff's African-

CAUSES OF ACTION 

First Cause of Action 
Common-Law Claims Against UNITED STATES OF AMERICA (FTCA) 

(Negligence) 

45.) The actions of BOP Correctional Officer fischec and 

other unknown unidentified correctional off i,:ers and prison 

off icia.ls set forth in paragraphs nine through forty-fouc 

above, con.stitute negligence in violation of 'rexas common 

law. Under the Federal Tort Claims Act, the defendant UNITED 

STATES OF AMERICA is liable to the Plaintiff for tho wrongful 

or unlawful dctions of its employees as they were wocking 

~ithin the sco~e of their employment as law enforcement 

officers of the United States Department of Justice Federal 

(11) 
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Bureau of Prisons. Defendant UNITED STATES OF AMERICA owed 

Plaintiff a duty of care to protect his health and welfare 

and the Defendant bceached its duty; that is, the Defendant 

accidentally or intentionally inflicted second and third 

degcee burns over eighty percent of Plaintiff's legs and left 

foot. The Defendant • s brea<: h proximately or di rec t 1 y caused 

seriouiJ injury to Plaintiff requiring ernecgent tcauma and 

burn Qare, unnecessary pain and suffec ing I large obvious 

scars and permanent disfigurement of the left thigh and foot 

and eight thigh. Undec the Federal 'fort Claims Act, the 

Defendant is liable to Plaintiff for actual damages in the 

arnount of aeven hundred-fifty thousand dollars. 

Second cause of Action 
Constitutional Claims Against Officer FNU FISCHER 

(Bivens Claim) 

46.) The acts and omissions of defendant FNU FISCHER set 

forth in paragcaphs nine through forty-four above I violated 

Plaintiff 1 s eight to be free tram cruel and unusual 

µunishment by deliberate indiff ere nee to Plaintiff's health 

oc welfar.:i under: the Eighth Amendment to the United States 

Constitution. Defendant F'NU FISCHER is liable to Plaintiff 

for: the unlawful actions in violation of the Constitution. 

DAMAGES 

47.) The defendants failure to use reasonable care 

caused the following damages: 

(12) 
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a.) Past pain and suffering. 

b.) Past and future mental anguish. 

c.) Past and future permanent disfigurement of 

Plaintiff's left and right thighs and left foot. 

d • ) Futuce medical expe-nses to (;ace for permanent 

scacs/disfigurement of Plaintiff's left and eight thighs and 

left foot. 

e.) Plaintiff seeks exemplacy damages for personal 

inJuries caused by the defendant's malice under Texas Civil 

Practice & Rernadies Code § 4l.003(a)(2), as defined by 

section 41.001(7). 

injuries 

f.) Plaintiff seeks exemplacy 

caused by defendant FNU 

inditfecence. 

damag<Js for personal 

FISCHER 1 s deliberate 

g.) Plaintiff seeks nominal ddrnages for pecsonal 

injurie3 caused by defendant FNU FISCHER's deliberate 

indifft:!Cence. 

h.) Plaintiff seeks declaratory r~lief for personal 

injuries caused by defendant FNU FISCHER's deliberate 

indiffe.cence 

DEMAND FOR JURY 

48.) Plaintiff hereby demands a Jury tcial of his 

constitutional claim against defendant FNU FISCHER. 

(13) 
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PRAYER 

49.) these ceasons, Plaintiff asks that the 

defendants be cited to appeac and answer and that Plaintiff 

have judgment against defendants for the following: 

A.) On the claim stated in paragcaph 45, the Plaintiff 

aslts the Court to entec judgment against defendant UNITED 

STATES OF AMERICA. 

B.) On the claim stated in paragraph 46, the Plaintiff 

asks th~ Court to enter Judgm~nt against defendant FNU 

!.-"I SCHER. 

C.) For the injuries that the Plaintiff suffered as a 

reault of the claim.;, .stated in pacagraphs 45 and 46, th~ 

Plaintiff asks the Court to hold a~fendants jointly and 

severally liable for comt)ensatory damages and all coGts of 

this a.-:tion. 

D.) Foe the <.:laims in paragrdph 46, the Plaintiff asks 

the Court to hold defendant FNU ~,ISCHE:R furthec liable for 

punitive damages. 

E.) Past physical pain. 

F.) Mental anguish in the past and futuce. 

G.) Disfigurement in the past and future. 

H.) Future medical e~penses. 

I.) Bxemplary damages. 

J.) Prejudgmiilnt intecest for Plaintiff 1 s -:onstitutional 

(14) 
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claim and postJudgmant interest foe all of Plaintiff's 

clait,w. 

K.) Declaratory relief. 

L.) Nominal damagas. 

M.) All other relief, in law- and in ~quitf, to which 

Plaintiff may be entitled. 

Respactfull't submitted thi~ {?. day of March, 2012. 

/s/ ~ ~ ~r:y;;~~-018 
FCI Port Worth 
P.O. Box 15330 
Ft. l'iorth, 'rexas 

Plaintiff, -2.££ !!,! 

VERIFICATION 

76119 

Pursudnt to 28 u.s.c. § 1746, I, Jimmy L~e, state, 

declare and vecify undar p~nalty of pGrjury that · the 

foregoing fa,;ts are t.cue and cocrect. With respect to facts 

alleged Ub)On infocwation and b(::'lief, said facts are based 

upon pecsonal knowledy:e or information in iny files. 

EXECUTED in Tarrant County on this ti day of March, 2012. 

(15) 
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AMBNDMBNT TO TORT CLAIM 

Submitted To: Federal Bureau of Prisons 
Tort Claims A dmin. , # 300 
4211 Cedar Springs Road 
Dallas, Texas 75219 

Claimant: Jimmy Lee, # 50018-018 
P.O. Box 15330 
Fort Worth, Texas 76119-0330 

Date of Original Claim: 3/23/2010 

Received FBOP SCRO: 3/29/2010 

Claimant hereby amends the basis of the original claim and the amount of the 

claim for personal injury. 

Supplemental Basis of Claim: 

Amended Nature of Injury: 

Claimant hereby alleges upon information and 
belief that he received second and third degree 
burns to his legs with permanent disfigurement 
as a direct or proximate result of the 
negligence or wrongful acts of the safety 
officers at FCI Fort Worth failing to be properly 
trained to inspect the SHU shower facility and 
failing to use due diligence when inspecting 
the SHU shower facility. Additionally, Claimant 
was harmed as a direct or proximate result of 
a lack of supervision of SHU personnel (such 
as correctional officer Fisher) and inadequate 
or no training on shower procedures for 
disabled inmates by employees of the Federal 
Bureau of Prisons. 

Claimant suffered second and third degree 
burns bilaterally to his anterrior legs resulting 
in pain and hospitalization and then in-patient 
care at FCI Fort Worth. Claimant contracted 
a staph infection in the raw lesions secondary 
to the burns requiring intravenous antibiotic 
therapy. Claimant now suffers life-long scarring 
of his legs as a direct result of the negligence 
or wrongful acts of employees of the United 
States acting within the scope of their work 
or office. 

(1) 
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Amended Amount of Claim: 

Date: January 25, 2011. 

Claimant amends his claim for personal injury 
from an "open" amount to a sum certain of 
$ 750,000.00 t~-~ ·nc;u, future medical expenses. 

/s// ~ 
7,,_~I~<-y-"--~~E=E----------

(2) 
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CERTIFIED MAIL 

Jimmy Lee 
n.eg. No. 50018-018 
FCI Fort Worth 
P. 0. Box 15330 
Fort Worth, TX 76119 

U.S. Department of Justice 

Federal Bureau of Prisons 

South Central Regional Office 

4211 Cedar Springs Road, Suite 300 
Dallas, Texas 75219 

Re: Administrative Tort Claim No. TRT-SCR-2010-03285 

Dear Mr. Lee: 

Your claim has been considered for administrative settlement under the Federal Tort Claims Act, 
Title 28, United States Code, Section 2672 et seq., and authority granted by Title 28, Code of 
Federal Regulations, Section 0.172. You claim government liability in the amount of one million 
five hundred thousand and 00/100 dollars ($1,500,000.00) for alleged personal injury. 

Section 2672 of the Federal Tort Claims Act delegates to each Federal agency the authority to 
consider, determine and settle any claim for money damages against the United States for loss of 
personal property or injury caused by the negligent or wrongful act or omission of any employee of 
the agency while acting within the scope of his office or employment. 

You claim on February 1, 2010, while you were showering in the showers located in Special 
Housing Unit (SHU) you suffered severe burns on your legs. You state that you are a paraplegic and 
do not have feelings in your lower extremities. You allege a correctional officer was negligent when 
he placed you in the shower because the correctional officer ignored yours and other inmates' pleas 
to remove you from the shower once you realized there was something wrong with the temperature 
of the shower in the Special Housing Unit (SHU). 

An investigation into your claim revealed you were housed in Administrative Detention status in the 
Special Housing Unit (SHU)·on February 1, 2010. 

A correctional officer indicated that on February 1, 2010, he did place you in the shower at 
approximately 5 :00 p.m., and removed you at approximately 5: 10 p.m. The correctional officer also 
indicated that when removing you from the shower, you informed him that the water was too hot. 

SENSITIVE BUT UNCLASSIFIED 
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LEE, Jimmy 
Reg. No. 50018-018 
TRT-SCR-2010-03285 
Page 2 

You informed the correctional officer that you had bums on your legs and you requested to be 
assessed by medical. The correctional officer indicated he immediately notified Health Services 
staff of your alleged injuries. There is no evidence that the correctional officer ignored the call from 
other inmates to remove you from the shower. 

On September 12, 2009, approximately five months prior to the incident, a hand-held shower nozzle 
was placed in the handicap shower to replace the direct spray shower head, allowing inmates better 
accessibility to maneuver the water for handicapped inmates. The shower nozzle was designed and 
modified specifically not to spray directly on wheelchair inmates. The spray head hangs freely and 
is approximately two inches from the shower floor. An inmate has to pick up the sprayer and direct 
the water over his body. 

On February 1, 2010, you were seen in the clinic by medical staff at approximately 5: 17 p.m. due to 
the injury you allegedly sustained in the shower area on the AD range that same date. 

Based on the above, there is no evidence to indicate you sustained an injwy caused by the act or 
omission of a Bureau of Prisons' employee acting within the scope of his or her employment. 
Therefore, your claim is denied. 

You are advised that if you are dissatisfied with our determination in this matter, you are afforded 
six (6) months from the date of the mailing of this communication within which to bring suit in the 
appropriate United States District Court. 

Sincerely, .. -,,..----~·· 

LJ-~VV\~~ 
~- ✓ Jason A. Sickler 
'(J Regional Counsel 

SENSITIVE BUT UNCLASSIFIED 
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JIMMY L LEE, 50018-018 
FORT WORTH FCI UNT; DAL QTR; D01-025L 
3150 HORTON ROAD 
FORT WORTh, TX 76119 
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Administrative Remedy No. 583606-Al 
Part B - Response 

This is in response to your Central Office Administr~tive Remedy 
Appeal, in which you allege due to staff negligence, you 
suffered second and third degree burns on your left and right 
legs while in the Special Housing Unit. You allege that staff 
was aware that the water temperature was too hot. You request 
staff be reprimanded and you be compensated for pain and 
suffering. 

Our review of the matter reveals the Warden and the Regional 
Director adequately responded to the issue you raise in this 
appeal. The Bureau of Prisons takes allegations of staff 
misconduct seriously. Staff conduct is governed by Program 
Statement 3420.09, Standards of Employee Conduct. You were 
notified that your allegations were referred to the appropriate 
Bureau of Prjsons' component for review. Investigations into 
your allegation may or may not include interviewing you. 
Inmates have no entitlement to the outcome or disposition of an 
investigation into staff misconduct. Accordingly, the results 
of the investigation and actions taken against staff, if any, 
will not be disclosed to you. 

Monetary compAnsation is not available relief through the 
Administrative Remedy process. There are statutorily-mandated 
procedures in place for addressing such requests. Your unit 
team can provide more information if you require it. Moreover, 
with respect to your request for the discipline of staff, we 
remind you such matters are insulated from inmate involvement. 
Accordingly, such relief is not available relief through this 
program and will not be considered. Hence, we provi e this 
response is for informational purpose only. 

Harrell 
National I 

ts, Administrator 
ate Appeals \\,A\,,) 

I 
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LEE, Jimmy 

CASE NO. 583606-Rl 

r 

REG. NO. 50018-018 

PART B-RESPONSE 

RECEIPTED: 05/12/10 

You are appealing the Warden 1 s,response to your Request for 
Administrative Remedy wherein you allege due to staff 
negligence, you suffered second and third degree burns on your 
left and right legs while in the Special Housing Unit. You 
further allege staff was aware the water temperature was too 
hot. You request the staff be reprimanded and you be 
compensated for pain and suffering. 

We have reviewed your allegations and have determined the Warden 
at the Federal Correctional Institution in Fort Worth, Texas, 
appropriately responded to your Request for Administrative Remedy. 
This matter has been referred to the appropriate investigative 
component for a thorough investigation. At the conclusion of 
the investigation, appropriate action will be taken, if deemed 
necessary. 

Monetary compensation is not available through the 
Administrative Remedy process. Should you wish to pursue such 
relief, you may do so by submitting an administrative claim 
under the Federal Tort Claims Act in accordance with the 
procedures specified in P.S. 1320.06, Federal Tort Claims Act. 
You may obtain the appropriate claim form from institution 
staff. ' 

Therefore, your request is denied. 

In the event you are dissatisfied with this response, you may appeal 
to the Bureau of Prisons, Administrative Remedy Section, 
320 First Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20534. Your appeal must 
be received in that office within 30 days from the date of this 
response. 

Date 

SENSITIVE BUT UNCLASSIFIED 
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LEE, Jimmy 

REMEDY NO. 583606-Fl 

REG. NO. 50018-018 

PART B - RESPONSE 

FILED: 03-30-10 

This is in response to your Request frir Administrative Remedy received March 30, 2010. You 
allege due to staff negligence, you suffered second and third degree bums on your left and right 
legs while in the Special Housing Unit. You also allege several staff members were told the 
water temperature was too hot. 

The Bureau of Prisons takes allegations of staff misconduct very seriously. Your allegations 
have been referred to the appropriate Bureau of Prison's component for investigation. You may 
be interviewed regarding these allegations in the future. 

Based on the above infonnation, this response is for informational purposes only. 

If you arc not satisfied with this decision, you may appeal to the Regional Director at Bureau of 
Prisons, South Central Region, 4211 Cedar Springs Road, Suite 300, Dallas, Texas 75219, via a 
BP-230(13). Your appeal must be received in the South Central Regional Office within 20 days 
of the date ofthis response. 

\ 

\ 
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February IIR) do10 
1o whom i'J mc1v ~oYJt?_t:fr/ : 

Or1 or 0-bou + Febn_)ccvy OJ J JOJO, a.f approtimoJely ;?OD hours J Cor,ecfional 
oPP,·eer ( CO) fisher C?.Dff}e fo (OOfY7 Id&. in SpecioJ Housir1g UrJif {SHU) rJJ (CI ff. 
lfllorfh where i f1mo.le Aio.lhoni el Hood if 09~.Yi- O 7? a11d. rnyselP were housed C for 
1'iscip/;r1ory reo:sons) fo escorr us fo ·lhe shower. ( Showe(S are ~erm11fed I a/lo.VJ ed 
lhree (3) /,'mes per week 1 /. e. Mofldo.y, !Uesdo.y, Mel vJec/1Je:Jdo.y). 

for apprtJtimoJely lwo {d) wee/f.S pr'ior fo ,he ciale fYle1Jhor1ed above, several 
111rnafes had ialboned d;f~re11I CDs +ha/ Jhe_ wa.fer ·was Par ./-oo fr,g;JI,. -the 
fernpero..ture of {he wo.fer /)_f {.he -Jirne w0.3 ar1ywhere Prorn S5°f -1oD f 1he 

lhertn"3to.t J was fir10.Jly rese.f. 
tur!hermore.

1 
or1 lhe dale mr=l'!hof}ed ifJ 1he fJrsl po.ra.9,0.ph; /here were al /ea3' 

Pou.r C 1) ,t?males iJ? /he showe, ( Jhe :lJower holds up fo six ( &) :nrt1ales af ofle Ame). 
Severa) iflrno.ks -/ned despcro..fely -lo ,11fbrm t:,{J 6sher /ha-I Jhe fe.rnp1,,1ro.lure. of the 

tJO.te.r wa3 tt?O hot. e O Fisher eompleJel y d,srcguord ed' ./he i (),11ole 's di::; lress WI Is . 
furlht,,sf,//, :t am filrtlly2r:d .Prorn -{he wa,sf dowrJ. .f vtlQ5 ur1 ahle. Jo serne. 

ihe lempcraJure of Jhe walu. I alwClyS wa3h rny /eqs fi('5f. ·vue +o to fisher ·s 
1e~li3er1ce 1 :t reu)ved severe burt1s of/ my lc3s (:x.cof'ld de9re~J. 

Dn -ruesJa.v' fe.bruary I(; I dO/o) while .J was in Jhe c!,'rJiC,, I a. do<2for I whom is 
flew al Jh;J {belly, ey.arr1ir)ed my 1Nour1d:J. 1he doe/or 3fo.red) " 1"he waler had -lo 
e'/.1!,eed ;Joe f lfl order +o hurn :5o severly. '1 tie o. /Jo sa,d 1 " '1/2e wo..ler ✓-r1 my coffee 

J/oesn ,f gd /ha{ hot .1 " 

f/ease see, fo ,) lhoi /JO 011e. ha.,5 fo Ju.ffer such cruelly o, r1e3l19e11ce 

ever uat.l.J Y} . 

7hat1 A you lbr your oss1sfar1ee . 

., 

f{._)??,____ ___ _ 
f': );NIM,! I PP ii ...,-lit\ll-f)J'x 
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Bureau of Prisons 
Health Services 

Clinical Encounter 

Injury Assessment-Not Work Related encounter performed at Special Housing Unit. 

SUBJECTIVE: 

INJURY 1 Provider: Snell, Deborah RN 

Date of Injury: 02/01 /201 O 17:20 Date Reported for Treatment: 
Work Related: No Work Assignment: ADM DET M 
Where Did Injury Happen (Be specific as to location): 

shower area AD range 
Cause of Injury (Inmate's Statement of how injury occurred): 

02/01/2010 17:27 

hot water in the shower left upper leg anterior and posterior side, right leg and left foot are burned. Skin 
removed and hair is off leg. 

Symptoms (as reported by inmate): 

lnmate is a paraplegia left leg burn noted skin removed. area the size 12 inches by 4 inches. 

OBJECTIVE: 

Temperature: 

Date 

02/01/2010 

Pulse: 

Date 

Time Fahrenheit Celsius Location 

17:30 FTW 98.6 37 .0 Oral 

Time 

02/01/2010 17:30 FTW 

Rate Per Minute 

80 

Location 

Via Machine 

Respirations: 

Rate Per Minute Provider 

Provider 

Snell, Deborah RN 

Rhythm Provider 

Snell, Deborah RN 

Date 

02/01/2010 

Time 

17:30 FTW 18 Snell, Deborah RN 

Blood Pressure: 

Date Time Value 

02/01/2010 17:30 FTW 109/68 

Sa02: 

Location 

Left Arm 

Date 

02/01/2010 

Time Value(¾) Air 

17:30 FTW 99 Room Air 

Exam: 

ASSESSMENT: 

Burn - Thermal-Major 

S:" I burnt my legs and foot in the shower." 
O; 98.6-80-18 109/68 02 sat 99% Room Air, 
A: Alteration in skin integrity 

Position 

Sitting 

Cuff Size Provider 

Adult-regular Snell, Deborah RN 

Provider 

Snell, Deborah RN 

P: PA Gomez notified and orders received to transfer to JPS ER for evalulation. 

R, ""'"', nf Pri.<:nn<s - FTW 

C. 
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i~'tna\e :Narnij{f hi;;,6~':JH~tMt'L,.:f.:;,/1'(; , · 
Date 'eil Blfth: . ·. ::o)va111982, 1' . .'· : f · ... : .· 
Encq\U'nt~, ·_Datei} ijt3/2~_1i 9,/1 T~f ·. 
PLAN: 

Disposition: 

Notify PA Duty Officer 

Patient Education Topics: 

Date Initiated Format 

02/01/2010 Counseling 

Copay Required:No 
TelephoneNerbal Order: Yes 

Handout/Topic 

Compliance - Treatment 

Cosign Required: Yes 
By: Gomez, Jose MLP 

Telephone or Verbal order read back and verified. 

Completed by Snell, Deborah RN on 02/01/2010 18:33 

Requested to be cosigned by Gomez, Jose MLP. 

Cosign documentation will be displayed on the following page. 
Requested to be reviewed by Tubera, Butch MD, CO. 

Review documentation will be displayed on the following page. 

Generated 02/01/2010 18:33 by Snell, Deborah Bureau of Prisons - FTW 

Provider 

Snell, Deborah 

Outcome 

Verbalizes 
Understanding 

Page 2 of 2 
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Bureau of Prisons 
Health Services 
Cosign/Review 

l~~at~:N~~w:':.'l(·t~E.,.Jt'N1f¥LY;+:,:,_:,I'·>\~\;,:.: ,:\: \: ':~sf:':'/::}\t.:'.~r· .·•::,·/(\) J' 

Da«i Of'Blrt~:0;,_Y:•,''· . .Q:t/311rna'2'.·/ · ,;' ,' , ,\l/ . , •,j,i, . lex: /i::-,:: ,,,, ···>. ' 
E;tid&In'iier Daie¾f?1011fcho f?hat,>. ·:.\,::J: .·· .. ~; ,,:-;: rt:~· •',•· e~iiY:SQ, \, 
. " +·a,,• 11 ,,; '/••:&y;:. 1('~:·, ,·r,,,,;,"{' :rtJI,,.,· .,~\ ,' :: ,,·'·;,,,~-~-·-: ,+ ' 

Cosigned by Gomez, Jose MLP on 02/02/2010 07:28. 
Cosigner Comments: 

Concur with note. Patient was transfered to local ER for treatment. Patient has now returned and will be 
followed at FMC Fort Worth. 

Reviewed by Tubera, Butch MO, CO on 02/02/2010 12:39. 
Reviewer Comments; 

Foregoing notes reviewed, follow up in clinic as scheduled. 

Bureau of Prisons - FTW 
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Bureau of Prisons 
Health Services 

Clinical Encounter - Administrative Note 

Admin Note encounter periormed at Health Services, 

Administrative Notes: 

ADMINISTRATIVE NOTE 1 Provider: Jones, Pam RN 

Inmate is being taken care of by jail nurse, starting IV. This nurse called PA Gomez to give update and 
received order to send to JPS Emergency room due to burns of 80% of left leg and unknown amount of burn 
on right leg. Burn was due to shower water and inmate paraplegic and unable to feel the degree of the water. 
Inmate to go to hospital via ambulance. Operations LT notified. 

Copay Requlred:No 
TelephoneNerbal Order: Yes 

Cosign Required: Yes 
By: Tubera, Butch MD, CD 

Telephone or Verbal order read back and verified. 

Completed by Jones, Pam RN on 02/01/2010 18:16 

Requested to be cosigned by Tubera, Butch MD, CD. 
Cosign documentation will be displayed on the following page. 
Requested to be reviewed by Gomez, Jose MLP. 

Review documentation will be displayed on the following page. 

Generated 0210112010 18;16 by Jones. Pam RN Bureau of Prisons - FTW Page 1 of 1 
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Bureau of Prisons 
Health Services 
Cosign/Review 

Cosigned by Tubera, Butch MD, CD on 02/02/2010 12:17. 
Cosigner Comments: 

Foregoing notes reviewed, follow up as scheduled in the clinic. 

Reviewed by Gomez, Jose MLP on 02/02/2010 07:15. 
Reviewer Comments: 

Orders given to send inmate to local hospital ER. 

Bureau of Prisons " FTW 
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PROGRESS NOTES - OUTPATIENT DEPARTMENT 
GUARANTOR NAME GUARANTOR PHONE 

INSUAM•CE COMPANY GROUP NUMBER 

N Al.IE OF INS!Jfl ED EMPI..OYER OF INSURED 

INSU A ED E t.lPlO'Y E A'S AO DRESS 

MEDICARE NO. MEDICP.10 NO. 

POLICY I CEl1TIFICATE NO COtHAACT NO. 

PATIENT HOME 

STATE ZIP CODE 
ACCIDENT 
RELATED 

PHYSICIAN 

VES NO 

• • 
MRHl 4376992 DOS: 3118/16 ti fa;,L 
LEE , JI MMV L ")/ 715 

"' 0081 61/3111992 BL.IM V DE PT. t-:0'"'1A::c:G:c:N':-::o:-::s"",s::------.....;..-----
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FACTS AIIIO INFORMATI N ARe TRUE ANO COAR CT lO MV PEA !ML KNO THf. HO~l'ITAL ... suAJ.11(:€ OENai'ITS OTLt;:AWISE ""'VAIII.E TO Ml! POT NQf TD EXt~EO TiiE BAC,.,.CE ~E 
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li.S. DISTRICT COURT 
NORTII ERN DISTRICT OF TEXAS 

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
NORTHERN DISTRICT OF TEXA 

FORT WORTH DIVISION 

FILED 

Jll l 8 2Dl2 

JIMMY LEE, § 

§ 

§ 

CLERK, U.S. DISTRICT COURT 
By _______ _ 

Plaintiff, 

vs. 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 

Defendant. 

§ 

§ NO. 4:12-CV-197-A 
§ 

§ 

§ 

§ 

FINAL JUDGMENT AS TO CERTAIN DEFENDANT 

D4'puty 

Consistent with the order signed by the court on the date 

of the signing of this final judgment as to certain defendant, 

The court ORDERS, ADJUDGES, and DECREES that all claims and 

causes of action asserted by plaintiff, Jimmy Lee, against 

defendant FNU Fischer in the above-captioned action, be, and are 

hereby, dismissed with prejudice. 

SIGNED June 18, 2012. 

District 



IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRI T COURTu:,~• 2 Q 2ll3 
NORTHERN DISTRICT OFT XAS Pll'll 

FORT WORTH DIVISION 
CLERK. U.S. DISTRICT COURT 

JIMMY LEE, § 

By __ -=-~----
Deputy 

§ 

Plaintiff, § 

§ 

vs. § NO. 4:12-CV-197-A 
§ 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, § 

§ 

Defendant. § 

FINAL JUDGMENT 

Consistent with the order signed by the court in the above

captioned action on the date of the signing of this final 

judgment, 

The court ORDERS, ADJUDGES, and DECREES that all claims and 

causes of action asserted by plaintiff, Jimmy Lee, against 

defendant, United States of America, be, and are hereby, 

dismissed with prejudice. 

The court further ORDERS, ADJUDGES, and DECREES that 

plaintiff have and recover his costs of court from defendant. 

~ 

. SIGNED May 20, 2013. 

, .• 
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JIMMY LEE, 

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRI 
NORTHERN DISTRICT OFT 

FORT WORTH DIVISION 

§ 

§ 

Plaintiff, § 

§ 

U.S. DISTRICT COURT 
NORTHERN DISTRICT OF TEXAS 

FILED 
T 

111202813 
; 

L------- ___ \ 
CLE~ U.S. DISTRICT COU RI' 

By __ _,,, ____ _ 
Deputy 

vs. § NO. 4:12-CV-197-A 
§ 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, § 

§ 

Defendant. § 

ORDER 

On May 17, 2013, a document titled "Notice of Settlement" 

was filed in the above case by defendant, United States of 

America. The Notice of Settlement informed the court that the 

parties have signed a settlement agreement, and that plaintiff, 

Jimmy Lee, will file a motion to dismiss this action upon his 

receipt of the settlement check. The court assumes that the 

dismissal is to be with prejudice and that the government is to 

bear costs of court. Accordingly, the court is rendering a final 

judgment, consistent with those assumptions. 

Therefore, 

The court ORDERS that all claims and causes of action 

brought in the above action by plaintiff, Jimmy Lee, against 
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defendant, United States of America, be, and are hereby, 

dismissed with prejudice. 

SIGNED May 20, 2013. 

2 
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U.S. DISTRICT COURT 

NORTHERN DISTRICT OF TEXAS 

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT CURT 
NORTHERN DISTRICT OF TEXAS 

FORT WORTH DIVISION 

FILED 

NAY 2 I 2012 

CLERK, U.S. DISTRICT COURT 
JIMMY LEE, § By _______ _ 

§ Deputy 

Plaintiff, § 

§ 

vs. § NO. 4:12-CV-197-A 
§ 

FNU FISCHER, ET AL. I § 

§ 

Defendants. § 

ORDER 

Came on for consideration the above-captioned action wherein 

the plaintiff is Jimmy Lee and the defendants are FNU Fischer 

(ttFischer"), alleged to be a correctional officer at Federal 

Correctional Institution in Fort Worth, and United States of 

America. The court finds that, pursuant to Rule 4(c) (3) of the 

Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, plaintiff is entitled to have 

the summons and complaint served by the United States Marshal. 

Rochon v. Dawson, 828 F.2d 1107, 1109-10 (5th Cir. 1987). In 

order to serve the complaint, the Marshal will need one form 285 

and three summons forms to be filled out by the clerk for each 

defendant. The court is directing the clerk to fill out the 

required forms and then forward them, with a copy of plaintiff's 

complaint attached to each, to the Marshal for service. 

Inasmuch as the parties to be served are United States of 

America and an officer of United States of America, service will 

be accomplished in the manner contemplated by the applicable 
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parts of Rule 4(i) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, to 

wit: 

(1) United States. To serve the United States, a 
party must: 

(A) (i) deliver a copy of the summons and of 
the complaint to the United States attorney for 
the district where the action is brought -- or to 
an assistant United States attorney or clerical 
employee whom the United States attorney 
designates in a writing filed with the court 
clerk--or 

(ii) send a copy of each by registered 
or certified mail to the civil-process clerk at 
the United States attorney's office; 

[and] 

(B) send a copy of each by registered or 
certified mail to the Attorney General of the 
United States at Washington, D.C.; . 

(3) Officer or Employee Sued Individually. To 
serve a United States officer or employee sued in an 
individual capacity for an act or omission occurring in 
connection with duties performed on the United States' 
behalf (whether or not the officer or employee is also 
sued in an official capacity), a party must serve the 
United States and also serve the officer or employee 
under Rule 4(e), (fl, or (g). 

Fed. R. Civ. P. 4 (i) (1) (A) - (B) & (3). 

Therefore, 

The court ORDERS that the clerk complete appropriate and 

sufficient forms to facilitate service of summons and complaint 

on Fischer and United States of America. Upon completion of the 

2 
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forms, the clerk is ORDERED to issue summons, with a copy of the 

complaint attached to each, for Fischer and United States of 

America, and deliver them to the United States Marshal for the 

Northern District of Texas for service on defendants. 

The court further ORDERS that, upon receipt of such items 

from the clerk, the United states Marshal for the Northern 

District of Texas cause service of summons to be made on Fischer 

and United States of America in the manner contemplated by the 

rule set forth above. 

SIGNED May 21, 2012. 

3 
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JIMMY LEE, 

VS. 

U.S. IHSTRICT c_:{)tJIU 
NORTHERN DISTRICT OF TEXAS 

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT CURT FILED 
NORTHERN DISTRICT OF TEXAS 

FORT WORTH DIVISION OCT -2 2012 

Plaintiff, 

§ CLERK. U.S. DISTRICT COURT 

§ B¥---=-------
§ Deputy 

§ 

§ NO. 4:12-CV-197-A 
§ 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, § 

§ 

Defendant. § 

0 R D E R 

After having considered the motion filed by plaintiff, Jimmy 

Lee, on October 2, 2012, to amend his civil complaint, the court 

has concluded that the relief sought by such motion should be 

denied. 

Apparently, the request for permission to amend the 

complaint is prompted by Lee's desire to name as additional 

defendants Darryl Gray and Carl Adams, for the purpose of 

asserting a Bivens 1 cause of action against each of them. The 

court concludes that the filing of an amended complaint to 

accomplish those goals would be futile. Apparently, the 

applicable statute of limitations already has run as to those 

claims; and, moreover, when the factual allegations of the 

complaint are considered, the court considers implausible that 

1Bivens v. Six Unknown Named Agents of Federal Bureau ofNarcotics, 403 U.S. 388 (1971) 
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plaintiff has a Bivens cause of action against either of those 

persons. No facts are alleged that would cause the court to 

conclude that, if the facts were accepted as truthful, either of 

those parties violated any constitutional right of plaintiff. 

Therefore, 

The court ORDERS that such 

SIGNED October 2, 2012. 

2 

is 

Judge 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT 
NORTHERN DISTRICT OF TEXA 

FORT WORTH DIVISION 

U.S. DISTRICT COURT 
NORTHERN DISTRICT OF TEXAS 

FILED 
CURT 

JM 18 20!2 

JIMMY LEE, § 
CLERK, U.S. DISTRICT COURT 

BY-----;:--:-:----
Deputy § 

Plaintiff, § 

§ 

vs. § NO. 4:12-CV-197-A 
§ 

FNU FISCHER, ET AL., § 

§ 

Defendants. § 

ORDER 

Carne on for consideration the motion to voluntary dismiss 

filed in the above-captioned action by plaintiff, Jimmy Lee. 

Plaintiff in the motion states he no longer wishes to pursue his 

claims against defendant FNU Fischer ("Fischer"), who is alleged 

to be a correctional officer at Federal Correctional Institution 

in Fort Worth. Having considered the motion, the court concludes 

that it should be granted. Therefore, 

The court ORDERS that all claims and causes of action 

asserted by plaintiff, Jimmy Lee, against defendant Fischer in 

the above-captioned action be, and are hereby, dismissed with 

prejudice. 

The court further ORDERS that the caption of this action be 

changed by the removal of "FNU Fischer" from the title, so that 

from this point forward, the title shall read, "Jimmy Lee, 

Plaintiff, v. United States of America, Defendant." 
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The court determines that there is no just reason for delay 

in, and hereby directs, entry of final judgment as to such 

dismissal. 
/ 

SIGNED June 18", 2 012. 

/I / 

2 
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JIMMY LEE, 

vs. 

ll.S. IHSTRrCT cmm I' 
NORTHERN OISTRICT OF TEXAS 

FILED 
IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRIC'r, couRr--....c:.:..:=:._------.1 

NORTHERN DISTRICT OF TE} AS · AUG _ I 2012 I 

Plaintiff, 

FORT WORTH DIVISION 

§ 

§ 

§ 

§ 

...___ _____ j 
CLERK, U.S. DISTRICT Cornn 

By __ ~-----:----
Dc-puty 

§ NO. 4:12-CV-197-A 
§ 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, § 

§ 

Defendant. § 

ORDER SETTING SCHEDULE 
AND PROVIDING SPECIAL PRETRIAL INSTRUCTIONS 

The court finds that the following order should be entered. 

In addition to fixing a schedule, this order provides important, 

special pretrial instructions that the parties must bear in mind 

as the trial date approaches. 

The court ORDERS that: 

1. Any motion for leave to join other parties to this 

action shall be filed by November 5, 2012. Any motion for 

summary judgment shall be filed at least seventy-five (75) days 

prior to the scheduled trial date. A motion for summary judgment 

will be filed separately and will not include any other motion. 

A motion for continuance pursuant to Fed. R. Civ. P. 56(d) will 

be filed separately and will not be included in a summary 

judgment response or any other document. 
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2. Any motion for leave to amend pleadings must be filed by 

February 25, 2013. 

3. All discovery must be initiated in time to allow 

completion of discovery by April 29, 2013. After that date, no 

discovery may be conducted and no discovery motion, other than a 

motion under Fed. R. civ. P. 37(d), may be filed without an order 

extending the discovery deadline upon a showing of good cause. 

4. Any motion, other than the motions described in items 1-

3 above and motions in limine, shall be filed at least thirty 

(30) days prior to the scheduled trial date. 

5. This case is set for a non-jury trial the week of May 

28, 2013, with docket call at 9:00 a.m. on that date. 

6. No later than Monday one week prior to the scheduled 

trial date each party shall file with the Clerk (i) a witness 

list, (ii) an exhibit list, (iii) an agreed summary, accompanied 

by appropriate page and line references, of portions of each 

deposition, other than portions to be offered by video, to be 

offered at trial, and (iv), if set for non-jury trial, proposed 

findings of fact and conclusions of law, or, if set for jury 

trial, a proposed jury charge and verdict form. 

7. The parties shall not file depositions or exhibits prior 

to trial, but shall have the originals and one copy thereof 

available immediately prior to trial. Each exhibit that will be 
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offered at trial shall bear the case number of this action in 

addition to the exhibit number and identity of offering party. 

8. The witness list contemplated by paragraph 6 above will 

be accompanied, when it is filed, by a statement as to each 

witness of each subject matter upon which the witness will be 

asked to testify. The witness list will include two columns, one 

bearing the heading "Sworn" and the other bearing the heading 

"Testified" so that the court can keep track of the witnesses at 

trial. 

9. The exhibit list contemplated by paragraph 6 above shall 

be accompanied, when it is filed, by a statement signed by 

counsel for each party, other than the party who will be offering 

the exhibit, stating as to each exhibit shown on the list either 

that the parties agree to the admissibility of the exhibit or the 

nature and legal basis of any objection that will be made to the 

admissibility of the exhibit and the identity of the party or 

parties who will be urging the objection. All parties are 

required to cooperate in causing such statements to be prepared 

in a timely manner for filing with the exhibit lists. The party 

proposing to offer an exhibit shall be responsible for 

coordinating activities related to preparation of such a 

statement as to the exhibit he proposes to offer. No exhibit 

will be offered at the trial of this case unless such a statement 
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has been timely filed as to the exhibit. The exhibit list will 

include two columns, one bearing the heading "Offered" and the 

other bearing the heading 11 Admitted. 11 

10. No party will adopt any motion or pleading filed by any 

other party; and, the court will not entertain a motion to adopt. 

No party is permitted to adopt as, or in, the party's witness 

list or exhibit list all or any part of the witness list or 

exhibit list of another party. 

11. All deposition testimony to be offered at trial shall 

be offered in summary, rather than question and answer, form. 

The offering party shall be responsible to obtain agreement of 

counsel 1 for all other parties to the accuracy of the proposed 

summary. Agreement of counsel as to proposed summaries shall be 

reached before the agreed summaries are filed, as required by 

paragraph 6 above. 

12. If there is a possibility that a party will use at 

trial any video or audio recording, or any transcript of such a 

recording, such party shall notify the court of that fact no 

later than May 6, 2013, by the filing of a document advising of 

such possible use and describing each such item the party might 

use at trial. 

1The term "counsel" as used herein includes prose parties. For example, the term "plaintiffs counsel" 
means the plaintiff himself or herself if proceeding pro se. 
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13. Not more than fifteen minutes of videotaped deposition 

testimony will be offered by any party from any deposition. 

Counsel shall reach agreement in advance of trial as to any 

objections related to testimony to be offered by videotape or, if 

agreement cannot be reached, shall present the disagreement to 

the court for resolution at least two weeks prior to the 

scheduled trial date. If less than an entire videotaped 

deposition is offered, it will be offered by means of an 

appropriately edited tape to which all parties have agreed. 

14. Each party shall designate experts by filing a written 

designation including the name, address, and telephone number of 

each expert who may be called to testify and make the disclosures 

required by Fed. R. Civ. P. 26(a) (2) by serving the required 

written reports at least 120 days before the trial date. 

15. This case is not exempt from the requirements for 

scheduling orders, pretrial orders or any other orders of the 

court. 

16. The court reminds the parties that a response and brief 

to an opposed motion must be filed within twenty (20) days from 

the date the motion is filed, Local civil Rule LR 7.l(e), and 

that a reply brief may be filed within fifteen (15) days from the 

date the response is filed, Local civil Rule LR 7.l(f). Each 

motion shall be deemed to be ripe for ruling by the court at the 
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end of such time period. If the court concludes that the motion 

should be granted, the court normally will not await a reply 

before ruling. As a general rule, motions will be ruled upon 

without hearing; however, hearings will be scheduled as 

appropriate. 

17. All parties and attorneys in this action are reminded 

of the provisions of Fed. R. Civ. P. 11 and Local Civil Rules LR 

7.1, LR 10.1, LR 83.7, LR 83.9, and LR 83.10. The rules do not 

contemplate that law firms are, or will be, admitted or 

authorized to practice before this court. Instead, the 

representation is to be provided by individual attorneys who 

qualify to practice before this court under the provisions of 

Local Civil Rules LR 83.7, LR 83.9, or LR 83.10. Nor do the 

rules contemplate that simulated signatures of attorneys of 

record can be used, instead of actual signatures, on pleadings, 

motions, etc. 

The court ORDERS that from this point forward all parties to 

this action, and their counsel, shall strictly comply with the 

requirements of the above-mentioned rules, and that, in the 

course of doing so: 

(a) Each attorney who participates in a conference 

contemplated by Local civil Rule LR 7.1 shall be an attorney 

of record who is admitted to practice before this court 
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pursuant to the provisions of Local Civil Rules LR 83.7, LR 

83.9, or LR 83.10; 

(b) Bach certificate of service and certificate of 

conference shall be signed by either a prose party or an 

attorney of record who is admitted or authorized to practice 

before this court pursuant to the provisions of Local Civil 

Rules LR 83.7, LR 83.9, or LR 83.10; 

(c) A simulated signature of an attorney or party is 

unacceptable and will not be used; 

(d) None of the items filed with the papers in this 

action is to be signed by a law firm, as opposed to 

individual attorneys who are admitted or authorized to 

practice before this court pursuant to the provisions of 

Local Civil Rules LR 83.7, LR 83.9, or LR 83.10; 

(e) None of the items filed with the papers in this 

action is to be signed by an attorney who is not authorized 

to practice before this court pursuant to the provisions of 

Local Civil Rules LR 83.7, LR 83.9, or LR 83.10; and 

(f) Each prose party shall sign each item filed by 

him or her on his or her own behalf. 

The court will consider ordering the denial of the relief 

sought by any item that has not been properly prepared, signed or 
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filed or the ordering that such an item be stricken from the 

record of this case. 

The court further ORDERS that: Each evidentiary item, 

including any exhibits, filed in connection with any pleading or 

other paper, shall be clearly marked by the exhibit number or 

letter, or other designation if any, assigned to the item. All 

such items shall be filed as attachments, or in a separate 

volume, bearing consecutive page numbers and appropriate index 

tabs so that the court can readily locate each item. Each 

collection of evidentiary items shall have at the front a table 

of contents giving the description of each item in the collection 

and the tab and page number where the item can be found. 

Evidentiary items shall not be put together in such a fashion as 

to make them unwieldy. An item or collection of items of more 

than fifty pages shall be spiral-bound on the side. Counsel 

shall highlight, as appropriate, those portions of the items that 

are of particular pertinence. Submission to the court of any 

collection of cases or other legal authorities will be handled in 

a manner comparable to the foregoing directions relative to 

evidentiary items. 

Further, counsel are reminded that the federal rules 

contemplate only that statements in pleadings may be adopted by 

reference. Fed. R. Civ. P. l0(c). Attempted incorporation by 
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reference of any other material may not be considered by the 

court. 

Strict compliance with the terms of this order is required. 

Should any party or counsel fail to cooperate in doing anything 

required by this order to be done, such party or counsel or both 

will be subject to sanctions, including dismissal or entry of 

default without further notice. See F~. c· . 

SIGNED August 1, 2012. 

Judge 
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RECEIVED.Form to be used by a prisoner filing a civil rights complaint under 

THE CIVIL RIGHTS ACT, 42 U.S.C. § 1983 

TONY R. MOORlf, Wlf 
PV diMiN 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
WESTERN· DISTRICT OF LOUISIANA 

Jt.cat'!Jt. We.~~\-a,, ocan-,-021 
Full Name of Plaintiff, P ~o;er Number Civil Action 

Sec.P 

vs. Judge 

On·,\e4 5t!h\e,> "£ Ame<itl\ 6!1\L 
Full Name of Defeudant Magistrate Judge 

COMPLAINT 
I. :Previous Lawsuits 

A. Have ypu begun any other lawsuit while incarcerated or detained in any facility? 
Yes_V__ No__ · 

B. If your answer to the preceding question 1s yes, provide the following information. 

1. State the court(s) where each lawsuit was filed (iffederal,identifythe District;ifstate 
court, identify the county or parish): 

\) 1<1\W. S\ t.tt.':) b \ S;,-\-rit.\ ( OJ(! IJt~1;U1\ <Ais\ ( ,{t O ~ Lovi~i-.-.4' 

2. Name the parties to the previous lawsuit(s): • 

Plaintiffs: Jg, r o me.... lt-,,) e~ \:b.~~o tt 
Defendants: ( ) t'i ~\t. l 5 ]"4' t':J 

3. Docket numbcr(s):· \ ·. O 9, C. v 10 .S J \'. 01 c v \ \ 'l 3 J l: !O'-v 001s1 

4. D11te(s) OD which each Lawsuit was filed: \" 09L✓ 1oS b~ltnJJt( \ '·R'l c.~lln (t.i>oi) 
\ '. \ 0 (,'J 003'>'\ ~ .. ,, 

5. Disposition and date thereof [For example, was the case dismissed and when? Was it 
appealed and by whom (plaintiff or defendant)? ls the case still pending?]: 

,·.1Qr..;vOb-~>I\ \';,\.«.•,,<;.t\ ~lU \er, .. \ l',Oj tl/1DS 111.,.J. 1:ayc..vJlf?,v .. >d-~,,...r)i(,J 
r J. o ... , R t..-..1 .. ~""'v.u e.-.\t > \'1-..'t'-'"{, d.,~ ...... ,,,v-1 

C. Have you filed any lawsuit or appeal in any federal district court or appeals court which 

D:IN<>\Objocu_ 11 \Um- SilN\USDC_ I 1\A1Jot11Fona1\42 _lHl.•pd 2 
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has been dismissed? 
Yes~ No 

If your answer to the preceding question is y~ state thecourt(s) which dismissed the case, 
the civil action number(s), and the reason for dismissal (e.g .• frivolity, malice, failure to 
state a claim. defendants immune from relief sought, etc.). 

II. A. Name of institution and address of current place of confinement: 

r Cl 1°')\"'Je.~~ Qo ~01-\ ODO ~ \\wleJ°'Jl\\ 35lb0 
B. Is there p- prison grievance procedure in this institution? 

Ye:s_V_ No __ 

1. Did you file an administrative grievance based upon the same facts which form the ~:s ors Iaw~:? ' ' -< s3r 
If Yes, what is theAdminis,trative Remedy Procedure D.11IDber? I (j Slr 'LO\\.~ 03 . 
l\ol. ... i~!,,\~\l .. t_ itfri.e<\:t~ s1 ~S~'iJS\1... ·1n)s.i:2.'ll3 1Sl\'Ht! )5'i~lo2'\ 

2. If you did not file an administrative grievance, explain why you have not done so~ 

3. · If you filed an administra:tive:.grievance, answer the following question. 
What specific steps ofthe prison pfQCeduredid you take and what was the result? (For 
example. for state prisoners in the custody of the Department of Public Safety and 
Corrections: did you appeal any adverse decision through to Step 3 of the 
administrative grievance procedure by appealing to the Secretary of the Louisiana 
Department of Public safety and Con:ections? For federal prisoners: did you appeal 
any adverse decision from the warden to the Regional Director for the Federal Bureau 
of Prisons. or did you make a claim 1111der the Federal Tort Claims Act?) 

:[ ,.,...o.Jt. r.._ c.\c,..~t(\ v f\Jtr \\t, ~eu\.-er~\ lod· c..\c..~fks 

Ac:\: ei,..J.. 1sui\ ·~r ; I\ toe g?,e,t2t'-idrr~+!o" '4_,,.J &_\t,..,.J rJ~ ~(':,po~'< >+,me') 
Attach a copy of each pnson response and/or dec1s100 rendered 10 the adrom1strat1ve 
proceeqing. 
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v. Relief 

State exactly what you want the court to provide to you or do for you. ~ak:e no legal 
arguments. Cite no cases or statutes. 

~ z.loo~ DO~ ,DQ )D l)t\vYl~.¥4 

# \ y1 o O Jooo , o Q j. 0, t:MOi,~\ i ·l}ju r 7 
f 2.) 00 OJ Q0O•l"--' ~ I;\~ 11 \Svt{t_;") SJ ll OD I oo O • po :G, ±" \ 

VI. Plaintiff's Declmti® 

A. I understand that ifl am transferred. or rel~e~ I must apprise the Court of my address, 
and my failure to do so may result in this c0tnplaint being dismissed. 

B. I understand that I may not proceed without prepayment of costs if I have filed three 
lawsuits and/or appeals that were dismissed on grounds that the action and/ or appeal was 
frivolous or malicious, or failed to stat.e a claim upon which relief may be granted. unless 
I am in i:mn'.Jinent danger of serious physical injury. 

Signed this 1. g day or-E....,t"'-'b..,._,r ..... \2..,.0.:..:..., --,.1 ___ ____,, Z,Q 11-. 

(J:Q-1J4'-
Prisoner no. (Louisiana Department of 
Corrections or Federal Bureau of Prisons 
or Alien registration number) 
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The 1844 civil wver she¢. 111111 the information COD~bcn:innenlterrq,,lacern:,rsulltll~t the ·filin& and seryiceof'.p!cadingror i>ther~ N required p.ylaw, C11:ccptas~~ed. 
by local l\llesof cow:t This form, appl'llved by the Jud1c111I <,:onfmmc~of tbo UmtedSiata m September 1974 •. is ~ for lhe use oflhe Cenr. of Court for the purpose of HlltJattng 
the ciV1l docket sheet. (5E£ INSTRUCTIONS ON NEXT />AGE OF7111S FOllM.) 
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1) united States of America 

(b) Cuuriiy of Resi<lmu:e of First Listed Plaintiff xx us • Outside 
(E.XC£PT IN U.S. l'WJmFF CASES) 

2) Bureau of Prisons 
3) IJDJc:nown Recreational. Officer of 

Special Housing Unit 

(c) Attorneys (Fin,, ~. Jld,h£<, ,..JT~ Ni,m/>o'J 

F CI - Ta11adega 

4) Warden Keffer 
5) Unknown Officers 
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Cl 140 ~ lllllnlmCnl Lilbility 
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& Enfoitoi!ment or Judgment SJmcl« 
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0 152 ~ of Dcl\ill!U!d Liability 

Sttldail LDllls O 340 Marine 
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. . P,odqcl Uilrility 
Cl 367HcallhC.W 
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0 ~ ~ i.:::1 
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VI. CAUSE OF ACTION 1--...,....--,-....,,.----------------------------
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VII. REQUESTED IN 
COMPLAINT: 

VOL REU. TED CASE(S) 
IFANY 

0 CHECK lF TillS IS A CLASS ACTION 
UNDER F .R.C.P. 23 

JUDGE 

DEMANl>$ 5,000 CHECK YF.S Dill)' if &manded iri ;z;.\ainc 
JURY DBMAJIID: 0 Yu 20 
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PAGE o'oz SANITIZED FORMAT 09. 31. 5. 

REMEDY-ID SUBJ1/SUBJ2 --------------------ABSTRACT--------------------· 

511221-Fl 

512751-Fl 

512751-Rl 

511221-Rl 

516584-Fl 

516584-FZ 

G• 002 

RCV-OFC RCV--FACL DATE~RCV STATUS STATUS-Di 

340S/ 
POL 

34ZM/ 
POL 

34ZM/ 
SCR 

34DS/ 
SCR 

22BS/34DS 
POL 

22BS/34DS 
POL 

ALLEGES ASSAULTED BY OFFICER AUGUST 2008 
POL 10-07-2008 CLD 10-30-21 

1\SSAULTEO AT ALLENWOOD-STAFF WERE NEGLIGENT 7-'2: 
POL 10-22-2008 REJ 10-22-2! 

ASSAULTED AT ALLENWOOD-STAFF WERE NEGLIGENT 7-2: 
FOL 11-12-2008 REJ 11-12-2! 

ru.LEGES ASSAULTED BY OFFICER AUGUST 2008 
POL 11-18-2008 REJ 11-18-21 

REQ PROTECTION-ALLEGES STAFF .ASSAULTED- REQ $$ 
POL i..l.-21-2008 VOD 11-21-2! 

REQ PROTECTION-ALLEGES STAFF ASSAULTED- REQ $$ 
POL 11-21-2008 CLO 12-12-Zc 

MORE PAGES TO FOLLOW ••• 

-- ··----------
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REMEDY-ID SUBJ1/SUBJ2 --... -----------------ABSTRACT-------------------· 
RCV-OFC RCV-EA.CL DATE-RCV STATUS STATUS-01 

512751-A1 

516584-Rl 

522233-Fl 

522700-Fl 

522704-Fl 

52361.0-Rl. 

G0002 

34ZM/ 
BOP 

22B9/34DS 
SCR 

lOAS/ 
POL 

25DS/ 
POL 

26BS/34DS 
POL 

1.0ZS/34AS 
SCR 

ASSAULTED AT ALLENWOOD-STAFF WERE NEGLIGIDN'I' 7-2: 
POL 12-02-2008 REJ 12-12-21 

REQ PROTECT-ALLEG AUG STAF ASSAULTED- REQ $$ 
POL 12-31-2008 CLD 01-27-21 

NEEDS TRANSFER FOR PROTECTION-SEEKS$$ CCMPENSA'. 
POL 01-12-2009 REJ 01-12-21 

TENNIS SHOES & PROPERTY LOST W/PIACED IN SHU AU< 
POL 01-15-2009 REJ 01-15-21 

.ALLEGES STAFF ASSAULT @OUTSIDE HOSPITAL-INADEQ 1 
POL 01-15-2009 CLD 10-21-21 

WAIT BEDES:tG, arHE-RS IN SHU AFI'ER-ALREADY LEFT 
POL 01-20-2009 REJ 01-20-21 

MORE PAGES TO FOLLOW • • • 
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REMEDY-ID SUBJ1/SUBJ2 --------------------ABSTRACT-------------------· 

524593-Fl 

524595-Fl 

524597-Fl 

52521.7-Fl 

525225-Fl 

526920-Fl 

G0002 

RCV-OFC RCV-FACL DATE-RCV STATUS STATUS-Di 

22CS/24AS 
POL 

34DS/ 
POL 

250S/ 
POL 

34AS/ 
POL 

34.AS/ 
POL 

22DS/ 
POL 

NO MEAL SERVED IN SHU 12-9-08-NO RESPONSE Tb BE'· 
POL 01-30-2009 CLD 02-18-2t 

ALLEGES HE WAS ASSAULTED BY OFFICER IN SHU 12-8· 
POL 01-30-2009 CLO 02-18-21 

PROPERTY LOST WHEl..::r WENT TO OUTSIDE HOSPITAL 1-2· 
POL 01.-30-2009 REJ 01-30-2t 

RIGHTS VIOLATED BY STAFF/RESERVE CAMERAS 
POL 02-05-2009 CLO 02-18-21 

INAPPROPRIATE CONDUCT BY STAFF/RESERVE CAMERAS 
POL 02-05-2009 CLO 02-18-21 

$HO STAFF DENIED FOOD 12-9-08 
POL 02-19-2009 CLO 03-05-21 

MORE PAGES TO FOLLOW • • • 
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PAGE 005 * SAN"ITIZED FORMAT ~ 09:31:5: 

REMEDY-ID SUBJ1/SUBJ2 --------------------ABSTRACT-------------------· 

516584-A1 

529408-Fl. 

524593-Rl 

530781.-Fl. 

535148-Rl. 

535148-R2 

G0002 

RCV-OFC RCV-FACL DATE-RCV STATUS -STATUS-Th 

22BS/34DS 
BOP 

27CS/ 
POL 

22CS/24AS 
SCR 

34DS/ 
POL 

20DS/ 
SCR 

20D5/ 
SCR 

REQ PRQTECT-ALLE~ AUG STAF ASSAULTED- REQ $<$ 
POL 03-02-2009 REJ 03-11-2! 

REQ OUTSIDE DENTIST FOR FILLING IN TOOTH-WAIT> 
POL 03-10-2009 CLO 03-20-21 

NO MEAL SERVED IN SHU 12-9-08-NO RESPONSE TO BP· 
POL 03-1.6-2009 CLD 04-16-21 

ALLEGES STAFF GRABBED ARM THROUGH FOOD SLOT-ASs.; 
FOL 03-19-2009 CLD 04-10-2t 

DHO HRNG 03/25/09, REHEARING 04/14/09 
POL 04-13-2009 REJ 04-13-21 

04/14/09 DHO REHRNG FRCM 03/25/09, CODE 224 2-1: 
POL 04-30-2009 CLD 06-11-2t 

MORE PAGES TO FOLLOW ••• 
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PAGE 006 * SANITIZED FORMAT :l- 09: 31: 5: 

REMEDY-ID SUBJ1/SUBJ2 --------------------ABSTRACT-------------------· 
RCV-OFC RCV-FACL DATE-RCV STATUS STATUS-~ 

537330-Rl 

54061.0-Rl 

540611-Rl 

543225-Rl 

542624-E'l 

542645'-Fl 

G0002 

20D$/ 
SCR 

20BS/20CS 
SCR 

20BS/20CS 
SCR 

10ZS/34AS 
SCR 

22ZS/ 
POL 

22ZS/ 
POL 

04/14/09 OHO REHRNG FROM 03/25/09, CODE 224 3-11 
POL 04-30-2009 CLD 06-11-21 

OHO HRNG 05-13-09, CODE 307 
POL os~21-2009 CLD 06-24-21 

DHO HRNG 05-13-09, CODE 201 
POL 05-21-2009 CLD 07-02-21 

ALLG PC - TRANS GO TO GEN POP; STAF REPRIMAND, l 
POL 06-10-2009 REJ 06-10-21 

REQUEST TO BE CELLED ALONE AND REC ALONE 
POL 06-11-2009 CLO 07-01-21 

TOOTHBRUSHES NOT ADEQUATE & NOT AVAILABLE AT TI~ 
POL 06-11-2.009 CLD 07-08-21 

MORE PAGES TO FOLLOW • • • 
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PAGE 007 * SANITIZED FORMAT ~ 09:31:5: 

REMEDY-ID SUBJl / SUBJ2 --------------------ABSTRACT---------------------· 

535148-Al 

5'37330-Al 

545087-Fl 

537330-AZ 

543225-A1 

535148-A2 

GD002 

RCV-OFC RCV-FACL DATE-RCV STATUS STATUS-Di 

20DS/ 
BOP 

20DS/ 
BOP 

22CS/ 
POL 

20DS/ 
BOP 

1.0ZS/34AS 
BOP 

20DS/ 
BOP 

04/1.4/09 OHO REHRNG ffiOM 03/25/09, CODE 224 2-1: 
POL 06-25-2009 REJ 07-16-21 

04/1.4/09 DHO REHRNG FRCM 03/25/09, CODE 224 3:-11 
POL 06-25-2009 REJ 07-16-2! 

NO PILLOWS OR PROPER BEDDING IN SHU 
POL 06-29-2009 CLO 07-20-21 

04/14/09 DHO REHRNG FROM 03/25/09, CODE 224 3-11 
POL 07-01-2009 REJ D7-20-2t 

ALLG PC - TRAN'S GO TO GEN POP; STAF REPRIMAND, l 
POL 07-02-2009 REJ 07-22-21 

04/14/09 DHO REHRNG FR.CM: 03/25/09, CODE 224 2-1: 
POL 07-02-2009 REJ 07-23-21 

MORE p,Ac;gs TO FOLLOW ••• 
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REMEDY-ID SUBJl / SUBJ2 --------------------ABSTRACT-------------------· 

542624-Rl 

540610-Al. 

540611-Al 

537330-A3 

535148-A3 

551176-Fl 

G0002 

RCV-OFC RCV-FACL DATE-RCV STATUS STATUS-Di 

22ZS/ 
SCR 

20BS/20CS 
BOP 

20BS/20CS 
BOP 

20DS/ 
BOP 

20D8/ 
BOP 

22ZS/ 
POL 

REQUEST TO BE CELLED 1\LONE AND REC ALONE .. 
POL 07-13-2009 CLD 08-10-21 

OHO APPEAL/ CODE 307 /HEARING 05-13-2009 
POL 07-21-2009 CLD 10-23-2! 

DHO HRNG: 05-13-09, CODE 201 
POL 07-22-2009 REJ 09-01-21 

D4/14/09 DHO REHRNG FROM 03/25/09, CODE 224 3-lt 
POL 08-04-2009 REJ 09-04-21 

04/14/09 DHO REH!tNG IBOM 03/25/09, CODE 224 2-1'. 
POL 08--04-2009 REJ 09-04-21 

REQ TOOTHBRUSES TO BE IN A SEALED PACKAGE NOT o: 
POL 08-11-2009 CLD 08-28-21 

MORE PAGES TO FOLLOW • • -
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PAGE 009 * SANITIZED FORMAT 09: 31: 5'. 
REMEDY-ID SUBJl /SUBJ2 --------------------ABSTRACT----------:----------· 

551195-Fl 

553639-Rl 

535148-A4 

542624-Al. 

540611-A2 

537330-A4 

G0002 

RCV-OFC RCV-F.ACL DATE~Rcv STATUS STATUS-Di 

16BS/ 
POL 

20BS/20CS 
SCR 

20D8/ 
BOP 

22ZS/ 
BOP 

20BS/20CS 
BOP 

20DS/ 
BOP 

REQ TO RECV ·MAIL WHILE IN SHU NOT PLACED IN PRO: 
POL 08-11-2009 CLD 10-01-Zt 

OHO HRN'G 08-04-09, CODE 201 
POL 08-17-2009 CLD 10-16-21 

OHO APPEAL/ CODE 224 /RE-HEARING 04-14-2009 
POL 08-20-2009 CLD 12-10-2! 

REQUEST TO BE CELLED ALONE AND REC JU.ONE 
POL 09-10-2009 REJ 11-02-21 

DHOAPPEAL/ CODE 201 /HEARING 05-13-2009 
POL 10-08-2009 CLD 01-19-2! 

DHO APPEAL/ CODE 224 /REHEARING 04-14-2009 
POL 10-08-2009 CLO 01-20-21 

MORE PAGES TO FOLLOW ••• 
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561087-Fl 

561934-Fl 

551195-Rl 

561087-Rl 

553639-Al 

561934-Rl 

G0002 

RCV-OFC RCV-FACL DATE-RCV STATUS STATUS-Th 

22ES/34AS 
POL 

27CS/ 
POL 

16BS/ 
SCR 

22ES/34AS 
SCR 

20BS/20CS 
BOP 

27CS/ 
SCR 

STAFF USED USE OF FORCE WHEN NOT NECESSARY 
POL 10-20-2009 CLO 11-02-21 

PROMISED TEETH BE CLEANS INCE 3/2008-NEVER HAPPl 
POL 10-27-2009 CLO 11-10-21 

REQ RCV MAIL WHILE IN SHU, NOT PLACED IN PROPER~ 
POL 10-30-2009 CLO 12-18-21 

STAF RETAL - GASSED WHEN CUFFING UP 
POL 11-13-2009 CLO 12-18-21 

DHO HRNG 08-04-09, CODE 201 
POL 11-18-2009 CLD 03-31-21 

PROMtS TEETH CLEAN SINCE MAR 08, STILL WAITING 
FOL 12-16-2009 CLO 01-22-21 

MORE PAGES TO FOLLOW • • • 
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573647-Fl 

561087-Al 

551195-Al 

561934-Al 

G00OO 

RCV-OFC RCV-FACL bATE-RC\T STATUS STATUS-~ 

341\S/33GS 
POL 

22ES/34AS 
BOP 

1.68S/ 
BOP 

27CS/ 
BOP 

C/0 PUT TOOTHPASTE ON LEGAL OOCS- RUINED THEM 
POL 01-21-201'0 CLD 02-18-2t 

STAF RET1\L - GASSED WHEN CUFFING UP 
POL 01-22-2010 REJ 02-23-21 

REQ RCV MAIL WHILE IN SHU, NOT PIACED IN PROPER' 
POL 01-22-2010 REJ 02-23-2! 

PROMIS TEETH CLEAN SINCE MAR 08, STILL WAITING 
POL 02-16-2010 CLO 04-28-21 

SB REMEDY SOBMISSION(S) SELECTED 
TRANSACTION SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETED 
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Bureau of Prisons 
- ·--- ·· ··- ·- - - Health Servi~- · - · -· · 

Clinical Encounter ~ Administrative Note 

t I• > 1 I • • 

l· 1:; . 1 -.... • • t 

.-•-· , •• . r'. , ,, .·, , . , ·· ,. -. , , . · , , , , , - ., ·1 , ' , • 

~ . . -- '-• - - - . - -· - - -~ - - -- -- . . . . --·· - - -· - - - - - -

., 

Admln Note encounter performed at Health SeMces. 
Adminlstrativ~ Notes! 

ADMINISTRATIVE NOTE 1 Provider. Nordstrom, Paul NP 
Inmate issued guaze for right ear: Wound care instructions giYen. Inmate Instructed he may experience short 
term hearing k>ss. Inmate verbalized understanding. 

Copay Requfred:No 
Telephona/Vel'bal Order: No 

Cosign Required: No 

Completed by Nordstrom, Paul NP on 08/04/2010 10:34 

Gerierated 08/04/2010 10:3-4 by NordatrOi'n, Paul -Buresu of Prtsons - PQL 
'1lge 1 of 1 
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Bureau of Prisons 
···-·--··--··-·-•--·· He;1.ltb..Sendces..-·'··----~-·------- -- •·-•·-·
Cllnlcal Encou.nter .. A.d~lnistratiye Note 

- - I - ~ -

I ~ • • • J I J I • I 

! j I • • 

•I j • • • .:i? ~ • ~ : ,, ! • - I - ~I• I •~ r I I • < : • I j 

• ~ .'.~ J • - ' • - • - ~ ~ • ~ ~ ... '- {. ~ ~. - - .. ·-~ - ~ ~ - -- - • - - ~· 

Admln Note encounter pertonned at Health Servfces. · 
Admlnlstnntve Notes: 

ADMINISTRATIVE NOTE 1 Provider: Nordstrom, Paul NP 
sip right ear trauma. Medlca1ion change. 

New Medication Orders: 
Rx# Medication 

Antipyrlne & Benzocaine otlc 

: lndlcaUon: other ear problems 

Copay Requlred:No 
Telephone/Verbal Order. No 

Cosign Required: No 

Completed by Nordstrom, Paul NP on 08/()41201 O 11 :25 

Order Date 
08/04/2010 11 :22 

Gennted 08/04f2010 11:25 by Nordstr:>m, Patil Bureau of Prisons - POL 
' 

Prescriber Order 
2-4gtts In Alfetted Ear(s) Ear, 
Right -Two Times a Day x 1 O 
day(s) 

Paga1 of1 
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Bureau of Prisons 
Health Services 
Cosign/Review 

Cosigned by Ale;x:andre, Joel MD CD on 08104/201015:43. 

Buteau of Prisons - POL 

.. 
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Bureau of Prisons 
.. ' - •· -· - .. , - ----· '··~-- - -· .... - ,. __ ······- -··· Health Services --·--·· ···--- ... -.... - --- ...... , ..... -· -·-·· 

Clinical Encounter· 
- ~ - ~ 

•L -, • ,.-

1 • 1 I ti 

~ ' . ' . 

(,, ~ ~· ., • • - ~~·~\ -::.Ti·=·-~ llll-1·. ,-l- •. ~ ~ 
~-- • ~ - ~-~•- ~. T~~•-••~ ••• .!__ - ~ ._ -

Follow-up encounter performed at Special Housing Unit. 

SUBJECTIVE: 

COMPLAINT 1 Provii;ter. Vasquez. WiUie PA..C 

Chi(tf Complaint: Ears/Hearing Problem 
Subjective: Inmate wanted his ear che<:ked out again. 
Pain Location: Ear-Right 
Pain Scale: 7 
Pain Qualltles: Aching I Tender 
History of Trauma: 

Onset: 3-4 Weeks 
Duration: 
Exacerbating Factors: 
Retlevlng Factors: 
Comments: 

OBJECTIVE: 

Exam: 
General 

AppearancetNutrltlotl 
Appears Well (yes), NAO (yes), WDNvN (yes), Alert and Oriented x 3 (yes) 

Ears 
Tympanic Membrane. 

Normal (yea) 
canal 

Patent (yes), Draining (no), Erythema (yes), Swelllng (no), Tenderrtesisto Palpation {yes) 
Hx of stab wound to ear-hearing. 
No signs of infaciion. 

ASSESSMENT: 
Description \ 

Other ear problems 

PLAN: 

New Medication Orders-: 
Rx# • Medication 

~..:. -- ~ 

ICD9 Status 

V41.3 cyrrent 

Status Date 

08/04/2010 

Order Date 

Gene!'liled 08J25/2010 12:19 by Vasquez, WIiie Bureau of Prisons.• POL 

Progress 
Improved 

~ 
Temporary/Acute 

Prescriber Order 

Pi,ge1of 2 
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- - ~ . - ·~ 
I- L I ·, - I I I • I l•J • - • • 

I I I ,. I I • '.· •• , • jl 

- - . - -

New Medication Orders: 
Rx# Medication 

Naproxen Tablet 

Indication: other ear problems 

Disposition: 

Follow-up at Sick C8U as Needed 

Patient Education Topics: 

Date Initiated Format 

08/25/2010 Counsallng 

Copay Requlre<t:No 
Telephone/Verbal Order: No 

Handout/Toplc 
Compliance - Treatment 

Cosign Required: No 

Completed by Vasquez, wime PA-Con 08/26/201012:19 

order Date· 
00/251201012:16 

Presc(lber Order 
sodmg OraOy -Two Ttmes a Oay 
PRN x 7 day(s}- take one tab po 
2xdaily with food pm pn 

Provider 
Vasquez, Wi!lle 

Outcome 

Verbalizes 
Understanding 

Genei'ate.d lW,25/2010 12:19 ~ Vasquez, Willie Bureau of.Prisons - POL Plt9IJ 2·or 2 • 
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U.S. Department of Justice 

Federal Bureau of Prisons 

South Central Regiona.l Office 

4211 Cedar Springs Road, Suite 3DO 
Dallas, Tc,;as 75219 

CERTIFIED MAIL# 701D16700000 9692 5337 
MAILED: September 23, 2011 

Jerome Weathington (Reg. No. 08121-028) 
Federal Correctional Institution 
P.O. Box 1000 
Talladega, AL 35160 

RE: Administrative Tort Claim No. TRT-SCR-2011-03535 

Dear Mr. Weathington: 

Your claim has been considered for administrative settlement under the Federal Tort 
Claims Act, Trtle 28 U.S.C. Section 2672 et seq., and authority granted by 28 C.F.R. 
Sedion 0.172. You claim government liability in the amount of $5,000,000.00 for 
personal injury. 

Section 2672 of the Federal Tort Claims Act delegates to each federal agency the 
authority to consider, determine, and settle any claim for money damages against the 
United States for loss of personal property or Injury calJsed by the negligent.or wrongful 
act or omi.ssion of any employ~ ofth~ agency while ·~cting within the $cope of his office 
or employment. - · · · 

You state that on August 4, 2010, at the United States Penitentiary (USP) Pollock you 
were assaulted by two "DC" inmates in the Special Housing Unit (SHU) recreation area. 
You allege you were to be separated from all "DC" inmates. 

An investigation of your claim revealed that on August 4, 2010, you were involved in a 
physical confrontation with two other inmates in the SHU· recreation area. SHU staff 
immediately called for assistance; Upon the arrival of responding staff, you and the two 
were restrained. You were then p~ovided appropriate medical treatment, and placed in a 
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WEATHINGTON, Jerome 
Reg. No. 08121-028 
TRT-SCR-2011-03535 

cell in SHU. There was no documentation that you were to be separated from the two 
inmates who assaulted you. Further, staff had no prior knowledge that these two 
inmates would assault you. 

An investigation could not establish that you experienced an injury due to a negligent act 
or omission of a Federal Bureau of Prisons employee acting within the scope of his or her 
office or employment. 

Based on these facts, your claim is denied. You are advised that if you are dissatisfied 
with our determination in this matter, you are afforded six (6) months from the date of the 
mailing of this communication within which to bring suit in the appropriate United States 
District Court. 

r II Jason A. Sickler 
~egional Counsel 

cc: W. A. Sherrod, Warden 
USP Pollock 
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Jerome Weathillgton (PrisID: #08121-028 ) 
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RECEIVED 
U800 WE8 iEMtl Ol«nllCT OF LA 

TONY ... MOORE. CLSRK 

:~u';!: 
tJNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

WESTERN DISTRICT OF LOUISIANA 

ALEXANDRIA DIVISION 

JEROME L. WEATHmGTON, 
Plaintiff 

VERSUS 

UNITED STATES, et al-, 
Defendants 

CIVIL ACTION 
SECTION "P" 
l:10-CV-00359 

JODGB DEE D, DRELL 
MAGIS"tRATE JUDGE JAMBS O. KIRK 

·,.:; ; .·. :-.. ·: ·•':• ' ... : ··•, - . -·.,,:'r::oe•. . . ·' •-... -~·-: .,,:: ' '._;;. ; . 
B~fo~e · the 0 ~ourt- is a· comp_laint filed· pursuant to Biveruf-y·. ·• , ... •. 

&EPORT_AND RBCQMMENDATI9N OP MAGISTRATE JUDGE 

">~ :(•~:~-~ • ~~. • r.; ~ .> ~ ••••~.:-~;:•. 
Six Unknown-• ·Named.· Agen1t·& of · the · Federal. Bureau_ of · NarcdEite;~·},!~~- ·- •·---- ::.f·. ::.), 

~ • - :i. - - ~ ·~ • -~ ~ ' • ~ ~· .:~ ~~- - ' 

U.S. -'388, 91 · s.ct:~ 1-999 -(1971.) • 1 " .. ahi;:f·'the ··Fe®ra.l~ ·To"rt Ola',i-mB:,:z(ht .. '. 

("FTCA.11 ), 28 u.s.c. §§ 2671-2680, by Jerome L. Weathington 

{"Weathington.,) on February 24, 2010 (Doc. 1) and amended on August 

13, 2010 {Doc, S). The named defendants are the U~ited States 

(FTCA claim) and, in the Bivens claim, Joe JCeffer (former warden of 

the united States Penitentiary in Pollock,· Louisiana ( "USP-

1 Bivens defendants are federal officials brought into 
federai court for violating the Federa1 constitution. Bivens
type actions may be brought on1y against f.ederal agents and not 
federal. agencies. P .D. I. c. y. Meyer, 510 u .s. 471., 486, 114 
s.ct. 996, 1006, 127 L.Ed.2d 308 (1994); Whitley v. Hunt, 158 
F.3d 882 885 (s~b Cir_ 1998). under Bivens, a plaintiff may 
recover damages for any injuries suffered as a result of federal 
agents' violations of his conatituti.onal rights. Channer v, 
lali, 112 P,3d 214, 216 (S~ Cir. 1997). 
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Pollock#) ) , and R. Lonid;ier, 2 J. Vald5:z .' Daniel Stevens, William O. -

Trull, Jr. , 1 and three unknown off ice rs, all employed at USP

Pollock, 4 Weathington alleges that, on January 2, 2009, defendant's 

~ 
failed to protect Weathington by intervening and ending an assault 

on him by another inmate. 5 Weathington further alleges that, on 

January S, 2009, two unnamed officers (Stevens and Trull) assau1ted 

him when he was handcuffed and shackled to his hospital bed at an 

outside hospital.. When he was returned ta USP-Pollock, Weathington 

was placed in an observation cell without a toilet or sink. For 

relief, Weathington asks for monetary damages and injunctive · . 

relief. Weathington is presently confined in the Federal. Detentiori 
. ··?. ~ -c. : • "!-" 

Cent.e~,--~·g.; . .oift~"i~; · ~i~I~ .-. I ~' ~• > 

____ .- ....;;'-'-;.;..·...:..·.c:.."..;.;·•;.;..· -..:.-.......:..··· .... •._._; • --~,I·~ ~ -. . .. ---·=•~,.....:; __; . ..c.. -1.-. ·•·· , •. ~ 

· i~:): ·:. ~-a::i/tf.\~.i~:i'.~ ,·\-; 
' r' '•'-•"•tii '.iJ • .,~ ~r·~ ,..::• s:; }r•~,:~?--.-:-~ .. T 

3 Stevens and Tru11 were John, Doe #1 and John Doe #2 (Docs. 
14, 16). Trull's name is misspelled as "Trlltt"" on the docket 
sheet. 

4 A !\Lt. Transou• was also named as a defendant, but a 
summons was not p:repared for him: and he was not served. A1though 
the Clerk of Court wa.s ordered to prepare the summons, instead of 
Weathington, Weathington has not comp1ained about the lack of 
service on Transou. Therefore, I wil1 recommend that the. 
complaint against Transou be dismissed without prejudice under 
Fed.R.Civ.P. 4(m). See McGimtls v. Shalala, 2 F.3d 548, 550 (5th 
Cir. 1993}, cert. den., 510 o.s. 1191, 114 s.ct. 1293, 121 
L. Ed.2d 647 {1994); Systems signs supp1ies y. u.s. De1,t. of 
~ustice, 903 F.2d 1011, 1013 (5th Cir. 1.990); Kersh y. Derosier, 
851 F.2d 1509, 1512 (5th c~r. 1988). 

5 Weathington contends he was charged and convicted in 
federal. court of as eaul t resulting in serious bodily inj u:ry and 
received a disciplinary report w~th l.oas of good ti.me credits, ae 
well. USA v. Weati,.i.ngton, 09-cr-01.96 (W. D .La. 2009) . 

2 
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The individual defendants named· in the Biyen•s claim filed a 

motion to dismiss (Doc. l.8). The United states also filed a motion 

to dismiss the FTCA claim (Doc. 19}. Weathington filed a response 

to the motions to dismiss {Doc. 21). The motions are now before 

the court for disposition. 

It is noted that the defendants attached documentary exhibits 

and affidavits to their motions to.dismiss Weathington's claims. 

Therefore, their motions ~o dismiss (Docs. 18 &. 19) are actually 

motions for SUTIIITUlry judgment, purs~t to Fed.R.Civ.P. ru1e 12, and 

will be treated as such by this court. 

Law and Ana.llOO,is 

·. Mot.ig_ec. ~or· summa;y ijIUdsn\tmt .. ·;,_ . 
...... •.• • I ~ • 

Rule:··'56 ·of 'tM: Fed~ral Rules of_ civ:.i.J.:, . .1~:!;9,Redur~ .~dates-r-tiiat-'..,"i:i ··:.): t,:;_s 

: _'}\.~'.'~/1<tt'~£,~:s~ ju~tf '.'_:/"-_·J_'.,.'. ;-:'r,:, ~:..i\\~-"-iSf.';:, 
. Mi£" .. the' mov'ant shows that there is "no genuine dispute 'as.' ; . ·.·' . ~.--
to any material fact and the movant is entit1ed to 
judgment as a matter of law.·" 

Paragraph (e) of Rule 56 also provides the following: 

"If a party fai1s to properly support an assertion of 
fact o-,: fails to properly adqress another party• s 
assertion of fact as required by Ru1e 56(c), the court 
may: (1.) ·give an opportunity to properly support or 
address the fact; (2) consider the fact urtdisputed for 
purposes of the motion: (3) grant eummary judgment if the 
motion and supporting material.s-including the facts 
considered undisputed-show that the inovant. is entitl.ed to 
it; or {4) issue any other appropriate order.N 

LOcal. Rul.e 56. 2W {formerl.y 2 .10W) also provides that all. 

ma.terial facts set forth in a statement of undisputed facts 

3 
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submitted. by the moving party will. be deemed admitted. for purposes 

of a motion for !Nl?llacy judgment unless the opposing party 

controverts those facts by filing a short and concise statement of 

material facts as to which that party contends there exists a 

genuine issue to be tried. 

In this regard, the substantive 1aw determines what facts are 

"material.". A material fact issue exists if the evidence is such 

that a reasonable jury could return a verdict for the nonmoving 

party. Howev_er, the mere existence of a scintilla of evidence in 

support of the plaintiff I s position will be insufficient to 

preclude summary judgment; there must be evidence on which the jury 

-, p:p~~~:!,:~.:~~pnabJ.y find .£or_ ~h~··-plaint~f~•-~> :St@art y..· ~ .. -:·.'Wit.~~ .. ..,:: . .!._: "'" 

·· · Jr\.-3d ._,s.~,Q:-,~-_ii:i3.:,. e:s-c~,,ik~:, _.1~iS:> ;,: .~:a, :if."~:~~-; 906;,- 1,2.t1:-,s,. et .. 24'!'9:' -~-:1999?)~,~,~ :·.t: F,t '> 
. \ . ' .. . ' '." . -.~_· ... _ ..... ;;~9~~4~,.,o.ii~ -~~~i(;i-. · ·< .. ··-·, _,.-. ··. ·,-;~ ·. · ·. · .. ··"•: .. ·,, '·' ·\·:; '.tft·h'-;~,:. "i.t-•~f ,-·.·:• 

p L • _ '• • '\ , • :j: "j, • • ~ • •.: ... ! •~ 

. Ii the m.ovant prciduces··evidence tend.ihg to··sho,.,- that there is 
no genuine issue of material fact, the nonmovant muat then direct 

the court• s attention to evidence in the record sufficient to 

establish the existence of a genuine issue of material fa.ct for 

trial. In !;his analysis, we review- the facts and draw all 

inferences most favorable to the nonmavant. Herrera v. Millsap, 

862 F. 2d ll.57, 1159 (5th Cir. 1989) . However, mere conclusory 

allegations are not competent summary judgment evidence, and such 

allegations are insufficient, therefore, to defeat a motion for 

sunrnary judgment. Topalian v. Ehrman, 954 F. 2d l.125, 1l.3l. (5th 

4 
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Cir.}, cert. den., 506 u.s. 825, 113 S.Ct. 82(1992). 

BIVENS CLAIMS 

l• Exh§ugtion 

Defendants contend Weathington' s Bivens claims should be 

dismissed for failure to exhaust his administrative remedies. 

No action shall be brought with respect to prison conditions 

under section 1983 of this title, or any other Federa1 1a.w, by a 

prisoner confined in any jail, prison, or other correctional 

facility until such administrative remedies as are available are 

exhausted. 42 u.s.c. § l997e (a) . Exhaustion is mandatory, 

irrespective of the forms of relief sought and offered ·through 

,. ·'.-l"'ll'I< f:!.. ·c~·, •1 0!1.,9 •{•a.no"I•.\ •• . q,\,,_ . .,. ..,.1,,..,. . ... t-' •1•b·..-equ·1r· AVnOY>t· ... ~.~4-,-,r.,-.;a1 ;....,,§· ••• ,.; :• .. ·~•.•• r•~: -~--~--,•;• ,J, •~...-. .. ,.., ·• ,-•. ~.~~.,_... > -~~t~~ _.L...'l(.•<11•::~•-~ .... ~¥.i- jt~J.la L~~:•+r.,,h • \ ~~111• ~~-~ < -~ .;.'U-:o. ~-":~-- -• -t~ ~-iJ.:-<""•• t :t~~:.• 
~ ~ . . . . . . 

"·_'. {~·· .. . i997~ ~~ppiies to>.alJ..·· 4"mu~tie suiv.•is. -apa,ut,;pri-ao~ _life;· .i~heiithe,r.. they ·-s·~, _,:~., _._;,
involve ·ge~~~a.{·. circ;:~~~a.nces· or par.t:i~lar episodes, 'and whebher- -, · • · · 

they allege excessive fo,;ce or some other wrong. Porter v. Nussle, 

534 o.s. 516, 532, 122 S.Ct. 983, 992 (2002). Resort to a prison 

grievance process must precede resort to a court. Porter, 534 u. s. 

at 529, 122 S.Ct. at 990. 

Since the amendment of§ l997e, the Fifth Circuit has taken a 

strict approach to the exhaustion requirement. Days y. Johnson. 

322 F.3d 863, B66 {5th Cir. 2003). In wright v. Hollingsworth. 260 

F.3d 357, 358 (5th cir. 2001), the court atated that nothing in the 

PLRA prescribes appropriate grievance procedures or ena.bJ.es judges., 

5 
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by ere a ti ve interp~etation of the exhaustion doctrine, to prescribe 

or oversee prison grievance systems . on the other hand, the Pifth 

Circuit has also stated that the exhaustion requirement imposed by 

amended § 1997e is not jurisdictional. Wendell v. Asher, 162 F.3d 

887, *890 (5 th Cir. 1998). The exhaustion requirement may be 

subject, in rctre instances, to certain defenses euch as waiver, 

eetoppel, or equitab1e tolling. Wendell, 162 F.Jd at 890.We have 

recognized, as a basis for excuse, ci;rcumstances where 

administrative remedies are inadequate because prison officials 

have ignored or interfered with a prieoner•s pursuit of an 

adminiatrat.bte remedy. Holloway y. Gunnell, 685 F.2d l.50, 154 (5th 

,,; :~·- -._: .91r.,. .... ~-~l~~} ,~. __ ,, ~: tft'..~!~:a,pirc::ti,i};. ~-~! .,;e9Q$i.;!l!4~-, ~~- -~~~~on.- ... _ .. · . .;: _ _.: . .-:,. 
• • • • - , . • • ~ + .. ~ < • I • , - • I • 

.. · l · ~.~."; .)::equifnro~t.:~ .-J11~).!'~.J?,,: -~ ~~~~,e.:d ~rl!~~\;~tq.i~}- 't~f!.~t~):~~ . i~e~,f'.ii_f':'f~~t .: ~~: ,:E·.'JJ,r,/ 

an,d.' ·wou,ld . p.ot .":~h..~:;:~ ~th~ . -~~eres~, of..just-~·~e- ~ ~ ~he p\.fl::pbse'S-We-:f ,;· . ."J':,: .. : i •• : • .~ 
• • I • • ~ • :.,C--. • .., ~ • ~ ~ • 

the. exhaustion requirement. Johnson y. l?ord. -261 ·Fed.At>px:.~~-752~ _, .• •' ! '.• . .:,~. 

755 (5th C~r. 2008). 

The administrative remedy procedure$ which must be followed by 

a federal prison inmate are set forth in 28 C.F.R. §§ 542.l.O, et 

seq. Those regulations provide for first step of an informal 

resolution attempt filed with the prison staff, a second step bf a 

formal. grievance fi1ed with the warden, and appeals at the third 

and fourth steps as set forth bel.ow in section 542. l.5; the third 

step is an appeal. of the warden" s decision to tbe Regional. 

Director, and the fourth step is an appeal of the Regional 
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Director's decision to tbe Genera1 counsel~ 

§ 542.15 Appeals~ 
(a) Submission. An inmate who is not satisfied with the 
Warden's response may suhmi t an Appeal on the ~ppropria.te 
form (BP-10) to the appropriate Regional Director within 
20 calendar days o.f the date the Warden signed the 
response. An inmate who is not satisfied with the 
Regional Director's response may submit an Appeal on the 
appropriate form (BP-11) to the General Counsel within 30 
calendar days of the date the Regional Director signed 
the response. When the inmate demonstrates a valid reason 
for delay, these time limits may be extended. Valid 
reasons for delay include those situations described in 
S 542,14(b) of this part. Appe~l to the General Counsel 
is the final. administrative appeal. 
(b) Form. 
(1.) Appeals to the Regional Director 1:1hall be submitted 
on the form designed for regional Appeals (BP-1O) and 
accompanied by one compl.ete copy or duplicate original. of 
the instit-utiQn Request and response.· Appeals to the···.· 
General Counsel shall be submitted on the form designed 

~ ~ .tp~} -&~W<f.~;L., ,p.~~ ~C~; _.J).J?P'-~-1 s ,. _(Bl?:";._ ~1J __ -:~*,,~CO~i\\lli~ d . bY, ·-i,-j, ,:,,~: ~l;i-t :~,~-•.L•:'"",~ ,~-, 
one_.·, - complete eopy or duplicate ·• · original. of the:ot:r-; :-.. ·:,;1 j ~- :, ,. ':,,' 

, •• : • •, 1- .. , ._ - • • • .- , • ~t;:.i;.t,\i-t.i;Qn, · .$.Jl(l_,.;,J;~~;J.-" f.ilin,g.§: ,, ~d~hiir = ,z;~~es. ~-; __ L~~-ti.• ¼...-1r~,,.,., .;_'~ ,, I\ 
'_ - - ... ' . ,,. '- _. ,Jij;>~·a1s·', EJha.1f ··state iape:c:t°f"icaliy•·-.t~· irl!a,ion· for appeai. 'An.if~,..\~.-"\ ·l-= ,i :i: l' 
~·-·,: :· · .. :-: i,., ··-.'. .. -t~.'(;2.Ji-,.,_~¥ :-~~~fii --~~--i:-$t...~rq1:;i.se _in· ,ap,.::~~lf:·J:;ss.u~s .. nc;,J::'_;;~i·-.. ,,.-)_:-:-. c:,~_,., .. ;:::i\ 

raitied in thE;!a lower · level fi,l.ings. -An :tnmate may not.!:.· .1:-.. >?"· ---~; -:.:'.7. 
·· - •- · · · · , combine -' .. Appeals: .i~·Pf · · ·separate . -lower·'····1:-evel responses,r;:.'r..,_:r.;:;-71.i:· : _.:-: ~~::;,:,· 

(different ca13e numbers) into a single Appeal. 
(3) An inmate shall complete the appropriate form with 
al.l. requested identifying information and sha.11 state the 
reasons for the Appeal in the space provided on the fol:lfl.. 
If more space is needed, the inmate may use up to one 
letter-eize (8 ¾ 11 x 11") cont.inuation page~ The inmate 
shal.1 provide two additional copies of any continuation 
page and ·exhibits with the regional. Appeal, and three 
additional ~opies with an Appeal. to the Central Office 
(the inmate is also to provide copies of exhibits used at 
the prior 1.evel.(s) of appeal). The inmate shal.1 date and 
sign the Appeal and mail it to the appropriate Regional 
Director, if a Regional. Appeal., or to the National Inmate 
Appeals Administrator, off ice of General Counsel., if a 
Central Office Appeal. {see 28 CFR part 503 for addresses 
of the Central. Office and Regional Offices). 

Defendants submitted an affidavit by Jennifer Hanson, a BOP 

7 
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attorney (Doc. 18-4), to show Weathington failed to exhaust his· 

administrative remedies with the BOP. Hanson stated in her 

affidavit (Doc. 18-4) that Weathington's administrative remedy 
. . 

request dated January 12, 2009, concerning his claim that BOP 

officers failed to protect him from an assault, was rejected on 

January 12, 2009 for faiiure to attempt to informally reso1ve the 

matter or provide evidence that he had done so. Hanson further 

states in her affidavit that Weathi.ngton never filed anything 

further on that claim. 

Weathington submitted exhibits with his complaint which 

contradict Hansen' a affidavit and show he f'iled an informal 

; . ;.- ,,s·:· .. · 1esoJ.,ut?:~.n, att~P:t~ :!P.~)rB~·~~.;.(~ej.~c:;tei;, on_ J'1lu,ant._~ .. 1~-j,, _.2O,09.,~<~ ... ,..J.-~ _. .. 
. •· 4 : ,: -~,--•~/ ••~:·- •· .... r·-~~.~.:"C"~"~- .. :-: .. T~ti;.••:.~~ ~t .-=•1~• :•~•;'t ~ ~ 4••·J•"•T/ O ~~ jj~~:~• 

:1~- . .,_.i:. -,p .•.. _ .f>,/46-~¥,-..:''-•,-- OQ.., . .Feb:p.1~l1qrc~• .1:;.}, .. :-Z0.09,-~-r-• fie~·tb-ingt.Ol;l.-;- then f il,e<i._ ~-;~Q.:.; .. , .... ,.,,_.,. , r;, 
~ -~ ~~ ·, I : .i •.• :'.i ~: r~ • !.~\)~": t· I 1 :: .. :· .. ~ .~ 1 "'": ,::•r ;,o:i~ i.---~~~ ; ~:.~:;:· ; . t :'.-.-.: • • ·1~ _):. l );;·~:..-/ -i -:.:- it'. ' ~-~ , -~~~.-:. ~· . . I I • ' ·~ ' l - ~· • ~-- :· !: ... ,. ~--~ ~T.;&. ~~·, -~. ;'!. ; I'. ,1 :.1' t :. 
.. , ,,, .. ·. ·r::: :re~~g -.~s~on •:t..hEt~'il.i;u;~:-1:.Q .. .:gr~t ::cl$1'im ~ ,,.as ·: w:.-1-J:e~~.a::;.~- _;•L•JJ.,i .. s,,~~~ 
.· . : ·:.,::••;:,:r. :.".'"":• ::. :.:::-·:,;:-. -~.-. ·:•~. :·'.:··•.··· -.,;·; ;;-.·:,.'.:.,. •:.: .. ' ... · . ~.--.-::·,- _. ·s. ': •. 

. ~ •' other,.:-clatms -includingi ,·the·. d.leged .-January ·sr-2009.:- aaaau.1-ir.=-:hy~•:SOP:-'r=·-·, •·-- ~-, 

officers {Doc. 1, pp. 7-12/69). The warden responded to the BP-9 

on February 17, 2009, stating the complaint regarding the assault 

by staff had been referred to "approp:riate authorities for proper 

review-and dispositionw (Doc. 1, p. 13/69), 

On June 31, 2009, Weathingtoµ fi1ed a cl~im under the Federal 

Tort Claims Act regarding his claims for failure to protect and 

assault by BOP staff (Doc. 1, p. 14-19/69). On September 2, 2009, 

Weathington' s tort c1aim was denied (Doc. 1, pp. 3-4/651). on 

January 24, 2010, weathington's tort c1aim for failure to protect 
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was again denied. 

It appears that Weathington attempted to exhaust his 

administrative remedies, but his BP-9 grievance was sent elsewhere, 

to "appropriate authorities," for review. No response on the 

merits of Weathington' s BP-9 is reflected in the record before this 

court. :Indeed, according to Hansen's affidavit, the BOP records do 

not incl.ude Weathington' s informal resolution attempt and the BOP' e 

response to it or Weathington's BP-9 and the BOP's the response to 

it. 

In his response to defendant's motion (Doc. 21), Weathington 

states that he was told he had· to file a tort claim instead of 

_ ... ~dmi~~l'.:~ft{~Vj! ·':=e~~di~-~.i~.~~,--~:--~~.~~~~~pu:c~~~g ,~s ~dm~~~~~at~1,/ . 
~ • , , • , ,,; +-I • ~ , • ~; •.., - t,,, "}; t • ~ • • • ~ • - • 

.. -. ,·. -. . : ... _flJIJJ~t~~ ,\~-4.~r.i. ~~~~ ~\~,1;,u~ ~ ,,: r~~pol_lSe~t~~ea~in~t~?./: Ef:;.~~,9, .•• ;J ~: •. _..::. .·~ "/ !:: 
I":' t:_ 

4 • • :~•-~ ;, ••~•• ~:•t'• p•~ :•::,.;••r•~ .. • •,\!•~ •~• t,. . .~ • ~: ,~ 4!•: ~~~-.~ ~' ••+ -~ • •~~ ."'•J•••••~• ~:~ •.••. •;~ ... --.•••. t •.••.•,~•.-,. ~--=-

''• .,.· .::,,\·.;· i;;t_~~·,,·. ~~at;.~:. ,-,~·'' :;,.J~~;¢.;:a,1;!-.J:-:Ve,:- :::- 1::,eJJL~.4,Y.:;.r.' iS,~J;;. no.t; ,.;·:the.;-?. ·p:ropi:i;h_);:tn,:~:-:'"".~' .• 
/: ~ ~ ' • r: .... - • ~' • 

-.-, ... ;.·d~~ntat.ion: to· id.~ie-,_,t;;;.,r~qu.est:monet:i.~c_qxnpensati.on;iarid.,,..bha.·thhe~' .. , - ';'}• .. , ' 

"must complete an administrative tort claim fox-m and file it with , 

the south central Regional Office.• (Doc. 1, p. 13/69}. 

Defendants allege Weathington fai.led to pursue exhaustion of 

his Biye;ng after he was told he must attempt in.formal reso1ution. 

but Weathington showed he attempted informal resolution and then 

filed a BP-9 which was forwarded to the •proper authorities" for 

review but never answe%ed again. Weathington also argues be was 

told by BOP officia1s that, since he was asking for money, he must 

pursue a tort clai.m instead of a Bivens claim, and Weathington 
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followed that instruction. Therefore, there are genuine issues of 

material fact as to whether defendants should be es topped f rOQ\ 

claiming exhaustion as to Weathington' s Bj,vens claims' which 

preclude a summary judgment on this issue, and defendants' motion 

should be denied on the issue of exhaustion of the Bivens claims. 

z. Heck Defense to Biyens Claims 

Next, defendants contend Weathington' s Bivens cl.aims are 

barred by Heck v. Hunmhrey. s12 u.s. 477, ;J..14 s.ct. 2364 (1994), 

because his claims implicate the validity of Weathington's 

conviction for assault on Anthony Ater. 

:In order to recover damages for an· allegedl.y unconsti.tuti'"onal ·- .. -

~ -~- ~ ~ r• 
~• • Tl ~ • • ~ ••~ • • • - 4 • • :_ ' 

.. ,:.~' ,,, \· ..... -,e•·•""-Dn·· .,,.e'lllA'C'Ae· .;;a,_.n,:v•~~-,.....,e .... '"'- ,..,,.T:ff:\e""','.I~,,., _,_,. ... n-Pd .'h. ... 'exe-•.., .t.----i:··~---~-~el\-~•·•'••'•·y!c 
• -~, I> .... + • ,&ld, ·-~~..... ~-• ~•• :;,~>"'"I:.~. ~'!_.q:r~,"':-w~~ .,_.~ •~rrJ::.' il4-••r..-i: -~,l:'"'""6,1,'.&~- uz . \,,,,11 ... ~,.I.W" ..... • ~-;a. ,.T.:~~,111•,:;j.~"!'" ...... ~ ,'"':' •' 

' . 
decl.a.red invalid by a state tribuna.1 authorized to make such 

determination, or called into question by a federal court 1 s 

issuance of a writ of habeas corpus, 28 u.s.c. 52254. A claim for 

damages bearing that relationship to a conviction or sentence that 

has not been so invalidated is not cognizable wider §1983 or 

Bivel'ls. Rather than engrafting an exhaustion requirement on §1983 

or S..iveq.s, the Supreme Court has held the pl.aintiff has no cause of 

'Estoppel may provide a basis for excusing a prisoner's 
failure to exhaust administrative remedies. Dillon v. Rogers, 
596 F. 3d 260, 270 (5th Cir. 201·0), and cases cited therein. 

10 
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action under §1983 or Bivens, regardless of e:,maustion, unless and 

until the conviction or sentence is reversed, expunged, 

invalidated, or impugned by the grant of a writ of habeas corpus. 

A§ 1983 action or Bivens action for damages attributable to an 

unconstitutional conviction or sentence does not accrue until the 

conviction or-sentence has been invalidated. Boyd v. Biggex~. 31 

F.Jd 279, 2e2 (5th cir. l.994), citing ~- Also, McGrew v. Texas 

Bd. of Pardons, 47 P.3d 158, 161 (5th Cir. 1995); Arvie y. 

aroussard, 42 F.Jd 249, 2so (5th cir. 1.994). 

Weathington contends (and tbe court records show} he was 

convicted of an assault on .Anthony Ater; Weathington was not 

, - .... ,-,,,.c~rged witb- , or,.: ~~'~cted of as~-~~l1;.\J1.g~.t.J:i_j,ggii;tS.~""'· ~·-·· -:,~Y- S. v. 

'..: t{~ - . .. -We•aJrbinq.t¢9;. .-.~-: D$.-i~: ~~QJ $ 6 .•. _..( W.._ n ~.Hl~, · ..aop.~.),:;,~~"7~,:~g.t-.0.n..;,J.;P.Jit:.~fi._~ -: .... -. .;··;. . 
. ~ ..... .",.,_,_·_,'1'e· ·,;:_· .• ··_.;·-.·~:···· .. : ,, . --- ~- .· _.:. ··t·:.-.·,a~·~··. _·· . .'s,,.-c.,--.-,.-· . 
.. _. - · ~.,-.. ,:•.:~ ,_ · . . .iV,Cy,--.. ¥.igg;~ j..~-~~ .. i.pma,t~~:- .whp.: .. 1p•~tii:.'1;!Lp@: ~-- i.tt·"'· ... -~ .. ;trs:1qiO:~--:-""'-u: ,. .. --•::-: !" 

.,. ,.;.";:'. ~.- ·:.-;,,~~~ween ;-:,. wea:thingt.ah:-;; Land- At-er ;-0
) 'tleaithingt.@,<--:-.a_lil.~9_1,;!:ftl -·.- f!:~~"'."'Lli:ggini:ftl<,,.\,;_,i.1 :-,,1,·-~-::.. 

stabbed him and, as a result of the BOP officers' failure to 

intervene, Weathington was stabbed more than 20 times. Weathington 

argues this Bivens and FTCA action concerns the BOP officials' 

failure to intervene and protect him. from the assault by 'l'erry 

Liggins and, therefore, the validity of his conviction for·assault 

on Ater is not implicated. 

Since Weathington's Bivens suit concerns Liggins• assault on 

him and does not implicate his conviction for aseaul.t on Ater, 

7 All appeal is currently pending in that case. 

11 
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Weathington's suit does not vio1ate Heck and defendants' motion for 

summary judgment on this ground shoul.ci be denied. 

3. Respondeat Superior 

Defendants next argue that, since warden Keffer was not 

present during the January 2, 2009 assault. and was not at the 

hospital on January s, 2009, he has been sued in his supervisory 

capacity only and, therefore, Weathington'S action against him 

should be dismissed. 

The doctrine of respond.eat superior, whicb makes an employer 

or supervisor liable for an employee 1 s alleged tort, is unavailable 

in suits under 42 ·U-:. s. c .. , §1983 or Bivens. ThoJ:Apkins v, Belt, e2s '"" · - · • 

Wel1. settJ.e§.i-.. §J.983 jurisprud~,;i.ce; ,···=-~~"-~·:...,.,. 
• • • <r • :: < T < ~ • 

i~: -~·-- . : · '. .. ~.t;.M~+~ ... ~~~·~ aw~~:i~q~- .p.t.fA,.q~~i ~, ~c~t;...~~e1~ . v..v:a>::ii;itls-a~;:..;;t'.~~ · .: .. f: 
' • ' ' • .. • • ' • • • I > • • T • : • ~ • • -

·,.~ ... :,}8~::,:i~;te.,-:r;q~~~J.~~~e~ril,c;t~-i:,Ci?.~~ )it,lP.~~GrY.'.,aif,iiQ;i;alst·~•~~q~..: !'.! 

-- . .: , vr·. .bei.-.b.elf;17., ~~1~?;1.ffi>t~-:.,. ,_tjJ~~he,~,..af ~ ,irmat &ve,ly ,~t;d.cir:iat&s·;i-a/,a.bt:~·riJ;;i:"'&• ,,,..~;, ·: ~. 

that cause constitutional deprivation; or (2) implement 

unconetitutional policies: that causal.ly -resu1t in plaintif£ 1 s 

injury. Mouille v. City cf tive Qak. Tex,. 977 F.2d 924, 929 (5th 

cir. 1992); cert, (ten •. sos u.s. 951, 1.1.3 s.ct .. 2443, 124 L.Ed.2d 

660 (1993); Thompkins. 828 F.2d at 303. 

rn the case at bar, Weathington contends he had requested 

protection and was being he1d in the segregated housing unit 

c•sau•) in order to protect him from gangs. Weathington further 

contends that Liggins, a gang member, was a general population 

l.2 
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inmate who had been allowed into the SHU contrary to national 

policy, SHU Program Statement 5270, as well as the Code of Federal 

Regulat_ions, but in accordance with a pract~ce or policy 

implemented by Warden Keffer. 

The court takes judicial notice (from the evidence filed in 

another case a.ga.inst the "BOP11 ) of a policy memo posted in USP

Pollock by warden Keffer: 

January B, 2008 

FROM: Joe Keffer, Warden 

SUBJECT: :rnmate Expectations; Rules 

••• ~ ._ ••• ...,,\. -c:;c •• ,,. T;he .. ~se. of. this memol:'~unt is to serve .. a.s .a:-.l"emin4er .... ,.,. ~.,: .. ,_,, .... 
to ail inmatee. of some 'basfc·: rules and regul.a.tians -which!:{~ •:1.-.i.:.. ;_ ,.;_:-,.' '. -~-

:::,)- .. , .. ';''.,.-~ ;,, .. f .. ,·. tm1.As# ... ~fi,,:.:Eol:io.1i1:e& :.. ·+·. _be'li;'e.~ mh~- imna~~~t.--. t c.,/1<i ve ~n.~-•~"-.it. -~~;,:_,- ~: :. -
. . an :institution where they· can work ·and pr~_gram without ~'.'c'J_,,-t:1::.-;H ,·,,·.•..: ~-

•~:t~.'i,_:;, ~- J'.\!. r:;1.t~~,. '~Jrig -~o.:: W{j~U~ti-¥'1:fe-~,V--.i.~t'i'li\"~d-te¼-rm.i'.vtfiig- ·re\e1i~'*-Zi·~rn--~!1,.~~-- i~-;,;. 
daily activities disrupted: Unfortunately, there are 1.;. l 1 'l . ::.r..' ;_ -,- : 

> " :.a:, ~ • • '- " ~ ... ~ + . ~ ~ ..J::• ~, i 1, ,1..:.~.. > L .;.. • • • i 
it, 'J~-<::r.-r :~. , ::e:t'.'r{i'~some;~, ininates-,kwhcY.~t::d.nue·• '.ilo · · engage:,;·,.Ji.1PJ-...,.;;d:ha¥tt:.tSr: , Widclt0~i~t'!:J,:i-.. , ·• t.l".\'~t~.~ .. ,:.!'i: -

negatively impacts everyone. These behaviors incl.ude 
assaults with weapons as we11 as destroying equipment and 
appliances meant for use by everyone. Consequently, 
these types of behaviors cannot be tolerated. 

In order to ensure everyone clearly understands trey 
expectations, the following is a list of ruiee which, 
beginning immediately, will be enforced without question. 
These rules are not new, however, they have not been 
followed to my standards and greater restrictions appear 
to be necessary. Please read and familiarize yourself 
with these regulations. Your compliance with each of. 
them is mandatory and the~e wil1 be zero tolerance for 
anything less. 

a Schreane v. Keffer. 2010 wl 4068782 (W.O.La. 2010), R&R 
adopted, 2010 wl 4068773 {W.O.La. 2010}. 

13 
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To--•- u•~-~~- r-- -- • -~ •• -- • ••- __ ~- • • .. •- ~ , -•• O:••- • 

llfflATE UPECT!:TXQNS/fi.QLB§ 
********** 

Inmates are not allowed in any housing unit other 
than the one to which they are assigned ... 

The purpose behind the policy, of redUcing inmate assaults and 

other misconduct, is stated and apparent. See Rose y. Carey. 200a 

wl 4443229, *S (S.D.Ind. 2008) {~Prisons are dangerous places, and 

require rigorous security measures to insure inmate and staff 

safety. Restricting inmate movement, and knowing where inmates are 

at any point in time, are integral. components of providing for 

inmate and staff security_•) _ According to the Bureau of Prisons' 

webaite,' USP-Pollock is a high securi.ty institution. 

Ac.cording to Weathington, Liggins was all.owed into the SHU 
• ~ • • ~--.:;~- ... ~ •4T • + •~•4t ..-.,;..••• •••••' .;---~-, ... ~~~,..::...~- •• .._•, " .1-i II.~ .. - .• ~ I -it > •'I, ,g)_ .+9'".....,..•~"'.• 

:: aga~'-P.itiJ:i.~na;J-•. 1!0~: RQJ.~_c;y.r ; --A~_OO:E'~JJg. -.. to,· the. ·.evidence·,.;.t,:-of~~wffie1}--~ i:ri::;_;:~/: 1 
• , .- :": .,1~ • ·;;- •f • 4 .. T .. ¥ ~ .~-.... -r.~ • ;.,, \i t'~,t ~._{: _.\.,.+ .. ~ 1· ~~-=-J·~ 't~~ ... ,,.-~:JI.~. ~~_,. ••',~~:-... ;,~i~J,,'~i ::-t ·;~ ~i_,:i-~-:,;_ ~• ~-• ·•t' ... = -~• :., -.. ~.:.. ~ 1" u •--. : • ~••• T~ +_~: .. ~ ,T.tf°• -·•--·H.~•,•~'I t :.~.,•_ • -i_ • ol ~ 
· .. · ·, ,-, ·. -1t<l\~~ l.lf.l!Gletsigtted::·tl:\kes..--:jt1tu:iii:Alr, ne;>~c;:~r: t-bat '.p.ol:icy bad b~~1])6illi~§l"i""iilf,d.-~;~,2; 
,.~: '(,.fr ~ ••• n~ ',;-~m-~'-;c:;_~ fllq,'.'4 \t·;V-is~ fi,,;,;J- t i;°i1:;.0 •l ~'.,J;. ::J.,t,,~'tl~--~,;,,'o/, ·§,-:!r.i,,,,·;j,-.~~ v~:'-:1:-J-~'":i.e ~. . . J~ <· ·" ~'.'·-~:.;;\~~~ ,{,''./:lil )!'~: t€;,~.'·'s,:··;.\_~- ~.A'. ). 

'.. ·.:.-:··by.,_~~~ t{e'if .. ~~--~~Q~~;~f~:l~he:~-t~s-;-~d: the .prison o:ff±ce~,kt;o_l~,_,;;:: ~.f.·;~·. ;~ 
.·;:•lo,-.: • ;-.~ .,. ;.. t. T.,'...::::.~,"'..~t~":~!.I••:~:-;:~~ :"1-~~t-.i.· 1 · tr•";t 1~u--~,,-,:~:~ ~il\,r.,-,;;·i-::J~:f ..... i°•ij·•.,; ~ ~it;i~:J;J·~:l~~--d:""!"-.•~:; · ·.:-; t~·t?,..:< · ·~:· .-}-~-.: · ~-~~·.~· ~ \-'."-."":~'1~~:--~··t •;i•:.:__'P,·- J ~}... /, ~.= -~~ +· 

see, with a notice of stricter enforcement. the previous year. 

Therefore, Warden Kef.fer clearly di.d not promulgate a po1icy, 

custom or practice which allowed inmates to en.ter housing units to 

which they were not assigned.. 

Since Warden Keffer is not liable in a Bivens suit for the 

torts committed by BOP officers working under him, there are no 

genuine issues of, material fact which would prec1ude a summary 

judgment. A· summary judgment should be granted in favor of Warden 

'See http://www.bop.gov/locations/inetitutiona/pol/ 
index:jsp. 
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Keffer, dismissing Weathington's Bivens claims against him. 

,. oualified rmmunitx 

A. The~ as to oualifi@g Immunity 

The defense of qualified immunity protects a public official 

from both litigation and liability, absent a showing that the 

official violated a constitutiona1 right that was cleariy 

established at the time of the incident. Woods v. Smith. 6 O F. 3d 

11.61, 1.164 ( 5th Cir, 19 9 S) , cert . den. , 516 U _ s. 1084 , l.16 S. Ct. 

BOO (1996). Qualified immunity cloaks a law enforcement officer 

from personal liability for discretionary acts which do not v:iolate 

well established law. Officers have qualified imtn\1,Ill.ty if their· •·,., ·: 

actions..- qQu1,µ.~.,_.~#SQMbly _have been thougbt . co:q.sistent ':"ith th&- .,...,, ..,_~,""t--
& :: • I~ • ~ -~ - - ;~~1.l -\.:.....1 ""41,: •,. & 1\-·1 I.· r•""T",T -_i- - 'It ·t-. '?,.. ~ S-..1.-• ,~ ... __ • 4• ··: ... ':-. --:~ --:r· . ;i ~~- •· .1 ~~J.,,_·t!Ftf ~.· ·~ . T • I + • =•.t - .·~-~;.,.l!;'"l ; 4 '~: ~ _/t. ~· 4 T..-; ·- ~ 

.. ~:>.: · .. _ ··. ~ight-.:th~::~~{; :a:u~~;.tc;; .hi~/. ;.,it:>i~k~d-. .-· M~~-- ,, : ·· o;kdham-~·,-ii·.~ .; .. ;;,· .:·- ·_ ~i·.;. 
-!i.~1 .. :~:· ~~ . ! •. ·H::£, :_t !l~/!.ft·••jitt-.::~:: rw-- ~=tI~.1~:--~. :..· t;··:;t,., :0- --~ -t_'.h;r-1.~-:_:. ~\~ ~ ~..-•.-.;.~~ ,1/,f ~-#~T~")·!1f4t;tt~ :j.;-,:~:-1·" I~-- \: ! . ~• 4, ·t~. ·~~/i~l-... ~tf-t~/~-- ~-f~ ~_)":~\ 

~-~,,.-i-0 ·, • F r:J-d :. d.$:1a4~·.~•~:J.?-i\{,Efl:tt£,:-~r,J:\.19 9 4l .,:;·, ·~ ~--,;t~e-s-,', :ic:i.;ted . -thlrl;eiii:ii-1":'tt't.1~ • ·Jr ~;g·..;;;;- ~ 
4~.-:·! •~-~ ... --_·i ... ~;4~~~\-~~,. ~1·~·=. L.~·;t:~l_:;•.~~·:~~ ,:.,-!rl~,..;;; t,.~...,, .. ' .: •.• • ··-. T:1.-··";:, 1~ ~..-.~-:.r:~'.:.•:r•;~-.':'="'"-i_~ ... I' ~ ~: .· ·· :•.i"'-: .. :~w~~ti:.·_·~r ~.~.t~·T •• :~~--::,~ 

,: ·.~ ··· .. :.-~J.:-iJii.~-~ .~;i~.ti.·,;~:Q-perat:~~,;; .. ~ t~-:r•:~h~;;.· ,~ ·th~t· .,~before- , · tb~y,.., ~, ,~--.. ,-:·1I~,;t:,_,i,:: 

subjected to suit, officers are on notice their conduct is 

unlawfu.1~ 

(2002) . 

Heme v, Pelzer, 536 U.S. 730, 122 S.Ct. 2508, 2515 

:Invocation of the- qualified immunity defense shifts the 

burdens 0£ proof in federal civi1 rights (or Bivens) lawsuits 

brought against public officials for actions or omissions attending 

their performance of official duties~ 

.,The defendant official. must initiall.y plead his good 
faith and establish that he was acting ~ithin the ecope 
of hi.a discretionary authority. Once the defendant has 
done so, the burden shifts to the plaintiff to rebut this 

15 
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defense by eeta.bliehing that the off iaial • s allegedly 
wrongful conduct violated clearly established l.aw.w 

Ba;an y. Hidalgo County, 246 F,3d 481., 489 (5th Cir- 2001), citing 

Salas V- Carpenter, 980 F.2d 2S}9, 306 (5th Cir. l.992). 

The bifurcated test for qualified inwunity is: (1) whether the 

plaintiff has alleged a violation of a clearly established 

constitutional rights; and, (2) if so, whether the defendant's 

conduct was objectively unreasonable in the light of the clearly 

established J.aw at the time of the incident. Hare Y. city of 

Corinth. 135 F.3d 320, 325 (5 th Cir. 1998); and cases cited therein: 

The first step is to dete:rmine· whether the plaintiff has 

alleged violation of a clearly established constitutional right. 
~ ••j•_~ • - ".l,_.J- :.:.,;.;.~ .. -.• -, f ~ ;:,, '!'~"-~--~!.;., • •. ., \, ••• -~ 

1
-'-' "(,,•,r••••i.~,, _.4•~ ; ••.P. T..,_ ~ • .......... r .. ,,.. •• 

· :,_•. , . -: ,'l'b:l-s ;apa.lysi,_s ,_._,is:.:r.~~J.1114c.,r the _cu~~nt::,~y .;~U~al;)1~ ,;qonstiftift.:t~,:o-,-. . ...;· -~ ,1, q1j,:, 

, ,-}..},--•,:,;;:.."~:<ii-.• :~.·.,.;.:, .. -.~,- ... -i., .. ;,••:-,' ·/:r.-~,t:.,/~ ", .. '_., , .. ,,1;· ... ~-~~.-.':,,·.···~'.;~.~:,,,~-~-.,'"'- 1;f,'._:~•-·'.{~.\.·-'..-..1- ,,;_;!, .. ~,~ ·, .... , .. ,: ,_ .,:, 
,. ,._, .._ ~ .. ~'-·;.S:~da¾,-,,.~,; Haz::~ .. .,-:~~--·, -:r,.~~d . E;Lt· • 3 2 s .• 1; .i ;--lA,:_ ~c;gnstµ~ut~~ih ·:· r.i.g~~<::ls··.,,_ -, '.i:IH-:l'.~~· 
,_·. ,, .:, ,:_,.~:2'::';]'!'1.{!'rc-·'- ,, ·· ' f. ,'',:, .. • .'.:. ~'!,'1<> • :~t,,\_';i:. _,. · ,,_,,.,;•.'•' .t· -.,•.l\•,;•i, ;.;;,..;_ ~ ; i't~--, ·~•1'-~:..-)~;'~:-4-i'°,''·• ·/\;IC 1'•,:,t"'i.i .;,.:,'_~·;_-:,~;-• ·· • ·. c ! ; '.,'t,,'-•. • 

-:~. ·~-- -~~-~-~ie~-~y.- :-- .. ~~t~~i?~f;.,f:~:,Ji:"/. •. i~:· 'ld.g~~~-·.: ~-~ :: pie~st;J.p;~,·· ~.;lairl·>~~he '.:/ .. {~•~·'t•~--.:r: 
:,:-¥.. ~ J""~~:;J.-.:;. ~.-:i::;\:~:·:--.~ ... Th 4·> .. ti ~:_:~:c..:. ~ I" -~-t ··~~:t· ~;_.:.... '-~~5 ... IT~ ~"7.4 .., •. i,1-,:~~1:""l-',~1•f.1, ~:t..');-::.~.-. ~ _,l'l~-:~tl 4~\:" .. "!i-4---~•~·~·-!,:'·~.'·~ ~ti •. :~·-..; T~T - / ~ 1 -.. ~·P"·I +• .-.• r 

· unlawfulness is apparent. Officials must observe general, well-

developed legal. principl.es. pqe Yz tavlor Independent School 

Dist., 15 F.3d 443, 445 (5th cir.), cert. den., 513 o.s. e1s,. 11s 

s.Ct. 70 {1994). Prison officials have a duty to protect prisoners 

from violence at the hands of other prisoners. Being violently 

assaulted in prison is simpl.y not a part of the penalty that 

crimina1 off enders pay for their off ens es against society. Farmer 

v. Brennan, S11 U.S. 825, 114 $.Ct. 1970, 1976-1977 (19.94}. 

Therefore, Weathington has a1l.eged the violation of 

constitutional right that was clearly established in 2009. 

16 
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under the second prong of the qualified immunity test, the 

court must determine whether the conduct of the defendants was 

Objectively unreasonable in the light of that then clearly 

established law. .Hsll., 135 F.3d at 325-36. Objective 

reasonableness is a question of law for the court. The ana1ysis 

for objective reasonableness is different from that for deliberate 

indi:tference {the subjective test for addressing the merits). For 

qualified immunity, the subjective deJ.ibera.te indifference standard 

serves only to demonstrate the c1early established law in effect at 

the time of the incident and, under that standard (the minimum 

standard not to be deliberatel.y indifferent), the actions of the 

,,.i~dividual defe1;1.d.a.nts ... :cP:"'..e .• ~ex~11-ed ... to determine whether-,. as •a .. ,. ~ 
~-~·~--:-r~~•.:~J"..:~·-.. :s:~'V~ :7- !; ~: .. --: . :.-1~:. :/·!· t_-fi~-~~ 4.--=:. 5-'·~~!.~-: .1:,,;i<1)~! --~ ~~ ' ~ ._~.: ... _ t~~j.. ~-~--=:~11:·~ :.~~~--~-~t:~- ~· ~ -, ~ :-~ -. l .. .:J ~~ T~'.t,~));,=ff ~"" L; ~/{ ·. ~J.~ :-~ r ;·~ ~' :• \·.,: r .. , ~ /f'\ ;.> ~~ :, 

. . .... · . -.. •. ~t~e:r-:; C?.f ~~W.,~·,.t.heii-;,W~li"~·,.,.ob-j ectiv.el}(~.s-l.lll%'~.s onal:>le - . .~;. -. J.3.~ ··F: ~~ -~ •~.:-.•t~ :·" . · :.~~ 
1~:ri :-(~~~-.1:~•v)i,.+;J· ;_!. ~·-t~ -. =~ .3 f .• -. ~ · ,,_~~~~~ -~~:.~i~~"i ,~;.:.t.:·-- ;~:~~l~~.~,.~.M.:J--.. ~~~~~-~!c,-"""i'."M::ti•)~-~ ·-., · -~;=---~~~~ ... · ~·!•i:.•4.~-~~'.fi:. -~~ .. ~:~ -ti ~~"I-?='• ~l~i-i.x: !~: ;.-•;.1--;._, 

. ': •;, ::•:~'(.; :';:1:-~•tl~r:~•}'. --~· tt: / ,~.' :.).·:. ,'" "i _.• :•:::•~~; .~:~:.-:t~:::/ ::/~/t~. ~: ~~~~.:~:.: :. ) •: ::: :''~.~L< : .. "' ~•:: : . ; . ', :~ ;\ ; .: .. t~•_ . ."• •:'. >~~ ;, •;• ·'. •,> ;'~ C~ '~.:: .: :,:. ~ 
·,.--: .. ,,, - . ..-, ;, ·Tb:e ·. qua H.rf ied1• i~t._y;; · dQ.o~'tirine-:.. does.: no1i · protect · an off ±chl .;-.-~·,,·:,-r .-.. ~.,t_ 

wllOae subjective intent was ta harm the plaintiff1 ~egard1ess ~f 

the obj ecti ve sta.te of the 1aw at the time of his conduct . Douthit 

Ye JoneQ~ 61.9 F. 2d 527, 533 (5th Cir. 1980). A party seeking to 

avoid a· qualified immunity defense must prove that the official 

either actually intended ta do harm to him, or took an ·action 

which, although not intended to do harm, waa ao likely to produce 

injury that the harm can be characterized as eubstantia1.ly certain 

to result. Douthit. 61.9 F.2d at 533. 

B. The Eighth Amerujment Right to Safety 

17 
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The Eighth .Amendment imposes duties on prison officia1s to 

provide humane conditions of confinement; prison officials must 

ensure that inmates receive adequate food, clothing, shelter, and 

medica:L care, and must take reasonable measures to guarantee the 

safety of inmates. Farmer v. Brennan, s11 o.s. s2s, 114 s.ct. 

19'70, 1977 (1994) . :In particular, prison officials have a duty to 

protect prisoners from violence at the hands of other prisoners. 

Being violently assaulted in prison i.s simply not a. part of the 

penalty that criminal offenders pay for their. offenses against 

society. Farmer, 114 S.Ct. at 1976-77. 

For, an inmate to succeed on a cl.aim based on a fai1ur~i•to 

•... , _pr.e;xAAt;,;.,-.-~, ... -~~. must sho~ tha4_ , . OJ,. be w~s. inca~p.era.t.eJi-. fU.~s;l.er,. _ . ~ ... ,w ~ 
~ --• ~\ 1~:~:·, ... ~. ~· - ~.: {'"!-: ....... ··_:;._t ,\l; ~.~ ,-;~~;~ \:~{":i/!/T ·.• •:·r.. . t :[T;_ ~.f~ t~-. ·:iriT·r.-~ ;_' ... ~· ~: .. ~,- .r:· ;•·· "+. ;./~:14 •. .:.\t~T: 5,_ 4.,.:1 ~ •. s-..1" l. ~~~·-_-.·.;- ~~ •• : \ =·::~·. f:•.i~ 

.. : .. conAl-4t.lOr,A_T'IP1.:tina .c:t'. sn\;,,.g+-,....,tial. ria.'\r.f of'- Se..-io1,a 1,,,,.,.,-;n ...... --a,:;_~'t!-; .. -•.,.-.,.:,i:·:"• 
4 ....... O •• ......... u ..... T-ft'~ .T~,. ... ~ .. •1•J::'~~•••••';~I• ~--- .. ~-r.;.'tr~·- _q.:,,-..,, .. L•t ~~,.. ..... ~ 0 ""••~-- .... ~•-~~ ...... ~..,..,~-, ~& •. ~ ~ "'1"~-~ ~~~+~• ... "'• 

:-~ ~~=T•· ... .ti-:·' .t I:~··'!~·-~~.;}. :-f;:t~~-,-:~~- ~-:~:~?;;-~".f:~~-;•;~~?-}.i ~~ --~~~ ·; .. r,i,--,r~-~ · ~·~;;._i;•_-~f~.~ :·-tf• . .;.:~- ~,;- ·~ t ::;..~-- .: · ~.- ·.~Ti•; -~ • ,.i.i.~.,:"1~ ... -:.-;~: . ~-~ .=.;_~:~~1~;· \;~ ~~-;~f-,~•:},,~ 
::• ·;. ,, ~;.•i:~: .. p:fti~i~-: was· .. •-de_l~ra,1;:,~J¥.,t~in9.i:~~~~t:1,, t9_.-h-is-~~ A:,ifJ:e_Jsa:i,.<~:; 

• T~• 0 .: -~•~•1- .. t. :.... ,-•- ,/:••. •·.t..,• :•. ~ ..... -: ••. • 0 , • '· 0 ~• T O ,..: '••~ •, ~•! •• ;.,.:•• ~.t "" i• I!"-.,: 0 "",,~: jT O :_-=-. 0 •• ~ • ~ •• _T• ~ -? .i:; =·•~ I ••~4~-~, T~.- • 

.. ,:.-,.', , ,·:~~~~~~-~·:~.'>::A.~:k~ ........ _to ..... :a.£.1:i. i ::.~it;h .... ,.fiE!libe.1:.ate ,,._.ipdif,f er.,=.:rig~ei::.\~·.;.,ia.,·· ?\tf:s~···~;';'~ 

substantial risk of harm is the equivalent of . :recklessly 

disregarding that risk. Farm.er. 114 s.ct. a.t 19'78. Deliberate 

indifference is a subjective test and it must be shown that the 

-official actua11y knew of the risk o~ harm ta the inmate. It.is 

insufficient to ah.ow solely that the official should have known of 

the risk. The officia1 must be aware of facts from which the 

inference cou1d be drawn that a substantial risk of serious narm 

exists, and he must al.so cu:a~ that inference. Farmer, 114 s.ct. at 

1979. 

18 
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Whether a prison official had the requisite knowledge of a 

substantial risk is a question of fact •subject to demonstration in 

the usual ways, including inference from circumstantial evidence. 

A fact finder may conclude that a prison official knew of a 

substantial risk from the vary fact that the riek was obvious. It 

remains open to an offic.ial to prove that he was unaware of even an 

obvious risk to inmate health and safety. Farme;r;:. 11.4 s.ct. at 

1981-82. Also, Hinojosa v. Johnsgni 277 Fed.Appx. 370, 374 (5th 

Cir. 2008). However, a prison official who actually knew of a 

substantial risk to inmate health and safety may be found free from 

liability if he responded reasonably ·to· t:lie risk, even if the hann 

ul. tima t·e l y- .Wa!l~..not averted. Farmer, "l:l:4--,S • Ct • at 19 82 - 8 3 • -. ,., =-~•,v 
j ""'-: •• , l. I .••, ••-· ?·• •. ·.:·-~.~: .-.-\ :"!", - ' •• ~ ·~. ·:·:~:] >.-·.•. ~ ~.\i:•.;: ••• ~ :~. ,:~ ., i ·-=• , ... : -••• - l~ i .-') .' .t.~. -.. > ~~~--H~ : •• ~ 

.~,-.i· . . .·•. , ··,;.:, The .-.~~tl~of:·~--"pri ~cµl~r.:.to_ g.i~~r~iiy·~anc.~-,noti,~e.:.to.:y.fis® -; .. :,,.~-~~:-tli. 
•:~~: .:.i.i • •~ ~.i:- ~..!'- •:,·.,;-.:. ~~---•: ~-.,\-•:i• r•~-~--• ~-•~•.r:.:;: _•,I._•, ~--1.,j ;·~ ...... , ~•~~-~~-\•;.--•~',~t~~•I01·:•r••• ,~•~•: ·:~ 1 • •· '•~~)T "''.f ••• , _~,: ;'!•.,.~•-"°'I 

· ~ ~ ~ : · ·b'ff~ci-a.'9.l.B:-...-4f ·, :_:i>btl~M;,ia!y: ·~ge;r,, 't0, -:,~·:~ri:flbiie_r.,~s · :sa:f et.\i-·.f ~~-~t:~:2=t :_ 5ii'.!~h-: 
... ' • . . . . -·. ,. . . • • ' . ,· -•. • : .=· . ; • ·,:, .-~- • ··-,. -... '. . ·. : . . . 

-.~-:.5'" .. -, •. i:!-isposi::t-i.,,J.e '.;of,.,,:the,·:.,...~ssue . .:0£},~'te.~ffioia:l:"fa?'i-awareness:,i ~irtQ!t".";.'tft.igA;.1~ ,·r., tf.••: · 

advance notice of a substantial risk of assault posed by a 

particular fel1ow prisoner a prerequisite. Farmer. ~14 s.ct. at 

1984-1985. 

A prison guard has a duty to intervene and attempt to end an 
. 

assault on an inmate. Buckner y. Hollins, 983 F.2d 119, 1.22 (8th 

Cir. 1993). Also, Hale v. Townley. 45 F.3d 914, 919 {5th Cir. 

1995), citing- smith v. Dooley, 591 F.Supp. 1157, 1.169 (W.D.La. 

1984), aff 1 d, 778 F.2d 788 (5th Cir. 1985). The Eighth Amendment 

imposes the requirement on prison offici.al.s. to restore control. in 
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tumultuous situations, but officials who fail to prevent an injuxy 

inflicted by fellow prisoners are liable only where those officials 

possess the requisite mental state. · 'I'he requisite mental state in 

situations where prison officials do not respond with the physical 

use of force is that of deliberate indifference. 

Farnswrth. 48 F.Jd 191 (1Dth Cir. 1995). 

MacI<a,y: v. 

A prison official acts with del.iberate ind.if ference to an 

inmate I s safety when the official is present at the time of· an 

assault and fails to intervene or otherwise act to end t:he assault. 

However, a correctional officer's fai1ure to intervene in an imnate 

fight does not constitute an Eighth Ame~nt violation if there is 

0 •••• evidence "- .. J~,;tJ-f._:ving_,. ... !;.~,.~...._cq;~ectional, offi9.~~-'.S failure ts>:.-~~·""°"""'·,·., .. , wr 
f-' ,• • ... + I , •• .-! ••.•IT;':,:~",. • ~ .. ,~j" r I .• r••-~.:,, • • .-..=,.-... - ••-~ ",r" .,.t,•••--

• ·,, ~ ;;. . . ~·.:l~~~~~pi·-:\.JIQaj'!-~~~~Q.;:bn,~~rr~1;t.on )!1'~'4-·~h~~~t;~~ ·. the -~~J:tJ:r. --~d:~_:.; .. :.;;t;,-~,; 
' ;~ O& .,to 4: O •• ; • • T•';•!~•:~ .. t..,.. . .:-_ .. --r: .. ~:-••;• O • .. '•: ~T{~~ ,!~T,-• ·•• •• O ~-~ 1, IT-:•:-'. O. ;•~\ 0 • • rT :•_ •· ••.,. •~•·•.,::•. 

,11~h·f!..1~;~e,t.Y-;;:,~ :a~~. -·~~·~(4ti::~~ . •::t.iQ.e..dJµa~~-"~'F~;,al'9rie,.,.)an4"-. una-._ci.':·~ ?#-,~ 

P.3d l.214, 1215-16 (8th Cir. 1994). and cases cited therein. 

Therefore, the law as to inmate safety was well-established at 

the time of the January 2009 assaul.ts i.nvo].ved in this case. 

C. WeathingtQJ)'s Fai;lure to Protect Claim 

De.fendants argue they are entitled to qualified immunity on 

Weathington~ s claim that they failed to protect him from an assault 

by Terry Liggins. Defendants argue they had no idea that Liggins 

was an enemy of Weathington's or that there was a risk that Liggins 

would attack Weathington. Weathington contends that Valdez stood 
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by a.nd Lonidier {Brown) began locking down the other inmates while 

Weathington was stabbed :being by Liggi.na and Ater. 

Weathington alleges Liggins is a member of the gang from which 

he requested protection and, because of that request, he was placed 

in the SHU for protection. Therefore, defendants were apparently 

aware that Weathington was at risk of attack by members of that 

gang. 

Moreover, although defendants argue they did not know 

Weathington was at risk of an assault, that argument real1y does 

not address 'Weathington' s claim, Weathington complains not only 

,' ·1 that Liggins was allowed to enter the SHU, a unit 'to· wh~ch Liggins 

.,:,: _,._, .. ,was nqt: .~~ssigned, but t.hat- .. _after Liggins. .. _peg~, .. -stabbing ,~·h-im.r 
• • • •• , - . ' -~ • • •• • : ,· - •• • • ~ • • \. - .,. . + - • - • • : ~ i .~ ,- ,t •. ' • 

: .,~,{.:.;~:"] ;, .~·~~tis~ :~·i.ts t :.,s t.ciQ'd ·i,y.J~ •,;i-ehed. ··,~ancL ·:did .hot · n6~g!,:t.lb:;i~~ftl\e. .. ' .. i'..,: :·: ... , ..... 
. ·• ·,-.- ... •· ... ··:··---'': ·. · ..... ·. ·:; :.·:···.·.'.; :.· .. ·. · ..• :.' ~ ... ~'- .. '"' : . ' .. ··;:_,· .. · _·:·.'/ -----·~ ·, .·.' .,. ... ,,, .. ·~· 
~-rJ,.\.-•·.'llF. .,.~"tt, · 3\S'. :Et, r.?t~)~t.'-'lilggi-nse,:1aJ:'"$!.al5l[e.1 t;.(f· ·.atab· ,JW~tmVJt«are·,~ .... ·. , .. ,~J~..,._; . -- . 

Defendants also ·postu1ate that Weathington "set the fight up• 

in order to give the BOP a reason to tri!nsfer him to another 

prison; Weathington had al.ready requested a prison transfer. 

However, not only have defendants not offered any proof to support 

that specious hypothesis, but it is countered by· the facts that 

Weathington had requested and received protection against an attack 

by the gang to which Liggins belongs, as well as the fact that he 

was stabbed over 20 times, receiving life-threatening injuries 

including a punctured l.ung (Doc. 1-2), as well as by weathington•s 
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allegation that Liggins, a general population inmate who was not 

housed in the SHU, was present in the SHU with ii: weapon in 

violation of BOP and USP-Pollock policy. 

The court also takes judicial notice of the testimony at 

Weathington' s trial for assaulting Ater. 

l:09-CR-00196. 

u.s, v. Weathington, 

At that trial, Joseph Valdez, the service officer specialist. 

and officer in charge .of t~e B-1 Unit on the date of the assault, 

testified there are typical.ly up to l.32 inmates and two unarmed 

guards on duty in B-1; Valdez also testified that he did not see 

which of the three inmates '(Weathington, Liggins, and Ater) 

initi;ate(i,.).::tie assault, bu,,t _al.1 .. t.h.a;:EUL.inniat~~.yllad weapons and were.:. ... 
~- p I ~. ' ' T~ • ~ 4 • -

1 .. •• ~ '. 

:. ,'!lEi,ing' .. ,1::=h~- .:i~!Pot.r t .. :~:d ;.,_,pt,;~- .-.. 1~,~~.J;.J/BJ.t" :\: 'i,~J:~j',l..;: _. .... ·V'.a:1:~ .... 'f'U't"tlU&:r.:.':l, /~\rt ; ·. 
+ r • .:I • • > • • • •:: • • ~• -:• • • • • 

~ .; ~- t/.?·,·f;;t;~~~iU..~~,gpti,i'.·~ ~-:~:L~~'.'(.~$!:~}£1.gli.tt.<••h,e ,::ye:J1:l.4:id~.~-~J,.~~·+ ff·ill< 

•. > ~~ · ~.r.•,i11ITIP..~'.es ~;•,t:~.1.s top,.~.:an4l>JPUt'., J.:Jkb~-.'Ui,'.!r•~pona~i ·.aown · f Qoo ~ .- 4 a, 1, ''L ,p...· .. ~.;:~f:A-t: .;;, : ~- : .~. ,_.,,_.;:. 

Valdez testified that no one broke up the fight because there was 

not enough staff to do so (Doc. 48, p. 146) •. Valde2 testified 

that, after the fight, when Weathington stripped his clothes off, 

he .saw Weathington was wearing armor made of tood trays under his 

clothes (Doc.· 48,. Tr. pp. J.46-147). 

Regina Brown (formerly Lonidier)1 a correctional officer at 

USP-Po1iock working in B-l with Va1dez on the day of the assault, 

testified that Liggins did not reside in the B-1 unit, but was 

there that day working as an orderly/janitor (Doc. 48~ Tr. pp. 164-
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1,66) • Brown testified that she did not see who started the 

assault, she told the inmates to stop fighting and then waited for 

more staff to arrive because the inmates were a.rm.ad and she ·was not 

(Tr. pp. 167-168). Brown testified the shanks were make from 

pieces of bunkbeds and that Weathington had a sock stuffed with 

pieces of porce1ain from a sink or toilet (Doc. 48, Tr. pp. 171-

1.72) . Correctional SUpervisor Bauserman testified that Weathington 

had a netted laundry bag, plastic food lids, and food trays under 

his clothes (Doc. 48, Tr. p. 179-181.). The treating physician, Dr. 

Philip Lindsay, testified that Ater and Weathington each had 

: numerous superficial. wounds and each had one deep . wound· -·and- a· ~ 

.. , , .- .. C@;+l.~P.f?--~~ . JJ.µ:lg._ ( Tr . pp . 153 ·-162) . ., .. : .•,!• •• • .11'::,Ji rV 1• I-~• ••'W j, " ~, 1,• .. ,1". ,. T-•• 

~- - - - .. · -~ 1-.--t-~.... • +--If 1· d"' :t w ---.... ,·t 1--= _.,. t-'"" -'.i:.. ·' · --, ·~" •-'-,";.·..1w.::..~,,- .,,,. •· • • •· .i._;_;. :;,.;~~ • .;.,<;.,.W-:~u,H~n, tee........, -~ aJ -1;, ••• ."$:."(_a-ssa....... -- ... ~--- __ .... . u& was; <$e'4,-....:1,-.:I;...,. u~-.,l• 
.. •· • • , • I_ , • , • , ' ' 

. ' 
"'~~.iv~'ltp.4~i;Jt~·-'·a~mi."X:€>b~~~ 2!l:1:W~-r, -~ha.1t1,._~--; )rlisl:-:c>ta-~--~·"ti.i;l~~' ' •.t-.-~ ' 

. . 
' . ' 

• 1·.i•~:.f. "'·:·· ·.,.coI:Ji'Vli"Dt·.j,"tJn'.4.( T~J-: ··W·•--::19 6,'=""l 9.7,}V--i.1.'Jil.eat-hington-.: wa$"-\-i:daar6erat"'e'd='l!t'til~lmt- ·;_: '!-'-:~~ .-. , .,~· ... · 

federal. penitentiary- in AJ.l.enwood, Pennsylvania, where he \Ila.a 

attacked, while he was playing basketball, by members of a 

DC/Baltimore area gang and stabbed four times (Doc. 48, Tr. p. 

197) • Weathington was then transferred to the federa1 penitentiary 

in Beaumont, Texas, where, within· three weeks, he was jumped and 

beaten in his cell by two guye who were friends of the guys who had 

stabbed him in Pennsy1vania (Doc. 48, Tr. p. 198). Weathington was 

then transferred to USP-Pollock in March 2008 (Doe. 48, Tr. p. 

199). Weathington popped the shower head and broke the toilet in 
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·his cel.1 because he -was denied recreation; cells below ·him were 

flooded, which made several inmates angry at Weathington (Doc. 48, 

Tr. p. 199). TWO inmates (one from. DC, but neither was Liggins or 

Ater)} told Weathington they were going to stab him because he 

f loaded their cells (Doc . 48 , Tr. p. 219) . Weathington had al.ready 

requested protective custody due to. fear of attack by DC imnates 

and had been place in the SHU for three months, then moved to B-l, 

a SHU holdover unit (Doc. 48, Tr- p. 200-203, 219, 221). 

Weathington teetif ied that, a£ter the other inmates threatened him, 

be did not tell the corrections of:ficers, but he took lids from the 

, . ·toad trays to wear as armor and prepared the soc-k (wi.th pieces of 

•·•·~-•L·····the br~en. toilet in it) ,to.-protect himsel,(,. ,(:Qoc.-. 48., ... Tr-pp--20:t:1.-

.. 

• .rt- I •• + 

,;,,-• .... .,_ __ :, 

~:ft..lt.';~ffl~i<mt~eftt-tift'i~•~@i..~IR'-.~~•-1o~'""~e1d&""·,'.0B-~i,;,,;.,u..,@i:~''"' ,.-:-;hl'm-~~, :_ .. "':-tt: -,.1i1 %: c , • ' .• ~ ••• , .. · ::,~._, • .,..Jll; '1:1 •;II.a'<!:'"''' I... ..-4 . 'Z . · · ·'i"~ ... ~ ' ·-·~• ·,"'; · -~- '· "·' 

,. 
-.:l;r-'.'!(•"':,:i:jtgb,tfi. bci:·, 'tl'f.e::. · f ~do2t' or:- '.thil!!/ ;.•17,ee.r,airea:,,,. tL-iggd.ns,.;~:t~her.,'0;t.der-l Y!,.·'r~_d-,]!g;~Q· -~. , f ,j.1,K ~,.,_ •. , ., 

to the eteps so he and Ater could ta1k to him. (Doc . 48, Tr. pp. 

205-206) i Weathington testified that both Liggins and Ater were 

from DC (Doc. 48, Tr. p. 206). Weathington testified that he 

wa.lke.d over to Ater and began talking to him, but when he saw Ater 

begin to reach for his kni°fe (Weathington had seen Ater get a knife 

and put it in his pocket), Weathington swung his sock at him and 

Ater stabbed Weathington in the face (Doc. 48, Tr. pp. 206-207). 

Weathington testified that, later in the fight, he grabbed a knife 

that Ater threw at him, cutting his hand in the proceBSi he did not 
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have a knife when the fight started (Doc. 48, Tr. pp. 210-211, 

213). Both Liggins and Ater stabbed at Weathington, but some of 

the blows struck his armor; Ater also bit weathington's face (Doc. 

48, Tr. p. 210). 

As already discussed, Weathington' s failure to inform the 

officers of the threat ma.de against him by two inmates whose cells 

were fl.coded by weathington's activities is not dispositive of the 

issues herein, particularly since those inmates did not attack him. 

Weathington was a1ready in the SHU for protective custody" so there 

was always the possibility of an attack on hitl\. Therefore, every 

officer in the SHU knew or;shou:td· have known Weathington could be 

attac)ced. 

. . . 
, . .,..,q.,~.f·.•.~~~:&..~--)·~Br.:.i.~·-~Jle~'i~W'e7!~E(~~~":gus.rd$';:cts:Ei±'~~~ ·;", ~:"it~P-A;f, 

··:- · •· , . !:- ,' ;:_tl';mi,~; ~-they ·.weret.-..,:unctrmcdri!.~.~ andf/':tiheyt~ltll-l.1!t1.-,iand ,;., bad,.-. t"o..it-ift&Ui\Jfor;,, ·. ;-~-.~,;,·~\!:• ~

additional officers to arrive to stop the fight; therefore, their 

failure to intervene was justified. since there are no genuine 

issues of: materia1 fact which would preclude a summary judgment, 

Valdez. is entitled to qualified immunity, his motion for summary 

judgment should be granted, and Weathington' s Bivens action against 

valdez and Lonidier/Brown. for failing to intervene to stop the 

attack should be dismissed. ~-

D. Weathington' s Excessive Force Cl.aim 

Defendants argue that they are entitled to a summary judgment 

25 
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because the use of force on Weathington by the guards, Trull and 

Stevens, at the hospita1 was not excessive. Weathington contends 

that, while he was handcuffed and shackled in the hospital bed, 

Trull and Stevens punched him tb.rew milk on him, and took his food. 

Wea.tbington contends tbey caused him to be discharged from the 

hospital earl.y. 

To prevail on an eighth amendment excessive force claim, a 

plaintiff must establish that force was not app1ied in a good faith 

effort to maintain or restore discipli.ne; but maliciously and 

sadistically to cause harm, and that he suffered an injury. Eason 

v. llolt.., '73 --P ~ 3d Eii00, 602 (5th Cir. 1996) . -- ,. · 

.. 

.. The .managem~~t. . .b¥ a few guards of . .large numbers of ·prisonez;s;11-..1.,.,.,, .,-.,. _ ... 

.. ... . ~ . no.t usuml.lry;.~l::iliai!¢Qbt"..,;..gent1e,. aor. _.:t,:rao.t~l~N-:Cif·~ xnen. J\md. ~It't!Ui~,mi.'t.Y..Ji"•~·:::i•:~i.~~:--":; 

,f.¾~;. ·:: i~~.x~!'i$1Si~y~cas.t·~~g:reetp.f,:.1~tfit~,~~ ~•-* 
, · .,·.·y· -,.~; ~, 1:a,r.ce~:~t{\'Ne,t, ~.f•~: .peh .. -~ or, .:i>fsh-ove,~_,.·.r:e..it.en .i:f i•f f· it . ..,,naay.u ,J:a~~..:.1:teenfl,,;,-if :<;'.1,lt'.'.':?'~'< 

unnecessary in the peace of a judge's chambers, viol.ates a 

prisoner I s constitutional rights. In determining whether the 

constitutional line bas been crossed, a court must 1.ook to euch 

factors as the need for the application of torce, the relationship 

between. the need and the amount .of force that -was used, the extent 

of injury inflicted, and whether force was applied in a good faith 

effort to maintain or restore discipline, or t1talicious1y and 

sadistically for the very purpose of causing harm. LeB1anc v. 

1:o.-.-1-.; ~, 487 F. Supp. 272, 275 (E.D.La. 198Q), citing Johnson y. 

26 
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Glick, 481 F.2d 1028 (2d Cir. 1973), cert. den., 414 U.S. 1033, 94 

S.Ct. 462, 38 L.Ed.2d 32 (1973). 

Th.e law of the Fifth circuit is that to support an Bighth 

Amendment excessive force claim a prisoner must have suffered from 

the excessive force a more than de minimia physical injury, but 

there is no categorical requirement that the physical injury be 

significant, serious, or more than minor. Gomez y. Chandler, 163 

F.3d 921, 924 (5th Cir. 1999}. However, the Eighth Amendment 1 a 

prohibition of crue1 and unusual punishment exciudes from 

constitutiona1 recognition de minimis uses of physical force, 

provided tha:t the use of force is not 0£ a sort repugnant to the 

. ,_ ., . ~ ~onsc:ience . of . maMind. 
. I + ~ ~ ~ . . 

The absenpe -~ ... .s~;riov.1:1. J.:njlf.cy', while . 

' . . ........ ,.e .. r=oTlt .• ... 0 ...-'h..-,·•'-i""""1"'-....... • ·• dO""B' ... ,..+-,, ,p.,....,,., ··"'~ . -s-i-r, .......... -, '·- si•cr,l:ar·· 'Y • • ' . ··~ ... ,,:,.: 
~-~,., ~- • •• J ,'"l,•...,..4~ Y ~ ........ J.t.• -!; ••~,.....~ ••. ,~-~Zrllil ,/1.,• .• ........ ~T., ... ~"'1:- • ~ ..... ~~~=""•• -~~~ .. ,'• ~-~.;~• -. • ,; • • , ,. ~~ .~ ....... :.. ... ~.=.. 

they was a:;rsigned as hospital officer on January 5, 2009. Trull 

and Stevena state in their ·affidavits that, when they went on dut;.y 

at 8 :00 a.m., they found Weathington agitated and had already 

thrown water at the hospital sta~f, then Weathington yel.led at 

Trull and Stevens that he was supposed to receive two breakfast 

trays instead of just one and threw his food at them (his left hand 

was not restrained, so he could eat) (Doc. 19). Stevens states he 

then to1d Weathington he was going to be placed in full restraints 

(Doc. 19) • Tru.11 and Stevens state in their affidavits that 

2'7 
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Weathington then tried to get out of the hospital bed, and tried to 

spit at, bite, hit and kick them (ooc. 19)- TrUll and Stevens 

state in their affidavits that Weathington is 6
1
6

11 

tall and.weighs 

about 240 powids (Doc. 1.9). TrUl.l and Stevens deny punching or 

injuring Weathington, but admits additional officers and force were 

required to subdue and restrain Weathington (Doc. 19). 

Weathington claims TrUl.l. and Stevens are lying in their 

affidairits, and that he could not have gotten out of the bed even 

if he had tried because he was having difficu1ty breathing (Doc. 

21). Weathington contends that, while he was bl.ocking punches with 

his left hand, ·one of' the ·officers dropped his cell phone, then 
·- •• + 

.... --they a11 walke.d put...of~.t.~ .rootn;.,.:weathington cl.aims he .then .ca1led 

'.: :,,,, ·,; ~ t.%iil,s}~S tep:fiat h&Ji.;' ... wnd:.dti~..el'i.-e· '.phob.e': :r;ecGrds . wil.J..tprov.e. ;';,::, ~. '~-.1J~;\{\ . ., .. , , ~.b·.:;,,:..~~ '•s· J.1 .. : .~ 

. ·•.:~J:.itf ~•M!"'.~:. ~~~~~-~~l:it~~~~- .O'f."f.itc*s.itd.'ilj~~1Mini~1,;t_.1::~,,~~ 

7 

al.tercation with the officers. EVen without determining whether 

Weathington misbehaved and whether the officers overreacted, it is 

clear that there are no genuine issues of material fact as to the 

fact that Weathington was• not injured. Therefore, Weathington does 

not have a claim for use of'excessive force, Trull and Stevens a~e 

entitled to qua1ified immunity, defendants' motion for summary 

judgment shou1d be granted, and Weathington' s J3iyens claim against 

Trull and Stevens for the use of excessive force should be 

dismissed with prejudi~e. 

28 
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1. Punitive Damages Under the FTCA 

First, defendant contends it cannot be liable for pwrltive 

datnagee (which Weathington has requested) under the FTCA. 

Al.though punitive damages may be awarded in a Bivens suit, 

B~vens, 403 U.S. at 397, 91 s.ct. at 2005, they are statutorily 

prohib~ted in an PTCA action, 2s u.a.c. § 2674, Carlson v. Green, 

446 U.S. l.4,'100 S.Ct. 1.468 (1980). Therefore, to whatever extent 

that Weathington has asked for punitive da.ntages for hie FTCA c1aim, 

an award of such damages is precluded. Weathington's request for 

puni.ti ve damages under the PTCA shoul.d be dismissed. - · ., 

·-.r :....•..._·, .,,. i!. ti,~·-~.- --· ........ tl-:.. • ~•~.~--!'-- - 2 . Phy.s:i.cal J:nj ury • ~. • ..... ~•- •"'"j~~-• • •1 ~~' I... -, > -~~- • 

--~s..i."-, .. ~-..:1""'1f . , .... ~ '...,,. ~- .• -~..,._.,.,i,,~l,.,;...:;..,.,;,...., ... "'." ~~,A....,,.~ . •~;~~ .. ' ·,,,,,>"-!.,. ··" . .-.•? o:n.Mu.eifl5al:,.• m!lii:tiefil.011aawia«~-·•\...,;i..:.:r ~:.L• r· •:,v\o&'..1.:-"'e¥""u:- ·,-w.EWl:"'e··•·.,.c.i. ... --:u.u~*~!":r.-'t¼t,..':':·:~ ,.., 

··,..- .... -~ ~•.t---~~'u:t!i,a,+ pl:'i'or.~. slle>w±ng -1-.ojf ... :plfysie'a.,,1~ ">injury·,:::· uride"F~ both"·~2:'B!itl:l·:::s!.~~ ,, -,~-::"'t'b.c .r. ·., 

1346 and 42 o.s.c. l.997e, physical. injury is thus a jurisdictional 

prerequisite in both Bivens and FTCA cases. 

Defendant's comparison and anal.ysis via Bivens and Section 

1983 is puzzling. The FTCA app1ies substantive state law to tort 

claims, not federal laws such as civil rights law. 10 ·Therefore, 

10 Under the PTCA, a plaintiff may recover monetary awards 
from the United States for injury, p:roperty loss, or death caused 
by the negligent or wrongful act or omission of any employee of 
the Government whi.1e acting within the scope of employment. The 
United States may be held liable only if the conduct complained 
of amounts to negligence in accordance with the law of the place 
where the act or omission occurred. 28 U.s.c. § 1346(b). 
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defencla.nts argument has no basis in law. 11 

Accordingly, Weathington' s tort claims must be evaluated in 

accordance with Louisiana tort law. under Louisiana tort 1aw, a 

physical injury is not a necessary corequisite for claiming damages 

for an emotional injury. See La. c. c. arts. 2315 ,· et. seq. 

Therefore, the united State' ,a motion for summary judgment on. this 

basis should be denied. 

3. ~ Defense 

Defendant also argues that Heck should app1y to bar 

Weathington, B l?TCA claims. However, as discussed above, 

weatbingt0n1 s Biyens and FTCA Sll·its for·· failure to protect him from 

~~-~-~\\J...t;. by Lig_gins do not. ,_.a;f~ct ... hl..s ,.p9nviction for assa.uJ..~ on -~ - : 

~- _ . ... . .u.u . . · . e ~Et ~ · . +~ ~ ·· -.· ~ •· . . \.~= Q ~. . ~~ ~ :Ji~ -.?.~- -~.., :~ 'd I·••'-~~~ .. ~~~ ~@~ .;;:t '""""'µSA~ f t~-~~ .. ~,-,.~,r,,- •·· ~, 
4""i,,, .. ~ .~~1 if:st@·; · -~i"oh--v·; ·u: s _., · :e~· ·--~. ; 2f~; fsth bir :· ···19- -\- .. ~,•• 0·~~h•.:1'~r.;.'::::: 

. . . 1P nrevail on ·~ea~~ ~a;!._m UD~F, La .. l"'ivi],.. CA.cl! Ail,ts,.-:,-;;•: 1/ \ !. l , ... l.• 
-~ ,~ ,, · ·. :; ,_ · :f~\"sct'i'Piil" ~3 nr;✓-·i -y;i~rre1 r'i'"'nlJat';.:tfi~l-{'ii~··· s'e~f'ttt eieme'.rit~i~~ (i.t ·, C1 •• •--.-,:~ • -- • 

the defendant had a duty to conform. bis conduct to a specific 
standard (the duty e1ement); (2) the defendant failed to conform 
bis conduct to the appropriate standard (the breach of duty 
element}1 (3) the defendant's substandard conduct was a 
cause-in-fact of the plaintiff's injuries (the cause-in-fact 
element); (4) the defendant's substandard conduct was a legal 
cause of the plaintiff•s injuries (the scope ~f liability or 
scope of protection element); and (5) actual damages (the damages 
element). Brown y. Lae. 94-CA-104 (La.App. s Cir. 7/13/94), 639 
so.2d 897, 898-899, writ den., 94-2127 (La. 11/18/94), 646 so.2d 
378, citing Roberts y. Benoit, 605 so.2d 1032 (La.. 1991); Fowler 
y, Roberts. 556 so.2d 1, 4 (La. 1989); Scott v. state, 618 so.2d 
1053 (La. App. 1•1: Ci.r.), writ den., 620 So. 2d 881 (La. 1993). 
Aleo, La.c.c. art. 2315. 

u Defendant cites Section 1983 cases for the proposition 
that physical injury is a jurisdicti.onal prerequisite in both 
Bivens and FTCA cases. Again, those cases are not applicable to 
FTCA cases. 
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Ater. Therefore, this argument is meritl.ess. 

4. Assault/Battery Claim under the FTCA 

Defendant also contends Weathington has not stated a claim for 

assault/battery. 

The intentional. tort exception to the waiver of sovereign 

immunity applies to FTCA claims for assault/battery by a prison 

guard who was not acting in a law enforcement capacity at the time 

{for ex.ample. making an arrest or investigating something) . 12 See 

Devillier v, U.S .. 2010 wt, 476722, •3 {W.D.La. 2010), citing Castro 
, 

y. U.s~, 560 F.3d 381 {5th Cir. 2009), on reh'g, 608 F.3d 266 (5th 

~,s. ·ctr. 2010), cert. den., 131 s~ct.. 902 (U.S. 20·:11J. ·. · ·since. 

~Wf!athingt~ a11eges the. gua1:;ds .p.u.n.che.d ~m,:. (in retaliat:ion.-ror--h,i,s-.~. ,.. . 

. .; ' ~ • .!.>· ;~ ,.,.!,llavi:ng..,~-nrawn:s:h"is._'f.ood." .tray, .. at:.. them)·:;; w~eµ. ,::he . was ... in~-,tbe.:;'Jt~:.;,.~ ·,,~.... '. _::_ ~· . ; 

4J'.;.J..,,~iii,;~~...JJ,_fu._~ -·~·~it 'it~ -a\--«-'~~~~Wl-,fj~~ut±~ ·i'eMle~:fsirih-~~-~• :~r.J!;..~~~ ·" ·- '.•:·:-•,-··-~~~~":C'~•-\1,-y.·. ·:~- ·, :·,: '--5'"'~.J"i~i!"-!";-~~-:. ·.· • ~ .. · ~-Y'::. , ·.:_ ; .. , , . ,·,:-~ ... ·:1. :·:•,,:·:. ,.-~•-!"~.:.., 

-.J'~i:i{~'.~:~~-"~·-.·~\:f1aw~enfib~c:~m~ntliri.i.;fa~1£ga.~1~e ····c~~d.:1€)€!:r~~~~~ti~· '.:\~'t-1f.-l;., ··. 

Weathington~ s FrCA. claim for a.ssaul.t/battery by the guards when he 

12 Th~ intentional tort exception to the waiver of sovereign 
immunity set forth in 28 U.S.C. § 26BO(h) is limited by the ~law 
enforcement proviso, 8 which relinquishes sovereign immunity 
against claims arising out o.f torts enumerated in Section 
268O(h) {including assault and battery) if the claim resulted 
from the act or omission of a federa1 investigative or law 
enforcement officer. See Sutton v. u,s., 819 F,2d 1289 {5th Cir. 
1987). BOP employees are considere4 1aw enforcement officers for 
purposes of Section 2680 (h) if they are acting within the scope 
of law enforcement functions (as opposed to security functions) 
at the time the tort is committed. Castro. 560 F.3d at 387. 
Therefore. had the prison guards in the case at bar been acting 
in a law enforcement capacity at the time that Weathington 
alleges they punched him, the law enforcement exception to 
sovereign immunity would apply. 
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was in the hospital should be d;i.mnissed as barred by sovereign 

immunity. 

Th-erefo:re, defendant's motion for sutmnarY judgment to dismiss 

weathington' s FTCA claim for assault/battery should be granted and 

its mot ion for summary judgment as to Weathington I s FTO\ c1aim f o:r 

failure to protect shoul.d be denied. 

Conclusion 

Based on the foregoing discussion, IT IS RECOMMENDED that 

Weathington' s complaint against Lt. Transou BE DISMISSED WITH001' 

PREJUDICE pursuant to Fed.R.Civ.P. 4 (m). 

IT IS FURTHER RECOMMENDED that defendants. motion for S_~ 

judgment on J:he.._.Bi.yens ~l.ai.ma be _GRlUttBI). ... an\i..--~-Weathi:ngton' s ..... ,:,,,"'6-, 

~~- :..~ ~ ~ . f • ·.J ·. -· 1'.i~-., t. / : ~a..>.';./ ,~:"~.--~.. ..-~ - ~- ~ ;£_ ~ ·•-s.::.:...~ .... ;_...;,· -.... ~ ~•, ~ ~ ~ ' · 'd:J:,..J,. .. -·· •· --~ .-./, -<r. ·-~ ~-~ 
t~;>.-t .. ,; .i -~ ;'l'~.J"f ~ 'i'~:t~~~~~-.. ~-'."VJ.~~~~a:t:'f.l?10E· ~-..-<;"--r·~! ~ y <::-;f~-;1!:~ 

~ - • ~ • ~ ~ : ~ "• • • ~ ~ 
0 

• .~ ". ~ ~ • - T ' < • • ~ I ;• ~ 

<::',;,·i;:,:;il{•,f. · · ~,- ;•. ":,, ·r.or/.J:S:1, FIJR\t'H~RE~BD-• tiltci~~~J.:ie;r-~~~~'ta.t;e's;_;. J.mot·.:t:otl:'.:f:~.if ~;,!t·'lh ii. 

summary judgment be GRANTED and Weathi.ngton' s request for punitive 

dam.ages under the FTCA be DENIED AND DISMISSED WI.ffl PREJUDICE. 

I.T IS FURTHER RECOMMENDED that the Onited States' motion for 

summary judgment as to Weathington' s FTCA claim for assau1t/ba.ttery. 

be GRANTED and Weathington' s FTCA cl.aim for assault/battery be 

DENIED AND DISMISSED WITH PREJUDICE. 

Ir IS FURTHER RECOMMENDED that the United States' motion for 

summary judgment as to Weathington' s Fl'CA1 claim for failure to 

protect be DENIED. 
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urlder the provisions of 28 u.s.c. § 636 {b) (1) (c) and 

Fed.R,Civ.P. 72(b), the parties have fourteen (14) daya from 

service of this Report and Recommendation to file specific, written 

objections with the Clerk of Court. A party may respond to another 

party's objections within fourteen (14) days after being se:rved 

with a copy thereof. A courtesy copy of any objection or response 

or requeet for extension of time shall be furnished to the District 

Judge at the time of filing. Timely objections will be considered 

by the district judge before he makes a final ruling. 

A PAJltt' S l'llLORB '.?O 1'7:LB 1'JUT'l'BN O'BuBCT:IOlfS TO '?EB PROPOSBD 

FUU>DGS, CONCLUS:IONS '1'NI>' RBCOMMSN'I>AT:IOQ CON'rllNBD J:N 'l"KIS REPORT 

•· 1: ·~.-.mllN· FOURTBD' ·(~1 .. 4t) --~ Dfa.Y-&-, .. FROM TBE DA'l'·:B OP· l:.'U;.•,$1DlVX.CR .. :.::.. . ...• . ~-

"" ..... : .. , .. _;.,_.~ ~:u:~~~:'t~ w··GttOOND& .. 01r\·P~~-1.=.!'.!lf; __ "i•~/;re 

f,,_!·~~f;l;~ ~~-~'r1H~~·;•~•i<i~&i,1it'rrtfi~''Jab~1m~~i-l~i;~:·. ,,-··;;lW' ~"! •· ~<.: .. ~ .. ,. ,· .... · .. ·· :.:. :·;c-.-:;·.·:.:· .. ,~,,.: ... :·:~ ... _;··.-.. ;'?___-:.--:: .. - _,, ·_ PO, .... ~ .. : . .. ... ; .. ~~:-•,·~-::; 
•'' · c'i~ · 0:- c;· :~•i'7. • · •• ,,;, ••·•:r•,;,,,._•••!lJ ·J:-,:.~,:;.~~"f_].•::;:!!;;1.\lt'..<;.+f~~~l~'!'f\: .~ -• =-' • · •. ~,., ·• ~·',\<; ,:,/o,, c,·.;., f•~• o· ;,, . ./,, l,-. · • •:,, 1·,~,1,; •.. , •-~•· · ·•·· --- ,;,,.·· 

i'Ilb)n(GS. AKI> ~ -cixtc~l1SX:OlfS'·-xctntt-irlm··:11y :.u1A DXS"rllCT- .J"DDGB: · · · ·'.~· ·· · .:c: .• 

THUS DONE AND SIGNED at Mexandria, Louisiana, on this h- ,e _,d,,. 

day of March, 2011. 
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JAMBS D. K'IRX ~ 

STATES MAGISTRATE JUDGE 
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RECEIVEJvD 
NOV 2 .0 2012 · 

TONY _A._ MOOflE. CUiRK 
WESTIRfrt DtSTRICT 01" LOUI 

AL!XANOAIA, l.0Ul81ANA 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

WESTERN DISTRICT OF LOUISIANA 

ALEXANDRIA DWISION 

JEROME WEATHINGTON 

-vs-

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

* 

JEROME WEATHINGTON 

-vs-

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

* * 

MINUTE ENTRY 

CWIL DOCKET NO. 10-0359 

JUDGEDRELL 

MAGISTRATE JUDGE KIRK 

CIVIL DOCKET NO. 12-0578 

JUDGEDRELL 

MAGISTRATE JUDGE KIRK 

As discussed during a telephone conference held this date, a two day bench trial 

is set in both cases, one to immediately follow the other, for January 31, 2013 at 9:30 AM. 

Counsel and plaintiff should be present at 8:30 AM. on the first day of trial. The plaintiff 

was advised to contact the Clerk of Court's office 30 days prior to trial in order to request 

the presence ( by writ) of any incarcerated witness he intends to call for trial. By 

December 15, 2012, counsel for defendant must furnish, for in camera inspection, all 

documents previously requested by plaintiff, but denied via discovery response. 
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Another telephone status conference is set for January 24, 2013 at 1:30 P.M. 

Counsel for the United States shall initiate the call and secure the participation of 

plaintiff, who is incarcerated. 
',z._, ..,.,__,I -

SIGNED on this ----"'-/V~- day of November, 2012, at Alexandria, Louisiana. 

DEE D. DRELL, CHIEF JUDE 
UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 



July 18, 2012 

Federal Programs Branch 
Civil Division 
Department of Justice 
Main Justice Bldg., Rm 3525 
10th & Constitution Avenue 
Washington, DC 20530 

Federal Bureau of Prisons 
Southern Central Regional Office 
ATI'N: Jason Sickler 
Regional Counsel 
4211 Cedar Springs Road.Suite 300 
Dallas, TX 75219 

Re: Jerome Weathington v USA. et al 

U.S. Department of Justice 

United States Attorney 
Western District of Louisiana 

United States Courthtn,se 
300 Ftmiwi Street, &lite 3201 
SIJmtjJQrt. l,ouujmra 7 J 101-3068 
18-676-3600 

Federal Bureau of Prisons 
Office of the General Counsel 
HOLC Building 
320 First Street NW 
Washington, DC 20534 

Branch. Office 
Umted Sraus C(lfil'thml.re 

800 Lqfayene Street, Suiie 2100 
La/aye.tie, LOllisiana 70501 

337-262-6618 

Via Email Only phyllis,pyles@usdoj.gov 
Phyllis J. Pyles, Director 
Civil Divisfon - Torts Branch 
U. S. Department of Justice 
P. 0. Box 888-Room 9401 
Washington, Oc 20044 

Civil Action No: 12~0578, USDC/WDLA/Alexandria Division 

Dear Colleagues: 

This is to inform you that the United States AttQmey's Office for the Western District of 
Louisiana was served July 12, 2012, with the attached Sum.Illons, Memorandum Order, and Complaint 
filed in the referenced case. 

Please direct the preparation of a litigation report and suggested answer as soon as possible to 
Assistant United States Attorney John Broadwell at our Shreveport office. Please also place a 
litigation hold on all documents, tangible evidence or electronically stored information that may be 
related to this claim ensuring that the same is not destroyed or altered pending the final disposition 
of this claim. Mr. Broadwell is the attorney within our district who will handle these cases. You may 
telephone him at (318) 676-3600 or write to the Shreveport address shown above. 

Received 

KWV/wdp 
Enclosures 

AUG 6 2012 

cc: Eric Hammonds, BOP Houston (via email) 
AUSA John Broadwell 

Sincerely, 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
for the 

Western District of Louisiana 

Jerome Weathington 0812l..028 

·~ 

v. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

Civil Action No. I: I 2-cv-00578 

USA et al 
Judge Dee D Drell 

Magistrate Judge James D Kirk - . 
SOMMONS IN A CML ACTION 

\ 
\ 

,_. 
' . ,..., 
' .. ' -: ,- . 

r-..> 

J." 
U~ S. Attorney 
800 Lar.ycUc. Suito 2200 
Ldaycttc, LA 10,ot-6832 

-.. 
(._ ' w 

A 1awsuit has been filed against you. 

Within _ 60 _ days after service of this 5ummons on you (not counting the day you received it). you must 
.serve on the plaintiff' an answer to the attached complaint or a motion under Rule 12 of the Federal Rule5 of Civil 
Procedure. TilO answer or motion must be served on the plaintiff or plaintiff's attorney, whose name and address are: 

Jerome Weathington 
mn2I-02s 
F CI - Talladega 
PO:SOx 1000 
Talladega, AL 35160 
PROSE 

If you fall to respond. judgment by default will be entered against you for the relief demanded in the 
complaint Y 011 also must file your answer or motion with the court. 

Date: __ ___;,;7/~1=1/2~0~1"'-2 __ _ 

NG/kh 

TONY R. MOORE 
CI.ERK OF COURT 

-
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UNITED-STATES DISTRICT COURT 
WESTERN DISTRJCT OF LOUISIANA 

NOTICE TO PARTIES/COUNSEL 

• In accordance witbFRCP 10 and LR 10.lW, all pleadings must include the nsmc of the Judge and the 
Magislnte Judge (when one is assigned). 

• A request for a jury demand IDllSt be-indicated in the caption md included in the pleading. See LR '38. J. 
Indication of a jwy demand on the civil cover sheet is not a valid request for a jury triaJ. 

• Under LR 832.S pleadings will ooly be fi)ed wbcn signed by an attomcy admitted to practice before this 
Court or a pro se litigiml Each attorney shall place bis· attorney ideotiftcation number UDdcr his sigmture 
on any pleadiog. The attOJDCy identification mDDbcds the same as the number assigned by the Louisiaoa 
Supreme Court or for visiting attome}'S appearing pro bac vice, the number BS$igncd by this office. When 
more ~ one attorney appears for a single party, one attomcy shall ~e designated TA or "trial a ttorncy. n 

• Your atlelltioo is also direclcd to l..Rl 6.3.l W which ~ires lbc parties to consider the 1JSC of A ltcrnativc 
Diq,utc Resolution DO later than 200 days after the initial filing in this court. 

• If deadlines C;&DDOt be met. cxtcnsicms may be sought under FRCP 6{b). Voluntary a tensions of time 
between cowiscl N'C Dot m:ogqjted by the Court. Any cxtemions must be granted or approved by ibc 
Court. · 

• Your attctation is also direc:tcd to LR 16.3. J W which requires the p.arties to consider the use of Altemalivc 
Dispute Resolution no later than 200 days after the initial filiDg in this court. 

• Counsel and _parties are reminded of their obligation to notify the court ofany proceedings directly related 
to or "'iavolvmg subject matter that comprises all or a matemJ part of the subject mattcr or operative facts 
afanother action" u provided by LR3.l. · 

TONY R. MOORE 
Clerk of Court 

.,. 
NOTE: This court bas an intrmct web site at wwwJawd.PfiGQUI1!!i,IAY where you can obtain our Guide To 'Practice 
and our locaJ rules., mc;h,ding those referenced above. You cm also download forms aod ma.ps to O'l1f courthouses 

· · -ud_dcc:tromeally-&e-yO'ID"'p~~uas-my-also-Yicw-tbc oockct-sbect aud iu11 mt,,scadines ·mrlint. 

LAWIOJ (Rev.3/08) 
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R~CEIV.ED 
usoc, WESTERN 01&mtcT OF LA 

. TONY R. MOORE, CLERK tna,TBD STATES D:ISTB.7.C'l' COOR'l' 
iJATE 7 / / ( I Jl- W:ZSTZ1U1 DJ:S'l'RICT OF LOU:tSXANA Db/ V«BXUIDRIA D:IVrS:tON 

DOCKE'l!' SO. 12-CV-578; SEC. P 

VERSUS 

OSA 

JUDGE DEl!l D. DRBLL 

Mi\GISTRA'm JtJDGE J.IMBS D. ltDUt 

Before the Court is a pro se complaint filed by Plaintiff 

Coray Owens pursuant to the Federal Tort Claims Act ( FTCA), 28 

u. S.C. §§ 2671-2680. [Doc. #1, p. 31 Plaintiff is an inmate in the 

custody of the Federal Bureau of PL'isons, and he is currently 

incarcerated at the Federal Correctional Institution in Talladega, 

Alabama. Plaintiff alleges that he was injured due to the 

negligence of officers at the United States Penitentiary in 

Pollock, Louisiana (USP-Pollock). 

7actua.1 Background 

Plaintiff has another suit pending in this district filed 

pursuant to Biyens v. Six Unknown Named Agents pf Federal Bureau of 

Narcotics. 403 O.S. 388 (1971) and the FTCA regarding, in part, an 

alleged January 2009 failure to protect Plaintiff by intervening 

and ending an assault on him by another inmate. The matter is 

currently awaiting trial. In that case, Plaintiff claims that he 

requested protection from Washington, o.c. inmates housed at USP-

Pollock. He was placed in segregation for protection; however, 

while there, he was attacked by two D.C. inmates. 

In this suit, Plaintiff claims that over one year from the 



original attack, while still housed in the special housing unit, 

Plaintiff was again attacked by D.C. inmates from whom he requested 

protection. He states that he was punched and kicked repeatedly 

and stabbed in the ear by two D.C. inmates. 

Sarvi.ce of Proce.ss 

In order to determine what fu.rther action should be taken with 

respect to Plaintiff's claim, 

THE ClJtlUt IS DIDCTBD to aarva a aumm.ona, a c:opy of the 

oomp1a.int, and a copy of this order by Certified Mail on: 

1. the United States through the Oni.ted Sta.tea Attorney for the 

Western D.iab:':Lct of Louisiana, and 

2. the united States through the Uni.tad states Attorney General 

as provided in Rule 4(i) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. 

I'l' XS ORDERED that the defendant file an answer to the 

petition within sixty (60) days following the date of service. 

The defendant shall also file a memorandum of law briefing the 

issues raised within their answer and citing applicable statutory 

and case law. After the defendant'·s responsive pleadings are 

filed, an additional sixty (60) days is allowed for all parties to 

complete all appropriate discovery. 

Thereafter. and not before. if deemed appropriate, Plaintiff 

or De,.endant• may f.:Ll.a a motion for ••11DP11•ry judgment wi.thin thirty 

(30) day• o~ tha end of d:i.scovery, to :i.nc1ude materi.al. and re1avant 

af'~idavita, certi.fied records, interrogatories and answers, 
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admission.a and daposi ti.on•, :if any, and a suppo:cting 1U11110randum 

brief. 

Any party not fi1ing a motion for summary judqmant SHALL PILE 

a Sta:tement of J:ssu .. within th• •ame period, whi.c,h shall enumerate 

each genuine issue of material. fact perceived by that party which 

i.• relevant to this matter, or state th•t there are none. Thi• 

•tatement will be u•ad by the court to date~• the necessity for 

an avi.dentiary bearing-. 

IT IS l'DRTBBR ORDERED that, as a condition to their acceptance 

by the Clerk, all f.uture filings by plaintiff and defendant shall 

include a certificate stating that a copy thereof has been mailed 

to all other parties. 

Thus done and signed at Alexandria, Louisiana, 

of July, 2012. 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
WESTERN DISTRICT OF LOUISIANA 

ALEXANDRIA DIVISION 

JEROME WEATHINGTON * 
* 
* 
* 
* 

CIVIL ACTION NO: 10-0359 

VERSUS 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA * 

WDGEDRELL 
MAGISTRATE ruDGE KIRK 

STIPULATION FOR COMPROMISE SETTLEMENT 

It is hereby stipulated by and between JEROME WEATHINGTON, Plaintiff, appearing 

prose, and the United States of America, Defendant, by and through its attorney, as follows: 

I. 

The parties do hereby agree to settle and compromise the above-entitled action and 

1: 12-cv-00578 under the terms and conditions set forth herein. 

II. 

The United States of America, Defendant, agrees to pay to the Plaintiff, JEROME 

WEATHINGTON, the sum of TEN THOUSAND AND NO/100 DOLLARS ($10,000.00), which 

sum shall be in full settlement and satisfaction of any and all claims, demands, rights, and causes of 

action of whatsoever kind and nature, arising from and by reason of any and all known and 

unknown, foreseen and unforeseen, bodily and personal injuries, damage to property ~d the 
I 

consequences thereof, resulting and to result from the same subject matter that gave rise to the 

above-captioned lawsuit, including any like or similar claims for personal injury arising out of the 

action styled "Jerome Weathington v. USA, l:12-cv-00578" on the docket of this court. 



III. 

Plaintiff, and his heirs, executors, administrators or assigns, hereby agrees to accept the 

aforementioned sum in full settlement and satisfaction of any and all claims, demands, rights, and 

causes of action of whatsoever kind and nature, arising from and by reason of any and all known 

and unknown, foreseen and unforeseen, bodily and personal injuries, allegedly sustained by 

Plaintiff, and the consequences thereof which they may have or hereafter acquire against the 

United States of America, its agents, servants and employees on account of the same subject matter 

that gave rise to the above-captioned lawsuit, and including any like or similar claims for personal 

injury arising out of the action styled "Jerome Weathington v. USA, l: 12-cv-00578" on the docket 

of this court. 

IV. 

Plaintiff, JEROME WEATHINGTON, his heirs, executors, administrators or assigns, 

further agrees to reimburse, indemnify and hold harmless the United States of America, its agents, 

servants, and employees from any and all such causes of action, claims, liens, rights, or subrogated 

or contribution interests, including but not limited to claims seeking recovery for services, 

medical, legal, financial, or otherwise, provided to or on behalf of Plaintiff by any person, 

organization, or entity, natural or legal, incident to or resulting from further litigation or the 

prosecution of claims by Plaintiff, JEROME WEATHINGTON, his heirs, executors, 

administrators, or assigns against any third party or against the United States of America, 

including claims for wrongful death. 

V. 

This stipulation for compromise settlement shall not constitute an admission of liability or 

fault on the part of the United States of America, its agents, servants, or employees, and is entered 



into by all parties for the purpose of compromising disputed claims and avoiding the expejes and 

risks of litigation. I 

VI. 

It is also agreed by and among Plaintiff, JEROME WEATHINGTON, and the United 

States of America, Defendant, that the aforementioned settlement amount represents the entire 

amount of this compromise settlement in both suits made subject to this agreement; that the 

respective parties will bear their own costs, fees, and expenses; and that any attorney fees O'.Wed by 

Plaintiff, JEROME WEA THING TON, will be paid out of the settlement amount payable to 

Plaintiff, JEROME WEATHINGTON, and not in addition thereto. 

VII. 

It is also understood by and among the parties that pursuant to Title 28, Unite! States 

Code, Section 2678, attorneys fees for services rendered in connection with this action s~all not 

exceed 25 m centum (25%) of the amount of the compromise settlement. 

VIII. 

Payment of the settlement amount to JEROME WEA THING TON in the sum of TEN 

THOUSAND AND NO/100 DOLLARS ($10,000.00) will be made by a check drawn1 on the 

Treasury of the United States and made payable to JEROME WEATHINGTON. No taxeJwin be 

deducted from this amount by the United States of America. However, the United States 

Department of Treasury, Internal Revenue Service, will be notified, and Plaintiff, JEROME 

WEATHINGTON, will be responsible for any taxes which may be due thereon. Said check will 

be mailed to John A. Broadwell, Assistant United States Attorney, Office of the United States 

Attorney, Western District of Louisiana, who will then forward said check to the appropriate BOP 

officials for deposit and/or credit into Plaintiff's account(s). 
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IX. 

This settlement agreement is made by a duly authorized designee of the Attorney General 

pursuant to the authority of Title 28, United States Code, Section 2677. 

X. 

In consideration of the payment of TEN THOUSAND AND NO/100 DOLLARS 

($10,000.00), Plaintiff, JEROME WEATHINGTON, agrees that he will execute such documents 

as shall be necessary to cause the above-styled action and 1: 12-cv-00578 to be dismissed with 

prejudice from the docket of the Court. 

DATE 

DATE 

Executed this i S day of _,·~-...o::o.c:__f\_\J=-°'--r_~+--------------'' 2013. 

JER ME WEATH GTON 
PLAINTIFF PRO SE 

#1733 
Assis t United States Attorney 
300 Fannin Street, Suite 3201 
Shreveport, LA 71101-3068 
(318) 676-3610 // Fax: (318) 676-3642 

COUNSEL FOR DEFENDANT 
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FILED 
~tifJJW~~i~iSAs 

- AUG 1 7 20f2 
IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT C~ 

~f&TERN DISTRICT OF ARKANS~:= W McCORMACK, CLERK 

Llt.PCLERK 

ROBERT H. LAMER, JR. 
(Reg.# 11438-033) 

PLAINTIFF 

vs. CIVIL ACTION NO. J..: I~ CU 17 / KGJ~. JTt< 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA DEFENDANT 

COMPLAINT FOR DAMAGES 
UNDER THE FEDERAL TORT CLAIMS ACT 

Plaintiff, ROBERT H. LAMER, JR., by his attorneys, THE LAW 

OFFICES OF DARREN O'QUINN PLLC, for his Complaint, state~: . ~ 

This case assigned to District Judge 

and to Magistrate Judge___ <?.A,r7 I. 

JURISDICTION, VENUE,_AND CONDITIONS PRECEDENT 

1. ROBERT H. LAMER, JR. was at all times relevant to this litigation 

an incarcerated inmate at the Federal Correctional Institution (Low) located in 

Forrest City, St. Francis County, Arkansas. This institution is located in the 

Eastern District of Arkansas and is operated by Federal Bureau of Prisons, a part of 

the UNITED STATES Department of Justice, as provided by 18 U.S.C. § 4042. 

MR. LAMER is currently an incarcerated inmate at the Federal Correctional 

Institution in Big Spring, Texas. 



2. The claims herein are brought against the UNITED STATES OF 

AMERICA pursuant to the Federal Tort Claims Act (28 U.S.C. § 2671, et. seq.) 

and 28 U.S.C. §1346(b)(l) for money damages for personal injuries that were 

caused by the negligent and wrongful acts and omissions of employees of the 

UNITED STATES government while acting in within the course and scope of their 

offices and employment, under circumstances where the UNITED STATES, if a 

private person, would be liable to MR. LAMER in accordance with the laws of the 

state of Arkansas as set forth in its common law, the Arkansas Medical 

Malpractice Act (Ark. Code Ann. §16-114-201 et seq.), and other applicable laws 

for medical and ordinary negligence. 

3. Venue is proper 28 U.S.C. § 1391(b)(2) in that all, or a substantial 

part, of the acts and omissions forming the basis of these claims occurred in the 

Eastern District of Arkansas, and arose from the medical and ordinary negligence 

inflicted upon MR. LAMER while he was an incarcerated inmate at the Federal 

Correctional Institution (Low) in Forrest City, St. Francis County, Arkansas. 

4. MR. LAMER has fully complied with the provisions of 28 U.S.C. § 

2675 of the Federal Tort Claims Act. This suit has been timely filed, in that on 

November 18, 2011, MR. LAMER timely served notice of his claims on the Federal 

Bureau of Prisons, an agency of the UNITED STATES responsible for the custody 

and care of sentenced federal inmates, but in spite of telephone calls and other 

contacts with the Federal Bureau of Prisons over the following eight months 

requesting a decision, no decision was ever rendered by the government. 
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II. 

EYE~'.l'.S EORMlNG rn~. BASl.S _QF_ TIUS _C_WM 

5. MR. LAMER was playing in a supervised and prison sanctioned 

softball game on August 21, 2010, at the Federal Correctional Institution (Low) in 

Forrest City, St. Francis County, Arkansas, when he suffered a severe fracture of 

his right ankle. He was referred by the prison health clinic to an orthopedic 

surgeon, Khosrow Maleki, M.D., on August 23. 

6. Dr. Maleki saw MR. LAMER on August 27 and diagnosed him as 

suffering from a severe bimalleolar fracture of the right ankle. An open reduction, 

internal fixation surgery was scheduled for August 30. 

7. Against the medical advice of Dr. Maleki, however, pnson officials 

insisted on rescheduling MR. LAMER'S necessary surgery for September 7. 

8. Moreover, the prison also missed the rescheduled surgery on 

September 7. The surgeon, Dr. Maleki, then refused to further treat MR. LAMER 

because the prison's delay in approving and obtaining the necessary surgery had 

caused the window for a successful surgery to close. 

9. MR. LAMER has obtained an opinion by orthopedic surgeon James E. 

Keever, M.D., which is attached as Exhibit ''A" hereto, and states as follows: 

There is no question that the standard of care anywhere 
in the United States, and, in fact, in any place except a 
third world country, for a displaced intra-articular 
fracture, particular of a weight bearing joint, is a surgical 
procedure to obtain anatomic reduction and rigid internal 
fixation. There simply is no other acceptable method of 
treatment in this century. This was recognized by the 
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prison doctor, Dr. Pelkar, in his 8/23/10 office note. This 
was recognized by Dr. Maleki, who scheduled the patient 
for the surgery on 8/30/10. Unfortunately, evidently 
because of administrative reasons, the surgery was 
delayed. Dr. Maleki attempted to reschedule the surgery 
for 9/7/10, a time which was far enough out from the 
original injury that the quality of the result would 
probably have been somewhat compromised, but at a time 
when surgery was still the best option. Unfortunately, 
once again there seems to have been some type of 
administrative difficulty that prevented the surgery from 
going forward. At that point, Dr. Maleki very 
understandably withdrew from the case. Had Dr. Maleki 
gone ahead with surgery that now would have been 
delayed some three weeks post injury, the chances of 
complications would have made non•operative treatment 
a much safer option. 

This patient is going to develop post•traumatic arthritis of 
the ankle joint unnecessarily. Let me say again, 
unnecessarily. The chances of a very satisfactory result 
had this ankle been treated surgically within the first ten 
days of injury would approach 95-100°0. At three weeks 
those chances would go down precipitously, even with 
surgery, and in light of the fact that this fracture was 
allowed to heal, if it has healed, in a displaced manner 
makes post-traumatic arthritis of this ankle not only 
foreseeable, but certain. 

10. To this day, MR. LA.J.'1ER has still not received proper treatment of 

his injuries thereby inflicting further damages upon him. Moreover, since the date 

of his severe fracture, MR. LA..l\IER has been required to perform his daily 

activities in constant and agonizing pain without proper treatment, medications, 

and assistive devices. 

11. These acts and omissions are a pattern and practice of the Federal 

Correctional Institution (Low) in Forrest City, St. Francis County, Arkansas, as 

evidenced by almost identical facts and findings in Gonzalez v. United States, 681 
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F.3d 949, 2012 U.S. App. LEXIS 12270, 2012 WL 2203401 (8th Cir. Ark. 2012) 

(upholding an award of $813,000 under the Federal Tort Claims Act by the 

Honorable Susan Webber Wright, United States District Court for the Eastern 

District of Arkansas, to an inmate who injured his ankle in a softball game at the 

Federal Correctional Institution (Low) in Forrest City and whose medical treatment 

was thereafter delayed). Indeed, MR. LA.i'1ER tried to bring these matters to the 

attention of institution officials, but he was repeatedly ignored and his care fell 

through the cracks after being told "I will check into it." 

12. On all occasions complained of herein, MR. LAMER was under the 

care, custody, supervision, and treatment of agents and employees of the UNITED 

STATES acting within the course and scope of their offices and employment and 

the injuries complained of herein were directly and proximately caused by the acts 

and omissions of the UNITED STATES. 

III. 

CLAIMS FOR RELIEF 

First Claim: Medical Negligence 

13. MR. LAMER incorporates by reference herein and re•alleges all of the 

above allegations. 

14. The UNITED STATES deviated from the acceptable standard of 

medical care and did not apply the skill and learning the law required in the 

following respects: 
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a) Failure to provide the necessary care and services and 
sufficient staff to meet the total needs of MR. LAMER 
after his injuries on a 24-hour, 7-day a week basis to 
attain or maintain his highest practicable physical, 
mental, and psychosocial well-being as determined by 
timely assessments and an individual plan of care; 

b) Failure to provide the necessary care and services to MR. 
LAMER to prevent him from missing of treatment and 
surgeries as prescribed by Dr. Maleki; 

c) Failure to provide the necessary care and services to MR. 
LAMER for proper follow-up evaluations and treatment 
after missing surgeries as prescribed by Dr. Maleki; 

d) Failure to protect and promote MR. LAMER'S right to a 
safe environment, to be free from abuse and neglect, and 
access to basic and necessary medical care; 

e) Failure to adequately assess, evaluate, and supervise the 
staff to ensure that MR. LAMER received appropriate 
care in accordance with professional standards of quality, 
facility policy and procedure, and the laws, regulations, 
and rules applicable to the facility; 

f) The failure to provide, implement, and assure an 
adequate, comprehensive, and accurate care plan based 
on the needs and functional capacity of MR. LAMER that 
met his physical, mental, and psychosocial needs as 
identified in a comprehensive assessment with revisions 
and modifications, as his needs changed; 

g) The failure to maintain clinical records on MR. LAMER 
in accordance with accepted professional standards that 
are complete, accurate, timely, and organized; 

h) The failure to adequately and appropriately monitor MR. 
LAMER and recognize significant changes in his 
condition and properly and timely notify and consult with 
his physician and family regarding those changes; 

i) The failure to take reasonable steps to prevent, eliminate, 
and correct problems in MR. LAMER'S care; 
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j) The failure to listen to and evaluate the complaints of 
MR. LAMER when he brought these failures to the 
attention of prison officials and medical care providers; 

k) The failure to use the degree of skill and care required of 
a correctional institution providing basic and necessary 
medical services to an injttred inmate when faced with the 
conditions of MR. LAMER; 

1) Other failures as set forth in the expert opinion and 
deposition testimony taken in this action. 

15. A reasonably prudent correctional institution operating under the 

same or similar conditions, as well as one following the standards of care as set 

forth in the Arkansas Medical Malpractice Act and AMI 1501, would not have 

failed to provide the care listed above and would have foreseen that the failure to 

provide this care would result in devastating injuries to MR. LAMER. Each of the 

foregoing acts of negligence on the part of the UNITED STATES was a proximate 

cause of MR. LAMER'S injuries that were foreseeable to the UNITED STATES 

and it is liable for all damages caused by such acts as provided by 28 U.S.C. § 2674 

of the Federal Tort Claims Act and other applicable laws. 

Second Claim: Ordinary Negligence 

16. MR. LA.i'1:ER incorporates by reference herein and re-alleges all of the 

above allegations. 

17. The UNITED STATES owed a non-delegable duty to MR. LAMER to 

hire, train, and supervise employees in its medical clinic and correctional institution 

so that such employees deliver care and services to injured inmates in a safe and 

beneficial manner in order to meet their basic medical and healthcare needs. 
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18. The UNITED STATES was under a duty to exercise ordinary care 

and to render care and services as a reasonably prudent and similarly situated 

correctional instit1..1tion would render, but the UNITED STATES breached its duty 

of care to MR. LAMER by failing to meet and abide by the standards set forth 

herein and this failure amounts to ordinary negligence. Specifically, many of the 

acts and omissions set forth herein involve basic non-medical, rather than 

professional, issues such as: 

a) Transporting MR. LA.i"1ER to his scheduled surgeries; 

b) Scheduling follow-up appointments; 

c) Listening to and following-up on the complaints of MR. 
LAMER when he tried to tell officials that his treatment 
had fallen through the cracks: 

d) Supervising injured inmates; 

e) Allowing non-medical personnel to decide whether 
necessary medical care and treatment was indicated; 

t) Failure to perform its duties under 18 U.S. C. § 4042 to 
provided protection, safekeeping, care, and subsistence of 
all persons charged with or convicted of offenses against 
the United States; 

g) Other non-medical acts as set forth in the testimony and 
depositions taken in this matter. 

19. A reasonably prudent correctional institution operating under the 

same or similar conditions, as well as one following the standards of care as set 

forth in AMI 1504 and other applicable laws, would not have failed to provide the 

ordinary care listed above and would have foreseen that the failure to provide this 

care would result in devastating injuries to MR. LAMER. Each of the foregoing 
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acts of negligence on the part of the UNITED STATES was a proximate cause of 

MR. LAMER'S injuries that were foreseeable to the UNITED STATES and it is 

liable for all damages caused by such acts as provided by 28 U.S.C. § 2674 of the 

Federal Tort Claims Act and other applicable laws. 

IV. 

DAMAGES 

20. As a proximate result of the above conduct, MR. LAMER is entitled to 

damages that will reasonably and fairly compensate him for medical expenses and 

the nature, extent, duration, and permanency of his pain, suffering, mental 

anguish, grief, loss of earning capacity, disfigurement, visible results of injury, 

disability, trauma, loss of enjoyment of life, loss of quality of life and personal 

dignity, humiliation, fright, emotional distress, and other injuries as described 

herein, in an amount exceeding the minimum amount required for federal court 

jurisdiction in diversity of citizenship cases (the amount of the claim on the SF-95 

Claim Form was $1,000,000 and any award should be for at least this amount). 

V. 

PRAYER FOR RELIEF 

THEREFORE, plaintiff, ROBERT H. LAMER, JR., respectfully requests 

the following relief: 
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(A) A judgment against defendant, UNITED STATES OF AMERIC~ for 

all general and special compensatory damages caused by the conduct of its agents 

and employees in an amount exceeding the minimum amount required for federal 

court jurisdiction in diversity of citizenship cases and as proven at trial (the amount 

of the claim on the SF4 95 Claim Form was $1,000,000 and any award should be for 

at least this amount); 

(B) All costs and attorney fees expended herein; 

(C) All other relief to which he is entitled or that the Court deems just and 

proper. 

Respectfully submitted, 

'fv\.~h-~ 
M. Darren O'Quinn, AR Bar #87 4 125 
LAW OFFICES OF DARREN O'QUINN PLLC 
Plaza West Building 
415 N. McKinley, Suite 1000 
Little Rock, AR 72205 
(501) 975M2442 telephone 
(501) 975M2443 facsimile 
Darren@DarrenOQuinn.com email 

Attorney for Plaintiffs 
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JANES e. KEEVER. 11.D. 
2801 RICHMOND ROAD t 57 
TEXARKANA. TEXAS 75603 

903 793 5316 903 642-ooH(fax) 
kukel,~•r.cc 
September 30, 2011 

M. Darren O'Quinn, AR. Bar No. 87-125 
LAW OFFICES OF DARREN O'QUlfN PLLC 
Plaza West Building 
411 N. McKinley, Suite 1000 
Little Rock, AR 72205 

Re: Robert Lamar 

Dear Mr. O'Quinn, 

You have asked me to review the medical records of Robert Lamar and 
offer my opinions as to his treatment by the Federal Bureau of Prisons regardlng 
his fractured right ankle. I have reviewed the medical records from the Bureau of 
Prisons, the offices of Delta Orthopedics, and the offices of Orthonow. The latter 
two offices are those of orthopedic surgeons, Dr. Malecki and Dr. Sokoloff, 
respectively, in Memphis, Tenn. I have also seen x-rays taken by the Bureau of 
Prison on 8/23/1 O, and by Orthonow on 10/1/10 and 11119/10. 

My review of the records shows the following: 

• 8/'21/10 Prison Injury assessrmnt. provider Barker, Amy RN. Cause of 
qury: playing softball and siding into first base. Symptoms (as reported 
by inmate) right ankle pain and sweling. Contacted Dr. Pelkar and treated 
by splnting and crutches, ice and bolh Tylenol with codeine and Ibuprofen 
given, X•r&y scheduled for two days hench (8123/2010). 

• 8'23110 prison clinic visit shown as chronic care encounter performed at 
Heafth Services, shoWing Provider as Pelkar, Nader M.D., stating Inmate 
with traumatic injury while playing soft bal to right distal lower extremity 
with Tib/Fib fracture, refer to Ortho for surgical stabilization 

• 8127/10 VISIT TO DR. MALECKI In Memphis, plan for ORIF of displaced 
bimalleolar fracb.Jre of lhe right ankle on 8130/2010 

• 8/27/10 prison clinic visit after ortho appointment with a recommendation 
for surgery on 8/30/1 o 

• 8127 /10 Surgery Scheduling form stating that surgery to be 8/30/1 o, 
signed by Dr. Pelkar 

• 8/27/10 administrative note saying tt1at •1nmata seen per ortho today for 
tight ankle fx. Ortho recommends ORIF (open reduction and internal 

I EXMIIIT 
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fixation). Discussed with MD. Will generate consult per his V.O. Will 
inform town trip coordinator 

• 8/31/10-lnterpretation of x-rays from 8/23/10 showing bimalleolar fracture 
• 9/3/10-Note in Dr. Malecki's chart of a call from "Mitchell" (1-800-862-

1495 (Ext 1131) to re-schedule surgery. Or. Maleckl's nurse told Michell 
that delaying the surgery for two weeks would probably make the result 
poor, but the surgery was rescheduled for9/7/10. 

• 9/7/10-Note that Dr. Maecld's office tried to call Mitchell on two 
occasions 

• 9/8/10-Mitchell return~ call to dr. Malecki's office stating prison was 
unable to transport patient to hospital due to security reasons. Dr. Malecki 
then stated that he would no longer treat this patient because the prison 
has delayed treatment. 

• 10/01/10 Seen by Dr. Sokoloff, placed in short leg cast. 
• 10/01/10 prison clinic visit, returned after ortho appointment and told by 

MO to return in three weeks for cast removal 
• 10/03/2010 prison clinic visit after ortho apt on 10/1/10. Notes that will 

continue with non operative treabnent since 6 weeks out from time of 
injury. Notes follow up appoinbnent with ortho in three weeks with x-ray 
out of cast 

• 11/16/2010 prison clinic visit complaining of right knee and ankle pain 
• 11/19/10 Seen by Dr. Sokoloff and placed in ankle brace 
• 11/19/2010 clinic visit, back from ortho apt and given ankle brace. 

The x-rays taken on 8/23/10 show a bimalleolar fracture of the right ankle 
with mild displacement. The films taken at Orthonow on 1 0/1/10 and 11 /19/1 O 
show a healing bimalleolar fracture with mild displacement and mild widening of 
the ankle joint. 

There is no question that the standard of care anywhere In the United 
States, and, in fact, in any place except a third world country, for a displaced 
intra-articular fracture, particular of a weight bearing joint, is a surgical procedure 
to obtain anatomic reduction and rigid internal ftXation. There simply is no other 
acceptable method of treatment in this century. This was recognized by the 
prison doctor, Dr. Pelkar, in his 8/23/10 office note. This was recognized by Dr. 
Malecki, who scheduled the patient for the surgery on 8/30/10. Unfortunately, 
evidently because of administrative reasons, the surgery was delayed. Dr. 
Malecki attempted to reschedule the surgery for 9n /10, a time which was far 
enough out from the original Injury that the quality of the result would probably 
have been somewhat compromised, but at a time when surgery was still the best 
option. Unfortunately, once again there seems to have been some type of 
administrative difficulty that prevented the surgery from going forward. At that 
point, Or. Malecki very understandably withdrew from the case. Had Dr. Malecki 
gone ahead with surgery that now would have been delayed some three weeks 
post injury, the chances of complications would have made non-operative 
treatment a much safer option. 



This patient is going to develop post traumatic arthritis of the ankle joint 
unnecessarily. Let me say again, unnecessarily. The chances of a very 
satisfactory result had this ankle been treated surgically within the first ten days 
of injury would approach 95-100% At three weeks those chances would go down 
precipitously, even with surgery, and in tight of the fact that this fracture was 
allowed to heal, if it has healed, in a displaced manner makes post-traumatic 
arthritis of this ankle not only foreseeable, but certain. 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

0~~ 
James E. Keever,M.O. 
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United States District Court 
Eastern District of Arb1nsas 

Helena Division 

ROBERT H LAMER, JR PLAINTIFF 

Vs. 2:12-cv-00171 KGB/JTK 

UNITED ST ATES OF AMERICA DEFENDANT 

MINUTES 
of Settlement Conference 

held before U.S. Magistrate Judge Jerry W. Cavaneau 
Wednesday, September 11, 2013. 9:00 am, Little Rock, AR 

Settlement Conference held. parlies reached a settlement. Agreement read into the record. 

FOR PLAINTIFF 

M. Darren O"Quinn present \vith plaintiftt via telephone f/ FCI Big Spring(Texas) and Dr. Jim 
Keever 

FOR DEFENDANT: 

Lindsey Mitcham Lorence and Jamie Dempsey. L1 .S. Attorney·s Otlice and J.D. Crook. counsel, 
Bureau of Prisons. 

Court Time: 7.20 hrs 
CRD/ECRO: S. Bostic 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
EASTERN DISTRICT OF ARKANSAS 

HELENA DIVISION 

ROBERT H. LAMER, JR. PLAINTIFF 

v. Case No. 2:12-cv-171 KGB/JTK 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA DEFENDANT 

ORDER 

ln accordance with the Court"s Order entered in this case on September 16, 2013 (Dkt. 

No. 11 ), no objections being filed thereto. it is ordered that plaintiffs pending claims are 

dismissed with prejudice. 

SO ORDERED this 11th day of October, 2013 . 

. ·,.~ 
~aker 
United States District Judge 
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JD Crook- Judgment Fund Payment Notification 

From: Judgment Fund <1udgment.Fund@fms.treas.gov> 
To: "jd.crook@usdoj.gov" <B0P25816@bop.gov> 
Date: 3/29/2014 8: 12 AM 
Subject: Judgment Fund Payment Notification 

The following payment was made by the Judgment Fund Staff. If the payment has not been received 
within 7 days from the payment sent date, please contact the Judgment Fund at 202-874-6664. 

Control #: 201400331 

Payment ID #: 029312014 

Responsible Agency File #: 2: l 2CVOO 171 

Submitting Agency File #: 2: l 2CV00 171 

Docket#: 2: 12CVOOJ 7 l 

Total Payment Amount: $155,000.00 

Date Payment Sent: 03/25/2014 

Alias: CAR 

file ://C: \Documents and Settings \BOP25 816 \Local Settings\ Temp\XPgrpwise \5 3 36806 7 0... 3/3 l /2014 
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Bro~saJ &[Hart 
.. . . .~ ) .' ,, 

STEVEN BROUSSARD 

RACHEL@BIWUSSARD-HAR'.f .OOM 

RANDML E. HAicr* 
RANDAU@BIWUSSARD-HART .COM 

AAILoN BROUSSARD 

AARON@BltOUSMRD-HAJIT .COM 

*LICENSED IN Tx AND IA 

Via Certified Mail 

U.S. Attorney 
Western District of Louisiana 
Attention: Civil Process Clerk 
800 Lafayette St, Suite 2200 
Lafayette, LA 70501-6832 

Re: Brandi Baker, et al 

/ , ·,Ln"a,. 1 \. • : I , • I 

A~~,::{,~ 
JS 

December 20, 2012 

Vs. No. 2:12-CV-02337 
United States of America 

United States District Court 
Western District of Louisiana 

Dear Sir/Madam: 

1301 CoMMON STREET 

LAKE Ciwu.Fs, L\ 70601 

TELEPHONE (337) 439-2450 
FAC'lIMILE (337) 439-3450 

WWW.BROUSMRD-HAJIT.COM 

)> 

Enclosed please find a copy of the Complaint and the First Supplemental and Amending 
Complaint filed in the above referenced matter against the United States of America, along with 
a Summons in a Civil Action. 

AB/Ipr 
Enclosures 

AARON BROUSSARD 

........ - .. 

.•.. ,, •• 



AO 440 (Rev. 02/09) Summons in a Civil Action 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
WESTERN DISTRICT OF LOUISIANA 

LAKE CHARLES DIVISION 

BRANDI BAKER, ET AL 
Plaintiff 

V. 

USA 
Defendant 

) 
) 
) Civil Action No. 2:12-CV-02337-JTI-KK 
) Judge James T Trimble, Jr 
) 
) 

SUMMONS IN A CIVIL ACTION 

To: 
U.S. ATTORNEY 
WESTERN DISTRICT OF LOUISIANA 
800 LAFAYETTE ST., STE: 2200 
LAFAYETTE, LA 70501-6832 

A lawsuit has been filed against you. 

c-:, 
r·· .. 1 
c-1 
1·,) 
C, 

}> 

Within the time required by law*, normally 60 days after service of this summons on you (not counting tl~ay 
you received it), you must serve on the plaintiff an answer to the attached complaint or a motion under Rip.~ 12 of 
the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. The answer or motion must be served on the plaintiffs attorney, whose name 
and address arc: 

Aaron James Broussard 
Broussard &Hart 
1301 Common St 
Lake Charles, LA 70601 

If you fail to do so, judgment by default will be entered against you for the relief demanded in the complaint. You 
also must file your answer or motion with the court. 

TONY R. MOORE 

CLERK OF COURT 

Isl - Tony R. Moore 

ISSUED ON 2012-09-19 13:33:54, Clerk USDC WDLA 

* (60 days if the defendant is the United States or a United Statm· agency, or is an officer or employee of the United States.) Rule 
12(a}(3). 
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2:12-CV-02337-JTT-KK 

PROOF OF SERVICE 
(This section should not be med with the court unless required by Fed. R. Civ. P. 4 (l)) 

This smnmons for U.S. ATTORNEY 
WESTERN DISTRICT OF LOUISIANA 
800 LAFAYETTE ST., STE: 2200 
LAFAYETTE, LA 70501-6832 was received by me on (date) ____________ _ 

• I personally served the summons on U.S. ATTORNEY 
WESTERN DISTRICT OF LOUISIANA 
800 LAFAYETTE ST., STE: 2200 
LAFAYETTE, LA 70501-6832 at (place) _ __,,-,---,--------
________________ on (date) __________ ; or 

• I left the summons at the individual's residence or usual place of abode with (name) .--------,----,
-----------~, a person of suitable age and discretion who resides there, on (date) 

, and mailed a copy to the individual's last known address; or --------

• I served the slllll.lilons on (name of individual) __________ , who is designated by law to 
accept service of process on behalf of (name of organization) ----------__________________ on (date) __________ ; or 

• I returned the summons uncxecuted because ---------__________________ ;or 

• Other (specify): 

My fees are $ _____ for travel and $ ____ for services, for a total of$ _____ _ 

I declare under penalty of perjury that this information is true. 

Date: ---------
Server's signature 

Printed name and title 

Server's address 

Additional information regarding attemped service, etc: 



UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
WESTERN DISTRICT OF LOUISIANA 

NOTICE TO PARTIES/COUNSEL 

• In accordance with FRCP 10 and LR I 0.1, all pleadings must include the name of the Judge and the 
Magistrate Judge (when one is assigned). 

• A request for a jury demand must be indicated in the caption and included in the pleading. See LR 38.1. 
Indication of a jury demand on the civil cover sheet is not a valid request for a jury trial. 

• Under LR 83.2.5 pleadings will only be filed when signed by an attorney admitted to practice before this 
Court or a prose litigant. Each attorney shall place his attorney identification number under his signature 
on any pleading. The attorney identification number is the same as the number assigned by the Louisiana 
Supreme Court or for visiting attorneys appearing pro hac vice, the number assigned by this office. When 
more than one attorney appears for a single party, one attorney shall be designated TA or "trial attorney." 

• Your attention is directed to LR 41.3 which governs dismissal of actions for failure to prosecute. 

• If deadlines cannot be met, extensions may be sought under FRCP 6(b ). Voluntary extensions of time 
between counsel arc not recognized by the Court. Any extensions must be granted or approved by the 
Court. 

• Your attention is also directed to LR 16.3.1 which requires the parties to consider the use of Alternative 
Dispute Resolution no later than 200 days after the initial filing in this court. 

• Counsel and parties are reminded of their obligation to notify the court of any proceedings directly related 
to or "involving subject matter that comprises all or a material part of the subject matter or operative facts 
of another action" as provided by LR 3.1. 

TONY R. MOORE 
Clerk of Court 

NOTE: This court has an internet web site at www,lawd,uscoyrts,2;oy where you can obtain our Guide To Practice 
and our local rules, including those referenced above. You can also download forms and maps to our courthouses 
and, electronically file your pleading. PACER users my also view the docket sheet and ima2;ed pleadin2;s on-line. 

LAWIOl (Rev. 6/12) 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COl,JRT 
WESTERN DISTRICT OF LOUISIANA 

BRANDI BAKER, RANDI BAKER 
HALLIE BAKER AND KENNY BAKER 

VERSUS 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

CIVIL CASE NO. 

COMPLAINT 

****************************************************************************** 

_COMPLAINT 

Plaintiffs, Brandi Baker, Randi Baker, Hallie Baker, and Kenny Baker, hereby complain 

of the United States of America ("Defendant''), and would respectfully show the Court the 

following: 

I. 

PARTIES, JURISDICTION, SERVCE OF PROCESS AND VENUE 

1.1 This case arises out of an inmate's death while detained in a federal prison. 

1.2 Plaintiffs Brandi Baker, Randi Baker, Hallie Baker, and Kenny Baker are the 

children of decedent Kenneth Ray Baker, who at the time of death resided in the Federal 

Detention Center - Oakdale, within the jurisdiction of this court. 

1.3 The Defendantis the United States of America. 

1 :4 --- · --- This Federal District Court has jurisdiction of this cause, because this action is 
• • •.~,-----•••• :,• T•~•-•-•-••••-•-•• •••--•-• •• • •• • N••••-•••-•-••• 

brought pursuant to and in compliance with 28 U.S.C. §1346(b), 2671-2680 et seq., commonly 

known as the "Federal Tort Claims Acf', and 39 U.S.C. §409(c) which vests exclusive subject 

matter jurisdiction pfFede:ra:l Tort Claims litigation in the Federal District.Court. 

1.5 The United -States of America may be served with process in accordance with 

Role 4(1) of the Federal Rules of Ci vii procedure by serving a copy of the Summons and of the 

Complaint on the United States Attorney Stephanie A. Finley, United States Attorney for the 

1 
--~----~------------------·----------· --~---------------
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Western District of Louisiana, 300 Fannin Street, Suite, 3201, Shreveport, Louisiana 71101, to 

the attention of the Civil Process Clerk, and by serving a copy of the Summons and Plaintiffs 

Original Complaint on Eric Holder, Attorney General of the United States by certified mail, 

return receipt requested, at the Attorney general's Office, 101h and Constitution Avenue, N.W., 

Washington, DC 20530, to the attention of the Civil Process Clerk. 

1.6 Venue is proper in this district pursuant to 28 U.S,C § 1J91(e), and 28 U.S.C. 

§14O2(b), as the United States is a Defendant and the decedent was domiciled in this district at 

the time of death. Further, venue is proper in this district pursuant to 28 U;S.C. §139l(e), and 

§14O2(b) as the United States is a Defendant and a substantial part of the events or omission 

giving rise to this claim occurred in this district. 

n. 

LIABILITY OF THE UNITED ST ATES OF AMERICA 

2.1 This case is commenced and prosecuted against the United States of America 

pursuant to and in compliance with Title 28 U.S.C. §§2671-2680, commonly referred to as the 

''Federal Tort Claims Act" Liability of the United States is predicate especially on Title 28 

U.S.C §§l346(b)(l) and 2674 because the wrongful death and resulting damages of which 

complain is made, were proximately caused by the negligence, wrongful acts, and/or omissions 

··.··.• .. -•·-··· -- ,of-cemployees-ofathe-Ynited States·ofAmerica;-while-actingwithinthescope of their employment----

as medical staff for the Fedetal Bureau of Prisons, under the United States Department of Justice. 

Under these circumstances, the United States of America, if a private person, would be liable to 

the Plaintiff in the same. manner and to the same extertt as a private individual. 

2 
---------------- ____ , ___________ ,, __ , ___ _ 
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III. 

JURISDICTIONAL PREREQUISITES 

3.1 Plaintiffs plead pursuant to Title 28 U.S,C. §§ 2672 and 2675(a), that the claims 

set forth herein were filed with and presented administratively to the Defendant's agency the 

Federal Bureau of Prisons on May 18, 2011. Greater than six (6)months has passed since these 

claims have been presented, and the Federal Bureau of Prisons has failed to resolve the 

claims. Accordingly, aU claims are deemed denied and Plaintiffshave complied with all 

jurisdictional prerequisites and conditions precedent to commencement andprosecution of this 

litigation. 

IV. 

THE FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS IS AN AGENCY 
OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

4, l The Federal Bureau of Prisons is an agency of the United States of America. The 

Federal Bureau of Prisons is an agent of the United States Department of Justice, The United 

States of America, Defendant.herein, through its agency, the Federal Bureau of Prisons, at all 

times material hereto, operated and controlled the Oakdale Federal Detention Center in Oakdale, 

------ -- ~Louisiana and 0st?ffed said facilities with its agents, servants; and/or employees. 

v. 

EMPLOYMENT AND COURSE AND SCOPE 

5.1 At all times material hereto, all persons involved in assessment and medical 

treatment in question were agents., servants, and/or employees of the United States of America, 

or some other agency thereof, and were at all.times material hereto, acting within the course and 

scope of such employment. 

3 

------------ --- ---------- .. ------- .. -- --- ----------- ----------------
___ ., _________ y 
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VI. 

FACTS 

6.1 This is a Federal Tort Claims Action for monetary damages sustained by the 

Plaintiffs resulting from the wrongful death of Kenneth Ray Baker as a result of the negligent 

care of employees of the Federal Bureau of Prisons (FBP). 

6.2 This claim concerns FBP employees' failure to properly assess and medically treat 

K~nnetb Ray Bak.er, resulting in his death. In December of 2007, Kenneth Ray Baker was 

transferred to the Oakdale Federal Detention Center, located in Oakdale, Louisiana. In April of 

2008, Kenneth Ray Baker started having chest pains. In September of 2008, Kenneth Ray Baker 

had a triple bypass and an O-ring placed on a heart valve. On June 4, 2009, Kenneth Ray Baker 

was seen by Salvador Villalon, M.D. for follow-up on recent laboratory tests. A decrease in the 

hemoglobin to 9; 1 was noted and a diagnosis of unspecified anemia was added. 

6.3 On June 15, 2009, Kenneth Ray Bak.er was seen by R. Shalibi, MLP during a 

sick-call visit for a right ax.ilia abscess. On or about June 18, 2009, Kenneth Ray Baker's 

conditioned worsened. He complained daily to, and asked for help from, the medical 

department, physician's assistant, and prison staff. He complained specifically to Kevin 

Coldman, Mark Edinfield, au:d Amanda Dunsky. Kenneth Ray Baker was dizzy, was too weak 

-to --·walk,--req_uired--a--wheelchair ,- and--eventually-could -not get--out of bed. The-food service- ----· -- - -

manager sent Kenneth Ray Baker•s meals, snacks, and bottled water to his bed and eventually 

had to fe_ed hfrri. 

6.4 On June 221 2009, Ke1U1elh Ray Baker complained to Tammy Rodriguez, R.N. of 

dizziness,.w~akness, and shortness ofl>reath when sitting or standing for the last three (3) days. 

On June 23, 2009, Kenneth Ray Baker was seen by Shalibi during a sick~call visit, at which time 

4 

-~~~-~---····· 
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he complained of dizziness. On June 26, 2009, Kenneth Ray Baker was seen for a routine 

Chronic Care Clinic visit by Isaac Freeborn, M.D. At thattime, Kenneth Ray Baker complained 

of dizziness for one (1) week. His May 14, 2009, laboratory results were reviewed during his 

visit. A diagnosis of unspecified anemia was added after vital signs revealed a decrease from his 

normal blood pressure. 

6.5 On July 2; 2009, at approximately 13:40, Kenneth Ray Baker was examined by 

Villalon after complaining to the Assistant Health Service Administrator of feeling dizzy and 

short of breath for the last two (2) weeks. During the assessment, Kenneth Ray Baker stated he 

had been experiencing sharp left chest pain with radiation to his left shoulder and left arm for the 

past two (2) weeks. Kenneth Ray Baker was referred to the local community hospital for further 

evaluation and lllafl!lgement. Kenneth Ray Baker was transferred via ambulance to Oakdale 

Community Hospital. 

6.6 Kenneth Ray Baker ruTived at Oakdale Community Hospital emergency room at 

approximately 15:20. He became hypotensive and was given IV fluids. At 16:10, Kenneth Ray 

Baker became lethargic and his blood pressure dropped to 46/28. He was given two (2) pints of 

blood in less than one (1) hour. Ventricular fibrillation was noted at 16:50 and chest 

compressions began. He had no pulse at 17 :00. Emergency medications were administered and 

-------- chest-compressions-c-ontinued, Resuscitation attempts ended and Kenneth -Ray Baker Was 

pronounced dead at 17:22. 

6~7 The rnedical staff of the Oakdale Federal Detention Center knew of Kenneth Ray 

Baker's heart condition and surgery and ignored obvious signs of impending heart attack and 

requests for treatment for two weeks prior to his death. The staff should have made a proper 

assessment and given Kenileth Ray Baker the opportunity to receive the treatment necessary to 

s 
------ ~------~---- ··--··---·-·····--··--.-_ .. ~.,.~, ----------------
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save his life. 

6.8 Baker's records document he was experiencing all the symptoms of critical 

anemia: 

• Paleness 
• Pallor 
• Shortness of breath 
• Fatigue 
• Dizziness 
• Chest Pain 

6.9 Baker's records document he was experiencing all the classic symptoms of 

angina: 

• Chest pain on exertion and dissipation of pain with rest 
• Fatigue/Weakness 
• SOB 
• Dizziness 

6.10 According to available medical records, Baker's symptoms began on June 20, 

2009, reporting these symptoms to Tammy Rodriguez on June 22, 2009. 
. . . 

6~ 11 Baker's demise, although he had stenosis of his coronary grafts, was directly 

related to his extreme electrolyte imbalance - Hypokalemia - resulting in a fatal arrhythmia, 

perhaps chemically induced by a combination of Lasix and Amoxicillin. His extreme anemia 

was a causal factor in the reduction in the available oxygen to-the heart muscle, via the coronary 

---·. -------- --arteries-. -~ --- --- --- -- -- -------------

VII. 

CAUSE OF ACTION AGAINST THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

7.1 Defendant, the United States of America, was negligent in one or more of the 

following respects: 

6 

--~~-----·-·-------------- .... -----·--·-···-•·· ---
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1. Failing to monitor Kenneth Ray Baker's condition specifically as it relates to the 

signs and symptoms of a heart attack. 

2. Failing to provide timely and proper treatment for Kenneth Ray Baker's 

condition; 

3. Negligent administration of medication; 

4. Failing to recognize impending heart attack; 

5. Failing to train and supervise employees; 

6. Negligent screening and hiring off employees; and 

7. Any other acts of negligence Which may be proven at the trial of this case. 

7.2 At all times mentioned herein, the employees, agents, and/or representatives of 

the United States Government were negligent and causative of the injuries and damages 

sustained by Plaintiffs. 

VIII. 

DAMAGES 

8.1 As a proximate result of the defendant's negligent acts or omissions, Plaintiffs 

Brandi Baker, Randi Baker, Hallie Bak.er, arid Kenny Baker, suffered the wrongful death of their 

·-,-,----fatber--Kenneth--Ray--Baket-; which would --not otherwise have--oocurred,---· Brandi -Baker,--Randi-. --------

Baker, Hallie Baker, and Kenny Baker hereby plead for all damages available under Lpuisiana 

state law, federal law, and equity including but not limited to, loss of support; consortium, 

service and society of their father, Kenneth Ray Baker. As children of the deceased, 

PETlTJONEW, ~-~I<. wrongful death and survival damages pursuant to Louisiana Civil Code 

article 2315 .1 and 2315 .2. 

7 
-------~--------,----·------···~---···"---
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IX. 

PRAYER 

Plaintiffs request that Defendant be cited in terms of law to appear and answer herein; 

that Plaintiffs have judgment against Defendant, for the amonnt of actual damages, and all other 

damages under applicable federal and state law to which they are entitled; for post judgment 

interest at the applicable legal rate; for all recoverable Court costs incurred in this litigation; and 

for such other and further relief, to which Plaintiffs may show themselves entitled. 

8 

--------------~-----·-····--···--·····-----··-···-·---··········---------- ----
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A ON BROUSSARD 
BROUSSARD & flf\RT, L.L.C. 
1301 COMMON STREET 
LAKE CHARLES, LA 70601 
PHONE: 337/439-2450 I FAX: 439-3450 
EMAIL: aaron@broussard-hart.com 
Attorneyfor Plaintiffs 

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I hereby certify that on the 7 day of September, 2012, I electronically filed the 

forgoing with the Clerk of Court by using the CM/ECF system which will send a notice of 

electronic filing to all counsel of record. 

, ____ .. ____ ., ...... --..... -..-------·--- .. ---- •••-••••••-•--••M••-••--------
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
WESTERN DISTRICT OF LOUISIANA 

BRANDIBAKER,RANDIBAKER 
HALLIE BAKER AND KENNY BAKER 

VERSUS 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

CIVIL CASE NO. 

COMPLAINT 

****************************************************************************** 

FIRST SUPPLEMENTAL & AMENDING COMPLAINT 

Plaintiffs, Brandi Baker, Randi Baker, Hallie Baker, and Kenny Baker, hereby complain 

of the United States of America C'Defendant''), and would respectfully show the Court the 

following: 

I. 

PARTIES, JURISDICTION, SERVCE OF PROCESS AND VENUE 

1.1 This case arises out of an inmate's death while detained in a federal prison. 

1.2 Plaintiffs Brandi Baker, Randi Baker, Hallie Baker, and Kenny Baker are the 

children of decedent Kenneth Ray Baker, who at' the time of death resided in the Federal 

Detention Center - Oakdale, within the jurisdiction ofthis court. 

1.3 The Defendant i-s the United States of America. 

1.4 This Federal District Cow.t has jurisdiction of this cause, because this action is 

brought pursuant to and iii compliance with 28 U.S.C. §l346(b), 2671-2680 et seq., commonly 

known as the "Federal Tort Claims Act", and 39 U.S.C. §409(c) which vests exclusive subject 

matter jurisdiction of Federal Tort Claims litigation in the Federal District Court. 

1.5 The United States of America may be served with process in accordance with 

Rule 4(1) of the Federal Rules of Civil procedure by serving a copy of the Swnmons and of the . . 

Complaint on the United States Attorney Stephanie A. Finley, United States Attorney for the 

1 
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Western District of LouisianaJ 300 Fannin Street, Suite 3201, Shreveport, Louisiana 71101, to 

the attention of the Civil Process Clerk" and by serving a copy of the Summons and Plaintiff's 

Original Complaint on Eric Holder, Attorney General of the United States by certified mail, 

return receipt requested, at the Attorney general's Office, 101
h and Constitution Avenue, N.W., 

Washington, DC 20530, to the attention of the Civil Process Clerk. 

1.6 Venue is proper in this district pursuant to 28 U.S.C § 139l(e), and 28 U.S.C, 

§ I 402(b ), as the United States is a Defendant and the decedent was domiciled in this district at 

the time of death. Further, venue is proper in this district pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § l39l(e), and 

§1402(b) as the United States is a Defendant and a substantial part of the events or omission 

giving rise to this claim occurred in this district. 

II. 

LIABILITY OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMEIUCA 

2.1 This case is connnenced and prosecuted against the United States of America 

pursuant to and in compliance with Title 28 U.S.C. §§2671-2680, commonly referred to as the 

''Federal Tort Claiins Act.0 Liability of the United States is predicate especially on Title 28 

U.S.C §§I346(b)(I) and 2674 because the wrongful death and resulting damages of which 

complain is made, were proximately caused by the negligence, wrongful acts, and/or omissions 

of employees of the United States of America, while acting within the scope of their employment 

as medical staff for the Federal Bureau of Prisons, under the United States Department of Justice. 

Under these circumstances, the United States of America, ifa private person, would be liable to 

the Plaintiff in the same manner and to the same extent as a private individual. 

2 
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III. 

JURISDICTIONAL PREREQUISITES 

3.1 Plaintiffs plead pursuant to Title 28 U.S.C. §§ 2672 and 2675(a), that the claims 

set forth herein were filed with and presented adrilinistratively to the Defendant's agency the 

Federal Bureau of Prisons on May 18, 2011. Greater than six (6) months has passed since these 

claims have been presented, and the Federal Bureau of Prisons has failed to resolve the 

claims. Accordingly, all claims are deemed d~ed and Plaintiffs have complied with all 

jurisdictional prerequisites and conditions precedent to commencement and prosecution of this 

litigation. 

3.2 This matter was submitted to the Louisiana Patient's Compensation Fund board 

on May 12, 2011. Plaintiffs were informed by certified mail on June 15, 2012 that none of the 

defendants were qualified and did not have coverage in the Patient's Compensation Fund under 

the provisions of Louisiana Revised Statues 40: 1299.41 et seq, 

IV. 

THE FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS lS AN AGENCY 
. OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

4.1 The Federal Bureau of Prisons is an agency of the United States of America. The 

Federal Bureau of Prisons is an agent of the United States Department of Justice, The United 

States of America, Defendant herein, through its agency, the Federal Bureau of Prisons, at all 

times material hereto, operated and controlled the Oakdale Federal Detention Center in Oakdale, 

Louisiana and staffed said facilities with its agents, servants, and/or employees. 

3 
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V. 

EMPLOYMENT AND COURSE AND SCOPE 

5.1 At all times material hereto, all persons fovolved in assessment and medical 

treatment in question were agents, servants, and/or employees of the United States of America, 

or some other agency thereof, and were at all times material hereto, acting within the course and 

scope of such employment. 

vt. 

FACTS 

6. l This is a Federal Tort Claims Action for monetary damages sustained by the 

Plaintiffs resulting from the wrongful death of Kenneth Ray Baker as a result of the negligent 

care of employees of the Federal Buteau of Prisons (FBP). 

6.2 This claim concerns EBP employees' failure to properly assess and medically treat 

Kenneth Ray Bak.er; resulting in his death. In December of 2007, Kenneth Ray Baker was 

transferred to tlte O~dale Federal Detention-Center; located in Oakdale; Louisiana. In April of 

2008, Kenneth Ray Baker started having chest pains. In September of 2008, Kenneth Ray Baker 

had a triple bypass and an O-ring placed on a heart valve. On June 4, 2009, Kenneth Ray Baker 

was seen by Salvador Villalon, M.D. for follow-up on recent laboratory tests. A decrease in the 

hemoglobin to 9; 1 was noted and a diagnosis of unspecified anemia was added. 

6.3 On June 15:, 2009, Ken11eth Ray Baker was seen by R. Shalibi, MLP during a 

sick-call visit for a right axilla abscess. On or about hme 18, 2009, Kenneth Ray Baker's 

conditioned worsened. He complained daily to, and asked for help from, the medical 

department, physician's assistant, and prison staff. He complained specifically to Kevin 

Coldman, Mark Edin-field, and Amanda Dunsky. Kenneth Ray Baker was dizzy, was too weak 

4 
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to walk, required a wheelchair, and eventually could not get out of bed. The food service 

manager sent Kenneth Ray Baker's meals, snacks, and bottled water to his bed and eventually 

had to feed him. 

6.4 On June 22, 2009, Kenneth Ray Baker complained to Tammy Rodriguez, RN. of 

dizziness, weakness,. and shortness of breath when sitting or standing for the last three (3) days. 

On June 23, 2009, Kenneth Ray Baker was seen by Shalibi during a sick-call visit, at which time 

he complained of dizziness. On Jrn1e 26, 2009, Kenneth Ray Baker was seei1 for a routine 

Chronic Care Clinic visit by Isaac Freeborn, M;D. At that time, Kenneth Ray Baker complained 

of dizziness for one ( l) week. His May 14, 2009, laboratory results were reviewed during his 

visit. A diagnosis of unspecified anemia was added after vital signs revealed a decrease from his 

nonnal blood pressure. 

6.5 On July 2, 2009, at approximately 13:40, Kenneth Ray Baker was examined by 

Villalon after complaining to the Assistant Health Service Administrator of feeling dizzy and 

short of breath for the last two (2) weeks. During the assessment, Kenneth Ray Baker stated he 

had been experiencing sharp left chest pain with radiation to his left shoulder and left arm for the 

past two (2) weeks. Kenneth Ray Baker was referred to the local community hospital for further 

evaluation and management. Kenneth Ray Baker was transferred via ambulance to Oakdale 

Community Hospital. 

6.6 Kenneth Ray Baker arrived at Oakdale Community Hospital emergency room at 

approximately 15:20. He became hypotensive and was given IV fluids. At 16:10, Kenneth Ray 

Baker became lethargic artd b1s blood pressure dropped to 46/28. He was given two (2) pints of 

blood in less than one {l) hout. Vertttlcular fibrillation was noted at 16:50 and chest 

compressions began. He had no pulse at 17:00. Emergency medications were administered and 

5 
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chest compressions continued. Resuscitation attempts ended and Kenneth Ray Baker was 

pronounced dead at 17:22. 

6.7 The medical staff of the Oakdale Federal Detention Center knew of Kenneth Ray 

Baker's heart condition and surgery and ignored obvious signs of impending heart attack and 

requests for treatment for two weeks prior to his death. The staff should have made a proper 

assessment and given Kenneth Ray Baker ·the opportunity to receive the treatment necessary to 

save his life. 

6.8 Baker's records document he was experiencing all the symptoms of critical 

anemia: 

• Paleness 
• Pallor 
• Shortness of breath 
• Fatigue 
• Dizziness 
• Chest Pain 

6.9 Baker's records documenthe was experiencing all the classic symptoms of 

angina: 

• Chest pain on exertion and dissipation of pain with rest 
• Fatigue/Weakness 
• SOB 
• Dizziness 

6.10 According to available medical records, Baker's symptoms began on June 20, 

2009, reporting these symptoms to Tammy Rodriguez on June 22, 2009. 

6.11 Baker's demise, although he had stenosis of his coronary grafts, was directly 

related to his extreme electrolyte imbalance - Hypokalemia - resulting in a fatal arrhythmia, 

perhaps chemically induced by a combination of Lasix and Amoxicillin. His extreme anemia 

6 
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was a causal factor in the reduction in the available oxygen to the h<!a.L1 muscle, via the coronary 

arteries. 

VII. 

CAUSE OF ACTION AGAINST THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

7.1 Defendant, the United States of America, was negligent in one ot more of the 

following respects: 

1. Failing to monitor Kenneth Ray Baker's condition specifically as it relates to the 

signs and symptoms of a heart attack. 

2. Failing to provide timely and proper treatment for Kenneth Ray Baker's 

condition; 

3. Negligent administration of medication; 

4. Failing to recognize impending heart attack; 

5. Failing to train and supervise employees; 

6. Negligent screening and hiring off employees; and 

7. Any other acts of negligence which may be proven at the trial of this case. 

7.2 At all times. mentioned herein, the employees., agents, and/or representatives of 

the United States Government were negligent and causative of the injuries and damages 

sustained by Plaintiffs. 

VIII. 

DAMAGES 

8; l As a proximate n:sult of the defendant's negligent acts or omissions, Plaintiffs 

Brandi Baker, Randi Baker, Hallie Baker, and Kenny Baker, suffered the wrongful death of their 

7 
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father Kenneth Ray Baker, which would not otherwise have occurred, Brandi Baker, Randi 
. . 

Baker, Hallie Baker, and Kenny Baker hereby plead for all damages available under Louisiana 

state law, federal law, and equity including but not limited to, loss of support, consortium, 

service and society of their father, Kenneth Ray Baker; As children of the deceased, 

PETITIONERS seek wrongful death and survival damages purSuant to Louisiana Civil Code 

article 2-315.1 and23 l 5.2. 

IX. 

PRAYER 

Plaintiffs request that Defendant be cited in terms of law to appear and answer herein; 

that Plaintiffs have judgment against Defendant, for the amount of actual damages, and all other 

damages under applicable federal and state law to which they are entitled; for post judgment 

interest at the applicable le~al rate; for all recoverable Court costs incurred in this litigation; and 

for such other and further relief, to which Plaintiffs may show themselves entitled. 

BROUSSARD 
BROUSSARD & HART, L.L.C. 
1301 COMMON STREET 
LAKE CHARLES, LA 70601 
PHONE: 337/439-2450 /FAX: 439-3450 
EMAIL: aaron@broussard-hart.com 
Attorney for Plaintiffs 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I hereby certify that on the I c, day of September, 2012, I electronically filed the forgoing 

with the Clerk of Court by using the CM/ECF system which will send a notice of electronic 

filing to all counsel of record. 

AARON BROUSSARD 

9 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

WESTERN DISTRICT OF LOUISIANA 

LAKE CHARLES DIVISION 

BRANDIBAKER,RANDIBAKER, 
HALLIE BAKER AND KENNY BAKER 

) CIVIL ACTION NO: 12-2337 
) 

VERSUS 
) .JUDGE TRIMBLE 
) 
) MAGISTRATE JUDGE KAY 

_U_N_I_T_E_D_S_T_A_T_E_S_O_F_A_M_E_Rl_C_A ___ ) 

JUDGMENT OF DISMISSAL 

Considering the Joint Motion to Dismiss filed by the parties in this case, 

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED that Plaintiffs' claims 

against Defendant, the United States of America, and this action in its entirety, are hereby 

DISMISSED with prejudice, with each party to bear their own costs. 

THUS DONE AND SIGNED this ;.!..t}4#t.day of_~·~_."v_}...-0_,_"'"'-_____ ., 2015, at 

r. u7 . j ,'. / 
-±--{-b'(JLvr'-=---., ,'-.' e_~_IN..._· ___ , Louisiana. 

HONOltABLE JAMES T. TRIMBLE, JR. 
UNITib STATES SENIOR DISTRICT JUDGE 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

WESTERN DISTRICT OF LOUISIANA 

LAKE CHARLES DIVISION 

BRANDIBAKER,RANDIBAKER, 
HALLIE BAKER, AND KENNY BAKER 

VERSUS 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

) CIVIL ACTION NO. 12-2337 
) 
) JUDGE TRIMBLE 
) 
) 

----~------------ ) MAGISTRATE JUDGE KAY 

STIPULATION FOR COMPROMISE SETTLEMENT AND RELEASE OF 
FEDERAL TORT CLAIMS ACT CLAIMS PURSUANT TO 28 U.S.C. § 2677 

It is hereby stipulated by and between the undersigned plaintiffs (meaning any person, 

other than the defendant and the attorneys, signing this agreement, whether or not a party to this 

civil action), and the United States of America, by and through their respective attorneys, as 

follows: 

1. The parties do hereby agree to settle and compromise each and every claim of any 

kind, whether known or unknown, arising directly or indirectly from the acts or omissions that 

gave rise to the above-captioned action under the terms and conditions set forth in this Settlement 

Agreement. 

2. The United States of America agrees to pay the sum of FORTY fflOUSAND AND 

NO/lO0THS ($40,000.00) DOLLARS, which sum shall be in full settlement and satisfaction of 

any and all claims, demands, rights, and causes of action of whatsoever kind and nature, arising 

from, and by reason of any and all known and unknown, foreseen and unforeseen bodily and 

personal injuries, damage to property and the consequences thereof, resulting, and to result, from 

the subject matter of this settlement, including any claims for wrongful death, for which plaintiffs 

or their guardians, heirs, executors, administrators, or assigns, and each of them, now have or 

may hereafter acquire against the United States of America, its agents, servants, and employees. 



,' 

3. Plaintiffs and their guardians, heirs, executors, administrators or assigns hereby agree 

to accept the sums set forth in this Stipulation of Compromise Settlement in full settlement, 

satisfaction, and release of any and all claims, demands, rights, and causes of action of 

whatsoever kind and nature, including claims for wrongful death, arising from, and by reason of 

any and all known and unknown, foreseen and unforeseen bodily and personal injuries, damage to 

property and the consequences thereof which they may have or hereafter acquire against the 

United States of America, its agents, servants and employees on account of the same subject 

matter that gave rise to the above -captioned action, including any future claim or lawsuit of any 

kind or type whatsoever, whether known or unknown, and whether for compensatory or 

exemplary damages. Plaintiffs and their guardians, heirs, executors, administrators or assigns 

further agree to reimburse, indemnify and hold harmless the United States of America, its agents, 

servants, and employees from and against any and all such causes of action, claims, liens, rights, 

or subrogated or contribution interests incident to or resulting from further litigation or the 

prosecution of claims by plaintiffs or their guardians, heirs, executors, administrators or assigns 

against any third party or against the United States, including claims for wrongful death. 

4. This stipulation for compromise settlement is not, is in no way intended to be, and 

should not be construed as, an admission of liability or fault on the part of the United States, its 

agents, servants, or employees, and it is specifically denied that they are liable to the plaintiffs. 

This settlement is entered into by all parties for the purpose of compromising disputed claims 

under the Federal Tort Claims Act and avoiding the expenses and risks of further litigation. 

5. It is also agreed, by and among the parties, that the respective parties will each bear 

their own costs, fees, and expenses and that any attorney's fees owed by the plaintiffs will be paid 

out of the settlement amount and not in addition thereto. 

6. It is also understood by and among the parties that pursuant to Title 28, United States 

Code, Section 2678, attorney's fees for services rendered in connection with this action shall not 

exceed 25 per centum of the amount of the compromise settlement. 

(2011 Edition) 
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7. The persons signing this Settlement Agreement warrant and represent that they 

possess full authority to bind the persons on whose behalf they are signing to the terms of the 

settlement. In the event any plaintiff is a minor or a legally incompetent adult, the plaintiffs must 

obtain Court approval of the settlement at their expense. Plaintiffs agree to obtain such approval 

in a timely manner: time being of the essence. Plaintiffs further agree that the United States may 

void this settlement at its option in the event such approval is not obtained in a timely manner. In 

the event plaintiffs fail to obtain such Court approval, the entire Stipulation For Compromise 

Settlement And Release and the compromise settlement are null and void. 

8. Payment of the settlement amount will be made by government wire transfer as per 

the following: 

A. 
B. 
C. 
D. 
E. 
F. 

Name of Bank: 
Street Address of Bank: 
City, State and Zip Code of Bank: 
Routing Number: 
Name of Account: 
Account Number: 

J P Morgan Chase Bank 
One Lakeside Plaza 
Lake Charles, LA 70601 

l(b )(6) I 
Broussard & Jart, L.L.C. Trust Account 

l(b)(6) 

Plaintiffs' attorney agrees to distribute the settlement proceeds among the plaintiffs, and to 

obtain a dismissal of the above -captioned action with prejudice, with each party bearing its own 

fees, costs, and expenses. 

9. The parties agree that this Stipulation for Compromise Settlement and Release, 

including all the terms and conditions of this compromise settlement and any additional 

agreements relating thereto, may be made public in their entirety, and the plaintiffs expressly 

consent to such release and disclosure pursuant to 5 U.S. C. § 5 52a(b ). 

IO. It is contemplated that this Stipulation may be executed in several counterparts, with 

a separate signature page for each party. All such counterparts and signature pages, together, 

shall be deemed to be one document. 

{2011 Edition) 
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Executed this~ 2 day of J.bve/J{>Cr 
' 

• 2014. 

BRANDI BAKER, PLAINTIFF 

(2011 Edition) 
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Executed this D day of J'\L)\}.Q. \~ C , 2014. 

RANDI BAKER, PLAINTIFF 

(2011 Edition) 
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Executed this OOay of tJa,Je_)(V\b-PJ::J2014. 

(2011 Edition) 
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Executed this ) L day of /'JOV(!rJ;U}ell.. , 2014. 

(2011 Edition) 
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Executed th£'J.lo day or'-J\~, 2014. 

BY: 

(2011 Edition) 

AA BROUSSARD (#30134) 
1301 Common St 
Lake Charles, LA 70601 
Telephone: (337) 439-2450 
Facsimile: (337) 439-3450 
Email: aaronbroussard@gmail.com 
Attorney for Plaintiffs, Brandi Baker, Randi Baker, 
Hallie Baker and Kenny Baker 
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Executed this 

BY: 

(2011 Edition) 

2014. 

STEPHANIE A. FINLEY 
United States Attorney 

CK (#23633) 
A ist t Unit States Attorney 

fayette Street, Suite 2200 
Lafayette, Louisiana 70501 
Telephone: (337) 262w6618 
Facsimile: (337) 262w6693 
Email: Jennifer .frederick@usdoj.gov 
Attorney for Defendant, United States of America 
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Tlze Perzn Lavv Firn1, P. C. 

ERIC T. PENN 

_,\TTORNE'\'S AT LA \V 

511-i [. Commen:e 
l' .0. Box 1309 

J c1cks()nvi Ile, Ttxas '5'766- I J09 

June 7. 201.1 

CERTIFIED MAIL 7008 0150 0002 6376 9206 
\,fr_ Jason A. Sickler 
U.S. Department of Justice - .Fcdcrnl Bureau of Prisons 
South Central Regional Office 
41 i 1 Cedar Springs Road, Suite 300 
Dallas, Texas 75219 

Re: Brandi Baker, Randi Baker, liallie Baker and Kenney Baker 
VS 

U nilcd States of Americn 
\Jo. 2: I 2-CV-023 3 7 

Dear :\-1r. Sickler: 

le lepll or 1e: ( C\(11 )5 gr;<~ 54-l 

Telecc.,pier· (003 )5g6.6S,;CJ 

Received 
JUN 1 0 2013 

Bureau of Prisons 
Legal Department, SCRO 

As you know, Aaron Broussard is withdrnwing from this case, and I nmv represent Brandi 
Baker, Randi Baker, and Hallie Baker. Mr. Ryan Fowler nowrepresenrs Kenny Baker and he is 
copied on this letter. l hope to address three topics in this letter: 

I. Prescription······· Statute of limitations issue:. 
2. Choice oflavv issue; and 
3. Settlement Discussions 

L) PRESCRIPTION-STATUTE OF LIMITATIO~S ISSUE: From visiting vvith 
previous counsel, I understand you arc considering taking the position that this case is time bam:d 
by Louisiana's three year limitation on medical malpractice actions. For two reasons. f do not 
believe there is a time limitation issue. 

First, Louisiana's three year limitation is ''prescriptive" and not "peremptivc.'' The term 
''prescription" is equivalent to a "statute of lirnitatious" in the common law and the tenn 
"percmption" is equivalent to a ''statute ofreposc." In Borel v. Young. 2007-0419 (La. 11/27/07), 
989 So.2d 42, the Louisiana Supreme Court held that Louisiana's three year time limitation on 
medical malpractice adion is prescriptive, not pcrempti ve. Therefore, any argument based on a 
statute of repose has no basis. 

Second, even if Louisiana·s three year tenn limitation was a statute of repose, the claim was 
timely filed. Louisiana law requires that every medical malpractice action be submitted to the 



\fodical Review Pane! prior to filing a lawsuit. lf the medical providers are qualitied, then the time 
l1mttation to fik suit is suspended until a ]\kdical Revie\v Panel renders a decision. If the medical 
providers arc not qualilied, as in this case, then the daimant has 90 days from the date ofnotification 
to ft le suit. Mr. Baker died on Ju 1 y 7, 2009. P laintilE submit tcd their claim to the Federal Bureau 
of Pris(ms on i'\·1ay 12, 20 l I (22 months). P!aintiffs subrnit(cd their dain1 to the Louisiana tvledical 
Review Board on !Vfay 24.2012 (14 months). Plaintiffs received notice that the involved rncdical 
providers were 11l11 qualified a fe,v days after June 12, 2012. Pl:1intiffs filed suit on September 7, 
20! 2, within the 90 day time limit. 

2_) CHOICE OF LAW ISSUE: As you kmnv, Brandi Baker, Hal!ie Baker, and Randi 
Baker ,vcrc adopted by thci r grandmother. Louisiana does not al lmv them to make a v.·rnngfril death 
claim ma survival claim. However, Texas law docs still a!low tl1cm to make a survival daim. In 
FTCA claims, the law· oftllc forum typically applies, hO\vever, the conflicts law of the forum state 
also applies. In this case, Louisiana law clearly applies to the conduct that caused the injury. 
Hmvcvcr, the Louisiana contlicts of la\v articles provide an argument that Texas law should apply 
to determine who is entitled to make a claim. Sec the relevant articles below: 

LSA-C.C. Art. 3515 

A rt. 3515. Determination of the applicable law; general and residual rule 

Currentness 

Except as otherwise provided in this Book, an issue in a case having 
contacts with other states is governed by the law of the state wfwse 
po Ii ci es would be most seri om 1 y irn paired if its I aw were not app 1 i cd 

to that issue. 

That state is determined by evaluating the strength and pe11inence of 
the rdevant policies of all involved states in the light ot: (I) the 
relationship of each state to the parties and the dispute: and (2) the 
policies and needs of the interstate and international ::;ystems, 
including the policies of upholding the justified expectations of 
parties and of minimizing the adverse eon sequences that might follow 
from subjecting a paity to the law of more ihan one state. 

LSA-C.C. Art. 3542 

Art. 3542. General rule 

Currentness 

Except as otherwise provided in this Title, an issue of delictual or 
quasi-delictual obligations is governed by the lmv of the state whose 
policies would be most seriously impaired if its law were not applied 
to that issue. 



That ::.talc is .__\eterrnirn.x\ by 1:valuating thi: slrength and pertinence ot' 
the relevant policies of the invnlvcd states in the light uf: ( 1 i the 
pe1iinent contacts of each state to the parties and the events giving 
rise to the dispute, inc1uding the place of conduct and injury, the 
clomic ile, habitual residence, or place of h usincss of the p:::itiies, and 
the state in \Vhich the rdatiunship, if any, between the parties was 
centered; and (2) the policies referred to in Article 3 515, as well as 
the policies of detc1Ting wrongful conduct and of repairing the 
consequences of injurious acts. 

La. Civ. Code Ann. a1i. 354:2. 

LSA-C.C. Art. 3543 

Art. 3543. Issues of conduct and safety 

Currentness 

issues pertaining to standards ofconduct and safety arc governed by 
the law of the state in which the conduct that caused the injury 
occmTe(L if the injury occutTed in that state or in another state whose 
law did not provide for a higher standard of conduct. 

In all other cases~ those issues ~1re governed by t11e 1avv of the state in 
which the injury occurred, provided that the perso11 whose conduct 
caused lhe in_iury should have foreseen its occu!Tcni:e in that state. 

The preceding paragraph does not apply to cases in which the conduct 
that caused the injury occurred in this state and was caused by a 
person \vho was domiciled in, or hnd another significant connection 
with. this state. These cases are governed by the law of this state. 

La. Civ. Code Ann. art. 3543. 

LSA-C.C. Art. 3544 

Art. 3544. Issues ofloss distribution and financial protection 

Currentness 

Issues pertanung to loss distribution and financial protection are 
governed, as between a person injured b-y an offense or quasi-offense 
and the person \vho caused the injury. by the law designated in the 
following order: 



( l) Tf at the time of the injury. the injured person and the person whu 
caused the injury \Vere dom ici I ed. in the snrne state, by the law o l' that 
state. Persons dmnicikd in states whose law 011 the prrrtieular issue is 
substantiall:y identical shall bt.: treated as if domiciled in the s:1me 
state. 

( 2) IL at the time of the in_j ury, the injured person and the person who 
caused the injury were domiciled in different states: (a) \.Vhen both the 
injury and the conduct that caused it occurred in one of those states, 
by tl1e law of that state; and (h) when the injury and the conduct that 
caused it t)ccurred in different states. by the !aw of the state in which 
the injury oi.:curred, provided that (I) the injured person \Vns 

domiciled in that state, (ii) the person v.:11lJ caused the injury should 
have f'i_,reseen its occurrence in that state, and (iii) the law of that state 
provided for a higher standard of financial protection for the ii\jurcd 
person than did the law of the state in \vhich rhe injurious conduct 
occuned. 

La. Civ. Code Ann. art. 3544. 

LSA-C.C. Art, 3547 

Art. 3547. Exceptional cases 

Currentness 

The law applicable under Articles 3543-3546 shall not apply iC from 
the totality of the circumstances of an exceptional case, it is clearly 
evident under the principles of Article 3542, that the policies of 
another state would be more seriously impaired if its law were not 
applied to the paL1icular issue. In such event, the law of the other state 
shall apply. 

La. C:iv. Code i\nn. 011. 3547. 

Jnstcad oflitigating the issue, the children have reached a compromise amongst themselves 
to apportion by agreement any potential settlement in this cause. Since the value of the survival 
cl Rim docs not change with the number of claimants, this should not affect our ahilityto settle, which 
brings me to the next section. 

3) SETTLEl\lENT DlS(TSSIONS: I think Mr. Broussard has previously explained 
the medical hasis for the claim so T won't re-hash that here. It appears to rnc that Mr. Baker's last 
two weeks on eaiih were filled with pain and discomfort The children arc unified and are ready to 
discuss unconditional global settlement demands to settle the whole case. 1 think l have a general 
understanding of the settlement 111:gotiations that have taken place to date, and I would like to 
confirm that v.-c arc on the same page and discuss progressing forward. Please give either me or Mr. 



Fowkr ( 713-520-8833) a call upon receipt of thi::; letter so we can talk. [ look forward to he,1ring 
from you. 

Sincerely, 

q;~ 
ERlC T. PENN 

ETP,;'kla 

c: J. Ryan Fowler. Esq. 
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TIDAL CLARKE 

V. 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
EASTERN DISTRICT OF ARKANSAS 

EASTERN DIVISION 

Case No. 2:13-cv-0026 KGB/JTR 

HIPOLITO MATOS, M.D. 
NADER PEIKAR, M.D. 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

PLAINTIFF 

DEFENDANTS 

STIPULATION FOR COMPROMISE SETTLEMENT AND RELEASE OF 
FEDERAL TORT CLAIMS ACT CLAIMS PURSUANT TO 28 U.S.C. § 2677 

It is hereby stipulated by and between the undersigned Plaintiff (meaning 

any person, other than the Defendant and the attorneys, signing this agreement, 

whether or not a party to this civil action), and the United States of America, by 

and through their respective attorneys, as follows: 

1. The parties do hereby agree to settle and compromise each and every 

claim of any kind, whether known or unknown, arising directly or indirectly from 

the acts or omissions that gave rise to the above-captioned action under the 

terms and conditions set forth in this Settlement Agreement. 

2. The United States of America agrees to pay the sum of Eight Hundred 

Thousand Dollars ($800,000.00), which sum shall be in full settlement and 

satisfaction of any and all claims, demands, rights, and causes of action of 

whatsoever kind and nature, arising from, and by reason of any and all known 

and unknown, foreseen and unforeseen bodily and personal injuries, damage to 



property and the consequences thereof, resulting, and to result, from the subject 

matter of this settlement, including any claims for wrongful death, for which 

Plaintiff, Tibal Clarke, or his guardians, heirs, executors, administrators, or 

assigns, and each of them, now have or may hereafter acquire against the United 

States of America, its agents, servants, and employees. 

3. The Plaintiff, Tibal Clarke, and his guardians, heirs, executors, 

administrators or assigns hereby agree to accept the sums set forth in this 

Stipulation for Compromise Settlement in full settlement, satisfaction, and 

release of any and all claims, demands, rights, and causes of action of 

whatsoever kind and nature, including claims for wrongful death, arising from, 

and by reason of any and all known and unknown, foreseen and unforeseen 

bodily and personal injuries, damage to property and the consequences thereof 

which they may have or hereafter acquire against the United States of America, 

its agents, servants and employees on account of the same subject matter that 

gave rise to the above-captioned action, including any future claim or lawsuit of 

any kind or type whatsoever, whether known or unknown, and whether for 

compensatory or exemplary damages. Plaintiff, Tibal Clarke, and his 

guardians, heirs, executors, administrators or assigns further agree to 

reimburse, indemnify and hold harmless the United States of America, its 

agents, servants, and employees from and against any and all such causes of 

action, claims, liens, rights, or subrogated or contribution interests incident to or 

resulting from further litigation or the prosecution of claims by Plaintiff or his 

2 



guardians, heirs, executors, administrators or assigns against any third party or 

against the United States, including claims for wrongful death. 

4. This Stipulation for Compromise Settlement is not, 1s m no way 

intended to be, and should not be construed as, an admission of liability or fault 

on the part of the United States, its agents, servants, or employees, and it is 

specifically denied that they are liable to the Plaintiff. This settlement is entered 

into by the parties for the purpose of compromising disputed claims under the 

Federal Tort Claims Act and avoiding the expenses and risks of further litigation. 

5. It is also agreed, by and among the parties, that the respective parties 

will each bear their own costs, fees, and expenses and that any attorney's fees 

owed by the Plaintiff will be paid out of the settlement amount and not in 

addition thereto. 

6. It is also understood by and among the parties that pursuant to Title 

28, United States Code, § 2678, attorney's fees for services rendered in 

connection with this action shall not exceed 25 per centum of the amount of the 

compromise settlement. 

7. The persons signing this Settlement Agreement warrant and represent 

that they possess full authority to bind the persons on whose behalf they are 

signing to the terms of the settlement. In the event any Plaintiff is a minor or a 

legally incompetent adult, the Plaintiff must obtain Court approval of the 

settlement at her expense. Plaintiff agrees to obtain such approval in a timely 

manner: time being of the essence. Plaintiff further agrees that the United 

3 



States may void this settlement at its option in the event such approval is not 

obtained in a timely manner. In the event Plaintiff fails to obtain such Court 

approval, the entire Stipulation For Compromise Settlement And Release and the 

compromise settlement are null and void. 

8. Payment of the settlement amount will be made by government wire 

transfer as per the following: 

A. Name of Bank: Centennial Brmk 

B. Address of Bank: Post Office Box 16270 
Little Rock, AR 72231 

C. Routing Number: .... l(b_)_(6_) ____ ____, 

D. Name of Account: Tim Dudley LTD Lawyer 

E. Account Number: .... l(b_)_(6_) ___ ____. 

Plaintiffs attorney agrees to distribute the settlement proceeds among the 

Plaintiff, and to obtain a dismissal of the above-captioned action with prejudice, 

with each party bearing its own fees, costs, and expenses. 

9. The parties agree that this Stipulation for Compromise Settlement 

and Release, including all the terms and conditions of this compromise 

settlement and any additional agreements relating thereto, may be made public 

in their entirety, and the Plaintiff expressly consents to such release and 

disclosure pursuant to 5 U.S.C. § 552a(b). 

10. It is contemplated that this Stipulation may be executed in several 

counterparts, with a separate signature page for each party. All such 

4 



counterparts and signature pages, together, shall be deemed to be one 

document. 

nc 
ates Attorney 

Attorney for Defendant, United States of America 

r 
Executed this-----=------ day of ~ 

Timothy 0. Dudley 
Attorney for Plaintiff, T1bal Clarke 

, 2016. 

·ri-tL 11 • / 
Executed this ' 'd--- day of np RI , 2016. 

---1, /4s.. I C la_,y/c e 
Plaintiff Tibal Clarke 

5 
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Tibal Clarke, 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
EASTERN DISTRICT OF ARKANSAS 

HELENA DIVISION 

Plaintiff, 

FILED 
us. DISTRICT couRr 

~STERN DISTRICT ARKANSAS 

JUN o 3 2014 

v. 

} 
) 
) 
) 
} 
} 
) 
) 
) 

Case No. 2:13-cv-0026-KGB/JTR 

T.C. Outlaw, Warden, et al, 

Defendants. 

PLAINTIFF'S ADDENDUM 
{AMENDMENT) TO HIS 

COMPLAINT 

In pleadings submitted to the Court dated March 20 and 24, 

2014, Plaintiff sought permission to amend his Complaint. In an 

Order dated May 8, 2014, the Court wrote that, "Plaintiff must 

file, on or before June 30, 2014, ... any Motions to Amend the 

Complaint." (Emphasis in Original.) Below, the Court and the 

Defendants will find the information and assertions with which 

Plaintiff asks his Complaint be amended. Unfamiliar with the 

specific protocol for amending a civil complaint (and proceeding 

prose), Plaintiff asks that what follows be construed as in 

addition to and not in place of the information and assertions 

contained in his original Complaint. 

-1-
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ADDITIONAL ASSERTIONS/INFORMATION 

1. Because Plaintiff's colorectal cancer went undiagnosed and 

untreated for so long when he finally had a colonoscopy it 

showed a ''rectal mass (large fungating mass occupying more 

than 50% of the rectal wall)." Exhibit C, attached. 

2. Because Plaintiff's colorectal cancer went undiagnosed and 

untreated for so long, the risk that the cancer would meta

stasize to other areas of Plaintiff's body was significantly 

heightened. 

3. Plaintiff's colorectal (colon) cancer has metastasized to 

his lung. A "Surgical Pathology" conducted by Duke Medicine, 

Duke University, North Carolina, has concluded the following 

regarding analysis of a tissue sample taken during resection 

of Plaintiff's lung. 

[Plaintiff] with a history of stage 3 colon cancer 
found to have an enlarging right lower lobe lung 
nodule, which radiographically suspicious for meta
static disease .... 

Diagnosis 
A. 'Right Lower Lobe' (Wedge Biopsy of Lung) Pul
monary Tissue, Positive for Adenocarcinoma, Consis
tent with Metastasis from Colonic Primary. Meta
static Adenocarcinoma, Consistent with Colon Primary. 

Exhibit A (attached)(Emphasis Added.) 

4. In a "Clinical Encounter" Report dated 3-17-2014, Dr. Andres 

Carden, Plaintiff's BOP Oncologist, wrote: 

-2-
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Recurrent stage IV colorectal cancer s/p wedge 
biopsy of the RUL ••. which shows adenocarcinoma 
consistent with colon primary. 

Exhibit B (attached)(Emphasis Added.) 

5. On information and belief and drawing inferences that would 

seem logical and appropriate to any layperson, Plaintiff 

asserts that (a) his risk of metastatic cancer was signifi

cantly heightened by the failure of Defendants to timely 

diagnose and properly treat his colorectal (colon) cancer; 

(b) his colon cancer has metastasized to his lung; (c) the 

metatastic cancer has resulted in pain, suffering, and emo

tional distress for Plaintiff; and (d) actuarial data would 

indicate that the metatastic cancer in his lung has signifi

cantly reduced Plaintiff's life expectancy. 

./ 
Dated this /~ day of June, 2014. 

-3-

Respectfully submitted, 

Tibal Clarke, Pro Se 
97273-071 Wake B 
LSCI Butner 
P.O. Box 999 
Butner, NC 27509 
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3/6/2014 11:57:54 AM PAGE 2/004 Fax Server 

EXHIBIT A 

Clark, Tibel (MR# MA2764) 

Results Surgical Pathology (Order 174522720) 

Result Data 

00SF14007991 

E11t Dale 
3/5/2014 

CO!nR,Ollenl Rf.SU!IS 

Ccmponaret 
Clinical fli01t.ory 

l.afi 
SPT 

Pulmonary metastases. Per maestro care, SO-year-old male with a history of 
stage 3 colon cancer round to have an enlarging right lower lobe lung nodule, 

.. W.J:l.~S.!1 .... ~aqt9~9.r':'Pti ! . .03!1..U y ~.U~PJ.9-~. <:>~.s Jo.r:. ~~! ~ft a ~.1_r-... ~j se.~_s .. f . .- .... .-, ... , ...... _ ·~ ..... ~ c·, ... 

Gross Examination ~PT 
A. ~Lung, right lower lobe wedge resection~, received fresh and placed in 
formalin on J/3/14 at l pm 1s a 21 gm, 7.~ x 3.2 x 2.S cm wedge resection of 
lung. ThP pleural surface is smooth and gli~tening with a focal area of 
indurat1on, Directly underneath the induration, there is a 1.6 K 1.3 x 0.9 cm 
ill det1ned white mass. The mass is O.~ cm a'llay from the parenchyrnal marg1n. 
rhe remainder of the lung appears unremarkable with no areas of fibros1s or 
emphysema. Representative sections of the tumor closest to the parenchymal 
re~ection margin are submitted 1n Al·A2. 

B. "Lymph node level 7•, rece1ved fresh and plai:.ed in formalin on 3/3/2014 at 
2 pm 1s a 2.5 x 1.5 x 0.5 cm aggregate of tan soft tissue submitted in Bl . 

... . Ar. . .-.... !.~ r1_9./ ,O t.:. _B $;n..~ ~ 'c.Y/..~. l}.9.~ ~ . . ~.~---P.~.:" .. I.<! n \l . . .. .. .. _ ....... , ...................................................... _ ............................. . 
Intra.operative Consultation SPT 

A. •fl.LL, wedge": Aol {rep, nodule) -adenocarcinoma, consistent with metastatic 

........... , ........ · .. , .... ·, ........... , .... ::,g,,l ?.9 ,,sa,n,<?.~ ,!; .-... J .. 91: .. : ... M.~~d. ':.!1 l ... wc ......... · • , "' ... ,. .. ,n 

Microscopic Examination S?I 

.. , .. M. i ~.;-,C,,!j.<?.~rt~ ... e.x:.a,m.i_f"!-'.l .. ~ .. 1;.~."! .) .. ~ ... r.e.r: t~1:m . .i_q_,, ............. " ..... -..... , ......... , .......... ,_, ...... •v, .................... -~ ..... , ---- .• ' ... ., .. , .... .. 

Diagno,is S?T 
A. •RIGHT LOWER LOBE~ (WEDGE BIOPSY Ot LUNG): 

PULMONARY TISSUE, ?OSITlVE FOR AOENOCARCINOMA, CONSISTENT WITH METASTASIS 
~ROM COLONIC PRIMARY. 
SIZE: 1.6 ~ 1.3 X 0,9 CM IN GREATEST DIMENSION. 
LYMPHOVASCULAR INVASION ?kESENT. 
oeERATIVE MARGrNS ARE tRE~ Ot TUMOR. 
S.EE COMMENT. 

COMMENT, Conftrrnatory immunosra1ns haVP been DrdPred, results Will follow 

in an addendum. 

B. "LYMPH NODF'. LEVEL 7u (EXC'ISION), 

H~TASTATIC ADEWOCARCINOMA, CONSISlENI WITH COLON PRIMARY, 
Ci.'l fl~ rnt~r!l + 

I certity that I personally conducted the diagnostic evaluation of the above 
spec1men(s) and have rendered the above diagnosis(es). 

n,sting Patformed By 

Thoma~ A. Sporn, M.O. 
Electronically signed: 01/05/14 

DUKE MEDICINE-PATIENT NAME:Clark, Tibel (MA# 
MA2764) Printed by Mark Francis Berry, MD /BERRY037] 
at 3/6/14 11 :57 AM 

-

Page I of 3 

C,,\l\rlr\/i> I' bt..l 
~»ti" 't1Jl'l,-oll 

fCc_- B:J-\ f\<. r 
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EXHIBIT B 

Bureau of Prisons 
Health Services 

Clinical Encounter 

Inmate Name: CLARK, TIBEL 
Date of Birth: 09/20/1963 
Encounter Date: 03/17/2014 09:18 

Follow-up encounter performed at Health Services. 

SUBJECTIVE: 

Sex; M Race: BLACK 
Provider: Carden, Andres MD 

COMPLAINT 1 Provider: Carden, Andres MD 

Chief Complaint: Oncology 

Reg#: 97273-071 
Facility: BUH 
Unit: S02 

Subjective: Recurrent stage IV colorectal cancer s/p wedge biopsy of the RUL and regional LN which 
shows adenocarcinoma consistent with colon primary. Pt feels well. He has no complaints. 
No SOB. 

Plan: Pl will need to start systemic chemotherapy with biweekly CAPRI RI. 
Pain Location: 
Pain Scale: 
Pain Qualities: 
History of Trauma: 
Onset: 
Duration: 
Exacerbating Factors: 
Relieving Factors: 
Comments: 

ROS: 
General 

Constitutional Symptoms 

No: Anorexia, Chills, Easily Tired, Fatigue, Fever, Night Sweats, Weakness 

OBJECTIVE: 
Temperature: 

Fahrenheit Celsius Location Provider .D..am 
03/17/2014 

Iime. 
08:34 BUX 97.5 36.4 Tympanic Rogers, Heidi RN 

Pulse: 

Qare I.i.!M Rate Per Minute Location Rhythm 
03/17/2014 08:34 BUX 55 Via Machine 

Rate Per Minute Provider 
Res piratlons: 

.D..am 
03/17/2014 

Blood Pressure: 

Iimfl 
08:34 BUX 18 Rogers, Heidi RN 

03/17/2014 08:34 BUX 124/64 

SaO2: 

Location 

Date Iime. Value(¾) Air 

Position Cuff Size 

03/17/2014 

Height: 

08:34 BUX 100 Room Air 
Provider 
Rogers, Heidi RN 

Date .cm Provider 

Generated 03/17/2014 09:22 by Carden, Andres MD Bureau of Prisons - BUH 

Provider 
Rogers, Heidi RN 

Provider 
Rogers. Heidi RN 

Page 1 of 3 
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EXHIBIT C 

Bureau of Prisons 
Health Services 

Clinical Encounter .. Administrative Note 

Admission Note encounter performed at Health Services. 

Administrative Notes: 

ADMINISTRATIVE NOTE 1 Provider: Rivero, Josef PA-C 

Mr. Tibel Clark Is a 46 yo AA male (Jamaican descent) with moderate to poorly differentiated adenocarcinoma 
of rectum 12 cm from the anal verge. 

PMH: BPH 
PSURGHX: none 
PSocHX: denies use of cigarrettes, illicit drugs and weekend 4x beer. 
PFamHx: noncontributory 
Allergies: none 
Date of Arrival: 9/16/2010 
Date of REiease: 10/15/2019 

Mr. Clark came from Forest City Arkansas. According to patient, last March 09 whlle at Oklahoma transfer 
center developed rectal bleeding and reported to medical however not followed since he was transfer to 
Forest City. He continue to have intermittent rectal bleeding. ON September 23, 2009, he was seen by 
medical and found to have guiac positive stool. Lab work cbc was ordered and this showed hfh of 12.5138. 
He was seen again on 12102/2009 for continued BRBPR and glvensteriocl suppository and antiacid 
medication-ranitidine. He was also referred to Gastroenterologist however not seen. He was re-evaluated In 
212010 and referred to local general surgeon for colonoscopy. According to patient he was seen by 
Gastroenterologlst In house and scheduled for colonoscopy. He undeiwent EGO which showed small 
submucosal mass 1 cm x 1 cm in diameter and colonoscopy showed rectal mass (large fungating mass 
occupying more than 50% of the rectal wall) 12 cm from the anal verge. Multiple biopsy obtained and 
pathology reports showed MODERATELY TO POORLY DIFFERENTIATED INVASIVE AOENOCARICONA. 

On exam PE normal, no blood on rectal exam, stable weight at 155 (from 160). 

PLANS: 

Order labs- cbc, cmp, pt/ptt, CEA, iron panel 
Staging studies: PET scan, Ct chest, abdomen, pelvis, Rectal US 
Consults- GI, Surgeon 

Copay Required:No 
TelephoneNerbal Order: No 

Cosign Required: Yes 

Completed by Rivero, Josef PA-Con 09/17/2010 12:27 

Requested to be cosigned by Winston, James MD. 
Cosign documentation will be displayed on the following page. 

Generated 09/17/2010 12:27 by Rivero, Josef PA- Bureau of Prisons • BUH Page 1 of 1 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

Good and true copies of Plaintiff's Addendum (Amendment) To 

His Complaint were sent by first class United States mail, postage 

prepaid, to: 

Lindsey Lorence, AUSA 
P.O. Box 1229 
Little Rock, Arkansas 

David Glover 

72203 

200 W. Capitol, Suite 2300 
Little Rock, Arkansas 72201 

Tyler Bone 
400 W. Capitol, Suite 2000 
Little Rock, Arkansas 72201 

Tibal Clarke, Plaintiff 

Dated this 1U day of June, 2014. 

-4-
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
WESTERN DISTRICT OF OKLAHOMA 

7I9AL CL\R~t, .l:f I ) 
Plaintiff/Petitionv V 

V • 

fEDERAL TRANSFER CENTER 

) 
) 
) 

OKLAHOMA 
JOHN DOE(S), WARDEN, 

CITY, ) 

JOHN DOE(S), MEDICAL DIRECTOR, 
JOHN DOE(S), CLINICAL DIRECTOR, 
L. WALKER, PA, 
FCC FORREST CITY (LOW) 
WARDEN OUTLAW, 
ELLA TAYLOR, RN, 
AMY BARKER, RN, 
JERALD JONES, PA, 
JACK VITUITSKY, PA, 
CATHIE WINKLER, RN, 
KATHLEEN MAPLES, RN, 
H. MATOS, MD, 
NADER PEIKAR, MD, 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
Defendants/Respondents. 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

CIVIL SUIT FOR DAMAGES 

OCT LJ~ 20fZ 

If 

Now comes Petitioner/Plaintiff Tibal Clarke, prose, who 

asks th~t this Honorable Court determine that the named Defendants 

violated Petitioner's rights by being ndeliberately indifferentn to 

his serious medical needs and by failing to provide Plaintiff with 

proper medicql care. Plaintiff is therefore entitled to compensa

tory and punitive damages. 

Defendants fniled lo properly diagnose Petitioner's 

•,~an~er. As a result c1f' Defendant's a1ultiple .sets of omissiori r.i.nd 

commissio~, Petitioner developed ~olorect~l cancer th~t metast~-

sized t,o h~s l:✓ 'nph noies. Petiti-::,ner is .:o·.1i:1g the Defer.da~ts i!: 

... 
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both their official and i~dividual c~Dacities. 

The Court has jurisdiction to hear this m:itter and 

Petitioner is s11thorized to submit this :n1.tter under Bivens v. Six 

:Jr.kno,~n Named Agents of the F'eder'3.i Bureau of r;arcotics, 403 U.S. 

J88, 91 S.Ct. 1999, 29 L.Ed.2d 619 (1971 ); the Federal Tort Claim 

Act (FTCA) 28 U.S.C. 2671; 42 U.S.C. 1983; and 18 U.S.C. 3553(a)(2) 

{ J ) . 

To state a claim in a civil suit for damages, a complaint 

must ple~d "s11fficient factual matter, accepted as true, to 'state 

a claim to relief that is plausible on its face 1 •
11 Ashcroft v. 

Iqbal, 129 S.Ct. 1937, 1940, 173 L.Ed.2d 868 (2009)(quoting Bell 

Atlantic Corp. v. Twombly, 550 U.S. 544, 570, 127 S.Ct. 1955, 167 

L.Ed.2d 929 (2007). Prose complaints should be liberally 

construed and not held to the same standards as would be applied to 

a pleading prepared by a professional attorney. See Estelle v. 

Gamble, 1.29 U.S. 97, 97 S.Ct. 285, 50 L.Ed.2d 251 (1967); see also 

Haines v. Kerner, 404 U.S. 519 (1972). Plaintiff's complaint 

should be read with 11 special solicitudeu and interpreted as raising 

the 11 strongest [claims] that they suggest. 11 Triestman v. Federal 

Bureau of Prisons, 1+70 F.Jd 471, 474-75 (2nd Cir. 2006) (per 

curiam). 

LAW 

In support of his Civil Suit for Damgges, Complaint, 

r 1 a i n t i f f / Pe t i t i o n e r s t [t t e s t b e f o 11 ow i n g : 

1. The namerl ~nd unnamed Defendants are being sued in both 
their official and privBte capacities. 

2, The named and unnamed Defendants are being sued under 
Title 42 Section 1983, Bivens v. Six Unknown Named Agents of 
the r7ederal Bure"ln of Narcotics, 401 1r.s. 388, 91 S.Ct. 1999, 

-2-
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29 L.Ed.2d 619 (1971 ), and 18 U.S.C, J55J(a)(2)(D). 

J. The United States of America is being s11ed under the 
Federal Tort Claims Act (FTCA) Title 28 Section 2671. 

/,. Plaintiff/Petitioner h'is complied ,,Jith the Prison 
Litigation Reform Act (PLRA) and controlling case law by 
having exh4usted his administrative remedies before initiating 
his Civil S~lit for Jamages. Sxhibit ,\ (BP-9, 10, 11, the 
responses and Tort Claim). 

5. The F'TCA grants the Federal Courts Jurisdiction over: 

civil actions on claims against the United States for 
money damages ..• for injury ... caused by the 
negligent or wrongful act or omission of any employee of 
the government while acting within the scope of his 
office or employment. 

28 U.S.C. 1J46(b)(1). 

6. A claim under the FTCA must be filed within two (2) years 
after such claim occurs. See 28 U.S.C. 2401(b). 

?. Plaintiff's claim accrued on August 20, 2010, the date on 
which Plaintiff was informed that he had colon cancer. 

8. n[IJn certain instances, particularly in medical mal
practice cases, accrual may be postponed until the plaintiff 
has ... discovered the critical facts of his injury and its 
cause. 11 Barrett v. United States, 518 F.3d 173, 177 (2nd Cir. 
2008). 

9. Plaintiff's tort claim identifies two causes of action: 
a) negligence and medical malpractice in diagnosing and timely 
treating Plaintiff's cancer, and b) 11 deliberate indifference" 
to Plaintiff's medical needs. 

10. !nmates can sue the United States under the FTCA for 
injuries sustained because of employee negligence. See United 
States v. Muniz, 374 U.S. 150, 83 S.Ct. 1850, 10 L.Ed.2d 805 
(196J); and Untted States v. Jemko, 385 U.S. 149, 152-5l, 87 
S . C t. 3 8 2 , 1 7 L . Ed . 2 d 2 5 8 ( 1 9 6 6 ) . 

11. 11 The United States is the onl:,r proper defendant in a FTCA 
11ction. 11 Oxendine v. Kaplan, 2/,.1 ~'.Jd 1272, 1275 n.4 (10th 
Cir. 2001 ) . 

12. 42 U.S.C. 1983 states that: 

Every person who ... ct:1.uses to be subjected any citiien 
... or other person within the jurisdiction [of the 
United States] to the deprivation of any rights, 
privileges, or immunities secured by the Con sti t11 tion and 

-J-
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laws, shall be liable to the party injured in an action at law, suit 

in equity, or other proper proceeding for redress. 

13, The named and un-named Defendants in this action deprived Plaintiff 

of his rights under the Constitution and laws of the United States by 

subjecting him to improper medical care and "deliberate indifference" to 

his serous medical needs. 

14, A Bivens claim is an implied private cause of action for damage against 

a federal official for violation of a plaintiff's constitutional rights. 

15. Bivens actions are available against individual officials. See 

Correctional Services Corp. v Lamako, 534 U. s. 61, 70-72, 122 $, Ct. 515, 

151 L.Ed.2d 456 (2001). 

PLaintiff/Petitioner has both a factual and legal basis for bringing 

his Civil Suit for damages. 

Dated: 
,l_h 

September J'/ .::__, 2012 

- t;. ·-

Respect fully Submitted, 

~('7 u/~ 
Tibal Clarke, prose 
Reg,#: 97273-071 
LSCI-Butner 
P. 0. Box 999 
Butner, NC 27509-0999 
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1. FIRST CLAIM 

The Health Services Medical Staff actually knew that Plaintiff's medical 

condition, continuous bleeding, bleeding from his rectum, represented a 

substantial medical risk and they consistently failed to treat Plaintiff and 

this failure constitutes deliberate indifference. 

FACTUAL PREDICATE 

(a) Plaintiff told the Heal th Services Staff at the Federal Transit Center, 

located in Oklahoma, that there was "bleeding from his rectum" in March, 2009 

and was having difficulty breathing. 

Plaintiff's lega 1 pleadings, including this one, wil 1 use the acronym 

"BFMA", which translates to "bleeding from my anus" in order to have legal 

counterparties visualize the pain and suffering (physical and emotional)• as 

well as the life threatening medical danger Plaintiff has been subjected to, 

because of the Defendant's deliberate indifference. 

(b) Plaintiff was told by Physician Assistant (PA) L. Walker, that Plaintiff's 

med !cal condition was due, both to a lack of exercise, and an insuf fie ien t 

amount of water in Plaintiff's body, and was directed to drink mo re water 

everyday. 

(c) Plaintiff was not given a medical examination by PA Walker. There was not 

even a cursory blood pressure test or evaluation if Plaintiff had a fever, and 

as Plaintiff's vital signs were not examined, PA Walker's directive to treat 

Plaintiff's medical symptoms was nothing more than idle chatter. 

l 
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(d) Two days later, Plaintiff's "BFMA" was worse, and Plaintiff reported the 

identical medical symptoms to PA Walker and Plaintiff was instructed again to 

drink water as before (see paragraph 16). 

(e) Also, as before, there was no basic medical evaluation conducted by PA 

Walker, much less a doctor. 

Plaintiff was subsequently transferred to the Federal Correctional Complex, 

Forest City, Arkansas (Low Custody), and for the next 1 year plus, the Health 

Services Staff and the Prison Administration failed to provide medical treatment 

that addressed Plaintiff's medical symptoms with deliberate indifference. 

2a) While Plain tiff continued to flush his system with water, the "BFMA II did 

not abate; consequently, Plaintiff completed an Inmate Request Form (captioned 

a cop-out in early April, 2009) to health services, describing the directive 

given by PA walker, and additionally, requesting an examination of his colon 

and prostate. Nurse Taylor's file note regarding Plaintiff's "BFMA" problem 

was generalized under the terminology, "Observation for other spec. suspected 

conditions, 11 plus the nurse ordered a b load test. There was no reference to 

have a doctor examine Plaintiff. 

2b) On 4/13/2009, Plaintiff initiated contact with Health Services, and asked 

Ms. Ella Taylor, R, N., during sick call, about the status of his "inmate 

request form" ( identified in paragraph 2a), that described "BFMA," and the need 

for a colon and prostate examination. Plaintiff was instructed to watch the 

"call-au t" list (a call-out listing is nomenclature for inmate appointments 

scheduled for a given day). As Nurse Taylor determined without a medical 

examination that Plaintiff's "BFMA11 was not serious. 

See Exhibit 1 
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2c) On 6/29/2009, Plaintiff initiated contact with Health Services and reported 

continual "BFMA11
, with abdominal pain and diarrhea to Nurse Amy Barker. Again, 

the Medical Staff did nothing other than instruct Plaintiff to monitor his 

condition, without any staff follow-up. Furthermore, there was no physical 

examination to assess Plaintiff's "BFMA' s" complaint. Nurse Barker stated in 

the file notation that she will or did notify Dr. Molina. There was never any 

further intervention by Dr. Molina regarding a medical examination. The Nurse's 

file notation identifies "an order to keep hydrated and 2 days off work." 

See Exhibit 2 

2d) On 7/15/2009, at a sick call visit initiated by Plaintiff. NP Johnson was 

asked about Plaintiff's requested medical examination, regarding his colon and 

prostrate, due to "BFMA", and rather than conduct a medical examination or 

notify a doctor, PA Johnson ordered blood tests. Plaintiff had other medical 

issues such as elevated blood pressure and muscular/joint pain. 

An elaborate 14-page file notation was prepated. However, it has a number 

of discrepimci P,s, ,=;nch Rs prescribing narnoxen but listing no joint pain, 

listing Plaintiff was circumcised when he was not; having an EKG when he did not 

nor is there any such complaint, and listing no blood in stool when there was. 

2e) On 8/24/2009, at a sick call visit initiated by Plaintiff, PA Jones told 

Plaintiff that rectal bleeding did not necessarily mean it was an indicator of 

cancer. This statement was made in response to Plaintiff's request to be tested 

for cancer because of "BFMA." PA Jones did not ~onduct a rectal examination 

nor was a doctor notified. 

complaint as "other problem." 

PA Jones file notation referred to Plaintiff's 

See Exhibit 3 
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2 f) On 9/23/2009, at a sick call vis it initiated by Plaintiff with Heal th 

Services, PA Jones made a file notation that Plaintiff I s chief complaint was 

"bleeding from rectum." Accordingly, PA Jones notation stated Plaintiff needed 

an evaluation by a "Gas tro" meaning Gastrointestinal Specialist. Also, it was 

noted that there was "blood in stools." 

"BFMA" identified on his form 

See Exhibit 4 

2g) On 12/2/2009, at a sick call initiated by Plaintiff, PA Vitvitsky' s fiJ P 

not::it inn stated that Plaintiff's complaint of "bleeding f rem rectum" happened 

every time there was toilet use for the past 3 months. Also, the PA observed 

that: 

"Rectal stool sample showed positive for occult blood with 

sample only from rectal canal. He was too uncomfortable 

to push all the way in without lubrication generous on 

the glove (two more [stool] cards to be returned in a 

few days)." 

Blood Tests 

This assessment was "hemorrage of gastro-intestinal tract, unspecified." 

The PA wanted additional stool cards returned and ordered blood tests, There 

was no ref err al to staff doctor. 

magnesia. 

The PA's directive was to continue milk of 

See Exhibit 5 

26) On 12/4/2009, at a sick call visit whereby Plaintiff returned more stool 

samples to PA Vitvitsky, consistent with the directive in paragraph 2g, the PA 1 s 

assessment remained as ''hemorrage of gastrointestinal tract, unspecified," The 

PA noted that the 11consultation procedure" is 11 gastroenterology." 

See Exhibit 6 
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2i) On 12/22/2009, at a sick-call visit initiated by Plaintiff, PA Winkler 

arbitrarily chose not to believe Plaintiff was "BFMA", nor that the stool 

specimens were legitimate. PA Winkler wanted to extract the feces samples 

herself for placement on the stool card; but Plaintiff was in too much pain to 

proceed, and PA Winkler could not complete a finger probe to retrieve feces 

samples. It is apparent that PA Winkler never read the file notation of PA 

Vitvitsky contained in paragraphs 2g and 2h. 

Nevertheless, PA Winkler prescribed a hemorrhoidal suppository without a 

medical conclusion that Plaintiff had hemorrhoids. There is no file notation 

that a visual inspection for apparent hemorrhoids had been conducted. 

PA Winkler did make a file notation for a referral to a "GI" specialist 

(
11 GI 11 means Gastrointestinal Specialist). Also, Winkler prescribed rantidine 

tablets. This medication is a histamine blocker used to treat and prevent 

ulcers, and to treat gastroesophagel reflux disease. This prescription was made 

without a doctor's examination nor by a gastro-internest specialist. 

See Exhibit 7 

2j) On 1/12/2010, at a sick call visit initiated by Plaintiff, PA Winkler was 

informed by Plaintiff that "BFMA" was more severe and intense. PA Winkler' s 

file notation only identifies the treatment as of 12/22/09 (paragraph 21). PA 

Winkler ignores her own file notation on 12/22/2009 regarding a gastrointestinal 

specialist. There is no medical examination by a staff doctor. 

See Exhibit 8 
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2k) On 2/22/2010, at a sick call visit initiated by Plaintiff, PA Kathleen 

Maple made a file notation that Plaintiff had complained about "BFMA" for 1-

year, and that on this visit, Plaintiff said that the bleeding was worse than 

before. PA Maple did conduct a cursory rectal examination sufficient to observe 

that Plaintiff's prostrate was enlarged. Additionally, PA Maples made a 

notation that a colonoscopy is needed for a diagnosis of possible cancer. Also, 

a basic hemorrhoid examination was given and the conclusion was that there were 

none. The PA stopped the rantidine medication. By the PA's file notation that 

Plaintiff had indeed been complaining about "BEMA.11 for a year, the PA documented 

and validated Plaintiff's prior continual medical complaints and corrected the 

superficial omissions by other health services staff which included constipation 

and diarrhea. There was a description of Plaintiff's medication. 

See Exhibit 9 

21) On 3/15/2010, at a sick-call visit initiated by Plaintiff, Health Services 

Staff member, Kathleen Maples, APN-FNP, upon the recommendation of the URC 

Committee (The URC Committee is The Utilization Review Committee and is usually 

composed of the Bureau of Prisons Chief Institutional Doctor and the Health 

Service Administrator), was to provide Plaintiff with iron, folic acid, vitamin 

B, and multi-vitamins, to off-set Plaintiff's loss of blood and weight loss. 

This medical evaluation by a gastro-intestinal specialist despite prior file 

notation {paragraph 2h). Furthermore, the file notation indicates that 

Plaintiff is to be given a "ferrous gluconate tablet 11 for "hemorrhage of 

gastrointestinal tract, unspecified." 

See Exhibit 10 
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2m) Plaintiff identified a file notation generated 4/1/2010, whereby Rachel 

Johnson, NP, documents that the recommendation of the URC Committee was not 

followed as there was not vitamin B nor multi-vitamins provided to Plaintiff. 

However, more er it ical ly imp or ta nt. Plaintiff's medical problem is now 11 sted 

formallyas "hemorrhage of gastrointestinal tract" even though there was no 

medical examination conducted by a doctor or a gastrointestinal specialist. 

See Exhibit 11 

2n) On 4 /13/2010, at a sick-call vis it initiated by Plaintiff, PA Wingo made 

a file notation that Plaintiff had "blood in stool X 1 year." The anus and 

rectum examination was deferred without explanation. Plaintiff informs the PA 

that he does not have hemorrhoids ( see paragraph 21). Apparently, PA Wingo 

never checked PA Maples' file notation of 2/22/2010 which stated no hemorrhoids. 

Furthermore, there is a file notation that Plaintiff is suppose to be seen by 

a gastrointestinal specialist. The medical assessment continued to be 

"hemorrhage of gastrointestinal tract, unspecified." 

See Exhibit 12 

2o) On 8/20/2010, 1-year and 5-months after Plaintiff first reported "BFMA", 

a colonoscopy was done and a "rectal mass" was identified. 

See Exhibit 13 

2p) On 8/23/2010, Dr. Peimar Nasser told Plaintiff that he had cancer. The 

pathology report stated that Plaintiff had "rectal carcinoma and multiple lymph 

nodes invasion. Also, positive for 4-pylori." The doctor informed Plaintiff 

that an urgent transfer form has been completed. 

See Exhibit 14 
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2q) On 8/26/2010, Nurse Winkler made file notations listing various medications 

to treat "hipylori." There was also a new consultation request to consult 

"oncology11 and "general surgery" regarding the diagnosis and treatment of rectal 

carcinoma. 

See Exhibit 15 

2r) On 8/27/2010, Nurse Winkler's file notations listed additional medication 

and the cancellation of other dosages of medicine. The general surgery 

consultation was cancelled as Plaintiff was to be transferred. The "hemorrhage 

of gastrointestinal tract• unspecified" was changed from assessment to an 

indication. 

See Exhibit 16 

2s) On 9/16/2010, Plaintiff was transferred to the Federal Medical Center at 

Butner, Nor th Carolina for medical treatment of the cancer that was the cause 

of "BFMA." 

2t) Plaintiff provides the results of blood tests taken at Forest City's Health 

Services: 

1) On 9/18/2009, there were 4 low indications listed by the laboratory. 

There is no file notation of any discussion with Plaintiff. There is no 

evaluation by Health Service Staff. 

2) On 12/11/2009, there were 5 low indications listed by the laboratory 

and !-item that was listed as high. Again, there is no file notation of 

discussion or evaluation by Health Service Sta£ f, nor is there any file 

notation of any communication of results to Plaintiff. 

3) On 6/15/2010, a PSA Blood Test was given, but not a 11 CEA11 Blood Test 

which is the indicator for colon cancer. 

See Exhibit 17 
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2u) Plaintiff provides the result of the initial blood test completed at the 

Federal Medical Center: 

On 9 I 28/2010, less than two wee ks after Plaintiff was transferred to the 

Federal Medical Center, an initial blood test was completed with 5-items 

indicating low and 3-items indicating high, These various tests included the 

"CEA" test which is positive for colon cancer. There was a complete review of 

the test results by the medical staff. 

See Exhibit 18 
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APPLICATION TO PLAINTIFF 

''Additional Arguments" 

FIRST CLAIM 

i. ANEMIA - Compare Low Blood Tests (iron pills) 

No connection to a diagnosis for cancer 

No file notation that would lead to a prompt examination, or 

a 11 CEA' Blood Test 

j. Medical Apathy 

The Heal th Services Staff just d idn' t care, did not fol low up, did not 

order the relevant blood test, never did a rectal examination, properly violated 

a medical oath of "Do No Harm. 11 

k. Compare the Medical Records and File Notations with the complete 

documentation at the Medical Center (in 1 and 2 sub-parts). They are people 

with the same job titles and professional education: doctors, physician 

assistants, and nurses, Yet, there is detailed examination, evaluation 

treatment, and communication, as oppose to the circular motion which involved 

doing nothing in paragraphs 1 and 2, including sub-parts. 
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SECOND CLAIM 

II, The Medical Treatment by the Health Services Staff, identified in the 

factual predicate paragraph land 2 including sub-parts, was totally meaningless 

and inadequate, and was done with deliberate indifference, because they knew 

better... they knew that "BFMA" is a symptom for colon cancer as evidenced in 

the Inmate's Handbook. 

III. The delays and inadequate medical treatment, almost 1 1/2 years, 

represented a direct causation in Plaintiff's medical condition becoming more 

acute and life threatening. 

IV. The Administrative Grievance Procedure was hopelessly non-responsive, as 

the executive staff at the institution, region, and central office levels simply 

gave Health Services meaningless response, and they should have been put on 

notice by adopting a standard that if they were "BFMA", their intervention would 

have directly saved Plaintiff's "pain and suffering", the absolute cost for 

medical treatment at the Medical Center and the resulting cost to the tax-payer, 
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A. LEGAL STANDARD 

A,l) Deliberate indifference does not require you to show that an official 

intended to hurt you or make you suffer, 

The deliberate indifference requirement 

"is satisfied by something less than acts or omissions for the 

very purpose of causing harm or with knowledge that harm will 

result." 

F~e!.._v_!!!ennan, 511 U. S. 825 (1994) at 835 

A. 2) An inmate "need not show that a p risen of fie ial acted or failed to 

act believing that harm would actually befall an inmate; it is 

enough that the official acted or failed to act despite his 

knowledge of a substantial risk of serious harm." 

.!.~. at 84 2; 

See Also: fa.t_;-,!-.£k v MiffiJ:!, 90 F. 3d 205, 208 (7th Cir, 1996) 

A,3) As the Supreme Court put it: 

"Whether a prison official had the requisite knowledge of a 

substantial risk is a question of fact subject to demonstration 

in the usual ways, including inference from circumstantial 

evidence, and a fact-finder may conclude that a prison off le ial 

knew of a substantial risk from the very fact that the risk was 

obvi.ni,s. 

Fa~eF_s, 511 U. S. at 842 

See Also: yan_£~..Y Peters, 97 F. 3d, 98 7, 992 (7th Cir. 1996) 

_SJ?!.':!':!! .. v Sargen_!, 149 F. 3d 783, 785-786 (8th Cir, 1998) 

A.4) The Risk was obvious. 

A risk is obvious if it is Longstanding, pervasive~ well 

dorrn•v~n t ed •.. 

1 
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See fro}ecting Your Health & Safety 

by Robert E. Toone, Southern Poverty Law Center, Copyright, 2002, 

Page 50 

Therefore, as a medical official without specialized training should 

not make decisions about conditions that requite a specialist's attention. 

B. DELAYS 

B.l) As a General Rule, a delay violated the constitutiQn jf it is: 

1) Medically unjustified and 

2) Clearly likely to make the inmate's medical problem worse or 

result in a life-long handicap or a permanent loss. 

B. 2) An official acts with deliberate indifference when he intentionally 

delays providing an inmate with access to medical treatment, knowing that 

the inmate has a life-threatening condition or an urgent medical condition 

that would be exacerbated by delay. 

Estelle 429 U. s. at 105-106 

Hunt v Uphoff, 199 F.3d 1220, 1224 (10th Cir. 1999) 

!-.a~~~ster V Monroe County, 116 F. 3d 1419, 1425 (11th Cir. 1997) 

B. 3) Once an official actually knows about a substantial risk of serious 

harm, [the official] must respond reasonably to it. 

In deciding whether an official's response was reasonable, a court will most 

likely ask whether the official made a good faith effort to investigate the 

problem and then fix it. 

It is not enough for an official to say "only noted" and then do nothing. 

See Vance v Peters, 97 F.3d 987, 993 (7th Cir. 1996) 

Reed_v_McBride, 178 F.3d 849, 855 (7th Cir. 1999) 

2 
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B.4) A jury could find that week long delays by inmates to see a doctor 

were product of deliberate indifference. 

See ~£EJ~.£!.._t__!.._F0ley. 182 F.3d at 1256 N.6 

C. .~~ry - Legal Standard 

C.l) To be construed deliberately indifferent, an official must both 

1) Know about a risk to an inmate, and 

2) Failed to respond reasonably 

Knowledge of a risk and an unreasonable response are elements of 

all failure to protect medical care and condition claims. 

C. 2) In .F_~-r~ • the Supreme Court emphasized that de liberate indifference 

is a "subjective", not an objective requirement. 

This means that it is not enough to show that the officials whom 

you sue, "should have known 11 about a particular risk, or that a "reasonable 

person" would have known about it. Instead, you must show that the 

officials in your case actually knew about the risk. 

D. INMATE BAHDBOOIC 

D.1) The Federal Bureau of Prisons issues to an inmate a handbook 

describing the prison's rules and regulations at a formal orientation 

session. The only exception is at the Federal Transit Center because the 

inmates are being transferred, and will receive a handbook at his final 

destination. 

3 
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The basic language used by all federal prisons is the same. The quoted 

sections regarding Heal th Services represent materials and pertinent data 

as it relates to plaintiff's claims: 

"Colon Cancer: Testing for blood in your stool every year 

beginning at age 50 (sooner if you are higher 

risk for colon cancer)" 

See Page 19 

EXHIBIT 

D.2) "You have the right to report complaints of pain to your Health Care 

Provider, have your pain assessed and managed in a timely and medically 

acceptable manner, be provided information about pain and pain management, 

as well as information on the limitation and side effects of pain 

treatments. 

See Your Health Rights, Page 31 

EXHIBIT 

D, 3) "You have the responsibility to communicate with your heal th care 

provider honestly regarding your pain and your concerns about your pain, 

You also have the responsibility to adhere to the prescribed treatment plan 

and medical restrict ions. It is your responsibility to keep your provider 

informed of both positive and negative changes in your condition to assure 

timely follow up." 

See Your Responsibilities, Page 31 

EXHIBIT 

4 
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E. LEGAL STANDARD 

E.l) The allegations of the complaint are taken as true and are construed 

in the light most favorable to the plaintiff. 

See Tha~~~~ v Palm Beach County Sheriff's_Office, 

449 F.3d 1342, 1352 (11th Cir. 2006) 

E. 2) The complaint may be dismissed if plaintiff has not stated enough 

facts to state a claim for relief that is plausible on its face, 

See _Bell !._~~~ntic Corp v Tooney, 

121 s.ct. 1955. 1973, 1974 (2007) 

F.1) The Eighth Amendment to the United States Constitution prohibits the 

infliction of "cruel and unusual punishments" 

"Prison personnel may not subject inmates to acts or omissions 

sufficiently harmful to evidence deliberate indifference to 

serious medical needs ••. Such deliberate indifference by a 

correctional system to serious medical needs of its prisoners 

constitute the kind of unnecessary and wanton infliction of pain 

that is proscribed by the Eighth Amendment." 

See ~arris V T~igpen, 

941 F.2d 1498, 1504-1505 (11th Cir, 1991). 

5 
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G. LEGAL STANDARD 

G.l) In ~~telle v Gamble, 429 U. S, 97, 105-106, 97 S, Ct. 285, 

50 L.Ed 2d 251 (1976), The Supreme Court explained that: 

A complaint that a physician has been negligent in diagnosing or 

treating a medical condition does not state a valid claim of 

medical mistreatment under the Eighth Amendment. Medical 

malpractice does not become a constitutional violation me rely 

because the victim is a prisoner, In order to state a cognizable 

claim, a provider must allege acts or omissions sufficiently 

harmful to evidence deliberate indifference to serious medical 

needs. It is only such indifference that can offend evolving 

standards of decency in violation of the Eighth Amendment. 

DELIBERATE IHDIFFERElfCH 

G,2) To show that a prison official acted with deliberate indifference to 

an inmate's serious medical needs, a plaintiff must satisfy both an 

objective and subjective inquiry. 

See Farrow v West, 320 F,3d 1235, 1243 (11th Cir, 

Cir. 2003), 

G.3) First, a plaintiff must establish that he had an objective serious 

medical need, 

Id 

6 
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G.4) Second, a plaintiff must show that a prison official acted with an 

attitude of deliberate indifference to that serious medical need. 

G.5) A 

violation 

prison official 

of the Eighth 

Id 

cannot be found 

Amendment unless 

deliberately 

the official 

indifferent 

knows of 

disregards an excessive risk to inmate's health or safety. 

Jd at 1245 (citing 

F~'f!D.l:!.__v Brenn~~• 511 U. S. 825, 835, 

114 S. Ct. 1970, 128 L. Ed 811 (1994). 

in 

and 

G,6) The Eleventh Circuit has explained that deliberate indifference has 

three components: 

"l) Subjective knowledge of a risk of serious harm; 

2) Disregard of that risk; 

3) By conduct that is more than mere negligence." 

I~ {quoting ]:!cEl.lJ.,2_1:.,_t v Foley, 

182 F. 3d 1248, 1255 (11th Cir. 1999), 

G. 7) A delay in the treatment of a serious medical need may amount to 

deliberate indifference depending upon the reason for the delay, 

Id at 1246. 

7 
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As to the Warden, 

"It is well established in this Circuit that supervisory officials are 

not liable under (Bivens) for the unconstitutional acts of their 

subordinates on the basis of respondent supervision or vicarious 

liability. 

See !Jatr.1:!!1£.!~- v Reno, 334 F. 3d 991, 995 (11th 

Cir. 2003). 

There must be a causal connection between actions of the supervisory 

official and the alleged constitutional violation. 

There was sufficient evidence to permit a jury to conclude that medical 

personnel were deliberately indifferent to plaintiff's medical need for 

further diagnosis of treatment for the severe pain. "BFMA" 

Plaintiff seeks compensatory damages of not less than $1,000.00 per day 

be tween the first time he reported rectal bleeding (March 26, 2009) and 

the day prison officials allowed a colonoscopy 8-20-10), a total of 547 

days equaling not less than $547,000.00. Plaintiff seeks compensatory 

damages of not less than $10,000.00 per day for pain and suffering and 

untreated growth and metastasizing of his cancer for each day from 3-26-

09 up until 8-20-10 to a total of 547 days and a total equaling not less 

than $5,470,000.00. Plaintiff seeks punitive damages in an amount to be 

determined by the trier of facts. In sum, Plaintiff seeks not less than 

$6,017,000.00 in compensatory damages and an unspecified amount in punitive 

damages. 

Dated; September L<fffe, 2012 

Respectfully Submitted, 

~ . ,/'?_./ J. 
_h_ p ,e- / C-,---""/ .q4,'( (. 

Tibal Clarke, prose 
Register#: 97273-071 
P.O. Box 999 
Butner, NC 27509-0999 

8 
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I. APPLICATION TO PLAINTIFF 

I. 1) "The symptom most often associated with colon cancer is blood in the 

stool." 

Understanding Colon Cancer, (Page 49) 

by A. Richard Adrouny, M. D., F. A. C. P. 

Copyright 2002 

University Press of Mississippi 

12) "Constant bleeding may lead to anemia, a condition in which there is a 

deficiency of hemoglobin or red blood cells. 11 

ID (Page SO) 

13) "Therefore, when a person becomes anemic, common feelings in the early 

stages are fatigue that comes easily or lack of stamina. As anemic becomes 

worse, a person may become noticeably pale and may experience breathlessness •.• " 

Id 

14) "Lower abdominal pain, bloating, and cramping are some of the symptoms of 

colon cancer." 

Id (Page 51) 

IS) II Patients may present with alternating constipation and diarrhea that 

may mimic the irritable bowel syndrome." 

Id (Page 53) 

I6) "If cancer spreads to other organs, symptoms that may follow include 

general e f feet s such as weight loss, weakness, malaise, loss of appetite and 

fever." 

Id (Page 53) 
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17) Plaintiff provides this citations from a book designed by the author "For 

the General Reader," It is not a medical book written for Health Service 

Professionals, who a re suppose to know it by virtue of their training. The 

Bureau of Prisons notifies every federal inmate that "blood in your stool" could 

be a sign of colon cancer. 

See Paragraph Di 

18) The Bureau of Prisons notifies every federal inmate that medical 

complaints, particularly involving pain, should be reported to Health Services 

Medical Staff so that medical condition can be "assessed and managed in a timely 

and medically acceptable manner." 

See Paragraph D2 

19) Plaintiff alleges that in support of Plaintiff's first claim, the Heal th 

Services Staff failed in their duty as Health Service professionals to treat 

plaintiff's medical condition which was "BFMA", and consistently did so, knowing 

that "BFMA" was a potential indicator of colon cancer (as stated in the Inmate 

Handbook): 

a) Plaintiff's "BFMA" exceeded well over one year which 

represents a risk that is "obvious", if it "longstanding, 

pervasive, well-documented,,," 

See Paragraphs A3 and A4; Also, Paragraphs (a) to (e) inclusive and 

Paragraphs 2a) to 2m) (inclusive). 
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b) The delay in properly treating Plaintiff constituted deliberate indifference 

because a delay of over a year cannot be justified. 

See Paragraphs Bl, 82, and B4; Also, Paragraphs (a) to {e) inclusive 

and Paragraphs 2a) to 2m) inclusive 

c) There was no good faith effort to investigate and treat Plaintiff's medical 

condition; rather, there was a plethora of file notations without follow-up 

examinations by either a doctor or gastrointernist specialist. 

See paragraphs AT, B3, and Cl; also Paragraphs (a) to ( e) inclusive and 

Paragraphs 2a to 2m inclusive 

d) There was a prescription for hemorrhoids, a suppository, without even a 

visual inspection, which was later documented to be totally in error as 

Plaintiff did not have hemorrhoids, 

See paragraphs 21 and 2m 

e) There was a prescription for 1anitidine, a histamine blocker, which was 

summarily cancelled, and was given to Plaintiff in error (without a doctor's 

examination). 

See Paragraphs 21 and 2k 

f) The basic digital rectal examination was not conducted properly, and to the 

extent that it was, the Health Services Staff failed to notify a staff doctor 

about Plaintiff "BFMA"; and if there was a file notation supposedly notifying 

the staff doctor, nothing happened. 

See Paragraphs 2g, 2h, 21, 2j and 2k 

The most important test for colorectal cancer that a physician performs during 

a physical examination is the digital rectal exam (DRE), 

Understanding Colon Cancer 

at Page 30 
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The "DRE11 can give a wealth of other information to the physician • 

.le! at Page 31 

4 

After performing the digital examination, the examiner wipes some stool from 

the examineing glove onto a filter paper containing a peroxide-sensitive 

chromogen and then plac.es drops of a developing solution containing hydrogen 

peroxide on it. If any amount of the enzyme peroxidase is present, it causes 

the hydrogen peroxide to break down to water an doxygen. Oxygen produced in 

this reaction in turn causes the chromogen to turn blue, 

Id 

The presence of blue color indicates that there is bleeding somewhere in the 

gastrointestinal tract. This is called the fecal occult blood test. 

Id 

There are no file notations to indicate that any Health Service Staff who met 

with Plaintiff or any laboratory ever performed the basic fecal occult blood 

test properly. 

g) The blood tests ordered by the Health Service Staff were apparently never 

reviewed, and to the extent there was any trangential connection, any health 

service reaction was superficial because a "CEA" blood test was never ordered 

by the medical staff. 

See Paragraphs 2a, 2d, 2t 

The blood test that is "the major tumor marker for colorectal cancer is "CEA", 

which stands for carcinoembryonic antigen. 

See Und~rstanding Colon Cancer 

at Page 34 
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No tumor marker has been used as frequently as has "CEA" for colorectal cancer, 

Id at Page 35 

The blood tests identified in Paragraph 2t have various high and low indicators; 

however, there is no file notation regarding any communication of results to 

Plaintiff 

A comparison of the blood tests identified in Paragraph 2t, with the 

comprehensive blood test completed at the Federal Medical Center cited as 

Paragraph 2u. which includes a "CEA11 test is illuminating as it shows the 

deliberate indifferen~~ of the Health Services Staff. 

A "'FSA" test was completed on 6 / 15/2010 which is a b load test marker for 

prostate cancer; however, the Health Services Staff failed to order a "CEA 1 

blood test which is the primary marker when there is "BFMA. 11 

h) Plaintiff argues that on 8/20/2010, 1 year and 5 months after Plaintiff 

reported "BFMA 11
, a colonoscopy was done, and within 30 days, Plaintiff was 

t ran sf erred to the Feder al Medical Center, It took the Health Services Staff 

over 6-months to act on PA Maples file notation of 2/22/2010 

See Paragraphs 2o, 2p, 2q, 2r, and 2s; also 2k 
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SUMMARY 

Plaintiff's "First Claim" is based upon a simple premise. If you, a Judge, 

a Judicial Law Clerk, an Assistant United States Attorney, a Jury Member, were 

"BFMA", what would they do? Perhaps switch doc tors; but, that option is not 

available to Plaintiff. The Health Services Staff failed to treat Plaintiff's 

11 BFMA11 period. 

See Paragraphs la and le inclusive and 

Paragraphs 2a to 2m inclusive; Also, see Paragraphs Al and A2. 
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PLAINTIFF'S_ EXHIBIT LIST 

HEALTH SERVICES FILE DOCUMENTATION 

EXHIBIT 1 - File Notation of Sick Call Visit 4/13/2009 Paragraph 2b 

EXHIBIT 2 - File Notation of Sick Call Visit 6/29/2009 Paragraph 2c 

EXHIBIT 3 - File Notation of Sick Call Visit 8/24/2009 Paragraph 2e 

EXHIBIT 4 - File Notation of Sick Call Visit 9/23/2009 Paragraph 2f 

EXHIBIT 5 - File Notation of Sick Call Visit 12/2/2009 Paragraph 2g 

EXHIBIT 6 - File Notation of Sick Call Visit 12/4/2009 Paragraph 2h 

EXHIBIT 7 - File Notation of Sick Call Visit 12/22/2009 Paragraph 2i 

EXHIBIT 8 - File Notation of Sick Call Visit 1/12/2010 Paragraph 2j 

EXHIBIT 9 - File Notation of Sick Call Visit 2/22/2010 Paragraph 2k 

EXHIBIT 10 - File Notation of Sick Call Visit 3/15/2010 Paragraph 21 

EXHIBIT 11 - File Notation 4/1/2010 Paragraph 2m 

EXHIBIT 12 - File Notation of Sick Call Visit 4/13/2010 Paragraph 2n 

EXHIBIT 13 - File Notation 8/20/2010 Paragraph 2o 

EXHIBIT 14 - File Notation 8/23/2010 Paragraph 2p 

EXHIBIT 15 - File Notation 8/26/2010 Paragraph 2q 

EXHIBIT 16 - File Notation 8/27/2010 Paragraph 2r 

EXHIBIT 17 - File Notation (various blood tests/Forest City) Paragraph 2t 

EXHIBIT 18 - File Notation (blood test/Federal Medical Center) 
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CERTifiCATE 01' SER.VICE 

I, hereby, certify that a copy of the foregoing pleading was served 

upon the below named persons by placing the same in the regular 

institutional depository at L.S.C.I.-Butner, NC designated for first-class 

U. S. Mai 1, postage pre-paid on this /i:i,!) day of September , 2012. 

United States District Court 
Attn: Office of the Clerk 
Western District of Oklahoma 
200 N. W. 4th Street 
Oklahoma City, OK 73102-3092 

~r d~.tc 
Tibal Clarke 

Register H: 97273-071 
L.S.C.I. - Butner 
P. o. Box 999 
Butner, NC 27509-0999 

Pursuant to the "mailbox rule", this pro se pleading, filed by a prisoner in 
custody is considered "filed" when mailed on or before the last day of filing, 
See: Houston v Lack, 101 L.Ed 2d 245 (1988). 
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_. , U,S; qvAR1MENT OF JUSTICE REQUEST FOR ADMINISTllATIVE REMEDY 
..Federal Bureau of Prisons 

Type or use ball-poiiltpen. If anachme,w are needed, submit Jow copies. Additional in..wuctions on reverse. 

From: Tibal Clarke 97273-071 FMC Butner 
LAST NAME, FlRSI', MIDDLE JNlTIAL REG. NO. UNIT, INSTITUTION 

Part A- INMATE REQUEST I reported blood in my stool in March of 2009 while at the 
Oklahoma Transportation Center. During the following 17 months, I went to 
sick call numerous times and submitted several cop-outs complaining of blood 
in my stool and severe pain. It was not until August of 2010 that a proper 
diagnosis was made -- colorectal cancer. I have suffered unnecessary pain 
and anxiety during the time that I did not receive proper medical care. 
Early dete~tion and treatment would have avoided the suffering and 
complmcations I have experienced. I want to be appropriatedly compensated 
for my suffering and I want the B.O.P. to take steps to ensure that other 
men don 1 t have to go through what has happened to me. 

February 10, 2011 
DATE 

Part B- .JIBSPONSE 

DATE 

SIGNATURE OF REQUESTER 

WARDEN OR REGIONAL DIRECTOR 

If dismtisfitd with this re1ponse, you may appHI lo tht RegiollOI Dir«ior. Your appnJ ,nus/ br rttn"IOl u,. /ht Rtgianal Officuril1tin 20 calelUUU da.11 of tlu ,Wt of this u1p01ue. 

ORIGINAL= RETURN To INMATE CASE NUMBER: c.. a \'a ':l?JS-F 1 --~--.,... ...,.._ -- -,----=--._,.. - ..... ~ ~-=-~-------- ______ __. ____________ .....,. _________________________ _ 

CASE NUMBER: (., ;\ t} "f 3,t:;-f=. \ 
Part C- RECEIPT 

Return to: 
LAST NAME, FIRST. MIDDLE INITIAL REG. NO. UNIT INSTITUTION 

SUBJECT:------------------------~:----'--------------
3 - t · - \ \ '¥\. 
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U.S.DeparbnentofJustice 
· Federal Bureau of Prisons 

FCC Butner 

Admin Remedy Number: 628439-F1 

Request for Administrative Remedy 
Part B -Response 

This is in response to your Request for Administrative Remedy received on March 1, 2011, in which 
you are requesting compensation for suffering where you feel you did not receive proper medical care. 

We have reviewed your request and ft has been determined that the Administrative Remedy Program 
does not provide monetary compensation of this nature. If you feel you need to be compensated, you 
may follow the procedures in the Federal Tort Claims Act. Submit an Inmate Request to Staff 
Member to your Unit Team requesting a Claim for Damage, Injury or Death {Standard Form 95). 
After you complete the form, send it to the FCC Butner Legal Center, PO Box 1600, Butner, NC 
27509. 

As in response to your receipt of inadequate medical care, a review of your medical records revealed, 
you were seen at FCI Forrest City for rectal bleeding beginning in September, 2009. A referral was 
made to Gastroenterology on September 23, 2009; however local policy, at FCI Forrest City, requires 
patients who require a colonoscopy see General Surgery. This referral was corrected on February 
22, 2010, and you were seen by General Surgery on April 23, 2010. The General Surgeon ordered a 
colonoscopy which was performed August 20, 2010. A definitive diagnosis of colon cancer was 
made and you were referred to FCC Butner for Oncology treatment. 

You arrived at FCC Butner September 16, 2010, and had your initial consultation with Oncology 
September 24, 2010. You were treated with radiation and surgical interventions. Currently you are 
receiving chemotherapy. You will continue to be followed by Oncology at FMC Butner in addition to 
your primary care team. 

Based on the above information, your Request for Administrative Remedy is denied. 

If you are dissatisfied wtth this response, you may appeal to the Regional Director, Federal Bureau of 
Prisons, Mid-Atlantic Regional Office, 302 Sentinel Drive, Suite 200, Annapolis Junction, MD 20701. 
Your appeal must be received in the Regional Office within 20 calendar days from the date of this 
response. 
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u..l ~ o1 Jutke Regional Administrative Remedy Appeal 
Federal Buceao of Prisons 

Type or use bell-point pen. If attachments are needed, submit four copies. One copy of the completed BP-229(13) including any attachments must be submitted 
with this appeal. 

From: Clarke, Tibal 97273-071 4B FMC Butner 
LAST NAME, FIRST, MIDDLE INITIAL REG. NO. UNIT INSTITlmON 

Part A-REASON FOR APPEAL My BP-09 is incorporated herein by r 1eference. My life
threatening pervasive cancer that has caused me immeasurable pain and 

suffering is a direct result of gross medical negligence and mal
practice on the part of BOP staff members. My condition deteriorated, too, 
as a consequence of deliberate indifference to my serious medical needs. 
I understand the futility of the administrative remedies process, but alas 
the process must be exhausted before I can file for relief in the courts. 
I want appropriate financial compensation; release from incarceration so I 
can pursue the full range of cancer treatments; a fully paid health 
insurance policy that covers all future costs; and assurance that a 
comprehensive review of BOP medical practices will be undertaken and 
resulting recommendations implemented so that other prisoners will not 
suffer my fate in the future. 

DATE SIGNATURE OF REQUESTER 

Part B - RESPONSE 

l·L' 

DATE REGIONAL DIRECTOR 
If dl~ti,fi,d wl<h <his respoM<, yoo may ,pp<al ,o m, Geoml Cooos<I. Yoo, appeal mos be ~d"d m m, Gmrnl Coo Mei', Offico wIL""' 
days of 1be dale of this response. M <f..:. '7 J /2-. / 
ORIGINAL: RETURN TO INMATE CASE NUMBER:/-

• j 

. - - - - - -- - - - - - --- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Part C - RECEIPT 

CASE NUMBER: ---------

Return to: ________________ _ 

LAST NAME, FIRST. MIDDLE INITIAL REG,NO. UNIT INSTITUTION 
SUBJECT: ________________________________________ _ 

DATE SJGNA TURE, RECIPIENT OF REGIONAL APPEAL 
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ADMINISTRATIVE lU:MEDY REGIONAL APPEAL 
PART B - Response 

Date Filed: June 6, 2011 Remedy ID N0
1
.: 628439-Rl 

You appeal the Warden's response to your request for 
administrative remedy. You contend that your life threatening 
pervasive cancer that has caused you pain and suffering is a 
direct result of gross medical negligence and malpractice on the 
part of BOP staff members. You request compensation for 
suffering as you believe you did not receive proper and timely 
medical care for your condition. 

Investigation of your complaint reveals that you arrived at FMC 
Butner on September 16, 2010. Clinical staff evaluated you on 
the same date as part of the intake screening process. Upon 
completion of the evaluation, ~u were instructed on how to 
obtain medical, dental and mental health care. In September 
2010, you had your initial consultation with the Oncologist and 
you were treated with radiation and surgical intervention. You 
are currently receiving chemotherapy. Your condition will 
-continue to be monitored and treated by Oncology at FMC Butner 
in addition to your primary care team appointments. 

Your medical plan of care, developed and implemented by your 
primary care provider team, is adequate and complete. Your 
condition has been sufficiently addressed and prescribed 
medication and treatment is appropriate. There is no evidence 
to support your allegation of gross medical negligence and 
malpractice on the part of BOP staff members. You are 
encouraged to continue to work with your primary care provider 
team for other health care related issues and concerns. As for 
your request for compensation, we find that the Administrative 
Remedy Program does not provide monetary compensation of this 
nature. You may refer to the Federal Tort Claims Act for that 
purpose. 

Your appeal of the Warden 1 s response is denied. If you are 
dissatisfied with this response, you may appeal to the General 
Counsel, Federal Bureau of Prisons, 320 First Street, NW, 
Washington, DC 20534. Your appeal must be received in the ::::~~!e~o~~~e~'tOi~fice with~~:::m thee? of this 

Regional Director 
Mid-Atlantic Region 
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ll.S. i)~partment of Justice Central Office Administrative Remedy Appeal 

Fcdc'ral BurcJU ol' Prisons 

Type or use bal I-point ptn. H atla,hme,n, arc 11,·,·,kd. suhm1! four copie~. One copy eadi uf lhc c-nmplctt'J BP--229( I} J anJ BP--2."\0f 13 ). i11l'lt1di ng any ,lllach
mrnt, rJltl-il be ,1, bm illed wil h th ,s ;,ppt,i I. 

i=r»m Clarke, TibaJ 97273-07.i 4-B FMC Butner 
LAST N.-'\ME. FIRST. ~tlDDU' l~'ITIAI REC,. NU !.'NIT iNSTITl'TIO~ 

Purt.\-REASO'.'IFORAPPEAL M,y BP-09, BP-10, and previous!,/ submitted BP-1'1 are 
incorporated herein by !"efe_·ence. I previo;_rnly submitted a BP-11 a:·te:-- til-~ 
Re~ioi1 Of~ice had ~ot responded to my BP-10 and more than three (3) months 
h~d passed since the extended r9sponse date the Region Office had sought. 
(See enclosed receipt.) I ~inally received a Heeion •f:ice Respons9 datad 
November 22. 2011. thus this seC".ond BP-11. 

My com~laint has nothin~ to do with the medical care I have received at 
Butner !<'MC. My complai'1t concerns the failure of BOP personnel at the 
()klahoma Transportation Center and at Forest City FCI to properly diagnose 
and treat my cancer. I am attempting to exhaust my administrative rernedies. 
I understand that the administrative remedy process cannot result in the 
monetary compensation that I seek; however, this process should alert BOP 
leadership to the growin~, almost desparate need to greatly improve medical 
diaenoses procedures (especially as it relates to cancer) at every non
hospital facility inthe system. 

J: .- ·; ,:: -- J .. .''· I / _/, ,;_.· / C-- /. ......... 

DAl'l: SIGN,\TURE OF REQl'ESTJ-R 

Part B - RESPOl'iSE 

DATE GP.'ER-'~L COl''.\SEL 

ORICIINAL: RET"LRN TO INJ\lATF. CASE NUMBER: C:- ~1 f 'J'?> 1 i ... ('{ 
----------------------~--------------------
Purt C - RECEIPT 

CA.SE NutvlBER: ________ _ 

Re!urn to: _________________ _ 

L'\STNAME, FIRST, !s11DDU' 1,'ilTlAL RFCi .. so. UNIT ! ~STJTL'T!Ol\ 
SlJLlJl'CT: ____________________________________________ _ 

DXIT 

I if;tr,,I. ',. ~ 
@ __ _ SJG\.\llRr:-:11 REl il'l!ST ')F Cl,'.\TR,\L :)FFICr: ,ll'l'f·.•\i 
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Administrative Remedy No. 628439-A2 
Part B - Response 

This is in response to your Central Office Administrative Remedy 
Appeal where you contend that your life threatening pervasive 
cancer that has caused you pain and suffering is a direct result 
of gross medical negligence and malpractice on the part of BOP 
staff members. You request cowpensation for suffering as you 
believe you did not receive prope~ and timely medical care for 
your conditon. 

Our investigation and review of documentation related to your 
appeal reveals you have received chemotherapy and radiation 
therapy and completed treatment for your cancer and awaiting 
surgicaJ consult for reversal of the anastomy and ileostomy. On 
August 1, 2011, a whole body PET CT scan was completed. The 
general surgeon evaluated you and recommended reversal of the 
anastomy and ileostomy. You were diagnosed with locally 
advanced rectal carcinoma s/p proctectoDy with coloanal anastomy 
and diverting loop ~:eostomy. You comp:eted treatment for the 
cancer and medically clear for port removal. On January 25, 
2012, the portacath was removed. 

Based on this information, there is no evidence to substantiate 
your contention of gross medical negligence and malpractice on 
the part of BOP staff members. Medical staff advised you are 
receiving appropriate medical assessment and treatment for your 
cancer. 

The Administrative Rewedy Progra~ dces not provide for monetary 
relief. Your request for mor.etary compensation should be 
pursued through the appropriate statutorily mandated procedure 
to resolve this issue. 

The record reflects you received medical care and treatment 
in accordance with evidence based standard of care and within 
the scope of services of the Federal Bureau of Prisons. 

Accordir.gly, this respor.se is der.ied. 

201~ 
Date 

,.,. 
I 

/ 

l Watts, Administrator 
Inmate Appeals ~\. ,...-

~ 
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PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT LIST 

HEAi ,'[H S rnv l CES FI LE f}( lCUMENli\ l'J 0~ 

EXHIBIT 1 - File Notation of Sick Call Visit 4/13/2009 Paragraph 2b 

EXHIBIT 2 - File Notation of Sick Call Visit 6/29/2009 Paragraph 2c 

EXHIBIT 3 - File Notation of Sick Call Visit 8/24/2009 Paragraph 2e 

EXHIBIT 4 - File Notation of Sick Call Visit 9/23/2009 Paragraph 2£ 

EXHIBIT 5 - File Notation of Sick Call Visit 12/2/2009 Paragraph 2g 

EXHIBIT 6 - File Notation of Sick Call Visit 12/4/2009 Paragraph 2h 

EXHIBIT 7 - File Notation of Sick Call Visit 12/22/2009 Paragraph 2! 

EXHIBIT 8 - File Notat'ion of Sick Call Visit 1/12/2010 Paragraph 2j 

EXHIBIT 9 - File Notation of Sick Call Visit 2/22/2010 Paragraph 2k 

EXHIBIT 1.0 - Fi.le Notation of Sick Call Visit 3/15/2010 Paragraph 21 

EXHlBIT 11 - File Notation 4/1/2010 Paragraph 2m 

EXHIBIT 12 - File Notation of Sick Call Visit 4/13/2010 Paragraph 2n 

EXHIBIT 13 - File Notation 8/20/2010 Paragraph 2o 

EXHIBIT 14 - File Notation 8/23/2010 Paragraph 2p 

EXHIBIT 15 - File Notation 8/26/2010 Paragraph 2q 

EXHIBIT 16 - File Notation 8/27/2010 Paragraph 2r 

EXHIBIT 17 - File Notation (various blood tests/Forest City) Paragraph 2-c: 

EXHIBIT 11::l File Notation (blood test/Federal Medical Center) 
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Bureau of Prisons 
Health Services 

Clinical Encounter 

Sick Call/Triage encounter performed at Health Services. 

SUBJECTIVE: 

COMPLAINT 1 Provider: Taylor, Ella NP 

Chief Complaint: Skin Problem 
Subjective: present to sick calt requesting clearance for clipper and want cholesterol check. 
Pain Location: 
Pain Scale: 
Pain Qualities: 
History of Trauma: No 
Onset: 
Duration: 
Exacerbating Factors: 
Relieving Factors: 
Comments: 

OBJECTIVE: 

Exam: 
General 

45 yr old b/m present today requesting personal clippers for what he reports a allergic to the razors. 
He was infomed that medial will not allow for person dippers -- if do for one will have to do for all. 
Informed that he has the opportunity to clipper cut by the barber shop and to use a gurad. As for 
cholesterol check will order baseline labs -age specific. 

ASSESSMENT: 

Description ICD9 Status 

Observation for other spec 
suspected conditions 

V71.89 Resolved 

PLAN: 

New Laboratory Requests: 

Details 

Profile tests-General-Lipid Profile 
Profile tests-General-Comprehensive 
Metabolic Profile (CMP) 
Profile tests-General-CBC and WBC 
Differential 

Additional Information: 

reports hx of high cholesterol 

Patient Education Topics: 

Frequency 

One Time 

Date Initiated Format 

04/13/2009 Counseling 

HandoutlT opic 

Plan of Care 

at this time there is no permit for personal clippers 

Status Date Progress 

04/13/2009 Initial 

Type 

History/Resolved 

End Date Due Date 

04/15/2009 06:00 

Priority 

Routine 

Provider 

Taylor, Ella 

Outcome 

Verbalizes 
Understanding 

Generated 04/13/2009 08:46 by Taylor, Ella NP Bureau of Prisons - FOR Page 1 of 2 
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Copay Required:Yes 

TelephoneNerbal Order: No 

Cosign Required: No 

Clinical Encounter completed on CLARK, TIBEL by Taylor, Ella NP on 04/1312009 08:37. 

Generated 04113/2009 08:46 by Taylor. Ella NP Bureau of Prisons - FOR Page 2 of 2 
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cx#2, 

Bureau of Prisons 
Health Services 

Clinical Encounter 

Emergency encounter perfomied at Health Services. 

SUBJECTrYE: 

COMPLAINT 1 Provider: Barker, Amy RN 

Chief Complaint: Diarrhea 

Subjective: Pt c/o diarrhea that started this morning. Pt states he has had 5 episodes of diarrhea today. 

Pain Location: Abdomen - Diffuse 

ROS: 
GI 

Pain Scale: 6 

Pain Qualities: Intermittent 
History of Trauma: No 

Onset: 6-12 Hours 

Duration: <30 Minutes 
Exacerbating Factors: 
Relieving Factors: 
Comments: 

General 
Diarrhea (yes) 

Pt c/o diarrhea that started this morning. Pt denies any nausea or vomting. 

OBJECTIVE: 
Temperature: 

Date 

06/29/2009 

Pulse: 

Time 

14:21 FOX 

Date Time -- --

Fahrenheit Celsius Location 

98.6 37.0 Oral 

Rate Per Minute Location 

Provider 

Barker, Amy RN 

Rhythm Provider 

06/29/2009 14:21 FOX 79 Via Machine Barker, Amy RN 

Respirations: 

Date 

06/29/2009 

Blood Pressure: 

Time 

14:21 FOX 

Date Time Value -- --

Rate Per Minute Provider 

18 Barker, Amy RN 

Cuff Size Provider 

06/29/2009 14:21 FOX 134/87 

Location 

Left Arm 

Position 

Sitting Adult-regular Barker, Amy RN 

Sa02: 

Date 
06/29/2009 

Exam: 

Time Value(%) Air 

14:21 FOX 100 Room Air 

Provider 
Barker, Amy RN 

Generated 06129/2009 15:33 by Molina, Andre MO Bureau of Prisons• FOR Page 1 of 2 
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~~~:~~::~ T~lh,a,~ .• ,;$s'ti~~1•r·~;~~'.~i~~~~:.~;;:;~\~ ~~:(~rilfii 
Exam: 

General 
Appearance/Nutrition 

Appears Well (yes), Alert and Oriented x 3 (yes) 
Affect 

Pleasant (yes), Cooperative (yes) 
ASSESSMENT: 

Diarrhea 

PLAN: 

Disposition: 

Return To Sick Call if Not Improved 

Other: 

Notified Dr. Molina of pt status. Orders given to keep hydrated and 2 days off work. 

Patient Education Topics: 

Date Initiated Format 

06/29/2009 Counseling 

Copay Requlred:No 

TelephoneNerbal Order: No 

Handout/Topic 

Plan of Care 

Cosign Required: Yes 

Provider 

Barker, Amy 

Clinical Encounter completed on CLARK, TIBEL by Barker, Amy RN on 06/29/200914:20. 

Clinical Encounter requested to be cosigned by Molina, Andre MD. 

Clinical Encounter cosigned by Mollna, Andre MD on 06/29/2009 15:33. 

Generated 06/29/2009 15:33 by Molina, Andre MD Bureau of Pnsons - FOR 

Outcome 

Verbalizes 
Uooerstanding 

Page 2 of 2 
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Bureau of Prisons 
Health Services 

Clinical Encounter 

Sick Call/Triage encounter performed at Health Services. 

SUBJECTIVE: 

COMPLAINT 1 Provider: Jones, Jerald PA-C 

Chief Complaint: Other Problem 
Subjective: inmate had an elevated BP reading, here for recheck 
Pain Location: 
Pain Scale: 
Pain Qualities: 
History of Trauma: No 
Onset: 
Duration: 
Exacerbating Factors: 
Relieving Factors: 
Comments: 

OBJECTIVE: 

Pulse: 

Date Time Rate Per Minute Location Rhythm Provider 

08/24/2009 08:44 FOX 48 Jones, Jerald PA-C 

Blood Pressure: 

Date Time Value Location 

Left Arm 

Position 

Sitting 

Cuff Size Provider -- --
08/24/2009 08:44 FOX 132/68 Adult-large Jones, Jerald PA-C 

Exam: 
General 

Appearance/Nutrition 
Appears Well (yes), NAO (yes), Alert and Oriented x 3 (yes) 

ASSESSMENT: 

Description 

Elev blood pressure reading 
w/o hypertension 

Enthesopathy of knee, 
unspecified 

PLAN: 

New Medication Orders: 

Rx# Medication 

ICD9 Status 

796.2 Current 

726.60 Current 

status Date 

07/15/2009 

08/24/2009 

Order Date 

Generated 08/24/2009 09:26 by Jones, Jerald PA- Bureau of Prisons - FOM 

Progress 

Marked 
Improvement 

Not Assessed 

Type 

Chronic 

Temporary/Acute 

Prescriber Order 

Page 1 of 2 
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New Medication Orders: 

Rx# Medication 
PredniSONE Tablet 

Indication: Osteoarthrosis, generalized 

Patient Education Topics: 

Date Initiated Format 

08/24/2009 Counseling 

Copay Required:No 

TelephoneNerbal Order: No 

Handout/Topic 

Plan of Care 

Cosign Required: No 

Order Date 
08/24/2009 08:43 

Provider 

Jones, Jerald 

Prescriber Order 
40 mg Orally each morning x 
10 day(s) 

Outcome 

Verbalizes 
Understanding 

Clinical Encounter completed on CLARK, TIBEL by Jones, Jerald PA-Con 08/24/2009 08:43. 

Generated 08/24/2009 09:26 by Jones, Jerald PA- Bureau of Prisons - FOM Page 2 of 2 
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Bureau of Prisons 
Health Services 

Clinical Encounter 

· .. .;,_,· 
;. ~ ' 

Sick Callffriage encounter performed at Health Services. 
SUBJECTIVE: 

COMPLAINT 1 Provider: Jones, Jerald PA-C 

Chief Complaint: Bleeding from Rectum 

Subjective: Inmate had 3 positive guiacs recently, needs CBC and eval by gastro 
Pain Location: 

ROS: 
GI 

Pain Scala: 
Pain Qualities: 

History of Trauma: No 

Onset: 
Duration: 

Exacerbating Factors: 
Relieving Factors: 
Comments: 

General 
Blood in Stools (yes) 

No real discomfort 

OBJECTIVE: 

Exam: 
General 

Appearance/Nutrition 
NAO (yes), Alert and Oriented x 3 (yes) 

Affect 
Pleasant (yes), Cooperative (yes) 

ASSESSMENT: 

Description ICD9 

Hemorrhage of gastrointestinal 578.9 
tract, unspecified 

PLAN: 

New Laboratory Requests: 

Status 

Current 

Status Date 

09/23/2009 

Progress 

Initial 

Type 

Temporary/Acute 

Details 

Profile tests-General-COmprehensive 
Metabolic Profile (CMP) 

Frequency 

One Time 

End Date Due Date 

09/23/2009 00:00 

Priority 

Today 

Profile tests-General-CBC and WBC 
Differential 

Patient Education Topics: 

Date Initiated Fonnat Handout/Topic 
Generated 09/23/2009 09:58 by Jones, Jerald PA- Bureau of Prisons • FOR 

Provider Outcome 
Page 1 of 2 
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Date Initiated Format 

09/23/2009 Counseling 

Copay Required:No 

TelephoneNerbal Order: No 

Handout/Topic 

Plan of Care 

Cosign Required: No 

Provider 

Jones, Jerald 

Clinical Encounter completed on CLARK, TIBEL by Jones, Jerald PA-C on 09/23/2009 09:39. 

Generated 09/23/2009 09:58 by Jones, Jerakl PA- Bureau of Prisoos - FOR 

Outcome 

Verbalizes 
Understanding 

Page 2 of 2 
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Inmate Name: CLARK, TIBEL 
Date of Birth: 09/20/1963 
Encounter Date: 't'2i'0'212009 12:40 

Bureau of Prisons 
Health. Services 

Clinical Encounter 

Sex: M 
Provider: Vitvitsky, Jack PA-C 

Sick Call/Triage encounter performed at Health Services. 

SUBJECTIVE: 

COMPLAINT 1 Provider: Vitvilsky, Jack PA-C 

ROS: 

Chief Complaint: Bleeding from Rectum 

Subjective: Blood in stool for 3 months states every time uses toilet 

Pain Location: 
Pain Scale: 
Pain Qualities: 
History of Trauma: No 
Onset: 
Duration: 
Exacerbating Factors: 
Relieving Factors: 
Comments: 

General 

Reg#: 9('273-071 
Race: BLACK 
Facfflty: FOR 

States blood in every stool-= rather dark since about September and thought it was food problem. Also notes 
he runs about 2 times per week and walks every day - some acheing of right foot - after soccer injury to knee
with lump behind knee. Taking one aspirin per day per doctor to prevent blood problems - but this may be 
contributing to problem. 

OBJECTIVE: 
Temperature: 

Date 
12/02/2009 

Pulse: 

Time 

12:40 FOX 

Date Time 

12/02/2009 12:40 FOX 

Blood Pressure: 

Fahrenheit Celsius Location 
97 .6 36.4 Oral 

Rate Per Minute Location 

64 Via Machine 

Date Time Value Location 

Left Arm 

Position 
Sitting 12/02/2009 12:40 FOX 122/72 

Sa02: 

Date 
12/02/2009 

Exam: 
General 

Time 

12:40 FOX 

Value(%) Air 

99 

Provider 

Vitvitsky, Jack PA-C 

Rhythm Provider 

Vitvitsky, Jack PA-C 

Cuff Si:i:e Provider 

Adult-regular Vitvitsky, Jack PA-C 

Provider 

Vitvitsky, Jack PA-C 

Rectal stool sample showed positive for occult blood with sample only from rectal canal - he was too 
uncomfortable to push all the way in with out lubrication generous on glove. (Two more cards to be 
returned in a few days. 

GenBfaled 1210212009 13: 19 by Vltvitsky. Jack Bureau of Prisons • FOR Page 1 of 2 
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..... :,. , 

Inmate Name: CLARK, TlBE:L 
Date of Birth: 09/2011963 · Sex: M 

Reg #: -97273:.071 -
Race: BLACK 

Encounter Date: 12/02/200912:40 .Provider: Vitvitsky, JackpA-C , Facility: -FOR 

ASSESSMENT: 

Description ICD9 Status 

Hemormage of gastrointestinal 578.9 Current 
tract, unspecified 

PLAN: 

New Laboratory Requests: 

Details 

Profile tests-General-CBC (Complete 
Blood Count) 

Disposition: 

Follow-up at Sick Call as Needed 

other: 

Frequency 

One Time 

Status Date Progress Type 

09/23/2009 Not Temporary/Acute 
Improved/Same 

End Date Due Date 

12/02/2009 00:00 

Priority 

Routine 

Await (continue) for consult regardign blood in stool, return two cards Friday, continue Milk of Mag to provide 
regularity. Blood tests being ordered. 

Patient Education Topics: 

Date Initiated Format 

12/02/2009 Counseling 

Copay Requlred:No 
TelephoneNerbal Order: No 

Handout/Topic 

Plan of Care 

Cosign Required: No 

Completed by Vilvitsky, Jack PA-Con 12/02/2009 13:19 

Generated 12/0212009 13:19 by Vitvi!sky, Jack Bureau of Prisons - FOR 

Provider 

Vitvitsky, Jack 

Outcome 

Verbalizes 
Understanding 

Page 2 of 2 
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/:x .. ' 

Inmate Name: CLARK, TIBEL 
Date of Birth: 09/20/1963 
Encounter Date: 12/04/20Q9 13:43 .·.·.· 

Bureau of Prisons 
Health Services 

Clinical Encounter 

Sex: M 
'Proii~er: Vitvitsky, Ja<;k F'A-C ', : : .· 

Admin Note encounter performed at Health Services. 

SUBJECTIVE: 

COMPLAINT 1 Provider. Vitvitsky, Jack F'A-C 

Chief Complaint: Bleeding from Rectum 
Subjective: testing two more samples of stool for occult blood. These are samples he has obtained in last 

two days to add to sample obtained 2 days ago and tested then as well as 3 samples previously. 
Pain Location: 
Pain Scale: 
Pain Qualities: 
History of Trauma: No 
Onset: 
Duration: 

Exacerbating Factors: 
Relieving Factors: 
Comments: 

ROS: 
General 

see dee 2, 2009 encounter 

OBJECTIVE: 

Pulse: 

Date Time -- -- Rate Per Minute Location Rhythm Provider 

12/04/2009 13:52 FOX 63 Via Machine Vitvitsky, Jack F'A-C 

Blood Pressure: 

Date Time Value 

12/04/2009 13:52 FOX 115172 

Sa02: 

Location 

Left Arm 

Date 

12/04/2009 
Time Value(%) Air 

13:52 FOX 100 

Exam: 
General 

see dee 2, 2009 encounter 
ASSESSMENT: 

Description ICD9 

Hemorrhage of gastrointestinal 578.9 
tract, unspecified 

Status 

Current 

Cuff Size Provider Position 

Sitting Adult-regular Vitvitsky, Jack PA-C 

Provider 

Vitvitsky, Jack PA-C 

Status Date 

09/23/2009 

Progress 

Not 
Improved/Same 

Type 

Temporary/Acute 

Generated 12/04/2009 13:54 by Vitvilsky, Jaci( BlKeau of Prisons - FOR Page 1 of 2 
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Inmate Name: CLARK, TIBEL 
Date of Birth: 09/20/1963 
Encounter Date: 12/041200913:43 

Description 

PLAN: 

New Consultation Requests: 

Sex: M 
Provider: Vitvitsky, Jack PA-C 

ICD9 Status Status Date Progress 

Consultation( Procedure 

Gastroenterology 

Due Date 

12/0412009 

Priority 
Routine 

Translator Language 

Reason for Request: 
Now six stool speciments testing 

Disposition: 

Follow-up at Sick Call as Needed 

Patient Education Topics: 

Date Initiated Fonnat 

12104/2009 Counseling 

Copay Requlred:No 
TelephoneNerbal Order: No 

Handout/Topic 

Plan of Care 

Cosign Required: No 

Completed by Vitvitsky, Jack PA-Con 12/04/2009 13:54 

Generated 12/04/2009 13:54 by Vllvltsky, Jack Bureau of Prisons • FOR 

No 

Provider 

Vitvitsky, Jack 

Outcome 

Verbalizes 
Understanding 

Page 2 of 2 
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Bureau of Prisons 
Health Services 

Clinical Encounter -Administrative Note 

Inmate Name: 
Date of Birth: 
Note Date: 

CLARK, TIBEL 
,(~9/20/1963 
1'2122/2009 15:57 

Sex: 
Provider: 

Admin Note encounter performed at Health Services. 
Administrative Notes: 

M 
Winkler, Cathie RNP 

ADMINISTRATJVE NOTE 1 Provider: Winkler, Cathie RNP 

Reg#:" 
Race:' 
Facility: 

.. 
97273-071 
f:ILACK 
FOR 

Rectal bleed, bright red over normal stool. Refused physical exam. Lab results from previous exams not 
available. Tx with rectal steriod, if available. Obtain results ... Tx hypermotility 
GI distress. Refer to GI specialist. 

New Medication Orders: 
Rx# Medication 

Hemorrhoidal Suppository 0.25% 

Order Date 
12/22/2009 15:57 

Indication: Hemorrhage of gastrointestinal tract, unspecified 

Ranitidine Tablet 12/22/2009 15:57 

Indication: Hemorrhage of gastrointestinal tract. unspecified 

Diet Orders: 

Prescriber Order 
1 suppository Rectally -three 
times a day x 14 day(s)-- insert 
past external rectal sphincter and 
retain. Report dart< tany stool 
prompty. 

150mg Orally daily x 60 day(s) -· 
report joint pain 

Start Date 
12/22/2009 Other - High fiber, Special Instructions - report bloating or abdominal pain. 

Expiration Date 
01/22/2010 

Copay Required:No 
TelephoneNerbal Order: No 

Cosign Required: No 

Completed by Winkler, Cathie RNP on 12/22/2009 16:21 

Gell8rated 12122/2009 16:21 by Winkler, Cathie Bureau of Prisons - FOR Page 1 of 1 
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Bureau of Prisons 
Health Services 

Clinical Encounter -Administrative Note 

Inmate Name: 
Date.of Birth: 
Note Date: -

CLARK, TlBEL 
09/20/1963 
01/12/201016:00 

Sex: M 
Provider: Winkler, Cathie RNP 

Sick CalVTriage encounter performed at Health Services. 
Administrative Notes: 

ADMINISTRATIVE NOTE 1 Provider: Winkler, Cathie RNP 
Treated on 12/22/2009 

Copay Required:No 
TelephoneNerbal Order: No 

Cosign Required: No 

Completed by Winkler, Cathie RNP on 01/12/2010 16:02 

Generated 01/12/2010 16:02 by Winkler, Calhie Bureau of Prisons - FOR 

Reg#: 
Race: 
Facility: 

97273-071 
BLACK 
FOR -

Page 1 of 1 
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£ x:; 9 
• 

Bureau of Prisons 
Health Se,vlces 

~ Requ,atei:1: General Surgery 
Rulon for Reqillat: 

46 y/o wllh hlltory ob blood In~ for one year. Symptoms have been worse for Ihm monlhl. No hemofThoids on 
exam. Guak::a me POSilive x 3. Naeda colouoacopy lO r/o cancer. 

Provlelonll Dlagnoela: 
Rectal bae«lng. 

Medcltlons (Aa of 0ll22/2010) 
Oocusall Soclum 100 MG Cap Exp:08t21/2010 SJg:Take one capsule by mouth Wee dally aa needed 
Femu Gluconate (5GR) 324 Mb Tab Exp:09{1112010 Sig:Tlke one tablet by mouth three timel daily 
Fallc Acid 1 MG Tab Exp:09/11~10 Slg:Take one tablet by mouth each day 
Tera:zosi'I HCI 2 MG cap Exp:10,10/2010 Sig:Take one capsule (2mg) by mouth at bedtime 

AllerglN (Al of Gll22l2010) 
No Known Allergies 

Heatlh P ....... (Aa of 081221201~) 
other conjWlcllvltls, Osteoarthi~, ganeratad, Elev blood pretllA read~ w/o hypertenlion, Pein k'I joint, multipe 
sttee. 0lhar apecif diaeasaa of hat RI hair fallcles, Enthelopathy of knee. UI mpec:lled, Other Lnlltistldoi 'I 
l'8A»i atioli of existing toolh, Hemlkmage of gastroiilleaUnal tract. unapecffled, Bengn lncallzed hyperplalia of 
prostate NOS 

Inmate-.... Trans&atDr: No Language: 
Addltlonal Records Required: 

Requestad By: Maples, Kathlaar1 APN-FNP 
Due Dalt: 02/22/2010 00:00 
Prbtly: Routine 

81.nauofAilorw-FOR 

N pE.\~MO 
,.., ... r ... ·~f~<-,i r1TV. A.R 
... Sf~'' 

Ptrga1af 2 
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Bureau of Prisons 
Health Services 

Clinical Encounter 

Sex: M 
Inmate-Name: CLARK, TIBEL 
bate of Birth: 09/20/1963 
Encounter Date: 0212212010 09:25 Provider: Maples, Kathleen APN-

Reg #: 97273-071-
Race: .BLACK .... ·. -. 
_Facility; JI:~: .. ··· . 

Follow-up encounter performed at Health Services. 

SUBJECTIVE: 

COMPLAINT 1 Provider: Maples, Kathleen APN-FNP 

Chief Complaint: Urinary Problem 

Subjective: Difficulty stopping stream. And stomach growling, blood from rectum. 

Pain Location: 
Pain Scale: 
Pain Qualities: 
History of Trauma: No 

Onset: 
Duration: 
Exacerbating Factors: 
Relieving Factors: 
Comments: 

ROS: 
General 

Constitutional Symptoms 
Anorexia (no). Chills (no), Fatigue (no), Fever (no), Hypersomnolence (no), Insomnia (no), Night Sweats 
(no) 

GI 
General 

Abdominal Pain or Colic (yes), Appetite Changes (no), Belching (no), Blood in Stools (yes), Constipation 
(yes), Diarrhea (yes), Flatulence (yes) 

Thinks most symptoms are from the ranilidine, was not having anything but rectal bleeding and stomach 
growling prior to starting ranitidine in pee. _., 

OBJECTIVE: 
Temperature: 

Date 
02/22/2010 

Time Fahrenheit Celsius Location 

09:26 FOX 98.4 36.9 

Pulse: 

Date Time Rate Per Minute Location ~- --
02/22/2010 09:26 FOX 66 

Respirations: 

Rate Per Minute Provider 

Provider 

Maples, Kathleen APN-FNP 

Rhythm Provider 

Maples. Kathleen APN-FNP 

Date 

02/22/2010 

Time 

09:26 FOX 16 Maples, Kathleen APN-FNP 

Blood Pressure: 

Date Time Value Location Position Cuff Size Provider 

02/22/2010 09:26 FOX 139/77 Maples, Kathleen APN-FNP 

Generated 02/2212010 09:50 by Maples. Kathleen Bureau or Prisons - FOR Page 1 of 3 



Case 5:12-cv-01094-R Document 1-1 Filed 10/03/12 Page~R, 9 

Inmate Name: CLARK, T18EL 
Date Of Birth: 09/20/1963 Sex: M 
Encounter Date: 02/22/2010 09:25 Provider: Maples, Kathleen APN-

Reg·#: 97273-071 
Race: BLACK 
Faciuty: FOR . 

Exam: 
General 

Appearance/Nutrition 
Appears Well (yes), NAO (yes) 

Genitourinary 
Prostate 

Tenderness on Palpation (no), Mass(es) (no), Nodules (no), Hardness (no), Symmetric Enlargement (yes) 
ASSESSMENT: 

Description ICD9 Status 

Benign localized hyperplasia of 600.20 Current 
prostate NOS 

Hemorrhage of gastrointestinal 578.9 Current 
tract, unspecified 

PLAN: 

New Medication Orders: 
Rx# Medication 

Docusate Sodium Capsule 

Status Date Progress Type 

Chronic 02/22/2010 Initial 

09/23/2009 Worsened Chronic 

Order Date 

02/22/2010 09:25 

Prescriber Order 

100mg Orally -Two Times a Day 
x 180 day(s) 

Indication: Hemorrhage of gastrointestinal tract, unspecified 

New Laboratory Requests: 

Details Frequency 
Blood tests-o-p-Prostate Specific Antigen One Time 
(PSA) 

New Consultation Requests: 

Consultation/Procedure 

General Surgery 
Reason for Request: 

Due Date 

02/22/2010 

End Date 

Priority 

Rootine 

Due Date 

02/22/2010 00:00 

Translator 

No 

Priority 

Routine 

Language 

46 y/o with history ob blood in stool for one year. Symptoms have been worse for three months. No 
hemorrhoids on exam. Guaics are positive x 3. Needs colonoscopy to r/o cancer. 

Provisional Dlagnolis: 
Rectal bleeding. 

Discontinued Consultation Requests: 

Consultation/Procedure 

Gastroenterology 
Reason for Request: 

Now six stool speciments testing 

Disposition: 

Follow-up at Sick Call as Needed 

Other: 

Due Date 

12/04/2009 

Priority 

Routine 

Translator Language 

No 

Advised to stop ranitidine, see if urinary problem and constipation/diarrhea subside, wm re-evaluate through sick call if 
needed. 

Patient Education Topics: 

Generated 02/22/2010 09:50 by Maples, Kathleen Bureau of Prisons ~ FOR Page 2 of 3 
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lnMate Name: CLARK, TIBEL 
Date of Birth: 09/20/1963 Sex: M 
Encounter Date: 02/22/2010 09:25 Provider: Maples, Kathleen APN~ 

Reg tt. 97273-07f 
Ra9e: BLACK 
Facility: FOR .• 

Date lnHiated Format 

02/22/2010 Counseling 

Copay Requlred:No 
TelephoneNerbal Order: No 

Handout/Topic 

Plan of Care 

Cosign Required: No 

Completed by Maples, Kathleen APN-FNP on 02/22/2010 09:50 

Generated 02/22/2010 09:50 by Maples, Kathleen Bureau of Prisons • FOR 

Provider 

Maples, Kathleen 

Outcome 

Verbalizes 
Understanding 

Page 3 of 3 



Case 5:12-cv-01094-R Document 1-1 Filed 10/03/12 Page 29 of~ ,x'
0 
/0 

Bureau of Prisons 
Health Services 

Clinical Encounter -Administrative Note 

Inmate Name: 
Date of Birth: 
Note Date: 

CLA.RK, TIBEL 
09/20/1963 
03/15/2010 12:50 

Sex: 
Provider: 

Admin Note encounter performed at Health Services. 
Administrative Notes: 

M . ,, 
Maples, Kathleen APN~ 

ADMINISTRATIVE NOTE 1 Provider: Maples, Kathleen APN-FNP 

Per urc recommendations, will start iron, folic acid, vit b and multi vitamin 

New Medk:ation Orders: 
Rx# Medication 

Ferrous Gluconate Tablet 

Order Date 
03/15/2010 12:50 

Indication: Hemorrhage of gastrointestinal tract, unspecified 

Folic Acid Tablet 03/15/2010 12:50 

Indication: Hemorrhage of gastrointestinal tract, unspecified 

Copay Requlred:No 
Telephone/Verbal Order: No 

Cosign Required: No 

Completed by Maples, Kathleen APN-FNP on 03/15/2010 12:55 

Generated 03/15/2010 12:55 by Maples, Kathleen Bureau of Prisons - FOR 

Reg#: 
Race:·· 
Facility: 

97273--071 
· BLACK 
FOR 

Prescriber Order 
324 mg Orally -three times a day 
x 180 day(s) 

1mg Orally daily x 180 day(s) 

Page 1 of 1 



Case 5:12-cv-01094-R Document 1-2 Filed 10/03/12 Pag~~l // 

Inmate Name: CLARK, TIBEL 
Date of Birth: 09120/1963 00:00 

Bureau of Prisons 
Health Services 

Consultation Request 
Reg #: 97273-071 
Sex: M 

Consultation/Procedure Requested: Optometry 
Reason for Request: 

decreased visual acuity 
Provislonal Diagnosis: 

decreased visual acuity od 20/40 os 20/40 ou 20140 
Medications (As of 04/01/2010} 

Complex: FOX 
. . . 

Docusate Sodium 100 MG Cap Exp:08121/2010 Sig:Take one caps'-Jle by mouth twice daily as needed 
Ferrous Gluconate (5GR) 324 MG Tab Exp:09/11/2010 Sig:Take one tablet by mouth three times daily 
Folic Acid 1 MG Tab Exp:09/11/201 0 Sig: Take one tablet by mouth each day 

Allergin {As of 04/01/2010) 
No Known Allergies 

t:P"•allh Problems (As of 04l01/2010) 
Benign localized hyperplasia of prostate NOS, Hemorrhage of gastrointestinal tract, unspecified, Other unsatisfactory 
restoration of existing tooth, Osteoarthrosls, generalized, Elev blood pressure reading w/o hypertenSion. Pain in pint, 
mulhple sites, Other specif diseases of hair and hair follicles. Enthesopathy of knee, unspecifted, Other conjunctivitis, 
Obselvation for other spec suspected conditions 

Inmate Requinls Translator: No Language: English 
Additional Records Required: 

Comments: 

Requested By: Johnson, Rachel NP 

Due Dale: 07/15/2009 00:00 
Priority: Routine 

Genetated 04/0112010 09:26 by Cook. Kathy RN 

D6ia M::-tfi£, Optrnr.etiat 
rCI Forr~:it City, Arkansas 

Bireau ol Prisons - FOR 
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Bureau of Prisons 
Health Services 

Clinical Encounter 

Sex: M 
Inmate Name: CLARK, TIBEL 
Date of Birth: 09/20/1963 
Encounter Date: 04/13/201010:45 Provider: Wingo, Michelle PA-C 

Reg #: 97273-071 
Race; BLACK 
Facility: FOR 

Sick Call/Triage encounter performed at Health Services. 

SUBJECTIVE: 

COMPLAINT 1 Provider: Wingo, Michelle PA-C 

Chief Complaint: Bleeding from Rectum 

Subjective: blood in stool x 1 year. suppositories without relief. notes occasional constipation. none 
current. notes "brown looking" blooo in stool. no h/o hemorrhoids per inmate. no pain with BM. 
no real c/o nausea/vomiting. reports lack of entergy. 

ROS: 
GI 

GU 

Pain Location: 
Pain Scala: o 
Pain QuaUUes: 
History of Trauma: 
Onset: 
Duration: 
Exacerbating Factors: 
Relieving Factors: 
Comments: 

General 
Blood in Stools (yes) 

General 
Hesitancy (yes), Nocturia (no), Urinary Frequency (yes). Urinary Retention (yes) 

OBJECTIVE: 

Pulae: 

Date Time Rate Per Minute Location 

04/13/2010 10:49 FOX 45 

Blood Pressure: 

Date Time Value Location Posftlon 

04/13/2010 10:49 FOX 129/80 

Exam: 
General 

Appearance/Nutrition 
Appears Well (yes), NAD (yes), Alert and Oriented x 3 (yes) 

Affect 
Pleasant (yes), Cooperative (yes) 

Gastrolntestlnal 
Anus and Rectum 

Deferred (yes) 
recent exam in 2/10 

Genitourinary 
Generated 04/13/2010 11 :08 by Wingo, Michele Bureau <:I Prisons • FOR 

Rhythm Provider 

Wingo, Michelle PA-C 

Cuff Size Provider 

Wingo, Michelle PA-C 

Page 1 of 2 



Case 5:12-cv-01094-R Document 1-2 Filed 10/03/12 Page~;}: 12 

Inmate Name: CLARK, TIBEL 
Date of Birth: 09/2011963 Sex: M 
Encounter Date: 04/13/201010:45 Provider: Wingo, Michelle PA-C 

Reg #: 97273-071 
RaCQ: BLACK , 
Facility: , , FOFt , 

Exam: 
deferred. recent exam in 2/10 

ASSESSMENT: 

Description ICD9 

Benign localized hyperplasia of 600.20 
prostate NOS 

Hemorrhage of gastrointestinal 578.9 
tract, unspecified 

PLAN: 

New Medication Orders: 
Rx# Medication 

Status 

Current 

Current 

Acetaminophen Oral Tablet 

Indication: Osteoarthrosis, generalized 

T erazosin Capsule 

Status Date Progress Type 

02/22/2010 Not Chronic 
Improved/Same 

09/23/2009 Not Chronic 
Improved/Same 

Order Date 

04/1312010 10:45 

04/13/2010 10:45 

Prescriber Order 

325mg Orally every 4 hours 
PRN x 7 day(s)-take with food. 
do not take on empty stomach. 

2 mg Orally at bedtime x 180 

day(s) 

Indication: Benign localized hyperplasia of prostate NOS 

Disposition: 

Return Immediately if Condition Worsens 

Other: 

currently approved to see GS for blood in stool. 

Patient Education Topics: 

Date Initiated Format 

04/13/2010 Counseling 

Copay Required:No 
TelephoneNerbal Order: No 

Handoutrropic 

Plan of care 

Cosign Required: No 

Completed by Wingo, Michelle PA-Con 04/13/2010 11 :08 

Generated 04/1312010 11 :08 by Wingo, MicheUe Bureau of Prisons - FOR 

Provider 

Wingo, Michelle 

Outcome 

Verbalizes 
Understanding 

Page2 of 2 



Case 5:12-cv-01094-R Document 1-2 Filed 10/03/12 

Bureau of Prisons 
Health Services 

Page~JS 

Clinical Encounter -Administrative Note 

Inmate Name: . CLARK, TIBEL 
Date of Birth:··•· 09/20/1963 
Note Date: 08/20/2010 14:04 

Sex: M 
Provider: McDaniel, Jamie RN 

Post-Consultation Visit encounter performed at Health Services. 
Administrative Notes: 

ADMINISTRATIVE NOTE 1 Provider: McDaniel, Jamie RN 

. Reg#: 
Race: 
facility: 

97273-071 
Bu\CK 
FOR 

Inmate returned from hospital today. Diagnosed with esophageal and rectal mass. NAO noted. FCMC Dr. 
recommends: 
1. protonix 40mg PO daily for 6 wk.s 
paperwork placed in MD tray for review. 

Copay Requlred:No 
TelephoneNerbal Order: No 

Cosign Required: Yes 

Completed by McDaniel, Jamie RN on 08/20/2010 14:06 

Requested to be cosigned by Peikar, Nader MD. 
Cosign documentation will be displayed on the following page. 

Generated 08/20/2010 14:08 by McDanlel, Jamie Bureau of Prisons - FOR Page 1 of 1 



-Case 5:12-cv-01094-R Document 1-2 Filed 10/03/12 Page ~J. /3 
Bureau of Prisons 

Health Services 
Cosign/Review 

lnrnate Name: ct.ARK;flBE:L 
Date of Blrth: 09/20/1963 

- -< Reg#: 
Sex: M Race: 

9i273::0ff,, _,- . '' i' 
BL.A.CK -

Encounter Date: 0612012_010 14:04 Provider: McDaniel, Jamie RN· ----- Facility: FOR 

Cosigned by Pelkar, Nader MD on 08/20/201014:51. 

Bureau of Pri50ns - FOR 



Case 5:12-cv-01094-R Document 1-2 Filed 10/03/12 Page 6 of~;,(. / 3 
Bureau of Prisons 

Health Services 
Clinical Encounter - Administrative Note 

Inmate Name: 
Date of Birth: 
Note Date: 

CLARK, TIBEL 
09/20/1963 
08/20/2010 14:58 

Sex: M 
Provider. Peikar, Nader MD 

Ad min Note encounter performed at Health Services. 

Administrative Notes: 

ADMINISTRATIVE NOTE 1 Provider: Peikar, Nader MD 

meds refill and also pending esophageal and rectal mass biopsy result 

Renew Medication Orders: 
Rx# Medication 

67370-FOX Docusate Sodium 100 MG Cap 

Order Date 

08/20/2010 14:58 

Indication: Hemorrhage of gastrointestinal tract, unspecified 

Terazosin HCI 2 MG Cap 08/20/2010 14:58 

lndicatlon: Benign localized hyperplasia of prostate NOS 

Ranitidine 150 MG TAB 08/20/2010 14:58 

Indication: Hemorrhage of gastrointestinal tract, unspecified 

Discontinued Laboratory Requests: 

Details Frequenc~ End Date 
Profile tests-General-Lipid Profile One Time 
(collected) 
Profile tests-General-Urinalysis (oollected) 
Profile tests-General-Comprehensive 
Metabolic Profile (CMP) (collected) 
Blood tests..<J-e-f-Erythrocyte 
Sedimentation Rate (ESR) (collected) 
Blood tests-t-Thyroid Stimulating Honnone 
(TSH) (collected) 
Stool tests-General-Fecal Occult Blood 
Test (collected) 
Blood tests-o-p-Prostate Specific Antigen 
(Free) (collected) 
Profile tests-General-CBC (Complete 
Blood Count) (collected) 

Addltlonal lnfonnation: 

guiac time three 
New Laboratory Requests: 

Details Frequenc~ End Date 

Profile tests-General-Lipid Profile One Time 
Profile tests-General-Urinalysis 
Profile tests-General-Comprehensive 
Metabolic Profile (CMP) 

Generated 08/20/2010 15:07 by Peikar, Nader MO Bureau of Prisons • FOR 

:Reg#: 
Race: 
Facility: 

97273-071 
BLACK 
FOR 

Prescriber Order 

Take one capsule by mouth twice 
daily as needed x 180 day(s) 

Take one capsule (2mg) by 
mouth at bedtime x 180 day(s) 

Take one tablet by mouth each 
day x 180 day(s) 

Due Date Priority 

07/1512009 00:00 Routine 

Due Date Priority 

oa1201201 o 00:00 Routine 

Page 1 of 2 



Case 5:12-cv-01094-R Document 1-2 Filed 10/03/12 Page 7 of 4~. /3 
Inmate Name: 
Date of Birth: 
Note Date: 

ClARK, T16EL 
09120/1963 
08/20/2010 14:58 

Profile tests-General-Hepatic Profile 
Profile tests-General-CBC and WBC 
Differential 

Sex: 
Provider: 

Copay Requlred:No 
TelephoneNerbal Order: No 

Cosign Required: No 

Completed by Peikar, Nader MD on 08/2012010 15:07 

M 
Peikar, Nader MD 

Generated 08/20/2010 15:07 by Peikar. Nader MD Bureau of Prisons - FOR 

Reg#: 
Race: 
Facility. 

, 97273-071 
BLACK 
FOR,_ 

Page2of 2 
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Case 5:12-cv-01094-R Document 1-2 Filed 10/03/12 Page 8 ~ /1./ 

Bureau of Prisons 
Health Services 

Clinical Encounter - Administrative Note 

Inmate Name: 
Date of Birth: 
Note Date: 

CLARK, TIBEL 
09/20/1963 
08/23/2010 15:35 

Sex: M 
Provider: Peikar, Nader MD 

Admin Note encounter performed at Health Services. 
Administrative Notes: 

ADMINISTRATIVE NOTE 1 Provider: Peikar, Nader MO 

:._Reg#: -
Race:_ 
Facility: 

97273-071 
BLACK-
FOR 

per forrest city hospital speaking with general surgeon per pathology report inmate with rectal carcinoma and 
multiple lymph nodes invasion, also positive for h-pylori, form 770 for urgent transfer on board 

Copay Required:No 
TelephoneNerbal Order: No 

Cosign Required: No 

Completed by Peikar, Nader MD on 08/23/2010 15:39 

Generated 08/23/2010 15:39 by Peikar, Nader MD BUfeau of Prisons - FOR Page 1 of 1 



Case 5:12-cv-01094-R Document 1-2 Filed 10/03/12 Page 9 Jr*~ IS 
Bureau of Prisons 

Health Services 
Clinical Encounter -Administrative Note 

Sex: M 
Provider: Winkler, Cathie RNP 

Medication Renewal/Review encounter performed at Health Services. 
Administrative Notes: 

ADMINISTRATIVE NOTE 1 Provider: Winkler, Cathie RNP 

V.O. from Dr. Peikar to initiate Tx for H. pylori. Also Consult General Surgery r/t recent dx rectal carcinoma. 

New Medication Orders: 
Rx# Medication 

Omeprazole Capsule 

Order Date 
08/26/2010 12:14 

Indication: Hemorrhage of gastrointestinal tract, unspecified 

Amoxicillin Capsule 08126/2010 12: 14 

Indication: Hemormage of gastrointestinal tract, unspecified 

Clarithromycin Tablet 08/26/2010 12:14 

Indication: Hemorrhage of gastrointestinal tract, unspecified 

New Consultation Requests: 

ConsultaUon/Procedure 
Oncology 

Reason for Request: 

Due Date 
08126/2010 

Priority 
Routine 

Prescriber Order 
20 mg Orally -Two Times a Day 
x 10 day(s) -- for H. pylori 
treatment. Take with other H. 
pylori medicatins also. 

1000 mg Orally -Two Times a 
Day x 10 day(s) - for H. pylorli. 
Take with other H. pylori meds. 

500 mg Orally -Two Times a Day 
x 10 day(s) -- for H. pylori. Take 
with other H. pylori medication. 

Translator Language 
No 

48 YO male recent diagnosis of rectal carcinoma for evaluation and recommendation. 

Other: 

Med x 3: H. pylori 
Consult Oncology 

Disposition: 

Will Be Placed on Callout 

Generated 08/26/2010 12:29 by 'Minkler, Calhie Bureau of Prisons - FOR Page 1 of 2 



Case 5:12-cv-01094-R Document 1-2 Filed 10/03/12 Page 1~~ /5" 

lnrnat'a Name: CLARK, TIBEL ; 
Date of Birth: 09/20/1963 , Sex: M 
No~Oate: 08/26/2010 12:14 Provider: Wfflkler, Cath>e RNP 

Copay Requlred:No 
TelephoneNerbal Order: No 

Cosign Required: Yes 

Completed by Winkler, Cathie RNP on 08/26/201012:28 

Requested to be cosigned by Peikar, Nader MD. 

Cosign documentation will be displayed on the following page. 

Generated 08/26/201 0 12:29 by Winkler, Cathie Buraau of Prisons - FOR 

Reg#: 
Race: 
Facil~: 

:97273-071 
BLACK 
FQR 

Page2of 2 



Case 5:12-cv-01094-R Document 1-2 Filed 10/03/12 

Bureau of Prisons 

Inmate Name: CLARK, TIBEL 
l;)ate:,OfBlrth: .. 09/20/1963 .. 
E:nc&mier Date: .06126/1e10 12:14 

Health Services 
Cosign/Review 

Sex: M 
Provider: Winkler, Cathie RNP 

Cosigned by Pelkar, Nader MD on 08/261201015:10. 

Bureau of Prisons - FOR 

Page 11 ~k .. /~ 

Reg#: 
Race: 
Facitity: 

9727a.071 
BLACK 
FOR 



Case 5:12-cv-01094-R Document 1-2 Filed 10/03/12 Page 12 of 41 ex. IS 

Bureau of Prisons 
Health Services 

Clinical Encounter-Administrative Note 

Inmate Name: 
Date of Birth: 
Note Date: 

CLARK, TIBEL 
09/20/1963 
08/2612010 15:09 

Sex: 
Provider: 

Admin Note encounter performed at Health Services. 
Administrative Notes: 

M 
Peikar, Nader MD 

ADMINISTRATIVE NOTE 1 Provider: Peikar, Nader MD 

. Reg#: 
Race: 
.facility: 

treat H-pylori at 1east 14 days with multiple x4 medications, this inmate already is diagnosed with rectal ca 
with pathology report available on BMER, cancel general surgery and request oncology f/up 

Copay Required:No 
TelephoneNerbal Order: No 

Cosign Required: No 

Completed by Peikar, Nader MD on 08/26/201 O 15: 15 

Requested to be reviewed by Winkler, Cathie RNP. 

Review documentation will be displayed on the following page. 

Generated 08126/2010 15:15 by Peikar, Nader MD Bureau of Prisons - FOR Page 1 of 1 

.~- : 



-Case 5:12-cv-01094-R Document 1-2 Filed 10/03/12 Page 13 of 41C x .. /5 
Bureau of Prisons 

Health Services 
Cosign/Review 

Inmate Name: CLARK, TIBEL 
Date ·of Birth:. 09/20/1963 .. • . . · ·· 
Encounter Date: 08/26/2010·15:0~f.','· . 

~~:·•· M 

Provider::: Peikar, Nader MO 

Reviewed by Winkler, Cathie RNP on 08/27/2010 13:13. 
Revktwer Comments: 

Reg#: 
.·.Race •.... i.··. 

Facility: ... , ... ~ .... 

Noted. Will add Metronidazole if not contraindicated. Oncology ordered. Will cancel general surgery request. 

Burea1J of Prisons - FOR 



Case 5:12-cv-01094-R Document 1-2 Filed 10/03/12 Page 14ff~ ; 6 
Bureau of Prisons 

Inmate Name: 
Date of Birth: 
Note Date: 

Health Services 
Clinical Encounter - Administrative Note 

CLARK, TIBEL 
-09/20/1963 
08/27/2010 13:25 

Sex: 
Provider. 

M 
Wink!er, Cathie RNP 

Medication Renewal/Review encounter perfonned at Health Services. 
Administrative Notes: 

ADMINISTRA TJVE NOTE 1 Provider: Winkler, Cathie RNP 

Add metronidazole, if no contraindication. Cancel general surgery consult 

New Medication Orders: 
Rx# Medication Order Date 

08/27/2010 13:25 Clarithromycin Tablet 

Indication: Hemorrhage of gastrointestinal tract, unspecified 

Amoxicillin Capsule 06/2712010 13:25 

Indication: Hemorrhage of gastrointestinal tract, unspecified 

METRONIDazole Tablet 08127/2010 13:25 

Indication: Hemorrhage of gastrointestinal tract, unspecified 

Discontinued Medication Orders: 
Rx# Medication Order Date 

DB/'2712010 13:25 87420-FOX Amoxicillin 500 MG Cap 

Discontinue Type: When Phannacy Processes 

Discontinue Reason:Order changed 

87421-FOX C/arithromycin 500 MG Tab 081'2712010 13:25 

Discontinue Type: When Pharmacy Processes 

Discontinue Reason: Order changed 

Generated 08127/2010 16:02 by Winkler, Cathie Bureau of Prisons• FOR 

Reg#; 
Race: 
Facility! 

97273-071 
BLACK 
FOR 

Prescriber Order 

.. ,·, 

-;/1:~-~ .... :~ !. ·.· 

500 mg Orally -Two Times a Day 
x 14 day(s) -- Take with other H. 
pylori meds. 

1000 mg Orally -Two Times a 
Day x 14 day(s) - Take two 500 
mg tablets twice a day. Take with 
other H. pylori meds. 

250 mg Orally -four times a day 
x 14 day(s) -Take with other H. 
Pylori meds. 

Prescriber Order 
Take two capsules by mouth 
twice daily for 10 days 

Take one tablet by mouth twice 
daily for 10 days 

Page 1 of 2 



-Case 5:12-cv-01094-R Document 1-2 Filed 10/03/12 Page 15 ~, / 6 

Inmate Narne: CLARK, TIBEL Reg#: 
Date of Birth: . 09/20/1963 .. Sex: M . Race: 
Note Date: . 08127/2010 13:25 . Provider: Winkler, Cathie RN~:: . ;·.Facillty: 

Copay Required:No 
Telephone/Verbal Order: No 

Cosign Required: Yes 

Completed by Winkler, Cathie RNP on 08/27/201016:02 

Requested to be cosigned by Peikar, Nader MD. 
Cosign documentation will be displayed on the following page. 

Generaled 08/27/2010 16:02 by Winkler. Gatllie Bureau of Prisons• FOR Page 2 of 2 



Case 5:12-cv-01094-R Document 1-2 Filed 10/03/12 Page 16 ~~ .. /£ 

Bureau of Prisons 
Health Services 
Cosign/Review 

Inmate Name: CLARK, TIBEL 
Date of Blr:th: - 09/20/1963 __ 

Reg #: 97.273--071 
Sex: M Race: BLACK __ 

Encounter-bate: 08/27/201013:25 
. . . .. · ,::~--

Provider: Winkler, Cathie RNP , Facility: __ FOR -- · __ ' - -

Cosigned by Pelkar, Nader MO on 081301201011:36. 

Bureau of Prisons - FOR 



Case 5:12-cv-01094-R Document 1-2 Filed 10/03/12 P#Jl?' 9t,AV 
aou,,.,, 

FEDERAL MEDICAL CENTER CLINICAL LABO 
OLD HIGHWAY 75 

I..a1,cin:tmy ~ BUl'NBR, NC 27509 
Bob Lalioa (919) 515-3900 

N,,ne: a.ARK, TIEE. 

CHEMISTRY 

L1p1d P-1 
Tr1g1ycerides 
1G. Ultra 
L0L 0.0 lesterol 
PSA 
TSH 

HEMATOLOGY 
cac wJDJFF 
WBC 
RBC 
HenDg1 ob1n 
Haatocrit 
)CY 

fCH 
MX 
D 
P1ate1et Count 
KJV 
Neutroph11s I ~· ltlnoeytesJ 
Eos1RJPh1ls J 
Bascph11s I 
Jteut~t ls f ~· tblocytesf 
Eos1 noph1 ls f 
Basophtls f 

ON DEMAND REPORT 
••• SENSII'IVB - UMlTBD OFFICAL USE"• 

101 
38 
125 
0.83 
1.55 

6.0 
4.16 
12.5 
38.J 
91.5 
30.0 
32.8 
13.3 
160 
10.5 
58.9 
25.6 
10.8 
4.1 
0.6 
3.5 
1.5 
0.6 
0.2 
0.0 

Lib #: 100338 

Fl 

Ex, 17 

lD 

lD 
LO 
ID 

Mft., NJ ._'" I.O Crllk»l • CII ---1 •Ml 

D>: 

m 97273.011 

0 - 49 Ilg/cl. 
40 - 100 lllg/dl 
O • 30 IIIIJ/ cl. 
0.00 - 4.00 ng/111.. 
0.35 · 4.94 uJU/at 

4.0 11.0 10"3/uL 
4. - 6.00 10"6/ul.. 
13. • 18.0 g/cl. 
40. - 52.o r 
SD. • 100.0 n. 
2S. · 34.6 pg 
31. • 37.0 Old. 
U. • 15.O I 
150 400 1O"3/ul 
7.0 11.0 fl. 
40. - 75.0 I 
15. - .t6.0 I 
6.0 15.0 I 
0.0 7.0 I 
0.0 2.0 I 
1.5 7.110'"3/UL 
0.9 3.310"3/uL 
0.3 1.110-311.1.. 
0.0 0.7 10""3/ul. 
0.0 0.2 10"'3/uL 

Mamo: Cl.MK, TIIEL 
O!dmedBy:JHDI 
Collecled: 09/09/9 08: 08 Location· R:t Forrest C1 



i 
l 
; 
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Case 5:12-cv-01094-R Document 1-2 Filed 10/03/12 ~'1~1t 41 

Name: Cl.MIC. TIBEL 

CHEMISTRY 

Ccllp Nit Pn1 ·CO 
Glucose 

ID: 

Scxtiun 
f'otas51LD 
Chloride 
BUN 
Creatinine 
CalC1111 
Olo1estero 1 
Tota 1 Protet n 
Alblln1n 
m 
ALT 
N..KP 
TOTAL BILIFIJBIH 

. 

81 
143 
4.4 
106 
11 
1.2 
9.5 
183 
6.5 
3.7 
26 
17 
72 
0.9 

Name: Cl.Mk. TIBEL 
OnlaedBy: »WSfJe 
Collec:ted.: 09/10/& 08: 08 

a'OU/0.11 

DICAL CENTER CLINICAL LABO 
OLD HIGHWAY 75 
BU'l'NBR. NC 27509 
(919) 575-3900 

ON DBMAND Rl!PORT 
BNSITIVB • LIMITBD OPPICIAL USB ••• 

Lab #: 100338 

'I 

70 - BJ/d.. 
136 • 45 nml/L 
3.5 - .1 III01/l 
98 - l 7 IIIIOl/L 
1 - aolct. 
0.6 • .311V/dl 
8.4 - 0.2 ag/dl 
0 • ag/dl 
6.4 - .3 g/(1. 
3.5 • .0 g/d.. 
5 - 34 u/1 
8 - 35 /l 
40 - I U/L 
0 .2 - .o !Ilg/cl. 

1-0cadon: FCC Forrest C1ty 

1 



Case 5:12-cv-01094-R Document 1-2 Filed 10/03/12 P~ 6§1 

FEDERAL MEDICAL CENTER CLINICAL LABO - TORY 
OLD IDGHWAY 75 

Laboratory Supcrvi10r. BtrrNBR, NC 21S09 
Bob Latina (919) 575 .. 3900 

FINAL REPORT 
... SENSITIVE .. LIMITBD OFFICIAL USE••• 

Name: CLARK. TIBEL Lab#: 1102n ID 97273•071 

CHEMISTRY 

COip Met Pnl -CO 
G1ucose 102 70 • 109 IIQ/<l. 
Sodi llll 141 136 145 lall/L 
Potass1ta 4.1 3.5 5.1 nol/L 
Chlorfde· 104 98 - 107 rmDl/L 
BUN 11 7 - n,;J/dL 
Creatfnine 1.0 0.6 l_.3 1119/dl 
Cllc1ia 9.3 8.4 10.2 ag/dl 
Cho 1 estero 1 194 0 • IIIIJ/dl 
Total Protein 6.6 6.4 8.3 g/cl. 
Alturln 3.4 LO 3.5 5.0 g/cl. 
AST 27 5 - u/1 
ALT 16 8 .. U/L 
AL.KP 88 40 - 140 U/L 
TOTAL BILIRUBIN 0.3 0.2 . 1.0 av/di.. 

HEMATOLOGY 

C.8C W/Dlff - 5.6 4.0 11.0 10"'3/ul.. 
fa: 4.01 LD 4.50 - 6.0010"'6/ul 
Heaoglobin 12.1 LO 13.5 .. 18.0 g/dl 
Hllnltocr1t 35.3 LO 40.0 · 52.0 I 
~ 88.1 80.0 .. 100.0 fl 
tot 30.0 25.4 ~ 34.6 pg 
tOtC 34.1 31.0 • 37.0 g/dl.. 
fDI 14.3 11.0 - 15.0 I 
Platelet Comt 142 150 400 10"3/lt. 
191 9.8 7.0 11.0 fl.. 
Neutroph1ls t 45.6 40.0 .. 75.0 I 
l,ynphocytes I 31.4 15.0 .. 45.0 I 
ltmcytes l 12.2 6.0 15.0 I 
Eos1nq:ft11s I 10.4 HI 0.0 7.0 t 
Bas(¥lh11s s 0.4 0.0 2.0 I 

I Nautn:)J:1111 s # 2.5 1.5 7.110"3/ul 
; ~ I 1.7 0.9 3.3 10"3/uL i 
• tb1ocytesf 0.7 0.3 1.110"'3/ul j Eos1 rr:iphf 1 s # 0.6 0.0 0.7 10"'3/ul 1 
I Basoph11s # 0.0 0.0 0.2 10"3/Ul. 
i i.-111 

! ..... tQ lolf • ut Cntfcl I • GI ,.__I •IB 

j m: 
Nmne: CLARK. TIBEL 
Ordered By: .DES Reviewed 
Collected: 12/10/098 12: 35 Location: FCC Forrest Cit LSC 

I 
I 
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Case 5:12-cv-01094-R Document 1-2 Filed 10/03/12 Page 20 of 41 

FEDERAL MEDICAL CENTER CLINICAL LABORATORY 
OLD HIGHWAY 7S 

Laboratory Supervisor: BUTNER, NC 27509 Page: l of l 
Bob Latina (919) 5 75-3900 Printed: 06/IS/20 IO @ IS :OS 

FINAL REPORT 
••• SENSfllVE - LIMITED OFFICIAL USE -• 

===== 
Name:CLARK, TIBEL 

Test 

CHEMISTRY 

PSA 

Result 

1.33 

=====-------
Lab #: 150554 ID: 97273-071 

fiag Refererice Range/Un1ts 

0.00 - 4.00 ng/m.. 

~ CA.,Q ~~ ~ ~ ~~ 
µ. ~- "'·L 

MICHELLE WINGO, 
FCC FORREST C11Y 

Le,glJ!d 

lll!ti • HI I.ow• LO Crltk:•1 • CA AtumN1 • /18 

ID:97273-071 
Name: CLARK. TIBEL 
Ordered By: JJNES 
Collected: 06/14/lOf!l 08:46 

'l,,.,_-,,f1i) .&, 

J (7~ ~ ORIGINAL 
~;lff PJ 

DOB: 09/20/1963 ¼}:: -46,r Sex: " 
Lab Acea: 150664 

Reviewed --Location: FCC Forre-st C1ty LSC 



• ~ - I" I-

Case 5:12-cv-01094-R Document 1-2 Filed 10/03/12 Page 21 of 1!5< .. /'{; 
FEDERAL MEDICAL CENTER CLINICAL LABORATORY 

OLD HIGHWAY 75 
Laboratory Supervisor: BUTNER, NC 27509 Page: l of 4 
Bob Latina (919) 575-3900 Printed: 09/28/2010 @09:00 --~- ~= 

Name: CLARK. TIBEL 

Test 

CHEMISTRY 

CHP w/ CO2 
Lipid Panel 
Glucose 
Sod11.J111 
Potassium 
CHLORIDE 
BLIN 
Creatinine 
CALCIUM 
Carbon Dioxide 
CHOLESTEROL 
Triglycerides 
HDL ULTRA 
LDL o-KJLESTEROL 
Total Protein 
ALBUMIN 
AST 
ALT 
ALKP 
TOTAL BJLIRUBI N 
TIBC 
CEA 
Ferritin 
Fol ate 

HEMATOLOGY 

CBC w/DIFF 
\·.IBC 
RBC 
Hem:>globin 
rtema tocr i t 
MCV 
MCH 
MCHC 
ROW 
Pliitelet Count 
MPV 
Neutrophils % 

FINAL REPORT 
***SENSITIVE-LIMITED OFFICIAL USE*** 

Resu1t 

85 
144 
4.1 
105 
9 
1.0 
9.6 
30 
191 
108 
46 
123 
6.7 
3.5 
29 
21 
67 
0.9 

~ 
~ 

15.2 

Lab #: 210049 

flag 

HI 
LO 

~~'vJ~'® 
4.6 C\-1>\-- IU 
4.38 
12.4 
37.3 
85.2 
28.3 
33.2 
15.1 
206 
8.6 
32.5 

LO 
LO 
LO 

HI 

LO 

lD: 97273- 071 

Reference Range/Units 

70 - 109 mg/dl 
136 - 145 mool/L 
3.5 - 5.1 rrrool/l 
98 - 107 nm:il /L 
7 - 26 mg/dl 
0.6 · l.3 mg/dl 
8.4 - 10.2 mg/dl 
21 - 32 rrmol/L 
0 - 200 ITJJ/dl 
0 - 149 ITYJldl 
40 - 100 mg/dl 
0 - 130 rrg/dl 
6.4 - 8.3 g/dl 
3.5 - 5.0 g/dl 
5 - 34 u/l 
8 - 35 U/L 
40 - 140 U/L 
0.2 · 1.0 m;i/dl 
237 - 450 ug/d1 
0.50 • 5.00 ng/ml 
20.0 - 250.0 ng/ml 
7.2 - 15.4 ng/ml 

4.0 - 11.0 10-3/ul 
4.50 - 6.00 10-6/ul 
13.5 - 18.0 g/dl 
40.0 - 52.0 J 
80 . 0 · 100 . 0 fl 
25.4 - 34.6 pg 
31.0 - 37.0 g/dl 
11.0 - 15.0 % 
150 - 400 10~3/ul 
7.0-11.0fL 
40.0 - 75.0 t 

1hq'1 • II) I,,... ~ LO (rt t.,ca I • DI Abmt!ld l • AA 

ID: 97273-071 
Name: CLARK. TIBEL 
Ordered By: RIVERO 
Collected: 09/21/10@ 06:35 

DOB: 09/20/1963 Age: 47yr Sex: H 
Lab Accn: 210049 

Reviewed __ 
Location: FHC 4B Room: Bed: 



Case 5:12-cv-01094-R Document 1-2 Filed 10/03/12 Page 22 ~' /% 

FEDERAL MEDICAL CENTER CLINICAL LADORA TORY 
Laboratory Supervisor: 
Bob Latina 
----=========- ===-e---

OLD HIGHWAY 75 
BUTNER, NC 27509 
(919) 575-3900 

FINAL REPORT 

Page: 2 of4 
Printed: 09/28/2010@09:00 

==='"=="'-="'=-

0
• SENSITIVE - LIMITED OFFICIAL USE ••• 

=----==:::::::==- -
Name: CLARK, TIBEL 

Test 

HEMATOLOGY 

Lyirphocytes % 
Monocytes,; 
Eos i nophil s % 
Basophils t 
Neutrophil s # 
Lylll)hocytes ft 
Monocytes # 
Eos i noph il s II 
Ba<:ophi ls # 

URINALYSIS 

UA w/c Micro 
Color 
URINE APPEARENCE 
URINE GLUCOSE 
Urine Bil i rubi n 
Urine Ketones 
Urine Sp. gravit 
LIRIN[ BLOOD 
llrine pH 
UROBILINCXiEN 
URINE NITRITE 
Urine Leukocytes 
Urine Protein 

Legend 

Result 

52.2 
9.8 
4.8 
0.7 
1.5 
2 4 
0.4 
0,2 
0.0 

Yellow 
Clear 
Negative 
Negative 
Negative 

< or .. 1.005 
Negative 
7.0 
0.2 E.U./dl 
Negative 
Negative 
Negative 

lh<ti • Ill I OIi • LO Cr1t.1cal • Cit Ahnor.,11 • AB 

ID: 97273-071 
Name: CLAAK. TIBEL 
Ordered By: RIVERO 
Collectell: 09/21/10@ 06: 35 

Lab#: 210049 

Flag 

HI 

ID: 97273-071 

Reference Range/llnits 

15.0 - 45.0 % 
6.0 - 15,0 %" 

0.0 - 7.0 t 
0.0 - ?.O % 
1.5 - 7.1 10"3/ul 
0.9 · 3.3 10'3/ul 
0.3 - 1.1 10"3/ul 
0.0 - 0.7 10"3/ul 
0.0 - 0.2 10"3/ul 

Yellow 
Clear 
Negative 
liegat ive 
Negative 
1 . 003 • l . 079 
Negative 
4.5 · 7.8 
0 _ I - 1. 0 mg dl 
Negat,ve 
l,legat, ve 
NegatwO? 

DOB: 09/20/1963 Age: 47yr Sex: M 
Lab Accn: 210049 

Reviewed __ 
Location: AC 48 Room: Bed: 



.. Case 5:12-cv-01094-R Document 1-2 Filed 10/03/12 Page 23K..ir(. /Cb 

FEDERAL MEDICAL CENTER CLINICAL LABORATORY 
Laboratory Supervisor: 
Bob Latina 

OLD HIGHWAY 75 
BUTNER, NC 27509 
(919) 57 5-3900 

---~--- --
FINAL REPORT 

••• SENSITIVE - LIMITED OFFICIAL USE **• 
Name: CLARK. TIBEL 

Test 

COAGULATION 

Prothroot>in 
INR 

Result 

aa 13.0 
bb 0.99 

ca Reference Range changed fran 
10.e - 13.3 sec to 12.4 - 14.7 sec 
effective 03-30-2009. 

bb Reference interval is for non
ant1coagulated patients. Suggested INR 
thenipeut i c ranges for anti coagu l ant 
theraj)y: 
Siandard Dose {rooderate intensity the
rapeutic range) 
2.0-3.0 
H19her intensity therapeutic range 
2.5-3.5 
Reference Range changed from 0.79 - 1.13 
to 0.89 - 1.11 effective 03-30-2009. 

\'igh ~ Ill t,,,. ~ LO Crit1u1 ~ CR /ltnlnllal • AB 

Lab#: 210049 

Flag 

Page: 3 of 4 
Printed: 09/28/2010@09:00 

ID: 97273• 071 

Reference Range/Units 

12.4 - 14.7 Seconds 
0.89 - 1.11 

1D:97273-071 
Name: CLARK, TIBEL 
OrderedBy:RIVERO 
Collected: 09/21/10@ 06:35 

DOB:09/20/1963 Age:47yr Sex:H 
Lab Accn: 210049 

Reviewed 
Location: Ft«: 4B Room: B,.._ed__,.:-
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FEDERAL MEDICAL CENTER CLINICAL LABORATORY 
OLD HIGHWAY 75 

Laboratory Supervisor: BUTNER, NC 27509 Page: 4 of 4 
Bob Latina (919) 575-3900 Printed: 09/28/2010 @09:00 

FINAL REPORT 
o.- SENSITIVE - LIMITED OFFICIAL USE••• 

----.- =-====== 
Name: CL.ARK, TIBEL 

fest Result 

COAGULATION 

PTT Activate 

SEROLOGY 

aa 29.2 

Hep ll ~:urf ~ Nonreactive 
Hppa t.; ti s C bb Nonreact i ve 

aa Reference Range changed fran 
20.2 • 32.0 sec to 20.9 - 34.2 sec 
effective 03-30-2009. 
This test is not to be used for 
roon"itoring heparin therapy. 

bb Reactive Results Need To Be Confirmed 

11"'' • 111 1, ... ~ lO ,:r,r.,ul • (R ~I • AA 

TD: 97273-071 
Name: CLARK, TIBEL 
Ordered By: RIVERO 
Collected: 09/21/10@ 06:35 

Lab #: 210049 

Flag 

----T•------~------

ID: 97273•071 

Reference Range/Unlts 

20.9 · 34.2 SecOf'ldS 

Negative 
Negativ~ 

DOB: 09/20/1963 Age: 47yr Sex: H 
Lab Accn: 210049 

Reviewed --
Location: FMC 48 Room: Bed: 

--------------------,----- ----
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Inmate Name: CLARK, TIBEL 
Date of Birth: 09/20/1963 
Encounter Date: 07/15/2009 12:32 

Seizures: Denied 

Diabetes: Denied 

Cardiovascular: Denied 

CVA: Denied 

Hypertension: Denied 

Respiratory: Denied 

Sickle Cell Anemia: Denied 

Carcinoma/Lymphoma: Denied 

Allergies: Denied 

Tu berculosls: 

When Last PPD: < 1 year 

Last PPD ResuH: 

Hx of Previous Disease: No 

Blood-tinged Sputum: No 

Night Sweats: No 

Weight Loss: No 

Fever: No 

Cough:No 

Comments: 

Infectious Disease Risk Factors: 

IV Drug Use: No 

IV Drug Use Needles: 

Sexual Partner IV Drug Use: No 

Sexual Partner IV Drug Use Needles: 

Bureau of Prisons 
Health Services 

History & Physical 

Sex: M 
Provider: Johnson, Rechel NP 

Female Sexual Partners (Last 5 Yrs): None 

Male Sexual Partners (Last 5 Yrs): None 

Condom Use: Never 
Sexual Contact With HIV+ Individual: No 

Blood Product Transfusion: No 

Travel Outside US: Yes 

Tattoos: No 

Comments: 

Generated 07115/2009 13:04 by Johnson, Rachel Bureau of Prisons - FOR 

Reg#: 
Race: 

. Facility: 

97273-071 
BLACK 
FOR 

Page 1 of 14 
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Inmate Name: CLARK, TIBEL 
Date of Birth: 09/20/1963 
Encounter Date: 07/15/2009 12:32 

HIV History: 

When Tested: 2002 
Test Result: Negative 

When Diagnosed AIDS: 

Last CD4: 

Comments: 

Hepatitis: Denied 

Other Infectious Diseases:Denied 

Abuse History: Denied 

Physical: No 

Emotional: No 

Sexual: No 

Comments: non reported 

Mental Health: 

Level of Consciousness: Alert and Oriented 

Psychomotor Activity: Normal 

General Appearance: Normal 

Behavior: Cooperative 

Mood: Appropriate to Content 

Thought Process: Goal Directed 

Thought Content: Normal 

Hx of Mental Health Treatment: None 

Hx of Head Injury: None 

Current Mental Health Treatment: No 

Current Mental Health Complaint: No 

Hx of Loss of Consciousness: No 

Past History of Suicide Attempt: No 

Current Suicide Ideation: No 

Suicide Prevention lnitiated:No 

Comments: 

Substance Use History: Denied 

Current Painful Condition: 

Location: osteoarthritis 

Other Health Issues: 

Current Medical Conditions: osteoarthritis 

Other Current Treatments: 

Pregnant: NIA 

Dental Assessment: Denied 

Generated 0711512009 13:04 by Johnson. Rachel 

Sex: M 
Provider: Johnson, Rachel NP 

Bureau of Prisons • FOR 

~eg#: 
Race: 
Facility: 

97273-071 
BLACK 
FOR 

Page 2 of 14 
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Inmate Name: CLARK, TIBEL 
Date of Birth: 09120/1963 
Encounter Date: 07/15/200912:32 

Observations: 

Draining Skin Lesions: No 

Signs of Lice: No 

Signs of Scabies: No 

Signs of Recent Trauma: No 

RecentTattoos: No 

Needle Marks: No 

Signs of Rash: No 

Open Sores: No 

Wounds: No 

Body Deformities: No 

Tremors: No 

Sweating: No 

Comments: 

Temperature: 

Sex: M 
Provider: Johnson, Rachel NP 

Reg#: 
~oe: 
Facility: 

Date 

07/15/2009 
Time 

12:34 FOX 

Fahrenheit Celsius Location Provider 

97.0 36.1 Johnson. Rachel NP 

Pulse: 

Date Time Location Rhythm Provider 

97273-071 
BLACK 
FOR 

07/15/2009 12:34 FOX 

Rate Per Minute 

57 Johnson, Rachel NP 

Respirations: 

Date 

07/15/2009 

Blood Pressure: 

Time 
12:34 FOX 

Date Time Value 

Rate Per Minute Provider 

20 Johnson, Rachel NP 

Position Cuff Size Provider 

07/15/2009 12:34 FOX 150/92 
Location 

Left Arm Johnson, Rachel NP 

Weight: 

Date 

07/15/2009 
Time 

12:34 FOX 

Prosthetic Devices/Equipment: 

Device/Equipment 

Brace- knee 

Comments: 

Brace - knee 

Comments: 

Tobacco Usage: Denied 

Lbs 

150.0 

Generated 07/15/2009 13:04 by Johnson, Rachel 

Kg Waist Clrcum. Provider 

68.0 Johnson, Rachel NP 

Bureau of Prisons - FOR 

Obtained From 

BOP 

BOP 

Page 3 of 14 
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Inmate Name: CLARK, TIBEL 
Date of Birth: 09/20/1963 
Encounter Date: 07115/2009 12:32 

Immunization History: 

Tetanus: 

Td Series: Completed 

Last Booster: 

MMR: 

Series: Comp}eted 

Last Booster: 

other Immunizations: 

HepatHls A Series: Unknown 

Hepalltis B Serles: Unknown 

Varlcella Series: Unknown 

Small Pox: Unknown 

Last Pneumovax: 

Last Influenza: 

General Social History: 

Foreign Travel: Jamaca 

Occupation: plumbing 

Family History - Father: 

Age at Death: 

Cause of Death: 

Significant Illnesses: 

Hypertension 
Comments: 

Family History - Mother: 

Age at Death: 

Cause of Death: 

Significant Illnesses: 

Diabetes 

Comments: 

Family History - Sibling: 

Number of Siblings: 6 

Significant Illnesses: 

Comments: 

ROS: 
Breasts 

General 

Sex: M 
Provider: Johnson, Rachel NP 

Lumps (no), Pain (no), Swelling (no), Discharge (no), Skin Changes (no) 
General 

Gerierated 07/15/2009 13:04 by Jotmsori, Rachel 81.J'eau of Plisoos • FOR 

Reg#; 
Race: 
Facility: 

97273-071 
BLACK 
FOR 
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Inmate Name: CLARK, TIBEL Reg#: 97273-071 
BLACK 
FOR 

Date of Birth: 09/20/1963 Sex; M Race: 
Encounter Date: 07/15/2009 12:32 Provider: Johnson, Rachel NP Facility; 

ROS: 

Constitutional Symptoms 
Anorexia (no), Chills (no), Fatigue (no), Fever (no), Hypersomnolence (no), Insomnia (no), Night Sweats 
(no), Unexplained Weight Loss (no), Weakness (no), Weight Gain (no) 

lntegumentary 
Hair 

Abnormal Growth (no), Excessive Hair Loss (no) 
Nalls 

Brittleness (no), Color Changes (no). Curvature (no), Pitting (no) 
Skin 

Eczema (no), Sores that won't heal (no), Tumors (no), Acne (no), Bleeding (no), Bruising (no), Changing 
Moles (no), Eruptions (no), Hives (no), Keloid (no), Pruritus (no), Rashes (no) 

HEENT 
Ears 

Decreased Hearing (no), Discharge (no), Hx Ear Aches (no), Hx Mastoiditis {no), Operations (no), Tinnitus 
(no), Vertigo (no), Hx Recurrent Infections (no), Hearing Aids (no) 

Eyes 
Blurred Vision (no). Changes in Vision (no), Hx Contact Lenses (no), Hx Eye Glasses (no), Hx Glaucoma 
(no), Itching (no), Pain (no), Photophobia (no), Redness (no), Cataracts (no), Color Blindness (no), 
Diplopia (no), Discharge/Matting (no), Hx Dry Eyes (no), Inflammation (no), Prosthesis (no), Trauma (no), 
Visual Loss (no) 

Head 
Headaches (no), Migraine (no), Trauma (no) 

Mouth 
Bad Breath (no), Changes in Taste (no), Gum pain (no), Tooth pain (no), Bleeding Gums (no), Hx Ory 
Mouth (no), Hx of Ulcers (no), Hx Dentures (no) 

Neck 

Pain (no), Stiffness (no), Enlargement of Lymph Nodes (no), Goiter (no), Swelling (no) 
Nose 

Allergies (no), Discharge (no), Fracture (no), Nasal Congestion (no), Epistaxis (no), Hx of Sinus Infection 
(no), Obstruction (no), Rhinitis (no), Hx Polyps (no). Hx of Frequent Colds (no) 

Throat 
Oysphagia (no), Hoarseness (no), Tonsillitis (no), Voice Changes (no) 

Sinuses 
Dental Pain (no), Pain Over Sinus - Frontal (no), Pain Over Sinus - Maxillary (no), Sinus Congestion (no) 

Cardiovascular 
Arteries and Veins 

Claudication (no), Phlebitis (no), Raynaud's Phenomenon (no), Varicose Veins (no), Hx OVT (no) 
General 

Angina (no), Cold Extremities (no), Cough (no), Cyanosis (no), Edema (no), Exertional dyspnea (no), 
Intermittent Claudication (no), Orthopnea (no), Paroxysmal Nocturnal Oyspnea (no), Palpitation (no), 
Syncope (no), Hx Hypertension (no), Hx of Heart Disease (no), Hx of Heart Surgery (no), Hx Phlebitis (no), 
Hx Murmur (no), Hx of Rheumatic Fever (no) 

Pulmonary 

GI 

Respiratory System 
Cough - Ory (no), Cough - Productive (no), DOE (no), Dyspnea (no), Hemoptysis (no), Hoarseness (no), 
Hx Asthma (no), Hx Bronchitis (no), Hx of COPD (no), Hx Pneumonia (no), Hx Tuberculosis (no), Night 
Sweats (no), Orthopnea (no), Pleurisy (no), Shortness of breath (no), Sputum - Blood Tinged (no), Sputum 
- Change (no), Tobacco Use (no), Wheezing (no) 

General 
Abdominal Pain or Colic (no). Appetite Changes (no), Belching (no), Bloating (no), Blood in Stools (no), 
Constipation (no), Diarrhea (no), Dyspepsia (no), Dysphagia (no), Flatulence (no), Hematemesis (no), 

Ger;erated 0711512009 13:04 by JohllSOll, Rachel Bu-uu of Plisons - FOR Page 5 of 14 
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Inmate Name: CLARK, TIBEL ... Reg#: 97273-071 
BLACK 
FOR 

Date of Birth: 09/20/1963 Sex: M Race: 
Encounter Date: 07/15/2009 12:32 Provider: Johnson, Rachel NP Facility: 

ROS: 

GU 

Hemorrhoids (no), Hx of Hepatitis (no), Hx of PUD (no), Incontinence of Stool (no), Jaundice (no), Nausea 
(no), Odynophagia (no), Rectal Bleeding (no), Rectal Itching (no), Rectal Pain (no), Stools Black (no), 
Vomiting (no), Weight Gain (no), Weight Loss (no) 

General 
Dysuria (no), Hematuria (no), Hesitancy (no), Hx Kidney Stones (no), Incontinence (no), Infections (no), 
Nocturia (no), Oliguria (no), Pain or Colic (no), Testicular Pain (no), Urgency (no), Urinary Frequency (no), 
Urinary Retention (no) 

Musculoskeletal 
General 

Ankle Pain (no), Elbow Pain (no), Hip Pain (no), Joint pain {no), Knee Pain (no), Low Back Pain {no), Mid
back Pain (no), Muscle Aches (no), Neck Pain (no), ShOulder Pain (no), Spasm (no), Wrist Pain (no), 
Arthritis (no), Dislocations (no), Fractures (no), Gait Abnormality (no), Hx of Amputation (no), Muscular 
Weakness (no), Spinal Injury (no), Sprains (no), Stiffness (no), Swelling (no), Wasting or Atrophy (no) 

Neurological 
Autonomic System 

Syncope (no), Control of Urination (no), Facial Numbness (no), Hx Seizures (no), Reaction to HeaUCold 
(no), Sweating (no) 

Endocrine 
General 

Coarseness of Skin/Hair (no), Excessive Sweating {no), Exophthalmos (no), Goiter (no), Hair Changes 
(no), Hx of Diabetes (no), Hx of Polycystic Ovarian Ox (no), Hx of Thyroid Ox (no), Infertility (no), 
Intolerance to HeaUCold (no), Nail Changes (no), Palpitations (no), Polydipsia (no), Polyphagia (no), 
Polyuria (no), Silky & Fine Hair (no), Skin Changes (no), Tremor (no) 

Psychiatric 
General 

Anxiety-Moderate (yes), Appetite-Normal (yes), Energy-Normal (yes), Hallucinations-Auditory (no), 
Hallucinations-Olfactory (no), Hallucinations-Tactile {no), Hallucinations-Visual (no), Homicide/Other Harm 
Thoughts (no), Memory-Decreased (no), Memory-Nom,al (yes), Mood-Normal (yes), Sleep-Normal (yes), 
Suicide/Self-Harm Thoughts (no), Nightmares (no), Psychiatric Hospitalizations (no), Weight Loss (no) 

Lymphatics 
General 

Axillary Nodes (no), Cervical Nodes (no), Inguinal Nodes (no), Lymphedema (no), Localized Edema (no), 
Pedal Edema (no), Swollen Glands (no) 

Head: 

Normal: Yes 

Comments: 

Generated 0711512009 13:04 by Johnsoo, Rachel Bureau or Prisons - FOR Page 6 of 14 
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Inmate Name: CLARK, TIBEL 
Date of Birth: 09/20/1963 
Encounter Date: 07/15/2009 12:32 

Eyes: 

EOMI: Yes 

lcterus:No 

Conjunctiva! Inflammation: No 

Pupils PERRLA: Yes 

Pupil Size Rt: 

Pupil Size Lt: 

Pupils Comments: 

Fund! Vessels Nicking: No 

Fundi Vessels Discs Flat:Yes 

Fundi Vessels Discs Sharp Margins: Yes 

Fundl Vessels Grounds Abnormal: No 

Eyes Comments: 

Vision Screen 07/15/200912:45 

Blindness: 

Distance 

Near Vision: 

00: 40 

OD: 

Ishihara Color Test: Nonnal 

Tonometry: L: 

Comments: 

Ears: 

Right Ear: Canal patent 

Left Ear: Canal patent 

Ears Comments: 

Nose: 

Nares Patent: Yes 

Septum Mldline:Yes 

Septum Intact: Yes 

Drainage/Discharge: No 

Polyps: No 

Nose Comments: 

R: 

OS: 40 

OS: 

G1merated 0711512009 13:04 by Johnson. Rachel 

Sex: 
Provider. 

M 
Johnson,RachelNP 

Reg#: 
Race: 
Facility: 

With Corrective 

OU: 40 

OU: 

BL.lfeau of Prisons- FOR 

OD: 

OD: 

OS 

OS: 

97273-071 
BLACK 
FOR 

OU: 

OU: 

Page 7 of 14 
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Inmate Name: CLARK, TIBEL 
Date of Birth: 09/20/1963 
Encounter Date: 07/15/2009 12:32 

Mouth 

Lesions:No 

Oral/Buccal Mucosa:Yes 

Gums Normal: Yes 

Tonsils Present: Yes 

Tonsils Normal: Yes 

Pharynx: Nonna! Color 

Teeth Poor Dentition: No 

Teeth Count:Mostly Present 

Dentures: No 

Mouth Comments: 

Cranial Nerves: 

Intact II-XII: Yes 

Cranial Nerves Comments: 

Neck: 

Full ROM:Yes 

MassesfNodes: No 

Trachea: Midline 

Thyroid: Normal Size 

Comments: 

Breasts: 

Normal:Yes 

Masses:No 
Tenderness: No 

Scars: No 

Dlmpllng:No 

Nipple Discharge: No 

Nipple Retraction: No 

Sex: M 
Provider: Johnson, Rachel NP 

Instructions for Self Breast Exam Given: No 

Comments: 

Generated 0711512009 13:04 by Johnson. Rachel Bureau of Prisons - FOR 

Reg#: 
Race: 
Facility: 

97273-071 
BLACK 
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Inmate Name: CLARK, TIBEL 
Date of Birth: 09/20/1963 
Encounter Date: 07115/2009 12:32 

Thorax: 

Contour Normal:Yes 

Increased AP Diameter: No 

Asymmetrical Expansion: No 

Lungs Clear: Yes 

Wheezes:No 

Crackles: No 

Rhonchi: No 

Rales: No 

Accessory Muscle Use: No 

Comments: 

Spine: 

Deformity: No 

Full ROM:Yes 

Tenderness: No 

Comments: 

Cardiovascular: 

RRR: Yes 

Normal S1IS2: Yes 

Murmurs: No 

Carotid Bruits: No 

JVD:No 

Arteries: 

Radial: 

Femoral: 

Oorsalis Pedis: 

Post. Tibialis: 

Comments: 

Right 

2 
2 

2 

2 

Generated 0711512009 13:04 by Johnson, Rachel 

Left 

2 
2 

2 

2 

Sex: M . 
Provider: John,on,. Rachel NP 

Bureau of Prisons - FOR 

~#: 
'Race: 
facility: 

97273-071 
BLACK 
FOR 
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Inmate Name: CLARK, TIBEL 
Date of Birth: 09/20/1963 
Encounter Date: 07/15/200912:32 

Abdomen: 

Normal Contour:Yes 

Scaphoid: No 

Obese: No 

Gravid: No 

Hernias: No 

Bruits: No 

Masses:No 

Scars: No 

Tenderness: No 

Organomegaty: No 

Active Bowel Sounds: Yes 

Comments: 

Extremities: 

Nall• Clubbing: No 

Nalls Cyanosls: No 

Lower Extremity Edema - Right: None 

Lower Extremity Edema - Left: None 

Atrophy: No 

Amputations: No 

Other Deformities: No 

Varicosltles: No 

Calf Tenderness: No 

Pulse Deficit: No 

Strength: Right 

Arm: Normal 

Lag: Normal 

Full ROM: Right 

Arm: Yes 

Sex: M 
Provider: Johnson, Radlel NP 

Left 

Normal 

Normal 

Left 

Yes 

Leg: Yes Yes 

Reg#: 
Race; 
Faciltty: 

Comments: noted herbens nodes to left foot, noted pain with passive Rom to the right knee with 
associated popping with active ROM. 

97273-071 
BLACK 
FOR 

Generated 07/15/2009 13:04 by Johnson, Rachel Bureau of Prisons - FOR Page 10 of 14 
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Inmate Name: CLARK, TIBEL 
Date of Birth: 09/20/1963 
Encounter Date: 07/15/2009 12:32 

Reflexes: 

Right Left 

Biceps: 

Patellar: 

Brachioradlalls: 

Achilles: 

Sensation: 

Vibratory: Yes 

Light Touch: Yes 

Pin Prick: Yes 

Comments: 

GU: 

Chaperoned By: 

Rectum: 

Ostomy: No 

Normal Tone:Yes 

Masses: No 

Hemorrhoids: No 

Stool Hemoccult: 

214 

2/4 

2/4 

2/4 

Prostate Normal Size: Yes 

Prostate Nodules: No 

Comments: 

Male Genitalia: 

Penis: 

Circumcised: Yes 

Lesions: No 

Discharge: No 

Testicles: 

Masses: No 

Hernias: No 

Size: Normal Size 

Atrophy Location: 

Varicocele/Spermatocele: 

Comments: 

Generated 07/15/2009 13:04 by Johnson, Rachel 

2/4 

2/4 

2/4 

2/4 

Sex: M 
Provider: Johmwn, Rachel NP 

Bureau of Prisons• FOR 

Reg#: 
Race: 
Facility: 

97273-071 
BLACK 
FOR 
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Inmate Name: CLARK, TIBEL Reg#: 
Date of Birth: 09/20/1963 Sex: ~ Race: 
Encounter Date: 07/15/2009 12:32 Provider: .Johnson, Rachel NP - Facility: 

Skin: 

Normal:Yes 

Rash:No 

Redness:No 

Abnormal Pigmentation: No 

Abnormal Lesions/Growths: No 

Comments: 

Lymphatics: 

Adenopathy: No 

Comments: 

Schedule: 

Activity 

EKG 

Date Scheduled 

07/15/2009 

Schedukld Provider 

Nurse 01 

Potential Items For Follow-up: 

Item 

Travel Outside US 

Current Medical Conditions 

Current Painful Condition 

Brace - knee 

PPD Administration Not Performed 

Cleared For Food Services: Yes 

Health Problems Newly Identified .During This Encounter: 
Type Health Problem 

Chronic 

Chronic 

Chronic 

Chronic 

Osteoarth rosis, generalized 

Elev blood pressure reading w/o hypertension 

Pain in joint, multiple sites 

Other specif diseases of hair and hair follicles 

New Medication Orders: 

Status 

Current 

Current 

Current 

Current 

Priority 

Normal 

97273-071 
BLACK 
FOR 

Rx# Medication Order Date Prescriber Order 

Generated 07115/2009 13:04 by Johrl&On, Rachel Bureau of Prisons - FOR Page 12 of 14 
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Inmate Name: CLARK, TIBEL 
Date or Birth: 09/20/1963 Sex: 
Encounter Date: 07/15/2009 12:32 Provider: 

New Medication Orders: 

M 
Johnson, Rachel NP 

Reg#: 
Race: 
Facility: 

97273-071 
BLACK 
FOR 

Rx# Medication Order Date 
07/15/2009 12:32 

Prescriber Order 
Naproxen Tablet 500mg Orally Mouth -Two 

Times a Day x 180 day(s) 

Indication: Osteoarthrosis, generalized 

New Laboratory Requests: 

Details Frequency 
Profile tests-General-Lipid Profile One Time 
Profile tests-General-Urinalysis 
Profile tests-General-Comprehensive 
Metabolic Profile (CMP) 
Blood tests-d-e-f-Erythrocyte 
Sedimentation Rate (ESR) 
Blood tests-I-Thyroid Stimulating Hormone 
{TSH) 
Stool tests-General-Fecal Occult Blood 
Test 
Blood tests-o-p-Prostate Specific Antigen 
(free) 
Profile tests-General-CBC {Complete 
Blood Count) 

Additional Information: 

guiac Ume three 

New Radiology Request Orders: 

End Date 

~ Frequency End Date 
General Radiology-Chest-PA/Lateral One Time 

Specific reason(s) for request (Complaints and findings): 
physical, hlo elevated blood pressure 

New Consultation Requests: 

Consultation/Procedure 
Optometry 

Reason for Request: 
decreased visual acuity 

Provisional Diagnosis: 

Due Date 

07/15/2009 

decreased visual acuity od 20/40 os 20140 ou 20/40 

Priority 

Routine 

Due Date 

07/15/2009 00:00 

Due Date 

07/15/2009 

Translator 

No 

Podiatry 07/15/2009 Routine No 
Reason for Request: 

Priority 

Routine 

Priority 

Routine 

Language 
English 

evlaution for a soft shoe due to herbens nodes to left foot causing pain due to improper foot wear. 
Provisional Diagnosis: 

osteoarthritis, chronic left foot pain from herbens nodes and improper foot wear. 

Device and Equipment Orders: 

Device/Equipment 

Brace - knee 

Schedule: 

Activity 

Generated 0711512009 13:04 by Johnson, Rachel 

Start Date 

07/15/2009 

Stop Date Obtained From 

BOP 

Date Scheduled Scheduled Provider 

Bureau of Prisons - FOR Page 13 of 14 



Case 5:12-cv-01094-R Document 1-2 Filed 10/03/12 Page 38 of 41 

Inmate Name: CLARK, TIBEL 
Date of Birth: 09/20/1963 
Encounter Date: 07/15/2009 12:32 

Activity 

EKG 

Disposition: 

Follow-up at Sick Call as Needed 

Will Be Placed on Callout 
Return Immediately if Condition Worsens 

Patient Education Topics: 

Sex: 
Provider. 

M 
Johnson,RachelNP 

Reg#: 
Race: 
Facility: 

Date Scheduled Scheduled Provider 

07/15/2009 00:00 Nurse 01 

Date Initiated Format 

0 7 / 1512009 Counseling 

Handout/Topic 

Plan of Care 

Provider 

Johnson, Rachel 

Instructed inmate how to obtain medical, dental, and mental health care. 

Copay Required: No Cosign Required: No 

TelephoneNerbal Order: No 

97273-071 
BLACK 
FOR 

Outcome 

Verbalizes 
Understanding 

History & Physical screen completed on CL.ARK, TIBEL by Johnson, Rachel NP on 07/15/2009 12:32. 

Generated 07 /1512009 13:04 by Johnson. Rachel Bureau of Prisons - FOR Page 14 or 14 
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J~. 4. 2011 t 9:33AM5 u4HEALTH INFO&MED REC NO. 61 S-P. 31:013 

Dictated Rpt Flnal 12/0&l2010 00:00 

General SUrg1.y CllnlO Note 

RZPERRnfG PHY SI.CUN: 
Paul Jewell, MD at Duke OIUver,ity. 

HtSTORY OP PIUISBNT n.t.Nll'SS1 

~ l I I:. . ·-," "\' ' • ' . t'.. ·-~- ,~1· • "l'' · ·,•,-1, . ·--~ ' 
"\ I r-:~r • I--""'•~• I;.',; •• ,• p I 

f\.,. • .,. • ···- ..... .,. 

MRN: MA2764 

ctARX, TIBBL 
Date: l:Z/08/2010 

DOB: 09/20/1963 Age1 47 
General surgery Clinic bi'ote 
AttendiDg': JOUN MIGALY, MD 

J)ietating: V.THERIN'S ANNI SHARPE, PA•C 

Mr. Clark i• & &7-year-old plea•Mlt gentlfllan who is a priaon•r in tile Federal 
Corraetione complex in Butner, North e&:rolina 1'ho b »eing ;r,eferred to Dr. Miga.ly 
tod•y tor wrgic-al aana,ge11ent of• rectal·euc1noma. The patient note• that he was 
diagnosad on ~t 20. 2010 via eolono• copy after 18 1J1011the or bri~t: red blood 
per rect.um. in hill stc;,c;,l,. Tbe patient note• that he vaa having quit:e a bit of 
bleeding wit.h evuy lxnfel fflOVeaum.t but denied any pain. He ba.d hia colonoacopy in 
Au.gust an<& a ,biopsy c=::i.rtt1ed a poorly 41fferai.tiate~ adenocueinoma of~ rectUIII, 
approxima.tely 9-15 011 proxi1111.l to the and v.rge. Following diagtieaia or rectal 
cancer, tha pa.t1.et underwent a PBT sca11 ot: chest, ~ and. pelvi• that exte:ided 
!~m we lllc.ull t,aae to 11id thigb. ,,, 'l'h.o.2:e 'Were a:r••• of ~-f . uptake in the •kul l ba• o 
and vc:rtebrao but tb.eH appu:r J:,enign, In adcli.tion, Chere was uptake in the rectal 
11u1.••· No evidence o:i: Mtaetatic lY'flPh node• or mote to otlle% orgami. The patient 
be9"an neoa4j uvant chemoradiation iA early October ,a 010 and fini• hed on November 12, 
201.0. Ha b now being :referred. to u. fc;,r reHotion of hb tumor. CUn:ently the 
patient dct1.i•• any pain and also denies any family ffled1.cal history c;,f colon 
cancer. He hu approxitnately 2 co :, l:lowl UIQV8ffiCte daily and prior to his c~emo 
ra<;Uation., he_ had noted • ome con• tipation ail4 thinner-caliber stool•. Since 
finishing his ohefaoradiation, the patient reports that hi• o:right red blood :oer 
~tum ha• improved-and only =otice• bleeding wieh bowtil mov-emente 
OC!C'&sionally. lie~ al• o noted th.at bi,- • t00la have gotten J.arger in 
ealiber. CU:n'entl-y deniee any m.u11ea, vomiting, tsver or chills and. denie-. any 
weight lo••• 

PAST MBDl'CAL .8.t$'l'OKY1 
The patient repo:ts no pa.• t medical history. 

PAST SU!lQICAL llISTORY, 
The patie=t rBporea :00 paat: suri'iQ&J. hiatory, 

SOCIAL HISTOJI.Y: 
Tht patient denies S110king or alcohol. 

FAMILY MIWICAL ltlSTO:RY: 
T.b.• pat:i.ent doe.• not know JNt. doe• not. l)elieve tbat: there ia any contributing 
family medic:al. history or hi11tory o.f colon cancer or infl111U1a.tory boW9J. dlnea.•e. 

q '?o}'J3,-()l ( 
1? Primed by: CltC2' l/412011 9:JS:39 AM ton 

r: 
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JA~. 4.201111 9:34AM6 1#HEALTH lijW&MED REC NO, 615-P. 41~00 
I 

I 
ALLDGIBS: 
No known drug alle:rgiea. 

REY'IBW OJ' S'XSTEMS: 
A U-po:i.n.t review of syatenuil vae pa"fcrmed. ne pAtient denied any difficulty witll 
vision, IINll'cular pain, ahortM•• of brcat:h, 0Jui11t 11ain or abdominal 
pa.iri. Pertinent posit:ive• includ.&d. l:lright red blood per r•etum and thinner caliber 
stool•. 

PlttSJ:CA:c. ~TIOB, 
Temp•rature 98.2, blood pressure 122/13, pul• e ,,, weight lSS, In general th!a is 
a well-UO"Uriahed, w•ll-d.evel~d male in no acute distrH11. HlilBN'l'; Normoce.pbal.ic, 
a.cra11111at1c. Eyet: PIIUU., JIXtraocular ftOtious intact. N.-w:o: Cranial nerve• II 
thx'Ough XII ~oasly iutaot. No focal M'lll'olOg"ical deticit•. Peych: Alert and 
oriented xi. J\Dawcre tJU.••tione appropriat•ly and ia pleuant. Nee~: Sv.pple 
without lymplua.denopathy or bruits. Lung•: Clear to auaculta.tion 
:bilaterally, Reart I hi',llar rate and rhythm. No mu:t'\'IIUr•, rubllil' or 
gallop•. Abd1:n11.en1 Soft, aontender, ncmd.i.st.ndtld wieh poeitive bowel eoUllda and. a 
reducible U'llbilical hernia. Bxtrftitie• : Ho clUbbing, cyanoei• or ederlla. PLJ.lae• 
.2+ throughout, 

Digital Rectal Bxani: ~ ma•••• or le• icna were ~ted. or fh•ure•. The patient had 
nonial eeneat:ion and. di;iul rectal tone. A procto1c0pe wae inaerted 't-O 
apprOXill,ll,tely 9•2.0 cm and at i cm pa.st the anal vei-ge there waa a. large hemi 
ciri:unlferential, tungatin9, bleeding mae& on th• left aide of the ~~ient•a rectum 
that appear•d. fixed. 

RBVIBN' OF RBl'OR'l'S1 
We had the opportuni.ty ta, review the patient 1 & report• ae well as a PET scan from 
Septembsr 2010. The CT sc~ o! abdaale:a. and pelvb d.id in<ked reveal a large hUl.i 
cirO\mlfereneial maee in the roe.tum on the left 'fflich ia patent. Fureher1110re. we 
had a cha~ce to reYiev hi• medical records and hia ultrasound that waa done on 
October 20 that et.aged. the inai;s a.• a Tl NO and alao noted that the 11&11s waa 
apprcxitaately 9 cm and extending to 15 cm beyond. tbe anal verge Chat was large and 
b.mi circumferential on t.be left side. 

IMPRBSSION 1\.IIUl PLAN: 
Thia h a t.7-;ye.u~ol.d sraatleman with nc, aignifiaa.nt pa.st 11ted.ical hietory who 
presented with bright red blood per r•c:eum xl6 'lffOZ1tha and had a colono,copy which 
rcvnled • large, h8mi circumferential rectal uaa tbae wa• biopsied Md cc~•ietent 
with •d~carcinow... 'l'he: patient va• staged•• a Tl NO rectal oancer ~ underwent 
ncoadju~t Ch1!!11110racliation. He i& now prosentin9 fo~ surgica.l 111A?1&gement ot his 
rectal cancer and ha.a fiiu.ahod ahemoradi&'tion a.a of 11/12/2010. 'ke explained to 
the »atient ~hat we could do & two•1tage oporat:ion and offered nim a laparoecc,pic, 
poaaible apen, proctectomy with'oolcanal Vfl'&ua colo~ecta.l anamtomoa:i.a witl) a 
divorcing- loop ileoscc,my or l••• likely, a po• aible parmanenc • tocu. We explained. 
to tM patieut the ri•k• and bU1.efita to include ~leeding, intection, injury to 
adjacent structures, risq of ane• th•• ia, a.nastcri:atic l•akage, •.xua.l 
dy•function, death, poa• ibl• stricture, possible ventral hernia, poasible need t:or 
reoperat.ion. Tb.e patient under.wtand.a the ri• J-:s and l:)enefits a:ld ha• elected. to 
proceed and eigned oon,;111.1:1.t. 1fe will •et h.im up 6•10 weeks pa.at hie l&st 
chomo~adiation day Uld Will plan hil sw:gery to% either D•eellber 28 or January 
ll, ln addition, during hi• surgery, he will need 
cyctoDcopy Cld stonta placed a= also prior to hie aurpxy vill need storaa 
marking. D:r. Migaly waa preaent, interviewed, •Taluatod and torm\llated the plan 
for this patient. 

n Printed by: CR.CU l/4/20119:35:39 AM :i of3 
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TIBAL CLARKE, 
Reg. #97273-071 

v. 

ELLA TAYLOR, 

IN THE UNITED ST A TES DISTRICT COURT 
EASTERN DISTRICT OF ARKANSAS 

EASTERN DIVISION 

Case No. 2:13-cv-00026-KGB-JTR 

Registered Nurse, FCI-FC, et al. 

ORDER 

PLAINTIFF 

DEFENDANTS 

The Court has received Proposed Findings and Recommended Partial Disposition from 

United States Magistrate Judge J. Thomas Ray (Dkt. No. 127). No objections have been filed. 

After careful consideration, the Court finds that the Proposed Findings and Recommended 

Partial Disposition should be, and hereby are, approved and adopted in their entirety as this 

Court's findings in all respects. 

It is therefore ordered that: 

I. The Court grants in part and denies in part the motion for summary judgment filed 

by the individual defendants (Dkt. No. 107). The Court grants the motion as to defendants Ella 

Taylor, Amy Barker, and Kathleen Maples and denies the motion as to defendants Dr. Hipolito 

Matos and Dr. Nader Peikar. 

2. The Court dismisses with prejudice plaintiff Tibal Clarke's Bivens claims against 

Ms. Taylor, Ms. Barker, and Ms. Maples. 

3. Mr. Clarke may proceed with his Bivens claims against Dr. Matos and Dr. Peikar 

and his Federal Tort Claim Act ("FfCA") negligence claim against the United States of 

America. 
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4. The Court certifies, pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1915(a)(3), that an informa pauperis 

appeal from the Order would not be taken in good faith. 

SO ORDERED this the 30th day of March, 2015. 

~~,-~ 
Kristine G. Baker 
United States Disu·ict Judge 

2 
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TIBAL CLARKE, 
Reg. #97273-071 

v. 

ELLA TAYLOR, 

IN THE UNITED ST A TES DISTRICT COURT 
EASTERN DISTRICT OF ARKANSAS 

EASTERN DIVISION 

Case No. 2:13-cv-00026-KGB-JTR 

Registered Nurse, FCI-FC, et al. 

OPINION AND ORDER 

PLAINTIFF 

DEFENDANTS 

Plaintiff Tibal Clarke is a federal prisoner and brings this pro se action alleging that, 

while he was incarcerated in the Federal Correctional Institution at Forrest City ("FCI Forrest 

City"), he received inadequate medical care for his complaints of rectal bleeding that resulted in 

him receiving a delayed diagnosis of colon cancer. Mr. Clarke asserts a Bivens1 Eighth 

Amendment claim against the individual defendants and a negligence claim against the United 

States of America pursuant to the Federal Tort Claims Act ("FTCA"). 

Before the Court is the motion to dismiss filed by separate defendant Timothy Outlaw, 

the former warden of FCI Forrest City (Dkt. No. 81). Mr. Clarke has not responded, despite 

being ordered to do so (0kt. No. 100). Also before the Court are the motions for summary 

judgment filed by separate defendants Jack Vitvitsky, P.A., and Cathie Winkler, R.N., employees 

of an independent medical contractor at FCI Forrest City (0kt. Nos. 83, 88). Mr. Clarke has 

responded to Mr. Vitvitsky's and Ms. Winkler's motions collectively (Dkt. No. 94), and Ms. 

Winkler has replied (0kt. No. 99). For the following reasons, the Court grants Mr. Outlaw's 

motion to dismiss and Mr. Vitvitsky's and Ms. Winkler's motions for summary judgment (0kt. 

Nos. 81, 83, 88). The Court has under advisement the motion for summary judgment filed by 

1 See Bivens v. Six Unknown Federal Narcotics Agents, 403 U.S. 388 (1971). A Bivens 
cause of action is analogous to a claim under 42 U .S.C. § 1983. 
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defendants Ella Taylor, R.N., Amy Barker, R.N., Kathleen Maples, R.N., Hipolito Matos, M.D., 

and Nader Peikar, M.D. (Dkt. No. 107). 

I. Factual Background 

On April 3, 2009, Mr. Clarke was transferred from FTC Oklahoma City to FCI Forrest 

City (Dkt. No. 111, Ex. A, (jI2). At that time, Mr. Clarke underwent a health screen that did not 

indicate any abnormalities or health problems other than a prior positive tuberculosis test (Id., 

Attch. 2). On April 13, 2009, Mr. Clarke saw Ella Taylor, a Registered Nurse, in a "sick call 

triage encounter" (Dkt. No. 111, Attch. 3). He requested hair clippers and a cholesterol check 

(Id.). On June 29, 2009, Mr. Clarke saw Amy Barker, another Registered Nurse, in an 

"[ elmergency encounter performed at Health Services" (Dkt. No. 111, Attch. 4). Mr. Clarke 

complained of abdominal pain and multiple episodes of diarrhea (Id.). Ms. Barker assessed Mr. 

Clarke with diaiThea and instructed him to "keep hydrated [withl 2 days off work." (Id.). 

On July 15, 2009, Mr. Clarke underwent a full history and physical performed by Rachel 

Johnson, a Nurse Practitioner (Dkt. No. 111, Attch. 5). Although Mr. Clarke denied any blood in 

his stool, Ms. Johnson ordered a "guaiac [test] time[s] three," a test for fecal occult blood (Id., 

Attch. 5 at pp. 5, 13). Based on this physical, Mr. Clarke was assessed with osteoarthritis, 

elevated blood pressure, and joint pain (Id., Attach. 5 at p. 12). 

On August 24, 2009, Mr. Clarke saw physician's assistant Jerald Jones for a recheck of 

an elevated blood-pressure reading and for complaints of knee pain (Dkt. No. 111, Attch. 6). On 

September 23, 2009, Mr. Clarke returned to Mr. Jones in a "sick call/triage encounter" (0kt. No. 

83-1, at 5). Mr. Clarke complained of rectal bleeding and stated that he had recently had three 

guaiac tests that were positive for fecal occult blood (Id.). After an examination, Mr. Jones 

2 
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assessed "[h] emon-hage of the gastrointestinal tract, unspecified" (J d.). Mr. Jones noted that 

"[Mr. Clarkel needs CBC and eval by gastro[enterologist]" (Id.). 

On December 2, 2009, Mr. Vitvitsky, a physician's assistant, treated Mr. Clarke in a sick 

call/triage encounter (Dkt. No, 83-1, at 1, 7). Dming that visit, Mr. Clarke complained that, for 

the last three months, he had observed blood in his stool every time he used the toilet. He also 

reported taking an aspirin a day for a knee injury, which Mr. Vitvitsky noted "may be 

contributing to problem." (Id. at 7). Mr. Vitvitsky recorded: "Rectal stool sample showed 

positive for occult blood with sample only from rectal canal - /Mr. Clarkel was too 

uncomfortable to push all the way in without lubrication generous on glove. Two more cards to 

be returned in a few days." (Id.). Mr. Vitvitsky assessed "[hlemorrhage of the gastrointestinal 

tract, unspecified" (Id. at 8). Mr. Vitvitsky's plan of care included a CBC blood test and for Mr. 

Clarke to follow up at sick call as needed. Mr. Vitvitsky further recorded under his plan of care: 

"Await (continue) for consult regarding blood in stool, return two cards Friday, continue Milk of 

Mag to provide regularity. Blood tests being ordered." (Id.). 

Mr. Clarke returned to Mr. Vitvitsky on December 4, 2009. Both of Mr. Clarke's stool 

sample cards tested positive for occult blood (Dkt. No. 83-1, at 9). Mr. Vitvitsky noted that Mr. 

Clarke now had a total of six stool samples that were positive for blood and listed 

gastroenterology consultation under his plan of care (Id., at IO). Mr. Vitvitsky states that he did 

see Mr. Clarke as a patient after December 4, 2009 (Dkt. No. 91, 1[ 4 ), and Mr. Clarke does not 

claim otherwise in his response to Mr. Vitvitsky's motion for summary judgment. 

On December 22, 2009, Mr. Clarke saw Ms. Winkler, a Registered Nurse, in a "health 

services encounter" (Dkt. No. 88-1, at 1 ). Ms. Winkler noted: "Rectal bleed, bright red over 

normal stool. Refused physical exam. Lab results from previous exams not available. Tx with 

3 
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rectal steroid, if available. Obtain results ... Tx hypermotility GI distress. Refer to GI 

specialist." (Id.). Ms. Winkler prescribed a hemorrhoid suppository, reflux medicine, and a 

high-fiber diet (Id.). She instructed Mr. Clarke to report bloating or abdominal pain (Id.). Ms. 

Winkler states in her summary judgment papers that she did not see Mr. Clarke again until 

August 26, 2010 (Dkt. No. 89, 1[ 10). Mr. Clarke does not challenge this in his response to Ms. 

Winkler's motion for summary judgment. 

Over the next few months, Mr. Clarke saw other Bureau of Prison ("BOP") medical 

personnel and continued to complain of rectal bleeding (0kt. No. 111, Attchs. 13-15). On April 

22, 2010, Mr. Clarke was seen by a general surgeon who recommended a colonoscopy and an 

EGO (Id., Attch. 16). On August 20, 2010, Mr. Clarke underwent a colonoscopy and an EGO, 

which showed a rectal mass (Id., Attch. 20). The biopsy results indicated a rectal carcinoma with 

"multiple lymph nodes invasion, also positive for h-pylori" (Id., Attch. 21). BOP physician 

Nader Peikar initiated a medical transfer for Mr. Clarke, and, on September 17, 20 l 0, Mr. Clarke 

was transferred to a BOP medical facility in Butler, North Carolina (Id., Attch. 24). 

II. Mr. Outlaw's Motion To Dismiss 

Mr. Outlaw moves to dismiss pursuant to Rule 12(b)(6) of the Federal Rules of Civil 

Procedure, arguing that Mr. Clarke has not stated a viable Eighth Amendment claim against him 

and that he is entitled to qualified immunity. Although the Court ordered Mr. Clarke to respond 

to Mr. Outlaw's motion (0kt. No. 100), he has failed to do so. For that reason alone, Mr. 

Clarke's claims against Mr. Outlaw are subject to dismissal pursuant to Local Rule 5.5(c)(2) for 

failing to comply with the Court's Order. However, the Court will consider the merits of Mr. 

Outlaw's motion to dismiss. 

4 
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"To survive a motion to dismiss, a complaint must contain sufficient factual matter, 

accepted as true, to 'state a claim to relief that is plausible on its face.'" Ashcroft v. Iqbal, 556 

U.S. 662, 678 (2009) (quoting Bell At!. Corp. v. Twombly, 550 U.S. 544, 570 (2007)). "A claim 

has facial plausibility when the plaintiff pleads factual content that allows the court to draw the 

reasonable inference that the defendant is liable for the misconduct alleged." Id. ( citing 

Twombly, 550 U.S. at 556). "While a complaint attacked by a Rule I 2(b)(6) motion to dismiss 

does not need detailed factual allegations, a plaintiff's obligation to provide the 'grounds' of his 

'entitle[ment] to relief' requires more than labels and conclusions, and a formulaic recitation of 

the elements of a cause of action will not do." Twombly, 550 U.S. at 555 (alteration in original) 

(citation omitted). "When ruling on a motion to dismiss, the district court must accept the 

allegations contained in the complaint as true and all reasonable inferences from the complaint 

must be drawn in favor of the nonmoving party." Young v. Cit_v of St. Charles, 244 F.3d 623, 

627 (8th Cir. 2001). 

As a threshold matter, Mr. Outlaw's motion correctly points out that Mr. Clarke's official 

capacity claim for damages against him is barred by the doctrine of sovereign immunity. See 

Baker v. Chisom, 501 F.3d 920, 925 (8th Cir. 2007) ("the real party in interest in an official

capacity suit is the governmental entity and not the named official."). Moreover, the Western 

District of Oklahoma previously dismissed Mr. Clarke's official capacity claims against the 

individual defendants when transfeITing the case to this District (Dkt. No. 21). 

As to Mr. Clarke's individual capacity claim against Mr. Outlaw, Mr. Outlaw argues that 

Mr. Clarke's allegations amount to a claim of respondeat superior or supervisory liability. A 

supervisor may not be held vicariously liable in a Bivens or § 1983 action for the constitutional 

violations of their subordinates on a theory of respondeat superior. Iqbal, 556 U.S. at 676. 

5 
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Rather, a plaintiff "must plead that each Government-official defendant, through the official's 

own individual actions, has violated the Constitution." Id. "It is settled ... that 'a warden's 

general responsibility for supervising the operations of a prison is insufficient to establish 

personal involvement.'" Reynolds v. Dormire, 636 F.3d 976,981 (8th Cir. 2011) (quoting Ouzts 

v. Cummins, 825 F.2d 1276, 1277 (8th Cir. 1987)); see also Crooks v. Nix, 872 F.2d 800, 803 

(8th Cir. 1989) (stating that a warden or prison director lacking professional medical expertise 

would not be liable on agency principles for the alleged wrongful diagnostic judgment of a 

physician). 

In his complaint, Mr. Clarke alleges that "Prison Administration failed to provide medical 

treatment that addressed Plaintiff's medical symptoms with deliberate indifference." (0kt. No. 

1, at 6 ). He further alleges that "executive staff at the institution" provided "meaningless 

responses" in the administrative grievance process (Id., at 15). These conclusory allegations of 

supervisory liability are not supported by any accompanying facts, and there are no allegations 

suggesting what role, if any, Mr. Outlaw played in Mr. Clarke's medical treatment or the 

grievance process. Mr. Clarke's supervisory liability claims against Mr. Outlaw fail to meet the 

pleading requirements set forth in Iqbal and Twombly. 

Because Mr. Clarke's allegations against Mr. Outlaw do not amount to a constitutional 

violation, Mr. Outlaw is entitled to qualified immunity. See Patel v. U.S. Bureau of Prisons, 515 

F.3d 807, 812-13 (8th Cir. 2008) (stating that qualified immunity extends to Bivens actions and, 

if the allegations do not amount to a constitutional violation, there is no necessity for further 

inquiries concerning qualified immunity). The Court grants Mr. Outlaw's motion to dismiss 

( D kt. No. 81 ) , and Mr. Clarke's c 1 aims against Mr. Out! aw are dismissed with out prejudice. 

6 
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III. Mr. Vitvitsky's And Ms. Winkler's Motions For Summary Judgment 

Mr. Vitvitsky and Ms. Winkler move for summary judgment. Both assert that Mr. Clarke 

has not met his burden of showing deliberate indifference to his medical needs and that, 

therefore, they are entitled to qualified immunity (Dkt. Nos. 83, 88). Ms. Winkler further asserts 

that, to the extent Mr. Clarke may allege a medical malpractice claim under state law, Mr. 

Clarke's claim is barred by the statute of limitations and that Mr. Clarke has not met his burden 

of proof to establish a medical malpractice claim under Arkansas law (Dkt. No. 88). 

Summary judgment is proper if the evidence, when viewed in the light most favorable to 

the nonmoving party, shows that there is no genuine issue of material fact and that the moving 

party is entitled to judgment as a matter of law. Fed. R. Civ. P. 56; Celotex Corp. v. Catrett, 477 

U.S. 31 7, 3 22 ( 1986). A factual dispute is genuine if the evidence could cause a reasonable jury 

to return a verdict for either party. Miner v. Local 373, 513 F.3d 854, 860 (8th Cir. 2008). "The 

mere existence of a factual dispute is insufficient alone to bar summary judgment; rather, the 

dispute must be outcome determinative under prevailing law." Holloway v. Pigman, 884 F.2d 

365, 366 (8th Cir. 1989). However, parties opposing a summary judgment motion may not rest 

merely upon the allegations in their pleadings. Buford v. Tremayne, 747 F.2d 445, 447 (8th Cir. 

1984). The initial burden is on the moving party to demonstrate the absence of a genuine issue 

of material fact. Celotex Corp., 477 U.S. at 323. The burden then shifts to the nonmoving party 

to establish that there is a genuine issue to be determined at trial. Prudential Ins. Co. v. Hinkel, 

121 F.3d 364, 366 (8th Cir. 2008). "The evidence of the non-movant is to be believed, and all 

justifiable inferences are to be drawn in his favor." Anderson v. Liberty Lobby, Inc., 477 U.S. 

242, 255 (1986). 

7 
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To prevail on his Eighth Amendment inadequate medical care claims against Mr. 

Vitvitsky and Ms. Winkler, Mr. Clarke must prove that: ( 1) he had objectively serious medical 

needs; and (2) those two defendants subjectively knew of, but deliberately disregarded, those 

serious needs. See Langford v. Norris, 614 F.3d 445, 460 (8th Cir. 2010); see generally Estelle 

v. Gamble, 429 U.S. 97 (1976) (establishing that deliberate indifference to a serious medical 

needs constitutes a violation of the Eighth Amendment). 

The parties do not dispute that Mr. Clarke's rectal bleeding was an objectively serious 

medical need. Thus, the issue is whether Mr. Vitvitsky and Ms. Winkler were deliberately 

indifferent in the medical treatment they rendered to Mr. Clarke. Deliberate indifference is a 

higher standard than gross negligence and "requires proof of a reckless disregard of the known 

risk." Moore v. Duffy, 255 F.3d 543, 545 (8th Cir. 2001) (quoting Jackson v. Everett, 140 F.3d 

I 149, 1152 (8th Cir. 1998)). "There must be actual knowledge of the risk of harm, followed by 

deliberate inaction amounting to callousness." Bryan v. Endell, 141 F.3d 1290, 1291 (8th Cir. 

1998) (citing Farmer v. Brennan, 511 U.S. 825, 835-37 ( 1994)). 

Mr. Vitvitsky argues that he saw Mr. Clarke only twice, on December 2 and 4, 2009. 

According to his medical notes, he performed a physical examination of Mr. Clarke, ordered a 

complete blood count, requested that Mr. Clarke submit additional stool samples, and requested a 

consultation with a gastroenterologist. In his supporting affidavit, Mr. Vitvitsky states that, 

shortly after December 4, 2009, he was transferred to another building at FCI Forrest City and 

never treated Mr. Clarke again (Dkt. No. 83-1, ~[13). Mr. Vitvitsky adds that he "had no control 

over when or if an inmate qualified for or received outside consultations by a specialist" and that 

he "played no role in determining which [BOPJ inmates received outside consultants by 

specialists or when such consultations were to occur." (Id., (jl1[ 15, 17). In addition, Mr. 
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Vitvitsky has submitted a letter from Dr. L. F. Anderson, a board-certified family practitioner in 

Lonoke, Arkansas, in which Dr. Anderson opines that Mr. Vitvitsky acted within the standard of 

care in treating Mr. Clarke (Dkt. No. 83-2). 

In her summary judgment papers, Ms. Winkler states that she only saw Mr. Clarke once 

prior to his colonoscopy on December 22, 2009. According to her notes, Ms. Winkler attempted 

to examine Mr. Clarke, prescribed a hemorrhoid suppository and reflux medicine, and instructed 

him to report promptly any dark tarry stool. (Dkt. No. 88-1, at 1). Ms. Winkler recorded in her 

notes that Mr. Clarke needed to be seen by a gastroenterology specialist (Id.; see Dkt. No. 89, at 

1-3). In her statement of material facts to which she contends there is no genuine dispute, Ms. 

Winkler states that BOP policy only allows her to recommend a consultation with a specialist, 

Ms. Winkler states that she has no role or other involvement in determining if or when an inmate 

is seen by a specialist (Dkt. No. 89, at 3). 

In his response to Mr. Vitvitsky's and Ms. Winkler's motions for summary judgment, 

Mr. Clarke argues that both Mr. Yitvitsky and Ms. Winkler: (I) should have ordered a "CEA" 

blood test for a cancer marker which would have been the "nom1ative procedure" for a patient 

reporting rectal bleeding; and (2) had a "medical/ethical responsibility" to follow up on their 

recommendations for a gastroenterologist consultation (Dkt. No. 94, <]!8). Mr. Clarke has come 

forward with no evidence to substantiate his subjective opinion that Mr. Yitvitsky and Ms. 

Winkler should have ordered additional blood testing, much less that their failure to do so was 

deliberate indifference. See Estate of Rosenberg v. Crandell, 56 F.3d 35, 37 (8th Cir. 1995) 

("{M]ere disagreement with treatment decisions does not rise to the level of a constitutional 

violation"). The undisputed facts establish that both Mr. Yitvitsky and Ms. Winkler had brief 

and limited medical contact with Mr. Clarke, prescribed medication for his problems, and noted 
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referrals to a gastroenterology specialist. Nothing about these facts suggests that Mr. Vitvitsky 

or Ms. Winkler were deliberately indifferent in the medical treatment they provided to Mr. 

Clarke. 

Mr. Vitvitsky and Ms. Winkler both fail to address the reason for the nine-month delay 

between their notations that Mr. Clarke needed to be seen by a gastroenterologist and his 

colonoscopy on August 20, 2010. The Court acknowledges that Mr. Vitvitsky and Ms. Winkler 

both claim they did not treat Mr. Clarke again during that period and maintain that they had no 

role or other involvement in determining if or when Mr. Clarke was seen by a specialist. 

However, when Mr. Clarke pursued this matter through the BOP administrative grievance 

process, an "administrative remedy response" from a warden at FMC Butler explained the reason 

for this delay as follows: "A referral [by Mr. Jones] was made to Gastroenterology on 

September 23, 2009; however local policy, at FCI FotTest City, requires patients who require a 

colonoscopy [to] see General Surgery. This referral was corrected on February 22, 2010, and 

you were seen by General Surgery on April 23, 20 I 0. The General Surgeon ordered a 

colonoscopy which was performed August 20, 2010." (Dkt. No. 1-1, at 2). 

Assuming that FCI policy did require that a patient with rectal bleeding and blood in his 

stool be referred to general surgery, rather than a gastroenterologist, such a referral error by Mr. 

Vitvitsky and Ms. Winkler does not establish deliberate indifference. Further, Mr. Vitvitsky 

only saw Mr. Clarke twice over three days, and Ms. Winkler only saw Mr. Clarke once prior to 

August 2010. Mr. Clarke has not controverted Mr. Yitvitsky's and Ms. Winkler's statements 

that they have no role in determining whether an inmate sees a specialist. Viewing the evidence 

and facts in the light most favorable to Mr. Clarke, Mr. Vitvitsky's and Ms. Winkler's alleged 
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failures to follow up on their recommendations for Mr. Clarke to see a gastroenterologist do not 

rise to the level of deliberate indifference. 

The Court finds no genuine issue of material fact on Mr. Clarke's claims of deliberate 

indifference against Mr. Vitvitsky and Ms. Winkler, and Mr. Vitvitsky and Ms. Winkler are 

entitled to qualified immunity on Mr. Clarke's Eighth Amendment claims against them. The 

Court grants Mr. Vitvitsky's and Ms. Winkler's motions for summary judgment (0kt. No. 83, 

88). 

Ms. Winkler argues that, to the extent Mr. Clarke "may assert" a state-law medical 

negligence claim against her under the Arkansas Medical Malpractice Act, she is entitled to 

summary judgment (Dkt. No. 88, lj(4). Although Mr. Clarke has asserted a negligence claim 

against the government pursuant to the FTCA (Dkt. No. 1, at 2-3), his complaint does not plead 

state law claims for medical negligence against the individual defendants. Accordingly, the 

Court need not consider Ms. Winkler's argument on this issue. 

* * * 
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For the foregoing reasons, the Court grants Mr. Outlaw's motion to dismiss (Dkt. No. 81) 

and dismisses without prejudice Mr. Clarke's claims against Mr. Outlaw. The Court also grants 

Mr. Vitvitsky's and Ms. Winkler's motions for summary judgment (Dkt. Nos. 83, 88) and 

dismisses with prejudice Mr. Clarke's claims against Mr. Vitvitsky and Ms. Winkler. The Court 

has under advisement the motion for summary judgment filed by defendants Ella Taylor, R.N., 

Amy Barker, R.N., Kathleen Maples, R.N., Hipolito Matos, M.D., and Nader Peikar, M.D. (Dkt. 

No. 107). The Court certifies, pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § l 915(a)(3), that an in forma pauperis 

appeal from this Opinion and Order would not be taken in good faith. 

SO ORDERED this the 29th day of September, 2014. 

3'-~JJ-~ 
Kristine G. Baker 
United States District Judge 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
Ii'OR THE DISTRICT OF NEW MEXICO 

1'} t,u. y 1 7 
It. 11/1 PM 3: '2 

JOSEPH J. RUIZ 

PlnintUf, 

Vs. 

ClJJN<-Sl.!\ITA FF 

U.S. A TTORNEV GENERAL ERIC HOLDER 
KAREN EDENFIELD, WARDEN FCI BIG SPRING 
JORGE PARTIDA, MD. FCI BIG SPRING 

DEFENDANTS. 

No. cy 12 .. s21 ACT LFG 

fglY?'2;v (:) 0 J COM.l!LAlNTFOR PERSONALJNJURV, PAlN AND SUFFERING AND 
PERMANENT PAIN DUE TO MEDICAL MAL PRACilCE, 

Comes Now Plaintiff, Pro Se states: 

l. Plaintiff was a federal prisoner under the custody of the Bureau of Prisons at the 
Federnl Satellite Camp in Big Springs, Texas from September 17, 2008 until September 
13,2011 and then at the Dierson Charities Halfway House in Albuquerque, New Mexico 
from September 13, 2011 until Octobet' 18, 2011 and then while under Home 
Confinement from October 18, 2011 until Febtuary 23, 2012 and then again at Dierson 
from February 23 1 2012 until he was released from the Custody of Bureau of Prisons to 
his own custody on March 9, 2012. 

2, On. or about the third or fou1ih week of May 2010, immediately following the 
4:00 PM "count" all Camp inmates were release for dinner. During this mad daily rush to 
exit the donnito1y building, all 150a 175 inmates funnel through a single door ope1ting to 
get to the outside and then rnsh to the dining hall. On the day that my accident happened, l 
felt a push from behind as I was making my way out the building. This push caused me to 
lose my balance and fall causing imn1edia.te pain to both wrists. The Guards on duty, 
Ofticer Sanchez and Office1· lbanez were notified. They advised that I see the nurse when I 
went for my daily medications at 6:00 PM. 

3. On the day of the accident I advised nurse Chang as the Guards advised, Nurse 
Chang snw the swelling in both wrists, asked to wiggle my fingers. 1 did as he asked. His 
response was, "110 damage, as you would not be able to wiggle your fingers if yom wrists 
were broken. 1' He offered nothing for the pain 
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4. A few days later, 1 filled out a "Sick Call" fonn that is required if one has a 
medical issue and wants to see a doctor. The pain and swelling was intense. 

5. A few days after the Sick Call fonn was sent, I was on the Call-Out Report on 
the bulletin board for the next day. 

6, At Sick Call> Nurse Skaggs saw the swelling which had not gone down. She 
asked if! wanted a few days otffrom work. I told her that I was still doing my daily job of 
buffing the floor in "B" dorm. She issued a one week "Lay-In." She also said that she 
would send me some Ibuprofen the next day. None were sent. She said she wanted to 
wrap my wrists, but couldn't find any tape to wrap them. The wrists remained untreated 
and the intense pain continued. 

7. I kept writing and submitting Sick Call forms every week as the swelling and 
intense pain continued. 

8. I was finally placed on the Call-Out several weeks later to go "behind the fence" 
(the main prison facility that houses over 1,000 inmates) for an x-ray. I went and was told 
that my left wrist was to be x-rayed. I asked why my right wrist was not going to be x
rayed and was told by the x-ray technician that she only had orders for the left. After 
taking a series of x-rays on my left wrist the x-ray tech took them to the Chief Medical 
MD., Dr. Partida. Upon her return, I was told that there was no damage to my wrists and 
asked if I had a high tolerance to pain. I replied that I did. 

9, More time (weeks) passed and more Sick Call forms were filed out. 

10, Sometime later, I was paged by the Guard and was told when I reported to him 
that I was to instructed to report to the Camp Medical office to see a doctor. It was not a 
doctor but the x-ray teclmician. She used the small portable x.-ray machine in the Camp 
Office and x-ray my left wrist again. Again I asked about the right one and showed her the 
swelling on both wrists. She said) again, that she only had orders to do the left one. She 
took the x~rays and we both left. 

11. Later that same day, I was paged again. I was told to report to the Camp 
Medical building again. When I anived, 1 was told that she had been given to OK to x-ray 
m.y right wrist, so she did and we both left. 

12. Later on that same day, I was paged for the third time to report to the Camp 
Medical building. This time, in addition to the x~ray tech, Nurse Smith was there waiting 
for me. I was told that they had "good news and bad news. )I The good news was that they 
were giving me a 30 day Lay~in and the bad news was that both wrists were broken. They 
then put both arms and wrists in a "mold-to fit" plastic planks that went from my wrists to 
my elbows. Again1 twas not given anything for pain which continued as did the swelling. 
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13. 1 continued to complain about the pain and swelling so more Sick Call forms 
were filled out. 

14. One moming sometime later) I was paged to the Camp Officers (CO) office 
and was told to put my uniform on and go with a CO that was waiting for me. I asked 
where I was being taken to and was told that I was being taken to see a Dr. Hayes who 
was an private Orthopedic doctor in town. When we arrived at his office) which is located 
inside the local Big Spring Hospital, I was told to report to the facilities x~ray laboratory 
for more x-rays. I did as I was directed and then reported to Dr. Hayes' office to see him. 

15. I showed the doctor my wrists, told him about the pain and told him that I was 
concerned as my left wrist was now asymmetrical and looked deformed. t also told the 
doctor that in addition to the pain in both wrists, my thumbs were also hurting and felt as 
though they had beenjammed. He asked how severe my pain was on a I-10 point scale, I 
replied that the pain was the same since the accident, which was a ten (10). The doctor 
said that I might have to be operated on to correct the damage, but he would have to wait 
as he would have to submit his report to Dr. Partida. He replaced the molded planks with 
wrist (steel reinforced) suppo11 braces. Dr. Hayes said that he would see me at Dr. 
Partida's office (behind the fence) in a couple of weeks. Two weeks came and went by. 

16. Many more weeks passed. The pain and swelling continued. I had not heard 
back from Dr. Hayes. I filled out the Administrative Remedy Complaint form seekJng 
assistance. 

17. Weeks turned to months. One evening, I was told by the Camp CO to not 
drink or eat anything after midnight and to report to Control at 7:00 AM. the next 
morning. I did as directed. I was taken to Dr. Hayes' office and had more x~rays taken. 
The doctm came in, told me that he had an Operating Room reserved but wanted me to 
know that if the operation was done, I would lose all my mobility that I had before the 
accident in my left wrist as he was going to have to re-break the wrist, shave some bone 
from my Pelvis1 fuse it into my left wrist and then put in a metal plate and secure it with 
screws. Dr. Hayes recommended that we try i.ttjecting the wrists with steroids and see if 
that pain would cease, and if it did not, we could consider surgery, He also said that he 
was prescribing some pain medication. The drug Indomethacin was waiting for me at Pill 
Line about two or three days later, The l1tjectio11 did ease the pain for a couple of weeks 
before it returned. The pain in my right wrist was now tolerable with the exception ofmy 
thumb. The left wrist pain was still intense. My system had had an adverse reaction to 
Indomethacin in the past and I had reported it before when it had been prescribed for back 
pain. I am surprised that the bad reaction that I had reported was not available in my file 
so Dr. Hayes would have known. I did not take Indomethacin and returned the pills, 
unused, to the nurse at Pill tine the following morning. 
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18. On or about February 14, 2012, I was on the Call-Out to go behind the fence 
to see Dr. Hayes and Dr. Partida, At the appointed time of the appointment, Fellow inmate 
Andrew Bernal and myself were escorted to the medical building and were placed in a 
waiting room. Andrew was taken in first to see the doctor (s). Around one--half hour later, 
he Andrew returned and I was taken in. Dr's. Hayes and Partida were there as was the x
ray tech, Dr. Hayes asked if my pain had ceased. I told him about the short-time relief that 
followed after the injection and my not taking lndomethacin due to the adverse reaction 
which I explained as very fast and strong heart beats and cold sweats, He agreed that it 
was good that I had not taken any. I asked for some Naproxen which had helped my back 
pain, He agreed and prescribed some. He then repeated that we still had the surgery option 
but stressed the loss of mobility. I told the doctor that have had 24/7 pain now for nh1e 
months since the accident that I thought that I could stand the pain for another five 
months to my release date to a Halfway house in Albuquerque so that I could get a second 
opinion from doctors there or in Santa Fe which was my home. I also stated that, Jn my 
opinion, that if my htjuries had been treated some nine months before, my wrists would 
have healed correctly and that if I did require surgery after the second opinion, it was only 
right that the Bureau of Prisons pay for it. Dr, Hayes' head nodded as ifhe was agreeing 
with me but stopped when Dr, Partida exploded in anger, 

19. Dr. Partida, who had been silent, ordered me to follow him, We left his office 
and in the hallway he began shouting, ranting and waving his hands in absolute rage and 
anger. He told me that knew I was implying malpractice and was going to send me to the 
"hole" for it. He then ordered me into the small room where Andrew Bernal was waiting, I 
asked Andrew to try to get word to my wife ifl was taken to the hole. Two or three 
guards and a Capitan (or Lt.) arrived. The Capitan asked me what happened, I told him. I 
was relieved that one of the guards was the one who had taken me to see Dr, Hayes in 
town, He told the Capitan that he knew that 1 had been "jacked around" by medical since 
my injury, The Capitan totd this kind CO to escort us out of the medical buildfog so that 
we could return to the Camp. We did. My pain and swelling continued, 

20, Plaintiff saw Dr. Samuel Chun in early November 2011 when he returned to 
Santa Fe who said that he indeed needed surgery but his recommended procedure would 
not lead to any loss of mobility, 

21. Surgery was performed on November 30, 2011, Several Post Operation vishs 
and hard casts later led to therapy, 1 am now left with thumb pain and a somewhat 
weakened left wrist which may never get any better. l still have some pain when holding 
an object in my left hand for a while such as a book1 bowl or toot 

22, Plaintiff attempted in good faith, to negotiate a reasonable settlement through 
the Administrative Remedy route, I send the required forms to the local area only to be 
told that they had been lost so with no local copying machine avaitability because it was 
"broken" down. I would have to do them again. 
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The BOP Regional office advised me to send a copy to the Washington office which I did 
in March of 2010. I was also given a Tort Claim form to fill out and send to the DC office, 
I telephoned them in April as l had not received any form of reply. I was advised by their 
Washington office that they had six months from the date they received it to investigate 
and reply so They had until October of20I0 to do so. Sadly, no response was ever 
received. 

As a direct a1\d proximate result of defendants negligence and malpractice) Plaintiff 
sustained three years of pain and suffering, The pain although less intensive continues and 
I am advised by my doctors in Santa Fe that the pain may be with me for the rest of my 
life. 

Plaintiff seeks trial by jury if allowed. 

WHEREFORE1 Plaintiff requests a reasonable award for damages in an amount to he 
proven at trial and such other and further relief as the Court deems just and proper. 

Respectfully submitted: 

// 

G .... /&oy/- -zf7; / 
~./Joseph J. Ruiz, Pro Se 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

FOR THE DISTRICT OF NEW MEXICO 

JOSEPH J. RUIZ, 

Plaintiff, 

vs. No. CIV 12-0521 JB/LFG 

KAREN EDENFIED, Warden, 
FCI Big Spring: JORGE PARTIDA, 
MD., FCI Big Spring: and ERIC HOLDER, 
U.S. Attorney General, 

Defendants. 

SECOND AMENDED COMPLAINT FOR PERSONAL INJURY, PAIN AND 
SUFFERING AND PERMANENT PAIN DUE TO MEDICAL MALPRATICE 

COMES NOW Plaintiff, Joe Ruiz, by and through his attorney, Daniel Sanchez, Esq. 

and hereby files this Second Amended Complaint for Personal Injury, Pain and Suffering and 

Permanent Pain Due to Medical Malpractice pursuant to this Courts Order Adopting Report and 

Recommendation But Allowing Plaintiff to File Amended Complaint filed on September 29th
, 

20 I 2 and states: 

VENUE AND JURISDICTION 

I. This Court has jurisdiction over the parties and the subject matter herein. 

2. Plaintiff amends his Amended Complaint for Personal Injury, Pain and Suffering and 

Permanent Pain Due to Medical Malpractice, filed May 17, 2012, so that he may bring 

this action under the Federal Tort Claims Act (hereinafter "FfCA"), 28 U.S.C. §§ 

1346(6), 2671, et. seq. and so alleges. 
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3. Plaintiff amends his Amended Complaint for Personal Injury, Pain and Suffering and 

Permanent Pain Due to Medical Malpractice to include the United States of America (and 

so alleges) pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1346(b)(l), which provides that this Court has 

exclusive jurisdiction over civil actions for "injury, or loss of property, or personal injury 

or death caused by the negligent or wrongful act or omission of any employee of the 

Government while acting within the scope of his office or employment, under 

circumstances where the United States, if a private person, would be liable to the 

claimant in accordance with the law of the place where the act or omission occurred." 

See 28 U.S.C. § 1346(b)(l). 

4. Venue is proper as the Plaintiff has lived in New Mexico for at least the past six (6) 

consecutive months and he continues to reside in New Mexico. 

5. Plaintiff filed an administrative tort claim on April 27, 201 I, and more than six ( 6) 

months passed without Plaintiff receiving any decision in writing from the agency since 

the filing of the administrative complaint, and thus Plaintiff has exhausted his 

administrative remedies granting this Court subject matter jurisdiction over this matter. 

See 28 USC§ 2675. Complaint~[ 22. 

COUNT ONE: NEGLIGENCE UNDER THE FEDERAL TORT CLAIMS ACT 28 § 2671 

et. seq. 

6. Plaintiff contends that the Unites States is liable for acts or omissions committed by the 

Defendants and/or their employees, officials, contractors, agents or workers as they were 

negligent: 

a) In the operation of a hospital, infirmary, clinic, dispensary or like facilities; 

b) In the provision of health care services; 
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c) In the supervision and operation of their penitentiary building; 

d) Or, as medical practitioners (or medical examiners) and law enforcement officers, 

in the negligent deprivation of any rights, privileges or immunities secured by the 

constitution and laws of the United States; 

proximately causing Plaintiff pain and suffering and permanent damages. 

7. Pursuant to 28 USC § 2674 the United States shall be liable for tortious acts committed 

by it's agencies to the extent and in the same manner as private individual(s) who commit 

tortious acts under similar circumstances. See 28 USC § 2674. 

8. The United States and it's agents owed a duty to Plaintiff, and failed by not providing the 

proper care and aid to Plaintiff for injuries he sustained while he was incarcerated. See 

Amended Complaint <j[<ll 3-19 which are incorporated herein by reference. 

9. Plaintiff amends a date in the previous Amended Complaint filed May 17, 2012, in 

paragraph 18 regarding the date of February 14, 2012, to read February 14, 2011, as this 

was in inadvertent typographical error. 

INCORPORATION BY REFERENCE 

The Plaintiff hereby incorporates by reference the factual statements set forth in the 

body of Plaintiff's Amended Complaint for Personal Injury, Pain and Suffering and 

Permanent Pain Due to Medical Malpractice filed herein on May 171
\ 2012. 

REQUEST FOR RELIEF 

Wherefore, Plaintiff prays to this Court for: 

A. Allowing the Amendment of this Complaint to reflect the proper parties and that the 

Caption so reflect and for the inclusion of the proper jurisdictional statement. 

3 
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B. Compensatory damages in an amount sufficient to make Plaintiff whole, jointly and 

severally against all Defendants; 

C. Punitive damages in an amount sufficient to punish and deter, against the individual 

Defendants on the federal claims; 

D. Equitable relief including but not limited to return of Plaintiffs property; 

E. Plaintiffs costs, expenses and attorneys' fees incurred in bringing this action pursuant to 

42 U.S.C. § 1988; and 

F. Such other and further relief as the Court deems just and proper. 

JURY DEMAND 

Plaintiff demands trial by jury on all counts so triable. 

I hereby certify that I caused a true and correct copy 
of the foregoing to be mailed to Opposing Party on 
this~ day of October, 2012 via electronic mail. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Isl 
Daniel Sanchez 
2304 Middle Court 
Santa Fe, New Mexico 87505 
(505) 946-8394/Fax (505) 473-4270 

__ Isl _______________ _ 
Daniel Sanchez 

4 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT f- ! I (: -I · 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF NEW MEXICO U.'lllEO STAJ~:'.-·;\;;:·j-.'.",ir , , _ 

D:s ri,1c r ·b;- ';,:,, ,·\'.,.xi·co,,,u11 I 
-. U I I_ ,1 J 

JOSEPH J, RUIZ 12 M,W 16 PN 2: 08 

Plaintiff, ('/ CL>'( (\ .1" ,·,-A r·F· 
/ I ' l/ -•- ,f-' I\ ' " -- ,. .... · ,_, ·, , i r-1 I ,_ 

Vs • 
• 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
BUREAU OF PRISONS CIV 
KAREN EDENFIED, WARDEN 
JORGE PARTIDA~ MD. 

DEFENDANTS. 

COMPLAINT FOR PERSONAL INJURY, PAIN AND SUFFERING AND 
PERMANENT PAIN DUE TO MEDICAL MAL PRACTICE. 

Comes Now Plaintiff, Pro Se states: 

L Plaintiff was a federal prisoner under the custody of the Bureau of Prisons at the 
Federal Satellite Camp in Big Springs, Texas from September 17, 2008 until September 
13, 2012 and then at the Dierson Charities Halfway House in Albuquerque, New Mexico 
from September 131 2011 until October 18) 2012 and then while under Home 
Confinement from October 18, 2012 until February 23, 2012 and then again at Dierson 
from February 23, 2012 until he was released from the Custody of Bureau of Prisons to 
hls own custody on March 9, 2012. 

2. On or about the third or fourth week ofMay 2010, immediately following the 
4:00 PM "count" all Camp inmates were release for dinner, During this mad daily rush to 
exit the dormitory building, all 150• l 75 inmates funnel through a single door opening to 
get to the outside and then rush to the dining hall. On the day that my accident happened, I 
felt a push from behind as I was making my way out the building. This push caused me to 
lose my balance and fall causing immediate pain to both wrists, The Guards on duty, 
Officer Sanchez and Officer Ibanez were notified. They advised that I see the nurse when I 
went for my daily medications at 6:00 PM, 

3, On the day of the accident I advised nurse Chang as the Guards advised, Nurse 
Chang saw the swelling in both wrists, asked to wiggle my fingers. I did as he asked. His 
response was, "no damage, as you would not be able to wiggle your fingers if your wrists 
were broken.)) He offered nothing for the pain 

l 
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4. A few days later, I fl lied out a "Sick Call" form that is required if one has a 
medical issue and wants to see a doctor. The pain and swelling was intense. 

5, A few days after the Sick Call form was sent, I was on the Call-Out Report on 
the bulletin board for the next day, 

6. At Sick Call, nurse Skaggs saw the swelling which had not gone down. She 
asked if I wanted a few days off from work I told her that I was still doing my daily job of 
buffing the floor in "B1

' dorm, She issued a one week "Lay-In." She also said that she 
would send me some Ibuprofen the next day. None were sent. She said she wanted to 
wrap my wrists, but couldn't find any. The wrists remained untreated and the intense pain 
continued. 

7, l kept writing and submitting Sick Call forms every week as the swelling and 
intense pain continued. 

8. I was finally placed on the Call~Out several weeks later to go "behind the fenceH 
(the main prison facility that houses over 1,000 hunates) for an x-ray. I went and was told 
that my left wrist was to be x-rayed. 1 asked why my right wrist was not going to be x
rayed and was told by the x~ray technician that she only had orders for the left, After 
taking a series ofx-rays on my left wrist the x-ray tech took them to the Chief Medical 
MD., Dr. Partida, Upon her return, I was told that there was no damage to my wrists and 
asked if I had a high tolerance to pain. I replied that I did. 

9. More time (weeks) passed and more Sick Call forms were filed out. 

10, Sometime later, I was paged by the Guard and was told when I reported to him 
that I was to instructed to report to the Camp Medical office to see a doctor, It was not a 
doctor but the x-ray technician. She used the small portable x-ray machine in the Camp 
Office and x-ray my left wrist again, Again T asked about the right one and showed her the 
swelling on both wrists, She said, again, that she only had orders to do the left one. She 
took the x-rays and we both left. 

11. Later that same day, I was paged again. 1 was told to report to the Camp 
Medical building again, When 1 arrivedj I was told that she had been given to OK to x-ray 
my right wrist, so she did and we both left. 

12. Later on that same day, 1 was paged for the third time to report to the Camp 
Medical building. This time, in addition to the x-ray tech, nurse Smith was there waiting 
for me, I was told that they had "good news and bad news." The good news was that they 
were giving me a 30 day Lay-in and the bad news was that both wrists were broken. They 
then put both arms and wrists in a "mold~to fit" plastic planks that went from my wrists to 
my elbows, Again, I was not given anything for pain which continued as did the swelling. 
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13. 1 continued to complain about the pain and swelling so more Sick Call forms 

were filled out. 

14. One morning sometime Jater, I was paged to the Camp Officers (CO) office 
and was told to put my uniform on and go with a CO that was waiting for me. I asked 
where I was being taken to and was told that l was being taken to see a Dr. Hayes who 
was an private Orthopedic doctor in town. When we arrived at his office, which is located 
inside the local Big Spring Hospital, I was told to report to the facilities x~ray laboratory 
for more x~rays. I did as I was directed and then reported to Dr. Hayes' office to see him. 

J 5. I showed the doctor my wrists, told Wm about the pain and told him that I was 
concerned as my left wrjst was now asymmetrical and looked deformed. I also told the 
doctor that in addition to the pain in both wdsts, my thumbs were also hurting and felt as 
though they had been jammed. He asked how severe my pain was on a 1~10 point scale. I 
replied that the pain was the same since the accident, which was a ten (10). The doctor 
said that I mjght have to be operated on to correct the damagej but he would have to wait 
as he would have to submit his report to Dr. Partida. He replaced the molded planks with 
wrist (steel reinforced) support braces. Dr. Hayes said that he would see me at Dr. 
Partidajs office (behind the fence) in a couple of weeks. Two weeks came and went by. 

16. Many more weeks passed. The pain and swelling continued, I had not heard 
back from Dr. Hayes. I filled out the Administrative Remedy Complaint form seeking 
assistance. 

17. Weeks turned to months. One eveningj I was told by the Camp CO to not 
drink or eat anything after midnight and to report to Control at 7:00 AM the next 
morning. I did as directed. I was taken to Dr. Hayes' office and had more x~rays taken. 
The doctor came in, told me that he had an Operating Room reserved but wanted me to 
know that if the operation was done, I would lose all my mobility that I had before the 
accident in my left wrist as he was going to have to r~break the wristi shave some bone 
from my Pelvis, fuse it into my left wrist and then put in a metal plate and secure it with 
screws. Dr. Hayes recommended that we try injecting the wrists with steroids and see if 
that pain would cease. and if it did notj we could consider surgery. He also said that he 
was prescribing some pain medication. The drug Indomethacin was waiting for me at Pill 
Line about two or three days later. The Injection did ease the pain for a couple of weeks 
before it returned. The pain in my right wrist was now tolerable with the exception of my 
thumb. The left wrist pain was still intense. My system had had an adverse reaction to 
Indomethacin in the past and I had reported it before when it had been prescribed for back 
pain. 1 am surprised that the bad reaction that I had reported was not available in my file 
so Dr. Hayes would have known. I did not take Indomethacin and returned the pills, 
unused, to the nurse at Pill Line the following morning. 

3 
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18. On or about February 14, 2012, I was on the CallwOut to go behind the fence 
to see Dr. Hayes and Dr. Partida. At the appointed time of the appointment, Fellow inmate 
Andrew Bernal and myself were escorted to the medical building and were placed in a 
waiting room. Andrew was taken in first to see the doctor (s). Around onewhalfhour later, 
he Andrew returned and I was taken in. Dr's. Hayes and Partida were there as was the Xw 

ray tech. Dr. Hayes asked if my pain had ceased. I told him about the shorMime relief that 
followed after the injection and my not taking Indomethacin due to the adverse reaction 
which I explained as very fast and strong heart beats and cold sweats. He agreed that it 
was good that I had not taken any. I asked for some Naproxen which had helped my back 
pain. He agreed and prescribed some. He then repeated that we still had the surgery option 
but stressed the loss of mobility. I tol~ the doctor that have had 24/7 pain now for nine 
months since the accident that I thought that I could stand the pain for another five 
months to my release date to a Halfway house in Albuquerque so that I could get a second 
opinion from doctors there or in Santa Fe which was my home. I also stated that, in my 
opinion, that if my injuries had been treated some nine months beforei my wrists would 
have healed correctly and that if I did require surgery after the second opinion, it was only 
right that the Bureau of Prisons pay for it. Dr. Hayes' head nodded as ifhe was agreeing 
with me but stopped when Dr. Partida exploded in anger. 

19. Dr. Partida, who had been silent, ordered me to follow him. We left his office 
and in the hallway he began shouting, ranting and waving his hands in absolute rage and 
anger. He told me that knew I was implying malpractice and was going to send me to the 
"hole" for it. He then ordered me into the small room where Andrew Bernal was waiting. I 
asked Andrew to try to get word to my wife ifl was taken to the hole. Two or three 
guards and a Capitan (or Lt.) arrived. The Capitan asked me what happened. I told him. I 
was relieved that one of the guards was the one who had taken me to see Dr. Hayes in 
town. He told the Capitan that he knew that I had been 'jacked around" by medical since 
my injury. The Capitan told this kind CO to escort us out of the medical building so that 
we could return to the Camp. We did. My pain and swelling continued. 

20, Plaintiff saw Dr, Samuel Chun in early November 2011 when he returned to 
Santa Fe who said that he indeed needed surgery but his recommended procedure would 
not lead to any loss of mobility. 

21. Surgery was performed on November 30, 2011. Several Post Operation visits 
and hard casts later Jed to therapy. I am now left with thumb pain and a somewhat 
weakened left wrist which may never get any better. I still have some pain when holding 
an object in my left hand for a while such as a book1 bowl or tool. 

22. Plaintiff attempted in good faith, to negotiate a reasonable settlement through 
the Administrative Remedy route. I send the required fonns to the local area only to be 
told that they had been lost so with no local copying machine avaiJability because it was 
"broken" down, I would have to do them again. 

4 
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The BOP Regional office advised me to send a copy to the Washington office which I did 
in March of 2010. I was also given a Tort Claim form to fill out and send to the DC office, 
I telephoned them in April as I had not received any form of reply. I was advised by their 
Washington office that they had six months fi'om the date they received it to investigate 
and reply so They had until October of2010 to do so. Sadly, no response was ever 
received. 

3. As a direct and proximate result of defendants negligence and malpractice, 
Plaintiff sustained three years of pain and suffering. The pain although less intensive 
continues and I am advised by my doctors in Santa Fe that the pain may be with me for the 
rest of my life. 

4. Plaintiff seeks trial by jury if allowed. 

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff requests a reasonable award for damages in an amount to be 
proven at trial and such other and further relief as the Court deems just and proper. 

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the forgoing pleading was attached to the 
Complaint for service to the defendants, through the Wardens office via the United States 
Postal Service and was sent as Certified Return Receipt Requested. 

/ 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF NEW MEXICO 

JOSEPH J. RUIZ, 

Plaintiff, 

vs. 

UNITED STATES OF AMERJCA, 

Defendant. 

No. CIV 12-521 JB/CEG 

S.TIPULA TION Q.F DISMISSAi 

The Parties, by the::ir \lndcrsigned attorneys, hereby stipulate and agree that this action is 

dismissed with prejudice) with the parties to bear their own costs. 

This Stipulation is entered into in accordance with the provisions of Rule 4l(a)(l)(A)(ti), 

Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, 

~-v-4, DANIE.SAf.f cHEZ 7 
Attorney at Law 
2304 Middle Ct. 
Santa Fe, NM 87505 
(505) 946-8394; (505) 473.4270 fax 
dansanchez.2.1_ l@gmail.com 

Sa'Ochez Law Grou 
620 Roma, N.W. 
Albuquerque, NM 87102 
505-553-0466; 505•246-2668 fax 
Dj~ancheze~@gmail.Co01 
Counsel for Plaintiff 
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DAYION P, MARTINEZ 

United States Attorney 

Ass is tan t U.S .. Attorney 

P.O. Box 607 
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87103 
(505) 346-7274; Fax: {505) 346-7205 
Erin.I .angenwalter@usdoj.gov 

Counsel for Defendant 
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IN THE UNITED ST A TES DISTRICT COURT 

FOR THE DISTRICT OF NEW MEXICO 

JOSEPH J. RUIZ, 

Plaintiff, 

vs. No. CIV 12-0521 JB/CEG 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 

Defendant. 

FINAL ,JUDGMENT 

THIS MATTER comes before the Court on the Stipulation of Dismissal, filed December 

22, 2014 (Doc. 52). The Stipulation of Dismissal dismissed all claims and parties in the action 

with prejudice pursuant to rule 4l(a)(l)(A)(ii) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. The 

Court now enters final judgment. 

IT IS ORDERED that all claims and parties in this action are dismissed with prejudice, 

and final judgment is entered. 

Counsel: 

Daniel A. Sanchez 
Daniel J. Sanchez 
Sanchez Law Group, LLC 
Santa Fe, New Mexico 

Attorneys for the Plaint({( 

Damon P. Martinez 
United States Attorney 

Jan Elizabeth Mitchell 
Ruth Fuess Keegan 
Erin Langenwalter 

Assistant United States Attorneys 
United Stat es Attorney' s Office 
Albuquerque, New Mexico 

Attorneysfor the Defendant 

·'\ . r - -) 
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IN THE UNITED ST A TES DISTRICT COURT 

FOR THE DISTRICT OF NEW MEXICO 

JOSEPH J. RUIZ, 

Plaintiff, 

vs. No. CIV 12-0521 JB/CEG 

UNITED ST A TES OF AMERICA, 

Defendant. 

MEMORANDUM OPINION AND ORDER 
ADOPTING PROPOSED FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDED DISPOSITION 

THIS MATTER comes before the Court on the Magistrate Judge's Proposed Findings 

and Recommended Disposition, filed February 5, 2014 (Doc. 30)("PFRD"). In the PFRD, the 

Honorable Carmen E. Garza, United States Magistrate Judge, recommended that Karen 

Wedenfield's, Jorge Partida's, and Eric Holder's requests in the Motion and Memorandum to 

Dismiss Plaintiff's Second Amended Complaint Pursuant to Fed. R. Civ. P. l2(b)(l) for Lack of 

Jurisdiction, filed October 30, 2012 (Doc. 23)("MTD"), be denied, and that Plaintiff Joseph J. 

Ruiz' request to amend the caption of this case pursuant to the Second Amended Complaint for 

Personal Injury, Pain and Suffering and Permanent Pain Due to Medical Malpractice, filed 

October 16, 2012 (Doc. 22), be granted. The parties were notified that written objections to the 

PFRD were due within fourteen days. See PFRD at 5. No objections have been filed, and the 

deadline of February 24, 2014, has passed. Because the Court concludes that Judge Garza's 

PFRD is not clearly erroneous, arbitrary, obviously contrary to law, or an abuse of discretion, the 

Court will adopt it. 
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LAW REGARDING PROPOSED FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Where no party objects to the Magistrate Judge's proposed findings and recommended 

disposition, the Court has, as a matter of course in the past and in the interests of justice, reviewed 

the Magistrate Judge's recommendations. In Workheiser v. City of Clovis, No. CIV 12-0485 

JB/GBW, 2012 WL 6846401 (D.N.M. Dec. 28, 2012)(Browning, J.), where the plaintiff failed to 

respond to the Magistrate Judge's proposed findings and recommended disposition, although the 

Court determined that the plaintiff "has waived his opportunity for the Court to conduct review of 

the factual and legal findings in the [proposed findings and recommended disposition]," the Court 

nevertheless conducted such a review. 2012 WL 6846401, at *3. The Court generally does not, 

however, review the Magistrate Judge's proposed findings and recommended disposition de nova, 

and determine independently necessarily what it would do if the issues had come before the Court 

first, but rather adopts the proposed findings and recommended disposition where "[t]he Court 

cannot say that the Magistrate Judge's recommendation ... is clearly erroneous, arbitrary, 

lobviouslyJ 1 contrary to law, or an abuse of discretion." Workheiser v. City of Clovis, 2012 WL 

1 The Court previously used as the standard for review when a party does not object to the 
Magistrate Judge's proposed findings and recommended disposition whether the recommendation 
was "clearly erroneous, arbitrary, contrary to law, or an abuse of discretion," thus omitting 
"obviously" in front of contrary to law. Solomon v. Holder, CIV I 2-1039 JB/LAM, 2013 WL 
499300, at *4 (D.N.M. Jan. 31, 2013)(Browning J.)(adopting the recommendation to which there 
was no objection, stating: "The Court determines that the PFRD is not clearly erroneous, arbitrary, 
contrary to law, or an abuse of discretion, and accordingly adopts the recommendations therein"); 
O'Neill v. Jaramillo, CIV 11-0858 JB/GBW, 2013 WL 499521 (D.N.M. Jan. 31, 
2013)(Browning, J .)("Having reviewed the PRFD under that standard, the Court cannot say that 
the Magistrate Judge's recommendation is clearly erroneous, arbitrary, contrary to law, or an 
abuse of discretion. The Court thus adopts Judge Wormuth's PFRD.")(citing Workheiser v. City 
of Clovis, 2012 WL 6846401, at *3); Galloway v. JP Morgan Chase & Co., CIV 12-0625 JB/RHS, 
2013 WL 503744 (D.N.M. Jan. 31, 2013)(Browning, J.)(adopting the Magistrate Judge's 
recommendations upon determining that they were not "clearly contrary to law, or an abuse of 
discretion."). The Court does not believe that "contrary to law" reflects well the deferential 
standard of review that the Court intends to use when there is no objection. Finding that a 

- 2 -
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6846401, at *3. This review, which is deferential to the Magistrate Judge's work when there is no 

objection, nonetheless provides some review in the interest of justice, and seems more consistent 

with the intent of the waiver rule than no review at all or a full-fledged review. Accordingly, the 

Court considers this standard of review appropriate. See Thomas v. Arn, 474 U.S. 140, 151 

(l 985)("There is nothing in those Reports, however, that demonstrates an intent to require the 

district court to give any more consideration to the magistrate's report than the court considers 

appropriate."). The Court is reluctant to have no review at all if its name is going to go at the 

bottom of the order adopting the Magistrate Judge's proposed findings and recommendations. 

ANALYSIS 

The Court has reviewed the PFRD to determine whether the recommendations are clearly 

erroneous, arbitrary, obviously contrary to law, or an abuse of discretion. The Court has 

determined that they are not. Accordingly, the Court will adopt the PFRD as its own. 

IT IS ORDERED that: (i) Karen Wedenfield, Jorge Partida, and Eric Holder's requests in 

the Motion and Memorandum to Dismiss Plaintiff's Second Amended Complaint Pursuant to Fed. 

R. Civ. P. 12(b)(l) for Lack of Jurisdiction, filed October 30, 2012 (Doc. 23), be denied; and 

(ii) the caption of this case be amended to reflect the proper parties pursuant to the Second 

Amended Complaint for Personal Injury, Pain and Suffering and Permanent Pain Due to Medical 

Magistrate Judge's recommendation is contrary to law would require the Court to analyze the 
Magistrate Judge's application of law to the facts or the magistrate judge's delineation of the facts 
-- in other words performing a de novo review, which is required when a party objects to the 
recommendations only. The Court believes adding "obviously" reflects better that the Court is 
not performing a de novo review of the Magistrate Judges' recommendations. Going forward, 
therefore, the Court will review Magistrate Judges' recommendations to which there are no 
objections for whether the recommendations are clearly erroneous, arbitrary, obviously contrary to 
law, or an abuse of discretion. 

- 3 -
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Malpractice, filed October 16, 2012 (Doc. 22); Karen Wedenfield, Jorge Partida, and Eric Holder 

shall be removed as Defendants; and Defendant United States of America shall be added as the 

sole Defendant in the caption. All parties should comport their filings accordingly. The Clerk of 

the Court shall terminate Karen Wedenfield, Jorge Partida, and Eric Holder from the case docket, 

and add the United States as the Defendant in this matter. 

Counsel: 

Daniel A. Sanchez 
Santa Fe, New Mexico 

Attorney for the Plaintiff 

Kenneth J. Gonzales 
United States Attorney 

Ruth Fuess Keegan 
Jan Elizabeth Mitchell 

Assistant United States Attorneys 
United States Attorney' s Office 
Albuquerque, New Mexico 

Attorneys for the Defendants 

TATES DISTRI 
\ 

:\. j 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

FOR THE DISTRICT OF NEW MEXICO 

JOSEPH J. RUTZ, 

Plaintiff, 

vs. 

KAREN EDENFIED, Warden, 
FCI Big Spring; JORGE PARTIDA, 
MD, FCI Big Spring; and ERIC HOLDER, 
U.S. Attorney General, 

Defendants. 

No. CIV 12-0521 JB/LFG 

ORDER ADOPTING REPORT AND RECOMMENDATION 
BUT ALLOWING PLAINTIFF TO FILE AMENDED COMPLAINT 

THIS MATTER comes before the Court on the Magistrate Judge's Report and 

Recommendation, filed September 5, 2012 (Doc. 17)("R&R"). The Honorable Lorenzo F. Garcia, 

United States Magistrate Judge, recommends that the Court dismiss Plaintiff Joseph J. Ruiz's 

Amended Complaint, filed May 17, 2012 (Doc. 3), without prejudice, or alternatively, allow him to 

file another amended complaint to name the sole proper party Defendant, see R&R at 3-4 . On 

September 24, 2012, Ruiz filed objections. See Objections to Report and Recommendation, filed Sep. 

24, 2012, (Doc. 20)("Objections"). 

The Court conducted ade novo review of those portions of Judge Garcia's R&R to which Ruiz 

objects. In his Objections, Ruiz states that he inadvertently omitted the United States of America as 

a party Defendant and now understands that the United States is the proper Defendant. In addition, 

Ruiz notes that he has retained counsel, who now represents him in this matter. 

Ruiz asks that the Court deny the recommendation to dismiss, without prejudice, and that he 

be allowed to file an amended complaint naming the proper Defendant. Having found good grounds 

to allow the amendment, the Court adopts the R&R to the extent that Ruiz is allowed to file an 
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amended complaint naming the proper Defendant within twenty days after entry of this Order. 

IT IS ORDERED that the Magistrate Judge's Report and Recommendation is granted to the 

extent the Plaintiff Joseph J. Ruiz is allowed to file an amended complaint naming the proper 

Defendant within twenty days after this Order. 

Counsel 

Daniel A Sanchez 
Santa Fe, New Mexico 

Counselfor Plaintijj'Joseph J. Ruiz 

Jan Elizabeth Mitchell 
Assistant United States Attorney 

United States Attorneys Office 
Albuquerque, New Mexico 

u 

Counsel for Defendants Karen Ede{lfied, Jorge Partida, and Eric Holder 
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Case 3:13-cv-00337-DB-RFC 

EL PASO DIVISION 

Plaintiff, 

v. 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
ELSA ALEXANDER, 
RACHEL CHAPA, 
PHILLIP DUNIGAN, 
ELIAS HERNANDEZ, 
DALE J. KERSTEEN, 
NORMA AVILA-MUNOZ, 
STEVEN D. NILES, and 
JUAN PELL, 

Defendants. 

§ 
§ 
§ 

: CiviERoL3:CV03 3 7 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 

COMPLAINT FOR DAMAGES 

JURY TRIAL DEMANDED 

COMES NOW the Plaintiff, Gary Charles Smith, in prose, and 

pursuant to Rule 3 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure alleges 

the following: 

JURISDICTION and VENUE 

1. This Court has jurisdiction of the subject matter of 

this cause of action pursuant to 28 u.s.c. §§ 1331, 1346(a) & (b); 

the Federal Tort Claims Act, 28 U.S.C. §§ 2671 et seq.; and the 

Eighth Amendment to the united States Constitution. 

2. Venue is proper in this district pursuant to 28 u.s.c. 

§ 1402, in that the acts or omissions complained of occurred 

within this judicial district, and the Plaintiff resides in this 

judicial district. 
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CONDITIONS PRECEDENT TO SUIT 

3. On March 13, 2013, Plaintiff submitted an administrative 

claim for damage, injury, or death, to the Federal Bureau of 

Prisons' South Central Regional Office. 

4. The claim was deemed denied by operation of law because 

the Federal Bureau of Prisons failed finally to dispose of the 

claim within six months after its submission.
1 

5. This suit was duly and timely commenced within six (6) 

months of the denial of the claim. 

6. With respect to the Bivens claim incorporated in this 

complaint, Plaintiff avers that he has exhausted the administrative 

remedies available to him. 

PARTIES 

7. Plaintiff, an inmate confined at the La Tuna Federal 

Correctional Institution in Anthony, TX/NM, is a legal resident 

of the State of North Carolina. 

8. Defendant United States of America is sued under the 

Federal Tort Claims Act for negligence by law enforcement officers 

of the Federal Bureau of Prisons. 

9. Defendant Elsa Alexander was, at all times relevant 

in this complaint, an employee and officer of the Federal Bureau 

of Prisons, Department of Justice, an agency of the United States 

of America. This defendant is sued in her official capacity. 

10. Defendant Rachel Chapa was, at all times relevant in 

this complaint, an employee and officer of the Federal Bureau 

1The Bureau of Prisons, which had six months from March 13, 
to make an administrative decision concerning the matter, noti
fied Plaintiff by letter dated October 1, 2013, that the claim 
had been denied. 
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of Prisons, Department of Justice, an agency of the United States 

of America. This defendant is sued in her individual capacity. 

11. Defendant: Phillip Dunigan was, at all times relevant 

to this complaint, an employee and officer of the Federal Bureau 

of Prisons, Department of Justice, an agency of the United States 

of America. This defendant is sued in his individual capacity. 

12. Defendant Elias Hernandez was, at all times relevant 

to this complaint, an employee and officer of the Federal Bureau 

of Prisons, Department of Justice, an agency of the United States 

of America. This defendant is sued in his official capacity. 

13. Defendant Dale J. Kersteen, R.N., was, at all times 

relevant to this complaint, an employee and officer of the Federal 

Bureau of Prisons, Department of Justice, an agency of the United 

States of America. This defendant is sued in his official and 

individual capacity. 

14. Defendant Norma Avila-Munoz was, at all times relevant 

to this complaint, an employee and officer of the Federal Bureau 

of Prisons, Department of Justice, an agency of the United States 

of America. This defendant is sued in her official capacity. 

15. Defendant Steven D. Niles was, at all times relevant 

to this complaint, an employee and officer of the Federal Bureau 

of Prisons, Department of Justice, an agency of the United States 

of America. This defendant is sued in his individual capacity. 

16. Defendant Juan Pell was, at all times relevant to this 

complaint, an employee and officer of the Federal Bureau of Prisons, 

Department of Justice, an agency of the United States. This 

defendant is sued in his official capacity. 

-3-
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FACTS 

17. At approximately 2:30 p.m. on Monday, November 26, 2012, 

Plaintiff, who was confined in the Special Housing Unit (SHU) 

at the La Tuna Federal Correctional Institution, was escorted 

to the shower located on the second floor of the SHU, along with 

his then-cellmate, by Correctional Officer Juan Pell. 

18. The protocol established and set forth in the post orders 

for the SHU requires that inmates confined either in Administrative 

Detention or Disciplinary Segregation must be restrained behind 

their backs whenever they are out of their assigned cells. 

19. Ordinarily, two correctional officers escort two inmates 

at a time to and from the shower; however, on this date Officer 

Pell was the only staff member on duty. Thus, he first escorted 

Plaintiff to the shower, secured the door thereto, and returned 

to escort Plaintiff's cellmate. 

20. After Plaintiff and his cellmate had finished showering, 

the process of conveying them to their cell reversed: Glenn 

returned first, Pell secured the cell door, and then went back 

to the shower room to escort Plaintiff to the cell numbered 220, 

which was a distance of not more than 15 feet from the shower 

room. 

21. The SHU protocol also directs staff, whenever they are 

escorting inmates anywhere in the SHU, to hold the inmate 1 s arm 

to minimize the risk of the inmate's falling. 

22. On this date, Officer Pell opened the door so Plaintiff 

could exit, but he offered Plaintiff no assistance. 

23. Plaintiff stepped out of the shower room onto an inter

mediate concrete block, and then down upon a highly waxed concrete 
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floor. His feet flew from under him, which caused him to fall 

backward on the floor and land on his right arm that was secured 

with handcuffs behind his back. 

24. At the time, there were no slip resistant mats or other 

materials on the floor to prevent one from slipping and falling, 

nor were there any wet floor signs in place. 

25. Staff's usual practice whenever inmates showered was 

to place blankets and articles of soiled, discarded clothing 

on the floor, a makeshift effort to minimize the risk of inmates 

slipping and falling on a wet floor. On the date in question, 

however, Plaintiff and his cellmate were among the first inmates 

escorted to the shower, so there were no blankets or soiled clothing 

yet available to be placed on the floor. 

26. The impact of Plaintiff's fall was of such a magnitude 

that his head hit the concrete floor, and handcuffs applied to 

his wrists and secured behind his back lacerated his left wrist. 

27. Experiencing immediate and horrendous pain, Plaintiff 

implored Pell, who was standing nearby, to remove the handcuffs, 

maintaining, "My arm is broken, my arm is broken." 

28. Defendant Alexander, who was in the SHU speaking to 

another inmate, came to where Plaintiff was lying on the floor 

and instructed him to get up. She then undertook to assist 

Plaintiff from off the floor by grabbing his already fractured 

arm and insisting, "No, your arm is not broken. 11 

29. Officer Pell summoned medical assistance, while neverthe

less directing Plaintiff to get off the floor. Pell then brought 

a chair and placed it beside Plaintiff and continued to maintain 

that Plaintiff must get off the floor. 
-5-
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30. Plaintiff eventually was able to comply with Pell's 

instructions, and without assistance rose from the floor and 

sat briefly in the chair. Pell then escorted Plaintiff back 

to his cell. Only after Plaintiff was back in his cell and 

the door thereto had been secured did Pell remove the restraints. 

31. Defendant Kersteen, the on-duty nurse, arrived soon 

after Plaintiff arrived at his cell. Instead, however, of entering 

the cell to examine Plaintiff, Kersteen opened the metal slot 

in the cell door, instructed Plaintiff to get off his bunk and 

extend his left arm through the slot so that Kersteen could take 

a blood pressure reading. 

32. After obtaining Plaintiff's vital signs, Kersteen left 

the SHU. He never examined Plaintiff, although he observed the 

laceration on Plaintiff's left wrist and thereafter made not 

of that in his report. 

33. Lieutenant Barraza, the on-duty activities lieutenant, 

arrived to photograph Plaintiff's injuries. Although initially 

concerned about the laceration and how it occurred, Plaintiff 

indicated to Barraza that the minor laceration was the least 

of his problems, because his right arm had been injured. 

34. Lt. Barraza then observed an obvious deformity to the 

mid-shaft of Plaintiff's right arm. The fractured humerus was 

protruding through the muscle in such a manner that it looked 

as though Plaintiff's shoulder had dislocated, but palpation 

of the shoulder revealed it was intact. 

35. Lt. Barraza radioed Kersteen and directed him to return 

to the SHU. 

36. Upon Kersteen's arrival, he entered Plaintiff's cell, 
-6-
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performed a visual examination of Plaintiff's injured arm, and 

rather glibly remarked to Lt. Barraza, 11 Oh, he's just torn his 

rotator cuff; that's all. 11 

37. Thereafter, Kersteen arranged to have Plaintiff transported 

to the emergency room at Providence Memorial Hospital in El Paso, 

TX. Before sending Plaintiff to the emergency room, Kersteen 

neither splinted nor immobilized Plaintiff 1s injured arm. 

38. It is commonly known that an obviously injured limb 

requires immobilization and stabilization, particularly before 

a person is moved, and that failure to splint or otherwise im

mobilize an injured lim puts the injured person at risk for further 

injury and increased pain. 

39. In preparation for transporting Plaintiff to the hospital, 

Defendant Elias Hernandez restrained Plaintiff's wrists and ankles 

with handcuffs attached to and secured by a Martin chain, and 

shackles that were applied in such a fashion that Plaintiff sus

tained contusions and scars on his ankles, which are still visible. 

40. Plaintiff, escorted by Defendant Hernandez and Correc

tional Officer R. Merritt, arrived at Providence Memorial Hospital, 

holding his fractured arm with his left hand. He was admitted 

to the emergency room at 5:29 p.m. 

41. At 7:34 p.m., Nurse Practitioner John Skory, designated 

as Plaintiff 1s primary healthcare provider, immediately upon 

a visual examination of Plaintiff 1s arm said, "You have a fracture. 11 

42. Nurse Skory then ordered a radiographic study of Plain

tiff1s right humerus, which revealed 11 an acute fracture of the 

midshaft of the right humerus [with] a 14 millimeter distraction, 
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moderate posterior medial angulation, and one{-]third shaft 

width lateral displacement. 11 

43. Nurse Skory prescribed and ordered a nurse, Steven 

Quigley, R.N., to dispense and administer a one-time dosage 

of Motrin (600 mg.) and Vicodin (5 mg.). 

44. Plaintiff's arm was installed in a long-arm splint 

by an orthopaedic technician. 

45. Plaintiff was then discharged from the emergency room; 

however, prior to his leaving the emergency room, Nurse Quigley 

handed Plaintiff four sheets of paper: the diagnosis of the in

jury, prescriptions for Motrin and Narco, instructions for care 

and maintenance of the splint, and a referral to see Hector Pache

co, M.D., within two to three days (emphasis added). 

46. Defendant Hernandez took the four sheets of paper from 

Plaintiff and indicated he would convey the documents to the 

appropriate personnel at FCI La Tuna. 

47. The following day, November 27, 2012, Plaintiff, who 

described his pain level at being ten on a scale of one to ten, 

requested pain medication. Medical staff told him there were 

no orders for any medications to be administered, because the 

discharge orders from the hospital had either been misplaced 

or lost. 

48. At 4:08 p.m. on November 28, 2012, Providence Memorial 

Hospital transmitted to FCI La Tuna via facsimile Plaintiff's 

emergency room records, including the diagnosis, prescriptions, 

and the radiologist's report. 

49. Still without pain relievers and in excruciating pain, 
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Plaintiff spoke with Dolores Rios, R.N., who brought Plaintiff 

from the pharmacy's night stock a packet containing a three-day 

supply of Motrin (800 mg.), although there were still no orders 

for any medications to be dispensed to Plaintiff. 

50. Twenty-four hours later, after Plaintiff still had no 

medications dispensed to him, he spoke with PA Stanton Hawkes, 

who was unaware of Plaintiff's having been injured. In the notes 

of the clinical encounter, Hawkes recorded that Plaintiff was 

11writhing in pain, 11 and he thereafter wrote a three-day prescription 

for Tylenol #3. 

51. FCI La Tuna medical personnel had apparently ignored 

the recommendation to have Plaintiff seen by an orthopaedic surgeon 

within two to three days of his having been injured. On Friday, 

December 7, 2013, Plaintiff spoke with the warden, Defendant 

Rachel Chapa, who told Plaintiff she was aware of his situation, 

and that he would be seen shortly by the contract orthopaedic 

specialist. 

52. on Tuesday, December 11, 2012, fifteen (15) days after 

Plaintiff's injury, he was taken to the Health Services Department 

for an xray, the intent of which was to "rule out 11 a fracture 

of the humerus. 

53. The xray was transmitted to DIANAssociates at the Uni

versity of Maryland and revealed, consistent with the findings 

of the radiologist at Providence Memorial Hospital, an 11 acute 

[fracture] at midshaft of the humerus with caudal dislocation 

of the distal fragment and medial angulation. 11 
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54. On Monday, December 17, 2012, exactly three weeks to 

the day after Plaintiff's injury, he was seen at the El Paso 

Orthopaedic Surgery Group and Center for Sports Medicine by 

Andrew J. Palafox, M.D., who after viewing another xray and per

forming a physical examination recorded that Plaintiff's "right 

arm show[ed] an obvious mid[-]shaft deformity," and that xrays 

show[ed] a mid[-]shaft 90 degree angulated fracture of the humerus, 

which indicated that Plaintiff's condition had worsened from 

the time of his injury until he was seen by Dr. Palafox. 

55. Dr. Palafox discussed with Plaintiff various treatment 

options, but he opined that because of the position of Plaintiff's 

arm, an open reduction with internal fixation and intramedullary 

nailing would be the course of treatment that would best address 

the injury, which already had been exacerbated by the inordinate 

and unsupportable delay. 

56. Plaintiff specifically inquired of Dr. Palafox when 

he would perform the recommended surgery, and Dr. Palafox re

sponded, "Within a week," though that prediction was contingent 

upon the timeliness of FCI La Tuna staff's response. 

57. The Christmas and New Year's holidays passed without 

Plaintiff's undergoing surgery. After January 1, 2013, Plaintiff 

inquired of Defendant Chapa why the surgery hadn't occurred, 

only to have her respond, "Well, you know, that doctor had to 

chew on some turkey during Christmas." 

58. The physicians at El Paso Orthopaedic Surgery Group 

and Center for Sports Medicine with whom Dr. Palafox practices 

own the El Paso Specialty Hospital, which has an emergency room 
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staffed by an orthopaedic surgeon around the clock, seven days 

a week. Assuming that Dr. Palafox could not schedule the surgery 

Plaintiff required because of his having 11 to chew on some turkey" 

during the Christmas holidays, the very medical practice with 

which the Bureau of Prisons contracts for orthopaedic services 

would most likely have been able to treat Plaintiff's serious 

and already compounded injury. 

59. It was not until Tuesday, January 15, 2013, four weeks 

after the initial consultation with Dr. Palafox, that Plaintiff 

was taken for surgery. The procedure had to be delayed, however, 

because FCI La Tuna medical and correctional personnel failed 

to advise Plaintiff that he must not eat or drink anything after 

midnight before the procedure. Plaintiff was given breakfast 

on the morning of January 15, 2013, and told almost immediately 

thereafter that he would be going into the hospital for the sur

gery. 

60. The surgery was rescheduled for the afternoon of Thursday, 

January 17, 2013. Dr. Palafox visited Plaintiff in the pre-opera

tive room and commented, 11 1 wanted to do this a month ago, but ••• " 

61. Following the surgery, Plaintiff was admitted to the 

hospital, where he remained overnight and discharged the following 

day, January 18, 2013, with instructions to see Dr. Palafox one 

week later. 

62. Upon his return to FCI La Tuna, Plaintiff was placed 

back on a medication regimen of Tylenol #3 and Motrin. 

63. on Tuesday, January 22, 2013, Plaintiff noticed what 

appeared to be blood on the dressing applied to his arm following 
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the surgery five days earlier. He requested that medical staff 

at FCI La Tuna merely change the dressing on the surgical wound, 

but Defendant Avila-Munoz, a mid-level provider, decided to remove 

entirely the dressing the splint from Plaintiff's arm. During 

that encounter, Defendant Munoz expressed an intention to remove 

the sutures, but Plaintiff strenuously objected. 

64. Instead of being seen by Dr. Palafox in accordance with 

his orders one week after Plaintiff's discharge from the hospital, 

it was not until February 22, 2013, exactly five weeks later, 

that Plaintiff went for a follow-up appointment. Dr. Palafox 

advised Plaintiff that the fracture had not begun to heal, and 

that he would see Plaintiff again approximately six weeks later. 

65. on March 14, 2013, Plaintiff filed a request for administra

tive remedy in which he complained that since he had been injured, 

he had yet to be seen and examined by a Bureau of Prisons physician. 

Plaintiff stated that given the seriousness of the injury he 

sustained, professional prudence would seem to dictate that the 

Bureau of Prisons' physician should see and consult with him. 

Plaintiff opined in his administrative remedy request that the 

Bureau's failure to follow his case evidenced incompetence and 

indifference by Health Services staff at FCI La Tuna. 

66. Defendant Chapa responded to the request for administra

tive remedy on April 18, 2013, by informing Plaintiff he was 

being followed by the contract orthopaedist, Dr. Palafox. 

67. On April 3, 2013, Plaintiff returned to see Dr. Palafox 

and learned that a surgical revision of the open reduction internal 

fixation would be required, because there had been a loss of 
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reduction and a loosening of at least two of the seven screws 

installed during the January 17, 2013, surgical procedure. 

68. Plaintiff specifically inquired of Dr. Palafox what 

likely conditions converged and precipitated the need for an 

additional surgery. Dr. Palafox opined that the significant de

lay in Plaintiff's being treated for an injury, the seriousness 

of which Dr. Palafox rated as being seven on a scale of one to 

ten, created serious obstacles to the proper alignment of the 

fractured humerus. 

69. A second surgical procedure was performed on Tuesday, 

May 7, 2013, during which synthetic material was grafted onto 

the humerus and eight screws were installed, in an attempt to 

achieve proper alignment and union of the bone. 

70. Plaintiff saw Dr. Palafox in post-surgical follow-up 

office visits on May 15, 31, July 2, and August 19, 2013. During 

the August 19, 2013, office visit, Dr. Palafox indicated that 

xrays revealed a "slight improvement" in the condition of Plaintiff's 

arm, but that there also appeared to be a loosening of at least 

one of the screws installed on May 7. Of particular concern 

to Dr. Palafox was that there remained a non-union of the humerus. 

71. During the office visits with Dr. Palafox on July 2 and 

August 19, Plaintiff was told specifically that he would remain 

under the physician's care "until [he] is fully healed." Dr. 

Palafox cautioned Plaintiff that he was "not out of the woods 

yet," and to "keep his fingers crossed." 

72. Plaintiff saw Dr. Palafox on September 25, 2013, during 

which the surgeon said Plaintiff's arm was worse than during 

the August 19, 2013, appointment, and that a further surgical 
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intervention would be required, which will entail harvesting 

bone from Plaintiff's hip and grafting it onto the humerus, along 

with repairing the further loss of reduction in the arm. 

73. on September 27, 2013, Plaintiff had a verbal encounter 

with Defendant Steven D. Niles, during which Plaintiff asked 

Niles if he were aware Plaintiff faces a third surgical procedure. 

Niles responded, "Yes, and we're going to get our attorney involved 

with your outside doctor, 11 a statement Plaintiff inferred as 

constituting an intention by FCI La Tuna personnel to influence 

Dr. Palafox to withdraw his recommendation and discharge Plaintiff 

from his service, thereby removing any obstacles to Plaintiff's 

being transferred from FCI La Tuna to another Bureau of Prisons 

facility. 

74. Following Plaintiff's visit with Dr. Palafox on August 

19, 2013, Defendants Niles and Dunigan sought permission from 

the Bureau of Prisons' South Central Regional Health Services 

staff to transfer Plaintiff away from FCI La Tuna before he had 

been medically cleared and discharged, which was a deliberate 

and unveiled attempt to compromise and undermine Plaintiff's 

treatment, and in blatant contravention of Defendant Chapa's 

averment that is set forth in paragraph 66 of this complaint. 

75. Plaintiff is presently awaiting the third surgical 

procedure. 

COMMON-LAW CLAIMS AGAINST THE UNITED STATES 

76. The actions of Defendants Chapa, Niles, Dunigan, Kersteen, 

Avila-Munoz, Hernandez, Pell, and Alexander, set forth in para

graphs 17 through 75 constitute the torts of negligence, fault, 
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and malpractice. Under the Federal Tort Claims Act, the Defendant, 

United States of America is liable to the Plaintiff for the negli

gence, fault, and malpractice of the aforementioned officers, 

as they were acting within the scope of their employment as offi

cers of the Federal Bureau of Prisons. 

77. As a direct and proximate result of the defendants' 

negligence, fault, malpractice, Plaintiff has suffered irreparable 

physical harm, inordinate pain and suffering, mental anguish, 

and emotional distress, all to Plaintiff's damage. 

78. The actions of Defendant Elias Hernandez, set forth 

in paragraph 39 of this complaint, constitute negligence. The 

officer had a duty to the Plaintiff not to place ankle restraints 

on the Plaintiff's ankles so that the mere placement of the shackles 

caused Plaintiff pain and injury. Officer Hernandez breached 

his duty when he placed the ankle restraints on Plaintiff's ankles 

in a manner that caused Plaintiff pain and injury. The breach 

of his duty was a direct and proximate cause of the Plaintiff's 

pain and injury. Under the Federal Tort Claims Act, the Defendant 

United States of America is liable to the Plaintiff for the 

unlawful actions of Officer Hernandez, as he was acting within 

the scope of his employment as a law enforcement officer of 

the Federal Bureau of Prisons. 

CONSTITUTIONAL (BIVENS) CLAIMS AGAINST 
DEFENDANTS CHAPA, NILES and DUNIGAN 

79. Plaintiff realleges and incorporates by reference para

graphs 10-11, 15, and 17-75 of this complaint. 

80. The U.S. Supreme Court held in Estelle v. Gamble, 429 

u.s. 97, 50 L.Ed.2d 251, 97 s.ct. 285 (1976), that elementary 
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principles of the Eighth Amendment establish the government's 

obligation to provide medical care for prisoners. 

81. Deliberate indifference to serious medical needs of 

prisoners constitutes unnecessary and wanton infliction of pain 

and suffering, and courts in every judicial district of the 

United States have acknowledged that bleeding cuts and broken 

bones constitute serious medical needs. 

82. Deliberate indifference may be manifested by a showing 

that prison officials deny, delay, or intentionally interfere 

with medical treatment. 

83. Defendants Chapa, Dunigan, and Niles were well aware 

that Plaintiff had sustained a serious injury, yet they ignored 

the need for him to see an orthopaedic specialist, and as a 

result of their indifference, Plaintiff suffered substantial 

harm. 

84. The defendants had a subjective knowledge of the risk 

of serious harm arising out of Plaintiff's medical need, and 

they deliberately disregarded that risk. 

85. Plaintiff's injury did not involve a broken finger 

or toe, but rather one of the major bones in his arm. For the 

defendants to advance that there was no documentation from the 

emergency room at Providence Memorial Hospital that Plaintiff 

needed to be seen by an orthopaedic surgeon when they knew full 

well Plaintiff had sustained a serious fracture of his humerus. 

Defendant Dunigan is a licensed physician's assistant, who is 

fully aware that leaving a fracture untreated puts a patient 

at significant risk or neurovascular compromise and other serious 
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medical complications. 

86. Although FCI La Tuna personnel were aware of the extent 

of Plaintiff's injuries from the information received that was 

transmitted by Providence Memorial Hospital on November 28, 

2012, it nevertheless took them two weeks to order an xray, 

the objective of which was to "rule out" a fracture, something 

that had been confirmed already by a qualified radiologist. 

87. FCI La Tuna Health Services staff received on December 

12, 2012, the report from the xray transmitted to the University 

of Maryland, which essentially repeated the findings of the 

radiologist at Providence Memorial Hospital on November 26, 

2012. Upon receipt of the findings from the University of Maryland, 

another five days passed before Plaintiff 1 s initial consultation 

with Dr. Palafox. 

88. Additional evidence of defendants' deliberate indifference 

to Plaintiff's serious medical needs occurred following Plaintiff's 

August 19, 2013, appointment with Dr. Palafox. Defendants Dunigan 

and Niles conspired and confederated to have Plaintiff removed and 

transferred from FCI La Tuna before he had been medically cleared 

and discharged by Dr. Palafox. The actions of Dunigan and Niles, 

likely with the imprimatur of Defendant Chapa, deliberately at

tempted to interfere with the course of Plaintiff's treatment 

prescribed by Dr. Palafox. 

89. The actions of Defendants Chapa, Dunigan, and Niles con

stitute evidence of crassly self-serving, crudely opportunistic 

interests, and a blatant disregard for Plaintiff's welfare, and 

only furthered the deliberate indifference that has characterized 

Plaintiff's entire ordeal. 
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90. It is quite simply unthinkable -- and unconscionable -

that any human being should have lain for nearly two months with 

a seriously untreated fractured limb. 

91. As a direct and proximate result of the defendants' 

deliberate indifference and their scandalous and outrageous acts, 

Plaintiff has suffered irreparable physical harm, inordinate 

pain, mental anguish, and emotional distress, all to Plaintiff's 

damage. 

JURY DEMAND 

Plaintiff demands a trial by jury on both the Federal Tort 

Claims and Bivens actions. 

PRAYER 

Plaintiff requests that he recover from the defendants, 

and have judgment: 

A. on the claims stated in paragraphs 17 - 75, the Plaintiff 

asks the Court to enter judgment against The United States of 

America in the sum to be shown at trial, but in no event less 

than fifteen million dollars ($15,000,000.00); 

B. for the sum of one million dollars ($1,000,000.00) as 

and for punitive or exemplary damages against Defendant Rachel 

Chapa; 

C. for the sum of one million dollars ($1,000,000.00) as 

and for punitive or exemplary damages against Defendant Phillip 

Dunigan; 

D. for the sum of one million dollars ($1,000,000.00) as 

and for punitive or exemplary damages against Defendant Steven 

D. Niles; 
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E. for an award of costs incurred and reasonable attorney's 

fees; and 

F. for an award for any and all other relief that the Court 

may consider to be just and proper under the circumstances. 

G. Plaintiff reserves the right to rely on the doctrine 

of res ipsa loguitor. 

October 22, 2013 

Respectfully submitted, 

Gary CMar les Smith,,,; Plaintiff 
Register Number 0~147-058 
Federal Correctional Institution 
Post Office Box 3000 
Anthony, NM 88021-3000 
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y~~"y 
~yr:,, . it°0 c,C\U~ THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

~\ 'l, ~ ,'•'$'"::Ji, R THE WESTERN DISTRICT OF TEXAS 
~ .. '(', ' .... ....., 

-~;;,~ . '(" ---~tt.,. ~''li~-' . ,' ., .· 
~•~ CHARLES SMITH, 

Plaintiff, 

v. 

EL PASO DIVISION 

§ 
§ 
§ 

: CiviERoL3:CV03 3 7 
§ 
§ 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
ELSA ALEXANDER, 

§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 

COMPLAINT FOR DAMAGES 

RACHEL CHAPA, 
PHILLIP DUNIGAN, 
ELIAS HERNANDEZ, 
DALE J. KERSTEEN, 
NORMA AVILA-MUNOZ, 
STEVEN D. NILES, and 
JUAN PELL, 

Defendants. 

JURY TRIAL DEMANDED 

§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 

COMES NOW the Plaintiff, Gary Charles Smith, in prose, and 

pursuant to Rule 3 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure alleges 

the following: 

JURISDICTION and VENUE 

1. This Court has jurisdiction of the subject matter of 

this cause of action pursuant to 28 u.s.c. §§ 1331, 1346(a) & (b); 

the Federal Tort Claims Act, 28 U.S.C. §§ 2671 et seq.; and the 

Eighth Amendment to the united States Constitution. 

2. Venue is proper in this district pursuant to 28 u.s.c. 

§ 1402, in that the acts or omissions complained of occurred 

within this judicial district, and the Plaintiff resides in this 

judicial district. 
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CONDITIONS PRECEDENT TO SUIT 

3. On March 13, 2013, Plaintiff submitted an administrative 

claim for damage, injury, or death, to the Federal Bureau of 

Prisons' South Central Regional Office. 

4. The claim was deemed denied by operation of law because 

the Federal Bureau of Prisons failed finally to dispose of the 

claim within six months after its submission.
1 

5. This suit was duly and timely commenced within six (6) 

months of the denial of the claim. 

6. With respect to the Bivens claim incorporated in this 

complaint, Plaintiff avers that he has exhausted the administrative 

remedies available to him. 

PARTIES 

7. Plaintiff, an inmate confined at the La Tuna Federal 

Correctional Institution in Anthony, TX/NM, is a legal resident 

of the State of North Carolina. 

8. Defendant United States of America is sued under the 

Federal Tort Claims Act for negligence by law enforcement officers 

of the Federal Bureau of Prisons. 

9. Defendant Elsa Alexander was, at all times relevant 

in this complaint, an employee and officer of the Federal Bureau 

of Prisons, Department of Justice, an agency of the United States 

of America. This defendant is sued in her official capacity. 

10. Defendant Rachel Chapa was, at all times relevant in 

this complaint, an employee and officer of the Federal Bureau 

1The Bureau of Prisons, which had six months from March 13, 
to make an administrative decision concerning the matter, noti
fied Plaintiff by letter dated October 1, 2013, that the claim 
had been denied. 
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of Prisons, Department of Justice, an agency of the United States 

of America. This defendant is sued in her individual capacity. 

11. Defendant: Phillip Dunigan was, at all times relevant 

to this complaint, an employee and officer of the Federal Bureau 

of Prisons, Department of Justice, an agency of the United States 

of America. This defendant is sued in his individual capacity. 

12. Defendant Elias Hernandez was, at all times relevant 

to this complaint, an employee and officer of the Federal Bureau 

of Prisons, Department of Justice, an agency of the United States 

of America. This defendant is sued in his official capacity. 

13. Defendant Dale J. Kersteen, R.N., was, at all times 

relevant to this complaint, an employee and officer of the Federal 

Bureau of Prisons, Department of Justice, an agency of the United 

States of America. This defendant is sued in his official and 

individual capacity. 

14. Defendant Norma Avila-Munoz was, at all times relevant 

to this complaint, an employee and officer of the Federal Bureau 

of Prisons, Department of Justice, an agency of the United States 

of America. This defendant is sued in her official capacity. 

15. Defendant Steven D. Niles was, at all times relevant 

to this complaint, an employee and officer of the Federal Bureau 

of Prisons, Department of Justice, an agency of the United States 

of America. This defendant is sued in his individual capacity. 

16. Defendant Juan Pell was, at all times relevant to this 

complaint, an employee and officer of the Federal Bureau of Prisons, 

Department of Justice, an agency of the United States. This 

defendant is sued in his official capacity. 
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FACTS 

17. At approximately 2:30 p.m. on Monday, November 26, 2012, 

Plaintiff, who was confined in the Special Housing Unit (SHU) 

at the La Tuna Federal Correctional Institution, was escorted 

to the shower located on the second floor of the SHU, along with 

his then-cellmate, by Correctional Officer Juan Pell. 

18. The protocol established and set forth in the post orders 

for the SHU requires that inmates confined either in Administrative 

Detention or Disciplinary Segregation must be restrained behind 

their backs whenever they are out of their assigned cells. 

19. Ordinarily, two correctional officers escort two inmates 

at a time to and from the shower; however, on this date Officer 

Pell was the only staff member on duty. Thus, he first escorted 

Plaintiff to the shower, secured the door thereto, and returned 

to escort Plaintiff's cellmate. 

20. After Plaintiff and his cellmate had finished showering, 

the process of conveying them to their cell reversed: Glenn 

returned first, Pell secured the cell door, and then went back 

to the shower room to escort Plaintiff to the cell numbered 220, 

which was a distance of not more than 15 feet from the shower 

room. 

21. The SHU protocol also directs staff, whenever they are 

escorting inmates anywhere in the SHU, to hold the inmate 1 s arm 

to minimize the risk of the inmate's falling. 

22. On this date, Officer Pell opened the door so Plaintiff 

could exit, but he offered Plaintiff no assistance. 

23. Plaintiff stepped out of the shower room onto an inter

mediate concrete block, and then down upon a highly waxed concrete 
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floor. His feet flew from under him, which caused him to fall 

backward on the floor and land on his right arm that was secured 

with handcuffs behind his back. 

24. At the time, there were no slip resistant mats or other 

materials on the floor to prevent one from slipping and falling, 

nor were there any wet floor signs in place. 

25. Staff's usual practice whenever inmates showered was 

to place blankets and articles of soiled, discarded clothing 

on the floor, a makeshift effort to minimize the risk of inmates 

slipping and falling on a wet floor. On the date in question, 

however, Plaintiff and his cellmate were among the first inmates 

escorted to the shower, so there were no blankets or soiled clothing 

yet available to be placed on the floor. 

26. The impact of Plaintiff's fall was of such a magnitude 

that his head hit the concrete floor, and handcuffs applied to 

his wrists and secured behind his back lacerated his left wrist. 

27. Experiencing immediate and horrendous pain, Plaintiff 

implored Pell, who was standing nearby, to remove the handcuffs, 

maintaining, "My arm is broken, my arm is broken." 

28. Defendant Alexander, who was in the SHU speaking to 

another inmate, came to where Plaintiff was lying on the floor 

and instructed him to get up. She then undertook to assist 

Plaintiff from off the floor by grabbing his already fractured 

arm and insisting, "No, your arm is not broken. 11 

29. Officer Pell summoned medical assistance, while neverthe

less directing Plaintiff to get off the floor. Pell then brought 

a chair and placed it beside Plaintiff and continued to maintain 

that Plaintiff must get off the floor. 
-5-
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30. Plaintiff eventually was able to comply with Pell's 

instructions, and without assistance rose from the floor and 

sat briefly in the chair. Pell then escorted Plaintiff back 

to his cell. Only after Plaintiff was back in his cell and 

the door thereto had been secured did Pell remove the restraints. 

31. Defendant Kersteen, the on-duty nurse, arrived soon 

after Plaintiff arrived at his cell. Instead, however, of entering 

the cell to examine Plaintiff, Kersteen opened the metal slot 

in the cell door, instructed Plaintiff to get off his bunk and 

extend his left arm through the slot so that Kersteen could take 

a blood pressure reading. 

32. After obtaining Plaintiff's vital signs, Kersteen left 

the SHU. He never examined Plaintiff, although he observed the 

laceration on Plaintiff's left wrist and thereafter made not 

of that in his report. 

33. Lieutenant Barraza, the on-duty activities lieutenant, 

arrived to photograph Plaintiff's injuries. Although initially 

concerned about the laceration and how it occurred, Plaintiff 

indicated to Barraza that the minor laceration was the least 

of his problems, because his right arm had been injured. 

34. Lt. Barraza then observed an obvious deformity to the 

mid-shaft of Plaintiff's right arm. The fractured humerus was 

protruding through the muscle in such a manner that it looked 

as though Plaintiff's shoulder had dislocated, but palpation 

of the shoulder revealed it was intact. 

35. Lt. Barraza radioed Kersteen and directed him to return 

to the SHU. 

36. Upon Kersteen's arrival, he entered Plaintiff's cell, 
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performed a visual examination of Plaintiff's injured arm, and 

rather glibly remarked to Lt. Barraza, 11 Oh, he's just torn his 

rotator cuff; that's all. 11 

37. Thereafter, Kersteen arranged to have Plaintiff transported 

to the emergency room at Providence Memorial Hospital in El Paso, 

TX. Before sending Plaintiff to the emergency room, Kersteen 

neither splinted nor immobilized Plaintiff 1 s injured arm. 

38. It is commonly known that an obviously injured limb 

requires immobilization and stabilization, particularly before 

a person is moved, and that failure to splint or otherwise im

mobilize an injured lim puts the injured person at risk for further 

injury and increased pain. 

39. In preparation for transporting Plaintiff to the hospital, 

Defendant Elias Hernandez restrained Plaintiff's wrists and ankles 

with handcuffs attached to and secured by a Martin chain, and 

shackles that were applied in such a fashion that Plaintiff sus

tained contusions and scars on his ankles, which are still visible. 

40. Plaintiff, escorted by Defendant Hernandez and Correc

tional Officer R. Merritt, arrived at Providence Memorial Hospital, 

holding his fractured arm with his left hand. He was admitted 

to the emergency room at 5:29 p.m. 

41. At 7:34 p.m., Nurse Practitioner John Skory, designated 

as Plaintiff 1 s primary healthcare provider, immediately upon 

a visual examination of Plaintiff's arm said, "You have a fracture. 11 

42. Nurse Skory then ordered a radiographic study of Plain

tiff's right humerus, which revealed "an acute fracture of the 

midshaft of the right humerus [with] a 14 millimeter distraction, 
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moderate posterior medial angulation, and one{-]third shaft 

width lateral displacement. 11 

43. Nurse Skory prescribed and ordered a nurse, Steven 

Quigley, R.N., to dispense and administer a one-time dosage 

of Motrin (600 mg.) and Vicodin (5 mg.). 

44. Plaintiff's arm was installed in a long-arm splint 

by an orthopaedic technician. 

45. Plaintiff was then discharged from the emergency room; 

however, prior to his leaving the emergency room, Nurse Quigley 

handed Plaintiff four sheets of paper: the diagnosis of the in

jury, prescriptions for Motrin and Narco, instructions for care 

and maintenance of the splint, and a referral to see Hector Pache

co, M.D., within two to three days (emphasis added). 

46. Defendant Hernandez took the four sheets of paper from 

Plaintiff and indicated he would convey the documents to the 

appropriate personnel at FCI La Tuna. 

47. The following day, November 27, 2012, Plaintiff, who 

described his pain level at being ten on a scale of one to ten, 

requested pain medication. Medical staff told him there were 

no orders for any medications to be administered, because the 

discharge orders from the hospital had either been misplaced 

or lost. 

48. At 4:08 p.m. on November 28, 2012, Providence Memorial 

Hospital transmitted to FCI La Tuna via facsimile Plaintiff's 

emergency room records, including the diagnosis, prescriptions, 

and the radiologist's report. 

49. Still without pain relievers and in excruciating pain, 
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Plaintiff spoke with Dolores Rios, R.N., who brought Plaintiff 

from the pharmacy's night stock a packet containing a three-day 

supply of Motrin (800 mg.), although there were still no orders 

for any medications to be dispensed to Plaintiff. 

50. Twenty-four hours later, after Plaintiff still had no 

medications dispensed to him, he spoke with PA Stanton Hawkes, 

who was unaware of Plaintiff's having been injured. In the notes 

of the clinical encounter, Hawkes recorded that Plaintiff was 

11writhing in pain, 11 and he thereafter wrote a three-day prescription 

for Tylenol #3. 

51. FCI La Tuna medical personnel had apparently ignored 

the recommendation to have Plaintiff seen by an orthopaedic surgeon 

within two to three days of his having been injured. On Friday, 

December 7, 2013, Plaintiff spoke with the warden, Defendant 

Rachel Chapa, who told Plaintiff she was aware of his situation, 

and that he would be seen shortly by the contract orthopaedic 

specialist. 

52. on Tuesday, December 11, 2012, fifteen (15) days after 

Plaintiff's injury, he was taken to the Health Services Department 

for an xray, the intent of which was to "rule out 11 a fracture 

of the humerus. 

53. The xray was transmitted to DIANAssociates at the Uni

versity of Maryland and revealed, consistent with the findings 

of the radiologist at Providence Memorial Hospital, an 11 acute 

[fracture] at midshaft of the humerus with caudal dislocation 

of the distal fragment and medial angulation. 11 
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54. On Monday, December 17, 2012, exactly three weeks to 

the day after Plaintiff's injury, he was seen at the El Paso 

Orthopaedic Surgery Group and Center for Sports Medicine by 

Andrew J. Palafox, M.D., who after viewing another xray and per

forming a physical examination recorded that Plaintiff's "right 

arm show[ed] an obvious mid[-]shaft deformity," and that xrays 

show[ed] a mid[-]shaft 90 degree angulated fracture of the humerus, 

which indicated that Plaintiff's condition had worsened from 

the time of his injury until he was seen by Dr. Palafox. 

55. Dr. Palafox discussed with Plaintiff various treatment 

options, but he opined that because of the position of Plaintiff's 

arm, an open reduction with internal fixation and intramedullary 

nailing would be the course of treatment that would best address 

the injury, which already had been exacerbated by the inordinate 

and unsupportable delay. 

56. Plaintiff specifically inquired of Dr. Palafox when 

he would perform the recommended surgery, and Dr. Palafox re

sponded, "Within a week," though that prediction was contingent 

upon the timeliness of FCI La Tuna staff's response. 

57. The Christmas and New Year's holidays passed without 

Plaintiff's undergoing surgery. After January 1, 2013, Plaintiff 

inquired of Defendant Chapa why the surgery hadn't occurred, 

only to have her respond, "Well, you know, that doctor had to 

chew on some turkey during Christmas." 

58. The physicians at El Paso Orthopaedic Surgery Group 

and Center for Sports Medicine with whom Dr. Palafox practices 

own the El Paso Specialty Hospital, which has an emergency room 
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staffed by an orthopaedic surgeon around the clock, seven days 

a week. Assuming that Dr. Palafox could not schedule the surgery 

Plaintiff required because of his having 11 to chew on some turkey" 

during the Christmas holidays, the very medical practice with 

which the Bureau of Prisons contracts for orthopaedic services 

would most likely have been able to treat Plaintiff's serious 

and already compounded injury. 

59. It was not until Tuesday, January 15, 2013, four weeks 

after the initial consultation with Dr. Palafox, that Plaintiff 

was taken for surgery. The procedure had to be delayed, however, 

because FCI La Tuna medical and correctional personnel failed 

to advise Plaintiff that he must not eat or drink anything after 

midnight before the procedure. Plaintiff was given breakfast 

on the morning of January 15, 2013, and told almost immediately 

thereafter that he would be going into the hospital for the sur

gery. 

60. The surgery was rescheduled for the afternoon of Thursday, 

January 17, 2013. Dr. Palafox visited Plaintiff in the pre-opera

tive room and commented, "I wanted to do this a month ago, but ••• " 

61. Following the surgery, Plaintiff was admitted to the 

hospital, where he remained overnight and discharged the following 

day, January 18, 2013, with instructions to see Dr. Palafox one 

week later. 

62. Upon his return to FCI La Tuna, Plaintiff was placed 

back on a medication regimen of Tylenol #3 and Motrin. 

63. on Tuesday, January 22, 2013, Plaintiff noticed what 

appeared to be blood on the dressing applied to his arm following 
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the surgery five days earlier. He requested that medical staff 

at FCI La Tuna merely change the dressing on the surgical wound, 

but Defendant Avila-Munoz, a mid-level provider, decided to remove 

entirely the dressing the splint from Plaintiff's arm. During 

that encounter, Defendant Munoz expressed an intention to remove 

the sutures, but Plaintiff strenuously objected. 

64. Instead of being seen by Dr. Palafox in accordance with 

his orders one week after Plaintiff's discharge from the hospital, 

it was not until February 22, 2013, exactly five weeks later, 

that Plaintiff went for a follow-up appointment. Dr. Palafox 

advised Plaintiff that the fracture had not begun to heal, and 

that he would see Plaintiff again approximately six weeks later. 

65. on March 14, 2013, Plaintiff filed a request for administra

tive remedy in which he complained that since he had been injured, 

he had yet to be seen and examined by a Bureau of Prisons physician. 

Plaintiff stated that given the seriousness of the injury he 

sustained, professional prudence would seem to dictate that the 

Bureau of Prisons' physician should see and consult with him. 

Plaintiff opined in his administrative remedy request that the 

Bureau's failure to follow his case evidenced incompetence and 

indifference by Health Services staff at FCI La Tuna. 

66. Defendant Chapa responded to the request for administra

tive remedy on April 18, 2013, by informing Plaintiff he was 

being followed by the contract orthopaedist, Dr. Palafox. 

67. On April 3, 2013, Plaintiff returned to see Dr. Palafox 

and learned that a surgical revision of the open reduction internal 

fixation would be required, because there had been a loss of 
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reduction and a loosening of at least two of the seven screws 

installed during the January 17, 2013, surgical procedure. 

68. Plaintiff specifically inquired of Dr. Palafox what 

likely conditions converged and precipitated the need for an 

additional surgery. Dr. Palafox opined that the significant de

lay in Plaintiff's being treated for an injury, the seriousness 

of which Dr. Palafox rated as being seven on a scale of one to 

ten, created serious obstacles to the proper alignment of the 

fractured humerus. 

69. A second surgical procedure was performed on Tuesday, 

May 7, 2013, during which synthetic material was grafted onto 

the humerus and eight screws were installed, in an attempt to 

achieve proper alignment and union of the bone. 

70. Plaintiff saw Dr. Palafox in post-surgical follow-up 

office visits on May 15, 31, July 2, and August 19, 2013. During 

the August 19, 2013, office visit, Dr. Palafox indicated that 

xrays revealed a "slight improvement" in the condition of Plaintiff's 

arm, but that there also appeared to be a loosening of at least 

one of the screws installed on May 7. Of particular concern 

to Dr. Palafox was that there remained a non-union of the humerus. 

71. During the office visits with Dr. Palafox on July 2 and 

August 19, Plaintiff was told specifically that he would remain 

under the physician's care "until [he] is fully healed." Dr. 

Palafox cautioned Plaintiff that he was "not out of the woods 

yet," and to "keep his fingers crossed." 

72. Plaintiff saw Dr. Palafox on September 25, 2013, during 

which the surgeon said Plaintiff's arm was worse than during 

the August 19, 2013, appointment, and that a further surgical 
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intervention would be required, which will entail harvesting 

bone from Plaintiff's hip and grafting it onto the humerus, along 

with repairing the further loss of reduction in the arm. 

73. on September 27, 2013, Plaintiff had a verbal encounter 

with Defendant Steven D. Niles, during which Plaintiff asked 

Niles if he were aware Plaintiff faces a third surgical procedure. 

Niles responded, "Yes, and we're going to get our attorney involved 

with your outside doctor, 11 a statement Plaintiff inferred as 

constituting an intention by FCI La Tuna personnel to influence 

Dr. Palafox to withdraw his recommendation and discharge Plaintiff 

from his service, thereby removing any obstacles to Plaintiff's 

being transferred from FCI La Tuna to another Bureau of Prisons 

facility. 

74. Following Plaintiff's visit with Dr. Palafox on August 

19, 2013, Defendants Niles and Dunigan sought permission from 

the Bureau of Prisons' South Central Regional Health Services 

staff to transfer Plaintiff away from FCI La Tuna before he had 

been medically cleared and discharged, which was a deliberate 

and unveiled attempt to compromise and undermine Plaintiff's 

treatment, and in blatant contravention of Defendant Chapa's 

averment that is set forth in paragraph 66 of this complaint. 

75. Plaintiff is presently awaiting the third surgical 

procedure. 

COMMON-LAW CLAIMS AGAINST THE UNITED STATES 

76. The actions of Defendants Chapa, Niles, Dunigan, Kersteen, 

Avila-Munoz, Hernandez, Pell, and Alexander, set forth in para

graphs 17 through 75 constitute the torts of negligence, fault, 
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and malpractice. Under the Federal Tort Claims Act, the Defendant, 

United States of America is liable to the Plaintiff for the negli

gence, fault, and malpractice of the aforementioned officers, 

as they were acting within the scope of their employment as offi

cers of the Federal Bureau of Prisons. 

77. As a direct and proximate result of the defendants' 

negligence, fault, malpractice, Flaintiff has suffered irreparable 

physical harm, inordinate pain and suffering, mental anguish, 

and emotional distress, all to Plaintiff's damage. 

78. The actions of Defendant Elias Hernandez, set forth 

in paragraph 39 of this complaint, constitute negligence. The 

officer had a duty to the Plaintiff not to place ankle restraints 

on the Plaintiff's ankles so that the mere placement of the shackles 

caused Plaintiff pain and injury. Officer Hernandez breached 

his duty when he placed the ankle restraints on Plaintiff's ankles 

in a manner that caused Plaintiff pain and injury. The breach 

of his duty was a direct and proximate cause of the Plaintiff's 

pain and injury. Under the Federal Tort Claims Act, the Defendant 

United States of America is liable to the Plaintiff for the 

unlawful actions of Officer Hernandez, as he was acting within 

the scope of his employment as a law enforcement officer of 

the Federal Bureau of Prisons. 

CONSTITUTIONAL (BIVENS) CLAIMS AGAINST 
DEFENDANTS CHAPA, NILES and DUNIGAN 

79. Plaintiff realleges and incorporates by reference para

graphs 10-11, 15, and 17-75 of this complaint. 

80. The U.S. Supreme Court held in Estelle v. Gamble, 429 

u.s. 97, 50 L.Ed.2d 251, 97 s.ct. 285 (1976), that elementary 
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principles of the Eighth Amendment establish the government's 

obligation to provide medical care for prisoners. 

81. Deliberate indifference to serious medical needs of 

prisoners constitutes unnecessary and wanton infliction of pain 

and suffering, and courts in every judicial district of the 

United States have acknowledged that bleeding cuts and broken 

bones constitute serious medical needs. 

82. Deliberate indifference may be manifested by a showing 

that prison officials deny, delay, or intentionally interfere 

with medical treatment. 

83. Defendants Chapa, Dunigan, and Niles were well aware 

that Plaintiff had sustained a serious injury, yet they ignored 

the need for him to see an orthopaedic specialist, and as a 

result of their indifference, Plaintiff suffered substantial 

harm. 

84. The defendants had a subjective knowledge of the risk 

of serious harm arising out of Plaintiff's medical need, and 

they deliberately disregarded that risk. 

85. Plaintiff's injury did not involve a broken finger 

or toe, but rather one of the major bones in his arm. For the 

defendants to advance that there was no documentation from the 

emergency room at Providence Memorial Hospital that Plaintiff 

needed to be seen by an orthopaedic surgeon when they knew full 

well Plaintiff had sustained a serious fracture of his humerus. 

Defendant Dunigan is a licensed physician's assistant, who is 

fully aware that leaving a fracture untreated puts a patient 

at significant risk or neurovascular compromise and other serious 
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medical complications. 

86. Although FCI La Tuna personnel were aware of the extent 

of Plaintiff's injuries from the information received that was 

transmitted by Providence Memorial Hospital on November 28, 

2012, it nevertheless took them two weeks to order an xray, 

the objective of which was to "rule out" a fracture, something 

that had been confirmed already by a qualified radiologist. 

87. FCI La Tuna Health Services staff received on December 

12, 2012, the report from the xray transmitted to the University 

of Maryland, which essentially repeated the findings of the 

radiologist at Providence Memorial Hospital on November 26, 

2012. Upon receipt of the findings from the University of Maryland, 

another five days passed before Plaintiff 1 s initial consultation 

with Dr. Palafox. 

88. Additional evidence of defendants' deliberate indifference 

to Plaintiff's serious medical needs occurred following Plaintiff's 

August 19, 2013, appointment with Dr. Palafox. Defendants Dunigan 

and Niles conspired and confederated to have Plaintiff removed and 

transferred from FCI La Tuna before he had been medically cleared 

and discharged by Dr. Palafox. The actions of Dunigan and Niles, 

likely with the imprimatur of Defendant Chapa, deliberately at

tempted to interfere with the course of Plaintiff's treatment 

prescribed by Dr. Palafox. 

89. The actions of Defendants Chapa, Dunigan, and Niles con

stitute evidence of crassly self-serving, crudely opportunistic 

interests, and a blatant disregard for Plaintiff's welfare, and 

only furthered the deliberate indifference that has characterized 

Plaintiff's entire ordeal. 
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90. It is quite simply unthinkable -- and unconscionable -

that any human being should have lain for nearly two months with 

a seriously untreated fractured limb. 

91. As a direct and proximate result of the defendants' 

deliberate indifference and their scandalous and outrageous acts, 

Plaintiff has suffered irreparable physical harm, inordinate 

pain, mental anguish, and emotional distress, all to Plaintiff 1 s 

damage. 

JURY DEMAND 

Plaintiff demands a trial by jury on both the Federal Tort 

Claims and Bivens actions. 

PRAYER 

Plaintiff requests that he recover from the defendants, 

and have judgment: 

A. on the claims stated in paragraphs 17 - 75, the Plaintiff 

asks the Court to enter judgment against The United States of 

America in the sum to be shown at trial, but in no event less 

than fifteen million dollars ($15,000,000.00); 

B. for the sum of one million dollars ($1,000,000.00) as 

and for punitive or exemplary damages against Defendant Rachel 

Chapa; 

C. for the sum of one million dollars ($1,000,000.00) as 

and for punitive or exemplary damages against Defendant Phillip 

Dunigan; 

D. for the sum of one million dollars ($1,000,000.00) as 

and for punitive or exemplary damages against Defendant Steven 

D. Niles; 
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E. for an award of costs incurred and reasonable attorney's 

fees; and 

F. for an award for any and all other relief that the Court 

may consider to be just and proper under the circumstances. 

G. Plaintiff reserves the right to rely on the doctrine 

of res ipsa loguitor. 

October 22, 2013 

Respectfully submitted, 

Gary C1'Iarles Smith,,,; Plaintiff 
Register Number 0~147-058 
Federal Correctional Institution 
Post Office Box 3000 
Anthony, NM 88021-3000 

-19-
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE WESTERN DISTRICT OF TEXAS 

EL PASO DIVISION ~~ 15 ,- '." '~ <: F;·' 1
:: ? 2 

GARY CHARLES SMITH, 
Plaintiff, 

v. 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA et al., 
Defendants. 

§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 

FINAL JUDGMENT 

! , :< I-~• I 

_(L~S-~--... ' 

EP-13-CV-337-DB 

On December 1, 2015, the parties in the above-captioned cause filed ajoint 

"Stipulation of Dismissal," dismissing with prejudice all claims pursuant to Federal Rule of Civil 

Procedure 41 (a)( I )(A)(ii). The Court now enters Final Judgment under Federal Rule of Civil 

Procedure 58. 

Accordingly, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the above-captioned cause is 

DISMISSED WITH PREJUDICE. 

SIGNED this 2nd day of December 2015. 

SENIORUITEDSTATES DISTRICT JUDGE 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE WESTERN DISTRICT OF TEXAS 

EL PASO DIVISION 

GARY CHARLES SMITH, 
Plaintiff, 

) 
) 
) 

) V. NO. EP-13-CV-337-DB-RFC 
) 

UNITED ST A TES OF AMERICA, ) 
ELSA ALEXANDER, RACHEL CHAPA, ) 
PHILLIP DUNIGAN, ELIAS ) 
HERNANDEZ, DALE J. KERSTEEN, ) 
NOMRA A VILA-MUNOZ, STEVEN D. ) 
NILES, JUAN PELL, ) 

Defendants. ) 

ORDER GRANTING APPLICATION TO PROCEED IN FORMA PAUPERIS 
AND ORDERING SERVICE OF PROCESS 

On this day, the Court considered Plaintiff Gary Charles Smith's "Application to Proceed In 

Forma Pauperis," filed on October 24, 2013, in the above-captioned cause. After due consideration, 

the Court is of the opinion that Plaintiff's Motion should be granted. 

Accordingly, the Court enters the following ORDERS: 

1. The Court GRANTS Plaintiffs prose application to proceed, without prepaying 
costs or fees, with his civil complaint. 

2. The Court ORDERS the District Clerk to file Plaintiffs civil complaint. 

3. The Court ASSESSES and DIRECTS Plaintiff to pay an initial partial fee of$ I 0.00. 
The agency having custody of Pia in ti ff shal 1 co 11 ect this amount from Plain ti ff s trust 
fund account or institutional equivalent ("account"), when funds are available, and 
forward it to the Clerk of the District Court. 

4. The Court FURTHER DIRECTS Plaintiff to pay the balance of the fees in periodic 
install men ts. Plaintiff shal 1 make payments of twenty percent (20%) of the preceding 
month's income credited to his account, provided the account exceeds $10.00, until 
he has paid the total fees of $350.00. The agency having custody of Plaintiff shall 
collect this amount from Plaintiff's account, when funds are available and when 
pennittcd by 28 U .S .C. § 191 S(b )(2), and forward it to the Clerk of the District Court. 
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5. The Court FURTHER DIRECTS the Clerk of the District Court to mail a copy of 
this order to the accounting office or other person(s) or entity with responsibility for 
collecting and remitting to the District Court interim filing payments on behalf of 
prisoners, as designated by the facility in which Smith is currently or subsequently 
confined. Plaintiff is currently confined at FCI La Tuna in Anthony, Texas. Thus, 
such should be mailed to U.S. Armed Forces Reserve Complex, 346 Marine Forces Dr., 

Grand Prairie, Tx. 75051. 

6. The District Clerk shall furnish the United States Marshal with copies of the 
complaint, the summons, and the order granting leave to proceed informa pauperis, 
and that the Marshal shall SERVE the same upon Defendants herein at FCI La Tuna, 
P .0. Box 1000, Anthony, New Mexico/Texas 8 8021 . A 11 costs of service shall be 
advanced by the United States. 

SIGNED and ENTERED on November 8, 2013. 

~t. I 7 
ROBERTF.CASTANEDA 
UNITED ST A TES MAGISTRATE JUDGE 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE WESTERN DISTRICT OF TEXAS 

EL PASO DIVISION 

GARY CHARLES SMITH, 
Plaintiff, 

V. 

§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 

UNITED ST A TES OF AMERICA, § 
ELSA ALEXANDER, RACHEL CHAPA, § 
PHILLIP DUNIGAN, ELIAS § 
HERNANDEZ, DALE J. KERSTEEN, § 
NORMA A VILA-MUNOZ, STEVEN D. § 
NILES, JUAN PELL, § 

Defendants. § 

NO. EP-13-CV-337-DB-RFC 

ORDER GRANTING PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO EXTEND TIME TO FILE 

Plaintiff filed a motion to extend his time to file a response to Defendants' Motion to Dismiss 

and Motion for Summary Judgment. (Doc. 45) 

It is ORDERED that Plaintiff file his response to Defendants' Motion to Dismiss and 

Motion for Summary Judgment (Doc. 45) no later than June 1, 2014. 

SIGNED and ENTERED on May 2, 2014. 

1 '-J,,, 
ROBERT F. CASTANEDA 
UNITED ST A TES MAGISTRATE JUDGE 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE WESTERN DISTRICT OF TEXAS 

EL PASO DIVISION 

GARY CHARLES SMITH, 
Plaintiff, 

V. 

§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 

UNITED ST A TES OF AMERICA, § 
ELSA ALEXANDER, RACHEL CHAPA, § 
PHILLIP DUNIGAN, ELIAS § 
HERNANDEZ, DALE J. KERSTEEN, § 
NORMA A VILA-MUNOZ, STEVEN D. § 
NILES, JUAN PELL, § 

Defendants. § 

NO. EP-13-CV-337-DB-RFC 

ORDER GRANTING DEFENDANTS' MOTION TO STRIKE 

Defendants' filed a Motion to Strike Plaintiffs Amended Complaint (Doc. 39). (Doc. 52). 

Plaintiff failed to seek leave of court to file a second amended pleading. Further, the only difference 

between Plaintiffs first amended pleading (Doc. 16) and his second (Doc. 39) is the Certificate of 

Service. (Doc. 52:3) Moreover, Plaintiff did not intend to file a second amended complaint. (Id.) 

The Court is of the opinion that Defendants' motion to strike should be and is hereby granted. 

Therefore, it is ORDERED that Plaintiffs Amended Complaint (Doc. 39) be stricken from 

the record. 

SIGNED and ENTERED on May 2, 2014. 

~\. J 7 
ROBERT F. CASTANEDA 
UNITED ST A TES MAGISTRATE JUDGE 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE WESTERN DISTRICT OF TEXAS 

EL PASO DIVISION 

GARY CHARLES SMITH, 
Plaintiff, 

V. 

§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 

UNITED ST A TES OF AMERICA, § 
ELSA ALEXANDER, RACHEL CHAPA, § 
PHILLIP DUNIGAN, ELIAS § 
HERNANDEZ, DALE J. KERSTEEN, § 
NORMA A VILA-MUNOZ, STEVEN D. § 
NILES, JUAN PELL, § 

Defendants. § 

NO. EP-13-CV-337-DB-RFC 

ORDER GRANTING DEFENDANTS' MOTION TO STRIKE 

Defendants' filed a Motion to Strike Plaintiffs Amended Complaint (Doc. 39). (Doc. 52). 

Plaintiff failed to seek leave of court to file a second amended pleading. Further, the only difference 

between Plaintiffs first amended pleading (Doc. 16) and his second (Doc. 39) is the Certificate of 

Service. (Doc. 52:3) Moreover, Plaintiff did not intend to file a second amended complaint. (Id.) 

The Court is of the opinion that Defendants' motion to strike should be and is hereby granted. 

Therefore, it is ORDERED that Plaintiffs Amended Complaint (Doc. 39) be stricken from 

the record. 

SIGNED and ENTERED on May 2, 2014. 

~\. J 7 
ROBERT F. CASTANEDA 
UNITED ST A TES MAGISTRATE JUDGE 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE WESTERN DISTRICT OF TEXAS 

EL PASO DIVISION 

GARY CHARLES SMITH, 
Plaintiff, 

V. 

§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 

UNITED ST A TES OF AMERICA, § 
ELSA ALEXANDER, RACHEL CHAPA, § 
PHILLIP DUNIGAN, ELIAS § 
HERNANDEZ, DALE J. KERSTEEN, § 
NORMA A VILA-MUNOZ, STEVEN D. § 
NILES, JUAN PELL, § 

Defendants. § 

NO. EP-13-CV-337-DB-RFC 

ORDER GRANTING DEFENDANTS' MOTION TO STAY 

Defendants filed an opposed motion to stay all further proceedings in this cause until the 

Court has considered and ruled upon Defendants' Motion to Dismiss and for Summary Judgment 

in which Defendants raise the issue of qualified immunity. (Docs. 36, 53) Plaintiff opposes this 

motion, indicating his intent to notice depositions of several witnesses. (Doc. 53:3) 

Qualified immunity, which protects officials from the burdens oflitigation such as discovery 

in addition to ultimate liability, must be resolved "at the earliest possible stage in litigation" and until 

such issue is resolved, discovery should not be allowed. Pearson v. Callahan, 555 U.S. 223, 232 

(2009); Ashcroft v. Iqbal, 556 U.S. 662, 685 (2009); Harlow v. Fitzgerald, 457 U.S. 800, 818 ( 1982). 

Because Defendants have raised the issue of qualified immunity and this Court has not yet 

ruled on the issue, it is appropriate that discovery and all other proceedings in this cause not 

specifically ordered by the Court be stayed. 
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Therefore, it is ORDERED that the Motion to Stay is granted and that this cause shall be 

stayed and all further proceedings except those specifically ordered by the Court, be abated until 

further ordered by the Court. 

SIGNED and ENTERED on May 2, 2014. 

I~ d ,,, 
ROBERT F. ASTANEDA 
UNITED STATES MAGISTRATE JUDGE 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE WESTERN DISTRICT OF TEXAS 

EL PASO DIVISION 

GARY CHARLES SMITH, 
Plaintiff, 

V. 

§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, § 
ELSA ALEXANDER, RACHEL CHAPA, § 
PHILLIP DUNIGAN, ELIAS § 
HERNANDEZ,DALEJ.KERSTEEN, § 
NORMA AVILA-MUNOZ, STEVEN D. § 
NILES, JUAN PELL, JOHN DOE, and § 
JANE DOE, § 

Defendants. § 

NO. EP-13-CV-337-DB-RFC 

ORDER DENYING PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR SPEARS HEARING 

Before the Court is Plaintiff's motion for a Spears heating. (Doc. 66) This lawsuit, brought 

pursuant to the Federal Tort Claim Act and Bivens,2 alleges, inter alia. that Plaintiff has been the 

victim of cruel and unusual punishment because Defendants were both negligent and deliberately 

indifferent to Plaintiff's fractured arm, and delayed and interfered with prescribed treatment to the 

extent that it caused significant additional serious harm. For the reasons set forth below, Plaintiffs 

motion for a hearing is denied. 

A Spears hearing allows the Court to flesh out conclusional allegations of a prose complaint, 

to ascertain what the prisoner alleges occurred and the legal basis of the claims. Spears, 766 F.2d 

at 180. Specifically, it is intended to assist the court in determining "whether in forma pauperis 

status is warranted or whether the compliant, lacking an arguable basis in law or fact, should be 

1 Spears v. McCot!er, 766 F.2d 179 (5th Cir. 1985) (abrogated on other grounds by Neitzke v. 
Williams, 490 U.S. 319 ( 1989)). 

2 Bivens v. Six Unknown Named Agents ofFed. Bureau of Narcotics, 403 U.S. 388, 91 S.Ct. 
1999 (1971). 
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dismissed summarily as malicious or frivolous under section 191 S(d)." Eason v. Holt, 73 F.3d 600, 

602 (5th Cir. 1996). It is not a trial on the merits or a mini-trial. Id. The section 1915 determination 

must be made at the earliest point possible after a case has been filed, and "is often made sua sponte 

prior to the issuance of process, so as to spare prospective defendants the inconvenience and expense 

of answering such complaints." Flores v. Cook, 421 F. App'x 426,427 (5th Cir.2011) (citing Wilson 

v. Barrientos, 926 F.2d 480, 482 (5th Cir. 1991)). A Spears hearing is not a prerequisite to 

dismissing a prisoner's civil rights action, nor do "all or even most prisoner claims require or deserve 

a Spears hearing." Perez v. United States, 481 F. App'x 203, 206-207 (5th Cir. 2012) cert. denied, 

133 S.Ct. 953 (2013 ). 

Plaintiff requests a Spears hearing in order for the Court to ascertain what Plaintiff alleges 

occurred and the legal bases for his claims. (Doc. 66:2) Plaintiff believes such a hearing is 

"necessary to a proper determination [of Plaintiffs complaint], particularly as it is related to the 

qualified immunity defense asserted by Defendants." Id. Plaintiff suggests that testimony taken at 

the Spears hearing would be helpful in the Court's consideration of Defendants' motion to dismiss. 

Id. Defendants argue both that Plaintiff is not entitled to a Spears hearing and that the purpose of 

a Spears hearing would not be served in this case. (Doc. 69:2) 

The Court granted Plaintitrs motion to proceed informa pauperis on November 8, 2013. 

(Doc. 2) Plaintiff filed an amended complaint on November 15, 2013. (Doc. 16) In his amended 

complaint, Plaintiff provided thirteen pages of specific factual allegations, including names, 

locations, dates and in some cases times. (Doc. 16:7-20) Plaintiff set out the legal arguments of his 

claims in five pages, including some legal citation. (Doc. 16:20-24) Defendants filed a motion to 

dismiss or in the alternative for summary judgment, recognizing and addressing both Plaintiffs 

Bivens claims and his FTCA claims, arguing that some improper defendants should be dismissed, 
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and asserting qualified immunity for the other Bivens defendants. (Doc. 36) Plaintiff has filed a 

response to Defendants' dispositivc motions. (Doc. 65) As the Court has previously noted, Plaintiff 

has demonstrated that he is articulate, competent, and fully capable to present his arguments to 

prosecute his case. (Doc. 55) The Court docs not require a more definite statement from Plaintiff 

in order to ascertain his claims. Nor does the Court believe Plaintiff would be better able to express 

himself in a hearing than he has done on paper. 

Plaintiffs motion for a Spears hearing is in fact a request for a hearing on Defendants' 

dispositive motions. Plaintiff refers to testimony that would be taken during the hearing as being 

salient to the Court's consideration of Defendants' dispositive motions. (Doc. 66:2) However, a 

Spears hearing does not involve the taking of testimony from anyone except the Plaintiff himself. 

District courts arc not required to hold an oral hearing on a summary judgment motion. Jackson v. 

Widna ll, 99 F. 3 d 71 0, 713 (5th Cir. 1 99 6). M orcover, discovery has been stayed pending the Court's 

resolution of the Defendants' qualified immunity defense. (Doc. 58) The Court's review of the 

qualified immunity issue takes into consideration the fact that Plaintiff has not had an opportunity 

to conduct discovery. 

CONCLUSION 

For the reasons stated above, Plaintiff's motion for Spears hearing or a hearing on 

Defendants' dispositive motions is hereby DENIED. 

SIGNED and ENTERED on July 7, 2014. 

~c / 7 
ROBERT F. CASTANEDA 
UNITED STATES MAGISTRATE JUDGE 
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r,, f;'e-s 
' !_ ' ! ' IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

FOR IBE WESTERN DISTRICT OF TEXAS 
EL PASO DIVISION 

2Dil Sfp 12 --.. 
_::L,.·,.·. AH IO: 2 t 

GARY CHARLES SMITH, 
Plaintiff, 

§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 

::_·_' . ' :~, 
f:-~::j•;-;·y--. --

v. EP-13-CV-337-DB 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, § 
ELISA ALEXANDER, RACHEL CHAP A, § 
PHILLIP DUNIGAN, ELIAS HERNANDEZ, § 
DALE J. KERSTEEN, NORMA § 
A VILA-MUNOZ, STEVEN D. NILES, § 
JUAN PELL, JOHN DOE, and JANE DOE, § 

Def end ants. § 

ORDER ACCEPTING THE REPORT AND RECOMMENDATION 
OF THE MAGISTRATE JUDGE AND DISMISSING PLAINTIFF'S CLAIMS AGAINST 

THE INDIVIDUALLY NAMED DEFENDANTS 

In an amended complaint for damages (ECF No. 16), Plaintiff Gruy Charles Smith, 

federal register number 05147-058,1 asserts claims under the Federal Tort Claims Act ("FTCA")2 

and Bivens3 arising from the medical care he received while a prisoner at the La Tuna Federal 

Correctional Institution in Anthony, Texas, after he slipped and fell in a shower on November 26, 

2012, and fractured his right humerus. In his FTCA claim, Smith contends Defendants' alleged 

actions-including their failure to provide adequate safety measures for reducing the likelihood 

of injuries from falls and their failure to provide timely medical care-constitute the torts of 

negligence and medical malpractice.4 In his Bivens claim, Smith maintains Defendants were 

1 See United States v. Smith, 464 F, App'x 179, 2012 WL 402028 (4th Cir. 2012). 

2 28 u.s.c. §§ 1346, 2671-80 (2006). 

3 Bivens v. Six Unknown Named Agents of Fed Bureau of Narcotics, 403 U.S. 388 
(1971). 

4 Pl.'s Am. Compl. 3, 20-21, ECF No. 16, Nov. 15, 2013. 
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deliberately indifferent to his serious medical needs, thereby violating his Eighth Amendment 

right to be free from cruel and unusual punishment.5 In a motion to dismiss, or in the alternative, 

motion for summary judgment (ECF No. 36), Defendants assert the United States is the only 

proper defendant in a FTCA claim; Smith cannot recover damages from Defendants in their 

official capacities under Bivens; Smith cannot show "Defendants refused to treat him, 

purposefully gave him improper treatment, ignored his medical complaints, 'or engaged in any 

similar conduct that would clearly evince a wanton disregard for any serious medical needs'•~; 

and because Smith cannot show a violation of a constitutional right, Defendants are entitled to 

qualified immunity in their individual capacities. In a response, Smith concedes "the United 

States is the only proper defendant in [a] suit pursuant to the FTCA" and "Stipulates That 

Defendants Cannot Be Sued in Their Official Capacities Under Bivens."7 He then argues, 

however, he "has met the burden of showing Defendants' deliberate indifference to his serious 

medical needs, thereby obviating any defense of qualified immunity. •iJ 

In a report and recommendation (ECF No. 73), the United States Magistrate Judge to 

whom the Court referred this matter opines the Court should grant the Defendant's motion to 

dismiss, or in the alternative, motion for summary judgment.9 The Magistrate Judge explains 

5 Id. at 21-23. 

6 Defs.' Mot. to Dismiss 17, ECF No. 36, Feb 21, 2014 (quoting Gobert v. Caldwell, 463 
F.3d 346 (5th Cir. 2006)). 

7 Pl.'s Resp. 4, ECF No. 65, June 23, 2014 (caps in original). 

'Id at 11. 

9 Report and Recommendation 2, ECF No. 73, Aug. 21, 2014. See 28 U.S.C. § 
636(b )( 1 )(B) (2006) (permitting a district court, on its own motion, to refer a pending matter to a 

-2-
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"[t]o prove a claim of deliberate indifference, a prisoner must establish that (1) he was deprived 

of a medical need that is, objectively, 'sufficiently serious,' and (2) the defendant knew of and 

disregarded 'an excessive risk to inmate health or safety.' "10 He adds "[u]nsuccessful medical 

treatment, acts of negligence, [neglect], or medical malpractice do not constitute deliberate 

indifference, nor does a prisoner's disagreement with his medical treatment, absent exceptional 

circumstances.' " 11 Moreover, he notes" '[m]edical records of sick calls, examinations, 

diagnoses, and medications may rebut an inmate's allegations of deliberate indifference,' "12 and 

in this case, "Defendants summarize that between November 26, 2012, and November 19, 2013, 

[Smith] was seen by BOP medical staff on numerous occasions, prescriptions were filled, 

medical restrictions were followed, and he was escorted to see contract health professionals 16 

times."13 Further, he explains Defendants who performed administrative duties, as opposed to 

medical duties, could "rely on the medical department to handle the medical needs of the 

inmates."14 Accordingly, the Magistrate Judge concludes the record does not support a 

conclusion that Defendants' actions met the extremely high standard required for a Court to find 

deliberate indifference necessary to establish a constitutional violation, and that they are entitled 

United States Magistrate Judge for a report and recommendation). 

10 Id at 9 (quoting Farmer v. Brennan, 511 U.S. 825, 837 (1994)). 

11 Id at 10 (quoting Gobert v. Coldwell, 463 F.3d 339,346 (5th Cir. 2006) (citation 
omitted)). 

12 Id (quoting Gobert, 463 F.3d at 346 n.24). 

13 Id at 10 (citing Defs.' Mot. to Dismiss 16-17, ECF No. 36, Feb 21, 2014). 

14 Id. at 9 (citing Vasquez v. Dretke, 226 F. App'x 338 (5th Cir. 2007); Johnson v. 
Johnson, 385 F.3d 503 (5th Cir. 2004)). 

-3-
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to qualified immunity. 

The Magistrate Judge gave the parties fourteen days to file written objections to his 

proposed findings, conclusions, and recommendations. 15 A party who files timely written 

objections to a magistrate judge's report is entitled to a .. de novo" review of those portions of the 

report to which the party objects. 16 As to other portions of the report or when a party does not 

file written objections, the Court applies a "clearly erroneous, abuse of discretion and contrary to 

law" standard ofreview. 17 After completing its review, the Court may accept, reject, or modify 

the report, in whole or in part. 18 To date, neither party has responded to the report.19 

15 Id. at 23. See also 28 U.S.C. § 636(b)(l) ("Within fourteen days after being served 
with a copy, any party may serve and file written objections to such proposed findings and 
recommendations as provided by rules of court."); FED. R. C1v. P. 72(b)(2) ("Within 14 days 
after being served with a copy of the recommended disposition, a party may serve and file 
specific written objections to the proposed findings and recommendations."). 

16 See 28 U.S.C. § 636(b)(l)(C) ("A judge of the court shall make a de novo 
determination of those portions of the report or specified proposed findings or recommendations 
to which objection is made."); FED. R. C1v. P. 72(b)(3) ("The district judge must determine de 
novo any part of the magistrate judge's disposition that has been properly objected to."). 

11 United States v. Wilson, 864 F.2d 1219, 1221 (5th Cir. 1989) ("[T]he 'clearly 
erroneous, abuse of discretion and contrary to law' standard of review ... is appropriate ... 
where there has been no objection to the magistrate's ruling."). 

18 See 28 U.S.C. § 636(b)(l)(C) ("A judge of the court may accept, reject, or modify, in 
whole or in part, the findings or recommendations made by the magistrate judge. The judge may 
also receive further evidence or recommit the matter to the magistrate judge with instructions."); 
FED. R. C1v. P. 72(b) ( .. The district judge may accept, reject, or modify the recommended 
disposition; receive further evidence; or return the matter to the magistrate judge with 
instructions."). 

19 See Rodriguez v. Bowen, 857 F.2d 275, 276-77 (5th Cir. 1988) ("[A] party is not 
entitled to de novo review of a magistrate's finding and recommendations if objections are not 
raised in writing by the aggrieved party ... after being served with a copy of the magistrate's 
report."). 

-4-
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After carefully reviewing the report, the Court finds that the Magistrate Judge's proposed 

findings of fact and conclusions of law are neither clearly erroneous nor contrary to law.20 

Therefore, the Court enters the following orders: 

1. The Court ACCEPTS the Magistrate Judge's report and recommendations (ECF No. 

73). 

2. The Court GRANTS Defendants' motion to dismiss, or in the alternative, motion for 

summary judgment (ECF No. 36) and DISMISSES WITH PREJUDICE Smith's claims 

against all individually named Defendants.21 

3. The Court ORDERS the remaining parties-Smith and the United States of 

America-to file dispositive motions on or before November 3, 2014. 

4. The Court REFERS this matter back to the Magistrate Judge for further proceedings. 

SO ORDERED. 

SIGNED this /2 1!:, day of September 2014. 

-
ONES 
ITED ST A TES DISTRICT JUDGE 

20 Wilson, 864 F .2d at 1221. 

21 Linkv. Wabash R. Co., 370 U.S. 626, 630-31 (1962); see also McCullough v.Lynaugh, 
835 F.2d 1126, 1127 (5th Cir. 1988) (stating that a district court has inherent authority to dismiss 
an action sua sponte for failure to prosecute or to comply with a court order). 

-5-
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE WESTERN DISTRICT OF TEXAS 

EL PASO DIVISION 

GARY CHARLES SMITH, § 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 

Plaintiff, 

v. 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, § 
ELISA ALEXANDER, RACHEL CHAP A, § 
PIDLLIP DUNIGAN, ELIAS HERNANDEZ, § 
DALE J. KERSTEEN, NORMA § 
A VILA-MUNOZ, STEVEN D. NILES, § 
JUAN PELL, JOHN DOE, and JANE DOE, § 

Defendants. § 

'·;',:, '<: ·\ ·~·-=.: . . =. 

AMENDED ORDER ACCEPTING THE REPORT AND RECOMMENDATION 
OF THE MAGISTRATE JUDGE AND DISMISSING PLAINTIFF'S CLAIMS AGAINST 

THE INDIVIDUALLY NAMED DEFENDANTS 

In an amended complaint for damages (ECF No. 16), Plaintiff Gary Charles Smith, 

federal register number 05147-058,1 asserts claims under the Federal Tort Claims Act ("FTCA")2 

and Bivens3 arising from the medical care he received while a prisoner at the La Tuna Federal 

Correctional Institution ("FCI La Tuna") in Anthony, Texas, after he slipped and fell in a shower 

on November 26, 2012, and fractured his right humerus. In his FTCA claim, Smith alleges 

Defendants' actions-including their failure to provide adequate safety measures for reducing the 

likelihood of injuries from falls and their failure to provide timely medical care-constitute the 

torts of negligence, neglect, and medical malpractice.4 In his Bivens claim, Smith maintains three 

1 See United States v. Smith, 464 F. App'x 179, 2012 WL 402028 (4th Cir. 2012). 

2 28 U.S.C. §§ 1346, 2671-80 (2006). 

3 Bivens v. Six Unknown Named Agents of Fed Bureau of Narcotics, 403 U.S. 388 
(1971). 

4 Pl.'s Am. Compl. 3, 20-21, ECF No. 16, Nov. 15, 2013. 

.,.,,\ 
,# 

,J/ 
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of the Defendants-Rachel Chapa, Warden, FCI La Tuna; Steven D. Niles, Associate Warden for 

Operations, FCI La Tuna; and Phillip Dunigan, Health Services Administrator, FCI La 

Tuna-violated his Eighth Amendment right to be free from cruel and unusual punishment when 

they were deliberately indifferent to his serious medical needs.5 In a motion to dismiss, or in the 

alternative, motion for summary judgment (ECF No. 36), Defendants assert the United States is 

the only proper defendant in a FTCA claim; Smith cannot recover damages from Defendants in 

their official capacities under Bivens; Smith cannot show "Defendants refused to treat him, 

purposefully gave him improper treatment, ignored his medical complaints, •or engaged in any 

similar conduct that would clearly evince a wanton disregard for any serious medical needs,' ,.s 

thereby violating his Eighth Amendment rights; and because Smith cannot show a violation of a 

constitutional right, Defendants are entitled to qualified immunity in their individual capacities. 

In a response, Smith concedes "the United States is the only proper defendant in [a] suit pursuant 

to the FTCA" and "Stipulates That Defendants Cannot Be Sued in Their Official Capacities 

Under Bivens."1 He then argues, however, he "has met the burden of showing Defendants' 

deliberate indifference to his serious medical needs, thereby obviating any defense of qualified 

immunity. ,,s 

In a report and recommendation (ECF No. 73), the United States Magistrate Judge to 

5 Id. at 21-23. 

6 Defs.' Mot. to Dismiss 17, ECF No. 36, Feb 21, 2014 (quoting Gobert v. Caldwell, 463 
F.3d 346 (5th Cir. 2006)). 

7 Pl.'s Resp. 4, ECF No. 65, June 23, 2014 (caps in original). 

8 Id at 11. 
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whom the Court referred this matter opines the Court should grant the Defendant's motion to 

dismiss, or in the alternative, motion for summary judgment.9 The Magistrate Judge first 

explains "[q]ualified immunity is evaluated under a two-part test: (1) 'whether the facts that a 

plaintiff has alleged ... make out a violation of a constitutional right,' and (2) 'whether the right at 

issue was clearly established at the time of defendant's alleged misconduct.' "10 The Magistrate 

Judge then explains "[t]o prove a claim of deliberate indifference, a prisoner must establish that 

(I) he was deprived of a medical need that is, objectively, 'sufficiently serious,' and (2) the 

defendant knew of and disregarded 'an excessive risk to inmate health or safety.' " 11 He adds 

"[u]nsuccessful medical treatment, acts of negligence, [neglect], or medical malpractice do not 

constitute deliberate indifference, nor does a prisoner's disagreement with his medical treatment, 

absent exceptional circwnstances.' "12 Moreover, he notes" '[m]edical records of sick calls, 

examinations, diagnoses, and medications may rebut an inmate's allegations of deliberate 

indifference,' " 13 and in this case, "Defendants swnmarize that between November 26, 2012, and 

November I 9, 2013, [Smith] was seen by BOP medical staff on numerous occasions, 

prescriptions were filled, medical restrictions were followed, and he was escorted to see contract 

9 Report and Recommendation 2, ECF No. 73, Aug. 21, 2014. See 28 U.S.C. § 
636(b)(I)(B) (2006) (pennitting a district court, on its own motion, to refer a pending matter to a 
United States Magistrate Judge for a report and recommendation). 

10 Id at 8 (quoting Pearson v. Callahan, 555 U.S. 223,232 (2009)). 

11 Id at 9 (quoting Farmer v. Brennan, 511 U.S. 825,837 (1994)). 

12 Id. at 10 (quoting Gobert v. Coldwell, 463 F.3d 339, 346 (5th Cir. 2006) (citation 
omitted)). 

13 Id (quoting Gobert, 463 F.3d at 346 n.24). 
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health professionals 16 times."14 Further, he explains Defendants who performed administrative 

duties, as opposed to medical duties, could "rely on the medical department to handle the medical 

needs of the inmates."15 Accordingly, the Magistrate Judge concludes the record does not 

support a conclusion that Defendants' actions met the extremely high standard required for a 

Court to find the deliberate indifference necessary to establish a constitutional violation, and that 

they are entitled to qualified immunity. 

The Magistrate Judge gave the parties fourteen days to file written objections to his 

proposed findings, conclusions, and recommendations. 16 A party who files timely written 

objections to a magistrate judge's report is entitled to a "de novo" review of those portions of the 

report to which the party objects.17 As to other portions of the report or when a party does not 

file written objections, the Court applies a "clearly erroneous, abuse of discretion and contrary to 

law" standard ofreview.18 After completing its review, the Court may accept, reject, or modify 

14 Id at 10 (citing Defs.' Mot. to Dismiss 16-17, ECF No. 36, Feb 21, 2014). 

15 Id. at 9 (citing Vasquez v. Dretke, 226 F. App'x 338 (5th Cir. 2007); Johnson v. 
Johnson, 385 F.3d 503 (5th Cir. 2004)). 

16 Id. at 23. See also 28 U.S.C. § 636(b)(l) ("Within fourteen days after being served 
with a copy, any party may serve and file written objections to such proposed findings and 
recommendations as provided by rules of court."); FED. R. Clv. P. 72(b)(2) ("Within 14 days 
after being served with a copy of the recommended disposition, a party may serve and file 
specific written objections to the proposed findings and recommendations."). 

17 See 28 U.S.C. § 636(b)(l)(C) ("A judge of the court shall make a de novo 
determination of those portions of the report or specified proposed findings or recommendations 
to which objection is made."); FED. R. C1v. P. 72(b)(3) ("The district judge must determine de 
novo any part of the magistrate judge's disposition that has been properly objected to."). 

18 United States v. Wilson, 864 F.2d 1219, 1221 (5th Cir. 1989) ("[T]he 'clearly 
erroneous, abuse of discretion and contrary to law' standard of review ... is appropriate ... 
where there has been no objection to the magistrate's ruling."). 
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the report, in whole or in part. 19 

In his objections to the report and recommendation (ECF No. 76), Smith asserts the 

Magistrate Judge did not address Defendants' delay in treating his fractured arm: 

The underpinning issue in this case is that Defendants' delaying medical 
treatment for a serious medical need constituted the constitutional tort of 
deliberate indifference, in violation of Amendment VIII to the U.S. 
Constitution .... A physician at Providence Memorial Hospital who saw x
rays of Plaintiff's injured arm recommended that Plaintiff consult an 
orthopaedic surgeon within two to three days of his discharge from the 
emergency room. It was not until exactly three weeks later that Plaintiff saw 
an orthopaedic surgeon, who has opined ( and has expressed a willingness to 
do so in a deposition) that by that time .. it was too late." ... Because the 
magistrate judge's analysis did not address the delay in Plaintiff's being 
treated in a timely manner, the district court cannot conclude that a genuine 
issue of material facts did not exist, and thus cannot adopt the 
recommendation with regard to Plaintiff's Eighth Amendment deliberate 
indifference claim. 20 

Delayed medical treatment may constitute an actionable Eighth Amendment violation.21 

In order to maintain a viable claim for delayed medical treatment, however, a plaintiff must show 

a defendant's deliberate indifference to his serious medical needs resulted in harm.22 Deliberate 

19 See 28 U.S.C. § 636(b)(l)(C) ( .. A judge of the court may accept, reject, or modify, in 
whole or in part, the findings or recommendations made by the magistrate judge. The judge may 
also receive further evidence or recommit the matter to the magistrate judge with instructions."); 
FED. R. C1v. P. 72(b) ("The district judge may accept, reject, or modify the recommended 
disposition; receive further evidence; or return the matter to the magistrate judge with 
instructions."). 

20 Objections 5, ECF No. 76, Sept. 11, 2014. 

21 Estelle v. Gamble, 429 U.S. 97, 105--07 (1976); Jackmn v. Cain, 864 F.2d 1235, 1244 
(5th Cir. 1989). 

22 Wesson v. Oglesby, 910 F.2d 278, 284 (5th Cir. 1990) (explaining delay must constitute 
"deliberate indifference"). 
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indifference is an extremely high standard to meet.23 Medical malpractice or negligent treatment 

do not necessarily constitute deliberate indifference.24 
.. [D]eliberate indifference encompasses 

only unnecessary and wanton infliction of pain repugnant to the conscience ofmankind.,,2s 

Furthermore, the plaintiff must show that the defendant had a sufficiently culpable state of 

mind. 26 In essence, a plaintiff must demonstrate that a prison official .. refused to treat him, 

ignored his complaints, intentionally treated him incorrectly, or engaged in any similar conduct 

that would clearly evince a wanton disregard for any serious medical needs.',27 

Contrary to Smith's assertion, the Magistrate Judge did discuss the delays in his medical 

treatment: 

Plaintiff does not allege that he received no medical treatment; he contends 
that Defendants were aware that Plaintiff had sustained a serious injury, but 
ignored and delayed his seeing an orthopedic specialist for weeks, causing 
Plaintiff to suffer untreated for nearly two months, resulting in substantial 
harm to Plaintiff in the form of pennanent disfigurement, inordinate pain and 
suffering, mental anguish, and emotional distress. He maintains that 
Defendants delayed and interfered with treatment for his serious medical 
injury such that he did not receive necessary medical treatment within a 
reasonable time frame. Plaintiff asserts that he should have been seen by an 
orthopedic specialist within three days of his injury and obtained the 
necessary surgery and follow up treatment and surgeries in a much shorter 
time frame; he posits that the unnecessary delay in having him evaluated by 
the specialist and allowing the specialist to perform the surgery created a 

23 Domino v. Tex. Dep't of Criminal Justice, 239 F.3d 752, 756 (5th Cir.2001). 

24 Mendoza v Lynaugh, 989 F.2d 191, 195 (5th Cir. 1993). 

25 McCormick v. Stadler, 105 F.3d 1059, 1061 (5th Cir.1997) (citing Estelle, 429 U.S. at 
105--06). 

26 Wilson v. Seiter, 501 U.S. 294, 297 (1991) (noting at a minimum prisoner must allege 
deliberate indifference to serious medical needs). 

27 Domino, 239 F.3d at 756. 
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substantial risk of serious harm and caused irreparable harm. Plaintiff 
summarizes that he was not given pain management medication for three 
days after returning from the Emergency Room, was not referred to an 
orthopedic surgeon for three weeks, and was not scheduled for surgery until 
fifty-three days after the injury occurred. He argues that the delays were the 
result of deliberate indifference and resulted in substantial harm.28 

The Magistrate Judge also explained that "vicarious liability and the doctrine of respondeat 

superior [were] inapplicable to Bivens suits.29 Therefore, .. [a] federal official acting in a 

supervisory position may be held liable only if either (1) the supervisor was personally involved 

in the constitutional deprivation or (2) the supervisor 'implement[ed] a policy so deficient that 

the policy itself act[ ed] as a deprivation of a constitutional rights.' ,,3o 

The Magistrate Judge then examined the role of each of the three Defendants named in 

Smith's Bivens claim. He noted that Smith did .. not allege that Warden Chapa had any personal 

involvement in making the actual medical determinations about how, when, or where Plaintiff 

would be treated, or by whom, or that she interfered with or prevented medical staff from treating 

Plaintiff."31 He explained that Assistant Warden Niles's "attempt to transfer [Smith] to 

accommodate [Smith's] request to be released from [the Special Housing Unit], and [Smith's] 

disagreement with Defendants as to what housing facility and medical care were appropriate, or 

the course of treatment determined by Defendants [ did] not evince deliberate indifference to 

28 Report and Recommendation 11-12, ECF No. 73, Aug. 21, 2014 (citations omitted). 

29 Id at 12 (citing Ashcroft v. Iqbal, 556 U.S. 662,676 (2009)). 

30 Id (citing Cronn v. Buffington, 150 F.3d 538,544 (5th Cir. 1998)). 

31 Id at 14. 
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serious medical needs."32 Moreover, the Magistrate Judge observed that it was "reasonable for 

wardens to rely on the medical department to handle the medical needs of the inmates."33 

Finally, the Magistrate Judge pointed out that Smith's "only factual allegation against [Health 

Services Administrator] Dunigan ... [was] that [Dunigan] sought permission from the BOP, along 

with [Assistant Warden] Niles, to transfer [Smith] before he had been medically cleared by Dr. 

Palafox."34 The Magistrate Judge concluded, therefore, that Smith had not made out a violation 

of a constitutional right, and Defendants Chapa, Niles, and Dunigan were entitled to qualified 

immunity. After carefully reviewing the record, the Court agrees with the Magistrate Judge, and 

will overrule Smith's objections. 

Furthermore, the Court concludes that the Magistrate Judge's other proposed findings of 

fact and conclusions of law are correct, and that it should adopt his recommendations. The Court 

therefore enters the following orders: 

1. The Court OVERRULES Smith's objections to the Magistrate Judge's report and 

recommendations (ECF No. 76). 

2. The Court ACCEPTS the Magistrate Judge's report and recommendations (ECF No. 

73). 

3. The Court GRANTS Defendants' motion to dismiss, or in the alternative, motion for 

summary judgment (ECF No. 36) and DISMISSES WITH PREJUDICE Smith's claims 

32 Id. at 16. 

33 Id. at 14 (citing Vasquez v. Dretke, 226 F. App'x 338,340 (5th Cir. 2007); Johnson v. 
Johnson, 385 F.3d 503,526 (5th Cir. 2004)). 

34 Id. at 17. 
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against all individually named Defendants.35 

4. The Court ORDERS the remaining parties-Smith and the United States of 

America-to file dispositive motions on or before November 3, 2014. 

5. The Court REFERS this matter back to the Magistrate Judge for further proceedings. 

SO ORDERED. 

SIGNED this /~ ~ day of September 2014. 
~ 

~ ;IL-. 
DAVihBOS 
SENIOR UNITED ST ATES DISTRICT JUDGE 

35 Linkv. Wabash R. Co., 370 U.S. 626, 630-31 (1962); see also McCullough v.Lynaugh, 
835 F.2d 1126, 1127 (5th Cir. 1988) (stating that a district court has inherent authority to dismiss 
an action sua sponte for failure to prosecute or to comply with a court order). 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE WESTERN DISTRICT OF TEXAS 

EL PASO DIVISION 

GARY CHARLES SMITH, 
Plaintiff, 

§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 

v. EP-13-CV-0337-DB 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
Defendant. 

ORDER 

On this day came to be considered Defendant United States' Motion to Lift Stay, to 

continue the dispositive motion deadline, and to allow the parties an opportunity to submit a 

proposed scheduling order, in the above-styled and numbered cause, and the Court, after 

considering the ~fotion, is of the opinion that the motion should be GRANTED. 
I 

IT IS, TlflEREFORE, ORDERED that the stay in this case be VACA TED. 

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the dispositive motion deadline ofNovember 3, 2014 

is continued. 

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the parties submit their proposed scheduling order on 

or before Np V. z.o~ Zt:Jl l.f- . 
I r ,,,-

SIGNEO and ENTERED this~ day of __ ~_~ __ , __ _, 2014. 

THJnfOLE DAVID BRIONES 
SENIOR UNITED ST A TES DISTRICT JUDGE 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE WESTERN DISTRICT OF TEXAS 

EL PASO DIVISION 

GARY CHARLES SMITH, 
Plaintiff, 

§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 

v. EP-13-CV-0337-DB 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
Defendant. 

PROPOSED SCHEDULING ORDER 

TO THE HONORABLE UNITED STATES DISTRICT JUDGE: 

Pursuant to Rule 16, Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, the Court issues the following 

Scheduling Order: 

1. A report on alternative dispute resolution in compliance with Local Rule CV88 
shall be filed by ~¥Hli&KHKDl-l November 17, 2014 

2. The parties asserting claims for relief shall submit a written offer of settlement to 
opposing parties by NiiUnilUuX:J«KXOOII, and each opposing party shall respond, 
in writing, by ~~XN!f:!KYJC November 17 and December 1, 2014. 

3. The parties shall file all motions to amend or supplement pleadings or to join 
additional parties by November 24, 2014. 

4. All parties asserting claims for relief shall FILE their designation of potential 
witnesses, designation of testifying experts, and a list of proposed exhibits, and 
shall SERVE on all parties, but not file the materials required by Fed. R. Civ. P. 
26(a)(2)(B) by December 15, 2014. Parties resisting claims for relief shall FILE 
their designation of potential witnesses, designation of testifying experts, and list 
of proposed exhibits, and shall SERVE on all parties, but not file the materials 
required by Fed. R. Civ. P. 26(a)(2)(B) by February 2, 2015. All designation of 
rebuttal experts shall be FILED within 15 days of receipt of the report of the 
opposing expert. 

5. An objection to the reliability of an expert's proposed testimony under Federal 
Rule of Evidence 702 shall be made by motion, specifically stating the basis for 
the objection and identifying the objectionable testimony, within 10 days of 
receipt of the written report of the expert's proposed testimony, or within 10 days 
of the expert's deposition, if a deposition is taken, whichever is later. 

1 
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6. The parties shall complete all discovery on or before February 23, 2015. 
Counsel may by agreement continue discovery beyond the deadline, but there will 
be no intervention by the Court except in extraordinary circumstances, and no 
trial setting will be vacated because of infonnation obtained in post-deadline 
discovery. 

7. All dispositive motions shall be filed no later than April 6, 2015. Dispositive 
motions as defined in Local Rule CV-7(h) and responses to dispositive motions 
shall be limited to 20 pages in length. 

8. This case is set for trial ______________ _______, at 8:30 a.m. 
The parties should consult Local Rule CV -16( e) regarding matters to be filed in 
advance of trial. 

SIGNEDANDENTEREDthis __ dayof _________ _,2014. 

APPROVED AS TO FORM: 

THE HONORABLE DAVID BRIONES 
SENIOR UNITED STATES DISTRICT JUDGE 

2 

Respectfully submitted, 

ROBERT PITMAN 
UNITED STATES ATTORNEY 

/s/ Magdalena G. Jara 
MAGDALENA G. JARA 
Assistant United States Attorney 
Texas State Bar No. 10573100 
700 E. San Antonio, Ste. 200 
El Paso, Texas 79901 
Office (915) 534-6884 
Facsimile (915) 534-3490 

Attorney for Defendant 
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3 

/lµ~;J;,.:½ lt-3 ;iorf-
GAR.Y~ES Sl\flTH 

! 

Pro Se Plaintiff 
Federal Correctional Institution Fort Worth 
3150 Horton Road 
Fort Worth, TX 76119 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT Fl L £ D 
FOR THE WESTERN DISTRICT OF TEXAS 

EL PASO DMSION 2814 Nnr 20 AH IS: 21 
:'··' :·• .. 

GARY CHARLES SMITH, 
Plaintiff, 

§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 

-,' c ''. ::. 
4

, , ·, t/ S / f< I•',-. '" ,_, 

. -·' u, N DIS 1 t:2" or'"rt) -~' 
i:l y '' 

v. 
-~ 

EP-13-CV-0337-DB Dr.P-urv - -

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
Defendant. 

PROPOSED SCHEDULING ORDER 

TO THE HONORABLE UNITED STATES DISTRICT JUDGE: 

Pursuant to Rule 16, Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, the Court issues the following 

---- -----.Scheduling-Order: -- -

1. A report on alternative dispute resolution in compliance with Local Rule CV88 
sh;:~U be filed by ~K@.NXU" November 17, 2014 

2. The parties asserting claims for relief shall submit a written offer of settlement to 
opposing parties by MIEill!~ and each opposing party shall respond, 
in writing, by M~URC November 17 and December 1, 2014. 

3. The parties shall file all motions to amend or supplement pleadings or to join 
additional parties by November 24, 2014. 

4. All parties asserting claims _for relief shall FILE their designation of potential 
witnesses, designation of testifying experts, and a list of proposed exhibits, and 
shall SERVE on all parties, but not file the materials required by Fed. R. Civ. P. 
26(a)(2)(B) by December 15, 2014. Parties resisting claims for relief shall FILE 
their designation of potential witnesses, designation of testifying experts, and list 
of proposed exhibits, and shall SERVE on all parties, but not file the materials 
required by Fed. R. Civ. P. 26(a)(2)(B) by February 2, 2015. All designation of 
rebuttal experts shall be FILED within 15 days of receipt of the report of the 
opposing expert. 

5. An objection to the reliability of an expert's proposed testimony under Federal 
Rule of Evidence 702 shall be made by motion, specifically stating the basis for 
the objection and identifying the objectionable testimony, within 10 days of 
receipt of the written report of the expert's proposed testimony, or within 10 days 
of the expert's deposition, if a deposition is taken, whichever is later. 

I 
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6. The parties shall complete all discovery on or before February 23, 2015. 
Counsel may by agreement continue discovery beyond the deadline, but there will 
be no intervention by the Court except in extraordinary circumstances, and no 
trial setting will be vacated because of information obtained in post-deadline 
discovery. 

7. All dispositive motions shall be filed no later than April 6. 2015. Dispositive 
motions as defined in Local Rule CV-7(h) and responses to dispositive motions 
shall be limited to 20 pages in length. 9.~,ro 

8. This case is set for trial ~~ /~ 2" / r . at.W am. 
The parties should consult Local R CV~ 6( e) regarding matters to be filed in 
advance of trial. · p 

SIGNED AND ENTERED this /l,IJ day of ijo v' • , 2014. 

APPROVED AS TO FORM: 

2 

'-""-"-''1.U.a..E DAVID BRIONES 
TED STA TES DISTRICT JUDGE 

Respectfully submitted, 

ROBERT PITMAN 
UNITED STA TES A TIORNEY 

Isl Magdalena G. Jara 
MAGDALENA G. JARA 
Assistant United States Attorney 
Texas State Bar No. 10573100 
700 E. San Antonio, Ste. 200 
El Paso, Texas 7990 l 
Office (915) 534-6884 
Facsimile (915) 534-3490 
Attorney for Defendant 
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AND 

3 

~t,~ //-,h/,tJlf--
GiiiY/ESSMITH 
Pro Se Plaintiff 
Federal Correctional Institution Fort Worth 
3150 Horton Road 
Fort Worth, TX 76119 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE WESTERN DISTRICT OF TEXAS 

EL PASO DIVISION 

GARY CHARLES SMITH, 
Plaintiff, 

§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 

v. 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
Defendant. 

EP-13-CV-337-DB 

ORDER GRANTING PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO STAY PROCEEDINGS 

In a pro se motion dated November 18, 2014 (ECF No. 95), Plaintiff Gary Charles Smith, 

a federal prisoner, requests a forty-nine day stay in the instant proceedings due to his transfer 

from Fort Worth, Texas, to Butner, North Carolina. In a response, Defendant United States of 

America indicates that it does not object, but asks the Court to extend the deadlines in the 

Scheduling Order (ECF No. 90) beginning with the deadline to amend pleadings. Accordingly, 

after due consideration, the Court GRANTS Plaintiff's motion, stays the proceedings for forty

nine days, and extends all deadlines by forty-nine days. This case is now set for a bench trial on 

✓,,LJ' '1 2--e(J , at 9:00 a.m. 

SIGNED this ✓ (:9 day of December 2014. 

SO ORDERED. 

DA~S~ 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT JUDGE 
·-· .. • 
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.! ~ ~ ~- :\ 

{7~ :! :! 

IN fflE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT ~, [] 5 •,s: ,·: ') (\ 
FOR THE WESTERN DISTRICT OF TEXAS .. 1 

'' "\ , .• u 

EL PASO DIVISION 

GARY CHARLES SMiffl, 
Plaintiff, 

§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 

v. 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, et al 
Defendants. 

EP-13-CV-0337-DB 

ORDER 

On this day came on to be considered Defendant's Motion for Extension of Time to 

extend the discovery deadline only for the purposes of allowing Defendant to take the deposition 

of Plaintiff, for filing dispositive motion, and for trial in the above-styled and numbered cause. 

The Court, having considered the motion, finds that the following orders should be entered. 

It is ORDERED that the Motion for Extension of Time be, and it is hereby, GRANTED. 

It is further ORDERED that the discovery deadline for the purpose of allowing 

Defendant to take the deposition of Plaintiff be extended to Apri I 22, 2015. 

It is further ORDERED that dispositive motions be filed no later than 

JvN r -Z~ 1 2':'J/.S' • · • 

It is further ORDERED that this cause be, and it is hereby, RESCHEDULED for a bench 
tf.•o-b A' I+"-~ 

trial on ~• /~ 2.t!J/.S- (Ii> . The parties should consult Local Rule CV-l6(e) 

regarding matters to be filed in advance of trial. 
e-

SIGNED this 24 day of .,.#A,11' 1-J , 2015. 

SENIOR UNITED ST A TES DISTRICT JUDGE 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR mE WESTERN DISTRICT OF TEXAS 

GARY CHARLES SMITH, 
Plaintiff, 

EL PASO DIVISION 

-'.-"-•J·...-. ;:;~• ' 

J ;-_= 

2015 HP.F? 2•J .r l ID: l L: 

v. 

§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 

EP-13-CV-0337-DB 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
RACHEL CHAPA, Warden, § 
ELSA ALEXANDER, PHILLIP DUNIGAN, § 
ELIAS HERNANDEZ, DALE J. § 
KERSTEEN, NORMA A VILA-MUNOZ, § 
STEVEN D. NILES, JUAN PELL, § 
JOHN DOE, and JANE DOE, § 

Defendant. § 

ORDER 

On this day came to be considered Defendant United States' Second Motion for Leave to 

Depose Person Confined in Prison, pursuant to Rule 30, Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, in the 

above-styled and numbered cause, and the Court, after considering the Motion, finds that the 

following order should be entered:. 

IT IS ORDERED that the motion by Defendant United States of America for leave to 

take the deposition of Plaintiff Gary Charles Smith be, and it is hereby, GRANTED. 

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the deposition of Plaintiff Gary Charles Smith shall be 

taken within the confines of the Federal Correctional Institution-Butner Low, Old NC Highway 

75, Butner, North Carolina and Defendant shall contact the appropriate Federal Bureau of 

Prisons ("BOP") officers to make the arrangements necessary for the taking of the deposition. 

~,,,,.e 
SIGNED this~ day of //ld1ft('JI-
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COtJRT· _,,. 
~ • .-:I -~+_, 

FOR THE WESTERN DISTRICT OF TEXAS '~: :•.·. ~<-
EL PASO DIVISION , .. . ,,··, ,c . , ~-

\ . - ' - -
GARY CHARLES SMITH, 

Plaintiff, 

§ ·-, ~--

v. 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
ELISA ALEXANDER, RACHEL CHAPA, 
PHILLIP DUNIGAN, ELIAS HERNANDEZ, 
DALE J. KERSTEEN, NORMA 
AVILA-MUNOZ, STEVEN D. NILES, 
JUAN PELL, JOHN DOE, and JANE DOE, 

Defendants. 

§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 

ORDER 

EP-13-CV-337-DB 

This matter is before the Court on Plaintiff Gary Charles Smith's motion for an extension 

of the discovery deadline (ECF No. 114). Smith requests a twenty-eight day extension due to the 

loss of his documents associated with this case. The United States of America ("the 

Government"), the remaining defendant in this matter, does not oppose a thirty-day extension.1 

The Court, having considered the motion and the Government's response, finds that the 

following orders should be entered: 

IT IS ORDERED that Smith's motion for an extension of the discovery deadline is 

GRANTED. 

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the discovery deadline is extended until July 23, 

2015. 

IT IS ALSO ORDERED that dispositive motions shall be filed no later than September 

25, 2015. 

1 Gov't's Resp. 3, ECF No. 115, Apr. 17, 2015. 
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IT IS FINALLY ORDERED that his cause is RESCHEDULED for a bench trial on 

__ /)t1,__.t....::.//,_,__,/,._~-• ~::;__ffl..;;_/_$-_e.,___ ....... ~-'-"._tf'f) __ /J-;_. "1 __ • ___ . The Parties should consult Local 

Rule CV-16(e) regarding matters to be filed in advance of trial. 

sr 
SIGNED this .z'- day of April 2015. 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE WESTERN DISTRICT OF TEXAS 

EL PASO DIVISION 

GARY CHARLES SMITH, 
Plaintiff, 

§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 

V. NO. EP-13-CV-337-DB-RFC 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
Defendant. 

ORDER GRANTING PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO COMPEL IN PART 
AND DENYING IN PART 

Before the Court is Plaintiffs motion to compel Defendant to produce the videotape and 

photographs relevant to Plaintiff's claims or assess monetary sanctions against Defendant. (Doc. 

130) Defendant opposes the motion to compel, arguing that it has not refused to produce the 

requested materials, but has as yet been unable to locate them. and is continuing its efforts to do so. 

(Doc. 134) For the reasons set forth below, Plaintiffs motion is granted in part. 

Plaintiff contends that on May 11, 2015, Defendant notified Plaintiff that the video 

surveillance tape and photographs taken at the La Tuna Federal Correctional Institution on Monday, 

November 26, 2012, which Plaintiff had requested be produced, had been lost or "recycled." (Doc. 

130: 1) Specifically, Plaintiff contends that Defendant responded that such videotapes arc normally 

recycled every thirty days and therefore the videotape was presumed to have been recycled. (Doc. 

130:3) Although the photographs taken by Lieutenant Lorenzo Barraza prior to Plaintiffs being 

transported to Providence Memorial Hospital should have been included in the incident report made 

following Plaintiffs injury, Plaintiff contends, Defendant was unable to account for them. Id. 

Plaintiff contends that he put Warden Chapa and Captain Ted Bonnell on notice before he filed his 
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complaint that he would be requesting the production of the videotape and photographs in the course 

of the litigation. Id. 

Defendant responds that Defendant did not refuse to produce the requested video and 

photographs, but responded to Plaintiff's request by stating that the items could not be located, but 

that to the extent they were located, the responses would be supplemented. (Doc. 134:2) Defendant 

indicated that, as of J unc 9, 2015, Defendant continued to search for the requested items, had not yet 

exhausted those efforts, and hoped to have a more definite idea as to the location of such items in 

the next few weeks or a possible explanation as to what happed to the items by the discovery 

deadline of July 23, 2015. Id. Defendant indicated that it would supplement its response to 

Plaintiff's motion with the results of the search. Id. Defendant urged that an order compelling 

Defendant to produce the requested items would be futile until its search was complete. Id. Over 

two months and the discovery deadline have passed and Defendant has not supplemented its response 

to Plaintiff's motion to compel. As far as the Court is aware, no supplemental discovery response 

has been provided to Plaintiff regarding the requested production of these items. 

In responding to Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 34 discovery requests, a reasonable inquiry 

must be made, and if no responsive documents or tangible things exist, the responding party should 

so state with sufficient specificity to allow the court to determine whether the party made a 

reasonable inquiry and exercised due diligence. Hellerv. City ofDallas, 303 F.R.D. 466,485 (N.D. 

Tex. Nov. 12, 2014). If a party fails to produce the requested document or tangible thing, the 

requesting party may move the Court to compel production. Fed. R. Civ. P. 37. An incomplete 

response is treated as a failure to respond. Fed. R. Civ. P. 37(a)(4). 

2 
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Defendant has failed to provide a complete response to Plaintiffs request and is therefore 

deemed to have failed to respond. It is proper, therefore, that this Court compel Defendant to either 

produce the requested items or supplement its response, confirming that the search has been 

exhausted, detailing the search that was undertaken, and the details uncovered in the search regarding 

how and when the items were lost or destroyed in the normal course of business or otherwise. In 

other words, Defendant should respond with sufficient specificity to allow the court to detennine 

whether the party made a reasonable inquiry and exercised due diligence. 

Sanctions are not be appropriate at this time. 

It is therefore ORDERED that Plaintiff's motion to compel be, and it is hereby, GRANTED 

in part and DENIED in part. 

Specifically, Plaintiffs motion for sanctions is DENIED. 

Plaintiff's motion to compel production of the video surveillance and photographs requested 

is GRANTED. Defendant shall produce the requested items or supplement its response to the 

request with the specificity outlined above, and provide notice to the Court detailing its compliance, 

no later than September 15, 20 l 5. 

SIGNED and ENTERED on August 19, 2015. 

~\.. ,, 
ROBERT F. ~STANEDA 
UNITED ST ATES MAGISTRATE JUDGE 

3 
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IN THE UNITED ST ATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE WESTERN DISTRICT OF TEXAS 

EL PASO DIVISION 

GARY CHARLES SMITH, 
Plaintiff, 

§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 

v. 

UNITED ST A TES OF AMERICA 
Defendants. 

NO. EP-13-CV-337-DB-RFC 

ORDER GRANTING DEFENDANT'S MOTION TO COMPEL RETURN OF 
JNADVERTENTL Y DISCLOSED MATERIAL 

Before the Court is Defendant's motion to compel Plaintiff to return inadvertently disclosed 

material. (Doc. 139) Plaintiff filed a response. (Doc. 144) After reviewing the arguments and for the 

reasons set forth below, Defendant's motion is granted. 

On approximately March 7, 2014, Defendant provided 800 pages of Plaintiff's medical records 

as a courtesy in response to Plaintiffs request before discovery had officially commenced in this cause. 

(Doc. 139: I) Shortly thereafter, it was discovered that seven pages of medical records unrelated to Plaintiff 

had been misfiled in Plaintiff's medial files and inadvertently included in the materials provided to 

Plaintiff. Id. On March 25, 2014, when the BOP retrieved the medical records from Plaintiff, Plaintiff 

indicated that he had not yet reviewed the records. Id., at 1-2. On March 31, 2014, Plaintiff was advised 

by letter that he was prohibited from retaining or disseminating the inadvertently disclosed records. ld., 

at 2. On April 11, 2014, Plaintiff filed a letter with the Court regarding the alleged HIP AA violation, 

indicating that he had photocopied the documents and mailed them to an attorney in Washington, D.C. 

id. Plaintiff reiterated this at his deposition on May 21, 2015, where he refused to agree to return the 

records. id. On June 1, 2015, Plaintiff was advised by letter that disclosure of such records was 

inadvertent and was asked to return such records. Id. On June 22, 2015, Plaintiff again refused. Id. 

Federal Rule of Evidence 502 addresses the inadvertent disclosure of materials covered by the 

attomey-c Ii ent and work product privileges. F edera I Ru le of C ivi I Procedure 26(b )( 5 )(B) al so s pee i fi cal ly 
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addresses the privilege or protection of trial-preparation materials that have been inadvertently disclosed 

during discovery. The standard to determine if such inadvertent disclosure constitutes waiver of privilege 

precluding return of the discovery is whether: (1) the disclosure is inadvertent, (2) the reasonableness of 

precautions taken to prevent disclosure; (3) the amount of time taken to remedy the error; (3) the scope 

of discovery; (4) the extent of disclosure; and (5) the overriding issues of fairness. Alldread v. Cit_i· of 

Grenada, 988 F.2d 1425, 1434 (5th Cir. 1993). 

All of these factors favor Defendant. The disclosure was inadvertent. Defendant produced over 

800 pages of medical records from Plaintiffs file, less than ten pages of which were someone else's 

medical records that had been misplaced in his file. Defendant discovered the error and took immediate 

action to remedy the error when it was discovered. The inadvertently disclosed documents were not 

discoverable by Plaintiff and are entirely irrelevant to him and his cause of action. There is no private 

cause of action under HIPP A. Acara v. Banks, 470 F.3d 569,571 (5th Cir. 2006). Further, 42 U.S.C. § 

1320d-6 (2010) addressing the offense of and penalty for wrongful disclosure requires that a person act 

knowingly; Plaintiff has not alleged that Defendant knowingly disclosed the medical records of another. 

For the reasons stated above, it is ORDERED that Defendant's motion to compel the return of 

inadvertently disclosed material be, and is hereby, GRANTED. Plaintiff has until September 15, 2015 

to return the inadvertently disclosed materials to Defendant, including any originals Plaintiff retained or 

any copies Plaintiff made or had made of such documents regardless of who he may have transferred them 

to or where they arc currently stored. Plaintiff shall notify the Court when this has been accomplished. 

SIGNED and ENTERED on August 19, 2015. 

ROBERTF.CASTANEDA 
UNITED ST A TES MAGlSTRA TE JUDGE 

2 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE WESTERN DISTRICT OF TEXAS 

EL PASO DIVISION 

GARY CHARLES SMITH, 
Plaintiff, 

§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 

v. 

UNITED ST A TES OF AMERICA, 
Defendant. 

EP-13-CV-337-DB 

ORDER SETTING MEDIATION 

This case has been referred for a mediation. The Court hereby ORDERS the parties to 

appear for a mediation on Wednesdav, October 7, 2015. The settlement conference will take place 

at 9:00 a.m. in Courtroom #612, United States Courthouse, 525 Magoffin Street, El Paso, Texas. 

The parties must be present and in person at the settlement conference. Arrangements are 

being made to assure Plaintiffs presence via teleconference or video conference. In the case of an 

entity, such as a corporation or governmental entity, an officer or other representative with complete 

authority to enter into a binding settlement must be present in person. A person with "complete 

authority" is someone who has the experience and judgment to exercise that authority without having 

to consult with anyone who is not in attendance at the settlement conference. 1 Attendance by the 

attorney for a party is not sufficient. The parties should take note that the conference may take the 

entire day. 

1 This requirement will only be waived upon a showing of exceptional circumstances. If counsel believes that such 
circumstances exist, a letter detailing why the Court should excuse the representative from personal attendance 
should be electronically filed for consideration at least ten days before the scheduled settlement conference or 
immediately upon learning of the extenuating circumstances, whichever event is earlier. 
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IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the parties will submit a short letter candidly setting 

forth the following on or before Wednesday, September 30, 2015: 

1. The name and position of the individuals who will be attending the mediation; 

2. Facts that each side believes they can prove at trial; 

3. The major weaknesses in each side's case, both factual and legal; 

4. An evaluation of the maximum and minimum damage awards bchcved to be 
likely; 

5. The history of any settlement negotiations to date; and 

6. An estimate of attorney's fees and costs oflitigation through trial. 

The letters may be submitted ex pa rte and will be solely for the Court's use in preparing for 

the mediation. The Court will also review the pleadings in the docket. Should either party want the 

Court to review any case authorities believed to be critical to a just evaluation of the case, the parties 

should identify them. Moreover, if the parties wish the Court to review any exhibits or deposition 

excerpts, they should attach a copy to the letter. 2 

Mediations before the Court have proven more productive when the parties have previously 

exchanged demands and offers and have made a good faith effort to settle the case on their own. 

IT JS THEREFORE FURTHER ORDERED that Plaintiff will submit a written 

itemization of damages and a settlement demand to Defendant on or before Wednesday, 

September 30, 2015, with a copy to the Court. 

2 Please note that the American Bar Association Standing Committee on Ethics and Professional Responsibility has 
issued a Formal Opinion (No. 93-370) that precludes a lawyer, ABSENT INFORMED CLIENT CONSENT, from 
revealing to a judge the limits of the lawyer's settlement authority or the lawyer's advice to the client regarding 
settlement. The opinion does not preclude a judge, in seeking to facilitate a settlement, from inquiring into those 
matters. Therefore, please discuss these items with your client before appearing for the mediation. 

2 
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IT IS THEREFORE FURTHER ORDERED that Defendant will likewise submit a 

written offer and any alternate itemization of damages to Plaintiff on or before Monday, October 

5, 2015, with a copy to the Court. 

To avoid surprise, the parties should be aware that at the outset of the mediation, the Court 

will usually ask each party to give a brief, five minute overview of the trial, including expected 

witnesses and documentary evidence, any crucial cvidcntiary issues, and any controversial jury 

instructions. Most importantly, the parties arc reminded that the mediation process will be 

confidential and disclosure of confidential dispute resolution communications is prohibited. See 28 

U.S.C. § 652(d). 

SO ORDERED. 

SIGNED and ENTERED on August 18, 2015. 

ROB~~. dAsT~ 
UNITED ST A TES MAGISTRATE JUDGE 

3 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE WESTERN DISTRICT OF TEXAS 

EL PASO DIVISION 

GARY CHARLES SMITH, 
Plaintiff, 

§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 

V. NO. EP-13-CV-337-DB-RFC 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
Defendant. 

ORDER GRANTING PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO DEPOSE PARTIES IN PART 
AND DENYING IN PART 

Before the Court is Plaintiffs motion to depose nonparty witnesses, in whatever manner the 

Court deems appropriate, at Def end ant's expense, (Doc. 128 ), and Defendant's response (Doc. 13 6). 

For the reasons set forth below, Plaintif-f s motion is granted in part and denied in part. 

Plaintiff seeks to depose the following five nonparty witnesses: Andrew J. Palafox, M.D. 

(Plaintiffs private treating physician); Racheal Chapa, Warden; Stanton Hawkes, PA-C; Philip I. 

Dunigan, Former Health Services Administrator (retired); and Victoria Santos, Health Infonnation 

Technician. (Doc. 128:2) Defendant docs not oppose Plaintiffs request to conduct depositions of 

any of these nonparty witnesses, but requests that the depositions be done by written questions and 

objects to Plaintiff's request that Defendant bear the costs. (Doc. 136) Plaintiff's motion to depose 

the witnesses listed is granted. This, however, does not fully address the issues raised in the motion. 

Plaintiff is incarcerated out of state and is unable to appear in person to depose the witnesses 

at their place of employment. (Doc. 128 :2) Plaintiff cannot afford (Doc. 128: 3) nor could he require 

the witnesses be deposed where he is incarcerated, because they work over 100 miles from his 

prison. Fed. R. Civ. P. 45(b)(2). Plaintiff seeks leave to depose the parties in whatever manner and 
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fashion the Court deems appropriate. (Doc. 128:3-4) Under the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, 

Plaintiff may conduct the depositions via telephone or other remote electronic means under Rule 

30(b )( 4) or by written questions under Rule 31. Defendant asserts that conducting such depositions 

by telephonic or other remote electronic means such as video conference would present logistical 

problems and requests that such depositions be taken upon written questions. (Doc. 136:3) This is 

a reasonable request, one which Plaintiff has not opposed. Thus, Plaintiff shall depose the witnesses 

by written questions. 

Plaintiff does not specifically address whether he would be able to afford to take depositions 

of the requested individuals by written questions, but his motion suggests that he would not. 

Plaintiff requests that the costs of deposition in whatever manner it is done be assessed against the 

United States pending final determination and resolution of this case. (Doc. 128:3) 

Although Plaintiff reminds the Court that he was granted informa pauperis status to proceed 

with this suit, such status does not entitle him to avoid or delay the costs of discovery. 

An inmate proceeding in forma pauperis in a civil action may not issue subpoenas 
without paying the required fees. Consequently, Plaintiff must still pay fees 
associated with any witness depositions he seeks to conduct. These deposition costs 
would include not only any fees, but the cost of the court reporter's services as well 
as the cost for copies of the transcripts. Plaintiff may not expect the Court or 
defendants to pay for these fees and expenses simply because he is an indigent inmate 
proceeding pro se in this action. 

Brmvn v. Carr, 236 F.R.D. 311, 313 (S.D. Tex. 2006) (internal citations and footnotes omitted). 

Although Plaintiff's informa pauperi.s status may affect whether Plaintiff is ultimately able to take 

the depositions, the Court grants Plaintiff leave to do so, ifhe is able. Before such fees and expenses 

arc incurred, Plaintiff shall demonstrate how the fees and expenses of the deposition will be paid. 

2 
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Mindful that the deadline for discovery was July 23, 2015, and also that the deadline to file 

motions is September 25, 2 0 1 5, and that the case is set for mediation on October 7, 201 5 and for tria I 

on November 19, 2015, the Court Orders that Plaintiff has until September 20, 2015 to complete the 

depositions by written questions. 

It is therefore ORDERED that Plaintiffs motion for leave to depose the witnesses listed is 

hereby GRANTED in part and DENIED in part consistent with this order. 

SIGNED and ENTERED on August 20, 2015. 

~\. I 7 
ROBERT F. CASTANEDA 
UNITED ST A TES MAGISTRATE JU OGE 

3 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE WESTERN DISTRICT OF TEXAS 

EL PASO DIVISION 

GARY CHARLES SMITH, 
Plaintiff, 

§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 

V. 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
Defendant. 

NO. EP-13-CV-337-DB-RFC 

ORDER GRANTING IN PART AND DENYING IN PART 
DEFENDANT'S MOTION TO COMPEL 

Before the Court is Defendant's motion to compel, (Doc. 123), Plaintiff's response with his 

initial discovery responses (Doc. 131) and Plaintiff's supplemental discovery responses (Doc. 129), 

and Defendant's reply (Doc. 135). Defendant asks this Court to compel Plaintiff to respond to 

Defendant's discovery requests and to deem any objection to such requests waived by Plaintiffs 

untimely response. (Docs. 123, 135) For the reasons set forth below, Defendant's motion is granted 

in part and denied in part. 

Defendant filed this motion to compel Plaintiff to serve his initial disclosures, to fully answer 

Defendant's first set of interrogatories, and to produce documents in response to Defendant's first 

request for production of documents. (Doc. 123) Defendant served Plaintiff with its First set of 

interrogatories and request for production of documents on November 25, 2014. Id., at 3. Defendant 

re-sent the written discovery on February 10, 2015 with Plaintiff indicating that he would respond 

no later than March 9, 2015. Id. On March 19, 2015, Plaintiff indicated in a phone conversation 

with Defendant that he had not mailed his discovery responses because they were not typed; 

Defendant told Plaintiff his responses need not be typed and Plaintiff indicated that he would mail 
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his responses. Id., at 4. On April 17, 2015, Defendant sent another letter to Plaintiff asking Plaintiff 

to provide his discovery responses by April 24, 2015. Id. 

Defendant's motion to compel argues that any grounds for objecting to an interrogatory or 

request for production of documents is waived if not timely made, unless the court, for good cause 

excuses the failure. (Doc. 123:4 citing Fed. R. Civ. P. 33(b), 34(b)) Defendant asserts that the 

discovery propounded to Plaintiff seeks information regarding non-privileged matters that arc 

relevant to the claims and defenses at issue and as such are permissible under Rule 26. (Doc. 123:5) 

Attached to Plaintiff's response to Defendant's motion to compel, filed on June 1, 2015, is 

a copy of Plaintiff's discovery responses, dated March 20, 2015. (Doc. 131-1) Plaintiff alleges that 

he deposited his discovery responses in the inmate mail on March 20, 2015, because he was unable 

to access the legal mail system due to the quarantine at his facility, which lasted through March 24, 

2015. (Doc. 131 :2) When he received Defendant's letter demanding a response by April 24, 2015, 

Plaintiff assumed his responses had been received by Defendant after Defendant placed its letter in 

the mail, and therefore did not respond. Id., at 3. When he was deposed on May 21, 2015, Plaintiff 

asserts that Defendant did not notify Plaintiff that the responses had not been received or that a 

motion to compel had been filed on May 13, 2015. Id. Plaintiff does not, however, contend that he 

ever attempted, in any way, to confirm that his responses had been received. Plaintiff further 

contends that he did not receive Defendant's motion to compel until May 26, 2015. 

In its reply, Defendant asserts that the first time Defendant saw Plaintiff's discovery responses 

was on June I, 2015. (Doc. 135) Defendant asserts that Plaintiffs discovery responses are therefore 

untimely, that Plaintiff has failed to establish good cause for failing to respond timely, and that 

therefore all of his objections should be deemed waived. Id. 

2 
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On June I, 2015, Plaintiff filed his Supplemental Objections and Responses to Defendant's 

First Request for Production, dated May 19, 2015. (Doc. 129) 

Any grounds for objecting to an interrogatory or request for production of documents is 

waived if not timely made, unless the court, for good cause, excuses the failure. See Fed. R. Civ. P. 

33(b ); RE/MAX Int'!, Inc. v. Trendsetter Realty, LLC, Civ. No. H-7-2426, 2008 WL 2036816, at * 5 

(S.D. Tex. May 9, 2008) ("Courts have held that Rule 34 implicitly incorporates both the waiver and 

'good cause' provisions of Rule 33(b)(4)."); Clewis v. Medco Health Solutions, Inc., No. 

3: 12-CV-5208, 2013 WL 5354574, at *3 (N.D. Tex. Sep 25, 2013), citing In re United States, 864 

F.2d 1153, 1156 (5th Cir. 1989). "Any other result would ... completely frustrate the time limits 

contained in the Federal Rules and give a license to litigants to ignore the time limits for discovery 

without any adverse consequences." Kre1vson v. City o.f"Quincy, 120 F.R.D. 6, 7 (D. Mass. 1988) 

( citation omitted). In both RE/MAX and Kreivson, the courts declined to find that the late response 

waived a claim of privilege. 

The Court finds that Plaintiff did not timely respond to Defendant's propounded discovery. 

While the parties conferred a number of times and agreed to later response dates than required by the 

rules, Plaintiff failed to take any steps to ensure that his responses had been received by the latest 

agreed date. 

Plaintiff's objections are numerous and include attorney-client or work-product privilege, 

ambiguous, over-broad, unduly burdensome, duplicative, unable to respond without discovery from 

Defendant, and asked and answered. (Doc. 131-1 :4-14) The Court finds that Plaintiff's late response 

waives all of the objection except those based on attorney-client and work-product privilege. 

Further, Plaintiff's general objection, asserted in his supplemental response, to any materials 

3 
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requested that might be subject to attorney-client or work-product privilege is not a proper objection 

and is also waived or overruled. (Doc. 129:3) 

Plaintiff asserts attorney-client or work-product privilege with respect to the following 

requests: 2, 4, 5, 7, 8, 13, 14, 15, 20, 25, and 28. (Doc. 129, 131-1) The Court will not find these 

objections waived at this time. Plaintiff, however, is reminded that additional steps must be taken 

when claiming privilege or protecting trial preparation materials. See Fed. R. Civ. P. 26(b)(5)(A). 

The documents responsive to the request must be provided to the extent privilege is not claimed, and 

to the extent privilege is claimed and documents are withheld, Plaintiff must provide a privilege log 

describing the nature of the responsive documents withheld for each request in such a way, but 

without revealing information itself privileged or protected, that the parties can assess the claim of 

privilege. Id. To the extent Plaintiff has not provided such privilege log, he is ordered to do so. 

If Defendant wishes to challenge the assertion of privilege regarding a specific item(s) in the 

privilege log, Defendant may do so through a separate motion to compel after conferring in good 

faith with Plaintiff to resolve the dispute without court intervention. 

It is therefore ORDERED that Defendant's motion to compel is hereby GRANTED in part 

and DENIED in part. Plaintiff is ordered to respond, or supplement his responses, to Defendant's 

Requests and Interrogatories in accordance with this order by September 21, 2015. 

SIGNED and ENTERED on August 21, 2015. 

r\ ,7 
ROBERT F. CASTANEDA 
UNITED STATES MAGISTRATE JUDGE 

4 
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IN THE UNITED ST A TES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE WESTERN DISTRICT OF TEXAS 

EL PASO DIVISION 

GARY SMITH § 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 

v. EP-13-CV-337-DB-RFC 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

ORDER 

Before the Court is Attorney Stephen A. Saltzburg's "Motion for Admission Pro Hae 

Vice," filed in the above-captioned cause on September 27, 2015. Therein, Attorney Saltzburg 

asks the Court to allow him to appear pro hac vice in the Western District of Texas on behalf of 

Plaintiff Gary Smith. After due consideration, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that: 

I. Attorney Stephen A. Saltzburg's "Motion for Admission Pro Hae Vice" 1s 
GRANTED; 

2. Attorney Attorney Stephen A. Saltzburg is GRANTED LEAVE to appear pro hac 
vice as attorney of record for Plaintiff Gary Smith in this cause; 

3. Attorney Stephen A. Saltzburg submit an application for admission to practice in the 
United States District Court for the Western District of Texas, in compliance with 
Local Court Rule for the Western District of Texas AT-1, within sixty days of the 
entry of this Order, and diligently pursue that application until admitted to practice 
before this Court. Should Attorney Stephen A. Saltzburg choose not to pursue 
admission, he will not be allowed to appear in any other action in the Western District 
of Texas until he has been admitted formally to practice; and 

4. Attorney Stephen A. Saltzburg REGISTER as a filing user with the Court's Case 
Management/Electronic Case Files (CM/ECF) Program within ten days of the entry 
of this Order, in compliance with the administrative policies and procedures for 
electronic filing in the Western District of Texas. 

SIGNED this 29th day of September 2015. 

ROBERT F. CASTANEDA 
UNITED STATES MAGISTRATE JUDGE 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
WESTERN DISTRICT OF TEXAS 

EL PASOEL PASO DIVISION 

GARY CHARLES SMITH, 
Plaintiff, 

§ 
§ 
§ 

v. § CIVIL NO. EP-13-CA-00337-DB 
§ 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
Defendant. 

§ 
§ 

ORDER 

Before this Court is Defendant's second motion to compel Plaintiff to return 

inadvertently disclosed material. (Doc. 183) On August 19, 20 15, this Court granted 

Defendant's Motion to Compel and ordered that Plaintiff return the documents in question to 

Defendant by September 15, 2015, and to notify the Court when such was accomplished. (Doc. 

150) Plaintiff's response consists of a sworn affidavit stating under penalty of perjury, inter alia, 

that "[t]he records no longer exist." (Doc. 185:1, 7) He explains that although during his 

deposition on May 21, 2015 he represented that his friend was still in possession of the copies 

Plaintiff had made of the inadvertently disclosed material, his friend had in fact, unknown to 

Plaintiff, destroyed the documents Plaintiff had mailed to him. Id. 

The Court cannot compel the return of documents that do not exist. Therefore, the Court 

denies Defendant's second motion to compel as MOOT. 

SIGNED and ENTERED this 10th day of November, 2015. 

ROBERTF.CASTANEDA 
UNITED ST A TES MAGISTRATE JUDGE 
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Sonya Cole - FW: Activity in Case 3:13-cv-00337-DB-RFC Smith v. United States of America et al 
Order on Motion to Appoint Expert 

From: 
To: 
Date: 
Subject: 

CC: 

"Castillo, Eddie (USATXW)" <Eddie.Castillo@usdoj.gov> 
Sonya Co le <sco le@bop.gov> 
8/12/2015 4:50 PM 
FW: Activity in Case 3: 13-cv-00337-DB-RFC Smith v. United States of America et al Order 
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"Riley, Ruth (USATXW)" <Ruth.Riley@usdoj.gov>, "Jara, Magdalena (USATXW) ... 
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FYI 

From: TXW_USDC_Notice@txwd.uscourts.gov [mailto:TXW_USDC_Notice@txwd.uscourts.gov] 
Sent: Wednesday, August 12, 2015 3:43 PM 
To: cmecf _notices@txwd.uscourts.gov 
Subject: Activity in case 3: 13-cv-00337-DB-RFC Smith v. United States of America et al Order on Motion to 
Appoint Expert 

This is an automatic e-mail message generated by the CM/ECF system. Please DO NOT 
RESPOND to this e-mail because the mail box is unattended. 
***NOTE TO PUBLIC ACCESS USERS*** Judicial Conference of the United States policy 
permits attorneys of record and parties in a case (including prose litigants) to receive one free 
electronic copy of all documents filed electronically, if receipt is required by law or directed by the 
filer. PACER access fees apply to all other users. To avoid later charges, download a copy of each 
document during this first viewing. However, if the referenced document is a transcript, the free 
copy and 30 page limit do not apply. 

U.S. District Court [LIVE] 

Western District of Texas 

Notice of Electronic Filing 

The following transaction was entered on 8/12/2015 at 4:43 PM CDT and filed on 8/12/2015 
Case Name: Smith v. United States of America et al 
Case Number: 3:13-cv-00337-DB-RFC 
Filer: 
Document Number: No document attached 

Docket Text: 
Text Order DENYING [140] Motion to Appoint Expert entered by Judge Robert F. 
Castaneda. Plaintiff is not entitled to the appointment of an expert under either 28 U.S.C. 
1915 or Fed. R. Evid. 706 to assist in establishing his claim. See Hannah v. U.S. 523 F.3d 
597, 600-601 (5th Cir. 2008). (This is a text-only entry generated by the court. There is no 
document associated with this entry.) (mm) 

3:13-cv-00337-DB-RFC Notice has been electronically mailed to: 

file:// /C :/Users/BO PO 1207 / AppData/Local/Temp/XPgrpwise/5 5CB 7946S CRDO M 1 S CR_... 8/ l 8/2015 



Page 2 of 2 

Eduardo R. Castillo cddie.castillo@usdoj.gov, amanda.adkins(@,usdoj.gov, priscilla.roldan@usdoj.gov 

Magdalena G. Jara magdalena. j ara(a),usdoj. gov, amanda.adkins@usdoj.gov, 
··· priscilla.roldan<@usdoi.gov ·· · · 

3:13-cv-00337-DB-RFC Notice has been delivered by other means to: 

Gary Charles Smith 
#05147-058 
FCI BUlNER MEDIUM II 
FEDERAL CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION 
P.O. BOX 1500 
BUTNER, NC 27509 

file:// IC :/Users/BO PO 1207 / AppData/Local/Temp/XPgrpwise/ 5 5 CB 7946S CRDO M 1 SCR . . . 8/18/2015 



Page 1 of2 

Sonya Cole - FW: Activity in Case 3:13-cv-00337-DB-RFC Smith v. United States of America et al 
Order on Motion for Miscellaneous Relief 

From: 
To: 
Date: 
Subject: 

CC: 

''Castillo, Eddie (USA TXW)'1 <Eddie.Castillo@usdoj.gov> 
Sonya Cole <scole@bop.gov> 
8/12/2015 4:50 PM 
FW: Activity in Case 3: 13-cv-00337-DB-RFC Smith v. United States of America et al Order 
on Motion for Miscellaneous Relief 
"Riley, Ruth (USATXWY' <Ruth.Riley@usdoj.gov>, "Jara, Magdalena (USATXW) ... 

-----·---··--··-··--·--·- ----------- ·--·-------·-----~------. 

Sonya, 

FYI, the Court denied Smith's Motion to Enjoin the BOP from transferring him. The Court also denied, in a text 
order, Smith's motion for appointment of an expert. 

Eddie 

From: rxw _ USDC_Notice@txwd. uscou rts.gov [mailto:TXW_USDC_Notice@txwd. uscourts .gov] 
Sent: Wednesday, August 12, 2015 3:01 PM 
To: cmecf _notices@txwd.us courts .gov 
Subject: Activity in Case 3:13-cv-00337-DB-RFC Smith v. United States of America et al Order on Motion for 
Miscellaneous Relief 

This is an automatic e-mail message generated by the Cl\-1/ECF system. Please DO NOT 
RESPOND to this e-mail because the mail box is unattended. 
***NOTE TO PUBLIC ACCESS USERS*** Judicial Conference of the United States policy 
permits attorneys of record and parties in a case (including prose litigants) to receive one free 
electronic copy of all documents filed electronically, if receipt is required by law or directed by the 
filer. PACER access fees apply to all other users. To avoid later charges, download a copy of each 
document during this first viewing. However, if the referenced document is a transcript, the free 
copy and 30 page limit do not apply. 

Notice of Electronic Filing 

U.S. District Court [LIVE] 

Western District of Texas 

The following transaction was entered on 8/12/2015 at 4:00 PM CDT and filed on 8/12/2015 
Case Name: Smith v. United States of America et al 
Case Number: 3: l 3-cv~0033 7-DB-RFC 
Filer: 
Document Number: No document attached 

Docket Text: 
Text Order DENYING [127] Motion entered by Judge Robert F. Castaneda. (This is a text
only entry generated by the court. There is no document associated with this entry.) 
(mm) 

file:// /C:/U sers/BOP0 1207 / AppData/Local/Temp/XPgrpwise/5 5 CB 79 5 0SCRD OM I SCR _... 8/18/2015 
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3:13-cv-00337-DB-RFC Notice has been electronically mailed to: 

Eduardo R. Castillo eddie .cast ill o@usdoj. gov, amanda.adkins@usdoj.gov, priscilla.ro ldan(@,usdo j. gov 

Magdalena G. Jara magdalena.jara@usdoj.gov, amanda.adkins@usdoj.gov, 
prise ii la. ro ldan@usdoj.gov 

3:13-cv-00337-DB-RFC Notice has been delivered by other means to: 

Gary Charles Smith 
#05147-058 
FCI BUTNER MEDIUM II 
FEDERAL CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION 
P.O. BOX 1500 
BUTNER, NC 27509 

file:/ /IC :/Users/BO PO 1207 / AppData/Local/T emp/XPgrpwise/5 5 CB 795 0 SCRDO M 1 SCR . . . 8/18/2015 
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Sonya Cole - FW: Activity in Case 3:13-cv-00337-DB-RFC Smith v. United States of America et al 
Order on Ex Parte Motion 

From: "Jara, Magdalena (USATXW)" <Magdalena.Jara@usdoj.gov> 
To: Sonya Cole <scole@bop.gov> 
Date: 6/19/2014 9:46 AM 
Subject: FW: Activity in Case 3:13-cv-00337-DB-RFC Smith v. United States of America et al Order 

on Ex Parte Motion 
CC: "Riley, Ruth (USATXW)" <RRiley@usa.doj.gov>, "Adkins, Amanda (USATXW)" < ... 

Sonya, I'm not sure why Smith filed an Ex Parte Motion but the court granted it. He has until July 1, 2014 to file 
his response to the MSJ. 

Maggie 

AUSA Magdalena G. Jara 
700 E. San Antonio, Ste. 200 

El Paso, Texas 79901 
(915) 534-6555 
Direct (915) 534-3457 

Confidentiality Notice: E-mails from the United States Attorney's Office normally contain confidential and 
privileged material and are for the sole use of the intended recipient. Use or distribution by an unintended 
recipient is prohibited and may be a violation of law. If you believe that you received this e-mail in error, please 
do not read this e-mail or any attached items. Please delete the e-mail and all attachments, including any copies 
thereof, and inform the sender that you have deleted the e-mail, all attachments and any copies thereof. Thank 
you. 

From: TXW _ USDC_Notice@txwd.uscourts.gov [mailto:TXW_USDC_Notice@txwd .uscourts.gov] 
Sent: Thursday, June 19, 2014 8:08 AM 
To: cm ecf _notices@txwd. usco u rts .gov 
Subject: Activity in Case 3:13-cv-00337-DB-RFC Smith v. United States of America et al Order on Ex Parte 
Motion 

This is an automatic e-mail message generated by the Cl\il/ECF system. Please DO NOT 
RESPOND to this e-mail because the mail box is unattended. 
***NOTE TO PUBLIC ACCESS USERS*** Judicial Conference of the United States policy 
permits attorneys of record and parties in a case (including prose litigants) to receive one free 
electronic copy of all documents filed electronically, if receipt is required by law or directed by the 
filer. PACER access fees apply to all other users. To avoid later charges, download a copy of each 
document during this first viewing. However, if the referenced document is a transcript, the free 
copy and 30 page limit do not apply. 

U.S. District Court [LIVE] 

file://C:\Users\BOPO 1207\AppData\Local\ Temp\XPgrpwise\53A2B 176SCRDOM 1 SCR_... 6/25/2014 



Page 2 of 2 

Western District of Texas 

Notice of Electronic Filing 

The following transaction was entered on 6/19/2014 at 9:07 AM CDT and filed on 6/19/2014 
Case Name: Smith v. United States of America et al 
Case Number: 3: 13-cv-00337-DB-RFC 
Filer: 
Document Number: No document attached 

Docket Text: 
Text Order GRANTING [63] Ex Parte Motion entered by Judge Robert F. Castaneda. 
Plaintiff has until July 1, 2014 to file his Response to Defendants' Motion to Dismiss and 
in the alternative Motion for Summary Judgment [36]. (This is a text-only entry 
generated by the court. There is no document associated with this entry.) (mm) 

3:13-cv-00337-DB-RFC Notice has been electronically mailed to: 

Magdalena G. Jara magdalcna.jara@usdoj.gov, amanda.adkins@usdoj.gov, ruth.rilcy@usdoj.gov 

3:13-cv-00337-DB-RFC Notice has been delivered by other means to: 

Gary Charles Smith 
#05147-058 
FORT WORTH 
FEDERAL MEDICAL CENTER 
P.O. BOX 15330 
FORT WORTH, TX 76119 

file://C:\Users\BOPO 1207\AppData\Local\ Temp\XPgrpwise\53A2B 176SCRDOM 1 SCR_... 6/25/2014 



Adkins, Amanda (USATXW) 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

TXW _ U soc_ Noti ce@txwd.u scou rts.gov 
Tuesday, March 03, 2015 9:36 AM 
cmecf _n otices@txwd. u scou rts.g av 

Activity in Case 3:13-cv-00337-DB-RFC Smith v. United States of America et al Order on 
Motion for Miscellaneous Relief 

This is an automatic e-mail message generated by the Cl\.-1/ECF system. Please DO :'l"OT RESPOND to 
this e-mail because the mail box is unattended. 
***NOTE TO PUBLIC ACCESS USERS*** Judicial Conference of the United States policy permits 
attorneys of record and parties in a case (including prose litigants) to receive one free electronic copy of 
all documents filed electronically, if receipt is required by law or directed by the filer. PACER access fees 
apply to all other users. To avoid later charges, download a copy of each document during this first 
viewing. However, if the referenced document is a transcript, the free copy and 30 page limit do not 
apply. 

U.S. District Court [LIVE] 

Western District of Texas 

Notice of Electronic Filing 

The following transaction was entered on 3/3/2015 at l0:36 AM CST and filed on 3/3/2015 
Case Name: Smith v. United States of America et al 
Case Number: 3: 13-cv-00337-DB-RFC 
Filer: 
Document Number: No document attached 

Docket Text: 
Text Order GRANTING [100] Motion by United States of America for Leave to Depose Person 
Confined in Prison entered by Judge Robert F. Castaneda. (This is a text-only entry generated 
by the court. There is no document associated with this entry.) (mm) 

3:13-cv-00337-DB-RFC Notice has been electronically mailed to: 

Eduardo R. Castillo eddie .c astillo@usdo j. gov, amanda. adkins@u sdoj. gov, pri scilla.ro ldan@usdo i. 1rov 

Magdalena G. Jara magdalena.jara@usdoj.gov, amanda.adkins@usdoj.gov. priscilla.roldan@usdoj.gov 

3:13-cv-00337-DB-RFC Notice has been delivered by other means to: 

Gary Charles Smith 
#05147-058 
FMC BUTNER 
FEDERAL MEDICAL CENTER 



P.O. BOX 1600 
BUTNER, NC 27509 

2 



Text Order GRANTING 168 Motion for Extension of Time to File entered by Judge Robert F. Castaneda. 

Dispositive Motions will be due by October 2, 2015.(This is a text-only entry generated by the court. 

There is no document associated with this entry.) (mm) (Entered: 09/23/2015) 



Page I of I 

Sonya Cole - Activity in Case 3:13-cv-00337-DB Smith v. United States of America et al To be 
Referred to EP Mag Judge 

From: <TXW _USDC_Notice@txwd.uscourts.gov> 
To: <cmecf _notices@tx wd. us courts. gov> 
Date: I0/25/2013 3:31 PM 
Subject: Activity in Case 3: I 3-cv-00337-DB Smith v. United States of America et al To be Referred to 

EP Mag Judge 

This is an automatic e-mail message generated by the CM/ECF system. Please DO NOT 
RESPOND to this e-mail because the mail box is unattended. 
***NOTE TO PUBLIC ACCESS USERS*** Judicial Conference of the United States policy 
permits attorneys of record and parties in a case (including pro se litigants) to receive one free 
electronic copy of all documents filed electronically, if receipt is required by law or directed by the 
filer. PACER access fees apply to all other users. To avoid later charges, download a copy of each 
document during this first viewing. However, if the referenced document is a transcript, the free 
copy and 30 page limit do not apply. 

U.S. District Court [LIVE] 

Western District of Texas 

Notice of Electronic Filing 

The following transaction was entered on I0/25/2013 at 3 :31 PM CDT and filed on I0/24/2013 
Case Name: Smith v. United States of America et al 
Case Number: 3: 13-cv-00337-DB 
Filer: 
Document Number: No document attached 

Docket Text: 
If ordered by the court, all referrals will be assigned to Magistrate Judge Castaneda (da) 

3:13-cv-00337-DB Notice has been electronically mailed to: 

3:13-cv-00337-DB Notice has been delivered by other means to: 

Gary Charles Smith 
#05147-058 
FCILATUNA 
Inmate Mail/Parcels 
P.O. BOX 3000 
ANTHONY, TX 88021 

file://C:\Documents and Settings\BOPO 1207\Local Settings\Temp\XPgrpwise\526FC525... 10/29/2013 



MAGDALENA G JARA 
Assistam United States A norncy 
Civil Divisiun 

700 E. San Antonio, Ste. 200 
El Pasu. Tc:1:as 79901 

U.S. Department of Justice 
United States Attorney 
Western District of Texas 

(915) B<H,555 (Civil !:iwion) 
(9 I 5) 534-6884 (Gcnwal Linc) 

December 1, 2015 

Via Certified Mail No. 9214 7969 0099 9790 1605 1030 80 
Return Re,·eipt Requested 

(91RJ490(Fax) lived ece, 
DEC O 4 2015 

Bureau of Prisons 
legal Department, SCRO 

Sonya Cole 
Senior Counsel 
Federal Bureau of Prisons 
U.S. Armed Forces Reserve Complex 
344 Marine Forces Drive 
Grand Prairie, Texas 7505 l 

RE: Smith v. United States 
EP-13-CV-0337-DB 

Dear Ms. Cole: 

Enclosed please find an original set of executed settlement documents for the above 
referenced case. Thank you for the litigation support provided. 

By: 

MGJ:aa 

Enclosures: as stated 

Kind regards, 

RICHARD L. DURBIN, ,JR. 
UNITED STATES A TfORNEY 

Assistant United States Attorney 



IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE WESTERN DISTR[CT OF TEXAS 

EL PASO DIVISION 

GARY CHARLES SMITH, 
Plaintiff, 

v. 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, et al., 
Defendants. 

§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 

RELEASE 

EP-13-CV-0337-DB 

Plaintiff GARY CHARLES SMITH for the total consideration of ONE HUNDRED 

FIFTY THOUSAND AND N0/ 100 DOLLARS ($150,000.00), paid to Plaintiff, receipt of which 

is hereby acknowledged, does hereby release and forever discharge, and for his guardians, heirs, 

administrators, and assigns, does hereby release and forever discharge the UNITED STATES OF 

AMERICA, and any of its officers, agents, servants, and employees, past or present, of and from 

any and all claims for all damages resulting, or to result, on account of the events giving rise to 

the above-captioned action, a!! as set forth in detail in the pleadings and papers on file in this 

lawsuit, and agrees to indemnify and hold harmless the lmITED ST A TES OF AMERICA, and 

its officers, agents, servants, and employees, past or present, from and against any and all such 

causes of actions, claims, liens, including but not limited to, any hospital liens for medicaid bills, 

medical liens of any type whatsoever, and any and all medical bills, damages, costs, and 

expenses whatsoever, rights, or subrogated or contribution interests incident to or resulting from 

further litigation or the prosecution of claims by Plaintiff or his guardians, heirs, executors, 

administrators, or assigns against any third paity or against the United States, including claims 

for 1Nrongful death. 



~-

It is acknowledged that said sum is paid in compromise and settlement of disputed 

claims, and that payment thereof shall not be construed as an admission of any liability 

whatsoever by the UNITED ST A TES OF AMER! CA, by whom liability is expressly denied. 

This Release is to be considered as complementary to the Stipulation for Compromise 

Sett-tement entered into herein by and between the Parties and their counsel. This Release is 

contractual and not a mere recital. 

SIGNED AND DA TED this d.u:L. day of _i}......L--~----"---~-----' 2015 

~ ARukS SMITH, Plaintiff 
L 

SWORN TO AND SUBSCRIBED before me this the 

7 2015. -------------

My Commission expires: 

Notary Public in and for 
The State of Florida 

2 

day of 



IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE WESTERN DISTRICT OF TEXAS 

EL PASO DIVISION 

GARY CHARLES SMITH, 
Plaintiff, 

vs. 

§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 

EP-13-CV-0337-DB-RFC 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
et al., 

Defendants. 

RELEASE 

It is acknowledged that said sum is paid in compromise and 

settlement of disputed claims, and that payment thereof shall not 

be construed as an admission of any liability whatsoever by the 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, by whom liability is expressly denied. 

This Release is to be considered as complementary to the Stipu

lation for Compromise Settlement entered into herein by and 

between the Parties and their counsel. This release is con

tractual and not a mere recital. 

SIGNED AND DATED this day of Ndvember, 2015. ------

P a1nti 

u 



CERTIFICATE OF NOTARY PUBLIC 

Before me, _Ot--_•_\..,e_..,,..._\::1~n ...... )O__,__-.... ~---=-O-=------' a Notary Public 

in and for the State of Florida, County of Sumter, appeared Gary 

Charles Smith, who executed the foregoing Release in my presence 

this \0..Jc¥) day of November, 2015, at the Low Security 

Federal Correctional Institution in Coleman, Florida. 

Signature of Notary Public 

My Commission Expires: 

SEAL 



IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE WESTERN DISTRICT OF TEXAS 

EL PASO DIVISION 

GARY CHARLES SMITH, 
Plaintiff, 

§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 

v. 

UNITED ST A TES OF AMERICA, et al., 
Defendants. 

EP-13-CV-0337-DB 

STIPULATION FOR COMPROMISE AGREEMENT 

It is hereby stipulated by and between the undersigned Plaintiff, GARY CHARLES 

SMITH, and the UNITED ST A TES OF AMERICA, Defendant, (herein after referred to as "the 

Parties"), by and through their respective attorneys as follows: 

1. The Parties do hereby agree to settle and compromise the above-entitled action 

under the terms and conditions set forth herein. 

2. The United States of America, Defendant, agrees to pay to the Plaintiff the sum of 

ONE HUNDRED FIFTY THOUSAND AND NO/I 00 DOLLARS ($150,000.00), which sum 

shall be in full settlement and satisfaction of any and all claims, demands, rights, and causes of 

action of whatsoever kind and nature, arising from, and by reason of, any and all known and 

unknown, foreseen and unforeseen bodily and personal injuries, damage to property and the 

consequences thereof, resulting, and to result, from the same subject matter that gave rise to the 

above-captioned lawsuit, including any claims for wrongful death, for which Plaintiff or his 

guardians, heirs, executors, administrators, or assigns, and each of them, now have or may 

hereafter acquire against the United States of America, its officers, agents, servants, and 

employees. 



3. Plaintiff and his guardians, heirs, executors, administrators, or assigns hereby 

agree to accept the sum of ONE HUNDRED FIFTY THOUSAND AND NO/100 DOLLARS 

($ I 50,000.00), in full settlement and satisfaction of any and all claims, demands, rights, and 

causes of action of whatsoever kind and nature, including claims for wrongful death, arising 

from, and by reason of any and all known and unknown, foreseen and unforeseen bodily and 

personal injuries, damage to property and the consequences thereof which they may have or 

hereafter acquire against the United States of America, its officers, agents, servants and 

employees, on account of the same subject matter that gave rise to the above-captioned lawsuit, 

including any future claim or lawsuit of any kind or type whatsoever, whether known or 

unknown, and whether for compensatory or exemplary damages. Plaintiff and his guardians, 

heirs, executors, administrators, or assigns further agree to reimburse, indemnify and hold 

harmless the United States of America, its officers, agents, servants, and employees, from and 

against any and all such causes of action, claims, liens, including but not limited to, any hospital 

liens for medicaid bills, medical liens of any type whatsoever, and any and all medical bills, 

damages, costs, and expenses whatsoever, rights, or subrogated or contribution interests incident 

to or resulting from further litigation or the prosecution of claims by Plaintiff or his guardians, 

heirs, executors, administrators, or assigns against any third party or against the United States, 

including claims for wrongful death. 

4. This stipulation for compromise settlement is not, is in no way intended to be, and 

should not be construed as an admission of liability or fault on the part of the United States of 

America, its agents, servants, or employees, and it is specifically denied that they are liable to 

Plaintiff. This settlement is entered into by all Parties for the purpose of compromising disputed 

claims and avoiding the expenses and risks of further litigation. 

2 



5. It is also agreed, by and among the Parties, that the settlement amount of ONE 

HUNDRED FIFTY THOUSAND AND NO/100 DOLLARS ($150,000.00) represents the entire 

amount of the compromise settlement and that the respective Parties will each bear their own 

costs, fees, and expenses, and that any attorney's fees owed by Plaintiff will be paid out of the 

settlement amount and not in addition thereto. 

6. It is also understood by and among the Parties that pursuant to Title 28, United 

States Code, Section 2678, attorney's fees for services rendered in connection with this action 

shall not exceed 25 percent of the amount of the compromise settlement. 

7. The persons signing this Settlement Agreement warrant and represent that they 

possess full authority to bind the persons on whose behalf they are signing to the terms of the 

settlement. 

8. Payment of the settlement amount will be made by government wire transfer as 

per the following: 

A. Name of Bank: Citibank 
B. Street Address of Bank: I 7 7 5 Pennsylvania Avenue, N. W. 
C. City, State, and Zip Code of Bartle Washington, D.C. 20006 
D. Routing Numberl(b)(6) I 
E. Name of Account: Mr Ste hen A. Saltzburg Escrow Account 
F. Account Number (b)(6) 

Plaintiffs attorneys agree to distribute the settlement proceeds to the Plaintiff, and to 

obtain a dismissal of the above-captioned action with prejudice, with each party bearing its own 

fees, costs, and expenses. 

9. The Parties agree that this Stipulation for Compromise Settlement and Release, 

including all the terms and conditions of this compromise settlement and any additional 

3 



agreements relating thereto, may be made public in their entirety, and the Plaintiff expressly 

consents to such release and disclosure pursuant to 5 U.S.C. § 552a(b). 

10. It is contemplated that this Stipulation may be executed in several counterparts, 

with a separate signature page for each party. All such counterparts and signature pages, 

together, shall be deemed to be one document. 

Executed this~~y of /)~ , 2015. 

S S1\1.ITH, Plaintiff 
. 224-84-9394 

State Bar No.: Dist1ict of Columbia# 156844 
2000 H. Street N. W. 
Washington, D.C. 20052 
(202) 994-7089 
(202) 994-7143 Facsimile 
Tax ID No. 190-34-1005 
Lead Attorney for Plaintiff 

Executed this2.faay of l/6 '"'O:HS ~ , 2015. 

VALENZUELA LAW FIRM 
221 N. Kansas, Ste. 1200 
El Paso, Texas 79901 
T: 915 209-2619 
F: 915 493- 04 

NZUELA 
o.24076745 

0, 46-4767525 
Local Counsel/or Plaintiff 

4 



Executed this ~(-Glay of ~{Lf,-.-t,.,V'v·/}v'.1 , 2015. 

RICHARD L. DURBIN, JR. 
UNITED STATES ATTORNEY 

Assistant U 1ted ates Attorney 
Texas State Bar No. 10573100 
700 E. San Antonio, Ste. 200 
El Paso, Texas 79901 
Phone: (915) 534-6555 
Facsimile: (915) 534-3490 
Attorney for Defendant 

d h. -rCl I' - . - /l . 201 
Execute t IS as day of--'-A.)-'~"'-· '--'--=---'---..C-------' 5. 

RICHARD L. DURBIN, JR. 
UNITED ST ATES ATTORNEY 

EDUARDO R. CASTILLO 
Assistant United States Attorney 
Texas State Bar No. 03984803 
700 E. San Antonio, Ste. 200 
El Paso, Texas 79901 
Phone: (915) 534~6555 
Facsimile: (915) 534-3490 
Attorney for Defendant 

5 
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Case 3:13-cv-00337-DB-RFC Document 89 Filed 11/17/14 Page 1 of 2 

IN THE UNITED ST A TES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE WESTERN DISTRICT OF TEXAS 

EL PASO DIVISION 

GARY CHARLES SMITH, 
Plaintiff, 

§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 

v. 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
Defendant. 

EP-13-CV-0337-DB 

DEFENDANT'S ALTERNATIVE DISPUTE RESOLUTION REPORT 

COMES NOW, Defendant, the United States of America, acting by and through the 

United States Attorney for the Western District of Texas, and files this Report on Alternative 

Dispute Resolution ("ADR") in compliance with the Parties' Proposed Scheduling Order and 

Local Rule CV-88, and would show the Court the following: 

1. The parties have not discussed settlement of the case. 

2. The persons responsible for settlement negotiations: Assistant United States Attorney 

Magdalena G. Jara for the Defendant and Gary Charles Smith, Pro Se Plaintiff. 

3. Defendant does not believe ADR is appropriate in this case at this time, but would be 

willing to participate in non-binding ADR if the Court deems it appropriate. 

Respectfully submitted, 

ROBERT PITMAN 
UNITED ST A TES ATTORNEY 

Isl Magdalena G. Jara 
MAGDALENA G. JARA 
Assistant United States Attorney 
Texas State Bar No. 10573100 
700 E. San Antonio, Ste. 200 
El Paso, Texas 7990 I 
Telephone (915) 534-6884 
Facsimile (915) 534-3490 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

J hereby certify that on the 17th day of November, 2014, I electronically filed the 
foregoing with the Clerk of Court using the CM/ECF system and I have mailed by certified mail, 
return receipt requested, the document to the following non-CM/ECF participant: Gary Charles 
Smith, Register No. 05147-058, Federal Correctional Institution Fort Worth, 3150 Horton Road, 
Fort Worth, Texas 76119, Pro Se Plaintiff. 

/s/ Magdalena G. Jara 
MAGDALENA G. JARA 
Assistant United States Attorney 

2 
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Gary Charles Smith, Plaintiff 
Register Number 05147-058 
Federal Cor.r.ectional Institution 
Post Office Box 15330 
For.t Worth, TX 76119-5330 

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT cool¥ ·~ 
FOR THE WESTERN DISTRICT OF TEXAS 

GARY CHARLES SMITH, 
Plaintiff, 

v. 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
Defendant. 

EL PASO DIVISION 

§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 

EP-13-CV-0337-DB-RFC 

ALTERNATIVE RESOLUTION REPORT 

TO THE HONORABLE JUDGE OF SAID COURT: 

In accordance with the Joint Proposed Scheduling Order and in 

compliance with Local Rule CV-88, the Plaintiff, Ga1:y Charles 

Smith, pro ~' 

Resolution Report: 

submits the following Alter.native Dispute 

(a) The ADR method Plaintiff suggests is that a court-

facilitated settlement conference would be an appropriate and 

satisfactory method for exploring a resolution to this litigation; 

(b) Plaintiff will submit a settlement offer to Defendant 

United States of America on or. before November. 17, 2014, and 

Defendant will respond thereto by December 1, 2014; 

(c) Plaintiff is responsible for settlement negotiations. 

Defendant's counsel, Magdalena Gurany Jara, Assistant United 

States Attorney is responsible for negotiations with Plaintiff on 

behalf of the United States; 
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(d) Because Plaintiff is incarcerated in a location outside 

of the Western District of Texas, he would be unable to attend any 

ADR session in person, so he respectfully asks that Court allow 

him to attend any and all settlement conferences via telephone or 

video conferencing; 

(e) Plaintiff has read and familiarized himself with the 

confidentiality requirements of the Rule, and will abide by them. 

WHEREFORE, PREMISES CONSIDERED, Plaintiff respectfully 

requests that this Honorable Court approve Plaintiff's suggestion 

of a court-facilitated settlement conference as the appropriate 

means of resolving this case. Because Plaintiff is a federal 

inmate, he has not consulted with Defendant's counsel as to the 

ADR method the United States might suggest. 

November 13, 2014. 

Respectfully submitted, 

GARY CHARLES SMITH, Plaintiff 
Registet Number 05147-058 
FederalLCorrectional Institution 
Post Office Box 15330 
Fort Worth, TX 76119-5330 

-2-
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

This is to certify that I, Gary Charles Smith, Plaintiff in 

the foregoing styled and numbered cause, have this 14th day of 

November, 2014, served a true and correct copy of the Alternative 

Resolution Report upon Defendant's counsel, Magdalena Gurany Jara, 

Assistant United States Attorney, whose address is 700 E. San 

An ton io Avenue, Suite 200, El Paso, TX 79901, by placing said 

document in the United States Mail at Fort Worth, TX, with 

sufficient postage affixed thereto to ensure delivery. 

Gary Chtirles; Smith, Plaintiff 
Register Number 05147-058 
Federal Correctional Institution 
Post Office Box 15330 
3150 Horton Road 
Fort Worth, TX 76119 
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V·L~ :, !-
VALENZUELA 

LAW FIRM 

THIS IS A DEYIA'\D LETTER 
PLRSL:A'.\!T TO EVIDE'\CE Rl ·u:: .HJg 

Eduardo R. Castillo 
Assistant l '.nited States Attorney 
700 East San Antonio 
[I Paso. Texas 7990 I 
VIA IIJ\~D DELIVERY 

Magdalena (i. Jara 
Assistant Lnitcd States Attorney 
700 East San Antonio 
El Paso. Texas 79901 
VIA I IA~D DELIVERY 

September 30. 20 I 5 

Re: Gary Charles Smith\. l ·nited States or .-\mcrira. l·:P-13-CV-337-DB 

Counsel. 

Pursuant to the Court ·s Order of August 19. 20 I 5. ECF '\n. 151. and my discussions with 
my cl icnts. I am authorized to tender the follov. ing \\ rittcn offer of settlement: 

a. Fight million dollars. tax exempt. for pain and suflcring. to he paid in a single lump 
sum payment: 

h. an agrccmi.:nt hy tlK· l · nitcd States that i I wi 11 join in a Ruic 3 5( h J motion; 
c. a stipulation tha1 27 days of earned good conduct time will be rcstori.:d: 
d. placement in the Witness Protci.:tion Program: and 
c. a recommendation that. once an order is entered hy the Coun in the Middle District 

of ".'Jonh Carolina pursuant to thc Ruic 35 motion. Plaintiff will hc immediately 
placed in a ha] fway house. 

Please do not hesitate to contact me. should you have any questions ahout this communication. 

Warm regards. ,,,, 

17Z:
------" /.7'°;7 :<; . 

~ / // / 

\ / ..- :;..~ ~ -------
..... .... .....- ~ -

Fer ak·nzuda 
/ 

221 N, KANSAS, STE. 1201 I EL PASO I TEXAS I 79901 1 915-209-2719 I FAX: 915-493-2404 
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November 20, 2013 

Via Email Only Jason,Sickler:£t~usdoi.gov 
Jason Sickler, Regional Counsel 
Federal Bureau of Prisons 
Southern Central Regional Office 
U.S. Armed Forces Reserve Complex 
344 Marine Forces Drive 
Grand Prairie, TX 75051 

Re: Joseph Collins v USA, et al 

U.S. Department of Justice 

United States Attorney 
Western District of Louisiana 

/Jnited States Courthouse 
300 Fannin Street, Suite 3201 
Shreveport, Louisiana 7/101-3068 
18-6 76-3600 

Branch Office 
United States Courthouse 

800 Lafayette Street, Suite 2200 
Lafayette, Louisiana 70501 

337-262-6618 

Via Email Only James.Touhcviciusdoj.gov 
James Touhey, Director 
Civil Division- Torts Branch 
U.S. Department of Justice 
P. 0. Box 888 - Ben Franklin Station 
Washington, DC 20044 

Civil Action No: 13-2979, USDC/WDLA/Alexandria Division 

Dear Colleagues: 

This is to inform you that the United States Attorney's Office for the Western District of 
Louisiana was served November 13, 2013, with the attached Summons and Complaint filed in the 
referenced case. 

Please direct the preparation of a litigation report and suggested answer as soon as possible to 

Assistant United States Attorney Jennifer B. Frederick at our Lafayette office. Please also place a 
litigation hold on all documents, tangible evidence or electronically stored information that may be 
related to this claim ensuring that the same is not destroyed or altered pending the final disposition 
of this claim. Mrs. Frederick is the attorney within our district who will handle these cases. You may 
telephone her at (337) 262-6618 or vlrite to the Lafayette address shown above. 

KWV/lgw 
Enclosures 

cc: Eric Hammonds, BOP Houston (via email) 
AUSA Jennifer B. Frederick 

Sincerely, 

Chief - Civil Division 
Lafayette Office - (33 7) 262-6618 



LACROIX, LEVY & BARNETT, L.L.C. 
Allorneys at Lmv 

1101-B BOLTON AVENUE 
ALEXA>JDRIA. LOLISIANA 71301 

Telephone: (318)443-7615 
Facsimile: (318) 443-0074 

Charles 0. LaCroi:-. * 
Robert G. 1 .e\ \ * 
Barry \-1. Barn.ell 

t\-lailing Addr.:~~: 
Post Offiee Box 1 105 

Alexandria. LA 
~ J!oord ( ·erti/il'd Famifr Lmr Spl'Cialisr 71309-1105 

Stephanie A. Finley 
U.S. Attorne,' 
w·eslern District of Louisiana 
800 Lafavette St.. Ste 2200 

Lafayette ·Ka 70501-6832 

November 6. 2013 

Certified Mail Return Receipt: 
70102780000075079221 

RE: Joseph Collins vs. USA 

Dear Madam: 

United States District Court: Western District of Louisiana 
Civil Suit Number: l: I 3-CV-02979-JTT-JDK 

)> 
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This letter ,viii serve to infonn you that the above captioned matter ,vas filed in the United 
States District Court, Western District of Louisiana, on November L 20 I 3. Service of 
process in accordance lo Rule 4 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure is being made on you 
as a result of that filing. 

I have enclosed a copy of a summons and the Complaint for Damages as required by Rule 
4. I trust this matter \viii be promptly forwarded to the appropriate person for action within 
the prescrib time. 

Enc 

-~.:: 
UC 

'U> :r:~· .-~ 
~-1 -,.,• 
-r-.-::t::1 ····<z 
r·1 fT' 
.. 1-<. 
. -j 
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AO 440 (Rev. 02/09) Summons in a Civil Action 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
WESTERN DISTRICT OF LOUISIANA 

ALEXANDRIA DIVISION 

JOSEPH COLLINS 
Plaintiff 

) 
) 

v. ) Civil Action No. l: l 3-CV--02979-JTI - JDK 
) Judge James T Trimble, Jr 

I1SA ) 
Defendant ) 

SUMMONS IN A CIVIL ACTION 

To: 
U.S. ATTORNEY 
WESTERN DISTRICT OF LOUISIANA 
800 LAFAYETTE ST., STE: 2200 
LAFAYETTE, LA 70501-6832 

A lawsuit has been filed against you. 

C) 
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rn 
0 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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DC ..... 

:z: r U> 
C) :x:,.· 
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1) J> :::0 
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1:-:> 
rr, rn 
--1-< 
--< w . .,., 

_.J ' ' 

Within the time required by law*, normally 60 days after service of this summons on you (not counting the day 
you received it), you must serve on the plaintiff an answer to the attached complaint or a motion under Rule 12 of 
the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. The answer or motion must be served on the plaintiff's attorney, whose name 
and address are: 

Barry M Barnett 
LaCrob: Levy &Barnett 
POB0I 1105 
Aluandrla. LA 71309-1105 

If you fail to do so, judgment by default wi11 be entered against you for the relief demanded in the complaint. You 
aJso must file your answer or motion with the court. 

TONY R. MOORE 

CLERK OF COURT 

/s/ - Tony R. Moore 

ISSUED ON 1013-11-64 09:38:28, Clerk USOC WDLA 

• (60 days if tlu! defendant is tlu! United States or a United States agency, or i.s an officer or emplO)'t!e of the United States.) Rule 
[2(a){3). 
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AO 440 (Rev. 02/09) Summons in a Civil Action (Page 2) 

I: 13---CV---02979-JTI ..:.mK 

PROOF OF SERVICE 
(('his section should not be filed with the court unless required by Fed. R. Civ. P. 4 0)) 

This summons for U.S. ATTORNEY 
WESTERN DISTRICT OF LOUISIANA 
800 LAFAYETTE ST., STE: 2200 
LAFAYETTE, LA 70501-6832 was received by me on (date) ------------

• I personally served the summons on U.S. ATTORNEY 
WESTERN DISTRICT OF LOUISIANA 
800 LAF A YE TIE ST., STE: 2200 
LAFAYETTE, LA 70501-6832 at (place) _ __,,.-e----,--------
_______________ on (date) _________ ; or 

• I left the summons at the individual's residence or usual place of abode with (name) ----~ 
-----------·, a person of suitable age and discretion who resides there, on (date) 
_______ , and mailed a copy to the individual's last known address; or 

• I served the summons on (name of individual) .,.-----,---,---,------ who is designated by law to 
accept service of process on behalf of (name of organization) ---------________________ on (date) _________ ; or 

• I returned the summons unexecuted because ---------_________________ ;or 

• Other (specify): 

My fees are $ for travel and $ for services, for a total of$ ---- ---- ------

I declare under penalty of perjury that this information is true. 

Date: ----------
Server's signature 

Printed name and title 

Server's address 

Additional information regarding attemped service, etc: 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
WESTERN DISTRICT OF LOUISIANA 

NOTICE TOP ARTIES/COUNSEL 

• In accordance with FRCP 10 and LR 10.1, all pleadings must include the name of the Judge and the 
Magistrate Judge (when one is assigned). 

• A request for a jwy demand must be indicated in the caption and included in the pleading. See LR 38.1. 
Indication of a Jury demand on the civil cover sheet is not a valid request for a jwy trial. 

• Under LR 83.2.5 pleadings will only be filed when signed by an attorney admitted to practice before this 
Court or a pro se litigant. Each attorney shall place his attorney identification number under his signature 
on any pleading. The attorney identification number is the same as the number assigned by the Louisiana 
Supreme Court or for visiting attorneys appearing pro hac vice, the number assigned by this office. When 
more than one attorney appears for a single party, one attorney shall be designated TA or "trial attorney." 

• Your attention is directed to LR 41.3 which governs dismissal of actions for failure to prosecute. 

• If deadlines cannot be met, extensions may be sought under FRCP 6(b). Voluntary extensions of time 
between counsel are not recognized by the Court. Any extensions must be granted or approved by the 
Court. 

• Your attention is also directed to LR 16.3 .1 which requires the parties to consider the use of Alternative 
Dispute Resolution no later than 200 days after the initial filing in this court. 

• Counsel and parties are reminded of their obligation to notify the court of any proceedings directly related 
to or "involving subject matter that comprises all or a material part of the subject matter or operative facts 
of another action" as provided by LR 3. I. 

TONY R. MOORE 
Clerk of Court 

NOTE: This court has an internet web site at www,lawduscourts,goy where you can obtain our Guide To Practice 
and our local rules, including those referenced above. You can also download forms and maps to our courthouses 
and, electronically file your pleading. PACER users my also view the docket sheet and jmaged pleadings on-Jjne. 

LAWlOl (Rev. 6/12) 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

WESTERN DISTRICT OF WUISIANA 

ALEXANDRIA DIVISION 

JOSEPH COLLINS 
Plaintiff 

VERSUS 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
Defendant 

COMPLAINT FOR DAMAGES 

CIVIL ACTION 

NO. ______ _ 

JUDGE: ------

THE COMPLAINT FOR DAMAGES of JOSEPH COLLINS, a person of the full age 

of majority who is domiciled in Florida, respectfully represents that: 

I. 

Made defendant herein is: 

a) The UNITED ST A TES OF AMERICA. 

2. 

The jurisdiction of this Court is based on28 U.S.C. 1346(b) as the claims herein are 

presented pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Tort Claims Act, 28 U.S.C. 2671, et seq. Venue 

is appropriate in this District and Division under 28 U. S.C. § 1402(b) as the accident which forms 
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the basis of this Complaint occurred in LaSalle Parish. Louisiana. 

3. 

On October 13, 2010, at the public landfill in LaSalle Parish, Louisiana Plaintiff, 

JOSEPH COLLINS and his friend, Jesse R. Welch, were unloading trash from a trailer attached to 

Welch's vehicle. A garbage truck belonging to the United States Bureau of Prisons and being driven 

by a Bureau of Prisons employee, JAVIER SALINAS, backed in next to the passenger side the 

vehicle and trailer being unloaded by Plaintiff. Accompanying JAVIER SALINAS was Bureau of 

Prisons employee, FRANCISCO MORENO, JR. The rear doors of the garbage truck were open and 

its bed was being raised to dump its load of trash. While it was backing in, the door of the garbage 

truck adjacent to Plaintiff's trailer swung violently away from the truck, striking the trailer, and 

causing Plaintiff injury. 

4. 

The accident was caused by the negligence and fault of JAVIER SALINAS and/or 

FRANCISCO MORENO, JR. This negligence and fault included: 

a) Positioning the garbage truck too closely to the trailer being unloaded by Plaintiff; 

b) Failing to properly secure the door of the garbage truck; 

c) Improperly unloading the garbage truck by backing the vehicle and then stopping 

suddenly; 

d) Failing to warn Plaintiff of the danger posed by their actions; and 

e) Allowing the door of the garbage truck to strike the trailer being unloaded by 

Plaintiff. 
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5. 

At the time of the above described accident, JAVIER SALINAS and FRANCISCO 

MORENO, JR. were employees of the United States Bureau of Prisons and acting within the scope 

of their office or employment at the time of the above-mentioned incident; therefore, the UNITED 

STATES OF AMERICA is responsible for their actions. 

6. 

The accident was also caused by the negligence and fault of the UNITED ST A TES 

OF AMERICA acting through the Bureau of Prisons. This negligence and fault included: 

a) Failing to properly train its employees or other performing work on its behalf; 

b) Failing to properly supervise its employees or others performing work on its behalf; 

and 

c) Failing to properly maintain its vehicle. 

7. 

As a result of the foregoing collision, JOSEPH COLLINS sustained the following, 

among other, injuries: 

a) Injuries to his ribs, lower back, neck and right arm; 

b) Aggravation of a pre-existing lower back condition; and 

c) Injuries to his neck and spine requiring surgery. 
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8. 

As a result of the foregoing injuries, petitioner, JOSEPH COLLINS, is entitled to recover 

past and future damages for the following categories ofloss, totaling THREE HUNDRED NINETY

FOUR THOUSAND, SEVEN HUNDRED NINETY-TWO AND 66/IOOTHS ($394,792.66) 

DOLLARS: 

a) Physical pain and suffering; 

b) Mental anguish and emotional distress; 

c) Loss of enjoyment of life; 

d) Disability; 

e) Medical expenses; and 

f) Loss of earnings and/or loss of earnings capacity. 

9. 

Plaintiffhas complied with the provisions of the Federal Tort Claims Act, 28 U.S.C. 

2671, et seq. 

10. 

Plaintiff demands trial by jury on all issues in this action. 

WHEREFORE, PETITIONER PRAYS that after due proceedings are had herein, 

there be judgment rendered herein in favor of petitioner, JOSEPH COLLINS, and against the 

UNITED ST A TES OF AMERICA, for the amounts as set forth herein, together with legal interest 
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thereon, until paid, for all costs of this proceeding and for all other relief to which he may be entitled. 

RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED 
LACROIX, LEVY & BARNETT, LLC 

By: s/ Barry M. Barnett 
BARRY M. BARNETT, T. A. 
(La. Bar# 17456) 
Post Office Box 1105 
110 I Bolton A venue 
Alexandria, LA 71309 
(318) 443-7615 
ATTORNEYS FOR PLAINTIFF, 
JOSEPH COLLINS 

PLEASE ISSUE DUPLICATE SUMMONS (TWO) FOR SERVICE ON THE UNITED STATES 
OF AMERICA 



November 23, 2015 

Barry M. Barnett 
LaCroix, Levy & Barnett, L.L.C. 
Post Office Box 1105 
Alexandria, LA 71309-1105 

Dear Mr. Barnett: 

RE: 

United States Department of Justice 

United States Attorney's Office 
Western District of Louisiana 

Unired S1(11e.,· Cmmlw11.,.,. 
300 Fm111i11 S!r<'et, Suire 3201 
Si,,-,,,.,,,mn, umisiam, 71101 
Tdq,/w,,,,_. 318-676-36()() 
Fa,·similc 318-676-3660 

U11i1ed S1111e.,· C,1111"1h,m1·e 

800 L,,fi,_wlte S1tee1. Suire 2200 
Lofi,ye/1,-, Lo11isia1Ja 7050 I 
Tcle/J/umc. 337-262-6618 
Fm·.,imifr· 337-262-6693 

VIA EMAIL ONLY 
bbarnett@l l battorne ys. com 

Joseph Collins v. United States o_fAmerica 
Civil Action No: 13-2979 

I have received and thank you for your offer to settle this matter for $95,000.00. 
Defendant will not agree to settle for this sum and, instead, makes a counteroffer in the sum of 
$30,000.00 in full and final settlement of this matter. This offer will remain open until noon 
tomorrow, November 24, 2015. 

If you have any questions or need any additional information, please do not hesitate to 
contact me at any time. 

JBF 

cc: Gerard R. Rawls, BOP 

Very truly yours, 

STEPHANIE A. FINLEY 
United States Attorney 

BY: s/Jennifer B. Frederick 
JENNIFER B. FREDERICK 
Assistant United States Attorney 
Lafayette Office - (337) 262-6897 
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JOSEPH COLLINS 

VERSUS 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

WESTERN DISTRICT OF LOUISIANA 

ALEXANDRIA DMSION 

) CIVIL ACTION NO. 13-2979 
) 
) JUDGE TRIMBLE 
) 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA· ) MAGISTRATE JUDGE KIRK 

STIPULATION FOR COMPROMISE SETTLEMENT AND RELEASE OF 
FEDERAL TORT CLAIMS ACT CLAIMS PURSUANT TO 28 U.S.C. § 2677 

It is hereby stipulated by and between the undersigned plaintiffs (meaning any person, 

other than the defendant and the attorneys, signing this agreement, whether or-not a party to this 

civil action), and the United States of America, by and through their re~e attorneys, as 

follows: 

1. The parties do hereby agree to settle and compromise each arid every claim of any 

kind, whether known or unknown, arising directly or indirectly from the acts or omissions that 

gave rise to the abovo-captioned action under the t.erms · and- conditions set_ forth in this 

Settlement Agreement. 

2. The United- States of America agrees to pay the sum of FORTY-NINE 

THOUSAND Flv;E HUNDRED AND Nonoo ($49,500.00) DOLLARS, which sum shall be 

in full settlement and satisfaction of any and all claims, demands, rights, and causes of action of 

whatsoever kind and na~ arising from, end by reason _of any and all known and unkno~ 

foreseen and miforeseen bodily and personal injuries, damage to property and the consequences 

thereof, resulting, and to result, from the subject matter of this settlement, including any claims 
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for wrongful d~ for which plaintiffs or their guardians, heirs, executors, administrators, or 

assigns, and each of them, now have or may hereafter acquire against the United States of 

America, its agents, servants, and employees. 

· 3. Plaintiffs and their guardians, heirs, executors, administrators or assigns hereby agree 

to accept the sums set forth in this Stipulation of Compromise Settlement in full settlement, 

satisfaction, -and release of any and all c~ demands, ri~ and causes of action of 

whatsoever kind and nature,. including claims for wrongful death, arising fro~ and by reason of 

any and all known and unknown, foreseen and unforeseen bodily and personal injuries, damage 

to-property and the colll:lequences thereof which they-may.have or hereafter acquire against the 

United States of America, its ~ servants and employees on account of the same subject 

matter that gave rise to the above-captioned action, including any future claiin or lawsuit of any 

kind or type whatsoever, whether known or unknown, and whether for co~pensatory or 

exemplary damages. PJainti:f& and their guardians, heirs, executors, -administrators or assigns 

further agree to reimburse, indemnify and hold hannless the-United States of America, its agents, 

servants, and employees from and against any and all such causes -of action, c~ · liens, rights, 

01 subrogated or _ contribution interests incident to or resulting from further litigation or the 

prosecution of claims by plaintiffs or their guardians, heirs, _executors, administrators. or assigns 

against any third party or against the United States, including claims for wrongful death. 

4. This.stipulation for compromise settlement is not. is in no way intended to be, and 

should not be construed ·as, an admission of liability or fault on the part of the United States, its 

agents, servants. or employees, and it is specifically denied that they are liable to the-plaintiffs. 
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-------------------,-------------------- ----- --·· ·-·-- ·------·------··--·-

This settlement is entered int.o by all parties for the purpose of compromising disputed claims 

under the Federal Tort Claims Act and avoiding the expenses and risks of further litigation. 

5. It is also agreed, by and among the parties, that the respective parties will each bear 

their own costs, fees, and expenses and that any attorney's fees owed by the plaintiffs will be 

paid out of the settlement amount and not in addition thereto. 

6. It is also understood by and among the parties that pursuant to Title 28, United States 

Code, Section 2678, attorneys fees for services rendered in connection with this action shall not 

exceed 25 per centum of the amount of the compromise settlement. 

7. The persons signing this Settlement Agreement warrant and represent that they 

possess full authority to bind the persons on whose behalf they are signing to the tenns of the 

settlement. In the event any plaintiff is a minor or a legally incompetent adult, the plaintiffs 

must obtain Court approval of the settlement at their expense. Plaintiffs agree to obtain such 

approval. in a timely manner: time being of the essence. Plaintiffs further agree that the United 

States may void this settlement at its option in the event such approval is not obtained in a timely 

manner. In the event plaintiffs fail to obtain such Court approval, the entire Stipulation For 

Compromise Settie.ment And Release and the compromise settlement are null and void 

8. Payment of the settlement amount will be made by government wire transfer as per the 
following: . 

A. Name of Bank: Regions Bank 
B. Street Address of Bank: 803 Sixth Street 
C.. City, State and Zip Code of Bank: Alexandria. Louisiana 71301 
D. RoutingNumber: !(b)(6) I 
E. Name of Account: LaCroix, Levy & Barnett 

Trust Account 
F. AccountNmnber: l .... (b_)(_6) ___ ____, 
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Plaintiffs1 attorney agrees to distnDUte the settlement proceeds among the plaintiffs, and 

to obtain a dismis&a1 of the above-captioned action with prejudice, with. each party bearing its 

own fees, costs, and expenses. 

9. The parties agree that this Stipulation for Compromise Seti:lement and Release, 

including all the .terms and conditions of this compromise settlement and any additional 

agreements relating thereto, may be made public in their entirety, and the plaintiffs expressly 

consent to such release and disclosure pursuant to 5 U .S.C. § 552a(b ), 

10. It is contemplated that this Stipulation may be executed in several co~ 

with a separate signature page for each party. All such counterparts and signature pages, 

together, shall be deemed to be one document. 

Executed this 

BY: 

(2011 Edition) 

STEPHANIE A. FINLEY 

United S j-/4(, /(_t4 'tA..__, 

• FREDERICK (#23633) 
A'JJJ.mrumt United States Attorney 
800 Lafayette Street, Suite 2200 
Lafayette, Louisiana 70501 
Telephone: (337) 262-6618 
Facsimile: (337) 262..6693 
Email: jennifer.frederick@usdoj;gov 

Attorney for Def en~ 
United States of America 
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li'i THE UNlTEu STATES DISTRICT COC'RT FOR THE 
DISTRICT OF 

,, < 

L'-S";".,,,. 

2~14 f.~ ,1 q~V¥:,: ffp.~BLAINT PURSUANT TO 28 -U.S. C. § 1346 367J..-80 

J/,:.~~ '": - . ' 

JAMES RAY 2ll{ER ____ . ) 
) 
) 

) 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

t-lLED 
EAs/tRlfdfslWdfAOuRr ,,.KANSAS 

CLAIMANT 

Reg. Ho. 14354-026 

(Enter above the full name of plaintiff 
or plaintiffs 7 in~lude register number.) 

vs. 

U~ITED STATES OF AMERICA, et. al. 

DEFENDANT 

(Enter above the full name of defendant 
or defendants in this action.) 

NO. 

* * * * * * * * * * * * 

I. Place of preseut confinement of plaintiff or plaintiffs: 

APR 6 2014 

FCC FORREST CITY, MEDIUM, P.O. BOX 3000, FORREST CITY, AR 72336 

II. Previous Civil Actions: 

A. Have you begun other civil actions in state or federal court dealing with the 
same facts involved in this action or otheI"W"ise relating to your confinement? 
Yes { 1 No [ X J 

B. · If your answer is "yes"• list the (1) style or name .of the case; (2) the court 
where filed; (3) the case number and citations; (4) the basic claims raised in 
the action; (S) the disposition of the action; and (6) the dace the action was 
filed and the date of disposition. If the case is presently pending, please 
indicate. 

(lf there is more than one civil action, provide the information requested 
above for each civil action on additional attached sheets, using the same 
outline form.) 
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Plaintiff • ,, (1) Sc::le or name: 

')~ f..:-nd-1n t 

(:) Court '-'here filed: 

(J) Case Numt>e r and Citation: 

( !, ) B.isic Claim made: 

(5) Disposition: 
(Dismissed? Appealed? Pending?) 

(6) Date Filed: Date of Disposition: 

l[I. Parties to this Civil Action: 

(In Item A below, place your name in the first blank and place your present 
address in the second blank. Do .the same for additional plaintiffs, if any.) 

A. Name of Plaintiff: James Ray Piker / Reg. No. 14354-026 

Address: FCC Forrest City, Medium 

P.O. Box 3000 

Forrest City, AR 72336 

(In Item B below, place the full name of the defendant in the first blank, his 
official position in the second blank, and his place of employment in the third 
blank. Use Item C for the names 7 positions and places of employment of any 
additional d~fendants.) 

• • ••~ - ~ ~ • • ~ -~ M- • """ - -•--~~ • • 0 ~ • 0 • - •• 

B. Defendant United States Of America 

oi~trict Attorney 

at 224 S. Sp~ing st: llittle ttock, Att 72201 

C. Additional Defendants: 

-2-

is employed as 
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,. ... ' 

I\'. Statt?mc:nt of Claim: . 

(State here as briefly as possible the facts of your claim. D~sc:~~~ ho~ each 
na~ed defendant is involved. Include the names of c:her per~ons i~~olved, dates 
and places. Do not give any lei;al arguments or cite an~· cases or 5 :atutes. If 
you intend to alle&e a number of related claims, numtier and set fo::h each claim 
in a separate paragraph. [Use as much space as you need to state tie facts. 
Attach extra sheets if necessary.} Unrelated se?arate claims shou:j be raised 
in a separate civil action.) 

On or about August 12, 2012, while being housed in the 

Federal Correctional Institution Forrest City, Medium, the Claimant 

who is wheelchair bound informed Institutional S.tg.ff that the 

handicap accessible shower was broken and needed repair. Staff 

informed the facilities Department of the need for the repair. 

The needed repair was not conducted for a period of ten days 

leaving handicapped persons with na way to sbawer. On August 
22, 2012 the Claimant attempted to shower in a non-handicapped 

shower and fell breaking his hip. Staff at FCI Forrest were 

grossly negligent in not effecting repairs in a timely manner 

and are responsible for the injury incurred. 

(SEE ATTACHED MEMORANDUM OF LAW AND BRIEF IN SUPPORT OE IBIS 

CLAIM) 
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\.. Relief; 

State briefl~ exactlv what vou want the Court to~: for vou. 

Make no legal arguments. Cite no cases or statute;. 

Hold a Bench Trial and find that agents of the United States 

Government exhibited extreme negligence in their conduct. 

VI. Do you claim the wrongs alleged in your complaint are continuing to occur at the 
present time? 

Yes ( ] No [ X J 

VII. Do you claim actual or punitive monetary damages for the acts alleged in your 
complaint? 

Yes { X 1 No J 

If you answered yes, state the amounts claimed and the reasons you claim you are 
entitled to recover money damages. 

$500,000.00 for pain and suffering and future care. 

VII I. Counse 1: 

Do you have an attorney to represent you in this civil action? 

Yes [ No f X J 

-4-
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A. Have you made any effort to contact a ;:-rivac~ attorney to dete:-::ine if he 
or she would represent you in this civil action7 

Yes ( ~o [ X l 

B. If you ansvered yes, state the names and addresses of the attcr~eys contacte~. 
and give the results of those efforts. 

C. If you ans~ered no, state your reasons why no such efforts have been made. 

D. Have you previously had counsel representing you in a civil action in this 
Court? Yes f J No [ X J 

E. If you answered yes, state his name and address. 

IX. Grievance Procedures: 

A. Have the claims which you make in this civil action been presented through any 
type of Grievance Procedure within the institution? 

Yes [ X J No [ J 

B. If you answered yes, state the date your claims were so presented, hov they 
vere presented, and the result of that procedure. 

On or around June 27, 2013, Petitioner filed and administrtive 

claim with the Federal Bureau of Prmsons South Central 

Regional Office in Grana Prairie Texas 
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C. If y0u a~svered no, state the reasons. if any, ~h~ the claims ~3de in this 
actio~ have not been presented through Grievance Procedures. 

Signed th is s/ ~It,, day of --"'-iJ-Lp........,n--~l--------• . 
(dai1) (month) 

2014 
(year) 

[Signature of Plaintiff or Plaintiffs] 

VER IF IC A.TIO N 

State of AltKANSAS 
ss. 

£...ltQ:o.1~~:.£.Ji.L.!...J.~i4<1Z:!~~~---• being first duly sworn under oath, presents 
plaintiff in this action; that he knovs the contents of the complaint; 

the information contained therein is true to the best of his knowledge and 

gnature of Plaintiff_ or Plaintiffs} 
ALL PLAINTIFFS ~nJST VERIFY 

SUIISCRI»ED AND SIIOR!I TO before me this ~ day of tyoo / 2014 

B, Ji:/i::. C dVkdv,,J { o,,,,,,t/4,r 
y" SGtllitl:t Ci a ii @H!N:H6: COCA 11..9 el t, r 
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Relief 

State briefly exactJy what you want the court to do for you. Make no legal arguments. 
Cite no cases or statutes. 

Find negligence and award damages in the amount 

of $500,000.00 •..••••• 

I declare under penally of perjury (18 U.S.C. § 1621) that the foregoing is true and 
correct. 

Signature(s) of plaintiff(s) 

Re-vised 03/17/03 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
EASTERN DISTRICT OF ARKANSAS 

HELENA DIVISION 

JAMES RAY PIKER 

v. Case No. 2:14-cv-00052-KGB-JJV 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

ORDER 

PLAINTIFF 

DEFENDANT 

Before the Court is defendant United States of America's motion to dismiss (Dkt. No. 

24). For good cause shown, the Court grants the motion and dismisses this case with prejudice 

based on the parties' settlement. The Court will maintain jurisdiction over this case for 180 days, 

as defendant requests. 

SO ORDERED this 18th day of February, 2015. 

United States District Judge 
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JAMES RAY PIKER, 
REG.# 14345-026 

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF ARKANSAS 

v. No: 2:14CV00052 KGB/JJY 

PLAINTIFF 

UNITED ST ATES OF AMERICA, RESPONDENT 

STIPULATION FOR COMPROMISE SETTLEMENT AND RELEASE OF 
FEDERAL TORT CLAIMS ACT CLAIMS PURSUANT TO 28 U.S.C. § 2677 

It is hereby stipulated by and between the undersigned Plaintiff(meaning any person, other 

than the Defendant and the attorneys, signing this agreement, whether or not a party to this civil 

action), and the United States of America, by and through their respective attorneys, as follows: 

1. The parties do hereby agree to settle and compromise each and every claim of any kind, 

whether known or unknown, arising directly or indirectly from the acts or omissions that gave rise 

to the above-captioned action under the terms and conditions set forth in this Settlement 

Agreement. 

2. The United States of America agrees to pay the sum of Seventy Thousand Dollars 

($70,000.00), which sum shall be in full settlement and satisfaction of any and all claims, 

demands, rights, and causes of action of whatsoever kind and nature, arising from, and by reason 

of any and all known and unknown, foreseen and unforeseen bodily and personal injuries, damage 

to property and the consequences thereof, resulting, and to result, from the subject matter of this 

settlement for which Plaintiff, James Ray Piker or his guardians, heirs, executors, administrators, 

or assigns, and each of them, now have or may hereafter acquire against the United States of 

America, its agents, servants, and employees. 
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3. The Plaintiff, James Ray Piker, and his guardians, heirs, executors, administrators or 

assigns hereby agree to accept the sums set forth in this Stipulation for Compromise Settlement in 

full settlement, satisfaction, and release of any and all claims, demands, rights, and causes of 

action of whatsoever kind and nature, arising from, and by reason of any and all known and 

unknown, foreseen and unforeseen bodily and personal injuries, damage to property and the 

consequences thereof which they may have or hereafter acquire against the United States of 

America, its agents, servants and employees on account of the same subject matter that gave rise to 

the above-captioned action, including any future claim or lawsuit of any kind or type whatsoever, 

whether known or unknown, and whether for compensatory or exemplary damages. Plaintiff, 

James Ray Piker, and his guardians, heirs, executors, administrators or assigns further agree to 

reimburse, indemnify and hold harmless the United States of America, its agents, servants, and 

employees from and against any and all such causes of action, claims, liens, rights, or subrogated 

or contribution interests incident to or resulting from further litigation or the prosecution of claims 

by plaintiffs or their guardians, heirs, executors, administrators or assigns against any third party or 

against the United States. 

4. This Stipulation for Compromise Settlement is not, is in no way intended to be, and 

should not be construed as, an admission of liability or fault on the part of the United States, its 

agents, servants, or employees, and it is specifically denied that they are liable to the Plaintiff. 

This settlement is entered into by all parties for the purpose of compromising disputed claims 

under the Federal Tort Claims Act and avoiding the expenses and risks of further litigation. 
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5. It is also agreed, by and among the parties, that the respective parties will each bear 

their own costs, fees, and expenses and that any attorney's fees owed by the Plaintiff will be paid 

out of the settlement amount and not in addition thereto. 

6. The parties recognize that Plaintiff James Ray Piker is pro se and therefore Title 28, 

United States Code, § 2678 regarding attorney's fees for services rendered is not applicable. 

7. The persons signing this Settlement Agreement warrant and represent that they possess 

full authority to bind the persons on whose behalf they are signing to the terms of the settlement. 

In the event any Plaintiff is a minor or a legally incompetent adult, the Plaintiff must obtain Court 

approval of the settlement at her expense. Plaintiff agrees to obtain such approval in a timely 

manner: time being of the essence. Plaintiff further agrees that the United States may void this 

settlement at its option in the event such approval is not obtained in a timely manner. In the event 

Plaintiff fails to obtain such Court approval, the entire Stipulation For Compromise Settlement 

And Release and the compromise settlement are null and void. 

8. Payment of the settlement amount will be made by government wire transfer to James 

Ray Piker's BOP TrustFund Account. 

9. The parties agree that this Stipulation for Compromise Settlement and Release, 

including all the terms and conditions of this compromise settlement and any additional 

agreements relating thereto, may be made public in their entirety, and the Plaintiff expressly 

consents to such release and disclosure pursuant to 5 U.S.C. § 552a(b). 

I 0. It is contemplated that this Stipulation may be executed in several counterparts, with a 

separate signature page for each party. All such counterparts and signature pages, together, shall 

be deemed to be one document. 
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11. The Court will retain jurisdiction of this matter for 180 days following execution of this 

Settlement Agreement to allow sufficient time for payment from the Judgment Fund. 

Executed this 9th day of February, 2015. 

Assistant U.S. Attorney 
Attorney for Defendant, United States of America 

Executed this 9th day of February, 2015 

Executed this 9 th day of February, 2015. 
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JACOB STONE 

Plaill/iff 

V 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

('ivil Action No. 14-625 -RMC 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

} 

) Defe11d11nl 

{Defrndmlt 's nam~ and addn:sl) 

SUMMONS IN A CIVIL ACTION 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS 
320 First Street, N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20534 

A lawsuit has been filed against you. 

FO!A Summons 
I ii 3 

Within 30 days after service of this summons on you (not counting the day you received it) you must 
serve on the plaintiff an answer to the attached complaint or a motion under Ru1e 12 of the Federal Rules of 
Civil Procedure. The answer or motion must be served on the plaintiff or plaintiff's attontey, whose name and 

address are: 
Daniel J. Stootter 
$totter & Associates LLC 
408 SW Monroe Ave.• Ste. M210E 
Corvallis, OR 97333 

r-----------··-, 
RECEIVED' 

APR 2 3 2014 

If you fail to resp(md, judgment by default maybe entered again f~~~/1~£A.U..QlFeB'Rilftef\S · comR.e~e 1;;.eucile your an.,wer or motion with the court. OGC!UTIGA TION BRANC f-l ! 

MAY 3 0 2014 

FOIA/P:\ Section 
Federal Burl'all of Prisons 
Date: 4/17/2014 

ANGE"LA D. CAESAR, CLERK OF COURT 

/s/ Reginald D. Johnson 
Signawre ofooi»tx!X Deputy C/r.ri 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

JACOB STONE 
Federal Corrections Institute Oakdale 
1507 East Whatley Road 
Oakdale, LA 71463 

Plaintiff, 

v. 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS 
320 First Street, N.W. 
Washington, DC 20534 

Defendant. 

) 
) 
) 
) 

) 
) 
) Case Number: 14-625 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

COMPLAINT FOR DECLARATORY AND INJUNCTIVE RELIEF 

I. INTRODUCTION 

l. Plaintiff Jacob Stone ("Plaintiff') hereby brings this action seeking declaratory 

and injunctive relief to redress violations of the Freedom of Information Act ("FOIA "), 5 

U.S. C. § 5 5 2 et. seq., by Def en dan t Federal Bureau of Prisons, in fa iii ng to provide Plain tiff 

with records responsive to his FOIA request dated August 23, 2012, sent to the Federal 

Bureau of Prisons, seeking 2010 and 2011 financial records pertaining to the commissary 

operation at the Federal Bureau of Prisons' Federal Corrections Institute in Oakdale, 

Louisiana. 

COMPLAINT - 1 -
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II. JURISDICTION 

2. This Court has jurisdiction over this action pursuant to 5 U.S.C. § 552(a)(4)(B) 

(FOIA citizen suit provision) and 28 U.S.C. § 1331 (federal question). 

III. VENUE 

3. Venue in this Court is proper pursuant to 5 U .S.C. § 552(a)( 4 )(B ). 

IV. PARTIES 

4. Plaintiff Jacob Stone, is an individual who, at an times relevant herein, bas 

resided in Oakdale, Louisiana, which is located in Allen County, Louisiana. 

5. Defendant Federal Bureau of Prisons is a federal agency of the United States, 

and as such, is subject to FO[A pursuant to 5 U .S.C. § 552(f). 

V. LEGAL FRAMEWORK OF FOIA 

6. FOIA requires, inter alia, that all federal agencies must promptly provide 

copies of all non-exempt agency records to those persons who make a request for records 

that reasonably describes the nature of the records sought, and which conform with 

agency regulations and procedures in requesting such records. 5 U.S.C. § 552(a)(3)(A). 

7. F01A requires federal agencies to make a final determination on all FOJA 

requests that it receives within twenty days (excepting Saturdays, Sundays, and legal 

public holidays) after the receipt of such request, unless the agency expressly provides 

notice to the requester of "unusual circumstances" meriting additional time for 

responding to a FOIA request. 5 U.S.C. § 552(a)(6)(A)(I). 

COMPLAINT -2-
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8. FOIA also requires federal agencies to make a final determination on FOIA 

administrative appeals that it receives within twenty days (excepting Saturdays. Sundays, 

and legal public holidays) after the receipt of such appeal, unless the agency expressly 

provides notice to the requester of "unusual circumstances" meriting additional time for 

responding to a FOIA request. 5 U .S.C. § 552(a)(6)(A)(ii). 

9. FOIA expressly provides that a person shall be deemed to have constructively 

exhausted their administrative remedies if the agency fails to comply with the applicable 

time limitations provided by 5 U.S.C. § 552(a)(6)(A)(f) - (ii). See 5 V.S.C. § 552(a)(6)C). 

10. FOIA provides that any person who has not been provided the records 

requested pursuant to FOIA, after exhausting their administrative remedies, may seek 

legal redress from the Federal District Court to enjoin the agency from withholding 

agency records and to order the production of any agency records improperly withheld 

from the complainant, 

11. Under FOIA, the federal agency has the burden to sustain its actions. 5 U .S.C. 

§ 552(a)(4)(B). 

12. Pursuant to FOIA, this Court may assess attorney fees and litigation costs 

against the United States if the Plaintiff prevails in this action. 5 U .S .C. § 552(a)( 4)(E). 

VI. FACTUAL ALLEGATIONS FOR PLAINTIFF'S FOIA REQUEST CLAIM 

13. On or about August 23, 2012, Plaintiff sent a FOIA request to the Bureau of 

Prisons Office of General Counsel, in Washington, D .C., seeking copies of 2010 and 

COMPLAINT - 3 -
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2011 financial records pertaining to the commissary at the Federal Bureau of Prisons 

Federal Corrections Institute in Oakdale, Louisiana. 

14. On or about October 29, 2012, Jason A. Sickler, Regional Counsel for the 

Federal Bureau of Prisons• South Central Regional Office sent a response to Plaintiff, 

indicating that PJaintifrs FOIA request had been received, and noting that it had been 

assigned by the agency as Freedom of Information Request Number 2012-11902. This 

agency response requested that Plaintiff advise the agency of his willingness to pay the 

estimated fee associated with processing this FOIA request, or to otherwise advise the 

agency if he sought to modify his FOIA request in order to obtain a lower cost in 

providing responsive records .. 

I 5. On or about November 1, 2012, Plaintiff sent a response to the Fe dera I Bureau 

of Prisons' South Central Regional Office, indicating his intent and willingness to pay the 

estimated amount of $112.00 to acquire the requested agency records for his August 23, 

2012 FOIA request. Plaintifrs November 1, 2012 letter also requested that the agency 

provide information advising him "as soon as possible who to make payment towards, 

methods of payment that are acceptable, and any other pertinent information that is 

needed." 

I 6. On or about May 31, 2013, after having received no further response from 

the Federal Bureau of Prisons regarding his August 23, 2012 FOIA request, Plaintiff 

mailed an administrative appeal to the U.S. Department of Justice's Office of Information 

COMPLAINT 
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and Policy, dated May 30, 2013, in response to the Bureau of Prisons failure to timely 

respond, and the agency's continued failure to provide Plaintiff with any responsive 

records, to his August 23, 2012 FOIA request. 

16. On or about June 28, 2013, Priscilla Jones, Supervisory Administrative 

Specialist with the U.S. Department of Justice's Office oflnformation Policy, sent a letter 

to Plaintiff confirming that his FOIA administrative appeal had been received by that 

office on June 10, 2013, and had been assigned as appeal number AP-2013-03796. 

17. On or about August 27, 2013, Plaintiff wrote a letter to Priscilla Jones, 

Supervisory Administrative Specialist with the U.S. Department of Justice's Office of 

Information Policy, requesting information on the status of his FOIA appeal. 

18. On or about September 18, 2013, Sean R. 0 'Neill, the Chief of the U.S. 

Department of Justice's Office oflnformation Policy Administrative Appeals Staff, sent a 

letter to Plaintiff, remanding his appeal to the Bureau of Prisons (BOP) for further 

processing of his FOIA request, and indicating that BOP would be contacting him directly 

as to further processing matters for this FOIA request. 

19. On or about October 31, 2013, Plaintiff sent a follow-up letter to the FOIA 

Office of the Bureau of Prisons, indicating that he had not still not received any foJJow-up 

response from that agency on his August 23, 2012 FOIA request after this request had 

been remanded back to the agency by the Department of Justice's September I 8, 2013 

remand, and requesting information from the agency as to the status of his FOIA request. 

COMPLAINT -5-
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20. On or a bout December 16, 2013, Plaintiff sent another fo Uow-up I etter to the 

FOIA Office of the Bureau of Prisons, indicating that he had not still not received any 

follow-up or response from that agency on his August 23, 2012 FOIA request after this 

request had been remanded back to the agency for processing by the Department of 

Justice's September 18, 2013 remand, and requesting information as to the status of his 

FOIA request. 

21. As of the date of the filing of this action, Plaintiff has not received a response 

or any responsive records from the FOIA Office of the Bureau of Prisons for his August 

23, 2012 FOIA request 

22. Plaintiff has fully exhausted his administrative remedies, as required by FOIA, 

prior to seeking judicial review in this matter. 

VII. CLAIM FOR RELIEF 

Violation of FOIA 

23. Plaintiff realleges, as if fully set forth herein, paragraphs 1 - 22 previously set 

forth herein. 

24. Defendant Bureau of Prisons has violated FOIA by failing to provide Plaintiff 

with all non-exempt responsive records for his August 23, 2012 FOIA request, and by 

failing to failing to perform an adequate search for records responsive to this FOIA 

request in a manner reasonably calculated to locate aU responsive records. 

COMPLAINT -6-
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25. By faiJing to provide Plaintiff with aII non-exempt responsive records to his 

FOIA request of August 23, 2012, and failing to perform an adequate search for 

responsive records, Defendant has denied Plaintiff's right to this information as provided 

by law under the Freedom of Information Act 

26. Unless enjoined by this Court, Defendant will continue to violate Plaintifrs 

legal rights to be provided with copies of the records that he has requested in his FOIA 

request of August 23, 2012 

23. Plaintiff is directly and adversely affected and aggrieved by Defendant's 

failure to provide all responsive records to his August 23, 20 12 FO IA request described 

above. 

24. Plaintiff has been required to expend costs and to obtain the services of a law 

firm, consisting of attorneys, law clerks, and legal assistants, to prosecute this action. 

25. Plaintiff is entitled to reasonable costs of litigation, including attorney fees 

pursuant to FOIA 5 U .S.C. § 552(a)( 4 )(E) .. 

REQUEST FOR RELIEF 

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff respectfully requests that this Court enter Judgment for 

Plaintiff providing the following re1ief: 

l. Declare Defendant Bureau of Prisons has violated FOIA by failing to provide 

Plaintiff with all non-exempt records responsive to his August 23, 2012 FOTA request, 

and by failing to perform an adequate search for responsive records to this FOJA request. 

COMPLAINT - 7 -
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2. Direct by injunction that Defendant Bureau of Prisons provide Plaintiff with all 

non-exempt responsive records to Plaintiff's August 23, 2012 FOIA request. 

3. Grant Plaintiff's costs of litigation, including reasonable attorney fees, as 

provided by FOIA, S U.S.C. § SS2(a)(4)(E); and, 

4. Provide such other relief as the Court deems just and proper. 

DATED: This 16th day of April, 2014. 

Respectfully submitted, 

ISi 
Daniel J. Stotter (WI0015) 
STOTTER & ASSOCIATES LLC 
408 SW Monroe Ave., Ste. M210E 
Corvallis, Oregon 97333 
(541) 738-2601 
dstotter@qwestoffice.net 
Attorney for Plaintiff 

COMPLAINT - 8 -
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLLMHIA 

--- -------------- ------

JACOB STONE 

Plaintiff 

V. 

FEDERAL BLREAU OF PRISONS 

Dcfendalll. 

) 
) 
) 

) 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

) 
____________________ ) 

Civil .Action r,,,o. 14-625 (TSC) 

JOINT STIPULATION OF SETTLEMENT Al\D DISMISSAL 

The parties. by and through their respective counsel. hereby stipulate and agree as 

follows: 

1. The patties agree to settle and compromise the above-entitled action under the 

terms and conditions set forth herein. 

2. Defendant shall pay Plaintiff a lump sum of T\vo Thousand l\ine 1-lundred 

Seventy-Tv .. o Dollars (52,972.75) in fees and costs in this matter. 

3. Payment of the amount in Paragraph 2 \Vill be made by a check dravm on the 

account of the United States and made payable to Oregon Law Foundation Stotter & Associates 

LLC Lawyer Trust Account. by an electronic transfer of funds to the Urnpqua Bank account 

specified b) Plaintiff's counsel. Plaintiff and Plaintiff's counsel agree to cooperate with 

Defendant" s counsel in promptly providing reasonable in formation needed tiJr requesting 

payment and transmission of funds. This payment is in full and final satisfaction of all 

Plaintiffs claims in this case_ including but not limited to those for attorney·s fees, costs. and 

other litigation expenses in this case. and for interest or other compensation for delay in this case. 

and Defendant shall have no further liability for any amounts. 
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4. Execution of this Joint Stipulation of Settlement by counsel for Plaintiff and by 

counsel for Defendant shal I constitute a dismissal of th is action with prejudice, effective upon 

order of the Court pursuant to Federal Ruic of Civil Procedure 41 (a)( 1 )(A)(ii). 

5. Plaintiff agrees to forever discharge. release. and withdraw <1111· claims or access 

to records or p011ions of records sought in FOlA Request 2012-11902 and any claims associated 

with Detendanf s response to FOJA request 2012-1 1902. Defendant agrees not to seek any foes 

from Plaintiff in connection with its response Lo the Freedom of Information Act request that 

gave rise to the Complaint in this case. 

6. This Joint Stipulation of Settlement shall represent full and complete satislactiun 

of all claims arising fi·om the allegations set forth in the Complaint filed in this action, including 

full and complete satisfaction of all claims for costs. attorney"s lees, search. review. or 

processing tees that have been. or could be. made in this case. ln particular. this Joint Stipulation 

of Settlement shal 1 resolve al 1 claims for attorneys· fees and costs. as wel I as search. rev ie\\ and 

processing fees incurred by both Plaintiff and Defendant in connection with the administrative 

Freedom of Information Act process. the District Court litigation process. and any other 

proceedings involving the claims raised in this action. 

7. This Joint Stipulation of Settlement shall not constitute an admission of liability 

or fault on the pan of the Defendant or the United States or their agents. servants. or ernployccs, 

and is entered into by both parties for the sole purpose of compromising disputed c!airns and 

avoiding the expenses and risks of further litigation. This Joint Stipulation of Settlement is 

understood not to preclude or prevent the Plaintiff from seeking, through the Fn.:edom of 

Information Act or other means. any records from the Federal Bureau of Prisons. or from any 

- 2 -
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other tcdcral agency subject to FOIA. including any future record requests seeking similar ur 

identical 1·ccords to those sought by the Plaintiff in r-OIA Request 2012-11902. 

8. This Joint Stipulation of Settlement shal 1 be binding upon and i 11 ure to the bene rit 

of the parties hereto and their respective successors and assigns. 

9. Plaintiff acknov.,Jedges that it has not relied on any representations b:Y Defendant 

or Defendant's employees or agents as to the tax consequences of this Joint Stipulation or any 

payments made by or on behalf of Defendant hereunder. Plaintiff shall be solely responsible for 

compliance ,vith all federal. state and local tax filing requirements and other obligations arising 

from this Stipulation, i r any. that are applicable to Plaintiff 

l 0. This Joint Stipulation contains the entire agreement between the parties hereto 

and supersedes all previous agreements. \\·hethcr written or oral. bdwcen the parties relating to 

the subject matter hereof. No promise or inducement has been made except as set /{)rth herein. 

and no representation or understanding. whether written or oral. that is not expressly set forth 

herein shall be enforced or otherwise be given any force or eftect in connection herewith. 

11. The terms of this Joint Stipulation may not be modified or amended. and no 

provision hereof shall be deemed \vaivcd, except by a written instrument signed by the party to 

be charged with the modification, amendment. or waiver. 

12. The parties agree that the Court retains jurisdiction In th is act ion to ensure 

compliance ,vith the terms of this agreement. 

Dated: August 27. 2014 
Washington. DC 

,., - .) -
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Is Daniel J. Stotter 

DANIEL J. STOlTER 
Stoner & Associates LLC 
408 SW Monroe Ste. M 210E 
Corvallis. OR 97333 
(541) 738-260 I 

Attorney for Plaintiff 

SO ORDERED: 

by 

Respectfully submitted, 

RONALD C. MAC! !EN JR. 
ljnitcd States Attorney 
For the District of Columbia 
D.C. Bar No. 447889 

DANIEL F. VAN !-!OR'.\. 
D.C. Bar No. 924092 
Chief Civil Division 

is Shannon L. Fmmn 

SHANNON L FAGAN 
CA Bar No. 2093 18 
Special Assistant United States Attorne) 
555 Fourth Street. N.\V.- Civil Division 
Room E4905 
\Vashington, D.C. 20530 
(202) 252-2575 

Attorneys fix Defendant 

On this 
---

day or ______ , 2014. 

United States District Judge 

- 4 -
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FROM: 10579062 
TO: 
SUBJECT: SF95 _Pierce.CharlesComplalnt 
DATE: 05/07/2014 12:09:22 PM 

IN THE US DISTRICT COURT 
EASTERN DISTRICT OF ARKANSAS, LITTLE ROCK DIVISION 

CHARLES J. PIERCE #08610-026 

V. CASE NO. _______ _ 

UNITED STATES DEFENDANT 

PLAINTIFF'S VERIFIED COMPLAINT 

. .,-~.. :.· 

Comes now Plaintiff Charles J. Pierce (Plaintiff) and for his verified complaint states: 

us~!~~pURT 
EAsTErtN OlSTR!CT ARf<ANSI\$ 

MAY 6 20'4 

1. Plaintiff brings this complaint pursuant to the Federal Tort Claims Act, 28 USC 2672 et. seq., {the Act) which provides for a 
bench trial. 

2. The Act provides that jurisdiction shall he in US District Court. 

3. Venue is lodged where the act occurred or where the Defendant resides, pursuant to 28 USC 1402(b). In this case the act 
occurred in the Eastern District of Arkansas, and Plaintiff resides there as wen. 

COUNT 1 -- FAILURE TO PROVIDE ORDINARY AND NECESSARY DENTAL SERVICES JN A REASONABLE TIME ANO A 
REASONABLE MANNER 

4. Plaint!fffiled an improvised SF 95 Tort Claim, a copy of which is attached hereto as Exhibit "1", and incorporated herein as 
if set forth word for word. This Tort Claim was accompanied by a cover letter to Charles E. Samuels, a copy of which Is 
attached, marked Exhibit •2'', and incorporated herein as if set forth word for word. 

5. Plaintiff has waited some 3 years for necessary and customary dental care. It has become apparent that the promises of 
competent dental care at some future time are hollow and meaningless. Such promises will not be kept. DOJ-FBOP personnel 
continue to lobby the Plaintiff for permission to divest him of his teeth. Each time Plaintiff goes to clean his teeth, he is advised 
that the affected teeth can be pulled. 

6. Plaintiff would certainly secure appropriate dental care for himself, if he was not incarcerated. Plaintiff would secure dental 
care for himself, using his own funds, despite his incarceration, but for the fact !hat he is not allowed access to competent 
providers of dental care. 

7. Government employees at this prison (FCC Forrest City Low) have failed and neglected to provide the ordinary and 
necessary dental care, despite repeated polite request. On information and belief,this prison will lie and deceive inmates and 
their families about future prospects for dental care, but will not comply with their statutory obligations with respect to prisoners. 

8. The Department of Justice-Federal Bureau of Prisons (DOJffFBOP) has responded by a letter dated April 10, 2014, to the 
Plaintiff's Tort Claim. A copy of this "Right to Sue Letter•· is attached hereto as Exhibit ~3• and incorporated herein as if set forth 
word for word. 

9. The DOJffFBOP has responded to the effect that Plaintiff has 1) is elderly, 2) has poor oral hygiene, and 3) has 
''progressive wear and tear and periodontal disease.~ It is true that Plaintiff has at times past failed to brush his teeth 
sufficiently. Plaintiff was advised that he should brush his teeth better, on September 10, 2013. Plaintiff has heeded this 
advice. 

10. Plaintiff was incarcerated at P1ttsf1eld County Jail, in Pike County, Illinois, before being transferred to FCC Forrest City 
low. - __ _ 

11. Authorities at Pittsfield County Jail procured the replacement of two missing dental fillings in April of 2010. Thus It cannot 
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reasonab!y be said that all correctional authorities routinely make a mockery of their Congressionally mandated obUgation to 
provide dental care to incarcerated federal prisoners. 

12. Plaintiff lost another dental filling on June 1, 2010. Despite persistent polite request. made on the proper forms and also 
orally to the dental staff, Plaintiff cannot get this filling replaced at FCC Forrest City Low. 

13. The "Right to Sue Letter• includes information gleaned from Plaintiff's dental files, showing that the responsible federal 
employees at FCC Forrest City Low know that Plaintiff is in need of replacement of the original filling, and also that he now 
needs additional dental work. 

14. The security function of FCC Forresl City Low is known as "Operatlons.H 

15. FCC Forrest City Low Operations commonly treats inmates as subhuman, not deserving of the ordinary and customary 
dental or medical treatment mandated by tne acts o1 Congress. Operations prevents the Medical department from getting 
enough resources to do its job properly, and furthermore interferes with the use of those scarce resources in a manner that 
could fairly be called ~efficient.-

16. Operations does nothing to encourage or require inmates to preserve their teeth or general health. 

17. Operations treats elderly inmates as even more subhuman than younger inmates, such that they should not be allowed 
access to even basic care. 

18. It 1s no defense that an Inmate has at some point in time acted negligently, thus possibly contributing to (or even causing) 
a condition requiring medical or dental services. 

19. The DOJ•FBOP has a duty to provide reasonable and appropriate medical and dental care to all inmates within its 
custody, regardless of the reason for the need. 

20. The DOJ.FBOP has the power of Issuing foimal disciptinary "incident reports• or ottierwlse punishing inmates Who fail to 
adequately care for their own physical health, whether dental or otherwise. 

21. The DOJ-FBOP furthermore has the power to provide incentives and inducements to inmates, to encourage and achieve 
the lowest costs and the best health outcomes. Such incentives and Inducements are in the best Interests of the taxpayers, 
who are liable to replenish the Treasury, when depleted due to the poor health habits of prison inmates. Such indUcements 
also reduce the costs imposed on the Treasury, for subsidized medical or dental care required by recently released inmates. 
Most federal inmates wil1 eventually be released. 

22. On information and belief, the DOJ-FBOP has the legal authority to require Inmates to pay some portion of the cost of 
dental care, if in the Judgment of the DQJ.fBOP the dental care is not the Nusual and customary" dental care that would be 
used by an economically secure private person who takes his health and dental care seriously. Plaintiff Is not opposed to such 
requirements, so long as 1) all inmates in the custody of the DOJ-FBOP have a reasonable opportunity to earn the money 
necessary for such care, and 2) the DOJ-FBOP ensures that all information, goods, and services necessary for protection and 
maintenance of health are available to inmates. At the present time, the DOJ-FBOP routinely crushes virtually all meaningful 
economic opportunities, that might otheiwise be available to supplement payment from the treasury, for Inmate dental and 
medical care. Inmates are routinely denied access to information, goods, and services that would allow inmates to maintain the 
best health at least taxpayer cost 

23. This prison routinely provides altogether unsatisfactory, cheap toothbrushes to indigent Inmates. While Plaintiff is not 
indigent, acts of this nature tend to estop the government from complaining about oral hygiene. Unless and until they provide 
good quality toothbrushes to indigent inmates, they are wasting taxpayer dollars by wasting inmate teeth, and have no basis for 
compla1mng that others do the same. 

24. This prison essentially wages a war on personal hygiene. For example, all the soap dispensers have been ripped out of 
the bathroom sinks. Three telltale screw holes next to each sink, patched over but still visible, are mute remlndet"S of the fact 
that this prison would happily spend large sums of money treating drug resistant staff, rather than allow Inmates fair 
oppodunities t9 earn mane}'. for their own plain hand soap. Civic minded inmates who try to get "state soap" to put in the 
bathrooms are persecuted for it. Clothes washers and dryers were taken out ofthe-h0lt8tft9 uAit&, fa1Aar.Uw:t.lt81lt tbe dryers to 
the outside, as was promised to an inmate who had complained. A full listing of the myriad acts this prison routinely engages 
in, contrary to personal hygiene, the rights of taxpayers, and the rights of inmates, is not reasonably possible in light of the 

= 
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mandate that a federal civil complaint consist of a "short, plain statement of facts showing entitlement to relief." 

-= 

25. Thts prison also wages a war on the mental health of inmates. This prison deliberately and systematically foments hatred, 
strife, discontent, and competition for resources amongst inmates. This prison deliberately acts to cause depression and other 
mental problems m the mmates, particularly in the elderly and those otherwise vulnerable for one reason or another. When 
depression sets in, the prison then assigns the associated personal behaviors, such as poor personal hygiene, as a reason to 
deny dental and medical care, further cut back on resources such as shower curtains and microwaves, etc. 

26. The deprivation of competent dental care has caused pain, suffering, loss of function, difficulty chewing food, poor 
efficiency in the digestion of food, loss of the normal pleasure of eating, etc. 

27. Operations personnel routinely close the dining room, "chow halld in as little as 5 minutes after the last inmate is served. 

28. Operations personnel often mock and harass persons who have dental problems, which prevent them from gobbling the 
food down in the absurdly short time periods allowed to the last inmates to eat. 

29. Meats are taken in ~rotation." There are 12 housing units. Each week a different rotation is used. This ensures that an the 
units will be last some of the time. 

30. Operations' practice of closing the chow hall mere minutes after the last inmate is served is simply another way of inflicting 
arbitrary and capricious cruelty upon inmates that they have denied adequate dental care. 

31. Both Regional Offices and National Offices personnel, including Warden C. V. Rivera, Regional Director R. A. Keller, and 
National Director Charles E. Samuels, Jr., are well aware of the massive backlog of dental needs, yet choose to divert 
resources to such ridiculous follies as ensuring that all inmates, including those who are vt0lent and mentally Ill, must wear steel 
toed bOots. 

32. All the acts and omissions complained of herein arise from no less than negligence, if not "gross negligence,~ or"studied 
neglect'' or other such mental state, all of which are sufficient to support a claim under the federal statutes, common law, or a 
combination thereof, consistent with the Act. 

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff prays the sum of $17,500; costs to the extent authorized by law; and for such other and further relief as 
may be appropriate whether or not specifically prayed. 

VERIFICATION 

l Charles J. Pierce, pursuant to appropriate federal statute, hereby state that the forgoing is true and correct, under penalty of 
perjury. 

Charles J. Pie~e. Plaintiff 
FCC Forrest City Low 
PO9000 
Forrest City, AR 72336·9000 
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FROM: 10579082 
TO: 
SUBJECT: Pierce SF 95 
DATE: 09/281201312:24:35 PM 

IMPROVISED ELECTRONIC STANDARD FORM 95 (0MB # 1105-0008) 

1. SUBMIT TO APPROPRIATE FEDERAL AGENCY: 

Charles E. Samuels. Jr., Director 
USDOJ-FBOP 
320 1st Street NW 
Washington, DC 20534 

2. NAME, ADDRESS OF CLAIMANT OR CLAIMANT'S PERSONAL REPRESENTATIVE, IF ANY: 

Chartes J. Pierce, Inmate # 08610-026 
FCC Forrest Crty low 
P09000 
Forrest City, AR 72336-9000 

3. TYPE OF EMPLOYMENT: Ccs-AM (prison job) 

4. DATE OF BIRTH: 12-13-1937 

5. MARITAL STATUS: Single 

6. DATE ANO DAY OF ACCIDENT: I losl a dental filling on 6-1-2010. It fell out of the tooth while I was In the Pittsfield County 
Jail in Illinois. tpromptty reported this and was told I would get dental S8fVic:es. · 1 got no care at the jaU, nor have I gotten any 
fillings In this prison. 

7. TIME: NIA 

8. BASIS OF CLAIM: 

The US Department of Justice-Federal Bureau of Prisons (OOJ-FBOP) has a statutory duty to provide medical care, including 
dental, mental, etc., as appropriate and warranted. This must be done in a reasonable and timely manner. 

I lost a filling shortly after being locked up. I reported it but did not recetve the necessary dental care. Soon after my arrival at 
thiS prison, a dentist evaluated my teeth. Also, l told them I needed a replacement filling. They full well knew. and told me I 
would be placed on a ltst. 

It is negligence per se to fail to provide a filling for a tooth for more than 3 years. In fact, it is charitable to characterize their 
behavior as negligence. Furthermore, I have gotten more cavities, which they know about but neglect and refuse to fix. 

9. PROPERTY DAMAGE: NIA 

10. STATE NATURE ANO EXTENT OF EACH INJURY OR CAUSE OF DEATH, WHICH FORMS THE BASIS OF THE 
CLAIM: 

My teeth are cleaned on an annual basis. Every time, I ask about getting a replacement filling. They say I'm still on the list. 
They also ask me If I want them to pull the tooth. I tell them no. 

I am missing a number of teeth, but I am still able to chew my food well enough to survive. I can't afford to lose more teeth. I 
need all the teeth that remain, for basic functioning. The OOJ..BBOPs failure to provide care causes me anxiety and interferes 
with chewing and with my attempts to preserve the remaining teeth. I don't know how much longer I can go without dental care, 
wlthc>ul suffering catastrop?'Jle IDSSes: t know 1he1>0J..F80P is trying to cause a eetastreprnc-10&& f8f' ma. bacat.lSe they speak 
of nothing but pulling the tooth. That's what they want to do to me. 
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I suffer all the other disoomforts associated with a tooth that has a cavity, on a daily basis. Now of course I have several 
cavities. I want all of them filled. I want to protect all the teeth that I have left. 

11. WITNESSES: 

Ms. Cates, all other dental personnel who have worked at this prison at any time in the 5 years next past. 
Ms. Hoy, Assistant Medical Director 
Every person having any role whatsoever in scheduling dental won:, monitoring the schedule, maintaining the list of persons on 
the dental care list, recording the outcomes of persons asking for dental work, putting persons who need dental work on the 
"callouts," accessing the list for the purpose of calling persons to medical for dental WOfk over the public address system or 
otherwise, or otherwise having knowledge of the dental backlog, for the 5 years next past. 
All persons who have had hiring or firing authority for dental personneJ for the 5 years next past. 
All persons who have knowledge of the overall budget and expenditures of this prison for the 5 years next past. 
All persons from Regional or National Involved in dealing with claims of denial of dental services. in any capacity, for the 5 years 
next past to this claim. 

12. AMOUNT OF CLAIM: 

12a. Propertydamage: NIA 
12b. Personal injury: $17,500 
12c. Wrongful death: NIA 
12d. Total: $17,500 

13. SIGNATURE OF CLAIMANT 

I CERTIFY THAT THE .A.MOUNT OF CLAIM COVERS ONLY DAMAGES AND INJUIRIES CAUSED BY THE ACCIDENT 
ABOVE AND AGREE TO ACCEPT SAID AMOUNT IN FULL SATISFACTION ANO FINAL SETTLEMENT OF THIS CLAIM. 

) 

13a. e/«uk "4* 1? 
Charles J. Pierce, Claimant 

/l-2 -t < 
14. Date 

13b. Phone number of claimant: No phone, prison switchboard is 870.630.6000 

CIVIL PENAL TY FOR PRESENTING FRAUDULENT CLAIM - The daimant shall forfeit and pay to the United States the sum 
of$2,000 and double the amount of damages sustained by the United States. (see 31 USC 3729) 

CRIMINAL PENAL TY FOR PRESENTING FRAUDULENT CLAIMS OR MAKING FALSE STATEMENTS H Fine of not more 
than $10,000 or imprisonment for not more than 5 years or both. (See 18 USC 287, 1001) 

INSURANCE COVERAGE 

15-18. DO YOU CARRY ACCIDENT INSURANCE? 

ANSWER I do not have insurance coverage, and thus have no relevant information for questions 16-18. 

19. DO YOU CARRY PUBLIC LIABILITY AND PROPERTY DAMAGE INSURANCE? 

ANSWER: No. Thus I have no name and address of such company. 

MEfflCAL RECOR8S 

By my signature above, I authorize any custodian of my medical records to release same to the OOJ-FBOP on condition that f 
also receive a copy. Any custodian of records is entitled to presume the good faith of the DOJ-FBOP and assume that I will be 
provided a set of the medical records reasonably contemporaneously with their receipt, and will be held harmless for operating 
under that assumption. I will provide signed releases and further assuranoes as necessary, upon request. 
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FROM: 10579062 
TO: 
SUBJECT: Pierce SF95 letter 
DATE: 09/281201312:25:25 PM 

9-5--2013 

Charles E. Samuels, Jr., Director 
OOJ-FBOP 
320 1st Street NW 
Washington, DC 20534 

Re: Charles J. Pierce -Tort claim for failure to provide dental care 

Dear Mr. Samuels: 

---=T 

Herewith please find a tort claim. I'd be inciined to send this directly to Ms. Joyce Zoldak, associate counsel, or some other 
I.Myer on your staff, except for one thing. I have somewhat to say to you. 

I'm 75 years old. I came to prison in late 2010. I've been begging for dental care since that time, but I have gotten nothing 
except the annual deaning of my teeth. Every time, I ask for fillings, and they ask if I'm ready to pull the tooth. tf someone did 
this to your mother or father, or to an elderly person you cared about. you'd be furious. You would not allow your parent to stay 
in a facility, of any kind, that denied its victims ordinary and necessary dental care. 

If the DOJ-FBOP doesn't have the money to maintain the teeth of an inmate, put that Inmate on home confinement. You have 
that power by statute. The statutes give you a non-negotiable duty of ensuring the provision of dental care for inmates in your 
custody. You've failed to discharge that duty. I'm old, but I could get the resources necessary for my dental care in some legal 
and honorable way, and maintain my health. 

It's not a matter of inadequate fW'lding. It is a matter of greed, incompetence, fraud, waste, abuse, and rank callousness to the 
value of human life. They haven't had a working thennostat on the HVAC system In this prison for 5 years, at least. They 
waste massive amounts of electricity for the most stupid and frivolous reasons. They reject help from the inmates, choosing 
instead to cheat the inmates out of their due, and heap abuse on their heads. 

The buck stops with you. I'm putting this on your desk for a reason - to deprive you ot •p1ausible deniability" with respect to the 
cruel policies of this prison. My case is BY NO MEANS an ancmaly. This prison Shells the teeth out of inmates as a matter of 
OE FACTO policy. 

A policy prohibiting inmates from receiving eyeglasses from home was published over your name. What is your reason for 
squandering money making eyeglasses for inmates who already have them. and want to get them shipped in from their family 
at no taxpayer cost? It Is the height of cruelty and absurdity to waste money making ~asses for inmates who don't want them 
or need them, while other inmates lack basic dental care. By the way, the OOJ-FBOP is woefully behind on providing their 
obsolete. often defective eyeglasses to inmates who actually need them. 

Please promptly write your warden Anthony Haynes and tell him that you expect him to ensure that all inmates in his custody 
have high quality, permanent, non-toxic. reasonably state of the art fillings and/or crowns within a reasonable time of the initial 
request. Please ask for a detailed report on the age of all dental requests, along with the final outcome - e.g. permanent repair, 
temporary fix, or extraction. You'U see the pattern -deny, delay, then pull the tooth. 

I look forward to your written response. 

Kindest personal regards, 
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DATE MAILED: APR 1 O 2014 

CERTIFIED MAIL 

U.S. Department of Justice 

Federal Bureau of Prisons 

South Central Regional Office 

344 Morine Forces Dnve 
Grand Prairie. Texas 75051 

7012 1010 0003 5287 5392 

Charles Pierce 
Reg. No. 08610-026 
FCC Forrest City, Low 
P. 0. Box 9000 
Forrest City, AR 75051 

Re: Administrative Tort Claim Number TRT-SCR-2014-00611 

Mr. Pierce: 

You have filed the above-styled administrative tort claim. This claim has been considered for 
administrative settlement under the Federal Tort Claims Act, Tide 28, United States Code, Section 
2672 et seq .• and authority granted by Title 28, Code of Federal Regulations, Section 0.172. You 
claim government liability in the amount of seventeen thousand five hundred and no/100 dollars 
($17,500.00) for alleged personal injury. You allege you have experienced three missing teeth, at 
least five missing fillings. a broken tooth, and unnecessary and unwarranted deterioration of your 
teeth due to the failure of FCC Forrest City dental staff to provide ordinary and reasonable dental 
care. You claim you have suffered pain, embarrassment, difficulty chewing food, and loss of 
dental functionality from the injured teeth and the manner in which you chew food, all resulting 
from the failure of dental staff to provide proper care. 

The Federal Tort Claims Act§ 2672 delegates to each Federal agency the authority to consider, 
detennine and settle any claim for money damages against the United States for loss of personal 
property or injury caused by the negligent or wrongful act or omission of any employee of the 
agency while acting within the scope of his office or employment. 

Investigation into your claim reveals you have been seen on numerous occasions for dental 
examinations, fluoride and other dental treatment, dental education, and regular cleanings at FCC 
Forrest City. Your dental records show you had a history of poor dental hygiene, tooth decay, and 
periodontal disease. Your initial examination on October 27, 2010, noted tooth no. 10 was 

SENSITIVE BUT UNCLASSIFIED 

-- . 
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Reg. No. 08610-026 
TRT-SCR-2014-00611 
Page 2 

diseased and needed treatment. At this examination you were found to have twelve teeth missing. 
On March 8, 2011, you were seen for a dental cleaning and comprehensive examination which 
found tooth no. 10 had a cavity and needed a cbmposile restoration, and teeth nos. 31 and 18 had 
cavities which needed amaJgam restorations. On June 29,201 t, you were found to have excessive 
tooth wear from grinding, so an occlusaJ mouth guard was made for you. A dentaJ examination 
and cleaning on September JO, 2013, revealed you had poor oral hygiene and redness and slight 
swelling of the gums. You stated you brushed only every other day, and were instructed to brush 

· twice a day and floss daily. Teeth nos. 6, 1 I, and 26 were found to have cavities and needed 
restorations. 

Based on a review of your dental records, there is no evidence a lack of or inappropriate dental 
care by the Bureau of Prisons caused the conditions which arc.the basis of this claim. You are 
currently 76 years of age and the dental problems you are experiencing are unfortunately the result 
of lifelong dental self-care issues, progressive wear and tear and periodontaJ disease. You reported 
to FCC Forrest City with a history of poor dental hygiene and related dentaJ and gum issues, 
including missing and diseased and decayed teeth which continued while you have been at FCC 
Forrest City. 
In swnmation, there is no evidence to indicate you sustained any injuries caused by the negligent or 
wrongful act or omission of any government employee acting within the scope of employment. 
Therefore, your claim is denied. 

If you are dissatisfied with the detennination in this matter. you are afforded six months from the 
date of the mailing of this communication within which to bring suit in the appropriate United 
States District Court. 

Sincerely, 

~~D)/ 
Jason A Sickler 
Regional Counsel 

cc: C. V. Rivera, Warden 
FCC Forrest City 

SENSITIVE BUT UNCLASSlFIED 
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case settlement - Charles Pierce v. us, No. 214CV00067 JLHJJV EDAR (FOR - Dental) 
From: Jason Sickler 
To: Ballam, Dr. Te Cora 
CC: jxowen@bop.gov 
Date: 4/27/2016 1:40 PM 
subject: case settlement - Charles Pierce v. us, No. 2:14CV00067 JLH/JJV 
ED/AR (FOR - Dental) 

Or. Ball om: 

we sett e t e iaation case l d h l . l e ,y inmate car es Pierce f. l d b h l Rea. No. 08610 026 -
(b )(5) 

The case settled on Aoril 20 2016 for s5 000.00.l 

(b )(5) 

In order to have an opportunity to administrative settle claims warranting 
settlement, we are impressing upon FOR the need for timely and quality tort 
investigations. Likewise, this objective will also be more attainable given recent 
OQM routing changes that will speed up the process. 

Please let me know if you have questions or concerns. 

Jason 

Jason A. Sickler 
Regional counsel 
South Central Region 
Federal Bureau of Prisons 
u.s. Armed Forces Reserve complex 
344 Marine Forces Drive 
Grand Prairie, TX 75051 
972-730-8920 
972-730-8929 (fax) 

SENSITIVE/PRIVILEGED COMMUNICATION 
The information contained in this electronic message and any and all accompanying 
documents constitutes sensitive information. This information is the property of 
the U.S. Department of Justice. If you are not the intended recipient of this 
information, any disclosure, copyin~, distribution, or the taking of any action in 
reliance on this information is strictly prohibited. If you received this message 
in error, please notify us immediately at the above number to make arrangements for 
its return to us. 
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LARRY SIMPSON 

CLAIMANT 

v. 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

DEFENDANT 

) Case No. 

MEMORANDUM AND BRIEF IN SUPPORT 

OF A COMPLAINT BROUGHT PURSUANT TO 

TITLE 28 U.S.C. § 1346, 2671-80 

COMES NOW, Larry Simpson, prose Claimant (hereinafter 

Claimant), and humbly requests this Honorable Court accept 

this complaint against the United States of America, due to 

the action of their employees for negligent actions brought 

under Title 28 U.S.C. § 2671, Federal Tort Claims Act (FTCA). 

LIBERAL INTERPRETATION 

Claimant brings this Habeas Petition as a prose 

litigant. A prose pleading is held to less stringent 

standards than formal petitions drafted by lawyers. HAINES V. 

KERNER, 404 U.S. 519, 520, 92 S. Ct. 594, 30 L. Ed 2d 652 

(1972). 

COMPLAINT HISTORY 

Claimant is a Federal Prisoner being housed in the 

Federal Correctional Complex, Medium Security Institution at 

Forrest City, Arkansas, in the care, custody, and control of 

the Attorney General, while being housed in a Federal Bureau 

of Prison Facility. 



Claimant filed an administrative claim pursuant to 

Title 28 u.s.c. § 2761, which was submitted to the South 

Central Regional Office of the Federal Bureau of Prisons, from 

whom he has received no further response, contrary to 

administrative remedy timeliness, procedures and policies. 

NEGLIGENCE UNDER ARKANSAS LAW 

The essential "elements" of a cause of action for 

negligence are that the plaintiff demonstrates a duty owed and 

a duty breached, and that the defendant's negligence was a 

proximate cause of plaintiff's damages. SCOTT V. CENT. ARK. 

NURSING CTRS., INC., 101 Ark. App. 424, 434, 278 S.W. 3d 587 

(2008). Proximate cause is generally a question of fact, 

unless the evidence is such that reasonable minds cannot 

differ. Proximate cause is defined, for purposes of 

negligence, as that which in a natural and continous sequence, 

unbroken by any efficient intervening cause, produces the 

injury, and without which the result would not have occurred. 

WAL-MART STORES, INC. V. KILGORE, 85 Ark. 231, 236-237, 148 

S.W. 3d 754 (2004). Here, federal employees had a 

re~ponsiblity to act within a set of facts. The employees 

within these facts acted with gross negligence by ignoring the 

duty owed to the Claimant. By this negligent conduct, the 

Claimant continues to suffer with no viable option open to 

him. 

CLAIM AND SUPPORTING FACTS 

On May 15, 2013, Claimant suffered an injury from a 

slip and fall, due in part to the Federal Bureau of Prison's 

negligence in their upkeepof facilities within my housing 

unit, inter alia stairs, handrails, faulty nonskid flooring 

2 



and inadequate. 

Athough Claimant alerted medical staff and sought 

treatment, their negligence in facilities and medical care 

manifested my injury, continuing pain and suffering an 

deterioration in my mobility, function and health. 

After an initial examination in the Forrest City 

Correctional Complex, Medium Security medical unit, officers 

transferred Claimant to the Delta Medical Center, in Memphis, 

TN. There, Mr. Bret Sokoloff, M.D. acted to 'pre-authorize 

treatment and affect surgery because of a left interior pole 

patellar fracture, in accordance with his recommendation of an 

open reduction and internal fixation. 

After surgery (treating an arthrotomy caused by 

trauma, a ruptured patellar tendon with a central third 

avulsed from the tibia and the medical and lateral thirds 

ruptured from the patella, as well as a small fracture of the 

lateral patella; his postoperative dianosis included: right 

small lateral facet fracture, avulsion fracture tibial 

tubercle and quad patellar tendon rupture), and an overnight 

stay, Dr. Sokoloff prescribed a knee immobilizer and crutches 

with limited weightbearing instructions. He documented the 

required follow up as 11 Will need to see him back in the office 

in 10 to 14 days". Furthermore, he added that, "In 6 days the 

dressing should be removed and daily incision care started. In 

2 weeks the staples should be ready to come out 11
• 

Doctor Dr. Sokoloff's indication for the follow up 

within 14 days (ut supra), Claimant was not returned to his 

office until July 24, 2013, roughly seventy days after my 

initial injury and woefully past the follow up needed, per his 



.. 

notation. 

On July 24, 2013, with my sleep disturbed by pain and 

my activity limited by pain, Claimant underwent "injection of 

left knee and manipulation under anesthesia'. Dr. Sokoloff 

prescribed additional treatment as 11 Patient needs physical 

therapy or continuous passive motion machine. Adequate pain 

control important for regaining motion", - neither of which 

were administered. 

10: PERSONAL INJURY, NATURE AND EXTENT OF INJURY- CONTINUED 

FROM FORM 

Due to the FBOP's failure to provide a follow up 

transfer to Dr. Sokoloff, in accordance with Dr. Sokoloff's 

prescribed indication, Claimant suffered continuing pain, 

inadequate medical treatment contraindicated by Dr. Sokoloff 1 s 

directive, deteriorating health, mobility and ability, among 

other things. 

The FBOP due and through the negligent act of failing 

to have me seen in the alloted amount of time and treatment 

administered caused me to be prematurely disabled as now 

Claimant have a continuous limp and pain daily. Claimant as an 

inmate is unable to follow the doctor 1 s orders unless the 

institution allows the proper care. Through gross negligence 

did the FBOP not return Claimant to see a doctor for 70 days. 

The negligent conduct by the FBOP caused Claimant to be 

required a second procedure all unnecessary if proper protocol 

would have been followed. 

The United States is responsible under the F.C.T.A for 

the behavior of federal employees while acting within the 

scope of his or her employment. 28 u.s.c. § 2679(b) (1). In 
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general, an employee acts within the scope of his employment 

when he is doing something to further the duties he owes to 

his employer and the conduct is the type that he is hired to 

do. Negligence in this case needs no further explaination 

than to ask the question of why did trained medical staff 

neglect through gross incompetance fail to have the Claimant 

treated as instructed by the treating physican. 

DEMAND FOR DAMAGE 

Pursuant to Title 28 U.S.C. § 2657 the claimant is 

required to ask, under the Federal Tort Claim Act, for a 

specific amount of damages and therefore, the claimant demands 

the United States Government remits $106,000.00 for the gross 

negligent conduct of its agencts. Claimant demands payment 

for pain and suffereing and to off set future medical costs 

and care upon his release. 

Claimant submits that ths settlement would foreclose 

any future law suit against individual actors involved in 

this action, any futher damages against the United States of 

America. 

DECLARATION 

I, Larry Simpson, do hereby declare under the penalty 

of perjury, pursuant to Title 28 U.S.C. § 1746, that the 

foregoing information is true and correct to the best of my 

knowledge. Signed on this, /'(~A day of J;.,,., £ , 2014. 

Respectfully Submitted, 

r;;<::~·--
Larry Simpson 

Reg. No. 

FCC Forrest City-Med 

C: .., 



P.O. Box 3000 

Forrest City, AR 72336 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I, Larry Simpson, do hereby certify that I have sent 

one true copy via United States Mail with First Class Postage 

affixed to the Clerk of the Court for the United States 

District Court in the Eastern District of Arkansas at 600 West 

Capitol, Rm ~-149 in Little Rock, AR 72201. Signed this JC 
day of Jy"-' ¢::- , 2014. 

Respectfully Submitted, 

' 

Larry Simpson 

Reg. No. 08800-029 

FCC Forrest City, Medium 

P.O. Box 3000 

Forrest City, AR 72336 
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iH.:::Qf!J'lit1 UNITED STAT~S DISTRICT COL"RT FOR THE 
i: .. :-,. fll!.TR!CT c,:,i.:~- DISTRICT OF EASTERN ARKANSAS 

EAS HiHl D1S TR!G T I.H~. ,'. ,'\:.J : 

201~ JUN 2Pvll' '8b~~LAINT PURSUANT TO 2 8 . u. s. C. § 134~ED 71 ~ t 
J:..P.~'., h' jc;; •... , ' EAST~~li:WJri~fc!r~'k~tSAS 
ev: _____ ._,. . 

LARRY SIMPSON 

REG. N0.08800-029 

) 
) 
) 

) 
) . 
) 
) 

· (Enter above the full name of plaintiff , ) 
or plaintiffs, include register number.) ) 

vs. 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

(Enter above the full name of defendant 
or defendants in this action.) 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

NO. 

* * * * * * * * * * * * 

/ 
I. Place of present confinement of plaintiff or plaintiffs: 

FCC FORREST CITY MEDIUM 
P.O.- BOX 3000, FORREST CITY, AR 72336 

II. Previous Civil Actions: 

seq. 

A. Have you begun other civil actions in state or federal court dealing with the 
same facts involved in this action or otherwise relating to your confinement? 
Yes [ J No [ X ] 

B. If your answer is "yes", list the (1) style or name .of the case; ( 2) the court 
where filed; (3) the case number and citations; (4) the basic claims raised in 
the action; (5) the disposition of the action; and (6) the date the action was 
filed and the date of disposition. If the case is presently pending, please 
indicate. 

(I[ there is more than one civil action, provide the information requested 
above for each civil action on additional attached sheets, using the same 
outline form.) 



(1) s t::l"e Plaintiff • or name: 

')<? f..:-nd3nt 

( ::') Court '-'here filed: 

()) Case Number and Citation.: 

(ti) Ba·sic Claim made: 

(.SJ Dispqsition: 
{Dismissed?'.". Appeaied? Pending?) 

(6-)' Date. Fi.fed: Date of Disposition: 

Ill. · Parc:ies to this Civil Acti.,in:· 

·(In.Item A'belo~~-Pl~~~- your_.ntme in the first blank and .place your present 
. address · in t_hei. ·s,-ecqqd - blank. Do -.t.he · same for additional p 1·ai n tiffs, if an.y. ) 

A •. N~me of. Pfa:i,ntiff: ...., __ L_a_r_r.:..Y:.:..-__ s;...1.;;.;·m'--p~s.:::.o.::;n:..-_ _.. ____________ __, ______ _ 

Address-: · __ . FC_C _Forrest .C_j._ty, Medium 

P.O. Box Joo·o 
. - ' 

. fo.~i;_ei:;t_ City, AR 723;36 

(In Item B b·e.iaw, ·plaC"e· th,e full name of the defenda·nt in the first blank, his 
official posi·t,ipn in, ·the s~cqnd blank, and his place of e~ployme~t in ~he third 
blank. · Use I::t_em C: fc;,_r · the nam_es, -posf.tlons and places of employment of any 
Jidditionai d~f~qd.art:ts~) . 

,I 

. ,- " ... -- --·. ---· " -·· -- ---·-··:-· .... ---- --•- . , .. ---- ; __ - ... '""•--·---- . ·- ·- . -------.. --·-------·----- --- .. " 

B.. Defe·ridant Un.ited St,;1.tes of America_ -------------'--------__,;..-------- is e·mploye-d as 

. Attorriey Gener~-1 of Ark_ansas Representative 

C. Additional riefen~~riii: ------------------------------it/A 

-2-



It. Statement of Claim: 

(State here as briefly as possible the facts of your claim. D~sc:~~~ ho~ each 
na::ied defendant is involved. Include the names of c:her persons :.:-::,:,lved, dates 
and places. Do not give any lesal: argwnents or cite an~· cases or i:atutes. If 
::,·ou intend to allege a number of re-lated claims, number and set f1,.":-:h each claim 
in a separate paragraph. [Use as much space as you need to state :~e facts. 
Attach excra sheets if necessary.] Urtrelated separate claim5" shou:..1 be raised 
in a separate civil action.) 

On May 15, 2013, Claimant suffered an injury from a slip and fall due 

in part to the iederal Bureau -of Prison's negligence to upkeep the 

facilities and-.h6rising units. Claimant alerted the staff, ·was eval-

uated by m:edica, staff and transferred to Delta Medical Center fo,r · 

surgery by Dr. !ret S6kolo(f.· Upon releasing the Claimant after a. 

succ_e_ssfuL ~ur_&,el:'y, pr. Sokoloff prescribed the Claimant a knee immob

ilizer and crutches with limited weight-:bearing instruct"ions. He 

stated "Patient· -.will. need to .come_ back in the off ice for follow-up 

in 10-14 daysn ~. · He aclded that. "in 6 days 1 the dressing should be 

replaced and daily incision care started. In 2 weeks the staples 

1 should be ready to_ come out 11
• These orders were ignored and Claimant 

wasn't returned to see the doctor until July 24, 2013, about 70 days 
" ~ ", .,._,. -r- • 

afte.r the inj~~y ;nd well past when the well-educated and know~edgeable 

D~. Sokoloff had'ordered. Claimant has suffered ongoing and undue 

pain due to the ·soP' s. blatant disregard for a Professional Physician's 

Medical Advice. Claimant is a prisoner cf the Federal Bureau of Prison. 

As such he is in the care, custody and control of the facility me is 

being housed in and is at the mercy of said facility to provide the 

necessary and correct medical care. Said facility failed to do that 

in this instance, 

~-



\". Relief: 

State briefl~ exactlv what vou want the Court to 6; for vou. 

Hake no legal arguments. Cite no cases or statute;;. 

Claimant requests that the appropriate en~ities be held accountable, 

and therefore, the Claimant demands the United States Government 

remits $~06,000~og for the grp,s negligent conduct of its agents. 

Claimant demands payment _for _pain and suffering and to off-set future 

me_dical costs and __ ,.·.care _upon his _release. Claimant submits that this 
. 

settlement wou;~:~oreclose any future lawsuit against individual actors 

involved in this action and anj iurther damages again~t the United States. . . . ' ' . ' . . 

VI. Do y.ou claim_ the wr:9ngs al1e-ge-d =i::n your complaint are continuing to· occur at t-he 

v.tr. 

present ti~e? · 
Ye.s · [ l No [ XX J 

Do you claim actual o-r punitive monetary damages for- the acts alleged in your 
·complaint? 

Yes fXX J No {· 

I If you answered yes·,>. state the am.cunt·~ claimed and the r._easons: you claim you are 
en titled to recove.r.· mo:n:ey damages •. 

-Claimant is re!J:ldre to _ask under the Federal Tort Claim Act pursuant 

to Title 28 u.s.c. § 2657, for a specific amount of damages and there

fore demands d~mages in the amount of f106,000.00 for pain andsuffering 

and to off-set any future medical costs and care UE,?On release. 

VIII. Counsel: 

Do you have an attorney to represent you in thi$ civil action? 

Yes [ No [ X l 

,. 



A. Have you made any effort to concact a j."rivace attorney co deter-:::ine if he 
or she would represent you in this civil action~ 

Yes ( 

B. lf you ans,..•ered yes, state the £'!cllr1es and addresses of the attc:-:1.eys contacted, 
and give the results of those ef fores. 

C. J:f you an·svered m>, sta~e your re.as()ns ifhy no such efforts have bee.n made. 

Claimant is financiall°y. unable to afford the r~·presentation ofa 

privat~ _attorney .. 

-D~ Have you previously h~d. ·cq_unsel representing you in a civil action in this 
Court? Yes [ · ] No { XX] 

E. If you answered yes, stat~. _his- name and .address. 

I 

IX. G~ievance Procedures: 

A.· Have th~ cla:ims which you make in this civil action been preseot·ed through any 
type of Grievance Procedure Qitl-!in the institution? 

Yes { X J No [ l 

B. If you answered ye·s, state the d.:Jte your claims were so presented, ho.., they 
were presented, and the result of that procedure. 

Filed~ Fed~ral Tort Claim and sent to ROP South Central Pegional 

Office an<l have yet to recieve a response nearly 6 months later. The 

claim was filed in September of 2013, 



C. If you a~s~ered no, state the reasons. if an~. ~hy the claims ~Jd~ in this 
actio~ ~ave not been presented throufh Grievance Procedures. 

Signed t:his /3'//, 
(date) 

V E. R t. F· l _C A ;T I O_ N 

S t_ate o ~- ARKANSAS 
. - ~· ' ' 

Coun.ty b-f' -ST_, FRANCIS 

d~y of c(,/\1, e,. 
(mcfn th) 

2014 
(year) 

), 
) ss. 
) 

[.S.ignacute of· Plaintif £. or Pla-intiffs.J 

LARRY SIMPSON , b.eiq.g fi'rs·t duly sworn under oath, presents 
that he. 1s ·t·he· pi.ai-ntiff in this action; that he knows the contents of the complaint; 
and thc:t{ the infonna tion contained therein is tri,le to the best of his kno'-"ledge and 
belief. 

(Signature of Plaintiff. or Plaintiffs] 
ALL PLAINTIFFS MUST VERIFY 

. SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO before me this /8 day of _..0i~U-0 ..... €-----• ... ., 

:t &~&sfttse__ ~ 
I Commission expires: 

< ... ,£,tDt,LMCo-re ~, 
Authorized by the Act of Jtt, 7, 1955, as amended 
administer oaths (18 U.S.C. § 4004). 

2014 



Case 4:14-cv-00389-JTR Document 33 Filed 10/01/15 Page 1 of 1 

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
EASTERN DISTRICT OF ARKANSAS 

WESTERN DIVISION 

LARRY SIMPSON, PLAINTIFF 

V. 4: 14CV00389 JTR 

UNITEDSTATESOFAMEITTCA DEFENDANT 

JUDGMENT 

Consistent with the Order of Dismissal that was entered separately today, this 

case is VOLUNTARILY DISMISSED, WITH PREJUDICE. Doc. 31. The case is 

closed. It is certified, pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § l 915(a)(3), that an informa pauperis 

appeal would not be taken in good faith. 

IT IS SO ORDERED THIS 1st day of October, 2015. 

ATESMAa'fsTRATEJUDGE 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
EASTERN DISTRICT OF ARKANSAS 

WESTERN DIVISION 

LARRY SIMPSON, 

V. 4: 14CV00389 JTR 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

ORDER OF DISMISSAL 1 

PLAINTIFF 

DEFENDANT 

For good cause shown, Defendant's Motion to Dismiss this case pursuant to a 

settlement is GRANTED, and this case is VOLUNTARILY DISMISSED, WITH 

PREJUDICE. Doc. 31. It is certified, pursuant to See 28 U.S.C. § 1915(a)(3), that 

an in forma pauperis appeal would not be taken in good faith. 

IT IS SO ORDERED THIS 1st day of October, 2015. 

ATESMAa'fsTRATEJUDGE 

1 On December 3, 2014, the parties consented to proceed before a United States Magistrate 
Judge. Doc. I 4. 
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Welcome WILSON l MOORER I Logout 

MYIIIII 

CASE DETAILS -Back to Case Results CaN Actions: ~ rJ fID A ~of.~ I 
Ca•e ID: CIV·SCR-2014·01142 Short Description: SIMPSON V. USA (CLARK)(l4-389)(FOR)(FTCA) I 
A ¥-CMEDOCa 
Case Login Information 

CAIi!...,. CA81 IUIIIIARY 

..... Case Resolution 

4:14-cv-00389-SWW·JTR Reference Number 

Short Description 

aasslflcatlon 

SIMPSON V. USA (CLARK)(14-389)(FOR) 
(FTCA) 

C11se Type 

C11se Sub-Type 

Current Region 

Current Institution 

Incident Region 

Incident lnst1tutlon 

Monetary Reller 
Sought 

Estimated Amount 

Office 

Jurlsd lctlon 

Responsible Legal 
Office 

Civil 

FTCA-Personal Injury 

Medical 

SOUTH CENTRAL REGIONAL OFFICE 

Forrest Oty Low (FCI) 

SOUTH CENTRAL REGIONAL OFFICE 

Forrest City LOW (FCI) 

$ 

$ 

Uttle Rock 

EASTERN DISTRICT OF ARKANSAS 

FTC Oklahoma Oty 

Legal Lic1bility Evaluation 

Estimated Amount $ -

t 

Estimated Outcome No evaluation can be made at this time 

Additional Case Information 

Long Description 42:1983 PRISONER OVIL RIGHTS 

Further Case 
Classlficatlon 

comments 

Home Aerts My Work 

Date 10/01/2015 

Type Settled 

Reason 

Sought 

Amount offered $ 

Total Amount Paid $37,500.00 

Description 

DescrlptlOn 

Court Fee Paid ? No 

Pro Se? No 

Case Initiation Dates 

Date Received 09/03/2014 

Date Flied 06/30/2014 

Case Progress 

Current Owner ROBERT CLARK 

Case Status Closed 

Tlmellne Status Closed 

Monthly Report 
NEW CASES 

Status 

Private Case No 

New Case Sean:h Main 

Ill Un ted States Depac:me0 t o' Just ce - Off ce of Genera! Counsel & Review 

https://bop.tcp.doi .gov:9349/0GC-CIV /UodateCasePaQe.do?PTO=RQ+ l+Tf'M4+nR?P 11+ 

t 

t 

t 

t 

11/VJOlf... 
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BP-S148.055 INMATE REQUEST TO STAFF CDFRM (CI[ h/J;/1- If ) 
SEP 98 
U.S. DEPAR'l'MBN'l' 9F JUSTICE FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS 

--------- L-- ---~- - --~----- --- - - ~- ~-- --- - -------- ----------

TO: (Name and. Title of Staff Member) 
,:,-i ,;1{,:,t,1, 

DATE: ,,:,s 
FROM: REGISTER NO.: 

UNIT: 

SUBJECT: (Briefly state your question ior concern and you are requesting. 
Continue on back, if necessary. Your ifailure to be specific may result in no action being 
taken. If necessary, you will be int~rviewed in order to successfully respond to your 
request.) 

,. 1' I ,., .. "; ,,,.,,,I' ,,. 

l 

(Do nom write below this line) 

DISPOSITION: 

Signature Staff Member 

Record Copy - File; Copy - Inmate 
(This form may be replicated via WP 

Date 

This form replaces BP-148.070 dated Oct 
and BP-S148,070 APR 94 

86 ! 
I 

i 
! 
i 
; 

I 
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30

_
13 / .1 -. · January 19, 2001 

Attachment A 

DOCUMENTATION OF ~NFORMAL RESOLUTION ATTEMPT 

Bureau of Prisons Progra~ Statement 1330.13, Ad~lnlstratlve Remedy Program, requires In most cases that inmates 
attempt Informal resolution of grievances prior to flllng a formal written complaint. This form shall be used to 
document your efforts to~ard informally resolvlnS your grievance. · 

Inmate Name: f/.,ir1;,, ~fC 

Specific Complaint and Requeste/Rellef: ___.t...!,1,....,:.__....a ....... -..L~:.scu:..!Ll:1a.;,!J...,1.-1-~-1-~:.!--....!Ll.:L-.u.::.:..k..Q.......1:;t.--
1 

(;/} 

Efforts Made By Inmate To Informally Resolve G~levance (be specific): ______________ _ 

Counselor's Comments: i St t;J;,b.,/i,J ,t1f'Y""4', 

Correctional Counselor/ Date 

NOTE: Attach any pertinent documentation re ated to the Inmate's complaint 
' 

C>:<J ' BP-8 Issued to In mate BP-8 Received bv Counselor 

Date: ' ,~.'=I~ -u~ 
Counselor: 

; 

~ I 
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INFORMAL RESOLUTION ATTEMPT 

December 26, 2005 

BYNUM, George 
Reg No. 06013-078 

RE: BP-8 Response 

This is in response to you request for informal resolution in 
' which you claim that you d~d not receive a effective emergency 

response from medical and ~HU staff after being assaulted. 

An investigation into this :matter has revealed the following: On 
August 18, 2005, you were ~ssaulted by another inmate in the 
Special Hou~ing Unit. Whetj staff became aware of the incident, 
assistance was called for and medical staff was notified. There 
is no eviderice to support your claim that staff intentionally did 
not respond1to your situation. 

' 

If you are not satisfied w~th this response, you may file a BP-9 
with the Warden. 

Staff I~ 
' ' 

Signature . · ~ ..J .GeA~ Cou11selor 
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• 

RECEIPT - ADMINISTRATIVE REMEDY 

DATE: JANUARY 11, 2006 

FROM: ADMINISTRATIVE REMEDY COORDINATOR 
POLLOCK USP 

TO GEORGE BYNUM, 06013-078 
POLLOCK USP UNT: C QTR: Z05-213UAD 

THIS ACKNOWLEDGES THE RECEIPT OF THE ADMINISTRATIVE REMEDY REQUEST 
IDENTIFIED BELOW: 

REMEDY ID 
DATE RECEIVED 
RESPONSE DUE 
SUBJECT 1 
SUBJECT 2 
INCIDENT RPT NO: 

400172-Fl 
JANUARY 10, 2006 
JANUARY 30, 2006 
UNPROFESSIONAL, INAPPROPRIATE CONDUCT OR MISCONDUCT BY STAFF 
MEDICAL CARE - DELAY OR ACCESS TO 
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u.s.' DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE··' ' - · 

1

- - ,. • · REQUEST FOR ADMINISTRATIVE REMEDY .. 
Feueral Bureau of Prisons 

' -- . ' 

Type or use ba!lf.P,oinf pPi;-:tfunf'P..'m~~are needed, submit/our copies. Additio,1al i11stn,ctions 011 re1·erse. 

. j-··· ·- ,~ · · 
1 

"·' 

1
' _,' o(olJ .. o z, c-t (,st) lci/4,A· 

From: _z.~u.,uaca..___.1&9,A,.....,..;~::::-:::'.::'"::"'"::~:;:-:--- -'---=--"--'--=--:--::-=----- ~ .-?. 
LAST NAME, FIRST ~ODDLE INITIAL REG. NO. UNIT lrcSTin:rJON 

Part B- RESPONSE 

DATE 
WARDEN OR REGIONAL DIRECTOR 

If dissatiefttd 11,ith this nsp,111st, JOU l!frlJ ap~a/ to tht Rtgim,al Dirtctor. Yo14r appttll ""'sl be m:ti~td in tht RtgiOlfal 0//ict lfilhin UJ c4'tndard(rJs of the ~is "'["se. 

ORIGINAL: RETURN TO INMATE · CASE NUMBER: 4ro\ E: · ------------------------- ----. ----------------------------------
Part C- RECEIYf 

Return to: 
LAST NAME, FIRS't,.MIDDLE INITIAL REG. NO. 

CASE NUMBER: _______ _ 

UNIT INSTITUTION 

SUBJECT: _____ ~-----------------------------

DATE RECIPIENT'S SIGNATURE (STAFF MEMBER) 
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UNITED STATES PENITENTIARY 
POLLOCK, LOUISIANA 

INMATE NAME: 
INMATE NO: 
ADMINISTRATIVE REMEDY NO: 

Bynum, George 
06013-078 
400172-Fl 

PART B - RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMINISTRATIVE REMEDY 

This is in response to your Request for Administrative Remedy 
filed January 10, 2006, in which you allege on August 18, 2005, 
while housed in the Special Housing Unit (SHU), you were the 
victim of an assault by another inmate. You allege a 
Correctional Officer "failed to report and intervene upon notice 
of the seriousness of the injury and contributed to the wanton 
infliction of pain." You are seeking a non specified amount of 
compensation for alleged illegal acts and neglected assistance of 
staff. 

Your complaint has been referred to the appropriate officials for 
review and disposition. At the conclusion of this review, 
appropriate action will be taken. 

RAserl on the above findings, your Request for Administrative 
Remedy is for informational purposes only. 

If you are not satisfied with this decision, you may appeal to 
the Regional Director at: Bureau of Prisons, South Central 
Regional Office, 4211 Cedar Springs Road, Suite 300, Dallas, 
Texas 75219. Your appeal must be received in the South Central 
Regional Office within 20 days of the date of this response. 

l /cl/Db 
Date 
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(EXJ,,/;,/ ''c) Sec-f' 

REJECTION NOTICE - ADMINISTRATIVE REMEDY 

DATE: MARCH 29, 2006 

MiJ~ 
FROM: ADMINISTRATIVE REMEDY COORDINATOR 

SOUTH CENTRAL REGIONAL OFFICE 

TO GEORGE BYNUM, 06013-078 
LEE USP UNT: L QTR: L01-313U 
P.O. BOX 900 
JONESVILLE, VA 24263 

FOR THE REASONS LISTED BELOW, THIS REGIONAL APPEAL 
IS BEING REJECTED AND RETURNED TO YOU. YOU SHOULD INCLUDE A COPY 
OF THIS NOTICE WITH ANY FUTURE CORRESPONDENCE REGARDING THE REJECTION. 

REMEDY ID 
DATE RECEIVED 
SUBJECT 1 
SUBJECT 2 
INCIDENT RPT NO: 

400172-Rl REGIONAL APPEAL 
MARCH 27, 2006 
UNPROFESSIONAL, INAPPROPRIATE CONDUCT OR MISCONDUCT BY STAFF 
MEDICAL CARE - DELAY OR ACCESS TO 

REJECT REASON 1: YOUR APPEAL IS UNTIMELY. REGIONAL APPEALS (BP-10) 
MUST BE RECEIVED WITHIN 20 DAYS OF THE WARDEN/CCM 
RESPONSE OR RECEIPT OF THE OHO REPORT. THIS TIME 
INCLUDES MAIL TIME. 

REJECT REASON 2: SEE REMARKS. 

REMARKS YOU ARRIVED AT YOUR CURRENT FACILITY 02-14-06. 
IN THE FUTURE FILE YOUR CLAIMS TO THE REGION YOU ARE 
HOUSED, CURRENTLY THE MID-ATLANTIC REGION. 
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• 
U.S. Department of Justice 

Federal Bureau of Prisons 

United States Penitentiary Lee County 

P.O. Box 900, Jonesville, Virginia 24263 

May 22, 2006 

MEMORANDUM FOR RECORD 

FROM: T. Pulver, Counselor 

SUBJECT: BYNUM, George 
Reg. No. 06013-078 

Inmate Bynum received an administrative remedy response at USP Lee, 
post marked March 9, 2006, which was forwarded from USP Pollock. 
The Administrative Remedy, #400172-Fl, was signed by the Warden on 
January 26, 2006, at USP Pollock. However, it was not forwarded to 
USP Lee until March 9, 2006. Please adjust his response deadline 
accordingly. 



Case 1:07-cv-00915-DDD-JDK Document 5-2 Filed 07/06/07 Page 12 of 17 PagelD #: 75 
• u.s. oepar1me1 •• o· Ju5•.•ce Regional Administrative Remedy Appeal 

Federal Bureau of Prisons 

Type or use ball-point pen. If auachments are needed, submit four copies. One copy of the completed BP-229(13) including any attachments must be submitted 

;;~::his apl/v-44 'e I' " 06o 13 - 0 71 l Code {f >1) Lee 
:>&'lAST NAME, M. MIDDLE INITIAL REG. NO. UNIT INSTITUTION 

Part 8 - RESPONSE 

DATE i . , REGIONAL DIRECTOR 
If dissatisfied with this response, you may appeal }o the General Counsel. Your appeal must be received in the General Counsel's Office within 30 calendar 

days of the date of this response. ~· ! . - 400 i 1 , K \ 
ORIGINAL: RETURN TO. INMATE ·.··. i ~ •. •~AR 2 'j i.JUJ. CASE NUMBER: r,;,-,,.., r 
------------- .;.._i,t) ------------------------: 
PartC- RECEIPT \ L ... ,- .. . i 

l-1:: ' .·_: __ :... . CASE NUMBER: 
Return to: ______________ _ 

LAST NA.ME, FIRST, MIDDLE INITIAL REG.NO. UNIT INSTITUTION 
SUBJECT: ___________________________________ _ 

DATE SIGNATURE, RECIPIENT OF REGIONAL APPEAL 

USPLVN 8P-230fj3) 
IIJMC .-.,, l".t 
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Case 1:07-cv-00915-DDD-JDK Document 5-2 

' 
Filed 07/06/07 Page 13 of 17 PagelD #: 761-OCf 15° 

(Ex/2,i,,j f} ) S=P 

GEORGE BYNUM, 06013-078 
LEE USP UNT: L QTR: L01-314U 
P.O. BOX 900 
JONESVILLE, VA 24263 
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RECEIPT - ADMINISTRATIVE REMEDY 

DATE: JUNE 19, 2006 

FROM: ADMINISTRATIVE REMEDY COORDINATOR 
MID-ATLANTIC REGIONAL OFFICE 

TO GEORGE BYNUM, 06013-078 
LEE USP UNT: L QTR: L01-314U 

THIS ACKNOWLEDGES THE RECEIPT OF THE REGIONAL APPEAL 
IDENTIFIED BELOW: 

REMEDY ID 
DATE RECEIVED 
RESPONSE DUE 
SUBJECT 1 
SUBJECT 2 
INCIDENT RPT NO: 

400172-R2 
MAY 31, 2006 
JULY 30, 2006 
UNPROFESSIONAL, INAPPROPRIATE CONDUCT OR MISCONDUCT BY STAFF 
MEDICAL CARE - DELAY OR ACCESS TO 
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EXTENSION OF TIME FOR RESPONSE - ADMINISTRATIVE REMEDY 

DATE, JUNE 19, 2006 

FROM: ADMINISTRATIVE REMEDY COORDINATOR 
MID-ATLANTIC REGIONAL OFFICE 

TO GEORGE BYNUM, 06013-078 
LEE USP UNT: L QTR: L01-314U 

ADDITIONAL TIME IS NEEDED TO RESPOND TO THE REGIONAL APPEAL 
IDENTIFIED BELOW. WE ARE EXTEND!NG THE TIME FOR RESPONSE AS PROVIDED 
FOR IN THE ADMINISTRATIVE REMEDY PROGRAM STATEMENT. 

REMEDY ID 
DATE RECEIVED 
RESPONSE DUE 
SUBJECT l 
SUBJECT 2 
INCIDENT RPT NO: 

400172-R2 
MAY 31, 2006 
JULY 30, 2006 
UNPROFESSIONAL, INAPPROPRIATE CONDUCT OR MISCONDUCT BY STAFF 
MEDICAL CARE - DELAY OR ACCESS TO 
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, , \M5, -~,>artm1>nl of Ju~tln Regional Adlninlstrative Remedy Appeal 

Federal Bureau of Prisons 

Part 8 • RESPONSE 

REc1=,VE'o 
M,4y :~ r "· 

DATE REGIONAL DIRECT?R . . 
If dissatisfied with this response, you may appeal to 1he General Counsel. Your appeal must be received in the General Counsel's Off~ce wHhm 30 calendar 

days of the date of this res po rue. 40 Q / 7 Z -f<2;_ 
ORIGINAL: RETURN TO INMATE CASENUMBER: ________ _ 

-----------------~-------------- I 

Part C • RECEJPT 

Remm ro: ------------------:-:::::~-
LAST NAME. RRST. MIDDLE INITIAL REG.NO. 

CASE NUMBER: _______ _ 

UNIT INSTITUTION 
SUBJECT: ____________________________________ _ 

DATE SIGNATURE. RECIPIENT OF REGIONAL APPEAL 

USPLVN 
BP·230/13I 
ti HI.II"' ,._,.,..._,4 
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Regional Administrative Remedy Appeal 
Part B - Response 

Date Filed: May 31, 2006 Remedy ID #400172-Rl 

You appeal the Warden's response to your Request for Administrative 
Remedy. You allege unprofessional conduct by staff. 

The Bureau of Prisons takes allegations of staff misconduct very 
seriously. Your allegation was referred to the appropriate Bureau 
of Prisons component for investigation. 

Your appeal of the Warden's response is denied. If you are 
dissatisfied with this response, you may appeal to the General 
Counsel, Federal Bureau of Prisons, 320 First Street, N.W., 
Washington, D. C. 20534. Your appeal must be received in the 
General Counsel's Office within 30 days from the date of this 
response 

JUL I 4 2006 

Date K. M. White 
Regional Director 
Mid-Atlantic Regional Office 
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RECEIPT - ADMINISTRATIVE REMEDY/,· . vr w 

DATE, AUGUST 13, 2006 1 Ex 1i,,li- '"r) 
FROM: ADMINISTRATIVE REMEDY COORDINATOR 

CENTRAL OFFICE 

TO GEORGE BYNUM, 06013-078 
LEE USP UNT: L QTR: L01-314U 

THIS ACKNOWLEDGES THE RECEIPT OF THE CENTRAL OFFICE APPEAL 
IDENTIFIED BELOW: 

REMEDY ID 
DATE RECEIVED 
RE:SPONSE DUE 
SUBJECT 1 
SUBJECT 2 

400172-Al 
AUGUST 4, 2006 
SEPTEMBER 13, 2006 
UNPROFESSIONAL, INAPPROPRIATE CONDUCT OR MISCONDUCT BY STAFF 
MEDICAL CARE - DELAY OR ACCESS TO 
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u.s. Ocpartmcnl of Jusliu ; Central Office Administrative Remedy Appeal 

Federal Bureau or Prisons 

Administrative Remedy Section 

DATE , : GENERAL COUNSEL 

ORIG~AL!_~UR~rn ~MA~ _____ -1:-_________ CASE ~MBER: _j'ffi_! 'E:._ ___ _ 
Part C • RECEIPT , . i CASE NUMBER: _______ _ 

i 

Remm tu: -------------------
LAST NAMEi FIRST, MIDDLE INITIAL REG. NO. UNIT INSTITUTION 

SUBJECT: _____________________________________ _ 

DATE SIGNATURE OF RECIPIENT OF CENTRAL OFFICE APPEAL 
BP.?1111C'll 
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Administrative Remedy No. 400172-Al 
Part B - Response 

This is in response to your Central Office Administrative Remedy 
Appeal in which you allege inappropriate conduct by a staff 
member while housed at USP Pollock. Specifically, you allege 
that on August 18, 2005, a Special Housing Unit officer neglected 
your repeated calls for emergency medical assistance after being 
assaulted by another inmate. You request "compensation" for the 
actions of this officer. 

Staff conduct is governed by Bureau of Prisons' Program Statement 
3420.09, Standards of Employee Conduct. The Bureau of Prisons 
takes allegations of staff misconduct seriously. You have been 
informed that your allegations were referred to the appropriate 
component for investigation and disposition. We concur with the 
responses provided and find them appropriate. 

As to your request for "compensation," the Administrative Remedy 
Program does not ordinarily provide for monetary relief. Your 
request for monetary compensation should be pursued through the 
appropriate statutorily mandated procedure such as the Federal 
Tort Claims Act to resolve this issue. 

This response is provided for informational purposes only. 

a rell Watts, Administrator 
tional Inmate Appeals~~ 
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I 
RECEIPT - A+JMINISTRATIVE REMEDY 

I 
I 

' 

DATE: DECEMBER 15, 2005 

I 

FROM: ADMINISTRATIVE REMEDY COORDINATOR 
POLLOCK USP 

TO GEORGE BYNUM, 06013-078 
POLLOCK USP UNT: C Q~: Z03-133LAD 

I 
I 

THIS ACKNOWLEDGES THE RECEIPT OFT.HE ADMINISTRATIVE REMEDY REQUEST 
IDENTIFIED BELOW: 

REMEDY ID 
DATE RECEIVED 
RESPONSE DUE 
SUBJECT 1 
SUBJECT 2 
INCIDENT RPT NO: 

394492-F2 . 
NOVEMBER 8, 2005 ; 
NOVEMBER 28, 2005 
OTHER COMPLAINT AGAINST STAFF 



. ~ase 1:07-cv-00915:oootJ~ p~c1,1m~9t_5-3 Filed 07/06/07 Page 5 of 19 PagelD #: 85 
j;jt' ( . ..J - ... • REMEDY 

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE . • REQUEST FOR ~MINISTRATIVE 
Federal Bureau of Pri&oll!l 7ffi)_ t)DV - ) P,t-\ 5- \ ii 

DATE i i WARDEN OR REGIONAL DIRECTOR 
. . I . f .· . -- . 

If dmaliqied ,ritJi tllil rnpon,11, JtN ,,,_,_,,,,_, i.t.1N-JlqioulDwt1or.l. Yuur,rppet,I mast~ ~mill« Rqu,,u,I Olficc ~ lfl.__,.,•;uf tl1dllk of 11,h mpons11 

_ O~~':'_~:!'~~~ TO_!Nr-!_':_________ ---------------=~E NU~~~~---:::_ ___ _ 
' CASE NUMBER: ---------1 

. Part- c- RECEIPT I i . 
I , , -

Retilni to: 
REG, NO. UNIT INSTITUTION 

SUBJECT: ____ -1-___:~------4------'--'----------------+ 

DATE . RECIPIBNT'S SIGNATURE (STAFF MEMBER) 
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i.1 .·• . . /;:/ .. / / ' 

, .. ~ r, /vii!•·· I ,I 
' 
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UNITED STATES PBNITBNTIARY. 
POLLOCK, LOUISIANA 

INMATB NAME; 
INMATE NO; 
ADMINISTRATIVE 

BYNUM, George 
06013-078 
394492-1'2 

PART B - RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMINISTRATIVE JUDIBDY 

This is in response to your Request for Administrative Remedy 
dated October 12, 2005, in which you allege that on August 18, 
2005, a Correctional Officer left the Recreation Yard unattended 
which allowed another inmate to assault you. You allege that the 
officer ignored Bureau of Prison policy statement which 
contributed to your being injured. 

Your complaint has been referred to the appropriate authorities 
for review and disposition. At the conclusion of this review, 
appropriate action will be.taken. 

This response to your Request for Administrative Remedy is for 
informational purposes only. 

If you are not satisfied with this decision, you may appeal to 
the Regional Director at: ~ureau of Prisons, South Central 
Regional Oftice, 4211 Cedar Springs Road, Suite 300, Dallas, 
Texas 75219. Your appeal must be received in the South Central 
Regional Office within 20 days of the date of this response. 

ll-t4-o~ 
Date 
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I 

RECEIPT - ADMINISTRATIVE REMEDY 

DATE: JANUARY 11, 2006 

' FROM: ADMINISTRATIVE REMEDY COORDINATOR 
SOUTH CENTRAL REGIONAL OFFIC£ 

TO GEORGE BYNUM, 06013-078 
I 

POLLOCK USP UNT: C 0~:- Z0S-213UAD 
I 

i 

THIS ACKNOWLEDGES THE RECEIPT OF.1°hE REGIONAL APPEAL 
IDENTIFIED BELOW: 

REMEDY ID : 394492-Rl 
DATE RECEIVED 
RESPONSE DUE 
SUBJECT l 
SUBJECT 2 
INCIDENT RPT NO: 

:JANUARY 3, 2006 
FEBRUARY 2, 2006 i 
OTHER COMPLAINT AGAINST STAFF 

(Ex li,f I ¼ ') 
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Federal Bureau of Prisons _ - .. , ·-

Part B - RESPONSE 

' 
) ;," 

l ~ \ ; ! 

li i l I: l :..~ ., , .. 
'· .• 

DAlE ' REGIONAL DIRECTOR 
If dissa1isfied wilh !his response, you may appeal to !he General Co11nscl. Your appeal mus! be received in the General Counscrs Office wi1hln 30 calendar 
days of lhe date of this response. 

1 
' 

SECOND COPY: RETURNTOrlNMATE 
' i -------~~-~-------~~-----------------------Part C • RECEIPT 

CASE NUMBER: --------

Return 10: ------.....----------LAST NAMEj FIRST, MII)DLE INITIAL REG.NO. UNIT INSTITUTION 

SUBJECT: ______ +-------~---------------------
•OATE ~--,· 

USPL\IN 

·,( .. -!

~-... BP•230(13) 
JUNE::0002 

\ 
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BYNUM, George 

CASE NO. 394492-Rl 

REG. NO. 06013-078 

PART B - RESPONSE 

RECEIPTED: 01/03/06 

You are appealing the Warden's response to your complaint that on 
August 18, 2005, an office+ left the Recreation Yard unattended. 
You allege that this resulted in another inmate assaulting you. 

A review of this matter reyeals that this complaint has been 
referred to the appropriat~ authorities for review and 
disposition. At the conclusion of this review, appropriate 
action will be taken. 

This response is for informational purposes only. 

In the event you are dissatisfied with this response, you may 
appeal to the Bureau of Prisons, Administrative Remedy Section, 
320 First Street, NW, Washington, D.C. 20534. Your appeal must 
be received in that officeiwithin 30 days from the date of this 
response. 

Maldonado, 
egional Director 

SENSITIVE~ LIMITED OFFICIAL USE 
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fExt· 6 )- "//) 

REJECTION NOTICE - ADMINISTRATIVE REMEDY 

INISTRATIVE REMEDY COORDINATOR 
CENTRAL OFFICE 

TO GEORGE BYNUM, 06013-078 @' 
LEE USP ONT: L QTR: L01-314U 
P.O. BOX 900 
JONESVILLE, VA 24263 

FOR THE REASONS· LISTED BELOW, THIS CENTRAL OFFICE APPEAL 
IS BEING REJECTED ABO RETURNED TO YOU. YOU SHOULD INCLUDE A COPY 
OF THIS NOTICE WITH ANY FUTURE CORRESPONDENCE REGARDING THE REJECTION. 

REMEDY ID 
DATE RECEIVED 
SUBJECT 1 
SUBJECT 2 
INCIDENT RPT NO:: 

394492-Al CENTRAL OFFICE APPEAL 
JULY 13, 2006 
OTHER COMPLAINT AGAINST STAFF 

REJECT REASON 1: YOUR APPEAL IS tJNTIMELY. CENTRAL OFFICE APPEALS 
MOST BE RECEIVE~ WITHIN 30 DAYS OF THE REGIONAL 
DIRECTOR'S RESP9NSE. THIS TIME LIMIT INCLUDES MAIL TIME. 

REJECT REASON 2;: YOU DID NOT PROVIDE A COPY OF YOUR REGIOe OFFICE 
ADMINISTRATIVE REMEDY APPEAL (BP-10) FORM A COPY 
OF THE (BP-10) RESPONSE FROM THE REGIONAL IRECTOR. 

REMARKS RECORDS INDICATE REGIONAL RESPONSE WAS ISSUED ON 
1-20-2006, PROVtDE STAFF VERIFICATION ON BOP LETTER
HEAD THAT UNTIMELY FILING WAS NOT YOUR FAULT. 
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EXHIBIT A 6/19/06 

------•---i 
If accepted, a request or appeal is co~sidered filed on the date it is logged into the 
Administrative remedy Index as receive4. Once filed, response shall be made by the warden 
or CCM within 20 cal~ndar days; by the

1
regional director within 30 calendar deys; and by 

the General counsel fithin 40 calendar:days. If the request is determined to be of an 
emergency nature whith threatens th~ i~mGte's immediate health or welfare, the warden shall 
respond not later than the third calen~ar day after filing. If the time period fer response 
to a request or Appeal is insufficient:to make an appropriate decision, the time for respons~ 
may be extended once:by 20 days at the!inslitution level, 30 days at the regional level, or 
20 days at the central office level. Staff shall II respond " in writing to II all II filed 
requests or appeals.~'If the inmate doe, not receive a response within the time allotted for 

1 

reply, including ext~nsion, the imaate:11SY consider the absence of a response to be a DENIAL: 
at that level" ' 
In light of the response time concerning my Appeal process, I am viewing the abc,ence of a 
response to be a direct DENIAL of my r,quest or appeal at the reional director level. 
I'm now processing tb file thi~ Appeal!with the general counsel. 

SIMCERELY. 

Administrative Remecy S~:ction 
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U.S. Dei:-artment or Justice 

Federal Bureau of Prisons 

Central Office Administrative Remedy Appeal 

Type or use ball-point pen. If atta<lhments are needed, submit foW'jc:opies. One copy each of the completed BP-DIR-9 and BP-DIR-10, including any attach-
ment.~ must be submitted with this appeal. ' 

From: _B_ymm __ ,_G_e_or_g_e_4_. _______ _ 06013-078 C-1 USP Lee 
LAST NAME. FIRST, MIDDLB INl11AL REG. NO. UNIT INSTITUTION 

Part A-REASON FOR APP~ . 
On August 18, 2005 the BOP SHU recreat~onal officer Seaja 1efted the recreati.on yard 
unat:tended vi.thout m;iy offieers to aonitor the imlates safety or hea1th. Doing thi.s absent 
an imaate was allowed to boil a-pit.cha• of scorching hot watery ail and ocher u.nJmovn liquidi 
subsistence, allowed:to walk dovn:tbe 1ecreation cage unsecure, unescorted by officers,. · 
allowed to dumped a pitcher ·of scorcb:uf& .hot watery oil all over ay body. Special housing 
unit officers simply:ignorad clearly -,u,bliahed Ian, mid.BOP policy stateaent, risk:J.na 
threat of death and serious injury·.to ~e special housing imaates as a class of persons. 
Officer Seaja have failed to impleaent1policywbich affords segregated inllates safety from 
physical injury and property dmlage, ri.sk to inmates health and safety. negligent acts which 
breath duty of care owed by bureau of prison in the spacial housing unit. The illegal acts 
and omissions of Officer Seaja bad du;,ctly contributed to the physical injury and property 1 

damage, wanton infli~tion of pain, cXU4l and unusual punishment and equal protection of the 
law that were clearly established at tµw of the injury .. 

Part B-RESPONSE 

-----------
... :--. - -· : ~ ·1- ff, 'ill "•\, \.-,· r ~- Iii· ·r\ o:.. :,i,.,; =c ,_ 
1 1 1 · ~ ,. · - · ' I,· J \ 

~ii Jut 13 m ~J 
L ____ --J 

DATE OENERAL COUNSEL 

CASE NUMBER: -----------, 

Return to:--------~~------....;..-
LASTNM$, ftRST, MIDDLEINI11AL 

INS11TUJ'ION I SUBJECT:--------------:----------------------------
---SIGNA==1URE=-o---F_RECIPIENT ___ OF_CENTRAL ___ OFFJCB _ ___,,-A-PPEAL____ BP-231(13) 

REG.NO. UNIT 

DATE 
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BP-S148.055 INMATE REQUEST TO $_ TAFF CDFRM 
SEP 98 

Page 14 of 19 Pa~..ttofl4'.s S(Lf) 

(Exh,1:,)- .,T') 
0. S. DBPU~ OF JUSTICE FEDERAL BORBAU 01' PRISONS 

-- --- - . ----- -~ -- -- ~ --~-~--

TO: ( NAME AND TIT~ OF STAFF MEMBER ) l 
cv11 .>e lor: ~ Iv' e, \ DATE: 

REGISTER f : 

otolJ-071 
WORK ASSIGNMENT: : A ' UNIT:/ 

ttM ,vt/11e Coor«Jpor · 
SUBJECT: ( Briefly state your quest· ' Conti b ion or concern and the solut · nue on ack, if necessary. Your failure t . ion you are requesting. 
taken. If necessary, you will be intervie ed. ob~ specific may result in no action being 
request.) . w in or er to successfully respond to your ad je ~f 41:lal hvVfc,i + a~ g,{(, l 

DISPOSITION: I/ 
_ SEE /jff/kliz:V( /.#<s~ /5 77le" _ tJIVL(/ , 

/;t/HJ~ Mrt-r/'cyu .% CfW fYlov't'IJc, l5P /0 Md ;gp', 
,412£ _1Jpf _ ,Mj /{€S~)itr'b t Tf. {JouN &C/tJ/2 '> 

p;2~vt'cf ;- i?c<µt/pfs CE/lkt214 , EO Dy i?&6,'tlrt1 /Ind ill 

~rte - A-U.. tJT/lt:y2 t)tif> .ftM 5 t)/l 6>11& 74Al > ~ /,,I){ II 
~ . ' -

( Do not rrite below this line) 

I Signature of Staff_::B:2];: 1Date: f- {, _ 
Rec?rd Copy - File; Copy Inmate , , - I 
(This form may be replicated via wp.. . 

ft,'/1/£ yD WP.t'r·b . ~~~~e~~o /JPf-r•a-. 
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' EE9 ~~r,:ftfil TRATIVE REMEDY GENERALIZED RET~IEVAL * 08-06-2006 
PAGE 026 * FULL SCREEN FORMAT * 09:19:24 

REGNO: 06013-078 NAME: BYNUM, GEORGE 
RSP OF ... : LEE UNT/LOC/DST: L 
REMEDY ID: 394492-Fl SUBl: 34ZM SUB2: 
UNT RCV .. : C QTR RCV.: Z03-131LAD 
UNT ORG .. : C QTR ORG.: Z03-131LAD 
EVT FACL.: POL ACC LEV: POL 2 SCR 1 

QTR.: L01-314U RCV OFC: 
DATE RCV: 11-08-2005 
FACL RCV: POL 
FACL ORG: POL 

RESP DUE: 
ABSTRACT.: ALLEGES STAFF WAS INATTENTIVE TO DUTIES 
STATUS OT: 11-08-2005 STATUS CODE: REJ STATUS REASON: CON INF RSF 
INCRPTNO.: RCT: EXT: DATE ENTD: 11-09-2005 
REMARKS .. : 

G0002 MORE PAGES TO FOLLOW" 

POL 



PAGE 027 * FULL SCREEN FORMAT 

REGNO: 06013-078 NAME: BYNUM, GEORGE 
RSP OF ... : LEE UNT/LOC/DST: L 
REMEDY ID: 394492-F2 SUBl: 34ZM SUB2: 
UNT RCV .. : C QTR RCV.: Z03-131LAD 
UNT ORG .. : C QTR ORG.: Z03-131LAD 
EVT FACL.: POL ACC LEV: POL 2 SCR 1 

* 09:19:24 

QTR.: L01-314U RCV OFC: POL 
DATE RCV: 11-08-2005 
FACL RCV: POL 
FACL ORG: POL 

RESP DUE: MON 11-28-2005 
ABSTRACT.: ALLEGES, STAFF WAS INATTENTIVE TO DUTIES 
STATUS OT: 12-15-2005 STATUS CODE: CLO STATUS REASON: XPL 
INCRPTNO.: RCT: P EXT: DATE ENTD: 12-13-2005 
REMARKS .. : 

G0002 MORE PAGES TO FOLLOW;• 



PAGE 031 * FULL SCREEN FORMAT 

REGNO: 06013-078 NAME: BYNUM, GEORGE 
RSP OF ... : LEE UNT/LOC/DST: L 
REMEDY ID: 394492-Rl SUBl: 34ZM SUB2: 
UNT RCV .. : C QTR RCV.: Z03-135LAD 
UNT ORG .. : C QTR ORG.: Z03-131LAD 
EVT FACL.: POL ACC LEV: POL 2 SCR 1 

* 09:19:24 

QTR.: LOl-3140 RCV OFC: SCR 
DATE RCV: 01-03-2006 
FACL RCV: POL 
FACL ORG: POL 

RESP DUE: THU 02-02-2006 
ABSTRACT.: ALLEGES STAFF WAS INATTENTIVE TO DUTIES 
STATUS OT: 01-20-2006 STATUS COD$: CLO STATUS REASON: XPL 
INCRPTNO.: RCT: P EXT: DATE ENTD: 01-11-2006 
REMARKS •• : 

G0002 MORE PAGES TO FOLLOW 
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'PAGt 037 OF 037 * FULL SCREEN FORMAT * 09:19:24 

REGNO: 06013-078 NAME: BYNUM, GEORGE 
RSP OF ... : LEE UNT/LOC/DST: L 
REMEDY ID: 394492-Al SUB1: 34ZM SUB2: 
UNT RCV .. : L QTR RCV.: L01-314U 
UNT ORG .. : C QTR ORG.: Z03-131LAD 
EVT FACL.: POL ACC LEV: POL 2 SCR 1 

QTR.: L01-314U RCV OFC: 
DATE RCV: 07-13-2006 
FACL RCV: LEE 
FACL ORG: POL 

RESP DUE: 
ABSTRACT.: ALLEGES STAFF WAS INATTENTIVE TO DUTIES 
STATUS OT: 07-19-2006 STATUS CODE: REJ STATUS REASON: UTA RAP 
INCRPTNO.: RCT: EXT: DATE ENTD: 07-19-2006 
REMARKS .. : RECORDS INDICATE REGIOW\L RESPONSE WAS ISSUED ON 

GOOOO 

1-20-2006, PROVIDE STAFF VERIFICATION ON BOP LETTER
HEAD THAT UNTIMELY FILING WAS NOT YOUR FAULT. 

36 REMEDY SUBMISSION.{S) SELECTED 
TRANSACTION SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETED 

BOP 
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GEORGE BY;NUM, 06013-078 
POLLOCK ~SP UNT: C Qf, R: Z05-213UAD 
P.O. BOX ;1000 
POLLOCK, : LA 71467 

\ 

('J-z . .__ /0 /1r-f; er 

L£. ~~ 
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Federal Bureau of Prisons 

Type or use ball•point pen. Ir att~hments are needed, submit fou11 copies. One copy of the completed BP-229( 13) including any attachments must be submitted 
with this appeal. · 

From; .--'tJ.~~~~~-=-=~- oto/1- 076 C--1 (vs'P}/Jc//ot::k. 
LASrNAME. LE INJl1AL REG. NO. UNIT ~STmmON 

7 
Part B - RESPONSE 

DATE REGIONAL DIRECTOR 
If dissatisfied with this response. y~ may appeal to the General c,,unsel. Your appeal must be received in the General Counsel's Office within 30 calendar 

4
. 

days of the date of this response. : - 3 ~ A _A i \ 
ORIGINAL: RETURN TO l~MATE ! CASE NUMBER:.2 :::r::t:-' ----------~-------'-----------------------Part C - RECEIPT i :-.:;-·(r;;;-r,;;-""::'-__ 

: . ll \:,J IE ' ; CASE NUMBER: ! 

Return to: ---------+v-tlrt----+-- i 
LAST NAME, FIRST. MIDD . NO. UNIT INSTITUTION, 

SUBJECT: __________ / -t,---+---.....,;,,--+-------------------il 
DATE 

USPLVN 
BP-230(13i 
.U Mr.I~?~~ 
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BYNUM, George 

CASE NO. 394492-Rl 

REG. NO. 06013-078 

PART B - RESPONSE 

RECEIPTED: 01/03/06 

You are app~aling the Warden's response to your complaint that on 
August 18, ~005, an office4 leet the Recreation Yard unattended. 
You allege that this resul;ed in another inmate assaulting you. 

I 

A review ofithis matter reyeals that this complaint has been 
referred to;the appropriate authorities for review and 
disposition~ At the concl~sion of this review, appropriate 
action will 1 be taken. 

' 
This respon~e is for inforrtiational purposes only. 

In the event you are dissatisfied with this response, you may 
appeal to the Bureau of Pr~sons, Administrative Remedy Section, 
320 First Street, NW, Washington, D.C. 20534. Your appeal must 
be received in that office;within 30 days from the date of this 
response. 

i 
SENSITIVE 1-

Maldonado, 
egional Director 

LIMITED OFFICIAL USE 
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UNITED STATES PENITENTIARY 
POLLOCK, LOUISIANA 

INMATE NAME: 
INMATE NO: 
ADMINISTRATIVE REMEDY NO: 

BYNUM, George 
06013-078 
394492-F2 

PART B - RESPONSE TO RBQUE~T FOR ADMINISTRATIVE REMEDY 

This is in.response to you~ Request for Administrative Remedy 
dated October 12, 2005, in jwhich you allege that on August 18, 
2005, a Correctional Officer left the Recreation Yard unattended 
which allowed another inmade to assault you. You allege that the 
officer ignored Bureau of Prison policy statement which 
contributed to your being i:nj ured. 

Your complaint has been ref:erred to the appropriate authorities 
for review and disposition.J At the conclusion of this review, 
appropriate action will be ltaken. 

This response to your Reque;st for Administrative Remedy is for 
informational purposes only. 

If you are not satisfied with this decision, you may appeal to 
the Regional Director at: Bureau of Prisons, South Central 
Regional Office, 4211 Cedari Springs Road, Suite 300, Dallas, 
Texas 75219 .. Your appeal must be received in the South Central 
Regional Off~ce within 20 days of the date of this response. 

r-1 Z.. - ( 4 - c·- Y 
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January 25, 2007 

George Bynum 
Reg. No. 06013-078-
u. s. Penitentiary 
P. o. Box 9o:o 
Jonesville, VA 24263 

Re: Adrninist;rative Tort 

Dear Mr. Brynum: 

Cla~m -

I 
i 

U.S. Department of Justice 

Federal Bureau of Prisons 

South Central Regional Office 

4211 Cedar Spri11gs Road, Suite JOO 
Dallas, Texas 752/9 

TRT-SCR-2007-01544 

I 
This is to acknowledge receipt of your two tort claims dated 
October 28, 2006 and Nove~er 4, 2006, totalling $7,000,000.00 
for alleged 'loss or damage !to personal property and personal 
injury. The claims were received by the Department of Justice, 
Civil Division, Torts Branch on November 16, 2006, and they were 
received in our office on January 22, 2007, for processing. 

! 
The Federal !Tort Claims Act affords the government six (6) months 
from the date the claim wa~ filed (November 16, 2006) to make an 
administrative decision in ithis matter. A response will be 
mailed to you via certified mail on or before May 15, 2007. 

! 

vhltt\l{V 
!\ n a • Nutt 0 
\Paralegal S~ecialist 

/jw 
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May 18, 2007 
i 

U.S. Department of Justice 

Federal Bureau of Prisons 

South Central Regional Office 

411 J Cedar Springs Road, Suite 300 
Dallas, Texas 75219 

CERTIFIED MAIL (to follow\electronic transmission) 

George Bynum 
Reg. No. 06013-078 
United States Penitentiary 
P.O. Box 900 
Jonesville, VA 24263 

Re: Administrative Tort Claim No. TRT-SCR-2007-01544 (amended) 
I 

Dear Mr. Bynum: 
; 

Your claim·has been considered for administrative settlement 
under the Eederal Tort Claims Act, Title 28, United States Code, 
Section 267'.2 tl ~-, and:authority granted by Title 28, Code of 
Federal Regulations, Section 0.172, You claim government 
liability in the amount o~ seven million dollars and 00/100 
($7,000,000.00) for personal injury. 

I 

Section 2612 of the Feder~l Tort Claims Act delegates to each 
Federal ag~ncy the author~ty to consider, determine and settle 
any claim f:or money damag~s against the United States for loss of 
personal property or inju~y caused by the negligent or wrongful 
act or omission of any em~loyee of the agency while acting within 
the scope Qt his office o~ employment. 

You claim on August 18, 2005, staff at the United States 
Penitentary (USP) in Polltjck, Louisiana, failed to take 
appropriate measures to protect you and responded in an untimely 
manner to your calls for ~ssistance after another inmate burned 
you with a hot liquid. Yqu indicate approximately twenty minutes 
passed before you were abl:e to communicate to staff your need ·tor 
assistance.' You state as~ result of this assault, you sustained 
severe burns and skin damages. You allege you also experienced 
an infection and mental di~tress . 

• 
SENSIT.p'E BUT UNCLASSIFIED 
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' 

BYNUM, George 
Reg. No. 06013-078 
TRT-SCR-2007-01544 
Page 2 

After a thqrough review or· this matter, I am prepared to offer 
you six hundred fifty and 00/100 dollars ($650.00) in final 
settlement;of your claim. If you desire to accept this offer, 
please sign the enclosed youcher presented to you by institution 
staff. 

If you are.dissatisfied with this decision, please consider this 
a denial of your claim. You then are·afforded six (6) months 
from the d~te of the mailing of this communication within which 
to bring suit in the apprQpriate United States District Court. 

Sincerely, 

A 'I. A._ t),.J\,_'--"'-" ~ 
tason A. Sickler 
Regional Counsel 

JAS/pi 

i 
cc: Fredrick Menifee, Watden 

USP Pollock 

SENSITIVE BUT UNCLASSIFIED 
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CLAIM FOR DAMAGE, 
INJURY OR DEATH 

Document 5-4 Filed 07/06/07 Page 12 ~tf',Bgell:'.1#5"4~ 

. ( E/1,// L) 
INSTRUCTIONS: Please read caretully the instructions on the reverse side and FORM APPROVE 
supply Information requested on both sides of this lonn. Use addlllonal sheet(sJ -If ?f'~ 
n&c8$881'Y. See reverse side fof additional Instructions. EXPIRES 3-31•91 

3. TYPE OF 5,MARITAI..STAT\JS -

5 0 - 0 

9. PIIOPERJY DAMAGE 
NAME AND ADDRESS OF OWN IF OTI-IER THAN CLAIMANT (Number; slrfft, City, state, end Zip Code}-

M 'A 

10. , PERSONAL JNJURY/WRONGFtil·DEATH " 

12a. PROPERTY DAMAGE 

I CERTIFY THAT THE AMOUNT OF CLAIM-COVaiS ONLY;DAMAGES AND IN 
AMOUNT IN FUU SA 118FAQTiON AND FINAL IETTLEMENT OF THIS CLAIM 

IL P'"-'L TY FOR PRESEffflNQ 
- FRAUDULENT CU.IM 

The ~ shell forlelt and.Pl)' lo 1h4, United StalMthe 8\1'11 of $2,000. 

CAUSED BY THI-ACCNllNT ABOVE AND AGRE! TO ACtEPT SAi 

CRrMINAL TY FoR-PRUEN FRA ULENT 
CLAll·OR MAKING PAl.$E STATEMEN1S 

plul double the amount of·darnagfl IUStalned by the UnHed States: ' 
(SH 31 U.S.C. 3.729.) . 

Fne of nor.more thin $10,000 01 lmprltonment for not"more than 5 YM"• 
orboth: (S.c; ,su.s.c. 287, 1001,J · · 

U•108 NSN 1540-00•634·4046 STANDARD FORM 96 (1-v. 7-SSJ 
· Previous edH/ons not use/M. PR~r'!AIA~ AV nl:OT' n,: 111~-n,,"'" 
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• aP-s.162. 060 INMATE INC l ASSESSMENT AND FOLLOWUP " idical) CDfRM 
fEB 05 
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS 

l. Institution 
USP POLLOCK, LA 

4. Duty Assignment 

7. Where did Injury Happen (Be specific as to 
location) 

Work Related'? 

• Yes • No 

9. Subjective, Al Cause (Inmate's Statement of how 

\\ 

10. Objective: (Observations or Findings from 
Examination) 

a. No Medical Attention (Check 
applicable) 

o a. No Medical Attention 

~ b. Minor First Aid 

o c. Hospitalization 

~ d. Other (E:xplainJ~))'\.\\1'~ 

• e. Pain assessment: (Optional) 

Mild Moderate Sev~f 

l-2--3--4--5--6---z-8-iJ~ 
lOa l-, .• , •. D 

US?;F?( Poiluck A 
ii-TW), 

X-Rays Taken_ 
X-Ray Results 

Not Indicated 

i 

j I 
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Inmate Statement 
lnmateR~#: 06013078 

Inmate Name, BYNUM, GEORGE 

0(,f\6i2()07 

4:27:38PM 

Report .Date: 

Report Time: 

Alpha 
C2!k 
LEE 

LEE 

LEE 

LEE 

LEE 

LEE 

LEE 

LEE 

LEE 

LEE 

LEE 

LEE 

LEE 

LEE 

LEE 

LEE 

LEE 

LEE 

LEE 

LEE 

LEE 

LEE 

LEE 

LEE 

LEE 

LEE 

LEE 

LEE 

LEE 

LEE 

LEE 

LEE 

LEE 

Date{l'Jmt 
6/12/2007 
5:09:0SPM 
6/12/2007 
2:11:24 PM 
6/12/2007 
2:11:24 PM 
6/12/2007 
2:11:24 PM 
6/11/2007 
9:32:33 PM 

Reference# 
3 

33318207 

GLEED033 -
1530 
GLEED034-
1531 
ITS0611 

6/812007 1 :25: 11 GIPP0507 
PM 
6/812007 I :25:11 GLEED033 • 
PM 1500 
6/8/2007 I :25: 11 GLEED034 • 
PM 1501 
6/1/2007 GLEED034 · 
12:10:42 AM 1414 
6/1/2007 GLEED033 • 
12:10:42 AM 1413 
6/112007 GLEED033-
12:10:42 AM 1419 
6/1/2007 GLEED034 • 
12:10:42AM 1420 
6/1/2007 GLEED034 2134 
12:I0:42AM 
6/1/2007 
12:\0:42AM 
5/31/2007 

GLEED033 2135 

8:57:08 PM 
5/31/2007 
8:55:50 PM 
5/27/2007 
9:39:20PM 
5/23/2007 
7:13:04PM 
5/22/2007 
8:17:53 PM 
5/21/2007 
8:14:45 PM 
5/21/2007 
8:14:45 PM 
S/2112007 
8:14:45 PM 
5/18/2007 
5:12:54PM 
5/18/2007 
5:12:54 PM 
5/18/2007 

Hf•. =~ '"O ~66 

65 

ITS0527 :!j ~ a= 
44 

..... co 
o::: i 

ITS0522 t,; ~ .! 
~ tc ,~ e 

33316607 ~ 0 "'- !:: 
>-°' ... fll 

GLEED033 o:I ~ ~ Jg 
]419 ffi ~ ._ 
GLEED034 t:::l ~ ( \ 
1420 a= :E V 
33316507 ~ ~ 

::, 0 
GLEED033~ .,_ 
1413 
GLEED034-

5:12:54 PM 
5/15/2007 
2:23:26PM 
5/9/2007 5: I 6:37 3 

1414 
GLEED034 2030 

PM 
5/2/2007 7:05:18 43 
PM 
4/30/2007 
7:18:28 PM 
4/30/2007 
l l:I0:59AM 
4/2612007 
8:10:23 PM 

33315107 

33315107 

70 

4/612007 9:31 :44 GIS2032 
AM 
4/612007 9:26: 12 66 
AM 

c-
• I 
\ C 

Current Institution: 

Housing IJ11it: 

I ,Mng Quarters: 

Transaction Type 
Sales 

Western Union 

Debt Encumbrance 

Debt Encumbrance 

Phone Withdrawal 

Payroll- !PP 

Debt Encumbrance 

Debt Encumbrance 

Debt Encumbrance • 
Released 
Debt Encumbrance -
Released 
Debt &cumbrance -
Released 
Debt Encumbrance -
Released 
PLRA Payment 

PLRA Payment 

Sales 

Sales 

Phone Withdrawal 

Sales 

Phone Withdrawal 

Western Union 

Debt Encumbrance 

Debt Encumbrance 

Western Union 

Debt Encumbrance 

Debt Encumbrance 

Initial PLRA Pymt 

Sales 

Sales 

Western Union 

Western Union 

Sales 

Payroll - UNICOR 

Sales 

httn:/ /10.33. 7 .107 /UMR/IrunateStatementCombined.asox 

Lee USP 

LEE-L-A 

LOl-314L 

Tra• saction 
Amount 
($47.98) 

$50.00 

($2.00) 

$19.32 

($16,78) 

($25.16) 

($325) 

($15.00) 

($2,CK}) 

($56.81) 

($1.00) 

$50.00 

$75.80 

($20.59) 

($70.89) 

($91.88} 

$50.00 

$50.00 

($35.78) 

$5.01 

($3.65) 

Encumbrance 
Amo.!191 Eadlna Balance 

$29.34 

$77.32 

($10.00) 

($10.00) 

($3.86) 

($3.86) 

$15.16 

$15.16 

$10.00 

$10,00 

($10.00) 

($10.00) 

($15.16) 

($15.16) 

$27.32 

$29.32 

$35.16 

$10.00 

$51.94 

$55.19 

$70.19 

$72.19 

$129.00 

$130.00 

$80.00 

$4.20 

$24.79 

$95.68 

$187.56 

$137.56 

$87.56 

$123.34 

$118.33 

6/16/2007 



LEE 3/1.3/2orJ7 33312507 Westem Union $100.00 $121.98 
9:11:15 PM 

LEE 3/23/2007 46 Sales (S22.24) $21.98 
9:01:48 AM 

LEE 3/18/2007 ITS0318 Phone Withdrawal ($LOO) $44.22 
10:57:37AM 

LEE 3/16/2007 ITS0316 Phone Withdrawal ($3.00) $45.22 
8:46:07PM 

LEE 3/16/2007 19 Sales ($19.55) $48.22 
9:00:42AM 

LEE 3/9/2007 9:58:04 45 Sales ($28.89) 567.77 
AM 

LEE 3/9/2007 6:07:26 GFRP0307 FRP Excess With $10.49 $96.66 
AM 

LEE 3/8/2007 5:12:18 333l1407 Western Union $50.00 $86.17 
PM 

LEE 3n/2007 l:15:49 GIS2029 Payroll• UNICOR $71.56 $71.95 
PM 

LEE 3nf20071:15:49 GIIS701 I FRP Unicor Pymt ($35.78) $36.17 
PM 

LEE 3/2/2007 8:37:24 8 Sales (S0.40) $0.39 
AM 

LEE 2126/2007 ITS0226 Phone Withdrawal ($1.00) S0.79 
6:41:55PM 

LEE 2/20/2007 45 Sales ($14.25) $1.79 
6:50:19PM 

LEE 2/12/2007 ITS02l2 Phone Withdrawal ($4.00) $16.04 
9:17:21 PM 

LEE 2/l 1/2007 ITS02ll Phone Withdrawal ($8.00) $20.04 
4:43:18 PM 

LEE 2/10/2007 ITS02l0 Phone Withdrawal ($3.00) $28.04 
7:33:57 PM 

LEE 2/9/2007 5:18:30 ITS0209 Phone Withdrawal ($2.00) $31.04 
PM 

l ll 
Total Transadions: 130 

Totals: $18.98 ($27.72) 

----~~--- ···········-'·~----"- "'"'"'"""·''~~--- ··········--~-

Current P•l•nm 

Available ln:Bdme !!fbt SID m!!M Q• tstandl•& Adml• istrative AilHll1 
AlpbaJ:ruk Balance Balance Encumbrance Encumbrance Encumbrance Instruments Holds Balance 
LEE $1.62 $0.00 $27.72 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $29.34 

Totals: St.62 SO.OD 527.72 so.oo so.oo so.oo so.oo $29.34 

httn·//10.11. 7 .107 /T TMR/Tnm:dP:SfatP:mP:ntf:omhinP:rl :umY n/ln/?007 
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Inmate Statement -lo:' ~ 

Inmate Rtg #: 06013()78 Current Institution: Lee USP 

Inmate Name: BYNUM. GEORGE Housing liuit: LEE·L-.'\ 

Repo1·f Date: 06/16/2007 Liviug Q11a1·tel's: LOl-314L 

Report Time: 4:27:54PM 

Alprui Transaction Enc• mbra• ce 
Code D1~ IWwoce# l'llmlfilttt Receipt# Ic1011s:lk!:D Tvne Amount AmllD1 Emlin& Balance 
LEE 219/2007 GIPP0107 Payroll-IPP $6.72 $33.04 

1:21:48PM 
LEE 218/2007 41 S8les ($16.70) $26.32 

6:26:11 PM 
LEE 2/7/2007 3330'1307 Western Union $25.00 $43.02 

5:13:29PM 
LEE 2/7/2007 1S2015 Payroll - UNICOR $17.26 $18.02 

l:30:26PM 
LEE 217/2007 11S7009 FRP Unicor Pymt $0.00 $18.02 

1:30:26 PM 
LEE 1/29/2007 ITSOl29 Phone Withdrawal ($2.00) $0.76 

9:42:53 PM 
LEE 1/28/2007 ITS0128 Phone Withdrawal ($1.00) $2.76 

8:45:30PM 
LEE 1/28/2007 l1S0128 Phone Withdrawal ($1.00) $3.76 

2:48:24PM 
LEE \/27/2007 11S0127 Phone Withdrawal ($1.00) $4.76 

9:58:45PM 
LEE 1/27/2007 11S0127 Phone Withdrawal ($1.00) $5.76 

7:36:45PM 
LEE 1/26/2007 11S0126 Phone Withdrawal ($2.00) $6.76 

8:52:28 PM 
LEE 112S12007 59 Sales ($46.60) $8.76 

7:11:04 PM 
LEE 1/24/2007 ITSOl24 Phone Withdrawal ($2.00) $55.36 

8:27:58 PM 
LEE 1/24/2007 ITS0124 Phone Withdrawal ($2.00) $57.36 

7:36:59PM 
LEE 1/23/2007 ITSOl23 Phone Withdrawal ($1.00) $59.36 

9:19:03 PM 
LEE 1123/2007 33308207 Western Union $60.00 $60.36 

3:l0:39PM 
LEE 1/13/2007 !TSO\ 13 Phone Withdrawal ($1.00) $0.36 

8:58:45 AM 
LEE \/] 1/2007 20 Sales ($26.90) $1.36 

6:33:01 PM 
LEE 1/10/2007 GIPP1206 Payroll-lPP $28.20 $28.26 

9:34:55AM 
LEE 1/612007 ITS0106 Phone Withdrawal ($3.00) $0.06 

8:28:01 PM 
LEE 1/5/2007 ITSOI05 Phone Withdrawal ($3.00) $3.06 

9:58:35PM 
LEE i/4/2007 112 Sales ($7.95) $6.06 

9:06:05PM 
LEE 1/2/2007 ITS0102 Phone Withdrawal ($2.00) $14.01 

7:17:52PM 
LEE 12/31/2006 ITSI231 Phone Withdrawal ($6.00) $16.01 

\l:44:49AM 
LEE 12/31/2006 ITS1231 Phone Withdrawal ($3.00) $22.01 

8:00:04AM 
LEE 12/30/2006 33306507 Western Union $25.00 $25.01 

7:13:36PM 
LEE 12/28/2006 ITS1228 Phone Withdrawal ($1.00) S0.01 

9:21:15 PM 
LEE 12/28/2006 88 Sales ($4.IO) $1.01 

8:21:50PM 
LEE 12/28/2006 87 Sales ($34.45) $5.11 

8:20:38 PM 
LEE 12/25/2006 ITS1225 Phone Withdrawal ($6.00) $39.56 

3:11:43 PM 
LEE 12/25/2006 ITS1225 Phone Withdrawal ($2.00) $45.S6 

1:30:32 PM 
LEE 12/23/2006 ITS1223 Phone Withdrawal ($3.00) $47.56 

8:08:07 PM 
LEE 12/23/2006 33306007 Western Union $50.00 $50.56 

2:15:02 PM 

htto:/ /10.33. 7 .107 /UMR/lnmateStatementCombined.asox 6/16/2007 
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LEE 12/13/2006 11$7006 FRP Quarterly Pymt ($25.00) $0.56 
9:15:22AM 

LEE 12/13/2006 GIPPl \06 Payroll- !PP $15.96 $25.56 
8:58:45AM 

LEE 12/12/2006 ITSl2!2 Phone Withdrawal ($2.00) $9.60 
9:51:32 PM 

LEE 12/11/2006 ITSl2!1 Phone Withdrawal ($2.00) $11.60 
9:21:49PM 

LEE 12/10/2006 ITS1210 Phone Withdrawal ($3.00) $13.60 
l:52:36PM 

LEE 121912006 ITSl209 Phone Withdrawal ($6.00) $IMO 
3:06:44 PM 

LEE 1219/2006 ITSl209 Phone Withdrawal ($2.00) $22.60 
2:55:55 PM 

LEE 1217/2006 JTS1207 Phone Withdrawal ($2.00) $24.60 
9:53:24 PM 

LEE 121712006 68 Sales ($28.45) $26.60 
9:27:56 PM 

LEE 121612006 ITS1206 Phone Withdrawal ($3.00) $55.05 
8:5l:l6 PM 

LEE 12/5/2006 ITS1205 Phone Withdrawal ($3.00) $58.05 
8:56:55 PM 

LEE 1215/2006 ITSl205 Phone Withdrawal ($3.00) $61.05 
7:52:36 PM 

LEE 121412006 ITSl204 Phone Withdrawal ($3.00) $64.05 
8:13:27 PM 

LEE 121212006 33304507 Western Union $50.00 $67.05 
3:16:52PM 

LEE 121112006 ITS\201 Phone Withdrawal ($3.00) $17.05 
8:20:02PM 

LEE 12/112006 70171701 Lockbox -CD $20.00 $20.05 
5:37:28AM 

LEE 11118/2006 ITSlll8 Phone Withdrawal ($3.00) SO.OS 
5:22:21 PM 

12 .i 
Total Transactions: 130 

Totals: $28.98 ($27.72) 

"~•--~--~---·••ft· 

Current Bal1nm 

Al:!lllfabk tre-Rdu~t Jltl!I sm !l!lw Q1t!t!lndi•& A!lmiai10:1dll 4"mUlJ 
Alp,ba Code llllAnil Balance ~tumbuo" Enc~mbn• ce Ea1.;umbe1a" In1trument, llfil@ Bala• ce 
LEE $1.62 S0.00 $27.72 $0.00 S0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $29.34 

Totals: $1.61 $0.00 $27.71 so.oo so.oo $0.00 $0.00 $19.34 

6/16/2007 
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RECEIPT - ADMINISTRATIVE REMEDY 

DATE: NOVEMBER 7, 2005 

FROM: ADMINISTRATIVE REMEDY COORDINATOR 
POLLOCK USP 

TO GEORGE BYNUM, 06013-078 
POLLOCK USP UNT: C QTR: Z03-131LAD 

THIS ACKNOWLEDGES THE RECEIPT OF THE ADMINISTRATIVE REMEDY REQUEST 
IDENTIFIED BELOW: 

REMEDY ID 
DATE RECEIVED 
RESPONSE DUE 
SUBJECT 1 
SUBJECT 2 
INCIDENT RPT NO: 

392536-F2 
NOVEMBER 2, 2005 
NOVEMBER 22, 2005 
MENTAL HEALTH TREATMENT - DELAY OR ACCESS TO 
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Part H- RE.Sl-'O'.'iSE 

WARDEN OR REGIONAL DIRECTOR 

DATE ,m .h. lO Ind, ~~di /li5r,~ne. . ~8~, 11 R, • J Dind~. }'o,,r appul m11$1 be reeeirtd in tht Rtgionsl OJJltt ll'U_ UI ta t ur • If di;<ati.\fied ll'ilh 1h11 rt$p(mse. yo1t mll)' "'f'l"<- lo I t tg,INM __:___ 

. CASE NUMBER: ---=::::...,_""--"--'=~~---- -
l)RJ(;J~.-\1.: RF.Tl

1

RN TO INMATE -------------------------------------------------
Part C- RECEIPT 

Ri:IUrn to: 

-------------

LAST NAME. FIRST, MIDDLE INITIAL 

CASE NUMBER:--------

REG. NO. UNIT INSTJTL;TION 

SUBJECT:----------------------------------

OATF RECIPIENT'S SIGNATl1RE ISTAFF MEMBERl 
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UNITED STATES PENITENTIARY 
POLLOCK, LOUISIANA 

INMATE NAME: 
INMATE NO: 
ADMINISTRATIVE REMEDY NO: 

BYNUM, GEORGE 
06013-078 
392536-F2 

PART B- RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMINISTRATIVE REMEDY 

This is in response to your Request for Administrative Remedy 
filed October 31, 2005, in which you contend Psychology Services 
at USP Pollock does not provide adequate services because you can 
not be pulled out of your cell to be seen by a psychologist every 
time you request to be seen, and due to training taking them away 
from the institution a staff psychologist is not available to you 
at all times. 

An investigation into your complaint revealed that you have been 
seen by Psychology Services each time you have requested to be 
seen. Due to various activities in the Special Housing Unit and 
schedule conflicts with Psychology Services, it may not have 
occurred at the specific time you desired. Furthermore, you have 
been provided reading material, various relaxation techniques, 
and have been placed on the waiting list to see the contract 
psychiatrist. Someone from Psychology Services is in the Special 
Housing Unit at the minimum of once per week conducting rounds. 
While conducting rounds the past two months, you have either 
been asleep, or you denied current problems or a need to be seen. 
Should you desire psychological services, you should notify the 
psychologist during these rounds and you will be seen at the 
first available time. In an emergency situation, notify an 
officer, who will immediately contact Psychology Services. 

Based on the above findings, you have received proper and 
adequate care from Psychology Services. This response to your 
Request for Administrative Remedy is for informational purposes 
only. 

If you are not satisfied with this decision, you may appeal to 
the Regional Director at: Bureau of Prisons, South Central 
Regional Office, 4211 Cedar Springs Road, Suite 300, Dallas, 
Texas 75219. Your appeal must be received in the South Central 
Regional Office within 20 days of the date of this response. 

11 /IS/o5 
Date 
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EXTENSION OF TIME FOR RESPONSE - ADMINISTRATIVE REMEDY 

DATE: DECEMBER 23, 2005 

FROM: ADMINISTRATIVE REMEDY COORDINATOR 
SOUTH CENTRAL REGIONAL OFFICE 

TO GEORGE BYNUM, 06013-078 
POLLOCK USP UNT: C QTR: Z03-135LAD 

ADDITIONAL TIME IS NEEDED TO RESPOND ~O THE REGIONAL APPEAL 
IDENTIFIED BELOW. WE ARE EXTENDING THE TIME FOR RESPONSE AS PROVIDED 
FOR IN THE ADMINISTRATIVE REMEDY PROGRAM STATEMENT. 

REMEDY ID 
DATE RECEIVED 
RESPONSE DUE 
SUBJECT l 
SUBJECT 2 
INCIDENT RPT NO: 

392536-Rl 
DECEMBER 9, 2005 
FEBRUARY 7, 2006 
MENTAL HEALTH TREATMENT - DELAY OR ACCESS TO 
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RECEIPT - ADMINISTRATIVE REMEDY. 

DATE: DECEMBER 20, 2005 

FROM: ADMINISTRATIVE REMEDY COORDINATOR 
SOUTH CENTRAL REGIONAL OFFICE 

TO GEORGE BYNUM, 06013-078 
POLLOCK USP UNT: C QTR: Z03-135LAD 

THIS ACKNOWLEDGES THE RECEIPT OF THE REGIONAL APPEAL 
IDENTIFIED BELOW: 

REMEDY ID 
DATE RECEIVED 
RESPONSE DUE 
SUBJECT 1 
SUBJECT 2 
INCIDENT RPT NO: 

392536-Rl 
DECEMBER 9, 2005 
JANUARY 8, 2006 
MENTAL HEALTH TREATMENT - DELAY OR ACCESS TO 
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ll .S. DeparUtm\l uf Justice Regional Admh -ative Remedy Appeal 
F.:,krJI Bureau of Prison, 

T;-rc <>ruse t>J\l-p(>inl pen. 1f attachments are needed. submil four copies. One copy of the completed BP-:!29( 13) including any a11achmen1s mus, he ~ut:,miucd 

;r',','.:,:hi.J,~'4·rrr.LeaLio.!. .a:;t...~~~~~--=----- "6·,1r1.~ if{~ S~(I (vsP) Pollock' 
L\ST NAME. A Rl:li. :,.;o. UNIT ll'sSTITl' fl< l" 

Part B. RESPONSE 

DATE REGIONAL DIRECTOR 
If Jissatisfied with this ~esponse, you may appeol lo 1he General Counsel. ·Your appeal must be received in 1he General Counsel's Office within .,o i:alendar 

davs of the date of this response. 3 D "'\ C 31 {} \ 
ORIGINAL: RETURN TO INMATE . ' CASE NUMBER; J~:..J .. \o- I\ 
------------------------------------------
Part C • RECEIPT 

CASE NUMBER: ________ _ 

R~1um 10: ----------------.--
LAST NAME, FIRST, MIDDLE INTI1AL REG.NO. UNIT INSTITUTION 

SUBJECT: ______________ __._ ________________________ _ 

DATE:: SIGNATURE, RECIPIENT OF REGIONAL APPEAL 
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BYNUM, George 

CASE NO. 392536-R1 

REG. NO. 06013-078 

PART B - RESPONSE 

RECEIPTED: 12/09/05 

You are appealing the Warden's response to your complaint 
Psychology Services staff provide inadequate services for Special 
Housing Unit (SHU) inmates and are non responsive to your 
requests for service. You list specific personal stresses and 
implicitly request greater attention from staff. 

Review of this matter reveals that during the period in which you 
have been housed in SHU, psychology staff have been available to 
you on at least a weekly basis, and you have been seen in 
response to any request you made for services. Additionally, you 
have been provided self help materials and placed on the waiting 
list to see the contract psychiatrist. Should you desire 
additional services, you should notify the psychologist during 
routine weekly rounds, through cop-outs or the SHU officer (in 
emergency situations). Arrangements will then be made for you to 
be seen as appropriate. 

This response is for informational purposes only. 

In the event you are dissatisfied with this response, you may 
appeal to the Bureau of Prisons, Administrative Remedy Section, 
320 First Street, NW, Washington, D.C. 20534. Your appeal must 
be received in that office within 30 days from the date of this 
response. 

Date' 

SENSITIVE - LIMITED OFFICIAL USE 
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EXTENSION OF TIME FOR RESPONSE - ADMINISTRATIVE REMEDY 

DATE, MAY 17, 2006 

FROM: ADMINISTRATIVE REMEDY COORDINATOR 
CENTRAL OFFICE 

TO GEORGE BYNUM, 06013-078 /_ 
LEE USP UNT: L QTR: a&~8•4-i•i•S•~ 

ADDITIONAL TIME IS NEEDED TO RESPOND TO THE CENTRAL OFFICE APPEAL 
IDENTIFIED BELOW. WE ARE EXTENDING THE TIME FOR RESPONSE AS PROVIDED 
FOR IN THE ADMINISTRATIVE REMEDY PROGRAM STATEMENT. 

REMEDY ID 
DATE RECEIVED 
RESPONSE DUE 
SUBJECT l 
SUBJECT 2 
INCIDENT RPT NO: 

392536-A2 
APRIL 5, 2006 
JUNE 4, 2006 
MENTAL HEALTH TREATMENT - DELAY OR ACCESS TO 
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RECEIPT - ADMINISTRATIVE REMEDY 

DATE: APRIL 7, 2006 

FROM : ADMit, :!: <;TRA T IVE REMEDY COORDINATOR 
CENTRl>..L OFFICE 

TO GEORGE BYNUM, 06013-078 -·. 
LEE USP UNT, L QTR~ 

THIS ACKNOWLEDGES THE RECEIPT OF THE CENTRAL OFFICE APPEAL 
IDENTIFIED BELOW: 

H.EMEDY ID 
DATE RECEIVED 
RESPONSE DUE 
SUBJECT 1 
SUBJECT 2 
INCIDENT RPT NO: 

392536-A2 
APRIL 5, 2006 
MAY 15, 2006 
MENTAL HEALTH TREATMENT - DELAY OR ACCESS TO 
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REJECTION NOTICE - ADMINISTRATIVE REMEDY 

DATE: MARCH 13, 2006 

FROM: ADMINISTRATIVE 
CENTRAL OFFICE 

TO GEORGE BYNUM, 06013-0 
LEE USP UNT: L 
P.O. BOX 900 
JONESVILLE, VA 24263 

FOR THE REASONS LISTED BELOW, THIS CENTRAL OFFICE APPEAL 
IS BEING REJECTED AND RETURNED TO YOU. YOU SHOULD INCLUDE A COPY 
OF THIS NOTICE WITH ANY FUTURE CORRESPONDENCE REGARDING THE REJECTION. 

REMEDY ID 
DATE RECEIVED 
SUBJECT l 
SUBJECT 2 
INCIDENT RPT NO: 

392536-Al CENTRAL OFFICE APPEAL 
MARCH 6, 2006 
MENTAL HEALTH TREATMENT - DELAY OR ACCESS TO 

REJECT REASON 1: YOU DID NOT PROVIDE A COPY OF YOUR INSTITUTION 
ADMINISTRATIVE REMEDY REQUEST {BP-9) FOFlM ema1~ COPY 
OF THE (BP-09) RESPONSE FROM THE WARDEN. 

REJECT REASON 2: YOU MAY RESUBMIT YOUR APPEAL IN PROPER FOFlM WITHIN 
15 DAYS OF THE DATE OF THIS REJECTION NOTICE. 
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r.s. l'i,:,p11runll'nt ur Justice Central Office Administrative Remedy Appeal 

Federal Bureau of Prison• 

T~pc (1r use ball-point pen. Tr allachmenls are needed, submit four c·opies. One copy each of the completed BP-2~9( J~l and BP-2)0( I :i >- includinf an~- auach
mcnt~ niust he suhmiucd with this appeal. 

L 
UNIT INSTITUTION 

Part A - REASON FOR APPEAL 
The Regional Director Mr. Maldonado Jr. states that ''Review of this matter reveals 

that during the period in which I have been housed in SHU, psychology staff have been 
nvailable to me on at least a weekly basis~ and I have been seen in response to request 
nade for services." The psychology department at USP Pollock are not able to be of 
saLvice concerning the level of complic~tion involved with my mental disorder and stres3P.S. 
They have seen me twice concerning thes.e mental disorders and only provided oe with two 
reading materials anrl stated that I deal with these mental com.plication of (P.'i'.S.) disorder 
by myself. Only after extensive filing: of complaints was I placP.d on thP. waiting list to 
see tne contract psyciatrist concerning: the seriousness of my P. T. S. disord.~r. I'm 
request:!.::-.~-; regular treat.rnent with an outside contract psychiat'.ti3t concen-,:-. \,;; the co1'1p!.icatioi:-. 
of my P. T. S. d:t:-::0:-:-·l~r which require serious a-,.__d ca:-dul attentioT'. :r,::,n 11. sr -ir.i-3.lint. 

I .fJATE 

Part B · RESPONSE 

DATE 

[5) r ccg ~ 0 I'/ [" ij1 
·1l!UL APR -5 - 1~ 

tJ.drn·1• , ,_,: • ,~ ::J;,medy SeGtion n. 1 H;:.,.,, ,...1.11 LJ r1..., '····-· .,:..:=:~-------

k ~F;;QUBTER 

lflll ki' .. ' 

Aj1nin\drahi: K"_:;·.,:·'.'; .. > -·: - ; 
' - I . \.- l ..-.-.-------,.. ~~ ----~ 

,, - . I 

\ ·-·· 
-------· 

GENERAL COUNSEL 
ORIGli\AL: RETURN TO INMATE 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - CA5E NUMBER; :flc:i 53 n- ;:,a 
PartC-RECEIPT . ----;--------------------'!!.--~-

Ro:wrn h,: ---~;-;::::;::7:-:-;::--:::::-:::::~~------
LAST NAME. ARST. MIDDLE INITIAL 

SUBJECT· 

Ll-\TE 

c, LVN 

CASE NUI\IBER: 

REG.r-.o. UNIT 

SIGNATURE OF RECIPIENT OF CENTR1\L OFFICE APPE.·\L 

INSTITl 110"' 

SP-2~1!131 . 
JUNE 2002 
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Admini~trative Remedy No. 392536-A2 
Part B - Response 

You contend you have not received adequate psychology services 
while in the Special Housing Unit (SHU). You request regular 
treatment by an outside psychology consultant. 

Our review of chis matter reveals both the Warden and ?-egional 
Director have adequately addressed your concerns. Psychology 
staff make regular rounds through the SHU. When you have 
requested psychology services, such has been provided to the 
degree and in the manner clinically-indicated. Referral to an 
outside psychologist is not warranted. 

It is noted you have been transferred to another prison. We 
recommend you work with prison psychology staff to address your 
mental health concerns. 

Your appeal is denied. 

Date 1 
I 

I 
(_) 

----------------~1 , Administrator ,1 \ 

te Appeals •·.-
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.,uSTICE FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS 

- . --·~ --~-~~---~- . 
-

( Flh,1i,·f- 'r £\I) .,.: Institution: USP POLLOCK 
Part I - Incident Report 

_. Name Of Inmate 3. Register Number 4. Date Of Incident 5. Time 
06013-078 aynum, George Q7-08-05 2100 pm 

6. Place Of Inciden~ 7. Assignment 8. Unit C-1 
SHU RANGE 1 CELL 105 UNASSIGNED 

9. Incident 224 Assaulting any person(minor assault), 398 Interfering with staff in the 
performance of duties(moderate severity). 

11. Description Of Incident (Date: 07-08-05 Time: 1845 PM Staff become aware of incident) · 
'-,t<; 

On the above date and t~me,I, officer Stevens, was feeding the evening meal on range one 
in the special housing unit. When I got to cell 105 inmate Bynum asked if I was going to 
give inmate Butler #03019-000 his clothing. I stated to Bynum that I had given Inmate 
Butler his issue the day prior and that I was not going to give him more cloths. Inmate 
Bynum stated, "he was going to shit me down when I picked up the trays." After feeding 
the range I returned to pick up trays, once I got to cell 105 I open the food slot trap 

rto receive the food tr:ays. At this time inmate Bynum began ~hrowing hi.s f9od trays, 
shower shoes, and bottles filled with an unknown liquid substance. One of•: the food 
trays struck me 9n my right arm, and an unkown liquid substance hit my left leg. 
Because of this incident I was unable to complete all of my normal duties on range one. 
I was unable to pass out sheets to all the cells, unable to pass out cleaning supplies, 
unable to move the phone to the cells I had scheduled to use the phone . 

• 

12. Signature Of Reporting Employee Date And Time 13. Name And Title (Printed) 
07-08-05 D. STEVENS CORRECTIONAL OFFICER 
2115pm 

elivered To Above Inmate By 15. Date Incident 
Report Deliv..,iH!'l!d 

-lfo•O"::} 
16.time Incident 
Report DelAMd 

: t., 

Part II - Committee Action 

Of Inmate To Committee Regarding ·Above Incident 

18. A. It Is The Finding Of The Committee That You: 
___ Committed The Following Prohibited Act. 

_ Did Not Commit A ?rohibited Act. 

B. _ The Committee Is 
Referring The Charge(s) To The DHO 
For Further Hearing. 
C. _ The Coi'nmittee Advised The 
Inmate Of Its Finding And Of The 
Right To File An Appeal Withi~ 15' 
Calendar Days. 

19. Committee Decision Is Based On Tne Following Information 

20. Committee action and/or recommendation if referred to OHO (Contingent upon OHO 
finding inmate committed prohibited act) 
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wEsr~ii:·~;~-:~l~-.twbe used by a prisoner filing a civil rights complaint under 
RECE!VEO~- THE CIVIL RIGHTS ACT, 42 u.s.c. § 1983 

JUL O 2007 
ROBERT H - .c ... L., CLERt< 

--~~~DEPUTY 
BY SH EVEPORT 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
WESTERN DISTRICT OF LOUISIANA 

Geoirae.. A 6\fnu.m ::f'f. 0'1-00\".5 
Full Namiof Plaintirr,:r\-l;oner Number Civil Action 

*0~01~-01~ D(e. \\ 
VS. Judge 

Fedu-a..\ ~\.A,(COJA J Q<i S()nc; __ \(__._\~<~\<--____ _ 
Defendant Magistrate Judge 

COMPLAINT 
I. Previous Lawsuits 

A. Have you begun any other lawsuit while incarcerated or detained in any facility? 
Yes[ZJ NoD 

B. If your answer to the preceding question is yes, provide the following information. 

1. State the court(s) where each lawsuit was filed (iffederal, identify the District; if state 
court, identify the county or parish): 

i/4//2/ 5k/4; Jl:si,,,J Gvr/ J/e->hrrt 

2. Name the parties to the previous lawsuit(s): 

Plaintiffs C:::or.-,e .l~w( Jr 
Defendants: £Le j 4,,.,✓ /e,e -~~-~~~~~,7~----------

3. Docket number(s): _ ...... /_. _· o_7_{_v'_/2___,· ~ .... · ...... Lj _________ _ 

4. Date(s) on which each lawsuit was filed: _ ___,,_~.,,_/4_c_£/"T/2_:.1c"---"-oo"'---'-1 _____ _ 

5. Disposition and date thereof [For example, was the case dismissed and when? Was it 
appealed and by whom (plaintiff or defendant)? Is the case still pending?]: 

Gf!l /S $/// y1e,1/-.,,tf 
I I 
2 
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C. Have you filed any lawsuit or appeal in any federal district court or appeals court which has 
been~ssed? 
Yes~ NoO 

II. A. 

If your answer to the preceding question is yes, state the court(s) which dismissed the case, 
the civil action number(s), and the reason for dismissal (e.g., frivolity, malice, failure to 
state a claim, defendants immune from relief sought, etc.). 

I/,£ /4/;/c/ C,,r/ Ls/tJr~ f:5l/c;/ o{ £<cl5 
. l 

{/45s Jc/0,1 /4µJ Sv,-.j /o, L/'1l {~ 35~ 

Name of institution and ad_4ress p_f current place of.confinement: 
U.-J/ff!d 5kf+t5 fe,,,,,,'ft,,,-,+1tArl, fl()sf "ff•ll 4'cX 3o5 

Jov1e.svi'lle' vA 11/J.13 -030S 

B. Is thre✓j ison grie7nce prcedure in this institution? 
Yes · No 

I. Did you file an administrative grievance based upon the same facts which form the 
basij o<J. lawsuit? 3""" ~a· F>/~• /A' 

D 1.1 .. vir h- Fi/~ i 'j/li/A I 
Yes No 3'1as--t. F:l/P.,/A1/11:J. 
IfYes, w at is the Administrative Remedy Procedure number? rRr- sc,e~ Jc,, -r- ..,,s-11/ 

2. If you did not file an administrative grievance, explain why you have not done so. 

N/4 
7 

3. If you filed an administrative grievance, answer the following question. 
What specific steps of the prison procedure did you take and what was the result? (For 
example, for state prisoners in the custody of the Department of Public Safety and 
Corrections: did you appeal any adverse decision through to Step 3 of the 
administrative grievance procedure by appealing to the Secretary of the Louisiana 
Department of Public Safety and Con-ections? For federal prisoners: did you appeal 
any adverse decision from the warden to the Regional Director for the Federal Bureau 
of Prisons, or did you make a claim under the Federal Tort Claims Act?) 

1 J~✓e extu.v:J./4/ ~,II Al'(C.f.5ar/ a/,,,,,,,_,,,,,5:ft-4l1e Clr,evqrl{f /N-~ /je 

iW'1rJ,., l, /l I, ,~. /}, ,r £ /1.r frJ,r.,/ 1.rf ~/.,,_.,:, D{[,t. MM A-9 
Attach a copy of eac prison response and/or decision rendered in the administrative 
proceeding. 

III. Parties to Current Lawsuit: 

3 
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A. Name of Plaintiff C:eor,e / &Ad 7i'.: 

Address {usP) l,c {i11, lo ~J 3.s, .t .. e,v,lle, IA.14163 
B. Defendant, /re)/" K Mt0,:(fet , is employed as 

/4/e-1rler1 at {vs f)) A,//{)(, KI fov/5/ uvtc,1. 

Defendant, J/4.,,)/ i'aHtr,'i , is employed as 

(tYu) levk,av1I at (fje) ll!Li, /,,.,,5,,,,, « . 

Defendant, ________ S_;e;_~_J_a.. _______ , is employed as 

/4,rder t o. tJ. 
(pr,e,//oct,al Ofl'/cer at ___________ _ 

Additional defendants _Q ___ v_/_C(_e_, __ a_tf{_,'y;_}.._ ________ _ 

&a,,l:ondl rr;cc (t15e) ;?/1,,i, l.v,Sia-,c, 

IV. Statement of Claim 

State the FACTS of your case. Specifically describe the involvement and actions of each named 
defendant. Include the names of all persons involved in the incident(s) or condition(s) giving 
rise to this lawsuit, and the dates upon which and the places where the incident(s) and/or 
condition(s) occurred. YOU ARE REQUIRED TO SET FORTH ONLY FACTUAL 
ALLEGATIONS. YOU ARE NOT REQUIRED TO SET FORTH LEGAL THEORIES 

OR ARGUMENTS. -Jte ,q{,cM,joA ,,,di,,;, /L, C,;J' /,,;, / 

,j /4r /.. lz L le /at !,le) M l, l:,4 Ilse 5ee 

j//acL,J t:411/4,j «I l Li -I 1,r/•e(s) ;.,. 
s-lck&<ea/ e/ ?k'ttd. 

4 
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V. Relief 

State exactly what you want the court to provide to you or do for you. Make no legal 
arguments. Cite no cases or statutes. , 

/40 J)kq se See 4 liule} {;,_,-1L;'vzj fc ;Z. 

VI. Plaintiff's Declaration 

A. I declare under penalty of perjury that all of the facts represented in this complaint 
and any attachments hereto is true and correct. 

B. I understand that if I am transferred or released, I must apprise the Court of my address, and 
my failure to do so may result in this complaint being dismissed. 

C. I understand that I may not proceed without prepayment of costs if I have filed three 
lawsuits and/or appeals that were dismissed on grounds that the action and/or appeal was 
frivolous or malicious, or failed to state a claim upon which relief may be granted, unless 
I am in imminent danger of serious physical injury. 

Signed this _l1__ day of JJ/tC , 2r>c 1 . --~~------

P ner no. (Louisiana Department of 
Corrections or Federal Bureau of Prisons) 

5/97 

5 
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USDC ·1-,·,,_:_ · 1,:,·:-RICT OF ,__,. 

,,-.-,;,,• :'-\ ···lC,'••:C. CLERK 

'7Aff: _Q ___ .·. ?.1-_/Jt. UN'ITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

rtf WESTERN' DISTRICT OF LOUISIANA 
ALEXANDRIA DIVISION 

GEORGE A. BYNUM 
VERSUS 

DOCKET NO. 07-cv-0915; Sec. P 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS 
JUDGE DRELL 
MAGISTRATE JUDGE KIRK 

MEMORANDUM ORDER 

Before the courl is a civLl rights complainl filed on May 79, 

2007, by pro se plaintiff George A. Bynum, pursuant to the 

provisions Bivens v. Six Unknown Agents of l~he Federal Bureau of 

NarcoU.cs 1
• Plaintiff attached copies of a response to an 

udrni.nistrat:i.ve l_ort claim, v,,'hcrcin t10! vvas ofrered six hundred fifty 

dollars as compensation foe his c.la:\.m. [Dec. lfS] The Biven:3 claim 

was denied and dismissed. [Doc. H10! Plaintiff appealed. On 

appeal, the Fifth Circuit sLated, "By our reading of the pleadings, 

Bynum asserted a E'edcra l Tort Claims !1ct claim." Because this 

Court did not consider an F'.T.C.A. claim, the F1fth Circuic found 

that the judgment i,,'as not "final" and dismissed the appeal on that 

basis. 

In order to assess the merit of Plaintiff's F.T.C.A. clai~, 

THE CLERK IS DIRECTED to serve a summons, a copy of the complaints 

In Bivens v. Six Unkr:m·m Nc1mcd /\gents of Federa] Bureau of 
Narcotics, 403 U.S. 388, 91 S.Ct. 1999, 29 L.Ed.2d 619 (1971), 
the Supreme Court recognized that certain circumstances may give 
rise to a private cause of action against federal officials that 
is comparable Lo the statutory cause of action permitted against 
state officials by 12 C.S.C.l\. § 1983. See Zuspann 'I. Brown, 6() 
F.3d J.156, 1157 n. 2 (Sth C:i.r.1995). 
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[Docs. #1, 5] , without exhibits, and a copy of this order by 

Registered or Certified Mail on: 

1. the United States through the United States Attorney for the 

Western District of Louisiana, and 

2. the United States through the United States Attorney General 

as provided in l<ule !)(i) of U·,e l:edcral l~ules of: Civ~l Procedure. 

IT IS ORDERED that~ U:e c!etendant file an answc-,r to the FTCA 

claim within SIXTY (60) days after the date of service. 

l\fte r thc-c" dc:Ecndanl.' s illlS'dc::::- is [iled, an additional sixty 

(60) days iQ allowed [or all parties Lo compJete all appropriate 

discovery. 

After the sixty day period of discovery, if deemed 

appropriate, Plaintiff or Defendant may file a motion for summary 

judgment within thirty (30) days of the end of discovery, to 

include material and relevant affidavits, certified records, 

interrogatories and answers, admissions and depositions, if any, 

and a supporting memorandum brief. All documentary exhibits 

accompanying the motion, including medical records, MUST BE 

APPROPRIATELY BOUND AND THE PAGES MUST BE NUMBERED. An index 

describing each item attached to the response and showing each 

item's page number shall also be attached. 

If a motion for summary judgment or alternative motion for 

summary judgment is filed prematurely, the discovery period above 

2 
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shall being on the date of filing the motion, and the response 

shall not be due until thirty (30) days after the close of 

discovery. 

Any party not filing a motion for summary judgment SHALL FILE 

a Statement of Issues, within the same period, which shall 

enumerate each genuine issue of material fact perceived by that 

party which is relevant to this matter, or state that there are 

none. This statement will be used by the Court to determine the 

necessity for an evidentiary hearing. 

Additionally, within twenty-one (21) days of Defendants' first 

appearance (filing of an answer or motion), or within thirty (30) 

days after service of the summons and complaint if Defendant(s) 

have made no appearance, Defendants or their counsel shall provide 

to Plaintiff all medical records, warden's unusual occurrence 

reports, and any other documents pertinent to the issues in this 

case, that are in Defendants' possession. See Fed.R.Civ.P. 

26 (a) (1) Defendants or their counsel shall contemporaneously file 

a copy of these documents under seal with the court, together with 

a Notice of Compliance attesting to the fact that the requirements 

of this Order have been met. 

Any physician, medicetl facj_lity, or other heulth care nrovidcr 

which has examined or administered treatment of any kind to 

plaintiff relative to the complaint alleged is ordered to release 

3 
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to any _party herein, purs 1.~anl_ l_o any request of that party, and at 

that pa~ty's expense, any and all such medical records that iL may 

_possess. 

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED thaL as a condition to their acceptance 

by the Clerk, all future filings by Plaintiff or Defendant sha1J 

iri.cludc a certificate indicatinq thal- a ccpy thereof has been 

furnished to the other riarties, specifically stating the name and 

address of each party (or hi,~ attorney) to whom a copy o[ the 

pleading was sent. 

Thus done and signeci !Uexandria, Louisiana, this c:f!/z_~ay 
of August, 2014. 

/' 
/ 

(] 
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ALEXANDRIA DIVISION 

GEORGE A. BYNUM, JR. ) CIVIL ACTION NO: 07-0915 
) 

VERSUS ) SECTION: P 
) 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS ) JUDGE DRELL 
) 

---------------- ) MAGISTRATE JUDGE KIRK 

ORDER 

Upon consideration of the amended motion filed on behalf of Defendant for an extension 

of time to file an Answer to Plaintiffs Complaint, and good cause having been shown, 

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that Defendant's Motion for Extension of Time to File an 

Ans,ver to Plaintiffs Complaint is GRANTED, and Defendant, the United States of America, be 

and is hereby GRANTED an extension of time of sixty (60) days from October 28, 20 l 4 up to 

and inc! uding December 28, 2014, in which to file its A nswcr to Plaintiffs Complaint. 

IT IS HEREBY FURTHER ORDERED that Defendant, the United States of America, 

be and is hereby granted an additional twenty-one (21) days from December 28, 2014, or unti I 

January I 6, 20 l 5, to provide Plaintiff with the documents out I incd in the Court's August 2 7, 

2014 Memorandum Order (Doc 30), and to file same under sea! with a Notice of Com:~ 

THUS DONE AND SIGNED in Chambers in Alexandria, Louisiana, this~ d/ 

October, 2014. 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

WESTERN DISTRICT OF LOUISIANA 

ALEXANDRIA DIVISION 

GEORGE A.. BYNUM, JR. 

VERSUS 

FEDERAL ~UREAU OF PRISONS 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

CIVIL ACTION NO: 07-0915 

SECI'ION:P 

JUDGEDRELL 

MAGISTRATE JUDGE IORK 

STIPULATION FOR COMPROMISE SEITLEMENT AND RELEASE OF 
FEDERAL TORT CLAIMS ACT CLAIMS PURSUANT TO 28 U.S.C. § 2677 

It is hereby stipulated by and between the undersigned Plaintiff (meaning any person, 

other than the defendant and the attorneys, signing this agreement, whether or not a party to this 

civil action1 and the United States of America, by and through their respective attorneys, as 

follows: 

I. The parties do hereby agree to settle and compromise each and every claim of eny 

kind, whether known or unknown. arising directly or indirectly from the acts or omissions that 

gave rise to the above-captioned action under the tenns and conditions set forth in this Stipulation 

for Compromise Settlement. 

2. The United States of America agrees to pay the sum of TEN THOUSAND AND 

NO/I 00 ($10,000.00) DOLLARS, which sum shall be in full settlement and satisthction of any 

and all claims, demands, rights, and causes of action of whatsoever kind and nature. arising from. 

and by reason of any and all known and unknown, foreseen and unforeseen bodily and personal 

injuries, damage to property and the consequences thereof. resulting. and to result, from the 

subject matter of this settlement, including any claims for wrongful death, for which Plaintiff or 

his guardians. heirs, executors, administrators,. or assigns. and each of them, now have or may 

hereafter acquire against the United States of America, its agents, servants, and employees. 



3. Plaintiff and his guardians, heirs, executors, administrators or assigns hereby agree to 

accept the swns set forth in this Stipulation of Compromise Settlement in full settlement, 

satisfaction. end release of any and all claims, demands, rights, and causes of action of 

whatsoever kind end nature, including claims for wrongful death, arising from, and by reason of 

any and all known and unknown, foreseen and unforeseen bodily and personal injwies, damage to 

property and the consequences thereof which they may have or hereafter acquire against the 

United States of America, its ageMS» servants and employees on account of the same subject 

matter that gave rise to the above-captioned action, including any future claim or lawsuit of any 

kind or type whatsoever, whether known or unknown, and whether for compensatory or 

exemplary damages. Plaintiff and his guardians, heirs, executors, administrators or assigns 

further agree to reimburse, indemnify and hold hannless the United States of America, its agents, 

servants, and employees from and against any and all such causes of action. claims, liens, rights; 

or subrogated or contribution interests incident to or resulting from further litigation or the 

prosecution of claims by Plaintiff or his guardians, heirs, executors, administrators or assigns 

against any third party or against the United States, including claims for wrongful death. 

4. This Stipulation for Compromise Settlement is not, is in no way intended to be, and 

should not be construed as. an admission of liability or fault on the part of the United States, its 

agents, servants, or employees, and it is specifically denied that they are liable to the Plaintiff. 

This settlement is entered into by all parties for the purpose of compromising disputed claims 

under the Federal Tort Claims Act and avoiding the expenses and risks of :further litigation. 

S. It is also ag~ by and among the parties, that the respective parties will each bear 

their own costs, fees, and expenses and that any attorneys fees owed by the Plaintiff will be paid 

out of the settlement amount and not in addition thereto. 

2 



6. It is also understood by and among the parties that pursuant to Title 28. United States 

Code, Section 2678. attorney's fees for services rendered in connection with this action shall not 

exceed 25 per centum of the amount of the compromise settlement. 

7. The persons signing this Stipulation for Compromise Settlement warrant and 

represent that they possess full authority to bind the persons on whose behalf they are signing to 

the terms of the settlement. In the event any Plaintiff is _a minor or a legally incompetent adult. 

the Plaintiff must obtain Court approval of the settlement at their expense. Plaintiff agrees to 

obtain such approval in a timely manner: time being of the essence. Plaintiff further agrees that 

the United States may void this settlement at its option in the event such approval is not obtained 

in a timely manner. In the event Plaintiff fails to obtain such Court approval, the entire 

Stipulation for Compromise Settlement and Release and the compromise settlement are null and· 

void. 

8. Payment of the settlement amount will be made by check drawn on the Treasury of 

the United States for TEN THOUSAND AND NO/100 ($10,000.00) DOLLARS and made 

payable to George A. Bynum, Jr., Plaintiff: The check will be mailed to the appropriate BOP 

official for deposit to Plaintifrs account at the following addres.,; P. O. Box 474701, Des 

Moines. IA, 50947--0001. Plaintiff agrees to obtain a dismissal of the above-captioned action 

with prejudice. with each party bearing its own fees, costs, and expenses. 

9. The parties agree that this Stipulation for Compromise Settlement and Release, 

including all the terms and conditions of this compromise settlement and any additional 

agreements relating therctQ, may be made public in their entirety, and the Plaintiff expressly 

consents to such release and disclosure pursuant to S U.S.C. § SS2a(b). 

_3 



l 0. It is contemplated that this Stipulation may be executed in several co~ with 

a separate signature page for each party. All such counterparts and signature pages. together, 

shall be deemed to be one document 

Executed this 7"'1 day of __ Nl ..... O.__y.._.. ____ ___,. 2014. 
i 

~--
Executed this ___ day of 

~§ / #0601 :078 
USP-Camian 
P. O.Box 300 
Waymart, PA 18472 

N,~~✓• 2014. 

BY: 

4 

STEPHANIE A. FINLEY 
Uni ed States Attorney 

RB. FREDERICK(# 23633) 
istant United States Attorney 

800 Lafayette Street. Suite 2200 
I,.afayette, Louisiana 70501 
Telephone: (337) 262-6618 
Facsimile: (337) 262~6693 
Email: iennifer.frederick@usdoi.gov 

Counsel for the United States of America 
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IN Tlli: l lNITED STXITS DISTRICI COllKJ 
FOR Tl!L !'.ASTl.:l-{N DISTRICT OF TLXAS 

/'vl,\RSI 1/\1 ,I, DIVISION 

('IL\Rl.l:S !l:\RRIST )( 

)( 

)( 

)( 

)( 

Pl:urnil L 

I. No. 
)( 

1 :NJTLD S ! .\ I LS OJ· .\.\1I·.RH "A. )! 

)I 

!kl i:mlani. )( 

Pl,Al~TIFF'S ORIGINAL COMPl,1\l:'\"T 

TO THE 110'.\0RABI.F Jl;D(i!·: OF SAID COURT: 

Comes n(lw Cl L\ RI .LS l lARRIST comp!ai11in~ of the U NITLD s·1 Al!-:S OJ· 

/\:\l!~RICA. !1L·re:nafler refem:J was Defi:ndanl, and would rcspcc1fully :-ho1\ the· Cdun the 

followin~: 

I. 

l'llis ae1iu11 ,mses under 1hc l·ctlL-ral Tori Claims AcL 18 l: .S. C .. Sn:ti( 111 13-Hii h 1 and 

II. 

111. 

1•, \I ii'.. I m,· .J 
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IV. 

Pb i 111 i ff fL'LTlVL'U Pplltllal 11 lDlogic care l'rorn De feml,mt appro.'\ i 111arel _\ i 11 Och 1hL' 1 21 HN 

and ;:( )fl! 1 nu i ng lP date_ Ill i.kLTmhn 2UU9 the cornea m his cy,: ruptmed 1 )f pn Ii 11 al cd hut \\·,1s 

11u1 l'PlTLTll:, dwg1H1sL·d umil sumctimL' i11 M,irl'l1 2010. Since tll;it lilllL', l'la11n1il' li:1~ hL·c11 

h;tw.:ally u11t 1·c;1tnl L''\L'L'pl f1 ,r prL·sn1pti()llS i'ur eye drnps. l'J;ii 111\ 1T rcqrnrc~ n ill\ inui11~' ;i11d 

furl her up)n ll,1 I Ill( d, ig1L· c:I rL· f()r 11 is eyes, w i: 1c I udc 1 lie prubahi I ny 11( su q!n\ I ( 1r l·au i":tL'h ;inti 

V. 

mcdicd staff. s11mc of which arc unknown tu the Plaintiff. all of whtml werL' cmpli)ycd ;,s 

Jt,ctors, nurses, and o!ller mcdiL·al assistants at the Federal Corn:ctiurnd !J1:-titutium in Y azPu 

City . .\hssis--ippi and Beaunlllnt. Texas. In doing or umitung LP du al I (if lllL' things alkged 

herl'in, tile :1gcrn:-- uf the Defendant were acting 1,vithin the cuursc and sc()p,: Pl their 

L·mr,lny llli:Ill. and \\'i 1!1 1 he permission anJ cm 1scm uf the DdemLn11. 

VI. 

A~cnts 1ll tile lkk11Janl were L·:1rckss, reckless, ,111d ncgligL'lll 111 that tli,:y l,nkd to 

ad line l(l the stan,brd of C.H'l' 11hscn L'd by physicians, I ltll'Sl'S ;rnd thL· i r ;1.ss 1st:n 1is ill Y ;11111, 

I. Lt ilcd tu ti 11 lL' l y d iag1 \r lSL' a 11d I real a cornL·a rupt u r·l· m pcrfur;t t 1rni: 

-, Li, kd !I) JK'rli 1rm the ;1ppropri,t1L· ophtlialm(llt igy surgL-ry: 

3. I ·:t: kd 11 l j)W\ idc standard care rur ,1 COrill',I rupture (\]' pcrlul'a!I( 111: 

-!. 

!',.\(,'f,: 2 (If-' .J 
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:i. I ·:,lied tu ll"l',ll Fuch ·s Dystrophy: 

(1. 

7 h1ikd t\\ ()jll'J"alc llll Pl;iintitl's l'<ilarnels: 

:,.: <. Ltikd 10 timely ,uid pn1pcrly 1es1 till' P!airHilrs eyes: and 

t) 1:,11kJ t(1 rckr the l'la11nill 1tl a qualil"icd surgcnn aml laei11t~ 

VII. 

h luss uf earning capacity; 

c. disriguremem and loss or v1s1011; 

d. physical impairment: amJ 

l'. medieal care am! expense. 

VIII. 

Bv rcas\11, of the foregning the Plainttfl has been damaged ir1 lhL· su111 ni' 

$ 10, {)()(),(I()(}. (I(). 

IX. 

Pbintiff':-. d,1i1n 1~:rs timely fiil'd with the lk-parlnh.:-nl uf Vc11..-r,ms \IT;i11·s The cl,1iu1 

was 1"111,dh de1\lcd l'll .lulv 11, 2012. l'liis lc1wsui1 is hrrn1gln witllin s1, 111P11tli,,; ,11 tli(.' t"i11:il 

PRAYER 

and ~cned tu appl'ar and answer, and upPn final trial ur tllis cause, Pl<1i11till l1c11l' 1ud~rnc111 

/'.V;/-," J OF .J 
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agai11s1 !Ile lkkmlarn i11 till' su111 of$ I 0,000,000.00 and for :such olhL·r and t'urtiln 1·el id, hu1l1 

Rl'spcctl"ully suh111ittcd. 

/si ~----------- -- ---

WI LLIAI\I B. I L\RlU:1.1. 
~OJ l'illl' SU'l'l'l 

Tcxa1ta11.1. l'L·.,;is 755111-5111 
'I t:I: 90.1 7tJJ _ I U-1 I 
I :a., 903 · 79 _, .. frl•ll·.J 

Tl'.\as B,tr t\(1. OCJ(q~~SII 

WALTER L. BOYAKI 
4(121 Pcrsh 1 llt', Dn \'L' 

El Paso, Te:,;.as 799(13-10 l 7 
Tel: 915-566- X688 
htx 915-56(,-5906 
Texas Bar Nt1. 027595(1(1 

ATTORNEYS FOR PL\l:\TIFF 

f',!GF .J /JF.J 
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IN THE UNITED ST A TES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF TEXAS 

BEAUMONT DIVISION 

CHARLES HARRIST, § 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 

Plaintiff, CIVIL ACTION No. I: I 5CV69 

V. 

UNITED ST ATES OF AMERICA, JUDGE RON CLARK 

Defendant. 

JOINT MOTION FOR ORDER APPROVING SETTLEMENT 

Plaintiff Charles Harrist and Defendant United States of America have settled all 

of the claims in this case. The terms of the settlement are set forth in the Compromise 

Settlement and Release of Federal Tort Claims Act Claims Under 28 U.S.C. § 2677 

(Settlement Agreement), attached to this motion as Exhibit A. The parties ask that the 

Court enter the proposed order approving the settlement that is attached to this joint 

motion. 

Joint Motion for Order Approving Settlement 

Respectfully submitted, 

JOHN M. BALES 
UNITED ST ATES ATTORNEY 

Isl Andrea L. Parker 
ANDREA L. PARKER 
Assistant United States Attorney 
350 Magnolia, Suite 150 
Beaumont, Texas 77701 
Tel: (409) 839-2538 
Fax: (409) 839-2643 
Attorney for Defendant 
United States of America 

Page 1 
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Isl Walter L. Boyaki (with permission) 
WALTER L. BOY AKI 
Texas Bar No. 02759500 
4621 Pershing Drive 
El Paso, Texas 79903-1017 
Tel: (915) 566-8688 
Fax: (915)566-5906 
Email: wboyaki@boyakilawfirrn.com 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
Charles Harrist 

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I ce1tify that on October 7, 2015, a copy of this document was served on counsel 

of record through use of the Court's electronic-notification system. 

Joint Motion for Order Approving Settlement 

Isl Andrea L. Parker 
ANDREA L. PARKER 
Assistant United States Attorney 

Page 2 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF TEXAS 

BEAUMONT DIVISION 

CHARLES HARRIST, § 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 

Plaintiff, CIVIL ACTION No. I: 15CV69 

V. 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, JUDGE RON CLARK 

Defendant. 

STIPULATION FOR COMPROMISE 
SETTLEMENT AND RELEASE OF FEDERAL 

TORT CLAIMS ACT SUIT PURSUANT TO 28 U.S.C. § 2672 

It is hereby stipulated by and between the undersigned Plaintiff (meaning any 

individual or entity, other than the United States of America and the attorneys signing 

this agreement, whether or not an administrative claim has been filed on their behalf), and 

the United States of America, by and through their respective attorneys, as follows: 

1. The parties do hereby agree to settle and compromise each and every claim 

of any kind, whether known or unknown, arising directly or indirectly from the acts or 

omissions that gave rise to the administrative claims, e.g., [Plaintiff brought this suit 

based on ophthalmologic care he received during his incarceration at the Federal 

Correctional Institutions in Yazoo City, Mississippi and Beaumont, Texas], under the 

terms and conditions set forth in this Settlement Agreement. 

Charles Harrist v. USA 
Settlement Agreement Page 1 
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2. The United States of America agrees to pay the sum of $20,000.00, which 

sum shall be full settlement, satisfaction, and release of any and all claims, demands, 

rights, and causes of action of whatsoever kind and nature, arising from, and by reason of 

any and all known and unknown, foreseen and unforeseen bodily and personal injuries, 

damage to property and the consequences thereof, resulting, and to result, from the 

subject matter of this settlement, including any claims for wrongful death, for which 

Plaintiff or his guardians, heirs, executors, administrators, or assigns, and each of them, 

now have or may hereafter acquire against the United States of America, its agents, 

servants, and employees. 

3. Plaintiff and his guardians, heirs, executors, administrators or assigns 

hereby agree to accept the sums set forth in this Stipulation of Compromise Settlement in 

full settlement, satisfaction, and release of any and all claims, demands, rights, and causes 

of action of whatsoever kind and nature, including claims for wrongful death, arising 

from, and by reason of any and all known and unknown, foreseen and unforeseen bodily 

and personal injuries, damage to property and the consequences thereof which they may 

have or hereafter acquire against the United States of America, its agents, servants and 

employees on account of the same subject matter that gave rise to the administrative 

claims, including any future claim or lawsuit of any kind or type whatsoever, whether 

known or unknown, and whether for compensatory or exemplary damages. Plaintiff and 

his guardians, heirs, executors, administrators or assigns further agree to reimburse, 

indemnify and hold harmless the United States of America, its agents, servants, and 

Charles Harrist v. USA 
Settlement Agreement Page 2 
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employees from and against any and all such causes of action, claims, liens, rights, or 

subrogated or contribution interests incident to or resulting from further litigation or the 

prosecution of claims by Plaintiff or his guardians, heirs, executors, administrators or 

assigns against any third party or against the United States, including claims for wrongful 

death. 

4. This stipulation for compromise settlement is not, is in no way intended to 

be, and should not be construed as, an admission of liability or fault on the pmt of the 

United States, its agents, servants, or employees, and it is specifically denied that they are 

liable to the Plaintiff. This settlement is entered into by all parties for the purpose of 

compromising disputed claims under the Federal Tort Claims Act. 

5. It is also agreed, by and among the parties, that the respective parties will 

each bear their own costs, fees, and expenses and that any attorney's fees owed by the 

Plaintiff will be paid out of the settlement amount and not in addition thereto. 

6. It is also understood by and among the parties that pursuant to Title 28, 

United States Code, Section 2678, attorney's fees for services rendered in connection 

with this matter shall not exceed 25 per centum of the amount of the compromise 

settlement. 

7. The persons signing this Settlement Agreement warrant and represent that 

they possess full authority to bind the persons on whose behalf they are signing to the 

terms of the settlement. 

Charles Harrist v. USA 
Settlement Agreement Page 3 
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8. Payment of the settlement amount will be made by the Department of the 

Treasury, Financial Management Service, Judgment Fund Branch in the amount of 

Twenty Thousand and 00/ I 00 dollars ($20,000.00), payable to Charles Harrist and his 

attorney, Walter L. Boyaki. 

9. The parties agree that this Stipulation for Compromise Settlement and 

Release, including all the terms and conditions of this compromise settlement and any 

additional agreements relating thereto, may be made public in their entirety, and the 

Plaintiff expressly consents to such release and disclosure pursuant to 5 U.S.C. § 552a(b). 

10. It is contemplated that this Stipulation may be executed in several 

counterparts, with a separate signature page for each party. All such counterparts and 

signature pages, together, shall be deemed to be one document. 

JOHN M. BALES 
UNITED ST ATES ATTORNEY 

Isl Andrea L. Parker 
ANDREA L. PARKER 
Assistant United States Attorney 
350 Magnolia, Suite 150 
Beaumont, Texas 77701 
Tel: (409) 839-2538 
Fax: (409) 839-2643 
Attorney for Defendant 
United States of America 

Executed this 7th day of October, 2015 

Charles Harrist v. USA 
Settlement Agreement Page 4 
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,.. / ., 
....... '\ •· ~ I 

'• .. I I 1' I (_~ > . 
I l '· L._ 

WAL fER L. BOY AKI 
Texas Bar No. 02759500 
4621 Pershing Drive 
El Paso, Texas 79903-1017 
Tel: (915) 566-8688 
Fax: (915) 566-5906 
Email: wbovakViZ:bovakilawfirm.com 
Attorney for Plaintiff Charles Harrist 

Executed this dav of October. 20 I 5 ., . 

Cl !AR.LES HARRIST 
Plaintiff 

Executed this day of October, 2015 

Charles Harrist v. USA 
Settlement Agreement Page 5 
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\VALTERL. BOYAKI 
Texas Bar No. 02759500 
4621 Pershing Drive 
El Paso, Texas 79903-1017 
Tel: (915) 566-8688 
Fax: (915) 566-5906 
Email: whovaha·bovakilawfim1.com 
Attorney for Plaintiff Charles Harrist 

Executed this day of October, 2015 

CHARLES HARRIST 
Plaintiff 

Executed this ~ay of October, 2015 

Charles Harrist v. USA 
Settlement AgreementPage 5 
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IN THE UNITED ST A TES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF TEXAS 

BEAUMONT DIVISION 

CHARLES HARRIST, § 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 

Plaintiff, CIVIL ACTION No. 1: 15CV69 

V. 

UNITED ST ATES OF AMERICA, JUDGE RON CLARK 

Defendant. 

AGREED ORDER OF DISMISSAL WITH PREJUDICE 

CAME ON to be considered the Stipulation for Compromise Settlement and 

Release of Federal Tort Claims Act Claims Pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 2677 of Plaintiff 

CHARLES HARRIST and Defendant UNITED ST ATES OF AMERICA, to dismiss 

with prejudice the above-entitled lawsuit filed by Plaintiff CHARLES HARRIST against 

the UNITED ST A TES OF AMERICA, and the Court, having reviewed the Stipulation 

for Compromise Settlement and Release of Federal Tort Claims Act Claims Pursuant to 

28 U.S.C. § 2677, and the same having been in all things fully considered, it is 

accordingly 

ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED that all claims of Plaintiff 

CHARLES HARRIST in the above action be, and the same is hereby and in all things 

dismissed with prejudice to the refiling of same pursuant to Rule 41 (a)( I) of the 

Agreed Order of Dismissal with Prejudice Page 1 
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Federal Rules of Civil Procedure; and that all costs incurred herein be borne by the party 

. . 
mcurnng same. 

Agreed Order of Dismissal with Prejudice Page 2 
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CHARLES HARRIST 

V. 

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF TEXAS 

BEAUMONT DIVISION 

§ 

§ CASE NO.: 1:15-CV-69 
§ 
§ 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA § BRC 
§ 

ORDER 

The court anticipates setting time limits for each party to present its case. The final 

pretrial is scheduled for October 19, 2015, and a Trial is scheduled on October 26, 2015 in 

Beaumont, Texas. It is, therefore, ORDERED that by August 28, 2015, at 4:00 p.m., the parties 

shall each submit to the court an estimate of the time that party needs to complete the presentation 

of testimony in this case. The statement shall list each of the witnesses the party contemplates 

calling in its case in chief, and for each witness the amount of time the party anticipates using in 

direct examination of that witness. This statement shall also list each of the witnesses the party 

anticipates will be called by opposing counsel and for each such witness, an estimate of the time 

the party believes will be necessary for cross-examination of each witness. 

Following the name of each witness listed and the estimated time, state briefly the general 

subject matter of testimony that witness is expected to give. For example: "Bob Smith - 30 

minutes. Mr. Smith was in the vehicle following plaintiffs and witnessed the accident." If a 

party expects a witness to take an unusual amount of time, briefly explain the reasons for that time. 

For example: "Dr. Johnson - 1.5 hours. Dr. Johnson treated plaintiff for two years and will be 

summarizing hundreds of medical records, the testimony of two other doctors, and a lengthy 

billing history." 
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The estimate of time for a party's own witnesses should include time for direct examination 

and redirect. The estimate of time for opposing witnesses should include time for 

cross-examination and re-cross. If a party anticipates calling rebuttal witnesses, those should also 

be listed and an estimate of time for their testimony given as provided above. 

The amount of time an attorney plans to use in presenting a witness or in cross-examining 

could be information in the nature of trial strategy. Accordingly, the required statements 

should not be filed with the clerk, but should be submitted only to the court at 300 Willow, 

Jack Brooks Federal Building, Suite 221, Beaumont, Texas 77701, or faxed to chambers at 

(409) 654-6280. Copies do not have to be served on opposing counsel. The statement will be 

preserved and filed as part of the record only in the unusual event that time becomes an actual 

issue. The court intends to notify the parties of the total time each is allotted by September 18, 

2015. 

So ORDERED and SIGNED this 20 day of July, 2015. 

Ron Clark, United States District Judge 
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** NOT PRINTED FOR PUBLICATION** 

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF TEXAS 

BEAUMONT DIVISION 

CHARLES HARRIST, § 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 

Plaintiff, 

V. 

CIVIL ACTION No. l: 15-cv-69 

JUDGE RON CLARK 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, BRC 

Defendant. 

ORDER OF DISMISSAL WITH PREJUDICE 

The court previously approved the parties' settlement agreement in the above-referenced 

case. [Dkt. # 108]. The parties have now filed a joint motion to dismiss with prejudice. [Dkt. # 

I 09]. Having reviewed the motion to dismiss, the court is of the opinion that it should be 

granted. 

It is therefore ORDERED that all claims of Plaintiff CHARLES HARRIST in the above 

action be, and the same is hereby and in all things dismissed with prejudice to the refiling of 

same pursuant to Rule 41 (a)( 1) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure; and that all costs 

incurred herein be borne by the party incurring same. 

So ORDERED and SIGNED this 14 day of October, 2015. 

Ron Clark, United States District Judge 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT u.s. DISTRICT COL!.f!sAS 

EASTERN lJISTRtCT A~K,,..,, 
EASTERN DISTRICT OF ARKANSAS 

WESTERN DIVISION 

DONALD P. GOODMAN '1_AMES W. Wp~f:Nff~F CLERK 

VS. 

t?1':--------=;;,_;-= ,'.!'::P CLEnl-, 

cAsE No .ia: - o s - c v - o o 7 9 o.JMM - •l'r 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA DEFENDANT 

COMPLAINT This case assigned to District Judge"--:,,"'9-'p,c..llL:;..--Ar.. 

and to Magistrate Judge ____ .,.._..,_'-'!""'71-----
Comes the plaintiff, Donald P. Goodman, and for his 

complaint against the defendant, United States of America, 

alleges and states: 

1. That he is a citizen and resident of Fort Worth, Texas, 

and has so resided for more than ten (10) years. 

2. That the defendant, the United States of America, is a 

party to this action by virtue of provisions of 28 U,S.C. §2674. 

3. The incident which gives ri$e to this cause of action 

occurred at the Federal Correctional Institution in Forest City, 

Arkansas (FCI), on May 8, 2002. 

4. The plaintiff (Mr. Goodman) pursued his claim for 

damages against the U.S. Department of Justice, Federal Bureau of 

Prisons, administratively, and said claim was denied on May 2, 

2003, thus exhausting his administrative 

CONSOUOAiEO LEGAL CENTER 
- DALLAS r~v•~ 
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5. This Court has jurisdiction over the parties and 

subject matter of this cause of action pursuant to provisions of 

28 U.S.C. §2672 and §2674, the Federal Torts Claims Act. 

6. Service of Process herein can be effected by service on 

Hon. John Ashcroft, Attorney General of the United States, 5111 

Main Justice, 

Washington, DC 

10th Street and Constitutional Ave., N.W., 

20530, and on Hon. H.E. 11 Bud11 Cummins, United 

States Attorney for the Eastern District of Arkansas, 425 Capitol 

Avenue, Suite 500, Little Rock, AR 72201. 

7. On May 8, 2002, Mr. Goodman was an invitee on the 

premises of FCI for the purpose of conducting a labor arbitration 

hearing. 

8. That at approximately 10:30 on May 8, 2002, during a 

break in the hearing, Mr. Goodman walked out the door to the 

outside sidewalk carrying a legal pad and suddenly stumbled over 

a concrete urn (ashtray) that had been placed on the sidewalk 

just outside the doorway. He fell forward, breaking the impact 

of the fall with both hands, and fracturing both of his wrists. 

He remained on the floor until the paramedics assisted him to an 
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ambulance and transported him to the emergency room at Baptist 

Memorial Hospital, Forest City Arkansas. He has been under the 

care of physicians and other health care providers in Arkansas 

and Texas since the accident. 

9. That the placement of the concrete ashtray in the 

walkway, just outside a doorway, and the failure to move the said 

ashtray, rendered the walkway dangerous to persons who might use 

the walkway, including visitors/invitees such as Mr. Goodman. 

The negligent placement of the concrete ashtray in the walkway 

was a proximate cause of the accident at issue and the cause of 

Mr. Goodman's injuries. 

10. That the employee{s) and agent(s) of FCI placed the 

concrete ashtray at issue on the sidewalk and said negligence, 

if any, should be imputed to the defendant. 

11. That as a result of the unsafe condition of the FCI 1 s 

premises and the negligence in the placement of the concrete 

ashtray on the walkway, Mr. Goodman was seriously and permanently 

injured, requiring surgery on both wrist, post-op care and 

treatment, therapy, medication, and related expenses. He should 

be compensated by the defendant for the permanency of his serious 
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injuries, pain and suffering, past and future, loss of income and 

loss of capacity to earn income, past and future, medical 

expenses, past and future, and related expenses, totalling 

$822,231.00. 

WHEREFORE, the plaintiff prays that this court enter a 

judgment against the defendant, United States of America, in the 

amount of Eight Hundred Twenty-Two Thousand, Two Hundred 

Thirty-One and 00/100 ($822,231.00), for his costs, post-judgment 

interest, and all other proper relief. 

DEWEY MOOE 
ATTORNEY OR THE PLAINTIFF 
THREE FINANCIAL CENTRE, SUITE 300 
900 SOUTH SHACKLEFORD ROAD 
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72211 
TEL: 501-224-3700 
AR BIN: 70049 
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L'l THE UNJTED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
EASTERN DlS1RICT OF ARKANSAS 

WESTER.i~ DIVISION 

DONALD P. GOODMAN PLAINTIFF 

V. 4:03CV00790 JMM 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA DEFENDANT 

AMENJ)ED AND SUBSTJTUI_ED JUDGMENT 

Pursuant to the Court's findings of facts and conclusions oflaw set forth in an Order 

entered May l 8, 2005, it is hereby CONSIDERED, ORDERED, and ADJUDGED that Donald P. 

Goo-:iman is hereby entitled to recover from the United States of America the sum of 

$1 Q'I, 163.30, together with post-judgment interest as pro,1ided by law, see, 28 U.S.C. § 1961 and 

31 U S.C § 1304(b)( l)(A) and costs as the Court may find allowable. 

DATED this 13 th day of July, 2005. 

/\ 
~-/("""''~ W\ ~ "v1.<,.,cs:)(J 

Ja.rheSM. Moody 
United States District Judge 

OfLZOv.~ !OS 'ON X\J.:! A3Nt'.Oll\J sn i/ij c;c,:so NOW 900?,-RJ-lnr 



IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
EASTERN DISTRICT OF ARKANSAS 

WESTERN DIVISION 

DONALD P. GOODMAN 

V. 4:03CV00790 JMM 

PLAINTIFF 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA DEFENDANT 

JUDGMENT 

Pursuant to the Court's findings of facts and conclusions of law set forth in an Order 

entered this date, it is hereby CONSIDERED, ORDERED, and ADJUDGED that Donald P. 

Goodman is hereby entitled to recover from the United States of America the sum of 

$107,163.30, together with post-judgment interest thereon from this date until paid accruing at 

the rate of 2.4% pe~ annum as provided by law and costs as the Court may find allowable. 

DATED this ____ l_7 ____ day of May, 2005. 

~VVc~ 
esM.Moody 

United States District Judge · 

THIS DOCUMENT ENTERED ON 
DOCKET SHEE 

W TIN COMPLIANCE ITHt:UL2.i6 , 
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FILED 
EAsrM~ B\it~\H ~~SAs -~ · 

INTHEUN1TEDSTATESDISTRICTC91-lfET MAY I 8 2005 ·.. . ; 
EASTERN DISTRICT OF A.RKANs~;~8 ~MACK CLER 

~STERN DIVISION '}..J-t'J<~~ 

DONALD P. GOODMAN PLAJNTIFF 

V. 4:03CV00790 JMM 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA DEFENDANT 

ORDER 

This case was tried to the Court on April 18 and 19, 2005. Based on the evidence 

adduced at trial and the arguments of counsel in their excellent trial briefs, the Court makes the 

following findings of fact and conclusions of law. 

FINDINGS OF FACT 

1. On May 8, 2002, Donald P Goodman was a business invitee on the premises of the 

Federal Correctional Institution-Forrest City (FC]) for the purpose of arbitrating a labor dispute. 

2. Goodman exited the room where the arbitration was taking place onto a sidewalk 

outside the building to discuss a proposed stipulation with the advocates. 

3. As Goodman proceeded through the door and turned to his right, he fell over a 

concrete um which had been placed in the middle of the sidewalk. As a result of the fa!J, he 

sustained Calles fractures to both wrists. 

4. Defendant admitted that employees ofFCI placed the um in the middle of the 

sidewalk. 

5. Barney Totten, Safety Manager for FCI, admitted that the usual and proper location for 

the urn was against the building and not in the middle of the sidewalk. 

6. Although disputed by Goodman, the Court finds that he was reading from his papers at 

the time of the accident or otherwise failed to keep a proper lookout for his own safety. 

'••,-.. :, 
~ ~ ' ~ 

•,•_' ! ... - . ' .. ~ 
.• . ~ ,' 
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7. Goodman was treated initially in Forrest City, Arkansas and.Memphis, Tennessee. _ 

Upon his return to his home in Fort Worth, _Texas, he was seen by orthopedists Dr. Richard 

Wilson and Dr. D. 0. Raulston. He underwent a closed reduction of the wrist fractures and was 

placed in casts which almost completely denied him the use of his hands for a matter of weeks. 

Dr. Wilson also noted onset of carpal tunnel syndrome. 

8. After his release by Drs. Wilson and Raulston, Goodman consulted Dr. Glen Bixler, a 

Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation specialist, for an impairment rating and supportive 

treatment. 

9. Goodman was later evaluated by Dr. Earl Peeples on behalf of the Defendant. Dr 

Peeples rated Goodman's impainnent as 5-8 % to each upper extremity but opined that such an 

impairment would have minimal to no effect on Goodman's ability to perf onn as an arbitrator 

and that it would not prevent him from doing his household chores and gardening. 

10. Goodman has incurred reasonable and necessary medical expenses as a result of his 

ittjuries in the amount of $24,352.40. 

11. Goodman continues to experience pain in his wrists requiring Naproxin and 

supportive treatment by Dr Bixler. The Court finds that the sum of $5,000.00 will reasonably 

and fairly compensate Goodman for future medical expenses. Although there is a possibility that 

Goodman will require a carpal tunnel release in the future, the chances of this occurring are too 

speculative to form a basis for an award of damages. 

12. Goodman has lost income from his employment as an arbitrator and his physical 

impairment has affected his capacity to earn in the future. The Court has considered the 

Plaintiffs age, education and all other circumstances of his employment and finds that the loss 

described by Dr. Ralph Scott in the first two years after the injury in the amount of $48,533.00 
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represents a reasonable amount for lost income. 

13. The Court finds that the loss of capacity to earn based on Dr. Peeples impairment 

rating and the Plaintiffs testimony as to the actual effect his ability to travel and draft awards 

entitles the Plaintiff to compensation of $30,000.00. 

14. Goodman was very active in performing household chores before the accident and 

possessed the talent to make meaningful contributions. The Court finds $10,000.00 to be 

reasonable compensation for what Goodman can no longer do in this endeavor. 

15. Goodman's wife, Maudine, was required to provide nursing services beyond that 

normally provided by a wife and Goodman is entitled to an award of $5,000.00 for these 

services. 

16. Goodman suffers from pain resulting from the fractures to his wrists and the carpel 

tunnel syndrome. This pain has persisted since the accident and will likely worsen over the next 

11 years of Goodman's life expectancy. The Court finds $20,000.00 to be reasonable 

compensation for past and future pain. 

CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 

I. Plaintiff properly and timely filed his claim against the Defendant. 

2. Plaintiffs administrative claim was denied by the Department of Justice, effectively 

exhausting Plaintiffs administrative remedies. 

3. The Court has jurisdiction over the parties and the subject matter of this cause of 

action. 

4. Plaintiff was an invitee on the premises of the Defendant at the time fa the accident 

5. The actions ofpiacing the urn in the middle of the sidewalk. amounts to negligence on 

the part of employees of FCI which is imputed to the Defendant and which caused or contributed 
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to Plaintiffs injuries and damages·. 

6. Plaintiff had a duty to use ordinary care for his own safety and failed to do so by not 

keeping a proper lookout and in obstructing his vision with his papers. 

7. The Arkansas Comparative Fault law, Ark Code Ann. § 16-64-122, applies to this 

case and the Court must apportion fault as between the responsible parties. The Court finds the 

Defendant's fault to be 75% and the Plaintiffs fault to be 25% and will reduce the damage award 

accordingly. 

8. The Court finds the Plaintiff is entitled to be compensated for nursing services 

performed by Maudine Goodman on authority of Jackson v. United States. 526 F .Supp 114 9 

(ED Ark 1981). 

CONCLUSION 

The Court finds in favor of the Plaintiff on the issue of liability and awards $107,163.30 

in damages. 

IT IS SO ORDERED this _\_i. __ day of May 2005. 

~~~ 
esM.Moody 

United States District Judge 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF TEXAS 

BROWNSVILLE DIVISION . 

LUIS ALEJANDRO GARZA * 

vs. 

THE UNITED STATES OF 
AMERICA 

* 
* CIVIL ACTION NO. 8-02-154 
* FEDERAL TORT ClAIMS ACT 

* 

FIRST AMENDED COMl!,LAINT 

TO THE HONORABLE JUDGE OF SAlD COURT: 

COMES NOW, LUIS ALEJANDRO GARZA, Plaintiff, complaining of 

THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, Defendant, and for cause of action 

would respectfully show as follows: 

1. 

This suit is brought under the Federal Torts Claims Act, 28 U.S.C. 

section 2671 et. seq., alteging that the negfigence of employees of the 

Bureau of Prisons was a proximate cause of severe, personal injuries 

suffered by Plaintiff. 

2. 

PARTIES 

Plaintiff rs a resident of Brownsville, Cameron County, Texas ls 

presently in prison in the federal penitentiary at Pollock, Louisiana. 

3. 

JUR1_5DICTION 

This court has jurisdiction pursuant to 28 U.S.C. section 1346 (b) 

(1) as this is a civil action for money damages against the United States 

of America. 
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4. 

VENUE 
Venue is appropriate in this court pursuant to 28 U.S.C. section 

1402 (b) as Plaintiff resides within this district and division. 

5. 

PREREQUISITES TO SUII 
Pursuant to 28 U.S.C. section 2675 Plaintiff's claim was presented to 

the Bureau of Prisons within two years of the occurrence in question and 

this suit was filed within six months of the denial of Plaintiff's claim by 

correspondence from the Bureau of Prisons dated March 4 1 2002. 

6, 

FACTUAL ALLEGATIONS 

On or about February 6, 2001, Plaintiff was a prisoner at 

Defendant's Three Rivers Correctional Facility at Three Rivers, Texas. 

Then and there he was attacked and severely beaten by multiple 

inmates. 

7. 

The attack was later determined by prison officials to be gang 

related i.e. members of a gang called the "Border Brothers" were 

reportedly retaliating against Plaintiff and four others inmates they 

believed were part of another prison gang called the "Texas Syndicate". 

8. 

At all relevant times employees of the Federal Bureau of Prisons 

knew that gang violence was and is a real and continuing threat to the 

safety and welfare of Inmates and prison employees at the Three Rivers 

Facility and other penitentiaries. 

9. 

At the time Plaintiff was beaten he was in the facility's recreation 

yard where over a hundred inmates were to be supervised by one guard, 
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10. 

During the time in question the guard responslble for supervising 

inmates in the recreationar yard was under specific post orders to patrol 

and supervise the recreation yard and to prevent inmates from gathering 

into large groups. 

11. 

In contravention of these orders, the guard was not patrolling the 

recreation yard or supervising the inmates. Over the period of about an 

hour approximately 70 inmates gathered In a group, first near the 

basketball courts and then the handball courts. 

12. 

After amassing, the group of inmates split into two parts, with one 

group of about 35 inmates attackfng Plaintiff and the other group 

attacking other Inmates, one of which was also severely injured. 

13. 

DUl"V AND BREACH OF DUTY 

Pursuant to 18 U.S.C Section 4042 and the Eighth amendment to 

the United States Constitution Defendant is obligated to keep Plaintiff 

safe and free from harm. The failure of the guard at the recreation yard 

to follow specific post orders pertainirig patrolling and supervising and 

prohibiting the gathering of inmates into farge groups was a proximate 

cause of the assault on Plaintiff and the serious and permanent injuries 

he suffered, 

14. 

DAMAGES 

As a proximate result of Defendant's negligence Plaintiff was 

injured, and although he is not trained in the medicine or the healing arts 

and is unable to describe with particularity his injuries, he alleges to 

have suffered a fracture of his skull, foss of hearing in his left ear, severe 
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and frequent1 excruciat\ng 
headaches, misalignment of his jaw 

headaches, 
15. 

As a proximate result of Defendant's negligence, Plaintiff has 

suffered severe physical paln and mental anguish in the past and, in 

reasonable probab\tity, will suffer pain and mental anguish for the rest 

of his life. 

16. 

As a further proximate result of Defendant's negligence, Plaintiff 

has suffered a loss of earnings in the past and, in reasonable medical 

probability, will suffer a loss of earning capacity in the future. 

17. 

As a further proximate result of Defendant's negllger1ce, Plaintiff 

has suffered disfigurement in the past and, in reasonable medical 

probability, will suffer disfigurement for the rest of his life. 

18. 

As a further proximate result of Defendant's negligence, Plaintiff 

has suffered physical impaJrment and loss of enjoyment in life and, in 

reasonable medical probabllity, will suffer phys/cal impairment and loss 

of enjoyment of life in the future. 

19. 

PRAYER 

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff prays that after final hearing that he have 

and recover from Defendant judgment in the sum of $500,000,00, costs 

of court, and such further relief to which he may be justly entitled. 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THI= SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF TEXAS 

BROWNSVILLE DIVISION 

LUIS ALEJANDRO GARZA 

vs. 

THE UNITED STATES OF 
AMERICA 

* 
* * CIVIL ACTION NO. B-02-154 
* FEDERAL TORT CLAIMS ACT 

* 

PLAtNTXFF'S MOIION_fOfiLEAYE TO fILE FIRST ~MENDEQ 
~OMPLAINT 

TO THE HONORABLE JUDGE OF SAID COURT: 

COMES NOW, Luis Alejandro Garza, Plaintiff in the above-entitled 

and numbered cause, and moves this court for leave to amend his 

Original Complaint and in support thereof would respectfully show as 

follows: 

1. 

Plaintiff filed his complaint before he had the opportunity to obtain 

documents and information in discovery to more fully understand his 

claim. Now that he has obtained some information in the discovery 

process, Plaintiff wishes to amend his complaint to be more specific in his 

allegations. 

2. 

Attached hereto as Exhibit 1 is Plaintiff's proposed Plaintiff's 

proposed First Amended Complaint which he asks to file with the court. 



States Attu,, ,..:,.-•· 
motion. EXTRA Pi::iGE. 001 

Barry R. Benton 

t;ERTlFICll TE OF S~RVI.CE 

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 1stti day of September, 2003.r the 

foregoing Plaintiff's First Amended Original Complaint was hand·delivered 
to counsel of record, to wit: 

Ms. Nancy L. Masso 
United States Assistant Attorney 
600 E. Harrison Ave., No. 201 
RrownsvH!e., Texas 78520 

,~ ....... _ .. __ .. _ BarryR 
- .. --~ ... 

·-. 

Hand Delivery 

. Benton 
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IIY-
CASE DETAILS 

Back to Case ReSll Its Case Actions: 

Cale ID: CIV-SCR-2016-00357 Short Description: LUIS GARZA V USA 
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Case login Information 

Reference Number 
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Monetary Relief 
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Further case 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF TEXAS 

FORT WORTH DIVISION 

HENRY LINDSEY, 
(BOP No. 08239-002) 

vs. 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS, 
et al. 

§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 

CIVIL NUMBER. 4:07-CV-461-Y 

ORDER GRANTING MOTION TO ENLARGE TIME 

Came on for consideration the Motion to Enlarge Time to File Dispositive Motions 

filed by Defendants, the Federal Bureau of Prisons, Warden Cole Jeter, Dr. Hernan Reyes, 

and Paul Celestin. The Court, having considered said motion, the pleadings on file, and the 

arguments of counsel, is of the opinion that said motion is well taken and should be granted. 

Therefore, the motion to enlarge time ( docket no. 24) is GRANTED such that the time 

for Defendants to file any dispositive motions based upon their defense of qualified immunity 

or other defenses arising from the pleadings that they believe are ripe to assert is hereby 

extended to Wednesday, April 8, 2009. 

Signed March 4, 2009. 

TIR.~ 
T~R.MEANS 
UNITED ST A TES DISTRICT JUDGE 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF TEXAS 

FORT WORTH DIVISION 

HENRY LINDSEY, 
(BOP No. 08239-002) 

§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
s ';;; 

Plaintiff, 

V. 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS, 
et al., 

Defendant. 

§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 

No. 4:07-CV-461-Y 

ORDER GRANTING MOTION TO ENLARGE TIME 

Came on for consideration the Motion to Enlarge Time to Answer or Otherwise 

Respond to Plaintiff Henry Lindsey's Complaint [doc. #151 filed by the United States on 

behalf of defendants Warden Cole Jeter, Dr. Heman Reyes, and Paul Celstin, and "interested 

party" Willy Felicano. The Court, having considered said motion, the pleadings on file, and 

the arguments of counsel, determines that the motion should be granted. It is, therefore, 

ORDERED that Defendants' deadline to file an answer or otherwise respond to Plaintiffs 

Complaint is hereby extended to Monday, November 17, 2008. 

Signed October 9, 2008. 

TIR.~ 
T~R.MEANS 
UNITED STATES DISTRICT JUDGE 
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SOUTH CENTRAL REGIONAL OFFICE 
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$ 

Estimated Amount $ 
On'lce 

lurlsd lcti on 

Responsible Legal 
Office 

Fort Worth 

NORTHERN DISTRICT OF TEXAS 

SCRO Dallas 

Legal Liability Evaluation 

Estimated Amount $ -

t 

Estimated Outcome No evaluation can be made at this time 

Addition a I Case Information 
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42:1983 PRISONER CIVIL RIGHTS 
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Sought 
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Description 
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NORMA PELT TAYLOR, 

Plaintiff, 

V. 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
NORTHERN DISTRICT OF FLORIDA 

PANAMA CITY DIVISION 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA · 
THE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 
FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS 

Defendant. 
I ----------------

CO MP LA INT 

CASE NO.: 6 : O]-LV- ocrz.c,, Lf--

P..~/A"r:--

COMES NOW Plaintiff, NORMA PELT TAYLOR, and sues Defendant, UNITED STA TES 

OF AMERICA, DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE, FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS, and alleges: 

1. This action arises under the Federal Tort Claims Act, Sections 2671 through 2680 of Ti tie 

28 of the United States Code. 

2. This Court is vested with jurisdiction pursuant to Section 13 46(b) of Title 28 of the United 

States Code. 

3. Plaintiff resides in the City of Tallahassee, Leon County, Florida, and theo!iJfcl11er CLEm( 
\ i ; Di$TR!CT CT. 

omissions referenced in tbir: Complaint occurred in Marianna, Jackson County, Flori4rowl¥~!Tti-HJIST. Fli\. 
!\r, ·, ! .\ ~--~.\ r I ·1 '{, :~ ~-~ P-. + 

within the Panama City-Divisio,n of the Northern District of Florida. 
ZOilJ MDV -& li1·l I I: ! 3 

--1;{ PYte-· --
Fil.EI) 



4. On or about May 28, 2005 Plaintiff was lawfully upon property of Defendant, the Federal 

Correctional Institution in Marianna, Jackson County, Florida to visit her Uncle who was an inmate 

at the facility. 

5. At that time and place, Defendant and/or its' e1-p.ployee(s) acting within the scope and 

course of their employment at all times material hereto, allowed a chair in the visitor's room to be 

placed and remain therein which was in a poor state of repair and condition and dangerous to sit upon. 

6. The negligent condition was lmown to Defendant or had existed for a sufficient 

length of time so that Defendant should have known of it. 

7. Plaintiff sat upon the subject chair and the back of the chair suddenly broke apart and 

off, causing Plaintiff to fall backwards and onto her right shoulder. 

8. As a result of Defendant's negligence, Plaintiff suffered bodily injury and resulting 

pain and suffering, disability, disfigurement, mental anguish, loss of the capacity for the enjoyment 

of life, medical expenses, loss of the ability to earn money, loss of earning capacity and aggravation 

of a prior existing condition. The injuries are either permanent or continuing in nature and Plaintiff 

will suffer the losses and impairment in the future . 

. 2 



9. On September 20, 2006, Plaintiff submitted_a claim of $100,000.00 to the United 

States of America, United Sates Department of Justice, Bureati.ofFederal Prisons. ( See Exhibit "A"). 

10. As of the date of the filing of this Complaint, Defendant has denied Plaintiff's claim. ( See 

Exhibit "B" Page 3) 

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff requests judgement against Defendant as follows: 

1. Damages in the amount of $100,000.00. 

2. The cost of this action 

3. Such other and further relief as the Court may deem just and proper, as well as trial by jury on all 

issues so triable. 

3 

JACQUELWE J. BIRD, Esq. 
Florida Bar No. 0762695 
254 East Sixth A venue 
Tallahassee, FL 32303 
Telephone: 850- 561-0707 
Facsimile: 850-561-0708 
E Mail: JJE545@aol.com 
Attorney for Plaintiff 



IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
NORTHERN DISTRICT OF FLORIDA 

PANAMA CITY DIVISION 

NORMA PELT TAYLOR, 

Plaintiff, 

vs. 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE FEDERAL 
BUREAU OF PRISONS, 

Defendant. 

CASE NO. 5:07cv264/RS-AK 

I ---------------

ORDER 

The relief requested by Defendant's Motion For Extension Of Time To File 

Answer (Doc. 3) is granted. 

ORDERED on January 17, 2008. 

/S/ Richard Smoak 
RICHARD SMOAK 
UNITED STATES DISTRICT JUDGE 



IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
NORTHERN DISTRICT OF FLORIDA 

PANAMA CITY DIVISION 

NORMA PELT TAYLOR, 

Plaintiff, 
vs. CASE NO. 5:07cv264/RS-AK 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF 
JUSTICE FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS, 

Defendants. 
_________________ ! 

NOTICE OF PRELIMINARY CASE MANAGEMENT CONFERENCE 

A case management conference has been scheduled in this case for Monday, 

March 31, 2008, at 10:00 a.m. (CST), in the Jury Deliberation Room, Second Floor, 

United States Courthouse, 30 West Government Street, Panama City, Florida. The 

attorneys for the parties and any unrepresented parties are required to appear prepared 

to discuss the following matters and with authority to enter into stipulations and to make 

admissions: 

(1) Jurisdiction. 

(2) The factual basis of all claims and defenses. 

(3) Narrowing the legal issues to those genuinely in dispute. Are there positive 

and dispositive issues appropriate for resolution by motion or by agreement? 

(4) Motions. What motions are anticipated? 

(5) Discovery. What discovery does each party anticipate? Can discovery be 

limited in any manner? Potential problems with discovery. The possibility of 

phase discovery. 



(6) Relief. What relief do the parties seek? 

(7) What is the amount of damages? Explain how damages are computed. 

(8) Discouraging wasteful pretrial activity. 

(9) Expediting disposition of the case. Facilitating settlement. 

(10) Trial. Jury or by the court? Bifurcation? The anticipated length of trial. 

Possibility of reducing the length of trial by stipulation, use of summaries or 

statements, or other expedited means of presenting evidence. 

(11) Related cases. Are there any related cases pending in this court or another 

court? 

(12) Suggestions for the fair, speedy, and inexpensive resolution of this case. 

(13) Standard scheduling orders. 

ORDERED on March 24, 2008. 

ISi Richard Smoak 
RICHARD SMOAK 
UNITED STATES DISTRICT JUDGE 

***** In the event it is necessary for counsel for any party to attend the 
conference by telephone, counsel is responsible for advising the 
deputy clerk not later than 48 hours prior to the conference at 
(850) 769-4556 and providing a telephone number where they can be 
reached for the conference. The court will initiate the call. 



IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
NORTHERN DISTRICT OF FLORIDA 

PANAMA CITY DIVISION 

NORMA PELT TAYLOR, 

Plaintiff, 

vs. CASE NO. 5:07cv264/RS-AK 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE FEDERAL 
BUREAU OF PRISONS, 

Defendant. 
I ----------------

SCHEDULING AND MEDIATION ORDER 

Before me is the Parties' Joint Report (Doc. 10). Upon consideration, 

IT IS ORDERED: 

1. Jury trial is set for November 3, 2008, beginning at 8:30 a.m., in Panama 

City, Florida. A pretrial conference will be scheduled by separate order; 

however, counsel are advised that the pretrial conference usually will be 

sch ed u I ed for the Monday prior to trial. Al I trial counsel a re required to attend 

the pretrial conference in-person. Continuance of the pretrial conference or 

waiver of the in-person appearance will be granted only for compelling 

reasons. 

2. The Parties' Joint Report (Doc. 10) will control the matters set forth therein, 

except as otherwise provided in this Order. The discovery deadline is August 

22, 2008. Depositions to be used at trial must be completed not later than 



twenty days after the discovery deadline. Final Rule 26(e)(1) disclosures 

shall be served no later than twenty-one days before the discovery deadline. 

With respect to matters not addressed in the parties' joint report, the Initial 

Scheduling Order remains in effect. 

3. The deadline for filing potentially dispositive motions is ten (10) days after the 

discovery deadline. Extensions of this deadline will rarely be granted and 

only for compelling reasons. Responsive memoranda shall be filed not later 

than fourteen (14) days after filing of a dispositive motion. The filing of 

potentially dispositive motions need not, however, await the deadline for such 

motions. Potentially dispositive motions should be filed at the earliest 

appropriate time. It is rarely necessary that such motions await the 

completion of all discovery. 

4. In circumstances when the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure would require 

leave of court for adding parties or amending pleadings, parties may be 

added or pleadings amended only with leave of court, even if leave is sought 

prior to the deadline established by the Parties' Joint Report. 

5. The deadlines established by this Order for disclosures under Federal Rule 

of Civil Procedure 26(a)(2) abrogate the deadlines set forth in Rule 

26(a)(2)(C) and thus apply regardless of whether proposed testimony is 

intended solely to contradict or rebut evidence on the same subject matter 

identified by another party under Rule 26(a)(2)(B). Leave of court must be 

sought, for good cause, prior to addition of testimony for which timely 

disclosures were not made, even if the testimony is intended solely to 



contradict or rebut evidence on the same subject matter identified by another 

party under Rule 26(a)(2)(8 ). 

6. By separate Order for Pretrial Conference to be issued later, a deadline will 

be set for an attorney conference leading to the filing of a pretrial stipulation 

and related papers. The deadline for the attorney conference (as established 

by the Order for Pretrial Conte rence) a I so wi 11 be the dead Ii ne for disclosures 

under Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 26(a)(3). The deadline for objections 

under Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 26(a)(3) is five (5) days thereafter. 

7. Any motion in limine or other pretrial motion shall be filed no later than ten 

days prior to the pretrial conference. Responses to those motions shall be 

filed no later than five days thereafter. 

8. The parties shall mediate this case in accordance with the following 

procedures: 

(a) The parties are directed to select a mediator certified by the Supreme Court 

of Florida as a Circuit Court Mediator or a person otherwise mutually 

agreeable to the parties. If the parties are unable to agree upon a mediator 

by a date three weeks prior to the discovery deadline, the plaintiff shall 

immediately file a notice so indicating, and I will appoint a mediator. 

(b) Unless otherwise agreed, the fee of the mediator shall be paid equally by the 

parties. The fee shall be paid in the manner required by the mediator. 

(c) The mediator shall set the initial mediation conference with due regard to 

schedules and other commitments of the parties and counsel and may 

continue or adjourn the mediation conferences in his or her discretion within 



the time constraints set out in this order. 

(d) The following persons MUST attend the mediation conference: 

(1) Counsel of record primarily responsible for the conduct of this matter on 

behalf of each party. 

(2) All parties. In the case of a corporation, governmental entity, or other 

organization, or officer in his or her official capacity, the party must attend 

through a representative having full authority to settle the entire case for the 

party without further consultation. In his or her discretion, however, the 

mediator may waive the requirement that the attending representative's full 

authority to settle be "without further consultation." Unless the mediator 

directs otherwise, the parties by agreement may also waive the requirement 

that the attending representative's full authority to settle be "without further 

consultation." 

(3) If a party is insured, a representative of the insurer having full authority to 

settle without further consultation. In his or her discretion, however, the 

mediator may waive the requirement that the insurer's representative's full 

authority to settle be "without further consultation." Unless the mediator 

directs otherwise, the parties by agreement may also waive the requirement 

that the attending insurer's representative's full authority to settle be "without 

further consultation." 

(e) Failure of any person to attend the mediation conference as required shall 

result in the imposition of sanctions. 

(f) The parties shall confer in advance on the submission of written materials to 



the mediator and shall proceed in accordance with any agreement they reach 

or the instructions of the mediator. In the absence of agreement of the 

parties or instructions from the mediator, no written submissions to the 

mediator are required, but either party may submit materials as it deems 

appropriate, which the mediator may consider as he or she deems 

appropriate. 

(g) The mediator shall have authority to control the procedure to be followed in 

mediation, may adjourn the mediation conference and set times for 

reconvening, and may suspend or terminate mediation whenever, in the 

opinion of the mediator, the matter is not appropriate for further mediation. 

(h) All discussions, representations, and statements made at the mediation 

conference shall be off the record and privileged as settlement negotiations. 

Mediation proceedings shall not be recorded by a court reporter or by an 

electronic recording device, except as necessary to memorialize any 

settlement that may be reached. 

(i) This referral to mediation does not automatically toll the time for completion 

of any other matter in this case. 

U) The parties are encouraged to settle as many issues during mediation as 

possible. Partial or complete settlements shall immediately be reduced to 

writing in the presence of the mediator and shall be signed by all parties and 

their counsel. 

(k) Mediation in this case must be completed on or before a date twenty-eight 

(28) days after the discovery deadline. The mediator or parties shall file a 



report within five (5) days thereafter indicating when mediation was 

conducted and the outcome of the mediation (that is, whether the matter was 

settled or impasse was declared). If the matter is settled in full, notice to the 

court shall be immediate. 

(I) Counsel for each party shall, within ten (10) days of the date of this Order, 

consult with his or her client about the advantages (including savings of costs 

and attorney's fees) and disadvantages of proceeding with mediation 

immediately rather than awaiting the deadlines set in this Order. On motion 

of any party, the court will consider ordering that mediation commence 

immediately or at a time earlier than otherwise required by this Order. With 

or without such an order, the parties by agreement may commence 

mediation at any time before the deadlines set in this Order. 

ORDERED on April 8, 2008. 

/S/ Richard Smoak 
RICHARD SMOAK 
UNITED STATES DISTRICT JUDGE 



IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR THE 
NORTHERN DISTRICT OF FLORIDA 

PANAMA CITY DIVISION 

NORMA PELT TAYLOR, 

Plaintiff, 
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V. CASE NO. 5:07CV264-RS/AK 

UNITED ST ATES OF AMERICA 
THE UNITED ST A TES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 
FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS, 

Defendants. 

I 

PRETRIAL ORDER 

The following pretrial schedule and procedure is established: 

I. DA TES FOR COMPLIANCE WITH PRETRIAL PROCEDURES 

A. This case is set for pretrial conference at PANAMA CITY, Florida 

on, October 27, 2008 at 10:30 A.M. (C.D.T.). All trial counsel are required to 

attend in-person. Continuance of the pretrial conference or waiver of the in-person 

appearance will be granted only for compelling reasons. Counsel are advised that 

the trial courtroom has an Evidence Presentation System (EPS). Counsel should 

bring any exhibits or equipment (i.e. video tapes, DVD's, laptops, etc.) to the 

pretrial conference for testing with the EPS and should allow time either before or 

after the conference to receive training on the E PS sys tern. 

B. The attorney's conference required by paragraph II shall be held no 
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later than October 3, 2008. 

C. The pretrial stipulation and other papers required by paragraphs 111 

and IV shall be filed with the Clerk of the Court on or before October 17, 2008. 

D. This case will be tried in the trial term that begins: (Jury Trial) 

( v') On November 3, 2008 at 8:30 a.m. C.D.T. 

PANAMA CITY, FLORIDA 

( ) On a date set at the pretrial conference. 

II. ATTORNEYS TO CONFER 

Counsel for all parties shall meet together on or before the date specified in 

Paragraph l(B) for the following purposes: 

A. To discuss the possibility of settlement or mediation; 

B. To stipulate to as many facts and issues as possible; 

C. To draw up the pretrial stipulation in accordance with Paragraph III of 

this order; 

D. To examine all exhibits proposed to be used in the trial; 

E. To furnish opposing counsel the names and addresses of all witnesses, 

including possible rebuttal witnesses and experts; 

F. To discuss the question of damages, including matters of evidence and 

proof which either party proposes to present at trial and the law in regard thereto; 

and 

G. To complete all other matters which may expedite both the pretrial 

and the trial of this case. 

Case No: 5:07cv264·RSIAK 
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H. Counsel for p lai nti ff shall initiate arrange men ts for the attorneys' 

conferences. However, all attorneys in this cause are charged with the duty of 

meeting in such conferences and of complying with the schedule set forth in this 

order. If the schedule is not kept by any counsel, it is the duty of other counsel to 

insist upon the necessary meeting or meetings to effect the pretrial stipulation, and 

failing to succeed, to advise the court by motion seeking sanctions against any 

party failing or refusing to meet as directed after request. 

Ill. PRETRIAL STIPULATION 

The pretrial stipulation shall contain; 

A. The basis of federal jurisdiction; 

B. A concise statement of the nature of the action; 

C. A brief general statement of each party's case; 

D. A list of all exhibits to be offered at the trial, 

noting any objections thereto and the grounds for each objection. Any objections 

not listed will be deemed waived. 

E. A list of names and address of all witnesses, including rebuttal and 

expert, intended to be called at the trial by each party. Expert witnesses shall be 

labeled as such; 

F. A concise statement of those facts which are admitted and will require 

no proof at trial, together with any reservations directed to such admissions; 

G. A concise statement of those issues of law upon which there is 

agreement; 

Case No: 5:07cv264·RSIAK 
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litigated; 

I. 

A concise statement of those issues of fact which remain to be 

A concise statement of those issues of law which remain for 

determination by the court; 
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J. A concise statement of any disagreement as to the application of rules 

of evidence or of the Federal Rules of Ci vii Procedure; 

K. A list of all motions or other matters which require action by the 

court; 

L. A statement whether this is now a jury or a non-jury case; 

M. Counsel's respective estimates of the length of the trial; and 

N. The signature of counsel for all parties. 

IV. PAPERS TO BE SUBMITTED 

No later than the date specified in Paragraph I(C ), the parties shall file with 

the Clerk of the Court: 

A. The pretrial stipulation prepared in accordance with Paragraph III of 

this order. 

B. Each side shall submit to the Clerk of the Court for filing, with copy 

to opposing counsel, a trial brief or memorandum with citation of authorities and 

arguments in support of that side's position on all disputed issues of law. 

C. Counsel for each party in any ifily trial shall submit to the Clerk of 

the Court for filing, with copies to opposing counsel, written request for 

ins true tions to the jury, proposed forms of verdict, and proposed voir dire 

Case No: 5:07cv264·RSIAK 
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questions. Upon good cause shown, supplemental requests for instructions may be 

submitted at any time prior to the arguments to the jury. All requests for 

instructions shall be plainly marked with the name and number of the case, shall 

contain citations of supporting authorities, shall designate the party submitting the 

same, and in the case of mu 1 tip le requests by a party sh all be numbered in 

sequence. Requests for instructions taken verbatim from the Pattern Jury 

Instructions - Civil Cases issued by the U.S. Eleventh Circuit District Judges 

Association or from the Florida Standard Jury Instructions in Civil Cases may be 

made by reference; the requested instructions need not be set forth in full. 

D. Counsel for each party in any non-jury case shall submit to the clerk 

of the court for filing, with copies to opposing counsel, proposed written findings 

of fact and conclusions of law, or, in lieu thereof, a proposed opinion or 

memorandum of decision in which such proposed findings of fact and conclusions 

of law appear, with complete citation of authorities where appropriate (See Rule 

52, FRCP). 

E. Prior to trial, counse 1 for each party in any case shall arrange with the 

clerk for marking for identification, as nearly as possible in the sequence proposed 

to be offered, all exhibits intended to be offered by such party. 

F. Counsel representing both sides in a jury trial shall make a good faith 

attempt to resolve any disagreement about jury instructions and shall jointly submit 

a full-text agreed-upon copy of instructions no later than seven days prior to trial. 

Should there remain any proposed jury instruction for which there is no agreement, 

Case No: 5:07cv264·RSIAK 
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the proffering party shall identify such instruction and provide a brief explanation 

why that jury instruction is appropriate along with citations of authority no later 

than seven days prior to trial. The same procedure shall be followed for the verdict 

forms as well. In addition to filing the jury instructions and verdict forms on 

CMECF, the parties shall e-mail full-text copies in WordPerfect format to 

Andrew_ Collinson@flnd.uscourts.gov (even-numbered cases) and 

Lind say_ Hu nter@fl n d. usco u rts. gov (odd-numbered cases). 

G. Demonstrative aids intended to be used at trial must be made 

available to all counsel for inspection prior to the pretrial conference. 

V. CONDUCT OF THE PRETRIAL CONFERENCE 

A. Counsel who will conduct the trial are required to be present for the 

pretrial conference. They will be prepared to act with final authority in the 

resolution of all matters. Counsel will be prepared to discuss the prospects of 

settlement and mediation. 

B. The court will ordinarily dispose of all motions and other matters then 

at issue. The court will review all matters contained in the pretrial stipulation and 

consider any other matters which may be presented with a view towards 

simplifying the issues and bringing about a just, speedy and inexpensive 

determination of the case. 

VI. PRETRIAL ORDER 

A. Unless the court orders otherwise at the pretrial conference, counsel 

for all parties, with counsel for plain tiff taking the initiative, shall submit a 

Case No: 5:07cv264·RSIAK 
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proposed pretrial order for the court's approval within ten (10) days after the 

pretrial conference. The pretrial order so prepared shall incorporate and modify 

the pretrial stipulation in light of any additional agreements reached and rulings 

made at the pretrial conference. 

B. After the pretrial order is entered by the court, the pleadings wi II be 

merged therein and the pretrial order will control the course of the trial and may 

not be amended except by order of the court in the furtherance of justice. 

VII. NEWLY DISCOVERED EVIDENCE OR WITNESSES 

Except as provided in this paragraph, witnesses not timely listed in the 

pretrial stipulation will not be allowed to testify, and exhibits not timely listed in 

the pretrial stipulation will not be admitted into evidence. lf any new witness is 

discovered after submission of the pretrial stipulation, the party desiring to call the 

witness shall immediately file with the clerk and serve on all counsel notice of the 

witness's name and address and the substance of the witness's proposed testimony, 

together with the reason for the late discovery. If any new exhibit is discovered 

after submission of pretrial stipulation, the party desiring to use it shall 

immediately disclose the exhibit to the court and all other counsel together with the 

reason for late discovery. Use of such newly-discovered witnesses or evidence 

shall be allowed only by order of the court in the furtherance of justice. 

VIII. ADDITIONAL PRETRIAL CONFERENCE 

If necessary or advisable, the court may adjourn the pretrial conference from 

time to time or may order additional pretrial conferences. 

Case No: 5:07cv264·RSIAK 
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IX. TRIAL PROCEDURES AND CONDUCT 

___ A. Each party shall provide all other counsel with a list of anticipated 

witnesses for the next day of trial and the order in which the witnesses are expected 

to be called. 

B. All electronic media - DVD's, CD's, tape recordings, etc. - shall be 

thoroughly tested prior to trial. It shall be the sole responsibility of the presenting 

party to ensure that its media is compatible with the Court's equipment. With 

appropriate notice, the Clerk's Office is available to answer any questions 

regarding the equipment of the courtroom. 

C. All parties shall strictly adhere to the customary and traditional conduct 

of this Court as specified in the Local Rules. 

X. SPECIAL MATTERS 

A. No motion for summary judgment or other motion filed after the date 

of this order will be grounds for cancellation or postponement of the pretrial 

conference or non-compliance with any other requirement of this order. The 

parties will be expected to comply with this order as fully and to the same extent as 

though no such motion had been filed. Absent prior court approval, a motion for 

summary judgment not served in time to permit the party opposing the same to 

make its written response prior to the pretrial conference wi II not be heard or 

considered during that pretrial conference. Parties will submit memoranda 

regarding any such motion to the court in accordance with N .D. Fla. Loe. R. 7. I. 

B. If the case is settled, it is the responsibility of the parties to see that the 

Case No: 5:07cv264·RSIAK 
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court is immediately advised. 

C. Should a party or a party's attorney fail to appear at a pretrial 

conference or othetwise fail to comply with this order, a judgment of dismissal or 

default or other appropriate judgment may be entered, and sanctions or other 

appropriate relief may be imposed. 

D. Counsel, as used herein, includes any party who is appearing prose. 

ORDERED on August 25, 2008. 

/S/ Richard Smoak 
RICHARD SMOAK 
United States District Judge 

Case No: 5:07cv264·RSIAK 



IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
NORTHERN DISTRICT OF FLORIDA 

PANAMA CITY DIVISION 

NORMA PELT TAYLOR, 

Plaintiff, 
vs. CASE NO. 5:07cv264/RS-AK 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE, FEDERAL 
BUREAU OF PRISONS, 

Defendant. 
I ---------------

ORDER 

The parties are directed to file a mediation report as required by Paragraph B(k) 

of the Scheduling and Mediation Order (Doc. 11) not later than October 15, 2008. 

ORDERED on October 8, 2008. 

/S/ Richard Smoak 
RICHARD SMOAK 
UNITED STATES DISTRICT JUDGE 



IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
NORTHERN DISTRICT OF FLORIDA 

PANAMA CITY DIVISION 

NORMA PELT TAYLOR, 

Plaintiff, 
vs. CASE NO. 5:07cv264/RS-AK 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF 
JUSTICE FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS, 

Defendants. 
_______________ ! 

ORDER 

The relief requested by Defendant's Motion To Extend Date For Report Of 

Mediation (Doc. 20) is granted. The parties are directed to file a mediation report not 

later than October 29, 2008. 

ORDERED on October 17, 2008. 

/S/ Richard Smoak 
RICHARD SMOAK 
UNITED STATES DISTRICT JUDGE 



UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
NORTHERN DISTRICT OF FLORIDA 

PANAMA CITY DIVISION 

NORMA PELT TAYLOR, 

Plaintiff, 

vs. CASE NO. 5:07cv264IRS-AK 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE FEDERAL 
BUREAU OF PRISONS, 

Defendant. 
_______________ .I 

ORDER 

Before me is the Notice of Settlement (Doc. 25). Pursuant to Local Rule 16.2(D), 

it is ordered: 

1. This case is dismissed from the active docket of the court. 

2. In the event that the settlement is not consummated, the court reserves 

jurisdiction, upon motion filed by any party within sixty (60) days of the date of this 

Order, to amend or vacate and set aside this Order and reinstates the case. 

3. The clerk is directed to close the file of this case for administrative 

purposes, and upon the expiration of sixty (60) days without activity, the clerk is directed 

to close the case in its entirety for all purposes. 

ORDERED on October 24, 2008. 

ISi Richard Smoak 
RICHARD SMOAK 
UNITED ST A TES DISTRICT JUDGE 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF PUERTO RICO 

MIRIAM RAMOS-GRA TERO LES, 
PLAINTIFF 

V. 

UNITED ST A TES OF AMERICA, 
DEFENDANT 

CIVIL No. 08-2037 (JAF) 

AMENDED COMPLAINT 

TO THE HONORABLE COURT: 

COMES NOW the Plaintiff of caption through her undersigned attorneys and 

respectfully states and prays: 

1. This action arises under the Federal Tort Claim Act (FTCA), 28 U.S.C. sec. 1346 

(b ), 2671-80, as hereunder appears more fully. 

2. Plaintiff Miriam Ramos-Grateroles is of legal age, single and an attorney at law who 

resides in the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico. 

3. On May 10, 2007, defendant, United States of America, maintained and was in 

possession and control of the Metropolitan Detention Center (MDC), a medium security 

center for preventive detention of individuals charged with the commission of a criminal 

offense. Inmates at MDC are customarily visited by family, friends and relatives as well 

as those members of the bar who are their legal representatives. Such visits of inmates, 

by their relatives and attorneys take place at MDC's visiting room. 

4. On that date, the defendant, through its employees acting within the scope of their 

employment, placed wax or some other slippery substance on the floor of the visiting 

room at MDC making it dangerous to walk upon, and negligently permitted it to remain 

there. Although defendant knew or should have known of the dangerous condition of the 

floor, and in the exercise of ordinary care would have had a reasonable opportunity to 

remove such substance and dangerous condition before the accident herein described 

occurred, it negligently failed to remove same and negligently failed to give plaintiff 

Ramos Gratcroles or other persons any warning thereof. 
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5. On that date, while plaintiff Ramos Grateroles, a practicing attorney and 

distinguished member of this bar, was in the visiting room for the purpose of visiting and 

interviewing several of her clients -inmates at MDC- and walking in a careful manner 

over the floor, she slipped upon such wax or slippery substance. 

As a result, plaintiff fell down and suffered cuts to her face, bruises to her knees and 

legs and was otherwise injured, was prevented from transacting her business at MDC and 

suffered great pain of body and mind, and incurred expenses for medical attention. 

Damages related to the above incident at MDC are estimated in the sum of $100,000.00. 

MDC custody officials, visiting attorneys and inmates witnessed plaintiffs fall. The 

aforestated injuries were caused solely by defendant, its agents, servants, or employees, 

and without any negligence on the part of the plaintiff contributing thereto. (See Claim 

for Damages, Standard Form 95, filed on or about December 5, 2007). 

6. If the defendant were a private person, it would be liable to the plaintiff in 

accordance with the laws of Puerto Rico. 

7. Pursuant to 28 U.S.C. sec. 2675 (a), the claim set forth herein was presented to the 

United States Department of Justice. The Department of Justice denied the claim on May 

23, 2008. 

WHEREFORE, plaintiff Ramos Graterolcs demands judgment against defendant for 

the sum of $100, 000.00 and costs and legal fees. 

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE: I hereby certify that on this date, I have 

electronically filed the foregoing with the Clerk of the Court using the CM/ECF system 

which will send notification to all attorneys of record. 

RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED, 

In San Juan, PR, this, 21'1dayofNovember, 2008. 

s/ Enrique Velez-Rodriguez s/ Benito Rodriguez-Masso 

2 
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USDC-PR 120304 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
PO Box 70351 
San Juan, PR 00936 

(787) 751-1912 (x2093) 
(787) 751-3991 (fax) 
evelez(ti;inter. edu 

USDC-PR 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
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ENTERED ON DOCKET 
918/09 PURSUANT 
TO FRCP RULES 58 & 79a 

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF PUERTO RICO 

Miriam Ramos-Grateroles 

Plaintiff(s) 

vs. 

~~. 
~. 

U.S. Department of Justice, et al 

Defendant(s) 

JUDGMENT 

CIVIL CASE 08-2037 UAF) 

Pursuant to Court's Order (docket #39) Judgment is entered incorporating the 
terms and conditions of the Settlement Agreement by reference, the court retaining 
jurisdiction to enforce any of such terms if necessary. 

In San Juan, Puerto Rico, this 8th day of September, 2009. 

Frances Rios de Moran, Esq. 

Clerk of Court 

s/Diana Villavicencio 

Diana Villavicencio 
Deputy Clerk 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF PUERTO RICO 

Miriam Ramos-Grateroles, et al., 
Plaintiffs 

Vs. 

United States of America 

Defendant 

Civil No. 08-2037 (JAF) 

STIPULATION FOR SETTLEMENT AND COMPROMISE 

TO THE HONORABLE COURT: 

COMES NOW, Plaintiff Miriam Ramos-Grateroles and Defendant United States of America, through 

their respective undersigned attorneys and very respectfully ST A TE, ALLEGE AND PRAY: 

1. The parties do hereby agree to settle and compromise the above-titled action under the terms and 

conditions set forth herein. 

2. The United States of America, defendant, agrees to pay to the plaintiffs Miriam Ramos Grateroles 

the sum of FIFTEEN THOUSAND DOLLARS {$15,000.00), which sum shall be in full settlement and 

satisfaction of any and al I claims, demands, rights, and ca uses of action of whatsoever kind and nature, arising 

from, and by reason of any and al I known and unknown, foreseen and unforeseen bodily and person al injuries, 

be it physical or mental and the consequences thereof, resulting, and to result, from the same subject matter 

that gave rise to the above-captioned lawsuit, including any future claims under Federal law, for which the 

plaintiffs or their heirs, executors, administrators, or assignees, and each of them, now have or may hereafter 

acquire against the defendant, its past and present agents, servants, and employees in both their official and 

personal capacities. 

3. The plaintiffs and their heirs, executors, administrators or assignees hereby agree to accept the 

sum of FIFTEEN THOUSAND DOLLARS {$15,000.00) in full settlement and satisfaction of any and all claims, 
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demands, expenses, rights, medical expenses, attorneys' fees, and causes of action of whatsoever kind and 

nature, arising from, and by reason of any and all known and unknown, foreseen and unforeseen bodily and 

mental injuries, and the consequences thereof which they may have or hereafter acquire against the United 

States of America, its agents, servants and employees on account of the same subject matter that gave rise 

to the above-captioned lawsuit. The plaintiffs and their heirs, executors, administrators or assignees further 

agree to reimburse, indemnify and hold harmless the United States of America, its past and present agents, 

servants, and employees from any and all such causes of action, claims, liens, rights, or subrogated or 

contribution interests incident to or resulting from further litigation or the prosecution of claims by the plaintiff 

or his heirs, executors, administrators or assignees against any third party or against the United States of 

America. 

4. This Stipulation for Compromise Settlement shall not constitute an admission of liability or fault on 

the part of the United States of America, its past and present agents, servants, or employees, and is entered 

into by both parties for the sole purpose of compromising disputed claims and avoiding the expenses and risks 

of further litigation. 

5. It is also agreed, by and among the parties, that the settlement amount of FIFTEEN THOUSAND 

DOLLARS ($15,000.00) represents the entire amount of the compromise settlement and that the respective 

parties will each bear their own costs, fees, and expenses. All attorneys' fees owed by the plaintiffs, if any will 

be paid out of the settlement amount and not in addition thereto. 

6. It is also understood by and among the parties that pursuant to Title 28, United States Code, 

Section 2678, any attorneys fees for service rendered in connection with this action shall not exceed 25 

percent of the amount of the Compromise Settlement. 

7. Once judgment is entered approving this stipulation, payment of the settlement amount will be 

2 
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ordered from the Treasury of the United States for the amount of FIFTEEN THOUSAND DOLLARS 

($15,000.00) and a check made payable to Miriam Ramos Grateroles. The check will be mailed for delivery 

purposes to defendant's attorney, Assistant U.S. Attorney Hector E. Ramirez-Carbo, at the following address: 

United States Attorney's Office, Torre Chardon, Suite 1201, 350 Carlos Chardon Street, San Juan, Puerto Rico 

00918. Pia intiffs' attorney agrees to distribute the settlement proceeds to the plaintiffs herein once they receive 

the check from the United States Attorney's Office. 

8. In consideration of the payment of FIFTEEN THOUSAND DOLLARS ($15,000.00), as set forth 

above, the plaintiffs agree that the instant agreement will serve as a request to the Honorable Court to cause 

the above-styled action to be dismissed with prejudice from the docket of the court. 

WHEREFORE, all parties in the case of caption respectfully request this Honorable Court, to enter 

judgment approving the foregoing settlement agreement and ordering dismissal of this cause of action with 

prejudice. 

RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED. 

In San Juan, Puerto Rico, this 2 day of September, 2009. 

Enrique Velez-Rodriguez, Esq. 
Benito Rodriguez-Masso, Esq. 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 

s/ Enrique Velez-Rodriguez 
Enrique Velez-Rodriguez 
U.S.D.C. - PR 120304 
P.O. Box 70351 
San Juan, PR 00936 
Telephone: (7 87) 7 51-1912 (x2093) 
Facsimile: (787)751-3991 
evelez@i nter. edu 

3 

Rosa Emilia Rodriguez-Velez 
United States Attorney 
Attorneys for Defendant United States 

s I Hector E. Ramirez-Carbo 
Hector E. Ramirez Carbo 
Assistant United States Attorney 
U.S.D.C. - PR 214902 
Torre Chardon, Suite 1201 
350 Carlos Chardon Street 
San Juan, Puerto Rico 00918 
Telephone: (787) 766-5656 
Facsimile: (787) 766-6219 
Emai I: hector. e. rami rez@usdoj.gov 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF SOUTH CAROLINA 

CHARLESTON DIVISION 

Page 1 of 2 

LLOYD EUGENE BROWN ) CIA No. 2:06-390-RBH 
) 

Plaintiff, ) 
vs. ) 

) 
) 

JOHN LAMANNA, Warden of FCI Edgefield, ) 
WAYNE SMITH, Camp Administrator, ) 
BRIAN FINNERTY, Special Housing Unit Lieutenant, and) 
JASON KAPRAL, Special Housing Unit Officer, 

Defendants. 

) 
) 
) 

______________ ) 

Lloyd Eugene Brown, 

Plaintiff, 

V. 

Rex Blocker MD, and Louisa 
Rosario HSA in their individual 
capacities, 

Defendants. 

) 
) CIA No. 2:09-434-RBH 
) 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

ORDER OF DISMISSAL 

It appearing to the Court that the compromise settlement heretofore agreed upon and 

stipulated in the titled cases by and between Lloyd Eugene Brown, Plaintiff, and the named 

Defendants, has been consummated, 

NOW, THEREFORE, on motion of the attorneys for the named Defendants, and by and with 

the consent of Lloyd Eugene Brown, prose Plaintiff, it is hereby 
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ORDERED, DECREED AND ADJUDGED that these actions, be, and the same arc hereby 

dismissed with prejudice. 

IT IS SO ORDERED this 15th day of November, 2010. 

s/ R. Bryan Harwell 
R. BRYAN HARWELL 
UNITED STATES DISTRICT JUDGE 

2 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
SOUTHEASTERN DISTRICT OF GEORGIA 

JEFFREY EDENFIELD, 
Plaintiff, 

vs. 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
Defendant. 

----------------' 
COMPLAINT 

case No. 

flI£D"' ~-V.S,o,e, Auw, · 

MAY 21 2009 

~S~HAT'.. 
~~~ 

BB~f 
COMES NOW the Plaintiff, Jeffrey 

J.-~~~, , 
Edenfield, and for his · ~ 

cause of action states and alleges as follows: 

1. This is a cause of action for damages within the 

jurisdictional limits of this Court, is within the jurisdiction 

of this Court pursuant to 28 u.s.c. § 1331, and is a case of 

personal injury within the exclusive jurisdiction of this 

District Court pursuant to the Federal Tort Claims Act, Title 

28 u.s.c. § 1346 (b) and Title 28 u.s.c. § 2671 et seq., as 

more fully ap~ears herein. 

2. The sovereign immunity of the United States of America 

is waived pursuant to the Federal Tort Claims Act, Title 28 

u.s.c. § 2671 et seq. 

3. All conditions precedent to the filing of this cause 

have occured, been performed, or have been waived. In particular, 

plaintiff has duly filed an administrative claim against the 

United States' Federal Bureau of Prisons and said claim has 

been denied, a copy which is attached hereto and made a part 
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hereof as Exhibit "A". This cause has been filed within six 

(6) months of said denial as provided by law. 

4. Plaintiff Jeffrey Edenfield, (hereinafter, "Edenfield"), 

is an individual and is currently an inmate at the Butner Federal 

Correctional Institution, located in Butner, State of North 

carolina. 

5. In late January 2008, Plaintiff Edenfield was a prisoner 

at the United States Penitentiary Atlanta located at 601 McDonough 

Blvd., Atlanta, Georgia, which is located in the Southeastern 

District of Georgia. 

6. Defendant, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, is a governmental 

entity with various agencies including the Federal Bureau of 

Prisons. 

7. The Federal Bureau of Prisons, an agency of the United 

States of America, as part of it's functions and duties, maintains 

a prison known as United States Penitentiary Atlanta located at 

601 McDonough Blvd., Atlanta, Georgia 30315, wherein Federal 

prisoners are incarcerated while serving various terms of 

imprisonment. 

8. On November 29, 2007, and while imprisoned at United 

States Penitentiary Atlanta, Plaintiff Edenfield was issued 

by Physicians-Assistant Perez an institutional restriction which 

required, for medical reasons, a bottom bunk assignment. 

(See Inmate Medical History submitted herein under Exhibit 11B11
) 
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9. Physicians-Assistant Perez, a health care professional 

employed by the Federal Bureau of Prisons to administer medical 

services to inmates, made a clinical determination to issue 

to Plaintiff Edenfield the bottom bunk restriction based on 

physical examination and review of patient medical history. 

10. On January 11, 2008, unknown institutional staff of 

United States Penitentiary Atlanta relocated Plaintiff Edenfield 

from a supervised housing unit to Housing Unit A-2, and, despite 

the standing medical restriction referred to in paragraphs #1 

and #2 which required the provision of a bottom bunk, assigned 

him to a top bunk that had no ladder or other type of assistive 

device. 

11. On the same day of relocation, January 11, 2008, 

Plaintiff Edenfield notified Mr. Branch, the captain at that 

time of United States Penitentiary Atlanta, that he was assigned 

to a top bunk that had no ladder or other assistive device despite 

having a standing medical restriction which required assignment 

to a bottom bunk. Captain Branch, at this juncture, undertook 

no corrective action to remedy the dangerous situation but instead 

referred Plaintiff Edenfield to his unit counselor for assistance. 

12. On the same day of relocation, January 11, 2008, 

Plaintiff Edenfield notified Ms. Hawkins, a Unit Counselor at 

that time of United States Penitentiary Atlanta, that he was 

assigned to a top bunk that had no ladder or other assistive 

device despite having a standing medical restriction which 

required assignment to a bottom bunk. Ms. Hawkins, at this 

juncture, undertook no corrective action to remedy the dangerous 

situation but instead advised Plaintiff Edenfield to complete 
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an Inmate Request form asking for assignment to a 1::>ottom bunk 

and when one became available she would relocate him at that 

time. 

13. On the same day of relocation, January 11, 2008, 

Plaintiff Edenfield notified Mr. Stewart, a Onit Manager at 

that time of United States Penitentiary Atlanta, that he was 

assigned to a top bunk that had no ladder or other assistive 

device despite having a standing medical restriction which 

required assignment to a bottom bunk, and of Unit Counsellor 

Hawkins' failure or refusal to relocate him to a bottom bunk. 

Mr. Stewart, at this juncture, undertook no corrective action 

to remedy the dangerous situation but instead indicated that 

he did not·get involved with problems that were within Unit 

Counselor Hawkins' job description. 

14. on an everyday basis, beginning on January 11, 2008 

and continuing through January 23, 2008, Plaintiff Edenfield 

personally communicated to Unit Counselor Hawkins the difficulty 

experienced as a result of nerve damage in his feet and back 

when ascending to the top bunk without a ladder or other 

assistive device but was continually denied a bottom bunk by her. 

15. On the morning of January 24, 2008, Plaintiff Edenfield, 

while attempting to descend from the top bunk assigned to him 

by defendant's ·employees, which had no ladder or other assistive 

device, felt his leg and feet become unable to lower himself 

because of nerve damage and, due to the height of the top bunk 

and lack of ladder or other type of assistive safety device, 

he fell to the floor and became injured. 
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16. Plaintiff Edenfield, pursuant to Federal Rule of Civil 

Procedure 7 (b)(1), hereby states with particularity the claim 

entitling him to judgment against Defendant, UNITED STATES OF 

AMERICA. 

CLAIM 

Defetdi:at, tmm> ~ CF AM1!1UC7t, regligently 

bceaclEd it's duty of care owed t.o Plaintiff BED:field 
by dep:"ivin:J him of a medically ordered am reoessary 

bJtb.m bunk, as is m:,re fully outline_d in. the 

adninist:rative claim, which is i;.::s:nted herein Ullder 

Exhibit "~, in:xnporated herem.th am made a part 

hereof by r:eference, causing him to fall fran a top 

bunk and tecc •jp injured. 

17. As a result, Plaintiff Edenfield was injured in and 

about his body and extremities, the full extent of which has 

yet to be determined because of the impediment posed by 

incarceration, suffered pain therefrom, suffered physical 

handicap and disfigurrnent that is progressive in nature, and 

his working ability was impared; the injuries are either 

permanent or continuing and he will suffer the losses including 

future medical expenses and his impairment in the future. 
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WHEREFORE, Plaintiff Edenfield, demands judgment against the 

Defendant, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, as follows: 

a. Compensatory damages in the amount of 

$500,000.00 dollars for physical injury, 

disfigurment, loss of ability to earn money, 
loss of ability to enjoy life, emotional 

suffering, physical suffering, future medical 

expenses and other out-of-pocket expenses 

and future lost earnings; and 

b. Post-judgment interest at the Statutory 
rate until fully paid, all costs of this 

action and for such other relief which 

this Court finds just and equitable. 

Dated this /'{,t.day of _/JZ....__.__, ....... 1/ ____ , 200 9. 

Respectfully submitted, 

J rey Edenfield, Plaintiff 

Fed. Reg. No. 05365-017 
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Cr>. N:>veml»r 29, 2007, ani lfflile imprisoned at United States Pt;mi.tentiary 
Atlanta, Physicians Assistant Perez of Health Services issued to me a J:ottan 
bunk pass 1:ecause of pre-existing rerve damage in my l:ack arrl feet. 
(See attached Imate le:hcal History) 

en January 11, 2008, urum::iwn prison staff at Atlanta relocated me fran 
.the S~sed HJusing Unit to lbusing Onit A-2 an:1, despite havin.1 the 
above-mentioned .1a,r,er bmk i:ass, assigned me to a top b.mk which had no 
Jadder or assisting safety device. 01 the very sazre day that I was relocated, 
I approached captain Branch am told him that I had a tottan h.mk pass hJt 
was mistakenly pla981 en a top b.mk after being released fran the Supervised 
Housing" Unit. 

captain Braoch instructed me at this p::>int tog::, to my oounselor and 
--she ( Counselor Hawkins) would be able to move me to a lower bunk. 
Following my discussion with Captain Branch, I went to counselor 
Hawkins and informed her that I required a bottom bunk for medical 
reasons and showed her my medical-pass. She then reached for _ 
a cop-out or Inmate Request, handed it to me and told me to fill 
it out for a bottom bunk and when one became available, she would 
move ,me at that time. I left and completed the cop-out. A short 
time later, I returned the cop-out to counselor Hawkins and 
explained to her that I could not get up and ·aown from-a top ,bunk, 
espe_cially so without a ladder, because of pre-existing nerve 
damaqe in my back and feet. I again showed counselor Hawkins my 
medical pass in addition to relevant portions of my ~resentence 
Investigative Report which documented the extent of nerve damage 
in my spine. 

On this occasion, counselor Hawkins became agitated and 
stated·to me: "Get out of my office or I will not give you a 
bottom bunk when one becomes available!" Following this statement, 
I left her office and went to the Unit Manager (Mr. Stewart) and 
explained to him my situation regarding counselor Hawkins• refusal 
to relocate me to a bottom bunk. Mr. Stewart advised me_ that he 
did not handle problems· such as this and that it was _the counselor's 
( Hawkins 1 

) job. 

Everyday after January 11, 2008, I would stop by counselor 
Hawkins' office and inquire as to whether or not a bottom bunk had 
become available. At these times, I informed counselor Hawkins that 
I was having extreme difficulty getting up and down from the top 
bunk and that there was no ladder to help me or anything to hold 
on to. During the last of these daily visits, counselor Hawkins 
became irate and ordered me out of her office and threatened to 
have me locked-up in the Supervised Housing Unit for pestering her. 
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·On the morning of January 24,. 2008, I started -to descend from 
the top bunk when my leg and feet gave out on me and I fell to the 
floor hit:,ting my-head and arJ?.S• 

I immediately notified the Unit Officer and counselor Hawkins 
that I had fell from the top bunk and injured myself, but both 
officials refused to refer me to Health Services and stated that 
they -could do nothing about it. I_ then proceeded to the Lieutenants 
Office for assistance but no one was there. When leaving the 
~ieutenants Office, I observed the Warden (Grayer) standing at the 
rear corridor door. I went to Warden Grayer and told him•what had 
occurred, that I was injured and needed medical care. Warden Grayer 
at·once ordered me to be seen by Health Services. 

Upon arrival at Medical, I-was examined by P.A. Castell wha 
documented my injuries to my head, back and arm. P.A. castell, · 

.following consultation with n~. Bonnet, stated to me that my-medical 
pass for a bottom bunk was supposed to be honored and I should go 
back.to the Warden for correction of ·my top bunk dilemua. 

On January 25, 2008, I reported to siok-call and seen P.A. 
Perez who became angry· -,bout the bottom bunk pass not being honored. 
After administering to me an injection for pain and writing a 
prescription, he ~-wrote a bottom bunk pass and underscored on it 
Must to emphasize that I had to have a bottom bunk, and be on a 
lower housing tier. P.A. Perez instructed me to by-pass ~o~nselor 
Hawkins ancJ take the medical pass he just wrote directly· to" the 
Warden myself. 

Acting on Mt.- Perez'·s direction, I started to approach Warden 
Grayer at Mainline but was stopped by Unit Manager Stewa~t and 
questioned as to what I wanted to talk to the Warden about. When I 
explained to Mre Stewart tliat I was. told to give the Warden my 
bottom bunk pass, ;Mr. Stewart advised me that he woula take care 
of it. )Jr. Stewart then made a phone call, hung up and t~ld me to 
go see counselor Hawkins. As soop as I arriv€d at counselor 
Hawkins' office, she instructed me to pack up my property and move 
t~ cell ~24-L, which is a bottom b~nk located on the first floor. 

As a result of the negligence of the Federal Prison Officials 
described herein, I have suf"fered .injury and re-injured my back. 
The nature and extent of my injuries are not yet fully known becauge 
I have _not seen a specialist and in9arceration prevents me from 
acquiring medical care at this time. I have been to sick call 
·12 times in Atlanta and 3 times here at Butner for the same back 
pain.daused by the fall from the top bunk but still ~ve-not been seen. 
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., 

My injuries include, b.lt are rot lilnited to, _head trauna., arm contusions 
arrl re-injured spinal rerves. The full extent of my injuries have yet to be 
detetmin:,j because I have oot been permitted to see a specialist or cbctar. 
Despite having atterxled sick-call for the injuries sustained in the fall 
frcm the tq;, b.mk, on at least 12 occasions in Atlanta and 3 here at Butner, 
I have still r:ot l:::een seen by a doctor rut only a Physicians Assistant. 
'!he impediment presented by my current incarceration prevents me fran seeking 
an:l ao:;ruiring medical care on my CMl, -or providin; any infm:mation relating 
to written rep:n:ts of the attendi.ng- i:hysician, treatment, degree of pemanent 
disabi J i ty, prognosis, or other data of this category. 

• 
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BP-Al48. 05S INMA~ REQUEST TO STAFl? CDFRH 
SEP 98 
U, S. DEP.ARTMEN'l' OF JUSTICEL FEDERAL BUREAU OE' PRISONS 

. SOBJECr f {Briefly tbs solution you are requesting, 
be specific nay result in no"act!on being 
order to successfully respond to year 

(Do not write below this line} 

DISPOSI'l'I ON: 

Signature Staff Member 

Record Copy - File; Copy - Innate· 
(This for~ ~ay be replicated via WP) This form replaces BP-149.010 dated Oct 86 

and BP-S149.010 APR i • 

FIL~ IN SECTIOK 6 ONLESS APPROPRIATE FOR PRIVACY FOLD£R SECTION 6 
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BP-AH8.05S INMATE REQUEST TO STAFF CDFRM 
SEP 913 
u. s. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE FEDERAL BUREAU or· PRISONS 

DISPOSITION: 

Signature Staff Member 

Record Copy - File; Copy - Inmate 
!This form may be replicated vi& WPJ 

·and the solution you are requesting. 
be specific may result in no action being 
order to successfully respond to your 

This form replaces BP-148.070 dated Oct 86 
and BP-S148.070 APR 94 

~ILi: IH SECTION 6 UllLZSS APPROPRIAT'B roa PRIVACY FOLDER SECTION 6 
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~~ ~CORD -.t.RONOLOGICAL RECORD -1, MEDICAL CARE 
DATE. SYMPTOMS DIAGNOSIS TREATMENT TREATING ORGANIZATION · 

-/<?i-.s 

Mild 

duration worsening factors_ . 

Current Medications: /J ~ 

---

ADMIN REVIE~ 
· i>o Not Use Abbtevlatlons 

' UPDATEPROBLE..~ LIST 

CO-PAY: Yes/No 

alleviating factors 

/~-

Sl'A.!lfO.AlU)-ltORM.UO~ 
Prescnoe.fby GSA-an.a lCMR 
FIRMR (41 CFR) 201-45.S0.:5 

I 
. 
. 

' . 
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UNITED STATES PENITENTIARY 
~TLANT~ GEORGIA 

- ,,.,.,-- ___..DEFINITION A.~ INSTRUCTIONS 

• 

IDLE STA TU~;- Temporary dU'lftiiiitynot to excee<! three days dura~on including weekend and holidays. Restricted to room except 
for meals, barbering. reHgious services, sick call, visits and call outs. No recreational activities. 
CONVALESCENT STATUS: Recovery period fortiperation, injury or serious illness. Not less than four days and not to exceed 
thirty days, subject to renewal. Excused from woik and may not participate in any recreational activities outside the unit. 
RESTRICTED DUTY: Restricted from specific activities because of physical or mental handicap. List handicap, work limitation 
and time period, either specific date or indefinite.: · 
TOT ALLY DISABLED: Totally unemployable and µnassigned because of mental or physical reasons. Condition generally expected 
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A'l'L 
ATI, 
ATL 
A'l'L 
ATL 

ATL 

G0002 

ASSIGNMENT DBSCRIPTIOB 
ATS USTR NO SPOl!.TS/NO WBIGH'l' LIFTING 

'l,JUilG DOTY IN - .MKDJ:CA.L RBS'l'R- -RBQULAR DOTY 
-SOF'I' SHOBS-S0i'1' SBOBS ONLY 

WG'I' 15 LB WEIGHT-HO LIPTIN'G OVlilR 15 LBS 
YBS F/S CLKARBD FOR POOD SBRVJ:CB 

S'I'AlllD JLSTR NO PROLONGED S'I'AND:CUQ 
LOWBR. BtJNlt I,OWBR BONK REQUIRED 
STA!ID RSTR NO PROLONQBD STANDiliG 
STAlilD liSTR NO PROLOBGBD STANDING 
STAND RSTR NO PROLONGED S'!'AHDING 

.LONER B:crm: RBQlJ'IRXO 
Bon LOWER BOllK RBQUJ:RHD 

MOU PAGBS TO FOLLOW •. 

S'l'ART DA'l'B/'I'Dm 
07-l.8-2008 1000 
08-18-2003 1229 
07-18-2008 1000 
07-1.8-2008 1000 

07-18-2008 
07-18-2008 
01-25-2008 
01-25-2008 
01-25-2008 
11-29-2007 

230 

1000 
1405 
1406 
uos 
0821 

--2008 
07-25-2008 
05-28-2008 
0S-28-2008 
01-25-2008 
04-12- 08 

0001 
0001 
0001 
0001 
14.06 
0001 

0821 11-29-2007 0821 
1019 11~29-2007 0821 

• 

.... 
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UNITED STATES PENITENTIARY 
ATLANTA, GEORGIA 

IDLESTJITUS:TempOllltlldi,ability_lo:!-1l>=o.:::=~~~8lldho~~~-t 
for meals, batbering. religious services. sick call, visit s and call outs. No recreational activities. 
CONY ALESCENT STATUS: Recovecy period for operation , injury or serious ~. Not less than four days and not to exceed 
thirty days. subject to renewal. Excused ft9m work and may not participate in any recreational activities outside the wiit · 
~STRJCfED DUTY:~ from specific activ\ties because of physical or mental handicap. List handicap. work.limitation 
and~ ~ either specific date or indefinite. · · 
TOTALLY DISABLED: Totally unemployable and una s.signed because of mental or physical reasons. Condmon generally expected 

. to last indefioitely. . 
. . . FULL DUTY: No workrcstri.cti.on& betalJSe of physical, medical or mental disability. 

, •,•.;,<~~J"f!'fflt_Yll!!fl ... "t .. ij+m~;ji;;_ ... ;;;_ · ••eii~iiiiii-iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiioi. ii&iiiiiiiiiiii•ii-iiiiii.---- . 

W · -.1 ,· 

·,. 
UNITED STATES PENITENTIARY · .. 

. ( 
ATLANTA, GEORGIA 

IDT.E, c4f·o' . ESCENT ~ . ',' . 
TO: All Concc:m ✓,- If /J s;HANGE ~ WO~ 2A8SIFICATION STAWS 
Inmate's Name: , ~ Q_ rtt Unit, ~)4- · Date: _ /-. 2-.~0 ~ . _ 

For me4lcl,l Plll'JlflM8, the lnmatlamed Deabtail: a /a_ ' R:e&· No.: 0 s 1 GS - CJ (f-
. . n-,..,_ ave ltas been arulwrl:ed th8 work fllllllor 

() IDLE: Reason: - ....... ., B/lltlls 1lste4 ~ the reason(s) fllUl tJ,e time shown. . -

@M.Jl~~f!aey,eslrictedaytivity!"',;r,ecjipa! . Tbru 
12
~-· ----=20 _ 

_.,,. TRI - "'>,{ .Cmt/4--- f:L..,..,_, {!_rt: ffap~ Thro 12Midnigbt. · 
4) ,){/4 r'- D~ Spetjfy exact re "ction d ;;;;;i; · . -----=20-
~- Ji,,t.. ~rt0o , . ~ 

()TOTALD~i{,J),~~ ~ . Thrull ·7~riz 
o FULL DUTY. :Jff✓,~ f>J-4 er,,_ , .r. .. * 4)- . . ~ ~ 

:J(- 6 ~- "1'1/f,,.,, ,;,µ-t_lo/6:,- . , . . r~~ -
IDLE STATUS: Temporary~ - DEFINITION AND INSTRUCTIONS - USP/FPC Atlanta . 
for meals. barbering, religious~~ :X~ ~ days duration including weekend and holidays. Restricted to room 
CONY .ALESCENT ST A TUS · n _·,. sic_ ~ visits and call outs. No recreational activities. . except 
-tl-.-:.+., da - iu,,,.;vvezy period for operation injury · illne -~., ys. subject to renewal Excused fwm rk. aod ' ~ ~on:8 s.s. Not less than four days a:nd not to exceed 
RES7!UCI'ED DUI'Y: Restricted from .,..;.,,..;,.. wo . . . may not particip~te m any recreational activities outside the unit 
and time period, either specific date or ~a~tivities because of physical or mental handicap. List handicap, work limitation 

,,,-,:--, .. :,TOTALLY DISABLED: Totall loyab _ - - -. · "''Et'.folastindefinitely · yunemp leanduna.sSignedbecause ofmentalorphv.:icalre•'"'Ons ,...-~=.., ,.....;....,.n.., '-"~ · ., • · ., - ...,. • '-"-'UUWOll ~•...., .1 expected 
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Bureau of Prisons 

Health Services 

Medical Duty Status 
(vJ 

~i~Ng~~r~~~JtsfEt11~~1rf~~~~~"J::;i·~~r1r:r~r:~"Y~~~~~r~ 
confined to the living unit except for: _meals pill line treatments Exp. Date: _____ _ 

_ on complete bed rest: _bathroom privileges only Exp. Date: _____ _ 

x ceO: X cell on first floor _single cell ~lower bunk _airborne infection isolation Exp. Date: 01/17/2009 

JL other: authorized for elevator pass _ Exp. Datl;!: 01/17/2009 

fHflfsai1lim~~gn~~~"1m-~ 
.,!_ all sports Exp. Date: 01/17/2009 

_ weightlifting: _upper body _lower body Exp. Date: _____ _ 

_ cardiovascular exercise: _ running _jogging _ walking softball Exp.Date: ____ _ 

_ football _basketball _handball _stationary equipment 

other: Exp.Date: _______ _ 
""'---'ll!'.~JS'i""!i'.:~"1,l~Jel,.J;i~~~ci· -.;,,=e-,·~~-0: 
MM~~!lrl2i!w,J.tlYJ,IAY•PlTif .. 1J~JWtill·L:!!Pfit'Pi}@j;§J9Jlim~ 
-Equipment 
Soft Shoes 

Start Date End Date 
07718/2008 -09/18/2008 

wfifimtlW~t;!m.~~~tlfP~W1~m~~~~~~-
c1earec1 for Food Service: Y.._e_s __ _ 

Restriction 
No Liftjng More Than· 1 s Pounds 

No Prolonged Standing 

-'No Bending at Waist 

No Ladders/No Upper Bunk 

... No Squatting 

ffr,WaUon Date 
0117/2009 

01/17/2009 

01/17/2009 

01/17/2009 

01/17/2009 

__ cuff only front 

_no CNgas 

_no cuff: 

_no leg Irons. _ no face down position in four.point restraints 

_ no pepper spray 

_right arm 

other: 

Comments: NIA 

Health Servlces Staff 

_rightleg _. _left leg 

Exp. Date: 

.· 07/18/2008 
Date 

Inmate Name: ___ E_D_E __ N_F_I_EL_D .... ,_J_E_F_F_E_RY ___ Reg #: 05365-017 Quarters: A04 

Genera\8d 07/18/2008 10:00 by Perez, Edwin MlP Bureau of Prisons• ATL 

------

Page 1 oft 

-~--~- ....... ~ 
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Federal Correctional Complex - Butner, North Carolina 

MEDICAL LOWER BUNK/ STAIR RESTRICTION 

Name: ~Fu!l,{)
1 
;f'~ Register Number: o51b( .... 0 rJ Date: °1 l 'f/:,y 

_ Listed below are medical/physical conditions which require consideration for approval of stair and/or lower bunk restrictions, 
Restrictions are/may-be· time dependent and should have a finite time listed with the specific limiting factor warranting the 
restriction, Determination of the restriction and time factor will be made during a clinic visit with written approval provided to 
the inmate and ·docwnented in the medical record. 

The below listed medicaVphysjcal conditions are placed in one of two categcries: Absolute or Temporary Indications for lower 
bllllk or stairrestriction. The categories were developed to prO\-ide a reference point for our healthcare providers. 

ABSOLUTE 
• GI/Metabolic 

Morbid Obesity 300 :!:lbs 
Chronic Diarrhea/Inflammatory Bowel Disease 

• Musculoskeletal 
Severe arthritis (upper extremities, shoulder, spine, hips 
lower extremities) 
Absence oflimb or portion oflimb 
Cervical spondylosis with cord impingement 
ACL or MCL deficient knee 
SIP total joint replacement 

· Shoulder instability 

• Eye 
Uncorrected vision of 20/200 or less in both eyes 

D Cardiac 
CHF on medication 
Coronary artery disease, symptomatic 

• Anythmias 

• Liver 
Cirrhosis with ascites 

D Pulmonary 
.Severe· COPD on medication 
Oxygen dependent 

• Neuro 

• 

Seizure disorder 
CVA 
Paresis of any degree 
Movement disorders 

- Djf!brtsi with documented nem-apathy 
Myelopathy from any cause 
Brain damage 

-------------

0?Y:.,.;~.i\ 
TEMPORARY• this category is for a post.operative condition r di.sosi'~~ffi(ii to be seJf.Jimiting, 

\J1'c.o\C 
Start Date:_____ Stop Date: ____ _ 

D SIP ortho-spinal surgery (per ortho/neurosugery) 

D SIP ACL reconstruction (6 months) 

D Adhesive capsulitis (6 weeks - 12 months) 

D Vestibular dysfunction 

D ~ (bladder suspension) (6weeks) 

D i.aparoscopy/ch_olecystectomy (2 weeks) 

D Acute infective polyneuritis (Guillain"'.Barre Syndrome) 

D Cast or equivalent applied to upper or lower extremity 

D Adhesive capsulitis of the shoulder 

D SIP Arthroscopy (2-6 weeks) 

• SIP rotator cuff repair (3.{i months) 

D Abdominal hernia repair (6 weeks) 

D T AH/BSO ( 4 weeks) 

D SIP tendon repair (6 weeks - 6 months) 

D SIP fracture 

• --------------

Canary • Health Information Pink • unit copy Goldenrod • inmate 

FCCBUT-08 

·,-:.:; ,;_.._ - :.- ~ 
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I.V.VENWt:ll!CIH, lt'.AlGAS 

BP-S1-4 a • DS s INlG.'l'B REQUEST ro Slf.APF COFRM 
SEP 98 
U.S. J)EPARDG:NT OJ' JUSTICE 
--------------------~ 

·TO: (Name and 'l'itle of Staff Member) DATE: 
'/ //c ,.rc..o..l 

REGIS 

ONIT: 
. ofl,,\ 

i"BDERAL BtJREATJ'.OF PRISONS 

SUBJECT: {Briefly state your question or concern and t.~e ~elution you are requasting, 
· Continue on back,-· if necessary. Your failure to be specific may re.e:ult in no action being 
·taken. If necessary, you wil1 be interviewed in order to successfully r~spond to your 
request: l · 

(Do not write below this line) 

DISPOSI'l'ION: 

you. w i I I /)e. ~ee,,., +-h Is . ,,., ee k ( "" ,c • F Pl)iJV J9+h) 

_£,1' y~r u,r,,lutnfs o.f!. f-.,V'I. 

Signature "Jf 4@; ~ 
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BP-S 14 8. o·ss -INMATB · RBQUBS'l' TO S'l'Al'I" C.DFRM 
SEP 9Q. 

Ii, \ (~ 

O_.S, DEPAR~ OF JUSTICE 
:,..;. 

l'BDBRAL Bp]tEAU 01' PRISON'S 

- - ---- - - - - -

TO: (Name and .Title of Staff Member)_ 
·ex. DATE: / • 

ll l3 
FROM: ' REG'l.STER NO. : 

WORK ASSIGNMENT: UNIT: 
.C. 

SUBJECT: (Briefly state your question or -concern and the solution you are requesting. 
Continue on back, if necessary. Your failure to be $pecific may result in no action being 
taken~ If necessary, you will be interviewed in order to successfully responcito your 
request. J 

Pe4:C Si-rS · -- --
- - , 

_ _ -< _ _ r.. o .., e uccr •+b, b a "' '>j s , ,&f < bs: c1:s pa; o i-,Jb ;d.,, fl"tc& s Co;;,"" ±b c: 

·. 4M<hi>i;Y_ 2.\o( l zoo& d"~ :c e,JJ k02M, (!,~ t:Q.i> buDk sJhd:<- cd: ll, S'. e. Atfaoha I 

·x_ hs,IJ~ (1' pwed ~ >!jo<d.- '-'P inc :5 \Gk_ C 2, 1 l l Sa Mo C:. (,4,) cxcas:;o A• , b wt S +rl l 

Who: a,1,,-;kul M·_<_ ±o )Jc:k :kb •'i :Cn t1«f:r e,.,..~uc.,Sf- fuc" t<fs:z[G\\ te, Qtdcc 
tb4f: b<.. .<©s. b Av<-: h<,,. · e -.,,du !iif:ea ~ 53 -§ pi: G ra:hsr: • _ _ -
- _- . -_ --. -Pim:<_ sdqjq 1,;, -+-e :rs:< b< !!He Mf::4 ;4:<½ QC 'le,, ':L, < (kcruJ:ru<. t)a.yc. 
Ce Mc\4 ,..J:e.,.C P!¥J "< e u,du4::f--,c__ "!:J Ceod 1:ts-v-4 • • _ -· • - _ - -- - - -

DISPOSITION: 

(Do not write below this line) 

jou ..,;,1 be ft," -/&. "'e•t ,f ,dov- J cfr'. I!,._. 

yo 
11

, r~pf_., n.f or p/A.:n 

,,... ' 

Date 

-4 
.._Record Copy - Fi e; p - Inmate 
(This form may be replicated via WP) This form replaces BP-148.070 dated Oct 86 

and BP-S148.070 APR 94 
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Bureau of Prisons 
Health Services 

Device and Equipment Report 
- -

·, ' ' '' ; ' ' - ,' ' - : . :: ·t:: --
Equipment Inmate Name ~ start Date 

Soft Shoes EDENFIELD, JEFFERY 05365-017 07/18/2008 

Medical Shoes EDENFIELD, JEFFERY 05365-017 10/15/2008 

Bed Wedge EDENFIELD, JEFFERY 05365-017 04/03/2009 

TENS Unit EDENFIELD, JEFFERY 05365--017 04/03/2009 

Mattress Overtay EDENFIELD, JEFFERY 06365--017 04/23/2009 

Cane EDENFIELD, JEFFERY 06365-017 04/23/2009 

Total: 6 

Generated 05/0712009 13:50 by Ragera, Amalah OPT Bureau or Prisans • BTF 

! r 

St9f!: Date 

09/1812008 

Date Returned Comments 

Pt. pending for podiatry consult. 
Propet Pedwalker 1 size 9.5 wide 

For use to support back with bed 
positioning. Indefinite pass. 

Extended pass to indefinite use. 

eggcrate. Indefinite pass. 

lndeflnHe pass. 

!Vi:g~.t:~~ 
Phys\cal Therapist 
FCC Butner 

Page 1 of 1 

.... 
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-TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN , 

JEFFREY EDENFIELD# 05365-017 
F.C.I. BUTNER# 2 
P.O. BOX 1500 
BUTNER N.C. 27509 

-3/l'PCJ 
1 = 0·9- CV~= 13 8 4 

PLEASE FIND THE FOLLOWING DOCUMENTS ENCLOSE~; 

1) INFORMAL PAUPIS 

2) INMATE ACCOUNT ACTIVITY FOR THE LAST SIX MONTHS. 

3)_ RECEIPT ACKNOWLEDGING TORT CLAIM 

4) DENIAL OF TORT CLAIM 

5) COMPLAINT 

6) TORT CLAIM 

7) COPIES OF TWO REQUEST FORMS (cop-outs) TO COUSELOR 

HAWKINS REQUESTING BOTTOM BUNK. 

8) MEDICAL RECORDS DOCUMENTING THE ACCIDENT 1-25-08 

.9) FIVE (5) COPIES OF BOTTOM BUNK PASSES 

10) TWO (2) REQUEST~FORMS (cop-outs) REQUESTING TO BE SEEN 

ABOUT MY INJURIES IN REGARD TO THE FALL. 

11) PHYSICAL THERAPY EQUIPMENT PASS 

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I the undersigned , being over the age of eighteen (18) 

hereby certify that the above said documents was depositted 

with the UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE in properly addressed 

envelope with adequate first class postaged 
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CIVIL COVER SHEET l\P~NI:~_! 13 a 4 

JUDGE . DIVIS[ . IIDaf7!111f 
MAG.JUDGE_____ . IFP FU~ 

DARPILED 7:274;) J.IJ )_,Qf? _ PRBVIOUSCAS~4 

NAME-~·~ 1.D.# 0£:.;f 6,5~- 0 /,2 
PROSlll....,~ ........ --- ~~y 
PLACE O~TION_ ..... z_~...,____,,_.~-~-,jlll--_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-... a;.,..==t--~-.., 
CITY_,..~----"""------ STATE JVC,_,,,,, COUNTY ___ ---:i_~..,, 

IVBM '4PM 

3 

3 

3 

2 

3 

2 

3 

2 

2 
2 

4 

s:JO 

530 

558 

555 

555 

5411 
s,tO 

5tO 
511 

_Jl:22544 

21:2241fd -
_G:l,aJpr 

_21:Wlpr 

_C:Hl3pr 

_21:Wlpr 

Zl:1346 
_21:1361pr 

_21:1332 

Habeu actioa bf a 11111: prilNer mallelO .. lllte 
CODYJdloal OI' telltmee. 
H•beu acti•a by a Illa prlloner IUlder a DIA.TH 
........ _ smm TO DISTRJcr 11JDGL 

Halteu acdla bJ a lllll,prilaller er delalw •11eep11 
••teen ....... oonlcllaa •1mt1• e1 (t.1- panle 
nwcadoa, ... of pod tlllMndk, •>-
Rlbeu aetlN by Ill 1'NkaJ .. ,...,. ....... 
cbdeqlq: IUtten .... tllu cmvldloa or Nate•~• (e.s-
panle nwcadoa, ... of pad tlllil-Cl'ldlt, .. ,. 

mataor bleql p;alw.-clvl rtp11Ktloa ---•• 
offlclu nat lDvolriq ,...._ condltloaL (A/KIA •Bma 
action"). 
Prilour ct.I rtptl •dlo• IUII tildlnloflk:lallUl 
laYolv-.: ,..__ .. ........_ (A/IC/A •am. adlolu"). 
Saa prllow ct,11 rtptl adlDa .. , .... ,..... 

coadlllou. 
PrlloDercwl .............. ,ederal ..... ..,.,.,..., 
prlllll coidltlw. (A/IUA • ..._. actlla"). 
Prisoner Federal Twt OIi& <A.....- U.S.) 
AcdN to CO• lplll U.S. oflleer ta perform • daty 
WtNQAMUS. 
Aay priloaer aetloll. ........ ilwi.,.. 
OTIBR: ___________ _ 

__ DOCm. CJUK: Pl•a~lllrtet ID 11CCO N top Df tlocut: 11tNt a•d ftle, aad FORWARD IO 

Mqilb•te.hdp cripell l>r U'P wl/or frlvolit)' cletenalauiom. 

' \ __ STAii' LAW Cl.PX: 

_ Paapu", affidavit ._f&iat or no afftdl\'lt 

_ Compllliat or pedtiDa •ot 11&-.d or II lacoaplete 
_Nocopies ·• ~ 

Otller: ________ '\l--~ 

5°l-fO 
ere ~, •~'-I " ;-c. s t,L, i 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
NORTHERN DISTRICT OF GEORGIA 

ATLANTA DIVISION 

JEFFREY EDENFIELD, 

Plaintiff, 

v. 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, UNIT 
MANAGER J.E. STEWART, in his official 
and individual capacity; and 
COUNSELOR HAWKINS, in her official 
and individual capacity, 

Defendants. 

CIVIL ACTION FILE 

NO. 1 :09-cv-1384-SCJ 

JUDGMENT 

This action having previously come before the court, Honorable Orinda D. Evans, 

United States District Judge, for consideration of defendants Stewart and Hawkins' Motion 

to Dismiss, and the court having granted said motion on January 4, 2011, and the court, 

Honorable Steve C. Jones having dismissed this action without prejudice on May 31, 2012 

as to the remaining defendant United States of America as settlement is pending, it is 

Ordered and Adjudged that defendants J.E. Stewart and Counselor Hawkins 

recover their costs of this action, and the action be, and the same hereby, is dismissed 

without prejudice. 

Dated at Atlanta, Georgia, this 31 st day of May, 2012. 

JAMES N. HATTEN 
CLERK OF COURT 

By: s/Amanda Querrard 
Deputy Clerk 

Prepared and Entered 
in the Clerk's Office 

June 1, 2012 
James N. Hatten 
Clerk of Court 
By: s/Amanda Querrard 

Deputy Clerk 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF GEORGIA 

ATLANTA DIVISION 

JEFFREY EDENFIELD, 

Plaintiff, 

V. 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 

Defendant. 

CIVIL ACTION FILE 

NO. 1:09-CV-1384-SCJ-LTW 

ORDER 

The Court having been notified that the parties to this action have reached a 

settlement in principal following mediation, but it appearing that documentation of 

the settlement has not yet been concluded, it is therefore ORDERED that this action 

be DISMISSED without prejudice to the right, upon good cause shown within 120 

days, to reopen the action if settlement is not consummated. The Clerk is 

DIRECTED to ADMINISTRATIVELY TERMINATE this action. If this matter is 

not reopened by the parties within 120 days of the entry of this Order, it will be 

deemed to have been dismissed with prejudice. 

IT IS SO ORDERED, this 31st day of May, 2012. 

s / Steve C. l ones 
STEVE C. JONES 
UNITED STATES DISTRICT JUDGE 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FORTHENORTHERNDIBTRICTOFGEORGU 

ATLANTA DIVISION 

JEFFREY EDENFIELD, 
BOP No. 05365-017, 

Plaintiff, 

V. 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
Defendant. 

ORDER 

FEDERAL TORT CLAIMS ACT 
28 U.S.C. §§ 2671 et seq. 

CIVIL ACTION NO. 
1 :09-CV-1384-BBM-RGV 

Jeffrey Edenfield, an inmate in the Federal Correctional Institution in 

Butner, North Carolina, filed a complaint seeking damages relating to an alleged 

slip and fall while he was a prisoner in the United States Penitentiary in Atlanta, 

Georgia (Doc. 1 ). Edenfield also filed an Affidavit and Authorization for 

Withdrawal from Inmate Account (Doc. 2) seeking leave to proceed in Jonna 

pauperis. Edenfield's affidavit indicates that he "has a current balance of $.68 in 

her/her account" (Doc. 2 at 3). Edenfield's request for leave to proceed informa 

pauperis is GRANTED. 

Pursuant to the provisions of 28 U .S .C. § l 9 l 5(b )(2 ), the $350 filing fee 

shall be paid by, or on behalf of, Edenfield in "monthly payments of 20 percent of 

the preceding month's income credited to IEdenfield'sJ account ... each time the 

amount in the account exceeds $10 until the filing fee" is paid in full. 28 U.S.C. 
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§ 1915(b)(2). Those payments shall continue until the Clerk verifies by a separate 

notice to the warden of the institution in which Edenfield is confined that the filing 

fee has been paid in full. 

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that: 

1. The Clerk of the Court transmit a copy of this Order to the warden of the 

institution where Edenfield is confined; and 

2. The warden of the institution, or his designee, collect the aforesaid monthly 

payments from Edenfield's inmate account and remit such payments to the Clerk 

of the United States District Court for the Northern District of Georgia until the 

$350 filing fee is paid in full; and 

3. Edenfield keep the Court advised of his cunent address at all times during 

the pendency of this suit. 

IT IS SO ORDERED, this 4th day of June, 2009. 

6. t{,· M~ 

RUSSELL G. VINEYARD 
UNITED ST A TES MAGISTRATE JUDGE 

2 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF GEORGIA 

ATLANTA DIVISION 

JEFFREY EDENFIELD, 
BOP No. 05365-017, 

Plaintiff, 

V. 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
Defendant. 

ORDER 

FEDERAL TORT CLAIMS ACT 
28 U.S.C. §§ 1346(b), 2671 et seq. 

CIVIL ACTION NO. 
1 :09-CV-1384-BBM 

Jeffrey Edenfield ("Mr. Edenfield"), a federal prisoner, filed a complaint 

under the Federal Tort Claims Act, 28 U.S.C. §§ 1346(b), 2671 et seq. (the 

"FTCA") [Doc. 1] and an Affidavit and Authorization for Withdrawal from Inmate 

Account [Doc. 2]. The Honorable Russell G. Vineyard granted Mr. Edenfield 

leave to proceed informa pauperis [Doc. 3]. Mr. Edenfield then filed a motion to 

amend his complaint [Doc. 5]. That motion is GRANTED. See Fed. R. Civ. P. 

15(a)(l)(A). Mr. Edenfield's amended complaint is now before the Court for 

screening pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1915A. 1 

1 Mr. Edenfield also filed a letter that the Clerk docketed as a Motion for 
Direction [Doc. 4], inquiring about the tolling of statutes of limitation and how to 
amend his complaint. This Court may not properly act as Mr. Edenfield's legal 
advisor. See, e.g., Pliler v. Ford, 542 U.S. 225, 23 I (2004) ("District judges have 
no obligation to act as counsel or paralegal to prose plaintiffs."). He must seek 
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In all civil actions in which "a prisoner seeks redress from a governmental 

entity or officer or employee of a governmental entity," this Court is required to 

screen the complaint "'before docketing, if feasible or, in any event, as soon as 

practicable." 28 U.S.C. § 1915A(a). The complaint must be dismissed if it "is 

frivolous, malicious, or fails to state a claim upon which relief may be granted." 

28 U.S.C. § 1915A(b). 

Mr. Edenfield alleges that: 

On November 29, 2007, and while imprisoned at United States 
Penitentiary Atlanta, Plaintiff Edenfield was issued by Physicians
Assistant Perez an institutional restriction which required, for 
medical reasons, a bottom bunk assignment .... On January 11, 
2008, [Plaintiff Edenfield was relocated and] assigned ... to a top 
bunk that had no ladder or other type of assistive device .... On 
an everyday basis, beginning on January 11, 2008, and continuing 
through January 23, 2008, Plaintiff Edenfield personally 
communicated to Unit Counselor Hawkins ... but was continually 
denied a bottom bunk by her. On the morning of January 24, 
2008, Plaintiff Edenfield ... fell to the floor and became injured. 

[Doc. 1 at 2-4]. Mr. Edenfield alleges that he was "injured in and about his body 

and extremities, ... suffered pain therefrom, suffered physical handicap and 

disfigurment [sic] that is progressive in nature, and his working ability was 

advice elsewhere. Mr. Edenfield' s Motion for Direction [Doc. 4] must be 
DENIED. 

2 
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impared [sic]" [Id. at 5]. Mr. Edenfield seeks "[c]ompensatory damages in the 

amount of $500,000" [Id. at 6]. 

"It is axiomatic that the United States may not be sued without its consent." 

United States v. Mitchell, 463 U.S. 206, 212 (1983); see also United States v. 

Sherwood, 312 U.S. 5 84, 5 86 ( 1941) ("The United States, as sovereign, is immune 

from suit save as it consents to be sued."). However, the FTCA waives the United 

States' sovereign immunity in part, providing that "[t]he United States shall be 

liable ... relating to tort claims, in the same manner and to the same extent as a 

private individual under like circumstances." 28 U.S.C. § 2674. In light of Mr. 

Edenfield' s allegations: 

IT IS ORDERED that this case is ALLOWED TO PROCEED as any 

other civil action. The Clerk is DIRECTED to send Mr. Edenfield USM 285 

forms and summonses for the United States Attorney General and for the United 

States Attorney for the Northern District of Georgia. Mr. Edenfield is 

DIRECTED to complete and return those documents to the Clerk of Court within 

eighteen (18) days of the entry date of this Order. Mr. Edenfield is ADVISED that 

failure to comply in a timely manner could result in the dismissal of this civil 

action. See LR 41.3A(2), N.D. Ga. The Clerk is DIRECTED to resubmit this 

action to the undersigned if Mr. Edenfield fails to comply. 

3 
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Upon receipt of the completed forms, the Clerk SHALL prepare and 

transmit to the U.S. Marshals Service two service packages, as described in Federal 

Rule of Civil Procedure 4(i)( 1 ). Each service package must include the USM 285 

form and copies of the summons and complaint. Upon receipt of the service 

packages, the U.S. Marshals Service SHALL serve the United States as provided 

in Rule 4(i)(l). Each completed USM 285 form SHALL be filed with the Clerk. 

Mr. Edenfield is DIRECTED to keep the Court advised of his current 

address at all times during the pendency of this action. Failure to do so may result 

in the dismissal of this action. See LR 41.2C, N.D. Ga. 

Although this case is being allowed to proceed, the Court notes that the 

FTCA effects only a partial waiver of sovereign immunity, subject to certain 

limitations on damages, see 28 U.S.C. § 2674, and exceptions from liability, see 

28 U.S.C. § 2680. In particular, the FTCA includes an exception from liability for 

"discretionary acts." See 28 U.S.C. § 2680(a). It is unclearwhetherthat exception 

from liability applies to the United States' actions in this case. Because 

"[s]overeign immunity is jurisdictional in nature," FDIC v. Meyer, 510 U.S. 471, 

4 7 5 ( 1994 ), and this Court is "obligated to inquire into subject matter jurisdiction 

sua sponte whenever it may be lacking," Bochese v. Town of Ponce Inlet, 405 F.3d 

964,975 (11th Cir. 2005) (quoting Univ. of S. Ala. v. Am. Tobacco Co., 168 F.3d 

4 
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405,410 (11th Cir. 1999)), this Court ORDERS the United States to file within 

sixty (60) days of its receipt of Mr. Edenfield's Complaint a brief discussing 

whether the "discretionary function" exception applies in this case. Mr. Edenfield 

shall have eleven ( 11) days to file a reply to the United States' brief once it is filed. 

IT IS SO ORDERED, this 7th day of October, 2009. 

s/Beverly B. Martin 
BEYERL Y B. MARTIN 
UNITED STATES DISTRICT JUDGE 

5 
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FILED IN CHAMB RS 
U.S.D.C. ~ Atlanta 

AUG O 5 2010 

James N. Hatten Cf 
IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT By:a ·1?1 •Ca.4 v'1:.11... 

FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF GEORGIA Deputy Cl 

ATLANTA DIVISION 

JEFFREY EDENFIELD, .. .. 
Plaintiff, .. .. 

.. .. 
v. .. CIVIL ACTION NO . .. 

.. I :09-CV-1384-ODE .. 
UNITED STATES OF .. .. 
MIBRICA; UNIT MANAGER .. .. 
J.E. STEWART, in his official and .. .. 
individual capacity; COUNSELOR .. .. 
HA WK.INS, in her official and .. .. 
individual capacity; WARDEN .. .. 
GRAYER, in his official and .. .. 
individual capacity, .. .. 

Defendants. .. .. 

ORDER 

Plaintiff, pro se, filed this action under the Federal Tort Claims Act 

("FTCA") based on events that occurred during his incarceration at the U.S. 

Penitentiary ("USP") in Atlanta, Georgia. Plaintiff is currently incarcerated at the 

USP in Butner, North Carolina. 

The Court previously conducted a frivolity review of Plaintiffs complaint 

under 28 U.S.C. § 1915A and allowed Plaintiffs FTCA claim to proceed. (Doc. 

No. 7.) In that Order, the Court directed Defendant United States of America 

("USA") to file a brief discussing whether the FTCA's discretionary function 
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exception applies to Plaintiffs claims. (Id.) In response, Defendant USA filed a 

motion to dismiss this action for lack of subject-matter jurisdiction, contending 

that the FTCA' s discretionary function exception bars Plaintiff's claim. (Doc. No. 

14.) Plaintiff filed a response opposing the motion. (Doc. No. 18.) For the 

reasons discussed in Part I below, the Court concludes that Plaintiffs FTCA claim 

that he was denied prescribed medical treatment is not barred by the discretionary 

function exception. Accordingly, Defendant USA's motion to dismiss is 

DENIED. 

Before discussing the FTCA claim, the Court notes that Plaintiff also has 

fairly alleged in this case a claim under Bivens v. Six Unknown Named Agents of 

Fed. Bureau of Narcotics, 403 U.S. 388 (1971), for the same conduct that fonns 

the basis of his FTCA claim. The Court previously granted both of Plaintiff's 

motions to amend his complaint, the second of which sought not only to amend 

Plaintiffs allegations regarding damages, but to add three federal prison officials 

as defendants to this action in both their official and individual capacities. (Doc. 

No. 13, at S; see also Orders, Doc. Nos. 7 & 19.) Although Plaintiff did not 

expressly mention Bivens in his original complaint, his motion for direction filed 

prior to his motions to amend his complaint did mention Bivens and indicated that 

2 
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he was going to seek to add a Bivens claim. (Doc. No. 4.) Pursuant to the Court's 

May 3, 2010 Order granting Plaintiff's most recent motion to amend, there is, in 

addition to Plaintiff's FTCA claim against Defendant USA, a Bivens claim against 

Defendants Stewart, Hawkins, and Grayer in this action. 1 Because there has been 

no frivolity review of Plaintiff's Bivens claim as required by 28 U.S.C. § 1915A, 

the Court conducts the review in Part II of this Order. 

I. Defendant USA's Motion to Dismiss Plaintiff's FTCA Claim 

A. Background Facts2 

On November 28, 2007, while incarcerated at the Atlanta USP, Plaintiff was 

examined by a Physician Assistant and given medical restrictions. Specifically, 

the Physician Assistant determined that, for six months, Plaintiff was to be: (1) 

restricted to a bottom bunk bed; (2) restricted from prolonged standing; (3) given 

1 The docket does not list these three individuals as defendants. The Court 
DIRECTS the Clerk to correct the docket by adding the following individuals as 
defendants in their official and individual capacities: J.E. Stewart, Counselor 
Hawkins, and Warden Grayer. 

2 The background facts are taken from Plaintiffs complaint and the records 
he submitted with it and the Declaration of Warden Loren Grayer that Defendant 
USA submitted. Defendant USA has made a factual challenge to subject•matter 
jurisdiction as to any claim regarding the failure to install ladders or other assistive 
devices on bunk beds. Thus, the Court may look beyond the pleadings and 
consider evidence relevant to the jurisdictional issue. Morrison v. Amway Corp .. 
323 F.3d 920, 924·25 & n.5 (11th Cir. 2003). 

3 
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an elevator pass; and (4) given a snack as a fourth meal each day. The Physician 

Assistant documented these restrictions on an "Idle, Convalescent and Change in 

Work Classification Status" form in the ''Restricted Duty" section of the form. 3 

The bottom of the Medical Prescription contains "Definitions and Instructions," 

which defines "'Restricted Dutf' as: "Restricted from specific activities because 

of physical or mental handicap. List handicap, work limitation and time period, 

either specific date or indefinite." The Physician Assistant signed and dated the 

Medical Prescription on November 28.4 Plaintiff contends that pre-existing nerve 

damage in his back and feet led to the Medical Prescription. 

On January 11, 2008, Plaintiff was transferred out of the Special Housing 

Unit at the Atlanta USP and placed in housing unit A-2. Plaintiff was assigned to 

a top bunk bed in unit A-2 that had no ladder or other assistive device. On the day 

of his reassignment, Plaintiff notified Captain Branch that he had a standing 

medical restriction requiring assignment to a bottom bunk, but that he had been 

3 For convenience, the Court will refer to this form as the "Medical 
Prescription" in this Order. 

4 Plaintiffs inmate medical history and another Medical Prescription he 
filed with his complaint indicate that he was initially restricted to a bottom bunk 
on October 11, 2007. 

4 
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assigned a top bunk. Captain Branch referred Plaintiff to his unit counselor, Ms. 

Hawkins. 

Plaintiff notified Counselor Hawkins on January 11, 2008 of his medical 

restriction to a bottom bunk, and she told him to complete an inmate request form 

for the bottom bunk. Plaintiff completed the form and, later that same day, gave 

it to Counselor Hawkins and showed her his Medical Prescription. Upon receipt 

of the request form, Counselor Hawkins told Plaintiff that if he did not 

immediately leave her office she would not give him a bottom bunk when one 

became available. Plaintiff left and complained to Unit Manager J.E. Stewart 

about Counselor Hawkins not assigning Plaintiff to a bottom bunk despite his 

Medical Prescription. Unit Manager Stewart replied that he did not handle such 

problems as that was Counselor Hawkins' job. 

On a daily basis following January 11, Plaintiff asked Counselor Hawkins 

for a bottom bunk and informed her that he was having extreme difficulty getting 

in and out of the top bunk. On one of these occasions, Counselor Hawkins 

became irate with Plaintiff, ordered him out of her office, and threatened to have 

him confined in the Special Housing Unit for pestering her about obtaining a 

bottom bunk. Plaintiff documented Counselor Hawkins' statements and direction 

5 
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on an inmate request form dated January 21, 2008 and gave the form to Counselor 

Hawkins. 5 On that form, Plaintiff also stated that Counselor Hawkins was putting 

him in danger by not assigning him a bottom bunk as required by his Medical 

Prescription. 

On the morning of January 24, 2008, while descending from the top bunk, 

Plaintiffs legs and feet gave out and he fell to the floor, injuring himself. Plaintiff 

immediately reported his fall and injury to Counselor Hawkins and a unit officer, 

both of whom referred him to Health Services. Plaintiff then reported his fall and 

injury to Warden Grayer, who also referred him to Health Services. 

Plaintiff went to Health Services and was examined by a Physician 

Assistant, who told Plaintiff that his Medical Prescription for a bottom bunk must 

be honored and that he should talk with Warden Grayer about correcting his bunk 

assignment. The next day, the Physician Assistant who issued the Medical 

Prescription in November gave Plaintiff another Medical Prescription, indicating 

on this one thatPlaintiff"musthave bottom bunk and bottom tier(lst floor)." The 

5 Plaintiff submitted with his complaint both the January 11 and January 21 
inmate request forms that he gave to Counselor Hawkins. 

6 
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Physician Assistant instructed Plaintiff to bypass Counselor Hawkins and take the 

Medical Prescription directly to Warden Grayer. 

Plaintiff approached Warden Grayer, but was stopped by Unit Manager 

Stewart before reaching the Warden. Unit Manager Stewart told Plaintiff that he 

would take care of the bottom bunk issue, made a phone call, and then told 

Plaintiff to see Counselor Hawkins. Plaintiff reported to Counselor Hawkins, who 

promptly moved him to a bottom bunk in a cell on the first floor. 

Plaintiff contends that since his fall from the top bunk on January 25, 2008, 

he has been treated by prison medical staff at both the Atlanta and Butner USPs 

on numerous occasions. He contends that as a result of the fall, he sustained 

permanent injuries; has chronic back pain; and must use a cane, walker, and other 

supportive equipment. 

B. The Parties' Arguments 

Defendant USA has moved to dismiss this action for lack of subject•matter 

jurisdiction, contending that the discretionary function exception to the FTCA's 

waiver of sovereign immunity applies. Defendant USA characterizes Plaintiffs 

claim as challenging the failure to provide a ladder or other assistive device to 

7 
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access the top bunk bed to which Plaintiff was assigned when he fell and injured 

himself. 

Defendant USA submitted a declaration from Warden Grayer, who avers 

that there are no federal Bureau of Prisons ("BOP") rules, regulations, or policies 

governing the use of ladders on prison bunk beds and that the decision whether to 

use ladders is left to the discretion of each prison's administrators. Warden 

Grayer further avers that ladders raise safety and security concerns and, thus, are 

not appropriate in all housing units. Relying on this evidence, Defendant USA 

argues that the decision of whether to install ladders or other assistive devices on 

prison bunk beds is a discretionary one of the type that Congress intended to 

shield from liability under the FTCA. 

Plaintiff responds that Defendant USA has mis-characterized his claim. 

Plaintiff contends that he is challenging correction officers' refusal to assign him 

a bottom bunk despite their knowledge of the Medical Prescription restricting him 

to a bottom bunk. It is this action (or inaction) that Plaintiff contends caused his 

injuries, although he also states that having a ladder or other assistive device 

might have prevented him from falling off the top bunk. Plaintiff argues that 

prison officials could have left him in the Special Housing Unit, where he was in 

8 
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a bottom bunk, or moved an inmate who did not need a bottom bunk out of a 

bottom bunk in housing unit A-2, but did not have discretion to deny him a bottom 

bunk altogether given his Medical Prescription. Plaintiff contends that BOP 

Program Statements 6013 and 6001.03 support his contention that prison officials 

were not exercising a discretionary function when they refused to honor his 

Medical Prescription. 6 

C. Legal Standard 

Defendant USA challenges only this Court's jurisdiction over Plaintiffs 

FTCA claim and presents evidence-Warden Grayer's declaration-in support of 

its challenge. The challenge is therefore a factual one, allowing the Court to 

consider Warden Grayer's declaration and other evidence in the record in 

determining whether it has subject-matter jurisdiction over Plaintiff's FTCA 

claim. Morrison, 323 F .3d at 924-25 & n.5. Because there is a factual challenge 

to subject-matter jurisdiction, Plaintiff bears the burden of proving that 

jurisdiction exists, and the Court need not accept Plaintiffs allegations as true. 

See id. at 925; OSI. Inc. v. United States, 285 F.3d 947,951 (11th Cir. 2002). 

6 The Court has reviewed the BOP' s Program Statements, but has not found 
one numbered "6001.03 ." 

9 
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The FTCA waives the federal government's sovereign immunity from suit 

for the negligent actions of its employees, with certain exceptions. United States 

v. Gaubert, 499 U.S. 315, 322 (1991); Cohen v. United States, 151 F.3d 1338, 

1340 (11th Cir. 1998). The most notable exception is the one that precludes 

liability for "[ a ]ny claim based upon ... the exercise or performance or the failure 

to exercise or perform a discretionary function or duty on the part of a federal 

agency or an employee of the Government, whether or not the discretion involved 

be abused." 28 U. S.C- § 2680( a). If the discretionary function exception applies, 

the Court lacks subject-matter jurisdiction over the FTCA claim. Cohen, 151 F .3d 

at 1340. 

There is a two-part test for determining whether the discretionary function 

exception applies. First, a court must consider the nature of the conduct that the 

claim is "based upon" and determine whether that challenged conduct involves an 

element of judgment or choice. Gaubert, 499 U.S. at 322. Government conduct 

does not involve an element of judgment or choice, and thus is not discretionary, 

"'if a federal statute, regulation, or policy specifically prescribes a course of action 

for an employee to follow, because the employee has no rightful option but to 

adhere to the directive." Id. ( citation and internal quotations omitted); Cohen, 151 

10 
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F.3d at 1341. To apply this first step of the test, the challenged conduct must be 

clearly identified. Gaubert, 499 U.S. at 322; Autery v. United States, 992 F.2d 

1523, 1527 (11th Cir. 1993) ("Before we address whether the government's 

conduct violated a mandatory regulation or policy, we must determine exactly 

what conduct is at issue.''). 

Second, if the challenged conduct involves an element of judgment or 

choice, a cowt must determine if that judgment is of the kind that the discretionary 

function exception was designed to shield, i.e., judgment grounded in 

considerations of public policy_ Gaubert, 499 U.S. at 322-23. "[T]he purpose of 

the exception is to prevent judicial second-guessing of legislative and 

administrative decisions grounded in social, economic, and political policy 

through the medium of an action in tort." Id. at 323 (internal citations and 

quotations omitted). The inquiry here is not whether the government official 

actually weighed policy considerations before acting, but whether the nature of the 

actions taken are susceptible to policy analysis. Id. at 323-25. The discretionary 

function exception "protects only governmental actions and decisions based on 

considerations of public policy." Id.. at 323 (citation and internal quotations 

omitted). 

11 
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D. Analysis 

1. The Conduct At Issue 

The conduct Plaintiff challenges in this case is the prison officials' -

primarily Counselor Hawkins - denial of prescribed medical treatment when 

Plaintiff was placed in housing unit A-2 on January 11, 2008. In his complaint, 

after setting out his factual allegations, Plaintiff included the following in bold 

font and centered on the page: 

CLAIM 

Defendant, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, negligently 
breached it's (sic] duty of care owed to Plaintiff Edenfield by 
depriving him of a medically ordered and necessary bottom 
bunk, as is more fully outlined in the administrative claim, which 
is presented herein under Exhibit "C'', incorporated herewith 
and made a part hereof by reference, causing him to fall from a 
top bunk and become injured. 

(Compl. at unnwnbered p. 5.) 

Thus, it is cl ear from Plaintiffs initial filing in this case that he contends the 

prison officials' failure to honor the Medical Prescription restricting him to a 

bottom bunk was negligence that violated the FTCA. Nonetheless, Defendant 

USA did not address this alleged conduct in its motion to dismiss and instead 

addressed only what it characterized as Plaintiffs claim - a challenge to the 

12 
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prison's decision not to install ladders or other assistive devices on all bunk beds. 

Warden Grayer's declaration, the only evidence Defendant USA has presented, 

likewise addresses only the issue of ladders on bunk beds.7 

2. The Discretionary Function Exception 

The corrections officers' decision not to assign Plaintiff to a bottom bunk 

despite his Medical Prescription did not involve an element of judgment or choice 

given the BOP' s governing regulations and policies. Congress requires the BOP 

to ''provide suitable quarters and provide for the safekeeping, care, and 

subsistence" of all federal inmates and to provide for the inmates' protection. 18 

U.S.C. § 4042(a). The Eleventh Circuit has held that§ 4042 imposes on the BOP 

only a general duty of care and that the BOP retains discretion in the means it uses 

to fulfill that general duty. Cohen, 151 F.3d at 1342-43. Thus, § 4042, alone, 

does not "specifically prescribe[] a course of action for a [prison official] to 

follow" that would render decisions regarding inmates' care non-discretionary. 

Id. at 1341-43. 

7 To the extent Plaintiff also challenges the decision not to install ladders 
or other devices that would enable inmates to access the top bunk, the Court finds 
that the discretionary function exception applies to that decision, as discussed 
more fully below. 

13 
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BOP regulations and Program Statements and the Medical Prescription, 

itself, however, contain sufficiently specific language that precludes prison 

officials, particularly lower-level ones like Counselor Hawkins, from exercising 

discretion as to whether to provide an inmate with prescribed medical treatment. 

BOP policies provide that all federal inmates "have the right to health care, which 

includes ... medical and dental treatment." 28 C.F .R. § 541. 12. BOP policies 

further describe this right as including "the right to receive prescribed medications 

and treabnents in a timely manner, consistent with the recommendations of the 

prescribing health care provider." U.S. Dep't of Justice, Fed. Bureau of Prisons, 

Program Statement 6013.01, Attach. B, at 3 (2005), available at 

http://www.bop.gov/DataSource/execute/dsFormLoc ("PS 6013.01 "). The BOP 

has designated the right to receive prescribed medical treatment as a ''basic" one 

that must be provided at all federal prisons. PS 6013.01 at 6 ("The [inmates'] 

rights and responsibilities are to be based on the scope of [medical] services 

provided at the institution, but they must contain the basic rights and 

responsibilities as outlined in Attachment B /'). Finally, the Medical Prescription 

form, on which Plaintiff's bottom bunk restriction was documented, contains a 

section for the healthcare professional to prescribe "Restricted Duty" by listing the 

14 
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Hexact restriction" and a duration for the restriction. According to the Medical 

Prescription, s "Definition[ s] and Instructions," "Restricted Duty" means that the 

inmate is "[r]estricted from specific activities because of physical or mental 

handicap." 

These BOP regulations and policies, when read together, do not provide 

prison officials with a choice as to whether to adhere to a healthcare professional' s 

instructions, documented on a Medical Prescription, that an inmate receive certain 

treatment or care for medically necessary reasons. Indeed, the ''basic right" to 

healthcare and prescribed medical treatment that the BOP policies afford inmates 

would be of little value if lower-level prison officials could, in their discretion, 

choose whether to follow a physician's prescription for medical care.8 As one 

court noted, 

the decision whether to provide prescribed treatment - be it in the 
form of medication, a low altitude housing assignment, or something 
else - is not something which nonphysician, BOP employees can 
make. Indeed, to endow such employees with the discretion to 

8 There is no evidence in the record concerning the Atlanta USP' s internal 
policies regarding prescribed medical treatment and bunk assignments or if any 
such policies exist. Cf. Bultema v. United States. 359 F.3d 379, 381 (6th Cir. 
2004) (noting that USP at issue had policy that medical assignments to a bottom 
bunk took priority over normal bunk assignment procedure "even if there are no 
vacant bottom bunks"). 

15 
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decide whether prescribed treatment should be given is arguably 
contrary to public policy and therefore is not the type of judgment or 
choice which the discretionary function exception is intended to 
shield. 

Ajaj v. United States, No. 03cv01959MSKPAC, 2006 WL 1305198, at *4 (D. 

Colo. May 11, 2006) (holding that discretionary function exception did not apply 

to federal inmate's claim that prison officials negligently failed to follow medical 

instructions that he be housed in a smoke free, low-altitude facility);9 see also 

Mahler v. United States, No. Civ. 97-1457-KI, 2001 WL 204833, at *5 (D. Or. 

Feb. 1, 2001) (observing that government's contention that there was discretion 

"requires a closer look when there is an allegation that a correctional counselor 

chose to disobey a medical 'order' from a prison physician"). 

Here, Plaintiff has alleged that Counselor Hawkins and Unit Manager 

Stewart knew of Plaintiffs Medical Prescription for a bottom bunk (indeed, 

Plaintiff showed the Medical Prescription to Counselor Hawkins) but refused to 

honor the medical restriction until after Plaintiff fell and injured himself on 

9 In Ajaj, as here, "[t]he United States [did] not contend that the 
discretionary function exception should apply when prison officials negligently 
fail to provide prescribed medical treatment." Ajaj, 2006 WL 1305198, at *4. 

16 
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January 24. 10 The Court concludes that these prison officials did not have the 

discretion to deny Plaintiff the medical treatment they knew he had been 

prescribed. Accordingly, the discretionary function exception does not apply. 

Even if the prison officials had discretion to deny Plaintiff his prescribed 

medical treatment, that judgment is not the type that the discretionary function 

exception was intended to shield. As the court in Ajaj observed, not only is there 

no sound public policy for endowing prison officials, particularly lower-level 

correctional officers, with discretion to decide whether inmates should be given 

prescribed medical treatment, but doing so arguably would violate public policy. 

See Ajaj. 2006 WL 1305198, at *4. Such discretion also arguably would violate 

the BOP's own policies, which state-without qualification-that inmates have 

the right to receive prescribed medical care. See Bultemi!, 359 F.3d at 385 

10 As noted in Part I.C, supra, the Court need not accept Plaintifr s 
allegations as true when a defendant presents evidence as part of a factual 
challenge to subject-matter jurisdiction. Defendant USA has not presented any 
evidence regarding Plaintiff's allegations that he was negligently denied 
prescribed medical treatment, however, despite Plaintiff providing evidence of 
same. Thus, for purposes of resolving Defendant USA's motion to dismiss, the 
Court accepts as true Plaintiff's allegation that Defendants Hawkins and Stewart 
knew of Plaintiff's Medical Prescription when they denied him a bottom bunk. 

17 
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( finding that failure to direct inmate to give bottom-bunk pass to unit management 

arguably violated prison policy). 

Moreover, "[ t]he relevant inquiry in these cases is whether the government 

expects the employee who is making the choice in question to consider the policy 

implications of that choice." Ochran v. United States, 117 F.3d 495, 502 (11th 

Cir. 1997) (citations omitted). The Court can discern no legitimate reason to 

expect correctional officers like Counselor Hawkins to weigh policy in deciding 

whether to give an inmate prescribed medical care. Nor can the Court discern any 

policy considerations that might influence a judgment as to whether inmates 

should receive prescribed medical care. Thus, the Court concludes that the 

provision or denial of prescribed medical care is not an action susceptible to 

policy analysis. 11 

11 There is potentially another reason why the discretionary function 
exception applies here. As discussed in Part II, infra, Plaintiff states a claim, 
under Bivens, that Counselor Hawkins and Unit Manager Stewart were 
deliberately indifferent to a serious medical need and, thus, violated Plaintiffs 
constitutional rights. Another District Judge of this Court recently held that "to 
the extent that the Plaintiffs' FTCA claims ... involve unconstitutional conduct, 
the claims do not fall under the discretionary function exception" because "[ t ]here 
is no reason to believe that Congress ever intended to commit to an agency's 
discretion the question of whether or not to act constitutionally." Mancha v. ICE, 
No. 1:06-CV-2650-TWT, 2009 WL 900800, at *4 (N.D. Ga. Mar. 31, 2009) 
(Thrash, J.) (denying motion to dismiss FTCA claim). That reasoning is 

18 
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The Court notes that this case is not like those in which courts concluded 

that the discretionary function exception applied to the denial of a bottom bunk 

to an inmate who did not have a medical prescription for the bottom bunk, but 

merely requested it. See Harper v. United States, No. 5:08-CV-403-KKC, 2009 

WL 3190377, at *4-*5 (E.D. Ky. Sept. 30, 2009); Chavez v_ Driver, No. C-04-

618, 2005 WL 1879053, at* 1, *4-*5 (S.D. Tex. Aug. 9, 2005) (observing that the 

only purported need for a bottom bunk was the plaintiffs "representation of pre

incarceration injuries"); Paulino-Duarte v. United States, No. 02 Civ. 9499(RCC), 

2003 WL 22533401, at* 1-*2 (S.D.N.Y. Nov. 7, 2003);Mahler,2001 WL204833, 

at *4-*6 (holding that exception applied where prison physician's testimony 

revealed that he merely requested, rather than directed, that the plaintiff be 

assigned to a first-floor unit). Plaintiff had a clear medical prescription for a 

bottom bunk, and the prison officials at issue were aware of that prescription. 

Thus, the cases other than Ajaj are factually distinguishable and unpersuasive. 

Because the discretionary function exception does not apply to Plaintiff's claim 

that he was denied prescribed medical treatment, Defendant USA' s motion to 

dismiss is DENIED. 

persuasive. 
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Finally, to the extent Plaintiff also challenges the Atlanta USP's failure to 

install ladders or other devices on all bunk beds for access to the top bunk, the 

Court finds that the discretionary function exception applies to such action. The 

Court has found no statute, regulation, or policy governing the use of ladders or 

other devices on bunk beds, much less anything specifically requiring a federal 

prison to install such devices for access to top bunks. 

Warden Grayer avers in his declaration that such decisions are made 

independently by each prison's administrators and require consideration of safety 

and security concerns because ladders or other assistive devices could be used as 

weapons. Plaintiff has presented no evidence to the contrary and has pointed to 

no statute, regulation, or policy removing prison officials' discretion as to whether 

to install ladders or other devices on bunk beds. Accordingly, the discretionary 

function exception applies to, and the Court lacks subject-matter jurisdiction over, 

any challenge to the Atlanta USP' s decision not to install ladders or other assistive 

devices on all bunk beds. See Bultema, 359 F.3d at 384 (holding that the 

exception applied to decision not to install bed rails on top bunks because that 

decision implicated valid safety and security concerns); Jackson v. United States, 

No. 06-88 Erie, 2007 WL 2033902, at *6-*9 (W.D. Pa. July 12, 2007) (holding 
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that the warden's decision not to install ladders on bunk beds "is precisely the type 

of policy decision that is protected'' by the exception); Hanis v. United States, No. 

1:05CV17, 2006 WL 2583435, at *11-*12 (N.D.W. Va. Sept. 6, 2006) (same as 

to guard rails on top bunks); Paulino-Duarte, 2003 WL 22533401, at *2 (same). 

II. Frivolity Review of Plaintiff's Bivens Claim 

Pursuant to the Court's May 3, 2010 Order granting Plaintiff's most recent 

motion to amend his complaint (Doc. No. 13 ), Counselor Hawkins, Unit Manager 

Stewart, and Warden Grayer are now Defendants in this action. Plaintiffhas fairly 

alleged that these individual prison officials were deliberately indifferent to his 

serious medical needs. Because Plaintiff is a prisoner, the Court must conduct a 

frivolity review of his claims against these individual Defendants. 28 U.S.C. 

§ 1915A. For purposes of this review, the Court must accept Plaintiffs 

allegations as true and liberally construe Plaintiff's complaint because he is pro 

se. See Powell v. Lennon, 914 F.2d 1459, 1463 (11th Cir. 1990). 

A. Legal Standard 

A federal court must dismiss a prisoner's claim if the court determines, at 

any time, that the claim: (1) is frivolous or malicious or fails to state a claim on 

which relief may be granted; or (2) seeks monetary relief against a defendant who 
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is immune from such relief. 28 U.S.C. § 1915A. A claim is frivolous when it 

"lacks an arguable basis either in law or in fact.'' Miller v. Donald, 541 F .3d 1 091, 

1100 (11th Cir. 2008). A complaint fails to state a claim when it does not include 

"enough factual matter (taken as true)" to "give the defendant fair notice of what 

the ... claim is and the grounds upon which it rests." Bell Atlantic Corp. v. 

Twombly. 550 U.S. 544, 555-56 (2007) (noting that ''[t]actual allegations must be 

enough to raise a right to relief above the speculative level" and that the complaint 

"must contain something more ... than ... a statement of facts that merely creates 

a suspicion [ of] a legally cognizable right of action''); see also Ashcroft v. Igbal, 

556U.S.~ 129 S. Ct.1937, 1951-53 (2009)(holdingthatTwombly"expounded 

the pleading standard for all civil actions"). 

To state a claim for relief under Bivens, a plaintiff must allege that: (1) an 

act or omission deprived him of a right, privilege, or immunity secured by the 

Constitution or a statute of the United States; and (2) the deprivation occurred 

under color oflaw. See Bivens, 403 U.S. at 389, 397; Powell, 914 F.2d at 1463. 

If a plaintiff fails to satisfy these requirements or to provide factual allegations 

supporting a viable cause of action, the claim may be dismissed. See Chawell v. 

Rich, 340 F .3d 1279, 1283-84 {I I th Cir. 2003) ( affirming district court's dismissal 
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of§ 1983 complaint because factual allegations were insufficient to support 

alleged constitutional violation); see also Bolin v. St01y4 225 F.3d 1234, 1242 

(11th Cir. 2000) (per curiam) (noting that ''as a general matter federal courts 

incorporate § 1983 law into Bivens actions" ( citation omitted))-

B. Analysis 

Plaintiff has alleged facts sufficient to state a claim of deliberate 

indifference to a serious medical need against Defendants Hawkins and Stewart, 

but not Defendant Grayer. A deliberate indifference claim is cognizable under 

Bivens. 12 Powell, 914 F.2d at 1463. 

The Eighth Amendment to the Constitution prohibits deliberate indifference 

to a serious medical need. Estelle v. Gamble, 429 U.S. 97, 103-04 (1976). If 

prison officials delay or deny access to medical care or intentionally interfere with 

prescribed treatment for an objectively serious medical need, the Constitution is 

violated. li at 104-05; McElligott v. Foley, 182 F.3d 1248, 1255 (11th Cir. 

1999); Lancaster v. Monroe Cnty., Ala., 116 F.3d 1419, 1425 (I Ith Cir. 1997) 

12 Bivens claims can be brought only against federal officials in their 
individual capacities, however. Thibeaux v. U.S. Att'y Gen., 275 F. App'x 889, 
893 (11th Cir. 2008). Plaintiff's claims against the individual Defendants in their 
official capacities are not cognizable and must be dismissed. 
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("[A]n official acts with deliberate indifference when he intentionally delays 

providing an inmate with access to medical treatment, knowing that the inmate has 

... an urgent medical condition that would be exacerbated by delay."). 

Plaintiff has alleged that he has a serious medical need for a bottom bunk 

bed and other accommodations because of nerve damage in his back and feet. 

Healthcare professionals at the Atlanta USP acknowledged Plaintiffs medical 

condition and his need for various accommodations on multiple occasions. 

Plaintiff was prescribed a bottom bunk, among other things, to treat his condition. 

These allegations, if true, support a finding that Plaintiff had an objectively 

serious medical need. 

Plaintiff has further alleged that immediately upon being assigned to a top 

bunk he informed Counselor Hawkins and Unit Manager Stewart of his medical 

condition and the physician assistant's conclusion that Plaintiff needed a bottom 

bunk and other accommodations. Plaintiff contends that these Defendants refused 

to honor the Medical Prescription and ignored his repeated requests until he fell 

from the top bunk and injured himself two weeks later. Plaintiff contends that he 

complained to Counselor Hawkins on a daily basis about his medical need for a 

bottom bunk, but that she ultimately told him he was pestering her and that she 
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would have him confined to the Special Housing Unit ifhe continued to press the 

issue. Plaintiff's allegations, if true, support a finding that Defendants Hawkins 

and Stewart knowingly refused to provide Plaintiff with the medical care he had 

been prescribed for a serious medical condition. Plaintiff alleges that he fell and 

suffered serious injuries that have required extensive medical treatment as a result 

of the refusal to honor his Medical Prescription. At this stage of the proceedings, 

therefore, the Court finds that Plaintiff has stated a viable deliberate indifference 

claim against Defendants Hawkins and Stewart. See Keller v. Williams, No. 09-

60272-CIV, 2009 WL 1689302, at *4 (S.D. Fla. June 17, 2009) (allowing 

deliberate indifference claim to proceed where the plaintiff alleged that two 

corrections officials "both refused to honor a physician prescribed special diet 

pass for treatment of his diabetes, and he suffered numbness, pain and sickness as 

a result of their refusal"). 

Plaintiff has not stated a viable claim against Warden Grayer, however, 

because he alleges no facts suggesting that Warden Grayer played any role in 

denying Plaintiff his prescribed medical treatment A warden cannot be 

vicariously liable under Bivens for his subordinates' alleged unconstitutional acts, 

but instead must have personally participated in the acts or taken action that is 
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causally connected to the alleged constitutional violation. Dalzymple v. Reno, 334 

F.3d 991, 995 (11th Cir. 2003). Plaintiffs only allegations regarding Warden 

Grayer are that: (1) Plaintiff informed Warden Grayer that he fell from the top 

bunk on January 24, 2008; and (2) he planned to talk with Warden Grayer about 

his Medical Prescription on January 25, but did not do so because Unit Manager 

Stewart intervened. Plaintiff does not allege that he had any contact with Warden 

Grayer after being assigned to the top bunk on January 11 and before his fall on 

January 24. Nor does he allege that Warden Grayer knew about Plaintiff's 

Medical Prescription or the bunk issue prior to the fall. Plaintiff therefore fails to 

state a Bivens claim against Warden Grayer. 13 

III. Conclusion 

For the foregoing reasons, Defendant United States of America's Motion 

to Dismiss (Doc. No. 14) is DENIED. The Clerk is DIRECTED to correct the 

13 It is not clear from Plaintiffs complaint whether he exhausted his 
administrative remedies regarding his Bivens claims. Once served with process, 
Defendants Hawkins and Stewart may raise any lack of administrative exhaustion, 
which is an affirmative defense. See Okpala v. Drew, 248 F. App 'x 72, 73 (11th 
Cir. 2007); see also Lambert v. United States, 198 F. App'x 835, 840 (11th Cir. 
2006) (noting that there are separate procedures for exhausting Bivens claims and 
FTCA claims). 
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docket by adding the following individuals as defendants in their official and 

individual capacities: J.E. Stewart, Counselor Hawkins, and Warden Grayer. 

Plaintiffs Bivens claims against Defendant Warden Grayer, in both his 

official and individual capacities, and Defendants J.E. Stewart and Counselor 

Hawkins in their official capacities are DISMISSED under 28 U.S.C. § 1915A. 

Plaintiffs Bivens claims against Defendants J.E. Stewart and Counselor Hawkins 

in their individual capacities are ALLOWED TO PROCEED like any other civil 

action. 

A plaintiff who sues an officer or employee of the United States must serve 

both the individual defendant and the United States. See Fed. R. Civ. P. 4(i)(2), 

(3). Accordingly, the Clerk SHALL send Plaintiff one USM 285 form and one 

summons each for: (I) the United States Attorney General; (2) the United States 

Attorney for the Northern District of Georgia; (3) Defendant Hawkins; and (4) 

Defendant Stewart. Plaintiff SHALL complete each USM 285 form and summons 

and return the forms to the Clerk of Court within twenty (20) days of the date this 

Order is entered. Plaintiff is warned that failure to comply in a timely manner may 

result in dismissal of this civil action. The Clerk SHALL resubmit this action to 

the Court if Plaintiff fails to comply. 
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Upon receipt of the completed forms from Plaintiff, the Clerk SHALL 

prepare and transmit to the U.S. Marshal's Service two service packages for the 

United States, as described in Fed. R. Civ. P. 4(i)( 1 ). 14 Each service package must 

include the USM 285 form and a copy of the summons and of the complaint. 

Upon receipt of the service packages, the U.S. Marshal's Service SHALL serve 

the United States as provided in Rule 4(i)(l). Each completed USM 285 form 

SHALL be filed with the Clerk. 

For Defendants Hawkins and Stewart, the Clerk SHALL prepare a service 

waiver package.15 Each service waiver package must include two (2) Notice of 

Lawsuit and Request for Waiver of Service of Summons forms {prepared by the 

14 '"To serve the United States, a party must: (A)(i) deliver a copy of the 
summons and of the complaint to the United States attorney for the district where 
the action is brought-or to an assistant United States attorney or clerical employee 
whom the United States attorney designates in a writing filed with the court 
clerk-or (ii) send a copy of each by registered or certified mail to the civil-process 
clerk at the United States attorney's office"; and also ''(B) send a copy of each by 
registered or certified mail to the Attorney General of the United States at 
Washington, D.C." Fed. R. Civ. P. 4(i)(l). 

15 "To serve a United States officer or employee sued in an individual 
capacity for an act or omission occurring in connection with duties performed on 
the United States' behalf (whether or not the officer or employee is also sued in 
an official capacity), a party must ... serve the officer or employee under Rule 
4(e), (f), or (g)." Fed. R. Civ. P. 4(i)(3). "Invocation of the individual service 
provisions of subdivisions (e), (f), and (g) invokes also the waiver-of-service 
provisions of subdivision ( d). '' Rule 4, Advisory Comm. Notes, 2000 Amend. ,I l . 
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Clerk), two (2) Waiver of Service of Summons forms (prepared by the Clerk), an 

envelope addressed to the Clerk of Court with adequate first class postage for 

return of the waiver fonn, one (1) copy of the complaint (with amendments and 

exhibits), and one (1) copy of this Order. The Clerk SHALL retain the USM 285 

form and summons for each Defendant. 

Upon completion of a service waiver package for Defendants Hawkins and 

Stewart, the Clerk SHALL complete the lower portion of the Notice of Lawsuit 

and Request for Waiver form and mail a service waiver package to each of those 

Defendants. Defendants have a duty to avoid unnecessary costs of serving the 

summons. If a Defendant fails to comply with the request for waiver of service, 

that Defendant must bear the costs of personal service unless good cause can be 

shown for failure to return the Waiver of Service form. 

In the event a Defendant does not return an executed Waiver of Service 

form to the Clerk of Court within thirty-five (35) days following the date the 

service waiver package is mailed, the Clerk SHALL prepare and transmit to the 

U.S. Marshal's Service a service package for each such Defendant. Each service 

package must include the USM 285 form and a copy of the summons and of the 

complaint. Upon receipt of the service package, the U.S. Marshal's Service 
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SHALL personally serve each Defendant who failed to waive service. The 

executed waiver form or the completed USM 285 form SHALL be filed with the 

Clerk. 

Plaintiff SHALL serve upon Defendants or Defendants' counsel a copy of 

every additional pleading or other document that he files with the Clerk of Court. 

Each pleading or other document filed with the Clerk SHALL include a certificate 

stating the date on which an accurate copy of that paper was mailed to Defendants 

or Defendants' counsel. This Court will disregard any submitted papers that have 

not been properly filed with the Clerk or that do not include a certificate of 

service. 

Plaintiff also SHALL keep the Court and Defendants advised of his current 

address at all times during the pendency of this action. Plaintiff is admonished 

that the failure to do so may result in the dismissal of this action. 

Finally, this case SHALL proceed on a four (4) month discovery track, 

beginning thirty (30) days after the appearance by answer of either Defendant 

Hawkins or Defendant Stewart. See LR 26.2(A)-(B), NDGa. 
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SO ORDERED, this o day of August, 2010. 

olUNDA o. EV ANS 
UNITED STATES DISTRICT JUDGE 
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1) Capacity- All defendants are being sued in there individual capacity. 

2) Bivens- All defendants were employed by the government when the incident 
occurred. 

3) Frederick Irvin- Plaintiff. 

4) John Owens, Warden of FCI Wllliamsburg- Defendant. 

5) Holmes, Correctional Recreation officer at FCI Williamsburg- Defendant. 

6) Brown, Correctional Recreation Officer at FCI Williamsburg- Defendant. 

7) United States- Defendant. 

8) Damages- Money, 5 million dollars. 

JURISDICTION 

Bivens action and pendant State Law claims; 28 USC§ 1346, 2671-2680. 

STATBMEJIT ARD FACTS 

On May 30, 2009, while officiating a prison summer league basketball game, 

Plaintiff frederick irvin, was attacked and assaulted by another inmate Bobby 

Addison. When the assault occurred prison staff failed to be present to monitor 

the game, nor was there any staff present to ensure the safety of the inmate 

officials who was previously threatened with physical harm on numerous occasions 

by inmate bobby Addison. (See Tort Claim Attached) Inmate Bobby Addison was 

known to be violent due to past conduct such as fracturing inmate Carl McNeil's 

jaw, (Ex. A & G), and due to his previous threating conduct inside the gym 

towards other officials, (Ex. C, D & G), a fact known to prison staff prior to 

the May 30, 2009 summer league basketball game. 

Prison staff placed Addison in special housing behind the assault of Carl 

McNeil. Despite all these incidents involving violence or threats of violence 

by Addison, prison staff STILL allowed Addison to continue to participate in 
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approved recreational sports. Furthermore, staff even failed to monitor the 

sporting events. 

In this instance, plaintiff Irvin, herein, while officiating, tried to stop 

the basketball game because of Addison's threatening behavior. (Ex. G) Addison 

attacked the plaintiff as he walked away and was defenseless. The attack and 

assault led the plaintiff to fight for his life as his skull hit the cement from 

his fall from the attack. 

Imnate Donald- Vanderhorst (Ex. B) ran to find any staff to report that the 

plaintiff was seriously hurt from the assault. When prison staff arrived the 

plaintiff was lying in a large puddle of blood, having problems breathing and 

was unconscious. 

In all, the plaintiff was transported to Williamsburg Regional Medical 

Center in which it was determined that the plaintiff had life threatening injuries. 

The plaintiff was transfered to MUSC for bleeding of the brain. The plaintiff 

sustained a nasal, jaw and mastoid fractures, a sub arachnoid hemmorrhages along 

the bilateral frontopariental lobes, a sub dural hematoma extending from the fron

tal lobe anteriorly to the occipital lobe, fluid scattered through the left mastoid 

cells, right brain contusion, 6 staples to the back of the head, sutured lacer

ation to the lip, lost of taste and smell senses and problems with the memory. 

While this assault/attack was occurring> Officer Holmes and Officer Brown 

did nothing to protect the plaintiff. In fact, the defendanc's is resposible for 

the assault/attack since staff was not on the sideline during the game to resolve 

all conflicts according to policy. (Ex. E) Staff was aware that multiple assaults 

have occurred at _this prison and that being an inmate official poses danger to the 

plaintiff. 
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CLAIM 1 

PLAINTIFF'S EIGHT AMENDMENT RIGHTS WERE VIOLATED BY CO HOLMES AND 
CO BROWN FAILING TO PROTECT HIM FROM ATTACK/ASSAULT BY INMATE 

The Eighth Amendment imposes a duty on prison officials "to protect 

prisoners from violence at the hands of other prisoners.: Farmer v Brennan, 511 

US 825, 833 (1994)(citation omitted). To establish a claim for failure to protect 

from violence, an inmate must show: (1) "that he is incarcerated under conditions 

posing a substantial risk of serious harm/' Id. at 834, and (2) that the prison 

officials had a "sufficiently culpable state of mind. 11 Id. (internal citations and 

quotations omitted.) 11In prison-conditions cases that state of mind is one of 

'deliberate indifference' to inmate health or safety. 11 Id. (internal citations 

omitted). To be deliberately indifferent, a prison official must 11 know of and 

disregard an excessive risk to inmate health and safety." Id. at 837. 

''Whether a prison official had the requisite knowledge of a substantial 

risk is a question of fact subject to demonstration in the usual ways, including 

circumstantial evidence, ••• amd a factfinder may conclude that a prison official 

knew of a substantial risk from the very fact that the risk was obvious." Id. 

at 842. 

A prison official also may not "escape liability for deliberate indifference 

by showing that, while he was aware of an obvious, substantial risk to inmate 

safety, he did not know that the complainant was especially likely to be assaulted 

by the specific prisoner who eventually committed the assault." Id. at 843, See 

Davidson v Cannon, 474 US 344, 347 (1986); Grayson v Peed, 195 F, 3d 692, 695 

(4th Cir. 1999). The plaintiff must also show he suffered a serious or significant 

physical or mental injury as a result of the defendant 1 s conduct. Strickler v 

Waters, 989 F. 2d 1375, 1380-81 (4th Cir. 1993). 
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Prison supervisors with knowledge of "a persuasive and unreasonable risk 

of harm" to the prisoners, fail to take remedial steps to prevent such hann, 

their conduct may be properly characterized as "deliberate indifference" •.•• 

Moore v Winebrenner, 927 F. 2d 1312, 1315 (4th Cir. 1991). 

A) PLAINTIFF FREDERICK IRVIN IS/WAS INCARCERATED AT FCI WILLIAMSBURG 
UNDER CONDITIONS POSING A SUBSTANTIAL RISK OF SERIOUS INJURY 

Plaintiff, Frederick Irvin, was housed at FCI Williamsburg on May 30, 2009 

in South Carolina. FCI Williamsburg is excessively overcrowded which had led 

to violent attacks/assaults on inmates and staff. 

Therefore~ due to the overcrowding stabbings, assaults, fights and violence 

occurring frequently, it is clear that the plaintiff is incarcerated under con

ditions posing a substantial risk 4f serious harm, thus satisfying the 1st prong 

of the Farmer v Brennan test. 

B) DEFENDANT'S HOLMES AND BROWN ACTED WITH "DELIBERATE INDIFFERENCE11 

TO THE PLAINTIFF'S SAFETY 

As with the 2nd prong of Brennan, it is evident that Holmes and Brown acted 

with Deliberate Indifference to plaintiff's safety where as they knew that there 

was excessive risk to the inmates health or safety by the procedures they employed 

by not monitoring an approved recreational game. The defendant's knew the obvious 

that being a inmate official in prison is dangerous and they disregarded the risk. 

Furthermore~ the defendants had knowledge that Addison was participating in the 

game. The defendant's was aware of Addison violent rages as he has assaulted an 

inmate before. The plaintiff had informed staff of supervising games for the 

protection of the referees. Staff was aware of the obvious but failed to intervene 

in the initial disruption of Addison. Because of defendant's disregard to the 
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substantial and safety risk, the plaintiff was seriously injured in which he 

nearly lost his life. 

Clearly the defendant's was aware of the risk of serious harm that existed, 

by not supervising/monitoring the scheduled approved game. it is truly obvious 

that this type of risk existed when being in a overcrowded violent prison you 

have inmate referees not being protected by staff by not monitoring the game 

according to policy. 

In addition~ defendant's.Homes and Brown did not respond reasonable to the 

known risk or try to minimize it since this was the only scheduled approved game 

going on at the time the assault/attack occurred. (Ex. H) In fact, the defendant's 

was aware of Addison's violent behavior toward inmate referees. By there being 

no other scheduled game being played there were no reason for the defendant's 

NOT to monitor the game. donald Vanderhorst had to run to find one of the defen

dants to tell then that the plaintiff have been assaulted. The defendant's were 

no where near the vicinity. The plaintiff was unconscious laying in a puddle 

of blood, bleeding profusely from the mouth, making gurgling sounds and having 

problems breathing when one of the defendant's arrived. 

Therefore, with all the facts taken into consideration, plaintiff has 

stated a claim under the Eigth Amendment and the Farmer v Brennan theory. It 

should be known that defendant's Brown and Holmes was aware that being a prison 

official is dangerous and that the prison was violent. 

CLAIM 2 
INTENTIONAL INFLICTION OF EMOTIONAL DISTRESS 

In South Carolina, to establish the claim for intentional infliction of 

emotional distress, a plaintiff must show: 

1) Defendant intentionally or recklessly inflicted severe emotional distress or 
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substantially certain that such distress would result from his conduct. 

2) The conduct was so extreme and outrageous as to exceed all possible bounds 
of decency and must be regarded as atrocious, and utterly intolerable in 
a civilized community. 

3) The actions of the defendant caused the plaintiff emotional distress. 

4) The emotional distress suffered by the plaintiff was severe so that no 
reasonable man could be expected to ertdure it. See Ford v Hutson, 276 S.C. 
157, 162, 276 S.E. 2d 776, 778 (1981). 

In this case at bar, the defendant's Holmes and 'Brown were aware that 

Addison had fractured Carl McNeil's jaw intentionally in which Addison was iso

lated from general population because of the assault. Addison was allowed to 

continue to participate in intramural sports even after policy states that any 

physical alteration they are suspended for a minimum of one year. (See Ex. E) 

Furthermore~ defendant's knew of the risk, posed by being an inmate referee. 

Addison has threated other inmate referee's in which staff was aware of. The 

defendant's had information in knowing that Addison was participating in the 

game, The conduct they employed was extreme and outrageous in which lead to 

serious harm to the plaintiff by not following policy in which consist of but 

not limited to being present at all games to resolve all conflicts. Instead, 

defendant's Holmes and brown relied on the plaintiff to do their job by trying 

to resolve a conflict in which the plaintiff was seriously injured. This conduct 

was intentional or reckless. 

The conduct of the defendant's of not following their policy caused the 

plaintiff to suffer emotional distress. The plaintiff has anxiety, depression 

and their conduct has caused problems with the plaintiff's family relationships. 

The emotional distress which was severe, affected the plaintiff mentally and 

physically from his injuries in which plaintiff was hospitalized, left with 
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physical disabilities and nearly died. 

The conduct was extreme and utterly intolerable in a civilized community 

for failure to monitor and supervise the action of dangerous inmates and to 

rely on plaintiff, Frederick Irvin, to resolve conflicts of dangerous inmates 

knowing that if defendants followed the policy of supervising the game, they 

would have minimized the risk. Because of the defendant's conduct, the plaintiff 

was left helpless and defenseless as the plaintiff was blindisighted as Addison 

attacked the plaintiff while his back was turned to him. (Ex. F) Furthermore, 

the plaintiff was attacked in the presence of other inmates which caused addi

tional emotional distress. 

DAMAGES 

The plaintiff request 5 million dollars from the defendant's Holmes and 

brown for their conduct in this claim. 

CLAIM 3 
PAIN AND SUFFERING 

The plaintiff request to be compensated for the pain and suffering he 

suffered as a result of the injuries he received due to the conduct of defendant's 

Holmes and Brown. Plaintiff request $500,000 dollars for the Pain and Suffering. 

CLAIM 4 
NEGLIGENCE 

Section 3672 of Federal Tort Claims Act delegates to each Federal Agency the 

authority to consider, determine and settle any claim for money damages against 

the U.S. for loss of personal property or injury caused by the negligent or 

8. 
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wrongful act or omission of any employee of the agency while acting within the 

scope of bis office or employment. 

In this case, the U.S. is a defendant where as the defendant's Holmes and 

Brown was an employee of the Federal Bureau of prison when they committed the 

negligence, and omission which caused the injuries of plaintiff. 

Defendant's Holmes and brown was acting within the scope of their employ

ment when they committed the negligence or omission complained of herein. 

The defendant's Holmes and Brown, U.S., failed to exercise a standard duty 

of care and negligently filed to monitor a schedule summer league basketball 

game according to policy. (Ex. E) The defendant's knew the risk, for failure to 

monitor the actions of dangerous inmates could and would harm another inmates 

health. The defendant's knew of the risk, posed by being an inmate referee, was 

dangerous but failed to stop all conflicts by not following policy. 

These specifics acts of defendant's Holmes and brown, U.S., led to the 

plaintiff being attacked and viciously assaulted and led to permanent physical, 

mental and psychological injuries. See 276 Fed. Appx 339 Allen v Choice Hotels. 

The plaintiff herein assert that defendant's Holmes and Brown, U.S., is 

liable where as they knew or should have known that harm to the health of plain

tiff would result by failing to monitor game according to policy. Furthermore, 

defendant's was aware of inmate Bobby Addison prior assaults during scheduled 

recreational sports and continued to let him participate knowing that Addison 

was violent. Furthermore, the defendant's are liable by relying on plaitiff to 

do their job to resolve conflicts between dangerous inmates which led to the 

injuries to the plaintiff. 

The plaintiff request 2 million dollars for the negligence of defendant's 

Homes, brown, u.S., which led to his injuries. 

9. 
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CLAIM 5 
PUNITIVE DAMAGES 

Page 10 of 25 

The plaintiff request Punitive Damages herein where the defendant's Holmes 

and Brown conduct was reckless and taken in disregard of plaintiff's rights. 

In this case, the plaintiff was harmed due to the defendant's Holmes and Brown 

conduct of recklessly allowing a scheduled summer league game to be unsupervised 

and relying on plaintiff to do their job of resolving conflicts of dangerous 

inmates. 

Furthermore, the defendant's was aware of the danger of not supervising 

the game. The defendant's conduct led to the plaintiff being attacked and 

assaulted. 

Under the facts and evidence of this case, the plaintiff is entitled to 

Punitive Damages in the amount of 1.5 million dollars. This amount will deter 

defendant's or the actual defendant's Holmes and Brown from further omissions 

of this kind of complaint herein. See Smith v Wade, 461 US 30, 75 L Ed 2d 632. 

CLAIM 6 
COMPENSATORY DAMAGES 

The plaintiff request Compensatory Damages in the amount of 2 million 
. 

dollars due to his physical, mental and emotional •njuries, future medical 

expenses, future economic earnings as well as pain. 

The plaintiff is entitled to this considering he was brutally assaulted, 

hospitalized and have permanent scars, physically, metally and economically. 

See medical record (Discovery). 

Plaintiff request 2 million dollars. 

10, 
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REQUEST FOR A JURY TRIAL 

The plaintiff herein request the honorable court grant him a Jury Trial 

on all the claims and damages presented herein. The plaintiff asserts he is 

entitled to a Jury Trial on his issues and damages alleged in the complaint. 

CONCLUSION 

Plaintiff request this Honorable Court to grant him a trial or claims herein 

whereas he can receive the Damage amount he request herein. 

Date: Mayl"-1, 2010 
Frederick Irvin #16620-039 
FCI Elkton 
P.O. Box 10 
Lisbon, OH 44432 

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I, Frederick Irvin, swear under the penalty of perjury that this brief 

was given to prison authorities on May~~. 2010, for mailing to the following: 

Clerk of Court 
District of south Carolina 
P.O. Box 2317 
Florence, SC 29503 

Date: Mayl~. 2010 

11. 

Frederick Irivn #16620-039 
FCI Elkton 
P.O. Box 10 
Lisbon, OH 44432 
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AFFIDAVIT OF FREDERICK IRVIN 

I, Frederick Irvin, a living breathing man, competent to give testimony, do 

hereby say and declare the following facts are true: 

1) I am currently housed at FCI Elkton in Lisbon, Ohio. I was incarcerated 
in FCI Williamsburg in South Carolina from December 2007 til January 
2010, 

2) On May 30, 2009 an approved summer league basketball game was scheduled 
to play after the 5 minute recreation movement had ended. The game was 
scheduled at this particular time so that the game will be over in time 
for the other scheduled softball game that was scheduled to start at 
6:30pm. 

3) I was the league commissioner/official that worked for staff to overlook 
the league. 

4) Being the league commissioner, staff relied on me to be present at every 
game, keep staff informed of the problems that arises, train officials 
and whatever is needed to oversee the league for staff. I have also had 
to resolve conflicts of dangerous inmates which I was required to suspend 
them from play. 

5) Staff was aware of Addison's threats and violent rage against me and others. 
I have told staff the importance of supervising the games and suspending 
inmates under their policy. staff knew their presence have and would prevent 
assaults, attacks and any altercations. 

6) I have suspended Addison several times for his violent rage and Addison 
has threatened me because of the suspension. 

7) On May 30, 2009, during the summer league basketball game, Addison became 
disruptive and went into his violent rage. 

8) Staff was not present to resolve the conflict so I stopped the game to try 
to calm down Addison. Addison became unruly, threatening and insulting. At 
that point I ended the game. 

9) Addison threatened me and others but I walked away from the confrontation 
to gather the equipment. Addison struck me from behind while my back was 
turned to him. 

That pursuant to the provisions of Title 28 U.S.C. § 1746 the undersigned 

1. 
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Affiant certifies that the above are true and correct to the best of his knowledge 

and belief under the penalty of perjury under the laws of the Untied State~. 

Date: May)~. 2010 

2. 

Frederick Irvin 016620-039 
FCI Elkton 
P.O. Box 10 
Lisbon, OH 44432 
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' E?-AOS43 Small Claims for Property Damage or Lp~s (31 u.s.c. § 3723) CDFR."! 

MAY 09 

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS 

1. Location where the property loss or 
damage occurred: 

Federal~Correctional Institution Williamsburg 
P.O. Box 340 
Salters, SC 29590 

3. Date and Day of Incident: 

May 30, 2009 

2. Name, address of claimant(Register 
nllll'lher, street, city, state, and zip code): 

Frederick Irvin #16620-039' 
Federal Correctional Institution Elkton 
P.O. Box 10 
Lisbon, OH 44432 

4. Time: (A.M. or P.M.), 

Approximately 5:30-5:45 P.M. 

5, Basis of Claim (State in detail the known facts and circumstances of the damage to, 
or loss, of privately owned property, identifying persons and property involved, the 
place of occurrence and the cause thereof) {Use additional pages, if necessary.), On 

May 30, 2009, while at FCI Williamsburg, claimant was supervising/officiating a scheduled summer 
recreational summer league basketball game and was attacked and assaulted by inmate Bobby Addison. 
Correctional Recreational Officers Holmes and Brown knew of the risk posed by being an inmate 
referee and failed to monitor/supervise the scheduled game according to policy. The claimant 
suffered a nasal, jaw and mastoid fractures, a sub arachnoid hemmorhages along the bilateral 
frontopariental lobes, a subdural hematoma extending from the frontal lobe -anteriorly to the 
occipital lobe, fluid scattered through the left mastoid cells, right brain contusions, 6 
staples to the back of the head, sutured laceration to the lip, lost of taste and smell senses 
and continued damage to memory. The claimant was hospitalized because of the assault. 

6, Witnesses (Please provide the name and address (number, street, city, state, and zip 
code of each witness)): 

D'shun Rucker #13252-171 Jermaine Pickett #16285-171 
FCI Williamsburg 
P.O. Box 340 

Greg Uzzell #24862-056 
FCI Williamsburg 
P.O. Box 34D 

MCFP Springfield Donald Vanderhorst 

Slaters, SC 29590 Salters, SC 29590 
P.O. Box 400 #95301-071 
Sprigfield, MO 65801 FCI Fort Dix 

Fort Dix, NJ 08640 

7. Amount of Claim for Damage to, or loss of, privately owned property (in dollars) 
(Sum Certain Amount - Total Amount Of Claim): 

$ 2 million dollars 

8. MAIL OR DELIVER CLAIM TO THE REGIONAL OFFICE WHERE THE CLAIM OCCURRED 

AMOUNT OF THE CLAIM COVERS ONLY DAMAGE TO, OR LOSS OF PRIVATELY OWNED I CERTIFY THAT THE 
PROPERTY CAUSED BY THE INCIDENT ABOVE AND AGREE TO ACCEPT SAID AMOUNT IN FULL 
SATISFACTION AND FINAL SETTLEMENT OF THIS CLAIM. 

9. Signature of Claimant or Authorized 
Representative 

10. Date 

s-oS-IU 

WPD Prescribed by PS 1320 
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AFFIDAVIT OF C.ARI. M:NEil JR. 

I, Carl McNeil Jr, a breathing man, competent to give testimony, do 

hereby say and declare the following facts are true: 

1) I am currently housed and incarcerated at FCI Williamsburg in 
Salters, South Carolina. 

2) On October 12, 2008 I was playing in a scheduled recreational Flag 
Football game. 

3) During tl:1e football game inmate Bobby Addison, also known as Bilal, 
was in a violent rage as he and my teammate, inmate Hutchinson, 
started arguin*. Mr. Addison threatened Mr. Hutchinson by stating, 
111' 11 get you. 

4) TI1e very next play, after the whistle was blown and the play was 
over, Mr. Addison charged towards Mr. Hutchinson where I was also 
standing after the play was over. 

5) Mr. Addison intentionally dove off his feet at Mr. Hutchinson. 
Mr. Hutchinson ducked and I was struck in the face with Mr. Addison's 
foreann. I was knocked unconscious. 

6) I was taken to the hospital in which the impact, from Mr. Addison's 
rage, fractured my upper and lower jaw and a plate was inserted. 

7) Staff was aware of Mr. Addison's aggressive and violent behavior and 
his intentions to hurt someone and put him in SHU (Special Housing 
Unit). 

8) Staff released Mr. Addison from SHU knowing he had a violent rage 
and Recreational Staff let Mr. Addison continue to play in the rest 
of the 2008 Flag Football season and other recreational sports. 

TI1at pursuant to the provisions of Title 28 U.S.C. § 1746 the undersigned 

Affiant certifies that the above statements are true and correct to the best 

of his knowledge and belief under the penalty of perjury under the laws of the 

United States. 

Date: September 7, 2009 
N,tiUJ.£) 2) l Oi r,,-o F{, 
Carl McNeil #21196-056 
Affiant 
FCI Williamsburg - POB 340 
Salters, SC 29590 
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AFFIDAVIT OF OONAI.D VANDERHORST 
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I, Donald Vanderhorst, a living breathing man, competent to give testimony, 

do hereby say and declare the folloorg facts are true: 

1) I am currently housed and incarcerated at FCI Williamsburg in 
South Carolina. 

2) On May 30, 2009 I was actively participating in a scl1eduled 
recreational surrmer league basketball game which include inmate 
Bobby Addison. 

3) During the course of the game, inmate Bobby Addison had become 
disruptive and threatening in which the game was stopped by an 
inmate basketball official Frederick Irvin. 

4) After the end of the game, Mr. Addison behavior became violent in 
which he hit Mr. Irvin which caused Mr. Irvin' s head to hit the 
concrete. Mr. Irvin was unconcious and bleeding profusely. 

5) 111ere was no Reacreation Staff or Correctional Staff supervising 
the game nor in the vicinity of the court where the assault 
happened so I ran to find any Staff for,assistance. 

6) Rec Staff Holmes was on the other side of the yard by the handball 
courts when I told him Mr. Irvin had been hit by Mr. Addison and 
Mr. Irvin was laying on the court hurt badly. 

7) I have witnessed Mr. Addison on several occassions being disruptive 
and his constant threats towards inmate officials/referees. 

1hat pursuant to the provisions of Title 28 U.S.C. § 1746 the undersigned 

Affiant certifies that the above statements are true and correct to the best 

of his knowledge and belief under the penalty of perjury under the laws of the 

United States. 

DATE: August 3, 2009 
~~71-AFFIANT 
FCI Williamsburg 
PO BOX 340 
Salters, SC 29590 
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~x. c_ 

AFFIDAVIT OF LANCE POUGH 

I, lance Pough, a living breathing man, competent to give testimony, 

do hereby say and declare the following facts ate True and Correct: 

1) I am currently housed and incarcerated at FCI Williamsburg in 
South Carolina. 

2) I am a prison recreational basketball referee. 

3) I was threatened by inmate Bobby Addison on many occassions while 
officiating the winter indoor Basketball league games in 2008. 

4) Inmate Addison on m.tltiple occassions not only threatened me but 
also Inmate Frederick Irvin who would be officiating with me. 

5) Inmate Addison would become uncontollable and violent during 
different games which result in him being rejected from the games 
and in return he would make threats that he was gonna get us (the 
referees) one day. 

6) Recreation Staff here in this prison was aware of Inmates Addison 
conduct, behavior and threats yet still failed to act or super

vise the games. 

111.at pursuant to the provisions of Title 28 U.S.C. § 1746 the under

signed Affiant certifies that the above statements are true and correct to 

the best of his knowledge and belief under the penalty of perjury under the 

laws of the United States. 

Date: November 22, 2009 
ancePough #53277-060 

Affiant 
FCI Williamsburg 
P.O. Box 340 
Salters, SC 29590 
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AFFIDAVIT OF DE.5HAUN RUCKER 

I, Deshaun Rucker, a living breathing man, competetnt to give testimony, 

do hereby say and declare the following facts are true: 

1) I am currently housed and incarcerated at FCI Williamsburg in 
South Carolina. 

2) On May 30, 2009 I was watching a basketball game of the summer 
outdoor leauge. 

3) During this particular game, an incident arose where an inmate had 
become disruptive and threatening other inmate players, as well as 
Frederick Irvin who was an inmate off ic.ial. 

4) 'Ihe inmates name is Bobby Addison, also known as Bilal that was 
disruptive. 

5) As the game came to an end, Mr. Addison behavior became uncontrollable 
and violent in which he attacked Mr. Irvin by punching Mr. Irvin in 
the face where as Mr. Irvin fell to the cement and hit his head on the 
pavement. Mr. Irvin was unconscious and bleeding profusely. 

6) 11iere was no recreational staff, or correctional staff supervising 
the game nor in the vicinity of the court where the assault occurred. 

7) I seen Donald Vanderhorst, another inmate, go retrieve Rec Staff 
Holmes who returned to the court. 

8) Rec Staff Holmes was on the otherside of the recreational field 
by the last handball court about 150 yards away. 

9) I witnessed hearing and seeing, inmate Addison violent· disruptions, 
and threats casted towards the inmate officials Irvin and lance 
Pough on numerous occassions while playing in the previous indoor 
basketball league while Addison was on my team. 

'Ihat pursuant to the provisions of Title 28 U.S.C. § 1746 the undersigned 

Affiant certifies that the above statements are true and correct to the best 

of his knowledge and belief under the penalty of perjury under the laws of the 

United States. 

Date: August 4, 2009 
Desh.a\JilUCfu#iia~~-/7/ 
Affiant 
FCI Williamsburg - POB 340 
Salters, SC 29590 
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The primary purpose for our intramural sports program is to provide an organized, safe, 
and enjoyable form of recrea_tion for all interested inmates. Emphasis is placed on. creating a 
positive non-threatening atmosphere in which players, coaches, officials, and spectators can relax 
and enjoy the social interaction and physical benefits of athletic competition. 

THERE wn .. L BE :~to TOLERANCE FOR uNsPoRTSMANL.1KE LIKE 
CONDUCT. Those inmates who cannot maintain control of their actions and/or emotions will 
be removed from the intramural program, without hesita~ion. The· integrity of the Recreation 
Department's intramural program will not be compromised by inmates who cannot conform to 
general rules of sportsmanship, as well as posted intramural rules. 

ALL PARTICIPANTS ARE ADVISED Tll.AT VIOLATIONS OF INTRAMURAL 
RULES, IN MANY CASES,-C0N.STI1:UTES.A Vl0~ATIONOJ?·BUREAU POLICY 
AND MAY RESULT IN DISCIPLINARY ACTION ABOVE AND BEYOND THOSE 
STATED IN THE FOLLOWING INTRAMURAL RULES AND REGULATIONS. 

RULES OF CONDUCT 

1. Any player or coach ejected from a game is suspended from all intramural 
competition _for a minimu~ .~f two-(2) ·ga~es .. Any su_bseque11t. ejection from a game 
will result ii1'; sif(6): montllf,ispehslt,n~ftotn~ aitfteague:"<A participan·t ·suspended 
from one league, cannot play in another league (basketball, volleyball, soccer, 
football, or softball) while under suspensh:m. A violation of this rule will result in. 
suspension from intramural program for a minimum period of one (1) year. 

2. Any player or coach placed on suspension a second time, from any intramural sport, 
within six(6) mo.nths from the date of eligibility from the previous suspension is 
·suspended -from: all intramuraJ parti~ipatioµ for ·a•miniipuin ,period, of one {1) year. 
This includes soccer, basketball, v·olleyball, footb'aU, and ;softhall regular seasons, 
practice games, jamborees, special tournaments,_ etc. 

3. Participants will treat staff, officials, other participants, arid spectators with respect at all 
times. Abusive language, threatening gestures or behavior will not be tolerated. 
Violations will result in an immediate expulsion from the game and a minimum two (2) 
game suspen.sion .. ,Such incidents may involve addi~i.onal disciplinary action as 
determined ·by:Jlecr~~tion.-Staff~q~¢tiPnal,S~.Qi~~j J.Jpj.t .Team; .or: Disciplinary 
Hearing Officer (DHO)> · · · · -. 



4. 

5. 

6. 
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-' 

All players and coaches under suspension must remain outside· gym, soccer field, softball 
field, and volleyball court area while any league game is in progress, during warm-ups, 
and while teams are practicing. A violation will result_ in suspension from the intramural 
program for a minimum period of six (6) months from the date of the violation. 

Any player or coach ejected. from a game (for any reason) is, in addition to the minimum 
:two (2) game .~qspep_$iOn;:.meJigj~le.-t<>:FPt11,peteinJll~-:Yar~ity __ CQ:Qlpeti:tion for a n1i.nimum 
period of six (6) months. · · · · · · · · · · · · ·- · · · 

If any recreation-property (Le.jerseys, whistles; gloves, balls, shin guards, etc.) is 
confiscated from an inmates' s person or property, that inmate is suspended from all 
intramural sports for a minimum period of six (6) months, and is subject to receiving an 
incident report for possession of contraband. 

Any coercive _action'(i.'e-. ihreats,:bribes, etc.) ~de to-any:official.before, during,.or after 
a game by any player or coach may result in suspension from all intramurals for up to one 
(I) year. 

Officials who threaten player~ or coaches are subject to the same disciplinary actions as 
players. 

A staff member is present Oil the sideline during all games. He/She resolves all conflicts 
and his/her·d-ecis,ioni~rfinal. ··St~ffh.av:e the a~thority" to 1iver rule·aU·calls, make ·calls, and 
take any and all action· to maintain con_trol and the integrity of the game. 

Only inmates on the team rosters may sit oh the· team bench during games. •Violation(s) 
may result in forfeiture of the game, as determined by the League Commissioner. 

Coaches are responsible for their teams "conduct" while participating in the league, The 

coach may b~ ¥.~~~~~~· .. f~~~S._9f,;,eJ~R~.~-ft:q~_1:t_g~~jfJP.fY. 9ID!!SJt,s_qp~ol theiq:ilayers 
demeanor.· Coaches ejected are·subject to the same pe.nalfy as players, . . . 

Any player involved in any type of p~ysical altercation is subject to disciplined action and 
suspension from all intramural activities for a minimum of one (1) year. 

Players and coaches attending games as spectators may be disciplined for unsportsman 
like conduct, to include warnings, technical fouls, ejections, and incident reports. The 

SaQle. _staP,.48J~9Jt£QJ1gt}9,tJ~ci~~ Q!P.!~Xt~ ,™-19, i¾;9~b~~\ N'PU~~ ,WAxl\ .SP~_:mµng. 

Participants who throw or kick basketballs,_softballs, soccer balls, or volleyballs against 
the walls, ceilings, etc. are suspended for a minimum of two (2) games and may be ·held · 
financially responsible for any damage to ptoperty ·and/or equipment. 

All participants must acknowledge, by signing, that they have read and understand the 
intramural code of.conduct prior to playing in any game, 

' · ' _., " ' ·,.,,f\a~~.,;.'s •~;>~·L,•f ·;J$1l'"-"~rt",i-~·!:t, ,,,.; <.}"' __ , .'j:l;\.'!!l\" '!'\':!"ri,,))_; 1,i.>, ,; ,';,i'f1'.-.•'~·· 
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16. Paiticipatfon WH~o~i'iigiilng11ie,:c,6dJ'i'.)t con'dtict :;~ay"'r({suI(frt.~-iliiriirtii.im two (2) game 
suspension and forfeiture o_f all games played prior to signing. 

17. Any coach, official, or score keeper with a problem or complaint needs to first address it 
with the League Commissioner before taking it to higher authority. Failure to comply 
may result in dismissal of the complaint 

-18. Officialpr:Nest~,rnay ·oxµy be_.µl.~d QJJ-.l;{uleJ,~!e~r_eta.tjq11s, ~OJ,!~rJnfracti_9n~, and 
Player Eligibility: ' c'oach~s who· attempt' to' file 'protesis' ()Utside of these areas, or who 
file frivolous protests are subject to removal from the leag·ue. · 

19. Team names are limited to the name of the Unit or the name of an official NBA, MLB, 
MISL, team. 

I have read and understand the intramural.code of conduct. 
. ':. ,)~: .-1·,- -.-,~!-~'.·~<r~tJ ~:t.,~·f_.}.f-fl•~-1 Jtp•?: (f~f~i~1:;,,:-:.'~ l:'¾::-:,\_-~-/~-:·(?,f. ~.-'frtl./ ... ~:~...:\;1:;·. f,~11 _.f.~ ~.'\'i.,.~·H,' :':•: ··• . . 

TEAM NAME: _____ _ DATE: ____ _ 

PLAYERS REGISTRATION # DATE 

.. COACH: _ _...........--_.....,......... . 
. .. ~~·,· ; . , ... ,~· ... •.-;:.r~·_, :·:"?.~ .. :. ~·--·,· : ·---r"'.·=.-'···-•.-: .. :· .. =··-, ,~.-~.'"": .. · .. , ,~ ···•. 

l. _____ _ 
2. _____ _ 
3. _____ _ 
4. _____ _ 

5 .. --------,.-,-------
6. _____ _ 
7. _____ _ 
8. __ -----'-----
9. _____ _ 
10. _____ _ 
11. _____ _ 
12. _____ _ 
13. _____ _ 

14 . .._. -------------
• ,, ...... --:.:.~••••'-••-: ....... ~--•~ •.l•s•• .. .,.,:,. ••~ • ...:.1. • • •-....... ,• ... •••• -••••~ ••~•'?- •• ;••--•••••~• ........... ~ ....... T-•r""••••T••~-

15 . _____ _ 
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS 

Your due process rights were read and reviewed witb you by the DHO at the time· of the hearing. You stated you understood your 
rights, had no documentary evidence to present, and requested no witnesses or a staff representative to appear on your behalf lo 
refute the charge against you. 

The DHO finds you connnitted the prohibited act of Assaulting Any Person (Serious), code JOI, when you struck in.mate Irvin 
#J 6620-039, causing him to fall on the basketball court striking his head. 

The DHO bases this finding on rl1e v.:ritten statement of the reporting Slaff member that on May 30, 2009, at approximately 5;50 
p.m., you assaulted inmate Irvin by striking him from behind on the left side of his face with a clenched fist When vou struck him 
you caused him to fall to the ground where he struck his head on the basketball courdn the outside recreation area. ·Three inmate ' 
witnesses provided statements they had observed you assault imte Irvin. On May 30, 2009, inmate Irvin was transponed to the 
local hospital where he received treatment consistent with someone wqo !)ad a ~rain contusion. The medical reports indicated inmate 
Irvin sustained nasa! bone and mastoid fractures, a sub araehnoid hemorrhaieS along the bilateral frontoparietal lobes,~ mb dur.,1 

hematoma extending from the frontal lobe anteriorly 10 the occipital lobe, and fluid scattered through the left mastoid air ceUs. The 
report indicated there was a possible right brain contusion. A supponing memorandum from the Operations Lieutenani indica,ed 
inmate Irvin was lying in a large pool of blood, bleeding profuse! from his mouth and making a gurglin _ sound, was having 

_problems br th· and was incoherent !An injury assessment conducted on you revea e yousiisiame a lac:erat:on o yo.ir· e first' 
._nuc e. The in1,1ries suname ar nmcative a serious assault was inflicted. 
·-.·,=----~ -......-----------~--.----- ---------- -----· --The DHO considered your statement d1ar you did not commit this act. However, you were positively identified by three inmate 
witnesses. You also indicated you had a right to confront your witnesses. Although the witnesses did not appear at your hearing, 
their identities and statements were revealed during the hearing. Inmate Salters #62137-004, stated you were having a verbal 
altercation with two other inmates while you were playing a basketball game and inmate Irvin cancelled the game to prevent further 
problems. You proceeded to ca!l irunate Irvin names, approached him, and struck him from the left ~ide. Inmate Riley #70098-056, 
indicated you were arguing with fam, and inmate Irvin called the game to prevent further disruption. You proceed ro run up behind 
him and ··sucker punch," him on the side of the head causing him to fall to the ground. Inmate Pickett #16285-171, indicated you 
were arguing with another inmate and inmate Irvin attempted to stop the argument. After you and the inmate walked away from each 
other, you approached inmate Irvin and punched him. Therefore, it is apparent you b.ad retaliated against inmate Irvin during the 
basketball game. You hit inmate Irvin due 10 his call to cancel the game because you and inmate Riley #70098-056 were arg1..:ing and 
demonstrating poor sportsmanship. 

Therefore, the OHO relies on the greater weight of evidence, the injuries sustained by inmate Irvin which required outside medical 
anemion, the witnesses 10 the incident who provid~d similar testimonies, and the detailed description reponed by the repornng staff 
member. As a professional staff member, he is iegally and morally obligated to provide truthful statements. 

Based on the reporting officer's statement, the supporting memorandums, the injury assessment conducted on the victim, inmate 
Irvin, the fact you had blind sighted inmate Irvin eau.sing him to fa!l to the co_urt and hit his head requiring outside medica'. attention, 
and the SIS investigation revealing the witnesses' statements regarding your role in this incident, the OHO finds you did comm.it the 
p rohibi1ed act of Assaulting Any Person (Serious), code l 0 1. 

VI 

Disallowance of Good Conduct Time YIN N No. Dli)'E" 

Forfei: Non Vested Good Conduc! Time Y fN N N_o. pays 

Loss ofTelephone Privileges 

J Loss of Commissary Privileges 

Disciplinary Segregation 

Recommend Disciplinary Tr,msfer 
... .,, 

Vlt REASON FOR SANCTION OR ACTJOI\' TAKEN 
i S';'.riously assauitinr anotbe;· and refusing ~o c_easc- your actio~s m a correctiona) .e~v~ro~ent wi!l nor ht._10Jerat~d You parti::ipauor, 
I ir'. this behavic:~ 1eooard1ze~ tm: secucny c: th1s mst1rution ano may have resultec m rnrtne~ m1un· to staf: and otne~ inmate.,. 

Sensitive " But linciassified 
Page 2 o:" J 
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Entry Number 1 

AFFIDAVIT OF GREGORY UZZELL 

Page 23 of 25 

I, Gregory Uzzell, a living breathing man, competent to give 

testimony, do hereby say and declare the following facts are true: 

1) I am currently housed and incarcerated at FCI Williamsburg 
in South Carolina. 

2) On May 30, 2009 I was an official during a summer league 
basketball game that started at 5-5:30pm. 

3) Approxiamtely l0nminutes in to this game, inmate Bobby 
Addison, also k~own as Bilal, began verbally insulting 
a member of his team. Another inmate spoke up about 
Mr. Addison's disruptive behavior. 

4) Because of Mr. Addison's disruptive and threatening behav
ior the head commissioner/referee, Frederick Irvin, ended 
the game. Without warning Mr. Addison struck Mr. Irvin, 
while his back was turned, with a vicious blow in which 
caused Mr. Irvin's skull to hit the pavement. Mr. Irvin 
was unconscious and bleeding excessively. 

5) Therewas no recreational or correctional staff supervising 
.the scheduled summer league basketball game. There was no 
other scheduled recreational activities going on at this 
time. 

6) Mr. IrY±n layed on the ground unconscious for several min
utes before staff arrived. Recreational Staff allowed an 
inmate to move Mr. Irvin's head in which caused more blood 
to pour. It took Health Service Staff several additional 
minutes to show up. 

7) I haveobserved inmate Addison's unruly and vimlent display 
of physical intimidation several times during a scheduled 
game. Mr. Addison is approximately 6'4 in height and weigh 
approxiamtely 270 pounds massive muscle. 

8) I have witnessed Mr. Addison threaten to hit inmate offic
ials because of minor rule infractions. 

9) During the 2008 Flag Football season, which I was officiating, 
Mr. Addison was arguing with a member of the opposite team. 
After a play was over Mr. Addison physically assamlted 
another inmate that lect the inmate unconscious and with 
a broken jaw. ·· 

1. 
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10) The administration wa,aware of Mr. Addison's violent 
behavior and isolated him fromgeneral population. A few 
days later administration let him out on the compound 
knowigg this inmate has a history of violent behavior. 

That pursuant to the provisons of Ti~le028 u.s.c. § 1746 the 

undersigned Affiant certifies tha the above are true and correct to 

the best of his knowledge and belief under the penalty of perjury 

under the laws of the United States. 

Date: August 15, 2009 

AFFIANT 
FCI Williamsburg 
P.O. Box 340 
Salters, SC 29590 

2. 
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E ~- \.\ 

AFFIDAVIT OF JERRY HILL 

I, Jerry Hill, a living breathiliµg man, competent to givetesti

mony, do hereby say and decaare the following facts are true: 

1) I am currently housed and incarcerated at FCI Williamsburg 
in South Carolina. 

2) On May 30, 2009 I was on the Recreation Yard waiting to 
participate in a scheduled softball game *hati:~tarted at 
6:30pm. 

3) The only activity on the recreation yard was a summer 
league basketball game. The game started between 5-5:30prn. 

4) The sotieHtiled softball game at 6:30pm was cancelled because 
of an assualt on Frederick Irvin. 

5) All softball games are scheduled for6:30pm after the 4:00pm 
institutional count. 

That pursuant to the provis~ons of Title 28 u.s.c. § 1146 the 

undersigned Affiant certifies that the above statements are true and 

correct to the best of his knowledge and belief under the penalty of 

perjury under the laws of the United States. 

Date: November 30, 2009 
Jerr Hill #39027-007 
FCI Williamsburg 
P.O. Box 340 
Salters, SC 29590 
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2010 NOV - I A f() I S 

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF SOUTH CAROLINA 

BEAUFORT DIVISION 

FREDERICK IRVIN, 
PLAINTIFF 

V 

* 
* 
* 
* 
* 

JOHN OWENS, WARDEN FCI WILLIAMSBURG; * 
NFN HOLMES, CORRECTIONAL RECREATION * 
OFFICER FCI WILLIAMSBURG; NFN BROWN, * 
CORRECTIONAL RECREATION OFFICER FCI * 
WIILIAMSBURG; UNITED STATES OF AMERICA * 

DEFENDANTS * 
* 

Civil No. 9:10-01336-RMG-BM 

MOTION FOR LEAVE TO FILE AMENDED COMPLAINT 

COMES NOW, Plaintiff, Frederick Irvin, prose, pursuant to Rule lS(a) 

Fed. R, Civ. P. request to file an amended complaint to place numbered para

graphs in the body of the complaint. 

The court should grant leave freely to amend complaint, Foman v Davis, 

371 U.S. 178, 182 (1962). 

Date: October 'l7, 2010 
Frederick Irvin #16620-039 
FCI Eklton-POB 10 
Lisbon, OH 44432 

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I, ....) :VG~ ~,.___...:.,_. , swear under the penalty of perjury that 
a copy of the MOTION FOR LEAVE TO FILE AMENDED COMPLAINT, AMENDED COMPLAINT, 
was given to prison authorities for mailing purposes 1st class on October , 2010 
for mailing to the following parties: 
CLerk of COurt 
United States District Court 
P.O. Box 835 
Charleston, SC 29402 

Date: October21, 2010 

Barbara M. Bowens 
AUSA 
1441 Main Street, Suite 500 
Columbia, SC 29201 

Frederick Irvin #16620-039 
FCI ELkton - POB 10 
Lisbon, OH 44432 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF SOUTH CAROLINA 

BEAUFORT DIVISION 

Page 1 of 25 

RECEIVED CLERK'S OFF/Cf 

20/0 NOV - I A 10: I 7 

FREDERICK :IRVIN, 
PLAINTIFF * Civil No. 9:10-01336-RMG-BM 

* 
V 

JOHN OWENS, WARDEN FCI WILLIAMSBURG; 

* 
* 
* 

NFN HOLMES, CORRECTIONAL RECREATION 
OFFICER FCI WILLIAMSBURG; NFN BROWN, 
CORRECTIONAL RECREATION OFFICER FCI 
WILLIAMSBURG; UNITED STATES OF AMERICA * 

* 
* 
* 

DEFENDANTS * 
** 

***AMENDED COMPLAINT*** 
BIVENS ACTION and 28 U.S.C. § 1346,. 2671-2680 

BIVENS VS UNKNOWN NAMED AGENTS OF THE FEDERAL BUREAU OF NARCOTICS,. 
403 U.S. 388, 91 S. Ct. 199, 29 L. Ed 2d 619 (1971) 

1) Violation of 8th Amendment 
2) Intentional Infliction of Emotional Distress 
3) Pain and Suffering 
4) Negligence, 28 USC~ 1346, 2671-2680 
5) Punitive Damages 
6) Compensatory Damages 

Date: October21 , 2010 

1. 

Frederick Irvin #16620-039 
FCI Elkton 
P.O. Box 10 
Lisbon, OH 44432 
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1. 

l) Capacity- All defendants are being sued in their individual capacity. 

2) Bivens- All defendants were employed by the government when the incident 
occurred. 

3) Frederick Irvin- Plaintiff. 

4) John Owens, Warden of FCI Williamsburg- Defendant 

5) Holmes, Correctional Recreation Officer at FCI Williamsburg- Defendant. 

6) Brown, Correctional Recreation Officer at FCI Williamsburg- Defendant. 

7) United States- Defendant. 

8) Damages- Money, 5 million dollars. 

JURISDICTION 

2. 
Bivens action and pendant state Law claims; 28 USC§ 1346, 2671-2680. 

STATEMENT AND FACTS 
':'l -··. 
3. On May 30, 2009, while officiating a prison summer league basketball game, 

Plaintiff Frederick Irvin, was attacked and assaulted by another inmate Bobby 

Addison. When the assault occurred prison staff failed to be present to monitor 

the game, nor was here any staff present to ensure the safety of the inmate 

officials who was previously threatened with physical harm on numerous occasions 

by inmatetBobby Addison. (See Tort Claim Attached). Inmate Bobby Addison was 

known to be violent due to past conduct such as, fracturing inmate Carl McNeil's 

jaw, (Ex. A & G), and due to his previous threatening conduct inside the gym 

towards other officials, (Ex. C, D & G), a fact known to prison staff prior to 

the May 30, 3009 summer league basketball game. 

4. Prison staff placed Addison in special housing behind the assault of Carl 

McNeil. Despite all these incidents involving violence or threats of violence 

by Addison, prison staff STILL allowed Addison to continue to participate in 

2. 
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approved recreational sports. Furthermore, staff even failed to monitor the 

sporting events. 

5~ In this instance, plaintiff Irvin, herein, while officiating, tried to stop 

the basketball game because of Addison's threatening behavior. (Ex. G) Addison 

attacked the plaintiff as he walked away and was defenseless. The attack and 

assault led the plaintiff to fight for his life as his skull hit the cement from 

his fall from the attack. 

6. Inmate Donald- Vanderhorst (Ex. B) ran to find any staff to report that the 

plaintiff was seriously hurt from the assault. When prison staff arrived the 

plaintiff was lying in a large puddle of blood, having problems breathing and 

was unconscious. 

7. In all, the plaintiff was transported to Williamsburg Regional Medical 

Center in which it was determined that the plaintiff had life threatening injuries. 

The plaintiff was transfered to MUSC for bleeding_of the brain. The plaintiff 

sustained a nasal, jaw and mastoid fractures, a sub arachnoid hemmorrhages along 

the bilateral frontopariental lobes, a sub dural hematoma extending from the fron

tal lobe anteriorly to the occipital lobe, fluid scattered through the left mastoid 

cells, right brain contusion, 6 staples to the back of the head, sutured lacer

ation to the lip, lost of taste and smell senses and problems with the memory. 

8. While this assault/attack was occurring, Officer Holmes and Officer Brown 

did nothing to protect the plaintiff. In fact, the defendant's is resposible for 

the assault/attack since staff was not on the sideline during the game to resolve 

all conflicts according to policy. (Ex. E} Staff was aware that multiple assaults 

have occurred at this prison and that being an inmate official poses danger to the 

plaintiff. 

3. 
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CLAIM. I 

PLAINTIFF'S EIGHT AMENDMENT RIGHTS WERE VIOLATED BY CO HOLMES AND 
CO BROWN FAILING TO PROTECT HIM FROM ATTACK/ASSAULT BY INMATE 

9. The Eighth Amendment imposes a duty on prison officials "to protect 

prisoners from violence at the hands of other prisoners,: Farmer v Brennan, 511 

US 825, 833 (1994)(citation omitted). To establish a claim for failure to protect 

from violence, an inmate must show: (l)' 11 that he is incarcerated under conditions 

posing a substantial risk of serious harm," Id, at 8J4, and (2) that the prison 

officials had a "sufficiently culpable state of mind." Id. (internal citations and 

quotations omitted,) 11In prison-conditions cases that state of mind is one of 

'deliberate indifference' to inmate health or safety." Id. (internal citations 

omitted). To be deliberately indifferent, a prison official must" know of and 

disregard an excessive risk to inmate health and safety," Id. at 837. 

10. "Whether a prison official had the requisite knowledge of a substantial 

risk is a question of fact subject to demonstration in the usual ways, including 

circumstantial evidence, ••. amd a factfinder may conclude that a prison official 

knew of a substantial risk from the very fact that the risk was obvious." Id. 

at 842, 

11. A prison official also may not "escape liability for deliberate indifference 

by showing that, while he was aware of an obvious, substantial risk to inmate 

safety, he did not know that the complainant was especially likely to be assaulted 

by the specific prisoner who eventually committed the assault." Id. at 843. See 

Davidson v Cannon, 474 US 344, 347 (1986); Grayson v Peed, 195 F. 3d 692, 695 

(4th Cir. 1999). The plaintiff must also show he suffered a serious or significant 

physical or mental injury as a result of the defendant's conduct. Strickler v 

·waters, 989 F. 2d 1375, 1380-81 (4th Cir. 1993), 

4. 
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l2. Prison supervisors with knowledge of 11 a persuasive and unreasonable risk 

of harm" to the prisoners, fail to take remedial steps to prevent such harm, 

their conduct may be properly characterized as "deliberate indifference" ••.• 

Moore v Winebrenner, 927 F. 2d 1312, 1315 (4th Cir. 1991). 

A) PLAINTIFF FREDERICK IRVIN IS/WAS INCARCERATED AT FCI WILLIAMSBURG 
UNDER CONDITIONS POSING A SUBSTANTIAL RISK OF SERIOUS INJURY 

13. Plaintiff, Frederick Irvin, was housed at FCI Williamsburg on May 30, 2009 

in South Carolina. FCI Williamsburg is excessively overcrowded which had led 

to violent attacks/assaults on inmates and staff. 

14. Therefore, due to the overcrowding stabbings, assaults, fights and violence 

occurring frequently, it is clear that the plaintiff is incarcerated under con

ditions posing a substantial risk ~f serious harm~ thus satisfying the 1st prong 

of the Farmer v Brennan test. 

B) DEFENDANT'S HOLMES AND BROWN ACTED WITH "DELIBERATE INDIFFERENCE" 
. TO THE PLAINTIFF'S SAFETY 

15. As with the 2nd prong of Brennan, it is evident that Holmes and Brown acted 

with Deliberate Indifference to plaintiff's safety where as they knew that there 

was.excessive risk to the inmates health or safety by the procedures they employed 

by not monitoring an approved recreational game. The defendant's knew the obvious 

that being a inmate official in prison is dangerous and they disregarded the risk. 

Furthennore, the defendants had knowledge that Addison was participating in the 

game. The defendant's was aware of Addison violent rages as he has assaulted an 

inmate before. The plaintiff had informed staff of supervising games for the 

protection of the referees. Staff was aware of the obvious but failed to intervene 

in the initial disruption of Addison. Because of defendant's disregard to the 

5. 
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substantial and safety risk, the plaintiff was seriously injured i~ which he 

nearly lost his life. 

16. Clearly the defendant's was aware of the risk of serious harm that existed, 

by not supervising/monitoring the scheduled approved game. it is truly obvious 

that this type of risk existed when being in a overcrowded violent prison you 

have inmate referees not being protected by staff by not monitoring the game 

according to policy. 

17. In addition, de.fendant's'Homes and Brown did not respond reasonable to the 

known risk or try to minimize it since this was the only scheduled approved game 

going on at the time the-assault/attack occurred. (Ex. H) In fact, the defendant's 

was aware of Addison's violent behavior toward inmate referees. By there being 

no other scheduled game being played there were no reason for the defendant's 

NOT to monitor the game. donald Vanderhorst had to run to find one of the defen

dants to tell then that the plaintiff have been assaulted. The defendant's were 

no where near the vicinity. The plaintiff was unconscious laying in a puddle, 

of blood, bleeding profusely from the mouth, making gurgling sounds and having 

problems breathing when one of the defendant's arrived. 

18. Therefore, with all the facts taken into consideration, plaintiff has 

stated a claim under the Eigth Amendment and the Farmer v Brennan theory. It 

should be known that defendant's Brown and Holmes was aware that being a prison 

official is dangerous and that the prison was violent. 

CLAIM 2 
INTENTIONAL INFLICTION OF EMOTIONAL DISTRESS 

} 

19. In South Carolina, to establish the claim for intentional infliction of 

emotional distress, a plaintiff must show: 

1) Defendant intentionally or recklessly inflicted severe emotional distress or 

6 
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substantially certain that such distress would result from his conduct. 

2) The conduct was so extreme and outrageous as to exceed all possible bounds 
of decency and must be regarded as atrocious, and utterly intolerable in 
a civilized community. 

3) The actions of the defendant caused the plaintiff emotional distress. 

4) The emotional distress suffered by the plaintiff was severe so that no 
reasonable man could be expected to endure it. See Ford v Hutson, 276 S.C. 
157, 162, 276 S.E. 2d 776, 778 (1981). 

20. In this case at bar, the defendant's Holmes and Brown were aware that 

Addison had fractured Carl Mc~eil's jaw intentionally in which Addison was iso

lated from general population because of the assault. Addison was allowed to 

continue to participate in intramural sports even after policy states that any 

physical alteration they are suspended for a minimum of one year. (See Ex. E) 

Furthermore, defendant's knew of the risk, posed by being an inmate referee. 

Addison has threated other inmate referee's in which staff was aware of. The 

defendant's had information in knowing that Addison was participating in the 

game. The conduct they employed was extreme and outrageous in which lead to 

serious harm to the plaintiff by not following policy in which consist of but 

not limited to being present at all games to resolve all conflicts. Instead, 

defendant's Holmes and brown relied on the plaintiff to do their job by trying 

to resolve a conflict in which the plaintiff was seriously injured. This conduct 

was intentional or reckless. 

21~ The conduct of the defendant's of not following their policy caused the 

plaintiff to suffer emotional distress. The plaintiff has anxiety, depression 

and their conduct has caused problems with the plaintiff's family relationships. 

The emotional distress which was severe, affected the plaintiff mentally and 

physically from his injuries in which plaintiff was hospitalized, left with 

7. 
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physical disabilities and nearly died. 

22. The conduct was extreme and utterly intolerable in a civilized community 

for failure to monitor and supervise the action of dangerous inmates and to 

rely on plaintiff, Frederick Irvin, to resolve conflicts of dangerous inmates 

knowing that if defendants followed the policy of supervising the game, they 

would have minimized the risk. Because of the defendant's conduct, the plaintiff 

was left helpless and defenseless as the plaintiff was blindisighted as Addison 

attacked the plaintiff while his back was turned to him. (Ex. F) Furthermore, 

the plaintiff was attacked in the presence of other inmates which caused addi

tional emotional distress. 

DAMAGES 

23. The plaintiff request 5 million dollars from the defendant's Holmes and 

brown for their conduct in this claim. 

CLAIM 3 
PAIN AND SUFFERING 

24. ·The plaintiff request to be compensated for the pain and suffering he 

suffered as a result of the injuries he received due to the conduct of defendant's 

Holmes and Brown, Plaintiff request $500,000 dollars for the Pain' and Suffering. 

CLAIM 4 
NEGLIGENCE 

25. Section 3672 of Federal Tort Claims Act delegates to each Federal Agency the 

authority to consider, determine and settle any claim for money damages against 

the U.S. for loss of personal property -0r injury caused by the negligent or 

8 
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wrongful act or omission of any employee of the agency while acting ~ithin the 

scope of his office or employment. 

26. In this case, the U.S. is a defendant where as the defendant's Holmes and 

Brown was an employee of the Federal Bureau of prison when they committed the 

negligence, and omission which caused the injuries of plaintiff, 

27. Defendant's Holmes and brown was acting within the scope of their employ-

ment when they committed the negligence or omission complained of herein. 

28. The defendant's Holmes and Brown, U.S., failed to exercise a standard duty 

of care and negligently filed to monitor a schedule summer league basketball 

game according to policy. (Ex. E) The defendant's -knew the risk, for failure to 

monitor the actions of dangerous inmates could and would harm another inmates 

health. The defendant's knew of the risk, posed by being an inmate referee, was 

dangerous but failed to stop all conflicts by not following policy. 

29. These specifics acts of defendant's Holmes and brown, U.S., led to the 

plaintiff being attacked and viciously assaulted and led to permanent physical, 

mental and psychological injuries. See 276 Fed. Appx 339 Allen v Choice Hotels. 

30. The plaintiff herein assert that defendant's Holmes and Brown, U.S., is 

liable where as they knew or should have known that harm to the health of plain

tiff would result by failing to monitor game according to policy. Furthermore, 

defendant's was aware of inmate Bobby Addison prior assaults during scheduled 

recreational sports and continued to let him participate knowing that Addison 

was violent. Furthermore, the defendant's are liable by relying on plaitiff to 

do their job to resolve conflicts between dangerous inmates which led to the 

injuries to the plaintiff. 

31. The plaintiff request 2 million dollars for the negligence of defendant's 

Homes, brown, u.S., which led to his injuries. 

9. 
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CLAIM 5 
PUNITIVE DAMAGES 

Page 10 of 25 

32. The plaintiff request Punitive Damages herein where the defendant 1 s Holmes 

and Brown conduct was reckless and taken in disregard of plaintiff's rights. 

In this case. the plaintiff was harmed due to the defendant 1 s Holmes and Brown 

conduct of recklessly allowing a scheduled summer league game to be unsupervised 

and relying on plaintiff to do their job of resolving conflicts of dangerous 

inmates. 

33. Furthermore, the defendant's was aware of the danger of not supervising .., 

the game. The defendant's conduct led to the plaintiff being attacked and 

assaulted. 

34. Under the facts and evidence of this case, the plaintiff is entitled to 

Punitive Damages in the amount of 1.5 million dollars. This amount will deter 

defendant's or the actual defendant's Holmes and Brown from further omissions 

of this kind of complaint herein. See Smith v Wade, 461 US 30, 75 L Ed 2d 632. 

CLAIM 6 
COMPENSATORY DAMAGES 

35. The plaintiff request Compensatory Damages in the amount of 2 million 
. 

dollars due to his physical, mental and emotional ipnjuries, future medical 

expenses, future economic earnings as well as pain. 

36. The plaintiff is entitled to this considering he was brutally assaulted, 

hospitalized and have permanent scars. physically, metally and economically. 

See medical record (Discovery). 

37. Plaintiff request 2 million dollars. 

10. 
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REQUEST FOR A JURY TRIAL 

38. The plaintiff herein request the honorable court g~ant hims jury Trial 

on all the claims and damages presented herein. The plainfiff asserts he is 

entitled::to a jury trial on his issues and damages alleged in the complaint. 

CONCLUSION 

39. Plaintiff request this HOnorable Court grant him a trial or claims herein 

whereas he can receive the Damage amount he request herein. 

Date: October 21, 2010 
Frederick Irvin #16620-039 
FCI Elkton 
P.O. Box 10 
Lisbon, OH 44432 

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I, Frederick Irvin, Swear under the penalty of perjury that this AMENDED 

COMPLAINT was given to prison authorities on OCtober , 2010, for mailing to the 

following parties: 

Clerk Of court 
United States District Court 
P.O. Box 835 
Charleston, SC 29402 

Date: 0ctoberZ1, 2010 

11. 

Barbara M. Bowens 
AUSA 
1441 Main street, suite 500 
Columbia, SC 29201 

Frederick Irvin #16620-039 
FCI Elkton 
P.O. Box 10 
Lisbon, OH 44432 
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AFFIDAVIT OF FREDERICK IRVIN 

I, Frederick Irvin, a living breathing man, competent to give testimony, do 

hereby say and declare the following facts are true: 

1) I am currently housed at FCI Elkton in Lisbon, Ohio. I was incarcerated 
in FCI Williamsburg in South Carolina from December 2007 til January 
2010. 

2) On May 30, 2009 an approved summer league basketball game was scheduled 
to play after the 5 minute recreation movement had ended. The game was 
scheduled at this particular time so that the game will be over in time 
for the other scheduled softball game that was scheduled to start at 
6:30pm. 

3) I was the league commissioner/official that worked for staff to overlook 
the league. 

4) Being the league commissioner, staff relied on me to be present at every 
game, keep staff informed of the problems that arises, train officials 
and whatever is needed to oversee the league for staff. I have also had 
to resolve conflicts of dangerous inmates which I was required to suspend 
them from play. 

5) Staff was aware of Addison's threats and violent rage against me and others. 
· I have told staff the importance of supervising the games and suspending 
inmates under their policy. staff knew their presence have and would prevent 
assaults, attacks and any altercations. 

6) I have suspended Addison several times for his violent rage and Addison 
has threatened me because of the suspension. 

7) On May,30, 2009,-during the summer league basketball game, Addison became 
disruptive and went into his violent rage. 

8) Staff was not present to resolve the conflict so I stopped the game to try 
to calm down Addison. Addison became unruly, threatening and insulting. At 
that point I ended the game. 

9) Addison threatened me and others but I walked away from the confrontation 
to gather the equipment. Addison struck me from behind while my back was 
turned to him. 

That pursuant to the provisions of Title 28 U.S.C. § 1746 the undersigned 

1. 
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Affiant certifies that the above are true and correct to the best of his knowledge 

and belief under the penalty of perjury under the laws-of the Untied States. 

Date: Mayl\f, 2010 

2. 

Frederick Irvin #16620-039. 
FCI Elkton 
P.O. Box 10 
Lisbon, OH 44432 
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E'~-A094'~ 'Small Claims for Property De1nage or L?~S (31 U.S.C. § 3723) CDFRM 

MAY 09 , 

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS 

1. Location where the property loss or 2. Name, address of claimant(Register 
damage occu'rred: number, street, city, state, land zip code): 

Federal~Corr~ctional'Instittit~on Williamsburg 
P.O. Box 340 
Salters, SC 29590 

3. Date and Day of Incident: 

May 30, 2009 

Frederick Irvin #16620-039-
Federal Correctional Institution Elkton 
P.O. Box 10 
Lisbon, OH 44432 

4. Time: {A.M. or P.M.): 

Approximately 5:30-5:45 P.M. 

s. Basis of Claim (State in detail the known facts and circumstances of the damage to, 
or loss, of privately owned property, identifying persons and property involved, the 
place of occurrence and the cause thereof) (Use additional pages, if necessary.): On 

1ay 30, 2009, while at FCI Williamsburg, claimant was supervising/officiating a scheduled summer 
rec r ea ti on.al summer league basketball game and was at tacked and assaulted by inmate Bob by -Addison .. 
;orrectional Recreational Officers Holmes and Brown knew of the risk posed by being an inmate 
referee and failed to monitor/supervise the scheduled game according to policy. The claimant 
;uffered a nasal, jaw and mastoid fractures, a sub arachnoid hemmorhages along the bilateral 
:rontopariental lobes, a subdural hematoma extending from the frontal lobe _anteriorly to the 
iccipital lobe, fluid scattered through the left mastoid cells, right brain contusions, 6 
, tap le s to the back of the head, sutured lac e·r at ion to the 1 ip, last of taste and smel 1 senses 
1nd continued damage to memory. The claimant was hospitalized because of the assault. 

6. Witnesses {Please provide the name and address (number, street, city, state, and zip 
code of each witness)), 

D'shun Rucker #13252-171 Jermaine Pickett #16285-171 
FCI Williamsburg 
P.O. Box 340 

Greg Uzzell #24862-056 
FCI Williamsburg 
P.O. Box 340 

MCFP Springfield Uonald Vanderhorst 

Slaters, SC 29590 Salters, SC 29590 
P.O. Box 400 #95301-071 
Sprigfield, MO 65801 FCI Fort Dix 

Fort Dix, NJ 08640 

7 . Amount of claim for Damage to, or loss of, privately owned property (in dollars) 
{Sum Certain Amount - Total Amount Of Claim): 

$ 2 million dollars 

s. MAIL OR DELIVER CLAIM TO THE REGIONAL OFFICE WHERE THE CLAIM OCCURRED 

ERS ONLY DAMAGE TO, OR LOSS OF PRIVATELY OWNED I CERTIFY THAT THE A.MOUNT OF THE CLAIM COV 
PROPERTY CAUSED BY THE INCIDENI' ABOVE AND AGREE TO ACCEPT SAID A.MOUNT IN FULL 

SATISFACTION AND FINAL SETTLEM=E_NT __ o_F_T_H_I_s_c_L~A-IM_. ___________________ _ 

9. Signature of Claimant or Authorized 
Representative 

10. Date 

s~os- 10 

WPD Prescribed by PS 1320 
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Ex. A 

AFFIDAVIT OF cA:Rl McNEil JR. 

I, Carl McNeil Jr, a breathing man, competent to give testimony, do 

hereby say and declare the following facts are true: 

1) I am currently housed and incarcerated at FCI Williamsburg in 
Salters, South Carolina. 

2) On October 12, 2008 I was playing in a scheduled recreational Flag 
Football game. 

3) During the football game inmate Bobby Addison, also known as Bilal, 
was in a violent rage as he and my teammate, inmate Hutchinson, 
started arguinR. Mr. Addison threatened Mr. Hutchinson by [-tating, 
1'I 1 11 get you.' 

4) The ve-ry next play, after the whistle was blown and the play was 
over, Mr. Addison charged towards Mr. Hutchinson where I was also 
standing after the play was over. 

5) Mr. Addison intentionally dove off his feet. at Mr. Hutchinson. 
Mr. Hutchinson ducked and I was struck in the face with Mr. Addison's 
forearm. I was knocked unconscious. 

6) I was taken to the hospital in which the impact, from Mr. Addison's 
rage, fractured my upper and lower jaw and a plate was inserted. 

7) Staff was aware of Mr. Addison's aggressive and violent behavior and 
his intentions to hurt someone and put him in SHU (Special Housing 
Unit). 

8) Staff released Mr. Addison from SHU knowing he had a violent rage 
and Recreational Staff let Mr. Addison continue to play in the rest 
of the 2008 Flag Football season and other recreational sports. 

1hat pursuant to the provisions of Title 28 U.S.C. § 1746 the undersigned 

Affiant certifies that the above statements are true and c.orrect to the best 
fl• . ',, :• ; 

of his knowledge and belief under the penalty of perjury under the laws of the 

United Stat es. 

Date: September 7, 2009 
{:dMUl..{) Z-) l °i ~-o _rt,, 
Carl McNeil #21196-056 
Affiant 
FCI Williamsburg - POB 340 
Salters, SC 29590 
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AFFIDAVIT OF DONALD VANDERHORSr 

I, Donald Vanderhorst, a living breathing man, competent to give testimony, 

do hereby say and declare the follc:Mirg facts are true: 

1) I am currently housed and incarcerated at FCI Williamsburg in 
South Carolina. 

2) On May 30, 2009 I was actively participating in a scheduled 
recreational sunmer league basketball game which include inmate 
Bobby Addison. 

3) During the course of the game, inmate Bobby Addison had become 
disruptive and threatening in which the game was stopped by an 
inmate basketball official Frederick Irvin. 

4) After the end of the game, Mr. Addfson behavior became violent in 
which he hit Mr. Irvin which caused Mr. Irvin's head to hit the 
concrete. Mr. Irvin was unconcious and bleeding profusely. 

5) 11iere was no Reacreation Staff or Correctional Staff supervising 
the game nor in the vicinity of the court where the assault 
happened so I ran to find any Staff forlassistance. 

6) Rec Staff Holmes was on the other side of the yard by the handball 
courts when I told-him Mr. Irvin had been hit by Mr. Addison and 
Mr. Irvin was laying on the.court hurt badly. 

7) I have witnessed Mr. Addison on several occassions being disruptive 
and his constant threats towards inmate officials/referees. 

Tiiat pursuant to the provisions of Tit le 28 U.S. C. § 17 46 the undersigned 

Affiant certifies· that the above statements are true and correct to the best 

of his knowledge and belief under the penalty of perjury under the laws of the 

United States. 

DATE: August 3, 2009 
Donald Vanerhorst.#95301-071-AFFIANT 
FCI Williamsburg 
PO BOX 340 
Salters, SC 29590 
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AFFIDAVIT OF lANCE POUGH 

I, lance Pough, a living breathing man, competent to give testimony, 

do hereby say and declare the following facts ate True and Correct: 

1) I-am currently housed and incarcerated at FCI Williamsburg in 
South Carolina. 

2) I am a prison recreational basketball referee. 

3) I was threatened by inmate Bobby Addison on many occassibns while 
officiating the winter indoor Basketball league games in 2008. 

4) Inmate Addison on nultiple occassions not only threatened- me but 
also Inmate _Frederick Irvin who would be officiating with me. 

5) Inmate Addison would become uncontollable and violent during 
different games which result in him being rejected from the games 
and in return he would make threats that he was gonna get us (the 
referees) one day. 

6) Recreation Staff here in this prison was aware of Inmates Addison 
conduct, behavior and threats yet still failed to act or super

vise the games. 

TI1at pursuant to the provisions of Title 28 U.S.C. § 1746 the under

signed Affiant certifies that the above statements are true and correct to 

the best of his knowledge and belief under the penalty of perjury under the 

laws of the United States. 

Date: November 22, 2009 
ancePough #53277-060 

Affiant 
FCI Williamsburg 
P.O. Box 340 
Salters, SC 29590 
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AFFIDAVIT OF DESHAUN RUCKER 

I, Deshaun Rucker, a living breathing man, competetnt to give testimony, 

do hereby say and declare the following facts are true: 

1) I am currently housed and incarcerated at FCI Williamsburg in 
South Carolina. 

2) On.May 30, 2009 I was watching a basketball game of the summer 
outdoor leauge. 

3) During this particular game, an incident arose where an inmate had 
become disruptive and threatening other inmate players, as well as 
Frederick Irvin who was an inmate official. 

4) Tite inmates name is Bobby Addison, also known as Bilal that was 
disruptive. 

5) As the game came to an end, Mr. Addison behavior became uncontrollable 
and violent in which he attacked Mr. Irvin by punching Mr. Irvin in 
the face where as Mr. Irvin fell to the cement and hit his head on the 
pavement. Mr. Irvin was unconscious and bleeding profusely. 

6) 111ere ·was no recreational staff, or correctional staff supervising 
the game nor in the vicinity of the court where the assault occurred, 

7) I seen Donald Vanderhorst, another inmate, go retrieve Rec Staff 
Holmes who returned to the court. 

8) Rec Staff Holmes was on the otherside of the recreational field 
by the last handball court about 150 yards away. 

9) I witnessed hearing and seeing, inmate Addison violent· disruptions, 
and threats casted towards the inmate officials Irvin and lance 
Pough on numerous occassions while playing in the previous indoor 
basket ba 11 league while Addi son was on my t earn. 

TI1at pursuant to the provisions of Title 28 U.S.C. § 1746 the undersigned 

Affiant certifies that the above statements _are true and correct to the best 

of his knowledge and belief under the penalty of per jury under the• laws of the 

United States. 

Date: August 4, 2009 fYJL£L 
Deshaun Rucker # ,sa,;;,-J?I 
Affiant 
FCI Williamsburg - POB 340 
Salters, SC 29590 
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FCl WILLIAMSBURG 
INTRAMURAL CODE 
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The primary purpose for our intramural sports program is to provide an organized, safe, 
and enjoyable form of recreation for all interested inmates. Emphasis is placed on creating a 
positive non-threatening atmosphere in \Vhich players, coaches, officials, and spectators can relax 
and enjoy the social interaction and physical benefits of athletic competition. 

THERE WILL BE NO TOLER~NCE FOR UNSPORTSMANLIKE LIKE 
CONDUCT. Those inmates who cannot maintain control of their actions and/or emotions will 
be removed from the intramural program, without hesitation. The integrity of the Recreation 
Department's intramural program will not be compromised by inmates who cannot conform to 
general rules of sportsmanship, as well as posted intramural rules. 

ALL PARTICIPANTS ARE ADVISED THAT VIOLA TIO NS OF INTRAMURAL 
RULES, IN MANYCASES,,C0NS,J'JT.UTE-SAVIOLATI0N•OF·BUREAU POLICY 
AND MAY RESULT IN DISCIPLINA.RY ACTION ABOVE AND BEYOND THOSE 
STATED IN THE FOLLOWING INTRAMURALRULESAND REGULATIONS . 

. RULES OF CONDUCT 

I. Any player or coach ejected from a game is suspended from all intramural 
competition for ;i minimum ()hw:o·(2) games. Any subsequent ejection from a game 
will result ii{ :i sii'{6) mci'ni"h ru's1h{hsio'n'"froin''ariy"T~agu'e~ "A partkipanfsuspended 
from one league, cannot play in another league (basketball, volleyball, soccer, 
football, or softb.all) while under suspension. A violation of this rule will result in. 
suspension from intramural program for a minimum period of one (1) year. 

2. Any player or coach placed on suspension a second time, from any intramural sport, 
within six(6) months from ,the date of eligibility from the previous suspension is 
suspended frorµ.,a.11-intramtiT'i~lparticipatio:D for a'.minimum period of one {1) year. 
This includes· sbccer, baskhliall, , 1olleyball; football, and -~'o:ftball regular seasons, 
practice games, jamborees, special tournaments, etc. 

3. Participants will treat staff, officials, other participants, and spectators with respect at all 
times. Abusive language, threatening gestures or behavior will not be tolerated. 
Violations will result in an immediate expulsion from the game and a minimum two (2) 
game suspensjo_n: ,~.1.1ch in'?iclents p-1ay inv,olve additional disciplinary action as 
determined :by:J{e¢re,~tion. Steff;i,_Gqqect~onal,~~rvi~es,·J)pir Tea.t).1; ·0r:Disciplfr1ary ·. · 
Hearing Officer (DHO). · · · ··. · · · · · 
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4. All players and coaches under suspension must remain outside gym, soccer field, softball 
field, and volleyball court area while any league game is in progress, during warm-ups, 
and while teams are practicing. A violation will result in suspension from the intramural 
program for a minimum period of six (6) months from the date of the violation. 

5. Any player or coach ejected from a game (for any reason) is, in addition to the minimum 
two(2) gamesl.lspensi0~;.fo~l:igiQJe:{o p9mp~t~ i1,1 .t4ey<11:~ity_90111p~tition fora minimum 
period of six (6) months. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 

6. If any recreation property (i.e. jerseys, whistles, gloves, balls, shin guards, etc.) is 
confiscated from an inrnates's person or property, that inmate is suspended from all 
intramural sports for a minimum period of six (6) months, and is subject to receiving an 
incident report for possession of contraband. 

. ' 

7. Any coercive action(i.e. threats, bribes, etc.) made to any official before, during, or after 
a game by any player or coach may result in suspension from all intramurals for up to one 
(]) year. 

8. Officials who threaten players or coaches are subject to the same disciplinary actions as 
players. 

9. A staff member is present on the sideline during all games. He/She resolves all conflicts 
andhis/her decisionis fi~aL'" Staffha~e th~-~uthority to"o;~~ rJ1;:~i(~c111s; make calls, and 
take any and all action to maintain control and the integrity of the game.· 

I 0. Only inmates on the team rosters may sit on the team bench during games. Violatiop(s) 
may result in forfeiture of the game, as determined by the League Commissioner. · 

11. Coaches are responsible for their teams "conduct" while participating in the league. The 
coach may be assessed_ fouls .. or.:.eject~d from.a game jf tj1ey cannot. f;On,trol their players 

• , , . , '•· ,,., ,., .•·· , I•,·,·•-•~:-~-•.••·" r'l"••.I•'.""'••' ••· , .. ~--,,· .·, ·• ·••••·•·•··••.,.__.\I.·,. •-•·-IJ.>:1.-4-'••-·•-~-• ·.Ir•.•• _,.J\.JJ ·. • 0,. · · 

demeanor; Coaches ejected are subject to the same penalty as players: . 

12. Any player involved in any-type of physical altercation is subject to disciplined action and 
suspension from all intramural activities for a minimum ofo.ne{l) year. 

13. Players and coaches attending games as spectators may be disciplined for unsportsman 
like conduct, to include warnings, technical fouls, ejections, and incident reports. The 

s~~, _stcJ.p<;i3:r:g __ 9f,.99~g 49,t ,r~q ~.ix;~L Qf.f!Jay~q-:@9 g9~~)].c;;;.:~PPU.ts iW4~}J.spe;cJ~tjng. 

14. Participants who throw or kick basketballs, softballs; soccer balls, or volleyballs against 
the walls, ceilings, etc. are suspended for a _minimum of two (2) games and may be·held 
financially responsible for any damage to property and/or equipment. 

15. All participants must acknowledge, by signing, that they have read and understand the 
intramural code ·of conduct prior to playing in any game. . 

, :·~t_.l •~ •. ; .• --~i_:---,i \ . ~ .: ~~-•:~ .• : t~i~ :-'! ~~·.:;_~'.:~•7- J~ ·-_: ::~.,,_ •• :.:· -"~·-,_.~f~:~~ f--t~:} -<_:~·:: -·.;:5~;~/~~·-~-~·- ~~-1t·.:-:\~~./:-- ~-: /' fA ·?\~<=:~-:- --
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16 .. · Partidp~tior1 ~'itBBuf liining'·g/i~}a{dfcondi.1d
0

''riiiy:'f~s~frfrir~\nih1rnU111 t\vci' (2) game 
suspension and forfeiture of all games played prior to signing. · 

17. Any coach, official, or score keeper \.Vith a problem or complaint needs to first address it 
with the League Commissioner before taking it to higher authority. Failure to comply 
may result in dismissal of the complaint. 

.JS. · · Offic:ialpr:ot~t.s.rn,ayorily J,e ,filed_,onR1dehtterpr;etationsj Roster Infn1cti9ns, and 
Pl~yer 'Eligibili'ty':· Coa~h~s -~,ho" itt;'riipt. t;' fiie prit'e;1;•6'titJ1d~ i1 these ~r~as, ~r who 
file frivolous protests are subject to ·removal from the league. 

19. Team names are limited to the name of the Unit or the name of an official NBA, MLB, 
MISL, team. 

I have· read and understand the intramural code of conduct. 
i' :- '." ...... ; ,., -: ( ,, :,-:, ;.; ;'''·.·Y:!"''~~-~~~ r\nf -~-·: ;_'r i;-,, rM::d"J , ~--q.f.:. t~~:ejt: :\-~~r. (..·~.-::,:;...~:.··:~(t\· f,: ~.:i•.;"d'~/.-:•J~~._, ~:-\~;~t--i:•f:; )~ ~T~;-~.; ~:-~~.-.., 1>.: J, : _,. --.-• 

TEAM NAME: _____ _ DATE: -------

PLAYERS REGISTRATION# DATE 

COACH: 
----,-,-,,,,-. ,....,_ •.•.,-·,;-~.'--:~~;,..,...~'.',-.. · ...,._ ___ . ;·".T,~._.-·, _'. :·•;-_.·:',::"/r ~- ._,·:., ; ·'·/; ' : ~_':.:'~ :_'~·-::-~·1:; :'"-=:1 ;::~,.'r", ,_-_-!•_A \ 

1. ------------
2. ------------
3. __ -'--------
4. ________ _ 
s: ___ .•_.•·.-_.·--- '.' -._ .... 

6. _____ _ 
7. ________ _ 

8. ___ -'-------'-'--
9. ___ -----'---
10. _____ _ 
11. _____ _ 
12. _____ _ 
13. _____ _ 

11_:-'--:. --.~----· ,~-.... -.. _ .-. •' -. .. . 
15. -----------
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.., U.S', DEPARTMENT OF JUSTJCE • FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS ., 

j_- ':·• -•--•~--~t'!t~,~:!.~l~~1~t-t:rff~=ll,~~~l~~£!;~~~~~-•-~~•i•k•'"'' •- -
Your due !)recess rights were read and r:a:v1ewed with you by the DnO at the time- of foe hearing You stated you unders1ood your 
,ighrs, had no documentary evidence to present, and re(!uested no wimesses or 2 staff representative to appear on your oehalf to 
refute the charge against you. 

Tne DHO iinds you commmed the prohibited act of Assaulting Any Person (Serious), code JO I, when you struck mmate lr1in 
/i l 6620-039, causing nim to fali on the baskefoal: court striku1g his head. 

The OHO oases this finding on the v.-ritten statement oft.he re))ornng staf;member that on May JC', 2009, at approximately 550 
p m., you assaulted inmate lrvin by striking him from behind or, the lefr side of his face with a clenched :ist. Wh:n Y'.lt.. muck ::im. 

I yoo caused him to fall to the ground where he struck his head on the basketball cournn the outside recreat!Or. area. ·Three ir-•mHe · 
j w1messes provided s~atements they had ooserved you assault i~te lrvm. On May JO, 2009, inmate Irvin was trans!lorted to the 

iocal hospital where he received treatment consi£tent with someone wrio Gad a brain conrus1on. The medical reoons ·indicated inmate 

I 1rvin sustained nasal bone anc mastoid fractures, a sub arachno1d hemorrhages ~long the oilateral frontopanerai lobes,. sub our.ii 

, hematoma extendmg from the front2l lobe anteriorly to the occipitzl lobe, and fluid scattered through the left mas1oid air cells. The 
report indicated there was a possible right brain contusion. A supponing memorandum from the Operations Lieutenant indi::ated. 
inmate irvin was lymg ma large pooi of~od, bleeding profuselv from his mouth and making a gurgling sound, was having 

,_prooiems or thin and was incoherent. ~n inJury 2ssessment conducted oii°you reveaieoyou suslaine~non w your1e11fust'· 
,Knuc · e The inJuries sustame are m01cative a serious assault was inflicted. 
--::_~~---·-~- ·. . . - ----~ ·--------------
The DHO considered your statement that you did no1 commit this act. However, you were pos_itivety idennfied oy thret mrnate 
witnesses . .You also mdicated you had a right to confront your witnesses. Although the witnesses did not aonear at your hearing, 
their identities and statements were revealed during the hearing. Inmate Salters #62i37-004, stated you were having a verbal 
altercation with 1wo other inmates while you were playing a basketbai! game and inmate Irvin cancelled the game to prevent further 
probkms. You pro::eded ,o call inmate Irvin names, approached hirr., and struck him from the left side. Irunate Riley #70098-056, 
indicated yoi: were arguing with him, and inmate Irvin called th! game to prevent further d1sruptiori. You pr'.lceed to run up ber.md 
him and ··sucker punch," htm on the side of the head causing him to fall to the ground. Inmate Pickett #j 6285- l 7 ;, indicated yo•.: 
were arguing v.'ith another inmate and inmate Irvin attempted to stop the argument. After you and the inmate walked away from each 
other, you approac~ed tnJTl/ite Irvin and punched him. The:efore, it is apparent you had retaiiated against 1ninare Irvin dunng the 
b.iskerbar game. You hit inmate lrvm due to his cail to cancel the game because you and inmate Riiey #70098-056 were arguing and 

I cemo:-istra!ing ;:ioor sportsmanship. · 

Therefore, the DHO relies on the grearer weight of evidence, the injuries sustained by inmate Irvin which required oucside medical 
anen11on, the wimesses to the incident who provided similar testimonies, and the detailed descript10n reported by the reporting staff . . 

member. As a professional staff member, he 1s iegally and morally obligated to provide trnthful statements. 

Based 0:1 the reponmg officer's statement, the supporting memornndums, the. injury assessment conducted on the victirn, 1nma~ 
Irvin, the fact you had blind sighted inmate Irvin causing him to fall to tl1e court and hit his heac requiring outside medi::al arte!ltion, 
and die SIS investigation revealing the witnesses' statements reg~rding your rok in this incident, the DHO finds you did conun:1 th(: 
prohib11ed act of Assaulting Any Person-(Serious), code 10] :_ 

I VI'' 
I 

,i D1sallov,,-ance of Good Conduct Time 

I Forfeit Non Vested Good Condt!cl Tir.,e 

.:_oss of Telephone Privileges 

Loss C'f Commis~ary Privileges 

I Disci?lma:-:,, Segregation 
! i Recommend Discmiinary Tr.:insfer 

jvn 
S'.:r1ouslv ~ssauiunz a:iot)er ;;nd refusinf. to ce.::st yo..:r acnons in a correctiona) environment wiJ; ncir bt toie,ated. You parric1;:i:ll1on 
1:: [i1is 6;r..:iv1cr ieo:iarciizeo: ti1e secu,iry o: this in,t1rut1on and may have resuliec' in f..:r:he~ :r:.!U,_', 1C' ,taf, and othe; ir..znace, 

Sens:tive - Bu, Undassifieci 
Pa~~ = v:'" ~-
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Ex. G 
AFFIDAVIT OF GREGORY UZZELL 

Page 23 of 25 

I, Gregory Uzzell, a living breathing man, competent to give 

testimony, do hereby say and declare the following facts are true: 

1) I am currently housed and incarcerated at FCI Williamsburg 
in South Carolina. 

2) On May 30, 2009 I was an official during a summer league 
basketball game that started at 5-5:30pm. 

3) Approxiamtely 10:·:uninutes in to this game, inmate Bobby 
Addison, also kmown as Bilal, began verbally insulting 
a member of his team. Another inmate spoke up about 
Mr. Addison's disruptive behavior. 

4) Because of Mr. Addison's disruptive and threatening behav
ior the head commissioner/referee, Frederick Irvin, ended 
the game. Without warning Mr. Addison struck Mr. Irvin, 
while his back was turned, with a vicious blow in which 
caused Mr. Irvin's skull to hit the pavement. Mr. Irvin 
was unconscious and bleeding excessively. 

5) Therewas no recreational or correctional staff supervising 
the scheduled summer league basketball game. There was no 
other scheduled recreational activities going on at this 
time. 

6) Mr. Ir~in layed on the ground unconscious for sevcr~l min
utes before staff arrived. Recreational Staff allowed an 
inmate to move Mr. Irvin's head in which caused more blood 
to pour. It took Health Service Staff several additional 
minutes to show up. 

7) I haveobserved inmate Addison's unruly and violent display 
of physical intimidation several times during a scheduled 
game. Mr. Addison is approximately 6'4 in height and weigh 
approxiamtely 270 pounds massive muscle. 

8) I have witnessed Mr. Addison threaten to hit inmate offic
ials because of minor rule infractions. 

9) During the 2008 Flag Football season, which I was officiating, 
Mr. Addison was arguing with a member of the opposite team. 
After a play was over Mr. Addison physically assaulted 
another inmate that left the inmate unconscious and with 
a broken jaw. 

1. 
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10) The administration wasaware of Mr. Addison's violent 
behavior and isolated him fromgeneral population. A few 
days 1ater administration let him out on the compound 
knowi~g this inmate has a history of violent behavior. 

That pursuant to the provisons of Title,·28 u.s.c. § 1746 the 

undersigned Affiant certifies tha the above are true and correct to 

the best of his knowledge and belief under the penalty of perjury 

under the laws of the United States. 

Date: August 15, 2009 

2. 

Gregor 
AFFIANT 
FCI Williamsburg 
P.O. Box 340 
Salters, SC 29590 
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AFFIDAVIT OF JERRY HILL 

I, Jerry Hill, a living breathing man, competent to givetesti

mony, dp hereby say and declare the following facts are true: 

1) I am currently housed and incarcerated at FCI Williamsburg 
in South Carolina. 

2) On May 30, 2009 I was on the Recreation Yard waiting to 
participate in a scheduled softball game ~hat:started at 
6--:JOpm. 

3) The only activity on the recreation yard was a summer 
league basketball game. The game started between 5-5:30pm. 

4) The soneoaled softball game at 6:30pm was cancelled because 
of an assualt on Frederick Irvin. 

5) All softball games are scheduled for6:3Dpm after the 4:00pm 
institutional count. 

That pursuant to the provis~ons of Title 28 U.S.C. § 1146 the 

undersigned Affiant certifies that the above statements are true and 

correct to the best of his knowledge and belief under the penalty of 

perjury under the laws of the United States. 

Date: November 30, 2009 
Jerr Hill #39027-007 
FCI Williamsburg 
P.O. Box 340 
Salters, SC 29590 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF SOUTH CAROLINA 

BEAUFORT DIVISION 

Page 1 of 25 

RECE IVEO C!.[RK'S OFFICE 

20!0 NOV - I A fQ: I 1 

FREDERICK :IRVIN, 
PLAINTIFF 

* 
* 
* 

Civil No. 9:10-01336-RMG-BM 

V * 
* 

JOHN OWENS, WARDEN FCI WILLIAMSBURG; * 
NFN HOLMES, CORRECTIONAL RECREATION * 
OFFICER FCI WILLIAMSBURG; NFN BROWN, * 
CORRECTIONAL RECREATION OFFICER FCI * 
WILLIAMSBURG; UNITED STATES OF AMERICA * 

DEFENDANTS * 

***AMENDED COMPLAINT*** 
BIVENS ACTION and 28 U.S.C. § 1346, 2671-2680 

BIVENS VS UNKNOWN NAMED AGENTS OF THE FEDERAL BUREAU OF NARCOTICS, 
403 U.S. 388, 91 S. Ct. 199, 29 L. Ed 2d 619 (1971) 

l) Violation of 8th Amendment 
2) Intentional Infliction of Emotional Distress 
3) Pain and Suffering 
4) Negligence, 28 USC~ 1346, 2671-2680 
S) Punitive Damages 
6) Compensatory Damages 

Date: October 21 , 2010 

1. 

~~~ :-S),'------=-=· '----------
Frederick Irvin #16620-039 
FCI Elkton 
P.O. Box 10 
Lisbon, OH 44432 
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1. 

J) Capacity- All defendants are being sued in their individual capacity. 

2) Bivens- All defendants were employed by the government when the incident 
occurred. 

3) Frederick Irvin- Plaintiff. 

4) John Owens, Warden of FCI Williamsburg- Defendant 

5) Holmes, Correctional Recreation Officer at FCI Williamsburg- Defendant. 

6) Brown, Correctional Recreation Officer at FCI Williamsburg- Defendant, 

7) United States- Defendant. 

8) Damages- Money, 5 million dollars. 

JURISDICTION 

2. 
Bivens action and pendant state Law claims; 28 USC§ 1346, 2671-2680. 

STATEMENT AND FACTS 

3. On May 30, 2009, while officiating a prison summer league basketball game, 

Plaintiff Frederick Irvin, was attacked and assaulted by another inmate Bobby 

Addison. When the assault occurred prison staff failed to be present to monitor 

the game, nor was here any staff present to ensure the safety of the inmate 

officials who was previously threatened with physical harm on numerous occasions 

by inmate;.Bobby Addison. (See Tort Claim Attached). Inmate Bobby Addison was 

known to be violent due to past conduct such as fracturing inmate Carl McNeil's 

jaw, (Ex. A & G), and due to his previous threatening conduct inside the gym 

towards other officials, (Ex. C, D & G), a fact known to prison staff prior to 

the May 30, 3009 summer league basketball game. 

4. Prison staff placed Addison in special housing behind the assault of Carl 

McNeil. Despite all these incidents involving violence or threats of violence 

by Addison, prison staff STILL allowed Addison to continue to participate in 

2. 
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approved recreational sports. Furthermore, staff even failed to monitor the 

sporting events, 

5. In this instance, plaintiff Irvin, herein, while officiating, tried to stop 

the basketball game because of Addison's threatening behavior. (Ex. G) Addison 

attacked the plaintiff as he walked away and was defenseless, The attack and 

assault led the plaintiff to fight for his life as his skull hit the cement from 

his fall from the attack. 

6. Inmate Donald Vanderhorst (Ex. B) ran to find any staff to report that the 

plaintiff was seriously hurt from the assault. When prlson staff arrived the 

plaintiff was lying in a large puddle of blood, having problems breathing and 

was unconscious. 

7. In all, the plaintiff was transported to Williamsburg Regional Medical 

Center in which it was determined that the plaintiff had life threatening injuries. 

The plaintiff was transfered to MUSC for bleeding of the brain. The plaintiff 

sustained a nasal, jaw and mastoid fractures, a sub arachnoid hemmorrhages along 

the bilateral frontopariental lobes, a sub dural hematoma extending from tre fron

tal lobe anteriorly to the occipital lobe, fluid scattered through the left mastoid 

cells, right brain contusion, 6 staples to the back of the head, sutured lacer

ation to the lip, lost of taste and smell senses and problems with the memory, 

8. While this assault/attack was occurring, Officer Holmes and Officer Brown 

did nothing to protect the plaintiff. In fact, the defendant's is resposible for 

the assault/attack since staff was not on the sideline during the game to resolve 

all conflicts according to policy. (Ex. E) Staff w~s aware that multiple assaults 

have occurred at this prison and that being an inmate official poses danger to the 

plaintiff. 

3. 
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CLAIM 1 

PLAINTIFF'S EIGHT AMENDMENT RIGHTS WERE VIOLATED BY CO HOLMES AfID 
CO BROWN FAILING TO PROTECT HIM FROM ATTACK/ASSAULT BY INMATE 

9. The Eighth Amendment imposes a duty on prison officials "to protect 

prisoners from violence at the hands of other prisoners.: Farmer v Brennan, 511 

US 825, 833 (1994)(citation omitted). To establish a claim for failure to protect 

from violence, an inmate must show: (1) 11 that he is incarcerated under conditions 

posing a substantial risk of serious hann," Id. at 834, and (2) that the prison 

officials had a "sufficiently culpable state of mind." Id. (internal citations and 

quotations omitted.) "In prison-conditions cases that state of mind is one of 

'deliberate indifference' to inmate healt:1 or safety." Id. (internal citations 

omitted). To be deliberately indifferent, a prison official must" know of and 

disregard an excessive risk to inmate health and safety." Id. at 837. 

10. "Whether a prison official had the requisite knowledge of a substantial 

risk is a question of fact subject to demonstration in the usual ways, including 

circumstantial ~vidence, ... amd a factfinder may conclude that a prison official 

knew of a substantial risk from the very fact that the risk was obvious." Id. 

at 842. 

11. A prison official also may not "escape liability for deliberate indifference 

by showing that, while he was aware of an obvious, substantial risk to inmate 

safety, he did not know that the complainant was especially likely to be assaulted 

by the specific prisoner who eventually committed the assault." Id. at 843. See 

Davidson v Cannon, 474 US 344, 347 (1986); Grayson v Peed, 195 F. 3d 692, 695 

(4th Cir. 1999). The plaintiff must also show he suffered a serious or significant 

physical or mental injury as a result of the defendant's conduct. Strickler v 

Waters, 989 F. 2d 1375, 1380-81 (4th Cir. 1993). 

4. 
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12. Prison supervisors with knowledge of 11 a persuasive and unreasonable risk 

of harm" to the prisoners, fail to take remedial steps to prevent such harm, 

their conduct may be properly characterized as "deliberate indifference" .... 

Moore v Winebrenner, 927 F. 2d 1312, 1315 (4th Cir. 1991). 

A) PLAINTIFF FREDERICK IRVIN IS/WAS INCARCERATED AT FCI WILLIAMSBURG 
UNDER CONDITIONS POSING A SUBSTANTIAL RISK OF SERIOUS INJURY 

13. Plaintiff, Frederick Irvin, was housed at FCI Williamsburg on May 30, 2009 

in South Carolina. FCI Williamsburg is excessively overcrowded which had led 

to violent attacks/assaults on inmates and staff. 

14. Therefore, due to the overcrowding stabbings, assaults, fights and violence 

occurring frequently, it is clear that the plaintiff is incarcerated under con

ditions posing a substantial risk nf serious harm, thus satisfying the 1st prong 

of the Fanner v Brennan test. 

B) DEFENDANT'S HOLMES AND BROWN ACTED WITH "DELIBERATE LNDIFFERENCE" 
TO THE PLAINTIFF'S SAFETY 

15. As with the 2nd prong of Brennan, it is evident that Holmes and Brown acted 

with Deliberate Indifference to plaintiff's safety where as they knew that there 

was.excessive risk to the inmates health or safety by the procedures they employed 

by not monitoring an approved recreational game. The defendant's knew the obvious 

that being a inmate official in prison is dangerous and they disregarded the risk. 

Furthermore, the defendants had knowledge that Addison was participating in the 

game. The defendant's was aware of Addison violent rages as he has assaulted an 

inmate before. The plaintiff had informed sta[f of supervising games for the 

protection of the referees. Staff was aware of the obvious but failed to intervene 

in the initial disruption of Addison. Because of defendant's disregard to the 

5. 
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substantial and safety risk, the plaintiff was seriously injured in which he 

nearly lost his life. 

16. Clearly the defendant's was aware of the risk of serious harm that existed, 

by not supervising/monitoring the scheduled approved game. it is truly obvious 

that this type of risk existed when being in a overcrowded violent prison you 

have inmate referees not being protected by staff by not monitoring the game 

according to policy. 

l 7. In addition, defendant's Homes and Brown did not respond reasonable to the 

known risk or try to minimize it since this was the only scheduled approved game 

going on at the time the assault/attack occurred. (Ex. H) In fact, the defendant's 

was aware of Addison's violent behavior toward inmate referees. By there being 

no other scheduled game being played there were no reason for the defendant's 

NOT to monitor the game. donald Vanderhorst had to run to find one of the defen

dants to tell then that the plaintiff have been assaulted. The defendant's were 

no where near the vicinity. The plaintiff was unconscious laying in a puddle 

of blood, bleeding profusely from the mouth, making gurgling sounds and having 

problems breathing when one of the defendant's arrived. 

18. Therefore, with all the facts taken into consideration, plaintiff has 

stated a claim under the Eigth Amendment and the Farmer v Brennan theory. It 

should be known that defendant's Brown and Holmes was aware that being a prison 

official is dangerous and that the prison was violent. 

CLAIM 2 
INTENTIONAL INFLICTION OF EMOTIONAL DISTRESS 

19. In South Carolina, to establish the claim for intentional infliction of 

emotional distress, a plaintiff must show: 

1) Defendant intentionally or recklessly inflicted severe emotional distress or 

6 
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substantially certain that such distress would result from his conduct. 

2) The conduct was so extreme and outrageous as to exceed all possible bounds 
of decency and must be regarded as atrocious, and utterly intolerable in 
a civilized community. 

3) The actions of the defendant caused the plaintiff emotional distress. 

4) The emotional distress suffered by the plaintiff was severe so that no 
reasonable man could be expected to endure it. See Ford v Hutson, 276 S.C. 
157, 162, 276 S.E. 2d 776, 778 (1981). 

20. In this case at bar, the defendant's Holmes and Brown were aware that 

Addison had fractured Carl Mc~eil's jaw intentionally in which Addison was iso

lated from general population because of the assault. Addison was allowed to 

continue to participate in intramural sports even after policy states that any 

physical alteration they are suspended for a minimum of one year. (See Ex. E) 

Furthermore, defendant's knew of the risk, posed by being an inmate referee. 

Addison has threated other inmate referee's in which staff was aware of. The 

defendant's had information in knowing that Addison was participating in the 

game. The conduct they employed was extreme and outrageous in which lead to 

serious harm to the plaintiff by not following policy in which consist of but 

not limited to being present at all games to resolve all conflicts. Instead, 

defendant's Holmes and brown relied on the plaintiff to do their job by trying 

to resolve a conflict in which the plaintiff was seriously injured. This conduct 

was intentional or reckless. 

21, The conduct of the defendant's of not following their policy caused the 

plaintiff to suffer emotional distress. The plaintiff has anxiety, depression 

and their conduct has caused problems with the plaintiff's family relationships. 

The emotional distress which was severe, affected the plaintiff mentally and 

physically from his injuries in which plaintiff was hospitalized, left with 

7. 
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physical disabilities and nearly died. 

22. The conduct was extreme and utterly intolerable in a civilized community 

for failure to monitor and supervise the action of dangerous inmates and to 

rely on plaintiff, Frederick Irvin, to resolve conflicts of dangerous inmates 

knowing that if defendants followed the policy of supervising the game, they 

would have minimized the risk. Because of the defendant's conduct, the plaintiff 

was left helpless and defenseless as the plaintiff was blindisighted as Addison 

attacked the plaintiff while his back was turned to him. (Ex. F) Furthermore, 

the plaintiff was attacked in the presence of other inmates which caused addi

tional emotional distress. 

DAMAGES 

23. The plaintiff request 5 million dollars from the defendant's Holmes and 

brown for their conduct in this claim. 

CLAIM 3 
PAIN AND SUFFERING 

24. The plaintiff request to be compensated for the pain and suffering he 

suffered as a result of the injuries he received due to the conduct of defendant's 

Holmes and Brown. Plaintiff request $500,000 dollars for the Pain and Suffering. 

CLAIM 4 
NEGLIGENCE 

25. Section 3672 of Federal Tort Claims Act delegates to each Federal Agency the 

authority to consider, determine and settle any claim for money damages against 

the U.S. for loss of personal property or injury caused by the negligent or 

8 
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wrongful act or omission of any employee of the agency while acting within the 

scope of his office or employment. 

26. In this case, the U.S. is a defendant where as the defendant's Holmes and 

Brown was an employee of the Federal Bureau of prison when they committed the 

negligence, and omission which caused the injuries of plaintiff, 

27. Defendant's Holmes and brown was acting within the scope of their employ

ment when they committed the negligence or omission complained of herein. 

28. The defendant's Holmes and Brown, U.S., failed to exercise a standard duty 

of care and negligently filed to monitor a schedule summer league basketball 

game according to po 1 icy. (Ex. E) The defendant' s .knew the risk, for failure to 

monitor the actions of dangerous inmates could and would harm another inmates 

health. The defendant's knew of the risk, posed by being an inmate referee, was 

dangerous but failed to stop all conflicts by not following policy. 

29. These specifics acts of defendant's Holmes and brown, U.S., led to the 

plaintiff being attacked and viciously assaulted and led to permanent physical, 

mental and psychological injuries. See 276 Fed. Appx 339 Allen v Choice Hotels. 

JO. The plaintiff herein assert that defendant's Holmes and Brown, U.S., is 

liable where as they knew or should have known that harm to the health of plain

tiff would result by failing to monitor game according to policy. Furthermore, 

defendant's was aware of inmate Bobby Addison prior assaults during scheduled 

recreational sports and continued to let him participate knowing that Addison 

was violent. Furthermore, the defendant's are liable by relying on plaitiff to 

do their job to resolve conflicts between dangerous inmates which led to the 

injuries to the plaintiff. 

31. The plaintiff request 2 million dollars for the negligence of defendant's 

Homes, brown, u.S., which led to his injuries. 

9. 
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CLAIM 5 
PUNITIVE DAMAGES 

Page 10 of 25 

32. The plaintiff request Punitive Damages herein where the defendant's Holmes 

and Brown conduct was reckless and taken in disregard of plaintiff's rights. 

In this case, the plaintiff was harmed due to the defendant's Holmes and Brown 

conduct of recklessly allowing a scheduled summer league game to be unsupervised 

and relying on plaintiff to do their job of resolving conflicts of dangerous 

inmates. 

~3. Furthermore, the defendant's was aware of the danger of not supervising 

the game. The defendant's conduct led to the plaintiff being attacked and 

assaulted. 

34. Under the facts and evidence of this case, the plaintiff is entitled to 

Punitive Damages in the amount of l.S million dollars. This amount will deter 

defendant's or the actual defendant's Holmes and Brown from further omissions 

of this kind of complaint herein. See Smith v Wade, 461 VS 30, 75 L Ed 2d 632. 

CLAIM 6 
COMPENSATORY DAMAGES 

35. The plaintiff request Compensatory Damages in the amount of 2 million 

dollars due to his physical, mental and emotional ;njuries, future medical 

expenses, future economic earnings as well as pain, 

36. The plaintiff is entitled to this considering he was brutally assaulted, 

hospitalized and have permanent scars, physically, metally and econo~ically. 

See medical record (Discovery). 

37. Plaintiff request 2 million dollars. 

10. 
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REQUEST FOR A JURY TRIAL 

38. The plaintiff herein request the honorable court g~ant hims jury Trial 

on all the claims and damages presented herein, The plaintiff asserts he is 

entitled::to a jury trial on his issues and damages alleged in the complaint. 

CONCLUSION 

39. Plaintiff request this HOnorable Court grant him a trial or claims herein 

whereas he can receive the Damage amount he request herein. 

Date: October Z1, 2010 
Frederick Irvin #16620-039 
FCI Elkton 
P.O. Box 10 
Lisbon, OH 44432 

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I, Frederick Irvin, Swear under the penalty of perjury that this AMENDED 

COMPLAINT was given to prison authorities on OCtober , 2010, for mailing to the 

following parties: 

Clerk Of court 
United States District Court 
P.O. Box 835 
Charleston, SC 29402 
~,-

L •. 

Date: 0ctoberZ1, 2010 

11. 

Barbara M. Bowens 
AUSA 
1441 Main street, suite 500 
Columbia, SC 29201 

Frederick Irvin #16620-039 
FCI Elkton 
P.O. Box 10 
Lisbon, OH 44432 
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AFFIDAVIT OF FREDERICK IRVIN 

I, Frederick Irvin, a living breathing man, competent to give testimony, do 

hereby say and declare the following facts are true: 

1) I am currently housed at FCI Elkton in Lisbon, Ohio. I was incarcerated 
in FCI Williamsburg in South Carolina from December 2007 til January 
2010. 

2) On May 30, 2009 an approved summer league basketball game was scheduled 
to play after the 5 minute recreation movement had ended. The game was 
scheduled at this particular time so that the game will be over in time 
for the other scheduled softball game that was scheduled to start at 
6:30pm. 

3) I was the league commissioner/official that worked for staff to overlook 
the league. 

4) Being the league commissioner, staff relied on me to be present at every 
game, keep staff informed of the problems that arises, train officials 
and whatever is needed to oversee the league for staff. I have also had 
to resolve conflicts of dangerous inmates which I was required to suspend 
them from play. 

5) Staff was aware of Addison's threats and violent rage against me and others. 
I have told staff the importance of supervising the games and suspending 
inmates under their policy. staff knew their presence have and would prevent 
assaults, attacks and any altercations. 

6) I have suspended Addison several times for his violent rage and Addison 
has threatened me because of the suspension. 

7) On May 30, 2009, during the summer league basketball game, Addison became 
disruptive and went into his violent rage. 

8) Staff was not present to resolve the conflict so I stopped the game to try 
to calm down Addison, Addison became unruly, threatening and insulting. At 
that point I ended the game. 

9) Addison threatened me and others but I walked away from the confrontation 
to gather the equipment. Addison struck me from behind while my back was 
turned to him. 

That pursuant to the provisions of Title 28 U.S.C. § 1746 the undersigned 

1. 
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Affiant certifies that the above are true and correct to the best of his knowledge 

and belief under the penalty of perjury under the laws of the Untied States. 

Date! Mayl~, 2010 

2. 

Frederick Irvin #16620-039 
FCI Elkton 
P.O. Box 10 
Lisbon, OH 44432 
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·small Claims for Prope4ty Damage o= Loeys (31 U.S.C. 
MAY 09 . 

Page 14 of 25 
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§ ·:/7 2 3 ) CDFRM 

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE FEDErL~L BUREAU 0~ PRISONS 

1. Location where the property loss or 2. Name, address of claimant(Register 
damage occu·rred: number, street, city, state, land :zip code): 

Frederick Irvin lll6620-039 FederaI~Corr~ctional Instit0tion Williamsburg 
P.O. Box 340 
Salters, SC 29590 

Federal Correctional Institution Elkton 
P.O. 3ox 10 
Lisbon, OH 44432 

3. Date and Day of Incident, 4. Time: (A.M. or P.M.), 

May 30, 2009 Approximately 5:30-5:45 P.M. 

s. 3asis of Clai~ (State in detail the known facts and circumstances of the damage to, 
or loss, of privately owned property, identifying persons and pro~erty involved, the 
place of occurrence and the cause thereof) (Use additional pages, 1f necessary.): On 

1ay 30, 2009, while at FCI Williamsburg, claimant was supervising/officiating a scheduled SUITmer 
recreatior.al summer league basketball game and was attacked and assaulted by inmate Bobby Addison. 
:orrectional Recreational Officers Holmes and Brown knew of the risk posed by being an inmate 
~eferee and failed to monitor/supervise the scheduled game according to policy. The claimant 
,ufferec a nasal, jaw and mastoid fractures, a sub arachnoid hernmorhages along the bilateral 
~rontopariental lobes, a subdural hematoma extending from the frontal lobe _anteriorly to the 
)Ccipital lobe, fluid scattered through the left mastoid cells, right brain contusions, 6 
;t~ples to the back of the head, sutured laceration to the lip, lost of taste and smell senses 
1r.d continued damage to memory. The claimant was hospitalized because of the assault. 

6 . Witnesses (Please provide the name and address (number, street, city, state, and zip 
code of each witness)): 

Jermaine Pickett #16285-171 
FCI Williamsburg 

Greg Uzzell #24862-056 
FCI Williamsburg 

D'shun Rucker 013252-171 

P.O. Box 340 
MC?? Springfield Don~ld Vanderhorst 

Slaters, SC 29590 
P.O. Box 340 ?.O. Box 400 #95301-071 
Salters, SC 29590 Sprigfield, MO 65801 FCI Fort Dix 

7. Amount of Claim for Damage to, or loss of, privately owned property 
(Sum Certain Amount - Total Amount Of Claim}: 

$ 2 million dollars 

CLAIM TO THE REGIONAL OFFICE WHERE THE CLAIM OCCURRED 8. MAIL OR DELIVER 

Fort Dix, NJ 08640 

(in dollars) 

I CERTIFY Ti-'.AT THE J-• .MO'JNT OF THE CLAIM COVERS ONLY 
PROPERTY CAUSEJ BY THE !NCI~ENT ABOVE P~"D AGREE TO 
SATISFACTION A..~1J FINAL SETTLEMENT OF THIS CLAIM. 

DAMAGE TO, OR LOSS OF PRIVATELY OWNED 
ACCEPT SAID AMOUNT IN FULL 

--------,---------~-----
9. Signature of c:aimant or Authorized 

Representative 

10, Date 

5-0S -ID 

Prescribed ~y PS 1320 
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Ex. A 

AFFIDAVIT OF CARl Mc.NEU JR. 

I, Carl McNeil Jr, a breatliing man, competent to give testimony, do 

hereby say and declare the following facts are true: 

1) I am currently l1oused and incarcerated at FCI Williamsburg in 
Salters, South Carolina. 

2) On October 12, 2008 I was playing in a scheduled recreational Flag 
Football game. 

3) During the football game inmate Bobby Addison, also knoWTI as Bilal, 
was in a violent rage as he and my teammate, inmate Hutchinson, 
started arguing. Mr. Addison threatened Mr. Hutchinson by E.-tating, 
"I' 11 get you." 

4) TI1e very next play, after the whist le was blown and the play was 
over, Mr. Addison charged towards Mr. Hutchinson where I was also 
standing after the play was over. 

5) Mr. Addison intentionally dove off his feet at Mr. Hutchinson. 
Mr. Hutchinson ducked and I was struck in the face with Mr. Addison's 
forearm. I was knocked unconscious. 

6) I was taken to the hospital in which the impact, from Mr. Addison's 
rage, fractured my upper and lower jaw and a plate was inserted. 

7) Staff was aware of Mr. Addison's aggressive and violent behavior and 
his intentions to hurt someone and put him in SHU (Special Housing 
Unit). 

8) Staff released Mr. Addison from SHU knowing he had a violent rage 
and Recreational Staff let Mr. Addison continue to play in the rest 
of the 2008 Flag Football season and other recreational sports. 

TI1at pursuant to the provisions of Title 28 U.S.C. § 1746 the undersigned 

Affiant certifies that the above statements are true and correct to the best 

of his knowledge and belief under the penalty of perjury under the laws of the 

United States. 

Date: September 7, 2009 
_(!dJ!f_un.[) -z.,J fC,(.,,-oS-1,, 
Carl !-kNeil #21196-056 
Affiant 
FCI Williamsburg - POB 340 
Salters, SC 29590 
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AFFIDAVIT OF DONALD VANDERHORSr 

I, Donald Vanderhorst, a living breathing man, competent to give testimony, 

do hereby say and declare the follCM.irg facts are true: 

1) I am currently l1oused and incarcerated at FCI Williamsburg 1n 
South Carolina. 

2) On May 30, 2009 I was actively participating in a scheduled 
recreational suntner league basketball game which include inmate 
Bobby Addison. 

3) During the course of the game, inmate Bobby Addison had become 
disruptive and threatening in which the game was stopped by an 
inmate basketball official Frederick Irvin. 

4) After the end of the game, Mr. Addfson behavior became violent in 
which he hit Mr. Irvin which caused Mr. Irvin's head to hit the 
concrete. Mr. Irvin was unconcious and bleeding profusely. 

5) TI1ere was no Reacrcation Staff or Correctional Staff supervising 
the game nor in the vicinity of the court where the assault 
happened so I ran to find any Staff for,assistance. 

6) Rec Staff Holmes was on the other side of the yard by the handball 
courts when I told him Mr. Irvin had been hit by Mr. Addison and 
Mr. Irvin was laying on the court hurt badly. 

7) I have witnessed Mr. Addison on several occassions being disruptive 
and his constant threats towards inmate officials/referees. 

TI1at pursuant to the provisions of Tit le 28 U.S. C. § 1746 the undersigned 

Affiant certifies that the above statements are true and correct to the best 

of his knowledge and belief under the penalty of perjury under the laws of the 

United States. 

DATE: August 3, 2009 
~~71-AFF!ANT 
FCI Williamsburg 
PO BOX 340 
Salters, SC 29590 
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AFFIDAVIT OF lANCE POUGH 

I, lance Pough, a living breathing man, competent to give testimony, 

do hereby say and dee la re the fallowing facts are True and Correct: 

1) I am currently housed and incarcerated at FCI Williamsburg in 
South Carolina. 

2) I am a prison recreational basketball referee. 

3) I was threatened by inmate Bobby Addison on many occassions while 
officiating the winter indoor Basketball league games in 2008. 

4) Inmate Addi son on rrulti ple occas s i ans not on 1 y threatened me but 
also Inmate _Frederick Irvin who would be officiating with me. 

5) Inmate Addison would become uncontollable and violent during 
different games which result in him being rejected from the games 
and in return he would make threats that he was gonna get us (the 
referees) one day. 

6) Recreation Staff here in this prison was aware of Inmates Addison 
conduct, behavior and threats yet sti 11 failed to aC-l or supcr

vi se the games. 

That pursuant to the provisions of Tit le 28 Li. S. C. § 1746 the under

signed Affiant certifies that the above statements are true and correct to 

the best of his knowledge and belief under the penalty of perjury under the 

laws of the United States. 

Date: November 22, 2009 I _,j cl P /2_,'lf, 
~ougli #53277-060 
Affiant 
FCI Williamsburg 
P.O. Box 340 
Salters, SC 29590 
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AFFIDAVIT OF DESHAUN RUCKER 

I, Deshaun Rucker, a living breathing man, competetnt to give testimony, 

do hereby say and declare the following facts are true: 

1) I am currently housed and incarcerated at FCI Williamsburg in 
South Carolina. 

2) On.May 30, 2009 I was watching a basketball game of the summer 
outdoor leauge. 

3) During this particular game, an incident arose where an inmate had 
become disruptive and threatening other inmate players, as well as 
Frederick Irvin who was an inmate official. 

4) TI\e inmates name is Bobby Addison, also known as Bilal that was 
disruptive. 

5) As the game came to an end, Mr. Addison behavior became uncontrollable 
and violent in which he attacked Mr. Irvin by punching Mr. Irvin in 
the face where as Mr. Irvin fell to the cement and hit his head on the 
pavement. Mr. Irvin was unconscious and bleeding profusely. 

6) 111ere was no recreational staff, or correctional staff supervising 
the game nor in the vicinity of the court where the assault occurred. 

7) I seen Donald Vanderhorst, another inmate, go retrieve Rec Staff 
Holmes who returned to the court. 

8) Rec Staff Holmes was on the otherside of the recreational field 
by the last handball court about 150 yards away. 

9) I witnessed hearing and seeing, inmate Addison violent· disruptions, 
and threats casted towards the inmate officials Irvin and lance 
Pough on numerous occassions while playing in the previous indoor 
basketball league while Addison was on my team. 

That pursuant to the provisions of Title 28 U.S.C. § 1746 the undersigned 

Aff iant certifies that the above statements a re true and correct to the best 

of his knowledge and belief under the penalty of perjury under the- laws of the 

United States. 

Date: August 4, 2009 _IJ_L~ 
Deshaun Rucker # ,s~,J-!'11 
Aff iant 
FCI Williamsburg - POB 340 
Salters, SC 29590 
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The primary purpose for our intramural sports program is to provide an organized, safe, 
and enjoyable fonn of recreation for all interested inmates. Emphasis is placed on creating a 
positive non-threatening atmosphere in which players, coaches, officials, and spectators can rela:,; 
and enjoy t!"!e social interaction and physical benefits of athletic competition. 

THERE WILL BE NO TOLER.\NCE FOR llNSPORTSMANLIKE LIKE 
CONDUCT. Those inmates \\:ho carmot maintain control of their actions and.lor emotions will 
be removed from the intramural program, without hesitation. The integrity of the Recreation 
Department's intramural program will not be compromised by inmates who cannot conform 10 

generaJ rules of sportsmanship, as well as posted intraniural rules. 

ALL PARTICIPANTS ARE ADVISED THAT VIOLATIONS OF INTR.\MURAL 
RULES, IN MANY CASES, CONSTITUTES A VIOLATION OF BUREAU POLICY 
AND MAY RESULT IN DISCIPLINARY ACTION ABOVE AND BEYOND THOSE 
STATED 11\ THE FOLLO\VIJ\G INTR.\MURAL RULES AND REGULATIONS. 

RULES OF CONDUCT 

I. Any player or coach ejected from a game is suspended from all intramural 
competition for a minimum of two (2) games. Any subsequent ejection from a game 
will result" in· a s1x"(6) rn o·nth suspe~sion from'· an~· Ieagu·e~ .. A participant suspended 
from one league, cannot play in another league (basketball, volleyball, soccer, 
football, or softball) while under suspension. A violation of this rule will result in 
suspension from intramural program for a minimum period of one (I) year. 

2. Any player or coach placed on suspension a second time, from any intramural sport, 
within six(6) months from the date of eligibility from the previous suspension is 
suspended from all intramural participatio_n for a-minimum period of one (1) year. 
This in eludes· soccer, baskethall, \'olleyball, football, and ·softball regular seasons, 
practice games, jamborees, special tournaments, etc. 

3. Participants will treat staff, officials, other participants, and spectators with respect at all 
times. Abusive language, threatening gestures or behavior will not be tolerated. 
Violations will result in an immediate expulsion from the· game and a minimum two (2) 
game suspensjo_n. Such incidents may involve additional disciplinary action as 
determined ;by,J\.ecreati on Staff, -Carree ti o nal S_ervices, :Uni~ Team; or D iscip Ii nary 
Hearing Officer (DHO). 
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4. All players and coaches under suspension must remain outside gym, soccer field, softball 
field, and volleyball court area while any league game is in progress, during "''arm-ups, 
and while teams are practicing. A violation will result in suspension from the intramural 
program for a minimum period of six (6) months from the date of the violation. 

5. Any player or coach ejected from a game (for any reason) is, in addition to the minimum 
tv,,10 (2) game s:µspension,in¢1,igip)e.Jo compete in the _varsity competition for a minimum 
period of six (6) months~ · · · · · ·.· · 

6. If any recreation property (i.e. jerseys, whistles, gloves, balls, shin guards, etc.) is 
confiscated from an inmates's person or property, that inmate is suspended from al! 
intramural sports for a minimum period of six (6) months, and is subject to receiving an 
incident report for possession of contraband. 

7. Any coercive action(i.e. threats, bribes. etc.) made to any official before, during. or af1er 
a game by any player or coach may result in suspension from all intramurals for up to one 
(1) year. 

8. Officials who threaten players or coaches are subject to the same disciplinary actions as 
players. 

9. A staff member is_pres.~nt 011 the si_ddine during all games. He/She resolves all conflicts 
and his/her decisicm is final.· Staff have the authority to over ru-"ie all calls, make calls, and 
take any and all action to maintain control and the integrity of the game. 

I 0. Only inmates on the team rosters may sit on the team bench during games. Violation(s) 
may result in forfeiture of the game, as determined by the League Commissrnner. 

11. Coaches are responsible for their teams "conduct" while participating in the league. The 
coach may be assessed fouls or:ejected from a game if they crumot control their players 
de~1eanor.: Co~~hes ej~ct~l~fsGbjtct' t6 the's~1e pe~;lt)10 ~~ 'rby~~it ' . ', ', 

12. Any player involved in any type of physical altercation is subject to disciplined action and 
suspension from all intramural activities for a minimum of one (I) year. 

13. Players and coaches attending games as spectators may be disciplined for unspoiisman 
like conduct, to include warnings, technical fouls, ejections, and incident repo11s. The 

sar:n~- _star da,rq.9f.. ~o,~g ue:tx~q 1:!.i.t~9 qf. n I ay~rs _and ,~.•!lC,µqs. Zipp Ii ~s 1when, spectatin g. 

14. Participants who throw or kick basketballs, soflballs, soccer balls, or volleyballs against 
the walls, ceilings, etc. are suspended for a minimum of tv.10 (2) games and may be held 
financially responsible for any damage to property and/or equipment. 

15. All participru1ts must acknowledge, by signing, that they have read and understand the 
intramural code of conduct prior to playing in any game. 
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16' p arti cip~tion v;,i't Ii out si gni~g ihi' c6dl of con'dttt'•'fu~f h~s\1lt i ~- t·rnin I rri'lilll t"i10 (2) game 
suspension and forfeiture of all games played prior to signing. 

17. Any coach, official, or score keeper \vith a problem or complaint needs to first address it 
with the League Commissioner before taking it to higher authority. Failure to comply 
may result in dismissal of the complaint. 

18. Official pro_tests_ may on_ly .~_e_:,fi_l~~ or1 Rule)nterprf?t~_tions1 R;o~~er lnfr::1cti_ons, and 
Player Eligibility. Coaches \.vho attempt to file protests· outside of these areas, or who 
file frivolous protests are subject to removal from the league. 

19. Team names are limited to the name of the Cnit or the name of an official 1'\BA, MLB, 
MISL team. 

I have read and understand the intramural code of conduct. 
. ." ~ ~ •v· . _··;..-· 'j~_··· 

' . ' 
,•,·~;-~ ~·'.r ·:'_!)~.'.· ~. ~~~·t~r;-: -_~;..-:·. f.',-\ !·.) "1 ••• ~-:., ••• 1• 1:·~-~ "<.: :-;~:-· -1=: ~ :----• 

TEAM NArvlE: DATE: --------- --------

PLAYERS 

COACH: 

1. 
) 

----,,--,..,---------.. ' ,. ~. · 1 • -

------------

------------
3 . _____ _ 
4. _____ _ 
s: _____ ~_ 
6. ------------
7. _____ _ 
8. ------------
9. _____ _ 
10. -----------
1 l. _____ _ 
12. _____ _ 
13. _____ _ 
14. 

-----__ -. •---.-.~.-.C-~-----~:-_-... -.. ~-----~~~ •· 

15. -----------

REGISTRATION # DATE 

-·1'.·-.---

0 •• ,.(~ •-•-•r :~;,_• _..:.-'.-~-~~ ........ , .. "I~., •" - ••--= ,:_. ; •• 
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! 

-1 

Yo'..lr ciue ?rocess :-igh,E we-;-e read a:-id rev1ewec war. yo•J by rhe D:-i'O it the nme· of tile hearing. '{ou siateci vou 1.:,1der,t0cld vou, 
j :igh,s, bac n;:, documcn12:y ev,dence 10 ?resent, and r~~uested nr, wimesses or a s,a;; :epres:e:ntauve to appea; on yow r,eh~lf ;o 
I refute tfie charge against yo:.i 

I . 

I 

~~~ D~ O~ fmcis yoi; c~mr.-un:d _the pro~ibited_ :ic: of Assau_lring ~n~ ?ersor. (Serio•Js\ code l 0 ! , when yoL sr.Jd: :rma•.e Irvin 
,- , ofi 2,.-0.,9, c:iusmg nirn to ;::.!. or. the c;asketoa!: cour1 scikrng nis nead. 

The OHO oases this fmcirng on ,he 1.vritte!"'. star~men: oft'le n-:po:1mg s,;:,:::ne• ber :r.at or; !\12y :;c,, 2009, at aporoxima1eiy ~.50 
;:, m., yo1c assau [[ed iruna te irvir: r~· striking him from oehind ur 1:ie l::f! side of his :a:e w:ti: 2 :!encr.d :-1,, \',;:,e,i ,·::iu sr~ci.: ::;rr,. 
you :;aused nim 10 fall to the grounc where he struck ht:; head o~ the basketball cour.,1r. the- omside recrea!lo:". arcc. ·T~ee 1r_T,ate -

1 w:messes pro,·1ded s:aternems they had observed you assault inmate Irvm. On Mav 30, 2009, inmate lrvtr. was rransnorred w t:ie 

I ,o:::a! tospital v.·hert. h~ re:e1ved tTeao-nem rnnsi5tem w1tn somwne wijo had a orain cornu.swn The medical reoorr...s ·mdi~ated inrnaie 
j Irvm susi2i..'1ed nasal bone a c1c r:1.2.sto:d fracrures, a s'Jb ara:r.n(rid hemor.hages ~long me biia1era:l frontopaneral iohe~. ~ wb aun 1 

I hemawrr>.a. extending frorr. the frontal lobe anterior!v to :ne o::ipiul iobe. and fluid scattered tilfougi:. the Jef! r.1as101d air ceh ThE 
reoort md1ca1ed there was a ;:iossible right brain conru.sion. A supporting memo~andurn from tne Operation Leutenan: mdi:ated 
irurul.le irvin was lying m a large pooi o:- Q[ood, bleeding profoseiv from nis mouth and making a gurglir.g so~md. was havmg 

,_prob;ems br~ thin£ and w~~ mconcrem !An lnJUry <!SSessmen! conducred or~iiedvoususiainei:12 iacmt1on 10 you, leI1!!rst·1 
.fr,uc _,e Tne 1r.1,u:es susta 1ne are ma,;:ative a senous as.sauh was mf;icte.:. -~--~~ / 
-,".::~---~---- -~-- ------ _.. 

The OHO considered your s:a1emen, that you did :iot comnu! th.1s ac: Howe\ er. you were posmvely 1cientt.:-.ed o:, ,hree 1rL71~\e I 
wnnesses 'i'ou also md1ca1ed you haci a right to confror.t your w1messes Althougn the WJtnesses did no: a:i;iea~ al yo!lr hear::ig, I 
their 1denut1es and statements were revealed ciunng the heanng. Inmate Salters #62137-004. stated you were having a verbal , 
altercarion wJtn two other mrn;:;.tes while you were pbying a casi:.etbail game and mn1ate lr,;in cancelled tbe game 10 prevern further 
prnb\:::m.s ':'o'.l pro:eded ,o ca!i mtnate in'in n::mes. approached him, and stru:k him from tr.e le:t side. lnmat-= Riky ;;70098-056. 
:ndi:ated _vo12 were arg:u1ng wnh him, anc 1nrr.a,e Irvin ca]lcd the game to prevent f11,1her disrc.1pnor,. :.·cu p,:xeed lO n:n up ber.m:::: 
him anci "sucker puncb," him on th? sic.e of the htac causing him to fa!! to the ground. inP.",a te l'id.::.ett ;;: 6:'8 5- P;, md:cated yo..: 
were argumg witi1 another in.mate and inm:ue irvin attempted to stop the argument. After you and the 1mnate wa!i-:ed away frorr: :2-:\1 
otbe:, you approach~c ;IUT)[,te Irvin ar.d oun:hed hi;,, n,e~efore, it is apparem you irnd re,aitated against in.mate lrvm curing the 
b~sl:etba r ga:11t Yot; hir i.-unate l;-v:n due to his cail to cane::! tile game ·oe:ause you and inmate Riiey #700%-056 were argumr, and 

ce:11o~stra.ii:,g ~oor sportsm:i.i;sh1;, 

Therefore, the D:-10 relies on the grearer weight o: evidenc:::, 1ne in Juries sustained by inr.1ate irv:n 1vh1ch ,eoui,ed ot.:tside medical 
anemion. tile wimesse,s to th~ inc 1dcnr who prov1dec simil2; testimonies, and the detailed descripnon reported by the reooning, sraff 
r.1ember. As a professional staff rr:;cmber, he 1s iega lly and morally obi1ga ted to provide truthful srntemems 

S 2sEd o:-: !he repc,rting off1:er' s statement, the .supporrir.g me:norandums, the 11:ju!)' assessment conducted ct, !he vict111\ :nff,;,Ie 
Irvin. the foe: you had biind sigh:ed imnate Irvin causi:::g him 10 fa!! to fae co_urt and hii nis neac requiri:ig oumcie mecii:a: atte~.no:1, , 
.and the S!S investigation revealing the witnesses' statements regarciing vour role i1, tnis incid~nc. the DHO :"i!lc, yoi.; diC: :0mm.:1 th~ 

prohibned act of Assaulting Any Person (Serious), cocie l O l ,----'..:...:..:.....:..:.=..:....:....:__ __ _:___:_.:.._.:.....,_ _ _.:..___,_ __ __,_ _ __,_,--"'-:'.-~'.':"""."'"-"'-:'.:-:::--:--:--:----------7 

VI SANCTlO~ OR ACTIONTAKEN -

_r_.1 :_s_a_l lo_"'"_a_n_:_e _0_f_Cr_o_o_d_C_,_m_o_· u_-:_1_-_: 1_:-:-'_.e ______ __;,_:i-.;_
1
_0;.;.._i:.....-''_f_D_"_~y;.;..:5 __ ---,-'--:---I _"'_' -:_, --·+1-:...,·::sc'-1"'-;1.,;~-p-:-e_r,;...,d_e-:--6--:· --,·-· ---;I_.,_,,-,..,;_, _· -:- NI No. Ja)'); 

-: ~o l:i~~spenoe.'~_--:",;, _·'j yr,,· !\1i Ne. p~ys 

, I r-J 
I I 

Forfeit Non Vestec Good Condi;cl Tir.1e 

365 

i..oss of Commis;ary P rivJleges 365 

Dis: 1ol Ina :y Stgre;:.a t: on 
I _._,,,,,:::::,>···:<. ',·::ao·.::: ·"·/':I ,·,_·,'.'_s·_,_:_·, .. :o-_;~-::-:n;'.·o--~".:.._·.:_\_ .. _'. i;".,-,:.11 \' ,..__,' II :-''11·::\·::. ,_-_.,c_··,'::_,:'"_:....:' .. _---.-,.-_-;2 __ •,,·)-._, __ ,_•-.' __ ·:,:-: __ ' __ ',._'·! , D:p):PtP*tt,: )/- 60 ,, .,,,_K=• =-. "' , '~ ""' , 

l·'.ecomm:nd D1scm1 ma ry T,::r.si'e~ .. '"! XXX 1::~--::}t->?: ·:1 I' I 
\/{j RCASCJ\ FOR S.t.. NCTIO> ()2 ACT}Or--,: T.~KI:':N 1 L--------------------------------------- ______________ ___J 

S·.-,io1.1s1 v a~s2 12 it:n? 2;i0the: tnci r:fos in~. ,o ceci:'.:' yo:..;r actions m a ::c;-;-ecnona: env1ro:unt:,F .,,iL noi 0:c W1~,at~d 'i' OIJ oan:~:0~1:or, 
~:~ r}Hs •;rl.:n-"iC~ ieo~::-a.rj t:e.~ ri1t se:u~rr:1 c ~ ~~.is. J!'l.Stl rutiorJ ~r.::i m~ ;· ria ve r~su he[ ir, f-~:·-frie:- ~~_1u:-~. i2 st?f:~ 2nC:, ~,Lri!:~ J r~Ji;J~~-~ -----

S i::r:.s i :1 v~ - :S f..l: Un:; a;51 ll e C 
.l;:_:;~ = c/ :i 
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AFFIDAVIT OF GREGORY UZZELL 

I, Gregory Uzzell, a living breathing man, competent to give 

testimony, do hereby say and declare the following facts are true: 

1) I am currently housed and incarcerated at FCI Williamsburg 
in South Carolina. 

2) On May 30, 2009 I was an official during a summer league 
basketball game that started at 5-5:30pm. 

3) Approxiamtely 1 0,·_uninutes in to this game, inmate Bobby 
Addison, also kmown as Bilal, began verbally insulting 
a member of his team. Another inmate spoke up about 
Mr. Addison's disruptive behavior. 

4) Because of Mr. Addison's disruptive and threatening behav
ior the head commissioner/referee, Frederick Irvin, ended 
the game. Without warning Mr. Addison struck Mr. Irvin, 
while his back was turned, with a vicious blow in which 
caused Mr. Irvin's skull to hit the pavement. Mr. Irvin 
was unconscious and bleeding excessively. 

5) Therewas no recreational or correctional staff supervising 
the scheduled summer league basketball game. There was no 
other scheduled recreational activities going on at this 
time. 

6) Mr. Ir~~n layed on the ground unconscious for sever~! min
utes before staff arrived. Recreational Staff allowed an 
inmate to move Mr. Irvin's head in which caused more blood 
to pour. It took Health Service Staff several additional 
minutes to show up. 

7) I haveobserved inmate Addison's unruly and violent display 
of physical intimidation several times during a scheduled 
game. Mr. Addison is approximately 6'4 in height and weigh 
approxiamtely 270 pounds massive muscle. 

8) I have witnessed Mr. Addison threaten to hit inmate offic
ials because of minor rule infractions. 

9) During the 2008 Flag Football season, which I was officiating, 
Mr. Addison was arguing with a member of the opposite team. 
After a play was over Mr. Addison physically assaulted 
another inmate that left the inmate unconscious and with 
a broken jaw. 

1. 
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10) The administration wasaware of Mr. Addison's violent 
behavior and isolated him fromgeneral population. A few 
days later administration let him out on the compound 
knowi~g this inmate has a history of violent behavior. 

That pursuant to the provisons of Titlec-28 u.s.c. § 1746 the 

undersigned Affiant certifies tha the above are true and correct to 

the best of his knowledge and belief under the penalty of perjury 

under the laws of the United States. 

Date: August 15, 2009 

2. 

Gregor 
AFFIANT 
FCI Williamsburg 
P.O. Box 340 
Salters, SC 29590 
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AFFI:::>AVIT OF .7ERRY HILL 

I, Jerry Hill, a living breathing man, competent to givetesti

mony, do hereby say and declare the following facts are true: 

1) I am currently housed and incarcerated at FCI Williamsburg 
in South Carolina. 

2) On May 30, 2009 I was on the Recreation Yard waiting to 
participate in a scheduled softball game that started at 
6:30pm. 

3) The only activity on the recreation yard was a summer 
league basketball game. The game started between 5-5:30pm. 

4) The soneouled softball game at 6:30pm was cancelled because 
of an assualt on Frederick Irvin-

5) All softball games are scheduled for6:30prn after the 4:00pm 
institutional count. 

That pursuant to the provisions of Title 28 u.s.c. § 1146 the 

undersigned Affiant certifies that the above statements are true and 

correct to the best of his knowledge and belief under the penalty of 

perjury under the laws of the United States. 

Date: November 30, 2009 
Jerr Hill #39027-007 
FCI Williamsburg 
P.O. Box 340 
Salters, SC 29590 
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Frederick Irvin, 

Plaintiff, 

vs. 

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF SOUTH CAROLINA 

BEAUFORT DIVISION 

CIVIL ACTION NO. 9:10-01336-RMG 

SECOND AMENDED COMPLAINT 

United States of America, 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) Defendant. 

___________ ) 

The Plaintiff, Frederick Irvin, complaining of the Defendant above-named hereby states: 

1. Plaintiff Frederick Irvin, Inmate # 16620-039, is a resident of FCI Elkton, Ohio, 

under the custody and care of the Bureau of Prisons. 

2. Plaintiff is an American citizen incarcerated within the United States pnson 

system and the acts alleged herein occurred while Plaintiff was housed at the Williamsburg 

Correctional Institution ("FCI Williamsburg") in Salters, South Carolina. 

3. Plaintiff Frederick Irvin brings this action under the Federal Tort Claims Act, 28 

U.S.C. 2671, et seq., for damages sustained by the negligent failure of Bureau of Prisons 

personnel (hereinafter "prison staff') to comply with their mandatory recreation policy causing 

Plaintiff to become severely injured while under their care at FCI Williamsburg. 

4. Defendant United States of America is the appropriate defendant subject to suit 

under the Federal Tort Claims Act, 28 USC § 1346(b). The Bureau of Prisons is a federal 

agency existing under the laws of the United States of America with offices and facilities 

throughout the United States and, specifically, a prison in Williamsburg County, South Carolina. 

5. Jurisdiction and venue are proper in this Court and in accordance with the Federal 

Tort Claims Act. 

6. Plaintiff has properly given notice and has exhausted the administrative remedies 

under the Federal Tort Claims Act for the negligent acts and/or omissions by Defendant's 
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employees as described herein, which resulted m Plaintiff suffering severe and permanent 

rnJunes. 

7. This Complaint seeks damages under 28 U.S.C § 1346, Federal Tort Claims Act, 

for money damages and personal injury caused by the negligent or wrongful acts or omissions of 

employees of the United States Government (Bureau of Prisons) while acting within the scope of 

their office or employment under circumstances where the United States, if il were a private 

person, would be liable to the Plaintiff in accordance with the laws of the State of South 

Carolina. 

8. Under the provisions of the Federal Tort Claims Act, the Defendant, the United 

States of America, is liable for the actions described herein of the correctional officers who were 

acting within the scope of their employment when they failed to adequately supervise and/or be 

present at an organized basketball event as required by FCI Williamsburg's Intramural Code of 

Conduct. 

9. John Owens was an employee of the Bureau of Prisons, and at all times relevant 

tn this Complaint, was acting within the course and scope of his employment at FCI 

Williamsburg in the role of the Warden. 

10. Eugene Holmes was an employee of the Bureau of Prisons, and at all times 

relevant in this Complaint, was acting within the course and scope of his employment at FCI 

Williamsburg as a Recreational Director. 

11. Derrick Brown was an employee of the Bureau of Prisons, and at all rimes 

relevant in this Complaint, was acting within the course and scope of his employment at FCI 

Williamsburg as a Recreational Director. 

12. Daniel Mercado was an employee of the Bureau of Prisons, and at all times 

relevant in this Complaint, was acting within the course and scope of his employment at FCI 

Williamsburg as a Recreational Director. 
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13. Upon information and belief, there may be other unknown employees of the 

Bureau of Prisons who may also be responsible for Plaintiff's physical and medical care, not 

specifically named in this Complaint. 

14. The Defendant United States, its servants, agents and employees John Owens, 

Eugene Holmes, Derrick Brown, and Daniel Mercado, while within the course and scope of their 

employment at FCI Williamsburg, violated their duties as announced within their policies and 

procedures, the FCI Williamsburg Intramural Code of Conduct, and Defendant United States of 

America has waived its sovereign immunity under the facts and circumstances described herein. 

GENERAL FACTUAL ALLEGATIONS APPLICABLE TO ALL CLAIMS 

15. Plaintiff repeats and re-alleges each and every allegation set forth above as if 

repeated verbatim herein. 

16. On May 30, 2009, Plaintiff, while acting in his official capacity as Recreation 

Commissioner of basketball at FCI Williamsburg, was attacked and assaulted by Bobby 

Addison, Inmate #38253-007, out of the presence of con-ectional officers. 

17. As part of Plaintiff's responsibilities as Recreation Commissioner, Plaintiff was 

required by staff at FCI Williamsburg to educate and train the referees for the inmate intramural 

basketball program. As part of the referee training program, Plaintiff was charged with the 

responsibility to organize games so the referees could learn through experience. 

18. Plaintiff, as Recreation Commissioner, created the schedule, conducted meetings, 

facilitated trades among teams, distributed flyers, created a weekly newsletter, trained the 

referees, supervised the games, and acted as liaison between inmates and staff to communicate 

any complaints or concerns regarding the intramural basketball league sponsored by staff at FCI 

Williamsburg. 

19. On May 30, 2009, Plaintiff went to the staff office at FCI Williamsburg and was 

given equipment to conduct the first pre-season game of the year by FCI Williamsburg officers. 
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20. The FCI Williamsburg officers provided Plaintiff with whistles, jerseys, a 

scorebook, and an electronic clock to keep score and time during the basketball game. 

21. FCI Williamsburg staff acknowledged Plaintiff's authority to initiate the 

organized game and were effectively put on notice that an organized game was about to 

commence when they gave him the necessary equipment. 

22. No prison staff officials were present and/or on the sidelines as required by FCI 

Williamsburg's Intramural Code of Conduct policy once the game began. 

23. Upon information and belief, the basketball game that Plaintiff was officiating 

and/or supervising was the only recreational activity going on at the time, which started 

approximately between 5:00 and 5:30 pm. 

24. Acting in his capacity as Recreation Commissioner and charged with the 

responsibility to facilitate a safe recreational environment, Plaintiff interrupted the basketball 

game due to the unruly, disruptive, and threatening behavior of Bobby Addison, Inmate #38253-

007. 

25. Shortly after the basketball game was interrupted by Plaintiff in an attempt to 

diffuse a disagreement over a referee's call, Bobby Addison attacked the Plaintiff outside the 

presence of prison staff. 

26. Bobby Addison had a prior record and history of violent conduct in recreational 

activities sponsored and supervised by prison staff 

27. Inmate Bobby Addison's propensity and history of violence during official 

recreational activities was known by prison employees. 

28. Prior to the attack on May 30, 2009, inmate Bobby Addison had injured and 

threatened other inmates which prison staff was aware of and of which prison staff had 

previously reprimanded Inmate Bobby Addison. 
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29. Specifically, Plaintiff is informed that prior to the attack on May 30, 2009, Inmate 

Bobby Addison caused severe injury to another inmate, Carl McNeil, by breaking his jaw during 

a violent rage in an official football game at FCI Williamsburg. 

30. Plaintiff and other inmates directly communicated their concerns to prison staff 

regarding Inmate Bobby Addison's violent and threatening behavior during recreational 

sponsored activities. 

31. In further violation of the FCI Williamsburg Intramural Code of Conduct, prison 

staff officials failed to suspend and/or prevent Inmate Addison from participating in further 

official recreation sponsored activities after causing an inmate to suffer a severe injury on a prior 

occasion. 

32. As a result of prison staff's lack of presence and failure to monitor the basketball 

game, Plaintiff was assaulted and repeatedly beaten while unconscious. 

33. Numerous inmates participating in the basketball game witnessed the attack on 

Plaintiff. Upon information and belief, other inmates sought the assistance of prison staff to help 

Plaintiff while he was lying defenseless on the ground. 

34. By the time prison staff arrived at or near the sideline of the basketball court, 

Plaintiff had been severely beaten by Inmate Bobby Addison and was lying in a puddle of blood, 

gasping for breath, and unconscious. 

35. As a result of the attack, Plaintiff, among other things, suffered a brain bleed, 

nasal, jaw, and mastoid fractures, a subarachnoid hemorrhage along the bilateral frontoparietal 

lobes, a subdural hematoma extending from the frontal lobe anteriorly to the occipital lobe, and 

had fluid scattered through the left mastoid cells. Additionally, he suffered a right brain 

contusion, had six staples inserted into the back of his head, a sutured laceration to the lip, and 

has lost his sense of taste and smell. Furthermore, Plaintiff suffers memory problems, chronic 

headaches, and has problems with his cerebral executive functioning, all of which has caused and 

will continue to cause Plaintiff to seek medical care for these permanent injuries. 
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CAUSES OF ACTION 
(Negligence, Gross Negligence, Negligence Per Se, and Negligent Supervision) 

36. Plaintiff repeats and re-alleges each and every allegation set forth above as if 

repeated verbatim herein. 

37. At all times pertinent hereto, the Defendant United States of America and Federal 

Bureau of Prisons had a duty to Plaintiff to prevent him from being injured by a known danger 

and, among other things, had a duty to adhere to the Intramural Code of Conduct as set forth at 

FCI Williamsburg. 

38. Plaintiff relied on the security and assistance of staff when training the basketball 

referees and facilitating an organized basketball game. 

39. The FCI Williamsburg Intramural Code of Conduct requires a staff member to be 

present on the sidelines during all games and they are responsible for resolving all conflicts and 

making final decisions. Further, staff has authority to overrule all calls, make calls, and take any 

and all action to maintain control and the integrity of the game. 

40. At all times pertinent hereto, Bureau of Prisons employees were acting within the 

course and scope of their employment when they failed to supervise and/or have a presence at 

the basketball game which constitutes negligence, gross negligence, recklessness, and 

care] essness. 

41. Plaintiff's injuries and resulting damages were directly due to and proximately 

caused by the gross negligence, carelessness, recklessness, willfulness, and wantonness on the 

part of the agents and employees of the Bureau of Prisons including, but not limited to, one or 

more of the particulars: 

a. In failing to monitor the basketball game in accordance with the 
mandatory policies and procedures after Defendants knew or should have 
known of the potential harm to Plaintiff; 

b. In failing to follow their own policies and procedures; 

c. In violating their duties owed to Plaintiff and other inmates; 
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d. In failing to comply and/or adequately enforce the Intramural Code of 
Conduct policy; 

e. In failing to have any staff present at the recreation basketball game; 

f. In failing to adequately monitor the basketball game; 

g. In failing to maintain a presence at recreational activities to prevent an 
outbreak of violence directed at inmates who volunteer to referee and 
coordinate basketball games; 

h. In failing to create a positive, nonthreatening atmosphere in which players, 
coaches, officials, and spectators can relax and enjoy the social interaction 
and physical benefits of athletic competition while incarcerated and 
clearly set forth in FCI Williamsburg's Intramural Code of Conduct; 

1. In tolerating and/or ignoring the unsportsmanlike, violent, and threatening 
behavior of Inmate Bobby Addison; 

J In failing to recognize the danger to an inmate who 1s acting as a 
recreational official or referee; 

k. In failing to take disciplinary action toward Inmate Bobby Addison on . . 
pnor occasions; 

l. In providing Plaintiff, the Recreation Commissioner, with equipment to 
engage in a recreational activity and then failing to supervise and/or be 
present to resolve or prevent injury to referees, inmates, or other 
individuals responsible for facilitating the prison's recreational activities; 

m. In failing to have staff present as required by the Intramural Code of 
Conduct; 

n. In allowing Inmate Bobby Addison to participate in intramural activities 
after prior physical altercations and threats of which prison staff was 
aware; 

o. In failing to supervise the prison staff officials; 

p. In failing to ensure prison staff officials comply with the policies and 
procedures and Intramural Code of Conduct; 

q. In failing to have a staff member available at the basketball game to 
resolve conflicts which are known or should have been known to arise 
during competitive recreational activities; and 

r. In failing to do what a reasonable prison staff official would do or would 
not do under the same or similar circumstances. 

42. That as a direct and proximate cause of the acts and omissions or both of the 

Defendants, Plaintiff was injured and suffered great and pennanent physical harm which has 
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caused, and in the future will cause, him to suffer one or more of the following elements of 

damage: 

a. Physical and mental anguish; 

b. Pain and suffering; 

c. Loss of future earning capacity; 

d. Loss of Plaintiffs enjoyment of life; 

e. Substantial expenses for medical services; 

f. Expenses for transportation to and from medical services; 

g. Future medical expenses; 

h. Permanent injury to his body; and 

1. Others that may be discovered prior to trial 

43. Due to the reckless, willful, and wanton conduct of the Defendant as well as its 

violations of the prison's own internal policies and procedures, the Plaintiff is entitled to actual 

damages in such amount as to be determined by the trier of fact. 

44. Section 3672 of the Federal Tort Claims Act delegates to each federal agency the 

authority to consider, determine, and settle any claim for money damages against the United 

States for loss of personal property or injury caused by the negligent or wrongful act or omission 

of any employee of the agency while acting within the scope of his office or employment. 

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff prays unto the Honorable Court as follows: 

a. For an award of damages in an amount to be determined at trial; 

b. For a bench trial; 

c. For all attorneys fees, costs, expenses, and damages allowed by law; and 

d. For such other and further relief as this Court may deem just and proper. 
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June 29, 2012 
Mt. Pleasant, South Carolina 

Yarborough Applegate LLC 
210 Wingo Way, Suite 301 
Mount Pleasant, SC 29464 
(843) 972-0150 
(843) 277-6691 fax 

s/ Douglas E. Jennings 
Douglas E. Jennings, Fed ID# I 1348 
dou gl as@yarborougha pp 1 e gate. com 

Jennings Law Firm, LLC 
Douglas Jennings, Jr., Fed ID# 2168 
PO Box 995 
Bennetts ville, SC 29 512 
84 3-4 79-2865 

Attorneys for the Plaintiff 
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Frederick Irvin, 

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE UNITED ST ATES 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF SOUTH CAROLINA 

BEAUFORT DIVISION 

Page 1 of 3 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

) 

) 

) 

Civil Action No. 9: 10-cv-01336-RMG -BM 
Plaintiff, 

vs. 
ORDER 

John Owens, et al., 

Defendants. 

A motion for summary judgment has been filed in this case that was brought originally by a prisoner 
who is without counsel. The motion is based substantially on matters outside the pleadings. Because the 
prisoner has no attorney, the Clerk is directed to send him or her by mail a copy of this Order, an explanation of 
summary judgment procedure, and a copy of pertinent extracts from Rule 12 and Rule 56 of the Federal Rules 
of Civil Procedure. 

The prisoner shall have a period of thirty-four (34) days from the date of this Order to file any material 
he or she wishes to file in opposition to the motion for summary judgment in accordance with the requirements 
explained in Rule 56, and ifhe or she fails to respond adequately, the motion for summary judgment may be 
granted, thereby ending this case. 1 Careful attention2 should be given to the requirements of Rule 56(e) 
concerning the necessity for affidavits filed in opposition to summary judgment to be based on personal 
knowledge, to contain facts admissible in evidence, and to be executed by a person who would be competent to 
testify as to matters contained in the affidavit if he or she were called to the witness stand. Affidavits or exhibits 
pertaining to matters that are not involved in this case will not be considered by the Court, nor will affidavits 
that contain only conclusory statements or argument of facts or law. 

A person who is representing himself or herself in federal court may submit a brief or memorandum 
containing argument if he or she desires to do so, but this is not required. However, submission of a brief, or 
even the filing of a reply to an answer or return, will not be sufficient to withs d a;roperly supported motion 

for summary judgment. ,,! / .. 
1
.i 

This order is entered at the direction of the Court. / : 

SV'O" l,. 
Octo~ ,2010 
a<ai1est~South Carolina 

Bristow 
United States Mag 

.1 I . 
; .' 

i .-· 

' 

{' ¾h;s ;, one(!) month plus four (4) days ma;\ ,;me, and the ,;me w;l\ not be enlarged unless h;ghly pmuas;ve ,easons are 
V submitted. under oath to support a motion to enlarge time. 

2 In a §2254 case, the petitioner's attention is directed to the provisions of28 U.S.C. § 2254(d) which require that the findings 
of the state court be presumed correct unless the petitioner establishes by convincing evidence that the state's factual 
determination was erroneous or it othetv.'ise appears to be flawed. See also Sumner v. Mata, 449 U.S. 539 (1981). (This 
reminder is applicable only in habeas corpus cases.] 
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EXCERPTS FROM RULE 12 AND RULE 56 

Federal Rules of Civil Procedure3 

Rule 12(b) provides, in part: 

"* * * If, on a motion asserting the defense ... to dismiss for failure of the pleading [this means 
the complaint, motion or petition] to state a claim upon which relief can be granted, matters 
outside the pleading [here meaning the answer or return] are presented to and not excluded by 
the court, the motion shall be treated as one for summary judgment and disposed of as provided 
in Rule 56, and all parties shall be given reasonable opportunity to present all material made 
pertinent [that is, having some connection with the matter or matters in dispute] to such a 
motion by Rule 56." 

Rule 56 provides, in part: 

"(b ) ... A party against whom a claim ... is asserted or a declaratory judgment is sought may, at 
any time, move with or without supporting affidavits for a summary judgment in his favor as to 
all or any part thereof." 

"(e) * * * When a motion for summary judgment [and this includes a Rule 12(b) motion to 
dismiss] is made and supported as provided in this rule, an adverse party [this is the plaintiff(s) 
or petitioner(s)] may not rest upon the mere allegations or denials of his pleading [meaning the 
complaint, motion or the petition], but his response, by affidavits or as otherwise provided in 
this rule, must set forth specific facts showing that there is a genuine issue for trial. [Emphasis 
added to show that specific facts are required, not conclusory allegations or argument.] If he 
does not so respond, summary judgment, if appropriate, shall be entered against him." 

See attached explanation of summary judgment procedure for a quotation of a part of Rule 56(e) as to the form 
and sufficiency of affidavits filed in support of or in opposition to a motion for summary judgment. Rule 56(e) 
also requires that copies of all papers referred to in an affidavit must be attached to the affidavit, and that such 
copies must be sworn to or certified. 

v r 3ln a §2255 case, the material contained within brackets is inserted by way of explanation of terms used, and is not a part 
of the Rules quoted. These extracts are prepared for the use of state and federal prisoners who submit complaints, petitions or 
§ 2255 motions to the United States District Court in their own behalf (NQ se). The United States Court of Appeals for the 
Fourth Circuit has expressly or impliedly approved the application of Rules 12 and 56 to petitions for post-conviction relief in 
federal court pursuant to Title 28, United States Code, Sections 2254 and 2255, as well as to civil rights actions based on Title 
42, United States Code, Sections 1983 and 1985. 
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EXPLANATION OF SUMMARY JUDGMENT PROCEDURE 

(For plaintiffs or petitioners who do not have counsel)4 

Most pro se litigants are prisoners who seek federal habeas corpus relief or relief available under civil 
rights statutes, 42 U.S.C. § 1983 et seq. Generally, the only issues federal courts entertain in such cases are 
alleged violations of rights secured by the Constitution. The Federal Rules of Civil Procedure apply in all civil 
rights cases, and the rules applicable to pleadings and motions apply for the most part in federal habeas cases 
started by state (or federal) prisoners. 

When a defendant (or a respondent) moves or pleads for summary judgment under Rule 56, or sets up in 
a motion or pleading a defense that the plaintiff (or petitioner) has failed to state a claim upon which relief can 
be granted, he is arguing, in effect, that a constitutional claim has not been shown by the plaintiffs complaint (or 
the petitioner's petition). If affidavits or other material are submitted by a defendant (or respondent) to support 
that defense, and if the court accepts such matters outside the pleading, the court treats the submission as a 
request for summary judgment under Rule 56 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. 

\Vhenever one or more affidavits or other material outside the pleading of a defendant ( or respondent) 
are served on a pro se plaintiff ( or a pro se petitioner), he cannot rest upon the allegations or denials of his own 
pleadings. He has a right to file one or more opposing affidavits or other exhibits, and indeed must do so if his 
action is to survive. If this is not done, the court may very well grant summary judgment against him. [This is 
true also if the parties are all represented by counsel.] 

All affidavits submitted by prose litigants must meet the standards required by Rule 56, which 
standards can be determined from the following quotation of a portion of Rule 56(e): 

"(e) Supporting and opposing affidavits shall be made on personal knowledge, shall set forth 
such facts as would be admissible in evidence, and shall show affirmatively that the affiant is 
competent to testify to the matters stated therein." 

If a pro ~ litigant does not fully understand what facts would be admissible, and who would be 
competent to testify, he should not withhold affidavits, for the court will determine whether these standards are 
met by his affidavit(s). 

Under Rule 56(f), if a person served with affidavits cannot obtain opposing affidavits, he must submit to 
the court his own affidavit, stating why he cannot present by affidavit facts essential to justify his opposition to 
the facts set out in the affidavits served by the opposing party. Under Rule 56(g), all affidavits submitted to the 
court must be made in good faith (and, obviously, the facts sworn to must be true),5 and appropriate action will 
be taken by the court if it is satisfied that affidavits are presented in bad faith, or solely for the purpose of delay. 

~ UNITED ST A TES MAGISTRATE JUDGE 

') r 4This explanation, or one of similar import, is required by Roseboro v. Garrison, 528 F.2d 309 (4th Cir. 1975), which was 
a c i vi 1 rights case. The same procedure applies in federal habeas corpus cases under Webb v. Garrison, No. 7 7-1 8 5 5 (4th Cir., 
decided July 6, 1977). 

5 All affidavits submitted in a federal case are submitted under penalties of perjury or subornation of perjury ( 18 U .S.C. § § 
1621 and 1622), and the federal statute which makes use of the mail to defraud a crime (18 U.S.C. § 1341) has been applied to 
con vi ct a person who transmitted false averments by mai I in a c ivi I rights suit seeking damages. United States v. Murr, 681 F .2d 
246 ( 4th Cir. 1982), cert. denied, 459 U.S. 973 (1982). 
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TN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

FOR THE DISTRICT OF SOUTH CAROLINA 

Frederick Irvin, #16620-039, ) 

Page 1 of 3 

Plaintiff, 
) CIVIL ACTION NO. 9: I 0-13 36-RMG-BM 
) 
) 

V. ) 
) ORDER 

John Owens, Warden FCI Williamsburg; 
NFN Holmes, Correctional Recreation 
Officer; United States of America; and 
NFN Brown, Correctional Recreation 
Officer, 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

Defendants. ) 
__________ ) 

This action has been filed by the Plaintiff~ pro se, alleging violations of his 

constitutional rights by the named Defendants, as well as violations of the Federal Tort Claims Act 

(FICA). This matter is before the Court pursuant to a motion filed by the Defendants to stay 

discovery. 

A review of the file in this matter shows that this action was filed on May 24, 2010, 

with an order authorizing service of process thereafter being entered on July 1, 20 l 0. However, 

rather than file an answer, the Defendants filed a motion for summary judgment on October 27, 

2010. Defendants assert the defense of qualified immunity, but also seek summary judgment on the 

merits of Plaintiffs claim, which is based on failure to protect and deliberate indifference by the 

Defendants to his safety as a prison inmate. 

1 
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In Harlow v. Fitzgerald, 102 S.Ct. 2727 (I 982), the Supreme Court noted that 

discovery should not ordinarily be permitted until the Court has had an opportunity to rule on the 

question of qualified immunity. However, in the case at bar, the Defendants have submitted a 

motion for summary judgment in which the defense of qualified immunity is only a part of the 

motion. Defendants also fully address Plaintiffs claim on the merits in their motion, and have 

attached exhibits and affidavits as evidence to support their argument that no genuine issue of 

material fact exists in this case, and that they are entitled to summary judgment. Further, 

Defendants' argument that they arc entitled to qualified immunity is predicated on their argument 

that the evidence submitted shows that no violation of Plaintiffs constitutional rights occurred. 

Since the Defendants filed their motion for summary judgment without ever filing 

an answer in this case, Plaintiff has not enjoyed any discovery period in which to seek or obtain 

evidence to support his claims. Sec Local Rule 26.04, D.S.C. [providing for discovery in pro sc 

cases to be completed within a period of ninety (90) days following the joinder of issues]. Therefore, 

the Court does not find that it would be proper to allow the Defendants to submit exhibits of an 

evidcntiary nature in support of their motion for summary judgment addressing the merits of 

Plaintiffs claims, while not allowing the Plaintiff an opportunity to obtain his own evidence through 

discovery to support his claims. Therefore, 

IT IS ORDERED that the Defendants' motion for a stay of discovery is denied. 

Plaintiffs companion motion to compel (Court Docket No. 40), to the extent Plaintiff seeks an order 

requiring Defendants to respond to his discovery requests, is hereby granted. Defendants shall 

respond to Plaintiff discovery requests within thirty (30) days, and Plaintiff shall have sixty (60) 

days from the date of this order to complete his discovery in this case. Once the discovery period 

2 
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in this case has expired, Plaintiff will be allowed twenty (20) days to file any material he wishes to 

file to supp I emcn t his opposition to the Dcfcndan ts' motion for summary judgmcn t. 1 

IT IS SO ORDERED. 

December 21, 2010 
Charleston, South Carolina 

Bristow Marchant 
United States Magistrate Judge 

1The Court notes that Plaintiff has already been issued a Roseboro order, and has filed a 
memorandum in opposition to the motion for summary judgment, with exhibits. 

3 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF SOUTH CAROLINA 

) 

Page 1 of 2 

Frederick Irvin, #16620-039, 

Plaintiff, 
) CIVIL ACTION NO. 9: 10-1336-RMG-BM 
) 

V. 

John Owens, Warden FCI Williamsburg; 
NFN Holmes, Correctional Recreation 
Officer; United States of America; and 
NFN Brown, Correctional Recreation Officer 

Defendants. 

) 
) 
) ORDER 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

This action has been fi I ed by the Pl ai nti ff, pro sc, pursuant to Bivens v. Six Un known 

Named Agents of the Federal Bureau of Narcotics, 403 U.S. 388 (1971 ), alleging a violation of his 

constitutional rights. This matter is before the Court on a second motion of the Plaintiff for 

appointment of counsel. 

As Plaintiffhas previously been advised, there is no right to appointed counsel in civil 

rights cases. Cf. Hardwick v. A ult, 51 7 F. 2d 2 9 5 (5th Cir. 1 97 5). While the Court is granted the 

power to exercise its discretion to appoint counsel for an indigent in a civil action, 28 U.S.C. § 

19 I 5( e )( 1 ); Smith v. Blackledge, 451 F .2d 120 I ( 4th Cir. 1971 ), such appointment "should be 

allowed only in exceptional cases." Cook v.Bounds,518 F.2d 779, 780 (4th Cir. 1975). 

The Plaintiff in his motion has not shown that any exceptional circumstances exist in 

this case. Rather, Plaintiff simply states that he is hindered as a prisoner, has no prior experience to 

litigate his case, and has been unable to obtain private counsel to represent him. These are typical of 

complaints by prisoners seeking to pursue civil cases prose in federal court, and after a review of the 
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fi 1 c, th is Court has deterrn i ned that there are no exceptional or unusual ci rcumsta nccs presented which 

would justify the appointment of counsel, nor would the Plaintiff be denied due process if an attorney 

were not appointed. Whisenant v. Yuam, 739 F.2d 160 (4th Cir. 1984). In most civil rights cases, the 

issues arc not comp 1 ex, and when ever such a case brought by an uncoun se led 1 i tigant goes to trial th c 

Court outlines proper procedure so the uncounselcd litigant wi II not be deprived of a fair opportunity 

to present his or her case. 

Accordingly, the Plaintiffs request for a discretionary appointment of counsel under 

28 U.S.C. § 1915 (e)(l) is denied. 

IT IS SO ORDERED. 

Bristow Marchant 
United States Magistrate Judge 

January 12, 2011 

Charleston, South Carolina 

2 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF SOUTH CAROLINA 

BEAUFORT DNISION 

Frederick Irvin, ) CIVIL ACTION NO. 9:10-1336-RMG-BM 
) 

Plaintiff, ) 
) 

VS. ) 

) 
John Owens, Warden FCI Williamsburg; ) ORDER 
NFN Holmes, Correctional Recreation ) 
Officer FCI Williamsburg; NFN Brown, ) 
Correctional Recreation Officer FCI ) 
Williamsburg; United States of America, ) 

) 
Defendants. ) 

Pursuant to Fed. R. Ci v. P. 3 0( a )(2 )(B), the Defendants have moved to conduct the deposition 

of Frederick Irvin on January 21, 2011, in Lisbon, Ohio. For good cause shown, the motion to 

depose Plaintiff Frederick Irvin is granted. 

Charleston, South Carolina 

January~. 2011 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

FOR THE DISTRICT OF SOUTH CAROLINA 

Frederick Irvin, #16620-039, ) 

Page 1 of 4 

Plaintiff: 
) CIVIL ACTION NO. 9: 10-1336-RMG-BM 
) 
) 

V. ) 
) ORDER 

John Owens, Warden FCI Williamsburg; 
NFN Holmes, Correctional Recreation 
Officer; United States of America; and 
NFN Brown, Correctional Recreation Officer 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

Defendants. ) 
___________ ) 

This action has been filed by the Plaintiff~ pro se, alleging violations of his 

constitutional rights by the named Defendants, as well as violations of the Federal Tort Claims Act 

(FTCA). This matter is before the Court pursuant to motions to compel and to extend discovery filed 

by the __QIQ_ se Plaintiff. 

I. 

With respect to Plaintiffs motion to compel, Plaintiff first argues that the Defendants 

waived any objections to his discovery requests by failing to timely respond. However, pursuant to 

the Court's previous orders, the Defendants were to respond to Plaintifrs discovery requests by 

January 26, 2011. See Court Docket No. 41. Although Plaintiff argues that he did not receive 

Defendants' discovery responses until after that date, they were mailed prior to that date. See 

Defendants' Response, Exhibit I. Therefore, this argument is without merit. 

Plaintiffs motion to compel addresses several discovery requests. Plaintiff first 
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discusses what arc assumed to be Requests for Production of Documents. However, while Plaintiff 

has attached to his motion copies of Defendants' responses to his Requests for Interrogatories and 

to Admit, he has not provided a copy of the Defendants' response to any Request for Production. 

Further, while the Defendant has provided a copy of Plaintiff's second Request for Production of 

Documents as an attachment to their response memorandum, that is not the Request for Production 

referenced by the Plaintiff in his motion. Hence, with respect to these requests, the Court has nothing 

to review, and Plaintiffs motion to compel with respect to these discovery requests is therefore 

denied. See Local Rule 37.01 (B), D.S. C. [ [ R] eleven t discovery requests and responses, if any, shall 

be filed as supporting documentation ... " to any motion to compel]. 

Plaintiff also seeks an order compelling the Defendants to more completely respond 

to his Interrogatory No. 4, which asks; 

What areas does the cameras on the recreation yard covers and what mandates the 
reviewing of the footage of the camera? 

Defendants' response to this interrogatory was as follows: 

Video coverage is not mandated to specific areas of the institution. Numerous areas 
of the institution arc not covered by video surveillance. Video coverage is reviewed 
by staff following notification of an incident, if available. 

As an attachment to their response memorandum, the Defendants have also submitted an affidavit 

from James Patterson, who is employed as a Lieutenant at the subject Federal Correctional Institution, 

who attests that there is no video available of the incident alleged in Plaintiff's complaint because the 

camera was out of range. Plaintiff complains in his motion, however, that the Defendants have not 

disclosed what areas of the recreation yard at the prison are covered by cameras. Defendants argue 

in their response that, to the extent Plaintiff seeks the specific location of video surveillance cameras 
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and their range, that it would be imprudent, if not dangerous, to provide such information to prison 

inmates, and the Court is constrained to agree. Plaintiffs motion to compel with respect to this 

interrogatory is therefore denied. 

Plaintiff also complains that the Defendants did not deny or admit Requests to Admit 

numbers 7, 8, 10, 11, 15, 16 and 17. However, the Court has reviewed Plaintiffs requests and 

Defendants responses thereto as arc set forth in the exhibit attached to Plaintiffs motion, and finds 

the Defendants' responses to be proper. Plaintiffs motion to compel with respect to these Requests 

to Admit is therefore denied. 

Finally, Plaintiff complains that the Privilege Log provided by the Defendants is 

inadequate, as it docs not describe the nature of the documents, communications, or tangible things 

not produced or disclosed. Sec Rule 26(b)(5)(A), Fed.R.Civ.P. The Comihas reviewed the Privilege 

Log provided by the Defendants ( attached to Defendants' response), and agrees with the Pl a inti ff that 

this Privilege Log is inadequate and docs not comply with the applicable rule. Even after reading the 

Defendants' response, the Court is unable to determine what documents arc being withheld and why 

based on the I imited information contained in the Privilege Log. See Defendants' Response, Exhibit 

3. Therefore, to the extent Plaintiff seeks in his motion to compel the Defendants to provide a more 

complete and responsive Privilege Log describing the nature of the documents, communications, or 

tangible things not produced or disclosed, Plaintiff's motion is granted. Defendants are instructed 

to provide Plaintiff with a proper Privilege Log by March 11, 2011. 

II. 

With respect to Plaintiffs motion to extend time, as additional time is necessary for 

the production of the Privilege Log and for Plaintiff to file objections to the Log, if any, Plaintiff's 
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motion to extend the discovery time is granted for that purpose, and the current dispositive motions 

deadline is therefore suspended. Plaintiff shall file any motion with respect to the revised Privilege 

Log by March 18, 2011. If the Plaintiff does not file any motion with respect to the revised Privilege 

Log, the new deadline for filing disposivc motions will be Friday, April 8, 2011. If, however, 

Plaintiff does file a motion with respect to the revised Privilege Log, a new dispositive motions 

deadline will be set after the Court enters an order on that motion. 

Finally, with respect to any discovery requests Plaintiff may have served on the 

Defendants on January 28,2011, those requests were untimely under the Court's previous Order. 

See Rules 33(b)(2) and 34(b)(2)(A), Fcd.R.Civ.P. The docket further reflects that Plaintiff has had 

ample time to pursue discovery in this case, to include the Court previously denying motions to stay 

discovery filed by the Defendants. No valid justification or argument has been presented to show 

why additional time, and even more discovery, should be allowed at this point, and the Court 

therefore declines to extend the discovery in this case beyond what is already set forth in this Order. 

IT IS SO ORDERED. 

Bristow Marchant 
United States Magistrate Judge 

March 3, 2011 

Charleston, South Carolina 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

FOR THE DISTRICT OF SOUTH CAROLINA 

Frederick Irvin, #16620-039, ) 

Page 1 of 2 

Plaintiff, 
) CIVIL ACTION NO. 9:10-1336-RMG-BM 
) 
) 

V. ) 
) ORDER 

John Owens, Warden FCI Williamsburg; 
NFN Holmes, Correctional Recreation 
Officer; United States of America; and 
NFN Brown, Correctional Recreation Officer 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

Defendants. ) 
___________ ) 

This action has been filed by the Plaintiff~ pro se, alleging violations of his 

constitutional rights by the named Defendants, as well as violations of the Federal Tort Claims Act 

(FTCA). This matter is before the Court pursuant to documents produced by the Defendants in 

camera in response to this Court's order filed May 27, 2011. 

Based upon the Court's initial review of the documents produced in camera, the 

following portions of the relevant documents may be subject to production: 

Bates No. 000010 - Section numbered (11.) 
Bates No. 000013 - The second and third paragraphs which start with "The DHO finds you 
committed ... " and conclude with "The injuries are indicative a serious assault was inflicted." 
Also, the fifth paragraph beginning "Therefore, the DHO ... "and concluding with "provide 
truthful statements." 
Bates No. 000015 - The entire section titled "Brief Synopsis of Key Elements of Offense:" 
Bates No. 000018 - The following sentence (with the prisoner's name redacted) which begins 
"[A prisoner] stated ... " and ends "on Irvin". 
Bates No. 000022 - The following sentence which begins and ends with "Blou (sic) was ... 

1 
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compound." 
Bates No. 000042 - The first complete sentence which begins "In the summer of 09 ... " The 
first and second sentences of the second paragraph which begins "This is when Fred ... "The 
last paragraph of the document which begins "Blood started oozing ... .'' 
Bates No. 000046 - The last full paragraph that begins "There where (sic) no" and ends "to his 
dorm." 
Bates No. 000049 - Section numbered ( 11) 
Bates No. 000053 - Same sections as Bates No. 000010 
Bates No. 000055 - Same sections as Bates No. 000013 
Bates No. 000057 - Entire document 

However, prior to an order requiring production of these excerpts of the relevant 

documents, the Defendant shall have ten ( 10) days from the date of this order to file any specific 

objections relating to the production of these excerpts. In the event that Defendants do not have any 

additional objections to the production of these excerpts, they shall produce them to the Plaintiff 

within ten (10) days of the date of this order and notify the Court of such production. 

IT IS SO ORDERED. 

Bristow Marchant 
United States Magistrate Judge 

June 21, 2011 

Charleston, South Carolina 
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FREDERICK IRVIN, 
PLAINTIFF, 

V 

JOHN OWENS, et al., 
DEFENDANT. 

Date Filed 06/27/11 Entry Number 82 Page 1 of 2 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
DISTRICT OF SOUTH CAROLINA 

BEAUFORT DIVISION 

RECEIVED CLERK'S OFFICE 

ZOii JUN 21 A q: 5 2 

'T> C/ST/)_CT ~pu;n 
_,,/), ,)IJjjf'•~ ,_, .. ·-, 'i:-',,'-- / ~,,:--iC!L/lu 

.. '. ;- ~- -~ / i : ~: c- ...., . ·\ 

CIVIL NO. 9:10-cv-01336-RM~BM 

Hon. Richard M. Gergel 

__________________ / 

PLAINTIFF'S REPLY TO DEFENDANT'S RESPONSE IN OPPOSITION TO 
PLAINTIFF'S OBJECTION TO THE MAGISTRATE JUDGE'S DENIAL OF 

PLAINTIFF'S MOTION '1'0 APPOINT COUNSEL 

COMES NOW, Plaintiff, Frederick Irvin, in his reply to defendant's response. 

The defendants claims that Plaintiff failed to making a showing of exceptional 

circumstances. 

Plaintiff was assaulted and sustained a traumatic brain injury. The plaintiff 

was diagnosed with traumatic brain injury what resulted in problems with memory, 

learning, reasoning, problem solving and speed of mental processing. It is 

documented that plaintiff has complications with his memory. This injury will not 

allow plaintiff to properly represent himself. 

The defendants avoided addressing obstruction of justice. It is evident 

the defendants harassed and used other methods to intimidate Lance Pough. The 

defendants even used bribery to persuade Lance Pough to provide an affidavit to 

recant his statements. The plaintiff has provided an affidavit of LAnce Pough 

and the magistrate never addressed this argument. There are other federal inmate 

witnesses who may have been subjected to the same conduct. Plaintiff has been 

able to investigate furthermore. plaintiff asked the court for assistance. 

1. 
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Plaintiff cannot get a fair trial when the defendants are intimidating and 

harassing his witnesses. 

CONCLUSION 

A witness was harassed and bribed by defendants to recant his story. The 

plaintiff's traumatic brain injury caused significant damage in which plaintiff 

will not be able to properly represent himself. These are exceptional and/or 

unusual circumstances. As pointed out by plaintiff, he is currently receiving 

assistance from jailhouse lawyers. 

Based on foregoing, the plaintiff prays that the court grant motion for 

appointment of counsel. 

Date: June 24, 2011 
~ __ ....... =™, -~~ 
Frederick Irvin #16620-039 
FCI Elkton 
P.O Box 10 
Lisbon, OH 44432 

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

, swear under the penalty of perjury that a 

copy of this brief was given to prison authorities for mailing purposes 1st class 

on June 24, 2011 for mailing to the following parties: 

Clerk of Court 
United States District Court 
P.O. Box 835 
Charleston, South Carolina 29402 

Doto, June 24, 2011 

2. 

Barbara M. Bowens 
AUSA 
1441 Main Street, Suite 500 
Columbia, South Carolina 29201 

Frederick Irvin #16620-039 
FCI Elkton 
P.O. Box 10 
Lisbon, OH 44432 
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Frederick Irvin, 

Plaintiff, 

V. 

John Owens, et al., 

Defendants. 

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT Rt.CElVEC 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF SOUTH CAROLIN~~ y, SlU,"'. c·· ·· ~. 1 ~ ~.TJN. SC 

CHARLESTON DIVISION 
2011 JUN 2 8 P I: I q 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

CA No. 9:10-cv-01336-RMG 

ORDER 

This matter is before the court upon Plaintiff Frederick Irvin's ("Plaintiff' or "Irvin") appeal 

of an order by the Honorable Bristow Marchant, United States Magistrate Judge, on May 27, 2011. 

(Dkt. No. 74.) Magistrate Judge Marchant denied Plaintiffs Motion to Appoint Counsel. (Dkt. No. 

71.) This court affirms Magistrate Judge Marchant's order denying Plaintiff's request to appoint 

counsel. 

I 

Plaintiff, who is proceedingpro se, filed the instant action on or about May 24, 2010, and 

he filed an Amended Complaint on or about December 6, 2010. (See Dkt. No. I; Dkt. No. 37.) 

Plaintiff alleges violations of his constitutional rights by the named Defendants, as well as 

violations of the Federal Tort Claims Act ("FTCA"). (See generally Am. Compl.) Plaintiff 

claims, inter alia, that he was seriously and permanently injured when Defendants failed to 

protect him from an assault by another inmate who had a violent history. (See Am. Comp!. ~ 3-

8.) Plaintiff alleges claims for violation of 42 U.S.C. § 1983, intentional infliction of emotional 

distress, and negligence. (See generally Am. Comp!., Dkt. No. 37.) 

Page I of 6 
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On or about September 7, 2010, Plaintiff filed his first Motion to Appoint Counsel. (Dkt. 

No. 18.) In it, Plaintiff contended that his imprisonment "will greatly limit his ability to litigate" 

and that he has limited access to the law library and limited knowledge of the law," as well as a 

head injury "which has affected his memory." (Dkt. No. 18.) Magistrate Judge Marchant denied 

Plaintiffs motion, stating that Plaintiff "has not shown any exceptional circumstances exist in 

this case." (Dkt. No. 19 at I.) 

Defendants filed a Motion for Summary Judgment on October 27, 2010. (Dkt. No. 29.) 

Plaintiff filed a Motion to Amend his Complaint on or about November I, 2010, and a Response 

in Opposition to the Motion for Summary Judgment on November 16, 2010. (Dkt. No. 32; Dkt. 

No. 33.) Magistrate Judge Marchant granted Plaintiff's Motion to Amend, and Plaintiff filed an 

Amended Complaint on or about December 6, 2010. (See Dkt. No. 36; Dkt. No. 37.) A few days 

later, Defendants filed a Motion for Summary Judgment with respect to the Amended Complaint. 

(See Dkt. No. 38.) 

On or about January 7,2011, Plaintiff filed his Second Motion to Appoint Counsel. (Dkt. 

No. 43.) Plaintiff contends his motion should be granted because, inter alia, (a) the case is 

factually complex and may require medical experts; (b) his ability to investigate is limited 

because he is "currently incarcerated ... in Ohio," while the incident in question occurred in 

Williamsburg, South Carolina; (c) the record reveals that testimony will likely be conflicting; (d) 

Plaintiff has no legal training and has "physical and mental disabilities that would make it 

difficult to present the case"; (e) the case is legally complex because a jury trial has been 

requested; (f) the case is meritorious; and (g) he has sought to obtain counsel by writing letters to 

numerous attorneys. (See Dkt. No. 43.) Plaintiff also filed a Declaration in support of this 

Page 2 of 6 
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motion. (See Dkt. No. 43 at 13-14 of 14.) On January 12, 2011, Magistrate Judge Marchant 

entered an Order denying Plaintiff's Second Motion to Appoint Counsel. (See Dkt. No. 44.) 

Magistrate Judge Marchant again stated that Plaintiff "in his motion has not shown that any 

exceptional circumstances exist in this case." (0kt. No. 44.) 

On January 28, 2011, Magistrate Judge Marchant entered a Text Order giving Plaintiff 

sixty days to complete discovery, with an additional twenty days thereafter to file supplemental 

materials in opposition to the Defendants' pending Motion for Summary Judgment. (Dkt. No. 

49.) Several discovery motions were filed, and on May 16, 2011, Plaintiff filed his Third Motion 

to Appoint Counsel. (Dkt. No. 66.) In this motion, Plaintiff contends that "exceptional and 

unusual circumstances" warrant the appointment of counsel. (Id. at 2.) Specifically, Plaintiff 

contends that counsel should be appointed because (a) Plaintiff's injuries from the assault has 

affected his long term and short term memory, "which makes it difficult for plaintiff to represent 

himself"; (b) Plaintiff's ability to investigate is limited because the case "requires access to 

witnesses plaintiff cannot get to"; and (c) justice is being obstructed because Plaintiffs witnesses 

are "being harassed and threatened in retaliation for being a witness ... for plaintiff against the 

defendants." (Id. at 2-3.) 

Plaintiff attached to this third motion a Request to Staff Form, wherein on April 3, 2011, 

Plaintiff requested correspondence with Inmate Lance Pough "to prepare for trial." (Dkt. No. 66 

at 4 of 6.) Plaintiff's request was denied, and the denial stated, "The discovery period is over and 

you have already provided a statement from the above inmate [Pough]." (Id.) Plaintiff attached a 

document that appears to be signed by Inmate Pough purporting to be an Affidavit. (Id. at 5-6.) 

Pough states that he is a witness in the instant lawsuit and that since the lawsuit has been 
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pending, prison officials in FCI Williamsburg "have been harassing me and retaliating against me 

due to me being a witness." (lg. at 5.) Pough states that prison officials "hold up all [of his] 

emails (incoming and outgoing) for 3-4 days despite other inmates getting and receiving their 

emails daily" and that they hold up his "outgoing/incoming mail for 2 days." (hl.). Pough 

contends that the officials were not taking such actions prior to the lawsuit and that "they have 

told me they will continue to do this until the lawsuit is over." (hl.) Pough also states, "They told 

me if I gave them an affidavit they would leave me alone. I refused." (Id. at 6.) Plaintiff attached 

his Declaration to this motion. (Dkt. No. 66-1.) 

On May 27, 2011, Magistrate Judge Marchant entered a Text Order denying Plaintiff's 

Third Motion to Appoint Counsel, stating that "Plaintiffs filings with the Court show that he is 

well capab I e of representing hi mse 1 f." (Dkt. No. 71.) 

On or about June 13, 2011, Plaintiff filed a Notice of Appeal regarding Magistrate Judge 

Marchant's Order on Plaintiff's Third Motion to Appoint Counsel. (Dkt. No. 74.) Defendants 

filed a response seeking an Order affirming Magistrate Judge Marchant's Order. (Dkt. No. 78.) 

II 

Rule 72(a) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure provides that, with respect to 

nondispositive matters, a party may file and serve objections to a magistrate judge's order within 

fourteen days after being served with a copy of that order. FED. R. CIV. P. 72( a). The Rule further 

provides that a party "may not assign as error a defect in the order not timely objected to," and the 

district judge reviewing the timely objections must "modify or set aside any part of the order that is 

clearly erroneous or contrary to law." Id. (emphasis added); see also 28 U.S.C. § 636(b)(l)(A) 

(stating that a judge may "reconsider any pretrial matter under subparagraph (A) where it has been 
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shown that the magistrate judge's order is clearly erroneous or contrary to law"); Dixon v. Francis, 

3 Fed. App'x 186, 187 (4th Cir. 2001) (noting the standard ofreview under§ 636(b) will either be 

de novo review or under the clearly erroneous standard, "depending upon the nature of the ruling 

appealed"). Because the issue in question is a nondispositive matter, this Court must uphold the 

ruling of the Magistrate Judge unless the ruling was clearly erroneous or contrary to law. See 28 

U.S.C. § 636(b)(l )(A); FED. R. Crv. P. 72(a); see also Seaberry v. Stalder, No. 05-1960-P, 2006 WL 

1635707, at *1 (W.D. La. June 13, 2006). 

III 

As Magistrate Judge Marchant noted in his first Order denying Plaintiffs request for 

appointed counsel, there is no right to appointed counsel in civil rights cases. See 28 U.S.C. § 

1915(e)(l ); see also Smith v. Blackledge, 451 F.2d 1201, 1203 (4th Cir. 1971 ). However, the court 

has discretion to appoint counsel for an indigent in a civil action. See 28 U.S.C. § l 915(e)(l ); Smith, 

451 F .2d at 1203. "[l]t is well settled that in civil cases the appointment of counsel should be allowed 

only in exceptional cases .... " Cook v. Bounds, 518 F.2d 779, 780 (4th Cir. 1975) (citing United 

States v. Madden, 352 F.2d 792 (9th Cir. 1965)). The Fourth Circuit has stated that the existence of 

exceptional circumstances "will tum on the quality of two basic factors-the type and complexity of 

the case, and the abilities of the individuals bringing it." Brock v. City of Richmond, 983 F.2d 1055, 

at *2 ( 4th Cir. 1993) (unpublished table decision) ( quoting Whisenant v. Yaum, 739 F .2d 160, 163 

(4th Cir. 1984)). 

This Court concludes that the Magistrate Judge's Order denying Plaintiffs Third Motion to 

Appoint Counsel must be affirmed, as that Order was not clearly erroneous or contrary to law. While 

Plaintiff claims he has suffered serious injuries, his claims are not complex. Moreover, as Magistrate 
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Judge Marchant noted, Plaintiff has demonstrated-in numerous court filings-that he has the ability 

to represent himself. Furthermore, while he claims he is unable to gather information from witnesses, 

his filings belie that assertion, as he is able to present infonnation from other inmate witnesses to 

the Court. Accordingly, Magistrate Judge Marchant's Order denying Plaintiff's Third Motion to 

Appoint Counsel is affinned. See Hall v. Holsmith, 340 Fed. App'x 944, 946 (4th Cir. 2009) 

(concluding the district court did not abuse its discretion in denying the plaintiff's motions for 

appointment of counsel in his § 1983 case because "[t]he claims presented in Hall's complaint are 

not complicated and Hall has demonstrated the capacity to present those claims adequately in 

numerous court filings."); see also Harris v. Sa11ey, 339 Fed. App'x 281, 284 (4th Cir. 2009); 

Howard v. Ozrnint, No.6:08-cv-3171-GRA-WMC, 2009 WL 1544753, at *2-3 (D.S.C. June 3, 

2009) ("After a complete review of the pleadings, this Court is confident that the plaintiffs 

intelligence and experience will allow him to adequately pursue this claim. Accordingly, this Court 

holds that the magistrate properly rejected the plaintiffs request for appointed counsel."). 

CONCLUSION 

It is therefore ORDERED, for the foregoing reasons, that the Order of the Magistrate Judge 

denying Plaintiff's Third Motion to Appoint Counsel (Dkt. No. 71) is AFFIRMED. 

AND IT IS SO ORDERED. ~~ 

Charleston, South Carolina 
June~ 2011 

efionora~d Mark 
United States District Judge 
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IN THE UNITED STA TES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF SOUTH CAROLINA 

BEAUFORT DIVISION 

Frederick Irvin, 

Plaintiff, 

vs. 

John Owens, Warden FCI Williamsburg; 
NFN Holmes, Correctional Recreation 
Officer FCI Williamsburg; NFN Brown, 
Correctional Recreation Officer FCI 
Williamsburg; United States of America, 

Defendants. 

) CIVIL ACTION NO. 9:10-1336-RMG-BM 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

) 
) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

DEFENDANTS' OBJECTION TO 
COURT'S ORDER (ECF NO. 79) 

COME NOW the Defendants, by and through William N. Nettles, United States 

Attorney and the undersigned Assistant United States Attorney, and makes the following 

objection to the Court's Order regarding the production of documents based on its in camera 

review. (ECF No. 79). Pursuant to 5 U.S.C. § 552(b)(6), which exempts personnel and 

medical fi lcs and similar fi 1 es to preclude a c !early unwarranted invasion of persona I privacy 

surrounding other individuals and § 552(b )(?)(C), which exempts from disclosure records 

or information compiled for law enforcement purposes which could reasonably be expected 

to constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy, the Defendants object to the 

release of the names of the inmates and the inmate numbers of persons, other than the 

Plaintiff, in the production. While Plaintiff knows the names of the inmates involved, once 

filed, the information will enter the public domain and will be a part of the public record. 

At that point, any privacy interest of the named inmates regarding the release of that 
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information will have been violated. Accordingly, the Defendants propose to provide the 

documents and excerpts authorized by the court with the names, inmate number and 

nicknames redacted. 

June 30, 2011 

Respectfully submitted, 

WILLIAM N. NETTLES 
UNITED STA TES ATTORNEY 

By: s/Barbara M. Bowens 
BARBARA M. BOWENS (#4004) 
Assistant United States Attorney 
1441 Main Street, Suite 500 
Columbia, South Carolina 29201 
Telephone: (803) 929-3000 

2 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

The undersigned Assistant United States Attorney hereby certifies that she has caused 

service of the attached DEFENDANTS' OBJECTION TO COURT'S ORDER (ECF NO. 

79) by a legal assistant employed in the Office of the United States Attorney for the District 

of South Carolina and is a person of such age and discretion as to be competent to serve 

papers. 

That on June 3 0, 201 l, my legal assistant served a copy of the foregoing document 

by placing said copy in a postpaid envelope addressed to the person(s) hereinafter named, at 

the place( s) and address( es), and by depositing said envelope and con tents in the United 

States Mail at U.S. Attorney's Office, 1441 Main Street, Suite 500, Columbia, SC 29201, to 

the following: 

Frederick Irvin 
Inmate# 16620-039 
FCI Elkton 
Post Office Box I 0 
Lisbon, OH 44432 

3 

s/Barhara M. Bowens 
BARBARA M. BOWENS (#4004) 
Assistant United States Attorney 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

FOR THE DISTRICT OF SOUTH CAROLINA 

Frederick Irvin, #16620-039, ) 

Page 1 of 2 

Plaintiff, 
) CIVIL ACTION NO. 9:10-1336-RMG-BM 
) 
) 

V. ) 
) ORDER 

John Owens, Warden FCI Williamsburg; 
NFN Holmes, Correctional Recreation 
Officer; United States of America; and 
NFN Brown, Correctional Recreation Officer 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

Defendants. ) 
___________ ) 

This action has been filed by the Plaintiff~ pro se, alleging violations of his 

constitutional rights by the named Defendants, as well as violations of the Federal Tort Claims Act 

(FTCA). This matter is before the Court pursuant to documents produced by the Defendants in 

camera in response to this Court's order filed May 27, 2011. On June 21, 2011, the Court issued 

an order outlining specific portions of the relevant documents which may be subject to production. 

The Order allowed the Defendants ten ( 10) days to file any specific objections to the production of 

these excerpts. 

On June 30, 2011, Defendants filed an objection to the release of the names of 

inmates and inmate numbers of persons, other than Plaintiff. While the Defendants acknowledged 

that Plaintiff knows the names of the inmates involved, the Defendants expressed concern that this 

information could enter the public domain and be part of a pubic record, if filed. Defendants express 

1 
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concern that such a filing could result in these inmates being generally known, and personally subject 

to retaliatory conduct. Accordingly, Defendants proposed to provide the excerpts of the documents 

as set forth in the Court's order of June 21, 2011, with the names, inmate numbers, and nicknames 

redacted. 

Based upon a review of the matter, the Court finds this request to be reasonable and 

orders the document excerpts as set forth in the Court's order of June 21, 2011, be produced within 

ten (10) days of the date of this order with these redactions. The Court does not find such redactions 

will hinder Plaintiffs ability to otherwise prosecute his claims under the facts presented. 

IT IS SO ORDERED. 

Bristow Marchant 
United States Magistrate Judge 

July 5, 2011 

Charleston, South Carolina 

2 
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IN THE UNITED STA TES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF SOUTH CAROLINA 

BEAUFORT DIVISION 

Frederick Irvin, 

Plaintiff, 

vs. 

John Owens, Warden FCI Williamsburg; 
NFN Holmes, Correctional Recreation 
Officer FCI Williamsburg; NFN Brown, 
Correctional Recreation Officer FCI 
Williamsburg; United States of America, 

Defendants. 

) CIVIL ACTION NO. 9:10-1336-RMG-BM 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

) 
) 

) 
) 

) 

) 

) 

DEFENDANTS' RESPONSE TO 
COURT'S ORDER (ECF NO. 86) 

AND NOTICE OF SERVICE 

COME NOW the Defendants, by and through William N. Nettles, United States 

Attorney and the undersigned Assistant United States Attorney, and make the following 

Response to the Court's Order (ECF No. 86) filed July 5, 2011, and notify the Court of the 

provision of the documents to the Plaintiff. 

On June 30, 2011, Defendants filed an objection to the release of the names of inmates 

and inmate numbers of persons, other than Plaintiff. While the Defendants acknowledged 

that Plaintiff knows the names of the inmates involved, the Defendants expressed concern 

that this information could enter the public domain and be part of a pubic record, if filed. 

Defendants proposed to provide the excerpts of the documents as set forth in the Court's 

order of June 21, 2011, with the names, inmate numbers, and nicknames redacted. The Court 

found this request to be reasonable and ordered the document excerpts as set forth in the 
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Court's order of June 21, 2011, be produced within ten ( 10) days of the date of the order with 

these redactions. (ECF No. 86). 

Pursuant to the Court's order, the Defendants hereby provide notice to the Court that 

the following properly redacted pages: 10, 13, 15, 18, 22, 42, 46, 49, 53, 55, and 57 from the 

Defendants' privi lcge log arc here by sent to Frederick Irvin vis U.S. Mail. As the responsive 

documents arc provided pursuant to a discovery request, the documents will be served on the 

Plaintiff, but will not be filed with the court. 

Julyll,2011 

Respectfully submitted, 

WILLIAM N. NETTLES 
UNITED STA TES ATTORNEY 

By: s/Barbara M. Bowens 
BARBARA M. BOWENS (#4004) 
Assistant United States Attorney 
1441 Main Street, Suite 500 
Columbia, South Carolina 29201 
Telephone: (803) 929-3000 

2 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

The undersigned Assistant United States Attorney hereby certifies that she has caused 
service of the attached Defendants' Response to Court's Order (ECF NO. 86) and 
responsive documents 10, 13, 15, 18, 22, 42, 46, 49, 53, 55, and 57 by a paralegal specialist 
emp Joyed in the Office of the United States Attorney for the District of South Caro Jina and 
is a person of such age and discretion as to be competent to serve papers. 

That on July I I, 20 I I, my paralegal specialist served a copy of the foregoing 
document by placing said copy in a postpaid envelope addressed to the person(s) hereinafter 
named, at the place(s) and address(es), and by depositing said envelope and contents in the 
United States Mail at U.S. Attorney's Office, 1441 Main Street, Suite 500, Columbia, SC 
2920 I, to the following: 

Frederick Irvin 
Inmate# 16620-039 
FCI Elkton 
Post Office Box 10 
Lisbon, OH 44432 

3 

s/Barhara M. Bowens 
BARBARA M. BOWENS (#4004) 
Assistant United States Attorney 
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IN THE UNITED ST A TES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF SOUTH CAROLINA 

BEAUFORT DIVISION 

Frederick Irvin, 

Plaintiff, 

vs. 

John Owens, Warden FCI Williamsburg; 
NFN Holmes, Correctional Recreation 
Officer FCI Williamsburg; NFN Brown, 
Correctional Recreation Officer FCI 
Williamsburg; United States of America, 

Defendants. 

) CIVIL ACTION NO. 9: 10-1336-RMG-BM 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) DEFENDANTS' REPLY TO 
) PLAINTIFF'S OBJECTIONS TO THE 
) DEFENDANTS' RESPONSE TO THE 
) COURT'S ORDER 
) 
) 
) 

COME NOW the Defendants, by and through William N. Nettles, United States Attorney 

and the undersigned Assistant United States Attorney, and make the following Reply to the 

Plaintiffs Objections to the Defendants' Response to the Court Order. (ECF No. 92.) On June 21, 

2011, the Court issued its Order regarding the production of documents based on its in camera 

review. (ECF No. 79.) The Order identified portions of the documents which "may be subject to 

production." (Id.) The Order provided the Defendants with the opportunity to file specific 

objections to the production prior to issuance of a final order. (Id.) 

On June 30, 2011, the Defendants specifically objected to providing the release of the names 

of the inmates and the inmate numbers of persons, other than the Plaintiff, in the production. (ECF 

No. 85.) The Defendants proposed to provide the documents and excerpts authorized by the court 

with the names, inmate number and nicknames redacted. (Id.) On July 5, 2011, the court found the 

Defendants request to be reasonable and ordered the document excerpts "as set forth in the Court's 

order of June 21, 2011, be produced within ten (10) days of the date of this order with these 
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redactions." (ECF No. 86.) Accordingly, the Defendants provided the redacted documents ordered 

by the Court with the names, inmate numbers, and nicknames redacted. 

On July 18, 2011, Plaintiff filed the instant Objections. (ECF No. 92.) Attached to 

Plaintiffs Objections are copies of the redacted documents provided to the Plaintiff pursuant to the 

Court's Order. (ECF No. 92-1-12.) As shown by ECF No. 92-1-12, the Defendants provided the 

documents in accordance with ECF No. 79 and redacted the inmate names, numbers, and nicknames. 

As previously pointed out in ECF No. 85, redaction of the above information was necessary since 

the information has now been filed and has entered the public domain. 

Plaintiffs filings clearly indicate that the identity of his assailant. The witnesses were, as 

stated in the documents, a referee and spectators. Two of the witnesses provided affidavits which 

were filed with the Plaintiffs complaint. The third witness has not been cited in any prior filings, 

but lived in the housing unit with Irvin during the relevant time period. Due to the privacy concerns, 

under separate cover without filing in the Court, the identity of the third inmate will be provided to 

Mr. Irvin. 

By: 

July 26, 2011 

Respectfully submitted, 

WILLIAM N. NETTLES 
UNITED ST A TES ATTORNEY 

s/Barbara M. Bowens 
BARBARA M. BOWENS (#4004) 
Assistant United States Attorney 
1441 Main Street, Suite 500 
Columbia, South Carolina 2920 I 
Telephone: (803) 929-3000 

2 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

The undersigned Assistant United States Attorney hereby certifies that she has caused service 

of the attached DEFENDANTS' REPLY TO PLAINTIFF'S OBJECTIONS TO THE 

DEFENDANTS' RESPONSE TO THE COURT'S ORDER by a paralegal employed in the 

Office of the United States Attorney for the District of South Carolina and is a person of such age 

and discretion as to be competent to serve papers. 

That on July 26, 2011, my paralegal served a copy of the foregoing document by placing said 

copy in a postpaid envelope addressed to the person(s) hereinafter named, at the place(s) and 

addrcss(es), and by depositing said envelope and contents in the United States Mail at U.S. 

Attorney's Office, 1441 Main Street, Suite 500, Columbia, SC 29201, to the following: 

Frederick Irvin 
Inmate #16620-039 
FCI Elkton 
Post Office Box 10 
Lisbon, OH 44432 

3 

:-./Barbara M. Bmvens 
BARBARA M. BOWENS (#4004) 
Assistant United States Attorney 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF SOUTH CAROLINA 

Page 1 of 6 

Frederick Irvin, ) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

CIA No. 9:10-CV-1336-RMG-BM 

Plaintiff. 

vs, 
Roseboro Order to Plaintiff 

John Owens; NFN Holmes; 
United States of America; NFN Brown, 

Defendants. 

One or more defendants filed a motion to dismiss (pursuant to Fed. R. Civ. P. 12) or a 
motion for summary judgment (pursuant to Fed. R. Civ. P. 56) asking the court to dismiss your 
case. Because you are not represented by counsel, this "Roseboro Order"1 is issued to advise 
you of the dismissal/summary judgment procedures and the possible consequences if you fail to 
respond adequately to defendant's motion. Please carefully review this information, including 
the attached excerpts of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure regarding motions to dismiss and 
motions for summary judgment. 

You have 34 days from the date of this order to file any material in opposition to the 
motion that defendant filed. If you fail to respond adequately, the court may grant the 
defendant's motion, which may end your case. 

Explanation of Motions to Dismiss 

Motions to dismiss can be filed pursuant to Fed. R. Civ. P 12. Many motions to dismiss 
are filed under Fed. R. Civ. P. 12(b)(6), in which defendants usually argue that the law does not 
provide a right to relief for claims that a plaintiff makes in his case. For example, in a civil 
rights case brought under 42 U.S.C. § 1983. a defendant may argue in a motion to dismiss that 
claims for emotional distress are not recognized under the statute and the plaintiff is therefore 
not entitled to relief. Because motions to dismiss usually concern questions of law and not 
questions of fact, the court presumes as true the plausible facts of the complaint for the purpose 
of a motion to dismiss. 

~ 'The court enters this order in accordance with Roseboro v. Garrison, 5 2 8 F. 2d 3 09 (4th Cir. I 97 5). 

r~ 
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The court decides a motion to dismiss solely on the basis of the law and the pleadings, 
meaning the complaint, defendant's answer (if any), the exhibits attached to the complaint, 
documents that the complaint incorporates by reference (provided they are both undisputed and 
pertinent to the pleaded claims), and materials of which the court may take judicial notice. In 
some cases, the parties present materials outside of the pleadings, such as affidavits or 
declarations in support of or in opposition lo the motion to dismiss. If the court, in its discretion, 
considers materials outside of the pleadings, the motion to dismiss is converted to a motion for 
summary judgment. Fed. R. Civ. P. 56(d). 

Explanation of Motions for Summary Judgment 

Motions for summary judgment filed by defendants pursuant to Fed. R. Civ. P. 56 argue 
that the plaintiff's claims are not supported by the specific facts of the case. For example, in a 
civil rights case brought under 42 U.S.C. § 1983, a defendant may argue in a motion for 
summary judgment that the facts in the plaintiff's case do not rise to the level of a constitutional 
violation that would entitle him to relief. Because motions for summary judgment concern both 
questions of law and questions of fact, if the court finds that there is not any genuine dispute as 
to any material fact on a claim, the court will determine which party is entitled to judgment 
under the law. The court decides a motion for summary judgment on the basis of the pleadings, 
discovery, affidavits, declarations, and any other properly submitted evidence. 

Your Response to the Defendant's Motion 

Your filing in opposition to the defendant's motion should be captioned either as 
"Response to Motion to Dismiss" or "Response to Summary Judgment," as applicable, and 
should include the following: (1) an explanation of your version of the facts, if different from 
defendant's version of the facts; and (2) your legal argument regarding why the court should not 
grant the motion and end your case. Rule 56(c) requires that you support your version of all 
disputed facts with material such as documents, affidavits, declarations, or responses to 
discovery. Your failure to support facts in dispute with such material may result in the court 
granting the motion. Any affidavits or declarations you file in opposition to summary judgment 
must be based on personal knowledge, contain facts admissible in evidence, and be signed by a 
person who would be competent to testify on matters contained in the affidavit if called to testify 
about them at trial. The court will not consider affidavits, declarations. or exhibits that are 
unrelated to this case, nor will it consider affidavits or declarations that contain only conclusory 
statements or argument of facts or law. If you fail to dispute the defendant's version of the facts 
with proper support of your own version, the court may consider the defendant's facts as 
undisputed. 

All affidavits or declarations you submit to the court must be made in good faith and the 
facts sworn to in the affidavit or affirmed in the declaration must be true. All affidavits and 
declarations submitted in this case are submitted under penalties of perjury or subornation of 
perjury. 18 U.S.C. §§ 1621 and 1622. If the court finds that a party has presented affidavits or 
declarations in bad faith or only to delay the action, the court may order sanctions, payment of 
fees, or hold that party in contempt of court. 

2 
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IT rs so ORDERED. 

September IL.-\, 201 I 
Charleston, South Carolina 

3 
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EXCERPTS OF FEDERAL RULES OF CIVIL PROCEDURE 
Rule 12 and Rule 56 (effective December 1, 2010) 

Rule 12. Defenses and Objections: When and How Presented; Motion for Judgment on the 
Pleadings; Consolidating Motions, Waiving Defenses; Pretrial Hearing 

(a) Time to Serve a Responsive Pleading. [OMITTED} 

(b) How to Present Defenses. Every defense to a claim for relief in any pleading must be asserted 
in the responsive pleading if one is required. But a party may assert the following defenses by 
motion: 

(I) lack of subject-matter jurisdiction; 
(2) I ack of personal j uri sd iction; 
(3) improper venue; 
( 4) insufficient process; 
(5) insufficient service of process; 
(6) failure to state a claim upon which relief can be granted; and 
(7) failure to join a party under Rule 19. 

A motion asserting any of these defenses must be made before pleading if a responsive pleading is 
allowed. If a pleading sets out a claim for relief that does not require a responsive pleading, an 
opposing party may assert at trial any defense to that claim. No defense or objection is waived by 
joining it with one or more other defenses or objections in a responsive pleading or in a motion. 

(c) Motion for Judgment on the Pleadings. After the pleadings are closed--but early enough not 
to delay trial--a party may move for judgment on the pleadings. 

(d) Result of Presenting Matters Outside the Pleadings. If, on a motion under Rule l 2(b)(6) or 
12(c), matters outside the pleadings are presented to and not excluded by the court, the motion 
must be treated as one for summary judgment under Rule 56. All parties must be given a 
reasonable opportunity to present all the material that is pertinent to the motion. 

(e) Motion for a More Definite Statement. A party may move for a more definite statement of a 
pleading to which a responsive pleading is allowed but which is so vague or ambiguous that the 
party cannot reasonably prepare a response. The motion must be made before filing a responsive 
pleading and must point out the defects complained of and the details desired. If the court orders a 
more definite statement and the order is not obeyed within 14 days after notice of the order or 
within the time the court sets. the court may strike the pleading or issue any other appropriate 
order. 

(f) Motion to Strike. The court may strike from a pleading an insufficient defense or any 
redundant, immaterial. impertinent, or scandalous matter. The court may act: 

(I) on its O\vn; or 
(2) on motion made by a party either before responding to the pleading or, if a response is 
not allowed, within 21 days after being served with the pleading. 

4 
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(g) Joining Motions. 
(1) Right to Join. A motion under this rule may be joined with any other motion allowed by 

this rule. 
(2) Limitation on Further Motions. Except as provided in Rule 12(h)(2) or (3), a party 

that makes a motion under this rule must not make another motion under this rule raising a defense 
or objection that was available to the party but omitted from its earlier motion. 

(h) Waiving and Preserving Certain Defenses. 
(1) When Some Are Waived. A party waives any defense listed in Rule 12(b)(2)-(5) by: 

(A) omitting it from a motion in the circumstances described in Rule 
12(g)(2); or 
(B) failing to either: 

(i) make it by motion under this rule; or 
(ii) include it in a responsive pleading or in an amendment allowed 
by Rule I S(a)(l) as a matter of course. 

(2) When to Raise Others. Failure to state a claim upon which relief can be granted, to join 
a person required by Rule I 9(b), or to state a legal defense to a claim may be raised: 

(A) in any pleading allowed or ordered under Rule 7(a); 
(B) by a motion under Rule 12(c); or 
(C) at trial. 

(3) Lack of Subject-Matter Jurisdiction. If the court determines at any time that it lacks 
subject-matter jurisdiction, the court must dismiss the action. 

(i) Hearing Before Trial. If a party so moves, any defense listed in Rule l 2(b)(l )-(7)--whether 
made in a pleading or by motion--and a motion under Rule 12(c) must be heard and decided before 
trial unless the court orders a deferral until trial. 

Rule S6. Summary Judgment 

(a) Motion for Summary Judgment or Partial Summary .Judgment. A party may move for 
summary judgment, identifying each claim or defense--or the part of each claim or defense--on 
which summary judgment is sought. The court shall grant summary judgment if the movant shows 
that there is no genuine dispute as to any material fact and the rnovant is entitled to judgment as a 
matter of law. The court should state on the record the reasons for granting or denying the motion. 

(b) Time to File a Motion. Unless a different time is set by local rule or the court orders 
otherwise, a party may file a motion for summary judgment at any time until 30 days after the close 
of all discovery. 

(c) Procedures. 
(1) Supporting Factual Positions. A party asserting that a fact cannot be or is genuinely 
disputed must support the assertion by: 

(A) citing to particular parts of materials in the record, including depositions, 
documents, electronically stored information, affidavits or declarations, 
stipulations (including those made for purposes of the motion only), 
admissions, interrogatory answers, or other materials: or 
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(B) showing that the materials cited do not establish the absence or presence 
of a genuine dispute, or that an adverse party cannot produce admissible 
evidence to support the fact. 

(2) Objection That a Fact Is Not Supported by Admissible Evidence. A party may 
object that the material cited to support or dispute a fact cannot be presented in a form that 
would be admissible in evidence. 
(3) Materials Not Cited. The court need consider only the cited materials, but it may 
consider other materials in the record. 
(4) Affidavits or Declarations. An affidavit or declaration used to support or oppose a 
motion must be made on personal knowledge, set out facts that would be admissible in 
evidence, and show that the affiant or declarant is competent to testify on the matters stated. 

(d) When Facts Are Unavailable to the Nonmovant. If a nonmovant shows by affidavit or 
declaration that, for specified reasons, it cannot present facts essential to justify its opposition, the 
court may: 

(I) defer considering the motion or deny it; 
(2) allow time to obtain affidavits or declarations or to take discovery: or 
(3) issue any other appropriate order. 

(e) Failing to Properly Support or Address a Fact. If a party fails to properly support an 
assertion of fact or fails to properly address another party's assertion of fact as required by Rule 
56(c), the court may: 

( l) give an opportunity to properly support or address the fact: 
(2) consider the fact undisputed for purposes of the motion; 
(3) grant summary judgment if the motion and supporting materials--including the facts 
considered undisputed--shov..' that the movant is entitled to it; or 
(4) issue any other appropriate order. 

(f) Judgment Independent of the Motion. After giving notice and a reasonable time to respond, 
the court may: 

(I) grant summary judgment for a nonmovant: 
(2) grant the motion on grounds not raised by a party; or 
(3) consider summary judgment on its own after identifying for the parties material facts 
that may not be genuinely in dispute. 

(g) Failing to Grant All the Requested Relief. If the court does not grant all the relief requested 
by the motion, it may enter an order stating any material fact--including an item of damages or 
other relief--that is not genuinely in dispute and treating the fact as established in the case. 

(h) Affidavit or Declaration Submitted in Bad Faith. If satisfied that an affidavit or declaration 
under this rule is submitted in bad faith or solely for delay, the court--after notice and a reasonable 
time to respond--may order the submitting party to pay the other party the reasonable expenses, 
including attorney's fees, it incurred as a result. An offending party or attorney may also he held in 
contempt or subjected to other appropriate sanctions. 

/l3b p 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF SOUTH CAROLINA 

BEAUFORT DNISION 

Page 1 of 13 

Frederick Irvin, #16620-039, 

Plaintiff, 

) Civil Action No.: 9:10-01336-RMG 
) 

vs. 

John Owens, Warden FCI Wi11iamsburg; 
NFN Holmes, Correctional Recreation 
Officer; United States of America; and 
NFN Brown, Correctional Recreation 
Officer, 

Defendants. 

) 
) 
) ORDER 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

Plaintiff, an inmate with the Federal Bureau of Prisons proceeding prose, a11eges 

violations of his federal constitutional rights pursuant to Bivens v. Six Unknown Named Agents of 

Federal Bureau of Narcotics, 403 U.S. 388 (1971), as well as a separate claim under the Federal 

Tort Claims Act ("FTCA"). In accordance with 28 U.S.C. § 636(b) and Local Civil Rule 

73.02(B)(2)(d), D.S.C., this matter was referred to United States Magistrate Judge Bristow 

Marchant for all pretrial proceedings. Defendants filed a motion for summary judgment. (Dkt. 

No. 96). Plaintiff filed a response in opposition. (Dkt. No. 102). The Magistrate Judge 

thereafter filed a Report and Recommendation, recommending that the Court grant summary 

judgment as to Plaintiffs federal constitutional claims and deny summary judgment as to 

Plaintiffs FTCA claim, finding that material factual disputes existed. (Dkt. No. 104). Plaintiff 

and Defendants filed objections and replies to the R & R. (Dkt. Nos. 107,109,110, 112). 

In the Government's objection to the R & R, the Government argued that the 

discretionary function exception applies to the Plaintiff's FTCA claim. (Dkt. No. I 07). As this 
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issue goes to the subject matter jurisdiction of the Plaintiffs FTCA claim, the Government may 

raise this argument at any point in the pleadings. See, e.g., Patel v. U.S., 2009 WL 636532 at *I 

n.3 (N.D. Texas 2009). On April 9, 2012, the Court issued an Order stating that the Plaintiff 

would have until Apri I 20, 2012 to file a supplemental response addressing the discretionary 

function exception. (0kt. No. 111 ). The Plaintiff did not file a response addressing this issue. 

After a careful review of the record, all of the parties' briefs and the applicable legal 

standards, as set forth further below, the Court grants Defendants' motion for summary judgment 

as to Plaintiffs federal constitutional claims and grants in part and denies in part Defendants' 

motion for summary judgment as to Plaintiffs FTCA claim. 

Legal Standard 

The Magistrate Judge makes only a recommendation to this Court. The recommendation 

has no presumptive weight, and the responsibility for making a final determination remains with 

this Court. Mathews v. Weber, 423 U.S. 261, 270-71 (1976). This Court is charged with making 

a de novo determination of those portions of the Report and Recommendation to which specific 

objection is made. Additionally, the Court may "accept, reject, or modify, in whole or in part, 

the findings or recommendations made by the magistrate." 28 U.S.C. § 636(b)(l). This Court 

may also "receive further evidence or recommit the matter to the magistrate with instructions." 

Id. 

In a motion for summary judgment, the movant is entitled to relief only if he or she can 

show "that there is no genuine dispute as to any material fact" and the moving party is thus 

"entitled to judgment as a matter of law." FEo.R.CIV.P. 56(a). A fact is deemed "material" if 

proof of its existence or non-existence would affect the disposition of the case under applicable 

law. Anderson v. Liberty Lobby, Inc., 477 U.S. 242, 248 (1986). An issue of "material fact" is 
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"genuine" if the evidence offered is of the type from which a reasonable jury might return a 

verdict for the non-moving party. Id. at 257. The evidence must be viewed in a light most 

favorable to the non-moving party, and all inferences and ambiguities are read in favor of the 

non-moving party. United States v. Diebold, Inc., 369 U.S. 654,655 (1962). 

Plaintiffs Bivens claim is asserted against Defendants Owens, Holmes and Brown. 1 To 

hold a prison official liable under the Eighth Amendment, the prison official must know of and 

disregard an excessive risk to inmate health or safety - "the official must both be aware of facts 

from which the inference could be drawn that a substantial risk of serious harm exists, and he 

must also draw the inference." Farmer v. Brennan, 511 U.S. 825, 837 (1994). "Actual 

knowledge or awareness on the part of the al1eged inflicter thus becomes essential to proof of 

deliberate indifference because prison officials who lacked knowledge of a risk cannot be said to 

have inflicted punishment." Brice v. Virginia Beach Correctional Center, 58 F.3d 101, 105 (4th 

Cir. 1995). A plaintiff may rely on circumstantial evidence that a prison official knew about the 

risk to inmate health or safety but the evidence must show that the risk "was so longstanding and 

pervasive that the official must have been aware of this danger." Adames v. Perez, 331 F.3d 508, 

512 (5th Cir. 2003). 

The FTCA provides for a limited waiver of the Government's sovereign immunity from 

suit by allowing a plaintiff to recover damages in a civil action caused by the "negligent or 

wrongful act or omission of any employee of the Government while acting within the scope of 

his office or employment, under circumstances where the United States, if a private person, 

would be liable to the claimant in accordance with the law of the place where the act or omission 

1 The Magistrate Judge noted that a Bivens claim cannot lie against the United States or the 
individual Defendants in their official capacities. See Doe v. Chao, 306 F .3d 170, 184 ( 4th Cir. 
2002). 
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occurred." 28 U.S.C. § 1346(b)(l). This waiver of immunity, however, is subject to exceptions, 

including the "discretionary function exception." See McMellon v. United States, 387 F.3d 329, 

335 (4th Cir. 2004)(en banc)(describing § 2680(a)'s exception as "the most important"). The 

discretionary function exception preserves sovereign immunity even if the Government was 

negligent, see Blakey v. U,S,S. Iowa, 991 F.2d 148, 152 (4th Cir. 1993), and even if the 

government employee abused his or her discretion. 28 U.S.C. § 2680(a). Further, if the 

discretionary function exception applies, then the claim is outside the limited waiver of immunity 

created by the FTCA, and this Court is without subject matter jurisdiction to adjudicate it. See 

Medina v. United States, 259 F.3d 220, 223-24 (4th Cir. 2001). 

The Supreme Court has articulated a two-part test in determining whether the 

discretionary function exception applies. See United States v. Gaubert, 499 U.S. 315, 322 

(1991 ); Berkovitz v. United States, 486 U.S. 531, 536-37 (1988). First, "the exception covers 

only acts that are discretionary in nature, acts that 'involv[ e] an element of judgment of choice."' 

Gaubert, 499 U.S. at 322; Berkovitz, 486 U.S. at 536, If the action is not a matter of choice by 

the government employee, the discretionary function exception does not apply. Berkovitz, 486 

U.S. at 536. The exception is not applicable "when a federal statute, regulation, or policy 

specifical I y prescribes a course of action for an employee to fo How." Id. Then, if the conduct 

does involve discretionary judgment, the court must decide "whether that judgment is of the kind 

that the discretionary function exception was designed to shield." Gaubert, 499 U.S. at 322-23. 

Discussion 

Plaintiff alleges that on May 30, 2009, while officiating a prison summer league 

basketball game, he was attacked and assaulted by another inmate, Bobby Addison, and suffered 

serious injuries to his face and head. (Dkt. No. 3 7 at 2, 12). Plaintiff alleges that Addison was 
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known to the prison staff to be violent and previously hit inmate Carl McNeil's jaw and 

threatened prison officials. (Dkt. No. 102-3 at 1-3). Plaintiff asserts that as league commissioner 

of the summer basketball league, he had personally suspended Addison several times for his 

violent rage and that Addison thereafter threatened him. (0kt. No. 37 at 12). Plaintiff produced 

affidavits from other inmates corroborating his allegations about Addison's temperament and the 

previous incident involving McNeil. (Dkt. No. 37 at 15-18, 23-24). 

Defendants allege that Addison had no prior history of disciplinary infractions before this 

incident and that following the incident he was transferred to another facility and a separation 

assignment was put on both inmates to ensure that they will never be housed in the same BOP 

facility. (Dkt. No. 29-16 at 3). Defendants filed an affidavit from James Patterson, who asserts 

that there was no record of any incidents in prison records involving Addison other than the May 

30, 2009 incident nor was there any information that Plaintiff and Addison had problems prior to 

the incident. (Dkt. No. 96-1 at 2). 

Plaintiff alleges that there were no prison officials present at the basketball game, which 

was required in accordance with the FCI Williamsburg Intramural Code of Conduct ("Code of 

Conduct"). The Code of Conduct requires that "[a] staff member is present on the sideline 

during all games." (Dkt. No. 29-10 at 2). Plaintiff presented affidavits of other prisoners 

corroborating his assertion that it was a league recreational game and that no staff was 

supervising the game. (Dkt. No, 3 7 at 16-18, 23, 25). Plaintiff submitted a document entitled 

"Unit League Basketball General Information" which states that pre-season will begin Saturday, 
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May 30 and Sunday, May 31 at 5 :30 PM and regular season will begin Friday June 12, 201 0. 

(Dkt. No. 35 at 22). 2 

Defendants do not dispute that the basketball game was not being monitored but allege 

that because the game was unofficial and not sponsored by the Recreation Department, there was 

no requirement that a prison official be present. Defendants presented an affidavit from the 

Recreation Department Supervisor that the Recreation Department sponsored basketball league 

was not scheduled to start until June 12, 2009 and a flyer advertising the start of the unit 

basketball league as June 12, 2009. (Dkt. No. 29-6 at 3; Dkt. No. 29-9 at 1). Because it was not 

a sponsored game, the Supervisor attests that Defendants Holmes and Brown were required to 

walk around and monitor the entire Recreation Department but not supervise any specific game. 

Defendant Holmes attests that he was summoned to the basketball court on May 30, 2009 

by an inmate and saw Plaintiff on the ground apparently unconscious, bleeding from the mouth 

and the back of the head. (Dkt. No. 29-7 at 2). Holmes alleges that he promptly called a medical 

emergency, medical staff arrived to assist and that Plaintiff was taken out of the recreation area 

without further incident. Id. Holmes further alleges that he had no knowledge of Addison's 

alleged threatening behavior to other inmates while playing sports. Id. at 3. Defendant Brown 

was summoned to the basketball court by Holmes, assisted in responding to the incident and also 

alleges that he had no knowledge of Addison's alleged threatening behavior. (Dkt. No. 29-8). 

After Defendants filed their motion for summary judgment, Plaintiff filed an affidavit 

with his response stating that "[ s ]taff disregarded the known threats and contrary to defendants 

declaration, I talked to every staff (including defendants Holmes and Brown) about my concerns 

2 Defendant alleges that this document is not relevant because it references the 2010 and not the 
2009 season. The Court highlights this document because it raises the inference that the game in 
question may have been a pre-season game and thus arguably covered under the Code of 
Conduct. 
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of Addison [sic] threatening and violent rage against me and other officials." (0kt. No. 102-3 at 

2). In his new affidavit, Plaintiff also stated that there were "preseason games played for the 

referee official class" that were approved by recreation every season and that the "[ s] taff relied 

on [him) to organize these games with their approval and support." Id. at 2. Plaintiff alleges that 

in May 2009, he was the basketball clinic instructor and "required to hold a[] basketball clinic 

for the upcoming summer league season" that was "sponsored and approved by recreation for 

their Intramural program." Id. Plaintiff further alleges that on May 30, 2009, he reminded 

Defendants Holmes and Brown of the "scheduled summer league game" and that upon Plaintiffs 

request, the game was announced in the units before the recreation period. Id. Finally, Plaintiff 

alleges that any organized game that involves using recreation equipment has to be approved by 

the recreation staff and that Defendants Holmes and Brown provided such equipment from their 

office for the game in question. Id. Plaintiff also filed several additional affidavits from 

inmates, including one from Lance Pough stating that prison officials were aware of Addison's 

"violent nature and conduct yet and still failed to supervise or monitor the basketball games or 

restrict his participation." (0kt. No. 102-5 at 7). 

Eighth Amendment Claim 

Plaintiff argues that his Eighth Amendment rights were violated because the conditions of 

overcrowding at the prison created a substantial risk of serious harm3 and that Defendants 

Holmes and Brown acted with deliberate indifference to his safety, as they were "aware of 

Addison [sic] violent rages as he has assaulted an inmate before." (Dkt. No. 37 at 5). The Court 

finds that the evidence in the record is not sufficient to LTeate a genuine issue of material fact that 

3 As Plaintiff has not exhausted his claims regarding prison overcrowding, those claims are not 
properly before the Court at this time. Jones v. Bock, 549 U.S. 199, 211 (2007); Dkt. No. 29-3 at 
2. 
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Defendants Holmes and Brown knew of any risk posed to Plaintiff specifically by Addison. As 

discussed by the Magistrate Judge, Plaintiff's new affidavit submitted after Defendant's motion 

for summary judgment was filed states that he had spoken to "every staff (including defendants 

Holmes and Brown)" about Addison being a threat- but this general statement is not specific 

enough to rise to the level of a constitutional violation. (Dkt. No. 102-3 at 2). 

Plaintiff argues in his objections that the Court should deny summary judgment on the 

basis of his new affidavit which mentions Holmes and Brown, and Lance Pough's affidavit, 

which alleges general knowledge on the part ofrecreation staff. (Dkt. No. 109 at 2). However, 

as the Magistrate Judge noted, "[d]eliberate indifference is a very high standard-a showing of 

mere negligence will not meet it." Grayson v. Peed, 195 F.3d 692, 695 (4th Cir. 1999). 

Moreover, the Court finds that the Magistrate Judge properly recommended granting summary 

judgment as to Defendant Owen, as there is no evidence in the record that he had personal 

knowledge of Addison being a potential danger at all nor can he be liable for the acts of others 

based on the doctrine of vicarious liability or respondeat superior. (See Dkt. No. 29-18; Dkt. No. 

l 04 at 19-20). The Court therefore adopts the portion of the R & R addressing Plaintiff's Eighth 

Amendment claims and grants Defendants' motion for summary judgment as to those claims. 

FTCA Claims 

Plaintiff alleges tort claims based on theories of intentional infliction of emotional 

distress and negligence as a result of the assault.4 As the incident occurred in South Carolina, the 

Court applies South Carolina tort law. For the reasons discussed herein, the Court grants in part 

and denies in part Defendants' motion for summary judgment as to the FTCA claims. 

4 As the Magistrate Judge discussed, Plaintiff's FTCA claims cannot lie against the individual 
Defendants, but only against the United States. 
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Plaintiff alleges that the Defendants were negligent in allowing Addison to participate in 

recreational sports knowing that he was violent. Plaintiff alleges that 18 U.S.C. § 4042 creates a 

legal duty to Plaintiff on the part of the prison system, which provides that the Bureau of Prisons 

("BOP") shall "provide suitable quarters and provide for the safekeeping, care, and subsistence 

of all persons charged with or convicted of offenses against the United States ... " and "provide 

for the protection, instruction, and discipline of all persons charged with or convicted of offenses 

against the United States." 18 U.S.C. § 4042(a)(2), (3). 

The Government argues that the discretionary function exception protects decisions about 

whether Addison was properly placed in the general population and allowed to participate in 

recreational activities. (Dkt. No. 107). The Government further argues that the applicable 

statutory provisions, 18 U.S.C. § 4042, 18 U.S.C. § 3621 5 and 18 U.S.C. § 4081 6
, grant the BOP 

discretion in determining classification and levels of custody and clearly involve judgment or 

choice. Moreover, the Government asserts that this judgment calls for policy considerations in 

that inmate housing and classification require weighing "health, safety, and security standards" 

against the "physical and fiscal restraints" of prison operation. (0kt. No. 107 at 9). 

A number of courts examining these statutory provisions have found them to be 

discretionary. The Eleventh Circuit reasoned that they "do not mandate a specific, non

discretionary course of conduct for the BOP to follow in classifying prisoners ... " but rather 

"they give the BOP ample room for judgment by listing a non-exhaustive set of factors for the 

5 18 U.S.C. § 362l(b) provides that the BOP "shall designate the place of the prisoner's 
imprisonment" and outlines the relevant factors to be considered in doing so. 
6 18 U.S.C. § 4081 provides that "[t]he Federal penal and correctional institutions shall be so 
planned and limited in size as to facilitate the development of an integrated system which will 
assure the proper classification and segregation of Federal prisoners according to the nature of 
the offenses committed, the character and mental condition of the prisoners, and such other 
factors as should be considered in providing an individualized system of discipline, care, and 
treatment of the persons committed to such institutions." 18 U.S.C. § 4081. 
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BOP to consider and leaving to the BOP what weight to assign to any particular factor." Cohen 

v. U.S., 151 F.3d 1338, 1343 (11th Cir. 1998). Moreover, when considering the second prong of 

the analysis, the court reasoned "[ d]eciding how to classify prisoners and choosing the institution 

in which to place them are part and parcel of the inherently policy-laden endeavor of maintaining 

order and preserving security within our nation's prisons." Id. at 1344; see also, Dykstra v. U.S. 

Bureau of Prisons, 140 F.3d 791 (8th Cir. 1998); Carter v. U.S., 2002 WL 32332081 at *5 

(D.S.C. 2002). 

The Court finds that these statutory provisions leave discretion to the BOP officials as to 

classification decisions and are not mandatory. Further, as to the second prong of the 

discretionary function analysis, "it is clear that balancing the need to provide inmate security 

with the rights of the inmates to circulate and socialize within the prison involves considerations 

based upon public policy." Calderon v. U.S., 123 F.3d 947, 951 (7th Cir. 1997). Therefore, the 

Court grants Defendants' motion for summary judgment as to Plaintiff's claim that allowing 

Addison to participate in recreation was negligent. 

Plaintiff next alleges that the prison officials were negligent in failing to monitor a 

scheduled summer league basketball game pursuant to prison policy. For the discretionary 

function exception to apply, "the challenged act must involve an element of judgment" and "the 

Government needs to establish there was 'room for choice' in making the allegedly negligent 

decision." Ashford v. U.S., 511 F.3d 501,505 (5th Cir. 2007)(Court reversed district court's 

grant of summary judgment in favor of Government, finding there was a factual dispute as to 

whether a prison policy was triggered that required an inmate be placed in solitary confinement); 

Parrott v. U.S., 536 F.3d 629, 638 (7th Cir. 2008)("As long as a valid separation order is in 

effect, there is no discretion left to operate on that narrow question.''). The Court finds the 
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reasoning of the Fifth Circuit in Garza v. U.S., 161 Fed.Appx. 341 (5th Cir. 2005), which 

involved similar facts, persuasive. In Garza, the court found that a post order instruction to 

patrol the prison recreation yard "prescribes a set course of action for the post guard on duty to 

follow to maintain order and safety during her shift" and that the instruction was 

"straightfonvard and unambiguous." Id. at 344. The court found that the Plaintiffs allegations 

that the prison guard did not patrol the yard and disperse congregated inmates during the open 

recreation period violated a "specific directive" and therefore was not protected by the 

discretionary function exception. Id. at 343-44. 

In the case sub judice, Plaintiff alleges that the Code of Conduct requires a staff mem her 

to be present at all league games. (Dkt. No. 29-10 at 2). Defendant does not dispute this policy, 

but argues that the game in question was not an official league game as the official season had 

not started yet and Defendants Holmes and Brown were required to walk around the recreation 

area but not supervise the game. The Court finds that the policy requiring a staff member to be 

on the sidelines during intermural sports is mandatory. See Brembry v. U.S., 2011 WL 121741 at 

* 3-7 (W. D. Va. 2011 )("While the discretionary function exception may very well apply to the 

prison administrators who formulated and adopted the post orders, it cannot apply to the conduct 

of [the prison guard] ... "). Plaintiffs filings create an inference that the game in question may 

have been a pre-season game or a training game in preparation for the season that was approved 

by the recreation staff and therefore covered by the Code of Conduct. 

In addition to there being a factual issue as to whether this was an "official" game, there 

is also a question of fact as to whether the Code of Conduct was limited only to official games as 

the policy states that the primary purpose is for the entire "intramural sports program." (Dkt. No. 

29-10 at 1 ). Viewing the claim in a light most favorable to the Plaintiff, the Code of Conduct 
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may have broader applicability. The Court finds that the Code of Conduct is a mandatory policy 

and there is a genuine issue of material fact as to whether Defendants' Brown and Holmes 

complied with the policy. The Court therefore finds that the discretionary function exception 

does not apply to this aspect of the Plaintiff's FTCA claim. 

To prove negligence in South Carolina, Plaintiff must show "1) the Defendant had a legal 

duty of care; 2) the Defendant failed to discharge that duty; and 3) the Defendant's breach 

proximately caused him injury." Ajaj v. U.S. 479 F.Supp. 501, 549 (D.S.C. 2007). Plaintiff has 

demonstrated that the Defendant United States had a duty created by tlre Code of Conduct to 

have a staff member oversee basketball games played during the recreation period and that there 

is a question of fact as to whether this duty was breached and that breach proximately caused 

Plaintiff's injuries. The Defendants' motion for summary judgment is therefore denied as to 

Plaintiffs FTCA negligence claim as to the duty of the recreation officers to supervise the 

basketball game pursuant to the Code of Conduct. 

Under South Carolina law, in order to proceed on an intentional infliction of emotional 

distress theory, Plaintiff must establish that the Defendants "intentionally or recklessly inflicted 

severe emotional distress, or [were] certain, or substantially certain, that such distress would 

result from [their] conduct." Hansson v. Scalise Builders of South Carolina, 374 S.C. 352,356 

(S.C. 2007). Moreover, Plaintiff must establish that Defendants' conduct was "extreme and 

outrageous." Id. The Court finds that Defendants' actions in not complying with the Code of 

Conduct were not extreme and outrageous and do not meet the requisite level of intent for 

Plaintiff to proceed on this claim. See Hernandez-Martinez v. Pyatt, 2008 WL 220630 at *5-6 

(D.S.C. 2008). Defendants' motion for summary judgment on Plaintiffs FTCA claim is granted 

as to Plaintiffs intentional infliction of emotional distress claim. 

12 
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Conclusion 

Based upon the foregoing, Defendants' motion for summary judgment is GRANTED as 

to Plaintiff's federal constitutional claims and the Court ADOPTS that portion of the Magistrate 

Judge's R & R. (Dkt. No. 96). The Court GRANTS IN PART and DENIES IN PART 

Defendants' motion for summary judgment as to Plaintiffs FTCA claims. Plaintiffs FTCA 

claims are DISMISSED as to Defendants' Owens, Holmes and Brown. Defendants' motion for 

summary judgment is DENIED as to Defendant United States as to Plaintiff's FTCA claim 

regarding the negligence of the United States in enforcing its Intramural Code of Conduct po I icy 

and GRANTED as to Defendant United States as to Plaintiff's remaining negligence and 

intentional infliction of emotional distress claims. 

AND IT IS SO ORDERED. 

Charleston, South Carolina 
April 3o, 2012 

United States District Judge 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
NOR THE RN DISTRICT OF SOUTH CAROLINA 

BEAUFORT DIVISION 

Frederick Irvin, #16620-039, ) Case No. 9: 10-cv-01336-RMG 
) 

Plaintiff, ) CONSENT ORDER 
) 

VS. ) 
) 

United States of America, ) 
) 

Defendants. ) 

---------------~) 

Pursuant to the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, the parties consent and the Court 

GRANTS Plaintiffs motion to amend the Complaint in this matter. This Order is entered in a 

manner consistent with the ends of justice to allow Plaintiff, who is now represented by counsel, 

to amend the Complaint. 

IT IS SO ORDERED. 

Richard M. Gergel 
United States District Judge 
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WE CONSENT: 

Yarborough Applegate LLC 
210 Wingo Way, Suite 301 
Mt. Pleasant, SC 29464 
843-972-0150 

s/ Douglas E. Jennings 
Douglas E. Jennings. (Fed. ID# 1 1348) 

Jennings Law Firm, LLC 
15 I Broad Street 
Bennettsville, SC 29512 
843-4 79-2865 

s/ Douglas Jennings. Jr. 
Douglas Jennings, Jr. (Fed. ID# 2168) 

Attorneys for Plaintiff 

Date: June 29. 2012 

Mt. Pleasant, SC 
Bennettsville, SC 

WE CONSENT: 

U.S. Department of Justice 
lJnited States Attorney's Office 
144 l Main Street, Suite 500 
Columbia, SC 29201 

s/ Barbara Murcier Bowens 
Barbara Murcier Bowens (Fed. ID# 4004) 

Attorney for Defendants 

Date: June 29. 2012 

Columbia, SC 
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Frederick Irvin, 

Plaintiff, 

VS. 

IN THE UNITED ST A TES DISTRICT COURT 
DISTRICT OF SOUTH CAROLINA 

CHARLESTON DIVISION 

No. 9: 1 0-cv-1336-RMG 

United States of America, 

Defendant. 

) 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

ORDER 

This matter comes before the Court on Plaintiff Frederick Irvin's motion for partial summary 

judgment, (Dkt. No. 156), and Defendant United States of America's motion for summary judgment, 

(0kt. No. 158). The Court narrowed the scope of this case considerably when it addressed an earlier 

summary judgment motion by Defendant, filed on September 13, 2011. (0kt. Nos. 96, 116). As a 

result, all that remains is Plaintifrs Federal Tort Claims Act ("FTCA") claim, and that claim is the 

subject of these cross-motions for summary judgment. After a thorough review of the entire record 

in this case, the Court denies both summary judgment motions. 

Background 

Plaintiff Frederick Irvin, an inmate with the federal Bureau of Prisons, alleges that while he 

was officiating a pre-season prison league basketball game on May 30, 2009, he was attacked by 

another inmate and suffered serious injuries to his face and head as a result. (Dkt. No. 37 at 2, 12). 

He asserts that there were no correctional officers present to supervise the basketball game, though 

the correctional institution's Intramural Code of Conduct states that "[a] staff member is present on 

the sideline during all games" and advises that violations of the Code of Conduct constitute 
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violations of Bureau of Prisons policy "in many cases." (Dkt. No. 29-10 at 1-2). Plaintiff claims 

negligence on the part of Defendant due to this alleged failure to comply with prison policy. 

In its Order of April 30, 2012, addressing Defendant's original motion for summary 

judgment, the Court found "that the policy requiring a staff member to be on the sidelines during 

intramural sports is mandatory." (Dkt. No. 116 at 11 ). It further found that "there is a genuine issue 

of material fact as to whether [prison officials] complied with the policy," since there is an 

underlying dispute about whether the Intramural Code of Conduct applied to the basketball game in 

which Plaintiff was injured. (Id. at 12). Based on these findings, the Court denied Defendant's 

summary judgment motion with respect to Plaintiffs claim of negligence under the FTCA. Cross

motions for summary judgment on that claim are now before the Court. 

Legal Standard 

Summary judgment is appropriate if a party "shows there is no genuine dispute as to any 

issue of material fact and the movant is entitled to judgment as a matter of law." Fed. R. Civ. P. 

56(a). A fact is deemed "material" if proof of its existence or non-existence would affect the 

disposition of the case, and an issue of material fact is "genuine" if a reasonable jury presented with 

the evidence might return a verdict for the non-moving party. Anderson v. Liberty Lobby, Inc., 477 

U.S. 242,248,257 (1986). "In detennining whether a genuine issue has been raised, the court must 

construe all inferences and ambiguities in favorofthe nonmoving party." HealthSouth Rehab. Hosp. 

v. Am. Nat 'I Red Cross, 101 F.3d I 005, 1008 ( 4th Cir. I 996). Put another way, summary judgment 

should be granted "only when it is clear that there is no dispute concerning either the facts of the 

controversy or the inferences to be drawn from those facts." Pulliam Inv. Co. v. Cameo Props., 810 

F.2d 1282, 1286 (4th Cir. 1987). 

-2-
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Plaintiffs claim is brought under the FTCA. The FTCA, enacted in 1946, "was designed 

primarily to remove the sovereign immunity of the United States from suits in tort." Richards v. 

United States, 369 U.S. 1, 6 ( 1962). The Act gives federal district courts exclusive jurisdiction over 

claims against the United States for "injury or loss of property, or personal injury or death caused 

by the negligent or wrongful act or omission" of federal employees acting within the scope of their 

employment. 28 U.S.C. § l 346(b)(l ). Substantively, the FTCA makes the United States liable "to 

the same extent as a private individual under like circumstances," id. § 2674, under the law of the 

place where the tort occurred, id. § l 346(b )(I), subject to several enumerated exceptions, id. 

§§ 2680(a)-{n). In the Fourth Circuit, the "specific exceptions outlined in the Act ... [are] 

considered jurisdictional." Welch v. United States, 409 F.3d 646,651 (4th Cir. 2005). 

Discussion 

The Court has before it cross-motions for summary judgment, each of which the Court will 

address separately on its own merits. See Rossignol v. Voorhaar, 316 F.3d 516,523 ( 4th Cir. 2003) 

(quotation marks and citation omitted). Though it was the later of the two motions filed, the Court 

will address Defendant's motion first because it raises the threshold jurisdictional question of 

whether the FTCA 's discretionary function exception applies here. See Chang-Williams v. Dep 't 

of the Navy, 766 F. Supp. 2d 604, 612 (D. Md. Feb. 2, 2011). 

A. Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment (Dkt. No. 158) 

Defendant offers two reasons for why it should be granted summary judgment. First, it 

argues that the "discretionary function" exception bars Plaintifrs negligence-based FTCA claim. 

See 28 U.S.C. § 2680(a). Second, Defendant asserts that Plaintiff cannot establish negligence under 

South Carolina law, the relevant body of substantive law on his FTCA claim. See id § l 346(b )( 1 ). 

-3-
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i. Discretionary Function Exemption to the FTCA 

The Court has, of course, already addressed the discretionary function issue once. In its 

Order of April 30, 2012, the Court found "that the policy requiring a staff member to be on the 

sidelines during intramural sports is mandatory," such that prison officials had no choice about their 

posting during the game. (Dkt. No. 116 at 11 ). Based on this initial determination, the Court 

concluded that the discretionary function exception did not apply to these officials' conduct. 

Defendant now disputes the characterization of the Code of Conduct as mandatory. As 

Defendant puts it, "[a] !though the court found that the Code is a mandatory policy, this finding was 

done ... without any briefing on the issue from the parties." (0kt. No. 158 at 6). In its motion, 

Defendant argues that "the Code is not policy" but instead "only provides guidelines for inmate 

participants to follow." (Id. at 6, 30). The Court is open to Defendant's line of argument, but 

remains unpersuaded that summary judgment based on the discretionary function exception is 

appropriate on this record. 

To fall within the discretionary function exception, the governmental conduct at issue must 

have: (I) involved an element of judgment or choice; and (2) been of the kind based on 

considerations of public policy. See United States v. Gaubert, 499 U.S. 315, 322-23 (l 991 ). "The 

discretionary function exception will not apply when a federal statute, regulation, or policy 

specifically prescribes a course of action for an employee to follow because the employee has no 

rightful option but to adhere to the directive." Jndem. Ins. Co. of N. Am. v. United States, 569 F.3d 

175, 180 ( 4th Cir. 2009) (quotation marks omitted). Plaintiff bears the burden of showing that the 

discretionary function exception does not apply. Id. (citation omitted). 

Though Defendant makes much of the fact that the Code of Conduct did not undergo the 

-4-
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Bureau of Prisons' formal rulemaking process, (D kt. No. 15 8 at 6--7), Gaubert does not impose any 

formality requirement on the type of policies that might constrain or remove officials' judgment. 

See id. at 325 (stating that "an agency may rely on internal guidelines rather than on published 

regulations" to establish policy); see also Irving v. United States, 162 F Jd 154, 164 (1st Cir. 1998). 

To be sure, the formality of a rule may bear on whether it bound an official, but that factor is not 

conclusive here. 

The law is clear that the discretionary function exception does not apply when prison officials 

are subject to a specific, mandatory directive regarding their posting location. See, e.g., Brembry v. 

United States, No. 7: 1 0-cv-388, 2011 WL 121741, at *6 (W.D. Va. Jan. 13, 2011) (holding that the 

discretionary function exception docs not apply when a prison guard's "orders left him no room to 

determine his self-positioning during controlled inmate movements"); see also Garza v. United 

States, 161 F. App'x 341, 344-46 (5th Cir. 2005). So, while Defendant correctly points out that "the 

decision [about] where staff is positioned at any given time is based on several economic, social and 

political policy considerations," (Dkt. No. 158 at 29), Defendant fails to appreciate the question here: 

whether prison officials chose to actualize those policy considerations in the form of a mandatory 

directive of some kind, such as the Code of Conduct. Cf Chang-Williams, 766 F. Supp. 2d at 618 

C'[T]he real issue in this case is not whether the decision to protect is discretionary, but whether the 

agents of the United States performed a discretionary function when they disregarded their own 

specific assurances .... "), If such a judgment were made, then prison officials' adherence to that 

policy would no longer have been a matter of choice and would, therefore, no longer have been 

discretionary. 

On this question, Defendant is perhaps understandably less assertive. In addition to the fairly 

-5-
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explicit text of the Code of Conduct itself, the record evidence also includes the deposition testimony 

of a prison official stating that the Code was covered during his orientation for the position of 

"recreation specialist." (Dkt. No. 159-4 at 16 ). Moreover, though Defendant now argues that Daniel 

Mercado, Supervisor of Recreation for Defendant, has been "consistent in denying that the Code is 

... policy," (Dkt. No. 158 at 6), Defendant did not in its original motion for summary judgment 

dispute that the Code of Conduct reflected the institution's policy, (Dkt. No. 116 at 11 ). Indeed, 

Mercado stated in his affidavit attached to that original motion that "'[t]he Intramural Code of 

Conduct sets forth that a staff member is required to be present on the sidelines during all sponsored 

games." (0kt. No. 29-6 at 3). Viewing the record in the light most favorable to Plaintiff, the Court 

finds that there remains a question as to whether the institution's internal policies and procedures 

removed discretionary judgment from the line prison official surveilling the prison yard and required 

him to be on the sideline for an intramural game. Cf Ricketts v. AW of UNICOR, No. 1 :CV-07-49, 

2009 WL 2232467, at "'8 (M.D. Pa. July 24, 2009) (denying a motion for summary judgment on a 

prisoner's FTCA claim because the Court could not conclusively determine whether the defendants' 

conduct "involved an element of judgment"). 

ii. Negligence under South Carolina Law 

Defendant also argues that Plaintiff cannot prove neg I igence under South Carolina law, the 

relevant body of substantive law governing Plaintiffs FTCA claim. See 28 U.S.C. § 1346(b)(1). 

Under South Carolina law, negligence requires that the defendant had a duty to the plaintiff, that the 

defendant breached that duty, and that the breach was the proximate cause of an injury to the 

plaintiff. Bloom v. Ravoira, 529 S.E.2d 710, 712 (S.C. 2000). 

The Court addressed this issue in its earlier order on summary judgment as well. In that 

-6-
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Order, the Court found that "Plaintiff has demonstrated that the Defendant United States had a duty 

created by the Code of Conduct to have a staff member oversee" intramural basketball games and 

there questions of fact "as to whether this duty was breached and that breach proximately caused 

Plaintiff's injuries." (Dkt. No. 116 at 12). 

In rearguing this point, Defendant again primarily relies on its assertion that the Code of 

Conduct is not a "policy." Specifically, Defendant argues that, because the Code of Conduct is not 

a "policy," Defendant owed Plaintiff no duty to adhere to the Code. (Dkt. No. 158 at 20). The Court 

has already concluded, above, that a question of fact exists on this point. To the extent the Code is 

found to be a "policy," it would very likely create a duty with respect to the prisoners living under 

it, whose well-being and safety such policies are, at least in part, intended to protect. Accordingly, 

the Court finds that a question of material fact remains as to whether Defendant owed Plaintiff a duty 

under these circumstances. 

Further, if such a duty were found to exist, there would remain a disputed factual issue as to 

whether that duty was breached, since Defendant appears to contest whether the game was covered 

by the Code and whether a violation of the Code by failing to post a staff member on the sideline was 

a proximate cause of Plaintiffs injuries. Thus, viewing the record in the light most favorable to 

Plaintiff, the Court concludes that there remain genuine disputes as to issues of material fact, 

precluding judgment as a matter of law for Defendant. 

B. Plaintiff's Motion for Partial Summary Judgement (Dkt. No. 156) 

The arguments that Plaintiff puts forth in his motion for partial summary judgment largely 

mirror those made by Defendant. He argues that there is no genuine dispute as to any material fact 

establishing that Defendant was negligent under South Carolina law. See Bloom, 529 S.E.2d at 712. 

-7-
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As set forth in the above section, however, there remain disputes about several material facts, 

including: (1) whether the Code of Conduct reflects a mandatory {X)licy requiring a prison official 

to be on the sideline of every basketball game; (2) whether the game in which Plaintiff was injured 

was covered by the mandatory po I icy, if one is found to exist; and ( 3) whether the injuries Plaintiff 

suffered were proximately caused by the fact that no officer was present to supervise the game 

directly. Now viewing the record in the light most favorable to Defendant, it is clear that Plaintiff 

is not entitled to judgment as a matter of law. 

Conclusion 

Both parties present substantial arguments, supported by record evidence, for why they 

should prevail in this matter. The very strength of each side's position is, perhaps, the best 

indication that there remain disputes concerning the basic facts of this controversy and the inferences 

to be drawn from these facts. See Pulliam Inv. Co., 810 F.2d at 1286. Thus, at this time, it appears 

these disputes should be resolved at trial. 

For the reasons set forth above, the Court DENIES Plaintiff Frederick Irvin's motion for 

summary judgment, (0kt. No. 156), and DENIES Defendant United States of America's motion for 

summary judgment, (0kt. No. 158), as well. 

AND IT IS SO ORDERED. 

Charleston, South Carolina 
March 2:J., 20 13 

-8-

Richard Mark Gerg 
United States Distric 
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IN THE UNITED ST A TES DIS TRI CT c9URf ~r-g.c}".l./,t:: '- ,: ,- :~•.;. JC 
DISTRICT OF SOUTH CAROLI~or. L.' . . .. 

Frederick Irvin, 

Plaintiff, 

United States of America, 

Defendant. 

BEAUFORT DIVISION zon JUN -4 A II= 02 

) 
) 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

Civil Action No. 9: I 0-13 36-RMG 

ORDER 

The parties to this action have moved jointly before the Court for review and approval of 

a proposed settlement in this matter. The case, arising under the Federal Tort Claims Act, 

involves injuries to Plaintiff while incarcerated by the United States Bureau of Prisons in which 

Plaintiff alleges Defendant failed to adhere to existing written policies regarding the provision of 

security personnel at intramural basketball games. Defendant has denied all liability. The Court 

previously denied Defendant's motion for summary judgment regarding the Federal Tort Claims 

Act cause of action and the case was set for trial on June 3, 2013. 

The parties recently reached a proposed settlement agreement in this matter in which 

Defendant would pay Plaintiff$ 465,000 in full and complete satisfaction of all claims. Plaintiff 

seeks Court approval of the settlement amount as well for a 25% attorneys' fee of$ 116,250 and 

litigation costs of$ 37,526.46. Thus, the Plaintiffs net recovery would be$ 311,223.54. 

The Court conducted a hearing on this matter on June 4, 2013 in which counsel for all 

parties and Plaintiff were present. Plaintiff confirmed to the Court he was fully aware of the 

settlement amount, attorney's fees and litigation costs and requested Court approval. 

-1-
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The Court, after fully reviewing the proposed Settlement Agreement, finds the settlement 

amount fair and reasonable and approves the settlement as requested. The Court has also 

reviewed the proposed 25% attorney's fee and the itemized litigation costs and find they arc also 

fair and reasonable. Therefore, the Court hereby approves the Settlement Agreement, including 

the settlement amount, attorney's fees and litigation costs. The case is hereby dismissed with 

prejudice, with each party to bear its own costs. 

AND IT IS SO ORDERED. 

Junet,2013 
Charleston, South Carolina 

-2-
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA 

FILED IN CLERWS OFACE 
u.s.o.c. Atlanta 

NO\/ 2 3 2009 

-~-6-~_~_c-tf'_-4_M_e:____._ff __________ ____,""H, 1'-~. 
(Name of Plaintiff) (Case Number) ·· · ·· ··- L 

vs. 

/. ~ C ~~_r 

COMPLAINTl 09- cv- 3328 
Bivens Action [403 U.S. 388 (1971)] 

(Names of all Defendants) 

I. Previous Lawsuits (list all other previous or pending lawsuits on back of this form): 

A. 

B. 

Have you brought any other lawsuits while a prisoner? Yes Jt: No_ 

If your answer to A is yes, how many? t1 Pt' 
Describe previous or pending lawsuits in the space below. 
(If more than one, use back of paper to continue outlining all lawsuits.) 

1. Parties to this previous lawsuit: 

Plaintiff G/kl/A M.r/ 
Defendants/ d.1/41 /1,e /. ,Jt,~.u of,! ;2. aP/c.Z-h.P t(Je J 

7 7 

3. Docket Number /.·u,.!- /'#"-c) /;l 77 

5, Dis osition For example: Was the case dismissed? Was it appealed? Is it still pending?) 
. ~ .:,v,; 

6. Filing date (approx.) .t.?E;??-t?bcy 7. Disposition date (approx.) J ~/ /4,,a(.:;:J? 

1 
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II. Exhaustion of Administrative Remedies 

A. Is there an inmate appeal or administrative remedy process available at your institution? 

Yes../. No_ 

B. Have you filed an appeal or grievance concerning ALL of the facts contained in this complaint? 

C. 

NOTICE: 

Yes.l... No_ ,,,?' /J# f%;.t/ ~J kj ~ / U 4~.Pa /. ~/9;i"e. 
If your answer is no, explain why not ---------------------

Is the process completed? 

Yes~ 
7~ 

No_ If your answer is no, explain why not. 

Pursuant to the Prison Litigation Refonn Act of 1995, "[n]o action shall be brought with respect to 
prison conditions Wlder [42 U.S.C. § 1983), or any other Federal law, by a prisoner confined in any 
jail, prison, or other correctional facility until such administrative remedies as are available are 
exhausted.'' 42 U .S.C. § I 997e(a). If there is an inmate appeal or administrative remedy process 
available at your institution, you may not file an action under Section 1983, or any other federal law, 
until you have first completed (exhausted) the process available at your institution. You are required 
to complete ( exhaust) the inmate appeal or administrative remedy process before filing suit, regardless 
ofthereliefoffered by the process. Booth v. Churner. 532 U.S. 731,741 (2001); McKinney v. Carey, 
3 t 1 F.3d 1198, 1999 (9th Cir. 2002). Even if you are seeking only money damages and the inmate 
appeal or administrative remedy process does not provide money, you must exhaust the process 
berore filing suit. Booth, 532 U.S. at 734. 

2 
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III. Dereodaots 

(In Item A below, place the full name of the defendant in the first blank, his!her official position in the second 
blank, and his/her place of employment in the third blank. Use item B for the names, positions and places of 
employment of any additional defendants.) 

A. Defen~ant ___;C:_.;;_, ..-..;;....-'-,;~.;..._-=--::--:or-r::=---

tl/;L;ce/1 ~'{L;z.c~-....a.~¥:Z~Ll!l.~~~~~µ~~~ 
B. 

IV. Statement of Claim 

(State here as briefly as possible the facts of your case. Describe how each defendant is involved, including 
dates and places. Do not give any legal arguments or cite any cases or statutes. Attach extra sheets if 
necessary.) 

(1?µ ft·&?3-?6"c:,,? 

v. Relier. 

Make no legal arguments. Cite no cases or 

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. 

Date 1¢.y'.t:11 Signature of Plaintiff .,( ~ 

(Revised 2/15/2006) 

3 
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-=EDERAL BUREAU OF PRISON$' 
omc. of lnr.mal Affan 

Page 1 of 2 

lbtblr ID OIA-2008.01279 OtG Cue Number 2008001845 Nam• [:·-~----,~~~~~~f>c-'=J Field~ STL 

Region SER lnadtullon ATL 

0,te Alhlptlon Rptd. 01/081'2D08 

Complainant ~ WEST, GERALD A. 

WEST, GeAAI.D A. 

Rlffw'Jed Date 01.10912008 

Dllipoaftlon INVE 

OPMl o• 0111snooa 

l~dBy OlG 

Numbtr OI hbJ-cta 2 

.. cm!~~--~ 
F~.~~moN_ 

(b}(6), (b)(7)c 

COM'I..MWff INFORMATION --· . - ~ -· --- -
. _ ~~ "-9· No. ~1-080 

VICTl~ INFO~~

THl.nnmata Reg. No. 

OfODISPOSITION 

o.r.rT9d By MIAMI FIELD OFFICE 

~ 

Data Sc.hMlul•d 01/09/2008 BltsPMN/DUII D* 02l09J2008 0Nc:r1pllon PENDING DEFERRAL BY OIG 

Comments 

Daw Sched!Nd 01/30J2008 DHc:rfptfon ON-GOING OIG INVESTIGATION 

COfflmitnUi 

Dat11 SchNUINI 07/0912008 Su• penswllue 0.. Dnatptlon ON-GOING OIG INVESTIGATlON 

com-:n•nta k§M~q•dVi"d ongoa,g invfftig.c{b~lij1)C 
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U.S. Department of Justice 

Federal Bureau of Prisons 

. Regional Administrative Remedy Appeal 

Type or use ball-point pen. [f auacllmems are n.-eded. submit four copi.-s_ One copy of th,:, ~omple-ted BP-2:!9( 13) im:luding any unachment~ must he ~uhmrttcd 
wi1h this appeal. 

From: ( - •; ;,.;/_' ·.. /-
LAST NAME. FIRST. MIDDLE INITIAL 

Part A . REASON FOR APPEAL 

/_J 1·; ~ A/ 1· •,,• ~, . .' ' . 
_,. " '.., -r • '- I · .1 'i.'. f · ~- /"~ ~- · ~ 

(_ ,• 

_.·!I\•",,, ,f , 
_f ~I.! 

: t· . , I / 

f' 

i -~' /11 /; -~'!' 

/ / ,-

( -I 
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Part B · RESPONSE 
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REG.SQ_ 

_, 

/ 
; 

..... _,· 

U'.1/TT 

/ 

j 1- . / 

I'". 

-.t _,,._, ,· .• / 

~·-

INSTITUTION 

..-·v ///t~-

/.i 

/ 

.-

: ,L ·. r-~-

'/ 

SIGNATURE OF REQUESTER 

REGIONAL DIRECTOR 
If tli,!..iti,(ied with rhis responso:. y0u niay appeal tu th~ Generai Counsel. Ye>ur appe.11 must be received io th.: G"neral Counsel'; Office 1.1,nhin 311 .;ak·n,.IJr 
days of the date of this response. 

THIRD COPY: WARDEN'S ADMINISTRATIVE REVIEDY FILE CASE !\'.l(MBER· 

Part C · RECEIPT 
CASE r-.UMBER: 

.t., ·, ";'}' . ·, •'.°'. 
f i • ::rr 

/: I 
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Rl:lum ls): ___________________ _ 

LAST NAME. FJRST, MIDDLE J;'-,"JTI,A.L REG NO. U'.'!T INSTITL'TJON 
SUBJECT: ________________________________________________ _ 

DATE SIGNATL-RE. RECIPJE-..:T OF REGIO"IAL .\PPEAL 
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* Page 1 of 3 Pages * 
• CLAIM FOR DAMAGE, 

INJURY, OR DEATH 
WSTRUCTIONS: Please read carefully the inirtructions on the reverse side and FORM APPROVED 
aupply infonnation requeined on both sides of the form. Use ed'ditional sheGt(s) if 0MB NO. 
noceuary. See reverse side for addltfonal instructions. _ 1105-0008 

1. Submit To Appraprlate Federal Agoncy: 

Federal Bureau of Prisons 
South Central Regional Office 
4211 Cedar Springs Road 
Dallas, Texas 75219 

2. Name, Address of c:laimant -,d c:laimant's personal reprenntatlve. If any. 
(See in:rt1Uction11 on rev11tn.J {Number, street, city, State and Zip Codf,J 

Mr. Gerald West 
Fed. Reg.# 54421-060 
P.O. Box 33 
Terre Haute, Indiana 47808 

3. TYPE OF EMPLOYMENT) 4. DATE OF eiRTH 15- MARITAL STATUS 6, DATE ANO DAV OF ACCIDENT 11. TIME (A.M. or P.M.J 
nMILITA.AY rxlcw1L1AN\Ol July 66 single 03 Octaber 2007 5:07 p.m. 
8. BNls of Claim (State in dataH tht1 known facta and cirrumstllnen etrending the da~ga. injury, or dnth, identifying persons and property 

Involved, the p/tlce of occurrence t1nd tile ct1ust1 the-reofJ {Use addmonel pt1ges if Mcesary.J 

II SEE ATTACHED" 

•• PROJl£RTVDAMAGe 
NAME AND ADDRESS OF OWNER, IF OTHER THAN CLAIMANT INumbar. strHt. ciry, St•t•, 1111d Zip Code} 

N/A 
BRIEFLY DESCRIBE THE PROPERTY, NATURE AND EXTENT OF DAMAGE AND THE LOCATION WHERE PROPERTY MAY BE INSPECTED. (Se11 
inatructionll on reveru sidd.J 

N/A 

10. PERSONAL INJURY/WRONGFUL DEATH 
STATE NATURE AND EXTENT OF EACH INJURY OR CAUSE OF DEATH, WHICH FORMS THE BASJS OF THE ClAIM. IF OTHER THAN CLAIMANT, 
STATE NAME OF INJURED PERSON OR DECEDENT. Multiple lacerations to the neck, neck and back 

strain and continued pain and suffering. 

11. WITNESSES 
NAME ADDRESS (Number, strHt, city, State, and Zip Code) 

Person-John/Jane Doe Medical 
el 
C/o Rosa 

USP Atlanta, Atlanta, Georgfa 
USP Atlanta, Atlanta, Georgia 

12. (SH Instructions on revenBJ AMOUNT OF CLAIM (In doRarsJ 

12a. PROPERTY DAMAGE 12b. PERSONAL INJURY 12c. WRONGFUL DEATH 12d. TOT Al (Failure to specify mBY cautlfl 
forfeiture of your rights.) N/A $100,000.00 N/A $100,000.00 

I CERTIFY THAT THE AMOUNT OF CLAIM COVERS ONLY DAMAGES AND INJURES CAUSED BY THE ACCIDENT ABOVE AND AGREE TO ACCEPT 
SAID AMOUNT IN FULL SATISFACTION AND FWAL SETTLEMENT OF THIS CLAIM, 

13a. SIGNATURE OF CLA!t-,ANT (Su instructions Of! revers& side.) 

CIVIL PENAL TY FOR P11ESENTING 
FRAUDULEWT CLAIM 

The elaimant ahall forfeit and pay to the United States the sum of 
$2,000 plus double the amount of damages sustained by the United 
States. (SMJ 31 U.S.C. 3729.J 
8'5-109 
P,e,/itJIJ/1 tdlricn/1 nat U/l/1/JJII, 

l 3b. Phone numbe1 of si~natorv 14. DA TE OF CLAIM 

20 Nov 2008 N/A 

CRIMINAL PENAL TY FOR PR£SINTING FRAUDULENT 
CLAIM OR MAKING FALSE STATEMENTS 

Rne of not more than $ 10.000 or imprisonment for not more than 5 years 
or both. (Sae rs U.S.C. 287, 1001.) 

' 
STANDAP.lJ FORM 95 <R11v. 7 85I (EGJ 
PRESCRIBED BY DEPT. OF JUSTICE 
28 CFR 14.2 
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PRIVACY ACT NOTICE 

Ttiis Noti,;e is provided in aceordar>e:11 witn 1ne Privacy Act. 5 u.s.c. 552•1eH3l, B. Principal Putp0$1!: The information r~uested is to b• u,• d in •v•luatlng claims. 
Rout~ Usei SOIi 1he Notices al Systarns of R.eMrds lor the agency to wnom 
Yov 11re submitti:,g tti,1 form for this information. 

end corn:.,,,. the inlmma1ion requutod in tne lttrter fQ which lhb Nolie•~ .rttachlld C. 

A.. Aurhority: Ttw requ&H&d Information la &Olicited pursuant to On(I or moM of the D. 
followino: 5 U.S.C. 301, 38 U.S.C. 501 et Sftq .. 28 U.$.C, 2871 et HCI .. 28 C.F.R. 

Efkct of Fi,1/we to Rupofld: Disclosur11 i$ voluntary. However, failure to supply 
the requ.s1ed infl;innation or 10 ex11cu1e the form may render your claim 

INSTRUCTIONS 
Complete all Item, • Ina.rt the word NONE where appllcable 

A. CLAlM SHALL BE DEEMED TO HAVE BEEN PRESENTED WHEN A FEDERAL PROPERTY, PERSONAL INJURY, OR DEATH ALI.EGEO TO HAVE OCCURRED av 
AGENCY RECEIVES FROM A ClAIMANT, HIS DUL V AUTHORIZED AGENT, OR REASON OF THE INCIDENT. THE CLAIM MUST BE PRESENTED TO THE 
LEGAL REPRESENTATIVE AN EXECUTED STA.NOA.RO FOAM 95 OR OTHER APPROPRIATE FE:OEAAL AGENCY WITHIN TWO YEARS AFTER THE CLAIIVI 
WRITT£N NOTIFICATION OF AN INCIDENT, ACCOMPANIED BY A CLAIM FOR ACCRUES. 
MONEY DAMAGES IN A SUM CERTAIN FOR INJURY TO OR LOSS OF 

Any lostruetion1 or information necessary in the pteJ)aration of your claim will be 
lumished, upon request, by tho offico Indicated irr Item #1 on tho, revorae side. 
Completa ,egu'8ti0111 ~rtalnlng to c!aim.s auan:ad unde, the F9daral Ton Claim.s 
Act can be lo~d in Title 28. Code of Federal Regulations. Part 14. Many 
agencies h,ve publllhed •I.IOPlamental n,gulatiortS algo. It more than on., agency is 
invo !ved, plaase state aach agency. 

Tha claim may be fbd by I dllly autl>ori~ecl agent or oth•r !eg•I repr•sentative, 
provided •videnca utisfactory to tM GoverMlant is submitted with said claim 
utsblh1hing e><pres• au1hority to ect for the claim•m. A claim present•d by •n 
agom or legal repreaemati~e must be prnented in the neme of the chriment. If the 
claim i1 rigned by tha ag11111 or •I r11Prllffr1lativa, it must 1how the 1iUa or legs! 
capacity of the pfflon 1lgnlng .-id b• accompani•d by 911idene• at his/her 
:authority to preaent a claim on behalf of the claimant 111 agent, executor, 
adminlatratar, parant, guardlsn or othar repraentative. 

If elaimant irrtend1 to 111, clllim for both persona! injury and property damege, 
cl1im for both must be shown in Item 12 of this form. 

Ths amount claimed shtiuld be substantiated by competent evidanee as foffows: 
/aJ Jn 1uppon ol tha claim for per.fClnaJ in/urv or death, tii. ci•imant should 

$ubmi1 a written report by tha •ttending phy~leiao, ,s.t,ow;ng the m,ture and el(lent 
of illiurv. the nature and extent of tTeatment. the degree ol permanent disability. If 
,nv, the pro9ncsia, and lhe periecl of hospitalitation, or ir>Ca~tetion. 11ttaehing 
itemized bib tor medical, hospital, or burial axpenses actu11Uv incurred. 

(bJ In $ul)pelrt of cle,ims for damage to property which has been or can b• 
economically reJ1•ired. the claimant should submit II least two itemized signed 
statem¥1U or Htim.tH by reliable, disinterested concerns. or, if PIIYment has been 
made, th• itemi-iced signed receipts evldencinv o•yment. 

(cl In support of ci1i1T111 tor dom•ge 10 property which is not econorrdcally 
repairable, or it the property is lost or destroyed, the claimant should submit 
statemema • to me originl!II coat of the prooertv. tho date of pu1chase, and the 
value ol the prcperiv, both before end after tha accidont. Such statements should 
be, by disintere.,ted competent persons, preferably reputable deal•rs er officials 
,..,,iii.- with the type of property damaged, or by two or mor11 comPetitiv1 bidders, 
•nd should b• c11rtifiad as being Just and corraet. 

fd} Failure 10 eample1111y e,cecute thi-$ form or to 1upply the requested material 
witN:r> two vea,s f-tom the d.te the Sllegations accruad may render your cleim 
"invalid-. A claim is d.emed presented when it Is received by the appropn11te 
o991111cy, not w/Mn ;c is mailed. 

Feilur• to 1pecify • •um c•rtain will re,utt In lnv1Jld ,prHentatlon of your claim Md 
may ....rt In forf,ritun, of 'fUUI' 1lght1. 

Publir;: reporting burden to, thi!- collection of informijt,on is estimated to avarege 15 minutes per ll!IIPOO!l8, including the time for reviewing instructions, searching O)(il'ting 
dsta sources, g•therir.g arid maintaining the data needed, and ccimpleting .,d "viewing the collection of informatiOfl. Send commems regardill(I this burden estimate or 
11ny other aspect of this coltectlon of Information, including sugoastians for reducing this burden, 

to Director, Tort• Branch and to !tie 
Clvij Divi!iicin 

U.S. Department of Justice 

Wuhlngton, OC 20!530 

Office cf M-gament and Budg,. t 
Paperwcrlc Reductkm Project 11 1 05•00081 
Washington, OC 20503 

INSURANCE COVERAGE 

In order that subrog&lion ciaim$ may be a"'-'dieated. It is ass.ntial the! the claimant provide the follo,,,m,g infom,ation regarding lh• 111$1.Jrente coverage of his vehicle Of property. 

1 6. Do V{lu caHY ac:oidt!nl iMurance? LJ Yes, II yes, er,e name and address of insurance com!)anv tMJmb11r. $1-t cirv, Statff, amJ Zip C,,,t,,1 and poiicv numb<!r.LJ No 

N/A 

18. Hsve you lilod cllWII on yol6 iosurance carrier in this instar,ctt, and if so, i1 it tun coV11rage or deductible? 1 7. If deductible. state amOUflt 

NO N/A 

18. If clalm 1-ias bBen filar/ wllh yotK e.oirriar, w'1at ilCrion has your iosurar taken o.- proposes to tab wi1h reflmmce to your cJaim1 1/1 u n,usnry mar you a11u,r~in thne facrsJ 

N/A 

19. Oo you carry public liability and ~operty demege •~uranr;e' LJ Yn. If y.,, giv• """"' ,~~ •<Id,••• o• ,~,.,,•nee comp,ny l"l.,mMr, "'""'· MV, SMt~, •mJ Zip Code/ LJNo 

NIA 

SF 96 (~v. 7•851 BACK 
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SF-95 Continuation Sheet 

PREAMBLE 
This SF-95 Administrative Tort Claim involves the brutal 

attack upon the person of prisoner Gerald West, one committed to 
the care, custody and control of the Federal Bureau of Prisons 
( FBOP ), by employees and/or officers of the United States 
Government, The Claimant has suffered and continues to suffer 
unnecessarily as a direct result of the unprofessional actions of 
said employees/officers. 

STATEMENT OF CLAIM 

On or about 03 October 2007, while confined at the United 
States Penitentiary at Atlanta, Georgia, Claimant, Gerald West 
asked S.O.S. C. Peoples (hereinafter" Peoples" or" tortfeas-
or II as the context may, from time tv time, require ) for a shower. 

West had not had a shower in approximately six (6) calendar 
days. West was not in any way attempting to incite trouble with 
Peoples. When Peoples became beligerent toward West, Hest request
ed to speak to a lieutenant, which is the custom when a subordin
ate officer is intent upon running afoul of policies, customs or 
practices put in place to insure the orderly operation of the in
stitution. 

While waiting for the lieutenant, West stuck his arm through 
the food slot to receive some ice. Upon seeing West's arm, Peoples 
slammed the slot closed, injuring West's arm. When West asked to 
be seen by medical for his arm, Peoples threatened to beat him 
down ~nd use the disciplinary process to frame West for assault. 

When West again asked for medical attention, Peoples ran 
in West ts cell, ordering him into restraints. Instead of simply 
restraining ( although even that restraint was unnecessary since 
West was non-combative and locked in a closed cell where he was 
no threat to himself or others ) West, Peoples proceeded to assault 
West by apVlying an unauthorized choke hold to West's neck, inhib
iting Wests ability to breathe. 

Peoples then, in a rage, paraded the limp body of West up 
and down the walkway as an example to other prisoners saying" This 
is what happens to stupid niggers. " 

DISCUSSION 

Peoples was not authorized by FBOP policy regarding the use 
of force to come into the cell of West and apply any choke hold 
as a punishment for asking about a shower that he was otherwise 
entitled to. The result of this unauthorized use of force is that 
Mr. West was significantly injured by Peoples and subjected to 
victimization under the Hate Crimes legislation by one of the same 
race. This treatment is abhorrent to the concept of ordered liber
ty and runs afoul of basic concepts of fairness and decency that 

* page 2 of 3 pages * 
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SF-95 Continuation Sheet 

mark the progress of our maturing society. 
Prisoners of these United States are not to be treated as 

inhuman trophies for attention-starved corrections officials to 
vindicate their manliness. Persons are sent to correctional 
facilities, away from the society at large, as punishment for 
crime -- not to be punished. If Mr. West had done something to 
violate a rule or procedure of the institution or of the FBOP, 
certainly there is a mechanism in place called a disciplinary 
process that Peoples could have utilized without resort to 
violent acts and demeaning taunting in violation of the FBOP 
Standard of Employee Conduct found at PS 3420.09. 

But there is a long-standing custom or usage of unnecessary 
violence towards prisoners in the FBOP that operates with the force 
and effect' of a written law without ever being memorialized in 
any official writing. It is this custom or usage that is at the 
heart of the violence perpetrated against Mr. West. 

Mr. west has sustained significant injuries and should be 
compensated in the amount of$ 100,000.00 ( one-hundred thousand 
dollars). 

There is currently a cover-up of the incident taking place 
at the USP Atlanta. However, a prudent review of the record will 
indicate that the foregoing took place on the date and time 
herein described. 

Thanking you in advance for your valuable time and attention 
in this matter. 

* page 3 of 3 pages * 
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I. NA\1E OF INSTITUTION 
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'. /l ·. : 

PART I - I~CIDENT REPORT 
2. NAME OF !NMATE _1_ REGISTER NUMBER 
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-'. DATE OF INCIDENT 5. TIME 
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' : '• ' -•- ' ' /! 1,-~ - L ·. 
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C.S.' Department of Justice 

) 

Federal Bureau of Prisons 

Southeast Regional Ofjice 

~ -•-••--•••••-•-• •-•• -••- •---~r .~•~M." ~~- -•••-••---~-~~-----

May 22, 2009 

CERTIFIED MAIL 
7007 1490 0001 9020 1872 

Gerald A. West 
Reg. No. 54421-060 
USPTHP 
P.O. Box 33 
Terre Haute. IN 47808 

B11ildi11g 1/i<JO 
380() Camp Ciee/.. Pt1rl..11m_ S IV. 

Atl,mra. Gror!ii.1 3033/-621/'J 

RE: Administrative Tort Claim Number TRT-SER-2009-01517 

Dear Claimant: 

Your claim has been considered for administrative settlement under the Federal Tort Claims Act 
(FTCA), Title 28 United States Code (U.S.C.) Section 2672 et~. and authority granted by 
Title 28 Code of Federal Regulations (C.F.R.) Section 0.172. Section 2672 of the FTCA 
delegates to each federal agency the authority to consider, determine and settle any claim for 
money damages against the United States for loss of personal property or injury caused by the 
negligent or wrongful act or omission of any employee of the agency while acting within the 
scope of his office or employment. 

Your claim dated November 20. 2008, asserts that on October 3, 2007, at the U.S. Penitentiary in 
Atlanta, Georgia, you asked for a shower and a correctional officer became belligerent toward 
you, so you asked to see a Lieutenant. While waiting for the Lieutenant, you stuck your arm 
through a food slot in your cell door to get some ii;e, and the officer slammed the slot's door on 
your arm injuring it. You allege he also threatened to beat you and to frame you for assault. 
Further, you allege when you asked for medical attention; the officer ran into your cell, ordered 
you into restraints, and applied a choke hold to your neck, causing significant injuries. You 
allege the officer then paraded your limp body in front of other inmates and told them "[t]his is 
what happens to stupid niggers." You assert you suffered multiple lacerations to your neck, back 
strain and pain. You want $100,000 from the United States as damages. 

We have reviewed your claim along with reports from appropriate staff members. Staff report 
that after serving you a tray with the dinner meal through a food slot in your cell door, a 
correctional officer was trying to close the slot cover when you began kicking it to prevent him 
from closing it, resulting in an injury to the officer. You eventually submitted to placement in 
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RE: Administrative Tort Claim Number TRT-SER 
May 22, 2009 

restraints and were moved to another cell by that officer and another. Both you and the injured 
officer were given medical evaluations by a physician assistant. He observed an abrasion and 
redness to your neck area with no other injuries, and no trauma to your trachea or complications. 
He determined you needed no medical attention. The officer was found to have sustained an 
injury to his hand, an abrasion to one of his knuckles with mild sweJling, and he was given minor 
first aid. There is no information the officer made the statement you attribute to him or displayed 
you to other inmates as an example. 

Based on the above information, there is no evidence of staff negligence. To the extent you raise 
constitutional claims for excessive use of force and other mistreatment, civil rights claims are not 
within the purview of the FTCA. In accordance with 28 U.S.C. § 1346(b), the FTCA is a limited 
waiver of sovereign immunity providing compensation for property loss or personal injury which 
results from the negligent or wrongful act or omission of an employee of the United States who is 
acting within the scope of his employment. This statute does not establish a compensatory 
scheme or cause of action against the United States for violations of the U.S. Constitution. 

Therefore, based on the above infonnation, other than your own self-serving assertion, there is no 
evidence to support your allegations that you have suffered any injuries due to the negligent acts 
or omissions by the United States. Therefore, your claim is denied. 

You are advised that if you are dissatisfied with our detennination in this matter, you are 
afforded six (6) months from the date of the mailing of this communication within which to bring 
suit in the appropriate United States District Court. 

7J'Y/ 
Lisa~r61:-
Regional Counsel 

cc: USP Atlanta/ ATTN: FICA Coordinator 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF GEORGIA 

ATLANTA DIVISION 

Gerald A. West, 

Plaintiff, 

vs. 

United States of America, 

Defendant. 

CIVIL ACTION 

NO.1:09-cv-3328-RWS 

NOTICE OF DISMISSAL 

COMES NOW Defendant the United States of America ("Defendant" or the 

"United States") and, on behalf of the United States and Plaintiff Gerald West 

("Plaintiff") hereby files this Notice of Dismissal, showing the Court as follows: 

1. 

Plaintiff filed this Federal Tort Claims Action against the United States on 

or about November 23, 2009. See Docket No. 1. 

2. 

Plaintiff and the United States reached a settlement agreement that fully 

resolves all claims brought by Plaintiff in this lawsuit. 

3. 

1 
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In accordance with the Stipulation for Compromise Settlement and Release 

entered into and signed by the parties, Plaintiff was required to file a dismissal 

with prejudice, within seven days of the undersigned counsel's receiving 

payment of any settlement proceeds. In the event that Plaintiff fails to file the 

aforementioned dismissal with prejudice, the Stipulation for Compromise 

Settlement and Release authorizes Defendant to notify the court that the matter 

should be dismissed with prejudice. 

4. 

The undersigned counsel previously wrote to Plaintiff (who is still 

incarcerated) and requested that he file the dismissal with prejudice. 

5. 

Plaintiff responded by stating "I hope you have already filed a dismissal 

with prejudice." See July 23, 2015, Letter, attached hereto as Exhibit A. 

6. 

In accordance with the Stipulation for Compromise Settlement and Release 

and as evidenced by the July 23, 2015, Letter from Plaintiff, the United States is 

filing the instant Notice of Dismissal and is requesting that the Court fully dismiss 

the instant action with prejudice and terminate all proceedings pending before 

2 
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the Court. 

This 30th day of July, 2015. 

3 

Respectfully submitted, 

JOHNA.HORN 
ACTING U.S. ATTORNEY 

Isl Darcy F. Coty 
DARCY F. COTY 
ASSIST ANT U.S. ATTORNEY 
600 U.S. Courthouse 
75 Spring Street, SW 
Atlanta, Georgia 30303 
( 404 )581-6043 
Ga. Bar No. 259280 
darcy.coty@usdoj.gov 
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U.S,D.C. Rome 

JUN 2 8 2010 

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COU~ES~1 1 t:N, Cler 
FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF GEORblA ~Cl rk 

ATLANTA DIVISION 

GERALD A. WEST, 
Inmate No 54421-060, 

Plaintiff, 

v. 

C. PEOPLES; ROSA, 
Defendants. 

FEDERAL TORT CLAIMS ACT 
28 u.s.c. § 1346 

CIVIL ACTION NO. 
1 :09-CV-3328-RL V 

ORDER 

Plaintiff, Gerald A. West, an inmate at the United States Penitentiary ("USP") 

in Lewisburg, Pennsylvania, has submitted the instant prose civil action pursuant to 

the Federal Tort Claims Act, 28 U.S.C. § 1346 fil seg_. ("FTCA") and 28 U.S.C. 

§ 1331. Plaintiff has been granted in forma pauperis status, and the matter is now 

before the Court for a 28 U.S.C. § 1915A frivolity screening. 

Title 28 U.S.C. § 1915A requires a federal court to review and dismiss any 

prisoner complaint seeking redress against a governmental entity or officer if the 

court determines that the action ( 1) is frivolous, malicious or fails to state a claim on 

which relief may be granted or (2) seeks monetary relief against a defendant who is 

immune from such relief. Under this standard, a district court must review the 

complaint and dismiss sua sponte those claims premised on meritless legal theories 

i 
! 
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or that clearly lack any factual basis. Denton v. Hernandez, 504 U.S. 25, 27 (1992). 

A claim is frivolous "where it lacks an arguable basis either in law or in fact." 

Neitzke v. Williams, 490 U.S. 319, 325 ( 1989). A complaint may be dismissed for 

failure to state a claim on which relief may be granted when it appears beyond doubt 

that the plaintiff can prove no set of facts in support of his claim which would entitle 

him to relief. Scheuer v. Rhodes, 416 U.S. 232,236 (1974). 

I. Plaintiffs Allegations 

Plaintiff sues Officers C. Peoples and Rosa, alleging that he was subjected to 

excessive force and denied proper medical attention during his incarceration in 2007 

at the Federal Correctional Institution in Atlanta, Georgia. According to Plaintiff, 

on October 3, 2007, he complained to Officer Peoples that he had not showered in 

six days and wanted to speak to a lieutenant. Plaintiff contends that Officer Peoples 

"became rude and threatened to beat me and then frame me for assaulting him." 

Plaintiff alleges that, when he put his arm outside the food slot on his cell door to 

retrieve some ice, Officer Peoples slammed his arm in the slot, injuring it. Plaintiff 

contends that Officer Peoples then rushed into his cell and grabbed him "very 

tightly" around the neck, causing injury to it. Plaintiff further alleges that Officer 

2 
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Rosa "stood guard" at his cell door and watched Officer Peoples assault Plaintiff. 

According to Plaintiff, Officer Peoples removed him from his cell and "paraded 

[him] down the hallway" while still holding Plaintiff by the neck. Plaintiff contends 

that he was taken to an empty room, where Officer Peoples further assaulted him and 

Officer Rosa stood guard. Plaintiff seeks damages and proper medical attention for 

his neck. 

II. Discussion 

A. Bivens Claims 

Plaintiff raises claims against these two federal officers under Bivens v. Six 

Unknown Named Agents of Federal Bureau ofNarcotics, 403 U.S. 388 (1971). In 

Bivens, the Supreme Court held that the violation ofa person's constitutional rights 

by a federal official may give rise to a damages action in federal court. brought 

pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1331. Because "[t]he effect of Bivens was, in essence, to 

create a remedy against federal officers, acting under color of federal law, that was 

analogous to the section 1983 action against state officials," courts generally apply 

section 1983 law to Bivens cases. Abella v. Rubino, 63 F.3d 1063, 1065 (11th Cir. 

1995). 

3 
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In order to state a claim for relief under 42 U.S.C. § 1983, a plaintiff must 

allege that: (1) an act or omission deprived him of a right, privilege, or immunity 

secured by the Constitution of the United States or a federal statute; and (2) the act 

or omission was committed by a person acting under color of state law. See Hale v. 

Tallapoosa County, 50 F.3d 1579, 1581 (11th Cir. 1995). 

The United States Supreme Court has stated, "Whenever prison officials stand 

accused of using excessive physical force constituting 'the unnecessary and wanton 

infliction of pain' violative of the Cruel and Unusual Punishments Clause, the core 

judicial inquiry is ... whether force was applied in a good-faith effort to maintain or 

restore discipline, or maliciously and sadistically to cause harm." Hudson v. 

McMillian, 503 U.S. l, 1-2 (1992) (internal citations omitted). The facts alleged in 

the instant complaint support an inference that the use of force exceeded that which 

was necessary to restore discipline and rose to the level of retaliation against 

Plaintiff. Accordingly, Plaintiffs excessive force claim should be allowed to 

PROCEED against Defendants Officer Peoples and Officer Rosa. 

Plaintiff also alleges that he did not receive proper medical treatment for his 

neck. Prison officials violate an inmate's Eighth Amendment rights when they are 

deliberately indifferent to his serious medical needs. Estelle v. Gamble, 429 U.S. 97 

4 
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(1976); see &§Q Adams v. Poag, 61 F.3d 1537 (11th Cir. 1995). To establish 

deliberate indifference, '1he prisoner must prove three facts: {l) subjective 

knowledge of a risk of serious harm; (2) disregard of that risk; and (3) by conduct 

that is more than mere negligence." Brown v. Johnson, 38,7 F.3d 1344, 1351 (11th 

Cir. 2004). 

Plaintiffs allegations do not indicate that Defendants were deliberately 

indifferent to any injuries suffered by him as a result of the alleged incident. 

Plaintiff's complaint and attached documents indicate that he received medical 

attention following the alleged altercation. [Doc. 1 at 6]; See Carroll v. Correctional 

Medical Services, 160 F. App'x 848 (11th Cir. 2005) (holding prisoner failed to 

show that medical service acted with deliberate indifference, as prisoner was 

examined, monitored, evaluated, and cared for regularly by physicians ~d nurses at 

the prison and local outside facilities). It is not within the province of this Court to 

insinuate itself into the treatment decisions of prison medical personnel. Haskew v. 

Wainwright, 429 F.2d 525,526 (5th Cir. 1970) ("Federal courts will not inquire into 

the adequacy or sufficiency of medical care of state prison inmates unless there 

appears to have been an abuse of the broad discretion which prison officials possess 

5 
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in this area."). Plaintiff's allegations at most state a negligence claim, which is not 

actionable here. See Faison v. Rosado, 129 F. App'x 490 (11th Cir. April 18, 2005) 

(holding staff physician's failure to follow recommendation of orthopedist and refer 

inmate to a physical therapist amounted only to negligence, not a cognizable 

constitutional claim). Accordingly, Plaintiff has failed to state a claim of deliberate 

indifference to his serious medical needs. 

B. FTCA Claim 

The FTCA provides in relevant part that the United States can be sued for 

personal injury resulting from the "negligent or wrongful act or omission of any 

employee of the Government while acting within the scope of his office or 

employment, under circumstances where the United States, if a private person, would 

be liable to the claimant in accordance with the law of the place where the act or 

omission occurred." 28 U.S.C. § 1346(b)(l). 

Before a district court may entertain an FTCA action, a plaintiff must present 

his claim to the appropriate federal agency and wait for the agency to deny it. 28 

U.S.C. § 2675(a); Burchfield v. United States, 168 F.3d 1252, 1254-55 (11th Cir. 

1999). To satisfy this prerequisite to filing suit, an FTCA claimant must(l) give the 

6 
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appropriate federal agency written notice of his claim sufficient enough for that 

agency to investigate; and (2) provide a value on his claim. Burchfield, 168 F .3d at 

1255. 

Plaintiff's complaint and attached exhibits reflect that he has satisfied the 

prerequisites for bringing his FTCA claim involving the alleged use of excessive 

force. Plaintiff presented his claim to the appropriate federal agency with a damages 

amount, and the claim was denied by the agency in writing on May 22, 2009. [Doc. 

1 at 17-18]. In light of Plaintiff's compliance with the provisions of the FTCA, and 

in deference to his vm se status, the Court cannot find that Plaintiff's FTCA claim 

is "clearly baseless" or that the legal theories are "indisputably meritless." Carroll 

v. Gross, 984 F.2d 392, 393 (11th Cir. 1993). 

III. Conclusion 

Based on the foregoing, IT IS ORDERED that Plaintiff's Bivens claim 

regarding the alleged denial of proper medical attention be DISMISSED pursuant 

to 28 U.S.C. § 1915A for failure to state a claim upon which relief may be granted. 

7 
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In light of the facts presented and in deference to his pro ~ status, IT IS 

FURTHER ORDERED that Plaintiff's Bivens claim regarding excessive force and 

his FTCA claim 1 are ALLOWED to PROCEED. 

A Plaintiff who sues an officer or employee of the United States must serve 

both the individual Defendant and the United States. See Fed. R. Civ. P. 4(i){2), (3). 

Accordingly, the Clerk SHALL send Plaintiff one USM 285 form and one summons 

each for ( 1) the United States Attorney General, (2) the United States Attorney for 

the Northern District of Georgia, and (3) the remaining individual Defendants. 

Plaintiff SHALL complete each USM 285 form and summons and return the forms 

to the Clerk of Court within 20 days of the entry date of this Order. Plaintiff is 

warned that failure to comply in a timely manner could result in the dismissal of this 

civil action. The Clerk SHALL resubmit this action to the Court if Plaintiff fails to 

comply. 

Upon receipt of the forms, the Clerk SHALL prepare and transmit to the U.S. 

Marshal's Service two service packages for the United States, as described in Fed. 

1The proper defendant in an action under the FfCA is the United States. ~ 
28 U.S.C. § 1346(b)(l). Therefore, the Clerk is DIRECTED to add the United 
States as a named Defendant in this action. 

8 
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R. Civ. P. 4(i)( 1 ). 2 Each service package must include the USM 285 form and a copy 

of the summons and of the complaint. Upon receipt of the service packages, the U.S. 

Marshal's Service SHA;LL serve the United States as provided in Rule4(i)(l). Each 

completed USM 285 form SHALL be filed with the Clerk. 

For each Defendant, the Clerk SHALL prepare a service waiver package.3 

Each service waiver package must include two Notice of Lawsuit and Request for 

Waiver of Service of Summons forms (prepared by the Clerk), Waiver of Service of 

Summons forms (prepared by the Clerk), an envelope addressed to the Clerk of Court 

with adequate first class postage for return of the waiver form, one copy of the 

2 "To serve the United States, a party must: (A)(i) deliver a copy of the 
summons and of the complaint to the United States attorney for the district where the 
action is brought-or to an assistant United States attorney or clerical employee whom 
the United States attorney designates in a writing filed with the court clerk-or (ii) 
send a copy of each by registered or certified mail to the civil-process clerk at the 
United States attorney's office"; and also "(B) send a copy of each by registered or 
certified mail to the Attorney General of the United States at Washington, D.C." Fed. 
R. Civ. P. 4(i)(l). 

3 "To serve a United States officer or employee sued in an individual capacity 
for an act or omission occurring in connection with duties performed on the United 
States' behalf (whether or not the officer or employee is also sued in an official 
capacity), a party must ... serve the officer or employee under Rule 4(e), (f), or (g)." 
Fed. R. Civ. P. 4(i)(3). "Invocation of the individual service provisions of 
subdivisions (e), (f), and (g) invokes also the waiver-of-service provisions of 
subdivision (d)." Rule 4, Advisory Comm. Notes, 2000 Amend. 1( 1. 

9 
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complaint, and one copy of this Order. The Clerk SHALL retain the USM 285 fonn 

and summons for each Defendant. 

Upon completion of a service waiver package for each such Defendant, the 

Clerk SHALL complete the lower portion of the Notice of Lawsuit and Request for 

Waiver form and mail a service waiver package to each Defendant. Defendants have 

a duty to avoid unnecessary costs of serving the summons. If a Defendant fails to 

comply with the request for waiver of service, that Defendant must bear the costs of 

personal service unless good cause can be shown for failure to return the Waiver of 

Service form. 

In the event a Defendant does not return an executed Waiver of Service form 

to the Clerk of Court within 35 days following the date the service waiver package 

is mailed, the Clerk SHALL prepare and transmit to the U.S. Marshal's Service a 

service package for each such Defendant. Each service package must include the 

USM 285 form and a copy of the summons and of the complaint. Upon receipt of the 

service package, the U.S. Marshal's Service SHALL personally serve each 

Defendant sued in an individual capacity who failed to waive service. The executed 

waiver form or the completed USM 285 form SHALL be filed with the Clerk. 

Plaintiff SHALL serve upon Defendants or Defendants' counsel a copy of 

10 
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every additional pleading or other document that is filed with the Clerk of Court. 

Each pleading or other document filed with the Clerk SHALL include a certificate 

stating the date on which an accurate copy of that paper was mailed to Defendants 

or Defendants' counsel. This Court will disregard any submitted papers which have 

not been properly filed with the Clerk or which do not include a certificate of service. 

Plaintiff also SHALL keep the Court and Defendants advised of his current 

address at all times during the pendency of this action. Plaintiff is admonished that 

the failure to do so may result in the dismissal of this action. 

This case SHALL proceed on a four month discovery track, beginning no 

later than 30 days after the appearance· of the first Defendant by answer to the 

complaint, subject to extension by motion filed prior to the expiration of the 

discovery period. See LR 26.2(A)-(B), NDGa. 

IT IS SO ORDERED this ~f!!;-, day of June, 2010. 

11 



IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF GEORGIA 

ATLANTA DIVISION 

Gerald A. West, 

Plaintiff, 

vs. 

United States of America, 

Defendant. 

CIVIL ACTION 

NO. 1:09-cv-3328-RWS 

STIPULATION FOR COMPROMISE SETTLEMENT AND RELEASE OF 
FEDERAL TORT CLAIMS ACT CLAIMS PURSUANT TO 28 U.S.C. '2677 

It is hereby stipulated by and between the undersigned pro se plaintiff (meaning any 

person, other than the defendant and the defendant's attorney, signing this agreement, whether or 

not a party to this civil action), and the United States of America, by and through pro se plaintiff 

and defendant's attorney, as follows: 

1. The parties do hereby agree to settle and compromise each and every claim of any 

kind, whether known or unlmown, arising directly or indirectly from the acts or omissions that 

gave rise to the above-captioned action under the terms and conditions set forth in this Settlement 

Agreement. 

2. The United States of America agrees to settle this matter for Four Thousand Five 

Hundred Dollars ($4,500.00), as full settlement and satisfaction of any and all claims, demands, 

rights, and causes of action of whatsoever kind and nature, arising from, and by reason of any and 

all known and unknown, foreseen and unforeseen bodily and personal injuries, damage to property 
I 



and the consequences thereof, resulting, and to result, from the subject matter of this settlement, 

including any claims for wrongful death, for which plaintiff or his guardians, heirs, executors, 

administrators, or assigns, ~d each of them, now have or may hereafter acquire against the United 

States of America, its agents, servants, and employees. 

3. · Plaintiff and his guardians, heirs, executors, administrators or assigns hereby agrees to 

accept this Stipulation of Compromise Settlement in full settlement, satisfaction, and release of 

any and all claims, demands, rights, and causes of action of whatsoever kind and nature, including 

claims for wrongful death, arising from, and by reason of any and all known and unknown, 

foreseen and unforeseen bodily and personal injuries, damage to property and the consequences 

thereof which they may have or hereafter acquire against the United States of America, its agents, 

servants and employees on account of the same subject matter that gave rise to the 

above-captioned action, including any future claim or lawsuit of any kind or type whatsoever, 

whether known or unlmown, and whether for compensatory or exemplary damages. Plaintiff and 

his guardians, heirs, executors, administrators or assigns further agrees to reimburse, indemnify 

and hold harmless the United States of America, its agents, servants, and employees from and 

against any and all such causes of action, claims, liens, rights, or subrogated or contribution 

interests incident to or resulting from further litigation or the prosecution of claims by plaintiff or 

his guardians, heirs, executors, administrators or assigns against any third party or against the 

United States, including claims for wrongful death. 

4. This stipulatlon for compromise settlement is not, is in no way intended to be, and 

should not be construed as, an admission of liability or fault on the part of the United States, its 

agents, servants, or employees, and it is specifically denied that they are liable to the plaintiff. 
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This settlement is entered into by all parties for the purpose of compromising disputed claims 

under the Federal Tort Claims Act and avoiding the expenses and risks of further litigation. 

5. It is also agreed, by and among the parties, that the respective parties will each bear 

their own costs, fees, and expenses and that any attorney's fees owed by the plaintiff will be paid 

out of the settlement amount and not in addition thereto. 

6. It is also understood by and among the parties that pursuant to Title 28, United States 

Code, Section 2678, attorney's fees for services rendered in connection with this action shall not 

exceed 25 per centum of the amount of the compromise settlement. 

7. The persons signing this Settlement Agreement warrant and represent that they 

possess full authority to bind the persons on whose behalf they are signing to the terms of the 

settlement. 

8. Payment of this settlement will be made by check drawn on the Treasury of the United 

States for four thousand five hundred dollars ($4,500.00) and made payable to Gerald A. West, 

Federal Register #54421-060. The check will be mailed to the following address: 

Darcy F. Coty 
Assistant U.S. Attorney 
United States Attorney's Office 
Richard B. Russell Building 
75 Spring Street, S.W., Suite 600 
Atlanta, GA 30303 

Upon receipt of the check by Assistant U.S. Attorney Darcy F. Coty, the U.S. Attorney's Office 

for the Northern District of Georgia shall mail the check to Gerald A. West directed to the address 

provided by Gerald A. West. Such address shall be provided in writing by Gerald A. West to 

Assistant U.S. Attorney Darcy F. Coty. 
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9. Plaintiff agrees to file a dismissal of the above-captioned action with prejudice, with 

each party bearing its own fees, costs, and expenses, within seven (7) days of Assistant U.S. 

Attorney Darcy F. Coty receiving payment of any settlement proceeds. If Plaintiff fails to file the 

aforementioned dismissal with prejudice within seven (7) days of Assistant U.S. Attorney Darcy 

F. Coty receiving payment of any settlement proceeds, Plaintiff hereby authorizes the defendant to 

notify that the court that the matter should be dismissed with prejudice in accordance with the 

terms of this Settlement Agreement. 

10. The parties agree that this Stipulation for Compromise Settlement and Release, 

including all the terms and conditions of this compromise settlement and any additional 

agreements relating thereto, may be made public in their entirety, and the plaintiff expressly 

consents to such release and disclosure pursuant to 5 U.S.C. ' 552a(b). 

11. It is contemplated that this Stipulation may be executed in several counterparts, 

with a separate signature page for each party. All such counterparts and signature pages, 

together, shall be deemed to be one document. 

Gerald A. West 
Plaintiff 

~-

✓,,,,-iA -~ 

tness to Gerald A. West's signature 
·Printed Name: ,J ,:;';,,c,;--~t.... 0 /vlc.·~-{u5( 
Title : Co ,...__.., ., «? /., ,-

Darcy ½ .,..--- • 1 
Assi~~t1 {tfci:1ta_;t~orney 
Attorneff6FUri1ted( es -0f America 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF GEORGIA 

ATLANTA DIVISION 

Gerald A. West, 

Plaintiff, 

vs. 

United States of America, 

Defendant. 

CIVIL ACTION 

NO. 1:09-cv-3328-RWS 

STIPULATION FOR COMPROMISE SETTLEMENT AND RELEASE OF 
FEDERAL TORT CLAIMS ACT CLAIMS PURSUANT TO 28 U.S.C. ' 2677 

It is hereby stipulated by and between the undersigned pro se plaintiff (meaning any 

person, other than the defendant and the defendant's attorney, signing this agreement, whether or 

not a party to this civil action), and the United States of America, by and through prose plaintiff 

and defendant's attorney, as follows: 

1. The parties do hereby agree to settle and compromise each and every claim of any 

kind, whether known or unknown, arising directly or indirectly from the acts or omissions that 

gave rise to the above-captioned action under the terms and conditions set forth in this Settlement 

Agreement. 

2. The United States of America agrees to settle this matter for Four Thousand Five 

Hundred Dollars ($4,500.00), as full settlement and satisfaction of any and all claims, demands, 

rights, and causes of action of whatsoever kind and nature, arising from, and by reason of any and 

all known and unknown, foreseen and unforeseen bodily and personal injuries, damage to property 
1 



and the consequences thereof, resulting, and to result, from the subject matter of this settlement, 

including any claims for wrongful death, for which plaintiff or his guardians, heirs, executors, 

administrators, or assigns, and each of them, now have or may hereafter acquire against the United 

States of America, its agents, servants, and employees. 

3. Plaintiff and his guardians, heirs, executors, administrators or assigns hereby agrees to 

accept this Stipulation of Compromise Settlement in full settlement, satisfaction, and release of 

any and all claims, demands, rights, and causes of action of whatsoever kind and nature, including 

claims for wrongful death, arising from, and by reason of any and all known and unknown, 

foreseen and unforeseen bodily and personal injuries, damage to property and the consequences 

thereof which they may have or hereafter acquire against the United States of America, its agents, 

servants and employees on account of the same subject matter that gave rise to the 

above-captioned action, including any future claim or lawsuit of any kind or type whatsoever, 

whether known or unknown, and whether for compensatory or exemplary damages. Plaintiff and 

his guardians, heirs, executors, administrators or assigns further agrees to reimburse, indemnify 

and hold harmless the United States of America, its agents, servants, and employees from and 

against any and all such causes of action, claims, liens, rights, or subrogated or contribution 

interests incident to or resulting from further litigation or the prosecution of claims by plaintiff or 

his guardians, heirs, executors, administrators or assigns against any third party or against the 

United States, including claims for wrongful death. 

4. This stipulation for compromise settlement is not, is in no way intended to be, and 

should not be construed as, an admission of liability or faull on the part of the United States, its 

agents, servants, or employees, and it is specifically denied that they are liable to the plaintiff. 
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This settlement is entered into by all parties for the purpose of compromising disputed claims 

under the Federal Tort Claims Act and avoiding the expenses and risks of further litigation. 

5. It is also agreed, by and among the parties, that the respective parties will each bear 

their own costs, fees, and expenses and that any attorney's fees owed by the plaintiff will be paid 

out of the settlement amount and not in addition thereto. 

6. It is also understood by and among the parties that pursuant to Title 28, United States 

Code, Section 2678, attorney's fees for services rendered in connection with this action shall not 

exceed 25 per centum of the amount of the compromise settlement. 

7. The persons signing this Settlement Agreement warrant and represent that they 

possess full authority to bind the persons on whose behalf they are signing to the terms of the 

settlement. 

8. Payment of this settlement will be made by check drawn on the Treasury of the United 

States for four thousand five hundred dollars ($4,500.00) and made payable to Gerald A. West, 

Federal Register #54421-060. The check will be mailed to the following address: 

Darcy F. Coty 
Assistant U.S. Attorney 
United States Attorney's Office 
Richard B. Russell Building 
75 Spring Street, S.W., Suite 600 
Atlanta, GA 30303 

Upon receipt of the check by Assistant U.S. Attorney Darcy F. Coty, the U.S. Attorney's Office 

for the Northern District of Georgia shall mail the check to Gerald A. West directed to the address 

provided by Gerald A. West. Such address shall be provided in \Vriting by Gerald A West to 

Assistant U.S. Attorney Darcy F. Coty. 
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9. Plaintiff agrees to file a dismissal of the above-captioned action with prejudice, with 

each party bearing its own fees, costs, and expenses, within seven (7) days of Assistant U.S. 

Attorney Darcy F. Coty receiving payment of any settlement proceeds. If Plaintiff fails to file the 

aforementioned dismissal with prejudice within seven (7) days of Assistant U.S. Attorney Darcy 

F. Coty receiving payment of any settlement proceeds, Plaintiff hereby authorizes the defendant to 

notify that the court that the matter should be dismissed with prejudice in accordance with the 

terms of this Settlement Agreement. 

10. The parties agree that this Stipulation for Compromise Settlement and Release, 

including all the terms and conditions of this compromise settlement and any additional 

agreements relating thereto, may be made public in their entirety, and the plaintiff expressly 

consents to such release and disclosure pursuant to 5 U.S.C. ' 552a(b). 

11. It is contemplated that this Stipulation may be executed in several counterparts, 

with a separate signature page for each party. All such counterparts and signature pages, 

together, shall be deemed to be one document. 

Gerald A. West 
Plaintiff 

Witness to Gerald A. West's signature 
Printed Name: 
Title: 

Darcy F. Coty 
Assistant United States Attorney 
Attorney for United States of America 

Date 

Date 

Date 
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!N THL lJ:,.JffED STATES DISTIUCT COURT ],'()R "llIE 
MIIJDLL DISTRICT OF FLORIOA 

OCALA DIVISION 

RlCllARD L HENSJ\RLIN(i, 

Plaint11l, 

V 

ll!F lJNITLU STA ff.S C)I· J\ML:RICA. 
el c1l, 

I k fr11da11ls 

Case No. 5 I O-cv<H4-0C- I OPRL 

s·1·1p1JJ.Al'ION H)R COMPROMISI: Sl.t1·rLL:MLlNT AND REl.l:J\SL 01· 
FLDLRAL TORT CLAIMS ACT Ci.AIMS Pl lRSl IANT TO 2~ 11 SC ~ 26Tl 

It 1s ho.::rchy sl!pulatcd hy am! between the undersigned Plamti!T (ntcanmg ar1v 1wrsu11, othc1 

than the ddendant and !hr.: attorm:ys, signing t!w; awr.:cmr.:nt, whether m not a party to this uvil 

ad1u11), and the l_l111ll'd Sti.ltcs or Amenca, by and through their 1csrect1vc attorneys, as l~illows: 

I Thi: part11,;s do hnd1y agn:c lo settle and co111prnm1sc each <.111d every clatm ofimy kind, 

w hcthcr known or unknown, arising directly or indi rcct!y fi om the acts or om 1ssions t!Mt gave rise 

to the ahove-capti oned action under the terms and conditions sd rorth in Lhis Sel tlcmcnt /\ grccmrnt. 

2 The llnitcd Slates ul· America agrees to pay the sum or SIXTY-TWO rHOlJSAND 

F\VI., IIUNDR~'.I) DOU.AKS l$62,500.00j, which sum shall be in lull settlement and 

sat1sfc:11-:llon of any and all claims, ucrnamb, rights, and causes Df actmn of whatsoever kind and 

nature, ansmg from. and by reason of ,my and all known and unknown, foreseen and unforeseen 

bodily and persom1l i11_1uries, damage to property and the conse4uenccs thereof, resulting, and to 

1-csult, from the suhJect matter of this settlement, including ,my claims for wrongful death, for 

wh 1ch Pia int iff or his guardians, heir~, cxeeutms, administrators, or assigns, and each of them, 

/201 I Fdil,on) Pag.c I " :'i 

_.... ,/ 



now havi: or may hercaf:cr acquire ,igamsl !he United States of Amer,czL its agents_ servm1ls, and 

employees 

3 Plaintiff and his guardians) he ,rsl executors\ adm 1n1 strators or assigns hereby agree to 

accept the sums sd ror1h in thh St1pulat1on or Comprnm1"c Scttlcnll·nl 111 full sctllcmcnt, 

sat1sfoct ion, ;_mJ n.: kusc of ,my arnJ al I ch.ii ms Jcm,rnJs. r I ghts, and caUSl'S of act 1011 of \vhabocvcr 

k 111J ,ind natw i.::. incl ud Ing ,,: L:wns fr11 wr(>t:g.h.d ,kalh, ai 1s :n2 fi urn anJ hv reason or any ,111J ul I 

known and un~nown. foreseen and unforeseen hod I I\· and personal in1 ur1cs, d.:image to property and 

!he conscqucnt:es thcn:ot which the\· ma~· lul\c ,)r !icrcaltcr ,n:qwrc :1gci111st the ! ln1lni Staks of 

1\mcrrca, Its c1gc11(s, ~crv:mls anJ -'mrio\ces on 3,·umnt ol lhc same •;ubjt::c! rn:illcr that gave nsc to 

the abuvc-c-1pl 1u11ni act I0n. 111c I ud rnt, am future c I ;11 m or l<lwsu 11 uf any k I nJ or type whatsoever, 

whether known or unk 1111\'-ll, and whether for c, 1mpcns<1tury or cxr: mplary damages Pb 1 nt I tl and 

h 1 s guard inns, heirs, exccut1 HS, adrn ! n 1stra1ors m assigns further agn'c to rc1mbu1 se, 1 ndcmrn ly and 

hold harmless the United States (if Amcr1G1, its c1gcnts. scrwuits, arid employees lrom and against 

,ll\V and a!I such causes of al'l1ot1. c I ,.!!ms. I il'II~ 1·1 ghts_ or ~uhrngatcd nr contn but Hlll Interests 

me I dent to or resul ! i ng i'rom /'urthe1· I!\ 1ga11 ot' or th,· rrost~cut um or cla! ms by l'la111t1 ff ur h 1 s 

guard rans. he I rs, cXL'Cut, 1rs, ad 1111 n 1st rd turs ( 1r ass1gr,s ,1ga; 11s1 ,my th I rd party or against the I j 111tcd 

,1 This stipulation for compromise settlement 1s noL 1s in no \\ay intended to be, and should 

not be construed as. a11 adm1ss1on of liability or fault on the part of the United States, its ugents. 

servants, or employees. and it 1s spec1fic<1lly denied that they arc liable to the Plamtirf. This 

settlement is entered mto by nll parties for !he purpose of compromising disputed claims under the 

h;dcral Tort Claims /\c1 and avoiding the expenses :md risks of further Ii t ignt1on 

(20 11 Ed1li<>n) Page 2 of 5 



5. It iS also agreed, by and among the parties, that the respective part1r;:s wdl each bear their 

own costs, fees, and expenses and that any attorney's ices O\ved by the P1aintiff will be paid out of 

the settlement amount and not 1n add:t10n therelll 

6 lt 1s also w1derstood by and among the pames that pursuant to Title 28, United States 

Code, Section 2678, attorney's fees [or services ,endered in cotmed1on w1Lh Lh1s action shall not 

cxcced 25 per centum of the a.mount of the -:ornp1-um I Si.'. settlement 

7 The persons signing chis Sett!ernen! Agreement warrant and represent that they possess 

full authority Lo hind the persons on whose hchai f 1hey arc signing to the terms of (he settlement 

ln the event any Pk11nlill 1s a mmor or a legally incompetent adult, the Plaintiff must obtain Court 

approval of the settlement ai their expense. Pla1ntdl agrees Lu obtalll such approval 1n a timely 

rnanm:r time being of the essence Pla1ntrff further agree:- that the United States may void 1111.s 

sculcment at it.s option 1n the event such approval is not obtained in a tlme!y 1mmne, In the event 

!'lai1111fT fails to obtain s1ich Court approval, the entire St1pulat1on for Comprorrnsc Scttlcrnenl and 

Release and the compromise settlement are null and void 

8 Payment of the settlement amount will be made by E!ectromc Fund Transfer as per the 

following 

(201 I Edition) 

Name or Bank 
City, State and Zip Code of Bank -
Routing Number 
Name of Account. 

Account Numher 

Chase Bank 
Orlando, FL 32837 
26708413\ 
Bagley Langan and Associates PLLC 
JOLT A Trust AccoW1t 
0863607131 
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Executed thi~iY) day of April, 2015 

A. LEF. BENTI,EY, H1 
United States Attomev 

--).J- / :' i ) / I I . / : . / ·1 

I l l ! I I -~ \/ \. 
' - .... _, ~~ · .. - -- ~~- ' ·.•. ~- .......... - - -

LAURA G. LOTHMAN, ESQUlRE 
As~istant United States Attorney 
Florida Bar No 0(153809 
United States Courthouse 
300 North Hogan Street, Suite 700 
JacksonviHe, Florida 32202-4270 
Telephone Number (904) 30 l-6336/6300 
Facs1m1le Number (904) 30 !-6310 
Emad · L-Jt,,--1 I _,,thn_url'~{_L:sdo_! gu1 

Attorney for Defendants 

cc. Jeffrey Middendorf, Esq 
Supervisory Attorney 
Bureau of Prisons 

-

Post Office Box l 029 
Coleman, FL 33521-1 :J29 
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Plaioliff s attorney agrees to d1str1bute the settlement proceeds to the PluintdT, and to 

obtain a dismissal ofthe above-ui.ptioned acuon \\11.h pre.1ud1ce, with each party bearing its own fees, 

t:osts, and expenses 

9 The parties agree that this St1pula11on for Compromise Settlement and Release, including 

all the terms and conditions of this compromise settlement and a..'ly additional agreements relating 

thereto, may be made public in their cnllfcty, and the Plaintiff expressly consent to such release and 

disclosure pursuant to 5 U S C q 552a(b). 

10. It is contemplated that this St1pulauon may be executed in several counterparts, with a 

separate signature page for each party All such coumerpans and signature pages, together, shall be 

deemed to be one document. 

l ,'\\.'...:Ut..:d this ---~-- _Jav/f·'\p1 ii, ~015 __ 
. r 

/ 
i 

l{lCI-IARD ~: W·NSARI ING. l'LAIN'fHf· 

....,,l 
Executed this 1,, 7, day uf April, 2G: 5. 

BAGLEY & LANGAN, PLL.C. 

EDWARD R. GUERRETTE, U, ESQUIRE 
Florida Bar No 84227 . ~ I ( '-iv~-
707 C@l@eratien A l'C!H:tC" ! SJ O u.U\,( .... ti-~, 6 v, I"' k 

Celebration, FL 34 74 7 
Telephone Number ( 407) 566-71? l 
Facsimile Number ( 407) 566-7173 
Emai I: o,:gucnctk ·u !,,u.k1 lcin12,m co1~, 
Attorneys for Plaintiff Richard E. Hensarling 
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DateJJ:Jme T_r_a_nsaetion Type Amount Ref# J'!I.Ymen~ l;S_ah-!1]~ 
714/2010 6:27:28 PM Phone Withdrawal (S 1.00) TFN0704 $67.11 
7/1/2010 I :06:S9 PM Western Union $S0.00 33336010 $68.11 
6121/20! 0 6: I 0:S9 PM Sales - No F~(Non-FP lns1i1u1ion) ($14.10) 6S SIS.I I 
6/1712010 10:SS:2S AM Inmate Co-pay ($2.00) JICP06 IO $32.21 
6nl2010 2:31:36 PM S.J.I~~-:: NQ _~ (No_n-F_p_ (n$_tj!utio_n) ($11.00) S9 $34.21 
614/2010 9:13: 16 AM Payroll - !PP $44.66 JIPP0SIO $4S.21 
S/2712010 1:47:42 PM Phone Withdrawal ($3.00) TFN0S27 S0.55 
5/27/2010 I :28:56 PM Sales - No FP (Non-FP lns1it111ion) ($3.70) 30 S3.55 
5/27/2010 I :28:30 PM S_alcs • No Ff' (N_ou-FP J.11~i!uJi~u!) (S14.65) 29 S7.25 
5/24/2010 5: 10:32 PM Phone Withdrawal (S3.00) TFN0524 S21.90 
5/23/2010 9:03:26 AM Phone Withdrawal (S1.00) TFN0S23 S24.90 
5/20/201 0 6:45:47 PM Sales - No FP (Non-FP lnstit11tio11) ($64.65) 140 $25.90 
S/20/2010 9:38:29 AM Phone Withdrawal (S1.00) TFN0520 S90.55 
5/19/2010 I l:22:06AM Sales - No FP (Non-FP lnstitutio..!!) ($12.50) 36 S91.55 
5/19/20! 0 9:53: 14 AM Phone Wid1drawal (Sl.00) TFN0S19 S104.05 
5/18/2010 8:58: 18 AM Phone Withdrawal ($1.00) TFN0518 $105.05 
S/1712010 5:06:11 PM Western Union S50.00 33332710 $106.05 
5/17120\0 11:38:01 AM Phone Withdrawal ($2.00) TFN0S 17 $56.05 
5/17120! 0 7: 17:09 AM PhOtle Withdrawal (S1.00) TFN0517 S58.05 
5/16/2010 11:26:18 AM PhOtle Withdrawal ($3.00) TFN0Sl6 S59.05 
5/16/2010 IO:S9:45 AM PhOtle Withdrawal (S 1.00) TFN05 16 S62.05 
Sil S/2010 11 :0 I :25 AM Phone Withdrawal (S4.00) TFN051S $63.05 
S/15/2010 8:53:46 AM Phone Withdrawal ($1.00) TFN0SIS $67.05 
5114/2010 6:24:41 PM Phone Withdrawal ($2.00) TFN0514 S68.05 
S114/2010 11:49:52 AM Phone Withdrawal ($2.00) TFN0Sl4 $70.05 
511212010 12:02:23 PM Phone Withdrawal (S 1.00) TFN05 12 S72.05 
5/12/2010 11 :38:47 AM Phone Withdrawal ($2.00) TFN0512 $73.05 
5/10/2010 II :32:3 I AM Phone Withdrawal (Sl.00) TFN0SI0 $75.0, 
5/10/2010 8:37:49 AM Phone Withdrawal (S2.00) TFN05 I 0 $76.05 
5/9/2010 9:23:22 AM Phone Withdrawal ($5.00) TFN0509 S78.05 
5/912010 7:48:09 AM Phone Widldrawal ($1.00) TFN0509 $83.05 
5/8/2010 2:05:38 PM Western Union S50.00 33332110 S84.05 
517/2010 11:47:18 AM Phone Withdrawal (S10.00) TFN0507 S34.05 
5m2010 9:05:24 AM Phone Withdrawal (S2.00) TFN0507 S44.05 
S/7/2010 9:02:34 AM Payroll - IPP S44.66 JIPP0410 S46.05 
5/612010 1:28:47 PM Sales - No FP ( Non~_f P_ lns!i!!llion) (S1.00) 25 St.39 
516/2010 I :28:35 PM Sal_Cj_~_N_Q_f_P_ (~on-f P Institution) S1.55 24 S2.39 
5/612010 1:27:11 PM $_a!es - No FP (N<m~l:'.f'lni;.!i!ll!i_oJ:!} (S30.60) 23 S0.84 
5/612010 10:58:29 AM Phone Wid1drawal (S1.00) TFN0506 $31.44 
5/612010 8:23:50 AM Phone Withdrawal ($4.00) TFN0S06 $32.44 
5/5/2010 5:25:37 PM Phone Withdrawal ($1.00) TFN0505 S36.44 
5/5/2010 9:25:06 AM Phone Wi1hdrawal (S3.00) TFN0505 $37.44 
5/4/20!0 I 1:52:03 AM Phone Withdrawal (S9.00) TFN0504 $40.44 
5/4/2010 9:09:10 AM Phone Withdrawal (S1.00) TFN0504 $49.44 
4/30/2010 I :05:39 PM Western Union $50.00 33331610 550.44 
4/2212010 2:55:44 PM Phone Withdrawal ($6.00) TFN0422 $0.44 
4/22/2010 1 :05:32 PM S11les - No FP (Non-f P _l11sJi1111io11) (S48.95) 10 S6.44 
4/21/20!0 11 :37:40 AM Phone Withdrawal ($2.00) TFN0421 $55.39 
4/21/2010 10:26:17 AM Phone Withdrawal ($1.00) TFN0421 S57.39 
4/20/2010 11 :05:45 AM Phone Wid1drawa\ ($1.00) TFN0420 $58.39 

12~4 

http://l 0.33.84. l 06/TruwebNiew AllTransCombined.aspx 7/6/2010 
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Filed 07/28/10 Page 4 of 6 

l11n1:1tF Rl.'~11: 

lnm:it(' Name, 

Rl.'/W1·1 Date, 

Rl.'I1orI Timt•: 

Dllte/Time 
4/19/20!0 4:06: 10 PM 
411812010 12:18:39 PM 
411812010 9:07:43 AM 
4117/20108:00:05 PM 
4116/2010 2:52:03 PM 
4116/20!0 12:26:43 PM 
4/15/2010 4:47:26 PM 
4/IS/2010 12:46:52 PM 
4115/20108:35:47 AM 
4/14/2010 11: 13:5 I AM 
4114/2010 10:33:51 AM 
4/14/2010 10:11:04 AM 
4/1312010 8:57:58 PM 
4/13/2010 8:26:54 AM 
4112/2010 7:25:09 AM 
4/1112010 7:27: IO PM 
4/11/2010 9:34:41 AM 
4/10/2010 10:49:56 AM 
4110/2010 8:47:33 AM 
41912010 2:05: 15 PM 
419/2010 11:46:06 AM 
419/2010 8:24:24 AM 
419/2010 8:07:33 AM 
4/812010 2:01:01 PM 
4/812010 12:22:47 PM 
4nl2010 9:43: 19 AM 
41712010 9: 19:26 AM 
416/2010 9:21 :01 AM 
4/6/2010 8:34:50 AM 
415/2010 9:24:34 AM 
415/2010 8:32:32 AM 
414/2010 9:45:53 AM 
41412010 7:38:31 AM 
411/2010 5:46:18 PM 
3/2812010 2:05:02 PM 
3/2412010 6:21 :43 PM 
3120/20104:30:07 AM 
3/19/2010 7:40:51 PM 
3/17/20106:27:38 PM 
3/IS/2010 7:50: I J PM 
J/14/2010 8:01:08 PM 
3/14/2010 11 :19:23 AM 
3/13/2010 11 :38:27 AM 
3/512010 12:48:43 PM 
3/S/2010 12: 13:58 PM 
3/512010 8:30:23 AM 
3/512010 8:20:42 AM 
3/S/2010 8: I S:04 AM 
3/4/2010 11:01:05 AM 
314/2010 9:54:52 AM 

1234 

All Transactions 
fJ')•i<IIOlil 

llENSARUNG. RICII.-\RD 

IJ 7e'Oh·20 ! 1l 

!1:D:18AM 

Tran.s~don Typ_e: 
Western Union 
Phone Withdrawal 
Phone Withdrawal 
Phone Withdrawal 
Phone Withdrawal 
Phone Withdrawal 
Phone Wi1hdrawal 
Sales • No FP(Non-FP Institution) 
Phone Withdrawal 
S_a LC$-~ J~Q _fe_ (J'f 011~.f !'_Ins.ti_ ll,!tioru 
Phone Withdrawal 
Phone Withdrawal 
Phone Withdrawal 
Phone Withdrawal 
Phone Withdrawal 
Phone Withdrawal 
Phone Withdrawal 
Phone Withdrawal 
Phone Withdrawal 
Western Union 
Phone Withdrawal 
Phone Withdrawal 
Payroll - !PP 
~;tl~_: N<> F P (Non-FP Institution) 
Phone Withdrawal 
Phone Withdrawal 
Phone Withdrawal 
Phone Withdrawal 
Phone Withdrawal 
Phone Withdrawal 
Phone Withdrawal 
Phone Withdrawal 
Phone Withdrawal 
Sales - No_ ~f'_(Non-Ff> JnstiMio..!!) 
Western Union 
Sales ~.No FP_{N<>n:F. P _l_11s_ti_t_uJlo_nJ 
Bills 
Phone Withdrawal 
Sales_~ No FP(Non_~_FPJ_n51i1u1ion) 
Phone Withdrawal 
Pl1one Withdrawal 
Phone Withdrawal 
Phone Wid1drawal 
$~!~ ~N_o FP (Non-FP _ lnstitUJ!Q!IJ 
~les • No_FP (Non-FP Institution) 
Phone Withdrawal 
Payroll - !PP 
Phone Withdrawal 
Phone Withdrawal 
Phone Withdrawal 

.• 

Currl•llf I ll)lilllliuu: 

lluusini;: l :nit: 

l.i\'ing Qnartl.'1'\: 

('()'.\,I-Z-A 

/.0.,.01 !-iU ,\I> 

Amount Ref# 
SS0.00 33330710 
(Sl.00) TFN0418 
(Sl.00) TFN0418 
(S4.00) TFN0417 
(S6.00) TFN0416 
($1.00) TFN0416 
($2.00) TFN041S 

($34.1S) 22 
($1.00) TFN0415 

(SIO.SO) 8 
(S2.00) TFN0414 
(S 1.00) TFN04 I 4 
(S1.00) TFN0413 
(S 1.00) TFN04 I 3 
(S2.00) TFN0412 
(S2.00) TFN04 I I 
(Sl.00) TFN04l l 
(S5.00) TFN0410 
(S2.00) TFN0410 
S50.00 33330110 
(SS.00) TFN0409 
(S3.00) TFN0409 
S44.66 JIPPOJIO 

(S19.35) 28 
(Sl.00) TFN0408 
(S2.00J TFN0407 
(S3.00) TFN0407 
(SLUO) TFN0406 
(S6.00) TFN0406 
(S3.00) TFN0405 
($2.00) TFN0405 
($3.00) TFN0404 
($2.00) TFN0404 

($68.50) 75 
$100.00 33329210 
($34.60) 176 

$45.00 3923-C 
($1.00) TFN0319 

(S84.65) 137 
(S2.00) TFN03 IS 
(S1.00) TFN0314 
(S1.00) TFN0314 
(S1.00) TFN0313 

($17.60) 113 
($18.00) 8S 
(S50.00) TFN0305 

$44.66 JIPP0210 
($4.00) TFN030S 
(53.00) TFN0304 
(S3.00) TFN0304 

http://10.33.84. l 06/TruwebNiew AIITransCombined.aspx 
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Palanc, 
S59.39 
S9.39 

SI0.39 
SI 1.39 
$15.39 
$21.39 
S22.39 
S24.39 
S58.54 
S59.54 
S70.04 
S72.04 
S73.04 
S74.04 
S7S.04 
S77.04 
$79.04 
S80.04 
$8S.04 
S87.04 
S37.04 
$42.04 
S45.04 

SO.JS 
S19.73 
S20.73 
S22.73 
S25.73 
S26.73 
$32.73 
S35.73 
S37.73 
$40.73 
$42.73 

SI 11.23 
$ I 1.23 
S4S.SJ 

SO.SJ 
S1.83 

S86.48 
S88.48 
S89.48 
$90.48 
S91.48 

5109.08 
S127.08 
SI 77.08 
S132.42 
$136.42 
$139.42 

7/6/2010 



ViewAIITransCombined Page 1 f 1 
C 5 10 00344 VMC GRJ D t 1 F·11ed 07/28/10 Page 5 of 6 ° ase : -cv- - - ocumen 

hmrnte Rt-g #: 

lumute :\:1mc: 

Re1lflrl l>a1e: 

ltl•11or1 Timt: 

Qatefl'ime 
3/312010 3: 15:35 PM 
3/3/2010 3: I 0:24 PM 
31112010 5:08:51 PM 
2124120IO 7:05:37 PM 
2/2412010 5:46:59 PM 
2/24/2010 5:31 :40 PM 
2/18/20106:23:23 PM 
2/17/20103:05:45 PM 
2/16/2010 10:25:29 AM 
2/16/2010 8:04:47 AM 
2/13/2010 8:32:25 PM 
2113/2010 11 :33:0 I AM 
2/1212010 I :53:43 PM 
2/10120106:23:53 PM 
2/5/2010 5:08:26 PM 
21312010 4:06:14 PM 
2/312010 12:48:06 PM 
lf28/20JO J0:01:02 AM 
112112010 2:24:26 PM 
1127/2010 1:58:05 PM 
1125/2010 3 :06: IO PM 
l/24/20107:50:01 AM 
1/24/2010 5: 13:28 AM 
1/24/2010 5: 13:24 AM 
1120/20108:43:54 PM 
1/20/2010 2:57:58 PM 
Ill 9/2010 9:05:0 t PM 
1/1912010 5:15:17 PM 
1/1812010 I :44:34 PM 
1/18/2010 11 :18: 16 AM 
I /1712010 8:59:55 AM 
I/ 17/2010 7:32:43 AM 
1116/2010 3:30:42 PM 
1/16/20!0 5:16:06 AM 
1/15/2010 I :33:59 PM 
1115/2010 6:26:42 AM 
l/14120IO 5:21 :50 PM 
l /14/2010 2:42:02 PM 
1/14/2010 2:05: IO PM 
1/812010 4:53:44 PM 
117120106:14:32 PM 
1/6/20!0 7: 14:53 PM 
1/6/2010 6:57:49 PM 
1/6/2010 6:55:50 PM 
1/6/2010 10:36:15 AM 
1/2/2010 11:01:55 AM 
1/1/2010 12:16:18 PM 
12/31/2009 7:17:06 PM 
12/31/2009 6:33:29 PM 
12/31/2009 2:06:36 PM 

1234 

All Transactions 
l)'}<)ll!fJ!:'i 

llENSARUNG. R/01.-\RD 

()i i(l() 2:0 !li 

l l:D:2:<J .-\\i 

T_i:_ans11~Jion_T~ 

. ' 

S."~- -J"!Q J:~__frl.9_u~f P lns1it!!tio_1_1J 
Sales __ No_ FP (Non-FP Institution) 
Western Union 
Western Union 
Phone Withdrawal 
Sales • No FP j_Non-FP lnstilUtionJ 
Phone Withdrawal 
Sales_-_~o_f P _(J\!.Q.n~FP _lns1ituti9n) 
Phone Withdrawal 
Phone Withdrawal 
Phone Withdrawal 
Phone Withdrawal 
Bills 
Sales - No_FP (Non-FP_ l_nstitution) 
Western Union 
Western Union 
Si_il_es - No FP (Non-FP Institution) 
Phone Withdrawal 
Phone Wid1drawal 
Sales -_No_fP_(Non:f'.Vnstituli9nJ 
Western Union 
Phone Withdrawal 
Loekbox-CD 
Loekbox -CD 
Phone Withdrawal 
~~(s:s_.-:_fiQ_F_I:"'_ (Non-FP Institution) 
Phooe Withdrawal 
Phone Withdrawal 
Phone Withdrawal 
Phone Withdrawal 
Phone Withdrawal 
Phone Withdrawal 
Phone Witltdrawal 
Loekbox-CD 
Phone Withdrawal 
Phone Withdrawal 
Phone Withdrawal 
Phone Wid1drawal 
Western Union 
Phone Withdrawal 
Phooe Withdrawal 
Phone Withdrawal 
Sales ~No_Fe_(N_o_o:Fe l~!i™1ion) 
~:des - No _FP_(t-1011-F~ lnstitµJi9_11) 
Phone Wid1drawal 
Phone Withdrawal 
Phone Withdrawal 
Phone Withdrawal 
Phone Withdrawal 
Western Union 

Currtnt ln~lituliou: f"nknun FCC 

Hou~in~ \:11it: COM-/,·.-\ 

I .h-i11~ Qua rtcn: /0.i-1•1 ~\ :\ I.} 

A.mount Rel"# 
($5.00) 83 

($S2.90) 82 
S100.00 33327210 
SI00.00 33326910 
($3.00) TFN0224 

(S24.35) 16 7 
($1.00) TFN0218 

(S38.90) 108 
(S4.00) TFN0216 
(Sl.00) TFN0216 
(S2.00) TFN0213 
(S2.00) TFN02 I 3 

($45.00) 
($42.85) 125 

S50.00 333256 I 0 
S I 00.00 333254 IO 
($55.70) 47 
(S3.00) TFNOl28 

(S50.00) TFNO 127 
(SI 17.65) 29 

$100.00 33324710 
(SI 0.00) TFNO 124 
$ I 00.00 70150502 
$50.00 70150502 
(S1.00) TFN0\20 

($19.72) 89 
($4.00) TFNOI 19 
($2.00) TFNOI 19 
($5.00) TFNOl 18 
($4.00) TFNOI 18 
(SJ.00) TFNOl 17 
(Sl.00) TFNOl 17 

($10.00) TFNOI 16 
$50.00 70150101 

($10.00) TFNOl 15 
($8.00) TFNOl 15 
($2.00) TFNOl 14 
($5.00) TFNOl 14 
S25.00 33324010 
(S2.00) TFNOI08 
(S4.00) TFN0107 
(S3.00) TFN0106 
(S4.40) 93 

(S26.I 5) 92 
(Sl.00) TFN0106 
(S2.00) TFNOI02 
(S1.00) TFNOlOI 
(S3.00) TFN\231 
($2.00) TFN\231 
$50.00 33323010 

http://l 0.33.84.106ffruwebNiew AIITransCombined.aspx 

3923 

_B_;ll~n_c_e 
$142.42 
S147.42 
S200.32 
SI00.32 

S0.32 
S3.32 

S27.67 
S28.67 
S67.57 
S71.57 
S12.51 
S74.57 
S76.57 

$121.57 
$164.42 
SI 14.42 
S14.42 
$70.12 
S73.12 

S123.12 
5240.77 
S140.77 
$150.77 
SS0.77 
$0.77 
SJ.77 

$21.49 
$25.49 
S27.49 
$32.49 
$36.49 
S39.49 
S40.49 
$50.49 
$0.49 

S10.49 
$18.49 
$20.49 
S25.49 
S0.49 
S2.49 
$6.49 
S9.49 

S13.89 
$40.04 
542.04 
S44.04 
S45.04 
$48.04 
$50.04 

7/6/2010 
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. 0 Ad ' . 1_,.,..,_J_~ e... r.) d RECEIVED 1 \.A,\,, a<. 0 ,oe.. O \ 0 
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C.1 e,t OF 'lhe. C.owt 

Gt.ERK. U.S. DISTRICT COURT 
OCAlA FlOAID,A 

\0 e._ O.c\u~ ~ lno.t I. QM 't"' i:he. S . \~. ll. ( <:> -µe~a.l nov.b 't"\5} unit) 
beH,c.r l<!riowl'I m the hole, lhe1 (w :'.ltQ(:(') ~c.1 triotr,f °:1 ~i~ 
t_(OJ\:,~. ~ Y\ O..\ll. C'\o ti \J ~ c,\ Q fed 01\,1 <'o..trea.u.. of · ~ 01:J <:>~ 

<'vo\,CJ~. ~he.l Q<e oob de.n1,ns me a.c.c_e.s~ -lo o. S. l4.~
LAw \_~brQfi, 'cub th~ C}J't \-r,nclerin..9 rn'( QD\\,b-( bo +;\e_ 
rt'),, Q,,.f,' SuJb w,t\'\ tnbe Cowt'l. 

~\\e. ~t \...l. \..AW L'ora.r,1 ,~ \J tr/ \IM, t.ecl here. o.l:. f. U.. Co \CMQ{) 

tv\~d,Uf1. 1- V\CMl (\() ~, co MruU C.Ovie.b or "'!'/ tµnpei~ w~oA:. 
V\QJ\CHf\3 tl\£M bo Q o\:-lcic._e.r, QOO Mll ~\Qtn{: \) c.ga~~t C-\l\c.(r.). 

A\~o 'L hnu_e__ ~e \-Aw Cl-erK. O.\.lCbloi>te to u~la_.n ~ Me 

or help f'1f '" h\'it13 Mi ~t1c.Oktot1 to tne!)e. Cout-~. £~-do 
neib u.oo!U-.¾CJ\d t;re.. \_e<:,f\L -JARb"· 'L cfo "ob WCAb ~ MQ\le. 

A<l/ fl\l~t~ G}('\ 4~\•~ M1 ~u.•b- ~('._~Ul)e. ib ·,'.> ~ar ¼n fn"ci~-

A ~er1ou.B CnMe l\01:) 'oem Co{'t")(Y\~(J:.e.d fua.\(\~l K.e.. u\tpotl 
ir~;~ r<\t 'I._ 0/V'I (\0~ St!K W\.€1"( .L Will {J)d ~. WV\,&-) 

l wal €.f\d. ~ 1 or ,f b\e1 W,\I O.l\OuJ ('t\f Qr) i:hl. Co~at 
'\ht f.'1,6~ 'rm Q.\<e.G.ci/ cie.ba.~ned me ,n fuQ $.\tu.. ood l:hQ. 
9tc.k.te_ of \-,M~bCJ,\OC'\J ~ {u(\f)t'S OJi. 

°\'" decl.o.rt. ( ~ ( Ce.rb.~ rt 1 '1<.rt CV J 

<1>( ~b<Ue.J U.f\dtr ~o.l'7 o.P. 
<'v(.(\®l b\Ok ~<- -0;.reao~ "!> 
t..l '-A.(. OJ\d c.orrect: 
~cl~ (ol~) ~~~ I 
(J~tJ/~J-, 



Case 5:1 O-cv-00344-VMC-MAP Document 8 Filed 10/12/1 O Page 1 of 39 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR THE MIDDLE DISTRICT OF FLORIDA 
OCALA DIVISION 

CIVIL RIGHTS COMPLAINT FORM 
TO BE USED BY PRISONERS IN ACTIONS UNDER 28 U.S.C. § 1331 or§ 1346 

Richard E. Herisarling Jr. 
Inmate# 09991-018 

(Enter full name of Plaintiff) 

~ 
r:::, 

~ 

C) 
(""") 
-t 

N 

-u 
~ 

N .. 
C) 
N 

-,, 
• f'TI 
C 

vs. CASE NO: 5: 10cv344-66-33MAP • ·· 
(To be assigned by Clerk) 

D.B.DREW WARDEN u.s.P. II (OFFigL·-& INDIVDUAL CAPACTIY) 

L.~ DEPU'IY CAPrAIN (OFFigl. & INDIVDUAL CMCTIYJ 

Mr.GRADY UNIOJR FACIORY MANAGm ~OFFICAL & INDIVDUAL CAPACITY) 

. Mr.KXDY UNIOJR FORFMAN (OffiCAL.& INDIVDUAL CAPACTIY) 

Mr.HADAWAY UNICDR FOREMAN (OFFIOO. & INOIVDUAL CAPACTIY) 

(Enter name and title of each Defendant. 

If additional space is required, use the 

blank area below and directly to the right.) 
Mr.HIGINBOl'HAM UNI<DR ~ (OFFICAL & INDIVDUAL Q\PACTIY) 

Ms.McGl.OfHERN 1-2 OOUNSLFlt (OFFICAL cl INDIVDUAL CAPACTIY) 

Ms.~ I-2 CASE MANAGER (OFFICAL & INDIVDUAL CAPACTIYJ 

I-2 UNIT OFFICER E.\re.OF 4-17-09 NAME lJNKNClm (OFFICAL & INDIVDUAL CAPACTIY) 
ANSWER ALL QUESTIONS ON THE FOLLOWING PAGES: 

Harley G. Lappin Director F.B.O.P.(OFFic.AL & INDIVDUAL CAPACTIY) 
Newton E. Kendig RArN M.D. (OFFIC.AL & INDIVDUAL CAPACTIY) 
Gloria Whitlock Psychiatrist F.C.C.C.Oleman Complex (OFFic.AL & INDIVDUAL c.APACTIY) 



Case 5:1 0-cv-00344-VMC-MAP Document 8 Filed 10/12/1 0 Page 2 of 39 

I. PLAINTIFF: 

State your fuH name. Inmate number (if applicable), and full mailing address in the lines below. 

Name of Plaintiff: RIOfARD E. HmSARLING Jr. 

Inmate Number # 09991-018 ----------
Prison or Jail: F .C.C. <DUMAN MFDIUM 

MaiUng address: P .O._BOX ............. # ........ 103=2 ______ _ 

(X)U}Wf I Fl.ORIDA 
33521 

II. DEFENDANT(S): 

State the !!i!I!!! of the Defendant in the first line, official position In the second line, place of 
employment in the third line, and mailing address. Do the same for~ Defendant: 

(1) Defendanfs name: _o_._B_. _ORFlJ _____ _ 

(2) 

(3) 

Official position: WARD8' F. C. C. (l))JMAN U.S. P. II 

Employed at: 001.EMAN FEDOW.. CIJRREX;rlmAL <DnUX · 
Malling address: 846 NE.54th 'IBmACE 

Defendanrs name: 

Official position: 

Employed at 

Mailing address: 

Oefendanrs name: 

Official position: 

Employed at 

Malling address: 

Coleman.Fla, J352J 

L. WilllAM.5 

DEEUlY CAPTAIN F,C.C.mt.DtAN U.S.P. II 
CDLF.MAN FEDF.RAL CDRREX:Tl<JW.. CXJtPlEX 
846 NE. 54th TFllRACE 

Coleman,Fla. 33521 

Hr. GRADY 
S.O.I. UNIOOR 

F. C. I. HE1Ul>t«; 

P.O. OOX #900 
HERLONG, CA. 96113 

ATTACH ADDITIONAL PAGES HERE TO NAME ADDITIONAL DEFENDANT§ 

2 



i.. Case 5:1 0-cv-00344-VMC-MAP Document 8 Filed 10/12/1 0 Page 3 of 39 

I. PLAINTIFF: 

State your fuH name. inmate number (if applicable), and full mailing address In the lines below. 

Name of Plaintiff: RICJIARD E. HEMSARLD«; Jr. 

Inmate Number 

Prison or Jail: 

#09991-018 

F.c.c. CilLEMAN MmIUM 

Malling address: P-0-ROJ #1032 
C.Oleman, Florida 

33521 

II. DEFENOANT(S): 

State the !lillll§ of the Defendant in the first line, official position In the second line, place of 
employment in the third line, and malling address. Do the same for every Defendant: 

(1) Defendant's name: 

Official position: 

Employed at: 

Malling address: 

Mr. KX>DY 

F.C.C.OJLEMAN MEDIUM 

846 NE. -~tl.l TElmACE 

Cc) emao, FJ a 33521 

(2) Defendanrs name: Mr• HADAWAY 

(3) 

Official position: UNIOOR (OJRRENT 0051-llON UNKNOWN) 
Employed at: F.C.I. BFAUK>NT MmIUM 

Mailing address: P.O.BOX #26045 
BEAUHJNr,TX.77720 

Defendanrs name: 

Official position: 

Employed at: 

Mailing address: 

Mr. lllGINBOllfAM 
lJ\ST KNCMf UNIOJR FOREMAN 

F. C. C. OOUMAN CXN'LEX 

847 NE. 54th TElmACE 

C.Oleman,Fla, 33521 

ATTACH AppmONAL PAGES HERE TO NAME ADDITIONAL DEFENDANTS 

2 
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I. PLAINTIFF: 

State your tun name, inmate number (if applicable), and full mailing address in the lines below. 

Name of Plaintiff: RIClfARD E. HfflSARLING Jr. 
#09991-018 Inmate Number 

Prison or Jail: 

Mailing address: 

F .C.C.(pl!EMAN MmIUM 
P.O.BOX #1032 

Colennan1Fla. 
33521 

U. DEFENDANT(S): 

State the !liH!l! of the Defendant in the first line, official position In the second line, place of 
employment in the third line, and mailing address. Do the same for .!U!X Defendant: 

(1) Defendant's name: Ms. Hr.GI.OllfERN 

(2) 

(3) 

Official position: 

Employed at 

Mailing address: 

Defendants name: 

Official position: 

Employed at: 

Mailing address: 

Defendants name: 

Official position: 

Employed at 

Mailing address: 

1-2 UNIT CDUNSID 

F.C.C.rotEMAN U,S,P.JI 
846 NE. 54th 'IDRACE 

C.OJeman,fJa. 33521 

Ms.Jefferson 
1-2 CASE MANAGER 

F,c,c,mTfMAN II 5,P II 

846 NE. SJFIF'.tDBACE 
ColeRl6n,Fla.33521 

1-2 UNIT OFFICER ON nJE 3:30PM to ll :30PM SHIFJ" ON 4-17-()9 

tnJSING UNIT OFFICER 

F.C.C.CDLEM4N U.S.P.II 
846 NF.54th 'IERJ<ACE 
C.Oleman,FJa. 33521 

ATTACH ADDITIONAL PAGES HERE TO NAME ADDITIONAL DEFENDANTS 

2 
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I. PLAINTIFF: 

State your full name. Inmate number (if applicable), and full mailing address In the lines below. 

Name of Plaintiff: RIOIARD F.. HF,NSARLING Jr. 
# 09991-018 Inmate Number 

Prison or Jail: r.c,c, ootJtlAN MEDIUH 
P.O.BOX #1032 
Ollll1AN, Fl.DRIDA 

Mai6ng address: 

335]1 

II. DEFENDANT(S): 

State the rumm of the Defendant in the first line, official position In the second line, place of 
employment in the third line, and mailing address. Do the same for .IDDl Defendant: 

(1) Defendant's name: 

Official position: 

Employed at 
Malling address: 

HARLEY G. L\PPIN 

DIREX:'IQR F,R,O,P, 
FRlERAI.. BUREAU of PRISONS 

320 FIRsr STREEI", NW, 

WASHIN<i"Im, DC 20534 

(2) Defendant's name: NMUN E. KOOIG 

(3) 

Official position: 

Employed at 

Mailing address: 

Defendant's name: 

Official position: 

Employed at: 

Mailing address: 

Rmf - M,n. 
FEDERAL BURFAU of PRISONS 
320 FIRS[ SJBFEJ:, tN 
WA.9JING100, DC 20534 

Ms.Gloria Whit1nc,lc 
PSYQ;fIA1RIST 
001 JilfAN E-C C 

846 NE. 54th URRACE · 
C.Oleman, Fla. 33521 

ATTACH ADDmoNAL PAGES HERE TO NAME ADDITIONAL DEFENDANTS 

2 
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NOTE: THE COURT WILL NOT REVIEW THE COMPLAINT UNLESS THE 
FOLLOWING QUESTIONS HAVE BEEN ANSWERED IN FULL. 

Ill. EXHAUSTION OF ADMINISTRATIVE REMEDIES 

Pursuant to 42 U.S. C. § 1997 e(a), exhaustion of administrative remedies Is required prior to 
initiating a civil rights action which alleges unlawful conditions or events In any prison, jail, or 
detention center. Coples of all grievances, appeals, and responses must be submitted to verify 
exhaustion. Failure to demonstrate exhaustion may be gl'Ounds for dismissal. 

A. DOES YOUR COMPLAINT CONCERN EVENTS OCCURRING WITHIN THE 
FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS? 

Yes( X) No( ) 

(If your answer is NO, proceed to Question B. If your answer is YES, answer all 
of the following questions in this subsection.) 

1. lnfonnal Grievance 

a. Old you submit an informal grievance? 

b. 

2. 

a. 

Yes( X) No( ) 

• If so, you must attach a copy of the grievance and response; exhlbit~.~11't~-.~ 
. f~ If not, why? ___________________ _ 

Fonnal Grievance 

Did you submit a formal grievance? 

Yes( X) No( ) 

• If so, you must attach a copy of the grievance and response; exhlbit§$ffl -Offl~-·~ 
b. If not, why? ___________________ i A~; 

3. Appeal to the Regional Director of the Bureau of Prisons 

a. Did you submit an appeal to the Regional Director? 

Yes( X) No( ) 

• If so, you must attach a copy of the appeal and response; e~lbit[\sFE ;OFFI~ ·~ 
b. If not, why? __________________ ~ ·i 

4. Appeal to the General Counsel of the Bureau of Prisons 

3 
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a. Did you submit an appeal to the General Counsel of the Bureau of Prisons? 

Yes(X) No( ) 

• If so, you must attach a copy of the appeal and response; exhibit(SFM DWICAL T.IMP.LIIE- -~· 

b. 

6. 

r· A'ttACJm)) 
If not, why?____________________ ~ 

a. 

Dlsclpllnary Actions 

Did you have a disciplinary hearing conceming this matter? 

Yes( ) No( X) 

• If so, you must attach a copy of the disciplinary report and disciplinary 
hearing team's findings and decision to this form; exhibit __ . 

b. Did you lose good time as a result of the disciplinary hearing? 

Yes( ) No( X) 

c. Has the good time since been restored? 

Yes( ) No( ) 

B. DOES YOUR COMPLAINT CONCERN EVENTS OCCURRING WITHIN A COUNTY 
JAIL OR DETENTION CENTER? 

Yes( ) No( X) 

[If your answer is NO, proceed to Section IV of the complaint form. 
If your answer is YES, answer the following questions.] 

1. Is there a grievance procedure at your institution or jail? 

Yes( ) No( ) 

[If your answer Is NO, proceed to Section IV of the complaint form. If your 
answer is YES, answer all of the following questions in this subsection.) 

2. Did you submit a grievance concerning the facts relating to your complaint? 

Yes( ) No( ) 

3. If your answer to the above question is YES: 

4 
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a. What steps did you take? I-., i-:, i,, y., x -i, i-,. ;,l, x, x i::,, 

b. What were the results? -J.,, )l -l y., i--, -J.... '/-.. '1-- j.. -& 

• If so, you must attach a copy of the grievance and response; exhibit ....:b.,__. 

4. If your answer Is NO, explain why not i: i,, --1-, f..,_ ..J,, ..J. :(.. '{,, 

l t--. ~ih- -t, t--- -J.---1- :-1-."/. i, -&;1.... 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
NOTE: FAILURE TO DISCLOSE ALL PRIOR CIVIL CASES 

MAY RESULT IN THE DISMISSAL OF THIS CASE. 

IV. PREVIOUS LAWSUITS 

A. Have you initiated other actions in state court dealing with the same or similar 
facts/issues involved in this action? 

Yes(x) No( ) 

1. Type of action (civil rights, habeas corpus, etc.): _c .. i_y_i_l _____ _ 
2. Parties to previous action: 

a. Plaintiff(s): Richard E. Hensarling #09991-018 

b. Oefendant(s): Eric Azotea #1,7252-074 

3. County and Judicial circuit Sumter FIFlll JUDICIAL CIRwr 

4. case docket#: 2010CACXX)430 ---------------
5. Approximate filing date: _A,._pn_. __ l"'--"-14-"-1,._2_0_1_0 ______ _ 

6. If not still pending, date of dismissal: XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 

7. Basis of dismissal: ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

e. Facts and claims of case: Aggraya ted Assault, Personal 

Bodily Injury 
(Attach additional pages as necessary to fist state court cases.) 

5 
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B. Have you initiated other actions In federal court dealing with the same or similar 
facts/issues involved in this action? 

Yes( ) No(X) 

1. Type of action (civil rights, habeas corpus, etc.): ------------------
2. Parties to previous· action: 

a. PlainUff(s): ----------------------------

b. 0etendant(s): --------------------------

3. District and judicial division: --:------------------------------

4. Case docket#: XXXXXXXXXXX 5. Approximate fifing date: XXXXXXX 

6. lfnot still pending, date of dismissal: ----------------------
7. Basis of dismissal: - - - - - ----- - - - -- - ------ - - - -------------

8. Facts and claims of case: ---------------------------------

(Attach addltlonal pages as necessary to list other federal court cases.) 

C. Have you Initiated other actions (besides those listed above In Questions (A) and 
(BJ) In either state or federal court that relate to the fact or manner of your 
incarceration (including habeas corpus petitions) or the conditions of your 
confinement (including civil rights complaints about any aspect of prison 
life, whether it be general circumstances or a particular episode, and 
whether it involved excessive force or some other wrong)? 

Yes(X) No( ) 

If YES, describe each action in the space provided below. If more than one, describe all 
additional cases on a separate piece of paper, using the same format as below. 

1. Type of action (civil rights, habeas corpus, etc.): INS'ITIUTION 1URT CLAIM 
2. Parties to prevloos action: 

a. Plalntiff(s): Richard E. Hensarling f0999-018 

b. Oefendant(s): Federal Bureau of Prisons 
3. District and judicial division: ___,;Was=hing=iliiiloiiiioton .......... _D_.c.;;,.. ________ _ 

'lRr-SER-2010-00883 4. Case docket #:'l'Rl':SB-2010-0088~ Approximate filing date: ___ _ 

a. If not still pending, date of dismissal: Arril 12, 2010 
fi'··· ·. .···· .. -

7. Reason for dismissal: i'SEE NlTAQD!D; : -------------------
8. Facts and claims of casl#.· ·SPj i~r;) 

___ ......, ___ ...._ __________ _ 
(Attach addltlonal pages as necessary to 11st cases.) 

6 
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U.S. Department of Justice 

RETURN RECEIPT 
7008 3230 0002 5015 3106 

Richard Hensarling, Jr. 
Reg. No. 09991-018 
Federal Correctional Complex 
Medium Security Institution 
P.O. Box 1032 
Coleman, FL 33521 

Federal Bureau of Prisons 
Federal Correctional Complex 
P.O. Box 1029 
Coleman, Florida 33521-1029 

RE: Administrative Tort Claim Numbers TRT-SER-2010-00883 

Dear Claimant: 

Your claims have been considered for administrative settlement under the Federal Tort Claims 
Act (FTCA), Title 28 United States Code (U.S.C.) Section 2672 et~. and authority granted by 
Title 28 Code of Federal Regulations (C.F .R.) Section 0.172. Section 2672 of the FTCA 
delegates to each federal agency the authority to consider, determine and settle any claim for 
money damages against the United States for loss of personal property or injury caused by the 
negligent or wrongful act or omission of any employee of the agency while acting within the 
scope of his office or employment. 

You are seeking monetary damages in the amount of$2,000,000. Specifically, you claim you 
were assaulted on April 17, 2009, by another inmate causing your eye to be surgically removed 
leaving you disfigured, handicapped for life, and unable to work. Lastly, you claim deliberate 
indifference and a violation to your constitutional rights. 

We have reviewed your claim along with reports from appropriate staff members. To the extent 
you believe there is staff misconduct, your allegation has been referred for appropriate 
investigation. 

The investigation conducted into this matter reveals that on April 17, 2009, you were escorted to 
the Health Services department for evaluation and treatment of your left eye. You informed staff . 
that you had fallen down the stairs because vou wtte ~ since you had been drinking a 
homemade intoxicant, approximately two cups. upon mecucal examination, your eye was found 
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to be protruding from the socket and you also you had a cut on your right side of the scalp. You 
were immediately transferred to the outside local hospital. 

tJ £-u~ . MAOt. ".J e, C:,u.U'\. S~-(). 
Further investigation reveals you returned from the outside local hospital on April 19, 2009. 
Upon your return from the hospital, you infonned staff you were "blindsided." Staff reviewed 
the video dated April 17, 2009, and discovered that you had in fact been assaulted by another 
inmate inside your cell. Although it now seems you claim staff were negligent for their alleged 
failure to protect, there is no evidence that staff knew or should have known that a threat existed 
against your safety. In fact, you failed to provide staff with truthful and accurate infonnation 
after the assault. Therefore, there is no negligence in this regard. 

It is noted that in addition to your negligence claim, you allege deliherate indifference. The 
FTCA is a limited waiver of sovereign immunity for certain tort actions, and does not provide a 
vehicle for the presentation of constitutional claims. As such, your claim of deliberate 
indifference is not cognizable in this forum. 

To the extent you raise constitutional claims, civil rights claims are not within the purview of the 
FTCA. In accordance with 28 U.S.C. § 1346(b), the FTCA is a limited waiver of sovereign 
immunity providing compensation for property loss or personal injury which results from the 
negligent or wrongful act or omission of an employee of the United States who is acting within 
the scope of his employment. This statute does not establish a compensatory scheme or cause of 
action for alleged violations of the Constitution of the United States. 

Based on the above, there is no evidence to indicate that you have sustained an injury or loss 
caused by the negligent or wrongful act or omission of any Bureau of Prisons employee acting 
within the scope of his or her employment. Therefore, your claim is denied. 

You are advised that if you are dissatisfied with our determination in this matter, you are 
afforded six (6) months from the date of the mailing of this communication within which to bring 
suit in the appropriate ited States District Court. 
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CLAIM FOR DAMAGE, INSTRUCTIONS: Please read carefully the instructions on the FORM APPROVED 

INJURY, OR DEATH ,averse side and supply informaHon requested on both sides of this OMBNO. 

form. Use additional shaet(s) If necessary. See reverse side for 1105-0008 
additional instructions. 

1. Submil To Appropriate Federal Agency: 

SOUTHEAST REGIONAL COUNSEL'S OFFICE 
2. Name. Address of claimant and claimant's personal representative, if 
any. (See instructions on reverse.) (Number, Slleet. City, State and Zip 

:3800 CAMP CREBKPKWY SW ' 
Code) RICHARD E. HENSARLING Jr. 

.; FEDERAL CORRECTIONAL COMPLEX 
BDL.02000 ' ' . -- P.O.BOX#1032 MEDIUM A'ILANTA.GA303:U COLEMAN.FL.33521 

3. TYPE OF EMPLOYMENT 4. DATE OF BIRTH 5. MARITAL STATUS 6. DATE ANO DAY OF ACCIDENT 7. TIME (AM. OR P .M.) 
o MILITARY Jl CIVILIAN f rrnc." 5-18-64 DIVORCED 4-17-09 P.M. 

8. Basis of Claim {State in detan the known facts and circumstances attending the damage, Injury, or death, Identifying persons and property involved, the 
place of occurrence and the cause thereof. Use additional pages If necessary.)! WAS THE VICTIM OF AN ASSAULT 

DUE TO THE NEGLIGENCE OF B.O.P. STAFF AT COLEMAN F.C.C. U.S.P.#2 
ON 'ABOVE DATE IN UNIT I-2 BY INMATE ERIC AZOTEA. THIS ASSAULT 
CAUSED ME TO HAVE MY LEFT EYE SURGICALLY REMOVED,LEAVING ME 
DISFIGURED AND HANDICAP FOR LIFE. 

,. PROPERTY DAMAGE 

NAME ANO AOORESS OF ~ER. IF OTHER THAN CLAIMANT (Number, Slntel, City, Statu, and Zip Cede). 
NONE .. 

BRIER. Y DESCRIBE THE PROPERTY. NATURE ANO EXTENT OF DAMAGE ANO THE LOCATION WHERE PROPERTY MAY BE INSPECTED. 
(See l~slrudions an - side.) 

MY LEFT EYE IS GONE,THE DAMAGE IS ON MY PERSON. 

10. PERSONAL INJURY/WRONGFUL pEATH 

STATE NATURE ANO EXTENT OF EACH INJURY OR CAUSE OF DEATH, WHICH FORMS THE BASIS OF TrtE CLAIM. IF OTHER THAN ClAIMANT, STATE NAME OF 
INJUREO PERSON OR OECSOENT. TH I s INJURY HAS CAUSED Mi GREAT PAIN,SUFFERING, 

AND MENTAL ANGUISH. THIS DISABILITY WILL NOW RENDER ME UNABLE 
TO WORK IN MY CHOSEN PROFESSION AS A INDUSTRIAL CARPENTER. 

11. WITNESSES 

NAME ADDRESS (Number, Slree!, City. Siu.to, and Zip Code) 

JIMMY WILSON LAST KNOWN ADDRESS: 
TROY STAFFORD COLEMAN F.C.C. U.S.P.#2 
MIKE OSTRANDER P.O.BOX #1034 
SHAWN ZILEM r,or .F.MAN Fl.33521 

12. (See iNlruclions en llM!l'lle.J AMOUNT OF CLAIM (ill dollars} 

12a. PROPERTY DAMAGE 12b. PERSONAL IN JURY 12c. WRONGFUL DEATH 12d. TOTAL (Fail~re lo specify mayc:auso 

punitive forfeiture ot )'OIII" rights.) 

jury decide $ 2, 000, 000. 00 NONE $2,000,000.00 plus 
I CERTIFY THAT THE AMOUNT OF CLAIM COVERS ONLY DAMAGES AND INJURIES CAUSED BY THE INCIDENT ABOVE AND AGREE TO ACCEPT SAJD AMDUHT IN 
FUU SATISFACTION AND FINAL SETTI.EMENT OF TI·HS CLAIM 

~ATUR~MANT/811~17:onreverse ~-l . J. 
13b. Phcne number of per$CII signing rorrn 14. DATE OF SIGNI\TURS 

I / - • _/__ - NONE AVAILABLE IJ .. i.3- oq 
- ..,,. -- ..JI( 

CML PENALTY FOR PRESENTING U / CRIMINAL PENAL TY FOR PRESENTING FRAUDULENT 
FRAUDULENT CLAIM CLAIM OR MAKING FALSE STATEMENTS 

The (Sainlant Is liable lo the lJniled Statff Govemment for the civil penalty of not less then Fine, imprisonment. ot both. (See 18 U.S.C. 287. 1001.) 
$5,000 and not more than $10.000, pl1111 3 llme, tho amount of damages suslained 
by IIIG Government. (See 31 U.S.C. 3729.) 

95--109 NSN7540-00-6344046 STANOARDFORM9S 
PRESCRIBED BY DEPT. OF .JU$TICE 
28CFR 14.2 
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INSURAN~E COVERAGE 

1n «der that subfogation claims may be adjudicated. ~ is euential thal the daimanl provide lhe following lnrormatlon regmding the insurance covera119 of his vellide or p,cperty 

15. Oo t'OU carry acddelll insurarn:e? o Yn II yes. give name and address of insurance companf(Number. Street Cdr. State. and Zip Colle) and policy number 

NONE AVAILABLE CURRENTLY INCARCERATED 

16. Ha\'& you filed a daim on your insurance carrier in this i"stance. and ij so. is i1 full c::,verage or deductible? Oves 17 If deductible. Slate emount. 

Rf' zero 
NONE AVAILABLE CURRENTLY INCARCERATED 

18. II e daim has been liled willl your carrier, what adion has your insurer taken 0t proposed to take with re!erence to your daim? (It is neceasarylhat you 111certein these fads.) 

NONE AVAILABLE CURRENTLY INCARCERATED 

19. Oo )'OIi carry p1.1blic liallllily and property damage Insurance? • Yes If yes. give name and address of Insurance carrier (Number. Street. City, State. and Zip Code). X, No 

NONE AVAILABLE CURRENTLY INCARCERATED 

INSTRUCTIONS 

Claims presented under the Federal Tort Clalms Act should be submitted directly to the "appropriate Federal agency" whose 
employee(&) was Involved In the Incident. If the Incident Involves more than one clalmant, each claimant should submit a separate clalm 
fonn. 

Complete all Items • Insert the word NONE where applicable. 

A Ct.AIM SHAU ee DEEMED TO HAVE BEEN PRESEII.TED WHEN A FEDER.6.L 
AGENCY RECEIVES FROM A CLAIMANT, HlSOUL Y AUTHORIZEOAGENT, OR LEGAL 
REPRESENTATIVE, AN EXECUTED STANDARD FORM 9S OR OTHER WRITTEN 
NOTIFICATION OF AN INCIDENT. ACCOMPANIED BY A CLAIM FOR MONEY 

Fam.ire to c:omplotoly oxocute this tom, or lo t1upply the roquoetod material within 
two yGat'S from tho dalo tho etalm accruod may ronderyour clolm Invalid. Aclafm Is 
doomed pre1&nted when II Is received by tho approprialu aeunc:y, not whon II Is 
maUod. 

If instrudion is needed In completing tills form. lhe agency listed In itorn # 1 on the reverse 
Sid& may Ile oontaded. Complete reguletiorul pertaining lo c I aims assened under the 
F~TG/1 Claims Ad~n be found In Tille 28, Code of Federal Regulations. Part 14. 
Man, agen()eS Mve puilished suppl1men~n9 regulations. II lll1lrll lhan one agency is 
IIIVCIW;d. pease elate eadl e981lcy. 

The Claim may be filed b, a duly authoril:ed 11911nt or other legal rapresenta11v8, provided 
ewlance satisfaelory to the Gowmment la submitted wilh Iha Claim esltbliehlng exp,1111& 
aulllotily 10 ad fer the claimant A daim presented by W'I 1gen1 or teoat representative 
must be psesenled In lhe name of the Clalmanl. If the claim Is aigood by the agent or leglll 
representative, ii musi show the title or legal capecity of the person signing and be 
acc:ompanied by evidar\'8 of llislhef authority to present a daim on bellalf of the claimant 
as agent. euculcr. admilliStl'alor. parent, guardian or other representsllYv. 

II daimant intends to ~le lot both perso~ar lnju,y and pro pelt)· damage. the amount for ~ell 
must be si,_,, ,n ilem #12 of \l'js form. 

DAMAGES IN A SUM CERTAIN FOR INJURY TO OR LOSS Of PROPERTY, PERSONAL 
INJURY. OR DEATH ALLEGED TO HAVE OCCURRED BY REASON OF THE INCDENT. 
THE CLAIM MUST ee PAESENTEO TO THE APPROPRIATE FEOERALAGENCYWITHIN 
TWO YEARS AFTER THE CLAIM ACCRUES. 

The amount daimad should be substanlleted by alfflpetent ewdence as fo9<MS: 

(a} In suppon of the daim for personal in Jury Of death. Ille daimant sllould sullmit a wrillel\ 
report by the ltlending ph)'$ician. showing the natute and exlent of Injury. the neture and 
exllnt of lreallnenl. lhe degree cf pennanent disability. If any. Ille prognosis. end 11-.e period 
cl hospilallz.aticn. or lncapacilalion, ettaclllng Itemized bills I« medical, ll<»pitll. or burial 
expense& actually ineurnid. 

(b} In suppoll of Claims for damage to property, wf1lch has been 01 can be eoonemicaUy 
repaired, the daimant 111ou10 submt et least two ~emized signect statemen1S or 8$1irnates Dy 
reliable, disinterested ooncems. or. If payment has been made. the ilenized signed receipts 
e-.;denong payment. 

(r:J In support of dalfflll !Of dMl8ge to propeny v.tilch is not economically repairable, or if· 
lhe property is lost or destroyed. the dalmant should submit stateme11ts es to Ille original cost 
of Ille property. the dale cl purchase, and Ille value of Ille propeny, both before and afterthe 
aa:ident. Sud! statements should be by dilfnterested competent persons. preferably 
raputal:lle deale,s er officials familiar witll the IYl)9 of ptcperty damaged. or by hlo0 or more 
c:ompet1iw bidders, and shC1Jtd be certified as being just and correct. 

(d} Fallura to spDclfy D sum certain wlll r11ndor your claim lnvolld and may result in 
lorlolturo of ycur rlghb. 

PRIVACY ACT NOTICE 

Thrs NOlioe is provided in aceo,danc,e with lhe Priwcy ACI. 5 U.S.C. 552a(e)(3). and 
ooneerns lhe infcnnation requested in the leuer to wl\ich llis Notice is at:ached. 

A. ArAr.4tfly. 1h11 r~ueslecj lnlormatlon is scliciled pursuant to one or mOl'e ol 
theloHowlng: 5 U.S.C. 301, 28 U.S.C. 501 et seq .. 28 U.S.C. 2671 et seq .. 
28 C.F.R. Plrl. 14. 

8. Principal Puf1)0n · The Information requested 1$ to be used in eva1uar1ng dalms 
C. Routine Use: See the Nolloes af Sy,tems of ReCOfds for the agency IOv.florn)OU 

are submrtting this form for this inforrnallon. 
0. Effect of Failutu 10 Ra~: Oisdosure Is \'Ql11nta,y. H0101M1r. failure to ~ 

the requested infOlfllBtjon ot to execute the form mar render y0ur dalrn 'irmfd"'. 

PAPERWORK REDUCTION ACT NOTICE 

T/ljs notice is !!!l!!l for Iha purpose cf the PapefWOflc. Reduction ACI. 44 U. S.C. 3501. Public reporting burden for this colleCllon of information isestirnated to average 8 IIOurs perrtsponse. 
Including the time for re.,;ll'Wlng lns!Ndions. 1eardling existing rate sources, gathering and maintaining the dale needed, and completing and relriewingthecoDecllon of informalio11. lend 
commenls ragardcng this burden estimale er any ot~er aspec:1 of 111,s colwdion of information, induding suggest ons lor reducuig this burden. to the Oireetor, Tons Branch. Attention: 
Poperworl,; Radudion Sll)ff, Ciw Olvision. U.S. Depai'lnWnl of Justice. Washington. O.C 20530 « to the Office of Management and Budget. Donol mail completed lorm{SIID these 
lldd,vues. 

SF95 BACK 
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0. Have you ever had, either while you were incarcerated or while you were not 
incarcerated, any actions in federal court dismissed as frivolous, malicious, 
failing to state a claim, or prior to service? If so, Identify each and every case so 
dismissed: 

• 

Yes( ) No(x) 

1. Type of action (civil rights, habeas corpus, etc.): ----------------
2. Parties to previous action: 

a. Plalntiff(s): -----------------------------

b. Defendant(s): --------------------------

3. District and judicial division: --------------------

4. Name of judge: XXXXXXXXXX Case Docket# XXXXXXX, 
5. Approximate filing date: XXXXXXX Dismissal date: XXXXXXX 
6. Reason for dismissal: __ -_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_____________________________________________ _ 

(Attach additional pages as necessary to 11st cases.) 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • 

• Continue to next page • 
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V. STATEMENT OF FACTS: 
State briefly the FACTS of this case. Describe how 8'11 Defendant was Involved and what each person did 
or did not do which gives rise to your dalm. In describing what happened, state the names of persons 
involved, dates, and places. Do not make any leaafarguments gr cjte ta any cases or statutes, You must set 
forth separate factual allegations in separately numbered paragraphs. You may make copies of this page if 
necessary to supply all the facts. Barring extraordinary circumstances, no more than five (5) additional pages 
should be attached. (If there are facts which are not related to this same basic Incident or Issue, they 
must be addressed In a separate clvll rights complalnt.) 

1.) la Septcmbor 2005 while being housed at F.C.C.Coleman Med.jun I VOWN1'EERED 

for a WRlC CADRE PROGRAM we were to be TRANSFERID to F.C.C.Coleman U.S.~. II 

in order ·to assist STAFF with the STATE INMATES frcm l.ouisanna who were~ 

TEMPQRARLY HOQSID there after the DfNASTATTQN fmu HURRICANE KAlWfIA. 

2.) In Pf&miher 2008 while wrking in the UNICDR PRISON INDUSIRY at F.C.c. 
Coleman U.S.P. II Three (3) Officers CXlNSPIRm to INTRODUCE a ITBf of 
CXffl'RABAND into IDY J.JFE that was the FACIPR that ALTERID MY LIFE. FQR-E.VER, 

3.) These Three OFFICERS are UNIOOR FACIQRY tGB,Mc,GRADY,QNICX)R FOREMAN Mr,NmY, 
UNimR RlRFJ,1.\N Mr .. HAQAWAY. 'lhe item of OON-TRABANJ> that they TN'[R(QIQX) IN'IQ 

MY UFE was a (BI.ACX VELCRO INDU'l'RAil. '1YPE REI;r WOH BRIGH[_NJD+J GBEf'M SIDFS) 
1,he ·rea§OD I refer to this IDM as OON-TRABAND is because I was told:by the 
F.AC'IDRY Q.MR.GRADY that due to J.fI'..AL RF.ASONS UNJOOR (J)ULD "Nar FURNISH'' 

BFLTS m Iltl4TE.S, One Cl) of the 'lhree lJ) Officers named aboye BROUGHr 
'IBAT m;r 00P 1lfAT INSTl'IU'l'ION, JiJeo the heJt was HANDED to me AI,L 
'Ihcee CJ} Officecs,toJd me mt to t,:;,Jl anyooe s."bere r gpt the BEJ:J': lbe 
BFA$JN 'lllEY lPLD ME I™T ,1s BF,CAUSE 'JHEY 100lJ 'WAI NERY CYIHER 100 plus 

INMATES IN 'IlJAT FACTORY WUW WANT A BEl:C ALSO. It wasot hard to figure 
out that out of that 100 plus INMATFS one or mre was really &<1nna want 
that BELT, and sense you couldnt purchase it throueh L'te mtlISSARY,and 

UNICDR could no longer ISSUE them to you. One INMATE inparticular "-188 

so ENVIOUS of me having this BELT that it caused SERIOUS PROBL&S BEIYEm 

us. 

4. ) We W$'i't on INS'ITlUION LOCKOOtiJN fran 1-25-09 till J£4-()9 
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OrlandoSentinel.com 

Federal prison boosts security, builds relations 

By Martin E. Comas, Orlando Sentinel __ 
. .--

/ 

11:55 PM EST, Janwuy 23, 2010 

rm, ·ll'· .11 , .. ,.,. ,, !lJ',, I 

COLEMAN - In hopes of polishing its image after a 
series of corruption scandals, riots an4 inmate aliiise~ , 
the nation•s largest federal prison kicked off the new 
year with a community outreach effort during which 
wardens gave an overview of beefed-up security 
measures. 

... , .. iw..,',.,, ,. , ... ,,.1 , 

·•Rj• • c, C T " 

.. ·O•l tio, ,., ..,. , r· i,,, 
,1 tl "I. I I, H ., I .. . 

,1 ,., ,: 11 ,, 11,, . .. ' " 
-~,~. :::::,·,,. 

'The enhanced security comes in the wake of two ~-=::ri!°:!:b1~t9 lnformotion About HUNIRA® 

uprisings, a fight in January 2009 that left eight inmates What is tho most important information I should know 
• • about HUNIRA? You ffl04Jld discuss ~ J)Otfflflal bfftffits ond 

senously hurt w1.th stab and gunshot wounds and a risks o1 HUMJRA with IJOUl" doctor. HUMlRft is a TNF-tilocbr 
• • • • l1l&dldM that CClll low«' tht Gbllltv of 'tlC!W' lmnwM S\ld8ffl to 

March brawl that senously mJured 14 mmates. fight Infections. You should not start tOICin9 Ht.1M1RA If vou "-' 
C1111,1 kind of lnftctlon. 
• Seri- lnffftions ha._ flappefted 1ft paU.ats 

N th Fed I C · l C J • taldnt IRJKIRft. Tiu,se lnfntlou ~ ew measures at e era orrect1ona omp ex m tueroulosu (TB) aad 1111eot1oais GGUft4 '9 
Sumter County include: 

•Deploying special search squads that collect homemade weapons and other contraband by randomly 
searching inmates. 

•State-of-the-art perimeter-detection camera systems. 

•High-tech body-scan machines to prevent inmates from bringing in or taking out contraband from the 
facility. 

•A Crime Stoppers program at its two high-security winp to allow inmates to use cellblock phones to 
anonymously report tips about other inmates. 

"We took a look [at our facility] and came up with ideas on how to improve our securii.,," associate 
warden Bill Bechtold said. He said the prison plans to add two additional body-scan machines this 
year. 

With just over 7,100 inmates, the sprawling complex has five sections: two high-security institutions 
and separate low- and mediwn-security facilities - all for males - and a camp for female inmates. 

'Part of the community' 

In the past, prison officials have been tight-lipped about problems, but officials say they are trying to 

l/1/2010 4:24 PM 
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• -be more open and accessible. For example, quarterly community relations board meetings typically @ 
draw a smattering of mostly prison administrators and local business people. 

2of3 

But more than 75 people took part in the most recent meeting earlier this month including members 
representing a variety of business, social, educational, public-safety and government agencies. 

The chicken and steak meal was prepared by inmates enrolled in job-skills training program. 

"This is an opportunity for us to build relations with the community and let them know that we're part 
of the community, too," said Tamyra Jarvis, warden of the low-security institution. 

Officials followed up that event last week by inviting news-media representatives for a prison tour that 
included briefings from top brass and a question-and-answer session. 

Dogged by bad publicity 

The prison is trying to repair an image tarnished by corruption and bad publicity in recent years. 

In October, a fonner corrections officer was sentenced to life in prison after arranging to have an 
inmate killed. Erin Shanna, a 33~year-old wife and mother who worked at the prison in 2005, sought 
revenge against inmate Richard Delano because he grabbed her arm and bruised her, according to 
records. She then put Delano into a cell with a known violent inmate who beat him to death, 
prosecutors said. 

In September, a U.S. Justice Department study of 93 federal conections facilities showed that the 
Coleman prison led the nation in reports of sexual misconduct - including rapes and affairs - between 
prisoners and workers. From 2001 through 2008. the Coleman complex had 80 reports of sexual abuse 
of inmates during that time, according to the report. 

In 2008, nine employees, an inmate and a correctional officer's girlfiiend were charged as part of a 
smuggling operation at the Coleman prison. 

'I was impressed' 

The prison has about 1,320 employees and hired 106 new corrections officers in the past year, with 
salaries starting at $38,700. It currently has about two dozen vacancies for corrections officers, 
officials said. 

"We are currently hiring, 11 said Kevin Rison, the prison's employee services manager. 

Dianne Sharpless, of the prison's employee-services department, said the facility also hopes to fill 
additional medical positions this year, including nurses, paramedics, doctors and dental hygienists. 

Sumter Commissioner Dick Hoffman noted that the prison is the second-largest employer in the 
county. 

111 was impre~" Hoffinan said after this month's luncheon. "They are an important part of our 
community." 

211/2010 4:24 PM 
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V. STATEMENT OF FACTS: 
State briefly the FACTS of this case. Describe how U&h Defendant was lnvotved and what each person did 
or did not do which gives rise to your claim. In describing what happened, state the names of persona 
involved, dates, and places. Do not make any legafarguments orctte to any cases or statutes, You must set 
forth separate factual allegatlons In separately numbered paragraphs. You may make copies of this page If 
necessary to supply all the facts. Barring extraordinary circumstances, no more than five (5) additional pages 
should be attached. (If there are facts which are not related to this same basic Incident or Issue, they 
must be addressed In a separate civil rights complaint.) 

due to a RIOT on the yard between two(2) Mexican Gangs. While we were on 

l.()(1{[KHI the Staff went arot.md and rounded up all Mexicans that had · any . type 

of Gang affiliation. One of the UNIOOR tool room workers was a ex-gang 

member. I knew right then that UNIOOR Staff was going to want me to work in 

the Tool Room with a INMA1E that was ENVIOUS that the UNICDR Staff had given 

ME a BELT and not him. My OPPOR'IUNTIY "~ coming up for me to TRANSFER back 

to a MEDIUM SEnJRI'IY INSITIUION. I did not want to mess this chance up. I 

discussed my problem with my CEIL-MATE. He told me to just BFAR-pr. That was 

not good enough for me. Right before we came off lockdownifr_stJllnTJ:ED .. A · !) · 
~;~~i48::"i055 :INMATE ~-m:J~(-~ :at~'~ to (}Utr UNIOOR J 
L .. an4 _·get__a JGB .<JfANGE ·@fft they would_ have to IIIOVe me. to a· diffrent ... , 

.' l;IOlJSING UNIT AWAY ·FR<J4· .'!HE INMATE THAT I HAD ~ mm:\' 

5.) We returned back to UNIOOR AFTER <DtING OFF LOCKDOWN a.round 3-5-09 and just 

as I thought they placed me in the tool room with the inmate that had a 

problem with. me,but I did not say anything.I worked my job and kept doing· 

everything that I could to get a job change and to get my transfer started. 

'"IHERE IS A JJNSPOKEN RUlE IN A PENlTENITARY socmIY, I C.AN NOT SAY 'lllAT I 

KNc.J OR UNDERSTAND 'DIEN AIL, Bl1l' I 00 KN<lJ BEING lABLED A SNl'ICH OR A RAT 

WilL GE:r YOU KIi.LED'.' Therefore . L kept my problem ... to.·myself out of fear of 

being labled a RAT. In time it went to far, It was so OBVIOUS that there was 

a PROBLEM BEIWEN MYSF.LF AND nn:s INMATE 'fflAT WE HAD TO BE "SEPARATED'.' And 

it was not just a SEPARATION for the day,or a few hours. It was so BAD that 

'lh'ree(3~ lJNIO)R OFFICERS HAD TO 11SEPERATE'' US a:NPIEI'LY. They put US on 

SEPARATE SHIFI'S. I then took that OPFOlfflJNI'IY since STAFF was AWARE of the 

''PRom..EN,AND POTINl'IAL 'lllREA"r', and I asked them • 

8 
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SP,S148.55 INMATE REQUEST TO STAFF COFRM 
SEP98 
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

TO: (Name and TIiie of Staff Me ber) 

~Loe.~ )-\U\D~ 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS 

DATE: 

REGISTER NO.: 

JNIT: 

SUBJECT:(Briefly state your question or concern and the solution you are requesting. Continue on back, if 
necessary. Your failure to be specific may result in no action being taken. If necessary, you will be 
interviewed in order to successfully respond to your request.) 

DISPOSITION: 
Thank you for your interest in the orderly position in Psychology. We received many cop-outs for this position 
and wanted to inform you that another inmate was selected. 

Previous work experience, related knowledge and skills of the inmate selected was a closer match to the 
experience needed for this position. 

We appreciate your interest in working for Psychology and encourage you to continue to seek positive jobs in 
other work details here at FCC Coleman - USP 2. 

Record Copy - File; Copy - Inmate 
(This form may be replicated via WP) 

This form replaces BP-148 070 dated Oct 86 
and BP - S148.070 APR 94 

Date 
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' .,/ 
V. STATEMENT OF FACTS: 
State briefty the FACTS of this case. Describe how am. Defendant was involved and what each person did 
or did not do which gives rise to your claim. In describing what happened, state the names of persons 
involved, dates, and places. pg not make any legaramuments or cite to any cases or statutes. You must set 
forth separate factual allegations in separately numbered paragraphs. You may make copies of this page if 
necessary to supply all the facts. Barring extraordinary circumstances, no more than five (5) additional pages 
should be attached. (If there are facts which are not related to this same basic Incident or Issue, they 
must ba addressed In a separate clvll rights complalnt.) 

'EATS GRf'AT ]HAT YOU SEE 11:JE OJNfJ JCT AND 'WAT®I SEPARATED JIB, BJU JelffAT 
ABOUT BACK AT 'lHE HOUSING UNIT'.' 1llEY SAID ''1JAT IS NQf OUR PROBLEM'-' I say 

it was because we were housed in a DESIGNATED UNimR HOUSING UNIT WIQJ 
WAS I-2.the overflow UNICX>R INMATE'S were HOUSED in I-1, 

6.) Therefore I FEEL that there was a DELIBFRATE INDIFFEmNCE SEP,N 'IIl1ABDS ME 

and MY SAFElY BY UNIOOR STAFF MEMBERS MR.GRADY,MR,MXIDY,HR,HADAWAY, and 

MR.HIGINBOlllAH. Not only tht:ougb to lack of iotrest towards my SAFflY,1xrt 
through the INTRODUCTION OF CDN-TRAJWID that the PFFICFRS INTROOltcm INID 
my life. 

7~) I went to my UNIT TFAM On a few d.iffrent Occasions to get Q\QYed to aootber 
tmit.on·the first Two Weeks of April 2009,Ms Jefferson I-2 Oise Manager 
and Ms.M:GI..OmERN 1-2 O:nmsler, and there t:ake on the matter was ''WE ARE 1D 

BUSY Wl'lH BIGGm. PROBLl!MS,WE JUsr HAD OUR FTRS[ RTar WBEBE A OFFICER 5HCfC 

AN01HER INMATE'.' I am AFRAID 10 SAY that I am now and forever PEBMANFHD Y 

DISFIGURID,AND HANDICAP FOR LIFE DJJ;E 1D lHE IAQC QF STAFE, ANO 1HEIR 

NEGLIGENCE ro REMJVE ME FRQ,f MY PRQBT,EM, 

8.) \Dre:JM:.- of-~17--09 the offjcer(naroe 1mkna,m) wrkjng I-2 OD tbe 3: 3Qpma to j 
• • ~ T ...... • •• •••-- • • • • 

~·~14:JOpD. shift was made aware that there was a problem, m;t at t;be time the 

c·::~-~ taki~ place he was in a_ .. SJf9l!?ARY O!f[ICE qN THE .CUJPUlEB 
f--~oo--1HE IN'l'EBNEI'.~ 111E DCXlR ~ ANDrlDIE OF$K1PP SPF.AKERS ~J 

f:c·UP 10. mL"VOUH, AND TALKOO ON· 'l'HE PHONE tM IREH!l4BER. 1-baci to g0/ 
" ( locate him. 

9. ) As this INCIDENI' UNroLDm WTI'f;IIN THE ffllJSIOO JJNTT , 

e 
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J 
V. STATEMENT OF FACTS: 
State briefly the FACTS of lhls case. Describe how .cg Defendant was Involved and what each person did 
or did not do which gives rise to your claim. In describing what happened, state the names of persons 
lnvotved, dates, and places. Do not make any legal ·arguments or cite to any cases or statutes. You must set 
forth separate factual allegations In separately numbered paragraphs. You may make copies of this page if 
necessary to supply all the facts. Barring extraordinary circumstances, no more than five (5) additional pages 
should be attached. (If there are facts which are not related to this same basic Incident or Issue, they 
must be addressed In a separate clvll rights complalnt.) 

.. L:-dont recall r.eeing the HOUSING UNIT OffiCER all NIGHr. I A.'t Nar SURE AT 
WHAT POINT OR WHOS DB:EISION IT WAS 1U PROVIDE F.B.O.P. IDJSING UNIT <>mCE
RS 'W1'IH 1Nl'ERNEl' Aa:E$. I AH SURE mAT '!HE F.B.O.P. WilL CDtE UP WI'lH A 
l.OOICAL ENOlGI RF.ASON, BUT I HAVE NOT BEEN ABIE m PROVIDE MY FAMILY OR 

LOVED ONES Wl'lH A GOOD RF.ASON AS TAXPAYING CITIZENIS. 

10.) All CEUS at F.C.C.Ooleman are B'.lUJPE(> with a DURESS BUT'lffl WITIN 1lIE CEU. 

LOCATm ON 11IE WAIL. This Button is for EMERGffiCIES it sends off. a very 
HIGH-Prrrnm Al.ARM 'lllROUGH 1lIE CEl.l..-BJ.00( it is the Officers REmUNSIBILI1Y 

to go and INVESTIGATE the cell in which this AlARM was SOUNDFD. The outside 

of the door has a KEY-PAD that can only be DFACTIVATED by the Officer using 

their KEY. And then the Officer DBJSt <DNrACT CDNTROL AND REPORT 'lHEIR FINDINGS 

'Ihe AU.RM in MY CFJL WAS ACTIVATm. The Officer did not INVES1'1GA1E. 

11.) I am going to change course here and tell these Courts that to 

SOME DEGREE I HUST EXC:EPT RESPONSIBILITY. ON THE EVE.OF 4-17-09 

I WAS IN VIOLATION OF A F.8.0.P.REGULATION.I HAD BEEN DRINKING 
A HOMEMADE INTOXICATE. I HAVE .REASONS:.:TO·. BELIEVE·:.THAT ••• THAT IS 

WHAT GAVE THE INMATE THE COURAGE TO ATTACK ME.VICON SERCURITY 
CAMERA WILL CLEARLY SHOW THAT I WAS SITTING WITHIN THE CONFINES 
OF HY ASSIGNED CELL EATING A SOUP, I WAS NOT PRESEN1'ING ANY 

DAMAGER. INMATE CROSSED THRESHOLD INTO HY HOUSE( CELI.) ARMED WITH 
A WEAPON {that the F.8.0.P. is in the care and custody of) WITH 
THE INTENT TO CAUSE GREAT BODILY HARM. t REGRET THAT I WAS NOT 
MORE ALERT. AND HOUSING UNIT OFFICER SHOULD HAVE BEEN ON HIS 
JOB! 

8 
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V. STATEMENT OF FACTS: 
State briefly the FACTS of this case. Describe how gm Defendant was involved and what each person did 
or did not do which gives rise to your claim. In describing what happened, state the names of persons 
involved, dates, and places. Do not make any legal ·arguments or cite to any cases or atatutes. You must set 
forth separate factual allegations In separately numbered paragraphs. You may make copies of this page if 
necessary to supply aH the facts. Barring extraordinary circumstances, no more than five (5) additional pages 
should be attached. (If there are facts which are not related to this same basic Incident or Issue, they 
must be addressed In a separate clvll rights complaint.) 

'IHQ\SITU. OOfS NOl' aJANGE nlE FACl' 1HAT I PERSONAI..LY HAVE SQitE DR;REE 

OF RESPClfSmil.I'IY. I WISH WE F.B.O.P. \i.WLD ~CE"PI' RESPONSmIL11Y FOR 
mEIR ACITONS10R I.AO{ OF. 

12.) I Na'ER REXllVBl A DISCIPLINARY WRITE UP FOR MY VIOLATION (maybe ~they felt 

~rry for me,and felt that the}' we~e r~PfrnS_i~le_ to_ s~ degree)t~ !~~~o.P? _ 
i:~i:Csay- that t l\!4~@W_ffl! false infcmnatian.'lbe F .. B.O.P. SAYS 1BAT I SAID·,· 
.-"I mL DOWN 11IE Sl'AIRS''~ CAPL\IN L.WIILIAHS 'IDLD MY KJlHER on a SmmUI.m 

VISIT 111AT 'IllEY H.4DE Rm SEXJIDUI.E(do to staff short.age is what they told 
her)WAS 'IHAT I WAS DRUNK AND FEil.. 001m 1HE SfAIRS. This is after they already 

VIEJED 1HE SmJRflY ~ HOt mE lllUSJl\'G UNIT. 

13. > ~'ibat" t: said1 wd1'I-1enltf i FELL mtR 11tE ~"•t'(sa! ~ttached, report ~r 
fpHca1 Y The reason that I made that statement is because I had several 

INMATES AROUND ME YELLING,11YOU ARE l.DSSING WAY 'ID MUCH 81.00D,YOUR EYmALL 

JS HM«;ING OUTSIDE 1llE SOCKEI', TAKE A SHMR,OEAN nlE BLOOD UP,GO TO MEDIC.AL, 

YOU c:ANT TELL 11IB POLICE WHATS UP'.' I was in shock ,my body was in shock, my 

mind could not grasp the extent of ll'hat just happened to me. YFS I LIED,I 
WAS 1UlD NOT 'ID SNITO:I, OR I \DJU> BE PUNISHED WHEN I BEI\JRNED. 

14.) To this day I have not made any statement to any F.B.O.P. Officer. One 
of the reasons I have not made any statement to anyone is because one of 
the officers that transported me to the Hospital the night of the incident 

who has known me for (9) nine years in this complex. Told me ''NOi' 'ID TRUsr, 

OR TAUC 10 ANYONE. 10 GEi' MY FAMILY 'ID FIND ME A ATIORNEY mAT A CRIMINAL 

ACl' HAS BEffi <DfITIED AGAINSI' · HE. 

8 
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Bureau of Prisons 
Health Services 

Clinical Encounter 

Inmate Name: HENSARUNG, RICHARD EARL JR 
Date of Birth: 05/18/1964 ,,, Sex: M 
Encounter Date: 8411!i7J~r~,:toi> Provider: Flagg, Helen RN 

Emergency encounter performed at Health Services. 

SUBJECTIVE: 

INJURY 1 Provider: Flagg, Helen RN 

Reg#: 09991-018 
Race: WHITE 
Facility: CLP 

Date of Injury: 04/17/2009 22:00 Date Reported for Treatment: 04/17/2009 22:10 
Work Related: No Work Assignment: UNC MILL 2 
Where Did Injury Happen (Be specific as to location): 

1-2 
Cause of Injury (Inmate's Statement of how Injury occurred): 

Inmate fell down a flight of stairs ~nd landed on a concrete floor 
Symptoms (as reported by Inmate): 

I think I fell 

OBJECTIVE: 

Pulse: 

Date Time Rate Per Minute Location Rhythm Provider -- --
04/17/2009 22:14 cox 73 Apical Flagg, Helen RN 

Respirations: 

Date 

04/17/2009 

Blood Pressure: 

Time 

22:14COX 

Date Time Value - -

Rate Per Minute Provider 

16 Flagg, Helen RN 

Cuff Size Provider 

04/17/2009 22:14 cox 117/81 

Location 

Left Arm 
Position 

Standing Adult-regular Flagg, Helen RN 

Exam: 
Eyes 

Left eye protruding from socket. 2 cm cut on right side of scalp. 
ASSESSMENT: 

Bleeding-Traumatic 
Inmate had been drinking homemade intoxicant, Stated approximately two cups. Wet saline gauze applied to left eye. 
Or. Roman notified. Received telephone order to transport to local hospital. 
Inmate cognitive of person, place, day and age. 
VS stable. Complained of nausea, no vomiting. 
Other 
addendum- Inmate began vomiting at 2220 

PLAN: 

Patient Education Topics: 

Date Initiated Format Handout/Topic Provider Outcome 

Generated 04/20/2009 14:06 by Roman, Rafael Bureau of Prisons • MNA Page 1 of 2 
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Inmate Name: HENSARLING, RICHARD EARL JR 
Date of Birth: 05/18/1964 Sex: M 
Encounter Date: 04/17/2009 22:10 Provider: Flagg, Helen RN 

Date Initiated Format 

04/17/2009 Counseling 

Copay Requlred:No 

TelephoneNerbal Order: No 

Handout/Topic 

Access to Care 

Cosign Required: Yes 

Provider 

Flagg, Helen 

Reg#: 09991-018 
Race: WHITE 
Facility: CLP 

Outcome 

Verbalizes 
Understanding 

Clinical Encounter completed on HENSARLING, RICHARD EARL JR by Flagg, Helen RN on 04/17/2009 22:10. 

Clinical Encounter requested to be cosigned by Roman, Rafael MD. 

Clinical Encounter cosigned by Roman, Rafael MD on 04/20/2009 14:06. 

Generaied 04f20l2009 14:06 by Roman, Ratael Bureau of Prisons • MNA Page2of 2 
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V. STATEMENT OF FACTS: 
State briefly the FACTS of this case. Describe how H9l Defendant was Involved and what each person dtd 
or did not do which gives rise to your claim. In describing what happened, state the names of persons 
involved, dates, and places. Do not make any legal arguments or cite to any cases or statutes, You must set 
forth separate factual allegations in separately numbered paragraphs. You may make copies of this page If 
necessary to supply all the facts. Barring extraordinary circumstances, no more than five (5) addHional pages 
should be attached. (If there are facts which are not related to this same basic Incident or Issue, they 
must be addresaed In a aeparate clvll rights complalnt.) 

15. ) 1he ·WFAP()ft that the INMATE usm VAS A (BLACK DIAL FACE <nmINAn<n IOCK} 

PUR<llASED OUT OF 'DIE PRISON <DNISSARY. These locks have been U'1'ILIZID AS 

WEAPONS 
1
PROBAU.Y ON MANY DIFFRmr OCCASIONS. PkOBAILY CAUSING WAY MJRE DAMAGE 

ON CIDIERS. K>ST PRISONS IN 'DIE U.S.A. WNr EVEN All!1t,l 1HE5E 1YPE LOCKS IN 

GmElW. POPULATION BF.CAUSE 'llfE'l ARE usm,AS KNOWN WEAPONS, CDSTING TAX

PAYEltS MD.LI<K5 IN UN-NECFSSARY MFDICAL BilJ.S. 

16.) The F.B.O.P. Dnw:TOR Rarely G.Iappin is ultimateJy RFSPONSIBLE for EVmY 

I1'&I SOID 1tlROlQl OMfiSSARY. 'mmEFORE HE AU.alS A KNOWN POTENTIAL WEAPON 

'lO BE SOlD 'DIAT '1HE F.B.O. P. is in the care and custody. He also AlLOWS 

Officers within the HOOSINGING UNITS Ca-tPIJl'ERS WTIH INTERNET ACCF.SS IN A 

CRFATm S&XE>ARY Of'FICE wrnt Dmt-'IOP SPF.AKmS CAUSING 1HE MF.ANS FOR A 

GRFAT DISTRACTION. 

17.) Warden Drew and Captain Williams are :Ir, charge of the SEXIJRrIY and ClJS'.roDY 

and Hanagment_of all STAFF ENIERING. Knowing they are SHORT SfAFFED and 

over-wort.ed is a Wllll'UI.LY NEGLIGmT RUNNING OF 1llE JNSTI'IUITON. 

18.) Ms.lti.tlock in Psychology was AWARE that I had a pressing issue with my 

JOB and witld.n my HOUSING UNIT and KEPI' '1'ELLING ME 1HAT SHE WOULD, Pt1l' ME 

ON 'DIE CAU..-our to came TALK m HER '101ABRt'.7J ••••••••• -mwma, t&1ER CAME. 

19.) ALL UNIOJR OFFICERS filDJm A DELIBERATE INDIFFRENCE INfO MY SAFEIY 1HROUGH 

'DIE nrmootlCTION OF roN-TRABAND lN'IO HY LIFE AND NOi' AFFORDING AIL OIHm 

lllfATF.S wrmIN 1llE FAC'IURY 'lHE SAME ITEM. AUiO BY SEPARATING US ONLY IN 11IE 

WORK PIACE,AND NOI' HOUSING UNIT. 

8 



Chart 
Date: ~-cv-003~.MC-~~e~cument al-• lllllge 26 of 39 

. *64904-1• 

Physlclan: __ __,.'7........,.· ,/-I:......._~'--- ReferringDoctor. _______ _ 

~~~~~~ -
l'~ifEA1T$ f2>06'1/ Sk.1;1-r ~J£4~ 
,,-~~r"""'+ o., /...,11/-7 .,,- r~11///-J 
/J$fAqj,.r;_,p ~ II- /1'1~~?,£. J:l,C'/<' 

Patient Hlstoiy fonn dated: Reviewed: • No changes noted D Changes noted ------

•Ta.< 

W< 

•va. Dist.~~' . -~-, PH< V/{(} Va.Near< 
v.# "~#r &,,,' 

Time: 1\... ~J ~- \-o d\ ·---S--. ~J--l'p,7-i-,~~l·\n1 I \ 
} ' - Comments:(Abnonnal Findings) 

M< 

--G-:-:--I-MED---I-H-1G_H_l::TOMETRY I:: PF 

MRD 

OD OS 
•Pupils NL ABN NL ABN 
Shape /~ 

Reaction 
Size 
Dilation ; 

'.~··:t'~·-.. 
'loii;, ,.· ,-- "' . ~ , ..... ~ .. . .. .. &_ ' 

•Conf. VF 
•Motllltv. 
•Adnexa .-/ ,,.,-
lids / ,,,,.,--
lashes / ,.,,,.,.. 
orbits 
•Conjunctiva / / Bulbar 

./~ oaloebral ./ 
•cornea / / 

00 OS 

Dilation Orders: OD OS OU MYD 1% 1/2% NEO 2.5% Other: ____ Time: __ _ 
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AFFIDAVIT OF FACT 

I was present the night of April 17, 2009 at F.C.C. Coleman U.S.P. II, Housing Unit 1-2 and 

witnessed the weapon, a black face dial combination lock attached to a belt, the accused inmate used 

to cause blunt force trauma to inmate Ricky E. Hensarling, Jr. resulting in the loss of inmate Hensarling's 

left eye. 

"I declare(or certify, verify or state), under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and 

correct." 

Executed this S ~day of 0..t.A.~\.A..S + . 2010. 

Inmate Signature OUJ,,,.,Q 1>,,-.., - 4~ 
Inmate Register Number ~ '"' '-/ - I g 0 

Inmate Full Printed Name ('i\,e,~41.«... \. S"'-.._c..) I\. ::Z l \ ~M 
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CID 
AFFIDAVIT OF FACT 

I was present the night of April 17, 2009 at F.C.C. Coleman U.S.P. II, Housing Unit 1-2 and 

witnessed the weapon, a black face dial combination lock attached to a belt, the accused inmate used 

to cause blunt force trauma to inmate Ricky E. Hensarting, Jr. resulting in the loss of inmate Hensarting's 

left eye. 

"I declare(or certify, verify or state}, under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and 
correct." V"~ Ttt\~ l8 g IT~ ;;;>--
Executed this I D ~ day of Ail3iA.S} , 2010. 

lnmateSignature .jl\~·2 ~ 
Inmate Register Number 07.52{a-oz 
Inmate Full Printed Name r~ ~JI(? S:mffi11d 
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PAGE(7) 

V. STATEMENT OF FACTS: 
State briefly the FACTS of this case. Describe how gsm Defendant was Involved and what each person did 
or did not do which gives rise to your dalm. In describing what happened, state the names of persons 
involved, dates, and places. Do not make any (egafarqumenls or cite to any cases or statutes, You must set 
forth separate factual allegations in separately numbered paragraphs. You may make copies of this page if 
necessary to supply au the facts. Barring extraordinary circumstances, no more than five (5) additional pages 
should be attached. (If there are facts which are not related to this same basic Incident or Issue, they 
must be addressed In a separate clvll rights complaint.) 

20.) The MEDIC.AL 'mFAntENl' from the outside Doctors has been GRFAT. The TRF.A'lMENf 

from within the INSTTIUITON JS At«JlllER SIURY. 1HAT RE.SPONSmILI'IY FAILS UNDER 

Newton E. Kendig RA!J4 M. D •. The INCIDENr HAP~ID ON 4-17-09 the lml)VAL of 

the DFAO EYE was on 5-5-09. I WASNT TAKEN BA(l{ TO SEE A OOCTOR UNITL 1-6-2010 
He was the Doctor that was to make the: PROS"I'HEITC EYE. He said that it was 
V~.Y UNFOR'ItJNA'I'E that the F.B.O.P. HAD WAMU SO LONG TO SfART 'l1IE PROCESS 

because he was going to have to reforiD my~ that it had tunDED WAY 
BAOC INID MY SKUIL. 

21.) Tlie RECEDING of the FACIAL MUSCLES INTO THE SKULL was caused 
by the DELIBARATE NEGLIGENCE of MEDICAL TREATMENT for TWO-HUNDRED 

FOURTY SIX (246) DAYS, DURING THIS TIME I SAT IN S_.H. U. (special 
housing unit) UNDER EXTkEME UNSAINITARY CONDITIONS FOR SOMEONE 
WHO JUST HAD HIS EYEBALL REMOVED. 

22.) At my first Doctors appt. with the Doctor making the PROSTHETIC 
EYE. It was in my BEST INTREST to ask alot of QUESTIONS. The 
Doctor told me that because of the CONDITION of the area around 

the eyesocket that HE was goine to haye to bring me back for 
Cll Three diffrent fittings to get the eyesocket area back to 
its original form before he could eyen make the eye. I know that 
for s~curity reasons the Doctor could not give me the exact dates 
for each fittjng, but could he give me a GENERAL IDEA. He said 

NO MORE THAN (30) Thirty days a piece. That was on 1-6-2010. 
Twenty Seven (27) days lat.er they took me BACK for the SECOND 

(2nd) fitting on 2-3-2030. IT IS NOW 9-17-2010 its been (227) 

8 
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PAGE(S) 

V. STATEMENT OF FACTS: 
State briefly the FACTS of this case. Describe how~ Defendant waa Involved and what each person did 
or did not do which gives rise lo your dalm. In describing what happened, state the names of persons 
involved, dates, and places. pg ngt make any legararguments or cjte to any cases or statutes. You must set 
forth separate factual allegations In separately numbered paragraphs. V ou may make copies of this page if 
necessary to supply all the facts. Barring extraordinary circumstances, no more than five (5) addltlonal pages 
should be attached. (If there are facts which are not related to this same basic Incident or Issue, they 
must be addressed In a separate clvll rtghts complaint.) 

days and they (F.8.0.P.) has not taken me back for my (3) Third 

and final fitting before my permanent eye can even be made •. 
Am I in ALOT of l'AIN ! No. It does cause me alot of UN-COMFORT. 

Im having alot of strain and irritation in my right eye. The 

PAIN comes from the MENTAL AND EHOTJONAL SUFFERING, and my Family 
coming to see me asking questions "WHY ALMOST (2) TWO YEARS LATER 
ARE YOU STILL WALKING AROUND WITH A PROSTHETIC EYE THA1' DOES 
NOT FIT?" These are answers I have tried to find th£- answers 
to with no success. It has been hinted to me by Staff "DROP 
THE LAWSUIT,AND GET YOUR MEDICAL NEEDS MRT." The last time I 
went to Medical Dept. here at the Prison was on 8-24-2010 
C0~1PLAINING ABOUT HEADACHES AND THE EYE SEINING TO LOOSE. I was 

told to pick up some Hotrin and Eyedrnps the next da)', Wbeo J 
picked them up on 8-25-2010 I seen Ms.BUGS the Hospital Adim. 
here,I asked her why the PROCESS FOR MY EYE HAO STOPPED? She 
said that "I HAD TO BE APPROVED BY THE COMMl1TE." 1'hat was wht-T1 

I heard the COMMENT be made"DROP 1'HE LAWSUJT." I was told back 
in 5-5-09 that the COMMITTE HAO TO APPROVE ME." The INSTJ'JlJ1'ION 
dj cl have me see a OPTOMI1'kl ST on 9~ 2-2010 He laughed and said 

I needed a OCULARIST NOT A OP]"OMITRIST, 

23.) I could go on and on, I just want my day in Court with a JUBY 
TRIAL. Please Give ME That Rjght As A Citizent of The U.S.A. 

I Deserve the 160 mQnths for the crime I committed,hut not the 
160 months and the losse of my eye,PJJE TO PQOB QNQEB-S]'AFFTNG 

INTERNET DISTRACTIONS, DEGJ,IGENCE, DEJ ,J 8JBA~~ .l~Pl.FFR_~N.~~--

8 



Police Forums & La\.v Enforcement Forums (ii) Officer.com> umcers anct Law Enforcement Professionals 
ONLY > The Big House: Corrections Forums > Fed Bureau of Prisons - Florida - Coleman 

PDA 
View Full Version: Fed 13ureau df Prisons - Florida - Colema'ri 

dannmannJ0S00l-29~200t\09:34 PMAnyone have any idea what a day in the life is like in Fed. Pen.?? I've 
done County Jail scenes ... Just wondering-what it's Jike at the Fed level since they are hurting-pretty bad from io/ 
what I have read/seen. .. iy 

Thanks!! 

BE SAFE!!! 

~~~~:~::~~~~~~fu~m1c~WE,mlrii~~~~~~~~•:;;:a;;w 
Lots oflockdowns. I know someone who recently transferred down there and they say it's nuts. Nothing but 
problems: avoid. · 

Coleman is the largest prison complex in America, and the largest in the Fed. There are 2 USPs, 2 FCls, and a 
large camp. 

dannmannI0S00l-29-2009, 09:58 PMThanks for the response .. I live about an hour away and saw all that 
~t happened on the news ... Only reason I along with some others are considering it, good money and 
~ Economy has killed the road jobs .. so .. in the mean time .. gotta consider plan B .. 

LSl0l-29-2009, 10:02 PMThanks for the response .. I live about an hour away and saw all that nonsense that 
happened on the news ... Only reason I along with some others are considering it, good money and full-time .. 
Economy has killed the road jobs .. so .. in the mean time .. gotta consider plan B .. 

Consider very carefully. :cool: 

Iowa #160301·29-2009, 11:24 PMAccording to my sources in the BOP 

ANY federal BOP institution= 
Very Good money 
pretty good equipment 
No mace/QC/Batons inside the walls/fence 
You are considered Federal Law Enforcement 

dannmann 105001-29-2009, 11 :34 PMdoes anyone know the kinds of shifts they work .. 8/1 0/l 2's?? I've seen 
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"several options" but nothing that says work schedule, rotation or penn. shifts .. 

Heck .. I even saw a website for BOP unifonns ... do they have to buy their stuff or is it issued?? 

LS 101-30-2009, 08: t 6 AMdoes anyone know the kinds of shifts they work .. 8/10/12's?? I've seen "several 
options" but nothing that says work schedule, rotation or perm. shifts .. 

Heck .. I even saw a website for BOP uniforms ... do they have to buy their stuff or is it issued?? 

512 schedule. Some institutions (such as mine) have limited 6-2, 1-9, and 2-IO posts. All others are 8-4, 4-12, 
12-8. Plenty of OT and mandates (forced OT) at Coleman, so the money can be good. I disagree that the money 
is good, however. But it depends on your area. 

For your probationary year, you are on monthly schedules. After your probie year is up, you can bid for posts 
and days off that change every quarter. Without any seniority, you're pretty much doomed to the crap posts with 
crap days off that nobody wants. 

We are given $400 per year for uniforms. 

dannmannI0S00I-30-2009, 09:52 AMexcellent info ... anything else one should "know"?? 

LS t 0 1-30-2009, 04:04 PMexcellent info ... anything else one should "know"?? 

Training is weak; but if you have prior experience, you're all set. First, you get two weeks at the home 
institution called "Institutional Familiarization11 which is prett.y mµch a snooze, The main training you'll go to 
GA for. It's a 3 week keg part¥. •• I mean, pro~ down in Glynco, GA at the FLETC. Cakewalk. Down there 
you'll hive to pass a P I cons1sung of: 

1/4 mile run and cuff in 2:30. 
Ladder climb in 7.5 seconds. 
75 lbs. dummy drag for 700 ft. 
Obstacle course in 60 seconds. 
Stair climb with 20 lbs. duty belt in 45 seconds 

.If you can tie your shoes, you'll pass.,:V ou also have to pass three exams and show proficiency in contraband 
search and firearms. It's cl'9igned s~rnobody's feelings are hurt and everyone passes. Just don't get 
arrested and you'll -go hom'tfw1tli noflwig' 01ore tb'an a l9angover and empty wallet. _ 

The background check is your standard SSBI. With few exceptions, they go back 7 years. As long as you have 
no convictions for felonies or domestic violence, or any other red flags, you can pass the Bl. They take credit 
VERY seriously, so if you've had trouble paying your bills within the last 7 years, you're out. Defaulting on 
loans (especially federal loans) is an automatic DQ. I've seen a couple staff members forced to resign or get 
walked-out after credit checks revealed they weren't paying their bills. 

If you have any other questions, let me know ... 

dannmann I 05001-30-2009, 07:51 PMAre the shifts perm. once you get past probie?? or do they rotate with set 
days off?? For the pay stucture .. Do you get steady raises; or what you see now is what you'll see in 10 years -
kinda stuff? On Site .. Is there ample co-workers to get the job done, or are you working solo and Jetting the / 
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JJri~ltJ'.rs-,ru,nJh.e-b~ p~L .• i've read that BOP is under HORRffiLE staffing at certain . 
1 
.. ,·-:cafi:1-_, .. --~-;-.·;: =:-~~-{~T.t ~ .• . • ~ .... -

o ons .. 

For the forced OT ... Is it double's or just holdover for 4 ... Is it everyday you have OT issues, or do they (admin) 
rotate the wealth so that the same person doesn't get screwed day after day after day? 

Thanks for all the info ... 

LS101-30-2009, 08:35 PMAre the shifts penn. once you get past probie?? 

No. You bid against other officers for posts every quarter. So if you're high in seniority, you get the good picks 
and good days off. You must do "sick and annual" once per year; so you cover vacation and sick time and work 
various posts during that time. The BOP expects you to rotate through every shift every three year period. 

For the pay stucture .. Do you get steady raises; or what you see now is what you'll see in 10 years kinda stuff? 

Corrections officers are GL-5/6/7. That means you move from 5 to 7 each year until you reach 7. You must 
compete for GL-8/9/11/12/13. You start as either a GL-05 or GL-06, step I (depending upon experience). The 
next year, you move up one grade (From GL-5 to 6, or GL-6 to 7), and move up one step. So if you start~ a 
GL-06, step 1, after three years, you'll be a GL-07 step 4. After step 5, it talces two years to move up a step. 
Again, you have to compete to move up another grade. GL-8's are rank "Senior Officer Specialist", which is just 
an experienced officer. GL-9/11 are Lieutenants. GL-11/12/13 are Captains. 

-------·~-------------
/2n Site .. Is there ample co-workers to get the job done, or are you working solo and letting ~~prisoners run~ 
1 hen-house persay?? LOL .. i've read that BOP is under HORRIBLE staffing at certain locations.. . ______,. 

Depends upon the institution and post. For example, the Special Housing Units often have more than two 
officers on duty at a time. That amount may change with each shift. Medium security units may only have two 
officers for every 100 inmates. I had no previous experience in corrections and my first day involved running a 
low security cubicle-style unit on 255 inmates by myself. Also, all BOP employees are considered ''correctional 
officers first", which means all employees, regardless of job title (case worker, chaplain, business officer, 
medical, etc.) are "required" to respond to incidents as if they were corrections officers. 

For the forced OT ... Is it double's or just holdover for 4 ... Is it everyday you have OT issues, or do they (admin) 
rotate the wealth so that the same person doesn't get screwed day after day after day? 

A mandate can be anywhere from 2 hours to 8 hours. Some institutions have mandate problems due to staffing 
levels, or inmate problems. Example: Coleman is on lockdown. That means 12 hour shifts until they come off 
lockdown. So you're mandated for 4 hours each day until the lockdown is called-off. 

dannmannl0500I-30-2009, 08:43 PMThanks LSI.. 

To get up in Senority .. does hell have to freeze over, or is the turnover/turnaround about average?? Axe you 
allowed to bring a laptop if your on a out-lying post .. or do you have tojust·sit and watch your'life ·fit~~''} 

Does have the Fed. Pen experience on the ol' resume help with other Federal agencies, or nobody on the Fed 
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level care about the BOP crew? And .. This one I can't seem to get a straight answer on .. 

As you have read .. I'm looking at Coleman .. Can you be a RESERVE LEO outside offed. Pen life?? I have 
heard yes and no .. I don't know if your in Florida or not .. But the Reserves here are on vol. status for the most 
part and not a "scheduled job" .. just a kinda when you roll in/out to get your hours forthe month .. 

LSl0I-30-2009, 09:19 PMTo get up in Senority .. does hell have to freeze over, or is the turnover/turnaround 
about average?? 

Depends on the joint. Some joints are the stereotypical "Club Fed" types where officers get comfortable and 
don't. like to leave or ~.romote ou~. If you ha~en't heard of them, there's a reason for that. gt#er joints : 
(particularly the notonous USPs)tare revolvmg doors where staff leave for personal ·reasons, or transfer to other 
prisons for promotions, or get hired by other federal agencies. You'd move up fairly quickly at a joint like 
Coleman. 

Are you allowed to bring a laptop if your on.a out-lying post. or do you have to just sit and watch your life fade 
away? 

,, II 

-The, BOP h13:lntemet::19nneeted computers. You are not allowed to bring in any laptops, iPods, diskettes, 
USBs, pern drives, or any other writable media There is a policy regarding appropriate use of computers. 

Does have the Fed. Pen experience on the ol' resume help with other Federal agencies, or nobody on the Fed 
level care about the BOP crew? And .. This one I can't seem to get a straight answer on .. 

.It would definitely help if you want 10 move up in the BOPverse. If you ever want to see Lieutenant, or 
especially Captain, you must have experience at a USP. lt;s somewhat of an "unwritten rule". If you are mobile 
and want to move up, the BOP is the place. If you bounce from join-to-joint, you will move up in pay and 
promote quickly. Many of the top brass in the DC offices who make ungodly amounts of money started off as 
mere entry-level corrections officers. 

~..aU. agenGMSi'dte~W:i&~,9{,t~~.dn,gs,of~~~-~oJ~J!le~ .. W~'.~~uxaetly. viewed as the 
.~ ~YP of people at the FLET€. The. actions of a "few.dopes have tarnished the BOP image in the FLE 
·cofumuiii:ty/fhat hasn't stopped many ofus (me included), from applying and getting hired by other federal 
agencies. Many ex-BOP have gone on to work for the Border Patrol, Federal Air Marshal Service, the DEA, 
ICE, FBI, CBP, USMS, and many local and state agencies. 4 guys from my facility were recently hired by ICE. 
After 9/11, SO guys left my joint for the FAMS; 20 more in 2005. If you do your job and can relate your law 
enforcement experience, you have a good chance of going anywhere. The sky is the limit. 

As you have read .. I'm looking at Coleman .. Can you be a RESERVE LEO outside of Fed. Pen life?? 

The answer is a solid NO. The BOP will tell you this exact statement: "The BOP is your primary job. The needs 
of the institution are priority". You cannot hold any other anned law enforcement position while employed with 
the BOP. Military reserves are a different story. You may ho Id a second job with approval from the Warden. 

dannmanntoS00l-30-2009, 09:34 PMHmm .. Well .. The LEO issue has just dampened the interest level.. 
actually .. that just burst the balloon 
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Thanks again for all the information .. You have provided a ton more than anything I can google. 

Jimmooch02-0l-2009, 06:09 PMCan Fed Officers carry off duty Im also looking at Coleman trying to weigh it 
against county prison. State pays too little in Florida 

LS I 02-01-2009, 07:38 PM Can Fed Officers carry off duty 

Yes. 

dannmann 105002.()2-20099 01: 1 S PMFor those in "urgent need" of CO's .. . Whal is a ideal time line for hiring?? 

LS I 02-02-2009, 01 :43 PMFor those in "urgent need" of CO's .. What is a ideal timeline for hiring?? 

I've heard as little as 3 weeks. 

Patrio7202-04-2009, 03:53 PMI) What docs a new hire do at the prison for 2 weeks before reporting to 
academy? 

2) I scored an 88 on my application. Based on that score, what are my chances of being added to the certificate 
of eligible candidates? I am hoping to get picked up by Milan but the staff level is small compared to Coleman. 
(I did contact both locations via email but haven't heard back yet.) 

3) Even though I selected FCI Milan first and FCI Coleman second, will I still be considered for Coleman or do 
they only look at the first choice? 

Thanks! 
Patriot72 

TheKansan02-04-2009, 04: J 5 PMDepends upon the institution and post. For example, the Special Housing 
Units often have more than two officers on duty at a time. That amount may change with each shift. Medium 
security units may only haveeio officers for eyery 100 mma!9I had no previous experience.in corrections 
and my first day involved running a low security cubicle-style unit otQSS inmates by myse_!f.lAlso, all BOP 
employees are considered "correctional officers first", which means all employees, regardless of job title (case 
worker, chaplain, business officer, medical, etc.) are "required" to respond to incidents as if they were 
corrections officers. 

That explains a lot. I was wondering why all positions with the BOP listed on USAJOBS offer the law 
enforcement retirement. I also was wondering why all positions with the BOP were required to attend fletc. 

LSI 
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VI. STATEMENT OF CLAIMS: 

State what rights under the Constitution, laws, or treaties of the United States you claim have been 
violated. Be specific. Number each separate claim and relate it to the fads alleged In Section V. If 
cJalms are not related to the same basic Incident or Issue, they must be addressed In a separate 

cMI rights complalnL 

1.) First Amendment- Right to EQUAL PROTECTION 

2.) Eighth Amendment- Right to be FREE from CRUEL and UNUSUAL 
PUNISHMENT. 

J.) PLEASE LET THESE COURTS BE ADVISED THAT I DO NOT FULLY 
UNDERSTAND THE ABOVE QUESTION. 

VII. RalEF REQUESTED: 

State briefly what relief you seek from the Court. Do not make legal arguments or cite to cases/ statutes. 

1.) __ P-1-,E~A~S~E.......,S~E~E.......,·A~I~I~A~C-tt-E-0 ........ 5~H~E-ET ..... S.._ _________ ....;_ _____ _ 

I DECLARE UNDER PENALTY OF PERJURY THAT THE FOREGOING STATEMENTS OF FACT, 
INCWOING ALL CONTINUATION PAGES, ARE ~UE AND CORRECT. 

JO-{g- 2.0,0 
(Date) 

IF MAILED BY PRISONER: 

1 t'I~ (or certify, verify, or affirm) under penalty of perjury that this complaint was (check one): 
Of'dei~ to prison olfimalJ fQl mwllng or a d~ited in the prison's internal mail system on: 
the -1!J__ day ot _U ___ L_ l'trO_V_ff ___ , 20.JJL. 

------... 

1/ ( 

9 
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RELIEF- REQUESTED 

1.) I WANT ALL MEDICAL COST PERTAINING TO THE LOSS OF MY LEFT 
EYE TO BE PAID FOR BY THE FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS/U.S.GOVERNMENT 
FOR THE REMAINDER OF MY LIFE. 

2.) I WANT THE FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS/U.S.GOVERNMENT TO PAY 
EITHER FOR ME TO FINISH COLLEGE and or SEND ME TO A VOCATIONAL 
TRAINING SCHOOL UPON MY RELEASE.SEEING HOW I CAN NO LONGER WORK 
IN MY CHOSEN PROFESSION AS A INOUSTRAIL CARPENTER. TO MUCH OVER
HEAD CRANE WORK. 

3.) I WANT TO SEE MY S.S.I. BENEFITS FOR MY NEW DISABILITY TO 
BE APPROVED,AND TO START BEING PAID TO MY FAMILY IMMEDIATELY. 
SEEING HOW THE COST OF MY INCARCERATION IS A BURDEN ON THEM. 

4.) I WANT $546.000.00 dollars plus 10% ten percent cost of living 
on top of that. I arrived at this dollar figure by my future 
potential loss of income that I could have provided for my family 
had it not been for the loss of this eye due to the NEGLIGENCE 
of F.8.Q.P. STAFF. See attached sheet out of P.S.I. REPORT ON 
JOB HISTORY, AND EDUCATIONAL HISTORY. 
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RE: Hensarling, Jr., Richard Earl 

PART C. OFFENDER CHARACTERISTICS (continued) 

Education and Vocational Skills 

78. According to records, the defendant obtained his GED while he was in custody at 
the Federal Penitentiary in Atlanta, Georgia, on September 5, 1991, through the 
Georgia Board of Technical and Adult Education. He stated that he attended some 
college courses through Mercer University through the Bureau of Prisons and at 
Daytona Beach Community College in 1994. According to records from Daytona 
Beach Community College, the defendant attended classes from January 1995 
through May 1995. He completed 9 credit hours. The defendant indicated that he 
has special training in construction and safety management. Records confirm the 
defendant completed classes through Mercer University in 1991 and 1992. 

Employment 

79. The defendant has been in custody since August 31, 2001, and has been 
unemployed. 

80. According to employment records, the defendant was employed with Granite 
Construction Company in Volusia County, Florida, from January 22, 2001 to 
February 19, 2001. He was a carpenter on the Sanford-Greenway Project and 
earned $12 per hour. Records indicated that the defendant quit because he was 
not making enough money. It was also reported that he missed six days out of one 
month of work. He would not be eligible for re-hire. 

81. According to Social Security records, the defendant was employed with EBY 
Construction in Sanford, Florida, during 2000. He earned $3,780.47 for that year. 
Employment records indicate that the defendant was employed from November 8, 
2000 through January 19, 2001, as a carpenter. He earned $13 per hour. Records 
indicated that the def end ant quit without giving a reason and would be eligible for 
rehire. 

82. The defendant stated that from January to June 2001, he was employed with Castle 
Design in Or1ando, Florida, as a superintendent. He reported earning $17.50 per 
hour. Social Security records confirmed this employment in 1999 and 1998. He 
earned $8,250 and $9,560, respectively. 

83. Social Security records confirmed that the defendant was employed with Walker 
Construction in Orlando, Florida. He was a superintendent and ea med $3,750 for 
that year. 

February 12, 2002 18 
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RECEIVED 

Richard E.Hensarling Jr. 
#09991-018 

Plaintiff, 

-v-

COVER-SHEET 2010 OCT 12 PH 12: O I 

CASE No.5:10cv-344-0C-33MAP 

TWELVE(l2) FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS 
EMPLOYEES- OFFICAL & INDIVDUAL CAPACITY 

Defendants, 

I Regret to Notify theses Courts that this First(lst.) 
Attempt at Exhausting my Administrative Remedies has become 
Overwhemingly Complex Regarding a Situation that should have 
been Exhausted at this level. 

If these Courts will Pay Close Attention to~EXBIBITS(G): 
and, EXBIBITS(L)- these Courts will see that I WAS NEVER UNTIMELY 
IN HY ADMINISTRATIVE REMEDY PROCESS. 

In my last attempt to Exhaust this matter at this level 
these Courts will see that I mailed my BP-11 to Central Offices 
Washington on 8-8-2010. The Central level has (40) fourty days 
to Respond.according to their Program Policy Statement §542.18. 
Response Time. If they do not Respond in said time they are to 
give Written Reason advising you that they need EXTRA TIME. 

They are Currently Over Their (40)fourty day time-frame. 
9-22-2010 and I have not heard back from them. Their Policy that 
I Quoted states that you are to take that as a AUTOMATIC REFUSAL. 
Therefore I am bringing this matter to these Courts. 

Richard E.Hensarling Jr. 

,~/r. /L_4J-~ .. 
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ADMINISTRATIVE REMEDY 
TIMELINE 

Richard E. Hensarling, Jr. 
Register N0:09991-018 
Federal Correctional Complex 
Coleman (Medium) · 
P.O. Box 1032 
Coleman, Florida 

33521-1032 

1) On 4-17-09, I Richard E. Hensarling, Jr., Bureau of Prisons Register 
Number #09991-018, was Assaulted by inmate Eric Azotea, due to staff 
negligence while being housed at F.C.C. Coleman Florida, in the United 
States Penitentiary at Coleman Number #2. 

2) I started my Administrative Remedy Process while being housed at 
F.C.C. Coleman U.S. Penitentiary #2. I initially started by filing what 
was a BP-8, stateing that I was suffering from severe and adverse Psy
chological effects, and undue pain and suffering by my being housed in 
the Special Housing Unit (SoHoUo) or what is more aptly known as the 
HOLE. At that time I had just undergone the loss of my left eye, and 
was awaiting surgery to have it surgically removed. 

* NOTE: That BP-8 was filed on June 17, 2009~ I received a response to 
that complaint on July 24th, 2009. Thirty-Seven (37) days later, saying 
I was pending transfer. *(SEE EXHIBIT A)* 

3) On 7-11-09, I submitted a BP-5148.005. An inmate Request to Staff, 
requesting access to receive a number to use the Law Library Legal Re
search computer, in order to research how to proceed with Administrative 
Remedy Process. I was granted a password, but, was NEVER ALLOWED ACCESS 
to the use of the Law Library Facility from July 11th, 2009 until Oct
ober 15th 1 2009. *(SEE EXHIBIT B)* 

4) From July 24th, 2009 until August 3rd, 2009, I did NOT see anyone 
from my Unit Team. So, I had another inmate in the SHU across from me, 
tell me I should write a handwritten letter to Washington pleading for 
help and intervention on my behalf. I mailed that out in a letter format 
on August 3rd, 2009. I received a response to that letter on September 
17th, 2009, Forty-Five (45) days later. 

* NOTE: Washington's Response told me I needed to persue my Administrative 
Remedy Process within this Institution. I clearly stated in my letter 
that Staff was avoiding me while I was in the SHU, without any way of 
making contact while incarcerated there, and could not even obtain a 
simple Inmate to Staff Request Form while there at that time. *(SEE -
EXHIBIT C)* 
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-2-

ADMINISTRATIVE REMEDY 
TIHELINE 

5) While awaiting the response from Washington, concerning my letter 
from August 3rd, 2009,(See Exhibit C,) another inmate also locked in 
the SHU, that was being housed on the same floor or (Tier), observed 
the way I was being treated by the staff ignoring all of my needs and 
requests. Took it upon himself to obtain a BP-11 from his Unit Team 
on my behalf, and sent it to me on a fishing line under my door. He 
told me to file the BP-11 as a "Sensetive 11" due to the nature of my 
issues and my complaint, and due to the way that I was being shunned by 
my own Team and other staff members. 

* NOTE: This was in fact a sensetive issue, since I was being treated as 
a non-person throughout my ordeal after the fact that "I was the "vic
tim." Also, I filed the BP-11 on August 23, 2009, and it was not re
turned with a response until October 20th, 2009. Fifty-Eight (58) days 
later. *(SEE EXHIBIT D)* 

6) While "Exhibit (O)" was still in Washington. My Unit Counseler had 
finally walked down my Tier I was being housed on. I got a BP-8 from 
her and filed that on August 18, 2009, claiming that staff negligence 
was the cause of me loseing my eye by the Assault on myself by inmate 
Eric Azotea. Her response was returned to me on September 10th, 2009. 
Thirty-Three (33) days later. *(SEE EXHIBIT E)* 

7) On September 3rd, 2009, I was moved (transferred) from the SHU at 
USP Coleman #2, to the SHU at F.C.C. Coleman (Low). I was told it was 
in fact due to overcrowding. 

8) I received my response to my BP-8 in "EXHIBIT "E" on September 10th, 
2009 while in the SHU at the F.C.C. Coleman Low Facility. I then filed 
my BP-9 to Warden Drew at the USP Coleman #2 on September 14th, 2009. 
Warden Drew received the BP-9. On September 18th, 2009, and responded 
to the BP-9 on that very same day. *(SEE EXHIBIT F)* 

9) Although warden Drew signed off on my Official BP-9 on September 
18th, 2009. i did not receive his response until October 14th, 2009. 
Twenty-Seven (27) days later. *(SEE EXHIBIT G)* 

* NOTE: REGION ONLY ALLOWS TWENTY (20) DAYS TO APPEAL 1 INCLUDING MAILING 
TIME. 

10) This is where the BREAKDOWN BEGINS!!! While in the S.H.U. at F.C.C. 
Coleman (Low), and receiving the Warden's response LATE. I had the SHU 
Lieutenant Mr. S. Duden, come to my cell door, and witness the untimely 
reciept and delivery of my BP-9 concerning Warden Drew's response from 
Twenty-Seven (27) days before·. The SHU Lieutenant, S.Duden, signed and 
dated one copy of the Wardens response underneath a hand written para
graph in my handwriting, witnessing and verifying the date, time and 
location when I received the document. *(SEE EXHIBIT G)* 
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ADMINISTRATIVE REMEDY 
TIMELINE 

11) That-same night that I received the Wardens response was delivered 
to me on October 14th, 2009, and this is the same date and time that 
I (myself) and Lieutenant S. Duden signed verifying that the Warden's 
response was in fact delivered to me on this date 10-14-09! While I was 
being housed in the SHU pending transfer. According to the date from 
the Wardens response at the bottom right hand corner, the Warden's re
sponse was delivered to me Twenty-Seven (27) days after he signed off 
on it! 

Region only allows me Twenty (20) days to respond, and this includes 
mailing time. That same night, on 10-14-09, after my getting the SHU 
Lieutenant, s. Duden, to sign and verify under color of his employment 
as a Federal Employee of the Federal Bureau ofPrisons, that I received 
a required document needed in order to timely file my Administrative 
Remedy, and his signature that my paperwork arrived late, and on the 
specified date listed on the paper. I then sat down and wrote a hand
written letter to the Region explaining my situation, and asked that I 
be granted an extension of time due to extenuateing circumstances be
yond my control. I received a response to that handwritten letter on 
November 2nd, 2009. Nineteen (19) days after I had mailed it, but only 
the Rejection Notice was returned to me along with the Warden's response 
that Lieutenants. Duden andmyself had signed and the handwritten letter 
wasNOT INCLUDED! *(SEE EXHIBIT H)* 

12) While in the SHU at F.C.C. Coleman (Low). And while going through 
the only avenue I knew available to me, by advising Region of my situ
ation, I was transferred the very next day, on October 15th, 2009 to 
F.C.C. Coleman (Medium) •. I was released to the Compound at 3:30 P.M. 
on 10-15-09, and that night I went to the Commissary and purchased the 
items (Typing Wheel, Typing Ribbon, Correction Ribbon, Copy Card) I 
needed to move on with my Administrative Remedy Process. I "Did not 
wait 11 for a reply to the handwritten request that I wrote to Region 
asking for an extension of time, because I knew I was still within my 
alloted timeline. By rights, I received the Warden's Response while in 
the SHU pending transfer on October 14, 2009. Iwas transferred the 
very next dayt on October 15, 2009. This was on a Thursday, therefore, 
my Twenty (20J day appeal process should have started on 10-16-09. 
Region stamped that they received my very first appeal try on November 
Stht 2009. From October 16th, 2009 until November 5th, 2009 is Twenty 
(20J days, *(SEE EXHIBIT I)* 

13) In my Second rejection Notice, Region says that I am not only 
"Untimely," but will also have to, provide them with Official Bureau of 
Prison's Letterhead, from a staff member, stating that I am not at 
11 fault" for my being "Untimely." I was under the impression that was 
in fact just what I did with the S.H.U. Lieutenant, S. Duden, when he 
signed off on the paperwork I received in "EXHIBIT G." Region knows 
it is nearly impossible for an inmate to get staff to give any type of 
Official ·letterhead, concerning an Adminstrative Remedy against the 
F.B.O.P ••• 
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ADMINSTRATIVE REMEDY 
TIMELINE 

At that time, I was on the compund, and I went to my Unit Team, and I 
requested thisletterhead as I was instructed to do from Region. My Unit 
Team told me emphaticlly "NO." 

I then typed a letter to the Region, explaining the S.H.U. Lieu-. 
tenant's signature, thinking that maybe there was a communication mis
understanding. I also typed up twomore letters to various Government 
Departments, and included them in with my third(3rd) submittal of my 
BP-10. This was received by me on November 16th, 2009. I had it back 
in the U.S. Mail to the Region no later than November 20th, 2009, this 
was Four (4) days later. *{SEE EXHIBIT J)* 

14) I received my third (3rd) rejection Notice to my BP-10 on January 
14th, 2010. It sat in my Unit Team's Office fromp.ecember 21, 2009, un
til January 14, 2010. 

I once again tryed an honest attempt to get the required B.O.P. 
lette~head that Region had requested of me from my Unit Team. My Unit 
Team even signed an Inmate Request From stating that the Legal Depart
ment here at F.C.C. Coleman (Medium) advised them NOT TO PROVIDE ME 
WITH THIS LETTERHEAD!! Therefore, I submitted my BP-10 in good faith 
for the Fourth (4th) time on January 26th, 2010, I had received it on 
January 14th, 2010, and that would make the timeline Nineteen (19) days 
that I had it back into Region. Timely by a day. *(SEE EXHIBIT K)* 

15) I received the attempt at my Fourth (4th) BP-10, back in the mail 
on March 1st, 2010. It had been backin this Institution since February 
7th, 2010. but, this time, I am living in a different cell and housing 
location, and a different Unit Manager. This Unit Manager had no problem 
providing me with a B.O.P. letterhead, stating the day he gave it to 
me. I am now awaiting the Captains assistance "Captain McManus," on 
this date, March 8th, 2010, to obtain the proper paperwork, with the 
required letterhead as requested by Region, from Lieutenants. Duden. 
This will be enclosed with my BP-11 to Washington, with all Exhibits 
listed previously. Proper letterhead will be listed as, *(SEE EXHIBIT 
L)* 

CONCLUSION 
I would like to conclude this timeline with this thought, and facts. 

I have done everything in my power, to obtain all of the proper paper
work and documentation as pertains to this matter. I have been short
stopped, and prohibited at every attempt to act within the bureau's 
proscribed format. I wish to state that I intend to proceed with this 
matter into Civil litigation, and I intend to name and list all parties 
privy to this attempt at denying me my right to informal remedy. 

Richard E. Hensarling, Jr. 

March 8th, 2010. · )li/7IL-fFL 
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EXHIBIT--(A) 
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INFORMAL RESOLUTION FORM 

COC 133 0 .16. A 
Janaury 16, 2008 

Attachment A 

II01'?CI TO llllCAT81 B,irea\l ot Pd110a• Progru. Statemeat 1330. 13 requira, tbat exaopt a• provided ia 542 .13 (bl a.a 
i-t• •k&ll fir• t praaeat 1111 i • eua ot coacera iatonially to • t •tf &Ad • taff •ball iatoz,u.lly 1ttoapt to re•olvo 
tb• i •• ut prior to ellbalittillg & BP•t. A eepaz-&te form IINlt be wiad tor 11cb i1eue . 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
INSTlUCTlONS: Counselor• will c011plete am attach this 
subm.itte4, it not informally resolved. 

Hels,.14:IlJ&, /2. ogqq l-OlJ 
Inmate Name Register No. 

correctional counoelor•• Comment• {including actual atepa taJ;en to resolve): 

b oq-dC--::-, 

/~--+------------
/ '1-L l--fYj Btaff Circ1o Oao: 
\ C Data 

'--------" llitorinally aoeolved Not lntonially Reeolvod 

unit ger //' 

Diatributio~ Correctional Counselor, 

Date 

l. If c iaint i• infom&lly resolved, mnintain original on file in the U:'lit. 

2. If complaint ia !!2!:, infomally reeolved, attach original to BP•j Fon'! and for~ard to Adminlatrative. ReU!edy Clerk 
for proceSBing. 

lnf. Reeohition 
Forn1 1a,11ed 

BP-9 haued 
to Ininate 

BP- 9 Returned 
to COW!.aelor 

13P·9 Delivered to 
Admin lel!le:!y Clerk 

@)' 
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EXHIBIT--(B) 
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\ 

5?-S148.055 
SEP 9E 

INMATE REQUEST TO 

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

DATE: 

7-
REGISTER NO.: 

WORK ASSIGNMENT: 

SC3~ECT: (Sriefly state your question or concern 
Continue on back, if necessary. Your failure to 
~aken. If necessary, you will be interviewed in 
req~est. r l . ~ Ef...O 

D:SPOSlT ION: 

(Do not write below this line) 

Q\\O\.JeC( c.~s ~ -tkc... 

4-\l-Ol\ ~ 16- 1,-09 

Signature Staff Member 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS 

oqqq 1- ot8 

Record Copy - File; Copy - Inmate 
{This form may be replicated via WP) This form replaces BP-148.070 dated Oct 86 

and BP-S148.070 APR 94 

FILE IN SECTION 6 UNLESS APPROPRIATE FOR PRIVACY FOLDER SECTION 6 
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Hensarling # 09991-018 
ELECTRONIC LAW LIBRARY (ELL) 

Please read all steps below in their entirety prior to logging in .... 

USE OF THE ELL: 
1. Type in your USER ID: 09991-018 
2. Type in your PASSWORD: 123456789 
3. After your first login, you will be required to change your password. Your 

new password must be at least 9 characters in length. 
4. Once you enter your new password, you must confirm on the next line 

by re-typing your new password. 
5. On the desktop use the mouse to click Start, then Lexis Nexis to conduct 

research. 
6. Once you are finished with ELL use, click Start, then 11 Log-out", you will 

be prompted again whether you want to log-out, click yes. 
7. You are done! 

UNACCEPTABLE USE OF ELL 
Destruction of, or damage to, equipment, software, or data belonging to the 
library or other users 
Disruption or unauthorized monitoring of electronic communications 
Unauthorized access, including "hacking" 
Any display of images, sounds or text which intentionally or unintentionally 
create an atmosphere of discomfort or harassment of others 
Sharing of passwords or use of a terminal logged in under any oti\er user 
Unauthorized reproduction or dissemination of copy-right protected 
material 
Unauthorized disclosure, use, and dissemination 
Any use of information that may disrupt the orderly running of the institution 

Unacceptable use of the computer as outlined above will result in 
disciplinary action. 
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EXHIBrr--(C) 
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oArE September 14, 2009 

REPLY To Administrative Remedy Coordina o 
ATTN oF National Inmate Appeals, Central 

suBJECT Administrative Remedy Appeal - Case No.# 

Richard Henisaring, Reg. No.# 09991-018 
FCC Coleman, FL - USP #2 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 
MEMORANDUM 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS 

__ 1.Your appeal was answered on _______ If you have not received your copy by now, 
you may ask the institution Administrative Remedy Coordinator to provide you with a copy from 
the Warden's Administrative Remedy File. 

__ 2 .The appeal you reference was filed on ____ response is still in progress. If more than 
40 days have elapsed since the filing date, you are entitled to consider your appeal denied. 
However, some cases cannot be decided within this time period. In that event. the time for 
response may be extended for an additional 20 days. Staff will provide you with a computer
generated notice of extension to inform you of the extension. 

__ 3. Our records indicate that the appeal you reference has not been filed with this office. 

__ 4. You have not provided sufficient information for us to respond to your inquiry. If your inquiry 
concerns an administrative remedy, please provide the case number, the date filed in this office or 
date mailed by you, your name and register number, and the subject of your administrative 
remedy. If you cannot provide all of this information, please provide as much as possible. 

2._5. A review of your inquiry reveals it contains issues you should first bring to the attention of 
institution staff. If you are unable to resolve the issue(s) informally, you may present your 
complaint to the Warden via the Administrative Remedy Procedure. This procedure is available 
to inmates confined in federal facilities to complain about any aspect of their confinement. 

__ 6. Extensions are granted only if an inmate's submission is untimely by no fault of his own. 
Requests for extensions are only considered when submitted with the complete appeal packet 

__ 7. Central Office Administrative Remedy Appeal responses are the final agency position. If you 
are dissatisfied with the response, you may pursue any legal recourse you deem appropriate. 

__ B. We can only address issues within the jurisdiction of the Federal Bureau of Prisons Your issue 
is one for _________ jurisdiction. 

__ 9. This appeal was rejected and returned to you on _____ _ 

10. Other· 
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EXHIBIT--(D) 
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REJECTION NO ICE - ADMINISTRATIVE REMEDY 

DATE: OCTOBER 8, 2009 

FROM: ADMINISTRATIVE 
CENTRAL OFFICE 

TO RICHARD 09991-018 
COLEMAN LOW FCI 
P.O. BOX 1021 
COLEMAN, FL 33521 

OTR: Z03-005LAO 

FOR 'l'HE REASONS LlSTED BELOW, THIS CENTRAL OFFICE APPEAL 
IS BEING REJECTED ANO RETURNED TO YOU. YO~ SHOULD INCLUDE A COPY 
OF THIS NOTICE WITH ANY FUTURE CORRESPONDENCE REGARDING THE REJECTION. 

REMEDY IO 
DATE RECE:IVED 
SUBJECT 1 
SUBJECT 2 
INCIDENT RPT NO: 

REJECT REASON l: 

REMARKS 

556980-Al CENTRAL OFF:CE APPEAL 
AUGUST 31, 2009 
OTHER COMPLAINT AGAINST STAFF 

THE ISSUE YOU RAISED IS NOT SENSITIVE. HOWEVER, 
WE RETAINED YOUR REQUEST/APPEAL ACCORDING TO 
POLICY. YOU SHOULD FILE A REQUEST OR APPEAL AT 
THE APPROPRIATE LEVEL VIA REGULAR PROCEDURES. 

RECORDS INDICATE YOU HAVE ADDRESSED THIS ISSUE AT 
THE INSTITUTION LEVEL. SUBMIT YOUR APPEAL TO THE 
REGION FOR RESPONSE. -

.,, 
I . 

~fry.(/· 
~ j 

,, 
' '\"-..:. . 'I •. 
·...1\ .j 
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l!.S. f ~rtment of Ju~tke 
• . . Central Office Administrative Remedy Appeal 

" _ _ f cder.11 Bureau or Pri~o.ns . ) -~ cl: . • · : ·• l t_T . &t ~ f , , 4 p h ! I Ii i,: ~ 

Part A· REASON FOR APPEAL 

I ~e EL.ECTE. D To % ~?PSS T»~ Sr~~ DA RD P.. o l-'\1J\l..ST ~A,I\JE.. 
Qcl\1\E.D'I PRocE.ss fr.\J.q ML.E- ,HIS AS P\ s ENSI,.::\le. (SP- t\) 
DUE TO 11-\E tJI\TUQE. ~~:5-tol--iTEJ\. ON 4-n- 09 :t. ~ AS 
A$SAuL,ED 6'1 IwfJ\AT~ e:~c, A"Z.O,EA W\-\-T\....£. 5ITT.r=t--HJ :c:.t-J 
M\/ ~ELL ( ~ ;t-a,l / I.- .:2)- ~rrr\ .A. WE.ArON HE MADE cx.rr OF F, 
COMt:.N~I.ON LOC\< A'r-l'D 8-E.LT, STP\~F MEJ-.A8E.t~S WERE 
AWARE. Of ~s \I.IOLENl" 1)IS9QSI:Tro~ Tow A~DS M'e.1 PND 
~A:rL~J:~-ro REPOR.i oR \!X) J\~fT\ttN~ Aeouy I.T.T\-\EI~ LAC~ 

~; g;F -~'i~:tE.:RE:#€,.-£,· .•. :~RoFE:SSI.Q,:;{A:~~~VI~i AN\) AB~?L;CN·:~o· ··'-··• 
0~~ ~'1EJ:R J0~.C°'u5f:.O 1#\e: T'O. i- bS e.._ ·M'J ½E._f'r ~}'E.,· -- ~,. ___ · 

0 o£ 3 09 1/. ,- 1 (,/ ,:_ 1 A -1-11 '~\' • •\ 

DATE I 

Part B • RESPONSE 

:--. 
, 4 •• ,:· .... , 

i ' . 
~ :: '·: ; 

DATE GENERAL COUNSEL 

FIRST COPY: WASHINGTON FILE COPY CASE NUMBER: _____ _ 

------------------------------------------Part C · RECEIPT 
CASE NUMBER: _____ _ 

Return to:-----------
LAST NAME. ARST. MIDDLE INITIAL REG. NO UNIT INSTT11., TION 

SUBJECT:--------------------------:2,:--::::!L.-

.,... ........ - . ..,, .... ,......,..,, .... ,,... • ..,, ............ """.,..,.r."""'"'•' ,._'C'C"l,-..C AQDCAI fl.l5) 
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. ~::- : . · .. 

EXHIBIT-(E) 

-. _ _._ - ._:•·-::. 
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:NFORMAL RESOLUTION FORM 

COC 1330.16.A 
Janaury 16, 2008 

Attachment A 

lr.n'lCI 'l"O llDCAnt Bvoao of Pr1•=• Program &t•t-t 1))0.l) roquiro• tbat -=-Pt•• prov1.d•4 in 542.ll(b) u 
inmate •ball first pr•••t Ul i••u• of CODCOnl ui.tona•.lly to staff aad •t•lt •ball 1DfO.nially attOIIIIPt to r• solv.i 
th• iHut prior to INbiaittiD9 • BP•t. A eepuate tom 111,Ht be ue•d for eocb t.11u, . 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
INS"l'1UICT10SS, Cowwolcira 11111 c:CllllJ)lete aM attach thia form tCI eacn J.equest for Adminilltrative l\e1:edy l'on, IBP-ti 

''£~•-~;r;; ;··'··0999 J-o,Y 'L-:i_ ~/ .JlJ_ { 
InmaeName ;;;:::J Register No. Qtrs./Onit IrunateSignature --.,.,-u I,._ 

2, What oftort11 have been ma.de by the inmate to reaolve the complaint infoI111Uly? To 1ma11 has the inlll,l.te 

~ft,t;R 1';£i~fil~1h~R- \WLLlT 
-~ (2 ,3 

eorrec:ticnal COIJllDelor•s C nts finc:luding actual atepa taken to reeo!vel: 

Staff Circle One, 

hfoftl&Uy ae1olv•d !lot l11tonally auolvod 

Di•tribiatioJI bf Corrootional COl,noolor, 

l. If COff:Pla1nt 10 1nfonally re,olved, maintain ori9in1l on file in the Unit. 

2. If complaint io ngs. infonr11lly ueolved, attach ortgil'lal to BP•9 Fon11 and forwaird to Administrative Remedy Clerk 
tor prcce11ain9. 

:Inf. R.eeolutiet: 
Fona Iaoued 
to Inmate 

tnf. Re110lution 
Fot111 Returned. to 
C:ouna.elor 

::: ~t!cfil- ,1:±:::; 
C:Ounaelor, __ ._ft_~--- j/c,, f.11u..-.v 

BP• 9 h1111ed 
to Inmate 

!IP- 9 1let1UT.ed 
to C:O\l,""lllelor 

BP·t t>elivered tc 
Admin Remedy Clerk 
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EXHIBIT--(F) 
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~PARTMENT OF JUST[CE 

·I Bureau of Prisons ,. 
REQUEST FOR ADMINISTRATIVE REMEDY 

Type or use balt-poinr pe11. If attachments are neetkd, submit four copies. Additional instructions on reverse. 

From: HEtJSSJ<LI.wG Q:rc\.lA8D E, 09Q9J-0/8 I-~ 
LAST NAME, FIRST, MIDDLE INITIAL REG. NO. UNIT 

Part A- 1NMA TE REQUEST 

Co¼JSt.ERS RESPONSE To M'/ 8P-8 Awo UtJWiLL1:"1&rJ6SS To 
J:.tolVESTI:GATE A'-JO SE.EK OUT i-Hc TRu~. J:5 A ~R.1:tJ\E. 

E~~pl..E. Pts To W 'M'/ :C WA$ A$SAULT£0 Oto\ 4- ,1-oq 
CA.u.S;ci.Jl, TH-E. LGSS OF IJ\'f L~FT ~'IE. u...iJ:COA ~oREMAtJ 
WER~ ~\JARE1 t='SYC\-\OLoG)' WF\S PtWPiR~, At-JO T~E. Ui-J~T 
OFfr C ER w'OR\(~t-JG :c-" ON 1\-\E ~G\..\-T Of Lt- \1- oq 
-HAD HE BEetJ OfoJ THE.. ~LooA. JJ\AK:CNG Rel.).JJOS CouL.D 
~A'\IE: PR.'-VENTE.O THE. r .... u::r:cE:f\JT, 

q .. 14- c,q 
DATE 

Part 8- RESPONSE 

DATE 

Part C- RECElPT 
Return to: 

LAST NAME, FIRST, MIDDLE INITIAL 

SUBJECT: 

WARDEK OR REGIONAL OIHECTOR 

---R-EG_N_O_. ___ .-.~--~~~~T~--~---=-~~---IN_STIT_(~ 
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CASE NUMBER: 556980-F1 

FCC COLEMAN 
BP-9 Response 

This is in response to your Request for Administrative Remedy, receipted in this office on 
September 18, 2009, in which you requested administrative assistance regarding alleged 
staff misconduct. You allege staff were aware of the inmate violent disposition toward you 
and also, staff not making rounds in unit, is the cause of you losing your eye. 

Allegations of staff misconduct are taken seriously. Your request was reviewed and 
forwarded to an appropriate office for further disposition. Complaints against staff are 
never ignored: however, inmates are not advised of the outcome of these 
investigations. 

Based on the above information, this response is for Informational Purposes Only. 

If you are dissatisfied with this response, you may appeal by filing a BP-10 to the 
BUREAU OF PRISONS, SOUTHEAST REGIONAL OFFICE, ATTN: REGIONAL 
DIRECTOR, 3800 Camp Creek Parkway, SW, Building 2000, Atlanta, GA 30331-6226, 
within (20) calender days from the date of this response. 

D. 8. Drew, Warden Date 



.. . .. -~ 
'\ •I & 
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RECEIPT - ADMINISTRATIVE REMEDY 

DATE: -FEBROARY 16, 2010 
I j 

FROM: ADMINISTRATIVE REMEDY COORDINATOR 
COLEMAN LOW FCI 

TO RICHARD EARL HENSARLING JR, 09991-018 
COLEMAN MED FCI UNT: A 3-4 OTR: A06-0SOU 

THIS ACKNOWLEDGES THE RECEIPT OF THE ADMINISTRATIVE REMEDY REQUEST 
IDENTIFIED BELOW: 

REMEDY ID 
DATE RECEIVED 
RESPONSE DUE 
SUBJECT 1 
SUBJECT 2 
INCIDl:::NT RPT NO: 

J..r~"-td t~~L 
See\ _,.. ~. \~~ 'lo\O o-A-
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FCC COLEMAN 
r.) , 1 BP-9 Response 
. l<LCM-ARD r,-E.tJ~A~~ 

t=\:- 0<\ qq I - C, I~ 

CASE NUMBER: 556980-F1 

This is in response to your Request for Administrative Remedy, receipted in this office on 
September 18, 2009, in which you requested administrative assistance regarding alleged 
staff misconduct. You allege staff were aware of the inmate violent disposition toward you 
and also, staff not making rounds in unit, is the cause of you losing your eye. 

Allegations of staff misconduct are taken seriously. Your request was reviewed and 
forwarded to an appropriate office for further disposition. Complaints against staff are 
never ignored; however, inmates are not advised of the outcome of these 
investigations. 

Based on the above information, this response is for Informational Purposes Only. 

If you are dissatisfied with this response, you may appeal by filing a BP-1 O to the 
BUREAU OF PRISONS, SOUTHEAST REGIONAL OFFICE, ATTN: REGIONAL 
DIRECTOR, 3800 Camp Creek Parkway, SW, Building 2000, Atlanta, GA 30331-6226, 
within (20) calender days from the date of this response . 

D. B. Drew, Warden 

'rr» f ~ IE l~- i:a,.,ID~; 
I~ I I, 
LJ LI[ :)C'r : 0 •:· ·. / / 

f I 

I 
• J I 

R£G1u11~, c1:1•:1~-t, :. ( , ff.! • ! r!C1 1 
___ B_uH!) 1 o; r; :-::~:: 

. _,,_L-._j 
... •·~ 

Date 



- . 
~ _.~~;..; 

-· ·-- ~ 
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• 

REJECTION NOTICE - ADMINISTRATIVE REMEDY 

DATE: OCTOBER 21, 2009 

FROM, ADMINISTRATIVE REMEDY COORDINATO ~ 
SOUTHEAST REGIONAL OFFICE ~ 

TO RICHARD EARL HENSARLING JR, 09991-018 
COLEMAN MED FCI UNT: B 1-2 QTR: B03-980L 
P.O. BOX 1022 
COLEMAN, FL 33521 

FOR THE REASONS LISTED BELOW, THIS REGIONAL APPEAL 
IS BEING REJECTED AND R~TURNED TO YOU. YOU SHOULD INCLUDE A COPY 
OF THIS NOTICE WITH ANY FUTURE CORRESPONDENCE REGARDING THE REJECTION. 

REMEDY ID 
DATE RECEIVED 
SUBJECT 1 
SUBJECT 2 
INCIDENT RPT NO: 

556980-Rl REGIONAL APPEAL 
OCTOBER 20, 2009 
OTHER COMPLAINT AGAINST STAFF 

REJECT REASON 1: YOUR APPEAL IS UNTIMELY. REGIONAL APPEALS (BP-10) 
MUST BE RECEIVED WITHIN 20 DAYS OF THE WARDEN/CCM 
RESPONSE OR RECEIPT OF THE DHO REPORT. THIS TIME 
INCLUDES MAIL TIME. 

~ ~t-.elauf.D 'TlrtE 

~\,L (Jo k/ (oy-9 

~~ ~ ~oc. UL,~ \1t-

~~ s~w-r.0 arvF- orJ ~ 

6V 
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FCC COLEMAN 
r.'> , 1 BP-9 Response 
, l<IcM-,AR.D nW~t:\'2~ 
~ OC\CfC\ 1- ()I~ 

CASE NUMBER: 556980-F1 

This is in response to your Request for Administrative Remedy, receipted in this office on 
September 18, 2009, in which you requested administrative assistance regarding alleged 
staff misconduct. You allege staff were aware of the inmate violent disposition toward you 
and also, staff not making rounds in unit, is the cause of you losing your eye. 

Allegations of staff misconduct are taken seriously. Your request was reviewed and 
forwarded to an appropriate office for further disposition. Complaints against staff are 
never ignored; however, inmates are not advised of the outcome of these 
investigations. 

Based on the above information, this response is for Informational Purposes Only. 

If you are dissatisfied with this response, you may appeal by filing a BP-10 to the 
BUREAU OF PRISONS, SOUTHEAST REGIONAL OFFICE, ATTN: REGIONAL 
DIRECTOR, 3800 Camp Creek Parkway, SW, Building 2000, Atlanta, GA 30331-6226, 
within (20) calender days from the date of this response. 

0. B. Drew, Warden Date 

... ..L ~~Ae.o E. ~f,.J~AQ.w:.JG ~ 0:?Ee:.L~uEi:) ,H1:.:::i 

?O? t-20 o~\L W )..\.'J:Lt. ~ '\Hf. S. ) tu , /'Jr. C •LiAA...) f. C, ( . 

\-Ou.J '\ttL t.A.1WT,Jl, or::- ,o,...-,'llf ..;;;.'oct , At--t tj)CN(:)'D.Jlo 

'!KA .is M ,'\ ,.i D . HA.ut. {-k.Rf-4-D (. ~..,-.) ~ • '"i) C">:ilo._, A'ot.[) 

~H~~foQf.. - I-"\ ~(q_t.t.~~ Pr. ~~bJ~,.J "\).\A..J~ 
I 

S. )J. .. u_,. \_:w~.,.) A...)T 'TA, f, ALW 
AND \..ltRiFi'EO ,..n-JA-T 'T»'l."'.:. L...J~ 

\Ht. 'Dn-Tc.. T ?~ ·11t1,~ 
~o~bL ~ 
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EXHIBIT--(!) 

.. ~ ~ ~ . 
:· ·".- ~ -· _.;.'.: -. ·- .- • -_ ~ ~ • J. '. ~ •. _.•-
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RICHARD E. HENSARLING Jr. 
#09991-018 
FEDERAL CORRECTIONAL COMPLEX 
MEDIUM 
P.O.BOX #1032 
COLEMAN, FLORIDA 33521 

REGIONAL DIRECTOR 

OCTOBER 28,09 

On 10-14-09 I sent you the wardens response to my BP-9 from 
the S.H.U. at F.C.C. COLEMAN LOW asking for a extension. On 
10-15-09 they transfered me to F.C.C. COLEMAN MEDIUM. I will 
not wait on your response granting my extension because I had 
sufficent grounds for it to be granted. I will at this point 
move forward because I have received my property and am in a 
position to continue my ADMINSTRATIVE REMEDY PROCESS. I soon 
wait your decision and reply to my BP-10. THANK YOU. 

RESPECTFULLY 
RICHARD E. HENSARLING Jr. 
#09991-018 
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FS. Departmenl nf Ju\lkc Regional Administrath·e Remedy Appeal 

"Fctlcr~I Burc.iu uf Pn~n,, 

f; ·-c <'T u~e bJJl•puml pen If .inachmem1 arc needed. \ubrtit four copies. One ccpy o( the completed 01'·221J( 13) includ,ng Jll)' auachmcnrs mm1 Ile \uh1111necJ 
111\ ~ppcal. 

HENSARLING RiCHARD E. 09991-018 B-2 CPJEM=A~N ....... H~E-D~-----
LAST NAMF.. FIRST. MIDDLE INITI t\l. REG. NO. uNrr INSTITl1TIO:-.: 

Part A· REASON FOR APPEAL 
I UNDERSTAND AND AGREE THAT MY ALLEGIATIONS AS 

TO STAFF BEING AWARE THAT THERE WAS A PONTENTIAL THREAT TOWARDS 
ME BY INMATE ERIC AZOTEA IS NOT AND SHOULD NOT BE TAKEN LIGHTLY. 
JUST AS THE PERMANET DAMAGE HE INFLICTED UPON~ ME THROUGH HIS 
ACT OF VIOLENCE CAUSING A CASE OF "MAYHEM" IN MY LIFE SHOULD 
BE TAKEN JUST AS SERIOUS. WHEN A VIOLENT CRIME HAS BEEN MADE 
AGAINST A PERSON CAUSING THEM SEVERE PERMANET DAMAGE, AND 1HAT 
PERSON DOES NOT HAVE THE FINANCIAL".MEANS TO HIRE PROFESSIONAL 
COUNSEL, AND CAN NOT BE APPOINTED ONE BECAUSE OF THE POISTION 
THAT HIS OR HER LIFE IS IN (INCARCERATED) DOES NOT MEAN THAT 
THEY SHOULD BE TAKEN ADVANTAGE OF. I MUST REPERSENT MYSELF IN 
THIS CRIMINAL MATTER, AND THAT IS WHY CONGRESS INACTFD LAWS SUCH 
AS THE FREEDOM OF INFORMATION AND PRIVACY OF 1974. 

10-28-09 
O,\rE 

Part B - RESPONSE 

-·-·-·-·-··------. I; r·.,, ... ·,- .. , - ·- D ·,,. :_.:.. \,_, 1.:.. l V t: 

r~~~ -_s_ m 

l, .. , ,-,,.,, - •. ~, ... M-v::---_ 
~

RH:;7~:-;,;_:7/,/1~.;1;"r;s.~•:-.. . · 
•," ··.,, ,)l••l'",w•-vs- r -~. --- . -~~~""··· , . ·- ," :: . ~>· .· -: 

I ,· , /. .--...... . , •. • : • 
,i_ iJ;.:. f,-.-·---- Ji J 

,'' .-·: ;, '": .. \-' . ~' ~----,ri::--- I • ·, 
f:• ·----:-/' ~~ ·•./ 

Q
:-' '·' t:,-.,., - -. ---~-- ~~ /;-R"?r} 

, ,-f"'!- - j ;', •• 

- , - 2 4110 '. /, '. . 

. . .' l: i 
..... --- •• •• •.· j ...... ·~:- ~./ 

- 1 

~ ... - ., 

' . : 
I 

--... 
··----- ......... _! 

OATF. -- .'.·: ... - .. J 
If dissa1isficJ wuli this re,1mn,c. ro11 n1.1~ ;1ppeal 10 the General Counsel. Your appeal musl he tee~•.'! 11 Gener JI Counsel", Off1.:e '' 11hm JO c~lendi.lr 
,la~ s of 1he dJ1e of thi, ,c~poo,e. 

REGIONAL DIRECTOR 

ORIGINAL: RETL'RN ro INMATE CASE NUMBER: --------------------------------------------------
Par1 C • RECEIPT 

CASE NUMBER --------

Return 10; _______________ _ 

LAST NAME. FIRST. MIDDLE INITIAL REG. NO. U!'JIT 1:-,JSTffllTION 
SUBJECT _____________________________________ _ 

0,\TF. SIGNATURE. RECIPIENT OF REGIONAi. ,\l'l'EAL 
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REJECTION NOTICE - ADMINISTRATIVE REMEDY 

FROM: 

TO 

NOVEMBER 6, 2009 

ADMINISTRATIVE REMEDY COORDIN ;1 
SOUTHEAST REGIONAL OFFICE ~ 
RICHARD EARL HENSARLING JR, 09991-018 
COLEMAN MED FCI UNT: B 1-2 QTR: B03-980L 
P.O. BOX 1022 
COLEMAN, FL 33521 

FOR THE REASONS LISTED BELOW, THIS REGIONAL APPEAL 
IS BEING REJECTED AND· RETURNED TO YOU. YOU SHOULD INCLUDE A COPY 
OF THIS NOTICE WITH ANY FUTURE CORRESPONDENCE REGARDING THE REJECTION . 

REMEDY ID 
DATE RECEIVED 
SUBJECT l 
SUBJECT 2 
INCIDENT RPT NO: 

• 556980-R2 REGIONAL APPEAL' 
NOVEMBER 5, 2009 
OTHER COMPLAINT AGAINST STAFF 

REJECT REASON 1: YOUR APPEAL IS UNTIMELY. REGIONAL APPEALS (BP-10) 
MUST BE RECEIVED WITHIN 20 DAYS OF THE WARDEN/CCM 
RESPONSE OR RECEIPT OF THE OHO REPORT. THIS TIME 
INCLUDES MAIL TIME. 

REJE:T REASON 2: SEE REMARKS. 

REMARKS YOU MUST PROVIDE STAFF VERIFICATION ON BOP 
LETTERHEAD THAT YOU ARE NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR 
THE UNTIMELY FILING OF THIS APPEAL. 

s: ()(' e ·{:), ,·~ ? f j r L • ,' D'! 

9es¼iotrh'lte. n( ~-?- I Cl 

r· 
\ -

a. ') \· ')-'.)C-lC .. } 
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EXHIBIT-(J) 
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RICHARD E. HENSARLING Jr. 
#09991-018 
FEDERAL CORRECTIONAL COMPLEX 
MEDIUM B-2 
P.O. BOX#1032 
COLEMAN,FLA. 33521 

REGIONAL DIRECTOR: 

Nov. 20,09 

In your REMARKS AS TO WHY MY 10 WAS DENIED,you said that I 
must provide staff verification as to why I am not responsible 
for the untimely receival of my BP-10. Attached you will find 
(4) four copies of the Wardens response to my BP-9. If you 
will notice his response to my BP-9 is dated 9-18-09. Below 
that you will see written in my handwriting the location of 
where I was at when I received his response and the date, and 
to verify that the information that I provided is true and 
correct you will find the signature of S.H.U. Lieutenant 

$.Duden on the date he provided. I feel that S.H.U. Lt. Duden 
being a sworn officer of the law, an employe of the B.O.P., 
and Re~etsenting the Department Of Justice should be verification 
enough that my claim is true and correct. Staff~!s not only 
RESPONSIBLE for IMPED I NG my Administrative Red~my~- B.ro~ess, but 

THEY are also the causing factor as to why I am~. :~·io~~_HA"No._IqA~PED, 

and DISABLED for the rest of my LI FE. 0· ·. 
1

1 
/>,;, - __ ,' ~·· ;_ 

' ·- ',? 
,__ <OJo . 

RICHARD E. HENSARLING Jr.,· 

rt»~) 

.. 
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FCC COLEMAN 
r.l , l BP-9 Response 
. ~il:M-ARD nW~Al2Q.fl.a 
~ OC\ctC\1- 01~ 
CASE NUMBER: 556980-F1 

This is in response to your Request for Administrative Remedy, receipted in this office on 
September 18, 2009, in which you requested administrative assistance regarding alleged 
staff misconduct. You allege staff were aware of the inmate violent disposition toward you 
and also, staff not making rounds in unit, is the cause of you losing your eye. 

Allegations of staff misconduct are taken seriously. Your request was reviewed and 
forwarded to an appropriate office for further disposition. Complaints against staff are 
never ignored; however, inmates are not advised of the outcome of these 
investigations. 

Based on the above information, this response is for Informational Purposes Only. 

If you are dissatisfied with this response, you may appeal by filing a BP-10 to the 
BUREAU OF PRISONS, SOUTHEAST REGIONAL OFFICE, ATTN: REGIONAL 
DIRECTOR. 3800 Camp Creek Parkway, SW, Building 2000, Atlanta, GA 30331-6226, 
within (20) calender days from the date of this response. 

D. 8. Drew, Warden Date 

... ..L ~~A~.O E. },{f..J~4QLS,JG d(<?.. ~ C:.'i.'iuEC> \ l·t'1-~ 

•?A?i..2.wo'l.\L. u..,)..(Qf_ ~ '\I-le. S. ;~.'-1. f!ri· C'oLf.t-\A..l f. C.. (. 

\-0~ '\tit- ~1W~ OF 10-\4-oq. 1 At-1._ 9CN~'DJ(o 

012At-15rt.-Q. At-.1D · 1--\-A.ui.. Aoc~-'\{)I <2>°£k,J ~ .. S)~~J.lor.JA'i'LD 

'lH~ifoQi - '""' ?t-q~~ f't. ,~-_)Lr~~~ 1>\A~~ 
\( Ct....t. \ 

':5. DuDkA/ ~f/V LT. 

/&/it;/ ;Z0'0-'1' 

I [p) IE (c; IE DJ:'!_ Ir,-,~~; "" 
u-ul oc, 2 o ,,. , / I.!:!) j 

. --------- J 
REGIOJHt {;l': •1i;_,r, ·:, {.. , Ii.!.',! :t(1 

BLIR!)'J o; F·:; ::t•'4~ 

I 

s.~ .. '--L. 1-;i..u.T~ A.....n 'Li,·r.~Lf» 
ANo \JtR.iF,tO ···n .. Jt-:s~, ---r~ L,_J~ 

\Ht. 'DAf"E. T ?°~ '1 \-t,1..~ 

~~hL 
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U.S. lleo1,111rtllll'III or J1micc 

"FcJcr~l Ou,e;rn of Pri1t:n, 

Regional Adm.inistrali\'e Remedy Appeal 

T; ·•c or use b;1ll-poin1 pen. If u11aehmen1s .ire needed. $Uhm it four copies. One copy of 1he compleU:d BP-229( 13) including ;iny ~11Jchmcn1s mu~l be ~uhnmtc<.l 
hi~ ~ppe:11. 

f, HENSARLING RICHARD E. 
LAST NAME. FIRST, MIDDLE INITIAi. 

09991-018 
REG. NO. 

B- 2 COLEM .... A....,N.........,M~F~D~, =~--
UNtT INSTITUTION 

Part A • REASON FOR APPEAL I UNDERSTAND AND AGREE THAT MY ALLEGIATIONS AS 
TO STAFF BEING AWARE THAT THERE WAS A PONTENTIAL THREAT TOWARDS 
ME BY INMATE ERIC AZOTEA IS NOT AND SHOULD NOT BE TAKEN LIGHTLY. 
JUST AS THE PERMANET DAMAGE HE INFLICTED UPON~ ME THROUGH HIS 
ACT OF VIOLENCE CAUSING A CASE OF "MAYHEM" IN MY LIFE SHOULD 
BE TAKEN JUST AS SERIOUS. WHEN A VIOLENT CRIME HAS BEEN MADE 
AGAINST A PERSON CAUSING THEM SEVERE PERMANET DAMAGE, AND LHAT 
PERSON DOES NOT HAVE THE FINANCIAL-~MEANS.TO~HIRE-PROFESSIONAL 
COUNSEL, AND CAN NOT BE APPOINTED ONE BECAUSE OF THE POISTION 
THAT HIS OR HER LIFE IS IN (INCARCERATED) DOES NOT MEAN THAT 
THEY SHOULD BE TAKEN ADVANTAGE OF. I MUST REPERSENT MYSELF IN 
THIS CRIMINAL MATTER, AND THAT rs WHY CONGRESS INACTED LAWS SUCH 
AS THE FREEDOM OF INFORMATION AND PRIVACY OF 1974. 

10-28-09 
DATE SIGNATURE oFREQUF..STER 

P·1r1 B • RESPONSF. 

FZ!:".:C2IVED 

NOV - 5 2009 

---- -~~.;.;;:;.;~:,.._· .... ~-JDs·~··-. ;.,··1,f ~ _ ,• j_t..,: ·~~,; 
- +.__ +.._,~ ~: ... : .:-... < _: 

? ~ . ·; ; 

DATE - ... ; . ·; u: • REGIONAL DIRECTOR 
If di1sa1isf,e<.l with this response, you may appeal 10 1hc General Counsel. Your appeal must be~ I Gener~! Courar:l"s Offi<."e wilhiu 30 calendar 
days o( the dale of lhi s response. 

ORIGINAL: RETURN TO INMATE CASE NUMBER:--------------------------------------------------
Part C • RECEIPT 

CASE NUMBER: --------

Return to:---------------
LAST NAME. ARST, MIDDLE INmAL REG. NO. UNIT INSTITUTION 

SUBJECT: ___________________________________ _ 
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REJECTION NOTICE - ADMINISTRATIVE REMEDY 

DATE: DECEMBER 21, 2009 

FROM: ADMINISTRATIVE REMEDY COORDINAT. 
SOUTHEAST REGIONAL OFFICE 

TO RICHARD EARL HENSARLING JR, 0999 -018 
COLEMAN MED FCI UNT: B 1-2 QTR: B03-980L 
P . 0 • BOX 10 2 2 _;:.,,.--~- : · - 1 r ·== 
COLEMAN, FL 33521 

FOR THE REASONS LISTED BELOW, THIS REGIONAL APPEAL 
IS BEING REJECTED AND RETURNED TO YOU. YOU SHOULD INCLUDE A COPY 
OF THIS NOTICE WITH ANY FUTURE CORRESPONDENCE REGARDING THE REJECTION. 

REMEDY ID 
DATE RECEIVED 
SUBJECT 1 
SUBJECT 2 
INCIDENT RPT NO: 

5569BO-R3 REGIONAL APPEAL 
NOVEMBER 27, 2009 
OTHER COMPLAINT AGAINST STAFF 

REJECT REASON 1: YOUR APPEAL IS UNTIMELY. REGIONAL A?PEALS (BP-10) 
MUST BE RECEIVED WITHIN 20 DAYS OF THE WARDEN/CCM 
RESPONSE OR RECEIPT OF THE OHO REPORT. THIS TIME 
INCLUDES MAIL TIME. 

REJECT REASON 2: SEE REMARKS. 

REMARKS YOU MUST PROVIDE STAFF VERIFICATION ON BOP 
LETTERHEAD THAT YOU ARE NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR 
THE UNTIMELY FILING OF THIS APPEAL. 
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RICHARD E. HENSARLING Jr. 
#09991-018 
FEDERAL CORRECTIONAL COMPLEX 
MEDIUM 
P.O.BOX #1032 
COLEMAN,FLORIDA 33521 

DEAR: 

My request for an extension on my ADMINISTRATIVE REMEDY PRO
CESS BP-10 was denied due to UNTIMELY SUBMITTAL! I CLEARLY 
SHOWED that the WARDENS RESPONE was delivered to me in a un

timely fashion. In the submittal of my BP-10 I provided a 
a WRITTEN SIGNATURE from a sworn officer of the law stating 
the date that I received the WARDENS RESPONSE TO MY BP-9, yet 

I am still being denied access to the courts. Therfore I say 
that the B.O.P.s ADI:MINSTRATIVE REMEDY PROCESS is not only 
FLAWED, but PREJUDICE as well. I have followed all guidelines 
required by the B.O.P. in filing my ADMINISTRATIVE REMEDIES, 
only to be RIDICULOUSLY DENIED ! 

Received Wardens Respone on 10-14-09 MAILED BP-10 CERTlFIED 
MAIL (TRACKING# 7009 1680 0002 1804 0291) on 10-30-09 thats 
exactlly 17 days from the date I received the Wardens Response 
while in S.H.U. awaiting transfer. Records will reflect that 

I didnt even get my property until 10-21-09. 
It is a SHAME that the B.O.P. has to result in INTIMADATION 

METHODS to DISCOURAGE INMATES from PURSUING THEIR LEGAL RIGHTS. 
When a CRIMINAL ACT has been COMMITTED AGAINST THEM due to the 

NEGLIGENCE OF B.O.P. STAFF l 
Im HERE, lam the one that this CRIMINAL ACT WAS COMMITTED 

UPONt I AM NOT GOING AWAY ! 

CC:WARDEN DARRYL B. DREW 
F.B.I. TAMPA OFFICE 
PROSECUTORS OFFICE OCALA 
SENATOR D. CRIST 
SENATOR CHARELS S. DEAN Sr. 
SENATOR ANDY GARDINER 
SENATOR ARTHENIA L. JOYNER 
SENATOR EVELYN J. LYNN 
~AM M UAC~TNnTnN n.~. 

RICHARD E. HENSARLING Jr. 
#09991-018 
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RICHARD E. HENSARLING Jr. 
#09991-018 
FEDERAL CORRECTIONAL COMPLEX 
MEDIUM 
P.0.BOX:#1032 
C01SHAN,FLORIDA 33521 

DEAR:~/ U,'o.1. /9rc~Y--<:J.S 
. I ' 

Filed 10/12/1 0 Page 38 of 69 

I AM A Resident of th·e STATE OF FLORIDA, And are currently in 
custody at the FEDERAL CORRECTIONAL COMPLEX COLEMAN FLORIDA . 

.. 
On 4-17-09 while being housed at one of the two UNITED STATES 
PENITENTIARIES, I SUFFERO FROM A BLATANT CASE OF "MAYHEM". 

. . . 
The Instituti_on conducted a Investigation -into this matter. Their 

final conclusion was that I was the VICTIM OF A ASSAULT. I am. 

not satisfied with the way that this Investigation was conducted, 
I feel that it was not ·investigated THOROUGHLY by the staff at 
COLEMAN U.S.P.#2; The reason that I say this is because, I MY~ELF 
NEVER GAVE A STATEMENT~ I Refused to do so for two reasons. The 
first being that I was in FEAR for my life, And second being I 
feel that a CRIMINAL ACT has been committed against me,and not 
only C!)O I not afford LEGAL REPE~~EN"rATION. There .has been none 
present throughou·t the cou~se of this matter for me ·to seek ad 4 

\ ,. .. . . 
vice· ·trom. Tltis .~:t ter cons i~ t of more .t~an just another inmate 
assaul ti rig ··me .. STAFF MEMBtRS WERE AWARE OF THE POTENTIAL THREAT 
AND DANGER THAT THIS INMATE POSED DAYS BEFORE THE ASSAULT TOOK 
PLACE. Why didnt I just advise staff that I was in fear and 
have tham place me in PROTECTIVE CUSTODY? It isnt as easily 
done as you would think in this enviorment. The CHECK IN (as 
we call it) rate at COLEMAN U:S.P.i2 is astronomical. The 
SPECIAL HOUSING UNIT (the hole) stays full to c~pacity so much 
that they have ·to use the SPECIAL HOUSING UNIT at the LOW fac
ility here to house PEN#l and PEN#2 inmates. 

MY RESPONSIBILITY NOW is to bring this matter to the proper 
OUTSIDE LAW ENFORCEMENT AUTHORITIES 'for a thorough and unbiased 
Investigation. I will show that B.O.P. OFFICERS in their inab
ility to ensure a SAFE AND SECURE ENVIORMENT. Allowed a UNSTABLE 
DISTRAUGHT INMATE TO BRUTALLY ATTACK ME. 



' . 

' . 
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I 

(2) 

This attack resulted in me being airlifted out of the Insti
tution to a local Hospital. At a latter date I had to return to 
have my LEFT EYE SURGICALLY REMOVED. This .. assault inflicted on 
me has left me PERMANTELY DISFIGURED AND WITH A DISABILITY FOR 
THE REST OF MY LIFE. 

That is why I am requesting a outside Investigation into this 
matter. I have started the ADMINISTRATIVE REMEDY PROCESS REQUIRED 
BY THE B.O.P., NOT ONLY DO I NOT HAVE ANY FAITH IN THEIR PROCEs; 
I AM ALREADY BEING SHUNED AND TAKEN ADVANTGE OF. In His first 
written response to me WARDEN DREWjCOLEMAN u.s;P.#2 has stated 
to my claim of staff knowledge QUOTE "COMPLAINTS AGAINST STAFF 
ARE NEVER IGNORED; HOWEVER, INMATES ARE NOT ADVISED TO THE OUT
COME OF THESE INVESTIGATIONS 11

• 

FOR THE SAKE OF GOD! I was BRUTALLY ATTACKED BY A INMATE 
WHILE SITTING IN THE CONFINES OF MY ASSIGNED CELL.AND YOU ARE GO
ING TO TELL ME THAT I AM NOT PRIVY TO THE OUTCOME OF THIS INVEST
IGATIO~. HOW CAN THE BURDEN OF PROOF TO PROVE MY CLAIM REST ON ME 
WHEN THE CARDS ARE STACKED AGAINST ME? They are going to protect 
their own kind. 

Inside each housing unit there are SEVERAL SECURITY CAMERAS. 
One was right outside my cell door. My cell door was open when 
this incident took place. I know that the cameras caught all 
~f the incident on tape because Lieutenant Lewis from S.I.S. 
Investigation came to my Hospital room saturday morning and 
asked me what happened. I told him II THAT I FELL DOWN THE STAIRS" 
I dixlso because I was in fear of my life if they put me back on 
the compound. Lieutenant Lewis asked me that if he went back and 
rolled the security cameras back is that what he would see~ r" 
told him I was not sure. He then left the hospital only to return 
a few hours later at which time he told me QUOTE II I HAVE IT ALL 
ON FILM, ERIC AZOTEA CAME TO YOUR_CELL AND HIT YOU _IN THE FACE 
WITH A LOCK." From that point on I knew that a crime ·had been 
committed against me, and I have made no other statement. That 
same lieutenant that came to the hospital later confirmed on 
6-24-09 that I was the victim of an assault. 
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·/ 

(3) 

Having suffered this BRUTAL ATTACK and undergoing this legal 

battle by myself I am asking that YOU as a PUBLIC OFFICAL assist 
me in securing the EVIDENCE IN THIS MATTER, such as the security 
camera tapes, and the computer log on off times that the unit 
officer was on the computer the evening of 4-17-09. I would also 
~e requesting to see any B.O.P. CORRECTIONAL OFFICER OPERATIONS 
MANUAL that exsist. I have had ve~eran officers tell me that in 
a HIGH SECURITY MAXIMUM PENITENTIARY ENVIORMENT that there are 
suppose to be TWO OFFICERS working each cell block where there 
are a 128 inmates housed. I have also been told by staff members 
that due to budget cuts, lack of people wanting to work that 
position, and the problems that the BUREAU OF PRISIONS are ex
piercing with having t·o lower their hiring standards to at tract 
employes is causing a big strain on the security measures. I 
would hate to know that I suffered PERMANET DAMAGE due to the 
lock of professional-ism ! But that is exactly the case. All 
this information should be available to me under the FREEDOM 
of Informa!ion Act and Privacy Act of 1974. But as I stated 
earlier, through my ADIMINSTRATIVE REMEDY PROCESS the system is 
trying to cut me off. 

The TREATMENT that I have received from STAFF and MEDICAL 
DEPT. at COLEMAN U.S.P.#2 through out this ordeal has been 
INHUMANE as well as HORRENDOUS. Ive undergone major PHYSICAL 
DAMAGE as well as MENTAL DAMAGE, And still seven months later 
I have a EMPTY EYE SOCKET. The MEDICAL DEPT. tells me that I 
have to wait to be approved by a MEDICAL COMMITTE for a PROS
THETIC EYE. 

As a REPERSENTIV~ OF THE STATE OF FLORIDA AND UNITED STATES 
GOVERNMENT 11 PLEASE11 IVESTIGATE THIS MATTER FOR ME, And any 
parities involed see that they are brought up on CRIMNIAL 
CHARGES OR REPERMAINEDEO. I will await your reply. THANK YOU! 

RESPECTFULLY: 
RICHARD E. HENSARLING Jr. 
#09991-018 
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EXHIBIT--(K) 

"Excessive bail shall not be required, nor excessive fines imposed, 
nor any cruel and unusual punishment should -not he given.11 

U.S. CONSTITUTION: EIGHTH AMENDMENT 
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T, "C or u~e llall-point pen. If attachments are needed. suhmil four copies. One copy of lhc completed BP-229( 13) including any attachmenls must Ile \ubmi11et.1 
·. )ins appeal 

F, 1 HENSARLING RICHARD E, 09991-018 B-2 COLEMAN MED. _ f LASl NAME. FIRST. MIDDLE INITIAL REG.NO. UNIT INs·nTUTION 

l'ar1/A· REASON FORAPPEAL 
I UNDERSTAND AND AGREE THAT MY ALLEGIATIONS AS 

TO STAFF BEING AWARE THAT THERE WAS A PONTENTIAL THREAT TOWARDS 
ME BY INMATE ERIC AZOTEA IS NOT AND SHOULD NOT BE TAKEN LIGHTLY. 
JUST AS THE PERMANET DAMAGE HE INFLICTED UPON; ME THROUGH HIS 
ACT OF VIOLENCE CAUSING A CASE OF "MAYHEM" IN MY LIFE SHOULD 
BE TAKEN JUST AS SERIOUS. WHEN A VIOLENT CRIME HAS BEEN MADE 
AGAINST A PERSON CAUSING THEM SEVERE PERMANET DAMAGE, AND THAT 
PERSON DOES NOT HAVE THE FINANCIAt··MEANS TO HIRE-PROFESSIONAL 
COUNSEL, AND CAN NOT BE APPOINTED ONE BECAUSE OF THE POISTION 
THAT HIS OR HER LIFE rs IN (INCARCERATED) DOES NOT MEAN THAT 
THEY SHOULD BE TAKEN ADVANTAGE OF. I MUST REPERSENT MYSELF IN 
THIS CRIMINAL MATTER, AND THAT IS WHY CONGRESS INACTED LAWS SUCH 
AS THE FREEDOM OF INFORMATION AND PRIVACY OF 1974. 

10-28-09 
DATE 

Part D • RESPONSE 

DATE 

RECEIVED 

NOV - 5 2009 

·--r--.... ) 

1f dis,alisfied wilh this response, you may appeal to 1he General Counsel. Your appeal must be rec · General Counsel's Office within 30 calendar 
days of tile date of this response. 

ORIGINAL: RETURN TO INMATE CASE NUMBER: ---------------------------------------------------
·-Part C - RECEIPT 

CASE NUMBER: --------

Retumto: ---------------
LAST NAME, FIRST. MIDDLE INITIAL REG. NO. U~IT INSTITUTION 

SUBJECT: ____________________________________ _ 

DATE SIGNATURE, RECIPIENT OF REGIONALAPPEAL 
SP-230(13! 
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REJECTION NOTICE - ADMINISTRATIVE REMEDY 

DATE: FEBRUARY 2, 2010 

FROM: ADMINISTRATIVE REMEDY COORDINATORrl/ 
SOUTHEAST REGIONAL OFFICE >yf/ 

TO RICHARD EARL HENSARLING JR, 09991-018 
COLEMAN MED FCI ONT: B 1-2, QTR: B03 - 980L 
P.O. BOX 1022 \ 
COLEMAN, FL 3 3 5 21 A ·-''.::> C,,0 n"\ 

FOR THE REASONS LISTED BELOW, THIS REGIONAL APPEAL 
IS BEING REJECTED AND RETURNED TO YOU. YOU SHOULD INCLUDE A COPY 
OF THIS NOTICE WITH ANY FUTURE CORRESPONDENCE REGARDING THE REJECTION. 

REMEDY ID 
DATE RECEIVED 
SUBJECT 1 
SUBJECT 2 
INCIDENT RPT NO: 

556980-R4 REGIONAL APPEAL 
FEBRUARY 2, 2010 
OTHER COMPLAINT AGAINST STAFF 

REJECT REASON 1: YOUR APPEAL IS UNTIMELY. REGIONAL APPEALS (BP-10) 
MUST BE RECEIVED WITHIN 20 DAYS OF THE WARDEN/CCM 
RESPONSE OR RECEIPT OF THE DHO REPORT. THIS TIME 
INCLUDES MAIL TIME. 

REJECT REASON 2: SEE REMARKS. 

REMARKS YOU MUST PROVIDE STAFF VERIFICATION ON BOP 
LETTERHEAD THAT YOU ARE NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR 
THE UNTIMELY FILING OF THIS APPEAL. 
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RICHARD E. HENSARLING Jr. 
#OY991-018 
FEDERAL CORRECTIONAL COMfLeX 
MEDIUM H-l 
l',0,HOX:/FlU3:l 
COLeMAN,FLORIOA 335:.t.1 

JANUARY 25,:.t.010 

BUREAU OF PR!~ONS 
SOUTHEAST REGIONAL OfFlCE 
Att:REGIONAL O!ReCTOH 
3800 CAMPCREEK Pwky. 
s. W. !:Sld • lUOU 
Atlanta,Ga.30~31-bllb 

Dear,Regional Uirector 

I have decided to resubm1tt this BP-10 one more time in a honest 
ettort to allow the BUREAU OF PRISON~ to investigate this matter 
in the way that it should have been handled from the onset of this 
incident. 

Attached you will find documents where I have made a attempt to 
provide you with the 13.0.P. letterhead that you are asking for. 
Untortunatley I did not succeed,but not from a lack of not trying. 
I believe that you in your attempt to IMPEDE my Administrative 
Remedy Process has lead me on a WlLU GOOSE CHAS~. 

You will find a copy of a BP-S148.0~~ INMATE REQUEST TO ~TAFF 
1-0RM that was signed by my ·unit counsler stating that the LEGAL DEPT. 
has advised them not to provide any letterhead in this case. 

Theretore my Administrative Remedy Process is being lMPl!OED by 
the HUREAU OF PRISONS and you are in violation of my rights to 
exhaust this process betore moving into Circut Court. 

I have read your 1:'ROGRAM STATEM~NT No.Pl.:BU.lb Dated 1z-.:n-01 
and according to this statement none ot the measures set tourth 
by these guidelines are being used here at ~-.c.C.Coleman,Fla. 

ln closing 1 will ask that you tallow your own guidelines that 
you have designed tor this matter so that 1 may move torward. Although 
I have all intentions to do that anyway. 

Jr. 

cc: A.r. rt. 
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Administrative Remedy Coordinator 
Southeast Regional Office 

Re: HENSARLING JR, Richard 
Reg. No. 09991-018 
Case Number-556980-R4 

U.S. Department of Justice 

Federal Bureau of Prisons 

Federal Correctional Complex 

846 N.E. 5411, Terrace 
Coleman, Florida 33521-1021 

March 1 , 2010 

Please accept this as verification that the above-listed Administrative Remedy response 
was received in the unit via 11'.lail on March 1, 2010, and issued to inmate Hensarling on that 
date. Please allow him ample time to resubmit his response based upon this date. 

If more information is needed please contact me at 352-689-5173. 

Sincerely, 

R. Martin 
Unit Manager 

ase ana er 

Authorized by lhe Act of July T 1955 as 
amended, IO administer oaths (18 USC§4004.) 
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BP-S148. 055 INMATE REQT.JEST TO STAFF CDFRM 
SEP 98 

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS 

TO:(~me and Title of Staff Member) DATE: t-\q ... J ('1)0 Mr. l.:ae.- Uf\',.1.c M&-1. ?->~1nc1~">l 

FROM() 
· h ~ev,arC( l;1t,\ <l, (}( \ i f'\ q REGISTER NO.: OQ'fct I - (t,i'? 

WORK ASSIGNMENT: A-;":)'( G( LA.'1 '-> , -jAe 
UNIT: 9,-i c.etl .±1-go 

SUBJECT: (Briefly state your question or concern and the solution you are requesting. 
Continue on ~ack, if necessary. Your failJre to be specific may result in no action being 
taken. If necessary, you will be interviewed in order to successfully respond to your 
request. ·- \,.. .,. 1:) 

\ '1( · r r e..r LtY) M .{J- Ir-\ 0 0(\ 

.o~ e.-~uvie od ((Ju.~t frrt're.,,f !)(:C\( ~c.t lt. .5)~\de'"" 
f. CG C. • Cci\tne-0 \ <,w de\ ~e.'-le re.cl f'} ~ ~ f... <l to P"< ~/, ½t ~. \.\ . l~ • <YI 

IG- \'i-oq 

(Do not write below this line) 

DISPOSITION: 

Record C0py - File; opy Inmate 
(This form may be replic ted via WP) 

Date 

This form replaces BP-148.070 dated Oct 86 
and BP-S148.070 APR 94 

FILE IN SECTION 6 UNLESS APPROPRIATE FOR Pl•.IVACY FOLDE:R SECTION 6 



___., ·--
,~ Ccri>,1 .Qo,,~ 
&\u.e ( O';).e_ 

gW-e"OJ...<. 0~ ? \~0"1 ~ 
C)CM.'t't) e~t 9estol\0.ll of.fie.~ 
At.t~~-es~()-1\0,l ~irc~or 

3~00 c~~ Crtt'I!. ~~1 ... Ut,1 

c.$.w. ~I.A.~ \d:~ :2 o oo 
A~,°"~c.. 1 GA. 3o'!>~ I - ~~'lt, 
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11Excessivc bail shall not be required, nor excessive fines imposed, 
nor any cruel and unusual punishment should not be given." 

U.S. CONSTITUTION: EIGHTH AMENDMENT 
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REJECTION NOTICE - ADMINISTRATIVE REMEDY 

DATE: FEBRUARY 2, 2010 

FROM: ADMINISTRATIVE REMEDY COORDINATORl'll 
SOUTHEAST REGIONAL OFFICE ~ 

TO RICHARD EARL HENSARLING JR, 09991-018 
COLEMAN MED FCI UNT: B 1-2 QTR: B03-980L 
P.O. BOX 1022 ' 
COLEMAN, FL 3 3521 \ A. 3 Co N"\ 

FOR THE REASONS LISTED BELOW, THIS REGIONAL APPEAL 
IS BEING REJECTED AND RETURNED TO YOU. YOU SHOULD INCLUDE A COPY 
OF THIS NOTICE WITH ANY FUTURE CORRESPONDENCE REGARDING THE REJECTION. 

REMEDY ID 
DATE RECEIVED 
SUBJECT 1 
SUBJECT 2 : 
INCIDENT RPT NO: 

556980-R4 REGIONAL APPEAL 
FEBRUARY 2, 2010 
OTHER COMPLAINT AGAINST STAFF 

REJECT REASON 1: YOUR APPEAL IS UNTIMELY. REGIONAL APPEALS (BP-10) 
MUST BE RECEIVED WITHIN 20 DAYS OF THE WARDEN/CCM 
RESPONSE OR RECEIPT OF THE OHO REPORT. THIS TIMF. 
INCLUDES MAIL TIME. 

REJECT REASON 2: SEE REMARKS. 

REMARKS YOU MUST PROVIDE STAFF VERIFICATION ON BOP 
LETTERHEAD THAT YOU ARE NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR 
THE UNTIMELY FILING OF THIS APPEAL. 
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:,_ LF.,WESWORTH, KANSAS 

li.S. Dep11rlml'nl uf Justi<'l' Regional Administrati\'e Remedy Appeal 

Federal Bureau of J>nsnn~ 

Type or use llall•poinl pen. If a1tachmen1s are m:eued, submit four copies. One copy of 1he com pieced BP-229( 13) induding any a11achmcn1s musl Ile ~uhmiued 
Wllh lhis appeal. 

Fmm: HENSARLING RICHARD E. 09991-018 B-2 COJ.F.M...,A...,N........,.M..,F...,.Q....,, ___ _ 
I.AST NAME, FIRST. MIDDLE INITIAL REG. NO. U:-IIT INSTITUTIO~ 

Part r\ • REASON FOR APPEAL I UNDERSTAND AND AGREE THAT MY ALLEGIATIONS AS 
TO STAFF BEING AWARE THAT THERE WAS A PONTENTIAL THREAT TOWARDS 
ME BY INMATE ERIC AZOTEA IS NOT AND SHOULD NOT BE TAKEN LIGHTLY. 
JUST AS THE PERMANET DAMAGE HE INFLICTED UPON•; ME THROUGH HIS 
ACT OF VIOLENCE CAUSING A CASE OF "MAYHEM" IN MY LIFE SHOULD 
BE TAKEN JUST AS SERIOUS. WHEN A VIOLENT CRIME HAS BEEN MADE 
AGAINST A PERSON CAUSING THEM SEVERE PERMANET DAMAGE, AND THAT 
PERSON DOES NOT HAVE THE FINANCIAL':MEANS.TO HIRE-PROFESSIONAL 
COUNSEL, AND CAN NOT BE APPOINTED ONE BECAUSE OF THE POISTION 
THAT HIS OR HER LIFE IS IN (INCARCERATED) DOES NOT MEAN THAT 
THEY SHOULD BE TAKEN ADVANTAGE OF. I MUST REPERSENT MYSELF IN 
THIS CRIMINAL MATTER, AND THAT IS WHY CONGRESS INACTED LAWS SUCH 
AS THE FREEDOM OF INFORMATION AND PRIVACY OF 1974. 

10-28-09 
DATE SIGNATURE OF REQUESTER 

Part B · RESPONSE 

DATE REGIONAL DIRECTOR 
If dissatisfied with thh response, you may appeal to 1he General Counsel. Your appeal must be received in the General Counsel's Office wilhin 30 cah:ndar 

days of the dale of 1his response. 

ORIGINAL: RETURN TO INMATE CASENUMBER: -------------------------------------------------- -
Part C- RECEIPT 

CASE NUMBER: --------

Return 10: ---------------
LAST NAME. ARST, MIDDLE INITIAL RE:G. NO. UNIT INSTITUTION 
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Administrative Remedy Coordinator 
Southeast Regional Office 

Re: HENSARLING JR, Richard 
Reg. No. 09991-018 
Case Number-556980-R4 

U.S. Department of Justice 

Federal Bureau of Prisons 

Federal Correctional Complex 

846 N.E. 54th Terrace 
Coleman, Florida 33521-1021 

March 1, 201 0 

Please accept this as verification that the above-listed Administrative Remedy response 
was received in the unit via mail on March 1, 2010, and issued to inmate Hensarling on that 
date. Please allow him ample time to resubmit his response based upon this date. 

If more information is needed please contact me at 352-689-5173. 

Sincerely, 

R. Martin 
Unit Manager 

na er 

Authorized by lhe Act of July 7 1955 
amended,'° admlnistef oalh$ (18 use~.) 
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REJECTION NOTICE - ADMINISTRATIVE REMEDY 

DATE: APRIL 9, 2010 

FROM: ADMINISTRATIVE REMEDY 
CENTRAL OFFICE 

TO RICHARD EARL HENSARLING JR, 09991-018 
COLEMAN MED FCI UNT: A 3-4 QTR: A06-061U 
P.O. BOX 1022 
COLEMAN, FL 33521 

FOR THE REASONS LISTED BELOW, THIS CENTRAL OFFICE APPEAL 
IS BEING REJECTED AND RETURNED TO YOU. YOU SHOULD INCLUDE A COPY 
0~ THIS NOTICE WITH ANY FUTURE CORRESPONDENCE REGARDING THE REJECTION. 

REMEDY ID 
DATE RECEIVED 
SUBJECT 1 
SUBJECT 2 
INCIDENT RPT NO: 

556980-A2 CENTRAL OFFICE APPEAL 
MARCH 18, 2010 
OTHER COMPLAINT AGAINST STAFF 

REJECT REASON 1: YOUR APPEAL IS UNTIMELY. CENTRAL OFFICE APPEALS 

REMARKS 

MUST BE RECEIVED WITHIN 30 DAYS OF THE REGIONAL 
DIRECTOR'S RESPONSE. THIS TIME LIMIT INCLUDES MAIL TIME. 

PROVIDE STAFF VERIFICATION ON BOP LETTERHEAD 
DOCUMENTING THAT THE UNTIMELY FILING OF THIS 
APPEAL WAS NOT YOUR FAULT. 
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Nal'F.S 

mnBIT lL) 

After Receiving my t4th) fourth attempt back on my BP-10, I turned 
around and sent out my (2nd) second BP-11 on this matter. The reason that 
I did this was because I felt that after t4) four IDEST attempts at the 
Region level:maybe at the central level I would get some response. 

Also another inmate told me that I should put together a formated 
DErAilEO TIHll..INE explaining all the steps that I had taken so far. 

As you will see that did not work at the c.e~tral _level. I had hoped 
that in Washingtion they would have seen in:· EIHJMT (GJ and in mo:BIT ( L) 
that I had made a honest attempt to show that I was not and have not been 
UNTIMa.Y in this matter. 

While trying to obtain this letterhead that Region was requesting 
the officer 1 was trying to obtain it from was working at F.C.C. C.Oleman 
LOW. I was at F.C.C. Coleman MEDIUM. Although they are only across the 
street from one another, to me trying to obtain this information they might 
as well have been a million miles apart. 



. '. 
!parcmen1Qaeeco: 1 0-cv-00344-VMC-MAP Docum~ifuJaI fflWlQ A~it6'1larJrt1i'k~ita\f ippeal 

Federal Bureau of Prisons 

Type or use ball-point pen. If auachments are needed, submit four copies. One copy each of the completed BP-229( 13) and BP-230( 13 ), inciuding any attach
ment~ must be submitted with this appeal. 

Fmm: Richard E. Hensarling, Jr. #09991-018 A-3 #61 F .C.C. C.Oleman(Med) 
LAST NAME. FIRST. MIDDLE INmAL REG. NO. UNIT INSTITUTION 

Part A-REASON FOR APPEAL Inmate was exposed to a brutal attack by another inmate, while he 
was incarcerated at United States Penitentiary at C.Oleman #2, C.Oleman, Florida. He was 
attacked by another inmate, to-wit; Eric Azotea, due to the willful negligence by Unit 
Officer on duty at the time of incident, because he was surfing the Internet when he was 
supposed to be making required rounds of the Unit, and was unaware of the attack by inmate 
Eric Azotea. Staff failed to remove either of the two inmates that friction was with, and 
it is documented (or was, and was removed from records) that there were issues here. 
Coleman #2 staff failed to make a proper investigation by the F.B.I., and there were never 
any charges filed concerning this inmates attack on Richard E. Hensarling, Jr. 

NOJE: PLEASE SEE ATI'ACJIE) STA'l»Ell' OF FACT, OFFICIAL TIMEl.INE, AND EXHIBITS HERETO! 

DATE 

Part B - RESPONSE 

'. 

i ... ~ ,, . , . ~ ...... 
-; '-

;.'. 

DATE 

ORIGINAL: RETURN TO INMATE 

OENERAL COUNSEL 

CASE NUMBER: S' S:--/4 1:J1J ___________ ....., ___________________________ _ 
Part C- RECEIPT CASE NUMBER: ________ _ 

Remm10: _______________ _ 

LAST NAME, FffiST. MIDDLE INITIAL REG.NO. UNIT INSTITUTION 
SUBJECT: _______________________________________ _ 

DATE SIGNATURE OF RECIPIENT OF CENTRAL OFACE APPEAL 
8P·231(13) 



MEMORANDUM 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

memorandum 
FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS 
federal Correctional Complex 
Coleman, Florida 33S2 l 

Unit Secretary 

Inmate's Receipt of Documentation 

On April 12, 2010, I gave inmate Richard E. Hensarling, 
Reg. No.: 09991-018 a Rejection Notice- Administrative Remedy, 
ID#: 556980-A2 
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Richard E. Hensarling, Jr. 
#09991-018 
Federal Correctional Complex 
Medium 
P.O. Box 1032 
Coleman, Florida 33521 

STATEMENT OF FACT: 

ADHINISIRATIVE REMEDY PROCF.SS 
PERTAINING ID BP-11 GUIDELINES AND PROCEDURES 

March 10th, 2010 

I feel that by being denied access to the Segregated Housing Unit's (S.H.U.) Law 
Library, from the dates of .J:ulr. 11, 2009 until October 15, 2009, as is shown in Exhibit 
11B11 of the attached "Timeline. 1 Thereby denying me information of how the Administrative 
Process works, was obstruction of my right to timely and correctly file my appeal. 

I feel that Bureau of Prison staff here at F.C.C. Coleman, United States Penitentiary 
Number #2, hampered, blocked, and interfered with my Administrative Remedy Process. This 
being the reason that After three(3) seperate attempts to file my BP-10 to the Regional 
Office, all three times denied, because my timeliness was affected by the staff at USP
C.Oleman #2. Intentionaly hindering my right to appeal. 

* NOI'E: Pending the required paperwork, on .,Official Bureau of Prison's Letterhead," as 
was requested by the Regional Director's Office, concerning the Time, Date, and Official 
Signature, of S.H.U. Lieutenant, S. Duden. (See Exhibit "G0 #10 of Timeline, Pg.#2) 
This BP-11 will be filed so as to be timely while awaiting the proper paperwork from 
C~ptain McManus, here at F.C.C. Coleman(Med), and therefore, asks the Central Office of 
Administrative Remedy, to process this BP-11, and to take into consideration that this 
inmate has made every effort to obtain a piece of paperwork that the Regional Director's 
Office said he MUST HAVE!, but by all rights, know full well that it is, and will be 
almost impossible to obtain on an inmate to staff level. I am still trying to collect it. 

Please See: Boyd v. C.Orr.C'.orp. of America,380 F.3d 989, 996 (CA.6 2004)(holding that -
"AdministrativeRemedies are exhausted when prison officials f3il to timely respond to 
a properly filed grievance."); Powe v. F.lmis, 177 F.3d 393, 394 (CA.5 1999)("A prisoner's 
administrative remedies are deemed exhausted when a valid grievance has been filed and 
the respondent's time for responding thereto has expired); Whit~on v. Ortiz, 472 F.3::i 
804, 807-0S (CA. 10 2007)(same); ~ v. Lafko, 2001 U.S. Dist. S 10808, @ ~ (SDNY-
2001)(stating that "if the prisoners documents 'a reasonable attempt to exhaust' this 
is 'deliberately disregarded or otherwise not responded to,' the court will deem the 
administrative remedies exhausted, and the court will deny the motion to dismiss filed 
by the defendants."); Lane v. Doan, 207 F.Supp.2d 212 {WNY 2003)(same). 

This inmate has been guilty of one thing only! Ignorance of the Administrati.ve Remedy 
Process. No, there is no excuse for ignorance, unless, it is caused by 8.0.P. Staff in 
exercising they're Official dutys, when access was granted to review material in the Law 
Library, but the inmate was NE.VER AFFORDID TIME in said Law Library to gain proper know
ledge. 

"A prisoner doesn't shed his constitutional rights at the prison gate." 
U.S. SUPREME COURT ,JUSTICE THURGOOD MARSHALL 

Jollnso,r vs. Avery, 393 U.S. 483 (1969) 
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Richard E. Hcnsarling, Jr. 
#09991-018 
Federal Correctional Complex 
Medium 
P .0. Box 1032 
Coleman, Florida 33521 

March 10th, 2010 

OONCLUSION 

SENSITIVE ISSUE5. (4.)ld](1); If the inmate reasonably believes the issue is sensitive, 
(as I stated in Exhibit' s .. C" and ''D'') and the innates safety or well-being would be 
placed in danger if the request became known at the institution, the inmate may subnit 
the request directly to the appropriate Regional Director. The inmate shall clearly 
mark "Sensitive," (again, see Exhibies .. <:' and ''D") upon request, and explain in writing 
the reason for not sutmitting the request at the institution. If the Regional Aclminstrat
ive Remedy Coordinator agrees that the request is sensitive, the request should be accep
ted. Otherwise, the request will not be accepted, and the inmate shall be advised in 
writing of that determination, without a return of the request. The inmate may pursue 
the matter by sutmitting an Administrative Remedy locally to the Warden. The Warden shall 
allow a reasonable extension of time for such resul:mission. 

This subnission of all steps in the administrative remedy process, though at the 
outset, they may have been out of order, only due to denial of access to the Prison Low 
Library. Show, that in all good faith, inmate has acted in an honest and forthright 
manner, tried beyond all levels available to him, to provide all proper papet'\\~rk, and 
official documentation. 

There is nothing this Office can give inmate in his quest for closure, concerning 
this incident. The Central Office cannot send me another eye, and heal the damage that 
was incurred during this violent and brutal attack on himself. They cannot grant me any 
amount of money , that can undo the loss of my eye. No amount of money to make up for 
my pain and suffering. What this office can do, is to process this paperwork, with the 
right decision being that inmate tryed to diligently do all the things that he was re
quired to do, and allow him to proceed to the Civil Courts. Because at the end of the 
day, when it is all said and done, inmate Hensarling acted in good faith, while he was 
hindered at every step of the way, to do all of the things required of him in the Official 
Administrative Remedy Process. 

Therefore, I, Richard E. Hensarling, ask this Office, to review all of the paperwork, 
and the documentation provided, and to rule that this issue was, and is indeed, an issue 
that this inmate felt was of the ubnost serious and sensitive issue, as pertained to him 
at the occurance of this attack on him by inmate Eric Azotea. Allowing him the next step 
in this process, and to proceed to Civil Court under Bivens. 

Respectfully subnitted, 

"A prisoner doesn't shed his constitutional rights at the prison gate." 
U.S. SUPREME COURT JUSTICE THURGOOD MARSHALL 

Joltnsot1 vs. Avery, 393 U.S. 483 (1969) 
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~ 

EXHIBIT(L) 

'lhe very next day after the Central office received my t2nd) 
attempt at my BP-11 level Captain Mcmanus at r'.C.C. Coleman MEDIUM 
finally obtained the 8.0.P. letterhead that Region had been requesting. 

I now had the PROOF that I needed to Region that I was never 
UNI'IMELY and it I was it was beyond my control. 

When my BP-11 returned trom Central otfice they had rubber stamped 
it as untimely, but I was undetered because atter a long and hard road 
I had finally gotten the evidence I needed. 

I then sent my {5th) fifth attempt at my BP-10 to Region with the 
Material attached. You will see trom the Photocopy of the envelope and 
the letterhead from my Unit Manager Mr.Martin I had a hard time trying 
to get it out. 

Once again Region failed to take a close review ot the Material 1 
had provided and they rubber stamped it. 

This is EtACIU.Y WHY I NEID JUDICAL INnlWOO'IOO INTO 'llllS MATIEU 
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REJECTION NOTICE - ADMINISTRATIVE REMEDY 

DATE: MAY 12, 2010 

FROM: ADMINISTRATIVE REMEDY COORD 
SOUTHEAST REGIONAL OFFICE 

TO RICHARD EARL HENSARLING JR, 0999 -018 
COLEMAN MED FCI UNT: A 3-4 QTR: A06-061U 
P.O. BOX 1022 
COLEMAN, FL 33521 

FOR THE REASONS LISTED BELOW, THIS REGIONAL APPEAL 
IS BEING REJECTED AND RETURNED TO YOU. YOU SHOULD INCLUDE A COPY 
OF THIS NOTICE WITH ANY FUTURE CORRESPONDENCE REGARDING THE REJECTION. 

REMEDY ID 
DATE RECEIVED 
SUBJECT 1 
SUBJECT 2 
INCIDENT RPT NO: 

556980-RS REGIONAL APPEAL 
MAY 7, 2010 
OTHER COMPLAINT AGAINST STAFF 

REJECT REASON 1: YOUR APPEAL IS UNTIMELY. REGIONAL APPEALS {BP-10) 
MUST BE RECEIVED WITHIN 20 DAYS OF THE WARDEN/CCM 
RESPONSE OR RECEIPT OF THE OHO REPORT. THIS TIME 
INCLUDES MAIL TIME. 
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April 26,2010 

ADMINISTRATIVE REMEDY COVER 

Richard E.Hensarling Jr. 
#09991-018 

SHEET 

Federal Correctional Complex 
Medium A-3 
P.O. Box#1032 
Coleman,Florida 33521-1032 

April 26,2010 

Federal Bureau of Prisons 
Southeast Regional Office 
Att:Regional Director 
3800 Campcreek Pwky. S.W. bldg. 2000 
Atlanta, Ga. 30331-6226 

Dear:Regional Director 

Sir once again I am resubmitting this BP-10 in a honest 
attempt to allow the F.8.0.P. to CURE this matter and moving 
into CIRCUT COURT and COSTING THE TAXPAYERS MONEY. Attached 
you will find (4) four copies of the 8.0.P. LETTERHEADS that 
you have been requesting. 

As you will see I have not once been UNTIMELY in any of 
my SUBMITrALS. This is a very serious matter and a very SENSITIVE 
ONE AS WELL. Can we please RESOLVE THIS MATTER before moving into 
Circut Court. 

THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR YOUR TIME AND CONCERN IN THIS MAl'TER 
I WILL BK.AWAITING YOUR RESPONSE. 

7009 1680 0002 1804 0802 

7008 3230 0002 5018 35~7 

RESPECTFULLY: 
RICHARD E. HENSARLING Jr. 
#09991-018 
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ATIACHMENT {1) 

REGIONAL ADMINISTRATIVE REMEDY 
APPEAL 

With Honesty and Good Faith I am RESUBMITIING THIS BP-10 
TO YOUR OFFICES SEEKING A CURE. This is the (5) and final time 
I will submit this. Attached to this page you will find (2) 
two 8.0.P. letterheads. One is the one that your office has been 
requesting since my second attempt at EXHAUSTING THIS ADMINISTRATIVE 
REMEDY PROCESS. The B.O.P. LETTERHEADS WILL PROVIDE PROOF THAT I 
HAVE NEVER BEEN UNTIMELY. 

You must also READ THE ADMINISTRATIVE REMEDY TIMELINE THAT 
I HAVE PROVIDED IN ORDER TO UNDERSTAND THE STEPS THAT I HAVE 
TAKEN TO EXHAUST THIS MATIER. AGAIN THANK YOU FOR YOUR TIME AND 
COCERN IN THIS MATTER ! 

In closing I would like to add that I am claiming STAFF 
NEGLIGENCE, AND A INDIFFRENCE SHOWED TOWARDS MY SAFETY BY STAFF 
WHETHER OR NOT IT WAS DELIBERATE IS FOR THE JUDGE, COURTS, AND 
JURY TO DECIDE. HE AND MY FAMILY FEEL THAT IT WAS. ALSO THE WEAPON 
USED AGAINST ME WAS SOLD AND SUPPLIED BY THE F.8.0.P. 

I have not and will not name any Staff in this matter until 
I have made a RECORDED STATEMENT TO A LAW ENFORCEMENT AGENCY, OR 
UNTIL I SUBMIT~MY COMPLAINTS TO THE COURTS. THE STAFF INVOLVED 
KNOW WHO THEY ARE, AS WELL AS THE F.8.0.P. PROVIDED THEY HAVE 
DONE A THROUGH AND COMPENT INVESTIGATION. 

THIS MATIER AND THE COST OF THIS MATTER IS THE RESPONSIBILITY 
OF THE F.8.0.P. NOT THE TAXPAYERS. 

11.RESUBMISSION §542.17 
(3)Criteria for Rejection 

When deciding whether or not to reject a submission,coordinators, 
especially at the Institution level,should be flexible,keeping in 
MIND THE~ MAJOR.-.PURPOSE OF THIS PROGRAM ARE TO RESOLVE PROBLEMS AND 
TO BE RESPONSIVE TO ISSUES INMATES RAISE. Thus for example,conside
ration should be given to excepting a request or appeal that rasies 
a SENSITIVE or PROBLEMATIC ISSUE. ( is this not what i have been 
trying to tell the F.B.O.P. since i handwrote a request to Washington 
7-24-09 see exhibit C in AdimiOA Timeline) 
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BP-10 ATTACHMENT 

(2) 

such as medical treatment, sentence computation,STAFF MISCONDUCT 
even though that submission may be somewhat UNTIMELY! 

If you read the TIHELINE that I have provided you will see 
that I have not once lied nor have I falsely made any statements. 
I am merely seeking JUSTICE IN THIS HATTER. 

RESPECTFULLY: 
RICHARD E. HENSARLING Jr. 



Fctlc1~I Bureuu of Prisons 

.. . . 
Type or o~ ball-point pen. If attachmen1s :m: needed. submi1 four copies. One copy of 1he comple1ed B P-229( 13) including uny au~chmen1s musl be i.ubm111ed 
"uh 1hi1 appcul. 

F~m HENSARLING RICHARD E. 09991-018 B-2 COI,EMAN MED, 
LAST NAME. FIRST. MIDDLE INITIAL REG.NO. UNIT INSTITUTION 

Part A • REASON FOR APPEAL I UNDERSTAND AND AGREE THAT MY ALLEGIATIONS AS 
TO STAFF BEING AWARE THAT THERE WAS A PONTENTIAL THREAT TOWARDS 
ME BY INMATE ERIC AZOTEA IS NOT AND SHOULD NOT BE TAKEN LIGHTLY. 
JUST AS THE PERMANET DAMAGE HE INFLICTED UPON~ ME THROUGH HIS 
ACT OF VIOLENCE CAUSING A CASE OF "MAYHEM" IN MY LIFE SHOULD 
BE TAKEN JUST AS SERIOUS. WHEN A VIOLENT CRIME HAS BEEN MADE 
AGAINST A PERSON CAUSING THEM SEVERE PERMANET DAMAGE, AND THAT 
PERSON DOES NOT HAVE THE FINANCIAL"~MEANS.T0 HIRE.PROFESSIONAL 
COUNSEL, AND CAN NOT BE APPOINTED ONE BECAUSE OF THE POISTION 
THAT HIS OR HER LIFE IS IN (INCARCERATED) DOES NOT MEAN THAT 
THEY SHOULD BE TAKEN ADVANTAGE OF. I MUST REPERSENT MYSELF IN 
THIS CRIMINAL MATTER, AND THAT IS WHY CONGRESS INACTED LAWS SUCH 
AS THE FREEDOM OF INFORMATION AND PRIVACY OF 1974. 

10-28-09 
DATE SIGNATURE OF REQUESTER 

Part B · RESPONSE 

DATE REGIONAL DIRECTOR 
I( dissa1isficd with this resp,.mse. you may ;1ppcal to the General Counsel. Your appeal must be recei\·ed m the General Counsel's Office wi1hin 30 c~lendar 
days of the date of this response. 

ORIGINAL: RETURN TO INMATE CASE NUMBER: --------- - -- - --- ---- -- - - - - -- - --- -- - - - - - -------- ---
Part C • RECEIPT 

CASE NUMBER: --------

Return to: ---------------_-___ ....,..,....,,,.,...,......,.=-~===-::~;:;::-;:U~NIT~"'!""::';::;::-:;:----IN-STITIJTl@ON 
LAST NAME. ARST, MIDDLE INITIAL REG. NO. ~ SUBJECT: ____________________ _;,_ ____________ _ 

SIGNA"fURE. RECIPIENT OF REGIONAL APPEAL DATE 

USPWN 

BP,230( 131 ' 
JUNE 2002 
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Administrative Remedy Coordinator 
Southeast Regional Office 

Re: HENSARLING JR, Richard 
Reg. No. 09991-018 
Case Number-556980-R4 

U.S. Department of Justice 

Federal Bureau of Prisons 

Federal Correctional Complex 

846 N.E. 54th Terrace 
Coleman, Florida 33521-1021 

May 2, 2010 

Please accept this as verification that the above-listed Administrative Remedy response 
was taken to the mail room by the Unit Staff for weighing to determine postage and mailed 
on April 26, 2010. It was later sent back to the Unit Team for additional postage. There was 
a mistake by staff in the amount of postage needed. It was mailed out again on 
May 2, 2010. Please allow him inmate Hensarling ample time to resubmit his response 
based upon this date. 

If more information is needed please contact me at 352-689-5173. 

R. Martin 
Unit Manager 

FCC Coleman, Florida Sumter County 

Authorized by the Act of July 1, 1955, a, 
amended, to administer oath& (18 USCS4004.) 
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March 21st, 2009 

ADDENDUM TO ADMINISTRATIVE TIHELINE 
OFFICIAL LETTERHEAD FROM BUREAU OF PRISONS ADMINISTRATION 

SWORN DECLARATION FROM LIEUTENANTS. DUDEN 

(AS PERTAINS TO" EXHIBIT G ") 

Richard E. Hensarling, Jr. 
Register No:09991-018 
Federal Correction Complex 
Coleman (Medium) 
P.O. Box 1032 
Coleman, Florida 

33521-1032 
************************************-lrl:********************************** 
RE:Signature verification by Lieutenant S.Ouden, S.H.U. Lieutenant, at 

the time inmate received late response as to Adminstrative Procedure 
while in the Special Housing Unit at Coleman (Low). 

**********************************************************************~ 
To the effect that this paperwork, as per request by the Regional Office, 
as to the authenticity of the Officer in question, (Lieutenant S. Duden) 
Special Housing Unit, at Coleman, Florida, (Low). Shows that on Official 
Letterhead, as from Federal Bureau of Prisons Staff, concerning this Off
icer's statement of fact, that he was in fact present at the time that 
this inmate received his response, to-wit, a BP-9 from the Warden, (Drew) 
was delivered to this inmate on October 14th, 2009. Yet, it was actually 
signed off on by the Warden (Drew) on September 18th, 2009. (See EXHIBIT G) 

This was the only document missing from this inmate's paperwork, that was 
hinged on his Adminstrative Remedy being denied, time and time again, by 
the Regional Director's Office. 
This paperwork in fact proves that this inmate never misled orlied con
cerning this paperwork, or the fact that it was delivered late to this 
inmate while in the S.H.U. at Coleman (Low). 

I swear under the penalty of perjury that all statements in this document 
are in fact true, and correspond exactly as I outlined them in my BP-11 
to your office. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Richard E. Hensarling, Jr. 
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ADDENDUM TO ADMINISTRATIVE REMEDY 
BP-11 FILED ON MARCH 10, 2010 

March 21st, 2010 

*NOTE: This paperwork was delivered to this inmate by Captain McManus, 
at F.C.C. Coleman, (Medium) on March 19, 2010. This being a Friday, 
leaving inmate to file this as Institution Policy permits, on a 
Wednesday, March 24, 2010. 

(mis IS ADDENDUM TO TIHELINE, AND EXHIBIT "G") 



• 

MEMORANDUM FOR; :· 

FROM: 
DATE: 

Document 8-1 Filed 10/12/1 O Page 69 of 69 
UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

s. Duden, Lieutenant 
March 7, 2010· 

memorandum 
FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS 
Federal Corrttlional Complex 
Coleman, Florida 33521 

SUBJECT: ... - Inmate Hensarling #09991-018 Case # 556980-Fl 

This is my signature n the BP-9 response, Case Number: 556980-Fl. 
i This inmate did receive this piece of mail on the date indicated by my 

signature. 

·:c(VM~ 
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AD«NISIRATIVE REMEDY 
PROCESS 2nd A'ITEMPI' 

This is a entirely new Admin. Pros. I started over pertaining 
to the same incident. 

1 was so attraid that these Courts would agree with the F.B.O.P. 
and find that I was untimely. Forgive my lack ot confidence,but this has 
been a very tolling expierence on me mentally. 

In this package you will see that I filed my BP-8 and BP-Y from 
the compound. lben on b-1-2010 I was placed in S.H.U.lspecial housing 
unit) pending ivestigation due to a Adminstrative Remedy Process I 
have been filing due to my personal property being stolen. I was told that 
1 was being 'lransfered,but 79 days later they returned me to the compound. 

1 continued to try to follow through with my Admin. Pros. pretaing to 
the loss of my eye, but gave up on the issues with my personal property. 

Once 1 sent in my BP-10 to Region I had made a Calendar and kept 
a close watch on the dates,and marked them all down as well. I have 
Calendars made from the start of this incident. My Father God Rest His 
Soul, is Ketired U.S. Airforce he taught me to always keep track ot dates. 

I mailed my BP-10 from S.H.U. on b-9-2010 Region has (JO) thirty 
days to resporxf unless they ask tor an extension through the tonn ot a letter 
according to their Policy Program ~tatement LResponse time ~542.18J 12. 
I may add that since finding out these rules about the Admin. Pros. ln 
my first attempt they tailed to follow their own Policy but l did not know 
this at the time. 

While still in S.H.u. and not hearing back on my BP-10 I moved 
forward with my BP-11 as not to be untimely. Policy Program ~tatement says 
.. lf you do not get a response back in the alloted time at any level you are 
to take that as a retusal~ 

'lhat is why in this package there is no response to a 1:U'-10, but 
there was a copy to the BP-10 enclosed. They say there was not. 

If they were to read the Policy I stated on the ~P-11 sheet they 
will understand what my purpose was. 

Two days later I received my Response to my BP-10 see next package. 
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Attachment A 

INFORMAL RESOLUTION FORM 
(BP-8) 

NOTICB TO IHMATa: Bw:-eau of Pdaoaa Prcgraa Stataaaa.t l.330 .13 :-equiraa tllac oxcepc as prOTided iA 542.13 Ch) a.a 
!mu.ta sball first present a iaaue of concera. informally to ataff ud staff aball iAfonaally attempt to :-eaolv, 
tbe issue prior to submitting a BP~! . 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
INSTRUCTIONS: Counselors will complete and attach this form to each Request for Adminiatracive Remedy Form. (BP· 
91 submitted, if noc informally resolved. 

Richard E. Hensarling Jr. I 09991-018 
Inmate Name Register No. 

Cell#61--A-3 
Qtrs./Unit 

5-10-2010 
Date Initiated 

1. Specific complaint lone 8 ~• x 11 • continuation pa~ ma_y be attached) : 
On 4-17-09 I was BRUTALLY ASSAULTED while being housed at F.C.C. 

Coleman O.S.P. #2 This assault has gone uninvestigated and unpunished. 

refused this right,s 
2. What efforts have been made by tbe i.maate to resolve Che complainc informally? To whom. bas the imla.ce 
apokea? 

I have not given a formal statement yet. This matter involves 
a criminal act by both staff and attacker. Request F.B.I. lRVESTlGATlON 

3. What action does the inmace wish to be taken to correct the issue? 
For PARTIES INVOLVED TO BE PUNISHED UNDER FEDERAL SENTENCING (LAWS) 

GUIDELINES,and for VICTIM to be COMPENSATED. A:3.so if the State laws 

are c:equired to attached for prosecution, then State Law prosecution also. 
Correctional CoWl8elor•s Comments (including actual steps taken to resolve): 

Staff Circle Ollez 
Date 

tnfonaally lesolved ('voc,;:;om.lly Rea~ 

Onie Manager { Date 

Distribution J:Jy CorrectiOQal Cow&aelor: 

1. If COfflPlaint is informally resolvod, focvard original to Admfn1atrative Remedy Clerk for filJ..ng. 

2. If co.plaint is nm. informally resolved, attach original to 9P~9 Form a.ad forward co Administrative Relltedy 
Cle~k for processing. 

BP-6 Issued BP-8 Returned BP-9 Issued BP-9 Returned BP-9 Delivered to 
to Inmate to COWlaelor to Imaata to Counselor Adadn. Remedy Clerk 

Date: ~/v ~v/o ..5/u/""' _l///U 5/1/'/C> 
Tiae: ~ 
Counaelor/4 ;&¢? zPr-

/ / 

>lP zz 7 
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u,s. DEPARTMENT OF JUfflCE REQUEST FOR ADMINISTRATIVE REMEDY 

~ FederafBureau of Prisons 

Type or use ball-poinl pen. If attachments are needed, submit four copies. Additional instructions on reverse. 

From: Richard E. Hensarling Jr. I 09991-018 A-3 Coleman MED. 
LAST NAME, FIRST, MIDDLE lNITIAL REG. NO, UNIT INS'ITI'llnON 

Part A-INMATE REQUEST I Submitted a BP-8 to request that I be entitled 
to PRESS CRIMINAL CHARGES against my ASSAILANT. In which I have 
been previously DENIED! The Correctional Counsler and Unit Manager 
Mr.Martin DENIED my BP-8 stating the following. 
"We can not answer your COMPLAINT on this level.We are advising 
that you inatiate this COMPLAINT with a SENSITIVE BP-9

11 

This is not a SENSITIVE MATTER and I have every right to obtain 
a CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION in this MATIER TO PROSECUTE MY ASSAILANT. 
The STAFF has not appropriately resolved my COMPLAINT nor have 
they conducted a appropriate INVESTIGATION INTO THIS MATTER. 

s-11-~010 
DATE 

Part B- RESPONSE 

DATE WARDEN OR REGIONAL DIRECTOR 

q ~ wilh tltit response, you fflll)' appe4' to the RegtotUII DiNetor. Your appeal mu.r, bt reuiWNl ln the Regional O/fke within 2D :::!c cr1'4t~~dtil ruponu. 

ORIGINAL: RETURN TO INMATE CASE NUMBER: 9 - - _ \ --111111-----------------------------------
CASE NUMBER: _______ _ 

Part C- RECEIPT 
Return to: 

LAST NAME, FIRST, MIDDLE INITIAL REG. NO. UNIT £NSTITUTION 

SUBJECT: ___________________________________ _ 

.D'::'.!A~TEa----------:::::-· -- ---,,._.,..::u.t.t.11JRB (STAFF MEMBERl 
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

memorandum 
FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS 
Federal Correctional Complex 
Coleman, Florida 33511 

MEMORANDUM POR THE RECORD 

FROM: s. Johnson, 

SUBJECT: Inmate's Receipt of Documentation 

On June 2, 2010, I gave inmate Richard E. Hensarling, 
Reg. No.: 09991-018 a Response- Administrative Remedy, 
ID#: 590746-Fl 
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Response to Administrative Remedy Case Number: 590746-F1 

This is in response to your Request for Administrative Remedy receipted on 
May 11, 2010, in which you request to press criminal charges against your assailant. 

Investigation of this matter reveals staff cannot assist you in private legal matters. It is 
suggested you refer to the "Prisoners' Legal Assistance Directory'' located in the 
library. 

Accordingly, this response is for Informational Purposes Only. 

If you are dissatisfied with this response, you may appeal by filing a BP-10 to the 
Bureau of Prisons, Southeast Regional Office, Attn: Regional Director, 3800 Camp 
Creek Parkway, SW, Building 2000, Atlanta, Georgia 30331-6226, within 20 calendar 
days from the date of this response. 
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U.S. Department of Justice 

Federal Bureau of Prisons 

'fype or use ball-point pen. If attachmenu are needed. submit four copies. One copy of the compleicd BP-229(13) including any auachments must be submitted 
with this appeal. 

From: l:IE.t,iSA B 1 ;;r;• 6 B icb o.rd E • oqqcu -a,a A -3 Co\emon-M11>, 
LAST NAME. FIRST.MIDDLE INrJ'IAL REG. NO. UNIT INSTITtmON 

Part A-REASONFORAPPEAL WArDEtJS -to "''I 0P-q St.~t.t.S t.nat. t:.htr iS 
o. Privot.~ Mf\t.t..i!.r. J: wo.s unde.r thf.. CARE o.nd Cust.ody, 
OF t..he Fede.r°'\ Su..reC\U of Prisons when i:.h,s n~iden-l «curre.d 
The ~ede.rQ\13l.lr~~ OFPri&ons is Responsib\e. cind 
~Lia.b1e,11 for Ever'/ inSturmeot:. t'ne.v p\Q<.e. on i:.he con,poJnCi-, 
There.Pore The F.a.o.~. is he.Id Ligb\e. ~ -l::he."dum<!l9es 
inPHc~e.d u.Poll me co..us lfl_g me '5erm<1ne.nt Ols+(gYre"' ent. 
fllld le+\. Hat\dic~ppecl ~orlrPe.. F.9.o.<p. Su,:,p\le.d inniatt. w\t.h -l:he. 
-aJfQPOn he ~ed. Due t-o $-i:dl-' tle.91i9ence. , 

DATE SIGNATURE OF REQUES1ER 

Part B • RESPONSE 

DATE REGIONAL DIRECTOR 
Ir dissatisfied with this response, you may appeal to lhe General Counsel. Your appeal must be received in the Gcnenl Counsel's Office within 30 calendar 
days or the da1e or this response. 

ORIGINAL: RETURN TO INMATE CASENUMBER: --------------------------------------------------- ~. 
Part C • RECEIPT 

CASE NUMBER: -------

Retumco: ------------
LAST NAME. FIRST, MIDDLE INI11AL REG.NO. UNIT INSTI1U110N SUBJECT: _______________________________ _ 

DATE SIGNATURE. RECIPIENT OP REGIONAL Al'PHAL 
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RECEIPT - ADMINISTRATIVE REMEDY 

DATE: JULY 6, 2010 

FROM: ADMINISTRATIVE REMEDY COORDINATOR 
SOUTHEAST .REGIONAL OFFICE 

TO RICHARD EARL HENSARLING JR, 09991-018 
COLEMAN MEO FCI ONT: A 3-4 QTR: Z03-018UAD 

THIS ACKNOWLEDGES THE RECEIPT OF THE REGIONAL APPEAL 
IDENTIFIED BELOW: 

REMEDY ID 
DATE RECEIVED 
RESPONSE DUE 
SUBJECT 1 
SUBJECT 2 
INCIDENT RPT 

590746-Rl 
JUNE 17, 2010 

: JULY 17, 2010 
LEGAL P~ONE CALLS 

NO: 
,I 



• . f· 

- ~1~.~~!~ 5: 1 O-cv-00344-VMC-MAfl~ · fl'crt:u n-feffl~ O~cf\~~~f(Jatprs~@fi3f@\ppe~l 
··f'eder.tfi ~u of Prisons 

,.,. 4-- • 

Type or u ball-poini pen. If a11achmen1s are needed, submit four copies. One copy each of lhe completed BP-229( I)) and BP-230{ 13), including any attach• 
', ·menis'mus1 be submined with this appeal. -

· Fro~:'f\EwSAB\io~ 8icbocd ;:, - oqq91-o\~ S 0 H0U Co\emoo Mtd. 
LAST NAt. ~ FIRST. MIDDLE INITIAL REG. NO. UNIT INSTITUTION 

\ 

' ' 

(' 
I --· 

7-17-2010 
DATE 

Part 8 • RESPONSE 

.. ---

~ 

4 

., 
--._j 

I 
\ 

\ 

\ , 

' DATE 

.. , .. 

, ... 
'1,. \ 

·., 
•: 

\ I 

'• . t 

RECfiiVEo 
AiU3 2010 

Adm·· mistrat; · 
Fectera1 "'· Remeay S . 

_ reau of p . ect1on ,_. nsons 
,_. 

j· 

GENERAL COUNSEL 

FIRST COPY: WASHINGTON FILE COPY CASE NUMBER: _______ -. i 
----------------------------------------
Part C • RECEIPT 

Rcturnto: _____________ _ 

I.AST NAM!:. FIRST. MIDDLE INITIAi. REG.NO. 

.:: o, : . , : y I. - ~\ 
CASE NUMBER: ...:..,a "'-' ...£,l...;,;.•-----:.1.....i...• =\.. __ 

UNIT INSTITUTION 
SUBJECT: _________________________________ _ 

DATE SIGNATURE OF RECIPIENT OF CENTRAL OFFICE APPEAL 
BP•231(1:3) 
JUNE2002 

,l 
t 

. j 
.I ·~ 
:i 
i 
.i 

·1 
i 
J 

.··~ 
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REJECTION NOTICE - ADMINISTRATIVE REMEDY 

DATE: AUGUST 17, 2010 

FROM: ADMINISTRATIVE REH/La Q~t:: 
CENTRAL OFFICE r,"C( 

TO RICHARD EARL HENSARLING JR, 09991-018 
COLEMAN MED FCI UNT: A 3-4 OTR: Z03-014UAD 
P.O. BOX 1022 
COLEMAN, FL 33521 

FOR THE REASONS LISTED BELOW, THIS CENTRAL OFFICE APPEAL 
IS BEING REJECTED AND RETURNED TO YOU. YOU SHOULD INCLUDE A COPY 
OF THIS NOTICE WITH ANY FUTURE CORRESPONDENCE REGARDING THE REJECTION. 

REMEDY ID 
DATE RECEIVED 
SUBJECT 1 
SUBJECT 2 
INCIDENT RPT NO: 

590746-Al CENTRAL OFFICE APPEAL 
AUGUST 3, 2010 
LEGAL PHONE CALLS 

REJECT REASON 1: YOU DID NOT PROVIDE A COPY OF YOUR REGIONAL OFFICE 
ADMINISTRATIVE REMEDY APPEAL (BP-10) FORM OR A COPY 
OF THE (BP-10) RESPONSE FROM THE REGIONAL DIRECTOR. 

REJECT REASON 2: YOU MAY RESUBMIT YOUR APPEAL IN PROPER FORM WITHIN 
15 DAYS OF THE DATE OF THIS REJECTION NOTICE. 
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AININTh1.'RAT1VE RMDY 
PROCESS lA5T ATI'EMPf 

This is what I hope to be my last and final stage at EXHAUSTIR; 
this Admin. Kem. Pros. 

As~~cua. will see the date on the BP-11 1 maild trom ~.H.U. was dated 
8-8-1010. At the Central level they have t40) fourty days to Respond. 
'!hat would be 9-17-2010 unless they write me and inform·me that they are 
seeking an extension. 

~:~:-.~. ~9!t.:~~ffiE!. ~!!!.E!S thalt Waslµ.ngttcm •¥E; ,pl~ on me ~use of the 
'!OR'f CLAIM I fiJj:1. I have to have this matter into your courts no later 
~n 10-.;12~2010~· 

As of date -./(j / G, I )t>IO I do not have 'i.. l do have __ 
a response to this most recent attempt at EXHAUSfING ~ unfortunate 
matter. 

EITIIER WAY 1 WILL A::iK IB~E WURTS '10 ACCEPT '!HIS AS A NONE 
FRIVOULS MATIER. AND SEE 'IBAT I HAVE MADE E.VERY ATI'EMPI' 'IO EXHAUST 
'!HIS MA'ITER AT IBIS LEVEL, AND AM NOW SEEKING JUDIC!AL INTERV.t:NTION. 
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l2. fRESPONSE TIME §542.18 •. ,If accepted, a Request or Appeal is considered filed on 
the date it is logged into the Administrative Remedy Index as received. Once filed, 
response shall be made by the Warden or CCM within 20 calendar days; by the Regional 
Director within 30 calendar days; and by the @~~~r~ounsel J:"ViJhin (f) ~aieaclar:.dap. If 
the Request is determined to be of an emergency nature which threatens the inmate's 

immediate health or welfare, the Warden shall respond not later than the third calendar 
day after filing. If the time period for response to a Request or Appeal is insufficient to 
make an appropriate decision, the time for response may be extended once by 20 days at 
the institution level, 30 days at the regional leyel, or,,1!tdlnj~,t1he Centtal Office 'level. ; 
~tjiff sballmforuf tbe~minate' of this extension in wffmfg:1'··siaff·';Laff ') . 

-rupond in. writing-to alJ, .filed Requests or Appeals. _ If the inmate does not receive a 
(.respo~••f"'.ithui·tiie·tunt alllitted for reply, includi,ng extension, the inmate may consider 
;the' absence'ot'aresponse to be a ·denial at that-level.) : 

O 2010 Matthew Bender & Company, Inc .. a member of the LexisNcxis Group. All nghts rcsen.·cd. Use of this product is subject to th 

m;trictions and terms and conditions of the Matthew Bender Master Agreement 
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Attachment A 

INFORMAL RESOLUTION FORM 
(BP-8} 

NOTICS TO INHlTB, Bureau of P'daOQIJ PrOg"Z"aa Stacaaeat 1330.13 requires that exceiac as prcwided iA 542.ll(b) ua 
imate sball firat preaut an iaaue of coacan infomally to staff &lld staff ahall i.D.fonaally accuapt co resolve 
the iaaue prior to aubmittiJlg a BP-9 • 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
INSTROCTIONS: Counaelora vill complete and accach this form to each Request for Adminiacntive Remedy Form (BP· 
91 aublllicted, if noc inforlll&lly resolved. 

Richard E. Hensarling Jr.# 09991-018 
Inmate Name Register No. 

Cell#61--A-3 
Qtrs./Unit 

5-10-2010 
Date Initiated 

1. Specific c0a1plaint (one 8 ~• x 11• continuation page ma_y be attached): 
On 4-17-09 I was BRUTALLY ASSAULTED while being housed at F.C.C. 

Coleman O.S.P. #2 This assault fias gone uninvestigated and Unponlsbed. 

refused this rights 
2. What efforts have been made by the inmate to :esolve the complaint informally? To vbom baa the imnace 
spoken? 

I have not given a formal statement yet. This matter involves 
a criminal act by both staff and attacker. Request P.8.1. INV!STICATION 

l. What. act.ion does Che inmace vish to be taken to correct t.he issue? 
For PARTIES INVOLVED TO BE PUNISHED UNDER FEDERAL SENTENCING (LAWS) 

GUIDELINES,and for VICTIM to be COMPENSATED. A.1.so if the State laws 

are ~equired to attached for prosecution, then State Law prosecution also. 
Correctional Counselor's Collllenta (including actual steps taken to resolve): 

Staff Circl• 0Do1 
Date 

J:Afoctally lite11ol'Nd ('wot--;:;ormlly au~ 

onit Manager { Date 

DiatributioD by Corracticmal. C:OW..elor: 

1. If complaint:. is informally resolved, forward ori9imll. to Adllwu.ae.rative Remedy Clerk for filing. 

l. If complaint is DQJ;. informally resolved, attach original to BP-9 Form and forward to Adminiacracive Remedy 
Cle~k for processing. 

Oat.e: 

BP-8 Issued 
to Inmate 

,£7 /v 

Time: ~ 
Counaelor4 ____ _ 

BP•8 Ret:w:ned 
to Counselor 

J/'v/<...> 

BP-9 Iaaued BP•9 Retumed 
to Inmate to eounselor 

..> ru/"' 

BP•9 Delivered to 
Admin. Remedy Clerk 



r. 
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u .. s. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE REQUEST FOR ADMINISTRATIVE REMEDY 
Federal Bureau of Prisons 

Type or use ball-point pen. If attachments are needed, submit four copies. Additio,wl i,utruc:tions on reverse. 

From: Richard E. Bensarling Jr. # 09991-018 A-3 Coleman MED. 
LAST NAME, FIRST, MIDDLE INITIAL REG. NO. UNIT INmTUTIOS 

Part A- INMATE REQUEST I Submitted a BP-8 to request that I be entitled 
to PRESS CRIMINAL CHARGES against my ASSAILANT. In which I have 
been previously DENIED! The Correctional Counsler and Unit Manager 
Mr.Martin DENIED my BP-8 stating the following. 
"We can not answer your COMPLAINT on this level.We are advising 
that you inatiate this COMPLAINT with a SENSITIVE BP-9 II 

This is not a SENSITIVE MATTER and I have every right to obtain 
a CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION in this MATTER TO PROSECUTE MY ASSAILANT. 
The STAFF has not appropriately resolved my COMPLAINT nor have 
they conducted a appropriate INVESTIGATION INTO THIS MATTER. 

!J- I 1- 20 I 0 
DATE 

Part B- RESPONSE 

DATE WARDEN OR REOIONAL DIRECTOR 

If dl#t,lbfltd tritJr tltb r,,po,ue, ym, ,nay ~ to the R~td Dindor. Your applOl 111.IIU be ,.,,emd in lht Rqio,u,1 Offtu willlhl 20 '4lttldardays of tlu dale of this rapo,ur. 

ORIGINAL: RETURN TO INMATE CASE NUMBER: _______ _ _______ ._,,., ____ ,~ ______________ , _________________________ _ 
CASE NUMBER: _______ _ 

Part C- RECEIPf 
Return to: 

LAST NAME. FIRST. MIDDLE INITTAL REG, NO. UNIT INSTITUTION 

SUBJECT:-------------------------------------
DATE RECIPIENT"S SIGNATURE (STAFF MEMBER) 

USPLVN 



MEMORANDUM FOR TBE RECORD 

FROM: s. Johnson, 

Document 8-3 Filed 10/12/10 Page 6 of 12 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT • 

memorandum 
FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS 
Federal Correctional Complex 
Coleman, Florida 33521 

SUBJECT: Inmate 1 s Receipt of Documentation 

On June 2, 2010, I gave inmate Richard E. Hensarling, 
Reg. No.: 09991-018 a Response- Administrative Remedy, 
ID#: 590746-Fl 
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Response to Administrative Remedy Case Number: 590746-F1 

This is in response to your Request for Administrative Remedy receipted on 
May 11. 2010, in which you request to press criminal charges against your assailant. 

Investigation of this matter reveals staff cannot assist you in private legal matters. It is 
suggested you refer to the "Prisoners' Legal Assistance Directory" located in the 
library. 

Accordingly1 this response is for Informational Purposes Only. 

If you are dissatisfied with this response, you may appeal by filing a BP-10 to the 
Bureau of Prisons, Southeast Regional Office, Attn: Regional Director, 3800 Camp 
Creek Parkway, SW, Building 2000, Atlanta, Georgia 30331-6226, within 20 calendar 
days from the date of this response. 
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U.S. Dep11r1meat or Justice Regional Administrative Remedy Appeal 
Federal Burellu of Prisons 

Type or use ball-point pen. If attachments are needed. submit four copies. One copy of 1he completed BP-229(13) including llny a1tachmen1s must be submiued 
Wilh this llppelll. 

From: HEb158Ql;cel6 Qicl,ord E. oqqq,-o,v A-3 Co\eman-M1-o, 
LAST NAME, FIRST. MIDDLE INITIAL REG. NO. UNIT INsnnJTION 

Part D · RESPONSE 

DATE REGIONAL DlRECTOR 

' '·, , '· 
i 

/ 
I 

I 

Ir dissatisfied with this response, you may appeal to the General Counsel. Your appeal must be received in 1he General Counsel's Office within 30 calendar 
days of the date ofthis response. r-'" d / J J~ / 
ORIGINAL: RETURN TO INMATE CASE NUMBER: 0 "'I() TCl-1:_ ---------------------------------------------Part C • RECEIPT 

CASE NUMBER: ------

Retumto: ------------
LAST NAME. FIRST. MIDDLE INITIAL REG.NO. UNIT INSTmmON 

SUBJECT:, ____________________________ _ 

DATE SIONATURE. RECIPIENT OF REGIONAL APPEAL 
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EXTENSION OF TIME FOR RESPONSE - ADMINISTRATIVE REMEDY 

DATE: JULY 19, 2010 

FROM: ADMINISTRATIVE REMEDY COORDINATOR 
SOUTHEAST REGIONAL OFFICE 

TO : RICHARD EARL HENSARLING JR, 09991-018 
COLEMAN MED FCI UNT: A 3-4 OTR: Z03-003LAD 

ADDITIONAL TIME IS NEEDED TO RESPOND TO THE REGIONAL APPEAL 
IDENTIFIED BELOW. WE ARE EXTENDING THE TIME FOR RESPONSE AS PROVIDED 
FOR IN THE ADMINISTRATIVE REMEDY PROGRAM STATEMENT. 

REMEDY ID : 590746-Rl 
: JUNE 17, 2010 
:,AUGUST 16, 2010 

DATE RECEIVED 
RESPONSE DUE 
SUBJECT 1 
SUBJECT 2 
INCIDENT RPT NO: 

LEGAL PHONE CALLS 
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Regional Administrative Remedy Appeal No. 590746-R1 
Part B - Response 

This is in response to your Regional Administrative Remedy Appeal receipted 
June 17, 2010. You allege staff at the Federal Correctional Complex (FCC) in 
Coleman, Florida, allowed items of contraband on the compound which gave an inmate 
the ability to assault and injure you. You also request to bring criminal charges against 
the inmate that assaulted you, and allege the institution failed to hold this inmate 
accountable. 

A review of this matter revealed staff conduct searches of inmates, inmates living, work, 
and common use areas in an effort to eliminate dangerous contraband which can be 
used for illicit activity. Even with all of these efforts, all contraband cannot be 
eliminated, due to the hiding by inmates and searches by staff for this contraband is an 
ongoing never ceasing activity. Thus, staff are taking action to remove as much 
contraband from the institution as possible. All appropriate cases are referred to the 
United States Attorney for prosecution. However, decisions on which cases to 
prosecute are not made by the Federal Bureau of Prisons. Proper separation 
assignments were applied between you and the assailant(s) in the assault. The 
institution followed established protocol and procedures in taking proper administrative 
action with regard to the inmate(s) involved in the assault. 

Accordingly, this response to your Regional Administrative Remedy Appeal is for 
Informational purposes only. If dissatisfied with this response, you may appeal to the 
Office of General Counsel, Bureau of Prisons, 320 First Street, NW, Washington, D.C. 
20534. Your appeal must be received in the Office of General Counsel within 30 
calendar days of the date of this response. 
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V.S. Dtpartmeat of Justice 

Federal Bureau of Prisons 

Central Office Administrative Remedy Appeal 

Type or use ball-point pen. If actachments are needed, submi1 four copies. One copy each of 1he completed BP-229( I J) ond DP-230(1 J), including any auach-
ments mus1 be submi11ed w~·lh this ap 111. A 
From: HE~&QL___ich~• 09991-018 -3 S H.u. Colemgo rnec 

LAST N , MIDDLE REG. NO. U INS1TTU11ON 

DATE GENERAL COUNSEL 

ORIGINAL: RETURN TO INMATE CASE NUMBER: ----------- --- -- ---- -- - -- - - - - -- - - -- - -- - - -- - -----
Part C • RECEIPT 

CASE NUMBER: ------

Retumto: ------------
LAST NAME. FIRST. MIDDLE INTI1AL REG.NO. UNIT INSTTilJTION 

SUBJECT: ___________________________ _ 
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1'?- l \ Aken Me(\t . 

Qe~on)e {,o \t}?-10&. 5'l014lo ebbed u-11-~0,o 

3.) ~ot QC\ll do s=- fet,te»t ~ l)r;n.9 Crirri:oQ\ c.hOJB~ ~~ni-t: 

-th e. l(\ ff)Q.i;e._ r\:nOJ:.. ~<ll.JJ-bed Me' b..A.t Cl~O -the_ tllree.. 
µ(\',cor clP.cec~ GrQd'I , \.\.ad°'v.A\I , t--lo ~ tno.b \n \:roduced the. 
~d \(\~ (Y\~ \He ryu.-u;n.9 ~,Abe Ko~o() Llie ~~ere. bcd,l~ 
',o\v.eiC) <I: 3u~td. 

4) :['" A~c, d03M "tl"IO..C the. \-t()..Q)l"3 UCli'b officer n0rrie. 
W'\ 1'ool>J <"\ wo~"j th.Cl 0..1e.. oC- ~e.. ,nc.kient 4 ... \l- a~ be. 
~nished -f6r l\,~ t-1e3\'t3fnce. 1,'1 hi~ r:0u.ue>->. 

6.) 'L" l\old ihe. f.'3. o.~ bo.n1e. Ol\d ~~~e for a.\lo...,;~ 
i.be in e.~?011.,'l~'Oi \l{, / , ne3\:9enc.e., G.<\d u~\ooai 'oeh:_\1JlCC 
cJ' f.<c>.o~ sw.W a£ Co\eMO> U-~~~~ 

(o~ At o~rnt {µJlol the. f.1>.o~ 'n~ .rowid \t, nee~( tsO 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
MIDDLE DISTRICT OF FLORIDA 

OCALA DIVISION 

RICHARD E. HENSARLING, 

Plaintiff, 

v. 

BRANNON GRADY, JAMES 
MOODY, HARLAN HADAWAY, 
ERIC HIGINBOTHAM, ROBIN 
MCGLOTHERN, MAIA 
JEFFERSON, USA and KENNETH 
HARRIAGE 

Defendants. 

Case No: 5:10-cv-344-Oc-t0PRL 

JUDGMENT IN A CIVIL CASE 

Decision by Court. This action came before the Court and a decision has been rendered. 

IT IS ORDERED AND ADJUDGED 

Pursuant to the Court's Order entered on June 9, 2015, this case is hereby dismissed with 

prejudice and without an award of interest costs or attorneys fees. 

SHERYLL. LOESCH, CLERK 

s/L. Burget, Deputy Clerk 



I. Appealable Orders: Courts of Appeals have jurisdiction conferred and strictly limited by statute: 

( a) Appeals from final orders pursuant to 28 U .S.C. Section 1291: Only final orders and judgments of district courts, or final orders 
of bankruptcy courts which have been appealed to and ful I y resolved by a district court under 28 U .S .C. Section 158, general 1 y arc 
appealable. A final decision is one that "ends the litigation on the merits and leaves nothing for the court to do but execute the 
judgment." Pitney Bowes, Inc. V. Mestre, 701 F .2d 1365, ! 368 (11th Cir. I 983). A magistrate judge's report and recommendation 
is not final and appealable until judgment thereon is entered by a district court judge. 28 U .S.C. Section 636(c). 

(b) In cases involving multiple parties or multiple claim'>, a judgment as to fewer than all parties or all claims is not a final. 
appeal able decision unless the district nmrt has certified the judgment for immediate review under Fed .R .Ci v .P. 54(h ), Williams 
v. Bishop, 732 F.2d 885. 885-86 (11th Cir. 1984). A judgment which resolves all issues except matters, such as attorneys' fees and 
costs, that are collateral lo the merits, is immediate] y appealahle. Budinich v. Becton Dickinson & Co., 486 U.S. 196, 20 I, I 08 S. 
Ct. 17 l 7. 1721-22. l 00 LEd.2d 178 (1988): LaChancc v. Duffy's Draft House. Inc., 146 F.3d 832, 837 (l l th Cir. 1998). 

( C) Appeals pursuant to 28 U.S.C. Section 1292(a): Appeab are permitted from orders "'granting, continuing, modifying, refusing 
or dissolving in Junctions or refusing to dissolve or modify injunctions ... " and from "[i]ntcrlocutory dccrccs ... dctcrmining the rights 
and liabilities of parties to admiralty cases in which appeals from final decrees are allowed." Interlocutory appeals from orders 
denying temporary restraining orders are not permiued. 

(d) Appeals pursuant to 28 U.S.C. Seetion 1292(h) and Fed.R.App.P.5: The certification specified in 28 U.S.C Section I 292(h) 
must be obtained before a petition for pe1mission to appeal is filed in the Court of Appeals. The district court's denial of a motion 
for certification is not itself appealable. 

( e) Appeals pursuant to judicially created exceptions to the finality rule: Limited exceptions are discussed in cases including. bm 
not limited to: Cohen V. Beneficial Indus. Loan Corp .. 337 U.S. 541,546.69 S.O. 1221, 1225-26. 93 LEd. 1528 (1949): Atlantic 
Fed. Sav. & Loan Ass'n v. Blythe Eastman Paine Webber. Inc., 890 F. 2d 371, 376 (I Ith Cir. 1989): Gillespie v. United States 
Steel Corp., 379 U.S. 148, 157, 85 S. Ct. 308. 312, 13 LEd.2d 199 (1964). 

2. Time for Filing: The timely filing ofa notice of appeal is mandatory and jurisdictional. Rinaldo v. Corbett. 256 F.3d 1276. 1278 (I Ith Cir. 
2001). In civil cases, Fed.RApp.P.4(a) and (c) set the following time limits: 

(a) Fed.R.App.P. 4(a)(l): A notice of appeal in compliance with the requirements set forth in Fed.R.App.P. 3 must be filed in the 
district court within 30 days after the entry of the order or judgment appealed from However, if the United States or an officer or 
agency thereof is a party. the notice of appeal must be filed in the district court within 60 days after such entry. THE NOTICE 
MUST BE RECEIVED AND FILED IN THE DISTRJCT COURT NO LATER THAN THE LAST DAY OF THE APPEAL 
PERIOD - no additional days are provided for mailing. Special filing provisions for inmates are discussed below. 

(b) Fed.R.App.P. 4(a)(3): "Ifonc party timely files a notice of appeal, any other party may file a notice of appeal within 14 days after 
the date when the first notice was filed. or within 1he time otherwise prescribed by this Rule 4(a), whichever period ends later." 

( C) Fed.R.App.P.4(a)(4): If any party makes a timely motion in the district court under the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure of a type 
specified in this rule. the time for appeal for all parties runs from the date of entry of the order disposing of the last such timely 
filed motion. 

( d) Fcd.R.App.P.4(a)(5) and 4(a)(6): Under certain limited circumstances, the district court may extend the time to file a notice of 
appeal. Under Rule 4(a)(5), the time may be extended if a motion for an extension is filed within 30 days after expiration of the 
time otherwise provided to file a notice of appeal, upon a showing of excusable neglect or good cause. Under Rule 4(a)(6), the 
time may be extended if the district court finds upon motion that a party did not timely receive notice of the entry of the judgment 
or order, and that no party would be prejudiced by an extension. 

(e) Fed.R.App.P.4(c): If an inmate confined to an institution files a notice of appeal in either a civil case or a criminal case, the notice 
of appeal is timely if it is deposited in the institution's internal mail system on or before the last day for filing. Timely filing may 
be shown by a declaration in compliance with 28 U .S .C. Section 17 46 or a notarized statement, either of which must set forth the 
dnte of deposit and state that first"class postage has been prepaid. 

3. Format of the notice of appeal: Form 1, Appendix of Forms to the Federal Rules of Appellate Procedure. is a suitable format. See also 
Fed.R.App,P. 3(c). A UIQ ~ notice of appeal must be signed hy the appellant. 

4. Effect of a notice of appeal: A district court loses jurisdiction (authority) to act after the filing of a timely notice of appeal. except for actions 
in aid ot appellate jurisdiction or to rule on a timely motion of the type specified in Fed.R.App.P. 4(a)(4). 

- 2 -
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
MIDDLE DISTRICT OF FLORIDA 

OCALA DIVISION 

RICHARD E. HENSARLING, JR., 

Plaintiff, 
V. 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
et al., 

Defendants. 

ORDER 

Case No. 5: 1 0-cv-344-Oc-33 P RL 

Plaintiff Richard Earl Hensarling, Jr. (Plaintiff or Hensarling), while a federal 

prisoner of the United States government in the custody of the Federal Bureau of 

Prisons (BOP) and housed at the Coleman Federal Correctional Complex (FCC), 

United States Penitentiary (USP) II in Coleman, Florida, 1 initiated this action by filing 

a prose Motion/Notice of Action (Doc. #1) on July 28,2010. Thereafter, Hensarling 

filed two Amended Complaints (Docs. #8, #46). He is now proceeding on the 

1 Hensarling was released from incarceration on May 31, 2013. See 
http://www.bop.gov. 
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Amended Complaint (Complaint) (Doc. #72), filed by counsel, on March 12, 2013.2 

In this operative Complaint, Plaintiff names the following Defendants: (1) the United 

States of America (USA), who owned and operated FCC USP II and the adjoining 

UNICOR3 factory; (2) Grady, the factory manager of UNICOR at FCC USP II; (3) 

Moody, a UNICOR factory foreman; (4) Higinbotham, a UNICOR factory foreman; 

(5) McGlothren, an 1-2 unit counselor at FCC USP II; (6) Jefferson, an 1-2 case 

manager at FCC USP II; (7) Hadaway, a UNICOR factory foreman; and (8) John 

Doe, the 1-2 unit correctional officer on duty from approximately 3:30 p.m. until 11 :30 

p.m. on April 17, 2009, at the time and place of the alleged incident. 

Hensarling presents two claims: (1) Defendants Moody and Grady forced him 

to work under conditions adverse to his health needs, and Defendants Moody, 

Grady, Higinbotham, Hadaway, McGlothren, Jefferson and John Doe violated his 

Eighth Amendment right to be free from cruel and unusual punishment when they 

failed to protect him from harm inflicted upon him by another inmate, pursuant to 

Bivens v. Six Unknown Named Agents of Federal Bureau of Narcotics, 403 U.S. 388 

(1971 ), and (2) Defendant USA, pursuant to the Federal Tort Claims Act, 28 U.S.C. 

§§ 1346(b), 2401 (b) and 2671, is liable for money damages as compensation for 

Plaintiff's injuries that were caused by the neg I igent and wrongful acts and omissions 

2 0 n February 25, 201 3, Edward R. Guerrette, 11, filed a Notice of Appearance (Doc. 
#68) as counsel of record for Plaintiff. 

3 "UNICOR" is simply the trade name for Federal Prison Industries, Inc. See 
http://www. unicor .gov. 

2 
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of agents and employees of the United States government, while acting within the 

scope of their offices and employment. Complaint at 1, paragraphs 1 and 2. As 

relief, Hensarling requests compensatory damages from Defendants Moody, Grady, 

Higinbotham, Hadaway, McGlothren, Jefferson and John Doe in an amount to be 

determined at trial and in the amount of two million dollars from Defendant USA. Id. 

at 10, 12. 

This cause is before the Court on Defendants Moody, Grady, Higinbotham 

and Hadaway's Second Motion to Dismiss and Memorandum of Law (Motion to 

Dismiss) (Doc. #77), filed April 15, 2013. Plaintiff, through counsel, has responded. 

See Plaintiff's Memorandum in Opposition to Defendants' Second Motion to Dismiss 

(Response) (Doc. #78), filed April 29, 2013. 

I. Summary of Plaintiff's Complaint 

Hensarllng alleges the following facts in support of his claims. During the time 

period at issue, Hensarling was housed at FCC USP II. Complaint at 3, paragraph 

14. Hensarling was employed at the UNICOR factory at FCC, where his 

assignments included working in the factory tool room and running the Computerized 

Numerical Center (CNC) under the supervision of Defendants Grady, Moody, 

Hadaway and Higinbotham. Id., paragraph 15. In late 2008, Hensarling told Moody 

that he had aggravated a pre-existing umbilical hernia and needed to quit his 

position at UNICOR due to the heavy lifting required of his position. Id., paragraph 

16. Moody brought Hensarling to Grady's office where Hensarling informed Grady 

3 
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of his hernia and again requested to transfer out of the factory. Id., paragraph 17. 

In response, Defendants Moody and Grady told Hensarling that he was one of only 

four inmates who could run the CNC, and therefore, the factory could not function 

effectively without him. l.g_. at 3-4, paragraph 17. Thus, they denied Hensarling's 

request to transfer out of the factory, but instructed Hensarling to go to the medical 

facility and request a hernia belt to aid in the heavy lifting. Id. at 4, paragraph 17. 

Grady also stated that a hernia belt would have to be obtained from medical 

personnel since it was against UNICOR policy to provide hernia belts or back braces 

to inmates. l.d. 

Approximately two days later, Hensarling was given permission to go to the 

medical facility for his injury. Id., paragraph 18. The medical staff informed 

Hensarling that his hernia was not serious enough for issuance of a hernia belt. Id. 

On or about the following day, Hensarling informed Moody that the medical staff had 

denied him a hernia belt and that he would have to quit his position at the UNICOR 

factory. l.g_., paragraph 19. Moody again rejected Hensarling's attempt to quit his 

position and brought Hensarling to the factory office to again meet with Grady. Id. 

In the presence of Hensarling, Moody informed Grady that Hensarling was 

unable to obtain a hernia belt from the medical staff. Id., paragraph 20. Grady again 

informed Hensarling that it was against UNICOR policy to issue a hernia belt to 

inmates. Id. Nevertheless, Grady instructed Moody to find a hernia belt at a 

warehouse facility located outside of the UNICOR factory and bring it to Grady's 

4 
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office. Id. Subsequently, a riot broke out at FCC, resulting in an approximate three

month lock down. ld., paragraph 21. 

On approximately April 10, 2009 (after the lock down had ended), Grady 

summoned Hensarling to his office and pointed to "a bright green industrial type 

back brace" and instructed Hensarling to wear the brace, but not to tell anyone 

where he got it. Id. at 4-5, paragraph 22. That same day, Hensarling resumed his 

position at the factory and "reluctantly donned" the back brace. Id. at 5, paragraph 

23. Very soon, inmates began confronting Hensarling about where he had obtained 

the back brace and why he had been issued a back brace when they had not. Id. 

Approximately four days later, two inmates informed Hensarling that Eric 

Azotea (a fellow inmate and UNICOR factory worker) had attempted to steal the 

back brace from the UNICOR factory tool room, where Hensarling was storing the 

brace between shifts, but that one of the guards prevented Azotea from removing 

the brace from the UNICOR factory. Id., paragraph 24. After hearing about Azotea's 

attempt to steal the brace, Hensarling "peacefully confronted" Azotea regarding 

Azotea's intentions. Id., paragraph 25. Azotea informed Hensarling that some 

inmates offered him money for the brace. l.d. Hensarling "pleaded" with Azotea to 

leave Hensarling and the brace alone. Id. Azotea then informed Hensarling that 

there would not be any trouble and that he would not pursue the brace against 

Plaintiff's will. l.d. In an abundance of caution, Hensarling informed an unknown 

UNICOR officer of Azotea's attempt to steal the brace and inquired as to whether 

5 
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Hensarling could store the brace in his cell. Id., paragraph 26. That UNICOR officer 

granted permission to Hensarling to bring the belt back and forth between housing 

and the UNICOR factory. Id. 

On or about April 15, 2009, Hensarling allowed Steve (a fellow inmate whose 

last name is unknown) to borrow the back brace to wear to Steve's kitchen job. Id. 

at 6, paragraph 27. Later that day, Azotea obtained the brace from Steve and 

brought the brace to Hensarling's cell. Id. Azotea informed James Wilson 

(Hensarling's cellmate) that Hensarling had stolen the brace from the factory and 

should bring it back. Id. Hensarling suspected that Azotea's reason for returning the 

brace to Hensarling was that Azotea's only opportunity to steal the brace was if the 

brace was left unattended in the factory. ld.., paragraph 28. 

On or about April 17, 2009, Defendant Hadaway informed Hensarling that he 

had seen Steve with the brace. Id., paragraph 29. Hensarling told Hadaway that he 

had been given permission to take the brace back to his cell because Azotea had 

tried to steal it. Id. Hadaway told Hensarling that he would keep the brace in his 

office desk drawer for Hensarling's use to prevent Azotea from taking it. Id. 

When exiting Hadaway's office, Azotea's cell mate (name unknown) warned 

Hensarling that Azotea was planning to stab Hensarling. Id., paragraph 30. 

Hensarling immediately informed Hadaway and Higinbotham of the "specific and 

imminent threat of harm." ld.. Hadaway and Higinbotham told Hensarling that they 

would immediately separate him from Azotea at the factory by putting them on 

6 
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separate shifts. Id., paragraph 31. Additionally, they instructed Hensarling to see 

his unit team to request a housing transfer away from Azotea. Id. at 6-7, paragraph 

31. Hadaway and Higinbotham neither requested the housing change on 

Hensarling's behalf nor followed up with Hensarling's unit team as to whether the 

housing transfer had occurred. Id. at 7, paragraph 31. 

Immediately, Hensarling went to housing and informed Defendants 

McGlothren and Jefferson about Azotea's "imminent plan to stab" him. Id., 

paragraph 32. McGlothren and Jefferson replied that they were too busy dealing 

with the aftermath of the riot and that Hensarling needed "to deal with the situation 

on his own." l.d.. 

On April 17, 2009, at approximately 5:30 p.m., Hensarling volunteered for a 

breathalyser performed by Defendant John Doe (the on-duty housing correctional 

officer at the officer station located in 1-2). Id., paragraph 33. Hensarling 

volunteered for the breathalyser to privately inform John Doe about Azotea's 

imminent plan to stab him. ld. Hensarling privately told John Doe so other inmates 

would not label him a snitch, which would have placed him in more danger. Id. 

Hensarling also requested that John Doe keep a close watch on him and Azotea that 

evening to ensure Hensarling's safety. l.d.. Despite Hensarling's "extraordinary 

efforts" to warn John Doe of the imminent threat of harm, John Doe failed to make 

rounds that evening, departed from his assigned guard station and went completely 

7 
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unseen and unheard from for the remainder of the evening, leaving the prisoners to 

police themselves. Id., paragraph 34. 

At about 8:30 p.m. that same evening, Hensarling was inside his cell when he 

was "abruptly attacked without notice" by Azotea who struck Hensarling's head and 

face repeatedly with a prison-issued metal combination lock attached to a belt. 

Id., paragraph 35. Immediately after the attack, Hensarling's left eye was hanging 

from its socket, and he was bleeding profusely. ld_. at 8, paragraph 36. While 

disoriented, Hensarling eventually managed to make his way to the officer's station 

located at the center of 1-2. Id. However, John Doe was neither sitting at the 

assigned officer station nor making rounds on the wing. Id. After searching for John 

Doe, Hensarling finally found him in a makeshift office/utility closet behind a solid 

closed door, where he was surfing the Internet, talking on the phone and listening 

to music. Id. As a result of Defendants' actions and omissions, Hensarling lost total 

vision in his left eye and was forced to have his eye surgically removed. Id., 

paragraph 37. 

As his first claim, Hensarling asserts that Defendants Moody, Grady, 

Higinbotham, Hadaway, McGlothren, Jefferson and John Doe violated his Eighth 

Amendment right when they were deliberately indifferent to his health, safety and 

welfare. Id., paragraphs 39, 40. As to Defendants Moody and Grady, Hensarling 

states that they violated his Eighth Amendment right when: (a) knowing of his hernia, 

they forced him to continue working in at the factory, which caused him pain and 

8 
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discomfort, and (b) they knowingly and purposefully introduced contraband (a 

nonprison-issued back brace) and then forced him to wear the device. Id., 

paragraph 41 . Hensarling states that Moody and Grady knew or should have known 

that introducing contraband in the from of a back brace that was not available to 

other inmates and then forcing Hensarling to wear the device in full view of other 

inmates working under similar factory conditions would cause jealousy among the 

inmates and hostility toward HensarHng. Id. at 8-9, paragraph 42. Hensarling 

asserts that Defendants Moody, Grady, Higinbotham, Hadaway, McGlothren, 

Jefferson and John Doe, all federal officials, violated his Eighth Amendment right 

when, after he informed each of the respective defendants about Azotea's imminent 

plan to stab him, they deliberately refused to conduct a reasonable investigation into 

the matter or to ensure that Hensarling was separated from Azotea. Id. at 9, 

paragraph 43. Moreover, Hensarling states that Defendant John Doe further 

violated his Eighth Amendment right when, after Hensarling informed John Doe 

about Azotea's imminent plan to stab him, Doe abandoned his assigned officer 

station, failed to make rounds and closed himself in a make shift office/utility closet 

out of site and sound of the inmates housed in his post, leaving the inmates to police 

themselves and ultimately creating an environment where Azotea could and did 

carry out his plan to inflict bodily harm on Hensarling. Id., paragraph 44. 

9 
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As his second claim, Hensarling sues Defendant USA under the Federal Tort 

Claims Act, asserting that the described acts constitute negligent and wrongful acts 

and omissions of agents and employees of the United States government, while 

acting within the scope of their offices and employment. ld. at 10, paragraph 50. He 

states that Defendant USA breached its duty to him by: (a) forcing him to continue 

to work in a position at UNICOR that was aggravating his hernia; (b) issuing him 

contraband (a back brace); (c) showing him favoritism and differential treatment; (d) 

creating hostility among him and other factory co-corkers; (e) failing to investigate 

Azotea's threat; (f) failing to separate Hensarling and Azotea; (g) failing to guard the 

inmates housed in 1-2; (h) creating and occupying a makeshift office for the guards 

on duty in 1-2 that was out of sight and sound of inmates; (i) failing to occupy the 

guard station and make rounds after Hensarling's warnings of Azotea's threat; (j) 

failing to provide appropriate medical attention to Hensarling after the incident; (k) 

locking Hensarling in the special housing unit for an unreasonable time period after 

the attack; (I) obstructing Hensarling's right to administrative relief by denying him 

access to required forms and preventing him from accessing legal information and 

services; and (m) refusing Hensarling necessary medical attention from the time he 

was held in the special housing unit and continuing through the date of filing this 

Complaint. Id. at 11-12, paragraph 53. As a result of Defendant USA's acts and 

IO 
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omissions, Hensarling sustained intense pain and suffering including, but not limited 

to, a brutal inmate on inmate attack, the loss of his left eye, physical pain and 

discomfort, emotional distress, degenerative vision in his right eye and the inability 

to obtain gainful employment in his field of work. Id. at 12. 

II. Summary of Defendants' Motion to Dismiss and Plaintiff's 
Response 

Defendants Moody, Grady, Higinbotham and Hadaway deny Plaintiff's 

allegations of wrongdoing. In their Motion to Dismiss, they request that this Court 

dismiss Plaintiff's Bivens action pursuant to Rule 12(b)(6) of the Federal Rules of 

Civil Procedure for failure to state a claim upon which relief may be granted "as 

Plaintiff has failed to alleged sufficient facts to support his constitutional claims and 

the Defendants are immune from suit." Motion to Dismiss at 2, 6. Plaintiff 

responded that Defendants are not entitled to qualified immunity, were not acting 

within their discretionary authority, and violated Plaintiff's Eighth Amendment right 

to be free from cruel and unusual punishment. 

Ill. Motion to Dismiss Standard 

Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 12(b)(6) empowers a court to grant a motion 

to dismiss when a complaint fails to state a claim upon which relief can be granted. 

"To survive a motion to dismiss, a complaint must contain sufficient factual matter, 

accepted as true, to 'state a claim to relief that is plausible on its face."' Ashcroft v. 

11 
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Iqbal, 556 U.S. 662, 678 (2009) (quoting Bell Atlantic Corp. v. Twombly, 550 U.S. 

544, 570 (2007)). "A claim has facial plausibility when the plaintiff pleads factual 

content that allows the court to draw the reasonable inference that the defendant is 

liable for the misconduct alleged." kl (citing Twombly. 550 U.S. at 556). "[T]he 

tenet that a court must accept as true all of the allegations contained in a complaint 

is inapplicable to legal conclusions. Threadbare recitals of the elements of a cause 

of action, supported by mere conclusory statements, do not suffice." kl (citing 

Twombly. 550 U.S. at 555). 

IV. Law and Conclusions 

As previously stated, Plaintiff filed this action against Defendant USA and 

various employees of the federal BOP, asserting claims under Bivens for violations 

of the Eighth Amendment and the Federal Tort Claims Act (28 U.S.C. §2671 ). Four 

Defendants (Moody, Grady, Higinbotham and Hadaway) filed a Motion to Dismiss, 

requesting that the Court dismiss the Bivens action pursuant to Rule 12(b)(6) of the 

Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, arguing that Plaintiff failed to assert sufficient facts 

to support his constitutional claims and that the Defendants are entitled to qualified 

immunity.4 

4 The remaining Defendants (USA, McGlothren and Jefferson) filed an Answer and 
Affirmative Defenses (Doc. #76) on April 15, 2013. 

12 
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The Eleventh Circuit has stated: 

A government official acting in the course and scope 
of his employment is shielded from suit against him in his 
individual capacity if, while performing a discretionary 
function, his conduct did not violate a clearly established 
constitutional right of which a reasonable person would 
have known. Harlow v. Fitzgerald, 457 U.S. 800, 818, 1 02 
S.Ct. 2727, 73 L.Ed.2d 396 (1982). To survive a motion 
to dismiss based upon qualified immunity, the plaintiff 
must have alleged sufficient facts to support a finding of a 
constitutional violation of a clearly established law. See 
Oliver v. Fiorino, 586 F.3d 898, 905 (11th Cir. 2009). 
Although we take the allegations of the complaint to be 
true on motion to dismiss, the complaint must plead 
"enough facts to state a claim to relief that is plausible on 
its face." Bell Atlantic Corp. v. Twombly. 550 U.S. 544, 
570, 127 S. Ct. 1955, 167 L. Ed. 2d 929 (2007). 
Furthermore, "the tenet that a court must accept as true all 
of the allegations contained in a complaint is inapplicable 
to legal conclusions." Ashcroft v. Iqbal, 556 U.S. 662, 129 
S.Ct. 1937, 173 L.Ed.2d 868 (2009). 

Chandler v. Sec'y of Fla. Dep't of Transp .. 695 F.3d 1194, 1198-99 (11th Cir. 2012) 

(per curiam). The Eleventh Circuit set forth the parties' respective burdens. 

To claim qualified immunity, a defendant must first 
show he was performing a discretionary function. 
Mercado v. City of Orlando, 407 F.3d 1152, 1156 (11th 
Cir. 2005) (citation omitted). The burden then shifts to the 
plaintiff to show that: (1) the defendant violated a 
constitutional right; and (2) the right was clearly 
established at the time of the violation. Id. at 1156. 

Barnes v. Zaccari, 669 F.3d 1295, 1303 (11th Cir. 2012). 

Thus, the Defendants first must show that they were engaged in discretionary 

functions when they performed the acts of which the Plaintiff complains. It appears 

l3 
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that the Defendants were acting within the scope of their discretionary authority in 

that the acts they undertook are the type that fell within their job responsibilities. See 

Chandler. 695 F.3d at 1199 n.3 (citation omitted); Holloman ex rel. Holloman v. 

Harland, 370 F.3d 1252, 1265-66 (11th Cir. 2004) (setting forth the two-fold inquiry). 

Assuming that the Defendants were performing discretionary functions when the 

allegedly wrongful conduct occurred, the burden shifts to Plaintiff to show that the 

Defendants violated a constitutional right and that right was clearly established at the 

time of the violation. Following the United States Supreme Court's decision in 

Pearson v. Callahan, 555 U.S. 223, 236 (2009), this Court is "free to consider these 

elements in either sequence and to decide the case on the basis of either element 

.... " Youmans v. Gagnon, 626 F.3d 557, 562 (11th Cir. 2010). 

Taking Plaintiff's assertions in the Complaint as true, this Court opines that 

Plaintiff has sufficiently alleged an Eighth Amendment violation that is plausible on 

its face. Thus, Defendants' Motion to Dismiss is due to be denied without prejudice 

at this time. Moreover, at this stage of the litigation, discovery is necessary to further 

develop the facts underlying Plaintiff's Eighth Amendment claims. 

Therefore, it is now 

ORDERED AND ADJUDGED: 

1. Defendants' Motion to Dismiss (Doc. #77) is DENIED without prejudice. 

14 
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2. Defendants Moody, Grady, Higinbotham and Hadaway shall respond 

to Plaintiff's Third Amended Complaint (Doc. #72) on or before October 4, 2013. 

DONE AND ORDERED at Tampa, Florida, this 3rd day of September, 2013. 

SC 8/30 
c: 
Counsel of Record 

15 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
MIDDLE DISTRICT OF FLORIDA 

OCALA DIVISION 

RICHARD E. HENSARLING, 

Plaintiff, 

-vs-

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 

Defendant. 

Case No. 5:1 0-cv-344-Oc-1 0PRL 

ORDER 

The Court has been advised by the Defendant that the above-styled action has been 

settled (Doc. No. 122). Accordingly, pursuant to Local Rule 3.0B(b) of the Middle District of 

Florida, it is ORDERED and ADJUDGED that this cause is hereby DISMISSED without 

prejudice subject to the right of any party to re-open the action within sixty (60) days, upon 

good cause shown, or to submit a stipulated form of final order or judgment. All pending 

motions are DENIED as moot. The Clerk is directed to CLOSE the file. 

IT IS SO ORDERED. 
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DONE and ORDERED at Ocala, Florida this 25th day of March 2015. 

Copies to: 
Richard E. Hensarling 
Counsel of Record 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT JUDGE 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
MIDDLE DISTRICT OF FLORIDA 

OCALA DIVISION 

RICHARD E. HENSARLING, 

Plaintiff, 

-vs-

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 

Defendant. 

Case No. 5:1 0-cv-344-Oc-1 0PRL 

ORDER 

On March 25, 2015, the Court entered an Order dismissing this case without prejudice 

to the right of any party to re-open the action within sixty (60) days, upon good cause shown, 

or to submit a stipulated form of final order or judgment. (Doc. 123). The Court closed the 

case. On or about June 27, 2015, the Parties filed a joint stipulation of dismissal. (Doc. 125). 

The Parties stipulate that the action has been settled and is dismissed with prejudice and 

without an award of interest, costs or attorney fees. ~ 

Accordingly, this case is hereby DISMISSED with prejudice and without an award of 

interest, costs or attorney fees. The Clerk is directed to enter judgment accordingly. 

IT IS SO ORDERED. 

DONE and ORDERED at Ocala, Florida this 9th day of June 2015. 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT JUDGE 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF FLORIDA 

(MJAMJ DIVIS JON) 

CASE NO. 11-20511-CIV-UNGARO/SIMONTON 

LESLIE GARY BECK and BARBARA P. BECK, 

Plaintiffs, 

V. 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 

Defendant. 
I 

COMPLAINT 

The Plaintiffs, LESLIE GARY BECK and BARBARA P. BECK, sue the 

Defendant, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, BY AND THROUGH ITS 

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE, BUREAU OF PRISONS, and state and aver the 

following: 

PARTIES 

1. Plaintiff: LESLIE GARY BECK ("BECK"), is a citizen of the state of Florida and 

is suijuris. 

2. Plaintitl BARBARA P. BECK ("'MRS. BECK''), is a citizen of the state of 

Florida, is sui juris, and has been and is the lawful wife of BECK. MRS. BECK is a 

derivative party-plaintiff 

3. Defendant, UNITED ST ATES OF AMERICA, BY AND THROUGH ITS 

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE. BUREAU OF PRISONS, 1s an agency and 

instrumentality of the United Stat es of America, and is sui Juris. 
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JURISDICTION AND VENUE 

4. This Court has jurisdiction over the Plaintiffs' claims asserted here pursuant to 28 

U.S.C. §§ 1331. 1346, 1357, 2412, and 2671. 

5. Venue in the Southern District of Florida, and its Miami Division, is proper hased 

upon the acts of which complaint are hereinafter made occurred or failed to occur, as 

appropriate, in this district, and one or more of the causes of action alleged occurred in 

this di strict. 

FACTS APPLICABLE TO ALL COUNTS 

6. Plaintiffs have complied with all prerequisites necessary to filing a federal tort 

claim as more fully set forth in 28 lJ.S. C. §26 71. 

7. On January 25. 2008, the Hon. William Peter Dimitrouleas sentenced BECK to 

one year and one day imprisonment among other terms. 

8. The Bureau of Prisons assigned BECK to the Federal Detention Center in Miami, 

Florida C'FDC Miami .. ). 

9. On March 10. 2008, BECK was 63 years old. 

I 0. On March I 0, 2008, BECK was transferred from a lower floor to the Eleventh 

Floor of FDC Miami and was assigned, over his objection, the upper hed of the hunk bed 

despite his age. 

11. On March 10, 2008, BECK objected to heing assigned the upper bed of the hunk 

bed as a result of his age and physical difficulties getting up and getting down from the 

upper bunk bed. Mr. Beck raised his objections to a guard whose name, as of the date of 

the service of his administrative claim prior to the commencement of this civil action, is 

unknown. 

2 
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12. At approximately 8:00 p.m., while preparing his bed, BECK fell backwards off 

the upper bed of the bunk bed, his back slamming into the physical table in the cell room 

adjacent to and in close proximity of the bunk bed; Mr. Beck ultimately landed on the 

floor of the cell room. 

13. As a result of the fall, BECK fractured 6 ribs. 

14. BECK notified the guard of the fall and requested medical assistance, 

complaining of extreme pain and difficulty breathing. The guard informed BECK that ·'it 

was too late to see a doctor," or words to that effect. The guard told BECK that he 

··Jogged in" the accident and complaints of extreme pain and difficulty breathing. 

15. On March 11. 2008, between 5:00 a.m. and 6:00 a.m., BECK again reported the 

fall and resulting injuries to a Ms. Nelson and requested medical attention. Ms. Nelson 

told BECK that he would not be sent to obtain medical attention. 

16. On March 11. 2008, at approximately 9:00 a.m. BECK telephoned his wife, MRS. 

BECK and informed her of the fall and injuries and the denial of access to medical 

attention. 

17. On March 11, 2008, MRS. BECK telephoned Carla Hanes of the Southeast 

Regional Office of the Bureau of Prisons in Atlanta, Georgia and complained of the 

apparent serious injuries and lack of medical attention. Ms. Hanes informed MRS. 

BECK that BECK would be seen by a doctor that day. 

18. On March 11, 2008, BECK was seen by a radiation technician who performed an 

X-ray(s) on BECK. Thereafter, BECK was seen by Dr. Lopez. Dr. Lopez inquired of 

BECK of the injury and without even observing the x-ray, told BECK "I'm sure nothing 

is broken." Again, Dr. Lopez did not look at the X-ray(s) in the presence of BECK 

3 
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before uttering the foregoing words. Also on March 11. 2008 Dr. Ginart, for the first 

time, provided BECK with a bottom bunk pass. 

I 9. On March 12, 2008. BECK reported to a female guard whose last name is Nelson 

that he could not sleep as a result of extreme pain. Guard Nelson told BECK to complete 

a '"cop out" form and report his complaint to medical. BECK, however, continued to be 

denied medical attention. 

20. During the next two weeks of ~,larch 2008, BECK completed multiple ·'cop out" 

fonns repeating the same complaints but did not receive medical attention. 

21. On either March 25, 2008, MRS. BECK telephoned Carla Hanes of the Southeast 

Regional Office of the Bureau of Prisons, notifying Ms. Hanes that BECK completed 

four "cop outs," but continued to be denied medical attention. 

22. On March 26, 2008. BECK was sent to medical for "lab \vork" even though "lab 

work·· was done one \veek prior. 

23. On April 18. 2008, BECK was seen by Dr. Lopez. Dr. Lopez notified BECK that 

he will be sent to an outside medical facility for additional X-rays and a CAT Scan. 

24. Between March 26. 2008 and April 18, 2008, BECK again completed additional. 

multiple "cop ouf' forms containing basically the same complaints seeking medical 

attention. 

25. On May 21, 2008, blood was drawn from BECK which, he was told, was being 

drawn to detem1ine whether he had osteoporosis. Dr. Lopez told BECK that the pain 

BECK was experiencing was the result of his age combined with his confinement. 

4 
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26. At some point between May 21, 2008 and May 2 7, 2008, a female (name and title 

are currently unknown) in the medical of1ice advised BECK that he was suffering from a 

calcium deficiency and would be issued calcium pills. 

27. On May 27, 2008, BECK was taken to Larkin Hospital in South Miami, Florida. 

A CAT Scan and a bone scan were perfom1ed on BECK. 

28. Upon his return to FDC Miami, BECK was placed in the Special Housing Unit 

("SHU''), and remained there for 17 days. 

29. For the first week BECK was in the SHU he was denied all of his medications and 

medication to alleviate the continuing pain he was experiencing. 

3 0. On June 12, 2008, BECK was rel eased from the SH LI and assigned to the 6th 

Floor of the FDC, and to a lower bunk. 

31. On July 24, 2008, BECK filled out and submitted a Form 9. 

32. On July 27, 2008. BECK was sent to see an orthopedic specialist at FDC-Miami 

for the first time. The orthopedist informed BECK that he had 6 fractured ribs. Dr. 

Genart prescribed a brace for BECK to wear. 

33. On August 11, 2008, BECK finally received the previously prescribed back brace. 

34. On September 24. 2008, BECK was released from FDC Miami to a half-way 

house. 

35. On November 3, 2008. BECK was permitted to go to the Social Security 

Administration to complete paperwork for Social Security Disability benefits. 

36. On December 5. 2008, BECK was released from the half-way house, completing 

the confinement component of his sentence. 

5 
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37. On December 15, 2008, the Social Security Administration sent BECK for X-

rays. 

38. The Social Security Administration rated BECK permanently disabled from his 

broken ribs injuries, entitling him to receive maximum benefits. The effective date of 

BECK's disability is November 14. 2008. 

COUNTI 
NEGLIGENCE 

(Plaintiff Leslie Gary Beck v. Defendant) 

39. Plaintiff, BECK. incorporates by reference paragraphs through 38 as though 

fully alleged !wee verha. 

40. The Defendant owed a duty to Plaintiff BECK to use reasonable care and medical 

care and was negligent in the treatment of Plaintiff. 

41. The Defendant negligently breached the duty it owed to the Plaintiff to provide 

reasonable care and medical care in the following particulars: 

a. The Defendant carelessly and negligently caused and directed the Plaintiff 

to be assigned a top bunk despite his age and over his complaint and objection; 

b. The Defendant failed and neglected to take proper precautions to avoid 

and minimize the injuries to the Plaintiff as a result of his being assigned a top bunk 

despite his age and over his complaint and objection; 

c. Grossly and unduly delaying medical treatment and examination of the 

Plaintiff despite complaints of extreme pain and difficulty breathing after falling off the 

top bunk and striking the physical table located in the cell; 

6 
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d. Failing to attempt to make a medical diagnosis of and misdiagnosing why 

the Plaintiff was experiencing severe pain and ditliculty breathing after falling from the 

top bunk and striking the physical table located in the cell; 

e. Providing inappropriate treatment and medication to the Plaintiff after 

suffering his injury; 

f. Inappropriately placing the Plaintiff in the Special Housing Unit after 

being treated by a physician outside of the Federal Detention Center and thereafter 

denying him appropriate medical care and treatment for his injuries; 

g. Failing and neglecting to apply and provide the Plaintiff the proper 

remedies to avoid or diminish the injuries and damage to the Plaintiff 

42. As a direct and proximate result of the negligence and unskillful acts of the 

Defendant, the Plaintiff suffered bodily injury and resulting pain and suffering, disability, 

disfigurement, mental anguish, loss of capacity for the enjoyment of life, loss of earnings, 

and loss of ability to earn money. 

Wherefore, the Plaintiff, BECK requests compensatory damages for extreme, 

continuous pain and suffering, mental and emotional pain and suffering, total disability 

(rated by the Social Security Administration), loss of enjoyment of life, increased 

depression and anxiety, loss of sleep, diminished ability to participate in spousal 

intimacy, and other conditions more carefully described in the medical records in the 

amount of $3,000,000.00, attorneys' fees pursuant to 28 U.S.C. §2412 (Equal Access to 

Justice Act), the costs of this action, and such other and further relief as is just in this 

cause. 

7 
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COUNT II 
LOSS OF CONSORTIUM 

(Plaintiff Barbara P. Beck v. Defendant) 

43. Plaintiff, MRS. BECK. incorporates by reference paragraphs I through 38 as 

though fully alleged !wee \'erba. 

44. The Defendant owed a duty to plaintiff. BECK, to use reasonable care and 

medical care and was negligent in the treatment of Plaintifl BECK. 

45. While in the Bureau of Prisons' care, BECK was injured when the Defendant 

negligently assigned BECK a top bunk despite his age and over his complaint and 

objection and negligently medically treated and misdiagnosed BECK after his injury. 

46. As a direct and proximate result of the Defendant"s negligent conduct, plaintiff, 

BECK, suffered extreme bodily injuries and resulting pain and suffering, pennanent 

disability, pennanent disfigurement, mental anguish, loss of capacity for the enjoyment of 

life. loss of earnings, and loss of ability to earn money. The losses are either pennanent 

or continuing and plaintiff will suffer the losses in the future. 

47. Before suffering these injuries, plaintiff: BECK. was able to and did perfonn all 

the duties of a husband and did perfonn all these duties. including assisting in 

maintaining the home, and providing love, companionship. affection, society, sexual 

relations. moral support. and solace to plaintiff. 

48. As a direct and proximate result of the injuries, plaintiff, BECK. has been unable 

to perfonn the duties of a husband in that plaintifl BECK, can no longer assist with 

housework, participate to the same extent as fonnerly in family. recreational. and social 

activities with plaintiff. MRS. BECK, and is contributing to a lesser extent to the 

household income. Due to the nature of the injuries sustained by plaintiff: BECK. and 

8 
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the severe physical and psychological strains they cause and caused him, plaintiff, 

BECK, is no longer able to provide plaintiff with love, companionship, affection, society, 

moral support, and solace. Because of these injuries, plaintiff BECK, will be unable to 

perfonn these duties in the future. Plaintiff: MRS. BECK, is therefore deprived and will 

be permanently deprived of her spouse's consortium. all to plaintiffs damage, in a total 

amount to be established by proof at trial. 

WHEREFORE, the plaintiff. MRS. BECK, requests compensatory damages for her 

loss of consortiwn in the amount of $500,000.00. attorneys· fees pursuant to 28 U.S.C. 

§ 2412 (Equal Access to Justice Act). the costs of this action, and such other and further 

relief as is just in this cause. 

DEMAND FOR TRIAL BY JURY 

Plaintiffs demand trial by jury on all issues so triable as of right. 

Dated: 31 January 2011. 

Respectfully submitted, 

TIFFORD AND TIFFORD, P.A. 
ARTHUR W. TIFFORD, ESQ. (106250) 
ALEXANDRA L. TIFFORD, ESQ. (0178624) 
Attorneys for Plaintiffs 
1385 NW 15 Street 
Miami FL 33125 
Telephone: (305) 545-7822 
Telefax: (305) 325-1825 
Emai I: arthur _ti fford(13l ti fiord law. com 

ali _ tifford@tiffordlaw.com 

BY siArthur W. Tifford 
ARTHUR W. TIFFORD 
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LESLIE G. BECK, et al., 

Plaintiffs 

V. 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 

Defendant. 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF FLORIDA 
Case No. 11-20511-CIV-UNGARO 

ORDER ON MOTION TO DISMISS 

THIS CAUSE is before the Court upon Defendant's Motion to Dismiss, filed on April 18, 

2011. (D.E. 15.) 

THE COURT has reviewed the Motion and the pertinent portions of the record and is 

otherwise fully advised in the premises. 

I 

Plaintiffs bring two negligence counts against the United States of America under the 

Federal Tort Claims Act (FTCA), 28 U.S.C § 1346(b)(l), stemming from Plaintiff Leslie Beck's 

("Mr. Beck") incarceration in the Federal Detention Center in Miami, Florida ("FDC Miami"). 

The following facts underlying Plaintiffs' claim are taken from their Complaint. (D.E. 1.) 

On March 10, 2008, Mr. Beck fell off the upper bunk of his prison bed, slammed into a table, and 

landed on the floor. Mr. Beck had objected to his being assigned to the top bunk given his age of 

sixty-three and physical difficulties. Those objections were ignored. 

After the fall, Mr. Beck complained of extreme pain and difficulty breathing, but was 

informed it was "too late to see the doctor." On March 11, 2008, x-rays were performed on Mr. 
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Beck. Shortly thereafter, a prison doctor reviewed the x-rays and notified Mr. Beck, he was "sure 

nothing [was] broken.'' Also on March 11, 2008, another prison doctor provided Mr. Beck with a 

bottom bunk pass. 

From March 12 until March 25, 2008, Mr. Beck completed four "cop-out" forms 

complaining of extreme pain and attendant sleeplessness and seeking medical attention. Mr. 

Beck was denied medical care during this period. On March 26, Mr. Beck was sent to the 

medical unit in FDC Miami for lab work. From March 26 until April 18, Mr. Beck completed 

additional "cop-out" fonns, but was again denied medical attention. 

On April 18, 2008, Mr. Beck was seen by a prison doctor who notified him he would be 

sent to an outside medical facility for x-rays and a CAT scan. On May 21, 2008, the prison doctor 

told Mr. Beck that his pain was a result of his age combined with his confinement. On May 27, 

2008, Mr. Beck was taken to Larkin Hospital in South Miami, Florida where a CAT Scan and a 

bone scan were performed. Upon his return, Mr. Beck was placed in the Special Housing Unit 

("SHU") for a period of seventeen days where he was denied medication during the first week. 

On June 12, 2008 Mr. Beck was released from the SHU and was assigned to a lower bunk in the 

FDC. 

On July 27, 2008, Mr. Beck saw an orthopedic specialist at FDC Miami. The specialist 

informed Mr. Beck he had six fractured ribs. A back-brace was delivered to Mr. Beck on August 

11, 2008. Mr. Beck was designated as pennanently disabled by the Social Security 

Administration on November 14, 2008. 

Plaintiff Barbara P. Beck ("Mrs. Beck") is Mr. Beck's wife; since Mr. Beck's injury, Mr. 

Beck can no longer perform the duties of a husband. 

2 
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Plaintiffs claim the United States breached its general duty of reasonable care and its duty 

to provide reasonable medical care, and as a result that they have both been damaged. 

Specifically, Plaintiffs allege the United States was negligent in assigning Mr. Beck to the top 

bunk which caused his fall and injury on March 10, 2008, and that the United States negligently 

failed to provide or negligently provided medical care from the date of his injury, at least until he 

was properly diagnosed with fractured ribs, months later, on July 27, 2008. 

In Count I of the Complaint, Mr. Beck contends that as a direct and proximate result of 

the United States's negligence, he suffered bodily injury and resulting pain and suffering, 

disability, disfigurement, mental anguish, loss of capacity for enjoyment of life, loss of earnings, 

and loss of ability to cam money. Mr. Beck seeks compensatory damages. In Count II of the 

Complaint, Mrs. Beck contends that as a direct and proximate result of the United States's 

negligence, Mr. Beck is no longer able to perform the functions and duties of a husband 

previously enjoyed by Mrs. Beck. Mrs. Beck seeks derivative damages including loss of 

consortium and society of the claimant, diminishment of spousal intimacy, loss of household 

support activities, and mental and emotional pain and suffering. 

In response, the United States moves to dismiss the Complaint for lack of subject matter 

jurisdiction, pursuant to Federal Rule of Civil Procedure l 2(b )( 1 ), on the grounds that Plaintiffs 

failed to comply with the strict administrative claim procedures of the FTCA. The Court 

discussed the United States's motion below. 

II 

The FTCA is a specific, congressional exception to the United States's Sovereign 

Immunity for tort claims, under which the government may be sued by ce1tain parties under 

3 
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certain circumstances for particular tortious acts committed by employees of the government. 28 

U.S.C. §§ 1346, 2671 et seq. The act functions as a specific exception to the general rule of the 

United States's historical Sovereign Immunity, which can be waived only by the sovereign. 

Suarez v. U.S., 22 F .3d 1064 (11th Cir. 1994 ). Thus, the courts are required to strictly enforce the 

statutory conditions necessary to invoke the exception and its application must be scrupulously 

observed and not expanded by courts. See id. 

As a prerequisite to any action brought under the FTCA, a plaintiff is required to present 

the claim to the appropriate federal agency. See§ 2675(a). For purposes of § 2675, the 

appropriate federal agency is considered to be "the Federal agency whose activities gave rise to 

the c 1 aim." See 28 C. F. R § 14 .2(b )( 1 ) . A c 1 aim is deemed to have been ''presented" when the 

appropriate agency receives the claim. See 28 C.F.R. § 14.2(a). Further, each federal agency may 

designate the appropriate branch or office within the agency where claims are to be presented. 

Claims against the Federal Bureau of Prisons (the "B.O.P.") are to be sent to its regional office in 

the region where the claim occurred. See 28 C. F. R. § 543 .31 ( c ). "A tort claim against the United 

States shall be forever barred unless it is 'presented' in writing to the appropriate federal agency 

within two years after such claim accrues." See 28 U.S.C. § 2401. 

Generally, a claim accrues for purposes of the FTCA at the time of the plaintiff's injury. 

United States v. Kubrick, 444 U.S. 111,115 ( 1979). However, there arc at least two exceptions to 

the general rule. 

Under the "discovery rule," an otherwise undiscoverable cause of action accrues when the 

injury and the person who caused the injury arc discovered or could have been discovered 

through reasonable diligence. Mullinex v. McElheney, 817 F.2d 711, 716 (11th Cir. 1987). For 

4 
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instance, medical malpractice claims under the FTCA accrue, for limitations purposes, when 

plaintiff is, or in exercise ofrcasonable diligence should be, aware of both his injury and its 

connection with some act of defendant; plaintiff need only know of "critical facts" concerning his 

injury and its cause, and need not know that acts inflicting his injury were negligent. St. John v. 

U.S., 54 F. Supp. 2d 1332 (S.D Fla. 1999). 

Under the "continuous tort rule," also known as the continuing violation doctrine, a 

plaintiffs action is not time-barred where some of the alleged violations occurred within the 

statutory period, even though other violations did not, if the earlier acts were part of a continuous 

wrong. See, e.g., Price v. Owens, 634 F. Supp. 2d 1349 ( N.D. GA. 2009). The doctrine permits a 

plaintiff to sue on an otherwise time-barred claim when additional violations of law occur within 

the statutory period. See Hipp v Liberty Nat 'I Life Ins. Co., 252 F .3d 1208, 1221 (1 Ith Cir. 2001 ). 

When the violation alleged involves continuing injury, the cause of action accrues and the 

limitations period begins to run at the time the unlawful conduct ceases. Donaldson v O'Connor, 

493 F.2d 507,529 (5th Cir. 1974),1 vacated on other grounds by, 0 'Connor v Donaldson, 422 

U.S. 563 (1975). 

The mandatory language of§ 2675(a) requires that each claim and each claimant meet the 

prerequisites for maintaining a suit against the government. Turner v. U.S, 514 F .3d 1194 (11th 

Cir. 2008 ). The court only has jurisdiction over an FTCA action if the plaintiff has met 

§ 2675(a)'s requirements. See Bush v. U.S, 703 F.2d 491,494 (11th Cir. 1983). Jurisdictional 

prerequisites to suit under the FTCA are not technical procedures to be disregarded at the whim 

1
Decisions of former fifth circuit handed down before October I, 19 81 are binding precedent in Eleventh 

Circuit. 801111er v. City of' Prichard. 66 I F .2d 1206, I 209 ( 1 I th Cir. 198 I) (en hanc )_ 

5 
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or discretion of the court, but arc to be strictly construed and cannot be waived. Hitchman v. U.S., 

585 F. Supp. 256 (S.D. Fla. 1984). When a claim made under FTCA does not comply with any 

of the previously mentioned statutory prerequisites, the plaintiff fails to maintain a suit against 

the government and leaves the court without jurisdiction to hear the case. See Suarez v. U.S.. 22 

F.3d I 064 (11th Cir. 1994). 

III 

In order determine whether Plaintiff claims are time-barred, the Court must first 

determine when they accrued, and then determine when they were presented. 

A 

Both of Plaintiffs' claims arise from distinct negligence theories with distinct accrual 

dates-the United Statcs's negligent assignment of Mr. Beck to the top bunk and the United 

States's negligent failure to provide or negligent provision of medical care. 

With respect to the alleged negligent bunk assignment, the Complaint clearly alleges that 

Mr. Beck fell and was injured on March 10, 2008. And the claims arising therefrom, therefore, 

accrued on March 10, 2008. See U.S v. Kubrick, 444 U.S. 111, 352 (1979). 

The alleged failure to provide or negligent provision of medical care is slightly more 

complicated. The essence of either breach is the failure to diagnose and treat Mr. Beck's broken 

ribs suffered as a result of the fall. These claims accrued on July 27, 2008, the date Mr. Beck was 

informed that he had six broken ribs and, therefore, was able to discover the failure or 

unreasonableness of his previous medical care. See Mullinex, 817 F.2d at 716. Morever, this 

alleged failure was continuous from the time of Mr. Beck's injury. See Donaldson, 493 F.2d at 

529. 

6 
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B 

In order to have been timely as to both claims, Plaintiffs' administrative claim must have 

been presented prior to March 10, 20 I 0, and in order to have been timely as to the medical 

negligence claims only, Plaintiffs' administrative claim must have been presented prior to July 

27, 2010. 

The United States docs not dispute that by April 8, 20 IO Plaintiffs presented their claims 

to the 8.O.P. Thus, there is no question as to whether Plaintiffs' medical negligence claim was 

timely presented-it was. The parties, however, dispute whether Plaintiffs' presented their claim 

to the 8.O.P. on or before March 10, 2010. 

On March 5, 2010, Plaintiffs sent their initial administrative tort claim, accompanied by a 

Standard Form 95 2 to the Honorable Eric Holder (Attorney General of the United States), Harley 

Lappin (the Director of the 8.O.P.), and John T. Rathman, (the Warden at the FDC). All three 

received the claim on March 8, 2010. None, however, was designated by statute or regulation as 

the person or agency office to whom claims against the 8.O.P were to be delivered. See 28 

C.F.R. § 543.3 I. Accordingly, as required by 28 C.F.R. § 14.2(b){l), Plaintiffs' claim was 

forwarded to the appropriate agency office, the Southeastern Regional Office of the 8.O.P. which 

received it on March 18, 2010. The parties dispute whether, under these facts, the claim was 

presented on March 8 or March 18, 2010-a question which is dispositive of Plaintiffs' 

negligence bunk-assignment claim. 

Unfortunately for Plaintiff, the answer is quite clear; the claim was not presented until 

2 The Standard Form 95 is the fonn prescribed by the Dept. Of Justice pursuant to 28 C.F.R 14.2 
to file a claim under the FTCA. 

7 
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March 1 8, 201 0, when it was received by the South eastern Regional Office of the B. 0 .P. The 

Court of Appeals for the Eleventh Circuit has already resolved this debate in an almost identical 

factual scenario. See Martinez v. Minnis, 257 F. App'x. 261,264 (11th Cir. 2007) (affirming 

dismissal for lack of subject matter jurisdiction where the plaintiff timely presented claim to the 

Director of the 8.O.P., but failed to timely present the claim to the appropriate branch of the 

8.O.P. under 28 C.F.R. § 543.31), cert. denied, 522 U.S. 1321 (2008). The Court is wholly 

unpersuaded by Plaintiffs argument that the Department of Justice in promulgating 28 C.F.R. § 

543.31 exceeded its statutory authority and unlawfully secreted away its requirements deep in the 

heart of the Code of Federal Regulations. 

Accordingly, it is 

ORDERED AND ADJUDGED that the Motion (D.E. 15) is GRANTED IN PART. 

Plaintiffs' claims regarding the United States's negligent assignment of Mr. Beck to a top bunk 

are DISMISSED FOR LACK OF SUBJECT MATTER JURISDICTION. 

DONE AND ORDERED in Chambers, in Miami, Florida this 16th day of June, 2011. 

URS~ 
UNITED ST A TES DISTRICT JUDGE 

cc: Counsel of Record 

8 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF FLORIDA 

CASE NO. 11-21309-CIV-COOKE/TURNOFF 

LAZARO HERNANDEZ, 

Plaintiff, 

V. 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 

Defendant. 
I --------------

ORDER DENYING DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 

THIS MATTER is before me upon Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment ("MSJ") 

(ECF No. 35). I have reviewed the MSJ, the Parties' arguments, the record, and the relevant 

legal authorities. For the reasons provided herein, the Defendant's MSJ is denied. 

I. BACKGROUND 

When determining whether summary judgment is appropriate, the evidence must be 

viewed in the light most favorable to the nonmoving party. Skrtich v. Thornton, 280 F.3d 1295, 

1299 (2002). That is, courts must construe the facts and draw all inferences in the light most 

favorable to the nonmoving party and "when conflicts arise between the facts evidenced by the 

parties, we credit the nonmoving party's version." Evans v. Stephens, 407 F.3d 1272, 1278 (I 1th 

Cir. 2005) ( emphasis omitted). Even though the "'facts,' as accepted at the summary judgment 

stage of the proceedings, may not be the 'actual' facts of the case," Priester v. City of Riviera 

Beach, 208 F .3d 919, 925 n.3 (11th Cir. 2000), our analysis for purposes of summary judgment 

must begin with a description of the facts in the light most favorable to the plaintiff, Slcrtich, 280 

F.3d at 1299. Therefore, the facts set forth herein, while taken from the record in its entirety, are 
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presented in the light most favorable to the Plaintiff, the nonmoving party. 1 

Plaintiff Leonardo Hernandez, a fonner inmate, brings suit against the United States of 

America pursuant to the Federal Tort Claims Act, 28 U.S.C. § I 346(b) and § 2671, et seq., 

alleging that Bureau of Prisons ("BOP") guards, while in their custody, negligently failed to 

supervise him, which led to him falling and suffering serious injuries. See generally Comp!., 

ECF No. 1. 

At the time of the incident, on January 24, 20082
, Plaintiff was in the custody of the BOP 

at the Federal Detention Center in Miami. Compl. ,-J,-J 4-5; Def's Statement of Undisputed Facts 

ii I. BOP personnel accompanied Plaintiff by ambulance to the emergency room at Jackson 

Memorial Hospital for treatment of chest pain. Comp 1. ,-J 7; Def. 's Statement of Undisputed 

Facts ii I; Hernandez Dep. 76:22, 88: I 6-17, Oct. 31, 2011. Plaintiff was later moved to an 

emergency hospital room within Ward D (the secured area of the hospital). Def. 's Statement of 

Undisputed Facts ii 2; Little Dep. 14:5-7, Mar. 28, 2012. At all times, Plaintiff was bilaterally 

restrained to the gumey3, right wrist and left leg handcuffed to the bed. Hernandez Dep. 85: 14-

25, 86: 1-2, 22-24; Def. 's Statement of Undisputed Facts ,-J 2. Further, BOP personnel were 

required to maintain 24/7 surveillance of Plaintiff, even while he was sleeping. Comp 1. ,-J 11; 

Molinos Dep. 10:8-10, 11:24-25, 12:1-3, Apr. 2, 2012; Little Dep. 16:22-25, 17:1-15; Quiles 

1 Except where otherwise indicated, both Parties agree to the facts as set forth herein. See Pl. 's 
Resp. in Opp'n Def.'s Mot. Surnrn. J. at 1. 

2 Plaintiff is unsure when the incident g1vmg rise to this suit occurred, testifying at his 
depositions that it may have been January 24 or 26, 2008. See Hernandez Dep. 72:3-17, Oct. 31, 
2011. Nonetheless, Defendants recall the incident occurred on January 24, 2008, which is not 
disputed by Plaintiff as evidenced in his filings. See generaily Compl. ,-J 5; Pl.'s Resp. in Opp'n 
Def. 's Mot. Summ. J. at 1. 

3 Plaintiff described the hospital bed as a "gurney" although noting that the head of the "gurney" 
adjusted up and down and had side rails. Hernandez Dep. 87:10-14, 89:13-24. To be consistent 
with Plaintiffs description, the term "gurney" will be used throughout this Order. 

2 
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Dep. 7:20-23, 8:10-13, Mar. 28, 2012; Edwards Dep. 9:5-9, 13-15, Apr. 2, 2012. 

Additionally, per BOP policy, BOP personnel are required to keep a contemporaneous 

log of events that occur while supervising an inmate, noting the time and description of the 

circumstances. Quiles Dep. 15 :4-5; Edwards Dep. 10: 15-17. Log entries are generally made 

every half hour to an hour. Molinos Dep. 22: 14-15; Little Dep. 18: 1-2; Edwards Dep. 11: 13-15. 

If something unusual or noteworthy occurs, however, the entry describing the event is made 

immediately. Molinos Dep. 22: 19-23; Little Dep. 21 :4-9, Quiles Dep. 14: 16-25, 15: 1-3. 

Following Plaintiffs initial treatment, a nurse lowered the bed rail in order to give 

Plaintiff food. Comp!. ii 9. The bed rail was never raised. Comp!. ii 10. At, or about, 5:00 p.m., 

while still handcuffed at his right wrist and left leg, Plaintiff fell from the gurney onto the 

ground, with the gurney landing on top of him. Comp!. ii 13; Hernandez Dep. 83:5-8, 85-87. 

Plaintiff does not recall falling, or being aware that he was about to fall. Hernandez Dep. 83:15-

18. He recalls only waking up on the floor with the gurney atop of him. Hernandez Dep. 83: 18, 

84:16-19, 85:6-13; 87:3-6. Officers Molinos and Edwards, the BOP officers on duty at the time 

of the incident, as well as Plaintiff, do not recall Plaintiff making any movement while Plaintiff 

was sleeping or prior to the fall. See Molinos Dep. 24-25; Edwards Dep. 15, 18. 

The BOP log makes two references to a fall(s). 4 The first entry at 5:00 p.m., authored by 

Officer Molinos, states, "Inmate Given Dinner/ Stated he fell to the floor." Corrections Log, 

ECF No. 39-1; Molinos Dep. 23:15-16. The second entry at 6:00 p.m., authored by Officer 

Edwards, states, "Inmate Asleep, Falls Out Of Bed." Corrections Log, ECF No. 39-1; Edwards 

Dep. 13:21-23, 15:12-15. Officer Edwards states while he made that notation, he does not recall 

Plaintiff falling out of bed, and he may have intended that Plaintiff told him that he (Plaintiff) fell 

4 It is unclear from the record whether the Plaintiff seeks an inference that one fall or two 
occurred. 

3 
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out of bed. Edwards Dep. 15: 17-19, 18:25, 19: 1. Plaintiff does not mention falling twice in his 

deposition (see generally Hernandez Dep.); however, Plaintiff asserts in his Response to 

Defendant's MSJ that he fell twice and "establishes that the guards had notice as of 5:00 p.m. 

that Hernandez had expressed concerns about falling." Pl.'s Resp. to Defs. Mot. Summ. J. at 4. 

Other than the BOP guards, Officers "Montelo" and Edwards5, Plaintiff does not recall 

anyone present immediately prior to and during the fall(s). 6 Hernandez Dep. 71:14-17; 75:13-

16; 79:3-4. However, after the fall(s), several people, including nurses and doctors came into the 

Plaintiffs room to aid him in getting off of the floor. Hernandez Dep. 78:16-18; 79:5-7; 82:18-

20. Plaintiff suffered severe injuries to his right arm as a result of the fall(s), including but not 

limited to, disability, disfigurement, and aggravation of a preexisting condition. Compl. ,-i 14; 

Hernandez Dep. 56-68. 

II. LEGAL STANDARD 

A court shall grant summary judgment "if the movant shows that there is no genuine 

dispute as to any material fact and the movant is entitled to judgment as a matter of law." Fed. 

R. Civ. P. 56(a). "[T]he plain language of [Rule 56(a)] mandates the entry of summary 

judgment, after adequate time for discovery and upon motion, against a party who fails to make 

a showing sufficient to establish the existence of an element essential to that party's case, and 

on which that party will bear the burden of proof at trial." Celotex Corp. v. Catrett, 477 U .S. 

5 The depositions of Officers Pablo Molinos, Jack Little, Adam Quiles, and Derrick Edwards 
were taken in connection with this matter. They reported that the guards on duty with Plaintiff at 
the time of the fall(s) were Officers Pablo Molinos and Derrick Edwards. See generally Edwards 
Dep.; Molinas Dep. Officers Adam Quiles and Jack Little relieved Officers Pablo Molinas and 
Derrick Edwards. Quiles Dep. 5: 6-20. Other than Plaintiffs deposition, there is no other 
mention in the record before me of a guard by the name of"Montelo". 

6 Although being assured that BOP guards "Montelo" and Edwards were present during his 
fall(s), later in his deposition, Plaintiff recants and states that he is unsure whether the BOP 
guards were in his room at the time of the fall(s). Hernandez Dep. 104:2-6. 

4 
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317,322 (1986). 

"The moving party bears the initial burden to show the district court, by reference to 

materials on file, that there are no genuine issues of material fact that should be decided at trial. 

Only when that burden has been met does the burden shift to the non-moving party to 

demonstrate that there is indeed a material issue of fact that precludes summary judgment." 

Clark v. Coats & Clark. Inc., 929 F.2d 604, 608 (11th Cir. 1991). Rule 56(c) "requires the 

nonmoving party to go beyond the pleadings and by her own affidavits, or by the 'depositions, 

answers to interrogatories, and admissions on file,' designate 'specific facts showing that there is 

a genuine issue for trial." Celotex, 477 U.S. at 324. Thus, the nonmoving party "may not rest 

upon the mere allegations or denials of his pleadings, but . . . must set forth specific facts 

showing that there is a genuine issue for trial." Anderson v. Liberty Lobby, Inc., 477 U.S. 242, 

248 ( 1986 ). The inferences drawn from the underlying facts must be viewed in the light most 

favorable to the nonmoving party. Scott v. Harris, 550 U.S. 372, 378 (2007). 

III. ANALYSIS 

In order to state a claim for negligence, Plaintiff must demonstrate that Defendant owed 

him a duty, Defendant breached that duty, which resulted in an injury to the Plaintiff and 

damages flowing from the injury. See Meyers v. City QfJacksonville, 754 So. 2d 198, 202 (Fla. 

Dist. Ct. App. 2000). Defendant bases its MSJ upon the premise that Plaintiff fails to satisfy the 

first element of the claim for negligence. Specifically, Defendant asserts that its BOP officers 

had no duty to prevent Plaintiffs fall from occurring because "no duty arises until there is notice 

of the danger," and "[s]udden and unexpected falls are, by definition, unpredictable." Def.'s Mot. 

Summ. J. at 5,3. Plaintiff appears to concede that a duty arises only when the potential harm is 

foreseeable. See Pl. 's Resp. Opp. Def.'s Mot. Summ. J. at 2, 6. However, Plaintiff refutes the 

5 
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suggestion that the BOP officers had insufficient notice of a potential danger to Plaintiff in order 

to trigger their duty not only to "prevent incidents from occurring between the inmate and the 

public," but to also to "protect the safety of the inmate." Id. at 2. 

The Parties do not dispute, and it is undisputable, that "[a] person taken into custody ... 

'is owed a common law duty of care."' Dep't of Health & Rehab. Servs., 574 So. 2d 100, 103 

(Fla. 1991) (quoting Kaisner v. Kolb, 543 So. 2d 732, 734 (Fla. 1989)). It is likewise a tenet of 

tort law that "[t]o find that a custodian breached the duty of reasonable care, a plaintiff must 

show the injury to have been a reasonably foreseeable consequence of the custodian's 

negligence." Dep'tofHealth & Rehab. Servs., 574 So. 2d at 103-04 (citing Spann v. State, Dep't 

of Corr., 421 So. 2d 1090 (Fla. Dist. Ct. App. 1982); Restatement (Second) of Torts § 320 

( l 965)). This is because, "no man is required to take measures against a danger which the 

circumstances as known to him to not suggest as likely to happen." Marsh v. City of St. 

Petersburg, 106 So. 2d 567, 569 (1958) (internal citation omitted). 

In this case, Plaintiff was under 24-hour surveillance while in the custody of the BOP 

officers. They watched him at all times, including when he was sleeping. Molinas Dep. 10:8-10, 

11:24-25, 12:1-3; Edwards Dep. 9:5-9, 13-15, Apr. 2, 2012. If Plaintiff attempted any behavior 

that would have endangered a third-party's safety, or his own, the guards would have observed it 

and could have taken some action to intervene. Given Plaintiffs status at the time as an inmate, 

the BOP guards were, or should have been, on alert for any activity by Plaintiff because any 

behavior could have been "a trap." Quiles Dep. 10:2-11. On such high alert, it is difficult to 

imagine any suspicious behavior being unforeseeable to the BOP officers. 

Further, all BOP guards deposed in this matter state that it is impossible for an inmate 

who is bilaterally restrained by a wrist and the opposing leg to fall from a bed. See Molinas Dep. 

6 
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24:13-15; Little Dep. 21: 17-25, 22:1-23; Quiles Dep. 18: 13-17; Edwards Dep. 18:15-17. In fact, 

all guards deposed testified that they have never in their careers as correctional officers seen nor 

heard of an inmate suffering a fall when properly restrained. See Molinos Dep. 28:5-10; Quiles 

Dep. 18:20-25, 19: 1-6; Edwards Dep. 22: 17-21. And further, they did not witness and were 

never told of such in this case, other than by Plaintiff himself. See Molinos Dep. 33:5-12; Little 

Dep. 25:16-25; Quiles Dep. 16:19-25, 17:1-7; Edwards Dep. 15:17-19. Based on this testimony, 

it is apparent that Defendant wants to fit a square peg into a round hole. 

Rather than failing to foresee a fall, which would relate to the "duty" element of 

negligence, Defendant's accurate position is that the fall(s) claimed by Plaintiff could not, and 

did not, happen. Thus, the true issue presented by this case is not whether a duty exits, but a 

factual dispute whether a breach of that duty occurred. This sole factual dispute arises because 

Defendant's log entries contradict the testimony of the BOP officers. Absent the log entries, and 

without the deposition testimony of any of the nurses who came to Plaintiff's aid following the 

fall(s), Plaintiff would have a tenuous stance to maintain that without being awake prior to the 

fall(s) and being completely restrained, he conjured enough strength to fall out of, and topple, the 

gurney. 

Yet, because a genuine dispute of a material fact remains, and I am unable to make a 

credibility determination based solely upon the record before me without the benefit of a bench 

trial, Defendant's MSJ must be denied. See, e.g., Emerson Elec. Co. v. Gen. Elec. Co., 564 F.2d 

1324, 1326 (11th Cir. 1988) (holding that a successor judge must retry a bench trial where the 

predecessor judge did not issue findings of fact and conclusions of law, and credibility issues 

remain). 

7 
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IV. CONCLUSION 

For the reasons provided in this Order, Defendant United States of America's Motion for 

Summary Judgment (ECF No. 35) is DENIED. 

DONE and ORDERD in chambers at Miami, Florida, this 21st day of August 2012. 

Copies furnished to: 

MARC:IA G. COOKE 
United States District Judge 

William C. Turnoff, U.S. Magistrate Judge 
Counsel of record 

8 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF FLORIDA 

MIAMI DIVISION 

CASE No. 11-21309-CIV-JORDAN 

LAZARO HERNANDEZ. 

Plaintiff 

vs. 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 

Defendant 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

ORDER 

Mr. Hernandez filed the complaint on April 13, 2011. This order provides notice that if the 

defendant is not served 120 days after the date the complaint was filed, the action will be dismissed 

without prejudice for failure to effect service of process under Rule 4(m). 

DONE and ORDERED in chambers in Miami, Florida, this 18 1h day of April, 2011. 

Adalberto Jord 
United States District Judge 

Copy to: All Counsel of Record 
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LAZARO HERNANDEZ. 

Plaintiff 

vs. 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF FLORIDA 

MIAMI DIVISION 

CASE No. 11-21309-CIV-JORDAN 

UNITED ST A TES OF AMERICA, 

Defendant 

) 
) 

) 
) 

) 
) 

) 
) 

DISCOVERY PROCEDURE FOR MAGISTRATE JUDGE JOHN J, O'SULl,IVAN 

The following discovery procedures apply to all civil cases assigned to United States District 

Judge Adalberto Jordan. 

If parti cs arc un ab] c to rcso Ive their discovery disputes without Court intervention, Magistrate 

Judge John J. O'Sullivan will set the matter for a hearing. Discovery disputes are generally set for 

hearings on Tuesdays and Thursdays in the 5th Floor Courtroom, United States Courthouse, 30 I N. 

Miami Avenue, Miami, Florida. 

If a discovery dispute arises, the moving party must seek relief within fifteen (15) days after 

the occurrence of the grounds for relief, by con tac ting Magistrate Judge O'Sullivan's Chambers and 

placing the matter on the next available discovery calendar. Magistrate Judge O'Sullivan's 

telephone number is (305) 523-5920. 

After a matter is placed on the discovery calendar, the movant shall provide notice to all 

relevant parties by filing a Notice of Hearing. The Notice of hearing shall briefly specify the 

substance of the discovery matter to be heard and include a certification that the parties have 

complied with the pre-filing conference required by Southern District of Florida Local Rule 

7. l(a)(3). Generally, no more than ten (10) minutes per side will be permitted. 

No written discovery motions, including motions to compel and motions for protective order, 

shall be filed unless the Court is unable to resolve the dispute at the motion calendar, or unless 

requested by Magistrate Judge O'Sullivan. It is the intent of this procedure to minimize the necessity 

of motions. 
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The Court expects all parties to act courteously and professionally in the resolution of their 

discovery disputes and to confer in an attempt to resolve the discovery issue prior to setting the 

hearing. The Court may impose sanctions, monetary or otherwise, if the Court determines discovery 

is being improperly sought or is not being provided in good faith. 

DONE and ORDERED in Chambers in Miami, Florida, this 10th day of August, 2011. 

cc: Magistrate Judge O'Sullivan 
All counsel of record 

2 

Adalberto Jorda 
United States District Judge 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF FLORIDA 

Case No.: 11-21450-CV-Moreno/B rown 

LESLIE A. ALVARADO, 

Plaintiff, 

vs. 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS, 

Defendant. 

----------~---/ 

NOTICE OF FILING EXHIBIT "A" TO PLAINTIFF'S COMPLAINT 

Plaintiff, LESLIE A ALVARADO, through his undersigned counsel, hereby files the 

attached Exhibit "A" to his Complaint herein. 

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

IT IS HEREBY CERTIFIED that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was sent 
by mail to: (1) U.S. Dept. Of Justice, Federal Bureau of Prisons, Southeast Region Attn: 
Lisa M. Sunderman, Esq. - Regional Counsel, Building 2000, 3800 Camp Creek Parkway, 
SW, Atlanta, Georgia 30331-6226; (2) U.S. Attorney - Southern District of Florida, C/0 
Civil Process Clerk -Wilfredo A Ferrer, Esq., 99 N.E. 4th Street, Miami, FL 33132; and (3) 
to the Attorney General of the U.S. - Eric Holder, Esq., U.S. Department of Justice, 950 
Pennsylvania Avenue, NW, Washington, DC, 2053 - _li;.l+~....o._ ril 26, 2011. 

Resp 

mlawmiami.com 
E. Hughes, Ill, Esquire 

Florida Bar No. 0181099 
jehughes3@mmlawmiami.com 
McLuskey & McDonald, P.A. 
The Barrister Building 
8821 S.W. 69th Court 
Miami, Florida 33156 
Telephone: (305) 662-6160 
Facsimile: (305) 662-6164 
Attorneys for Plaintiff, Leslie A Alvarado 

Mc LUSKEY & M~OOl'iALD, P.A. 
TIIE IlARRISTER DUJLl)!NG • 8~2l S.W. 69TH C0L'kT • MIAMl, l'LORIDA 33156 

TELE?IJONE (3'J5) 662-6160 • FACSJM!Lli (305) 66~-61(4 • EMAIL inqui1y:mmnoi,,w1LLiaoni.com 
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LAW OFFICES 

McLUSKEY & McDONALD 

John E, Hughes-, lII 
W1•Jter'1 Ext! 230 
h:mRJI: J ehugltes3@mmlawmlaml. ~cm 

FEDERAL EXPRESS AND 

PROFESSTONAJ., ASSOCIATION 

THE BARRlSTICR BUILDING 
8821 S.W, 69 11 COURT 

MIAMl, )ILORIDA 33156 

T.ELEPHONE(JIJS) 662-6160 
FACSIMILE (30 S) 662-61 ij4 

August 30, 201 0 

CERTIFIED MAIL RETURN RECEIPT REQUESTED 
Bureau of Prisons Southeast Regional Ofiice 
Attention: Regional Counsel 
3800 North Camp Creek Parkway SW, Building 2000 
Atlanta, GA 30331-5099 

RE: FEDERAL TORT CLAIMS ACT CLAIM 
Claimant Leslle A. Alvarado 
Date of lnjury November 2008 
Our File No.: 0400-1410 

Dear Sir/Madam: 

We are submitting the following Form 95 Claim for Damage, Injury or Death 
pursuant to the Federal Tort Claims Act, 28 U.S.C, Section 1346, 2671 et seq. This C!aim 
is submitted on behalf of Leslie A. Alvarado who suffered a detached rot1na at the Federal 
Correctional Institution in Miami, Florida ("FCI") and lost the vision In his eye due to a 
!en gt:ri y delay in treatm ont. The i ncld ent occurred on or a bout N ovem be r of 2 00 8, and was 

· causec by the recl<less and negligent acts and omissions committed by FCl's agents in 
fail Ing to al\ow Mr. Alvarado to be treated, as well as failing to adopt and implement proper 
·policies, protocols and procedures. Mr. Alvarado became aware of the permanent loss of 
vision and the result of FCl's actions/inactions in or about August 2010. 

If your off Ice is not the correct office and/or agency for the sub mission of th is Claim 
Form, orwe have provided a deficient notice of this Claim, please advise immediately so 
that we may revise and resend accordingly. · 

·JEH/sdp 
Enclosure 

& McDONALD, P.A. 
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CLAIM FOR DAMAGE1 INSTRUCTIONS: Please read carefully the l~slructlons on the FORM APPROVED 

INJURY, OR DEATH reve rsa side and supply Inform atl on req u a ~18d on both aldea of th Is 0MB NO. 
form, Use ad dlllone I shaet (s) If n ece ss a ry. Sea re11eree !llde fo i 1106-0COS 
eddltlonal lnslrucUons. 

1. Submit To Appropriate Federa: Agenoy, 2. Name, Acldress of c!almanl Emci clalmanl's personal reprooon\atlve, If 

Fece,al Correotl,.mal lnstltutlori Miami, l°lorld& 
any. (See lnslructlons on reverse,) (Number, St•aet. C11y, Stale and Zip 
Code) 

c/o Bureau of Prisons Southeast neglonal Office Leslie A. Alvarado, Clalmant 
Attention: Regional Counsel c/o McLuskey & McDonald, P.A 
3/JOO Norlh Carrp Creek ParkWl'lY &N, Building 2000 6021 S.W. 69th Court 
A11anta, GA 30331-5099 Miami, FL 331513 

3. TYPE OF EMPLOYMeNT 14- DA1'E OF BIRTH 6, MARITALSTA11JS 6. DATE AND DAY OF ACCIDENT 7, TIME(A.M. OR P.M.) 
o MILITARY Q(CIVILIAN 0211611970 S!ngle November 2008 

8, Brui!s or Claim (Sta1e In detall lhe kn01M"I fac\.s anc clroumstancoo attending the damage, 1nju1y, or death, ldentlfyln~ persons and property Involved, the 
pl:1oe ,of occurrence arid tho ca,16e 1h8rcof. Uso addltlo~al pages If nece~sary.) 

SEE ATTACHED ADDENDUM, 

l 

a. PROPERTY DAMAOe 

NAME AND ADDRESS OF OWNER, IF OTHER THAN C.Al MANT ( ~umb&r, Str&e\ City, Slate, .11nd Zip Coo~), 

NONE, 

BRIEFLY CESC'slBE THE PROPERTY, NATuRE: AMD EXrEMT OF DAMAGE AND THE LOCATION WHERE PROPERTY MAY BE INS~ECTED. 
( See lnsm1 cttc ns on reverea sl<I,,.,) 

!\'ONE, 

10. PERSONAL INJURYfWRON Gf UL DEAlH 

S1'ATe NATURE AND EXTENT OF EACH INJURY OR CAUSF. OF DEATH, WHICH FGRMS THE BASIS Of THE CLAIM. IF' 0TH ER THAN CLAIMANl'. STAT~ NAWIE OF' 
INJURED PE 11.SON OR DECEDENT. 

SEE ATTACHED ADDENJUM. 

11. WITNESSES 

NAMt; AOOR~SS (Number, S\tea!, City, Sta\~, and Zip Code) 

SEE A TT ACHED ADOE NDU M, 

12. {$a" toatru~tlalls on re\18rse ,) AM:JUNTOr CLAIM (Ir, dollars) 

12a. PROl'ERTY DAMAGE 12b. PERSONAL INJURY 12c. \fl/ROfiGFUL DEATH 12d, TOTAL :F~IIL r<'I !o $pncl[y m(I)' cause 
lorloll,iro of y,:,ur ri~hls.) 

NONF. $1,000,000.00 NONE $1,000,000,00 

l CllRTIFY TllAT THE AMOUNT OF CLAIM COVERS ONLY DA'IIAGE::S ANO INJURU1S CAUSED BY THE. INCltl E.NT ABOVE AND AGIU;!: TC! ACCl!PT SAIO AMOUNT IN 
FIIU. SATISFACTION AND FINAL SETTLEMENT OF THIS CLAIM 

13n. 81 GNAT U I ~E OF CLAIMANT ( S Be Inst ruclio ns 01 reverse &Ide. ) 13b. Phc "ltl nllm~r o~ pomon slonlnQ Form SIGr--.1 TURF . 

,'k,-:;j,'_, #."j~ rJ--?~a.-i /,1 ,,..-;;4 - - L.- 3Dll-1362-6160 
14, DA~O 

.so ·1..ow 
C!VII. PENALTY FOR PREl3ENTING CRIMINAL PENALTY POR PR.eSEtnlNG f'RAUDllli';NT 

FRAUDULENT CLAIM CLAIM OR MAKING FALSE BTATEM~'l't'S 

Tho da 11~~11~ llabl,o to \10 Unltod Slates Governmenl for tho civil penalty o' n~t less tr.an f'loa, lmr.rhlo~mont, ar both. (S~"' 1r U.S.C. 287, 1M1.) 
$6,000 and n~L n1ora U·an $10,00,, pit~ 3 :Im,., tha arnoo~t of damages su~ta.l~ed 
by Ille Go•1emment. jSoo 3i U.S,C. ~n~.) 

,-

95-109 NSN 7 MC -011-6 34-404G STANDARD FORM 95 
PRESCRIBED BY DEPT. OF JUSTICE 
2B C"R 14,2 
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INSURANCE COV!:'.hAO E: 

In o•d er that $Ubrogatlcn clal'l'le may ba a<l.)llCJ lcaled, il le ElllSBntlQI Iha\ t10 clalmM! provide lhe following inrormaHon regard'ng lhe lnsuraJ100 co~erage of hl6 vehlcla or prop arty. 

15. Do YQU car:-;, aocidaot lneur.mcs? • Y8S Ir yes, ghie name ant acdr-esa or lnsurancs company (Numbfll', Slree1. City, Stale, ond Zip Coco) and policy number. kNo 

', 6. H~ve you ill ad a claim Oil your kl aur,mce carrier I~ \'116 lnslanoe, anci II so, ~ IL full e<)i/19/aga or d&dUClll,1~7 • Yea 17. I! deduollble, stale amoool 

N/A 

18. If a cl1lm hn b<'lill'l med with ycur carrlet, wt,et attic, ~.u yoor Ir ~urnr taken or oropo~ad to ta~e wHh r11feranoe lo )'<)Ur clalm7 QI Is neoos~ary th~t yo~ Elsce~eln \he.&a fact&.) 

NIA 

18. • o you carry p ubllo llab 111\V er d property dame, e ln5 uranoe? • Yee 11 yea, give fiQr10 anc ac :l ro eo of In BU rooco carrier ( lium oor, S1teBt, c II~, stnta, and Zip Code), ~ No 

INSTRUCTIONS 

Claims presented under the Federal Tort Claims Act should be submitted directly to thr, "appropriate Federal agency" whoso 
emp1oyee(s)was Involved In the incident. If the Incident Involves more than one claimant, each claimant $hOlild submit a separate claim 
form. 

Complete all !toms - !nsert the word NONE where app II cable, 

A CLAIM SHALL BE DEEMED TO I-AVE BEEN PRESENTED 'NHE"I A FEDERAL 
AGENCY RECE'VF.S FROM AC LAIMANT, HIS DULY AUTHOR:ZEO AGENT, OR LEGAL 
REPRES"'NTATIVE, 1\N EXl::CUTE:> STANDARP FORM M OR OTHEtt WRITTEN 
MOTIFICATION Of AN INCIDENT, ACCOMPANIED BY A CLAIM FOR MONl::Y 

l'~llure to comp lclely OKooule th Is forni or to , Up ply LIie reques:e ~ materl ii wltllln 
two years rrom t11edala lhe claim accrued may rendery.:,ur elalm Invalid, A clelm In 
d~omod !)resented when It Is recel~ed ~y \lie appropriate agency, not whan II la 
malled. 

If 1n,1ruct1on Is n6;,<lcd Ir cornplotln2 thl, form, It» agoocy listed In l\ar, #1 on lhe revene 
aide rnny bO conl~olod. Com?lele regule.!lon s pe/\atnlng lo clai11s e.ssertod under 111a 
Fodorol Tori Cl alma Aol cao be four,d 111 T:\le 28, Co~e or l'ederal Regulation•, Part 14. 
Ma1y agencies t1uve puollcl·.~ci supplonwrill~g 1'8~Ul~'.l<lr1S, ll r101'8 1han one o~ency Is 
lnvo I ve<l, pie ase ~tate each ag an ~y. 

Th-0 clni-r, , r,11 y Im llled by 'I \luly au 11,onzed age n( or oth or loge I re ;>rase n l'l\lvC , provld ed 
ul don ~o ~ allsfnct,;,y lo the Gover1mcnl I~ :11,1 llm ltre cl wllh :he olijlm earn bllm \ng exprosi; 
a uttror lly tc act for Iha claimant, A rJalrn preser led by an ~ ~ant or leg a I mprornotalive 
r1us! be pre-soo\ed lo the name ol lhe c·a1marn, l'theclahn Is signed bytheageol or legn. 
rupresenlatlve, 11 must s~ow Ire 11tle or fegal ~apt'ICIIY of U•e person signing Mel b~ 
a~~ompa11led b~ avldertee ::,I his/her aut!lorlty to present o c ehr, 011 bs'nall or ll\'1" olalm£111t 
as agent, sKacu\of, ed1rlnlRtra1or, o~ra,11, QL1Urdl"r1 o, uth~r r<>1wos.,nt~\l'm. 

Ir QI ~lrn ~n•. I nle nds lo fl I e for both f)Crsona Injury and proper,i damage, l~e ;;.moun I for oor.11 
mu&l ~..i atiov,m In Item II'. 2 of this form 

DAMAGES IN A SUM Ct::RTAIN FOR INJUR\' TO OR LOSS Of PROPERTY, PERSONAL 
IN.;URY, 0~ ogA~H A~LEGED TO IIAVE OCCURRED BY REASON Of TH!:: INCIDl:NT. 
THE CLAIM MUST BE P '°\ESENTED TO THE A~PRO.~RIA :f. FEDERAL AGENCY WlltllN 
TWO YEASS AFTC:R 'TH!: CLAIM ACCRUES. 

TI1a omount clQlmed 6llO!ild bo slib~lnn~aled by competent e\/ldanca s, J<,llows: 

(R) In t.1pporl oftho clalm for personal ln~1ry or deatl·, ll1e claimant should !Ub111t a wrlttsn 
re:,on by \he a!:ao<llng physician shov,lng lhe nature and extonl of lnjur1•, the 11alu·e o~d 
P.Jdenl at Lroalmant, l~ e dsgree or permaren\ dtca~lllly, If MY, tho prognosis, and the period 
of ho~pttall.:aron, 0r ln~pac'.lallon, attaching ~611tlt>d bills for 'n&:llcal, hospfte1, or burlel 
GXP en se 8 Ocie .11Uy IMlllred. 

(b) In support or ctalm~ lo· d~rnage to properly, whkh hM been or can he sconomlc~lly 
ra~irad, ti' e clal.11an1 shou.d sui>mil a\ '<101: lwc ltwrl1.s1d signed slalemC111• or oe\111ates by 
rellatle, dlsln1eresl~d ccncema, ar, If poymenl has beer. made, lhe ~omi,ao ;lonet receipt~ 
a•ildonclng ps1ymenl. 

/c) In support of claims f?r' do:nug<1 In pwperlyw,lct, 18 not economically r"r.alrable, or If 
the propel ly la loo Lor Q a stroyed, •.110 nlalm oo t s ho Jld su brn tt s tatame ,Is ~ a to Iha ori~ Ina I cosl 
c'thG propar:y, Iha dnle ct purahaea, aod \he value oflhe propor1y, bolh b~fote and aftarllle 
~eekl0nl, s1.ah tlalt1monls should be by d lslntere sled comj)Eltent ~er!ons, Fefarably 
rnr,utable dealers or oHlolals fa1"llllar v,l\h 11\e lW& or proper:y d(Jll\aged, or by lwo or mere 
corr,pe(itlvc blddar•. Md ~hould be eertlll~d Da tRino Ju~l and corr><ot. 

(d) Fall uro to specify a sum cer!al n WIii rander your clal~, Invalid 011d may result Iii 
forfahuro of yoc r ~~his, 

1----------------------------'---------------------------------r 
PRIVACY ACT NOTIC!c 

This No11co Is orovl(led In uecorciance wm, \hs Pri'l~cy Act, S \J.S.C. !i62 a(a)(3), and 
oon~ems the l~fmr atk:n rnquas1ad Ii \he letl~r 10 which !h!s Nc:loe Is a\lacned. 

A. Aulhcrny: 1'1'.e r<M]ues\ed lnformaUon Is soUoHed purManl :o one er mora c,[ 
tho to;lowlll{I~ E U.S.C, 301, '.i.O U.8.C, 501 Gtseq., 28 U.S.C. 28'/1 at ~nq,, 
2e c.r .R. r~rt ·14. 

B. Prl11oJpl Pmvose; Ti1e l1fom1~llon rf-quMtetl Is lo ba 1. ~ed Ir, ovalL1atlng claims. 
G. Rrn;l//ia Usi,: So& ll' • N<:>Uees of Syi;tems ol Rsacord, for 1ho agencv to whom you 

aro sutn,Mng :hill form for lhls lnrorm~tlno, 
D. r:1toct cf Fallura lo Ras,uond: nlsnlo~ure Is voluntary, Howe'1er, fallLne to s11~ply 

the f911Jeatac loforma:I"" or lo e~eculc Um form riay re 1<i~r yot1 r elalrr "l11valld". 

PAPERWORK REDUC1'1ON ACT NOTICE 

·rhl11 nollce is~ re lhB purpose 0111,e P~penl'Ork Red·.1~11011 Acl, 44 U.S.C.3501, Public reporllng bUrdon rorthl• ¢<111e,~k>n of lnforrr.allon Is es',lmaled to average c h:it1ra per respor1se, 
IMIJ(llng U1a time lor rs·ilewrng 'nslruc\10!11, sellrulalng cx',allng fob sources, gd1orlng end melntoln!ng (ho dnlo nGeded, and ~omplellng ~nd tevlev,ln~ Iha colleellon or l~lormallcn. Send 
cornme1•ts ro9urolng lhls burjen oatlm~:o or any other eapoc'. of Ihle collecUon of ln'orma\lon, lnci1dlng ~\1g~eo\lons for reduc'ng this burden, to Uie D lre<llo,r, Tcrts e,ancll, Altenllon: 
Pa~mwark Rod11Clian SleH, Ci\,11 Dlvlolor1, U.S. Oopnrtn1"'1! o' Josllco, Was11lng\on, ll.C. 20630 or lo O,c Offloo of Management and EJudgel. Do nol mall complate:l ro,m(~) to lhAse 
a~~roasos, 

SFl!5 BACK 
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8. Basis of Claim {Operational Negligence and Denial of Civil Rights - Medical Care 
at Federal Prison Camp "FPC'1 Miami). 

In November of 2008 I sustained an injury to my left eye while at the Federal Prison 

Camp located at 15801 SW 137'-h Ave, Miami, Flor1da 33177. After many months of delay 

in allowing me to seek medlcal attention to my left eye I was finally seen on July 1, 2009 by 

Louis Kasner, M.D'I of the Center for Excellence in Eye Care 1 at 8940 N. Kendall Drive 1 

Miami, FL 33176 and diagnosed with a detached retina. Dr. Kasnerordered immediate 

surgery. Upon my return to the facility, I repeatedly requested to be allowed to return to Dr. 

Kasner and have this necessary surgery performed as Dr. Kasner said I needed 

immediate emergency care, I contacted health se"Vices routlnely and repeatedly - after my 

initial examination In July of 2009 requesting and actually pleading for thls necessary 

surgery to be ordered. I emailed the Warden. I flied a request for Administrative Remedy, 

i pleaded with anyone that would listen and was igno;,-ed. Simply stated, all of the 

afore~entioned was to no avail. I repeatedly ma.de it clear to the agents and 

representatives of the facility that if my eye was not attended to immediately I would loose 

my site. I was not timely cared for and ultimately the delay in med1cal care caused injury. 

have now been told by the doctor that failing to do proper surgery timely resulted in a 

permanent loss of vision in f:1e eye. The basis of the claim is operat1onal negligence and a 

denial of civil rights on behalf of the federal facility though its agents. l)espite be:ng told 

that I was in need of immediate emergent medical care the officers, directors and other 

personnel of tho facility refused and/or Ignored the repeated requests for treatment to 

occur which resulted in substantial and permanent injuries, 
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10. Personal injury. 

Leslie A. Alvarado, C/O Mcluskey & McDonald, P.A. - Injured person. Due to a 

lengthy delay in treatment and necessary surgery, as recommended by my 

treating doctor, my vision was permanently lost and 1 am blind in my left eye. My 

damages are $1 1000 1000.00. 

11. Witnesses: 

Louis Kesner, M.D. - 8940 N. Kendall Drive, Suite 400E, Miami, FL 33176 

Mr. Antonio Houed - fellow Inmate - address unknown at this time 

Mr. Albert Tellechea -fellow inmate - c/o Mcluskey & McDonald, P.A., 

Mr. Ralph Suarez - fellow inmate - address unknown at this time 

Mr. Jenkins - Camp Administrator 

Mr. Davis - Counselor at Camp 

Mr. Kenny Atkinson -Warden at Camp 

Ms. Lisa Rivera - c/o McLuskey & McDonald, P.A 

Ms. Gertrudis Cheecchi - c/o Mcluskey & McDonald, P.A. 

Mr. Anthony Masilotti - fellow inmate - address unknown at this time 

Mr. Julio Jeveles - fellow inmate - address unknown at this time 

Mr. Frank Archer~ fel;ow Inmate - address unknown at this time 

Ms. Gwyen - corrections officer at Camp 
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ACCT. 2,i4'cm,~ CEIIJTER FOR E;XCELLENCE.IIIJ ~'{E (;ARE . 'RisL( ~~j,l/• 

.tlfa.ME·:01.vovzipo ,I [&)1e -"·-···· - . AGE: :~CJ: z?J . -•AT~"'. 
OCCUPATION: · · · · .. · · - · · OT - · jt 
REF_ERRED •Y: FAMILY DR: TT 

DT 71 i IW OT 
CHIEF COM tyAl'----'--NT--'-----'A'-"1-F-c-'r-i>+--'--y-..,,.:.,.,~--:--r---r-:::r 

____,.,_~'-"\"---c--=~----,, 

VISIDI\/ W/0 CORRECTION JISION W~~-S-f!;N,TT--~-CR_R_EC_T_IO-,"\J-P-RE-8-EN_T_G_LA-SS_E_S _(A-GE_O_F_A__,EF-.R-AC_T_!O-N_~------,,<--4-h-~~ 

RIGHT __ ~_ .. /~ IRIGHTt/L/~ R, _4RL'.''v--::; - ·--~~-...------

LEFT __ ~-- ~LF-FT 2-flf. · · L ------0/~- L 

.. PlPILS W~L i/Ml'.1 ti t/'~'71'.1 Y) TOHOMETRY 

EOM O C . t,.,, \ R /f2..._.;, 
~~~ F.I . •• '71M (Ii/) (} (F'() r «Jt1 we'../ ( .4- , () W 

FIELDS /' 

R 
WNL 

< LICS 
CONJ 

CN 
AC 
IRtS 

LCNS · 
A:\/T,NIT. 

. . 
REFRACTION fJ M u C 

H. ~ . fA ffi, 
L. --,.,----:;;,.,--=--.----:;;,,-=---;

(K 

!3EST VISION 

l. 

WNL 

• 
D > 
• 
• 
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.. ~r.hography is a diugnostic test providing i.u,yortant W'ormatlon 
to assist the physician in formula.1 ing a diagnosis. 

The impression provided by the echographer must always be 
correlated with clinical findings by the referring physician. ~)J 

GENSRALAND 
SURGICAL Ol>HTHALMOLOGY 
Co1I0$ 6uzneg o, M. D. 
Eugsne M. Elsne,, M.o, 
Jock L GabOy, M.D, 
CharlesJ. Kaiser, M.D. 
Lou:s Kasnsr, M.D. 
Rlct'lald B, Simon. M.D. 
Hcmk E. Speklor, M.D, 
He-nry L Trottier, M,D. 
Wllllom B, T(dttlet i'-1.D. 
DCNld Kasner, M.O, 

W2i.2001 

115TINA AND 
VITR~OUS DISEASES 
Pedro F. Lope?. M.D,, 011ector 

Louis Kasner, M,D. 

PEDIATRIC OVHTHALM0LOGY 
AND $fRABISMUS 
Rich:ird a. Simon, M.D. 

CORN~Ai. AND 
EXHRNAL DISEASES 
WIiiiam B. rrattle~ M.D, 

GLAUCOMA 
Lowdes A. Cmuw, M.D. 

OC\JlO-PLASTIG SURGERY 
Junnee l.00, M.D. 

OPTUMl.:TRY AND LOW VISION 
J0rome He1nanda2, 0.0. 
Caroll00 PodrolettL nc. 

ADMINlSTRAYOR 
~a$ley A. spektor 

e• pllst Modlcq\ Aris 
nulldlng, Eml loWs)/ 

6940N,K~nciattO~ve 
Sulle- 400-E 
Miami, H 33176 
(305)690-2020 
{J05)274•0.t26 FAX 

Web Sile: 
www,cenlerlo r ~yacd(s .com 

Louie Kasrier, M.D. 
Medlcal Arts Bid, 
8940 N, Kendall Drive 
Suite 400- gast 
Miami, FL 33176 

F{e; ALVARADO, Leslie 

MR/t274097 Echo#:E.9-792 E.xAm Date:Ju11, 2009 

JND\CATION FOR EXAM: 

Light perceptlori vision OS: Evaluate for retlnal dewchment. 

ECHOGRAPHIC FINDINGS: 

OS: There .ire mild to moderale vitreous op~clties, some membranes llnd possibly pariial 
deiachmenl of the posterior hyalo\<;i, The retina is almost totally detached, there mey be 
som~ attached retln~ .iuperlorly, 'rhe max:lmal ele-val!on Is 4 to 5 mm temporally and is 
shall:>w eise'Nhere. It Is thickened ancl stiff with f,xed folds temporally and suggealion of a 
break posterior to the eqltator at about 4:00. Toa choroid is moden1~ely thickened and there 
11.J t;h f\llow choraidal de\2.chrn an l anteriorly at about 7 :DO. 

IMPRESSION: 

1. Vlt~.ious opacities and pa1tial PVD 
?.. subtotal retim,1 detachment wilh PVI{ and a break posterior lempora\ly 
3. Diffuse ctioro!dal thickening and shallow delachment lnferotetnpcra\ly 

'R~,RDMS 

PHYSIC IAN !JS S ESS MFNT~ 

Louhi Kas11er, M.D. 
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~'')11 
--=-~m CENTER 

.,;;:;;:_- • FOR 
~ EXCELLENCE 
~ l\ IN EYE CARE 

L~,1ography is a diagnostic test prnvicling ~ .. ,Jortant information 
to assist the physician in formulating a diagnosis. 

The impre3sion provided by the echograplter must always be 
correlated with clinical findings by the refe:rlng physician. ~JJI• 

GENE:RALAND 
SURGICAL OPH1HALMOlOGY 
Carlos Buz7ego, M.D. 
Eugene M, E:lsner. M.D. 
Jae·>< L. Gabay, M.D, 
Chari es J, Kaiser, M .D, 
Louis Kamer, M,D, 
Richard B. Simo,,. M.D, 
Frank E, Spektor, M.11. 
Henry L. Trottier, M.D. 
WIiiiam 8. Trottier, M,C, 
Dovie Kasner. M.D. 

1927-2001 

RETINA AND 
VITR~OUS DISi:ASES 
Pedro f. Lopez, M.D., Director 

LoJls l<asner. M.D, 

PEDIATRIC OPHTHALMOLOGY 
AMD SiRABlSMUS 
Richard !:I. Simon, M.D. 

CORNl:AL AND 
l:X'l'!:~NAbDISEASES 
Wlillurn B. Trott'or, ~ .. D, 

GLAUCOMA 
Lourd0s A, COSLJ~:). M.D 

OCULO-Pl.AST!C SURGERY 
Jurihee ...ee, M,D 

OPfOMETRY AND LOW VISION 
Jerorne Hernandez. O.D. 
Corc'.lna Pecroleltl, 0.8. 

ADMIN!SYIUI.TOll 
Lesley A. Spel<ror 

Baptist MedicC11 Arts 
Bul!ding, Eost Tower 
8-940 N. Kendall D1ive 
Sul!e 400-E 
Miami, Ft 33176 
(3G5) 598· 2020 
(305)274-0426 FAX 
Wab Sila: 
w ww. cenfertoreyecoro. com 

Lou1s Kasner, f✓ .. D. 
Med\cal Arts Bid. 
8940 N. Kenda!! Drive 
Suite 400 East 
Miami, FL 33176 

Re: ALVARADO 1 Le 

MRN:274097 Echo#:f 

; INDICATION FOR EXA~ 

Light perception vision C 

ECHOGRAPHIC FINDlt 

OS: There are mild to rr 
detachment of the pool~ 
some attached retina SLi 
shall::iw elsewhere. It ls 
break poster:or to thee, 
is shallow choroidal det; 

IMPRE$,§JON: 

1. Vitreous cpacities a:· 
2. Subtotal retinal deta, 
3. Diffuse choroidal thl< 

PHYSlGIAN ASSESS~ 

1.ouls Kasncr, M.D. 

'~"'!{~If 
. . i ~' 
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,LE~_LIE ALVARADO # 274097 ------
DATE __________ T_R_E_A_T_M_E_N_T_R_E_C_O_R_D __________ ---'--_CHARGE 

10/1/2009 iSOUTH FLORIDA SURGERY CE/\ i"ER- LEFT PARS PLANA VITRECTOMY WITH 
;scLE:RAL B~CKLE PROCEDURE, LEFT PHACOEMULSiFICATJON - -- e.·\$ I ·····-

. Lj q 7 ( 2- 9 I MAC ANESTHE_SIA ··--- ·--~ 
It ••• ·-·- ., •. . - - --····· 

I lox: RETINAL DE:TACHMEl\'T, CATARACT 
~ jNO CHARGES UNTIL 1/1/2010 
~. _ .. -----.1.I_LO_U_IS_KA_S_N_ER __ , ...... M_D ______ _ 

-··-------·---'---------------

1---------4---------····-----·-···----

! 

M~~rCOl2715 DOB:02/16/70 

DR,KIISN8R, LOUIS A0~.39 y 

nos, l-l/01/0~ 

.! __ ---------- ------,~ 

---------------·--··----1-----------..: 

I--------'---·----· -

1-----------'---------------------~··--~~--- ·- ________ , __ ....__ _____ I 

L. 

I_ ____ ···---------

I 
I------' 

--- . ···----···------~j 

I~ 
-~······-------------------~-----+--

--~-~-··------

I 
. . ··-----y······· 

------·~---------------------~~~ 
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~AME:A \ U~c-~ Ls,J L~ Centerfior Ex('.el/tJ,1/ca lrr E,Vl' Care Review History: D 
I DATE'. \o\ tl otif.o.--Cl~H~IS_:'O_R~Y: ________________ _ 

PD cC')c~ l AT: __ 
CT: __ 
TT: __ 

1~;;---
1 ~·- - VA s R: VA~ R Near R: TIA R; 

~ Age:__ ~. L: \.-\h L: l;).3 --e~K? 

rR,fr: ~=-:--~-A-dd-: ----:-:::·-1oldr~ '~_:: ___ A_1_d ______ \yoc;, 

· Fields: 
\Vi~L Dilated: r OS E.xt: 

~ Cornea: 

l'upib: 

lris: 

NC: 

~-

,,.....-------.. . 

I \; i~\ ~ ; ~\y 
\,L 7 , 

/'-/< .... , >-· ' i ' . .. ' 

-~ ~~ l/ .. 
............... ~--· ·- ~......--••-_ ...... , ... ,~·' 

Mental s_tatus: 

M(ltilitv: 

MEDS 
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, . . l 141-~ AME: ks// e n I l!c6?-A.::...... Ce11Jer for Bxce/!ence in Hye Care kev[ew History: D .....--------
1 1·(\1 ~ I .. i?<--' (", 11 ,::, ~ -r--,.._,, p MEDS 
; ~).A. TE: L.

4
2..--; oq::c1:-11s-:-0RY: ,..._ '"' ;;-r , ;- L--.J...:--.:,.<.. .P / 05;. 

i Ar: -~- 'Vi_.) c., \o Pw.,'.... ~ '\)cJ i-::.o.~.N)_ o-~f 
. - ~ d-· 
; CT:___ C):'...(.,-,.::...e-,.el:'l•t: "'"--=- "!'-

TT: ____ - c.....--. /""---""'"'<-------------~--- r.:.., ? Gc'1.,;(i 
: DT:_~ -~·, --:-~ ..___,/ 

i CT:_UiI'f • YA s R: VA c R: Near R: T/A R: ~ cO..o.,1,::; 

;I;; L L · L: 1? ·r \ l:'12SJ.L.,K? ci: Age:___ . ·c F --::,o_,..: ... z. {i;J _\~ 

F~-b 0- (1 /9 L Add: 

WNL 

OD OS 
£~t: 

Come~ 

, lris: 

'NC: 

20.1 i~d R.xJ:' J\:-~...-
1 

________ ~ 
- 201 '1, P LC:--....; ·;..._ ________ _ 

Add: 

ft r·@ 1~ .. c_/ 

C -· CY rf> 

,• w:11 
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-

f 
· . .:.;~•~:: 

he modieatlon whicit waB used to put you to sloop 
wil I be acting In your body for the oext 24 lmr, SQ you may 
fol!!I sleepy, but this wl\! gradually wear off. Because the 
medication is atlll in your .syst11m: 

ffl
OURS DO NOT! 
lve 11 car, operate machinery or power tools 
l.lik any ak.ohollc beYerages (110! 1we11 beer o:
lne,) 
alee any important declsions, such as: signing 

· unportanl documents, 

( '. j 
'~~~ / 

i: Elevate Dperativi"l extrenrlty. 

o Use ico bag or cryoouff. 

o Wear s\m.g when out of be<!, 

! ' •. 'J "-·c.:,..-

d lf you plan tc take a nonprescription pain reliever, make . 
sL1:-e It is o.spirin free, Check the label on the bottle. u Use crutchos o:- walker 11s instructed. 

o W(llght bearin~-----
• Pl't9crlption for pain medication. This medication CM 
cause drowsiness and co11Stipstlon, Do not drive, operate 
machinery, power tools or drink !lO)' alcoholic beverages 
until 12 lus after the last dose, 
• SWt- tPd1ty and finish all prescribed 1mtiblotlvS, lf y,n1 
have any rash, itching or problem with the antibiotic, call 
your physician, 
:::i Other ______________ _ 

Cf Ligi.uts; progress to soft, then yo11r uSU!l! diet 
i::~sume yow· usual diet. 
o Drink a lot of flui rls taday 
u Other: 

You arc not expected tc~ hove l'.n elevated temperature. 
How:iver lfycm feel ward, take your temperature, If it is 
l O 1 ~gnies otalty, call your physi clan. 
p,K'5"op cireis1;,ing clean and dry. 
c; No showerftub bath 
o ".'lo sex, douching, t!l.mpons. 
r.1 For llenvy vuginfll bleeding or clotting, count Ilic 
number of pads used dally nnd notify physkfon, 
• Othl'lr: 

..2 . o not touch operutivc eye 
r, Start eye d1·ovs today 

Discharge instructions also given to: 

D·i sclr' nst2005 

~ot e:ugage in exeroise, sports, heavy lifting or 
hettv)' wcrk until your doctor givi"l permission. 

~r@=1 ·~ v~-
~~ ~~ ;) . 

cr1--rf you are unable to minate notify y-;;ur doctor. If you 
are unable to reach your doctor md linvo bladde-r 
disooJ)u'ol't go to the oearest hospital BR. 
o..Jfyou have difficulty breuthing, contlm10us nause11 and 
vomidu or hoadi!.C)\e uoti our doctor . 

Rel at i Oil sr·1 
,., 

)IL"\I MVtOO, J..8S::. l i:: 

'IC:>--"- --t;.-... 8 
Dute 

MIW, {IQJ2"/ 1.5 DOil, O.l/ ).~ /70 

DR<1'.Aa1mA, J,DUW ;.~7.,3~ ~ 

oor.,10/c~/o~ 
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[• wr~8~ ••.• ~m,11i~•~ 
PRIVACY NOTICE 

':'HIS NOTICE DESCRtBES HDW MEDICAL lNFORMATlON ABOUT YOV MAY BE USED Ah1) l>ISC10SED AND HOW 
YOTJ CAN GET ACCESS TO THIS INFO:RMATlON, PLEASE IUWlRW rT CAREFULLY, 
Tlds Privacy Notice b being provided to you ~ti n req1drement of n fotleral law, the ll&111ltb ln~urance PoH:abillt-y ai.d Aceountubility 
Att (HlPAA), This J'rlvnciy Notlefl deacrib11s how we ma.y use and tllgelose yo11r protected health Information to ettrry out treat:inemt 
r,oym.ent or he1dth tare oporutio1u and f"(tr otluir purposll.'l th.at are pcrmiltl'ld or required hy lftVr, lt nlso descrlbWi your rigbill to ' 
a eeo~ and conirol y~u r ptofoeted beaUlt .lnfarnu1tlon In some call N, Yonr tJprote0ied h11111llb lnforma lion'1 means any wtliien nnd 
or;:il b ealtb b1.formAtlon about yon1 Including domog1•11pllic dntu th al cu1 be und to ld-mtlfy you. Thu .1~ be,dlh luform11-tif!n that b 
created or received by yoqr bealtb care prol' ldBr and that refa.teir, to your pafl, p~ol or flltu te ~hysica.l or ment11.l ii en.lth tf>n dlt1on, 

I, U!lCS antl Dlllclos11n,1 of Proteetad Health Informat"k:111 
The South PIDrlda Surgery Center may uae your protecred bealtl\ Wormatlou fur ptirp oaes ofprovidiug treatment, obtllining payment for 
treii.tmcnt and cond110tmg heiailh onre opornti.ons. Your protected health information 1nay be used or disclosed only for tha&e. purposos unlr.ia~ 
the fiiOlllty ha& obtftmetl. yo.u- anthorlution or tho 11si;i of disclosure ls otherwise pemtltted by tlto HIPAA. prlvaoy re.gulations Qr state law. 
Dlso!oHurea ofyorn: prote,;:t~d heialth lnfurmatior. for Ille pw-poees described In ilils Privacy Notioo may be made, ill writing, orally or by 
facsbnile, . 

A. :rrnatmopt. We wlU uso lllld discloae y¢1ll" ptoteolerl boollh information to provide, 
ooord{rnite Cir roan11-ge your hoaltb em and any related aervieeG, Thlll Includes the ooordinatlon or management or your health cate wieh a 
tJ1ird party for 1re11tment purposes, For example, Wt m11.y dl11eJ090 your prote0taid health information to II pharmmiy ~o flt! a presodptioo or to 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF FLORIDA 

Case No.: 

LESLIE A. ALVARADO, 

Plaintiff, 

vs. 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS, 

Defendant. 
______________ .! 

COMPLAINT FOR DAMAGES UNDER THE FEDERAL TORT CLAIMS ACT 

Plaintiff, LESLIE A. ALVARADO ("Alvarado"}, by and through his undersigned 

attorneys, hereby sues Defendant, FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS ("FBOP"}, and 

alleges as follows: 

JURISDICTION. VENUE, AND CONDITIONS PRECEDENT 

1. Plaintiff, Alvarado, is a resident of the state of Florida, thus a resident of the 

Southern District of Florida and is otherwise sui juris. 

2. The claims herein are brought against the FBOP pursuanttothe Federal Tort 

Claims Act (28 U.S.C. §2671, et seq.) and 28 U.S.C. §§ 1346(b)(1 }, for money damages 

as compensation for personal injuries caused by the negligent, wrongful acts and 

omissions of employees and agents of FBOP while acting within the scope of their offices 

and employment, under circumstances where the FBOP, if a private person, would be 

liable to the Plaintiff in accordance with the laws of the State of Florida. 

3. Venue is proper in that all of the acts and omissions forming the basis of 

these claims occurred in the Southern District of Florida, and arose on or about late 
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October/early November of 2008 when Alvarado suffered a detached retina at FBOP's 

facility known as the Federal Correctional Institution in Miami, Florida ("FCI") and lost the 

vision in his eye due to a lengthy delay in treatment. 

4. The loss of vision was caused by the negligent acts and omissions committed 

by FBOP's employees and agents at FCI in failing to allow Alvarado to be medically 

treated, as well as failing to adopt and implement proper policies, protocols and procedures 

all of which resulted in substantial injuries to the Plaintiff. 

5. Plaintiff has fully complied with the provisions of 28 U.S.C. § 2675 of the 

Federal Tort Claims Act. 

6. This suit has been timely filed, in that Pia intiff timely served notice of his claim 

on the Bureau of Prisons Southeast Regional Office in August of 2010 (Exhibit A). The 

FBOP assumed responsibility for processing the claim, and despite the fact that more than 

6 months has gone by since the claim was presented, FBOP has failed to render a 

decision. 

7. Accordingly, Plaintiff may proceed with this lawsuit and seek damages in this 

Court. 

8. All conditions precedent have either been complied with or have been 

waived. 

EVENTS FORMING THE BASIS OF THE CLAIMS 

9. Alvarado was incarcerated at FBOP's facility, FCI in about late October/early 

November of 2008. 

10. During Alvarado's incarceration, he was permitted by FBOP's agents and 

employee's to participate in various exercise activities. 
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11. While in the course of engaging in FBOP permitted and sanctioned exercise 

activities, Alvarado's left eye was severely injured. 

12. Alvarado fe It immediate pain to his left eye and promptly re ported his injuries 

to BOP's agents and employees requesting immediate medical attention. 

13. Despite the fact that Alvarado reported he could not see out of his left eye, 

he was repeatedly denied access to medical care and when medical care was finally 

allowed, such was too late to save his vision. 

14. At all times material hereto Plaintiff, Alvarado, lost the vision in his left eye 

because of the Defendant, FBOP's negligence as it owed a duty to use reasonable care 

under the circumstances and breached that duty in that it failed to allow Plaintiff, Alvardo 

timely access to competent and appropriate medical care and treatment. 

15. As a direct result of Defendant's negligence, the Plaintiff, Alvarado, sustained 

serious and permanent personal injuries and damages. 

COUNTI 

NEGLIGENCE OF FBOP 

16. The Plaintiff, Alvarado, realleges and reavers paragraphs 1-15 as if 

specifically set forth herein. 

17. At all times material the Defendant, FBOP, operated, managed, maintained 

and/or controlled FCI which included Alvarado's access to medical care if he became 

injured while incarcerated at the facility. 

18. At the above-described time and place, Defendant, FBOP, had a duty to use 

reasonable care under the circumstances and breached that duty by negligently and 
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carelessly denying Alvarado's access to medical care so that Plaintiff, Alvarado, sustained 

injuries to his body, including the permanent loss of vision in his left eye. 

19. On or about late October/early November of 2008, Plaintiff, Alvarado, was 

legally upon Defendant, FBOP's premises at FCI as an inmate, and was conducting 

himself in a reasonably safe manner and in a manner which was sanctioned and allowed 

by FBOP when his eye was severely injured. 

20. · At all times material, Defendant, FBOPowed Plaintiff, Alvarado, a duty to use 

ordinary reasonable care under the circumstances. 

21. At all times material, Defendant breached its' duty to use reasonable care 

under the circumstances in that it knew and/or had reason to know (via its agents and 

employee's) that Alvarado had sustained a severe injury to his eye, could not see out of 

it, chose to ignore Alvarado's pleas for help and medical care; instead acting in a 

dangerous and unreasonable manner so that its actions/inactions caused serious injuries 

to Plaintiff, Alvarado. 

22. Defendant, FBOP, breached its duty to use reasonable care under the 

circumstances by one or more of the following affirmative acts or omissions of negligence: 

A. Failing to operate its facility with reasonable care under the 

circumstances; 

B. Failing to timely and/or properly supervise its agents and employees 

when reasonable care under the circumstances required such; 

C. Failing to adopt and implement proper policies, protocols and 

procedures so that FBOP's inmates, such as Alvarado would be provided proper 

and appropriate medical care on a timely and reasonable basis; 
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D. Allowing an ongoing dangerous or hazardous mode of operation to 

occur by permitting FBOP's employees/agents to engage in a negligent, deliberate 

and/or intentional activity in failing to recognize, arrange, or allow for the treatment 

of Alvarado's severe eye injury despite being specifically placed on notice of it. 

23. At all times material hereto, it was foreseeable to the Defendant had it used 

reasonable care under the circumstances that an inmate such as Alvarado had sustained 

a serious injury and that emergency medical care was required to save the vision in his 

eye. 

24. The Defendant's negligence as stated in this Complaint was either known 

or should have been known by the Defendant had it used reasonable care under the 

circumstances. 

25. As a direct result of Defendant, FBOP's negligence, Plaintiff, Alvarado was 

permanently injured in and about his body and sustained the following damages: 

A. 

B. 

C. 

D. 

E. 

F. 

G. 

H. 

I. 

Disability; 

Disfigurement; 

Pain and suffering; 

Inconvenience; 

Loss of capacity for the enjoyment of life; 

Expense of hospitalization; 

Medical and nursing care and treatment; 

Lost wages; and 

Earning capacity both past and future. 
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These losses are either permanent or continuing in nature and Plaintiff, Alvarado 

will continue to suffer such losses in the future. 

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff, Alvarado, demands judgment for damages against 

Defendant, FBOP, in the amount of One Million Dollars ($1,000,000.00), exclusive of 

interest and costs which he prays for in addition thereto. 

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

IT IS HEREBY CERTIFIED that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was sent 
via certified mail to: (1) U.S. Dept. Of Justice, Federal Bureau of Prisons, Southeast 
Region Attn: Lisa M. Sunderman, Esq. - Regional Counsel, Building 2000, 3800 Camp 
Creek Parkway, SW, Atlanta, Georgia 30331-6226; (2) U.S. Attorney- Southern District 
of Florida, C/O Civil Process Clerk- Wilfredo A. Ferrer, Esq., 99 N.E. 4th Street, Miami, FL 
33132; and (3) to the Attorney General of the U.S. - Eric Holder, Esq., U.S. Department of 
Justice, 950 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW, Washin to 20530-0001 on April 25, 2011. 

By: 
---f-'c------"-----

Joh . Mclun11:;;,~~ uire 
Flo da Bar 
j l@mml miami.com 
J hn E. ughes, 111, Esquire 
F ri arNo.0181099 
jehughes3@mmlawmiami.com 
Mcluskey & McDonald, P.A. 
The Barrister Building 
8821 S.W. 69th Court 
Miami, Florida 33156 
Telephone: {305) 662-6160 
Facsimile: (305) 662-6164 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
Leslie A. Alvarado 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF FLORIDA 

Case No.: 11-21450-CV-Moreno/Brown 

LESLIE A ALVARADO, 

Plaintiff, 

vs. 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 

Defendant. 
_______________ ! 

AMENDED COMPLAINT FOR DAMAGES 
UNDER THE FEDERAL TORT CLAIMS ACT 

Plaintiff, LESLIE A ALVARADO ("Alvarado"), by and through his undersigned 

attorneys, hereby sues Defendant, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA ("U.S.") which 

operates and controls the Federal Bureau Of Prisons ("FBOP") and alleges as follows: 

JURISDICTION, VENUE AND C_ONDITIONS PRECEDENT 

1. Plaintiff, Alvarado, is a resident of the Southern District of Florida and 

otherwise sui juris. 

2. The claims herein are brought against the U.S. pursuant to the Federal Tort 

Claims Act (28 U.S.C. §2671, et seq.) and 28 U.S.C. §§ 1346(b)(1 ), for money damages 

as compensation for personal injuries caused by the negligence, wrongful acts and 

omissions of employees and agents of the U.S.'s agency, the FBOP, while acting within 

the course and scope of their offices and employment, under circumstances where the 

U.S., if a private person, would be liable to the Plaintiff in accordance with the laws of the 

State of Florida. 
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3. Venue is proper in that all of the acts and omissions forming the basis of 

these claims occurred in the Southern District of Florida, and arose when Alvarado suffered 

a permanent eye injury resulting in lost vision at the U.S.'s facility being operated by the 

FBOP, known as the Federal Correctional Institution in Miami, Florida ("FCI") due to the 

U.S.'s refusal and delay in providing medical treatment which resulted in substantial 

injuries to Plaintiff. 

4. The loss of vision was caused by the negligent acts and omissions committed 

by the U.S. via FBOP's employees, agents, physicians - including Dr. Juan Ramon 

Monserrate ("Dr. Monserrate")1, nurses and medical providers at FCI in failing to allow 

Alvarado to receive proper and reasonable medical which resulted in substantial injuries 

to Plaintiff. 

5. Plaintiff, Alvarado was medically treated by Defendant, U.S.'s 

employees/agents/nurses/medical providers - including but not limited to Dr. Monserrate 

pursuant to 42 U.S. C. § 233(g )( 1 )(A) while at FCI and whlch said treatment - or lack 

thereof - caused Alvarado's current condition. 

6. Plaintiff has fully complied with the provisions of 28 U.S.C. § 2675 of the 

Federal Tort Claims Act. 

7. This suit has been timely filed, in that Plaintifftimelyserved notice of his claim 

on the Bureau of Prisons Southeast Regional Office in August of 2010 (the Notice of Claim 

was previously filed of record in this Court). The U.S. via the FBOP assumed responsibility 

for processing the claim, and despite the fact that more than 6 months has gone by since 

1 Dr. Monserrate was subjected to all of the pre-suit requirements in accordance with Florida law for 
medical negligence and said documents were previously provided to the Defendant and are available to the 
Defendant if necessary. It has been stipulated by the Defendant's counsel that Dr. Monserrate is at all times 
hereto an employee or agent of the U.S. 
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the claim was presented, the U.S. via FBOP and Plaintiff are unable to agree to an 

acceptable resolution. 

8. All conditions precedent have been satisfied and Plaintiff may proceed with 

this lawsuit and seek damages in this Court. 

EVENTS FORMING THE BASIS OF THE CLAIMS 

9. Alvarado was incarcerated at FCI and was permitted by the U.S. via FBOP's 

agents and employee's to participate in various exercise activities. 

10. While in the course of engaging in the U.S. via FBOP permitted and 

sanctioned exercise activities. During a sanctioned exercise activity Alvarado's left eye 

was severely injured. 

11. Alvarado felt immediate pain to his left eye and promptly reported his injuries 

to the U.S. via FBOP's agents and employees requesting immediate medical attention. 

12. Despite the fact that Alvarado reported that his eye was hurt and he cou Id not 

see out of it, the U.S. repeatedly denied him access to appropriate medical care and 

deviated from the standard of care through FBOP's employees, agents, physicians -

including Dr. Monserrate, nurses, and medical providers. 

13. When appropriate medical care was finally allowed such was too late to save 

Alvarado's vision. 

14. At all times material hereto Plaintiff, Alvarado, lost the vision in his left eye 

because of the Defendant, U.S.'s negligence. 

15. As a dire ct resu It of Defendant, U.S. 's neg I igence, Plaintiff, Alvarado, 

sustained serious and permanent personal injuries and damages. 
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COUNT I 

NEGLIGENCE OF U.S. 

16. The Plain tiff, Alvarado, realleges and reavers paragraphs 1-15 as if 

specifically set forth herein. 

17. At all times material the Defendant, U.S. via its agency FBOP, operated, 

managed, maintained and/or controlled FCI which included Alvarado's access to medical 

care if he became injured while incarcerated at the facility. 

18. At all times related hereto the Defendant, U.S., had a duty to use reasonable 

care under the circumstances and breached that duty by negligently and/or carelessly 

denying Alvarado's access to appropriate medical care which proximately caused Alvarado 

to sustain injuries his body, including the permanent loss of vision in his left eye. 

19. Pia in tiff, Alvarado, was legally upon Defendant, U.S. 's premises at FCI as an 

inmate, was conducting himself in a manner sanctioned by U.S.'s agency, FBOP when his 

left eye was injured. 

20. At all times material, Defendant, U.S. breached the duty to use reasonable 

care under the circumstances in that it knew and/or had reason to know (via its agents and 

employee's, physicians- including Dr. Monserrate, nurses, guards, medical providers and 

other agents/employees )that Alvarado had sustained an injury to his eye. Despite having 

such knowledge the U.S. chose to ignore Alvarado's pleas for medical care and treatment, 

instead failing in its duties by one or more of the following affirmative acts of negligence: 

A. Failing to operate its facility with reasonable care under the 

ci rcu m stances; 
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B. Failing to timely and/or properly supervise its agents and employees 

when reasonable care under the circumstances required such; 

C. Failing to adopt and implement proper policies, protocols and 

procedures so that U.S.'s (via i1s agency, FBOP} inmates, such as Alvarado would 

be provided proper and appropriate medical care on a timely and reasonable basis; 

D. Allowing an ongoing dangerous or hazardous mode of operation to 

occur by permitting the U.S.'s agency, FBOP's employees/agents to engage in a 

negligent, deliberate and/or intentional activity in failing to recognize, arrange, or 

allow for the treatment of Alvarado's severe eye injury despite being specifically 

placed on notice of it. 

E. Failed to properly treat Alvarado's medical condition; and/or, 

F. Failed to properly diagnose and/or treat a then-existing emergency 

condition experienced by the Alvarado when the symptoms were present or when 

the symptoms should have been known; and/or, 

G. Failed to familiarize itself with the Alvarado's ongoing medical 

conditions; and/or, 

H. Failed to order any emergency diagnostic testing; and/or, 

I. Failed to order emergency surgery; and/or, 

J. Failed to order appropriate diagnostic procedures; and/or, 

K. Failed to adequately instruct nursing personnel at FCI as to the 

method and mode of emergency treatment needed by the Alvarado; and/or, 
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L. Failed to order appropriate consultations with other medical 

specialties, including but not limited to other surgical and/or Opthamological 

consults; and/or, 

M. Or otherwise committed negligence in its care and treatment of the 

patient, Alvarado by deviating from the standard of care. 

N. Deviating from accepted standards of care far the practice of medicine 

in Miami-Dade County, Florida, or other similar medical communities. 

21. At all times material hereto, had the U.S. used reasonable care under the 

circumstances Alvarado would not have sustained serious injury. 

22. The Defendant's negligence as stated in this Amended Complaint was either 

known or should have been known by the Defendant, U.S. had it used reasonable care 

under the circumstances. 

23. As a direct result of Defendant, U.S.'s negligence, Plaintiff, Alvarado was 

permanently injured in and about his body and sustained the following damages: 

A. Disability; 

B. Disfigurement; 

C. Pain and suffering; 

D. Inconvenience; 

E. Loss of capacity for the enjoyment of life; 

F. Expense of hospitalization; 

G. Medical and nursing care and treatment; 

H. Lost wages; and 

l. Earning capacity both past and future. 
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These losses are either permanent or continuing in nature and Plaintiff, Alvarado 

will continue to suffer such losses in the future. 

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff, Alvarado, demands judgment for damages against 

Defendant, U.S., in the amount of One Mill ion Doll a rs ($1 ,000,000 .00 ), exclusive of interest 

and costs which he prays for in addition thereto. 

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

IT IS HEREBY CERTIFIED that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was sent 

via e-mail & mail to: CHARLES S. WHITE, Esquire, email charles.white@USDOJ.gov, 

Attorney for Defendant U.S., Assistant United States Attorney, 99 N.E. 4th Street, Suite 

300, Miami, Florida 33132 on June 22, 2011. 

By: s/ John W. McLuskey 

-7-

John W. McLuskey, Esquire 
Florida Bar No. 331171 
jmcl@mmlawmiami.com 
John E. Hughes, Ill, Esquire 
Florida Bar No. 0181099 
jehughes3@mmlawmiami.com 
McLuskey & McDonald, P.A. 
The Barrister Building 
8821 S.W. 69 th Court 
Miami, Florida 33156 
Telephone: (305) 662-6160 
Facsimile: (305) 662-6164 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
Leslie A. Alvarado 

McLUSKUY & McDONALD, P.A. 
THE flARlUS',ER IJCILDIT\G • 882 t S. W. 69111 CO;JRT • MIAM:, Fl -l)l{IDA :n 156 

TEI.El'l·IONE ()05) 662-61W • FACSIMILE 005) 662-6:64 • EMAlL i11q.,;ry@lmmlawmiami.com 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR THE 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF FLORIDA 

Miami Division 

Case Number: 11-21450-CIV-MORENO 

LESLIE A. ALVARADO, 

Plaintiff, 

vs. 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 

Defendant. 
I ---------------

ORDER GRANTING MOTION TO EXTEND DISCOVERY CUT-OFF DEADLINE 

THIS CA USE came before the Court upon the Defendant's Motion to Extend Discovery Cut

off Deadline (D.E. No. 27), filed on January 6, 2012. 

THE COURT has considered the motion and the pertinent portions of the record, and being 

otherwise fully advised in the premises, it is 

ADJUDGED that the motion is GR.ANTED. The parties shall complete discovery on or 

before January 31, 2012. 

r 

DONE AND ORDERED in Chambers at Miami, Florida, thi~ day of January, 2012. 

A. MORENO 
ITED ST A TES DISTRJCT JUDGE 

Copies provided to: 
Counsel of Record 

I 
l 
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UNITED ST A TES DISTRICT COURT FOR THE 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF FLORIDA 

Miami Division 

Case Number: 11-21450-CIV-MORENO 

LESLIE A. ALVARADO, 

Plaintiff, 

VS. 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 

Defendant. 
I --------------~ 

CLOSED 
CIVIL 
CASE 

FINAL ORDER OF DISMISSAL AND 
ORDER DENYING ALL PENDING MOTIONS AS MOOT 

THIS CAUSE came before the Court upon the Mediator's Report (D.E. No. 30) filed on 

Januao: 31, 2012. It is 

ADJUDGED that in light of the parties settling this action this case is DISMISSED in 

accordance with the settlement agreement. The Court shall retain jurisdiction to enforce the terms 

of the settlement agreement if it is filed in its entirety by March 13, 2012. It is also 

ADJUDGED that all pending motions are DENIED as moot. 

DONE AND ORDERED in Chambers at Miami, Florida, tllis/J CufFebrua,y, 2012. 

CHIEF UNITED ST ATES DISTRJCT JUDGE 

Copies provided to: 
Counsel of Record 



UNITED ST A TES DISTRICT COURT 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF FLORIDA 

CASE NO. 11-21450 CV MORENO 

LESLIE A. ALVARA.DO, 

Plaintiff, 
vs. 

UNITED ST ATES OF AMERICA 

Defendant. _____________ ./ 
STIPULATION FOR COMPROMISE SETTLEMENT AND RELEASE 

It is hereby stipulated by and between the undersigned Plaintiff, Leslie A. Alvarado, 

("Plaintiff") and Defendant, United States of America ("Defendant"), by and through their respective 

attorneys, as follows: 

I. The parties do hereby agree to settle and compromise each and every claim of any 

kind, whether known or unknown, arising directly or indirectly from the acts or omissions that gave 

rise to the above-captioned action under the terms and conditions set forth in this Stipulation for 

Compromise Settlement and Release. 
fiJ.G\ &dJ~I 

2. The United States of America agrees to pay the sum of$ 'l<-17 ti(lf Thousand 

dollars ($~,000.00) which sum shall be in full settlement and satisfaction of any and all claims, 

demands, rights, and causes of action of whatsoever kind and nature, arising from, and by reason of 

any and all known and unknown, foreseen and unforseen bodily and personal injuries, damage to 

property and the consequences thereof, resulting, and to result from the subject matter of this 

settlement, including any claims for wrongful death, for which Plaintiff or his guardians, heirs, 



3. Plaintiff and his guardians, heirs, executors, administrators or assigns hereby agree 

to accept the sums set forth in thb Stipulation of Compromise Settlement in full settlement and 

satisfaction of any and all claims, demands, rights, and causes of action of whatsoever kind and 

nature, including claims for wrongful death, arising from, and by reason of any and all known and 

unknown, foreseen and unforeseen bodily and personal injuries, damage to property and the 

consequences thereof, which he may have or hereafter acquire against the Cnited States of America, 

its agents, servants and employees on account of the same subject matter that gave rise to the 

above-captioned action, including any future claim or lawsuit of any kind or type whatsoever, 

whether knovm or unknown, and whether for compensatory or exemplary damages. Plaintiff and 

his guardians, heirs, executors, administrators or assigns further agree to reimburse, indemnify and 

hold harmless the United States of America, its agents, servants, and employees from and against 

any and all such causes of action, claims, liens, rights, or subrogated or contribution interests 

incident to or resulting from further litigation or the prosecution of claims by Plaintiff or his 

guardians, heirs, executors, administrators or assigns against any third party or against the United 

States, including claims for wrongful death. 

4. This stipulation for compromise settlement is not, is in no way intended to be, and 

should not be construed as, an admission of liability or fault on the part of the United States of 

America, its agents. servants, or employees, and, it is specifically denied that they are liable to the 

Plaintiff This settlement is entered into by all parties for the purpose of compromising disputed 

claims under the Federal Tort Cla::ms Act and avoiding the expenses and risks of further litigation. 

5. It is also agreed, by and among the parties, that the respective parties will each bear 

their costs, fees, and expenses and that any such attorneys' fees owed by the Plaintiff v.,ill be paid 

out of the settlement amount and not in addition thereto. 

6. It is also understood by and among the parties that pursuant to Title 28, United States 

Code, Section 2678. attorneys' fees for services rendered in connection with this action shall not 

exceed 25 per cent of the amount of the compromise settlement. 

7. The persons signing this Settlement Agreement warrant and represent that they 

possess full authority to bind the persons on whose behalf they are signing to the terms of the 

settlement. 



8. Money to be paid by the United States as a result of this settlement is subject to 

available funding. Payment of the settlement amount will be made by government wire transfer as 

per the following: 

A. Name of Banlc 
B. Street Address of Bank: 
C. City, State and Zip Code of Bank: 
D, Federal Reserve Number: 
E. Routing Number: 
F. Name of Account: 
G. Account Number: 

Plaintiff's attorneys agree to satisfy, resolve or to place in escrow sufficient funds to satisfy all liens 

on claims for payment or reimbursements asserted by any individual or entity before making any 

distribution to the Plaintiff. Plaintiffs attorneys agree to distribute the settlement proceeds to Plaintiff 

and to obtain a dismissal of the above-captioned action with prejudice, with each party bearing its 

own fees, costs and expenses. 

9. The parties agree that this Stipulation for Compromise Settlement and Release, 

including all the terms and conditions of this compromise settlement and any additional agreements 

relating thereto, may be made public in their entirety, and the Plaintiff expressly consent such 

uant to 5 U.S.C. §552a(b). 

By: 
Jo s, Esq. 
Atta --......,_---- laintiff 
8821 S.W. 69th Court 
Miami, FL 33156 
Tel.: (305) 662-6160 
Fax: (305) 662-6164 
JEHughes3@mmlawmiami.com 

~.-?hi' c:M-4:i~~ 
LesITt;· A. Alvarado 

Plaintiff } 

Dated: _/---,/-)-,1--1-/ /--+-/....-Z-

Assistant United States Attorney 
99 N.E. 4m Street, Suit 300 
Miami, Florida 33132 
Tel. (305) 961-9286 
Fax, (305) 530-7139 
charles. white@usdoi.gov 
Counsel for Defendant 

1 } 
Dated: ' C -~-1---+--~~-
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HECrOa M. CRtlZ-GONZALEZ 
CLAIM FOR INJURY 
MDC-GUAYNABO 
EXHIBrr#I 

Mr. Cruz•Gonzalez was incarcerated at the Metropolitan Detention Centcr•Guynabo on 
December 201 2008. At that time he suffered from sleep apnea and high blood pressure. 

Since his incarceration Mr. Cruz-Gom.al~ informed to the MDC-Guaynabo penonnel about 
his medical conditions and requested his daily medications. MDC .. Guaynabo personnel failed 
to provide Mr. Cruz with his medications and he began to deteriorate inmediately. 

Mr. Cruz-Gonzalez was constantly complaining about his medical condition to the medical staff' 
and other MDC-Guyanabo personnel but he was ignored. 

On February 24, 2009 due to the lack of medical attention and medications, Mr. Cruz suffered 
a seizure at his ceH and lost consdence. He was not transf en-ed to the hospital for treatment 
and was left without medical attention. 

Due to the lack of medical care and deliberate indifference of MDC-Guaynabo staff and/ or 
personnel, Mr. Cruz suffered serious damages including: 

1. Paralysis of the left side of his body 
2. Has become hemiplegici 
3. Loss of vision; 
4. Permanent disabilityi 
5. Among others. 

Mr. Cruz condition became so serious that he was released on March 5, 2009 to serve his 
sentence under home confinement. 



April 28, 2011 

Luz Gonzalez Sisco 
Calle Union # 377 
Puerto Real, PR 00740 

U.S. Department of Justice 
Federal Bureau of Prisons 
Soulheasl Regional Office 
Building 2000 
3800 Camp Creek Parkway, SW 
Atlanta, Georgia 30331-6226 

Re: Administrative Tort Claim: TRT•SER•2011-02424 
Luz Gonzalez Sisco, Civilian 

Dear Claimant: 

Your claim has been considered for administrative settlement under the Federal Tort 
Claims Act (FTCA)1 28 United States Code (U.S.C.) § 2672, and the authority granted 
by 28 Code of Federal Regulations (C.F.R.) § 0.172. Constitutional claims are not 
cognizable under the FTCA. You claim government llablllty in the amount of three 
million dollars ($3,000.000.00) for injuries you allege occurred while you were 
incarcerated at the Metropolitan Detention Center (MDC) Guaynabo due to lack of 
medical care and deliberate Indifference of MOC Guaynabo staff. 

Specifically you claim that you are the mother of former inmate Hector Cruz Gonzalez. 
You claim that Mr. Cruz was Incarcerated at MDC Guaynabo December 20, 2008 and 
at that he suffered from sleep apnea and high blood pressure. You claim that since his 
incarceration he Informed MDC Guaynabo staff about his medical condition and 
requested dally medications. You claim MOC Guaynabo staff failed to provide him with 
his medications and he began to deteriorate Immediately. :You claim that he constantly 
complained about his medical condition to medical staff and other MDC Guaynabo staff 
but he was ignored. You claim that on February 24, 2009 due to the lack of medical 
attention and medications he suffered a seizure at his cell and lost conscience. You 
claim he was not transferred to the hospital for treatment and that he was left without 
medical attention. You claim that due to the lack of medical care and deliberate 
indifference of MOC Guaynabo staff and/personnel he suffered serious damages 
including; 

1. paralysis of the left side of the body, 
2. has become hemipleglc, 
3. loss of vision. 
4. permanent disability, and 
5. among others. 

You claim due to the lack of medical care and deliberate indifference of MDC-



Guaynabo staff and/or personnel, you suffered the following damages; 

1. mental anguishes, 
2. medical expenses for the continuous medical treatment of her son, and 
3. Expenses In the habilitatlon of her house due to the medical needs of her 

son. 

Finally, you claim that Mr. Cruz condition became so serious that he was released on 
March 5, 2009 to serve his sentence under home confinement. 

Your claim was reviewed and an investigation regarding the allegations was conducted. 
The Investigation revealed that Mr. Cruz arrived at MDC Guaynabo on December 20, 
2008 with a history of hypertension since age 25 on medications. He referred a history 
of being Involved in a motorcycle accident in 1998 with residual pains over his right 
shoulder and leg. He provided a history of suicide attempt during the past year prior to 
his arrival. The Investigation further revealed that when he arrived at MDC Guaynabo 
his medications were unknown. By February 23, 2009 he was started on medications 
even though he could not identify what medications he was taking prior to his 
Incarceration. In March he was seen by medical staff and found to have possible 
hemiparesis of the left side of the body. Arrangements were made for direct admission 
to the hospital for diagnostic testing. He was admitted on April 1 , 2009 and returned on 
April 4, 2009 with only a recommendation for physical therapy. Copies of his diagnostic 
tests were received and were all negative. There was no diagnosis. On April 30, 2009 
he was seen in the Chronic Care Clinic (CCC) and the results of all diagnostic tests 
were discussed with him. He was seen repeatedly In sick call and followed very closely 
in the CCC throughout his Incarceration and up until his release. Specialty consultations 
were obtained along with physical therapy sessions. Cervical and Brain MRls were 
done twice. However1 a definite diagnosis was not reached. The Investigation does not 
corroborate your claim that MDC Guaynabo staff ignored complaints about Mr. Cruz' 
medical condition. In fact the record establishes staff made constant contact with him. 
Furthermore, at no time Is there documented evidence that any seizures occurred. 
MDC staff provided appropriate action when required. 

The investigation did not conclude evidence that staff's alleged lack of medical care or 
alleged deliberate indifference caused any of the enumerated damages listed in your 
complaint. The documents and reports reviewed show that the care provided to Mr. 
Cruz was medically appropriate and evidence based. His alleged injuries were not a 
result of lack of appropriate medical care. The decision to release Mr. Cruz was made 
by the court. However, he had the required medical care available to him at the 
institution he was deslgnat~d to and to where he was awaiting transport. Furthermore, 
in your claim you have concluded that staff acted with deliberate indifference however, 
you have not properly raised this claim and you have not properly substantiated this 
conclusion. 

Additionally, you have not provided any record to review in which the damages you lists 
pertaining to mental anguishes, medical expenses for continuous medical treatment of 
Mr. Cruz or expenses In the habllitation of your house to the medical needs of Mr. Cruz 
can be corroborated. Finally, you have not provided proof of your relationship to Mr. 
Cruz which authorizes you to file this claim and request damages as a result of his 



alleged injuries. In light of all of the above, there is no evidence to indicate you 
sustained an Injury caused by the negligence of any Bureau of Prisons' employee 
acting within the scope of his or her employment. Please accept this communication as 
a denial of the claim. You are advised that if you are dissatisfied with our determination 
In this matter, you are afforded six (6) months from the date of malling of this 
communication within which to bring suit In the appropriate United States District Court. 
If you can provide evidence staff negligence was the cause of any Injury, then you may 
submit such evidence for reconsideration in accordance with the appropriate regulation. 

Sincerely, 

Lisa M. Sunderman 
Regional Counsel 

cc: Warden, MDC Guaynabo 
ATTN: FTCA Coordinator 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF PUERTO RICO 

HECTOR MANUEL CRUZ-GONZALEZ ... 
... 
... 
,. 

CIVIL NO . 

Plaintiff 
v. 

UNITED STA TES OF AMERICA 

Defendant 

TO THE HONORABLE COURT: 

"' FTCACLAJM 
... 
... 
... 
... 

COMPLAINT 

COMES NOW, plaintiff through the undersigned attorney and most respectfully 

ST A TES and PRAYS as follows: 

J. JURISDICTION 

This Honorable Court has jurisdiction over the parties and the subject matter of this 

litigation pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1331 and under the Federal Torts Claim Act 28 U.S.C. § 

2680, inasmuch the United States federal employees at the Metropolitan Detention Center• 

Guaynabo failed to protect the health and well-being of plaintiff Hector Manuel Cruz

Gonzalez while incarcerated in their facilities. 

Venue is proper in this judicial district pursuant to 28 U.S.C. §1391 (a) since the claims 

alleged arose in this judicial district. 

JI. NATURE OF THE ACTION 

This is a civil action to recover from damages suffered by plaintiff Hector Manuel 

Cruz-Gonzalez while he was incarcerated in the Metropolitan Detention Center, Guaynabo. 
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Ill. PARTIES 

1. Plaintiff Hector Manuel Cruz-Gonzalez is a USA citizen, resident of San Juan, 

Puerto Rico and was an inmate at the METROPOLITAN DETENTION CENTER

GUA YNABO on February 24, 2009. 

2. Defendant UNITED STATES OF AMERICA is the entity in charge of 

overseeing the funding and administration of an agency known as BUREAU OF PRISONS 

which consists of institutions housing male and female federal inmates. One of its 

institutions is the METROPOLITAN DETENTION CENTER-GU A YNABO, a confinement 

facility located in Guaynabo, Puerto Rico. 

IV. FACTS 

3. Plaintiff Hector Cruz-Gonzalez was incarcerated at the Metropolitan 

Detention Center-Guaynabo (herein after "MDC-Guaynabo") on December 20, 2008. At that 

time he suffered from sleep apnea and high blood pressure. 

4. Since his incarceration plaintiff Hector Cruz-Gonzalez informed to the MDC-

Guaynabo personnel about his medical conditions and requested his daily medications. 

5. At all times, MDC-Guaynabo personnel failed to provide plaintiff Cruz -

Gonzalez with his medications and he began to deteriorate immediately. He felt weak and 

malaise. 

6. Plain tiff Hector Manuel Cruz-Gonzalez was constantly complaining about his 

medical condition to the medical staff and other MDC-Guaynabo personnel but he was 

-2-
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ignored. 

7. On February 24, 2009 due to the lack of medical attention and medications, 

plaintiff Hector Manuel Cruz-Gonzalez suffered a seizure at his cell and lost conscience. He 

was not transferred to any medical facility for treatment and was left without medical 

attention. 

8. On October 15, 2009, former Chief Judge Jose A. Fuste entered an order on 

Criminal Case Number: 09-006 (JAF) (Docket #41) stating: 

"Tlte Defendant is a young male obviously sick and impaired. He is 
suffering from paralysis of the left side of the boy accruing after 
incarceration. We strongly urge the Bureau of Prisons to designate the 
Defendant to a medical facility for care and treatment." 

9. Plaintiff Hector Manuel Cruz-Gonzalez condition became so serious that he 

was released to serve his sentence under home confinement. 

V. CAUSE OF ACTION 

10. The allegations contained in paragraph No.1 through No. 9 of this Complaint 

are incorporated by reference as is fully set forth herein by plaintiff Hector Manuel Cruz

Gonzalez. 

11. Under the Federal Tort Claims Act, the United States is liable for all the 

damages caused to Plaintiff by the negligence and medical malpractice of the MDC

Guaynabo' s agents, physicians and/or medical personnel who treated him while 

incarcerated. 

12. Plaintiff's damages were caused due to the lack of appropriate care and 

-3-
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treatment by the MDC-Guaynabo's agents, doctors and/or medical personnel. 

13. The medical staff of MDC-Guaynabo had a duty to utilize due care an follow 

accepted medical standards in providing medical treatment and care to Plaintiff. 

14. Said medical staff breached their duty, were negligent and committed medical 

malpractice because the treatment of Plaintiff deviated from accepted standards of care. 

VI. DAMAGES 

15. The allegations contained in paragraph No.I through No.14of this complaint 

are incorporated by reference as is fully set forth herein by plaintiff Hector Manuel Cruz

Gonzalez. 

16. As a direct result of the lack of medical care, negligence and omissions of 

MDC-Guaynabo' s staff and/or personnel, plaintiff Hector Manuel Cruz-Gonzalez suffered 

serious damages including: 

a. Paralysis of the left side of his body; 
b. Has become hemiplegic; 
c. Loss of vision; 
d. Permanent disability; 
e. Aggravation of pre-existing medical conditions; 
f. Loss of potential wages and marginal benefits; 
g. Neurological damages; 
h. Past, present and future medical expenses; 
i. Mental anguishes and distress 

17. Plaintiff Hector Manuel Cruz-Gonzalez damages are estimated in the amount 

of ten million dollars {$10,000,000.00). 

-4-
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VI. PRAYER FOR RELIEF 

WHEREFORE, it is respectfully requested that Judgment be entered by this 

Honorable Court in favor of the Plaintiff and against the Defendant: 

A. Granting the plaintiff all the sums requested in the complaint, for a total of ten 

million dollars ($10,000,000.00); 

B. Imposing upon the defendant the payment of all costs and expenses to be 

incurred in this lawsuit; 

C. Granting the plaintiff any other relief that they may be entitled to as a matter 

of law; And, 

D. Awarding plaintiff a reasonable amount for attorney's fees. 

RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED 

In San Juan, Puerto Rico, this 12*h day of January, 2012. 

LUIS RAFAEL RIVERA LAW OFFICE 
CAPITAL CENTER BLDG.1 
SUITE401 
239 ARTERIAL HOSTOS A VENUE 
SAN JUAN, PUERTO RICO 00918 
PHONE: 787-763-1780 
FAX: 787-763-2145 
E-MAIL: I u is wichyri vera@hotmaiI.com 

By: S/MICHELLE ANNET RAMOS•JIMENEZ 
MICHELLE ANNET RAMOS-JIMENEZ 
USDC-PR 225303 
E-mail: michellean2000@yahoo.com 

-5-
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
DISTRICT OF PUERTO RICO 

CATEGORY SHEET 

You musl accompany your complaint wilh this Category Sheet, and the Civil Cover Sheet (JS-44). 

Attorney Name (Last, First, Ml): !Ramos-Jimenez, Michelle A. 

USDC-PR Bar Number: 1225303 

Email Address: jmichellean2000@yahoo.com 

I . Title (caption) or the Case (provide only the names of the first party on each side): 

Plaintiff: 

Defendant: 

!Hector Manuel Cruz-Gonzalez 

!united States of America 

2. Indicate the category to which this case belongs: 

Ix Ordinary Civil Case 

r Social Security 

r Banking 

r Injunction 

3. Indicate the title and number of related cases (if any). 

NIA 

4. Has a prior action between the same parties and based on the same claim ever been filed before this Court? 

r Yes 

Ix No 

S. Is this case required to be heard and determined by a district court of three judges pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 2284? 

r Yes 

Ix No 

6. Does this case question the constitutionality ora state statute? (See, Fed.R.Civ. P. 24) 

r Yes 

Ix No 

Date Submitted: /111212011 

I: . Pnn{Fomi. . · 1 r -.. Reset Fonn 

rev. Ike. 2009 
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AO 4-tO (Re~ 12109) Summons ,n 3 C1\· ,1 A~tion 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
for the 

District of Pueno Rico 

Hector Manuel Cruz-Gonzalez 

Plaintiff 

v. 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

Civil Action No. 

United States of America 

/Jefendam 

SUMMONS IN A CIVIL ACTION 

To: (Defendant ·s name a11d address) United States of America 
Torre Chard6n, Suite 401 
350 Carlos Chard6n Avenue 
San Juan, Puerto Rico 00918 

A lawsuit has been filed against you. 

Within 21 days after service of this summons on you ( not counting the day you received it) - or 60 days if you 
are the United States or a United States agency, or an officer or employee of the United States described in Fed. R. Civ. 
P. 12 (a)(2) or (3)-you must serve on the plaintiff an answer to the attached complaint or a motion under Rule 12 of 
the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. The answer or motion must be served on the plaintiff or plaintifrs attorney, 
whose name and address are: Michelle Annet Ramos-Jimenez, Esq. 

Luis Rafael Rivera Law Offices 
Capital Center Bldg., Suite 401 
239 Arterial Hostos Avenue 
San Juan, Puerto Rico 00918 
787-763-1780 

If you fai I to respond, judgment by default wi 11 be entered against you for the relief demanded in the complaint. 
You also must file your answer or motion with the court. 

CLERK OF COURT 

Date: 
Signature of Clerk or Deputy Clerk 
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AO 440(Rev. 12/09) Summons in a Civil Ae1ion (Page 2) 

Civil Action No. 

PROOF OF SERVICE 
(Tllis sectio11 :i·/wu/d 1101 befll,ul 111lt/t tile court 1111/ess req11ire1/ l,y Feil. R. Civ. P. 4 (/)) 

This summons for (11ame of imlivid11al a11d lille, if a11y) 

was received by me on (date) 

a I personally served the summons on the individual at (place) -----------------

Date: 

on (date) ; or ----------------------
0 I left the summons at the individual's residence or usual place of abode with (name) ---------

' a person of suitable age and discretion who resides there, ---------------
on (date) , and mailed n copy to the individual's last known address; or -------
a I served the summons on (name of imlivid11al) , who is 

designated by law to accept service of process on behalf of (name of org,mi:a,1011) 

on (date) 

CJ I returned the summons unexecuted because 

; or 

-------------------
CJ Other (specify): 

My fees are$ for travel and S for services, for a total of S 0.00 

I declare under penalty of perjury that this information is true. 

Server 's s igt1t1lltre 

Pri11ted 11ame a11d title 

Server's address 

; or 

Additional inforrnntion regarding attempted service, etc: 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF PUERTO RICO 

HECTOR MMmEL CRUZ-GONZALEZ, 

Plaintiff, 

v. 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 

Defendant. 

Civ. No. 12-1015(DRD) 

JUDGMENT 

Pursuant to Plaintiff's decision to voluntarily dismiss the 

instant action (Docket No. 33), and Defendant's acquiescence thereto 

( Docket No. 3 5) in compliance with Rule 41, the Court hereby enters a 

final judgment DISMISSING THE INSTANT CASE WITH PREJUDICE. 

THIS CASE IS NOW CLOSED FOR ALL ADMINISTRATIVE AND STATISTICAL 

PURPOSES. 

IT IS SO ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED. 

In San Juan, Puerto Rico, this 9 th day of December, 2013. 

S/ DANIEL R. DOMfNGUEZ 

DANIEL R. DOMINGUEZ 
U.S. District Judge 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF PUERTO RICO 

Hector Manuel Cruz-Gonzalez, 

Plaintiff, 

V. 

United States of America, 

Defendant. 

Civil No. 12-1015 (DRD) 

MOTION IN COMPLIANCE 

TO THE HONORABLE COURT: 

COMES NOW the defendant through the undersigned attorneys and in compliance with 

this Court's Order at D.E. 34, affirmatively states that it has no objection to plaintiff's voluntary 

dismissal with prejudice of this action in view of the Settlement Agreement reached between the 

parties. 

WHEREFORE, the defendant respectfully requests from this Honorable Court that it 

take notice of the above and of the appearing party's compliance with the Court Order at D.E. 

34. 

I HEREBY CERTIFY that the foregoing document was filed with the Clerk of the Court 

using CM/ECF system, which will send notification of such filing to Michelle Annet Ramos-

Jimenez, Esq. 

RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED in San Juan, Puerto Rico, this 9th day of December, 

2013. 

1 
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Rosa Emilia Rodriguez-Velez 
United States Attorney 

S/Fidel A. Sevillano-Del Rfo 
FIDEL A. SEVILLANO-DEL RIO 
Assistant U.S. Attorney 
U.S.D.C.-P.R. 117812 
Torre Chardon, Suite 1201 
350 Carlos Chardon St. 
San Juan, Puerto Rico 00918 
Tel. (787) 766-5656 
Fax (787) 766-6219 
E-mai I fide!. sevi 1 lano@usdo j. gov 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF PUERTO RICO 

HECTOR M. CRUZ-GONZALEZ * 

* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 

CIVIL NO. 12-1015(DRD) 

Plaintiff 

v. 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

Defendant 

*************************** 

NOTICE OF VO LUNT ARY DISMISSAL 

TO THE HONORABLE COURT: 

COMES NOW, plaintiff through their undersigned attorney and most respectfully 

STATES and PRAYS as follcnvs: 

Plaintiff informs to this I lonorable Court that asettlement agreement has been reached 

with the Defendant in the caption case and there arc no more controversies to be tried in the 

case. 

WHEREFORE, plaintiff herehy requests to this Honorable Court the dismissal ,vith 

prejudice of the caption case. 

RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED. 

In San Juan, Puerto Rico, this 6th day of Decem her, 201 3. 

WE HEREBY CERTIFY that on this same date we electronically filed the foregoing 

with the Clerk of the Court using the CM/ ECF system, which will provide notice to all parties 
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involved in this case. 

LUIS RAFAEL RIVER LAW OFFICES 

CAPITAL CENTER BLDG.1 

SUITE 401 

ARTERIAL IIOSTOS AVENUE 239 

IIATO REY, PUERTO RICO 00918 

PHONE: (787) 763-1780 

FAX: (787) 763-2541 

E-MAIL: !rriver@coqui.net 

S/ MICHELLE A. RAMOS (IMENEZ 

MICHELLE A. RAMOS JIMENEZ 

USDC-PR NO. 22530 

SILUIS RAFAEL RIVERA 

LUIS RAFAEL RIVERA 

USDC-PR NO. 129411 

-2-
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CARL BENNETT 
PLAINTIFF, 

vs. 

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COJlBT 
FOR THE SOU'f\i:~EiW'fs¼1:t.im- MISSISS.l.PJU 

JURY TRIAL DEMANDED 

CASE NO.:5:12-CV-00016-
DCB-RHW 

HARRELL WATTS, NATIONAL INAMTE APPEAL COORDINATOR. 
SOUTHERN DISTRIC:- --ir MISSISSIPPI 

FILc.D 

REGIONAL ADMINISTRATIVE REMEDIES COORDINATOR R.E. HOLT. 

BROCE PEARSON, WARDEN. 

MAR 2 7 ,r:~, , , L. 

J. T. NOBLIN. CU~l'IK 

BY DE1'UTV 

DR. ROBERTO MARTINEZ, STAFF PHYSICIAN. 

DR. ANTHONY CHAMBERS, MD CLINICAL DIRECTOR. 

DEFENDANTS IN THEIR INDIVIDUAL AND OFFICIAL CAPACITY. ____________________________ / 
AMENDED COMPLAINT BY FEDERAL PRISONER, UNDER TH'E CIVIL 

RIGHTS. 28. U.S.C. § 1331 or 1346 BIVENS CLAIM 

This complaint brought by Plaintiff Carl Bennett. A Federal 

prisoner, is brought against the defendants herein for their 

violations of Plaintiff Bennett• s Constitutional right to the 

Eighth Amendment against cruel and unusual punishment through 

negligence and as grounds would say the following: 

JURISDICTION 

Jurisdiction is invoked pursuant to Hess V. United States 361 

U.S. 314. 317-18. 80 s.ct 431.4L 2d305 (1960) (Quoting 28 U.S.C. 

§ 1346 (b) ) • 

1 
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And all other acts, statues and Constitutional clauses that mny 

be applicable, to have his Federal quested heard. 

PARTIES 

A.PLAINTIFF 

1. Carl Bennett# 12198-021 

Federal Correctional Institution Jesup 

2680 Highway 310 South 

Jesup Georgia 31599 

B.DEFENDANTS 

1. Harrell Watts. 

National Inmate Appeals Coordinator General Counsel 

Federal Bureau Of Prisons 

320 First Street N.W 

Washington DC 20534, 

2 .R. E. HOLT .. 

Regional Administrative Remedies Coordinator 

Federal Bureau Of Prisons 

3800 Camp creek Parkway s.w 

Building 2000 

Atlanta Georgia 30331 

3. Bruce Pearson, Warden. 

Federal Bureau Of Prisons 

F.C.I Yazoo City Medium Facility Complex 

Federal Correctional Institution 

P.O Box 5888 

Yazoo City Mississippi 39194 

2 
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4. Dr; Roberto Martinez. Staff Physician 

Federal Bureau Of Prisons 

F.C.I Yazoo Medium Complex 

Federal Correctional Institution 

P.O Box 5888 

Yazoo City Mississippi 39194 

5. Dr. ANTHONY CHAMBERS MD CL!NI.CAL DIRECTOR. 

F.C.I Yazoo City Medium Facility Complex 

Federal Correctional Institution 

P.O Box 5888 

Yazoo City Mississippi 39194 

INTRODUCTION 

The plaintiff. Carl Bennett. Move this Honorable court not let 

or permit form to override substance or procedural technicalities 

to defeat fairness and justice needed for the relief the court 

may have deem just and proper. As the court in Hall V. Bellman, 

935 F. 2d 1106. 1110. (11th Cir 1991) Stated. " A Pro-se litigant 

pleadings are to be held to less stringent standards than formal 

pleadings drafted by lawyers." If a court can reasonably read 

a pleading to state a valid claim of which a defendant could 

prevail. It should do so despite the defendant's failure to cite 

proper legal theories, his poor syntax and sentence construction, 

or familiarity with pleading requirements. See: Boag V. 

McDougall. 454, U.S. 364, 102, s.ct 700 (1982) : Haines v. 

Kerner, 404 U.S. 364, 925.ct. 594 (1972) Cangloff V. Poccia. 888 

F.supp. 1549 (MD. Fla 1995): Powell v. Lennon, 914 F.2d 1495.1463 

(11th Cir 1990) "We liberally construe Pro-se litigants 

r'leadings. 

3 
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Plainti ff-Petitioner. Carl Bennett be low. Will be referred to 

by name or as the " Plaintiff." Defendant's-Respondant's below, 

will be referred to as" Defendant's." Or by "Name" or by" FBOP." 

EXHAUSTION OF ~OMTNT8TRATTVF. RF.MF.OTRS 

Plaintiff Carl Bennett has exhausted all stages of the 

administrative remedy system within the Federal Bureau Of 

Prisons. As Set forth at title 28, code of Federal Regulations 

(CFR) • §542/et,.seq,. and title 28 U.S.C. § 2675 in furtherance 

of his claim for relief. Through the office of the national and 

regional administrative remedies. 

OTHER ACTIONS PENDING 

Plaintiff Carl Bennett brought forth the facts as set forth 

below, to: 

1. Regional counsel Southeast Regional Office 

3800 Camp Creek Parkway s.w 

Building 2000 

Atlanta Georgia 30331 

2. Tortis Claim, 

3. Docket No: TRT-SER-2011-02892 

4. Name: Lisa M. Sunderman, Regional counsel 

5. Disposition: Action denied 

6. No further actions has been brought forward as set fore below 

to any count alleging the facts of this matter. 

4 
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STATEMENT OF THE CASE FACTS 

1. Plaintiff Carl Bennett is currently serving an 18 years and 

4 month sentence for a violation of Title 18 U.S.C 922 (g) (1) 

Firearm violation of Title 18 U.S.C 924 /p\ Plnint-iff filPr'1 "' 

direct appeal in the United States court of appeals for the 

Eleventh Circuit number 07-11316F and it was reversed and 

remanded for which the plaintiff was resentenced to 194 months 

BOP. Plaintiff is scheduled for release on or about 10-24-2019. 

') Dl::,;n+-;-Ff r,,,,,,..-1 n ..... ..; ~.,.....,_.....,,...._ ..:. ,...,_....,. _____ ~-...::1 _..,_ ............. ,.__,. ..... oil,·---- ...................................... ,._..._ ....... -.... ...... \,A,. ",.,I.'-

Federal Correctional Institution Jesup Georgia 2680 u.s ~ighway 

301 South. Is an inmate who was suffering from skin compilations. 

Went to the Medical Department seeking medical relief for which 

_he BOP by and through it 1 s agency negligently disregarded the 

plaintiff serious medical condition in violation of the 

plaintiffs 8th amendment constitutional rights against cruel and 

unusual punishment. 

3. On 10-6-2009 Plaintiff Carl Bennett filed a BP-8-Yaz1330.13G 

with correction counsel Mr. W. Lychard. Since July 200 9. He had 

a condition on his upper left ankle which was eaten into the 

muscle and was causing a great deal of constant pain. This 

condition was getting worse daily. And he seems to not be able 

to get any medical help. Which is effective, in what appears to 

be a staff infection. Actions requesting to resolve the 

complaint, was adequate and competent medical attention to stop 

_he spread of what ever was eating into his leg and something 

for pain. {See: Exhibit nA• BP-9). 

5 
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4. On 11-4-2009.The Plaintiff Carl Bennett received a response 

attempt at informal resolution denying plaintiff's requested 

relief, more specifically. A review of this matter reveals that 

you received a Doppler Ultrasound which revealed arterial venues 

insufficiency in your left lower extremity. Also, a consultation 

has been generated for a vascular surgeon. This consultation will 

be review by the utilization review committee and you will be 

notified of their decision. I trust I have been responsive to 

your concerns. (See Exhibit •a• BP-8 Response.) 

5. Inmate Carl Bennett filed a BP-9 remedy No: 565112-Fl, which 

he appealed the denial of his informal resolution in which he 

statement medical attention to my left ankle as the condition 

is eating into the muscle and I am in constant pain. This appears 

to be a staff infection: And numerous attempts at trying to have 

the Medical staff at Yazoo treat this has meet with no effective 

result. (See Exhibit •c• BP-9) 

6. On 12-3-2009. A response was received by the Warden where he 

have a vague response to my BP-9 which he stated a review of you 

medical record reveals that you are being treated for stasis 

venous abrasive lesions to your lower left extremity with purists 

and superficial thread like varcose veins on the anterior and 

lateral aspect of your foot. You have been receiving treatment 

is medical for approximately seven months without a positive 

outcome. Your abrasive lesions are not healing in spite of 

occlusive dressing Teo hosiery and ancillary measures such as 

elevating your leg. A consultation for an arteriovenous Doppler 

Ultrasound has been approved to rule out arteriovenous 

insufficiency. This diagnostic test is scheduled for mid December 

2009. (See Exhibit •on response of BP-9) 

6 ,,, 
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7. On-12-11-2009 Inmate Carl Bennett filed a appeal on his denial 

of his BP-9, with the Regional Administrative office in Atlanta 

Georgia by way of BP-10. In his appeal he augured; Likewise, as 

stated in prior request/grievances. I once again request medical 

attention in the case of my left ankle as the condition is eating 

into the muscle in that area and I am in constant pain. 

Furthermore. I once again contend that this appears to be a staph 

infection in that sense. I also provide that numerous attempts 

at trying to have the medical staff at Yazoo treat said condition 

has recurrently been met with adverse harshness and in some 

pustances. No results at all. (See Exhibit '"E") 

8. On 1-20-2010. The regional Director issued a response alleging 

a review of your medical records revealed the wardens response 

to your request for Administrative remedy number 656112-Fl is 

correct. You have been receiving treatment for approximately 

seven month's for stasis venous abrasive lesions to your lower 

left extremity. No improvement has been noted despite frequent 

occ 1 us i ve dressings /wound care . TeD hosiery and leg elevation. 

Therefore the staff physician recommended a venous sonogram and 

an arterial Doppler Ultrasound for further diagnosis. You 

underwent the venous sonogram on December 30 2009. And your 

arterial Doppler Ultrasound is pending. (See Exhibit "F") 

9. On 6-18-2010 Plaintiff Carl Bennett filed a BP-11, (Exhibit 

•G") in which he requested a second opinion form another 

certified physician, relating to his suffering combition. He 

futhered complained "my skin continue to worsen and proper or 

better medical attention is irrunediately needed. It is obvious 

that the current treatment for "arterial venous insufficiency" 

Is not helping my condition because my illness is misdiagnosed. 

7 
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10. On October 25 2010. Mr Harrell Watts Administrator or 

national inmate appeals issued response statements " Relevant 

portions of your medical record have been reviewed which reveal 

you have been diagnosed with stasis dermatitis, A common 

_nflarnmatory skin disease that occurs on the lower extremities 

in patients with chronic venous insufficiency with venous 

hypertension. It is usually the earliest cutaneous sequela of 

may be a precursor to more venous insufficiency. 

problematic conditions. 

and it 

Such as venous leg ulceration and 

Iipodermatosclerosis.you recieve appropriate medical care and 

treatment for your condition. There is no clinical indication 

which would warrant you undergoing a consultant skin and bone 

specialist evaluation. The record reflects you are receiving 

medical care and treatment in accordance with Bureau policy. (See 

Exhibit •u•) 

11. On 3-7-2011. The Plaintiff Carl Bennett, Filed a tort claim, 

TRT-SER-2011-02892 alleging mental stress, and physical injury, 

due to a staff infection, that was not treated properly nor in 

time. (Se Exhibit •I•) 

12. On September 26 2011, Lisa M. Sunderman Regional counsel, 

Issued a response stating: " Based on the above there is no 

evidence indicating that you suffered a loss of injury caused 

by the negligent or wrongfully act or omission of any Bureau of 

Prisons employee acting within the scope of his or her 

employment. Additionally, you received medical treatment 

consistent with evidence based medical standards. 

8 
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Consequently, your claim must be denied. {See Exhibit "J•) 

13. This timely complain follows. 

COUNTS 

1. The Federal Bureau Of Prisons. By it's executors, caused 

plaintiff to suffer mental stress, and physical injury, bue to 

staph infection that was not treated properly or in a timely 

manner. 

1. On 10-6-2009. Plaintiff Carl Bennett filed a BP-8 with his 

cou ns e 1 Mr. W. Lyne hard, s ta ting that he had a skin condition 

on his left upper ankle. The condition was getting worse daily 

and that he was not getting any medical attention. 

2. On 11-11-2009. Mr. Bennett filed a BP-9 appealing the denial 

of his request seeking proper, adequate and competent medical 

attention, as his medical was getting worse. 

3. ON 12-3-2009. The Warden Bruce Pearson stated that he was 

denying treatment stasis venous abrasive lesions to your lower 

left extremity with prutitus and superficial thread like varsose 

veins on the anterior and laterak aspect of your foot and as for 

seven month's of treatment he was now being approved for an 

arteriovenous Doppler Ultrasound. 

4. On 12-11-2009 Mr. Bennett filed a BP-10 requesting medical 

attention as the conditon was getting worse despite of the on 

going medical attention he was receiving. 

5. ON 1-22-2010 Regional Director stated that the medical 

department was waiting for the re su 1 ts of the venous sonogr am . 

9 
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6. On 6-18-2010. Mr. Bennett was still suffering from server pain 

and an escalating skin abnormality that was progressing well into 

upper body. Mr. Bennett requested a second medial opinion. 

7. On 10-25-2010. Mr. Harrell Watts administrator of na tiona 1 

inmate appeal in Washington responded that Mr. Bennett was 

receiving appropriate medical care and treatment and therefore 

no second opinion was needed. 

THIS TIMELY MOTION FOLLOW 

The plaintiff's sole argument that defendant's didn't provide 

adequate, timely medical attention that has caused permanent 

visual marks on the plaintiff's body, in direct result of the 

failure the properly, in timely treat the plaintiff. As a result 

of the permanent marks on his body the plaintiff argues that he 

has to look at himself on a daily basis with a disgust, causing 

mental, emotional, psychological distress, which has cause the 

plaintiff to become impotent. 

Prior to the plaintiff I s condition, the plaintiff was sexually 

active , and that we was used to ma in ta in ing his sexua 1 need ' s 

while incarcerated. The plaintiff is 49 years old. With only or 

about 7 years left to be released, and will not be able to become 

intimate in any future relationships. 

RELEASE REQUESTED 

The plaintiff is requesting that no retaliatory conduct occur 

against plaintiff for the bring of this action. As plaintiff 

Bennett has been disciplinary free or even allegations of 

improper conduct. 

10 
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And · as such, any such allegations of wrung doi1tg should be 

frowned upon by this court. 

To award compensatory damages in the amount of $1.5 million 

dollars. and to award punitive damages in the amount of $1.5 

million dollars. 

RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED 

Carl Bennettt 12198-021 

Federal Correctional Institution 

2680 Highway 301 South 

Jesup, Georgia 31599 

11 
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DECLARATION 

I CARL BENNETT, Declare under the penalty of perjury that the 

foreaoing is true anrl rorr;=,rr rn rh«> h«>c::+ n-F "'" \- r, ..... ,,,, ,:, ,'1,-,,,:, 
--· - _. - ~ 

Executed This.c..L_oay Of )9 , 20...l2_ 

CARL BENNETT t 12198-021 

12 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I Hereby CERTIFY that a true and correct Copy of the foregoing 

motiun hct~ Leell ,.. . ' .,. 
l.ULlll~Jlt::U l..U 

'. 
l..Jlt= 

,.. 
u J_ L-Uu.1. L. . '' -w ..,L.... l.....1..J. 

r ~. -
~I.LC: 

~ t r . ~ ~ . --, 
u~'-a,.__J....1.i..;.u 

copies to the be served upon the Defendant's in this case, on 

this_L_ day of l_9_20Jk_, 

.. \~- ... ::·~, ..... ··•':"·.,,· 

RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED, 

·Ccu2 ±3elt\~ 
CARL BENNETT 12198-021 

Federal Correctional Institution 
2680 Highway 301 South 
Jesup Ga, 31599 

1 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT/ I JAN 2 5 2012 I 
FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF MISSISSIP.P1l_ ""•'" ! I 

I ' ' -1,QIJ, I~;-· <':[:'i'I!<'-. ·-' I 
l B\' 
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CARL BENNETT 
PLAINTIFF, 

vs. 

JURY TRIAL DEMANDED 

HARRELL WATTS, NATIONAL INMATE APPEAL COORDINATOR. 

REGIONAL ADMINISTRATIVE REMEDIES COORDINATOR JOHN DOE. 

BRUCE PEARSON, WARDEN. 

DR. ROBERTO MARTINEZ, STAFF PHYSICIAN. 

DR. ANTHONY CHAMBE, MD CLINICAL DIRECTOR. 

DEFENDANTS IN THEIR INDIVIDUAL AND OFFICIAL CAPACITY./ 

COMPLAINT BY FEDERAL PRISONER, UNDER THE CIVIL RIGHTS 

ACT. 28. U.S.C S 1331 OR 1346 BIVENS CLAIM. 

This complaint brought by Plaintiff Carl Bennett. A Federal 

Prisoner, is brought against the defendants herein for their 

violations of plaintiff Bennett's Constitutional rights to the 

Eighth Amendment against cruel and unusual punishment through 

negligence and as grounds would say the following: 

JURISDICTION 

Jurisdiction is invoked pursuant to Hess V. United States 361 

u.s 314. 317-18. 80 s.ct 431.4L Ed 2d305 (1960} 

U.S.C § 1346 (b) ) . 

1 
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And all other acts, statues and Constitutional clauses that may 

be applicable, to have his Federal quested heard. 

PARTIES 

A.PLAINTIFF 

1. Carl Bennett# 12198-021 

Federal Correctional Institution Jesup 

2680 Highway 310 South 

Jesup Georgia 31599 

B.DEFENDANTS 

1. Harrell Watts. 

National Inmate Appeals Coordinator General Counsel 

Federal Bureau Of Prisons 

320 First Street N.W 

Washington DC 20534 

2.John Doe 

Regional Administrative Remedies Coordinator 

Federal Bureau Of Prisons 

3800 Camp Creek Parkway S.W 

Building 2000 

Atlanta Georgia 30331 

3. Bruce Pearson, warden. 

Federal Bureau Of Prisons 

F.C.I Yazoo City Medium Facility Complex 

Federal Correctional Institution 

P.O Box 5888 

Yazoo City Mississippi 39194 

2 
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4. Dr. Roberto Martinez. Staff Physician 

Federal Bureau Of Prisons 

F.C.I Yazoo Medium Complex 

Federal Correctional Institution 

P.O Box 5888 

Yazoo City Mississippi 39194 

5. Dr. Anthony Chambes. MD Clinical Director 

F.C.I Yazoo City Medium Facility Complex 

Federal Correctional Institution 

P.O Box 5888 

Yazoo City Mississippi 39194 

INTRODUCTION 

The plaintiff. Carl Bennett. Move this Honorable court not let 

or permit form to override substance or procedural technicalities 

to defeat fairness and justice needed for the relief the court 

may have deem just and proper. As the court in Hall V. Bellman, 

935 F.2d 1106. 1110. (11th Cir 1991) Stated. " A Pro-se litigant 

pleadings are to be held to less stringent standards than formal 

iJleadings drafted by lawyers." If a court can reasonably read 

a pleading to state a valid claim of which a defendant could 

prevail. It should do so despite the defendant's failure to cite 

proper legal theories, his poor syntax and sentence construction, 

or familiarity with pleading requirements. See: Boag V. 

McDougall. 454, U.S. 364, 102, S.ct 700 {1982) Haines v. 

Kerner, 404 U.S. 364, 925.ct. 594 (1972) Cangloff V. Poccia. 888 

F.supp. 1549 (MD. Fla 1995}: Powell V. Lennon, 914 F.2d 1495.1463 

(11th Cir 1990) "We liberally construe Pro-se litigants 

1..,leadings. 

3 
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Plain tiff-Petitioner. Carl Bennett below. Will be re fer red to 

by name or as the " Plaintiff." Defendant I s-Respondant I s below, 

will be referred to as II Oefendant 1 s. 11 Or by 11 Name 11 or by" FBOP." 

EXHAUSTION OF ADMINISTRATIVE REMEDIES 

Plaintiff Carl Bennett has exhausted all stages of the 

administrative remedy system within the Federal Bureau Of 

Prisons. As Set forth at title 28, code of Federal Regulations 

(CFR) . §542/et,.seq,. and title 28 U.S.C. § 2675 in furtherance 

of his claim for relief. Through the office of the national and 

regional administrative remedies. 

OTHER ACTIONS PENDING 

Plaintiff Carl Bennett brought forth the facts as set forth 

below, to: 

1. Regional counsel Southeast Regional Office 

3800 Camp Creek Parkway S.W 

Building 2000 

Atlanta Georgia 30331 

2. Tortis Claim, 

3. Docket No: TRT-SER-2011-02892 

4. Name: Lisa M. Sunderman, Regional Counsel 

5. Disposition: Action denied 

6. No further actions has been brought forward as set fore below 

to any count alleging the facts of this matter. 

4 
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STATEMENT OF THE CASE FACTS 

1. Plaintiff Carl Bennett is currently serving an 18 years and 

4 month sentence for a violation of Title 18 U.S.C 922(g) (1) 

Firearm violation of Title 18 U.S.C 924 (e). Plaintiff filed a 

direct appeal in the United States court of appeals for the 

Eleventh Circuit number 07-11316F and it was reversed and 

remanded for which the plaintiff was resentenced to 194 months 

BOP. Plaintiff is scheduled for release on or about 10-24-2019. 

2. Plaintiff Carl Bennett a Federal Prisoner incarcerated at 

Feder a 1 Correctional Ins ti tut ion Jesup Georgia 26 8 0 U. S l'Iighway 

301 South. Is an inmate who was suffering from skin compilations. 

Went to the Medical Department seeking medical relief for which 

_he BOP by and through it's agency negligently disregarded the 

plaintiff serious medical condition in violation of the 

plaintiffs 8th amendment constitutional rights against cruel and 

unusual punishment. 

3. On 10-6-2009 Plaintiff Carl Bennett filed a BP-8-Yazl330 .13G 

with correction counsel Mr. W. Lychard. Since July 20 0 9. He had 

a condition on his upper left ankle which was eaten into the 

muscle and was causing a great deal of constant pain. This 

condition was getting worse daily. And he seems to not be able 

to get any medical help. Which is effective, in what appears to 

be a staff infection. Actions requesting to resolve the 

complaint, was adequate and competent medical attention to stop 

_he spread of what ever was eating into his leg and something 

for pain. (See: Exhibit "A" BP-9). 

5 
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4. On 11-4-2009.The Plaintiff Carl Bennett received a response 

attempt at informal resolution denying plaintiff's requested 

relief, more specifically. A review of this matter reveals that 

you received a Doppler Ultrasound which revealed arterial venues 

insufficiency in your left lower extremity. Also, a consultation 

has been generated for a vascular surgeon. This consultation will 

be review by the utilization review committee and you will be 

notified of their decision. I trust I have been responsive to 

your concerns. {See Exhibit •B" BP-8 Response.) 

5. Inmate Carl Bennett filed a BP-9 remedy No: 56 5112-Fl, which 

he appealed the denial of his informal resolution in which he 

statement medical attention to my left ankle as the condition 

is eating into the muscle and I am in constant pain. This appears 

to be a staff infection: And numerous attempts at trying to have 

the Medical staff at Yazoo treat this has meet with no effective 

result. {See Exhibit •c• BP-9) 

6. On 12-3-2009. A response was received by the Warden where he 

have a vague response to my BP-9 which he stated a review of you 

medical record reveals that you are being treated for stasis 

venous abrasive lesions to your lower left extremity with purists 

and superficial thread like varcose veins on the anterior and 

lateral aspect of your foot. You have been receiving treatment 

is medical for approximately seven months without a positive 

outcome. Your abrasive lesions are not healing in spite of 

occlusive dressing TeD hosiery and ancillary measures such as 

elevating your leg. A consultation for an arteriovenous Doppler 

Ultrasound has been approved to rule out arter iovenous 

insufficiency. This diagnostic test is scheduled for mid December 

2009. {See Exhibit "D" response of BP-9) 

6 
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7. On 12-11-2009 Inmate Carl Bennett filed a appeal on his denial 

of his BP-9, with the Regional Administrative office in Atlanta 

Georgia by way of BP-10. In his appeal he augured; Likewise, as 

stated in prior request/grievances. I once again request medical 

attention in the case of my left ankle as the condition is eating 

into the muscle in that area and I am in constant pain. 

Furthermore. I once again contend that this appears to be a staph 

infection in that sense. I also provide that numerous attempts 

at trying to have the medical staff at Yazoo treat said condition 

has recurrently been met with adverse harshness and in some 

pustances. No results at all. (See Exhibit •E"} 

8. On 1-20-2010. The regional Director issued a response alleging 

a review of your medical records revealed the wardens response 

to your request for Administrative remedy number 656112-Fl is 

correct. You have been receiving treatment for approximately 

seven month I s for stasis venous abrasive lesions to your lower 

left extremity. No improvement has been noted despite f re quen t 

occlusive dressings/wound care. TeD hosiery and leg elevation. 

There fore the staff physician recommended a venous sonogram and 

an arterial Doppler Ultrasound for further diagnosis. You 

underwent the venous sonogram on December 30 2009. And your 

arterial Doppler Ultrasound is pending. (See Exhibit °F•) 

9. On 6-18-2010 Plaintiff Carl Bennett filed a BP-11, (Exhibit 

0 G•) in which he requested a second opinion form another 

certified physician, relating to his 

futhered complained "my skin continue 

suffering combition. He 

to worsen and proper or 

better medical attention is immediately needed. It is obvious 

that the current treatment for "arterial venous insufficiency" 

Is not helping my condition because my illness is misdiagnosed. 

7 
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10. On October 25 2010. Mr Harrell Watts Administrator or 

national inmate appeals issued response statements . " Relevant 

portions of your medical record have been reviewed which reveal 

you have been diagnosed with stasis dermatitis, A common 

_nflammatory skin disease that occurs on the lower extremities 

in patients with chronic venous insufficiency with venous 

hypertension. It is usually the earliest cutaneous sequela of 

it may be a precursor to more venous insufficiency. and 

problematic conditions. Such as venous leg ulceration and 

Iipodermatosclerosis.you recieve appropriate medical care and 

treatment for your condition. There is no clinical indication 

which would warrant you undergoing a consultant skin and bone 

specialist evaluation. The record reflects you are receiving 

medical care and treatment in accordance with Bureau policy. (See 

Exhibit "H") 

11. On 3-7-2011. The Plaintiff Carl Bennett, Filed a tort claim, 

TRT-SER-2011-02892 alleging mental stress, and physical injury, 

due to a staff infection, that was not treated properly nor in 

time. (Se Exhibit •r•) 

12. On September 26 2011, Lisa M. Sunderman Regional counsel, 

Issued a response stating: " Based on the above there is no 

evidence indicating that you suffered a loss of injury caused 

by the negligent or wrongfully act or omission of any Bureau of 

Prisons employee acting within the scope of his or her 

employment. Additionally, you received medical treatment 

consistent with evidence based medical standards. 

8 
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Consequently, your claim must be denied. (See Exhibit nJ 0
) 

13. This timely complain follows. 

COUNTS 

1. The Federal Bureau Of Prisons. By it's executors, caused 

plaintiff to suffer mental stress, and physical injury, bue to 

staph infection that was not treated properly or in a timely 

manner. 

1. On 10-6-2009. Plaintiff Carl Bennett filed a BP-8 with his 

counsel Mr. W. Lynchard, stating that he had a skin condition 

on his left upper ankle. The condition was getting worse daily 

and that he was not getting any medical attention. 

2. On 11-11-2009. Mr. Bennett filed a BP-9 appealing the denial 

of his request seeking proper, adequate and competent medical 

attention, as his medical was getting worse. 

3. ON 12-3-2009. The warden Bruce Pearson stated that he was 

denying treatment stasis venous abrasive lesions to your lower 

left extremity with prutitus and superficial thread like varsose 

veins on the anterior and laterak aspect of your foot and as for 

seven month's of treatment he was now being approved for an 

arteriovenous Doppler Ultrasound. 

4. On 12-11-2009 Mr. Bennett filed a BP-10 requesting medical 

attention as the condi ton was getting worse despite of the on 

going medical attention he was receiving. 

5. ON 1-22-2010 Regional Director stated that the medical 

department was waiting for the results of the venous sonogram. 
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6. On 6-18-2010. Mr. Bennett was still suffering from server pain 

and an escalating skin abnormality that was progressing well into 

upper body. Mr. Bennett requested a second medial opinion. 

7. On 10-25-2010. Mr. Harrell Watts administrator of national 

inmate appeal in Washington responded that Mr. Bennett was 

receiving appropriate medica 1 care and treatment and there fore 

no second opinion was needed. 

The plaintiff's 

adequate, timely 

visual marks on 

THIS TIMELY MOTION FOLLOW 

sole argument that 

medical attention 

defendant's didn't provide 

that 

the plaintiff's body, in 

has caused permanent 

direct result of the 

failure the properly, in timely treat the plaintiff. As a result 

of the permanent marks on his body the plaintiff argues that he 

has to look at himself on a daily basis with a disgust, causing 

mental, emotional, psychological distress, which has cause the 

plaintiff to become impotent. 

Prior to the plaintiff's condition, the plaintiff was sexually 

active, and that we was used to maintaining his sexual need' s 

while incarcerated. The plaintiff is 49 years old. With only or 

about 7 years left to be released, and will not be able to become 

intimate in any future relationships. 

RELEASE REQUESTED 

The plaintiff is requesting that no 

against plaintiff for the bring of 

retaliatory conduct occur 

this action. As plain ti ff 

Bennett has been disciplinary free or even allegations of 

improper conduct. 

10 
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And as such, any such allegations of wrong doing should be 

frowned upon by this court. 

To award compensatory damages in the amount of $1. 5 million 

dollars. and to award punitive damages in the amount of $1.5 

million dollars. 

RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED 

Carl Bennett# 12198-021 

Federal Correctional Institution 

2680 Highway 301 South 

Jesup~ Georgia 31599 

11 
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DECLARATION 

I CARL BENNETT, Declare under the pen a 1 t y of perjury that the 

foregoing is true and correct to the best of my knowledge. 

Executed ThisL.oay Of )9 , 20 /2-

CARL BENNETT # 12198-021 

12 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I Hereby CERTIFY that a true and correct Copy of the foregoing 

motion has been furnished to the clerk of court with the attached 

copies to the be served upon the Defendant 1 s in this case, on 

this \ ~-- day of \'-'\ 20)"2,. 

RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED, 

c;,Ji.dB~~~-0 21 
Federal Correctional Institution 

2680 Highway 301 South 
Jesup Ga, 31599 

1 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF MISSISSIPPI 

CARL BENNETT, 
PLAINTIFF, 

vs. 

HARRELL WATTS, NATIONAL INMATE APPEAL COORDINATOR. 

CASE NO: 

REGIONAL ADMINISTRATIVE REMEDIES COORDINATOR JOHN DOE. 

BRUCE PEARSON, WARDEN. 

DR. ROBERTO MARTINEZ, STAFF PHYSICIAN. 

DR. ANTHONY CHAMBES, MD CLINICAL DIRECTOR. 

IN THEIR INDIVIDUAL AND OFFICIAL CAPACITIES./ 

LEGAL ARGUMENT IN SUPPORT OF CLAIM 

There is no dispute that the plaintiff has under taken all 

prerequisite administrative action necessary to maintain this 

suit (See 28 U.S.C § 2675 requiring claimants against the United 

States to present their claim to the appropriate administrative 

agency and receive a final disposition of the claim from such 

agency before bringing a lawsuit. ) There fore jurisdiction over 

this action is proper moreover. Because the alleged acts and 

omissions occurred in Mississippi. The law of Mississippi will 

govern this action. 

The Federal Tort Claims Act grants the district courts 

jurisdiction of civil actions against the United States for 

injury or loss of property, or personal injury or death caused 

buy the negligent or wrongful act of omission of any employee 

of the Government while acting within the scope of his off ice 

of employment. 

1 
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Under circumstances where the United States, if a private person 

would be liable to the claimant in accordance with the law of 

the place where the act or omission occurred. "Hess v. United 

States 361 U.S 314. 317-18. 80 S.ct 341. 4. L. Ed 2d 305 21960) 

(Quoting 28 U.S.C § 1346(b) ) . 

A plaintiff must establish four elements to prove 

negligence. ( 1) The defendant owed to the plaintiff a duty. 

Recognized by law to conform to a certain standard of conduct. 

(2) A breach of that duty. (3) A reasonably close cause 

connection between the defendant 1 s conduct and the resulting 

innury; and (4) Actual loss or damage to the plaintiff. Carpenter 

v. Nobile, 620 So 2d 961. 964 (Mis.1993) as previously mentioned. 

The Bureau of Prisons has a statutory duty to provide inmates 

with adequate and timely medical treatment See U.S.C § 4042. In 

performing this duty, Governmental employees must exercise " 

ordinary diligence 11 in keeping Federal prisons safe from harm. 

Jones v. United States. 534 F2d 53. 54 (5th Cir 1976); Cowart 

v. United States, 617. F2d 112. 116 (5th Cir 1976). Under this 

standard Federal Prisoners may recover against the government 

for injuries sustained. Federal prisoners may recover against 

the government for injuries sustained during confinement in 

prison so long as their damages were caused by the negligence 

of a Federal Employee. United States v. Muniz, 374 U. S 150/ 150 

83 S.ct 1850. 10 L.Ed 2d 805 (1963). The central issue in this 

case is whether the government exercised ordinary diligence in 

it 1 s care of Mr. Bennett. First Mr. Bennett claims that the time 

lapses between treatment amount to a breach of the governments 

2 
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duty to provide timely treatment. Second, Mr. Bennett alleges 

that he was not afforded adequate and timely treatment since he 

never received any corrective treatment for his staph infection. 

The Yazoo City F.C.I's medical department more specifically, Dr. 

Roberto Martinez, Staff physician, was responsible for Mr. 

Bennett I s well being, because Mr. Bennett was under his care, 

custody and control, while Mr. Bennett resided at Yazoo City 

F.C.I. Mr. Martinez 1 s treatment of Mr. Bennett was from 10-6-

2009 through on or about 10-2010. During that time Mr. bennett 

complained of having a staph infection. Mr. Martinez was treating 

Mr. Bennett for Arteriovenous insufficiency, and a ultra sound 

was ordered to reform and reveal whether Mr. Bennett was in fact 

suffering from arteriovenous insufficiency. Mr. Anthony Chambes. 

MD. Clinical director, was orally and writtenly requested to have 

Me. bennett treated for his medical condition that was getting 

worse and Mr. Chambes delegated to Mr. Bennett to convey to Mr. 

Bennett a response. MR. Bruce Pearson. warden r was orally and 

writtenly informed by Mr. Bennett about Mr. Bennett's acute 

worsening condition, for which off the record, The warden told 

mr bennett " Sue me nHowever. Mr. Pearson was responsible for 

Mr. Bennett's well being, because Mr. Bennett was under Mr. 

Pearson's direct care, custody, and control. The 8th Amendment 

provides that no person shall receive cruel and unusual 

punishment. 

John Doe, Regional administrative remedies coordinator. Mr. Doe 

was informed writtenly by Mr. Bennett by a BP-10 that was not 

receiving adequate medical treatment. 

3 
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And that his condition was worsening. Mr. John Doe's response 

was vague as it just informed Mr. Bennett that an ultrasound test 

result was pending. However. Mr. John doe was responsible for 

Mr. Bennett's well being, as John doe was responsible for Mr. 

Bennett's care, custody and control. The 8th Amendment provides 

that no person shall receive cruel and unusual punishment. Mr. 

Harrell Watts. National inmate appeal coordinator. Was writtenly 

informed by Mr. Bennett about his poor medical treatment and the 

worsening condition and that Mr. Bennett requested a second 

medical opinion from another doctor relating to his condition 

as believed that his illness was and is being misdiagnosed. Mr. 

watts refused to properly address Mr. Bennett's complaint and 

brushed him off by stating that he was receiving medical 

treatment in accordance with policy. However Mr. Watts was 

responsible for Mr. bennett's well being because Mr. Bennett was 

under Mr. Watts care, custody and con tro 1. The 8th Amendment 

provides that no person shall receive cruel and unusual 

punishment. 

The denial of adequate treatment has caused, and is still 

causing Mr. bennett to suffer pain, emotionally, and physically. 

Especially when he has to look at himself which is constantly. 

Over three year 1 s have passed with out Mr. bennett receiving any 

corrective treatment. Consequently, Mr. Bennett will suffer for 

the rest of his life as a result of being denied adequate 

treatment by the F.c.r_ 

It is wel 1 settled that " [ i] n an action under the Federal 

Tort Claims Act 28 U.S.C. A§ 1346(b). The law states where the 

cause of action arose is binding as to the measure of damages. 

4 
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"Simpson v. United States. 322 F, 2d 688. 690 (5th Cir 1963 

Under Mississippi law, Bennett must prove damages by a 

pre ponder anc e of evidence . Adams v. U. S Homecra fters . Inc . 7 4 4 

So 2d 736. 740 Miss 1999 ) . Al though the plaintiff need not 

prove the monetary value of his damages which is sufficient 11 

to remove The measure of damages From the realm of mere 

speculation or conjecture. 11 Evans v. Clemons. 872 So 2d 23. 29 

Miss Ct. App 2003 } Citing Adams v. U.S Homecrafters). 

Sentinel Indus Contracting Corp, v. Kimming Indus, Serv. Corp. 

743 So. 2d 954; 966-67 { Miss 1999 Moreover, Bennett is 

required to offer the best evidence available to support each 

of his claims for damages, Puckett Mach, Co. v. Edwards. 641 So 

2d 29. 37. ( Miss 1994 } . 

The Eight Amendment's proscription against cruel and unusual 

punishment imposes a constitutional duty upon prison officials 

take reasonable measures to guarantee the safety of prison 

inmates. This duty to safeguard also embodies the principle 

expressed by the supreme court in Estelle v. gamble. 429 U.S 97. 

104. 97. S.ct 285. 50 L. 2d 251 ( 1976 } Forbidding prison 

officials from demonstrating deliberate indifference to the 

serious medical needs of inmates. Farmer v. Brennan, 511 U.S. 

825. 832. 114S.ct. 1970, 128. L.ed.2d 811 ( 1994 ) . 

5 
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Mr. Bennett seeks the following damages: ( 1) Past and present 

pain and suffering, (2) Future medical expenses for the removal 

of the marks on his body. 

The reasons contained herein, supra, the plaintiff should be 

entitled to have judgement entered on his behalf accordingly. 

G 

RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED 

CARL BENNETT # 12198-021 
Federal Correctional Institution 

2680 Highway 301 South 
Jesup, Ga, 31599 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF MISSISSIPPI 

CARL BENNETT, 
PLAINTIFF, 

vs. 

JURY TRIAL DEMANDED 

CASE 

HARRELL WATTS, NATIONAL INMATE APPEAL COORDINATOR. 

REGIONAL ADMINISTRATIVE REMEDIES COORDINATOR JOHN DOE. 

BRUCE PEARSON, WARDEN. 

DR. ROBERTO MARTINEZ, STAFF PHYSICIAN. 

DR. ANTHONY CHAMBES, MD CLINICAL DIRECTOR. 

NO: 

DEFENDANTS IN THEIR INDIVIDUAL AND OFFICIAL CAPACITIES./ 

APPENDIX 

1, Exhibit "A 11 Informal resolution BP-8. 

2, Exhibit 11 B" BP-8 Request to attempt at informal resolution. 

3, Exhibit 11 C11 BP-9 Request for administrative remedy. 

4, Exhibit 11 D" BP-9 Response to request for administrative 

remedy. 

5, Exhibit "E'' BP-10 Regional administrative remedy appeal. 

6, Exhibit 11 F 11 BP-10 Regional administrative remedy appeal 

response. 

7, Exhibit "G" BP-11 Central office administrative rememdy 

appeal. 

8, Exhibit "H 11 BP-11 administrative remedy response. 

9, Exhibit "I" Torts Claim File. 

10, Exhibit "J" Torts Claim response docket NO: TRT-SER-2011-

02892. 
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/1,_dnuni~tnrtive Remedy Prognmi 
YAZ1330.13G 
Atfac.hmenf A 

Federal Correctjonal Institutio11, Yazoo City, lVG.ssissippi 
l~equest for Administrative Remedy 

Atten1pt at Informal Resolution 

InmateNfilDe: 6et--JtJ12--n: 1 Cf\{tL ·-------------

Reg:iste:r No: \ J.\ .... <N=, ~-_()_J_\ ____ _ Unit: 

TO BE ClJMJ!LETlTD BYINMATE: 

1. Brie.fly state your complaint. Include all details and facts which support your request and ibi 
date on which the complaint occurred. s i n c e Ju 1 y 2 O o 9 , I have ha d a con -

dition on-my upper lEft ankle which is ~ating into the mussel and 
causing me a great deal of consistant pain. This condition is getting 
worse daily and I seem to NOT be able to get any medical help, which 
is effec~ive, in what appears to be a staff infection. 

2. V/hat actions are you requesting to resolve your complaint? Adequate and cornpe tent 
medical· aftention to stop the spread of whatever is eating into my 
leg and something for pain. 

··- -TOBECOMPLETEDBYSTAFF: 

3. Indicate below the c:ffmts madeto resolve the matter. Be specific but brief Include names . 
of staff cont.acted to _attempt resolution. (Use back of this form if necessary.) 

. /vi 
Inmate $ignature/Date 

NOTE: Attach 31:JY pertinent do.cumentation related to the inmate's complaint. . 

BP-8 Issued 
to Inmate 

BP-8 Retumed 
to Counselor 

BP-9 Issued to 
lumate 

BP-9 Retm:ned 
to Counselor 

\ --\ ).-3\ 

_,A ,/ 

BP-9 De1::Yered to 
Admio.. Remedy Clerk 
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Response to Attempt at Informal Resolution 
RE: Bennett, Carl 

Reg. No. 12198-021 

This is in response to your Attempt at lnfomial Resolution received on October 30, 2009. You 
claim that you have had a condition on your upper left ankld which is eating into the muscle and 
causing you a great deal of pain. You state that this condition is getting worse daily and that you 
seem not to be able to get any medical help. You request that adequate and competent medical 
attention to stop the spread of whatever is eating into your leg. You further request something for 
pam. 

A review of this matter reveals that you were last seen on 11-03-2009 by your Doctor and the 
Clinical Director. You are being submitted for an arterial ve:iJous study. Th.is request will be 
reviewed by the Utilization Review Committee and you will be notified of their decision. I trust I 
have been responsive to your concerns. Please address any further concerns to the Health 
Services Department or your Unit Team. 

lrt<Jf 
Date 

Correctional Counselor 

I I 
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u.s. DEPARTl\rnxtalfei&.11.@'Jtv-00016-DCB-RHW 

/_"'-..,: ·, ~. ', ' . \ t. 

'/\pc or II.I'<' ho/I -poinr /'<'II. {( ,11wd1111c111s I/re 11et'ded . . rn/1111/r _/Im,· ,·01,i,·s_ , 1,/dili<'ll!/I i11s1n1, ·rirJ!l.1' 011 r,T,·n·,·. 

From: _____________________ _ 
I.AST NAME, FIRST. i\HOllLE INITIAi. REG. '\O. l:"/STITLITI OJ\ 

Part A- INMATE REQCEST 

DATE SIGNATURE: OF REQUESTER 

Part B- RESPONSE 

DATE WARDEN OR REGIONAL DIRECTOR 

If dissatisfied with rhis response, )'Oll ma)' appe/1/ In //,e Negimwl Director. l'uur appeal must be reafrnl in the Regiol!al O,{Ji'ce witl,i,i 10 calc11d"r days of the dale 1JJ //tis n•.1pon.1·e. 

SECOND COPY: RETt:R:"l TO 1,i\JATF: 

Pa1·t C- RECEIPT 
Return w: 

I.AST NAME. FIRST. \1[1)DI.F INITIAL RFG. NO. 

CASE NUMBER: --'-~-------'---

CASE NUMBER: _________ _ 

1,NTT INSTITUTION 

SUBJECT:---------------------------------------------

ll,\TE RFTIPI EN'l"S SlGN,\TURb: (STAf'F rv1E:v1 BER) 
BP-229('~) 
.UP.Dr! "1q,H;} 
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U.S. D.epartment of Justice 
Federal Bureau of Prisons 

From: Bennett, Carl 
LAST NAME, FIRST, MIDDLE INITIAL 

Part B- RESPONSE 

Remedy ID- 565112-Fl 

' 

RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMIN1STRA1TVE FtK\IED':· 

12198-021 E-4 FCC Yazoo City 
REG.NO. UNIT INSTITUT!ON 

Th.is is in response to your Request for Administrative Remedy dated November 11, 2009. You state that you 
have a sore on your left ankle that is eating into the muscle and causing you constant pain. 

A review of your medical record reveals that you are being treated for stasis venous abrasive lesions to your 
lower left extremity with pruritus and superficial thread like varicose veins on the anterior and lateral aspect 
of your foot. You have been receiving treatment in medical for approximately seven months without a 
positive outcome. Your abrasive lesions are not healing in spite of occlusive dressings, TED hosiery and 
ancillary measures such as elevating your leg. A consultation for an Arteriovenous Doppler ultrasound has 
been approved to rule out Arteriovenous insufficiency. This diagnostic test is scheduled for mid 
December 2009. 

This response is provided for INFORMATIONAL PURPOSES ONLY. If dissatisfied with this rcspons,: 
you may appeal to the Regional Director, Southeast Regional Office, at 3800 Camp Creek Parkway, SW, 
Building 2000, Atlanta, Georgia 30331-6226. Your appeal must be received in the Regional Director's 
Office \vithin 20 calendar days of the date of this response. 

/2- 3-a z 
Bruce Pearson, Warden Date 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF MISSISSIPPI 

WESTERN DIVISION 

CARL BENNETT, 

Plaintiff, 

vs. 

HARRELL WATTS, ET AL., 

Defendants. 

--------------

CIVIL ACTION NO. 5:12-cv-16-DCB-RHW 

/ 

PLAINTIFF'S 
NOTICE OF FILING 

COMES NOW, the Plaintiff, Carl Bennett, who respectfully 

files with this Honorable Court a copy of the Settlement 

Agreement proposed by Defendants and executed by Plaintiff on 

November 2, 2012. 

Dated: November 3, 2012 Respectfully Submitted, 

Carl Bennett 
Plaintiff, prose 
Register No. 12198-021 
FCI Jesup 
2680 US Hwy 301 South 
Jesup, GA 31599 

I HEREBY CERTIFY that a true and correct copy of the 
foregoing was served upon Assistant U.S. Attorney Edward o. 
Pearson at 501 E. Court Street, Suite 4.430, Jackson, Missippi 
39201, by u.s. Mail, this 5th day of November 2012. 

Attachment: 

Settlement Agreement 
(endorsed by Plaintiff only) 

Is {2 M O i6 RM,,,,, ,,J--/c 
arl Bennett 

Plaintiff, prose 
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-.., 12198-021 • 

Carl Bennett 
, Federal Correction Institution 
2680 Highway 301 South 

Jesup, GA 31599 

\Jnited States ... 
r---~~----·•··· 

I NOV O 8 2012 

~ 12 id8-uz1¢:> 

t t· 

Southern District Of Ms 
Clerk,U.S, District Court 
501 E Court ST SU>.~<:_ 2, Sen 
J,ickson, MS 39201 
United States 

r·•.---

li11 ll;i;i1111l;iH111111ll;i;l1ll111 ,1i;l!;1l,11J1 
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IN THE UNITED ST A TES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF MISSISSIPPI 

WESTERN DIVISION 

CARL BENNETT, 
Reg. No. 12198-021, 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

Plaintiff, 

v. ) CIVIL ACTION NO. 5:12-cv-16-DCB-RHW 
) 

HARRELL WATTS, ) 
NATIONAL INMATE APPEAL 
COORDINATOR, IN INDIVIDUAL AND 
OFFICIAL CAPACITY; et al., 

) 
) 
) 
) 

Defendants. ) 

PLAINTIFF'S ACKNOWLEDGMENT OF RECEIPT OF SETTLEMENT FUNDS 

I hereby acknowledge receipt of check in the amount of $10,350.00 in accordance with the 

settlement terms of the above-captioned civil action. 

WITNESS MY SIGNATURE on this the 11th day of January, 2013. 

ISi CARL BENNETT 

CARL BENNETT 
Reg. No. 12198-021 
Federal Correctional Institution Jesup 
Medium Facility Housing Unit C-2 
2680 Highway 301 South 
Jesup, GA 31599 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I, EDWARD 0. PEARSON, Assistant United States Attorney, hereby certify that I 
this day electronically filed the foregoing document with the Clerk of the Court usmg the 
ECF system, and I further certify that a true copy of the above and foregoing document has 
been mailed via United States Mail, postage prepaid, to the following non-pmticipant in the 
ECF system: 

Carl Bennett 
Reg. No. 12198-021 
Federal Correctional Institution Jesup 
Medium Facility Housing Unit C-2 
2680 Highway 301 South 
Jesup, GA 3 J 599 

This the 18th day of Januat)', 2013. 

2 

ISi EDWARD 0. PEARSON 

EDWARD 0. PEARSON 
Assistant United States Attorney 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF MISSISSIPPI 

WESTERN DIVISION 

CARL BENNETT, 
Reg. No. 12198-021, 

Plaintiff, 

v. 

HARRELL WATTS, 
NATIONAL INMATE APPEAL 
COORDINATOR, IN INDIVIDUAL AND 
OFFICIAL CAPACITY; et al., 

Defendants. 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) CIVIL ACTION NO. 5:12-cv-16-DCB-RHW 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

ORDER 

This cause came on for hearing on [39] the Defendants' Motion to File Excess Pages. 

Having considered the motion requesting eighty (80) pages within which to submit the Defendants' 

Memorandum of Points and Authorities in Support of the Motion to Dismiss or, in the Alternative, 

for Summary Judgment and Defendants' rebuttal memorandum, is hereby granted. 

Accordingly, Defendants are granted a total of eighty (80) pages within which to submit their 

Memorandum of Points and Authorities in Support of the Motion to Dismiss or, in the Alternative, 

for Summary Judgment and Defendants' rebuttal memorandum. 

SO ORDERED, this the 1" day of August, 2012. 

Submitted by: 
/,5/ Edward 0. Pearson 
EDWARD 0. PEARSON 
Assistant U.S. Attorney 
Mississippi Bar No. 4080 
501 East Court Street, Suite 4.430 
Jackson, Mississippi 39201 
Telephone No.: 601/965-4480 
Facsimile No.: 601/965-4409 
E-mail: eddie.pearson(a),usdoj .gov 

ROBERT H. WALKER 
UNITED STATES MAGISTRATE JUDGE 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF MISSISSIPPI 

WESTERN DIVISION 

CARL BENNETT, 
Reg. No. 12198-021, 

Plaintiff, 

v. 

HARRELL WATTS, 
NATIONAL INMATE APPEAL 
COORDINATOR, IN INDIVIDUAL AND 
OFFICIAL CAPACITY; et al., 

Defendants. 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) CIVIL ACTION NO. 5:12-cv-16-DCB-RHW 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

ORDER SEALING DEFENDANTS' 
DISPOSITIVE MOTION AND BRIEF 

This matter is before the Court on [ 40] the ex parte motion of the Defendants, Harrell 

Watts, National Inmate Appeal Coordinator, In Individual and Official Capacity; Bruce Pearson, 

Warden, in Individual and Official Capacity; Dr. Roberto Martinez,, Staff Physician, In 

Individual and Official Capacity; and Dr. Anthony Chambers, Clinical Director, In Individual 

and Official Capacity, also known as Anthony Chambe, for an order sealing Defendants' Motion 

to Dismiss Or, In the Alternative, for Summary Judgment and Defendants' Memorandum of 

Points and Authorities in Support of Motion to Dismiss Or, In the Alternative, for Summary 

Judgment. The Court being fully advised in the premises finds that in this lawsuit, Plaintiff 

claims he received constitutionally inadequate medical care, and of necessity, the Defendants' 

dispositive motion and supporting memorandum must address personal and sensitive information 

about the Plaintiff (his medical conditions, treatment and care) which should be protected from 

public disclosure. The Court therefore finds Motion [ 40] is well taken and should be 

GRANTED. 

To avoid any possibility of inadvertent disclosure of personal and sensitive information, 

the Court will require that instead of counsel for Defendants personally filing their dis positive 
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motion and memorandum in support of same, they shall convert said documents into pdf format 

and email them to the Clerk for filing under seal in accordance with this order. 

SO ORDERED, this the 1" day of August, 2012. 

Submitted by: 
ISi Edward 0. Pearson 
EDWARD 0. PEARSON 
Assistant U.S. Attorney 
Mississippi Bar No. 4080 
501 East Court Street, Suite 4.430 
Jackson, Mississippi 39201 
Telephone No.: 601/965-4480 
Facsimile No.: 601/965-4409 
E-mail: eddie.pearson(a}usdoj .gov 

ROBERT H. WALKER 
UNITED STATES MAGISTRATE JUDGE 

2 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF MISSISSIPPI 

WESTERN DIVISION 

CARL BENNETT, 
Reg. No. 12198-021, 

Plaintiff, 

v. 

HARRELL WATTS, 
NATIONAL INMATE APPEAL 
COORDINATOR, IN INDIVIDUAL AND 
OFFICIAL CAPACITY; et al., 

Defendants. 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) CIVIL ACTION NO. 5:12-cv-16-DCB-RHW 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

ORDER GRANTING DEFENDANTS' 
THIRD MOTION FOR ADDITIONAL TIME 

This cause is before the Court on [43] the Third Motion for Additional Time submitted by 

the United States Attorney on behalf of the Defendants, Harrell Watts, National Inmate Appeal 

Coordinator, In Individual and Official Capacity; Bruce Pearson, Warden, in Individual and 

Official Capacity; Dr. Roberto Martinez, Staff Physician, In Individual and Official Capacity; and 

Dr. Anthony Chambers, Clinical Director, In Individual and Official Capacity, also known as 

Anthony Chambe. Having considered the Third Motion and having concluded that Plaintiff will not 

be prejudiced by such a short extension of time, the Court finds that the Third Motion for Additional 

Time is well taken and should be granted. 

IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED that the Third Motion for Additional Time submitted by the 

Defendants should be and hereby is granted. The Defendants shall file an answer or otherwise 

respond to the Plaintiff's Complaint and Amended Complaint, on or before August 16, 2012.:. 

SO ORDERED this the 2nd day of August, 2012. 

Isl {fjf;:6rrl rz1 J{;#ft'lhrr 
ROBERT H. WALKER 
UNITED ST A TES MAGISTRATE JUDGE 

PRESENTED BY: 
IS/ EDWARD 0. PEARSON 
EDWARD 0. PEARSON 
ASSIST ANT UNITED ST A TES ATTORNEY 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF MISSISSIPPI 

WESTERN DIVISION 

CARL BENNETT,# 12198-021 PLAINTIFF 

VERSUS CIVIL ACTION NO. 5:12CV16-DCB-RHW 

HARRELL WATTS, R.E. HOLT, BRUCE 
PEARSON, ROBERTO MARTINEZ, and 
ANTHONY CHAMBERS DEFENDANTS 

OPINION AND ORDER 

This cause is before the Court on Plaintiff's Motion for 

Reconsideration [docket entry no. 27] of this Court's April 2, 2012 

Order [docket entry no. 16], wherein the Court denied Plaintiff's 

motion styled as a motion to proceed before an Article III judge 

[docket entry no. 12]. The Court denies Plaintiff's 59(e) Motion 

for Reconsideration because he has not shown any manifest errors of 

law or fact or presented newly discovered evidence. Waltman v. 

Int' l Paper Co., 875 F.2d 468, 473 (5th Cir. 1989). It is apparent, 

however, that Plaintiff misunderstands the Court's April 12 Order, 

and therefore the Court will briefly rearticulate why it denied 

Plaintiff's previous motion in an effort to alleviate his concerns. 

Plaintiff appears to believe that a magistrate judge must have 

his consent in order to determine any matters in his case. Contrary 

to this belief, a magistrate judge has the statutory authority to 

resolve certain pretrial matters without a plaintiff's consent. 28 

U.S. C. § 63 6 (b) ( 1) (A) . Consent is required in order for a 

magistrate judge to ~conduct any or all proceedings in a Jury or 

nonjury civil matter and order the entry of judgment in the case," 
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but in this case Plaintiff has not given his consent. 28 U.S.C. ~ 

636(c) (1) (emphasis added). The undesigned Article III judge will 

resolve all dispositive matters in this case, including ruling on 

Defendants' Motion to Dismiss, or in the alternative, Motion for 

Summary Judgment [docket entry no. 48] after the magistrate judge 

has submitted a report and recommendation> Inasmuch as Plaintiff 

asks this Court to ignore the Magistrate Act, that request cannot 

be granted. 

IT IS THEREFORE HEREBY ORDERED THAT Plaintiff's Motion for 

Reconsideration [docket entry no. 27] is DENIED. 

SO ORDERED, this the 24th day of September, 2012. 

; A magistrate judge 
submit proposed findings 
disposition of any motion 
636 (b) (1) (B). 

/s/ David Bramlette 
UNITED STATES DISTRICT JUDGE 

does not need a plaintiff's consent to 
of fact and recommendations for the 

by a district court judge. 28 U.S.C. § 
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IN THE UNITED ST ATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF MISSISSIPPI 

WESTERN DIVISION 

CARL BENNETT, 
Reg. No. 12198..021, 

Plain tiff, 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

SO!JTlfcRN OISTRICT OF MISSISSIPPI 
FIL'~O 

NOVO 8 2012 
J, T. NOBIJN CLERK 

8V DEf'UTY 

v. 

HARRELL WATTS, 

i CIVIL ACTION NO. 5:12-cv-16-DCB-RHW 

NATIONAL INMATE APPEAL 
COORDINATOR, IN INDIVIDUAL AND 
OFFICIAL CAPACITY; et al, 

Def eodants. 

) 
) 

l 
) 

SETTLEMENT AGREEMENI 

It is hereby agreed by and between Carl Bennett (hereinafter the Plaintiff) and Harrell Watts, 

National Inmate Appeal Coordinator, In Individual and Official Capacity, Bruce Pearson, (former) 

Warden of Federal Correctional Complex, Yawo City, Mississippi, in Individual and Official 

Capacity; Dr. Roberto Martinez. Staff Physician, In Individual and Official Capacity; and Dr. 

Anthony Chambers, Clinical Director, In Individual and Official Capacity, also known as Anthony 

Chambe, (hereinafter the Defendants), that the parties have consummated their agreed settlement 

as follows: 

l. That Plaintiff, Carl BeMett. will be compensated, and Carl Bennett agrees to accept, the 

amount of Ten Thousand, Three Hundred Fifty and No/100 Dollars ($10,350.00), which sum shall 

be in full settlement and satisfaction of any and all claims, demands, rights, and causes of action of 

whatsoever kind and nature arising from, and by reason of any and all known and unknown, foreseen 

and unforeseen, bodily and personal injuries and the consequences thereof, resulting, and to result, 

from the same subject matter that gave rise to the above-captioned lawsuit. Payment will be 
".' j 

accomplished in accordance with 28 U.S.C. § 2414, and is in full and final settlement and no further 

appellate review will be sought. 
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2. Payment will be accomplished by check made out in the name of Carl Bennett from the 

United States Department of the Treasury, Judgment Fund Branch and mailed directly to him. Carl 

Bennett understands that this entire payment.will bereported to the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) 

and that the question of his tax liability or other liability to the United States Government, if any, 

as a result of this payment is & matter solely between him and the IRS and/or such other United, 

States Government agency to whom he may be indebted at the time of payment. 

3. This agreement is to seUle and resolve claims and is not an admission of liability on the 

part of any of the Defendants, and is entered into by '-U parties for the purpose of compromising 

claims and avoiding the expenses and risks of litigation. Carl Bennett and the Defendants have 

agreed to fully and finally settle all claims of any nature against the Defendants and the United 

States, Federal Bureau of Prisons, their agents. and their employees arising out of the subject matter 

of this entire judicial complaint. 

4. It is also agreed by and between the parties that the settlement amount for Carl Bennett 

represents the entire amount of the compromise settlement and that the respective parties will each 

bear their own costs, fees, and expenses. 

5. The Court retains jurisdiction for the sole purpose of enforcing this Settlement 

Agreement. lfany party fails to ronsurrunate this settlement within ninety (90) days, any aggrieved 

party may reopen the case for enforcement of the settlement agreement within fifteen (15) days 

thereafter; and if successful, any costs from this date shall be awarded such aggrieved party or 

parties against the party failing to consummate the agre~ment. 

6
. The authorization by the Attorney Ge.neral of the United States, or his designee, to enter 

· · ..-A b the parties does not make this 
into settlement for the amount and conditions ais~"'~.1illpon Y 

b
, d' upon the United Stutes unless and until the other conditions and requirements of 

agreement in mg 

this agreement have been fulfilled. 
As evidence of our agreement and stipulation as set forth above. witness our signatures on 

the dates indicated. 

2 

... __ ..... ~-
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G,cu O ~e MMG J\ 
RL BENNEIT, PLAINTIFF XJ 

HARRELL WATTS, NATIONAL INMATE 
APPEAL COORDINATOR, IN 
lNDIVIDUAL AND OFFICIAL CAPACITY; 
BRUCE PEARSON, (FORMER) WARDEN 
OF FEDERAL CORRECTIONAL 
COMPLEX, YAZOO CITY, MISSISSIPPI, 
IN fNDIVIOUAL AND OFFfCJAL 
CAPACITY; DR. ROBERTO MARTINEZ, 
STAFF PHYSICIAN, IN INDIVIDUAL 
AND OFFICIAL CAPACITY; AND DR. 
ANTHONY CHAMBERS, CLINICAL 

·.DIRECTOR, lN INDIVIDUAL AND 
OFFICIAL CAP A CITY, ALSO KNOWN AS 
ANTHONY CHAMBE 

DEFENDANTS 

GREGORY K. DA VIS 
UNITED ST ATES A lTORNEY ~y·'~K=== 

' 3 

Assistant United States Attorney 
Mississippi Bar No. 4080 
501 East Cour1 Street, Suite 4.430 
Jackson, Mississipri 3 920 I 
Telephone No.: 601/965-4480 
Facsimile No,: 60 I /965-4409 
f:-mail: edd ie. pcarsonca.usdo i .gov 

Date: //- ~- ZtJ/ C 

- .. •; 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF FLORIDA 

Miami Division 

CASE NO. 

MICHAEL CRUZ, 

Plaintiff, 
V. 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 

Defendant. 
I 

-------------

COMPLAINT 

Plaintiff, MICHAEL CRUZ ("CRUZ"), sues Defendant, UNITED ST A TE SOF AMERICA, 

and states: 

I. This is an action for money damages broughtpursuantto the Federal Tort Claims Act, 

28 U.S.C. §1346(b) and §2671 et seq. 

2. Venue is proper in this forum. 

3. All conditions proceeding to the filing ofthis action have been fulfilled. Specifically, 

Plaintiff timely filed an Administrative Claim with the Department of Justice, Federal Bureau of 

Prisons ("BOP"), which claim was denied by way of letter dated October 24, 2010. 

4. At all times materia~ CRUZ was an inmate in BOP custody; as is relevant to this 

claim, he was housed at FDC Miami. 

5. At all times material, BOP was a federal agency, and all acts complained of herein 

by BOP agents or employees were undertaken within the course and scope of that agency. 

6. BOP has a duty to provide adequate and time I y medical care to persons in its custody, 

including CRUZ. 

7. CRUZ was taken into custody on December 3, 2008, and placed at FDC Miami. 

FEILER & LEACH. P.L. 

901 PONCE DE LEON BLVD., PENTHOUSE SUITE • CORAL GASLES, FL 331 34-3009 • (305) 441-881 8 
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CRUZ v. USA 
Page 2 

8. In early January of 2009, CRUZ began experiencing vision problems. Unbeknownst 

to him, he had suffered a detached retina. 

9. Over the course of the month of January, CRUZ made several sick call requests, 

which went unanswered. His vision began to deteriorate as a result of the detached retina. 

10. Finally, in early February, CRUZ was able to convince a BOP physician's assistant 

to place him on medical callout. This was done on February 11, 2009. CRUZ was seen briefly by 

an optometrist, on February 12, 2009, who found a refractory error and told CRUZ that he needed 

to be seen by an opthalmologist 

11. On February 25, 2009, Dr. Ginart noted this in CRUZ's chart. In another note 

dictated by Dr. Ginart on 2/27/09, specific reference is made to CRUZ's deteriorating vision in the 

left eye. 

12. CRUZ followed up repeatedly with BOP staff regarding this referral, but his requests 

were ignored. Over the next four months, his vision continued to deteriorate. 

13. CRUZ continued to complain, and in June of 2009, he filed a BP-8 form requesting 

administrative help. This was ignored. 

14. Finally, on June 23, 2009, CRUZ was taken to an opthalmologist, who formally 

diagnosed the retinal detachment. 

15. CRUZ was then taken to Miami's Bascom Palmer Eye Institute emergency services 

unit on July 1, 2009; on July 2, he was noted to be in immediate need of surgery. 

16. On July 13, 2009, CRUZ had surgery, but his condition had deteriorated to the point 

that he suffered a near total loss of vision on his eye. 

17. CRUZ was also prescribed certain post-operative care, including certain medications. 

FEILER & LEACH. P.L. 

901 PONCE DE LEON BLVD., PENTHOUSE SUITE • CORAL GASLES, FL 331 34-3009 • (305) 441-881 8 
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CRUZ v. USA 
Page 3 

18. However, beginning on July 27, 2009, BOP denied CRUZ access to his necessary 

medications. CRUZ was then transferred to FPC Montgomery the following day. 

19. Over the course of August 2009, CRUZ presented twice to optometrists, who noted 

additional problems with the eye and the lack of follow up care. 

20. Again, the need for follow up was noted and requested, but again CRUZ was denied 

appropriate follow up care and medication. 

21. The post-surgery actions of BOP caused CRUZ additional medical complications and 

tremendous pain and suffering. 

22. Had BOP responded initially and timely to CRUZ' complaints, and provided him with 

his necessary care, it is likely that CRUZ' vision could have been saved. 

23. Further, had BOP provided adequate follow up care, and not denied CRUZ necessary 

medication, he likelywould not have suffered the additional damage to the eye, or the attendilllt pain 

and suffering. 

24. The actions of BOP, as described, were negligent. 

25. As a direct and proximate result of the negligence of BOP as described, CRUZ was 

injured and suffered damages, including bodily injury resulting in pain and suffering, medical 

expenses, disability, disfigurement, mental anguish, loss of capacity for enjoyment of life, loss of 

ability to earn money in the future, and aggravation of preexisting condition. These losses are either 

permanent or continuing in nature and the Plaintiff will suffer these losses in the future. 

WHEREFORE, CRUZ demands judgment against Defendant for money damages, court 

costs, prejudgment interest on liquidated damages, and all other relief the court sees fit to grant. 

FEILER & LEACH. P.L. 

901 PONCE DE LEON BLVD., PENTHOUSE SUITE • CORAL GASLES, FL 331 34-3009 • (30S) 441-881 8 
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RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED on April 23, 2012. 

CRUZ v. USA 
Page 4 

FEILER & LEACH, P .L. 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
90 I Ponce de Leon Blvd., Penthou<;e Suite 
Coral Gables, FL 33134-3009 
Tel. (305) 441-8818 Fax (305) 441-8081 
mbf(m,tlmlegal.com 

By: /s/ Michael B. Feiler 
Michael B. Feiler 
Board Certified Civil Trial Lawyer 
Fla. Bar No. 098477 

FEILER & LEACH. P.L. 

901 PONCE DE LEON BLVD., PENTHOUSE SUITE • CORAL GASLES, FL 331 34-3009 • (30S) 441-881 8 
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MICHAEL CRUZ, 

Plaintiff, 

VS. 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
Southern District of Florida 

SUMMONS IN A CIVIL CASE 

CASE NO: 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 

Defendant. 

To Defendant: 

I 

Attorney General of the United States of America 
Eric H. Holder, Jr. 
U.S. Attorney for the Defendant, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
U.S. Department of Justice 
950 Pennsylvania Ave., NW 
Washington, DC 20530-0001 

YOU ARE HEREBY SUMMONED and required to serve upon PLAINTIFF'S 
ATTORNEY 

Michael B. Feiler, Esq. 
Feiler & Leach, P.L. 
901 Ponce de Leon Blvd. 
Penthouse Suite 
Coral Gables, Florida 33134 
(305) 441-8818 
(305) 441-8081 - fax 

an answer to the complaint which is herewith served upon you, within 20 days after service of this 
summons upon you, exclusive of the day of service. If you fail to do so, judgment by default will 
be taken against you for the relief demanded in the complaint. You must also file your answer with 
the Clerk of this Court within a reasonable period of time after service. 

CLERK DATE 

(BY) DEPUTY CLERK 
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MICHAEL CRUZ, 

Plaintiff, 

VS. 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
Southern District of Florida 

SUMMONS IN A CIVIL CASE 

CASE NO: 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 

Defendant. 

To Defendant: 

I 

Mr. Wifredo A. Ferrer 
U.S. Attorney for the Defendant 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
99 N.E. 4m Street 
Miami, FL 33132 
(305) 961-9001 

YOU ARE HEREBY SUMMONED and required to serve upon PLAINTIFF'S 
ATTORNEY 

Michael B. Feiler, Esq. 
Feiler & Leach, P.L. 
901 Ponce de Leon Blvd. 
Penthouse Suite 
Coral Gables, Florida 33134 
(305) 441-8818 
(305) 441-8081 - fax 

an answer to the complaint which is herewith served upon you, within 20 days after service of this 
summons upon you, exclusive of the day of service. If you fail to do so, judgment by default will 
be taken against you for the relief demanded in the complaint. You must also file your answer with 
the Clerk of this Court within a reasonable period of time after service. 

CLERK DATE 

(BY) DEPUTY CLERK 
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UNITED ST A TES DISTRICT COURT 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF FLORIDA 

CASE NO. 12-21518-CIV-MORENO/OTAZO-REYES 

MICHAEL CRUZ, 

Plaintiff, 

V. 

THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 

Defendant. ______________ / 
STIPULATION FOR COMPROMISE SETTLEMENT AND RELEASE OF 

FEDERAL TORT CLAIMS ACT CLAIMS PURSUANT TO 28 U.S.C. § 2677 

It is hereby stipulated by and between the undersigned Plaintiff, Michael Cruz, and the United States 

of America, by and through their respective attorneys, as follows: 

1. The parties do hereby agree to settle and compromise each and every claim of any kind, whether 

known or unknown, arising directly or indirectly from the acts or omissions that gave rise to the 

above-captioned action under the terms and conditions set forth in this Stipulation for Compromise 

Settlement and Release of Federal Tort Claims Act Claims Pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 2677 (herein after 

referred to as "'Stipulation for Compromise Settlement"). 

2. The United States of America agrees to pay the sum of three hundred twency-five thousand 

dollars ($325,000.00) (the "Settlement Amount"), which sum shall be in full settlement and 

satisfaction of any and all claims, demands, rights, and causes of action of whatsoever kind and 

nature, arising from, and by reason of any and all known and unknown, foreseen and unforeseen 

bodily and personal injuries, damage to property and the consequences thereof, resulting, and to 

result, from the subject matter of this Stipulation for Compromise Settlement, including any claims 

for wrongful death, for which plaintiff or his guardians, heirs, executors, administrators, or assigns, 
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Stipulation for Compromise Settlement 

and each of them, now have or may hereafter acquire against the United States of America, its agents, 

servants, and employees. 

3. Plaintiff and his guardians, heirs, executors, administrators or assigns hereby agree to accept the 

sums set forth in this Stipulation for Compromise Settlement in full settlement and satisfaction of any 

and all claims, demands, rights, and causes of action of whatsoever kind and nature, including claims 

for wrongful death, arising from, and by reason of any and all known and unknown, foreseen and 

unforeseen bodily and personal injuries, damage to property and the consequences thereof which they 

may have or hereafter acquire against the United States of America, its agents, servants and 

employees on account of the same subject matter that gave rise to the above-captioned action, 

including any future claim or lawsuit of any kind or type whatsoever, whether known or unknown, 

and whether for compensatory or exemplary damages. Plaintiff and his guardians, heirs, executors, 

administrators or assigns further agree to reimburse, indemnify and hold harmless the United States 

of America, its agents, servants, and employees from and against any and all such causes of action, 

claims, liens, rights, or subrogated or contribution interests incident to or resulting from further 

litigation or the prosecution of claims by plaintiff or his guardians, heirs, executors, administrators or 

assigns against any third party or against the United States of America, including claims for wrongful 

death. 

4. This Stipulation for Compromise Settlement is not, is in no way intended to be, and should not be 

construed as, an admission ofliability or fault on the part of the United States of America, its agents, 

servants, or employees, and it is specifically denied that they are liable to the plaintiff. This 

Stipulation for Compromise Settlement is entered into by all parties for the purpose of compromising 

disputed claims under the Federal Tort Claims Act and avoiding the expenses and risks of further 

litigation. 

2 
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5. It is also agreed, by and among the parties, that the respective parties will each bear their own 

costs, fees, and expenses and that any attorney's fees owed by the plaintiff will be paid out of the 

Settlement Amount and not in addition thereto. 

6. It is also understood by and among the parties that pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 2678, attorney's fees 

for services rendered in connection with this action shall not exceed 25 per centum of the Settlement 

Amount. 

7, The persons signing this Stipulation for Compromise Settlement warrant and represent that they 

possess full authority to bind the persons on whose behalf they are signing to the terms of the 

Stipulation for Compromise Settlement. In the event Plaintiff is a minor or a legally incompetent 

adult, Plaintiff must obtain Court approval of the Stipulation for Compromise Settlement at Plain ti ff s 

expense. Plaintiff agrees to obtain such approval in a timely manner: time being of the essence. 

Plaintiff further agrees that the United States of America may void this Stipulation for Compromise 

Settlement at its option in the event such approval is not obtained in a timely manner. In the event 

Plaintiff fails to obtain such Court approval, the entire Stipulation for Compromise Settlement is null 

and void. 

8. Payment of the Settlement Amount will be made by government wire transfer as per the 

following: 

A. Name of Bank: Sabadell United Bank 

B. Street Address of Bank: 2109 Ponce de Leon Blvd. 

C. City, State and Zip Code of Bank: Coral Gables, FL 33134 
D. 
E. 
F. 
G. 

Federal Reserve Number: 

Routing Number: 

Name of Account: 
Account Number: 

j(b )(6) 

Feiler & Leach, P .L. trust account 
j(b )(6) I 

Plaintiff's attorney agrees to satisfy, resolve or to place in escrow sufficient funds to satisfy all 

liens or claims for payment or reimbursements asserted by any individual or entity before making any 

3 
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distribution. to the plaintiff. Plaintiff's attorney agrees to distribute the settlement proceeds to the 

plaintifi: and to obtain a dismissal of the above-captioned aetion with prejudke, with each party 

bearing its own fees, costs, and expenses, 

9. The parties agree that this Stipulation for Compromise s~ttlement, i;1cludlng aU the h."tT!lS and 

conditions of this Stipulation for Compromise Settlement tmd any additional agreements relating 

thereto, may be made public in their entirety, and the plaintiff expressly consents to such relea.,;e and 

disclosure pursuant to 5 U.S.C. § 552a(b). 

10. It is contemplated that this Stipulation for Compromise Settlement may be exccut~d in several 

counterparts, with a. separate signatu1-e page for each party, AU such counterparts and signature 

pages. together, shal( he deemed to be one document, 

Executed this -.. 6.~ay of~f..,,t/, 2013. 

Lr~fi:-cb72 
United States of America 
ANTHONY ER.ICKSON-POGORZELSKI 
ASSlSTANTU.S. _ Y 
99 NtB~ 4th s- ~ 3--0·~0

~-... 

Miami, Flo aa 3 · 32 · 
tel: (305 1-9 96 
Fax:(30 )5 r. ,1 / 

aaycf~013. 

Attorne t P a,....,·=v• 
Michael B. Feiler 
Feiler & Leach, P. L. 
901 Ponce de Leon Blvd., Penthouse Suite 
Coral Gables, FL 33134-3061 
Tel: 305~441-8818 

4 
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EDWIN CRUZ 
USMl/39027-054 
JESUP F.C.I. 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
DISTRICT OF SOUTH CAROLINA 

2680 HWY 301 S. 
JESUP,'. GEORGIA 31599, 

Plaintiff, 

vs. 

BUREAU OF PRISONS, 
UNITED' STATES OF AMERICA, 

Defendants. 
__________________ ! 

COMPLAINT 

Jurisdiction and Venue 

~ -. 

1. The Court has jurisdiction under 28 U.S. C. § §1331, the 

Fourth, Fifth and Eight Amendment to the United States 

Constitution, and the Federal Tort Claims Act. 

2. ,Plaintiff's Administrative Claim Form for Damages were 

denied on April 4, 2012, and June 20, 2012, respectively. 

Plaintiff have exhausted his remedies. 

Parries 

3. llaintif f is a federal prisoner currently residing in the 

State ! iof Georgia. However, at the time of the tortuous acts 

Plaintiff was residing at the Federal Prison, Bennetsville, 
I 

' South 'Carolina. 
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4. Defendant United States of America and the Bureau of 

Prisons is sued under the Federal Tort Claim Act for assault and 
' 

batteri, failure co protect, failure to provide adequate medical 

care, and negligence by law enforcement officer of the United 

States Department of Justice(Bureau of Prisons). 

5. Defendant Jones, Johnson, and Robinson, was, at all times, 

an employee and officer of the United States Department of 

Justice, Bureau of Prisons, an agency of the United States of 

America, These Defendants are sued in his individual capacity. 

FACTS 

6. •On August 5, 2011, a flood occurred in the Special Housing 

Unit(SHU) on the lower B range. As a direct and proximate cause 

of sa~d flood the entire range was flooded with feces and urine. 

Despite t:he unsanit;ary conditions employees of the Bureau of 

Prisons continued to serve meals while attired with contaminated 

gloves. As a direct and proximate cause of said action Plaintiff 

was forced to eat the contaminated food which resulted in 

Plaintiff suffering from internal bleeding, diarrhea, emotional 

and m·ental trauma and weight loss. That despite requesting 

medical assistance to address the aforementioned same was 

denied. See Sworn Affidavit(attached) 

7. On August 15, 2011, I was insr:ructed co "cuff-up" by Lt. 

Jones as required by policy for any movement of inmates assigned 

to the Special Housing Unit("SHU"). After placement in the new 

cell Lt. Jones contrary to policy and procedures ent·ered the 

cell while officers Johnson and Robinson remained standing 

' outside the cell door. Lt. Jones proceeded to assault Plaintiff 

-2-
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b h" d h. back. As a direct 
although Plaintiff was handcuffed e in is 

1 Plaintiff suffered a bruise and proximate cause of said acts 

ribbe4·cage, one chipped tooth, lower back problems, mental and 

emotional trauma resulting in Plaintiff requesting and receiving 

psychological help. 

8. At all times relevant in this complaint the defendants and 

each of them separately and in concert with each other, engaged 

in acts and omissions that constituted deprivation of rights, 

privileges and immunities of Plaintiff, they had no excuse in 

law, and were instead gratuitous, illegal, improper and 

unrelated to any penological goals to which the Bureau of 

Prisons may appropriately and legally engaged in while enforcing 

the lawful judgment of a court of law. 

9. · The act~ions of Lt. Jones, Johnson and Robinson as set: 

forth in paragraphs 6-8 constitute assault and battery in 

violation of South Carolina common law, Under the Federal Tort 

Claims Act, the defendant United States of America is liable to 

the P~aintiff for the unlawful non-discretionary actions of Lt. 

Jones; Clo's Johnson and Robinson as they were acting within the 

scope of their employment as a law enforcement officer of the 

Bureau of Prisons. 

10: The actions of Lt~. Jones as setforth above constitute 

negligence in violation of South Carolina common law. The 

officers had a duty to not inflict corporal injury on Plaintiff 

while he was handcuffed with his hand behind his back or in any 

manner. The officers(Johnson and Robinson) breached their duty 

when they failed to protect Plaintiff from the direct assault of 

-3-
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Lt - ·-Jones. This breach of their duty constitutes negligence in 

violation of Sour:h Carolina common law and was the direct and 
: 

proximate cause of the Plaintiff's pain, suffering and injury. 

Under the Federal Tort Claims Act the defendant United States of 

America is liable to the Plaintiff for the unlawful acr:ions of 

Lt. Jones, C/0 Johnson and Robinson, as they were acting within 

the scope of their employment as law enforcement officers of the 

Bureau of Prisons. 

11. That the Bureau of Prisons tacit failure to properly 

train its employees in the use of force techniques resulted in a 

violation of Plaintiff's constitutional and statutory rights; 

constitute a deliberate indifference to the right of Plaintiff 

whom is entrusted to the care of the Bureau of Prison and as a 

direct and proximate cause of the Bureau of Prison to adequately 

train its employees serve as the catalyst which resulted in the 

violation of Plaintiff constitutional and statutory rights. 

12. That Defendants' failed to follow its own policy and 

procedures which requires that all use of force must be 

videotaped, tabulated and reviewed and retain for a period of 2~ 

years. See Program St"atement" 5566.06 and 28 C.F.R. 

§552.27(requiring that when a threat to the safety of the 

inmate, staff_ or others, or property, requires an immediate 

response, staff are obligated to obtain a camera and begin 

recording the event as soon as feasible, As soon as control of 

the situtation has been obtained. Staff must record information 

on: ( 1) injuries; ( 2) circumstances that required the need for 

immediate use of force; and (3) identification of the inmates, 

-4-
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staff and officers involved). Defendants' failure to follow its 

own policy and procedures resulted in a violation of Plaintiff 1 s 

due process rights. 

Constitutional Claims Against Defendants 

(Bivens Claim) 

13. The actions of BOP employees Jones, Johnson and Robinson 

set forth in paragraphs 6-12 violated Plaintiff's right to be 

free and secure in his person under the Fourth Amendment and 

Eighth Aroendement to the U.S. Constitution. Defendants Jones, 

Johnson and Robinson are liable to Plaintiff for these unlawful 

violations in violation of the Constitution. 

PRAYER FOR RELIEF 

A. On the claims stated in paragraphs 6-12, the Plaintiff 

asks the court to enter judgment against defendant United States 

of America. 

B. On the claims stated in paragraph 6-12, the Plaintiff asks 

the court to enter judgment against defendant United States of 

America and to hold the defendant United States of America 

liable to the Plaintiff for compensatory damages in the amount 

of $250,000.00. 

C. On the claims stated in paragraphs 6-12, the Plaintiff 

asks the Court to enter judgment against defendants officer 

Jones, Johnson and Robinson. 

D. For the injuries that the Plaintiff suffered as a result 

of the claims stated herein, the Plaintiff asks the Court to 

hold defendants United States of America and Officers Jones, 

Johnson and 

compensatory 

Robinson 

damages in 

of this action. 

jointly and severally liable for 

the amount of $500,000.00 and the cost 

-5-

~-
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compensatory damages in the amount of $500,000.00 and the cost 

of thi·s action. 

Submitted by, 

~ I 
Edwin c~ 

VERIFICATION 

I, Edwin Cruz, Hereby aver under pains and penalty of 

perjury that I have read the complaint herein and declare that 

the allegations as stated therein and accompanying affidavit 

are true and correct to the best of my knowledge and 

recollection. 

~c/ 
Edwin C~z 

-6-
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

-
I, ,HEREBY CERTIFY that on '2..Y._ day of July 2012, I 

person9-lly hand delivered the original and one copy of a 
Complai'nt seeking monetary damages against the United States 
and certain employees to prison officials for delivery via U.S. 
Flrst :class Mail (Certified) for delivery upon the Office of 
the Clerk, for the District of South Carolina. 

'' 

Submitted by, 

-7-

i: 
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EDWIN.CRUZ, 

Plaintiff, 

vs. 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
DISTRICT OF SOUTH CAROLINA 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, ET. AL., 

Defendants. 

------------------'/ 

AFFIDAVIT 

........ _ 

f_ ;:? 
~ n,::0 

;ofTl 
•...v ~n , 
0 • fTl 

"Tl< • \· 
b 'fTl , , 

prisoner c~ntly 
9 ~ . 

I,,. Edwin 

incarcerated 

Cruz, USM#39327-054, a federal 

at the Fecteral Correctional Instituti..o>n,~ Jes~p, ·- . 
(,..') 

Georgia, being of sound mind and body, over the age of 

eighteen(l8) having personal knowledge of the facts HEREBY AVER 

under pains of penalty of perjury, 28 U.S. C. §1746, that the 

facts as stated herein are true and correct and if called upon 

to testify in a court of law would testify under oath as follows: 

1. That on August 5, 2011, I was assigned to the Special 

Housing Unit, 

Carolina. 

Bennettsville F.C.I. in the state- of South 

2. That on August 5, 2011, a flooding occurred in the Special 

Housing Unit resulting in raw sewage been expelled through the 

commode in the cells spilling over unto the range. 

3. That despite the unsanitary conditions that existed Bureau 

of Prison employee proceeded to dispensed open feeding trays 

while attired in contaminated gloves. Having no means to feed 

INT: 
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myseff I was forced to consume the meal. 

4. That as a result of forcibly consuming said meal I suffered 

vario~s health problems. Attempts to grieve this matter was 
• I 

i 
frustrated. See Ex. A. 

5 .'' That on August 15, 2011, I was given a direct order to 

"cuf{-up" meaning couched in a stoop position backwards and place 

one's ·hand through a slot in the door in order to be secured by 

handcuffs. This is required by policy for all movements while 

confined to the Special Housing Unit. 

6. That after being secured I was removed to another cell at 

which time Lieutenant Jones contrary to policy and procedures 

entered the cell outside the view of the cameras and began to 

assault A:rf iant with a close fist and his feet resulting in 

Affiarit sufferring a bruise rib cage, chipped tooth, lower back 

pro~lems and other related problems. 

7. • That at all times during this assault C/0 Robinson and 

Johnsbn remained outside the cell looking on while their superior 

Lt. ,Jones continued to kick, thump and leveled verbal racist and 

impunging homosexual remarks directed at Affiant. 

8.' That at all times during the assault, my hands were 

handcuffed behind my back and I was in no position to help 

mys~ll. Despite cries for help Robinson and Johnson merely ,looked 

on iacting as spectators while smiling. Approximately two hours 
) 

thereafter the handcuffs were removed by-C/0 Johnson who stated 

Affiant should desist from complaining to the Warden whenever 

she· make her weekly rounds or else I would receive the same 

treatment. 

INT. e (._ 

-2-
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9. That I requested medical attention and that the S. I. S. 

Lieutenant to take pictures of my visible injuries. See Exhibit 

B. While I was eventually seen by medical S.I.S. falied to take 

pictures of my injuries. 

10. That during my stay in the Special Housing Unit inmates 

were routinely assaulted on a constant basis without intervention 

by the Warden, Captain and S.I.S. Lieutenant. 

I, further aver and states that the above statements outlined 

in paragraphs 1-10 are true and correct and are made pursuant 

to 28 u.s.c. §1746. 

Submitted By, 

Edwin Cru 

I, HEREBY CERTIFY that the above named aff iant signed this 

document in my presence, a person authorize by congress to 

administer oath and attestation. 
I 

-3-

Case Manager 

()J, L _~_f._v __ , Authorized by 
Act of July 7, 1955, as amended, lo administer oaths 
(18 U.S.C.§ 4004) 
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June 20, 2012 

Edwin Cruz 
Reg. No. 39327-054 
Federal Correctional Institution 
2680 301 South 
Jesup, GA 31599 

U.S. Department of Justice 

Federal Bureau of Prisons 

South Carolina Consolidated Legal Center 

501 Gary Hill Road 
P-O. Bw: 723 
Edgefield, SC 29824 

Certified Receipt 

7C~1157COC0346S277a4 

RE: Tort Claim Number TRT-SER~2012-01820 

Your claim has been considered for administrative settlement under the Federal Tort 
Claims Act (FTCA), 28 U.S.C. § 2672, and the authority granted by 28 C.F.R. § 0.172. 
Section 2672 of the FTCA, 28 U.S.C. § 2672 et seq., and authority by 28 C.F.R. § 0.172, 
delegates to each federal agency the authority to consider, determine, and settle any 
claim for money damages against the United States for loss of personal property or 
injury caused by the negligent or wrongful act or omission of any employee of the agency 
while acting within the scope of his office or employment. 

You seek damages in the amount of $250,000.00, alleging on August 15, 2011, you 
suffered a bruised ribcage, two chipped teeth, lower back problems, and mental and 
emotional trauma, as a result of staff at the Federal Correctional Institution (FCl) in 
Bennettsville, South Carolina assaulting you. You claim that after you were escorted 
from one cell in the Special Housing ~nit _(:SH_U} to another cell, the SHU Lieutenant (Lt.) 
assaulted you in the celi. You state that otner SHU staff neld tne door to the cell closed 
so you wouldn't escape from the cell while the Lt. was assaulting you by hitting you in 
the ribcage, and the face, loosening two of your teeth. 

We have reviewed your claim along with reports from the appropriate staff members, 
and all the available documentation and video. Allegations such as this are taken 
seriously by the Bureau of Prisons (BOP). The matter was referred for investigation; 
however, you will not be advised of the outcome. 

Our investigation has revealed on August 15, 2011, you were escorted from your 
assigned cell in the SHU to another cell, as a result of your refusal to accept a cellmate. 
You were escorted by the SHU Lt. and two other SHU officers. Staff placed you in the 
new cell, with the Lt. remaining in the celL and the two officers standing outside the cell. 
The two officers reported that they maintained full view of you and the Lt., while the Lt. 
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was in the cell, and until the Lt. left the cell. Staff reported that at no time did anyone 
I 

assault you. 

A revjew of your medical records revealed no record of you having requested medical 
attentidn until August 16, 2011, the day after the alleged incident. Medical staff reported 
you had swelling and tenderness to your reft lower ribcage: however, there was no 
trauma;to your face, nor did you have any loose teeth. It was at this time that you 
reported to staff that you had been assaulted. 

In your
1
claim, you refer to a video recordlng in the area that you were being housed, as 

a witne,ss to the alleged assault. There is no recording available. 

As a result of our investigation, there is no evidence to indicate that you have sustained 
any injyry caused by any retaliatory, negligent or wrongful act or omission of any BOP 
employee acting within the scope of his or her employment: Therefore, this claim is 
denied'. 

Please accept this communication as a denial of your claim. You are advised that if you 
are dissatisfied with our determination in this matter, you are afforded six (6) months 
from the date of the mailing of this communication within which to bring suit in the 
appropriate United States District Court. 

Sincerely, 

; ,--,~· Cc.£,4~ rV 

Tami Cassaro 
Sup~rvisory Attorney 

cc: Regional Counsel 
Warden 
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April 4, 2012 

• Edwin Cruz 
Reg. No. 39327-054 
t'-eoerai Correctionai mstitunon 
2680 301 South 
Jesup, GA 31599 

RE: Tort Claim Number TRT-SER-2012-1383 

U.S. Department of Justice 

Federal Bureau of Prisons 

South Carolina Consolidated Legal Center 

501 Gary Hill Road 
P.O. Box 723 
Edgefield. SC 29824 

Certified Receipt 
70111570000346927241 

The Bureau of Prisons (BOP) has considered your administrative claim you submitted pursuant to the Federal Tort 
Claims Act (FTCA), 28 U.S.C. § § 1346(b), 2671-2680. You claim government liability in the amount of $250,000.00, 
as compensation for personal injury. You allege on or about August 5, 2011, a flood occurred in the Special Housing 
Unit (SHU) on the lower B-range. You claim the flood contained feces and urine and you assert staff fed you using 
gloves contaminated by the flood. You indicate you have suffered vomiting, headaches, and a fear of drinking water 
from your sink. You state you have suffered mental and emotional trauma, as well as internal bleeding, diarrhea, and 
loss of appetite. You allege you submitted several sicK call requests regarding your ailments, but you claim those 
requests were ignored by the Health Services Department. 

We have reviewed your claim along with any available documentation and reports from appropriate staff members. An 
investigation was conducted and a plumbing problem did occur in the SHU on August 5, 2011. Staff were directed not 
to feed inmates until the plumbing issues were resolved and the range cleaned. Staff dld as instructed and food was 
provided after the range was cleaned. No staff member used contaminated gloves while dispens!ng food. 

A review of your medical history indicates you signed up for sick call two times after August 5, 2011. On 
August 16, 2011, you complained you were assaulted by staff during a cell move. You did not complain of any of the 
symptoms you allege to have been suffering. On December 7, 2011, you submitted a sick can slip claiming you had 
suffered from diarrhea for four days and you had bloody stools. You were seen by medical staff that day and you 
made no reference to the flood that had occurred almost four months earlier. Your vita! signs were normal and you 
had no blood in your stoat. You were given nausea medication and escorted back to your unit. 

Please accept this communication as a denial of your claim. You are advised that if you are dissatisfied with our 
determination in this matter, you are afforded six (6) months from the date of the malling of this communication within 
which to bring suit in the appropriate United States District Court regarding any personal injury. 

T~assaro ~ 
Supervisory Attorney 

cc: Warden 
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REJECTION NOTICE - ADMINISTRATIVE RSMEDY 

DATE: NOVEMBER 1, 20ll 

I"ROM: ADMTNISTF:J,TIVE REMEDY COORDC:: 
SOUTHEAST REGIONAl. OFFICE 

TO 1-;DWIN CRUZ, 39327-054 
BENNE,TSVILI.E FCI U~T: UNIT A-4 QTR: ZC2-117J. 
696 MUCKERMAN ROAD 
BENNETTSVII.LE, SC 29512 

FOR THE REAS ON S LISTED Be: LOW, TH 1 S REG I Ot-:Ai... AP ?EAL 
IS BEING REJECTED AND RETURNED TO YOU. YOU SHO:Jl,D lNCl.UDE A COPY 
OF THIS NOTJCE WITH ANY FUTURE CORRESPONDENCE REGARDING 1"11E REJECTION. 

REMEDY ID 
DATE REC!-: I VSD 
SUBJECT 1 
SUHJECT 2 
!NCIDENT RPT NO: 

6~2974-Rl REGIONAL APPEAL 
0CT0Rf-'.R l.8, ? 011 
ADMIN:STRATIVE 0~1"ENTION CONDlTlONS 

REJECT REASON l: YOU MUST F!kST FILE A BP-9 Rf:QUEST THROUGH THE INSTITUTION 
!'"OR THI:: WARDL!J' S PEVI EW ANS RES PONS!:; r'.1-:FORE !'" r .:.:: NG AN APP!':AL 
AT THC:S LSVE:L. 
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· U.S. Department of Just.ice ' ' -
Regional Admi ·rative Remedy Appeal 

-/ 

Fe;lcral Bu,eau of Prisons 

Type or u$e bal\-p.:Jint pen 
with th is appeal 

If attachments are needed. submit four copies. One wpy of the compleced BP-229( 13) including any anachments must be suhmillet 

5.\-\.0. 
From: ___ ..:::::<-~~:..!\J..:::....::"2:::........::E:=D=-w::.."'--!',..:....N=------

LAST NA:,...if.. FIRST MIDDLE INITl."'1. REG. NO. U~IT INSTITUTIOK 

Part A - REASON FOR APPEAL 0~ ~~ ':>1J...C\\ '-lo G.~~~~E..R (Ct-1\t-\i\,t:_'t::, ~ \Jio\~\;CiJ b"{ E..~~~f.~.lJ.9 N\ 

\\~~,~ b'( "H.£\)\N3 ~E... ~~b o\\\€..~ \N~\\\(_ 0~ t-'\f._~\CIJt,C 'u~ £_ ~ ~\Jf-: W\l.\\E.. ~ t-1\~)CR,; \~o~,~g ( 
~k.c.t.S ~\0N<3 \...)\-ct\ ~l9".\'/ wWE..~ ~\cruoJ~ ~%\)\-l~ 11.J s~.\). 'c-~Wt.R bE.u:\\JSt.- ~\\.f.. 't:iAA\l.J WA~ 
s,op \J\?. C \o (:) ~t\ \\~LI?-~\)\ t'\"I \-\E.J\\1\,\ 9'\ ~ '!li\~M ~\ Sl<. \.JY\~"-.1 ~ ·,fo:~\p_ \U) ~-c .\'.>. l?C\\ L"f [\\lb ~(k.'t:,..) 

'rr W~S \J~L~~\J\. w\-.0-l c.t 0 G,'ri\~~~ C.01'-\l"\iT\£.'\:> "'t~t ~a\\\'cK" ~u 'by '\EED;_~':i r'\t... f.\~b cill-\l~S 
uu'uf..."'-'""'-oSE... c.c\..Jti,,~N. 'f.c..~ ti(...N\Jt..TT"s\Ji\\E... ':::i.L,l?...;tr,.., C....c:\l.J\~RI\ \\s.J s.\\.,v. "D-\.ow~ ~ ... .Y,\\ 
~0" \~{\\ ~o C:,/\~~¥£~ c_o t-,,\l-'\.ITTE..1u \\-\~ ~~\\\'Ci~ V\L\ c:,~ ~ -JS, 5. 1o \ \ ~ \ ~..j\\DI. .. H:. ~ ,\-\c.. ~\7tt2 
~c_~t::,\}~t... ,"-l,~\~ tJ~t-\1.. gc,wcf't\.\9,.ovSh E..P..O\ S\e'..t' (\5 S~~<....~~-,E...~ W'h1\E.. \.J\7\~'-~ ON 0 
~Sfc,Nb O\-:l 1"''1.t... ·'cs, g \ SUbt-'\ITT£..b. ,T w(I..S b~,Ch.J91-\T---t"c 't'\.y f\ITT\~T\Ct..J 'oy' l't-\E:. f\SS;,:;-(~'3\ 
wi\~E..t-J "'™~ ,tJ \\ ~;iTi...!P-."1'to .__; f\':::i SE:..\..:! s·rr~\J~ P.S~~ oNE... 1 ~t \£t> '"'-l 'b,"· 9 c~ , ~'-'\'b~ 
~~Cf:.\\Jf. ~ ¥'-.£SPolJb. Sa P\y N ~ s.TE..P o'i\ cei...::SE.... c~ ~er, ct-J Wo>J\~ bt. to ~Ro Cf..ffi 
W1Th '"t\-\E. b,V. q 

'0 -\ ")_- \l 
DATE 

Part B - RESPONSE 

DATE 

f 

I 

I 
i 

; .. _ 

L..... __ 
J 3 

ZOJ; 

- --.... __ 

REGIONAL DIRECTOR 
If dissalJsfied wnh this response, you may appeal to the General Counsel. Your appeal muse be received in the General Counsel" s Office within 30 calendar 
days of the date of th.is r,;sponse. 

ORJGIN,~L: RETL:RK TO JNMATE C.A.SE Nl'MBER _______ _ 

Part C • RECEIPT 
CASENL'MBER· _______ _ 

Return 10, _______________ _ 

LAST>!AME. FIRST, MIDDLE INITIAL REG. NO. UNIT JNSTJTUTION 
SUBJECT: ______________________________________ _ 

DATE SIGNATURE. RECJP!ENT OF REGIONAL APPEAL 
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE REQUEST FOR ADMTh1STRATIVE REMED\' 

Federal Bureau o[ Phsons · 

Type or use ball-point pen If arrachmcms are needed, submit four copies. Addirional ins1ruc1ions on rerer.se. 
,, 

_ S.rLv From: ______;::£:._b_w_' ,_kJ_C_·_R_\J_Z. _______ _ 
LAST NAME, FIRST, MlDDLE INlTIAL REG. NO. U!'l.1T INSTITLTION 

Part A- INMATE REQUE~T etv F\u55, 1~_1\ C/0 G,~Rl'i~R CPMf"\_["frtl) ~ \Jio\f\\\°': ~y 7~~£-~""'5 ~l \\lA\Th. \,./_ 
f(.(t:)-,"1..):5 ML ~o 6'\\E.R it\lt-\AiE. o~ /J\f.JJ\10i.J«) '1::,1\\C f'tt.'oo/€. Wru\€.. r.. !"VI~~ "flecb,1,Ji_· • or" F,cct: J:llO"J_5 L.J,Ttl 
t:>i ~Ty WI\\E..R 'f /oATir.Jj- PIP-o_>J"' I) ~ $.\l..1.1 - ~r 1..cu';-P- buA..sS.E.. "°t-A{. ~ .t,J WAS S.\oP _'--'\>. '-lo (;.8f\R\<.LR \"oJTl-'\.i ~1 

i'IT ,._ 9~T Ws" WntJJ ht \Jic\A''-tl h c -~ -Yc\tt.'{ "'-lt:> r~oL.Lt>1J Rf., rr WAS. vlJLP.W ~v\ \.JW:.U clo 6.~R~I 
Cot-\M.'~ --r~ ~Y..\b'\ fl\c.T by ~£.,f.t);i...)s M-P- f\1-lD o~ttt-. J~~ '\'Ac$c. Cc».)~:'\\ou. 'f.l .\ bt.U\..lt."T,s 
S£wR--{Ty c..At--\1\AA ~),.j s.\-\..0. b- Lcwe.R WilL 9?<::oY: "i"\.\~ c/o 6,~ARV<R.. Cc,-\1-\'i\lo -m£. ~aWl'oit' Pi'-T 
DJ.J 1'\U_g S, 10 \ l, ·' ~UoW~b 1\-\£. 9'~oll(.~ ""'oUl)uM. ,..i "'"~ S f#\f\ rr~p,. ~ i iJ g, ~~q" EAC:~ ST£f 

AS Sp€.c..,FaE.b w~"\£ l,l,-~t..1~ ofj Pit ~~'t) Cf,.:ri~E. b.?•.9 ' S..;br-\1'1TUS. trw"s. ~"9"'° io ~'/ 
\\TT£\JT,o1'J by~ f\SS,15'"P..tvT ~F\~£~ 1'-l~T ,\J F\ Si1-..,f\T1'0u ~s ~s;-tt•~E. t\S.,i\-\E. otJE..\ f1\ 
1'\o\£. 0 .?,8 o~ l WOu\l::itSl ~c:e.,Vf.. ~~po\.Jt:i. $0 ~"'/ ~~'){f 6.i£.'? of\ ~S.E.. o"f ~C\'";c;;nJ 
'-1.JoV\\l \:,£. 1"0 ?Ra C:ESED \J\\lT°h ~ \:.,Y, - q · 

DATE SIGNATURE 01' REQUESTER 

Parl B- RESPONSE 

DATE WARDEN OR REGIONAL DIRECTOR 

If diss,msfit:d ,..iJh lhi.. re,ponse, you ma_, appeal /0 the Regional Director. Your appeal mus/ be rece;,.e,1 in the Regional Office ~·ilhin 20 calendor doys of 1/w dole of thi.< respons~. 

ORlGINAL: RETURN TO INMATE 

Part C- RECEIPT 
Return !O: 

LAST NAME, FIRST, MIDDLE INITIAL REG. NO. 

CASE NUMBER: --- -----

CASE NUMBER: ________ _ 

UNIT [NSTITUT!ON 

SUBJECT:---------------------------------------

DATE REClPJENT"S SJGNATURE (STAFF MEMBERl 
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Bureau of Prisons Program Statement No. 1330.13, Administrative Remedy Proe:raDL (December 22, 
1995), requires, in most cases, that inmates attempt informal resolution of grievances prior to filing a 
formal written complaint. This form will be used to document your efforts toward informally resolving 
your grievance. 

Inmate Name:(!)\.Y,~ C..t<.u2- Reg. No.: 3~ ~;;2.7-c5"4 Unit; .s.\l,v 
. 'i~ 

Specific Complaint and Requested Relief: \ U f.1:..N k&vG,.S\ I t--J q t\y ~~(_~Ej\\\ oN 

tcR ~ Wh,\t.. At-b ~s blfi-,l bf:N\E-'S>1c &. \\.'fLWT\r-A.~ b'( 1\lt ~Atl\t o~f,LlR. 
1\4e t\~~T (pvr\'=-- oI !i;="E., ; L£.TiT9o hE L.B\ISf I l:;)\t;l.lT WaNTE.-b Jo CAvS.E.. ~'b\(. tlut 
I • I ;;:I ... ,--

, ~Uhl P4-Wi1,,f ::Tu;:; on,u..R, c: o f¾obl~$afJ 'ntNt 'SaWIAi.h,1~ ~Ll\:,nNAt Bg"\N~ ~E-ca WhlN 

f C.o»~RD~Te..b h; M S\tx>Vl iT. 'h(. YS4: b \\BC ', e\ S,\uR l\Nb (, l. ~\,o'3T" t\L "-lm° \..:,L\NS k~ti'/ 

)1'-,L\ci,;t ,~t)Aj 9a \),pg~t,1;:iot.J t),tu\tl ~l\tY---1'°'~~ buC L:t U.L i..lP..',:, \lc~'\t;.lJJ,9 ·, N s.'t\.v~ .. 1\4~ c~E.. ~ 
l ~~\~\N\ 1"'o ~ WhM~ go~w~ ot-J. 5"-~ SC£.• ... rf~ t-1'\'I Cf.\\ WAS. c.\t:.At..J C..~~ 'R.(J)K;)'( ~ R.U::... Co~\" 

Efforts Made by Staff Informally Resolve Grievance (be specific): _____ _ 

Corr ctiooal Counselor's Review/ Date mt anae:er s ev1ew a e 
Date Informal Resol!mon Date Informal Resolut1 on Dat~ B?-9 Givai to l Givai to lllfnate I rroJ, 0 Received lnmai:: 

Staff !n itials f?rl Staff Initials I Staff !n 1tials I 

--
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~=: ,~ 1
{ 1\1-lt> \-,§1>-uOE..~ \\It 61\\t.l'. cit\(£', 1"o '""""- l'l.f.. Ii~- ~'rt>J <\o %D,t0",o'-I su_,._, \,\j;~ 
~ 1.:r. i-U.. WAS ·"l\oW;>J.9 I'll, lo 9" l'ci',. ~(., ht (Qvg'r, 'Fct l'>ID \.l'I\OJ ()N " WE 

I 
if 'IL..,_lo~\ il\l'l~A 

- at-.\ \.:r. \...f..~. -,-\-\,-=-:, 't\,:..~rt:....i i~ 'fe-.o« 6\- s"\~,~ p,~ -,~~l\\~s So\ s -x,LJ:.t,y Wi\t-J(..s'::,, ON ,~A-r:· 
~\\ ~o~ ~\\"-\l t,U:..Pl\.lSk, c.b ~o~-.. ~~"" -\".:, \)N~1\o)t.SS\Ct-..)f\\ ~~"°'"'~'t<. '::>£..C..Au!x-~ gm Siot-\E 

~f..YS c,; i\\ic.::, ~aRS L~~ 'bf..\.li'.U) t-\€.. .. \'-,f_(.#: ~u:R\f. \.:,"4.. \\\A\ S\.\cu\~~ bf.. \....k.R~~__s \~,, 
~~£ o- OS•fi~t-l""t.),.l' i~ .,.~E:.Y c..M'-t' C..o~\f\\J,J 1\.\t,\\ ~t--\O\ict.JSo \ ~'-..13..\Jt~f.~ \Q S~f..AV. 

to i"'\\f:. 5-~.\J, l:f., LT- :So~s. 10 Nf;j\\t'/ h~ Rt){)\JT 1~l. t-\ATTL~ b~\ o"ilou~¼ t,~L MWP 

'"'~ Nl.\JE.¥-.. c..P.fJ\f:...',~ c.\o ~'b~NS.OJ,J '\s t)~(_'t;_E_'t> 'by L".'f. :IoJJe.~ O~ '\~\~ aR \\:_~"~~s ~~ 
\::,.'I h\r,,\, ~UA<"::,\ ,\l.c..,s ~'y,Jt,.\ i..\ Loo\(,, \ .. \\<.€,.'> .. 

--
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BEN 1330.16F 
July 1, 2010 
Attachment A 

DOCUMENTATION OF INFORMAL RESOLUTION ATTEMPT 

Bureau of Prisons Program Statement 1330,161 Administrative Remedy Program, dated 
December 31, 2007, requires in most cases, that inmates attempt informal resolution of grievances 
prior to filing a formal written complaint. This form will be used to document your efforts toward 
informally resolving your grievance. 

Inmate Name: E.bw(,J cRu?_ Reg. No,: 3'l3T'\•05l{ Unit: ---'-~--~-=-----Specific Complaint and Requested Relief: oN f\\J,S I~. B 't>A.'/ Bul..R I 30\ 

R SS~~ltt.'S) '9y t\:\£ .S.\-\.u, bl", Lt :JowE.S, ·1 bf"ib L\Rr)f£ 10 
-r"f.. S,\.$ 1...:r L,T C.AWN So bf. (AN CoM.£. f.\k,)D ::fPi\Sf ?1uuR(6 QI 
r-'\'{ , u:S-0R.~ LS r hG. tA', l£D To t)a s a f\:S-'fffi "";-( MfVJ ✓ K~& 1 i 'il, Po\i c ,1 r I / 

f\i-lb PR.occ.b0~t \~ ~ ~~"1\~""'f c ~c.poRT BN I\SSfiut.:t:: by .sTAffi Sot-'\E:. 

b~'t:::.'( fRot::'.\ s.~-~. \\~~£ 10 C.oHf bDWV P\ND fRl(E. f\'cTvRli il-iJD fu\\oW :..:F o~\tl..E. eo..-..f\,:,-. 
1\\E: '( D',i:lij "--t do ..,-WI\\. Who 

0

\ '::, iAE_ y-rRy; l.Js IO Cc\(( f\ uP.. 
Efforts Made by Staff Informally Resolve Grievance (be specific): ______ _ 

Ttt I~ k14 5 /2EFU?/lb/ T9 7/✓r= 

Comments: ----------------------

~--· ) 

GLd_) . ~~?11!t/ 
Correc-rionai Counselor's Review/ Date Unit-Mir{a2.er·s Review 1foatc 

OJ I c I nfvrm~ I Rcsv I ut ,., n 
...... 

I Z--12>~1 
D~tc !nfonn~I ~.:z>-f Da,c Bl'-~ G,,,cn to 

\JLVCn :c lr,m;:uc R~solutmn Rccci,,ed !nmacc 

s,~rr 1n, ,,~1, ('U~ St.a ff lniu~ls t'~. Staff ln,uals I -
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BEN 1330.16F 
July I, 2010 
Attachment A 

DOCUMENTATION OF INFORMAL RESOLUTION ATTEMPT 

Bureau of Prisons Program Statement 1330.16, Administrative Remedy Program, dated 
December 31, 2 007, requires in most cases, that inmates attempt info rma I reso I u t ion of g ri ev an ces 
prior to filing a formal written complaint. This form will be used to document your efforts toward 
informally resolving your- grievance. 

Inmate Name: (°\j>tr.J C~u2. Reg. No.: 39:.i1.l- ci'SY. Unit: -~--y-'-----

Specific Complaint and Requested Relief: C r-J ~u9 ~, \ hf>I.Vf_ 'nAt:i C.ot-'>.P\P.i M -f-o \ ·~K ~~L";! 

~boo~ B Y\oon t.)£ bAl) oo Bu§ s:. o0 S,.\'l.v '}\4£.. S-tl·✓ 1..-:r. L.i -S~L) ¾,:l\:l "'t~~s s\mf 

=~:t2if1~ t:sJ=~J~ {~~~:;R~i!!i!:!Z~s~~~;s:·~~ 
AS$fh)tt$,.t, \>'f ::u\f S.t\.\J b"'.\. \.1': ~$ \tauSf. \ l)oy\•)t,:i'-r f@W: P\~ o\D wv bPU;,1fl.fttjL 

.\ 11:1\D 1t-ll s 'r\.J L:f. 1~ \~~~"'Yr.~ V\'o~ wm-. '"••Ii. \~f. 1?."t:it{1tJ. S\'F\A"°TTctJ 't\C\S ff\}© \0 ~\\~~ 
~\,(.j I\.Jb~OC.<bUi\L 'by ~'"f fl..l,.fo•:S o.J\ L:f .:fotJE5 tflci-\ S,\\..u. fr\ ~~Ck ""re t-"-d!t 9'.~\JWD l.,.):"\"'n h\.J-t n.:, ·'ric.R 
Effor-ts Made by Staff Informally Resolve Grievance (be specific): ______ _ 

Tl-It 5 S;5 

Comments: -----------------------

ChfJ'J=--
Corre,tional Counselor's Review/ Date 

O.a;i,,,; !nfomlidl f Ri,;~~liUL 1un 

(;P•'C'fl a, ·mnau.: 

Staff tn,unb 

Linit ~a er·s Reviiw / 1:'>ate 

~:i -I' Daic BP-9 G,~cn '" 
lnm~!c 

S1;1!T ln ,ual~ 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF SOUTH CAROLINA 

Edwin Cruz, 

Plaintiff, 

vs. 

Bureau of Prisons; United States of America; Lt. Jones; 
Officer Johnson; Officer Robinson, 

Defendants. 

) CIA No. 5: 12-02149-CMC-KDW 
) 
) 
) 
) 

) 
) ORDER 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

This is a civil action filed by a federal prisoner. Therefore, in the event that a limitations 
issue arises, Plaintiff shall have the benefit of the holding in Houston v. Lack, 487 U.S. 266 ( 1988) 
(prisoner's pleading was filed at the moment of delivery to prison authorities for forwarding to 
District Court). Under Local Civil Rule 73.02(B)(2) of the United States District Court for the 
District of South Carolina, pretrial proceedings in this action have been refen-ed to the assigned 
United States Magistrate Judge. 

By order issued on August 9, 2012, Plaintiff was given a specific time frame in which to 
bring this case into proper form. ECF No. 9. Plaintiff substantially complied with the court's order, 
and this case is now in proper form. 

PAYMENT OF THE FILING FEE: 

By filing this case, Plaintiff has incurred a debt to the United States of America in the 
amount of $350. See 28 U.S.C. § 1914. This debt is not dischargeable in the event Plaintiff seeks 
relief under the bankruptcy provisions of the United States Code. See 11 U.S.C. § 523(a)(l7). The 
Prison Litigation Reform Act (PLRA) of 1996 permits a prisoner to file a civil action without 
prepayment of fees or security, but requires the prisoner "to pay the full amount of the filing fee" 
as funds are available. See 28 U.S.C. § 1915(a) and (b). The agency having custody of Plaintiff 
shall collect payments from Plaintiff's prisoner trust account in accordance with 28 U.S.C. 
§ 1915(b)(l) and (2), until the full filing fee is paid. See Torres v. O'Quinn, 612 F.3d 237,252 
(4th Cir. 2010)("Wc hold that 28 U.S.C. § 1915(b)(2) caps the amount of funds that may be 
withdrawn from an inmate's trust account at a maximum of twenty percent regardless of the number 
of cases or appeals the inmate has filed.") (emphasis in original). 

TO THE CLERK OF COURT: 
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The Clerk of Court is directed not to authorize the issuance and service of process against 
Defendant Bureau of Prisons ("BOP"), unless the Clerk of Court is instructed to do so by a United 
States District Judge or a Senior United States District Judge. 

The Clerk of Court is directed to issue the summonses, and to forward a copy of the 
complaint (ECF No. 1) and the Forms USM-285 to the Marshal for service upon the remaining 
Defendants. The Clerk of Court shall indicate on the summonses that Defendants have sixty (60) 
days in which to file an answer. See Fed. R. Civ. P. 12(a)(3). The Clerk of Court may sign the 
Forms USM-285 on behalf of the Plaintiff, if the Plaintiff has neglected to do so. A copy of this 
Order must be provided to the United States Marshal. 

The Office of the Clerk of Court shall not enter any change of address submitted by the 
Plaintiff which directs that mail be sent to a person other than the Plaintiff unless that person is an 
attorney admitted to practice before this Court who has entered a formal appearance. 

TO THE UNITED STATES MARSHAL: 

The United States Marshal shall serve the complaint on all Defendants except the Bureau of 
Prisons. Additionally, the Marshal shall serve copies of the pleading upon the United States 
Attorney for the District of South Carolina and the Attorney General of the United States under Rule 
4(i) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure.~ The United States Marshals Service is advised that 
it must expend a reasonable investigative effort to locate a defendant once a defendant is properly 
identified. See Greene v. Holloway, No. 99-7380, 2000 WL 296314, at *1 (4th Cir. 2000) (citing 
with approval Graham v. Satkoski, 5 l F.3d 710 (7th Cir. 1995)). 

If the information provided by Plaintiff on the Forms USM-285 is not sufficient for the 
Marshal to effect service of process, after reasonable investigative efforts have been made to locate 
a properly identified Defendant, the Marshal should so note in the "Remarks" section at the bottom 
of the Form USM-285. 

TO DEFENDANTS: 

Defendants United States of America, Lt. Jones, Officer Johnson, and Officer Robinson are 
directed to file an answer to the complaint or otherwise plead. 

TO PLAINTIFF: 

• The mailing address of the United Stat es Attorney for the District of Sou th Carolina is 1441 
Main Street - Suite 500, Columbia, South Carolina 2920 I. The mailing address of the Attorney 
General of the United States is Department of Justice, Room B-103, 950 Pennsylvania Avenue, 
N.W., Washington, D.C. 20530-0001. 

2 
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Plaintiff must provide, and is responsible for, information sufficient to identify Defendants 
on the Forms USM-285. The United States Marshal cannot serve an inadequately identified 
defendant, and un-served defendants may be dismissed as parties to this case. 

Pursuant to Ru 1 e 5 of the Federal Rules of Ci vi 1 Procedure, any documents filed subsequent 
to the initial pleading must be served on parties. Unless otherwise ordered, service of subsequently 
filed documents on a defendant represented by an attorney is made on the attorney. Service on 
attorneys who have made an appearance in this court is effected by the court's Electronic Case 
Filing system through a computer generated notice of electronic filing. However, prior to 
Defendants' attorney making an appearance in this court, Plaintiff must serve Defendants with any 
documents Plaintiff files subsequent to the initial pleading and file a certificate of service that states 
who was served, what document was served, and how the document was served. 

IT IS SO ORDERED. 

September 13, 2012 
Florence, South Carolina 

3 

Kaymani D. West 
United States Magistrate Judge 
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Edwin Cruz, 

vs. 

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF SOUTH CAROLINA 

FLORENCE DIVISION 

CIA No.: 5:12-cv-2149-CMC-KDW 

Plaintiff, 

Roseboro Order to Plaintiff 
United States of America, Lt Jones, et al., 

Defendants. 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

One or more defendants filed a motion to dismiss (pursuant to Fed. R. Civ. P. 12) or a motion 
for summary judgment (pursuant to Fed. R. Civ. P. 56) asking the court to dismiss your case. 
Because you are not represented by counsel, this "Roseboro Order" 1 is issued to advise you of the 
dismissal/summary judgmen1 procedures and the possible consequences if you fail to respond 
adequately to defendant's motion. Please carefully review this information, including the attached 
excerpts of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure regarding motions to dismiss and motions ror 
summary judgment. 

You have 34 days from the date of this order to file any material in opposition to the 
motion that defendant filed. If you fail to respond adequately, the court may grant the 
defendant's motion, which may end your case. 

Explanation of Motions to Dismiss 

Motions to dismiss can be filed pursuant to Fed. R. Civ. P. 12. Many motions to dismiss are 
filed under Fed. R. Civ. P.12(b)(6), in which defendants usually argue that the law does not provide 
a right to relief for claims that a plaintiff makes in his complaint. Because motions to dismiss 
usually concern questions of law and not questions of fact, the court presumes as true the plausible 
facts of the complaint for the purpose of a motion to dismiss. 

The court decides a motion to dismiss on the basis of the applicable law and the pleadings, 
meaning the complaint, defendant's answer (if any), the exhibits attached to the complaint, 
documents that the complaint incorporates by reference (provided they are both undisputed and 
pertinent to the pleaded claims), and materials of which the court may take judicial notice. In some 
cases, the parties present materials outside of the pleadings, such as affidavits or declarations in 
support of or in opposition to the motion to dismiss. If the court, in its discretion, considers 
materials outside of the pleadings, the motion to dismiss is converted to u motion for summary 
judgment under Fed. R. Civ. P. 56. See Fed. R. Civ. P. 56(d). 

1The court enters this order in accordance with Roseboro v. Garrison, 528 F.2d 309 ( 4th 
Cir. 1975) (requiring the court provide explanation of dismissal/summary judgment procedures 
to prose litigants). 
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Explanation of Motions for Summary Judgmen1 

Motions for summary judgment filed by defendants pursuant lo Fed. R. Ci v. P. 5 f, argue th,11 
the plaintiff's claims are not supported by the specific facts of the case. For example, in a civil 
rights case brought under 42 U.S.C. § 1983, a defendant rnuy argue in a motion for summmy 
judgment that the facts in the plaintiff's case do not rise to the level of a constitutional violation that 
would entitle him to relief. Because motions for summary judgment concern both questions of law 
and questions of fact, if the court finds that there is not any genuine dispute as to any material fact 
on a claim, the court will determine which party is entitled to judgment under the law. The court 
decides a motion for summary judgment on the basis of the applicable law, the pleadings, discovery. 
affidavits, declarations, and any other properly-submitted evidence. 

Your Response to the Defendant's Motion 

Your filing in opposition to the defendant's motion should be captioned either as "Response 
to Motion to Dismiss" or "Response to Summary Judgment," as applicable, and should include the 
following: (1) an explanation of your version of the facts, if different from defend ant's version of 
the facts; and (2) your legal argument regarding why the court should not grant the motion and end 
your case. Rule 56(c) requires that you support your version of all disputed facts with material such 
as depositions, documents, electronically stored information, affidavits or declarations, stipulat i tms 
(including those made for purposes of the motion only), admissions, interrogatory answers, or other 
materials. Your failure to support facts in dispute with such material may result in the cour\ granting 
the motion. Any affidavits or declarations you file in opposition to summary judgment must be 
based on personal knowledge, contain facts admissible in evidence, and be signed by a person who 
would be competent to testify on matters contained in the affidavit or declaration if called to testify 
about them at trial. The court will not consider affidavits, declarations, or exhibits !hat are unrelated 
to this case, nor will it consider affidavits or declarations that contain only conclusory statements 
or argument of facts or law. If you fail to dispute the defendant's version of the facts wilh proper 
support of your own version, the court may consider the defendant's facts as undisputed. 

AJI affidavits, declarations, or other evidence you submit to the court must he made in gornJ 
faith and the facts sworn to in the affidavit or affirmed in the declaration must be true. Al I affi da\· its 
and declarations submitted in this case are submitted under penalties of perjury nr subornation or 
perjury. 18 U .S.C. §§ 1621 and 1622. If the court finds that a party has presented affidavits. 
declarations, or other evi de nee in bad faith or on I y to de! a y the act ion, I he court 111 a y order s,1 net it) ns. 
payment of fees, or hold that party in contempt of court. 

IT IS SO ORDERED. 

January 2, 2013 
Florence, South Carolina 

2 

s/Kaymani D. West 
United States Magistrate Judge 
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EXCERPTS OF FEDERAL RULES OF CIVIL PROCEDURE 
Rule 12 and Rule 56 (effective December 1, 2010) 

Rule 12. Defenses and Objections: When and How Presented; Molion for Judgmenl on lht> 
Pleadings; Consolidaling Motions, Waiving Defenses; Pretrial Hearing 

(a) Time to Serve a Responsive Pleading. [OMITTED] 

(h) How to Present Defenses. Every defense to a claim for relief in any pleading mus I he assened 
in the responsive pleading if one is required. But a party may assert 1he following defenses hy 
motion: 
(1) lack of subject-matter jurisdiction; 
(2) lack of personal jurisdiction; 
(3) improper venue; 
(4) insufficient process; 
(5) insufficient service of process; 
(6) failure to state a claim upon which relief can be granted: and 
(7) failure to join a party under Rule 19. 

A motion asserting any of these defenses must be made hefore pleading if a responsive 
pleading is allowed. If a pleading sets out a claim for relief that does not require a responsi v1.· 
pleading, an opposing party may assert at trial any defense to that claim. No lief e nsc or 
objection is waived by joining it with one or more other defenses or objections in a rcspon ... ive 
pleading or in a motion. 

(c) Motion for Judgment on the Pleadings. After the pleadings are closed--but early enough not 
to delay trial--a party may move for judgment on the pleadings. 

(d) Resull of Presenling Matters Outside the Pleadings. If, on a motion unuer Ruic 12(h)(6) 

or 12(c), matters outside the pleadings are presen1ed to and not excluded by the mun. the 
motion must be treated as one for summary judgment under Rule 56. All parties must be given 
a reasonable opportunity 10 present all the material that is pertinent to the mo1ion. 

(e) Motion for a More Definile Statement. A party may move for a more definite statement of 
a pleading to which a responsive pleading is allowed but which is so vague or ambigunus th.it 
the party cannot reasonably prepare a response. The motion must be made before filing a 
responsive pleading and must point out the defects complained of and the details dc ... ired. If 
the court orders a more definite statement and the order is not obeyed within 14 day" after 
notice of the order or within the time the court sets, the court may strike the pleading (1r is ... ue 
any other appropri;;ite order. 

(t) Motion to Strike. The court may strike from a pleading an in ... ufficicn1 dcfcn"c or :m\· 
redundant, immaterial, impertinent, or scandalous matter. The court may act: 
(1) on its own; or 
(2) on motion made by a party either before responding 10 the pleading or, if a response is 

not allowed, within 21 days after being served with the pleading. 

3 
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(g) Joining Motions. 
(I) Right to Join. A motion under this rule may be joined with any other mo1ion allowed 

by this rule. 
(2) Limitation on Further Motions. Except as provided in Rule l2(h)(2) or (3 ), a party th,11 

makes a motion under this rule must not make another motion under this rule raising ;1 

defense or objection that was available to the party but omitted from its earlier rno1ion. 

(h) Waiving and Preserving Certain Defenses. 
(1) When Some Are Waived. A party waives any defense listed in Ruic l 2(b)(2)-(.:'i) hy: 

(A) omilting it from a motion in the circumstances described in Rule I 2(g)(2): or 
(B) failing to either: 

(i) make ii by motion under this rule; or 
(ii) include it in a responsive pleading or in an amendment allowed by Ruh: 

I 5( a)( 1) ;is a matter of course. 
(2) When to Raise Others. Failure to state a claim upon which relief can be granted. to join 

a person required by Rule 19(b ), or to state a legal defense to a claim may be rai scd: 
(A) in any pleading allowed or ordered under Rule 7(a); 
(B) by a motion under Rule 12(c); or 
(C) at trial. 

(3) Lack of Subject-Matter Jurisdiction. If the court determines at any time that ii lat:ks 
sub_ject-rn;llter jurisdiction, the court must dismiss the action. 

(i) Hearing Before Trial. If a party so moves, any defense listed in Rule I 2(h)( I )-(7)--whc1hcr 
made in a pleading or by rnotion--and a motion under Rule 12(c) must be heard and decided 
before trial unle."s 1hc court orders a deferral until trial. 

Rule 56. Summary Judgment 

(a) Motion for Summary Judgment or Partial Summary Judgment. A party may move for 
summary judgment, identifying each claim or defense--or the part of each claim or dcfensc--nn 
which summary judgment is sought. The court shall grant summary judgment if the movant 
shows that there is no genuine dispute as to any material fact and the mov;1nt i" entitled to 
judgment as a mauer of law. The court should state on the record the reasons for granting or 
denying the motion. 

(b) Time to File a Motion. Unless a different lime is set by local rule or the court orders 
otherwise, a party may file a motion for summary judgment at any time until JO days after the 
close of al I discovery. 

( c) Procedures. 

(1) Supporting Factual Positions. A party asserting that a fact cannot be or is genuinely 
disputed mus! support Lhe assertion by: 

(A) citing to panicu lar parts of materials in the record. including deposit ions. 
documents. electronically stored information, affidavits or dedaration ... , 
stipulations (including those made for purposes of the motion only), admissions. 
intcrroga1ory answers, or other materials; or 

4 
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(B) showing that the materials cited do not establish the absence or presence or a 
genuine dispute, or that an adverse party cannot produce admissible evidence In 

support Lhe fact. 
(2) Objection That a Fact Is Not Supported by Admissible Evidence. A party may objtx·t 

that the matcri:1! cited to support or dispute a fact cannot be presented in a form that 
would be admissible in evidence. 

(3) Materials Not Cited. The court need consider only the cited materials, but i1 rnay 
consider other malerials in the record. 

(4) Affidavits 01· l)edarations. An affidavit or declaration used to support tH npposi.: ;1 

motion rnust be made on personal knowledge, set out facts that would be admissible in 
evidence_ ,md show that the affiant or declarnnt is competent to testify on the matters 
stated. 

When Facts Are Unavailable to the Nonmovant. If a nonmovant shows by affidavit or 
declaration that, for specified reasons, it cannot present facts essential to _justify its opposi lion, 
the court may: 
(1) defer considering the motion or deny it; 
(2) allow time to obtain affidavits or declarations or to take discovery: or 
(3) issue any other appropriate order. 

Failing to Properly Support or Address a Fact If a party fails to properly support an 
assertion of fac1 or fails to properly address another party's assertion of fact as n:4uircd by 
Rule 56(c), the court may: 
(1) give an opportunity to properly support or address the fact; 
(2) consider the fact undisputed for purposes of the motion; 
(3) grant summary judgment if the motion and supporting materials--including the facts 

considered undisputed--show that the movant is entitled to it; or 
(4) issue any other appropriate order. 

Judgment Independent of the Motion. After giving notice and a reasonable time 10 respond, 
the court may: 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 

grant summary _judgment for ;i nonmovant; 
grant the motion 011 grounds not raised by a party; or 
cnnsider su rnmary .i udgmc nl on i ls own after idc nti fy i ng for I he part ics rnateri al fm:ts I ha1 
may no! be genuinely in dispute. 

Failing to Grant All the Requested Relief. If the court docs not grnnt all the relief req ucstcd 
by the motion, it may enter an order stating any material fact--including an item of damages 
or other rel ief--that is nu! genuine! y in dispute and treating the fact as cstabl ishcd in I he case. 

Affidavit or Declara lion Submitted in Bad Faith. If satisfied l hat an affidavi I or dcdarat io 11 

under this rule is submiued in bad faith or solely for delay, the coun--after notice and a 
reasonable time 10 re~pond--may order the submitting party to pay the other p.irty the 
reasonable expenses, including attorney's fees, it incurred as a result. An offending party nr 
attorney may also be held in contempt or subjected to other appropriate sanctions. 

5 
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Edwin Cruz, 

Plaintiff 

VS 

FOR THE DISTRICT OF SOUTH CAROLINA 
FLORENCE DIVISION 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

) 

CIA# 5:12-cv-2149-CMC-KDW 
SCHEDULING ORDER 

United States of America, Lt Jones, et al., ) 

Defendants. 

) 

) 

Pursuant to the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure and the Local Civil Rules of this Court, 

the following schedule is established for this case, which involves a prose litigant: 

l. Motions to amend pleadings shall be filed no later than March 13, 2013. 

Amendments of pleadings beyond this date will not be permitted absent extraordinary 

circumstances. 

2. Discovery shall be completed no later than April 15, 2013. All discovery requests 

shall be served in time for the responses thereto to be served by this date. 

3. All other motions, except those to complete discovery, those nonwaivable motions 

made pursuant to Fed. R. Civ. P. 12, shall be filed on or before May 1, 2013. (Fed. 

R. Civ. P. l 6(b )(2) ). 

IT IS SO ORDERED. 

Florence, S. C. 

February 13, 2013 

s/Kaymani D. West 

Kaymani D. West 

United States Magistrate Judge 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF SOUTH CAROLINA 

ORANGEBURG DIVISION 

Edwin Cruz, 

Plaintiff, 

V. 

United States of America; Lt. Jones; 
Officer Johnson; Officer Robinson, 

Defendants. 

) 
) 
) 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

) 

CIA NO. 5: 12-2149-CMC-KDW 

OPINION and ORDER 

This matter is before the court on Plaintiff's prose complaint, filed in this court pursuant to 

the Federal Tort Claims Act (FTCA) and Bivens v. Six Unknown Named Agents of Federal Bureau 

of Narcotics, 403 U.S. 388 (1971 ). 

In accordance with 28 U.S.C. § 636(b) and Local Civil Rule 73.02 (B)(2)(d), DSC, this 

matter was referred to United States Magistrate Judge Kaymani D. West for pre-trial proceedings 

and a Repm1 and Recommendation ("Report"). On April 25, 2013, the Magistrate Judge issued a 

Report recommending that Defendants' motion to dismiss under Federal Rules of Civil Procedure 

l 2(b )( 1) and (b )( 6) be granted and this matter be dismissed with prejudice. The Magistrate Judge 

advised Plaintiff of the procedures and requirements for filing objections to the Report and the 

serious consequences if he failed to do so. After requesting and receiving an extension of time to 

do so, Plaintiff filed objections to the Report on May 29, 2013. 

The Magistrate Judge makes only a recommendation to this court. The recommendation has 

no presumptive weight, and the responsibility to make a final determination remains with the court. 

See Mathews v. Weber, 423 U.S. 261 (1976). The court is charged with making a de novo 
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determination of any portion of the Report of the Magistrate Judge to which a specific objection is 

made. The court may accept, reject, or modify, in whole or in part, the recommendation made by 

the Magistrate Judge or recommit the matter to the Magistrate Judge with instructions. See 28 

U.S.C. § 636(b). 

After conducting a de novo review as to objections made, and considering the record, the 

applicable law, the Report and Recommendation of the Magistrate Judge, and Plaintiff's objections, 

the court agrees with the conclusion of the Report that Defendants' motion to dismiss 1 should be 

granted as to Plaintiff's Bivens claims. However, the court finds that the record as it now exists is 

inadequate to determine whether Defendants Jones and/or Robinson were acting within the scope 

of employment. Accordingly, the court denies Defendants' motion to dismiss Plaintiff's FfCA 

claims without prejudice. 

I. DEFENDANT LT. JOHNSON 

Plaintiff sues "Lt. Johnson," who is alleged to have stood outside a cell while Defendant Lt. 

Jones allegedly assaulted Plaintiff on August 15, 2011. See Compl. at 2, 3 (ECF No. l). However, 

as noted by Defendants in a footnote to the motion to dismiss and/or for summary judgment, "ltJhere 

are two officers named Johnson employed at FCI Bennettsville. FCJ staff were unable to determine 

which staff member was being sued, therefore, service was not accepted and authority has not been 

requested for the United States Attorney's Office to represent the unknown Officer Johnson." Mot. 

1Rule l 2(b )( 6) provides that if a motion to dismiss for failure to state a claim is filed and 
"matters outside the pleading are presented to and not excluded by the court, the motion shall be 
treated as one for summary judgement and disposed of as provided in Rule 56." In this case, 
Defendants have filed declarations and a variety of supporting materials in connection with the brief 
regarding the motion to dismiss. Accordingly, the motion to dismiss has been considered and 
analyzed as a motion for summary judgment. 

2 
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to Dism. at 1, n.1 (ECF No. 36).2 Plaintiff has not sought to correct this deficiency. Accordingly, 

Defendant "Lt. Johnson" has not been served with a copy of the summons and complaint in this 

matter, nor has he made an appearance in this matter. Therefore, Defendant "Lt. Johnson" is 

dismissed from this action without prejudice pursuant to Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 4(m). 

II. REMAINING DEFENDANTS/CLAIMS 

A. BIVENS CLAIMS 

On December 27, 2012, Defendants ( except Defendant Johnson) moved to dismiss Plaintiff's 

com plaint pursuant to Federal Rules of Ci vi 1 Procedure I 2 (b) ( 1 ) and (b )( 6), con tending, inter al i a, 

that Plaintiff failed to exhaust administrative remedies on the Bivens claims contained in the 

complaint. 3 

An action for damages filed pursuant to Bivens does not lie against the United States, as 

"laJny remedy under Bivens is against federal officials individually, not the federal government." 

Randall v. United States, 95 F.3d 339,345 (4th Cir. 1996). Additionally, a Bivens action cannot lie 

against Defendants Jones or Robinson in their official capacities. Doe v. Chao, 306 F.3d 170, 184 

( 4th Cir. 2003 ). Accordingly, Plaintiff's Bivens claims are dismissed with prejudice as to Defendant 

United States of America and Defendants Jones and Robinson in their official capacities. 

2Pursuant to the declaration submitted by Lt. Leroy Jones, the officers who accompanied him 
in moving Plaintiff to another cell on August 15, 2011, were Defendant Robinson, Senior Officer 
Specialist Shawn Brock, and Senior Officer Rory Thompson. Deel. of Leroy Jones at <J[ 6 (ECF No. 
36-10). Plaintiff has not sued either Brock or Thompson. 

:
1Although Section 1983 does not apply to federal prisoners (since it is restricted to "state" 

actors), an analogous private cause of action against federal officials for monetary damages is 
implied directly under the Constitution, in this case the Eighth Amendment, under the seminal case, 
Bivens v. Six Unknown Named Agents of Federal Bureau of Narcotics, 403 U.S. 388 (1971) (Fourth 
Amendment claim). 

3 
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Plaintiff argues the Report errs in finding he failed to exhaust administrative remedies 

because the actions of prison officials rendered the administrative remedy process unavailable. See 

Obj. at 2 (ECF No. 67) (arguing a "delay" in request for appropriate fom1s). The cases cited by 

Plaintiff support the proposition that if prison officials affirmatively thwart an inmate's attempt to 

exhaust administrative remedies, the remedy becomes "unavailable," and an inmate is accordingly 

excused from the statutory exhaustion requirement. However, when a process becomes unavailable 

because an inmate does not comply with procedural rules, "the process is not unavailable but rather 

forfeited." Kaba v. Stepp, 458 F.3d 678, 684 (7th Cir. 2006). 

Additionally, Plaintiff maintains "because of conflicting affidavits and sworn pleadings in 

this case, the Fourth Circuit Court of Appeals has held that summary judgment is precluded under 

these circumstances." Obj. at 3. Plaintiff's sworn assertion in response to Defendants' properly 

supported dispostive motion is "lt]hat I attempted to file an administrative grievance on the matter 

but all efforts were frustrated." Deel. of Edwin Cru7- at CJ! 10 (ECF No. 43-1 ). 

The record reflects Plaintiff made a variety of attempts to exhaust administrative remedies 

with officials at FCI - Bennettsville, the Southeast Regional Office, and the Office of General 

Counsel relating to both conditions of the Special Housing Unit (SHU) and the alleged assault. See 

generally Attachs. to Comp!. (ECF No. 1-2 at 4-6); Attachs. to Deel. of Tami Cassaro (ECF No. 36-

3 at 7-18). However, a careful review of the record reveals Plaintiff's general and conclusory 

assertion that "all efforts were frustrated" fails to establish that prison officials were responsible for 

Plaintiff's failure to exhaust administrative remedies on these claims, as Plaintiff does not provide 

evidence of what specific "efforts" he undertook to properly exhaust administrative remedies on his 

Bivens claims. 

4 
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1. BUREAU OF PRISONS ADMINISTRATIVE REMEDIES 

As relevant to the discussions below, the United States Bureau of Prisons (BOP) has a 

three-tiered administrative grievance process. See 28 C.F.R. §§ 542.10, et seq. An inmate may first 

seek to informally resolve his complaint by filing Form BP-8, and if the matter cannot be resolved 

informally, the inmate must then file a formal written "Administrative Remedy Request" (Form BP-

9) within twenty (20) calendar days following the date on which the basis for the complaint 

occurred. 28 C.F.R. §§ 542.13, 542.14(a). If the inmate is dissatisfied with the response he receives 

on the BP-9, he may appeal the decision to the Regional Director within twenty (20) calendar days 

ofthe date of the Warden's response by filing Form BP-10. 28 C.F.R. § 542.15. Finally, the inmate 

may appeal the decision of the Regional Director to the General Counsel within thi11y (30) calendar 

days of the Regional Director's response by filing Form BP-I 1. Id. 

All formal requests for administrative remedy are logged into a national database and given 

a unique identifying number. Deel. of Tami Cassaro (Cassaro) at '1\ 5 (ECF No. 36-3). As explained 

by Cassaro, Supervisory Attorney for the United States Bureau of Prisons, 

Id. 

laJn extension is added to the linitial unique identifying] number which denotes the 
level at which the claim is filed. Subsequent appeals of an issue will have the same 
identification number with a different extension identifying the level where filed. 
The extension '-Fl' indicates the filing was at the institution or field level. The 
extension '-Rl' indicates the filing was at the regional level. The extension '-Al' 
indicates the filing was at the national level. If an appeal is rejected and re-filed at 
the same level, perhaps correcting the identified deficiencies, then the number will 
change but the letter will remain the same. For example, the extension '-R2' 
indicates the appeal was rejected at the regional level once and the inmate has re
filed, presumably after correction of the noted deficiencies. 

5 
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2. SHU CONDITIONS 

Turning to the record, even assuming Adminislralive Remedy (hereinafter "AR") 66297 4-R 1 

was an appeal of AR 656985-Fl (and therefore should not have been assigned a separate identifying 

number by the Southeast Regional Office), Plaintiff did not appeal AR 662974-R 1 to General 

Counsel. Instead, it appears Plaintiff attempted to comply with the directive contained in AR 

662974-R 1 by filing AR 665978-F 1 with officials at FCI-Bennettsville. However, when provided 

the Warden's response to AR 665978-Fl indicating that the "allegations [contained in the BP-9 J wi II 

be reviewed for appropriate disposition" but that Plaintiff would not receive "further information 

regarding the disposition," Plaintiff did not appeal that decision to the Southeast Regional Office, 

despite being provided explicit instructions regarding compliance (i.e., the timing within which and 

where an appeal should be sent). Accordingly, Plaintiff did not properly exhaust his administrative 

remedies relating to conditions in the SHU.4 

3. EXCESSIVE FORCE 

As to the alleged use of excessive force, Plaintiff filed a BP-9 with officials at FCI -

Bennettsville, which was assigned number AR 656983-Fl. The Warden issued her decision, 

indicating that the "allegations [ contained in the BP-9] will be reviewed for appropriate disposition" 

but that Plaintiff would not receive "further information regarding the disposition." Plaintiff filed 

an appeal of the Warden's decision with General Counsel, designated as AR 656983-A 1, which was 

rejected with the notation that Plaintiff was required to file a BP-10 at the Southeast Regional Office 

4lnstead of waiting for any decision by the Warden on AR 665978-F I, Plaintiff filed two BP
I O's at the Southeast Regional Office, AR 669606-Rl and AR 670415-R 1. Both of these BP-1 O's 
were rejected at the Regional level, and he did not appeal either of these decisions to General 
Counsel. 

6 
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before filing with General Counsel. Plaintiff was given fifteen ( 15) days to correct this and other 

deficiencies with AR 656983-Al. Deel. of Tami Cassaro at ~ 8 (ECF No. 36-3). Cassaro declares 

that Plaintiff "has not submitted such appeal to the Regional Office." Id. Review of the 

"Administrative Remedy Generalized Retrieval" attachment to Cassaro's declaration indicates, 

however, that Plaintiff filed AR 656983-RI with the Southeast Regional Office on March 20, 2012.5 

See ECF No. 36-3 at 8. In any event, even though Plaintiff eventually filed with the Southeast 

Regional Office, he failed to comply with the time limits contained in General Counsel's decision 

in AR 656983-A 1. Accordingly, Plaintiff failed to properly exhaust his administrative remedies 

relating to the alleged assault. 

4. CONCLUSION - BIVENS CLAIMS 

For these reasons, Plaintiff failed to exhaust administrative remedies regarding any Bivens 

claims he asserts, and they are therefore dismissed with prejudice. 

B. FEDERAL TORT CLAIMS ACT (FTCA) 

The Report concludes Plaintiff has exhausted his administrative remedies regarding his 

FfCA claims,6 but that Defendants should be dismissed as "Plaintiff's conclusory statements are 

insufficient to establish that Defendants failed to discharge their legal duty of care to him." Report 

at 13 (ECF No. 54). 

A plaintiff may recover against the United States only to the extent that it has expressly 

5The printout shows that the filing was received March 20, 2011. However, as the original 
Request for Administrative Remedy was not filed until September 20, 2011, this appears to be an 
error. See ECF No. 36-3 at 8. 

6Plaintiff has failed to exhaust any claims regarding failure to train officers, and does not 
claim otherwise. 

7 
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waived sovereign immunity. Welch v. United States, 409 F.3d 646, 650 (4th Cir. 2005) (citing 

United States v. Sherwood, 312 U.S. 584,586 (1941)). Congress waived the sovereign immunity 

of the United States for certain torts committed by federal employees when it enacted the Federal 

Tort Claims Act (FTCA) in 1946. Kerns v. United States, 585 F.3d 187, 194 (4th Cir. 2009) (citing 

FDIC v. Meyer, 510 U.S. 471,475 (1994)). However, the FTCA is a limited waiver of immunity, 

imposing tort liability on the United States only "in the same manner and to the same extent as a 

private individual under like circumstances," 28 U.S.C. § 2674. and only to the extent that "a private 

person[ J would be liable to the claimant in accordance with the law of the place where the act or 

omission occurred," id. § 1346(b )(1 ). In other words, a claimant "has an FTCA cause of action 

against the government only if [ ]he would also have a cause of action under state law against a 

private person in like circumstances." Miller v. United States, 932 F.2d 301, 303 (4th Cir. 1991 ). 

The FTCA "serves to convey jurisdiction when the alleged breach of duty is tortious under 

state law, or when the Government has breached a duty under federal law that is analogous to a duty 

of care recognized by state law." Goldstar (Panama) S.A. v. United States, 967 F.2d 965, 969 (4th 

Cir. 1992). Thus, the substantive law of each state establishes the cause of action. Kerns, 585 F.3d 

at 194; Unus v. Kane, 565 F.3d 103, 117 (4th Cir. 2009). In the case at bar, the substantive law is 

the decisional law of the state of South Carolina. 

Unlike a Bivens action, which lies against the individual officers in their individual capacities 

only, an action under the FTCA is pursued against Defendant United States, not individual federal 

employees, so long as the employee was acting within the scope of employment. See, e.g., 28 

U.S.C. §§ 2671, 2679(a), (b)(l) (providing that FTCA does not authorize suits against federal 

agencies, and FTCA remedy is exclusive with respect to injuries caused by federal employees acting 

8 
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within the scope of their employment); Sheridan v. Reidell, 465 F. Supp. 2d 528,531 (D.S.C. 2006); 

see also Jackson v. Kotter, 541 F.3d 688, 693 (7th Cir. 2008) ("The only proper defendant in an 

FTCA action is the United States."); Galvin v. Occupational 5,'afety & Health Admin., 860 F.2d 181, 

183 (5th Cir. 1988) ("Thus, an FTCA claim against a federal agency or employee as opposed to the 

United States itself must be dismissed for want of jurisdiction.''). 

The Federal Employee Liability Reform and Tort Compensation Act of 1988, commonly 

known as the Westfall Act amendment to the FTCA, provides that: 

Upon certification by the Attorney General that the defendant employee was acting 
within the scope of his office or employment at the time of the incident out of which 
the claim arose, any civil action or proceeding commenced upon such claim in a 
United States district court shall be deemed an action against the United States under 
the provisions of this title and all references thereto, and the United States shall be 
substituted as the party defendant. 

See 28 U.S.C. § 2679(d)(l). "[I]mmunity under the Westfall Act, like other forms of absolute and 

qualified immunity, is an immunity from suit rather than a mere defense to liability." Gutierrez de 

Martinez v. Drug Enforcement Admin., 111 F.3d 1148, 1154 (4th Cir. 1997). 

However, "[f]or the Act to kick in, the employee must notify the Attorney General of the 

suit; the Attorney General must certify that the defendant employees were acting within the scope 

of their employment when the tort occurred; and, if he refuses to so certify, the employees 

themselves must petition the district court." Sullivan v. Freeman, 944 F.2d 334, 337 (7th Cir. 1991 

( citing 28 U .S.C. § § 2679( c ), ( d)). No certification or petition has been filed in this case. Given the 

elaborate statutory procedures for notification, certification, and petition, the court is without 

sufficient information to "determine on its own initiative whether the suit is against a federal 

employee acting within the scope of his employment." Id. See also U-Haul Intern., Inc. v. Estate 

of Albright, 626 F.3d 498,501 (9th Cir. 2010) ("The Westfall Act doesn't empower the district court 

9 
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sua sponte to abrogate the federal government's sovereign immunity and subject it to the risk of 

liability."). 

Accordingly, the court denies without prejudice Defendants' motion to dismiss Plaintiff's 

claims under the FfCA. As this matter is to be remanded for further pretrial proceedings, the court 

provides the following guidance to the Magistrate Judge and the parties. 

Defendants' motion and the Report analyze Plaintiff's claims as if the only tort claim 

asserted in the complaint is a negligence claim. See Report at 12-13. But Plaintiff asserts claims 

against the United States, Jones, and Robinson under the FTCA for "assault and battery, failure to 

protect, failure to provide adequate medical care, and negligence .... " Compl. at lJ[ 4. In the end, 

a review of the record must focus on the conduct which gave rise to Plaintiff's claims. Benavidez 

v. United States, 177 F.3d 927, 93 l ( 10th Cir. 1999). 

Additionally, the Report finds "Plaintiff's conclusory statements are insufficient to establish 

that Defendant[ l failed to discharge fits] legal duty of care to him." Report at 13. In so doing, the 

Report errs in making a credibility determination against Plaintiff, the non-moving party. "It is not 

[this court's] job to weigh the evidence." Gary v. Spillman, 925 F.2d 90, 95 (4th Cir. 1991). This 

court "must view the facts, and all reasonable inferences that may be drawn from those facts, in the 

light most favorable to the non-moving party." Meyers v. Baltimore Cnty., Md., 713 F.3d 723,730 

( 4th Cir. 2013 ). The parties present conflicting affidavits and declarations, submitted under penalty 

of perjury, regarding the events of August 15, 2011. Additionally, Plaintiff's medical records, 

although not completely supportive of Plaintiff's damages claim, are some additional evidence 

supporting Plaintiff's version of events. When presented with conflicting versions of the facts, the 

court cannot make a determination of the facts without passing judgment on the credibility of 

10 
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witnesses and other evidence. See Davis v. Zahradnick, 600 F.2d 458,460 (4th Cir. 1979) (holding 

that summary judgment is not appropriate if the resolution of material issues depends upon 

credibility determinations). 

If certification is filed pursuant to§ 2679(d) that Defendants Jones and Robinson were acting 

within the scope of employment, Defendant United States would become the sole defendant in this 

matter. If, however, it is determined that Defendants Jones and Robinson were not acting within the 

scope of employment, Defendant United States would be dismissed and Plaintiffs remaining state 

law claims against Jones and Robinson would proceed in this court only if there is an independent 

basis for federal jurisdiction or this court exercises supplemental jurisdiction pursuant to 28 U.S.C. 

§ 1367(d). 

This matter is remanded to the Magistrate Judge for further pretrial proceedings consistent 

with this order relating to Plaintiff's claims under the FTCA. 

IT IS SO ORDERED. 

Columbia, South Carolina 
September 13, 2013 

11 

s/ Cameron McGowan Currie 
CAMERON McGOWAN CURRIE 
UNITED STATES DISTRICT JUDGE 
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UNITED ST A TES DISTRICT COURT 
DISTRICT OF SOUTH CAROLINA 

Edwin Cruz, ) C/A No. 5: 12-2149-RMG-KDW 
) 

Plaintiff, ) 
) 

V. ) 
) ORDER 

United States of America, Lt. Jones, 
Officer Robinson, 

) (Notice to Plaintiff Regarding Substitution of 
) USA for Defendants Jones and Robinson) 
) 
) 

Defendants. ) 
) 
) 

Plaintiff, a prose prisoner, brought this action alleging claims pursuant to Bivens v. Six Unknown 
Named Agents of Federal Bureau of Narcotics, 403 U.S. 388 (1971), and the Federal Torts 
Claims Act ("FTCA"), 28 U.S.C. § 1346 and 28 U.S.C. § 2671, et seq. In a September 13, 2013 
Order, the court granted Defendants' Motion to Dismiss as to Plaintiff's Bivens claims, but 
denied without prejudice Defendants' Motion to Dismiss Plaintiff's FTCA claims because the 
record did not contain sufficient information from Defendant United States of America ("USA") 
regarding whether Defendants Lt. Jones and Officer Robinson were acting within the scope of 
their federal employment for purposes of the FTCA claims. ECF No. 73. 

Defendant USA 's Motion for Substitution of Party: 
Explanation and Instruction to Plaintiff 

On September 27, 2013, Defendant USA filed a Motion for Substitution of Party ("Motion"), in 
which it seeks to have itself substituted as the only Defendant in the place of named Defendants 
Jones and Robinson. Defendant USA's requested relief includes having the court dismiss Jones 
and Robinson as defendants. ECF No. 77. Attached to the Motion is the Certification of Scope of 
Employment filed pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 2679(d)(l) ("Certification"), in which the Attorney 
General of the United States, through the United States Attorney for the District of South 
Carolina, certifies that Defendants Jones and Robinson "were at all times relevant acting within 
the scope of their employment as employees of the Department of Justice, Federal Bureau of 
Prisons." Certification l, ECF No. 77-1. Defendant USA served Plaintiff with a copy of the 
Motion and the Certification by United States Mail. See Mot. 4, ECF No. 77. 

When considering a certification such as the one filed by Defendant USA herein, the FTCA 
provides the following instruction to the court: 

Upon certification by the Attorney General that the defendant employee was 
acting within the scope of his office or employment at the time of the incident out 
of which the claim arose, any civil action or proceeding commenced upon such 
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claim in a United States district court shall be deemed an action against the 
United States under the provisions of this title and all references thereto, and the 
United States shall be substituted as the party defendant. 

28 U.S.C. § 2679(d)(l) (emphasis added). As part of this substitution process, the court is to 
dismiss individually named defendants who are certified to have been acting within the scope of 
employment. In other words, because Defendant USA has certified Jones and Robinson were 
acting within the scope of their federal employment, if the court accepts the certification and 
grants the Motion, Defendant USA alone will become the proper Defendant for Plainliffs FfCA 
claims. Despite the mandatory language of § 2679(d)(l) ("district court shall ... "), the United 
States Supreme Court has held that substitution of the United States and dismissal of named 
individual employees is subject to judicial review. See Gutierrez de Martinez v. Lamagno, 515 
U.S. 417, 430-31 (1995). In Gutierrez, the Court noted that certifications by the United States 
that its employee was acting within the scope of his or her employment ordinarily "occasion no 
contest[]" and plaintiffs then confront "a financially reliable defendant[,]" the United States." 
515 U.S. at 422. However, the Court reviewed the FTCA's provisions and history and 
determined the district court was not required to accept the Attorney General's certification that 
an employee was acting within the scope of employment if opposing parties challenged the 
certification and argued the employees were not acting within the scope of employment at the 
relevant time. Id. at 434-37. Rather, the court may consider opposing arguments and determine 
whether to grant or deny a Motion for Substitution. 

To Plaintiff: 

Pursuant to Roseboro v. Garrison, 528 F.2d 309 (4th Cir. 1975), Plaintiff is advised that 
Defendant USA's Motion for Substitution of Party, if granted, will dismiss Defendants 
Jones and Robinson as parties to this matter, substituting Defendant USA as the only 
Defendant as to the remaining claims raised in the Complaint. 1 If it is determined that 
Defendants Jones and Robinson were not acting within the scope of employment, the court 
would recommend Defendant USA's Motion for Substitution of Party be denied, thereby 
dismissing Defendant USA as a party, and this matter would proceed against Defendants 
Jones and Robinson in this court only if there is an independent basis for federal 
jurisdiction or the court exercises supplemental jurisdiction pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 
1367(d). See ECF No. 73. 

If Plaintiff wishes to oppose Defendant USA's Motion for Substitution of Party and its 
Certification that Defendants Jones and Robinson were acting within the scope of their 
employment at all times pertinent to matters in Plaintiff's Complaint, he must do so within 
34 days from the date of this Order (November 25, 2013). If Plaintiff fails to respond 
adequately, the court may grant Defendant USA's Motion. Only information relevant to 
whether Defendants Jones and Robinson were acting within the scope of their employment 
at times relevant will be considered. 

1 In the court's September 13, 20 13 Order, your other claims against Defendants Jones and 
Robinson were dismissed over your objections. ECF No. 73. Further, your claims against Officer 
Johnson were dismissed without prejudice because he was not served with the Complaint. Id. 
Those issues are no longer being considered by this court. 

2 
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IT IS SO ORDERED. 

October 22, 2013 
Florence, South Carolina 

Kaymani D. West 
United States Magistrate Judge 

J 
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UNITED ST A TES DISTRICT COURT 
DISTRICT OF SOUTH CAROLINA 

Edwin Cruz, ) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

CIA No. 5:12-2149-CMC-KDW 

Plaintiff, 

V. 

United States of America, Lt. Jones, 
Officer Johnson, Officer Robinson, 

Defendants. 

ORDER 

Plaintiff, a prose prisoner, brings this action alleging claims pursuant to the Federal Torts 

Claims Act ("FTCA"), 28 U.S.C. § 1346 and 28 U.S.C. § 2671, et seq. 1 This matter is before 

the court on Defendants' Motion for Substitution of party filed on September 27, 2013. ECF No. 

77. Plaintiff filed an opposition to Defendants' motion on November 18, 2013, ECF No. 84, 

Defendants filed a reply to Plaintiff's response on December 2, 2013, ECF No. 87, and Plaintiff 

filed a sur-reply on December 27, 2013, ECF No. 88. Under Local Civil Rule 73.02(B)(2) of the 

United States District Court for the District of South Carolina, pretrial proceedings in this action 

have been referred to the assigned United States Magistrate Judge. 

I. Factual Background 

In his Complaint filed on August 1, 2012, Plaintiff alleges that while housed at the 

Federal prison at Bennettsville, South Carolina, he was assaulted by Defendant Jones on August 

15, 201 I , while handcuffed and in his cell, "while . . . [Defendant] Robinson remained standing 

outside the cell door." ECF No. 1 at 2-3. Plaintiff alleges he suffered a bruised rib cage, a 

1Plaintiff's claims pursuant to Bivens v. Six Unknown Named Agents of Federal Bureau of 
Narcotics, 403 U.S. 388 (1971) were dismissed by the court on September 13, 2013. See ECF 
No. 73. 
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chipped tooth, lower back problems, and mental and emotional trauma for which he requested 

and received psychological help. Id. at 3. Plaintiff contends that the actions of Defendants Jones 

and Robinson constituted assault and battery, and negligence in violation of South Carolina 

common law. Id. at 3-4.2 In response to these allegations, Defendant Jones attests that he moved 

Plaintiff to another cell on August 15, 2011, without incident and without any use of force. Jones 

Aff. q[ 6, ECF No. 36-10. Jones states that Defendant Robinson, Officer Brock, and Officer 

Thompson witnessed the entire interaction. Id. Defendant Robinson attests that he helped 

Defendant Jones and two other officers escort Plaintiff, who was in hand restraints, to another 

cell. Robinson Aff. q[ 4, ECF No. 39-1. Defendant Robinson attests that Defendant Jones 

remained alone in the cell to speak with Plaintiff and at no time did Defendant Jones hit or kick 

Plaintiff. Id. 

II. Analysis 

Defendant United States of America moves for the entry of an order substituting the 

United States as Defendant in this matter in the place of Defendants Jones and Robinson. ECF 

No. 77 at 1. United States Attorney, William N. Nettles, certifies pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 

2679(d)(l) and (2) that Defendants Jones and Robinson, employees of the Federal Bureau of 

Prisons ("BOP"), were acting within the scope of their employment at the time of the incident 

alleged in the Complaint. ECF No. 77-1. 

The Federal Employees Liability Reform and Tort Compensation Act of 1988, also 

known as the Westfall Act, "'accords federal employees absolute immunity from common-law 

tort claims arising out of acts they undertake in the course of their official duties."' Osborn v. 

2 Plaintiff asserts the United States is liable under the FTCA for the unlawful actions of 
Defendants Jones and Robinson as they were acting within the scope of their employment. ECF 
No. I at 3-4. 
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Hale.v, 549 U.S. 225, 229 (2007). Under the Westfall Act, when a federal employee is named in 

a tort suit, the Attorney General or his designees may certify that the employee was "acting 

within the scope of his office or employment at the time of the incident out of which lhe claim 

arose." Td. 229-30 (quotation omitted). Pursuant to § 2679(d) of Title 28 of the United States 

Code, 

Upon certification by the Attorney General that the defendant employee was 

acting within the scope of his office or employment at the time of the incident out 
of which the claim arose, any civil action or proceeding commenced upon such 

claim in a United States district court shall be deemed an action against the United 
States under the provisions of this title and all references thereto, and the United 

States shall be substituted as the party defendant. 

28 U.S.C. § 2679(d)( I). "However, when a certification decision is challenged . . . the 

appropriateness of substitution is subject to judicial review," Lee v. U.S., 171 F. Supp. 2d 566, 

573 (M.D.N.C. 2001), and the certification by the United States Attorney constitutes prima facie 

evidence that the employee was acting within the scope of his employment, Berkeley-Dorchester 

Counties Econ. Dev. Corp. v. U.S. Dept. of Health and Human Serv., 395 F. Supp. 2d 317, 322 

(D.S.C. 2005). To rebut the certification, "a plaintiff must 'alleg[e] sufficient facts that, taken as 

true, would establish that the defendantl'sj actions exceeded the scope of lhisJ employment."' 

Wuterich v. Murtha, 562 F.3d 375, 381 (D.C.Cir. 2009) (quotation omitted). To meet this 

burden, Plaintiff "must come forward with 'specific evidence or the forecast of specific evidence 

that contradicts the Attorney General's certification decision, not mere conclusory allegations 

and speculation."' Lee, 171 F. Supp. 2d at 573. In determining whether Plaintiff has met his 

burden of rebutting the prima facie case, the district court may not simply defer to the 

certification decision, but must review the scope-of-employment question under a de novo 

standard. Webb v. United States, 24 F. Supp. 2d 608,613 (W.D.Va. 1998). 
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The district court "must apply the law of the state in which the alleged tort occurred to 

ascertain whether the federal employee was acting within the scope of his employment." 

Borneman v. United States, 213 F.3d 819, 827 (4th Cir. 2000). In this matter, whether 

Defendants Jones and Robinson exceeded their scope of employment will be analyzed under the 

laws of South Carolina because that is where the events in the Complaint took place. Under 

South Carolina law, "[ilf the servant is doing some act in furtherance of the master's business, he 

will be regarded as acting within the scope of his employment, although he may exceed his 

authority." Murphy v. Jefferson Pilot Communications Co., 613 S.E.2d 808, 812 (S.C. Ct. App. 

2005); see also Jamison v. Howard, 247 S.E.2d 450, 451 (S.C. 1978) (holding that under South 

Carolina law, an act falls within the scope of employment even if the employee exceeded his or 

her authority and even if the employee acted contrary to the express orders of the employer); 

South Carolina Budget & Control Bd. v. Prince, 403 S.E.2d 643, 646-47 (S.C. 1991). Moreover, 

"if there is doubt as to whether a servant was acting within the scope of his employment, the 

doubt will be resolved against the master." Prince, 403 S.E.2d at 647. 

Despite alleging in his Complaint Defendants Robinson and Jones were acting within the 

scope of their employment, Plaintiff objects to Defendants' Motion to Substitute and "asserts that 

all the defendants should be held individually and collectively responsible for violating 

Plaintiff's rights under Tort." ECF No. 85 at 2. More specifically, Plaintiff argues that 

Defendants Robinson and Jones acted outside their scope of employment when they: 

(I) Entered Plaintiff Cruz' cell in the SHU in violation of the policy; 

(2) Knowingly and willfully handcuffed Cruz and dragged him along the 
hallway to the side pocket cell; 

(3) Deliberately did not tape record the incident in violation of the policy 
to hide the proof of their wrong doings; 
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(4) Assaulted Plaintiff along with other officers (while Plaintiff remained 
in handcuffs) until Plaintiff lost consciousness, broke his tooth, broke his 
ribs, and his, entire face, body and head were covered in bruises; 

(5) Left Plaintiff bleeding in the SHU cell and refused to permit any one to 
bring him the much needed medical care; and 

(6) Consistently stone walled Plaintiff's all efforts to seek redress of 
grievances through the Administrative Remedy process. 

ECF No. 88 at 2-3. 

Applying South Carolina law's decidedly broad view of acts in furtherance of the 

master's business, the relevant inquiry in this matter is whether Defendants Robinson and Jones 

were acting in furtherance of BOP business in their interactions with Plaintiff After a thorough 

review of the record, the undersigned finds that the alleged assault on Plaintiff took place during 

work hours, on BOP premises, and when Defendants Robinson and Jones were acting within 

their authority as BOP correction officers. The undersigned further finds that Plaintiff has not 

offered any evidence, other than conclusory allegations, that Defendants Robinson and Jones' 

actions were motivated by personal considerations, and not work-related concerns. "Various 

courts have held that evidence of this type supports the conclusion that an employee was acting 

within the scope of his employment at the time of the alleged assaults." 171 F. Supp. 2d 566, 

576. See Wallen v. Domm, 700 F.2d 124, 125-26 (4th Cir. 1983) (explaining that an assault by a 

supervisor, in a supervisor's office, was within the scope of the supervisor's employment, where 

the substance of the discussion was work-related); Crittenden v. Thompson-Walker Comp., Inc., 

341 S.E.2d 385, 387 (S.C. Ct. App. 1986) (finding an employee's assault to be within the scope 

of his employment because, among other factors, the employee's relationship with the injured 

party "arose solely from his position as [the employer's] employee."). 

Accordingly, the undersigned finds that Plaintiff has failed to rebut the certification that 

Defendants Robinson and Jones were acting with the scope of their employment when the 
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alleged assault occurred, and therefore grants United States' motion, ECF No. 77, to be 

substituted as a Defendant in place of Defendants Robinson and Jones. 

IT IS SO ORDERED. 

February 21, 2014 
Florence, South Carolina 

Kaymani D. West 
United States Magistrate Judge 
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Edwin Cruz, 

UNITED ST A TES DISTRICT COURT 
DISTRICT OF SOUTH CAROLINA 

CIA No. 5:12-2149-RMG-KDW 

Plaintiff, 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

V. 

AMENDED SCHEDULING ORDER 
United States of America, 

Defendant. 

Plaintiff, a pro se prisoner, brought this action alleging claims pursuant to Bivens v. Six 
Unknown Named Agents of Federal Bureau of Narcotics, 403 U.S. 388 (1971), and the Federal 
Torts Claims Act ("FTCA"), 28 U.S.C. § 1346 and 28 U.S.C. § 2671, et seq. In a September 13, 
2013 Order, the court granted Defendants' Motion to Dismiss as to Plaintiff's Bivens claims, but 
denied without prejudice Defendants' Motion to Dismiss Plaintiffs FTCA claims because the 
record did not contain sufficient information from Defendant United States of America ("USA") 
regarding whether Defendants Lt. Jones and Officer Robinson were acting within the scope of 
their federal employment for purposes of the FTCA claims. ECF No. 73. After considering the 
Motion of Defendant USA to substitute itself for Defendants Jones and Robinson, as well as 
Plaintiff's response and the parties' replies, ECF Nos. 77, 84-88, the court granted the Motion to 
Substitute, ECF No. 89. Remaining before the court are Plaintiff's FTCA claims against 
Defendant USA. 

Previously, the court had granted Defendants' Motion lo Stay Discovery, ECF No. 50, 
and denied Plaintiff's Motion to Compel, ECF No. 48, without prejudice and with leave to refile, 
pending the court's ruling on Defendants' Motion to Dismiss. See Docket Text Order, ECF No. 
52. As orders have been entered regarding Defendants' Motion to Dismiss and Motion to 
Substitute, the court establishes the following abbreviated amended schedule as to the claims and 
parties now remaining in this case: 

1. Discovery shall be completed no later than June 13, 2014. All discovery requests shall be 
served in time for the responses thereto to be served by this date. 

2. All other motions, except those to complete discovery and those nonwaivable motions 
made pursuant to Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 12, shall be filed on or before June 30, 
2014. Fed. R. Civ. P. 16(b)(2). 

No extensions to these deadlines will be granted. 

IT IS SO ORDERED. 

April 23, 2014 
Florence, South Carolina United States Magistrate Judge 
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Edwin Cruz, 

vs. 

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF SOUTH CAROLINA 

FLORENCE DIVISION 

CIA No.: 5:12-cv-2149-RMG-KDW 

Plaintiff, 

Roseboro Order to Plaintiff 
United States of America, 

Defendants. 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

One or more defendants filed a motion to dismiss (pursuant to Fed. R. Civ. P. 12) or a motion 
for summary judgment (pursuant to Fed. R. Civ. P. 56) asking the court to dismiss your case. 
Because you are not represented by counsel, this "Roseboro Order" 1 is issued to advise you of the 
dismissal/summary judgment procedures and the possible consequences if you fail to respond 
adequately to defendant's motion. Please carefully review this information, including the attached 
excerpts of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure regarding motions to dismiss and motions for 
summary judgment. 

You have 34 days from the date of this order to file any material in opposition to the 
motion that defendant filed. If you fail to respond adequately, the court may grant the 
defendant's motion, which may end your case. 

Explanation of Motions to Dismiss 

Motions to dismiss can be filed pursuant to Fed. R. Civ. P. 12. Many motions to dismiss are 
filed under Fed. R. Civ. P. 12(b)(6), in which defendants usually argue that the law does not provide 
a right to relief for claims that a plaintiff makes in his complaint. Because motions to dismiss 
usually concern questions of law and not questions of fact, the court presumes as true the plausible 
facts of the complaint for the purpose of a motion to dismiss. 

The court decides a motion to dismiss on the basis of the applicable law and the pleadings, 
meaning the complaint, defendant's answer (if any), the exhibits attached to the complaint, 
documents that the complaint incorporates by reference (provided they are both undisputed and 
pertinent to the pleaded claims), and materials of which the court may take judicial notice. In some 
cases, the parties present materials outside of the pleadings, such as affidavits or declarations in 
support of or in opposition to the motion to dismiss. If the court, in its discretion, considers 
materials outside of the pleadings, the motion to dismiss is converted to a motion for summary 
judgment under Fed. R. Civ. P. 56. See Fed. R. Civ. P. 56(d). 

1The court enters this order in accordance with Roseboro v. Garrison, 528 F.2d 309 (4th 
Cir. 1975) (requiring the court provide explanation of dismissal/summary judgment procedures 
to pro se litigants). 
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Explanation of Motions for Summary Judgment 

Motions for summary judgment filed by defendants pursuant to Fed. R. Civ. P. 56 argue that 
the plaintiffs claims are not supported by the specific facts of the case. For example, in a civil 
rights case brought under 42 U.S.C. § 1983, a defendant may argue in a motion for summary 
judgment that the facts in the plaintiff's case do not rise to the level of a constitutional violation that 
would entitle him to relief. Because motions for summary judgment concern both questions of law 
and questions of fact, if the court finds that there is not any genuine dispute as to any material fact 
on a claim, the court will determine which party is entitled to judgment under the law. The court 
decides a motion for summary judgment on the basis of the applicable law, the pleadings, discovery, 
affidavits, declarations, and any other properly-submitted evidence. 

Your Response to the Defendant's Motion 

Your filing in opposition to the defendant's motion should be captioned either as "Response 
to Motion to Dismiss" or "Response to Summary Judgment," as applicable, and should include the 
following: ( l) an explanation of your version of the facts, if different from defendant's version of 
the facts; and (2) your legal argument regarding why the court should not grant the motion and end 
your case. Rule 56( c) requires that you support your version of all disputed facts with material such 
as depositions, documents, electronically stored information, affidavits or declarations, stipulations 
(including those made for purposes of the motion only), admissions, interrogatory answers, or other 
materials. Your failure to support facts in dispute with such material may result in the court granting 
the motion. Any affidavits or declarations you file in opposition to summary judgment must be 
based on personal knowledge, contain facts admissible in evidence, and be signed by a person who 
would be competent to testify on matters contained in the affidavit or declaration if called to testify 
about them at trial. The court will not consider affidavits, declarations, or exhibits that are unrelated 
to this case, nor will it consider affidavits or declarations that contain only conclusory statements 
or argument of facts or law. If you fail to dispute the defendant's version of the facts with proper 
support of your own version, the court may consider the defendant's facts as undisputed. 

All affidavits, declarations, or other evidence you submit to the court must be made in good 
faith and the facts sworn to in the affidavit or affirmed in the declaration must be true. All affidavits 
and declarations submitted in this case are submitted under penalties of perjury or subornation of 
perjury. 18 U.S.C. §§ 1621 and 1622. If the court finds that a party has presented affidavits, 
declarations, or other evidence in bad faith or only to delay the action, the court may order sanctions, 
payment of fees, or hold that party in contempt of court. 

IT IS SO ORDERED. 

July I, 2014 s/Kaymani D. West 
Florence, South Carolina United States Magistrate Judge 

2 
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EXCERPTS OF FEDERAL RULES OF CIVIL PROCEDURE 
Rule 12 and Rule 56 (effective December 1, 2010) 

Rule 12. Defenses and Objections: When and How Presented; Motion for Judgment on the 
Pleadings; Consolidating Motions, Waiving Defenses; Pretrial Hearing 

(a) Time to Serve a Responsive Pleading. [OMITTED] 

(b) How to Present Defenses. Every defense to a claim for relief in any pleading must be asserted 
in the responsive pleading if one is required. But a party may assert the following defenses by 
motion: 
( 1) lack of subject-matter jurisdiction; 
(2) lack of personal jurisdiction; 
(3) improper venue; 
( 4) i nsuffi ci ent process; 
(5) insufficient service of process; 
(6) failure to state a claim upon which relief can be granted; and 
(7) failure to join a party under Rule 19. 

A motion asserting any of these defenses must be made before pleading if a responsive 
pleading is allowed. If a pleading sets out a claim for relief that does not require a responsive 
pleading, an opposing party may assert at trial any defense to that claim. No defense or 
objection is waived by joining it with one or more other defenses or objections in a responsive 
pleading or in a motion. 

(c) Motion for Judgment on the Pleadings. After the pleadings are closed--but early enough not 
to delay trial--a party may move for judgment on the pleadings. 

(d) Result of Presenting Matters Outside the Pleadings. If, on a motion under Rule 12(b)(6) 
or 12(c), matters outside the pleadings are presented to and not excluded by the court, the 
motion must be treated as one for summary judgment under Rule 56. All parties must be given 
a reasonable opportunity to present all the material that is pertinent to the motion. 

(e) Motion for a More Definite Statement. A party may move for a more definite statement of 
a pleading to which a responsive pleading is allowed but which is so vague or ambiguous that 
the party cannot reasonably prepare a response. The motion must be made before filing a 
responsive pleading and must point out the defects complained of and the details desired. If 
the court orders a more definite statement and the order is not obeyed within 14 days after 
notice of the order or within the time the court sets, the court may strike the pleading or issue 
any other appropriate order. 

(f) Motion to Strike. The court may strike from a pleading an insufficient defense or any 
redundant, immaterial, impertinent, or scandalous matter. The court may act: 
(1) on its own; or 
(2) on motion made by a party either before responding to the pleading or, if a response is 

not allowed, within 21 days after being served with the pleading. 

3 
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(g) Joining Motions. 
(1) Right to Join. A motion under this rule may be joined with any other motion allowed 

by this rule. 
(2) Limitation on Further Motions. Except as provided in Rule 12(h)(2) or (3), a party that 

makes a motion under this rule must not make another motion under this rule raising a 
defense or objection that was available to the party but omitted from its earlier motion. 

(h) Waiving and Preserving Certain Defenses. 
(1) When Some Are Waived. A party waives any defense listed in Rule 12(b)(2)-(5) by: 

(A) omitting it from a motion in the circumstances described in Rule l2(g)(2); or 
(B) failing to either: 

(i) make it by motion under this rule; or 
(ii) include it in a responsive pleading or in an amendment allowed by Rule 

l5(a)(l) as a matter of course. 
(2) When to Raise Others. Failure to state a claim upon which relief can be granted, to join 

a person required by Rule 19(b ), or to state a legal defense to a claim may be raised: 
(A) in any pleading allowed or ordered under Rule 7(a); 
(B) by a motion under Rule 12(c); or 
(C) at trial. 

(3) Lack of Subject-Matter Jurisdiction. If the court determines at any time that it lacks 
subject-matter jurisdiction, the court must dismiss the action. 

(i) Hearing Before Trial. If a party so moves, any defense listed in Rule 12(b)( 1)-(7)--whether 
made in a pleading or by motion--and a motion under Rule 12(c) must be heard and decided 
before trial unless the court orders a deferral until trial. 

Rule 56. Summary Judgment 

(a) Motion for Summary Judgment or Partial Summary Judgment. A party may move for 
summary judgment, identifying each claim or defense--or the part of each claim or defense--on 
which summary judgment is sought. The court shall grant summary judgment if the movant 
shows that there is no genuine dispute as to any material fact and the movant is entitled to 
judgment as a matter of law. The court should state on the record the reasons for granting or 
denying the motion. 

(b) Time to File a Motion. Unless a different time is set by local rule or the court orders 
otherwise, a party may file a motion for summary judgment at any time until 30 days after the 
close of all discovery. 

(c) Procedures. 

(1) Supporting Factual Positions. A party asserting that a fact cannot be or is genuinely 
disputed must support the assertion by: 

(A) citing to particular parts of materials in the record, including depositions, 
documents, electronically stored information, affidavits or declarations, 
stipulations (including those made for purposes of the motion only), admissions, 
interrogatory answers, or other materials; or 

4 
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(B) showing that the materials cited do not establish the absence or presence of a 
genuine dispute, or that an adverse party cannot produce admissible evidence to 
support the fact 

(2) Objection That a Fact Is Not Supported by Admissible Evidence. A party may object 
that the material cited to support or dispute a fact cannot be presented in a form that 
would be admissible in evidence. 

(3) Materials Not Cited. The court need consider only the cited materials, but it may 
consider other materials in the record. 

(4) Affidavits or Declarations. An affidavit or declaration used to support or oppose a 
motion must be made on personal knowledge, set out facts that would be admissible in 
evidence, and show that the affiant or declarant is competent to testify on the matters 
stated. 

(d) When Facts Are Unavailable to the Nonmovant. If a nonmovant shows by affidavit or 
declaration that, for specified reasons, it cannot present facts essential to justify its opposition, 
the court may: 
(1) defer considering the motion or deny it; 
(2) allow time to obtain affidavits or declarations or to take discovery; or 
(3) issue any other appropriate order. 

(e) Failing to Properly Support or Address a Fact. If a party fails to properly support an 
assertion of fact or fails to properly address another party's assertion of fact as required by 
Rule 56(c), the court may: 
(1) give an opportunity to properly support or address the fact; 
(2) consider the fact undisputed for purposes of the motion; 
(3) grant summary judgment if the motion and supporting materials--including the facts 

considered undisputed--show that the movant is entitled to it; or 
(4) issue any other appropriate order. 

( O Judgment Independent of the Motion. After giving notice and a reasonable time to respond, 
the court may: 
(1) grant summary judgment for a nonmovant; 
(2) grant the motion on grounds not raised by a party; or 
(3) consider summary judgment on its own after identifying for the parties material facts that 

may not be genuinely in dispute. 

(g) Failing to Grant All the Requested Relief. If the court does not grant all the relief requested 
by the motion, it may enter an order stating any material fact--including an item of damages 
or other relief--that is not genuinely in dispute and treating the fact as established in the case. 

(h) Affidavit or Declaration Submitted in Bad Faith. If satisfied that an affidavit or declaration 
under this rule is submitted in bad faith or solely for delay, the court--after notice and a 
reasonable time to respond--may order the submitting party to pay the other party the 
reasonable expenses, including attorney's fees, it incurred as a result. An offending party or 
attorney may also be held in contempt or subjected to other appropriate sanctions. 

5 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT.CS:;)fi: 
DISTRICT OF SOUTH CAROLrNA . ·- ... ·• . - -- :0:--f'" 

L, ··,1 

CHARLESTON DIVISION 
ZOI~ OCT I 5 P I: ~ 8 

EDWIN CRUZ, 

Plaintiff, 

vs. 

UNITED STATES OF AMERJCA, 

Defendant. 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

No. 5: l 2-cv-2149-RMG 

ORDER 

This matter comes before the Court on the Report and Recommendation (R & R) of the 

Magistrate Judge (Dkt. No. 111 ), recommending that Defendant's Motion for Summary 

Judgment (Dkt. No. 101) be granted in part and denied in part. 

I. Backiround 

Plaintiff, a federal prisoner, filed this Complaint in August of 2012, alleging claims under 

the Federal Tort Claims Act (FTCA) and Bivens v. Six Unknown Named Agents of the Federal 

Bureau of Narcotics, 403 U.S. 388 (1971). (See Dkt. No. 1). In September of 2013, Defendant 

"Lt. Johnson'' was dismissed without prejudice because he had not been served and had not 

appeared in the action, and Plaintiffs Bivens claims were dismissed with prejudice for failure to 

-
exhaust administrative remedies. (0kt. No. 73). Thus, only Plaintifrs FTCA claims remain. In 

February of 2014, the United States was substituted for the remaining individual defendants. 

(Dkt. No. 89). 

Defendant filed a Motion for Summary Judgment on all of Plaintiff's FTCA claims. 

(0kt. No. 101). The Magistrate Judge recommended (1) granting summary judgment as to 

Plaintiff's failure to train staff and failure to follow procedure claims for failure to exhaust 
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administrative remedies; (2) granting summary judgment as to Plaintiffs negligence claims for 

failure to photograph injuries, unsanitary prison conditions, and medical negligence; and (3) 

denying summary judgment as to Plaintiff's assault and battery and failure to protect claims. 

(0kt. No. 111 ). Neither party filed objections to the R & R. 

II. Discussion 

The Magistrate Judge makes only a recommendation to this Court. The recommendation 

has no presumptive weight, and the responsibility to make a final determination remains with the 

Court. Mathews v. Weber, 423 U.S. 261, 270--71 (1976). The Court may "accept, reject, or 

modify, in whole or in part, the findings or recommendations made by the magistrate." 28 

U.S.C. § 636(b){l). This Court is charged with making a de nova determination of those 

portions of the R & R to which specific objection is made. 

Here, however, because no objection has been made, this Court "must 'only satisfy itself 

that there is no clear error on the face of the record in order to accept the recommendation."' 

Diamondv. Colonial Life &Acc. Ins. Co., 416 F.3d 310,315 (4th Cir. 2005) (quoting Fed. R. 

Civ. P 72 advisory committee note). Moreover, in the absence of specific objections to the R&R, 

the Court need not give any explanation for adopting the Magistrate Judge's analysis and 

recommendation. See Cam by v. Davis, 718 F .2d 198, 200 ( 4th Cir. 1983). 

The Court has carefully reviewed the pleadings, the parties' briefing, and the R & R, and 

concludes that the Magistrate Judge correctly applied the relevant law to the operative facts in 

this matter. The Court, therefore, ADOPTS the Magistrate Judge's Report and 

Recommendation, (Dkt. No. 111 ), as the order of this Court. Accordingly, Defendant's Motion 

for Summary Judgment (0kt. No. 101) is GRANTED IN PART and DENIED IN PART. The 

-2-
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Court DENIES summary judgment as to Plaintiff's claims for assault and battery and failure to 

protect and GRANTS summary judgment as to the remainder of Plaintiffs FTCA claims. 

IT IS SO ORDERED. 

October£, 2014 
Charleston, South Carolina 

-3-

Richard Mark Gergel 
United States District Judge 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT Rf.CE I VEG 
DISTRICT OF SOUTH CAROLIN.XSCC'. 1:: f'~•!,; ct 1 \::1 r': :i1!t. SC 

Edwin Cruz, 

Plaintiff, 

vs. 

United States of America, 

Defendant. 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

ZDI~ OCT 15 P f: "8 

Civil Action No. 5:12-cv-2149-RMG-KDW 

ORDER 

This action was filed by Plaintiff prose against Defendant United States of America 

under the Federal Tort Claims Act. The Court recently granted in part and denied in part 

Defendant's motion for summary judgment. In reviewing Plaintiff's remaining claims, it appears 

to the Court that this prose litigant has colorable claims but lacks the capacity to properly 

present such claims at a trial in this matter. Zuniga v. Effler, 2012 WL 2354464 (4th Cir. 2012). 

In such a circumstance, the Court has the discretion to appoint counsel for the pro se litigant if 

the party is unable to afford counsel. 28 U.S.C. § 1915(e)(l). The Court finds that appointment 

of counsel is proper in these circumstances and hereby appoints Cory Manning and Jarrett Coco 

of the Richland County Bar as counsel for Plaintiff. 

AND IT IS SO ORDERED. 

October t.£ 2014 
Charleston, South Carolina 

Richard Mark Gerge 
United States District Court 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
DISTRICT OF SOUTH CAROLINA 

ORANGEBURG DIVISION 

Edwin Cruz, ) C/A No.: 5:12-cv-02149 
) 

Plaintiffs, ) 
) SCHEDULING ORDER 

V. ) 
) Judge Richard Mark Gergel 

United States of America. ) 
) 

Defendant. ) 

Pursuant to the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure and the Local Civil Rules of this 
Court, the following schedule is established for this case. This order is entered to 
administer the trial of cases in a manner consistent with the ends of justice, in the shortest 
possible time, and at the least possible cost to litigants. 

1. Motions in Limine: Motions in limine must be filed no later than March 1, 
2015. 

2. Pretrial Disclosures: No later than twenty-one (21) days prior to jury selection 
the parties shall file and exchange Fed. R. Civ. P. 26(a)(3) pretrial 
disclosures. Within fourteen (14) days thereafter, a party shall file and 
exchange Fed. R. Civ. P. 26(a)(3) objections, any objections to use of a 
deposition designated by another party and any deposition counter
designations under Fed. R. Civ. P. 32(a)(4). 

3. Pretrial Briefs: Parties shall furnish the Court and serve pretrial briefs five (5) 
business days prior to the date set for jury selection (Local Civil Rule 26.05). 
Attorneys shall meet at least five (5) business days prior to the date set for 
submission of pretrial briefs for the purpose of exchanging and marking all 
exhibits. See Local Civil Rule 26.07. 

4. Trial: This case is subject to being called for jury selection and/or trial on or 
after April 1, 2015. 
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The parties' attention is directed to the Special Instructions for Cases Before Judge 
Richard Mark Gergel available on the District Court's website at www.scd.uscourts.gov. 

October 1-Y, 2014 
Charleston, South Carolina 
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Edwin Cruz, 

VS. 

IN THE UNITED ST A TES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF SOUTH CAROLINA 

Plaintiff, 

) Civil Action No. 5:12-cv-02149-RMG 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

United States of America, ) 
) 

Defendant. ) 

PROTECTIVE ORDER 

Upon consent of the parties, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED THAT: 

1. Information relating to the law enforcement and security activities of the Bureau 

of Prisons ("BOP") has been identified by the United States (hereinafter "government") as 

sensitive and confidential law enforcement information regarding the policies, methods, 

techniques, procedures, guidelines and intelligence for BOP operations. If disseminated, 

individuals who have access to the information might use it to undermine the efforts of BOP to 

enforce the government's obligations to provide a safe and secure environment for prisoners. 

2. It is in the public interest to protect against any risk of circumvention of law that 

might result from disclosure of sensitive and confidential law enforcement information as 

described in this Order. 

3. Therefore, in order to protect against the disclosure of sensitive and confidential 

law enforcement, investigatory, and official information, while at the same time, observing the 

requirements of Rule 26 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure and the Constitution, and to 

permit the parties to discover and, if otherwise admissible, make reasonable use at trial and other 

I 
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matters in this litigation, information relevant to the subject matter of this case, it is hereby 

ordered as follows: 

ORDER 

4. During discovery in this case, Plaintiff has requested production of documents, 

records, and other information that may involve the disclosure of the government's sensitive and 

confidential law enforcement information regarding the policies, methods, techniques, 

procedures, guidelines, and intelligence for BOP operations, specifically the Office of Internal 

Affairs ( .. OIA") report of its investigation, This document details the policies, methods, 

techniques, procedures, guidelines, and intelligence for BOP operations and thus constitutes 

sensitive and confidential law enforcement, investigatory, and official information. Accordingly, 

this Order is entered for the purpose of protecting against improper disclosure of the OIA report. 

5. This Order shall govern the disclosure of the protected documents about the 

government's policies, methods, techniques, procedures, guidelines, and intelligence for BOP 

operations. For purposes of this Order, such protected documents and deposition testimony will 

be deemed "sensitive" and "confidential" for purposes of this case and any appeals. 

6. The government shall designate the documents that fall under the category of 

protected documents covered by this Order by marking each page of such document "Do Not 

Release This Document to an Inmate." 

7. Disclosure of the protected documents and information shall be subject to the 

following conditions: 

a. Disclosure to Plaintiff. The attorneys of record for the Plaintiff, Edward 

Cruz ("Plaintiff's Counsel"), and employees of the Nelson Mullins Law Firm who have a need to 

2 
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review the information in order to assist in the preparation of the Plaintiffs case, may be 

permitted to see copies of the protected documents covered by this Order. The OIA Report may 

be shown to Plaintiff Cruz, but he may not possess or retain a copy of the protected document as 

it may impact prison security or a person's safety. 

b. Any expert witnesses formally retained and designated by the parties as 

experts regarding policies, methods, techniques, procedures, guidelines and intelligence for BOP 

operations may be permitted to see the protected documents covered by this Order, provided 

such experts have first executed the written statement set forth in section 7.d below, and comply 

with the provisions of that section. However, the Plaintiff himself is not permitted to retain 

copies of the protected documents as stated in section 7.c (Limitations on Further Disclosure.). 

Plaintiffs Counsel shall use the protected documents and information solely for the purposes of 

this litigation and no other. 

c. Limitation on Further Disclosure. Plaintiffs Counsel shall not make any 

disclosure of the protected documents or protected information, including the contents thereof or 

any information derived from the protected documents or protected information, except as 

allowed by this Order. 

d. Applicability of Order to Other Persons. No person to whom disclosure of 

protected information or protected documents is made pursuant to this Order ( or the contents 

thereot) shall make disclosure of such matters to any other person unless the disclosure is 

reasonably and in good faith calculated to aid in the preparation of trial of this specific legal 

action and no other. Plaintiffs Counsel shall ensure that any other person to whom disclosure 

3 
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may be made pursuant to this Order shall, prior to such disclosure, have read, understood, and 

acknowledged in writing his or her agreement to be bound by this Order as follows: 

I, _________ _, declare under penalty that I have 
read and understand the terms of this Order issued by the 
United States District Court on February _ _, 2015. I 
understand that this Order remains in effect during and after 
conclusion of this litigation, and I agree to be bound by it. I 
understand that I may be subject to penalties for contempt of 
Court if I violate this Order. 

Dated: -----
This written requirement applies, but is not limited, to paralegals, secretaries, expert 

witnesses, and other individuals and entities who may be employed or retained by Plaintifrs 

Counsel to assist in the preparation or trial of this specific legal action and no other. Plaintiffs 

Counsel shall be responsible for maintaining the signed original of each such written statement 

until the conclusion of these proceedings, including any appeal, and shall produce such written 

statements to the government for inspection upon demand. 

e. Storage of Protected Documents. The protected documents and protected 

information shall not, under any circumstances, be left in an open or unsecured location where 

unauthorized persons (such as unauthorized employees of counsel, cleaning personnel, etc.) 

might have an opportunity to read them. 

f. Limitations on Non•Litigation Use of Information. The sole purpose for 

which the protected information and protected documents are being disclosed to Plaintiffs 

Counsel is to allow them to prepare and litigate this specific legal action, and no other. 

Plaintiffs Counsel may not use such protected information or protected documents (or the 

contents thereof) for any other purpose, including use as background material, or for inclusion in 

4 
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books, magazines, newspapers, or other publications. Plaintiffs Counsel are specifically 

prohibited from placing any of the protected information or protected documents ( or the contents 

thereof) on the Internet. 

SO ORDERED, this _i1 day of February 2015. 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT JUDGE 

Charleston, South Carolina 

5 
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Edwin Cruz, 

V. 

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF SOUTH CAROLINA 

ORANGEBURG DIVISION 

Plaintiff, 

) Civil Action No. 5: 12-02149-RMG 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

United States of America, 

Defendant. 

) 
) 
) 

AMENDED SCHEDULING ORDER 

Pursuant to the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure and the Local Rules of this Court, the 

Scheduling Order in this case (ECF No. 120) is hereby amended as follows: 

I. Motions in Limine: Motions in lirnine must be filed no later than June 30, 2015. 

2. Pretrial Disclosures: No later than twenty-one (21) days prior to jury selection the parties 
shall file and exchange Fed. R. Civ. P. 26(a)(3) pretrial disclosures. Within fourteen (14) 
days thereafter, a party shall file and exchange Fed. R. Civ. P. 26(a)(3) objections, any 
objections to use of a deposition designated by another party and any deposition 
counterdesignations under Fed. R. Civ. P. 32(a)( 4). 

3. Pretrial Briefs: Parties shall furnish the Court and serve pretrial briefs five (5) business days 
prior to the date set for jury selection (Local Civil Rule 26.05). Attorneys shall meet at least 
five (5) business days prior to the date set for submission of pretrial briefs for the purpose of 
exchanging and marking all exhibits. See Local Civil Rule 26.07. 

4. Trial: This case is subject to being called for jury selection and/or trial on or after July 1, 

2015. ~i 
RICHARD M. ~L 
U.S. DISTRICT JUDGE 

_,,, 
March~, 2015 
Charleston, South Carolina 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF SOUTH CAROLINA 

ORANGEBURG DIVISION 

Edwin Cruz, 

Plaintiff, 

V. 

United States of America, 

Defendant. 

) Civil Action No. S: l 2-cv-02149-RMG 
) 
) 
) 
) ORDER 
) 
) 
) 
) 

The court, having been advised by counsel that the parties have settled, hereby orders that 

this action be dismissed without costs and without prejudice. If settlement is not consummated 

within a reasonable time, either party may, within 60 days, petition the court to reopen the action 

and restore it to the calendar. See Fed. R. Civ. P. 60(b)(6). In the alternative, to the extent 

permitted by law, either party may, within 60 days, petition the court to enforce the settlement. 

Fai,fax Countywide Citizens v. Fairfax Cnty., 571 F.2d 1299 (4th Cir. 1978). 

The dismissal hereunder shal 1 be with prejudice if no action is taken under either 

alternative within 60 days from the filing date of this order. 

IT IS SO ORDERED. 

May U. 2015 
Charleston, South Carolina 

· ard Mark Gergel 
United States District Ju g 
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U.S. Department of Justice 
Office of Information Policy 
Suite I J050 
/.125 Sew l'ork .-lw1111e, .VII' 
ll'11shi11gto11, DC 20530-1/001 

Tdeplwne: (2021 51-1-36-12 February 28, 2015 

ADMINISTRATIVE APPEAL REMAND MEMORANDUM 

TO: Eugene Baiine 
Supervisory J\Ltorney-J\dvisur 
FOIA/PA Section 
Office or General Counsel 
Federal Bureau of Prisons 

FROM: Melanie Ann Pustay 
Director 

Scan R. O'Neill 
Chief: Administrative Appeals Staff 

SUB.11:CT: Instructions for Processing Administrative Appeal Following Renrnnd 

Request No.2014-07650 Requesll.:r's Name: Lonnie Davis 
Appeal No.AP-2015-00217 Subject or Request: Copies or administrative remeuies with 

responses <lated 2014 concern in!-! mail complaints 

The administrative appeal referenced above has been remanded by this Office to BOP for 
further processing. At this time. please reopen this tile and perform the fi..lllowing actions. 
sub_jcct to any appl icabk fees: 

\. Please perform a scan.:h for records responsive to that aspect of the request seeking 
records concerning certain administrative remedies regarding mail complaints: 

2. Please process all responsive records located subsequent to the appeal: and 

3. PlcJsc send any and all releasable records to the requester directly~ subject to any fees. 

The OIP attorney reviewing this administrative appeal coordinated this action through 
Fernando Blanco of the FOIA Section. If you have any further questions concerning this action. 
pleasc do not hesitate to contact Jessica Farace at 202-305-0705. 
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Freedom of Information/Privacy Act 

March 2, 2015 

Coleman Johnson 
Reg. No. 51933-083 
Federal Correctional Institution 
P.O. Box 725 
Edgefield, South Carolina 29824 

Dear Mr. Johnson: 

U.S. Department of Justice 

Federal Bureau of Prisons 

Southeast Regional Office 

The Federal Bureau of Prisons is in receipt of your Freedom of Information Act/Privacy 
Act (FOIA) request. Your request has been assigned a number and forwarded to the 
processing office noted below. Please make a note of the request number and 
processing office as you will need to include it in any correspondence or inquiry 
regarding your request. 

FOIA/PA Request Number: 2015-03198 
Processing Office: SER 
Requested Records: 1) Document reflecting Edgefield Employee's qualified to act as 
Duty Officer on October 19, 2014; 2) Copy of the BP-A 583.055 that was filed detailing 
the incident that caused the institution to be temporarily locked down on October 19, 
2014; 3) Document reflecting the name of the FCI Edgefield Duty Officer Coordinator on 
October 19, 2014 

Due to the large number of requests received by the Bureau of Prisons for disclosure of 
records pursuant to the Freedom of Information and Privacy Acts, and due to the limited 
resources available to process such requests, the Bureau of Prisons has adopted a 
first-in/first-out practice of processing all incoming requests. 

Your request has been placed in chronological order based on the date of receipt and 
will be handled as expeditiously as possible when it is assigned for processing. While 
most requests can be processed within 20 working days, exceptions may exist. 

Unless you indicated otherwise, by submission of your request, you have agreed to pay 
fees up to $25.00, as stated in 28 C.F.R. 16.3(c). Please note that pursuant to 28 
C.F.R. 16.11, we are required to charge fees for time spent searching for or duplicating 
responsive documents. If we anticipate that your fees will be in excess of $25.00 or the 
amount you have indicated you are willing to pay, we will notify you of the estimated 
amount. At that time, you will have the option of modifying your request to reduce fees. 

p;g-,- CJ - I 1 T d ~ ·:,T:,1-111:-:1·\I' htt;PnfTI :r-...........-..........c.~~--..~-~•=-~~~=-a .... I.ac,---=c=-----~~~~----•--• ....-::::C--J 

Southeast Regional Office 3800 Camp CRK PK SW/BDG 2000 Atlanta, GA 30331 - 352-689-7384 



If you have questions regarding the status of your request, you may contact the SER at 
803-637-1454. You can also check the status of your request on line at 
http://www.bop.gov/Publicl nfo/execute/foia. 

Southeast Regional Office 3800 Camp CRK PK SW/BDG 2000 Atlanta, GA 30331 - 352-689-7384 



F.O.I.A. Central Office - BOP 

320 1st. Street N.W. 

Washington, DC 20534 

Re: F.O.I.A. Request 

Dear F.O.I.A. Clerk, 

~ 
~ 

0 :Z. .. 10 - I 5 

Received 
FEB 19 2015 . 

FOIA/PA Section 
Federal Bureau of Prisons 

This is a request made pursuant to the Freedom of 

Information Act, Title 5, United States Code, Section 552(a), 

in conjunction with the Privacy Act. The following information 

regarding. the Edgefield FCI institution, as of' October 19, 

2 O 1,~, . is .. r~que_sted: 

1) .~ic_h ~dge1;ie~d of,f~c~s .. were-·. qual-ified· to,· act a:r;id/or :be 

placed. in . the pos~ t_i9:r,. .. o:,f .. DUTY, PFFICER, and, trained in' 
I t. ~ ... '•• • r • I 

accordance to P5502.10, on the date of 10-19-14? 

~- .... I~.·: .: .• ._;-1 1 : .. ~r i ~ ._r r~;,~~ ~ c ··- ·• .. ~ i -: ~ ··! ' .. 
.: . - - .. 

filed, detailing the incident that caused the institution 

to temporarily be locked down on 10-19-14? 

, ' 

~~ ~l!='I'? r~~~~~ed~is ~q,e~1nam~.\of t9-~0E9-ge~ie+d Duty, Officer 

Coordinator that held such position on 10-19-14. 

,_, i , ,: , _ --'I'.11~~ . ycm , _ f qr . yqur. ,coop~r a t,$.~I}. -.@d please ~-Jcno_w ~ that I 

agr7e t-o pa_y. up to a _maximum ,.o.f .$2 O .-_without · any addi t.j,onal 

approval. However, I strongly request a fee waiver because 

tl_lis is prima_rily a request for only myself - an individual 

reguesto_r. As provided ,in.- the Frredom · of Information Act, I 



will expect to receive a reply within (20) working days. 

Sincerely, 

Coleman Leake Jolmson, Jr. 51933-083 

Edgefield Federal Correctional Institution 

P.O. Box 725 

Edgffield, SC. 29824-0725 



Miles Mediation & A: :bitration Services, LLC 

SETTLEMENT VIEMORANDUM 

The case of 

was mediated on this 

Mc,J'"'~1cr:'.~ r1\'v10,½n \/ LA( 4= _____ _ ~ t,; ,lL\.{A-t;A + I _,;;i -b I ' '-I t' l w V .Li-s= day of ,A/4(,A .. ld.Mk;w I' ~ ___ 2013 and the parties have agreed as follows: 

1. Defendant(s) l.,.,.A--+,-s...,,._· .....,,.,.....4=+-------- __________ has agreed to pay, and 

Plaintiff(s) IV/ P{ ~( ;"--, \2: L ~ 1\ '1. L~ has agreed to accept fue 

sumo£$ .,S:;0,cJ{)(,d -------------~onfull 

& final settlement of this claim. 

2. Upon payment of settlement proceeds, Claimants" gree to: 
• Dismiss this case with prejudice, and 
• Execute a general release &:indemnification ag ·eement. 

3. Plaintiff(s) agree to satisfy any & all outstanding lie 1s related to their respective causes of action. 

Additional Terms: --------------

This memorandum contains all the essential elements of the t1 rms and conditions of the settlement of this case. This is 
only intended as a written memorandum of a binding Settle me it Agreement resolving all claims arising from the above 
legal dispute. The formal settlement documents will be prepan d and executed by all parties as soon as possible. 

Date 

/{- .~- { ?'.) 

Defe.ndr1-nt(sc·, 
/ ' I l' . (--<. . ,·1. {\ / ;!--''i - ....,..,. .. - V ;;-, - . 

Date 

/Vr_)r/, .:!.r::J /5/ 

Would you be willing to e contacted regardir g entering your case in the CaseMetrix database? 
Pl Counsel - Yes __ No___ Def Counsel - Yes ___ No __ 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

NORTHERN DISTR[CT OF GEORGIA 
ATLANTA DIVISION 

MANDARIS ELLINGTON, 

FILED IN CLERl{1S OFFICE 
U.S.O.C. Atlanta 

AUG! 8 2012 

!A.MfS_ N.~HATTEN, Clerk 
y, ~~ Oe;J::~J :!o;k 

CIVIL ACTION . 
Plaintiff, 

FILE Nd.: 1 2 - CV -~ 2 9 7 9 
vs. 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 

Defendants. 

COMPLAUS:T FOR DAMAGES 

COMES NOW PlaintiffMANDARIS ELLINGTON and files this Complaint 

for Malpractice Damages respectfully showing this Honorable Court the following: 

PARTIES & JURISDICTION 

l. 

This Honorable Court has jurisdiction pursuant to 28 U.S.C. §§ 1346(b) and 

2671, et seq., as this in an action for damages resulting from personal injuries caused 

by the negligent act of an employee of Defendant United States of America 

("Defendant Government") while acting within the scope of his or her employment. 

Venue is proper in this Court under 28 U.S.C. § 139 l because it is the judicial district 
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in which a substantial part of the events or omissions giving rise to the claim occurred. 

,, 

Attached and incorporated by reference as Exhibit" A" is the affidavit of Jerry 

Ballentine, D.O., who is qualified as an expert witness on the issues raised in this 

Complaint. Said affidavit specifies at least one negligent act or omission on the part 

of the defendants and the factual basis that underlies the negligent acts or omissions 

that resulted in injuries to Mandaris Ellington ("Mr. Ellington"). 

3. 

Upon good information and belief. the Federal Bureau of Prisons ("BOP") is 

a division of the Department of Justice and an agency of Defendant Government and 

whose purpose is to confine prisoners in controlled environments, which includes 

providing health care services to prisoners. Upon good information and belief. the 

United States Penitentiary in Atlanta, Georgia ("Atlanta USP .. ) is operated by BOP 

and houses medium security male inmates in the Atlanta, Georgia, area. Upon good 

information and belief. Atlanta USP provides health care services to prisoners 

through Health Services. Atlanta USP is located at 601 McDonough Blvd, S.E., 

Atlanta, Fulton County, Georgia, 30315. Therefore, Defendant Government is 

subject to the jurisdiction and venue of this Court. Upon good information and belief. 
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Defendant Government is not required to file a registered agent and county of agent 

with the Georgia Secretary of State. Upon good information and belief, Defendant 

Government can be served at the The United States Attorney's Office. Richard B. 

Russell Federal Building, 75 Spring Street, S.W., Suite 600, Atlanta, Georgia 30303. 

4. 

Upon good information and belief, this case is subject to the Federal Tort 

Claims Act under which Mr. Ellington has filed the appropriate forms and provided 

appropriate notice and is now filing suit against Defendant Government for the 

negligence of the Atlanta USP and their staff physicians, physician assistants, nurse 

practitioners, and any other health care providers responsible for evaluating, 

examining, and treating him at the Atlanta USP for his injuries, including infection, 

fo11owing an altercation with another inmate. Mr. Ellington's Form 95 filed in 

accordance with the Federal Tort Claims Act is attached as Exhibit "C." Attached as 

Exhibit "D" is BOP' s denial of Mr. Ellington's claim. 

5. 

Upon good information and belief, at the time of the events outlined in this 

Complaint, Leonor Bonnet-Engebretsen, M.D., and any and all nurses. technicians, 

and other personnel at Atlanta USP who participated in evaluating, examining, and 
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treating Mr. Ellington between approximately June 21, 2010, and approximately June 

26, 2010. undertook a medical provider/patient relationship with Mr. Ellington. 

6. 

Upon good information and belief, at all times material hereto, Leonor Bonnet

Engebretsen, M.D., and any and all nurses, technicians, and other personnel at Atlanta 

USP who participated in evaluating, examining, and treating Mr. Ellington, between 

approximately June 21, 2010, and approximately June 26, 2010, were actual or 

apparent employees and/or agents of BOP and Defendant Government, as defined by 

28 U.S.C. § 2671, and were acting in the course and scope of their employment, and 

thus Defendant Government is responsible for their negligent acts or omissions and 

any injuries and damages arising therefrom. 

FACTUAL BACKGROUND 

7. 

On June 21,2010, Mr. Ellington. an inmate at Atlanta USP, presented to Health 

Services at Atlanta USP. where he was evaluated by Deborah Davidson, R.N. 
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8. 

Mr. Ellington reported that he had been involved in an altercation. during 

which hit another inmate in the mouth and injured his hand. 

9. 

Mr. Ellington's right hand was swollen and ecchymotic, with a laceration to 

the knuckle of the middle finger. He was unable to move his index and middle 

fingers. 

IO. 

Nurse Davidson irrigated the wound to remove debris. then covered and 

immobilized the hand. 

11. 

An x-ray was done and ruled out any fractures of the hand. 

12. 

Mohammed Naeem, MLP, noted swelling. He sutured the laceration and 

bandaged the hand. 

13. 

Topical antibiotics were ordered at 1209, but no oral antibiotics were 

prescribed. 
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14. 

The care provided was reviewed by Dr. Bonnet-Engebretsen on June 22, 20 I 0, 

at 0741. 

15. 

On June 22, 2010, at or about 1301, Mr. Ellington was again evaluated by 

Nurse Davidson, complaining of pain. 

16. 

Nurse Davidson noted that the hand was swollen, warm to the touch, and 

draining. Mr. Ellington had a temperature of 99.4 F. 

17. 

Nurse Davidson reported these findings to MLP Naeem and documented his 

response that the medications he had prescribed were being processed. 

18. 

This was approximately 24 hours after the order was given by MLP Naeem. 

19. 

Nurse Davidson's notes were cosigned by Dr. Bonnet-Engebretsen and 

reviewed by MLP Naeem. 
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20. 

On June 25, 2010, at 2050. Mr. Ellington was evaluated by Ray Tookes. R.N ., 

complaining of aching, throbbing pain which was 8 on a scale of 10. 

21. 

Mr. Ellington's hand was swollen and warm to the touch. The swelling 

persisted up to the forearm. There were also blisters near the suture site. 

22. 

No antibiotics were ordered at this time. 

23. 

Nurse Tookes requested evaluation by MLP Naeem. There is also 

documentation that Vickie Scott-Lewis, ARNP, was requested to review the case, and 

Dr. Bonnet-Engebretsen was requested to co-sign the documents. 

24. 

Dr. Bonnet-Engebretsen did not co-sign the documents until July 7, 2010, at 

which time Mr. Ellington was hospitalized. 

25. 

Nurse Scott-Lewis evaluated Mr. Ellington on June 26. 2010. Mr. Ellington's 

hand and forearm were wrapped in ACE bandage. 
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26. 

Nurse Scott-Lewis noted that the arm was warm above the ACE bandage. 

27. 

Nurse Scott-Lewis ordered an antibiotic, Cephalexin 500 mg., to be taken 

oral1y every twelve hours. 

28. 

It is unclear whether Mr. Ellington ever received any of the medications which 

were ordered for him. 

29. 

On June 26, 2010, at 2140, Mr. Ellington reported to Nurse Tookes, with a 

102.2 fever. 

30. 

Mr. Ellington was transferred to an outside medical facility, where he was 

diagnosed with a serious infection and treated with IV antibiotics. 

31. 

Mr. Ellington required skin grafts and lengthy medical treatment. 
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COUNT I. 

MEDICAL NEGLIGENCE 

32. 

• 

Plaintiffs adopt and reallege paragraphs I - 31 of this Complaint as if fully set 

forth herein. 

33. 

Leonor Bonnet-Engebretsen, M.D., and any and all nurses, technicians, and 

other personnel at Atlanta USP, were required to exercise that degree of care and skill 

ordinarily employed by health care providers generally when dealing with like 

conditions and similar circumstances as Mr. Ellington experienced between 

approximately June 21, 2010, and approximately June 26, 2010. 

34. 

Leonor Bonnet-Engebretsen. M.D., and any and all nurses, technicians, and 

other personnel at Atlanta USP performing care on Mr. Ellington between 

approximately June 21, 2010, and approximately June 26, 2010, deviated from the 

standard of care outlined in the immediately preceding paragraph in that they failed 

to exercise degree of care and skill required by health care providers generally, inter 

al ia, failing to recognize that the laceration on Mr. Ellington's hand was more likely 
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than not due LO contact with human teeth, to realize the extreme risk of infection from 

such a bite, to order oral antibiotics. and to assure that they were received in a prompt 

and timely manner. 

35. 

As a direct and proximate result of the failure to exercise appropriate care on 

the part of Leonor Bonnet-Engebretsen. M.D., nurses. technicians, and other 

individuals at Atlanta USP perfonning care on Mr. Ellington between approximately 

June 21. 2010, and approximately June 26, 2010, Mr. El1ington developed a severe 

infection, requiring lengthy and painful treatment. and resulting in cosmetic changes 

and possible permanent movement problems in the hand. 

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff respectfully demand judgment against Defendant 

Government in money damages in excess of $75,000 and costs of Court. Plaintiff 

demands bench trial. Plaintiff requests that this Court grant such other and further 

relief as is just and appropriate. 
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COUNT II. 

LIABILITY OF DEFENDANT GOVERNMENT 

PURSUANT TO 28 U.S.C. § 2674 

36. 

Plaintiffs adopt and reallege paragraphs I - 35 of this Complaint as if fully set 

forth herein. 

37. 

At all times material hereunto, Leonor Bonnet-Engebretsen, M.D., nurses, 

technicians, and other individuals at Atlanta V AMC performing care on Mr. Ellington 

between approximately June 21, 2010, and approximately June 26,2010, were acting 

within the course and scope of their actual or apparent employment or agency with 

Defendant Government, and as their actual or apparent employer/principal and 

pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 2674, Defendant Government is liable for their negligent acts 

or omissions and any injuries and damages arising therefrom. 

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff respectfully demands judgment against Defendant 

Government in money damages in excess of $75,000 and costs of court. Plaintiff 

demands bench trial. Plaintiff requests that the Court grant such other and further 

relief as is just and appropriate. 
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Respectfully submitted, 

Brandon R. Taylor 
Bar No. 108752 
Jordan M. Jewkes 
Bar No. 940491 
Attorneys for Plainliff 
Mandaris Ellington 

WEBB, WADE & TAYLOR, LLC 
400 Westpark Ct. - Ste. 220 
Peachtree City. Georgia 30269 
Telephone: (770) 631-1811 
Fax: (770) 631-1771 
jwebb@webb-firm.com 
btay lor@webb-firm.com 
jjewkes@webb-firm.com 
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CERTIFICATION OF FONT 

This certifies that pursuant to Local Rule 5.1 that the above and foregoing has 

been prepared using Times New Roman font, 14 point. 

This 2,$ day of August, 2012. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Brandon R. Taylor 
Bar No. 108752 
Jordan M. Jewkes 
Bar No. 940491 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
Mandaris Elhngton 

WEBB, WADE & TAYLOR. LLC 
400 Westpark Ct. - Ste. 220 
Peachtree City, Georgia 30269 
Telephone: (770)631-1811 
Fax: (770) 631-1771 
iwebb@webb-firm.com -
btay lor@we bb-firm .com 
jjewkes@webb-firm.com 
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STA TE OF NEW YORK 

COUNTY OF lf'/~"1U1:()1tr 

• 

AFFIDAVIT OF JERRY BALENTL~E, D.O. 

COMES NOW Jerry Balentine, D.0., who, after being duly sworn, does depose and say: 

I. 

My name is Jerry Balentine. 0.0. I am a physician duly licensed to practice medicine in the 

State of New York.. I am of the age of majority. I am a member of the same profession as the 

practitioners whose conduct is at issue in this affidavit. I have actual professional knowledge and 

experience in the area of practice or specialty in which my opinion is given in this affidavit, as 

reflected in this affidavit and in my Curriculum Vitae, which has been attached hereto and 

incorporated herein by reference as Exhibit" I." At the time I signed this affidavit, and at the time 

of the negligent acts I discuss herein, I was licensed by an appropriate regulatory agency to practice 

my profession in the state in which I was practicing or teaching in that profession. I am qualified 

as an expert by virtue of my know ledge. ski II, experience, training, and education regarding the 

issues raised in this affidavit. I am also qualified to give opinions regarding the acceptable standard 

of care and conduct expected of the professionals whose conduct is at issue in this affidavit. I have 

actively practiced in my area of specialty for at least three of the last five years both immediately 

preceding my signing of this affidavit, and preceding the negligent acts I discuss herein. with 

sufficient frequency to establish an appropriate level of knowledge in performing the procedure, 

diagnosing the condition, or rendering the treatment which is alleged to have been performed or 

rendered negligently by the professionals whose conduct is at issue in this affidavit. Specific.ally, 
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during three of the five years immediately preceding these events, I have regularly and routinely 

evaluated patients with injuries received during a physicaJ altercation with sufficient frequency to 

have an appropriate level of knowledge regarding the appropriate evaluation and treatment for 

lacerations received during an altercation and the adverse events which can occur in the absence of 

prompt and appropriate treatment 

2. 

The facts in this case upon which I base my opinions are of a type reasonably relied upon 

by experts in our particular field. 

3. 

The testimony I have given herein is, in my opinion, based upon sufficient facts to allow me 

to arrive at opinions concerning whether or not any of the health care providers in this matter 

deviated from appropriate standards of care. The testimony I have given herein is the product of 

reliable principles and methods, and I have applied those principles and methods reliably to the facts 

of this case in arriving at ttie opinions T express herein. Further, the primary issue in this case 

involves principles which are the same or similar for any and all physicians or other licensed health 

care providers, including nurses, technicians, and/or nurse practitioners, evaluating patients with 

injuries received during a physical ahercation with another person. 

4. 

l have been asked to review the medical care provided to Mandaris Ellington by Leonor 

Bonnet•Engebretsen, M.D., and various other health care personnel, including nurses, nurse 

practitioners, medical technicians, and other persons who I assume to be agents, servants, or 

employees of the Federal Bureau of Prisons between approximately June 21, 2010, and 
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approximately June 26, 20 I 0. In the course of my review, I have read or reviewed medical records 

from the following: 

1. Copies of medical records from Federal Bureau of Prisons; 

2. Copies of medical records from Atlanta Medical Center. 

5. 

Upon good infonnation and belief, Leonor Bonnet-Engelbreten, M.D., and any other 

physicians, technicians, nurse practitioners, nurses, and/or other health care providers evaluating and 

treating Mandaris Ellington on behalf of the Federal Bureau of Prisons were employees or agents 

or apparent employees or apparent agents of the Federal Bureau of Prisons, and thus the Federal 

Bureau of Prisons is responsible for the evaluation and care provided by these employees or agents 

to Mr. Ellington. 

6. 

Because of my background, training and experience, I am familiar with the standard of care 

and skill ordinarily employed by the medical profession generally when treating patients such as 

Mandaris Ellington under similar conditions and like surrounding circumstances as are contained 

in the medical records I have reviewed. Further, I do and have eva1uated patients with injuries to 

the hand from a physical altercation with sufficient regularity to be knowledgeable about the 

standards of care for physicians, physician assistants, nurse practitioners, nurses, and any other 

health care providers performing evaluations and/or providing care to patients with hand injuries 

from physical ahercations. 

7. 

Among other things, my review of the documents and other information l have referenced 

in paragraph four above, reveals that: 
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a. On June 21, 20 IO. Mr. El I ington presented to Health Services, where he was evaluated by 

Deborah Davidson, R.N. 

b. Mr. Ellington reported that he had hit someone in the laundry and injured his hand. 

c. Mr. Ellington's right hand was swollen and ecchymotic, with a lac.eration to the knuckle of 

the middle finger. He was unable to move his index and middle fingers. 

d. Nurse Davidson irrigated the wound to remove debris, then covered and immobilized the 

hand. 

e. An x-ray was done and ruled out any fractures of the hand. 

f. Mohammed Na.eem, ML P, noted swelling. He sutured the laceration and bandaged the hand. 

g. Topical antibiotics were ordered at 1209, but no oral antibiotics were prescribed. 

h. The care provided was reviewed by Dr. Bonnet-Engebretsen on June 22, 20 I 0, at 07 41 . 

i. On June 22, 20 I 0, at or about 130 I, Mr. Ellington was again evaluated by Nurse Davidson, 

complaining of pain. 

J. Nurse Davidson noted that the hand was swollen, warm to the touch, and draining. Mr. 

Ellington had a temperature of 99.4 F. 

k. Nurse Davidson reported these findings to MLP Naeem and documented his response that 

the medications he had prescribed were being processed. 

I. This was approximately 24 hours after the order was given by MLP Naeem. 

m. Nurse Davidson's notes were cosigned by Dr. Bonnet-Engebretsen and reviewed by MLP 

Naeem. 

n. On June 25, 2010, at 2050, Mr. Ellington was evaluated by Ray Tookes, R.N., complaining 

of aching, throbbing pain which was 8 on a scale of IO. 
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o. Mr. Ellington's hand was swollen and wann to the touch. The swelling persisted up to the 

forearm. There were also blisters near the suture site. 

p. No antibiotics were ordered at this time. 

q. Nurse Tookes requested evaluation by MLP Naeem. There is also documentation that 

Vickie Scott-Lewis, A RNP, was requested to review the case, and Dr. Bonnet-Engebretsen 

was requested to co-sign the documents. 

r. Dr. Bonnet-Engebretsen did not co-sign the documents until July 7, 2010, at which time Mr. 

Ellington was hospitalized. 

s. ~urse Scoa-Lewis evaluated Mr. Ellington on June 26, 2010. Mr. Ellington's hand and 

foreann were wrapped in ACE bandage. 

t. Nurse Scott-Lewis noted that the ann was warm ahove the ACE bandage. 

u. Nurse Scott-Lewis ordered an antibiotic, C.cphalexin 500 mg., to be taken orally every 

twelve hours. 

v. It is unclear whether Mr. Ellington ever received any of the medications which were ordered 

for him. 

w. On June 26, 2010. at 2140, Mr. Ellington reported to Nurse Tookes, with a 102.2 fever. 

x. Mr. Ellington was transferred to an outside medical facility, where he was diagnosed with 

a serious infection and treated with IV antibiotics. 

y. Mr. Ellington required skin grafu and lengthy medical treatment. 

8. 

Based on my review of these medical records and on my background, training. expenise, 

knowledge, experience, and familiarity with the degree of care and ski11 ordinarily employed by the 

medical profession generally when dealing with like conditions and similar circumstances, I am of 
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the opinion that when Mr. Ellington presented to the Health Clinic reporting that his hand had been 

injured in a fight. the presence of a laceration clearly indicated impact with a sharp object, more 

likely than not the teeth of the party with whom he had fought. It is further my opinion that because 

there was a laceration, the he.a.Ith care providers evaluating Mr. Ellison should have been aware that 

it was more likely than not that the injury occurred from the teeth of the party with whom he had 

the fight. A laceration from a human mouth has very high likelihood ofinfection. It was incumbent 

that Mr. Ellington be administered oral antibiotics by one of the several health care providers who 

evaluated him or his records on or about June 21, 2010. 

9. 

Based on my review of these medical records, the facts l have been asked to assume, and 

on my background, training, expertise, knowledge, experience, and familiarity with the degree of 

care and skill ordinarily employed by the mcdicaJ profession, I am of the opinion that the standards 

of care required Nurse Davidson, MLP Naeem, Dr. Bonnet-Engebretsen, and any other health care 

providers evaluating and/or treaJ:i ng Mr. El I ington on or about June 21, 201 0, to recognize that the 

laceration on Mr. Ellington's hand was more likely than not due to contact with human teeth, to 

realize the extreme risk of infection from such a bite, to order oral antibiotics, and to assure that they 

were received in a prompt and timely mannCI". Because Nurse Davidson, MLP Naeem, Dr. Bonnet

Engebretsen, and any other health care providers evaluating and/or treating Mr. Ellington on or 

about June 21,2010, deviated from the standards of care as I have outlined it herein, Mr. Ellington 

developed a severe infection, requiring lengthy and painful treatmelll, and resulting in cosmetic 

changes and possible pennanent movement problems in the hand. 
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10. 

l have not expressed all of my theories of negligence in this affidavit; as I understand 

Georgia law. I am only required to state one act of negligence for each potential defendant. 

11. 

All of the opinions I have expressed herein were expressed within a reasonable degree of 

medical probability. 

12 

All of the opinions I have expressed herein constitute my opinions at this time and are based 

on infonnation which I have been given. I reserve the right to change my opinions if further 

information is received which impacts on opinions herein given. 

13. 

I make this affidavit with the understanding that I am attesting that the contents herein are 

true and correct and knowing that it is being executed for the purpose of being used in support of 

a medical malpractice action under Georgia law. 

FURTHER AFFIANT SA YETH NOT. 

Sworn to and s• bscribed 
be ore me tbis'l..}cvf day of 

, 2012. 

Notary Pubf ~-.. // 2 ,; / 
My commission expires: ~,.A,· ~ ()I -V 
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Jerry Ray Balentine, D.O., FACEP, FACOEP 

St. Barnabas Hospital; 4422 Third Ave.; Bronx, N.Y. 10457 
(718) 960-6371 (voice) ; (718) 960-6577 (fax) 

Jbalentine@sbhny.org 

12/07-Present Executive Vice President and Chief Medical Officer 
St. Barnabas Hospital and Healthcare System 
Third Ave. and 183rd St. 
Bronx, New York , 10457-2594 

11/09 - Present Academic Chair ; Department of Emergency Medicine 
New York College of Osteopathic Medicine 
Westbury , New York 

7/91-Present Attending Physician, Department of Emergency Medicine 
St. Barnabas Hospital, Bronx, New York 

4104-12/07 Senior Vice President and Chief Medical Officer 
St. Barnabas Hospital 

1/98-1/2009 Medical Director 
St. Barnabas Hospital, Bronx, New York 

7/97- 712000: Co-Director, Department of Emergency Medicine 
St. Barnabas Hospital, Bronx, New York 

6/96- 7/98: Residency Director 
NYCOM/St. Barnabas Hospital Emergency Medicine Residency 

7/97- 7/98: Director, Department of Emergency Medk:ine 
Union Hospital. Bronx. New York 

7/93- 6/97: Associate Director, Department of Emergency Medicine 
St. Barnabas Hospital, Bronx, New York 

7194-7/98 Attending Physician, Department of Emergency Medicine 
Union Hospital, New York City 

7192- 6199 Attending Physician, Department of Emergency Medicine 
Lincoln Hospital, New York City 

Residency: 

7/91- 6/92 

7/89-6/92 

Chief Resident 
New York Medical College/Lincoln Hospital 
Emergency Medicine Residency 

EXHIBIT New York Medical College/Lincoln Hospital 
Emergency Medicine Residency I , _t. ... 

%~,,-



Internship: 

Education: 

Certifications: 

Professional 
Organization: 

Appointments: 

Awards: 

• 
St.Joseph's Hospital 
Philadelphia, PA 

• 
Philadelphia College of Osteopathic Medicine 
Doctor of Osteopathic Medicine, 1988 

Western Maryland College, Westminster, Md. 
Bachelor of Arts, 1983 

Liselotte Gymnasium (High-School); 
Mannheim, West-Germany, 1979 

American Board of Emergency Medicine 

Fellow , New York Academy of Medicine 
American College of Physician Executives 
American Osteopath.c Association 
American College of Emergency Medicine ( FACEP ) 
American College of Osteopathic Emergency Medicine 

Professor; Emergency Medicine 
New York CoHege of Osteopathic Medicine 

Member , Board of Directors 
New York College of Osteopathic Medicine Educational Consortium 

Adjunct Professor; Department of Medical Sc.ances 
New York College of Pediatric Medicine 

Faculty Associate, Center for Global Health 
New York Institute of Technology 

Clinical Assistant Dean ,New York College of Osteopathic Medicine 
Westbury , N.Y. 

Council of Affiliated Deans 
Weill Cornell Medical College; 2003- 2007 

Adjunct Clinical Assistant Professor of Emergency Medicine 
Weill Medical College; Cornell University; 2003 - 2007 

NY State Emergency Physician of the Year Award ; 2009 

St .Barnabas Hospital Residents Mentoring Award 2005 



Internship: 

Committees/ 
Pro;ects: 

• NYCOM President's Service Award 2002 

Faculty Emergency Medicine Award 

• 
St. Joseph's Award (Best Housestaff/Nursing/Patient Relationship) 

Vice-Chair, N.Y. State Board of Medicine; 2011 - present 

President ;_New York Chapter, American College of Emergency 
Physicians ; 2006 - 2008 

Member , State Trauma Advisory Council 
NYS, Department of Health; 2007 - present 

Member; N.Y. State Board of Medicine; 11/2007 - Present 

Member, New York Organ Donor Network Perfonnance 
Improvement Committee 1/2012 - present 

NYCOMEC ; Board of Directors ; Finance Committee 
2006 - present 

Reviewer : American Journal of Managed Care 
1 012009 - present 

Board of Directors ( 2000-2010 ), New York Chapter, American 
College of Emergency Physician 

Medical Author/Editor; http://www.medicinenet.com/; 
On-line Layperson Medical Textbook 

Medical Author/Editor : http://www.emedicinehealth.com 
On-line Layperson Medical Textbook 

Medical Editor and co-founder; www.newyorkmedicaljoumal.org 
On-line medical journal 

ACOEP GME Committee ; 1994 - 2009 

Emergency Medicine Specialist Member ; Data and Safety 
Monitoring Board of NIH funded study /Trial of Asthma Patient 
Education"; 6f.Z005-6/2009 

NY State Board of Medicine, Auxiliary Member; 2004- 2007 

Medical Editor/Author; Emergency Medicine Textbook 
www.emedicine.com; Internet based medical textbook 



Publications/ 
Presentations: 

• • 
Committee Member, Program and Trainee Revtew Committee 
American Osteopathic Association ( 2002 - 2007 ) 

Editor ( 2001 -2003); AAEM Emergency Medical and Family 
Health Guide; www.emedicine.com; Internet Based Publication 

Chair, Graduate Medical Education Committee 1996-2004 
American College of Osteopathic Emergency Physicians 

ACOEP CME Committee 1996-1999 

Cochrane Field Coordinator; 1/94-6/96; Review of "Academic 
Emergency Medicine" for the Cochrane Institute; London, England 

Diffuse large B..Cell lymphoma presenting as Asthma; Cassandra Scott, 0.0. 
: Jerry Balentine, D.O. ; llmana Fulger, M.D. Poster Presentation; 2012 ACOEP 
Spring Seminar: Phoenix; Arizona 

The Validity of Imaging and Physical Examination in Diagnosing Acute 
Appendicitis ;Patel S , Looney K, Chan A, Rabines A, Balentine J. Perlstein D 
201 0 AOA National Meeting ; Las Vegas 

Contributing Author ; Webster's Hew World• Medkal Dictionary ; 3rd edition 
(May, 2008); Wiley Publishing, Inc 

Contributing Author and Editor; MedicineNet.com; Including chapters on Shock; 
Hernias; Tracheostomy; Blood Transfusion 

Balentine J, Lombardi OP. Scarlet Fever. eMedicine from WebMD, Updated March 
19, 2010. Available at http:llemedicine.medscape.com/article/785981-overview 

Balentine J, Lombardi DP. Aortic Stenosis. eMedicine from WebMD. Updated 
March '15, 201 O. Available st http://emedicine. med scape. com/article/757200-
overview 

Endocrine Manifestations of Neoplasia , Chapter In Essentials of Emergency 
MedJclne: R. Aghababian, Editor, 2006; Jones and Bartlett publishers 

Pituitary Disorders, Chapter in Essentials of Emergency Medicine: R. 
Aghababian Editor, 2006; Jones and Bartlett publishers 

The Resource Ratio: A Planning Metric For Hospital Emergency Preparedness; 
Lazar E, Albert J., Silber S, Berger L, Balentine J and al; Poster at GNYHA 
Foundation Symposium ; November 2005 

Prospective Validation of a Predictive Model for Isolating Inpatients with Suspected 
Pulmonary Tuberculosis; Wisnevski JP. Henschke C, Ba~ntine Jet al; 
Archives of Internal MedJcine ; Vol 165 ; Feb 28, 2005 ; 453 - 457 

Perioperative Use of Betablockers in Noncardiac Surgery: A Multicenter 
Educational Intervention to Achieve Best Practice Guidelines: Critical Pathways 
In Cardiology: A journal of Evidence Based Medicine. 3(2):62-e7, June 2004. 
Quinn, Debra MD ; Balentine , Jeny DO ; Kadish • Lawrence MD et al. 



• • Clinical Manual of Pediatric Emergency Medicine Academic Emergency 
Medicine March 2004 , Vol 11, No 3 ; pg 327 : Book Review 

Prospective Validati::m of a Pulmonary Tuberculosis Prediction Model; Wisnevski 
J, Henschke C , Balentine J; Society of General lntemal Medicine 26th 

National Meeting; Abstract Presentation 

SARS -Public Health Implications; University of Bejing MBA program 
Internet based - Educational Conference; June; 2003 

Failure Mode and Effect Analysis: J. Balentine, D.O. , Empire State Epic; 
March/Apnl . 2003 

Child Abuse- Diagnosis and Management: 
Academic Emergency Medicine : 2002 - 9: 966-967; Book Review 
HERIS: An Academic Healthcare System's Response to Emergecny 
Preparedness. Silber, S; Lazar, E ; Gotham, I :Kadish. L : Balentine. J 
NYACEP Research Forum. July 2002; Bolton landing. New York 

NYPORTS - Implication for Emergency Physician: J. Balentine, D.0. ; Empire 
State Epic ; June/July, 2002 

Infectious Disease Emergencies, Foresight; J. Balentine. D.O. : National ACEP 
Risk Management Publication. Issue 50; February 2001 

Emergency Medicine-A Comprehensive Gulde to the Specialty; Edited by K 
Harkin, M.D. ; Chapter on Osteopathic Emergency Medicine; EMRA 2001 

Balentine J, Kessler D: "Scarlet Fever' 
Chapter in Online E.M. Textbook 
www emedicine com; Scott Plantz, MD, Editor 

Balentine J. Eisenhart A: "Aortic Stenosis" 
Chapter in Online E.M Textbook 
www.emed1cine com Scott Plantz, MD, Editor 

Balentine J, Tahmin L 'Aortic Regurgitation" 
Chapter in Online E.M. Textbook 
www.emedicine.com, Scott Plantz, MD. Editor 

The Manual of Emergency Airway Management ; R. Walls Editor ; Book review ; 
Annals of Emergency Madieine , 2001 Vol 37 (1) 123-124 

Medical Conduct Process; j_ Balentine. D.O , Empire State Epic 
June, 2000 

Antibiotic Administration tn the ED to patients with CAP decreases length of stay: 
Balentine J, Deponte P; 1999 ACEP Research Forum: Las Vegas, NV 

Evaluating Applicants to emergency medicine residency programs : Balentine J , 
Gae la T. S pevaci; T ; The Journa I of Emergency Medicine ; 1999 ; Vol 17 ( 1 ) : 
131-134 

·coma and Impaired Consciousness"; Annals of Emergency Medicine, Book 
review; 1999: Vol 33 (6):733-734 

Information obtained during routine history fails as predictor of pregnancy status in 
Emergency Department patients; Balentine, J. Altamirano R. ; Presentation 1998 
National AOA convention ; ACOEP research forum ; New Orleans 



• • Pain Management Training- Housestaff Perception. Balentine, J. Biancella, M. 
Goodrich, A.: Presentation; 1998 AOA National Convention: New Orleans 

"Pituitary DisordersH. Chapter in Emergency Medicine: A Concise Revp; Dr. 
Aghababian editor: 1998 Lippincott-Raven; 

"Endocrine Manifestations of Neoplasia", Chapter In Emergency Medicine: A 
Concise Review; Dr. Aghababian editor; 1998 Lippincott-Raven; 

"Effect of 50 cc of 50% Glucose on the blood sugar of healthy volunteers• J. 
Balentine ,D. Kessler, T. Gaeta: Academic Emerg Med 1998; 5 (7): 691-693 

The incidence of Succinylcholine induced hyperkalemia at an urban 
Teaching hospital. Fakhernia S .• Balentine J., Gaeta T. 
1998 ACEP Research Forum ; San Diego ; CA 

The Role of CT In The Diagnosis Of Acute Appendtcitis: 
Aid to diagnosis or expensive delay? Mastellone S. , Balentine J. Oral Presentation 
1997 AOA National Convention; ACOEP Research Forum San Antonio, Texas 

Post Diphtheria Prophylaxis. Medication compliance in healthcare workers. 
Balentine J. Arters H., Poster Presentation 1997 AOA National Convention; 
ACOEP Research Forum; San Antonio, Texas 

Gaeta T. Magarelli M, Balentine J; Rabies Prophylaxis in the Emergency 
Department; The Journal of Emergency Medicine; Vol 15, No 3 pp378-379, 
1997 

"Effect of 50 cc of 50% Glucose on the blood sugar of healthy volunteers· D 
Kessler, J. Balentine, T. Gaeta: Abstract Presentation 
1997 SAEM National Meeting; Washington 

Balentine J, Gaeta T, Spevack T: Playing with fire ~oo Not Resuscitate: orders in 
the Emergency Department Letter in Academic Emerg Med 1997; 4 (1): 84 

"Trauma Center", short stoiy in "Emergency: True stories from our nations 
ERs"; M. Brown,M.0 .. Editor 

Balentine J, Gaeta T, Rao N: Emergency Department "Do Not Resuscitate" 
orders: next of kin response to the emergency physician. Academic Emerg Med; 
1996; 3(1):54-57 

Correlation between resident weekly quizzes and Emergency Medicine lnservice 
exam; J. Balentine, D.O. 1995 ACOEPfAOA National Meeting; ?aster 
Presentation; Orlando; Florida 

Gaeta T, LaPolla G, Balentine J: Anterior spinal artery infarct: A Case Report; 
Annals of Emergency Medicine, 1995, 26(1):90-93 

DNR orders in the Emergency Department, N. Rao, D.O., 
J. Balentine, D.O., T. Gaeta, D.O. 1995 SAEM National Meeting; Poster 
Presentation 

Blaustein B, Gaeta T, Balentine J: Central anticholinergic syndrome in a child: a 
case report". Ped Emerg Care 1995; 11 (4): 1-3. 

Rabies Prophylaxis in Emergency Department Patients 
M. Magarelli, 0.0., J. Balentine, D.O., F. Flores, 0.0., 
T. Gaeta, D.O. 1994 National AOA/ACOEP Meeting/Presentation!Poster 

Identification of patienls with Tuberculosis in lhe E. 0. 



• • H. Schuitema, D O.;J. Balentine, D.O.;T. Gaeta, D.O. 
Winner: Best Abstract; 1994 National AOA Meeting ACOEP research Forum: 
San Francisco 

Accuracy of E.D. Evaluation of Computer Tomography of the Craiium with 
respect to level of training $.Cordovano, DO.; 
T. Gaeta, D.O.; T. Spevack, D.O., J. Balentine, D.O 
Presentation/Poster 1994 National AOA Meeting ACOEP research Forum; San 
Francisco 

CT of the Brain Interpretation, a comparison between E.D. Attending Physicians 
and Radiologists S. Cordovano, D.O., T. Gaeta, D.O., T. Spevack,0.O., J 
Balentine, D.O. 
1994 SAEM National Meeting/Poster Presentation 

Magnesium in Acute Ml, S. Cordovano D.O., J Balentine, D.O 
1993 AOA National Convention ; ACOEP research forum ; Boston 

Lectures: 

Invited lecturer at Local and National meetings (topics/locations available upon request) 

References provided upon request 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
for the 

Northern District of Georgia 

MANDARIS ELLINGTON 
------------•~--------~-•--~-~~.-n.---

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

Pra(111ifJrs) 

v. 

UNITED ST ATES OF AMERICA 

Defe11da11t(s) 

Civil Action No. 

1:12-cv-2979 

SUMMONS IN A CIVIL ACTION 

To: (De/endmu 's name 1111<1 address) UNITED ST ATES OF AMERICA 
THE UNITED STATES ATTORNEY'S OFFICE 
RICHARD RUSSELL FEDERAL BUILDING, SUITE 600 
75 SPRING STREET, SW 
ATLANTA, GA 30303 

A lawsuit has been filed against you. 

Within 21 days after service of this summons on you (not counting the day you received it) - or 60 days if you 
are the United States or a United States agency, or an officer or employee of the United States described in Fed. R. Civ. 
P. 12 (a)(2) or (3)-you must se1ve on the plaintiff an answer to the attached complaint or a motion under Rule 12 of 
the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. The answer or motion must be served on the plaintiff or plaintifrs attorney, 
whose name and address are: 

BRANDON R. TAYLOR, ESQ. 
JORDAN M. JEWKES, ESQ. 
WEBB, WADE & TAYLOR, LLC 
400 WESTPARK COURT, SUITE 220 
PEACHTREE CITY, GA 30269 

If you fail to respond, judgment by default wi 11 be entered against you for the relief demanded in the com pl a int. 
You also must file your answer or motion with the court. 

JAMl8K.BArliN 
CLERK OF COURT 

Date: 
AUG 2 8 201t 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
NORTHERN DISTRICT OF GEORGIA 

ATLANTA DIVISION 

MANDARIS ELLINGTON, 
CIVIL ACTION 

Plaintiff, 
FILE NO. I: l 2-CV-2979-WSD 

vs. 

UNITED ST A TES OF AMERICA, 

Defendants. 

STIPULATION OF DISMISSAL 

Pursuant to Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 41 (a)( 1 )(A)(ii), Plaintiff files 

this stipulation of dismissal, signed by all parties that have appeared, dismissing 

this action with prejudice. 

Respectfully submitted this 24th day of February 2014. 

/s/ Jordan M. Jewkes 
James H. Webb, Jr. 
Bar No. 744275 
Brandon R. Taylor 
Bar No. 108752 
Jordan M. Jewkes 
Bar No. 940491 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
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WEBB, WADE & TAYLOR, LLC 
400 W estpark Ct. - Ste. 220 
Peachtree City, Georgia 30269 
Telephone: (770) 631-1811 
Fax: (770) 631-1771 

SALLY QUILLIAN YATES 
UNITED STATES ATTORNEY 

/s/ Lisa D. Cooper 
Lisa D. Cooper 

Assistant United States Attorney 
Georgia Bar No. 186165 
Attorney for Defendant 

United States Attorney's Office, 
600 Richard B. Russell Building 
75 Spring Street, S.W. 
Atlanta, Georgia 30303 
(404) 581-6303 (telephone) 
(404) 581-6150 (facsimile) 

Page 2 of 4 
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CERTIFICATION OF FONT 

This certifies that pursuant to Local Rule 5.1 that the above and foregoing 

has been prepared using Times New Roman font, 14 point. 

This 24th day of February 2014. 

Respectfully submitted, 

/s/ Jordan M. Jewkes 
James H. Webb, Jr. 
Bar No. 744275 
Brandon R. Taylor 
Bar No. 108752 
Jordan M. Jewkes 
Bar No. 940491 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 

WEBB, WADE & TAYLOR, LLC 
400 W estpark Ct. - Ste. 220 
Peachtree City, Georgia 30269 
Telephone: (770) 631-1811 
Fax: (770) 631-1771 

Page 3 of 4 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

This is to certify that undersigned counsel for plaintiff in the above-named 

action filed the foregoing STIPULATION OF DISMISSAL with the Clerk of the 

Court using the CM/ECF system, which will automatically send email notification 

of such filing to the following attorneys of record: 

Lisa D. Cooper 
Assistant United States Attorney 
United States Attorney's Office, 
600 Richard B. Russell Building 
75 Spring Street, S.W. 
Atlanta, Georgia 30303 

This 24th day of February, 2014. 

Attorneys for Plaintiff 
400 W estpark Ct. - Ste. 220 
Peachtree City, Georgia 30269 
Telephone: (770) 631-1811 
Fax: (770) 631-1771 

WEBB, WADE & TAYLOR,LLC 

/sf.Jordan M. Jewkes 
Jordan M. Jewkes 
Ga. Bar No. 940491 
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UNITED ST A TES DISTRICT COURT 
DISTRICT OF SOUTH CAROLINA 

BEAUFORT DIVISION 

CASE NO. __________ _ 
EST A TE OF JOSE R. RIO PE DRE, 
through FERNANDO MENDEZ, 
personal representative of the 
Estate of Jose R. Riopedre, and 
SUSANA MENDEZ, individually, as 
wife of Jose R. Riopedre 

Plaintiffs, 
v. 

UNITED STATES OF Al\.fERlCA, and 
J. SOL VIK, TAMALA MIDDLETON, 
CHRIS ORR, RlCHELLA LAWSON, 
RAGANOLD R. WILLIAMS SR, 
R. WALLACE, M.L. RIVERA, ANITA CANO, 
JOHN J. ENZINNA, T. HORVATH, 
S. WILLIAMS, V. ROBINSON, DR.ROBERT 
BENFORD, LT. SNEED, and G.S. 
BONDURANT, and JOHN DOES 1-8, 
individually, 

Defendants. 

_________________ ! 

COMPLAINT 

JURY TRIAL DEMANDED 

Comes now the ESTATE OF JOSE R. RIOPEDRE, by and through plaintiff 

FERNANDO MENDEZ, his personal representative and administrator, and comes now plaintiff 

SUSANA MENDEZ, wife of the decedent (collectively "Plaintiffs") and bring this Complaint 

against the above styled Defendants for damages associated with the decedent's wrongful death, 

suivival, the deprivation of decedent's constitutional rights, loss of consortium and other 

associated torts and claims further alleged herein. Damages include both compensatory and 

punitive damages. In support Plaintiffs allege as follows: 

1 
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PRELIMINARY STATEMENT 

l. Jose R. Riopedre (hereinafter the "Decedent"), under intense distress due to his 

improperly treated depression and anxiety disorders, committed suicide while serving as 

an inmate of the Federal Corrections Institute ("FCr') in Estill, South Carolina 

(hereinafter "the facility" or "Estill"). 

2. This action is brought by the estate of the decedent, through his personal representative, 

and by the wife of decedent. 

3. This is an action by Plaintiffs for violations of the Decedent's Eighth Amendment and 

Fifth Amendment rights and for the wrongful death of the decedent, survival, and loss of 

consortium or companionship. 

4. This suit seeks an end to individual defendants' unconstitutional and unlawful practices 

and monetary relief for decedent's wrongful death and associated hann, along with other 

damages against Defendants. 

JURJSDICTION 

5. Thi~ action arises, under Bivens v. Six Unkn.own Named Agents of Federal Bureau of 

Narcotics, 403 U.S. 388 (1971). The Bivens claims arise under the Fifth and Eighth 

Amendments to the United States Constitution as applied to federal employees and 

inmates through Bivens v. Six Unknown Fed. Narcotic Agents, 403 U.S. 388 (1971), 

Estelle v. Gamble, 429 U.S. 97 (1976), and Carlson v. Green, 466 U.S. 14 (1980) 

(specifically allows a Bivens claim for 8th amendment violations and prison suicides). 

6. Jurisdiction is also, therefore, conferred on this Court by 28 U.S.C. § 1331. 

7. The Court has personal jurisdiction of the Bivens defendants because the alleged incident 

and facts giving rise to it occurred within the confines of this Court at the Federal 

2 
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Correctional Institution (FCI) located in Estill, in Hampton County, South Carolina, 

causing the wrongful death of Mr. Riopedre. 

8. The action also arises under involves survival, loss of consortium/companionship of 

spouse and other laws of the State of South Carolina. 

9. Jurisdiction is conferred on the Court by 28 U.S.C. § 133 land the supplemental 

jurisdiction of this court pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1367. 

VENUE 

IO. Venue is proper in the Beaufort Division, District of South Carolina pursuant to 28 

U.S.C. § 1391 in that this is a division where a substantial pan of the events or omissions 

giving rise to the claim occurred. 

PARTIES 

Plaintiffs: 

11. Fernando Mendez is personal representative/administrator of the estate of the decedent 

Jose R. Riopedre. Mr. Mendez was duly appointed by the probate courts of the State of 

Florida, in Miami-Dade County Circuit Court, Probate Division, case number 11-1073. 

He has satisfied all qualification requirements of the State of South Carolina to bring this 

suit on behalf of the Estate of Jose R. Riopedre, for the benefit of any heirs, beneficiaries, 

and distributees, through filings with Hampton County Probate Court, case number 20l2-

ES250068. See S.C. Code Ann.§ 62-4-205. 

12. Susana Mendez is the wife of the decedent and brings claims in her own right for loss of 

consortium. 

Defendants: 

13. The United State of America a.k.a. the United States oversees the United States 

Department of Justice Bureau of Prisons and the facility located in Estill. 

3 
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14. Individual "Prison Staff' include: Mildred L. Rivera (Warden of the facility) J. Solvik 

(Operations Lieutenant), Tamala Middleton (Clinical nurse), Chris Orr (Senior Officer), 

Richella Lawson (Officer), Raganold R. Williams, Sr. (Senior Officer, OIC at time of 

incident), R. Wallace (Senior Officer, OIC preceding incident, Special Housing 

Observation Officer at time of incident), Anita Cano (Case Manager), John J. Enzinna 

(Cook Supervisor), T. Horvath (Case Manager), S. Williams (Senior Officer), Dr. Robert 

Benford, V. Robinson, Senior Officer Lt. Sneed, Officer and G.S. Bondurant. The 

individuals are appropriate defendants to this Bivens action as it is brought against federal 

officials in their official personal capacities and is not considered to be an action against 

the United States. It is therefore not barred by sovereign immunity. 

FACTS 

15. Two ghastly dates mark the beginning and the end of Jose Riopedre's stay at the FCI in 

Estill in 2009, 9/11, 2009 and Halloween 2009. The latter marked the end of Mr. 

Riopedre' s !if e on this earth. 

16. On July 15, 2009, in, the United States District Court of Maryland, Jose Riopedre was 

sentenced to one year and one day and was later committed to a minimum security 

facility in Estill, South Carolina. 

17. Jose Riopedre had suffered from, and been medically diagnosed with "severe, disabling 

clinical depression and anxiety'' and had been seeking outpatient treatment, along with 

taking his prescribed strong anti-depressive medications. 

18. As stated in Mr. Riopedre's Psychiatrist's 2008 letter, the decedent had developed intense 

disturbances of mood and thought content, in addition to severely intense obsessive 

thoughts about financial and legal issues. 

4 
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19. The same Plan documents that Mr. Riopedre 's skills status, as it related to his Mental 

Health, was satisfactory, and to a 5% degree required attention. 

20. The person who was listed in the Acknowledgement of Inmate Parts 3 & 4 of his United 

States Department Justice Federal Bureau of Prisons report to be contacted in case of 

illness or death was Mr. Riopedre's wife, Susana Mendez, who stood by her husband 

while he was being treated for debilitating depression that required psychotropic 

medication prior to his being committed to Estill in September, 2009 and had requested 

that the Judge provide that Mr. R..iopedre receive help for his depression in prison. 

21. In fact, as documented in Inmate Property Report, dated September 9, 2009, Mr. 

Riopedre had no socks, towels, or articles that could facilitate his suicide in light of his 

previously diagnosed depression that led a Federal Court Judge to take note of his mental 

state at sentencing. 

22. Mr. Riopedre's Intake Screening Form dated September 9, 2009 at 12:40 PM documents 

that he was not involved in ongoing cooperation with Federal agents or testified in court 

or was involved in a gang, such that he would have to be isolated or placed in Special 

Housing Unit [hereinafter "SHU"]. 

23. Special Housing Unit involved a type of solitary confinement for Mr. Riopedre. 

24. The Federal Bureau of Prison's performed a standard Inmate Screening on September 10, 

2011 that document Mr. Riopedre was treated for Depression from 2006 through 2009, 

(that same year) and was prescribed Pax ii for his Depression. 

25. The Federal Bureau of Prison Screening Document of Mr. Riopedre dated September 9, 

2009 states erroneously:"Hx of Mental Health Treatment No".Hx is an abbreviation for 

"medical history" in medical documentation usage. 

5 
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26. Mr. Riopedre, in his own handwriting, alerted Prison officials on his Psychology Services 

Inmate Questionnaire dated September 11, 2009 that he had received treatment for a 

nervous or mental problem and had received medication 

27. The standard warning regarding patients who are removed from Paxil is: 

"You may become suicidal, especially at the beginning of your treatment and any 
time that your dose is increased or decreased." 

28. Mr. Riopedre who was already being treated for Depression, stopped taking Paxil on his 

own prior to being committed to Estill, thus increasing his risk for suicide without review 

by a psychiatrist at the facility. 

29. Despite being previously diagnosed; having ongoing, debilitating Depression with a 

heightened risk for suicide; not being provided his previously diagnosed anti-depressant 

medication, Paxil; his requests for treatment of his mental disorder; his family's requests 

for treatment of his mental disorder; and a Federal Court's concerns for his safety, his 

Psychology Data System Intake Screening of September I 0, 2009, prepared by Robert 

W. Benford, II, demonstrates no attempt to review Mr. Riopedre's medical records or to 

contact his treating doctors. 

30. Dr. Robert Benford directed, in violation of Mr. Riopedre's right to be free from an 

Eighth Amendment mandate against cruel and unusual punishment, and right to 

reasonable medical, psychiatric, and or psychological dictated standards of care, with 

deliberate indifference, as documented in the aforementioned report as to mental health 

assistance for Mr. Riopedre: 

"No programs/treatment are recommended at this time" 

31. Mr. Riopedre's Inmate Skills Development Plan, dated October 20, 2009, documents that 

on or about 9/11/2009, Mr. Riopedre was assigned to the SHU. 
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32. In effect at the time of Mr. Riopedre's comminnent in 2009 to Estill, the United States 

Department of Justice, Federal Bureau of Prisons, had promulgated a Program Statement 

regarding Suicide Prevention Program April 5, 2007 [hereinafter "Statement"]. 

33. The aforementioned Statement specifically dealt with the heightened risk of inmates for 

suicide who were placed in solitary confinement in SHU: 

"Inmates in SHU's: Inmates in Administrative Detention or Disciplinary Segregation 
Status often may be at a higher risk for suicidal behavior." 

34. Mr. Riopedre who had not committed any documented actions warranting disciplinary 

action, was known to prison officials to have suffered from debilitating depression, had 

recently stopped taking psychotropic medication, and had been not allowed to visit with 

his family who had driven up from Miami, Florida, was placed in a confined SHU used 

for disciplinary inmates. 

35. The individual defendants did this with deliberate indifference to Mr. Riopedre's right to 

be free from cruel and unusual punishment and right to due process of law. 

36. Mr. Riopedre's forced confinement to SHU was reviewed on September 11, 2009, 

September 25, 2009, October 2, 2009, October 9 2009, and October 25, 2009. 

37. Mr. Riopedre's attorney in Miami, Ana Davide, contacted Estill multiple times, and 

sometimes multiple times in one day, to challenge the actions of the Defendants in 

isolating Mr. Riopedre. 

38. There were e-mail correspondences from Ana Davide to Estill documenting these 

attempts on October 2nd and 7th
, 2009. 

39. Mr. Riopedre's forced confinement to SHU was authorized by Lt. Sneed, and reviewed 

by Officer G.S. Bondurant, and approved by Warden Mildred L. Rivera on each of the 

previously stated review dates with deliberate indifference to Mr. Riopedre's rights under 

the Eighth Amendment to the United States Constitution against Cruel and Unusual 
7 
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Punishment and the Fifth Amendment Right to be free from unlawful government action 

without Due Process of Law. 

40. The only reason given on Special Housing Review for Violation or Reason for Mr. 

Rioped.re to be in isolation in SHU, which weekly heightened his risk of suicide, was 

"Pending Reclassification" on Six (6) separate occasions and weeks. 

41. The Defendants, did this with deliberate indifference to Mr. Riopedre 's right to be free 

from cruel and unusual punishment and right to due process of law. 

42. The Statement states additionally: 

Inmate Removal from the SHU. The Program Coordinator will arrange to have an 
inmate exhibiting significant potential for suicide to be removed from the SHU and 
placed on suicide watch. Ordinarily, once the crisis is over, the inmate will be 
returned to satisfy any sanction [ emphasis added] that was imposed 
Program Statement regarding Suicide Prevention Program, April 5, 2007 

43. The Statement clearly recognizes that SHU's are reserved for inmates sanctioned for 

disruptive or illegal behavior. Mr. Riopedre exhibited neither of these traits. 

44. The Statement goes on to describe the housing an inmate on suicide watch should be 

placed in: 

a. Housing. Each institution must have one or more rooms designated specifically 
for housing an inmate on suicide watch .... 

b. The primary concern in designating a room for suicide watch must be the ability 
to observe, protect, and maintain adequate control of the inmate. 

c. The room must permit easy access, privacy, and unobstructed vision of the inmate 
at all times. 

d. The suicide prevention room may not have fixtures or architectural features that 
would easily allow self-injury. 

Program Statement regarding Suicide Prevention Program, April 5, 2007 

45. Mr. Riopedre was placed in a SHU that allowed only a limited view of the interior of the 

cell with only a small window and that was difficult to enter. The unit had fixtures and 

bars from which an inmate could hang himself, all of which violated the above listed 

policy limitations placed on defendants with respect to suicidal inmates. 

8 
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46. The Defendants, did this with deliberate indifference to Mr. Riopedre's right to free be 

from cruel and unusual punishment and right to due process of law. 

47. The Statement also created a fellow inmate observer program to assist the facility in 

preventing suicides. The policy mandates: 

a. The observer and the suicidal inmate will not be in the same room/cell and will 
have a locked door between them. 

b. The person performing the suicide watch must have means to summons help 
immediately. 

48. On October 301
'\ 2009, within hours of Mr. Riopedre's death, the Federal Bureau of 

Prisons, Warden Rivera and all the other individual named defendants caused a mentally 

ill inmate, Harry Castro, to be placed in the unit with Mr. Riopedre to observe Mr. 

Riopedre's actions, that included Mr. Riopedre tying multiple socks and/or pieces of 

material together and around his neck, attaching it to bars in his unit and hanging himself. 

As a result of Defendants' actions and/or failures to act, Mr. Riopedre ultimately died 

following the hanging. 

49. The Defendants did this with deliberate indifference to Mr. Riopedre's right to be from 

cruel and unusual punishment and right to due process oflaw. 

50. There was no means for Mr. Castro to alert officers to any suicidal actions by Mr. 

Riopedre, other than banging on a mostly solid door, which had only a small window that 

prevented the officers from seeing the actions of Mr. Riopedre within the unit. 

51. The Statement also highlights what actions must be taken when an Inmate Observer alerts 

of a suicide attempt by a fellow inmate: 

a. In all cases, when an inmate observer alerts staff to an emergency situation, staff 
must immediately respond to the suicide watch room and take necessary action to 
prevent the inmate on watch from incurring debilitating injury or death. In no case 
will an inmate observer be assigned to a watch without adequate provision for 
staff supervision or without the ability to obtain immediate staff relief. 
Program Statement regarding Suicide Prevention Program, April 5, 2007 
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52. The Statement also calls for constant observation of an inmate at risk for suicide. 

53. There was no constant monitoring of Mr. Riopedre. 

54. The individual defendants performed and allowed the foregoing with deliberate 

indifference to Mr. Riopedre's rights to be free from cruel and unusual punishment and to 

due process of law. 

55. In fact, on October 23, 2009, in a Memo prepared by Pam Weathers, there was 

documented a monitored call between Mr. Riopedre and his wife. During the call he 

indicated that he felt very bad, and he complained about his close confinement. This was 

yet another indication of Mr. Riopedre's fragile mental state ignored by Defendants. It is 

probable that this failure occurred, in part, because Ms. Weathers did not speak Spanish, 

which is the language Mr. Riopedre spoke. Defendants were on notice of Mr. Riopedre's 

language limitations. 

56. The United States has a large array of facilities throughout the country with larger 

numbers of Spanish speaking personnel but placed Mr. Riopedre, whose pnmary 

language was Spanish, in a facility with limited Spanish speaking personnel. 

57. The decedent's right to be free from cruel and unusual punishment, to due process oflaw, 

and to be provided equal protection under the law have been deprived by the failure to 

provide translation. 

58. The danger related to protective custody is so severe that that the Statement in the United 

States Department of Justice, Federal Bureau of Prison's "Sample" Suicide Prevention 

Information states: 

a. Protective Custody-Inmates who volunteer to enter protective custody are at high 
risk for suicide, especially during the first 72 hours in SHU 

b. Long-term Protective Custody Inmates - These inmates are particularly 
vulnerable to depression that can lead to a suicide attempt, and should be 
monitored closely while in they are in SHU.[emphasis added] 

10 
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c. Inmates Taking Medication for Mental Health Reason-These inmates are 
vulnerable to developing suicidal thoughts and attempting suicide by overdosing 
on their medication. 

59. The United States Department of Justice, Federal Bureau of Prisons, issued a Program 

Statement relating to Personal Property, Inmate, on December 28, 2005 [hereinafter 

"Statement relating to Personal Property"] that required each inmate be afforded 

additional secured space outside his cell for additional personal property. 

60. The Statement relating to Personal Property specifically states: 

a. Civilian clothing (i.e. clothing not issued to the inmate by the Bureau or 
purchased by the inmate from the commissary) ordinarily is not authorized for 
retention by the inmate. 

b. The Inmate Personal Property List (Attachment A) includes all personal property 
an inmate can retain at every institution .... 

c. Staff shall consider as nuisance contraband any item ... excessive quantities of it 
present a health ... hazard .... " 

d. Attachment A specifically authorizes a maximum of five (5) socks per inmate and 
one ( 1) towel per inmate. 

61. Mr. Riopedre had what appeared to be Thirty (30) Pairs of socks in his SHU. [Exhibit 

"A"] on October 31, 2009, that had accumulated in less than 30 days, in violation of the 

Prison's own policies. 

62. Had there not been deliberate indifference to its own policies, the Defendants would have 

prevented Mr. Riopedre's suicide. 

63. The individual defendants did this with deliberate to Mr. Riopedre's rights to be free 

from cruel and unusual punishment and to due process of law. 

64. On October 31, 2009, at 6: 18 A.M. Mr. Riopedre's fellow inmate and observer Harry 

Castro, started to bang on his cell door and yelled, according to a Memorandum dated 

October 3 1, 2009 by Richella Lawson, demonstrating deliberate indifference in violation 

of Mr. Riopedre's rights not to be placed in an inherently dangerous location: 

11 
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"his cellmate had hanged himself but I couldn 't see his cellmate because of a 

blind spot in the corner " 

65. Present were Senior Officer Chris Orr, Lt. Solvik, Officer S. Williams, Officer M. Hill, 

Officer R. Lawson, and Miss Middleton and other defendants. 

66. At 6:20 AM, according to a Memorandum prepared by Chris Orr, Senior Officer on 

October 31, 2009, Hany Castro, demonstrating to: 

"Started yelling, "HELP"! HELP HELP! MYCELLIE NEEDS HELP" 

67. Chris Orr's Memorandum of October 3 l st
, 2009 documents that Harry Castro started 

yelling after 6:20 AM: 

"He needs help! Please help him!" 

68. The documented evidence shows that while Harry Castro was begging and screaming for 

help for Jose Riopedre, Mr. Riopedre was dying. 

69. The Defendants allowed Mr. Riopedre to die and to die with deliberate indifference to 

Mr. Riopedre's right to be free from cruel and unusual punishment and to due process of 

law. 

70. The evidence shows that while Harry Castro was screaming for help no one opened the 

Sl-ITJ cell door to save Mr. Riopedre's life or even see Mr. Riopedre from 6:18 AM 

through 6:28 AM or 6:28 AM, or from 6:28 AM to 6:38 AM or from 6:38 AM to 6:48 

AM. 

71. The Defendants did this with deliberate indifference to Mr. Riopedre's right to be free 

from cruel and unusual punishment and to due process of law. 

72. Finally at 6:48 AM according to all documented evidence including a Memorandum 

dated October 31, 2009 by Officer Specialist Williams, at 6:48 the first call for help was 

answered and individual defendants entered Mr. Riopedre's SHU cell. 

12 
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73. The Defendants did this with deliberate indifference to Mr. Riopedre's right to be free 

from cruel and unusual punishment and to due process of law. 

74. During his confinement, Mr. Riopedre, who was diagnosed on record with severe 

depression and anxiety, was not given proper supervision and care by the prison staff, or 

proper psychological care and there was a failure to properly assess his mental state. 

75. Much of the decedent's first 50 days were spent in solitary confinement, and although he 

could not adequately communicate in English, he was not furnished with a Spanish 

interpreter through whom he could have communicated his condition to the guards or 

other staff. 

76. Throughout his 50 day detention at the Defendants' facility, Mr. Riopedre showed 

increasing outward signs of fragility and mental instability through severe weight loss. 

77. Mr. Riopedre was additionally not allowed to see his family when they traveled to visit 

him. 

78. Despite l\1r. R..iopedre's medical history, severe weight loss, and deteriorating condition, 

Defendants allowed him to suffer by failing to provide him treatment, punished him by 

placing him in long-term, unnecessary, solitary confinement, deprived him of 

communication, prevented him from visiting with his family and put him in conditions 

preventing appropriate monitoring and then allowed him to accumulate a large, and 

completely inappropriate, number of rube socks, that were a dangerous instrumentality, 

which he ultimately used to take his life. 

79. Before killing himself, but after being removed from solitary confinement, l\1r. Riopedre 

was placed in a SHU cell with Harry Castro, an inmate who also had psychological issues 

yet was receiving care from a case manager. 

13 
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80. On October 31, 2009, after suffering from lack of proper treatment for his severe clinical 

depression and anxiety, being held in solitary confinement for an extended period, and 

being given little supervision for someone in his fragile state, Jose Riopedre hanged 

himself in his cell via a network of tube socks and/or pieces of material tied to the upper 

bunk of the cell. 

81. After the incident, defendant Case Manager T. Horvath visited the cell mate of the 

Plaintiff decedent, inmate Harry Castro, in order to make sure he was doing well due to 

his psychological history and to arrange for psychological consultations. Had Jose 

Riopedre received similar care, his suicide would have been averted. 

GENERAL ALLEGATIONS 

82. Due to the documented nature and severity of Mr. Riopedre's condition, the Defendants 

demonstrated a clear deliberate indifference to the medical needs of the decedent. 

83. There was a failure to properly assess Mr. Riopedre's condition by Defendants. 

84. There was a failure to properly house Mr. Riopedre by Defendants. 

85. There was a failure to properly monitor Mr. Riopedre and his actions by Defendants. 

86. There was a failure to intervene when Mr. Riopedre was in distress by Defendants. 

87. Although the decedent could not speak English well, he was not provided with a Spanish 

interpreter or any other means with which to communicate his condition. By not granting 

Mr. Riopedre proper medical treatment and by not supplying proper supervision to Mr. 

Riopedre despite his fragile state, the Defendants demonstrated a deliberate indifference 

to the conditions leading directly to his suicide and denied him equal protection of the 

law. 

88. Additionally, by allowing Mr. Riopedre to accumulate copious amounts of tube socks, 

despite his medical history and clearly deteriorating condition, the Defendants 
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demonstrated complete indifference to the obV1ous severity of Mr. Riopedre's condition 

and signs of self-destructive behavior. 

89. Mr. Riopedre's death could have been prevented had he been gwen his proper 

medication, given proper visitation rights with doctors and his family, prevented from 

accumulating copious amounts of tube socks, properly monitored throughout his 

deteriorating condition, and, if necessary, placed on suicide watch. 

90. Jose Riopedre died as a result of the United States facility not properly training its 

officers to properly monitor inmates and observe obvious self-destructive tendencies, the 

United States and its agents not providing proper medical care to the decedent, the United 

States and its individual agents failing to properly monitor Jose Riopedre given his 

obviously precarious condition and a failure by Defendants to take prompt action when 

the decedent attempted to kill himself. 

COUNT I 

Bivens Claim for Violation of Decedent's Eighth Amendment Rights: Protection from 
Cruel and Unusual Punishment by Fernando Mendez 

91. Plaintiffs re-allege and re-affirm the allegations set forth in paragraphs one ( I ) through 

One Hundred Ten (l IO) as if fully set forth herein. 

92. All Defendants including defendant "Prison Staff," individually and collectively, 

demonstrated a clear indifference to the known conditions of the decedent that led to his 

suicide under their care. 

93. It is true that jail inmates are much more likely to commit suicide than free persons are-in 

fact, nine times as likely. Lindsay M. Hayes & Joseph R. Rowan, National Study of Jail 

Suicides: Seven Years Later (National Center on Institutions and Alternatives, Feb. 

1988). According to the study just cited 12.9 percent of jail suicides occur within the 
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first three hours of confinement, 32.8 percent within the first 24 hours, 62.1 percent 

within the first two weeks, 72.8 percent within the first month, 89.2 within the first four 

months, and 97.4 within the first seven months. Only I 0.8 percent of suicides occur after 

5 months. 

94. The psychiatric condition most closely associated with suicide is severe ("clinical") 

depression, which the Prison Staff knew Mr. Riopedre suffered from. 

95. Defendant Prison Staff individually and collectively, demonstrated a deliberate 

indifference to the known conditions of the decedent that led to his suicide under their 

care by failing to follow their own policies and procedures previously enumerated that 

had they been followed would have saved Mr. Riopedre's life. Jutzi-Johnson v. U.S., No. 

96-C-5708, U.S. Dist. Ct., N.D. Ill. (March 29, 2000). 

96. Defendant Prison Staff, individually and collectively, and specifically defendant Case 

Managers, Anita Cano and T. Horvath, who were responsible for evaluating and treating 

inmates at the center, violated decedent's constitutional rights, demonstrated deliberate 

indifference and demonstrated negligence that rose to the level of gross negligence 

towards decedent's safety by: 

a. Failing to properly supervise and provide support to the decedent, especially in 

regard to his severe and documented psychological issues. 

b. Failing to take action to ensure decedent's safety either through direct action, such 

as placing him under suicide watch or warning the guards. 

c. Failing to grant decedent similar psychological support for his documented 

psychological condition as that was granted to other similarly situated inmates 

such as his cellmate, Harry Castro. 

16 
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97. Defendant Prison Staff, individually and collectively, had the resources, knowledge, and 

duty to offer the decedent the same diligence and duty of care that other inmates received. 

98. By having either ignored Mr. Riopedre's condition or somehow remaining ignorant to the 

decedent's worsening condition, despite documented knowledge of severe psychological 

disorders, the defendant Prison Staff were deliberately indifferent to the conditions that 

led to his death of the decedent. 

99. Individual defendant Prison Staff who were responsible for monitoring the FCI center, 

demonstrated a deliberate indifference to the decedent's conditions by: 

a. Deliberately placing him in SHU for no reasonable justifiable reason despite Mr. 

Riopedre's known clinical depression, weaning off of Paxil, and ongoing mental 

health issues; 

b. Failing to provide an appropriate level of surveillance to Mr. Riopedre despite his 

severe weight loss and obviously worsening condition; 

c. Failing to take the appropriate actions or give proper and timely notifications to 

the appropriate personnel about the decedent's visibly deteriorating condition and 

weight-loss; 

d. Failing to properly supervise decedent and allowing Mr. Riopedre to collect 

copious amounts of tube socks, which hold little use in bulk, fashion them into a 

rope, and ultimately kill himself; 

e. Failing to notice or take action over obviously suicidal behavior both over the 

fifty days preceding his death, and on the day of his death; 

f. And the other aforementioned actions in Paragraphs 1-119 

100. By having either ignored Mr. Riopedre's situation or somehow remaining 

ignorant to the decedent's worsening situation and collection of tube socks, the individual 
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defendant Prison Staff on duty at the facility have demonstrated clear indifference or a 

negligence that rose to the level of gross negligence towards their duty to monitor Mr. 

Riopedre. 

101. Defendant Tamala Middleton, the clinical nurse on call at the time of the 

decedent's death, as well as Dr. Robert Benford, demonstrated clear indifference to the 

decedent's conditions, and his rights to be free from cruel and unusual punishment, by: 

a. Failing to properly supervise or provide proper medication and support to the 

decedent. 

b. By not properly caring for the decedent or trying to take action despite his 

worsening condition and documented proof of severe psychological disabilities, 

Ms. Middleton and Dr. Benford demonstrated clear indifference to Mr. 

Riopedre's condition, or at the least gross negligence. 

102. Defendant Lieutenant J. Solvik, Operations Lieutenant for the facility, and 

Warden Rivera and other defendants demonstrated a deliberate indifference to Mr. 

Riopedre's and other inmates' 8th amendment rights by not supplying an adequate 

medical staff to the inmates, especially given that many, such as Mr. Riopedre, had 

severe and documented mental illnesses. 

103. As head of operations for the facility, and with knowledge that many of the 

inmates, including Mr. Riopedre, needed psychological care, Defendants by not 

providing a proper pharmacy to supply and distribute medication, demonstrated a 

indifference to the needs of psychologically troubled inmates. 

l 04. The Defendants demonstrated deliberate indifference by not opening the door of 

his cell for thirty (30) minutes while Mr. Riopedre's cellmate Harry Castro was begging 

them to save Mr. Riopedre's life. 

18 
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105. As a result of the inadequate supervision and medical support supplied to Mr. 

Riopedre by the "Prison Staff," Mr. Riopedre suffered cruel and unusual punishment 

which led him to talce his own life. 

l 06. Mr. Riopedre suffered greatly in his final few days of life. 

107. As a result of individual defendants "actions, the heirs of Jose Riopedre are 

entitled to relief from the individual prison staff defendants. "Bivens v. Six Unknown Fed. 

Narcotic Agents, 403 U.S. 388 (1971). Estelle v. Gamble, 429 U.S. 97 (1976) (The US 

Supreme Court held that an indifference to the medical needs of inmates is a violation of 

the gm amendment to the US constitution and constitutes cruel and unusual punishment.) 

Daniels v. Williams, 474 U.S. 327 ( I 986) (Held that although mere negligence is not 

enough to trigger a cause of action for government liability, gross negligence may suffice 

to demonstrate constitutional claims.) Carlson v. Green, 466 U.S. 14 (1980). 

COUNT II 

Claim for Loss of Consortium, Love and Companionship by Susana Mendez 

I 08. Plaintiffs re-allege and re-affirm the allegations set forth in paragraphs one (I) 

through one hundred twelve One Hundred and Seven ( I 07) as set forth herein. 

109. Susana Mendez was the loving wife of Mr. Riopedre. 

1 IO. Ms. Mendez as a result of the actions of the Defendants has lost the loving 

companionship, care and comfort of her husband for the rest of her life. 

111. The Defendants owed a duty of care to Mr. Riopedre to allow him to live. 

112. The Defendants breached their duty of care through deliberate indifference as 

alleged previously. 

113. As a result of Mr. Riopedre's death under supervision of the Defendants, Mr. 

Riopedre 's widow faces hardship and injury due to her loss of companionship, mental 
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pain and anguish, and loss of decedent's earning potential, for which she entitled to 

collect damages from the United States. 

DEMAND FOR RELIEF 

WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs respectfully requests this Court to: 

l 14. Declare the actions complained of herein to be in violation of the Fifth and Eighth 

Amendment to the United States Constitution as well as South Carolina and Federal law. 

115. Enter judgment in favor of Plaintiffs and against Defendants. 

116. Award Plaintiff damages to compensate for their injuries including: 

a. costs and attorney's fees; 

b. nominal, compensatory, and special damages; 

c. pain and suffering; 

d. loss of consortium; 

e. punitive damages; and 

f. all other relief that this court deems just and proper under the 

circumstances. 

117. Enter judgment in favor of Plaintiffs and against the Defendant United States 

a. A ward damages to compensate Plaintiff for their injuries 

1. In the amount over $75,000; 

11. costs and attorneys' fees; and 

111. all other relief that this court deems just and proper under the 

circumstances. 

118. A ward Plaintiffs any other relief that this court deems just and proper under the 

circumstances. 
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DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL 

PLAINTIFFS hereby demand a jury trial on all issues triable by a jury. 

Dated: September 26, 2012 
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Respectfully submitted, 

\s\ Dione Carroll 
Dione Carroll, Esq. 
Local Counsel 
SC Dist. Ct. Bar: 1134 7 
SC Bar: 78185 
FL Bar: 0037753 

Carroll Law Offices, P.A. 
537 Linler Lane 
Aileen, SC 29805 
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UNITED ST A TES DISTRICT COURT 
DISTRICT OF SOUTH CAROLINA 

BEAUFORT DIVISION 

ESTATE OF JOSE R. RIOPEDRE, 
by and through FERNANDO MENDEZ, 
as the Personal Representative of the 
Estate of Jose R. Riopedre, 

Plaintiff, 
vs. 

MILDRED L. RIVERA, ROBERT BINFORD, 
JAMES SOLVIK, TAMALA MIDDLETON, 
CHRIS ORR, RAGANOLD WILLIAMS, 
RICHELLA LAWSON, RICHARD WALLACE, 
ANITA CANO, TRACY HORVATH, 
SCOTT WILLIAMS, VERNON ROBINSON, 
PAUL SNEED, and GREGORY BONDURANT, 
JOHN J. ENZINNA, DR. DERICK PHILLIPS, 
STEPHEN BUCKLER, PAM WEATHERS, 
JEREMY DALLAS, CHRISTOPHER BUSH, 
C. WIGGINS, M. HILL, and JOHN DOES 1-8, 
individually, and in their individual capacities, 

Defendants. 

_________________ / 

CASE NO.12-02806-TMC-JCA 

AMENDED COMPLAINT & JURY DEMAND 

Comes now the ESTATE OF JOSE R. RJOPEDRE, by and through Plaintiff Fernando 

Mendez, the personal representative and administrator (hereinafter referred to as "Plaintiff') and 

files this AlviENDED COMPLAINT against the above listed Defendants, as well as additional 

unknown officials and/or agents of the United States Bureau of Prisons, for damages associated 

with the R iopedre' s wrongful death, survival, the deprivation of Riopedre' s constitutional rights 

under the First, Fifth, Eighth and Fourteenth Amendments to the United States Constin.ttion, 
l 
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Riopedre's suffering and death while incarcerated, damages to compensate Plaintiff and 

Riopedre's spouse and family for their own pain and suffering and the loss of Riopedre's 

companionship as a result of the death of Jose R. Riopedre due to the denial of his medical 

needs, and all other claims as alleged herein. Plaintiff seeks both compensatory and punitive 

damages. In support Plaintiffs allege as follows: 

NATURE OF THIS ACTION 

This is a Bivens action for damages based on the abuse and wrongful death of Jose R. 

Riopedre, who at the time of his death on October 31, 2009, was a minimum security inmate at 

the FCl Estill in South Carolina. As alleged below, Riopedre suffered from depression and 

anxiety disorders prior to, at the time Riopedre self-surrendered, and during his incarceration, to 

which Defendants exhibited deliberate indifference, and that as a result was not properly treated, 

as constitutionally required resulting in Riopedre' s death. 

Riopedre died in an incident determined by the Hampton County, South Carolina, coroner to 

have been a suicide. Riopedre's death was preventable, and was the result of Defendants' 

actions and failures to act, all in violation of the rights guaranteed by the Constitution of the 

United States of America; 

PRELIMINARY STATEMENT 

1. Jose R. Riopedre (hereinafter the "Riopedre"), under intense distress due to his 

improperly treated depression and anxiety disorders, committed suicide while serving a 

tenn of imprisonment of one year and one day, as an inmate of the Federal Corrections 

Institute ("FCI") in Estill, South Carolina (hereinafter "the facility" or "Estill"); 

2. This action is brought by the estate of the Riopedre, through his Personal Representative, 

F emando Mendez; 

2 
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3. This is an action by Plaintiffs for violations of the Riopedre's First, Fifth, Eighth and 

Fourteenth Amendment rights and for the wrongful death of the Riopedre, survival, and 

loss of consortium or companionship; 

4. This suit seeks an end to individual defendants' unconstitutional and unlawful practices 

of the Defendants and monetary relief for Riopedre's wrongful death and associated 

harm, along with other damages against Defendants; 

JURISDICTION 

5. This action arises under Bivens v. Six Unknown Named Agents of Federal Bureau of 

Narcotics, 403 U.S. 388 (1971). The Bivens claims arise under the Fifth and Eighth 

Amendments to the United States Constitution as applied to federal employees and 

inmates through Bivens v. Six Unknown Fed. Narcotic Agents, 403 U.S. 388 (1971), 

Estelle v. Gamble, 429 U.S. 97 (1976), and Carlson v. Green, 466 U.S. 14 (1980) 

(specifically allows a Bivens claim for 8th amendment violations and prison suicides). 

6. Jurisdiction is also, therefore, conferred on this Court by 2 8 U.S. C. § 13 3 1 ; 

7. The Court has personal jurisdiction of the Bivens Defendants because the substantial part 

of the alleged incidents, actions, and facts resulting in the death of Riopedre occurred 

within the confines of this Court's jurisdiction at the Federal Correctional Institution 

(FCI) located in Estill, in Hampton County, South Carolina, causing the wrongful death 

of Jose R. Riopedre; 

8. The action also arises under involves survival, loss of consortium and companionship of 

spouse and other laws of the State of South Carolina; 

9. Jurisdiction is conferred on the Court by 28 U.S.C. § 1331 and the supplemental 

jurisdiction of this court pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1367; 
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VENUE 

10. Venue is proper in the Beaufort Division, District of South Carolina pursuant to 28 

U.S.C. §1391 because a substantial part of the acts or omissions that gave rise to the 

Riopedre's death and Plaintiffs claims occurred in Estill, South Carolina; 

PARTIES 

Plaintiffs: 

11. Fernando Mendez is personal representative/administrator of the Estate of the Riopedre 

Jose R. Riopedre. Mr. Mendez was duly appointed by the probate courts of the State of 

Florida, in Miami-Dade County Circuit Court, Probate Division, Case Nwnber 11-1073-

CP-02. He has satisfied all qualification requirements of the State of South Carolina to 

bring this suit on behalf of the Estate of Jose R. Riopedre, for the benefit of any heirs, 

beneficiaries, and distributees, through filings with Hampton County Probate Court, Case 

Nwnber 2012-ES250068. See S.C. Code Ann.§ 62-4-205; 

Defendants: 

12. The Defendants in this action include, but are not limited to the following listed 

individuals who were employed by the Federal Bureau of Prisons, at all times relevant 

hereto, hereinafter referred to as "Prison Staff', the same which include: Mildred L. 

Rivera (former Warden of FCI Estill); James Solvik (Operations Lieutenant); Tamala 

Middleton (Registered Nurse); Chris Orr (Senior Officer); Richella Lawson {Senior 

Officer); Raganold R. Williams, Sr. (Senior Officer Specialist, OIC at time of incident); 

Richard Wallace (Senior Officer Specialist, OIC preceding incident, Special Housing 

Observation Officer at time of incident); Anita Cano (Case Manager); John J. Enzinna 

(Cook Supervisor and present at the time of the incident); Tracy Horvath (Case 
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Manager); Scott Williams (Senior Officer Specialist); Dr. Robert Binford (Staff 

Psychologist); Vernon Robinson (Senior Officer); Paul Sneed (Lieutenant); Gregory S. 

Bondurant (Captain at the time of the incident but is currently an Associate Warden at 

FCI Victorville, CA), Stephen Buckler, Pam Weathers, Jeremy Dallas, Christopher Bush, 

C. Wiggins, and M. Hill. The aforementioned Prison Staff are appropriate defendants to 

this Bivens action as it is brought against them in their individual capacities and all the 

individuals are federal law enforcement officials and/or officers who acted under color of 

federal law and Plaintiffs complaint is not an action against the United States and it is 

therefore not barred by sovereign immunity. 

FACTS 

I 3. Two ghastly dates mark the beginning and the end of Jose Riopedre 's stay at the FCI 

Estill in 2009: (a) Friday, September I I, 2009; and, (b) Saturday, October 31, 2009 

(Halloween Day). The first date marks the day that Riopedre voluntarily reported and 

self-surrendered to FCI Estill in compliance with U.S. District Judge Peter J. Messitte's 

Order [DE94J, dated August 11, 2009 (see U.S. vs. Jose Riopedre, Case 8:06-cr-00580-

p JM). The latter date marked the end of Mr. Riopedre' s Ii fe on th is earth, only 51 days 

after arriving at FCI Estill, South Carolina; 

14. On July 15, 2009, Jose Riopedre was sentenced to one year and one day in the U.S. 

District Court for the District of Maryland (see DE 86 and DE90 in U.S. vs. Jose 

Riopedre, Case 8:06-cr-00580-PThf ) and was permitted to remain free, on bond, while 

awaiting designation and classification by the Federal Bureau of Prisons, at which time 

Riopedre would voluntarily surrender. Subsequent to Riopedre' s sentencing he was 

designated to a minimum security facility at Estill, South Carolina; 
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15. On Friday, September 9, 2009, Riopedre arrived at the Federal Prison Camp in Estill, 

South Carolina, without incident; 

16. Riopedre was designated to FPC Estill by the Federal Bureau of Prisons based on his 

minimum security designation and classification and was notified by the Federal Bureau 

of Prisons to report to FPC Estill; 

17. Riopedre complied fully with the self-surrender order issued by the Honorable Judge 

Peter J. Messitte in U.S. vs. Jose Riopedre, Case 8:06-cr-00580-PJM; 

18. After only two days at the Federal Prison Camp at FCI Estill, South Carolina, Riopedre's 

nightmare began to unfold, and on September 11, 2009 @ 8:40 A.M. an Administrative 

Detention Order was issued and Riopedre was immediately taken into the Special 

Housing Unit (hereinafter ref erred to as SHU) to begin serving what turned out to be his 

death sentence; 

I 9. Notwithstanding the Federal Bureau of Prisons' need to maintain security, Bureau 

officials knew and/or should have known from their own records that Riopedre had 

suffered from, and been medically diagnosed with "severe, disabling clinical depression 

and anxiety" and had been seeking outpatient treatment, along with taking his prescribed 

strong anti-depressive medications, including PAXIL; 

20. As stated in Riopedre's Psychiatrist's 2008 letter, the Riopedre had developed intense 

disturbances of mood and thought content, in addition to severely intense obsessive 

thoughts about financial and legal issues; 

21. The Bureau's Plan documents that Mr. Riopedre's skills status, as it related to his Mental 

Health, was satisfactory, and to a 5% degree required attention; 

22. The person who was listed in the Acknowledgement of Inmate Form, Parts 3 & 4, of 

Riopedre's United States Department Justice Federal Bureau of Prisons report to be 
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contacted in case of illness or death was Riopedre's wife, Susana Mendez, who stood by 

her husband while he was being treated for debilitating depression that required 

psychotropic medication prior to Riopedre being committed to the SHU at FCI Estill on 

September 11, 2009; 

23. It was known, or should have been known, to the Federal Bureau of prisons officials that 

a request had been made by his attorney to Judge Messitte to recommend that the Federal 

Bureau of Prisons provide Riopedre with mental health counseling receive help for his 

depression during his incarceration and the same was recommended by Judge Messitte; 

24. In fact, as documented in Inmate Property Report, dated September 9, 2009, Riopedre 

had no socks, towels, or articles that could facilitate his suicide in light of his previously 

diagnosed depression that led a Federal Court Judge to take note of his mental state at 

sentencing; 

25. Riopedre's Intake Screening Form, dated September 9, 2009, at 12:40 PM, documents 

that he was not involved in ongoing cooperation with Federal agents or testified in court 

or was involved in a gang, such that he would have to be isolated or placed in SHU; 

26. Riopedre was certainly not a flight risk, otherwise U.S. District Judge Peter J. Messitte 

would not have allowed him to voluntarily self-surrender to the instirution; 

27. For Riopedre, being confined to the SHU was tantamount to solitary confinement. 

Inmates in the SHU must remain locked up in a small cell for the most part containing a 

steel double bunk bed, a small open shower with no door (with or without hot water), 

small steel desk-chair combination (bolted to the floor and wall) or concrete shelf and 

small cylindrical concrete bench, and a stainless steel, combination toilet and sink; 

28. In SHU, Inmates are locked up 24-hours each day without being able to leave the cell 

except for some instances where they are allowed to go to a recreation yard which is 
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essentially a fenced-in cage, where all an inmate can do is walk around in circles for one 

hour or less, when such an opportunity is afforded the inmate; 

29. In SHU, communication to family and friends is severely limited and telephone calls 

generally are permitted when authorized and many times at the discretion of the prison 

staff, including the inmate's counselor, case manager, and/or the corrections officer on 

duty. More often than not, most inmates in the SHU have little or almost no telephone 

communication with their family or friends for days, weeks or months at a time; 

30. The Federal Bureau of Prison's perf onned a standard Inmate Screening on September I 0, 

2011, that documents that Riopedre was treated for Depression from 2006 through 2009, 

(that same year) and was prescribed Pax ii for his Depression; 

31. The Federal Bureau of Prison Screening Document of Mr. Riopedre dated September 9, 

2009 states erroneously: "Hx of Mental Health Treatment: No". Hx is an abbreviation for 

"medical history" in medical documentation usage; 

32. Riopedre, in his own handwriting, alerted Prison officials on his Psychology Services 

Inmate Questionnaire, dated September 11, 2009, that he had received treatment for a 

nervous or mental problem and had received medication; 

33. As early as 2001, it was well documented that the withdrawal symptoms from Paxil could 

be much more severe than at first thought and could even plunge users into the depths of 

depression due to the increase of serotonin and decrease of serotonin metabolism that it 

produces; 

34. In fact, in March of 2004, the FDA issued a Public Health Advisory that provided further 

cautions to physicians, their patients, and families and caregivers of patients about the 

need to closely monitor both adults and children with depression, especially at the 
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beginning of treatment, or when the doses are changed with either an increase or decrease 

in amount; 

35. The standard warning regarding patients who are removed from Paxil is: 

"You may become suicidal, especially at the beginning of your treatment and any 
time that your dose is increased or decreased." 

36. Riopedre, who was already being treated for Depression, had stopped taking Paxil on his 

own prior to being committed to FCI Estill, thus increasing his risk for suicidal thoughts, 

and despite this fact known to Federal Bureau of Prisons officials, Riopedre was placed 

in isolation in the SHU without the proper review, evaluation, and determination of what, 

if any, medically necessary medications should have been prescribed and given to 

Riopedre by a psychiatrist at the facility; 

37. Despite being previously diagnosed; having ongomg, debilitating depression with a 

heightened risk for suicide; not being provided his previously diagnosed anti-depressant 

medication, Paxil; his requests for treatment of his mental disorder; his family's requests 

for treatment of his mental disorder; and a Federal Court's concerns for his safety, his 

Psychology Data System Intake Screening of September l 0, 2009, prepared by Dr. 

Robert W. Binford, demonstrates deliberate indifference to Riopedre' s medical and 

mental health needs and confirms that no attempt was made to adequately review 

Riopedre's medical records or to contact his treating doctors; 

38. It is well known to officials at the Federal Bureau of Prisons that at the initial screening 

of inmates, many inmates will not disclose any thoughts of suicide, depression, or other 

mental illness, because it is common knowledge by the inmates that such disclosure could 

definitely be a one-way ticket to the SHU, and for this reason the intake screening of an 
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inmate with a history of depression or mental illness should be given great care and 

attention, despite what is being reported by the inmate; 

39. Dr. Robert Binford stated in reports prepared by him that "No programs/treatment are 

recommended at this time" for Riopedre to Riopcdre's detriment and with deliberate 

indifference to Riopedre's mental health in violation of Riopedre's right to be free from 

an Eighth Amendment prohibition against cruel and unusual punishment; 

40. Dr. Robert Binford stated in reports prepared by him that "No programs/treatment are 

recommended at this time" for R.iopedre to R.iopedre's detriment and with deliberate 

indifference to Riopedre's mental health in violation of Riopedre's right to reasonable 

medical, psychiatric, and/or psychological dictated standards of care; 

41. Riopedre did not receive access to a level of care comparable to that available in the 

community, as mandated by the Federal Bureau of Prisons, Program Statement 5310.13, 

Institution Management of Mentally Ill Inmates, which states: 

Psychological services within each institution should be sufficient 
to ensure that every inmate with a documented need and/or interest 
in psychological treatment has access to a level of care comparable 
to that available in the community and consistent with the overall 
mission of the institution. 

42. Riopedre's Inmate Skills Development Plan, dated October 20, 2009, documents that on 

September 1 l, 2009, Riopedre was assigned to the SHU; 

43. In effect at the time of Riopedre's commitment in 2009 to FCI Estill, the United States 

Department of Justice, Federal Bureau of Prisons, had promulgated a Program Statement, 

numbered P5324.08, entitled, Suicide Prevention Program, April 5, 2007; 

44. Program Statement P5324.08 specifically dealt with the heightened risk of inmates for 

suicide who were placed in solitary confinement in SHU, and on page 6, paragraph 2, 

sub-paragraph c, it states: 
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"c. Inmates in SHUs. Inmates in Administrative Detention or Disciplinary 
Segregation status often may be at a higher risk for suicidal behavior. Inmates being 
transferred into the SHU will be monitored for signs of potential suicide risk .... " 

45. Riopedre who had not committed any documented actions warranting disciplinary action, 

was known to prison officials to have suffered from debilitating depression, had recently 

stopped taking psychotropic medication, and had been not allowed to visit with his family 

who had driven up from Miami, Florida, and two days after arriving at the Federal Prison 

Camp at Estill, South Carolina, he was placed in the SHU, which is generally reserved for 

isolating inmates who have committed infractions of rules or regulations, inmates whose 

safety may be in jeopardy if left in the general population, for short overnight stays when 

an inmate be scheduled to be transported to a medical facility outside of the prison, or 

when an inmate may be waiting to be released to general population because there is no 

bed or bunk available; 

46. It is a well-known fact to Bureau officials that many inmates "game the system" and may 

report to staff a "perceived" threat or conflict with another inmate as a retaliatory 

measure, and that by reporting such a threat or conflict, inmates oftentimes force prison 

officials to send other inmates to the SHU; 

47. The individual defendants, responsible for Riopedre's designation and classification, care 

and custody, and medical and mental health care needs, did, with deliberate indifference 

to Riopedre's right to be free from cruel and wmsual punishment and right to due process 

of law, deprive Riopedre of his rights under the First, Fifth, Eighth, and Fourteenth; 

48. Riopedre's forced confinement to SHU was reviewed on September 11, 2009, September 

25, 2009, October 2, 2009, October 9 2009, and October 25, 2009; 

49. Ana Davide, the Florida attorney in Miami who represented Riopedre in the case of U.S. 

vs. Jose Riopedre, Case 8:06-cr-00580-PJM, contacted FCI Estill multiple times, and 
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sometimes multiple times m one day, to challenge the actions of the Defendants in 

isolating Riopedre; 

50. On October 2, 2009, attorney Ana Davide contacted officials at FCI Estill by email to try 

to challenge Riopedre' s continued detention in SHU; 

51. And again, on October 7, 2009, attorney Ana Davide contacted officials at FCI Estill by 

email to try to challenge Riopedre's continued detention in SHU; 

52. Mr. Riopedre's forced confinement to SHU was authorized by Lieutenant Paul Sneed, 

and/or Lieutenant C. Wiggins, and the same was reviewed by Captain G.S. Bondurant, 

and approved by Warden Mildred L. Rivera on each of the previous! y stated review dates 

with deliberate indifference to Riopedre's rights under the Eighth Amendment to the 

United States Constitution against Cruel and Unusual Punishment and the Fifth 

Amendment Right to be free from unlawful government action without Due Process of 

Law, as well as the First and Fourteenth Amendments, as previously stated herein; 

53. On six (6) separate occasions over a six-week period, the only reason given on a Special 

Housing Review for Violation or Reason Form as to why Riopedre should be in isolation 

in the SHU, was that Riopedre was "pending reclassification" and prison officials with 

deliberate indifference to Riopedre's mental health and ever increasing anxiety, 

depression, and risk of suicide; 

54. The Defendants, individually and collectively, who were responsible for the care, custody 

and well-being of Riopedre, with deliberate indifference to Riopedre's right to be free 

from cruel and unusual punishment, his right to due process of law, and his right to the 

standard of medical care required under the law, did little or nothing to ensure those 

constitutional rights; 

55. Program Statement P5324.08 states: 
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Inmate Removal from the SHU. The Program Coordinator will arrange to have an 
inmate exhibiting significant potential for suicide to be removed from the SHU and 
placed on suicide watch. Ordinarily, once the crisis is over, the inmate will be 
returned to satisfy any sanction [ emphasis added] that was imposed 

56. Program Statement P5324.08 clearly recognizes that SHU's are reserved for inmates 

sanctioned for disruptive or illegal behavior. Mr. Riopedre exhibited neither of these 

traits and it was incumbent on the prison officials to either expedite his pending re

classification to minimize the adverse psychological impact the SHU was having on 

Riopedre, or to place Riopedre on Suicide Watch as a precaution and in the abundance of 

caution, especially considering Riopedre's medical and other records that should have 

been red flags for prison officials to heed; 

57. Program Statement P5324.08 goes on to describe the housing an inmate on suicide watch 

should be placed in: 

a. Housing. Each institution must have one or more rooms designated specifically 
for housing an inmate on suicide watch .... 

b. The primary concern in designating a room for suicide watch must be the ability 
to observe, protect, and maintain adequate control of the inmate. 

c. The room must permit easy access, privacy, and unobstructed vision of the inmate 
at all times. 

d. The suicide prevention room may not have fixtures or architectural features that 
would easily allow self-injury. 

58. Riopedre was placed in a cell in SHU that allowed only a limited view of the interior of 

the cell with only a small window and that was difficult to enter. The unit had fixtures 

and bars from which an inmate could hang himself, all of which violated the above listed 

policy limitations placed on defendants with respect to suicidal inmates; 

59. Because of Riopedre's medical and psychiatric history, the fact that he had been taking 

Paxil prior to arriving at FPC Estill, and other documentation as provided in Riopedre's 

inmate records, prison officials should have placed Riopedre in the suicide watch cells, 

made for that purpose; 
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60. Prison officials failed to consider the totality of the infonnation available to them 

regarding Riopedre's medical and psychiatric condition, the inquiries from family 

members, his attorney, and even a Congressional inquiry that was initiated by the 

Honorable Lincoln Diaz-Balart; 

6 I. The Defendants did this with deli berate indifference to Mr. Riopedre' s right to free be 

from cruel and unusual punishment and right to due process of law; 

62. Program Statement P5324.08 also created a fellow inmate observer program to assist the 

facility in preventing suicides. The policy mandates: 

a. The observer and the suicidal inmate will not be in the same room/cell and will 
have a locked door between them. 

b. The person perfonning the suicide watch must have means to summons help 
immediately. 

63. On October 30th
, 2009, within hours of Mr. Riopedre's death, Defendants, all being 

federal prison officials at FCI Estill, including Warden Mildred Rivera, caused Harry 

Castro, a mentally ill inmate who was known to suffer from bipolar disorder and other 

mental disorders, to be placed in the cell occupied by Riopedre; 

64. In the early morning of October 31, 2009, on Halloween Day, Riopedre apparently tied 

multiple socks and/or tom sheets around his neck and attached them to the cell window 

bars, and hanged himself. As a result of Defendants' omissions, actions and/or failures to 

act, Riopedre ultimately died as a result of the hanging; 

65. At all times relevant hereto, the Defendants acted with deliberate indifference to 

Riopedre's right to be from cruel and unusual punishment and right to due process of 

law; 

66. Defendants, knowing of Riopedre's medical and mental health history, the infonnation 

contained· in his Presentence Investigation Report, having heard his telephone 

conversations with family members and others, the numerous messages sent by his 
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attorney, Ana Davide, and other available infonnation, should have placed Riopedre on 

suicide watch and assigned an Inmate Observers and staff to watch over him 24-hours a 

day; 

67. Program Statement P5324.08 also highlights what actions must be taken when an Inmate 

Observer alerts of a suicide attempt by a fellow inmate: 

a. In all cases, when an inmate observer alerts staff to an emergency situation, staff must 
immediately respond to the suicide watch room and take necessary action to prevent 
the inmate on watch from incurring debilitating injury or death. In no case will an 
inmate observer be assigned to a watch without adequate provision for staff 
supervision or without the ability to obtain immediate staff relief. 

68. Program Statement P5324.08 also calls for constant observation of an inmate at risk for 

suicide; 

69. There was no constant monitoring of Riopedre and the records made available to Plaintiff 

by the Federal Bureau of Prisons does not demonstrate that that Riopedre was being 

monitored as Riopedre should have been because of his medical history and mental 

health problems and severe depression; 

70. All of the individual defendants that were directly responsible for the designation and 

classification, the care and custody, and the medical and mental health care of Riopedre, 

acted with deliberate indifference to Riopedre's rights to be free from cruel and unusual 

punishment and to due process of law; 

71. In fact, on October 23, 2009, in a Memo prepared by Pam Weathers, she documented a 

monitored telephone call between Riopedre and his wife. During the call he indicated 

that he felt very bad, and he complained about his close confinement. Although in some 

circumstances such complaints may seem normal to a prison official, this was yet another 

indication of Riopedre's fragile mental state ignored by Defendants, because they failed 

to take into account his known medical and mental health illness and severe depression. 
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It could be argued by Defendants that this failure occurred, in part, because Pam 

Weathers did not speak Spanish, which was Riopedre's native language, but this 

argument would fail because Defendants were well aware and on notice of Riopedre's 

language limitations; 

72. The Federal Bureau of Prisons has a large number of facilities throughout the country 

with almost 35% of the inmate population who are Hispanic. Less than 15% of the 

Bureau's prison staff is Hispanic. Riopedre, whose primary language was Spanish, was 

designated to a facility with limited Spanish speaking prison staff; 

73. The Riopedre's right to be free from cruel and unusual punishment, to due process of 

law, and to be provided equal protection under the law have been deprived by the prison 

staffs failure to be able to obtain accurate translations of his telephonic and other 

communications; 

74. The danger related to protective custody is so severe that that the Statement in the United 

States Department of Justice, Federal Bureau of Prison's "Sample" Suicide Prevention 

Information states: 

a. Protective Custody-Inmates who volunteer to enter protective custody are at high 
risk for suicide, especially during the first 72 hours in SHU 

b. Long-term Protective Custody Inmates - These inmates are particularly 
vulnerable to depression that can lead to a suicide attempt, and should be 
monitored closely while in they are in Sl-ill.(emphasis added] 

c. Inmates Taking Medication for Mental Health Reason-These inmates are 
vulnerable to developing suicidal thoughts and attempting suicide by overdosing 
on their medication. 

75. The United States Department of Justice, Federal Bureau of Prisons, issued a Program 

Statement relating to Personal Property, Inmate, on December 28, 2005 [hereinafter 

"Statement relating to Personal Property"] that required each inmate be afforded 

additional secured space outside his cell for additional personal property. 

76. The Statement relating to Personal Property specifically states: 
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a. Civilian clothing (i.e. clothing not issued to the inmate by the Bureau or 
purchased by the inmate from the commissary) ordinarily is not authorized for 
retention by the inmate. 

b. The Inmate Personal Property List (Attachment A) includes all personal property 
an inmate can retain at every institution .... 

c. Staff shall consider as nuisance contraband any item ... excessive quantities of it 
present a health ... hazard .... " 

d. Attachment A specifically authorizes a maximum of five (5) socks per inmate and 
one (I) towel per inmate. 

77. Based on the records and photographs provided by prison officials, it appeared that 

Rioped.re had what appeared to have accumulated a large number of socks and sheets in 

the short time he was isolated in the SHU, in violation of the Bureau's own policies; 

78. But for the prison officials deliberate indifference to its own policies, the Defendants 

would have prevented Riopedre's death; 

79. It is a well known fact that in cases where an individual, such as in this case with 

Riopedre, who is deprived of oxygen, whether by drowning, attempted hanging, or some 

other means, the first five to eight minutes are crucial, if not critical, in receiving life 

saving emergency medical treatment. Once Defendants were made aware of the 

situation, they acted with deliberate indifference to Riopedre's rights to be free from cruel 

and unusual punishment and to due process of law; 

80. On October 31, 2009, at 6: 18 A.M., according to a Memorandum dated October 31, 2009 

by Richella Lawson, Harry Castro, the inmate who had been placed in Riopedre's cell the 

night before, started to bang on the cell door and yelled. According to the Lawson's 

Memorandum, when she arrived at the cell she observed the following: 

"his eel/mate had hanged himself but I cou/dn 't see his cellmate because 

of a blind spot in the corner" 
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81. Critical minutes passed without Defendants rendering life saving emergency care which 

could have prevented Riopedre's death, an omission that demonstrates deliberate 

indifference to Riopedre's constitutionally mandated rights to reasonable care; 

82. On the morning of October 31, 2009, various prison reports indicate that present at the 

scene that m9rning were Defendants Chris Orr, James Solvik, Scott Williams, Officer M. 

Hill, Richella Lawson, and Tamala Middleton, and others; 

83. At 6:20 AM, according to a Memorandum prepared by Defendant Chris Orr on October 

31, 2009, inmate Hany Castro started yelling, 

"HELP"! HELP HELP! MY CELL!E NEEDS HELP" 

84. Chris Orr's Memorandum of October 31 5
\ 2009 documents that Harry Castro started 

yelling after 6:20 AM: 

"HE NEEDS HELP! PLEASE HELP HIM!" 

85. The documented evidence shows that while Hany Castro was begging and screaming for 

help for Riopedre, Riopedre was dying; 

86. The Defendants actions allowed Riopedre to die, and such actions constitute deliberate 

indifference to Riopedre's right to be free from cruel and unusual punishment and to due 

process of law; 

87. The evidence shows that while Harry Castro was screaming for help no one opened the 

cell door to Riopedre's cell to provide life saving emergency medical care or first aid 

measures to save Ri opedre' s Ii fe or even see Riopedre from 6: 1 8 AM through 6: 2 8 AM 

or 6:28 AM, or from 6:28 AM to 6:38 AM or from 6:38 AM to 6:48 AM; 

88. The Defendants failed to act and respond appropriately in an emergency medical situation 

and Defendants' actions were with deliberate indifference to Riopedre's right to be free 
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from cruel and unusual punishment and to due process of law and his right to reasonable 

medical care; 

89. Finally, at 6:48 AM according to all documented evidence, including a Memorandum 

dated October 31, 2009 by Officer Specialist Williams, at 6:48 the first call for help was 

answered and individual defendants entered Riopedre's SHU cell; 

90. The Defendants did this with deliberate indifference to Riopedre's right to be free from 

cruel and unusual punishment and to due process of law; 

91. During his confinement, Riopedre, who was diagnosed on record with severe depression 

and anxiety, was not given proper supervision and care by the prison staff, or proper 

psychological care and there was a failure to properly assess his mental state; 

92. Much of the Riopedre's first 51 days in prison were spent in solitary confinement, and 

although he could not adequately communicate in English, he was not furnished with a 

Spanish interpreter through whom he could have communicated his condition to the 

guards or other staff; 

93. Throughout his 51-day detention in SHU at the Defendants' facility, Riopedre showed 

increasing outward signs of fragility and mental instability through severe weight loss; 

94. Riopedre was additionally not allowed to see his family when they traveled to visit him; 

95. Despite Riopedre's medical history, severe weight loss, and deteriorating condition, 

Defendants allowed him to suffer by failing to provide him treatment, punished him by 

placing him in long-term, unnecessary, solitary confinement, deprived him of 

communication, prevented him from visiting with his family and put him in conditions 

preventing appropriate monitoring and then allowed him to accumulate a large, and 

completely inappropriate, number of tube socks and other materials, that were a 

dangerous instrumentality, which he ultimately used to take his life; 
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96. Before killing himself, but after being removed from solitary confinement, Riopedre was 

placed in a SHU cell with Harry Castro, an inmate who also had psychological issues yet 

was receiving care from a case manager; 

97. On October 31, 2009, after suffering from lack of proper treatment for his severe clinical 

depression and anxiety, being held in solitary confinement for an extended period, and 

being given 1 ittle supervision for someone in his fragi I e state, Riopedre hanged himse If in 

his ce II via a network of tube socks and/or pieces of material tied to the upper bunk of the 

cell; 

98. After the incident, defendant Tracy Horvath visited Harry Castro, the inmatewho had 

been placed into Riopedre's cell the night before the incident, in order to make sure he 

was doing well due to his psychological history and to arrange for psychological 

consultations. Had Jose Riopedre received similar care, his suicide would have been 

averted; 

GENERAL ALLEGATIONS 

99. Due to the documented nature and severity of Riopedre's condition, the Defendants 

demonstrated a clear deliberate indifference to the medical needs of the Riopedre; 

1 00. There was a failure to properly assess Riopedre' s condition by Defendants; 

IO I . There was a failure to properly house Riopedre by Defendants; 

102. There was a failure to properly monitor Riopedre and his actions by Defendants; 

I 03. There was a failure to intervene when Riopedre was in distress by Defendants; 

104. Although the Riopedre could not speak English well, he was not provided with a 

Spanish interpreter or any other means with which to communicate his condition. By not 

granting Riopedre proper medical treatment and by not supplying proper supervision to 

Riopedre despite his fragile state, the Defendants demonstrated a deliberate indifference 
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to the conditions leading directly to his suicide and denied him equal protection of the 

law; 

I 05. Addi ti on ally, by allowing Riopedre to accumulate copious amounts of tube socks and 

other linens, despite his medical history and clearly deteriorating condition, the 

Defendants demonstrated complete indifference to the obvious severity of Riopedre's 

condition and signs of self-destructive behavior; 

106. Riopedre's death could have been prevented had he been given his proper medication, 

given proper visitation rights with doctors and his family, prevented from accumulating 

copious amounts of tube socks, properly monitored throughout his deteriorating 

condition, and, if necessary, placed on suicide watch; 

107. Riopedre died as a result of a number of omissions and actions of Defendants, 

individually and jointly, by not being properly trained, failure to adequately monitor 

inmates and observe obvious self-destructive tendencies, not providing proper medical 

care to the Riopedre, failing to properly monitor Riopedre given his known medical and 

mental health history, and failure by Defendants to take prompt action when the Riopedre 

attempted to kiH himself; 

COUNT ONE 

Bivens Claim for Violation of Riopedre's Eighth Amendment Rights: Protection from 
Cruel and Unusual Punishment by Fernando Mendez, personal representative of the 
Esther of Jose R. Riopedre 

I 08. Plaintiffs re-allege and re-affirm the allegations set forth m paragraphs one ( 1) 

through one hundred and seven ( 107) , as if fully set forth herein; 

109. All of the Defendants, individually and collectively, demonstrated a clear indifference 

to the known conditions of the Riopedre that led to his suicide under their care; 
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110. It is true that jail inmates are much more likely to commit suicide than free persons 

are-in fact, nine times as likely. Lindsay M. Hayes & Joseph R. Rowan, National Study 

of Jail Suicides: Seven Years Later (National Center on Institutions and Alternatives, 

Feb. 1988). According to the study just cited 12. 9 percent of jail suicides occur within 

the first three hours of confinement, 32.8 percent within the first 24 hours, 62.1 percent 

within the first two weeks, 72.8 percent within the first month, 89.2 within the first four 

months, and 97.4 within the first seven months. Only I 0.8 percent of suicides occur after 

5 months; 

111. The psychiatric condition most closely associated with suicide is severe ("clinical") 

depression, which the Defendants knew Mr. Riopedre suffered from; 

112. Defendants, individually and collectively, demonstrated a deliberate indifference to 

the known conditions of the Riopedre that led to his suicide under their care by failing to 

follow their own policies and procedures previously enumerated that had they been 

followed would have saved Mr. Riopedre's life. Jutzi-Johnson v. US., No. 96-C-5708, 

U.S. Dist. Ct., N.D. Ill. (March 29, 2000); 

113. All of the Defendants, individually and collectively, and specifically Defendants 

Anita Cano and Tracy Horvath, who were responsible for evaluating and treating inmates 

at the center, violated Riopedre's constitutional rights, demonstrated deliberate 

indifference and demonstrated negligence that rose to the level of gross negligence 

towards Riopedre's safety by: 

a. Failing to properly supervise and provide support to the Riopedre, especially in 

regard to his severe and documented psychological issues; 

b. Failing to take action to ensure Riopedre's safety either through direct action, 

such as placing him under suicide watch or warning the guards; 
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c. Failing to grant Riopedre similar psychological support for his documented 

psychological condition as that was granted to other similarly situated inmates 

such as inmate Harry Castro; 

114. Defendants, individually and collectively, had the resources, knowledge, and duty to 

offer the Riopedre the same diligence and duty of care that other inmates received; 

115. Defendants, individually and collectively, were deliberately indifferent to the 

conditions that led to his death of Riopedre by failing to recognize Riopedre's 

documented medical and psychological history and failing to recognize and act upon 

Riopedre's worsening condition despite Riopedre's a well documented history of severe 

psychological disorders; 

116. Defendants, individually and collectively, who were responsible for care and custody, 

and providing adequate medical and psychological care to Riopedre, demonstrated a 

deliberate indifference to the Riopedre's conditions by: 

a. Deliberately placing him in SHU for no reasonable justifiable reason despite 

Riopedre's known clinical depression, weaning off of Paxil, and ongoing mental 

health issues; 

b. Failing to provide an appropriate level of surveillance to Mr. Riopedre despite his 

severe weight loss and obviously worsening condition; 

c. Failing to take the appropriate actions or give proper and timely notifications to 

the appropriate personnel about the Riopedre's visibly deteriorating condition and 

weight-loss; 

d. Failing to properly supervise Riopedre and allowing Mr. Riopedre to collect 

copious amounts of tube socks, which hold little use in bulk, fashion them into a 

rope, and ultimately kill himself; 
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e. Failing to notice or take action over obviously suicidal behavior both over the 

fifty days preceding his death, and on the day of his death; 

f. And the other aforementioned actions in Paragraphs 1-116 

117. By having either ignored Riopedre's situation or somehow remaining ignorant to the 

Riopedre's worsening situation and collection of tube socks, the Defendants, individually 

and collectively, who were on duty at the facility demonstrated a clear indifference or a 

negligence that rose to the level of gross negligence towards their duty to monitor 

Riopedre; 

118. Defendant Tamala Middleton, the clinical nurse on call at the time of the Riopedre's 

death, as well as Dr. Robert Binford, demonstrated clear indifference to the Riopedre's 

conditions, and his rights to be free from cruel and unusual punishment, by: 

a. Failing to properly supervise or provide proper medication and suppon to the 

Riopedre; 

b. By not properly caring for the Riopedre or trying to take action despite his 

worsening condition and documented proof of severe psychological disabilities, 

Tamala Middleton and Dr. Robert Binford demonstrated clear indifference to 

Riopedre's condition, or at the least gross negligence; 

119. Defendant Lieutenant James Solvik, Operations Lieutenant for the facility, and 

Warden Mildred Rivera and other defendants demonstrated a deliberate indifference to 

Riopedre's and other inmates' 8111 amendment rights by not supplying an adequate 

medical staff to the inmates, especially given that many, such as Riopedre, had severe 

and documented mental illnesses; 

120. Defendants, individually and collectively, with knowledge that Riopedre, needed 

psychological care, failed to provide the proper medication that could have helped 
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Riopedre cope with his circumstances, demonstrated a indifference to the needs of 

Riopedre; 

121. Defendants, individually and collectively, demonstrated deliberate indifference by not 

opening the Riopedre's cell door and rendering first aid resuscitative aide and/or 

emergency care until approximately thirty minutes after they were alerted to the 

emergency nature of Riopedre's condition by Harry Castro, who was begging them to 

save Riopedre's life; 

122. As a result of the inadequate supervision, inadequate training, failure to follow prison 

protocols, and delay in providing Riopedre with immediate first aid resuscitative 

measures and/or emergency medical care, Riopedre suffered cruel and unusual 

punishment; 

123. Riopedre suffered greatly in the final 51 days of his life and eventually succumbed to 

the pressures of being isolated in SHU by his attempted suicide that did not have to end 

in his death, but for the deliberate indifference of Defendants, all acting individually and 

collectively; 

124. As a result of individual defendants "actions, individually and collectively, the heirs 

of Jose Riopedre are entitled to relief from the individual Defendants. "Bivens v. Six 

Unknown Fed. Narcotic Agents, 403 U.S. 388 (1971). Estelle v. Gamble, 429 U.S. 97 

(l 976) (The US Supreme Court held that an indifference to the medical needs of inmates 

is a violation of the 8th amendment to the US constitution and constitutes cruel and 

unusual punishment.) Daniels v. Williams, 474 U.S. 327 (1986) (Held that although mere 

negligence is not enough to trigger a cause of action for government liability, gross 

negligence may suffice to demonstrate constitutional claims.) Carlson v. Green, 466 

U.S. 14 (1980); 
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125. Plaintiff alleges that Defendants, individually and collectively, also violated 

Riopedre's First and Fourteenth Amendment rights; 

126. Riopedre had a constitutionally protected right under the First and Fourteenth 

Amendments; 

127. Defendants, individually and collectively, deprived Riopedre of his constitutionally 

protected rights; 

128. The Plaintiff lacks a statutory cause of action, or an available statutory cause of action 

does not provide monetary compensation against Defendants, individually and 

collectively; 

129. No "special factors" suggest that the Court should decline to provide the judicial 

cause of action and remedy in this case; 

130. No appropriate immunity can be raised by the individual defendants as a result of 

Riopedre's death; 

13 I. Plaintiff has an interest in his relationship with his brother-in-law, as the brother of 

Riopedre's widow, Susanna Mendez, which is protected by the First and Fourteenth 

Amendment to the Constitution; 

132. These constitutional interests survived the death of Riopedre; 

133. Defendants intentionally intetfered with this interest by demonstrating deliberate 

indifference to Riopedre's right to receive adequate medical and psychiatric care and to 

be free from cruel and unusual punishment; 

134. The actions of the Defendants, individually and collectively, were in violation of 

Riopedre's Fifth and Eighth Amendment rights and Plaintiff's First and Fourteenth 

Amendment rights, as guaranteed by the Constitution of the United States; 
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DEMAND FOR RELIEF 

WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs respectfully requests this Court to: 

135. Declare the actions complained of herein to be in violation of the First, Fifth and 

Eighth, and Fourteenth Amendment to the United States Constitution as well as South 

Carolina and Federal law; 

136. Enter judgment in favor of Plaintiffs and against all Defendants, individually and 

jointly; 

137. Award Plaintiff damages to compensate for their injuries including: 

a. costs and attorney's fees; 

b. nominal, compensatory, and special damages; 

c. pain and suffering; 

d. a sum to compensate Plaintiff for his own pam and suffering and that of 

Riopedre's widow for the loss of companionship and Plaintiff's right to familial 

association; 

e. punitive damages in sum as to deter Defendants conduct of this nature in the 

furore; and, 

f. all other relief that this court deems just and proper under the circumstances. 

138. Enter judgment in favor of Plaintiffs and against all the Defendants, individually and 

collectively; 

a. A ward damages to compensate Plain ti ff for their in juries 

1. In the amount over $75,000; 

11. costs and attorneys' fees; and, 

m. all other relief that this court deems just and proper under the 
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circumstances; 

139. Award Plaintiffs any other relief that this court deems just and proper under the 

circumstances. 

DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL 

PLAINTIFFS hereby demand ajury trial on all issues triable by a jury. 

Dated: October 19, 2012 

Respectfully submitted, 

\s\ Dione Carroll 
Dione Carroll, Esq., 
Local Counsel 
SC Dist. Ct. Bar: 1134 7 
SC Bar: 78185 
FL Bar: 0037753 
Carroll Law Offices, P.A. 
537 Linler Lane 
Aiken, SC 29805 
Phone: 305-807-2082 
Fax: 866-954-0184 
Emai I: dione@carro I I-law-offices. com 

John de Leon, Esq. 
Florida Bar No. 650390 
Pro Hae Vice Counsel 
Law Offices of Chavez & De Leon, P.A. 
5975 Sunset Drive, Suite 605 
South Miami, FL 33143 
Telephone: 305-740-5347 
Facsimile: 305-740-5348 
Email: info@chavez-deleon.com 
Web: http://www.chavez-deleon.com 

ATTORNEYS FOR THE PLAINTIFF 
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UNITED ST A TES DISTRICT COURT 
DISTRICT OF SOUTH CAROLINA 

ANDERSON DIVISION 

ESTATE OF JOSE R. RIOPEDRE, 
by and through FERNANDO MENDEZ, 
as the Personal Representative of the 
Estate of Jose R. Riopedre, and 
SUSANA MENDEZ, individually, as 
wife of Jose R. Riopedre, 

Plaintiffs, 
vs. 

MILDRED L. RIVERA, ROBERT BINFORD, 
JAMES SOL VIK, TAMALA MIDDLETON, 
CHRIS ORR, RAGANOLD WILLIAMS, 
RICHELLA LAWSON, RICHARD WALLA CE, 
ANITA CANO, TRACY HORVATH, 
SCOTT WILLIAMS, VERNON ROBINSON, 
PAUL SNEED, and GREGORY BONDURANT, 
JOHN J. ENZINNA, DR. DERICK PHILLIPS, 
STEPHEN BUCKLER, PAM WEATHERS, 
JEREMY DALLAS, CHRISTOPHER BUSH, 
C. WIGGINS, M. HILL, and JOHN DOES 1-8, 
individually, and in their individual capacities, 

Defendants. 

--------------' 

CASE NO. 8:12-2806-TMC-JDA 

SECOND AMENDED COMPLAINT & JURY DEMAND 

Comes now the EST A TE OF JOSE R. RIO PED RE, by and through plaintiff Fernando 

Mendez, the personal representative and administrator and comes now plaintiff Susana Mendez, 

wife of the decedent (hereinafter collectively referred to as "Plaintiffs") and file this SECOND 

AMENDED COMPLAINT against the above listed Defendants, as well as additional unknown 

officials and/or agents of the United States Bureau of Prisons, for damages associated with the 
I 
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decedent Jose R. Riopedre's (hereinafter "Riopedre") wrongful death, survival, the deprivation 

of Riopedre's constitutional rights under the First, Fifth, Eighth and Fourteenth Amendments to 

the United States Constitution, Riopedre's suffering and death while incarcerated, damages to 

compensate Plaintiffs, including Riopedre's spouse, and his family for their own pain and 

suffering and the loss of Riopedre's companionship and familial association as a result of the 

death of Jose R. Riopedre due to the denial of his medical needs, and all other claims as alleged 

herein. Plaintiffs seek both compensatory and punitive damages. In support Plaintiffs allege as 

follows: 

NATURE OF THIS ACTION 

This is a Bivens action for damages based on the abuse and wrongful death of Jose R. 

Riopedre, who at the time of his death on October 31, 2009, was a minimum security inmate at 

the FCI Estill in South Carolina. As alleged below, Riopedre suffered from depression and 

anxiety disorders prior to, at the time Riopedre self-surrendered, and during his incarceration, to 

which Defendants exhibited deliberate indifference, and that as a result was not properly treated, 

as constitutionally required resulting in Riopedre's death. 

Riopedre died in an incident determined by the Hampton County, South Carolina, coroner to 

have been a suicide. Riopedre's death was preventable, and was the result of Defendants' 

actions and failures to act, all in violation of the rights guaranteed by the Constitution of the 

United States of America. 

PRELIMINARY STATEMENT 

1. Riopedre, under intense distress due to his improperly treated depression and anxiety 

disorders, committed suicide while serving a term of imprisonment of one year and one 

day, as an inmate of the Federal Corrections Institute ("FCI") in Estill, South Carolina 

(hereinafter "the facility" or "Estill"). 
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2. This action is brought by the estate of the Riopedre, through his Personal Representative, 

Fernando Mendez and by his wife Susana Mendez in her individual capacity. 

3. This is an action by Plaintiffs for violations of the Riopedre's First, Fifth, Eighth and 

Fourteenth Amendment rights and for the wrongful death of the Riopedre, survival, and 

loss of consortium or companionship and familial association. 

4. This suit seeks an end to individual defendants' unconstitutional and unlawful practices 

of the Defendants and monetary relief for Riopedre's wrongful death and associated 

ham1, along with other damages against Defendants. 

JURISDICTION 

5. This action arises under Bivens v. Six Unknown Named Agents rf Federal Bureau of 

Narcotics, 403 U.S. 388 (1971). The Bivens claims arise under the Fifth and Eighth 

Amendments to the United States Constitution as applied to federal employees and 

inmates through Bivens v. Six Unknown Fed. Narcotic Agents, 403 U.S. 388 (1971), 

Estelle v. Gamble, 429 U.S. 97 (1976), and Carlson v. Green, 466 U.S. 14 (1980) 

(specifically allows a Bivens claim for 8th amendment violations and prison suicides). 

6. Jurisdiction is also, therefore, conferred on this Court by 28 U.S.C. § 1331. 

7. The Court has personal jurisdiction of the Bivens Defendants because the substantial part 

of the alleged incidents, actions, and facts resulting in the death of Riopedre occurred 

within the confines of this Court's jurisdiction at the Federal Correctional Institution 

(FCI) located in Estill, in Hampton County, South Carolina, causing the wrongful death 

of Jose R. Riopedre. 

8. The action also arises under and involves survival, loss of consortium and companionship 

of spouse and other laws of the State of South Carolina. 
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9. Jurisdiction is conferred on the Court by 28 U .S.C. § 1331 and the supplemental 

jurisdiction of this court pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1367. 

VENUE 

10. Venue is proper m the Beaufort Division, District of South Carolina pursuant to 28 

U.S. C. § 13 91 because a substantial part of the acts or omissions that gave rise to the 

Riopedre's death and Plaintiffs' claims occurred in Estill, South Carolina. 

PARTIES 

Plaintiffs: 

11. Fernando Mendez is personal representative/administrator of the Estate of the Riopedre 

Jose R. Riopedre. Mr. Mendez was duly appointed by the probate courts of the State of 

Florida, in Miami-Dade County Circuit Court, Probate Division, Case Number 11-1073-

CP-02. He has satisfied all qualification requirements of the State of South Carolina to 

bring this suit on behalf of the Estate of Jose R. Riopedre, for the benefit of any heirs, 

beneficiaries, and distributees, through filings with Hampton County Probate Court, Case 

Number 2012-ES250068. See S.C. Code Ann.§ 62-4-205. 

12. Susana Mendez is the wife of the decedent and brings claims in her own right for loss of 

consortium and loss of familial association. 

Defendants: 

13. The Defendants m this action include, but are not limited to the following listed 

individuals who were employed by the Federal Bureau of Prisons, at all times relevant 

hereto, hereinafter referred to as "Prison Staff', the same which include: Mildred L 
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Rivera (former Warden of FCI Estill); James Solvik (Operations Lieutenant); Tamala 

Middleton (Registered Nurse); Chris Orr (Senior Officer); Richella Lawson (Senior 

Officer); Raganold R. Williams, Sr. (Senior Officer Specialist, OTC at time of incident); 

Richard Wallace (Senior Officer Specialist, OIC preceding incident, Special Housing 

Observation Officer at time of incident); Anita Cano (Case Manager); John J. Enzinna 

(Cook Supervisor and present at the time of the incident); Tracy Horvath (Case 

Manager); Scott Williams (Senior Officer Specialist); Dr. Robert Binford (Staff 

Psychologist); Vernon Robinson (Senior Officer); Paul Sneed (Lieutenant); Gregory S. 

Bondurant (Captain at the time of the incident but is currently an Associate Warden at 

FCI Victorville, CA), Stephen Buckler, Pam Weathers, Jeremy Dallas, Christopher Bush, 

C. Wiggins, and M. Hill. The aforementioned Prison Staff are appropriate defendants to 

this Bivens action as it is brought against them in their individual capacities and all the 

individuals are federal law enforcement officials and/or officers who acted under color of 

federal law and Plaintiffs' complaint is not an action against the United States and it is 

therefore not barred by sovereign immunity. 

FACTS 

14. Two ghastly dates mark the beginning and the end of Jose Riopedre's stay at the FCI 

Estill in 2009: (a) Friday, September 11, 2009; and, (b) Saturday, October 31, 2009 

(Halloween Day). The first date marks the day that Riopedre voluntarily reported and 

self-surrendered to FCI Estill in compliance with U.S. District Judge Peter J. Messitte's 

Order [DE94], dated August 11, 2009 (see U.S. vs. Jose Riopedre, Case 8:06-cr-00580-

PJM). The latter date marked the end of Mr. Riopedre's life on this earth, only 51 days 

after arriving at FCI Estill, South Carolina; 
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15. On July 15, 2009, Jose Riopedre was sentenced to one year and one day in the U.S. 

District Court for the District of Maryland (see DE 86 and DE90 in U.S. vs. Jose 

Riopedre, Case 8:06-cr-00580-PJM ) and was permitted to remain free, on bond, while 

awaiting designation and classification by the Federal Bureau of Prisons, at which time 

Riopedre would voluntarily surrender. Subsequent to Riopedre's sentencing he was 

designated to a minimum security facility at Estill, South Carolina; 

16. On Friday, September 9, 2009, Riopedre arrived at the Federal Prison Camp in Estill, 

South Carolina, without incident; 

17. Riopedre was designated to FPC Estill by the Federal Bureau of Prisons based on his 

minimum security designation and classification and was notified by the Federal Bureau 

of Prisons to report to FPC Estill; 

18. Riopedre complied fully with the self-surrender order issued by the Honorable Judge 

Peter J. Messitte in U.S. vs. Jose Riopedre, Case 8:06-cr-00580-PJM; 

19. After only two days at the Federal Prison Camp at FCI Estill, South Carolina, Riopedre's 

nightmare began to unfold, and on September 11, 2009 @ 8:40 A.M. an Administrative 

Detention Order was issued and Riopedre was immediately taken into the Special 

Housing Unit (hereinafter referred to as SHU) to begin serving what turned out to be his 

death sentence; 

20. Notwithstanding the Federal Bureau of Prisons' need to maintain security, Bureau 

officials knew and/or should have known from their own records that Riopedre had 

suffered from, and been medically diagnosed with "severe, disabling clinical depression 

and anxiety" and had been seeking outpatient treatment, along with taking his prescribed 

strong anti-depressive medications, including PAXIL; 
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21. As stated in Riopedre's Psychiatrist's 2008 letter, the Riopedre had developed intense 

disturbances of mood and thought content, in addition to severely intense obsessive 

thoughts about financial and legal issues; 

22. The Bureau's Plan documents that Mr. Riopedre's skills status, as it related to his Mental 

Health, was satisfactory, and to a 5% degree required attention; 

23. The person who was listed in the Acknowledgement of Inmate Form, Parts 3 & 4, of 

Riopedre's United States Department Justice Federal Bureau of Prisons report to be 

contacted in case of illness or death was Riopedre's wife, Susana Mendez, who stood by 

her husband while he was being treated for debilitating depression that required 

psychotropic medication prior to Riopedre being committed to the SHU at FCI Estill on 

September 11, 2009; 

24. It was known, or should have been known, to the Federal Bureau of prisons officials that 

a request had been made by his attorney to Judge Messitte to recommend that the Federal 

Bureau of Prisons provide Riopedre with mental health counseling receive help for his 

depression during his incarceration and the same was recommended by Judge Messitte; 

25. In fact, as documented in Inmate Property Report, dated September 9, 2009, Riopedre 

had no socks, towels, or articles that could facilitate his suicide in light of his previously 

diagnosed depression that led a Federal Court Judge to take note of his mental state at 

sentencing; 

26. Riopedre's Intake Screening Form, dated September 9, 2009, at 12:40 PM, documents 

that he was not involved in ongoing cooperation with Federal agents or testified in court 

or was involved in a gang, such that he would have to be isolated or placed in SHU; 

27. Riopedre was certainly not a flight risk, otherwise U.S. District Judge Peter J. Messitte 

would not have allowed him to voluntarily self-surrender to the institution; 
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28. For Riopcdre, being confined to the SHU was tantamount to solitary confinement. 

Inmates in the SHU must remain locked up in a small cell for the most part containing a 

steel double bunk bed, a small open shower with no door (with or without hot water), 

small steel desk-chair combination (bolted to the floor and wall) or concrete shelf and 

small cylindrical concrete bench, and a stainless steel, combination toilet and sink; 

29. In SHU, Inmates are locked up 24-hours each day without being able to leave the cell 

except for some instances where they are allowed to go to a recreation yard which is 

essentially a fenced-in cage, where all an inmate can do is walk around in circles for one 

hour or less, when such an opportunity is afforded the inmate; 

30. In SHU, communication to family and friends is severely limited and telephone calls 

generally are permitted when auth01ized and many times at the discretion of the prison 

staff, including the inmate's counselor, case manager, and/or the corrections officer on 

duty. More often than not, most inmates in the SHU have little or almost no telephone 

communication with their family or friends for days, weeks or months at a time; 

31. The Federal Bureau of Prison's performed a standard Inmate Screening on September 10, 

2011, that documents that Riopedre was treated for Depression from 2006 through 2009, 

(that same year) and was prescribed Paxil for his Depression; 

32. The Federal Bureau of Prison Screening Document of Mr. Riopedre dated September 9, 

2009 states etToneously: "Hx of Mental Health Treatment: No". Hx is an abbreviation for 

"medical history" in medical documentation usage; 

33. Riopedre, in his own handwriting, alerted Prison officials on his Psychology Services 

Inmate Questionnaire, dated September 11, 2009, that he had received treatment for a 

nervous or mental problem and had received medication; 
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34. As early as 2001, it was well documented that the withdrawal symptoms from Paxil could 

be much more severe than at first thought and could even plunge users into the depths of 

depression due to the increase of serotonin and decrease of serotonin metabolism that it 

produces; 

35. In fact, in March of 2004, the FDA issued a Public Health Advisory that provided further 

cautions to physicians, their patients, and families and caregivers of patients about the 

need to closely monitor both adults and children with depression, especially at the 

beginning of treatment, or when the doses are changed with either an increase or decrease 

in amount; 

36. The standard warning regarding patients who are removed from Paxil is: 

"You may become suicidal, especially at the beginning of your treatment and any 
time that your dose is increased or decreased." 

37. Riopedre, who was already being treated for Depression, had stopped taking Paxil on his 

own prior to being committed to FCI Estill, thus increasing his risk for suicidal thoughts, 

and despite this fact known to Federal Bureau of Prisons officials, Riopedre was placed 

in isolation in the SHU without the proper review, evaluation, and determination of what, 

if any, medically necessary medications should have been prescribed and given to 

Riopedre by a psychiatrist at the facility; 

38. Despite being previously diagnosed; having ongomg, debilitating depression with a 

heightened risk for suicide; not being provided his previously diagnosed anti-depressant 

medication, Paxil; his requests for treatment of his mental disorder; his family's requests 

for treatment of his mental disorder; and a Federal Court's concerns for his safety, his 

Psychology Data System Intake Screening of September 10, 2009, prepared by Dr. 

Robert W. Binford, demonstrates deliberate indifference to Riopedre's medical and 
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mental health needs and confirms that no attempt was made to adequately review 

Riopedre's medical records or to contact his treating doctors; 

39. It is well known to officials at the Federal Bureau of Prisons that at the initial screening 

of inmates, many inmates will not disclose any thoughts of suicide, depression, or other 

mental illness, because it is common knowledge by the inmates that such disclosure could 

definitely be a one-way ticket to the SHU, and for this reason the intake screening of an 

inmate with a history of depression or mental illness should be given great care and 

attention, despite what is being reported by the inmate; 

40. Dr. Robert Binford stated in reports prepared by him that "No programs/treatment are 

recommended at this time" for Riopedre to Riopedre's detriment and with deliberate 

indifference to Riopedre's mental health in violation of Riopedre's right to be free from 

an Eighth Amendment prohibition against cruel and unusual punishment; 

41. Dr. Robert Binford stated in reports prepared by him that "No programs/treatment are 

recommended at this time" for Riopedre to Riopedre's detriment and with deliberate 

indifference to Riopedre's mental health in violation of Riopedre's right to reasonable 

medical, psychiatric, and/or psychological dictated standards of care; 

42. Riopedre did not receive access to a level of care comparable to that available in the 

community, as mandated by the Federal Bureau of Prisons, Program Statement 5310.13, 

Institution Management of Mentally lll Inmates, which states: 

Psychological services within each institution should be sufficient 
to ensure that every inmate with a documented need and/or interest 
in psychological treatment has access to a level of care comparable 
to that available in the community and consistent with the overall 
mission of the institution. 

43. Riopedre's Inmate Skills Development Plan, dated October 20, 2009, documents that on 

September 11, 2009, Riopedre was assigned to the SHU; 
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44. In effect at the time of Riopedre's commitment in 2009 to FCI Estill. the United States 

Department of Justice, Federal Bureau of Prisons, had promulgated a Program Statement, 

numbered P5324.08, entitled, Suicide Prevention Program, April 5, 2007; 

45. Program Statement P5324.08 specifically dealt with the heightened risk of inmates for 

suicide who were placed in solitary confinement in SHU, and on page 6, paragraph 2, 

sub-paragraph c, it states: 

"c. Inmates in SHUs. Inmates in Administrative Detention or Disciplinary 
Segregation status often may be at a higher risk for suicidal behavior. Inmates being 
transferred into the SHU will be monitored for signs of potential suicide risk .... " 

46. Riopedre who had not committed any documented actions warranting disciplinary action, 

was known to prison officials to have suffered from debilitating depression, had recently 

stopped taking psychotropic medication, and had been not allowed to visit with his family 

who had driven up from Miami, Florida, and two days after arriving at the Federal Prison 

Camp at Estill, South Carolina, he was placed in the SHU, which is generally reserved for 

isolating inmates who have committed infractions of rules or regulations, inmates whose 

safety may be in jeopardy if left in the general population, for short overnight stays when 

an inmate be scheduled to be transported to a medical facility outside of the prison, or 

when an inmate may be waiting to be released to general population because there is no 

bed or bunk available; 

47. It is a well-known fact to Bureau officials that many inmates "game the system" and may 

report to staff a "perceived" threat or conflict with another inmate as a retaliatory 

measure, and that by reporting such a threat or conflict, inmates oftentimes force prison 

officials to send other inmates to the SHU; 

48. The individual defendants, responsible for Riopedre's designation and classification, care 

and custody, and medical and mental health care needs, did, with deliberate indifference 
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to Riopedre's right to be free from cruel and unusual punishment and right to due process 

of law, deprive Riopedre of his rights under the First, Fifth, Eighth, and Fourteenth; 

49. Riopedre's forced confinement to SHU was reviewed on September 11, 2009, September 

25, 2009, October 2, 2009, October 9 2009, and October 25, 2009; 

50. Ana Davide, the Florida attorney in Miami who represented Riopedre in the case of U.S. 

vs. Jose Riopedre, Case 8:06-cr-00580-PJM, contacted FCI Estill multiple times, and 

sometimes multiple times in one day, to challenge the actions of the Defendants in 

isolating Riopedre; 

51. On October 2, 2009, attorney Ana Davide contacted officials at FCT Estill by email to try 

to challenge Riopedre's continued detention in SHU; 

52. And again, on October 7, 2009, attorney Ana Davide contacted officials at FCI Estill by 

email to try to challenge Riopedre's continued detention in SHU; 

53. Mr. Riopedre's forced confinement to SHU was authorized by Lieutenant Paul Sneed, 

and/or Lieutenant C. Wiggins, and the same was reviewed by Captain G.S. Bondurant, 

and approved by Warden Mildred L. Rivera on each of the previously stated review dates 

with deliberate indifference to Riopedre's rights under the Eighth Amendment to the 

United States Constitution against Cruel and Unusual Punishment and the Fifth 

Amendment Right to be free from unlawful government action without Due Process of 

Law, as well as the First and Fourteenth Amendments, as previously stated herein; 

54. On six (6) separate occasions over a six-week period, the only reason given on a Special 

Housing Review for Violation or Reason Form as to why Riopedre should be in isolation 

in the SHU, was that Riopedre was "pending reclassification" and prison officials with 

deliberate indifference to Riopedre's mental health and ever increasing anxiety, 

depression, and risk of suicide; 
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55. The Defendants, individually and collectively, who were responsible for the care, custody 

and well-being of Riopedre, with deliberate indifference to Riopedre's right to be free 

from cruel and unusual punishment, his right to due process of law, and his right to the 

standard of medical care required under the law, did little or nothing to ensure those 

constitutional rights; 

56. Program Statement P5324.08 states: 

Inmate Removal from the SHU. The Program Coordinator will arrange to have an 
inmate exhibiting significant potential for suicide to be removed from the SHU and 
placed on suicide watch. Ordinarily, once the crisis is over, the inmate will be 
returned to satisfy any sanction [emphasis added] that was imposed 

57. Program Statement P5324.08 clearly recognizes that SHU's are reserved for inmates 

sanctioned for disruptive or illegal behavior. Mr. Riopedre exhibited neither of these 

traits and it was incumbent on the prison officials to either expedite his pending re

classification to minimize the adverse psychological impact the SHU was having on 

Riopedre, or to place Riopedre on Suicide Watch as a precaution and in the abundance of 

caution, especially considering Riopedre's medical and other records that should have 

been red flags for prison officials to heed; 

58. Program Statement P5324.08 goes on to describe the housing an inmate on suicide watch 

should be placed in: 

a. Housing. Each institution must have one or more rooms designated specifically 
for housing an inmate on suicide watch .... 

b. The primary concern in designating a room for suicide watch must be the ability 
to observe, protect, and maintain adequate control of the inmate. 

c. The room must permit easy access, privacy, and unobstructed vision of the inmate 
at all times. 

d. The suicide prevention room may not have fixtures or architectural features that 
would easily allow self-injury. 

59. Riopedre was placed in a cell in SHU that allowed only a limited view of the interior of 

the cell with only a small window and that was difficult to enter. The unit had fixtures 
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and bars from which an inmate could hang himself, all of which violated the above listed 

policy limitations placed on defendants with respect to suicidal inmates; 

60. Because of Riopedre's medical and psychiatric history, the fact that he had been taking 

Paxil prior to arriving at FPC Estill, and other documentation as provided in Riopedre' s 

inmate records, prison officials should have placed Riopedre in the suicide watch cells, 

made for that purpose; 

6 I. Prison officials failed to consider the totality of the information available to them 

regarding Riopedre's medical and psychiatric condition, the inquiries from family 

members, his attorney, and even a Congressional inquiry that was initiated by the 

Honorable Lincoln Diaz-Balart; 

62. The Defendants did this with deliberate indifference to Mr. Riopedre's right to free be 

from cruel and unusual punishment and right to due process of law; 

63. Program Statement P5324.08 also created a fellow inmate observer program to assist the 

facility in preventing suicides. The policy mandates: 

a. The observer and the suicidal inmate will not be in the same room/cell and will 
have a locked door between them. 

b. The person performing the suicide watch must have means to summons help 
immediately. 

64. On October 301
\ 2009, within hours of Mr. Riopedre's death, Defendants, all being 

federal prison officials at FCI Estill, including Warden Mildred Rivera, caused Harry 

Castro, a mentally ill inmate who was known to suffer from bipolar disorder and other 

mental disorders, to be placed in the cell occupied by Riopedre; 

65. In the early morning of October 3 I, 2009, on Halloween Day, Riopedre apparently tied 

multiple socks and/or torn sheets around his neck and attached them to the cell window 

bars, and hanged himself. As a result of Defendants' omissions, actions and/or failures to 

act, Riopedre ultimately died as a result of the hanging; 
14 
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66. At all times relevant hereto, the Defendants acted with deliberate indifference to 

Riopedre's right to be from cruel and unusual punishment and right to due process of 

law; 

67. Defendants, knowing of Riopedre's medical and mental health history, the information 

contained in his Presentence Investigation Report, having heard his telephone 

conversations with family members and others, the numerous messages sent by his 

attorney, Ana Davide, and other available information, should have placed Riopedre on 

suicide watch and assigned an Inmate Observers and staff to watch over him 24-hours a 

day; 

68. Program Statement P5324.08 also highlights what actions must be taken when an Inmate 

Observer alerts of a suicide attempt by a fellow inmate: 

a. In all cases, when an inmate observer alerts staff to an emergency situation, staff must 
immediately respond to the suicide watch room and take necessary action to prevent 
the inmate on watch from incurring debilitating injury or death. In no case will an 
inmate observer be assigned to a watch without adequate provision for staff 
supervision or without the ability to obtain immediate staff relief. 

69. Program Statement P5324.08 also calls for constant observation of an inmate at risk for 

suicide; 

70. There was no constant monitoring of Riopedre and the records made available to 

Plaintiffs by the Federal Bureau of Prisons do not demonstrate that that Riopedre was 

being monitored as Riopedre should have been because of his medical history and mental 

health problems and severe depression ; 

71. All of the individual defendants that were directly responsible for the designation and 

classification, the care and custody, and the medical and mental health care of Riopedre, 

acted with deliberate indifference to Riopedre's rights to be free from cruel and unusual 

punishment and to due process of law; 
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72. In fact, on October 23, 2009, in a Memo prepared by Pam Weathers, she documented a 

monitored telephone call between Riopedre and his wife. During the call he indicated 

that he felt very bad, and he complained about his close confinement. Although in some 

circumstances such complaints may seem normal to a prison official, this was yet another 

indication of Riopedre's fragile mental state ignored by Defendants, because they failed 

to take into account his known medical and mental health illness and severe depression. 

It could be argued by Defendants that this failure occurred, in part, because Pam 

Weathers did not speak Spanish, which was Riopedre's native language, but this 

argument would fail because Defendants were well aware and on notice of Riopedre's 

language limitations; 

73. The Federal Bureau of Prisons has a large number of facilities throughout the country 

with almost 35% of the inmate population who are Hispanic. Less than 15% of the 

Bureau's prison staff is Hispanic. Riopedre, whose primary language was Spanish, was 

designated to a facility with limited Spanish speaking prison staff; 

74. The Riopedre's right to be free from cruel and unusual punishment, to due process of 

law, and to be provided equal protection under the law have been deprived by the prison 

staff's failure to be able to obtain accurate translations of his telephonic and other 

communications; 

75. The danger related to protective custody is so severe that that the Statement in the United 

States Department of Justice, Federal Bureau of Prison's "Sample" Suicide Prevention 

Information states: 

a. Protective Custody-Inmates who volunteer to enter protective custody are at high 
risk for suicide, especially during the first 72 hours in SHU 

b. Long-term Protective Custody Inmates - These inmates arc particularly 
vulnerable to depression that can lead to a suicide attempt, and should be 
monitored closely while in they are in SHU.[emphasis added] 
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c. Inmates Taking Medication for Mental Health Reason-These inmates are 
vulnerable to developing suicidal thoughts and attempting suicide by overdosing 
on their medication. 

76. The United States Department of Justice, Federal Bureau of Prisons, issued a Program 

Statement relating to Personal Property, Inmate, on December 28, 2005 [hereinafter 

"Statement relating to Personal Property"] that required each inmate be afforded 

additional secured space outside his cell for additional personal property. 

77. The Statement relating to Personal Property specifically states: 

a. Civilian clothing (i.e. clothing not issued to the inmate by the Bureau or 
purchased by the inmate from the commissary) ordinarily is not authorized for 
retention by the inmate. 

b. The Inmate Personal Property List (Attachment A) includes all personal property 
an inmate can retain at every institution .... 

c. Staff shall consider as nuisance contraband any item ... excessive quantities of it 
present a health ... hazard .... " 

d. Attachment A specifically authorizes a maximum of five (5) socks per inmate and 
one ( 1) towel per inmate. 

78. Based on the records and photographs provided by prison officials, it appeared that 

Riopedre had what appeared to have accumulated a large number of socks and sheets in 

the short time he was isolated in the SHU, in violation of the Bureau's own policies; 

79. But for the prison officials deliberate indifference to its own policies, the Defendants 

would have prevented Riopedre's death; 

80. It is a well known fact that in cases where an individual, such as in this case with 

Riopedre, who is deprived of oxygen, whether by drowning, attempted hanging, or some 

other means, the first five to eight minutes are crucial, if not critical, in receiving life 

saving emergency medical treatment. Once Defendants were made aware of the 

situation, they acted with deliberate indifference to Riopedre's rights to be free from cruel 

and unusual punishment and to due process of law; 
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81. On October 31, 2009, at 6: 18 A.M., according to a Memorandum dated October 31, 2009 

by Richella Lawson, Harry Castro, the inmate who had been placed in Riopedre' s cell the 

night before, started to bang on the cell door and yelled. According to the Lawson's 

Memorandum, when she arrived at the cell she observed the following: 

"his eel/mate had hanged himse{f hut l couldn't see his cellmate because 

of a blind spot in the corner" 

82. Critical minutes passed without Defendants rendering life saving emergency care which 

could have prevented Riopedre's death, an omission that demonstrates deliberate 

indifference to Riopedre's constitutionally mandated rights to reasonable care; 

83. On the morning of October 31, 2009, various prison reports indicate that present at the 

scene that morning were Defendants Chris Orr, James Solvik, Scott Williams, Officer M. 

Hill, Richella Lawson, and Tamala Middleton, and others; 

84. At 6:20 AM, according to a Memorandum prepared by Defendant Chris Orr on October 

31, 2009, inmate Harry Castro started yelling, 

"HELP"/ HELP HELP.' MY CELL!E NEEDS HELP" 

85. Chris Orr's Memorandum of October 3P\ 2009 documents that Harry Castro started 

yelling after 6:20 AM: 

"HE NEEDS HELP/ PLEASE HELP HIM/" 

86. The documented evidence shows that while Harry Castro was begging and screaming for 

help for Riopedre, Riopedre was dying; 

87. The Defendants actions allowed Riopedre to die, and such actions constitute deliberate 

indifference to Riopedre' s right to be free from cruel and unusual punishment and to due 

process of law; 
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88. The evidence shows that while Harry Castro was screaming for help no one opened the 

cell door to Riopedre' s cell to provide life saving emergency medical care or first aid 

measures to save Riopedre's life or even see Riopedre from 6: 18 AM through 6:28 AM 

or 6:28 AM, or from 6:28 AM to 6:38 AM or from 6:38 AM to 6:48 AM; 

89. The Defendants failed to act and respond appropriately in an emergency medical situation 

and Defendants' actions were with deliberate indifference to Riopedre's right to be free 

from cruel and unusual punishment and to due process of law and his right to reasonable 

medical care; 

90. Finally, at 6:48 AM according to all documented evidence, including a Memorandum 

dated October 31, 2009 by Officer Specialist Williams, at 6:48 the first call for help was 

answered and individual defendants entered Riopedre's SHU cell; 

91. The Defendants did this with deliberate indifference to Riopedre's right to be free from 

cruel and unusual punishment and to due process of law; 

92. During his confinement, Riopedre, who was diagnosed on record with severe depression 

and anxiety, was not given proper supervision and care by the prison staff, or proper 

psychological care and there was a failure to properly assess his mental state; 

93. Much of the Riopedre's first 51 days in prison were spent in solitary confinement, and 

although he could not adequately communicate in English, he was not furnished with a 

Spanish interpreter through whom he could have communicated his condition to the 

guards or other staff; 

94. Throughout his 51-day detention in SHU at the Defendants' facility, Riopedre showed 

increasing outward signs of fragility and mental instability through severe weight loss; 

95. Riopedre was additionally not allowed to see his family when they traveled to visit him; 
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96. Despite Riopedre's medical history, severe weight loss, and deteriorating condition, 

Defendants allowed him to suffer by failing to provide him treatment, punished him by 

placing him in long-term, unnecessary, solitary confinement, deprived him of 

communication, prevented him from visiting with his family and put him in conditions 

preventing appropriate monitoring and then allowed him to accumulate a large, and 

completely inappropriate, number of tube socks and other materials, that were a 

dangerous instrumentality, which he ultimately used to take his life; 

97. Before killing himself, but after being removed from solitary confinement, Riopedre was 

placed in a SHU cell with HaiTy Castro, an inmate who also had psychological issues yet 

was receiving care from a case manager; 

98. On October 31, 2009, after suffering from lack of proper treatment for his severe clinical 

depression and anxiety, being held in solitary confinement for an extended period, and 

being given little supervision for someone in his fragile state, Riopedre hanged himself in 

his cell via a network of tube socks and/or pieces of material tied to the upper bunk of the 

cell; 

99. After the incident, defendant Tracy Horvath visited Harry Castro, the inmate who had 

been placed into Riopedre's cell the night before the incident, in order to make sure he 

was doing well due to his psychological history and to arrange for psychological 

consultations. Had Jose Riopedre received similar care, his suicide would have been 

averted; 

GENERAL ALLEGATIONS 

100. Due to the documented nature and severity of Riopedre's condition, the Defendants 

demonstrated a clear deliberate indifference to the medical needs of the Riopedre; 

101. There was a failure to properly assess Riopedre's condition by Defendants; 
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102. There was a failure to properly house Riopedre by Defendants; 

103. There was a failure to properly monitor Riopedre and his actions by Defendants; 

104. There was a failure to intervene when Riopedre was in distress by Defendants; 

105. Although the Riopedre could not speak English well, he was not provided with a 

Spanish interpreter or any other means with which to communicate his condition. By not 

granting Riopedre proper medical treatment and by not supplying proper supervision to 

Riopedre despite his fragile state, the Defendants demonstrated a deliberate indifference 

to the conditions leading directly to his suicide and denied him equal protection of the 

law; 

106. Additionally, by allowing Riopedre to accumulate copious amounts of tube socks and 

other linens, despite his medical history and clearly deteriorating condition, the 

Defendants demonstrated complete indifference to the obvious severity of Riopedre's 

condition and signs of self-destructive behavior; 

107. Riopedre's death could have been prevented had he been given his proper medication, 

given proper visitation rights with doctors and his family, prevented from accumulating 

copious amounts of tube socks, properly monitored throughout his deteriorating 

condition, and, if necessary, placed on suicide watch; 

108. Riopedre died as a result of a number of omissions and actions of Defendants, 

individually and jointly, by not being properly trained, failure to adequately monitor 

inmates and observe obvious self-destructive tendencies, not providing proper medical 

care to the Riopedre, failing to properly monitor Riopedre given his known medical and 

mental health history, and failure by Defendants to take prompt action when the Riopedre 

attempted to kill himself; 
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COUNT ONE 

Bivens Claim for Violation of Riopedre's Eighth Amendment Rights: Protection from 
Cruel and Unusual Punishment by Fernando Mendez, personal representative of the 
Esther of Jose R. Riopedre 

109. Plaintiffs re-allege and re-affirm the allegations set fo11h m paragraphs one (1) 

through one hundred and eight (I 08) , as if fully set forth herein; 

110. All of the Defendants, individually and collectively, demonstrated a clear indifference 

to the known conditions of the Riopedre that led to his suicide under their care; 

111. It is true that jail inmates are much more likely to commit suicide than free persons 

arc-in fact, nine times as likely. Lindsay M. Hayes & Joseph R. Rowan, National Study 

of Jail Suicides: Seven Years Later (National Center on Institutions and Alternatives, 

Feb. 1988). According to the study just cited 12.9 percent of jail suicides occur within 

the first three hours of confinement, 32.8 percent within the first 24 hours, 62.1 percent 

within the first two weeks, 72.8 percent within the first month, 89.2 within the first four 

months, and 97.4 within the first seven months. Only 10.8 percent of suicides occur after 

5 months; 

112. The psychiatric condition most closely associated with suicide is severe ("clinical") 

depression, which the Defendants knew Mr. Riopedre suffered from; 

113. Defendants, individually and collectively, demonstrated a deliberate indifference to 

the known conditions of the Riopedre that led to his suicide under their care by failing to 

follow their own policies and procedures previously enumerated that had they been 

followed would have saved Mr. Riopcdre's life. Jutz.i-Johnson v. U.S., No. 96-C-5708, 

U.S. Dist. Ct., N.D. Ill. (March 29, 2000); 

114. All of the Defendants, individually and collectively, and specifically Defendants 

Anita Cano and Tracy Horvath, who were responsible for evaluating and treating inmates 
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at the center, violated Riopedre's constitutional rights, demonstrated deliberate 

indifference and demonstrated negligence that rose to the level of gross negligence 

towards Riopedre's safety by: 

a. Failing to properly supervise and provide support to the Riopedre, especially in 

regard to his severe and documented psychological issues; 

b. Failing to take action to ensure Riopedre's safety either through direct action, 

such as placing him under suicide watch or warning the guards; 

c. Failing to grant Riopedre similar psychological support for his documented 

psychological condition as that was granted to other similarly situated inmates 

such as inmate Harry Castro; 

115. Defendants, individually and collectively, had the resources, knowledge, and duty to 

offer the Riopedre the same diligence and duty of care that other inmates received; 

116. Defendants, individually and collectively, were deliberately indifferent to the 

conditions that led lo his death of Riopedre by failing to recognize Riopedre' s 

documented medical and psychological history and failing to recognize and act upon 

Riopedre's worsening condition despite Riopedre's a well documented history of severe 

ps ye ho 1 o gi cal disorders; 

117. Defendants, individually and collectively, who were responsible for care and custody, 

and providing adequate medical and psychological care to Riopedre, demonstrated a 

deliberate indifference to the Riopedre's conditions by: 

a. Deliberately placing him in SHU for no reasonable justifiable reason despite 

Riopedre's known clinical depression, weaning off of Paxil, and ongoing mental 

health issues; 
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b. Failing to provide an appropriate level of surveillance to Mr. Riopedre despite his 

severe weight loss and obviously worsening condition; 

c. Failing to take the appropriate actions or give proper and timely notifications to 

the appropriate personnel about the Riopedre's visibly deteriorating condition and 

weight-loss; 

d. Failing to properly supervise Riopedre and allowing Mr. Riopedre to collect 

copious amounts of tube socks, which hold little use in bulk, fashion them into a 

rope, and ultimately kill himself; 

e. Failing to notice or take action over obviously suicidal behavior both over the 

fifty days preceding his death, and on the day of his death; 

f. And the other aforementioned actions in Paragraphs 1-116 

118. By having either ignored Riopedre's situation or somehow remaining ignorant to the 

Riopedre's worsening situation and collection of tube socks, the Defendants, individually 

and collectively, who were on duty at the facility demonstrated a clear indifference or a 

negligence that rose to the level of gross negligence towards their duty to monitor 

Riopedre; 

119. Defendant Tamala Middleton, the clinical nurse on call at the time of the Riopedre's 

death, as well as Dr. Robert Binford, demonstrated clear indifference to the Riopedre's 

conditions, and his rights to be free from cruel and unusual punishment, by: 

a. Failing to properly supervise or provide proper medication and support to the 

Riopedre; 

b. By not properly canng for the Riopedre or trying to take action despite his 

worsening condition and documented proof of severe psychological disabilities, 
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Tamala Middleton and Dr. Robert Binford demonstrated clear indifference to 

Riopedre's condition, or at the least gross negligence; 

120. Defendant Lieutenant James Solvik, Operations Lieutenant for the facility, and 

Warden Mildred Rivera and other defendants demonstrated a deliberate indifference to 

Riopedre's and other inmates' 8th amendment rights by not supplying an adequate 

medical staff to the inmates, especially given that many, such as Riopedre, had severe 

and documented mental illnesses; 

121. Defendants, individually and collectively, with knowledge that Riopedre, needed 

psychological care, failed to provide the proper medication that could have helped 

Riopedre cope with his circumstances, demonstrated a indifference to the needs of 

Riopedre; 

122. Defendants, individually and collectively, demonstrated deliberate indifference by not 

opening the Riopedre's cell door and rendering first aid resuscitative aide and/or 

emergency care until approximately thirty minutes after they were alerted to the 

emergency nature of Riopedre's condition by Harry Castro, who was begging them to 

save Riopedre's life; 

123. As a result of the inadequate supervision, inadequate training, failure to follow prison 

protocols, and delay in providing Riopedre with immediate first aid resuscitative 

measures and/or emergency medical care, Riopedre suffered cruel and unusual 

punishment; 

124. Riopedre suffered greatly in the final 51 days of his life and eventually succumbed to 

the pressures of being isolated in SHU by his attempted suicide that did not have to end 

in his death, but for the deliberate indifference of Defendants, all acting individually and 

collectively; 
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125. As a result of individual defendants "actions, individually and collectively, the heirs 

of Jose Riopedre are entitled to relief from the individual Defendants." Bivens v. Six 

Unknown Fed. Narcotic Agents, 403 U.S. 388 (1971). Estelle v. Gamble, 429 U.S. 97 

(1976) (The US Supreme Com1 held that an indifference to the medical needs of inmates 

is a violation of the 8th amendment to the US constitution and constitutes cruel and 

unusual punishment.) Daniels v. Williams, 474 U.S. 327 (1986) (Held that although mere 

negligence is not enough to trigger a cause of action for government liability, gross 

negligence may suffice to demonstrate constitutional claims.) Carlson v. Green, 466 

U.S. 14 (1980); 

126. Plaintiffs allege that Defendants, individually and collectively, also violated 

Riopedre's First and Fourteenth Amendment rights; 

127. Riopedre had a constitutionally protected right under the First and Fourteenth 

Amendments; 

128. Defendants, individually and collectively, deprived Riopedre of his constitutionally 

protected rights; 

129. The plaintiff Estate lacks a statutory cause of action, or an available statutory cause of 

action does not provide monetary compensation against Defendants, individually and 

collectively; 

130. No "special factors" suggest that the Court should decline to provide the judicial 

cause of action and remedy in this case; 

131. No appropriate immunity can be raised by the individual defendants as a result of 

Riopedre's death; 
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132. Plaintiff personal representative has an interest in his relationship with his brother-in-

law, as the brother of Riopedre's widow, Susanna Mendez, which is protected by the 

First and Fourteenth Amendment to the Constitution; 

133. These constitutional interests survived the death of Riopedre; 

134. Defendants intentionally interfered with this interest by demonstrating deliberate 

indifference to Riopedre's right to receive adequate medical and psychiatric care and to 

be free from cruel and unusual punishment; 

135. The actions of the Defendants, individually and collectively, were in violation of 

Riopedre's Fifth and Eighth Amendment rights and his First and Fourteenth Amendment 

rights, as guaranteed by the Constitution of the United States; 

COUNT II 

Claim for Loss of Consortium, Love, Companionship and Familial Association by 

Susana Mendez 

136. Plaintiffs re-allege and re-affinn the allegations set forth 111 paragraphs one (1) 

through One Hundred and thirty-five (135) as set forth herein; 

137. Susana Mendez was the loving wife of Mr. Riopedre. 

138. As a result of the actions of the Defendants Ms. Mendez has lost the loving 

companionship, care and comfort of her husband and familial association with him for 

the rest of her life. 

139. The Defendants owed a duty of care to Mr. Riopedre to allow him to live; 

140. The Defendants breached their duty of care through deliberate indifference as alleged 

previously; 

141. As a result of Mr. Riopedre's death under supcrv1s1on of the Defendants, Mr. 

Riopedre's widow faces hardship and injury due to her loss of companionship, mental 
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pam and anguish, and loss of decedent's earning potential, for which she entitled to 

collect damages; 

DEMAND FOR RELIEF 

WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs respectfully request this Court to: 

142. Declare the actions complained of herein to be in violation of the First, Fifth and 

Eighth, and Fourteenth Amendment to the United States Constitution as well as South 

Carolina and Federal law; 

143. Enter judgment in favor of Plaintiffs and against all Defendants, individually and 

jointly; 

144. Award Plaintiffs damages to compensate for their injuries including: 

a. costs and attorney's fees; 

b. nominal, compensatory, and special damages; 

c. pain and suffering; 

d. a sum to compensate Plaintiff Estate for decedent's pam and suffering and 

compensate for Riopedre's widow for loss of companionship and right to familial 

association; 

e. punitive damages in sum as to deter Defendants conduct of this nature in the 

future; and, 

f. all other relief that this court deems just and proper under the circumstances. 

145. Enter judgment in favor of Plaintiffs and against all the Defendants, individually and 

collectively; 

a. Award damages to compensate Plaintiffs for their injuries 
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1. In the amount over $75,000; 

n. costs and attorneys' fees; and 

111. all other relief that this court deems just and proper under the 

circumstances; 

146. Award Plaintiffs any other relief that this court deems just and proper under the 

circumstances. 

DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL 

PLAINTIFFS hereby demand a jury trial on all issues triable by a jury. 

Dated: October 30, 2012 

Respectfully submitted, 

s/ Dione Carroll 
Dione Carroll, Esq., 
Local Counsel 
SC Dist. Ct. Bar: 11347 
SC Bar: 78 I 85 
FL Bar: 0037753 
Carroll Law Offices, P.A. 
537 Linler Lane 
Aiken, SC 29805 
Phone: 305-807-2082 
Fax: 866-954-0184 
Email: dione@carroll-law-offices.com 

John de Leon, Esq. 
Florida Bar No. 650390 
Pro Hae Vice Counsel 
Law Offices of Chavez & De Leon, P.A. 
5975 Sunset Drive, Suite 605 
South Miami, FL 33143 
Telephone: 305-740-5347 
Facsimile: 305-740-5348 
Email: info@chavez-deleon.com 
Web: http://www.chavez-deleon.com 

ATTORNEYS FOR THE PLAINTIFFS 
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UNITED ST A TES DISTRICT COURT 
DISTRICT OF SOUTH CAROLINA 

ANDERSON DIVISION 

ESTA TE OF JOSE R. RIO PED RE, 
by and through FERNANDO MENDEZ, 
as the Personal Representative of the 
Estate of Jose R. Riopedre, and 
SUSANA MENDEZ, individually, as 
wife of Jose R. Riopedre, 

Plaintiffs, 
vs. 

UNITED ST A TES OF AMERICA, and 
MILDRED L. RIVERA, ROBERT BINFORD, 
JAMES SOL VIK, TAMALA MIDDLETON, 
CHRIS ORR, RAGANOLD WILLIAMS, 
RICHELLA LAWSON, RICHARD WALLA CE, 
ANITA CANO, TRACY HORVATH, 
SCOTT WILLIAMS, VERNON ROBINSON, 
PAUL SNEED, and GREGORY BONDURANT, 
JOHN J. ENZINNA, DR. DERICK PHILLIPS, 
STEPHEN BUCKLER, PAM WEATHERS, 
JEREMY DALLAS, CHRISTOPHER BUSH, 
C. WIGGINS, M. HILL, and JOHN DOES 1-8, 
individually, and in their individual capacities, 

Defendants. 

-------------~' 

CASE NO. 8:12-2806-TMC-JDA 

THIRD AMENDED COMPLAINT & JURY DEMAND 

Comes now the EST A TE OF JOSE R. RIO PED RE, by and through plaintiff Fernando 

Mendez, the personal representative and administrator and comes now plaintiff Susana Mendez, 
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wife of the decedent (hereinafter collectively referred to as "Plaintiffs") and file this THIRD 

AMENDED COMPLAINT against the above listed Defendants, as well as additional unknown 

officials and/or agents of the United States Bureau of Prisons, for damages associated with the 

decedent Jose R. Riopedre's (hereinafter "Riopedre") wrongful death, survival, the deprivation 

of Riopedre's constitutional rights under the First, Fifth, Eighth and Fourteenth Amendments to 

the United States Constitution, Riopedre's suffering and death while incarcerated, damages to 

compensate Plaintiffs, including Riopedre's spouse, and his family for their own pain and 

suffering and the loss of Riopedre's companionship and familial association as a result of the 

death of Jose R. Riopedre due to the denial of his medical needs, and all other claims as alleged 

herein. Plaintiffs seek both compensatory and punitive damages. In support Plaintiffs allege as 

follows: 

NATURE OF THIS ACTION 

This is a Bivens action for damages based on the abuse and wrongful death of Jose R. 

Riopedre, who at the time of his death on October 31, 2009, was a minimum security inmate at 

the FCI Estill in South Carolina. As alleged below, Riopedre suffered from depression and 

anxiety disorders prior to, at the time Riopedre self-surrendered, and during his incarceration, to 

which Defendants exhibited deliberate indifference, and that as a result was not properly treated, 

as constitutionally required resulting in Riopedre's death. 

Riopedre died in an incident detennined by the Hampton County, South Carolina, coroner to 

have been a suicide. Riopedre's death was preventable, and was the result of Defendants' 

actions and/or omissions and failures to act, all in violation of the rights guaranteed by the 

Constitution of the United States of America. 

2 
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PRELIMINARY STATEMENT 

1. Riopedre, under intense distress due to his improperly treated depression and anxiety 

disorders, committed suicide while serving a term of imprisonment of one year and one 

day, as an inmate of the Federal Corrections Institute ("FCI") in Estill, South Carolina 

(hereinafter "the facility" or "Estill"). 

2. This action is brought by the estate of the Riopedre, through his Personal Representative, 

Fernando Mendez and by Susana Mendez, the widow of Jose R. Riopedre, in her 

individual capacity. 

3. This is an action by Plaintiffs for violations of the Riopedre's First, Fifth, Eighth and 

Fourteenth Amendment rights and for the wrongful death of the Riopedre, survival, and 

loss of consortium or companionship and familial association. 

4. This suit seeks an end to individual defendants' unconstitutional and unlawful practices 

of the Defendants and monetary relief for Riopedre's wrongful death and associated 

harm, along with other damages against Defendants. 

JURISDICTION 

5. This action arises under Bivens v. Six Unknown Named Agents of Federal Bureau of 

Narcotics, 403 U.S. 388 (1971). The Bivens claims arise under the Fifth and Eighth 

Amendments to the United States Constitution as applied to federal employees and 

inmates through Bivens v. Six Unkno·wn Fed. Narcotic Agents, 403 U.S. 388 (1971), 

Estelle v. Gamble, 429 U.S. 97 (1976), and Carlson v. Green, 466 U.S. 14 (1980) 

(specifically allows a Bivens claim for 8th amendment violations and prison suicides). 

6. Jurisdiction is also, therefore, conferred on this Court by 28 U.S.C. § 1331. 
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7. The Court has personal jurisdiction of the Bivens Defendants because the substantial part 

of the alleged incidents, actions, and facts resulting in the death of Riopedre occurred 

within the confines of this Court's jurisdiction at the Federal C01Tectional Institution 

(FCI) located in Estill, in Hampton County, South Carolina, causing the wrongful death 

of Jose R. Riopedre. 

8. The action also arises under and involves survival, loss of consortium and companionship 

of spouse and other laws of the State of South Carolina. 

9. Jurisdiction is conferred on the Court by 2 8 U.S. C. § 13 31 and the supplemental 

jurisdiction of this court pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1367. 

10. This action also arises under the Federal Tort Claims Act, Title 28 of the United States 

Code. 28 U.S.C. §§ 1346(b), 1402(b), 2401(b), and 2671 - 2680. Also, the FTCA 

regulations can be found in Title 28 of the Code of Federal Regulations. 28 C.F.R. §§ 

14.1 - 14.11, 543 .30 - 543 .32, as an action pursuant to the Federal Tort Claims Act may 

be brought against the United States for property damage, personal injury, or death 

"caused by the negligent or wrongful act or omission of any employee of the Government 

while acting within the scope of his office or employment." 

VENUE 

11. Venue is proper in the Anderson Division, District of South Carolina pursuant to 28 

U.S.C. § 1391 because a substantial part of the acts or omissions that gave rise to the 

Riopedre's death and Plaintiffs' claims occurred in Estill, South Carolina, and it is the 

Division to which the case was assigned by the Case Manager assigned to the Division 

for the U.S. District Court for South Carolina. 
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PARTIES 

Plaintiffs: 

12. Fernando Mendez is personal representative/administrator of the Estate of the Riopedre 

Jose R. Riopedre. Mr. Mendez was duly appointed by the probate courts of the State of 

Florida, in Miami-Dade County Circuit Court, Probate Division, Case Number 11-1073-

CP-02. He has satisfied all qualification requirements of the State of South Carolina to 

bring this suit on behalf of the Estate of Jose R. Riopedre, for the benefit of any heirs, 

beneficiaries, and distributees, through filings with Hampton County Probate Court, Case 

Number 2012-ES250068. See S.C. Code Ann.§ 62-4-205. 

13. Susana Mendez is the wife of the decedent and brings claims in her own right for loss of 

consortium and loss of familial association. 

Defendants: 

14. The Defendants 111 this action include, but are not limited to the following listed 

individuals who were employed by the Federal Bureau of Prisons, at all times relevant 

hereto, hereinafter referred to as "Prison Staff', the same which include: Mildred L. 

Rivera (fom1er Warden of FCI Estill); James Solvik (Operations Lieutenant); Tamala 

Middleton (Registered Nurse); Chris Orr (Senior Officer); Richella Lawson (Senior 

Officer); Raganold R. Williams, Sr. (Senior Officer Specialist, OIC at time of incident); 

Richard Wallace (Senior Officer Specialist, OIC preceding incident, Special Housing 

Observation Officer at time of incident); Anita Cano (Case Manager); John J. Enzinna 

(Cook Supervisor and present at the time of the incident); Tracy Horvath (Case 

Manager); Scott Williams (Senior Officer Specialist); Dr. Robert Binford (Staff 
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Psychologist); Vernon Robinson (Senior Officer); Paul Sneed (Lieutenant); Gregory S. 

Bondurant (Captain at the time of the incident but is currently an Associate Warden at 

FCI Victorville, CA). Stephen Buckler, Pam Weathers, Jeremy Dallas, Christopher Bush, 

C. Wiggins, and M. Hill. The aforementioned Prison Staff are appropriate defendants to 

this Bivens action as it is brought against them in their individual capacities and all the 

individuals are federal law enforcement officials and/or officers who acted under color of 

federal law and Plaintiffs' complaint is not an action against the United States and it is 

therefore not barred by sovereign immunity. 

FACTS 

15. Two ghastly dates mark the beginning and the end of Jose Riopedre's stay at the FCI 

Estill in 2009: (a) Friday, September 11, 2009; and, (b) Saturday, October 31, 2009 

(Halloween Day). The first date marks the day that Riopedre voluntarily reported and 

self-surrendered to FCI Estill in compliance with U.S. District Judge Peter J. Messitte's 

Order [DE94], dated August 11, 2009 (see U.S. vs . .lose Riopedre, Case 8:06-cr-00580-

PJM). The latter date marked the end of Mr. Riopedre's life on this earth, only 51 days 

after arriving at FCI Estill, South Carolina; 

16. On July 15, 2009, Jose Riopedre was sentenced to one year and one day in the U.S. 

District Court for the District of Maryland (see DE 86 and DE90 in U.S. vs. Jose 

Riopedre, Case 8:06-cr-00580-PJM ) and was permitted to remain free, on bond, while 

awaiting designation and classification by the Federal Bureau of Prisons, at which time 

Riopedre would voluntarily surrender. Subsequent to Riopedre's sentencing he was 

designated to a minimum security facility at Estill, South Carolina; 
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17. On Friday, September 9, 2009, Riopedre arrived at the Federal Prison Camp in Estill, 

South Carolina, without incident; 

18. Riopedre was designated to FPC Estill by the Federal Bureau of Prisons based on his 

minimum security designation and classification and was notified by the Federal Bureau 

of Prisons to report to FPC Estill; 

19. Riopedre complied fully with the self-surrender order issued by the Honorable Judge 

Peter J. Messitte in U.S. vs. Jose Riopedre, Case 8:06-cr-00580-PJM; 

20. After only two days at the Federal Prison Camp at FCI Estill, South Carolina, Riopedre's 

nightmare began to unfold, and on September 11, 2009 @ 8:40 A.M. an Administrative 

Detention Order was issued and Riopedre was immediately taken into the Special 

Housing Unit (hereinaher refeffed to as SHU) to begin serving what turned out to be his 

death sentence; 

21. Notwithstanding the Federal Bureau of Prisons' need to maintain security, Bureau 

officials knew and/or should have known from their own records that Riopedre had 

suffered from, and been medically diagnosed with "severe, disabling clinical depression 

and anxiety" and had been seeking outpatient treatment, along with taking his prescribed 

strong anti-depressive medications, including PAXIL; 

22. As stated in Riopedre's Psychiatrist's 2008 letter, the Riopedre had developed intense 

disturbances of mood and thought content, in addition to severely intense obsessive 

thoughts about financial and legal issues; 

23. The Bureau's Plan documents that Mr. Riopedre's skills status, as it related to his Mental 

Health, was satisfactory, and to a 5% degree required attention; 
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24. The person who was listed in the Acknowledgement of Inmate Form, Parts 3 & 4, of 

Riopedre's United States Department Justice Federal Bureau of Prisons report to be 

contacted in case of illness or death was Riopedrc's wife, Susana Mendez, who stood by 

her husband while he was being treated for debilitating depression that required 

psychotropic medication prior to Riopedre being committed to the SHU at FCI Estill on 

September 11, 2009; 

25. It was known, or should have been known, to the Federal Bureau of prisons officials that 

a request had been made by his attorney to Judge Messitte to recommend that the Federal 

Bureau of Prisons provide Riopedre with mental health counseling receive help for his 

depression during his incarceration and the same was recommended by Judge Messitte; 

26. In fact, as documented in Inmate Property Report, dated September 9, 2009, Riopedre 

had no socks, towels. or articles that could facilitate his suicide in light of his previously 

diagnosed depression that led a Federal Court Judge to take note of his mental state at 

sentencing; 

27. Riopedre's Intake Screening Form, dated September 9, 2009, at 12:40 PM, documents 

that he was not involved in ongoing cooperation with Federal agents or testified in court 

or was involved in a gang, such that he would have to be isolated or placed in SHU; 

28. Riopedre was certainly not a flight risk, otherwise U.S. District Judge Peter J. Messitte 

would not have allowed him to voluntarily self-surrender to the institution; 

29. For Riopedre, being confined to the SHU was tantamount to solitary confinement. 

Inmates in the SHU must remain locked up in a small cell for the most part containing a 

steel double bunk bed, a small open shower with no door (with or without hot water), 
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small steel desk-chair combination (bolted to the floor and wall) or concrete shelf and 

small cylindrical concrete bench, and a stainless steel, combination toilet and sink; 

30. In SHU, Inmates are locked up 24-hours each day without being able to leave the cell 

except for some instances where they are allowed to go to a recreation yard which is 

essentially a fenced-in cage, where all an inmate can do is walk around in circles for one 

hour or less, when such an oppmtunity is afforded the inmate; 

31. In SHU, communication to family and friends is severely limited and telephone calls 

generally are pe1mitted when authorized and many times at the discretion of the prison 

staff, including the inmate's counselor, case manager, and/or the corrections officer on 

duty. More often than not, most inmates in the SHU have little or almost no telephone 

communication with their family or friends for days, weeks or months at a time; 

32. The Federal Bureau of Prison's performed a standard Inmate Screening on September 10, 

2011, that documents that Riopedre was treated for Depression from 2006 through 2009, 

(that same year) and was prescribed Paxil for his Depression; 

33. The Federal Bureau of Prison Screening Document of Mr. Riopedre dated September 9, 

2009 states erroneously: "Hx of Mental Health Treatment: No". Hx is an abbreviation for 

"medical history" in medical documentation usage; 

34. Riopedre, in his own handwriting, alerted Prison officials on his Psychology Services 

Inmate Questionnaire, dated September 11, 2009, that he had received treatment for a 

nervous or mental problem and had received medication; 

35. As early as 2001, it was well documented that the withdrawal symptoms from Paxil could 

be much more severe than at first thought and could even plunge users into the depths of 
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depression due to the increase of serotonin and decrease of serotonin metabolism that it 

produces; 

36. In fact, in March of 2004, the FDA issued a Public Health Advisory that provided further 

cautions to physicians, their patients, and families and caregivers of patients about the 

need to closely monitor both adults and children with depression, especially at the 

beginning of treatment, or when the doses are changed with either an increase or decrease 

in amount; 

37. The standard warning regarding patients who are removed from Paxil is: 

"You may become suicidal, especially at the beginning of your treatment and any 
time that your dose is increased or decreased." 

38. Riopedre, who was already being treated for Depression, had stopped taking Paxil on his 

own prior to being committed to FCI Estill, thus increasing his risk for suicidal thoughts, 

and despite this fact known to Federal Bureau of Prisons officials, Riopedre was placed 

in isolation in the SHU without the proper review, evaluation, and determination of what, 

if any, medically necessary medications should have been prescribed and given to 

Riopedre by a psychiatrist at the facility; 

39. Despite being previously diagnosed; having ongomg, debilitating depression with a 

heightened risk for suicide; not being provided his previously diagnosed anti-depressant 

medication, Paxil; his requests for treatment of his mental disorder; his family's requests 

for treatment of his mental disorder; and a Federal Court's concerns for his safety, his 

Psychology Data System Intake Screening of September IO, 2009, prepared by Dr. 

Robert W. Binford, demonstrates deliberate indifference to Riopedre's medical and 
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mental health needs and confirms that no attempt was made to adequately review 

Riopedre's medical records or to contact his treating doctors; 

40. It is well known to officials at the Federal Bureau of Prisons that at the initial screening 

of inmates, many inmates will not disclose any thoughts of suicide, depression, or other 

mental illness, because it is common knowledge by the inmates that such disclosure could 

definitely be a one-way ticket to the SHU, and for this reason the intake screening of an 

inmate with a history of depression or mental illness should be given great care and 

attention, despite what is being reported by the inmate; 

41. Dr. Robert Binford stated in reports prepared by him that "No programs/treatment are 

recommended at this time" for Riopedre to Riopedre's detriment and with deliberate 

indifference to Riopedre's mental health in violation of Riopedre's right to be free from 

an Eighth Amendment prohibition against cruel and unusual punishment; 

42. Dr. Robert Binford stated in reports prepared by him that "No programs/treatment are 

recommended at this time" for Riopedre to Riopedre's detriment and with deliberate 

indifference to Riopedre's mental health in violation of Riopedre's right to reasonable 

medical, psychiatric, and/or psychological dictated standards of care; 

43. Riopedre did not receive access to a level of care comparable to that available in the 

community, as mandated by the Federal Bureau of Prisons, Program Statement 5310.13, 

Institution Management of Mentally Ill Inmates, which states: 

Psychological services within each institution should be sufficient 
to ensure that every inmate with a documented need and/or interest 
in psychological treatment has access to a level of care comparable 
to that available in the community and consistent with the overall 
mission of the institution. 

11 
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44. Riopedre's Inmate Skills Development Plan, dated October 20, 2009, documents that on 

September 11, 2009, Riopedre was assigned to the SHU; 

45. In effect at the time of Riopcdre's commitment in 2009 to FCI Estill, the United States 

Department of Justice, Federal Bureau of Prisons, had promulgated a Program Statement, 

numbered P5324.08, entitled, Suicide Prevention Program, April 5, 2007; 

46. Program Statement P5324.08 specifically dealt with the heightened risk of inmates for 

suicide who were placed in solitary confinement in SHU, and on page 6, paragraph 2, 

sub-paragraph c, it states: 

"c. Inmates in SHUs. Inmates in Administrative Detention or Disciplinary 
Segregation status often may be at a higher risk for suicidal behavior. Inmates being 
transferred into the SHU will be monitored for signs of potential suicide risk .... " 

47. Riopedre who had not committed any documented actions warranting disciplinary action, 

was known to prison officials to have suffered from debilitating depression, had recently 

stopped taking psychotropic medication, and had been not allowed to visit with his family 

who had driven up from Miami, Florida, and two days after arriving at the Federal Prison 

Camp at Estill, South Carolina, he was placed in the SHU, which is generally reserved for 

isolating inmates who have committed infractions of rules or regulations, inmates whose 

safety may be in jeopardy if left in the general population, for short overnight stays when 

an inmate be scheduled to be transported to a medical facility outside of the prison, or 

when an inmate may be waiting to be released to general population because there is no 

bed or bunk available; 

48. It is a well-known fact to Bureau officials that many inmates "game the system" and may 

report to staff a "perceived" threat or conflict with another inmate as a retaliatory 
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measure, and that by reporting such a threat or conflict, inmates oftentimes force prison 

officials to send other inmates to the SHU; 

49. The individual defendants, responsible for Riopedre's designation and classification, care 

and custody, and medical and mental health care needs, did, with deliberate indifference 

to Riopedrc's right to be free from cruel and unusual punishment and right to due process 

of law, deprive Riopedre of his rights under the First, Fifth, Eighth, and Fourteenth; 

50. Riopedre's forced confinement to SHU was reviewed on September 11, 2009, September 

25, 2009, October 2, 2009, October 9 2009, and October 25, 2009; 

51. Ana Davide, the Florida attorney in Miami who represented Riopedre in the case of U.S. 

vs. Jose Riopedre, Case 8:06-cr-00580-PJM, contacted FCI Estill multiple times, and 

sometimes multiple times in one day, to challenge the actions of the Defendants in 

isolating Riopedre; 

52. On October 2, 2009, attorney Ana Davide contacted officials at FCI Estill by email to try 

to challenge Riopedre' s continued detention in SHU; 

53. And again, on October 7, 2009, attorney Ana Davide contacted officials at FCI Estill by 

email to try to challenge Riopedre's continued detention in SHU; 

54. Mr. Riopedre's forced confinement to SHU was authorized by Lieutenant Paul Sneed, 

and/or Lieutenant C. Wiggins, and the same was reviewed by Captain G.S. Bondurant, 

and approved by Warden Mildred L. Rivera on each of the previously stated review dates 

with deliberate indifference to Riopedre's rights under the Eighth Amendment to the 

United States Constitution against Cruel and Unusual Punishment and the Fifth 
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Amendment Right to be free from unlawful government action without Due Process of 

Law, as well as the First and Fourteenth Amendments, as previously stated herein; 

55. On six (6) separate occasions over a six-week period, the only reason given on a Special 

Housing Review for Violation or Reason Form as to why Riopedre should be in isolation 

in the SHU, was that Riopcdre was "pending reclassification" and prison officials with 

deliberate indifference to Riopedre's mental health and ever increasing anxiety, 

depression, and risk of suicide; 

56. The Defendants, individually and collectively, who were responsible for the care, custody 

and well-being of Riopedre, with deliberate indifference to Riopedre's right to be free 

from cruel and unusual punishment, his right to due process of law, and his right to the 

standard of medical care required under the law, did little or nothing to ensure those 

constitutional rights; 

57. Program Statement P5324.08 states: 

Inmate Removal from the SHU. The Program Coordinator will arrange to have an 
inmate exhibiting significant potential for suicide to be removed from the SHU and 
placed on suicide watch. Ordinarily, once the crisis is over, the inmate will be 
returned to satisfy any sanction lemphasis added] that was imposed 

58. Program Statement P5324.08 clearly recognizes that SHU's are reserved for inmates 

sanctioned for disruptive or illegal behavior. Mr. Riopedre exhibited neither of these 

traits and it was incumbent on the prison officials to either expedite his pending re

classification to minimize the adverse psychological impact the SHU was having on 

Riopedre, or to place Riopedre on Suicide Watch as a precaution and in the abundance of 

caution, especially considering Riopcdrc's medical and other records that should have 

been red flags for prison officials to heed; 
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59. Program Statement P5324.08 goes on to describe the housing an inmate on suicide watch 

should be placed in: 

a. Housing. Each institution must have one or more rooms designated specifically 
for housing an inmate on suicide watch .... 

b. The primary concern in designating a room for suicide watch must be the ability 
to observe, protect, and maintain adequate control of the inmate. 

c. The room must permit easy access, privacy, and unobstructed vision of the inmate 
at all times. 

d. The suicide prevention room may not have fixtures or architectural features that 
would easily allow self-injury. 

60. Riopedre was placed in a cell in SHU that allowed only a limited view of the interior of 

the cell with only a small window and that was difficult to enter. The unit had fixtures 

and bars from which an inmate could hang himself, all of which violated the above listed 

policy limitations placed on defendants with respect to suicidal inmates; 

61. Because of Riopedre's medical and psychiatric history, the fact that he had been taking 

Paxil prior to mriving at FPC Estill, and other documentation as provided in Riopedre's 

inmate records, prison officials should have placed Riopedre in the suicide watch cells, 

made for that purpose; 

62. Prison officials failed to consider the totality of the information available to them 

regarding Riopedre's medical and psychiatric condition, the inquiries from family 

members, his attorney, and even a Congressional inquiry that was initiated by the 

Honorable Lincoln Diaz-Balart; 

63. The Defendants did this with deliberate indifference to Mr. Riopedre's right to free be 

from cruel and unusual punishment and right lo due process of law; 

64. Program Statement P5324.08 also created a fellow inmate observer program to assist the 

facility in preventing suicides. The policy mandates: 
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e. The observer and the suicidal inmate will not be in the same room/cell and will 
have a locked door between them. 

f. The person performing the suicide watch must have means to summons help 
immediately. 

65. On October 30th
, 2009, within hours of Mr. Riopedre's death, Defendants, all being 

federal prison officials at FCI Estill, including Warden Mildred Rivera, caused Harry 

Castro, a mentally ill inmate who was known to suffer from bipolar disorder and other 

mental disorders, to be placed in the cell occupied by Riopedre; 

66. In the early morning of October 3 I, 2009, on Halloween Day, Riopedre apparently tied 

multiple socks and/or tom sheets around his neck and attached them to the cell window 

bars, and hanged himself. As a result of Defendants' omissions, actions and/or failures to 

act, Riopedre ultimately died as a result of the hanging; 

67. At all times relevant hereto, the Defendants acted with deliberate indifference to 

Riopedre's right to be from cruel and unusual punishment and right to due process of 

law; 

68. Defendants, knowing of Riopedre's medical and mental health history, the information 

contained in his Presentence Investigation Report, having heard his telephone 

conversations with family members and others, the numerous messages sent by his 

attorney, Ana Davide, and other available information, should have placed Riopedre on 

suicide watch and assigned an Inmate Observers and staff to watch over him 24-hours a 

day; 

69. Program Statement P5324.08 also highlights what actions must be taken when an Inmate 

Observer alerts of a suicide attempt by a fellow inmate; 
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g. In all cases, when an inmate observer alerts staff to an emergency situation, staff must 
immediately respond to the suicide watch room and take necessary action to prevent 
the inmate on watch from incurring debilitating injury or death. In no case will an 
inmate observer be assigned to a watch without adequate provision for staff 
supervision or without the ability to obtain immediate staff relief. 

70. Program Statement P5324.08 also calls for constant observation of an inmate at risk for 

suicide; 

71. There was no constant monitoring of Riopedre and the records made available to 

Plaintiffs by the Federal Bureau of Prisons do not demonstrate that that Riopedre was 

being monitored as Riopedre should have been because of his medical history and mental 

health problems and severe depression ; 

72. All of the individual defendants that were directly responsible for the designation and 

classification, the care and custody, and the medical and mental health care of Riopedre, 

acted with deliberate indifference to Riopedre's rights to be free from cruel and unusual 

punishment and to due process of law; 

73. In fact, on October 23, 2009, in a Memo prepared by Pam Weathers, she documented a 

monitored telephone call between Riopedre and his wife. During the call he indicated 

that he felt very bad, and he complained about his close confinement. Although in some 

circumstances such complaints may seem normal to a prison official, this was yet another 

indication of Riopedre's fragile mental state ignored by Defendants, because they failed 

to take into account his known medical and mental health illness and severe depression. 

It could be argued by Defendants that this failure occurred, in part, because Pam 

Weathers did not speak Spanish, which was Riopedre's native language, but this 
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argument would fail because Defendants were well aware and on notice of Riopcdrc's 

language limitations; 

74. The Federal Bureau of Prisons has a large number of facilities throughout the country 

with almost 35% of the inmate population who are Hispanic. Less than 15% of the 

Bureau's prison staff is Hispanic. Riopedre, whose primary language was Spanish, was 

designated to a facility with limited Spanish speaking prison staff; 

75. The Riopedre's right to be free from cruel and unusual punishment, to due process of 

law, and to be provided equal protection under the law have been deprived by the prison 

staff's failure to be able to obtain accurate translations of his telephonic and other 

communications; 

76. The danger related to protective custody is so severe that that the Statement in the United 

States Department of Justice, Federal Bureau of Prison's "Sample" Suicide Prevention 

Information states: 

h. Protective Custody-Inmates who volunteer to enter protective custody are at high 
risk for suicide, especially during the first 72 hours in SHU 

1. Long-term Protective Custody Inmates - These inmates are particularly 
vulnerable to depression that can lead to a suicide attempt, and should be 
monitored closely while in they are in SHU.[emphasis added] 

J. Inmates Taking Medication for Mental Health Reason-These inmates are 
vulnerable to developing suicidal thoughts and attempting suicide by overdosing 
on their medication. 

77. The United States Department of Justice, Federal Bureau of Prisons, issued a Program 

Statement relating to Personal Property, Inmate, on December 28, 2005 Ihereinafter 

"Statement relating to Personal Property"] that required each inmate be afforded 

additional secured space outside his cell for additional personal property. 

78. The Statement relating to Personal Property specifically states: 
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k. Civilian clothing (i.e. clothing not issued to the inmate by the Bureau or 
purchased by the inmate from the commissary) ordinarily is not authorized for 
retention by the inmate. 

L The Inmate Personal Property List (Attachment A) includes all personal property 
an inmate can retain at every institution .... 

m. Staff shall consider as nuisance contraband any item ... excessive quantities of it 
present a health ... hazard .... " 

n. Attachment A specifically authorizes a maximum of five (5) socks per inmate and 
one ( 1) towel per inmate. 

79. Based on the records and photographs provided by prison officials, it appeared that 

Riopedre had what appeared to have accumulated a large number of socks and sheets in 

the short time he was isolated in the SHU, in violation of the Bureau's own policies; 

80. But for the prison officials deliberate indifference to its own policies, the Defendants 

would have prevented Riopedre's death; 

81. It is a well known fact that in cases where an individual, such as in this case with 

Riopedre, who is deprived of oxygen, whether by drowning, attempted hanging, or some 

other means, the first five to eight minutes are crucial, if not critical, in receiving life 

saving emergency medical treatment. Once Defendants were made aware of the 

situation, they acted with deliberate indifference to Riopedre's rights to be free from cruel 

and unusual punishment and to due process of law; 

82. On October 31, 2009, at 6: 18 A.M., according to a Memorandum dated October 31, 2009 

by Richella Lawson, Harry Castro, the inmate who had been placed in Riopedre's cell the 

night before, started to bang on the cell door and yelled. According to the Lawson's 

Memorandum, when she arrived at the cell she observed the following: 

"his cell mate had hanged himself but I couldn't see his ceLLmate because 

of a blind spot in the corner" 
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83. Critical minutes passed without Defendants rendering life saving emergency care which 

could have prevented Riopedre's death, an omission that demonstrates deliberate 

indifference to Riopedre's constitutionally mandated rights to reasonable care; 

84. On the morning of October 31, 2009, various prison reports indicate that present at the 

scene that morning were Defendants Chris Orr, James Solvik, Scott Williams, Officer M. 

Hill, Richella Lawson, and Tamala Middleton, and others; 

85. At 6:20 AM, according to a Memorandum prepared by Defendant Chris Orr on October 

31, 2009, inmate Harry Castro started yelling, 

"HELP"! HELP HELP/ MY CELLI£ NEEDS HELP" 

86. Chris Orr's Memorandum of October 31 st
, 2009 documents that Harry Castro started 

yelling after 6:20 AM: 

"HE NEEDS HELP/ PLEASE HELP HIM!" 

87. The documented evidence shows that while Harry Castro was begging and screaming for 

help for Riopedre, Riopedre was dying; 

88. The Defendants actions allowed Riopedre to die, and such actions constitute deliberate 

indifference to Riopedre's right to be free from cruel and unusual punishment and to due 

process of law; 

89. The evidence shows that while Harry Castro was screaming for help no one opened the 

cell door to Riopedre's cell to provide life saving emergency medical care or first aid 

measures to save Riopedre's life or even see Riopedre from 6:18 AM through 6:28 AM 

or 6:28 AM, or from 6:28 AM to 6:38 AM or from 6:38 AM to 6:48 AM; 
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90. The Defendants failed to act and respond appropriately in an emergency medical situation 

and Defendants' actions were with deliberate indifference to Riopedre's right to be free 

from cruel and unusual punishment and to due process of law and his right to reasonable 

medical care; 

91. Finally, at 6:48 AM according to all documented evidence, including a Memorandum 

dated October 31, 2009 by Officer Specialist Williams, at 6:48 the first call for help was 

answered and individual defendants entered Riopedre's SHU cell; 

92. The Defendants did this with deliberate indifference to Riopedre's right to be free from 

cruel and unusual punishment and to due process of law; 

93. During his confinement, Riopedre, who was diagnosed on record with severe depression 

and anxiety, was not given proper supervision and care by the prison staff, or proper 

psychological care and there was a failure to properly assess his mental state; 

94. Much of the Riopedre' s first 51 days in prison were spent in solitary confinement, and 

although he could not adequately communicate in English, he was not furnished with a 

Spanish interpreter through whom he could have communicated his condition to the 

guards or other staff; 

95. Throughout his 51-day detention in SHU at the Defendants' facility, Riopedre showed 

increasing outward signs of fragility and mental instability through severe weight loss; 

96. Riopedre was additionally not allowed to see his family when they traveled to visit him; 

97. Despite Riopedre's medical history, severe weight loss, and deteriorating condition, 

Defendants allowed him to suffer by failing to provide him treatment, punished him by 

placing him in long-term, unnecessary, solitary confinement, deprived him of 
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communication, prevented him from visiting with his family and put him in conditions 

preventing appropriate monitoring and then allowed him to accumulate a large, and 

completely inappropriate, number of tube socks and other materials, that were a 

dangerous instrumentality, which he ultimately used to take his life; 

98. Before killing himself, but after being removed from solitary confinement, Riopedre was 

placed in a SHU cell with Harry Castro, an inmate who also had psychological issues yet 

was receiving care from a case manager; 

99. On October 31, 2009, after suffering from lack of proper treatment for his severe clinical 

depression and anxiety, being held in solitary confinement for an extended period, and 

being given little supervision for someone in his fragile state, Riopedre hanged himself in 

his cell via a network of tube socks and/or pieces of material tied to the upper bunk of the 

cell; 

100. After the incident, defendant Tracy Horvath visited Harry Castro, the inmate who had 

been placed into Riopedre's cell the night before the incident, in order to make sure he 

was doing well due to his psychological history and to arrange for psychological 

consultations. Had Jose Riopedre received similar care, his suicide would have been 

averted; 

GENERAL ALLEGATIONS 

101. Due to the documented nature and severity of Riopedre's condition, the Defendants 

demonstrated a clear deliberate indifference to the medical needs of the Riopedre; 

102. There was a failure to properly assess Riopedre's condition by Defendants; 

103. There was a failure to properly house Riopedre by Defendants; 
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104. There was a failure to properly monitor Riopedre and his actions by Defendants; 

105. There was a failure to intervene when Riopedre was in distress by Defendants; 

106. Although the Riopedre could not speak English well, he was not provided with a 

Spanish interpreter or any other means with which to communicate his condition. By not 

granting Riopedre proper medical treatment and by not supplying proper supervision to 

Riopedre despite his fragile state, the Defendants demonstrated a deliberate indifference 

to the conditions leading directly to his suicide and denied him equal protection of the 

law; 

107. Additionally, by allowing Riopedre to accumulate copious amounts of tube socks and 

other linens, despite his medical history and clearly deteriorating condition, the 

Defendants demonstrated complete indifference to the obvious severity of Riopedre's 

condition and signs of self-destructive behavior; 

108. Riopedre's death could have been prevented had he been given his proper medication, 

given proper visitation rights with doctors and his family, prevented from accumulating 

copious amounts of tube socks, properly monitored throughout his deteriorating 

condition, and, if necessary, placed on suicide watch; 

109. Riopedre died as a result of a number of omissions and actions of Defendants, 

individually and jointly, by not being properly trained, failure to adequately monitor 

inmates and observe obvious self-destructive tendencies, not providing proper medical 

care to the Riopedre, failing to properly monitor Riopedre given his known medical and 

mental health history, and failure by Defendants to take prompt action when the Riopedre 

attempted to kill himself; 
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COUNT ONE 

BIVENS CLAIM FOR VIOLATION OF RIOPEDRE'S EIGHTH AMENDMENT 
RIGHTS: PROTECTION FROM CRUEL AND UNUSUAL PUNISHMENT BY 
FERNANDO MENDEZ, PERSONAL REPRESENTATIVE OF THE ESTA TE OF 
JOSE R. RIOPEDRE 

110. Plaintiffs re-allege and re-affirm the allegations set forth m paragraphs one ( 1) 

through one hundred and nine (109) , as if fully set forth herein; 

111. All of the Defendants, individually and collectively, except the United States, 

demonstrated a clear indifference to the known conditions of the Riopedre that led to his 

suicide under their care; 

112. It is true that jail inmates are much more likely to commit suicide than free persons 

are-in fact, nine times as likely. Lindsay M. Hayes & Joseph R. Rowan, National Study 

of Jail Suicides: Seven Years Later (National Center on Institutions and Alternatives, 

Feb. 1 9 88). According to the study just cited 12. 9 percent of j ai 1 suicides occur within 

the first three hours of confinement, 32.8 percent within the first 24 hours, 62.1 percent 

within the first two weeks, 72.8 percent within the first month, 89.2 within the first four 

months, and 97.4 within the first seven months. Only 10.8 percent of suicides occur after 

5 months; 

113. The psychiatric condition most closely associated with suicide is severe ("clinical") 

depression, which the Defendants knew Mr. Riopcdre suffered from; 

114. Defendants, individually and collectively, demonstrated a deliberate indifference to 

the known conditions of the Riopedre that led to his suicide under their care by failing to 

follow their own policies and procedures previously enumerated that had they been 
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followed would have saved Mr. Riopcdrc's life. Jutzi-Johnson v. U.S., No. 96-C-5708, 

U.S. Dist. Ct., N.D. Ill. (March 29, 2000); 

115. All of the Defendants, individually and collectively, and specifically Defendants 

Anita Cano and Tracy Horvath, who were responsible for evaluating and treating inmates 

at the center, violated Riopedre's constitutional rights, demonstrated deliberate 

indifference and demonstrated negligence that rose to the level of gross negligence 

towards Riopedre's safety by: 

o. Failing to properly supervise and provide support to the Riopedre, especially in 

regard to his severe and documented psychological issues; 

p. Failing to take action to ensure Riopedre's safety either through direct action, 

such as placing him under suicide watch or warning the guards; 

q. Failing to grant Riopedre similar psychological support for his documented 

psychological condition as that was granted to other similarly situated inmates 

such as inmate Harry Castro; 

116. Defendants, individually and collectively, had the resources, knowledge, and duty to 

offer the Riopedre the same diligence and duty of care that other inmates received; 

117. Defendants, individually and collectively, were deliberately indifferent to the 

conditions that led to his death of Riopedre by failing to recognize Riopedre's 

documented medical and psychological history and failing to recognize and act upon 

Riopedre's worsening condition despite Riopedre's a well documented history of severe 

psychological disorders; 
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118. Defendants, individually and collectively, who were responsible for care and custody, 

and providing adequate medical and psychological care to Riopedre, demonstrated a 

deliberate indifference to the Riopedre's conditions by: 

r. Deliberately placing him in SHU for no reasonable justifiable reason despite 

Riopedre's known clinical depression, weaning off of Paxil, and ongoing mental 

health issues; 

s. Failing to provide an appropriate level of surveillance to Mr. Riopedre despite his 

severe weight loss and obviously worsening condition; 

t. Failing to take the appropriate actions or give proper and timely notifications to 

the appropriate personnel about the Riopedre's visibly deteriorating condition and 

weight-loss; 

u. Failing to properly supervise Riopedre and allowing Mr. Riopedre to collect 

copious amounts of tube socks, which hold little use in bulk, fashion them into a 

rope, and ultimately kill himself; 

v. Failing to notice or take action over obviously suicidal behavior both over the 

fifty days preceding his death, and on the day of his death; 

w. And the other aforementioned actions in Paragraphs 1-116 

119. By having either ignored Riopedre's situation or somehow remaining ignorant to the 

Riopedre's worsening situation and collection of tube socks, the Defendants, individually 

and collectively, who were on duty at the facility demonstrated a clear indifference or a 

negligence that rose to the level of gross negligence towards their duty to monitor 

Riopedre; 
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120. Defendant Tamala Middleton, the clinical nurse on call at the time of the Riopedre's 

death, as well as Dr. Robert Binford, demonstrated clear indifference to the Riopedre's 

conditions, and his rights to be free from cruel and unusual punishment, by: 

x. Failing to properly supervise or provide proper medication and support to the 

Riopedre; 

y. By not properly canng for the Riopedre or trying to take action despite his 

worsening condition and documented proof of severe psychological disabilities, 

Tamala Middleton and Dr. Robert Binford demonstrated clear indifference to 

Riopedre's condition, or at the least gross negligence; 

121. Defendant Lieutenant James Solvik, Operations Lieutenant for the facility, and 

Warden Mildred Rivera and other defendants demonstrated a deliberate indifference to 

Riopedre's and other inmates' 8th amendment rights by not supplying an adequate 

medical staff to the inmates, especially given that many, such as Riopedre, had severe 

and documented mental illnesses; 

122. Defendants, individually and collectively, with knowledge that Riopedre, needed 

psychological care, failed to provide the proper medication that could have helped 

Riopedre cope with his circumstances, demonstrated a indifference to the needs of 

Riopedre; 

123. Defendants, individually and collectively, demonstrated deliberate indifference by not 

opening the Riopedre's cell door and rendering first aid resuscitative aide and/or 

emergency care until approximately thirty minutes after they were alerted to the 
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emergency nature of Riopedre's condition by Harry Castro, who was begging them to 

save Riopedre's life; 

124. As a result of the inadequate supervision, inadequate training, failure to follow prison 

protocols, and delay in providing Riopedre with immediate first aid resuscitative 

measures and/or emergency medical care, Riopedre suffered cruel and unusual 

punishment; 

125. Riopedre suffered greatly in the final 51 days of his life and eventually succumbed to 

the pressures of being isolated in SHU by his attempted suicide that did not have to end 

in his death, but for the deliberate indifference of Defendants, all acting individually and 

collectively; 

126. As a result of individual defendants "actions, individually and collectively, the heirs 

of Jose Riopedre are entitled to relief from the individual Defendants." Bivens v. Six 

Unknown Fed. Narcotic Agents, 403 U.S. 388 (1971). Estelle v. Gamble, 429 U.S. 97 

( 1976) (The US Supreme Court held that an indifference to the medical needs of inmates 

is a violation of the 8th amendment to the US constitution and constitutes cruel and 

unusual punishment.) Daniels v. Williams, 474 U.S. 327 ( 1986) (Held that although mere 

negligence is not enough to trigger a cause of action for government liability, gross 

negligence may suffice to demonstrate constitutional claims.) Carlson v. Green, 466 

U.S. 14 (1980); 

127. Plaintiffs allege that Defendants, individual 1 y and collective I y, al so violated 

Riopedre's First and Fourteenth Amendment rights; 
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128. Riopedre had a constitutionally protected right under the First and Fourteenth 

Amendments; 

129. Defendants, i ndi vi dually and co 11 ecti ve 1 y, deprived Ri oped re of his con sti tu ti on ally 

protected rights; 

130. The plaintiff Estate lacks a statutory cause of action, or an available statutory cause of 

action does not provide monetary compensation against Defendants, individually and 

collectively; 

131. No "special factors" suggest that the Court should decline to provide the judicial 

cause of action and remedy in this case; 

132. No appropriate immunity can be raised by the individual defendants as a result of 

Riopedre's death; 

133. Plaintiff personal representative has an interest in his relationship with his brother-in

law, as the brother of Riopedre's widow, Susanna Mendez, which is protected by the 

First and Fourteenth Amendment to the Constitution; 

134. These constitutional interests survived the death of Riopedre; 

135. Defendants intentionally interfered with this interest by demonstrating deliberate 

indifference to Riopedre's right to receive adequate medical and psychiatric care and to 

be free from cruel and unusual punishment; 

136. The actions of the Defendants, individually and collectively, were in violation of 

Riopedre's Fifth and Eighth Amendment rights and his First and Fourteenth Amendment 

rights, as guaranteed by the Constitution of the United States; 
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COUNT TWO 

CLAIM FOR LOSS OF CONSORTIUM, LOVE, COMPANIONSHIP 
AND FAMILIAL ASSOCIATION BY SUSANA MENDEZ 

13 7. Plain ti ff s re-allege, re-affirm, and incorporate by reference all of the allegations set 

forth in paragraphs one (1) through One Hundred and thirty-six (136) as set forth herein; 

138. At all times material hereto, Susana Mendez was the loving wife of Mr. Riopedre. 

139. As a result of the actions and/or omissions of the Defendants Susana Mendez has lost 

the loving companionship, care and comfort of her husband and familial association with 

him for the remainder of her life. 

140. The Defendants owed a duty of care to Mr. Riopedre to allow him to live; 

141. The Defendants breached their duty of care through deliberate indifference as alleged 

previously; 

142. As a result of Mr. Riopedre's death under superv1s1on of the Defendants, Mr. 

Riopedre's widow faces hardship and injury due to her loss of companionship, mental 

pain and anguish, and loss of decedent's earning potential, for which she entitled to 

collect damages; 

COUNT THREE 

WRONGFUL DEATH UNDER THE FEDERAL TORT CLAIMS ACT 

143. The Plaintiffs, Fernando Mendez, the personal representative and administrator and 

Susana Mendez, wife of the decedent (hereinafter collectively referred to as "Plaintiffs"), 

reallege and incorporated by referenced all of the Plaintiffs' factual allegations as set 

forth in paragraphs one ( 1 ) through onc-hu ndred and forty-two ( 14 2) of their Corn plaint 

alternatively against the United States of America ("Defendant" or the "Government"). 
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Plaintiff brings this suit for damages arising from the death of Jose Riopedre (" Jose 

Riopedre") under the Federal Tort Claims Act ("FTCA") as follows: 

144. This Court has jurisdiction pursuant to the provisions of 28 U.S.C. § 1346(b) under 

theFTCA; 

145. On March 4, 2011, Plaintiff submitted her administrative claim under the FfCA, 28 

U.S.C. § 2671, et seq. The claim seeks money damages in the amount of Forty Million 

Dollars ($40,000,000.00) for Pedro Riopedre's death that was caused by the negligence 

of the Government; 

146. On _______ , the Government, acting by and through the U.S. Department 

of Justice, Federal Bureau of Prisons, denied Plaintiffs claim; 

147. A true and correct copy of the _________ denial of Plaintiff's claim is 

attached hereto as Exhibit "A." 

148. Plaintiffs have exhausted their FTCA administrative remedies, and under 28 U.S.C. 

§2675(a) is entitled to institute this action under the FTCA against the Government; 

149. Venue is proper in this Court under 28 U.S.C. § 1402 because the Defendant engaged 

in the conduct of which the Plaintiffs set forth in their complaint in the U.S. District 

Court, District of South Carolina; 

150. All conditions precedent to the maintenance of this action have been met, waived, or 

excused; 

151. Service of process may be perfected upon the Government under Federal Rule of 

Civil Procedure 4(i)( 1) by delivering a copy of the summons and complaint to the United 

States Attorney for the District of South Carolina, U.S. Attorney's Office, Wells Fargo 
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Bui !ding, 1441 Main Street, Suite 500, Columbia, SC 2920 I, ( or by sending a copy of 

each by registered or certified mail to the civil-process clerk at the United States 

attorney's office), and by sending a copy by registered or certified mail to the Attorney 

General of the United States, U.S. Department of Justice, 950 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW, 

Washington, DC 20530-0001; 

152. Plaintiffs have completed service of process on both the United States Attorney for 

South Carolina and the United States Attorney General, as required by law; 

153. Plaintiffs are SUSANA MENDEZ, the widow of Mr. Riopedre, and FERNANDO 

MENDEZ, as the Personal Representative of the Estate of Jose R. Riopedre; 

154. Mr. Riopedre died while in the custody of the Federal Bureau of Prisons at Federal 

Correctional Institution at Estill, South Carolina; 

155. Plaintiffs, SUSANA MENDEZ and FERNANDO MENDEZ (as personal 

representative of the Estate of Jose Riopedre), allege and incorporate by reference herein, 

all of the allegations that each made in the Administrative Tort Claims each submitted to 

the Federal Bureau of Prisons, numbered TRT-SER-2011-00170 and TRT-SER-2011-

04367 [See attached letters as part of Collective Exhibit "A"]; 

156. The Government's failure to provide proper medical treatment to Mr. Riopedre 

breached the applicable standard of care and was negligent. The negligence included, but 

was not limited to, the conduct of the physician and of the nursing staff and, furthermore, 

the failure to properly supervise and monitor the performance of the physician. The 

systematic failure by the physician to review the results of the physical examinations for 
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over a year's time should have been discovered through the exercise of reasonable care 

on the part of the physician's supervisors. Additionally, all the factual allegations 

contained in paragraph 1-143 are incorporated herein. The United States had a duty to 

reasonably monitor, supervise, and maintain the safety and life of Mr. Riopedre and 

breached its duty, thus resulting in the death of Mr. Riopedre; 

157. The negligent acts and omissions of the Government or its agents who were acting 

within the course and scope of their employment proximately caused the death of Mr. 

Riopedre. It is reasonably foreseeable that the routine failure by staff physicians to review 

the findings of the physical examinations of prisoners will result in the failure to identify 

and treat both chronic and emergent medical conditions; 

158. South Carolina law pennits patients who have been injured by the negligent failure of 

a physician or of medical staff to properly examine and diagnose such patient to maintain 

actions for damages. Additionally, those who detained, supervised, and monitored the 

Decedent had a duty of care to protect Mr. Riopedre and failed to do so. The claim 

submitted herein by Plaintiffs is one which would be available to her under South 

Carolina state law if the United States were a private person; 

159. The Defendant is liable for the full value of the life of Mr. Riopedre as a result of his 

wrongful death in the amount of forty million dollars ($40,000,000.00); 

WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs request that they be awarded forty million dollars ($40,000,000.00) 

under the FTCA for the wrongful death of Mr. Riopedre and such other further relief as the 

Court may deem just and proper; 

DEMAND FOR RELIEF 
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WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs respectfully request this Court to: 

a. Declare the actions complained of herein to be in violation of the First. Fifth and 

Eighth, and Fourteenth Amendment to the United States Constitution as well as South 

Carolina and Federal law; 

b. Enter judgment in favor of Plaintiffs and against all Defendants, individually and 

jointly; 

c. Award Plaintiffs damages to compensate for their injuries including: 

(1) costs and attorney's fees; 

(2) nominal, compensatory, and special damages; 

(3) pain and suffering; 

(4) a sum to compensate Plaintiff Estate for decedent's pam and suffering and 

compensate for Riopedre's widow for loss of companionship and right to familial 

association; 

(5) punitive damages in sum as to deter Defendants conduct of this nature in the 

future; and, 

(6) all other relief that this court deems just and proper under the circumstances. 

d. Enter judgment in favor of Plaintiffs and against all the Defendants, individually and 

collectively; 

( 1) Award damages to compensate Plaintiffs for their injuries 

(a) In the amount over $75,000; 

(b) costs and attorneys' fees; and, 

(c) all other relief that this court deems just and proper under the 

34 
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circumstances; 

e. Award Plaintiffs any other relief that this court deems just and proper under the 

ci rcum stances. 

DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL 

PLAINTIFFS hereby demand a jury trial on all issues triable by a jury. 

Dated: October 30, 2012 

Respectfully submitted, 

s/ Dione Carroll 
Dione Carroll, Esq., 
Local Counsel 
SC Dist. Ct. Bar: 11347 
SC Bar: 78185 
FL Bar: 0037753 
Carroll Law Offices, P.A. 
537 Linler Lane 
Aiken, SC 29805 
Phone: 305-807-2082 
Fax: 866-954-0184 
Email: dione@carroll-law-offices.com 

John de Leon, Esq. 
Florida Bar No. 650390 
Pro Hae Vice Counsel 
Law Offices of Chavez & De Leon, P.A. 
5975 Sunset Drive, Suite 605 
South Miami, FL 33143 
Telephone: 305-740-5347 
Facsimile: 305-740-5348 
Email: info@chavez-deleon.com 
Web: http://www.chavez-deleon.com 

ATTORNEYS FOR THE PLAINTIFFS 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
DISTRICT OF SOUTH CAROLINA 

ANDERSON DIVISJON 

Jose R Riopedre, Estate ofJose R Riopedre 
through Fernando Mendez personal 
representative; Susana Mendez, individually 
as wife of Jose R Riopedre 

Plaintiff(s), 

vs. 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

James Solvik; Tamala Middleton; Chris Orr; ) 
Richella Lawson; Raganold Williams; Richard ) 
Wallace; Mildred L Rivera; Anita Cano; John J) 
Enzinna; Tracy Horvath; Scott Williams; ) 
Vernon Robinson; Robert Binford; Paul Sneed;) 
Gregory Bondurant; John Does 1-8; Stephen ) 
Buckler; Pam Weathers; Jeremy Dallas; ) 
Christopher Bush; C Wiggins; M Hill; and Dr ) 
Derick Phillips, ) 

Defendant( s). ) 

CA No. 8-12-cv-2806-TMC-JDA 

CONFERENCE AND 
SCHEDULING ORDER 

Pursuant to the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure and the Local Civil Rules ofthis Court, the 
following schedule is established for this case. Discovery may begin upon receipt of this order. 

1. A conference of the parties pursuant to Fed. R. Civ. P. 26(f) ("Rule 26(f) conference") shall 
be held no later than 20 days from the date of this order. 1 At conference the parties shall 
confer concerning all matters set forth in Fed. R. Civ. P. 26(f) and whether the schedule set 
forth in this order is appropriate.2 

2. No later than fourteen ( 14) days after the Rule 2 6( f) conference the rcqu ired in i ti a 1 
disclosures under Fed. R. Civ. P. 26(a)(l) shall be made.3 

1 Plaintiff's counsel shall initiate the scheduling of the Ruic 26(f) conference with all counsel 
known to plaintiff regardless of whether they have filed appearances. 

2The parties shall also consider whether they wish to consent to trial before a United States 
Magistrate Judge. See attached Notice of Availability of United States Magistrate Judge. 

3 Pursuant to Fed. R. Ci v. P. 2 6( a)( 1 ), th c parties may, by stipu la ti on, agree not to make som c 
or all of the Rule 26(a)(l) initial disclosures. If such a stipulation is made, it shall be confirmed in 
writing between the parties. See Fed. R. Civ. P. 29 and Local Civil Rule 29.01. 
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3. No later than fourteen (14) days after the Ruic 26(-f) conference the parties shall file a Ruic 
26(-f) Report in the form attached to this order. With this Report, counsel for each party 
shall file and serve a statement certifying that counsel has (1) discussed the availability 
of mediation with the party; (2) discussed the advisability and timing of mediation with 
opposing counsel; and advise the court whether the parties agree to mediation. Parties 
are hereby notified that Local Civil Rule 26.03 lists additional queries to be answered in the 
Rule 26(-f) Report. 

4. Motions to join other parties and amend the pleadings (Fed. R. Civ. P. 16(b)(3)(A)) shall be 
filed no later than March 18, 2013. 

5. Plaintiff(s) shall file and serve a document identifying by full name, address, and telephone 
number each person whom Plaintiff(s) expects to call as an expert at trial and certifying that 
a written report prepared and signed by the expert including all infonnation required by Fed. 
R. Civ. P. 26(a)(2)(B) has been disclosed to other parties by April 17, 2013 (Fed. R. Civ. 
P. 26(a)(2)).4 

6. Defendant(s) shall file and serve a document identifying by full name, address, and telephone 
number each person whom Defendant(s) expects to call as an expert at trial and certifying 
that a written report prepared and signed by the expert including all information required by 
Fed. R. Civ. P. 26(a)(2)(B) has been disclosed to other parties by May 17, 2013 (Fed. R. 
Civ. P. 26(a)(2)). 

7. Counsel shall file and serve affidavits of records custodian witnesses proposed to be 
presented by affidavit at trial no later than May 17, 2013. Objections to such affidavits must 
be made within fourteen (14) days after the service of the disclosure. (See Fed. R. Evid. 
803(6), 902( 11 ), or 902(12) and Local Civil Rule 16.02(0)(3 )). 

8. Discovery shall be completed no later than June 17, 2013. Discovery shall be deemed 
completed within this time only if discovery is initiated at such time as to afford the 
responding party the full time provided under the applicable rule of the Federal Rules of 
Civil Procedure in which to respond prior to the discovery completion date noted in this 
paragraph. 

(The parties may, with the consent of all counsel, conduct discovery up to the time of 
trial, provided the deadlines in this order are not affected.) 

4Concurrent with the identification of each expert and subject matter, each party shall serve 
(but not file): 1) a complete copy of the most current curriculum vitae of each expert or a detailed 
summary of his qualifications to testify on each identified subject; 2) (a) a complete statement of all 
opinions to be expressed by each expert and the basis and reasons therefor; (b) the data and other 
information considered by the expert in forming the opinions, ( c) any exhibits to be used as a 
summary of or support for the opinions, and ( d) citations of any treatise, text or other authority upon 
which each expert especially relied; and 3) a copy of each expert's report if a report has been 
prepared. 

2 
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9. All other motions, except (a) those relating to the admissibility of evidence at trial and (b) 
thoscto compel discovery, shall be filed no later than July 1, 2013 (Fed. R. Civ. P. 16(b)(2)). 
See below ,-J 11 for motions in limine deadline. 

10. No later than August 30, 2013, the parties shall file and exchange Fed. R. Civ. P. 26(a)(3) 
pretrial disclosures. Within fourteen (14) days thereafter, a party shall file and exchange Fed. 
R. Civ. P. 26(a)(3) objections, any objections to use of a deposition designated by another 
party and any deposition counter-designations under Fed. R. Civ. P. 32(a)(6). 

11. Motions in limine must be filed two weeks prior to jury selection. 

12. Parties shall furnish the Court pretrial briefs seven (7) days prior to the date set for jury 
selection (Local Civil Rule 26.05). Attorneys shall meet at least seven (7) days prior to the 
date set for submission of pretrial briefs for the purpose of exchanging and marking all 
exhibits. Sec Local Civil Rule 26.07. 

13. This case is subject to being called for jury selection and trial on or after October 1, 2013. 

A request for a continuance of the trial date must be agreed to and signed by the party 
and his attorney requesting and/or consenting to the continuance. 

The court directs the parties' attention to Local Rule 7.00 which governs motion 
practice. Hearings on motions are not automatic. The court may decide motions without a 
hearing. If a party opposes a motion which has been filed, that party must file a response to 
the opposed motion within fourteen (14) days of the date the motion was filed. If no such 
response in opposition is filed, the court will assume that the party consents to the court's 
granting the motion. 

Any motions pending on the date of the Bar Meeting will be heard at the Bar Meeting 
and you should be prepared to argue them at that time. 

NOTICE: You are expected to be available for trial of this case during the month of October 
2013 unless the court notifies you of a later date. Jf vou presently have a contlict during the 
month of October, notify the court in writing within seven (7) days of the date of this order. 
You will not be excused without leave of court. 

s/Timothy M. Cain 
United States District Judge 

January 2, 2013 
Greenville, South Carolina 

Pursuant to Local Civil Rule 83.1.08, this order is being sent to local counsel only. 

The following referenced documents can be found at www.scd.uscourts.gov: 
1) Rule 26( f) Report 
2) Notice of Availability of United States Magistrate Judge 

3 
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Jose R Riopedre et al, 

vs. 

James Solvik et al, 

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF SOUTH CAROLINA 

ANDERSON/GREENWOOD DIVISION 

) 
) 

Plaintiffs, ) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

Defendants. ) 

CA No. 8-12-cv-2806-TMC-JDA 

ORDER TO CONDUCT 
MEDIATION 

Failure to comply with this order may result in sanctions. 

A mediation is to be completed in the above-referenced matter prior to June 24, 2013, 

on a date agreed to by the parties. Upon completion of the mediation, the court is to be advised 

of the results. 

Attorneys primarily responsible for handling the trial, parties and/or insurer 

representatives with full settlement authority1 are ordered to be present in person, and will only 

be excused for good cause shown. Every person who is excused from attending in person must 

be available to participate by telephone unless otherwise ordered. Lack of discovery or 

settlement authority is no excuse for failure to appear and participate. At the mediation, 

primary trial counsel, along with parties and/or their insurer representatives, should be prepared 

to negotiate on this case in a mutual, good faith effort to reach a fair and reasonable settlement. 

If a settlement is not reached, settlement discussions will be inadmissible in court. 

If any reason exists why you and your client should not participate in this scheduled 

conference, you must advise the court in writing no later than ten days from the date of this 

order. 

1"Full settlement authority" for the defendant means an individual who can decide to offer the 
plaintiff a sum up to the existing demand of the plaintiff or the policy limits of any applicable 
insurance policy, whichever is less. "Full settlement authority" for the plaintiff means the plaintiff 
himself or herself or a representative of the plaintiff who can make a binding decision on behalf of 
the plaintiff or plaintiffs. 
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Notices have been sent to all counsel of record. Counsel are responsible for notifying 

and ensuring the presence of parties and/or insurer representatives as described above. 

IT IS SO ORDERED. 

January 2, 2013 
Greenville, South Carolina 

s/ Timothy M Cain 
United States District Judge 

2 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
DISTRICT OF SOUTH CAROLINA 

ANDERSON DIVISJON 

Jose R Riopedre, Estate ofJose R Riopedre 
through Fernando Mendez personal 
representative; Susana Mendez, individually 
as wife of Jose R Riopedre 

Plaintiff{s), 

vs. 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

James Solvik; Tamala Middleton; Chris Orr; ) 
Richella Lawson; Raganold Williams; Richard ) 
Wallace; Mildred L Rivera; Anita Cano; John J) 
Enzinna; Tracy Horvath; Scott Williams; ) 
Vernon Robinson; Robert Binford; Paul Sneed;) 
Gregory Bondurant; John Does 1-8; Stephen ) 
Buckler; Pam Weathers; Jeremy Dallas; ) 
Christopher Bush; C Wiggins; M Hill; Dr ) 
Derick Phillips; United States of America, ) 

Dcfendant(s). ) 

CA No. 8-12-2806-TMC-JDA 

AMENDED CONFERENCE 
AND SCHEDULING ORDER 

Pursuant to the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure and the Local Civil Rules of this Court, 
the following schedule is amended for this case. 

1. A conference of the parties pursuant to Fed. R. Civ. P. 26(f) ("Ruic 26(f) conference") 
shall be held no later than 20 days from the date of this order. 1 At conference the 
parties shall confer concerning all matters set forth in Fed. R. Civ. P. 26(f) and whether 
the schedule set forth in this order is appropriate.2 

2. No later than fourteen (14) days after the Rule 26(0 conference the required initial 
disclosures under Fed. R. C iv. P. 26( a)( 1 ) shal 1 be made.-' 

1 Plaintiff's counsel shall initiate the scheduling of the Ruic 26(f) conference with all counsel 
known to plaintiff regardless of whether they have filed appearances. 

2The parties shall also consider whether they wish to consent to trial before a United States 
Magistrate Judge. See attached Notice of Availability of United States Magistrate Judge. 

3 Pursuant to Fed. R. Ci v. P. 2 6( a)( 1 ), the parties may, by stipu la ti on, agree not to make som c 
or all of the Rule 26(a)(l) initial disclosures. If such a stipulation is made, it shall be confirmed in 
writing between the parties. See Fed. R. Civ. P. 29 and Local Civil Rule 29.01. 
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3. No later than fourteen (14) days after the Rule 26(f) conference the parties shall file a 
Rule 26(f) Report in the form attached to this order. With this Report, counsel for each 
party shall file and serve a statement certifying that counsel has (1) discussed the 
availability of mediation with the party; (2) discussed the advisability and timing of 
mediation with opposing counsel; and advise the court whether the parties agree to 
mediation. Parties are hereby notified that Local Civil Rule 26.03 lists additional queries 
to be answered in the Rule 26(f) Report. 

4. Motions to join other parties and amend the pleadings (Fed. R. Civ. P. 16(b)(3)(A)) shall 
be filed no later than May 17, 2013. 

5. Plaintiff(s) shall file and serve a document identifying by full name, address, and 
telephone number each person whom Plaintiff(s) expects to call as an expert at trial and 
certifying that a written report prepared and signed by the expert including all information 
required by Fed. R. Ci v. P. 26( a)( 2 )( B) has been disclosed to other parties by June 17, 
2013 (Fed. R. Civ. P. 26(a)(2)).4 

6. Defendant(s) shall file and serve a document identifying by full name, address, and 
telephone number each person whom Defcndant(s) expects to call as an expert at trial and 
certifying that a written report prepared and signed by the expert including all information 
required by Fed. R. Civ. P. 26(a)(2)(B) has been disclosed to other parties by July 17, 
2013 (Fed. R. Civ. P. 26(a)(2)). 

7. Counsel shall file and serve affidavits of records custodian witnesses proposed to be 
presented by affidavit at trial no later than July 17, 2013. Objections to such affidavits 
must be made within fourteen ( 14) days after the service of the disclosure. (See Fed. R. 
Evid. 803(6), 902(11 ), or 902(12) and Local Civil Rule 16.02(D)(3)). 

8. Mediation shall be completed on or before August l, 2013. Sec [Doc. 31] mediation 
order for requirements. 

9. Discovery shall be completed no later than August 16, 2013. Discovery shall be deemed 
completed within this time only if discovery is initiated at such time as to afford the 
responding party the full time provided under the applicable rule of the Federal Rules of 
Civil Procedure in which to respond prior to the discovery completion date noted in this 
paragraph. 

4Concurrent with the identification of each expert and subject matter, each party shall serve 
(but not file): 1) a complete copy of the most current curriculum vitae of each expert or a detailed 
summary of his qualifications to testify on each identified subject; 2) (a) a complete statement of all 
opinions to be expressed by each expert and the basis and reasons therefor; (b) the data and other 
information considered by the expert in forming the opinions, ( c) any exhibits to be used as a 
summary of or support for the opinions, and ( d) citations of any treatise, text or other authority upon 
which each expert especially relied; and 3) a copy of each expert's report if a report has been 
prepared. 

2 
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(The parties may, with the consent of all counsel, conduct discovery up to the time of 
trial, provided the deadlines in this order are not affected.) 

10. All other motions, except (a) those relating to the admissibility of evidence at trial and (b) 
those to compel discovery, shall be filed no later than September 3, 2013 (Fed. R. Civ. P. 
16(b )(2)). See below~ 12 for motions in limine deadline. 

11. No later than October 30, 2013, the parties shall file and exchange Fed. R. Civ. P. 
26(a)(3) pretrial disclosures. Within fourteen (14) days thereafter, a party shall file and 
exchange Fed. R. Civ. P. 26(a)(3) objections, any objections to use of a deposition 
designated by another party and any deposition counter-designations under Fed. R. Civ. 
P. 32(a)(6). 

12. Motions in limine must be filed two weeks prior to jury selection. 

13. Parties shall furnish the Court pretrial briefs seven (7) days prior to the date set for jury 
selection (Local Civil Rule 26.05). Attorneys shall meet at least seven (7) days prior to 
the date set for submission of pretrial briefs for the purpose of exchanging and marking 
all exhibits. See Local Civil Ruic 26.07. 

14. This case is subject to being called for jury selection and trial on or after December 2, 
2013. 

A request for a continuance of the trial date must be agreed to and signed by the 
party and his attorney requesting and/or consenting to the continuance. 

The court directs the parties' attention to Local Rule 7 .00 which governs motion 
practice. Hearings on motions are not automatic. The court may decide motions without a 
hearing. If a party opposes a motion which has been filed, that party must file a response 
to the opposed motion within fourteen (14) days of the date the motion was filed. If no such 
response in opposition is filed, the court will assume that the party consents to the court's 
granting the motion. 

Any motions pending on the date of the Bar Meeting will be heard at the Bar Meeting 
and you should be prepared to argue them at that time. 

NOTICE: You are expected to be available for trial of this case during the month of 
December 2013 unless the court notities you of a later date. If you presently have a conflict 
during the month of December, notify the court in writing within seven (7) days of the date 
of this order. You will not be excused without leave of court. 

February 20, 2013 
Greenville, South Carolina 

3 

s/ Jacquelyn D Austin 
United States Magistrate Judge 
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Pursuant to Local Civil Ruic 83.I.08, this order is being sent to local counsel only. 

The following referenced documents can be found at www.scd.uscourts.gov: 
1) Rule 26(£) Report 
2) Notice of Availability of United States Magistrate Judge 

4 
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IN THE UNITED STA TES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF SOUTH CAROLINA 

ANDERSON/GREENWOOD DIVISION 

Estate of Jose R. Riopedre, by and through 
Fernando Mendez, as the Personal 
Representative of the Estate of Jose R. 
Riopedre, and Susana Mendez, 
individually, as wife of Jose R. Riopedrc, 

Plaintiff, 

V. 

United States of America, and Mildred L. 
Rivera; Robert Binford; James Solvik; 
Tamala Middleton; Chris Orr; Raganold 
Williams; Richella Lawson; Richard 
Wallace; Anita Cano; Tracy Horvath; Scott 
Williams; Vernon Robinson; Paul Sneed; 
Gregory Bondurant; John J. Enzinna; Dr. 
Derick Phillips; Stephen Buckler; Pam 
Weathers; Jere my Dall as; Christopher 
Bush; C. Wiggins; M. Hill; John Docs 1-8; 
individually, and in their individual 
capacities, 

Defendants. 

) CIA NO. 8:12-cv-02806-TMC-JDA 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) SECOND 
) CONSENT AMENDED 
) SCHEDULING ORDER 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

Pursuant to the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure and the Local Civil Rules of this 
Court, the following schedule is amended for this case. 

4. Motions to join other parties and amend the pleadings (Fed. R. Civ. P. 
16(b)(3)(A)) shall be filed no later than July 17, 2013. 

5. Plaintiff( s) shall file and serve a document identifying by full name, address, 
and telephone number each person whom Plaintiff(s) expects to call as an 
expert at trial and certifying that a written report prepared and signed by the 
expert inc I uding all information required by Fed. R. Ci v. P. 26( a)(2 )(B) has 
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been disclosed to other parties by August 19, 2013 (Fed. R. Civ. P. 26(a)(2)). 4 

6. Defendant(s) shall file and serve a document identifying by full name, address, 
and telephone number each person whom Defendant(s) expects to call as an 
expert at trial and certifying that a written report prepared and signed by the 
expert including all information required by Fed. R. Civ. P. 26(a)(2)(B) has 
been disclosed to other parties by Septem her 17, 2013 (Fed. R. Civ. P. 
26(a)(2)). 

7. Counsel shall file and serve affidavits ofrecords custodian witnesses proposed 
to be presented by affidavit at trial no later than September 17, 2013. 
Objections to such affidavits must be made within fourteen ( 14) days after the 
service of the disclosure. (See Fed. R. Evid. 803(6), 902(11 ), or 902( 12) and 
Local Civil Rule I 6.02(D)(3)). 

8. M cdiation s ha 11 be comp lctcd on or before Octo her 1, 2013. Sec [Doc. 3 1] 
mediation order for requirements. 

9. Discovery shall be completed no later than Octo her 16, 2013. Discovery shall 
be deemed completed within this time only if discovery is initiated at such time 
as to afford the responding party the full time provided under the applicable 
rule of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure in which to respond prior to the 
discovery completion date noted in this paragraph. 

(The parties may, with the consent of all counsel, conduct discovery up to 
the time of trial, provided the deadlines in this order are not affected.) 

10. All other motions, except (a) those relating to the admissibility of evidence at 
trial and (b) those to compel discovery, shall be filed no later than N ovem her 
4, 2013 (Fed. R. Civ. P. 16(b)(2)). Sec below ,-i 12 for motions in liminc 
deadline. 

11. No later than December 30, 2013, the parties shall file and exchange Fed. R. 
Civ. P. 26(a)(3) pretrial disclosures. Within fourteen (14) days thereafter, a 

4 Concurrent with the identification of each expert and subject matter. each party shall serve (but not file): I) 

a complete copy of the most current curriculum vitae of each expert or a detailed summary of his qualifications to 
testify on each identified subject; 2) (a) a complete statement of all opinions to be expressed by each expert and the 

basis and reasons therefor: (b) the data and other information considered by the expert in forming the opinions. (cl 
any exhibits to be used as a summary of or support for the opinions, and (d) citations of any treatise, text or other 

authority upon which each expert especially relied; and 3) a copy of each expert"s report if a report has been 
prepared. 

2 
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party sh all fi 1 e and exchange Fed. R. Civ. P. 2 6( a )(3) objections, any 
objections to use of a deposition designated by another party and any 
deposition counter-designations under Fed. R. Civ. P. 32(a)(6). 

12. Motions in 1 im inc must be filed two weeks prior to jury selection. 

13. Parties shall furnish the Court pretrial briefs seven (7) days prior to the date set 
for jury selection (Local Civil Rule 26.05). Attorneys shall meet at least seven 
(7) days prior to the date set for submission of pretrial briefs for the purpose 
of exchanging and marking all exhibits. Sec Local Civil Rule 26.07. 

14. This case is subject to being called for jury selection and trial on or after 
February 3, 2014. 

A request for a continuance of the trial date must be agreed to and signed by the 
party and his attorney requesting and/or consenting to the continuance. 

The court directs the parties' attention to Local Rule 7.00 which governs motion 
practice. Hearings on motions are not automatic. The court may decide motions without a 
hearing. If a party opposes a motion which has been filed, that party must file a response to 
the opposed motion within fourteen (14) days of the date the motion was filed. If no such 
response in opposition is filed, the court will assume that the party consents to the court's 
granting the motion. 

Any motions pending on the date of the Bar Meeting will be heard at the Bar Meeting 
and you should be prepared to argue them at that time. 

NOTICE: You are expected to be available for trial of this case during the month of 
February 2014 unless the court notifies you of a later date. If you presently have a conflict 
during the month of February, notify the court in writing within seven (7) days of the date 
of this order. You will not be excused without leave of court. 

March 27, 2013 
Greenville, South Carolina 

s/ Jacquelyn D Austin 
JACQUELYN D. AUSTIN 
United States Magistrate Judge 

Pursuant to Local Civil Rule 83.I.08, this order is being sent to local counsel only. 

3 
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From: 
To: 
Date: 
Subject: 

<SCDEfilingstat@scd.uscourts.gov> 
<scd_ ecf_nef@scd.uscourts.gov> 
8/13/2013 4:09 PM 
Activity in Case 8:12-cv-02806-TMC-JDA Riopedre et al v. United States of America et al 
Order on Motion for Extension of Time 

This is an automatic e-mail message generated by the CM/ECF system. Please DO NOT 
RESPOND to this e-mail because the mail box is unattended. 

tlfiil 

***NOTE TO PUBLIC ACCESS USERS*** Judicial Conference of the United States policy 
permits attorneys of record and parties in a case (including prose litigants) to receive one free 
electronic copy of all documents filed electronically, if receipt is required by law or directed by the 
filer. PACER access fees apply to all other users. To avoid later charges, download a copy of each 
document during this first viewing. However, if the referenced document is a transcript, the free 
copy and 30 page limit do not apply. 

U.S. District Court 

District of South Carolina 

Notice of Electronic FIiing 

The following transaction was entered on 8/13/2013 at 4:07 PM EDT and filed on 8/13/2013 
Case Name: Riopedre et al v. United States of America et al 
Case Number: 8:12-cv-02806-TMC-JDA 
Filer: 
Document Number: 67(No document attached) 

Docket Text: 
TEXT ORDER DENYING (66] Motion for Extension of Time by Plaintiff. Plaintiff seeks an 
extension of time of thirty days to "propound expert discovery and supplement their 
Complaint with an expert declaration•". Plaintiff claims that a pre-suit expert 
declaration, pursuant to S.C. Code 15-36-100, is to be filed by September 19, 2013. The 
Court notes, however, that this case was filed almost a year ago, on September 26, 
2012. The Court allowed Plaintiff to amend this complaint a month later, on October 19, 
2012 [Doc. 11], and again on October 30, 2012 [Doc. 24]. The Court entered a Scheduling 
Order in this case on January 2, 2013. [Doc. 30.] On February 2, 2013, Plaintiff again 
moved to amend the complaint which the Court allowed. [Doc. 40.] Additionally, the 
Scheduling Order was amended at the request of the parties on February 20, 2013. [Doc. 
44.] After the 26(f) conference in this matter, on March 27, 2013, the Scheduling Order 
was again amended. [Doc. 50.] On July 17, 2013, Plaintiff moved to amend the Complaint 
to make some non-substantive changes. [Doc. 60.] With the consent of the Defendant, 
the Court allowed Plaintiff to substitute the Third Amended Complaint with the 
corrected complaint [See, Doc. 40.] According to the Scheduling Order in this matter, 
the identification of Plaintiff's Expert Witnesses is due August 19, 2013. Plaintiff, now, 

file://C:\Documents and Settings\BOP2978S\Local Settings\Temp\XPgrpwise\520ASA43E... 8/14/2013 
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seeks to extend all scheduling order deadlines an additional 30 days, but has provided 
the Court with no explanation as to why an expert witness has not already been 
identified, or what factors prevent Plaintiff from so identifying an expert in the time 
allowed under the applicable Scheduling Order [Doc. 50). 

Without taking a position on Plaintiffs need for a pre-suit expert declaration, or the 
timeliness or effect of such a declaration at this time, the Court puts the parties to this 
action on notice that it is not inclined to grant any additional amendments to the 
Complaint In this action and is not inclined to extend the Scheduling Order deadlines 
again, absent extraordinary circumstances. Signed by Magistrate Judge Jacquelyn D 
Austin on 8/13/13.(kmca) 

8:12-cv-02806-TMC-JDA Notice has been electronically mailed to: 

Barbara Murcier Bowens barbara.bowens@usdoj.gov, belinda.beard@usdoj.gov, 
falishamclamore@usdoj.gov, jerai.l.green@usdoj.gov, lisa.gillam@usdoj.gov, mmarlow@bop.gov, 
rlathrop@bop.gov, sateedra.revander@usdoj.gov, saundra.woods@usdoj.gov, trippon@bop.gov 

Dione Cherie Travis Carroll dione@carroll-law-offices.com, info@chavez-deleon.com, 
jdeleon@chavez-deleon.com 

John De Leon jdeleon@chavez-deteon.com, rsantos@chavez-deleon.com 

8:12-cv-02806-TMC.JDA Notice will not be electronically mailed to: 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
DISTRICT OF SOUTH CAROLINA 

ANDERSON DIVISJON 

Jose R Riopedre, Estate ofJose R Riopedre 
through Fernando Mendez personal 
representative; Susana Mendez, individually 
as wife of Jose R Riopedre, 

Plaintiff(s), 

vs. 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

United States of America; Mildred L Rivera; ) 
Robert Binford; James Solvik; Tamala ) 
Middleton; Chris Orr; Raganold Williams; ) 
Richella Lawson; Richard Wallace; Anita ) 
Cano; Tracy Horvath; Scott Williams; Vernon ) 
Robinson; Paul Sneed; Gregory Bondurant; ) 
John J Enzinna; Dr Derick Phillips; Stephen ) 
Buckler; Pam Weathers; Jeremy Dallas; ) 
Christopher Bush; C Wiggins; M Hill; John ) 
Does 1-8, individually, and in their individual ) 
capacities, 

Defendant( s). 
) 
) 

CA No. 8-12-2806-TMC-JDA 

THIRD AMENDED 
SCHEDULING ORDER 

Pursuant to the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure and the Local Civil Rules of this Court, the 
following schedule is amended for this case. 

8. Discovery shall be completed no later than November 4., 2013. Discovery shall be deemed 
completed within this time only if discovery is initiated at such time as to afford the 
responding party the full time provided under the applicable rule of the Federal Rules of 
Civil Procedure in which to respond prior to the discovery completion date noted in this 
paragraph. 

(The parties may, with the consent of all counsel, conduct discovery up to the time of 
trial, provided the deadlines in this order are not affected.) 

9. Mediation shall be completed on or before November 6, 2013. Sec [Doc. 31] mediation 
order for requirements. 

10. All other motions, except (a) those relating to the admissibility of evidence at trial and (b) 
those to compel discovery, shall be filed no later than November 20, 2013. (Fed. R. Civ. P. 
16(b )(2) ). See below , 11 for motions in Ii mine deadline. 
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11. No laterthan Januarv 15, 2014, the parties shall file and exchange Fed. R. Civ. P. 26(a)(3) 
pretrial disclosures. Within fourteen ( 14) days thereafter, a party shall file and exchange Fed. 
R. Civ. P. 26(a)(3) objections, any objections to use of a deposition designated by another 
party and any deposition counter-designations under Fed. R. Civ. P. 32(a)(6). 

12. Motions in hmine must be filed two weeks prior to jury selection. 

13. Parties shall furnish the Court pretrial briefs seven (7) days prior to the date set for jury 
selection (Local Civil Rule 26.05). Attorneys shall meet at least seven (7) days prior to the 
date set for submission of pretrial briefs for the purpose of exchanging and marking all 
exhibits. See Local Civil Rule 26.07. 

14. This case is subject to being called for jury selection and trial on or after Februarv 19, 2014. 

s/ Jacquelyn D Austin 
United States Magistrate Judge 

October 21, 2013 
Greenville, South Carolina 

Pursuant to Local Civil Rule 83.J.08, this order is being sent to local counsel only. 

2 
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Roy Lathrop - Activity in Case 8:12-cv-02806-TMC-JDA Riopcdrc ct al v. United States of 
America ct al Order to Show Cause 

From: <SCDEfilingstat@scd.uscourts.gov> 
To: <scd _ ecf _ nef@scd.uscourts.gov> 
Date: 6/6/2014 12:53 PM 
Subject: Activity in Case 8:12-cv-02806-TMC-JDA Riopedre et al v. United States of America et al 

Order to Show Cause 

This is an automatic e-mail message generated by the CM/ECF system. Please DO NOT 
RESPOND to this e-mail because the mail box is unattended. 
***NOTE TO PUBLIC ACCESS USERS*** Judicial Conference of the United States policy 
permits attorneys of record and parties in a case (including prose litigants) to receive one free 
electronic copy of all documents filed electronically, if receipt is required by law or directed by the 
filer. PACER access fees apply to all other users. To avoid later charges, download a copy of each 
document during this first viewing. However, if the referenced document is a transcript, the free 
copy and 30 page limit do not apply. 

U.S. District Court 

District of South Carolina 

Notice of Electronic Filing 

The following transaction was entered on 6/6/2014 at 12:52 PM EDT and filed on 6/6/2014 
Case Name: Riopedre et al v. United States of America et al 
Case Number: 8: I 2-cv-02806-TMC-JD./\ 
Filer: 
Document Number: 99(No document attached) 

Docket Text: 
TEXT ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE. The Court has reviewed Defendants' [88] Motion for 
summary judgment and Plaintiffs [92] response. The Court finds that the issue of 
whether Plaintiff complied with the statutory requirements of S.C. Code. Ann. 15-30-100 
has not been sufficiently briefed. The requirements of this statute are not merely 
procedural, but substantive. See Rotureau v. Chaplin, 2009 WL 5195968 (D.S.C. Dec. 21, 
2009). Plaintiff is to file a brief, not to exceed seven (7) pages,· showing cause as to why 
the claim under the Federal Torts Claim Act should not be dismissed for failure to 
comply with the statute's requirement of filing an expert affidavit contemporaneously 
with the complaint. Plaintiff shall file the brief by noon on June 13, 2014. Defendants 
may respond, but are not required to do so. Any response from Defendants should be 
filed by noon on June 18, 2014. (Show Cause Response due by noon on 6/13/2014. 
Defendants Reply due by noon on 6/18/14) Signed by Magistrate Judge Jacquelyn D 
Austin on 6/6/14. (kmca) 

8:12-cv-02806-TMC-JDA Notice has been electronically mailed to: 
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Barbara Murcier Bowens barbara.bowens@usdoj.gov, LMeredith@bop.gov, belinda.beard@usdoj.gov, 
falisha.mclamore@usdoj.gov, jwiencek@bop.gov, Ii sa. gillam@usdoj.gov, rlathrop@bop.gov, 
sateedra.revander@usdoj.gov, saundra. woods@usdo j. gov, tri ppon@bop.gov 

Christie V Newman christie.newman@usdoj.gov, belinda.beard@usdoj.gov, lisa.gillam@usdoj.gov, 
sateedra.revander@usdoj.gov, saundra. woods@usdoj.gov 

Dione Cherie Travis Carroll dione@carroll-law-offices.com, info@chavez-deleon.com, 
j deleon@chavez-deleon.com 

John De Leon jdeleon@chavez-deleon.com, rsantos@chavez-deleon.com 

8:12-cv-02806-TMC-JDA Notice will not be electronically mailed to:. 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF SOUTH CAROLINA 

ANDERSON/GREENWOOD DIVISION 

CIA NO. 8:12-02806-TMC-JDA 

Estate of Jose R. Riopedre, by and through 
Fernando Mendez, as the Personal Representative 
of the Estate of Jose R. Riopedre, and 
Susana Mendez, individually, as wife of 
Jose R. Riopedre, 

Plaintiffs, 

vs. 

United States of America, and 
Mildred L. Rivera; Robert Binford; James Solvik; 
Tamala Middleton; Chris Orr; Raganold Williams; 
Richella Lawson; Richard Wallace; Anita Cano; 
Tracy Horvath; Scott Williams; Vernon Robinson; 
Paul Sneed; Gregory Bondurant; John J. Enzinna; 
Dr. Derick Phillips; Stephen Buckler; Pam Weathers; 
Jeremy Dallas; Christopher Bush; C. Wiggins; 
M. Hill; John Does l-8; individually, and in their 
individual capacities, 

Defendants. 

0 
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PLAINTIFFS' RESPONSE TO OSC REGARDING APPLICATION OF S.C. CODE. 
ANN. 15-30-100 

COME NOW, Plaintiffs responding to the June 6, 2014, OSC regarding whether 

Plaintiffs have complied with S.C. Code. Ann. §15-30-100 and "why the claim under the Federal 

Torts Claim Act should not be dismissed for failure to comply with the statute's requirement of 

filing an expert affidavit contemporaneously with the complaint." [DE 99] 

I. PLAINTIFFS' DISPUTED FACTS UNDER THE FTCA ARE "FOR FAILURE 
TO RESPOND AND FAILURE TO PREVENT CONTRABAND USED IN 
SUICIDE," NOT FOR MALPRACTICE 

In the FrCA administrative claim, dated May 15, 2012 at page 8 (attached to and adopted 

in the Third Amended Complaint ("TAC") as Exhibit A and adopted in the FrCA count at <J[155 

[DE 40]) Plaintiffs contended that the negligent conduct included, without limitation: "Failing to 

promptly respond when alerted to his actual suicide attempt by his cell mate." The TAC further 

alleges, without limitation, that Mr. Riopedre died due to the "failure by Defendants to take 

prompt action when the Riopedre attempted to kill himself'. (TAC para. 109; see, also, Plaintiffs 

Sup. Interrogatory Response, No. 10 [DE 92, Exh. 49] ). To the extent that there were other 

FrCA theories in the case that arguably might implicate S.C. Code. Ann. 15-30-100, they have 

been abandoned, and are not implicated by the Opposition to the Summary Judgment Motion. 

Plaintiffs' Opposition to the summary judgment motion asserted that 

"Defendants admit that the documentation created the day of the incident reflects the 
time line above [that is, a 30 minute delay]. (DE 88 at pgs.37-38) It particularly 
relates to Officers Lawson, R. Williams, Orr and Wallace, the first notified of 
the situation. 

Defendants apparently have 're-thought' the time line since being sued and argue that 
their documentation, prepared the day of the incident, is somehow less accurate than 
their memories now as summarized in the Points and Authorities (DE 88 pgs. 38-40). 
The defendants simply assert that all documented the same day, almost 
contemporaneous, was 'not the case." (DE 88 pg. 38) The central disputed facts 
for the FTCA claim. . . revolve around the time issue and whether the duress 
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call and/or knowledge of the defendants that the incident was occurring was at 
6:18/6:20 AM or at/about 6:48 AM"' [DE 92 pg. 4 (emphasis added)] 

In Opposing Summary Judgment, Plaintiffs stated the issues as: 

"Disputed Fact No. 1: Did The Duress Call Occur At 6:18/6:20 AM as 
reflected in the [BOPl documentation listed above and as defendants 
admit was in the documentation? . . . 

Officers on duty in the SHU on October 31, 2009, Lawson, Wallace, R. 
Williams, and Orr all document and confirm they were notified of the 
emergency situation between 6: I 8 and 6: 20 a. m. October 3 1 , 2009. . . 

Medical emergency was not called in special housing until 6:48 a.m., 
and aide was not provided until sometime thereafter. . . After the 
medical emergency, staff headed to SHU to render assistance. [See 
Plaintiffs' Exhibit 31 The cell door was not opened until Lieutenant 
Solvik arrived. IPlaintiffs' Exhibit 6] Thus, Mr. Riopedre had to 
have been hanging more than 28 minutes before someone cut him 
down and rendered CPR. 

Disputed Fact No. Two: Was the Defendants' response time reasonable 
and consistent with the standard of care or negligent? It was negligent. 
(Aiken Deel. paras.9-19) 

Disputed Fact No. Three (For Bivens claim only): Was the Defendants 
response time deliberately indifferent? It was. (Aiken Deel. paras.9-19) 

Disputed Fact No. Four: Was allowing decedent to accumulate 
contraband to use in a suicide attempt negligent. It was negligent. (Aiken 
Deel. para 20) 

Disputed Fact No. Five (For Bivens claim only): Was allowing decedent 
to accumulate contraband to use in a suicide attempt deliberate 
indifference. It was. (Aiken Deel. para 20)" [DE 92 pg. 5-8 (emphasis 
added)] 

Disputed facts numbered (1), (2) & (4) addressed the factual issues for the FfCA claims. 

[DE 92 pg. 5-8] There were only two theories advanced in the Response to the Summary 

Judgment Motion under the FfCA: 

1. That the correctional officers inexplicably took half an hour to respond and open the 
cell door in response to an urgent duress call for help (see, e.g.," And, Chris Orr was 
informed at 6:20 too because "A [sic] inmate started beating on his cell door and 

2 
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yelling Help!, Help! Help! My cellie needs help." rPlaintiffs' Exhibit 41." (Disputed 
Facts Nos. I & 2); and/or, 

2. That the correctional officers negligently allowed decedent to stockpile materials to 
use in the suicide (Disputed Facts No. 3) 

Disputed Facts Nos. 3 and 5 also advanced a Bivens claim, albeit on a much more limited 

and naffower basis than the entire Bivens claim. Disputed Fact Nos. 3 & 5 only rely on those 

operative facts that also support the FrCA claim. 1 That is, to the extent that Fact Nos. 3 and 5 

dealt with the Bivens claim it was much narrower than the entire Bivens claim discussed in DE 

92, pgs. 16- 32 (that is, addressing, without limitation, the broader issues of suicide prevention, 

the impact of isolation, individualized assessments, and the warning signs). 

The conduct challenged by the FrCA claim was without reference to any specifics about 

the inmate, or the inmate's history or condition, in the SHU. It was focused on the unreasonable 

response time. 

II. S.C. CODE. ANN. 15-30-100 (G) IS INAPPLICABLE BECAUSE THE FTCA 
CLAIM DOES NOT INCLUDE ANY PROFESSIONS OR DISCIPLINES 
SUBJECT TO THE STATUTE. 

S.C. Code. Ann. 15-30-100 (G) is inapplicable because the FrCA claim docs not include 

any professions or disciplines subject to the statute. Subsection (G) provides that "[t]his section 

applies to the following professions; (I) architects; (2) attorneys at law; (3) certified public 

accountants; (4) chiropractors; (5) dentists; (6) land surveyors; (7) medical doctors; (8) marriage 

and family therapists; (9) nurses; ( 10) occupational therapists; (11) optometrists; (12) osteopathic 

physicians; ( 13) pharmacists;(l 4) physical therapists; ( 15) physicians' assistants; ( 16) 

1 Bradich ex rel. Estate oflJradich v. Cit;v of Chicago, 413 F.3d 688, 690-692 (7th Cir. 2005) is particularly 
persuasive with respect to the Bivens claims, especially failure to properly respond contention. Bradich held that 
"[t]hese times could be inaccurate. But on summary judgment, when the non-moving party receives the benefit of all 
reasonable inferences,, we must assume that the officers took ten minutes to seek help--and that they wasted much 
of that interval." ( 413 F. 3d pg. 691) 

3 
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professional counselors; ( 17) professional engineers; ( 18) podiatrists; ( 19) psychologists; (20) 

radiological technicians; (21) respiratory therapists; and (22) veterinarians." 

The correctional officers whose conduct is at the core of, or even referenced in, Plaintiffs' 

FrCA claim are not within Subpart G. Accordingly, S.C. Code. Ann. 15-30-100 is inapplicable. 

Further, and in the alternative, this is not an action for professional negligence within 

S.C. Code. Ann. 15-30-100 (B) or against a health care facility. It is against a correctional 

facility for the failure of its corrections officer sounding in simple negligence. 

It should be noted that declaration of Dr. Patrick Goldsmith is not cited nor referenced as 

supporting the FrCA claim (or even the failure to timely respond claim under Bivens). 

It should further be noted that the declaration of James Britenburg, MD, was included in 

the opposition to support the contention that by this 20 plus minute delay resulted, to a medical 

certainty that Mr. Riopedre would die. (James Britenburg, MD, paras 0-I) It did not address the 

issue of standard of care of the response by any Doctor or otherwise. But instead, by leaving 

decedent hanging for an extra 20 plus to thirty minutes harm was caused. 

III.PROFESSIONAL NEGLIGENCE IS NOT AT ISSUE AND, THEREFORE, 
S.C. CODE. ANN. 15-30-100 IS INAPPLICABLE 

Professional negligence within S.C. Code Ann, 15-30- 100, subparts (B) and/or (0). 

Further, S.C. Code. Ann. 15-30-100(C)(2) provides; 

'The contemporaneous filing requirement of subsection (B) is not required to support a 
pleaded specification of negligence involving subject matter that lies within the ambit of 
common knowledge and experience, so that no special learning is needed to evaluate the 
conduct of the defendant.' (S.C. Code. Ann. 15-30- I 00(C)(2)) 

4 
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Under 18 U.S.C. § 4042, the BOP is obligated to provide suitable quarters and provide 

for the safekeeping, care, and subsistence of all persons charged with or convicted of offenses 

against the United States and provide for the protection, instruction, and discipline of all persons 

charged with or convicted of offenses against the United States. 18 U.S.C. § 4042(a)(2), (3); 

Irvin v. Owens, No. 9:10-01336-RMG, 2012 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 59632, 2012 WL 1534787, at 

*13-14 (D.S.C. Apr. 30, 2012) 

Further, Pro gram Statement, U.S. Department of Justice, Federal Bureau of Prisons O PI: 

OGC, NUMBER: 3420.09, DATE: 2/5/99, SUBJECT: Standards of Employee Conduct, 

specifically provides: 

"RESPONSIVENESS 
a. Inattention to duty in a correctional environment can result in escapes, assaults, 
and other incidents. Therefore, employees are required to remain fully alert and 
attentive during duty hours. 

b. Because failure to respond to an emergency may jeopardize the security of 
the institution, as well as the lives of staff or inmates, it is mandatory that 
employees respond immediately and effectively to all emergency 
situations." (Id. ( emphasis added)) 

Additionally, as noted above, it is BOP mandatory policy to respond immediately to 

emergencies, BOP' s obligation to provide medical care and assistance (since decedent has no 

other options), and 18 U.S.C. § 4042 clearly provided a duty that was breached. (see, also, DE 92 

pgs. 11-15) 

It is respectfully submitted that if Plaintiffs' contentions are accepted, and the 

coJTectional personnel ignored the distress call and cries for help for up to 30 minutes, the 

expertise of an expertise witness while potentially helpful is not needed. 

In fact, the Defendants' Memorandum of Points and Authorities in support of the Motion 

For Summary Judgment, tried to justify the delayed, response without conceding it, as follows: 

5 
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"Anyone familiar with inmates and prisons knows and understands that inmates 
commonly press and activate the cell duress alarms for many different reasons, including 
for non-emergencies such as requesting tissue paper, reporting a problem with the toilet, 
wanting writing paper or utensils, etc. With this in mind, it is not unreasonable for 
employees to not respond immediately to a duress alarm that has been activated in a cell 
where there is no know ledge of perceived risk of harm." (DE 88 Page 40) 

Common sense allows one to reject such contention. Ignoring duress calls is akin to 

playing "Russian roulette" with inmates' lives and well-being. Further, Aiken, Plaintiffs' 

correctional expert (and not an expert of the kind requiring an expert affidavit pursuant to S.C. 

Code. Ann. 15-30- t 00) took exception to this contention; 

"In my opinion, it is without question 'unreasonable' to fail to immediately respond to a 
duress alarm, especially in a high security environment such as SHU. The inmate's only 
option for medical help during a medical emergency is correctional personnel. The 
inmate (or the inmate's cell mate) cannot arrange for his or her own medical care (be it a 
stroke, heart attack or suicide attempt), call 911 or take other steps to protect themselves 
or have family or friends come to their aid. The inmate's only viable option during 
critical emergencies is the duress call. Similarly, if there is a violent or deadly 
confrontation with a cell mate, the inmate can't retreat or escape, or otherwise evade the 
attacker. It is, therefore, essential that personnel take each duress alarm seriously because 
failure to do so can, and invariably will, in some cases result in death or serious injury. If 
the duress button is used improperly by an inmate, the inmate may be counseled and 
subject to discipline for such improper use. Placing inmates' lives at risk by not taking 
the duress button seriously because some inmates may abuse it is not an appropriate 
option." (Aiken paras. 13-15) 

The Government even noted, albeit by playing lip service to the fact it was not conceding 

it, twice that "[alt the most, and the Government does not concede this, the Plaintiffs have stated 

a cause of negligence in the initial response to the suicide, not deliberate indifference." [DE 88 

pg. 41; see, also, DE 88 pg.43 f" At the most, in this entire Bivens cause of action, the Plaintiffs 

have possibly stated a mere claim for negligence."] It is respectfully submitted the type of expert 

declaration contemplated by 15-30-100 is not required for this simple negligence claim. 

6 
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CONCLUSION 

WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs respectfully request that the Court's OSC be deemed fully responded 

to and the matter not dismissed. In the alternative, out of an overabundance of caution, Plaintiffs 

request that the Third Amended Complaint and pending Opposition to Summary Judgment be 

deemed to conform to proof to satisfy the OSC or, in the alternative, Plaintiffs be given leave to 

amend. 

Respectfully submitted, 

/s/ Dione Carroll 

Dione C. Carroll, Esq. 

Local Counsel 
SC Dist. Ct. Bar: 11347 

SC Bar: 78185 

FL Bar: 0037753 
Can-oll Law Offices, P.A. 

537 Linler Lane 
Aiken, SC 29805 
Phone: 305-807-2082 
Fax: 866-954-0184 
Email: dione@caiToll-law-offices.com 

John de Leon, Esq. 

Florida Bar No. 650390 
Pro Hae Vice Counsel 
Law Offices of Chavez & De Leon, P.A. 
5975 Sunset Drive, Suite 605 
South Miami, FL 33143 
Telephone: 305-740-5347 
Facsimile: 305-740-5348 

Email: info@chavez-deleon.com 
Web; http://www.chavez-deleon.com 

ATTORNEYS FOR THE PLAINTIFFS 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 11th day of June, 2014 the foregoing document 

was electronically filed with the Clerk of the Court using CM/ECF and that the foregoing 

document is being served this day on all counsel of record through CM/ECF or in some other 

authorized manner for those counsel of parties who are not authorized to receive electronically 

Notices of Electronic Filing. 

Respectfully submitted, 

/s/ Dione Carroll 

Dione Canoll, Esq. 

Local Counsel 
SC Dist. Ct. Bar: 11347 

SC Bar: 78185 

FL Bar: 0037753 
Carroll Law Offices, P.A. 

537 Linler Lane 
Aiken, SC 29805 

Phone: 305-807-2082 

Fax: 866-954-0184 

Email: dione@carroll-law-offices.com 

John de Leon, Esq. 

Florida Bar No. 650390 

Pro Hae Vice Counsel 
Law Offices of Chavez & De Leon, P.A. 

5975 Sunset Drive, Suite 605 

South Miami, FL 33143 

Telephone: 305-740-5347 

Facsimile: 305-740-5348 

Email: info@chavez-deleon.com 

Web: http://www.chavez-deleon.com 

ATTORNEYS FOR THE PLAINTIFFS 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE UNITED STATES 

FOR THE DISTRICT OF SOUTH CAROLINA 

ANDERSON/GREENWOOD DIVISION 

Estate of Jose R. Riopedre, through ) 
Fernando Mendez, personal ) 
representative ) 
of the Estate of Jose R. Riopedre, ) 
and Susana Mendez, ) 
individually as wife of Jose R. Riopedre, ) 

) 
Plaintiff, ) 

) 
vs. ) 

) 
United States of America, et al, ) 

) 
Defendant. ) 

--------~) 

Civil Action No. 8:12-2806-BHH 

ORDER OF DISMISSAL 

The Court having been advised by counsel for the parties that the above 

action has been settled, 

IT IS ORDERED that this action is hereby dismissed without costs and without 

prejudice. If settlement is not consummated within sixty (60) days, either party may petition 

the Court to reopen this action and restore it to the calendar. Rule 60(b)(6), F.R.Civ.P. In 

the alternative, to the extent permitted by I aw, either party may within sixty ( 60) days petition 

the Court to enforce the settlement. Fairfax Countywide Citizens v. Fairfax County, 571 

F.2d 1299 (4th Cir. 1978). 

IT IS SO ORDERED. 

s/Bruce H. Hendricks 

BRUCE H. HENDRICKS 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT JUDGE 

June 15, 2015 

Greenville, South Carolina 



IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF SOUTH CAROLINA 

ANDERSON/GREENWOOD DIVISION 

Estate of Jose R. Riopedre, by and through 
Fernando Mendez, as the Personal Representative 
of the Estate of Jose R. Riopedre, and 
Susana Mendez, individually, as wife of 
Jose R. Riopedre, 

Plaintiffs, 

vs. 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

United States of America, and Mildred L. Rivera; ) 
Robert Binford; James Solvik; Chris Orr; Raganold ) 
Williams; Richella Lawson; Richard Wallace; ) 
Paul Sneed; Gregory Bondurant; John J. Enzinna; ) 
Dr. Derick Phillips; Stephen Buckler; Pam Weathers;) 
Christopher Bush; C. Wiggins; John Does 1-8; ) 
individually, and in their individual capacities, ) 

Defendants. 
) 
) 

CIA NO. 8:12-cv-02806-BHH 

STIPULATION FOR COMPROMISE SETTLEMENT AND RELEASE OF 
FEDERAL TORT CLAIMS ACT CLAIMS PURSUANT TO 28 U.S.C. §2677 

It is hereby stipulated by and between the undersigned plaintiffs (meaning any 

person, other than the defendant and the attorneys, signing this agreement, whether or not 

a party to this civil action), and the United States of America, by and through their 

respective attorneys, as follows: 

1. The parties do hereby agree to settle and compromise each and every claim of 

any kind, whether known or unknown, arising directly or indirectly from the acts or 



omissions that gave rise to the above-captioned action under the terms and conditions set 

forth in this Settlement Agreement. 

2. The United States of America agrees to pay the sum of Three Hundred and 

Seventy-five Thousand Dollars ($375,000.00), which sum shall be in full settlement and 

satisfaction of any and all claims, demands, rights, and causes of action of whatsoever 

kind and nature, arising from, and by reason of any and all known and unknown, foreseen 

and unforeseen bodily and personal injuries, damage to property and the consequences 

thereof, resulting, and to result, from the subject matter of this settlement, including any 

claims for wrongful death, for which plaintiffs or their guardians, heirs, executors, 

administrators, or assigns, and each of them, now have or may hereafter acquire against 

the United States of America, its agents, servants, and employees. 

3. Plaintiffs and their guardians, heirs, executors, administrators or assigns hereby 

agree to accept the sums set forth in this Stipulation of Compromise Settlement in full 

settlement, satisfaction, and release of any and all claims, demands, rights, and causes of 

action of whatsoever kind and nature, including claims for wrongful death, arising from, 

and by reason of any and all known and unknown, foreseen and unforeseen bodily and 

personal injuries, damage to property and the consequences thereof which they may have 

or hereafter acquire against the United States of America, its agents, servants and 

employees on account of the same subject matter that gave rise to the above-captioned 

action, including any future claim or lawsuit of any kind or type whatsoever, whether 
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known or unknown, and whether for compensatory or exemplary damages. Plaintiffs and 

their guardians, heirs, executors, administrators or assigns further agree to reimburse, 

indemnify and hold harmless the United States of America, its agents, servants, and 

employees from and against any and all such causes of action, claims, liens, rights, or 

subrogated or contribution interests incident to or resulting from further litigation or the 

prosecution of claims by plaintiffs or their guardians, heirs, executors, administrators or 

assigns against any third party or against the United States, including claims for wrongful 

death. 

4. This stipulation for compromise settlement is not, is in no way intended to be, 

and should not be construed as, an admission of liability or fault on the part of the United 

States, its agents, servants, or employees, and it is specifically denied that they are liable 

to the plaintiffs. Plaintiffs specifically agree and stipulate, and the defendants consent 

pursuant to Rule 41 (a)(l )(A)(ii) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, to dismissal 

with prejudice of all claims based upon alleged constitutional violations otherwise 

known as Bivens claims and all claims against individual defendants Robert Binford, 

James Solvik, Chris Orr, Raganold Williams, Richella Lawson, Richard Wallace, 

John J. Enzinna, Dr. Derick Phillip, Stephen Buckler, Pam Weathers, and Christopher 

Bush. 
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This settlement is entered into by all parties for the purpose of compromising 

disputed claims under the Federal Tort Claims Act and avoiding the expenses and risks of 

further litigation. 

5. It is also agreed, by and among the parties, that the respective parties will each 

bear their own costs, fees, and expenses and that any attorney's fees owed by the 

plaintiffs will be paid out of the settlement amount and not in addition thereto. 

6. It is also understood by and among the pa1ties that pursuant to Title 28, United 

States Code, Section 2678, attorney's fees for services rendered in connection with this 

action shall not exceed 25 per centum of the amount of the compromise settlement. 

7. The persons signing this Settlement Agreement warrant and represent that they 

possess full authority to bind the persons on whose behalf they are signing to the terms of 

the settlement. 

8. Payment of the settlement amount will be made by electronic funds transfer as 

per the following: 

A. Name of Bank: 
B. Street Address of Bank: 
C. City, State and Zip Code of Bank: 
D. Attorney Tax ID Number: 
E. Routing Number: 
F. Name of Account: 
G. Account Number: 

4 



Plaintiffs' attorney agrees to distribute the settlement proceeds among the 

plaintiffs, and to obtain a dismissal of the above-captioned action with prejudice, with 

each party bearing its own fees, costs, and expenses. 

9. The parties agree that this Stipulation for Compromise Settlement and Release, 

including all the terms and conditions of this compromise settlement and any additional 

agreements relating thereto, may be made public in their entirety, and the plaintiffs 

expressly consent to such release and disclosure pursuant to 5 U.S.C. § 552a(b). 

I 0. Federal law, codified at 31 U.S.C. § 3716, requires the Department of the Treasury and 

other disbursing officials to offset Federal payments to collect delinquent tax and non-tax debts 

owed to the United States, and to individual states (including past-due child support). Due to 

concerns that the payment being made pursuant to this Settlement Agreement might be subject to 

an offset, Plaintiff Susana Mendez has contacted the Treasury Department to find out if she is 

subject to offset. Upon information and belief, based on Plaintiff Mendez's conversation of June 

12, 2015, she is not subject to an offset by the Treasury Department. The United States 

Attorney's Office for the District of Maryland has also been contacted and the United States 

Attorney for the District of Maryland agrees that it will not seek to forfeit any funds from the 

settlement of the instant lawsuit pursuant to the Final Order of Forfeiture issued on January 13, 

2010, in United States v. Susana Mendez, Crim. No. PJM-06-0580 in the United States Court for 

the District of Maryland, as it is deemed in the interest of the United States. The instant 

forbearance does not apply to or have any impact on any future funds that may be available to 

Plaintiff Mendez that are eligible for collection, and does not apply to or have any impact on the 
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ability of the United States Attorney for the District of Maryland to seek the forfeiture under the 

Final Order of Forfeiture in United States v. Susana Mendez, Crim. No. PJM-06-0580 of any 

property other than any funds derived from the settlement of the instant lawsuit. 

11. It is contemplated that this Stipulation may be executed in several counterparts, 

with a separate signature page for each party. All such counterparts and signature pages, 

together, shall be deemed to be one document. 

Executed this __ day of _June, 2015. 

Barbara M. Bowens 
Attorney for Defendant, 
United States of America 

Executed this __ day of June, 2015. 
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John deLeon 
Attorneys for Plaintiffs 

Executed this __ day of June, 2015. 
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Dione Carroll 
Attorneys for Plaintiffs 

Executed this __ day of June, 2015. 
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Susana Mendez 
Plaintiff 

Executed this __ day of June, 2015. 
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Fernando Mendez 
Plaintiff 

Executed this __ day of June, 2015. 
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Evan T. Shea 
Assistant U.S. Attorney 
Asset Forfeiture and Money Laundering Section 
(With Respect to Paragraph 10 Only) 

Executed this __ day of June, 2015. 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE MIDDLE DISTRICT OF FLORIDA 

OCALA DIVISION 

JEREMY MARQUISE CARTER, 

Plaintiff, 

CASE NO. 5:12-cv-269-Oc-l0PRL 

vs. 

BRYAN MOON, et al., 

Defendants. 

I 
N 

C' 

0 

PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO REOPEN CASE FOR FURTHER PROCEEDINGS 

Plaintiff, Jeremy Marquise Carter, respectfully moves this 

Honorable Court for entry of an Order reopening the above-styled 

case for further proceedings, pursuant to Local Rule 3. 08 ( b) , 

and Rule 60(b), Fed.R.Civ.P., and states as follows: 

1. On or about July 13, 2015, Defendants filed with this 

Honorable Court a Notice of Settlement, pursuant to Local Rule 

3. 08, suggesting that the case be dismissed with prejudice and 

that the court file be closed administratively because the case 

has been settled. 

2. Counsel for Defendant served upon Plaintiff, on or about 

July 22, 2015, a "Stipulation for Compromise Settlement and 

Release of Federal Tort Claims Act Claim Pursuant to 28 u.s.c. 
§2677", agreeing to pay the sum of $5,000.00. 

J. Plaintiff executed the July 22, 2015 settlement agreement 

and returned same to counsel for the Defendants on or about 

August 2, 2015. 

r r.-: 
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4. On or about July 27, 2015, this Honorable Court entered 
an Order dismissing the above-styled case with prejudice, subject 
to the right of any party to move the Court within sixty days 
from the date of the Order for the entry of a stipulated final 
order or judgment, or on good cause shown, to reopen the case 
for further proceedings. 

5. Because Defendants have breached the underlying 
settlement agreement, Plaintiff respectfully moves this Honorable 

Court for entry of an Order reopening the above-styled case for 
further proceedings, as if the ease had not been dismissed on 
the suggestion of settlement. 

Dated: September 26, 2015 
,.__.c;._.., __ c ~ Su~ 

r y Ma:z Carter 
Pla ntiff, prose 
Register No. 71851-004 
FCI Jesup 
2680 U.S. Hwy 301 South 
Jesup, Georgia 31599 

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I HEREBY CERTIFY that a true and correct copy of the foregoing 
was served upon Assistant U.S. Attorney Yohance A. Pettis, at 
the Office of the u.s. Attorney, 400 North Tampa Street, Suite 
3200, Tampa, Florida 33602, by United States Mail, this 26th day 
of September 2015. 

- 2 -
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR THE MIDDLE DISTRICT OF FLORIDA 
OCALA DIVISION 

*** FIRST AMENDED*** 
CIVIL RIGHTS COMPLAINT FORM 

JEREMY MARQUISE CARTER, 
Register No. 71851-004 

CASE NO. 5:12-269-0c-lOTBS-

Plaintiff, 

vs. 

BRYAN MOON, Associate Warden; 
TAD SCHNAUFNER, Factory Manager; 
JAMES MOODY, Factory Foreman; 
SHANNON JOHNSON, Case Manager; 
JORGE PASTRANA, Warden; 
DAVID DECAMILLA, SIS Lt.; 
THOMAS MATTHEWS, SIS Tech.; 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA;. 
RICHARD MARTIN, Unit Manager; 
BRIAN E. FORD, Case Manager; 
FEDERAL PRISON INDUSTRIES; 
DAN MOORE, Corporate Officer; 
DENNIS MERRION, Office Manager; 
PAUL LAIRD, General Manager; 

Defendants. _________________ ,/ 
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Plaintiff, Jeremy Marquise Carter, sues defendants Bryan Moon, Tad 
Schnaufner, James Moody, Shannon Johnson, Jorge Pastrana, David Decamilla, 
Thomas Mat thews, United States of America, Richard Martin, Brian E. Ford, 
Federal Prison Industries, Dan Moore, Dennis Merrion, and Paul Laird, 
pursuant to 5 U.S.C, §SS2{a)(4)(B); 5 U.S.C. §SS2b; 28 U.S.C. §1331; 28 
u.s.c. §1346; 28 u.s.c. §1367(a); 28 U,S.C. §149l(a)(l); 29 U,S.C. §207; 29 
U.S.C. §785,11; 42 U.S.C. §2000e, et seq.; Bivens v. Six Unknown Agents, 403 
U.S. 388, 91 S.Ct. 1999, 29 L.Ed.2d 619 (1971); the Florida Civil Rights Act, 
Fla.Stat. 760.01, et seq.; the Florida Whistleblowers Act, Fla.Stat. 448.102; 
the Florida Deceptive Unfair Practices and Trade Act, Fla.Stat. 501,211; the 
Florida Human Rights Act, Fla.Stat. 760, et seq; and the Florida Civil 
Remedies for Criminal Practices Act, and states the following in support: 

[l]: Because the Government Civil Rights Complaint Form is restricted to 28 U,S.C. §§1331 and 
1346, and Plaintiff alleges causes of action under 5 U.S. C. §552; 28 U.S. C. § §1331, 1346, and 
1367(a), 29 U.S.C. §§207 and 785, 42 U.S.C. §2000e, ~. the Florida Civil Rights Act, The 
Florida Whistleblowers Act, the Florida Deceptive Unfair Practices and Irade Act, the Florida 
Human Rights Act, and, inter alias, the Florida Civil Remedies for Criminal Practices Act, it 
is Plaintiff's intelligent and voluntary decision to duplicate the template of the Form in all 
respects in a manner sufficient to permit inclusion of the other appropriately-filed claims. 

.,, -r 
rr1 
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I. PLAINTIFF: 

State your full name, 

Name of Plaintiff: 
Inmate Number: 
Prison or Jail: 
Mailing Address: 

II. DEFENDANTS: 

inmate number (if applicable), and full 

Jeremy Marquise Carter 
71851-004 
FCI Jesup 
2680 US Hwy 301 South 
Jesup, Georgia 31599 

mailing address in the lines below: 

State the name of the Defendant in the first line, official position in the second line, place 
of employmencln the third line, and mailing address. Do the same for every Defendant: 

(1) Defendant's name: 
Official position: 
Employed at: 
Mailing Address: 

(2) Defendant 1 s name: 
Official position: 
Employed at: 
Mailing Address: 

(3) Defendant's name: 
Official position: 
Employed at: 
Mailing Address: 

(4) Defendant's name: 
Official position: 
Employed at: 
Mailing Address: 

(5) Defendant 1 s name: 
Official position: 
Employed at: 
Mailing Address: 

(6) Defendant's name: 
Official position: 
Employed at: 
Mailing Address: 

Bryan Moon. 
Associate Warden 
Federal Bureau of Prisons 
846 N.E. 54th Terrace 
Coleman, Florida 33521 

Tad Schnaufner 
Factory Manager 
Federal Bureau of Prisons 
846 N.E. 54th Terrace 
Coleman, Florida 33521 

James Moody 
Factory Foreman 
Federal Bureau of Prisons 
846 N.E. 54th Terrace 
Coleman, Florida 33521 

Shannon Johnson 
Case Manager 
Federal Bureau of Prisons 
846 N.E. 54th Terrace 
Coleman, Florida 33521 

Jorge Pastrana 
Warden 
Federal Bureau of Prisons 
846 N.E. 54th Terrace 
Coleman, Florida 33521 

David DeCamilla 
SIS Lieutenant 
Federal Bureau of Prisons 
846 N.E. 54th Terrace 
Coleman, Florida 33521 
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(7) Defendant's name: 
Official position: 
Employed at: 
Mailing Address: 

(8) Defendant's name: 
Official position: 
Employed at: 
Mailing Address: 

(9) Defendant's name: 
Official position: 
Employed at: 
Mailing Address: 

(10) Defendant's name: 
Official position: 
Employed at: 
Mailing Address: 

(11) Defendant's name: 
Official position: 
Employed at: 
Mailing Address: 

(12) Defendant's name: 
Official position: 
Employed at: 
Mailing Address: 

(13) Defendant's name: 
Official position: 
Employed at: 
Mailing Address: 

(14) Defendant's name: 
Official position: 
Employed at: 
Mailing Address: 

Thomas Matthews 
SIS Technician 
Federal Bureau of Prisons 
846 N.E. 54th Terrace 
Coleman, Florida 33521 

United States of America 
Government 
United States of America 
400 North Tampa Street, Suite 3200 
Tampa, Florida 33602 

Richard Martin 
Unit Manager 
Federal Bureau of Prisons 
846 N.E. 54th Terrace 
Coleman, Florida 33521 

Brian E. Ford 
Case Manager Coordinator 
Federal Bureau of Prisons 
846 N.E, 54th Terrace 
Coleman, Florida 33521 

Federal Prison Industries 
Entity 
Federal Prison Industries 
400 N,W. First Street, Administrative Division 
Washington, D.C. 20534 

Dan f1oore 
General Manager 
Federal Prison Industries 
400 N.W. First Street, Administrative Division 
Washington, D,C, 20534 

Dennis Merrion 
Corporate Officer 
Federal Prison Industries 
400 N.W. First Street, Administrative Division 
Washington, D.C. 20534 

Paul Laird 
Corporate Officer 
Federal Prison Industries 
400 N.W, First Street, Administrative Division 
Washington, n.c. 20534 
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NOTE: THE COURT WILL NOT REVIEW THE COMPLAINT UNLESS THE 
FOLLOWING QUESTIONS HAVE BEEN ANSWERED IN FULL: 

III. EXHAUSTION OF ADMINISTRATIVE REMEDIES: 

Exhaustion of administrative remedies is required prior to pursuing a civil 
rights action regarding conditions or events in any prison, jail or detention 
center. 42 U.S.C. §1997e(a). Plaintiff is warned that any claims for which 
the administrative grievance process was not completed prior to filing this 
lawsuit may be subject to dismissal. 

IV. PREVIOUS LAWSUITS: 

NOTE: FAILURE TO DISCLOSE ALL PRIOR CIVIL CASES 
MAY RESULT IN THE DISMISSAL OF THIS CASE. 

A. Have you initiated other actions in state court dealing with the same at' 
similar facts/issues involved in this action? 

Yes(/) No( ) 

1. Type of action (civil rights, habeas corpus, etc.): civil rights, breach 
of contract, slander, labor standards, property rights, Freedom of 
Information Act and Privacy Act mandamus proceedings, and state torts, 
taking of property without just compensation, etc. 

2. Parties to previous action: 

a. Plaintiff(s): Jeremy Marquise Carter 

b. Defendant(s): Bryan Moon, Tad Schnaufner, James Moody, Shannon Johnson, 
Jorge Pastrana, Lt, David DeCamilla, and Thomas Matthews 

3. County and judicial circuit: Sumter County 
Fifth Judicial Circuit 

4, Case docket#: 2012-CA-571 

5, Approximate filing date: April 2012 

6. If not still pending, date of dismissal: Removed May 12, 2012 

7. Basis of dismissal: case removed to U.S. Dis trier Court by Government 
Defendants under 28' U.S.C. §1442(a)(l). 

8. Facts and claims of case: same and exact facts and claims of the instant 
civil action subjudice. 
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B. Have you initiated other actions in federal court dealing with the same 
or similar facts/issues involved in this action? 

Yes ( /) No( ) 

1. Type of action (civil rights, habeas corpus, etc.): habeas corpus 

2. Parties to previous action: 

a. Plaintiff(s): Jeremy Marquise Carter 

b. Defendant(s): Warden, FCC Coleman Medium (Jorge Pastrana) 

3, County and judicial division: U.S. District Court M.D.Fla. Ocala 

4. Case docket#: 5:12-cv-00170-WTH-TBS 

5. Approximate filing date: March 30, 2012 

6. If not still pending, date of dismissal: April 30 1 2012 

7. Basis of dismissal: failure to notify court of change of address, 
construed by district court as failure to prosecute. 

8. Fae ts and claims of case: Defendants deprived P 1 a in tiff of due process 
throughout course of underlying disciplinary proceedings. 

C. Have you initiated other actions ( besides those listed in Questions (A) 
and (B)) in either state or federal court that relate to the fact or 
manner of your incarceration (including habeas corpus pet it ions) or the 
condition of your confinement (including civil rights complaints about 
any aspect of prison life, whether it be general circumstances or a 
particular episode, and whether it involved excessive force or some other 
wrong)? 

Yes( ✓) No( ) 

If YES, describe each action in the space provided below. 1£ more than one, 
describe all additional cases on a separate piece of paper, using the same 
format as below: 

1. Type of action (civil rights, habeas corpus, etc.): civil rights 

2. Parties to previous action: 

a. Plaintiff(s): Jeremy Marquise Carter 

b. Defendant(s): Harley Lappin, et al. 

3. District and judicial division: U.S. District Court M.D.Fla. Ocala 
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4. Case docket#: 5:09-cv-00473 

5. Approximate filing date: October 2009 

6. If not still pending, date of dismissal: January 20, 2010 

7. Reason for dismissal: failure to notarize indigency affidavit 

8. Fae ts and claims of case: prison officials deprived me of access to the 
courts by confiscating my legal documents. 

1. Type of action (civil rights, habeas corpus, etc.): civil rights 

2, Parties to previous action: 

a. Plaintiff(s): Jeremy Marquise Carter 

b. Defendant(s): Harley Lappin, et al. 

3. District and judicial division~ U.S. District Court M.D,Fla. Ocala 

4. Case docket#: 5:09-cv-273-0c 

5. Approximate filing date: 2009 (cannot recall exact date) 

6. If not still pending, date of dismissal: September 11, 2009 

7. Reason for dismissal: failure to complete 6-month account printout 

8. Fae ts and claims of case: prison off ic ia 1 s deprived me of access to the 
courts by confiscating my legal documents. 

1. Type of action (civil rights, habeas corpus, etc.): civil rights 

2. Parties to previous action: 

a. Plaintiff(s): Jeremy Marquise Carter 

b. Defendant(s): Harley Lappin, et al. 

3. District and judicial division: U.S. District Court M,D.Fla. Ocala 

4. Case docket#: 5:09-cv-173-10 

5. Approximate filing date: November 2008 

6. If not still pending, date of dismissal: May 28, 2009 

7. Reason for dismissal: failure to complete 6-month account printout 
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8. Facts and claims of case: prison officials denied me access to the courts 
by confiscating my legal documents of active litigation. 

1. Type of action (civil rights, habeas corpus, etc.): civil rights 

2. Parties to previous action: 

a. Plaintiff(s): Jeremy Marquise Carter 

b. Defendant(s): Palm Beach Sheriff's Office 

3. District and judicial division: U.S. District Court S.D.Fla. Miami 

4. Case docket #i 05-80175-CV-WJZ 

S. Approximate filing date: 2005 (cannot recall exact date) 

6. If not still pending, date of dismissal: 2006 (cannot recall exact date) 

7. Reason for dismissal: search of vehicle valid on other grounds 

8. Facts and claims of case: officers violated my Fourth Amendment rights 
by conducting an unlawful inventory search on my vehicle. 

1. Type of action (civil rights, habeas corpus, etc.): civil rights 

2. Parties to previous action: 

a. Plaintiff(s): Jeremy Marquise Carter 

b. Defendant(s): Jorge Pastrana, et al. 

3. District and judicial division: U.S. District Court M.D.Fla. Ocala 

4. Case docket#: cannot recall (documents confiscated) 

S. Approximate filing date: (cannot recall exact date) 

6. If not still pending, date of dismissal: January 28, 2010 

7. Reason for dismissal: failure to disclose previous case history 

8. Facts and c !aims of case: prison officials deprived me of my right to 
adequate dental care and dental malpractice. 

1. Type of action (civil rights, habeas corpus, etc.): FOIA 

2. Parties to previous action: 
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a. Plaintiff(s): Jeremy Marquise Carter 

b, Defendant(s): U,S.D.O.J., EOUSA, and F.B.I. 

3. District and judicial division: U.S. District Court M,D.Fla, Ocala 

4, Case docket#: 5:04-cv-206-RH 

5. Approximate filing date: 2004 (cannot recall exact date) 

6. If not still pending, date of dismissal: 2008 (cannot recall exact date)· 

7. Reason for dismissal: I was awarded summary judgment (partial) 

8. Facts and claims of case: government agencies failed to comply with 
requirements of Freedom of Information Act, 

1, Type of action (civil rights, habeas corpus, etc.): civil rights 

2. Parties to previous action: 

a. Plaintiff(s): Jeremy Marquise Carter 

b. Defendant(s): Warden 

3. District and judicial division: U.S. Di~trict Court M,D.Fla. Ocala 

4. Case docket#: 5:06-cv-384-WTH 

5. Approximate filing date: cannot recall (approximately 2006) 

6, If not still pending, date of dismissal: cannot recall 

7, Reason for dismissal: cannot recall 

8. Facts and claims of case: cannot recall (documents confiscated) 

1. Type of action (civil rights, habeas corpus, etc,): civil rights 

2. Parties to previous action: 

a. Plaintiff(s): Jeremy Marquise Carter 

b. Defendant(s): Harley Lappin, et al 

3. District and judicial division: U.S. District Court S,D,FLa. miami 

4. Case docket#: cannot recall (documents confiscated) 

5. Approximate filing date: cannot recall 
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6. If not still pending, date of dismissal: cannot recall 

7. Reason for dismissal: cannot recall (documents confiscated) 

8. Facts and claims of case: cannot recall (documents confiscated) 

1. Type of action (civil rights, habeas corpus, etc.): habeas corpus 

2. Parties to previous action: 

a. Plaintiff(s): Jeremy Marquise Carter 

b. Defendant(s): United States of America 

3. District and judicial division: U.S. District Court S.D.Fla. Miami 

4. Case docket#: 04-80853-CIV HURLEY 

5. Approximate filing date: August 2004 

6. If not still pending, date of dismissal: March 2006 

7. Reason for dismissal: motion denied after evidentiary hearing 

8. Facts and claims of case: ineffective assistance of counsel, unlawful 
search and seizure, prosecutorial misconduct, and sentencing error 
occurring during the course of underlying criminal prosecution. 

1. Type of action (civil rights, habeas corpus, etc.): habeas corpus 

2. Parties to previous action: 

a. Plaintiff(s): Jeremy Marquise Carter 

b. Defendant(s): State of Florida 

3, District and judicial division: U.S. District Court S.D.Fla. Miami 

4. Case docket#: cannot recall 

5. Approximate filing date:cannot recall, approximately 2005-2006 

6. If not still pending, date of dismissal: cannot recall 

7. Reason for dismissal: cannot recall (documents confiscated) 

8. Facts and claims of case: prior convictions invalid and prior guilty plea 
was unconstitutionally obtained. 
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1. Type of action (civil rights, habeas corpus, etc.): civil rights 

2. Parties to previous action: 

a. Plaintiff(s): Jeremy Marquise Carter 

b. Defendant(s): Jorge L. Pastrana, et al 

3. District and judicial division: U.S. District Court M.D.Fla. Ocala 

4. Case docket#: 5:09-272-0rl 

5. Approximate filing date: 2009 (cannot recall exact date) 

6. If not still pending, date of dismissal: January 28, 2010 

7. Reason for dismissal: failure to check YES at §IV(C) of Complaint Form. 

8. Facts and claims of case: cannot recall (possible dental case or case 
case alleging confiscation of legal documents) 

1, Type of action (civil rights, habeas corpus, etc.): habeas corpus 

2. Parties to previous action: 

' a. Plaintiff(s): Jeremy Marquise Carter 

b. Defendant(s): Michael J. Satz, State Attorney 

3. District and judicial division: Broward County Circuit Court 

4. Case docket#: 11019352 (03) 

5. Approximate filing date: 

6. If not still pending, date of dismissal: pending 

7. Reason for dismissal: pending 

8. Facts and claims of case: State Attorney unlawfully withheld exculpatory 
evidence (confession of third-party) from me prior to my state disposition 

1, Type of action (civil rights, habeas corpus, etc.): cannot recall 

2. Parties to previous action: 

a. Plaintiff(s): Jeremy Marquise Carter 

b. Defendant(s): cannot recall 
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3. District and judicial division: cannot recall others 

4. Case docket#: cannot recall others 

5. Approximate filing date: cannot recall others 

6. If not still pending, date of dismissal: cannot recall others 

7. Reason for dismissal: cannot recall others 

8. Facts and claims of case: cannot recall others 

D. Have you ever had, either while you were incarcerated or while you were 
not incarcerated, any actions in federal court dismissed as frivolous, 
malicious, failing to state a claim, or prior to service? If so, identify 
each and every case so dismissed: 

Yes(/) No( ) 

1. Type of action (civil rights, habeas corpus, etc.): civil rights 

2, Parties to previous action: 

a, Plaintiff(s): Jeremy Marquise Carter 

b. Defendant(s): Jorge L, Pastrana, et al. 

3. District and judicial division: U.S. District Court M,D.Fla. Ocala 

4. Case docket#: S:09-cv-Q72-0rl Name of Judge: Antoon 

5. Approximate filing date: 2009 (cannot recall exact date) 

6. If not still pending, date of dismissal: January 28, 2010 

7. Reason for dismissal: failure to check YES at §IV(C) of Complaint 

1, Type of action (civil rights, habeas corpus, etc.): civil rights 

2, Parties to previous action: 

a. Plaintiff(s): Jeremy Marquise Carter 

b. Defendant(s): Harley Lappin, et al. 

3. District and judicial division: U.S. District Court M.D.Fla. Ocala 

4. Case docket#: 5:09-cv-00473 Judge: Hodges 

5. Approximate filing date: October 2009 

.... ..... 
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6. If not still pending, date of dismissal: January 20,2010 

7. Reason for dismissal: failure to have affidavit of indigency notarized 

1. Type of action (civil rights, habeas corpus, etc.): civil rights 

2. Parties to previous action: 

a. Plaintiff(s): Jeremy Marquise Carter 

b. Defendant(s): Harley Lappin, et al. 

3. District and judicial division: U,S. District Court M.D. Fla. Ocala 

4. Case docket #:S:09-cv-173 Judge: Hodges 

S. Approximate filing date: November 2008 

6. If not still pending, date of dismissal: May 28, 2009 

7. Reason for dismissal: failure to file complete 6 month account printout 
and have staff sign financial certificate. 

1. Type of action (civil rights, habeas corp~s, etc.): civil rights 

2, Parties to previous action: 

a. Plaintiff(s): Jeremy Marquise Carter 

b. Defendant(s): Warden 

3. District and judicial division: U.S. District Court M.D,Fla. Ocala 

4, Case docket#: 5:06-cv-384 Judge: Hodges 

S. Approximate filing date: cannot recall (documents confiscated) 

6, If not still pending, date of dismissal: cannot recall 

7. Reason for dismissal: cannot recall (documents confiscated) 

1. Tvoe of action (civil nights, habeas corpus, etc.): 

2, Parties co previous action: 

a, Plaintiff(s): Jeremy Marquise Carter 

b, Defendant(s); Harley Lappin, et al, 

3. District and judicial division: cannot recall (documents confiscated) 
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4. Case docket#: 5:09-cv-273 Judge: Hodges 

5. Approximate filing date: 2009 (cannot recall exact date) 

6. If not still pending, date of dismissal: September 11, 2009 

7. Reason for dismissal: failure to file complete 6 month account 

1, Type of action (civil rights, habeas corpus, etc.): habeas corpus 

2. Parties to previous action: 

a. Plaintiff(s): Jeremy Marquise Carter 

b. Defendant(s): Warden, FCC Coleman Medium 

3, District and judicial division: U.S. District Court M,D.Fla. Ocala 

4. Case docket#: 5:12-cv-00170-WTH-TBS Judge: Hodges 

S. Approximate filing date: March 30, 2012 

6, If not still pending, date of dismissal: April 30, 2012 

7. Reason for dismissal: failure 'to notify court of change of address 

1. Type of action (civil rights, habeas corpus, etc.): civil rights 

2. Parties to previous action: 

a. Plaintiff(s): Jeremy Marquise Carter 

b. Defendant(s): Harley Lappin, et al. 

3. District and judicial division: U.S. District Court M.D.Fla. Ocala 

4. Case docket#: 5:09-cv-00473 Judge: Hodges 

5. Approximate filing date: October 2009 

6. If not still pending, date of dismissal: January 20, 2010 

7. Reason for dismissal: failure to notarize indigency affidavit 
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1. Type of action (civil rights, habeas corpus, etc.): habeas corpus 

2. Parties to previous action: 

a. Plaintiff(s): Jeremy Marquise Carter 

b. Defendant(s): United States 

3. District and judicial division: U.S. District Court S.D.Fla, 

4. Case docket#: 9:11-cv-81397-DTKH 

S. Approximate filing date: November 2011 

6. If not still pending, date of dismissal: February 2012 

7. Reason for dismissal: construed as second and successive 

1. Type of action (civil rights, habeas corpus, etc.): cannot recall 

2, Parties to previous action: 

a. Plaintiff(s): Jeremy Marquise Carter 

b. Defendant(s): cannot recall others 

3 .. District and judicial division: cannot recall others 

4. Case docket#: cannot recall others 

5, Approximate filing date: cannot recall others 

6. If not still pending, date of dismissal: cannot recall others 

7. Reason for dismissal: cannot recall others 

NOTICE OF POSSIBILITY OF OTHER CASES 

Plaintiff maintains to this Honorable Court that, notwithstanding the 

listing of cases previously filed by him, dismissed by the court, etc., as 

requested under Section IV (A),(B),(C), and (D), there is a possibility that 

other cases may have been filed that Plaintiff, in good faith, simply cannot 

recall at this time. Plaintiff's legal documents were previously confiscated 

by prison officials, see Carter v. Lappin, Case No. 5:09-00473, which makes 

it impossible for Plaintiff to recall all previous cases filed by him. The 

Plaintiff has made a good faith effort to recall all cases previously filed 

by him, and has listed those cases, supra, for the Court's review. 
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V. STATEMENT OF FACTS: 
State briefly the FACTS of this case. Describe how each Defendant was involved and what each 
person did or did not do which gives rise to your claim. In describing what happened, state the 
names of persons involved, dates, and places. Do not make any legal arguments or cite to any 
cases or statutes. You must set forth separate factual allegations in separately numbered 
paragraphs. You may make copies of this page if necessary to supply al 1 the facts. Barring 
extraordinary circumstances, no more than five (5) additional pages should be attached. (If there 
are facts which are not related to this same basic incident or issue~ they must be addressed in 
a separate civil rights complaint.) 

1. Plaintiff Jeremy Marquise Carter has been employed by the Federal 
Prison Industries since 2005 as a Project Management Supervisor Clerk 
and subsequent April 2007 as a Factory Manager Clerk. 

2. Since on or about 2008, Plaintiff has worked hundreds of hours off the 
clock assisting various staff in performing their job descriptions and 
completing staff evaluations that staff were supposed to complete but 
could not, Washington-based projects that staff were supposed to 
complete, but could not, and other staff functions. 

J. Plaintiff was never paid for these hours worked off of the clock. 

4. In the midst of preparing reports and completing other miscellaneous 
projects for staff members, Plaintiff discovered that Defendants were 
violating OSHA standards and other conservational mandates. 

5. Plaintiff threatened to disclose the excessive waste 
the ,excessive burden on taxpayers yielded J:>y 
incompetent furniture manufacturing process. 

of materials and 
the Defendants' 

6. On or about April 2011 Plaintiff, during off-duty hours, con temp lated 
and invented a formula to change the manner in which to manufacture 
furniture at Coleman, which would save the furniture factory more than 
$100,000.00 per month in costs. 

7. Plain ti ff originated and maintained a property right in his Green 
Project invention. 

8. Plaintiff complained to Defendants Schnaufner and Moon that the factory 
was wasting a substantially-excessive amount of tax payer dollars with 
its current furniture manufacturing process. 

9. Defendants Schnaufner, Moon and Moody threatened Plaintiff not to 
disclose his allegations to anyone if he wants to continue working in 
UNICOR. 

10. Defendant Moody advised Plaintiff "what happens in UNICOR stays in 
UNICOR. 11 

11. Defendants' furniture manufacturing process violated OSHA standards 
relevant to waste provisions. 

12. Defendants' furniture manufacturing process violated United States 
Department of Justice's provisions and mandates dealing with conserving 
materials and reducing waste. 

"ti 
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13. Defendants were disposing of furniture waste in excess of tons per day. 

14. On or about May 2011, Plaintiff brought his invention to the attention 
of Defendant Schnaufner, Defendant Moon, Project Manager Supervisor 
Jennifer Telfare, Project Manager Terry Winfrey, Project Manager Becky 
Reid, Accounting Supervisor Kimberly Owens, Accounting Specialist 
Angela Johnson-Case, Factory Foreman Justin Rose, Factory Foreman 
Waite, Factory Manager Rytter, and Factory Manager James Moody. 

15. Defendants Schnaufner, Moody and Moon instructed Plaintiff to initiate 
the invention on Coleman furniture production immediately. 

16. Defendants Schnaufner, Moody and Moon agreed to compensate Plaintiff 
for the invention and ensure that Federal Prison Industries compensate 
Plaintiff 1% of the net savings under the Federal Prison Industries' 
"Ideas for Dollars Program11 in exchange for Plaintiff's initiation of 
the invention, 

17. Defendants Schnaufner, Moody and Moon knew the foregoing statements to 
compensate Plaintiff and to ensure that Plaintiff is compensated for 
his invention were false at the time they made the statements. 

18. Defendants Schnaufner, Moody and Moon intended for Plaintiff to rely on 
the false assurances of being compensated for his invention only to 
induce Plaintiff into initiating his invention of Coleman furniture 
manufacturing. 

19. Defendants Schnaufner, Moon and Moody intended to quiet Plaintiff and 
quell Plaintiff 1 s intended disclosures and complaints to outside 
agencies of the Defendants 1 unlawful furniture manufacturing process 
when misleading Plaintiff into believing he would be paid for his Green 
Project invention. 

20. Based upon the foregoing assurances of Defendants Moon and Schnaufner, 
Plaintiff i ni tia ted his invent ion, and named the invent ion "The Green 
Project". 

21. Had Defendants not assured Plaintiff that he would be compensated for 
his invention, Plaintiff would not have disclosed nor initiated the 
invention. 

22. Plaintiff was required to change the factory's "lay-up11 tickets in 
order to accomodate the implementation of his invention, 

23. Plaintiff had to change the manner of computer data entry to accomodate 
the implementation of his invention. 

24. The Coleman furniture factory and Defendants saved $317,000.00 during 
the first two months of its enactment. 

25. After observing the Defendants' saving more than $317,000.00 during the 
first two months of enacting his invention, Plaintiff inquired about 
his promised compensation, 

-c-
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26. Defendant Bryan Moon advised Plaintiff that he would not be compensated 
for his invention because the Ideas for Dollars Program was not for 
inmate inventions, but was rather for staff inventions, 

27. 

28. 

The Ideas for Dollars Program is available to inmate inventors. 

Plaintiff appealed Defendant Moon's decision to Defendants Dan Moore, 
Dennis Merrion, and Paul Laird on or about August 2011. 

29. On or about the August 31, 2011, Defendant Moore, Merrion, and Laird 
contacted Defendant Moon and instructed Defendant Moon to compensate 
Plaintiff for the invention under the Ideas for Dollars Program. 

30. On September 1, 2011, Defendant Schnaufner subsequently called 
Plaintiff into his office and ridicule Plaintiff for notifying 
Defendants Moore, Merrion and Laird of the in-house problems with 
compensating Plaintiff for his invention. 

31. Defendant Schnaufner advised Plaintiff that Defendant Moon was not 
happy with being contacted by Defendants Moore, Merrion and Laird, and 
that Defendant Moon wanted Plaintiff fired. 

32. Defendant Schnaufner ridiculed and harassed Plaintiff that ( i) 
Plaintiff would be fired from UNICOR soon because of Plaintiff's 
actions, (ii) Plaintiff could no longer be trusted as a clerk, and 
(iii) Plaintiff embarrased Defendant Schnaufner as Factory Manager. 

33. Defendant Schnaufner called Plaintiff a "snitch11 and a 11 boy11 throughout 
this discussion. 

34. Defendant Schnaufner instructed Plaintiff to go to his computer and 
remove all entries in the company's SAP Program mentioning the Green 
Project that could be seen by Washington officials. 

35, Defendant Schnaufner instructed Plaintiff to destroy all documents that 
mentions the Green Project and that could be later read by Washington 
officials. 

36. Defendant Schnaufner advised Plaintiff that Defendant Moon wanted to 
speak to Plaintiff when Defendant Moon arrived at work later that day. 

37. Subsequently, Defendant Moon called Plaintiff into his office and 
threatened Plaintiff that Plaintiff would not be working in UNICOR much 
longer in retaliation for his complaints to Washington officials. 

38. Defendant Moon accused Plaintiff of something dealing with having 11 pie 
or egg thrown in his face" by sending a copy of the Green Project to 
Defendants Moore, Merrion and Laird in Washington, 

39. Defendant Moon threatened Plaintiff that Moon would make sure Plaintiff 
was not compensated under the Ideas for Dollars Program in retaliation 
for Plaintiff complaining to Washington officials. 
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40. Defendant Moon ridiculed and harassed Plaintiff that Moon never had a 
11black clerk" working for him before, let alone a "black clerk11 that he 
could not trust. 

41. Defendant Moon ridiculed and harassed Plaintiff that Plaintiff was a 
11 trai tor" to the factory and that Plaintiff would close the factory 
down with his actions of 11 snitching to Washington 11

• 

42- Defendant Moon ridiculed and threatened Plaintiff that the last blackie 
who tried to make him look like a fool found himself shipped to 
PoLlock, and the same could happed to Plaintiff, 

43 • Defendant Moon ridiculed and harassed Pl a inti ff as being 11 s tupid II and 
"selfish" for sending Plaintiff's written invention to Washington, and 
not allowing the matter to be resolved in-house, 

44. On this date, subsequent the riduculing, harassment, and intimidation 
from Defendant Moon and Schnaufner, Plaintiff was pushed to a 11nervous 
break down", began experiencing migranes and shivers, and was rushed to 
medical via a "medical emergency" by Factory Foreman Waite. 

45. Medical officials diagnosed Plaintiff and observed that Plaintiff was 
in fact suffering from migraines and experiencing shivers, 

46. Medical officials instructed Plaintiff not to report back to work that 
day,, and provided Plaintiff with a medical order (Medical 
Convalescence) prohibiting Defendants from calling Plaintiff back to 
the factory on that date. 

47. Medical officials also prescribed Plaintiff 100mg tablets of Ergotamine 
to take for his migraines and shivers. 

48. Medical officials were very concerned about Plaintiff's 11 hostile work 
environment", and referred Plaintiff to the Phys cha logy Department, 
unbeknownst to Plaintiff. 

49. Thereafter, during the remainder of his employment in the factory, 
Defendants Schnaufner and Moon attacked Plaintiff with initimidating 
stares, snarls, and insults, seeking to make Plaintiff's employment in 
the factory miserable. 

50. Defendants Schnaufner and Moon spread rumors throughout the furniture 
factory that Plaintiff was a racist and that Plaintiff could not be 
trusted, 

· 51. Defendants Schnaufner and Moon spread rumors throughout the furniture 
factory that Plaintiff was going to get all of the staff members fired 
by Plaintiff's "snitchingu to Washington, 

52. Defendants Moon and Schnaufner spread rumors throughout the furtniture 
factory to staff and inmate workers that Plaintiff was going to get the 
factory "closed" due to Plaintiff's snitching to Washington. 

,
co 
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53. Defendants Schnaufner and Moon thereafter audibly, yet indirectly 
attacked Plaintiff with verbal insults of being a "snitch 11

, "smart 
monkey", and a "b 1 ack genius like that so-called president 11

• 

54. 

55. 

Defendants Schnaufner and Moon would audibly call Plaintiff these names 
with the intent to ensure that Plaintiff heard the names. 

Defendants Schnaufner and Moon would also come into Plaintiff 1 s 
v1c1n1ty, and criticize President Obama while staring at Plaintiff, 
stating racially-inappropriate allegations and insults, to wit: "black 
motherfuckers can't think outside of the cotton fields", "coon 
motherfuckers don I t know shit", 11 black son of a bitch needs to be 
hung". 

56. Defendants Schnaufner and Moon advised all factory staff not to trust 
Plaintiff and to watch Plaintiff closely, because Plaintiff was a 
whistleblower, 

5 7. Defendants Schnaufner and Moon began calling on white inmates to do 
Plaintiff's assignments, stating out loud for Plaintiff to hear that "I 
don't want to deal with no smart ass niggers this morning 11

• 

58. Defendant Moon taunted Plaintiff that Moon was going to advise everyone 
that Plaintiff I s invent ion was not a new idea and that the formula 
underlying Plaintiff's invention was normal practice for many years 

1 prior to Plaintiff's presentation of the invention, 

59. Defendant Moon advised all interested parties that Carter plagiarized 
the Green Project idea. 

60. Plaintiff did not plagiarize the Green Project idea. 

61. Defendant Federal Prison Industries furniture 
manufacturing furniture in the manner outlined by 
prior to Plaintiff 1 s invention of the Green Project. 

plants were not 
the Green Project 

62. On September 13, 2011, Defendant Schaufner provided Plaintiff with 
another copy of Plaintiff 1 s Ideas for Dollars proposal, with an 
attachment falsely stating that Plaintiff 1 s Tennessee Oak invention was 
not a new idea, the idea was suggested by others prior to Plaintiff, 
and that the process Plaintiff invented was implemented at the factory 
prior to Carter's invention. 

63. Plaintiff thereafter went into Defendant Moon I s office and expressed 
disagreement with the false statement asserting that the formula of 
Plaintiff's invention was previously suggested and implemented at the 
factory. 

64. Plaintiff advised Defendant Moon that Plaintiff was going to file 
administrative remedies and appeal the statement, 
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65. Defendant Moon advised Plaintiff that if Plaintiff went and "snitched 
again" and filed an administrative remedy on the issue, Plaintiff would 
be fired. 

66. Defendants Schnaufner and Moon also distributed to staff and inmate 
workers, on Spetember 13, 2011, a Memorandum to All Unicor Staff, dated 
September 13, 2011 , 1 is ting factories which were closed, stating that 
Plaintiff's snitching and crying to Washington would bring the same 
fate for the Coleman factory. 

67. Plaintiff later that day discussed the issue with his Unit Counselor, 
Counselor Roederschimer, and requested an administrative remedy to file 
on the issue. 

68. Plaintiff also typed an email to his friend, stating: 11 [HJ eadaches 
again. It I s official. These racist motherfuckers are stressing me out 
at work and causing these headaches. I had another run in with the hea 
man today about.the green project. I have come to realize that he does 
not 1 i ke the fact of a •nigger• imna te coming up with an idea that 
saves the factory over $30,000.00 per month -- It's an embarassment to 
him, especially in light of the fact that he disregarded the idea when 
I first brought it to him, and he only reconsidered after Washington 
sent it back down and made him look at it." 

69. Plaintiff thereafter filed an Informal Resolution Form regarding the 
fraud perpetrated by Defendant Moon to deny Plaintiff compensation for 
his invention. 

70. On September 16, 2011, Plaintiff typed another email to a friend, 
stating: 11 [H] ey you • • apology accepted! -:-- It I s unders tandabel with 
work and everything believe me, I know how it gets. I'm going 
through a little office politics nowadays with UNICOR regarding an 
invention I proposed in which they adopted, but later claims that the 
idea was previously implemented at the facility. LTM -- I think the 
problem is the idea coming from not only a prisoner, but a black 
prisoner -- LTM -- Wish me luck because I feel like I'm in DC my damn 
self. LTM -- No need to beat yourself up about your last lost. I don't 
think anyone got beat as bad as my Steelers. Baltimore beat the life 
out of us last week -- keep in touch and know that you're never 
forgotten on this end." 

71. On September 19, 2011, Defendant Moon advised Plaintiff that Counselor 
Roederschimer gave Moon my Information Resolution Form for a response, 
and that he (Moon) was searching for a way to terminate me from UNICOR. 

72. Defendant Moon indicated to Plaintiff that he was on a "coon hunt". 

73. Defendant Moon responded to Plaintiff's Information Resolution Form on 
September 19, 2011. 

7 4. Al so on September 19, 2011 , De fend ant Moon conducted a search of 
Plaintiff's factory workstation for contraband, but found none. 
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75. Also on September 19, 2011, Defendant Moon reviewed all of Plaintiff's 
recent phone calls for any impropriety which may have been therein, but 
found none. 

76. Also on September 19, 2011, Defendant Moon conducted a search of 
Plaintiff's housing quarters for contraband or impropriety, but found 
nothing. 

77. Also on September 19, 2011, Defendant Moon searched Plaintiff's emails 
with the intent to find something incriminating against Plaintiff to 
subject Plaintiff to disciplinary action. 

78. Defendant Moon encountered the September 13, 2011 email written by 
Plaintiff expressing his First Amendment right to expression, and 
instructed Defendant DeCamilla to prepare an incident report against 
Plaintiff and ensure that Plaintiff is found guilty of the incident 
report and terminated from Federal Prison Industries employment. 

79. On September 20, 2011, Defendant DeCamilla filed an incident report 
against Plaintiff alleging "inso 1 ence towards s taf f 11

• 

80. In the incident report written by Defendant DeCamilla, DeCamilla 
mentions that Defendant Moon is in charge of the UNICOR factory. 

81. On September 20, 2011, Plaintiff was served the incident report by 
Lieutenant Bullock. 

82. Lieutenant Bullock informed Plaintiff that Defendant Moon instructed 
Defendant De Cami! la to write the incident report, and that Defendant 
Moon wanted me out of UNICOR. 

8 3. Pl a inti ff wrote a letter to De fend ants Moore, Merrion, and Laird, 
complaining of the retaliation encountered as a result of his contact 
with· these three Defendants regarding his invention. 

84. On September 22, 2011, when Plaintiff reported to work at 7:30a.m,, FPI 
Accounting Supervisor Kimberly Owens stopped Plaintiff at the front 
door, and advised Plaintiff that, Defendant Moon instructed her to fire 
me from UNICOR, allow me to clean out my workstation, and leave the 
factory immediately. 

85. Plaintiff went back to his housing unit and submitted an Inmate Request 
to Staff form, inquiring with Ms. Owens that: 11 

[ T J his morning when I 
walked in to work, you advised me that I was terminated from UNICOR, 
and to return back to me unit. I would like to know UNICOR's reasons 
for my termination. Thanks in advance for your prompt response." 

86. Defendant Moon later contacted Defendant Johnson and instructed 
Defendant Johnson to hurry up and convene a disciplinary hearing on the 
disciplinary report against Plaintiff, to find Plaintiff guilty, and to 
sanction Plaintiff to loss of job and remove Plaintiff from his Federal 
Prison Industries employment, 
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87 • Defendant Johnson advised Defendant Moon that Unit Manager Richard 
Martin was at USP-2 at that moment, and that she would have to await 
his return prior to convening the disciplinary hearing against 
Plaintiff. 

88. Defendant Moon instructed Defendant Johnson to go ahead with the 
disciplinary hearing immediately, and to utilize the secretary to sit 
on the disciplinary committee, notwithstanding the fact that the 
secretary was not certified nor approved to sit on the disciplinary 
committee. 

89. Defendant Johnson repeated this conversation with Defendant Moon to her 
inmate orderly. 

90. Minutes later, Defendant Johnson convened a disciplinary hearing, with 
Secretary Braxton, at approximately 12:30p,m., and deprived Plaintiff 
of his due process right to call wi toes se s, his right to present a 
defense, and his right to an impartial decisionmaker. 

91. When Plaintiff moved to present his First Amendment defense, and the 
fact that no staff was mentioned in his email, Defendant Johnson 
stopped Plaintiff from doing so and stated that she did not want to 
hear a defense from Plaintiff because (1) SIS had written the incident 
report, ( 2) she was contacted by Defendant Moon about the incident 
report, and (3) Defendant Moon instructed her to find Plaintiff guilty 
and sanction Plaintiff to a loss of his UNICOR job, and that 1 s what she 
was going to do, 

92. When Plaintiff moved to present call witnesses (staff attorney to 
confirm First Amendment right to expression, TRULINCS personnel who 
assured Plaintiff at the initial TRULINCS townhall that inmates could 
not be punished for emails that do not contain threats, escape plans, 
circumvention, or criminal elements), Defendant Johnson stopped 
Plaintiff and denied Plaintiff his due process right to call witnesses, 
stating (1) SIS had written the incident report, (2) she was contacted 
by Defendant Moon about the incident report, and (3) Defendant Moon 
instructed her to find Plaintiff guilty and sanction Plaintiff to a 
loss of Plaintiff's UNICOR job, and that's what she was going to do. 

93. Defendant Johnson followed Defendant Moon's instructions and found 
Plaintiff guilty of the disciplinary report and removed Plaintiff from 
employment with Federal Prison Industries, 

94. Defendant Johnson was a biased decisionmaker as chairwoman of the 
disciplinary committee. 

95. Plaintiff appealed Defendant Johnson I s d:tsciplinary decision to 
Defendant Warden Jorge Pastrana. 

96. Defendant 
the UDC 
decision 
officer's 

Pastrana denied Plaintiff 1 s discplinary appeal, stating that 
complied with Bureau of Prisons 1 regulations, based the 
on the greater weight of the evidence of the reporting 
statement and imposed proper sanctions, 
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97. Plaintiff thereafter appealed the disciplinary decision to the Federal 
Bureau of Prisons' Regional Director. 

98. 

99. 

The Regional Director granted Plaintiff 1 s appeal and remanded the 
matter back to the institution for a rehearing. 

At the rehearing, Plaintiff presented his defense and was found not 
guilty, and the incident report was expunged, 

100. Following the rehearing, Defendant Johnson accused Plaintiff of 
stealing her 7-Up soda from the refrigerator of the conference room 
where Carter was observed making a legal phone call. 

1 O 1 • Defendant Johnson ins true ted Secretary Mason to write P 1 ain tiff an 
incident report for stealing the 7-Up soda. 

102. Plaintiff did not steal Defendant Johnson's 7-Up soda. 

103. Defendant Johnson's false statement that Plaintiff stole her 7-Up soda 
ruined Plaintiff's reputation and caused staff to begin having 
Plaintiff place legal calls in another room because of the alleged 
theft. 

104, Defendant Johnson was upset that secretarial or unit manager staff 
would not write Plaintiff an incident report for the theft allegation, 
and advised other staff that Plaintiff was paying Defendant Martin for 
preferential treatment in the unit. 

105. Defendant Johnson's allegation that Plaintiff was paying Defendant 
Mart in for preferential treatment caused damage to Plaintiff's 
reputation and caused staff to begin having Plaintiff go downstairs to 
make legal calls and acquire other unit team matters. 

106, Plaintiff was not and has never paid Defendant Martin for preferential 
treatment. 

107. Plaintiff thereafter sought to be reinstated in Federal Prison 
Industries. 

108. Defendants Schnaufner, Johnson, Moon, Moody, Pastrana, and De Camilla, 
refused to reinstate Plaintiff's Federal Prison Industries employment, 

109, White inmates who have previously had their incident reports expunged 
have been reinstated into UNICOR (Kraack and Gossett). 

110. Defendants refused to reinstate Plaintiff back into UNICOR on the basis 
of race. 

111. Defendants refused to reinstate Plaintiff back into UNICOR on the basis 
of retaliation. 
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112. Defendants Schnaufner, Moon, Moody, and Johnson began spreading rumors 
around the institution that Plaintiff was a "racist whistleblower 11

, and 
that Plaintiff needed to be transferred before he caused any more 
problems for Coleman staff. 

113. Defendant Johnson threatened Plaintiff that Plaintiff's complaints and 
grievances are what caused her not to score Plaintiff to low custody. 

114. Plaintiff filed a complaint with the Federal Bureau of Prisons' Office 
of Internal Affairs about the retaliation, harassment, and impropriety 
of Defendants. 

115. Plaintiff 
detailed 
friends. 

observed various 
those discussions 

discussions 
witnessed 

amongst staff about him and 
on emails to his family and 

116. Plaintiff later filed a complaint with the Equal Employment Opportunity 
Commission about the retaliation, harassment, and impropriety of 
Defendants. 

117. Plaintiff later filed a complaint with Congresswoman Corrine Brown 
about the retaliation, harassment, and impropriety of the Defendants. 

118. Subsequently, Plaintiff was approached by Defendant Johnson, who 
advised Plaintiff that staff were aware of Plaintiff's complaint to the 
Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, and that staff were not happy 
about it. 

119. Plaintiff subsequently submitted a Freedom of Information 
Defendants, seeking the disclosure and production of 
relating to his Green Project invention, 

Request upon 
all records 

120. Plaintiff subsequently submitted a Freedom of Information Act Request 
·upon the Defendants seeking disclosure and production of any previous 
submissions of an invention similar to Plaintiff I s, as alleged by 
Defendants, 

121. Plaintiff subsequently submitted a Freedom of Information Act Request, 
seeking the disclosure of all personnel records for Defendant Moon. 

122, Plaintiff subsequently filed a Freedom of Information Act Request 
seeking the disclosure of all documents associated with his trans fer 
from Coleman to Jesup. 

123. Plaintiff subsequently filed 
his institutional file and 
misleading notations therein. 

a Privacy Act request seeking to review 
challenge the accuracy of false and 

124. Defendants unlawfully withheld the records sought by Plaintiff under 
the foregoing Freedom of Information Act requests outlined above. 
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125. Defendants have unlawfully refused to permit Plaintiff to view his 
inmate institutional file. 

126. On February 12, 2012, Defendant Johnson called Plaintiff for issuance 
of 11 legal mail 11

, being records partially responding to Plaintiff's FOIA 
Request relevant employee records of Defendant Moon. 

127. Defendant Johnson opened and read through the documents enclosed in the 
legal mail. 

128 • After reading the documents, Defendant Johnson remarked to Plaintiff 
that Plaintiff should not be permitted to have the documents. 

129. On February 13, 2012, Defendant Johnson called Plaintiff again for the 
issuance of 1 egal ma i 1 , and remarked to Plaintiff, "we finally got rid 
of your complaining butt, 11 while smiling to Plaintiff. 

130. When Plaintiff asked Defendant Johnson what she meant by the remark, 
Defendant Johnson responded: 11 1 hear it's warming up out there." 

131. On February 14, 2012, Defendants removed Plaintiff from the faci 1i ty 
and placed Plaintiff on a bus travelling to Tallahassee, Florida to be 
redesignated at FCI Jesup, Georgia. 

132. Defendants Matthews and Martin later searched through and discarded a 
majority of Plaintiff's personal and legal property prior to shipping 
Plaintiff's property to Plaintiff at Jesup. 

133. Defendants searched Plaintiff's legal property for 
documents associated with the cause of actions pertinent 
case subjudice. 

any and all 
in the instant 

134. Defendants held Plaintiff's property for weeks after Plaintiff's 
trans fer to Jesup, Georgia in retaliation for Plaintiff's grievances 
and complaints. 

135. Defendants' unlawful retention of Plaintiff's legal property interfered 
with Plaintiff's pending sale of his Miami condominium to Joe Bazan of 
Empire Realty. 

136. Defendants retention 
Plaintiff's business 
Miami condominium. 

of Plaintiff's legal property interfered with 
relations and court proceedings pertinent his 

137. Plaintiff 1 s converted Plaintiff 1 s Green Project invention to its own 
personal use and refused to return exclusive use of the Green Project 
to Plaintiff upon Plaintiff's demand. 

138. Defendants continue to deprive Plaintiff of his exclusive rights to his 
Green Project and to Plaintiff's personal and legal property seized 
after Plaintiff's transfer. 
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139. 

140. 

141. 

Plaintiff filed an Administrative Tort Claim with 
pertinent Defendant's obligation to compensate 
Defendant's enrichment from his Green Project invention. 

Defendants denied Plaintiff's Administrative Tort Claim. 

the Defendants 
Plaintiff for 

Plaintiff filed an Administrative Tort 
compensation for back pay wages· lost 
termination from UNICOR following the 
report. 

Claim. with Defendants seeking 
as a result of his unlawful 

expungement of his incident 

142. Defendants denied Plaintiff's Administrative Tort Claim. 

143. Plaintiff filed an Adminis tati ve Tort Claim with Defendants seeking 
compensation for hours Plaintiff worked off the clock during his UNICOR 
employment. 

144. Defendants denied Plaintiff's Administrative Tort Claim. 

145. Plaintiff filed an Administrative Tort Claim seeking compensation for 
the loss and/or destruction of his personal and legal property lost 
and/or destroyed by Defendants Matthews and Martin. 

146. Defendants denied Plaintiff's Administrative Tort Claim. 

147., Defendants' false statements about Plaintiff made to staff and inmates 
caused Plaintiff to encounter various scuffles with inmates who 
threatened Plaintiff that he better not get the factory closed down 
after hearing of Defendants' comments that Plaintiff was going to get 
the factory closed. 

148. Defendants' false statements about Plaintiff caused Plaintiff to 
encounter a significant amount of hostility from white inmates and 
white staff who were advised by Defendants that Plaintiff was a racist. 

149. Defendants' false statements about Plaintiff caused Plaintiff to 
encounter a significant amount of hostility from the prison population 
and staff after inmates and staff were apprised of Defendants' labeling 
Plaintiff as a 11 snitch11 and a "whistleblower 11

• 

150. Defendants false statements about Plaintiff subjected Plaintiff to 
hatred, disgust, ridicule, contempt, disgrace, and injured Plaintiff's 
reputation both inside and outside of prison. 

151. Defendants' actions have denied Plaintiff of all economically 
beneficial or productive use of his property, and state law provides 
Plaintiff with no process for obtaining just compensation or the state 
process is inadequate as reflected by the Defendants' removal of this 
action from state court. 

152. Plaintiff conferred a benefit on the Defendants, the Defendants have 
knowledge of the benefit, the Defendants accepted and retained the 
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153. benefit conferred upon 
demonstrate that it would 
the benefit without paying 

them by Plaintiff, and the circumstances 
be inequitable for the Defendants to retain 
fair value for it. 

154. Plaintiff's complaints and grievances were constitutionally protected. 

155. Defendants retaliated against Plaintiff for his grievances and 
complaints by discharging Plaintiff from UNICOR, refusing to reinstate 
Plaintiff to UNICOR after the expungement of his disciplinary report, 
refusing to properly compute Plaintiff's custody points to LOW 
security, and transferring Plaintiff to Jesup, Georgia. 

156. Defendants have not compensated Plaintiff for his Green Project 
invention. 

157. Defendants breached the oral contract to compensate Plaintiff for 
implementation of his invention. 

158. Defendants discharged Plaintiff from his UNICOR employment in 
retaliation for Plaintiff's grievances, complaints, and reports of 
unlawful activity and employment practices of the Defendants. 

159. De fend an ts have intent i anally inflicted emotional distress upon 
Plaintiff through Defendants I slanderous, harassing and reta liatorial 
acts. 

160. Defendants have deprived Plaintiff of his First Amendment right to 
freedom of speech by censoring and sanctioning Plaintiff for his 
September 13, 2011 email to his friend. 

161. Plaintiff notified Defendants Pastrana, Moore, Merrion, Laird, United 
States of America and Federal Prison Industries of Defendants' Moon, 
Schnaufner, Moody, Johnson, Mat thews, and DeCami l la's unlawful acts 
and practices, 

162. Defendants Pastrana, Moore, Merrion, Laird, United States of America 
and Federal Prison Industries failed to act, protect, investigation, 
and/or rectify the wrongdoings. 

163. Defendants Martin, Ford, and Pastrana prepared and submitted a request 
for Plaintiff's transfer from Coleman, Florida to Jesup, Georgia, 
knowing that said transfer was being done in retaliation for 
Plaintiff's grievances and complaints against the foregoing Defendants. 

164. Defendants United States of America and 
condoned the unlawful acts and practices 
Moon, Moody, Johnson, Matthews, DeCamilla, 
Moore, Merrion, and Laird. 

Federal Prison Industries 
of Defendants Schnaufner, 

Martin, Pastrana, Ford, 

165. Defendants Federal Prison Industries and United States of America 
unlawfully retains Plaintiff's · property rights in the Green Project. 
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VI. STATEMENT OF CLAIMS: 

COUNT ONE: Plaintiff realleges paragraphs 
as if fully set forth herein, and allege that Defendants Schnaufner, Moon, 
Moody, Federal Prison Industries, and United States of America committed 
fraud in the inducement. 

COUNT TWO: Plaintiff realleges paragraphs 
as if fully forth herein, and allege that Defendants Schnaufner, Moon, Moody, 
Yederal Prison Industries, and United States .of America breached the 
under 1 ying contract to compensate and reward P 1 a inti ff for i nit ia t ion of 
Plaintiff's furniture manufacturing process invention. 

COUNT THREE: Plaintiff realleges paragraphs 
Schnaufner, Moon, Moody, 
America unlawfully took 

invention without just 
to the U.S. Cons ti tut ion. 

as if fully forth herein, and allege that Defendants 
Federal Prison Indus tries, and United States of 
Plaintiff's furniture manufacturing process 
compensation, violative of the Fifth Amendment 

COUNT FOUR: Plaintiff realleges paragraphs 
as if fully forth herein, and allege that Defendants Schnaufner, Moon, Moody, 
Federal Prison Industries, and United States of America was, is and remains 
unjustly enriched by implementation of Plaintiff's furniture manufacturing 
process invention. 

COUNT FIVE: Plaintiff realleges paragraphs 
as if fully set forth herein, and allege that Defendants Moon, Schnaufner, 
Moody, Johnson, Pastrana, DeCamilla, Matthews, Federal Prison Industries, 
Martin, Ford, Moore, Merrion, and Laird retaliated against Plaintiff for 
Plaintiff's threats to disclose unlawful practices and grievances and 
complaints of unlawful acts and practices set forth above, 

COUNT SIX: Plaintiff realleges paragraphs 
as if fully set forth herein, and allege that Defendants Moon, Schnaufner, 
Moody, Pastrana, Federal Prison Industries, Moore, Merrion, and Laird 
subjected Plaintiff to a hostile work environment as set forth above. 

COUNT SEVEN: Plaintiff realleges paragraphs 
as if fully set forth herein, and allege that Defendants Moon, Schnaufner, 
Moody, Johnson, Pastrana, DeCamilla, Federal Prison Industries, Moore, 
Merrion, and Laird retaliatorially discharged Plaintiff from Plaintiff's 
Federal Prison Industries employment for Plaintiff's threats to disclose 
unlawful practices and grievances and complaints of unlawful acts and 
practices set forth above. 

COUNT EIGHT: Plaintiff reallages paragraphs 
as if fully set forth herein, and allege that Defendants Moon, Johnson, 
Pastrana, and DeCamilla deprived Plaintiff of his due process rights 
throughout the underlying disciplinary hearing process set forth above. 
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COUNT NINE: Plaintiff realleges paragraphs 
as if fully set forth herein, and allege that Defendants Moon and Schnaufner 
subjected Plaintiff to defamation of character and slander by stating to 
third parties that Plaintiff was a 11 racist", "snitch1

', and that Plaintiff 
plagiarized the furniture manufacturing process invention Plaintiff invented 
and titled The Green Project. 

COUNT TEN: Plaintiff realleges paragraphs 
as if fully set forth herein, and allege that Defendants Johnson subjected 
Plaintiff to defamation of character and slander by stating to third parties 
that Plaintiff stole Johnson's 7-Up soda and that Plaintiff was paying 
Defendant Martin for preferential treatment. 

COUNT ELEVEN: Plaintiff realleges paragraphs 
as if fully set forth herein, and allege that Defendants Moon, Schnaufner, 
Moody, Johnson, Pastrana, DeCamilla, Federal Prison Industries, Moore, 
Merrion, and Laird subjected Plaintiff to racial discrimination by refusing 
to rehire Plaintiff after Plaintiff's incident report was expunged. 

COUNT TWELVE: Plaintiff realleges paragraphs 
as if fully set forth herein, and allege that Defendant Johnson retaliated 
against Plaintiff by failing to lower Plaintiff's prison custody 
classification points because of Plaintiff I s threats to disc lose unlawful 
practices and grievances and complaints of unlawful acts and practices set 
forth above. 

COUNT THIRTEEN: Plaintiff realleges paragraphs 
as if fully set forth herein, and allege that Defendants Moon, Schnaufner, 
Moody, Johnson Pastrana, DeCamilla, Martin, Ford, Federal Prison Industries, 
Moore, Merrion, and Laird retaliated against Plaintiff by transferring 
Plaintiff to Jesup, Georgia, and further away from his family because of 
Plaintiff's threats to disclose unlawful practices and grievances and 
complaints of unlawful acts and practices set forth above. 

COUNT FOURTEEN: Plaintiff realleges paragraphs 
as if fully set forth herein, and allege that Defendants Moon, Schnaufner, 
Moody, Johnson Pastrana, DeCamil la, Matthews, Martin, Ford, Federal Prison 
Industries, Moore, Merrion, and Laird retaliated against ·Plaintiff by 
disposing of Plaintiff's personal and legal property after transferring 
Plaintiff to Jesup, Georgia because of Plaintiff 1 s threats to disclose 
unlawful practices and grievances and complaints of unlawful acts and 
practices set forth above. 

COUNT FIFTEEN: Plaintiff realleges paragraphs 
as if fully set forth herein, and allege that Defendants Moon, Schnaufner, 
Moody, Johnson, Pastrana, DeCamil la, Matthews, United States of America, 
Martin, Ford, Federal Prison Industries, Moore, Merrion, and Laird -- all 
subjected Pl~intiff to negligence by depriving Plaintiff of his legal 
property pertinent Plaintiff's condominium litigation. 

COUNT : Plaintiff realleges paragraphs 
as if fully set forth herein, and allege that Defendants Moon, Schnaufner, 
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Moody, Johnson, Pastrana, DeCamilla, Matthews, United States of America, 
Martin, Ford, Federal Prison Industries, Moore, Merrion, and Laird -- all 
committed conversion by converting Plaintiff I s invention to their own use 
and refusing to return Plaintiff's invention to Plaintiff after demand, 

COUNT SEVENTEEN: Plaintiff realleges paragraphs 
as if fully set forth herein, and allege that Defendants Moon, Schnaufner, 
Moody, Johnson, Pastrana, DeCamilla, Matthews, United States of America, 
Martin, Ford, Federal Prison Industries, Moore, Merrion, and Laird -- all 
subjected Plaintiff to deprivation of his property, without probable cause 
and in violation of Plaintiff's Fourth Amendment right. 

COUNT EIGHTEEN: Plaintiff realleges paragraphs 
as if fully set forth herein, and allege that Defendants Moon, Schnaufner, 
Moody, Johnson, Pastrana, DeCamilla, Matthews, United States of America, 
Martin, Ford, Federal Prison Industries, Moore, Merrion, and Laird -- all 

COUNT NINETEEN: Plaintiff reallege paragraphs 
as if fully set forth herein, and allege that Defendants Moon, Schnaufner, 
Moody, Pastrana, United States of America, Federal Prison Industries, Moore, 
Merrion, and Laird committed tort and is liable in tort for compensating 
Plaintiff for back pay wages los-s as a result of the false incident report 
and Plaintiff's improper removal from UNICOR, 

COUNT TWENTY: Plaintiff reallege paragraphs 
as if full~ set forth herein, and allege that Defendants Moon, Schnaufner, 
Moody, Pastrana, United States of America, Federal Prison Industries, Moore, 
Merrion, and Laird committed tort and is liable in tort for compensating 
Plaintiff for use and enrichment from Plaintiff's furniture manufacturing 
invention. 

COUNT TWENTY-ONE: Plaintiff reallege paragraphs 
as if fully set forth herein, and allege that Defendants Moon, Schnaufner, 
Moody, Pastrana, United States of.America, Federal Prison Industries, Moore, 
Merrion, and Laird committed tort and is liable in tort for compensating 
Plaintiff for time Plaintiff worked off the clock. 

COUNT TWENTY-TWO: Plaintiff reallege paragraphs 
as if. fully set forth herein, and allege that Defendants Moon, Schnaufner, 
Moody, Pastrana, United States of America, Federal Prison Industries, Moore, 
Merrion, and Laird committed tort and is liable in tort for compensating 
Plaintiff for Plaintiff I s property last fol lowing Plaintiff's trans fer from 
Coleman to Jesup, Georgia. 

COUNT TWENTY-THREE: Plaintiff reallege paragraphs 
as if fully set forth herein, and allege that Defendants United States of 
America and Federal Prison Industries unlawfully withheld records sought by 
Plaintiff and disclosahle under the Freedom of Information Act, pertaining 
to the employee records of Defendant Moon, 

COUNT TWENTY- : Plaintiff reallege paragraphs 
as if fully set forth herein, and allege that Defendants United States of 
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America and Federal Prison Industries unlawfully withheld records sought by 
Plaintiff and disclosable under the Freedom of Information Act regarding the 
Green Project. 

COUNT TWENTY-FIVE: Plaintiff reallege paragraphs 
as if fully set forth herein, and allege that Defendants United 
America and Federal Prison Industries unlawfully withheld records 
Plaintiff and disclosable under the Freedom of Information Act 
Plaintiff's transfer from Coleman, Florida to Jesup, Georgia. 

COUNT TWENTY-SIX: Plaintiff reallege paragraphs 

States of 
sought by 
regarding 

as if fully set forth herein, and allege that Defendants United States of 
America unlawfully withheld records sought by Plaintiff and disclosable under 
the Privacy Act as it relates to Plaintiff 1 s inmate file. 

COUNT TWENTY-SEVEN: Plaintiff reallege paragraphs 
as if fully set forth herein, and allege that Defendants Moon, Schnaufner, 
Moody, Pastrana, United States of America, Federal Prison Industries, Moore, 
Merrion, Laird, Johnson, DeCamilla, Matthews, Ford and Martin subjected 
Plaintiff to intentional infliction ·of emotional distress. 

COUNT TWENTY-EIGHT: Plaintiff reallege paragraphs 
as if fully set forth herein, and allege that Defendants Moon, Schnaufner, 
Johnson, Pastrana, and DeCamilla deprived Plaintiff of his First Amendment 
right to freedom of speech by censoring and/or punishing Plaintiff for 
exercising his free speech in communications with his friends. 

VII. RELIEF REQUESTED: 

As relief, Plaintiff seeks $500 1 000.00 from the Defendants, individually, 
and disclosure of the records sought under the Freedom of Information Act 
and Privacy Act and a transfer to the Federal Correctional Institution, 
Miami, Florida, as well as a declaratory judgment acknowledging Plaintiff's 
property rights in his Green Project invention. 

Plaintiff also demands trial by jury as to all cause of actions pled herein. 

Dated: June 18, 2012 
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VERIFICATION 

I, Jeremy Marquise Carter, hereby swear under the penalty of perjury, 

and pursuant to Title 28, United States Code, Section 1746, that the 

foregoing statements are true and correct. 

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I HEREBY CERTIFY that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was 

served upon Assistant U.S. Attorney Yohance Pettus, at the Office of the 

U.S. Attorney, 400 North Tampa Street, Suite 3200, Tampa, Florida 33602, by 

United States Mail, this 19th day of June 2012. 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
MIDDLE DISTRICT OF FLORIDA 

OCALA DIVISION 

JEREMY MARQUISE CARTER, 

Plaintiff, 

V. 

BRIAN MOON, et aL, 

Defendants. 

CASE NO. 5:12-cv-269-Oc-1 0PRL 

ORDER 

This case is before the Court on Defendants Bryan Moon, Tad Schnaufner, James 

Moody, Shannon Johnson, Jorge Pastrana, David DeCamilla, Thomas Matthews, Richard 

Martin, Bryan E. Ford, Dan Moore, Dennis Merrion, Paul Laird, Federal Prison Industries 

("FPI"), and the United States of America's (collectively "Defendants") Notice of Settlement 

Pursuant to Local Rule 3.08. It is hereby ORDERED as follows: 

1. The instant case is DISMISSED WITH PREJUDICE subject to the right of any 

party to move the Court within sixty (60) days from the date of this Order for the entry of a 

stipulated final order or judgment, or on good cause shown, to reopen the case for further 

proceedings. See Local Rule 3.08(b). In the event no motions are filed within this time, 

upon the expiration of this period, judgment will be entered in accordance with this Order, 

and no further action will be taken in this case. 

2. The Clerk of Court is directed to administratively close this case and to 
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terminate any pending motions. 

DONE AND ORDERED in Ocala, Florida, this 27th day of July, 2015. 

Copies to: 
Jeremy Marquise Carter 
Counsel of Record 

WM. TERRELL HODGES 
SENIOR UNITED STATES DISTRICT JUDGE 

2 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
Southern District of Florida 

SUMMONS IN A CIVIL CASE 

CASE NO: 

CHRISTINE O'CONNOR, 
as personal representative of 
the estate of GUY ALESSI, 
decedent, 

13-20098-C IV-Martinez/McAli ley 

Plaintiff, 

VS. 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 

Defendant. __________ __;/ 

To Defendant: Mr. Wifredo A. Ferrer 
U.S. Attorney for the Defendant 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
99 N.E. 4™ Street 
Miami, FL 33132 
(305) 961-9001 

C f t-lq- I ~ \ 'l.-fl-.+ 
1 I i 3 I , '> e,, 'f J,br"" 

YOU ARE HEREBY SUMMONED and required to serve upon PLAINTIFF'S 
ATTORNEY 

Michael B. Feiler, Esq. 
Feiler & Leach, P.L. 
901 Ponce de Leon Blvd. 
Penthouse Suite 
Coral Gables, Florida 33134 
(305) 441-8818 
(305) 441-8081 - fax 

an answer to the complaint which is herewith served upon you, within 60 days after service of this 
summons upon you, exclusive of the day of service. If you fail to do so,judgment by default will 
be taken against you for the relief demanded in the complaint. You must also file your answer with 
the Clerk of this Court within a reasonable period of time after service. 

Steven M. Larimore 
Clerk of Cowi 

SlJl\'1:MONS 

s/C,0llette Quinones 

Deputy Clerk 
U.S. District Courts 

January 10, 2013 

DATE 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
SOUTHERN DISTRJCT OF FLORJDA 

CHRISTINE O'CONNOR, 
as personal representative of 
the estate of GUY ALESSI, 
decedent, 

Plaintiff, 
V. 

UNITED STATES OF 
AMERICA, 

Defendant. 
I -----------

CASE NO. 

COMPLAINT 

Plaintiff, CHRJSTINE O'CONNOR, as personal representative of the estate of GUY 

ALESSI, deceased, sues Defendant, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, and states: 

1. This is an action for money damages broughtpursuant to the Federal Tort Claims Act, 

28 U.S.C. § 1346(b) and §2671 et seq. 

2. Venue is proper in this forum. 

3. All conditions proceeding to the filing of this action have been fulfilled. Specifically, 

Plaintiff timely filed an Administrative Claim with the Department of Justice, Federal Bureau of 

Prisons ("BOP"), which claim was denied by wayofletter dated July 13, 2012. 

4. O'Connor is the duly appointed Personal Representative of the estate of ALESSI. 

5. The potential beneficiaries of any recovery in this action and their relationship to the 

decedent are: Plaintiff CHRJSTINE O'CONNOR, daughter and Personal Representative; LAURIE 

ALESSI, daughter; and CHERYL YOUNG, daughter. 

6. At all times material, ALESSI was an inmate in BOP custcrly; as is relevant to this 

FEILER & LEACH, P.L. 
901 PONCE DE LEON BL.VD., PENTHOUSE SUITE• CORAL GABLES, FL 33134-3009 • (305) 441-8818 
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claim, he was housed at FCI Miami. 

Alessi v. USA 
Page2 

7. At all times material, BOP was a federal agency, and all acts complained of herein 

by BOP agents or employees were undertaken within the course and scope of that agency. 

8. At all times material, BOP had a duty to exercise due care for the health and safety 

of its inmates, including ALES SI. 

9. ALESSI was 82 years old, with a known history on intake (March 31, 2010) of 

cardiac insufficiency, prior myocardial infarction, diabetes type 2, hyperlipidemia, hypertension, 

vertigo, and a~ociated health problems. 

10. On or around June 4, 2010, ALESSI was given disciplinary action that involved 

physical work, outside, in 90 degree plus heat. This was inappropriate for someone with ALESSI' s 

known frailty. 

11. While engaged in the work, ALESSI exhibited signs of distress; however, due to 

insufficient supervision, no intervention took place, and no cessation of work occurred. 

12. Subsequently, ALESSI went into full blown cardiac arrest and collapsed; it was only 

then that any BOP staff took any actions at all. 

13. By that time, it was too late, and ALESSI expired. 

COUNT I-CLAIM FOR WRONGFUL DEATH 

14. Plaintiff realleges Paragraphs 1-13 and incorporates them herein. 

15. The actions of Defendant, as described, through its agents, constituted negligence, 

resulting in the wrongful death of ALESSI as defined in Section 768.16 et seq., Fla. St. 

16. As a direct and proximate result of Defendant's conduct as set forth above, the 

surviving natural persons lost the support and services of the decedent from the date of his death as 

FEILER & LEACH, P.L 

901 PONCE DE LEON BLVD., PENTHOUSE SUITE • CORAL GABLES, FL 33 I 34·3009 • (305) 441 ·881 8 
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well as future loss of support and services, the amount of decedent's probable net income and the 

replacement value of decedent's services, loss of the decedent's companionship, mental pain and 

suffering and medical expenses due to the decedent's injucy and death paid by them, or some of them. 

17. The decedent's estate lost earnings from the date of the decedent's injury to the date 

of the decedent's death, loss of prospective net accumulations of the decedent's estate and medical 

and funeral expenses due to the decedent's injury and death. 

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff sues and demands judgment against Defendant for money damages, 

court costs, prejudgment interest on liquidated damage~ and all other relief the Court sees fit to 

grant. 

Respectfully submitted, 

FEILER & LEACH, P .L. 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
901 Ponce de Leon Blvd., Penthome Suite 
Coral Gables, FL 33134-3009 
Tel. (305) 441-8818 Fax (305) 441-8081 
mbf(alJlmlegal. com 

By: /s/ Michael B. Feiler 
Michael B. Feiler 
Board Certified Civil Trial Lawyer 
Fla. Bar No. 098477 

FEILER & LEACH, P.L 
901 PONCE DE LEON BLVD., PENTHOUSE SUITE• CORAL GABLES, FL 33134-3009 • (305) 441-8818 
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UNITED STATES DISTRJCT COURT FOR THE 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF FLORIDA 

Miami Division 

Case Number: 13-20098-CIV-MARTINEZ-MCALILEY 

CHRISTINE O'CONNOR, as personal 
representative of the estate of GUY ALESSI, 
decedent, 

Plaintiff, 

vs. 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 

Defendant. _______________ / 

FINAL ORDER OF DISMISSAL AND 
ORDER DENYING ALL PENDING MOTIONS AS MOOT 

THIS MATTER is before the Court upon the parties' Joint Stipulation of Dismissal with 

Prejudice (D.E. No. 12), filed on November 19, 2013. It is: 

ADJUDGED that this action is DISMISSED with prejudice. It is also: 

ADJUDGED that all pending motions in this case are DENIED AS MOOT, and this 

case is CLOSED. The Court shall retain jurisdiction for a period of ninety (90) days from the 

date of this Order to enforce the terms of the settlement agreement between the parties. 

2013. 
DONE AND ORDERED in Chambers at Miami, Florida, this ,;le). day of November, 

Copies provided to: 
Magistrate Judge McAliley 
All Counsel of Record 

JOSE E, ARTINEZ 
UNITE STATES DISTRJCT JUDGE 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF FLORIDA 

CASE NO: IS-20098-Civ-Martinez 

CHRISTINE O'CONNOR, as personal 
Representative of the estate of GUY 
ALESSI,decedeni 

Plaintiff, 

v. 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

Defendant. 

STIPULATION FOR COMPROMISE SETTLEMENT AND RELEASE OF 

FEDERAL TORT CLAIMS ACT CLAIMS PURSUANT TO 28 U.S.C. § 2677 

It is hereby stipulated by and between the undersigned plaintiff and the United States of 

America, by and through their respective attorneys, as follows: 

1. The parties do hereby agree to settle and compromise each and every claim of any 

kind, whether known or unknown, arising directly or indirectly from the acts or omissions that 

gave rise to the above-captioned action under the terms and conditions set forth in this 

Settlement Agreement. 

2. The United States of America agrees to pay the sum of$5,000.00 which sum shall be 

in full settlement and satisfaction of any and all claims, demands, rights, and causes of action of 

whatsoever kind and nature, arising from, and by reason of any and all known and unknown, 

foreseen and unforeseen bodily and personal injuries, damage to property and the consequences 

thereof, resulting, and to result, from the subject matter of this settlement, including any claims 



for wrongful death, for which plaintiff or her guardians, heirs, executors, administrators, or 

assigns, and each of them, now have or may hereafter acquire against the United States of 

America, its agents, servants, and employees. 

3. Plaintiff and her guardians, heirs, executors, administrators or assigns hereby agree to 

accept the sums set forth in this Stipulation of Compromise Settlement in full settlement and 

satisfaction of any and all claims, demands, rights, and causes of action of whatsoever kind and 

nature, including claims for wwngful death, arising from, and by reason of any and all known 

and unknown, foreseen and unforeseen bodily and personal injuries, damage to property and the 

consequences thereof which they may have or hereafter acquire against the United States of 

America, its agents, servants and employees on account of the same subject matter that gave rise 

to the above-captioned action, including any future claim or lawsuit of any kind or type 

whatsoever, whether known or unknown, and whether for compensatory or exemplary damages. 

Plaintiff and her guardians, heirs, executors, administrators or assigns further agree to reimburse, 

indemnify and hold harmless the United States of America, its agents, servants, and employees 

from and against any and all such causes of action, claims, liens, rights, or subrogated or 

contribution interests incident to or resulting from further litigation or the prosecution of claims 

by plaintiff or her guardia..'ls, heirs, c:c:.ccutors, administrators or assigns against any third party or 

against the United States, including claims for wrongful death. 

4. This stipulation for compromise settlement is not, is in no way intended to be, and 

should not be construed as, an admission of liability or fault on the part of the United States, its 

agents, servants, or employees, and it is specifically denied that they are liable to the plaintiff. 

This settlement is entered into by all parties for the purpose of compromising disputed claims 



under the Federal Tort Claims Act and avoiding the expenses and risks of further appeal and 

litigation. 

5. It is also agreed, by and among the parties, that the respective parties will each bear 

their own costs, fees, and expenses and that any attorney's fees owed by the plaintiff will be paid 

out of the settlement amount and not in addition thereto. 

6. It is also understood by and among the parties that pursuant to Title 28, United States 

Code, Section 2678, attorney's fees for services rendered in connection with this action shall not 

exceed 25 per centum of the amount of the compromise settlement. 

7. The persons signing this Settlement Agreement warrant and represent that they 

possess full authority to bind the persons on whose behalf they are signing to the terms of the 

settlement. In the event any plain ti ff is a minor or a legally incompetent adult, the plaintiff must 

obtain Court approval of the settlement at their expense. Plaintiff agrees to obtain such approval 

in a timely manner: time being of the essence. Plaintiff further agrees that the United States may 

void this settlement at its option in the event such approval is not obtained in a timely manner. 

In the event plaintiff fails to obtain such Court approval, the entire Stipulation for Compromise 

Settlement and Release and the compromise settlement are null and void. 

8. Payment of the settlement amount 'Nill be made by government wire transfer as per 

the following: 

A. Name of Bank 

B. Street Address of Bank: 

C. City, State and Zip Code of Bank: 



D. Federal Reserve Number: 

E. Routing Number: 

F. Name of Account 

G. Account Number: 

9. Plaintiff's attorney agrees to distribute the settlement proceeds to the plaintiff, and to 

obtain a dismissal of the above-captioned action with prejudice, with each party bearing its own 

fees, costs, and expenses. 

10. The parties agree that this Stipulation for Compromise Settlement and Release, 

including all the terms and conditions of this compromise settlement and any additional 

agreements relating thereto, may be made public in their entirety, and the plaintiff expressly 

consents to such release and disclosure pursuant to 5 U.S.C. § 552a(b). 



11. It is contemplated that this Stipulation may be executed in several counterparts, with a 

separate signature page for each party. All such counterparts and signature pages, together, shall 

be deemed to be one document. 

Executed this Jitay of November, 2013. 

Law.Ferree Rosen 
Attor:nt;y for Defendant, 
United States of America 

,i_ • 

Executed this 13't1hay ofNovember, 2013. 
-~! .·· 

1 -t· 
~- ,< 

: . •~: _j 

~ -<•. _f 

Michael Benjamin Feiler, Esq. 
Feiler & Leach, PL 
901 Ponce De Leon Boulevard 
Penthouse Suite 
Coral Gables, Florida S S I 34 

Executed this IJl¾ay ofNovember, 2013. 

lli0 tJvM f,/ ~~ 
Christine O'Connor 
Plaintiff, as Personal Representative and 
Individually 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
NORTHERN DISTRICT OF FLORIDA 

TALLAHASSE DIVISION 

JIMMY WAKEFIELD, 

Plaintiff, 

vs. 

WARDEN ELOURNOY, 
ASSISTANT WARDEN SMITH, 
s~r.s. FOLKS, 
ACTING CAPTAIN WAGNER, 
LT. WHITE, 
OFFICER CHAMBERS, 
OFFICER HARVEY, 
OFFICER BEACH, 

and OFFICER INGE 

sued in their individual capacities, 
and THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 

Defendants. 

_________________ ! 

Case No. 4:13-cv-339-WS-GRJ 

THIRD AMENDED CIVIL RIGHTS COMPLAINT 
PURSUANT TO BIVENS AND FTCA 

COMES NOW, Jimmy Wakefield ("Plaintiff"), prose, and with 

permission from this Honorable Court, and files this Third Amend

ed Complaint Pursuant to Bivens and FTCA, as instructed by this 

Honorable Court by order dated February 19, 2014. The basis for 

this motion is as follows: 

1. This 

VERIFIED COMPLAINT FOR DAMAGES 

I. Introduction 

is a 

- 1 -
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Jimmy Wakefield, prose, a federal prisoner, and pursuant to Bivens 

v. Six Unknown Agents of Federal Bureau of Narcotics, 403 U.S. 

388, 392-97, 91 S.Ct. 1999 (1971), for damages, of which he alleges 

violations of his constitutional rights under the Eighth Amendment, 

in that the Defendants violated his right to be free from cruel 

and unusual punishment, that the Defendants failed to protect 

the plaintiff, and that the Defendants were deliberately indiffer

ent thereof. Plain tiff also alleges a claim, pursuant to the 

Federal Tort Claims Act ("FTCA"), Title 28 U.S.C. §1346, of which 

he seeks damages for the tort of negligence. 

II. Jurisdiction 

2. This Court has jurisdiction over the plaintiff's claims 

of violation of federal constitutional rights under 28 U.S.C. 

§§1331(a) and 1343(a)(3), and the plaintiff's FTCA claims are 

authorized by 28 U.S.C. §1346. 

3. The United States District Court for the Northern Dis

trict of Florida, Tallahassee Division, is an appropriate venue 

under 28 U.S.C. §1391(b)(2) and §1402(b) in that these civil act

ions are brought forward in the district court where plaintiff 

resided when the violations, and/or acts, and/or omissions comp

lained of occured. 

4. Concerning this Court's jurisdiction over plaintiff's 

FTCA claim(s), the plaintiff filed an administrative tort claim 

over the occurrences complained of on May 11, 2012, within two 

years after those occurrences, and brought suit within six months 

of the mailing of the notice of final agency denial of that claim 

- 2 -
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as required by 28 U.S.C. §2401. 

III. Parties 

5. Plaintiff Jimmy Wakefield at all times relevant, up and 

to the occurence complained of on May 11, 2012, was confined 

by the Federal Burea of Prisons at the Federal Detention Center 

(
11 FDC") in Tallahassee Florida; plaintiff was subsequently tran

sfered and now is confined at the United States Penitentiary 

Canaan in Waymart Pennsylvania. 

6. Defendant Warden Flourr.,oy at all times relevant was 

the Warden of FDC Tallahasse acting under the color of federal 

law. He was legally responsible for the operation of FDC Tal

lahassee and for the welfare of all the inmates in that prison. 

He is sued in his individual capacity. 

7. Defendant Assistant Warden Smith at all times relevant 

was the Assistant Warden at FDC Tallahassee acting under the 

color of federal law. He is being sued in his individual ca

pacity. 

8. Defendant S.I.S. Folks at all times relevant was the 

S.I.S. Officer at FDC Tallahassee acting under the color of fed

eral law. He is sued in his individual capacity. 

9. Defendant "Acting Captain"/Officer Wagne_r_ at all times 

relevant was "Acting Captain" at FDC Tallahasse acting under 

the color of federal law. He is sued in his individual capaci

ty. 

10. Defendant Lt. White at all times relevant was a Lt. 

at FDC Tallahassee acting under the color of federal law. He 

- 3 -
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is sued in his individual capacity. 

11, Defendant Officer Chambers at all times relevant was 

an Officer at FDC Tallahassee acting under the color of federal 

law. He is sued in his individual capacity. 

12. Defendant Officer Harvey at all times relevant was 

an Officer at FDC Tallahassee acting under the color of federal 

law. He is sued in his individual capacity. 

13. Defendant Officer Inge at all times relevant was an 

Officer at FDC Tallahassee acting under the color of federal 

law. He is sued in his individual capacity. 

14. Defendant Officer Beach at all times relevant was an 

Officer at FDC Tallahasse acting under the color of federal law. 

He is sued in his individual capacity. 

15. Defendant United States of America is named as defend

ant in that it is the only proper defendant in suit against the 

federal government for torts committed by its employees. 

IV. Exhaustion of Available Remedies 

16. Plaintiff exhausted all of his administrative remedies 

before filing this complaint. 

V. Factual Statement 

17. On May 11, 2012, plaintiff was in the SHU ("Special 

Housing Unit 11
) over-flow unit at FDC Tallahassee. 

18. "Upon Information and Belief 11 plaintiff's status was 

that of "Transeg11
, in that he was a "transfer11 from another pris-

d II • II on un er segregation status. 

- 4 -
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19. Plaintiff's stay at FDC Tallahassee was the result of 

an investigation that culminated in: no incident report being 

filed, yet being submitted for SMU ("Special Management Unit 11
) 

placement, and with the SMU submission being denied. 

20. Plaintff knows of no reasons, policy or otherwise as 

to why he shouldn't of been placed in general population while 

at FDC Tallahassee; instead he spent his time at FDC Tallahassee 

in the SHU. 

21. Plaintiff spoke with Lt. White on a number of occasions 

concerning his continued placement in the SHU and that due to 

no incident reports and a SMU denial that he shouldn't be placed 

in general population; "I can't do anything about that. You need 

to talk to the Warden," is what he said. 

22. Plaintiff spoke with S.I.S. Folks on a number of occasions 

concerning his continued placement in the SHU and that due to no 

incident reports and a SMU denia 1 that he should be placed in general 

population; S. I.S. Folks said, "It's my reco1m1endation you sta)' here in the 

SHU." 

23. Plaintiff spoke with Acting Captain Wagner on a number 

of occasions concerning his continued placement in the SHU and 

that due to no incident reports and a SMU denial that he should 

be placed in general population; Acting Captain Wagner said, 11 By 

policy_. there is nothing I can do. The Warden can."; on another 

occasion he said to speak to the A,W. or the Warden." 

24. Plaintiff spoke with Assistant Warden Smith on one occa

sion concerning his continued placement in the SHU and that due 

to no incident reports and a SMU denial that he should be placed 
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in general population; plaintiff further told the Assistant Warden 

of his conversations with Lt. White, S.I.S. Folks and Acting 

Captain Wagner, that they refused to help, recommend or act; Assis

tant Warden Smith smiled and walked away. 

25. Plaintiff spoke with Warden Flournoy on one occasion con

cerning his continued placement in the SHU and that due to no inci

dent reports and a SMU denial that he should be placed in general 

population; plaintiff further reiterated his conversations with Lt. White, S.I.S. 

Folks, Acting Captain Wagner and Assistant Warden Smith--all cocerning the same 

refusal to help, reconmend or act; further, plaintiff told Warden Flournoy that 

his continued placenient in the SHU was wrong; Warden Flourno}' responded, "It is 

up to region." Plaintiff further told the Warden that his constitutional rights 

were being violated; the Warden responded, "Sue me, 11 and walked away. 

26. Though considered the SHU, the over-flow unit in which 

the plaintiff was housed in was a regular unit with regular 

cells (for all intensive purposes); most notably different, was 

that the cells did not have their own showers as the cells in 

the SHU did, and the showers in the over-flow unit are in the 

middle of the unit. 

27. The showers in the over-flow unit were clearly visible 

from most of the cells in that unit. 

28. Plaintiff, as well as the rest of the inmates housed 

in the over-flow unit, had to be escorted to the showers in the 

unit three times a week, 

29. During the plaintiff's stay in the over-flow unit, he 

noted the lax regard of the officers for protocol and procedures. 

- 6 -
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30. Plaintiff watched the inmates go to the showers, 

numerous times, and receive razors from the officer, and then 

keep the razor[s] by: returning less than the amount allotted, 

failure of the officer to pick up the allotted razor[s], by 

passing the razor[s] to another shower and then claiming to 

not have received any razor[s] when the officer came to re

trieve them, or by just refusing to return them. 

31. Plaintiff asserts that on several occasions while 

housed in the over-flow unit at FDC Tallahassee, that he was 

escorted to the shower, given razors [multiple], and that they 

were not retrieved as necessaqr by poliC)' (an officer failed 

to return for them). 

32. While showering in the over-flow unit's showers, 

plaintiff was aware of the inmates passing and hiding razors 

in attempts to avoid collection. 

33. While housed in the over-flow unit at FDC Tallahassee, 

an inmate desir~ng to go to recreation will be removed from 

his cell and escorted out of the unit to a special recreation 

area with multiple cages. 

34. At about 8:00 am on May 11, 2012, plaintiff was at 

his cell-door window and was watching inmates being taken out 

for recreational purposes; Officers were searching some inmates, 

but not others, wanding some inmates, but not others, some 

of the wanding was cursory, some more thorough. 

35. At aobut 9:00 am on Ma)' 11, 2012, plaintiff was taken 

out of his cell b)' Officer Beach for recreational purposes; 

Officer Beach hand-patted the plaintiff before escorting him 

- 7 -
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to the front door of the unit where he then did a "cursory" 

wave over the plaintiff with a hand-held metal detecting wand. 

36. Officer Harve11 then secorted plaintiff from the front 

of the unit to the recreation cage; inmates Voterburg and Lacy 

were already in the recreation cage and handcuffed. 

37. Officer Harvey then placed the plaintiff in the cage 

with inmates Voterburg and Lacy and then locked the cage door. 

The plaintiff's handcuffs were first removed, then inmate Voter

burg, and last came inmate Lacy's; the plaintiff then took 

off his jump suit and hung it on the fence. 

38. Plaintiff moved to the fence and began a conversation 

with inmate Raimond who was in the next cage. 

39. While speaking with inmate Raimond through the fence, 

the plaintiff was cut across the right side of his face, twice 

from behind. "Upon information and Belief" the plaintiff asserts 

he was cut with 2 razor blades that were melted into the handle 

of a toothbrush, 

40. The plaintiff turned around and saw both inmates 

were looking at him; the plaintiff backed up to the fence and 

called for the Recreation Officer, Ms. Inge. 

41. When Ms. Inge arrived, the plaintiff then asked her 

to call medical for him; Ms. Inge called the Operations Lt. 

Mr. White; pl~intiff was then escorted to medical. 

42. P.A. ("Pysicians Assistant") Perkins cleaned most 

of the blood off of the plaintiff and held pressure on his 

cuts until E,M.T. 's ("Emergency Medical Technicians") showed 

up and then placed him in the back of an ambulence and took 

,.. 
·• 
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him to Tallahassee Memorial Healthcare. 

43. While at Tallahassee Medical Healthcare, the plain

tiff received 258 stiches in the right side of his face (cheek) 

and his right ear (which was cut all the way through). 

44. PLAintiff asserts that he is permantly scarred and 

emotionally traumatized and will never, ever look the same. 

45. Concerning his stay up and to the event of May 11, 

2012, plaintiff asserts that on multiple occasions he noted 

Officer Beach, Officer Harvey, Officer Chambers and Officer 

Inge each forego procedural policy and pass out more than (multi

ple) razors at one time during showers. 

46. Plaintiff also noted Officer Beach, Officer Harvey, 

Officer Chambers and Officer Inge each forego procedural policy 

and fail to collect the alloted razor[s] passed out during 

showers, and/or fail to collect the razor[s] at all, 

47. Concerning his stay up and to the event of May 11, 

2012, plaintiff asserts that on multiple occasions he noted 

Officer Beach, Officer Harvey, Officer Chambers and Officer 

Inge each forego procedural policy and fail to properly pat

down (search) inmates·going to recreation, if at all. 

48. Plaintiff also noted Officer Beach, Officer Harver, 

Officer Charriliers and Officer Inge each forego procedural policy 

and fail to properly 11wand" (metal detect) inmates going to 

recreation, if at all. 

49. 11 Updn Information and Belief", in approximately the 

month of November 2012, the plaintiff was then transferred 

to the United States Peni ten tiaqr ("U.S. P. n) Canaan in Waymart 

- 9 -
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Pennsylvania, where he is currently incarcerated. 

50. During the month of April 2013, without notification 

or preparation, the plaintiff was placed in transit and trans

ferred to F.D.C. Oklahoma City for a brief stay and then re

truned to F.D.C. Tallahassee. 

51. While at 8.D.C. Tallahassee, the Plaintidd was taken 

from his cell one day and escrorted to the Lt's Office, where the 

following Prison Officials were present: 

a) S.I.S. Lt Folk, 

b) Lt White, 

c) United States Attorney "John Doe #3", 

d) tt.B.I. Agent "John Doe #4". 

52. During this meeting, the prosecuting Attorney said that 

the Plaintiff was brought to see if he would be willing to testi

fy against his attacker; plaintiff politely refused for a number 

of reasons, first and foremost due to the inherent political atm

osphere as relates to a prisoner's health and safty while incarc

erated. 

-10-
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-.. sj. Plaintiff was then in transit for, "Upon Information 

and belief" for two months before getting back to U.S.P. Canaan; 

plaintiff believes that the length of transit was retaliation 

due to refusing to aid legal pursuit and/or culpability of the 

plaintiff's attackers and because the plaintiff planned on follow

ing through with his legal claims. 

CLAIMS FOR RELIEF 

5~. The failure of Officer Chambers, Officer Harvey, Of

ficer Beach and Officer Inge to act on their knowledge of su

stantial risk or serious harm to plaintiff and other inmates 

by failing to follow policy and procedure in that they passed 

out more than one [multiple] razor[s] to inmates on numerous 

occasions, and then failed to retrieve and account for such 

razor[s], and as such violated the plaintiff's Eighth Amend

ment right to be free from deliberate indifference to his safe

ty, to be free from cruel and unusual punishment, and to be 

free of the defendant's failure to protect the plaintiff. 

sf. The failure of Officer Chambers, Officer Harvey, Of

ficer Beach and Officer Inge, as employees of the United States 

of America, to breach their duties and conforming to such stand

ard of conduct concerning razor accountability, is cause in 

fact and a reasonably close causal connection to the plaintiff's 

injury in which he received 258 stiches. s,. The failure of Officer Chambers, Officer Harvey, Of

ficer Beach and Officer Inge to act on their knowledge of sub

stantial risk or serious harm to plaintiff and other inmates 
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by failing to follow policy and procedure in that they failed 

to properly pat-search and/or "wand" (use the hand held metal 

detector) on numberous occasions violated the plaintiff's Eighth 

Amendment right to be free from deliberate indifference to his 

safety, to be free from cruel and unusual punishment, and to 

be free of the defendant's failure to protect the plaintiff. 

S'f. The failure of Officer Chambers, Officer Harvey:, 

Officer Beach and Officer Inge, as employees of the United States 

of America, to breach their duties and conforming to such stand

ard of conduct concerning properly pat-searching and 11wanding" 

inmates going to recreation from SHU, is cause in fact and a 

reasonably close causal connection to the plaintiff's injury 

in which he received 258 stitches . 

.18. The failure of Officer Beach and Officer Harve)• to 

act on their knowledge of substantial risk or serious harm to 

plaintiff, whose status was "transeg 11 (no greater than Admin

strative Detention equivalent), by noting and assigning plain

tiff to a recreation cell with "Upon Information and Belief" 

SMU Status inmates, is a violation of plaintiff's Eighth Amend

ment rights to be free from deliberate indifference to his safe

ty, to be free from cruel and unusual punishment, and to be 

free from the defendant's failure to protect the plaintiff. 

j,. The failure of Officer Beach and Officer Harvey, as 

employees of the United States of America, to breach their dut

ies and conforming to such standard of conduct concerning placing 

certain status[ed] inmates with other status[ed] inmates in 

recreation cages from SHU, in that it was cause in fact and 

- 12 -
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a reasonably close causal connection to the plaintiff's injury 

in which he received 258 stitches. 

60. The failure of Lt. White, Acting Captain Wagner, S.I.S. 

Folks, Assistant Warden Smith, and Warden Flournor to act on 

their knowledge of policy and procedure, due process in fact, 

and such knowledge of substantial risk or serious harm to plain

tiff, by r~fraining and refusing, without procedural or due 

process cause, to place plaintiff in general population, and 

to keep plaintiff in such quarters in which inmates with such 

status as SMU referals for violence and such, violated the plain

tiff's Eighth Amendment right to be free from deliberate indif

ference to his safety, to be free from cruel and unusual punish

ment, and to be free of the defendant's failure to protect the 

plaintiff. 

6f. The failure of Lt. White, Acting Captain Wagner, S.I.S. 

Folks, Assistant Warden Smith, and Warden Flournoy, as employees 

of the United States of America, to breach their duties and 

conforming to such standards of conduct concerning placement 

in general population and mixing of status[es], is cause in 

fact and a reasonably close causal connection to the plaintiff's 

injur}' in which he received 258 stitches. 

RELIEF REQUESTED 

WHEREFORE, plaintiff request that the court grant the follow

ing relief: 

A, Award compensatory damages in the following amounts: 

- 13 -
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1. $100,000 jointly and severly against defendants 

Warden Flournoy, Assistant Warden Smith, S.I.S. Folks, Acting 

Captain Wagner, Lt. White, Officer Chambers, Officer Harvey, 

Officer Beach, and Officer Inge for the physical and emotional 

injuries sustained as a direct result of deliberate indifference, 

in failing to protect, from cruel and unusual punishment, as pro

vided by the Eighth Amendment. 

2. $100,000 against defendant United States of America, 

in that as employees of the United States of America, Warden Flour

noy, Assistant Warden Smith, S.I.S. Folks, Acting Captain Wagner, 

Lt. White, Officer Chambers, Officer Harvey, Officer Beach, 

and Officer Inge, had duties of which they breaced which were the 

proximate cause of plaintiff's injuries of which 258 stitches re

sulted. 

B. Award Punited damages in the following amounts: 

1. $20,000 each against defendants Warden Flournoy,, Assis

tant Warden Smith, S.I.S. Folks, Acting Captain Wagner, Lt. White, 

Officer Chambers, Officer Harvey, Officer Beach, and Officer 

Inge. 

C. Grant such other relief as it may appear that plaintiff 

is entitled to. 

Respectfully Submitted, 

se 

18472 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I, Jimmy Wakefield, hereby certify that I furnished a true 

and accurate copy of "Third Amended Civil Rights Complaint Pur

suant to Bivens and FTCA" to the below named by placing said 

document in the prison's internal legal mailing system on 

71/i. ,/'.,./ ;~#--. LU. / , 2014, postage pre-paid, first class, ~-,.,.<,..p,,.....,_:.,...........,__,_ ____ _ 

addressed to: 

Pamela C. Marsh, USA 
Isl Winifred L. Acosta NeSmith, AUSA 
111 N. Adams St. Fourth Floor 
Tallahassee, FL 32301-7730 

18472 

Pursuant to 28 U.S.C. §1746, I declare under penalty of perjury 
that the foregoing is true and correct to the best of my know
ledge. 

Executed this----=/'--"--7_-rt:...._ __ day of 

- 15 -
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UNITED ST A TES, Petitioner, 
vs. 

CARLOS MUNIZ and Henry Winston 

374 US 150, 10 L Ed 2d 805, 83 S Ct 1850 

[No. 464] 

Argued April 22 and 23, 1963. 

Decided June 17, 1963. 

Claims § 82 - tort claims - right to sue - federal prisoners. 

1. A person can sue under the Federal Tort Claims Act ( 2 8 USC § § 1346 (b), 2 6 71 et seq.) to 
recover damages from the United States Government for personal injuries sustained during 
confinement in a federal prison, by reason of the negligence of a government employee. 

Annotation: p. l 361, infra. 

Claims§ 12 - torts - applicable law. 

2. Whether a claim is made out under the Federal Tort Claims Act (28 USC §§ l 346(b), 267 l 
et seq.) in a suit against the United States for personal JEju_ties. s~stain$4 during confinement in a 
federal prison, _!:>y reason gf,the aJ}£8e~negl~~of a government employee, depends upon 
whether a private individual under like circumstances would be liable under state law. 

Annotation; p.1361, infra. <*pg. 806> 

Claims§ 12 - Federal Tort Claims Act - purpose. 

3. The Federal Tort Claims Act (28 USC§§ 1346(b), 2671 et seq.), as part of the Legislative 
Reorganization Act of 1946, is designed not only to avoid injustice to those having meritorious 
claims hitherto barred by sovereign immunity, but also to eliminate the burden on Congress of 
investigating and passing upon private bills seeking individual relief. 

Claims§ 12 - government hospitals - negligent treatment. 

4. The Federal Tort Claims Act (28 USC§§ 1346(b), 2671 et seq.) waives sovereign 
immunity for claims arising out of negligent treatment in government hospitals. 

LED2 1 
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Claims§ 12 - Federal Tort Claims Act - exclusions. 

5. Any liability of the United States for the administration of laws by the Securities and 
Exchange Commission or the Federal Trade Commission, or for any act of Congress or Executive 
Order, is excepted from the coverage of the Federal Tort Claims Act by 28 USC § 2680(a), which 
excludes claims based "upon an act or omission of an employee of the Government, exercising 
due care, in the execution of a statute or regulation, whether or not such statute or regulation be 
valid." 

Claims § 12 - tort claims - discretionary functions - preservation of immunity. 

6. Under 28 USC§ 2680(a), governmental immunity is preserved for governmental activity 
relating to flood control, harbor and river work, and irrigation projects, to the extent that these 
activities constitute discretionary functions. 

Statutes § 152, 154 - tort claims - passage of private bills. 

7. Congress' passage of private bills for the relief of federal prisoners, after the decision of 
lower court cases construing the Federal Tort Claims Act as barring suits by federal prisoners, is 
not determinative as a construction of the Federal Tort Claims Act to bar such suits, and the 
acquiescence of subsequent Congresses does not of necessity constitute approval of this 
construction of the act. 

Annotation: p.1361, infra. 

Statutes§ 152 - erroneous lower court decisions - legislative inaction. 

8. The Supreme Court of the United States does not expect Congress to make an affirmative 
move every time a lower court indulges in an erroneous interpretation. <*pg. 807> 

Claims§ 12 - tort claims - waiver of immunity - novel form of liability. 

9. The Government's waiver of sovereign immunity under the Federal Tort Claims Act (28 
USC§§ 1346(b), 2671 ct seq.) is not restricted to circumstances in which governmental bodies 
have traditionally been responsible for misconduct of their employees, but extends to novel and 
unprecedented fonns of liability as well. 

Claims§ 12; Workmen's Compensation§ 4 - tort claims - compensation system. 

IO. The presence of a compensation system does not of necessity preclude a suit for 
negligence under the Federal Tort Claims Act (28 USC§§ 1346 (b), 2671 et seq.). 

LED2 2 
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-J Prisons and Convicts§ 1; Workmen's Compensations§ 10 - prison labor - compensation 
for injuries. 

11. As of 1946, 18 USC § 744/, authorizing payment from the Prison Industries Fund of 
compensation to inmates of federal prison institutions or their dependents "for injuries suffered in 
any industry," provided coverage only for injuries incurred while engaged in prison industries and 
would not have covered injuries sustained by inmates as a result of negligent diagnosis and 
treatment of a benign brain tumor, or of negligence in allowing prisoners to intermingle without 
adequate supervision and in failing to provide enough guards to prevent assaults, and even under 
a 1961 amendment extending the coverage of 18 USC § 4126 to injuries "in any work activity in 
connection with the maintenance or operation of the institution where confined," there is no 
provision for nonwork injuries. 

Statutes§ 154 - amendment - legislative intent. 

12. The alteration of a compensation scheme 15 years after Congress passed the Federal Tort 
Claims Act (28 USC§§ 1346(b), 2671 et seq.) does not provide reliable insight into Congress' 
intent in enacting the Federal Tort Claims Act. 

Claims§ 12 - intentional torts. 

13. By reason of 28 USC § 2680(h), the Government is not liable for the intentional torts of 
its employees. 

Claims§ 12 - tort claims - immunity of officials under state law. 

14. The liability of the United States under the Federal Tort Claims Act (28 USC §§ 1346(b), 
26 71 ct seq.) for the negligence of its employees resulting in injuries to federal prison inmates is 
not restricted by state rules under which state prison officials are immune from suit in a like 
situation. 

Annotation: p. 13 61, infra. 

Claims§ 12 - tort claims - "discretionary function" - law applicable. 

15. Whether a "discretionary function" is involved, within the meaning of 28 USC § 2680(a), 
so as to exclude from the Federal Tort Claims Act claims based on the exercise or the failure to 
exercise such discretion, is a matter to be decided under 28 USC § 2680(a) rather than under state 
rules re la ting to political, judicial, quasi-judicial, and ministeria I fun ct ions. 

Prisons and Convicts§ 1 - duty of care - Bureau of Prisons - applicable law. 
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16. The duty of care owed by the Bureau of Prisons to federal prisoners is fixed by 18 USC § 
4042 independent of inconsistent state rules. 

Claims§ 12 - tort claims - federal prisoners• applicable law. 

17. Even when a federal prison is within a federal enclave, the application of federal law in a 
Federal Tort Claims Act suit byan inmate therein is forestalled by 16 USC§ 457, which provides 
that in any action brought to recover on account of injuries sustained in a place subject to the 
exclusive jurisdiction of the United States within the exterior boundaries of any <*pg. 808> state, 
the rights of the parties shall be governed by the law of that state. 

Annotation: p.1361, infra. 

Claims§ 12; Courts§ 93.5 • tort claims• making exceptions. 

18. There is no justification for the United States Supreme Court to read exemptions into the 
Federal Tort Claims Act beyond those provided by Congress; if the act is to be altered, that is a 
function for the same body that adopted it. 
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GP-.a.o 9~ J Small Claims for Property Damage or Loss ( 31 O'. S. C. § 3723) CDFRM 
MAY 09 

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS 

. , 
3. pate and Day of Incident: 

FR ,•J,.i 'Ma"\-·\\~ ao lc).. 

2, Name, addr•ss of claimant{Ragister 
nu,nbar, • tree t:cl city, 11 tata, arid zip coda) : 

J; '""""'\ vJoJ<ef: diQ.. I 1.,q o J_-951., 
l~l"'Jtee.J t'.x.Tt,rf;c ..... CL .. il'. R. -r..J\a.ki.Ht, 
~01 Capi-t,,..I C.;i.l'lt., t,.l.E.. 

---G II t.1. t-.t:i.S5t: c._ 
1 

F' l 3.i. Ji) l 

4. Time: (A.M. or P.H.); 

5. Basis of Claim (Stat• in detail the known facts and circumntances of the damage to, 
or los •, of privately owned property, identifying parsons and property involved, the 
place of occurrence and the cause thereof) (Use additional page11, if necessary,), 

.e~jC . 

6. ~itnas • es (Please provide the name and address (number, street, city, state, and zip 
coda of each witness)): 

7. A~ount of Claim for Damage to, or loss of, privately owned property tin dollars) 
(Sum Certain Amount~ Total Amount Of CJ~im): 

A \/V'l O IA r\ \ . 0 f 
,-
0 000 000 oo 

I ) I 

8. MAlL OR DELIVER CLAIM TO THE Ri!GIONAL OFFICE WHEU THE CLAIM OCCUU8D 

bici:t1of of The $i1.iThtaf\ t~"3ig0g I Dn~cc 3S'ro Mie:\ Coll!f)Cfo.K fltei(Ul.1l SW &.JLli1 ,wo;, ml, .. 10 (tA JoJll·JO<lf 

t CERTIFY THAT TRE .AMOO"NT OF THE CLAIM COVERS ONLY DAMAGE TO, OR LOSS OF PRIVATELY OWNED 
PRO?£RT1 CAUSED BY THE INCIDENT ABOVE AND AGREE TO ACCEPT SAID AMOUNT IN FOLL 
SATISFACTION ANO FINAL SETTLEMENT OF THIS CLAIM. 

9. Siqnatu~e of Claimant or Authori~ed 
Rep::esentative 

lO. Oat@ 

P~e•~rJbed by PS IJ20 

Copy 
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CERTIFIED MAIL 
7011 0110 0001 3526 7201 

Jimmy Wakefield 
Register No. 16902•056 
United States Penitentiary Canaan 
P.O. Box400 
Waymart, PA 18472 

U.S. Department of Justice 
Federal Bureau of Prisons 

Consolk»lsd LeQal CMner 
cit, Southnst Rsgionlll Coonsel's omr:e 
3800 Cemp Creek PafKW8}'. SW 
Atfsnts. GA 30331-5228 

Re: Administrative Tort Claim NumberTRT-SER•2012•05652 

Dear Claimant: 

Your claim has been considered for administrative settlement under the Federal Tort 
Claims Act, Trtle 28 U.S.C. 2672 et seq., and authority granted by 28 C.F.R. Section 
0.172. Section 2672 of the Federal Tort Claims Act delegates to each federal agency 
the authority to consider, determine and settle any claim for money damages against 
the United States for loss of personal property or injury caused by the negligent or 
wrongful act or omission of any employee of the agency while acting within the scope of 
his office or employment. 

You claim staff failed to property follow policy by fai!ing to recover razors from inmates 
on shower days, and also by failing to shakedown inmates going to recreation. As a 
result, you state that on May 11. 2012, ybu wern cut across the right side of your face 
and right ear, and your injuries required 258 stitches. Consequently, you seek five 
million dollars in damages. 

We forwarded your claim to the institution for an investigation, and we reviewed the 
information you provided as well as staff reports. The investigation revealed that staff 
followed procedures by accounting for razors and by patting inmates down and 
searching them with handheld metal detectors before going to recreation. Despite said 
precautions, you were assaulted in the recreation yard and suffered multiple lacerations 
to the right side of your face and right ear that required medical attention and sutures: 
however, there is no evidence that such was caused by the negligent or wrongful act or 
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Jimmy Wakefie!d 
Register No. 16902-056 
Re: Administrative Tort Claim Number TRT-SER-2012-05652 
Page 2 of 2 

omission of any employee of the agency while acting within the scope of his office or 
employment. Consequently, your claim must be denied. 

This letter will serve as a denial of your claim. If you are not satisfied with this 
determination, you may file suit in the appropriate United States District Court not later 
than six (6) months after the date of mailing of this notification. 

Sincerely, 

~q ~ ~-----
~~ 

R. De Aguiar 
Supervisory Attorney 

Date 

cc: Warden 
Legal Liaison 
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Regional Administrative Remedy Appeal No. 699250-R1 
Part B - Response 

This is in response to your Regional Administrative Remedy Appeal receipted 
August 8, 2012. You allege staff at the Federal Detention Center in Tallahassee, 
Florida, placed you in the recreation cage with two inmates from another facility. You 
stated you were in transfer status from USP Coleman II and the other two inmates were 
in transfer status from USP Coleman I. You stated staff did not search the other two 
inmates with the metal detector as required. As a result you stated you were assaulted 
with a razor blade and received 250 stitches to the face. As relief, you ask for 
$5,000,000 for pain and suffering. 

Your allegation of misconduct has been reviewed for appropriate disposition in 
accordance with policy. Allegations of misconduct are taken seriously. Staff are 
encouraged to be professional and to carry out all aspects of their duties without 
impartiality. 

If you wish to seek monetary compensation for an injury or loss allegedly caused by 
staff negligence, you may consider filing a separate claim under the appropriate 
administrative claim process (i.e. 31 U.S. C.§3723 or the Federal Tort Claims Act). 

Accordingly, this response to your Regional Administrative Remedy Appeal is for 
informational purposes only. If dissatisfied with this response, you may appeal to the 
Office of General Counsel, Bureau of Prisor.s, 320 First Street, NW, Washington, D.C. 
20534. Your appeal must be received in the Office of General Counsel within 30 
calendar days of the date of this response. 

/--17-1,3 
Date' 

,//ec.JeR 
F Genera/. 

11ff<7q/ ,;z 

;(ecr·veJ a 
Cot.Jr, Se. ( 

~ R~gJOnal Director, SERO 

7 tf6 rY) 771 e_ 

~-/7-/I)~ l,t.e_ 

S/ncc-Re/y 
1 J~n 1 /J~/l"a / /o bt";1c/Za / {ouPlSc-/ 

D/l fc}.- /3-/~ lkrem.itR ;3"1 ao/ot. 
-;::;-:.__7 tUa~~F:r-1✓ 
9i ~~~P/{,,9'02-aF~ 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF FLORIDA 
JO/Jaiassc~ DIVISION 

fl ITJ e nde c(_ 
CIVIL RIGHTS COMPLAINT FORM 

TO BE USED BY PRISONERS IN ACTIONS UNDER 28 U.S.C. § 1331 or§ 1346 

J,®3/ J?a ( l}al:ehC/4( 
Inmate# /hy'O;l- Cl.SIP 

(Enter full name of Plaintiff) 

vs. 

(Enter name and title of each Defendant. 

If additional space is required, use the 

blank area below and directly to the right.) 

CASE NO Y: \3C,V 309 LJ.8 itXff 
(To be assigned by Clerk) 1/ '-

ANSWER ALL QUESTIONS ON THE FOLLOWING PAGES: 
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I. PLAINTIFF: 

State your full name, inmate number (if applicable), and full mailing address in the lines below. 

Name of Plaintiff: Lh'ht,nv ,<7a..,. u.keeEtekfl 
Inmate Number /f,']'{y;x_. ~S& 
Prison or Jail: lirle/W tM~ uale£ k/kA,assec 
Mailing address: ,WI C'o/7'/a/ C-tK'c/r-

-.Jq/faJdssee1 ;:'/ 3«30( 

II. DEFENDANT(S): 

State the name of the Defendant in the first line, official position in the second line, place of 
employment in the third line, and mailing address. Do the same for every Defendant: 

( 1) Defendant's name: llo/t-ecl Starr:~ 
Official position: 

Employed at 

Mailing address: 

(2) Defendant's name: 

Official position: 

Employed at: 

Mailing address: 

(3) Defendant's name: 

Official position: 

Employed at: 

Mailing address: 

ATTACH ADDITIONAL PAGES HERE TO NAME ADDITIONAL DEFENDANTS 

2 
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Ill. EXHAUSTION OF ADMINISTRATIVE REMEDIES 

Pursuantto42 U.S.C.§ 1997e(a), exhaustion of administrative remedies is required prior to 
initiating a civil rights action which alleges unlawful conditions or events in any prison, jail, 
or detention center. Plaintiff is warned that any claims for which the administrative 
grievance process was not completed prior tofll i ng th is lawsuit may bes ubject to dismissal. 

IV. PREVIOUS LAWSUITS 

NOTE: FAILURE TO DISCLOSE ALL PRIOR CIVIL CASES MAY RESULT IN THE DISMISSAL OF THIS 
CASE. IF YOU ARE UNSURE OF ANY PRIOR CASES YOU HAVE FILED, THAT FACT MUST BE 
DISCLOSED AS WELL. 

A. Have you initiated other actions in state court dealing with the same or similar 
facts/issues involved in this action? _/ 
Yes( ) No(--f 

1. Parties to previous action: 

2. 

3. 

(a) Plaintiff(s): _______________ _ 

(b) Defendant(s): _____________ _ 

Name of judge: ________ _ Case#: ______ _ 

County and judicial circuit _______________ _ 

4. Approximate filing date: ____________ _ 

5. If not still pending, date of dismissal: ________ _ 

6. Reason for dismissal: 

7. Facts and claims of case: ________________ _ 

(Attach additional pages as necessary to list state court cases.) 

8. Have you initiated other actions in federal court dealing with the same or similar 
facts/issues involved in this action? 

Yes( ) No(~ 

1. Parties to previous action: 

2. 

3. 

4. 

a. Plaintiff(s): _______________ _ 

b. Defendant(s): _____________ _ 

District and judicial division: _______________ _ 

Name of judge: _______ _ Case#: ______ _ 

Approximate filing date: 

5. If not still pending, date of dismissal: ________ _ 

6. Reason for dismissal: ------------------
3 
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C. 

7. Facts and claims of case: ________________ _ 

(Attach additional pages as necessary to list other federal court cases.) 

Have you initiated other actions (besides those listed above in Questions (A) and 
(BJ) in either state or federal court that relate to the fact or manner of your 
incarceration (including habeas corpus petitions) or the conditions of your 
confinement (including civil rights complaints about any aspect of prison life, 
whether it be general circumstances or a particular episode, and whether it involved 
excessive force or some other wrong)? 

Yes( ) No(/ 

If YES, describe each action in the space provided below. If more than one action, describe 
all additional cases on a separate piece of paper, using the same fonnat as below. 

1. Parties to previous action: 
a. Plaintiff(s): 

b. Defendant(s): 

2. District and judicial division: 

3. Name of judge: Case#: 

4. Approximate filing date: 

5. If not still pending, date of dismissal: 

6. Reason for dismissal: 

7. Facts and claims of case: 

(Attach additional pages as necessary to list cases.) 

D. Have you ever had any actions in federal court dismissed as frivolous, malicious, 
failing to state a claim, or prior to service? If so, identify each and every case so 
dismissed: 

Yes( 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Parties to previous action: 
a. Plaintiff(s): _______________ _ 

b. Defendant(s): _____________ _ 

District and judicial division: ___________ _ 

Name of judge: __________ Case Docket# ____ _ 

Approximate filing date: Dismissal date: ____ _ 

5. Reason for dismissal: 

4 
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6, Facts and claims of case: _______________ _ 

(Attach additional pages as necessary to list cases.) 

V. STATEMENT OF FACTS: 

State briefly the FACTS of this case. Describe how each Defendant was involved and what each person did 

or did not do which gives rise to your claim. In describing what happened, state the names of persons 

involved, dates, and places. Do not make any legal arguments or cite to any cases or statutes. You must set 
forth separate factual allegations in separately numbered paragraphs. You may make copies of this page if 
necessary to supply all the facts. Barring extraordinary circumstances, no more than five ( 5) additional pages 

should be attached. (If there are facts which are not related to this same basic incident or issue, they 

must be .addressed in a separate civil rights complaint.) 

frctf~ua,, C°Jc fl',sanc/'a, /Is J MS ZilK½, & «lMOk ~,:.,,~· 7M-'°'(ji.__ 
?i, CJ'".rJC'1 .:r tuqJ C«r aCRt:1.SS 'rn( l?:jltSicle ow,r ,G,cej eq,e a-,claec.K 
F401 {fduac/4ne • .::r y,&l.S &,r 4' ~ .KazoR Blacks mar uk£e ,":i "lbt 
&d of'a Mlh.if'u.M, ez,,ce .:r ynr ci«~ :r udlfrzec/ a41anc/ a,u/ 
&,.kte/ r.-p --;; ?he r/,wr ef 7k &<:e&T:-.,,c,, Cye &J.(e.K"e ffec 
3:ieAil:<10 ffhceR d/5. #fc u&s Skt,uA1_ a~W: ~e ~ 76, li¼k.l 
t.>11 &#t? dtc @d ,s,{e £ALriec/ ./PR' StL~..u -;su#oo n,,,, Zit'e i:d'O, ?Ae
/;a,i"J'i;1anT ;JJ/! 4/lltc ~,,,, oarl/ulleL<tte ,££:z,n me J246t,✓1dA &i.1e 
p4Jesw-w/ /11r --;; mdca I 1,Jk£e tfr ?q,K L)/('41/?t!,f 0LAltl .izce. NteoJ ,, j 

/ltv;,-,f. "k aJas 'ded -r'mri 7'jj :::z;;;,G4is;ge #kmoR,'q/ tleai,(cq1ep l3y 
E. /ff. 1' s 16, -r tJc/e ea/Ir/, 4ire .:L 90T 2D J;Jlofaace dft,yqf,q I HNr! Cefc: .:r 

5 
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CenTtf 8f pol ic '\\ l1:o So Ee. Qon&. • +, o n..s 1 °'' Ca rrtffa.,5 ao Kecf!m.Tc(),,l"t,., 
yo.Rd, U, Fa:i\aJ, :i:a ade fjA a +-c\ 't :1Fo ; o o ~ 5.&f)ef?. Vise h il 5,d3.of d.: tKLK,5 , 

4l ~ 0 fhc( e A .c. &to ch Fa i\c& IO p'bpe~ \t ~ 4 Q Kc: d0wr1 1
1

",t«Wc....S v'oedeRt3u.r~ 
a.,J \oMcilc Lace,( \Jb.-!6 He (>Mild Tua,.,, Efaw. li&clr eeH in :n.r 
S. U, IA. (,peeia I. tiw~~· Unl .\-), 

.,.~ oFf;crf f:kg,~1 fa.tlci -r.; ~ofeek~ sba.Ke d(}u)(\ e,tir½ PnMo«:S t.Jk0. 
h101 aw:.t officcR A.C. Beac1 f"llriJ ~ {Wt~ cw1 lloedreB"'AZj) Ef/}YlA. 
7&rt-.. Ce!/ £i,.i7 me/!, ,CPC/?mlln(': ~~~'nl~e~------------
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VI. STATEMENT OF CLAIMS: 

State what rights under the Constitution, laws, or treaties of the United States you claim have been violated. 

Be specific. Number each separate claim and relate it to the facts alleged in Section V. If claims are not 

related to the same basic incident or issue, they must be addressed in 11 separate civil rights 

complaint. fl 
Llt) Safe, Coo ol:+ j on$ I C~u e I ()~ unsv..ctl p1b1 j sb ~f ~5 ~n rue 'Ted{, 
e'blla,J pgoJ:ec-Ha(\ nE :rGe tau.?, 

VII. RELIEF REQUESTED: 

State briefly what relief you seek from the Court. Do not make legal arguments or cite to cases/ statutes. 

dl'LI a.CaloGj o...J. r oJAoC:t: i Ue Xe\:< EI fol< !kc f'A"' art& 5, ff-,G~ oho hi R Tkc..-

15 z;~~r;;?~:~;;?~s~~1PE\t2:r~ 5 

1?~7ittecl ol( Rep/41~('cl, 
I DECLARE UNDER PENALTY OF PERJURY THAT THE FOREGOING STATEMENTS OF FACT, 
INCLUDING ALL CONTINUATION PAGES, ARE TRUE AND CORRECT. 

Vu.f\e.,3o ~ -a..013 ,a.<---....,...../ (Date) 

IF MAILED BY PRISONER: 

7 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR THE 
NORTHERN DISTRICT OF FLORIDA 

TALLAHASSEE DIVISION 

JIMMY WAKEFIELD, 

Plaintiff, 

Page 1 of 4 

V. Case No. 4: 13-cv-339-WS-GRJ 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 

Defendant. 
I -----------

ORDER 

This case is before the Court upon Doc. 28, Defendant's Motion to Dismiss, and 

Doc. 29, Plaintiff's motion for leave to file an amended complaint. Defendant has filed a 

response in opposition to the motion for leave to amend. (Doc. 31.) Plaintiff, an inmate in 

the custody of the federal Bureau of Prisons (BOP) initiated this case by submitting a 

handwritten complaint. (Doc. 1.) The Court directed Plaintiff to amend on the Court's 

forms (Doc. 6), and the action is currently proceeding on Plaintiffs amended complaint 

(Doc. 7.) In his amended complaint, Plaintiff named the United States as the sole 

defendant and alleged that BOP officers at the Federal Detention Center failed to properly 

search inmates before releasing them for recreation time. The allegations stem from a 

May 11 , 2012 incident where Plaintiff was stabbed by another inmate with a shank. (Doc. 

7.) 

On November 26, 2013, Defendant moved to dismiss Plaintiff's amended complaint 

pursuant to Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 12(b)(1) and in the alternative, Federal Rules 

of Civil Procedure 12(b)(6) and 56. (Doc. 28.) On December 2, 2013, Plaintiff provided 

prison officials with a motion for leave to file an amended complaint and a proposed 
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amended complaint. (Doc. 29.) In his proposed amended complaint, Plaintiff no longer 

names the United States as a Defendant but instead names 12 BOP employees, four of 

whom work at Coleman and eight of whom work at the Federal Detention Center in 

Tallahassee. (Doc. 29.) The claims against the Federal Detention Center employees stem 

from the same May 2012 stabbing incident. The claims against the Coleman employees 

stem from Plaintiff's claims that he was improperly placed in administrative detention and 

assigned to the Special Management Unit. Plaintiff asserts both Federal Tort Claims Act 

(FTCA) and Bivens1 claims against all defendants. 

Pursuant to Fed. R. Civ. P. 15(a)(1 )(B), Plaintiff is permitted to amend his complaint 

once as a matter of course within 21 days after service of a motion under Rule 12(b). 

Here, other than the Court's directive that Plaintiff submit his complaint on the Court's form, 

Plaintiff had not previously amended his complaint under Rule 15. Defendant served a 

motion to d ismlss under Ru le 12(b) on November 26, 2013, and Plaintiff ti I ed a motion for 

leave to amend with a proposed amended complaint on December 2, 2013, well within the 

21-d ay period provided for in Ru le 1 5. Accordingly, PI ai ntiff is permitted to amend his 

complaint. 

However, in its current state, 
""' ' .• -1. 

.,:!Wt,wo...two-dt&4tnct e:MS- of clftin 1s. "1'.bile R \@ in!iff sac lwci n~ fe• ~A-fifft&·BiwHffl ·elatms-'~ 

in the $.atnS'catTse:ofactlo~rhe cannot bring two sets of claims that did not arise out-of the ~ ..... -,.•.· .... , 

1Bivens v. Six Unknown Fed. Narcotics Agents, 403 U.S. 388 (1971) (holding 
that injured plaintiffs can bring a cause of action for damages against individual federal 
officers based on violations of constitutional rights). 

-LSet,,-f.>enson v. United Slates, .. "t74 F.3d 1318, 1336 et seq. (11 th Cir. 2009) 
(notingthat, M[a)s co-extensive causes of action, Bivens and FTCA claims necessarily 

• 
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SM'le transaction or occurrence. 
~ff"-'"" 

multiple defendants may be joined in the same action only if, first, uany right to relief is 

asserted against them jointly, severally, or in the alternative with respect to or arising out of 

the same transaction, occurrence, or series of transactions or occurrences." Second, there 

must be a uquestion of law or fact common to all defendants" in the action. Both prongs of 

the test must be met in order for joinder to be appropriate. See Don King Prods., Inc. V. 

Colon-Rosario, et al., 561 F. Supp. 2d 189, 191 (D. Puerto Rico 2008). "1ftce • ..G>J-•n\itt ba§ -~ 

i'UE!~Pe!'ty joined the Coleman defendants and the Federal Detention Center defendants. 

~he may pursue claims against all defendants, he cannot do so in a single lawsuit; In 

light of Plaintiffs prose status, the Court will afford him an opportunity to amend his 

complaint to reflect only defendants whose alleged wrongdoing arises out of the same 

~i1st file a response to the Third Amended Complaint within 14 days of service of the Third --. .... -. 
Amended Complaint, as provided in Fed. R. Civ. P. 15(a)(3). 

As to Defendant's pending motion to dismiss the amended complaint (Doc. 28), the 

argument asserted therein go to the claims raised in the amended complaint (Doc. 7), 

which has been superseded by Plaintiffs second amended complaint (Doc. 29) and will be 

superseded by a third amended complaint consistent with the instructions in this Order. 

Accordingly, the Court concludes that Defendant's Motion to Dismiss (Doc. 28) should be 

terminated as moot ll(@BS@Rf@ --~~.-~.M!-~JffltP.-8f'sniis~ (ci'other response to the 

~ 1aipt~it~t prejudice toe.,~.anyffl'gUments· p~iously raised in the Motion 

arise from the same wrongful acts or omissions of a government official. .. "). 

' 4 
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Therefore, upon due consideration, it is hereby ORDERED that: 

1. Plaintiff's motion for leave to file an amended complaint, Doc. 29, is 
,erv•tilil'. 

2. T': Clerk is directed to docket attachment #1 to Doc. 29 as I! Uffii•O s s s FIN 
Am!i ided Gen1~nt. 

3. The Clerk shall send Plaintiff a tll,:h Ji¥il righte cocqapjet form for 
federal prisoners. Plaintiff shall file a Third Amended Complaint, including 
only claims pertaining to the same transaction, occurrence, or factually 
related series of tran~_!1S or occurrences. The Third Amended Complaint 
lfJUSi i51!ll'a1n to a question dtld"'or fact common to afl named <'e'aBfiVmts. 
Plaintiff must file the Thir~Amended Comptaint on or before Mar~1, 
~,4;- 9lth•re tg ggrpJ)Jy..witb..thi~ .9.~!.,_~_11 resul! in a recommendation that 
this case be dismissed without further notice. 

----~ 
4. The Clerk is directed to tl.,,.1.i.wtc as1t pending motion Defendant's Motion to 

Dismiss, Doc. 28. -
~----.i-·•·· 

5. D~fendants must file their response to the Third Amended Complaint within 
14 days of the date of service of the Third Amended Complaint. -

DONE AND ORDERED this 19th day of February 2014. 

t.i /~ar;y: OC', 9$nm 
GARY R. JONES 
United States Magistrate Judge 
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d/19/19 
IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR 

NORTHERN DISTRICT OF FLORIDA 
TALLAHASSEE DIVISION THEJtvi: ~ 

tcrxpl. 
JIMMY WAKEFIELD, 

Plaintiff, · 

v. I Case No. 4:13-cv-339-WS~ {FI"C.A) & 
Case No. ______ (Bivens); 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, l 
Defendant. 
~~-

R&l(JE5r'IDAMaID 
AND JOIN ACTIONS 

MOTION.FOR LEAVE TO JOIN PETITIONERS FTCA- AND 
BIVENS COMPLAINTS AND TO FURTHER AMEND JOINED 
COMPLAINT ADDING. ADDITIONAL FACTS AND PARTIES 

Plaintiff Jimmy Wakefield, a prose prisoner currently in 

the ~ustody of the Federal-Btireau of Prisons, incarcerated at 

the United-States Penitentiary Canaan in Waymart·Penl'!-sylvania, 

pursuant to Rules 15(a) and 19(a), Fed. R. Civ. P., requests 

leave to join and amend complaints adding facts and parties. 

PROPER AND ADDED DEFENDANTS 
PURSUANT TO BIVENS .ACTION 

1. In the plaintiff's original civil rights (Biveris) -com

plaint, he erroneously named the Uniteq States of America as 

defendant. ~-------------• 
2. Since the filing of the complaint, the plaintiff has 

determined that the proper defendants should be ~;: "Upon infor

mation and belief", as such:· 

a) Warden Drew at U.S,P. Coleman II, 
b) Captain Williams at U.S.P. Coleman II, 

.. . \9, 
F 11~ 14UsDcFin1ift1003 

- 1 -

-2.Q.~d . . V 
. -fi.lcd1213'11.lsD:Fln1PNi202 \) 

•" • ••-•~~ -~- - • • - •- ~ - -~ •••-" TT "•-• "~-- •-----•• ••-• --- ~--,~u 
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G) S.I.A. Noble at U.S.P. Coleman II, 

d) Lt. Phelps at u.s.P. Coleman II, 
e) Warden Faloney at F.O.C. Tallahasse, 
f) Assistant Warden Smith at F.D.C. Tallahasse, 
g) S.I.S~ Folks at F.D.C. Tallahasse, 
h) Acting Capt. Wagner at F.o.c. Tallahasse, 
i) Lt. White at F.D.C. Tallahasse, 
j) Officer Chambers at F.O.C. Tallahasse, 
k) Officer Harvey at F.O.C. Tallahasse, 
1) Officer Inge at F.D.C. Tallahasse; 

ff'Oeferdants A--L, each in their individual 
capacity. 

JURISDICTION 

3. The Court has jurisdiction over the plaintiff's claims 

of violation of federal constitution rights under 42 U.S.C. §§1331(1) 

and 1343, in that he brings claims alleging that his Fifth Amend

ment "Due Process Clause" rights, and his Eighth Amendment pro

tections against "Cruel and Unusual Punishment 11 rights, have 

'been violated. 

4. This Court has supplemental jurisdiction over the 

plaintiff's Federal Tort Claims Act (FTCA) claim, under 28 U.S.C. 

§§1346(b), 2671 et seq. in that the United States is liable for 

the petitioner's claim of negligence for that very issue is a 

tort in the state of Florida where the conduct occurred. 

FACTS 

5. While being housed in the general population at U.S.P. 

("United States Penitentiary") Coleman #2, a Muslim inmate assault

ed a staff memeber in "I" block and the institution went on lock-

. I;_ 

- 2 -
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down. 

6. A few days into the lock-down, the Plaintiff was re• 

moved from his cell and escorted to the Lt. Office and told that 

he was being placed in the S.H.U. ("Special Housing Unit'') under 

s.r.s. ("Special Investigative Supervisor") investigation. The 

Lt. could offer no reasons why. 

7. ''Upon information and belief" the plainttfif.· was housed 

in the S.H.U. at U.S;P. Coleman #2 for approximately 4·6 weeks 

and "Upon information and belief 11 the investigation was pending 

his entire stay. 

8. Lt. Rogers approached the plaintiff~s- cell and asked 

if they would be willing to "trans-seg" to Coleman Low and re

main in the S.H.U. at that facility. The ptaintiff,- and his 

cellmate agreed to:the move and per the Lt,'s instructions filled 

out an 11 Inmate Request" for the required move. That evening 

the plaintiff and his cellmate were told to pack their property 

and were then 11 trans-seged 11
• 

9. However, the·:plaintiff and his cellmate were not 11 trans

seged11 to Coleman Low, but rather to the S.H.U. at U.S.P. Coleman 

#1. 

10. The plaintiff remained in "trans-seg 11 status while 

housed in the S.H.U. at U.S.P. Coleman #1, "Upon information 

- 3 -

\ 
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and belief'', his entire stay there, which was approximately 6 

months. 

11. During the plaintiff's stay in the $.H,U. at Coleman 

11, though under S.I.S. investigation, which as he understands 

"upon information and belief" should never last more than 90 

days, he never recieved an incident report. 

12. Plaintiff then asked Officer Ms. G. (her nickname and 

beginning of last name) what his status was and she told him 

that he was recommended for S.M.U, ("Special Management Unit") 

placement. 

13. Though plaintiff never recieved an incident report 

for any wrong doing, Case Manager Lee then confirmed while mak

ing rounds in the S.H.U, that the plaintiff has been submitted 

for S,M.U, placement. 

14. On an "Unknown" later date, the plaintiff was then 

told to pack his property; he was then "trans-seged" to F.D.C. 

("Federal Detention Center") Tallahassee and placed in a unit 

that was operating as a S.H.U. holdover (complete lock-down). 

15. "Upon information and belief" the plaintiff was on 

"Trans-seg 0 status and had been "denied" acceptance into the 

S,M,U. when on Friday May 11, 2012, at approximately 9 AM, the 

plaintiff was handcuffed and taken out of his cell by Officer 

- 4 -
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Beach for recreational purposes; Officer Beach then hand-patted 

(searched) the plaintiff before escorting him to the front door 

of the unit; he then did a "cursory" wave over the petitioner 

with a hand held metal detecting wand. 

16. Officer Harvey then escorted the Plaintiff from the 

front of the unit to the recreation cage; Inmates Voterburg 

and Lacy were already in the recreation cage and handcuffed. 

17. Officer Harvey then placed the Plaintiff in the cage 

with inmates and Voterburg and Lacey and locked the cage door; 

The Plaintiff's handcuffs were first removed, then inmate Voter

burg's, and last came inmate Lacy's; the Plaintiff then took 

off his jumpsuit and hung it on the fence •. 

18. Plaintiff moved to the fence and began a conversation 

with',' inmate Raimond who was in the next I cage. 

19. While speaking with inmate Raimond through the feQce, 

the Plaintiff was cut accross the right side of his face, twice, 

from behind. "Upon information and belief" the plaitiff asserts 

he was cut with 2 razor blades that were melted into the handle 

of a tootbrush. 

20. The plaintiff turned around and saw that both inmates 

were looking at him; the plaintiff backed up to the fence and 

called for the recreation officer, Ms. Inge. 

- s -
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21. When Ms. Inge arrived, the Plaintiff then asked her 

to call medical for him; Ms. Inge called the Operation's Lt., 

Mr. White, and was then escorted to medical. 

22, P.A. ,("Physician's Assitant") Perkins cleaned most 

of the blood off of the plaintiff and held pressure on his cuts 

until the E.M..T. 1 s ("Emergency Medical Technician") sho'lied up 

and then placed him in the back of an ambulance and took him 

to Tallahassee Memorial Healthcare. 

23. While at Tallahassee Memorial Healthcare, the Pxain

tiff recieved 258 stiches in the right side of his face (cheek) 

and his right ear (wbich was cut all the way through). 

24. Plaintiff asserts that he is permantently scarred and 

will never look the same. 

25. "Upon Information and Belief" in approximately the 

Month of November 2013 the Plaintiff was then transferred fa,u 

u.s.P. Canaan in Waymart Pennsylvania where he now is currently 

incarcerated, 

26. During the month of April 2013, without notification 

or preparation, the plaintiff was placed in transit and trans

ferred to F.D.C. Okalahoma City for a brief stay and then re

turned to F.o.c. Tallahassee. 

- 6 -
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the Plaintiff was then taken from 

his cell to another office, by the Lt's Office, in which the 

following prison officials were present: 

a) Lt, S,I.S. Folk, 
b) Lt. White, 
c) United States Attorney "Unknown 11

, 

d) F.B,I. Agent "Unknown" • 

.;f8. During this meeting, the Prosecuting Attorney saidd 

that the plaintiff was brought to see if he would be willing 

to testify against his attackers; plaintiff politely refused 

for a number of reasons, first and foremost due to the inherent 

political atmosphere as relates to a prisoner's health and safe

ty while incarcerated, 

.af. Plaintiff was then in transit for, "Upon information 

- 7 .. 
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and belief" for two months before getting back to U.S.P. Canaan; 

petitioner believes that the length of transit was retaliation 

due to refusing to aid legal pursuit and/or culpability of bhe 

petitioner's attackers, 

EXHAUSTION OF ADMINISTRATIVE REMEDIES 

30. The Plaintiff asserts that he has exhausted his admin

istrative remedies with respect to all claims and all defendants 

pursuant to his Bivens claim and his FTCA claim. 

CLAIMS FOR RELIEF 

3f. The actions of defendants Warden Drew, Captain Williams, 

S,I.A. Noble, and Lt. Phelps, denied the Plaintiff his "Due Pro

cess" rights under the Fifth Amendment in that he was placed 

in administrative detention without being given a reason nor 

an incident report and nupon information and belief" in violation 

of B.O.P. policy; the plaintiff was further denied his "Due Pro

cess" rights when then never receiving a disciplinary/incident 

report was "trans-seged" from Coleman II to Coleman I, and con

tinued to be housed in the S.H.U, under investigation;:"upon 

information and belief" the plaintiff was was then submitted 

for 5-,M,U. placement (though never recieving an incident report 

nor a negative conclusion of an investigation). 

Jll,. After being "trans-seged" to F.O,C, Tallahasse, "Upon 

information and Belief" the plaintiff asserts that his "Due Process" 

rights under the Fifth Amendment continued to be violated in 

- 8 -
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that he continued to be held in administrative detention, though 

he had not recieved a disciplinary report, and that "upon infor

mation and belief" he had been denied referral to the S.M.U. 

3J. Plaintiff asserts that the violations of his: Fifth 

Amendment rights to "due process" amounted to and culminated 

in the further violation of his Eight Amendment rights to pro

tection against "cruel and unusual punishment 11 in that the 

incident which resulted i*.-being attacked/assaulted would of 

never happened if his "due process" rights would of been recog

nized and given way to. 

3t/. The actions of defendants Warden Faloney, Assistant 

Warden Smith, S.I.S. Folks, Acting Capt. Wagner, Lt. White, 

Officer Chambers, Officer Harvey, and Officer Inge, denied 

the plaintiff his protections against 11Cruel and Unusual Punish

ment", specifically that those prison officials had a duty 

to protect the plaintiff from violence at the hands of other 

prisoners. Farmer v. Brennan, 511 U.S. 825, 832, 128 L. Ed. 

2d 811, 114 S. Ct. 1970 (1994). 

31'. The plaiotiff asserts that the actions of the pris

on officials created liability for the defendant The United 

States of America and that his claim brought under an FTCA 

action of negligence is a tort in the state of Florida. Miles 

v. Naval Aviation •. Inc., 289 F. 3d 715, 722 (11th Cir, 2002) 

(citing 28 U.S.C. §2674)i further, the duty and care implicated 

- 9 -
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by the plaintiff's claims were first and foremost created by 

18 u.s.c. §4042. 

RELIEF REQUESTED 

WHEREFORE, the plaitiff requests that the court grant 

the following relief: 

A. Award compensatory damages in the following amounts: 
1. $100,000 jointly and severally against defend• 

ants Warden Drew, Captain Williams, S.l,A. 
Noble, and Lt. Phelps for the violation of 
the plaintiff 1s "due process" rights which 
culminated in the physical and emotional 
injuries sustained as a result of the plain
tiff's assault, 

2, $250,000 jointly and severally against defend
ants Warden Faloney, Assistant Warden Smith, 
s.r.s. Folks, Acting Cap:iatil Wagner, Lt. White, 
Officer, ·Chambers , Officer Harvey, and Officer 
Inge for the violation of the plaintiff's 
"due process" rights and protections against 
~cruel and unusual punishment 11 in that their 
actions culminated in the physical and emotional 
injuries sustained as a result of the plain
tiff1s assault, 

3. $1,000,000 against the United States of Amer~ 
ica in:thiE: prison officials' actions of negli
g~nce under the FTCA and Florida State Law 
for Torts created liability for the defendant 
such as their actions culminated in the physical 
and emotional injuries sustained' as a result 
of the plaintiff's assault 

B. Award punited damages in the following amounts: 
1. $50,000 each against defendants Warden Drew, 

Captain Williams, S.I.A. Noble, Lt. Phelps~ 

- 10 -
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2. $100,00 each againts defendants Warden Faloney, 
Assistant Warden Smith, S,I.S., Folks, Acting 
Capt. Wagner, Lt. White, Officer Chambers, 
Officer Harvey, and Officer Inge. 

C. Grant such ·other relief as it may appear that 

plaintiff is entitled. 

Respectfully, 

Jimmy Wakefield 
U.S.P. Canaan 
p.o. Box 300 
Waymart, PA 18472 

Pursuant to 28 U.~.~. 1746 1 I declare under penalty of perjury 

that the aforementioned motion 'Request to A.mend and Join Actions' 

is true and correct. 

Dated: L~ 
/ 

- 11 -
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR THE 
NORTHERN DISTRICT OF FLORIDA 

TALLAHASSEE DIVISION 

JIMMY WAKEFIELD, 

Plaintiff, 

Paget of 4 

vs. Case No: 4:13-cv-339-WS-GRJ 

WARDEN FLOURNOY, et al., 

Defendants. 
I --------------
0 RD ER 

This matter is before the Court on Doc. 47, Plaintiff's Third Amended Complaint. 

The Court previously granted Plaintiff's motion for leave to amend his complaint (Docs. 

29, 44), and the Court finds that the Third Amended Complaint is deemed sufficient to 

alert the Defendants to the nature and basis of Plaintiff's claim. One Defendant - the 

United States of America - already has been served and is required to respond to the 

Third Amended Complaint. This Order directs service of the Third Amended Complaint 

on Plaintiff's behalf as to the remaining Defendants. Plaintiff has not provided 

addresses for Defendants Flournoy, Smith, Folks, Wagner, White, Chambers, Harvey, 

Beach, or Inge, but his Third Amended Complaint alleges that they are all employees 

at the Federal Detention Center in Tallahassee. Accordingly, service for each of these 

Defendants will be attempted at the following location: FCI Tallahassee, 501 Capital 

Circle NE, Tallahassee, FL 32301. 

Accordingly, it is ORDERED that: 

1. The clerk shall print a copy of the Third Amended Complaint and shall 

complete the USM-285 forms and AO-398 and AO-399 forms for the Defendants. 
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2. The clerk shall issue summons for each Defendant, indicating that each 

Defendant has sixty (60) days in which to file a response to the Third Amended 

Complaint, and refer the summons, a copy of this order, a service copy of the Third 

Amended Complaint, the completed USM-285 form and the completed AO-398 and 

AO-399 forms, to the United States Marshals Service (USMS). Pursuant to Fed. R. Civ. 

P. 4(c)(2), all costs of service shall be advanced by the United States. 

3. Pursuant to Rule 4(d) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, the USMS 

shall send a copy of the Third Amended Complaint, a copy of this order, a completed 

AO-398 form and a copy thereof, a AO-399 form, and a prepaid means of compliance 

to each Defendant through first class mail. The USMS shall mail the forms to each 

Defendant as soon as possible so that service or waiver of service can be completed 

within 120 days from the date of entry of this order on the docket. 

4. If after thirty (30) days from the mailing of the waiver of service forms and 

the complaint a Defendant has not returned the waiver of service form (AO-399 form), 

the USMS shall personally serve the Defendant pursuant to Rule 4(e) of the Federal 

Rules of Civil Procedure. Upon completion of service, the USMS shall file with the clerk 

the return and a written statement of all costs incurred of making such personal service. 

5. The clerk shall refer this file to the undersigned if the waiver form ls 

returned for insufficient address or for similar reason, if service on a Defendant is 

returned unexecuted, or if the USMS has filed a statement of costs incurred for making 

personal service. 
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6. Each Defendant shall have sixty (60) days in which to file a response to 

the Third Amended Complaint. 

7. No motion for summary judgment shall be filed by any party prior to entry 

of an initial scheduling order without permission of the court. 

8. Counsel for Defendant shall file a notice of appearance within twenty (20) 

days of the date of service of the Third Amended Complaint. 

9. Once a response to the Third Amended Complaint is filed, no 

amendments to the Third Amended Complaint shall be permitted by the court unless, 

as required by Rule 15 of the Federal Rules, Plaintiff files a separate motion for leave to 

so amend and provides a copy of the proposed amended complaint. 

10. After a response to the Third Amended Complaint has been filed by 

Defendant, Plaintiff shall be required to mail to the attorney for each Defendant a copy 

of every pleading or other paper, including letters, submitted for consideration by the 

court. Plaintiff shall include with the original paper to be filed with the clerk of court a 

certificate of service stating the date a correct copy of the paper was mailed to 

Defendant or to the attorney representing Defendant. Any paper submitted for filing 

after a response to the Third Amended Complaint has been filed by Defendant 

which does not contain a certificate of service shall be returned by the clerk and 

disregarded by the court. 

11. In accordance with 28 U.S.C. § 636(c)(2), the clerk shall forward to 

Plaintiff a form for consenting to trial by the magistrate judge, with the case number 
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written on it. If Plaintiff wishes to consent he should sign the form and forward it to 

counsel for Defendants, who, if both Defendants consent, shall return it to the clerk. 

12. Plaintiff is reminded to keep the clerk of court advised of any change in 

his mailing address should he be transferred, released from prison, or otherwise be 

relocated. Failure to do so may result in the dismissal of Plaintiffs action for failure to 

prosecute if court orders are not able to reach Plaintiff. 

13. In any event, the Clerk shall refer this file to the undersigned forty-

five (45) days from the date of this order. 

DONE AND ORDERED this 3rd day of April 2014. 

IC(/ ((:-ZJ 1 r/ , 
J / ~jflrt/ c/t . .,li'116j 

<- 1 
GARY R. JONES 
United States Magistrate Judge 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR THE 
NORTHERN DISTRICT OF FLORIDA 

TALLAHASSEE DIVISION 

Page 1 of 1 

JIMMY WAKEFIELD, 

Plaintiff, 

vs. Case No: 4:13-cv-339-WS-GRJ 

WARDEN FLOURNOY, et al., 

Defendants. 
I -------------~ 

ORDER 

This cause is before the Court on Doc. 48, Defendant United States of America's 

Request to Extend the Defendants' Response Deadline. The Government requests a 

response deadline of 60 days to respond to Plaintiff's Third Amended Complaint. The 

Government advises that the Third Amended Complaint was served on March 24, 

2014. The Court has directed service on the remaining defendants by separate order, 

and pursuant to that order they have 60 days from the date of service to respond. 

Upon due consideration, it is ORDERED: 

Defendant's request for extension of time, Doc. 48, is GRANTED. Defendant 
United States of America shall file a response to Plaintiff's Third Amended 
Complaint on or before May 23, 2014. 

DONE AND ORDERED this 7th day of April 2014. 

,) /8)~/~r {tJ{l, __ _,z://(+) 

GARY R. JONES 
United States Magistrate Judge 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR THE 
NORTHERN DISTRICT OF FLORIDA 

TALLAHASSEE DIVISION 

Page 1 of 1 

JIMMY WAKEFIELD, 

Plaintiff, 

vs. Case No: 4:13-cv-339-WS-GRJ 

WARDEN FLOURNOY, et al., 

Defendants. 
I -------------~ 

ORDER 

This cause is before the Court on Doc. 48, Defendant United States of America's 

Request to Extend the Defendants' Response Deadline. The Government requests a 

response deadline of 60 days to respond to Plaintiff's Third Amended Complaint. The 

Government advises that the Third Amended Complaint was served on March 24, 

2014. The Court has directed service on the remaining defendants by separate order, 

and pursuant to that order they have 60 days from the date of service to respond. 

Upon due consideration, it is ORDERED: 

Defendant's request for extension of time, Doc. 48, is GRANTED. Defendant 
United States of America shall file a response to Plaintiff's Third Amended 
Complaint on or before May 23, 2014. 

DONE AND ORDERED this 7th day of April 2014. 

,) /8)~/~r {tJ{l, __ _,z://(+) 

GARY R. JONES 
United States Magistrate Judge 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR THE 
NORTHERN DISTRICT OF FLORIDA 

TALLAHASSEE DIVISION 

Page 1 of 1 

JIMMY WAKEFIELD, 

Plaintiff, 

vs. Case No: 4:13-cv-339-WS-GRJ 

WARDEN FLOURNOY, et al., 

Defendants. 
I -------------~ 

ORDER 

This cause is before the Court on Doc. 62, Defendant United States of America's 

Request to Extend the Defendants' Response Deadline. The Government requests a 

response deadline of 60 days to respond to Plaintiff's Third Amended Complaint. The 

Government advises that the Third Amended Complaint was served on March 24, 

2014. The Court has directed service on the remaining defendants by separate order, 

and pursuant to that order they have 60 days from the date of service to respond. The 

Government requests an extension until July 11, 2014 so that it can file a joint response 

to the Third Amended Complaint on behalf of all Defendants. 

Upon due consideration, it is ORDERED: 

Defendant's request for extension of time, Doc. 62, is GRANTED. Defendant 
United States of America shall file a response to Plaintiff's Third Amended 
Complaint on or before July 11, 2014. 

DONE AND ORDERED this 27th day of May 2014. 

d 1
12f}rn1 {?/{

1 

<JF11r1i ___..,- <T & __ __,. 

GARY R. JONES 
United States Magistrate Judge 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR THE 
NORTHERN DISTRICT OF FLORIDA 

TALLAHASSEE DIVISION 

JIMMY WAKEFIELD, 

Plaintiff, 

Page 1 of 2 

v. CASE NO. 4:13-cv-339-WS-GRJ 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA et al., 

Defendants. 

I -------------

ORDER 

This matter is before the Court on Doc. 64, a notice from the U.S. Marshals 

Service that service was not executed on Defendant SIS Folks. The USMS advises 

that personal service was attempted on this defendant at FCI Tallahassee, but "No 

known person of Folks works there." (Doc. 64.) In addition, the U.S. Attorney 

representing the remaining defendants recently advised the Court that "upon 

information and belief, there is no one identified as 'SIS Folks' employed in the Special 

Investigations Services (SIS) Unit at the Federal Detention Center, in Tallahassee, 

Florida." (Doc. 62, p. 2.) 

Despite being granted permission to proceed as a pauper in this case, Plaintiff 

is ultimately responsible for serving Defendants. Accordingly, the Court shall grant 

Plaintiff an opportunity to provide an address for Defendant SIS Folks to the Clerk of 

Court. Plaintiff is warned, however, pursuant to Fed. R. Civ. P. 4(m) "if service of the 

summons and complaint is not made upon a defendant within 120 days after the filing 

of the complaint, the court, upon motion or on its own initiative after notice to the 

plaintiff, shall dismiss the action without prejudice as to that defendant or order that 
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service be made within a specified time." 

Accordingly, it is hereby ORDERED: 

1. Plaintiff shall provide the Court with an address for Defendant Folks on or 
before June 27, 2014. 

2. Failure to comply with this order will result in a recommendation to the 
district judge that this case be dismissed as to Defendant Folks. 

DONE AND ORDERED this 28th day of May, 2014 . 

Case No: 4: 13-cv-339-WS-GRJ 

. « .. _r_)2>···-·, O , / ( f•IIM.J 

GARY R. JONES 
United States Magistrate Judge 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR THE 
NORTHERN DISTRICT OF FLORIDA 

TALLAHASSEE DIVISION 

JIMMY WAKEFIELD, 

Plaintiff, 

Page 1 of 3 

V. 4: 13cv339-WS 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
et al., 

Defendants. 

ORDER ADOPTING THE MAGISTRATE JUDGE'S 
REPORT AND RECOMMENDATION 

Before the court is the magistrate judge's report and recommendation (doc. 

74) docketed October 16, 2014. The magistrate judge recommends that the 

defendants' motion to dismiss or, in the alternative, for summary judgment be 

granted as to (1) the plaintiffs Eighth Amendment claims against the individual 

defendants, and (2) the plaintiffs FTCA claim against the United States with 

respect to the plaintiffs housing assignment in the Bureau of Prisons ("BOP"). The 

magistrate judge recommends that the defendants' motion be denied to the extent 

the plaintiff sues the United States for negligently failing to adhere to the BOP's 
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razor and search policies. The plaintiff has filed objections (doc. 76) to the report 

and recommendation. 

Having reviewed the record in light of the plaintiffs objections, the court 

finds that the magistrate judge's report and recommendation should be adopted. 1 

Accordingly, it is ORDERED: 

1. With the exception of the discussion relating to exhaustion, the 

magistrate judge's report and recommendation (doc. 7 4) is ADOPTED and 

incorporated by reference into this order. 

2. The defendants' motion to dismiss or, in the alternative, for summary 

judgment (doc. 66) is GRANTED as to all claims except the plaintiff's FfCA claim 

with respect to the BOP's razor and search policies. 

3. The individual defendants-Warden Flournoy, Assistant Warden Smith, 

S.I.S. Folks, Acting Captain Wagner, Lt. White, Officer Chambers, Officer 

1 The magistrate judge recommends that the plaintiffs Eighth Amendment 
claim against the individual defendants be dismissed for failure to exhaust 
administrative remedies and for failure to state a claim. This court agrees that the 
plaintiff has failed to state a claim under the Eighth Amendment. With regard to 
exhaustion, however, the court finds that the parties, through opposing affidavits, 
have created an issue of fact that cannot be resolved on the defendants' motion to 
dismiss or for summary judgment. The court accordingly declines to adopt the 
magistrate judge's report and recommendation to the extent the matter of 
exhaustion is addressed. In any event, the defendants are entitled to dismissal of 
the plaintiff's Eighth Amendment claim under Rule 12(b)(6). 
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Harvey, Officer Beach, and Officer Inge-are DISMISSED from this action. 

4. The clerk shall remand the case to the magistrate judge for further 

proceedings. 

DONE AND ORDERED this 10th day of December , 2014. 

s/ William Stafford 
WILLIAM STAFFORD 
SENIOR UNITED STA TES DISTRICT JUDGE 
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JIMMY WAKEFIELD, 

Plaintiff, 
V. 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
NORTHERN DISTRICT OF FLORIDA 

TALLAHASSEE DIVISION 

Case No. 4: 13-cv-339-WS-GRJ 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 

Defendant. 

ORDER TO ANSWER AND NOTICE TO PLAINTIFF 

Plaintiff, a federal prisoner proceeding prose, is proceeding in a First Amended 

civil rights Complaint naming the United States as the sole Defendant and alleging that 

prison guards failed to follow Bureau of Prisons policies regarding inspection of 

inmates, and as a result, he was attacked by one or more inmates with razor blades. 

(Doc. 7.) Although Plaintiff describes his claims as constitutional in nature, based on 

the facts as presented in the Complaint and the type of wrongdoing Plaintiff alleges, the 

Court construes his Complaint as an action under the Federal Tort Claims Act (FTCA) 

and will direct service on Plaintiff's behalf. 

The Clerk shall serve the United States by sending a copy of the First Amended 

Complaint (hereafter "Complaint") (Doc. 7) and this Order by registered or certified mail 

to the civil process clerk at the office of the United States Attorney for the Northern 

District of Florida, Gainesville Division, and by sending a copy of the Complaint and this 

Order by registered or certified mail to the Attorney General of the United States, 

Washington, D.C. The Defendant shall have SIXTY (60) DAYS from the date of service 

of process in which to answer or otherwise respond to the Complaint. 
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Before counsel has appeared for Defendant, Plaintiff shall send to Defendant a 

copy of every further pleading, motion, or other paper filed by Plaintiff in this case. After 

counsel has appeared for Defendant, the copy shall be sent directly to counsel for 

Defendant, rather than to the Defendant personally. Plaintiff shall include with each 

pleading, motion, or other paper submitted to be filed a certificate stating the date that 

an accurate copy of the pleading, motion, or other paper was mailed to Defendant or 

counsel for Defendant. If any pleading, motion, or other paper submitted to be filed and 

considered by the Court does not include a certificate of service upon Defendant or 

counsel for Defendant, it will be stricken by the Court. 

Plaintiff shall immediately advise the Court of any change of address. She shall 

entitle the paper "Notice to the Court of Change of Address" and not include any 

motions in it. This notice shall contain only information pertaining to the address 

change and the effective date of such. 

Both parties shall insure that all exhibits accompanying any pleadings which they 

submit to the Court shall be individually marked for identification and a table of contents 

or index shall be included to aid the Court in location of such documentary exhibits. 

If Defendant files a motion to dismiss, Plaintiff shall have TWENTY (20) DAYS to 

file her response to the motion to dismiss. Prose Plaintiff is advised out of an 

abundance of caution 1 that the granting of this motion would represent an adjudication 

of this case which may foreclose subsequent litigation on the matter. If Defendant files 

1 See Griffith v. Wainwright, 772 F.2d 822 (11th Cir. 1985), and Milburn v. United 
States, 734 F.2d 762 (11th Cir. 1984) wherein the Court expressed concern about prose 
litigants in summary judgment cases. 

- 2 -
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a motion to dismiss that is supported by affidavits or other documents, the Court will 

construe the motion to dismiss as a motion for summary judgment, and Plaintiff shall 

have TWENTY (20) DAYS to file his response. If Defendant files a motion for summary 

judgment, Plaintiff shall have TWENTY (20) DAYS to file his response. In preparing a 

response to a motion to dismiss (construed as a motion for summary judgment), or a 

motion for summary judgment, Plaintiff should be aware of the provisions of Rule 56 of 

the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. 

Rule 56 provides that when a motion for summary judgment is supported by 

affidavits and/or other documents, the party opposing the motion may not depend upon 

the mere allegations in his pleadings to counter it. Pursuant to Rule 56, the party 

opposing the motion must respond with counter sworn affidavits and/or documents to 

set forth specific facts showing that there is a genuine issue of material fact in dispute. 

If the opposing party fails to respond to the motion or responds, but the response does 

not comply with the requirements of Rule 56 as stated above, the Court may declare 

that the facts in the affidavits and/or documents supporting the motion are established 

as true and that there is no genuine issue of material fact in dispute. In that event, if 

the applicable law allows, the party or parties who filed the motion will be entitled to 

have the motion granted and final judgment entered in his/their favor based upon the 

pleadings, affidavits, and other documentation. If the motion is granted, there will be no 

trial, and the case will be terminated in this Court. 

DONE AND ORDERED this 9th day of September 2013. 

GARY R. JONES 
United States Magistrate Judge 

- 3 -
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JIMMY WAKEFIELD, 

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
NORTHERN DISTRICT OF FLORIDA 

TALLAHASSEE DIVISION 

Plaintiff, 

Page 1 of 1 

V. Case No. 4: 13-cv-339-WS-GRJ 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 

Defendant. 
I -----------

ORDER 

Pending before the Court is Plaintiff's "Motion to Join Petitioners FTCA and 

Bivens Complaints and to Further Amend Joined Complaint Adding Additional Facts 

and Parties." (Doc. 21.) Plaintiff seeks to add additional Defendants and new claims 

not raised in his first amended complaint. (Doc. 7.) The Court directed service of the 

first amended complaint on September 9, 2013, and the docket reflects that the U.S. 

Attorney was served on September 19, 2013 and the U.S. Attorney General was served 

on September 20, 2013. (Docs. 17, 19, 20.) Fed. R. Civ. P. 15(a)(1) provides that a 

party may amend a pleading once as a matter of course within 21 days of serving it or, 

in the case of Plaintiff's complaint, within 21 days after service of an answer. 

Upon due consideration of the motion, it is ORDERED that: 

Plaintiff's motion to join parties and amend his complaint, Doc. 21, is DENIED 
AS MOOT. Plaintiff may amend his complaint in accord with Fed. R. Civ. P. 15. 

DONE AND ORDERED this 2Th day of September 2013. 

GARY R. JONES 
United States Magistrate Judge 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF FLORIDA 

TALLAHASSEE DMSION 

J"!ffi,~~'.:.- WAKEFIELD, 

VS, 

lalndff, 

STATES OF AMERICA, 
Cendant. 

Case No. 04:13cv-339aWS/GRJ 

ATION FOR COMPROMISE SETTLEMENT AND RELEASE OF CLAIMS 

laintiff, JIMMY WAKEFIELD, an individual, and Defendant, UNITED STA TES OF 

A, through undersigned counsel, pursuant to 28 U.S .C. § 26n, hereby enter into this 

Stipulat on for Compromise Settlement and Release of Personal Injury Claims and hereby 

stipulat and aver as follows: 

The parties hereby agree to settle and compromise all issues raised in the 

Compl nt, and any amendment thereto, filed by JIMMY WAKEFIELD ("Complaint,.) against 

t, the UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, in case number: 04:13cv-339-WS/GRJ in 

accord ce with the terms of this agreement. 

Plaintiff brought this action pursuant to the Federal Ton Claims Act. 

Defendant, the UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, without admitting any liability 

laim brought, wishes to avoid the uncertainty, expense and delay of litigation and is 

willing o compromise and settle all past, present and/or future claims that the Plaintiff have or 

may ha e against the Defendant that arise from, or relate to, the allegations set forth in the 

Compla nt, and any amendment thereto. The Plaintiff, JIMMY W AKEFlELD, hereby waives 

and rel any and all claims against the Defendant, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, with 



prejudice The parties do hereby agree to settle and compromise each and every claim of any 

kind, wh ther known or unknown, of Plaintiff against the Defendant, the UNITED STATES OF 

AMER! and any of its agencies, agents, contractors or employees, in any way arising from or 

relating t the acts or omissions that gave rise to the above-captioned action under the terms and 

set forth in this Settlement Agreement. 

4 The parties stipulate and agree to the terms and conditions set forth below, as 

follows: 

a. That the UNITED STA TES OF AMERICA and Plaintiff have agreed to 

settle th s case for the sum of TWENTY THOUSAND DOLLARS AND NO CENTS 

($20,000 00). Any settlement payment will be sent to the Plaintiff to be deposited into the 

inmate ccount of JIMMY WAKEFIELD, Inmate Number 16902-056. Plaintiff assumes 

responsi ility for the payment of any and all liens of any entity on the settlement funds. 

Plaintiff, JIMMY WAKEFIELD, and Defendant, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, agree that 

payment of the above funds shall be in full settlement and satisfaction of all claims, demands, 

rights, d causes of action of whatsoever kind and nature which the Plaintiff, or any of 

Plainti s successors, now have or may hereafter acquire against the UNITED STATES OF 

A, or any of its agencies, agents, contractors or employees, on account of or caused by 

stances giving rise to the cause of action alleged by Plaintiff in his Complaint, or any 

amend nt thereto, in this matter. 

b. Plaintiff agrees to accept the payment listed above by the UNITED 

O.F AMERICA stated in paragraph 4(a.) above, in full satisfaction and settlement of 

all clai sand demands of any kind, whether by statute or law, which the Plaintiff, or any of his 

success rs, may have or may hereafter acquire against the UNITED STATES OF AMERICA or 

2 



any of ·ts agencies, agents, contractors or employees based upon, or derived from any and all 

causes faction asserted in this civil action, and Plaintiff agrees to release all such claims and 

c. In consideration for the payments to be made as set out above, Plaintiff, 

of his successors, agree to reimburse, indemnify, and hold harmless the UNITED 

OF AMERICA and any of its agencies, agents, contractors or employees, from and 

y and all claims, causes of action, liens, rights, or subrogated or contribution interests 

such claims, causes of action, liens, rights, subrogated interests, or contribution 

sound in tort, contract, or statute) incident to, or resulting or arising from, the acts or 

omissio s that gave rise to the above-captioned action, including claims or causes of action for 

Plaintiff, and any of his successors, further agree that he is responsible for 

satistyi g or resolving any liens or claims for payment or reimbursement by any individual or by 

any pu ic or private entity, including an insurance company, Medicaid, and Medicare, arising 

from th injuries and claims that are the subject matter of this action. Plaintiff, and any of his 

succe rs, stipulate and agree that they will satisfy or resolve any and all such liens or claims 

ent or reimbursement asserted by any such individual or entity. 

This Stipulation for Compromise Settlement and Release of Claims is not an 

admissi n of liability or fault on the part of the UNITED ST A TES OF AMERICA, or any of its 

agenci , agents, contractors or employees, and it is specifically denied that they are liable to any 

or the Plaintiff. This settlement is entered into by all parties for the purpose of 

ising disputed claims under the Federal Tort Claims Act and avoiding the expenses and 

rther litigation. 

3 
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It is also agreed, by and among the parties that the respective parties will each 

bear th ir own costs, fees, and expenses and that any attorney's fees owed will be paid out of the 

settlem nt amount and not in addition thereto. It is also understood by and among the parties 

ant to Title 28, United States Code, Section 2678, attorney's fees for services rendered 

in conn ction with this action shall not exceed 25 per centum of the amount of the compromise 

Plaintiff represents that he has thoroughly read and reviewed this Stipulation for 

Comp mise Settlement and Release of Claims and voluntarily accepts and agrees to all of its 

provisi ns. This Stipulation fully sets forth the entire agreement between the parties and 

es any and all prior agreements or understandings, oral or written, between the parties. 

ies acknowledge that this Stipulation fully and completely resolves all disputes and 

etween them, whether known or unknown, administrative or judicial. 

It is contemplated that this Stipulation may be executed in counterparts, with a 

signature page for each party. All such counterparts and signature pages, together, shall 

4 
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xecuted this 2[{~ay of___Jdl/s~"'Q.itl:,;1~----'' 2015. 

PA 
co 

I, "J -- being first duly sworn, state under penalty of 

perjury that I have reviewed this stipulation agreement and my signature above indicates my 

agreem nt to be bound by the terms stated herein. 

produc 

BY: 

TO AND SUBSCRIBED before me this 2J ¥t. day of __ i/ll1_A.~1,___ ___ _, 

.lo,~-=--~'....it./4~~Cjl:li:!.._L~~/~~~--------'' who is personally known to me or has 

____,,b,c.;:D;._;P'--'-'-i k_ll'l __ ti_,·f.i"-"c..,.:;.....&..;b"-o ...._......_--=c..:...."..:....✓=d __ as identification. 

Notary Public 

'J-q day of __ .,_~_"'_,f ______ _,, 2015. 

5 
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Kenneth R. Withers, 

V. 

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF SOUTH CAROLINA 

Plaintiff, 

COMPLAINT 
The United States of America; 2: 13-cv-3051-RMG-BHH 

Defendants. 

Plaintiff, complaining of the Defendants named above, would respectfully show unto this 

Honorable Court as follows: 

.JURISDICTION AND VENUE 

1. Plaintiff seeks damages from Defendants under the Federal Tort Claims Act. 

Accordingly, this Court has jurisdiction of this case pursuant to 28 U .S.C. § 1346(6)( 1 ). 

2. The location of acts pertinent to this suit occmTed in Edgefield County, South 

Carolina, and in Clay County, Kentucky, and venue is therefore proper in this Court. 

PARTIES 

3. Plaintiff Kenneth R. Withers, is a resident of Edgefield County, South Carolina, 

and an inmate at the Federal Correctional Institution in Edgefield, South Carolina. Plaintiff 

previously was a resident of Clay County, Kentucky, and an inmate at the Federal Correctional 

Institution in Manchester, Kentucky. 

4. Defendant is the United States of America. 

FACTUAL ALLEGATIONS 

5. Plaintiff Kenneth R. Withers has been incarcerated for a number of years in a 

federal prison. 
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6. Plaintiff was diagnosed with intraocular hypertension and glaucoma in or about 

2005, and received ongoing medical treatment, including prescription eye medication, to treat the 

condition. 

7. Regular and ongoing treatment, including the use of prescription eye medication, 

is necessary to treat glaucoma, a permanent and incurable disease of the eyes capable of causing 

vision loss and blindness when untreated. 

8. Defendants, acting individually or by and through their employees and agents, 

stopped providing the necessary prescription eye medications to Plaintiff on or about May 24, 

2011. Despite repeated requests from Plaintiff, Defendants failed to provide the medication to 

Plaintiff until on or about April 26, 2012. 

9. During this eleven-month period, Defendants also refused or neglected to 

schedule an appointment for Plaintiff with an eye doctor to assess the propriety of discontinuing 

his glaucoma medication. During this time, Plaintiff complained repeatedly to both corrections 

staff and to medical personnel about the failure to provide treatment for his glaucoma. 

10. Plaintiff repeatedly prepared Inmate Staff Requests seeking medical care and the 

reinstatement of prescription eye medications. His requests were delayed, ignored or denied. 

11. Plaintiff appealed the denial to the Federal Bureau of Prisons' Southeast Regional 

Office and the Central Office. His appeals were delayed, ignored or denied. 

12. Instead of providing necessary medical care, Defendants transferred Plaintiff from 

FCI Manchester to FCI Edgefield on or about January 3, 2012, further delaying necessary 

treatment. 

FOR A FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION 
Negligence/ Gross Negligence 

Against Defendant United States of America under Federal Tort Claims Act 

2 
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13. The allegations set forth above, not inconsistent herein, are realleged and 

reiterated as if set forth verbatim. 

14. Defendant United States of America owed Plaintiff a non-delegable duty to 

properly and adequately supervise, oversee, examine, monitor, review, and provide appropriate 

care and medical treatment to him while he was incarcerated by the Federal Bureau of Prisons. 

15. Upon information and belief, Defendant, acting by and through its duly 

authorized employees or agents, breached its duties of care by acting in a manner that was 

negligent in one or more of the following ways: 

a) Failing to treat Plaintiffs glaucoma and eye disease; 

b) Failing to aiTange for appropriate examination and treatment by an eye 

doctor during the time from May 24, 2011, to April 26, 2012; 

c) Failing to obtain a second opinion following the inexplicable decision by 

the government's contact optometrist to discontinue the medication needed for 

treatment of plaintiff's glaucoma on or about May 24, 201 l; 

d) Failing to recognize that it's con tract optometrist's opinion that Plaintiff's 

glaucoma condition was "resolved" was patently incorrect and inconsistent with 

the published literature regarding the course and treatment of glaucoma; 

e) Failing to test Plaintiff's intraocular pressures to determine whether his 

glaucoma was being controlled without medication; 

f) In failing to immediately restart Plaintiff's glaucoma mediations after 

testing his intraocular pressures on or about January 19, 2012; 

g) In failing to regularly test and/or retest Plaintiff's intraocular pressures; 

h) Failing to possess, maintain, and utilize proper equipment for testing his 

3 
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intraocular pressures; 

i) Failing to properly monitor and treat Plaintiff's glaucoma condition rn 

accordance with the accepted medical standards; 

j) Failing or refusing to timely provide appropriate medical care and 

treatment to Plaintiff; 

k) In failing or refusing to timely provide appropriate medications to 

Plaintiff; 

I) Failing to timely conduct a visual field examination as recommended by 

Dr. Jeffrey Magun on or about April 26, 2012, and otherwise failing to provide 

appropriate follow up vision care examinations and treatment from April 26, 

2012, to the present; 

m) Otherwise failing to use reasonable care in the management and exercise 

of custody over Plaintiff with regard to treatment for his vision care; and 

n) In otherwise failing provide the care that a reasonable physician and 

healthcare provider would provide under the circumstances. 

16. As a result of the negligent and wrongful acts of Defendant with regard to the 

denial of appropriate vision care, Plaintiff has sustained a permanent partial loss of vision in both 

eyes. Plaintiff has suffered and will continue in the future to suffer loss of vision, physical pain 

and suffering, mental anguish, emotional distress, loss of enjoyment of life, lost earning capacity, 

and expenses for medical care. 

WHEREFORE, having fully set forth his Complaint, Plaintiff prays for judgment against 

Defendant for actual damages in the amount of $5,000,000, the costs of this action, and for any 

such other and further relief as the Court may deem just and proper. 

4 
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November 7, 2013 

PROFFITT & COX, LLP 

s/Ronald B. Cox 
Ronald B. Cox, No. 6756 
rcox@proffittcox.com 
David Proffitt, No. 7503 
d proffi tt@proffi ttcox. com 
8910 Two Notch Road, Suite 400 
Columbia, SC 29223 
Tel: (803) 834-7097 
Fax: (888) 711-1057 

Attorneys for Plaintiffs 

5 
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Kenneth R. Withers, 

V. 

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF SOUTH CAROLINA 

CHARLESTON DIVISION 

Plaintiff, 

) Civil Action No. 2:13-3051-RMG-BHH 
) 
) 

CONFERENCE AND 
SCHEDULING ORDER 

The United States of America, 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

Defendant. ) 

Pursuant to the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure and the Local Civil Rules of this Court, the 
allowing schedule is established for this case. Discovery may begin upon receipt of this order. 

1. A conference of the parties pursuant to Fed. R. Civ. P. 26(f) shall be held no later than 
February 11, 2014. 1 At conference the parties shall confer concerning all matters set forth 
in Fed. R. Civ. P. 26(f) and whether the schedule set forth in this order is appropriate and, 
if not, what modifications are necessary. 2 

No later than February 25, 2014, the required initial disclosures under Fed. R. Civ. P. 
26(a)(l) shall be made.' 

No later than February 25, 2014, the parties shall file a Rule 26(f) Report in the form 
attached to this order. Parties are hereby notified that Local Civil Rule 26.03 lists additional 
queries to be answered in the Rule 26(f) Report. 

Motions to join other parties and amend the pleadings (Fed. R. Civ. P. 16(b)(3)(A)) shall be 
filed no later than March 18, 2014. 

Plaintiff(s) shall file and serve a document identifying by full name, address, and telephone 
number each person whom Plaintiff(s) expects to call as an expert at trial and certifying that 
a written report prepared and signed by the expert including all information required by Fed. 
R. Civ. P. 26(a)(2)(8) has been disclosed to other parties by April 17, 2014. For all other 

1 Plaintiff's counse 1 shall initiate the scheduling of the Rule 26( f) conference with all counsel 
nown to plaintiff regardless of whether they have filed appearances. 

2The parties shall also consider whether they wish to consent to trial before a United States 
agistrate Judge. See attached Notice of Availability of United States Magistrate Judge. 

3Pursuant to Fed. R. Civ. P. 26(a)( I), the parties may, by stipulation, agree not to make some or 
II of the Rule 26(a)(1) initial disclosures. If such a stipulation is made, it shall be confirmed in writing 
etween the parties. See Fed. R. Civ. P. 29 and Local Civil Rule 29.01. 
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expert witnesses, counsel should make the disclosures required by Fed. R. Civ. P. 
26(a)(2)(C) by April 17, 2014. 

6. Defcndant(s) shall file and serve a document identifying by full name, address, and telephone 
number each person whom Defendant(s) expects to call as an expert at trial and certifying 
that a written report prepared and signed by the expert including all information required by 
Fed. R. Civ. P. 26(a)(2)(B) has been disclosed to other parties by Mav 19, 2014. For all 
other expert witnesses, counsel should make the disclosures required by Fed. R. Civ. P. 
26(a)(2)(C) by Mav 19, 2014. 

7. Counsel shall file and serve affidavits of records custodian witnesses proposed to be 
presented by affidavit at trial no later than May 19, 2014. Objections to such affidavits must 
be made within fourteen (14) days after the service of the disclosure. (Sec Fed. R. Evid. 
803(6), 902(11 ), or 902(12) and Local Civil Rule 16.02(D)(3)). 

8. Discovery shall be completed no later than July 18, 2014. All discovery requests shall be 
served in time for the responses thereto to be served by this date. De bene esse depositions 
must be completed by discovery deadline. No motions relating to discovery shall be filed 
until counsel have consulted and attempted to resolve the matter as required by Local Civil 
Rule 7.02. 

9. Mediation shall be completed in this case on or before Julv 18, 2014. See Attached form 
setting forth mediation requirements. At least thirty (30) days prior to this mediation 
deadline, counsel for each party shall file and serve a statement certifying that counsel has: 
(I) provided the party with a copy of the mediation requirements; (2) discussed the 
availability of mediation with the party; and (3) discussed the timing of mediation with 
opposing counsel. 

10. All other motions, except those to complete discovery, those nonwaivable motions made 
pursuant to Fed. R. Civ. P. 12, and those relating to the admissibility of evidence at trial, 
shall be filed on or before August 18, 2014. (Fed. R. Civ. P. 16(b)(3)(A)). 

January 21, 2014 
Charleston, South Carolina 

s/Bruce Howe Hendricks 
United States Magistrate Judge 

Pursuant to Local Civil Rule 83.1.06, this order is being sent to local counsel only. 

Attachments: 
1) Rule 26(f) Report Form; 
2) Notice of Availability of United States Magistrate Judge; 
3) Mediation Initiation Form; 
4) Mediation Requirements. 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF SOUTH CAROLINA 

CHARLESTON DIVISION 

Kenneth R. Withers, ) Civil Action No.: 2:13-3051-RMG-BHH 
) 

Plaintiff, ) 
) 

v. ) RULE 26(t) REPORT 
) 

The United States of America, ) 
) 
) 

Defendant. ) 

The parties, having consulted pursuant to Rule 26(f), Fed. R. Civ. P., hereby report as 
follows (check one below): 

We agree that the schedule set forth in the Conference and Scheduling Order 
filed _________ is appropriate for this case. The parties' 
proposed discovery plan as required by Fed. R. Civ. P. Rule 26(t) and 
the information required by Local Civil Rule 26.03 will be separately 
filed by the parties. 

We agree that the schedule set forth in the Conference and Scheduling Order 
filed __________ requires modification as set forth in the 
proposed Consent Amended Scheduling Order which will be e-mailed to 
chambers as required (use format of the Court's standard scheduling order). 
The parties' proposed discovery plan as required by Fed. R. Civ. P. Rule 
26(t) and the information required by Local Civil Rule 26.03 will be 
separately filed by the parties. 

We are unable, after consultation, to agree on a schedule for this case. We, 
therefore, request a scheduling conference with the Court. The parties' 
proposed discovery plan as required by 26(f) Fed. R. Civ. P., with 
disagreements noted, and the information required by Local Civil Rule 
26.03 will be separately filed by the parties. 

(SIGNATURE PAGE ATTACHED) 
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PLAINTIFF(S) 

Signature of PlaintUf's Counsel 

Printed Name of Plaintiff's Counsel 
and Party Represented 

Signature of Plaintif.f"s Counsel 

Printed Name of Plaintiff's Counsel 
and Party Represented 

Signature qf Plaint{[f's Counsel 

Printed Name of Plaintiff's Counsel 
and Party Represented 

Signature of Plaint{ff's Counsel 

Printed Name of Plaintiff's Counsel 
and Party Represented 

Dated: 
-----------

DEFENDANT(S) 

Signature a/Defendant's Counsel 

Printed Name of Defendant's Counsel 
and Party Represented 

Signature of Defendant's Counsel 

Printed Name ofD~fendant 's Counsel 
and Party Represented 

Signature ofD~fendant 's Counsel 

Printed Name a/Defendant's Counsel 
and Party Represented 

Signature ofD~fendant 's Counsel 

Printed Name of Defendant's Counsel 
and Party Represented 

Dated: 
------------
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AO 85 (Rev. 0 I /09) Notice, Consent, and Reference of a Ci vi I Action to a Magistrate J udgc 

Kenneth R. Withers, 
Plaintiff 

V. 

The United States of America, 
Defendant 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
for the 

District of South Carolina 

) 
) 
) 
) Civil Action No. 2: 13-3051-RMG-BHH 
) 
) 

NOTICE, CONSENT, AND REFERENCE OF A CIVIL ACTION TO A MAGISTRATE JUDGE 

Notice of a magistrate judge's availability. A United States magistrate judge of this court is available to conduct all 
proceedings in this ci vi 1 action (including a jury or nonj ury trial) and to order the entry of a final j udgmcnt. The judgment 
may then be appealed directly to the United States court of appeals like any other judgment of this court. A magistrate 
judge may exercise this authority only if all parties voluntarily consent. 

You may consent to have your case referred to a magistrate judge, or you may withhold your consent without 
adverse substantive consequences. The name of any party withholding consent will not be revealed to any judge who may 
otherwise be involved with your case. 

Consent to a magistrate judge's authority. The following parties consent to have a United States magistrate judge 
conduct all proceedings in this case including trial, the entry of final judgment, and all post-trial proceedings. 

Parties' printed names Signatures of parties or attorneys Dates 

Reference Order 

IT IS ORDERED: This case is referred to a United States magistrate judge to conduct all proceedings and 
order the entry of a fi na 1 j udgrnent in accordance with 2 8 U.S. C. § 63 6( c) and Fed. R. Ci v. P. 73. 

Date: 
District Judge's signature 

Printed name and title 

Note: Return this fonn to the clerk of court only if you arc consenting to the exercise of jurisdiction by a 
United States magistrate judge. Do not return this form to a judge. 
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MEDIATION INITIATION FORM 

Case: ________________ ___.. 

CIA No. -------

Please check the applicable box to indicate the status of the above referenced case: 

0 case settled prior to or without mediation 
D case dismissed by court or pending ruling on summary judgment motion 
0 case to proceed to trial 
D case continued to next term 

OR 

D case will be or has been mediated (complete the following information): 

Mediator Name: Mediator Phone 
-------------

No. ---------

Date Mediation Scheduled to Occur or Date Mediation 
Completed: _________ _ 

Submitted by: 
--------------

Signature: ___________ _ 
(Printed name o{counse/) 

For which party?: 
------------------

0 at c: 
(Nan1e t~fpar~r counsel rep,·e.w!11ts) 

Please fax completed form to Danny Mullis, ADR Program Director@ 843-579-1434 or 
mail to P.O. Box 835, Charleston, SC 29402. 
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IN THE UNITED ST ATES DISTRICT COURT 

FOR THE DISTRICT OF SOUTH CAROLJNA 

MEDIATION REQUIREMENTS 

Mediation is to be scheduled and completed in all cases, including those cases involving 
unrepresented parties. Mediation shall be completed by the date indicated in the scheduling 
order. A Mediation Initiation Form is attached for your use. Upon completion of the 
mediation, counsel shall advise the Court in writing only that the mediation has occurred, 
the date of the mediation, whether the case was settled in whole or in part, and whether a 
trial is required. 

The parties should select a mediator consistent with Local Rule 16.06 D.S.C. A roster of 
certified mediators is available from the Clerk of Court or may be accessed under the 
Mediation heading at http://www.scd.uscourts.gov/cases.htm. 

All parties and their lead trial counsel, having authority to settle and to adjust pre-existing 
sett 1 ement authority if necessary, are required to a ttcnd th c media ti on in person un \cs s 
excused by the Court for good cause shown. Insurer representatives with decision-making 
authority also arc required to attend in person, unless excused by the Court, if their 
agreement would be necessary to achieve a settlement. Every person who is excused from 
attending in person must be available to participate by telephone, unless otherwise ordered. 
At the mediation, parties, their insurer representatives and their primary trial counsel should 
be prepared to participate in a mutual, good faith effort to negotiate a fair and reasonable 
settlement. All necessary discovery should be completed prior to mediation. Lack of 
discovery or settlement authority is no excuse for failure to appear and/or participate. See 
Local Rule 16.09 D.S.C. 

This form has been provided to all counsel of record and to all pro se parties. Counsel are 
responsible for notifying and ensuring the presence of parties and insurer representatives as 
described above. If a case has been mediated previously, counsel shall notify the Court 
immediately in writing. 

Communications made in connection with or during the mediation are confidential and 
protected by Federal Rule of Evidence 408 and Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 68. If a 
settlement is not reached at mediation, settlement discussions arc neither admissible at trial 
nor to be disclosed to the presiding judge. See Local Rule 16.08(C) D.S.C. 

If any reason exists why any party or counsel should not participate in this mediation, the 
Court is to be advised of these reasons in writing immediately. 

Any questions concerning the selection of a mediator or the mediation process generally 
should be referred to the court's ADR Program Director, Danny Mullis, at (843) 579-1435. 

Bruce Howe Hendricks 
United States Magistrate Judge 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF SOUTH CAROLINA 

CHARLESTON DIVISION 

KENNETH R. WITHERS, ) Civil Action No. 2: 13-03051-RMG-BHH 
) 

Plaintiff, 

V. 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 

Defendant. 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

AMENDED 
SCHEDULING ORDER 

Pursuant to the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure and the Local Civil Rules of this Court, 
the following schedule is established for this case. 

1. No later than Februarv 25, 2014, the required initial disclosures under Fed. R. Civ. P. 
26(a)( I) shall be made. 1 

2. No later than February 25, 2014, the parties shall file a Rule 26(f) Report in the fonn 
attached to this order. Parties are hereby notified that Local Civil Rule 26.03 lists 
additional queries to be answered in the Rule 26(0 Report. 

3. Motions to amend the pleadings (Fed. R. Civ. P. 16(b)(3)(A)) shall be filed no later than 
March 18, 2014. 

4. Plaintiff(s) shall file and serve a document identifying by full name, address, and 
telephone number each person whom Plaintiff(s) expects to call as an expert at trial and 
certifying that a written report prepared and signed by the expert including all 
information required by Fed. R. Civ. P. 26(a)(2)(B) has been disclosed to other parties 
by May 19, 2014. For all other expert witnesses, counsel should make the disclosures 
required by Fed. R. Civ. P. 26(a)(2)(C) by May 19, 2014. 

5. Defendant(s) shall file and serve a document identifying by full name, address, and 
telephone number each person whom Defendant(s) expects to call as an expert at trial and 
certifying that a written report prepared and signed by the expert including all 
information required by Fed. R. Civ. P. 26(a)(2)(B) has been disclosed to other parties by 
June 18, 2014. For all other expert witnesses, counsel should make the disclosures 
required by Fed. R. Civ. P. 26(a)(2)(C) by .June 18, 2014. 

1 Pursuant to Fed. R. Civ. P. 26(a)(l), the parties may, by stipulation, agree not to make 
some or all of the Rule 26(a)(l) initial disclosures. If such a stipulation is made, it shall be 
confirmed in writing between the parties. See Fed. R. Civ. P. 29 and Local Civil Rule 29.01. 
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6. Counsel shall file and serve affidavits of records custodian witnesses proposed to be 
presented by affidavit at trial no later than June 18, 2014. Objections to such affidavits 
must be made within fourteen (14) days after the service of the disclosure. (See Fed. R. 
Evid. 803(6), 902( 11 ), or 902( 12) and Local Civil Rule 16.02(0)(3)). 

7. Discovery shall be completed no later than August 18, 2014. All discovery requests shall 
be served in time for the responses thereto to be served by this date. De bene esse 
depositions must be completed by discovery deadline. No motions relating to discovery 
shall be filed until counsel have consulted and attempted to resolve the matter as required 
by Local Civil Rule 7.02. 

8. Mediation shall be completed in this case on or before August 18, 2014. See Attached 
form setting forth mediation requirements. At least thirty (30) days prior to this mediation 
deadline, counsel for each party shall file and serve a statement certifying that counsel 
has: (l) provided the party with a copy of the mediation requirements; (2) discussed the 
availability of mediation with the party; and (3) discussed the timing of mediation with 
opposing counsel. 

9. All other motions, except those to complete discovery, those nonwaivable motions made 
pursuant to Fed. R. Civ. P. 12, and those relating to the admissibility of evidence at trial, 
shall be filed on or before September 17, 2014. (Fed. R. Civ. P. 16(b)(2)). 

February 10, 2014 
Charleston, South Carolina 

s/Bruce Howe Hendricks 
United States Magistrate Judge 
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Kenneth R. Withers, 

V. 

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF SOUTH CAROLINA 

CHARLESTON DIVISION 

Plaintiff( s), 

) Civil Action No. 2:13-cv-03051-RMG-BHH 
) 
) 

SECOND AMENDED 
SCHEDULING ORDER 

The United States of America, 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

Defendant(s). ) 

Pursuant to the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure and the Local Civil Rules of this Court, the 
allowing amended schedule is established for this case. 

1. Plaintiff(s) shall file and serve a document identifying by full name, address, and telephone 
number each person whom Plaintiff(s) expects to call as an expert at trial and certifying that 
a written report prepared and signed by the expert including all information required by Fed. 
R. Civ. P. 26(a)(2)(8) has been disclosed to other parties by June 19, 2014. For all other 
expert witnesses, counsel should make the disclosures required by Fed. R. Civ. P. 
26(a)(2)(C) by June 19, 2014. 

Defendant(s) shall file and serve a document identifying by full name, address, and telephone 
number each person whom Defendant(s) expects to call as an expert at trial and certifying 
that a written report prepared and signed by the expert including all information required by 
Fed. R. Civ. P. 26(a)(2)(B) has been disclosed to other parties by July 18, 2014. For all 
other expert witnesses, counsel should make the disclosures required by Fed. R. Civ. P. 
26(a)(2)(C) by July 18, 2014. 

Counsel shall file and serve affidavits of records custodian witnesses proposed to be 
presented by affidavit at trial no later than July 18, 2014. Objections to such affidavits must 
be made within fourteen (14) days after the service of the disclosure. (See Fed. R. Evid. 
803(6), 902(11), or 902(12) and Local Civil Rule 16.02(0)(3)). 

Discovery shall be completed no later than August 18, 2014. All discovery requests shall 
be served in time for the responses thereto to be served by this date. De bene esse 
depositions must be completed by discovery deadline. No motions relating to discovery shall 
be filed until counsel have consulted and attempted to resolve the matter as required by Local 
Civil Rule 7 .02. 

Mediation shall be completed in this case on or before August 18, 2014. At least thirty (30) 
days prior to this mediation deadline, counsel for each party shall file and serve a statement 
certifying that counsel has: (I) provided the party with a copy of the mediation requirements; 
(2) discussed the availability of mediation with the party; and (3) discussed the timing of 
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mediation with opposing counsel. 

6. All other motions, except those to complete discovery, those nonwaivable motions made 
pursuant to Fed. R. Civ. P. 12, and those relating to the admissibility of evidence at trial, 
shall be filed on or before September 19, 2014. (Fed. R. Civ. P. 16(b)(3)(A)). 

May 13, 2014 
Charleston, South Carolina 

s/Bruce Howe Hendricks 
United States Magistrate Judge 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF SOUTH CAROLINA 

CHARLESTON DIVISION 

KENNETH R. WITHERS, ) Civil Action No. 2: 13-03051-RMG-WWD 
) 

Plaintiff, ) 
) 

V. ) 
) 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, ) 
) 

Defendant. ) 

THIRD AMENDED SCHEDULING ORDER 

Pursuant to the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure and the Local Rules of this Court, the 

Second Amended Scheduling Order in this case (ECF No. 16) is hereby amended as follows: 

1. Discovery shall be completed no later than October 2, 2014. All discovery requests shall be 
served in time for the responses thereto to be served by this date. De bene esse depositions must 
be completed by discovery deadline. No motions relating to discovery shall be filed until 
counsel have consulted and attempted to resolve the matter as required by Local Civil Rule 7.02. 

2. Mediation shall be completed in this case on or before October 2, 2014. At least thirty (30) 
days prior to this mediation deadline, counsel for each party shall file and serve a statement 
certifying that counsel has: ( 1) provided the party with a copy of the mediation requirements; (2) 
discussed the availability of mediation with the party; and (3) discussed the timing of mediation 
with opposing counsel. 

3. All other motions, except those to complete discovery, those nonwaivable motions made 
pursuant to Fed. R. Civ. P. 12, and those relating to the admissibility of evidence at trial, shall be 
filed on or before November 3, 2014. (Fed. R. Civ. P. 16(b)(3)(A)). 

WALLACE W. DIXON 
UNITED STATES MAGISTRATE JUDGE 

Charleston, South Carolina 

August 19, 2014. 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF SOUTH CAROLINA 

CHARLESTON DIVISION 

KENNETH R. WITHERS, ) Civil Action No. 2: 13-cv-03051-RMG-WWD 
) 

Plaintiff, ) 
) 

V. ) 
) 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, ) 
) 

Defendant. ) 

FOURTH AMENDED SCHEDULING ORDER 

Pursuant to the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure and the Local Rules of this Court, the 

Third Amended Scheduling Order in this case (ECF No. 26) is hereby amended as follows: 

I. Mediation shall be completed in this case on or before October 7, 2014. At least thirty (30) 
days prior to this mediation deadline. counsel for each party shall file and serve a statement 
certifying that counsel has: (I) provided the party with a copy of the mediation requirements; (2) 
discussed the availability of mediation with the party; and (3) discussed the timing of mediation 
with opposing counsel. 

2. Discovery shall be completed no later than November 17, 2014. All discovery requests shall 
be served in time for the responses thereto to be served by this date. De bene esse depositions 
must be completed by discovery deadline. No motions relating to discovery shall be filed until 
counsel have consulted and attempted to resolve the matter as required by Local Civil Rule 7.02. 

3. All other motions, except those to complete discovery, those nonwaivable motions made 
pursuant to Fed. R. Civ. P. 12, and those relating to the admissibility of evidence at trial, shall be 
filed on or before December 18, 2014. (Fed. R. Civ. P. 16(b)(3)(A)). 

WALLACE W. DIXON 
UNITED STATES MAGISTRATE JUDGE 

Charleston, South Carolina 

September 30, 2014. 
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~~~~t~N~~~~sl: 6!~~~J:1i:R~~~~l c. ru~:~[ c/.1 .. .,= ii .. r ._ .. ;~ 

CHARLESTON DIVISION 201~ NOV i 1 A ~ 39 

Kenneth R. Withers, 

Plain ti ff( s), 

-vs-

The United States of America. 

Defendant(s). 

) Civil Action No. 2:13-cv-03051-RMG 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) ORDER OF DISMISSAL 
) 
) 
) 

The court having been advised by counsel for the parties that the above action has been 

settled, 

IT IS ORDERED that this action is hereby dismissed without prejudice. If settlement is 

not consummated within sixty (60) days, either party may petition the Court to reopen this action 

and restore it to the calendar. Fed. R. Civ. P. 60(b). In the alternative. to the extent permitted by 

law, either party may within sixty (60) days petition the Court to enforce the settlement. Fairfax 

Countywide Citizens v. Fairfax Cnty .. 571 F.2d 1299 (4th Cir. 1978). The dismissal hereunder 

shall be with prejudice if no action is taken under either alternative within (60) days from the 

filing date of this order. 

AND IT IS SO ORDERED. 

November /'). 2014 
Charleston, South Carolina United States District Judge 



Kenneth R. Withers, 

V. 

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
DISTRICT OF SOUTH CAROLINA 

CHARLESTON DIVISION 

Plaintiff, 

) Civil Action No. 2. 13-cv-03051-RMG-WWD 
i 
) 

) 
) 
) 

) 

United States of America, 

Defendant 

) 
) 

) 

STIPULATION FOR COMPROMISE SETTLEMENT AND RELEASE OF 
FEDERAL TORT CLAIMS ACT CLAIMS PURSUANT TO 28 U.S.C. • 2677 

It is hereby stipulated by and between the undersigned plaintiff (meaning any person, 

other than the defendant and the attorneys, signing this agreement, whether or not a party to this 

civil action), and the United States of America, by and through their respective attorneys, as 

follows: 

l. The parties do hereby agree to settle and compromise each and every claim of any 

kind, whether known or unknown, arising directly or indirectly from the acts or omissions that 

gave rise to the_ above-captioned action under the tenns and conditions set forth in this 

Settlement Agreement. 

2. The United States of America agrees to pay the sum of ~inety Thousand Dollars, 

($90,000.00) which sum shall be in full settlement and satisfaction of any and all claims, 

demands, rights, and causes of action of whatsoever kind and nature, arising from, and by reason 

of any and all known and unknown, foreseen and unforeseen bodily and personal injuries, 

damage to property and the consequences thereof, resulting, and to result, from the subject 

matter of this settlement, including any claims for wrongful death, for which plaintiff or his 



··1-:-·--· 

guardians, heirs, executors, administrators, or assigns, and each of them, now have or may 

hereafter acquire against the United States of America, its agents, servants, and employees 

3. Plaintiff and his guardians, heirs, executors, administrators or assigns hereby agree to 

accept the sums set forth in this Stipulation of Compromise Settlement in full settlement, 

satisfaction, and release of any and all claims, demands, rights, and causes of action of 

whatsoever kind and nature, including claims for wrongful death, arising from, and by reason of 

any and all known and unknown, foreseen and unforeseen bodily and pe1sonal injuries, damage 

to property and the consequences thereof which they may have or hereafter acquire against the 

United States of America, its agents, servants and employees on account of the same subject 

matter that gave rise to the above+captioned action, including any future claim or lawsuit of any 

kind or type whatsoever, whether known or unknown, and whether for compensatory or 

exemplary damages. Plaintiff and his guardians, heirs, execut~rs, administrators or assigns 

further agree to reimburse, indemnify and hold harmless the United States of America, its agents, 

servants, and employees from and against any and all such causes of action, claims, liens, rights, 

or subrogated or contribution interests incident to or resulting from further litigation or the 

prosecution of claims by plaintiff or his guardians, heirs, executors, administrators or assigns 

against any third party or against the United States, including claims for wrongful death. 

4_ This stipulation for compromise settlement is not, is in no way intended to be, and 

should not be construed as, an admission of liability or fault on the part of the United States, its 

agents, servants, or employees, and it is specifically denied that they are liable to the plaintiff 

This settlement is entered into by all parties for the purpose of compromising disputed claims 

under the F edera\ Tort Claims Act and a voiding the expenses and risks of further Ii ti gation. 



5. It is also agreed, by and among the parties, that the respective parties will each bear 

their own costs, fees, and expenses and that any attorney's fees owed by the plaintiff will be paid 

out of the settlement amount and not in addition thereto 

6. It is also understood by and among the parties that pursuant to Title 28, United States 

Code, Section 2678, attorney's fees for services rendered in connection with this action shall not 

exceed 25 per centum of the amount of the compromise settlement 

7. The persons signing this Settlement Agreement warrant and represent that they 

possess full authority to bind the persons on whose behalf they are signing to the terms of the 

settlement. In the event any plaintiff is a minor or a legally incompetent adult, the plaintiff must 

obtain Court approval of the settlement at their expense. Plaintiff agrees to obtain such approval 

in a timely manner: time being of the essence. Plaintiff further agrees that the Lnited States may 

void this settlement at its option in the event such approval is not obtained in a timely manner. 

In the event plaintiff fails to obtain such Court approval, the entire Stipulation For Compromise 

Settlement And Release and the compromise settlement are null and void. 



8. Payment of the settlement amount will be made by government wire transfer as per 

the following: 

A. Name of Bank: First Community Bank 

R Street Address of Bank: 9822 Two Notch Road 

C. City, State and Zip Cude of Rank: Columbia, SC 29223 

D. Federal Reserve Number: l .... (b_)_(6_) __ ___. 

E. Rot.:ting Number~ .... (b_)_(6_) ___ _, 

F. Name of Account: Proffitt & Cox, LLP Trust Account 

G. Account Number: 1 ... (b_)_(
6
_) ___ __, 

Plaintiff's attorney agrees to distribute the settlement proceeds among the plaintiffs, and 

to obtain a dismissal of the above-captioned action with prejudice, with each party bearing its 

own fees, costs, and expenses. 

9. The partit:s agree that this Stipulation for Compromise Settlement and Release, 

including all the tcnns and conditions of this compromise sctdement and any additional 

agreements relating thereto, may be made public in their entirety, and the plaintiffs expressly 

consent to such release and disclosure pursuant to 5 U.S.C. ' 552a(b). 

I 0. ft is contemplated that this Stipulation may be executed in several counterparts, with 

a separate signature page for each party. All such counterparts and signature pages, together, 

shall be deemed to be one document. 

4 



Executed this _]} ~- day of October, 2014 

Barbarn M. Bowens, Civil Chief 
Attorney for Defendant, 
United States of America 

Executed this 2f ~ day of October, 201 4 

ZJJD. Cy 
I{, oii.tld II Cox 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 

Executed this .2(1Tt,1 day of October. 2014 

5 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF GEORGIA 

ATLANTA DIVISION 

HOWARD BRONS )( 
)( 

Plaintiff )( 
)( 

v. )( 
)( 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA )( 
Defendant )( 

Civil Action ----

COMPLAINT FOR DAMAGES 

COMES NOW Plaintiff and shows this Honorable Comi as follows: 

JURISDICTIONAL STATEMENTS 

1. 

Plaintiff, HOWARD BRONS, resides at 3432 Laura Ridge Rd. Nashville, 

TN 37167. 

2. 

The claims brought herein are brought against the defendant, the United 

States of America, arc pursuant to the Federal Torts Claims Act, (28 U.S.C. 

§2671, et seq.) and 28 U.S.C. §§1346(b)(l), for money damages as compensation 

for personal injuries that were caused by the negligent and wrongful acts of 

employees and agents of the United States Government while acting within the 

scope of their offices and employment, under circumstances where the United 

States, if a private person, would be liable to the Plaintiff in accordance with the 

laws of the State of Georgia. 
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3. 

Venue is proper in that all, or a substantial part of the acts and forming the 

basis of these claims occurred in the N01the1n District of Georgia, and arose from 

the negligent hiring and retention of Dr. Lewis Jackson (hereinafter "Dr. Jackson") 

at the U.S. Penitentia1y in Atlanta, GA. 

4. 

Plaintiff has fully complied with the provisions of 28 U.S.C. §2675 of the 

Federal Tort Claims Act attached as Exhibit 1. 

5. 

This suit has been timely filed, in that Plaintiff timely served notice of his 

claim on The United States Department of Justice on or about April 2013. As of 

the date of this complaint, Defendant has denied liability. 

FACTUAL STATEMENTS 

6. 

Paragraphs one through five are incorporated herein. 

7. 

On or about September 26,2011, Plaintiff was an inmate at a U.S. 

Penitentiary in Atlanta, Georgia. 

8. 

On or about September 26, 2011, Plaintiff sought medical attention for 

psoriasis on his genitalia from the prison physician and federal employee, Dr. 

Lewis Jackson. 

9. 

On or about October 12, 201 1, during a follow up medical attention visit Dr. 

Jackson, the prison physician, questioned Plaintiff about his genitalia and asked if 
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there was any "redness" when Plaintiff masturbated and began to engage in a 

sexual act by touching Plaintiff's penis with his hands. 

10. 

On or about October 12, 2011 Dr. Jackson continued to engage in a sexual 

act by touching Plaintiffs penis with his mouth and began preforming oral sex. 

11. 

At all times Plaintiff was in official detention and under the custodial, 

supervisory, and disciplinary authority of Defendant. 

12. 

At all times during the incident Dr. Jackson was an employee of the federal 

government. 

13. 

Dr. Jackson engaged in similar conduct to that performed on Mr. Brons with 

at least two other inmates at the same facility. 

14. 

The United States of America was or should have been aware of the similar 

conduct and incident involving Mr. Brans. 

15. 

At all times prior to the incident involving Mr. Brons, the United States of 

America was responsible for performing a back ground search on Dr. Jackson. 

16. 

The United States of America failed to perform a proper back ground search 

of Dr. Jackson. 

17. 
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Had the United States of America performed a cursory back ground pre

employment and/or post-employment back ground review of Dr. Jackson they 

would have found that he was under prosecution at the time of the acts against Mr. 

Brons. 

I 8. 

At all times subsequent to the incidents involving Mr. Brans and others the 

United States of America was responsible for retention of Dr. Jackson. 

19. 

On or about November 26, 2012, Dr. Jackson plead guilty to three counts of 

Sexual Abuse of a Ward for conduct while he was a physician in the federal prison 

in Atlanta. 

20. 

On or about July 25, 2012, a criminal case 2012 CF2 012893 against Dr. 

Lewis Jackson was filed in the District of Columbia. 

21. 

On or about January 15, 2013, Dr. Jackson plead guilty to criminal case 

2012 CF2 012893 for conduct while he was a physician in the DC jail. 

COUNT I NEGLIGENT HIRING 

22. 

Paragraphs one through eighteen are incorporated herein. 

23. 

Defendant owed a duty to Plaintiff to exercise ordinary care in the selection 

of employees and not retain them when it has knowledge of incompetency and/or 

history of improper acts toward others. 

24. 
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Defendant breached its duty when it hired Dr. Jackson with knowledge that 

he had assaulted an inmate in Washington D.C in or about 2008, prior to his hire 

date with the United States of America. 

25. 

As a direct and proximate result of the negligent conduct described herein, 

Plaintiff has suffered severe emotional and mental distress until the present, and 

wil1 continue to experience mental and emotional anguish from said injuries into 

the future. 

COUNT II NEGLIGENT RETENTION 

26. 

Paragraphs one through twenty five are incorporated herein. 

27. 

In 2008 Dr. Lewis Jackson was a physician at a federal prison in the District 

of Columbia wherein he violated an inmate by performing a series of sexual acts 

on him. 

28. 

In 2010 Dr. Lewis Jackson was a physician at a federal prison in Atlanta, Ga 

wherein he violated inmate Julius Leroy Harrison by performing a series of sexual 

acts upon him. 

29. 

Defendant knew, or should have known, that Dr. Jackson would have the 

propensity to sexually engage with another inmate given that he had forcefully 

attempted to do so with at least two (2) other inmates prior to Plaintiff and that he 

had done so prior to employment with the United States of America. 

COUNT III RESPONDEAT SUPERIOR 

30. 

Paragraphs one through twenty nine are incorporated herein. 
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31. 

Defendant United States of America employed Dr. Lewis Jackson to 

perform services at the Federal penitentiary. 

32. 

Defendant United States of America is responsible for the actions of Dr. 

Lewis Jackson as taken while an employee at the federal penitentiary. 

COUNT IV RESPONDEAT SUPERIOR two 

33. 

Paragraphs one through thirty three are incorporated herein. 

34. 

Defendant United States of America employed human resources personnel 

among others to research, evaluate and investigate the back ground of such 

employees like Dr. Lewis Jackson. 

35. 

Defendant United States of America employed human resources personnel 

among others to monitor, supervise, and evaluate the work of such employees like 

Dr. Lewis Jackson. 

36. 

Defendant United States of America is responsible for the actions of those 

employees that research, evaluate and investigate the back ground of such 

employees like Dr. Lewis Jackson and/or monitor, supervise, and evaluate Dr. 

Lewis Jackson while an employee at the federal penitentiary. 

COUNT V. DAMAGES 

37. 

Paragraphs one through thirty seven are incorporated herein 

38. 
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As a direct and proximate result of the negligent conduct described herein, 

Plaintiff has suffered severe emotional and mental distress until the present, and 

will continue to experience mental and emotional anguish from said injuries into 

the future. 

39. 

The Plaintiff has incurred and will continue to incur medical expenses and 

treatment for his injury for which he seeks compensation from Defendant in the 

form of special and general damages. 

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff prays for relief as shown as follows: 

(a) For service of process to issue; 

(b)For Judgment in his favor for general and special damages in the amount 

of one million dollars ($1,000,000.00); 

(c) For an award of attorneys' fees and costs pursuant to 28 U.S.C.A. § 

2412;and 

(d)For whatever the court deems just. 

Respectfully Submitted, 

This 25 day of March, 2014, 

Law Offices of Timothy J. Santelli, PC 
s/Timothy J. Santelli_ 
Timothy J. Santelli 
Georgia Bar Number 626166 

The Law Offices of Timothy Santelli, P .C. 
P.O. Box 19713 
Atlanta, Ga 30325 
(404) 351 - 8259(p) 
(404) 577 - 2293(t) 
santellilaw@be1lsouth.net 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF GEORGIA 

ATLANTA DIVISION 

HOWARD BRONS )( 
)( 

Plaintiff )( 
)( 

v. )( 
)( 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA )( 
Defendant )( 

Civil Action 

CERTIFICATION 

----

Pursuant to LR 7 .1 (D) ND GA., I certify that this document has been prepared in 
Times New Roman Font 14 point as approved by the Court in LR 5. lB, NDGA. 

Law Offices of Timothy J. Santelli, PC 
s/Timothy J. Santelli 
Timothy J. Santelli 
Georgia Bar Number 626166 

The Law Offices of Timothy Santelli, P.C. 
P.O. Box 19713 
Atlanta, Ga 30325 
(404) 351 - 8259(p) 
(404) 577 - 2293(t) 
santellilaw@bellsouth.net 
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CLAIM FOR DAMAGE, INSTRUCTIONS: Please read carefully the Instructions ori \he FORM APPROVED 

reverse side and supply information requested on both sides of this 0MB NO. 1105-0008 
INJURY, OR DEATH form. Use addi!ionai sl1eet(s} if necessary. See reverse side for 

additional instructions. 

1. Subrn,t 10 Appropriate Federal Agency: 2. Name, address of claimant, Md ciaimanfs personal representative if any. 
(See instn.rctions on reverse). Number, Stree1. City, State and Zip code. 

Federal Bureau of Prisons: USP Atlanta Howard Brons: 3432 Laura Ridge Rd. Nashville,TN 37167 
Attorney: Timothy Santelli: P.O. Box 19713 

Atlanta, Ga 30325 

3. TYPE OF EMPLOYMENT 4. DATE OF BIRTH 5. MARITAL STATUS 6. DATE AND DAY OF ACCIDENT 7. TIME (AM. OR P.M.J 

• MILITARY [8) CIVILIAN 08/05/1981 Single 10/12/2011 5:00 pm 
8. BASIS OF CLAIM (Stale in ae!ail the known facts and circumstances attending the damage, Injury, or ooa1h, iden1ifylng persons and property involved, the place of occurrence and 

1he cause !hereof. Use additional pages if necessa,y). 

See Attached Sheet 

9. PROPERTY DAMAGE 

NAME AND ADDRESS OF OVVNER, IF OTHER THAN CLAIMANT (Number. Street, City, State, and Zip Code). 

None 
BRIEFLY DESCRIBE THE PROPERTY, NATURE AND EXTENT OF THE DAMAGE AND THE LOCATION OF 'M-tERE THE PROPERTY MAY BE INSPECTED. 
(See i nslru ctions on revers a side). 

None 

m PERSONAL INJURY/WRONGFUL DEA TH 

STATE THE NATURE AND EXTENT OF EACH INJURY OR CAUSE OF DEATH, WHICH FORMS THE BASIS OF THE CLAIM. IF OTHER THAN CLAIMANT, STATE THE NAME 
OF THE INJURED PERSON OR DECEDENT. 

See attached sheet 

11. WITNESSES 

NAME ADDRESS (Number, Street, City, State, and Zip Code) 

Howard Brons.(father of Claimant) 3432 Laura Ridge Rd. Nashville,TN 37167 

Officer Rivera of Ofnce·of inspector General 401 West Peachtree St NW, Atlanta, GA 30308 

See attached sheet for additional persons 

12. (See instructions on reverse). AMOUNT OF CLAIM {in dollars) 

12a. f'ROPERTY DAMAGE 12b. PERSONAL INJURY 12c. WRONGFUL DEATH 12d. TOTAL(Failure to specify may cause 
forfeiture of your rights). 

0.00 1,000,000 0.00 1,000,000 
I CERTIFY THAT THE AMOUNT OF CL.AIM COVERS ONLY DAMAGES AND INJURIES CAUSED BY THE INCIDENT ABOVE AND AGREE TO ACCEPT SAID AMOUNT IN 
FULL SA Tl Sf ACTION ANO FINAL SETTLEMENT OF THIS CLAIM. 

13a. 7p;~ inslructions on reverse side). 13b. PHONE NUMBER OF PERSON SIGNING FORM 14. DATE OF SIGNATURE 

/4/5"-- 96J?- ~d' 9c2 IIJ</-1/-I3 , - '.,,:I~- - _.....,_,__ 

CIVIL PENALTY FOR PRESENTING CRIMINAL PENALTY FOR PRESENTING FRAUDULENT 
FRAUDULENT CLAIM CLAIM OR MAKING FALSE STATEMENTS 

The claimant is liable to the United Stales Government for a civil penalty of not less than ~ioe, imprisonment. or both. (See 1& U.S.C. 287, 1001.) 
$5.000 and not mote than $10,000, plus 3 times the an1oum of damages suatained 
1>y tt.e Go~emment. (See 31 u.s.c. 3729). 

Authorized for Local Reproduction 
Previous Edition is not Usable 

NSN 7540-0IJ-634-4046 STANDARD FORM 95 (REV. 212007) 
PRESCRIBED BY DEPT. OF JUSTICE 

95-109 
28 CFR 14.2 
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INSURANCE COVERAGE 

In order !hat subrogation ciaims may be adjudica1ed. i! is essential that the claimant prDllide the following information regarding !he insurance coverage of the vehicle or property. 

15 Do you carry accidenl lnsuranDe? 0 Yes If yes, give name and address of insurance company (Number, Street, City, Sta1e, arid Zip Co::ie) and policy number. [8J No 

16. Have you filed a claim with your insurance carrier in this instance. and if so, is ii full coverage 01 deductible? 0 Yes [8J No 17. If deductible, state amount. 

18. If a claim has been filed with your carrier. what a,;tlon has your insurer taken or proposed to take with reference lo your claim? (It is necessary that you ascertain these facts). 

19. Do you carry public liability a/Id property damage Insurance? 0 Yes If yes, gi11e nalllfl and address of insurance carrier (Number, Street, City, Staie, and Zip Code). [8J No 

INSTRUCTIONS 

Claims presented under the Federal Tort Claims Act should be submitted direcOy to the "appropriate Federal agency" whose 
employee(s) was involved In the Incident If the incident involves more than one claimant, each claimant should submit a separate 
claim fonn. 

Complete all Items • Insert the word NONE where appllcable. 

A CLAIM SHALL BE DEEMED TO HAVE SEEN PRESENTED WHEN A FEDERAL 
AGENCY RECEIVES FROM A CLAIMANT. HIS DULY AUTHORJZED AGENT, OR LEGAL 
REPRESENTATIVE. AN EXECUTED STANDARD FORM 95 OR OTHER WRITTEN 
NOTIFICATION OF AN INCIDENT, ACCOMPANIED BY A CLAIM FOR MONEY 

F allure to completely exec uw th Is form or to s 11pply the requested materla I within 
two years from the date the c!alm accrued may render your claim Invalid. A claim 
Is deemed presented when It I& received by the appropriate agency, not when ll Is 
malled. 

lt jnstruction is needed in com~ating this form, the a9ancy listed in item #1 on the re11erse 
side may be con1acted. Complete regutations par1ainlng to claims asserted under the 
Federal Tort Claim~ Act can be found in Tille 26, Code of Federal Regulafions, Part 14. 
Many agencies ha...e pub Ii shed supplementing rogulatlons. Ir more th an one agency is 
invot11ed, please sta1e each agency. 

The ciaim may be filled by a duly autholiwd agent or other legal representative, prOllided 
evjde nee satisfactory to the GO\lemment is submitted with lhe ciai m estabHsh i ll!l express 
authMty 10 ac1 for the claimant. A claim presented by an agent Of legal representaliV€ 
must be pre ore med in the name of the claimant. If tfle claim is signed by the a gen1 01 
legal representa11ve. It must show 1 he tllla or legal capacity of the person signing and be 
accompanied by ellidence of his/her authority to present a claim on behalf of the claimant 
as agent. executor. administrator, parent. guardian or other rapresenta1ill8. 

If claimant Intends to file for bo!h pe1sonal injury and property damage, lhe amount fm 
each must be shown in item number 12 ol this form. 

DAMAGES IN A~~ FOR INJURY TO DR LOSS OF PROPERTY, PERSONAL 
INJURY, OR DEATH ALLEGED TO HAVE OCCURRED BY REASON OF THE INCIDENT. 
THE CLAIM MUST BE PRESENTED TO THE APPROPRIATE FEDERAL AGENCY VVITHIN 
.IWQ..'(~Mffi AFTER THE CLAIM ACCRUES. 

The amourrt claimed should be substantiated by competent evidence as follows: 

(a) In support of the daim for personal injury or death, the claimant should submit a 
written report by the attending physician, showing too nature and extent of the injury, u,e 
nature and e:<lent ol treatment, the degree of permanent disability. if any, the prognosis, 
ana 1h11 period of hospitallzation, or incapaclta1ion, attaching Itemized bills for medical, 
hospital. or burial expenses actualiy Incurred 

(b) In support of claims for damage to property, which has been or can be economically 
repaired, the ctaimant should submit at least two Itemized signed s1atemel'l1s or estimates 
by reliable, disinterested concerns, or, if payment has bean made, the itemized signed 
recai pis evidencing pay me 1'11. 

(c) In ~upport cf claims for damage to property which is not economically repairable, or II 
the property is lost or destroyed, the claimant should submit s1atements as to the original 
cost ot the property, the date of p urchese, and the 11alue of the property, both belote and 
alter the accident. Such statements should be by disinlerested competent persons. 
preferably 1eputable dealers or officials familiar with the type of property damaged, or by 
two or mare competltille bidders, and should be cer1iliP.d as being just and correct. 

(c) Faflure to specify a sum certain will render your claim Invalid and may result In 
forfe lture of your rights. 

PRIVACY ACT NOTICE 

This Notice is pro11ided in accordance With the Plivacy Act. 5 U.S.C. 552a(e){3), and 
concerns the informa~on requested in the letter to wtik:h this Notice is a1tacned. 

A. Authority.· The requested information is solicited p ursuent to one or more of the 
following: S U.S.C. 301, 28 U.S.C. 501 et seq., 28 U.S.C. 267.1 et seq., 28 C.F.R. 
PM14, 

B. Principal Purpose: The Information requeS1ed is to be used in evaluating Claims. 
C. Routine Use: See the Notices of Systems of Recmds lor the agency to v.tiom you are 

submitting th is form for this informaNo n. 
D. /Effect orFai/ure to Respond: Disclosure is 11olun1ary. However, failure 10 supply the 

requested lnlormation or to execute the form may render your claim "invalid." 

PAPERWORK REDUCTION ACT NOTICE 

This notice is J1Ql!llJ( for the purpose of the Paperwork Reduction Act. 44 U. S.C. 3501. Public rep Ming burden Im this collection of Information is estin-.ated 10 a\18rage 6 hours per 
response, includjng the time for reviewing instroc1ior .. ,, searching existing da1a sources, ga11,eling and maintaining the data 11ee<led, and completing and reviewing the collection of 
information. Send comments regarding lh'.s burden estimate or any other aspecl oflhis collection of i11fO!mat1on, including suggestions for reducing this burden, to the Dlrector, Tons 
Branch. Attention: Papeiworll Reduction Staff, Ci11il Division, U.S. Departmenl ol Justice, Washington, DC 20530 or to the Office of Management and Budget. Do not mail completed 
form(s) to these addresses 

STANDARD FORM 95 REV. (2/2007) BACK 
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Continuation of Question 8 
Basis of Claim 

1. On September 26, 2011, Claimant, Howard Brons, was an inmate at a U.S. Penitentiary in 

Atlanta, Georgia. 

2. On or about September 26, 2011, Claimant sought medical attention for psoriasis on his 

genitalia from the prison physician and federal employee, Dr. Lewis Jackson. See Bureau of 

Prisons Health Services dated 09/26/2011 01ereinafter "Exhibit l "). 

3. During this visit Dr. Jackson proscribed a topical cream and ordered Mr. Brons, to return for 

follow up treatment. See Exhibit l. 

4. On or about October 12, 2011, during the follow up visit Dr. Jackson questioned Claimant 

about his genitalia and asked if there was any "redness" when Mr. Brons masturbated. 

5. Dr. Jackson then began to engage in a sexual act by touching Mr. Brous penis with his hands. 

See United States of America v. Lewis Jackson Grand Jury Charges, paragraphs #1 thru 6 

(hereinafter 11Exhibit 211
); 

a. See also Factual Proffer In Support of Guilty Plea, (hereinafter 11Exhibit 3 "). 

b. See also Victim notification statements dated 11/15/2012, 12/5/2012, and 2/4/2013 

(hereinafter "Exhibit 4"). 

6. Dr. Jackson continued to engage in a sexual act by touching Mr. Brons penis with his mouth 

and began preforming oral sex. See Exhibits 2, 3, and 4. 

7. As a direct result of the heinous acts described above, Mr. Brons has suffered damages 

described in question 10 and realleged herein. 
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Question 10 
Personal Injury/Wrongful Death 

1. Due to the heinous acts described in question 8 and realleged herein, Mr. Brons has suffered 

serious emotional distress which has manifested itself in physical symptoms. See Bureau of 
Prisons Health Services Clinical Encounter 11/02/201 l, "Subjective complaint11 pg 1; 

(hereinafter "Exhibit 511
);· 

a. See also Consent to Use of Tricycle Antidepressant Medication 11/02/2011, 

(hereinafter 11Exhibit 611
); 

b. See also Bureau of Prisons Health Services Clinical Encounter 12/02/2011 

"Health Problems" pg I (hereinafter "Exhibit 7") 
c. See also Bureau of Prisons Health Services Health Screen "Renew Medication 

Order" 12/20/2011 pg 4 (hereinafter "Exhibit 811
). 

c. See also Bureau of Prisons Health Services, Clinical Encounter, "Subjective 

Complaint", 12/23/2011 pg 1 (hereinafter "Exhibit 9"). 

d. See also Medication Administration Record 11/03/201 1 thru 07/23/2011 

(hereinafter "Exhibit 10"), 

2. On or about October 2011 thru January 2012, Mr. Brons entered into a depression which 

caused him insomnia, anxiety, racing thoughts which caused him to bite his nails off, erratic 

moods swings, appetite suppression, and decreased energy. See Exhibits 6 thru JO. 

3. OCGA § 34-7-20 states in part that "an employer must exercise ordinary care in the selection 
of employees, must not retain them after "knowledge of incompetency," and must warn other 
employees of dangers incident to employment that "the employer knows or ought to know but 
which are unknown to the employee." See also Tecumseh Products Co., Inc. v. Rigdon, 552 
S.E.2d 910, 912 (Ga. Ap. Ct. 2001). 

4. At the time of this heinous act, the Federal Bureau of Prisoners knew or should have known 

that Dr. Jackson, had previ_ously assaulted another inmate in Washington D.C. in 2008. See also 

Juluis Leroy Harrison v. Dr. Lewis Jackson M.D., J.A. Keller, U.S.A pg 6 (hereinafter "Exhibit 
2"). 

5. At the time of the assault, the Federal Bureau of Prisoners knew or should have known that 
Dr. Jackson, a federal employee, had violated three other imnates prior to the sexual act with Mr. 
Brons. 

6. As a direct proximate result of the Federal Bureau of Prisoners reckless and negligent conduct 
described herein, Mr. Brons incurred severe injuries. 

7. As a direct and proximate result of the reckless and negligent conduct described herein, Mr. 
Brons has suffered depression, anxiety, insomnia, lack of appetite and energy, and Mr. Brons 
manifesting these symptoms by biting his nails off. 
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Question 11 

Additional Witnesses 

1. Assistant U.S. Attorney Kurt R. Erskine 
75 Spring St. S.W. 
Suite 600 
Atlanta, GA 30303 

2. Dr. R. Martinez, federal doctor at Y AZ federal prison 
FCI Yazoo City Medium 
Federal Correctional Institution 
P.O. Box 5888 
Yazoo City, MS 39194 
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CERTIFIED MAIL 
70111150 00014362 8402 

Law Offices of Timothy J. Santelli. P.C. 
Attorney at Law 
P.O. Box 19713 
Atlanta, GA 30325 

Federal Bureau of Prisons 

Southeast Regional Oj]ice 

3800 Camp Creek Pkwy., SW., Bldg. 2000 
Atlanta, Georgia 30331-6226 

October 30, 2013 

RE: Administrative Claim Number TRT-SER-2013-04636 
BRONS, Howard - Federal Register No. 16352-075 

Dear Claimant: 

Your claim has been considered for administrative settlement under the Federal Tort Claims Act 
(FTCA), Title 28 United States Code (U.S.C.) Section 2672 et seq., and authority granted by 
Title 28 Code of Federal Regulations (C.F.R.) Section 0.172. Section 2672 of the FTCA 
delegates to each federal agency the authority to consider, determine and settle any claim for 
money damages against the United States for loss of personal property or injury caused by the 
negligent or wrongful act or omission of any employee of the agency while acting within the 
scope of his office or employment. 

You allege that on or about October 12,201 l, a physician employed by the Federal Bureau of 
Prisons (BOP) at the United States Penitentiary in Atlanta, Georgia, (USP Atlanta), engaged in a 
sexual act with Claimant Howard Brons, Federal Register Number 16352-075. You contend that 
the BOP either knew or should have known that this physician posed a threat to your client. 
Therefore, you maintain that the United States is liable on the basis of negligent hiring and 
retention. You assert that as a result of this alleged negligent conduct, Mr. Brons has suffered 
depression, anxiety, insomnia, lack of appetite and energy, and that the he manifests these 
symptoms by biting his nails. You are seeking $1,000,000 as compensation for his alleged 
personal injuries. 

Your FTCA claim has been investigated. Our investigation could not establish that Mr. Brons 
suffered an injury caused by the negligent or wrongful act or omission of any employee of the 
agency while acting within the scope of their office or employment. Based on the foregoing, 
your claim is denied. You are advised that if you are dissatisfied with our detennination in this 
matter, you are afforded six (6) months from the date of mailing of this communication within 
which to b1ing an FT A lawsuit in the appropriate United States District Court. 

s~, 

Craig A. Simmons 
Deputy Regional Counsel 
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AO 440 (Rev. 06112) Summon, in a Civil Action 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
for the 

Nrnihern District of Georgia 

Howard Brons 
91 o Nancy Dr. 

Murph eysboro, T n. 3 7129 

Plaintiff(s) 

V. 

United States of America 
Attorney General Eric Holder 

950 Pennsylvania Ave. 
Washington, DC 20530 

Def'endanl(s) 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

) 
) 
) 

Civil Action No. 

SUMMONS IN A CIVIL ACTION 

To: Wefe11da11t'.1· name and address) United States of America 
Attorney General Eric Holder 
950 Pennsylvania Ave. 
Washington, DC 20530 

A lawsuit has been filed against you. 

Within 21 days after service of this summons on you (not counting the day you received it) - or 60 days if you 
are the United States or a United States agency, or an officer or employee of the United Stat es described in Fed. R. Ci v. 
P. 12 (a)(2) or (3)-you must serve on the plaintiff an answer to the attached complaint or a motion under Rule 12 of 
the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. The answer or motion must be served on the plaintiff or plaintiff's attorney, 
whose name and address are: Timothy J. Santelli 

P.O. Box 19713 
Atlanta, Ga. 30325 

If you fail to respond, judgment by default will be entered against you for the relief demanded in the complaint. 
You also must file your answer or motion with the court. 

CLERK OF COURT 

Date: 03/25/2014 
Sixnature of Clerk or Deputy Clerk 
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AO 440 (Rev. 06112) Summon, in a Civil Action (Page 2) 

Civil Action No. 

PROOF 0}~ SERVICE 
(This section should not be filed with the court unless required by Fed. R. Civ. P. 4 (l)) 

This summons for (name of indiPidual and tirlc if anyi 

was received by me on (date) 

• I personally served the summons on the individual at (pince) 

on (dale) 

0 I left the summons at the individual's residence or usual place of abode with /nmne) 

; or 

, a person of suitable age and discretion who resides there, 

Date: 

on (dare) , and mailed a copy to the individual's last known address; or 

0 1 served the summons on (name of individual) 

designated by law to accept service of process on behalf of (1wme oforgani;cition) 

on (dale) 

0 I returned the summons unexecuted because 

0 Other ( spec(fy): 

My fees are$ for travel and$ for services, for a total of$ 

I declare under penalty of perjury that this information is true. 

SerFer"s signa/ure 

Printed name and rirle 

Server·s address 

Additional information regarding attempted service, etc: 

, who is 

; or 

; or 

0.00 
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AO 440 (Rev. 06112) Summon, in a Civil Action 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
for the 

Nrnihern District of Georgia 

Howard Brons 
91 o Nancy Dr. 

Murph eysboro, T n. 3 7129 

Plaintiff(s) 
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United States of America 
Attorney General Eric Holder 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR THE 
NORTHERN DISTRICT OF GEORGIA 

ATLANTA DIVISION 

HOWARD BRONS, )( 
)( 

Plaintiff, )( 
)( 

v. )( 
)( 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,)( 
Defendant. )( 

CIVIL ACTION NO. 
1: 14-CV-00864-WSD 

STIPULATION OF DISMISSAL 

The parties hereby stipulate pursuant to Rule 4l(a)(l)(ii) of the Federal 

Rules of Civil Procedure that the above-captioned action is voluntarily dismissed 

with prejudice and without costs or fees to either party. 

Respectfully submitted this 1st day of December, 2015. 

/s Timothy J. Santelli 

Timothy J. Santelli 
Law Offices of Timothy J. Santelli, P.C. 
P.O. Box 19713 
Atlanta, GA 30325 

/s Lisa Cooper 

Lisa Cooper 
Assistant US Attorney 
600 Richard B. Russell Building 
75 Ted Turner Drive 
Atlanta, GA 30303 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR THE 
NORTHERN DISTRICT OF GEORGIA 

ATLANTA DIVISION 

HOW ARD BRO NS, )( 
)( 

Plaintiff, )( 
)( 

v. )( 
)( 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,)( 
Defendant. )( 

CIVIL ACTION NO. 
1:14-CV-00864-WSD 

CERTIFICATION 

Pursuant to L.R. 7.1 (D) Northern District of Georgia, I certify that this 

document has been prepared in Times Roman Font 14 as approved by the Court in 

L.R. 5.1 B Northern District of Georgia. 

Law Office of Timothy J. Santelli, PC 
P.O. Box 19713 
Atlanta, GA 30325 
Telephone: (404) 351-8259 
Facsimile: (404) 577-2293 

Law Offices of Timothy J. Santelli, P.C. 

Is Timothy .J. Santelli 

TIMOTHY J. SANTELLI 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
Georgia State Bar No. 626166 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR THE 
NORTHERN DISTRICT OF GEORGIA 

ATLANTA DIVISION 

HOW ARD BRO NS, )( 
)( 

Plaintiff, )( 
)( 

v. )( 
)( 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,)( 
Defendant. )( 

CIVIL ACTION NO. 
1:14-CV-00864-WSD 

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I hereby certify that on the this date, I electronically filed the 

foregoing STIPULATION OF DISMISSAL with the Clerk of Court using the 

CM/ECF system which will automatically send e-mail notification of such filing to 

all attorneys of record as fo11ows: 

Lisa Cooper 
Assistant US Attorney 

600 Richard B. Russell Building 
75 Ted Turner Drive 
Atlanta, GA 30303 

This I st day of December, 2015. 

Law Offices of Timothy J. Santelli, P.C. 

/s Timothy J. Santelli 

TIMOTHY J. SANTELLI 
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Attorney for Plaintiff 
Georgia State Bar No. 626166 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF GEORGIA 

ATLANTA DIVISION 

HOW ARD BRONS, 

Plaintiff, 

v. 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 

Defendant. 

1 :14-cv-00864-WSD 

OPINION AND ORDER 

This matter is before the Court on the United States of America's 

("Defendant") Motion to Dismiss [8] Howard Brons's ("Plaintiff') Complaint [l] 

for lack of subject-matter jurisdiction, and failure to state a claim upon which relief 

can be granted. 

I. BACKGROUND 

On March 25, 2014, Plaintiff filed against Defendant a four-count 

Complaint, in which he asserted claims for (1) negligent hiring, (2) negligent 

retention, (3) respondeat superior, and (4) "[r]espondeat superior two." In 2011, 

Plaintiff was an inmate at the United States Penitentiary in Atlanta, Georgia 

("Penitentiary"). Plaintiff alleges that, on September 26, 2011, he was examined 

by Dr. Lewis Jackson ("Jackson"), a physician at the Penitentiary, in connection 
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with psoriasis on Plaintiff's genitalia. Plaintiff claims that, on October 12, 2011, 

Jackson asked Plaintiff "if there was any 'redness' when Plaintiff masturbated and 

f Jackson] began to engage in a sexual act by touching Plaintiff's penis with his 

hands." Compl. at 119. During this incident, Plaintiff states that Jackson continued 

to "engage in a sexual act by touching Plaintiff's penis with his mouth and began 

performing oral sex." Id. at 110. Plaintiff asserts that Jackson sexually assaulted 

at least two other inmates at the Penitentiary. Id. at 113. 

On July 25, 2012, Jackson was indicted, in the District of Columbia 

("D.C."), for sexually abusing an inmate in November 2008 at the Department of 

Corrections in D.C. Id. at 125. On January 15, 2013, Jackson pled guilty to those 

charges. 

On August 28, 2012, Jackson was indicted, in the Northern District of 

Georgia, for making false statements to federal agents, and sexually abusing three 

inmates at the Penitentiary in October 2011. On November 26, 2012, Jackson pied 

guilty to the sexual abuse charges in this Court. See United States v. Jackson, 

No. 1: 12-cr-00287-AT-AJB (N.D. Ga. 2012). 

Based on these alleged facts, Plaintiff claims that, when Defendant hired 

Jackson sometime before October 12, 2011, Defendant failed to conduct "a cursory 

background pre-employment and/or post-employment background review of 

2 
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Dr. Jackson," which, Plaintiff alleges, would have revealed that Jackson "was 

under prosecution at the time of the acts against [Plaintiff]." Id. at q{ 17. Plaintiff 

asserts that Defendant breached its duty when it hired Jackson with knowledge that 

he assaulted an inmate in Washington, D.C., in or about 2008, "prior to his hire 

date with the United States of America." Id. at q[ 24. Plaintiff alleges that "Dr. 

Lewis Jackson was a physician at a federal prison in the District of Columbia 

wherein he violated an inmate by performing a series of sexual acts upon him." Id. 

at <JI 27. Plaintiff also alleges that "[i ]n 20 l O Dr. Lewis Jackson was a physician at 

a federal prison in Atlanta, Ga wherein he violated inmate Julius Leroy Harrison 

by performing a series of sexual acts upon him." Id. at <JI 28. 

On June 30, 2014, Defendant moved to dismiss the Complaint on the 

grounds that the Court does not have subject-matter jurisdiction to address 

Plaintiff's negligent hiring and negligent retention claims. Defendant argues that 

the decisions to hire, supervise and retain employees are "discretionary 

function[ s]" of the United States that are not permitted to be brought under the 

Federal Tort Claims Act ("FTCA"). Defendant also argues that Plaintiff's 

respondeat superior claims are required to be dismissed because, under Georgia 

law, an employer is not vicariously liable for an employee's sexual misconduct 

when the employee's alleged acts are not within the employee's scope of 

3 
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employment. Defendant also asserts that, under Georgia law, an employer cannot 

be vicariously liable for the negligent acts of its human resources personnel. 

II. DISCUSSION 

A. Legal Standard 

1. Motion to Dismiss for Lack of Subject-Matter Jurisdiction 

A motion to dismiss for lack of subject-matter jurisdiction under Rule 

l 2(b )(1) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure may be either a "facial" or 

"factual" attack. Morrison v. Amway Corp., 323 F.3d 920, 924-25 n.5 

(11th Cir. 2003). In a facial attack on subject-matter jurisdiction, the Amended 

Complaint's allegations are deemed presumptively truthful, and the "court is 

required merely to look and see if the plaintiff has sufficiently alleged a basis of 

subject matter jurisdiction." Stalley ex rel. United States v. Orlando Reg'l 

Healthcare Sys., Inc., 524 F .3d 1229, 1233 (11th Cir. 2008) ( citations omitted). 

Factual attacks challenge subject-matter jurisdiction in fact, irrespective of 

the pleadings. Odyssey Marine Exploration, Inc. v. Unidentified Shipwrecked 

Vessel, 657 F .3d I I 59, I I 69 (l I th Cir. 20 I I) ( citations omitted). When resolving 

a factual attack, the Court may consider extrinsic evidence such as testimony and 

affidavits. Id. In a factual attack, the Court may independently weigh the facts and 

it is not "constrained to view them in the light most favorable to the 

4 
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non-movant." Id. The plaintiff has the burden to prove that jurisdiction exists, 

including that the discretionary function exception does not apply. Slappery v. 

U.S. Army Corps of Engs., 571 F. App'x 855, 856 (11th Cir. 2014). The plaintiff 

is required to produce facts that support the existence of subject-matter jurisdiction 

by a preponderance of the evidence. Hobbs v. Blue Cross Blue Shield of Ala., 276 

F.3d 1236, 1242 (11th Cir. 2001). 

In evaluating a factual attack, the Court is not required to apply a Rule 56 

summary judgment standard unless the jurisdictional basis of a claim is intertwined 

with the merits of the claim. Id. "[J]urisdiction becomes intertwined with the 

merits of a cause of action when a statute provides the basis for both the 

subject-matter jurisdiction of the federal court and the plaintiffs substantive claim 

for relief." Morrison, 323 F.3d 926. Here, jurisdiction is not intertwined with the 

merits of Plaintiff's claims because the FTCA governs the subject-matter 

jurisdiction of the Court, and Plaintiff's substantive claims are based on Georgia 

negligence law. See Odyssey, 657 F.3d at 1170. The Court thus applies the Rule 

12(b)(l) standard for factual challenges to subject-matter jurisdiction. Under a 

Rule l 2(b )( 1) standard, the Court is not required to view the facts in a light 

favorable to the plaintiff, or draw all inferences in plaintiff's favor, as it would 

under Rule 12(b )( 6) or Rule 56, and the Court is free to independently weight the 

5 
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facts. See Scarfo v. Ginsberg, 175 F. 3d 957,961 (11th Cir. 1999); see also 

Odyssey, 657 F.3d at 1169 (on appeal, district court's determination of facts is 

reviewed for clear error). 

The Court deems Defendant's Motion a facial and factual attack on the 

Complaint. It is considered a factual attack to the extent the Court was presented 

with and considered facts extrinsic to the Complaint, such as the date that Jackson 

was indicted in the Northern District of Georgia for sexual abuse. 

2. Motion to Dismiss for Failure to State a Claim 

Dismissal of a complaint, pursuant to Rule 12(b)(6), is appropriate "when, 

on the basis of a dispositive issue of law, no construction of the factual allegations 

will support the cause of action." Marshall Cnty. Bd. of Educ. v. Marshall Cnty. 

Gas Dist., 992 F.2d I I 7 I, I I 74 (l Ith Cir. I 993). In considering a motion to 

dismiss, the Court accepts the plaintiff's allegations as true and considers the 

allegations in the complaint in the light most favorable to the plaintiff. See 

Hishon v. King & Spalding, 467 U.S. 69, 73 (1984); Watts v. Fla. Int'l Univ., 

495 F.3d 1289, 1295 (11th Cir. 2007); see also Bryant v. Avado Brands, Inc., 

187 F. 3d 1271, 1273 n.1 (11th Cir. 1999). The Court is not required to accept a 

plaintiff's legal conclusions as true. See Sinaltrainal v. Coca-Cola Co., 578 F.3d 

1252, 1260 (11th Cir. 2009) (citing Ashcroft v. Iqbal, 556 U.S. 662, 678 (2009)), 

6 
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abrogated on other grounds by Mohamad v. Palestinian Auth., - U.S.-, 

132 S. Ct. 1702 (2012). The Court does not "accept as true a legal conclusion 

couched as a factual allegation." See Bell Atl. Corp. v. Twombly, 

550 U.S. 544, 555 (2007). The complaint, ultimately, is required to contain 

"enough facts to state a claim to relief that is plausible on its face." Twombly, 

550 U.S. at 570. 1 

To state a plausible claim for relief, the plaintiff must plead factual content 

that "allows the Court to draw the reasonable inference that the defendant is liable 

for the misconduct alleged." Iqbal, 556 U.S. at 678. "Plausibility" requires more 

than a "sheer possibility that a defendant has acted unlawfully," and a complaint 

that alleges facts that are "merely consistent with" liability "stops short of the line 

between possibility and plausibility of 'entitlement to relief."' Id. (citing 

Twombly, 550 U.S. at 557); see also Arthur v. JP Morgan Chase Bank, NA, 

569 F. App' x 669, 680 (11th Cir. 2014) (noting that Conley's "no set of facts" 

standard has been overruled by Twombly, and a complaint must contain "sufficient 

factual matter, accepted as true, to state a claim for relief that is plausible on its 

1 The Supreme Court explicitly rejected its earlier formulation for the Rule 
12(b)(6) pleading standard: '"[T]he accepted rule [is] that a complaint should not 
be dismissed for failure to state a claim unless it appears beyond doubt that the 
plaintiff can prove no set of facts in support of his claim which would entitle him 
to relief."' Twombly, 550 U.S. at 577 (quoting Conley v. Gibson, 355 U.S. 41, 
45-46 (1957)). 
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face."). "A complaint is insufficient if it 'tenders naked assertions devoid of 

further factual enhancement."' Tropic Ocean Airways, Inc. v. Floyd, 

- F. App'x -, No. 14-12424, 2014 WL 7373625, at *I (11th Cir. Dec. 30, 2014) 

(quoting Iqbal, 556 U.S. at 678). 

"To survive a motion to dismiss, plaintiffs must do more than merely state 

legal conclusions; they are required to allege some specific factual bases for those 

conclusions or face dismissal of their claims." Jackson v. BellSouth Telecomms., 

372 F.3d 1250, 1263 (11th Cir. 2004); see also White v. Bank of America, NA, 

- F. App'x -, No. 14-10318, 2014 WL 7356447, at *2 (11th Cir. Dec. 29, 2014) 

("[C]onclusory allegations, unwarranted deductions of facts or legal conclusions 

masquerading as facts will not prevent dismissal.") (quoting Oxford Asset Mgmt., 

Ltd. v. J aharis, 297 F.3d 1182, 1188 (11th Cir. 2002)). 2 

2 Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 8(a)(2) requires the plaintiff to state "a short and 
plain statement of the claim showing that the pleader is entitled to relief." Fed. R. 
Civ. P. 8(a)(2). In Twombly, the Supreme Court recognized the liberal minimal 
standards imposed by Federal Rule 8(a)(2) but also acknowledged that "[[]actual 
allegations must be enough to raise a right to relief above the speculative 
level .... " Twombly, 550 U.S. at 555. 

8 
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B. Analysis 

1. Negligent Hiring and Retention (Counts I and II) 

The United States, in the FTCA, waives its sovereign immunity from 

liability for certain negligent acts committed by employees of the United States. 

Ochran v. United States, 117 F.3d 495, 499 ( 11th Cir. 1997). The United States 

does not waive its sovereign immunity for claims based upon "the exercise or 

performance or the failure to exercise or perform a discretionary function or duty." 

28 U.S.C. § 2680(a). In determining if the "discretionary function" exception 

applies, the Court evaluates whether the federal employee's actions were 

(1) discretionary in nature, and (2) based on considerations of public policy. 

Cosby v. U.S. Marshals Service, 520 F. App'x 819,820 (11th Cir. 2013). The first 

prong of the "discretionary function" exception is met unless "a federal statute, 

regulation or policy specifically prescribes a course of action for an employee to 

follow." Id. (internal quotation marks and citations omitted). In the second prong, 

"the focus of the inquiry is not on the agent's subjective intent in exercising the 

discretion conferred by statute or regulation, but on the nature of the actions taken 

and on whether they are susceptible to policy analysis." Id. 

Courts have consistently held that governmental action regarding 

employment and termination are an exercise of policy judgment and fall within the 

9 
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discretionary function exception to the FTCA's waiver of sovereign immunity.3 

LeRose v. United States, 285 F. App'x 93, 97 (4th Cir. 2008); Sydnes v. United 

States, 523 F .3d 1179, 1185-86 (10th Cir. 2008); Bolduc v. United States, 

402 F.3d 50, 60-62 (1st Cir. 2005); Burkhart v. Washington Metro. Area Transit 

Auth., 112 F .3d 1207, 1217 (D. C. Cir. 1997); Tonelli v. United States, 

60 F.3d 492, 496 (8th Cir. 1995). There is, however, at ]east in one Circuit, an 

exception to this general rule. 

In Tonelli, the Eighth Circuit considered whether the "discretionary 

function" exception applied when the United States "fails to act when it had notice 

of illegal behavior." 60 F.3d at 496. The Eighth Circuit observed that "[f]ailure to 

act after notice of illegal action does not represent a choice based on plausible 

policy considerations," and found that the exception did not apply. Id. The Court 

concludes that Tonelli is consistent with our Circuit's consideration of the 

"discretionary function" exception in other types of cases and its reasoning would 

be followed in our Circuit. The Eight Circuit's reasoning in Tonelli may apply 

here because the facts alleged in Plaintiff's Complaint plausibly support that 

Defendant knew, or should have known, that Jackson was a sexual predator when 

Jackson was hired in 2011. Jackson is alleged to have sexua11y assaulted an inmate 

3 The Eleventh Circuit has not addressed this sovereign immunity issue directly. 
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at a "federal prison in the District of Columbia." Com pl. at ~I 27. Plaintiff also 

alleges that "[i]n 2010 [] Jackson was a physician at a federal prison in Atlanta Ga 

wherein he violated inmate Julius Leroy Harrison by performing a series of sexual 

acts upon him." Id. at~ 28. Plaintiff alleges that Defendant hired Jackson 

knowing about a sexual assault by Jackson on an inmate in or about 2008 in D.C., 

and hired, or retained, Jackson knowing about a sexual assault on an inmate, in 

2010, in Atlanta.4 

These alleged facts, which the Court considers to be true, supp011 at this 

stage of the proceedings that the BOP' s decision to hire, supervise and retain 

Jackson as a medical professional at the Penitentiary may not be protected by the 

discretionary function exception if the BOP failed to act after it knew, or had 

reason to know, that Jackson, in 2008 and 2010, sexually assaulted inmates in D.C. 

and Atlanta. After committing these alleged sexual assaults on inmates, Jackson 

was hired and retained by the Penitentiary in Atlanta. Three years after the first 

alleged sexual assault by Jackson on an inmate, Plaintiff alleges, Jackson sexually 

assaulted him while Plaintiff was an inmate at the Penitentiary. Whether these 

4 Jackson's alleged sexual abuse of an inmate in D.C. occurred before he was 
hired at the Penitentiary in Atlanta. Even if the 2010 Atlanta incident occurred at 
the same federal prison at which Plaintiff alleges he was assaulted and after 
Jackson was hired, the Court finds that the 2008 incident at the federal institution 
in D.C. is sufficient to invoke the reasoning and application of Torelli. 

1 I 
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prior sexual assaults in D.C. and Atlanta were known, or should have been known, 

to the Government before it hired or retained Jackson at the Penitentiary is a 

disputed issue of fact. In considering Defendant's Motion to Dismiss as a facial 

and factual attack on the Complaint, the Court finds that the Complaint contains 

plausible allegations that Defendant may have acted negligently in hiring and 

retaining Jackson at the Penitentiary. If the facts show that Defendant knew, or 

had reason to know, that Jackson was a sexual predator, it is possible that 

Defendant is not entitled to the rely on the "discretionary function" exception to 

the FTCA. Defendant's Motion to Dismiss Plaintiff's claims for negligent hiring 

and negligent retention is denied. 

2. Respondeat Superior Liability for Jackson's Conduct 
(Count Ill) 

Count III of the Complaint alleges that Defendant is vicariously liable for 

Jackson's sexual misconduct at the Penitentiary. Under the FTCA, Defendant 

waives its sovereign immunity for 

injury or loss of property, or personal injury or death caused by the 
negligent or wrongful act or omission of an employee of the 
Government while acting within the scope of his office or 
employment, under circumstances where the United States, if a 
private person, would be liable to the claimant in accordance with the 
law of the place where the act or omission occurred. 

12 
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28 U.S.C. § 1346(b). Georgia law thus determines whether Plaintiff can state a 

respondeat superior claim against the United States based on the October 12, 2011, 

sexual assault, alleged to have occurred in Georgia. See Bennett v. United States, 

102 F.3d 486, 489 (11th Cir. 1996). 

In Georgia, an employer is liable for torts committed by its employee if the 

employee acted (1) within the scope of the employer's business, and (2) in 

furtherance of the employer's business. Piedmont Hospital, Inc. v. Palladino, 580 

S.E.2d 215, 217 (Ga. 2003). An employer is not liable for a tortious act committed 

by an employee "for purely personal reasons disconnected from the authorized 

business of the [employer]." Id. (internal quotation marks and citations omitted). 

In Palladino, an employee of Piedmont Hospital ("Piedmont") was 

authorized to "check the plaintiff's groin area for any bleeding or complications, 

clean the area, and, if necessary, move [the plaintiffs] testicles in order to perform 

these tasks." Id. at 216. Piedmont's employee allegedly rubbed the plaintiff's 

penis with both hands, and placed his mouth near the penis. Id. The Georgia 

Supreme Court held that the employee's acts "(l) were committed for purely 

personal reasons associated solely with [the employee's] own gratification, and 

(2) were entirely disconnected from the scope of [his] employment with 

Piedmont []." Id. at 217. The Georgia Supreme Court also held that the 

13 
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employee's actions were not in furtherance of Piedmont's business because the 

employee was not authorized to sexually stimulate the plaintiff's genitals. Id. at 

218. 

Jackson's alleged sexual assault on Plaintiff was outside the scope of his 

employment with the BOP because he committed the acts for his own sexual 

gratification. Jackson's actions also were not in fmtherance of the BOP's business 

because he was not authorized to sexually stimulate Plaintiff's genitalia with his 

hands or his mouth. Count III of the Complaint is required to be dismissed. 

3. Respondeat Superior Liability for Alleged Human Resources 
Negligence ( Count IV) 

Count IV of the Complaint asserts a claim against Defendant for the alleged 

negligence of human resources ("HR") personnel in failing to "monitor, supervise 

and evaluate the work" of Jackson. Plaintiff contends that Defendant "is 

responsible for the actions of those employees that research, evaluate and 

investigate the background of such employees like [Jackson] and/or monitor, 

supervise, and evaluate [Jackson] while an employee at the [Penitentiary]." 

Campi. at 'J[ 36. 

Defendant argues that, under Georgia law, an employer cannot be 

vicariously liable for the negligent acts of its HR personnel. Defendant's argument 

is based on a misinterpretation of a footnote in Doe v. Fulton-DeKalb Hosp. Auth., 

14 
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628 F.3d 1325, 1335 n.25 (11th Cir. 2010). In footnote 25, the Eleventh Circuit 

expressed doubt whether Georgia law allows a plaintiff to hold an individual 

employee in an HR department liable as a joint tort-feasor for the alleged 

negligence of an employee hired and vetted by the HR department. Id. In the 

same footnote, the Eleventh Circuit notes that it did not question the 

well-established principle that, under Georgia law, "negligence of an employee 

may expose an employer to liability under the theory of respondeat superior." Id. 

Here, Plaintiff does not seek to impose liability on individual HR personnel. 

Plaintiff claims that Defendant-as the employer of Jackson and HR personnel-is 

liable, under a respondeat superior theory, for the negligence of its HR personnel in 

selecting and retaining Jackson at the Penitentiary. Because it is alleged that 

Jackson sexually assaulted an inmate in D.C. in 2008 and in Atlanta in 2010, and 

was hired and retained by the Penitentiary despite committing sexual misconduct 

in the past, the Complaint asserts a plausible respondeat superior claim against 

Defendant for the alleged negligence of its HR personnel in selecting and retaining 

Jackson. Defendant's Motion to Dismiss Count IV of the Complaint is denied. 

III. CONCLUSION 

Accordingly, for the foregoing reasons, 

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that Defendant's Motion to Dismiss [8] is 
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GRANTED IN PART and DENIED IN PART. It is GRANTED with respect to 

Plaintiff's respondeat superior claim, based on Jackson's conduct, in Count Ill. It 

is DENIED with respect to Defendant's argument that the Court lacks 

subject-matter jurisdiction over Plaintiff's negligent hiring and negligent retention 

claims in Counts I and II, and Plaintiff's respondeat superior claim, based on 

alleged human resources negligence, in Count IV. 

SO ORDERED this 12th day of February, 2015. 

WILLIAMS. DUFFEY, JR. 
UNITED ST A TES DISTRICT JUDGE 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR THE 
NORTHERN DISTRICT OF GEORGIA 

ATLANTA DIVISION 

HOWARD BRONS, 

Plaintiff, 

VS. 

CIVIL ACTION NO. 

I: 14-CV-0864-WSD 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 

Defendant. 

STIPULATION FOR COMPROMISE SETTLEMENT AND RELEASE OF 
FEDERAL TORT CLAIMS ACT CLAIMS PURSUANT TO 28 U.S.C. ' 2677 

It is hereby stipulated by and between the undersigned plaintiff (meaning any person, 

other than the defendant and the attorneys, signing this agreement, whether or not a party to this 

civil action), and the United States of America, by and through their respective attorneys, as 

follows: 

1. The parties do hereby agree to settle and compromise each and every claim of any 

kind, whether known or unknown, arising directly or indirectly from the acts or omissions that 

gave rise to the above-captioned action under the tenns and conditions set forth in this 

Settlement Agreement. 

2. The United States of America agrees to settle this matter for thirteen thousand seven 

hundred and fifty dollars ($13,750.00), which sum shall be in full settlement and satisfaction of 

any and all claims, demands, rights, and causes of action of whatsoever kind and nature, arising 

from, and by reason of any and all known and unknown, foreseen and unforeseen bodily and 



personal injuries, damage to property and the consequences thereof, resulting, and to result, from 

the subject matter of this settlement, including any claims for wrongful death, for which plaintiff 

or his guardians, heirs, executors, administrators, or assigns, and each of them, now have or may 

hereafter acquire against the United States of America, its agents, servants, and employees. 

3. Plaintiff and his guardians, heirs, executors, administrators or assigns hereby agree to 

accept the sums set forth in this Stipulation of Compromise Settlement in full settlement, 

satisfaction, and release of any and all claims, demands, rights, and causes of action of 

whatsoever kind and nature, including claims for wrongful death, arising from, and by reason of 

any and all known and unknown, foreseen and unforeseen bodily and personal injuries, damage 

to property and the consequences thereof which they may have or hereafter acquire against the 

United States of America, its agents, servants and employees on account of the same subject 

matter that gave rise to the above-captioned action, including any future claim or lawsuit of any 

kind or type whatsoever, whether known or unknown, and whether for compensatory or 

exemplary damages. Plaintiff and his guardians, heirs, executors, administrators or assigns 

further agrees to reimburse, indemnify and hold harmless the United States of America, its 

agents, servants, and employees from and against any and all such causes of action, claims, liens, 

rights, or subrogatcd or contribution interests incident to or resulting from further litigation or the 

prosecution of claims by plaintiff or his guardians, heirs, executors, administrators or assigns 

against any third party or against the United States, including claims for wrongful death. 

4. This stipulation for compromise settlement is not, is in no way intended to be, and 

should not be construed as, an admission of liability or fault on the part of the United States, its 

agents, servants, or employees, and it is specifically denied that they are liable to the plaintiff. 

2 



This settlement is entered into by all parties for the purpose of compromising disputed claims 

under the Federal Tort Claims Act and avoiding the expenses and risks of further litigation. 

5. It is also agreed, by and among the parties, that the respective parties will each bear 

their own costs, fees, and expenses and that any attorney's fees owed by the plaintiff will be paid 

out of the settlement amount and not in addition thereto. 

6. It is also understood by and among the parties that pursuant to Title 28, United States 

Code, Section 2678, attorney's fees for services rendered in connection with this action shall not 

exceed 25 per centum of the amount of the compromise settlement. 

7. The persons signing this Settlement Agreement warrant and represent that they 

possess full authority to bind the persons on whose behalf they are signing to the terms of the 

settlement. 

8. Payment of the settlement amount will be made by check drawn on the Treasury of 

the United States for thirteen thousand seven hundred and fi fly do liars ($1 3,750) and made 

payable to Howard Brons, plaintiff, and the Law Offices of Timothy J. Santelli, PC, plaintiff's 

attorney. The check will be mailed to plaintiffs attorney at the following address: 

Law Offices of Timothy J. Santelli, PC 
PO Box 19713 
Atlanta, GA 30325 

Plaintiff's attorney agrees to distribute the settlement proceeds to plaintiff, and to obtain a 

dismissal of the above-captioned action with prejudice, with each party bearing its own fees, 

costs, and expenses. 

9. The parties agree that this Stipulation for Compromise Settlement and Release, 

including all the tenns and conditions of this compromise settlement and any additional 

3 



agreements relating thereto, may be made public in their entirety, and the plaintiff expressly 

consents to such release and disclosure pursuant to 5 U .S.C. 1 552a(b ). 

10. It is contemplated that this Stipulation may be executed in several counterparts, 

with a separate signature page for each party. All such counterparts and signature pages, 

together, shall be deemed to be one document. 

Howard Brons 
Plaintiff 

Timothy J. Santelli 
Attorney for Plaintiff 

Darcy F. Coty 
Assistant United States Attorney 
Attorney for the United States of America 

Date 

Date 

Date 
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13 DEANNA HOUSTON, an individual, .... " 
Case No. 1,V O 8 - 0 I Q 7 6 

14 

15 

16 

Plaintiff, 

vs. 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
17 U.S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE, 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS, 
18 JULIO MACIAS, and DOES 1 through 

50, 
19 

Defendants. 

COMPLAINT 

(Federal Tort Claims Act, 
28 U.S.C.§2674); Bivens type action 

[DEMAND FOR TRIAL BY JURY] 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

Plaintiff DEANNA HOUSTON herein alleges: 

I. 

PARTIES 

1. Plaintiff, DEANNA HOUSTON, an individual, is and at all times 

25 mentioned herein was, a resident of the State of California, and within the boundaries 

26 of the Central District of the State of California. Plaintiff sues individually under the 

27 Federal Tort Claims Act, 28 U.S.C. §2674, for damages she sustained as a proximate 

28 
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1 and direct result of the tortious, illegal and unlawful acts of defendant the State of 

2 California and its agencies, agents and employees. 

3 2. Defendant, THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA ("U.S.A.") is the 

4 entity of which the other defendants are agencies. 

5 3. Defendants, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE ("U.S.D.J.'') and 

6 FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS ("FBP"), are agencies ofDefendant the U.S.A., 
) 

7 and at all relevant times were controlled and operated by the U.S.A. 

8 4. Defendant JULIO MACIAS ("MACIAS") is an individual, and at all 

9 relevant times herein was a law enforcement officer, acting as a correctional officer 

10 at the Federal Correctional Complex in Victorville, California ("FCC Victorville"), 

11 and was an employee, agent and/or servant of Defendants U.S.A., U.S.D.J. and FBP, 

12 acting within the course and scope of said employment, agency and/or service and 

13 under color of authority. 

14 5. Plaintiff is ignorant of the true names and capacities of Defendants sued 

15 herein as DOES 1 through 50, inclusive, and therefore sues these Defendants by such 

16 fictitious names. Plaintiff is infonned and believes and thereupon alleges that each 

17 of the fictitiously named Defendants is legally responsible, intentionally, negligently, 

18 or in some other actionable manner for the events and happenings hereinafter referred 

19 to, and thereby legally caused the injuries, damages, and violations and/or and 

20 deprivation of rights hereinafter alleged. Plaint_iff will seek leave of court to amend 

21 her complaint to state the true names and/or capacities of said fictitiously named 

22 Defendants when the same have been ascertained. 

23 

24 

II. 

JURISDICTION AND VENUE 

25 6. This court has jurisdiction over this dispute and the parties pursuant to 

26 the Federal Tort Claims Act, 28 U.S.C. §§ 1331, 1346, 2671-2680, et seq. 

27 7. Venue is proper, pursuant to 28 U.S.C. §1391, as the underlying acts, 

28 _omissions, events, injuries and related facts and circumstances upon which the 

COMPLAINT FOR DAMAGES 
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1 present action is based, occurred in the City of Victorville, State of California, and 

2 within the Central District of this Court. 

3 III. 

4 FACTUAL ALLEGATIONS 

5 8. At all relevant times, Plaintiff was incarcerated at FCC Victorville, 

6 controlled, operated and/or managed by Defendants U.S.A., U.S.D.J. and FBP. 

7 9. At all relevant times, Defendant MACIAS was a law enforcement agent, 

8 acting as a correctional officer at FCC Victorville, and was an employee, agent and/or 

9 servant of Defendants U.S.A., U.S.D.J. and FBP, acting in the course and scope of 

10 said employment, agency and/or service and under color of authority. 

11 10. On or about July 2005, Plaintiff was assigned to work as a tool room 

12 clerk, and was supervised by Defendant MACIAS. 

13 11. Beginning July 2005, and continuing until August 2005, Defendant 

14 MACIAS, while supervising Plaintiffs work, sexually assaulted Plaintiff, by telling 

15 her "you 're very beautiful,'' "I would like to wrestle with you," "you have nice 

16 breasts," your ass looks nice," "nice legs," and "it must be very frustrating sexually 

17 for you being locked up." Defendant MACIAS further told Plaintiff he loved her and 

18 wrote her love letters. Although Plaintiff found these remarks and letters to be 

19 inappropriate, insulting and harassing, she did not confront Defendant MACIAS due 

20 to the position of authority Defendant MACIAS had over Plaintiff, and because she 

21 was threatened and intimidated by Defendant MACIAS. 

22 12. Defendant MACIAS further sexually assaulted Plaintiff, by, inter alia, 

23 grabbing her breasts, and placing his hand inside the front her pants and reaching 

24 down until his hand was on her vagina and he would rub it. Further, Defendant 

25 MACIAS ordered Plaintiff not to tuck in her tee shirt, so he could get underneath it 

26 and feel her breasts. 

27 Ill 

28 
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1 13. On or about August 2005, Defendant MACIAS ordered Plaintiff, who 

2 was authorized to drive a truck at the prison, to drive him to the windmill out in the 

3 desert. Upon arrival, Defendant MACIAS ordered Plaintiff to get out of the truck and 

4 go inside the windmill with him. Plaintiff refused, which angered Defendant 

5 MACIAS. He removed the keys from the ignition, and ordered Plaintiff to remove 

6 her pants. When Plaintiff refused, Defendant MACIAS yelled, "shut up and pull 
i 

7 your pants down." Plaintiff became terrified and was in a state of shock. Defendant 

8 MACIAS then pushed Plaintiffs legs apart, placed his head between her legs and 

9 orally copulated her. 

10 14. On another occasion, while Plaintiff was working in the tool room, 

11 Defendant MACIAS told Plaintiff that he was tired of Plaintiff"standing him up" and 

12 that he wanted to make love to her. Plaintiff started to cry, and told him," I can't do 

13 that." Defendant MACIAS begged her, and when Plaintiff continued to refuse, he 

14 ordered her into the tool room. Once inside the tool room, Defendant MACIAS 

15 locked the door and ordered Plaintiff to take off her clothes. Defendant MACIAS 

16 then started kissing Plaintiff on her mouth, neck, breasts and upper legs. He picked 

17 her up and had sexual intercourse with her. 

18 15. During this entire time, Plaintiff was crying continuously. After 

19 Defendant MACIAS was finished, Plaintiff asked if she could go to the restroom to 

20 clean up. While Plaintiff was cleaning up in the women's restroom, Defendant 

21 MACIAS walked in, pushed her against the wall and raped her from behind. 

22 16. During the months of July-August 2005, Defendant MACIAS continued 

23 to sexually assault Plaintiff on various occasions, all while in the course and scope 

24 of his employment, and using the power and authority he had over Plaintiff. 

25 17. During the entire period described herein above, Plaintiff chose not to 

26 report Defendant MACIAS' conduct, as she felt threatened and intimidated, and 

27 believed that if she did not comply, she would be victimized and retaliated against by 

28 Defendant MACIAS. Plaintiff was further afraid that if she told anyone about the 
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1 sexual assaults, Defendant MACIAS would use his position and authority to cease her 

2 visitation rights to see her five-year old son. Plaintiff was further afraid that she 

3 would be transfefted away from Victorville prison, making it harder for her son, who 

4 resided in Victorville, to visit her, thereby reducing the frequency of his visits. 

5 18. In August 2005, Plaintiff was ordered to perform a sexual assault 

6 examination, which revealed that she had, in fact, had sexual intercourse. Plaintiff 
J 

7 was then transferred from Victorville to Dublin. 

8 19. On or about April 20, 2007, Plaintiff duly filed an Administrative Claim, 

9 pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Tort Claims Act, 28 U.S.C. §2675 et seq. 

10 Said claim was denied on August 30, 2007. 

11 IV. 

12 FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION 

13 

14 

SEXUAL ASSAULT AND BATTERY 

AGAINST DEFENDANTS U.S.A .• U.S.D.J. and FBP 

15 20. Plaintiffhereby realleges and incorporates each and every allegation set 

16 forth in Paragraphs 1 through 19 as fully as though set forth at length herein. 

17 21. At no time did Plaintiff welcome, invite, solicit, or consent to any of 

18 Defendant MACIAS' sexual advances and assaults described herein above. 

19 22. Plaintiff also alleges that she never consented to the contact by 

20 Defendant MACIAS, and that said contact was intentional, unlawful, hannful and/or 

21 offensive, and thus amounted to sexual assault and battery. 

22 23. Defendant MACIAS was only able to have contact with her and commit 

23 the acts described herein above, due to the force and authority of the position he held. 

24 Defendant MACIAS had substantial authority and varied control over Plaintiff, by 

25 virtue of his position as a correctional officer, and used said authority and control to 

26 sexually assault and rape Plaintiff. By performing the acts described herein above, 

27 Defendant MACIAS misused and took advantage of his force and authority as a 

28 correctional officer. 
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1 24. In acting in the way described herein above, Defendant MACIAS acted 

2 with the intent to have sexual contact with Plaintiff in order to satisfy his own sexual 

3 gratification. 

4 25. As a direct and proximate result of the acts described herein above, 

5 Plaintiff suffered humiliation, mental anguish, emotional and physical distress, insult, 

6 indignity, has been injured in her body, mind, health, emotional tranquility and peace 
i 

7. of mind, has suffered anxiety, worry, sleepless nights, headaches, and has otherwise 

8 been damaged generally, actually, specially, and consequentially, all in a sum not yet 

9 fully ascertained. 

10 26. The actions described herein above arise from the acts of Defendant 

11 MACIAS, a federal law enforcement officer, and, therefore, Defendants U.S.A., 

12 U.S.D.J. and FBP are liable for said actions pursuant to 28 U.S.C. §2680(h). 

13 V. 

14 SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION 

15 

16 

INTENTIONAL INFLICTION OF EMOTIONAL DISTRESS 

AGAINST DEFENDANTS U.S.A., U.S.D.J. and FBP 

17 27. Plaintiff hereby realleges and incorporates each and every allegation set 

18 forth in Paragraphs 1 through 26 as fully as though set forth at length herein. 

19 28. Plaintiff is informed and believes, and thereupon alleges, that m 

20 performing the acts described herein above, Defondant MACIAS acted with the intent 

21 to force physical relations upon Plaintiff's body and person, knowing and intending 

22 that such contact would be offensive and insulting to Plaintiff. Plaintiff is further 

23 infonned and believes and thereupon alleges, that the acts described herein above 

24 were outrageous and done with the intent of causing, or reckless disregard to the 

25 probability of causing, severe emotional distress, and did actually cause severe 

26 _ emotional distress to Plaintiff. 

27 29. As a direct and proximate result of the acts described herein above, 

28 Plaintiff suffered the damages alleged herein above. 
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1 30. The actions described herein above arise from the acts of Defendant 

2 MACIAS, a federal law enforce~ent officer, and, therefore, Defendants U.S.A., 

3 U.S.D.J. and FBP are liable for said actions pursuant to 28 U.S.C. §2680(h). 

4 VI. 

5 

6 

THIRD CAUSE OF ACTION 

NEGLIGENT HIRING. RETENTION AND SUPERVISION 

7 AGAINST DEFENDANTS U.S.A., U.S.D.J. and FBP 

8 31. Plaintiff hereby realleges and incorporates each and every allegation set 

9 forth in Paragraphs 1 through 30 herein above, as though fully set forth at length 

10 herein. 

11 32. Plaintiff alleges that by incarcerating her, Defendants U.S.A., U.S.D.J. 

12 and FBP, acted to restrain her freedom to act on her own behalf, and, therefore, said 

13 Defendants stood in a special relationship with Plaintiff and were under an 

14 affirmative duty to protect Plaintiff and insure Plaintiff's safety and general well-

15 being. 

16 33. Plaintiff is informed and believes, and thereupon alleges, that at all 

17 relevant times, Defendant MACIAS was an agent and/or servant and/or employee of 

18 Defendants U.S.A., U.S.D.J. and FBP and was hired by them as a correctional officer 

19 to oversee inmates. Due to the trust and authority given to Defendant MACIAS by 

20 virtue of his position, and due to the power_ differential between Plaintiff and 

21 Defendant MACIAS by virtue of his position, a fiduciary and/or special relationship 

22 existed between Plaintiff and Defendants U.S.A., U.S.D.J. and FBP. 

23 34. Plaintiff is further informed and believes, and thereon alleges, that by 

24 hiring and employing Defendant MACIAS, and placing him in a position of trust and 

25 special relationship with inmates, Defendants U.S.A., U.S.D.J. and FBP held 

26 Defendant MACIAS out to inmates in general and to Plaintiff in particular, as a 

27 competent and trustworthy correctional officer. 

28 
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1 3 5. Plaintiff is informed and believes, and thereupon alleges, that Defendants 

2 U.S.A., U.S.D.J. and FBP owed Plaintiff a duty to use reasonable and due care in 

3 carefully selecting, retaining, and supervising their agents, servants and/or employees 

4 in general, and Defendant MACIAS in particular, and further, owed Plaintiff a duty 

5 to continuously review and evaluate the competency and fitness of their agents, 

6 servants and/or employees and to insure that their agents, servants and/or employees 
) 

7 were fit and competent for the tasks for which they were hired. 

8 36. Plaintiff is further informed and believes, and thereupon alleges, that 

9 Defendants U.S.A., U.S.D.J. and FBP had a duty to supervise their staff, agents, and 

10 employees, in general, and Defendant MACIAS in particular, because it placed them 

11 in a unique position of trust, confidence and authority, under which inmates in 

12 general, and Plaintiff in particular, should feel safe from sexual molestation and 

13 abuse. 

14 37. Plaintiff further alleges that Defendants U.S.A., U.S.D.J. and FBP 

15 negligently, carelessly, recklessly, and/or in deliberate and reckless indifference to 

16 the rights of inmates, employed and retained employees, servants and/or agents, 

17 including Defendant MACIAS, who said Defendants knew, or reasonably should 

18 have known, had dangerous propensities for abusing and/or neglecting their authority 

19 and using, and/or allowing to be used, upon inmates such sexual assaults and 

20 batteries. 

21 3 8. Plaintiff is informed and believes, and thereupon alleges, that Defendants 

22 U.S.A., U.S.D.J. and FBP failed to conduct a proper background check prior to hiring 

23 Defendant MACIAS, and failed to investigate and/or make proper inquiry regarding 

24 Defendant MACIAS' competency and fitness to perform the task for which he was 

25 hired, and further, that a proper background check and/or investigation and/or inquiry 

26 would have revealed that Defendant MACIAS was incompetent and unfit to perform 

27 the tasks for which he was hired. 

28 Ill 
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1 39. Defendants U.S.A., U.S.D.J. andFBP knew, or reasonably should have 

2 known, ofDefendant MACIAS' dangerous propensities as a sexual exploiter, and that 

3 he was unfit and incompetent for the specific tasks for which he was hired, and 

4 breached their duty to Plaintiff by hiring Defendant MACIAS, exposing him to 

5 Plaintiff and placing hhn in a position of trust and authority where he was able to 

6 hann Plaintiff, and did in fact harm Plaintiff . 
. J 

7 40. Plaintiff further alleges that Defendants U.S.A., U.S.D.J. and FBP 

8 inadequately supervised, trained, controlled, assigned and disciplined their 

9 employees, servant and/or agents, including Defendant MACIAS, who said 

10 Defendants knew, or in the exercise of reasonable care should have known, had the 

11 afore-described propensities and character traits. 

12 41. Plaintiff further alleges that Defendants U.S.A., U.S.D.J. and FBP 

13 maintained grossly inadequate procedures for reporting, supervising, investigating, 

14 reviewing, disciplining and controlling the conduct of their employees, servants 

15 and/or agents, including Defendant MACIAS, particularly with respect to illegal acts, 

16 assaults and batteries (sexual and otherwise). 

17 42. By hiring Defendant MACIAS, despite his known dangerous 

18 propensities, and by failing to properly investigate and/or inquire regarding 

19 Defendant MACIAS' competency and fitness to perform the task for which he was 

20 hired, and further, by failing to continuously_ supervise and evaluate Defendant 

21 MACIAS, Defendants U.S.A., U.S.D.J. and FBP breached their duty to Plaintiff. 

22 43. Plaintiff is further informed and believes, and thereupon alleges, that 

23 Defendant U.S.A., U.S.D.J. and FBP did nothing to stop Defendant MACIAS from 

24 engaging in inappropriate sexual conduct, even after they knew, or should have 

25 reasonably known, of Defendant MACIAS' deviant propensities. 

26 44. Plaintiff further alleges that the wrongful conduct conunitted herein is 

27 just one typical example of the implementation of a larger policy, pattern and practice 

28 _of Defendants U.S.A., U.S.D.J. and FBP to, under color of law, deprive inmates of 
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1 their inalienable rights, by failing to protect them from harm or violence by persons 

2 such as Defendant MACIAS. Furthermore, said conduct also evidences a related 

3 policy, pattern and practice of committing, condoning, ratifying, approving, and 

4 otherwise tacitly approving, by condoning, overlooking and failing to prevent by 

5 arrest or appropriate discipline, acts of assault and battery, sexual or otherwise. 

6 45. As a direct and proximate result of the acts described herein above, 
J 

7 Plaintiff suffered the damages alleged herein above. 

8 VII. 

9 FORTH CAUSE OF ACTION 

10 VIOLATION OF CIVIL RIGHTS 

11 (BIVENS TYPE ACTION) 

12 AGAINST DEFENDANT MACIAS 

13 46. Plaintiff hereby re-alleges and incorporates each and every allegation set 

14 forth in Paragraphs 1 through 45 herein above, as though fully set forth at length 

15 herein. 

16 47. This cause of action arises under Title 42, United States Code,§§ 1983, 

17 1985 and 1988, wherein Plaintiff seeks to redress deprivations under color of law, of 

18 rights, privileges and immunities secured to her by the Fourth, Eighth and Fourteenth 

19 Amendments to the Constitution of the United States. 

20 48. Plaintiff is informed and believes, ~nd thereupon alleges, that in doing 

21 the acts described herein, Defendant MACIAS deprived her of her right to security 

22 of her person from sexual assaults and batteries and unjustified force and bodily 

23 injury in violation of the Fourth Amendment to the Constitution of the United States, 

24 her right to be free from cruel and unusual punishment in violation of the Eighth 

25 Amendment to the Constitution of the United States, and her right to Due Process of 

26 Law in violation of the Eighth and Fourteenth Amendments to the Constitution of the 

27 United States. 

28 
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1 49. As a direct and proximate result of the acts described herein above, 

2 Plaintiff suffered the dainages alleged herein above. 

3 50. The· actions described herein above arise from the acts of Defendant 

4 MACIAS, a federal law enforcement officer, and, therefore, Defendants U.S.A., 

5 U.S.D.J. and FBP. are liable for said actions pursuant to 28 U.S.C. §2680(h). 

6 51. The actions described herein above were intended by Defendant 
J 

7 MACIAS to cause injury to Plaintiff and/or was carried on by Defendant MACIAS 

8 with a conscious disregard of the rights and safety of Plaintiff, and was, therefore, 

9 malicious and oppressive, entitling Plaintiff to an award of punitive or exemplary 

10 damages against Defendant MACIAS in an amount to be determined at time of trial. 

11 VIII 

12 DAMAGES AND PRAYER 

13 WHEREFORE, plaintiff prays for damages against defendants and each thereof 

14 as follows: 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

For general, actual, special and consequential damages according to 

proof at trial; 

For punitive damages against Defendant MACIAS as warranted; 

For reasonable attorneys' fees, including, but not limited to, pursuant to 

42 u.s.c. § 1988; 

For cost of suit herein; 

For such other and further relief as the Court may deem just and proper 

under all of the circumstances of this case. 

Respectfully submitted, 

LAW OFFICES OF GREGORY A. YATES, P.C. 

26 Dated: February 12, 2008 

27 

28 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
CENTRAL DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA 

DEANNA HOUSTON, CASE NUMBER: 

C\J trs- 0 1 0 7 6 PA SHx) 
Plaintiff(s) 

V. 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, U.S. 
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE, FEDERAL BUREAU 
OF PRISONS, JULIO MACIAS, and DOES 1-50 

Defendant(s) 

TO: THE ABOVE-NAMED DEFENDANT(S): 

SUMMONS 

YOU ARE HEREBY SUMMONED and required to file with this court and serve upon plaintiffs attorney 
Gregory A. Yates, Esq. and David Drexler, Esq. ,whoseaddressis: 

LAW OFFICES OF GREGORY A. YATES, P.C., 16830 Ventura Blvd. Suite 250, 
Encino, CA 91436 
and 
LAW OFFICES OF DAVID DREXLER, 13808 Ventura Blvd. 
Sherman Oaks, CA 91423 

an answer to the w complaint L_ I ______ amended complaint n counterclaim D cross-
claim which is herewith served upon you within LO_ days after service of this Summons upon you, exclusive 
of the day of service. If you fail to do so, judgment by default will be taken against you for the relief demanded 
in the complaint. 

CLERK, U.S. DISTRICT COURT 

LA'REE HORN 
Date: February I!:?, 2008 By: ----------------

Deputy Clerk 

SUMMONS 
CV-IA (01/0!) CCD-1A 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
CENTRAL DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA 

NOTICE OF ASSIGNMENT TO UNITED STATES MAGISTRATE JUDGE FOR DISCOVERY 

This case has been assigned to District Judge Percy Anderson and the assigned 
discovery Magistrate Judge is Stephen J. Hillman. 

The case number on all documents filed with the Court should read as follows: 

CVOS- 1076 PA (SHx) 

Pursuant to General Order 05-07 of the United States District Court for the Central 
District of California, the Magistrate Judge has been designated to hear discovery related 
motions. 

All discovery related motions should be noticed on the calendar of the Magistrate Judge 

NOTICE TO COUNSEL 

A copy of this notice must be served with the summons and complaint on all defendants (if a removal action is 
filed, a copy of this notice must be seNed on all plaintiffs). 

Subsequent documents must be filed at the following location: 

[X] Western Division 
312 N. Spring St., Rm. G-8 
Los Angeles, CA 90012 

LJ Southern Division LJ 
411 West Fourth St., Rm. 1-053 
Santa Ana, CA 92701-4516 

Failure to file at the proper location will result in your documents being returned to you. 

Eastern Division 
3470 Twelfth St., Rm. 134 
Riverside, CA 92501 

CV-18 (03/06) NOTICE OF ASSIGNMENT TO UNITED STATES MAGISTRATE JUDGE FOR DISCOVERY 
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and Safety Act of 1969. (30 U.S.C. 923) 

863 OIWC All claims filed by insured workers for disability insurance benefits under Title 2 of the Social 
Security Act. as amended; plus all claims filed for child's insurance benefits based on 
disability. (42 U.S.C. 405(g)) 

863 DIWW All claims filed for widows or widowers insurance benefits based on disability under Title 2 of 
the Social Security Act, as amended. (42 U.S.C. 405(9)) 

864 SSID All claims for supplemental security inqome payments based upon disability filed under Title 
16 of the Social Security Act, as amended. · 

865 RSI All claims for retirement (old age) and survivors benefits under Title 2 of the Social Security 
Act, as amended. (42 U.S.C. (g)) 
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Case 2:08-cv-01076-PA-SH Document 30 Filed 02/11/2009 Page 1 of 1 

'JS: 6 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

FOR THE CENTRAL DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA 

CENTRAL DIVISION 

DEANNA HOUSTON, 

Plaintiff, 

NO. CV 08-1076 PA (Shx) 

[ 
v. ORDER DISMISSING CASE 

UNITED STATES, et al., 

Defendants. 

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED THAT: 

Hon. Percy Anderson 

1. Plaintiff's action is dismissed with prejudice in its 

entirety; 

2 . Each party shall bear his, her or its own costs of suit 

and attorneys' fees; and, 

3 . The Court retains jurisdiction pending completion of 

the terms of the Stipulation for Compromise Settlement. 
' ,,~-, 

/~~1i~A 
DATED:February 11, 2009 

PERCY ANDERSON 

Presented by: 

THOMAS P. O'BRIEN 
United States Attorney 
LEON W. WEIDMAN 

United States District Judge 

Assistant United States Attorney 
Chief, Civil Division 

Isl 
DAVID A. DeJUTE 
Assistant United States Attorney 
Attorneys for the United States and 

for Julio Macias 
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THOMAS P. O'BRIEN 
United States Attor.ney 
LEON W. WEIDMAN 
Assistant United StaLes Attorney 
Chief, Civil Division 
DAVID A. DeJU'T'F,, California Bar No. 15352"/ 
Assistant United States Attorney 

Room 7516, 'Federal Building 
300 North Los Angeles Street 
T.os Angeles, California 90012 
Telephone:. (213) 894-2574 
'l'elefax: {213) 894-7819 
Email: david.dejute@usdoj.gov 

Attorneys for the United States and 
for Julio Macias individually 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

FOR THE CENTRAL DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA 

CENTRAL DIVISION 

DEANNA HOUSTON, 

Plaintiff, 

v. 

UNITED STATES, et al., 

Defendants. 

) NO. CV 08-1076 PA (Sllx) 
) 
) 
) STIPULATION FOR 
) COMPROMISE SETTLEMENT 
) AND [PROPOSED] ORDER 
) 
) 
) Hon. Percy Anderson _________________ ) 

20 IT IS HEREBY STIPULATED AND AGREED, by and between plaintiff 

21 Deanna Houston ("Plaintiff") and defendants the United States 

22 ("United States") and Julio Macias ("Macias") (collectively 

23 "Defendants") that the above-entitled action may be settled and 

21 . compromised on the following terms and. conditions: 

25 Ill 

26 Ill 

27 Ill 

28 Ill 
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1. The United States shall pay to Plaintiff the sum of two 

hundred and t:hirty-five thousand dollars ($235,000), which sum 

shall. be in full settlement and satisfaction of any and all 

claims, demands, rights, and causes of action of whatsoever kind 

and nature, arising from the incident or circumstances giving 

rise to this suit, which Plaintiff or her heirs, executors, 

administrators, or assigns, and each and any of them, now have or 

may hereafter acquire against the Defendants or any of the 

Defendants' agents, servants or employees. 

2. Plaintiff and her heirs, executors, administrators or 

assigns hereby executes a general release of the Defendants and 

agrees to accept the sum of two hundred and thirty-five thousand 

dollars ($235,000) in full settlement and satisfaction of any and 

all claims, demands, rights, and causes of action of whatsoever 

kind and nature, arising from the incident or circumstances 

giving rise to this suit, which Plaintiff may have or hereafter 

acquire against the Defendants, their agents, servants or 

employees on account of the same subject matter that gave rise to 

the above-captioned lawsuit, including any future claim for 

personal injury, lost earnings, lost income, or medical expenses. 

3. In addition, and notwithstanding anything to the 

contrary contained herein, Plaintiff explicitly releases any and 

all claims against the De~endants and all other defendants which 

tho Plaintiff does not know or suspect to exist in her favor at 

the time she ex~cutes this stipulation and general release, which 

if known to Plaintiff would have materially affected Plaintiff's 

settlement with the Defendants. 

Ill 
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4. Plaintiff, and her heirs, executors, administrators and 

assigns, further agrees to reimburse, indemnify and hold harmless 

the Defendants, as well as their agents, servants, and employees, 

from any and all causes of action, claims, liens, rights, or 

subrogated ot contribution interests incident to or resulting 

from further litigation or the prosecution of claims by Plaintiff 

or her heirs, executors, administrators or assigns, against any 

third party or against the Defendants, arising out of the 

incident or circumstances giving rise to this suit. 

5. This Stipulation for Compromise Settlement shall not 

constitute an admission of liability or fault on the part of the 

Defendants, or their agents, servants, or employees, and is 

entered into by all parties herein for the purpose of 

compromising disputed claims and avoiding the expenses and risks 

of litigation. 

6. It is also agreed, by and among the parties, that the 

sum of two hundred and thirty-five thousand dollar.a ($235,000) 

represents the entire amount of the comp~omise settlement, and 

that th6 respective parties will each bear their own costs, fees, 

and expenses, and that any attorneys' fees owed by the Plaint:iff 

will not be paid in addition to the terms of this Stipulation and 

Compromise Settlement. 

7. Payment of the sum of two hundred and thirty-five 

thousand dollars ($235,000) will be made by check, pr.oces~ed by 

the National Finance Center, made payable as follows: 

NAME 

Deanna Houston and 

Client Trust Fund of G. Yates 

3 

AMOUNT 

$?.35,000 
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8. Plaintiff's attorneys agree to distribute the 

sel:tlement proceeds to Plaintiff, pur~uant to the attoiney-client 

fee agreement. 

9. Plaintiff agrees that she will be obligated to pay any 

and all liens from any and all insurance companies, health care 

providers, attorneys, and any and all other persons or 

organizations who have or claim to have subrogated or assigned 

claims arising out of or related to the subject matter of this 

suit. 

10. In consideration of the payment of the sum of two 

hundred and thirty-five thousand dollars ($235,000), as set forth 

above, Plaintiff agrees that the above-captioned action may be 

dismissed with prejudice. 

11. Any and all individual taxation consequences as a 

result of this Stipulation are the sole and exclusive 

responsibility of the Plaintiff. Defendants do not warrant any 

representation of any tax consequences of this Stipulation. 

Nothing contained herein shall constitute a waiver by Pl.aintiff 

of any right to challenge any tax consequences of this 

Stipulation. 

12. This written agreement contains all of the agreements 

between the parties, and is intended to be and is the final and 

sole agreement between the parties. The parties agree that. any 

other prior or contemporaneous representations or understandings 

not explicitly contained in this written agreement, whether 

written or oral, are of no further legal or equitable force or 

e::fect, Any subsequent modifications to this agreement must he 

in writing, and must be signed and executed by the parties. 
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71. Thi?: undersigned represent that they have rev.iewed and 

under.stand this aqreement, and LhaL they are fully authorized to 

enter ::.nto the terms and co11dit.io11s of this agreement and that 

lhey agree Lo be bound t.hen~by. 

DATED: 

DATED: 

DATED: 

Dl\TED: 

DEl\NNA HOUSTON 

OF.ANNA HOUSTQ:_,..J 
Plaintiff 

LAW OFFICES OF GR~GORY A. YATES 

GREGORY A. YAT~S 
Atto~neys tor Plaintiff 

JULIO Ml\ClAS 

JULIO MACIAS 
Defendant. 

TllOMAS F. O'BRIEN 
United SLales ALlorney 
LEON W. WEICMAN 
Assistant United States Attorney 
Chief, C',v' 1 nivision 

DAVIC A. DcCUTE 
Assistant United States Attorney 
l\ttorncys for the United States 
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13. The u~dersigned represent that they have reviewed and 

understand this agreement, and that they are fully authorized to 

enter into the terms and conditions of this agreement and that 

they agree to be bound thereby. 

DATED: 

OAl".'80: 

DATED: 

DATED: 

DEANNA HOUSTON 

DEANNA HOOS'rON 
Plaintiff 

LAW OfJ?J:C~S OF G;REGORY A. YATES 

GREGORY A. YATES 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 

LAW OFFICES OF DAVID DREXLER 

DAVID DREXLER 
Attorneys for Plaintiff_ 

THOMA.SP. O'BRIEN 
United States Attorney 
LEON w. WElbMAN 
Assistant United States Attorney 
Chief, Civil Division 

DAVID A. DeJiJTE 
Assistan~ United States Attorney 
Attorneys for the United States 
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13. The undersigned represent that they have reviewed and 

understand this agreement, and that they are fully authorized to 

enter into the terms and conditions of this agreement and that 

they agree to be bound thereby. 

DA'l'ED: ;. 4g ,()f 

DATED· 1 ✓; ·"'! j (';_· -
<- <., 

. ·/..-, ,er 

DATED: 

DA'l'ED: d<./t(Oo/ 

DEANNATTOUS TON 
Plaintiff 

YATES 

LAW OFFICES OF DAVID DREXLER 

&,ad J\l,¼');,£r4., /,.,,'f14~t· DAVID DREXLER / -
Attorneys for Plai.ntiff 

JULIO MACIAS 

JULIO MACIAS 
Defendant 

'I.'HOMAS P. O'BRIEN 
United States Attorney 
LEON W. WEIDMAN 
Assistant United States Attorney 
Chief, Civil Division 

• DcJUTF. 
Assi.stant United st
Attorneys for the U 
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Jon D. Williams (8318) 
JON D. WILLIAMS, P.C. 
406 Felt Building 
341 South Main Street 
Salt Lake Cily, Utah 84111 
Telephone: (801) 746-1460 
Facsimile: (801) 746-5613 

Damian E. Davenport (8169) 
DAMIAN E. DAVENPORT, P.C. 
406 Felt Building 
341 Soulh Main Street 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
Telephone: (801) 531-6195 
Facsimile: (80 I) 746-5613 

Attorneys for Plaintiff 

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
l10R THE DISTRICT OF UTAH 

SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH 

MONICA LISONBEE. t1s Heir and 
Personal Representative of the Estate of 
VANCE LEE LISONBEE. Deceased 

Plaintiff, 

V. 

UNITED STA TES OF AMERICA, 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF 
JUSTICE. FEDERAL BUREAU OF 

Complaint For Damages 
Under the Federal Tort Claims 
Act 

Complaint For Violation of 
Constitutional Rights 

Case: l:10cv00058 
Assigned Io: Campbell Tena 
Assign. Date: 4/29/2010 
Description: Lisonbee v. USA 
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PRISONS, FEDERAL 
CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION 
LOMPOC I·IEALTH SERVICES 
ADMINISTRATOR LUIS COLCOL. 
JR., MEDICAL OFFICER DUC 
NGUYEN, FCI LOMPOC 
EMPLOYEES DOE J-5; FEDERAL 
CORRECTION AL INSTITUTION 
FORT WORTII HEALTH SERVICES 
ADMINISTRATOR MICHAEL 
A YMAN, CLINICAL DIRECTOR 
BUTCH TUJJERA, MEDICAL 
OFrlCER WILFREDO FELICIANO, 
FCI FORT WORTH EMPLOYEES 
ROE 1-5, 

Defendants. 

Judge: _________ _ 

COMES NOW the Plaintiff Monica Lisonbee, Heir and Personal 

Representative of Dcccdcnl Vance Lee Lisonbee, by and through counsel Jon D. 

Williams, and hereby complains, states and alleges as follows: 

JURISDICTION 

1. This Court has subject matter jurisdiction pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 133.1. 

The action ari scs under the Constitution and laws of the Uni tcd States and is pre mi scd 

on the acts and omissions of defendants acting under the color of federal law. 

2. Further, thjs action is brought pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § l346(b )(1) in that 
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this is a claim against the United States of America and agencies of the United States 

of A mcrica for money damages accruing on or after January 1, 1945, for injury and 

personal injury caused by the negligent and wrongful acts and omissions of 

employees of the government whi1c acting within the scope of their office or 

employment, under circumstances where the United States of America, if a private 

person, would be liable to the plaintiff in accordance with the laws of the places 

where the acts or omissions occurred. 

3. Jurisdiction founded upon the federal law is proper in that this action is 

premised upon the Federal Tort Claims Act ("FTCA"), 28 U.S.C. §§ 1346, 2671-80, 

the Eighth Amendment to the Constitution of the United States, and the United States 

Supreme Court's ruling in Bivens v. Six Unknown Named Agents of the Fed. Bureau 

of Narcotics, 403 U.S. 388,397 (1971 ). 

4. This is an action to redress under the color of statute, ordin.ince. 

regu1ation, custom or usage of rights, privi1cges, and immunities secured to the 

plaintiff by the Eighth Amendment of the Constitution of the Uni tcd Sa !cs and arising 

under the laws and statutes of the States of California, Texas, and Utah. 

5. Plain ti ff filed a tort claim with the Federal Bureau of Prisons ("FBO P'') 
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on August 10, 2009. Plaintiff has waited the requisite six-month period for the 

agency to respond. Plaintiff deems the FBOP non-response a final denial of lhc claim 

under 28 U.S.C. § 2675(a). 

6. Plaintiff has exhausted administrative remedies under 28 § U.S.C. 

2401(h). The jurisdiction of this Court is invoked pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1346 

where the United States is now the proper party. 

VENUE 

7. V enuc is appropriate in the District of Utah because Plaintiff is a resident 

of the State of Utah. Decedent was a resident of the State of Utah at the time of his 

death and in the months preceding his death. (28 U.S.C. §§ 139l(b) and 1402(h)) 

(U.C.A. 788-3-201). 

PARTIES 

Plaintiff 

8. Plaintiff Monica Lisonbee is a resident of the State of Utah. 

9. Plaintiff is the widow of Vance Lee Lisonbee, who was at the time of 

his death, a resident of the State of Utah. 

10. At the time of Mr. Lisonbee's death, Plaintiff was living with Mr. 
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Lisonbee in Layton, Utah and was dependent upon him for support, love, and 

com pan ionsh ip. 

11. Plaintiff is the heir and personal representative of the esta tc of Vance Lee 

Lisonbee. (U.C.A. 788-3-106.S(l)(a)) 

12. Decedent Vance Lee Lisonbee , identified by inmate number 12999-081 , 

was confined at the Federal Correctional Institution ("FCI") Lompoc, California from 

June 30. 2006 lo February 25, 2008. 

13. During this time period, Mr. Lisonbee was in the care and custody of the 

Federal Bureau of Prisons ("FBOP"). 

14. The Federal Bureau of Prisons had control over Mr. Lisonbee and a duty 

to exercise care with respect to his health and safety. 

15. February 25, 2008 through February 27, 2008 Mr. Lisonbee was in 

transit from FCI Lompoc to FCI Fort Worth, Texas. 

16. During this time period, Mr. Lisonbee was in the care and custody of the 

Federal Bureau of Prisons. 

17. The Federal Bureau of Prisons had control over Mr. Lisonbee and a duty 

to exercise care with respect to his health and safety. 
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18. Mr. Lisonbee was confined at FC1 Fort Worth from Fehruary 27, 2008 

lo December 10, 2008. 

19. During this time period, Mr. Lisonbee was in the care and custody of the 

Federal Bureau of Prisons. 

20. The Federal Bureau of Prisons had control over Mr. Lisonbee and a duty 

to exercise cme with respect to his health and safety. 

21. Mr. Lisonbee was confined at the Federal Medical Center Butner
1 
North 

Carolina from December 10, 2008 until his release from custody on February 10, 

2009. 

22. During this time period, Mr. Lisonbee was in the care and custody of the 

Federal Bureau of Prisons. 

23. The Federal Bureau of Prisons had control over Mr. Lisonbee and a duty 

to exercise care with respect to his health and safety. 

24. Mr. Lisonbee was released from the custody of the Federal Bureau of 

Prisons on February 10, 2009. 

25. He returned to the State of Utah to reside with his wife, Monica 

Lisonbee. 
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26. Mr. Lisonbee died on July 9, 2009. The cause of death was Metastatic 

Refractory Mixed Germ CcH Tumor. 

Defendants 

27. The United States of America is a sovereign entity named herein 

pursuant to the FfCA. 

28. The United States Department of J usticc ("USDOJ") is an agency of the 

United States of America and as such, is a sovereign entity named herein pursuant to 

the FTCA. 

29. The Federal Bureau of Prisons ("FBOP") is a division or agency of the 

USDOJ and as such is a sovereign entity named herein pursuant to the FTCA. 

30. The Federal Correctional Institution, Lompoc, California ("Lompoc'') 

is a division or agency of the FBOP and as such is a sovereign entity named herein 

pursuant to the FTCA. 

3l. The Federal Correctional Institution, Fort Worth, Texas ("Fo11 Worth") 

is a division or ::igency of the FBOP and as such is a sovereign entity named herein 
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pursuant lo the FTCA. 

32. The FBOP is responsible for the care and custody of sentenced federal 

inmates. 

33. The FBOP is responsible for the delivery of healthcare to inmates 

confined in FBOP facilities. 

34. Healthcare providers arc employed by the FBOP to fulfill the duty that 

adequate healthcare is provided to federal inmates. 

35. Defendant Luis Colcol, Jr. Is the Health Services Administrator ("I-ISA") 

responsible for the management, oversight, and training of medical professionals at 

the Federal Correctional Institution ("FCI") Lompoc ("Lompoc''), California. 

36. V.tnce Lee Lisonbee was confined at FCI Lompoc from June 30, 2006 

until February 25, 2008. 

37. Defendant Due Nguyen is a medical officer, responsible to provide 

medical services to inm.ttcs incarcerated at FCI Lompoc. 

38. Defendant FCI Lompoc Employees Doe 1-5 were other FCI Lompoc 

medical staff responsible for the medical care and treatment and custodial staff 

responsib1c for the custody and care of inmates incarcerated at FCI Lompoc during 
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the period of time from June 30, 2006 to February 25, 2008. 

39. The defendants were aware of Vance Lee Lisonbce's need for medical 

treatment hut, out of deliberate indifference, fai1cd to provide or allow that treatment. 

40. On information and belief, plaintiff believes that these defendants fai1cd 

and/or refused to obtain and/or allow Mr. Lisonbee access to proper medical care 

and/or to inform others of the need for such care. 

4.1. The true names of the Doe defendants arc presently unknown to the 

plaintiff. 

42. Defendant Michael Ayman, HSA, is rcsponsib1c for the management, 

oversight, and training of medical professionals at FCI Fort Worth, Texas. 

43. Vance Lee Lisonbee was confined at FCI Fort Worth February 27, 2008 

until December 10, 2008. 

44. Defendant Butch Tubera is the clinical Director at FCI Fort Worth. 

45. Defendant Wilfredo Feliciano is a medical officer, responsible for the 

medical care of inmates confined at FCI Fort Worth. 

46. Defendant FCI Fort Worth Employees Roe 1-5 were other FCI Fort 
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Worth medical staff responsible for the medical care and treatment of inmates 

incarcerated at FCI Fort Worth, Texas during the period of time from February 27, 

2008 until December 10, 2008. 

47. The de fondants were aware of Vance Lee Lisonbcc's need for medical 

treatment but, out of deliberate indifference, failed to provide and/or allow that 

treatment. 

48. On information and belief, plaintiff believes that these defcnchlnts failed 

and/or refused to obtain and/or allow Mr. Lisonbee access to proper medical care 

and/or to inform others of the need for such care. 

49. The true names of the Roe defendants arc presently unknown to the 

plaintiff. 

STATEMENT OF FACTS 

50. Vance Lisonbee was incarcerated at the Federal Correctional Institution, 

("FCI") Lompoc ("Lompoc"), California from June 30, 2006 until February 25, 2008. 

51. On numerous occasions, beginning in early 2007, Mr. Lisonbee started 

complaining that his left testicle was swollen and painful. 

52. He was prescribed a 30 day regimen of the antihiotic Cipro. 
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53. Medi ca I staff at Lompoc did not perform an examination or his testicles, 

nor was an ultrasound ordered. 

54. Mr. Lisonbee completed the 30 days of Cipro and returned to the medical 

department. 

55. He was prescribed Cipro for an additional 30 days. 

56. Lompoc medical staff did not examine the painful, swo1lcn testic1c. 

57. Lompoc medical staff did not order an ultrasound. 

58. Lompoc medical staff did not order blood tests for cancer markers. 

59. Mr. Lisonbee completed the second round of Cipro. 

60. His condition did not improve. 

61. He returned to the Lompoc medical department. 

62. Additional medical tests, such as an ultrasound, testicular examination, 

or b1ood tests for cancer markers were not completed. 

63. Mr. Lisonbee was told that he had a hernia and that nothing further could 

be done for him. 

64. Mr. Lisonbee continued to seek medical attention whiJc incarcerated at 

Lompoc. 
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65. He continued to complain about the painful and swollen testicle. 

66. Jn addition to seeking help from medical staff, Mr. Lisonbee mndc 

correctional staff and unit staff at Lompoc aware of his pain and discomfort. 

67. Inmates in his housing unit observed the pain that Mr. Lisonbee 

suffered. 

68. The FBOP has a duty to provide medical care to inmates incarcerated at 

Lompoc. 

69. The duty was breached. 

70. Medical staff at Lompoc did not provide the requisite level of medical 

care, expected of reasonably prudent health care providers. 

71. Lompoc medical staff neglected to perform an examim1tion to determine 

the cause of Mr. Lisonbce's painful, swo1lcn testicle. 

72. The negligent medical care is the proximate cause of Mr. Lisonbcc's 

death from testicular cancer. 

73. On February 25, 2008, Mr. Lisonbee departed Lompoc and was 

transferred to the Federal Correctional Institution Fort Worth ("F011 Worth"), Texas. 

74. The transfer documents indicate that Mr. Lisonbee was transferred to 
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Fort Worth as an ''essentially healthy male." 

75. In fact, he was in extreme pain, suffering from a swollen, painful 

lcsticle. 

76. Mr. Lisonbee arrived at Fort Worth on February 27, 2008. 

77. The transfer referral prepared for the transfer to Fort Worlh referenced 

that Lisonbee was healthy with no known medical problems, yet he was in extreme 

pain and continued complaining of the swollen testicle. 

78. The reason for transfer from Lompoc to Fort Worth was noted to be for 

participation in the Residential Drug Abuse Program ("RDAP") at Fort Wotih. 

79. On March 25. 2008, w hilc Mr. Lisonbee was incarccra tccl at Fort Worth, 

an ultrasound was completed. 

80. According to Butner intake notes, dated 12/11/2008, K. Russell, PAC, 

the ultrasound revealed an enlarged testicle with a solid mass measuring 2.9 x 2.5 x. 

2.6 cm., "highly suspicious for malignancy." 

81. On April 8, 2008 Mr. Lisonbee was transported to a Fort Worth, Texas 

area hospital. 

82. Mr. Lisonbee remained in the local hospital from April 8, 2008 to April 
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20, 2008. 

83. During that hospital stay, his left testicle wa:-; surgicaUy removed. 

84. A note form the medical fi]c, dated ApriJ 21, 2008, states that Mr. 

Lisonbee had "stage IJI mixed gcnn ce11 cancer of the testes." 

85. The stage (typically I-JV) of a cancer describes the extent to which the 

cancer has spread. 

86. Mt. Lisonbee received negligent, substandard medical care while at 

Lompoc, which is the proximate cause of his suffering and death. 

87. Lompoc medical staff allowed the cancer to be Jcft undetected and 

untreated until Mr. Lisonbee was transferred to Fort Worth. 

88. For approximately one year, Mr. Lisonbee complained of pain and 

swe11ing in his testicles. 

89. He asked medical staff at Lompoc for evaluation and treatment; 

however, the evaluation and standard of care routinely expected in a patient with 

similar symptoms and background was not provided. 

90. After over one year of suffering with additional parn, surgcnes, 

chemothernpy. and the knowledge that his condition would have been avoidable had 
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medical staff ,net their duty, Mr. Lisonbee died on July 9, 2009, at the age of 38. 

91. The treating physician al the time of <lcath advised Plaintiff that 

treatment of testicular cancer is highly successful if treatment is started sooner. 

92. The death of Mr. Lisonbee was avoidable. 

93. But for the negligent medical care at Lompoc, Mr. Lisonbee would have 

recovered from the cancer that ravaged his body and u1timately took his life. 

94. The American Cancer Society ("ACS") reports that Testicular Cancer is 

highly treatable. 

95. Further, the Journal of the American Medical Association ("JAMA") 

reports that "the risk of dying from testicular cancer is very low because it can be 

treated and even cured when found early." 

96. Blood tests and ultrasound detect testicular cancer. 

97. The physician treating Mr. Lisonbee from the date of his return to the 

State of Utah until his death advised that testicular cancer is highly treatable if 

detected early. 

98. Lompoc medical staff neg]ccted their duty toprovidcmcdica] c.irc to Mr. 

Lisonbee. 
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99. The neglect or Lompoc medical staff is the proximate cause of Mr. 

Lisonbec's death. 

100. Testicular Cancer is highly treatable and rarely fatal if diagnosed and 

treated in a timely manner. 

101. Further, the standard of care in the case of a male presenting with a 

swollen testicle is to order an ultrasound. 

102. Swollen testes may be caused by trauma, hydroceJc, cpididymitis, or 

cancer. 

103. Only an ultrasound and further examination can determine the cause. 

104. The standard of care is to determine the cause of testicular pain and 

swelling. 

105. Based on the foregoing information, it can be shown that medical staff 

at Lompoc owed a duty of care, based on established medical standards, to Mr. 

Lisonbee. 

106. Lompoc medical staff breached the duty to provide appropriate medical 

care for Mr. Lisonbee. 

107. The negligence of Lompoc medical staff is a direct cause of Mr. 
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Lisonbee's death. 

108. Correctional officers working in the Lompoc visiting room ridiculed Mr. 

Lisonbee because of the extensive length of time he took to urinate. 

109. The human dignity of Mr. Lisonbee was severely degraded. 

110. Inmates in his housing unit observed the pain that Mr. Lisonbee suffered. 

111. Inmates stated that Mr. Lionsbce's condition was visible and apparent. 

112. WhiJc at FCI Fort Worth, Mr. Lisonbee was counscJcd by an oncologist 

that he had a very short '"window of opportunity" to obtain life saving surgery and 

therapy. 

113. Mr. Lisonbee sought assistance from Fort Worth medical staff. including 

defendant Feliciano. 

114. Mr. Lisonbee was told by Defendant Feliciano that '"because of his 

(Lisonbec's) status as a career offender, the government would not waste the money 

for medical treatment.'' 

115. Mr. Lisonbee was essentially given a death sentence by uncaring, 

de) ibcra tel y ind i rf crcnt staff. 

116. The lack of medical care and deliberate indifference made the 
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punishment of Mr. Lisonbee patently unjust and severe. 

117. As his situation worsened, and his agony i ncrcased, Mr. Li son bee sought 

help for pain management. 

118. On several occasions, Defendant Feliciano refused to provide necessary 

prescription pain medication to Mr. Lisonbee, alleging that the prescriptions were not 

available. 

119. Mr. Lisonbee was forced to go hours, sometimes completely overnight, 

without pain medication. 

120. Upon the arrival of the new shift and different staff, the pain medication 

would be made available. 

121. As his condition worsened, and his fears of death increased, Mr. 

Lisonbee was assisted with spiritual and pastoral care by other inmates. 

122. Inmates prayed with Mr. Lisonbee and attempted to assist him in 

assessing his situation and facing his mortality. 

123. Fort Worth medical staff, simply let Mr. Lisonbee know that he was a 

"career offender'' and he did not matter as a human being. 

124. The failure or inability of any Lompoc or Fort Worth officer or employee 
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to obtain or provide the necessary medical care for Mr. Lisonbee was a result of the 

defendants' deliberate indifference to the basic human need of Mr. Lisonbee. 

125. The defendants' de]ibcrate indifference to Mr. Lisonbee's serious 

medical needs caused him unnecessary and purposeless suffering and death. 

126. As a proximate resu1t of the defendants' unconstitutional actions and 

inactions, Mr. Lisonbee suffered torturous and prolonged physical pain, amounting 

to cruel and unusual punishment, Joss of liberty, fear, emotional distress, loss of the 

ability to enjoy life, and loss of earning potentia1. 

127. Mrs. Lisonbee lost the companionship and support of her husband, 

suffered great emotional distress, and incurred burial, legal, and other expenses and 

obligations associated with the death of Mr. Lisonbee. 

DAMAGES 

128. Throughout the incarceration of Mr. Lisonbee, agents of the United 

States had control over his movements, communications, and access to healthcare. 

129. These agents had a duty to exercise reasonable care in fulfi1ling that 

duty. 

130. The agents failed to do so. 
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131. Their failures arc the proximate cause of the dcalh of Mr. Lisonbee. 

132. In his contacts with BOP medical staff, the healthcare providers failed 

to exercise the degree of care, skill, and learning expected of a reasonably prudent 

health care provider at that time, in the profession or class to which he or she belongs, 

acting in similar circumstances. 

133. Mr. Lisonbee spent the last year and a half of his life in and out of a 

cancer treatment center. 

134. He did not have the opportunity to start a family with his wife. 

135. His future was taken from him because of the negligence of medical staff 

at Lompoc. 

136. Mr. Lisonbee had gone without standard medical care for over one year. 

13 7. As a prox imatc result of the actions and inactions of the BOP heal th care 

providers, Mr. Lisonbee suffered torturous and prolonged physical pain, loss of life, 

loss of liberty, fear and emotional distress, and loss of the ability to enjoy life. 

138. Mr. Lisonbee and his estate lost earnings, and earning potential. 

139. The Plaintiff incurred legal and other expenses and obligations as a result 

of the illness and death of Mr. Lisonbee. 
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140. Mrs. Lisonbee suffered the loss of her husband's care, Jove, support, and 

services. 

141. Mr. and Mrs. Lisonbee suffered irreparable harm. 

142. Mr. Lisonbee suffered from constant pain, yet his picas for help were 

ignored. 

143. Mr. Lisonbee received no medical treatment until it was too late and his 

life could no longer be saved. 

144. The couple lived their last months together in a state of emotional 

turmoil and fear, which could have been avoided had Lompoc medical staff aclcd in 

accordance with the established standard of care. 

145. Mrs. Lisonbee is a young woman left without her husband. 

146. She has lost her hopes of having a family. 

147. She has lost her dreams of growing old with the man she loved and 

depended upon for support. 

148. Mrs. Lisonbee watched her husband suffer for the last year of his life. 

149. Mrs. Lisonbee watched her husband die in the home they shared. 

150. Rather than a new beginning and a happy family, Mrs. Lisonbee was 
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greeted with the dark specter of death and a shell of the man she loved. 

CLAIMS FOR RELIEF 

151. The above described acts and omissions by health care providers who 

arc agents of the U nitcd S talcs constitute violations of the standard of care, including 

the degree of care, skill, and learning expected of reasonably prudent health care 

providers, acting in the same or similar circumstances as those described above. 

152. Therefore, the United States is liable for injury and death resulting from 

the negligence. 

153. The above described acts and omissions by defendants constitute a denial 

of Vance Lee Lisonbee's right to be free from cruel and unusual punishment in the 

form of inhume treatment and unnecessary physical pain and suffering, constituting 

a violation of his rights under the Eighth Amendment to the Constitution of the 

United States. 

154. Mrs. Lisonbee demands $6,900,000.00. 

155. Her demands arc based on loss of support, loss of consortium, pain and 

suffering, and the extensive cost of medical care and treatment. 
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RELIEF REQUESTED 

WHEREFORE, the plaintiff requests relief as foJlows: 

1. Compensatory damages; 

2. Punitive damages from any defendant found to have caused 

Vance Lisonbec's suffering and death through dc1ibcratc 

indifference to constitutional rights, to the extent permitted by 

Jaw; 

3. Costs, including reasonable attorney's fees, to the extent 

permitted by law; 

4. Such other relief as may be just and equitable. 

DATED this c7c/ day of April, 2010. 
-~~-.--....... -~ .... ,,. 

By C<~--<--c:::::::::c 
· Jon D~ Williams 

Attorney at Law 
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MONICA LISONBEE_ as Heir and Personal 
Reprcscn1ativc of the Eslatc of VANCE LEE 
LISONBEE, Deceased. 

Plaintiff, 

V. 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF 
JUSTICE, FEDERAL BUREAU OF 
PRISONS, FEDERAL CO RRECTJON AL 
INSTITUTION LOMPOC HEALTH 
SERVICES ADMINISTRATOR LUIS 
COLCOL. JR., MEDICAL OFFICER DUC 
NGUYEN, FCI LOMPOC EMPLOYEES 
DOE 1-5; FEDERAL CORRECTIONAL 
INSTITUTION FORT WORTH HEALTH 
SERVICES ADMINISTRATOR MICHAEL 
A YMAN, CLINICAL DIRECTOR BUTCH 
TUBER;\, MEDICAL OFFICER 
WILFREDO FELICIANO, FCI FORT 
WORTH EMPLOYEES ROE 1-5, 

Defendant, 

l • I •• ~ '-,,_ .; 0 • .-.. i J --~ ,, •• : 

Civil Action No. I: I flcv00058 

Honorable Tena Campbell 

SUMMONS IN A CIVIL ACTION 

To: Assistant Attorney General for Administration 
Justice Management Division 
US DOJ 950 Pennsylvania Ave, NW 
Wash i nglon, D .C. 20530-000 I 



Valerie Maxwell 
United States Attorney" s Office 
185 South State Street, #300 
S,1lt Ltkc City. Utah 841 .I l 

A lawsuit has been filed against you. 

Within 60 days after service of this summons on you (not counting the day you received 
ii), you must serve on the plaintiff an answer to the attached complaint or a motion under Rule 12 
of the Federnl Rules of Civil Procedure. The answer or motion must be served on the phlintiff's 
attorney, whose name and address arc: 

Jon D. Williams 
406 Felt Buildi.ng 
341 South Main Street 
Salt Lake City. Utah 84111 
Telcph(rnc: (80 I) 746-14()0 
Facsimile: (80 I) 746- 5613 

Damian E. Davenport 
406 Felt Building 
341 South Main Street 
Sall L.1kc City, Utah 84.1] I 
Telephone: (801) 531-6195 
Facsimile: (80 I) 746- 5613 

If you foil to do so, judgment hy default will be entered against you for the relief demanded in the 
complaint. You also must file your answer or motion with the court. 

2 

D. M,i\Rl<JONES 
Name ef clerk ,)f court 



Proof of Service 

I declare; under penalty of peijury that I served the summons and complaint in this case on 
VoJ.1x u.-1 001\¥ W:C ~ \ , by: 

(I) personally delivering a copy of each to the individual at this place, ______ _ 

-----------------------------~; or 

(2) leaving a copy of each at the individual's dwelling or usual place of ahode with 
__________ who resides there and is of suitable age and discretion; or 

(3) delivering a copy of each to an agent authorized hy appointment or by law to receive il 

whose 1wme is----~-----------------; or 

(4) returning the summons uncxecuted to the court clerk on ________ ; or 

My fees arc $_-'---o ___ for travel and $ __ ..... o ______ for services, for a total of $_--1,6,,__ __ 

Date: 1'30/ 9-qO 
I 
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~<,,)-).~~ 
. Server's sigtrttrfc 

~.(l.l«:.. N. &~ U'.r.vJ A-»;s:~-t
Printcd namc7it: litlc -:r--



Case 1 :10-cv-00058-TC Document 15 Filed 05/23/11 Page 1 of 1 

Fil •; (' ., ,_,_[Q 
I .,). DIS H~lCT COURT 

___________________ 2_0II_M_AY_23, A JO: 25 

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

DISTRICT or UTAH, NORTHERN DIVIS[ON 

MONICA LISONBEE, as Heir and 
Personal Representative of the Estate of 
VANCE LEE LISONBEE, Dcccasc<l, 

Case No. 1: 1 0cv00058TC 

Dl:3TR!CT OF UTAH 
BY: __ _ 

OFr:;·uT'r"Ti7R~(--

Plaintiff, 
ORDER OF DlSMISSAL WITH 
PR~JUDICE 

V. 
Judge Tena Campbell 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, ct al., 

Defendants. 

Based on the Stipulation for Dismissal with Prejudice submitted herewith, 

IT IS ORDERED that Plaintiffs Complaint is hereby dismissed with prejudice, with the 

parties bearing their own costs and fees. 

ttl:> -vY) 
DATED this J3 day of / ',t?;j , 201 l. 

BY TIIE COURT: 

TENA CAMPBELL 
United States District Comt Judge 



CARLIE CHRISTENSEN, United States Attorney (0633) 
JEFFREY E. NELSON, Assistant United States Attorney ( 23 86) 
185 South State Street #300 
Salt Lake City, Ut,ih 841 J l 
Telephone: (80 I) 524-5682 
j e ff. nd~on(a: usdoi. uoy 

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

DISTRICT OF UTAH, CENTRAL DIVISION 

MONICA LISONBEE, as Heir and 
Personal Representative of the Estate of 
VANCE LEE LISONBEE, Deceased, 

Plaintiff, 

v. 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 

Defendant. 

Civil No.: l: 1 0cv00058TC 

STIPULATION FOR 
COMPROMISE SETTLEl\1 ENT 
AND RELEASE OF CLAllVIS 

Judge Tena Campbell 

I! is hereby stipulated by and between Monica Lisonbee ("Plaintiff') and the United 

States of America (the "United States") as follows: 

I. The parties hereby agree lO settle and compromise each and every claim of any 

kind against tile United States, whether known or unknown. arising directly or indirectly from the 

alleged acts m omissions that gave rbe to the above-entitled action. under the terms and 

conditions set forth in this Stipulution for Compromise Settlement and Release of Clai1m,. 

The United Stiltcs agrees to pay to Plaintiff the cash sums set forth below in 

paragraph 2( a) lo purchase the annuity contract described below in paragraph 2( b). 

a. As soon as it is pract1cab!c after the execution or this Stipulation for 



Compromise Settlement and Release of Claims. the United States will pay by wire transfer to 

Cambridge Jntegrated Services Group. Inc. Premium Trust Account 
Harris Bank N.A .. 111 West Monroe Street, Chicago, IL 60603 
Account Number:'l(b)(6) I ~ 
ABA Bank Routing Number: L.;.!(b __ ) __ (6_) ___ __, 

the sum of Four Hundred Twelve Thousand Five Hundred and 00/100 Dol!ars ($412,500.00) 

(hcreina1ler the "settlement amount"), from which the following disbursements \vill be made by 

Cambridge Integrated Services Group, Inc.: 

payments: 

• $150,000.00 Structured Settlement Annuity 
Prudential Life Insurance Company of America 

$262,500.00 by wire transfer to the following account: 

405 South Main St., Salt Lake City, UT 8411 I 
Jon David \Villiams OBA Jon D. Williams TOLTA 
Wells Fargo Bank, N.A. ..---------. 
Account Number (b)(6) .............. --..,.,....,.~-----, 
ABA Bank Routin , Number (b)(6) 

b. The Uni Led States will purchase an annuity contract to make the fi)llowing 

• $1,000.00. payable monthly. guaranteed for IO years. which is 120 
payments. beginning on August 15. 20 I I, with the last guaranteed 
payment on July 15, 2021 

$50,984.86 guaranteed lump sum payment on July L 2018 

The annuity contract will be owned solely and exclusively by the United States and will 

be purchased a-,; -,;oon as practicable fol!t1\ving the execution of this Stipulation ror Compromise 

Settlement and Release of C: laims. The panics stipulate and agree tlrnt the U nitcd States' only 

obligation with respect 10 said annuity contract and any annuity payments therefrom is to 

purchase the annuity contract. and they further agree that the United States docs not guarantee or 



insure any of the annuity payments. The parties further stipulate zmd agree that the United States 

is released from any and all obligations with respect to the annuity contract and annuity payments 

upon the purchase of the annuity contract. 

The parties stipulate and agree that the annuity company that issued the annuity contract 

or its assignee will at all times have the sole obligation for making all annuity p8yments. The 

obi igation of the annuity company to make each annuity payment wi 11 be discharged upon the 

mailing of a valid check in the amount of such payment to the address designated by the party to 

whom the payment is required to be made under this Stipulation for Compromise Settlement and 

Re lease of Claims. Checks lost or delayed through no fault of the annuity company wi 11 be 

promptly replaced by the annuity eomp,my. but the annuity company is not liable fix interest 

during the interim. 

The parties stipulate and agree that the annuity payments cannot be assigned. accelerated. 

deferred, 1nereasccL or decrea:-cd by the parties, that no part of any annuity payments called for 

herein or any assets of the United States or the annuity company arc subject 10 execution or any 

legal proces::; for any obligation in any manner. and that Plaintiff v.-il! not have the power or right 

to sell. assign. mortgage, encumber. or anticipate the annuity payments. or any part thereof by 

assignment or otherwise. 

Plaintiff and her. hens. executors. administrators, or assigns hereby agree 10 maintain 

with the annuity company and the United States a ct:rrcnt mailing address. and to notify the 

annuity company and the United States of the death or any beneficiary of the annuity contract 

within ten ( 10) days or death. 

3. Plaintiff ,rnd her heirs. executors. administrators, or assigns hereby accept the cash 

3 



sums set forth above in paragraph 2(a) and the purchase of the annuity contract set forth above in 

paragraph 2(b) in full settlement and satisfaction of any and all claims, demands, rights, and 

causes oLiction of whatsoever kind and nature, including any future claims for wrongfu 1 death 

and any claims for fees, costs, and expenses, arising from, and by reason of, any and all known 

and unknown, foreseen and unforeseen, bodily and personal injuries, death, or damage to 

property, and the consequences thereof, \vhich the plaintiff or her heirs, executors, 

administrators, or assigns may have or hereafter acquire against the United States, its agents, 

servants, and employees on account of the same subject matter that gave rise to the above

captioned action. Plaintiff and her heirs. executors, administrators, and assigns do hereby further 

agree Lo reimburse, indemnify, and hold harmless the United States and its agents, servants, and 

employees from and against any and all such claims, causes of action, liens, rights, or subrogated 

or contribution interests incident to or resulting or arising from the acts or omissions that gave 

rise w the above-captioned action, i nciuding chums or causes of act ton for wrongfu I death. 

4. Thi:,; comprornisc settlement is specifically subjeci to each of Lhc following 

conditions: 

a. An ,1grcemcnt by the parties on the terms. conditiuns. and requirements or 

this Stipu !a ti on ror Cornprom isc Settlement and Release of CI aims and the annuity contract. The 

partic.s; stipulate and agree that the Stipu!aiion for Compromise Settlement and Release of Claims 

and ihe compromise settlement arc null and void in the event the parties cannot agree on the 

terms, conditions, ,md requirements of this Stipulation for Compromise Settlement and Rel case 

of Claims ,md the annuity contract. The terms, conditions. and rcqui rem en ts of this Stipuhltion 

for Com prom isc Settlement and Release of Claims arc not scvcrab le and the fa i I urc to agree. 

4 



fulfill. or comply with any term, condition. or requirement renders the entire Stipulation for 

Compromise Settlement and Release or Claims and the compromi sc settlement nul I and void. 

The authorization by the Attorney General or the Attorney General's dcsignec to negotiate and 

consummate a settlement for the amount agreed upon by the panics docs not make the settlement 

binding upon the United States unless and until the other terms. conditions. and requirements of 

this Stipulation for Comprom isc Settlement and Release of CI aims have been comp lctely agreed 

upon in writing. 

b. Each beneficiary of the annuity contract set fo11h above in paragraph 2(b) 

must be alive at the time of the purch.:isc of the annuity contract. In the event of the death of any 

be11cJ1ci,1ry prior to the purchase of the annuity contract. the entire Stipulation for Compromise 

Settlement and Release of Claims and the compromise settlement arc null and void. 

c. In the event any pbintiff is a minor or a legally incompetent adult the 

p l;,i inti rr must obtai 11 court approval of the settlement at their ex pcnsc. Such court approval must 

be obtained prior to the purchase of the annuity contract set forth above in parngraph 2(h ). 

Pia imi ff agrees to obtain such approval in a timely manner, time being of the essence. P la inti ff 

further agrees that the United States may void this settlement at its option in the event such 

approval is not obtained in a timely manner. In the event Plaintiff fails to obtain such Court 

approval. the entire Stipulation for Compro1111se Settlement and Release of Claims and the 

compromise sc111cmcnt arc null and void. 

5. Plaintiff stipulates and agrees that she is legally responsible for any and all liens or 

claims for payment or reimbursement that arise from or arc related in any way to the claims 

asserted in the compluint herein. and that she \vill rc11nbursc. indemnify, and hold harmless the 
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United States and its agents. servants, and employees from and against any and al! such liens or 

claims for payment or reimbursement. Plaintilland her attorney stipulate and agree that Plaintiff 

wi 11 satisfy or rcsol ve any and al 1 liens or claims for payment or reimbursement before any 

µonion of the settlement payment is distributed to Plaintiff. For purposes of this Stipulation for 

Compromise Settlement :rnd Release of Claims, a claim includes. but is not limited to, any claim 

or cause of action for reimbursement for any payments made to or on behalf of PI ainti ff or her 

husb,md, Vance Lee Lisonbee, now deceased: any claim or cause of action for reimbursement for 

any goods or services provided to Plaintiff or Vance Lee Lisonbee: and any claim or cause of 

action for contribution, indemnification, or subrogation. Plaintiff and her ctttorncy further agree 

that Plaintiff"s aHorney will provide to the United States evidence that e<1ch lien or claim has 

been satisfied or resolved and that the !icnho!dcr or claimant has waived and released its lien or 

claim. The evidence required by this paragraph may be satisfied by a letter from Plaintiffs 

attorney to counsel for Lhc United States stating that each lien or claim has been satisfied or 

resolved and tlrnt each !icnholdcr or claimant has waived and released its lien or claim. 

(1. This Stipulation for Compromise Settlement and Release of Clanns is not and 

should not be construed as an ad mission of liabi I ity or faull on the part of the United Stntcs or its 

ngcms, servants, or employees. and 1t is specifically denied that they arc liable to Plaintiff_ This 

Stipulation for Compromise Settlement and Release or Claims is entered into by the parties 

hereto for the pll1l)OSe of cornpromising disputed dauns and avoiding the expenses and risks of 

further I itigation. 

7. The respective parties wi!l each bear their own costs. fees. and expenses. and any 

attorney's fees owed by Plaintiff will be paid out of the settlement payment and not in addition 
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thereto. Pursu:mt to 28 U.S.C. * 2678, nttorney's fees for services rendered in connection with 

th is action cannot exceed 25'% of the settlement payment. 

8. The persons signing this Stipulation for Compromise Settlement and Release of 

Claims warrant and represent that they possess full authority to bind the persons on whose behalf 

!hey arc signing to the terms of the settlement. 

9. Plaintiffs attorney agrees to distribute the setllcrnent proceeds to Plaintiff after 

deducting allowable costs and fees and paying or resolving any lien or claim for reimbursement 

or payment for \vh ich Plaintiff has agreed to be legally responsible under the terms of this 

St ipul at ion for Compromise Settlement and Release of Claims. Plaintiffs attorney further agrees 

that he will cooperate in the preparntion and filing of such documents as may be necessary to 

obtain a dismissal of the above-entitled action with prejudice, with each pat1y bearing its O\Vll 

costs. expenses, and fees. 

l 0. The parties agree that this Stipulation for Compromise Settlement und Release of 

Claims may be nrnde public in its entirety pursuant to 5 U. S.C. ~ 552a(b), and Plaintiff expressly 

consents to such release and disclosure. 

11. This Stipulation for Compromise Settlement and Release of Claims may be 

executed in several counterparts, with a separate signature page for each party. All such 

counterparts and signature pages will together be deemed to be one document. 
'"} 

Executed this _j3_ day of fl!~ . 2011. 

(I - [ 
., / ~v ~ 1 7/,1 UI ld,t!.__- ()L(L)C} t/:)_j_L 

M(p,NICA LISONBEE 
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Executed this/ 3 dav of -- , //~r-· 201 ! . 

{/ 

JON D. WILUAMS 
Attorney for Plaintiff 

"'L~ L,/ 
Executed this~ '-cJay of Jvl~/· , 2011. 

\ 

Exccmcd th;, __ll,__ day of-~· 201 Ll ¼ ~ 

ST NLEY L MEAD, CFP 
Cambridge Galahcr Settlements 
Structured Settlement Broker 
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MICHEL F. MILLS, SBN No. 193002 
THE LAW OFFICES OF MICHEL F. MILLS 

2 A Professional Corporation 
14550 Haynes Street 
Van Nuys, CA 91411 
(818) 947-5111 / (818) 947-5121 
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5 Attorneys for Plaintiff, 
Craig B. Northington 

Fax 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

CENTRAL DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA 
IO 

11 

12 

13 
CRAI(~ BRYJ\N NORTHINGTON, 

14 
Plaintiff, 

15 
vs. 

16 
KATHLEEN 117\WK-SAWYER ET 

17 
Defendants. 
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CASE NO: CV 04-1032-CBM 
(MLGx) 

SECOND AMENDED COMPLAINT 
(Jury Trial Demand) 

SECOND AMENDED COMPLAINT 
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3 I. 

TABLE OF ALLEGATIONS 

INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW OF THE ACTION 
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5 
II. JURISDICTION AND VENUE . 

6 III. THE PARTIES 

7 A. Plaintiffs 

8 B. Defendants 

1. 

2 • 

Governmental Entities 

Real Persons 

a. 

b. 

c. 

d, 

e. 

Real Defendants affiliated with Federal 
Detention Center, Colorado 
Real Defendants affiliated with Federal 
Medical Center, Minnesota 
Real Defendants affiliated with 
U,S,P, Lompoc 
Defendants affiliated with 
U.S.P. Victorville . 
Non-Party Tortfeasors For Whom The 
United States of America Has Accepted 
Liability Pursuant to the Federal Tort 
Claims Act. 
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11 
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13 

14 

15 

16 

17 
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23 
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IV. GENERAL ALLEGATIONS APPLICABLE TO ALL CAUSES OF ACTION. 10 

A. Defendants Deliberately Denied Northington 
Access to Medical Services and Denied Him 
Necessary Treatment, Thereby Causing Him 
Unnecessary Pain and Suffering and Worsening 
His Life-Threatening Disease. 

B. Defendants Denied Northington Care To Treat 
His Serious Dental Conditions, Caused Him 
Serious Dental Injury, And By Denying Him An 
Appropriate Diet, Defendants Caused Northington 
Sever Injury. Pain. Suffering and Worsened His 
Serious Condition. 

C. Defendants Deliberately Interfered With 
Northington's Medical and Dental Treatment by 
Denying Him Access to His Medical And Dental 
Records, Thereby Causing Him Serious Injury, 
Pain and Suffering. 

10 
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1 NOW COMES Plaintiff Craig Bryan Northington who brings this 

2 prisoner's civil rights and medical negligence action against the 

3 following Defendants: ( 1) governmental entities, United States of 

4 America; Federal Bureau of Prisons; and (2) the following real person 

5 Defendants, each in their individual capacities, Kathleen Hawk-

6 Sawyer, Harley Lappin, Warden B . G. Compton [ First name unknown] , 

7 Warden Alvaro (a. k. a. Alex) Herrera, Bruce Barton, M. D., Ronald 

8 Cygnor, M.D., Thomas Krause, M.D., Sterling Pollack, M.D., Richard 

9 Gross, M.D., J.E. Gunja; Joseph Henderson, Mr. Misera [First name 

10 unknown], Mahesh Patel, Dewayne Evans, R. Johnson [First name 

11 unknown], David Shoemaker, Warden Slade [First name unknown], Kevin 

12 Dyre, Anthony Salanadan and All Other Parties Presently Unknown. 

13 Plaintiff Northington alleges, upon information and belief, except as 

14 to allegations that pertain to him or his counsel, as follows: 

15 

16 

17 

I. 

1. 

INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW OF THE ACTION 

"When the State by affirmative exercise of its power so 

18 restrains an individual's liberty that it renders him unable to care 

19 for himself, and at the same time fails to provide for his basic human 

20 needs, e.g., food, clothing, shelter, medical care, and reasonable 

21 safety, it transgresses the substantive limits set by the Eighth 

22 Amendment. 1 " Helling v. McKinney, 509 U.S. 25, 32 (1993) (citations 

23 omitted). Then, the Constitution imposes "a corresponding duty to 

24 assume some responsibility for his safety and general well being." Id. 

25 

26 

27 

28 

2. Plaintiff Northington is a federal inmate of the federal 

1The Eighth Amendment states: "Excessive 
required, nor excessive fines imposed, nor 
punishments inflicted." U.S. Const.Amend.VIII. 
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1 

2 

penitentiary system who suffers advanced liver disease. 

court reduced Northington's sentence after finding 

The district 

these life-

3 threatening conditions justified a significant, downward departure 

4 from the otherwise applicable sentencing guideline range. 

5 3. Since entering their custody in July 2000, the defendants 

6 have deliberately subjected Northington to a continuous nightmare of 

7 cruel and unusual punishment. Over the past five years, the named 

8 defendants have taken a direct part in systematically denying his 

9 necessary medical, dental and dietary care. These defendants 

10 initially mis-diagnosed his condition as being terminal, being too 

11 advanced for treatment. Northington exposed this error and sought 

12 treatment for his liver disease. Later, they feigned giving him 

13 medical and dental care, but this was an i 11 us ion. They further 

14 delayed his liver treatments when they mutilated his mouth in two 

15 botched oral surgeries: procedures that left shards of broken teeth 

16 painfully exposed through his gum lines nearly a year. The defendants 

17 not only inflicted agonizing pain to Northington's mouth, they also 

18 denied him the nutrition necessary to maintain his health. The real 

19 barrier standing between Northington and the treatment he needed, and 

20 what all the pretexts gave affect, was a simple, yet unconstitutional 

21 BOP policy to deny inmates treatment of advanced liver disease. 

22 4. Northington brings this action to assert claims arising from 

23 two inter-related violations: (1) defendants' barriers to medical and 

24 dental care, and (2) defendants' medical and dental negligence. As 

25 alleged more fully below, Northington seeks the Court's injunctive 

26 relief to compel Defendants to provide necessary medical and dental 

27 care. He also seeks compensatory damages for the pain, anguish and 

28 disability Defendants inflicted upon him. 
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1 II. JURISDICTION AND VENUE 

2 5. This Court has jurisdiction in this action pursuant to 28 

3 u.s.c. §§ 1331, 1332, 1346(b), 1367, 2672, 2674, 2675, 2677, 2679, 

4 2680; 42 U.S.C. § 233(a); 42 u.s.c. § l997e; Bivens v. Six Unknown 

5 Named Agents of the Federal Bureau of Narcotics, 403 U.S. 388 (1971), 

6 the FTCA, and 5 U.S.C. § 552. 

7 6. Venue is proper in this district pursuant to 28 U.S.C. §§ 

8 1346 and 1391. 

9 7. Though the acts and omissions that originally gave rise to 

10 Plaintiff's claims against Defendants Cyngor and Kraus originated in 

11 the states of Minnesota and Colorado respectively, the violations 

12 continued after Plaintiff was transferred to the United States 

13 Penitentiary ("USP") Lompoc, California and then to USP Victorville. 

14 All other claims brought occurred at USP Lompoc and USP Victorville. 

15 

16 

17 

18 

III. PARTIES 

A. Plaintiff 

8. Plaintiff Craig Bryan Northington is a citizen of the United 

19 States and of the State of California who was incarcerated at Federal 

20 Medical Center, Rochester, Minnesota, Federal Detention Center 

21 (Englewood), Littleton, Colorado, USP Lompoc California and USP 

22 Victorville, California at the times the various violations alleged 

2 3 in this complaint arose. He is presently con£ ined at the United 

24 States Penitentiary in Victorville, California, and assigned Federal 

25 Registration No. 18299-112. 

26 

27 

28 

B. 

9. 

Defendants 

1. Governmental Entities 

Defendant United States is located though the United States 
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1 Attorney for the Central District of California, Debra W. Yang, Room 

2 7516, Federal Building, 300 North Los Angeles Street, Los Angeles, 

3 California, 90012 and the United States Attorney General, Alberto 

4 Gonzales , United Stat es Department of Justice, 9 5 O Pennsy 1 vania 

5 Avenue, NW, Washington, DC 20530-0001. 

6 10. Defendant Federal Bureau of Prisons is an entity of the 

7 United St ates Government, Department of Justice, 3 2 0 Fi rs t Street, NW, 

8 Washington, DC 20534. 

9 11. Plaintiff will hereinafter collectively refer to the 

10 foregoing as "Governmental Entity Defendants." 

11 

12 2. Real Persons 

13 12. Defendant Kathleen Hawk-Sawyer is a citizen of the United 

14 States and, at all material times until April 4, 2003, was employed 

15 as Executive Director for the Federal Bureau of Prisons, 320 First 

16 Street NW, Washington, D.C., 20534, at the time the claims alleged in 

17 this complaint arose. Plaintiff sues this defendant in her individual 

18 capacity in Count One and in her official capacity in Count Three. 

19 13. Defendant Harley Lappin is a citizen of the United States 

20 and, at all material times since April 4, 2003, was employed as 

21 Executive Director for the Federal Bureau of Prisons, 320 First Street 

22 NW, Washington, D.C., 20534, at the time the claims alleged in this 

23 complaint arose. Plaintiff sues this defendant in his individual 

24 capacity in Count One and in his official capacity in Count Three. 

25 14. Defendant Robert Haro is a citizen of the United States and 

26 State of California and was employed as Western Regional Director for 

27 the Federal Bureau of Prisons, 7950 Dublin Blvd. 3 ~d Floor, Dublin, 

28 California, 94568, at the time the claims alleged in this complaint 
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1 arose. Plaintiff sues this defendant in his individual capacity in 

2 in Count One and in his official capacity in Count Three. 

3 15. Defendant J.E. Gunja is a citizen of the United States and 

4 the State of California, and was employed as Regional Director for 

5 United States Penitentiary - Bureau of Prisons, located at PO Box 5500 

6 Adelanto, California 92301, when the claims alleged in this complaint 

7 arose. Plaintiff sues this defendant in his individual capacity in 

8 Counts One and Two and in his official capacity in Count Three. 

9 

10 

11 

a. Real Defendants affiliated with Federal Detention 
Center, Colorado 

16. Defendant Thomas Krause, M.D. is a citizen of the United 

12 States and the State of Colorado, and was employed as Chief Medical 

13 Officer, Federal Detention Center - Bureau of Prisons, located at 9595 

14 West Quincy Avenue, Littleton, Colorado, 80123, at the time the claims 

15 alleged in this complaint arose. Plaintiff sues this defendant in his 

16 in his official capacity in Counts Three and Four. 

17 

18 

19 

20 

b. Real Defendants affiliated with Federal Medical Center, 
Minnesota 

17. Defendant Ronald Cygnor, M.D. is a citizen of the United 

21 States and of Minnesota, and was employed as a medical doctor at the 

22 Federal Medical Center - Bureau of Prisons, located at 2110 East 

23 Center Street, Rochester, Minnesota, 55903-4600, at the time the 

24 claims alleged in this complaint arose. Plaintiff sues this defendant 

25 in his official capacity in Counts Three and Four. 

26 

27 

28 

c. Real Defendants affiliated with U.S.P. Lompoc 

18. Defendant B.G. Compton is a citizen of the United States and 
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1 was employed as Warden of USP Lompoc, 3901 Klein Blvd., Lompoc, 

2 California, 93436, when some of the claims alleged in this complaint 

3 arose. Plaintiff sues this defendant in his individual capacity in 

4 Counts One and Two, and in his official capacity in Count Three. 

5 19. Defendant warden Alvaro (a.k.a. Alex) Herrera is a citizen 

6 of the United States and the State of California, and was employed as 

7 Warden at USP Lompoc, 3901 Klein Blvd., Lompoc, California, 93436, 

8 when the claims alleged in this complaint arose. Plaintiff sues this 

9 defendant in his individual capacity in Counts One and Two and in his 

10 official capacity in Count Three. 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

20. Defendant Joseph Henderson is a citizen of the Unites States 

and the State of California, and was employed as a Warden's Assistant 

and Spokesman at the USP Lompoc, 3901 Klein Blvd., Lompoc, California, 

93436, when the claims alleged in this complaint arose. Plaintiff 

sues this defendant in his individual capacity in Count Two and in his 

official capacity in Count Three. 

21. Defendant Mahesh Patel is a citizen of the United States and 

the State of California, and was employed as Health Services 

Administrator at the USP Lompoc, 3901 Klein Blvd., Lompoc, California, 

93436, when the claims alleged in this complaint arose. Plaintiff 

sues this defendant in his individual capacity in Count Two and in his 

official capacity in Count Three. 

22. Defendant Dewayne Evans is a citizen of the United States 

and the State of California and was employed as Assistant Health 

Administrator at the USP Lompoc, 3901 Klein Blvd., Lompoc, California, 

93436, when the claims alleged in this complaint arose. Plaintiff 

sues this defendant in his individual capacity in Count Two and in his 

official capacity in Count Three. 
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1 23. Defendant Sterling Pollack, M.D. is a citizen of the United 

2 States and the State of California and was employed as Chief Medical 

3 Officer and Clinical Director at the USP Lompoc, 3901 Klein Blvd., 

4 Lompoc, California, 93436, when the claims alleged in this complaint 

5 arose. Plaintiff sues this defendant in his individual capacity in 

6 Count Two and in his official capacity in Count Four. 

7 24. Defendant Richard Gross, M.D. is a citizen of the United 

8 States and the State of California and was employed as a medical 

9 doctor at the USP Lompoc, 3901 Klein Blvd., Lomoc, California, 93436, 

10 when the claims alleged in this complaint arose. Plaintiff sues this 

11 defendant in his individual capacity in Count Two and in his official 

12 capacity in Count Four. 

13 25. Defendant David Shoemaker is a citizen of the United States 

14 and the State of California, and was employed as Food Service 

15 Administrator at the USP Lompoc, 3901 Klein Blvd., Lompoc, California, 

16 93436, when the claims alleged in this complaint arose. Plaintiff 

17 sues this defendant in his individual capacity in Count Two and in his 

18 official capacity in Count Three. 

19 26. Defendant Kevin Dyre is a citizen of the United States and 

20 the State of California and was employed as Food Service Officer at 

21 the USP Lompoc, 3901 Klein Blvd., Lompoc, California, 93436, when the 

22 claims alleged in this complaint arose. Plaintiff sues this defendant 

23 in his individual capacity in Count Two and in his official capacity 

24 in Count Three. 

25 27. Defendant Anthony Salanadan is a citizen of the United 

26 States and State of California and was employed as Assistant Health 

27 Service Administrator and/or Physician's Assistant at the USP Lompoc, 

28 3901 Klein Blvd., Lompoc, California, 93436, when the claims alleged 
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1 in this complaint arose. Plaintiff sues this defendant in his 

2 individual capacity in Count Two and in his official capacity in Count 

3 Three. 

4 28. Defendant R. Johnson, first name unknown, is a citizen of 

5 the United States and the State of California, and was employed as 

6 Housing Manager at the USP Lompoc, 3901 Klein Blvd., Lompoc, 

7 California, 93436, when the claims alleged in this complaint arose. 

8 Plaintiff sues this defendant in her individual capacity in Count Two 

9 and in her official capacity in Count Three. 

10 

11 d. Defendants affiliated with U.S.P. Victorville 

12 29. Defendant Warden Slade is a citizen of the United States and 

13 the State of California, and was employed as Warden at the USP 

14 Victorville, located at PO Box 5500 Adelanto, California 92301, when 

15 the claims alleged in this complaint arose. Plaintiff sues this 

16 defendant in his individual capacity in Counts One and Two and in his 

17 official capacity in Count Three. 

18 30. Defendant Mr. Misera, first name unknown, is a citizen of 

19 the United States and the State of California, and was employed as 

20 Heath Services Administrator at the USP Victorville, located at PO Box 

21 5500 Adelanto, California 92301, when the claims alleged in this 

22 complaint arose. Plaintiff sues this defendant in his individual 

23 capacity in Count Two and in his official capacity in Count Three. 

24 31. Defendant Bruce Barton, M.D. is a citizen of the United 

25 States and of California, and was employed as a medical doctor at USP 

26 Victorville, located at PO Box 5500 Adelanto, California 92301, when 

27 the claims alleged in this complaint arose. Plaintiff sues this 

28 defendant in his individual capacity in Count Two and in his official 
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1 capacity in Count Four. 

2 32. Defendant(s) All Other Parties Presently Unknown are 

3 citizens of the United States and the States of California, Colorado, 

4 and Minnesota, and were employed as either correctional officers or 

5 administrators for the United States Marshal's Service or the Federal 

6 Bureau of Prisons, at or through their home offices at the addresses 

7 stated above. These Defendants are being sued in their individual 

8 and/or official capacities, and upon discovery of their individual 

9 names Plaintiff will name them as parties to this suit. 

10 

11 

12 

e. Non-Party Tortfeasors For Whom The United States of 
America Has Accepted Liability Pursuant to the Federal 
Tort Claims Act. 

33. Joseph Rose, M.D. or D.D.S. is a citizen of the United 

13 States and the State of California, and was employed as Chief Dental 

14 Officer - USP Lompoc, 3901 Klein Blvd., Lompoc, California, 93436, 

15 when the claims alleged in this complaint arose. Doctor Rose is an 

16 officer commissioned in the Public Health Service. Plaintiff sues the 

17 United States, under the Federal Tort Claims Act, for the acts and 

18 omissions of Doctor Rose. 

19 34. Randolph Mayberry, M.D. or D.D. S. is a citizen of the United 

20 States and the State of California, and was employed as a dentist for 

21 the Bureau of Prisons at USP Lompoc, 3901 Klein Blvd., Lompoc, 

22 California, 93436, when the claims alleged in this complaint arose. 

23 This Defendant is being sued in his individual capacity. Doctor 

24 Mayberry is an officer commissioned in the Public Health Service. 

25 Plaintiff sues the United States, under the Federal Tort Claims Act, 

26 for the acts and omissions of Doctor Mayberry. 

27 /// 

28 /// 
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1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

IV. 

A. 

STATEMENT OF MATERIAL FACTS 

Defendants Deliberately Denied Northington Access to 
Medical Services and Denied Him Necessary Treatment, 
Thereby Causing Him Unnecessary Pain and Suffering and 
Worsening His Life-Threatening Disease. 

35. Plaintiff incorporates herein by reference paragraphs 1 

6 through 34 as though fully set forth herein. 

7 36. On or about June 16, 2000, Plaintiff was arrested by the 

8 Federal Bureau of Investigation {"FBI") and was placed in the custody 

9 of the United States Marshals {"USM") at the Federal Detention Unit 

10 at the Santa Ana City Jail, Santa Ana, California, under Federal 

11 Registration No. 18299-112. 

12 3 7. On or about June 17, 2000, Plaintiff advised medical 

13 personnel at the Santa Ana City Jail that he required immediate 

14 medical attention for a serious and life threatening medical 

15 condition, chronic Hepatitis Virus C ("HVC") infection, Grade III and 

16 with Stage 3 to Stage 4 liver disease with cirrhosis. Plaintiff 

17 further informed medical personnel that he had previously received 

18 medical care for this disease from the U.C.L.A. Medical Center in Los 

19 Angeles, California, and the University of Colorado Health Science 

20 Center in Denver, Colorado. 

21 3 8 • Thereafter, medical personnel whose identities are pre sent 1 y 

22 unknown to Plaintiff, failed to examine, evaluate, or treat Plaintiff 

23 for this serious life threatening illness. As a result, on or about 

24 August 15, 2000, Plaintiff became more seriously ill and was 

25 subsequently transferred to the Federal Metropolitan Detention Center 

26 ("FMDC") in Los Angeles, California, for emergency medical care. 

27 39. Upon arrival at FMDC in Los Angeles, Plaintiff was placed 

2 8 in a medical/psychiatric unit. Thereafter, Plaintiff was denied 
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1 medical evaluation and treatment for his HVC and liver disease, and 

2 was only treated for the symptom of "depression" as a result of his 

3 disease. 

4 4 O • On or about September 15, 2 O O O , United States Marshal 1 

5 Service transferred Plaintiff to the Douglas County Jail (DCJ) in 

6 Castle Rock, Colorado to be held as a pre-trial federal detainee. 

7 Plaintiff immediately advised DCJ medical personnel that he required 

8 immediate treatment for chronic HVC infection and advanced liver 

9 disease. DCJ medical personnel told Plaintiff that his medical 

10 records would be obtained from the Colorado Department of Corrections 

11 ("DOC"), University of Colorado Health Science Center and U.C.L.A. 

12 Medical Center where he had received prior diagnosis and treatment. 

13 41. Plaintiff's HVC and liver disease worsened before the DCJ 

14 doctors could obtain these records. He began suffering seizures on 

15 a daily basis, often injuring himself when he fell. Plaintiff's 

16 situation became critical, on or about November 13, 2000, prompting 

17 the prosecuting United States Attorney to file a motion in the United 

18 States District Court, District of Colorado, Hon. Wiley Daniels, to 

19 transport Plaintiff to a BOP medical f ac i 1 i ty for emergency treatment . 

20 Judge Daniels granted the motion and, on November 15, 2000, ordered 

21 for Plaintiff to be transported to a BOP medical center for 

22 "evaluation and treatment" for his chronic HVC infection and liver 

23 disease. Thereafter, Plaintiff was transported to the Federal Medical 

24 Center ("FMC") in Rochester, Minnesota. 

25 42. After admittance to the FMC, Plaintiff was subsequently 

26 advised by Defendant Ronald Cygnor, M.D. that his seizures resulted 

27 from a condition known as "neuroleptic malignant syndrome" ( "NMS") due 

28 to his liver no longer being able to adequately metabolize certain 
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1 medications, including lithium and imipramine, which Plaintiff had 

2 been prescribed and had taken since his incarceration in the federal 

3 detention unit at the Santa Ana City Jail. 

4 43. Later, between March and May 2001, Dr. Cyngor told Plaintiff 

5 that, based upon his medical history and current blood tests, 

6 Plaintiff's liver disease had advanced too far to be treated and that 

7 Plaintiff was in need of a liver transplant that he could not obtain 

8 while a federal prisoner. Dr. Cyngor told Plaintiff that Plaintiff 

9 had between two and five years to live, depending on "God." 

10 44. On or about May 15, 2 001, Plaintiff was transferred from the 

11 FMC and to the Federal Detention Center, a BOP facility in 

12 Englewood/Littleton, Colorado. When Plaintiff in-processed through 

13 the FDC, he disclosed his chronic HVC and advanced liver disease and 

14 of his need for medical care to medical personnel. 

15 45. On or about June 1, 2001, Plaintiff was seen by defendant 

16 Thomas Kraus, M.D., Chief Medical Officer for the FDC in Colorado. 

17 Plaintiff again disclosed his medical condition and requested a second 

18 medical opinion regarding his condition. Dr. Krause told Plaintiff 

19 that, while his chart noted that he came the FMC in Rochester, none 

20 of his medical records transferred with him. Accordingly, Dr. Kraus 

21 advised Plaintiff to continue taking the psychotropic medications then 

22 being prescribed to treat his depression. Dr. Kraus said he could not 

23 evaluated Plaintiff's HVC or liver disease further his medical records 

24 from FMC Rochester. 

25 46. On or about July 1, 2001, Plaintiff's depression medications 

26 caused him to suffer the effects of NMS again. Plaintiff repeatedly 

27 reported to "sick-call" complaining of constant abdominal and joint 

28 pain, tremors, and hallucinations. Dr. Kraus examined him at least 
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1 three times between July and August 2001. After each examination, Dr. 

2 Kraus said nothing could be done to treat his pain or other symptoms. 

3 47. Dr. Kraus examined Plaintiff, on or about August 23, 2001, 

4 and told him that, due to his advanced stage of liver disease and the 

5 information he received from FMC Rochester, Plaintiff's condition was 

6 "terminal." Plaintiff again asked for a second medical opinion based 

7 on an examination. Dr. Kraus told Plaintiff that the Executive 

8 Director of the BOP, Kathleen Hawk-Sawyer had issued a directive 

9 through the Medical Department of the Central Office of the BOP 

10 denying any and all pre-trial detainees, such as Plaintiff, treatment 

11 for HVC until that person had been convicted, sentenced, and 

12 designated to a BOP facility. Dr. Kraus explained that, because HVC 

13 caused and aggravated Plaintiff's liver disease, Defendant Hawk-

14 Sawyer's directive precluded him from receiving treatment for his 

15 liver disease and from receiving a second opinion. 

16 48. Based on Dr. Kraus' information, Plaintiff entered a plea 

17 agreement with the USA to expedite his medical treatment, and pled 

18 guilty on or about September 13, 2001. 

19 49. On or about December 15, 2001, Plaintiff received a copy of 

2 O the Pre-Sentence Report ( "PSR") relevant to sentencing. The PSR 

21 included "Medical and Psychiatric Transfer Summaries" to the U. s. 

22 District Court upon Plaintiff's release and transfer from the FMC. 

23 The PSR revealed that Dr. Cyngor reported and recommended to the BOP 

24 that Plaintiff not receive any treatment for his HVC and liver 

25 disease. 

26 so. Judge Daniels sentenced Plaintiff on or about January 3, 

27 2002. Before passing sentence, Judge Daniels took evidence and made 

28 findings that Plaintiff's HVC and liver disease were sufficiently 
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1 serious to justify a downward departure from the mandatory minimum 

2 sentencing guidelines for Plaintiff's offense. 

3 51. On or about February 5, 2002, Plaintiff was transferred to 

4 the United States Penitentiary ("USP") in Lompoc, California. When 

5 booked into USP Lompoc, Plaintiff advised medical personnel of his 

6 chronic HVC infection, liver disease and his need for medical care. 

7 52. Between February 5, 2002 and March 15, 2002, Plaintiff 

8 reported to "sick-call" on at least two occasions complaining of pain 

9 and illness due to his HVC infection. Both times Lompoc personnel 

10 told Plaintiff that he must wait to be seen by defendants Richard 

11 Gross M.D. and/or Sterling Pollack M.D. because they were exclusively 

12 responsible for treating Plaintiff's disease. 

13 53. On or about March 23, 2002, Plaintiff advised Dr. Gross of 

14 his medical history from the onset of his HVC infection. Plaintiff 

15 then asked Dr. Gross for a second medical opinion regarding his HVC 

16 and liver disease treatment . Dr . Gross said, that despite Plaintiff' s 

17 claim that he had been diagnosed with HVC and the been committed to 

18 the FMC in Rochester for medical evaluation, there was nothing in his 

19 medical record to substantiate the claim of his serious medical 

20 condition. Plaintiff gave Dr. Gross a copy of the "transfer summary" 

21 as contained in his PSR to substantiate Plaintiff's serious medical 

22 condition and illness. Unpersuaded, Dr. Gross refused to treat or 

23 test Plaintiff for HVC and liver disease on the basis that he needed 

24 to obtain his medical records from the DOC in Colorado and from the 

25 FMC in Minnesota. Accordingly, Dr. Gross had Plaintiff sign three 

26 separate "Release of Medical Records" forms and advised him that he 

27 would be rescheduled for "chronic care" within the next 30 days. 

28 54. Dr. Gross did not contact Plaintiff about his chronic care 
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1 needs until on or about June 26, 2002, despite the fact that Plaintiff 

2 reported to "sick-call" complaining of pain and illness. On that date 

3 Dr. Gross also told Plaintiff he had no memory of ever having seen or 

4 examined him before. Dr. Gross confessed to Plaintiff that he had 

5 failed to submit the "Consent Forms" to obtain Plaintiff's medical 

6 records from the DOC and FMC. 

7 55. In response, Plaintiff asked Dr. Gross he have Plaintiff 

8 evaluated for a liver transplant and for placement on the National 

9 Organ Donor Transplant List. He also requested a prescription of herb 

10 "Milk-Thistle" and "Vitamin C" as a health supplement and treatment 

11 for his HVC. Plaintiff also asked Dr. Gross to treat his pain. Dr. 

12 Gross responded that the requests would have to be taken up with the 

13 USP Lompoc legal department . Dr . Gross admitted that Plaintiff ' s 

14 medical condition was "out of the realm of his expertise," so he would 

15 recommend Plaintiff to be seen and evaluated for treatment of his HVC 

16 by a "specialist." However, Dr. Gross told Plaintiff that his request 

1 7 for a liver transplant and to be placed on the National Organ 

18 Transplant List was denied on the ground that the BOP, under the 

19 directive of Kathleen Hawk-Sawyer, prohibited federal prisoners from 

20 receiving organ transplants regardless of the medical condition. 

21 56. On or about August 2, 2002, Plaintiff was transported to the 

22 Marian Medical Center in Santa Maria, California, for consultation 

23 with Dr. Eric Jahnke, a gastroenterolotist, for consultation. 

24 Plaintiff informed Dr. Jahnke of his medical history regarding his HVC 

25 and liver disease dating back to 1994 when in the DOC Plaintiff had 

26 first begun to suffer symptoms. Plaintiff also told Dr. Jahnke about 

27 Dr. Gross' s statement that the BOP prohibits organ transplants, 

28 letting him know that he was relying on whatever treatment may be 
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1 available to prolong his life. Dr. Jahnke promised to conduct his own 

2 examinations and evaluations despite the BOP doctors' prior 

3 conclusions and recommend to Dr. Gross and Dr. Pollack at USP Lompoc 

4 that Plaintiff be placed on a "special diet and vitamins". 

5 57. On or about August 6, 2002, Plaintiff met with Dr. Gross and 

6 advised him that Dr. Jahnke had recommended and ordered several blood 

7 tests. Dr. Grass's believed some of the procedures were unnecessary 

8 and disregarded them. Dr. Gross also denied Plaintiff the special 

9 diet and vitamins Dr. Jahnke ordered. Furthermore, despite 

10 Plaintiff's continuing complaints of being in moderate to severe pain 

11 constantly, Dr. Gross still refused to treat Plaintiff's pain. 

12 58. Dr. Jahnke completed his medical evaluation on or about 

13 October 10, 2002, and he advised Plaintiff that as an "only option" 

14 that would prolong his life, short of a liver transplant, was a one 

15 year treatment of "pegylated interferon and ribavirin." 

16 59. On or about that same day, Dr. Gross told Plaintiff that, 

17 despite Dr. Jahnke's recommendations, Plaintiff would still need to 

18 be evaluated by the staff psychologist, Dr. Kerr, and additional blood 

19 tests would need to be performed in accordance with BOP "protocol" for 

20 the treatment of HVC. Plaintiff advised Dr. Gross that the psychology 

21 department at FMC Rochester had already cleared him for the interferon 

22 treatment, and that his still incomplete medical records showed that 

23 he met all requirements the BOP protocols imposed for interferon 

24 treatment. Dr. Gross refused to begin the treatment until Dr. Kerr 

25 cleared him. 

26 60. Dr. Kerr gave Plaintiff the necessary clearance on or about 

27 November 18, 2002. Dr. Gross still refused to begin Plaintiff's 

28 treatment, now on the basis that further blood tests were required. 
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1 Yet, Dr. Gross failed to order any further blood tests through 

2 December 30, 2002, the day Plaintiff was called to the Lompoc medical 

3 unit for a blood test Dr. Jahnke had previously recommended but denied 

4 by Dr. Gross. Plaintiff advised the laboratory technician, Ms. Simon, 

S that he intended to file grievances and to sue Dr. Gross and the other 

6 doctors responsible for denying and/or unnecessarily delaying his 

7 treatment. Ms. Simon passed this information to Dr. Gross, who 

8 threatened the Plaintiff. Specifically, he promised to further delay 

9 Plaintiff's treatments under the guise that further psychological 

10 examination was necessary and that he was going to refer Plaintiff 

11 back to Dr. Kerr, the Chief Psychologist at USP Lompoc. Dr. Gross 

12 made good on his threat; however, Dr. Kerr again cleared Plaintiff for 

13 the interferon treatment on or about January 10, 2003. 

14 61. Plaintiff filed formal grievances against Dr. Gross and the 

15 BOP for denial of necessary medical care and unnecessary delay in 

16 providing medical treatment for his HVC and liver disease, for 

17 evaluation for placement on the National Organ Donor Transplant List, 

18 and for failing to evaluate and treat Plaintiff's chronic pain needs. 

19 Plaintiff initiated his administrative remedies on or about January 

20 27, 2003, and his remedy grievance was assigned claim number 289711. 

21 He exhausted his administrative remedy when the BOP Central Office 

22 denied his appeal on or about July 23, 2003. 

23 62. Dr. Gross told Plaintiff, on or about January 28, 2003, that 

24 the BOP Central Office approved the costs of treatment for Plaintiff's 

25 HVC. Yet because Dr. Jahnke had recommended that Plaintiff receive 

2 6 a treatment of "pegylated interferon", a medicine not yet approved for 

27 prescription at USP Lompoc, Plaintiff would have to wait until such 

28 medicine was approved at the facility. 
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1 63. Defendant Anthony Salanadan told Plaintiff, on or about 

2 February 1, 2003, the formal grievance Plaintiff had filed against Dr. 

3 Gross and other doctors of the BOP would only further delay and 

4 otherwise interfere with Plaintiff receiving treatment for his HVC. 

5 64. On or about February 15, 2002, Dr. Gross and Defendant 

6 Dewayne Evans told Plaintiff that USP Lompoc had been approved to 

7 begin administering Pegainterf eron, the pegylated inter£ eron Dr. 

8 Jahnke recommended. They told Plaintiff he must sign a "contract" 

9 with the Schilling Corporation that governed the used of their drug. 

10 65. Plaintiff started his Pegainterferon and Ribavirin 

11 treatments on or about February 20, 2003. Plaintiff was advised on 

12 that date of the known side effects of the treatment and that there 

13 was a certain medical protocol that would have to be followed during 

14 the course of treatment concerning being interviewed each week to 

15 check for possible side effects before his injection, obtaining his 

16 vital signs, and blood tests. 

17 66. On or about March 15, 2003, Dr. Gross told Plaintiff that 

18 BOP policy limited his interferon treatment to 24 weeks, without 

19 regard to his specific health needs and regardless of the Schilling 

20 contract that required a one year treatment. 

21 67. Plaintiff complained to acting Heath Services Administrator, 

22 Dewayne Evans, about Dr. Gross' intent to stop treatment automatically 

23 at 24 weeks regardless of Plaintiff's health needs. Mr. Evans 

24 promised that this would not happen. He said, at about 22 weeks into 

25 treatment, Plaintiff's RNA would be checked to determine whether he 

26 was responding to the treatment and if Plaintiff's RNA viral load of 

27 the HVC showed a significant drop, then Plaintiff would continue with 

28 the treatment for the full 52 weeks. At the time treatment began, 
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1 Plaintiff's RNA viral load was approximately 1,078,000.00. 

2 68. On or about Aprill, 2003, Plaintiff began to suffer from 

3 acute and sometimes serious pain throughout his back, constant 

4 diarrhea, and soft-tissue inflamation throughout his entire body 

5 (mouth, throat, sinuses, rectum, and penis). Plaintiff complained 

6 directly to Dr. Gross and other medical personnel at USP Lompoc and 

7 specifically informed Dr. Gross that Plaintiff attributed this serious 

8 side effect of the interferon/ribavirin medicines to his inability to 

9 eat most of the foods being served to him in the facility chow-hall 

10 due to dental injuries Plaintiff received in December 2002 and alleged 

11 infra, Section IVB. Dentists Dr. Rose and Dr. Mayberry, defendants' 

12 named herein, refused to order a "medical soft diet" for the injuries, 

13 causing Plaintiff to continue to lose weight due to lack of adequate 

14 nutrition. The Schilling Company had recommended that the ribavirin 

15 be taken with meals in order to increase the "absorption rate" of the 

16 medicine into the blood stream. 

17 69. Dr. Gross told Plaintiff that it was not his responsibility 

18 or that of the medical department to assure that Plaintiff was 

19 receiving an adequate diet. Dr. Gross then suggested to Plaintiff 

20 that if he could not eat certain solid foods in the prison chow-hall 

21 due to his dental injuries, then it was Plaintiff's responsibility to 

22 purchase his own "soft foods" through the prison commissary. Dr. 

23 Gross then advised Plaintiff that he would just have to endure the 

24 side-effects of the interferon and ribavirin, or that Plaintiff could 

25 just choose to quit the drugs. 

26 70. Dr. Gross reiterated that, regardless of Plaintiff's 

27 progress or side-effects, his treatment would be stopped at 24 weeks 

28 automatically. Dr. Gross refused to assist or treat Plaintiff in 
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1 receiving an adequate diet or to help alleviate any of the painful 

2 side-effects Plaintiff was suffering from. 

3 71. As a result of Dr. Gross telling Plaintiff that his 

4 treatment for HVC would automatically be cut off without regard to his 

5 individual health care needs at 24 weeks, on or about April 14, 2003, 

6 Plaintiff initiated formal administrative grievances to receive the 

7 full course of interferon treatment unless otherwise indicated by his 

8 RNA viral load. Plaintiff also requested a second opinion regarding 

9 his interferon treatment. Plaintiff was assigned remedy grievance 

10 claim number 297577. He exhausted his administrative remedy when the 

11 BOP Central Office denied his appeal on or about September 24, 2003. 

12 72. On or about April 15, 2003, Plaintiff began to feel a 

13 serious numbing sensation in his hands and feet. Plaintiff reported 

14 this condition to his work supervisor, Mr. Charles Henderson. Mr. 

15 Henderson reported Plaintiff's condition to defendant Evans. Evans 

16 told Henderson that Dr. Gross would be notified and Plaintiff would 

17 be examined. Neither Dr. Gross nor Mr. Evans contacted Plaintiff. 

18 73. Plaintiff's numbness in his hands and feet had progressed 

19 through May into a severe burning sensation which made it too painful 

20 for Plaintiff to remain standing on his feet. He reported his 

21 condition at sick-call, asked to be excused from his work assignment 

22 and asked that Dr. Gross be notified immediately of his condition. 

23 Without examining Plaintiff, this person denied his requests. On or 

24 about May 7, 2003, Plaintiff again reported to sick-call complaining 

25 of the burning sensation in his hands and feet and was again denied 

26 an examination or an excuse from work. 

27 74. On or abut May 22, 2003, Plaintiff contacted Defendant 

28 Salanadan, a Physician's Assistant, prior to receiving his interferon 
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1 injection. Plaintiff disclosed his serious side-effects to Mr. 

2 Salanadan, including severe insomnia that limited him to just a few 

3 hours of sleep every four to five days. Instead of examining 

4 Plaintiff, Salanadan accused Plaintiff of lying about his side-effects 

5 and thus refused to allow Plaintiff a "lay-in" from his prison job. 

6 This caused Plaintiff severe emotional distress. Only after Plaintiff 

7 threatened legal action against Mr. Salanadan did he give Plaintiff 

8 a one-day "lay-in" from his job assignment. 

9 75. Dr. Gross contacted Plaintiff on or about June 5, explaining 

10 that he was reducing Plaintiff's interferon dosage due to his 

11 continuing weight loss from lack of eating. Plaintiff objected, again 

12 explaining to Dr. Gross that it was only because of the dental 

13 injuries that he suffered on two separate occasions by Dr. Mayberry 

14 and Dr. Rose, and the subsequent refusal to order a "soft medical 

15 diet" that Plaintiff had lost so much weight. Dr. Gross again advised 

16 Plaintiff that it was his own responsibility to feed himself through 

1 7 the prison commissary if he wanted a "soft diet". Plaintiff then 

18 complained to Dr. Gross about them still not having received his 

19 medical records, and Dr. Gross responded by admitting that Plaintiff's 

20 medical records from other facilities had apparently been lost. 

21 76. Plaintiff asked about Dr. Gross' intent to stop his 

22 interferon treatment after 24 weeks, and Dr. Gross again informed him 

23 that BOP medical policy required that Plaintiff's interferon treatment 

24 be stopped at 24 weeks regardless of his individual health care needs. 

25 77. Between June 5, 2003 and July 31, 2003, Dr. Gross failed and 

26 refused to evaluate and treat Plaintiff for the burning and numbing 

27 sensation in his hands and feet. Even though Plaintiff had complained 

28 that the sensation had spread into his spine Dr. Gross still refused 
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1 to provide Plaintiff with evaluation or treatment for this condition. 

2 Further, even though Dr. Gross was aware of the fact that Plaintiff 

3 was only averaging less than 12 hours sleep a week, Dr. Gross refused 

4 to excuse Plaintiff from his prison work assignment beyond one day a 

5 week- the day following his weekly injection. 

6 78. On or about July 31, 2003, Plaintiff received his last 

7 interferon injection and notified Dr. Gross that it appeared that he 

8 had missed taking approximately 40 doses of his ribavirin due to 

9 facility "lock-downs" where he was not provided this medication when 

10 needed, or when he was unable to obtain this medication at the "med-

11 line" window for one reason or another. 

12 79. On or about August 7, 2003, Plaintiff submitted to be blood 

13 tested for the purpose of ascertaining his RNA HVC viral load. The 

14 result of that test showed that at that time the HVC was undetected 

15 and the Plaintiff's liver enzymes were normal, indicating that the 

16 interferon/ribavirin treatment had been working. 

17 80. On or about August 19, 2003, Plaintiff complained to Dr. 

18 Gross that his hands and feet were still numb and that the sensation 

19 was continuing to spread throughout his body. Dr. Gross again advised 

20 Plaintiff that there was nothing he could do about it. 

21 81. On or about August 29, 2003, Plaintiff again complained to 

22 Dr. Gross that he was in moderate pain and discomfort, that the 

23 numbness in his body was worsening, that he developed a strong 

24 metallic taste in his mouth, that he was more fatigued than he had 

25 ever been, and that he could no longer produce semen. Dr. Gross 

26 ignored these complaints and refused to evaluate and treat Plaintiff. 

27 82. On or about October 6, 2003, Plaintiff again had his blood 

28 tested in accordance with BOP "protocols" and policies relative to a 
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1 follow-up evaluation after interferon treatment. The results of this 

2 test showed that Plaintiff's liver enzymes were again elevated in the 

3 "high" abnormal range, which Dr. Gross and Dr. Pollack told Plaintiff 

4 indicated that the interferon treatment had failed. Upon discovering 

5 the results of this blood test on or about October 16, 2003, Plaintiff 

6 contacted Dr. Gross and requested another RNA test to check 

7 Plaintiff's HVC viral load as being necessary to ascertain, based on 

8 Plaintiff's elevated ALT enzyme level, whether the interferon 

9 treatment had failed. 

10 83. Plaintiff told Dr. Gross that, if in fact the treatment had 

11 failed, despite Dr. Gross, Dr. Pollack, Evans, Herrera, Haro, and 

12 Hawk-Sawyer's refusal to have Plaintiff evaluated for placement on the 

13 National Organ Donor Transplant List, Plaintiff would be renewing his 

14 request to be so placed. Dr. Gross responded, telling Plaintiff that 

15 he was only required to follow BOP medical protocols and policies 

16 relative to HVC treatment, without regard to Plaintiff's individual 

17 health concerns. Accordingly, Dr. Gross informed Plaintiff that for 

18 no reason would his RNA be tested for the presence of HVC until six 

19 months had passed from the date treatment had stopped. 

20 84. On or about October 30, 2 003, Plaintiff was contacted by Dr. 

21 Pollack and advised that in August 2003, unbeknownst to Plaintiff, Dr. 

22 Gross had referred him to a Neurologist to be examined outside the 

23 facility because of the numbing sensation that had spread throughout 

2 4 his body, Dr. Pollack told Plaintiff that for reasons unknown, 

25 Plaintiff's appointment with this Neurologist, which had been 

26 scheduled for November 2, 2003, had been cancelled by Warden Herrera. 

27 Dr. Pollack then showed Plaintiff a handwritten "blanket order" 

28 written by Warden Herrera stating that "This inmate will not leave the 
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1 facility." Accordingly, Dr. Pollack informed Plaintiff that due to 

2 the seriousness of his medical condition that he, as Chief Medical 

3 Officer and Clinical Director, would resubmit the request for this 

4 medical evaluation and treatment. 

5 85. As a result of Warden Herrera prohibiting all of Plaintiff's 

6 medical treatment outside of the facility without cause, Plaintiff 

7 initiated a formal administrative grievance against Warden Herrera, 

8 believing and on the grounds that said action was in retaliation for 

9 Plaintiff filing grievances and tort claims against Warden Herrera and 

10 his medical/dental staff beginning in October 2003. Plaintiff was 

11 assigned remedy grievance claim number 315559. He exhausted his 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

administrative remedy when he submitted his appeal to the BOP Central 

Office on February 4, 2004. 

86. On or about December 8, 2003, Plaintiff complained 

personally to contacted Defendant Patel, a Health Services 

Administrator, of his dire need for medical attention outside the 

facility and regarding Dr. Gross' refusal to check Plaintiff's RNA for 

the presence of HVC to determine whether Plaintiff needed a liver 

transplant now as opposed to later. Mr. Patel told Plaintiff he would 

order Dr. Gross to examine and consult with Plaintiff that day. 

87. Dr. Gross contacted and examined Plaintiff later that day 

for approximately an hour regarding Plaintiff's pain, numbness, and 

fatigue. At the conclusion of this examination, Dr. Gross advised 

Plaintiff that Warden Herrera was still refusing to allow Plaintiff 

to be seen by doctors outside the facility, which was interfering with 

Plaintiff's ability to be examined by a Neurologist and a liver 

Dr. Gross told Plaintiff there was nothing he could do. specialist. 

88. Dr. Gross then informed Plaintiff that he would order 
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1 additional blood tests for the purpose of evaluating Plaintiff's joint 

2 pain and severe fatigue, but still would not be checking Plaintiff's 

3 RNA at that time. Dr. Gross concluded that in his professional 

4 opinion, Plaintiff was now suffering from a "major depressive 

5 disorder" that was compounding Plaintiff's medical condition, and that 

6 Plaintiff needed to be placed on medications to treat this condition 

7 as soon as possible. Dr. Gross then advised Plaintiff to see Dr. 

8 Kerr, Chief Psychologist, and that Dr. Gross would contact Dr. Jahnke 

9 for "clearance" of certain psychotropic medications that would not 

10 further damage Plaintiff's liver. 

11 89. On or about December 15, 2003, Plaintiff was evaluated by 

12 Dr. Kerr, Chief Psychologist and a staff Psychiatrist, via video link-

13 up with the FMC in Spring£ ield, Missouri. He concluded that Plaintiff 

14 suffered from clinical depression and he ordered a psychotropic 

15 medication to begin immediately pending approval from Dr. Jahnke. 

16 90. Between December 18, 2003 and January 1, 2004, Plaintiff 

17 reported to the med-line window at least four times requesting his 

18 medication to treat his depression. Each time the medical staff 

19 responsible for dispensing prescriptions told Plaintiff that Dr. 

20 Gross had not yet ordered the prescription. 

21 91. On or about January 8, 2004, Plaintiff spoke to Dr. Gross 

22 in the main corridor and said that, in the month since Dr. Gross had 

23 last examined him, told him that he would order certain blood tests 

24 to evaluate Plaintiff's pain needs, and prescribed psychotropic drugs 

25 per Dr. Kerr's instructions, no blood samples had been taken, nor had 

26 any psychotropic drugs been given due to Dr. Gross' failure to approve 

27 the prescription. Dr. Gross told Plaintiff that he had issued the 

28 proper orders for both the blood tests and the prescription, and the 
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1 fact that Plaintiff had not received either was not his fault. 

2 92. On or about the same day, January 8, 2004, Plaintiff was 

3 called to the medical department and the laboratory technician who 

4 collected blood samples told him that she received an order from Dr. 

5 Gross dated that day to obtain "special blood samplesff from Plaintiff. 

6 93. On or about this same day, January 8, 2004, Plaintiff 

7 initiated another formal administrative grievance against Dr. Gross 

8 for this unnecessary delay in providing medical treatment. Plaintiff 

9 was assigned remedy grievance claim number 324054. He exhausted his 

10 administrative remedy when he submitted his appeal to the BOP Central 

11 Office on April 22, 2004. 

12 94. On or about February 9, 2004, Plaintiff had his RNA HVC 

13 viral load checked in accordance with "BOP protocolff. 

14 95. On or about February 10, 2004, Plaintiff was called to the 

15 "med-lineff window and advised that his prescription for psychotropics 

16 had been approved by Dr. Gross and filled. Plaintiff then began 

17 taking the medication. 

18 96. On or about February 17, 2004, Plaintiff was called to the 

19 medical department and contacted by Dr. Gross and Mr. Patel. 

20 Plaintiff was advised by both of these defendants that his blood tests 

21 for RNA HVC viral load had come back showing that not only was 

22 Plaintiff still infected with HVC, but that his viral load was 50% 

23 higher than it had been before the treatment started. In response, 

24 Plaintiff requested that Dr. Gross and Mr. Patel take immediate action 

25 to have Plaintiff evaluated for a liver transplant and to treat 

26 Plaintiff's pain and possible neurological disorder. Then Dr. Gross 

27 and Mr. Patel told Plaintiff that Warden Herrera had again cancelled 

28 Plaintiff's "outsideH appointments with both a liver specialist and 
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1 a Neurologist and that there was nothing they could do. 

2 97. In response to this statement, Plaintiff then informed Dr. 

3 Gross and Mr. Patel that he had filed a legal action against them, 

4 along with other doctors and employees of the BOP, alleging deliberate 

5 indifference in denying medical care and unnecessary delay in 

6 providing medical treatment, and seeking injunctive relief for the 

7 medical care he required. 

8 98. On or about March 23, 2004, Plaintiff was contacted by Dr. 

9 Gross and advised that he was being referred to FMC for evaluation for 

10 a possible liver transplant. Dr. Gross then told Plaintiff that in 

11 order to complete this request, Plaintiff had to sign a written 

12 consent to be transferred. Dr. Gross then advised Plaintiff that it 

13 was a policy that must be adhered to by "all inmates who need to be 

14 evaluated at medical centers . " Plaintiff signed the writ ten consent, 

15 yet was later that day told by Dr. Kerr that no such policy existed. 

16 Thereafter, Plaintiff withdrew his written consent on the grounds the 

17 action taken by Dr. Gross in obtaining his consent was fraudulent and 

18 was done with the sole intent to remove Plaintiff from the 

19 jurisdiction of the U.S. District Court, Central District of 

20 California, since he knew that legal action had been taken. 

21 99. On or about April 2, 2004, Plaintiff was contacted by Dr. 

22 Pollack, Mr. Patel, Dr. Mayberry, and Dr. Kerr. Dr. Pollack advised 

23 Plaintiff that he considered Plaintiff's condition an "emergency" 

24 which would override any other considerations. Accordingly, Dr. 

25 Pollack advised Plaintiff that he would be transferred to the FMC in 

26 Butner, North Carolina, as soon as possible for medical evaluation. 

27 100. On or about July 31, 2004, Plaintiff was again taken to see 

28 Dr. Jahnke, who made a series of findings and recommendations as to 
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1 Plaintiff's condition. 

2 101. Either that same week or the following week Plaintiff was 

3 suddenly notified that he was being transferred to USP Victorville. 

4 On or about August 10, 2004, Plaintiff notified R. Johnson, the 

5 Housing Manager of USP Lompoc, that he was being moved and he 

6 protested this decision based on the fact that he was awaiting 

7 implementation of Dr. Jahnke's recommendations. 

8 102. The same day Plaintiff contacted Warden Compton and Mr. 

9 Patel and expressed concern that this transfer would result in 

10 unnecessary delay in his treatment and the implementation of the 

11 recommendations made by Dr. Jahnke. Plaintiff, however, was 

12 nonetheless transferred to USP Victorville, where he remains today. 

13 103. At USP Victorville Plaintiff was caused to wait even longer 

14 for treatment, as the staff responsible for treating the day-to-day 

15 medical needs of their inmates had absolutely no medical training and 

16 had been pulled from clerical positions to fill medical positions as 

17 needed. Plaintiff immediately notified Dr. Barton and Mr. Misera 

18 about his illness and the recommendations made by Dr. Jahnke, which 

19 

20 

to this day have not been implemented. 

Plaintiff that USP Victorville was 

21 recommendations . 

Dr. Thang Nguyen informed 

not bound by Dr. Jahnke's 

22 104. As a result of the denial of medical care, unnecessary delay 

23 in providing medical treatment, and other acts and/or omissions 

24 complained alleged above, Plaintiff has suffered continuous pain 

25 without proper evaluation and treatment, and has suffered extreme 

26 emotional distress consisting of nightmares, depression, anxiety, 

27 anger, and frustration. Plaintiff has received psychiatric care to 

28 treat the emotional distress and psychological injury he suffered as 
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1 a result of the acts/omissions relating to the denial of medical care 

2 and delay of treatment herein alleged. 

3 105. Plaintiff exhausted his administrative remedies in 

4 accordance with 42 U.S.C. § 1997 et seq. In addition to the formal 

5 administrative grievances previously alleged, he submitted remedy 

6 grievances for the deliberate indifference to his serious medical 

7 conditions. Plaintiff was assigned remedy grievance claim numbers 

8 289711, 297577, 314849 and 315559. He exhausted his administrative 

9 remedies when he submitted his appeal to the BOP Central Office on May 

10 15, 2003, July 11, 2003, January 15, 2004, and February 4, 2004 

11 respectively. 

12 106. Plaintiff also filed his notices of claim, as required by 

13 FTCA, on or about June 3, 2003 which were denied on or about December 

14 19, 2003. 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

B. Defendants Denied Northington Care To Treat His 
Serious Dental Conditions. Caused Him Serious Dental 
Injury. And By Denying Him An Appropriate Diet. 
Defendants Caused Northington Sever Injury. Pain. 
Suffering and Worsened His Serious Condition. 

107. Plaintiff incorporates herein by reference paragraphs 1 

20 through 106 as though fully set forth herein. 

21 108. On or about April 15, 2002, Plaintiff reported to dental 

22 sick-call complaining of a serious toothache. Plaintiff was examined 

23 by Chief Dentist Dr. Joseph Rose, a defendant named herein, and 

24 informed that the tooth required extraction but due to infection which 

25 caused the tooth to abscess, Plaintiff would have to wait a couple of 

26 days and be called back to the dental department. 

27 10 9. On or about this same date of April 15, 2002, Plaintiff 

28 later went to the med-line window requesting the pain medication and 
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antibiotics Dr. Rose told Plaintiff he would prescribe. Yet the 

pharmacist on duty informed Plaintiff that no such prescription had 

been received. From on about April 16, 2002, through about April 20, 

2002, Plaintiff checked daily for these medications at the med-line 

window but was repeatedly told that no prescription had yet been 

received. Plaintiff's toothache subsided on its own, however the 

tooth remained extremely sensitive to hot and cold substances. 

11 o . On or about June 1 , 2 O 02 , Plaintiff was cal led to the Dental 

Clinic and advised that he was there for a "routing examination" where 

only x-rays would be taken. Plaintiff complained to the dental 

assistant that he had been waiting since mid-April to have a tooth 

extraction and that the tooth was still bothering him. The dental 

assistant then contacted Dr. Rose. Plaintiff was then escorted to Dr. 

Rose's office where Dr. Rose apologized for failing to have Plaintiff 

called back in April for tooth extraction, saying that "someone had 

dropped the ball." 

111. Plaintiff accepted Dr. Rose's apology but expressed concern 

over his ability to eat an adequate and nutritious diet because his 

HVC and liver disease required him to be able to do so. It was 

becoming increasingly difficult for Plaintiff to do so because of the 

consistency of the food served in the main chow-hall considering that 

at the time Plaintiff had only three remaining back molars left to 

chew with. Plaintiff then explained to Dr. Rose that if he still felt 

it necessary to extract the tooth that had been bothering Plaintiff, 

it would make it more difficult for Plaintiff to eat. Plaintiff 

further explained that he was already taking a liquid food supplement 

prescribed by the medical clinic due to a slow and constant weight 

loss attributed to his liver disease. Plaintiff then went on to inform 
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1 Dr. Rose of the particulars of his disease, including the fact that 

2 he had been advised by previous doctors to refrain from taking Tylenol 

3 or Motrin for his pain needs. 

4 112. Dr. Rose then examined Plaintiff's remaining teeth and, in 

5 conjunction with Plaintiff's medical concerns, informed Plaintiff that 

6 because of his medical problems it was his opinion that he should 

7 extract all of Plaintiff's remaining teeth with the exception of the 

8 two lower incisor to act as an anchor for the lower denture. Dr. Rose 

9 told Plaintiff that the extractions would be performed by Dr. Randolph 

10 Mayberry, a defendant named herein, and that Dr. Rose would request 

11 that the extractions be expedited over a period of the next few 

12 months. Dr. Rose also said that he would advise Dr. Mayberry that 

13 Plaintiff be prescribed pain medication other than Tylenol or Motrin. 

14 113. Between June 1, 2002 and December 12, 2002, Dr. Mayberry 

15 only scheduled Plaintiff for two appointments and only extracted four 

16 of the 13 teeth Plaintiff needed pulled. On or about August 6, 2002, 

17 Plaintiff explained to Dr. Mayberry the need to have all his teeth 

18 extracted as soon as possible because of Plaintiff's medical concerns, 

19 and reminded Dr. Mayberry that Plaintiff could not take either Tylenol 

20 or Motrin for pain. Despite Dr. Mayberry's open acknowledgment of 

21 these concerns, over a six month period he only pulled four teeth and 

22 in both cases prescribed Tylenol and aspirin for pain despite 

23 Plaintiff's objections. 

24 114. On or about December 12, 2002, Plaintiff was called to the 

25 Dental Clinic from his work assignment in the Cable Factory at 

2 6 approximately 2: 30 P. M. Plaintiff was then contacted by both Dr. Rose 

27 and Dr. Mayberry, where he informed them both that he was awaiting 

28 approval of a kind of chemo-drug therapy to treat his liver disease 
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1 and that having the ability to eat and at least maintain his current 

2 weight was critically important to his health. Because Dr. Mayberry 

3 had not expedited Plaintiff's extraction as Plaintiff was told he 

4 would in June 2002 by Dr. Rose, both dentists decided that the best 

5 course of action would be to pull the eight remaining teeth all at 

6 once that day in an attempt to provide Plaintiff with dentures before 

7 he started his chemo-drug therapy for his liver disease. Plaintiff 

8 also noted to Dr. Rose that Dr. Mayberrry had prescribed Plaintiff 

9 Tylenol, and al though he had prescribed Plaintiff aspirin on one prior 

10 occasion, Plaintiff's pain needs after the past two extractions went 

11 unmet. Dr. Rose then told Plaintiff he would request that Dr. 

12 Mayberry prescribe "something else". 

13 115. On or about this same date of December 12, 2002, at 

14 approximately 3:15 P.M., Dr. Mayberry injected Plaintiff with 

15 lidocaine to numb his entire upper jaw and then instructed Plaintiff 

16 to wait in the waiting area while he finished up with another patient 

17 and allow the lidocaine to take effect. At approximately 3:30 P.M. 

18 Dr. Mayberry had Plaintiff placed in a dental chair where his 

19 assistant had Plaintiff sign a blank "consent form" which advised 

2 0 Plaintiff of certain potential complications. Plaintiff notes for the 

21 purpose of this complaint that at the time he signed the consent form 

22 there was no "time" or "date" written on the form. 

23 116. At approximately 3:35 P.M. Dr. Mayberry started pulling the 

24 eight teeth. At approximately 3:45 P.M. the eighth and final tooth 

25 to be pulled broke at the gum-line leaving the whole root of the tooth 

26 in place. Dr. Mayberry then informed the Plaintiff that there was a 

27 "problem" and informed his assistant that they would "need to hurry" 

28 because Dr. Mayberry had plans with his family and wanted to leave the 
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1 facility by 4:00 P.M. 

2 117. Dr. Mayberry then began to recklessly dig the root out which 

3 ca used it to splinter and shatter . Instead of stopping at that 

4 juncture, Dr. Mayberry continued to try to dig out the pieces of 

5 shattered and splintered bone which not only macerated Plaintiff's 

6 buccal plate on both sides of the broken root, but also drove several 

7 small pieces of shattered bone deep into the soft tissue. 

8 118. Without removing all of the splintered and shattered pieces 

9 of bone, at 3:55 P.M., Dr. Mayberry stopped probing and then stitched 

10 up Plaintiff's broken buccal plate and soft gum tissue around the 

11 protruding splintering bone and from the Plaintiff's gum. Dr. 

12 Mayberry didn't advise Plaintiff of the injuries he suffered and 

13 because of the lidocaine, although Plaintiff could hear and feel when 

14 Dr. Mayberry shattered the root, Plaintiff believed that he had 

15 removed all parts of the root successfully. At exactly 4:00 P.M., Dr. 

16 Mayberry escorted Plaintiff to the "Main Corridor" and radioed the L-

17 Unit Officer that Plaintiff was on his way to the Unit for the 

18 facility 4:00 P.M. mandatory "stand-up count". 

19 119. It was only at about 5:00 P.M. on this same date of on or 

20 about December 12, 2002, that Plaintiff could begin to feel the pain 

21 of the injuries. Plaintiff could feel the pieces of splintered bone 

22 protruding from the macerated gum line, not only from the inside, but 

23 also with his tongue. They were sharp enough to cut his tongue. At 

24 approximately 5:30 P.M. on the same date Plaintiff reported to the 

25 "med-line" window reporting his pain and inability to eat any kind of 

26 food, requesting to be provided whatever pain medication Dr. Mayberry 

27 had prescribed. Plaintiff was then informed that the pharmacy had not 

28 received any prescription from Dr. Mayberry on behalf of Plaintiff. 
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1 Accordingly Plaintiff was left in pain. 

2 120. On or about December 13, 2002, Plaintiff reported to "dental 

3 sick-call" and was informed by the staff person on duty in the medical 

4 clinic that the Dental Department was closed and that Plaintiff would 

5 have to wait until Monday to be examined for his complaints of injury 

6 and pain due to it being a "dental case". So again Plaintiff was left 

7 in excruciating pain which rendered him unable to eat any of the foods 

8 being served in the prison chow-hall. 

9 121. On or about December 15, 2002, Plaintiff could no longer 

10 tolerate the pain and hunger, having been unable to eat for the 

11 previous 72 hours, which was especially serious considering 

12 Plaintiff's liver disease. Thus at approximately 8:15 A.M. Plaintiff 

13 reported to the "med-line" window again complaining of serious pain 

14 and the need for immediate treatment. 

15 122. At approximately 9:30 P.M. on that same day, on or about 

16 December 15, 2002, Plaintiff was called to the Medical Department and 

17 examined by Physician's Assistant Ms. Fernando who informed Plaintiff 

18 that it appeared he was developing an infection in the area where the 

19 dental injury occurred, and that because Dr. Mayberry had failed to 

20 provide any prescription for antibiotics or pain medication, Ms. 

21 Fernando would provide Plaintiff with enough of both to last him until 

22 the next morning when she ordered him to return to "dental sick-call". 

23 123. On or about December 16, 2002, Plaintiff reported to "dental 

24 sick-call" and was contacted by Dr. Mayberry. Plaintiff complained 

2 5 to Dr. Mayberry that he had recklessly injured Plaintiff by "racing 

2 6 the clock" on December 12 , 2 o o 2 , so he could leave at 4 : o o to go home . 

27 Plaintiff informed Dr. Mayberry that there were several pieces of 

2 8 large and sharp pieces of bone protruding from the area where Dr. 
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1 Mayberry had broken Plaintiff's tooth and that they were cutting 

2 Plaintiff's tongue. Plaintiff informed Dr. Mayberry that he had been 

3 left in serious pain ever since the lidocaine wore off and that 

4 Plaintiff had been unable to eat any food as a result of the injury 

5 and pain. Plaintiff also informed Dr. Mayberry that not only had he 

6 failed to inform Plaintiff of the injury when it occurred, but he also 

7 failed to remove the splinters of bone from his gum line, and instead 

8 just sewed them in order to be able to leave at 4:00 P.M. 

9 Furthermore, he had failed to provide Plaintiff with any pain 

10 medication or antibiotics. Plaintiff then requested that Dr. Mayberry 

11 extract the protruding splinters of bone, provide pain medication, and 

12 order Plaintiff a "soft food" diet until the injury healed. 

13 124. In response, Dr. Mayberry informed Plaintiff that is was 

14 solely Dr. Mayberry's decision what kind of dental treatment he would 

15 receive and when he would receive it. Dr. Mayberry then informed 

16 Plaintiff that his request to have the splintered bone removed was 

17 denied and that he would just have to "go through the healing 

18 process". Dr. Mayberry also refused to provide Plaintiff with any 

19 pain medications or to order Plaintiff a "soft diet" from the chow-

20 hall so that Plaintiff could eat. Instead, Dr. Mayberry advised 

21 Plaintiff that a "night-guard" would be ordered to fit over 

22 Plaintiff's two remaining teeth to prevent those teeth from further 

23 injuring Plaintiff when he tried to eat. 

24 125. On or about December 20, 2002, Plaintiff contacted Dr. Rose, 

25 Chief Dental Officer, and complained that Dr. Mayberry had recklessly 

26 injured Plaintiff on December 12, 2002 when "racing the clock" in 

27 pulling Plaintiff's teeth, had failed and was refusing to address 

28 Plaintiff's pain and food needs, and was also refusing to take 
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1 corrective action to remove splintered bone fragments protruding from 

2 Plaintiff's gum line. In response, Dr. Rose examined Plaintiff's 

3 injuries and agreed he required corrective dental treatment. Dr. Rose 

4 told Plaintiff he would talk to Dr. Mayberry about removing the bone 

5 fragments, providing pain medication, and ordering a soft diet. 

6 126. Between December 20, 2002, and January 9, 2003, Plaintiff 

7 had approximately eight contacts with either Dr. Mayberry and/or Dr. 

8 Rose where Plaintiff had complained of being in constant pain, that 

9 the provided "night-guard" did not function to allow Plaintiff to eat, 

10 and that Plaintiff had just been approved for Interferon drug therapy 

11 to treat his liver disease which necessitated an even greater need for 

12 him to be able to eat. Plaintiff had lost approximately ten pounds 

13 since December 12, 2002. Plaintiff had also informed both dentists 

14 that if they were going to continue to refuse to pull the bone 

15 fragments protruding from Plaintiff's upper gum line, Plaintiff needed 

16 to have his last back molar pulled in order to have any kind of 

17 ability to eat even soft foods as a result of the tooth also cutting 

18 into Plaintiff's gum. Yet to each of these requests to have 

19 Plaintiff's pain and diet needs addressed, both dentists refused them 

20 and would only insist that Plaintiff keep trying to use the night-

21 guard when attempting to eat. 

22 127. On or about January 10, 2003, Plaintiff initiated formal 

23 grievances against Dr. Mayberry for the reckless injury and refusing 

24 to address Plaintiff's pain and diet needs. Plaintiff was assigned 

25 remedy grievance claim number 289170 and then 289711. He exhausted 

26 his administrative remedy when he submitted his appeal to the BOP 

27 Central Office on May 15, 2003. 

28 128. On or about January 12, 2003, Plaintiff started vomiting 
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1 blood and on or about January 13, 2003 reported to medical "sick 

2 call". Plaintiff was then examined by Physician's Assistant Futch, 

3 whom he informed that because he had been in so much dental pain for 

4 a month and Dr. Mayberry and Dr. Rose refused to treat him, he had 

5 resorted to taking large doses of aspirin, the only pain medication 

6 that could be obtained through the prison commissary. PA Futch then 

7 concluded that Plaintiff's internal bleeding was being caused by the 

8 excessive aspiring compounded by Plaintiff's inability to eat. 

9 129. On or about that same day (January 13, 2003) PA Futch 

10 escorted Plaintiff to the Dental Clinic where he asked why Dr. 

11 Mayberry and Dr. Rose had not been addressing Plaintiff's pain and 

12 diet needs. Only Dr. Mayberry was present and he refused to give any 

13 reason. As a result, PA Futch had codeine sulfate prescribed for 

14 Plaintiff for one week, pending further evaluation by Dr. Rose. 

15 130. Between January 13, 2003 and February 4, 2003, Plaintiff had 

16 contact with Dr. Rose and/or Dr. Mayberry on at least four more 

17 occasions where Plaintiff still complained of being in serious pain 

18 when he tried to eat and was still requesting that he be provided with 

19 a "soft mechanical diet". Still no action was taken to provide 

20 Plaintiff with food he could eat. 

21 131. On or about February 4, 2003, Plaintiff was contacted by Dr. 

22 Rose in response to the grievance filed against Dr. Mayberry and not 

23 being provided a soft diet by either dentist. Dr. Rose then assured 

24 Plaintiff that action would be taken to provide Plaintiff with an 

2 S adequate diet, especial 1 y in regards to Plaintiff ' s 1 i ver disease 

26 being aggravated as a result of his being unable to eat. 

27 132. On or about February 5, 2003, Plaintiff was contacted by Dr. 

28 Rose, Acting Heath Service Administrator Dewayne Evans, and Food 
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1 Service Administrator David Shoemaker, defendants named herein, and 

2 informed by each of these parties that if Plaintiff continued to 

3 complain and insist upon receiving a "soft diet", he would be placed 

4 in "the hole" under conditions of punitive segregation. 

5 133. Between about February 5, 2003, and March 15, 2003, 

6 Plaintiff had approximately six contacts with Dr. Rose who was in the 

7 process of trying to fit Plaintiff for dentures despite Plaintiff's 

8 dental injuries having not yet healed. During each of these 

9 encounters Plaintiff continued to inform Dr. Rose that he was still 

10 unable to eat due to his injuries and the pain when trying to chew. 

11 Plaintiff also advised Dr. Rose that since starting the Interferon 

12 treatment for his liver disease, it had become critical that he have 

13 an adequate diet, especially because of the anti-viral medication 

14 which is recommended taken with meals to increase the absorption rate. 

15 In response to each of Plaintiff's complaints, Dr. Rose said that he 

16 was "working on it". 

17 134. Between about March 15, 2003 and May 1, 2003, Plaintiff had 

18 approximately another six contacts with Dr. Rose concerning the 

19 fitting of his dentures. During each of these contacts, Plaintiff 

20 advised Dr. Rose that because of the dental injury received in 

21 December 2002, where not only a piece of splintered bone was still 

22 protruding from his gum but many other smaller pieces of fractured 

23 bone were continuing to sequester from his gum tissue, it was 

24 impossible to even try to eat with the dentures because of the pain. 

25 Plaintiff also informed Dr. Rose that because of the three remaining 

26 teeth Dr. Rose chose to leave in originally, due to soft tissue 

27 inflammation in Plaintiff's mouth, he could not even eat the soft 

28 foods such as bread that he was being provided in the chow-hall as a 
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1 result of the remaining teeth chewing into the inflamed tissue. 

2 Plaintiff requested during this time period that Dr. Rose extract 

3 Plaintiff's remaining teeth so he could at least eat some of the food 

4 being provided. Yet between March 15, 2003 and May 1, 2003, Dr. Rose 

5 refused to do so. 

6 135. On or about May 1, 2003, Plaintiff contacted Dr. Rose with 

7 Chief Psychologist Dr. Kerr who had been kept apprised of Plaintiff's 

8 medical and dental problems since May of 2002. Plaintiff again 

9 explained with Dr. Kerr present the constant pain he was in and the 

10 inability to eat which was affecting his health and medical treatment 

11 on Interferon. With Dr. Kerr present, Dr. Rose finally agreed to have 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

Plaintiff's remaining three teeth pulled for "medical reasons" as a 

result of not being able to properly fit Plaintiff with dentures up 

to that time due to the dental injuries he suffered in December 2002. 

136. On or about May 6, 2003, Plaintiff was called to the Dental 

Clinic to have Dr. Rose extract the remaining three teeth. Upon 

Plaintiff's arrival, Dr. Rose informed Plaintiff that it had been 

decided that Dr. Mayberry would do the extraction. Plaintiff objected 

and informed Dr. Rose that he and Warden Herrera had previously 

acknowledged, in response to Plaintiff's BP-9 grievance, that Dr. 

Mayberry would no longer have anything to do with Plaintiff's dental 

care. Dr. Rose then advised Plaintiff that if he wanted the three 

remaining teeth pulled, he would have to allow Dr. Mayberry to do the 

procedure, or otherwise sign a "refusal of treatment" form. Because 

Plaintiff was still unable to eat, Plaintiff was coerced into allowing 

Dr. Mayberry to extract the remaining teeth. 

137. On this same date of May 6, 2003, Dr. Mayberry fractured 

another tooth, one of the incisors, and deliberately left part of the 
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1 tooth in the socket, protruding up out of the gum line, without 

2 informing Plaintiff. Thus again, after Plaintiff left the dental 

3 clinic and the lidocaine had worn off, Plaintiff was able to feel with 

4 his tongue another sharp piece of bone protruding from his gum line. 

5 138. On or about May 7, 2003, Plaintiff contacted Dr. Rose and 

6 complained that Dr. Mayberry had again fractured a tooth during the 

7 procedure, and had failed to inform him, deliberately leaving the 

8 broken piece of root in the gum tissue knowing that Plaintiff was 

9 suffering from soft-tissue inflammation from the Interferon therapy, 

10 and again refused to prescribe a pain medication that Plaintiff could 

11 take. Dr. Rose then examined Plaintiff on the spot and acknowledged 

12 that "something" was protruding out of the socket where the incisor 

13 had been removed. But because the Dental Clinic was closed that day 

14 to the general inmate population (Segregation day) Plaintiff would 

15 have to wait until the following day to have the object removed from 

16 his gum. Dr. Rose then informed Plaintiff to report to "dental sick-

17 call" on the following morning and said that he would discuss the 

18 matter with Dr. Mayberry. 

19 139. On May 8, 2003, Plaintiff reported to "dental sick-call" and 

20 discovered that only Dr. Mayberry was present. Plaintiff then 

21 complained to Dr. Mayberry that there was a sharp piece of bone 

22 protruding from the gum line causing him pain, discomfort, and cutting 

23 his tongue. Dr. Mayberry then did a cursory examination and informed 

24 Plaintiff that there was nothing that he could or would do. 

25 140. On the same date of May 8, 2003, Plaintiff, while trying to 

26 eat, embedded the piece of root deeper into the gum tissue. As a 

27 result, Plaintiff began to experience severe pain and reported it to 

28 the Unit staff. Plaintiff was then advised that the Dental Clinic was 
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1 closed and that he would have to wait until morning before he could 

2 be sent to the Dental Clinic. 

3 141. On May 9, 2003, Plaintiff reported to Unit staff who then 

4 declared a "dental emergency", sending Plaintiff immediately to the 

5 Dental Clinic at approximately 7:30 A.M. Upon arriving in the Medical 

6 Department, Plaintiff observed Dr. Mayberry with both his and Dr. 

7 Rose's assistants talking in the corridor. Plaintiff contacted Dr. 

8 Mayberry immediately and informed him that he was in extreme pain 

9 where Dr. Mayberry had decided to leave the piece of tooth root 

10 protruding from Plaintiff's gum. In response, Dr. Mayberry informed 

11 Plaintiff that he had to wait until Dr. Mayberry was done doing some 

12 "house cleaning" duties. 

13 142. At approximately 9: 15 A. M. on this same date of May 9, 2003, 

14 and after waiting in the Medical Department for an hour and forty five 

15 minutes for emergency dental care, Plaintiff contacted Medical 

16 Record's Officer Ms. Duarte demanding that HSA Patel or the Shift 

17 Commander be called to see Plaintiff as a result of Dr. Mayberry's 

18 refusal to alleviate Plaintiff's extreme pain. Ms. Duarte then 

19 contacted Dr. Mayberry by telephone who was alone with the dental 

20 assistants in the Dental Clinic, and advised Dr. Mayberry that 

21 Plaintiff was demanding to see a supervisor. Ms. Duarte then informed 

22 Plaintiff that Dr. Mayberry was on is way. 

23 143. At approximately 9:30 A.M. on the same day, May 9, 2003, Dr. 

24 Mayberry contacted and escorted Plaintiff to the Dental Clinic where 

25 he still made Plaintiff wait, though he did not have any other 

26 patients. At approximately 9:45 A.M., Dr. Mayberry then examined 

27 Plaintiff stating that although he had in fact deliberately left the 

28 piece of tooth root in the socket, if it was causing Plaintiff that 
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1 much pain he would remove it. In response, Plaintiff demanded that 

2 Dr. Mayberry call Mr. Patel or the Shift Commander to the Dental 

3 Clinic because Plaintiff was requesting that either x-rays or 

4 photographs be taken of his mouth before Dr. Mayberry removed the 

5 remaining piece of tooth. 

6 144. In response, Dr. Mayberry informed Plaintiff that he would 

7 not call anyone and that he would not take an x-ray. Dr. Mayberry 

8 said that if Plaintiff continued to insist that Mr. Patel or the Shift 

9 Commander be called, Dr. Mayberry would consider it a "refusal of 

10 treatment" and Plaintiff could leave right then and stay in pain. 

11 Feeling backed into a corner, Plaintiff was again coerced by Dr. 

12 Mayberry into letting him have his way. Plaintiff then requested that 

13 Dr. Mayberry preserve the piece of root removed from Plaintiff's gum 

14 declaring it evidence of Dr. Mayberry' s deliberately inflicting 

15 unnecessary injury and pain upon Plaintiff. 

16 145. On the same day of May 9, 2003, and immediately after Dr. 

17 Mayberry had removed the piece of tooth root, Plaintiff reported the 

18 incident to the Dental Lab Technician, Mr. Bruce Tkachuk, who had come 

19 into the Dental Clinic. Mr. Tkachuk then contacted Dr. Mayberry when 

20 an officer arrived to escort Plaintiff from the Dental Clinic. Upon 

21 leaving the Medical Department, Plaintiff contacted Lt. Espinosa and 

22 reported that he had been assaulted by Dr. Mayberry, and requested an 

23 investigation. Lt. Espinosa then advised Plaintiff that in her 

24 opinion Plaintiff's complaints were more of a civil matter than a 

25 criminal one, so she wouldn't undertake any sort of investigation. 

2 6 146. On or about May 12, 2 003, Plaintiff initiated another formal 

27 grievance against Dr. Mayberry and Dr. Rose over the dental 

28 malpractice, assault and lack of appropriate dental care, including 
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1 being left in constant pain, left without corrective surgery in order 

2 to provide proper dentures, and left without a proper diet. Plaintiff 

3 was assigned remedy grievance claim number 305242 and then re-filed 

4 as 308537. He exhausted his administrative remedy when he submitted 

5 his appeal to the BOP Central Office on November 4, 2003. 

6 147. On or about June 13, 2003, Plaintiff was contacted by Dr. 

7 Rose and informed that the reason he had been denied a "soft diet" 

8 since 2002 was that there was no policy at USP Lompoc to provide for 

9 such dietary needs. Dr. Rose then informed Plaintiff that he had 

10 spoken with Kevin Dyre, a defendant named herein, who worked as a 

11 supervisor in the facility kitchen, and that despite Plaintiff's 

12 dietary needs Mr. Dyre would only agree to provide him with some soft 

13 foods for the next three days. Dr. Rose told Plaintiff that after 

14 that there was nothing he could do, although he told Plaintiff that 

15 he had informed Dr. Pollack of the problem and that Plaintiff was not 

16 receiving an appropriate diet. 

17 148. On or about June 15, 2003, Plaintiff was contacted by Dr. 

18 Rose and was informed that Dr. Rose had decided on his own authority 

19 that Plaintiff required dental surgery in order to have proper fitting 

20 dentures, despite the fact that Plaintiff had been denied his 

21 admini strati ve request asking for the same relief . Dr. Rose 

22 subsequently informed Plaintiff, without any explanation, that the 

2 3 surgery would not occur . 

24 149. Between June 15, 2003 and August 12, 2003, Dr. Rose 

25 continued to try to make the temporary dentures fit Plaintiff's mouth 

26 and gums, knowing that it would fail because of Plaintiff's dental 

27 injuries, the subsequent removal of Plaintiff's remaining teeth, and 

28 the fact that after 9 months there were still bone fragments 
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1 sequestering from Plaintiff's tissues. Plaintiff attempted to 

2 mitigate his injuries by attempting to use the dentures on several 

3 occasions, however the dentures caused Plaintiff too much pain and 

4 discomfort and could not help him function for the purpose of eating. 

5 150. On August 12, 2003, Plaintiff initiated another formal 

6 grievance against Dr. Mayberry and Dr. Rose after discovering that 

7 they had been deliberately falsifying Plaintiff's dental records to 

8 cover up the injuries Plaintiff suffered, and to protect themselves 

9 from liability. Thus on or about August 20, 2003, after discovering 

10 that Dr. Rose had again falsified Plaintiff's dental records following 

11 a visit, Plaintiff complained to HSA Pa tel , requesting that an 

12 investigation be undertaken. Plaintiff was assigned remedy grievance 

13 claim number 305242 and then re-filed as 308537. He exhausted his 

14 administrative remedy when he submitted his appeal to the BOP Central 

15 Office on November 4, 2003. 

16 151. On or about September 2, 2003, Plaintiff informed Dr. Rose 

17 that he could no longer allow Dr. Rose to attempt to treat Plaintiff 

18 because of the ongoing falsification of Plaintiff's dental records. 

19 152. On or about September 19, 2003, Plaintiff contacted Dr. 

20 Pollack, Clinical Director, and informed him that both Dr. Mayberry 

21 and Dr. Rose had been falsifying Plaintiff's dental records to cover 

22 up for the reckless injuries inflicted upon him by Dr. Mayberry, 

2 3 deliberate indifference, and assault. Dr. Pollack, noting Plaintiff's 

24 complaint, refused to intercede. Accordingly, on this same date of 

25 September 19, 2003, Plaintiff advised Dr. Pollack that he would no 

26 longer submit to dental care by Dr. Rose. 

27 153. On or about October 30, 2003, Plaintiff contacted Dr. 

28 Pollack complaining that he was still unable to eat solid foods due 
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1 to his dental injury that occurred in December 2002. Dr. Pollack then 

2 examined Plaintiff and advised him that he needed to see an oral 

3 surgeon to have the problem corrected. Yet because Warden Herrera had 

4 issued a "blanket order" prohibiting Plaintiff to have any "outside" 

5 medical appointments, Dr. Pollack did not know how to provide 

6 Plaintiff with the surgery he needed. 

7 154. On or about November 3, 2003, Plaintiff was contacted by Dr. 

8 Rose who was insisting that Plaintiff allow Dr. Rose to perform the 

9 oral surgery required in order to provide Plaintiff with proper 

10 fitting dentures. But because Dr. Rose admitted that he wasn't an 

11 "oral surgeon" and because of the previous falsification of dental 

12 records, along with other acts that Plaintiff had been complaining of 

13 since December 2002 when Dr. Rose refused to do the necessary surgery, 

14 Plaintiff was compelled to refuse to permit Dr. Rose to perform the 

15 surgery. 

16 155. Plaintiff was subsequently advised by Mr. Patel that there 

17 had been a referral for Plaintiff to see an oral surgeon outside the 

18 facility, but because of Warden Herrera's order denying Plaintiff out 

19 of facility medical treatments, those appointments were cancelled. 

20 156. On or about December 3, 2 003, Plaintiff was contacted by Dr. 

21 Rose and informed that a "new policy" had been enacted at USP Lompoc 

22 which now allowed Dr. Rose to prescribe Plaintiff a "mechanical soft 

23 diet" to be served to Plaintiff in the chow-hall. Accordingly, Dr. 

24 Rose advised Plaintiff that such an order had been provided to Mr. 

25 Shoemaker to provide Plaintiff with a "mechanical soft diet". 

26 157. Despite Dr. Rose's medical order to provide Plaintiff with 

2 7 a "mechanical soft diet" , Mr. Shoemaker, Mr. Dyre, and other Food 

28 Service employees refused to provide Plaintiff with anything other 
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1 than cottage cheese to substitute for all the meats, fruits, 

2 vegetables, and other foods like cookies, potato chips, etc. These 

3 were all foods that Plaintiff had not been able to eat for almost a 

4 year. 

5 158. On or about January 3, 2004, after Plaintiff initiated 

6 another formal grievance for being denied the medically prescribed 

7 "mechanical soft diet", food service employees began to liquify all 

8 of Plaintiff's foods, including any and all soft foods that Plaintiff 

9 could eat, in retaliation for Plaintiff's grievance and to discourage 

10 Plaintiff from insisting on his special diet. Plaintiff was assigned 

11 remedy grievance claim number 324044. He exhausted his administrative 

12 remedy when he submitted his appeal to the BOP Central Office on April 

13 13, 2004. 

14 159. On or about April 1, 2004, Joyce Conley took over the 

15 position of Warden. As a result, Mr. Patel told Plaintiff that all 

16 prior requests from the Health Services Department for Plaintiff to 

17 receive outside medical and dental treatment would be resubmitted. 

18 160. On or about April 30, 2004, Plaintiff was taken outside of 

19 USP Lompoc to Lompoc, California, for dental treatment by an oral 

20 surgeon. Plaintiff was advised by this oral surgeon that after 

21 surgery he would require "follow-up medical care". Plaintiff then 

22 advised the oral surgeon that he would not allow the only dentist at 

23 USP Lompoc, Dr. Mayberry (Dr. Rose retired in January 2004) to have 

24 anything to do with his care. The oral surgeon then said that he 

25 would not do the surgery unless it could be verified that Plaintiff 

26 would receive the necessary follow-up care after he returned to the 

27 facility. As a result, the oral surgeon contacted the facility by 

28 telephone and informed Plaintiff that either Dr. Pollack or Dr. Gross 
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1 would provide Plaintiff with follow-up care within five days of the 

2 surgery. To date no such follow-up care has been provided. 

3 161. As of the date of filing this complaint, although he has now 

4 had the surgery he has needed since December 2002, which has corrected 

5 the damage complained of, Plaintiff is still without proper dentures 

6 to eat with. In USP Victorville dentist Dr. James Hicks' declaration, 

7 he stated that once impressions are made, it can take up to six months 

8 for the dentures to be ready to be fitted. However, the declaration 

9 also states that Plaintiff began the process back on September 13, 

10 2004. On April 2, 2004, Plaintiff was contacted by Dr. Pollack, Mr. 

11 Patel, and Dr. Mayberry, where Plaintiff was asked whether he would 

12 allow Dr. Mayberry to proceed with providing Plaintiff with a new set 

13 of dentures which were in the process of being manufactured at the 

14 time Dr. Rose retired. Yet because of Dr. Mayberry' s reckless actions 

15 resulting in injuries to Plaintiff and deliberate indifference to 

16 Plaintiff's injuries, pain, and dietary needs, along with the 

17 falsification of Plaintiff's dental records, Plaintiff had no choice 

18 but to respectfully refuse. As a result of his refusal, Dr. Mayberry 

19 ordered Mr. Shoemaker, Mr. Dyre, and all other Food Service employees 

20 not to provide Plaintiff with any variances in his diet. 

21 162. Plaintiff has exhausted all administrative remedies required 

22 pursuant to 42 u.s.c. § 1997 et .§.§9:. In addition to the formal 

23 administrative grievances previously alleged, he submitted remedy 

24 grievances for the deliberate indifference to his serious dental 

25 conditions. Plaintiff was assigned remedy grievance claim numbers 

26 291381, 308537 and 315559. He exhausted his administrative remedies 

27 when he submitted his appeal to the BOP Central Office on August 8, 

28 2003, November 4, 2003, February 4, 2004 respectively. 
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1 163. and the FTCA, 28 U.S. C. § 2671 et ~ that are prerequisite 

2 to the claims alleged above. 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

C. Defendants Deliberately Interfered With Northington's 
Medical and Dental Treatment by Denying Him Access to 
His Medical And Dental Records, Thereby Causing Him 
Serious Injury, Pain and Suffering. 

1. Defendants Denied Northington Medical Treatment 
By Denying Him Access to and Use of His Medical 
Records. 

164. Plaintiff inco.:::-porates herein by reference paragraphs 1 

9 through 163 as though fully set forth herein. 

10 165. On or about May 15, 2 O 01, Plaintiff was transferred from the 

11 FMC in Rochester, Minnesota, to the FDC in Littleton, Colorado after 

12 being admitted to the FDC in November of 2000 by federal court order 

13 for evaluation and treatment of his HVC and liver disease. When 

14 Plaintiff arrived at the FMC, his medical records from the Federal 

15 Detention Unit at the Santa Ana City Jail, Santa Ana, California, the 

16 Metropolitan Federal Detention Center, Los Angeles, California, and 

17 the Douglas County Jail, Castle Rock, Colorado, were transferred with 

18 him. Plaintiff had been incarcerated as a federal pre-trial detainee 

19 at each of these facilities under Federal Registration Number 18299-

20 112 and each of these facilities had been receiving medical 

21 evaluations for Plaintiff's chronic care needs. 

22 166. On or about May 15, 2001, and August 15, 2001, Plaintiff 

23 complained to Dr. Kraus, Chief Medical Officer at the FDC, that he was 

24 in need of medical treatment for his HVC and advanced liver disease. 

25 Plaintiff advised Dr. Kraus that he had recently spent approximately 

26 five months as a patient at the FMC where Plaintiff was advised by Dr. 

27 Ronald Cygnor that Plaintiff's medical condition was life threatening 

2 8 and beyond treatment. In response, Dr. Kraus informed Plaintiff 
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1 beginning in May 2001 that there were no medical records showing that 

2 Plaintiff had been evaluated at the FMC or any other federal prison 

3 facility, and thus in Dr. Kraus' opinion Plaintiff was delusional and 

4 exaggerating his medical condition. Dr. Kraus advised Plaintiff to 

5 seek psychiatric help and authorized that he be treated with 

6 psychotropic medications despite the fact that Plaintiff claimed to 

7 be suffering from neuroleptic malignant syndrome ( "NMS"), a 

8 potentially fatal condition when psychotropic medications are 

9 prescribed. 

10 167. As a result of not having Plaintiff's medical records 

11 transferred to and compiled at the FDC, Plaintiff began to suffer from 

12 the effects of NMS because of the psychotropic medications Dr. Kraus 

13 and other medical personnel prescribed. Beginning on or about 

14 September 1, 2001, Plaintiff began to suffer delusions, black-outs, 

15 hallucinations, tremors, and seizures, due to the psychotropic 

16 medication causing the NMS. 

17 168. As previously alleged, Dr. Gross told Plaintiff nothing in 

18 his medical records from the FDC in Colorado substantiated his medical 

19 claims. Between March 23, 2002 and September 1, 2002, Dr. Gross 

20 and/or other unknown parties failed to obtain Plaintiff's medical 

21 records from the federal facilities previously confining him. 

22 169. Despite being without Plaintiff's substantial medical 

23 records, Dr. Gross and Dr. Pollack decided to have Plaintiff evaluated 

24 for conventional treatment with Interferon. They denied his request 

25 to be evaluated for a liver transplant, even though Plaintiff had 

26 informed Dr. Gross that he had a twin brother who was willing to be 

27 evaluated for a "live donor liver transplant." on or about November 

2 8 15, 2002, Plaintiff learned that Dr. Gross and Dr. Pollock had decided 
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1 to start him on Interferon treatment despite other doctors' opinions 

2 that it was too late for such treatment. They made their decision 

3 based, in part, on Dr. Jahnke's recommendation. 

4 170. On or about December 30, 2002, Plaintiff initiated formal 

S grievances against Dr. Gross, Dr. Pollack, and Other Parties Presently 

6 Unknown, for various medical claims of deliberate indifference and 

7 unnecessary delay and for failing to obtain Plaintiff's medical 

8 records that were needed in order to determine a proper course of 

9 treatment for his life threatening condition. 

10 171. On or about February 20, 2003, Plaintiff began his 

11 Interf eron/Ribavirin drug therapy without the doctors having his 

12 complete medical records. 

13 172. On or about April 1, 2003, Plaintiff began to suffer from 

14 adverse side effects of the medical treatment prescribed by Dr. Gross 

15 and Dr. Pollack. 

16 173. On or about June 3, 2 003, Plaintiff filed a FTCA claim 

17 regarding medical complaints, which included Dr. Gross, Dr. Pollack, 

18 Mr. Evans, and Warden Herrera' s f ai 1 ure to obtain P 1 ain tiff ' s comp 1 e te 

19 medical file before starting life-endangering medical treatment. 

20 174. On or about October 1, 2003, Plaintiff initiated another 

21 formal grievance requesting that action be taken to correct his 

22 medical file to accurately reflect his medical problems, including the 

23 lasting side effects and resulting injury Plaintiff received as a 

24 result of the Interferon therapy and/or as a result of being denied 

25 an adequate diet during the course of treatment. 

26 175. On or about October 30, 2003, Plaintiff contacted Mr. Evans, 

27 a defendant named herein, and personally complained of the lack of 

2 8 accurate record-keeping. Mr. Evans told Plaintiff that he did not have 
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1 the right, per USP Lompoc policy, to have every examination, contact, 

2 and complaint with doctor and/or nurses at USP Lompoc noted in his 

3 medical file. 

4 176. On or about December 8, 2003, Plaintiff was contacted by Dr. 

5 Gross and Plaintiff submitted to an hour-long examination regarding 

6 his injuries incurred as a result of Interferon treatment. During the 

7 course of the extensive examination, Dr. Gross made several statements 

8 regarding special laboratory tests that needed to be conducted in 

9 order to evaluate Plaintiff's pain needs and his possible neurological 

10 disorder that he was being denied treatment for by Warden Herrera, who 

11 was disallowing him to be treated outside of the facility. 

12 177. On or about January 8, 2004, after a month had passed and 

13 none of the laboratory tests Dr. Gross discussed had been conducted, 

14 Plaintiff finally received an updated copy of his medical file and 

15 discovered that Dr. Gross had failed to order the tests. Plaintiff 

16 also discovered that Dr. Gross had not entered a single piece of 

17 information in the chart regarding Plaintiff's extensive examination 

18 on December 8, 2003. 

19 178. As a result of his discovery, Plaintiff initiated another 

20 formal grievance on or about January 8, 2004, against Dr. Gross for 

21 unnecessary delay in treatment and for failing to keep accurate 

22 medical records. 

23 179. As a result of the incompleteness of his medical file due 

24 to behaviors of the defendants named herein, Plaintiff has been 

25 injured by the medical decisions other doctors have made in reliance 

26 on those records. Furthermore, Plaintiff's medical records have been 

27 consistently relied upon by Warden Herrera, Western Regional Director 

28 Robert Haro, a defendant named herein, and All Other Parties Presently 
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1 Unknown, in denying him his formal grievances in all his medical 

2 complaints, as well as in Plaintiff's complaint filed against Dr. 

3 Gross before the California Medical Board. 

4 180. Plaintiff has exhausted his administrative remedies for 

5 purposes of 4 2 U. s . C. § 19 9 7 regarding his grounds for relief on these 

6 medical records claims. Plaintiff filed remedy grievances alleging 

7 improper collection, maintenance and availability of his medical and 

8 dental records. He assigned remedy grievance claim number 289711, 

9 291381, 308537 and 314849. He exhausted his administrative remedies 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

when he submitted 

2003, August 8, 

respectively. 

2. 

his appeal to the BOP Central Office on May 15, 

2003, November 4, 2003, January 15, 2004, 

Defendants Denied Northington Dental Treatment 
By Denying Him Access to and Use of His Dental 
Records. 

181. On or about December 12, 2002, Plaintiff received dental 

17 injuries while receiving dental treatment from Dr. Mayberry, as 

18 alleged in this complaint. Between December 12, 2002, and January 10, 

19 2003, Plaintiff had numerous contacts with Dr. Mayberry and Dr. Rose, 

20 where Plaintiff complained of the injury, the seriousness of the pain, 

21 and the fact that as a result he could not eat the foods being served 

22 in the facility chow-hall. On at least four occasions Plaintiff 

23 asserted that the injuries occurred as a result of Dr. Mayberry's 

24 reckless act of "racing the clock" in order to leave the facility by 

25 4:00 because he had "plans with his family." On those at least four 

26 occasions, Plaintiff demanded that the injuries inflicted on him be 

27 corrected by whatever surgical means necessary. Although Dr. Rose 

28 advised Plaintiff on at least three occasions between December 12, 
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1 2002, and January 10, 2003, that surgery would be done in order to 

2 alleviate Plaintiff's pain, allow him to eat, and provide him with 

3 properly fitting dentures, Dr. Mayberry still refused to perform such 

4 surgery. 

5 182. On or about January 10, 2003, Plaintiff initiated formal 

6 administrative grievances against Dr. Mayberry for his reckless 

7 actions which caused Plaintiff his injury and for being deliberately 

8 indifferent to Plaintiff's pain and diet needs. 

9 183. On or about February 3, 2003, Plaintiff was contacted by Dr. 

10 Mayberry regarding the administrative grievance against him. Dr. 

11 Mayberry informed Plaintiff that his having filed the grievance 

12 wouldn't matter in that it would be Plaintiff's dental records, not 

13 his allegations, that would be given weight in any administrative 

14 decision. 

15 184. On or about April 30, 2003, Plaintiff received a 

16 response from Western Regional Director Robert Haro informing him that 

17 the decision to provide Plaintiff with corrective surgery had been an 

18 option provided Plaintiff, but that according to his dental records 

19 it was an option he did not choose. 

20 185. As a result of receiving this response from Mr. Haro, as 

21 well as a result of being assaulted by Dr. Mayberry again on May 6 

22 through May 9, 2003, on or about May 15, 2003 Plaintiff submitted a 

23 "Request to Staff" to Medical Records Officer Duarte to obtain a 

24 complete copy of his dental records. 

25 186. On or about June 15, 2003, Plaintiff contacted Ms. Duarte 

26 to inquire as to the reason he was yet to receive a copy of his dental 

27 records. Ms. Duarte informed him that she had been instructed by Dr. 

28 Rose not to provide Plaintiff a copy of his dental records until Dr. 
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1 Rose had the opportunity to review the records and authorized Ms. 

2 Duarte to copy and provide them to Plaintiff. 

3 187. On or about July 10, 2003, Plaintiff finally received a copy 

4 of his dental records, and after careful review noted that both Dr. 

5 Rose and Dr. Mayberry had deliberately altered and falsified the 

6 records in order to cover up Dr. Mayberry' s recklessness and the 

7 injuries suffered by Plaintiff as a result, as well as Dr. Rose, Dr. 

8 Mayberry, and other Named and Unnamed Defendant's possible liabilities 

9 for deliberate indifference to Plaintiff's injuries, pain, suffering, 

10 and lack of proper diet. Specifically, but not limited to, the 

11 incident on or about December 12, 2002 when Dr. Mayberry injured 

12 Plaintiff at approximately 3:45 PM was changed in both the record and 

13 on the consent form to read 12:15 PM in order to cover up Plaintiff's 

14 allegation, up to this point undenied by Dr. Mayberry, that Dr. 

15 Mayberry had been "racing the clock" to leave the premises by 4: 00 PM. 

16 188. Plaintiff also noted that Dr. Rose had never documented, 

17 or had removed, such documentation from Plaintiff's dental record 

18 regarding Plaintiff's "dental sick-call" contact and examination in 

19 March 2002 where Dr. Rose failed to treat Plaintiff for a toothache 

20 and abscessed tooth. Plaintiff further noted that beginning in June 

21 of 2002 when Dr. Rose falsely begins Plaintiff's dental record at USP 

22 Lompoc, until Plaintiff is injured by Dr. Mayberry in December 2002, 

23 the record is replete with entries regarding Plaintiff's pain based 

24 on a customary "pain scale" of "Oto 10 11
, even though Dr. Rose had 

25 never asked Plaintiff what degree of pain he was in based upon such 

2 6 a scale, even once. 

27 189. Plaintiff also noted that Dr. Mayberry falsified the 

28 time frames reflecting the exact times Plaintiff arrived at the 
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1 Medical Clinic for emergency dental treatment on May 9. 2003, as well 

2 as when Dr. Mayberry actually had contact with and extracted the piece 

3 of root from Plaintiff's gum. Plaintiff also noted that throughout 

4 the dental record, beginning on or about December 12, 2002, both Dr. 

5 Mayberry and Dr. Rose falsified the record by deliberately failing to 

6 document the exact nature and degree of the pain and suffering of the 

7 injuries caused by Dr. Mayberry on or about December 12, 2002. 

8 190. As a result of discovering these deliberate acts of 

9 fraudulently falsifying Plaintiff's dental records, Plaintiff on or 

10 about August 5, 2003, and September 2, 2003, contacted Dr. Rose, Mr. 

11 Evans, Mr. Patel, Dr. Pollack, and Mr. Henderson, all defendants named 

12 herein, notifying that there was evidence through Plaintiff's 

13 immediate work supervisor, Mr. Charles Henderson in the Unicor Cable 

14 Factory, who wrote the security pass sending Plaintiff to the Dental 

15 Clinic at 2: 30 PM on or about December 12, 2002, the video 

16 surveillance tapes of both the Medical Clinic and Main Corridor, and 

17 the pass written by Unit-L Officer Chezwick on May 9, 2003, proving 

18 that Dr. Mayberry and/or Dr. Rose had deliberately and fraudulently 

19 falsified Plaintiff's dental records to protect themselves and the BOP 

20 form tort claims. 

21 191. Despite being provided this information, and despite 

22 Plaintiff's written requests to Special Investigation Officer Wells 

23 to conduct an investigation into this malfeasance, no action was ever 

24 taken. Instead, on or about September 12, 2003, Mr. Patel informed 

25 Plaintiff that both Mr. Henderson and Mr. Chezwick's pass book's had 

26 been destroyed, which would end any such investigation. 

27 192. On or about September 2, 2002, Dr. Rose admitted to 

28 Plaintiff that he had falsified Plaintiff's assertion of pain in the 
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1 dental records because "all doctors have the discretion to assign 

2 patients' pain, especially prisoners, who have a tendency to always 

3 exaggerate theirs." 

4 193. Defendants Mayberry and Rose engaged in acts and/or 

5 omissions of deliberate and fraudulent falsification intended to cover 

6 up Plaintiff's claims of dental malpractice and deliberate 

7 indifference to his dental and related health care needs, including 

8 without limitation, the denial of providing Plaintiff functioning 

9 dentures or an adequate diet. 

10 194. Plaintiff exhausted all available administrative remedies 

11 for purposes of 42 u.s.c. § 1997 regarding his grounds for relief on 

12 his dental records claims. Plaintiff has exhausted his administrative 

13 remedies for purposes of 42 u.s.c. § 1997 regarding his grounds for 

14 relief on these medical records claims. Plaintiff filed remedy 

15 grievances alleging improper collection, maintenance and availability 

16 of his medical and dental records. He assigned remedy grievance claim 

17 numbers 289711, 291381, 308537 and 314849. He exhausted his 

18 administrative remedy when he submitted his appeal to the BOP Central 

19 Office on May 15, 2003, August 8, 2003, November 4, 2003, January 15, 

20 2004, respectively. 

21 

22 

23 

D. Defendants Retaliated Against Northington, Causing Him 
Further Injury. Pain and Suffering Because He Pursued 
His Legal Rights Through the Prison Grievance System. 

2 4 195. Plaintiff incorporates herein by reference paragraphs 1 

25 through 194 as though fully set forth herein. 

26 196. On or about March 20, 2003, Plaintiff was contacted by 

27 Physician's Assistant ("PA") Futch, who informed Plaintiff that he had 

28 overheard a conversation between doctors and administrators at USP 
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1 Lompoc concerning Plaintiff's grievance against Dr. Mayberry. PA 

2 Futch then told Plaintiff that there had already been talk in the 

3 medical department that as a result of Plaintiff's grievance against 

4 Dr. Mayberry the duration and quality of his medical care and 

5 treatment could be affected. PA Futch then advised Plaintiff that if 

6 there was any hope of him receiving a full year of Interferon drug 

7 therapy, as opposed to a 24-week period as it was being discussed in 

8 the medical department, that it would be in Plaintiff's best interest 

9 to drop his grievance against Dr. Mayberry. 

10 197. On or about this same date of March 20, 2003, Plaintiff 

11 decided to drop his grievance against Dr. Mayberry if Mr. Shoemaker 

12 in Food Service would agree to provide Plaintiff with a "mechanical 

13 soft-food dietn to meet Plaintiff's nutritional needs. 

14 198. On or about March 22, 2003, PA Futch informed Plaintiff 

15 that no one was willing to provide him with the diet he was 

16 requesting, thus Plaintiff continued with his formal administrative 

17 remedies. 

18 199. On or about May 15, 2003, Plaintiff initiated another 

19 formal administrative grievance against Dr. Mayberry regarding his 

20 deliberate acts and omissions between May 6, 2003 and May 9, 2003 

21 which resulted in Plaintiff being placed in deliberate pain. 

22 200. On or about June 24, 2003, Plaintiff contacted Mr. 

2 3 Dewayne Evans, Assistant Health Service Administrator, and complained 

24 that Mr. Evans was failing to address or investigate Plaintiff's claim 

25 against Dr. Mayberry and was deliberately attempting to interfere with 

26 the administrative remedy process in order to delay or preclude 

27 Plaintiff from exhausting his administrative remedies. At that time, 

28 Plaintiff was contacted by Mr. Joseph Henderson, a defendant named 
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1 herein, who was the warden's Assistant and Spokesman. Plaintiff 

2 explained to Mr. Henderson the events that took place between May 6, 

3 2003 and May 9, 2003, claiming that Dr. Mayberry deliberately left a 

4 large piece of root in Plaintiff's gum knowing that Plaintiff was 

5 suffering from serious soft tissue inflammation at the time, and that 

6 after being notified of the injury on May 8, 2003, he refused to 

7 correct the matter, deliberately leaving Plaintiff in serious pain. 

8 Accordingly, Plaintiff advised Mr. Henderson that in Plaintiff's 

9 opinion, such acts and omissions constituted an assault. 

10 201. In response, Mr. Henderson informed Plaintiff that if he 

11 pursued such a charge against Dr. Mayberry, he would be retaliated 

12 against, suggesting Plaintiff would be transferred from his designated 

13 facility and region. 

14 202. On or about June 25, 2003, Plaintiff contacted Warden 

15 Herrera and reiterated the same events as he had told Mr. Henderson 

16 the previous day. Warden Herrera advised Plaintiff to address his 

17 claim in an administrative grievance and turn it in to Mr. Henderson, 

18 who as the Warden's Assistant, handled BP-9 grievances. 

19 203. Beginning about April 1, 2003, Plaintiff began to suffer 

20 from serious side-effects of the Interferon/Ribavirin drug treatment 

21 he was then receiving. The worst of the side-effects was the soft-

22 tissue inflammation that later progressed into a painful burning 

23 sensation in Plaintiff's hands, feet, back, and neck. During the 

24 months of April through July 2003, Plaintiff continuously reported 

25 this condition to his doctors and was told by Dr. Gross that he would 

26 have to wait and hope that the condition went away on its own after 

27 the Interferon/Ribaviron treatment was completed. 

28 204. On or about July 30, 2003, Plaintiff's Interferon/Ribaviron 
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1 treatment was stopped, per BOP policy which limited Plaintiff to 24-

2 weeks of treatment despite the manufacturers prescription, Plaintiff I s 

3 contract with the manufacturer specifying and guaranteeing a full year 

4 of treatment, and Plaintiff's individual medical needs. 

5 205. On or about August 26, 2003, Plaintiff contacted Dr. 

6 Gross and inf armed him that al though the painful burning sensation had 

7 abated, Plaintiff's hands and feet were still extremely numb and 

8 causing him discomfort. Plaintiff informed Dr. Gross that he was 

9 beginning to experience an electrical sensation moving up into his 

10 spinal cord and that he was losing his ability to taste and smell and 

11 could no longer produce semen. 

12 206. As a result of his examination and consultation with Dr. 

13 Gross, Dr. Gross advised Plaintiff that he would need to be examined 

14 by both a Neurologist and a "liver specialist". 

15 207. On or about October 30, 2003, Plaintiff was contacted by 

16 Dr. Pollack and informed that Mr. Patel, Heath Services Administrator, 

17 had scheduled an appointment with Dr. Enti, a neurologist practicing 

18 in Lompoc, California, for November 2, 2003, but that warden Herrera 

19 had issued a "blanket order" forbidding Plaintiff from leaving the 

20 facility for medical appointments. Dr. Pollack then informed 

21 Plaintiff that not only would that preclude him from being examined 

22 and evaluated by a neurologist, but would also preclude him from being 

23 examined and evaluated by an oral surgeon and a liver specialist. Dr. 

24 Pollack further advised Plaintiff that Dr. Pollack could not 

25 understand why Warden Herrera would issue such a "blanket order" 

26 denying Plaintiff medical care outside the facility when Warden 

27 Herrera had already allowed Plaintiff medical examinations and 

28 evaluations outside the facility on at least four prior occasions 
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2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

between August and November 2002. 

208. On or about this same date of October 30, 2003, Plaintiff 

initiated a formal complaint through the administrative grievance 

procedure alleging that the only possible reason Warden Herrera had 

to interfere with and deny Plaintiff medical evaluation and treatment 

outside the facility was in retaliation for Plaintiff's grievances and 

FTCA claims filed against BOP employees at Lompoc, including the 

warden himself. Plaintiff requested that in accordance with BOP 

grievance policies, such a grievance against Warden Herrera be treated 

as a "sensitive matter", allowing Plaintiff to file his grievance and 

request for medical treatment directly with Western Regional Director 

Mr. Haro. Plaintiff was then advised by his counselor, Mr. Tuite, 

that Plaintiff's grievance against Warden Herrera would have to be 

answered by the Warden himself first. 

209. On or about December 1, 2003, Plaintiff received a response 

from Warden Herrera stating that the cancellation of Plaintiff's 

appointments for medical treatment had been cancelled due to "security 

reasons" and that there was no evidence of his retaliation. Further, 

warden Herrera stated that medical requests for examination by a 

neurologist and an oral surgeon would be resubmitted in the future for 

reconsideration. 

22 210. Plaintiff was later informed by both Dr. Gross and Mr. Patel 

23 that Warden Herrera had again cancelled Plaintiff's medical 

24 appointments with a neurologist, an oral surgeon, and a 

25 gasternologist. 

26 211. On or about April 15, 2004, Plaintiff was advised by Mr. 

27 Patel that all requests for Plaintiff's medical care and treatment had 

28 been resubmitted to the new Warden, Joyce Conley. 
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1 212. On or about April 30, 2004, Plaintiff was escorted to the 

2 City of Lompoc where he was treated by an oral surgeon who removed the 

3 fractured bone left in place by Dr. Mayberry and Dr. Rose. 

4 213. On or about May 17, 2004, Plaintiff was escorted to the 

5 City of Lompoc, where he was examined by a neurologist, Dr. Enti, for 

6 numbness and shock sensations he suffered since his Interferon 

7 treatment. Dr. Enti attributed these and other neuropathic conditions 

8 to the interferon treatment and Plaintiff's HVC. Dr. Enti further 

9 attributed Plaintiff's complaints about the strong metallic taste in 

10 his mouth, loss of smell, and inability to obtain an erection or 

11 produce semen were all symptoms of his liver disease and not of a 

12 neurological disorder. Dr. Enti advised Plaintiff that he required 

13 the medical care of a liver specialist to address the more serious 

14 symptoms he was now suffering from. 

15 214. As of the date of this Second Amended Complaint, he has yet 

16 to be reevaluated for placement on the National Donor Registry. 

1 7 215. Plaintiff has exhausted all administrative remedies for 

18 purposed of 42 U.S.C. § 1997e regarding the denial of medical care 

19 and/or unnecessary delay in providing medical treatment and regarding 

20 Warden Herrera's retaliation and other forms of harassment by BOP 

21 staff. Plaintiff filed remedy grievances alleging improper collection, 

22 maintenance and availability of his medical and dental records. He 

23 assigned remedy grievance claim numbers 289711, 291381, 308537 and 

24 315559. He exhausted his administrative remedy when he submitted his 

25 appeal to the BOP Central Office on May 15, 2003, August 8, 2003, 

26 November 4, 2003, February 4, 2004, respectively. 

27 216. Beginning no later than June 2000 and continuing to the 

28 present, Defendants, through their policies, procedures and customs, 
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1 have continually, systematically and unlawfully denied Plaintiff a 

2 system of ready access to medical services and been deliberately 

3 indifferent to his serious medical and dental conditions in violation 

4 of his constitutional rights. Moreover, Defendants' continuing, 

5 systemic and unlawful conduct barring Plaintiff's access to medical 

6 care and continuing indifference to his serious conditions has tolled 

7 the running of any applicable statutes of limitation. 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

CAUSES OF ACTION 
COUNT ONE 

Bivens Civil Rights Claim 
[Fifth and Eighth Amendments] 

(Against Defendants Hawk-Sawyer, Lappin, Haro, 
Gunja, Herrera, Slade, Compton, Henderson, 

Pollack, Patel and Evans) 

13 217. Plaintiff re-alleges paragraphs 1 through 216 above and 

14 incorporate them herein by reference as though set forth in full. 

15 218. When Plaintiff entered Defendants' custody, on or about June 

16 2000, Defendants classified him as a "pre-trial detaineell in federal 

17 custody. While being held as a federal pre-trial detainee, Plaintiff 

18 was also a convicted prisoner of the State of Colorado and serving a 

19 State sentence. 

20 219. At all times relevant herein, Defendants Hawk-Sawyer, 

21 Lappin, Haro, Gunj a, Herrera, Slade, Compton, Henderson, Pollack, 

22 Patel and Evans, (collectively County One defendants) and each of 

23 them, were duly appointed and acting correctional officers, charged 

24 with creating, implementing and enforcing the regulations, policies, 

25 customs and usages of the United States of America, by and through its 

2 6 Federal Bureau of Prisons, U.S. Marshal Service and its U. S. 

27 Penitentiaries. As alleged more fully below, these defendants 

28 created, implemented and enforced policies that were deficient that 
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1 the policies themselves are a repudiation of constitutional rights and 

2 are the moving force of the constitutional violations alleged herein. 

3 Plaintiff sues the Count One Two defendants in their individual 

4 capacities for their deliberate indifference to Plaintiff's serious 

5 medical and dental conditions and dietary needs. 

6 220. The applicable policies, procedures and customs include, 

7 without limitation: 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

1. 

2 . 

3. 

4. 

5. 

and/or customs 
detainees and 
and receiving, 
47, 55, 61 and 

Bureau policies, procedures 
prohibiting federal pretrial 
inmates from being evaluated for, 
liver transplants. Supra, 1~ 43, 
83. 

Bureau policies, procedures and/or customs 
prohibiting federal pretrial detainees and 
inmates, without regard to their individual 
health care needs, from receiving treatment with 
Pegainterferon, a pegylated interferon, based on 
whether the facility in which they are housed is 
~alif ied or approved to administer the drug. Id. 
,1 ,1 62, 64. 

Bureau policies, procedures and/or customs 
restricting federal pretrial detainees and 
inmates, without regard to their individual 
health care needs, from receiving treatment with 
Pegainterferon, a pegylated interferon, to only 
a 24 week treatment regimen instead of the twelve 
(12) month regimen prescribed by the drug's 
manufacturer and Plaintiff's physician, Dr. 
Jahnke. Id. ~1 66, 68-69 67, 71, 76 and 78. 

Bureau policies, procedures and/or customs 
restricting federal pretrial detainees and 
inmates' receipt, with out regard to their 
individual health care needs, of the special diet 
required to facilitate peg-interferon treatment, 
including but not limited to, administration of 
the ribavirin supplements with meals, the 
combination of which is necessary to improve the 
body's rate of interferon absorption, mechanical 
soft diet, and treatment of the severe and 
painful side-effects interferon treatment causes. 
Id. ~~ 68-70, 75. 

Bureau policies, procedures and/or customs that 
deny federal pretrial detainees and inmates, 
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8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

6. 

7 • 

8 • 

9. 

without regard to their individual health care 
needs, medical and dental treatment to alleviate 
or manage the painful side effects caused by peg
interferon treatments. Id. 11 75-84, 86-87, 111-
159, 162- 164. 

Bureau policies, procedures and/ or customs 
requiring federal pretrial detainees and inmates 
suffering serious medical and dental conditions 
to continue working, without regard to their 
indi victual heal th care needs, while suffering 
serious pain - in this case, Plaintiff's severe 
side effects caused by the peg-interferon 
treatments. Id. ~~ 68-84. 

Bureau policies, procedures and/or customs that 
authorize BOP personnel to use prison 
administrative and correctional proceedings to 
delay and deny federal pretrial detainees and 
inmates' receipt of medical treatment, without 
regard to their individual health care needs, in 
this case, Plaintiff's peg-interferon treatments, 
id. 11 84, and his continued evaluation by "out
siden liver specialists and neurologists as 
prescribed by his prison physicians. Id. 11 83-
86, 96 and 98. 

Bureau policies, procedures and/or customs 
authorizing BOP personnel to use prison 
administrative and correctional proceedings to 
delay and deny federal pretrial detainees and 
inmates' receipt of dental treatment, without 
regard to their individual dental care needs. 
Id. 11107-162. 

Bureau policies, procedures and/ or customs 
permitting BOP personnel to avoid documenting 
inmates' medical and dental history thereby 
permitting BOP personnel to conceal their 
negligent, reckless and malicious treatment of 
inmates from appropriate review and oversight, 
thereby ratifying such violations of inmates' 
rights to medical and dental care. Id. 11 36-
162. 

10. Bureau policies, procedures and/or customs 
authorizing BOP personnel to retaliate against 
federal pretrial detainees and inmates who 
express grievances about delays and denials of 
medical care by further denying and delaying 
said medical care. Id. 11 36-162. 
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1 221. Defendants, and each of them, are liable to Plaintiff 

2 Northington, pursuant to Bivens v. Six Unknown Named Agents of Federal 

3 Bureau of Narcotics, 403 U.S. 388 (1971) because Defendants violated 

4 and/or conspired to violate his federally protected civil rights under 

5 the Fifth and Eighth Amendments to the United States Constitution as 

6 follows: 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

A. 

B. 

C. 

D. 

E. 

Defendants knowingly and intentionally denied 
and/or delayed Plaintiff's medical care and 
treatment and were deliberately indifferent to 
his serious medical needs as alleged more fully, 
Supra, 1~ 36-106. 

Defendants knowingly and intentionally denied 
and/or delayed Plaintiff's dental care and 
treatment and were deliberately indifferent to 
his serious dental needs as alleged more fully, 
supra, ~1 107-161; 

Defendants failed to properly train, supervise, 
monitor, investigate and/or take corrective 
action against their custodial executives, 
medical personnel, staff, guards and prison 
employees as alleged more fully, supra, ~~ 36-
161; 

Defendants coerce, intimidate and retaliate 
against inmates who complain about the barriers 
to medical care as alleged more fully, supra, ~1 
36-161; and, 

Plaintiff exhausted all administrative remedies 
by filing grievances through the USP grievance 
system for each of his civil rights claims 
medical, dental and dietary and procedures, by 
filing grievances relating to barriers to medical 
care as alleged more fully, supra, ~1 162, 180, 
194, 215. 

222. Defendants, and each of them, have known Northington 

24 suffered from serious liver disease, and related ailments, since he 

25 entered the Bureau's custody in 2002. Defendants knew Plaintiff 

26 developed serious dental problems that interfered with his ability to 

27 eat nutritious meals. 

28 223. Defendants, and each of them, began denying Northington the 
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1 medical and dental care he required from the start of his custody. 

2 Northington repeatedly notified Defendants, in person and through the 

3 penitentiary grievance procedures, that they were denying him 

4 necessary medical, dental and mental heal th treatment since he entered 

5 the Bureau's custody in 2002. 

6 224. Defendants, and each of them, retaliated against Plaintiff 

7 because he pursued administrative grievances seeking to get necessary 

8 medical and dental treatment that Defendants have denied him. 

9 Defendants retaliated by further delaying and denying Plaintiff's 

10 treatment as alleged more fully above. 

11 225. Defendants, and each of them, denied and delayed Northington 

12 from receiving his peg-interferon treatments, and ultimately reduced 

13 his treatment to 24 weeks, instead of the full year long treatment he 

14 was prescribed, without regard to his medical condition which showed 

15 he was responding well to the treatment. When Defendants stopped the 

16 peg-interferon treatment early, Plaintiff's liver disease returned to 

17 its pre-treatment condition, and thereafter became 50% more worse than 

18 it had been. 

19 226. Defendants, and each of them, have prevented, and continue 

20 to prevent, Northington from being considered for placement on the 

21 National Organ Transplant List, despite knowing he will very likely 

22 die without a liver transplant. 

23 227. Plaintiff steadily documented the barriers he faced through 

24 the prison grievance system, and by exhausting these administrative 

25 remedies, he placed Defendants on notice as to their continuing 

26 violations of his civil rights to necessary medical care. 

27 228. Defendants have known about their unconstitutional barriers 

28 to medical care and services, barriers to dental care and services and 
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1 their retaliation against inmates since no later than 2002. Despite 

2 this knowledge, Defendants have and continue to withhold life saving 

3 treatment of Northington's liver disease and other conditions alleged 

4 more fully above. 

5 229. Defendants, and each of them, ratified these violations and 

6 thereby endorsed them as the policy, procedure and/or custom of the 

7 United States of America, its Federal Bureau of Prisons, its United 

8 States Penitentiaries and its U.S. Marshal Service. 

9 230. Defendants, and each of them, by and through their barriers 

10 to medical and dental care and their refusal to provide Northington 

11 the care and treatment he requires, have been and continue to be 

12 deliberately indifferent to his serious medical and dental conditions. 

13 231. Since each Defendant was, at all relevant times, the policy 

14 maker, principal(actual and/or ostensible), master, and/or employer 

15 directing the Governmental Entity Defendants, and each of them, and 

16 since each defendant, in doing the things herein described, was acting 

17 within the scope of his or her authority as such policy maker, each 

18 Count One defendant is legally liable for the violation of Plaintiff's 

19 rights resulting from the implementation and/or application of their 

20 illegal policies to deny his necessary medical, dental and dietary 

21 services. 

22 232. As a legal and proximate result of the aforementioned acts 

23 and omissions of Defendants, and each of them, Plaintiff's medical 

24 condition has substantially deteriorated and shortened his life 

25 expectancy. 

26 233. As a legal and proximate result of the conduct of the Count 

27 One defendants, and each of them, Plaintiff suffered severe emotional 

28 distress and mental suffering, and was injured in his health, 
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1 strength, and activity and sustained injuries to his person, including 

2 disfigurement, all of which have caused and continued to cause 

3 plaintiff great mental and nervous pain and suffering. 

4 234. Plaintiff sustained injuries that were a foreseeable result 

5 of said violations and/or breaches. 

6 235. As a result of these injuries, Plaintiff has suffered, and 

7 will prove at trial, general damages in an currently-unknown amount 

8 according to proof at trial. 

9 236. As a further legal and proximate result of said conduct of 

10 the Count One defendants, and each of them, Plaintiff will employ in 

11 the future physicians, surgeons, therapists, and others for 

12 examination, treatment and care, and thereby incurred and will incur 

13 medical and incidental expenses. As a result, Plaintiff has suffered, 

14 and will prove at trial, economic damages in an currently-unknown 

15 amount according to proof. 

16 237. As a further legal and proximate result of said conduct of 

17 the Count One Defendants, and each of them, Plaintiff will be 

18 prevented from attending his usual occupation. Moreover, as a legal 

19 result of the acts of Defendants, and each of them, Plaintiff's future 

20 earning capacity has been greatly impaired. As a result, plaintiff 

21 has suffered, and will prove at trial, economic damages in an 

22 currently-unknown amount according to proof. 

23 238. As a legal and proximate result of said conduct, Plaintiff 

24 is legally entitled to all remedies afforded him by Bivens v. Six 

25 Unknown Named Agents of Federal Bureau of Narcotics , 403 U.S. 388 

26 (1971) including inter alia, compensatory damages, punitive damages, 

27 attorneys fees and costs, and prejudgment interest against each 

28 Defendant. 
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1 239. The aforementioned conduct of all Defendants, and each of 

2 them, was willful, malicious, was intended to oppress Plaintiff 

3 Northington, and/or was undertaken with a conscious disregard of his 

4 rights, thereby entitling Plaintiff to an award of punitive damages. 

5 240. Plaintiff exhausted available administrative remedies, 

6 as described in this complaint, by filing the appropriate grievances 

7 as each violation occurred. 

8 241. Moreover, Plaintiff provided the Governmental Entity 

9 Defendants timely notice of his intention to bring this action by 

10 completing the pre-filing notice of claims procedures required by the 

11 Federal Tort Claims Act. 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

COUNT TWO 

Bivens Civil Rights Claim 
[Fifth and Eighth Amendments] 

(Against Defendants Haro, Gunja, Herrera, Slade, Compton, 
Pollack, Gross, Barton, Henderson, Patel, Evans, 

Misera, Patel, Salanadan, Shoemaker, Dyre and Johnson) 

242. Plaintiff re-alleges paragraphs 1 through 241 above and 

18 incorporate tr.em herein by reference as though set forth in full. 

19 243. At all times relevant herein, Defendants Haro, Gunja, 

20 Herrera, Slade, Compton, Pollack, Gross, Pollack, Barton, Henderson, 

21 Patel, Evans, Misera, Patel, Salanadan, Shoemaker, Dyre and Johnson 

22 and each of tr.em, (Collectively County Two Defendants) were duly 

23 appointed and acting medical and correctional employees at facilities 

24 where Defendant United States confined Plaintiff. Plaintiff sues the 

25 Count Two defendants in their individual capacities for their 

26 deliberate indifference to Plaintiff's serious medical and dental 

27 conditions and dietary needs. 

28 244. The Count Two defendants, and each of them, have known 
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1 Northington suffered from serious liver disease, and related ailments, 

2 since he entered the Bureau's custody in 2002. Defendants knew 

3 Plaintiff developed serious dental problems that interfered with his 

4 ability to eat nutritious meals. 

5 245. The Count Two defendants, and each of them, began denying 

6 Northington the medical and dental care he required from the start of 

7 his custody. Northington repeatedly notified Defendants, in person 

8 and through the penitentiary grievance procedures, that they were 

9 denying him necessary medical, dental and mental health treatment 

10 since he entered the Bureau's custody in 2002. 

11 246. The Count Two defendants, and each of them, are liable to 

12 Plaintiff Northington, pursuant to Bivens v. Six Unknown Named Agents 

13 of Federal Bureau of Narcotics, 403 U.S. 388 (1971) because Defendants 

14 violated and/or conspired to violate his federally protected civil 

15 rights under the Fifth and Eighth Amendments to the United States 

16 Constitution as follows: 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

A. 

B. 

C. 

The medical provider defendants (Cygnor, Krause, 
Pol lack, Gross, Pollack and Barton) knowingly and 
intentionally denied and/or delayed Plaintiff's 
medical care and treatment and were deliberately 
indifferent to his serious medical needs as 
alleged more fully, Supra, ~~ 36-106. 

The medical provider defendants knowingly and 
intentionally ratified the sadistic medical care, 
and lack of care, Plaintiff received. And, by 
their ratification, these Defendants were 
deliberately indifferent to his serious dental 
needs as alleged more fully, supra, 11 68 -75, 
77, 81, 83, 86-105, 108-161; 

The medical provider defendants, correctional 
defendants (Haro, Herrera, Henderson, Patel, 
Evans Compton, Gunja, Misera, Patel, Slade, and 
Salanadan) and food service defendants (Shoemaker 
and Dyre) knowingly and intentionally denied 
and/or delayed Plaintiff from receiving proper 
nutritional treatment and were deliberately 
indifferent to his serious dietary needs as 
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1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

alleged more fully, supra, 11 57,68-70, 107-162; 

D. The correctional services defendants knowingly 
and intentionally ratified and participated in a 
scheme to deny and delay Plaintiff's proper 
medical, dental and nutritional treatment. By 
taking the actions alleged, supra, 11 57,68-70, 
107-162, these Defendants were individually 
deliberately indifferent to his serious medical, 
dental and dietary conditions; 

E. The Count Two defendants, and each of them, were 
further deliberately indifferent to Plaintiff's 
medical, dental and dietary needs when, as 
alleged more fully, supra, 11 36 - 162, they 
coerced, intimidated and retaliated against him 
because he complained about the barriers 
preventing him from receiving necessary care and, 

E. Plaintiff exhausted all administrative remedies 
by filing grievances through the USP grievance 
system for each of his civil rights claims 
medical, dental and dietary and procedures, by 
filing grievances relating to barriers to medical 
care as alleged more fully, supra, 1 162, 180, 
194, 215. 

15 

16 from 

247. Defendants, and each of them, denied and delayed Northington 

receiving his peg-interferon treatments, and ultimately reduced 

17 his treatment to 24 weeks, instead of the full year long treatment he 

18 was prescribed, without regard to his medical condition which showed 

19 he was responding well to the treatment. When Defendants stopped the 

20 peg-interferon treatment early, Plaintiff's liver disease returned to 

21 its pre-treatment condition, and thereafter became 50% more worse than 

22 it had been. 

23 248. Defendants, and each of them, have prevented, and continue 

24 to prevent, Northington from being considered for placement on the 

25 National Organ Transplant List, despite knowing he will very likely 

26 die without a liver transplant. 

27 249. Defendants have known about their unconstitutional barriers 

28 to medical care and services, barriers to dental care and services and 
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1 their retaliation against inmates since no later than 2002. Despite 

2 this knowledge, Defendants have and continue to withhold life saving 

3 treatment of Northington's liver disease and other conditions alleged 

4 more fully above. 

5 250. Defendants, and each of them, by and through their barriers 

6 to medical and dental care and their refusal to provide Northington 

7 the care and treatment he requires, have been and continue to be 

8 deliberately indifferent to his serious medical and dental conditions. 

9 251. As a legal and proximate result of the aforementioned acts 

10 and omissions of Defendants, and each of them, Plaintiff's medical 

11 condition has substantially deteriorated and his life expectancy has 

12 dropped. 

13 252. As a legal and proximate result of said conduct of all 

14 Defendants alleged in this Count, each of them, Plaintiff suffered 

15 severe emotional distress and mental suffering, and was injured in his 

16 health, strength, and activity and sustained injuries to his person, 

17 including disfigurement, all of which have caused and continued to 

18 cause plaintiff great mental and nervous pain and suffering. 

19 253. Plaintiff sustained injuries that were a foreseeable result 

20 of said violations and/or breaches. 

21 254. As a result of these injuries, Plaintiff has suffered, and 

22 will prove at trial, general damages in an currently-unknown amount 

23 according to proof at trial. 

24 255. As a further legal and proximate result of the conduct by 

25 the Count Two defendants, and each of them, Plaintiff will employ in 

26 the future physicians, surgeons, therapists, and others for 

27 examination, treatment and care, and thereby incurred and will incur 

28 medical and incidental expenses. As a result, Plaintiff has suffered, 
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1 and will prove at trial, economic damages in an currently-unknown 

2 amount according to proof. 

3 256. As a further legal and proximate result of said conduct of 

4 all Count Two defendants, and each of them, Plaintiff will be 

5 prevented from attending ~is usual occunation. Moreover, as a legal 

6 result of the acts of Defendants, and each of them, Plaintiff's future 

7 

8 

earning capacity has been greatly impaired. 

has suffered, and will prove at trial, 

9 currently-unknown amount according to proof. 

As a result, plaintiff 

economic damages in an 

10 257. As a legal and proximate result of said conduct, Plaintiff 

11 is legally entitled to all remedies afforded him by Bivens v. Six 

12 Unknown Named Agents of Federal Bureau of Narcotics , 403 U.S. 388 

13 (1971) including inter alia, compensatory damages, punitive damages, 

14 attorneys fees ar.d costs, and prejudgment interest against each 

15 Defendant. 

16 258. The aforementioned conduct of all Defendants, and each of 

17 them, was willful, malicious, was intended to oppress Plaintiff 

18 Northington, and/or was undertaken with a conscious disregard of his 

19 rights, thereby entit:ing Plaintiff to an award of punitive damages. 

20 259. Plaintiff exhausted available administrative remedies, 

21 as described in this complaint, by filing the appropriate grievances 

22 as each violation occurred. 

23 260. Moreover, Plaintiff provided the Governmental Entity 

24 Defendants timely notice of his intention to bring this action by 

25 completing the pre-filing notice of claims procedures required by the 

26 Federal Tort Claims Act. 

27 /// 

2s / / / 
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1 

2 

3 

COUNT THREE 
Negligence 

(Against The United States of America) 

261. Plaintiff re-alleges paragraphs 1 through 260 above and 

4 incorporate them herein by reference as though set forth in full. 

5 262. At all times relevant herein, Defendants Haro, Herrera, 

6 Henderson, Patel, Evans, Compton, Gunja, Misera, Patel, Slade, 

7 Salanadan, Shoemaker, Dyre, Johnson, and each of them, were employees 

8 of Defendant United States (Collectively Count Three Employees) who 

9 assumes all liabilities for their negligent acts occurring within the 

10 course of and scope of their employment. 

11 263. At all times material to this action, the defendants 

12 identified in paragraph 262 owed Plaintiff a duty of care to ensure 

13 that he received all necessary medical, dental and dietary required 

14 for his serious health conditions. 

15 264. These defendants breached their duties of care to Plaintiff 

16 in the manner alleged, supra, ~~ 9 - 216. 

17 265. As a legal, proximate and foreseeable result of said the 

18 Count Three Employees' conduct, Plaintiff has suffered, and continues 

19 to suffer, injuries to his person, heal th, strength, including 

20 permanent disability, shortened life expectancy, severe emotional 

21 distress and mental suffering, all of which have caused and continued 

22 to cause plaintiff great emotional pain, anguish and suffering. 

23 266. As a result of these injuries, Plaintiff has suffered, and 

24 will prove at trial, general damages in an currently-unknown amount 

25 according to proof. 

26 267. As a further legal and proximate result of said conduct of 

27 all Defendants, and each of them, Plaintiff will employ in the future 

28 physicians, surgeons, therapists, and others for examination, treat-
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1 ment and care, and thereby incurred and will incur medical and 

2 incidental expenses and other forms of economic damages in a 

3 currently-unknown amount according to proof. 

4 268. As a further legal and proximate result of said conduct of 

5 all Defendants, and each of them, Plaintiff will be prevented from 

6 attending his usual occupation. Moreover, as a legal result of the 

7 acts of Defendants, and each of them, Plaintiff's future earning 

8 capacity has been greatly impaired. As a result, plaintiff has 

9 suffered, and will prove at trial, economic damages in an currently-

10 unknown amount according to proof. 

11 269. The aforementioned conduct of all Defendants, and each of 

12 them, was willful, malicious, was intended to oppress Plaintiff 

13 Northington, and/or was undertaken with a conscious disregard of his 

14 rights, thereby entitling Plaintiff to an award of punitive damages. 

15 270. Since each real Defendant was, at all relevant times, the 

16 employee of Defendant United States, and since each defendant, in 

17 doing the things herein described, was acting within the scope of his 

18 or her authority as such agent and employee, the United States of 

19 America is legally liable for each and every action herein described 

20 of each real Defendant. 

21 271. Plaintiff exhausted available administrative remedies, 

22 as described in this complaint, by filing the appropriate grievances 

23 as each violation occurred. 

24 272. Moreover, Plaintiff provided the Governmental Entity 

25 Defendants timely notice of his intention to bring this action by 

26 completing the pre-filing notice of claims procedures required by the 

27 Federal Tort Claims Act. 

28 / / / 
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1 

2 

3 

COUNT FOUR 
Medical Malpractice 

(Against the Unites States of America) 

273. Plaintiff re-alleges paragraphs 1 through 272 above and 

4 incorporate them herein by reference as though set forth in full. 

5 274. Beginning at the times and dates alleged more fully above, 

6 Defendants Barton, Cygnor, Krause, Pollack, Gross, and each of them, 

7 provided Plaintiff professional medical services and owed Plaintiff 

8 all applicable duties of care relating thereto. 

9 275. Defendants Cygnor, Barton, Krause, Pollack, Gross and each 

10 of them, breached the applicable standards of care in the manner 

11 previously alleged, and restated herein. 

12 276. Defendant Cygnor breached his professional duties of care, 

13 as a medical doctor, by denying Plaintiff necessary medical treatment 

14 for his serious medical conditions, including without limitation 

15 chronic Hepatitis Virus, liver disease with cirrhosis: 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

(1) by failing to examine or otherwise evaluate 
Plaintiff for treatment; 

(2) by failing to identify treatment options, without 
regard to Bureau rules, regulations, protocols, 
practices, procedures and/or customs; and 

(3) by telling Plaintiff, without examination, that 
his condition was terminal and beyond treatment. 

277. Defendant Cygnor' s acts and omissions constituting his 

22 breaches of care to Plaintiff denied and/or delayed treatment that 

23 would have managed, if not cured, Plaintiff's serious medical 

24 conditions. These acts and omissions are substantial factors in the 

25 pain, suffering and serious injury Plaintiff suffered as a legal 

26 result of being denied medical care and treatment. 

27 278. Defendant Krause breached his professional duties of care, 

28 as a medical doctor, by denying Plaintiff necessary medical treatment 
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1 for his serious medical conditions, including without limitation 

2 chronic Hepatitis Virus, liver disease with cirrhosis: 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

(1) by failing to obtain Plaintiff's prior medical 
records from those State and federal correctional 
facilities where Plaintiff had been previously 
evaluated and diagnosed for treatment related to 
his HVC and liver disease; 

(2) by denying Plaintiff medical care and treatment 
for his HVC and liver disease based solely on 
Bureau policies, procedures and/or customs 
denying such care and treatment to all federal 
pre-trial detainees based solely on his HVC 
status. 

279. Defendant Krause' acts and omissions constituting his 

11 breaches of care to Plaintiff denied and/or delayed treatment that 

12 would have managed, if not cured, Plaintiff's serious medical 

13 conditions. These acts and omissions are substantial factors in the 

14 pain, suffering and serious injury Plaintiff suffered as a legal 

15 result of being denied medical care and treatment. 

16 280. Defendant Gross breached his professional duties of care, 

17 as a medical doctor, by denying Plaintiff necessary medical treatment 

18 for his serious medical conditions, including without limitation 

19 chronic Hepatitis Virus, liver disease with cirrhosis: 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

(1) by failing to obtain Plaintiff's prior medical 
records from those State and federal correctional 
facilities where Plaintiff had been previously 
evaluated and diagnosed for treatment related to 
his HVC and liver disease; 

(2) by denying, and when overruled he delayed, 
Plaintiff's medical care and treatment for his 
HVC and liver disease, to wit delaying 
Plaintiff's treatment with peg-interferon between 
October 2002 and March 2003, in direct 
contradiction of Dr. Jehnke's recommendation and 
based solely on Bureau policies, practices, 
procedures and/or customs denying such care and 
treatment to federal prisoners without regard to 
Plaintiff's individual health needs; 
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1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

(3) by denying Plaintiff a mechanical soft diet, 
necessary in light of Plaintiff's serious dental 
conditior:., to improve Plaintiff's rate of 
absorption of the peg-interferon and ribavirin 
treatments; 

(4) by refusing Plaintiff the full one year peg
interferon treatment, instead terminating the 
treatment at 24 weeks, minus approximately 40 
administrations, based solely on Bureau policy, 
practice, procedures and/or customs, and without 
regard to Plaintiff's individual health needs and 
the fact that the treatment was controlling his 
disease; 

( 5) 

(6) 

by refusing Plaintiff treatment of his serious 
and painful side-effects caused by the peg~ 
interferon treatments between March 2003 and May 
2003, and, 

by refusing or failing to keep accurate medical 
records documenting Plaintiff's condition and 
treatment that would inform Plaintiff's 
subsequent health care providers. 

281. Defendant Gross' acts and omissions constituting his 

15 breaches of care to Plaintiff denied and/or delayed treatment that 

16 would have managed, if not cured, Plaintiff's serious medical 

17 conditions. These acts and omissions are substantial factors in the 

18 pain, suffering and serious injury Plaint:iff suffered as a legal 

19 result of being denied medical care and treatment. 

20 282. Defendant Pollack breached his professional duties of care, 

21 as a medical doctor, by denying Plaintiff, and allowing Plaintiff to 

22 be denied, necessary medical treatment for his serious medical 

23 conditions, including without limitation chronic Hepatitis Virus, 

24 liver disease with cirrhosis: 

25 

26 

27 

28 

( 1) by failing to obtain Plaintiff's prior medical 
records from those State and federal correctional 
facilities where Plaintiff had been previously 
evaluated and diagnosed for treatment related to 
his HVC and liver disease; 
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1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

(2) by denying, and when overruled he delayed, 
Plaintiff's medical care and treatment for his 
HVC and liver disease, to wit delaying 
Plaintiff's treatment with peg-interferon between 
October 2002 and March 2003, in direct 
contradiction of Dr. Jehnke's recommendation and 
based solely on Bureau policies, practices, 
procedures and/or customs denying such care and 
treatment to federal prisoners without regard to 
Plaintiff's individual health needs; 

( 3) by denying Plaintiff a mechanical soft diet, 
necessary in light of Plaintiff's serious dental 
condition, to improve Plaintiff's rate of 
absorption of the peg-interferon and ribavirin 
treatments; 

(4) by refusing Plaintiff the full one year peg
interferon treatment, instead terminating the 
treatment at 24 weeks, minus approximately 4 o 
administrations, based solely on Bureau policy, 
practice, procedures and/or customs, and without 
regard to Plaintiff's individual health needs and 
the fact that the treatment was controlling his 
disease; 

(S) by refusing Plaintiff treatment of his serious 
and painful side-effects caused by the peg
interferon treatments between March 2003 and May 
2003, and, 

(6) by refusing or failing to keep accurate medical 
records documenting Plaintiff's condition and 
treatment that would inform Plaintiff's 
subsequent health care providers. 

28 3. Defendant Pollack's acts and omissions constituting his 

20 breaches of care to Plaintiff denied and/or delayed treatment that 

21 would have managed, if not cured, Plaintiff's serious medical 

22 conditions. These acts and omissions are substantial factors in the 

23 pain, suffering and serious injury Plaintiff suffered as a legal 

24 result of being denied medical care and treatment. 

25 284. Defendant Barton breached his professional duties of care, 

26 as a medical doctor, by denying Plaintiff necessary medical treatment 

27 for his serious medical conditions, including without limitation 

28 chronic Hepatitis Virus, liver disease with cirrhosis: {1) by failing 
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1 to examine or otherwise evaluate Plaintiff for treatment; (2) by 

2 failing to identify treatment options, without regard to Bureau rules, 

3 regulations, protocols, practices, procedures and/or customs; and (3) 

4 by telling Plaintiff, without examination, that his condition was 

5 terminal and beyond treatment. 

6 285. Defendant Barton's acts and omissions constituting his 

7 breaches of care to Plaintiff denied and/or delayed treatment that 

8 would have managed, if not cured, Plaintiff's serious medical 

9 conditions. These acts and omissions are substantial factors in the 

10 pain, suffering and serious injury Plaintiff suffered as a legal 

11 result of being denied medical care and treatment. 

12 286. As a result of the above alleged actions, real Defendants 

13 Cygnor, Barton, Krause, Pollack, Gross, the Governmental Entity 

14 Defendants, and each of them, caused Plaintiff serious, permanent 

15 injury, pain and suffering. 

16 287. Since each real Defendant was, at all relevant times, the 

17 agent (actual and/or ostensible), servant, and/or employee of 

18 Defendant United States, and since each defendant, in doing the things 

19 herein described, was acting within the scope of his or her authority 

20 as such agent and employee, the Governmental Entity Defendants, are 

21 legally liable for each and every action herein described of each real 

22 Defendant. 

23 288. As a legal and proximate result of the aforementioned acts 

24 and omissions of Defendants, and each of them, Plaintiff's medical 

25 condition has substantially deteriorated and his life expectancy has 

26 dropped. 

27 28 9. As a legal and proximate result of said conduct of all 

28 Defendants, and each of them, as alleged above, Plaintiff suffered 
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1 severe emotional distress and mental suffering, and was injured in his 

2 health, strength, and activity and sustained injuries to his person, 

3 including disfigurement, all of which have caused and continued to 

4 cause plaintiff great mental and nervous pain and suffering. 

5 290. Plaintiff sustained injuries that were a foreseeable result 

6 of said breaches. 

7 291. As a result of these injuries, Plaintiff has suffered, and 

8 will prove at trial, general damages in an currently-unknown amount 

9 according to proof. 

10 292. As a further legal and proximate result of said conduct of 

11 all Defendants, and each of them, Plaintiff will employ in the future 

12 physicians, surgeons, therapists, and others for examination, treat-

13 ment and care, and thereby incurred and will incur medical and 

14 incidental expenses. As a result, Plaintiff has suffered, and will 

15 prove at trial, economic damages in an currently-unknown amount 

16 according to proof. 

17 293. As a further legal and proximate result of said conduct of 

18 all Defendants, and each of them, Plaintiff will be prevented from 

19 attending his usual occupation. Moreover, as a legal result of the 

20 acts of Defendants, and each of them, Plaintiff's future earning 

21 capacity has been greatly impaired. As a result, plaintiff has 

22 suffered, and will prove at trial, economic damages in an currently-

23 unknown amount according to proof. 

24 294. The aforementioned conduct of all Defendants, and each of 

25 them, was willful, malicious, was intended to oppress Plaintiff 

26 Northington, and/or was undertaken with a conscious disregard of his 

27 rights, thereby entitling Plaintiff to an award of punitive damages. 

28 295. Plaintiff exhausted available administrative remedies, 
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1 as described in this complaint, by filing the appropriate grievances 

2 as each violation occurred. 

3 296. Moreover, Plaintiff provided the Governmental Entity 

4 Defendants timely notice of his intention to bring this action by 

5 completing the pre-filing notice of claims procedures required by the 

6 Federal Tort Claims Act. 

7 

8 

9 

COUNT FIVE 
Dental Malpractice 

(Against The United States of America) 

10 297. Plaintiff re-alleges paragraphs 1 through 296 above and 

11 incorporate them herein by reference as though set forth in full. 

12 298. At all times relevant herein, Doctors Rose, Mayberry and 

13 each of them, were officers of the Public Health Service. Defendant 

14 United States of America has accepted responsibility for PHS off ice rs' 

15 liabilities by and through the Federal Tort Claims Act. 

16 299. Beginning on or about April 15, 2002, Doctors Rose, 

17 Mayberry, and each of them, provided Plaintiff professional dental 

18 services and owed Plaintiff all applicable duties of care relating 

19 thereto. 

20 300. As alleged more fully above, Dr. Mayberry breached his 

21 professional duties of care, as a dentist and/or medical doctor, by 

22 negligently conducting dental treatment, denying Plaintiff, and 

23 allowing Plaintiff to be denied, necessary dental treatment for his 

24 serious dental conditions, including without limitation: 

25 

26 

27 

28 

(1) by negligently failing to obtain Plaintiff's 
prior dental records from those State and federal 
correctional facilities where Plaintiff had been 
previously received dental treatment; 

( 2) by negligently delaying Plain ti ff' s dental 
treatment from between April through June 2002 
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1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

( 3) 

and June to December 2002, and from December 2002 
through April 2004; 

by negligently conducting oral surgery on 
Plaintiff by conducting such surgery when he was 
not an oral surgeon; 

(4) by negligently conducting oral surgery on 
Plaintiff by fracturing and splintering 
Plaintiff's tooth in December 2002 and by leaving 
broken bone and tooth fragments protruding from 
Plaintiff's gum; 

(5) by negligently conducting oral surgery on 
Plaintiff by fracturing and splintering 
Plaintiff's tooth in May 2003 and again leaving 
broken bone and tooth fragments protruding from 
Plaintiff's gum; 

(6) alternatively, by conducting oral surgery on 
Plaintiff by fracturing and splintering 
Plaintiff's tooth in May 2003 and intentionally 
leaving broken bone and tooth fragments 
protruding f ram Plaintiff's gum in retaliation 
for Plaintiff's administrative grievance against 
this defendant; 

(7) alternatively, by intentionally delaying 
Plaintiff's dental treatment between December 
2002 through April 2004 in an effort to 
deliberately cover-up the misconduct of this 
defendant and others; 

(8) by negligently allowing the injuries Plaintiff 
suffered, and that Defendant Mayberry caused, to 
continue untreated, thereby causing denying 
Plaintiff any meaningful chance to eat 
nutritious meals; 

(9) by negligently failing to provide the dental care 
Plaintiff required to be fitted, properly, with 
dentures, thereby denying Plaintiff any 
meaningful chance to eat nutritious meals; 

(10) by negligently failing to provide Plaintiff with 
a properly fitted denture device; 

(11) by refusing or failing to keep accurate dental 
records documenting Plaintiff's condition and 
treatment that would inform Plaintiff's 
subsequent dental care providers; and 

( 12) by falsifying, removing and intentionally 
withholding material information from Plaintiff's 
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1 

2 

dental records to conceal his and other 
defendants' dental negligence. 

3 301. Dr. Mayberry's acts and omissions constituting his breaches 

4 of care to Plaintiff denied and/or delayed treatment that would have 

5 managed, if not cured, Plaintiff's serious dental conditions. These 

6 acts and omissions are substantial factors in the pain, suffering and 

7 serious injury Plaintiff suffered as a legal result of being denied 

8 medical care and treatment. 

9 302. As alleged more fully above, Dr. Rose breached his 

10 professional duties of care, as a dentist and/or medical doctor, by 

11 negligently supervising Mayberry, by conducting dental treatment, 

12 denying Plaintiff, and allowing Plaintiff to be denied, necessary 

13 dental treatment for his serious dental conditions as follows: 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

( 1) by negligently failing to obtain Plaintiff's 
prior dental records from those State and federal 
correctional facilities where Plaintiff had been 
previously received dental treatment; 

( 2) by negligently delaying Plaintiff's dental 
treatment from between April through June 2002 
and June to December 2002, and from December 2002 
through April 2004; 

(3) by negligently assigning Defendant Mayberry to 
conduct oral surgery on Plaintiff in December 
2002 when Mayberry was not qualified to conduct 
an oral surgery; 

(4) by negligently failing to supervise his dental 
staff and by failing to intervene to correct the 
injuries inflicted by Defendant Mayberry in 
December 2002 and by causing Plaintiff to suffer 
from having broken bone and tooth fragments 
protruding from his gum; 

(5) by negligently assigning Defendant Mayberry to 
conduct oral surgery on Plaintiff in May 2003 
when Mayberry was not qualified to conduct an 
oral surgery; 

(6) by negligently failing to supervise his dental 
staff and by failing to intervene to correct the 
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1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

injuries inflicted by Defendant Mayberry in May 
2003 and by causing Plaintiff to suffer from 
having broken bone and tooth fragments protruding 
from his gum; 

(7) by negligently allowing the injuries Plaintiff 
suffered by Defendant Mayberry conduct to 
continue untreated, thereby causing denying 
Plaintiff any meaningful chance to eat 
nutritious meals; 

(8) by negligently failing to provide the dental care 
Plaintiff required to be fitted, properly, with 
dentures, thereby causing denying Plaintiff any 
meaningful chance to eat nutritious meals; 

(9) by negligently failing to provide Plaintiff with 
a properly fitted denture device; 

( 10) by intentionally delaying Plaintiff's dental 
treatment between December 2 002 through April 
2004 in an effort to deliberately cover-up the 
misconduct of this defendant and others; 

(11) by refusing or failing to keep accurate dental 
records documenting Plaintiff's condition and 
treatment that would inform Plaintiff's 
subsequent dental care providers; and 

( 12) by falsifying, removing and intentionally 
withholding material information from Plaintiff's 
dental records to conceal his and other 
defendants' dental negligence. 

303. Dr. Rose's acts and omissions constituting his breaches of 

19 care to Plaintiff denied and/or delayed treatment that would have 

20 managed, if not cured, Plaintiff's serious dental conditions. These 

21 acts and omissions are substantial factors in the pain, suffering and 

22 serious injury Plaintiff suffered as a legal result of being denied 

23 medical care and treatment. 

24 304. As a result of the above alleged actions, Doctors Rose, 

25 Mayberry and each of them, caused Plaintiff serious permanent injury, 

26 pain and suffering. 

27 305. As a legal and proximate result of the aforementioned acts 

28 and omissions of Defendants, and each of them, Plaintiff's medical and 
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1 dental condition has substantially deteriorated and his life 

2 expectancy has dropped. 

3 306. As a legal and proxi~ate result of said conduct of all 

4 Defendants, and each of them, as alleged above, Plaintiff suffered 

5 severe emotional distress and mental suffering, and was injured in his 

6 health, strength, and activity and sustained injuries to his person, 

7 including disfigurement, all of which have caused and continued to 

8 cause plaintiff great mental and nervous pain and suffering. 

9 307. Plaintiff sustained injuries that were a foreseeable result 

10 of said breaches. 

11 308. As a result of these injuries, Plaintiff has suffered, and 

12 will prove at trial, general damages in an currently-unknown amount 

13 according to proof. 

14 309. As a further legal and proximate result of said conduct of 

15 all Defendants, and each of them, Plaintiff will employ in the future 

16 physicians, surgeons, therapists, and others for examination, treat-

1 7 ment and care, and thereby incur red and will incur medical and 

18 incidental expenses. As a result, Plaintiff has suffered, and will 

19 prove at trial, economic damages in an currently-unknown amount 

20 according to proof. 

21 310. As a further legal and proximate result of said conduct of 

22 all Defendants, and each of them, Plaintiff will be prevented from 

23 attending his usual occupation. Moreover, as a legal result of the 

24 acts of Defendants, and each of them, Plaintiff's future earning 

2 5 capacity has been greatly impaired. As a result, plaintiff has 

26 suffered, and will prove at trial, economic damages in an currently-

27 unknown amount according to proof. 

28 311. Plaintiff exhausted available administrative remedies, 
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1 as described in this complaint, by filing the appropriate grievances 

2 as each violation occurred. 

3 312. Moreover, Plaintiff provided the United States timely notice 

4 of his intention to bring this action by completing the pre-filing 

5 notice of claims procedures required by the Federal Tort Claims Act. 

6 

7 SIXTH CAUSE OF ACTION 
INTENTIONAL INFLICTION OF EMOTIONAL DISTRESS 

8 (Against the United States of America) 

9 313. Plaintiff incorporates herein by reference paragraphs 1 

10 through 312 as though fully set forth herein. 

11 314. In doing the acts described above, Defendants Hawk-

12 Sawyer, Lappin, Compton, Herrera, Barton, Cygnor, Krause, Pollack, 

13 Gross, Gunja, Henderson, Misera, Patel, Evans, Johnson, Shoemaker, 

14 Slade, Dyre, Salanadan, and each of them, (Collectively Count Six 

15 Employees) and non-party tortfeasors Rose and Mayberry, to cause 

16 Plaintiff Northington to suffer humiliation, mental anguish and 

17 emotional and physical distress. 

18 315. At all times relevant herein, the Count Six were employed 

19 by Defendant United States, and working withing said employment. 

20 Defendant United States has accepted responsibility for employees 

21 liabilities by and through the Federal Tort Claims Act. 

22 316. In doing the acts described above, the Count Six 

23 defendants, and each of them, caused Plaintiff to suffer 

24 humiliation, mental anguish and emotional and physical distress. 

25 317. At no time did Plaintiff consent to any of Defendants' 

26 actions as alleged above. 

27 318. As a legal and proximate result of the aforementioned 

28 acts and omissions of Defendants, and each of them, Plaintiff's 
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1 medical condition has substantially deteriorated and his life 

2 expectancy has dropped. 

3 319. As a legal and proximate result of said conduct of all 

4 Defendants, and each of them, as alleged above, Plaintiff suffered 

5 severe emotional distress and mental suffering, and was injured in 

6 his health, strength, and activity and sustained injuries to his 

7 person, including disfigurement, all of which have caused and 

8 continued to cause plaintiff great mental and nervous pain and 

9 suffering. 

10 320. Plaintiff sustained injuries that were a foreseeable 

11 result of said breaches. 

12 321. As a result of these injuries, Plaintiff Northington has 

13 suffered, and will prove at trial, general damages in an currently-

14 unknown amount according to proof. 

15 322. As a further legal and proximate result of said conduct 

16 of all Defendants, and each of them, Plaintiff Northington will 

17 employ in the future physicians, surgeons, therapists, and others 

18 for examination, treatment and care, and thereby incurred and will 

19 incur medical and incidental expenses. As a result, Plaintiff has 

20 suffered, and will prove at trial, economic damages in an 

21 currently-unknown amount according to proof. 

22 323. As a further legal and proximate result of said conduct 

23 of all Defendants, and each of them, Plaintiff Northington will be 

24 prevented from attending his usual occupation. Moreover, as a 

25 legal result of the acts of Defendants, and each of them, 

26 plaintiff's future earning capacity has been greatly impaired. As 

27 a result, plaintiff, and will prove at trial, economic damages in 

28 an currently-unknown amount according to proof. 
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1 324. The aforementioned conduct of all Defendants, and each of 

2 them, was willful, malicious, was intended to oppress Plaintiff 

3 Northington, and/or was undertaken with a conscious disregard of 

4 his rights, thereby entitling him to an award of punitive damages. 

5 325. Plaintiff exhausted available administrative remedies, as 

6 described in this complaint, by filing the appropriate grievances 

7 as each violation occurred. 

8 326. Moreover, Plaintiff provided the United States timely 

9 notice of his intention to bring this action by completing the pre-

10 filing notice of claims procedures required by the Federal Tort 

11 Claims Act. 

12 
COUNT SEVEN 

BREACH OF DUE CARE 
5 u.s.c. § 552 

13 

14 (Against Defendant United States Bureau of Prisons) 

15 327. Plaintiff incorporates herein by reference paragraphs 1 

16 through 326 as though fully set forth herein. 

17 328. At all times relevant herein, Defendants Hawk-Sawyer, 

18 Haro, Herrera, Henderson, Pollack, Patel and Evans (Count Seven 

19 Employees), and each of them, were duly appointed and acting 

20 correctional officers, charged with creating, implementing and 

21 enforcing the regulations, policies, customs and usages of the 

22 United States of America, by and through its Federal Bureau of 

23 Prisons and its U. S. Penitentiaries. 

24 329. As legal and proximate result of their positions and 

25 responsibilities in operating the United States' penitentiaries, 

26 the United States BOP owed Plaintiff a duty of care to ensure his 

27 federally protected human rights. 

28 330. In committing the acts set forth above, Defendant BOP 
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1 violated Plaintiff's federally protected rights by intentionally or 

2 willfully failing to maintain his medical records with such 

3 accuracy, relevance, timeliness, and completeness as is necessary 

4 to assure the adequacy of his heath care and that proper decisions 

5 were being made regarding his health. 

6 331. Alternatively, the BOP, by and through the Count Seven 

7 Employees was deliberately indifferent to Plaintiff's serious 

8 medical conditions, to his need for prior medical records, to the 

9 absence, or purported absence, of his medical records, and to the 

10 delays and denials of medical care Plaintiff suffered as a result 

11 of the Bureau's failure to provide his medical records. 

12 332. As a direct and proximate case of Defendants' actions, 

13 described in this complaint, Plaintiff has suffered great amount 

14 of injury, pain, and emotional distress, including, but not limited 

15 to the fact that life-saving treatment has been withheld and/or 

16 postponed, he has suffered severe side-effects from both his 

17 disease and the treatment, which could have been avoided with 

18 proper care and record-keeping. 

19 333. As a legal and proximate result of the aforementioned 

20 acts and omissions of Defendants, and each of them, Plaintiff's 

21 medical condition has substantially deteriorated and his life 

22 expectancy has dropped. 

23 334. As a legal and proximate result of said conduct of all 

24 Defendants, and each of them, as alleged above, plaintiff Craig B. 

25 Northington suffered severe emotional distress and mental 

26 suffering, and was injured in his health, strength, and activity 

27 and sustained injuries to his person, including disfigurement, all 

28 of which have caused and continued to cause plaintiff great mental 
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1 and nervous pain and suffering. 

2 335. Plaintiff sustained injuries that were a foreseeable 

3 result of said breaches. 

4 336. As a result of these injuries, Plaintiff Northington has 

5 suffered, and will prove at trial, general damages in an currently-

6 unknown amount according to proof. 

7 337. As a further legal and proximate result of said conduct 

8 of all Defendants, and each of them, Plaintiff Northington will 

9 employ in the future physicians, surgeons, therapists, and others 

10 for examination, treatment and care, and thereby incurred and will 

11 incur medical and incidental expenses. As a result, Plaintiff has 

12 suffered, and will prove at trial, economic damages in an 

13 currently-unknown amount according to proof. 

14 338. As a further legal and proximate result of said conduct 

15 of all Defendants, and each of them, Plaintiff Northington will be 

16 prevented from attending his usual occupation. Moreover, as a 

17 legal result of the acts of Defendants, and each of them, 

18 plaintiff's future earning capacity has been greatly impaired. As 

19 a result, plaintiff, and will prove at trial, economic damages in 

20 an currently-unknown amount according to proof. 

21 339. The aforementioned conduct of all Defendants, and each of 

22 them, was willful, malicious, was intended to oppress plaintiff 

23 Northington, and/or was undertaken with a conscious disregard of 

24 his rights, thereby entitling him to an award of punitive damages. 

25 340. Plaintiff exhausted available administrative remedies, as 

26 described in this complaint, by filing the appropriate grievances 

27 as each violation occurred. 

28 341. Moreover, Plaintiff provided the Governmental Entity 
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1 Defendants timely notice of his intention to bring this action by 

2 completing the pre-filing notice of claims procedures required by 

3 the Federal Tort Claims Act. 

4 

5 

6 

PRAYER FOR RELIEF 

7 WHEREFORE, Plaintiff prays for judgment against Defendants and 

8 each of them as follows: 

9 

10 ON THE FIRST, SECOND AND SEVENTH COUNTS: 

11 

12 1. For a temporary, preliminary and permanent injunction 

13 ordering Defendants to amend Plaintiff's medical and dental records 

14 to truthfully identify the treatment and health care services 

15 Plaintiff received; 

16 2. For a temporary, preliminary and permanent injunction 

17 ordering Defendants to obtain all of Plaintiff's medical and dental 

18 records from the Federal Detention Unit and the Santa Ana City 

19 Jail, Santa Ana, California, the Metropolitan Federal Detention 

20 Center, Los Angeles, California, and the Federal Medical Center, 

21 Rochester, Minnesota, to be made a part of Plaintiff's medical 

22 records at USP Lompoc, or made available upon reasonable effort, 

23 with such; 

24 3. For a temporary, preliminary and permanent injunction 

25 ordering Defendants to immediately arrange for Plaintiff to be 

26 examined and evaluated by a qualified gastrenologist/hepatologist 

27 so as to determine Plaintiff's current condition related to his 

28 HVC, advanced liver disease, and injuries suffered from the 
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1 Interferon-Ribavirin given and to determine what, if any, treatment 

2 should now be provided and if Plaintiff should be evaluated for 

3 placement of the National Donor Transplant list; 

4 4. For a temporary, preliminary and permanent injunction 

5 ordering Defendants to immediately provide Plaintiff with properly 

6 fitted and functioning dentures; 

7 5. For a temporary, preliminary and permanent injunction 

8 precluding Defendants from confining and subjecting Plaintiff to 

9 the ongoing unconstitutional conditions of confinement herein 

10 alleged; 

11 6. For a temporary, preliminary and permanent injunction 

12 establishing a Compliance Schedule by which time Defendants must 

13 eliminate the barriers to medical care and to bring their health 

14 care system into compliance with the standards imposed by the 

15 Eighth Amendments to the United States Constitution; 

16 

17 

18 

ON ALL COUNTS: 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

2s I I I 

26 I I I 

27 I I I 

2s I I I 

7. For general damages in a sum according to proof; 

8. For special damages in a sum according to proof; 

9. For compensatory damages in a sum according to proof; 

10. For punitive damages as provided by law against each 

individual Defendant; 

12. For costs of suit herein; 

13. For reasonable attorney's fees as provided by law; 
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1 

2 

3 

4 

14. For interest as provided by law; 

15. For such other and further relief as the Court may deem 

proper. 

_l ~ 

5 DATED: 

6 

August 18, 2005 

The Law Offices of Michel F. Mills, A 
Professional Corporation Attorneys 
for Plaintiff, Craig B. Northington 

7 

8 

9 

10 v. DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL 

11 Plaintiff herein demands trial by jury against all defendants. 

12 

13 

14 DATED: August 18, 2005 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

/ 
,. .·. / 7 ·? 

,..._........... : ,' , ~r• I 
,., ,...,,.~-.·•;;--- -· ... · ... 

By: __ ~~.·~·~,~~-/~2~···-;::~.'= __ :;:,,.L··-·~~-____.;'~/~--~/~·~~-~-=--::::::===--

M=:CHE!., F. MILLS, 

T~e Law Offices of Michel F. Mills, A 
Professional Corporation Attorneys 
for Plaintiff, Craig B. Northington 
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Case :04-cv-01032-CBM-MLG Document 394 Filed 05/17/13 Page 2 of 12 Page ID #:3197 

1 

2 

3 

4 

EIGHTH A.1\IENDMENT CLAIM REGARDING MEDICAL CARE 

DR. RICHARD GROSS 

After considering the evidence presented at trial and the instructions 

5 provided by the Court, we the jury in the above-entitled action unanimously find as 

6 follows with respect to Plaintiffs Eighth Amendment claim against Dr. Richard 

7 Gross: 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

1. Did the Plaintiff face a substantial risk of serious hann or a serious medical 

need? 

No 

tJo 

If your answer to question 1 is yes, then proceed to question 2. If you 

14 answered no, proceed to question 7. 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

2. Was Dr. Gross deliberately indifferent to that risk of serious harm or serious 

medical need, that is, Dr. Gross knew of it and disregarded it by failing to 

take reasonable measures to address it? 

Yes 

21 If your answer to question 2 is yes, then proceed to question 3. If you 

22 answered no, proceed to question 7. 

23 

24 3. Did Dr. Grass's actions or failure to act cause harm to Plaintiff? 

25 

26 

27 If your answer to question 3 is yes, then proceed to question 4. If you 

28 answered no, proceed to question 7. 

1 
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Case :04-cv-01032-CBM-MLG Document 394 Filed 05/17/13 Page 3 of 12 Page I #:3198 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

4. Enter the amount of compensatory damages or nominal damages from Dr. 

Gross that you award to Plaintiff regarding Plaintiffs Eighth Amendment 

Claim and then proceed to Question 5. 

Amount: $ -------

5. Do you find that Plaintiff has proven by clear and convincing evidence that 

punitive damages should be awarded because Dr. Grass's conduct was 

malicious, oppressive, or in reckless disregard of Plaintiffs constitutional 

rights? Answer, then proceed to the next question. 

Yes No 

6. If the answer to question 5 is yes, enter the amount of punitive damages 

from Dr. Gross that you award to Plaintiff as to Plaintiffs Eighth 

Amendment Claim. If the answer to question 5 is no, go on to question 7. 

Amount: $ -------

2 



Case :04-cv-01032-CBM-MLG Document 394 Filed 05/17/13 Page 4 of 12 Page ID #:3199 

1 

2 

3 

EIGHTH AMENDMENT CLAIM REGARDING MEDICAL CARE 

MR. AL HERRERA 

4 After considering the evidence presented at trial and the instructions provided by 

5 the Court, we the jury in the above-entitled action unanimously find as follows 

6 with respect to Plaintiffs Eighth Amendment claim against Mr. Al Herrera: 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

7. Did the Plaintiff face a substantial risk of serious harm or a serious medical 

or dental need? 

If your answer to question 7 is yes, then proceed to question 8. If you 

answered no, proceed to question 13. 

8. Was Mr. Herrera deliberately indifferent to that risk of serious harm or 

serious medical or dental need, that is, Mr. Herrera knew of it and 

disregarded it by failing to take reasonable measures to address it? 

Yes No 

If your answer to question 8 is yes, then proceed to question 9. If you 

answered no, proceed to question 13. 

9. Did Mr. Herrera's actions or failure to act cause harm to Plaintiff? 

25 

26 If your answer to question 9 is yes, then proceed to question 10. If you 

27 answered no, proceed to question 13. 

28 

3 
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1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

I 1 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

1 0.Enter the amount of compensatory damages or nominal damages from Mr. 

Herrera that you award to Plaintiff regarding Plaintiffs Eighth Amendment 

Claim and then proceed to Question 11 . 

Amount: $ -------

11.Do you find that Plaintiff has proven by clear and convincing evidence that 

punitive damages should be awarded because Mr. Herrera's conduct was 

malicious, oppressive, or in reckless disregard of Plaintiffs constitutional 

rights? Answer, then proceed to the next question. 

Yes No 

12.Ifthe answer to question 11 is yes, enter the amount of punitive damages 

from Mr. Herrera that you award to Plaintiff as to Plaintiffs Eighth 

Amendment Claim. If the answer to question 11 is no, go on to question 13. 

Amount: $ ---~---
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1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

EIGHTH AMENDMENT CLAIM REGARDING NUTRITION 

MR. DAVID SHOEMAKER 

After considering the evidence presented at trial and the instructions 

provided by the Court, we the jury in the above-entitled action unanimously find as 

follows with respect to Plaintiff's Eighth Amendment claim against Mr. David 

Shoemaker: 

13. Did the Plain tiff face a substantial risk of serious harm or a serious 

nutritional need? 

If your answer to question 13 is yes, then proceed to question 14. If you 

answered no, proceed to question 1 9. 

14. Was Mr. Shoemaker deliberately indifferent to that risk of serious harm or 

serious nutritional need, that is, Mr. Shoemaker knew of it and disregarded it 

by failing to take reasonable measures to address it? 

If your answer to question 14 is yes, then proceed to question 15. If you 

answered no, proceed to question 19. 

15.Did Mr. Shoemaker's actions or failure to act cause harm to Plaintiff? 

If your answer to question 15 is yes, then proceed to question 16. If you 

answered no, proceed to question 19. 

5 



Case :04-cv-01032-CBM-MLG Document 394 Filed 05/17/13 Page 7 of 12 Page I #:3202 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

16. Enter the amount of compensatory damages or nominal damages from Mr. 

Shoemaker that you award to Plaintiff regarding Plaintiffs Eighth 

Amendment Claim and then proceed to Question 17. 

Amount: $ -------

17.Do you find that Plaintiff has proven by clear and convincing evidence that 

punitive damages should be awarded because Mr. Shoemaker's conduct was 

malicious, oppressive, or in reckless disregard of Plaintiffs constitutional 

rights? Answer, then proceed to the next question. 

Yes No 

18. If the answer to question 1 7 is yes, enter the amount of punitive damages 

from Mr. Shoemaker that you award to Plaintiff as to Plaintiff's Eighth 

Amendment Claim. If the answer to question 17 is no, go on to question 19. 

Amount: $ -------
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1 

2 

3 

FIRST AMENDMENT RETALIATION CLAIM 

MR. AL HERRERA 

4 After considering the evidence presented at trial and the instructions 

5 provided by the Court, we the jury in the above-entitled action unanimously find as 

6 follows with respect to Plaintiffs First Amendment claim against Mr. Al Herrera: 

7 

8 19.Did Mr. Herrera take some adverse action against Plaintiff? 

9 Yes No 

10 f\.JO 

11 If your answer to question 19 is yes, then proceed to question 20. If you 

12 answered no, proceed to question 26. 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

20. Was this adverse action in retaliation for Plaintiff filing prison grievances 

and pursuing civil rights litigation? 

18 If your answer to question 20 is yes, then proceed to question 21. If you 

19 answered no, proceed to question 26. 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

21. Would Mr. Herrera's actions chill or silence a person of ordinary firmness 

from filing prison grievances or pursuing civil rights litigation in the future? 

Yes No 

If your answer to question 21 is yes, then proceed to question 22. If you 

answered no, proceed to question 26. 

7 
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1 

2 

3 

4 

22.Did 1v1r. Herrera)s actions reasonably advance a legitimate correctional goal? 

Yes No 

If your answer to question 22 is no, then proceed to question 23. If you 

5 answered yes, proceed to question 26. 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

23.Enter the amount of compensatory damages or nominal damages from Mr. 

Herrera that you award to Plaintiff regarding Plaintiffs First Amendment 

Claim and then proceed to Question 24. 

Amount: $ ----~--

24.Do you find that Plaintiff has proven by clear and convincing evidence that 

punitive damages should be awarded because Mr. Herrera's conduct was 

malicious, oppressive, or in reckless disregard of Plaintiffs constitutional 

rights? Answer, then proceed to the next question. 

Yes No 

25. If the answer to question 24 is yes, enter the amount of punitive damages 

from Mr. Herrera that you award to Plaintiff as to Plaintiffs First 

Amendment Claim. If the answer to question 24 is no, go on to question 26. 

Amount: $ -------

8 
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#:3205 

1 

2 

3 

4 

FIRST A.ivlENDMENT RETALIATION CLAIM 

MR. DAVID SHOEMAKER 

After considering the evidence presented at trial and the instructions 

5 provided by the Court, we the jury in the above-entitled action unanimously find as 

6 follows with respect to Plaintiffs First Amendment claim against Mr. David 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

Shoemaker: 

26.Did Mr. Shoemaker take some adverse action against Plaintiff? 

Yes No 

~o 

If your answer to question 26 is yes, then proceed to question 27. If you 

answered no, proceed to the end and sign and return the verdict form. 

2 7. Was this ad verse action in retaliation for Plain tiff exercising his First 

Amendment rights? 

If your answer to question 27 is yes, then proceed to question 28. If you 

answered no, proceed to the end and sign and return the verdict form. 

22 28.Would Mr. Shoemaker's actions chill or silence a person of ordinary 

23 finnness from requesting adequate nutrition in the future? 

24 Yes No 

25 

26 If your answer to question 28 is yes, then proceed to question 29. If you 

27 answered no, proceed to the end and sign and return the verdict fonn. 

28 

9 
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1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29.Did Mr. Shoemaker's actions reasonably advance a legitimate correctional 
goal? 

If your answer to question 29 is no, then proceed to question 30. If you 

answered yes, proceed to the end and sign and return the verdict form. 

30.Enter the amount of compensatory damages or nominal damages from Mr. 

Shoemaker that you award to Plaintiff regarding Plaintiffs First Amendmen 

Claim and then proceed to Question 31. 

Amount: $ ____ _ 

31. Do you find that Plaintiff has proven by clear and convincing evidence that 

punitive damages should be awarded because Mr. Shoemaker's conduct was 

malicious, oppressive, or in reckless disregard of Plaintiffs constitutional 

rights? Answer, then proceed to the next question. 

Yes No 

10 
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1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

32.If the answer to question 31 is yes, enter the amount of punitive damages 

from Mr. Shoemaker that you award to Plaintiff as to Plaintiffs First 

Amendment Claim. If the answer to question 31 is no, proceed to the end 

and sign and return the verdict form. 

Amount: $ --~----

I I I I I t+I I I I I 11 11 I 1111 I I I I I I I 11 I t++l-+-l I I 111 l 11 I 11111 I I I++++ 

11 
Please sign and return this verdict form. 

12 

13 
Dated: S- / I~ ( I ?J 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

Foreperson 

11 
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1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

UNITED STA TES DISTRICT COURT 

FOR THE CENTRAL DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA 

WESTERN DIVISION 

10 CRAIG BRYAN NORTHINGTON, No. CV 04-1032 CBM (MLGx) 

SECOND AMENDED JUDGMENT 
(420] 

11 

12 V. 

Plaintiff, 

13 KATHLEEN HAWK-SAWYER, et al., 
Trial Date: April 30, 2013 

Courtroom: Hon. Consuelo B. Marshall 
14 Defendants. 
I+--------------~ 

15 

16 Consistent with the Court's Verdict Form, filed on May 17, 2013, the Court 

17 enters Judgment in favor of defendants Richard Gross, M.D., Al Herrera, and 

18 David Shoemaker against plaintiff Craig Bryan Northington. 

19 Pursuant to the agreement of the parties, the parties will each bear their own 

20 costs, fees, and expenses. 

21 

22 IT IS SO ORDERED. 

23 

24 

25 Dated: October 14, 2014 

26 

27 

28 

CONSUELO B. MARSHALL 
UNITED STA TES DISTRICT JUDGE 

-1-



Case 2: 4-cv-01032-CBM-MLG Document 419 Filed 10/07/14 Page 1 of 2 Page ID #:3483 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

UNITED ST ATES DISTRICT COURT 

CENTRAL DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA 

Cmw,•TI.I. 

10 

11 CRAIG BRYAN NORTHINGTON, 

12 Plaintiff, 

13 V. 

14 KATHLEEN HAWK-SAWYER. ,et 
al., 
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Defendant. 

& MOl!INC LU' 
,\"f f(l~;'-..f ~-Lj A 1 1 ....... ,\ 

LAACTJVE-601612191. 1 

Case No. CV 04-1032-CBM (MLGx) 

ORDER GRANTING JOINT 
MOTION TO VACATE [418] 

Date: 
Time: 
Judge: 

October 14, 2014 
10:00 a.m. 
Hon. Consuelo B. Marshall 

ORDER GRANTING 
JOINT MOTION TO VACATE; 

CASE NO. CV 04-1032-CBM (MLGx) 
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The Court, having considered the parties' Joint Motion to Vacate (the 

"Motion"), along with the evidence in support thereof, and for good cause shown, 

hereby ORDERS that: 

The Motion is GRANTED. The Court's Findings of Fact; Conclusions of 

Law (Docket No. 405) and Amended Judgment (Docket No. 410) are hereby 

VACATED. 

Within five days of the entry by this Court of this Order, the parties will 

lodge a proposed Second Amended Judgment in favor of defendants Richard Gross, 

M.D., Al Herrera, and David Shoemaker and against plaintiff Craig Bryan 

Northington as to his Bivens claims. 

Within ten days of the entry by this Court of this Order, pursuant to their 

agreement, the parties will file a signed copy of the Stipulation for Compromise 

Settlement that was attached to the Motion. 

l--,A-~'"":z-----------
15 Dated: October 7, 2014 

CROW cl.I. 
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& MOl!INC LU' 
A"f f(1;:_:-...f-~·Lj A, I I..:\",\ 

LAACTJVF.-60I6I219I. I 

Hon. Consuelo B. Marshall 

United States District Judge 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

FOR THE CENTRAL DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA 

WESTERN DIVISION 

12 
CRAIG BRYAN NORTHINGTON, No. CV 04-1032 CBM (MLGx) 

ORDER DISMISSING 
DEFENDANT UNITED STATES OF 
AMERICA WITH PREJUDICE 
[423] 

13 
Plaintiff, 

14 
V. 

15 
KATHLEEN HAWK-SAWYER, et al., 

Defendants. 16 I+-------------~ 
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1 IT IS SO ORDERED that pursuant to the separately filed Stipulation for 

2 Compromise Settlement, defendant United States of America is hereby dismissed 

3 from this action with prejudice. Each party to bear its own costs and fees. The 

4 Court will retain jurisdiction over this action for 60 days from the date of the filing 

5 
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of this Order for the sole purpose of enforcing the settlement agreement. 

DATED: November 12, 2014_ 

l0 PRESENTED BY: 

11 STEPHANIE YONEKURA 

12 
ActiQg United States Attorney 
LEON W. WEIDMAN 

13 
Assistant United States Attorney 
Chief, Civil Division 

14 
Isl Jason K. Axe 

15 JASON K. AXE 

16 
Assistant United States Attorney 
Attorneys for Defendant 
United States of America 
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STEPHANIE YONEKURA 
Acting United States Attorney 
LEON' Vv'. WEIDMAN . 
Assistant United States Attornev 
Chief Civil Division · 
JASON K. AXE 

4 Assistant United States Attomcv 
California Bar Number 187101-
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Federal Buildirn2. Suite 7516 
300 North Los Angeles Street 
Los AtE!.eles. California 90012 
Te lephcfoc: (213) 894-882 7 
Facsqnile: (213) 894-7819 
E-mail: Jason.Axe,0>usdo1.oov 

8 Attornevs fix Defendant ·" · 
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United States of America 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

FOR THE CENTRAL DISTRJCT or CALIFORNIA 

WESTERN DIVISION 

13 CR.A.JG BRYAN NORTIIINGTON. No. CV 04-1032 CBM (MLGx) 

14 Plaintitl STIPULATION FOR 
COMPROMISE SETTLE:YIENT 

15 v AND RELEASE OF FEDERAL 
TORT CLAIMS ACT CLAIMS 

16 KATHLEEN IIA WK-SAWYER. et aL PURSUANT TO 28 U.S.C. § 2677 

17 l+-------~D~e~t~e=n~da=n~t~s·c..._ __ _ 

18 

19 
IT IS HEREBY STIPULATED by and between plaintiff Craig Bryan 

20 
Northington ("PlaintifI'') and defendant United States of America ("Defendant") as 

follows: 
21 

'); 
1. The parties do hereby agree to settle and compromise cm:h and every 

claim of any kind. whether knO\:vn or unknown, arising directly or indirectly from 

the acts or omissions that gave rise to the above-captioned action under the terms 24 ~ 

') ~ _) 

26 

and conditions set forth in this Settlement Agreement. 
,, ..... The United States of America agrees to pay the sum of forty thousand 

27 
($40,000.00) Dollars. which sum shall include all attorney's fees, and \.Yhich shall 

28 
be in full settlement and satisfaction of any and all claims. demands. rights. and 
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causes of action of \Vhatsocvcr kind and nature. arising from. and by reason of any· 

and all knmvn and unkno"\vn, foreseen and unforeseen bodily and personal i11j urics. 

damage to property and the consequences thereof. resulting, and to result, from the 

subject matter of this settlement. for \vhich Plaintiff or his guardians. heirs, 

executors, administrators, or assigns, and each of them. OO\V have or may hereafter 

acquire against the United States of America, its agents. servants, and employees. 

3. Plaintiff and his 2:uardians. heirs. executors. administrators or assigns 
~ ' ~ 

hereby agree to accept the sums set fo11h in this Stipulation or Compromise 

Settlement in full settlement and satisfaction of any and all claims. demands. 

rights. and causes of action of whatsoever kind and nature. arising from. and by· 

reason of any and all known and unknown. foreseen and unforeseen bodily and 

personal injuries. damage to property and the consequences thereof which he may 

have or hereafter acquire against the United States of America, its agents, servants 

and employees on account of the same subject matter that gave rise to the above

captioned action, including any future claim or lawsuit of any kind or ty-pe 

whatsoever. whether known or unknown, and whether for compensatory or 

exemplary damages. Plaintiff and his guardians, heirs. executors, adrn inistrators or 

assigns further agree to reimburse. indemnify and hold hannlcss the United States 

of America, its agents. servants. and employees from and against any and all such 

causes of action. claims, liens, rights. or subrogated or contribution interests 

incident to or resulting from further litigation or the prosecution of claims by 

plaintiff or his guardians, heirs. executors. administrators or assigns against any 

third party or against the United States. 

4. Plaintiff specifically agrees. as consideration for this Stipulation For 

25 Compromise Settlement, to waive the provisions of Section 1542 of the Civil Code 

26 of the State of Cal ifomia, and Plaintiff understands that said section prov ides: 

27 A general release does not extend to claims \vhich the creditor docs 

28 not know or suspect to exist in his favor at the time of executing the 

-2-
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release, vvhich, if knmvn by him must have materially affected his 

2 settlement with the debtor. 

3 Therefore, and notwithstanding anything to the contrary herein. Plaintiff explicitly 

4 releases any and all claims against the United States of America. its agents, 

5 servants. and employees vvhich Plaintiff docs not know or suspect to exist in favor 

6 of Plaintiff at the time Plaintiff and his attorneys execute this Stipulation for 

7 Compromise Settlement, and vvhich ,vould have materially affected this settlement 

8 if such claim or claims had been known. 
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5. This Stipulation for Compromise Settlement is not, is in no way 

intended to be. and should not be construed as, an admission ofliabilitv or fault on 
' J 

the part of the United States, its agents. servants, or employees, and it is 

specifically denied that they arc liable to the Plaintiff. This settlement is entered 

into by all parties for the purpose of compromising disputed claims under the 

Federal Tort Claims Act and avoiding the expenses and risks of further litigation. 

6. It is also agreed, by and among the parties, that the respective parties 

,vill each bear their own costs. fees. and expenses and that any attorney's foes ovvcd 

by the Plaintiffv.·ill be paid out of the settlement amount and not in addition 

thereto. 

7. Along with the filing of this Stipulation for Compromise Settlement. 

the parties agree that they vvill lodge a proposed order dismissing the United States 

from this action vvith prejudice. all parties to bear their ovm costs and fees. The 

proposed order will request that the Court retain jurisdiction over this action for 60 

days following the filing of the Stipulation for Compromise Settlement for the sole 

purpose of enforcing this settlement agreement. 

8. The parties acknowledge that this Stipulation for Compromise 

Settlement does not include defendants Richard Gross, M.D .. Al Hern:ra, and 

David Shoemaker, who obtained a judgment in their favor following a jury trial as 

to P!aintitTs claims against them. However, through a separate agreement, 

,.. 
-.)-
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1 defendants Gross. Herrera. and Shoemaker have agreed to waive any and all costs 

2 to ,vhich they may be entitled follmving trial of this matter. and contemporaneous 

3 \vith the filing of this settlement agreement defendants Gross, Herrera, and 

4 Shoemaker will dismiss their application for costs with prejudice. 

5 9. It is also understood by and among the parties that pursuant to Title 

6 28, United States Code, Section 2678. attorney's fees for services rendered in 

7 connection with this action shall not exceed 25 per cent um of the amount of the 

8 compromise settlement. 

9 10. The persons signing this Scttlemem Agreement ,,,.·arrant and represent 

10 that they possess full authority to bind the persons on \Vhose behalf they are 

1 1 signing to the tem1s of the settlement. 

12 11. Pavment of the settlement amount \Viii be made bv government wire ., ...... 

13 transfer as per the follmving infonnation, to be provided by Plaintiff: 

14 A. Payee Account Name (Crmvell & Moring Client Trust 

15 Account), 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

26 

27 

28 

B. 

C. 

D. 

E. 

F. 

ABA Routing Number, 

Payee Account Number. 

Type of Account (Checking or Savings). 

Financial Institution Name. City, State. 

Social Security Number. 

Plaintiffs attorney agrees to distribute the settlement proceeds to the plaintiff. 

12. The parties agree that this Stipulation for Compromise Settlement and 

Release, including all the terms and conditions of this compromise settlement and 

any additional agreements relating thereto, may be made public in their entirety. 

and the plaintiff expressly consents to such release and disclosure pursuant to 5 

U.S.C. § 552a(b). 

-4-
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13. It is contemplated that this Stipulation may be executed in several 

2 counterparts, with a separate signature page for each party. All such counterparts 

3 and signature pages, together, shall be deemed to be one document. 

4 14. This written agreement contains all of the agreements bet,veen the 

5 parties, and it is intended to be and is the final and sole agreement between the 

6 parties. The parties agree that any other prior or contemporaneous representations 

7 or understandings not explicitl)' contained in this ,vritten agreement. whether 

8 ,vrittcn or oraL are of no further legal or equitable force or effect. Any subsequent 

9 modifications to this agreement must be in writing and must be signed and 

10 executed by the parties. 

1 1 
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1 "j 
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DATED: ---------

DA TED: _______ _ 

DATED: October 22, 2014 

Respectfully submitted. 

CRO\VELI. & MORING 
-----

- see attached page-
NATHANIEL J. WOOD, ESQ. 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 

- see attached pa2:e-
CRAIG BRYAN "NORTlllNCiTON 
Plaintiff 

STEPlIANIE YONEKURA 
Acting United States Attorncv 
LEON V..1. \VEIDMAN ., 
Assistant United States Attomcv 
Chief, Civil Division · 

is/ Jason K. Axe 
JASON K. AXE 
Assistant United States Attomev 
Attomevs for Defendant -
United States of America 

-5-



1 13. It is contemplated that this Stipulation :may be executed in several 

2 counterparts, with a separate signature page for each party, All such com1terparts 

3 and signature pages, together, shall be deemed to be one document. 

4 14. This written agreement contains all of the agreements between the 

5 parties, and it is intended to be and is the final and sole agreement between the 

6 parties. The parties agr(;;:e that any other prior or contemporaneous :representations 

7 or understandings not explicitly contained in this written agreement, whether 

8 written or oral, are ofno further legal or equitable force or effect. Any subsequent 

9 modifications to this agreement must be in ,.,'liting and must be signed and 

10 executed by the parties. 

11 

12 I 
13 DATED: l,D II LC\ \lj 
14 

15 

16 

l? DATED: Uc;/--v~. 
18 

19 
20 

21 

Respectfully submitted, 

CRO\VE}.L & MORIN6\--+-1 ---~ 

~
'./ __ 1/h~' 

~,. ' ~ ~ ·Jr;? , . 
-m:~1£L .~ESQ. 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 

Z; 'Zoll(' . 
/. ~ ' 15, , ( ;J~-51/;:}_-~ 

CRAl~RY~OR'f~ 
Plain~rt( 

22 DATED:--~---- STEPHANIE YONEKURA 
Acti1:,.g United States Attorney 
LEON \V. WEIDMAN 
Assistant United States Attorney 
Chiefi Civil Division 
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27 

28 

JASONK.AXE 
Assistant United States Attorney 
Attorneys for Defendant 
United States of America 

-6-
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1 Donn W. Christensen (SBN# 196845) 
donn@donnlaw.com 

2 LAW OFFICES OF DONN CHRISTENSEN 
70 South Lake Avenue, Suite 810 

3 Pasadena, CA 91 101 
Tel: (626) 793-6760 

~, 
---.: .. r::, ·• . . 

4 Fax: (626) 793-6761 

\ ' . 

t", CJ .... ,_, ... 
P> ; ..... _-,..t. 

•J 
5 Raul G. Lomas, Esq. (SBN# 106686 ) g •. :.:~, ;u 

..... -.( I 
lo mas law@sbcglo bal .net ~>c,·: ~....:, 

6 "J"_ C,..., I.~ 

LAW OFFICE OF RAUL G. LOMAS •·. ~ --41 - 1 ,.,. )i )'.:"' 

18 South Marengo Avenue r,:i·:·· JC 
7 r~ ....._... r;:..., 

Pasadena, CA 9110 I 
,...,,0-~ -

-~n .. 
8 Tel: (626) 792-9666 ~-=g (..) 

Fax: (626) 405-0952 :-'"' .. _. 
9 

Attorneys for Plaintiffs 

10 

11 

12 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

FOR .,,, IE CEN'l'RAI, DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA 

13 RUBY MURRILLO, individually, and as 
Administratrix of the Estate of MOISES 

14 MURRILLO; MOISES MURILLO, JR.; 

15 CAT ALINA HERNANDEZ 

16 Plaintiffs, 

17 vs. 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

18 UNITED STATES OF AMERICA; MICHAEL ) 
BENOV, WARDEN OF Tl IE METROPOLITAN ) 

19 DETENTION CENTER; WHITE MEMORIAL ) 

20 HO SPIT AL and DOES 1 TO 100. ~ 

21 Defendants. ) 
) 

CASE NO. CV06-6699-ABC (JCX) 

(Audrey B. Collins District Judge) 

PLAINTIFFS' SECOND AMENDED 
COMPLAINT FOR DAMAGES AND 
DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL 

1) Civil Rights Violations (Bivens) 
2) Negligence 
3) Battery 

COMPLAINT 

--"7 

' 

22 

23 

24 
COME NOW PLAINTIFFS, RUBY MURRILO, individually, and as Administratrix of the Estate 

25 
of MOISES MURILLO; MOISES MURRILLO, JR., individually, CATALINA HERNANDEZ, 

26 individually, hereinafter collectively known as "Plaintiffs" and sue defendants for their violations of 

27 plaintiffs' rights under the 8th Amendment, for negligence, wrongful death and battery and allege as 

28 follows: 

PLAl!'iTIFFS' Si<:COND AMENDED COMPLAINT FOR DAMAGES 
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GENERAL ALLEGATIONS 

1) Jurisdiction of this Court is invoked under 28 U.S.C. Section 1331 and 1343. 

2) Venue properly lies in the Central District of the United States District Court of California as all the 

events described herein occurred in the County of Los Angeles, City of Los Angeles. Therefore 

venue lies in the Central District of California. (28 U.S.C. § I 391(b)(2)). 

3) This is a complaint for money damages by plaintiffs for redress of deprivation under color of law of 

rights, privileges and immunities secured by the Eighth Amendment to the United States 

Constitution and under the laws and Constitution of the State of California. 

4) At all times herein mentioned, plaintiffs RUBY MURILLO, MOISES MURILLO, JR. and 

CATALINA HERNANDEZ were citizens of the United States, residing in the City and County of 

Los Angeles and the State of California, within the Central Judicial District of this Court. Plaintiff 

MOISES MURILLO also resided residing in the City and County of Los Angeles and the State of 

California, within the Central Judicial District of this Court. 

5) Plaintiffs RUBY MURILLO and MOISES MURILLO, JR. are, and were, at all times relevant 

herein, the natural born children of decedent MOISES MURILLO. 

6) Plaintiff CAT ALINA HERNANDEZ is, and was, at all times relevant herein, the natural mother of 

plaintiffs RUBY MURILLO and MOISES MURILI .0, as well as the wife, and widow, of decedent 

MOISES MURILLO. 

7) The true names and/or capacities of all defendants are currently unknown to plaintiff'>, who sue sai 

defendants by fictitious names as DOES 1 through 100. When the true names and/or capacities o 

said fictitiously named defendants are ascertained, plaintiffs will seek leave to amend thei 

complaint accordingly. 

8) Plaintiffs allege that each defendant, whether designated by his/her true name or fictitiously named, 

is responsible in some manner for the injuries, damage or harm herein alleged. 

2 

PLAINTJFl•S' SECOND AMENDED COMPLAINT FOR DAMAGES 
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9) Plaintiffs, RUBY MURILLO, MOISES MURILLO, JR. AND CATALINA HERNANDEZ, arc 

successors in interest and heirs of the estate of the decedent, MOISES MURILLO, SR. This action 

for violation of the decedent's civil rights is brought by said plaintiffs on behalf of the estate of 

MOISES MURILLO, SR. as permitted by Sections 377.30 ct seq. of the California Code of Civil 

Procedure. Furthermore, Plaintiffs, collectively, arc entitled to bring this wrongful death action 

pursuant to Code of Civil Procedure Section 3 77 .60 for the loss of love, companionship, comfort, 

affection, society, solace, moral support and all other recoverable damages arising from the 

wrongful death of decedent. 

10) Defendant UNITED STATES of AMERICA is, and at all times mentioned was, responsible for the 

care and treatment provided to decedent plaintiff MOISES MURILLO by the federal agencies and 

employees under its control who maintained custody of decedent and were responsible for his 

physical care and treatment during that time as held in DeShaney vs. Winnebago (1989) 489 U.S. 

I 89, 199-200; see also, Estelle vs. Gamble (1976) 429 US 97, 101-104. 

11) Defendant MICHAEL BENOY is, and was at all times relevant here, the warden of the 

Metropolitan Detention Center in Los Angeles and also responsible for ensuring that decedent 

MOISES MURILLO received proper medical care and treatment from federal agents, employees, 

and others tasked with providing such care while decedent was detained by the government against 

his wishes. 

12) Defendant WHITE MEMORIAL HOS PIT AL is, and at all times mentioned herein was, a non-profi 

private hospital doing business in the City and County of Los Angeles and was responsible for 

providing care to decedent MOISES MURILLO. 

13) Plaintiffs arc informed and believe, and thereon allege, that each named and unnamed defendant is 

responsible for the harm to plaintiffs as alleged herein. 

3 

PLAINTIFFS' SECOND AVIENDED COMPLAINT FOR DAMAGES 
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14) Plaintiffs filed a complete claim as required under the Federal Tort Claims Act (fTCA) on March 

23, 2006. 

15) Seven months after filing the completed claim, plaintiffs filed their original complaint with the 

District Court on October 20, 2006 based on the rejection of their FTCA claim by operation oflaw 

and have complied fully with the requirements of 28 U .S.C. §2675(a). 

FACTS COMMON TO ALL ALLEGATIONS 

16) On June 11, 2004, decedent MOISES MURJLLO was arrested, detained and booked by the Los 

Angeles Police Department for a charge of Driving Under the Influence of Alcohol, namely Vehicle 

Code Section 23152(a), and then held in the Los Angeles County Jail. 

17) On June 17, 2004, plaintiffs believe and allege that decedent MOISES MURILLO was transferred 

from the Los Angeles County Jail to a federal detention center under the control of defendant 

UNITED STATES of AMERICA and one of its duly constituted agencies handling immigration 

and deportation matters. 

18) On July J 4, 2004, decedent was interviewed by Kelly Nowak, Special Agent of the Bureau of 

Immigration and Customs Enforcement under file number A 20 016 694. 

19) On or about July 15, 2004, decedent was transferred to the Metropolitan Detention Center in Los 

Angeles, California controlled by defendant UNITED STATES of AMERICA and defendant 

Warden MICHAEL BENOV, and as yet unknown and unidentified federal agents and employees 

with responsibility for the provision of medical care and treatment to individuals, such as decedent 

MOISES MURILLO, under their custody and control. 

20) During the entire period of decedent's incarceration, he was in need of proper medical care and 

treatment, including, but not limited to, the proper administration of necessary medicines to counter 

the effects of his long term chronic hypertension (high blood pressure). While decedent was 

incarcerated in the custody of the U.S. Marshals and in the federal detention facilities herein before 

4 

PLAINTIFFS' SECOND AMENDED COMPLAINT FOR DAMAU:S 
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named, he was denied such appropriate medical care and medical attention and/or was provided 

inadequate medical care for his pre-existing medical condition, namely "chronic hypertension" 

(high blood pressure). 

21) All defendants were aware of decedent's serious medical condition and related need for medical 

care and proper administration of medicines for his serious condition while decedent was in custody 

of federal authorities and were further aware of the serious potential consequences of failing to 

provide adequate medical care to decedent. 

22) Furthermore, despite decedent's subsequent complaints of right-sided weakness, pain and 

discomfort, defendants, and all of them, failed to respond and provide proper medical assistance in ' 

timely fashion. 

23) As a direct result of defendants failure to provide adequate medication and medical care as needed 

and defendants' related failure to provide medical assistance in a timely fashion, MOISES 

MURll,I,0, suffered an intraccrcbral hemorrhage. 

24) As a result of the failure to provide proper medical care and attention when needed, decedent was 

rushed to WHITE MEMORIAL ITOSPITAL on October 22, 2004 and admitted into the intensive 

care unit. A CT scan of decedent's brain showed that in fact decedent had suffered bleeding in the 

brain. Decedent Moises Murillo's condition worsened until Mr. Murillo lost consciousness, 

required intubation, and his breathing had to be supported by a ventilator. 

25) At this point, MOISES MURRILLO was in critical condition and required substantial life support 

for his continued well-being and care. 

FACTS COMMON TO WHITE MEMORIAL HOSP IT AL 

26) Plaintiffs collectively allege and incorporate by reference all factual contents of paragraphs 1 

through 25, and hereby incorporates them herein as though set forth at length in their entirety. 

5 

PLAINTIFFS' SECOND AMENDED COMPLAlNT FOR DAMAGES 
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27) On October 25, 2004, just 3 days after being placed on a ventilator, WHITE MEMORIAL 

HOS PIT AL and its employees, agents, directors, physicians, nurses and medical staff, decided to 

unilaterally remove all life support systems in place without notifying the wife or children of 

MOISES MURILLO's condition and of their unilateral decision to terminate his life. They further 

failed to obtain the necessary consent from plaintiff5, including decedent, either individually or 

collectively prior to WHITE MEMORIAL'S decision to remove MOISES MURILLO from life 

support system. 

28) Defendant WHITE MEMORIAL HOSPITAL's unilateral action was taken without approval of 

plaintiffs, including decedent, and deprived plaintiffs and each of them of the opportunity to seek a 

second opinion regarding defendant WHITE MEMORIAL HOSPITAL's decision that plaintiff was 

actually brain dead. Plaintiffs CATALINA HERNANDEZ, RUBY MURILLO, and MOISES 

MURILLO, JR. were deprived of the opportunity to say goodbye to their husband and father as a 

result of defendant WHITE MEMORIAL's non-consensual decision to remove decedent MOISES 

MURILLO from necessary life support systems. Defendant WHITE MEMORIAL HOSPITAL's 

actions constituted a battery on decedent MOISES MURRILLO, SR. 

FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION 
VIOLATIONS OF CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHTS FOR DELIBERATE 

INDIFFl:RENCE IN PROVIDING MEDICAL CARE BY PLAINTIFF ESTATE OF 
MOISES MURILLO AGAINST DEFENDANTS MICHAEL BENOV AND DOES 1-50 

29) Plaintiffs collectively allege and incorporate by reference all factual contents of paragraphs 1 

through 28, and hereby incorporates them herein as though set forth at length in their entirety. 

30) Defendants BENOY, and DOES 1-50 inclusive, were all aware of decedent's specific medical 

conditions and related needs for medical care. Throughout decedent's time in custody, said 

defendants and each of them, repeatedly failed to take care of decedent's medical issues, including 

refusing to provide proper medical care for injuries, improperly dosing plaintiff with medication for 

his hypertension, such that his blood levels were determined to be toxic on admission to the 
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emergency room of WHITE MEMORIAL HOSPITAL with a brain bleed, all of which impacted 

decedent's condition and ultimately contributed to his death. 

31) Defendants and each of them condoned and ratified the following reckless and indifferent conduct, 

including but not limited to: 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(e) 

(f) 

failing to provide or providing in a sporadic fashion or on an occasional basis, properly 

prescribed medication for chronic hypertension with the intended goal of denying MOISES 

MURILLO of his Constitutional Rights under the 8th Amendment of the United States 

Constitution. 

Failing to respond and provide medical care and attention in a timely fashion which 

contributed to complications and exacerbations associated with the intracerebral hemorrhage 

suffered by decedent. 

failing and refusing to properly and adequately assess MOISES MURILLO'S physical and 

mental condition despite knowing of his serious hypertension condition and the probable 

results of their indifference to his well-being. 

Failing and refusing to monitor and record MOISES MURILI.0'S medical condition and 

report meaningful changes to other physicians. 

Refusing to properly train and supervise employees, both professional and non-professional 

with direct responsibilities for providing medical care to decedent MURILLO. 

32) Defendants and each of them, acted under authority granted them in their official capacity as federal 

officials and employees in ignoring decedent's medical needs and requirements and were 

deliberately indifferent to those needs despite their knowledge of decedent's hypertension 

condition. 

33) Defendants repeatedly ignored decedent's requests for proper medical care despite their knowledge 

of the seriousness of decedent's hypertensive condition. In addition, defendants and each of them 
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recklessly failed to ensure that decedent received his necessary medication in the proper doses and 

at the appropriate times to the general harm and permanent damage of decedent. 

34) Defendants' conduct constituted a violation of decedent's civil rights under the Eighth Amendment 

as determined by the Supreme Court of the United States in Carlson vs. Green (1980) 446 U.S. 14. 

35) As a direct result of defendants' conduct, decedent MOISES MURILLO's medical condition 

deteriorated to the point that he was put on life support and ultimately died. 

3 6) Decedent seeks recovery of all damages all owed his estate under the applicable survival statute 

found in California law, namely C.C.P. §377.30. 

SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION 
NEGLIGENCE BY ALL PLAINTIFFS AGAINST 

ALL DEFENDANTS AND DOES 51-100 

3 7) Plaintiffs collectively allege and incorporate by reference all factual contents of paragraphs 1 

through 36 above, and hereby incorporates them as though set forth at length in their entirety. 

38) Plaintiffs allege that defendants and each of them, owed a duty to provide proper medical care and 

treatment to decedent MOISES MURILLO pursuant to the decisions of the U.S. Supreme Court in 

Estelle vs. Gamble ( 1976) 429 US 97, and in Carlson vs. Green ( 1980) 446 U.S. 14. 

39) Defendants violated that duty of care to plaintiffs by providing inadequate and insufficient medical 

care through their repeated and reckless indifference to the medical needs of decedent MOISES 

MURILLO. 

40) As a proximate result of the aforementioned intentional, reckless and planned acts of defendants an 

each of them, MO[SES MURILLO suffered a slow, painful death. Furthermore, as a proximate 

result of defendants' conduct as stated above, MOISES MURILLO was caused to suffer severe pain 

and suffering from personal injuries, including but not limited to severe emotional distress, 

aggravation of his medical condition, and other serious medical conditions caused or aggravated by 
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the failure to provide medical care and monitoring, as mentioned in the facts common to these 

defendants. 

41) As a direct legal result of their negligence, MOISES MURILLO died and plaintiffs CAT AI .INA 

HERNANDEZ, RUBY MURILLO, and MOISES MURILLO, JR. were deprived of the love, 

companionship, comfort, care, assistance, protection, affection, society, moral support of decedent 

MOISES MURII.I,O. 

42) Decedent seeks recovery of all damages allowed his estate under the applicable survival statute 

found in California law, namely C.C.P. §377.30. 

43) Plaintiffs CATALINA HERNANDEZ, RUBY MURILLO, and MOISES MURILI,O, JR. seek all 

damages and remedies allowed them under California law, namely C.C.P. §377.60 for the wrongful 

death of decedent MOISES MURILLO stemming from the negligence of defendants and each of 

them. 

THIRD CAUSE OF ACTION 
BATTERY BY PLAINTIFF MOISES MURILLO AGAINST 

DEFENDANT WHITE MEMORIAL HOSPITAL 
44) Plaintiffs collectively allege and incorporate by reference all factual contents of paragraphs 1 

through 43, and hereby incorporates them herein as though set forth at length in their entirety. 

45) This cause of action is not subject to California Civil Code §3333.2 as it involves an intentional tort 

and does not involve "professional negligence" or a negligent act or omission to act by a health care 

provider in the rendering of professional services. 

46) Defendant WHITE MEMORIAi, HOSPITAL through its employees, agents and physicians, on 

Friday, October 22, 2004, at about approximately 7: 15 a.m. received a patient named MOISES 

MURILLO, at their hospital suffering from right sided weakness in the lower extremity. At the time 

he arrived at said hospital Mr. Murillo was conscious and alert. 

47) Decedent MOISES MURILLO was admitted into the intensive care unit of defendant's hospital 

after being diagnosed with intracerebral hemorrhage. 

9 
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48) After MOISES MURILLO lost consciousness and was deemed non-responsive to light, and 

exhibited no pain response or eye movement, he was intubated for respiratory distress. 

49) Physicians at defendant WHITE MEMORIAL HOSPITAL deemed MOISES MURII,LO's medical 

condition serious and put him on life support machinery on Friday October 22, 2004. 

50) Three days later, early on Monday October 25, 2004, defendant WHITE MEMORIAL HOSPITAL 

unilaterally decided to terminate MOISES MURILLO's life support without his consent and 

without the benefit of an existing Do Not Resuscitate Order, and without discussing the decision to 

terminate with decedent's wile or children, plaintiffs herein. 

51) Defendant WJIITE MEMORIAL HOSPITAL's conduct constitutes a non-consensual touching an 

is therefore a battery under California law. 

52) Plaintiffs seek all appropriate remedies allowed for the damages related to said battery by 

defendant WHITE MEMORIAI, IIOSPITAL. 

53) Plaintiffs arc entitled to recover from said defendant all economic, non-economic, actual and 

compensatory damages, including, but not limited to his necessary medical and related expenses, 

past, present and future lost earnings, loss of future earning capacity, as well as mental, emotional 

and physical pain and suffering, in an amount presently unknown. 

20 WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs, pray for judgment against all defendants, and each of them, as follows: 

21 

22 

23 

24 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

For general damages according to proof; 

For special damages according to proof; 

Reasonable attorneys fees and expenses of litigation, as allowed by law; and, 

For costs incurred herein; and for such further relief as the Court may deem just and proper. 

25 Dated: April 2, 2008 N CIJRISTENSEN 
~'7"'}'-==U::;.;:L:::._G. LOMAS 

26 

27 

28 

Donn Christensen, Esq. 
donn@donnlaw.com 
Attorneys for Plaintiffs 
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STATE OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES 

I am employed in the County of Los Angeles, State of California. I am over th 
age of 18 and not a party to the within action. My business address is 70 South Lak 
Avenue, Suite 810, Pasadena, California, 91101. 

On April 3, 2008, I served the foregoing document described as 

PLAINTIFFS' SECOND AMENDED COMPLAINT FOR DAMAGES AND DEMAND FOR 
,JURY TRIAL 

on the interested parties in this action by the following means: 

SEE ATTACHED SERVICE LIST 

__ VIA FEDERAL EXPRESS Said copies were placed in Federal Expres 
envelopes which were then sealed and, with Federal Express charges to be paid 
by this firm, on this same date placed for collection and mailing at my place o 
business following ordinary business practices. Said envelopes will be deposited 
with the Federal Express Corp. on this date following ordinary busines 
practices; and there is delivery service by Federal Express at the place s 
addressed. 

__ BY HAND Said copies were given directly to counsel of record as required by th 
California Code of Civil Procedure either personally, or to secretarial staff, a 
allowed by statute. 

X BY MAIL I placed the envelope for collection and mailing following ordinary 
practices. I am readily familiar with the firm's practice of collection an 
processing of correspondence for mailing with the United States Postal Service. 
Under the practice it would be deposited with the United States Postal Servic 
on that same day with postage fully prepaid at Pasadena, California in th 
ordinary course of business. I am aware that on motion of the party served, 
service is presumed invalid if postal cancellation date or postage meter date i 
more than one day after date of deposit for mailing in this declaration. 

__ BY FACSIMILE I sent the document by facsimile to the number for each counse 
indicated on this proof of service. 

Executed on April 3, 2008 at Pasadena, California. 

I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California tha 
the above is true and correct. 

Veronica Bustos 

PROOF OF SERVICE 
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Raul G. Lomas, Esq. 
Law Offices of Raul G. Lomas 

2 80 South Lake Avenue, Suite 823 
Pasadena, CA 91101 

3 

4 

5 

Kenneth W. Drake 
Kathryn S.M. Mosley 
Robert C. Powers 
Rushfeldt, Shelly & Drake 
12925 Riverside Drive 
Sherman Oaks, CA 91423 

6 Roger West, Esq. 
Office of United States Attorney 

7 300 North Los Angeles Street, Suite 7516 
Los Angeles, CA 90012 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

PROOF OF SERVICE 
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THOMAS P. O'BRIEN 
United States Attorney 

2 LEON W. WEIDMAN 
Assistant United States Attorney 

3 Chief, Civil Division 
KEITH M. STAUB 

4 Assistant United States Attorney 
California Bar Number 137909 

5 Federal Building, Suite 7516 
300 North Los Angeles Street 

6 Los Angeles, California 90012 
Telephone: (213) 894-7423 

7 Facsimile: (213) 894-7819 
email: Keith.Staub@usdoj.gov 

8 

9 

IO 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

Attorneys for Defendant United States 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

FOR THE CENTRAL DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA 

WESTERN DIVISION 

RUBY MURRILLO et al. 

Plaintiff, 

v. 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

Defendant 

No. CV 06-6699 ABC (JCx) 

ORDER RE RECEIPT AND FULL 
SATISFACTION AND STIPULATION 
TO DISMISS WITH PREJUDICE 

The court accepts the parties' RECEIPT AND FULL 

SATISFACTION AND STIPULATION TO DISMISS WITH PREJUDICE. This case 

is dismissed in its entirety with prejudice, with all parties to 

bear their own costs and fees. 

IT IS SO ORDERED. 

Dated: January 12, 2009 

murrillo. wpd 

HON. AUDREY B. COLLINS 
UNITED STATES DISTRICT JUDGE 
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1 THOMAS P. 0' BRIEN 
United States Attorney 

2 LEON W. WEIDMAN 
Assistant United States Attorney 

3 Chief, Civil Division 
KEITH M. STAUB 

4 Assistant United States Attorney 
California Bar Number 137909 

5 Federal Building, Suite 7516 
300 North Los Angeles Street 

6 Los Angeles, California 90012 
Telephone: (213) 894-7423 

7 Facsimile: (213) 894-7819 
email: Keith.Staub@usdoj.gov 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

Attorneys for Defendant United States of America 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

FOR THE CENTRAL DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA 

WESTERN DIVISION 

RUBY MURRILLO et al. 

Plaintiff, 

v. 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

Defendant 

No. CV 06-6699 ABC (JCx) 

STIPULATION FOR COMPROMISE 
SETTLEMENT AND RELEASE OF 
FEDERAL TORT CLAIMS ACT 
CLAIMS PURSUANT TO 28 U.S.C. 
§ 2677 

[PROPOSED] ORDER FILED 
CONCURRENTLY 

20 IT IS HEREBY STIPULATED by and between plaintiffs RUBY 

21 MURRILLO, MOISES MURILLO JR., and CATALINA HERNANDEZ 

22 (plaintiffs), and defendant United States of America, by and 

23 through their respective attorneys, as follows: 

24 l. The parties do hereby agree to settle and compromise 

25 each and every claim of any kind, whether known or unknown, 

26 arising directly or indirectly from the acts or omissions that 

27 gave rise to the above-captioned action under the terms and 

28 conditions set forth in this Settlement Agreement. 
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1 2. The United States of America agrees to pay the sum of 

2 SEVENTY FIVE thousand dollars ($75,000.00), which sum shall be in 

3 full settlement and satisfaction of any and all claims, demands, 

4 rights, and causes of action of whatsoever kind and nature, 

5 arising from, and by reason of any and all known and unknown, 

6 foreseen and unforeseen bodily and personal injuries, damage to 

7 property and the consequences thereof, resulting, and to result, 

8 from the subject matter of this settlement, including any claims 

9 for wrongful death, for which plaintiffs and their guardians, 

10 heirs, executors, administrators, or assigns, and each of them, 

11 now have or may hereafter acquire against the United States of 

12 America, its agents, servants, and employees. 

13 3. Plaintiffs and their guardians, heirs, executors, 

14 administrators or assigns hereby agree to accept the sums set 

15 forth in this Stipulation of Compromise Settlement in full 

16 settlement and satisfaction of any and all claims, demands, 

17 rights, and causes of acti.on of whatsoever kind and nature, 

18 including claims for wrongful death, arising from, and by reason 

19 of any and all known and unknown, foreseen and unforeseen bodily 

20 and personal injuries, damage to property and the consequences 

21 thereof which they may have or hereafter acquire against the 

22 United States of America, their agents, servants, and employees 

23 on account of the same subject matter that gave rise to the 

24 above-captioned action, including any future claim or lawsuit 

25 related to the subject matter of this suit, whether known or 

26 unknown, and whether for compensatory or exemplacy damages. 

27 Plaintiffs and their guardians, heirs, executors, administrators, 

28 or assigns further agree to reimburse, indemnify, and hold 

-2-
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harmless the United States of America, their servants, and 

employees from and against any and all such causes of action, 

claims, liens, rights, or subrogated or contribution interests 

incident to or resulting from further litigation or the 

prosecution of claims by Plaintiffs and their guardians, heirs, 

executors administrators, or assigns against any third party or 

against the United States, including claims for wrongful death. 

4. This stipulation for compromise settlement is not, is 

in no way intended to be, and should not be construed as, an 

admission of liability or fault on the part of the United States, 

and it is specifically denied that they are liable to Plaintiffs. 

This settlement is entered into by all parties for the purpose of 

compromising disputed claims under the Federal Tort Claims Act 

and avoiding the expenses and risks of future litigation. 

5. It is also agreed, by and among the parties, that the 

respective parties will each bear their own costs, fees, and 

expenses and that any attorney's fees owed by Plaintiffs will be 

paid out of the settlement amount and not in addition thereto. 

6. It is also understood by and among the parties that 

pursuant to Title 28, United States Code, Section 2678, 

attorney's fees for services rendered in connection with this 

action shall not exceed 25 percent of the amount of the 

compromise settlement. 

7. The persons signing this Settlement Agreement warrant 

and represent that they possess full authority to bind the 

26 persons on whose behalf they are signing to the terms of the 

27 settlement. 

28 8 • Payment of the settlement amount by the United States 

-3-
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will be made by check drawn on the Treasury of the United States 

2 for SEVENTY FIVE thousand dollars {$75,000.00) and made payable 

3 to Plaintiffs RUBY MURRILLO, MOISES MURILLO JR., and CATALINA 

4 HERNANDEZ, the Law Office of Donn Christensen and the Law Office 

5 of Raul Lomas, Plaintiffs' attorneys. Upon receipt of the check 

6 by the U.S. Attorney's Office, the check will be delivered to 

7 Plaintiffs' attorney Donn Christensen. Plaintiffs' attorney 

8 agrees to distribute the settlement proceeds to the plaintiffs. 

9 9. In exchange for payment of the sum stated above, and 

10 contemporaneously with the payments set forth above, Plaintiffs 

11 will dismiss this action, with prejudice, and with each party 

12 bearing its own fees, costs, and expenses. The Court will retain 

13 jurisdiction over this case for a period of 120 days from the 

14 date this stipulation is approved by the Court. 

15 10. The parties agree that this Stipulation for Compromise 

16 Settlement and Release, including all the terms and conditions of 

17 this compromise settlement and any additional agreements relating 

18 thereto, may be made public in their entirety, and Plaintiffs 

19 expressly consent to such release and disclosure pursuant to 

20 5 U.S.C. § 552a(b). 

21 11. It is contemplated that this Stipulation may be 

22 executed in several counterparts, with a separate signature page 

23 for each party. All such counterparts and signature pages, 

24 together, shall be deemed to be one document. 

25 12. Plaintiffs agree that Plaintiffs are obligated to pay 

26 any and all liens from any and all insurance companies and any 

27 and all other persons or organizations who have or claim to have 

28 subrogated assigned claims arising out of or related to the 

-4-
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1 subject matter of this suit. 

2 13. This written agreement contains all of the agreements 

3 between the parties, and is intended to be and is the final and 

4 sole agreement between the parties. The parties agree that any 

5 other prior or contemporaneous representations or understandings 

6 not explicitly contained in this written agreement, whether 

7 written or oral, are of no further legal or equitable force or 

8 effect. Any subsequent modifications to this agreement must be 

9 in writing, and must be signed and executed by the parties. 

10 

11 Dated: ____ , 2008 

12 

13 

14 
Dated: 

15 
___ , 2008 

16 

17 

18 

19 DATED: 10/,t/41 2008 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

By: 

By: 

By: 

DONN CHRISTENSEN 
Attorney for Plaintiffs 

Attorney for Plaintiffs 

THOMAS P. O'BRIEN 
United States Attorney 
LEON W. WEIDMAN 
Assistant United States Attorney 
Chi~vil Division 

KEITH M. ~ 
Assistant United States Attorney 
Attorneys for Defendant 
THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

-5-
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By, 

TMotm.S P~ O•JRXSN 
1'tti~•~ Stat•• Atto,:ney 
LEOII W. W'ElDMAN 
Al• i • tant united Statae AttOZ"MY 
Chief, Civil D1v1a1oa 

KlnH M. STAU'I 
~•e1ecant Uni~ed Scatee ~ttQ=ney 
Attorneye· tor Defendant 
THE UNITEI) STATES OP' N11D.?C"-
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PROOF OF SERVICE BY MAILING 

2 I am over the age of 18 and not a party to the within action. 

3 I am employed by the Office of United States Attorney, Central 

4 istrict of California. My business address is 300 North Los 

5 ngeles Street, Suite 7516, Los Angeles, California 90012. 

6 On October 15, 2008, I served Stipulation for Compromise 

7 Settlement and Release of Federal Tort Claims Act Claims Pursuant 

8 to 28 O.S.C. § 2677; (Proposed] Order on each person or entity 

9 amed below by enclosing a copy in an envelope addressed as shown 

10 elow and placing the envelope for collection and mailing on the 

11 the place shown below following our ordinary office 

12 ractices. I am readily familiar with the practice of this office 

13 for collection and processing correspondence for mailing. On the 

14 same day that correspondence is placed for collection and mailing, 

15 it is deposited in the ordinary course of business with the United 

16 States Postal Service in a sealed envelope with postage fully 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

Date of mailing: October 15, 2008. Place of mailing: Los 

geles, California. 

Person(s) and/or Entity(s) to Whom mailed: 

Raul G Lomas 
Raul G Lomas Law Offices 
80 South Lake Ave., Suite 823 
Pasadena, CA 91101 

I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the 

nited States of America that the foregoing is true and correct. 

I declare that I am employed in the office of a member of 

the bar of this court at whose direction the service was made. 

Executed on: October 15, 2008 at 
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1 Donn W. Christensen (SBN 196845) 
Law Office of Donn Christensen 

2 70 South Lake Avenuei Suite 810 
Pasadena{ California 9 101 

3 Tel: (626J 793-6760 

4 Raul G. Lomas (SBN l 06686) 
18 South Marengo Avenue 

5 Pasadena{ CA 9fl01 

6 
Tel: (626J 792·9666 

Attorneys for Plaintiffs 
7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

CENTRAL DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA 

12 RUBY MURJLLO, individually and as 
administratrix of the ESTATE OF 

13 MOISES MURILLO. MOISES 
MURILLO, JR. individuall2', and 

14 CATALINAHERNANDEZ, 

15 

16 

17 

individually; 

Plaintiffs, 

vs. 

18 THE UNITED STATES OF 
AMERlCA1 and DOES l -10, 

Defendants. 

CASE NO. CV06-6699 ABC (JCx) 

PLAINTIFFS' SETTLEMENT 
CONFERENCE STATEMENT 

DATE: 
TIME: 
PLACE: 

October 8, 2008 
9:30 A.M. 
Courtroom 20 
312 No. Spring Street 
Los Anger es, CA 

Magistrate Judge Jacqueline Chooljian 
19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

TO THE HONORABLE MAGISTRATE CHOOUIAN: 

PLAINTIFFS hereby submit their Settlement Conference Statement as follows: 

DATED: September 24, 200& 
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R]ctM~ 
~N . ~BN 

Attorney for Plaintiffs 
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1 Plaintiffs 

2 ESTATE OF MOISES MURILLO, 

3 RUBY MURILLO, MOISES 

4 MURILLO, JR., and CATALINA 

5 HERi'\'ANDEZ 

6 

7 Defendants 

8 United States of America 

9 

10 STATEMENT OF FACTS: 

Counsel of Record: 

Donn Christensen & Raul Lomas 

Keith Staub, United States Asst. 

Attorney 

11 On June l l 1 2004, the decedent, 69-year-old MOISES MURRILLO=was 

12 arrested, detained and booked by the Los Angeles Police Department for a charge of 

13 Driving Under the Influence of Akohol, namely Vehicle Code Section 23152(a), and 

14 then held in the Los Angeles County Jail. 

15 Moises Muri1lo, Sr, was transferred from the Los Angeles County Jail to a 

16 federal detention center on June 17, 2004 while awaiting deportation proceedings. 

17 Decedent was subsequently transferred to the Tenninal Island Detention Center under 

18 the control of defendant United States of America. 

19 On July 14, 2004, Moises Murillo, Sr. was interviewed by Kelly Nowak, 

20 Special Agent of the Bureau of Immigration and Customs Enforcement under file 

21 number A 20 016 694. 

22 On or about July 15, 2004, Mr, Murillo was transferred to the Metropolitan 

23 Detention Center, Los Angeles, California, and identified by register number 30210~ 

24 112, 

25 During the entire period of incarceration, Moises Murillo, Sr. was in need of 

26 proper medication to counter the effects of chronic hypertension (high blood 

27 pressure). While decedent was incarcerated in the custody of the U.S. Marshals and 

28 in the federal detention facilities herein before named, he was denied medical care and 

- 2-· 
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I medical attention and/or was provided inadequate medical care for his pre-existing 

2 medical condition, namely "chronic hypertension" (high blood pressure) prescribed 

3 to prevent the 69-year-old Mr. Murillo from suffering a transient ischemic attack, or 

4 TIA, due to his hypertensive condition and history of atrial fibrillation. 

5 The obligation of defendant United States to provide proper medical care by 

6 this defendant has been well established since the United States Supreme Courfs 

7 decision in Estelle v. Gamble (1976) 425 U.S. 97, (holding that ·'deliberate 

8 indifference to serious needs of prisoners constitutes the 'unnecessary and wanton 

9 infliction of pain'''). 

10 Specifically, during the entire time of Moises Murillo's detention by defendant 
11 United States of America, he received improper and inadequate medical care related 
12 to the provision and monitoring ofhis blood pressure medication, lmown as Warfarin, 

13 or generical1y as Coumadin. 
14 Mr. Murillo was taking the generic version of the drug, i.e. 1 Coumadin. 
15 

Coumadin levels are monitored by a blood test known as the INR (Internationalized 
16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

onnalized Ratio). See Exhibit One) Managing Your Warfarin (Coumadin) Therapy: 

Patient 1s Guide, (2002) New York University, attached heretoi at p. 5. This blood 

monitoring is important because Coumadin "belongs to a category of drugs lmown as 

'narrow range of effectiveness' drugs" because "there is a very narrow range where 

the drug is considered therapeutic." Id., atp. 5. For most people, including decedent 

here1 the therapeutic range requires a Cournadin blood level falling between 2.0 and 

3.0. Id,, at pp. 5-6; see also 1 Exhibit Two, Diagnostic Med.lab report on proper INR 

for Warfarin, at p. 2 of 4 (target INR for patients with history of atrial fibrillation 

between 2-3 ). 

26 
The monitoring of decedent's Coumadin levels was important because an INR 

level too low(< l .5) places a patient "at risk for blood clots/' See Exh. One) at p. 6. 
27 

28 
Altemativelyi a Coumadin level, or INR, greater than 4.5 ''places [a patient] at risk for 

- 3 -
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I bleeding." Id.) at p. 6; see a/s0 1 Exh. 2, at pp. 2-3 of 4 (noting that the patient bleeding 

2 ·sk increases from "l in 4,00011 for a patient in the target INR between 2 and 2,9 to 

3 a risk of "1 in 100" for a patient with an INR of 7 or more. Regular testing is 

4 important to avoid those dramatic risk increases because patients •1often will not feel 

5 any symptoms" of having a Coumadin level that is too high or too low. See Exh. 1, 

6 at p. 6. 

7 On September 30, 2004, A. Sinavsky, M.D., the clinical director for 

8 Metropolitan Detention Center - Los Angeles, ordered an increase in Mr. Murillo's 

9 Coumadin dosage to 5mg daily. See Exh. 31 Chronological Record of Medical Care. 

10 o record exists showing that Dr. Sinavsky's decision to increase Mr. Murillo's 

11 Coumadin dosage was ever revisited or followed up with blood testing to detennine 

12 whether Mr. Murillo 1 s Coumadin levels fell within the narrow range of effectiveness. 

13 Roughly three weeks later on October 22, 2004, Moises Murillo, Sr.was 

14 transported to White Memorial Hospital complaining of rightasided weakness. He 

l S arrived at \Vhite Memorial about 7: 15 A.M. See Ex.h. 4, ER Admission Record dated 

16 October 22, 2004, at p. 1. White Memorial Hospital ls examination determined that 

17 Mr. Murillo '1"equired hospitalization on account ofintracerebra1 hemorrhage.'' See 

18 Exh. 4, ER Admission Record dated October 22, 2004, at p. 1. Mr. Murillo was 

19 deemed "conscious, alert and . , oriented on arrival." kl., at p. 1 - Emergency RQQm 
20 Cwrse. The blood level testing revealed that Mr. Murillo "was taking Coumadin and 

21 lfilh"~:..:...::.:-..,=...:a::...=.:.~_,_." Id. (Emphasis added), Dr. Ramadas Abbey concluded that 

22 Mr. Muri11o's intracerebral bleed was "due to hypertension, Coumadin toxicity, or a 

23 combination of both." Id., at p. 2. 

24 
Mr. Murillo lapsed into a coma and passed away an Monday, October 25, 2004 

25 
when he was taken off life support by White Memorial Hospital. 

26 
27 /// 

28 /// 

.4. 
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1 DAMAGES: 

2 Plaintiffs sue the United States for damages caused by defendant's negligent 
3 provision of medical care to decedent resulting in the death of Moises Murillo, Sr., the 
4 us band and father to the other named plaintiffs. 
5 

Pursuant to 28 USC § 2674, defendant United States is liable "in the same 
6 

manner and to the same extent as a private individual under like circumstances.') 
7 

Thus, the damages law applicable to negligence actions in California apply to the 
8 

instant action. 
9 

10 The elements of the cause of action for wrongful death are the tort 

11 (negligence or other wrongful act), the resulting death, and the damages consisting 

12 of the pecuniary loss suffered by the heirs. See, e.g., 5 Witkin, Cal. Procedure (4th 

13 ed. 1997) Pleading, § 891, p. 3 50. 

14 The damages awarded to an heir in a wrongful death action '"may include ( 1) 

15 the loss of the decedent1s financial support, services, training and advice, and (2) 

16 the pecuniary value of the decedent's society and companionship--but he may not 
17 recover for such things as the grief or sorrow attendant upon the death of a loved 
18 one, or for his sad emotions, or for the sentimental value of the loss. See, Nelson, 
19 supra, at p. 793. uThe damages recoverable in [wrongful death] are expressly 
20 

limited to those not recoverable in a survival action under C.C.P. §377.34. 
21 

22 
Pursuant to CACI No. 3291, two categories of damages are recoverable by 

23 
wrongful death plaintiffs w~ economic and noneconomic. 

24 Economic damages include: 11 1. The financial support, if any, that [Moises 

25 Murillo, Sr.] would have contributed to the family during either the life expectancy 

26 that (Moises Murillo, Sr.] had before [his] death or the life expectancy of [Moises 

27 Murillo, Sr.t whichever is shorter; [P] 2. The loss of gifts or benefits that [Moises 

28 Murillo's heirs] would have expected to receive from [Moises Murillo, Sr.]; [P] 3 . 

• 5 -
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1 Funeral and burial expenses; and [P] 4. The reasonable value of household services 
2 that [Moises Murillo, Sr.] would have provided. 11 See CACI No. 3921. 
3 

4 
Noneconomic damages include: "1. The loss of [Moises Murillo, Sr.Ts love, 

companionship, comfort1 care, assistance, protection, affection, society) moral 
5 

support; [and] [P] [2, The loss of the enjoyment of sexual relations The instruction 
6 

also provides that "[i]n determining [Moises Murillo, Sr, 's heirs]' loss, do not 
7 

consider: [P] I. [heirs]' grief, sorrow, or mental anguish; [P] 2. [Moises Murillo, 
8 

9 
Sr.J's pain and suffering; or [P] 3. The poverty or wealth of [Moises Murillo, Sr. 's 

lO heirs]. 11 
(Ibid.) 

11 

12 
General Dama es for Ne li ent Death laim 

13 

14 Catalina Hernandez~ [Decedent's Wife] tort injuries 

15 

16 
uby Murillo- [Decedent's Daughter] tort injuries 

17 Moises Murillo) Jr. ~ [Decedent's Son] tort injuries 
18 
19 Subtotal: General Damages 

20 
Sgecial and Cgnl!equential Damages 

21 

22 Loss of Financial Support: $56,000.00 Present Value: 

23 

24 
Funeral Costs 

25 Subtotal: Special Damages 

26 

27 TOTAL DAMAGES: 

28 

. 6-

$100,000.00 

$50)000.00 

$50,000.00 

$200,000.00 

$48,751.37 

$8,000.00 

$56,751.37 

$256,751.37 
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1 Costs of Instant Lawsuit to date: 
2 
3 Other litigation costs: 

4 
Filing .......... , , ................... , , .................. , ... $150.00 

5 

6 Clerical ....................... , ....... , , , ................... , $175.00 

7 

8 
Postage ............... , ......... , ........ , ..... , .............. $16.30 

9 . ' Investigation costs ..................... , . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $2,112.20 

10 

11 Depositions ........................... , ......... , ......... , ... $00.00 

12 Subpoenas ..................... , .......... , ........... , , , ..... $00.00 
13 

14 Expert Consultation .................... , ..................... $1,500.00 

15 
Mediation .................. , .......... , . , ..................... $00.00 

16 

17 Total Costs (without fees) .. , ............... , .................. $3,953.50 

18 

19 
SETTLEMENTHISTORY 

20 Plaintiffs' initial filing alleged claims against White Memorial Hospital also. 
21 

22 
That matter was settled between the parties for $10,000.00 dollars based primarily 

23 on the limited responsibility of White Memorial for decedent Moises Murillo's 

24 
Coumadin toxicity and subsequent fatal brain bleed. 

25 

26 Packaged together the general and special damages result in a provable loss 

27 
of $260,704.87, including fees and costs. 

28 

. 7. 
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19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

Plaintiffs demand settlement is commensurate with the figures shown above. 

DATE: September 24, 2008 

- B -

Respectfully Submitted, 

DONN W. CHRISTENSEN 

Attorney for Plaintiffs 
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A Patient's Guide 
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A Message To You 

T}if" goal of anticoagulation therapy with warfarin (Coumadin®) is to decrease the 
', !:::tting ability of your blood so that blood clots are prevented. The most important 
aspect ofwarfarin therapy is to keep your levels within a therapeutic range. [f your 
level goes too low, you are at risk for blood clots, if it goes too high, you are at risk 
for bleeding. Many factors can affect your level. In order to provide you with the 
:-;afest and most effective therapy, your healthcare provider needs you to act as a 
partner in your care. Your role is to gain the necessary knowledge about your 
warfarin therapy and the factors that affect it, and then apply this knowledge to your 

daily activities. The purpose of this book is to empower you with that knowledge. If 
you have any questions or concerns about your watfarin therapy after reading this 
hook, please speak with your healthcare provider 

2 
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What ls Warfarin (Coumadilii>)? 

Warfarin (Coumadin®) is an anticoagulant. An.ti means against, and coagulant 
refers to blood clotting. Warfarin reduces the body's ability to make blood clots. 
Your heaJthcare provider wants you to take warfarin because your body may make 
clots that you don't need. TI1ese clots can cause a serious medical problem. A clot 
can move to another part of your body. For example, if a clot moves to your brain. it 
can cause a stroke. 
The most common reasons for taking warfarin (Coumadin®) include: 
,. Deep Vein Thrombosis (DVT): this is a blood clot that occurs in a deep vein. They 

most often occur in the legs. but can occur in other parts of your body as well, 
• Pulmonary Embolus (PE): this is a blood clot in the lung. Most often, the blood 

clot starts in the leg, breaks off, and travels to the lung. 
• Atrial Fibrillation or atrial flutter: these are irregular heart rhythms that occur in 

the upper chambers of the heart (the atria). The atria do not empty all of the 
blood, which can cause the leftover blood to form clot~. If a clot goes into your 
circulation, it can cause a stroke. 

What Is Warfarin (continued) 

a A1echanical heart valve replacement: blood clots can form on the mechanical 
heart valve. If a clot forms on the valve, it can prevent the valve from 
functioning, or if the clot breaks off into your circulation, it can cause a stroke. 
People with mechanical heart valve replacements must be on warfarin therapy for 
life. 
• Heart attack: sometimes warfarin is taken after a. heart attack to lower the risk of 

death, lower the risk of another heart attac~ and lower the risk of stroke. 
• Stroke: if a stroke is caused by a blood clot going to the brain, warfarin is used to 

prevent it from recurring. 
9 Transient Ischemic Attack (TIA) or "mini s'froke": Warfarin is given to prevent a 

stroke from occurring. 
g Ajier certain surgical procedures: s01ne surgical procedures place a person at high 

risk for developing a blood clot (for example, major orthopedic surgery). 
Warfarin is given temporarily after the surgery to prevent a clot from occurring. 

Warfarin (Coumadin®) is sometimes given for reasons other than those listed" If you 
have any questions or don't understand something in this information: ask your 
healthcare provider for more information, 
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Warfarin Background 

Warfarin was first discovered in 1939 after numerous cattle bled to death in North 
Dakota and Canada after eating improperly cured feed made from common varieties 
of sweet clover. The causative compound was identified as dicumarol, a coumarin 
compound. Further investigation Jed to the discovery of compound 42 (warfarin 
. · • ! ; urn) which emerged as a rodenticide in the 1940 • s. Investigators began 
•::xperimenting wit.h warfarin in humans in the 1950's, but its widespread. use did not 
occur until it was used to treat President Dwight D. Eisenhower after a heart attack in 
the mid 1950's, Subsequently, warfarin sodium (derived from the Wisconsin Alumni 
Rl.'!search Foundation which held the original patent on warfarin) rapidly became the 
tnajor oral anticoagulant used in the United States and throughout North America. 
Warfarin is now the 14th largest selling prescription drug, with over two million 
people in the United States taking it. 

How Does Warfarin (Coumadin®) Work? 

Warfarin (Coumadin®) partially blocks the re-use of vitamin Kin your liver. Vitamin 
K is needed to make clotting factors that help the blood to clot and prevent bleeding. 
· ........ min K is found naturally in certain foods, such as green leafy vegetables. 
Vv'arfarin (Coumadin®) reduces the body's ability to make blood clots. lt can help 
stop harmful clots from forming and keeps clots from getting larger. Warfarin does 
not break up existing blood clots. 
Warfarin (Coumadin®) begins to reduce blood-clotting within 24 hours after taking 
the drug. The full effect may take 72 to 96 hours to occur. The anti-cloning effects 
of a single dose of warfarin last 2 to 5 days1 but it is important for you to take your 
dose as prescribed by your healthcare provider. 

How is Warfarin (Coumadin®) Monitored and What Dose Do 
I Take? 

Warfarin (Coumadin®) is monitored by a blood test called an INR (lntemationa1 
;,,..1,"lrmalized Ratio). Warfarin belongs to a category of drugs known as ''narrow 
;ange of effectiveness" drugs. This means that there is a very narrow range where the 
drug is considered therapeutic. For most indications, the lNR range is 2.0 to 3.0. For 
people with mechanical heart valve replacements and certain other conditions, the 
range is 2.5 to 3.5. These ranges are general recommendations. Your healthcare 
provider might prescribe a different range, depending on your particular condition. 

5 
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When your TNR falls within your range (for example, between 2.0 and 3.0), this 
means that your level is "therapeutie1

• When your INR level goes below the range 
(for example, 1.5) this means your blood is ''too thick", and places you at risk for 
blood clots. In this situation. your healthcare provider will prescribe a higher dose of 
warfarin for you to take. If your INR goes above your range (for example, 4.5) this 
means your blood is "too thin1

', and places you at risk for bleeding. In this situation, 
your healtl1care provider will prescribe a lower dose of warfarin for you ro rake. 
Becnuse warfarin (Coumadin®) affects each person differently, some people will be 
on small doses of warfarin and some will be on very large doses. Some 
people will achieve their appropriate INR quickly and others more slowly. The dose 
of warfarin you need is the one that keeps the INR in the therapeutic range for your 
condition. Many factors can affect your INR level including a change in diet, a 
change in medications, the onset of a new illness, or having to stop your warfarin for 
a procedure. 

When a person first starts taking warfarin (Cournadin®) the JNR level tends to 
fluctuate up and down until the correct dose ofwarfarin is found that keeps your INR 
leve'l stable. It is therefore very important to get your fNR level checked frequently. 
In general, when you first start warfarin you will need to get your INR level checked 
2 to 3 times a week for the first two weeks, then one to tv.·o times a week for two 
weeks, then every other week, then once a month. This may vary, depending on how 
your lNR levels are. If the INR level becomes stable quickly, you will go for lNR 
blood tests less often, if the INR level does not become stable, you will need to go for 
INR blood tests more often. 

When your INR level is too high or too low, you often will not feel any symptoms. 
This is why it is so important to get your INR blood tests done regularly! 

6 
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Warfarin (Coumadin®) and Drug Interactions 

\Varfa:rin (Coumadin®) interacts with hundreds of drugs including prescription and 
non-prescription (over-the-counter) drugs. Drug interactions can cause your INR to 
go too high (placing you at risk for bleeding) or cause your 1NR to go too low 
(placing you at risk for blood clots). Examples of some drugs that interact with 
warfarin are given below. The list is by no means all inclusive" lt is just to give you 
an idea of some of the more common drugs that interact with warfarin. lt is very 
·.1, uortant for you to check with your healthcare provider before starting, changing, or 
swpping any drug, whether it be prescription or over4he-counter. If you need to be 
on a medicine that is known to interact with warfarin., it does not mean that you 
cannot take it. it does mean that you will need to get your INR monitored more 
closely when you start the new medicine. 

Prescription Drugs (by class): Common Over .. the-Counter Drugs: 
Antibiotics Aspirin 
Analgesics Aleve 
An ticonvulsants Motrin 
Antidepressants Ibuprofen 
Antiplatelet drugs Cimetidine (Tagamet) 
Diabetes drugs Ranitidine (Zantac) 
Gastrointestinal drugs Pepto Bismol 
Gout treatment drugs Vitamin C (greater than 500 mg per 

day) 
Lipid-lowering drugs Vitamin E (Greater than 400 JU per 

day) 
Steroids Multivitamins containing Vitamin K 
Thyroid drugs Glucosamine & Chondroitin 
A ntiarryt hm i cs Coenzyme Q 10 
Antifungal drugs 

7 
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Drug Interactions With Herbal Medicines 

Herbal medicines can also cause dangerous drug interactions with Warf arin 
lCoumadin®). Keep in mind that just because an herbal product is advertised to be 

~ V ! ti;· .. ,..: . ..:_..; 

· d/ natural" does not necessarily mean it is safe. Below is a list of herbal products 
known to interact with warfarin. The list is not all inclusive, If you want to take an 
herbal supplement, it is very,· important that you contact your healthcare provider 
before taking it 

Agrimony Dandelion Pau d'arco 
Alfalfa Fenugreek Policosanol 
Aloe Gel Feverfew Poplar 
Anjseed Angelica (Dong Garlic Quassia 
Quai) 
Amica German Sarsaparilla Red Clover 
Asa Foetida Ginger Senega 

: ,'\spen Ginkgo Biloba St. John's Wort 
·:: .• ii<lcr Wrack {Fucus) Goldenseal Sweet Clover 

I ... .Black Cohosh Green Tea Sweet Woodruff 
Black Haw Horseradish Tamarind 
Bogbean Licorice Tonka Beans 
Bromelain Meadowsweet Wild Carrot 
Buchu 'Bolda Mistletoe Wild Lettuce 
Capsicum Nettle Yarrow 
Cassia Onion 
Celery Parsley 
Chamomile (German & Passion Flower 
Roman) 

R 
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Diet and Warfarin (Coumadin®) Therapy 

Warfarin (Coumadin®) interacts with vitamin Kin your diet. Vitamin K is necessary 
111 the blood clotting process. Food sources with the highest amotu1t of vitamin K 
include dark green leafy vegetables. This does not mean that you need to cirt green 
k·afy vegetables out (?/'your diet. These foods are heart healthy) they are high in 
lutein, which improves vision, and high in fiber, which is good for the gastrointestinal 
tnict The recommendation is to keep your diet consistent. This means that you 
should eat the same amount of vegetables from week to week. Do not eat a lot of 
dark green leafy vegetables one week, then none the following week. As long as you 
maintain a consistent amount of vitamin K in your diet, the warfarin will balance 
with it. If your vitamin K intake fluctuates, your IN'"R level will fluctuate. 
Remember, just because a vegetable is green does not mean it is h1gh jn vitamin K. It 
is only the green leafy vegetables that are high in vitamin K. 

Examples ofvegetab)es high in 
vitamin K: 
Cabbage 
Broccoli 

I Spinach 
I Escarole 

Greens ( collard greens, ttunip greens, 
mustard greens) 
Lettuce (except iceberg lettuce which is 
low in vitamin K) 
Brussels sprouts 
Endive 
Kale 
Cauliflower ( although it is white, it is 
in the same family as broccoli) 

Examples o{vegetables low in 
vitamin K: 
Green beans 
Peas 
Carrots 
Potatoes 
Celery 
Com 
Cucumber 
Eggplant 
Tomato 
Pepper 
Zucchini 

9 
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Other Dietary Considerations 

J>ietary Supplements: Many dietary supplements contain vitamin K. Examples of 
these products include Ensw-e, Boosti and Carnation Instant Breakfast. The fact that 
these products contain vitamin K does not mean you should not use them. As with 
diet, keep your vitamin K intake consistent. If you have never used these products 
:·, ;:'. would like to start, contact your healthcare provider. You will need to get your 
r ✓ R level monitored more closely when you start them. 

Vitamins: What vitamins are safe to take when you are taking warfarin 
( Coumadin®)? Below is a list of some of the most common vitamins and their effect 
on the [NR level: 
• R, vitamins: no effect on the INR level 
~ Vitamin C: up to 500 mg per day will have no effect on the INR. Doses greater 

than 500 mg may lower the INR. level 
.. Vitamin E; up to 400 IU per day will have no effect on the INR. Doses above 400 

JU may increase the INR level. 
• Multivitamins: most multivitamins contain small amounts of vitamin K. It is 

okay to take them, but as goes with diet, be consistent in taking them every day to 
prevent your vitamin K intake from fluctuating. If you are not using 
multivitamins but would like to start. contact your healthcare provider. You will 
need to get your lNR level monitored more closely when you start them. 

Alcohol: alcohol in moderation (up to 2 drinks per day) will have little effect on the 
lNR level. Excess a]cohol intake will elevate the INR level because both the alcohol 
and the warfarin (Coumadin®) are metabolized through the Jiver. If you have a 
pmhlem with excessive alcohol intake and are taking warfarin, please speak with 
your healthcare provider. This lethal combination may place you at serious risk of a 
ble~ding event. 

10 
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Side Effects of Warfarin (Coumadin®) 

The most serious side effect ofwarfarin (Cownadin®) is bleeding. To lower the risk 
of bleeding, be sure to get your lNR level monitored regularly. Monitor yourself for: 
'" Nosebleeds 
• Bleeding of gums when you brush your teeth 
, Vomiting blood 
a Blood in your urine 
a Bowe] movements that look red or black 
• Unusual bruising 
• Cuts that do not stop bleeding 
• Excessive bleeding when you get your menstrual period or unexpected bleeding 

from the vagina 
• Headache, dizziness, or weakness 
• Unusual pain or swelling 

; ,.' you develop minor bleeding (for example, a nosebleed or bleeding from the gums 
that stops within a few minutes) cont.act your healthcare provider. You will need to 
get your JNR level checked. 

If you develop major bleeding (for example, vomiting blood or a nosebleed that 
won't stop) go to the nearest emergency room. This could be a sign of a serious 
t1roblem. 
l f you are invo I ved in any kind of traumatic accident ( for example, a car accident or 
falling down and hitting your head on the pavement) go to the nearest emergency 
r{)om. You will need to get checked for internal bleeding. 

Other side effects: 
• Hair loss: hair loss is an infrequent side effect of warfarin therapy and is 

•·~vers i bl e. 
: (a$h: if you develop a rash after starting warfarin therapy notify your healthcare 
provider. 

11 
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Other considerations: 

• Pregnancy: if you become pregnant or are planning to become pregnant, 
notify your healthcare provider. Warfarin (Coumadin®) is dangerous to the 
unborn baby and should not be taken during pregnancy. 

a Avoid any activity or sport that may result in a traumatic injury. 
• You may find that if you get a cut or scratch it may bleed longer than when 

you were not raking warfarin. Just apply pressure to the area. It should stop 
within a few minutes. 

.. Y otJ may find that you bruise easier than when you were not on warfarin. 
Try to be careful! 

Commonly Asked Questions About Warfarin (Coumadin®) 
Therapy 

• What is the best time to take warfarin (Coumadin®)? 
nw most important thing to do is to take it at the same time each day. ideally you 
should take it in the evening, but choose a time of day that you will remember to tc1ke 
it. On the days you are getting your INR level checked, do not take the warjarin 
before the blood test in case a change in your dosage needs to be made. 

• Should I take warfarin with food or on an empty stomach? 
Warfarin (Coumadin®) should be taken on an empty stomach_. either one ha(f hour 
before or one hour after a meal. Food impairs the absorption of the drug It is okay 
to take if qfter a light snack, but don 't take it after a full meal. 

.. How long will I need to be on warfarin (Coumadin®)? 
ft is up to your healthcare provider to determine how long you will need to be on 
vror(arin. Wa,jarin is used to treat many different conditions. For some, you will 
only need to be on it temporarily, for others you m~ need to be on it for life. 

• What do I do if I travel? 
(f necessary, your healthcare provider can ma.ke arrangements for you to have your 
JNR level monitored while you are away. Remember to try to keep your diet 
consistent and to avoid excessive alcohol intake while you are away. 

12 
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Commonly Asked Questions (continued) 

• What happens if I need surgery, dental work, or some type of invasive 
procedure? 

·, . .'ime you are to have any type of procedure done that could place you at risk of 
bleeding, notify your healthcare provider. Depending on the procedure, the warfarin 
may need to be temporarily stopped, or you may need an alternative method of 
anlicoagulation. Always check with the healthcare provider who is managing your 
H•mfarin therapy before ;}'topping it for any reason. 

.. How much warfarin (Coumadin®) is too much? 

There is 110 limit on the dosage of warfarin.. You will need to take whatever dose 
keeps your INR level in the therapeutic range. For some people, it may be a very 
small dose, for others, it may be a large dose. If you hear from your friends or 
neighbors that they are taking a lower dose than you, don 't let it upset you. W arjarin 
dosage is individualized to each particular patient. 

tl~ Summary: The Do's and Don'ts of Warfarin (Coumadin®) 
Therapy 

Do's: 
~ Do strictly adhere to the warfarin (Coumadin®) dosage prescribed by your 

healthcare provider. 
.. Do get your lNR level monitored on a regular basis. 
• Do eat a normal, balanced diet maintaining a consistent amount of vitamin K. 
~ Do tell your healthcare provider about any other medicines your are taking 

(prescription and over-the-counter) as well as herbal/nutritional supplements. 
Also, talk to your healthcare provider before you change, start, or stop taking any 
other medicines. 

• Oo monitor yourself for any signs of bleeding. 
• Do tell anyone giving you medical or dental care that you are taking warfarin. 
~ Do wear a medic alert bracelet to identify yourself as being on warfarin. 
0 Do refill your prescriptions according to your healthcare provider's orders . 
., Do notify your healthcare provider immediately if you experience any signs of 

bleeding or unusual symptoms. 
~ Do take your warfarin at the same ti.me each day, on an empty stomach. 

13 
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• Do speak to your healthcare provider about any concerns you may have about 
taking warfarin, 

Don 'ts: 

~IJL~/l,.1.jl 

~ Don't take a double dose ofwarfarin (Coumadin®) the following day if you find 
you missed a dose on the previous day. Notify your healthcare provider if you 
miss any doses. 

ft Don't change your warfarin dosage without speaking to your healthcare provider. 
.. Don't change, start, or stop any medications or nutritional supplements without 

speaking to yow healthcare provider. 
• Don't make any drastic changes in your diet without speaking to your healthcare 

provider. 
• Don't participate in any activity or sport that may cause a traumatic injury. 
• Don't drink excessive alcohol. 
• Don~t take warfarin during pregnancy. 

14 
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Additional Resources 

National Stroke Association 
1-800-STROKES or www.stroke.org 

.'\-:nerican Heart Association Stroke Connection "wannline" 
l-800-553-632 l or www.americanheart.org 

National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke 
1-800-352-9424 or www.ninds.nih.gov 

Research Center for Stroke & Heart Disease 
1-716-859-3900 or www.strokeheart.org 

http:/ /www.coumadin.com/ 
Provides consumers with infonnation on oral anticoagulants 

http:/ /warfari nfo. com 
Provides consumers with information on oral anticoagulants. 

http://www.dvt.org/dvt/ 
An Tnternet resource for deep vein thrombosis and pulmonary embolism 

IS 
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PATIENTS- TEST INFORMATION • 
PIP.il5tl see your health professional for further e)(planrnon of this 
l~r'ormatlon. 

INR (INTERNATIONAL NOR.MAUSED RATIO) 
,·······-----...... 

The INR Is the test useo to monitor w<1rfarl11 anticoagulant ttmr0py 
which is being increasingly widely used across the range Df 
thrornboembollc disease. Warfarin Is a vlt:;irnln w; ant;,gorilst anc! 
acts i;y reducing levels of Factors II (prothromb1n) Vil. IX anct X. 
The lNR is a stanoarcllsed pmthrombin ratio calibrated so tha, INR 
r@sults from one laboratory are directly comparable with those 
from ,11,otr,er. 

A. Warfarln dosing regimens 

The 1h-l!fe of warfarin is 36 hours and those of Factors tI, VII, IX 
and X vary betwee,, 7 and 60 hours and for this reason, responsl" 
to a dose chan9e ls slow with a lag of 3-4 aays before a new 
olq1.ailibri11m Is achieved, 

Altho1,;gt"I the !Ni< Is oftel'\ requested as a sem1-ur9ent test so that 
speclrnen l'.:ollect.ion, testing, reportin<J ana Close change can all be 
done on the same dey, the 3-4 day lag In INR resoonse makes this 
urgency unnecessary. Dose changes can wait till tM 11e1tt day. 

J, Standard warlarln regimfJn for rapid antic:osgulatlon. 

Standard dosing regimen: 
day INR Warfari" dose {mg} 
l < J .4 10 (5 In older patients) 
2 <l.8 S 
3 <2.0 5 

4 

2.0-2.2 5 
2.3-2.4 4 
2.5-2.7 3 
2.9-3.0 2 
3,1·3.S 1 
>?a.5 

<1.4 
l.4•1.J 
l.S-2.3 
2.4-3.0 
J. l-3. 5 
3.6·4,(I 

predicted 
malntfln11111'1ce dose 
>8 
6-6 
5 
4 
<3 
<Z 

Note: If 3.6-4.0, miss next day's dose, then give 2 .o mg. 
If >4 .1, rrilss 2 d 11ys' doses, then g 1,,,e l. O mg, 

2. Alternative :!itower ,.,glmen 

Can lle used In older outoatlents with chrOnl,;; ~trial tlt>rlllatlon 
{e::i:cept who!n 011 .imlodarcne). 

o,,.v 

Oc>y t 

INR 

<lA 

Warlarin dose Time to next 
{mg) change/INA 
3 mg 1 week 

Page l of 4 
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<L8 
l.6 - 2.5 
2.S - 4.0 

>4.0 

4 mg 
J mg 
2 mg 

specialist advice 

B, t11rget J:NR 

1 week 
2 weeks 
l wtH':k 
1-J d.iys (depending 
on INR level) 

The recommended tergst In the table below Is il guide only and In 
seiecteo patients a different level may be recommer'lded. 

Indication 

OV"f prophylaxis in hli]h risk situations 
Treatment of VTE 
Prevention of systemic embolism: 
atrial fibrillation 
valvular heart disease 
following mycoc~rdi~I infarction 
tlss ue heart valves { <3 months) 
Mechanical bii@aflet or tilting disc heart 
valve. 
- older caged ball "a Ive may need higher 
target 
Recurrent thrombosis on Warf<1rln 
Thrombosis !n antlphospholipid svnororne 

C. Exces&ive INR Re•pon 

Recommended !NR 
Target 
2-3 
2, 3 
2 - 3 

2.5 , 3.5 

3.0, 4,0 ("') 
3.0, 4.0 (') 

Sometimes a patient with a stablt! INR shows a marked cnange. 
Possible causes are: 

• incorrect: dosage (often associated with a prescription 
cha1'ge) accounts for ha.If of tMse une•pected changes. 

• drugs 

antibiotics 

co trirnox.azc le 
eryth romycin 
fluconazole 
miconazole 
metrof\lda:i:ole 
isoniazid 

cardiac 

amiodarone 
doflbrate 
propanolo! 
s ulflnpyrazone 

~astrointestim1 t 
I nflam 11'atory 
phenylbut<1zone omeprazole 
plroxlcam cimetidine 
paracetamol 

• gestrol11testinal disease e diarrhoea 

• hepatic disease, congsstlv@ cardiac failure 

Bleeding risk while on warlarin 

Composite figures for overall risks: 

f21ta.l bleeding 
rnaJor hlMdlng 
mil'IOr bleeding 

0.25% 
1-3% 
6-7% 

INR level v potlent bll!tf'J(llng risk 

lNR 

2, 2.9 

http://www.dml.co.az/inr. asp 

even~/1O0 pt 
yeo,rl!l 

4.8 

estimateci risk 
ove,.. 48hr period 
.l In 4,000 

lffj V.::...'W ii; . ..:,; 

Page 2 of 4 
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3 - 4.4 
~,5 - 6.9 
;,.'7,0 

9.5 
40 
200 

l 1112.,000 
1 In 500 
1 In 100 

0. Management of avercoagulatlon 

The urg,m cy of con-ect, ng a hlg l"I l N R { a bo"e 4 If rhe target is 2. S) 
will depend ori wl"lether there ls any bleeding and whether major 
or minor. 

Ther;irieutlc options are: 

1- Far 1JJI high lNR's; 

Stop \Oiarfarln, then restilrt at a lowered dose when INR Is higher 
th,m target t:lut <5. 

INR % dose Usual numbe, 
reduction (daysJ 

of omitted dQsa-.;; 
4 - 5 25 0 
S - 6 is 1 
6 •· e 33 2 
>8 so 3 

2. Vitamin K 

Low dose vitamin K replacement (usually 1-2 mg initlally) is used 
wliere the INR IS e:,,;ces~lvely prolonged cy w;,rfarin as a 
cansequence of vitamin K depletion. Replacement of vitamin K 
Stores 5hould make the subseqLJent resporise to warfarin more 
predlc~abli!. Vitamin K Is usualiy administered orally o, sc, 
occasionally IV. For ora1 replacement the approoriate \/Olwme c11ri 
be drawn up Into a tuberculin syringe from an ampoule (1 
mg/0.Sml or 10 mg/ml) of vitamin K In a dose of 0.5-2 mg (see 
below), Larger 1os,;is of vitamin K (e.~. s~io mg) ma.,, make the 
patient resistant to further w 11rfarin. 

3. Prothrombin complex concentrate 

Prothromt;inex 25 u/kg or FFP 15 mis/kg is given for immediate 
corre~tJon when there Is major ble@dlng. 

Guldflllnes for .!1$Wtr'EI overcoagulatlon 

,-lit1icul 
INR 6-8 without bleeding 

!NR :>8 with bleeding 

gutdeli"e 
• stop warfarin 
• restart In reduced dose when INR 
<5 
• give 0.5-lmg oraljsc vitamin Kif 
INR 
fail~ to sh arten, or if r ever5ai 
requited 
within 24•48 hrs. 

• stop warforln 
• rejta rt ln reduced do~e ,., hen IN R. 
<5. 
~ give 1-2 mg oral/sc vitamin K 
{repeat 
in 24hrs !f necessary). 

Higt, lNR and maJor blee~ln9 ~ stop warfarin 
• admit to ho~pital. 
a g111e v1um1n K 5 mg scfv. 

Page 3 of 4 
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~ give prathromt>ln complex 
co nee ntrate 
(orotnromtilnsxl 2S units/w:g or 
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MEOICAJ.. RECORD CHRONOLOGICAL RECORD OF MEDIC-AL CARE 

u.J 

l'a11ent under,tood ln!i'lftlct1011s, 

KOC LOS Aft'IJEJ.,11::sl p,}lAlUltJ.CY ( 213 1 4115-0 ~ .-------------1........,;.....,..,.....,...~....;..;...;;.,.,....a;;..,----
~Js N. ALAME0A :s=~ - LOS ANG!i:LES. Cl>. 0 ~70/0(IS~ .,,_ __ ~•~- '/;-- . ' - - - ' ,::, ,1· - . 
• 7?560 M. JAMIL 09/ '"' it, .. ,. ,: · , ,. ,,, T'I 
MtTR.ILl..O-ALVARADD, MOIS 10210_-112 .i. ' · -.• -J._ : '; -, _ •• _..,_ 
MDC LOS ANGELES HOUSING - GD:i-i 6 '--· !_,__ _ _.:_:; _,, , . ··- . ..,::~ }'r, 
!J.ICE ONE 'l'ABLE'l" l!VlffiY- E:tGB'?. < \'r, .,._. ,. _ -,_; ~. 
BOORS AS m:EI)1m • ' •-i.: .::; 

✓ 

I !fa. I:BOPROl'DI eoo »G 'l'll ~ f-------""'-------------
1 2 ) ~lrhb~: ,P~~Qtt>~ IIW~-n"l"1'0'~ . 

lQtflYP6'-'"tMrtt,en~!1'Dr"""""'~· ____________________ _ 

lSP!TAL OR MEDICAL AC 

ONSOA'S NAME !'iSN/10 NO. 

)A u,r11Uo 
J0:2/0 -t lL-
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PA t IEN I NAME: 
MEDICAL RECORD NUMBER~ 
ACCOUNT NUMBER: 
DATE Of ADMISSION: 
ATTENDING PHYSICIAN: 

~J ttSTOR:¥ A.NO PA ¥Sia£ --
',-._,J 

MURILLO-AL VA RADO, MOISES 
1026701 

10/22/04 
RAMADAS ABSOY, M.D, 

HISTORY OF PRESENT ILLNESS AND 
EMERGENCY ROOM COURSE: The patient is a 69,.year-old Hispanic male, an inmate of 
the Metropolitan Detention Center of Los Angeles, who was transferred to the White 
Memorial Medical Center emergency room for right sided weakness since the morning of 
the day of admission. He was brought in at about 7:15 a.m. I was called by the 
emergency room physician at about 10 0

1 clock saying that this patient requires 
hospitalization on account of intracerebral hemorrhage causing weakness of the right 
lower extremity. Apparently, he was conscious, alert, and was oriented on arrival. A CT 
scan of the brain showed intracerebral hemorrhage, His blood pressure was 174/89 
mmHg. He was in atrial fibrlflation. He was taking Coumadin and his INR was more than 
7. We agreed that the patient should be admitted into the intensive care unit. Within the 
next half an hour or so, the patient's mental condition deteriorated further. A repeat CT 
scan showed worsening of the bleed and the patient lost consciousness. He was 
intubated and was ventilator supported. Meanwhile, Dr. Sinavasky from the Metropolitan 
Detention Center of Los Angeles contacted me and I went down to see the patient in the 
emergency room. 

On evaluation in the emergency room, I found the pupils to be dilated and not reacting to 
light. He was not responsive to painful stimuli. He was intubated and was ventilator 
supported. The patient would not move his eyes when turning from side to side. I 
suspected that the patient may have had a brain death. I have recommended an apnea 
test. 

At about 12:45 when I saw the patient, he is unresponsive to painful stimuli and 
withdraws the left lower extremity. The plantar is upgoing on the left side. Right side 
plantar response is not elicitable. He also has cough reflex. He is breathing at about 15 
times per minute with a set rate of 10 per minute. 

WHITE MEMORIAL MEDICAL CENTER 
Los Angeles, CA 90033 

HISTORY AND PHYSICAL 

PATIENT NAME: MURILLO-ALVARADO, MOISES 
MEDICAL RtCOAD NUMBER: 1026701 
DATE OF ADMISSION: 10/22/04 
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DIAGNOSES: 
1. lntracerebral hemorrhage causing partial herniation of the brain. 
2. Respiratory failure, ventilator supported. 
3. Essential hypertension. 
4. Atrial fibrillation, on Coumadin. 
5. Coumadin toxicity, 

The patient's intracerebral bleed could be due to hypertension, Coumadin toxicity, or a 
combination of both. The patient will be admitted to the intensive care unit and will keep 
the blood pressure controlled a little better and hyperventilate him. 

CONDITION: Critical. 

PROGNOSIS: Grave. 

RA/ddilgj 
D:10/22/04 

(< T: 10/23/04 
•,:,• BY:01024 

RAMADAS ABBOY, M.O. 

~ ,- ... 

6H/1 K7VY / J :41340 
XZ:#6011340.0M4 

WHITE MEMORIAL MEDICAL CENTER 
Loa Angeles, CA 90033 

HISTORY AND PHYSICAL 

PATIENT NAME: MURILLO·ALVARAOO. MOISES 
MEDICAL RECOR;D NUMBER: 102670i 
DATE OF AOMISSION: 10/22/04 
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PROOF OF SERVICE 

2 STATE OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES 

3 

4 

5 

I am employed in the Counfy of Los Angeles, State of California, I am over th 
age of 18 and not a party to the within action. My business address is 70 South Lak 
Avenue, Suite 810, Pasadena, California, 91101, 

On September 24, 2008 I served the foregoing document described as 

PLAINTIFFS' SETTLEMENT CONFERENCE STATEMENT 

6 on the interested parties in this action by the following means: 

7 

8 

9 

IO 

11 

SEE ATTACHED SERVICE LIST 

__ VIA FEDERAL EXPRESS Said copies were placed in Federal Expres 
envelopes which were then sealed and, with Federal Express charges to be pai 
by this firm, on this same date placed for collection and mailing at my place o 
business following ordinary business practices. Said envelopes will be deposlte 
with the Federal Express Corp, on this date following ordinary busine 
practices; and there is delivery service by Federal Express at the place s 
addressed. 

BY HAND Said copies were given directly to counsel of record as required by th 
12 - California Code of Civil Procedure either personally, or to secretarial staff, a 

allowed by statute. 

13 BY MAIL 1 placed the envelope for collection and mailing following ordinary 
- practices. I am readily familiar with the firm's practice of collection an 

14 processing of correspondence for mailing with the United States Postal Service. 
Under the practice it would be deposited with the United States Postal Servi 
on that same day with postage fully prepaid at Pasadena, California in th 
ordinary course of business. I am aware that on motion of the party served 
service is presumed invalid if postal cancellation date or postage meter date i 
more than one day after date of deposit for mailing in this declaration. 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

X BY FACSIMILE I sent the document by facsimile to the number for each counse 
indicated on this proof of service. 

Executed on September 24, 2008 at Pasadena, California. 

I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California tha 
the above is true and correct. 

Veronica Bustos--' 

PROOF OF SERVICE 
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1 The Hon. Magistrate Chooljian 
312 North Spring Street 

2 Los Angeles, CA 900'12 
213-894-2909 Fax 

3 Raul G. Lomas, Esq. 
Law Offices of Raul G. Lomas 

4 1 B South Marengo Avenue 
Pasadena, CA 91101 
626-792-9666 5 626-405-0952 Fax 

6 

Keith Staub, Esq. 
7 Office of United States Attorney 

300 North Los Angeles Street. Suite 7516 

8 Los Angeles, CA 90012 
213-894-7423 

9 

10 

1 i 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

21 

24 

25 

213-894-7819 Fax 

PROOF OF SERVICE 

~ iJ.j f _," I,_)~ f 
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1 Donn W. Christensen (SBN# 196845) 
donn@donnlaw.com 

2 LAW OFFICES OF DONN CHRISTENSEN 
70 South Lake Avenue, Suite 810 

3 Pasadena, CA 91 101 
Tel: (626) 793-6760 

~, 
---.: .. r::, ·• . . 

4 Fax: (626) 793-6761 

\ ' . 

t", CJ .... ,_, ... 
P> ; ..... _-,..t. 

•J 
5 Raul G. Lomas, Esq. (SBN# 106686 ) g •. :.:~, ;u 

..... -.( I 
lo mas law@sbcglo bal .net ~>c,·: ~....:, 

6 "J"_ C,..., I.~ 

LAW OFFICE OF RAUL G. LOMAS •·. ~ --41 - 1 ,.,. )i )'.:"' 

18 South Marengo Avenue r,:i·:·· JC 
7 r~ ....._... r;:..., 

Pasadena, CA 9110 I 
,...,,0-~ -

-~n .. 
8 Tel: (626) 792-9666 ~-=g (..) 

Fax: (626) 405-0952 :-'"' .. _. 
9 

Attorneys for Plaintiffs 

10 

11 

12 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

FOR .,,, IE CEN'l'RAI, DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA 

13 RUBY MURRILLO, individually, and as 
Administratrix of the Estate of MOISES 

14 MURRILLO; MOISES MURILLO, JR.; 

15 CAT ALINA HERNANDEZ 

16 Plaintiffs, 

17 vs. 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

18 UNITED STATES OF AMERICA; MICHAEL ) 
BENOV, WARDEN OF Tl IE METROPOLITAN ) 

19 DETENTION CENTER; WHITE MEMORIAL ) 

20 HO SPIT AL and DOES 1 TO 100. ~ 

21 Defendants. ) 
) 

CASE NO. CV06-6699-ABC (JCX) 

(Audrey B. Collins District Judge) 

PLAINTIFFS' SECOND AMENDED 
COMPLAINT FOR DAMAGES AND 
DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL 

1) Civil Rights Violations (Bivens) 
2) Negligence 
3) Battery 

COMPLAINT 

--"7 

' 

22 

23 

24 
COME NOW PLAINTIFFS, RUBY MURRILO, individually, and as Administratrix of the Estate 

25 
of MOISES MURILLO; MOISES MURRILLO, JR., individually, CATALINA HERNANDEZ, 

26 individually, hereinafter collectively known as "Plaintiffs" and sue defendants for their violations of 

27 plaintiffs' rights under the 8th Amendment, for negligence, wrongful death and battery and allege as 

28 follows: 
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GENERAL ALLEGATIONS 

1) Jurisdiction of this Court is invoked under 28 U.S.C. Section 1331 and 1343. 

2) Venue properly lies in the Central District of the United States District Court of California as all the 

events described herein occurred in the County of Los Angeles, City of Los Angeles. Therefore 

venue lies in the Central District of California. (28 U.S.C. § I 391(b)(2)). 

3) This is a complaint for money damages by plaintiffs for redress of deprivation under color of law of 

rights, privileges and immunities secured by the Eighth Amendment to the United States 

Constitution and under the laws and Constitution of the State of California. 

4) At all times herein mentioned, plaintiffs RUBY MURILLO, MOISES MURILLO, JR. and 

CATALINA HERNANDEZ were citizens of the United States, residing in the City and County of 

Los Angeles and the State of California, within the Central Judicial District of this Court. Plaintiff 

MOISES MURILLO also resided residing in the City and County of Los Angeles and the State of 

California, within the Central Judicial District of this Court. 

5) Plaintiffs RUBY MURILLO and MOISES MURILLO, JR. are, and were, at all times relevant 

herein, the natural born children of decedent MOISES MURILLO. 

6) Plaintiff CAT ALINA HERNANDEZ is, and was, at all times relevant herein, the natural mother of 

plaintiffs RUBY MURILLO and MOISES MURILI .0, as well as the wife, and widow, of decedent 

MOISES MURILLO. 

7) The true names and/or capacities of all defendants are currently unknown to plaintiff'>, who sue sai 

defendants by fictitious names as DOES 1 through 100. When the true names and/or capacities o 

said fictitiously named defendants are ascertained, plaintiffs will seek leave to amend thei 

complaint accordingly. 

8) Plaintiffs allege that each defendant, whether designated by his/her true name or fictitiously named, 

is responsible in some manner for the injuries, damage or harm herein alleged. 
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9) Plaintiffs, RUBY MURILLO, MOISES MURILLO, JR. AND CATALINA HERNANDEZ, arc 

successors in interest and heirs of the estate of the decedent, MOISES MURILLO, SR. This action 

for violation of the decedent's civil rights is brought by said plaintiffs on behalf of the estate of 

MOISES MURILLO, SR. as permitted by Sections 377.30 ct seq. of the California Code of Civil 

Procedure. Furthermore, Plaintiffs, collectively, arc entitled to bring this wrongful death action 

pursuant to Code of Civil Procedure Section 3 77 .60 for the loss of love, companionship, comfort, 

affection, society, solace, moral support and all other recoverable damages arising from the 

wrongful death of decedent. 

10) Defendant UNITED STATES of AMERICA is, and at all times mentioned was, responsible for the 

care and treatment provided to decedent plaintiff MOISES MURILLO by the federal agencies and 

employees under its control who maintained custody of decedent and were responsible for his 

physical care and treatment during that time as held in DeShaney vs. Winnebago (1989) 489 U.S. 

I 89, 199-200; see also, Estelle vs. Gamble (1976) 429 US 97, 101-104. 

11) Defendant MICHAEL BENOY is, and was at all times relevant here, the warden of the 

Metropolitan Detention Center in Los Angeles and also responsible for ensuring that decedent 

MOISES MURILLO received proper medical care and treatment from federal agents, employees, 

and others tasked with providing such care while decedent was detained by the government against 

his wishes. 

12) Defendant WHITE MEMORIAL HOS PIT AL is, and at all times mentioned herein was, a non-profi 

private hospital doing business in the City and County of Los Angeles and was responsible for 

providing care to decedent MOISES MURILLO. 

13) Plaintiffs arc informed and believe, and thereon allege, that each named and unnamed defendant is 

responsible for the harm to plaintiffs as alleged herein. 
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14) Plaintiffs filed a complete claim as required under the Federal Tort Claims Act (fTCA) on March 

23, 2006. 

15) Seven months after filing the completed claim, plaintiffs filed their original complaint with the 

District Court on October 20, 2006 based on the rejection of their FTCA claim by operation oflaw 

and have complied fully with the requirements of 28 U .S.C. §2675(a). 

FACTS COMMON TO ALL ALLEGATIONS 

16) On June 11, 2004, decedent MOISES MURJLLO was arrested, detained and booked by the Los 

Angeles Police Department for a charge of Driving Under the Influence of Alcohol, namely Vehicle 

Code Section 23152(a), and then held in the Los Angeles County Jail. 

17) On June 17, 2004, plaintiffs believe and allege that decedent MOISES MURILLO was transferred 

from the Los Angeles County Jail to a federal detention center under the control of defendant 

UNITED STATES of AMERICA and one of its duly constituted agencies handling immigration 

and deportation matters. 

18) On July J 4, 2004, decedent was interviewed by Kelly Nowak, Special Agent of the Bureau of 

Immigration and Customs Enforcement under file number A 20 016 694. 

19) On or about July 15, 2004, decedent was transferred to the Metropolitan Detention Center in Los 

Angeles, California controlled by defendant UNITED STATES of AMERICA and defendant 

Warden MICHAEL BENOV, and as yet unknown and unidentified federal agents and employees 

with responsibility for the provision of medical care and treatment to individuals, such as decedent 

MOISES MURILLO, under their custody and control. 

20) During the entire period of decedent's incarceration, he was in need of proper medical care and 

treatment, including, but not limited to, the proper administration of necessary medicines to counter 

the effects of his long term chronic hypertension (high blood pressure). While decedent was 

incarcerated in the custody of the U.S. Marshals and in the federal detention facilities herein before 
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named, he was denied such appropriate medical care and medical attention and/or was provided 

inadequate medical care for his pre-existing medical condition, namely "chronic hypertension" 

(high blood pressure). 

21) All defendants were aware of decedent's serious medical condition and related need for medical 

care and proper administration of medicines for his serious condition while decedent was in custody 

of federal authorities and were further aware of the serious potential consequences of failing to 

provide adequate medical care to decedent. 

22) Furthermore, despite decedent's subsequent complaints of right-sided weakness, pain and 

discomfort, defendants, and all of them, failed to respond and provide proper medical assistance in ' 

timely fashion. 

23) As a direct result of defendants failure to provide adequate medication and medical care as needed 

and defendants' related failure to provide medical assistance in a timely fashion, MOISES 

MURll,I,0, suffered an intraccrcbral hemorrhage. 

24) As a result of the failure to provide proper medical care and attention when needed, decedent was 

rushed to WHITE MEMORIAL ITOSPITAL on October 22, 2004 and admitted into the intensive 

care unit. A CT scan of decedent's brain showed that in fact decedent had suffered bleeding in the 

brain. Decedent Moises Murillo's condition worsened until Mr. Murillo lost consciousness, 

required intubation, and his breathing had to be supported by a ventilator. 

25) At this point, MOISES MURRILLO was in critical condition and required substantial life support 

for his continued well-being and care. 

FACTS COMMON TO WHITE MEMORIAL HOSP IT AL 

26) Plaintiffs collectively allege and incorporate by reference all factual contents of paragraphs 1 

through 25, and hereby incorporates them herein as though set forth at length in their entirety. 
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27) On October 25, 2004, just 3 days after being placed on a ventilator, WHITE MEMORIAL 

HOS PIT AL and its employees, agents, directors, physicians, nurses and medical staff, decided to 

unilaterally remove all life support systems in place without notifying the wife or children of 

MOISES MURILLO's condition and of their unilateral decision to terminate his life. They further 

failed to obtain the necessary consent from plaintiff5, including decedent, either individually or 

collectively prior to WHITE MEMORIAL'S decision to remove MOISES MURILLO from life 

support system. 

28) Defendant WHITE MEMORIAL HOSPITAL's unilateral action was taken without approval of 

plaintiffs, including decedent, and deprived plaintiffs and each of them of the opportunity to seek a 

second opinion regarding defendant WHITE MEMORIAL HOSPITAL's decision that plaintiff was 

actually brain dead. Plaintiffs CATALINA HERNANDEZ, RUBY MURILLO, and MOISES 

MURILLO, JR. were deprived of the opportunity to say goodbye to their husband and father as a 

result of defendant WHITE MEMORIAL's non-consensual decision to remove decedent MOISES 

MURILLO from necessary life support systems. Defendant WHITE MEMORIAL HOSPITAL's 

actions constituted a battery on decedent MOISES MURRILLO, SR. 

FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION 
VIOLATIONS OF CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHTS FOR DELIBERATE 

INDIFFl:RENCE IN PROVIDING MEDICAL CARE BY PLAINTIFF ESTATE OF 
MOISES MURILLO AGAINST DEFENDANTS MICHAEL BENOV AND DOES 1-50 

29) Plaintiffs collectively allege and incorporate by reference all factual contents of paragraphs 1 

through 28, and hereby incorporates them herein as though set forth at length in their entirety. 

30) Defendants BENOY, and DOES 1-50 inclusive, were all aware of decedent's specific medical 

conditions and related needs for medical care. Throughout decedent's time in custody, said 

defendants and each of them, repeatedly failed to take care of decedent's medical issues, including 

refusing to provide proper medical care for injuries, improperly dosing plaintiff with medication for 

his hypertension, such that his blood levels were determined to be toxic on admission to the 
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emergency room of WHITE MEMORIAL HOSPITAL with a brain bleed, all of which impacted 

decedent's condition and ultimately contributed to his death. 

31) Defendants and each of them condoned and ratified the following reckless and indifferent conduct, 

including but not limited to: 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(e) 

(f) 

failing to provide or providing in a sporadic fashion or on an occasional basis, properly 

prescribed medication for chronic hypertension with the intended goal of denying MOISES 

MURILLO of his Constitutional Rights under the 8th Amendment of the United States 

Constitution. 

Failing to respond and provide medical care and attention in a timely fashion which 

contributed to complications and exacerbations associated with the intracerebral hemorrhage 

suffered by decedent. 

failing and refusing to properly and adequately assess MOISES MURILLO'S physical and 

mental condition despite knowing of his serious hypertension condition and the probable 

results of their indifference to his well-being. 

Failing and refusing to monitor and record MOISES MURILI.0'S medical condition and 

report meaningful changes to other physicians. 

Refusing to properly train and supervise employees, both professional and non-professional 

with direct responsibilities for providing medical care to decedent MURILLO. 

32) Defendants and each of them, acted under authority granted them in their official capacity as federal 

officials and employees in ignoring decedent's medical needs and requirements and were 

deliberately indifferent to those needs despite their knowledge of decedent's hypertension 

condition. 

33) Defendants repeatedly ignored decedent's requests for proper medical care despite their knowledge 

of the seriousness of decedent's hypertensive condition. In addition, defendants and each of them 
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. . 

recklessly failed to ensure that decedent received his necessary medication in the proper doses and 

at the appropriate times to the general harm and permanent damage of decedent. 

34) Defendants' conduct constituted a violation of decedent's civil rights under the Eighth Amendment 

as determined by the Supreme Court of the United States in Carlson vs. Green (1980) 446 U.S. 14. 

35) As a direct result of defendants' conduct, decedent MOISES MURILLO's medical condition 

deteriorated to the point that he was put on life support and ultimately died. 

3 6) Decedent seeks recovery of all damages all owed his estate under the applicable survival statute 

found in California law, namely C.C.P. §377.30. 

SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION 
NEGLIGENCE BY ALL PLAINTIFFS AGAINST 

ALL DEFENDANTS AND DOES 51-100 

3 7) Plaintiffs collectively allege and incorporate by reference all factual contents of paragraphs 1 

through 36 above, and hereby incorporates them as though set forth at length in their entirety. 

38) Plaintiffs allege that defendants and each of them, owed a duty to provide proper medical care and 

treatment to decedent MOISES MURILLO pursuant to the decisions of the U.S. Supreme Court in 

Estelle vs. Gamble ( 1976) 429 US 97, and in Carlson vs. Green ( 1980) 446 U.S. 14. 

39) Defendants violated that duty of care to plaintiffs by providing inadequate and insufficient medical 

care through their repeated and reckless indifference to the medical needs of decedent MOISES 

MURILLO. 

40) As a proximate result of the aforementioned intentional, reckless and planned acts of defendants an 

each of them, MO[SES MURILLO suffered a slow, painful death. Furthermore, as a proximate 

result of defendants' conduct as stated above, MOISES MURILLO was caused to suffer severe pain 

and suffering from personal injuries, including but not limited to severe emotional distress, 

aggravation of his medical condition, and other serious medical conditions caused or aggravated by 
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the failure to provide medical care and monitoring, as mentioned in the facts common to these 

defendants. 

41) As a direct legal result of their negligence, MOISES MURILLO died and plaintiffs CAT AI .INA 

HERNANDEZ, RUBY MURILLO, and MOISES MURILLO, JR. were deprived of the love, 

companionship, comfort, care, assistance, protection, affection, society, moral support of decedent 

MOISES MURII.I,O. 

42) Decedent seeks recovery of all damages allowed his estate under the applicable survival statute 

found in California law, namely C.C.P. §377.30. 

43) Plaintiffs CATALINA HERNANDEZ, RUBY MURILLO, and MOISES MURILI,O, JR. seek all 

damages and remedies allowed them under California law, namely C.C.P. §377.60 for the wrongful 

death of decedent MOISES MURILLO stemming from the negligence of defendants and each of 

them. 

THIRD CAUSE OF ACTION 
BATTERY BY PLAINTIFF MOISES MURILLO AGAINST 

DEFENDANT WHITE MEMORIAL HOSPITAL 
44) Plaintiffs collectively allege and incorporate by reference all factual contents of paragraphs 1 

through 43, and hereby incorporates them herein as though set forth at length in their entirety. 

45) This cause of action is not subject to California Civil Code §3333.2 as it involves an intentional tort 

and does not involve "professional negligence" or a negligent act or omission to act by a health care 

provider in the rendering of professional services. 

46) Defendant WHITE MEMORIAi, HOSPITAL through its employees, agents and physicians, on 

Friday, October 22, 2004, at about approximately 7: 15 a.m. received a patient named MOISES 

MURILLO, at their hospital suffering from right sided weakness in the lower extremity. At the time 

he arrived at said hospital Mr. Murillo was conscious and alert. 

47) Decedent MOISES MURILLO was admitted into the intensive care unit of defendant's hospital 

after being diagnosed with intracerebral hemorrhage. 
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48) After MOISES MURILLO lost consciousness and was deemed non-responsive to light, and 

exhibited no pain response or eye movement, he was intubated for respiratory distress. 

49) Physicians at defendant WHITE MEMORIAL HOSPITAL deemed MOISES MURII,LO's medical 

condition serious and put him on life support machinery on Friday October 22, 2004. 

50) Three days later, early on Monday October 25, 2004, defendant WHITE MEMORIAL HOSPITAL 

unilaterally decided to terminate MOISES MURILLO's life support without his consent and 

without the benefit of an existing Do Not Resuscitate Order, and without discussing the decision to 

terminate with decedent's wile or children, plaintiffs herein. 

51) Defendant WJIITE MEMORIAL HOSPITAL's conduct constitutes a non-consensual touching an 

is therefore a battery under California law. 

52) Plaintiffs seek all appropriate remedies allowed for the damages related to said battery by 

defendant WHITE MEMORIAI, IIOSPITAL. 

53) Plaintiffs arc entitled to recover from said defendant all economic, non-economic, actual and 

compensatory damages, including, but not limited to his necessary medical and related expenses, 

past, present and future lost earnings, loss of future earning capacity, as well as mental, emotional 

and physical pain and suffering, in an amount presently unknown. 

20 WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs, pray for judgment against all defendants, and each of them, as follows: 

21 

22 

23 

24 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

For general damages according to proof; 

For special damages according to proof; 

Reasonable attorneys fees and expenses of litigation, as allowed by law; and, 

For costs incurred herein; and for such further relief as the Court may deem just and proper. 

25 Dated: April 2, 2008 N CIJRISTENSEN 
~'7"'}'-==U::;.;:L:::._G. LOMAS 

26 

27 

28 

Donn Christensen, Esq. 
donn@donnlaw.com 
Attorneys for Plaintiffs 
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STATE OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES 

I am employed in the County of Los Angeles, State of California. I am over th 
age of 18 and not a party to the within action. My business address is 70 South Lak 
Avenue, Suite 810, Pasadena, California, 91101. 

On April 3, 2008, I served the foregoing document described as 

PLAINTIFFS' SECOND AMENDED COMPLAINT FOR DAMAGES AND DEMAND FOR 
,JURY TRIAL 

on the interested parties in this action by the following means: 

SEE ATTACHED SERVICE LIST 

__ VIA FEDERAL EXPRESS Said copies were placed in Federal Expres 
envelopes which were then sealed and, with Federal Express charges to be paid 
by this firm, on this same date placed for collection and mailing at my place o 
business following ordinary business practices. Said envelopes will be deposited 
with the Federal Express Corp. on this date following ordinary busines 
practices; and there is delivery service by Federal Express at the place s 
addressed. 

__ BY HAND Said copies were given directly to counsel of record as required by th 
California Code of Civil Procedure either personally, or to secretarial staff, a 
allowed by statute. 

X BY MAIL I placed the envelope for collection and mailing following ordinary 
practices. I am readily familiar with the firm's practice of collection an 
processing of correspondence for mailing with the United States Postal Service. 
Under the practice it would be deposited with the United States Postal Servic 
on that same day with postage fully prepaid at Pasadena, California in th 
ordinary course of business. I am aware that on motion of the party served, 
service is presumed invalid if postal cancellation date or postage meter date i 
more than one day after date of deposit for mailing in this declaration. 

__ BY FACSIMILE I sent the document by facsimile to the number for each counse 
indicated on this proof of service. 

Executed on April 3, 2008 at Pasadena, California. 

I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California tha 
the above is true and correct. 

Veronica Bustos 

PROOF OF SERVICE 
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Law Offices of Raul G. Lomas 

2 80 South Lake Avenue, Suite 823 
Pasadena, CA 91101 
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Kenneth W. Drake 
Kathryn S.M. Mosley 
Robert C. Powers 
Rushfeldt, Shelly & Drake 
12925 Riverside Drive 
Sherman Oaks, CA 91423 

6 Roger West, Esq. 
Office of United States Attorney 

7 300 North Los Angeles Street, Suite 7516 
Los Angeles, CA 90012 
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2 LEON W. WEIDMAN 
Assistant United States Attorney 

3 Chief, Civil Division 
KEITH M. STAUB 

4 Assistant United States Attorney 
California Bar Number 137909 

5 Federal Building, Suite 7516 
300 North Los Angeles Street 

6 Los Angeles, California 90012 
Telephone: (213) 894-7423 

7 Facsimile: (213) 894-7819 
email: Keith.Staub@usdoj.gov 
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Attorneys for Defendant United States 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

FOR THE CENTRAL DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA 

WESTERN DIVISION 

RUBY MURRILLO et al. 

Plaintiff, 

v. 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

Defendant 

No. CV 06-6699 ABC (JCx) 

ORDER RE RECEIPT AND FULL 
SATISFACTION AND STIPULATION 
TO DISMISS WITH PREJUDICE 

The court accepts the parties' RECEIPT AND FULL 

SATISFACTION AND STIPULATION TO DISMISS WITH PREJUDICE. This case 

is dismissed in its entirety with prejudice, with all parties to 

bear their own costs and fees. 

IT IS SO ORDERED. 

Dated: January 12, 2009 

murrillo. wpd 

HON. AUDREY B. COLLINS 
UNITED STATES DISTRICT JUDGE 
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1 THOMAS P. 0' BRIEN 
United States Attorney 

2 LEON W. WEIDMAN 
Assistant United States Attorney 

3 Chief, Civil Division 
KEITH M. STAUB 

4 Assistant United States Attorney 
California Bar Number 137909 

5 Federal Building, Suite 7516 
300 North Los Angeles Street 

6 Los Angeles, California 90012 
Telephone: (213) 894-7423 

7 Facsimile: (213) 894-7819 
email: Keith.Staub@usdoj.gov 
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Attorneys for Defendant United States of America 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

FOR THE CENTRAL DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA 

WESTERN DIVISION 

RUBY MURRILLO et al. 

Plaintiff, 

v. 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

Defendant 

No. CV 06-6699 ABC (JCx) 

STIPULATION FOR COMPROMISE 
SETTLEMENT AND RELEASE OF 
FEDERAL TORT CLAIMS ACT 
CLAIMS PURSUANT TO 28 U.S.C. 
§ 2677 

[PROPOSED] ORDER FILED 
CONCURRENTLY 

20 IT IS HEREBY STIPULATED by and between plaintiffs RUBY 

21 MURRILLO, MOISES MURILLO JR., and CATALINA HERNANDEZ 

22 (plaintiffs), and defendant United States of America, by and 

23 through their respective attorneys, as follows: 

24 l. The parties do hereby agree to settle and compromise 

25 each and every claim of any kind, whether known or unknown, 

26 arising directly or indirectly from the acts or omissions that 

27 gave rise to the above-captioned action under the terms and 

28 conditions set forth in this Settlement Agreement. 
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1 2. The United States of America agrees to pay the sum of 

2 SEVENTY FIVE thousand dollars ($75,000.00), which sum shall be in 

3 full settlement and satisfaction of any and all claims, demands, 

4 rights, and causes of action of whatsoever kind and nature, 

5 arising from, and by reason of any and all known and unknown, 

6 foreseen and unforeseen bodily and personal injuries, damage to 

7 property and the consequences thereof, resulting, and to result, 

8 from the subject matter of this settlement, including any claims 

9 for wrongful death, for which plaintiffs and their guardians, 

10 heirs, executors, administrators, or assigns, and each of them, 

11 now have or may hereafter acquire against the United States of 

12 America, its agents, servants, and employees. 

13 3. Plaintiffs and their guardians, heirs, executors, 

14 administrators or assigns hereby agree to accept the sums set 

15 forth in this Stipulation of Compromise Settlement in full 

16 settlement and satisfaction of any and all claims, demands, 

17 rights, and causes of acti.on of whatsoever kind and nature, 

18 including claims for wrongful death, arising from, and by reason 

19 of any and all known and unknown, foreseen and unforeseen bodily 

20 and personal injuries, damage to property and the consequences 

21 thereof which they may have or hereafter acquire against the 

22 United States of America, their agents, servants, and employees 

23 on account of the same subject matter that gave rise to the 

24 above-captioned action, including any future claim or lawsuit 

25 related to the subject matter of this suit, whether known or 

26 unknown, and whether for compensatory or exemplacy damages. 

27 Plaintiffs and their guardians, heirs, executors, administrators, 

28 or assigns further agree to reimburse, indemnify, and hold 

-2-
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harmless the United States of America, their servants, and 

employees from and against any and all such causes of action, 

claims, liens, rights, or subrogated or contribution interests 

incident to or resulting from further litigation or the 

prosecution of claims by Plaintiffs and their guardians, heirs, 

executors administrators, or assigns against any third party or 

against the United States, including claims for wrongful death. 

4. This stipulation for compromise settlement is not, is 

in no way intended to be, and should not be construed as, an 

admission of liability or fault on the part of the United States, 

and it is specifically denied that they are liable to Plaintiffs. 

This settlement is entered into by all parties for the purpose of 

compromising disputed claims under the Federal Tort Claims Act 

and avoiding the expenses and risks of future litigation. 

5. It is also agreed, by and among the parties, that the 

respective parties will each bear their own costs, fees, and 

expenses and that any attorney's fees owed by Plaintiffs will be 

paid out of the settlement amount and not in addition thereto. 

6. It is also understood by and among the parties that 

pursuant to Title 28, United States Code, Section 2678, 

attorney's fees for services rendered in connection with this 

action shall not exceed 25 percent of the amount of the 

compromise settlement. 

7. The persons signing this Settlement Agreement warrant 

and represent that they possess full authority to bind the 

26 persons on whose behalf they are signing to the terms of the 

27 settlement. 

28 8 • Payment of the settlement amount by the United States 

-3-
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will be made by check drawn on the Treasury of the United States 

2 for SEVENTY FIVE thousand dollars {$75,000.00) and made payable 

3 to Plaintiffs RUBY MURRILLO, MOISES MURILLO JR., and CATALINA 

4 HERNANDEZ, the Law Office of Donn Christensen and the Law Office 

5 of Raul Lomas, Plaintiffs' attorneys. Upon receipt of the check 

6 by the U.S. Attorney's Office, the check will be delivered to 

7 Plaintiffs' attorney Donn Christensen. Plaintiffs' attorney 

8 agrees to distribute the settlement proceeds to the plaintiffs. 

9 9. In exchange for payment of the sum stated above, and 

10 contemporaneously with the payments set forth above, Plaintiffs 

11 will dismiss this action, with prejudice, and with each party 

12 bearing its own fees, costs, and expenses. The Court will retain 

13 jurisdiction over this case for a period of 120 days from the 

14 date this stipulation is approved by the Court. 

15 10. The parties agree that this Stipulation for Compromise 

16 Settlement and Release, including all the terms and conditions of 

17 this compromise settlement and any additional agreements relating 

18 thereto, may be made public in their entirety, and Plaintiffs 

19 expressly consent to such release and disclosure pursuant to 

20 5 U.S.C. § 552a(b). 

21 11. It is contemplated that this Stipulation may be 

22 executed in several counterparts, with a separate signature page 

23 for each party. All such counterparts and signature pages, 

24 together, shall be deemed to be one document. 

25 12. Plaintiffs agree that Plaintiffs are obligated to pay 

26 any and all liens from any and all insurance companies and any 

27 and all other persons or organizations who have or claim to have 

28 subrogated assigned claims arising out of or related to the 

-4-
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1 subject matter of this suit. 

2 13. This written agreement contains all of the agreements 

3 between the parties, and is intended to be and is the final and 

4 sole agreement between the parties. The parties agree that any 

5 other prior or contemporaneous representations or understandings 

6 not explicitly contained in this written agreement, whether 

7 written or oral, are of no further legal or equitable force or 

8 effect. Any subsequent modifications to this agreement must be 

9 in writing, and must be signed and executed by the parties. 

10 

11 Dated: ____ , 2008 

12 

13 

14 
Dated: 

15 
___ , 2008 

16 

17 

18 

19 DATED: 10/,t/41 2008 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

By: 

By: 

By: 

DONN CHRISTENSEN 
Attorney for Plaintiffs 

Attorney for Plaintiffs 

THOMAS P. O'BRIEN 
United States Attorney 
LEON W. WEIDMAN 
Assistant United States Attorney 
Chi~vil Division 

KEITH M. ~ 
Assistant United States Attorney 
Attorneys for Defendant 
THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

-5-
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•~bject matter of tb1• auit, 

2 13. 'th!• "'1"it~•n agraeffient cor,eaina all of the •gre«nenc• 

3 bac~aen the p&rti••• and i • intan4•~ to ba and is c~• flA•l and 

4 a~le &g:reament ~etween cbe parti••· Tho parties agr•• that any 

S other pr1o~ or contemp~ru.ou• ~aprattn;ationa or un4eretand1nge 

6 not. explicitly eonta1ned 1n chi• written agreeme~t, whether 

7 writt•n or o:&1, are o: ~Q furthar l~gal or equit@le fo~c4 or 

I affect. Pony su~1equent modi£1eat10l19 to ~hi• a9~ee~~oc 11\Uac h~ 

9 :Ln writing, and 11\\let :bit l!li.9tled and. ex~l!l.ted by ~h.• pa.i:-tie•. 

lO 

ll Datecl1 If) -10, 2ooa 

12 

1l 

14 lQ..,. f o. Dated; 
15 

16 

17 

18 

19 DATBn~ , 2008 

20 

21 

2J 

23 

24 

l5 

26 

27 

28 

By, 

TMotm.S P~ O•JRXSN 
1'tti~•~ Stat•• Atto,:ney 
LEOII W. W'ElDMAN 
Al• i • tant united Statae AttOZ"MY 
Chief, Civil D1v1a1oa 

KlnH M. STAU'I 
~•e1ecant Uni~ed Scatee ~ttQ=ney 
Attorneye· tor Defendant 
THE UNITEI) STATES OP' N11D.?C"-

·•!I-
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PROOF OF SERVICE BY MAILING 

2 I am over the age of 18 and not a party to the within action. 

3 I am employed by the Office of United States Attorney, Central 

4 istrict of California. My business address is 300 North Los 

5 ngeles Street, Suite 7516, Los Angeles, California 90012. 

6 On October 15, 2008, I served Stipulation for Compromise 

7 Settlement and Release of Federal Tort Claims Act Claims Pursuant 

8 to 28 O.S.C. § 2677; (Proposed] Order on each person or entity 

9 amed below by enclosing a copy in an envelope addressed as shown 

10 elow and placing the envelope for collection and mailing on the 

11 the place shown below following our ordinary office 

12 ractices. I am readily familiar with the practice of this office 

13 for collection and processing correspondence for mailing. On the 

14 same day that correspondence is placed for collection and mailing, 

15 it is deposited in the ordinary course of business with the United 

16 States Postal Service in a sealed envelope with postage fully 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

Date of mailing: October 15, 2008. Place of mailing: Los 

geles, California. 

Person(s) and/or Entity(s) to Whom mailed: 

Raul G Lomas 
Raul G Lomas Law Offices 
80 South Lake Ave., Suite 823 
Pasadena, CA 91101 

I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the 

nited States of America that the foregoing is true and correct. 

I declare that I am employed in the office of a member of 

the bar of this court at whose direction the service was made. 

Executed on: October 15, 2008 at 
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1 Donn W. Christensen (SBN 196845) 
Law Office of Donn Christensen 

2 70 South Lake Avenuei Suite 810 
Pasadena{ California 9 101 

3 Tel: (626J 793-6760 

4 Raul G. Lomas (SBN l 06686) 
18 South Marengo Avenue 

5 Pasadena{ CA 9fl01 

6 
Tel: (626J 792·9666 

Attorneys for Plaintiffs 
7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

CENTRAL DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA 

12 RUBY MURJLLO, individually and as 
administratrix of the ESTATE OF 

13 MOISES MURILLO. MOISES 
MURILLO, JR. individuall2', and 

14 CATALINAHERNANDEZ, 

15 

16 

17 

individually; 

Plaintiffs, 

vs. 

18 THE UNITED STATES OF 
AMERlCA1 and DOES l -10, 

Defendants. 

CASE NO. CV06-6699 ABC (JCx) 

PLAINTIFFS' SETTLEMENT 
CONFERENCE STATEMENT 

DATE: 
TIME: 
PLACE: 

October 8, 2008 
9:30 A.M. 
Courtroom 20 
312 No. Spring Street 
Los Anger es, CA 

Magistrate Judge Jacqueline Chooljian 
19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

TO THE HONORABLE MAGISTRATE CHOOUIAN: 

PLAINTIFFS hereby submit their Settlement Conference Statement as follows: 

DATED: September 24, 200& 
25 

26 

27 

28 

R]ctM~ 
~N . ~BN 

Attorney for Plaintiffs 

- I • 
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1 Plaintiffs 

2 ESTATE OF MOISES MURILLO, 

3 RUBY MURILLO, MOISES 

4 MURILLO, JR., and CATALINA 

5 HERi'\'ANDEZ 

6 

7 Defendants 

8 United States of America 

9 

10 STATEMENT OF FACTS: 

Counsel of Record: 

Donn Christensen & Raul Lomas 

Keith Staub, United States Asst. 

Attorney 

11 On June l l 1 2004, the decedent, 69-year-old MOISES MURRILLO=was 

12 arrested, detained and booked by the Los Angeles Police Department for a charge of 

13 Driving Under the Influence of Akohol, namely Vehicle Code Section 23152(a), and 

14 then held in the Los Angeles County Jail. 

15 Moises Muri1lo, Sr, was transferred from the Los Angeles County Jail to a 

16 federal detention center on June 17, 2004 while awaiting deportation proceedings. 

17 Decedent was subsequently transferred to the Tenninal Island Detention Center under 

18 the control of defendant United States of America. 

19 On July 14, 2004, Moises Murillo, Sr. was interviewed by Kelly Nowak, 

20 Special Agent of the Bureau of Immigration and Customs Enforcement under file 

21 number A 20 016 694. 

22 On or about July 15, 2004, Mr, Murillo was transferred to the Metropolitan 

23 Detention Center, Los Angeles, California, and identified by register number 30210~ 

24 112, 

25 During the entire period of incarceration, Moises Murillo, Sr. was in need of 

26 proper medication to counter the effects of chronic hypertension (high blood 

27 pressure). While decedent was incarcerated in the custody of the U.S. Marshals and 

28 in the federal detention facilities herein before named, he was denied medical care and 

- 2-· 
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I medical attention and/or was provided inadequate medical care for his pre-existing 

2 medical condition, namely "chronic hypertension" (high blood pressure) prescribed 

3 to prevent the 69-year-old Mr. Murillo from suffering a transient ischemic attack, or 

4 TIA, due to his hypertensive condition and history of atrial fibrillation. 

5 The obligation of defendant United States to provide proper medical care by 

6 this defendant has been well established since the United States Supreme Courfs 

7 decision in Estelle v. Gamble (1976) 425 U.S. 97, (holding that ·'deliberate 

8 indifference to serious needs of prisoners constitutes the 'unnecessary and wanton 

9 infliction of pain'''). 

10 Specifically, during the entire time of Moises Murillo's detention by defendant 
11 United States of America, he received improper and inadequate medical care related 
12 to the provision and monitoring ofhis blood pressure medication, lmown as Warfarin, 

13 or generical1y as Coumadin. 
14 Mr. Murillo was taking the generic version of the drug, i.e. 1 Coumadin. 
15 

Coumadin levels are monitored by a blood test known as the INR (Internationalized 
16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

onnalized Ratio). See Exhibit One) Managing Your Warfarin (Coumadin) Therapy: 

Patient 1s Guide, (2002) New York University, attached heretoi at p. 5. This blood 

monitoring is important because Coumadin "belongs to a category of drugs lmown as 

'narrow range of effectiveness' drugs" because "there is a very narrow range where 

the drug is considered therapeutic." Id., atp. 5. For most people, including decedent 

here1 the therapeutic range requires a Cournadin blood level falling between 2.0 and 

3.0. Id,, at pp. 5-6; see also 1 Exhibit Two, Diagnostic Med.lab report on proper INR 

for Warfarin, at p. 2 of 4 (target INR for patients with history of atrial fibrillation 

between 2-3 ). 

26 
The monitoring of decedent's Coumadin levels was important because an INR 

level too low(< l .5) places a patient "at risk for blood clots/' See Exh. One) at p. 6. 
27 

28 
Altemativelyi a Coumadin level, or INR, greater than 4.5 ''places [a patient] at risk for 

- 3 -
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I bleeding." Id.) at p. 6; see a/s0 1 Exh. 2, at pp. 2-3 of 4 (noting that the patient bleeding 

2 ·sk increases from "l in 4,00011 for a patient in the target INR between 2 and 2,9 to 

3 a risk of "1 in 100" for a patient with an INR of 7 or more. Regular testing is 

4 important to avoid those dramatic risk increases because patients •1often will not feel 

5 any symptoms" of having a Coumadin level that is too high or too low. See Exh. 1, 

6 at p. 6. 

7 On September 30, 2004, A. Sinavsky, M.D., the clinical director for 

8 Metropolitan Detention Center - Los Angeles, ordered an increase in Mr. Murillo's 

9 Coumadin dosage to 5mg daily. See Exh. 31 Chronological Record of Medical Care. 

10 o record exists showing that Dr. Sinavsky's decision to increase Mr. Murillo's 

11 Coumadin dosage was ever revisited or followed up with blood testing to detennine 

12 whether Mr. Murillo 1 s Coumadin levels fell within the narrow range of effectiveness. 

13 Roughly three weeks later on October 22, 2004, Moises Murillo, Sr.was 

14 transported to White Memorial Hospital complaining of rightasided weakness. He 

l S arrived at \Vhite Memorial about 7: 15 A.M. See Ex.h. 4, ER Admission Record dated 

16 October 22, 2004, at p. 1. White Memorial Hospital ls examination determined that 

17 Mr. Murillo '1"equired hospitalization on account ofintracerebra1 hemorrhage.'' See 

18 Exh. 4, ER Admission Record dated October 22, 2004, at p. 1. Mr. Murillo was 

19 deemed "conscious, alert and . , oriented on arrival." kl., at p. 1 - Emergency RQQm 
20 Cwrse. The blood level testing revealed that Mr. Murillo "was taking Coumadin and 

21 lfilh"~:..:...::.:-..,=...:a::...=.:.~_,_." Id. (Emphasis added), Dr. Ramadas Abbey concluded that 

22 Mr. Muri11o's intracerebral bleed was "due to hypertension, Coumadin toxicity, or a 

23 combination of both." Id., at p. 2. 

24 
Mr. Murillo lapsed into a coma and passed away an Monday, October 25, 2004 

25 
when he was taken off life support by White Memorial Hospital. 

26 
27 /// 

28 /// 

.4. 
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1 DAMAGES: 

2 Plaintiffs sue the United States for damages caused by defendant's negligent 
3 provision of medical care to decedent resulting in the death of Moises Murillo, Sr., the 
4 us band and father to the other named plaintiffs. 
5 

Pursuant to 28 USC § 2674, defendant United States is liable "in the same 
6 

manner and to the same extent as a private individual under like circumstances.') 
7 

Thus, the damages law applicable to negligence actions in California apply to the 
8 

instant action. 
9 

10 The elements of the cause of action for wrongful death are the tort 

11 (negligence or other wrongful act), the resulting death, and the damages consisting 

12 of the pecuniary loss suffered by the heirs. See, e.g., 5 Witkin, Cal. Procedure (4th 

13 ed. 1997) Pleading, § 891, p. 3 50. 

14 The damages awarded to an heir in a wrongful death action '"may include ( 1) 

15 the loss of the decedent1s financial support, services, training and advice, and (2) 

16 the pecuniary value of the decedent's society and companionship--but he may not 
17 recover for such things as the grief or sorrow attendant upon the death of a loved 
18 one, or for his sad emotions, or for the sentimental value of the loss. See, Nelson, 
19 supra, at p. 793. uThe damages recoverable in [wrongful death] are expressly 
20 

limited to those not recoverable in a survival action under C.C.P. §377.34. 
21 

22 
Pursuant to CACI No. 3291, two categories of damages are recoverable by 

23 
wrongful death plaintiffs w~ economic and noneconomic. 

24 Economic damages include: 11 1. The financial support, if any, that [Moises 

25 Murillo, Sr.] would have contributed to the family during either the life expectancy 

26 that (Moises Murillo, Sr.] had before [his] death or the life expectancy of [Moises 

27 Murillo, Sr.t whichever is shorter; [P] 2. The loss of gifts or benefits that [Moises 

28 Murillo's heirs] would have expected to receive from [Moises Murillo, Sr.]; [P] 3 . 

• 5 -
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1 Funeral and burial expenses; and [P] 4. The reasonable value of household services 
2 that [Moises Murillo, Sr.] would have provided. 11 See CACI No. 3921. 
3 

4 
Noneconomic damages include: "1. The loss of [Moises Murillo, Sr.Ts love, 

companionship, comfort1 care, assistance, protection, affection, society) moral 
5 

support; [and] [P] [2, The loss of the enjoyment of sexual relations The instruction 
6 

also provides that "[i]n determining [Moises Murillo, Sr, 's heirs]' loss, do not 
7 

consider: [P] I. [heirs]' grief, sorrow, or mental anguish; [P] 2. [Moises Murillo, 
8 

9 
Sr.J's pain and suffering; or [P] 3. The poverty or wealth of [Moises Murillo, Sr. 's 

lO heirs]. 11 
(Ibid.) 

11 

12 
General Dama es for Ne li ent Death laim 

13 

14 Catalina Hernandez~ [Decedent's Wife] tort injuries 

15 

16 
uby Murillo- [Decedent's Daughter] tort injuries 

17 Moises Murillo) Jr. ~ [Decedent's Son] tort injuries 
18 
19 Subtotal: General Damages 

20 
Sgecial and Cgnl!equential Damages 

21 

22 Loss of Financial Support: $56,000.00 Present Value: 

23 

24 
Funeral Costs 

25 Subtotal: Special Damages 

26 

27 TOTAL DAMAGES: 

28 

. 6-

$100,000.00 

$50)000.00 

$50,000.00 

$200,000.00 

$48,751.37 

$8,000.00 

$56,751.37 

$256,751.37 
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1 Costs of Instant Lawsuit to date: 
2 
3 Other litigation costs: 

4 
Filing .......... , , ................... , , .................. , ... $150.00 

5 

6 Clerical ....................... , ....... , , , ................... , $175.00 

7 

8 
Postage ............... , ......... , ........ , ..... , .............. $16.30 

9 . ' Investigation costs ..................... , . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $2,112.20 

10 

11 Depositions ........................... , ......... , ......... , ... $00.00 

12 Subpoenas ..................... , .......... , ........... , , , ..... $00.00 
13 

14 Expert Consultation .................... , ..................... $1,500.00 

15 
Mediation .................. , .......... , . , ..................... $00.00 

16 

17 Total Costs (without fees) .. , ............... , .................. $3,953.50 

18 

19 
SETTLEMENTHISTORY 

20 Plaintiffs' initial filing alleged claims against White Memorial Hospital also. 
21 

22 
That matter was settled between the parties for $10,000.00 dollars based primarily 

23 on the limited responsibility of White Memorial for decedent Moises Murillo's 

24 
Coumadin toxicity and subsequent fatal brain bleed. 

25 

26 Packaged together the general and special damages result in a provable loss 

27 
of $260,704.87, including fees and costs. 

28 

. 7. 
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1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

Plaintiffs demand settlement is commensurate with the figures shown above. 

DATE: September 24, 2008 

- B -

Respectfully Submitted, 

DONN W. CHRISTENSEN 

Attorney for Plaintiffs 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
CENTRAL DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA 

RUBY MURRILLO, individually, and as 
Administratrix of the Estate of MOJSES MURlLLO; 

PLIJNTIFF(S) 

v. 

CASENUMBER 

CV-06-6699 

.. _:_ __ !_._: 
... · .. ·.~:LJ _ 

___ i~--:-

' '. l I 
····---------! 

l- . -i-;:;r--r
i- ... ~- ;i~ .. -----; -

United States Dept. of Justice Fed. Bureau of Prisons; p,--------------_..., __ _ 
~.S. Citizenship & Immigration Services, (INS)i 
~oseph Woodring, Warden of Terminal Islandi 
Metropolitan Detention Center; Michael Benov, 

• 
1 

• , /J DEFENDANT(S), 
~IA~ 

TO: THE ABOVE-NAMED DEFENDANT(S): 

SUMMONS 

YOU ARE HEREBY SUMMONED and required to tile with this court and serve upon plaintiff's attorney 
R.a.ul G. Lomas&. DoM Christensen whose address is: 

80 S. Lake Avenue, SWt, 823, Pas.den~ Ca 91101 ~ ~ ]~ L( 
2 
t 1-

an answer to the Iii complaint •. _____ amended complaint D counterclaim • cross-claim F 

which is herewith served upon you within }ii days after service of this Summons upon you, exclusive 
of the day of service. If you fail to do so, Judgement by default will be taken against you for the relief 
demanded in the complaint. 

Dated: 

(Seal of the Courl) 

CV--0111. (Ol/0\) SUMMONS 
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1 Donn Christensen, Esq. SBN 196845 
i ··:L~" OFFICES· O? DONN. CHRTSTENSEN 
2 A Professional Corporation 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

lp 
l_l 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 
I 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

70 S. Lake Avenue, Suite 810 
Pasadena, Ca. 91101 
(626) 793-6760 

Raul G. Lomas, Esq. No. 106686 
LAW OFFICES OF RAUL G. LOMAS 
80 s. Lake Avenue, Suite 823 
Pasadena, Ca. 91101 
(626) 792-9666 

Attorneys for Plaintiffs, 
Ruby Murillo, Moises Murillo, Jr., Catalina Hernandez, 
Estate of Moises Murillo, Sr. 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

FOR THE CENTRAL DISTRICT or CALIFORNIA 

RUBY MURRILLO, individually, and) 
as Administratri~ of the Estate~)·· 
of MOISES MURILLO; MOISES ) 
MURILLO, JR.; CATALINA HERNANDEZ) 

) 

Plaintiffs, ~ 
) 
) 
) 
) 

V. ) 
) 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF ) 
JUSTICE FEDEAAL BUREAU OF ) 
PRISONS; U.S. CITIZENSHIP AND ) 
IMMIGRATION SERVICES, aka ) 
IMMIGRATION AND NATURALIZATION ) 
SERVICE (INS); JOSEPH WOODRING, ) 
WARDEN OF TERMINAL ISLAND J 
PRISON; METROPOLITAN DETENTION ) 
CENTER; MICHAEL BENOV, WARDEN OF) 
THE METROPOLITAN DETENTION ) 
CENTER; WHITE MEMORIAL HOSPITAL) 

Ill 

Ill 

) 
Defendants. ) 

Vlo!~t~on ot co~8titution3l Rights ru•~~ant,.. •l-

•·/ 
If \ 

CV-06-6699 (\~BC,:_ . .. 

Case No.: 
~ . . •: , ....... ~ 

VIOLATION OF 
CONSTITUTIONAL 
RIGHTS PURSUANT TO 42 
u.s.c. 1983, 1985 & 
1988; NEGLIGENCE; 
BATTERY; INTENTIONAL 
INFLICTION OF 
EMOTIONAL DISTRESS; 
SORVIVJ\L ACTION and 
WRONGFUL DEATH 

DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL 

(. Cx) 
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9 

10 

11 

lf 
1a 
14 

15 

16 

11 

18 

19 

20 
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. COMPLAINT 
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COME NOW PLAINTIF~S, RUBY MURRILO, individually, and 

as Administratrix of the Estate of MOISES MURILLO; MOISES 

MURRILLO, JR., individually, CATALINA HERNANDEZ, 

individually, hereinafter collectively known as 

"Plaintiffsll and allege as follows: 

I 

VENUE AND JURISDICTIQH 

1. This action is brought pursuant to 42 U.S.C. 

Section 1983, and the Fourth and Fourteenth Amendments of 

the United States Constitution. Jurisdiction is founded 

on 29 U.S.C. Sections 1131 and 1343 (1), (2), (3) and (4), 

and the aforementioned statutory and Constitutional 

Provisions. 

2. Venue is proper in the Central District of 

California. The injury and death occurred in the City of 

San Pedro and City of Los Angeles, respectively, within 

the geographic jurisdiction of the present court. 

PARTIES 

3. At all times relevant hereto, Plaintiffs, RUBY 

21 MURILLO, individually, MOISES MURRILLO, JR., 

22 individually, CATALINA HERNANDEZ, individually, AND 

23 ESTATE OF MOISES MURILLO, by and through their successors 

24 in interest, RUBY MURILLO, MOISES MURILLO, JR., and 

2S CATALINA HERNANDEZ, were residents of the County of Los 

26 Angeles, California. 

27 4. Decedent, MOISES MURILLO, SR. was a resident of 
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relevant times hereto. 

5. Plaintiffs, RUBY MURILLO, individually, MOISES 

MURRILLO, JR., individually, were, and at all times 

herein mentioned in this complaint, are the natural 

children of decedent, MOISES MURILLO, SR., and at all 

times relevant hereto were residents of the County of Los 

a Angeles, California. 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

1~ 
I 

1!;. 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 
I 

26 

27 

2B 

6. Plaintiff, CATALINA HERNANDEZ, at all times 

relevant hereto, was the natural mother of RUBY MURILLO 

and MOISES MURILLO, JR, 

7. Plaintiff, CATALINA HERNANDEZ, at all times 

relevant hereto, was the lawful wife of decedent MOISES 

MURILLO, SR. 

B. Plaintiffs, RUBY MURILLO, MOISES MURILLO, JR. AND 

CATALINA HERNANDEZ, are successors in interest and heirs 

of the estate of the decedent, MOISES MURILLO, SR. This 

action for violation of the decedent's civil rights is 

brought by said plaintiff on behalf of the estate of 

MOISES MURILLO, SR. as permitted by Sections 377.30 et 

seq. of the California Code of Civil Procedure. 

Furthermore, Plaintiffs, collectively, are entitled to 

bring this wrongful death action pursuant to Code of 

Civil Procedure Section 377. 60 for the loss of love, 

companionship, comfort, affection, society,· solace, moral 

support and all other recoverable damages arising from 

the wrongful death of decedent. As to the civil rights 

V1ol~t1cn ot Con•ti~~t1cnal ~1ghts N~su~nt,., -3-
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their individual civil rights as well as for the 

violations of the decedents's rights prior to his.death. 

9. Defendant, UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS, is and at all times herein 

6 mentioned was duly organized as an agency of the 

,7 Department of Justice, in charge of federal detention 

e centers, existing under federal law. 

9 10. Defendant, UNITED STATES CITIZENSHIP AND 

10 IMMIGRATION SERVICES aka IMMIGRATION AND NATURALIZATION 

11 SERVICE, is and at all times herein mentioned was, a duly 

12 organized federal entity under the auspices of the 
1 13 

14 

15 

:t 
18 

Department of Homeland Security. 

11. Defendant, JOSEPH WOODRING, is the warden of 

TERMINAL ISLAND PRISON, duly operated and controlled by 

the Department of Justice. 

12. Defendant, the METROPOLITAN DETENTION CENTER, 

is and at all times herein mentioned was, a duly 

19 organized entity as an agency of the Department of 

1 20 Justice, in charge of federal detention centers, existing 

21 under federal law. 

22 13. Defendant, WHITE MEMORIAL MEDICAL CENTER, is 

23 and at all times herein mentioned was, a non-profit 

24 private hospital, doing business in the City of Los 

25 Angeles, County of Los Angeles, California. 
26 

21 
28 Violotlon of CQn~t,tue~onal ~~Qhts Pursuant .•. -4-
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FACTS cOMMQN '1'0. ALL CQON'l'S /CAl,lS!ii OF ACTION . . .. 
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rAs to all Defendants except White Memorial Hospital) 
14. on June 11, 2004, the decedent, MOISES 

MURRILLO, (hereinafter referred to as ''decedent") was 

arrested, detained and booked by the Los Angeles Police 

Department for a charge of Driving Under the Influence of 

Alcohol, namely Vehicle Code Section 23152(a), and then 

held in the Los Angeles County ·Jail. 

15. Decedent was, on.June 17, 2004 transferred from 

the Los Angeles County Jail to a federal detention center 

while awaiting deportation proceedings. Plaintiffs, on 

information and belief, believe that decedent was 

transferred to Terminal Island Detention Center. 

16. On July 14, 2004, decedent was interviewed by 

Kelly Nowak, Special Agent of the Bureau of Immigration 

and Customs Enforceme'nt under file number A 20 016 694. 

17. on or about July 15, 2004, depedent was 

transferred to the Metropolitan Detention Center, Los 

Angeles, California, and identified by register number 

3 0210-112. 

18. During the entire period of incarceration, 

decedent was in nee~ of proper medication to counter the 

effects of chronic hypertension (high blood pressure). 

While decedent was incarcerated in the custody of the 

U.S. Marshals and in the federal de tent ion facilities 

hereinbefore named, he was denied medical care and 

medical attention and/or was provided inadequate medical 

Vi0l~t10n cf con~tltutitnal ~1ght~ Putauent... -s-
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·1 23 

24 

I 25 

26 

27 

28 

care for his pre-ex.i,sting me_dis:a)_ _c;:.9.r1_dJ t.ior.t, .... namely 

"chronic hypertension" (high blood pressure). 

19. All defendants were aware of decedent's medical 

condition while in custody of federal authorities and 

were further aware of the seriousness of decedent's 

medical condition and of the associated need of decedent 

to be provided all necessary medication prescribed by 

decedent's treating physicians to prevent decedent's 

hypertension and of the possible consequences of failing 

to provide adequate medical care. 

20. Furthermore, when decedent began to complain of 

right sided weakness, pain and disc om£ ort, defendants, 

and all of them, failed to respond and provide medical 

assistance in a timely fashion. 

21. As a direct result of defendants' failure to 

provide adequate medication as needed and their failure 

to provide medical assistance in a timely fashion, MOISES 

MURILLO, suffered an intracerebral hemorrhage. 

22. As a result of the failure to provide proper 

medical care and attention, decedent, was taken to WHITE 

MEMORIAL HOSPITAL on October 22, 2004 and admitted into 

the intensive care unit. A CT Scan of the brain showed 

that in fact decedent had suffered continued bleeding in 

the brain. MOISES MURRILLO's condition worsened, 

ultimately Mr. Murillo lost consciousness, and required 

intubation and his breathing was supported by a 

ventilator. 
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23. At this juncture, MOISES _M~Q.BRI.LLO. :das_ ... in 
-•-••- ..,~--• ••••---~ .. -~--• -- • _ r , -- -•• • -••-•- • •r~~ 

critical condition and required substantial life support 

for his continued well-being and care. 

FACTS COMMON TO WHITE MEMORIAL HOSPITAL ONLY 
24. Plaintiffs collectively allege and incorporate 

by reference all factual contents of paragraphs 22 and 

23, and hereby incorporates them herein as though set 

forth at length in their entirety. 

25. On October 25, 2004, namely 3 days after being 

placed on a. ventilator, WHITE MEMORIAL HOSPITAL and its 

employees, agents, directors, physicians, nurses and 

medical staff, decided to unilaterally remove all life 

support systems in place· without notifying the wife or 

children of MOISES MUR!LLO' s condition and of their 

unilateral decision to terminate his life. They further 

failed to obtain the necessary consent from plaintiffs, 

including decedent, either individually or collectively 

prior to WHITE MEMORIAL' S decision to remove MOISES 

MURILLO from life support system. 

26. Plaintiffs were not afforded an opportunity to 

obtain a second opinion from other physicians prior to 

the termination .of MOISES MURRILLO'S life because 

plaintiffs, either individually or collectively were not 

notified of WHITE MEMORIAL'S decision to terminate MOISES 

MURILLO'S life. Plaintiffs were not afforded an 

opportunity to respectfully say their ~good-byesH if in 

fact that was necessary. Defendant WHITE MEMORIAL's non-

Vicl&tic~ al Canstltutia~al R19ht~ fursuant, •• -1-
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consensual removal of necessary ).i_fe .~µpport sy.sterns ... w.a.s 

done out of the defendant's desire to keep down the costs 

of care provided to decedent based on their perception of 

decedent's ability to pay and based on his immutable 

racial characteristics, and ultimately caused the death 

of MOISES MURILLO, SR. by means of these actions which 

constituted a battery and violation of decedent's civil 

rights. 

FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION 
VIOLATIONS OF CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHTS FOR DELIBERATE 

INDIFFERENCE IN PROVIDING MEDICAL CAM BJ ALL 

PLAINTIFFS AGAINST ALL DEFENDANTS EXCEPT WHITE ME;MORIAI! 
HOSPITAL 

27. Plaintiffs collectively allege and incorporate 

by reference all factual contents of paragraphs 1 through 

26, and hereby incorporates them herein as though set 

forth at length in their entirety. 

28. Plaintiffs' individual civil rights, as 

guaranteed by the 4th
, 5 th and 14 th Amendment fo the United 

States Constitution and Congress, were infringed upon by 

the defendants named in the caption of this cause of 

action. This cause of action arises under Title 42, 

United States Code, Sections 1983, 1985, and 1988, 

wherein plaintiffs' collectively and individually as the 

wife and children of the deceased MOISES MURILLO, seek to 

redress a deprivation under color of law of a right, 

privilege or immunity secured to them by the 4-ch, s~h and 

V1olat1cn o{ Conot1tutional ~1gnt, P~csuant,,. ·8· 
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23 
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14 th Amendments to the_ United States Co~sti tution and 

under the law and Constitution of the State of 

California. 

29. The jurisdiction of this court is invoked under 

28 U.S.C. Section 1943.(4). 

30. At all times mentioned herein, the above named 

defendant, JOSEPH WOODRING, was the warden of TERMINAL 

ISLAN'D PRISON and was duly appointed, qualified and 

acting as jailer and was responsible for providing 

adequate medical care for any and all persons under his 

custodial control. At all times mentioned herein, each 

said defendant was actin~ within the course and scope of 

such employment under color of law. 

31. The true names of defendants, DOES 1 through 

10, inclusive, is now unknown to plaintiffs who therefore 

sues said defendants by such fictitious names, ~ut upon 

ascertaining the true identity of each DOE defendant, 

plaintiffs' will substitute same, or seek leave to do so, 

in lieu of such fictitious name. 

32. Plaintiffs' are informed and believe, and based 

thereon ·allege that each said named and unnamed 

defendants are in some way responsible for the injuries 

plaintiffs have complained herein. 

33. At all times herein, TERMINAL ISLAND PRISON, 

was and is, a duly organized federal agency of the 

Department of Justice, in charge of federal detention 

centers, existing under federal law including TERMINAL 

V1olatlon ot Co~stituclonal Rights Pu.suant... -9-
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ISLAND PRISON. 
34. All times mentioned herein, the above captioned 

, 3 defendant, MICHAEL BENOV, the warden of METROPOLITAN 

4 DETENTION CENTER was duly appointed, qualified and acting 

s as jail or and was responsible for providing adequate 

6 medical care for any and all persons under his custodial 
I 

7 control. At all times mentioned herein, each said 

8 defendant was acting within the course and scope of_such 

9 employment under color of law. 

10 35. At all times herein, METROPOLITAN DETENTION 

11 CENTER, was and is, a duly organized federal agency of 

12 the Department of Justice, in charge of federal detention 

13 centers, existing under federal law including the 

14 METROPOLITAN DETENTION CENTER. 

15 36. The defendants referred to in paragraphs 30 

16 through 35 had authority to act, and were in fact acting 

17 

1s! 

19 

~o 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

within the scope and course of the UNITED STATES 

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS and 

within the scope and course of the UNITED STATES 

CITIZENSHIP AND IMMIGRATION SERVICES. 

37. At all times mentioned herein, defendants were 

each acting as .the employee, agent and representative of 

every other defendant herein, and within the course and 

scope of such employment and agency. 

38. The acts, omissions and events herein described 

and complained of resulted in the hos pi tali za tion of 

MOISES MURILLO on October 22, 2004 and his ultimate death 

Viol~tlon ot Con,tiCutienal ~l9hto fut•uant... -lo-
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1 on October 25, 2004. 

2 39. Prior to said date, time and place 

3 aforementioned, defendants, JOSEPH WOODRING, WARDEN OF 

4 METRO POL I TAN DE TENT I ON CENTER, TERMINAL IS LAND PRISON, 

5 MICHAEL BENOV, METROPOLITAN DETENTION CENTER, UNITED 

STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE FEDEFAL BUREAU OF PRISONS, 

UNITED STATES CITIZENSHIP AND NATURALIZATION SERVICE, 

~ DOES 1 through 10, inclusive, and each of them, deprived 

9 plaintiffs' of the due process of law, in violation of 

10 the 4t\ 5th and 14 th Amendments to the United States 

, 11 Constitution, in that, each defendant knowingly and 

12 ,willfully ratified, approved or condoned the following 

13 conduct: 

14 

15 

16 

i :1 
I 19 

I 20 
21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

(a) Failed to provide or provided in a sporadic 

fashion or on an occasional basis, properly 

prescribed medication for chronic hypertension 

with the intended goal of denying MOISES MURILLO 

of his Constitutional Rights under the 4th , 5 th 

and 14 th Amendments of the United · States 

Constitution. 

{b} Failed to respond and provide medical care and 

attention in a timely fashion which contributed 

to complications and exacerbations associated 

with the i tracerebral hemorrhage suffered by 

decedent. 

(cl Refused and failed to make reasonable efforts to 

contact MOISES MURILLO'S family. 

21 v,c,,,,,, ,! ''"'''''''""'' '''"'' '"''''"'··· 
-ll-
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. L~- 1 (d) Failed to and .ref~.~~d _to __ PE.?..P..~~1¥ an_d .. ~~e~9!:ely 

assess MOISES MURILLO'S physical and mental 

condition. 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 
I 

' 9 

(e) Failed and refused to monitor and record MOISES 

MURILLO'S medical condition and report 

meaningful changes to other physicians. 

(f} Refused to properly train and supervise 

employees, both professional and non-

professional. 

1~ 40. As a proximate result of the aforementioned 

11 intentional, reckless and planned acts of defendants and 

12 each of them, MOISES MURILLO suffered a slow, painful 

13 death. Furthermore, as a proximate result of defendants' 

14 conduct as stated above, MOISES MURILLO was caused to 

15 suffer severe pain and suffering from personal injuries, 

16 including but not limited to severe emotional distress, 

17 aggravation of his medical condition, and other serious 

18 
I 

19 

2b 
21 

I 
22 

medical conditions caused or aggravated by the failure to 

provide medical care and monitoring, as mentioned in the 

facts. common to these defendants. 

41. As a proximate result of defendants acts of 

deliberate indifference to MOISES MURILLO'S serious 

23 medical needs, including chronic hypertension, and in not 

24 providing MOISES MURILLO with medical care, MOISES 

25 MURILLO, sustained great physical and mental pain, and 

26 shock to his nervous system prior to his death. 

27 Plaintiffs' contend that said conduct violated MOISES 

28 Violation ~t Con:c1cuc10nal IUghte Pursuant ..• -11-
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MURILLO'S Constitutional Rights. Plaintiff, RUBY MURILLO, 

as Administratrix of the Estate of MOISES MURILLO, claims 

general damages on behalf of MOISES MURILLO from 

defendants' in the sum of$ 10,000,000.00. 

42. By reason of the aforementioned acts and 

omissions of defendant's and each of them, plaintiffs 

were caused to incur funeral and related burial expenses 

in an amount as provided at trial. 

43. By reason of the aforementioned acts and 

omissions of defendant's and each of them, plaintiffs 

have suffered loss of love, affection, consortium and 

future support, in an amount uncertain at this time but 

subject to proof at trial. 

4.4. The aforementioned acts of all of the named 

individual defendants, DOES 1 through 10, and each of 

them, (except White Memorial Hospital) was done by each 

individual defendant knowingly, intentionally, and 

maliciously for the purpose of inflicting injury upon 

MOISES MURILLO and in reckless disregard of MOISES 

MURILLO'S safety, security or medical requirements and 

civil rights, and by reason thereof, plaintiffs claim 

exemplary and punitive damages, from each individual 

defendant (except White Memorial Hospital) in the sum of 

$10,000,000.00. 

4.5. By reason of the aforementioned acts of 

defendants and each of them, plaintiffs were required to 

and did retain an attorney to institute and prosecute the 

Viola t1 on o t Con• c Hu clonal lllqllts Pun uant. , . • 13• 
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plaintiffs, so t~at they may vindicate the . losses and 

, 3 impairments of their constitutional rights; and by reason 
.I 

4 thereof, plaintiffs each individually in their own 

5 capacity request payment by defendant's of a reasonable 

6 sum as and for attorneys fees pursuant to Title 42 U.S.C. 

7 Section 1988. 

8 SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION 

9 NEGLIGENCE BY ALL PLAINTIFFS AGAINST ALL DEFENDANTS 

i 10 EXCEPT WHITE MEMORIAL HOSPITAL 

46. Plaintiffs collectively allege and incorporate 11 
1~ by reference all factual contents of paragraphs 1 through 

· 13 4 5, and hereby incorporates them herein as though set 

14 forth at length in their entirety. 

15 47. At all times alleged, Defendants', and each of 

16 them, acted negligently and recklessly concerning the 

li manner in which MOISES MURILLO was treated by the 

18 defendants, and each of them, while he was within the 

19 custody and control of the federal bureau of prisons, 

20 more specifically while in the custody or control of the 

21 TERMINAL ISLAND PRISON and the METROPOLITAN DETENTION 

CENTER. In particular, and 

generality of the foregoing, 

24 them, failed to: 

without limiting the 

defendants, and each of 

2r (al properly and adequately assess MOISES MURILLO'S 

26 physical and mental status; 

I 27 (b) respond and provide medical care and attention 

28 Violation of Con,c1cucional Riqhta Pu~~~anc.,. 
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in __ a ___ tirne;J.y fashion which contributed to 

complications and exacerbations associated with 

the intracerebral hemorrhage suffered by 

decedent. 

(c) make reasonable efforts to contact MOISES 

MURILLO'S family. 

(d) properly and adequately assess MOISES MURILLO'S 

physical and mental condition. 

(e) properly train and supervise employees, both 

professional and non-professional. 

(fl ensure that adequate numbers of employees with 

appropriate education and training were 

available to meet the medical needs of, and 

protect the rights of MOISES MURILLO. 

48. As a direct and proximate result of defendants' 

conduct as alleged hereinbefore, and other uncovered 

negligent conduct, while MOISES MURILLO, was in the 

custody, care and control of the defendants, the Federal 

Bureau of Prisons, and each of them, he was caused to 

suffer severe pain and suffering -from the failure to 

provide adequate medical care or to provide adequate 

medical care on a timely basis. 

THIRD CAUSE OF ACTION 
FOR BATTERY AGAINST WBITE MEMORIAL MEDICAL CENTER 

49. Plaintiffs collectively allege and 

incorporate by reference all factual contents of 

paragraphs 1 through 4 8, and hereby incorporates them 

V1olat1on cf c~n,t1tut1onal 1Ught9 Pursuant,.. -lS-
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_herein_ as th_ough -~_et f ort9 __ .§._t: .. _leng_ih in .J:h~J_; ___ ~D.ti;:::.et.y ... 

50. This cause of action is not subject to 

California Civil Code Section 3333.2 as it involves an 

intentional tort and does not involve "professional 

negligence" or a negligent act or omission to act by a 

health care provider in the rendering of professional 

services. 

5:1. Defendants, WHITE MEMORIAL MEDICAL CENTER, and 

DOES 1 through 10, inclusive, and each of them, through 

their employees, agents and physicians, on Friday, 

October 22, 2004, at about approximately 7:15 a.m. 

received a patient named MOISES MURILLO, at their 

hospital suffering from right sided weakness in the lower 

extremity. At the time he arrived at said hospital Mr. 

Murillo was conscious and alert. 
I 

52. Decedent, MOISES MORILLO, was admitted into the 

intensive care unit of said hospital after being 

diagnosed with intracerebral hemorrhage. 

53. After he lost consciousness and was not 

responsive to light, pain or eye movement, he was 

intubated for respiratory distress. 

54. Physicians at said hospital deemed Mr. 

Murillo's medical condition as serious and put him on . 

life support machinery. 

55. Three days later, early on Monday, October 25, 

2004, the physicians at WHITE MEMORIAL MEDICAL CENTER 

decided unilaterally to terminate life support for Mr. 

Violation of Con,titutional ~1g~ta ~urgunnt... -lf-
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Murillo without his consent, without the benefit of an 

existing Do Not Resuscitate Order, and without discussing 

3 the matter with decedent's wife, or children. 

4 56. Plaintiffs' either individually or collectively, 

J were not notified either by telephone or letter of their 

·husband/fathers medical condition despite the fact that 

they resided in Los Angeles County at the time and the 7 

a Metropolitan Detention Service knew of their address and 

9 telephone number. 

10 57. No efforts were made to locate any of the 

11 plaintiffs prior to removing Mr. Murillo from life 

12 support machinery and Mr. Murillo died without the family 

13 knowing either where he was or what his present medical 

14 condition was, and were denied the opportunity to have 

15 defendant White Memorial' s diagnosis and decision 

:r 
18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

2r 

reviewed or confirmed. 

58. Defendants and each of them, terminated Mr. 

Murillo's life without the consent of Mr. Murillo or his 

immediate family members who are the plaintiffs in this 

case. This conduct was done in order to save WHITE 

MEMORIAL MEDICAL ·cENTER money it would have to spend in 

maintpining a ijispanic prisoner without insurance 

benefits on life support until his family was notified 

and could reach a decision about the medical care of 

their husband, and father. 

59. In fact their conduct was so abhorrent, that 

WHITE MEMORIAL HOSPITAL refused to report decedents death 
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3 60. The aforementioned acts of all of the named 

4 individual defendants, DOES 1 through 10, and each of 

s them, was done by each individual defendant knowingly, 

6 intentionally, and maliciously. Plaintiffs claim l exemplary and punitive damages, from WHITE MEMORIAL 

a HOSPITAL in the sum of $10,000,000.00. 

9 FQTJRTH CAUSE or ACTION 
I 

10 INTENTIONAL INFLICTION OF EMOTIONAL DISTRESS 

11 61. Plaintiffs collectively allege and incorporate 

12 by reference all factual contents of paragraphs 1 through 

13 6 O, and hereby incorporates them herein as though set 

14 forth at length in their entirety. 

15 62. The acts of defendants, WHITE MEMORIAL MEDICAL 

16 "CENTER, and DOES 1 through 10, inclusive, and each of 

17 them, in failing to contact family. members of decedent 

lf MOISES MURILLO, prior to unilaterally removing life 

lf support system from decedent, constitute a negligent 

20 infliction of emotional distress on plaintiffs by 

21 defendants and each of them. 

22 63. WHITE MEMORIAL MEDICAL CENTER'S outrageous acts 

23 and omissions detailed above amounted to intentional 
I 

24 torts and do not constitute "professional negligence" 

25 under Civil Code 3333.2. 

26 64. As a further act of 1'covering up" their 

27 conduct, defendant, WHITE MEMORIAL MEDICAL CENTER, failed 

2 8 Vioh.tian ot cen~tituuonal l\1qnts Pursuant... -J.~-
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defendants, and each of them, economic, non-economic, 

actual and compensatory damages, including, but not 

limited to his necessary medical and related expenses, 

past, ·present and future lost earnings, loss of future 

earning capacity, as well as mental, emotional and 

physical pain and suffering, in an amount presently 

unknown. 
WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs, pray for judgement against all 

defendants, and each of them, as follows: 

1. For general damages according to proof; 

2. For special damages according to proof; 

3. Exemplary damages, but only against each of the 

individual defendants, in the amount of 

$10,000,000.00 as to each, or an amount 

sufficient to deter and to make an example of 

those defendants; 

4. Reasonable attorneys fees and expenses of 

litigation, including those fees permitted by 42 

U.S.C. Section 1988; 
I ~- For costs incurred herein; and for such further 

relief as the Court may deem just and proper. 

V1~lation o~ Con&tltution~l ~i~~ts Pu~sunnt .•• -19· 
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THOMAS P. O'BRIEN 
United States Attorney 

2 LEON W. WEIDMAN 
Assistant United States Attorney 

3 Chief, Civil Division 
KEITH M. STAUB 

4 Assistant United States Attorney 
California Bar Number 137909 

5 Federal Building, Suite 7516 
300 North Los Angeles Street 

6 Los Angeles, California 90012 
Telephone: (213) 894-7423 

7 Facsimile: (213) 894-7819 
email: Keith.Staub@usdoj.gov 

8 

9 

10 

I 1 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

Attorneys for Defendant United States 
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25 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

FOR THE CENTRAL DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA 

WESTERN DIVISION 

RUBY MURRILLO et al. 

Plaintiff, 

v. 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

Defendant 

No. CV 06-6699 ABC (JCx) 

ORDER RE RECEIPT AND FULL 
SATISFACTION AND STIPULATION 
TO DISMISS WITH PREJUDICE 

The court accepts the parties' RECEIPT AND FULL 

SATISFACTION AND STIPULATION TO DISMISS WITH PREJUDICE. This case 

is dismissed in its entirety with prejudice, with all parties to 

bear their own costs and fees. 

IT IS SO ORDERED. 

Dated: January 12, 2009 

murrillo. wpd 

HON. AUDREY B. COLLINS 
UNITED STATES DISTRICT JUDGE 
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EDWARD H. KUBO JR. (2499) 
United States Attorney 
District of Hawaii 

DERRICK K. WATSON (Cal. Bar No. 154427) 
Assistant U.S. Attorney 
Room 6-100, PJKK Federal Bldg. 
300 Ala Moana Boulevard 
Honolulu, 1-Iawaii 96850 
Telephone: (808) 541-2850 
Facsimile: (808) 541-3752 
E-mail: derrick. watson@usdoj.gov 

Attorneys for Defendant 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

UNJTED STATES DlSTRJCT COURT 

DISTRICT OF HA WAH 

AL VIN NISHIMURA, as Personal ) 
Representative of the Estate of Prince ) 
Tarpley, ) 

) 
Plaintiff: ) 

) 
vs. ) 

) 
UNITED STATES OF AMERJCA, ) 

) 
Defendant. ) 

_________ ) 

CIVIL NO. 06-00665 DAE BMK 

STIPULATION AND ORDER RE: 
DISMISSAL WITH PREJUDICE 

Pursuant to Fed.R.Civ.P. 41(a)(l), and consistent with Paragraph 8 of the 

parties1 November 2007 Stipulation for Compromise Settlement and Release of 
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Federal Tort Claims Act Claims Pursuant to 28 U.S.C. §2677, IT IS HEREBY 

STIPULATED by and between the parties hereto, through their respective counsel, 

that this matter and all claims asserted herein, be dismissed with prejudice as to 

Defendant United States of America, al1 parties to bear their own fees and costs. 

DA TED: January 31, 2008, at Honolulu, Hawaii. 

By: 

DATED: January 31, 2008, at Honolulu, Hawaii. 

By: 

DATED: 1-Ionolulu, Hawaii, February I, 2008. 

BOWARD 1-1. KUBO, JR. 
United States Attorney 
District of Hawaii 

Isl Derrick K. Watson 

DERRICK K. WATSON 
Assistant lJ .S. Attorney 

Attorneys for Defendant 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

Isl John Rapp 

JOHN RAPP 
Attorney for Plaintiffs 

Alvin Nishimura vs. United States of America, Civil No. 06-00665 DAE-BMK; STIPULATION 
AND ORDER RE: DISMISSAL WITH PREJUDICE 

2 



JOHN RAPP #1164 
810 Richards Street, Suite 810 
Honolulu, Hawaii 96813 
Telephone: (808) 428-5363 

Fax: (808) 521-2870 
Email: johnjrapp;a,)mnail.com 

MYLES S. BRElNER #4364 
345 Queen Street, Suite 200 
Honolulu, Hawaii 96813 
Telephone: (808) 526-3426 

Fax: (808) 566-0347 
Email: mbreiner@hawaii.rr.com 

Attorneys for Plaintiff 
PRINCE TARPLEY 

IN THE UNITED ST ATES DISTRICT COURT 

PRINCE TARPLEY, 

Plaintiff, 

vs. 

DISTRICT OF HAW AU 

> c1v1L No. e- v o6 o o 6,ti S: 
) (Complaint; Summons) 
) 
) COMPLAINT; SUMMONS 
) 
) 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, ) 
) 

Defendant. ) 
) 

COMPLAINT 

PRINCE TAPRLEY, for a claim for relief against Defendant UNITED 

STATES OF AMERICA, alleges: 

1. Plaintiff is a citizen and resident of the State ofl-Iawaii who is presently 

in the custody of Defendant United States of America. 

BMK 



2. Defendant and its Bureau of Prisons, in 2005 and continuing through the 

present, incarcerated Plaintiff, including at the Federal Detention Center in Honolulu 

in 2005 and early 2006. 

3. This Court has jurisdiction over this matter pursuant to 28 USC § 

1346(b)(l), in that this is an action against the United States for personal injury 

caused by the negligent act of an employee of the government while acting within the 

scope of his employment. 

4. Plaintiff duly complied with the provisions of the Federal Court Claims 

Act by submitting a c1aim. 

5. On or about October 30, 2006, Plaintiffs claim was denied. 

6. The claim for relief alleged herein arose in the District of Hawaii. 

7. Defendant owed a duty to Plaintiff to provide reasonable medical care. 

8. Prior to receiving a colonoscopy in early May, 2006, Prince Tarpley had 

been complaining to employees of Defendant about rectal bleeding and had been 

seeking medical attention. 

9. Prince Tarpley had an initial episode of bleeding when he was playing 

ball, and, shortly thereafter, sought medical attention from Defendant's employees. 

10. Thereafter, he made recurring requests for medical attention. 

11. The medical staff at the facility failed to take Prince Tarpley's concerns 

seriously. 

12. The staff claimed that he simply had hemorrhoids. 

- 2 -



13. Tarpley indicated that something was definitely wrong and different. 

14. Tarpley informed the staff that it felt like he had a big rock inside him. 

15. The staff suggested that Tarpley was simply trying to get pain 

medication. 

16. Defendant's employees, including the U.S. Marshals, negligently caused 

delays in the provision of appropriate diagnostic care to Plaintiff. 

17. In May, 2006, a colonoscopy finally was done and Tarpley was informed 

that he had an advanced cancer. 

18. The doctor asked Tarpley why he had waited so long to come in. 

19. As a legal cause of Defendant's negligence, Tarpley has had pain and 

other difficulties. 

20. Before late 2005, Tarpley had been in reasonably good health. 

21. Defendant and its employees were negligent in that they failed to 

diagnose, to address, and to treat Plaintiffs colon cancer in a timely fashion. 

22. As a result of Defendant's negligence, Plaintiff has suffered pain, his 

chances of survival are lessened, his cancer has spread, Plaintiff did not receive the 

benefit of appropriate treatment modalities in a timely fashion, and Plaintiff has 

suffered general and special damages, including lost future income and loss of 

enjoyment of life, in such amounts as shall be shown. 

- 3 -



WHEREFORE, Plaintiff prays for judgment against Defendant in such 

amounts as shall be sho\V!l at trial, together with interest, costs, atton1ey's fees, and 

such other relief as the Court deems just and proper in the circumstances. 

DATED: Honolulu, Hawaii, 

JOHNRXPP 
MYLES S. BREINER 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 

- 4 -



IN THE UNlTED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

DISTRJCT OF HA WAH 

PRINCE TARPLEY, ) CIVIL NO. 
) (Complaint; Summons) 

Plaintiff, ) 
) SUMMONS 

vs. ) 
) 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, ) 
) 

Defendant. ) 
) 

SUMMONS TO ANSWER COMPLAINT 

TO DEFENDANT(S): 

YOU ARE HEREBY SUMMONED and required to serve on Plaintiffs' 

attorneys, John Rapp, 810 Richards Street, Suite 810, Honolulu, Hawaii 96813, and 

Myles S. Breiner, 345 Queen Street, Suite 200, Honolulu, Hawaii 96813, an answer 
( . ,· L. ,,._;,, rl:> 'T 
.J !"- f'j IO..,· i).t l 

to the Complaint which is served on you with this summons, within tw1:mey f.)Q-} days 

after service of this summons upon you, exclusive of the day of service. If you fail to 

do so, judgment by default will be taken against you for the relief demanded in the 

Complaint. Any Answer that you serve on the parties to this action must be filed 

with the Clerk for this Court within a reasonable period of time after service. 

QFC ~ ; 6 
DATED: Honolulu, Hawaii, ~ .. ? "' , 2006. -------~ 

CLERK OF THE ABOVE-ENTITLED COURT 

- 5 -
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EDWARD H. KUBO JR. (2499) 
United States Attorney 
District of Hawaii 

DERRICK K. WATSON (Cal. Bar No. 154427) 
Assistant U.S. Attorney 
Room 6-100, PJKK Federal Bldg. 
300 Ala Moana Boulevard 
Honolulu, Hawaii 96850 
Telephone: (808) 541-2850 
Facsimile: (808) 541-3752 
E-mai I: deITick. watson@usdoj.gov 

Attorneys for Defendant 
UNITED ST A TES OF AMERICA 

UNITED ST ATES DISTRICT COURT 

DISTRICT OF HAW All 

AL VIN NISHIMURA, as Personal ) 
Representative of the Estate of Prince ) 
Tarpley, ) 

) 
Plaintiff, ) 

) 
vs. ) 

) 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, ) 

) 
Defendant. ) 

_________ ) 

CIVIL NO. 06-00665 DAE BMK 

STIPULATION AND ORDER RE: 
DISMISSAL WITH PREJUDICE 

Pursuant to Fed.R.Civ.P. 41 (a)(l ), and consistent with Paragraph 8 of the 

parties' November 2007 Stipulation for Compromise Settlement and Release of 
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Federal Tort Claims Act Claims Pursuant to 28 U.S.C. §2677, IT IS HEREBY 

STIPULATED by and between the parties hereto, through their respective counsel, 

that this matter and all claims asserted herein, be dismissed with prejudice as to 

Defendant United States of America, all parties to bear their own fees and costs. 

DA TED: January 31, 2008, at Honolulu, Hawaii. 

By: 

DATED: January 31, 2008, at Honolulu, Hawaii. 

By: 

DATED: Honolulu, Hawaii, February 1, 2008. 

EDWARD H. KUBO, JR. 
United States Attorney 
District of Hawaii 

Isl Derrick K. Watson 

DERRICK K. WATSON 
Assistant U.S. Attorney 

Attorneys for Defendant 
UNITED ST A TES OF AMERICA 

Isl John Rapp 

JOHN RAPP 
Attorney for Plaintiffs 

Alvin Nishimura vs. United States of America, Civil No. 06-00665 DAE-BMK; STIPULATION 
AND ORDER RE: DISMISSAL WITH PREJUDICE 
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"~17 ,' 

ti' ' 

ORIGINAL 
DAVID J. GJERLACH 
500 Ala Moana Boulevard 
Suite 330, 5 Waterfront Plaza 
Honolulu, Hawaii 96813 
Telephone: (808) 523-1332 
Fax: (808) 526-2275 

5041 

Email: gierlach33@aol.com 

Attorney for Plaintiff 

i:iidi'G:. 1i0 ll:,Z 
;Jii!fED _:·~- C:fJjtlf 

IN THE UNITED ST A TES DISTRICT COURT 

FOR Tl-IE DISTRICT OF HAWAII 

MARIA ZEPEDA, ) CIVIL NO. c-G \f O 6 0 0 6 7 6- HG KSC 

Plaintiff, 

vs. 

THE UNITED ST A TES OF 
AMERICA; UNITED STATES 
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE, 
FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS; 
MICHAEL LACSON AND DOE 
DEFENDANTS 1 THROUGH 10, 

Defendants. 

) 
) COMPLAINT 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) _____________ ) 

COMPLAINT 

-------

Plaintiff Maria Zepeda for her Complaint against Defendants United States 

of America, United States Department of Justice, Federal Bureau of Prisons, 



Michael Lacson and Doe Defendants 1 through 10, alleges and avers as follows. 

1. Plaintiff Maria Zepeda was at all times relevant, a resident of the 

State of Hawaii. 

2. Defendant United States of America is a sovereign that has waived 

its immunity for certain claims, including the claims set forth herein and is liable 

for the acts of its employees and servants. 

3. Defendant United States Department of Justice, Federal Bureau of 

Prisons is an agency of the United States Government which has waived any 

immunity from suit regarding cases such as the one herein. 

4. Defendant Michael Lacson was at all times relevant, a resident of 

Hawaii and was employed by the United States Government and the United States 

Department of Justice, Federal Bureau of Prisons. 

5. Plaintiff is ignorant of the true names and capacities of Defendants 

sued herein as Doe Defendants and therefore sue said Defendants by such 

fictitious names. Plaintiff will amend her Complaint to allege their true names and 

thereon allege that each of the fictitiously named Defendants are responsible in 

some manner for the occurrences herein alleged, and that Plaintiffs damages, as 

herein alleged, were proximately caused by their conduct Plaintiff has made good 

faith and diligent efforts to identify said Defendants, including interviewing 
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individuals with knowledge of the claims herein. Plaintiff is informed and 

believes and therefore alleges that at all times herein mentioned, Defendants, and 

each of them, were the agents, servants and employees of each of the other 

Defendants herein, and were acting with the permission and consent and within 

the course and scope of said agency and employment. 

6. Commencing in mid-2003 and concluding on July 2, 2004, 

Defendant Michael Lacson ("Lacson"), acting within the course and scope of his 

employment for the United States of America and the United States Department of 

Justice, Federal Bureau of Prisons, sexually assaulted the Plaintiff on numerous 

occasrnns. 

7. At all times relevant, Plaintiff was an inmate at the Federal 

Detention Center in Honolulu, Hawaii and Lacson was a prison guard or other 

type of prison employee. 

8. Plaintiff could not consent to the aforesaid sexual assaults. 

9. At all times relevant, Defendants United States of America and the 

Federal Bureau of Prisons knew or should have known of the aforesaid sexual 

assaults yet failed to take any remedial steps to stop said assaults or to protect the 

Plaintiff. 

1 0. A demand pursuant to the Federal Tort Claims Act was issued to 

3 



the United States Department of Justice and to the United States Federal Bureau of 

Prisons. Both demands were received by the aforesaid federal agencies on June 

26, 2006. 

11. The requisite time for the federal agencies to respond to the 

demand pursuant to the Federal Tort Claims Act has expired and Plaintiff is 

entitled to bring her claim in court. Jurisdiction and venue are proper in this 

forum. 

COUNTI 

12. Plaintiff realleges and incorporates by reference ~,r 1 through 11 as 

if said paragraphs were fully set forth herein. 

13. Plaintiffs civil rights were violated by the conduct of the 

Defendant Lacson who acted within the course and scope of his authority as an 

employee of Defendant United States of America and the Federal Bureau of 

Prisons and as a direct and proximate result, Plaintiff has sustained substantial 

general and special damages in an amount to be proved at trial. 

COUNT II 

14. Plaintiff realleges and incorporates by reference ,r,r 1 through 13 as 

if said paragraphs were fully set forth herein. 
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15. Defendants the United States and the Federal Bureau of Prisons 

negligently supervised Defendant Lacson and as a direct and proximate result, 

Plaintiff has sustained substantial general and special damages in an amount to be 

proved at trial. 

COUNT III 

16. Plaintiff realleges and incorporates by reference,, 1 through 15 as 

if said paragraphs were fully set forth herein. 

17. Defendant United States and the Federal Bureau of Prisons 

negligently hired and/or retained Defendant Lacson and as a direct and proximate 

result, Plaintiff has sustained substantial general and special damages in an 

amount to be proved at trial. 

COUNT IV 

18. Plaintiff realleges and incorporates by reference,, 1 through 17 as 

if said paragraphs were fully set forth herein. 

19. Defendant Lacson intentionally made offensive physical contact 

on Plaintiffs person without her consent and as a direct and proximate result of 

said battery, Plaintiff has substantial general and special damages in an amount to 

be proved at trial. 
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COUNTY 

20. Plaintiffrealleges and incorporates by reference ,,r I through 19as 

if said paragraphs were fully set forth herein. 

21. Defendant Lacson threatened Plaintiff to engage in an imminent 

battery without Plaintiffs consent and as a direct and proximate result of said 

assault, Plaintiff has sustained substantial general and special damages in an 

amount to be proved at trial. 

COUNT VI 

22. Plaintiff realleges and incorporates by reference ,r,r 1 through 21 as 

if said paragraphs were fully set forth herein. 

23. Defendant Lacson intentionally caused Plaintiff to sustain serious 

emotional distress and as a direct and proximate result thereof, Plaintiff has 

sustained substantial general and special damages in an amount to be proved at 

trial. 

COUNT VII 

24. Plaintiff realleges and incorporates by reference ,r,r 1 through 23 as 

if said paragraphs were fully set forth herein. 

25. Defendant Lacson and Defendants United States and Federal 

Bureau of Prisons negligently caused Plaintiff to sustain serious emotional distress 

6 



and as a direct and proximate result, Plaintiff has sustained substantial general and 

special damages in an amount to be proved at trial. 

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff prays as follows: 

A. That judgment enter in her favor on each count of the Complaint; 

B. That she be awarded those general and special damages as are 

proved at trial; 

C. That she be awarded her reasonable attorney's fees and costs 

incurred in this action; 

D. That she be awarded such other and further relief as the Court 

deems just and equitable under the circumstances. 

DATED: Honolulu, Hawaii, December 27, 2006. 

Attorney fo Plaintiff 

7 



-r •- :~ '.~ : 2 ~-} :~ ! ~ ,i :•r • ~ : 

:"\!:~ '- Ci~t~ iCE 

l:'hyll.i.c:i ?y.2.es, Di~ec-:=.or 
Torls Br nch, Civil • ~vision 
U.S. Depa we7t of ~usticc 
F. 0. Rox 
Ren Fr2n~:in Stntion 
T,•Jashir.g-:--.on, D. 200LJ4 

U.S. Department of Justice 

United Stales Allornev 
District o{Hawaii 

PJKK Fe,frral B1<r/dmg 
JOri ,1/a ,\/()(ma !J/ld., !!non. 6-/0() 
Jlono!ulu. !fn,,-,,/i ')6850 

IV: a y 2 C , 2 0 0 8 

(S/!S) _i4f-.1850 
fAX (80.\', 5./ f 2~58 

Re: Ma~i2 ~eceda v. USA, el ctl. 
Civil No. 06-C0676 HG r<:SC 

Dea:::· Ms. ?yle::;: 

documcr.t.s: 
Plcnsc fir.j attached cop::.es c±: the follow::.nq clc-siw.: 

Orce:::· of :Jismissal; 
2. J·;._1C.r;u1en:_ ln Ft CiviJ Case; 
3. SLi9cla~~on for Compro~ise Settlement u7d Rclcusc; 
4. T,ett-2, dah"d J'.J/:2U/Ui:.l tc Duvic J. C:'..crL:1c:·1 

acknowledging receipt cf settle~en-:=. check. 

S:'..ncc ~ot~ir.g furt~e~ re• ains to 
closing our file on this rr.atte:::· i:i.'i of L:1i.s 
q·J.estior:s, please call '::'hcmds A. Helper at 

;:,)e -:June, v-1e dL>-::' 

cal e. ~- f yc·,i I1FIVP 

( 8 0 8 ) :) 4 1 - ? 8 '.J '.) • 

Tl1.H: cts 
F.ncl ,-Jsurcs 

Very truly yours, 

E~WARD H. KUBO, J?. 
United States Attcr~cy 

t of 

l!ELF::;::~ 
Jl • .'::5.'::51'.':Jldnt_ U.S. ALLu.::-ney 



cc: Office of General CoJ~scl (w/encloscres) 
Federal Du~eau of Prisc~s 
320 Fir~L Stree~, N.W. 
Roon 751; J!OLC 
Wash_'.__m-Jlo:1, D.C. 20534 

JBure2u of Priso~s :w/enc~osurcs) 
FDC Honol ul ·J 

P. 0. Box 30517 
::-Jonolulu, !!I 96820-0547 



lN 'l'EE UNITZC STATES DISTRICT COUR--:7 

FOR THE DISTRICT o:=;' HAw'/\I= 

MAFCA ZEPEDP., ) CIVI~ NO. 06 OJ6~6 HG-KSC 
) 

Plaintiff, 

vs. 

) ORDER ()F DISMTSS:l\L 
) 

CNITED STAT~S :JF .i'.\MERICA; 
CNITED STAT~S DEPARTMENT CF) 
JUSTICE, .r'tDERAL BUREAU OF ) 
PRISONS; MICHAEL LACSCN; ) 
DOE DEFEN~AKTS 1 THROUGH ) 
10 / 

:Jefe-:-'_dants. 

CNITE.:LJ S'l'l\TES OF AMERICA; 
CNTTED STATES DEPARTMENT OF) 
iJUSTICE, FEDERAL BUREAU OF ) 
PRISONS, ) 

) 

Cross Claimants, ) 
) 

vs. 

MICHA~;L LACSON, 

Cross Defendant. 

ORDER OF OTSM~SSAL 

The Cour:-. having neen dc.lv: sed by counsel -:"or 

tte parties that the above-entitled proc~cding has beer1 



settled, the Court find_::_~g ttat the essen=ial cerrns ot 

o valid and binding sel=lerne~t agree~ent have bee~ 

s--:::a--:::ed, and 

GOOD CJI.U S-E AP PF.AR T:JC E'C~. D _:._ SI'-':I S SAL, 

=T lS 01-<.DERED the. L Lhis ac--:::ion _::_5 hereb:i/ 

ci_::_sr..issed w_i ·~r:. pre~, udice, each pcl ,ty t.c be:ar its ovm 

cos=s and at--:::orneys' fees. The Court relctins 

jurisdictio~ tc reopen =~e p~oceeding within thirty 

days of th.:..s Order, upon gocd cause s:--.cwn, if t:~.e terms 

and condit:_ons of the 2e:t::lement have nol been 

sot_::_sficd. 

:TIS SC C~DERED. 

Dated: Ho~olulu, Hawaii, Moy 7, 2008. 

Isl Helen Gillmor ----------

Chief United Stales District Judge 
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UNITED STA':'ES DISTRICT COURT 

-------------- IJ I S'~'RIC'::' O!<' HAWAII 

Mar:.a Zepeda 

p::_aintiff (s), 

V. 

t;ni ted S+:.c:.tcs of Ancrica, 
ur,i~.ed Stdtes '.Jepartmer.t of 
Justice, Federal Bureau of 
Priscns, Michael Lacson, Doe 
Defendants 1 through 10, 

Defenciant (s), 

Ul1ited States of America, 
United Stat.es Department of 
Justice, Federal Burea~ of 
Prisons, 

Cross Cl~i~ant(s), 

V. 

Michae:::_ Lacson, 

Cross Defendant(s) 

JUDGMENT IN A CIVIL CASE 

Case: l:06-~V-GC676-HG KSC 

[✓] Decision by Court. This action came for consideratio~ 
before the Court. The issues hQvc bee~ considerc~ and 
a dee is ion :1ct cJ been rercdec:.·ed. 

·· Date 

IT IS ORDEKED .l'u"\/D ADdUDGED that tn iR ac:L i.ur. is h,.:,r·(·'by 
DISMISSED wi t.h prejudice, pursua:1c :o cr.e "Order of Dismissal" 
issued by Chief ~~dge Helen Gillmor on May 7, 2008. 

May 8, 



ECWARJ ~- K:BO, JR. 7499 
United States A~torney 
District o~ E~w~:i 

THOMAS A. HF.LPF:R :>6"16 
AsslsLant U.S. A~tor:-iey 
Room 6 -lJJ, PJKK FAderal Bldg. 
300 Ala ~oana Rou1evarci 
HonoluL1, Hawaii 968:i:l-6100 
Telepho:-ie: (802) :-)41-;~B'.:J0 
Fa c s i rr i l. e : ( 8 0 8 ) '.) ½c 1 - J / :; 2 
E-mail : t.nm. r.elper@u.scioj . gov 

Attor:-ieys tor Defendants 
UNITED STATES OF AM~RlCA, 
UNITED STh.TES DEPl\RTt-'il:.:\'l' O~' 
JUSTICE, FEDERAL BU~~A~ OF PRISO~S 

=w THE :NITED STATES o:sT~ICT COURT 

7QR T~E DISTRICT OF HAWAll 

MA~TA ZEPEDA, ) 
) 

P~ai:1tiff, ) 
) 

v~. ) 
) 

T~E U~lTEU STATES OF AMERICA; ) 
UNlTEU STATES CEPA?TMENT OF ) 
JUSTTCE, FEDERAL 3UREJ\U 0: ) 
PRTSO~S; MICHAEL LACSON AND ) 
DOE DEFEKDJ\NTS 1 'l'rl.RO:...:Gfl :..o, ) 

) 
DefencaLLco. ) 

) 

) 

) 

UNITED STATES CF AMERICA; ) 
UNITED STATF:S QEPARTMENT OF 
JUSTICF:, FEDERAL BUREAU Of 
PRISOKS, 

VS. 

T:--i i rd- 1:-'2.rt y 
Plair.ti£ f, 

C~VIL NO. 06-00676 HG KSC 

STIPULATION FO? CO~PROMTSE 
SE':'':'Li::MF:l':T AND ?F,LEASE 



MTCl-:AF'.-:-, LACSON, 

---------- --·· -

Third-Pc12'.'ty 
Dctcndc:mt. 

STIPULATION FOR CO~?ROMISE SETTLE~ENT AND RE~EASE 

It ~s ~ereby stipulated by and between 2laintiff Maria 

Zepeda (hereinafter "Zeoeda") and de::endants United St.ates of 

America, Uniled s·_c1les Depac_menl uf Juslice, Fede.:::-al Bureau of 

Prisor:s (hereir.af~e-r "Defendants"), by ar:d through their 

respective attorneys, as fo11ows: 

1. ~he purtics do hereby agree to sctt~c u~c co~pronisc 

eacj and every clain of any kind, whet~er known or unknown, 

arising directly or :ndirectly fror.i the acts of omissions lhal 

gave rise ~o L~e above-captior:ed action ~naer ~he terms and 

conditiors set ::o~th ~n t~is Settlenent Agree~ent. 

2. Defendants agree to pay ~he sum of s:7,500 [SEVENTEEN 

Tl!CUSAND FIVE HU~DRED AND NO/ 100 DOLLA~S] , 1~·r.ich sum sha 11 be -in 

full settlement and satisfaction of any a~d all claims, demands, 

rights, ur.d cuuscs at action ot wha~socvcr kir.d and nature, 

arising fyom, and by reason of ar.y and all known and Jnkr:own, 

foreseen and unforeseen bodily ar:d personal in1ur~es, damage Lo 

property ar:d c:.he cor:seguences Lhereof, resulL.ir.g, and to result, 

frur:1 Lhe sc.bjecl matter of this settler.,ent, includjng any claims 

for wrongfc.l deat:'1, for whjch plaintiff or he, 9uardia:1.s, r.cirs, 

executors, administ~ators, or assigns, and eacr of them, now have 
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or may hereafler acqLlre against Deferdants, its agents, 

,<;;ervdnls, ancJ err.ployees. Defendants wi11 dismiss w~th prejudice 

Lhelr t~i~d-parly complainc agai7st cefend2nt and th~rd-party 

defendant Michael Lacson. 

3. Zepeda, he~ guard'ans, ~eirs, executers, administ~ators 

or assigns hereby agree to accept tne s~m sc~ forth ~n this 

Stipulation for Comnromise Settle~ent in full settlc~cnt and 

sa~isfactio~ ot any and all c~aims, demands, riqhts, and causes 

::if action of whatsoeve~ kind and naL.1re, including clairr.s :or: 

wrongful ciealh, ari.':ililCJ fro:-n, and by reason of any 2nd all knm,:r. 

a~d unknown, foreseen and cnforeseen bocily and pc~sonal 

inj1ir·es, damage ta prope~ty and the conseqc.ences thereof which 

t~cy noy ~ovc or hercaftc~ acquire against Defendants, its 

agenls, servar.ls and employees on acccJ'lt of the same subject 

maller Lhal gave rise to the above-captionerl F.ct.ion, inc:._uding 

any fu:.urc clai~ or lawsuit of any kind or type w~atsoever, 

whether known or unknown, and whether for compensatory or 

exemplary damages. Plaintiff, her quardidns, heirs, executers, 

ac.~minis:__ralors or assi gris fu,t.her agree to ~cimbursc, indcmni::y 

anc hold harmless Cctcndants, its agents, servants, and employees 

trom ond against any and all sc.ch causes of ac:.ic,1, clair:1s 1 

licr.s, rights, or subrcgateci or con~ributiun iBLeresls incident 

to or resulting from further litiga~~ur1 or tte prosecucion of 

claims by Plaintiff or :1er gua.:::-c.ii2.ns, heirs, P.xecut.or-s, 

3 



udmin.::_strators or assig:-is aga.i.n;:;t any Lhird-parly or against 

Dcfcndo.nts, ir.clud.::_nq claims for wrongful death. 

4. This Scipulalion for Compromise Settlement is no~, in 

no way intended Lo be, and shou]d not be construed as, nn 

admission of liabi:ily or faGlt on the part of Defendants, .::_ts 

agents, serva~ts, or employees, and it is spe2itically denied 

that they a~e licible to Plairtiff. This settlement is entered 

in~o by al] narties for the purpose of compromising disputed 

clains u~de~ the ?cdcral To~t Clains Act and avoiding the 

expenses and risks of further liciqalion. 

~- It is a:so agreed, by and a~ong the par~ies, thac the 

respective parties will each bear their own costs, fees, and 

expenses and tha:. any attorney's tees owed by Pla~nti:f wil: be 

paid out of the settlement amour1L and ncl in addition theret:o. 

6. It is a:so ~nderstood by and among the parties that 

pursuant to Title 28, United St2t:es Code, Section 2678, 

attorney::;' fees for services rendered i:1 conr.ec:..::_on with Lh_'._s 

action .shall no-:-. exceed 25 per cent um of the amou11l of the 

comprcmisc sett:enent. 

7. The persons signing this Settleme~t Agreement warrant 

and rep res er: t c:..ha L L'ley poss es s full u '---ltho.::::--i t y :.o bic1c. the 

perscns on who~e behalf they are signing to the terms of Lhe 

setllemenl. In the event any plaintiff is a ~inor or a legally 

~ncompetent. 2ct11_:_t, L'lc plaintiff must o:Otain Courl a!""Jproval cf 
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the s2t1=..:._err.e::1t al their expense. Plaintiff agrees to ohtai::1 sLch 

ap~roval i.n a Limely :nanner: lime being of the esser.ce. 

Plaintiff furll1e~ agrees ~hat the United Sta~es may void this 

sellleme11:... al it:s option in the event .suer: approval is not 

obtained in a timely manner. :n the event plainti~f fai_s to 

obtain such Court approval, ~he entire Stip11lation for Compromise 

Settlement and Release and the conpro~ise sott:cmc::1t arc null and 

void. 

8. Payment o~ the settlemenc amo~::1t will be made by check 

drawn on Lhe United Slates for Seventeen ThoL::,2.nd Flve Hundred 

dollars ($17,S00.00) and made payable to ~aria Zepeda ard 

David J. Gierlach, ~sq. The c~eck wi:l be mailed to Thom2s A. 

Helper at the following address: 

~.S. Attorney's Office 
Di::;lrict of llawaii 
R.oo:n G-100, rJKK F'edera1 I3uildirHJ 
300 Ala Moana 3Jvd. 
Honolulu, HI 968jQ 

Zepeda's attorney agrees to distribute the net settlement 

proceeds dJe to Zepeda, and to promptly fi:e a dismissal of the 

above-captioned accion with pre~udice, with each par~y bearing 

its own fees, costs, and expenses. The p2r~ies agree that the 

payment shall be for general da~ages only. Zepeda is responsible 

for payment o~ any taxes that may be due on the settlement 

proceeds. De~endants • akes no representation as to any tax 
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consequences or liabi 1 i !~ i e.,;; Zepeda may incur as a result of this 

settlement. 

9. The parties agree that this Stipt1ldLion for Compromise 

SetU emenl and Release, including all the terrn:'1 a.rid conditionc of 

this compromise ~ettlement and any additional agreements rela~ing 

thereto, may be made public iri Lheir entirety, and the Plaintiff 

expressly consents to such relca• c and disclosure pursuant to 

5 U.S.C. Section 552a(b). 

DAd:J~CH 
Attorney for Plainciff 

2/r~lo) 
Date 

Date 
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EDWARD H. KUBO, JR. 
United States Attorney 
District of Hawaii 

Bysj/L fi'0 
THOMAS A. HET,PF.R 
l\.s.si.stant U.S. Attorrn"y 

ALtorneys for Defendants 

4-/to/oi 
Date 
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HAND-DSLIVERCD 

~avid J. Gierlact 
500 Ala Moana Blvd., S::.e. :no 
five Walerfront Plaza 
Ilo11cL1l:..1, Ha',.;FJi i 96813 

Re: Maria Zepeda v. USA 

C.S. Department of Justice 

Uniled Stares Artorney 
District of I Iawaii 

PJKK Federal Bui!diHg 
JO(! A!a .Hu1ma fj/·.-J, 1/oom 6 :00 
Hoi,o/ul,,, Hawaii 96.'i.'il! 

M Fl y 7 (] , ) () '.lo 

1508! 5 .f I -285.? 
fAX r.\08/ 541-.'.958 

Civil No. 06-00676 HG KS2 

:)cEH Er. Gierlach: 

~-ie are enclosing a check in tr.c a:nount of :;:.:_7,SOJ.00, c"1e.-::k 
nc. 2J-19 3946~C70, payab:..e to tv:aria Zepedd a.:1,:_.:. Dc'.vid ,.J. ::;~c,i·la,::h. 

Plea SP. c'lc:.kcowlcdgc receipt of thi,<;; check by si g:--ii r.::_..r your 
:-1 amc at_ tl-:2 bot tom of this let Le,-. Th,::. n k you vc:ry 1r.---1cr. tor your 
patience acd cooperdLlon. 

TPd-:: cts 
E:nclost.;rc 

Re:::::eipt of check no. 7:149 394G2070 
i r:. t he a mo u n L o f $ 1 7 , :J D J . 8 0 

Very trJly yours, 

J;:;UWAKJ :!. KUBO, ,JR. 
Uni~ed Slates Atto-nP.y 

HELPER 
Assistnct U.S. At::.orney 
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~ MARIA ZEPEDA AND DAVID J GIERLACH 
C/0 THOMAS A HELPER AUSA 
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17500,00 

$**17500*00 
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JOHN JAHRMARKT, ESQ. ( SBN 175 5 6 9) 
JAHRMARKT & ASSOCIATES ,L 
10880 Wilshire Boulevard 
Suite 2070 
Los Angeles, California 90024 
(310) 446-8989 
(310) 446-8988 fax 
jjJawyer@mail.com 

Attorneys for Plaintiff 
PHILLIP VINCENT 

Ct.ERK, U.S. 01 STRL(L l.tITT 

~1621111 C::-
tnil Rfil l)ISH!ICl CF Ullf/JRi!tA 
BY ____ D~f\JIL_ 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

CENTRAL DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA 

PHILLIP VINCEN7, an 
individual, •; c~Eo s.: o 3 2 8 6 F}!,1c 

Plaintiff, 

v. 

FEDERAL RUREAU OF PRISONS; 
UNITED STATES PENI?ENTIARY :N 

COMPLAINT FOR: 
1. CIVIL RIGllTS VIOLATIONS 
UNDER /42 U.S.C. § 1983 

LEAVENWORTH, KANSAS; DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL 
METROPOLl TAN DETEN'I'::O:-: Ci.-":NTE.:R 
IN LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 
and DOES 1 through 50, 
Inclusive, 

Defendants. 
---- ----- --·----~ 

20 Plaintiff PHILLIP VI~C~~T hereby allege: 

21 1. This is an action by plaintiff PHILLIP VINCENT, 

22 for injuries sus"'..:ained tc his :..e.:t. eye causing blindness 

2:1 while incarcerated ir: a federa: p~i son. The injures 

24 resulted frorr the progressior: o: a fully treatable and 

25 curable medical condition that worsened during Plaintiff's 

26 nine month period of incarceration because of the deliberate 

27 indifference to Plaintiff's medical needs amounting to 

28 vi.olation of Pla~_nt~.f~'s Conscitotional right to be free of 
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cruel and unusual punishment and violating Plaintiff's civil 

2 rights. 

3 THE PARTIES 

4 2. Plaintiff PHILLIP VINCENT ("Plaintiff") is, and at 

5 all times relevant herein, was an individual and a resident 

6 of either Kansas or California. 

7 3. Defendant Federal Bureau of Prisons ("BOP") is an 

8 agency of the United States Department of Justice, is 

9 responsible for the custody and care of sentenced federal 

10 inmates and is charged with the management and regulation of 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

all Federal penal and correctional institutions, including 

Defendant UNITED STATES PENITENTIARY IN LEAVENWORTH, KANSAS 

("LEAVENWORTH") and Defendant METROPOLITAN DETENTION CENTER 

IN LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA ("MDC-LA"). 

4. Defendant UNITED STATES PENITENTIARY IN 

LEAVENWORTH, KANSAS ("LEAVENWORTH") is a high security 

Federal penitentiary housing male inmates located in 

18 Leavenworth, Kansas. 

19 5. Defendant METROPOLITAN DETENTION CENTER IN LOS 

20 ANGELES, CALIFORNIA ("MDC-LA") is an administrative facility 

21 within the BOP used for the detention of certain Federal 

22 inmates, pretrial offenders and other individuals. MDC-LA, 

23 LEAVENWORTH and the BOP shall hereinafter be known 

24 collectively as "Defendants" 

25 6 . Plaintiff is unaware of the true identity and 

26 capacity of each of the defendants named herein as Does 1 

27 through SO, inclusive. Plaintiff will seek to amend this 

28 Complaint to state the names and capacities of said Doe 
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defendants when ascertained. Plaintiff is informed and 

2 believes and on that basis alleges that each of said Doe 

3 defendants was responsible for and contributed to the acts 

4 hereinafter alleged and that Plaintiff's damages were 

5 proximately caused by the acts and omissions of said 

6 fictitious defendants. 

7 7 • Plaintiff is informed and believes and on that 

8 basis alleges that, in engaging in the acts hereinafter 

9 alleged, each of the defendants was the agent, servant and 

10 employee of each of the other defendants, and performed each 

11 of the acts hereinafter alleged within the course and scope 

12 of such agency and employment and with the knowledge, 

13 consent, approval, authorization and ratification of each 

14 other defendant. 

15 

16 JURISDICTION AND VENUE 

17 

18 8 • This Court has jurisdiction over this 42 U.S.C. § 

19 1983 action pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1331. Venue is proper in 

20 this Court pursuant to 28 U.S. C. § 13 91 {b) . Subject matter 

21 jurisdiction over those of Plaintiff's claims, if any, that 

22 arise under state law is based upon the principles of 

23 supplemental jurisdiction set forth in 28 U.S.C. § 1367, and 

24 the provisions of 28 U.S.C. § 1338(b). 

25 9. On or about September 10, 2007, Plaintiff filed an 

26 Administrative Claim for Relief ("Tort Claim") under the 

27 Federal Tort Claims Act, Title 28 U.S.C. §1346(b), 2671 et. 

28 seq. with the U.S. Department of Justice, Federal Bureau of 
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Prisons, North Central Regional Office. On or about April 

2 22, 2008, Plaintiff received written notice that the Tort 

3 Claim was denied. 

4 10. During Plaintiff's period of incarceration, 

5 Plaintiff exhausted his administrative remedies with respect 

6 to the claims made hereunder. Nevertheless, because 

7 Plaintiff was not, at the time this action was filed, and no 

8 longer is, a prisoner confined in jail, prison, or other 

9 correctional facility, Plaintiff is not required to exhaust 

10 his administrative remedies pursuant to the Prison 

11 Litigation Reform Act, 42 U.S.C.S. § 1997e(a) prior to 

12 filing the within action. 

13 

14 BACKGROUND 

15 

16 11. In or about September 2006, Plaintiff was informed 

17 by an ophthalmologist that he had a serious medical 

18 condition with his left eye that could result in blindness 

19 if not treated. Plaintiff was told that he was suffering 

20 from a vitreous hemorrhage and that his optic nerve was 

21 detaching from his retina possibly tearing the retina and 

22 that blood was entering his eye. Plaintiff was told that 

23 laser eye surgery was necessary to correct this condition 

24 and that the prognosis was very good if properly treated. 

25 Plaintiff was further informed that if not treated, the 

26 retina would likely be irreparably torn and that blood in 

27 the eye would permanently obscure or totally block out his 

28 vision. 
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12. Notwithstanding this serious medical condition, 

2 testing of Plaintiff's eyes in September 2006 revealed an 

3 uncorrected visual acuity of 20/20 in both of Plaintiff's 

4 eyes. 

5 13. Plaintiff immediately commenced preparation for 

6 scheduling the recommended surgery. Unfortunately, on or 

7 about December 4, 2006, Plaintiff was placed into custody in 

8 Defendant MDC-LA as a federal prison inmate after violating 

9 the terms of his Supervised Release (i.e., parole) with 

10 respect to a prior incarceration. Plaintiff was unable to 

11 receive any treatment for his eye before being placed into 

12 custody. 

13 14. Upon Plaintiff's medical intake screening, he 

14 immediately informed medical staff at Defendant MDC-LA that 

15 he had a severe eye problem, to the extent that blood was 

16 leaking into his eye and was set for emergency surgery prior 

17 to his incarceration. 

18 15. On December 8, 2006, Plaintiff filed an Inmate 

19 Request to Staff Form BP-S148.055 ("First Request") to the 

20 staff at Defendant MDC- LA. In the First Request, Plaintiff 

21 specifically informed Defendant MDC-LA staff of his eye 

22 problem. A true and correct copy of the First Request is 

23 attached hereto as Exhibit "A", and is fully incorporated 

24 herein by this reference. 

25 16. Plaintiff did not receive any response to the 

26 First Request. 

27 17. On January 4, 2007, Plaintiff again filed an 

28 Inmate Request to Staff Form BP-S148.055 ("Second Request") 
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to the staff at Defendant MDC-LA in which he stated that "my 

2 left eye is very blind. I can't hardly see out of it. I 

3 was told I needed an operation. Please help me." A true and 

4 correct copy of the Second Request is attached hereto as 

5 Exhibit "B", and is fully incorporated herein by this 

6 reference. 

7 18. Plaintiff did not receive any response to the 

8 Second Request. 

9 19. On February 2, 2007, Plaintiff again filed an 

10 Inmate Request to Staff Form BP-S148.055 ("Third Request") 

11 to the staff at Defendant MDC-LA in which Plaintiff stated 

12 that "I was told I would loose sight in eye if I did not get 

13 operation. Please help me." A true and correct copy of the 

14 Third Request is attached hereto as Exhibit "C", and is 

15 fully incorporated herein by this reference. 

16 20. Plaintiff did not receive any response to the 

17 Third Request. However, Plaintiff was seen by an 

18 optometrist on or about March 30, 2007, who, being an 

19 optometrist and not a ophthalmologist, was unable to treat 

20 Plaintiff's condition. The optometrist prescribed 

21 eyeglasses and referred Plaintiff to visit an 

22 ophthalmologist. Defendant MDC-LA did not send Plaintiff to 

23 an ophthalmologist in response to the recommendation of the 

24 optometrist. 

25 21. Instead, on April 13, 2007 Plaintiff was 

26 transferred to Defendant LEAVENWORTH. Upon his medical 

27 intake screening Plaintiff again made the medical staff 

28 aware of his eye problems 
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22. On April 19, 2007, Plaintiff filed another Form 

2 BP-S148.055 ("Fourth Request"), this time to the Defendant 

3 LEAVENWORTH staff detailing his eye problems, the fact that 

4 nothing had been done by Defendant MDC-LA and that his 

5 eyesight was getting worse everyday. A true and correct 

6 copy of the Fourth Request is attached hereto as Exhibit 

7 "D", and is fully incorporated herein by this reference. 

8 23. Plaintiff did not receive any response to the 

9 Fourth Request. 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

24. On June 7, 2007, Plaintiff filed an Inmate Request 

to Staff Form BP-S148.055 ("Fifth Request") to the Chief 

Medical Officer at Defendant LEAVENWORTH, Dr. McCollom, 

about his eye problems. 

wrote: 

In the Fifth Request, Plaintiff 

"Please, please, please. Will someone help me 

with my eyes, I am almost completely blind in left eye. 

My vision gets worse by the day. Each passing day I 

have less vision. Will someone in medical please 

19 answer this copact ... " 

20 A true and correct copy of the Fifth Request is attached 

21 hereto as Exhibit "E", and is fully incorporated herein by 

22 this reference. 

23 25. Plaintiff did not receive any response to the 

24 Fifth Request. 

25 26. On or about August 1, 2007, Plaintiff's left eye 

26 filled with blood and Plaintiff was taken from Defendant 

27 LEAVENWORTH on an emergency basis to an eye doctor. The 

28 doctor was unable to treat Plaintiff told the medical staff 
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at Defendant LEAVENWORTH that Plaintiff needed to see a 

2 specialist. 

3 27. On August 8, 2007, for the first time since 

4 Plaintiff was remanded to custody on December 4, 2006, 

5 Plaintiff saw an eye specialist, Dr. Poulose. Dr. Poulose 

6 found that Plaintiff's vision in the left eye was reduced to 

7 light perception only. Dr. Poulose further noted that 

8 Plaintiff left eye exam revealed a vitreous hemorrhage with 

9 a hazy view of the retina and diagnosed proliferative 

10 retinopathy in both eyes, worse on the left. Dr. Poulose 

stated that Plaintiff needed further medical procedures. 11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

28. Based upon information and belief, Dr. Poulose 

informed Defendant LEAVENWORTH medical staff of his finding 

and that Plaintiff had probably already lost the sight in 

his left eye and the same was happening to his right eye . 

29. As of today's date, the vision in Plaintiff's left 

eye has not returned, either through medical intervention or 

otherwise. 

30. On August 10, 2007, Plaintiff filed an Inmate 

Request to Staff Form BP-S148.055 ("Sixth Request") to the 

Chief Medical Officer Dr. Mccollom requesting a copy of ALL 

MEDICAL RECORDS concerning his eyes. Again no response was 

forthcoming. A true and correct copy of the Sixth Request is 

attached hereto as Exhibit "F", and is fully incorporated 

herein by this reference. 

31. On August 15, 2007, Plaintiff filed another Inmate 

Request to Staff Form BP-S148.055 ("Seventh Request") to the 

Chief Medical Officer Dr. Mccollom requesting to know why no 
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medical action was taking concerning his eyes until after 

2 his left eye went blind regardless of his numerous requests 

3 to medical staff. A true and correct copy of the Seventh 

4 Request is attached hereto as Exhibit "G", and is fully 

5 incorporated herein by this reference. 

6 32. On August 27, 2007, the Plaintiff filed yet 

7 another Request to Staff Form BP-S148.055 ("Eighth Request") 

8 to Chief Medical Officer Dr. Mccollom stating that he is 

9 almost blind in his right eye. A true and correct copy of 

10 the Eighth Request is attached hereto as Exhibit "H", and is 

11 fully incorporated herein by this reference 

12 33. On August 30, 2007, the Chief Medical Officer Dr. 

13 Mccollom finally answered Plaintiff's Inmate Request to 

14 Staff Form BP-S148.055 ("First Written Response") by stating 

15 "Appointment Made". A true and correct copy of the First 

16 Written Response is attached hereto as Exhibit "I", and is 

17 fully incorporated herein by this reference. 

18 34. On September 11, 2007, Plaintiff filed another 

19 Request to Staff Form BP-S148.055 ("Ninth Request") to Chief 

20 Medical Officer Dr. Mccollom stating that the condition of 

21 his right eye was worsening. A true and correct copy of the 

22 Ninth Request is attached hereto as Exhibit "J", and is 

23 fully incorporated herein by this reference. 

24 35. On September 14, 2007, the Plaintiff filed another 

25 Request to Staff Form BP-S148.055 ("Tenth Request") to Unit 

26 Manager Mr. Gray stating that he would be released from 

27 incarceration in two months and requested to see an eye 

28 doctor for his worsening condition. A true and correct copy 
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of the Tenth Request is attached hereto as Exhibit "K'', and 

2 is fully incorporated herein by this reference. 

3 36. On September 17, 2007, the Chief Medical Officer 

4 Dr. Mccollom answered Plaintiff's Inmate Request to Staff 

5 Form BP-S148.055 ("Second Written Response") by stating "you 

6 will be seen by optometry and again referred appropriately." 

7 A true and correct copy of the Second Written Response is 

8 attached hereto as Exhibit "L", and is fully incorporated 

9 herein by this reference. 

10 37. On October 1, 2007, the Plaintiff filed another 

11 Request to Staff Form BP-S148.055 ("Eleventh Request") to 

12 Medical Records stating that he would be going to a halfway 

13 house in November 2007 and requested all of his medical 

14 records regarding his eye treatments. A true and correct 

15 copy of the Eleventh Request is attached hereto as Exhibit 

16 "M", and is fully incorporated herein by this reference. 

17 38. On November 1, 2007, again the Plaintiff filed 

18 another Request to Staff Form BP-S148.055 ("Twelfth 

19 Request") to Medical Records requested all of his medical 

20 records regarding his eye treatments. A true and correct 

21 copy of the Twelfth Request is attached hereto as Exhibit 

22 "N", and is fully incorporated herein by this reference. 

23 39. On November 13, 2007, Plaintiff was released from 

24 incarceration. Regardless of Plaintiff's numerous requests 

25 and even after being informed by an optometrist that 

26 Plaintiff needed medical attention, the medical staff of 

27 both Defendant MDC-LA and Defendant LEAVENWORTH failed to 

28 act. Because both institutions did not act appropriately 
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and take the Plaintiff seriously, Plaintiff is now blind in 

2 his left eye and his right eye is now failing him. 

3 Plaintiff's left eye blindness is something that could have 

4 been prevented had Defendants acted in accordance with 

5 Plaintiff numerous written requests. 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

Count I 

(CIVIL RIGHTS VIOLATIONS UNDER 42 U.S.C. 

§ 1983- against all Defendants) 

11 40. Plaintiff specifically reallege and incorporate by 

12 reference each and every allegation set forth above. 

13 41. A plaintiff in a section 1983 action who has 

14 established the liability of the defendant is entitled to 

15 recover compensatory damages for the physical injury, pain 

16 and suffering, and mental anguish that he has suffered in 

17 the past--and is reasonably likely to suffer in the 

18 future--because of the defendants' wrongful conduct. The 

19 legislative history of section 1983 demonstrates that it was 

20 intended to "[create] a species of tort liability" in favor 

21 of persons who are deprived of "rights, privileges, or 

22 immunities secured" to them by the Constitution. Imbler v. 

23 Pachtman, 424 U.S. 409, 417 (1976). The deliberate 

24 indifference to serious medical needs of prisoners 

25 constitutes the unnecessary and wanton infliction of pain 

26 proscribed by the Eighth Amendment and states a cause of 

27 action under section 1983. 

28 42. From the time that Plaintiff was placed into 

-11-
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custody in Defendant MDC-LA on December 4, 2006, Plaintiff 

2 had a serious need for medical attention. The medical 

3 necessity created by Plaintiff's eye problems detailed 

4 above, ultimately leading to blindness, constituted a 

5 serious medical need. Plaintiff's medical needs during his 

6 period of incarceration were serious because it was apparent 

7 that the failure to treat Plaintiff's condition would likely 

8 result in further significant injury and unnecessary and 

9 wanton infliction of pain if his medical needs were not met. 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

43. Notwithstanding the significance of Plaintiff's 

eye problems, Defendants were deliberately indifferent to 

Plaintiff's serious medical needs. This deliberate 

indifference is apparent from the continued refusal to allow 

Plaintiff to see a physician even after the numerous written 

requests. Pursuant to these requests, Defendants were 

specifically aware that Plaintiff had a severe eye problem, 

that blood was leaking into his eye, that he was set for 

18 emergency surgery prior to his incarceration and that this 

19 surgery was necessary to prevent further permanent eye 

20 injury and blindness. 

21 44. As a direct and proximate result of Defendants' 

22 deliberate indifference to Plaintiff serious medical needs 

23 and the failure of Defendants to allow Plaintiff to be 

24 attended to by an ophthalmologist, Plaintiff suffered 

25 permanent left eye blindness which caused and continues to 

26 cause Plaintiff severe pain and discomfort and Plaintiff is 

27 informed and believes and based upon such information and 

28 believe alleges that he will in the future suffer pain, 
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discomfort and disfigurement all to his general damages in a 

2 sum according to proof at the time of trial. 

3 45. The aforementioned acts of Defendants were 

4 willful and malicious in that their conduct was intended to 

cause injury to Plaintiff and/or were carried on with a 

conscious disregard for Plaintiff, thereby warranting the 

assessment of exemplary and punitive damages against 

Defendants in an amount appropriate to punish them. 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

46. Plaintiff has incurred, and in the future will 

likely incur attorneys' fees in connection with the claims 

made herein. 42 U.S.C. § 1988 provides for the recovery of 

attorney's fees to the prevailing party in a Section 1983 

action. It states in pertinent part: 

"In any action or proceeding to enforce a provision of 

sections 1981, 1981a, 1982, 1983, 1985, and 1986 of 

this title . . the court, in its discretion, may 

allow the prevailing party, other than the United 

States, 

costs. 

a reasonable attorney's fee as part of the 

,, 

20 Plaintiff is therefor entitled to an award of reasonable 

21 attorneys' fees. 

JURY DEMAND 

22 

23 

24 47. Pursuant to Fed. R. Civ. P. 38(b), Plaintiff 

25 hereby demands trial by jury of all issues so triable that 

26 are raised herein or which hereinafter may be raised in this 

27 action. 

28 
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PRAYER FOR RELIEF 

2 WHEREFORE, Plaintiff prays for judgment against Defendant as 

3 follows: 

4 ON THE FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION 

5 1 . For general damages according to proof at time 

6 trial, but in excess of the minimum jurisdiction of this 

7 court, plus interest at the maximum legal rate 

8 2. For special damages according to proof at time 

9 trial; 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

3. For an award of reasonable attorneys' fees in 

cured herein; 

4. For costs of suit incurred herein; 

5. For such other and further relief as the Court 

deems just and proper. 

Dated: May 14, 2008 JAHRMARKT & ASSOCIATES 

By:~ HNHRMARKT 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
PHILLIP VINCENT 
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and BP-5148.070 A~R 94 
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03125,Qf!We 2.:0$!:Cv-03286'-'.EMC-P JW Documen:tulvER PliloofNir/16/2008 
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Page 22f0h12 03121 

l"r••,::: 1, Ii.::~.:.- I~'l'E f'-EQUES'I TO STAFF :::.,::-:1·.,: 

U.$. DEPARTMENT 0~ JUSTIC£ FEDERA.t BORBAO 0~ PRISONS 

!_:i ~h,~~.E.·~~~-: l :-.: iii;·::.-~· s: ~ ~· ,. yo~r •.r.,i:.1~ 17' j r:n ::::,r :_:,_•h"".:r-. ti"- .~:n-:--,i ~· ti'?:~ _r.;(_L.: 1.:1~ i .:.1:. ,-~_;,_. _:!"' ~ t r-~~J•.~·:.'" .i ;•~!. 

Cc!r:: ~ :--1.:~ ;)~-. o~ c: ~:, ..:. f. r;~.:.;,-;.s Sir- y. Y ~-':.J ! ~ ~ ..... ,;. l: ~,,._ t i:- 1 bf· S;Jeci :' i :_· r!-d V '."."" F.-.S.i;- .'.----:- .! r; r1c ='....: :_ - ~L tJ~ .'..: ~ ;:; 
. ;-:.:.-~.:.::... ~f nF_r.e,1.~~.:.c;;..:-·.,·. :1.tv·.: w,. ~ bt:. i1'~4;,_:--,~·T·~~er! ir~ ~-~.:.'d'=1: , .,., =::-;_,•.:.·c~s.sti.JlJ.y !'lt!:,p,~:~:.:.: :~t ::o~! 

'D-, r" •---•1'•(-~ 1-,,,,,.,,,- ,..,..,.·,.- ,;~,r,· 0C • .,.,, J-.1 • .,.__, 1 I,..· . C.-,,~n ,, •':'I ,I...•. t:'"r ✓ C"' 

DI SP".":51-:'T(lN: 

~ard ,-:or--Y - F'i.l.1;1; Copy - Inmt,1.e 
(TTJ.1.S .:orrn m<:1y be repJ.i.c8ter,j vii! Wi') Thi~\ fcu:111 r.eplaces Bl·'-148.070 dc1t.ed Oct BG 

and BP-5111l.07[) APR ~14 
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t1::U:lb{3~ ~:u&-tv-03~86'..'.F'MC-PJW Documefi.tU!l-v1:.1"1 ~05¥16{?008 Page 241ffl:l42 114/'..!1 

BP-Sl48. 055 INMATE ~QUEST TO STAFF CDITRM 

S8P 9F.l 
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS 

......... _ ~- M--

RJi:GXSTER NO. : 
-.//4)--. 

SUE,TECT: (Briefly .state your qul:'.lstion or conclil;,:n ?ind thG! solution you are reque!':ting. 
Contin1).e on "beck, if necessary. )'.our. failurl!l to bs specific m~y .r.,;,:sult in no actioh bair"l.g 
t9kAn. If necessary, ycu will be interviewed in order to successfully respond to your 
request - l '-

DISPOSITJON: 

Signei'\::ure .Staff Membe:r 

Reco:r.d Copy - Fil(;'; Copy - J:nmata 
l Thi::i f urm may be rep l.i. ca ted vi a WP) 

®....,,,,,,.,~..,"1•~Pnp,r 

1'11J,S form 7'."epl'.-a:ces. BP-14 8. n 7 (I d.,-i.ted Oct 6 6 
a»d BP~Sl48, Oi-0 APB.· 94 ,· ...... ·· .. •·,,_, 
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,~ 

BP_:S148.055 :mMA,:'E Ri:QUEST. 'l'O STAFF CDf.RM 
SE'.=' 98 
U. $. DEPARTMENT OE' ifUST.ICE 

WOB.K 1\SSIGNM8NT; 

" 

FEDERAL BUREAU .OF PRISONS 

-··-~-...___,, __ .~-

i--···· 

SFBJF.'CT: (Brie: 1 y 9t ate ycur quest i. o:-- or. ... ~oncern and th@ s o.i. :.1t ion yov a.re requestins .. 
Contlnu e on .be ck, :~ f neoest::.il ry. Ym:.r fail u:i:-e to be ~rpec:i H~ rr,.ei y .r.e1;111l t in no ac~.ion being 
taken. It necP.GS,',J.,,y, yoL1 will be interviewed :1.n or.der 1.:q"."•S.ucce.ss£ul :ty·~tmu-l o your 
:eq-i!:!!:' l:. l ... ,, . 

e,._-,.4:;u"'"-..t...,,_,,____,..,L:..~~L............;:::~t:......--,--....l:-::.(...._..,.~~~-------,-----==::::::r;,...-..a.dic::.__-L...JC..~:....:::::::.___ 

(Do not write below thi~ 

n::sP.OSI'rION: 

; 

Record Copy - File; Copy - Inmate 
(This form ~ay be ropl~cat~d via WF) this form replaC€S BP-148.070 dat~d Oct 86 

a~d BP-S1~8.070 APR 9, 
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03125c2J~ ~ 2~08~~v-OZ2~t'-~M C-P JWmc~u~°t~,ei~~f8s; 1 6/2 008 
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Pl\GE ElG/21 
Page 28 of 42 

·-

RP-:3148. 055 INl,Oli.TE REQUEST TO S'l'All'F CDFRM 
SBP 90 
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

lwoi\t< ASSIGNMENT: 

1)IS;?OS !TIO~: 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS 

IJATE}:?-·1, / 
~ If LOZ 

~ignature Sta!= Vembcr 

~- . ' ·-~ 

1::;, 
-----' 

==· 

":'hi:o fc::;n re;ilace,g 81?'.-:48 .. :(n:Q--eat~ci Oct 8 6 
and BP-S148,0"10 APR 9~ . -
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EXHIBIT "H" 



,,. 

et I 

B?~s J.413 . os 5 INMATE REQUEST TO S'l'AFF CCfR:-1 
SEt' 98 
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

OISPOSITION: 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS 

0 
a.: 

C '5: - /.1,.;J 

., ... -~' 

This :orrr, replac12s B?-H B. 0,O· c·ated Oct: 8 6 
and BP-S148,070 ~PR 34 
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BP~Sl.48, 055 INMAl!'E REQUEST TO S'l'AFF Ctlf'RM 
SEP 98 
U.s.- DEJ?ARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

WORK ASSlGNMENT: 

FEDEPAL BUREAU OF PRlSONS 

. . 

;:i,nci the 9olution you ar.e requesting. 
bQ specific may result in no action baing 
order to suec~ssfully ~espond to your 

(Do not w;rite below this line)(t;;=.. M & &(c> 
DISPOSITION: 

W. ~fiim,Mb 
Clin. al Dfri;:elor 
USP p cnwor1b 

AUG S- ,0-2007 

.! 

This form repla~es BP-148.07J dated Oct 86 
and BP-8148.070 APR 94 
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13 3125,~e 4 iQ§5cv-0~91!i~C-P JW Docu meoodvER Jlir.ifNrQQ/16/2008 Page 34Ff!lit~215I21 

BP~S148.055 INMATE REQUEST TO $TAIT t.CFA.M 
SE? 9B 
U, S·, DE:PAR.TMENT OF JOS~lCE FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS 

~~~ - •--~·~---·-'"' ... - -

SUBJECT: (R~iefly state your question nf concern and th~ $Olutlon you are r~guesting. 
r,r,mtinue on bl!ak, i.f n-.:-ce:ss.ary. Your fi:d.lure. to be sped.fie may :t:€'s~i1 t in no ai;;:tion being 
taken. !f necessary, you will be interviewed in ord~r to 5Uccessfully respond to your 
=equest,) J _.,,,.- ..__/ 

121< ~ Mc c.~r/~e,/0" L-viz1-/. ~~-f/---;:~q d z: .. 

DI!l POST. TT ON: 

Signature 9taf.f. Me:mb~r 

Reco:r.d Copy - Fil!l; Copy - Inmate 
(1h!s tar~ may ~e replicated via W~) 

...... ~-
,.,. ~-· 

This form rep:acea 3?-14E,070 dated Oct 8S 
and BP-Sl48.070 A~R 94 
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Case 2:08-cv-03286-FMC-PJW DocumHnlJ F;ilM ni:;/16/2008 Page 3~§!{:446/2:i 
03/ 2 5 / 2 008 11 : 3 5 3105rl 3% . W ER Pt:.uMm'NIS'"' .. 

BP-S148. 055 !J.'ttv:tATE REQOJ:S'l:'' TO STAFF CDFBM 
SE:P 98 
'O. S . l:lE:i?~ OF JOSTICE· 

OISPOSlTION: 

FEDE.RAI. BtmEAU OE' l?R.ISONS 

S.\.gnature staff Menber. ! ()ate 

Record Copy - F~le; Copy - Ir.mate 
(~hi~ form may b~ rep~icated via WP) 7his for.m ronlaces B~-148.070 dated Oct 85 

and BP-S14B.b7o APR ~1 
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Documeruulvt.t< Filam,Oi/16/2008 Page 38!0L42 1t1n1 

r ·•· 1.. . ..._ ' ' 

-." :::~P~-$'1'4 8. OSS · -DThm.TS\i.~_QtltS'l' TO STAFF CJFRM 
.. SE:P 518 ·--. 

U. S_. DEl?AR~NT_ OF JUS'.l'tCB FEOERAL BUREAU 0:B' P.RIS(?NS _ 
'i ... .'• 

: ·-~\ 

.. 
·"";;o~R,.K ... · A""s"".,-"I_G_N...,.M~·· E_· N_'-_. _:· _____________ , _ _:z'Nl~,:~ _· __ /· --··_. -----------~-·-· -4-L-- .; ·-.,- ·- .:··:,· -~ __ {_..- :~ ·~ 

7 
SU8JEC':': :ariefly state your quest iCI~ -or cone',;,<: ·;r,ra-tr.e-soiuflctn .. you <;J.:i;-e req1Jesting. ' 
Conti n..u,s on back, ii; n.e :::essary. ', Yo:n: r,d ;.llH\ ': 0 be specific may J;"C!it::. t in ri"O /JCt :.o~ beil':.'9", 
ta.k<a:n. .~ ne=easa:ty, you w:'.11 b~ inte!'."vicweci in order t·o successf-.il:.y resoon.tl··to vo·c.:r. '· ·· 

..... . . -- . - ~- ,;\· >"f.. ,, --~r~-.:_·:·, •.: .. 

, 

@ .. - --~ 

SEP , 7 2007 

This fer.~ replaces BP-148.070 dated Oct 86 
and O?-Sl4B.Qi0 AP~ 94 
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t1::i; :1. ti;~ .21G8tiev-OJB&610MC-P JW Doc um ecLdvt.f"( iltiin 1Qe/ 1 6/2 008 Page 4Q.,oi1421 ::J 1 ~ 1 

B!'.'-S 14 e. '.l55 INMATE REQUEST TO STAFF' CCFRM 
SE'P 98 
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF JUS'l'lCE 

DATE: 

FEDERAL BTJREAU- .. OF PRISONS 

-o 

UNIT: 1,7 L. 
mJn.rnCT: (Fl.1•.i.!:'l·f.1.y sta·tc your q,;,est..i.un r,r r.:1.1nce.r.h and the solution you arE- r~q1iesting. 
Continue on back, if neces~ary. Yau~ f~tlur~ to be ~pecific may r~sult !n no action being 
taken. If necessary, you wil.l bs intcrvi~wed in order to success!ully respond tc your 
r.:ique.-;t.) !u. 
Z_Ci,AA aa:1&<21 -lc112,,l.z::-k/A Y izof-6£ z-4/. v J ' I 

6.,,,,f ' .;,,:.,.~·- ,; 
Do QO~ w~ite below this :inec-c,ro,~ ;r ·;-;;16; 

DIS POS ;(T ION: 

Sign~ture Staff. Me~ber 

Record Copy - F.'il.e1 Copy - Inmate 
(This :rorrn :nay be ri!:plicated via WI?) This fom ~eplaces B~~l~S.070 da~ed Oct 86 

and B~-S148,070 APR 94 
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Case 2:08-cv-03286-FMC-PJW 
~~/~b/1~~~ 11:Jb 3l~b/l3~~. 

Docu mffil.1v& ..,J'M@Rit95/16/2008 Page 4,2tcG.f 4.&in1 
--~---,, .... ..J· 

9?-S:.48 .055 lNMA'l'E Rli:QOEST TO STAFF CDFRM 
SEP 98 
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE FEDE~ BUREAU OF PRISONS 

n,ber) 
DATE/- _ CJ 

REGISTER ('JO,: 

~~--,K----=---.......L,.~~---~~-0,-~~9',.,___________._,,;.__,c:;,..;o....--~~~---
g:L 

SOE,TF.CT: (Brie fly st ,"l te your question or concern and 1: he 1,ol ut ion you arr:! :r.aguest ing, 
Continue on back, if nece~~ary. You~ failure to be specific ~•Y result in no action being 
taken. :f necae$ary, you will be inter~iewed in order to s~ccesafully respond to your 

DISPOSITJ:0N: 

Signature StBff Member I Date 

---~---~ --------~--_,,__------~------ -----~~ Record Copy - F.:.:e; Copy ~ Inmate 
(This for~ may be replicated vi~ WP) This for~ replaces BP-:4B.01J rtated Oct S6 

and 8?.-S148,070 AFR 94 
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THOMAS P. O'BRIEN 
United States Attorney ~ _ S[P -8 AH S: 01:, 

2 LEON W. WEIDMAN 
Assistant united States Attorney : ,.,,.., ~l.1a ,;i:0 .. !...E~ ~" ,·uu12 

3 Chief, Civil Division 
GWENDOLYN M. GAMBLE (CA Bar No. 143267) 

4 Assistant united States Attorney 
Room 7516, Federal Building JS - 6 

5 300 North Los Angeles Street 
Los Angeles, California 90012 

6 Email: gwen.gamble@usdoj.gov 
Telephone: (213) 894-6684 

7 F'ax: (213) 894-7819 
Attorneys for Defendant 

8 UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

l) 

IO 

11 

FOR THE CENTRAL DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA 

WESTERN DIVISION 

12 PHILLIP VINCENT, 

13 Plaintiff, 

14 V. 

15 UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 

16 

17 

18 

Defendant. 

No. CV 08-3286 FMC (PJWx) 

ORDER 

Honorable Florence-Marie Cooper 

19 Pursuant to the Stipulation for Compromise Settlement tiled by 

20 the parties, 

21 IT IS HEREBY ORDERED: 

1. Plaintiff's action is dismissed with prejudice in its 

23 entirety; 

24 

') -_) 

26 

fees; 

2. Each party shall bear their own costs of suit and attorneys 

3. The Court retains jurisdiction pending payment of the 

27 settlement. 

28 4. Upon deposit by the United States to the Registry of the 



,-

·•, 

3 

4 

5 
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Court of a check in the amoun: of Seven Thousand ?ive Hundred Dollars 

($7,500.00) made payable to the Clerk of the united States District 

Court for the Central District of California In Re: United States v. 

Phillip Vincent, Case No. CR 59-611 JFW ( "Criminal Case"), as provided 

by the Stipulation for Compromise Settlement~ l0(b), the Clerk shall 

6 apply said funds pursuant to 18 U.S.C. §3612(i) to the principal 

7 amount of the criminal restitution judgment entered in the Criminal 

8 Case, which judgment shall be deemed satisfied by $7,500, thereby 

9 reducing the principal amount of the judgment from $14,505 to $7,005. 

JO No further order of the Court shall be required for the disbursement 

11 of said funds by the Clerk. 

DATED: August 24, 2009 

FLORENCE-MARIE COOPER 

/ . 
;_"/,t\?-- .. 

12 

13 

14 

15 
UNITED STATES DISTRICT JUDGE 

16 PRESENTED BY: 

17 

18 
JAHRMARKT & ASSOCIATES 

19 _._~S'-'-----------
JOHN JAHRMARKT 

20 Attorney for Plaintiff 

21 
THOMAS P. O'BRIEN 

22 United States Attorney 
LEON W. WEIDMAN 

23 Assistant United States Attorney 
Chief, Civil Division 

24 

25 /s/ Gwendolyn M. Gamble 
GWENDOLYN M. GAMBLE 

26 Assistant United States Attorney 
Attorneys for Defendant 

27 UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

28 , 
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3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

CENTRAL DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA 

PHILLIP VINCENT, j 2:08-cv-03286-FMC-PJWx 

j ORDER FOR JURY TRIAL 

Plaintiff( s ), 
) 
) 

l. 

) 2. 

vs. l) 
3. 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS, et 4. 
al. ) 

) 
j 5. 

Defendant( s). ) 6. __________ ) 

Discovery Cut-Off Date: May 15, 
2009 
Cut-Off Date for Filing Motion t 
Join Parties or Amend Pleadings: 
June 22, 2009 
Cut-Off Date for Filing Motions: 
June 22, 2009 
Expert Witness Exchange Deadline: 
Initial: March20, 2009; 
Supplemental: April 17, 2009. 
Final Pre-Trial Conference: Augus 
10, 2009, at 9:30 a.m. 
Trial Date: September 15, 2009, a 
9:00 a.m. 

18 SCHEDULING: 

19 l. In General. The Court has established a cut-off date for joining parties 

20 or amending pleadings. All motions to join other parties or to amend the pleadings 

21 shall be filed and served on, or prior to, the cut-off date. All motions to join other 

22 parties or to amend the pleadings sha11 be noticed for hearing. AH unserved parties 

23 are subject to dismissal at the time of the Pre-Trial Conference pursuant to Local 

24 Rule 16-7.1. 

25 2. Discovery Cut-Off. The Court has established a cut-off date for 

26 discovery in this action. All discovery is to be completed on, or prior to, the cut-off 

27 date. Accordingly, the following discovery schedule shall apply to this Court. 

28 A. Depositions. All depositions shall be scheduled to commence at 



l least five (5) working days prior to the discovery cut-off date. All original 

2 depositions to be used in trial shall be lodged with the Courtroom Deputy on the day 

3 of trial. 

4 B. Discovery Motions. Any motion respecting the inadequacy of 

5 responses to discovery must have been heard by the discovery cut-off date. Counsel 

6 are expected to strictly comply with all local rules and the Federal Rules of Civil 

7 Procedure concerning discovery. Whenever possible, the Court expects counsel to 

8 resolve discovery problems among themselves in a courteous, reasonable, and 

9 professional manner. The Court expects that counsel will strictly adhere to the 

10 Civility and Professional Guidelines adopted by the United States District Court for 

11 the Central District of California in July of 1995. 

12 LAW AND MOTION: 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

1. The Court has ordered the above cut-off date for the filing of motions 

in this action. All motions must be noticed so that the hearing takes place in 

accordance with this Court's directions for setting hearings on the webpage. 

Counsel shall comply with e-filing procedures and supply courtesy copies to the 

Court. 

2. If oral argument is not required, counsel will be advised the week 

before the hearing date. If oral argument is to be heard, the Court will make every 

effort to issue a tentative ruling or an outline of issues on which argument should 

concentrate in advance of the hearing date. Please include your fax number on all 

pleadings. Counsel should check the district court's website at 

www.cacd.uscourts.gov under this Judge's profile to find any tentative rulings 

posted on Thursday afternoon or Friday before the scheduled oral argument. 

3. All documents are to comply with Local Rule 11-3.1 and shall be 

prepared in l 4-point font or larger or monospaced typeface with no more than l 0 

½ characters per inch. Counsel are also directed to adhere to Local Rule 11-3.6, 

requiring that all documents be double spaced, and Local Rule 11-8, requiring that 

- 2 -
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8 
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10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

all briefs that exceed 10 pages in length must have a table of contents and a table of 

authorities. 

FINAL PRE-TRIAL CONFERENCE: 

This case has been placed on calendar for a Final Pre-Trial Conference 

pursuant to Fed.R.Civ.P. 16 and Local Rule 16-7. Unless excused for good cause, 

each party appearing in this action shall be represented at the Final Pre-Trial 

Conference by the attorney who is to have charge of the conduct of the trial on 

behalf of such party. Counsel should be prepared to discuss streamlining the trial, 

including presentation of testimony by deposition excerpts or summaries, time 

limits, stipulations as to undisputed facts, and qualification of experts by admitted 

resumes. 

STRICT COMPLIANCE WITH THE REQUIREMENT OF LOCAL RULE 

16-1, et seq., IS REQUIRED BY THE COURT. Therefore, carefully prepared 

Memoranda of Contentions of Fact and Law, Witness List, Exhibit List, and a 

proposed Final Pre-Trial Conference Order shall be submitted in accordance with 

the Rules, and the form of the proposed Final Pre-Trial Order shall be in conformity 

with the format set forth in the Appendix A to the Local Rules. 

The Memoranda of Contentions of Fact and Law are due twenty-one (21) days 

before the Final Pre-Trial Conference, and the proposed Final Pre-Trial Conference 

Order is to be lodged seven (7) days before the Final Pre-Trial Conference. 

SETTLEMENT PROCEDURES: 

A settlement procedure is required in every case pursuant to Local Rule 16-

14, et seq. The Court will normally be guided by counsel's agreement as to what 

procedure is appropriate for this case and when the optimum time for that procedure 

is. Counsel are responsible for seeing that the settlement procedures are conducted 

well before the Final Pre-Trial Conference. Not to the exclusion of other 

procedures, the following are available: 

( 1) a settlement conference before the district judge or 

- 3 -
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12 
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14 

15 

16 

17 

(2) 

(3) 

magistrate jud_ge assigned to the case; however, the 
undersigned. snail.not part~cipate in settlement of a 
case to be tned without a Jury; 

a settlement conference or mediation before 
an attorney selected from the Attorney 
Settlement Panel; 

the employment (at the parties' expense) of 
a private judge, a mediator, or arbitrator. 

TRIAL PREPARATION FOR JURY TRIAL- MOTIONS. INSTRUCTIONS AND 

EXHIBITS: 

THE COURT ORDERS that all counsel comply with the following in their 

preparation for trial: 

1. MOTIONS IN LIMINE 

All motions in limine must be filed no later than twenty-one (21) days 

before the Final Pre-Trial Conference. There is no need to provide the Court with 

proposed Orders on the Motions in Limine. The Court will rule on all motions in 

limine at the Final Pre-Trial Conference. Failure to file motions in limine on 

time may result in a continuance of the trial date. 

2. JURY INSTRUCTIONS/SPECIAL VERDICT FORMS 

18 Thirty-five (35) days before trial, plain ti ff shall serve plaintiff's 

19 proposed jury instructions and special verdict forms on defendant. Twenty-eight 

20 (28) days before trial, defendant shall serve on plaintiff defendant's objections to 

21 plaintiff's instructions together with any additional instructions defendant intends 

22 to offer. Twenty-one (21) days before trial, counsel are ordered to meet and confer 

23 to attempt to come to agreement on the proposed jury instructions. 

24 Fourteen ( 14) days before trial, counsel shall file with the Court a JOINT set 

25 of jury instructions on which there is agreement. 

26 Reference to the instructions in the Manual of Model Jury Instructions for the 

27 Ninth Circuit, the California Book of Approved Jury Instructions Civil, or the 

28 Judicial Council of California Civil Jury Instructions (CACI), shall be by number 

- 4 -
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10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

only. The Court requests only a list of those numbered instructions, which the 

Court has accessible on its computer. Do not provide written copies of those 

instructions. 

Defendant's counsel has the burden of preparing the joint set of jury 

instructions. At the same time each party shall file its proposed jury instructions 

which are objected to by any other party. Points and authorities in support of those 

instructions and in support of any objections are to be filed at least seven days prior 

to trial. 

With respect to the parties' special instructions, each requested instruction 

shall be set forth in full; be on a separate page; be numbered; cover only one subject 

or principle of law; and not repeat principles of law contained in any other requested 

instruction. 

During the trial and before argument, the Court will meet with counsel and 

settle the instructions. Failure of counsel to strictly follow the provisions of this 

section may subject the non-complying party and/or its attorney to sanctions 

and shall constitute a waiver of jury trial. 

3. TRIAL EXHIBITS 

Counsel are to prepare their exhibits for presentation at the trial by 

placing them in binders which are indexed by exhibit number with tabs or dividers 

on the right side. Counsel shall submit to the Court an original and one copy of the 

binders. The exhibits shall be in a three-ring binder labeled on the spine portion of 

the binder as to the volume number and contain an index of each exhibit included 

in the volume. Exhibits must be numbered in accordance with Local Rule 16.5. 

The Court requires that the fallowing be submitted to the Courtroom Deputy 

Clerk on the first day of trial: 

a. The original exhibits with the Court's exhibit tags, yellow tags 

for plaintiff and blue tags for defendant, shall be stapled to the front of the exhibit 

on the upper right-hand corner with the case number, case name, and exhibit number 

- 5 -
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8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

placed on each tag. 

b. One bench book with a copy of each exhibit tabbed with numbers 

as described above for use by the Court. (Court's exhibit tags not necessary.) 

C. Three (3) copies of exhibit lists. 

d. Three (3) copies of witness lists m the order in which the 

witnesses may be called to testify. 

e. If a daily transcript and/or real time reporting will be requested 

or is contemplated, the reporter is to be notified at least one week in advance of the 

trial date. 

In jury cases where a significant number of exhibits are to be admitted, the 

Court encourages counsel, preferably by agreement, to consider ways in which 

testimony about exhibits may be made intelligible to the jury while it is being 

presented. Counsel may consider such devices as overhead projectors, jury 

notebooks for admitted exhibits, or blow-ups of important exhibits. The Central 

District has Elmo equipment which may be available for your use during trial. Call 

the Court's Space and Facilities Division at (213) 894-1400 to reserve audio visual 

equipment. Do not plan to pass exhibits up and down the jury box while court is 
. . 
m sess10n. 

All counsel are to meet not later than ten ( 10) days before trial and to 

stipulate, so far as is possible, to foundation, waiver of the best evidence rule, and 

to those exhibits which may be received into evidence at the start of the trial. The 

exhibits to be so received will be noted on the extra copies of the exhibit hsts. 

4. MINI OPENING ST A TEMENTS 

On the first day of the trial, one attorney for each side is to deliver a mini

opening statement to the prospective jury panel, before jury selection begins. Each 

statement is to be no more than five minutes in length. 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 
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l JURY TRIAL: 

2 After the initial day of trial, trial days are Tuesday through Friday from 8:00 

3 a.m. to 1: 30 p.m. with two fifteen-minute breaks, normally at 10:00 a.m. and 12:00 

4 p.m. On the first day of trial, the Court will commence at 9:00 a.m. and conclude 

5 at 4:00 p.m. with the standard lunch break. 

6 The Clerk is ordered to serve a copy of this Order on counsel for a11 parties 

7 to this action 

s DATED: December 8, 2008 
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FLORENCE-MARIE COOPER, JUDGE 
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THOMAS P. O'BRIEN 
United States Attorney 

2 LEON W. WEIDMAN 
Assistant United States Attorney 

3 Chief, Civil Division 

Filed 08/24/2009 Page 1 of 2 

GWENDOLYN M. GAMBLE (CA Bar No. 143267) 
4 Assistant United States Attorney 

Room 7516, Federal Building 
5 300 North Los Angeles Street 

Los Angeles, California 90012 
6 Email: gwen.gamble@usdoj.gov 

Telephone: (213) 894-6684 
7 Fax: (213) 894-7819 

Attorneys for Defendant 
8 UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

JS - 6 

9 

IO 

11 

FOR THE CENTRAL DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA 

WESTERN DIVISION 

12 PHILLIP VINCENT, 

13 Plaintiff, 

14 v. 

15 UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 

16 

17 

18 

Defendant. 

No. CV 08-3286 FMC (PJWx) 

ORDER 

Honorable Florence-Marie Cooper 

19 Pursuant to the Stipulation for Compromise Settlement filed by 

20 the parties, 

21 IT IS HEREBY ORDERED: 

22 1. Plaintiff's action is dismissed with prejudice in its 

23 entirety; 

24 2 • Each party shall bear their own costs of suit and attorneys 

25 fees; 

26 3. The Court retains jurisdiction pending payment of the 

27 settlement. 

28 4. Upon deposit by the United States to the Registry of the 
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Court of a check in the amount of Seven Thousand Five Hundred Dollars 

2 ($7,500.00) made payable to the Clerk of the United States District 

3 Court for the Central District of California In Re: United States v. 

4 Phillip Vincent, Case No. CR 99-611 JFW ("Criminal Case"), as provided 

5 by the Stipulation for Compromise Settlement i lO(b), the Clerk shall 

6 apply said funds pursuant to 18 U.S. C. §3612 ( i) to the principal 

7 amount of the criminal restitution judgment entered in the Criminal 

8 Case, which judgment shall be deemed satisfied by $7,500, thereby 

9 reducing the principal amount of the judgment from $14,505 to $7,005. 

IO No further order of the Court shall be required for the disbursement 

l l of said funds by the Clerk. 

12 DATED: August 24, 2009 

13 

14 FLORENCE-MARIE COOPER 
UNITED STATES DISTRICT JUDGE 

15 

16 PRESENTED BY: 

17 
JAHRMARKT & ASSOCIATES 

18 

19 / s / 
JOHN JAHRMARKT 

20 Attorney for Plaintiff 

21 
THOMAS P. O'BRIEN 

22 United States Attorney 
LEON W. WEIDMAN 

23 Assistant United States Attorney 
Chief, Civil Division 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

Isl Gwendolyn M. Gamble 
GWENDOLYN M. GAMBLE 
Assistant United States Attorney 
Attorneys for Defendant 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

2 
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JOHN JAHRMARKT, ESQ. (SBN 175569) 
JAHRMARKT & ASSOCIATES 

2 10880 Wilshire Boulevard 
Suite 2070 

3 Los Angeles, California 90024 
(310) 446-8989 

4 (310) 446-8988 fax 
jjlawyer@mail.com 

5 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 

6 PHILLIP VINCENT 

7 

8 

9 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

CENTRAL DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA 

10 PHILLIP VINCENT, an 
individual, 

11 

12 

13 
v. 

Plaintiff, 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA; W. 
14 MCCULLUM, an individual, and 

DOES 1 through 50, Inclusive, 
15 

16 
Defendants. 

[ This First Amended Complaint amends the 
17 caption as follmv~: United States of America and 

W. Mccullum are Added as Defendants. Federal 
18 Bureau of Prisons; United States Penitentiary in 

Leavemvorth, Kansas; and Metropolitan Detention 
19 Center in Los Angeles, California are Dropped as 

Defendants ] 
20 

CASE NO.: CV08-03286FMC(PJW) 

FIRST AMENDED COMPLAINT FOR: 
1. CONSTITUTIONAL VIOLATION BY 

FEDERAL OFFICIALS (BIVENS); 
2. MEDICAL MALPRACTICE (FEDERAL 

TORT CLAIMS ACT); AND 
3. GENERAL NEGLIGENCE (FEDERAL 

TORT CLAIMS ACT). 

DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL ON 
FIRST AND SECOND CAUSES OF 
ACTION ONLY 

21 Plaintiff PHILLIP VINCENT hereby allege: 

22 1 . This is an action by plaintiff PHILLIP VINCENT, 

23 for injuries sustained to his left eye causing blindness 

24 while incarcerated in a federal prison. The injuries 

25 resulted from the progression of a fully treatable and 

26 curable medical condition that worsened during Plaintiff's 

27 nine month period of incarceration because of the neglect 

28 and deliberate indifference to Plaintiff's medical needs 

-1-
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amounting to violation of Plaintiff's Constitutional right 

2 to be free of cruel and unusual punishment. 

3 THE PARTIES 

4 2. Pursuant to this first amended complaint the 

5 following parties are dropped as Defendants: FEDERAL BUREAU 

6 OF PRISONS; UNITED STATES PENITENTIARY IN LEAVENWORTH, 

7 KANSAS; and METROPOLITAN DETENTION CENTER IN LOS ANGELES, 

8 CALIFORNIA. In addition, the following parties are added as 

9 Defendants: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA and W. MCCULLUM. In 

10 addition, the caption is amended to reflect the changes in 

11 party Defendants. 

12 3. Plaintiff PHILLIP VINCENT ("Plaintiff") is, and at 

13 all times relevant herein, was an individual and a resident 

14 of either Kansas or California. 

15 4. Dropped Defendant Federal Bureau of Prisons 

16 ("BOP") is an agency of the United States Department of 

17 Justice, is responsible for the custody and care of 

18 sentenced federal inmates and is charged with the management 

19 and regulation of all Federal penal and correctional 

20 institutions, including Defendant UNITED STATES PENITENTIARY 

21 IN LEAVENWORTH, KANSAS ("Leavenworth") and Defendant 

22 METROPOLITAN DETENTION CENTER IN LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 

23 ("MDC-LA"). BOP is hereby dropped as a Defendant. 

24 5 . Dropped Defendant UNITED STATES PENITENTIARY IN 

25 LEAVENWORTH, KANSAS ("Leavenworth") is a high security 

26 Federal penitentiary housing male inmates located in 

27 Leavenworth, Kansas. Leavenworth is hereby dropped as a 

28 Defendant. 

-2-
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6. Dropped Defendant METROPOLITAN DETENTION CENTER IN 

2 LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA ("MDC-LA") is an administrative 

3 facility within the BOP used for the detention of certain 

4 Federal inmates, pretrial offenders and other individuals. 

5 MDC-LA is hereby dropped as a Defendant. 

6 7 • Defendant UNITED STATE OF AMERICA ("USA") is a 

7 sovereign governmental entity and is responsible for the 

8 proper administration, actions and inactions of its 

9 agencies, including BOP and its Federal penal and 

10 correctional institutions, including MDC-LA and Leavenworth. 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

8. Defendant W. MCCULLUM, an individual ("MCCULLUM"), 

at all times relevant, was a medical doctor employed by 

Leavenworth as its "Clinical Director." Based upon 

information and belief, MCCULLUM, at all times relevant, was 

charged with the responsibility of overseeing the medical 

needs of the prisoners of Leavenworth. MCCULLUM and USA 

shall hereinafter be collectively referred to as Defendants. 

9 . Plaintiff is unaware of the true identity and 

19 capacity of each of the defendants named herein as Does 1 

20 through 50, inclusive. Plaintiff will seek to amend this 

21 Complaint to state the names and capacities of said Doe 

22 defendants when ascertained. Plaintiff is informed and 

23 believes and on that basis alleges that each of said Doe 

24 defendants was responsible for and contributed to the acts 

25 hereinafter alleged and that Plaintiff's damages were 

26 proximately caused by the acts and omissions of said 

27 fictitious defendants. 

28 10. Plaintiff is informed and believes and on that 

-3-
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basis alleges that, in engaging in the acts hereinafter 

2 alleged, each of the defendants was the agent, servant and 

3 employee of each of the other defendants, and performed each 

4 of the acts hereinafter alleged within the course and scope 

5 of such agency and employment and with the knowledge, 

6 consent, approval, authorization and ratification of each 

7 other defendant. 

JURISDICTION AND VENUE 

8 

9 

10 11. This Court has jurisdiction over this action 

11 pursuant 28 U.S.C. §1346(b) which provides Federal District 

12 Courts with "exclusive jurisdiction" over tort claims 

13 against the United States. Venue is proper in this Court 

14 pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1391(b) and §1402(b) in that a 

15 substantial part of the events or omissions giving rise to 

16 the claims made herein occurred within this district and 

17 because the Plaintiff resides in this district. Subject 

18 matter jurisdiction over those of Plaintiff's claims, if 

19 any, that arise under state law is based upon the principles 

20 of supplemental jurisdiction set forth in 28 U.S.C. § 1367, 

21 and the provisions of 28 U.S.C. § 1338(b). 

22 12. On or about September 10, 2007, Plaintiff filed an 

23 Administrative Claim for Relief ("Tort Claim") under the 

24 Federal Tort Claims Act, Title 28 U.S.C. §1346(b), 2671 et. 

25 seq. with the U.S. Department of Justice, Federal Bureau of 

26 Prisons, North Central Regional Office. On or about April 

27 22, 2008, Plaintiff received written notice that the Tort 

28 Claim was denied. 

-4-
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13. During Plaintiff's period of incarceration, 

2 Plaintiff exhausted his administrative remedies with respect 

3 to the claims made hereunder. Nevertheless, because 

4 Plaintiff was not, at the time this action was filed, and no 

5 longer is, a prisoner confined in jail, prison, or other 

6 correctional facility, Plaintiff is not required to exhaust 

7 his administrative remedies pursuant to the Prison 

8 Litigation Reform Act, 42 U.S.C. § 1997e(a) prior to filing 

9 the within action. 

10 

11 BACKGROUND 

12 14. In or about September 2006, Plaintiff was informed 

13 by an ophthalmologist that he had a serious medical 

14 condition with his left eye that could result in blindness 

15 if not treated. Plaintiff was told that he was suffering 

16 from a vitreous hemorrhage and that his optic nerve was 

17 detaching from his retina possibly tearing the retina and 

18 that blood was entering his eye. Plaintiff was told that 

19 laser eye surgery was necessary to correct this condition 

20 and that the prognosis was very good if properly treated. 

21 Plaintiff was further informed that if not treated, the 

22 retina would likely be irreparably torn and that blood in 

23 the eye would permanently obscure or totally block out his 

24 vision. 

25 15. Notwithstanding this serious medical condition, 

26 testing of Plaintiff's eyes in September 2006 revealed an 

27 uncorrected visual acuity of 20/20 in both of Plaintiff's 

28 eyes. 

-5-
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16. Plaintiff immediately commenced preparation for 

2 scheduling the recommended surgery. Unfortunately, on or 

3 about December 4, 2006, Plaintiff was placed into custody in 

4 MDC-LA as a federal prison inmate after violating the terms 

5 of his Supervised Release (i.e., parole) with respect to a 

6 prior incarceration. Plaintiff was unable to receive any 

7 treatment for his eye before being placed into custody. 

8 17. Upon Plaintiff's medical intake screening, he 

9 immediately informed medical staff at MDC-LA that he had a 

10 severe eye problem, to the extent that blood was leaking 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

into his eye and was set for emergency surgery prior to his 

incarceration. 

18. On December 8, 2006, Plaintiff filed an Inmate 

Request to Staff Form BP-S148.055 ("First Request") to the 

staff at MDC-LA. In the First Request, Plaintiff 

specifically informed MDC-LA staff of his eye problem. A 

true and correct copy of the First Request is attached 

18 hereto as Exhibit "A", and is fully incorporated herein by 

19 this reference. 

20 19. Plaintiff did not receive any response to the 

21 First Request. 

22 20. On January 4, 2007, Plaintiff again filed an 

23 Inmate Request to Staff Form BP-S148.055 ("Second Request") 

24 to the staff at MDC-LA in which he stated that "my left eye 

25 is very blind. I can't hardly see out of it. I was told I 

26 needed an operation. Please help me." A true and correct 

27 copy of the Second Request is attached hereto as Exhibit 

28 "B", and is fully incorporated herein by this reference. 

-6-
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21. Plaintiff did not receive any response to the 

2 Second Request. 

3 22. On February 2, 2007, Plaintiff again filed an 

4 Inmate Request to Staff Form BP-S148.055 ("Third Request") 

5 to the staff at MDC-LA in which Plaintiff stated that "I was 

6 told I would loose sight in eye if I did not get operation. 

7 Please help me." A true and correct copy of the Third 

8 Request is attached hereto as Exhibit "C", and is fully 

9 incorporated herein by this reference. 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

23. Plaintiff did not receive any response to the 

Third Request. However, Plaintiff was seen by an 

optometrist on or about March 30, 2007, who, being an 

optometrist and not a ophthalmologist, was unable to treat 

Plaintiff's condition. The optometrist prescribed 

eyeglasses and referred Plaintiff to visit an 

ophthalmologist. MDC-LA did not send Plaintiff to an 

ophthalmologist in response to the recommendation of the 

18 optometrist. 

19 24. Instead, on April 13, 2007 Plaintiff was 

20 transferred to Leavenworth. Upon his medical intake 

21 screening Plaintiff again made the medical staff aware of 

22 his eye problems 

23 25. On April 19, 2007, Plaintiff filed another Form 

24 BP-S148.055 ("Fourth Request"), this time to the Leavenworth 

25 staff detailing his eye problems, the fact that nothing had 

26 been done by MDC-LA and that his eyesight was getting worse 

27 everyday. A true and correct copy of the Fourth Request is 

28 attached hereto as Exhibit "D", and is fully incorporated 

-7-
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herein by this reference. 

2 26. Plaintiff did not receive any response to the 

3 Fourth Request. 

4 27. On June 7, 2007, Plaintiff filed an Inmate Request 

5 to Staff Form BP-S148.055 ("Fifth Request") to the Chief 

6 Medical Officer at Leavenworth, Defendant MCCOLLOM, about 

7 his eye problems. In the Fifth Request, Plaintiff wrote: 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

"Please, please, please. Will someone help me 

with my eyes, I am almost completely blind in left eye. 

My vision gets worse by the day. Each passing day I 

have less vision. Will someone in medical please 

answer this copact ... " 

A true and correct copy of the Fifth Request is attached 

hereto as Exhibit "E'', and is fully incorporated herein by 

this reference. 

28. Plaintiff did not receive any response to the 

Fifth Request. 

29. On or about August 1, 2007, Plaintiff's left eye 

19 filled with blood and Plaintiff was taken from Leavenworth 

20 on an emergency basis to an eye doctor. The doctor was 

21 unable to treat Plaintiff and told the medical staff at 

22 Leavenworth that Plaintiff needed to see a specialist. 

23 30. On August 8, 2007, for the first time since 

24 Plaintiff was remanded to custody on December 4, 2006, 

25 Plaintiff saw an eye specialist, Dr. Poulose. Dr. Poulose 

26 found that Plaintiff's vision in the left eye was reduced to 

27 light perception only. Dr. Poulose further noted that 

28 Plaintiff left eye exam revealed a vitreous hemorrhage with 

-8-
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a hazy view of the retina and diagnosed proliferative 

2 retinopathy in both eyes, worse on the left. Dr. Poulose 

3 stated that Plaintiff needed further medical procedures. 

4 31. Based upon information and belief, Dr. Poulose 

5 informed Leavenworth medical staff of his finding and that 

6 Plaintiff had probably already lost the sight in his left 

7 eye and the same was happening to his right eye. 

8 32. As of today's date, the vision in Plaintiff's left 

9 eye has not returned, either through medical intervention or 

10 otherwise. 

11 33. On August 10, 2007, Plaintiff filed an Inmate 

12 Request to Staff Form BP-S148.055 ("Sixth Request") to the 

13 Chief Medical Officer Defendant MCCULLUM requesting a copy 

14 of ALL MEDICAL RECORDS concerning his eyes. Again no 

15 response was forthcoming. A true and correct copy of the 

16 Sixth Request is attached hereto as Exhibit "F", and is 

17 fully incorporated herein by this reference. 

18 34. On August 15, 2007, Plaintiff filed another Inmate 

19 Request to Staff Form BP-S148.055 ("Seventh Request") to the 

20 Chief Medical Officer Defendant MCCULLUM requesting to know 

21 why no medical action was taking concerning his eyes until 

22 after his left eye went blind regardless of his numerous 

23 requests to medical staff. A true and correct copy of the 

24 Seventh Request is attached hereto as Exhibit "G'', and is 

25 fully incorporated herein by this reference. 

26 35. On August 27, 2007, the Plaintiff filed yet 

27 another Request to Staff Form BP-Sl48.055 ("Eighth Request") 

28 to Chief Medical Officer Defendant MCCULLUM stating that he 

-9-
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is almost blind in his right eye. A true and correct copy of 

2 the Eighth Request is attached hereto as Exhibit "H", and is 

3 fully incorporated herein by this reference 

4 36. On August 30, 2007, the Chief Medical Officer 

5 Defendant MCCULLUM finally answered Plaintiff's Inmate 

6 Request to Staff Form BP-S148.055 ("First Written Response") 

7 by stating "Appointment Made". A true and correct copy of 

8 the First Written Response is attached hereto as Exhibit 

9 "I", and is fully incorporated herein by this reference. 

10 37. On September 11, 2007, Plaintiff filed another 

11 Request to Staff Form BP-S148.055 ("Ninth Request") to Chief 

12 Medical Officer Defendant MCCULLUM stating that the 

13 condition of his right eye was worsening. A true and correct 

14 copy of the Ninth Request is attached hereto as Exhibit "J", 

15 and is fully incorporated herein by this reference. 

16 38. On September 14, 2007, the Plaintiff filed another 

17 Request to Staff Form BP-S148.055 ("Tenth Request") to Unit 

18 Manager Mr. Gray stating that he would be released from 

19 incarceration in two months and requested to see an eye 

20 doctor for his worsening condition. A true and correct copy 

21 of the Tenth Request is attached hereto as Exhibit "K", and 

22 is fully incorporated herein by this reference. 

23 39. On September 17, 2007, the Chief Medical Officer 

24 Defendant MCCULLUM answered Plaintiff's Inmate Request to 

25 Staff Form BP-S148.055 ("Second Written Response") by 

26 stating "you will be seen by optometry and again referred 

27 appropriately." A true and correct copy of the Second 

28 Written Response is attached hereto as Exhibit "L", and is 

-10-
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fully incorporated herein by this reference. 

2 40. On October 1, 2007, the Plaintiff filed another 

3 Request to Staff Form BP-S148.055 ("Eleventh Request") to 

4 Medical Records stating that he would be going to a halfway 

5 house in November 2007 and requested all of his medical 

6 records regarding his eye treatments. A true and correct 

7 copy of the Eleventh Request is attached hereto as Exhibit 

8 "M", and is fully incorporated herein by this reference. 

9 41. On November 1, 2007, again the Plaintiff filed 

11 

12 

13 

14 

10 another Request to Staff Form BP-S148.055 ("Twelfth 

Request") to Medical Records requested all of his medical 

records regarding his eye treatments. A true and correct 

copy of the Twelfth Request is attached hereto as Exhibit 

"N", and is fully incorporated herein by this reference. 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

42. On November 13, 2007, Plaintiff was released from 

incarceration. Regardless of Plaintiff's numerous requests 

and even after being informed by an optometrist that 

Plaintiff needed medical attention, Defendants and the 

medical staff of both MDC-LA and Leavenworth, including 

20 Defendant MCCULLUM failed to act. Because Defendants did 

21 not act appropriately and take the Plaintiff seriously, 

22 Plaintiff is now blind in his left eye and his right eye is 

23 now failing him. Plaintiff's left eye blindness is 

24 something that could have been prevented had Defendants 

25 acted in accordance with Plaintiff numerous written 

26 requests. 

27 / / / 

28 

-11-
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2 

3 

4 

Count I 

(Constitutional Violation by a Federal 

Official - against all MCCULLUM and DOES 1-50) 

5 43. Plaintiff specifically reallege and incorporate by 

6 reference each and every allegation set forth above. 

7 44. In the case of Bivens v. Six Unknown Agents of the 

8 Federal Bureau of Narcotics, 403 U.S. 388, 397, 29 L. Ed. 2d 

9 619, 91 S. Ct. 1999 (1971), the United States Supreme Court 

10 held that a victim of a constitutional violation by a 

11 federal official may bring a claim for money damages despite 

12 the absence of a statute creating a private right of action. 

13 The right of a Bivens action was extended in Carlson v. 

14 Green, 446 U.S. 14, 100 S. Ct. 1468, 64 L. Ed. 2d 15 (1980), 

15 to recognize an implied action for damages against federal 

16 prison officials for violations of the Eighth Amendment. 

17 In Carlson, the Court held that federal prison officials 

18 could be sued for violations of the Eighth Amendment's 

19 prohibition on cruel and unusual punishment, notwithstanding 

20 the availability of a claim under the Federal Tort Claims 

21 Act against the United States. (See also, Godoy-Aguirre v. 

22 Gilkey (E.D. Cal. 2006) 2006 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 63979) The 

23 deliberate indifference to serious medical needs of 

24 prisoners constitutes the unnecessary and wanton infliction 

25 of pain proscribed by the Eighth Amendment and states a 

26 cause of action under Bivens. 

27 45. From the time that Plaintiff was placed into 

28 custody in MDC-LA on December 4, 2006, Plaintiff had a 

-12-
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serious need for medical attention. The medical necessity 

2 created by Plaintiff's eye problems detailed above, 

3 ultimately leading to blindness, constituted a serious 

4 medical need. Plaintiff's medical needs during his period 

5 of incarceration were serious because it was apparent that 

6 the failure to treat Plaintiff's condition would likely 

7 result in further significant injury and unnecessary and 

8 wanton infliction of pain if his medical needs were not met. 

9 46. Notwithstanding the significance of Plaintiff's 

10 eye problems, Defendant MCCULLUM and other prison officials 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

at MDC-LA and Leavenworth, currently described as DOE 

Defendants, were deliberately indifferent to Plaintiff's 

serious medical needs. This deliberate indifference is 

apparent from the continued refusal to allow Plaintiff to 

see a physician even after the numerous written requests. 

Pursuant to these requests, Defendant MCCULLUM and the DOE 

Defendants were specifically aware that Plaintiff had a 

18 severe eye problem, that blood was leaking into his eye, 

19 that he was set for emergency surgery prior to his 

20 incarceration and that this surgery was necessary to prevent 

21 further permanent eye injury and blindness. 

22 47. As a direct and proximate result of the deliberate 

23 indifference of Defendant MCCULLUM and the DOE Defendants to 

24 Plaintiff's serious medical needs and the failure of 

25 Defendant MCCULLUM and the DOE Defendants to allow Plaintiff 

26 to be attended to by an ophthalmologist, Plaintiff suffered 

27 permanent left eye blindness which caused and continues to 

28 cause Plaintiff severe pain and discomfort and Plaintiff is 

-13-
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informed and believes and based upon such information and 

2 belief alleges that he will in the future suffer pain, 

3 discomfort and disfigurement all to his general damages in a 

4 sum according to proof at the time of trial. 

5 48. The aforementioned acts of Defendant MCCULLUM and 

6 the DOE Defendants were willful and malicious in that their 

7 conduct was intended to cause injury to Plaintiff and/or 

8 were carried on with a conscious disregard for Plaintiff, 

9 thereby warranting the assessment of exemplary and punitive 

10 damages against Defendant MCCULLUM and the DOE Defendants in 

an amount appropriate to punish them. 11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

Count II 

(MEDICAL MALPRACTICE UNDER THE FEDERAL 

TORT CLAIMS ACT - against USA only) 

49. Plaintiff specifically reallege and incorporate by 

reference each and every allegation set forth above. 

50. The Federal Tort Claims Action ("FTCA") provides a 

remedy for "injury or loss of property, or personal inJury 

or death arising or resulting from the negligent or wrongful 

act of omission of any employee of the Government while 

23 acting within the scope of his office or employment . " 

24 28 U.S.C. § 2679(b) (1). The United States is the only proper 

25 defendant in a suit brought pursuant to the FTCA. 

26 51. Because Plaintiff was a Federal prison inmate, 

27 Defendant USA owed Plaintiff a legal duty of care, including 

28 the duty to summon and provide Plaintiff with medical care, 

-14-
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including the diagnosis and treatment of Plaintiff's eye 

2 problems with the degree of knowledge and skill ordinarily 

3 possessed and exercised by members of the medical profession 

4 in similar circumstances. Specifically, "a public employee 

5 .. is liable if the employee knows or has reason to know 

6 that the prisoner is in need of immediate medical care and 

7 he fails to take reasonable action to summon such medical 

8 care." Cal. Gov't Code§ 845.6 {West 2001). 

9 52. Defendant USA breached its duty of care as set 

10 forth herein by failing to provide Plaintiff with medical 

11 care during the period of his incarceration. 

12 53. As a direct and proximate result of Defendant 

13 USA's failure to provide Plaintiff with medical care during 

14 the period of his incarceration, Plaintiff suffered 

15 permanent left eye blindness which caused and continues to 

16 cause Plaintiff severe pain and discomfort and Plaintiff is 

17 informed and believes and based upon such information and 

18 believe alleges that he will in the future suffer pain, 

19 discomfort and disfigurement all to his general damages in a 

20 sum according to proof at the time of trial. 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

Count III 

(GENERAL NEGLIGENCE UNDER THE FEDERAL 

TORT CLAIMS ACT - against USA only) 

26 54. Plaintiff specifically reallege and incorporate by 

27 reference each and every allegation set forth above. 

28 55. Because Plaintiff was a Federal prison inmate, 

-15-
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Defendant USA owed Plaintiff a legal duty of care to act 

2 reasonably and to refrain from unreasonable actions and 

3 inactions. 

4 56. Defendant USA breached its duty of care as set 

5 forth herein by failing to allow Plaintiff access to medical 

6 care during the period of his incarceration. 

7 57. As a direct and proximate result of Defendant 

8 USA's failure as set forth herein, Plaintiff suffered 

permanent left eye blindness which caused and continues to 

cause Plaintiff severe pain and discomfort and Plaintiff is 

informed and believes and based upon such information and 

believe alleges that he will in the future suffer pain, 

discomfort and disfigurement all to his general damages in a 

sum according to proof at the time of trial. 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 JURY DEMAND 

17 

18 

19 

58. Pursuant to Fed. R. Civ. P. 38(b), Plaintiff 

hereby demands trial by jury of all issues so triable that 

are raised herein or which hereinafter may be raised in this 

20 action. This demand does not apply to any claim made under 

21 the FTCA. 

22 

23 PRAYER FOR RELIEF 

24 WHEREFORE, Plaintiff prays for judgment against Defendant as 

25 follows: 

26 ON THE FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION 

27 1 . For damages according to proof at time of trial, 

28 plus interest at the maximum legal rate 

-16-
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2. For exemplary and punitive damages according to 

2 proof at time of trial; 

3 

4 

3. 

4 . 

For costs of suit incurred herein; 

For such other and further relief as the Court 

5 deems just and proper. 

6 

7 

8 1 . 

ON THE SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION 

For damages according to proof at time of trial, 

9 plus interest at the maximum legal rate 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

2. For costs of suit incurred herein; 

3. For such other and further relief as the Court 

deems just and proper. 

ON THE THIRD CAUSE OF ACTION 

1. For damages according to proof at time of trial, 

plus interest at the maximum legal rate 

2. For costs of suit incurred herein; 

3. For such other and further relief as the Court 

19 deems just and proper. 

20 

21 

22 Dated: June 14, 2008 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

JAHRMARKT & ASSOCIATES 

B>1~ ~ -
'~----

Attorney for Plaintiff 
PHILLIP VINCENT 

-17-
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PAGE 12/21 
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r.:ique.-;t.) !u. 
Z_Ci,AA aa:1&<21 -lc112,,l.z::-k/A Y izof-6£ z-4/. v J ' I 

6.,,,,f ' .;,,:.,.~·- ,; 
Do QO~ w~ite below this :inec-c,ro,~ ;r ·;-;;16; 

DIS POS ;(T ION: 

Sign~ture Staff. Me~ber 

Record Copy - F.'il.e1 Copy - Inmate 
(This :rorrn :nay be ri!:plicated via WI?) This fom ~eplaces B~~l~S.070 da~ed Oct 86 

and B~-S148,070 APR 94 
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Case 2:08-cv-03286-FMC-PJW 
~~/~b/1~~~ 11:Jb 3l~b/l3~~. 

Docu mrnL1vi ..,J'M@Rit96/16/2008 Page ~tcG.f 4..6:ini 
--~---,, .... ..J· 

9?-S:.48 .055 lNMA'l'E Rli:QOEST TO STAFF CDFRM 
SEP 98 
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE FEDE~ BUREAU OF PRISONS 

n,ber) 
DATE/- _ CJ 

REGISTER ('JO,: 

~~--,K----=---.......L,.~~---~~-0,-~~9',.,___________._,,;.__,c:;,..;o....--~~~---
g:L 

SOE,TF.CT: (Brie fly st ,"l te your question or concern and 1: he 1,ol ut ion you arr:! :r.aguest ing, 
Continue on back, if nece~~ary. You~ failure to be specific ~•Y result in no action being 
taken. :f necae$ary, you will be inter~iewed in order to s~ccesafully respond to your 

DISPOSITJ:0N: 

Signature StBff Member I Date 

---~---~ --------~--_,,__------~------ -----~~ Record Copy - F.:.:e; Copy ~ Inmate 
(This for~ may be replicated vi~ WP) This for~ replaces BP-:4B.01J rtated Oct S6 

and 8?.-S148,070 AFR 94 
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LOSEN 
P.ll,.GE 001 

* 
* 

PUBLIC INFORMATION 
INMATE DATA 

* 
* 

06-05-2009 
13:17:01 

AS OF 06-05-2009 

REGNO .. : 15293-112 NAME: VINCENT, PHILLIP MATHEW 

RESP OF: CLB / GOOD CONDUCT TIME RELEASE 
PHONE .. : 310-732-5179 FAX: 310-732-5291 

RACE/SEX ... : WHITE/ MALE 
AGE: 50 

ACTUAL RELEASE METH.: GCT REL 
ACTUAL RELEASE DATE.: 12-07-2007 
---------------------------- ADMIT/RELEASE HISTORY----------------------------
FCL 
CLB 
CLB 
3-.L 
3-L 
LVN 
LVN 
LVN 
LVN 
LVN 
LVN 
LVN 
LVN 
LVN 
LVN 
S38 
S38 
OKL 
OKL 
3-J 
3-J 
LOS 
LOS 
CLB 
CLB 
1-J 
1-J 
CLB 
CLB 
CLB 
CLB 
4-T 
4-T 
SHE 
SHE 
SHE 
SHE 

G0002 

ASSIGNMENT DESCRIPTION 
GCT REL GOOD CONDUCT TIME REL (CCCA) 
A-DES DESIGNA'J'ED, AT ASSIGNED FACIL 
RELEASE RELEASED FROM IN-TRANSIT FACL 
A-ADMIT ADMITTED TO AN IN-TRANSIT FACL 
FURL TRANS FURL W/UNESCORTED TRF TO A CCC 
A-DES DESIGNATED, AT ASSIGNED FACIL 
LOCAL HOSP ESC TRIP TO LOCAL HOSP W/RETN 
A-DES DESIGNATED, AT ASSIGNED FACIL 
LOCAL HOSP ESC TRIP TO LOCAL HOSP W/RETN 
A-DES DESIGNATED, AT ASSIGNED FACIL 
LOCAL HOSP ESC TRIP TO LOCAL HOSP W/RETN 
A-DES DESIGNATED, AT ASSIGNED FACIL 
LOCAL HOSP ESC TRIP TO LOCAL HOSP W/RETN 
A-DES DESIGNATED, AT ASSIGNED FACIL 
RELEASE RELEASED FROM IN-TRANSIT FACL 
A-ADMTT ADMITTED 1'0 AN IN-TRANSIT FACL 
HLD REMOVE 
A-HLD 
RELF.A.SI~ 
A-ADMIT 
HLD Rl!:MOVE 
/l.-HLD 
SUPV REL 
A-COM CON 
Rt:::LEASE 
A-ADMIT 
ADMIN l<.EL 
A-ADMlN 
GCT REL 
A-DES 
RE LEAS I''. 
1-\.-ADMIT 
FURL 'l'AANS 
A-DCS 
ESCORT 'l'RP 
A-DES 

HOLDOVER RE:MOVED 
HOLDOVER, TEMPORARILY HOUSED 
RELF.ASEL) FROM IN-TRANSIT FACL 
ADMITTl!:D 'l'O AN IN-TRANSIT ~-ACL 
HOLDOVER REMOVED 
HOLDOVEI\, TEMPORARILY HOUSED 
SUPERVISED RELEASE CCC REMOVED 
COMMUNITY CONFINEMENT CASE 
RELl::ASl::D ~'ROM IN-TRANSIT FACL 
ADMITTED TO AN IN-TRANSIT FACL 
ADMINISTRATIVE RELEASE 
ADMlNI S'l'RAT IVE ADMISSION 
GOOD CONDUCT TIME RELEASE 
DESIGNATED, AT ASSIGNED FACIL 
RELEASED FROM IN-TRANSIT FACL 
ADMITTED TO AN IN-TRANSIT FACL 
FURL W/UNESCORTED TRF TO A CCC 
DESIGNATED, AT ASSIGNED FACIL 
ESC TRIP OTHER THAN LOCAL HOSP 
DESIGNATED, AT ASSIGNED FACIL 

MORE PAGES TO rOLLOW ... 

START DATE/TIME STOP DATE/TIME 
12-07-2007 0001 CURRENT 
11-13-2007 2230 12-07-2007 
11-14-2007 0130 11-14-2007 
11-12-2007 0530 11-14-2007 
11-12-2007 0430 11-12-2007 
11-09-2007 1219 11-12-2007 
11-09-2007 0935 11-09-2007 
08-31-2007 1613 11-09-2007 
08-31-2007 1201 08-31-200'7 
08-08-2007 1751 08-31-2007 
08-08-2007 1434 08-08-2007 
08-02-2007 1429 08-08-2007 
08-02-2007 1234 08-02-2007 
04-13-2007 1211 08-02-2007 
04-13-2007 1311 04-13-2007 
04-13-2007 0645 04-13-2007 
04-13-2007 0545 04-13-2007 
04-05-2007 1830 04-13-2007 
04-05-2007 1930 04-05-2007 
04-05-2007 1119 04-05-2007 
04-05-2007 0819 04-05-2007 
12-04-2006 1805 04-05-2007 
09-30-2006 2330 12-04-2006 
08-07-2006 0800 09-30-2006 
08-07-2006 1100 08-07-2006 
07-18-2006 1210 08-07-2006 
07-18-2006 0910 07-18-2006 
07-18-2006 0908 07-18-2006 
04-12-2005 1155 07-18-2006 
10-15-2004 1226 04-12-2005 
10-15-2004 1526 10-15-2004 
10-14-2004 1039 10-15-2004 
10-14-2004 0739 10-14-2004 
02-27-2004 1426 10-14-2004 
02-27-2004 1231 02-27-2004 
12-14-2000 0755 02-27-2004 

0001 
0130 
0130 
01130 
0430 
1219 
0935 
1613 
1201 
1751 
1434 
1429 
12 34 
1311 
1311 
0545 
0545 
1930 
1930 
0819 
0819 
1805 
2330 
1100 
1100 
0910 
0910 
0908 
1155 
1526 
1526 
0739 
0739 
1426 
1231 



LOSEN * PUBLIC INFORMATION * 06-05-2009 
PP..GE 002 * INMATE DATA .. 13:17:01 

AS OF 06-05-2009 

REGNO .. : 15293-112 NAME: VINCENT, PHILLIP MATHEW 

RESP OF: CLB I GOOD CONDUCT TIME RELEASE 
PHONE .. : 310-732-5179 FAX: 310-732-5291 

4-T RELEASE RELEASED FROM IN-TRANSIT FACL 12-14-2000 1055 12-14-2000 1055 
4-T A-ADMIT ADMIT'l'r:rn TO AN IN-TRANSIT FACL 12-14-2000 1035 12-14-2000 1055 
SHE HLD REMOVE HOLDOVER REMOVED 12-14-2000 0735 12-14-2000 0735 
SHE A-BOP HLD HOLDOVER FOR INST TO HIST TRE' 12-05-2000 1819 12-14-2000 0735 
BOS RELEASE RELEASED !"ROM IN-TRANSIT FACL 12-05-2000 2119 12-05-2000 2119 
BOS A-ADMIT ADMITTED TO AN IN-TRANSIT FACL 12-05-2000 0902 12-05-2000 2119 
DUB HLD REMOVE HOLDOVER REMOVED 12-05-2000 0602 12-05-2000 0602 
DUB A-BOP HLD HOLDOVER F'OR INST TO INST TRF 11-28-2000 1434 12-05-2000 0602 
B13 RELEASE RELEASE:• L''ROM IN-TRANSIT FACL 11-28-2000 1734 11-28-2000 1734 
Bl3 A-ADMI'l' ADMITTED TO AN IN-TRANSIT FACL 11-28-2000 0722 11-28-2000 1734 
LOS HLD REMOVE HOLDOVER REMOVED 11-28-2000 0422 11-28-2000 0422 
LOS A-HLD HOLDOVER, TEMPORARILY HOUSED 05-16-2000 2000 11-28-2000 0'122 
3-H RELEASE RELEASED F'ROM IN-TRANSIT FACL 05-16-2000 2300 05-16-2000 2300 
3-H A-ADMIT ADMITTED TO AN IN-TRANSIT FACL 05-16-2000 1622 05-16-2000 2300 
LOM FED WRIT RELEASE ON FEDERAL WRI1' 05-16-2000 1322 12-05-2000 1818 
LOM A-DES DESIGNATRD, AT ASSIGNED FACIL 04-18-2000 0829 05-16-2000 1322 
812 RELEASE RELEASED !"ROM IN-TRANSIT FACL 04-18-2000 1129 04-18-2000 112 9 
1312 A-ADMIT ADMITTED TO AN IN-TRANSIT c'ACL 04-18-2000 0700 04-18-2000 1129 
LOS HLD REMOVE HOLDOVER REMOVED 04-18-2000 0400 04-18-2000 0400 
LOS A-J-ILD HOLDOVER, TEMPORARILY HOUSED 04-14-2000 0744 04-18-2000 0400 
LOS ADM CHANGE RELEASE F'OR ADMISSION CHANGE OtJ-14-2000 0745 0'1-14-2000 0745 
LOS A-PRE PRE-SENT ADMIT, ADULT 04-04-2000 1252 04-14-2000 0745 
LOS L HOSP USM ESC TRP 'l'O LOC HOSP W/RETN-USM 04-04-2000 0730 04-0'1-2000 1252 
LOS A-l-'RE: PRE-SENT ADMIT, ADULT 02-04-2000 1300 04-04-2000 0730 
LOS L HOSP USM ESC TRP TO LOC HOSP W/RETN-USM 02-04-2000 0845 02-04-2000 1300 
LOS A-PRE PRE-SENT ADMIT, ADULT 08-25-1999 1533 02-0'1-2000 0845 
LOS BAIL/BOND BAIL/BOND 06-23-1999 0805 08-25-1999 1533 
LOS A-PRE PRE-SENT ADMIT, ADULT 06-02-1999 1932 06-23-1999 0805 

G0002 MORE PAGES TO FOLLOW . 



LOSE'.N 
PAGE 003 

* PUBLIC INFORMATION 
INMATE DATA 

AS OF 12-07-2007 

REGNO .. : 15293-112 NAME'.: VlNCENT, PHILLIP MATHEW 

RESP 0~: CLB / GOOD CONDUCT TIME RELEASE 
PHONE .. : 310-732-5179 FAX: 310-732-5291 

PRE-RELEASE PREPARATION DATE: 11-03-2007 

* 
* 

THE FOLLOWING SENTENCE DATA IS FOR THE INMATE'S PRIOR COMMITMENT. 
THE INMATE WAS SCHEDULED FOR RELEASE: 12-07-2007 VIA GCT REL 

06-05-2009 
13:17:01 

------------------------PRIOR JUDGMENT/WARRANT NO: 020 ------------------------

COURT OF JURISDICTION ........... : CALIFORNIA, CENTRAL DISTRICT 
DOCKET NUMBER ................... : CR 99-611-JFW 
JUDGE ........................... : WALTER 
DATE SENTENCED/PROBATION IMPOSED: 03-16-2000 
DATE SUPERVISION REVOKED ........ : 12-04-2006 
TYPE OF SUPERVISION REVOKED ..... : REG 
DATE COMMITTED .................. : 04-13-2007 
HOW COMMITTED ................... : COMMIT OF SUPERVISED REL VTOL 
PROBATION IMPOSED ...... , ..•..... : NO 

FELONY ASSESS MISOMNR ASSESS FINES 
NON-COMMITTED,: $300.00 $00.00 $00.00 

RESTITUTION ... : PROPERTY: NO SERVICES: NO 

COSTS 
$00.00 

AMOUNT: $14,205.00 

---------------------------PRIOR OBLIGATION NO: 010 --------------------------
OFFENSE CODE .... : 551 
OFF /CHG: I 8 use 2113 (A) llANK ROBBERY, CT. 1 

SF;N'J'ENCI~ PROCEDURE:, • , •••••• , , , , : SUPERVI SEO RE:LF.ASF. VIOI..ATION PLRA 
SENTENCE IMPOSED/TIME TO SE:RVE,: 14 MONTHS 
DATE OE' OFFENSE:,, ••• , .......... : 09-29-1998 

G0002 MORE PAGES 'l'O FOLLOW . 



LOSEN 
PAGE 004 

• PUBLIC INFORMATION 
INMATE DATA 

AS OF 12-07-2007 

REGNO .. : 15293-.112 NAME: VINCENT, PHILLIP MATHEW 

RESP OF: CLB / GOOD CONDUCT TIME RELEASE 
PHONE .. : 310-732-5179 !"AX; 310-732-5291 

06-05-2009 
13:17:01 

---------------------------PRIOR COMPUTATION NO; 020 --------------------------

COMPUTATION 020 WAS LAST UPDATED ON 09-06-2007 AT DSC AUTOMATICALLY 
COMPUTATION CERTIFIED ON 09-12-2007 BY DESIG/SENTENCE COMPUTATION CTR 

THE FOLLOWING JUDGMENTS, WARRANTS AND OBLIGATIONS ARE INCLUDED IN 
PRIOR COMPUTATION 020: 020 010 

DATE COMPUTATION BEGAN .......... : 
TOTAL TERM IN EFFECT ............ : 
TOTAL TERM IN EFFECT CONVERTED .. : 
EARLIEST DATE OF OFFENSE ........ : 

12-04-2006 
14 MONTHS 

1 YEARS 
09-29-1998 

JAIL CREDIT ..................... : 

TOTAL PRIOR CREDIT TIME ......... : 1 
TOTAL INOPERATIVE TIME:. ......... : 0 
TOTAL GCT EARNED AND PROJECTED .. : 55 
TOTAL GC'J' EARNED ................ : 55 

FROM DATE 
06-15-2006 

STATUTOHY RELJ:::ASE DATE PROJECTED: 12-09-2007 
SIX MONTH /10% DATE ..... ,, ...... : N/A 
EXPIRATION FULL TF.:RM DATE ....... : 02-02-2008 

ACTUAL SATISF'/\C'J'ION D/\n:, ••• ,,,,: 12-07-2007 
ACTUAL SATISF/\CTION METHOD ...... : GCT REL 
ACTUAL S/\TISF.l\CTION F'ACILl.'l'Y .... : CLB 
ACTUAL S/\TISl"/\CTION KEYED BY .... : OT• 

DAYS REM/\INING .................. : 55 
F'INAL PUBLIC LAW DAYS ........... : 2 

G0002 MORE PAGES TO FOLLOW ... 

2 MONTHS 

THRU DATE 
06-15-2006 



LOSEN 
PAGE 005 

* 
* 

PUBLIC INFORMATION 
INMATE DATA 

AS OF 04-12-2005 

REGNO .. : 15293-112 NAME: VINCENT, PHILLIP MATHEW 

RESP OF: CLB / GOOD CONDUCT TIME RELEASE 

PRE-RELEASE PREPARATION DATE: 10-12-2004 

* 
* 

06-05-2009 
13:17:01 

THE FOLLOWING SENTENCE DATA IS FOR THE INMATE'S PRIOR COMMITMENT. 
THE INMATE WAS SCHEDULED FOR RELEASE: 04-12-2005 VIA GCT REL 

------------------------PRIOR JUDGMENT/WARRANT NO: 010 ------------------------

COURT OF JURISDICTION ........... : CALIFORNIA, CENTRAL DISTRICT 
DOCKET NUMBER ................... : CR99-611-RAP 
JUDGE ........................... : PAEZ 
DATE SENTENCED/PROBATION IMPOSED: 03-16-2000 
DATE COMMITTED .................. : 04-18-2000 
HOW COMMI'l'TE:0 ................... : US DISTRICT COURT COMMITMENT 
PROBATION IMPOSED ............... : NO 

FELONY ASSESS MISDMNR ASSESS FINES 
NON-COMMITTED.: $300.00 $00.00 $00.00 

COSTS 
$00.00 

RESTITUTION ... : PROPERTY: NO SERVICES: NO AMOUNT: $14,205.00 

---------------------------PRIOR OBLIGATION NO: 010 --------------------------
OFFENSE CODE .... : 551 
OFF/CHG: 18 USC 2113(A) BANK ROBBERY, CT. 1 

SENTENCE PROCEDURE ............. : 
SENTENCE IMPOSED/TIME TO SERVE.: 
TERM C-F SUPERVISION ........ , •.. : 
DATE CF OF'["t::NSE ................ : 

3559 PLRA SENTENCE 
77 MONTHS 

3 YEARS 
09-29-1998 

G0002 MORE PAGES TO FOLLOW ... 



LOSEN 
PAGE 006 Of 006 * 

PUBLIC INFORMATION 
INMATE DATA 

AS OF 04-12-2005 

REGNO .. : 15293-112 NAME: VlNCENT, PHILLIP MATHEW 

RESP OF: CLB / GOOD CONDUCT TIME RELEASE 
PHONE .. : 310-732-5179 FAX: 310-732-5291 

06-05-2009 
13:17:01 

---------------------------PRIOR COMPUTATION NO: 010 --------------------------

COMPUTATION 010 WAS LAST UPDATED ON 11-02-2001 AT SHE AUTOMATICALLY 

THE FOLLOWING JUDGMENTS, WARRANTS AND OBLIGATIONS ARE INCLUDED IN 
PRIOR COMPUTATION 010: 010 010 

DATE COMPUTATION BEGAN .......... : 
TOTAL TERM IN EFFECT ............ ; 
TOTAL TERM IN EFFECT CONVERTED .. : 
EARLIEST DATE OF OFFENSE ........ : 

JAIL CREDIT ..................... : 

03-16-2000 
77 MONTHS 

6 YEARS 
09-29-1998 

FROM DATE 
06-01-1999 
08-25-1999 

TOTAL PRIOR CREDIT TIME ......... : 227 
TOTAL INOPERATIVE TIME .......... : 0 
TOTAL GCT EARNED AND PROJECTED .. : 263 
TOTAL GCT EARNED ................ : 263 
STATUTORY RELEASE DATE PROJECTED: 04-12-2005 
SIX MONTH /10% DATR ............. : N/A 
EXPIRATION l'"ULL TERM DATE ....... : 12-31-2005 

ACTUAL SATISFACTION DATE ........ : 04-12-200$ 
ACTUAL SATISFACTION METHOD.,, ... : GCT REL 
ACTUAL SATISFACTION FACll.I'l'Y .... : CLB 
ACTUAL SAT l SFACTION K~~YED BY .... : DT* 

DAYS REMAINING .. ,,,, .. ,., ....... : 263 
FINAL PUBLIC LAW DAYS .. ,, ....... : 0 

S0039 ALL CURRENT COMPS ARE SATISfIED 

5 MONTHS 

THRU DATE 
06-23-1999 
03-15-2000 



Document3 

Transcript of Deposition of Plaintiff on March 19, 2009. 



1 

2 

3 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

CENTRAL DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA 

4 PHILLIP VINCENT, an individual 

5 Plaintiff, 

6 VS. CASE NO. CV08-03286FMC 
(PJW) 

7 UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 

8 Defendant. 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 DEPOSITION OF PHILLIP MATHEW VINCENT, taken on 

14 behalf of the Defendant, at 300 North Los Angeles Street, 

15 Los Angeles, California, commencing at 10:18 a.m., 

16 Thursday, March 19, 2009, before ZAIRA JIMENEZ, C.S.R. No. 

17 13283, pursuant to NOTICE. 

18 * * * 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 
1 



1 APPEARANCES: 

2 For Plaintiff: 

3 JAHR.MARKT & ASSOCIATES LAWYERS 
BY: JOHN JAHRMARKT, Attorney at Law 

4 10880 Wilshire Boulevard 
Suite 2070 

5 Los Angeles, California 90024 
(310) 446-8989 

6 

7 For Defendant: 

8 U.S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE UNITED STATES ATTORNEY'S OFFICE 
BY: GWENDOLYN M. GAMBLE, Attorney at Law 

9 300 North Los Angeles Street 
Suite 7516 

10 Los Angeles, California 90012 
(213 894-6684 

11 

12 
Also Present: 

13 
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

14 FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS 
BY: CORINNE M. NASTRO, Attorney advisor 

15 535 North Alameda Street 
Los Angeles, California 90012 

16 (213) 485-0439x5187 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 
2 



1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

I N D E X 

WITNESS EXAMINATION 

PHILLIP MATHEW VINCENT By Ms. Gamble 

E X H I B I T S 

DEFENDANT'S 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

Response to Interrogatories, 12 pages 

Torrance Memorial Medical Center, 1 page 

Aftercare Instructions, l page 

Healthcare Partners dated 9/1/06, 
1 page 

Healthcare Partners dated 9/13/06, 
1 page 

Health Intake Assessment dated 12/4/06, 
2 pages 

Health Intake Assessment dated 4/13/07, 
2 pages 

Document Bates stamped JSR015, 
dated 11/9/07, 2 pages 

PAGE 

4 

PAGE 

92 

112 

112 

116 

117 

127 

184 

224 

3 
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Withheld pursuant to exemption 
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of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 
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Withheld pursuant to exemption 
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of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 
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Withheld pursuant to exemption 
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of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 
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Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(B) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 
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Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 
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Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(B) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 
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Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(B) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 
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Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 
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Withheld pursuant to exemption 
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Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 
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Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 
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(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 
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Withheld pursuant to exemption 
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of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 
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Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 
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Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0509 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 051 o of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0511 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0512 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0513 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0514 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0515 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0516 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(B) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0517 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0518 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0519 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0520 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0521 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0522 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0523 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0524 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0525 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0526 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(B) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0527 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0528 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0529 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0530 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0531 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0532 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0533 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0534 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0535 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0536 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(B) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0537 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0538 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0539 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0540 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0541 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0542 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0543 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0544 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0545 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0546 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(B) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 054 7 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0548 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0549 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0550 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0551 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0552 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0553 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0554 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0555 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0556 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(B) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0557 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0558 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0559 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0560 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(B) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0561 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(B) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0562 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(B) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0563 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(B) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0564 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(B) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0565 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(B) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0566 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0567 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(B) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0568 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(B) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0569 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0570 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0571 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0572 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0573 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 057 4 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0575 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0576 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(B) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0577 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0578 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0579 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0580 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0581 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0582 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0583 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0584 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0585 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0586 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(B) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0587 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0588 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0589 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0590 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0591 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0592 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0593 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0594 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0595 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0596 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(B) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0597 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0598 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0599 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0600 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(B) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0601 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(B) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0602 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0603 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(B) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0604 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(B) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0605 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0606 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0607 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0608 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0609 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 061 o of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(B) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0611 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(B) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0612 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(B) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0613 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(B) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0614 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(B) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0615 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(B) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0616 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0617 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(B) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0618 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(B) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0619 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(B) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0620 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(B) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0621 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(B) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0622 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(B) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0623 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(B) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0624 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(B) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0625 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(B) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0626 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0627 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(B) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0628 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(B) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0629 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(B) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0630 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(B) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0631 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(B) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0632 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(B) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0633 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(B) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0634 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(B) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0635 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(B) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0636 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0637 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(B) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0638 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(B) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0639 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(B) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0640 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(B) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0641 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(B) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0642 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(B) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0643 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(B) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0644 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(B) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0645 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(B) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0646 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 064 7 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(B) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0648 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(B) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0649 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(B) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0650 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(B) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0651 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(B) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0652 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(B) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0653 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(B) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0654 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(B) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0655 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(B) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0656 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0657 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(B) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0658 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(B) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0659 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(B) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0660 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0661 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0662 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0663 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0664 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0665 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0666 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0667 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0668 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0669 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0670 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0671 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(B) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0672 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(B) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0673 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(B) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 067 4 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(B) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0675 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(B) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0676 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0677 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0678 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(B) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0679 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(B) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0680 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(B) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0681 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(B) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0682 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(B) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0683 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(B) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0684 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(B) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0685 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(B) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0686 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0687 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0688 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(B) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0689 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(B) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0690 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0691 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0692 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0693 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0694 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0695 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0696 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0697 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0698 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0699 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0700 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0701 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0702 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0703 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0704 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0705 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0706 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(B) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0707 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0708 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0709 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 071 o of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0711 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0712 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0713 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0714 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0715 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0716 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(B) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0717 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0718 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0719 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0720 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0721 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0722 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0723 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0724 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0725 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0726 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(B) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0727 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0728 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0729 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0730 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0731 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0732 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0733 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0734 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0735 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0736 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0737 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0738 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0739 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 07 40 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 07 41 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 07 42 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 07 43 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 07 44 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 07 45 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 07 46 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0747 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 07 48 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 07 49 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0750 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0751 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0752 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0753 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0754 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0755 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0756 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0757 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0758 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0759 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0760 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0761 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0762 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0763 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0764 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0765 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(B) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0766 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0767 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0768 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(B) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0769 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0770 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0771 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0772 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0773 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 077 4 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0775 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0776 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(B) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0777 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0778 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0779 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0780 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0781 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0782 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0783 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0784 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0785 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0786 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(B) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0787 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0788 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0789 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0790 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0791 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0792 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0793 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0794 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0795 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0796 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(B) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0797 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0798 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0799 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0800 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0801 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0802 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0803 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0804 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0805 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0806 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0807 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0808 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0809 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 081 o of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0811 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0812 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0813 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0814 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0815 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0816 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0817 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0818 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0819 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0820 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0821 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0822 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0823 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0824 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0825 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0826 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0827 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0828 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0829 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0830 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0831 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0832 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0833 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0834 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0835 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0836 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0837 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0838 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0839 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0840 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0841 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0842 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0843 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0844 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0845 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0846 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0847 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0848 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0849 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0850 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0851 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0852 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0853 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0854 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0855 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0856 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0857 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0858 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0859 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0860 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0861 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0862 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0863 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0864 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(B) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0865 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0866 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0867 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0868 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0869 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0870 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0871 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0872 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0873 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 087 4 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0875 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0876 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0877 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0878 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0879 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0880 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0881 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0882 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0883 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0884 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0885 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0886 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0887 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0888 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0889 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0890 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0891 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0892 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0893 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0894 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0895 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0896 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0897 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0898 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0899 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0900 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0901 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0902 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0903 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0904 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0905 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0906 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0907 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0908 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0909 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 091 o of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0911 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0912 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0913 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0914 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0915 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0916 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0917 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0918 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0919 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0920 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0921 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0922 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0923 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0924 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0925 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0926 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0927 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0928 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0929 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0930 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0931 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0932 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0933 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0934 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0935 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0936 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(B) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0937 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0938 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0939 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0940 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0941 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0942 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0943 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0944 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0945 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0946 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0947 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0948 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0949 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0950 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0951 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 0952 of 2287 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(6) 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Vincent v. United States of America. et al. 
Case No. 2:08-cv-03286-FMC-PJWx 

Camara Declaration 
Exhibit A 



NCRSD 
PAGE 001 

* 
" 

PUBLIC INFORMATION 
INMATE DATA 

• 
* 

03-08-?,009 
14: 24: 52 

AS OF 03-08-2009 

REGNO .. : 15293-112 NAME: VINCENT, PHILLIP MATHEW 

RESP OF: CLB / GOOD CONDUCT TIME RELEASE:: 
PHONE .. : 562-980-3536 FAX: 562-980-3543 

R,1.CE/SEX. , . : WHITE / MAI,E 
AGE: 50 

ACTUAL RELEASE METH. : GC'l' REL 
ACTUAL RELEASE DATE.: 12-07-2007 
---------------------------- ADMIT/RELEASE 
FCL ASSIGNMENT DESCRIPTION 
CLB GCT REL GOOD CONDUCT TIME REL (CCCA) 

HISTORY---------------------------
START DATE/TIME STOP DA'l'E/TIME 
12-07-2007 0001 CURRENT 
11-13-2007 2230 12-07-2007 
11-14-2007 0130 11-14-2007 
11-12-2007 0530 11-14-2007 
11-12-2007 0430 11-12-2007 
11-09-2007 1219 11-12-2007 
11-09-2007 0935 11-09-2007 
08-31-2007 1613 11-09-2007 
08-31-2007 1201 08-31-2007 
08-08-2007 1751 08-31-2007 
08-08-2007 1434 08-08-2007 
08-02-2007 1429 08-08-2007 
08-02-2007 1234 08-02-200J 
04-13-2007 1211 08-02-2007 
04-13-2007 1311 04-13-2007 
04-13-2007 0645 01-13-2007 
04-13-2007 0545 04-13-2007 
04-05-2007 1830 04-13-2007 
04-05-2007 1930 04-05-2007 
04-05-2007 1119 04-05-2007 
04-05-2007 0819 04-05-2007 
12-04-2006 1805 04-05-2007 
09-30-2006 2330 12-04-2006 
08-07-2006 0800 09-30-2006 
08-07-2006 1100 08-07-2006 
07-18-2006 1210 08-07-2006 
07-18-2006 0910 07-18-2006 

CLB A-DES DESIGNATED, AT ASSIGNED FACIL 
3-L RELEASE RELEASED FROM IN-TRANSIT FACL 
3-L A-ADMIT ADMITTFD TO AN IN-TRANSIT FACL 
LVN FURL TRANS FURL W/UNESCORTED TRF TO A CCC 
LVN A-DES DESIGNATED, AT ASSIGNED FACIL 
LVN LOCAL HOSP E:SC '!'RIP TO LOCAL HOSP W/RETN 
LVN A-DES DESIGNATED, AT ASSIGNED FACIL 
LVN LOCAL HOSP ESC TRIP TO LOCAL HOSP W/RETN 
LVN A-D8S DESIGNATED, AT ASSIGNED FACIL 
LVN LOCAL l·IOSP ESC TRIP TO LOCAL HOSP W/RETN 
LVN A-DES DESIGNATED, AT ASSIGNED FACIL 
LVN LOCAL HOSP ESC TRIP TO LOCAL HOSP W/RETN 
LVN A-DES DESIGNATED, AT ASSIGNED FACIL 
S38 RELEASE RELEASED FROM IN-TRANSIT FACL 
S38 A-ADMIT ADMITTED TO AN IN-TRAflSIT FACL 
OKL HLD REMOVE HOLDOVER REMOVED 
OKL A-HLD HOLDOVER, 'l'EMPORARILY HOUSED 
3-J RELEASE RELEASED FROM IN-TRANSIT FACL 
3-J A-ADMI'r ADMITTED TO AN IN-TRANSIT FACL 
LOS HLD REMOVE HOLDOVER REMOVED 
LOS A-HLD HOLDOVER, TEMPORARILY HOUSED 
CLB SUPV REL SUPERVISED RELEASE CCC REMOVED 
CLD A-COM CON COMMUNITY CONFINEMENT CASE 
1-J RELEASE RELF.ASED FROM IN-TRANSIT FACL 
1-J A-ADMI'l' ADMITTED TO AN IN-TRANSIT FACL 
CLB ADMIN REL ADMINISTRATIVE RELEASE 

0001 
0130 
0130 
0430 
0430 
1219 
0935 
1613 
1201 
1?51 
1434 
1429 
1234 
1311 
1311 
0545 
0545 
1930 
1930 
0819 
0819 
1805 
2330 
1100 
1100 
0910 
0910 
0908 
1155 
1526 
1526 
0739 
0739 
1426 
1231 

CLB A-ADMIN ADMINISTRATIVE ADMISSION 
CLB GCT REL GOOD CONDUCT TIME RELEASE 
CLB A-DES DESIGNAT~D, AT ASSIGNED FACIL 
4-T RELEASE RELEASED FROM IN-TRANSIT FACL 
4-T A-ADMIT ADMITTED TO AN IN-TRANSIT FACL 
SHE FURL TRANS FURL W/UNESCORTED TRF TO A CCC 
SHE A-DES DESIGNATED, AT ASSIGNED FACIL 
SHE ESCORT TRP ESC TRIP OTHER THAN LOCAL HOSP 
SHE A-DES DESIGNA'l'ED, AT ASSIGNED FACIL 

G0002 MORE PAGES TO E"OLLOW . . . 

07-18-2006 0908 07-18-2006 
04-12-2005 1155 07-18-2006 
10-15-2004 1226 04-12-2005 
10-15-2004 1526 10-15-2004 
10-14-2004 1039 10-15-2004 
10-14-2004 0739 10-14-2004 
02-27-2004 1426 10-14-2001 
02-27-2004 1231 02-27-2004 
12-14-2000 0755 02-27-2004 



NCRSD 
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* 
* 

PUBLIC INFORMATION 
INMATE DATA 

AS OF 03-08-2009 

* 
* 

REGNO .. : 15293-112 NAME: VINCENT, PHILLIP MATHEW 

4-·r 
4-T 
SHE 
SHE 
805 
BOS 
DOB 
DUB 
fH3 
813 
LOS 
LOS 
3-!i 
3-H 
LOM 
LOM 
B12 
B12 
LOS 
LOS 
LOS 
LOS 
LOS 
LOS 
LOS 
LOS 
LOS 
LOS 

G0002 

RELEASE 
A-ADMIT 
HLD R£MOVE 
A-BOP HLD 
RE:LEASE 
A-ADMIT 
HLD REMOVE 
A-BOP HLD 
RELEASE 
A-ADMIT 
HLD REMOVE 
A-HLD 
RELEASE 
A-ADMl'f 
FE:D WRIT 
A .. ·DES 
RELEASE 
A-ADMIT 
HLD REMOVE 
A-HLD 
ADM CHANGE 
A-PRE 
L HOSP USM 
A-PRE 
L HOSP USM 
A-PRE 
BAIL/BOND 
A- PRE 

RESP OF: CLB / GOOD CONDUCT TIME RELEASE 
PHONE .. : 562-980-3536 FAX: 562-980-3543 

RE:LEASED FROM IN-TRANSIT FACL 12-14-2000 1055 
ADMITTED TO AN IN-TRANSIT FACL 12-14-2000 1035 
HOLDOVER REMOVED 12-14-2000 0735 
HOLDOVER FOR INST TO INST TRF 12-05-2000 1819 
RELEASED FROM IN-TRANSIT FA.CL 12-05-2000 2119 
ADMIT'l'ED TO AN IN-TRANSIT FACL 12 - 05-2 00 0 0 902 
HOLDOVER REMOVED 12-05-2000 0602 
HOLDOVER FOR INST TO INST TRF 11-28-2000 1434 
RELEASED FROM IN-TRANSIT FACL 11-28-2000 1734 
ADMITTED TO AN IN-TRANSIT l:ACL 11-2.8-2000 0722 
HOLDOVER REMOVED 11-28-2000 0422 
HOLDOVER, TEMPORARILY HOUSED 05-16-2000 2000 
RELEAS~O FROM IN-TRANSIT FACL 05-16-2000 2300 
ADMITTED TO AN IN-TRANSIT l:ACL 05-16-2000 1622 
RELEASE ON FEDERAL WRIT 05-16-2000 1322 
DESIGNATED, AT ASSIGNED FACIL 04-18-2000 0829 
RELEASED FROM IN-TRANSIT FACL 04-18-2000 1129 
ADMITTED TO AN IN-TRANSIT FACL 04-18-2000 0700 
HOLDOVER REMOVED 04-18-2000 0400 
HOLDOVER, TEMPORARILY HOUSED 04-14-2000 0744 
RELEASE FOR ADMISSION CHANGE 04-14-2000 0745 
PRE-SENT ADMIT, ADULT 04-04-2000 1252 
ESC TRP TO LOC HOSP W/RETN-USM 04-04-2000 0730 
PRE-SENT ADMIT, ADULT 02-04-2000 1300 
ESC TRP TO LOC HOSP W/RETN-USM 02-04-2000 0845 
PRE-SENT ADMIT, ADULT 08-25-1999 1533 
BAIL/BOND 06-23-1999 0805 
PRE-SENT ADMIT, ADULT 06-02-1999 1932 

MORE PAGES TO FOLLOW ... 

03-08-2009 
14:24:52 

12-14-2000 
12-14-2000 
12-14-2000 
12-14-2000 
12-05-2000 
12-05-2000 
12-05-2000 
12-05-2000 
11-28-2000 
11-28-2000 
11-28-2000 
11-28-2000 
05-16-2000 
05-16-2000 
12-05-2000 
05-16-2000 
04-18-2000 
04-18-2000 
04-18-2000 
04-18-2000 
04-14-2000 
04-11-2000 
04-04-2000 
04-04-2000 
02-04-2000 
02-04-2000 
08-25-1999 
06-23-1999 

1055 
1055 
0735 
0"735 
2119 
2119 
0602 
0602 
173'1 
1734 
0422 
0422 
2300 
2300 
1810 
1322 
1129 
1129 
0400 
0400 
0745 
0745 
1252 
0730 
1300 
0845 
1533 
0805 
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PUBLIC INFORMATION 
INMATE DATA 

AS OF 12-07-2007 

REGNO .. : 157.93-112 NAME: VINCENT, PHILLIP MATHEW 

RESP OF: CLB / GOOD CONDUCT TIME RELEASE 
PHONE .. : 562-980-3536 FAX: 562-980-3543 

PRE-RELEASE PREPA.9.ATION DATE: 11-03-2007 

* 
* 

THE FOLLOWING SENTENCE DATA IS FOR THE INMATE'S PRIOR COMMITMENT. 
THE INMATE WAS SCHEDULED FOR RELEASE: 12-07-2007 VIA GCT REL 

03-08-2009 
H:24:52 

------------------------PRIOR JUDGMENT/WARRANT NO: 020 -----------------------

COOR'!' OF JURISDIC.l'ION ••.•....... : CALIFORNIA, CENTRAL DISTRICT 
DOCKET NUMBER ...........•.....•• : CR 99-611-JFW 
JUDGE: ...•.•......•......•..••••• : WALTER 
DATE SENTENCED/PROBATION IMPOSED: 03-16-2000 
DA•rE SUPERVISION REVOKED •.••• , •• : 12-04-2006 
TYPE OF SUPERVISION REVOK£D ..... : REG 
DATE COMMI1'TED •..•.....••.•••. , • : 04-13-2007 
HOW COMMITTED ..........•..•••••• : COMMIT OF SUPERVISED REL VIOL 
PROBATION IMPOSED .......•....••• : NO 

FE:LONY ASSESS MISDMNR ASSESS FINES 
NON-COMMITTED.: $300.00 $00.00 $00.00 

RESTITUTION ... : PROPERTY: NO SERVICES: NO 

COSTS 
$00.00 

AMOUNT: $14,205.00 

---------------------------PRIOR OBLIGATION NO: 010 --------------------------
O~FENSE CODE .... ~ 551 
OFF/CHG: 18 USC 2113 (A) 81\NK ROBBERY, CT. 1 

SENTENCE PROCEDURE ............. : SUPERVISED RELEASE VIOLATION PLRA 
SENTENCE IMPOSED/TIME TO SERVE.: 14 MONTHS 
DATE m• OFfENSE .•....••.••..... : 09-29-1998 

G0002 'MORE ?AGES TO FOLLOW ... 



NCRSD 
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PUBLIC INeORMATION 
INMATE DATA 

AS OF 12-07-2007 

REGNO .. : 15293-112 NAME: VINCENT, PHILLIP MATHEW 

RESP OF: CLB / GOOD CONDUCT TIME RELEASE 
PHONE .. : 562-980-3536 FAX: 562-980-3543 

" 
" 

03-08-2009 
14:24:52 

---------------------------PRIOR COMPUTATION NO: 020 --------------------------

COMPUTATION 020 WAS LAST UPDATED ON 09-06-2007 AT DSC AUTOMATICALLY 
COMPUTATION CERTIFIED ON 09-12-2007 BY DESIG/SENTENCE COMPUTATION CTR 

THE FOLLOWING JUDGMENTS, WARRANTS AND OBLIGATIONS ARE INCLUDED IN 
PRIOR COMPUTATION 020: 020 010 

DATE COMPUTATION BEGAN .......... : 
TO'fAL TERM IN EFFECT ..........•. : 
TOTAL TERM IN EFFECT CONVERTED .. : 
EARLIEST DATE OF OFFENSE ........ : 

12-04-2006 
14 MONTHS 

1 YEARS 
09-29-1998 

JAIL CREDIT .........•........... : 

TOTAL PRIOR CREDIT TIME •........ : 1 
TOTAL INOPERATIVE TIME .......... : 0 
TO'fAL GCT EARNED AND PROJECTED •. : 55 

E'ROM DATE 
06-15-2006 

TOTAL GCT EARNED ..........••.... : 55 
STATU'l'ORY RELEASE DATE PROJECTED: 12-09-2007 
SIX MONTH /lOfi DATE: ........•.... : NIA 
EXPIRATION FULL TERM DA1'E .....•. : 02-02-2008 

ACTUAL SATISFACTION DATE ........ : 12-07-2007 
ACTUAL SATISFACTION METHOD .•.... : GCT REL 
ACTUAL SATIS~"ACTION FACILITY .... : CLB 
ACTUAL SATIS~ACTION KEYED BY •..• : OT* 

DAYS REMAINING ..•..•..... ,, •••.• : 55 
FINAL PUBLIC LAW DAYS ••.• , .•.•.• : 2 

G0002 MORE PAGES TO FOLLOW , .. 

2 MONTHS 

'l'HRU DATE 
06-15-2006 



NCRSD 
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* 
• 

PUBLIC INFORMATION 
INMATE DATA 

AS OF 04-12-2005 

REGNO .. : 15293-112 NAM8: VINCENT, PHILLIP MATHEW 

RESP OF: CLB / GOOD CONDUCT TIME RELEASE 

PRE:-Rl::LEASE PREPARATION DATE: 10-12-2004 

• 
• 

03-08-2009 
14:24:52 

THE FOLLOWING SENTENCE DATA IS FOR THE INMATE'S PRIOR COMMITMENT. 
THE INMATE WAS SCHEDULED FOR RELEASE: 04-12-2005 VIA GCT REL 

------------------------PRIOR JUDGMENT/WARRANT NO: 010 -----------------------

COURT OF JURISDICTION ..........• : CALIFORNIA, CENTRAL DISTRICT 
DOCKET NUMBER ••.•..•..•.....•... : CR9 9- 611-RAP 
JUDGE ........................... : PAEZ 
DATE SENTENCED/PROBATION IMPOSED: 03-16-2000 
DATE COMMITTED ..............•.•• : 04-18-2000 
HOW COMMITTED ................... : US DISTRICT COURT COMMITMENT 
PROBATION IMPOSED •.••........... : NO 

FELONY ASSESS MISDMNR ASSESS FINES 
NON-COMMITTED.: $300.00 $00.00 $00.00 

RESTlTU'I'ION •.. : PROPER'[Y: NO SERVICES: NO 

COSTS 
$00.00 

AMOUNT: $14,205.00 

---------------------------PRIOR OBLIGATION NO: 010 --------------------------
OFFENSE CODE .... : 551 
OFF/CHG: 18 USC 2113(A) BANK ROBBERY, CT. 1 

SENTENCE PROCBOURE •.••••..••••• : 
SENTENCE IMPOSED/TIME TO SERVE.: 
TERM OF SUPERVISION .•.•.....•.• : 
DATE OF OFFENSE ...........•...• : 

3559 PLRA SENTENCE 
77 MONTHS 

3 YEARS 
09-29-1998 

G0002 MORE PAGES TO FOLLOW ... 
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PUBLIC INFORMATION 
INMATE DATA 

AS OF 04-12-2005 

REGNO .. : 15293-112 NAMf.: VINCENT, PHILLIP MATHEW 

RESP OF: CLB / GOOD CONDUCT TIME RELEASE 
PHONE .. : 562-980-3536 FAX: 562-980-3543 

,. 

* 
03-08-2009 
14:24:52 

---------------------------PRIOR COMPUTATION NO: 010 --------------------------

COMPUTATION 010 WAS LAST UPDATED ON 11-02-2001 AT SHE AUTOMATICALLY 

THE FOLLOWING JUDGMENTS, WARRANTS AND OBLIGATIONS ARE INCLUDED IN 
PRIOR COMPUTATION 010: 010 010 

DATE COMPUTATION BEGAN ...•••...• : 
TOTAL TERM IN EFFECT 4 ••••••••••• : 

TOTAL TERM IN EFFECT CONVERTED .. : 
EARLI£S'f DATE:. OF OFFENSE •.••.•.• : 

JAIL CREDIT ..•.................. : 

03-16-2000 
77 MONTHS 

6 YEARS 
09-29-1998 

FROM DATE 
06-01-1999 
08-25-1999 

TOTAL PRIOR CREDIT TIME .....••.• : 227 
TOTAL INOPERATIVE TIME .......... : 0 
TOTAL GCT EARNED AND PROJECTED •. : 263 
TOTAL GCT EARNED ....••..•...•••• : 263 
STATUTORY HELEASE DATE PROJECTED: 04-12-2005 
SIX MONTH /10% DATE ...••••...... : N/A 
EXPIRATION FULL TERM DATE .••.... : 12-31-2005 

AC'l'UAL SA'l'ISFACTION DA'l'E ....• , , • : 04-12-2005 
AC'l'UAL SATISFACTION METHOD •••... : GCT REL 
AC'l'UAL SATISFAC'l'ION FACILITY •..• : CLB 
ACTUAL SATISFACTION KEYED BY •••. : OT* 

DAYS REMAINING ...•.•••....•..... : 263 
FINAL PUBLIC LAW DAYS ...••.•• , •• : 0 

S0039 ALL CURRENT COMPS ARE SATISFIED 

5 MONTHS 

THRU DATE 
06-23-1999 
03-15-2000 



Vincent v. United States of America. et al. 
Case No. 2:08-cv-03286-FMC-PJWx 

Camara Declaration 
Exhibit B 
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INMATE HISTORY 
CASEWORKER 

* 
* 

REG NO .. : 15293-112 NAME .... : VINCENT, PHILLIP MATHEW 
CATEGORY: CSW ~UNCTION: PRT FORMAT: 

FCL 
LVN 
LVN 
LVN 
LVN 
LVN 
OKL 
SHE 
SHE 
SHE 
SHE 
SI-IE 
SHE 
DUB 
LOM 
LOM 

GOOOO 

ASSIGNMENT 
CSWB2 
CSWB2 
CSWB2 
CSWB2 
CSWB2 
HOM 
113 
18 
3A 
UNASSG 
J2 
UNASSG 
J 
CSW K 
CSW M/P-Z 

DESCRIPTION 
CAMARA EXT. 1416 
CAMARA EXT. 1416 
CAMARA EXT. 1416 
CAMARA EXT. 1416 
CAMARA EXT. 1416 
HOLDOVER MALE 
B. FOSTER FTS:425-4371 
L. RIVERA FTS:425-4371 
T. BOLDT FTS 425-4349 
UNASSIGNED NEW ARRIVALS 
S. MILLS FTS: 4?,1-1511 
UNASSIGNED NEW ARRIVALS 
ARINDA COOLEY (FTS 462-0636) 
CSW K J. ANDREWS 
M-UNT/J. YBARRA, 795-2470 

TRANSACTION SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETED 

START DATE/TIME 
11-09-2007 1219 
08-31-2007 1613 
08-08-2007 1751 
08-02-2007 H.29 
04-13-2007 1211 
04-05-2007 1830 
02-27-2004 1426 
06-13-2001 1024 
12-14-2000 1445 
12-14-2000 0755 
12-07-2000 0920 
12-05-2000 1819 
11-28-2000 1-434 
04-18-2000 1148 
04-18-2000 0829 

03-08-2009 
14:56:59 

STOP DA'rE/'l'IME 
11-12-2007 0430 
11-09-2007 0935 
08-31-2007 1201 
08-08-2007 1434 
08-02-2007 1234 
04-13-2007 0545 
10-14-2004 0739 
02-27-2004 1231 
06-13-2001 1024 
12-1'1-2000 1445 
12-14-2000 0735 
12-0'/-2000 0920 
12-05-2000 0602 
05-16-2000 1322 
04-18-2000 1148 
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Medical Records from Dr. A. Poulose 
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l THOMAS P. O'BRIEN 
United States Attorney 

2 LEON W. WEIDMAN 
Assistant United States Attorney 

3 Chief, Civil Division 
GWENDOLYN M. GAM:BLE (CA Bar No. 143267} 

4 Assistant United States Attorney 
Room 7516, Federal Building 

5 300 North Los Angeles Street 
Los Angeles, California 90012 

6 Email: gwen.gamble@usdoj.gov 
Telephone: (213) 894-6684 

7 Fax: {213) 894-7819 

8 Attorneys for Defendant 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

9 

10 

1 1 

12 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

13 

FOR THE CENTRAL DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA 

WESTERN DIVISION 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

PHILLIP VINCENT, 

Plaintiff, 

V. 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 

21 Defendant. 

22 

23 

No. CV 08-3286 FMC (PJWx) 

EXPERT DISCLOSURE 

24 Defendant hereby discloses that it intends to of fer the testimony 

25 of the following expert witness in the trial of this matter: 

26 Dr. Lawrence P. Chong 
1450 San Pablo Street, Suite 3618 

27 Los Angeles, CA 90033 

28 



1 Attached hereto is Dr. Cheng's curriculum vitae and report. Dr. 

2 Cheng's fee for deposition testimony is$ 950 per hour for depositions 

3 at his office. Dr. Chong has agreed to testify at trial, and will be 

4 sufficiently familiar with the pending action to submit to a 

5 meaningful oral deposition concerning his testimony, including any 

6 opinions he expects to give at trial, and its basis. 

7 Defendant reserves the right to call as expert witnesses other 

8 physicians or medical practitioners involved in plaintiff's medical 

9 care/diagnosis and/or this case. Such individuals are known to 

10 plaintiff and his counsel and are identified more specifically in 

11 plaintiff's medical records, discovery responses, and expert 

12 disclosure. Defendant further reserves the right to call any expert 

13 witnesses disclosed by any other party to this action and to 

14 supplement this disclosure if necessary. 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

DATED: April 14, 2009 

THOMAS P. O'BRIEN 
United States Attorney 
LEON W. WEIDMAN 
Assi nt Unite Attorney 
Ch. f/ Civil 

2 

United States Attorney 
for Defendant 
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Lawrence P. C/Jong, M.D 1 

CURRICULUM VITAE 

A. PERSONAL INFORMATION: 

NAME IN FULL: 

BUSINESS ADDRESS: 

BUSINESS TELEPHONE: 

HOME ADDRESS: 

HOME TELEPHONE: 

PLACE OF BIRTH: 

CITIZENSHIP: 

E-MAIL ADDRESS: 

B. EDUCATION: 

HIGH SCHOOL: 

COLLEGE: 

MEDICAL SCHOOL: 

Lawrence Paul Chong, M.D. 

Department of Ophthalmology 

Keck School of i\Iedicine of the 

University of Southern California 

Doheny Eye Institute 

Richard K. Earner Medical Plaza 

1450 San Pablo Street, Suite 3617 

Los Angeles, California 90033-4670 

(323) 442-6466 

333 10th Street 

Seal Beach, CA 90740 

(562) 493-4782 

Los Angeles, California 

C.S.A. 

lchong@usc.edu 

Alhambra High School 

Alhambra, California 

June, 1973 

University of Southern California 

Los Angeles, California 

B.S. Biology 

June, 1977 

Harvard Medical School 

Bos ton, tv1assa ch u setts 

M.D. Medicine 

June, 1981 

C1irrirnlum Vitae 
April 14, 2009 



Lawrence P. Chong, M.D. 

INTERNSHIP: 

RESIDENCY: 

FELLOWSHIP: 

HONORS AND AWARDS: 

LI CENSURE: 

BOARD CERTIFICATION: 

2 

Harbor-UCLA \1edical Center 
Los Angeles, California 
Internal Medicine 
June 1981 - June 1982 

Los Angeles County+USC :t-.1edical Center 
Los Angeles, California 
Ophthalmology 
July 1982 - June 1985 

Duke Universitv Eve Center 
J ,· 

Durham, North Carolina 
Retina/Vitreous Diseases 
July 1985- June 1986 

USC Valedictorian 
Letters, Arts and Sciences, 1977 
USC Order of the Palm 
USC Phi Beta Kappa 
USC Phi Kappa Phi 
USC Trustee Scholar 

Curriculum Vitae 
April 14, 2009 

A ward for Excellence in Resident Training 1986 
Best Doctors in America, 1996 - Present 
American Academy of Ophthalmology Achievement Award, 1999 
Honorary International Member of the Brazilian Vitreo-Retinal 

Society, 2004 

California, #G048435, 1981 
North Carolina, #286, 1985 

American Board of Ophthalmology 
June 2, 1987 



Lawrence P_ Chong, ,'vf.D. 3 Currirn/1m1 Vitae 
April 14, 2009 

C. PROFESSIONAL BACKGROUND: 

ACADEMIC APPOINTMENTS: 

CLINICAL APPOINTMENTS: 

Clinical Instructor in Ophthalmology 
Department of Ophthalmology 
Los Angeles County+USC Medical Center 
Los Angeles, California 
Julv 1986 - June 1987 ., 

Visiting Assistant Professor of Clinical Ophthalmology 
Department of Ophthalmology 
University of Southern California School of Medicine 
Los Angeles, California 
1987 - 1989 

Assistant Professor of Clinical Ophthalmology 
Department of Ophthalmology 
University of Southern California School of Medicine 
Doheny Eye Institute, Los Angeles, California 
I\" ovem ber 1989 - June 30, 1 994 

Associate Professor of Clinical Ophthalmology 
Department of Ophthalmology 
University of Southern California School of Medicine 
Doheny Eye Institute, Los Angeles, California 
July 1, 1994- November 30, 2006 

Professor of Clinical Ophthalmology 
Department of Ophthalmology 
University of Southern California School of Medicine 
Doheny Eye Institute, Los Angeles, California 
December 1, 2006 - Present 

Active Staff 
Hollywood Presbyterian Medical Center, 2003 - Present 



Lm.orence P. Chcmg, M.D. 4 

Active Staff 
Doheny Eye Institute 
Ambulatory Surgical Center, 1993 - Present 

Courtesv Staff 
J 

C11rric11/11m Vitm' 

Apri'I 14, 2009 

San Gabriel Vallev Medical Center, 1993 - Present 

Active Staff 
USC University Hospital, 1989 - Present 

Active Staff 
LAC+USC Medical Center, 1989- Present 

Active Staff 
Norris Cancer Hospital, 1989 - 2001 

Active Staff 
Childrens Hospital of Los Angeles, 1989 - 1995 

Active Staff 
Doheny Eye Hospital, 1989-1993 

Active Staff 
Department of Veterans Affairs 
Outpatient Clinic, 1989 - 1991 

Chief of Retina Service 
Department of Ophthalmology 
City of Hope 
1994 -1996 

Chief of Ophthalmology 
Veteran's Administration 
Ou tpa tien t Clinic 
Los Angeles, California 
1989 - 1991 



Lawrence P. C/Jong, M.D. 5 Curriculum Vitae 
April 14, 2009 

SPECIFIC TEACHING RESPONSIBILITIES: 

Medical Students: 

Residents: 

Lectures for Introduction to Clinical Medicine (Second Year 
Students), 1991 - 1993 
September 3, 1991 
October 1, 1992 
September 12, 1993 
October 5, 1993 

Lectures for Spring Basic and Clinical Science Rotation 
Objective Structure Clinic Assessment (OSCA) (Third Year 
Medical Students), 1991 - 1993 
April 29, 1991 
May 20, 1992 
May 21, 1993 

Lectures for Ophthalmology Medical Student Elective, 
1993 - 1994 
"Diabetic Retinopathy," 9 :00-10:00 a.m., July 14, 1993 
"Diabetic Retinopathy," 9:00-10:00 a.m., July 27, 1993 
"Diabetic Retinopathy," 9:00-10:00 a.m., August 24, 1993 
"Diabetic Retinopathy," 9:00-10:00 a.m., September 7, 1993 
"Diabetic Retinopathy," 9:00-10:00 a.m., September 28, 1993 
"Diabetic Rctinopathy," 9:00-10:00 a.m., October 20, 1993 
"Direct Ophthalmoscopy \Norkshop," 9:00-10:00 a.m., 

November 30, 1993 
"Diabetic Retinopathy," 9:00-10:00 a.m., February 15, 1994 
"Direct Ophthalmoscopy Workshop," 9:00-10:00 a.m., 

March 8, 1994 

Lectures for Ophthalmology Residents, 1990 - Present 

''CRVO" Doheny Eye Institute, Los Angeles, CA, October, 
1990. 

''Macular Hole" Doheny Eye Institute, Los Angeles, CA, 
December 3, 1990. 
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''ROP" Doheny Eye Institute, Los Angeles, CA, May 6, 

1991. 

"CRVO" Doheny Eye Institute, Los Angeles, CA, August 

5, 1991. 

"Retinitis" Doheny Eye Institute, Los Angeles, CA, 

November 4, 1991. 

"The Surgical Management of PVR" Doheny Eye Institute, 

Los Angeles, CA, February 1, 1993. 

"Viral Retinitis (CMV)/Acute Retinal Necrosis Syndrome" 

Doheny Eye Institute, Los Angeles, CA, April 26, 1993. 

"Retina," 'Vitrectomy-Trauma" Doheny Eye Institute, Los 

Angeles, CA, July 1, 1993. 

"Retina," "Vitrectomy-Trauma" Third Year Resident 

Orientation, Doheny Eye Institute, Los Angeles, CA, July 

1, 1994. 

"Introduction to Retina" First Year Resident Orientation, 

Doheny Eye Institute, Los Angeles, CA, July 1, 1994. 

"Retinal Anatomy and Physiology" Doheny Eye Institute, 
Los Angeles, CA, August 5, 1994, 10:00am 

"Vascular Disease Sickle Cell, HTN" Doheny Eye 

Institute, Los Angeles, CA, October 21, 1994, 10:00am 

"Retina," "Vitrectomy-Trauma" Third Year Resident 

Orientation, Doheny Eye Institute, Los Angeles, CA, July 
3, 1995. 

"Introduction to Retina" First Year Resident Orientation, 

Doheny Eye Institute, Los Angeles, CA, July 6, 1995. 

"Proliferative Vitreo-retinopathy" LAC-USC Medical 

Center, Los Angeles, CA, January 28, 1997. 
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"Retinopathy of Prematurity" LAC-USC Medical Center, 
Los Angeles, CA, February 11, 1997. 

"Choroidal detachments" Resident Service, LAC-USC 
Medical Center, Los Angeles, CA, March 11, 1997. 

"Retinal Dra,ving, Pathophysiology of Retinal Tear and 
Detachment" LAC-USC :Medical Center, Los Angeles, CA, 
March 25, 1997. 

"Retina," "Vitrectomy-Trauma" Third Year Resident 
Orientation, Doheny Eye Institute, Los Angeles, CA, July 
1, 1999. 

"Retina," "Vitrectomy-Trauma" Third Year Resident 
Orientation, Doheny Eye Institute, Los Angeles, CA, July 
5, 2000. 

"Introduction to Diabetic Retinopathy" First Year 

Resident Orientation, Doheny Eye Institute, Los Angeles, 
CA, July 7, 2000. 

"Vitrectomy-Trauma" Third Year Resident Orientation, 
Doheny Eye Institute, Los Angeles, CA, July 2, 2001. 

"Vitrectomy-Trauma" Third Year Resident Orientation, 
Doheny Eye Institute, Los Angeles, CA, July 1, 2002. 

''Intro to Retina'' Second Year Resident Orientation, 
Doheny Eye Institute, Los Angeles, CA, July 3, 2002. 

"Diabetic Retinopathy" Third Year Resident Orientation, 
Doheny Eye Institute, Los Angeles, CA, July 10, 2002. 

"Retina" Third Year Resident Orientation, Doheny Eye 
Institute, Los Angeles, CA, July 1, 2003. 

"Diabetic Retinopathy" First Year Resident Orientation, 
Doheny Eye Institute, Los Angeles, CA, July 7, 2003. 
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"Proliferative Vascular Disease: FEVR, Eales, Sickle Cell, 
Pars Planitis, VKH, PIC, MFC, Sarcoidosis" Doheny Eye 
Institute, Los Angeles, CA, :r,..:ovember 14, 2003. 

"Diabetic Retinopathy #2 (Surgical)" Doheny Eye Institute, 
Los Angeles, CA, January 23, 2004. 

''Myopia" Resident Retina Service. Doheny Eye Institute, 
Los Angeles, CA, May 28, 2004 

"Diabetic Retinopathy'' Doheny Eye Institute, Los Angeles, 
CA, July 5, 2005. 

''Retinopathy of Prematurity" LAC-USC Medical Center, 
Los Angeles, CA, September 5, 2006. 

"Treatment of CNV Retinitis" LAC-USC Medical Center, 
Los Angeles, CA, January 9, 2007. 

"Surgical Diabetes" LAC-USC Medical Center, 
Los Angeles, CA, February 20, 2007. 

"PVR" LAC-USC ivledical Center, 
Los Angeles, CA, April 24, 2007. 

"Surgical Treatment Diabetic Retinopathy" LAC-USC 
Medical Center, 
Los Angeles, CA, February 19, 2008. 

"Intro to PVR" LAC-USC Medical Center, 
Los Angeles, CA, April 22, 2008. 

Clinic Attending 
Veteran's Administration Ophthalmology Outpatient Clinic, 
1989 -1991 

LAC +USC Diabetic Retina Clinic 
1st year and 3rd year Residents, 1989 - Present 
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Doheny Clinic (2nd year) Residents, 1990 - Present 

Children's Hospital Medical Center (Retinopathy of 
Prematurity and Retina Clinic-2nd year) 1989 - 1996 

Retina Clinical Fellm.vs Teaching 

Clinic Attending 
Doheny Eye Center 

O.R. Attending 
Doheny Ambulatory Surgerical Center 
USC University Hospital 
San Gabriel Valley Medical Center 
Hollywood Presbyterian Hospital 
LAC +USC ~1edical Center 

American Academy of Ophthalmology Annual Meeting Teaching Responsibilities: 

Course Director: 

1. American Academy of Ophthalmology Instruction Course: "The Portable Slitlamp 
Diode Laser: Theory and Practical Application for the General Ophthalmologist." 
Annual Meeting of the American Academy of Ophthalmology, Atlanta, GA. November 
1, 1990. 

2. American Academy of Ophthalmology Instruction Course: "The Portable Slitlamp 
Diode Laser: Theory and Practical Application for the General Ophthalmologist." 
Annual Meeting of the American Academy of Ophthalmology, Anaheim, CA, October 
14, 1991. 

3. American Academy of Ophthalmology lnstn1ction Course: 'The Portable Slitlamp 
Diode Laser: Theory and Practical Application for the General Ophthalmologist." 
Annual Meeting of the American Academy of Ophthalmology, Dallas,TX, November 
11, 1992. 

Course Instructor: 

1. American Academy of Ophthalmology Special Focus/Skills Transfer Course: "Posterior 
Segment Laser/Fluorescein Angiography." Rancho Mirage, CA January 21-22, 1990 
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2. Keeler Microlase Breakfast Symposium: "Diode Laser Experiences." Annual Meeting of 
the American Academy of Ophthalmology, Atlanta, Georgia, October 29, 1990. 

3. American Academy of Ophthalmology Laser Skills Transfer Course: "Laser Lab: Use of 
Binocular Indirect Ophthalmoscope Laser Delivery Systems." Annual Meeting, 
American Academy of Ophthalmology, Atlanta, Georgia, :'.\Jovember 1, 1990. 

4. American Academy of Ophthalmology Laser Skills Transfer Course:"Retinal Laser 
Application Laboratory: Use of Binocular Indirect Ophthalmoscope Laser Delivery 
System." Annual Meeting of the American Academy of Ophthalmology, Anaheim, CA, 
October 15, 1991. 

5. American Academy of Ophthalmology Laser Skills Transfer Course:"Retinal Laser 
Application Laboratory: Use of Binocular Indirect Ophthalmoscope Laser Delivery 
System.'' Annual Meeting of the American Academy of Ophthalmology, Anaheim, CA, 
November 10, 1992. 

6. American Academy of Ophthalmology Laser Skills Transfer Course:"Retinal Laser 
Application Laboratory: use of the Slit Lamp Delivery System." Laboratory Instructor. 
Annual Meeting of the American Academy of Ophthalmology, Chicago, JI., November 
15, 1993. 

7. American Academy of Ophthalmology Laser Skills Transfer Course: "Retinal Laser 
Application Laboratory: Use of the Slip Lamp Delivery System." Annual Meeting of the 
American Academy of Ophthalmology, Atlanta, GA, October 31, 1995. 

8. Amerkan Academy of Ophthalmology Laser Skills Transfer Course: "Binocular Indirect 
Laser: Retinal Laser Application Laboratory." Annual Meeting of the American Academy 
of Ophthalmology, Atlanta, GA, October 31, 1995. 

9. American Academy of Ophthalmology Academy Skills Transfer Course: "Diabetes 2000 
Workshop on Diabetic Retinopathy." Annual Meeting of the American Academy of 
Ophthalmology, Orlando, FL, October 26, 1999. 

10. American Academy of Ophthalmology Academy Instruction Course Program: 
"Intraocular Manifestations of Systemic Diseases in AIDS Patients." Annual Meeting of 
the American Academy of Ophthalmology, Orlando, FL, October 27, 1999. 

11. "Diabetes 2003: Course on Diabetic Retinopathy ." Annual Meeting of the American 
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Academy of Ophthalmology, Anaheim, CA, November 15-18, 2003. 

SERVICE TO UNIVERSITY: 

Medical Director Microsurgical Advanced Design Laboratory 
(MADLAB) 
Doheny Retina Institute 
Doheny Eye Institute, Los Angeles, California 
2004 - Present 

Chief Operating Officer 
Doheny Retina Institute 
Doheny Eye Institute, Los Angeles, California 
2001 - Present 

Clinic Executive Committee 
Doheny Eye Medical Group (USC) 
1993 - Present 

Director of Retina Service 
Doheny Eye Medical Group (USC) 
1993 - 2001 

LAC +CSC O.R. Committee 
1993-1998 

USC Laser Safety Committee (University-wide) 
1993 - 1996 

Director of Managed Care 
Doheny Eye Medical Group (USC) 
1993 -1995 

Planning/.\1arketing/Contracting Committee 
USC Physicians 
1993-1995 

University Affiliates IPA Advisory Committee 
csc 
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1993 -1995 

Managed Care Committee 
Doheny Eye Medical Group (CSC) 
1993 - 1995 

Information Systems Committee 
Doheny Eye Institute (USC) 
1993-1995 
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Doheny Eye Hospital: Clinical Services Committee 
Doheny Eye :\1edical Group (USC) 
1993 -1995 

Clinic Efficiency Committee 
Doheny Eye Medical Group (USC) 
1993- 1994 

Chairman Clinic Reenginecring Task Force 
1993 -1994 

External Business Relations Group 
Doheny Eye Institute (USC) 
1990 - 1993 

USC Long Range Planning Sub-Committee on the 
Ophthalmology Chief Residency 
Chairman 
1990 - 1991 

Residency Training Committee 
Department of Ophthalmology 
University of Southern California 
1989 - 1993 

None. 
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1987 - Present 

California Medical Association 
1987 - Present 
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Association of Philippine Ophthalmologists in America 
2001 - Present 

NATIONAL/INTERNATIONAL: 

E. CONSULTANTSHIPS 

PUBLIC SERVICE: 

American Academy of Ophthalmology 
1987 - Present 

American Medical Association 
1987 - Present 

Association for Research in Vision and Ophthalmology 
1990 - Present 

Retina Society 
1994 - Present 

Vitreous Societ1· 
1993 - Present 

Club Jules Gonin 
2000 - Present 

Club Vit 
2001 - Present 

Retina Society 
Ganciclovir Coverage Policy Task Force 
1996 

American Board of Ophthalmology 
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Associate Examiner 
1995 - Present 

American Board of Ophthalmology 
Special Associate Examiner 
2004 

American Board of Ophthalmology 
Office Record Review Module(s) 
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Myopia, ~facular Degeneration, and Retinal Detachment 
2007 

Allergan, Inc. 
Retina Disease Advisory Panel 
1995 

COMPLETE BIBLIOGRAPHY: Appended 

MAJOR AREAS OF RESEARCH INTEREST: 

RESEARCH IN PROGRESS: 

Vitrectomy Instrumentation and Techniques 

Development of Minimally Invasive Vitrectomy Techniques 
and Instrumentation 

Feasibility of Office Based Vitrectomy 

Medical Director Microsurgical Advanced Design and 
Development Laboratory which consists of 2 engineers, 1 
engineer machinist, 1 administrative assistant, 1 computer 
animator product designer 

RESEARCH GRANTS IN PAST FIVE YEARS: 

L A Randomized, Parallel Double-Masked, Multicenter, Multicountry, $198,701 /78 
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Phasel 11B Study of Protein Kinase C Inhibitor B-Diabetic t-.facular Edema to Prevent 
the Progression of Diabetic Eye Disease 5~{, Effort 
Principal Investigator 
Eli Lilly 
1998 - 2004 

2. A Randomized, Parallel Double-Masked, Multicenter, Multicountry, 
$120,661.25 
Phasel 11 B Study of Protein Kinase C Inhibitor B-Diabetic Diabetic MacularRctinopathy 
to Prevent the Progression of Diabetic Eye Disease YK, Effort 
Principal Investigator 
Eli Lilly 
1998 -2004 

3. Microsurgical Advanced Design Laboratories 
Medical Director 

$1,000,000 
20'¼, Effort 

Bausch & Lomb 
2004 - Present 

G. JOURNAL EXPERIENCE: Editorial Board Member for: 

The Brazilian Ophthalmological Journal (Revista Brasileira 
de Oftalmologia) 2007-2008 

Ad hoc reviewer for: 

Archives of Ophthalmology 1999 - present 

American Journal of Ophthalmology 1993 - present 

Ophthalmology 1994 - present 

Retina 1996 - present 

The Journal of Antimicrobial Chemotherapy 2001 - present 

British Journal of Ophthalmology 2003 - present 

Acta Ophthalmologica Scandinavia 2007 - present 
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ED ITO RS HIPS: Editor of Surgical Videos 4th E-Edition Ryan Book 

H. BIBLIOGRAPHY: 

PEER REVIEW JOURNALS: 

1. Chong, L.P., de Juan, Jr., E., ~cCuen, B.W. and Landers, III, M.B.: Endophthalmitis in a 

silicone oil-filled eye. Am J Ophthalmol 102(5):660-661, 1986. 

2. Chong, L.P., Machemer, R. and de Juan, E.: Vitrectomy for advanced stages of 

retinopathy of prematurity. Am J Ophthalmol 102(6);710-716, 1986. 

3. Dugel, P.U., Rao, N.A., Forster, D.J., Chong, L.P., Frangieh, G.T., and Sattler, F.: 

Pneumocystis carinii choroiditis and pentamidine. Am J Ophthalmol 110:113-117, 1990. 

4. Chong, L.P.: A disposable iris retractor for vitrectomy. Am J Ophthalmol 112:731-732, 

1991. 

5. Alfaro, D.V., Tran, V.T., Runyan, T., Chong, L.P., Ryan, S.J., and Liggett, P.E.: 

Vitrectomy for perforating eye injuries from shotgun pellets. Am J Ophthalmol 114:81-
85, 1992. 

6. Ghadially R. and Chong, LP.: Ichthyoses and hyperkeratotic disorders. Dcrmatol Clin 

10:597-607, 1992. 

7. Moorthy, R.S., Chong, L.P., Smith, R.E., and Rao, N.A.: Subretinal neovascular 

membranes in Vogt-Koyanagi-Harada syndrome. Am J Ophthalmol 116:164-170, 1993. 

8. Chong, L.P., Ozler, S.A., de Queiroz, J.\.1. and Liggett, P.E.: Indocyanine green

enhanced diode laser treatment of melanoma in a rabbit model. Retina l 3:251-259, 1993. 

9. Krueger, R.R., Morales, R.B., Smith, R.E., Sliney, D.H., and Chong, LP.: New 

stroboscopic light source for intraoperative retinal fluorcscein angiography. Arch 

Ophthalmol 112:240-422, 1994. 

10. Krueger, R.R., Morales, R.B., Chong, L.P., and Smith, R.E.: New stroboscopic light 

source and technique for intraoperative retinal fluorescein angiography during 

penetrating keratoplasty SPIE 2126:283-290, 1994. 
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11. Hudson, H.L., Chong, L.P., Frambach, D.A., Valencia, M., Green, R.L., and Lopez, P.F.: 

Encircling panretinal laser photocoagulation may prevent macular detachment after 

vitrectomy for proliferative diabetic retinopathy. Interna tl Ophthalmol 18: 101-104, 

1994. 

12. Rutzen, A.R., Ortega-Larrocea, G., Dugel, P.U., Chong, LP., Lopez, P.F., and Rao, N.A.: 

Retinal and choroidal biopsy in intraocular inflammation: A clinicopathologic study. 

Tran Amer Ophthalmol Soc 112:431-458, 1994. 

13. Rutzen, A.R., Ortega-Larrocea, G., Dugel, P.U., Chong, LP., Lopez, P.F., Smith, R.E., 

and Rao, N.A.: Clinicopathologic study of retinal and choroidal biopsies in intraocular 

inflammation. Am J Ophthalmol 119:597-611, 1995. 

14. Endophthalmitis Vitrectomy Study Group: Results of the endophthalmitis vitrectomy 

study: A randomized trial of immediate vitrectomy and intravenous antibiotics for the 

treatment of postoperative bacterial endophthalmitis. Arch Ophthalmol 113:1479-1496, 

1995. 

15. Kim, J.W., Freeman, W.R., El-Haig, W., Maguire, A.iv1., Arevalo, J.F., Azen, S.P. and The 
Vitrectomy for Macular Hole Study. Baseline characteristics, natural history and risk 

factors to progression in eyes with Stage 2 macular holes: Results from a prospective 

randomized clinical trial. Ophthalmology 102:1818-1829, 1995. 

16. Marx, J.L., Kapusta, M.A., Patel, S.S., LaBree, L.D., Walonker, F., Rao, N.A., and Chong, 
L.P.: Use of the ganciclovir implant in the treatment of recurrent cytomegalovirus 

retinitis. Arch Ophthalmol 114:815-820, 1996. 

17. Patel, S.S., Rutzen, A.R., J\farx, J.L., Thach, A.B., Chong, LP., and Rao, N.A.: 

Cytomegalovirus papillitis in patients with acquired immunodeficiency syndrome. 

Visual prognosis of patients treated \vith ganciclovir and/or foscarnct. Ophthalmology 
103:1476-1482, 1996. 

18. Chen, P.P., and Chong, L.P.: Coats'-like response in a patient with pars planitis. British 

J. Ophthal. 80:675-676, 1996. 

19. Kim, J.W., Freeman, W.R., Azen, S.P., El-Haig, W., Klein, D.J., Bailey, LL, and The 
Vitrectomy for Macular Hole Study Group: Prospective randomized trial of 

vitrectomy or observation for Stage 2 macular holes. Am J Ophthalmol 121:605-614, 
1996. 
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20. The Endophthalmitis Vitrectomy Study Group: Microbiologic factors and visual 
outcome in the endophthalamitis vitrectomy study. AJO 122:830-846, 1996. 

21. Han, D.P., Wisniewski, S.R., Wilson, L.A., Barza, M., Vine, A.K., Doft, B.H., Kelsey, S.F., 

and The Endophthalmitis Vitrectomy Study Group: Spectrum and susceptibilities of 
microbiologic isolates in the endophthalmitis vitrectomy study. AJO 122:1-17, 1996. 

22. Guo, A.G., Lee, L.W., Rife, LL, Kv,,itko, S., Rao, !\:.A., Chong LP., Ogden, T.E., and 

Smith R.E.: Anterior segment prosthesis development: retinal function following 
anterior segment removal. Cornea 16:88-93, 1997. 

23. Freeman, W.R., Azen, S.P., Kim, J.W., El-Haig, Vv., i\-1ishell III, D.R., Bailey, I, and The 
Vitrectomy for Treatment of Macular Hole Study Group: Vitrectomy for the 
treatment of full-thickness Stage 3 or 4 macular holes. Results of a multicentered 
randomized clinical trial. Arch Ophthalmol 115:11-21, 1997. 

24. Banker, A.S., Freeman, W.R., Kim, J.vV., Munguia, D., Azen, S.P., and The Vitrectomy 
for Macular Hole Study: Vision-threatening complications of surgery for full-thickness 
macular holes. Ophthalmology 104:1442-1453, 1997. 

25. Bannerman, T.L., Rhoden, D.L., i\,kAllister, S.K., Miller, J.M., Wilson, L.A., and The 
Endophthalmitis Vitrectomy Study Group: The source of coagulase-negative 
staphylococci in the endophthalmitis vitrectomy study. Arch Ophthalmol 115:357-361, 
1997. 

26. Wisniewski, S.R., Hammer, M.E., Grizzard, S., Kelsey, S.F., Everett, D., Packo, K.H., 
Yarian, D.L., Daft, B.H., and the EVS Study Group: An investigation of the hospital 
charges related to the treatment of endophthalmitis in the endophthalmitis vitrectomy 
study. Ophthalmology 104:739-745, 1997. 

27. Barza, M., Pavan, P.R., Daft, B.H., \Visniewski, S.R., \Vilson, L.A., Han, D.P., Kelsey, 
S.F., and The Endophthalmitis Vitrectomy Study Group: Evaluation of 
microbiological diagnostic techniques in postoperative endophthalrnitis in the 
endophthalmitis vitrectomy study. Arch Ophthalmol 115:1142-1150, 1997. 

28. Johnson, M.W., Doft, B.H., Kelsey, S.F., Barza, M., \-Vilson, L.A., Barr, CC., Wisniewski, 
S.R., and The Endophthalmitis Vitrectomy Study Group: The endophthalrnJtis 
vitrectomy study. Relationship between clinical presentation and microbiologic 
spectrum. Ophthalmology 104:261-272, 1997. 
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29. Musch, D.C., Martin, D.F., Gordon, J.F., Davis, M.D., Kuppermann, B.D. and The 
Ganciclovir Implant Study Group: Treatment of cytomegalovirus retinitis with a 
sustained-release ganciclovir implant. N Engl J Med 10;337(2):83-90, 1997. 

30. Doft B.H., Kelsey S.F ., Wisnie\vski S.R. and The Endophthalmitis Vitrectomy Study 
Group: Additional procedures after the initial vitrectomy or tap--biopsy in the 
endophthalmitis vitrectomy study. Ophthalmology 105:707-716, 1998. 

31. Suh, D.W., Pulido, J.S., Jaampol, L.~1., Chong, LP., and Thomas, M.: Coats'-like 
response in pars planitis. Retina 19:79-80, 1999. 

32. Johnston, R.H., Nguyen, R., Jongsareejit, A., Lee, B.R., Patel, S. and Chong, L.P.: 
Clinical study of combined penetrating keratoplasty, pars plana vitrectomy with 
temporary keratoprosthesis, and pars plana seton implant. Retina 19:116-121, 1999. 

33. Martin D.F., Kuppermann, B.D., Wolitz, R.A., Palestine, A.G., Li, H., Robinson, C.A. and 

The Roche Ganciclovir Study Group: Oral ganciclovir for patients with 
cytomegalovirus retinitis treated with a ganciclovir implant. N Engl J Med 340 
(14):1063-1070, 1999. 

34. Read R.W., Chong, L.P., Rao, !'\.A.: Occlusive retinal vasculitis associated with systemic 
lupus erythematosus. Arch Ophthalmol 118:588-589, 2000. 

35. Doft B.H., Kelsey S.F., Wisniewski S.R. and The EVS Study Group: Retinal detachment 

in the endophthalmitis vitrectomy study. Arch Ophthalmol 118:1661-1665, 2000. 

36. Bhagat N., Read R.W., Rao N.A., Smith R.E., and Chong LP.: Rifabutin-associated 
hypopyon uveitis in human immunodeficiency virus-negative immunocompetent 
individuals. Ophthalmology 108:750-752, 2001. 

37. Nazemi P.P., Chong L.P., Varma R., and Burnstine.: Migration of intraocular silicone oil 
into the subconjunctival space and orbit through an ahmcd glaucoma valve. AJO 
132:929-931, 2001. 

38. Holbrook J.T., Meinert CL, Jabs D.A., and Studies of Ocular Complications of AIDS 
Research Group: Patient notification and follow-up after suspension of treatment 
protocols experience from four clinical trials of treatments for AIDS-related CMV 
retinitis. Control Clin Trials 22:62-68, 2001. 

39. Martin B.K., Kaplan-Gilpin A.M., Jabs D.A., Wu A.\.V. and Studies of Ocular 
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Complications of AIDS Research Group: Reliability, validity, and responsiveness of 
general and disease-specific quality of life measures in a clinical trial of cytomegalovirus 
retinitis. J Clin Epidemiol 54:376-386, 2001. 

40. HolbrookJ.T., Meinert C.L., Van Natta M.L., Davis !v1., Hubbard L, Jabs D.A., and 
Studies of Ocular Complications of AIDS Research Group: Photographic measures of 
cytomegalovirus retinitis as surrogates for visual outcomes in treated patients. Arch 
Ophthalmol 119:554-563, 2001. 

41. Studies of Ocular Complications of AIDS Research Group. The Ganciclovir Implant 
Plus Oral Ganciclovir Versus Parenteral Cidofovir for the Treatment of 
Cytomegalovirus Retinitis in Patients with Acquired Immunodeficiency Syndrome: The 
Ganciclovir Cytomegalovirus Retinitis Trial. Am J Ophthalmol 131 ( 4 ):457-467, 2001. 

42. Jabs D.A., Kaplan-Gilpin AM., Min Y.I., Erice A., Kempen J.H., Quinn T.C. and Studies 
of Ocular Complications of AIDS Research Group: HIV and cytomegalovirus viral 
load and clinical outcomes in AIDS and cytomegalovirus retinitis patients: Monclonal 
Antibody Cytomegalovirus Retinitis Trial. AIDS 16:877-887, 2002. 

43. Davidson M., Min Y.L, Holbrook J.T., Van Natta M.L., Murphy R., Jabs D.A., Welch W., 
Meinert C.L. and Studies of Ocular Complcations of AIDS Research Group: Use of 
filgrastim as adjuvant therapy in patients with AIDS-related cytomegalovirus retinitis. 
AIDS 16:757-765, 2002. 

44. Davidson M., Min Y.I., Holbrook J.T., Van Natta M.L., Quinn T.C., Murphy R., Welch 
W., Jabs D.A., Meinert C.L. and Studies of Ocular Complcations of AIDS Research 
Group: Influence of filgrastim (granulocyte colony-stimulating factor) on human 
immunodeficiency virus type I RNA in patients \Vith cytomegalovirus retinitis. J Infect 
Dis 186:1013-1018, 2002 

45. Jabs D.A., Van Natta M.L., Kempen J.H., Pavan P.R., Lim, JJ., Murphy R.L, and 
Hubbard L.D. and Studies of Ocular Compkations of AIDS (SOCA) Research Group: 
Characteristics of patients with cytomegalovirus retinitis in the era of highly active 
antiretroviral therapy. AJO 133:48-61, 2002. 

46. HolbrookJ.T., Jabs D.A., \Veinberg D.V., Lev,:is R.A., Davis M.D., Friedberg D. and 
Studies of Ocular Complcations of AIDS (SOCA) Research Group: Visual loss in 
patients with cytomegalovirus retinitis and acquired immunodeficiency syndrome 
before widespread availability of highly active antiretroviral therapy. Arch Ophthalmol 
121 :99-107, 2003. 
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47. Gilpin A.M., Holbrook J.T., Jabs D.A., Meinert CL. and Studies of Ocular 
Complcations of AIDS Research Group: Data and safety monitoring board 
deliberations resulting in the early termination of the Monoclonal Antibody 
Cytomegalovirus Retinitis Trial. Control Clin Trials 24:92-98, 2003. 

48. Kempen J.H., Martin B.K., Wu A.W., Barron B., Thorne J.E., Jabs D.A. and Studies of 
Ocular Complcations of AIDS Research Group: The effect of cytomegalovirus retinitis 
on the quality of life of patients with AIDS in the era of highly active antiretroviral 
therapy. Opthalmol 110:987-995, 2003. 

49. Francis B.A., Diloreto D.A., Chong, LP., Rao N.A.: Late-onset bacterial 
endophthalmitis following glaucoma drainage implantation. Ophthalmic Surg Lasers 
lmagin 34:128-130, 2003. 

50. Dunn J.P., Van Natta M., Foster G., Kuppermann B.D., Martin D.F., Zong A., Jabs D.A. 
and Studies of Ocular Complcations of AIDS Research Group: Complications of 
gancidovir implant surgery in patients with cytomegalovirus retinitis: the ganciclovir 
cidofovir cytomegalovirus retinitis trial. Retina 24:41-50, 2004. 

51. Lakhanpal R.R., Humayun M.S., de Juan E. Jr., Lim J.L, Chong LP., Chang T.S., 
Javaheri M., Fujii G.Y., Barnes A.C., Alexandrou T.J.: Outcomes of 140 consecutive 
cases of 25-gauge transconjunctival surgery for posterior segment disease. 
Ophthalmology 112:817-824, 2005. 

52. The PKC-DRS Study Group: The effect of ruboxistaurin on visual loss in patients with 
moderately severe to very severe nonprolifcrativc diabetic retinopathy. Initial results of 
the protein kinase C p inhibitor diabetic retinopathy study (PKC-DRS) multiccnter 
randomized clinical trial. Diabetes 54:2188-2197, 2005. 

53. Kempen J.H., Min Y.I., Freeman W.R., Holland G.N., Friedberg D.N., Dieterich D.T., 
Jabs D.A., and Studies of Ocular Complcations of AIDS Research Group.: Risk of 
immune recovery uveitis in patients with AIDS and cytomegalovirus retinitis. 
Ophthalmology 113:684-694, 2006. 

54. Thorne J.E., Jabs D.A., Kempen J.H., Holbrook J.T., Nichols C., Meinert C.L, Studies of 
Ocular Compkations of AIDS Research Group.: Causes of visual acuity loss among 
patients with AIDS and cytomegalovirus retinitis in the era of highly active 
antiretroviral therapy. Ophthalmology 113: 1441-1445, 2006. 
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55. Sinclair E., Tan Q.X., Sharp M., Girling V., Poon C., '.\latta M.V., Jabs D.A., Inokuma M., 
Maecker H.T., Bredt B., Jacobson M.A., Studies of Ocular Complcations of AIDS 
Research Group.: Protective immunity to cytomegalovirus (CMV) retinitis in AIDS is 
associated with CMV-specific T cells that express interferon-gamma and interleukin-2 
and have a CDS+ cell early maturational phenotype. J Infect Dis 194:1537-1546, 2006. 

56. Albini T.A., Evans M., Lakhanpal R.R., Javaheri M., Rao 1\.A., Chong LP.: Conjunctiva! 
epithelium in pars plana vitrectomy specimens. Retina 27:55-58, 2007. 

57. Jabs D.A., Van Natta M.L, Holbrook J.T., Kempen J.H., Meinert CL., Davis M.D., 
Studies of the Ocular Complcations of AIDS Research Group.: Longitudinal Study of 
the Ocular Complications of AIDS 1. Ocular examination results at enrollment. 
Ophthalmology 114:780-786, 2007. 

58. Jabs D.A., Van Natta M.L., Holbrook J.T., Kempen J.H., Meinert CL., Davis M.D., 
Studies of the Ocular Complcations of AIDS Research Group.: Longitudinal Study of 
the Ocular Complications of AIDS 2. Ocular examination results at enrollment. 
Ophthalmology 114:787-793, 2007. 

59. Chong LP., McCormick M., Deboer C., Barnes A.: A self-stabilizing lens ring for 25-
gauge vitrectomy surgery. AJO 143:350-351, 2007. 

60. Bhadri P.R., Rowley A.P., Khurana R.N., Deboer C., Kerns R.M., Chong LP., Humayun 
M.S.: Evaluation of stereoscopic camera-based three-dimensional viewing workstation 
for ophthalmic surgery. AJO 143:891-892, 2007. 

61. Kuppermann B.D., Blumenkranz M.S., Haller J.A., \-Villiams G.A., Weinberg D.V., Chou 
C., Witcup S.M., The Dexamethasone DDS Phase II Study Group.: Randomized 
Controlled Study of an Intravitreous Dexamethasone Drug Delivery System in Patients 
with Persistent Macular Edema. Arch Ophthalmol 125:309-317, 2007. 

62. Magalhaes 0., Chong L.P., DeBoer C., Bhadri P., Kerns R., Barnes A., Fang S., 
Humayun M.: Vitreous Dynamics: Vitreous Flow Analysis in 20-, 23-, and 25-Gauge 
Cutters. Retina 28:236-241, 2008. 

NON-PEER REVIEW JOURNALS: 

1. Ghadially, R. and Chong, LP.: Ichthyoses and hypcrkeratotic disorders. In 
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2. Marx, J.L., and Chong, LP.: "Surgical Management of Cytomegalovirus Retinitis and 
Diagnostic Retinal Biopsy." In Ophthalmology Clinics of North America on Aids and 
the Eye, Eds: E. Ai, I. Ahmed, and P.Q. Vu, W.B. Saunders Company, March 1997. 

PUBLISHED ABSTRACTS: 

1. Chong, L.P., Takemoto, K. and Ryan, S.J.: The effects of alpha adrenergic agents on 
intravitreal membranes formed after posterior penetrating ocular trauma. Invest 
Ophthal Vis Sci (ARVO Supplement), April 1981. 

2. Chong, L.P., Dugel, P.U., Forster, D.J., Frangieh, G.T. and Rao, N.A.: Pneumocystis 
carinii choroiditis follmving chronic aerosolized pcntamidine therapy. Invest Ophthal 
Vis Sci (ARVO Supplement), 31:340, 1990. 

3. Dugel, P.U., Forster, D.J., Frangieh, G.T., Chong, L.P., and Rao, N.A.: Multifocal 
Choroiditis Due to Pneumocystis Carinii." Ophthalmology (Supplement), 97:144, 1990. 

4. Waterhouse, W.H., Chong, LP., and Morales, R.: Intraoperativc fluorescein 
angiography using an intraocular exciting: light source and the operating microscope. 
Invest Ophthal Vis Sci (ARVO Supplement), 32:878, 1991. 

5. Frambach, D.A., Paysse, E.A., Waterhouse, W.J., Chong, LP., and Liggett, P.E.: 
Measurement of perifoveal capillary blood velocity with a scanning laser 
ophthalmoscope. Invest Ophthal Vis Sci (ARVO Supplement), 32:691, 1991. 

6. Guo, A., Lee, L.W., Rife, L., Kwitko, S., Chong, LP., and Smith, R.E.: Anterior segment 
prosthesis (ASP) development. Invest Ophthal Vis Sci (ARVO Supplement), 33:1057, 
1992. 

7. Shimoyama, V., Ozier, S.A., Chong, L.P., and Liggett, P.E.: Indocyaninc green enhanced 
diode laser treatment of melanoma in a rabbit model. Invest Ophthal Vis Sci (ARVO 
Supplement), 33:1253, 1992. 

8. Chong, LP., Kohen, L., Kelsoe, W., Donovan, I\1., Buzawa, D.: Selective RPE damage 
by micro-pulse diode laser photocoagulation. Invest Ophthal Vis Sci (ARVO 
Supplement), 33:722, 1992. 
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9. Cupples, H.P., Javitt, J.C., Awh, C.C. Chong, L.P., Street, D.A., Guzman, G.I., and Smith, 
R.E.: The Diabetic Retinopathy Education Study: Improving Detection and Referral of 
Retinopathy by Primary Care Physicians. Ophthalmology (Supplement) 99:158, 1992. 

10. Chong, LP. and Kohen, L: A retinal laser which damages only the RPE: ultrastructural 
study. Invest Ophthal Vis Sci (ARVO Supplement), 34:960, 1993. 

11. Moorthy, R.S., Chong, LP., Smith, R.E., and Rao, N.A.: Subretinal neovascular 
membranes in Vogt Koyanagi Harada Syndrome. Invest Ophthal Vis Sci (ARVO 
Supplement), 34:1105, 1993. 

12. Yow, L., and Chong, LP.: A comparison of peripheral iridotomies using frequency 
doubled neodymium YAG and Argon green laser. lnvestOphthal Vis Sci (ARVO 
Supplement), 34:1387, 1993. 

13. Smith, R.E., Krueger, R.R., Morales, R.B., and Chong, LP.: Intraoperativc retinal 
fluorescein angiography during penetrating keratoplasty. Invest Ophthal Vis Sci 
(ARVO Supplement), 34:1366, 1993. 

14. Awh, CC, Javitt, J.C., Chong, LP., Gehrs, K.M., Guzman, G.I., Street, D.A., and 
Cupples, H.P.: Ophthalmoscopic diagnosis and referral of diabetic eye disease by 
primary care physicians. Invest Ophthal Vis Sci (ARVO Supplement), 34:713, 1993. 

15. Gehrs, K.M., Chong, LP., Guzman, G.I., Street, D.A., Av.rh, CC., Cupples, H.P., and 
Javitt, J.C.: Can we educate primary care physicians about diabetic rctinopathy after 
graduation?: Preliminary results of the diabetic retinopathy education study. Invest 
Ophthal Vis Sci (ARVO Supplement), 34:1182, 1993. 

16. Morales, R.B., Krueger, R.R., Chong, L.P., and Smith, R.E.: New stroboscopic light 
source for intraoperative retinal fluorescein angiography. Invest Ophthal Vis Sci 
(ARVO Supplement), 34:948, 1993. 

17. Chong, L.P.: Diode Laser Treatment of Diabetic Retinopathy. Ophthalmology 
(Supplement) 100:141, 1993. 

18. Cupples, H.P., Awh, C.C., Chong, LP., Guzman, G.I., Street, D.A., Gchrs, K.M. and 
Javitt, J.C. Outcomes of the Diabetic Retinopathy Education Study. Ophthalmology 
(Supplement) 100:121, 1993. 

19. Efferson-Bonachea, N.D., \.Yagner, D.G., Javitt, J.C., Cupples, H.P., Guzman, G., Street, 
D., Awh, C.C., McCuen, B.W., Chong, L.P., Ryan, S.J., and Smith, R.E.: Diabetic 
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retinopathy screening by primary care physicians. Invest Ophthal Vis Sci (ARVO 
Supplement), 35:1412, 1994. 

20. Frambach, D.A., Cunha, M.F., Zhao, J., Soriano, D., Lopez, P.F., and Chong, LP.: 
Clinical utility of indocyanine green angiography. Invest Ophthal Vis Sci (ARVO 
Supplement), 35:1501, 1994. 

21. Chong, L.P., Irvine, J., McLeod, S., and Smith, R.E.: A keratoprosthesis for 
intraoperative fluorescein angiography and single port pars plana vitrectomy. Invest 
Ophthal Vis Sci (ARVO Supplement), 35:1881, 1994. 

22. Hudson, H.L., Frambach, D.A., Chong, L.P., and Lopez, P.F.: Structural/functional 
retinal mapping in ARMD with SLO microperimetry. Invest Ophthal Vis Sci (ARVO 
Supplement), 35:2146 1994. 

23. Marx, J.L., Thach, A.B., Reingold, W., Terry, 8., and Chong, LP.: Recurrence rate of 
CMV retinitis in patients who have undergone pars plana vitrectomy and silicone oil 
injection. Invest Ophthal Vis Sci (ARVO Supplement), 36:321, 1995. 

24. Chong, L.P. and Rowe, T.S.: Ultrastructural comparison of frequency-doubled 
ND:YAG laser and argon laser trabeculoplasty. Invest Ophthal Vis Sci (ARVO 
Supplement), 36:560, 1995. 

25. Chang, K., Yo, C., Rostomian, K., and Chong, L.P.: Utility of fundoscopic examination 
in patients without fungemia. Invest Ophthal Vis Sci (ARVO Supplement), 36:631, 1995. 

26. Chong, LP., Soriano D., and Ramos, A.R.: Sublethal laser damage to the retinal 
pigment epithelium by micro-pulse diode laser in primate eye. Moderator for: Retina, 
Retinal Cell Biology; Laser: Experimental Section. Invest Ophthal Vis Sci (ARVO 
Supplement), 37:694, 1996. 

27. Kapusta, M.A., Marx, J.L., Patel, S.S., Rao, N.A., and Chong, LP.: The clinical outcome 
of high dose intravitreal ganciclovir in progressive outer retinal necrosis. Invest 
Ophthal Vis Sci (ARVO Supplement), 37:371, 1996. 

28. Reynolds, D .5., Marx, J. L., Kapusta, M.A., Rao, I\" .A., and Chong, L.P.: Retinal 
detachment following ganciclovir implant surgery for CMV retinitis. Invest Ophthal 
Vis Sci (ARVO Supplement), 37:372, 1996. 

29. Yang, M.B., Thach, A.B., Chong, L.P., Frambach, D.A., Lopez, P.F., and Marx, J.L.: 
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Pneumatic retinopexy in a large inner-city hospital. Invest Ophthal Vis Sci (ARVO 
Supplement), 37:405, 1996. 

30. Marx, J.L, Kapusta, M.A., Patel, S.S., Walonker, F., Rao, N.A., and Chong, L.P.: The use 
of the ganciclovir implant in the treatment of recurrent Cfv1V retinitis. Invest Ophthal 
Vis Sci (ARVO Supplement), 37:669, 1996. 

31. Nguyen, T.K.P., Edwards, A., Blair, N.P., Kanda, L.A., Schroeder, R.P., Sonkin, P.L., 
Chong, L.P., and Marx, J.L.: Visual outcome of pars plana vitrectomy and lensectomy 
for lenticular disorders in Marfan's syndrome. Invest Ophthal Vis Sci (ARVO 
Supplement), 37: 1150, 1996. 

32. Kapusta, M.A., Nguyen, R.L., Johnston, R., Patel, S., Lee., P., and Chong, L.P.: A 
combined procedure of penetrating keratoplasty, vitrectomy, and seton implant in the 
pars plana effective? Invest Ophthal Vis Sci (ARVO Supplement), 38:3123, 1997. 

33. Chong, LP., Marx, J.L., Thach, A.B., Reingold, W., and Kapusta, M.A.: Recurrence rate 
of CMV retinitis in eyes with the ganciclovir implant and silicone oil. Invest Ophthal 
Vis Sci (ARVO Supplement), 38:3417, 1997. 

34. Johnston, R.H., Lee, P., Patel, S., Kapusta, M.A., Frambach, D.A., and Chong, LP.: 
Management of neovascular glaucoma using combined pars plana vitrectomy and seton 
implant. Invest Ophthal Vis Sci (ARVO Supplement) 38:3537, 1997. 

35. Murata, T., Spee, C., Hoffmann, 5., Taba, K.E., Cui, J.Z., Hinton, D.R., Sakamoto, T., 
Ishibashi, T., Gordon, E.M., Anderson, W.F., Chong, LP., and Ryan, S_J.: Retrovirus
mediated gene transfer targeted to a retinal photocoagulation site. Invest Ophthal Vis 
Sci (ARVO Supplement) 38:5311, 1997. 

36. Shivaram S.M., Johnston, R.H., Chong, LP., and Feldon, S.E.: Systemic thrombolytic 
therapy for central retinal artery occlusion. Invest Ophthal Vis Sci (ARVO Supplement) 
39:530, 1998. 

37. Chong, LP. and Murthy, R.C.: Epidemiology of 50 consecutive primary PRPs in a 
largely hispanic urban ppopulation. Invest Ophthal Vis Sci (ARVO Supplement) 
40:S304, 1999. 

38. Johnston, R.H., Nguyen, R., Jongsareejit, A., Lee, B.R., Patel, S., and Chong, L.P.: 
Clinical study of combined penetrating keratoplasty, pars plana vitrectomy with 
temporary keratoprosthesis, and pars plana seton implant. Retina 19:116-121, 1999. 
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39. Sandi, J., Chong, LP., and Rife, L.: A calcium and magnesium free retinal detachment 
solution for macular translocation surgery toxicity and efficacy study in rabbit and 
human. Invest Ophthalmol Vis Sci (ARVO Supplement) 41:949, 2000. 

40. Canzano, J.C., Chang, T.S., and Chong, L.P.: Limited macular translocation surgery for 
subfoveal choroidal neovascularization in age-related macular degeneration. Invest 
Ophthalmol Vis Sci (ARVO Supplement) 41 :951, 2000. 

41. Ciardella, A.P., Read, R.\V., Smith, R.E., Chong, LP., and Rao N.A.: Long-term follow
up of birdshot retinochoroidopathy. Invest Ophthalmol Vis Sci (A RVO Supplement) 
41:4147, 2000. 

42. Chong LP., Gomes G.S., Nunes, R.R., and Soares, L.H.S.: Factors influencing the 
presence of postoperative vitreous cavity blood after diabetic vitrectomy. Invest 
Ophthalmol Vis Sci (ARVO Supplement) 40:3755, 2001. 

43. Lakhanpal R.R., de Juan E., Jr., Humayun M.S., Lim J.L., Chang T.S., Chong L.P., Fujii 
G.Y., Barnes A., Rossi J.V.: Evaluation of 25-gauge transconjunctival standard 
vitrectomy (TSV) on previously non-operated eyes. Invest Ophthalmol Vis Sci (ARVO 
Supplement) 42:2025, 2003. 

44. Dea M.K., Equi R., Sadda S.R., Chong LP., Walsh A., Chang T., Humayun M., Flaxel C., 
de Juan E.: Factors predicting short-term improvement in visual acuity following 
intravitreal traimcinolone injection for diabetic macular edema refractory to focal laser 
therapy. Invest Ophthalmol Vis Sci (ARVO Supplement) 43:4099/B560, 2004. 

45. Dunn J.P., Van Natta, M., Foster, G., Kuppermann, B.D., Martin D.F., Zong A., Jabs 
D.A., Studies of Ocular Complications of AIDs Research Group: Complications of 
ganciclovir implant surgery in patients with cytomegalovirus retinitis. The ganciclovir 
cidofovir cytomegalovirus retinitis trial. Retina 24:41-50, 2004. 

46. Doshi V., Chong LP.: Postoperative Visual Recovery Following 25-Gauge 
Transconjunctival Sutureless Vitrectomy is Faster Compared to Standard 20-Gauge Pars 
Plana Vitrectomy. Invest Ophthalmol Vis Sci (ARVO Supplement) 3627:427, 2005. 

47. Chong L.P.: Painless Minimally Invasive Technique (25-Gauge Vitrectomy Without 
Scleral Buckle) for the Repair of Acute Retinal Detachment. Invest Ophthalmol Vis Sci 
(ARVO Supplement) 5495/B698:551, 2005. 
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48. Magalhaes 0. Jr., Chong LP., DeBoer C., Bhadri P.R., Lescoulie J., McCormick J., Barnes 
A., Humayun M.: Improved Understanding of Vitrectomy: Qualitative High Speed 
Video Analysis of Vitreous Movement Around the Aperture of Vitreous Cutters. Invest 
Ophthalmol Vis Sci (ARVO Supplement) 2688:127, 2006. 

49. Bhatti R.A., Chong L.P., Freida R., Magalhaes 0. Jr., DeBoer C., Bhadri P., McCormick 
M., Barnes A., Humayun M.: A Study of Surgical \1ethodology to Reduce Vitreous 
Incarceration to Sclerotomies. Invest Ophthalmol Vis Sci (ARVO Supplement) 
4674/Bl009:219, 2006. 

50. DeBoer C., Barnes A., Lescoulie J., Fang S., :v1agalhacs 0. Jr., Bhadri P., McCormick M., 
Chong LP., Hassan T., Humayun M.: Vitreous Removal Rates and High-Speed Video 
Analysis of 25-Gauge Vitrcctomy Cutters. Invest Ophthalmol Vis Sci (ARVO 
Supplement) 5254/B669:244, 2006. 

51. Chong LP., Magalhaes 0., DeBoer C Jr., Bhadri P., Lescoulie J., McCormick M., Barnes 
A., Humayun M.: A New Concept of Managing Vitreous Loss for the Anterior Segment 
Surgeon: A One Step Phako Customized Anterior Chamber Maintainer Designed to Fit 
Through the Phako Wound Combined with Single Port Pars Plana 25 Gauge 
Vitrectomy. Invest Ophthalmol Vis Sci (ARVO Supplement) 5263/B678:244, 2006. 

52. DeBoer C., Fangs., Chong LP., Bhadri P., RO\vley A., Cicchella J., Leung D., 
McCormick M., Kerns R., Humayun M., Eye Concepts.: High-Speed Vitrectomy: The 
Next Generation o Instrumentation. Invest Ophthalmol Vis Sci (ARVO Supplement) 
2210/B819, 109,2007. 

53. Ferreira J.L., Chong LP., Rezende F., Maia A., Hagemann L.F., Primiano H., Siqueira 
R.C.: To Stitch or Not to Stitch Small-Gauge Sclerotomics \Vhen Using Silicone Oil? 
Invest Ophthalmol Vis Sci (ARVO Supplement) 2216/B825, 109, 2007. 

54. Magalhacs Jr. 0., Chong L.P., Deboer C., Bhadri P.R., McCormick M., Fang S., Kerns R., 
Barnes A., Humayun M .. : Vitreous Dynamics: The Nev.r Solid Development Concept. 
Vitreous Flow Analysis in 20, 23 and 25 Gauge Cutters. Invest Ophthalmol Vis Sci 
(ARVO Supplement) 2243/B852, 110, 2007. 

55. Chong L.P., Kerns R., Yang C., DcBoer C., Humayun M.: Intraocular OCT Imaging 
With a Forward Imaging Needle Probe. Invest Ophthalmol Vis Sci (ARVO 
Supplement) 5664:273, 2007. 

56. Gasperini J.L., Fawzi A., Lam L., Chong L.P.,Eliott D., \A,ialsh A.C, Sadda S.: 
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Bevacizumab and Ranibizumab Tachyphylaxis in the Treatment of Choroidal 
Neovascularization. Invest Ophthalmol Vis Sci (ARVO Supplement) 346:74, 2008. 

57. Walsh A.C, Lee B., Chong LP., Sadda S.: Differences in Clinical Findings with Time 
Domain and Fourier Domain OCT in Patients Undergoing Anti-VEGF Therapy. Invest 
Ophthalmol Vis Sci (ARVO Supplement) 1175:126, 2008. 

58. Lee B.W., Sadda S.R., Walsh A.C., Fawzi A.A., Eliott D., Chong LP.: Photoreceptor 
Outer Segment Disruption Seen With High Resolution Fourier Domain OCT Versus 
Time Domain OCT. Invest Ophthalmol Vis Sci (ARVO Supplement) 2] 55:174, 2008. 

59. Chong L.P., Ramos J.B., Lima L.: Improving Success of 25 Gauge Vitrectomy Repair of 
Retinal Detachment: A Retrospective Revie,v of 49 Consecutive Cases. Invest 
Ophthalmol Vis Sci (ARVO Supplement) 4053:283, 2008. 

CHAPTERS: 

1. Epstein, L.B., Yu, K., Chong, LP. and Reese, CC.: "A microplate method for culturing 
human monocytes with enzymatic assays for follmving their maturation to 
macrophages in vitro." In tv1ethods for Studying Mononuclear Phagocytes, Eds: H. 
Koren, P,. Edelson, and D.O. Adams, Academic Press, '.\Je,-v York, 1981. 

2. Chong, LP.: "Diode laser treatment of diabetic retinopathy." In Medical and Surgical 
Retina Advances, Controversies, and .\1anagement, Eds: H. Lewis and S.J. Ryan, 
Mosby, New York, 1994. 

3. Johnston, R.H., Nguyen, R., Jongsareejit, A., Lee, B.R., Patel, S., and Chong, L.P.: 

"Clinical study of combined penetrating keratoplasty, pars plana vitrectomy with a 
temporary keratoprosthesis, and pars plana seton implant." In Proceedings of the Fifth 
International Congress of Fondazione G.B. Bietti per lo Studio e la Ricerca in 
Oftalmologia: Anterior and Posterior Segment Surgery: \!1utual Problems and Common 
Interests, Rome, Italy, September 24-27, 1997, Eds: A. Brucker, Lippincott-Raven 
Publishers, Hagerstown, Maryland, 1998. 

4. Johnston, R.H., Nguyen, R., Lee, B.R., Jongsareejit, and Chong, L.P.: "Management of 
neovascular glaucoma with combined vitrectomy and pars plana seton tube insertion." 
In Proceedings of the Fifth International Congress of Fondazione G.B. Bietti per lo 
Studio e la Ricerca in Oftalmologia: Anterior and Posterior Segment Surgery: Mutual 
Problems and Common Interests, Rome, Italy, September 24-27, 1997, Eds: A Brucker, 
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5. Kapusta, Mand Chong, L.P.: "Hematologic and Metabolic Abnormalities of the 
Retina." Section 9 Retina. In The Ten Minute Hour Clinical Eye Atlas, Eds: R.A. Lewis 
and D.H. Gold. AMA Press, 2002. 

6. Chong, L.P.: "Use of Adjuncts in Surgery for Age-Related Macular Degeneration." In 
Textbook of Age-Related Macular Degeneration, Lim JI ed. New York, NY: Marcel 
Dekker, Inc., 2002; 319-324. 

7. Chong, L.P. and Smiddy, W.E.: "Tratamento da Ruptura do Globo." In Trauma 
Ocular, Eds: J.A. Holanda de Freitas and LJvf. Cardoso. Livraria e Editora Revinter 
Ltda., Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, 2004; 33-41. 

8. Chong, L.P.: "Use of Adjuncts in Surgery for Age-Related Macular Degeneration." In 
Textbook of Age-Related tvfacular Degeneration Second Edition, Lim JI ed. Informa 
Healthcare, 2007. 

9. Chong, L.P., Magalhaes, 0. Jr., De Boer, C., Fang, S., Kerns, R., McCormick, M., Texiera 
Pinto, A. and Humayun M.S.: "An Improved Understanding of Vitreous Cutting." In 
Emerging Technologies in Retinal Diseases, Eds: S. Saxena and S.R., Sadda. Jaypee 
Brothers Medical Publishers, 2009; 267-272. 

IN PRESS: 

1. Chong, L.P. and Chao, J.R.: "Retina Imaging." In Optical Coherence Tomography in 
Retina Diseases, Eds. 5. Saxena and T. A. ~1eredith. Jaypee. 

2. Chong, L.P.: "Vitreous Implants." In Basic Techniques of Ophtalmic Surgery, Eds. T. 

Gauthier. 

3. Magalhaes, 0., Barnes, A., DeBoer, C., Humayun, M., Chong, LP., Bhadri, P., Fang, S.: 
"Guillotine Performance. Duty cycle analysis of vitrectomy systems." In Retinal Cases 
& Brief Reports. 

BOOKS: 

1. The Diabetic Education Study Group.: Detection and Referral of Diabetic Eye Disease: 
A Guide for Practicing Physicians, Carter Printing Company, Richmond, VA 1992. 
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2. Smiddy, W., Chong, LP., and Frambach, D.A.: Color Atlas of Ophthalmic Surgery: 
Retinal Surgery and Ocular Trauma J.B. Lippincott, Philadelphia, PA, 1995 

I. PRESENTATIONS AT SCIENTIFIC/CLINICAL MEETINGS: 

INVITED LECTURESHIPS: 

1. Brooklyn Ophthalmological Society, Grand Rounds, Brooklyn, NY, "Clinical Evaluation 
of the Diode Laser." March 26, 1990. 

2. St. Vincent's Hospital and Medical Center of Nev,' York, Department of Ophthalmology, 
Grand Rounds, New York City, NY "Clinical Evaluation of the Diode Laser." March 26, 
1990. 

3. St. Joseph's Hospital, Department of Ophthalmology, Grand Rounds, Orange, CA, 
''CMV Retinitis in the HIV+ Patient." September 24, 1990. 

4. Advanced Lasers in Ophthalmology Symposium, Medical Laser Industry Report, 1990 
Annual Meeting, American Academy of Ophthalmology, Atlanta, Georgia, "Treatment 
of Retinal Disease with the Diode Semiconductor Laser." October 27, 1990. 

5. Georgetown University School of Medicine, Department of Ophthalmology, Grand 
Rounds, Washington DC, "A Video Atlas of SLO Fluorescein Vidcoangiography 
Angiography." January 11, 1991. 

6. Riverside Community Hospital, Department of Ophthalmology, Grand Rounds, 
Riverside, CA. "Diode Laser, Part IL" June 12, 1992. 

7. University of Southern California School of Medicine, Division of Endocrinology, 
Diabetes and Hypertension, Department of :\1edicine, Grand Rounds, Los Angeles, CA, 
"Diabetic Retinopathy." August 14, 1992. 

8. Tianjin Eye Hospital, Department of Ophthalmology, Grand Rounds, Tianjin, People's 
Republic of China, "Clinical Applications of the Diode Laser," ''Dye Enhanced Laser 
Treatment of Experimental Ocular Melanoma," "An RPE Selective Laser." October 27, 
1992. 

9. Beijing-Japan Friendship Hospital, Grand Rounds, Department of Ophthalmology, 
Beijing, People's Republic of China, "Clinical Applications of the Diode Laser," "Dye 
Enhanced Laser Treatment of Experimental Ocular Melanoma," "An RPE Selective 
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10. 5th National Congress of Chinese Society of Ophthalmology, Beijing, People's Beijing, 
Republic of China, "An RPE Selective Laser." October 30, 1992. 

11. Taiwan National Medical University, Department of Ophthalmology, Grand Rounds, 
Taipei, Taiwan, "Selective RPE Laser Photocoagulation," "ICC Enhanced Laser Treatment 
of Malignant Melanoma," "SLO Fluorescein Angiography Conference." February 22, 
1993. 

12. Veteran's General Hospital, Department of Ophthalmology, Grand Rounds, Taipei, 
Taiwan, "Selective RPE Laser Photocoagulation," "ICC Enhanced Laser Treatment of 
Malignant Melanoma," "SLO Fluorescein Angiography Conference." February 26, 1993. 

13. California Pacific Medical Center, Department of Ophthalmology, Mini Symposium, 
San Francisco, CA, "Managed Eye Care for the 1990's." October 24-25, 1993. 

14. VI Congresso Sul Brasileiro de Oftalmologia, Curitiba, Brazil, "Surgical Management of 
Macular Holes," "Clinical and Research Applications of Diode Laser," "Photoreceptor 
Transplantation." May 19-21, 1994. 

15. San Gabriel Valley Optometric Society, Pasadena, CA, "Diagnosis and Treatment of Age 
Related Macular Degeneration." I\"ovember 12, 1994. 

16. The Ninth Annual Mid-Winter Sarasota Vitreo-Retinal Update Course, Sarasota, Florida, 
"ICC in ARMD: USC Experience," "SLO & Videoangiography: Is it Helpful in Diagnosis 
of ARMD?," "Photoreceptor Cell Transplantation," "Eye \Vall Biopsy in Diagnosis of 
AIDS Retinopathy," "Ganciclovir Implant Delivery in C~1V Retinitis," and "Results of the 
Diabetic Retinopathy Education Study." February 14-17, 1995. 

17. 15th Congress of the Asia-Pacific Academy of Ophthalmology, Hong Kong, China,"Age
Related Macular Degeneration: Future Treatment." March 6-10, 1995. 

18. Centro Brasileiro de Cirurgia de Olhos, Simposio Internacional de Retina e Vitreo, 
Goiania, Brazil, "The Treatment of C~-1V Retinitis by Intraocular Sustained Release 
Delivery," "Retinal Transplantation," "Vitreous, Retinal and Eycv.,,all Biopsy in the 
Diagnosis of Opportunistic Infections in AIDS," "Ocular Applications of the Diode 
Laser." April 7-8, 1995. 

19. Oculistas Associado, Department of Ophthalmology, Grand Rounds, Rio de Janeiro, 
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20. Manila Central University Medical Alumni Association in America Annual Convention, 
Hilton Hotel Anaheim, CA, "Diabetic Retinopathy." July 28 & 29, 1995. 

21. California Pacific Medical Center, Department of Ophthalmology, Visiting Professor, 
Summer Hiatus Ancillary Retina Curriculum, San Francisco, CA. "Surgical Management 
of Retinal Detachment Complicated by PVR." August 27-29, 1995. 

22. Fluminense Federal University, First Update Ophthalmological Course in Retina & 
Vitreous Diseases, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, "Retinal Transplantation," "Vitreous, Retinal 
and Eyewall Biopsy in the Diagnosis of Opportunistic Infections in AIDS," "Drainage of 
Serous Choroidal Detachment," "Management of Expulsive Hemorrhagic Choroidal 
Detachment," "Pars Plana Lenscctomy," and "Repair of Ruptured Globe." November 24-
25, 1995. 

23. Prontoclinica de Olhos, Department of Ophthalmology, Grand Rounds, Natal, Brazil, 
"Ganciclovir Implant", "Diagnostic Choroidal Biopsy." November 27, 1995. 

24. University of Southern California School of Medicine, Doheny Vision Research Center, 
Issac Bekhor Seminar Series, Los Angeles, CA, "Selective Laser Photocoagulation of the 
Retinal Pigment Epithelium." April S, 1996 

25. California Pacific Medical Center/Pacific Vision Department of Ophthalmology 
Foundation Visiting Professor, Grand Rounds, San Francisco, CA. "Retinal and Eyewall 
Retinal-Choroidal Diagnostic Biopsy." January 6, 1997 

26. Hospital de Olhos Pcrnambuco, Receife, Pernambuco, Brazil, Grand Rounds, "ICG 
Enhanced Laser Treatment of Choroidal Melanoma," "Use of Ganciclovir Implant for 
Recurrent CMV Retinitis," "Select R.P.E. Laser Therapy," "Use of Wide Angle View 
System in P.P.V." May 26, 1997 

27. Update Course of the Hospital de Olhos Ruy Cunha, Ilheus, Bahia, Brazil, "ICG 
Enhanced Laser Treatment of Choroidal Melanoma," "Use of Ganciclovir Implant for 
Recurrent CMV Retinitis," "Selective R.P.E. Laser Therapy," "Use of Wide Angle View 
System in P.P.V." May 28-31, 1997. 

28. Jornada de Atualizacao: Trauma Ocular, Campinas, Sao Paulo, Brazil, "Management of 
Intraocular Foreign Bodies," "Post-traumatic Ocular Infections," "Management of 
Dislocated Intraocular Lenses," "Choroidal Hemorrhagic Detachments," "Management of 
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Dislocated and Retained Lens Material," "~anagement of penetrating ocular injuries." 
October 17-18, 1997. 

29. Fifth International Congress of Fondazione G.B. Bietti per lo Studio e la Ricerca in 
Oftalmologia: Anterior and Posterior Segment Surgery: ~1utual Problems and Common 
Interests, Rome, Italy, "Management of Neovascular Glaucoma by Combined Vitrectomy 
and Seton Tube Placement," ''Our Experience with Combined Penetrating Keratoplasy, 
Anterior Segment Reconstruction, Seton Tube Placement and Vitrectomy," September 
24-27, 1997. 

30. Phoenix Ophthalmology Society, Phoenix, AZ, "Novel Strategies in the Diagnosis and 
Management of AIDS Associated Intraocular Infection,'' January 10, 1998. 

31. The 2nd International Symposium on: The Challenges & Controversies of 
Ophthalmology & Visual Sciences in the Next Millcnium, Kowloon, Hong Kong, "The 
Multicenter Protease Kinase-B Inhibitor Clinical Trial: An Oral Systemic Agent for 
Diabetic Retinopathy," "Photodynamic Therapy of Subfoveal Choroidal Neovascular 
Membranes: The Multicenter Verteporfin Clinical Trial," August 20-23, 1998. 

32. Salvador Retina Course: Salvador Brazil, "The Lilly PKE inhibitor trial for diabetic 
retinopathy," "Visudyne therapy for macular degeneration," "Macular translocation 
surgery for macular translocation," April 10-14, 2000, 

33. Simp6sio Internacional de Retina E Vitreo de Londrina, Londrina - Parana, Brazil, 
"Evolution of Diabetic Vitrectomy," "PDT for AR~1D," "Rifabutin Associated Uveitis.", 
April 7, 2001. 

34. Grand Rounds Universitatc de Sao Paolo, Sao Paolo, Brazil, "Evolution of Diabetic 
Vitrectomy ." April 16, 2001. 

35. University of California San Francisco, School of Medicine, Department of 
Ophthalmology, Visiting Professor. Grand Rounds. San Francisco, CA, "3M" 
Conference (Morbidity, Mortality, and Microsurgery), "Evolution of Diabetic 
Vitrectomy: A Single Surgeon's Perspective." .\1arch 29, 2001. 

36. 107th Annual Meeting Japanese Ophthalmological Society, Kyushu, Japan, "Twenty-five 
Gauge Vitrectomy: in A Sutureless Approach to lntraocular Surgery." April 18-20, 2003. 

37. Sao Paulo Macular Course, Sao Paulo, Brazil, "lntraocular Retinal Prosthesis," "25-
Cauge Vitrectomy," "Biomedical Engineering and Vitreoretinal Surgery: New 
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38. Salvador Macular Course, Salvador, Brazil, "25-Gauge Vitrectomy." September 3, 
2003. 

39. Recife Grand Rounds, Hospital dos Ohlos, Pernambuco, Recife, Brazil, "25-Gauge 
Vitrectomy," "Intravitreal Prosthesis and Vitreo-retinal Surgeries," "Biomedical 
Engineering and Vitreoretinal Surgery: New Instruments." September 9, 2003. 

40. The Eighteenth Annual Mid-Winter Sarasota Vitreo-Retinal Update Course, Sarasota, 
Florida, "Novel Approaches to Intraocular Drug Delivery," "Retina Chip: Vision for the 
Future?," "25-Gauge Vitrectomy," "Retinal Vascular Surgery." February 13-14, 2004. 

41. Inaugural Meeting of the Centro de Estudos Hospital de Olhos, Niteroi, Rio de Janeiro, 
Brazil, "Retinal Prosthesis and Artificial Vision," "Sheathotomy in BRVO," "New 
MadLab Instrumentation," "Quantitative FA," "Update in PDT." March 30, 2004. 

42. XXIX Congresso da Sociedade Brasileira de Retina e Vitreo, CentroSul, 
Florianopolis/SC, Brazil, "Novel Drug Delivery Systems," "Doheny Experience with 
Branch Retinal Sheathotomv," "Oclus6es Vasculares da Retina-Modalidades de _, 

Tratamento," "Membrana Neovascular Coroidiana-Tratamento Cirurgico," "Why I 
Prefer 25-Gauge Vitrectomy," "Retinopatia Diabetica-Tratamento Cirurgico," "Trauma 
Ocular," "New Madd Lab Vitrectomy Instrumentation," "Quantitative Fluorescein 
Angiography: The Next Steop in Imaging," "Office Based Vitrectomy: Myth or Reality." 
April 1-3, 2004. 

43. II Curso Avancado de Cirurgia Vitreo-Retiniana: Diabetes c Complicacoes Cirurgicas, 
Sao Paulo-SP, Brazil, "Novel Drug Delivery System to the Eye," "Real Time 25-Gauge 
Surgical Vitrectomy Presentation and Discussion," Discussions de Casos Clinical (Grand 
Rounds), UNIFESP-EPM, Department of Ophthalmology, Federal University of Sao 
Paulo Schola Paulista Medical School, October 15-16, 2004. 

44. 4° Curso Clinica Oftalmologica Pasteur. Achializacion de T6picos Relevantes, 
Santiago, Chile, "Angiografia Fluoresceinica Cuantitativa," "Nuevos Sistemas de 
Liberacion de Farmacos Oculares," "Vitrectomia 25G," "Soluciones de lngenieria 
Biomedica Para Vitrectomia," "Evoluci<Sn de la Vitrectomia en Diabcticos," 
"Diagn6stico y Tratamiento de Las Manifestaciones Oculares de! SJDA," "Vitrectomia 
en el Trauma Ocular." November 12 and 13, 2004. 

45. 4th St. Christoph Vitrectomy \1ccting, Bellevue Des Alpes, Berne Switzerland, "Painless 
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Minimally Invasive Technique (25 Gauge Vitrectomy \Vithout Sciera} Buckle) for the 
Repair of Acute Retinal Detachment." January 26, 2005. 

46. XXV Pan-American Congress of Ophthalmology, Invited Speaker, Santiago, Chile, 
"Prophylaxis for AMO (AREDS, Laser, Anecortave Acetate)." March 18-21, 2005. 

47. XXX Congresso da Sociedade Brasileira de Retina e Vitreo, Blue Tree Park Angra dos 
Reis - Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, "More Rapid Visual Recovery with 25-Gauge Compared 
with 20 Gauge Vitrectomy," "Managing and Preventing Complications of 25 Gauge 
Surgery," "25 Gauge Vitrectomy Repair of Acute Rheghmatogenous Retinal 
Detachment: Does it Work?" April 14-16, 2005. 

48. III Congresso dos Centros de Ensino de Oftalmologia do Parana, Hotel Pestana, 
Curitiba - Parana, Brazil, "No Suture Vitrectomy," "Retinal Prosthesis," "Drug 
Delivery System." November 11-12, 2005. 

49. III Curso Avancado de Cirurgia e Tratamento de Doencas Maculares com o tema 
Novas Tecnicas no Tratamento das Doencas ~faculares, Centro de Estudos e Pesquisas 
do Hospital Samaritano - SP, Brazil, "Improved Cnderstanding of Vitrectomy: 
Qualitative High-Speed Video Analysis of Vitreous Movement Around the Aperture of 
Vitreous Cutters," "Improving Fiberoptic light Sources," "Vitreous Removal Rates and 
Corresponding High-Speed Vide Performance Analysis of 25-Gauge Guillotine Electric 
and Pneumatic Handpiece," "An Improved Technique for the Management of Vitreous 
Loss by Anterior Segment Surgeons Using a Custom Phako Anterior Chamber 
Maintainer and Pars Plana Vitrectomy." December 9-10, 2005. 

50. The Annual Meeting of the Penido Bumier Eye Instihtte, Invited Speaker, Campinas, 
Brazil, "Improved Understanding of Vitrectomy: Qualitative High Speed Video 
Analysis of Vitreous Movement Around the Aperture of Vitreous Cutters," "Vitreous 
Removal Rates and High-Speed Video Analysis of 25-Gaugc Vitrectomy Cutters," 
"Update on the Artificial Retina," "Expanded Indications for 25-Gauge Vitrectomy," 
"Intravitreal Drug Delivery Devices." June 1-4, 2006. 

51. Jomada Internacional do Grupo de Retina da Bahia e do Clube do Olho, Invited 
Speaker, Bahia, Brazil, "New Indications for 25-Gauge Vitrectomy," "Novel Retinal 
Imaging Systems," "Future Perspectives in Retina," "A New Understanding of 
Vitreous Cutting." December 8-9, 2006. 

52. XVIII Jornada Sul Mineira de Oftalmologia, Hotel Monreale, Invited Speaker, Poc;:os de 
Caldas MG, Brazil, "Artificial Vision" and "High-Tech Ophthalmology." June 22-23, 
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53. 40th Annual Reunion of the Dominican Society of Ophthalmology, Casa de Campo, La 
Romana, Dominican Republic, "Artificial Retina," "Diabetic Retinopathy Actualization 
Course," and "Macular Degeneration Actual Technique." June 28 - July 1, 2007. 

54. 11th Annual Jornada de Actualizacao, Centro de Diagnostico Oftalmologico, VR, Baja 
Manso, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, "Perspective in Diabetic Retinopathy" and "Artificial 
Vision." August 3-4, 2007. 

55. 12th Congress of Chinese Ophthalmological Society (CCOS), Zhengzhou International 
Convention and Exhibition Center, Henan Province, Zhengzhou, China, "Improved 
Understanding of the Vitreous Cutting." August 29 - September 2, 2007. 

56. The Annual Meeting of the Ophthalmological Society of Taiwan, Taipei Convention 
Center, Taipei, Taiwan, "Improved Cnderstanding of Vitrectomy ." December 14-17, 
2007. 

57. 5th St. Christoph Vitrectomy Meeting, Bellevue Des Alpes, Kleine Scheidegg, Wengen 
Switzerland, "Improving Success of 25 Gauge Vitrectomy Repair of Retinal 
Detachment: A Retrospective Revie\-v of 49 Consecutive Cases." January 27-31, 2008. 

58. XII Congreso de La Sociedad Espanola de Retina y Yitreo, Zaragoza, Spain, "Improved 
Management of Neovascular Age-Related Macular Degeneration with Spectral OCT," 
"Overcoming Difficulties of 25 Gauge Vitrectomy for Retinal Detachment," "An 
Improved Understanding of Vitrectomy." ~larch 7-8, 2008. 

59. XXXIII Congresso da Sociedade Brasileira de Retina e Vitreo, Bahia Othon Palace Hotel 
- Salvador, Brazil, "Management of Severe Penetrating Ocular Injury by Twenty-Five 
Gauge Vitrectomy," "\Nhy High Resolution OCT is the New Standard for the 
Management of Wet Age-Related Macular Degeneration," "Are Posterior Vitreous 
Detachment, Vitreo Macular Traction Syndrome, and Macula Hole Related? 3D OCT 
Study," "Improving the Success of 25-Gauge Vitrectomy Repair of Retinal 
Detachment," April 3-5, 2008. 

60. 18th Annual Meeting of the Louisiana State University Health Sciences Center at 
Shreveport Ophthalmology Residents & Alumni, Petroleum Club, Shreveport, 
Louisiana, Visiting Professor," An Improved Understanding of the Mechanism of 
Vitreous Cutting," June 7, 2008. 
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1. Association for Research in Vision and Ophthalmology Annual Meeting, Sarasota, FL, 
"The effects of alpha adrenergic agents on intravitreal membranes formed after 
posterior penetrating ocular trauma." April 1981. 

2. Association for Research in Vision and Ophthalmology Annual Meeting, Sarasota, FL, 
"Pneumocystis carinii choroiditis following chronic aerosolized pentamidine therapy." 
May 1990. 

3. USC School of Medicine Postgraduate Division, A Revie,v for the Practicing 
Ophthalmologist Mauna Kea Beach Hotel, Kamuela, HI, "Tests of Macular Function" 
"Background Diabetic Rctinopathy" "Retinal Detachment after Cataract Surgery" 
"Vitrectomy for Proliferative Vitreoretinopathy" "Vitrectomy for Retinopathy of 
Prematurity" "Vitrectomy for Macular Hole" August 4-11, 1990 

4. American Academy of Ophthalmology Annual :t,...fceting, Atlanta, GA, "Multifocal 
Choroiditis Due to Pncumocystis Carinii." October 28, 1990. 

5. Third International Congress on Laser Technology in Ophthalmology, San Francisco, 
CA, "Indocyanine Green Enhanced Diode Laser Treatment of Melanoma in a Rabbit 
ModeL" May 23 and 24, 1991. 

6. Keeler Instruments Inc. Breakfast Symposium, Annual Meeting of the American 
Academy of Ophthalmology, Anaheim Plaza Resort Hotel, Anaheim, CA, "Update on 
Diode Laser Technology at Doheny." October 14 and J 5, 1991. 

7. Association for Research in Vision and Ophthalmology Annual Meeting, Sarasota, FL, 
"Selective RPE damage by micro-pulse diode laser photocoagulation." May 1992. 

8. Western Association for Vitreo-retinal Education Annual Meeting, Maui, HI, "Diode 
Laser Treatment of Diabetic Retinopathy and ARMD,'' "SLO Videoangiography: Is 
Conventional Angiography Dead?." July 20-22, 1992. 

9. American Academy of Ophthalmology Annual ~1eeting, Dallas, TX, "The Diabetic 
Retinopathy Education Study: Improving Detection and Referral of Retinopathy by 
Primary Care Physicians." November 8-12, 1992. 

10. Association for Research in Vision and Ophthalmology Annual Meeting, Sarasota, FL, 
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"A retinal laser which damages only the RPE: ultrastructural study." May 1993. 

11. \Vestern Association for Vitreo-retinal Education Annual Meeting, Maui, HI, 
"Preliminary results of the diabetic retinopathy educations study," "Doheny experience 
with indocyanine angiography," "RPE selective laser: L"pdate and discussion of possible 
mechanisms of laser action." July 17-24, 1993. 

12. USC School of Medicine Postgraduate Division, An Update for the Practicing 
Ophthalmologist Mauna Kea Beach Hotel, Kamuela, HI,"Retinal Detachments 
Following Cataract Extraction," "Diagnosis and Treatment of Diabetic Retinopathy," 
"Management of Dislocated Lens/IOL," "Ruptured Globe Repair in the 90's," 
"Management of Traumatic Retinal Detachment," and Retinopathy of Prematurity." 
August 14-21, 1993. 

13. 26th Annual Scientific Meeting of the Retina Society, San Francisco, CA, "Selective RPE 
Damage by Micro-pulse Diode Laser Photocoagulation." September 29 - October 3, 
1993. 

14. 1993 Annual Meeting, American Academy of Ophthalmology, Chicago, Illinois, "Diode 
Laser Treatment of Diabetic Retinopathy." Tuesday, :\Jovember 16, 1993. 

15. 1993 Annual Meeting, American Academy of Ophthalmology, Chicago, lllinois, 
"Outcomes of the Diabetic Retinopathy Education Study." Sunday, November 16, 1993. 

16. Association for Research in Vision and Ophthalmology Annual Meeting, "A 
keratoprosthesis for intraoperative fluorescein angiography and single port pars plana 
vitrectomy." May 1994. 

17. Western Association for Vitreo-retinal Education Annual Meeting, Maui, HI, 
"Ganciclovir Implant for C~1V," "Photoreceptor Transplantation." July 25-29, 1994. 

18. Association for Research in Vision and Ophthalmology Annual Meeting, Fort 
Lauderdale, FL, "Ultrastructural comparison of frequency-doubled ND: YAG laser and 
argon laser trabeculoplasty." May 1995. 

19. University of Oregon, Annual Gorge Update Columbia River, OR, "Surgical 
Management of Retinal Detachment Complicated by PVR" and "Retina and Choroidal 
Biopsy." July 1995. 

20. Association for Research in Vision and Ophthalmology Annual Meeting, Fort 
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Lauderdale, FL, "Sublethal laser damage to the retinal pigment epithelium by micro
pulse diode laser in primate eye." May 1996. 

21. XXth Meeting of the Club Jules Ganin and 29th Annual Scientific Session of the Retina 
Society Meeting, Bern, Switzerland, "The Use of the Ganciclovir Implant in the 
Treatment of Recurrent Cytomegalovirus Retinitis." September 1-6, 1996. 
Regional/Local Presentations 

22. XXIst Meeting of the Club Jules Ganin, Edinburgh, Scotland, "Management of 
Neovascular Glaucoma with Combined Vitrectomy and Pars Plana Seton Tube 
Insertion," August 28 - September 1, 1998. 

23. 31 st Annual Scientific Meeting of The Retina Society, \t\1ashington, DC "Management of 
Neovascular Glaucoma with Combined Vitrectomy and Pars Plana Seton Tube 
Insertion," September 24-27, 1998. 

24. Western Association for Vitreo-retinal Education 7th Annual Meeting, Maui, HI, "The 
USC Experience with ~facular Translocation for ARMD," "Incidents of Vitreous 
Washout Following Diabetic Pars Plana Vitrectomy: Impact of Wide Angle Viewing 
Systems and Aggressive Vitreous Base Dissection." July 3-5, 1999. 

25. 1999 Annual Meeting, American Academy of Ophthalmology, Orlando, Florida, 
"Rifabutin-Associated Hypopyon Cveitis in lmmunocompetent Individuals." Sunday 
and Monday, October 24 and 25, 1999. 

26. 1999 Annual Meeting, American Academy of Ophthalmology, Orlando, Florida, 
"Efficacy of Ganciclovir Implant in Silicone Oil-Filled Eyes for CMV Retinitis." Monday, 
October 25, 1999. 

27. 1999 Annual Meeting, American Academy of Ophthalmology, Orlando, Florida, 
"Vitreolensectomy and Transscleral Fixation of an Intraocular Lens in Marfan 
Syndrome." Tuesday, October 26, 1999. 

28. 107th Association of Military Surgeons of the Cnited States, The Society of the Federal 
Health Agencies Annual Meeting, Las Vegas, Nevada, "Crv1V Retinitis Management." 
November 5-10, 2000. 

29. 33rd Annual Scientific Meeting of the Retina Society, Coral Gables, FL, "Evacuation of 
Submacular Hemorrhage Through the Fovea." November 30-December 3, 2000. 
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30. 34th Annual Scientific Meeting of the Retina Society, Chicago, IL, "Factors Influencing 
the Presence of Postoperative Vitreous Cavity Blood after Diabetic Vitrectomy." 
September 13-16, 2001. 

31. Western Association for Vitreo-retinal Education Annual Meeting, Maui, HI, "Does 
Ruboxistaurin, a Protein Kinase Inhibitor, Reduce Progression of Diabetic Retinopathy 
and Diabetic Macular Edema? Results of a Jvfulticentcr Study," "The Doheny Experience 
with 25-Gauge Transconjunctival Surgery," June 29-July 2, 2003. 

32. 21 st Annual Meeting American Society of Retina Specialists, New York, NY, "Minimally 
Invasive Submacular Hemorrhage Evacuation," August 16-20, 2003. 

33. 7th Annual Club Vit Meeting, Cape Cod, MA, "Solutions for the New Challenges 
Presented by 25-Gauge Vitrectomy," July 7-11, 2004. 

34. 22nd Annual Meeting American Society of Retina Specialists, San Diego, CA, "Solutions 
for the New Challenges Presented by 25-Gauge Vitrectomy," August 16-20, 2004. 

35. Western Association for Vitreo-retinal Education Annual \:feeting, Maui, HI, "Faster 
Recovery of Vision After 25 Gauge Vitrectomy," "Minimally Invasive Repair of Retinal 
Detachment," "Repair of Penetrating Ocular Trauma with 25 Gauge Vitrectomy," July 
3-6, 2005. 

36. 23,ci Annual Meeting American Society of Retina Specialists, Montreal, Quebec, Canada, 
"Clove Hitch Knot for Scleral Fixation of Dislocated IOL - with Temporary 
Externalization of the Haptics Through a Clear Cornea Incision," "Postoperative Visual 
Recovery Following 25-Gauge Transconjunctival Sutureless Vitrectomy is Faster 
Compared to Standard 20-Gauge Pars Plana Vitrectomy," July 16-20, 2005. 

37. World Ophthalmology Congress 2006, Invited Speaker Gonin Society Symposium, Sao 
Paulo, Brazil, "To Stitch or Not to Stitch Small-Gauge Sclerotomies When Using Intra
Ocular Silicone Oil?," "25-Gauge Vitrectomy for Retinal Detachment," "Clove Hitch 
Knot for Sciera! Fixation of Dislocated IOL - \-'lith Temporary Externalization of the 
Haptics Through a Clear Cornea Incision," Invited Speaker American Society of Retina 
Specialists Symposium, Sao Paulo, "25-Gauge Vitrectomy, How I Use it Currently," 
Brazil, February 19-24, 2006. 

38. XXV Meeting of the Club Jules Ganin and 39th Retina Society Annual Meeting, 
Capetown, South Africa, "Improved Understanding of Vitrectomy: Qualitative High 
Speed Video Analysis of Vitreous ~1ovcmcnt Around the Aperture of Vitreous 
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39. 7th Euretina Congress, Monte Carlo, Monaco, "High Resolution OCT: Adaptive Optics 
Scanning Laser Ophthalmoscopy," May 17-20, 2007. 

40. 10th Annual Club Vit Meeting, Bachelor Gulch Beaver Creek, CO," A Forward Imaging 
Needle Probe for Ocular Imaging," July 4-8, 2007. 

41. Annual Scientific Meeting of the Retina Society, Boston, MA, "A Probe for lntraocular 
Optical Coherence Tomography Imaging," September 27-30, 2007. 

42. 25th Annual American Society of Retina Specialists, Indian Wells, CA, "Performance 
Analysis of a Second Generation Pneumatic Cutter Engineered to Sustain a High Duty 
Cycle at High Cutting Rates: MID Labs Ave," December 1-5, 2007. 

43. World Ophthalmology Congress 2008, Hong Kong, China, "Improved Understanding 
of Vitreous Cutting: A Quantitative Engineering Approach," Chair: "Retinal Imaging 
Scientific Program," June 28 - July 2, 2008. 

44. XXVI Meeting of the Club Jules Gonin, St. Ivloritz, Switzerland, "Improving Success of 
25-Cauge Vitrectomy Repair of Retinal Detachment: A Retrospective Review of 49 

Consecutive Cases," September 10-13, 2008. 

REGIONAL AND LOCAL MEETING PRESENTATIONS: 

1. White Memorial Medical Center, One Day Symposium on Retina and Vitreous Surgery, 
Department of Ophthalmology, Los Angeles, CA, "Pneumocystis Choroiditis." February 
23, 1990. 

2. A Review for the Practicing Ophthalmologist USC School of Medicine Postgraduate 
Division, Mauna Kea Beach Hotel, ~fauna Kea, HI "Tests of Macular Function," 
"Background Diabetic Retinopathy," "Retinal Detachment after Cataract Surgery," 
"Vitrectomy for Macular Hole." August 4-11, 1990. 

3. 22nd Annual Doheny Meeting, Doheny Eye Institute, Los Angeles, CA, "Treatment of 
Retinal Disease with the Diode Semiconductor Laser." September 27, 1990. 

4. 1991 Trauma Course Meeting, Doheny Eye Institute, Los Angeles, CA, "Management of 
Shotgun Perforating Injuries." March 13, 1991. 
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5. 1991 Technology Advances Course, Doheny Eye Institute, Dana Point, CA, "Clinical 
Diode Laser Applications." April 20, 1991. 

6. 15th Annual Alumni-Residents Day, Doheny Eye Institute, Los Angeles, CA, 
"Indocyanine Green Enhanced Diode Laser Treatment of Experimental Melanoma." 
May 31 - June 1, 1991. 

7. Pan American Academy of Ophthalmology Update Course in Ophthalmology, Los 
Angeles, CA, "Diode Laser Applications." October 10, 1991. 

8. Medical and Surgical Retina in the 1990s, Jules Stein Eye Institute/Doheny Eye Institute, 
Beverly Hilton Hotel, Beverly Hills, CA, "Diode Laser Treatment of Diabetic 
Retinopathy," "Shot-Gun Perforation," ''Treatment of Central Retinal Vein Occlusion", 
October 11, 1991. 

9. Stereo Retinal Fundus Photography and Fluorescein Angiography Workshop, Doheny 
Eye Institute, Los Angeles, CA, "Basic Fluorescein Angiography Interpretation." 
November 23, 1991. 

10. 23rd Annual Doheny Meeting, Doheny Eye Institute, Los Angeles, CA, "Dye-Enhanced 
Diode Laser Treatment of Melanoma," and "Retinal Complications of Cataract Surgery." 
December 5, 1991. 

11. Residents' Day Meeting, Doheny Eye Institute, Los Angeles, CA, "Selective RPE 
Damage by Micropulse Laser." June 5, 1992. 

12. Doheny Eye Institute Dedication Conference, Doheny Eye Institute, Los Angeles, CA, 
"RPE Selective Laser: A Retinal Magic Bullet." December 4, 1992. 

13. Seminar on Retina Research, Doheny Eye Institute, Los Angeles, CA,"Selective Laser 
Photocoagulation of the Retinal Pigment Epithelium." USC Visual Science October 19, 
1993. 

14. Retina Update Program, Loe,v's Santa Monica Beach Hotel, Santa Monica, CA, 
"Academic Ophthalmology: Challenges Ahead \rVith Healthcare Reform." May 7, 1994. 

15. Annual Alumni-Residents Day Conference and Doheny Days, Doheny Eye Institute, 
Los Angeles, CA, "Intraocular Ganciclovir Implant for the Treatment of CMV Retinitis." 
18th June 10-11, 1994. 
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16. American Academy of Ophthalmology Annual Meeting, Atlanta, GA, Discussion of 
"Diode Laser Contact Transscleral Retinal Photocoagulation: A Clinical Study." Oct. 30-
Nov. 3, 1994. 

17. CME Uveitis Update Course, Doheny Eye Institute, Los Angeles, CA,Managcment of 
Uveitis and Intraocular Inflammation. "Surgical Treatment of CMV Retinitis." Current 
Surgical and Medical May 6, 1995. 

18. 19th Annual Alumni-Residents Day Conference and Doheny Days, Doheny Eye 
Institute, Los Angeles, CA, "Results of the Ganciclovir Implant Trial for CMV Retinitis." 
June 9-10, 1995. 

19. Vail Vitrectomy Meeting, Vail, CO, "The Effectiveness of a Sustained Release 
Ganciclovir Implant for the Treatment of Recurrent CMV Retinitis." March 1996. 

20. Doheny Eye Institute, Los Angeles, CA, "Uveitis/Ocular Inflammation Update." 
March 9, 1996. 

21. Association for Research in Vision and Ophthalmology Annual Meeting, Moderator, Ft. 
Lauderdale, Florida, "Retina, Retinal Cell Biology; Laser: Experimental Section." May 
1996 

22. 20th Annual Alumni-Residents Day Conference and Doheny Days, Doheny Eye 
Institute, Los Angeles, CA, "The Effectiveness of a Ganciclovir Implant for Recurrent 
CMV Retinitis.'' June 7-8, 1996. 

23. CME Uveitis Update Course, Doheny Eye Institute, Los Angeles, CA, "Surgical 
Management of CMV Retinitis Aids and the Eye," October 12, 1996 

24. San Gabriel Valley Medical Center, Operating Room lnservice, "Scleral Buckling,Pars 
Plana Vitrectomy, and Ganciclovir Implantation," October 14, 1996. 

25. 21st Annual Alumni-Residents Day Conference and Doheny Days, Doheny Eye 
Institute, Los Angeles, CA, "Efficacy of AG3340: A Novel Metalloprotease Inhibitor 
Pretreating Subretinal Neovascularization." June 13-14, 1997. 

26. 22nd Annual Alumni-Residents Day Conference and Doheny Days, Doheny Eye 
Institute, Los Angeles, CA, "A Novel Systemic Therapy for Diabetic Retinopathy: 
Protein Kinase Inhibitor Clinical Trial." June 12-13, 1998. 
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27. Retina Update, Los Angeles, CA, "l\facular Translocation Surgery: New Treatment for 
Macular Degeneration." February 13, 1999. 

28. 30th Annual Doheny Days Conference, Doheny Eye Institute, CA, "Results of Macular 
Translocation for Subfoveal Choroidal Neovascular Membranes." June 11-12, 1999. 

29. 69th MidWinter Clinical Conference, Research Study Club of Los Angeles, Los Angeles, 
CA, "Macular Translocation." Januarv 28-30, 2000. 

; 

30. Vail Vitrectomy Meeting, Vail, CO, "A Calcium and ~fagnesium Free Retinal 
Detachment Solution for Macular Translocation Surgery: Toxicity and Efficacy." March 
12-15, 2000. 

31 . Moder a tor for RetinaNi treous Section. 31 st Annual Dohenv Dav s Conference, "A ; ; 

Calcium and Magnesium Free Retinal Detachment Solution for Macular Translocation 
Surgery: Toxicity and Efficacy Study in Rabbit and Humans." Doheny Eye Institute, 
Los Angeles, California, June 9-10, 2000. 

32. Ophthalmology Symposium, Retina Update for the Millennium, "Submacular Surgery," 
"Management of Cystoid Macular Edema." Southern California Permanente Medical 
Group, Pasadena, CA. June 23-24, 2000. 

33. Macular Degeneration Seminar: Implications of Laboratory & Clinical Research, 
"Macular Translocation & Submacular Surgery." Doheny Eye Institute, Los Angeles, 
CA. September 15 and 16, 2000. 

34. Los Angeles Times Festival of Health, "Macular Degeneration." USC, Los Angeles, CA. 
September 17, 2000. 

35. Healthy Living with Diabetes, "Understanding Eye Disease and Diabetes." USC, Los 
Angeles, CA. June 9, 2001. 

36. 32nd Annual Doheny Days and Alumni/Residents Day Conference, "Factors Predicting 
Vitreous Cavity Blood Following Diabetic Vitrectomy .. " Doheny Eye Institute, Los 
Angeles, California, June 15-16, 2001. 

37. Moderator for RetinaNitreous Section. 34th Annual Doheny Days Conference, "Does 
Ruboxistaurin, a Protein Kinase Inhibitor, Reduce Progression of Diabetic Retinopathy 
and Diabetic Macular Edema? Results of a Multicenter Study." Doheny Eye Institute, 
Los Angeles, California, June 13-14, 2003. 
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38. Retina Forum: New Innovations in the Treatment of Retinal Diseases, Doheny Eye 
Institute, Los Angeles, CA, "Minimally-Invasive Drug Delivery Systems for 
Management of Diabetic Macular Edema," "Sutureless (23-Gauge) Vitrectomy 
Surgery," October 18, 2003. 

39. American Academy of Ophthalmology Annual Meeting, Anaheim, CA, Discussion of 
"Successful Management of Cataract Surgery-Associated Vitreous Loss with 
Suturekss Small-Gauge Pars Plana Vitrectomy." November 15-18, 2003. 

40. 4th Annual Doheny Vision Research Seminar, Los Angeles, CA, "Microtechnological 
Solutions for Ocular Diseases: Bioclectronic Implants, Minimally Invasive Surgery, and 
Drug Delivery Platforms," "The Doheny Experience: Outcomes of 130 Consecutive 
Surgeries," "Retisert." January 9-10, 2004. 

41. Vail Vitrectomy Meeting, Vail, CO, "25-TSV: The Next Generation." March 6-10, 2004. 

42. Moderator for Retina/Vitreous Section. 35th Annual Doheny Days Conference, Los 
Angeles, CA, "Solutions for the New Challenges Presented by 25 Gauge Vitrectony 
Retina." Doheny Eye Institute, Los Angeles, California, June 11-12, 2004. 

43. Current Concepts in Diabetic Eye Disease, "Surgical Methodology (Minimally Invasive 
Surgery for Non-Clearing Vitreous Hemorrhage)." Doheny Eye Institute, Los Angeles, 
California, March 12, 2005. 

44. Doheny Saturday CME Course, "Surgery for A;v1D - Is There a Role? (tPA, SST, LMT, 
new instrumentation - Eye Concepts)." Doheny Eye Institute, Los Angeles, California, 
February 11, 2006. 

45. 37th Annual Doheny Days and Alumni/Residents Day Conference, "Improved 
Understanding of Vitrectomy: Qualitative High Speed Video Analysis." Doheny Eye 
Institute, Los Angeles, California, June 16-17, 2006. 

46. Vail Vitrectomy Meeting, "Biomedical Engineering, Moving from the Subjective to the 
Objective: Novel Methods of Assessing Cutting and Illumination." Vail Marriott 
Mountain Resort & Spa, Vail, Colorado, ~1arch 10-14, 2007. 

47. Western Retina Study Club, Westin Hotel Pasadena, "It's not the Drive: Lessons 
Learned from a Second Generation Spring Retina Premature Cutter." Pasadena, CA, 
March 16-17, 2007. 
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48. Doheny Saturday CME Course, Surgical Retina, "Surgical Management of Diabetic 
Retinopathy 2007," Doheny Eye Institute, Los Angeles, California, April 14, 2007. 

49. 38th Annual Doheny Days and Alumni/Residents Day Conference, "A Forward 
Imaging Probe for Intraocular OCT Imaging." Doheny Eye Institute, Los Angeles, 
California, June 15-16, 2007. 

50. Doheny Saturday CME Course, Recent Advances in Retina, "Improving Outcomes in 25 
Gauge Vitrectomy Repair of Retinal Detachment,'' Doheny Eye Institute, Los Angeles, 
California, February 9, 2008. 

51 Association for Research in Vision and Ophthalmology Annual Meeting, "Improving 
Success of 25 Gauge Vitrectomy Repair of Retinal Detachment: A Retrospective Review 
of 49 Consecutive Cases." Ft. Lauderdale, Florida, April 27-May 1, 2008. 

52. 39th Annual Doheny Days and Alumni/Residents Day Conference," A Forward Imaging 
Probe for Intraocular OCT Imaging." Doheny Eye Institute, Los Angeles, California, 
June 13-14, 2008. 

J. CONTINUING EDUCATION COURSES: 

COURSE DIRECTOR: 

1. Stereo Retinal Fundus Photography and Fluorescein Angiography Workshop,"Basic 
Fluorescein Angiography Interpretation." Doheny Eye Institute, Los Angeles, CA, 
September 19-20, 1992. 

2. Retina Update Course: "The ETDRS, DRS and DRVS in the context of the Nineties," 
Doheny Eye Institute, Los Angeles, CA., February 8, 1997. 

3. Retina Update Course: "Systemic Therapy for Diabetic Retinopathy: The Protein Kinase 
Inhibitor Diabetic Retinopathy Study" Doheny Eye Institute, Los Angeles, CA., 
April 4, 1998. 

MODERATOR: 

1. Keeler Microlase Breakfast Symposium: "Diode Laser Experiences." moderator, 1990 
Annual Meeting, American Academy of Ophthalmology, Atlanta, Georgia, October 29, 
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2. Annual Meeting of The Association for Research in Vision and Ophthalmology: Retina, 
Retinal Cell Biology, Laser: Experimental. Fort Lauderdale, FL., April 21 - 26, 1996. 

3. Annual Meeting of The Association for Research in Vision and Ophthalmology: Retina, 
Vitreoretinal Surgery III., Fort Lauderdale, FL., April 21 - 26, 1996. 

K. COMMUNITY SERVICE: 

1. "Diabetic Retinopathy." The Luminaires, Orange County Chapter Meeting Newport 
Harbor Art Museum, Nev,;port Beach, CA, September 25, 1991. 

2. "Solar Eclipse." Presented to the following organizations: KABC-TV, FOX-TV, 
KCLA-TV, KFWB-Atvl-Radio, KGIL-AM-Radio, Orange County Registry
newspaper, Los Angeles Daily News-newspaper, La Opinion-newspaper, Chinese 
Daily-newspaper, Los Angeles, CA., July 9 and 10, 1991. 

3. "Diabetic Retinopathy." KRLA-A~v1-Radio, Los Angeles, CA., July 16 and October 7, 
1991. 

4. "The Retina: Your Key to Vision." Inaugural Meeting of Doheny Academe, Doheny 
Eye Institute, Los Angeles, CA., November 4, 1992. 

5. "Diabetic Retinopathy." HealthSense Cable Television Program. April 22, 1993. 

6. "Diagnosing Eye Disorders.'' Leadership Gift Club/Circle of Caring, Doheny Eye 
Institute. May 26, 1993. 

7. "Ganciclovir Implant.'' AIDS Response Program. Crystal Cove Auditorium, 
University of California at Irvine, Irvine, CA, September 23, 1993. 

8. "Learning About Diabetic Retinopathy." Braille Institute, Sight Center Seminar, Los 
Angeles, CA, April 30, 1996 

9. "Recent Advances in the Treatment of Are Related Macular Degeneration" Doheny 
Academe. Doheny Eye Institute, Los Angeles, CA. September 24, 1996. 

10. "Current Vitreo-retinal Research at the Doheny Eye Institute'' Fiftieth Anniversary of 
Doheny Eye Institute Luncheon Series, Doheny Eye Institute, April 9, 1997. 
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11. "Understanding Age Related Macular Degeneration" Doheny Academe, Doheny Eye 
Institute, September 16, 1997. 

12. 'Taking Care of Your Vision w·ith Diabetes" A Seminar Dedicated to People i;vith 
Diabetes, Jerry's Foundation for Diabetic Research, Mayer Auditorium, USC School 
of Medicine, January 17, 1998. 

13. "The Ganciclovir Implant: A Novel Drug Delivery System" Doheny Board of 
Directors, February 10, 1998. 

14. "Advances in Age Related Macular Degeneration" Doheny Eye Institute Luncheon 
Series, Downtown Marriott Hotel, October 14, 1998. 

15. "Overview of Current Research Studies on Macular Degenerat1on." Braille Institute, 
Sight Center Seminar, Alhambra Retirement Community, Alhambra, CA, December 
1, 1998. 

16. "Alcon Study" Renaissance Hotels Worthington F\V, Fort Worth, Texas, May 15, 
2000. 

17. "Overview of Age-Related Macular Degeneration" Ask the Doctor Medical and 
Estate Planning Seminar, The Beverly Hilton Hotel-The Wilshire Room, Beverly 
Hills, CA, May 24, 2000. 

18. "Macular Degeneration" Lecture to Doheny Eye Institute Board, April 8, 2000. 

19. "Macular Degeneration and Retina Research" Doheny Eye Institute Luncheon and 
Presentation, Third Floor Conference Room, November 8, 2000. 

20. "Macular Degeneration" Community Lunch & Learn Lecture Series, February 21, 
2001. 

21. "Healthy Living With Diabetes," 4th Annual Seminar for People with Diabetes and 
Their Families. Patient Education Program Keck School of Medicine, USC School of 
Medicine, Postgraduate Division. June 9, 2001 

22. "Macular Translocation Surgery" Presented to K-CAL Channel 9. Health segment. 
Sponsored by San Gabriel Valley \.1edical Center. June 2001. 
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23. "The Aging Eye" Ask the Doctor Medical and Estate Planning Seminar, DoubleTree 
Westwood Hotel, Los Angeles, CA, August 5, 2003. 

24. "The Aging Eye" Ask the Doctor Medical and Estate Planning Seminar, DoubleTree 
Westwood Hotel, Los Angeles, CA, September 22, 2004. 

25. "The Aging Eye" Ask the Doctor :vfedical and Estate Planning Seminar, DoubleTree 
Westwood Hotel, Los Angeles, CA, September 14, 2005. 

26. "Intraocular Drug Delivery" Doheny Board of Directors, March 13, 2008. 
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JOHN JAHRMARKT, ESQ. (SBN 175569) 
JAHRMARKT & ASSOCIATES 

2 2029 Century Park East 
Suite 2100 

3 Los Angeles, California 90067 
(310) 226-7676 

4 (310) 226-7677 fax 
jjlawyer@mail.com 

5 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 

6 PHILLIP VINCENT 

7 

8 

9 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

CENTRAL DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA 

10 PHILLIP VINCENT, an 
individual, 

Plaintiff, 

v. 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 

Defendant. 

CASE NO.: CV08-03286FMC(PJW) 

Hon. Florence-Marie Cooper 

PLAINTIFF'S EXPERT 
DISCLOSURE PURSUANT TO FRCP 
RULE 2 6 (a) ( 2 ) 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 Pursuant to Rule 26 (a) (2) of the Federal Rules of 

19 Civil Procedure and the Court's March 25, 2009 Order re: 

20 Expert Witness Exchange Deadlines, Plaintiff PHILLIP VINCENT 

21 ("Plaintiff") makes the following expert disclosures: 

22 1. Dr. Alan Berg, Berg·Feinf ield, 13 32 0 Riverside 

23 Drive, Suite 114, Sherman Oaks, California 91423, Phone: 

24 818-501-3937, Fax: 818-980-0651. 

25 2. Jan Roughan, BSN, PHN, RN, CRRN, CNLCP, CCM, Roughan 

26 & Associates at LINC, 114 W. Colorado Blvd., Monrovia, 

27 California 91016, Tel: (626) 303-6333, ext. 16, Fax: (626) 

28 303-8080. 

-1-
PLAINTIFF'S EXPERT DISCLOSURE BY PURSUANT TO FRCP RULE 26 (a) (2) 



3. Alessandro F. Anfuso, MS, CVE, Rehabilitation 

2 Consultant, Anfuso Vocational Services, Inc., 1041 S. 

3 Garfield Ave, Suite 210, Alhambra, California 91801, (626) 

4 588-1590, Fax: (626) 588-1599. 

5 

6 Unless otherwise stated in their report, each of the 

7 above experts has reviewed and relied upon all documents 

8 produced by each side and on the documents produced pursuant 

9 to third party subpoenas. All documents relied upon be any 

10 expert will be made available upon reasonable request. A 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

copy of each expert's report is attached hereto. Pursuant to 

the agreement of the parties, disclosure of economists, if 

any, will be made along with the parties supplemental 

disclosures on or before May 8, 2009. 

Dated: April 13, 2009 JAHRMARKT & ASSOCIATES 

B>1~ ~ -
'----

Attorney for Plaintiff 
PHILLIP VINCENT 
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PROOF OF SERVICE 

2 STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
ss: 

3 COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES 

4 I am employed in the county of Los Angeles, State of Cali fomi a. I am over the age of 18 and not a party to 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

the within action. My husiness address is 2029 Century Park East, Suite 2100, Los Angeles, California 90067. 

On April 13, 2009, I served the foregoing documents descrihed as: 

PLAINTIFF'S EXPERT DISCLOSURE BY PURSUANT TO FRCP RULE 26 (a) (2) 

on the interested parties in this action. 

...K___ by FACSIMILE/ TELECOPIER/EMAIL, addressed as stated on the attached mailing list or addressed as 
follows: 

_ hy placing_ the origina!_.L a true copy in a sealed envelope addressed as follows: 

Gwendolyn M. Gamhle, Esq. 
Assistant United States Attorney 
Room 7 5 16, Federal Bui [ding 
300 North Los Angeles Street 
Los Angeles, California 90012 

I am readily familiar with the firm's practice of collection and processing correspondence for mailing. Under 
that practice it wou Id he deposited with U.S. Postal Service on that same <lay with postage thereon fully prepaid at Los 
Angeles, California in the ordinary course of husiness. I am aware that on motion of the party served, service is 
presumed invalid if postal cancellation date or postage meter date is more than one day after date of deposit for mailing 
in affidavit. 

BY PERSONAL SERVICE, delivered the envelope hy hand on the addressee ahove. 

(State) I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the Stale of California that the ahove is true and 
19 correct. 

20 J;_ (Federal) I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the United States that the above is true and 
correct. I further declare that I am employed in the office of a memher of the bar of this court at whose direction the 

2 l service was made. 

22 Executed on April 13, 2009, at Los Angeles, California. 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 
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Expert Report of Dr. Alan Berg 
Berg·Feinfield 

13320 Riverside Drive, Suite 114 
Sherman Oaks, California 91423 

Phone: 818-501-3937 Fax: 818-980-0651 
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EDUCATION: 

Undergraduate: 

Medical School: 

Internship: 

Residency: 

BOARDS: 

SOCIETIES: 

HOSPITAL AFFILIATIONS: 

APPOINTMENTS: 

PUB LI CA TIO NS: 

TEACHING/ INSTRUCTION: 

-
BERG·FEINFIELD·TLCE 

VISION CORRECTION 

2625 W. Alameda Avenue, Suite 208, Burbank, CA 91505 
13320 Riverside Drive, Suite 114, Sherman Oaks, CA 91423 

1437 San Marino Avenue, San Marino, CA 91108 

CURRICULUM VITAE 

Alan M. Berg, M.D. 

University of California, Los Angeles, Los Angeles, California BA 
Psychology 1972 

Bowman Gray School of Medicine of Wake Forest University MD 1976 

North Carolina Baptist Hospital Medicine, 1976-1977 

University of Southern California, Los Angeles County Medical Center 
Ophthalmology 1977-1980 

American Board of Ophthalmology 1981 
American Board of Eye Surgery 1990 

American Academy of Op hth a Im ol ogy 1981 
American Intraocular Implant Society 
American Society of Cataract Refractive Surgery 

American College of Eye Surgeons 
Providence St.Joseph Medical Center 
USC Los Angeles County Hospital 

Clinical Instructor of Ophthalmology - USC 
Chief of Ophthalmology - Providence St.Joseph Medical Center, 1989, 
1992, & 1994 
Chief of Ophthalmology- City of Hope Medical Center, 1980-1996 

Weekly medical column in Burbank Times newspaper Q & A format 
August 1986-Present 

Weekly medical column in the Tolucan newspaper Q & A format April 
1986-Present 

Attendance, Kerato-Refractive Society Annual Meeting. Radial 
Ker atoto my, Cornea I Modification Te ch n iq u es November 9, 198 6 

Article "Common Sense Facts About Common Eye Problem5', featured in 
CIGNA and You Newsletter, Spring Issue 2002 



Clinical Instructor, Los Angeles County/USC Medical Center 1980-Present 

Stanford Course on Cataract Surgery - October 1983. 

USC Cataract Course, Intra ocular Lens Implantation, February 1981 and May 1983. 

"Retinopathics at the Continuing Community Education Program." 

Providence St.Joseph Medical Center May 1985. 

"Phacoemulsification at the Ritz." 1988 & 1989. Sponsored by Coopervision. 

"Diabetes: Prevention and Treatment of Complications." November 1989, Providence St.Joseph Medical Center. 

Speakers Bureau Program, Marketing and Publications Department, Providence St.Joseph Medical Center, November 1989. 

"Advances in Eye Care for the 90's." Burbank Community Hospital. December 1989. 

"Eye and Systemic Disease." Providence St.Joseph M edica I Center January 1990. 

"Ocular Tumors." San Fernando Valley Optometric Society, April 1990. 

"Laser Treatment of Eye Disorders." Medical Center of North Hollywood, October 1990. 

Teaching Staff of Los Angeles County USC Medical Center- Clinical Instructor. 

Teaching Staff Los Angeles Children's Hospital 

Stanford Course on Cataract Surgery - October 15, 1983. 

USC Cataract Course, Intra ocular Lens Implantation 1981, Feb. 1982, May 1983. 

Community Forum, Providence St.Joseph Medical Center, Cataract Surgery and Glaucoma 1982, 1984, 1985. 

IO LAB lntraocu la r Lens Implant Seminar and Lab, Riverside Hospital, June 3, 1983, San Francisco, October 1983, and Whittier 
June 28, 1983. 

Occupational Health Seminar.June 27, 1983 Occupational Health Seminar, Providence St.Joseph Medical Center,June 15, 1983, 

IO LAB Extra capsular Cataract Extraction and Posterior Chamber IOL Implantation Seminar and Lab Lecture: October 3, 1984, 
Seattle WA, Laboratory: October 14, 1984, Renton, WA, AARP Seminar, Cataract Surgery,J anuary 16, 1984. 

ORC Post Academy Meeting in Kauai, Hawaii "Practice Management" October 1985. 

Lion's Eye Club Regional Meeting, "New Advances in Eye Ca re." July 1985. 

Providence St.Joseph Medical Center: "Retinopathies at the Continuing Community Education Program" May 1985. 

Aimwell Health Education Program, Burbank Community Hospital: "Facts About Your Eyes", September 3, 10, 17, 24, 1985. 

Occupational and Environmental Health American Lung Association of L.S. County Welding Conference and Seminar, 
February 1986. 

Speaker, 'The Eye and Systemic Disease." San Fernando Valley Optometric Society, January 29, 1987. 

TEACHING/ INSTRUCTION: continued 
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Speaker "Diabetes and the Eye." Providence St.Joseph Medical Center, August 28, 1986. 

Allen da nee, American Academy of Ophthalmology Ann ua I Meeting, September 29-0 cto be r 1985. 

Providence St.Joseph Medical Center, Chaired Annual Meeting on Advances in Eye Care, April 1987. 

Providence St.Joseph Medical Center spoke to Dept. of Family Practice on Advances in Eye Care, May 1987. 

Providence St.Joseph Medical Center spoke at Internal Medicine Meeting on Advances in Eye Care, May 1987. 

Far Western Medical Association, Sun Valley, ID.January 31, to February 7, 1987. 

Ra dia I Keratotomy Course, University of Oklahoma, September 17, 1986. 

Ophthalmology Convention Dallas, TX, November 1987. 

Taught Course Coopervision P hacoemu lsification update at Albu qu erq u e, NM, on March 18, 1988. 

Instructor: 

Chairman: 

Moderator: 

Instructor: 

Instructor: 

Teaching Course "Phacoe m ulsification at the Ritz on April 22 & 23, 1988, at Laguna Niguel. 

Department of Ophthalmology - Providence St.Joseph Medical Center 1987-1989. 

St.Joseph Community Forum,J une 1988 on "Advances in Eye Care." 

'' Ph aco at the Ritz." August 26 & 27, 1988 sponsored by Coopervision 

'' Ph aco at the Ritz." Laguna Beach March 30 & 31, 1989 sponsored by Coopervision. 

"Diabetes: Prevention and Treatment of Complications.'' Providence St.Joseph Medical Center, November 1989. 

Speakers Bureau Program, Marketing and Public Relations Dept., Providence St.Joseph Medical Center, November 27, 1989. 

"Advances in Eye Care of the 90s" Burbank Community Hospital, December 1989. 

"Eye Care and Systemic Disease" Providence St.Joseph Medical Center, Burbank, January 1990 

Lecture on ''Ocular Tumors" to the San Fernando Valley Optometric Society on April 22, 1990. 

Lecture "Laser Treatment of Eye Disorders" at Medical Center of North Hollywood, October 10, 1990. 

Accepted and credentialed to work as Physician Advisor for California Medical Review, Inc. (CM RI), February 26, 1992. 

Speaker at '' Pha co Course" in Santa Barbara, Co-sponsored by N id ek, Kabi Pharmacia & Rhein, September 20, 1992. 

District Director, Board Meetings, Los Angeles County Medical Association,July 1, 1992:lune 30, 1993. 

Voluntary Faculty of USC School of Medicine, promoted to Clinical Assistant Professor,J uly 1, 1993. 

Speaker at the "Diabetes Community Forum", Providence St.Joseph Medical Center; Topic: "Good Diabetic Control and its Effect 
on the Eyes" November 10, 1993. 

Lecture to Medical Assistants at Glendale Chapter of Medical Assistants Re: ''Eye Diseases in the 90's" January 6, 1994. 

District Director, Board Member of Los Angeles County Medical Association June 1992-1994. 

Panel Member for Burbank City Council Candid ates Forum, League of Women Voters, Glendale/Burbank, February 1, 1995. 

TEACHING/ INSTRUCTION: continued 
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Speaker at Providence St.Joseph Medical Center, Noo11 Confere11ce, Topic: "Basics ill Eye Care for the Primary Care Specialist." May 2, 1995. 

Appoi11tme11t to Resource Pa11el on Medical Review, Los Angeles County Medical Association,J une 6, 1995 

Speaker at the Retirement Public Employees Group on "Eye Care in the 90's." August 21, 1995 

Speaker at Citizens Service Group on "Your Eyes in the 90's." August 17, 1995 

Member of Advisory Board, Eye Care Specialist to advise and guide at the Freedom Vision Center, December 6, 1995 

Noon Conference at Provide11ce St.Joseph Medical Center titled "New Laser Applications in Eye Surgery." April 2, 1996 

Re-elected Director on the Board of Directors of Lakeside Health Services, Inc. (2°d year) May 29, 1996 

Re-elected Director on the Board of Di rectors of Lakeside H ea Ith Services, Inc. (3 rd year) May 28, 1997 

Appointed Natio11al Consultant, Merck Allergan Corporations 1998 

Served on Co nf eren ce Merck N ationa I G la uco ma Consultant Meeting, Colorado Sp rings, CO, June 1998. 

Lecture at Providence St.Joseph Medical Center. "Advances in Refractive Surgery" October 1998 

Lecture to San Fernando Optometry Society "Advances in Surgery." March 1999 

Lecture at Providence St.Joseph Medical Center "Laser in Refractive Surgery, LASIK" April 1999 

Key Speaker at Hawaii Ophthalmologic Society Annual Meeting, February 2000. 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 

Cataract Surgery in the New Millennium. 
LASIK• Preventing and Treating Complications. 
New advances in ophthalmic surgery. 
Marketing your LASIK practice. 

Attended Advanced Glaucoma Surgery Seminar by STAAR Surgical, Sept. 23, 2000. 

Horizons on Treatment of Hyperopia · LTK Procedure, Sutton Place Hotel, Newport Beach, CA., Aug. 19, 2000. 

Presby Corp Seminar for Treatment of Presbyopia,J une 10 and 11, 2000. 

Keravision Inta c Corneal Ring Segment Seminar a 11d training session, July 2000. 

Nidek EC-5000 Excimer Laser Seminar and trai11ing session, Long Beach Laser Center, Long Beach, CA,January 2001. 

Attended Symposium on Cataract, IOL and refractive Surgery, ASCRS, April 28 - May 2, 2001 

VISX STARS, Active Trak Excimer Laser System training session, Spring 2001. 

"Refractive Surgery Update", San Fernando and San Gabriel Valley Optometric Continuing Education Meetings, Spring & Fall 2000. 

"Exciti11g Advances in 2001 ", San Fernando and San Gabriel Valley Optometric Continui11g Education Meetings, Spring & Fall 2001. 

"Diabetes 2001 ", SaintJ oseph Medical Center, October 2001. 

"Retina Vitreous Update 2002", Good Samaritan Hospital, March 2002 

TEACHING/ INSTRUCTION: continued 

VISX STARS, Custom-Corneal Ablation Pattern Method Training Course, April 2002 
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"What's New in 2002?" San Fernando and San Gabriel Valley Optometric Continuing Education Meetings, Spring 2002. 

'What's New in 2002?" San Fernando and San Gabriel Valley Optometric Continuing Education Meetings, Fall 2002. 

VISX WaveScanJ· Custom Trials & Custom-CAP Update: "Marketing Advantages of the VISX Wave Print™ Consumer Campaign", 
Marina del Rey, CA, September 25, 2002 

"Ocular Manifestation of Systemic Diseases" San Fernando and San Gabriel Valley Optometric Continuing Education Meetings, Fall 2002. 

"Eye Care for Mature People", Senior Citizens' Group, Temple Beth Hillel, Sisterhood Forum, December 18, 2002 

"Refractive Surgery Updates", Guest Speaker at University of Virginia, Richmond, Virginia, March 2003 

"Plenty to See in 2003" San Fernando and San Gabriel Valley Optometric Continuing Education Meetings, Spring 2003 

lntraLase Certification, Intra lase Co., May 2003 

VISX CustomVue Certification, VISX Co., J une 2003 

"Red Eyes and How to Treat Them", Guest Speaker, San Gabriel Valley Optometric Society, Pasadena, CA, September 10, 2003 

"Advances in Refractive Surgery - Seeing Better Than 20/20", St.Joseph's Medical Center, Burbank, CA, October 2, 2003 

"Red Eye for Primary Care", Guest Speaker for Alcon Laboratories, October 7 and 14, 2003, Sherman Oaks, CA 

"Fall Eye Care Updates in 2003", San Fernando and San Gabriel Valley Optometric Continuing Education Meetings, Fall 2003 

Voted "Best Lasik-Laser Eye Center" by the readers of Health Beat Magazine, a publication of the Los Angeles Daily News 2004 

"The State of LASIK & Cataract Surgery 2004", San Fernando and San Gabriel Valley Optometric Continuing Education Meetings, Spring 2004 

VISX Fourier Wavefront Upgrade, a CustomVue Technology Certification, September 2004 

Verisyse Phakic Intraocular Leris Training Certification, Advanced Medical Optics {AMO), New Orleans, October 21, 2004 

"Fall Eye Care Updates in 2004", Sari Fernando and San Gabriel Valley Optometric Continuing Education Meetings, November 2004 

lntacs for Keratoco nus HD E Course, New Orie ans, N ovem be r 2004 

"New Refractive Options in 2005", San Fernando and San Gabriel Valley Optometric Continuing Education Meetings, May 2005 

Alcon Travatan Dosi rig Aid Cli nica I Study Irivestigator, July 2005 

Attended 2005 Xalatan Ophthalmology Consultarit Meeting, San Francisco, August 6-7, 2005 

VISX Iris Registration Upgrade, a CustomVue Technology Certification, September 2005 

New Advances i ri Cataract Surgery, Belmont Village, Burbank, CA, Se pte m be r 13, 2005 

New Advances i ri Cataract Surgery, Joslyn Center, Burbank, CA, October 5, 2005 

"Diagnosis and Management of common and Unusual Corneal Diseases", C & E's Optometric Symposium, Garden Grove, CA, October 15, 2005 

TEACHING/ INSTRUCTION: continued 

"Exciting Advances in Ophthalmology 2005", San Fernando, San Gabriel and Santa Clarita Valley Continuing Education Meetings, November 2005 

"Refractive Surgery Update 2006", St.Joseph's Medical Center, Burbank, CA, January 12, 2006 
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"Refractive Surgery Update 2006", C & E's Optometric Symposium, Garden Grove, CA,january 29, 2006 

Pacific Coast Refractive Symposium, VJSX, Whistler, British Columbia, Canada, February 2006 

"Co managing LASIK, Lids & Lenses in 2006", San Fernando, San Gabriel and Santa Clarita Valley Continuing Education Meetings, Spring 2006 

Channel 2 & Channel 9, "Contact Lens Corneal Infections", November 2006 

"New Ophthalmic Diagnoses & their Treatments", San Fernando, San Gabriel and Santa Clarita Valley Continuing Education Meetings, Fall 2006 

Attended American Academy of Ophthalmology Conference, Las Vegas, Nevada, November 2006 

Guest Speaker at the Research Study Club, "Advanced Technology !OLs in Clinical Practice-ReZoom", Los Angeles, CA, January 2007 

AMO (American Medical Optics) Consultant.January 2007 

ST AAR Su rgica I Visian IC L Certification Course, February 2007, Arizona 

Attended American Society of Cataract & Refractive Surgery Symposium, San Diego, CA, April 2007 

"Ophthalmic Updates in 2007", San Fernando, San Gabriel and Santa Clarita Valley Continuing Education Meetings, Spring 2007 

"Controversies in Refractive Surgery'', VISX-AMO Guest Speaker, Aspen, Colorado,J uly 2007 

"LASIK 101", Guest Speaker on a Syndicated Talk Radio Show, Women Aloud.July 2007 

"Dry Eye" Lecture, Dry Eye Advisory Summit, Alcon Speakers Alliance, Santa Monica, CA, August 28, 2007 

Participated in Allergan Glaucoma National Consultant Meeting, Dana Point, CA, October 27, 2007 

"Controversies in Refractive Surgery'', C & E's Optometric Symposium, Garden Grove, CA, October 28, 2007 

Television Interview Appearance on KOC E Public Television, American H ea Ith Journal, 0 cto ber 31, 2007 & November 2, 2007 

"A New Season of Change at Berg-Feinfield TLC Vision Correction", San Fernando, San Gabriel and Santa Clarita Valley Continuing Education 
Meetings, Fall 2007 

Certification on Allegretto Wave Custom Excimer Laser System, November 2007 

Certification of Custom Monovision with the VISX Star S4 Excimer Laser System, Telluride, Colorado, February 2008 

"Comanagement - Together, We Make the Pieces Fit!", San Fernando, San Gabriel and Santa Clarita Valley Continuing Education Meetings, Spring 
2008 

"Sub-Bowman's Keratomileusis", Guest Speaker, TLC Refractive Surgery Summer Symposium,June 2008 

"Enhancement - To Lift or not to Lift", Guest Speaker, AMO Advanced Refractive Invitation 2008, Aspen, Colorado, July 2008 

Revised July 2008 /jl 
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Expert Report of Jan Roughan 
Roughan & Associates at LINC 

114 W. Colorado Blvd. 
Monrovia, California 91016 

Tel: (626) 303-6333, ext. 16, Fax: (626) 303-8080 



Roughan & Associates at LINC, Inc. 
Case Management ❖ Medical/Legal Consulting 

114 West Colorado Boulevard ❖ Monrovia, California 91016 
(626) 303-6333 ❖ Fax (626) 303-8080 

Life Care Plan 

ATTORNEY: 

PLAINTIFF: 

PREPARED BY: 

JohnJahrmarkt, Esquire 
Jahrmarkt and Associates 
2029 Century Park East 
Suite 2100 
Los Angeles, CA 90067 

Phillip Vincent 

IN CONJUNCTION WITH INFORMATION FROM 
REVIEW OF MEDICAL RECORDS, EXPERT 

REPORTS, DEPOSITIONS; AND/OR IN 
CONSULTATION WITH: 

Jan Roughan, BSN, PHN, RN, CRRN, CNLCP, CCM 

Alessandro Anfuso, MS, Vocational Rehabilitation Specialist 
Alan Berg, MD, Ophthalmologist 
Steven Charles, MD, Psychiatrist 0 
Chris Counts, Mental Health Specialist 0 

0 unable to respond 

DRAFT 
4/13/2009 

DATE PREPARED: April 2009 
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Roughan & Associates at LINC, Inc. 
Case Management ❖ Medical/LcgaJ Consulting 

114 West Colorado Boulevard ❖ Monrovia, California 91016 
(626) 303-6333 ❖ Fax (626) 303-8080 

Jan Roughan 

Curriculum Vitae 

PROFESSION 

Rehabilitation Nurse/Case Management/Life Care Planning Specialist 

SPECIAL INTERESTS 

Health Policy/Quality Health Care/Case Management/Medical Legal Consultation/Life Care 
Planning 

PRESENT/PAST POSITIONS AND APPOINTMENTS 

• President, Roughan & Associates at LINC. Created, marketed, and implemented an 
independent medical, psychiat1ic, and legal case analysis and management business. The 
primary areas of service encompass the Western Region of the United States. Specialization 
includes both adult and pediatric population 

• Consultant to Medi Cal with regard to establishing an internal case management program 
• Independent Consultant to health care reimbursement and provider communities 
• Chairman of the Group Health Committee of the National Insurance Rehabilitation Study 

Group 
• Insurance Advisor to the National Head Injury Foundation 
• Consultant to the Surgeon General of the United States on Health Affairs (e.g., AIDS) 
• Insurance Industry Representative for Health Insurance Association of America 
• Reimbursement and Program Advisor to several National Rehabilitation Programs 
• Health Care Coalition Advisor on matters concerning catastrophic illness/injury 
• Adviser to United States Congress, Office of Technology Assessment, Health Programs 
• (e.g., Pediatrics) 
• Product Development Consultant for industry response to continuum of care needs for special 

populations 
• Peer Reviewer for Annual National Symposia, National Head Injury Foundation, Spinal Cord 

Injury Association 
• Chairman of Case Management Society of America Third Annual Southern California 

Conference 

SELECTED PREVIOUS POSITIONS 

• Vice President and Business Manager/Director -- The Equitable Life Assurance Society, 
Case Management Services 

• Healthcare Administration -- Nursing Supervisor of multispecialty acute care hospital 
• Independent Critical Care Contractor -- Multispecialty acute care hospitals 
• Critical Care Instructor -- Multispecialty acute care hospitals 
• Health Promotion Consultant/Instructor, California State University (Los Angeles), Pasadena 

Community College and City of Alhambra, California 



• Head Nurse, Cardiac Surgical Unit, National Medical Enterprises 
• Program Director, Cardiac Rehabilitation, National Medical Enterprises 

EDUCATION 

• Claremont Graduate School, Executive Management Certificate Program, 1987 
• California State University at Los Angeles, Bachelor of Science Degree/Public Health Nurse 

Certification, Nursing, 1981 
• Rio Hondo Community College, Associate of Science Degree, Nursing, 1974 

REGISTRATIONS AND CERTIFICATIONS 

• Registered Nurse, License Number Z257276 since 1974 
• Certified Rehabilitation Registered Nurse since 1991 
• Certified Case Manager since 1993 
• Certified Nurse Life Care Planner since 2004 

RECOGNITIONS AND HONORS 

• Named to Who's Who in American Rehabilitation Professionals in recognition of 
distinguished service in rehabilitation nursing, 1986 

• Named to the National Distinguished Service Registry in recognition of distinguished service 
in medical and vocational rehabilitation, 1987 

• Named to Who's Who in American Nursing in recognition of outstanding service provided in 
the field of nursing, 1993 

• Named to Marquis Who's Who in America, 48th Edition in recognition of outstanding 
service provided to the field of nursing, 1994 

• Peer Reviewer for the American Association for Spinal Cord Injury Nurses 
• Peer Reviewer for National Head Injury Foundation 



Roughan & Associates at LINC, Inc. 
Case Management ❖ Medical/LegaJ Consulting 

114 West Colorado Boulevard ❖ Monrovia, California 91016 
(626) 303-6333 ❖ Fax (626) 303-8080 

SERVICES & FEE SCHEDULE 

SERVICES: 

• Expert Testimony: Damages/Reasonableness of Past Meds 
• Life Care Planning/ Life Care Plan (opposing expert) Critique 
• Mini/Preliminary Life Care Plan/Cost Projection for Mediation/Settlement Conference 
• Expert Witness Identification 
• Medical Record Review / Analysis / Impression / Organization / Summarization 
• Video Services (Day In the Life; Settlement Brief; IME Evaluation; NDT / PT Evaluation; etc.) 
• Medical Bill Auditing 
• Independent Medical Evaluation (IME) Attendance 
• Questions: Deposition/ Cross Examination 
• Medicare Set Aside Trust Analysis 

Retainer Fee $ 4,000.00 
Associate / Project Manager $ 85.00 /hour 
Medical / Legal Professional (P) $ 125.00 / hour 
Case Management Professional (CMP) $ 125.00 / hour 
Medical / Legal Expert Professional (EP) $ 17 5.00 / hour 
Deposition Testimony/Trial Testimony/Arbitration $ 350.00 / hour 
IME Attendance (LA County)/ Report $ 1,100.00 / day 
Video Services $ 1,600.00 / day 
Non-refundable case "set-up" tee $ 500.00 
Returned Check Fee $ 30.00 
Rush Charge Less than 30 days - $ 1,000.00 

Less than 45 days - $ 700.00 
Late Cha~e 1 % (past 30 days); 1.5%(past 90 days) 

SERVICES: Per Diem Rates 

Healthcare Cost Mana ement / Case Mana ement Consul tin $ 
Seminars / Presentations $ 

EXPENSES: 

Travel Time Same As P, CMP, EP rates $ 
Mileage $ .85 per mile $ 

Please make checks payable to: Roughan & Associates at LINC. Inc. 



Roughan & Associates at LINC, Inc. 
Case Management ❖ Medical/Le:i;al Consulting 

114 West Colorado Boulevard ❖ Monrovia, Calif omia 91016 
(626) 303-6333 ❖ Fax (626) 303-8080 

April 13,2009 

John Jahnnarkt, Esquire 
Jahnnarkt and Associates 
2029 Century Park East 
Suite 2100 
Los Angeles, CA 90067 

Re: Phillip Vincent 

Dear Mr. Jahrmarkt: 

In my best effort to comply with the Federal Rules, I submit the following: 

1. I am a Rehabilitation, Case Management and Life Care Planning Nurse Specialist, and 
President of Roughan & Associates at LINC, a firm that provides case management and 
medical/legal consulting services. My Registered Nurse License (#257276) is current; and, 
is issued and updated every two years by the State of California. My Curriculum Vitae and 
fee schedule are attached herewith. 

2. I do not maintain; and, as such, am unable to produce a list of the cases on which I have 
testified over the last five years. However, the cases that I "recollect" testifying on at 
Arbitration and/or Trial over the last several years are as follows: 

• Bacente vs. Scripps Hospital (2004) 
• Gonzalez vs. Thompson (2004) 
• Nemer vs. Metro Apartments (2004) 
• McCardle vs. MTA (2004) 
• Melendez vs. LACMTA (2005) 
• Patel vs. Infinity Ins. (2005) 
• Cabrera vs. Isuzu (2005) 
• Garcia vs. Loma Linda University Medical Center (2006) 
• Martin vs. State of California/Cal Trans (2006) 
• Day vs. Mt Diablo Medical Center (2007) 
• Gutierrez vs. City of Costa Mesa (2007) 
• Basco vs. Toyota (2007) 
• Baez vs. L&L Machinery (2007) 



Page 2 
John Jahrmarkt, Esquire 
Re: Phillip Vincent 

3. The enclosed Life Care Plan report summarizes my best estimate recommendations m 
respect to the above referenced individual's lifetime care needs and costs thereof. 

4. My opinions, as depicted in the Life Care Plan report, were based upon: review of the 
available medical records; discussion with available family members; assessment of Phillip 
Vincent; and, consultation with those medical specialists listed on the cover page of the Life 
Care Plan, who provided their impressions and recommendations. 

Should additional information become available, T reserve the right to amend the Life Care Plan 
in accordance with same. Meanwhile, should there be any questions and/or concerns, please do 
not hesitate to call me at the number referenced herein, at extension 16. In my absence, you may 
dial *8, extension 21 and Deborah Perlman, RN, who is familiar with the case, will be happy to 
assist you. 

Sincerely, 

Jan Roughan, BSN, PHN, RN, CRRN, CNLCP, CCM 

Enclosure: Curriculum Vitae 
Fee Schedule 
Life Care Plan for Phillip Vincent 



Expert Report of Alessandro F. Anfuso 
R ehabi Ii tati on Consultant 

Anfuso Vocational Services, Inc. 
1041 S. Garfield Ave, Suite 210 

Al ham bra, California 9180 l 
(626) 588-1590, Fax: (626) 588-1599 
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Plaintiff 

Plaintiff 

Plaintiff 

1992 

1995 

Plaintiff 

Plaintiff 

1996 

Defense 

Defense 

Defense 

1997 

Defense 

Defense 

Defense 

Defense 

Defense 

Defense 

Defense 

Alessandro Anfuso. M.S., C. V.E. 
Rule 26 Disclosures 

Gallard vs. Kim, ET. AL. 

Horton, Barbaro & Reilly 
Orange County Superior Court 

Huynh vs. Akhaven 

Spray, Gould & Bower 

Workers Compensation Appeals Board 

Maxie vs. City of Gardena 

Robert Mann/ Donald W. Cook 
Los Anqeles County Federal Court 

Randall Lutes vs. Neiman Mechanical 

Shelley & Graff 

Kavin Javaheri vs. Mihoko Nelson, M.D. 

Law Offices of Kirtland & Packard 
Los Anqeles Superior Court 

Wright vs. Interstate Eng., Inc. 

Effres and Bryman 
Los Angeles Superior Court 

Angela Encinas vs. St. Mary Medical Center 

Kegel, Tobin & Truce 

Workers Compensation Appeals Board 

Morino vs. Fuiita Corp. ET. AL 

Chapman and Glucksman 

Los Angeles Superior Court 

Reyes vs. Kubik 

Benton, Orr, Duval, and Buckingham 
Ventura County Superior Court 

Cosby-Clark vs. U.S.A. 

United States Attorneys Office/Central District 
Los Angeles County Federal Court 

Chapman and Glucksman 
Los Angeles Superior Court 

Crystal vs. The Price Co. 

Tautkus vs. U.S.A. 

United States Attorneys Office/Central District 

Los Angeles County Federal Court 

Herman Vasquez vs. United States of America 

United States Attorneys Office/Central District 

Los Angeles County Federal Court 

Boersma vs. Southern California Gas Co. 

Southern California Gas Company 
Los Angeles Superior Court 

Griffin vs. U.S.A. 

United States Attorneys Office/Central District 

Los Angeles County Federal Court 

Ponsetto vs. U.S.A. 

United States Attorneys Office/Central District 

Los Angeles County Federal Court 

Jay Horton 
Case Number: 

Richard Turner 

10113 

Case Number: 55-L006-171/4700.17433 

Donald Cook 
Case Number: 

Cindy Graff 
Case Number: 

Kenneth Powel 
Case Number: 

Andrew Bryman 

235844 

PAS0040044 

GC012474 

Case Number: EC016119 

D'Arcy Swartz 
Case Number: 

Randall Dean 

ANA0351968 

Case Number: SC021441 

Robert Davidson 
Case Number: CIV162767 

Sara Robinson 
Case Number: CV96-7732 

Randall Dean 
Case Number: LC010171 

William Spivak 
Case Number: CV95-1037 

Sharla Cerra 
Case Number CV96-6510 

Dan Clement 
Case Number: 

Sharla Cerra 
Case Number: CV95-6005 

William Spivak 
Case Number: EDCV95-0026 
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Alessandro Anfuso, M.S., C. V.E. 
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Defense 

1998 

Defense 

Edwin T. Hensley vs. United States of America 

United States Attorneys Office/Central District 

Los Anqeles County Federal Court 

Wright vs. Stang Manufacturing 

Chapman and Glucksman 

Workers Compensation Appeals Board 

James Lucas Prentice vs. United States of America 

Kevin Finn 
Case Number 

Rita Miller 
Case Number 

Defense United States Attorneys Office/Central District Nora Manella 

Defense 

U.S. District Court/Central District of CAiEastern 

Juan Torres vs. Santa Fe Plastics 

Law Offices of Zanni, Ginocchio and Taylor 

Case Number: 

Jeffery Denicholas 

CV96-5560 

C980924 

97-6185WMB 

Workers Compensation Appeals Board Case Number: LAO723118, LAO 722789 

Plaintiff 

Defense 

Defense 

1999 

Plaintiff 

Plaintiff 

Plaintiff 

Defense 

Defense 

Plaintiff 

Plaintiff 

Defense 

2000 

Plaintiff 

Dunn vs. The City of Torrance 

Mane & Watson 
Los Angeles Superior Court 

Moore vs. Waller 

Law Offices of Jacobs and Associates 
Ventura County Superior Court 

Wright vs. G.S. T Industries 

Chapman and Glucksman 
Workers Compensation Appeals Board 

Maffiman vs. John C. Hardwick, ET. AL. 

Horton, Barbaro & Reilly 
San Diego Superior Court 

Nessler vs. Long Beach Community Hospital 

Horton, Barbaro & Reilly 

Orange County Superior Court 

Gonzalez vs. Fassberg Construction Co .. ET. AL 

Aguilar & Sebartinelli 

Los Angeles Superior Court 

Loh vs. The County of Alameda 

Patton, Wolen & Boxer 
Alameda County Superior Court 

Harvey vs. Schindler Elevator 

Law Offices of Tobin & Lucks LLP 
Workers Compensation Appeals Board 

Virgil Wilson vs. Los Angeles County 

Kegel, Tobin & Truce 

Workers Compensation Appeals Board 

Hanson vs. Yokohama Ribber Co., LTD. 

Greene, Braille!, Taylor, Wheeler & Panish, LLP 

Los Angeles Superior Court 

Matthew Tyler Toste vs. City of Buena Park 

Aitken, Aitken & Cohn 

Dolores Estrada vs. County of Riverside 

Rinos & Marlin, LLP 
Riverside Superior Court 

Carol Watson 
Case Number: 

Lisa Toczauer 
Case Number: 

Rita Miller 
Case Number: 

Ned Reilly 
Case Number: 

Ned Reilly 
Case Number: 

Doreen Mercado 
Case Number 

Steven Woolen 
Case Number: 

Frank Christine 
Case Number: 

D'Arcy Swartz 
Case Number: 

Timothy Wheeler 
Case Number: 

Darren Aitken 
Case Number: 

laura Stephan 
Case Number: 

Eleanor Armstrong vs. Ryder Transportation Systems 

Greene, Broillet, Taylor, Wheeler & Panish, LLP Frank O'Kane 

Los Angeles Superior Court Case Number: 

CV95-3069 

CIV178201 

C980924 

EC016821 

8435 

BC185069 

802293-8 

AHM0035455 

MON0255702 

GC016549 

OOCC0S0B0 

RIC354324 

YC033031 
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Plaintiff 

Plaintiff 

Defense 

Defense 

Plaintiff 

Plaintiff 

Defense 

Plaintiff 

Plaintiff 

Defense 

Plaintiff 

Plaintiff 

Defense 

Plaintiff 

Defense 

Plaintiff 

Plaintiff 

James Busby vs. Steve P. Rados 

Stolpman, Krissman, Elber, Mandel &Katzman 

Workers Compensation Appeals Board 

Bernard Katzman 
Case Number LB278765 

Audry Wright vs. University of Southern California Department of Public Safety 

Jeffrey L. Linnetz, Attorney at Law Jeffrey Linnetz 
Workers Compensation Appeals Board Case Number: MON0188677 

Kathleen L. Gill vs. Mickey's 

Law Offices of Clinton M. Hodges 
Los Angeles Superior Court 

Godinez vs. Santa Barbara Seafood, Inc. 

John E. Buttolph, Esq. 

Workers Compensation Appeals Board 

Ward vs. Saenz 

Tredway, Lumsdaine & Doyle 
Los Anqeles Superior Court/Non.valk 

Thomas Volpe vs. City of Los Angeles 

McOueen & Ashman, LLP 
Los Angeles Superior Court 

William Henderson vs. City of Santa Clarita 

Burke, Williams & Sorenson 
Los Angeles Superior Court 

Kim vs. McDonald's Corp., ET. AL. 

Stolpman, Krissman, Elber, Mandel &Katzman 

Los Angeles Superior Court 

Parker vs. Rube/I & United Parcel Service Inc. 

Berglund, Johnson & Sommer 
Los Anqeles Superior Court 

Manny Finocchio vs. Haralambos Beverage 

Kegel, Tobin & Truce 
Workers Compensation Appeals Board 

Muriel T. Despres vs. Hughes Aircraft Co. 
Alan G. Barry, Esq. 

Workers Compensation Appeals Board 

Clinton Hodges 
Case Number: SC063237 

John Buttolph 
Case Number: LAO0713225 

Matthew Kinley 
Case Number: VC028350 

Jean Wilcox 
Case Number: BC211765 

Don Potter 
Case Number: 

Thomas Stolpman 

PC01848 

Case Number: KC026119 

David Berglund 
Case Number: 4664 

Gus Beskos 
Case Number: 

Allan Barry 
Case Number: 

LAO0792024 

LBO173929 

Lindolfo Clemente vs. Bailly Showcase & Fixture Co., Inc. 
Shelley & Graff Cindy Graff 

Workers Compensation Appeals Board Case Number 

Russell Lindblom vs. OCES 

Horton, Barbaro & Reilly 

Katina Jones vs. United States of America 

United States Attorneys Office/Central District 

U.S. District Court/Central District of CA/Eastern 

Beltran vs. Stephenson & Sons 

Law Office of John M. Urban 

Workers Compensation Appeals Board 

Pagano vs. Colonna 

North America Risk Service 
San Bernardino Superior Court 

Clay vs. Swift Transportation 

Berglund, Johnson & Sommer 

Ruperto Garrido vs. The French Tradition 

Law Office of John M. Urban 

Workers Compensation Appeals Board 

Ned Reilly 
Case Number: 

Sara Robinson 
Case Number: 

John Urban 
Case Number: 

Lisa Trapane 
Case Number: 

David Berglund 
Case Number: 

John Urban 
Case Number: 

VNO0418498 

CV00-00456 

AHM0064574 

RCV35946 

CLA4171 

AHM0063482 
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Colin McCormick vs. Ray Enter; City of Santa Clarita 
Burke, Williams & Sorenson Peter Ezzell 

Los Anqeles Superior Court 

Sepulveda vs. Esco Transportation 

Laskero & Associates 

Case Number 

Stephen Laskero 

PC012772 

San Bernardino Superior Court Case Number: RCV27092 

Arletha Davis vs. Los Angeles Unified School District 

Sacks, Rivera & Zolonz Zachary Sacks 

Workers Compensation Appeals Board Case Number: LBO0288835, LBO0288836 

Joan Peterson vs. County of Los Angeles 

Law Offices of George Slotnick George Slotnick 

Workers Compensation Appeals Board Case Number: VNO0371269 

Mowery vs. Castle Floor Covering 

Rose, Klein & Marias, LLP 
Workers Compensation Appeals Board 

Francisco Menchaca vs. Commercial Die Casting 

Shelley & Graff 
Workers Compensation Appeals Board 

Garza vs. Ripley & Clausen Meat Packing, Inc. 

Law Offices of McCormick, Siepler & Baker 
Los Angeles Superior Court 

Carlson vs. Centarus 

MacArhtur. Uribe, Hicks & Mims 

Arbitration 

Efrain Garcia vs. City of Moreno Valley 

Jenkens & Gilchrist, LLP 

U.S. District CourVCentral District of CA/Eastern 

Los if Camen vs. Bufio of America 

Perona, Langer, Beck, Lallande & Serbin 
Workers Compensation Appeals Board 

Ballestros vs. Craftsman Concrete 

Bruce C. Kordic & Associates 
Workers Compensation Appeals Board 

Butler vs. Tenet/Centinela Hospital Medical Center 

Esther Oz 
Case Number: 

Cindy Graff 
Case Number: 

Stuart Supowit 
Case Number: 

Stephen Kaplan 
Case Number: 

Jeffery Freedman 
Case Number: 

Charles Wear 
Case Number: 

Bruce Kordic 
Case Number: 

Lister, Martin & Thompson David Lister 
Workers Compensation Appeals Board Case Number: 

Levassieur vs. Johnson, ET. AL. 
Martin Waterman 

VNO0405977 

VNO0442697 

BC226435 

01-04843 

EDCV 97-0302 

SBR0304047 

SC12152 

VN00329386, VN0032390 

Waterman & Harris 

Riverside Superior Court Case Number 330370 

Michael Miller vs. Tribune Company 

Law Offices of Gray, York & Duffy, LLP Amalia Taylor 

Los Anqeles Superior Court Case Number: PC029723 

Richard E. Schroeder vs. Geraldine Marguerite Benfer 

Law Offices of Thomas P. Allen Ill Thomas Allen 

Los Angeles Superior Court Case Number: 

Smith vs. The Visiting Nurses Assoc. & Pomona/San Bernardino Hospital 
Shelley & Graff Cindy Graff 

Workers Compensation Appeals Board 

Enries vs. Tenet & USC Hospital 

Peter D. Kusnitzow & Associates 
Workers Compensation Appeals Board 

Case Number: 

Brian Watnick 
Case Number: 

YC03828 

SBR02681335 

VNO3477858 

Lucy Marrero vs. First Credit Bank 

Rose, Klein & Marias, LLP Harry Samarghachian 

Workers Compensation Appeals Board Case Number: VNO 0334475, VNO 0384896 
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Holm vs. Orchard Supply Hardware, ET. AL. 

LaFollette, Johnson, DeHaas, Fesler & Ames 

Los Anqeles Superior Court 

Buff vs. Goodyear Tire 

Yoka & Smith 
Los Anqeles Superior Court 

Melvin Sewell vs. City of Torrance 

Lister, Martin & Thompson 
Workers Compensation Appeals Board 

Cosmo Padilla vs. Ramona Bottling Inc. 

State Compensation Insurance Fund 

Workers Compensation Appeals Board 

Warner vs. Southern California Gas Co. 

Sempra Energy 
San Luis Obispo Co. Superior Court 

Lawrence vs. Ortiz, Harbor/Santa Ana Towing. Inc. 

Carpenter & Zuckerman 
Orange County Superior Court 

John Doe vs. House of Winston Mortuary 

Law Offices of Rose, Klein & Marias 
Workers Compensation Appeals Board 

Jesse W. Wren vs. Kaiser 

Rines & Martin, LLP 

Riverside Superior Court 

Hippert vs. SFX Entertainment, ET. AL. 

Tredway, Lumsdaine & Doyle 
Oranqe County Superior Court 

John Walchak vs. Kiewit Pacific 

Law Offices of Rose, Klein & Marias 
Workers Compensation Appeals Board 

Calliva V. Kui & East Mission8 Investment, Inc. 

MacArhtur, Uribe, Hicks & Mims 

Los Angeles Superior Court 

Degeorge vs. Guzman 

Santiago & Rodnusky 

Los Angeles Superior Court 

Antonio Zavala vs. CLS Landscape/ Davis Trimming 

Christopher Thomas 
Case Number NC028012 

Ana Escobar 
Case Number: 

David Lister 
Case Number: 

Arthur Weinstein 

BC189483 

Mon0214188 

Case Number: VNO399226 

Dan Clement 
Case Number: 

John Capenter 
Case Number: 

Esther Oz 
Case Number: 

CV00075 

00C06674 

VNO395505 

M. Christopher Hall 
Case Number: PP-305 

Michael Lanphere 
Case Number: 00CC07070 

Harry Samarghachian 
Case Number: MON0233284 

Stephen Kaplan 
Case Number: M000190 

Artemio Santiago 
Case Number PC025965 

Defense Law Offices of Wilson, Peseta & Fox Keith Gilmetti 

Defense 

Defense 

Defense 

Plaintiff 

Workers Compensation Appeals Board 

Danny Williams vs. Al/waste/Signal Hill 

Gray and Prouty 

Workers Compensation Appeals Board 

RobetJones 

Henry L. Jones 

Clint Floyd vs. World at Work Staffing Serivces 

Koletsky, Mancini, Feldman & Morrow 
Los Anqeles Superior Court 

Dennis Black vs. The Home Depot 

Cooksey, Toolen, Gage, Duffy & Woog 
San Diego Superior Court 

Daniel Duncan vs. VGM Investment: Walker 

Carpenter & Zuckerman 

Los Angeles Superior Court 

Case Number: ANA0331831 

Stephen Berger 
Case Number: VNO0351635 

Henry Jones 
Case Number: 

Jack Hoskins 
Case Number: LC053423 

Pamela Lacey 
Case Number: GIC796953 

Sara Azari 
Case Number: SC 073489 
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Lisette Mace vs. Valencia Town Center 

Glenn L. Silverii & Associates 

Los Anqeles Superior Court 

Cord vs. City of Dana Point 

Law Offices of Lee A. Wood & Associates 
Oranqe County Superior Court 

Romero vs. Verizon 

Jacobs & Solomon 
Workers Compensation Appeals Board 

Perry Nadelf vs. Bruce Schutte 

Baker & Baker 

Los Angeles Superior Court 

Mason vs. U.S.A. 

United States Attorneys Office/Central District 
U.S. District Court/Central District of CA/Western 

Goldstrohm vs. Mandiola 

Horton, Barbaro & Reilly 
Orange County Superior Court 

Julian Gonzalez vs. City of Los Angeles 

Law Offices of Middlebrook, Kaiser & Papka 
Los Angeles Superior Court 

Rosenau vs. Monumental General 

Valdez & Associates 

Scott Kubis 
Case Number PC030956 

Lee Wood 
Case Number: 2000.46 

Carl Jacobs 
Case Number: MON0254969 

William Baker 
Case Number: BC220065 

Sara Robinson 
Case Number: 00-4363 

Malena Leclair 
Case Number: 00C13777 

Scott Boyer 
Case Number: 00015-2 

Wayne Kaneshiro 

U.S. District Court/Central District of CA/Western Case Number: EDCV94-0078 

Gayle Gutierrez vs. LA County. Department of Health Services 
Shelley & Graff Cindy Graff 

Workers Compensation Appeals Board Case Number: 

Luevano vs. Colorama 

Shelley & Graff 
Workers Compensation Appeals Board 

Ruth Robinson vs. Los Angeles County 

Kenton D. Koszdin 
Workers Compensation Appeals Board 

Hodges vs. City of Lake Forest 

Law Offices of Lee A. Wood & Associates 

Orange County Superior Court 

Goss vs. Big Bear Disposal, Inc. 

Shelley & Graff 

Workers Compensation Appeals Board 

Dion Float vs. Fox Broadcasting 

Koletsky, Mancini, Feldman & Morrow 
Los Anqeles Superior Court 

Vint-Cowin vs. St. Marys 

Law Offices of Stevens & Minsky 

Taylor vs. Performance Plus Tire & Automotive 

Rose, Klein & Marias, LLP 

Cindy Graff 
Case Number: 

Kenton Koszdin 
Case Number: 

Lee Wood 
Case Number: 

Cindy Graff 
Case Number 

Jack Hoskins 
Case Number: 

Larry Minsky 
Case Number: 

Herbert Galperson 

VNO0377443 

0418926 

89LA600404 

01CC05583 

SBR248350 

BC223255 

Workers Compensation Appeals Board Case Number: LBO265657, LBO265658 

Paul Benton vs. San Gabriel Valley Water Co.; Integrated Claims Administrators, Inc. 
Bradford & Barthel Sandra Brownfield 
Workers Compensation Appeals Board Case Number: AHM0062677 

James Baker vs. Robinsons-May 

Kegel, Tobin & Truce 

Workers Compensation Appeals Board 

Gus Beskos 
Case Number: AHM063769 
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Woodrow Beckley vs. Crown City Plating 

Von Mizener & Moore 

Workers Compensation Appeals Board 

Robert Harner vs. Jacob Maarse Florist 

Shelley & Graff 
Workers Compensation Appeals Board 

Michael Forth vs. Kelsey Peterson 

Law Offices of Nick O'Malley 
Orange County Superior Court 

Vega vs. Tuftco Corp. 

Law Offices of Roque, Pringle & Moore 

Workers Compensation Appeals Board 

Nelli Berdeguez 

Law Offices of Rose, Klein & Marias 
Workers Compensation Appeals Board 

Thomas Craig Evans vs. Nancie's Sweeping 

The Boccardo Law Firm, LLP 
San Bernardino Superior Court - Rancho Cucamonga 

Zenith vs. Roche 

Donner, Fernandez & Lauby LLP 

Orange County Superior Court 

Moberg vs. Vane & Church of Latter-Dav Saints 

Paul J. Shardlow, Esq. 

Riverside Superior Court 

Landman vs. Bohnert & Coremark Int'/ 

Orrick, Herrington & Sutcliffe 

San DieQo Superior Court 

Maurice Causley vs. Mario Ramirez Contreras 

Evie, McNeil! & Wyatt 
Los Angeles Superior Court 

Jeffery Black vs. Gasaway 

Law Offices of Michael S. Fields 

Workers Compensation Appeals Board 

Olaleye Moore 
Case Number 

Cindy Graff 
Case Number: 

Nick O'Malley 
Case Number: 

Ken Watase 
Case Number: 

POM096459 

PAS0015334 

00CC0990 

Harry Samarghachian 
Case Number: VNO0304626 

John Stein 
Case Number: RCV046669 

Edward Fernandez 
Case Number: 01 CC08323 

Paul Shardlow 
Case Number: 

Julie Noble 
Case Number: 

Eulanda Matthews 

RIC342824 

DOCSSC1: 300050.1 

Case Number: KC035609 

Michael Fields 
Case Number: 

Johnnie R. Broaden vs. Los Angeles Community College District 
Bolden & Martin, LLp Martha Henderson 
Workers Compensation Appeals Board Case Number VNO03943223, VNO0331732 

Michael Beltran vs. Horace Cypert 

John C. Wallace & Associates 
San Dieqo Superior Court 

Edward E. Moore vs. Kaiser Foundation Health Plan 

Horton, Barbaro & Reilly 
Orange County Superior Court 

Charles W, Johnson vs. Los Angeles County 

Law Offices of Rose, Klein & Marias 

Workers Compensation Appeals Board 

Mark A. Puopolo vs. Crunch Fitness Center 

Law Offices of Carpenter & Zuckerman 
Los Anqeles Superior Court 

Beck vs. Cheryl Dixon-Lemmons 

Bremer, Whyte, Brown & O'Meara, LLP 
Clark County, Nevada, District Court 

Ann Dock vs. Joshua Kaye. M.D. 

Kamel & Maxwell 

Los Angeles Superior Court 

John Wallace 
Case Number: 

Jay Horton 
Case Number: 

Esther Oz 
Case Number: 

John Carpenter 
Case Number: 

Nelson Cohen 
Case Number: 

Richard Reade 
Case Number: 

W020392 

10900 

VNO0344935 

BC245787 

A465288 

YC040536 
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De La Torre vs. Saunders Construction 

Law Offices of David E. Gentry 

Workers Compensation Appeals Board 

Brian Harmon vs. Larry Alva 

Carpenter & Zuckerman 

Rocha vs. McCormick & Co., Inc. 

Piber, Marbury & Wolfe 
Monterey County Superior Court 

Mike Jenkins vs. Santa Ana Dialysis Center 

Murphy, Pearson, Bradley & Feeny 

Orange County Superior Court 

Stephen McCarty vs. Southern California Edison 

Hollins & Schechter 
San Bernardino Superior Court - Rancho Cucamonga 

Thomas vs. B.F. Hopson & Sons 

Gaylord & Nantais 

Stephanie Payn vs. Cain 

Linton & Bogorad 
Los Angeles Superior Court 

Kerri Hawkins vs. M&S Trucking, Inc. 

Law Offices of McCormick, Siepler & Baker 

Los Angeles Superior Court 

Clarence Milloy vs. Composite Structures 

George Slotnick 
Workers Compensation Appeals Board 

Herrera vs. Montgomery Wards 

Law Offices of McClure & Carter 
San Diego Superior Court 

Lee vs. Gandhu 

Carpenter & Zuckerman 

Los Angeles Superior Court 

Puopola vs. Church Fitness Center 

Carpenter & Zuckerman 

Los Angeles Superior Court 

Watt vs. City of Compton 

Horton, Barbaro & Reilly 
Los Anqeles Superior Court 

Janine Champion vs. Moss Group 

Law Offices of McCormick, Siepler & Baker 
Los Angeles Superior Court 

Zenith Insurance Co. vs. Roche Excavating Co. 
Donner, Fernandez & Lauby LLP 

Orange County Superior Court 

Lawrence A. Yagy vs. Jon R. Reil 

Knapp, Peterson & Clarke 
Los Anqeles Superior Court 

Becker vs. Becker 

Dick Vitolo 
Los Angeles Superior Court 

Stevens vs. Victor Coffal, ET AL 

Wait& Childs 

Los Angeles Superior Court 

David Gentry 
Case Number 

John Carpenter 
Case Number: 

ANA0352505 

Anthony Buchignani 
Case Number: M50387 

Jennh'er Johnston 
Case Number: 02CC10767 

Andrew Hollins 
Case Number: 

Ned Gaylord 
Case Number: 

Tanya Linton 
Case Number: 

Stephen Ziemann 

11046 

SA6008802 

CIV-205903 

Case Number: BC245313 

Clarence Milloy 
Case Number: VNO039139; VNO0393140 

Michael McClure 
Case Number: 

John Capenter 

GIC770744 

Case Number: 01CC15836 

John Carpenter 
Case Number BC245787 

Kimberly Valentine-Sibert 
Case Number: NC028423 

Stephen Ziemann 
Case Number: LC059264 

Edward Fernandez 
Case Number: 01 CC08323 

Glenn Gilsleider 
Case Number: 

Dick Vitolo 
Case Number: 

Mary Childs 
Case Number: 

SC064216 

CF013626 

KC037471 
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2003 

Roobik Sorlis-Yaqhoub vs. Pro Express Trucking 

Doumanian & Associates 

Los Anqeles Superior Court 

Nancy Doumanian 
Case Number SC0605066 

Barbara Rainer vs. Buena Ventura Mobile Home Estates 

Brady, Vorwerck, Ryder & Caspino Wayne Robertshaw 
Ventura County Superior Court Case Number: CIV214202 

Meher J. Dalal vs. Khoren Tataryan 

Pollard, Archer, Craner!, Googooia & Stevens 
Los Angeles Superior Court 

Frank Pinelli vs. Underground Technology Inc. 

Horton, Barbaro & Reilly 

Los Angeles Superior Court 

Geroge Alvarez vs. Arrow Truck Bodies Equipment 

Joyce Maveredakis 
Case Number: SC068316 

Kimberly Valentine-Sibert 
Case Number: BC224299, BC224337 

Bistline & Cohoon Adrieanne Hahn 

Los Anqeles Superior Court Case Number: BC237313 

Cynthia Larosa vs. City of Mission Viejo 

Law Offices of Lee A. Wood & Associates Ricardo Hernandez 

Orange County Superior Court Case Number: 01CC15836 

Burwell vs. City of Los Angeles 

Fancell, Strickland, Roberts & Lawrence 
U.S. District Court/Central District of CA/Western 

Paul Beach 
Case Number: 

William J. Young and Lisa I. Young vs. United States of America 

United States Attorneys Office/Central District Debra Yang 

U.S. District Court/Central District of CA/Western Case Number: 

Lerma vs. Shah, M.D. 

MW Roth, PLC 
Los Anqeles Superior Court 

Patrick Bills vs. City of Rialto 

Owen & Bradley 

Mitchell Roth 
Case Number: 

Joanna Gorsage 

CV01-06375 

CV01-07756 

KC037030 

U.S. District Court/Central District of CA/Western Case Number: ED01894 

Annmarie Peterson vs. Avis Rent A Car System, Stephen K. Su 

Law Offices of Beam, Brobeck, West, Borges & Rosa LLP David Brobeck 
Orange County Superior Court Case Number: 01 CC 12980 

Frances Jordan vs. Bank of America 

George Slotnick 

Workers Compensation Appeals Board 

Camacho vs. Pacific Electicord Company 

Law Offices of David E. Gentry 
Oranqe County Superior Court 

Tarron Grim vs. Ben Ackerly 

Barry Bartholomew & Associates 
Los Angeles Superior Court 

Rydzewski vs. Relience Direct Insurance Company 

Frances Jordan 
Case Number VNO0397875, VN00397876, \ 

David Gentry 
Case Number: 

Mark Weiner 
Case Number: BC285817 

Naulty, Scaricamazz & McDevitt Cynthia Lofell 
Workers Compensation Appeals Board Case Number: 10-00085 

Kasandra Sanders vs. Lewis Schainuck MD, et al 

Gittler & Bradford Reid Smith 

Los Anqeles Superior Court 

Louis Gagliardotto vs. James Fasbender 

Pollard, Archer, Craner!, Googooia & Stevens 
Los Angeles Superior Court 

Wade vs. Ford Motor Co. 

Bowman & Brooke 

Marin County Superior Court 

Case Number: vc 036585 

Joyce Maveredakis 
Case Number: KC037990 

Anthony Thomas 
Case Number: CV993781 
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Lopez vs. Pushcheck, M.D. 

MW Roth, PLC 

Lopez vs. Kaiser 

MW Roth, PLC 
Los Anqeles Superior Court 

Richard Morales vs. Henkels & McCoy. Inc. 

Wright, Robinson, Osthime & Tatum 
Los Angeles Superior Court 

Pete De Leon vs. Action Envelope 

Law Offices of Robert Dourian 

Los Angeles Superior Court 

Mitchell Roth 
Case Number 

Mitchell Roth 
Case Number: 

Robert Harrison 
Case Number: 

Robert Dourian 
Case Number: 

3686 

BC269913 

BC270921 

Kenneth Harrington and Jeanette Harrington vs. Specialty Crane and Rigging 

Law Offices of Rose, Klein & Marias Steven Robinson 
Santa Barbara Superior Court Case Number: 01093006 

Dennis Myers vs. Vons Safeway Company P.S.I. 

Shelley & Graff 

Workers Compensation Appeals Board 

David Fordham vs. GTE 

Law Offices of Steven Tanner 
Workers Compensation Appeals Board 

Gross vs. Berg Lacquer Company 

Law Offices of Inlow H. Campbell 

Los Angeles Superior Court 

Karen Carlson Varela vs. Barron Wage Hurlbut 

Wesierski & Zurek 
Oranqe County Superior Court 

Cindy Graff 
Case Number: 

Steven Tanner 

VNO 0422143;45 

Case Number: VE054392;-393 

F ra nci s Li cat a 
Case Number: BC261567 

Christopher Wesierski 
Case Number: 01CC15472 

Willie J. McCaskill vs. Floyd E. Stephens, Amberwick Corporation 

Law Offices of James R. Rosen Adela Carrasco 

Workers Compensation Appeals Board 

Castro vs. Davidson Ladder 

Horton, Barbaro & Reilly 

Orange County Superior Court 

John V. Keith vs. Western Parcel Service 

Law Offices of Rose, Klein & Marias 

Workers Compensation Appeals Board 

Ezequiel H. Ortega vs. Warehouse Technology. Inc. 

Case Number: TC015147 

Robert Younger 
Case Number: 0CC00774 

Esther Oz 
Case Number VNO0309495 

Law Offices of John Hill & Associates Helen Shin 
San Bernardino Superior Court - Rancho Cucamonqa 

Michael R. Musson vs. Robert F. Wagner 

Law Offices of Beam, Brobeck, West, Borges & Rosa LLP 
Orange County Superior Court 

Case Number: RVC057562 

David Brobeck 
Case Number: 01CC16484 

Jose Manual Perez vs. Parkview Community Hospital; Dr. Kim 

La Follette, Johnson, De Haas, Fesler.Silberberg & Ames Robert Shepard 
Case Number: 

Johnson vs. TMT Pathway 

Stutz, Gallagher, Artiano, Shinoff &Holtz 

U.S. District Court/Southern District of CA 

Isaac Irizarry vs. Carson Trailer, Inc. 

La Follette, Johnson, De Haas, Fesler,Silberberg & Ames 
Los Angeles Superior Court 

Linda Sandoval vs. McDonalds Corporation 

Pollard, Archer, Cranert, Googooia & Stevens 

Los Angeles Superior Court 

Susan Bartelstone 
Case Number: CV02-01638 

Douglas Dickson 
Case Number: YC042744 

Joyce Maveredakis 
Case Number: EC032481 
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Lane Carey Dunn vs. American Freightways Services 

La Follette, Johnson, De Haas, Fesler,Silberberg & Ames Steven Odell 
Los Anqeles Superior Court Case Number 

Anthony Perez vs. Eric C. Dahlberg 

Thon, Beck & Vanni 
Los Anqeles Superior Court 

Brennan Showers vs. State of California, ET AL. 

Horton, Barbaro & Reilly 
Orange County Superior Court 

Michelle Edgington vs. Madison Bear Garden 

Law Offices of Bailey & Brown 

Butte Superior Court 

John A. Ballagooiien vs. Otis Elevator Co. 

Arter and Hadden. LLP 
Los Anqeles Superior Court 

Adelaide Vasguez vs. Bullocks/Macys 

Shelley & Graff 

Workers Compensation Appeals Board 

Lopez vs. Kaiser 

MW Roth, PLC 
Los Angeles Superior Court 

David Domingo vs. AT & T 

Law Offices of Carpenter & Zuckerman 

Tulare County Superior Court 

Donna Robinson vs. Ryder 

Gaylord & Nantais 
Workers Compensation Appeals Board 

Erica Virgen vs. Dr. Joseph Harris 

Law Offices of Tuverson & Hillyard 
Los Angeles Superior Court 

Wiley vs. Cole 

Law Offices of Patterson, Ritner, Lockwood, Gartner & Jurich 

Los Angeles Superior Court 

Contrerras vs. Greyhound 

Law Offices of Robert Dourian 

Los Angeles Superior Court 

Bruce Wallace vs. Southwest Airlines Co. 

Piper Rudnick 
Los Anqeles Superior Court/Burbank 

Vahan Ghazarian vs. Villa Rentals, Inc. 

La Follette, Johnson, De Haas, Fesler,Silberberg & Ames 
Orange County Superior Court 

Otoniel Gurrola vs. Fernando Padillo 

Law Office of Sandor C. Fuchs 

Los Angeles Superior Court 

Leon Fishman vs. Bosley Medical Group 

Law Offices of Tobin & Lucks LLP 
Workers Compensation Appeals Board 

Jordon C. Carlson vs. De Anza Resort and Golf 

Campbell, Souhrada & Volk 
San Diego Superior Court 

Elena Yee Espinoza vs. Vlyolpam Sa De Cv 

Bacalski, Byrne, Koska & Ottoson, LLP 

San Diego Superior Court 

Thomas Beck 
Case Number: 

Frank Barbaro 
Case Number: 

William Schmidt 
Case Number: 

Roxanne Wilson 
Case Number: 

Cindy Graff 
Case Number: 

Mitchell Roth 
Case Number: 

Sara Azari 
Case Number: 

Thomas Nantais 
Case Number: 

Harmon Levine 
Case Number: 

Rose Carter 
Case Number: 

Robert Dourian 
Case Number 

Angela Dotson 
Case Number: 

Douglas Dickson 
Case Number: 

Sandor Fuchs 
Case Number: 

Paul Najoan 
Case Number: 

John Campbell 
Case Number: 

Ruben Tarango 
Case Number: 

LC061311 

KC039104 

00CC08377 

127805 

BC278923 

VNO 0350808;12 

3686 

01-198363 

4-005172-0 

TC011673 

LC060076 

EC028679 

01CC12611 

EC035344 

LAO0711075, 91-28924-148-0 

GIC798933 

GIC779796 
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Jorge Mesina vs. Truef/ex/Pang Rubber Products Co. 

Law Offices of Dallas Simmons 

Los Anqeles Superior Court 

Patricia Small vs. Gray Cox 

Morris, Polich & Purdy, LLP 
Los Anqeles Superior Court 

Jose Villalpando vs. City of Los Angeles 

Law Offices of Carpenter & Zuckerman 

Harry D. Chadwick vs. United States of America 

United States Attorney's Office - Southern District of California 

U.S. District Court/Southern District of CA 

Femdando Grassi vs. U.D.O. Partners II, L.P.; ET AL 

Thon, Beck & Vanni 
Los Anqeles Superior Court 

Daniel Gilson 
Case Number 

Michael West 
Case Number: 

John Capenter 
Case Number: 

Kathryn Snyder 
Case Number: 

Gregory Vanni 
Case Number: 

Robert Bradbury vs. David Lyman Wood, Ill, M.D .• et al. 

BC259355 

0013-22448 

02CV1059 

PC029354 

Barbaro & Valentine, LLP Kimberly Valentine-Sibert 
Judicate West - Santa Ana Case Number: SCVSS095454 

MaryF. Garcia vs. Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transit Authority 

Law Offices of Tomaryn, O'Reilly & McDermott Paul O'Reilly 
Los Angeles Superior Court Case Number: 

Joel Miles vs. Anaheim Convention Center 

Horton, Barbaro & Reilly Ned Reilly 
Case Number: 

Douglas Dickson 

BC272577 

Mecina Bottaro vs. Aaron L. Ruskin 

La Follette, Johnson, De Haas, Fesler,Silberberg & Ames 
Workers Compensation Appeals Board Case Number: YC042215 

Gary Bella CK vs. Midway Hospital Center, ET AL 

Thon, Beck & Vanni 
Los Angeles Superior Court 

De Leon vs. Action Envelope 

Thomas Beck 
Case Number: 

Law Offices of Robert Dourian Robert Dourian 

BC252240 

Los Angeles Superior Court Case Number: BC 270921 

Eugenia Ribic vs. Air Conditioning Company. Inc. 

Law Offices of McCormick, Siepler & Baker Matt Rifai 
Los Angeles Superior Court Case Number EC032914 

Jenkins vs. Da-Vita Dialysis Center 

Murphy, Pearson, Bradley & Feeny 
Oranqe County Superior Court 

Modesta Ocampo vs. Angelica Corporation 

Paul J. Shardlow, Esq. 
Los Angeles Superior Court 

Hopkins vs. Paxton 

Law Offices of Jeffrey C. McIntyre 

Frank J. Pinelli vs. Hood Corporation 

Law Offices of David E. Gentry 
Workers Compensation Appeals Board 

Patrick A. Ma/berg vs. Truong M.D. 

Law Offices of Tuverson & Hillyard 

San Bernardino Superior Court 

Jennifer Johnston 
Case Number: 02CC10767, DIRL.110340.4 

Paul Shardlow 
Case Number: 

Robert Garcia 
Case Number: 

David Gentry 
Case Number: 

BC282553 

ANA0344946 

Jonathan Musgrove 
Case Number: SCVSS079981 

Kevin M. Enslen vs. Physicians Choice Walk in Medical Center 

Rinos & Martin, LLP M. Christopher Hall 
Los Angeles Superior Court Case Number: PP-319 
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Defense 

Plaintiff 

Defense 

Plaintiff 

Defense 

Plaintiff 

Defense 

Plaintiff 

Plaintiff 

Defense 

Plaintiff 

Defense 

Defense 

Defense 

Defense 

Defense 

Plaintiff 

Plaintiff 

Kim A. Allen vs. Medex Courier Systems 

Gilbert, Kelly, Crowley & Jennett 

Oranqe County Superior Court 

Darlene Morris vs Huerta Trucking 

Law Office of Sandor C. Fuchs 
Oranqe County Superior Court 

Barbara Brockett vs. United States of America 

United States Attorneys Office/Central District 

U.S. District Court/Central District of CA/Eastern 

Fadia Al- Yousef vs. Shelley M. Clark 

Law Offices of Dallas Simmons 

Los Angeles Superior Court 

Rachael Wilson vs. Advantage Manufacturing 

Stutz, Gallagher, Artiano, Shinoff &Holtz 
Humboldt Superior Court 

James Spaltro 
Case Number 

Sandor Fuchs 
Case Number: 

Debra Yang 
Case Number: 

Daniel Gilson 
Case Number: 

James Holtz 
Case Number: 

Linda Marie Bennett vs. Los Angeles Unified School District 

Robin, Carmack and Gonia, LLP Elizabeth Gonia 

Los Angeles Superior Court Case Number: 

Tatiana Piermartiri vs. The Desert Sun Publishing Co. 
Shupe & Reagan R.q. Shupe 
Riverside Superior Court Case Number: 

Miquel Guillian vs. Fourth Street Rock Crusher 
David Gentry 

02CC04581 

02CC15588 

CV02-8858 

YC045198 

DR020581 

LAO0749492 

INC027405 

Law Offices of David E. Gentry 

Riverside Superior Court Case Number: 344545 

Sandy Shuart vs. Kaiser 

Gordon, Edelstein, Krepack, Grant, Felton & Goldstein 
Workers Compensation Appeals Board 

Musson/ vs. Wayner, M.D., ET AL 

Beam, Brobeck, West, Borges & Rosa LLP 
Orange County Superior Court 

Koko Katalaris vs. Bowflew 

Law Offices of Carpenter & Zuckerman 

Workers Compensation Appeals Board 

Abraham Torres vs. County of Orange 

Lynberg & Watkins 

Orange County Superior Court 

Cassandra Ockert vs. Jack Daniel Zacker 

Schaffer, Lax, McNaughton & Chen 
Los Anqeles Superior Court 

Renee Taira vs. Kaiser 

Bonne Bridges, Mueller O'Keefe & Nichols 

Arbitration 

Smith vs. So/tee 

Milani & Associates, Inc. 

Santa Barbara Superior Court 

Finocchio vs. Harafambus Beverage 

Kegel, Tobin & Truce 
Workers Compensation Appeals Board 

Whitman vs. First Republic Bank 

Bragg, Serota & Kuluva 
Los Angeles County U.S. District Court 

Servis vs. Mccaughey 

Law Offices of Kirtland & Packard 

Los Angeles Superior Court 

Adam Dombchik 
Case Number: VNO357479, PAS 0018680 

Kelly Fortin 
Case Number: 

Sara Azari 
Case Number: 

Courtney Hylton 
Case Number 

Kara Pape 
Case Number: 

Ryan Koczara 
Case Number: 

Frederick Glasser 

C0703-DJB 

MC012146 

10493 

Case Number: 01041008 

Gus Beskos 
Case Number: 

Christina Young 

LAO0792024 

Case Number: SC073032 

Scott Schutz 
Case Number: V1901341-66 
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Defense 

Defense 

Defense 

Defense 

2004 

Defense 

Defense 

Defense 

Defense 

Defense 

Plaintiff 

Plaintiff 

Defense 

Defense 

Plaintiff 

Plaintiff 

Defense 

Defense 

Jose Beas vs. County of Los Angeles 

Manning & Marder, Kass Ellrod, Ramirez LLP Edwin Lewis 
Case Number 

Douglas Dickson 
Gail Novack vs Howard Hoffman 

la Follette, Johnson, De Haas, Fesler,Silberberg & Ames 
Santa Barbara Superior Court Case Number: 01112978 

Lokelani Ann Carpenter and Christopher Carpenter vs. Interstate Distributor Co. 

Law Offices of Lotz, Dodgett & Rawers Jennifer Kuzman 
Orange County Superior Court 

Timothy Ostrowski vs. Fowler Trucking 

Law Offices of Tharpe & Howell 

Ventura County Superior Court 

Charles R. Shaffner vs. Maersk Pacific Limited 

Law Offices of Keesal, Young & Logan 
Los Angeles Superior Court 

Patricia Ann Warren vs. AT & T Corporation 

Brown & Kellner LLP 
Los Anqeles Superior Court 

Sheila Colby vs. Moffis Rosenbloom & Company 

Case Number: 

Heather O'Keefe 
Case Number: 

Ryan Vicari 
Case Number: 

Frank Marchetti 
Case Number: 

Kamel & Maxwell Rex Mills 
Los Angeles Superior Court Case Number: 

David Ghiloni vs. Delores Chapmani Thaddieus Harris, ET AL 

Law Offices of Mark G. Cunningham Mark Cunningham 

O3CC14702 

CIV217474 

NC033161 

BC289090 

BC292734 

Los Angeles Superior Court Case Number: YC046284 

Muriel Avery vs. Oil Corporation 

Gilbert, Kelly, Crowley & Jennett 

San Bernardino Superior Court 

Ernesto Navarro vs. Behr Building Company 

Carpenter & Zuckerman 
Los Anqeles Superior Court 

Sonia L. Jackson vs. Sarkis Katrdzhyan 

Law Office of Sandor C. Fuchs 
Los Angeles Superior Court 

Michael Anthony Lewis vs. City of Los Angeles 

Harris & Green 

James Spaltro 
Case Number: VCV5024681 

John Capenter 
Case Number: SC076733 

Sandor Fuchs 
Case Number: 

Giuseppe Castaldi 

BC287698 

Case Number: EC035296 

Daniel Keith Hundley vs. Kaiser Foundation Hospitals 

Bonne Bridges, Mueller O'Keefe & Nichols Richard Helgemo 
Case Number 12809 

Richard Helgemo 
David Keith Hundley vs. Kaiser 

Bonne Bridges, Mueller, O'Keefe & Nichols/Riverside 

Arbitration Case Number: 12809 

Tiffany Anne Broadway vs. Daniel M. Sliver 

Carpenter & Zuckerman 
Los Angeles Superior Court 

Michelle Rogel/a vs. Abraham B. Zulaikha 

Carpenter & Zuckerman 

Los Angeles Superior Court 

Sara Azari 
Case Number: 

Sara Azari 
Case Number: 

Veronica Estrada vs. Kedren Acute Psychiatric Hospital 

Kamel & Maxwell Jennifer Clingo 

LC 065358 

BC271729 

Los Anqeles Superior Court Case Number: BC27 412 

Logan Lopez vs. Ameritrk Imports, Inc. 

Paul J. Shardlow, Esq. 
Kern County Superior Court/Metropolitan Division 

Paul Shardlow 
Case Number: S~ 1 S00~CV-249902-SPC 
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Defense 

Defense 

Plaintiff 

Defense 

Defense 

Defense 

Plaintiff 

Defense 

Plaintiff 

Plaintiff 

Defense 

Defense 

Plaintiff 

Defense 

Defense 

Respondent 

Travis Bell vs. Mazin Sabri; Chino Valley Medical Center 
Aitken, Aitken & Cohn Richard Cohn 
Oranqe County Superior Court Case Number 

Marshall Wittkopf vs. County of Los Angeles 

Law Offices of David J. Weiss 
Los Anqeles Superior Court 

Ariana Ehtemam vs. Kaiser Foundation 

Barbaro & Valentine, LLP 
Judicate West - Rancho Cucamonga 

Jose Cerda vs. Aleiandra Sanchez, MD 

Kamel & Maxwell 

Los Angeles Superior Court 

Thomas Greenfield vs. Smart & Final 

Holstein, Taylor, Unitt & Law 
Los Anqeles Superior Court 

Alma Guerrero vs. Waxies Enterprises 

Forge & Rifai 
Los Angeles Superior Court 

Paula El Sharei vs. County of Oranqe/Sherriffs Dept. 

Bob Nehoray 
Case Number: 

Frank Barbaro 
Case Number: 

Rex Mills 
Case Number: 

Patricia Law 
Case Number: 

Stuart Supowit 
Case Number: 

Perona, Langer, Beck, Lallande & Serbin Charles Wear 
Workers Compensation Appeals Board Case Number: 

Diane Price vs. 7-Eleven Inc. 
Adam Silverstein 

02CC04398 

BC203339 

GC032162 

VC046622 

EC035089 

LAO0811802 

Carpenter & Zuckerman 

Los Angeles Superior Court Case Number: LC 065086 

Keith Goddard vs. Burgess Washinton, Jr. 

Berman, Berman & Berman 
Riverside Superior Court 

Gerald Baker Jr. vs. Black & Decker 

Shelley & Graff 
Workers Compensation Appeals Board 

Donald Do/mos vs. Pac Rim Unifreiqht, Inc 

Shelley & Graff 

Evan Berman 
Case Number: 

Cindy Graff 
Case Number: 

Cindy Graff 

RIC379334 

VNO037705 

Workers Compensation Appeals Board Case Number: VNO 0486044 

Singer vs. Slominski 

Law Offices of Clinton M. Hodges Clinton Hodges 

Los Angeles Superior Court Case Number PC033656 

Thomas L. Davis vs. Huynh 

Thon, Beck & Vanni Gregory Vanni 
Case Number: 

Lucila Lemus, Jesus Lemus vs. Southern California Gas Company 
Sempra Energy Celeste Easton 

Los Angeles Superior Court 

Tiffany Anne Broadway vs. Daniel M. Silver 

Carpenter & Zuckerman 

Los Angeles Superior Court 

Case Number: 

Sara Azari 
Case Number: 

Wilfred Joseph Fields, Sr. vs. TX/ Riverside Cement Co. 

Musick, Peeler, & Garrett Kristen Love 
U.S. District Court/Central District of CAiWestern Case Number: 

Wilfred Joseph Fields, Sr. vs. TX/ Riverside Cement Co. 

Musick, Peeler, & Garrett Kristen Love 
U.S. District Court/Central District of CAiWestern Case Number: 

Victoria A. Carr vs. Harold Scott Carr 

Law Offices of Gary W. Kearney 

Los Angeles Superior Court 

Gary Kearney 
Case Number: 

PC034115 

LC065358 

CV 03-07708MMM (PJWx) 

CV 03-07708MMM(PJWx) 

BD065919 
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Defense 

Defense 

Defense 

Defense 

Defense 

Plaintiff 

Defense 

Plaintiff 

Defense 

Defense 

Defense 

Plaintiff 

Plaintiff 

Defense 

Defense 

Steve Taraldsen vs. Hofer Properties 

Law Office of Sandor C. Fuchs 

Ventura County Superior Court 

Daniel Sandella vs. Kilroy Realty Corporation 

Sandor Fuchs 
Case Number 

Thon, Beck & Vanni Kevin Callahan 

Los Anqeles Superior Court Case Number: 

Jennifer Garber vs. Cerritos Community College 

McCune & Harber Jessica Garcia 
Orange County Superior Court 

Hector Medina vs. Paul Chambers 

Law Offices of Mark G. Cunningham 

Case Number: 

Chandelle Buxton 

CIV223356 

YC046942 

03CC10683 

Los Angeles Superior Court Case Number: VC040323 

Evelyn Price vs. Regents of the University of California 

Wilson, Pesola & Fox Robert Goldberg 
Workers Compensation Appeals Board Case Number: ANA0374695, 0374696, 03723 

Karen Hom and Lisa Friedl vs. Kathleen Burke 

Cassidy, Warner & Winstead 
Los Angeles Superior Court 

Bruoe Winstead 
Case Number: PC032695Y 

Juan Waterman vs. Secretary Department of Veterans Affairs 

United States Attorney's Office - Southern District of California Carol Lam 
U.S. District Court/Southern District of CA Case Number: 04cv0459-H 

Jennifer Culwell vs. Burrtec Waste 

Girardi & Keese 

San Bernardino Superior Court 

Salvador Ramos vs. Ronald A. Omerod 

Southern California Edison 

Santa Monica Courthouse 

Manoutchehr Ebrahim vs. Jintana Jung 

Law Offices of Carlo Noravian 
Arbitration 

James Williams vs. Keller Ladders 

Lewis, Brisbois, Bisgaard & Smith, LLP 

Los Angeles Superior Court 

Mary Ann Menezes vs. Bryon Duane Carl/York 

Hinshaw & Culbertson 

San Joaquin Superior Court 

Eva Kustos vs. Simi Valley USD 

McCune & Harber 
Ventura County Superior Court 

Law Offices of Carpenter & Zuckerman 
Los Angeles Superior Court 

Robert Chismar vs. NBC; Sedgwick CMS 

Law Offices of Joanne Rossie 

Workers Compensation Appeals Board 

Frank Bugarin vs. City of Alhambra 

Robert Mann/ Donald W. Cook 
Los Anqeles Superior Court 

William Cholensky vs. Allstate Building & Office 

Gilbert, Kelly, Crowley & Jennett 
Los Angeles Superior Court 

Alma Duran vs. Tina Caton 

Law Offices of Maureen C. O'Hara 

Los Angeles Superior Court 

Shawn McCann 
Case Number: RCV075536 

Paul Pimentel 
Case Number: 

Carlo Noravian 
Case Number: 

Christina Karayan 

SC078938 

YAFAU44066 

Case Number: NC034684 

Peggy Kolkey 
Case Number 

Jessica Gillete 
Case Number: 

John Carpenter 
Case Number: 

Joanne Rossie 

CV021856 

SC037561 

Case Number: VNO0386613, VNO0444532, \ 

Donald Cook 
Case Number: 

James Spaltro 
Case Number: 

Greg Hill 
Case Number: 

LACV03-7544AHM 

PC02826 

VC038782 
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Plaintiff 

Plaintiff 

Plaintiff 

Plaintiff 

2005 

Plaintiff 

Plaintiff 

Defense 

Plaintiff 

Defense 

Plaintiff 

Defense 

Defense 

Plaintiff 

Defense 

Defense 

Bart Trevino V.A. & G. LLC & Vortex 

Thon, Beck & Vanni 

Los Anqeles Superior Court 

Otis Aitetiwa vs. Lyons Security Service 

Law Offices of Armen M. Tashjian 
Los Anqeles Superior Court 

Mustafa Shehab vs. Dina Ragab, M.D. 

Law Offices of Robert Schlifkin 
Los Angeles Superior Court 

Jody Alcarez vs. Acero International. Inc. 

Law Offices of Carlson & Johnson 

Los Angeles Superior Court 

Jose Anguiano and Dolores Anguiano vs. Kaiser 

Thomas Beck 
Case Number BC276432 

Armen Tashjian 
Case Number: BC289766 

Robert Schlifkin 
Case Number: YC048509 

Steven Carlson 
Case Number: VC041676 

Law Offices of Michael S. Fields Michael Fields 

Arbitration 

John Craft vs. Ralphs Grocery Co. 

Shelley & Graff 
Workers Compensation Appeals Board 

Khalid Bazzi vs. County of Los Angeles 

Law Offices of Alan Aghabegian 
Los Angeles Superior Court 

Ramon Vargas vs. Reliance Company 

Lewis, Brisbois, Bisgaard & Smith, LLP 

Los Angeles Superior Court 

Carolyn Joyce vs. Starwood Hotels & Resorts 

Michaelman & Robinson 

Orange County Superior Court 

Daniel Sanchez vs. Sprague Rents 

Law Offices of Tharpe & Howell 
Los Anqeles Superior Court 

Daniel Rivas vs. Stater Bros. Markets 

Law Offices of Carpenter & Zuckerman 
Los Angeles Superior Court 

Case Number: 12020 

Cindy Graff 
Case Number: VNO0370447, VNO0370447, \ 

Alan Aghabegian 
Case Number: BC29588 

Jenifer Kienle 
Case Number: BC312809 

Teresa Wainman 
Case Number: 04CC02572 

M.anne Gregory 
Case Number: BC297931 

John Carpenter 
Case Number: VC040439 

Wayne and Terri Gibson vs. Lockheed Martin Corporation, et al 
Jampol, Zimet & Wilcox J.d. Henderson 
Los Angeles Superior Court Case Number: MC014807 

Brad/Fatima Mason vs. Lowe's Home Improvement 

Law Offices of Tharpe & Howell Gene Sharaga 
Fresno Superior Court Case Number 03CECG03302 

Marjorie L. Clemons vs. Kaiser 

Horton, Barbaro & Reilly 

Arbitration 

Tracey A. Ross and Brett Ross vs. Kaiser 

Bonne Bridges, Mueller O'Keefe & Nichols 

Arbitration 

Michael Marino vs. Linda Marino 

Law Offices of Gary W. Kearney 

Denora Campos vs. WCI Electrolux 

Brouse-McDowell 

Brian Power vs. Gordon England (U.S.A.) 

United States Attorneys Office/Central District 

U.S. District Court/Central District of CAiWestern 

Frank Barbaro 
Case Number: 

Brian Hoffman 
Case Number: 

Gary Kearney 
Case Number: 

Sallie Lux 
Case Number: 

Debra Yang 
Case Number: 

12142 

4923 

LACV 03-7455-JSL (JWJX) 
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Defense 
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Defense 

Plaintiff 

Plaintiff 

Plaintiff 

Defense 

Plaintiff 

Defense 

Defense 

Defense 

Plaintiff 

Defense 

Defense 

Patty Hondorp vs. City of Huntington Beach 

Thon, Beck & Vanni Kevin Callahan 

Oranqe County Superior Court Case Number 03CC09608 

Michael Leroy Mosley vs. Hertz Vehicle Corporation 

Mazursky, Schwartz, Daniels & Bradley Arnold Schwartz 

Los Anqeles Superior Court Case Number: 

James Kaler and Adrienne Kaler vs. Hyatt Corp. 

Law Offices of Prindle, Decker & Amaro Kristie Kawakami 

Hawaii Circuit Court/Second 

Carlos vs. Mitsubishi Consumer Electronic 

Hinden & Breslavsky 

Workers Compensation Appeals Board 

Graydon Harrah vs. Hewlett Packard Corp. 

Booth, Mitchell, & Strange 
Los Anqeles Superior Court 

Anahid Mnaskanian vs. 21st Century Insurance 

Doumanian & Associates 

Case Number: 

Barry Hinden 
Case Number: 

William Rummler 
Case Number: 

Nancy Doumanian 

EC029193 

CIV03-1-0538( 1 ) 

LAO0734472, LAO0734471 

BC304976 

Los Angeles Superior Court Case Number: BC307845 

Nancy Zarco vs. Bernardo Amavizca, et al 

Law Offices of Peter Cabrera 
Riverside Superior Court 

Na tile Shaffer v. Sosa Trucking 

Bremer, Whyte, Brown & O'Meara, LLP 

Artamus Rodriquez v. Mildred Rey-Monroy 

Blumberg Law Corporation 
Los Anqeles Superior Court 

Michael Foster vs. Vulcan Chain 

Wright, Robinson, Osthime & Tatum 

Daniel Evard vs. Southern California Edison 

Chris Vader 
Case Number: 

Nelson Cohen 
Case Number: 

Nancy Wanski 
Case Number: 

Brian lnamine 
Case Number: 

Thon, Beck & Vanni Daniel Powell 

Los Angeles Superior Court Case Number: 

Francisco Menchaca vs. Commercial Die Casting 

Hallett & McCormick Ilene Sheldon 

Workers Compensation Appeals Board Case Number 

INC036062 

BC321452 

VNO0442697 

Lisa Ann Parks vs. Rita Jenelle Rands 

Klute & Newton, LLP E. Wallace Dingman 

San Bernardino Superior Court - Rancho Cucamonqa Case Number: RCVRS 070614 

Tracy Elaine Gibson vs. Andrea Froncillo 

Law Offices of Alan Aghabegian Alan Aghabegian 
Case Number: 

Jennifer Gomez vs. James Cecero/Top Dog Swimming Pool Repair 

Law Offices of Thomas O'Hagan Paul Kwong 

Kern County Superior Court/Metropolitan Division Case Number: 

Travis Radke vs. Walk Disney World Co. 

Law Offices of Lavoie, McCain & Jarman 
Oranqe County Superior Court 

Kebra Givens vs. Juam D. Lechuga 

Susson, Parrett, Morisaki & Odell 
Los Angeles Superior Court 

Richard McCain 
Case Number: 

Steven Odell 
Case Number: 

Kathryn Snyder 

S-1500-CV-252534-SPC 

04CC09825 

TC 017795 

MacKenzie Diehl vs. United States 

United States Attorney's Office - Southern District of California 

U.S. District Court/Southern District of CA Case Number: 04cv0488-J (AJB) 
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Plaintiff 

Defense 

Defense 

Plaintiff 

Plaintiff 

Defense 

Plaintiff 

Plaintiff 

Plaintiff 

Plaintiff 

Unknown 

Defense 

Plaintiff 

Defense 

Defense 

Defense 

Defense 

Deborah A. Rubright vs. Scott A. Taylor 

Law Offices of Carpenter & Zuckerman 

Los Anqeles Superior Court 

Ahalia Madahar vs. The Boeing Company 

Law Offices of McDermott & Clawson 
Workers Compensation Appeals Board 

John Carpenter 
Case Number CIV 228264 

Howard Stevens 
Case Number: AHM 0113245, AHM 0113246 

Jose Romeo Rocha et al vs. Brandon Matthew Houlette, et al 

Law Offices of Thomas O'Hagan Paul Kwong 
Los Angeles Superior Court Case Number: 

Gary Lee Gilmore 

Law Offices of Stephen Tornay 

Diana Salcido vs. Cabazon Band of Mission Indians 

Stephen Tornay 
Case Number: 

VC042282 

Thon, Beck & Vanni Anthony De Los Reyes 
Cabazon Reservation Court Case Number: 12837 

Dana Stinson vs. Leslie M. Gonzalez 

Thon, Beck & Vanni 
Orange County Superior Court 

Francisco Esquivel vs. Advance Trucking 

Jackson & Wallace 
San Bernardino Superior Court/Barstow 

Maria A. Argumedo vs. Joseph Andre Gilles 

Law Offices of Carpenter & Zuckerman 

Los Angeles Superior Court 

Kirtley vs. Interstate Eng .• Inc. 

Tredway, Lumsdaine & Doyle 
Oranqe County Superior Court 

Richard Valleio v. John Montevideo 

Goeltz & Frederick 
Orange County Superior Court 

Edward McShan vs. L.A. Times 

Rose, Klein & Marias, LLP 

Workers Compensation Appeals Board 

John Flores vs. Ace Beverage Company 

Law Offices of Goldschmid, Silver & Spindel 

Workers Compensation Appeals Board 

Albert DeSantiage vs. United States 

United States Attorney's Office - Southern District of California 

U.S. District Court/Southern District of CA 

Hiqinio Macias vs. Salazar Trucking 

Thon, Beck & Vanni 
Workers Compensation Appeals Board 

Daniel Powell 
Case Number: 

Erin Palisano 
Case Number: 

Paul Zuckerman 
Case Number: 

Michele Ahrens 
Case Number: 

Thomas Goeltz 
Case Number: 

Grace Cardenas 

03CC07098 

BCVBS07522 

BC292124 

743825 

04CC03198 

Case Number: VNO0414173, VNO0424090, \ 

Lawrence Silver 
Case Number MON0333066 

Tom Reeve 
Case Number: 

Kevin Callahan 
Case Number: 

SCE230669 

VC042243 

David Neuwirth vs. Cigarettes Cheaper/Lumbermen's Mutual Causalty Co. 
Paul J. Shardlow, Esq. Paul Shardlow 

Workers Compensation Appeals Board Case Number: Unassigned 

Sherry Armstrong vs. Alpha Property Management 
Law Offices of King & Kennick Michael Kennick 

Los Anqeles Superior Court 

Marty Pari/1 vs. United States 

United States Attorney's Office - Southern District of California 

U.S. District Court/Southern District of CA 

Richard Ramirez vs. Earth and Ocean Sports 

Law Offices of King & Kennick 

Madera Superior Court 

Case Number: BC308887 

Kathryn Snyder 
Case Number: 04CV1335 

Adrianna Corrado 
Case Number: CV18743 
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Defense 

Defense 

Defense 

2006 

Plaintiff 

Defense 

Defense 

Defense 

Defense 

Plaintiff 

Bonny Lee Tran vs. Cathay Bank 

Hinshaw & Culbertson 

Los Anqeles Superior Court 

Laurie Jenkins vs. Boise Cascade 

Reilly & O'Brien 

An Thi Trinh vs. Keun Sik Cho; G & J Flower 

Dunn & Associates 
Los Angeles Superior Court 

Julie McKinnon vs. Golf Cart Express 

Law Offices of Lewitt, Hackman, Shapiro, Marshall & Harlan 

Los Angeles Superior Court 

Luis Acosta vs. Maxwell Ohikhuare 

Law Offices Neil Howard 
Los Anqeles Superior Court 

Deysl Ruano vs. Queen of Angels Hospital 

Law Offices Neil Howard 
Los Angeles Superior Court 

Kevin Valencia vs. General Motor Corps. 

Bowman & Brooke 
Los Angeles Superior Court 

Christine Kwong 
Case Number BC340469 

Ned Reilly 
Case Number: 

Philip Dunn 
Case Number: SC084026 

Andrew Shapiro 
Case Number: GIN043192 

Neil Howard 
Case Number: KC042617 

Neil Howard 
Case Number: BC320204 

Katharine Schonbachler 
Case Number: KC044187 

Caleb Considine vs. Jane Abrams and Richard Abrams 

Daniels, Fine, Israel, Schonbuch & Lebovits 

Los Angeles Superior Court 

Kathryn Greaux vs. Ormco/Sybron International 

Law Offices of Dabbah & Haddad 
Workers Compensation Appeals Board 

David Garcia vs. Ro 

Thon, Beck & Vanni 
Los Anqeles Superior Court 

David Weisberg 
Case Number: SC085463 

Shiloh Ramusson 
Case Number: LAO 0783262 

Gregory Vanni 
Case Number: BC313696 

Zokhrab Galoyan and Anait Khayrapetyan vs. William A. Sanvik 

Susson, Parrett, Morisaki & Odell Steven Odell 

Riverside Superior Court 

Bryant Wesley v. County of Los Angeles 

Manning & Marder, Kass Ellrod, Ramirez LLP 

Los Angeles Superior Court 

Alexis Perez v. U.S.A. 

Law Office of James Mccallion 

Robert Sol/frank vs. Davidson Communities 

Morris & Sullivan 
San Dieqo Superior Court 

Simon Maah vs. The Marlon Mannor Apartments 

Murchison & Cumming Lawyers 

Los Angeles Superior Court 

Felicia Solis vs. Rancho Framing, Inc., et al. 

West, Seegmiller 

San Bernardino Superior Court-Victorville District 

Felicia A. Solis vs. Rancho Framing 

West, Seegmiller 
San Bernardino Superior Court-Victorville District 

Michael Garcia vs. UCLA Medical Center 

Gelfand & Gelfand 

Case Number: 

Timothy Kral 
Case Number: 

James McCallion 
Case Number 

B.J. Haeck 
Case Number: 

Heather Mills 
Case Number: 

William Seegmiller 

INC041655 

TC015596 

GIC820745 

BC310866 

Case Number: VCWS 036345 

William Seegmiller 
Case Number: VCWS036345 

Raymond Feinberg 
Case Number: 
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Defense 

Defense 

Defense 

Defense 

Defense 

Defense 

Defense 

Defense 

Defense 

Plaintiff 

Janet C. Bodinar vs. Capistrano Unified Schoof District 

Law Offices of Robert Wheatley Marla Reiter 
Case Number 

Beverly A. Sparks vs. Anytime Cleaning 

Kamel & Maxwell Brian Swanson 

ANA 0289719 

Los Anqeles Superior Court Case Number: SC084898 

Pizzimenti vs. Pruitt 

Bremer, Whyte, Brown & O'Meara, LLP 
Clark County, Nevada, District Court 

Nelson Cohen 
Case Number: 

PanyiotesCharalambopoufos vs. Southwest Healthcare Systems 

Carpenter & Zuckerman John Capenter 
Case Number: 

Karen Tuefert vs. St. Vincent Medical Center 

Thon, Beck & Vanni 
Los Anqeles Superior Court 

Taisha Touree Thomas vs. Storetrieve 

Law Offices of Lydia Bouzaglou-Newcomb 
Los Angeles Superior Court 

Antonio Padilla vs. Pomona College 

Cozen, O'Connor 

San Bernardino Superior Court - Rancho Cucamonga 

Jesus Cerrillo vs. Ne/co Products 

Law Offices of McDermott & Clawson 

Daniel Powell 
Case Number: 

Greg Hill 
Case Number: 

Huey Cotton 
Case Number: 

Georgene Tibbetts 

489555 

BC331977 

SC085226 

RCV082431 

Workers Compensation Appeals Board Case Number: AHM0071535, AHM0071983 

Gold vs. Home Depot 

Sedgwick, Detert, Moran & Arnold 

Robert Hill vs. Gianna Youngblood 

Law Offices of Clinton M. Hodges 
Compton Superior Court 

Abraham Ca/iboso vs. Ellis Industries 

Law Offices of Coral, Chase, Parish & Arnett 

Los Angeles Superior Court 

Deanna Sprinkel vs. County of Los Angeles 

Thon, Beck & Vanni 

Los Angeles Superior Court 

Reyna Saavedra vs. Lillian Miller 

Law Offices of Tobin & Lucks LLP 
Workers Compensation Appeals Board 

Mark L. Gautreaux vs. The Boeing Co. 

Law Offices of McDermott & Clawson 
Workers Compensation Appeals Board 

Jane Doe vs. Nicholas K. Nolte. et al. 

Morris, Polich & Purdy, LLP 

Los Angeles Superior Court 

Maxie Jones vs. County of Los Angeles 

Manning & Marder, Kass Ellrod, Ramirez LLP 
Los Anqeles Superior Court 

Jane Doe vs. Nicholas K. Nolte 

Morris, Polich & Purdy, LLP 
Los Angeles Superior Court 

Jill Erin Brown vs. Abercrombie 

Carpenter & Zuckerman 

Los Angeles Superior Court 

Sheryl Rosenberg 
Case Number: 

Clinton Hodges 
Case Number: TC05706 

Marc Garber 
Case Number: TC018778 

Thomas Beck 
Case Number GC034916 

Frank Christine 
Case Number: LAO0793819 

Tina Washburn 
Case Number: AHM0108173 

Douglas Hoang 
Case Number: SC083616 

Timothy Kral 
Case Number: CV05-5163 

Douglas Hoang 
Case Number: SC083616 

John Capenter 
Case Number: SC084899 
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Plaintiff 

Plaintiff 
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Plaintiff 

Plaintiff 

Defense 

Defense 

Defense 

Defense 

Plaintiff 

Lisa Dunn vs. Mitzi Kapture 

Carpenter & Zuckerman 

Los Anqeles Superior Court 

David Jackson vs. Home Depot 

Sedgwick, Detert, Moran & Arnold 
Los Anqeles Superior Court 

Ramon Valdivia vs. Pac West Landscaping 

West, Seegmiller 

Riverside Superior Court 

Raymond Sosa vs. Carlos A. Serrano 

West, Seegmiller 

San Bernardino Superior Court - Rancho Cucamonga 

Barry v. Superior Ready Mix Concrete, et al. 

Beam, Brobeck, West, Borges & Rosa LLP 
Riverside Superior Court 

Wehrle vs. Wehrle 

Law Offices of Gary W. Kearney 
Los Angeles Superior Court 

Eric D. Anderson vs. Werner Corporation 

Blumberg Law Corporation 
Riverside Superior Court 

Billie J. Segar/ vs. Robert W. Bashford 

Bremer, Whyte, Brown & O'Meara, LLP 

San Bernardino Superior Court/Barstow 

Gerardo Orozco vs. Kiner/Goodsell, Inc 

Thon, Beck & Vanni 
Los Anqeles Superior Court 

John Carpenter 
Case Number LC072222 

Alison Hazan 
Case Number: VC039622 

James Johnson 
Case Number: INC056898 

James Johnson 
Case Number: RCV094112 

Byron Beam 
Case Number: RIC 429888 

Gary Kearney 
Case Number: GD033279 

John Blumberg 
Case Number: RIC432045 

Tyler Offenhauser 
Case Number: BCV08534 

Thomas Beck 
Case Number: BC338633 

Carla C. Piper vs. Howard C. Mills, H&P Trucking. et al 

Bremer, Whyte, Brown & O'Meara, LLP Nelson Cohen 

Clark County, Nevada, District Court 

Rhoades vs. City of Los Angeles 

Thon, Beck & Vanni 

Los Angeles Superior Court 

Caleb Lopez vs. Borrowdale 

Mashney Law Offices 

Orange County Superior Court 

Marcus Taylor vs. Klistoff & Sons Disposal 

Carpenter & Zuckerman 
Los Anqeles Superior Court 

Rebecca Co"ea vs. Target Corporarion 

Law Offices of Prindle, Decker & Amaro 
Los Angeles Superior Court 

Mariorie Wroten vs. Target Corporation 

Law Offices of Prindle, Decker & Amaro 

Los Angeles Superior Court 

Case Number: A480994 

Gregory Vanni 
Case Number: 

Christopher Turpin 

BC321139 

Case Number 04CC10607 

John Carpenter 
Case Number: BC 333232 

Derek Classen 
Case Number: 

Derek Classen 
Case Number: 

VC044631 

BC334198 

Naomi Quintero vs. Swift Transportation Co .• Inc., et al. 

Lewis, Brisbois. Bisgaard & Smith, LLP Jenifer Kienle 

Los Anqeles Superior Court 

Horace Gilchrist vs. PC Mall/Creative Computers 

Veatch, Carlson 

Workers Compensation Appeals Board 

Karen Forsey vs. Matthew Noah Graber 

Berenji & Mansouri 

Los Angeles Superior Court 

Case Number: 

Pete Almeida 
Case Number: 

Pedram Mansouri 

BC337456 

MON0332238, MON0332239 

Case Number: LC072602 
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Margarita Partida vs. Horest Schmidt 

West, Seegmiller James Johnson 

Riverside Superior Court Case Number INC053459 

Robby Beck vs. VN Steel Fabrication 

Law Offices of Thomas O'Hagan Paul Kwong 

Los Anqeles Superior Court Case Number: MC016566 

Atlantic Mutual Insurance Company vs. Billy Joe Martin, et al 

Susson, Parrett, Morisaki & Odell Steven Odell 
Ventura County Superior Court 

Deanna/Naomi Velez vs. Jody/Alan Peter 

West, Seegmiller 

San Diego Superior Court 

Stephen & Mierva Haffis vs. Danny Walton 

West, Seegmiller 
San Diego Superior Court 

Leonard Saldana 

West, Seegmiller 
Orange County Superior Court 

Paula Barthel vs. S.F.X. Entertainment 

Thomas F. Martin A Professional Law Corporation 
Judicate West - Santa Ana 

Case Number: 

James Johnson 
Case Number: 

James Johnson 
Case Number: 

H. Wayne Green 
Case Number: 

Thomas Martin 
Case Number: 

Robert D. Kiser vs. Sierra Ready Mix Limited Liability Company 

Brady, Vorwerck, Ryder & Caspino Tracey Heinhold 

CIV 235659 

GIC853848 

GIC855647 

AHM 0082652 

Clark County, Nevada, District Court Case Number: A509551 

Violeta Carters vs. Citywide Parking Management 

Jackson & Wallace, LLP 
Los Anqeles Superior Court 

Robert Gonzalez vs. Advance Truck Painting 

West, Seegmiller 
Los Angeles Superior Court 

Johnny Green vs. Thorpe Insulation Co. et al 

Jackson & Wallace, LLP 

Los Angeles Superior Court 

Sam Syouf/Rachid Masri vs. Roy L. Wimberly 

Mashney Law Offices 

San Bernardino Superior Court 

Kelly Waters vs. Benny Lee, M.D. 

Gelfand & Gelfand 

Alberto Salazar vs. Richard Baeza 

West. Seegmiller 
Los Angeles Superior Court 

John Flores vs. Ralphs, Food 4 Less 

Law Offices of Stuart E. Rissman 

Los Anqeles Superior Court 

Ozzie/ Huerta vs. Home Depot U.S.A. 

Sedgwick, Deter!, Moran & Arnold 
San Diego Superior Court 

Robert Bachtel vs. Hirschi Masonry 

Bremer, Whyte, Brown & O'Meara, LLP 
Clark County, Nevada, District Court 

Erin Palisano 
Case Number: 

H. Wayne Green 
Case Number: 

Erin Palisano 
Case Number: 

Evan Blair 
Case Number 

Gary Gelfand 
Case Number: 

James Johnson 
Case Number: 

Stuart Rissman 
Case Number: 

Alison Hazan 
Case Number: 

George Hand 
Case Number: 

Espra Andrus vs. Mark Fulgham, Standard Plumbing Supply 

Nelson, Chipman, Payne & Burt Michael Lichfield 
Case Number: 

VC045463 

VC045774 

VC045459 

scvss 125206 

KC047435 

BC 322 330 

GIC867966 

A515526 

040904243 
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2007 

Defense 

Defense 

Plaintiff 

Defense 

Plaintiff 

Plaintiff 

Luis Cabral vs. Star Reefers, Inc., et al. 
Dena Aghabeg Cogswell, Nakazawa & Chang, LLP 

Los Anqeles Superior Court Case Number NC 037861 

Green & Hall 

Green & Hall 

Victor Alvarez vs. Second Chance Body Armour 

Campbell vs. Second Chance Body Armour 

Kelly Walters v. Benny Lee 

Natalie Vu 
Case Number: 

Natalie Vu 
Case Number: 

Gelfand & Gelfand Raymond Feinberg 
Case Number: 05-215728 

Maheia Morrow-Jones vs. American Indian Health & Services 
Kamel & Maxwell John Maxwell 

Santa Barbara Superior Court 

Dale Roy Smith vs. City of Gardena 

Manning & Marder, Kass Ellrod, Ramirez LLP 

Torrance District Courthouse 

Velasquez vs. U.S.A. 

Law Office of James McCallion 

Dora Velasquez vs. Sears, Roebuck & Co .. et al 
Sedgwick, Detert, Moran & Arnold, LLP 

Case Number: 

Timothy Kral 
Case Number: 

James Mccallion 
Case Number: 

Sheryl Rosenberg 

1187367 

YC051150 

San Bernardino Superior Court • Rancho Cucamonga Case Number: RCV 090679 

Carge Johnson 

West, Seegmiller James Johnson 
Case Number: 

Hung Wing Ng vs. Acom Engineering Company, et al 

Law Offices of George Slotnick George Slotnick 
Workers Compensation Appeals Board Case Number: VNO373525 

John Flores vs. Food 4 Less 

Law Offices of Stuart E. Rissman Stuart Rissman 
Case Number: 

Lewis Young & Kathy Young vs. T. Anthony Michael, M.D. 
Baker, Manock & Jensen Donald Fishbach 

Case Number: 

Donald Fesler 

BC 332330 

Lewis Young vs. Carson Liu 

La Follette, Johnson, De Haas, Fesler.Silberberg & Ames 

Los Angeles Superior Court Case Number 8312975 

Blette/ vs. Home Depot 

Sedgwick, Detert, Moran & Arnold 
Los Anqeles Superior Court 

Jorge Segura vs. Jorge Nunez 

Law Offices of Peter Cabrera 
Riverside Superior Court 

Robert Anacker vs. Genii, Inc. 

Bragg, Serota & Kuluva 

Los Angeles Superior Court 

Alison Beanum 
Case Number: BC357336 

Chris Vader 
Case Number: RIC434168 

Christina Morovatio 
Case Number: VC045917 

Buddy Eloy Ramirez vs. Centinela Hospital Medical Center 
The Rager Law Firm Jeffrey Rager 

Case Number: 

Mendoza vs. Orthopedic Hospital 

Law Offices of Richard T. Lobl Richard Lobl 
Case Number: 

YC052637 
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Plaintiff 

Eric Anderson vs. Facey Medical Group 

Carpenter & Zuckerman Amy Lee 
Case Number 

Buddy Eloy Ramirez vs. Centinela Hospital Medical Center 

The Rager Law Firm Jeffrey Rager 
Los Anqeles Superior Court Case Number: 

William Anderson vs. Barney Trucking Inc. 

Nelson, Chipman, Payne & Burt 

Daniels vs. Brewster 

Hollins & Schechter 

Rhyne McKrae vs. Susan Gerhartt. et al 

Carpenter & Zuckerman 

Bruce Burt 
Case Number: 

Trent Evans 
Case Number: 

John Carpenter 

YC052637 

Los Anqeles Superior Court Case Number: BC 341649 

Janet Rostagnl vs. Venator Group 

Wai & Connor, LLP Steven Carbone 
Workers Compensation Appeals Board Case Number: AHM82725, AHM82682, AHM!: 

Juan Rodriquez vs. County of San Bernardino 

Manning & Marder, Kass Ellrod, Ramirez LLP Timothy Kral 
U.S. District Court/Central District of CAN'/estem Case Number: CV 06-01152 GPS (CWx) 

Jose Duran vs. Southern Califonia Edison 

Southern California Edison Patricia Cirucci 

Los Angeles Superior Court Case Number: YC051394 

Toni Rogue vs. Southern California Edison 

Southern California Edison Patricia Cirucci 

Los Angeles Superior Court Case Number: YC050548 

Johnny L. Green vs. David Christopher Cueto; Thrope Insulation Company 

Jackson & Wallace Erin Palisano 

Los Angeles Superior Court Case Number: 

Ja:ilyne Brianna Garcia vs. R.M.I. University Park Apartments 

Brady, Vorwerck, Ryder & Caspino Eric Larsen 
Los Angeles Superior Court Case Number: 

Clive Steggals-Davis vs. Gabriel Gamboa Alvarado 

Law Offices of Thomas O'Hagan Paul Kwong 
Los Angeles Superior Court Case Number 

Sidney Zerah vs. Irving Klein 

California Lawyers Group 
Los Anqeles Superior Court 

Alfredo Mercado vs. Sky Chers Inc. 

Manning & Marder, Kass Ellrod, Ramirez LLP 
Los Angeles Superior Court 

Michael Brown 
Case Number: 

Mark Cwern 
Case Number: 

Celso Garcia vs. Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation Authority 

Law Offices of Carpenter & Zuckerman Adam Silverstein 

VC045459 

A510589 

SC090555 

SC089943, SC090561 

BC 356599 

Los Angeles Superior Court Case Number: BC347772 

Grant vs. Professional Property Management 

Jackson & Wallace 
Los Anqeles Superior Court 

Lori Vieira 
Case Number: 

Richard Hodges; Walter Jederberg vs. BOSA Development; Martinez Steel 

Lewis, Brisbois, Bisgaard & Smith, LLP Jenifer Kienle 
Orange County Superior Court Case Number: 

Lopez vs. INCA Plastic Molding 

LC075008 

Von Mizener & Moore Martin Von Mizener 

Workers Compensation Appeals Board Case Number: AHM0050131 
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Nicole Bristol vs. Michael Stars 

Jackson & Wallace 

Los Anqeles Superior Court 

Ronald Jones vs. City of Alhambra 

Raymond G. Mori 
Workers Compensation Appeals Board 

Neiera vs. Beharie 

La Follette, Johnson, De Haas, Fessler & Ames 

Shaun Aubry vs. Mark Fields 

California Legal Team 

Stacey Lee Sikkila vs. Cohen 

Law Offices of Carpenter & Zuckerman 
Los Anqeles Superior Court 

Charter vs. Armor Transportation of California 

Forensic Group 
Los Angeles Superior Court 

Kyres vs. Gomez 
Gilbert, Kelly, Crowley & Jennett 
San Diego Superior Court 

Cinthya DeLira vs, Bristol Park. et al. 

Carroll, Kelly, Trotter, Franzen & McKenna 

Riley Ebel vs. Human Potential Foundation 

Jacobs & Associates 
Santa Barbara Superior Court 

Alfred R. Macias vs. Archdiocese of Los Angeles 

McCune & Harber 
Los Angeles Superior Court 

Juan Campos vs, JLS 

Thon, Beck & Vanni 

Los Angeles Superior Court 

Alfredo Mercado vs. Shy Chefs, Inc, 

Manning & Marder, Kass Ellrod, Ramirez LLP 

Los Angeles Superior Court 

Luis Gonzalez vs. SWH Corp. dba Mimi's Cafe 

Doumanian & Associates 

Nicole Naiera vs. Monterey Park Hospital 

La Follette, Johnson, De Haas, Fesler,Silberberg & Ames 

Los Angeles Superior Court - Pasadena 

Jason Yu 
Case Number 

Raymond Mori 

SC085993 

Case Number: ANA0369062, ANA0369061, A 

Sara Pak 
Case Number: 

Okorie Okorocha 
Case Number: 

Amy Lee 
Case Number: 

Jim Edwards 
Case Number: 

James Spaltro 
Case Number: 

Gabriel Irwin 
Case Number: 

Gary Jacobs 
Case Number: 

SC089555 

SC054071 

GIE029123 

1197735 

Mampre Pomakian 
Case Number: GC035748 

Kevin Callahan 
Case Number: BC 358642 

Mark Cwern 
Case Number 

Nancy Doumanian 

BC 356599 

Case Number: 06CC08270 

Sara Pak 
Case Number: GC037777 

Richard Hodges; Walter Jederberq vs. BOSA Development 

Lewis, Brisbois, Bisgaard & Smith, LLP Jenifer Kienle 
Orange County Superior Court Case Number: 06CC04888 

Lauretta Blackmon vs. North Tree Enterprises 

West, Seegmiller 
San Bernardino Superior Court 

Luz Camposeco vs. Carlos Beharie, MD 

Lafollette, Johnson, DeHaas, Fesler & Ames 
Los Angeles Superior Court 

Luz Camposeco vs. Carlos Baharie, M.D. 

La Follette, Johnson, De Haas, Fessler & Ames 

Los Angeles Superior Court 

James Johnson 
Case Number: VCWS 040839 

Christopher Wend 
Case Number: VC 048417 

Sara Pak 
Case Number: VC048417 
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Defense 

Tufio Espinoza Mera vs. Home Depot. USA 

Sedgwick, Detert, Moran & Arnold Sheryl Rosenberg 

Los Anqeles Superior Court Case Number VC 046288 

Defense 

Plaintiff 

Defense 

Defense 

Defense 

Defense 

Defense 

Defense 

Defense 

Defense 

Plaintiff 

Plaintiff 

Defense 

Plaintiff 

Defense 

2008 

Joanne Cardona et al. vs. Dft Doe 1, et al. 

Sedgwick, Detert, Moran & Arnold 
Los Anqeles Superior Court 

Diaz vs. Forecast et al. 

Berglund, Johnson & Sommer 

Eric Inge/son v. Ryan Scott Druckenmiller 

Carpenter & Zuckerman 

David Demos vs. Julio Landeros & Ryan's Express 

Brady, Vorwerck, Ryder & Caspino 
Clark County, Nevada, District Court 

Charles Colletta vs. J'S Maintenance 

McCune & Harber 
Los Angeles Superior Court 

Zahm vs. Johnson, et al. 

Ford, Walker, Haggerty & Behar 
Los Angeles Superior Court 

Vartan Akopian vs. Petros Artsrunian 

Veatch, Carlson 

Los Angeles Superior Court • Glendale 

Michael Long vs. Southern California Edison 

Southern California Edison 
Oranqe County Superior Court 

Charles Colletta vs. J'S Maintenance 

McCune & Harber 
Los Angeles Superior Court 

Alexandra Wilcox 
Case Number: 

David Berglund 
Case Number: 

John Carpenter 
Case Number: 

Eric Larsen 
Case Number: 

Maureen Grisanti 
Case Number: 

Jennifer Russell 
Case Number: 

Mark Rudy 
Case Number: 

Richard Arko 
Case Number: 

Maureen Grisanti 
Case Number: 

Guadalupe Cortez v. Southern California Gas Company, et al. 
Sempra Energy Celeste Easton 

BC308301 

A5145357 

VC046560 

G 7543985-100 

EC044754 

06CC10628 

VC046560 

Los Angeles Superior Court Case Number: VC 07556 

Pozos vs. Providence Saint Joseph Medical 

Law Offices of Richard T. Lobl 

Los Angeles Superior Court • Glendale 

Leila Hashemzadeh vs. YMCA 

McCune & Harber 
Los Anqeles Superior Court 

Martin Wong v. Goss International 

Thon, Beck & Vanni 

William Saavedra v. Maurice Franco 

Carpenter & Zuckerman 

Los Angeles Superior Court - Glendale 

Christina Fontanella vs. Service Air 

Graves & King 

Ike vs. McPherson, M.D. 

Thon, Beck & Vanni 
Los Angeles Superior Court 

Benavente vs. Q International Courier 

Bragg & Kuluva 

Los Angeles Superior Court 

Richard Lobl 
Case Number 

Stephen Harber 
Case Number: BC361348 

Kevin Callahan 
Case Number: 

John Carpenter 
Case Number: EC044297 

CalZidan 
Case Number: YC052814 

Daniel Powell 
Case Number: BC346227 

Sherry Grguric 
Case Number: YC054883 
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Defense 

Defense 

Defense 

Defense 

Plaintiff 

Plaintiff 

Plaintiff 

Defense 

Davis vs. Fountain Valley Regional Hospital 

Catkin & Collins 

Oranqe County Superior Court 

Fullman vs. Rehab Plus 

Horton, Barbaro & Reilly 
Oranqe County Superior Court 

Wendy Freeman vs. Saddle Ranch Chop House 

Murchison & Cumming Lawyers 

Ostos vs. Temme, et al. 

Barbaro & Valentine, LLP 

Los Angeles Superior Court 

Michael Packman vs. K-Mart 

Law Offices of Alan Aghabegian 

Melissa Orellana vs. Alvord USD; Pepsi Cola 

McCune & Harber 
Riverside Superior Court 

Larsen vs. Lemans Corporation 

Campbell, Volk & Lauter 
San Diego Superior Court 

Law Offices of William Newkirk 

Riverside Superior Court 

Cuevas vs. Pucci 

Brian Hill 
Case Number 

Frank Barbaro 
Case Number: 

Nanette Reed 
Case Number: 

Frank Barbaro 
Case Number: 

Alan Aghabegian 
Case Number: 

07CC04049 

775600 

LC027439 

EC043786 

Mampre Pomakian 
Case Number: RIC441289 

J. Douglas Caffarel 
Case Number: GIC881402 

William Newkirk 
Case Number: RIC457716 

Eli Figueras v. Western Corporation Federal Credit Union 
Richardson & Harman Paul Schimley 

Case Number: LASCKC050451 

Geehwan Kim vs. Young Joon Lee 

Murchison & Cumming Lawyers 

Lisa Schwartz vs. Marylin Giron 

Veatch, Carlson 

Los Angeles Superior Court 

Katherine Griffiths vs. TruGreen LandCare 

Hinshaw & Culbertson 

Lopez vs. Moss 

Baker, Manock & Jensen 
Santa Barbara Superior Court 

Suriit Singh vs. Circle K Stores 

Kegel, Tobin & Truce 

Workers Compensation Appeals Board 

Rhoades/Patterson vs. Adams et al. 

Ganong & Wyatt 

Kern County Superior Court/Metropolitan Division 

Carpenter & Zuckerman 

Southwest 

Yong Lima vs. Curtis Jones, Jr. 

Micahel Faust vs. CA Portland Cement Co. 

Horton & Debolt 
Los Angeles Superior Court 

Commerce vs. Jackson Limo Service 

Hosp, Gilbert, Bergsten & Phillips 

Los Angeles Superior Court 

Jacqueline Nguyen 
Case Number: 

Michael Brown 
Case Number: BC357045 

Peggy Kolkey 
Case Number 

Donald Fishbach 
Case Number: 

Karen Ahlstedt 
Case Number: 

Philip Ganong 
Case Number: 

Paul Zuckerman 

1247120 

AHM 0084910 

S-1500 CV 952195-AEW 

Case Number: YC055021 

Laura Horton 
Case Number: 

Joe Hough 
Case Number: 

BC321660 

YC054283 
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1041 S. Garfield Avenue • Suite 21 0 • Alhambra, California, 91801 • (626) 588-1590 • Fax (626) 588-1599 
Federal Tax Identification Number: 95-4787073 

CURRICULUM VITAE 

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE 

EDUCATION 

1973 to 1975 

1971 to 1973 

Vocational consultation and expert testimony in civil litigation including personal injury, medical 
malpractice, sexual harassment, employment discrimination, and worker's compensation for defense 
and plaintiff 

Professor responsible for teaching course work in rehabilitation counseling for undergraduate and 
graduate students 

Development and administration of vocational assessment programs in both the public and private 
sectors 

Evaluation, case management, and placement assistance for Veteran's with disabilities 

Vocational evaluation and assessment of industrially injured workers 

Delivery of vocational rehabilitation services to orthopedically, mentally, or developmentally disabled 
individuals 

Career guidance, counseling and assessment of displaced workers, veterans, or private individuals 

Vocational assessment and career guidance for GAIN and GROW participants 

Assessment and career guidance for individuals with learning disabilities 

Professional training and development of Rehabilitation Consultants, Vocational Evaluation Specialists, 
Insurance Industry Specialists, and Public Service Employees 

Consultation in vocational service delivery to spinal cord injured individuals 

Independent living services assessment and implementation 

Pre-vocational counseling of disabled individuals 

Substance abuse counseling 

San Diego State University 
Master of Science, Rehabilitation Counseling, May 30, 1975 

California State Polytechnic University, San Luis Obispo 
Bachelor of Arts, Political Science,June 9, 1973 



EMPLOYMENT 

1980 to Present Anfuso Vocational Services, Inc. 

2003 to 2005 

Owner and President 
Rehabilitation Consultant 

California State University, Los Angeles 
Charter College of Education, Division of Administration and Counseling 
Professor, Part-time - Rehabilitation Services 

1997 to 2002 

1976 to 1980 

1975 to 1976 

Forensis Group 
Senior Consultant 
Vocational Expert 

San Gabriel Valley Training Center 
Supervisor, Work Evaluation Unit 
Vocational Evaluation Specialist 

Department of Rehabilitation, State Of California 
Rehabilitation Counselor 

CERTIFICATION 

1984 to 2005 Vocational Evaluation and Work Adjustment Association Commission on Certification 
Vocational Evaluation Specialist - Certificate Number: 00843 

HONORS 

1995 National Association of Rehabilitation Professionals in the Private Sector 
Outstanding Individual Professional Member of the Year 

1995 Southern California Rehabilitation Exchange 
Rehabilitation Professional of the Year 

1992 Archie Brown Memorial Award 
Outstanding Service to the Rehabilitation Profession 

1986 Southern California Re ha bi I itation Association 
Rehabilitation Professional of the Year 

PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATIONS 

International Association of Rehabilitation Professionals 
National Rehabilitation Association 
Vocational Evaluation and Work Adjustment Association 
National Rehabilitation Counseling Association 
California Faculty Association 
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PROFESSIONAL SERVICES 

1996 

1994 

1992 

1991 

1986 

1985 

1984 

1981-1982 

1973 

Commissioner, Commission on Accreditation of Work Adjustment and Vocational Evaluation 
Specialists 

President of California Association of Rehabilitation Professionals 

Vocational Evaluation and Work Adjustment Association, California Chapter President 

Vocational Evaluation and Work Adjustment Association, California Chapter President Elect 

Southern California Rehabilitation Exchange, Second Vice-President 

Southern California Rehabilitation Exchange, First Vice-President 

Southern California Rehabilitation Exchange, Secretary 

Vocational Evaluators in the Private Sector, President 

National Social Science Honor Society, Pi Gamma Mu, Member 

PROFESSIONAL PRES ENT A TTONS 

Farmers Insurance Group, Carefree, Arizona 
Vocational Rehabilitation of Individuals with Surgical Backs and Expert Testimony 

Farmers Insurance Group, Palm Springs, California 
Vocational Rehabilitation of Individuals wdh Traumatic Brain Injuries and Expert Testimony 

City of Los Angeles 
Vocational Assessment Strategies for Gty of Los Angeles One Stops 

Department of Public Social Services, GAIN Region 3 
Effedive Relationships in the Workplace and with Participants 

Department of Public Social Services, GAIN Region 3 
Vocational and Career Assessment of GAIN Participants 

Department of Public Social Services, GAIN Region 3 
Learning Disability Evaluation for GAIN Partia'pants 

Community Rehabilitation Industries 
Effedive Relationships in the Workplace and with Participants 

Community Rehabilitation Industries 
Vocational and Career Assessment of GAIN and RITE Participants 

Orange County Applicants' Attorneys Association 
Work Evaluation Services and Vocational Rehabilitation 

Southern California Rehabilitation Exchange 
Vocational Expert Testimony and LeBoeuf 

Southern California Rehabilitation Exchange 
California Workers Compensation Legislative Update 
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Insurance Education Association 
Work Eva! uation Services and Vocational Rehabilitation of Industrial Injured Employees 

California Association of Rehabilitation Professionals 
California Workers Compensation Legislative Update 

Organization of Bilingual Rehabilitation Associates 
California Workers Compensation Legislative Update 

University of California, Irvine 
Work Evaluation Services and Vocational Rehabilitation oflndustrial Injured Employees 

San Diego State University 
1985 Commencement Speech: Relativity of Disability and Provision of Service 

California Applicants' Attorneys Association 
2002 Rating Seminar: Functional Capadty Evaluation in Determination of Disability Rating 
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Alessandro F. Anf uso 
Rehabilitation Consultant 
Anfuso Vocational Services, Inc. 
1041 S. Garfield Ave, Suite 210 
Alhambra, California 91801 
(626) 588-1590, Fax: (626) 588-1599 

Fee Schedule 

Alessandro F. Anfuso's professional service fees are as follows: 

Review of records, research, interviews, and report preparation 
Vocational testing or work evaluation 
Deposition Testimony 
Expert Testimony 

$300.00 
$350.00 
$400.00 

$2,000.00 

per hour 
per day 
per hour 
per½ day 
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2 LEON W. WEIDMAN 
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3 Chief, Civil Division 
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GWENDOLYN M. GAMBLE (State Bar No. 143267) 
4 Assistant United States Attorney 

Room 7516, Federal Building 
5 300 North Los Angeles Street 

Los Angeles, California 90012 
6 Email: gwen.gamble@usdoj.gov 

Telephone: (213) 894-6684 
7 Fax: (213) 894-7819 

Attorneys for Defendant 
8 United States of America 

9 

10 

11 

12 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

FOR THE CENTRAL DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA 

WESTERN DIVISION 

13 PHILLIP VINCENT, 

14 Plaintiff, 

15 v. 

16 UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 

Defendant. 

No. CV 08-3286 FMC (PJWx) 

NOTICE OF RECEIPT 

Honorable Florence-Marie Cooper 

17 

18 

19 

20 RECEIPT IS HEREBY ACKNOWLEDGED by plaintiff Phillip Vincent, by 

21 and through his undersigned attorney of record, of an electronic 

22 funds transfer in the total amount of Two Hundred Forty Two Thousand 

23 Five Hundred Dollars ( $242,500.00) in accordance with the parties' 

24 Stipulation for Compromise Settlement, filed on August 18, 

25 

26 

27 

28 

DATED: Sept.er.ber 17, 200 9 
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.1 

THOMAS P. O'BRI~N 
United States l\ttornoy 
LEON W. WEIDMAN 
Assistant United States Attorney 
Chief, Civil Division 

Filed 08/18/2009 Page 1 of 8 

'' l '"' . ' 'L C ...• - '-' ~ ' · · .... - ::. ., ,, , , ·; ') u J 2: 

GWENDOLYN M. GAMBLE (CA Bar No. 143267) 
4 Assistant United Stat0.s Attorney 

5 

6 

7 

Room 7516, Federal Building 
300 North Los Angeles Street 
Los Angeles, California 90012 
Email: gwen.gumble@usdoj.gov 
Telephone: (21.3) 894-6684 
Fax: . {213) 894-7819 

8 Attorneys for Defendant 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

UNITED STl\TES DISTRICT COURT 

FOR 'rHE CENTRAL DIS'l'IUCT OF CALIFORNIA 

WESTl'.:RN DIVISION 

PHILLIP VINCENT, 

Plaintiff, 

v. 

No. CV 08-3286 FMC (PJWx) 

STIPULATION FOR COMPROMISE 

SETTLEMENT 

.UN rn:D STATES OJ•' AMERICA, 

17 Defendant. 

18 

19 l'J.' IS HERE:BY S'fIPULl\TED AND AGRF.f',D, by and between plainti f.f and 

20 def0n<i.=:int United Stutes of Americi.l, Lhat the ubove-captioned act.i.on 

21 may be seLtled and compromised on the fol.lowing terms and cond.i.tions: 

22 1. Tho United States of America agrees to pay the sum of Two 

23 llundrcd E'ifty Thousand Dollars (.';,250, 000. 00), which sum shall be in 

24 full set tlemenL and sutisfaction of any <.1nd all claims, demands, 

25 rights, and causes of action of who.l:soever kind and nature, foreseen 

26 and unforeseen, ar-ising from the incident or circumstances giving 

27 r.Ls0 to this trn it, 1~hich plaint .i.J: f, his heirs, executon,, 

28 udmin:i.strators, and assigns, now h:ivc or may hereuftcr acqui.rc 
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2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

JO 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

agai:i!::it the United States of America, its agents, servants, and 

employees. 

2. Plaintiff, his heirs, executors, administrators and a5signs 

hereby execute a general release of the United States of America and 

agree to accept the settlement of Two Hundred Fifty Thousand Dollars 

($250,000.00) 1 in full settlement and satisfaction of any and all 

claims, demands, rights, and causes of action of whatsoever kJnd and 

nature, foreseen and unforeseen, arising from the incident or 

circumstances giving rise to this suit, which plaintiff, his hciro, 

executors, administrators, and assigns, now have or may hereafter 

acquire against the United States of America, its r.1gents, servants 

and employees on account of the same subject matter that gave rise 

to the above-captioned lawsuit, including, but not limited to, claims 

for wrongful death, personal injury, consti.tutional torts, lost 

earnings, lost income, or medical cxpcnsas. 

3. This St .ipulation t'or Compromise Settlement con st: ilutes il 

general release. As additional consideration for ttii~ Stipulation, 

plaintiff, his heir:;, executors, administrutors, and cJ.ssigns 

spec.i f.ica 11 y waives and releases any and a 11 kno1m and unknown 

rights, claims, causes of act.ion or demands which might otherwise be 

preserved or accrue under Section 154?. of th(:) California Civil Code. 

Plaintiff understands that Section 1542 of the Californiu Ci.vi] Code 

provides as follows: 

"l\ general release does not extend to claims which the creditor 

does not know or suspect to exi8t in his or her favor ut the 

Lime of executing the re.lease, which 1 if known by him or her 

mu.st have materiully affocLed hi.s or her ~cLLlem~nt with the 

debtor." 

2 
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Therefore and notwithstanding anything to the contrary herein, 

2 plaintiff, his heirs, executors, administrators, and ass:i.9ns 

3 explicitly release any and all claims against the United States of 

4 America, its agents, servants, and employees, which plaintiff does 

5 not know or suspect Lo exist in his favor at the time he executes 

6 this Stipulation for Compromise Settlement, which if known to 

7 plaintiff would have materially affected this settlement ,,1itr, the 

8 United States of America. 

9 4. Pla_intiff, h,i,s heirs, executors, administrators, and 

IO assigns further agree to reimburse, indemnify and hold harmless the 

II United States of America, its agents, servants, 2nd employees from 

12 any and all causes of ilCti.on, cL1ims, liens, right:_;, or :rnbrogi"lted 

13 or contribution interests incident to or resulting from this or 

14 further litigation or prosecution of claims by plaintiff or his 

15 heirs, executors, administrators or as~-;igns, and each of them, 

16 ugainst any third party or against the United Stc.1tes, ar.i.sing out of 

17 the incident or circumstances giving rise to this suit, including, 

18 but not limited to, any and all claims for wrongful death, personal 

19 injury, constitutional torts, lost earnings, lost incomo, or medical. 

20 expenses. 

2l Plaintiff, his helrs, executors, administrators, and 

22 a~signs, agree that they will be obligated to pay any and all liens 

23 from any And aJ l insurance companies, health care rrovidcrs, 

24 attorn<~ys, and any i.rnd all other persons or orqani zations who have 

25 or clillm to have subroqated assigned cl.aims arising ouL or or rcJatcd 

26 to the subject matter of this suit. 

27 6. This St.i.pulat.i.on for Compromise SetLlemonL shall nol 

28 constitute an adm.ission of liability or fault on the part of the 

3 
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2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

I I 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

l7 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

United States, its agents, servants, or employees, and is entcrr!d 

into by all parties herein for the purpose of compromising disputed 

claims and avoiding the expen5es and rL;ks of Litigation. 

7. It is also agreed, by and among the pcJr.tics, that the 

settlement amount of Two Hundred F'ifty Thousand Dollars ($2'.:iO, 000. 00) 

represents the entire amount of the compromise settlement, and that 

the respective parties will each bear their own costs, fees, und 

expenses, and that any attorney's fees owed by the plaintiff will be 

paid as set for.th below. 

8. It is also 

pursuant to Title 28, 

undc rstood, by ,.rnd among the I.J<l rti<..:s, tha l 

United States Code, Section ?.678, attorneys 

fees for. service!, r.cndcrcd in connection with this action shall not 

exceed ?.5 per centum of the amount of the compromise setLlcment. 

9. On June '1, 2009 a Notice of Judgme:it Lien for Rcsli.tution 

in favor o( the United St.ates was f ilcd :Ln lhc above-capt ioncd acL.i.on 

reg.:irdi.ng a money judgement entered aga.i nst Phil l i.p Vincent in Un.it0.d 

States v. Ph.i.l.l;ip Vincent. Case No. CR 99-6U. JFW .in the principal 

amount of fourteen 'l'housand five Hundred and F'.i.ve Doll<lrs 

($1~,505.00). The parties agree that the sum of Seven Thousand five 

Hundred llollars ($7,500.00) will be deducted from the total 

settlement amounL o( Two Hundred Fifty Thousand Dol lar,s ($250,000.00 J 

and wilJ. be applied to Phillip Vincent's crimini.ll. r.cst.i.t.\\r.ion debt 

in the manner set forth below. PlainU.f f, his coun5c.l., heirs, 

executors, administrators, and assigns he~eby disclaim any iritcrcst 

Jn the Seven 'I'housand F'i ve Hundred Dollars ( $ 7, 500. 00) to be app l i cd 

to his rest i tut.ion debt and will not 50ek 

Punrnant to the Notice of Judqmcnt L.i.cn 

repre~entativc of the judgment creditor 

4 

any r.ecovcr.y the~cfrom. 

'JI 8 (b), an a.uthori zed 

has consented Lo this 
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settlement. A copy of the consent is attached to this Stipulation 

2 for Compromise Settlement. 

3 10. The parties agree that payment of the total settlement 

4 amount of Two Hundred Fifty Thousand Dollars ($250,000.00) shall be 

5 made as follows: 

6 a. Payment in the amount of Two Hundred Forty 1'1-,10 Thousand 

7 Five Hundred Dollars ($242,500.00) will be made l:o plaintiff by an 

8 electronic fund::; transfer to the John Jahrmarkt TrusL Account. 

9 Plaintiff's attorney agrees to distribute the settlement proceeds to 

JO plaintiff. Plaintiff and his counsel agree that any attorneys' fees 

II owed by plaintiff must be paid out of the Two llunrtreri ~·arty Two 

12 Thousand Five Hundred Dollars ($24?., 500. 00) electronic funds Lransfcr 

13 and not in ad<l.i.ti.on thereto; and 

14 b. Payment in the amount of Seven Thousand F'ive 1-iundn~d 

15 Dollc1rs ($'/, SOO. 00) will be made .into the Registry of the Court, by 

16 a check made payable to the Clerk of the United States District Court 

17 for the Central District of California In Re: United States v. 

18 Phillip Vincent, Case No. CR 99-611 JFW, Lo be appli.cd by the Clerk 

19 to Phillip Vincent's crimirial restitution debt i.n United St.<}tes v. 

20 l'_hillip Vi.nccnL, Case No. CR 99-611 Jf'W. 'l'hc Par.t.i.c!J agree that 

21 c1fter said funds are deposited into the Registry of the Court, 

22 pursuant lo 18 U.S. C. §361.?. { i), the principal amount ot the criminal 

23 restitution debt shall be deemed satisfied by $7,500, thereby 

24 reducing the principal amount of the judgment from $14,505 to $7,005. 

25 The pc.1rties further agree that collecticm efforts 1,.ii.\:h ::.0.gar.d to Lhc 

26 cr:i.mirwl restitution debt may still be pursued by the judgment 

27 creditor but the balunce of tho. sctl:.l cmcn l proceeds arc, in the 

28 future and forcvGr, exempt from collect.Lon. L'laint.i.ff c1nd his 

5 
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counsel agree that any attorneys' fees owed by plaintiff will not be 

2 paid out of the funds to be deposited into the Registry of l.he Court. 

3 Plaintiff, his counsel, heirs, executors, administrators, c.1nd .1ssigns 

4 hereby disclaim any interest in the funds to be deposited into the 

5 Registry of the Court and will not seek any recovery therefrom. 

6 11. Any and all individual taxation consequences as a result 

7 of this Stipulalion are the sole and exclusive responsibility of the 

8 plaintiff. Defendant does not warrant any representation of any tax 

9 consequences of this Stipulation. Nothing contai.ned hcr0in shall 

IO constitute a waiver by plaintiffs of any right to chaJ.lengc any tax 

II consequences of this Stipulation. 

12 12. In consideration of the p~ymcnt of the total ~cttlement 

13 amount of Two !!undred rifty Thousand Dollars ($l50, 000. 00), as s0.t 

14 forth above, plaintiff ~grees that the above-captioned action may be 

15 dismissed with prejudi.ce. 

16 13. The parties agree that this Stipul~tion for Compromise 

17 Settlement, including all the terms and conditions of this compromise 

18 settlement and any additional agreements relating thercl:o, may be 

19 made public in their entirety, and plaintiff expressl.y consents to 

20 such release and disclosure pursuant: to ~ U.S. C. § 5!S2a (b) . 

21 14. It is contemplated that this StJpulation may be executed 

22 in several counterparts, with a separate signature page for each 

23 party. All such counterparts and signature pages, together, shall 

24 be deemed to be one document. 

25 15. This written agreement contains c1ll of the ngreements 

26 between the parties, and is intended to be and is the final and sole 

27 agreement between the parties. The parti~s agree that any othe~ 

28 prior or contemporilneous representations or understandings not 

6 
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l explicitly contained in this written agreement, whether written or 

2 oral, are of no further legal or equitable force or effect. Any 

3 subsequent modlfications to this agreement mm,t be in writ.ing, and 

4 must be signed and execuled by the parties. 

5 16. The undersigned represent that they have reviewed and 

6 understand this agreement, and that they are fully authorized to 

7 enter into the terms and conditions of this agreement and that they 

8 agree to be bound thereby. 

9 

10 DATED: August 7, 2009 

11 

12 

13 

14 Dl\'l'h:IJ: August 7, 2009 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 VA1'~~D: q{ ( i( 0··1 
20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

Jl\HRMARKT & l\SSOCIJ\1'~:S 

UA!IRMARKT 
ney for Plaintift 

TIIOM/\S P. O'ORIEN 
United States Attorn~y 
.LEON W. M~l DMAN 
Assistant United States Attorney ']f' Civilp;si:,e ____ ~ 
GWF'.NOOLYN M. Gl\M8LE 
Assistant United St~tes Atlorney 
Attorneys for Defendant 
UNITKD STATES OP AMERTCA 

7 
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CONSENT OF JUDGMENT CREDITOR 

Judgment Creditor United States of America hereby consents to 

the settlement of the above captioned action. 

Attorney 

Attorney 

BR TA. WHITTLE Y 
Assistant United States Attorney 
Attorneys for Judgment Creditor 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

8 
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I Larry Prescott, In Pro Per 
5856 E. Tercel Drive 
Tucson, AZ 85706 

. . ' 
JAN 2 4 C:]ULJ I 

(520) 207-0941 

i.Lli,\L DEPT 
l'l-JC)[!NI.\ CLC 

CLERK us DiSTHICT COURT I 
DISTRICT OF ARIZOl\!A 

BY ________ OEPLJTY 
----------- -

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

FOR THE DISTRICT OF ARIZONA 

1. LARRY PRESCOTT, a single man, 

Plaintiff, 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

CASE NO.: 

V. COMPLAINT 

2. UNITED ST A TES OF AMERICA 

Defendants. 
(Tort; Non-Motor Vehicle; Medical 
Malpractice) 

Plaintiff: in propria persona, states and alleges as follows: 

l. 

PARTIES 

1. Plaintiff, LARRY PRESCOTT, is a single man and and at all material 

t1mes was a resident of Pima County, Arizona. 

2. Defendant is the UNITED ST ATES OF AMERICA. 

JURISDICTION AND VENUE 

3. · Plaintiff, LARRY PRESCOTT was a citizen and resident of Pima County, 

Arizona at all pertinent times, and the cause of action on which this action 

1 
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24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

-
is based arose in that County. Venue is proper in the District of Arizona. 

Plaintiff brings this action pursuant to the civil rights laws of the United 

States, 42 U.S.C. §§ 1981, 1983, 1985, and 1988 and under the Federal 

Tort Claims Act, 28 USC §§2671 et seq. Plaintiff previously complied 

with the administrative process pursuant to the Federal Tort Claims Act by 

serving an SF 9~, which was subsequently denied, 

This Court has jurisdiction over the federal claims pursuant to 28 U.S.C. §§ 

1331, 1343(a), and § 1346(8). Thus, this Court has jurisdiction of this 

matter. 

FACTUAL BACKGROUND 

In January 2005, Plaintiff, LARRY PRESCOTT, was jailed as an inmate at 

the Federal Correctional Institution (FCI) in Tucson; at the time of his 

initial incarceration it was noted that Plaintiff had chronic hypertension and 

required medication in order to control that hypertension; Mr. Prescott was 

initially prescribed anti-hypertensive medications for a period of 

approximately thirty days by the FCI medical staff; Mr. Prescott's 

prescription was never renewed by the medical staff of the FCI. 

That on December 10, 2005, Plaintiff, while still an inmate at the FCI in 

Tucson, was evalualed at the Emergency Department of University Medical 

Center in Tucson, for a hypertensive emergency; that Plaintiff was 

discharged several hours later and returned to the FCI; that on December 

11, 2005, Plaintiff suffered a right lacuna stroke and rerurned to UMC 

2 
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8. 

9. 

where he remained until December 18, 2005. 

CLAIMS FOR RELIEF 

Count One 

Civil Right Violations, 42 U.S.C. § 1983 

Plaintiff reasserts and realleges each and every paragraph, I through 7, 

above, as though fully asserted herein. 

Defendant is a state actor for purposes of 42 U.S.C. § 1983. Defendant is 

responsible as the final policymaker for the Federal Correctional Institute 

with the respect to policies of Federal Correctional Institute. 

10. As persons responsible for providing and ensuring the welfare of and 

medical care to Plaintiff PRESCOTT while incarcerated at the Federal 

Correctional Institute, DEFENDA.i'lT UNITED ST A TES OF AMERICA 

owed a non•delcgable duty of care to Plaintiff, PRESCOTT because 

Plaintiff, PRESCOTT, was an incarcerated inmate within the custody of the 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA. 

11. Defendant, UNITED STATES OF AMER1CA, is responsible for the acts 

or omissions of its agents or employees under the doctrine of respondeat 

superior. 

12. Defendant knew or should have known that Plaintiff, PRESCOTT, was not 

receiving his required medication and put at great risk as a result. 

However, despite its knowledge of Plaintiff, PRESCOTT'S, condition, 

Defendant breached its duty of care to Plaintiff, PRESCOTT, by failing to 

3 
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provide reasonable and necessary medical care and treatment within the 

standard of care. Defendant's failure to provide medical care within the 

standard of care to Plaintiff, PRESCOTT, despite their knowledge 

regarding his condition and his requests for help, constituted deliberate 

indifference to Plaintiff's, chronic, urgent and life-threatening medical 

needs. 

13. Plaintiff LARRY PRESCOTT'S severe injuries and significant damages 

were the direct and proximate result of unconstitutio~al policies, or 

customs of Defendant, UNJTED STATES OF AMERICA, including but 

nol limited to the improper medical care provided to inmate Plaintiff 

LARRY PRESCOTT, and the failure to train medical staff regarding the 

medical care of inmates with chronic conditions. 

14. As a di rcct and pro xi mate rcsu It of Dcfcndan t' s breach of their duty of care 

to Plaintiff, LARRY PRESCOTT, as described herein, Plaintiff sustained 

severe and substantial injuries including but not limited to stroke. 

15. That the actions of the Defendant were malicious, oppressive, intentional 

and willful and wanton; that the Defendant consciously pursued a course of 

conduct knowing that it created a substantial risk of significant harm to 

others; that the acts and/or omissions of Defendant were committed with an 

evil mind such that the Plaintiff is entitled to an award of punitive damages. 

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff prays for judgment as follows: 

A. For other general damages, including but not limited to pain and suffering, 

4 
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B. 

C. 

D. 

E. 

F. 

G. 

H. 

loss of enjoyment of life; 

For special damages, including but not limited to medical expenses; 

For lost wages, income, and other economic losses; 

For taxable costs and pre- and post-judgment interest to the extent 

permitted by law; 

For exemplary damages to the extent permitted by law; 

For attorney's fees and costs pursuant to 42 U.S.C. § 1983; 

For punitive damages; and 

Such other relief as the Court deems just and proper. 

Count Two 

Negligence 

16. Plaintiffs reassert and reallege each and every paragraph, I through 15, 

above, as though fully asserted herein. 

17. Defendants owed a duty of care to Plaintiff, PRESCOTT, because Plaintiff 

was an incarcerated inmate within the custody of the UNJTED ST ATES 

OF AMERICA. 

18. Defendants knew or should have known that Plaintiff, PRESCOTT, was 

having serious difficulty with controlling his blood pressure and needed 

medication to control his blood pressure. However, despite their 

knowledge of Plaintiff, PRESCOTT'S, condition, Defendants breached 

their duty of care to Plaintiff, PRESCOTT, by failing to provide reasonable 

and necessary medical care and treatment within the standard of care. 

5 
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Defendants' failure to provide medical care within the standard of care to 

Plaintiff PRESCOTT, despite his requests for help, constituted deliberate 

indifference to Plaintiff PRESCOTT'S, urgent and life-threatening 

medical needs. 

19. Defendant UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, was responsible for the acts 

or omissions of its agents or employees under the doctrine of respondeat 

superior. 

20. As a direct and proximate result of Defendants' breach of their duty of care 

to Plaintiff, PRESCOTT, sustained severe and substantial injuries 

including but not limited to stroke, 

WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs pray for judgment as follows: 

A, For other general damages, including but not limited to pain and suffering, 

loss of enjoyment of life, in an amount that is yet to be ascertained; 

B. 

C. 

D. 

C. 

For special damages, including hul not limited to medical expenses, in an 

amount that is yet to be ascertained; 

For lost wages, income, and other economic losses, in an amount that is yet 

to be ascertained; 

For taxable costs and pre- and post-judgment interest to the extent 

pennitted by law, in an amount that is yet to be ascertained; 

Such other relief as the Court deems just and proper. 

Jury Demand 

Plaintiff, Pursuant to Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 38(b), respectfully request a 

6 



1 trial by jury on all issues triable to ajwy. 
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41 
DATED thi{)t/ Day of January, 2008 
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Lany Prescott, In Pro Per 
5856 E. Tc~~el Drive 
Tucson, AZ 857306 
(520) 207-0941 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

District of Arizona 

LARRY PRESCOTT 
Case No.: CV-08-61-TUC-CRP 

Plaintiff, 

SUMMONS IN A CIVIL CASE 
V. 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

Defendants 

TO: United Slates of America 

YOU ARE IIEREBY SUMMONED and required to serve on PLAINTIFF'S ATTORNEY, James R. 
Studwell, Healy & Studwell Law Firm, P.C., P.O. Box 57520, Tucson, Arizona 85732, (520) 790-1400 an 
answer to the comp Ii am which is served on you with this summons, within ___fil_ days after service of this 
summons on you, exclusive of the day of service. If you fail Lo do so, judgmenl by def au h will be taken against 
you for the relief demanded in the complaint. Any answer that you serve on the pa4rties to this action must be 
filed with the Clerk of this Court within a reasonable period of time after service. 

DATE 

AO 440 (Rev. 8/011) Swnmons in a Civil Action 

Case 4:08-cv-00061-CRP Document Z Filed 05/20/2008 Page 1 of 2 



• -
Rl,.'TURN OF SERVICE 

DATE 

Service of Summons and Complaint was llllldc by me 

NAME OF SERVER (PRlNr) TlTLE 

Qied ooe bog heJow to iQdica1c aooropriute method of mw 
• Served personally upo11 Ute defonrlanL Place where SC£ved: 

• Lcll copies thereof at tbc def eodant' s dwelling house or u~ual place of abode with a persoo of suitahle age IUld 
Discretion then residing Utcrein. 

Name of pe~on with whom the SUIDIR)DS and complaint were left: 

• Returned unexccuted: 

·- --

• Other (specify): 

STATEMEN'f OF SERVICE FEES 

TRAVEL SERVICE-B lUrAL 

DECLARATION OI<' SEil VER 

I Declare Under Penalty of Perjury Under lbe l..aWli onbe United Slates of Amecica that lhe foregoing information 
cootaincd in lhc Retum of Service nod Stll.lcmcol of Service Fees is true and correcL 

Executed on _______ _ 

Oatc Sig,uJture ofSer11er 

Addre,1'.r of Server 

Case 4:08-cv-00061-CRP Document 8 Filed 05/20/2008 Page 2 of 2 
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Case 4:08-cv-00061-RCC Document 58 Filed 06/11/12 Page 1 of 1 

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

FOR THE DISTRICT OF ARIZONA 

9 Larry Prescott, ) No. CV 08-061-TUC-RCC 
) 

l O Plaintiff, ) ORDER 
) 

11 vs. ) 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

United States of America, 

Defendant. 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) __________ ) 

Upon stipulation (Doc. 57) and good cause appearing, 

IT IS ORDERED dismissing this action with prejudice, each party to bear its own 

19 costs, expenses, and fees. 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

DATED this 8th day of June, 2012. 

Raner C. Collins 
United States District Judge 



Larry Prescott, 

Plaintiff, 
- v. - -

United States of America., 

Defendant. 

CV-08-061-TUC-RCC 

STIPULATION FOR 
COMPROMISE SETTLEMENT 

AND RELEASE 
OF FEDERAL TORT CLAIMS 
ACT CLAIMS PURSUANT TO 

28 u.s.c. § 2677 

It is hereby stipulated in the above-captioned matter, by and bet\veen the undersigned 

Plaintiff, Larry Prescott and Defendant United States of America. by and .through their 

respective attorneys, as follows: 

l. The parties do hereby agree to settle and compromise each and every claim of any 

kind, whether known or unknO\vn, arising directly or indirectly from the acts or omissions 

that gave rise to the above-captioned action under the tenns and conditions set forth in this 

Settlement Agreement. 

2. The United States of America agrees to pay the sum of $82,500.00 which sum shall 

be in full settlement and satisfaction of any and all claims. demands, rights, and causes of 

action of whatsoever kind and nature, arising from, and by reason of any and all known and 

unknown. foreseen and unforeseen bodily and personal injuries, damage to property and the 

consequences thereof, resulting, and to result, from the subject matter of this settlement, 

including any claims for wrongful death, for which Plaintiff or his guardians, heirs, 

executors, adm\n\strntors, or assigns, and each of them, now have or may hereafter acquire 

against the United States of America, its agents, servants, and employees. 

Page\ of 5 



-
3. Plaintiff and his guardians, heirs, executors, administrators or assigns hereby agree 

to accept the sum set forth in th is Stipulation for Compromise Sett lcment in tu 11 sett lcmcn t 

and satisf'action of any an<l all claims, demands, rights, and causes of action of wlrntsocver 

kind and nature, including claims for wrongful death, arising from, and by reason of any and 

all known and unknown, foreseen and unforeseen bodily and personal injuries, damage to 

property and the consequences thereof which they may have or hereafter acquire against the 

United States of America, its agents, servants and employees on account of the same subject 

matter that gave rise to the above-captioned action. including any future claim or lawsuit of 

any kind or type whatsoever. whether known or unknown, and whether for comprnsatory or 

exemplary damages. Plaintiff and his guardians, heirs, executors, administrators or assigns 

ft111her agrees to reimburse, indemnify and hold harmless the United Slates of America, its 

agents, servants. and employees from and against any and all such causes or action, claims, 

liens. rights, or suhrogatcd or contribution interests incident to or resulting li·om further 

Ii ligation or the prosccut ion of claims by PI a inti ff or his guardians, hd rs, executors, 

administrators or assigns against any third party or against the United Stat1.;s. including claims 

for wrongful death. 

4. This stipulation for compromise settlement is not. is in no way intended to be. and 

should not be construed as, an admission of liability or fault on the part or the United States. 

its agents, servants, or employees, and it is specifically denied that they arc liable to the 

Plaintill This sctllcmcnt is entered into by all parties for the purpose or compromising 

disputed claims under the l~cderal Tort Cluims Act and avoiding Lhc expenses and risks of 

Page 2 of 5 



f urthcr litigation. 

5. It is also agreed, by and among the parties, that the respective parties will each bear 

their own costs, fees, and expenses and that any attorney's fees owed by lhe Plaintiff will be 

paid out of the settlement amount and not in addition thereto. 

6. It is also understood by and among the parties that pursuant to Title 28, United States 

Code, Section 26 7 8, altorney's fees for services rendered in connection with th is action sha 11 

not exceed 25 per ccntum of the amount of the compromise settlement. 

7. The Pia inti ff stipulates and agrees that he is legally responsible for any and all I iens 

or claims for payment or rcimburscmcnl. Plaintiff and his attorneys stipulate and agree that 

the Plaintiff, by and through his attorneys, will satisfy or resolve any and all liens for 

payment or reimbursement asserted by any individual or entity before distributing to Plaintiff 

any portion of the amount paid pursuant to paragraph 2, above. The Plaintiff and his 

attorneys further agree that Plaintiff's attorneys shall, within ten ( I 0) days of paying or 

resolving each such lien or claim for payment or reimbursement, provide to the United States 

evidence that such lkn or claim has been satisfied or resolved and that the lienholdcr or 

claimant has waived and re leased its I icn or c I aim. The evidence required hy the terms of th is 

paragraph may be satisfied by a letter from Plaintiffs attorneys representing to counsel for 

the United States lhal each such I icn or claim has been satis tied or resolved and that each 

such licnholder or claimant has waived and released its lien or claim. 

8. The persons signing this Settlement Agreement wanant and represent that they 

possess fu 11 authority to bind the persons on whose bchal f they arc signing to the terms of the 
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-
settlement. 

9. Payment of the settlement amount will be made by government wire transfer as per 

the following: 

A. Name of Bank: 
B. Street Address of Bank: 
C. City, State, and Zip Code of Bank: 
D. Routing Number: 
E. Name of Account: 
F. Account Number: 

Plaintiffs attorneys agree to distribute the settlement proceeds to the Plaintiff, and to 

obtain a dismissal of the above-captioned action with prejudice, with each party bearing its 

own fees, costs, and expenses. 

10. The parties agree that this Stipulation for Compromise Settlement and Release, 

including all the terms and conditions of this compromise settlement and any additional 

agreements relating thereto, may be made public in their entirety, and the plaintiff expressly 

consents to such release and disclosure purswmt to 5 U.S.C. § 552a(b). 

11. It is contemplated that this Settlement Agreement may be executed in several 

counterparts, with a separate signature page for each party. All such counterparts and 

signature pages, together, shall be deemed to be one such document. 

12. This Settlement Agreement (consisting of five numbered pages and twelve numbered 

paragraphs) contains the entire agreement between the parties hereto, and Plaintiff 

acknowledges and agrees that no promise or representation not contained in this agreement 

has been made to him, and he acknowledges and represents that this Settlement Agreement 

contains the entire understanding between the parties, and contains all terms and conditions 
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pertaining to the compromise and settlement of the disputes referenced herein. No statement, 

remark, agreement, or understanding, oral or written, that is not contained herein shall be 

recognized or enforced, nor does this Settlement Agreement reflect any agreed-upon purpose 

other than the desire of the parties to reach a full and final conclusion of the litigation and 

to resolve the lawsuit without the time and expense of further litigation. 

Executed this ~day of April, 2012. 

ANN BIRMINGI-IAM SCHEEL 
Acting United States Attorney 
District of Arizona 

~~~ 
Assistant U.S. Attorney 
Attorney for Defendant'United States of America 

Executed this~ of April, 2012. 

-(~\ 
Executed this ~O day of April, 2012. 

Plaintiff O / ~ J 
Social Security No.J b s-1 t -1 !O t 
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8 
UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

WESTERN DISTRTCT OF W ASHTNGTON AT SEATTLE 

9 TA WEESIN JAIME NGERNTONGDEE, as 
Personal Representative of the Estate of No. ------

10 ROXANNA BROWN, Deceased, 

11 Plaintiff, 
COMPLAINT FOR DAMAGES UNDER 
THE FEDERAL TORT CLAIMS ACT 

12 V. 

13 THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 

14 Defendant. 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

Plaintiff Tawccsin Jaime Ngcrntongdee, as personal representative of the Estate of 

ROXANNA BRO\1/N, deceased, claims as follows: 

I. PARTIES 

1.1 

1.1.1 Plaintiff Ta wee sin Jaime Ngemtongdee is the Personal Representative of 

the Estate of Roxanna Rrown. Ms. Brown's estate is being probated in the King County, 

Washington Superior Cout1 under No. 08-4-04105-9 SEA. Mr. Ngerntongdee is a resident of 

Bangkok, Thailand. He is a citizen of Thailand and the United States. He is the only child of 

Roxanna M. Brown, deceased, who also was a citizen of both Thailand and the United States. 

Al the time of Ms. Brown's death, Mr. Ngerntongdee was living with Ms, Brown in Bangkok 

COMPLAINT - I 
;\lACOOXALD HOAGUE & BA YU:SS 

705 Second Avcn11e, Suite 1500 
Sea Ille, Washington 98 l 04 

Tel 206.622.1604 Fax 206.343.3961 
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and was dependent on her for financial support. Ms. Brown was 62 years old was an 

internationally known and respected authOiity on Asian art, with no criminal record whatsoever. 

1.2 Defendant. 

1.2.1 Defendant United States of America owns the Federal Detention Center 

("FDC") in SeaTac, Washington. The FDC is a federal facility operated by the Bureau of 

Prisons ("BOP"), an agency within the United States Dcpmtmcnt of Justice. The FDC and the 

United States BOP arc health care providers as that term is defined in RCW 7.70 et seq. These 

agencies are responsible for the delivery of health care to inmates confined therein, and they 

employ health care providers to fulfill this duty. Decedent, Roxanna Brown, was confined as a 

pre-trial detainee at the FDC from May 9, 2008 until her death on May 14, 2008. During this 

same time period, Ms. Brown was in the care and custody of agents of the United States 

Depaitment oflnterior, the United States Marshals' Service, and the United States Department of 

Treasury, who had control over her and a duty to exercise care with respect to her health and 

safety. 

II. JURISDICTION AND VENUE 

2.1 The jurisdiction of this Comt is invoked pursuant to 28 U.S.C. §§ 1331, 1346 and 

1402. 

2.2 Plaintiff has fi I ed tort c 1 aims with the J3 OP, as wel 1 as with the Department of 

Interior, the United States Marshals' Service, and the Deprutment ofTrcasmy. The last of these 

tort claims was filed on August 6, 2008. Plaintiff has waited the requisite six-month period for 

these agencies to respond, and herewith deems the non-response a final denial of the claims 

under 28 U.S.C. § 2675(a). Having thereby exhausted administrative remedies under 28 U.S.C. 

COMPLAINT - 2 
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§ 2401 (b ), the jurisdiction of this Court is i nvokcd pursuant to 2 8 U. S, C. § 13 46 where the 

United States is now the prnper party. 

2.3 Venue is appropriate in the Western District of Washington because a substantial 

part of the events complained of occuned in this District, Ms. Brown's estate is being probated 

in this District, and some of the Defendants reside in this District. See 28 U.S.C. §§ 1391(6) and 

1402(6). 

III. FACTS 

3.1 On the evening of May 9, 2008, Roxanna Brown was arrested by agents of the 

United States. 

3.2 From May 9, 2008 to May 14, 2008, Ms. Brown was in the exclusive custody of 

the United States and its agents. Most of this time she was held at the FDC in SeaTac, 

Washington. She was not allowed to secure release from custody tlu·ough bail, and was not 

allowed to contact anyone by telephone except her court-appointed federal attorney. 

3.3 By Monday, May 12, Ms. Brown had severe gastrointestinal symptoms, was 

vomiting and such in great pain that she was unable to go before a Magistrate Judge. Federal 

employees were responsible for Ms. Brown's detention and care on this day and the days 

preceding. At 9:14 p.m., Ms. Brnwn was seen by BOP Physician's Assistant ("PN') Manuell 

Lacist. According to the medical record, which was spare and incomplete and should have 

included more historical information, Ms. Rrown complained that as of that morning she had 

"nausea" and "vomiting" of "clear to yellowish fluids." Ms. Brown also complained that she had 

had "loose clear stool since [that] morning," and "she went to the bathroom 8-10 times." 
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3.4 On Tuesday, May 13, Ms. Brown's condition worsened. Ms. Brown was able to 

go to comi that morning, accompanied by agents from the U.S. Marshal's Office, but she was 

obviously very ill. However, federal employees again failed or refused to take her to a hospital. 

3.5 After her return on May 13, it was apparent that Ms. Brm.vn was seriously ill and 

unable to walk or care for herself. Other inmates pointed this out to FDC co1Tcctions officers. 

Ms. Brown had been vomiting, and her vomit smelled like excrement. The other inmates had to 

carry her to a shower so she could clean herself. 

3.6 Sometime before 7:58 p.m., Officer Priscilla Vaughan called the fDC clinic. 

According to Officer Vaughn, she repoiicd that Ms. Brown ''was throwing up," ''was not feeling 

well," and "requesting medical to sec her." The call was taken by Med Tech Rocelli Flores. 

According to Officer Vaughn, Med Tech Flores said that PA T,acist "had already left" and that 

she, Med Tech Flores, could not dispense medicine without authorization. Med Tech Flores took 

no further action in response to that call. 

3.7 At 8:20 p.m., Officer Vaughan observed Ms. Brown was inside her cell and 

appeared to be sleeping. She again called to Med Tech Flores who, according to Officer Vaughn, 

"cautioned" Officer Vaughan to "let her sleep" and stated that she would notify PA Lacist (who 

she said was "on call"). 

3.8 Sometime between 8:20 p.m. and 9:30 p.m., BOP records indicate Med Tech 

Flores spoke with PA Lacist, who told Med Tech Flores that she could give Ms. Brown an 

antacid (pink bismuth). Neither Med Tech Flores nor PA Lacist examined Ms. Brown. 

3.9 After lockdown at I 0:00 p.m.i other inmates heard Ms. Brown call for help from 

her cell. Some of them were so frightened and concerned they began praying for her. \.Vhen 

another c01rections officer finally responded to Ms. Brown's cries, the officer told her to get up 
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off the cell floor and would not or could not open the cell door to examine or assist her. 

Although Ms. Bmwn was in agony and dying, the officer said she would have to wail for sick 

call in the morning to receive medical attention. 

3.10 On May 14, at 2:07 a.m., the City of SeaTac Fire Depaiiment received a call from 

the .FDC and dispatched EMT personnel who arrived at the detention center at 2: 10 a.m. 

3.11 Upon arrival, the SeaTac EMT officers discovered Ms. Brown "comatose

pulseless not breathing.'' According to an EMT officer's post-mmtem repmt, Ms. Brown "was 

found supine in cell. Feces on the floor was mostly mopped .... CPR not initiated prior to 

an-ival." The EMT officers tried to resuscitate Ms. Brown, but ceased at 2:28 a.m. 

3.12 Throughout Ms. Brown's detention, agents of the United States had control over 

her movements, communications and access to health care. These agents had a duty to exercise 

reasonable care in fulfilling that duty, but failed to do so. These failures were a proximate cause 

of Ms. Brnwn's unnecessary and purposeless suffering and death. 

3.13 The clinic staff at FDC, including MedTech Flores and PA Lacist, the United 

States, the ROP, and the FDC all acted as health care providers to Ms. Brown during the contacts 

with her described above. In those contacts, these health care providers failed to exercise the 

degree of care, skiU, and learning expected of reasonably prudent health care prnviders at that 

ti me in the profession or class to which he or she belongs, in the state of Washington, acting in 

the same or similar circumstances. 

3 .14 As a proximate result of the actions and inactions by these health care providers 

and other persons employed by Defendant United States, Ms. Brown suffered tmiurous and 

prolonged physical pain, loss of life, loss ofliberty, fear and emotional distress, loss of the ability 

to enjoy life, and damage to reputation. Ms. Brown and her Estate lost earnings and earning 
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potential and incurred burial, legal and other expenses and obligations. Mr. Ngerntongdee 

suffered a loss of his mother's care, love, support and services. 

3.15 Plaintiff has obtained, pursuant to RCW 7.70.150, a Ce11ificate of Merit by Dr. 

Joseph L. Heller that there is a reasonable probability that Defendant1s conduct did not follow the 

accepted standard of care required to he exercised by the Defendant. Dr. Heller's Certificate of 

Merit is attached as Exhibit A and incorporated herein by reference. 

3.16 Plaintiff has filed tort claims with the responsible agencies and given them notice 

of this claim to the extent required by both state and federal law. 

IV, CLAIMS FOR RELIEF 

4.1 The above described acts and omissions by nonHmedical agents of the United 

States and its agencies constitute common law negligence. 

4.2 The above described acts and omissions by health care providers who are agents 

or agencies of the United States constitute violations ofthc standard of care, including the degree 

of care, skiII, and learning expected of reasonably prudent health care providers in the state of 

Washington in 2008, acting in the same or similar circumstances as those described above; and 

therefore render the United States liable for injmy and death resulting from health care under 

RCW 7.70 et seq. 

V. RELTEF REQUESTED 

WHEREFORE, the plaintiff requests relief as follows: 

Compensatory damages; 5.1 

5.2 

5.3 

Costs, including reasonable attorneys' fees, to the extent permitted by law. 

Such other relief as may be just and equilable. 
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DATED this ( p ~ of February, 2009. 
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MacDONALD HOAGUE & BAYLESS 

By~tli "oiliyKFord, WSBA # 5986 
David Whedbee, WSBA #35977 

Attorneys for Plaintiff 
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:o ihis previous 12.v.'swt: 

... .1tiff _Ewin Oscar Martinez. 

/ 
Defendants UNited States of .America. Leroy Minnis, Warden Willv. Captain Branch, etc. 

b. Court Northern District of Atlanta. Georgia. 

c. Docket or case D11II1ber ;: r S -<. \I - 2 2;.J i - 0 !J £ 
d. Name of judge to whom case was 2.Ssigned _c_-_.,./_<.._/~-~f1~c/c_c:,_-__ E_'l,_1C'c_;_+_15_' ____________ _ 

e. Disposition (For e:r..3..iD.Dle: W.2.5 Ihe case disrill.S~? li so, what was the basis for dismissal? Was it 
. ' ' . 

:appealed? Is it still perrling?) / I .: ";I -7'11 5, .J. d ~ n, _JJ..._......_ _______ 1. ___________________ _ 

f. Issues raised: /(,{;/ .:,t:U, o<U,-<-°Y') -S_:~\ ;).,",j A-6)l1;;e , -~'.A r:z~,,.u pv0 ,' s h~.U\ t 

o __ ::, - J t: : nr:i..-g. Approximate. date of filing lawsuit: _____ """'_v.J ____________________ _ 

h. _ltppm:.tim:rte fu.te of dispos:tia~ _l..:..(,_-___ Z.:...· .... .J_-~z_,.,,c_a_{ ___________________ _ 

B. E:x:HA USTION OF ADMrNISTR4.. TIVE REI\1EDIE3 

I. ls there a grievaru:.e procedure available at~ institution where the events relating to your cummt complaint 
o:::curred? l]l Yes D No 

2. Have you filed a grievan::e co~erni.ng the fact refa.ting to your curreat complain!.? []I Yes D No 

If your answer is oo, explain why oot __________________________ _ 

3. ls the grievan::e procedure completed? GSi Yes D No 

if yo:.ii Emwer is DO, explain ·;:..'by oot ---------------------------

- Pleas:: atllli::.h wpi::s of pap:n rda!.er.l Lo 1.Le gli~VaDCe proi::.::dure. 

C .. !t'RlSDlCTION 

This comphiri.t <l!l::ges that ibe civil right, of pllinilif __ l_;w_in_M_c_·n_·_t 1._· n_.::_··:_z _____________ _ 
(p:-\!:1! plain:.iffs mun:) 

w:=ra:: violated by the ;,ctions of rbe defen:iam(s) nam::d be1ow. which actions were dir::::te~ ag;,_i.nst DlaL-1tiff at 

United States Penitentiary Victorville. 

c.,VIL RJGHTS COMJ•LA.L",T 
C\' -6S (11"11) 



l_} 

on (date or dates) 01/22/2007. 
(LJ.ilm I) {CJ:mi U) 

• 
() 

(CIJ.llll ill) 

NOTE: You need not name more !ban one def:;nfuni or aliege more than one claim. If you are naming more iliTI 
five (5) defrndznrs, ma.b a copy of this p~ge to provide the infonnatio11 for additional defendants. 

L Dcfc-.))[13.j]j: Dr. Santini. reside:; o:::- works 2..t 
( IU..I I nam! 01 n.--s:. a ~1 ~ixiani} 

Dr. Santini was moved from thi Institution to another, and I have not iaEa 
(full .icidres5 oifust &fc.ndant) 

where he is r~ht now. 
(oe:~TJ!lan!'s !)(IS1t1on a.ode, tr any) 

Th:: defondanl is sued rn b.is/ber (Chet.k Oili= o, bo~): I:?! individual IXl official c.apaciry. (both) . 

Explain how this defendant was acting uruie:::- color of law: 

Dr. Santini prescribed me a wrone medicine about which I was aller2ic. fanorin£ 1,;hat 

he did, I took that medicine for various days and the allergic reaction almos killEd me 

,., Dt:-fend.ailt UNited States of America. resides or work:£ l!.i: 
(nuJ r~: 01 n;;. d:1 :oom.t) 

'IT1e United States of America is liable because Dr. Santini is a Federal em-
(full .u:\.dr.;s.s oi first &kndam) 

ployee and his wrong doing occurred when he was working as .official of the 
{defendant'• pow..1on and title, rl' aJJY) 

United States of America. 
Toe jefendan1 is sued in his/her (Check ore or.both): D individual D offic:ia.1 capac:iry. 

8:plai.n bow this defend.mt was acting under colo: of law: 

{i-uli add.~~~ of fi.-st defon.ia.-it) 

Tre je f eodam is rued in his(ner ( Coe-: k OT.r- or botil): • in.:iividual O official capacity, 

crvn.. P.lGET3 CO!,IH.I\L,.,,, 
CV-66 fi 197) 



.1 De;"c>-i:rla:n! _ _,....,..,..------,--~--------------------- n,sides or wod:..:; at diiU nam~ o~ ill'St ~,m;iaru) 

(fuU addr~ of first ikfolld:;_;:n) 

todemLnn posmon .and ode, t1' ?.Jy) 

The defendant is sued in his/her (Ch-""l'.. one or both): D individual D offici.2] capaciq. 

Explain how this defendant was acting llllder color of law: 

5. Defondant _____________________________ re.sides or works ai. 

(full =~ of firn d:feadant) 

( ful I adriress of fu5t d.deodant) 

likl:om.nn p[l5Juoll arid oik. u 21,yJ 

Toe: defendanl: is sued in his./ber (Check o~ or both): 0 individual D offi.:-izl c2.p2ci["/. 

Explain bow this defe!ldant was acting under color of law: 

c.1YTI. }'.JGHTS C:Ol,fPLU/','T 



~-·· .---~~--~-~-· -_ 

D. CLU1\1S* 
CLU}Vf I 

Tn:: following civil righ1m.s be.en violated: 

I i!rrived to this Institution of Jan.8, ?007. I \·l-"'S without high-blood-pressure medicine 

for many days until Jan. ?1 1 2007 when Dr. Santini prescribed me such medicine. Suddenly 

mine eye lids and li PS became s >·,o llen . and the same happened with my genitals . I had pair 

in my face and pain in my genitals. On Monday morning I saw a P.A. (phisycian assistant) 

I she told me that I was intoxicatedi and when she reviewed my medical file she found out 

that Dr. Santini prescribed me a wrong medicine. I complained him about it, and he simply 

said, 111 had not time to review your file! 11 and oprder me to step out of his face. He 

almost killed me and when he saw me, instead to apologies, he insulted me. He wrongly 

prescribed me ''lisinopril 11 which had been declared All..ERGIC TO ME, and such information 

is everywhere in my medical file. His failure to see it first just before to prescribe 

any medicine made me sick and almost killed me. I pray for justice. 

Su;:,por-Jng Facts: Include all facts you co::s;de, irJportint. State the facts dearly, i.n your own words, and without 

citing legal autboriry or arg,.40.ent. Be cert.a.in you d::scribe, in sepa..,nely .oLD..Dbera:d pa...-agraph.5, exacily \.vb.at each 

DErEND.A.1'rr (by name) did to violate yoU! righL 

~r-· ~1~.~.,..,- ·~ --- .. l r. -~ ... z..-.;~&· .... ,~ .... ~l...p .. ,,p ,.,._,,J_.,.:.;,.~·,.,. __ ....,; c'f"'•·-(.s) 0.,.. . ,...,f'J,,.,1-'.,. r""Tt-f_.,.,,,.-.1-.~d :.,,.("">~ .- .... ,...,~0-r •-t'{""it ..... ... 1--r~.., r·t•hf',-J..J L ,._1 .... 1-l 1Tl1J~ C, ... ,1 ..... n G-•- L.- 1,.,,1,.,.,,,j w~'r::!.,,, jv- ,I. 1._.. ~---· ••VII.- •-t-Uf, 4 ~ er:.,..,. .1 T-· -· ... _..... .... JJ. ___ OJ _,.,. 1_&..,·~t 11-~ ....... -lc, ., .. ,..._., .. _ 

o:t:!i,;e. 

OVIL RIGHTS CO,,ll'LUiff 
CV-65(i/97J 



-- --- ----- () 

E. REQVEST FOR RELIEF 

I belie-.1e t!Ja.t I zm enci.tbd to the follo,-.rin.g specific relief: 

To receive $150,000.oo in compensation for damage and the risk to die be.cause the negli-

gent behavior of an United States employee. If this court decides do not to resolve 

this co~vlaint h,: itself (tbat mean, to order to the £overnment to p.T, my compensatio':) 

then , I res pee t fu 11 y request trial by jury . 

(Date) 

CT,'1L RIGHTS COM..l'LA.1.KT 
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446755-Rl l1Jl.RT!NEZ, Ewin 60.1.37-004 
USP Victorville 

This is in response to your Ad.mir.istrative Remedy Appeal of the 
~ard~n's decisio~ dated April 9, 2007, in which you state you 
sought some type of punishment for medical staff because of 
negligence for withholding your high blood pressure medication 
for ~ore than 15 days. You state you submitted several 
"cop-outs" warning about 'y'our high_ blood pressure, that you were 
prescribed a medication to which you are allergic. You state you 
took the medication for a whole weekend and your eyelids and lips 
become swollen. You state you asked medical staff how it was 
possible to prescribe a medication you are allergic to, and you 
claim they did not have time to see your file. For remedy, you 
are requesting that medical staff .agree, in writing, to pay you 
$10,000, for pain and suffering, and in return you will drop the 
civil suit against the United States and medical-staff. 

Your appeal has been investigated. A review of your medical 
records and interviews with medical staff reveal upon your 
arrival at FCC Victorville on January 8, 2007, you were taking 
Fosinopril for your high blood pressure. On January 19, 2007, 
Lhe pharmacy filled your prescription with Lisinopril, which is 
comparable to rosinopril. There was no documentation in your 
medical record that you reported to Health Services to complain 
of swelling of your eyss a~d lips because of the medication you 
ingested. 

On January 24, 2007, based on your complaint, the Clinical 
Director discontinued the Lisinopril and started you on 
Hydrochlorothiazide, since the medication Fosinopril is a non 
form~iary medication, which requ1res~pproval from Central 
Office. Up0n eoproval from Central Office on January 29, 2007, 
che st:c1if [Jiiy0.1...:.:l&,, 0rcie.::-e::: ~c:::i:-.·.Jpril, which w,.15 d.i:-:pel"'.·,•~d t<, 
you on February 1, 2007. 

Your request tor monetary compensation ($10. 000) cannot b':i 

addressed under the .n..~mini strati ve R0medy Program. Program 
Sr:c:tement 1330.l:3, Admir1istr-ative Ren.edv Pro'Jram, naragraph c, 
!"'.oles thac there are statutorily-rr:andated procedure::; in f.;lac-2 for 
fili:-!g an administrative tort claim. Program S1320.06, Federal 
Tort Claims Act, outli~~~ che proced11re t0 filA ~n aJministratj_ve 
' .•. ii.: (.".l.~d.I:,. t:,_;-·,_, ,,\-.: ... ,~,-, t.L-:-:- •_ip;-.;;•::,n:-i:: 1.:c. f:1-:-·m\ t,~1 :ub!:11\rinq ,•!l 

'Inmate R~q~est to Staff' through your Unit Te~m. 

We found no evid~nce to support your claim that medical slriff 
negligently prescribed you medication to which you are allergic. 
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This response is provided for informational purposes only. If 
you are dissatisfied with this response, you may appeal to the 
Office of the General Counsel, Bureau of Prisons, 320 First 
Street, NW, Washington, D.C. 20534. Your appeal must be received 
in the General Counsel's office within 30 calendar days of the 
date of t·his response. 

Date Robert Director 

--. 



'} 

Administr~tive Remedy No. 446755-Al 
Part B - Responea 

You allege medical staff did not review your medical file when 
you were prescribed the medication lisinopril, which you reported 
having an allergy to during intake screening. 

Relevant port ions of your medit:ar record ··have been rev-iewed which 
reveal you arrived at USP Victcirvilli on Januiry 8, 2007, with a 
history of high blood pressure, which was being treated with 
fosinopril and hydrochlorothiazide. An allergy to the 
medication, lisinoprll, is noted on the intake screening form. 
However, fosinopril is not on the Bureau's National Formulary and 
Clinical Director discontinued the fosinopril and started 
lisinopril. Lisinopril was discontinued on January 24, 2007. On 
January JD, 2007, you received a prescription for Fosinopril 20 
mg twice daily after non-fonnulary approval had been obtained 
from Centi;al Office. 'fher~ j,s,.ri.o .documentation in the medical record t"o support . the ciaim 'th~'::- you experienced severe symptoms 
of swelling of your eyelids, lips and tongue. 

The Administrative Remedy Program does not provide for monetary 
relief. Your request for monetary compensation should be pursued 
through the appropriate statutorily mandated procedure to resolve 
this issue. 

This response is .provided tor informatfonar·purposes only. 
• I "t , I ,,1 ·1 ",. i•~ .: • 1 ~ ,._ i~. l.l, dl

0 

I , 

i~~~7, 
Date Watts, Adrninist:!P-Yrl 

Inmate Appeals r;, 

E)(HlBIT 1 
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Peli~nt !dent ific~tion (Thi~ form ..v,y b,, r~pl ir.~ti,d vie~) 

MARTINEZ, #60137-004 
EWIN OSCAR 

DOR: 60137-004 
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• • AUTHOR1ZED FDA LOCAL Rf;PAOOUCTION 
. . 

MEDICAL RECORD CHRONOLOGICAL RECORD OF MEDICAL CARE 

S
o 

HOSPITAL OR MEDICAL FACtJTY 

Sf'ONSOR'S NAME 

/ 
/ 

I 

SSNnD NO. 

I I 
I 

/ 
/ , 

fl.ELAllONSI-IIP TO SPONSOR 

PATIENT'S 10ENTIFICATION: ,l(f'°oi'tytHtd o, wrirf•n .,.,ria.,r,lw: N,,,,,,.. ls•f, fi,-r, ~; ID ND or SSN; St1x: REGISTER NO. 
· o.,. o, Blrrn: RMik.!Gtwt•, 1 • 

WARD NO. 

~ARTIN[Z 
C 01'1 I tl 

60137-004 

··---:'°; l • _:it:•: , i ~, •::r·'U8P CS~\Ur.-'!'.""l'll 
PO 1..,_·1 • 

fl::"'..,~UMG:.:·. ·1 ;, 7771/J 

DO O 09/02/ 53 . -
FCC 8£AUHOHT ._ USP 

CHRONOLOGICAL RECORD OF MEDICAL CARI:: 
Medical Record 

STANDARD FORM 600 !REV. 8•97) 
l'rMC!tb9c1 h GSAACMR 
FIRMA 141 CFR) 201·&.202-1 -



P.O. !30~: 5500. hl__r.:.l~'.'.:,~..1 __ 0._r12.3Jt.__ : 
, n·1•~- of t-::.1pu\1·;.11;;.;·1 I ~ 1J1,n: OF lllkTi-i ~, -,-M-,._;;._i_T ,.-. 1-~--1 .. ---,,-1.,;-~~~; ,.__11·,-1-r--. ,-\ ..i..,.,,-,-=-r-111--:,-,:::.,-:-;_ --:~--=,.;-;-c::-, ;:-,,:-,,..--:-., T, l'l,.ii. ,.-J. ,,1 · ,,, ,,_;,.;, , 

I '·.~n •":":,1·~:Y. ~ ~--~-.. ~p.,;.i ~ ~:.-~-c~--:~ -1 \~":S.J I ~; ~Dg ;.~ J 1ht Ii ,c;·,;, "/~ ' _ 70:17 ----=-_i___lj_;_QQ_._atlj . . 
~-. ~•:- (~i-i.~iu. i31uH.· :,: a~w,ii un· .i.ncn;·:-1 ,~,~.·J. uud ~j.-:.:~,n.:i.-lan;.r:.s an~1:ii:~r; ,;;~ da:rn,--:.gt:. ,~;mT m· lrl"till: :.:..•~·n:lJ· .. ·;.-i,'; p~r.,n.i.~ ,"'iJ1"i lJrtlf,";·: ... 1, Jti!·,uvi~ :11. 

;.•i:rrc ~{ f.l'!'~u:·:•,• n::-:: on:' lk: ,o.·ut~Jic- rl.cr:oJJ (!JJ·c. nr.fdi1l0:ial /)(Jf!C..S i/' u:;rJ.;.:u;r-,.·_~· 

I em an jrniate suffering ot Hlgh-Blood-I'rcs5ure. Doc.t0r ;1ar1lh1;., iiosvital-~iire~rn=-: ':lP

~!.igc~·~r..~ t,J p~t~s~•~j•~:~; ~ ;.._ W1.·(~~£ medi,:.ir~~ .9.t"'JUt ~lr~icr. ! -:-lD,V(: ·n~~~-i"'= f.~c.·:;;":""".=.~ J!l"! Cf~(::r·. ~:s~r~ 
~y Medical -Re.:.or<ls) . As cunseq~e.nce Of Such neg,liRen L ac U.0r1 l was su[[ er in!? of in flam- I 
m3 tion or in;· c~y~b or: and i:i ps 1 ·neadeach .9..""ld probl Ews tt: :::!.2-cp bc:::.c:us.:. sujd-=r,ly I f;O':.. sol 
me.thing like aBtrma when J never suffered of sstmIB in my who1e life. 1l1ere :i.s nol doubq 
th~t fir-. S~ntini put my life in serious :-isk to die by pc,isonirig ni<=! w:i.Lh a wcong medici, 
r,e that clea-tly w&s <.lescribed in my medicai-history as /\LLERGIC, but he prescribed me : 
such medicine without to reyJew my file. It is a seriQilS_ __ neg] j geot hphavi c,r. _ ------1 

I 9 __________ ____ l'HOPL~·,::'!,.!:_l_~M!_,-~_E. _ _ ______ _: 
·NiMFANI) Al)f)l(F.SS OF f"IWNl-'.11 IF m·1,11'11 TH,t,,N r:1 ... 1M ... ">IT(N,. ... ~," •• , ... ~,. ~")', .'/1"1~. """7.•.nC~-.. 7· 
ARffFLY rn,SCRl!iE THE PROPERTY. NATURE ANIJ lcXTENT OF OAMAGE AND THI:: LOCATION WHERE PROPl:oRTY MAY HE INSl'ECTED (S,; 
,ru,ro.r:~,n!!.!.'!~ _r.,~.-4!!~ ~1•1.~l . . .. _ _ ·-· .. _ ... _ _ __ _ .. . _ _ _ _ - -

!O rl,R/.ONAl, fNJllRYIWRONGFIJI. ilFATII 
STATF. NATURE AND EXTENT OF EACH !NJUl(YOI\ CAUSE OF O1::ATH, WHJCH f-ORMS THE BASIS Of nJE CJ.AIM II· OTHlilinlAN CLAJMANT,STATI: 
NAMF. OF IN.IUIU!D PERSON OR DliCEIJENT 

Headeach, asthma, inflammation of eyelids and lips, difficult to sleep; poisoned with 1 

risk to die. 

11 WITNt:SSt.S 
--••--------N-AM_E _________ .:.:..:.:.:,.;==:....----A-,D .. D .. RE!i=,~--s~(}{~-,,,-=1,-•1---,,,-.H-,,-d.,---n-."'=s~rr,-,r-. u-,-lli'"'"z=-w-r.;""'•,-w"=-r'":"1------~I 

1-:--:--=------------------,..,.,,.==-:!--e:-"!:':""-,,.~---------------·---------------, I? ~t ms1n,cm,m 11n ,-.v~rul AMOIIITT Of CLAIM{m dcll,rsJ 
l-'-12:-•"""-"'r"::R-',o""'p"'"£R..:::.;Tc:.;Y:.:.l;;_).;;.A..;.M.:.,;A;.0,;;.,F...;;. _._ ___ ,--l_lb ___ r __ r.k __ •. _SON_.:.,;A""L"'-rN:'-:'::IUR:-::'--:-:y:'-'-=;.;,aa"""""'i-'""12""c"". W.._FI._O_N_G __ F:--:-U-::,L-,D::cl'=-,A--T=:H-:------,---1,-11-, --ro=--r~ ... -1.---(I'---~,, .. ~- '" ,_,,,. .... 

$ «1w• fa~JttilHr~ of.,m"' "/!hfl } I 150,000.oo 
1~-----·-----···-·---L...-----------L...--------------L-$_1_50~"-•_000----,-,"_, 0--=-=---0---=----''· 
1

1 CER TII;'\' HI AT TUE AMOUNT Of CLo\lM COVERS O~GES AND INJVRJt:S CAUSE[) I!\' TUE ACCl.111::NT Alt0\' E AND AGnt:t: TO 
ACCIWI" SAID AMOUNT IN f,"IJLLSATl.~FACTION AND Yl'N.AI. rrLE;MENTOFTUIS CLAIM . 
I lo SIGNATURE Of CUJMANT (.H, '"'"""""'" on ,~1Tt "dt.) l lb l'l>otl• nu,nber of 1,gnatoty I~ DA TE OF CLA 1 M -. ' '\ 

Pre,·lou, ~JIU<1 n~ nM •••hi• 

CRIMINAi. PE,..-ALTY l'OR Pll.ESKNTING JfkAUIJUI.J::1'T / 
-Ci..n ~ ~'~ Vi,;, ~,in.h..ii ~ ~ ;',... ...._-:;i::, Sl 1';,. ·; ~; .. ;i.~1,·;·~ 

!mj,mnnmenl for no1 mnn 1han r, vc ycor, end •h•II he ,,,t,j~c, In ~ f'"" of 1>01 le,sl 
llw, $1,000 nnd no1 more 11\an $ I 0.000, plm J 11mcJ the nnwunl nf dam~~•I 
sunaim:d tht Uniled S101c1 r /8 U.S.C.A 1111. 

STANDARD FORM 'J~ {n,,•. 7-85) 
rRF.SCRIREIJ l!Y 01".l'T. OJI JUSTICE 
18 <.:fin J~.2 
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EXHIBIT No. 3 
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1-'ll/-,J N i= IL :fu. Gs1~~--=m~<-~, --=;<j,__,.,JJ=-----=='--------.-___,___ ___ _ 

r .......... t'. '... 6-e ~~~.::J....J~=--.:;.-,::::......J'-=----i,'j,;;:,e.-.,;~ 

~OSl'IT /It on Ml IC Al f/\CltlTV O[PAA .ISFJNICE 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
CENTRAL DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA 

EWIN MARTINEZ, aka 
EDWIN OSCAR MARTINEZ, 

Plaintiff, 

vs. 

) 

) 
) 
) 

) 
) 
) 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,) 
) 

Defendant. ) ______________ ) 

CASE NUMBER 
EDCV 09-0375-SVW(RC) 

ORDER DIRECTING SERVICE OF 
PROCESS BY THE UNITED STATES 
MARSHAL 

An affidavit having been presented in compliance with the 
provisions of 28 U.S.C. § 1915, and an order having been filed 
permitting commencement of suit without full prepayment of filing 
fees; 

IT IS ORDERED that the United States Marshal is authorized 
to proceed with service of process upon the following defendants 
only, without prepayment of costs, until further order of Court: 

United States of America, a governmental entity; and 

Dr. FNU Santini, an employee of the Bureau of Prisons, 
solely in his individual capacity; 

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the United States Marshal shall mail a 
copy of the Summons and Amended Complaint by registered or 
certified mail to each of the following: (1) the United States 
Attorney for the Central District of California, or his or her 
authorized agent, addressed to the civil process clerk at the 
Office of the United States Attorney, Civil Division, Room 7516, 
Federal Building, 300 North Los Angeles Street, Los Angeles, 
California 90012; and (2) the Attorney General of the United 
States in Washington D.C. 

DATED: June 16, 2009 

'· 

case090\09·03?~.8 
6/!6/09 

L.$.LROSALYN M. CHAPMAN ___ _ 
ROSALYN M. CHAPMAN 

UNITED STATES MAGISTRATE JUDGE 

ORDER DIRECTING SERVICE OF PROCESS 
BY THE UNITED STATES MARSHAL 
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_;NITBD STATES • =STRICT COJRT 

CE~T?AL DISTR:CT CF CALl?CRNlA 

~WIN OSCAR MARTINEZ, Case No. EDCV 09-0375-SVW(RC) 

?la.::s.Liff, 

1Jl vs. ORDER ADC?T:KG REPORT AND 
R~CCM~ENDATION CF UNITED STATES 

14 UNITED STAT~S CF A._'.ERICA, DR. 
GEORG~ SANTINI, eL. a:., 

.:.-J' 

Defer.danls. 
1.t:· 

17 

18 2ursuar.t to 28 U.S.C. Sectioc1 636, Lhe Court has reviewed Lhe 

:9 amended comp:ai~t ar.d olher papers a:or.g with Lhe aLtached ?eport 

20 1 ar.d Reccmmenciatioc1 of Un:._teci States Mag:._stratc J1.:cdge 

21 Rosalyn M. Chap~a~, and has made a de r.ovo cietcr~ir.a~ion. 

72 

2Ji 

24 

75 

=TIS O?DERED thaL: 

(2l defer.dant George Sa~tini's moLior. to dismiss 1S GRA~TED, 

76! ar.d a:: clai~s against defenda~t Sar.tir.i are dismissed; 

27 !3) defer.dant U~iled States' molior. to dismiss 1S GRANTED, IN 

28 ?ART, a~ci a:l cla:._ms are dis~issed against dcfer.dar.t ur.iLed SLates 
L-. 
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excep= p:ain=~=='s third cause o= action ~or negligence under =he 

2 Federal ~or= Cla~ms Ac=, and defenda~L Un~ted Sta=es stall =ile ac 

3 answer =o plaintiff's ~eglige~ce c::_a~m wittic =tir=y (30) cays o= 

4 =~e date o~ this Order; and 

s (4) p:ain=i~f's reaues= =or punitive aamages is stricken. 

6 

7 I~ IS FU?~HER O?DEREJ =hat the c:erk stall serve copies of 

8 =his Order acd the ~aq~strate JGdqe's ?eport and Recomr:,e~dat~on by 

DATEQ: 

12 
STEPEEN V. WILSON 

13 •N=TEJ S~A~ES DIS~RIC~ JUDGE 

15 

161 
-, --, 
-'- I 

::_s 

::_g 

2:J 

22 

23 

?4 

26 

27 

23 ii 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
CENTRAL DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA 

CIVIL MINUTES--GENERAL 

Case No. EDCV 09-0375-SVW(RC) Date: November 30, 2009 

Title: Ewin Martinez, aka Ewin Oscar Martinez v. 
United States of America 

DOCKET ENTRY 

HON. ROSALYN M. CHAPMAN, UNITED STATES MAGISTRATE JUDGE 

Jake Yerke 
Deputy Clerk 

ATTORNEYS PRESENT FOR PLAINTIFF: 
None Present 

None 
Court Reporter 

ATTORNEYS PRESENT FOR DEFENDANT: 
None Present 

PROCEEDINGS: (IN CHAMBERS) ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE WHY THIS ACTION 
SHOULD NOT BE DISMISSED FOR PLAINTIFF'S FAILURE TO 
DILIGENTLY PROSECUTE 

Effective February 23, 2009, plaintiff Ewin Martinez, a 
federal prisoner proceeding prose and in forma pauperis, filed a 
complaint under Bivens v. Six Unknown Named Agents of Fed. Bureau 
of Narcotics, 403 U.S. 388, 91 S. Ct. 1999, 29 L. Ed. 2d 619 
(1971), and on March 6, 2009, this Court initially ordered the 
United States Marshal to serve the summons and initial complaint 
and to file a Notice of Submission and USM-285s, showing all 
documents submitted to the Marshal, within thirty (30) days. At 
plaintiff's request, the Court extended this deadline to June 15, 
2009. However, instead of filing these documents, on June 15, 
2009, plaintiff voluntarily filed an amended complaint, and on 
June 16, 2009, this Court amended its Order to require the United 
States Marshal to serve defendants with the amended complaint and 
summons. The plaintiff never filed the Notice of Submission and 
USM-285s this Court ordered him to file. 

On November 17, 2009, this Court ordered plaintiff to 
immediately file the Notice of Submission and USM-285 forms 
showing che documents he submitted to the United States Marshal. 
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Plaintiff still has not filed these documents. Plaintiff is 
advised that he has not complied with this Court's Order and has 
not filed the Notice of Submission and USM-285s showing documents 
he submitted to the United States Marshal to effect service of 
process on defendants, and defendants complain they have not been 
pro~erly served due to plaintiff's failure to submit the correct 
number of documents to the United States Marshal. 

The plaintiff is ordered to show cause why this action 
should not be dismissed for his failure to submit the necessary 
documents to the United States Marshal to properly effect service 
of process on defendants, and failure to diligently prosecute by, 
among other things, failing to file the documents this Court 
ordered. See Federal Rules Civil Procedure 4l(b), Local Rule 41, 
and Link v. Wabash Railroad Co., 370 U.S. 626, 629-30 (1962), 
reh'g denied, 371 U.S. 873 (1962). 

If plaintiff objects to such dismissal, he shall file and 
serve written objections to the dismissal with a memorandum of 
points and authorities within ten (10) days of the date of this 
Order. If there are no objections to the proposed dismissal, 
plaintiff shall so inform the Clerk in writing. 

Service List: 

Ewin Martinez, 
aka Ewin Oscar Martinez 
#60:!.37-004 
FCI Allenwood 
P.O. Box 2000 
White Deer, PA 17887-2000 

CdSe0')0\0~·0)7S,JO 

ll/)0/0') Initials of Deputy Clerk JY 

2 
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• 
Geoffrey D. Wilson 
Assis/ant U,iiled Sta/es Arrorney 
(2/3) 894-2420 
(213) 894-7819 (FAX) 

VIA U.S. MAIL 
Ewin Oscar Martinez 
#60137-004 
FCI Allenwoo<l 
P.O. Box 2000 
White Deer PA. 17 887 ~2000 

U. S. Department of J usticc 

United Stutes Attorney 
Central District of California 

Federal Bu ildi11g. Suite 7) I 6 
JOO Nor/Ii Lru Angeles Street 
f,os Angeles. California 9001 :! 

September 24, 2009 

Re; Ewin Oscar Martinez v. Uniled States, er al., 
Case No. ED CV 09-0375 SVW RC 

Dear Mr. Mat1inez: 

This letter is to infonn you that on Monday, September 28, 2009, Federal Defendants will 
file an ex parte application to extend their time to answer, move, or otherwise respond to your 
complaint, requesting a new date of December 3, 2009. This extension of time is necessary for 
FeJeral Defendants to properly respond to your complaint. 

Please contact me if you will oppose this ex parre application to extend Federal 
Defrndunts time to answer, move, or otherwise respond to your complaint. 

Thank you for your coopera1ion in this mailer. 

Ver,y truly yours, 

George S. Cardona 
Acting United States Attorney 

Isl 

GEOFFREY D. WILSON 
Assistant United States Attorney 

-
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
CENTRAL DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA 

CIVIL MINUTES--GENERAL 

Case No. EDCV 09-0375-SVW(RC) Date: December 1, 2009 

Title: Ewin Martinez, aka Ewin Oscar Martinez v. 
United States of America 

~=~=====~=:====~=====================:=~~====~~~============~==== 
DOCKET ENTRY 

=============~==~=~=~===-~====~==============~=~=~-----------==== 
HON. ROSALYN M. CHAPMAN, UNITED STATES MAGISTRATE JUDGE 

Jake Yerke 
Deputy Clerk 

ATTORNEYS PRESENT FOR PLAINTIFF; 
No!"le Present 

PROCEEDINGS: ( IN CHAMBERS) 

None 
Court Report:er 

ATTORNEYS PRESENT FOR DEFENDANT: 
None Present 

The Notice of Submission of Documents to U.S. Marshal 
plaintiff filed on December 1, 2009, does not advise the Court 
whether plaintiff submitted the original complaint or the amended 
complaint to the U.S. Marshal's Service, and plaintiff must file 
forthwith an amended Notice of Submission correcting this 
deficiency. Thus, the Order to Show Cause is not discharged. 

Service List: 

Ewin Martinez, 
aka Ewin Oscar Martinez 
#60137-004 
FCI Allenwood 
P.O. Box 2000 
White Deer, PA 17887-2000 

c~seO~O\O, -0175. :, l 

;;_iJ/09 Initials of Deputy Clerk JY 
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1 name: Ewin Martinez, aka Ewin Oscar Martinez 

2 prisoner#: 60137-004 

3 address: P.O. Box 2000 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

White Deer, PA 17887-2000 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

CENTRAL DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA 

EWIN 
EWIN 

vs. 

MARTINEZ, aka 
OSCAR MARTINEZ, 

Plaintiff, 

) 
) 
) 
) 

) 
) 
) 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,) 
DR. GEORGE SANTINI I ) 

ET AL., ) 

Defendants. 
) 
) ______________ ) 

Case No. EDCV 09-0375-SVW(RC) 

NOTICE OF SUBMISSION OF 
DOCUMENTS TO U.S. MARSHAL 

18 Plaintiff hereby states under penalty of perjury that he has 

19 complied with the Court's Order dated 

20 On __________________ , plaintiff sent the 

21 following to the U.S. Marshal's Service: 

22 copies of the completed summon(s) 

23 completed USM - 285 form(s) 

24 copies of the 

25 Complaint\Amended Complaint 

26 

27 Plaintiff further states under the penalty of perjury that 

28 plaintiff has not requested service by the U.S. Marshal upon any 
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1 person or entity other than those listed in the Court's order 

2 authorizing service of process by the U.S. Marshal Service. 

3 

4 DATE: 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 Cl.S£0~0\09-D3 F 

i i/l"l/0~ 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

PLAINTIFF, IN PRO PER 

15 

2 
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ANDRE BIROTTE JR. 
United States Attorney_ 

2 LEON W. WEIDMAN 
Assistant United States Attorney 

3 Chiet_ Civil Division 
GEOt< FREY D. WILSON 

4 Assistant United States Attorney 
California Bar No.: 238577 

Room 7516 Federal Building 
300 North Los Angeles Street 
Los Angeles~ California 90012 
Telephone: (L-13) 894•2420 
Fax No.: (213) 8'94·7819 

5 

6 

7 

8 
Email: Geoffrey. Wilson@usdoj.gov 

Attorneys for Federal United States of America 
9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

FOR THE CENTRAL DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA 

EASTERN DIVISION 

EWIN OSCAR MARTINEZ 

Plaintiff, 

V. 

THE UNITED ST A TES OF 
AMERICA; et al., 

Defendants. 

No. EDCV 09-0375-SVW(RC) 

f Propo~ed] Order Filed Concurrently 
Herewith 

IT IS HEREBY STIPULATED by and between pro se plaintiff, Ewin Oscar 

22 Martinez, Inmate Register Number 60137-004, ("Plaintiff'), and defendant United 

23 States of America, by and through their respective attorneys, as follows: 

24 1. The parties do hereby agree to settle and compromise each and every 

25 claim of any kind, whether known or unknown, arising directly or indirectly from 

26 the acts or omissions that gave rise to the above-captioned action under the terms 

27 and conditions set forth in this Settlement Agreement ("Stipulation for 

28 Compromise Settlement"). 



2. The United States of America agrees to pay the sum of ONE 

2 THOUSAND FIVE-HUNDRED dollars ($1,500.00) ("Settlement Amount"), 

3 which sum shall be in full settlement and satisfaction of any and all claims, 

4 demands, rights, and causes of action of whatsoever kind and nature, arising from, 

5 and by reason of any and all known and unknown, foreseen and unforeseen bodily 

6 and personal injuries, damage to property and the consequences thereof, resulting, 

7 and to result, from the subject matter of this settlement, including any claims for 

8 wrongful death, for which Plaintiff and his guardians, heirs, executors, 

9 administrators, or assigns, and each of them, now have or may hereafter acquire 

10 against the United States of America, its agents, agencies, servants, and employees. 

11 3. Plaintiff and his guardians, heirs, executors, administrators or assigns 

12 hereby agree to accept the sum set forth in this Stipulation for Compromise 

13 Settlement in ful1 settlement and satisfaction of any and all claims, demands, rights, 

14 and causes of action of whatsoever kind and nature, including claims for wrongful 

15 death, arising from, and by reason of any and a11 known and unknown, foreseen 

16 and unforeseen bodily and personal injuries, damage to property and the 

17 consequences thereof which they may have or hereafter acquire against the United 

18 States of America, its agents, agencies, servants, and employees on account of the 

19 same subject matter that gave rise to the above-captioned action, including any 

20 future claim or lawsuit related to the subject matter of this suit, whether known or 

21 unknown, including those which if known to Plaintiff would have materially 

22 affected his settlement with the United States, and whether for compensatory or 

23 exemplary damages. 

24 4. Plaintiff and his guardians, heirs, executors, administrators, or assigns 

25 further agree to reimburse, indemnify, and hold harmless the United States of 

26 America, its servants, and employees from and against any and all such causes of 

27 action, claims, liens, rights, or subrogated or contribution interests incident to or 

28 

2 
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resulting from further litigation or the prosecution of claims by Plaintiff and his 

guardians, heirs, executors administrators, or assigns against any third party or 

against the United States, inc1uding claims for wrongful death. 

5. Th1s Stipulation for Compromise Settlement is not, is in no way 

intended to be, and should not be construed as, an admission of liability or fault on 

the part of the United States, and it is specifically denied that it is liable to Plaintiff. 

This settlement is entered into by all parties for the purpose of compromising 

disputed claims under the Federal Tort Claims Act and avoiding the expenses and 

risks of future Ii tigation. 

6. It is also agreed, by and among the parties, that the respective parties 

will each bear their own costs, fees, and expenses and that any attorney's fees 

owed by Plaintiff will be paid out of the settlement amount and not in addition 

thereto. 

7. It is also understood by and among the parties that pursuant to Title 

28, United States Code, Section 2678, attorney's fees for services rendered in 

connection with this action, if any, sha II not exceed 2 5 percent of the amount of the 

compromise settlement. 

8. The persons signing this Stipulation for Compromise Settlement 

represent that they possess full authority to bind the persons on whose behalf they 

are signing to the terms of the settlement. 

9. Payment of the Settlement Amount by the United States will be made 

by government check made out to Plaintiff. Said check will be delivered to the 

United States Bureau of Prisons facility in which Plaintiff is housed at the time this 

settlement is approved by the court, currently the Federal Correctional Institution 

in Beaver, West Virginia ("FCI Beckley"). 

10. Upon the Court's approval of this Stipulation for Compromise 

Settlement, the Court will dismiss this action, with prejudice, and with each party 

bearing its own fees, costs, and expenses. The Court will retain jurisdiction over 

3 
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this matter until the settlement funds are delivered as set forth in Paragraph 9 

2 above. 

3 11. The parties agree that this Stipulation for Compromise Settlement, 

4 including all the terms and conditions of this compromise settlement and any 

5 additional agreements relating thereto, may be made public in their entirety, and 

6 Plaintiff expressly consents to such release and disclosure pursuant to 5 U.S.C. § 

7 552a(b). 

8 12. It is contemplated that this Stipulation for Compromise Settlement 

9 may be executed in several counterparts, with a separate signature page for each 

IO party. All such counterparts and signature pages, together, shall be deemed to be 

I I one document. Facsimiles of signatures, if transmitted by counsel for the signatory 

12 to counsel for the other party, shall be binding on the signatory. 

13 13. Plaintiff agrees that Plaintiff is obligated to pay any and all liens from 

14 any and all insurance companies and any and all other persons or organizations 

15 who have or claim to have subrogated assigned claims arising out of or related to 

16 the subject matter of this suit. 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 Ill 

27 Ill 

28 Ill 
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14. This written agreement contains all of the agreements between the 

parties, and is intended to be and is the final and sole agreement between the 

parties. The parties agree that any other prior or contemporaneous representations 

or understandings not explicitly contained in this written agreement, whether 

written or oral, are of no further legal or equitable force or effect. Any subsequent 

modifications to this agreement must be in writing, and must be signed and 

executed by the parties. 

DATED:~2011 

DATED: , 2011 ---

PROSE 

EWIN OS 
Pro Se Plaintiff 
US BOP Inmate, Register Number 60137-004 

ANDRE BIROTTE JR. 
United States Attorney_ 
LEON W. WEIDMAN 
Assistant United States Attorney 
Chief, Civil Division 

GEOFFREY D. WILSON 
Assistant United States Attorney 

Attorneys for the United States of America 

5 
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Plaintiffs N'amc tkme:> IL (11; l(.s 
Inmate No. (a B 98 3- OBO 
Address eo I 8qt z 1/550 FILED 
l1.tc.soo1 A?., 8573£/ - 4560 ,.-.· JAN l 9 2010 

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA 

CLE Fi K, ,U.$. JJjS.T.f\l.QJ~ OURT 
EAS TE iJil "1tl::C.ltt.l13iqiQ.1 FOR NIA 

IIY ----nrr.iivr:;c,;;:~--OEPUT V CLERK 

,.,."'-
. ,..1ee. 
(Name of Plaintiff) 

VS. 

(Names of all Defendants) 

(Case Number) 

COMPLAINT 

Bivens Action [403 U.S. 388 (1971)] 

FTCA, '2.8 u,s.C § 13'lb 

l. Previous Lawsuits (list all other previous or pending lawsuits on back or this form): 

A. Have you brought any other lawsuits while a prisoner'? Yes_ No~ 

B, If your answer to A is yes, how many'? ___ _ 
Describe previous or pending lawsuits in the space below. 
(If more than one, use back of paper to continue outlining all lawsuits.) 

I. Panics to this previous lawsuit: 

Plaintiff -----------------------------

Dcfcnd:mts ----------------------------

2. Court (if Federal Court, give name of District; if State Court, give name of County) 

3. Docket Number ------- 4. AssigncdJudge _________ _ 

5. Dtsposilion (For example: Was the case dismissed? Was it appealed? Is i1 still pending?) 

6. Filing date (approx.) _____ _ 7. Disposition date (approx.) ______ _ 

RECEIVED 
JAN 19 2010 

RECEIVED 
1 

,, \ 
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II. Exhaustion of Administrative Remedies 

A. Is there an inmate appeal or administrative remedy process available al your institution? 

Yes___J!'.'.'No_ 

B. Have you filed an appeal or grievance concerning ALL of the facts contained in this complaint? 

YesL No __ 

If your answer is no, explain why not _____________________ _ 

C. ls :he precess completed? 

~OTICE: 

Y cs_!:::"' If your answer is yes, briefly explain what happened at each level. 
6e c.. 1'~Q.(.,hr~ fh-a~ ,~ t;'.thg,u.,.s ·h._, ..... .,·if 1tJrn,·-:1r-

No_ If your answer is no, explain why not. 

Pursuant to the Prison Litigation Refonn Act of 1995, "lnJo action shall be brought with respect to 
prison conditions under (42 U .S.C. § 1983 ], or any other Federal law, by a prisoner confined in any 
Jail, prison, or olher correctional facility until such administrative remedies as arc available arc 
exhausted." 42 U.S.C. § I 997e(a). [f there is an inmate appeal or administrative remedy process 
available at your institution, you may nol file an action under Section 1983, or any other federal law. 
until you have first completed (exhausted) the process available at your institution. You arc required 
to complete (exhaust) the inmate appeal or administrative remedy process before filing suit, regardless 
of the relief offered by the process. ~ooth v. Churner, 532 U.S. 731. 741 (200 I); McKinney v. Carey, 
311 F.3d 1198, 1999 (9th Cir. 2002). Even if you are seeking only money damages and the inmate 
appeal or administrative remedy process docs not provide money, you must exhaust the process 
before filing suit. Booth, 532 U.S. at 7.14. 

2 
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l!L Defendants 

(In Item A below, place the full name of the defendant in the first blank, his/her official position in the second 
blank, and his/her place of employment in the third blank. Use item B for the names, positions and places of 
employmcnl of any additional defendants.) 

A. 

B. 

Defendant Sil-~ '11·~0.c..h~A. ,pn. a::<.',, is employed as "J>e \·enJo- \ ',:... 
at <J 

A-dd-i-ti-on_a_l_de-f-en_d_a-nl-s--Sfe-~a~:lt-A-~--a-r--p-~-f-S-~----,-l)-.,,.....,£ .... ,t-..... -J--.-A-...-..-.t-:s ..... \~,---Po-~-.--3---thr~ 

IV. Statement of Claim 

(State here as briefly as possible the facts of your case. Describe how each defendant is involved, including 
dates and places. Do not give any legal arguments or cite any cases or statutes. Attach extra sheets if 

V. Relief. 

(State briefly exactly what you want the court lo do for you. Make no legal arguments. Cite no cases or 
statutes.) 

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. 

Signature of Plaintiff_-'t~,.,,,_...,.,..0 ..,p~:,u._-'RIL...L..:.--11-0...,.)L..J,•....,l.~ ... '..__ __ _ 

( Revised 2/ I 5/2006) 

3 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA 

James R. Willis, Pro Se, 

Plaintiff 

v. 

13 Official Employees of the 

~ 
) 
) 
) 

~ 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

Federal Bureau of Prisons (FBOP) ) 

1. Harley G. Lappin, in his 

individual and official 

capacities; 

2. Robert E. McFadden, in 

) 
) 
) 
) 

~ 
) 
) 
) 

his individual and official ~ 

capacities; ) 
) 

3. D. Smith, in his individual ) 

and official capacities; l 
4. Lieutenant Cobb, in his ) 

I individual and official 

capacities; 

5. Mr. Devere, in his individt1al) 

and official capacities; 

6. Lieutenant Paul, in his 

individual and official 

capacities; 

) 

l 
) 
) 
) 
) 

··I-

Case no. 1;oq-CV-01103-AW1-G-5A(PC) 

FTC A , ti- 8 u. S. C i 13'16 Tor+ C l11i~ 
·Bivens Action [403 U.S. 388 (1971)] 

JURY TRIAL DEMANDED 
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7. Mr. Liwag, in his ~ 
individual and official ) 

) 
capacities; ) 

) 
8 . Mrs. Bowles, in her ) 

) 
individual and official ) 

) 
capacities; ) 

) 
9. Mr. Fass, 1 n his individual ) 

) 
and official capacities; ) 

) 
10. Four unknown correctional ) 

) 
officers, each one in their ) 

) 
individual and official ) 

) 
capaci..ties,_ ) 

. ) 
Defendants ) 

-· 1-
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Amend pg. 1-2 (a) Caption Attached to pg. 2 

11. Belinda Avalos, in her individual and official 

capacities; 

12. C. her individual and official capacities. 

pg. 1- 2 (a) 
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AMENDED PAGE 3(a) attached to Page 3 

I .A. JURISDICTION, 11 continued 11
• 

This federal Court has jurisdiction over Plaintiffs federal 

Tort Claims pursuant to Federal Tort Claims Act, 28 U.S.C. § 

1346 (b) (1) and § 2671-2680 

II. EXHAUSTION OF ADMINISTRATIVE REMEDIES, 11 Continued 1
'. 

D. Plaintiffs federal Tort, Administrative Claim No. TRT

WXR-2009-02029 was completed and denied May 26, 2009. 

Plaintiff mailed a cop of his Administrative Tort attached 

with his original Civil Complaint. 

I I I . DEFENDANTS , "Continued" > 

A. UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, Employees of the Federal 

Bureau of Prisons. 

14. Associate WARDEN, Belinda Avalos, United States 

Penitentiary, Atwater, CA. 
(',." ...... j :v-1 ' 

15. Associate WARDEN, C. -GFa+l-t, United States 

Penitentiary, Atwater. CA. 

All of the defendants are sued in their individual 

capacities pursuant to 1331 Bivens Action [403 U.S. 388 

(1971)) and in their official capacities pursuant to Federal 

Tort Claim Act 28. U.S. C. § 1346. 

Pg. 3 {a) 
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Amended Pg 6-7 (a) Attached to pg. 7 

IV. A. STATEMENT OF CLAIM, "Continued" A., B. & C. 

Defendants listed as #14 & #15 each stand accused of the 

claims listed in the original complaint. (A,B,C,F,G,H) 

H. The United States of America, "Government" through the 

negligent acts or omissions of its agents, "Did fail to 

protect the plaintiff from physical assault by other 

inmates". 

1. By failir.g to properly investigate the plaintiffs 

request for protective custody. 

2. By failing to thoroughly investigate the plaintiffs 

claims of being targeted for assault by various prison gangs. 

3. by failing to properly identify the plaintiff as being 

more vulnerable to be assaulted due to being labeled as a 

"sex-offender". 

4. By failing to properly monitor the movement of inmates 

during the time of the plaintiffs assault by 6 other inmates. 
o r£1· c.N''s j~ • 

5. By failing to post oftic~s on the sidewalk to help 

monitor and control the movement of inmates during a 

controlled move. 

6. By failing to notice any indicator that an act of 

violence or assault was about to occur. 

7. by failing to notice the actual assault as it 

occurred, and failing to intervene or step the assault. 

8. The defendants omissions were substa~tial factors in 

bringing about the attack on the plaintiff and his resulting 

injuries. 

Pg. 6-7 (a) 
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9. The defendants owed the plaintiff a duty to protect 

him from assault by other inmates, they each breached that 

duty, and that breach was the proximate cause of plaintiffs 

personal injuries and damages. 

Pg. 6-7 (Cl) 
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Amended Pgs 8-13 (a) Factual Allegations 

''Co:1Li:1ued" Attacr.ed to Pg. • 'l ~- _., 

28. On or abo~t Aug. 7~. 2CC7, Def:endant Be:inda Ava:os 

wroLe a letter to the p·1ainL.i Efs mother, 1n response to a 

lel:Ler thal: Plaintifts mother had written to Defendant D. 

Smi t.h. ThP. 'letter pJ.a:i.ntiffs mot:her wrote was concerning Lhc 

plainLiffs special safely concerns. 

29. Defendant.:. Avalos stated that an .:..nvestigat.ion was 

conducted concerning plaj_nt1f[s request for prctecLive 

custody; Defenda:1t f:urther slates that P:ainti~~ did :10L 

cooperate w1 th the invcsticiaticn. Def:e:1dant a.lso stated Lhal. 

USP Atwater staff was go.L::q Lo r..:.rans[er the Plaintitt based 

on his cefusal to leave the SHU. 

30. Plaintiff was ~ot trans[erred until after he was 

ordered tram the Si·!:J and subsc!quently assaulted on 10-09-07. 

To plaH1tiffs knowledge Lhe on.I y investigation conducted was 

the ''STS" aski:19 inmate Mat.Lox it he knew the Plaintitt 

"inmal.e Will.~s•·, anc: -~-!: the P.Laint1::f would be in danger in 

populatio:1 at CSI? Atwate.c. Lo bot:-: questi.cns Mattox responded, 

A. 'l':1al. he d..:.d nol: know tl,e: Pla.i.nt::if::. B. T::at the PlainLif: 

wou.ld not have any t:rouble as [a,r as he was concerned. 

31. Plaintif[ was never once interviewed concerning his 

rcquesl for protectj_ve cusLody, except at his initial inLakc 

.i.11Le:-view witr Defendant LL. Cobb ''STS". Tn fact, everytimc 

J.)J a in Liff wou l ci see s01r.eon(! "s t:a f: t" , he asked what was going 

o:! with his situation. Tne answer was always similar. Either 

"T don't :~now" O"!:" ''The matter if, sti.L. under investigaLion". 

Pg 8 · 13 (a) 
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32. In late August or early September 2007, the Plaintiff 

attempted to resolve this matter by utilizing the 

administrative remedy. Plaintiff first filed a B?-8 Informal 

Resolution with his unit team, however that BP-8 was not 

responded to, 

33. On Sept. 14, 2007, Plaintiff filed a B?-9 

Administrative Remedy with his unit team, Defendants Devere, 

Li Wag, & Bowles. He stated that he was proceeding with the 

BP-9 despite the defendants failure to respond to said BP-8. 

34. In said BP-9 Admj_nistrative Remedy, Plaintiff 

explained prec::.seJy his sa fet:y concerns, and asked for either 

I 

a state placemen~ or transfer for protective custody. Said BP-' 

9 was not p.rocessed because the BP-8 was not attached. Said 

BP-9 is Adnin:i.strative Remedy H466507-F1. 

35. This is just one of the many written and verbal 

attempts Plaintiff made to inform the defendants of his 

safety concerns and request for protective custody. 

36. On Sept 13, 2007, Plaintiff once again wrote a 

request to staff member Defendant C. Gant, informing her of 

safety concerns, and explaining that Plaintiff had fear from 

one known gang that was at USP Atwater, CA. Plaintiff also 

spoke to A.W. C Gant on several occasions about plaintiffs 

safety concerns. Defendant C. Gant responded in writing on 10-

10-07, a day after Plaintiff was assaulted. 

Pg . 8 - 13 (ti.) 
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I.A. JURISDICTION 

This federal court has jurisdiction over plaintiff's federal 

claims pursuant to 28 u.s.c. §§ 1331 and 1343 {a) (3). 

I.B. VENUE 

This district court for the Eastern District of California at 

Fresno California, is the appropriate venue, because a 

substantial part of the events or omissions giving rise to 

this claim occurred in this district. 

II. EXHAUSTION OF ADMINISTRATIVE REMEDIES 

A. Plaintiff has exhausted all of the available administrative 

remedies in the FBOP 

B. The administrative remedies concerning the facts of this cl 

aim were completed March 17, 2008. 

C. Despite plaintiffs good faith efforts to resolve this 

matter through the administrative remedies, the defendants 

deny responsibility. Therefore, plaintiff has no other 

recourse left in order to enforce his constitutional rights 

and receive compensatory and punitive damages as well as 

injunctive relief, so the plaintiff moves with this civil 

complaint. The administrative remedies present the facts of 

this civil complaint. 

III. DEFENDANTS 

1. Defendant Harley G. Lappin is director of the FBOP. He is 

responsible for the conditions and policies in the operation 

of every Federal facility operating within the Federal Bureau 

of Prisons, including USP Atwater, located in Atwater, CA. He 

is sued in his individual and official capacities. 
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2. Defendant Robert E. McFadden is the regional director for 

the Western Region of the FBOP. He is responsible for the 

conditions and policies in the operation of every Federal 

prison in the Western region, which does include USP Atwater. 

He is sued in his individual and official capacities. 

3. Defendant D. Smith is the head warden at USP Atwater. He is 

responsible for the conditions and policies in the operation 

of the United States Penitentiary Atwater, in Atwater, CA. He 

is sued in his individual and official capacities. 

4. Defendant Lieutenant Cobb, Special Investigations 

Supervisor (SIS). He is responsible for the investigation of 

plaintiffs request for protective custody. He is also 

responsible for investigations conducted at USP Atwater. He is 

sued in his individual. and official capacities. 

5. Defendant Devere is the unit manager for building 4 and 5, 

consisting at the time of 3 units: 4A, SA, and SB. He is 

responsible for the conditions and policies in the operation 

of the units under his management at USP Atwater, including 

SA, which is the unit Mr. Willis, the plaintiff, was assigned 

to. He is sued in his individual and official capacities. 

6. Defendant Lt. Paul is the lieutenant in charge of the 

special housing Unit (SHU). He is responsible for the 

conditions and policies in operating the SHU at USP Atwater. 

He is sued in his individual and official capacities. 

-'\-
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7. Defendant Mr. Liwag is the case manager for inmates housed 

in 5A unit. He is responsible for the care and handling of 

individual cases of inmates assigned to his case load, 

including but not limited to, the preparation of inmate 

transfers to another institution for any reason. He is sued in 

his individual and official capacities. 

8. Defendant Bowles is the unit manager for G building, 

consisting of units GA and GB. She was also acting unit 

manager for 5 building in Mr. Devere•s absence during a period 

of time while Mr. Devere was out on sick leave. She is 

responsible for the conditions and policies in the operation 

of the units under her management and care of the inmates 

under her management. She is sued in her individual and 

official capacities. 

9. Defendant Mr. Fass is the department head of institutional 

computer services. As part of his duties, he was occasionally 

assigned as the Institutional Duty Officer, (IDO). His duties 

are to act in the wardens stead, and to report the conditions 

and functions of various departments within USP Atwater. He is 

sued in his individual and official capacities. 

10. Defendant Unknown Correctional Officer #1. Defendant, 

assigned to tower #7 yard watch on October 9, 2007 at USP 

Atwater. sued in individual and official capacities. 

-s-
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11. Defendant Unknown Correctional Officer #2, assigned as 

"compound one 11
, on October 9, 2007. Duties include, but are 

not limited to patrol and security of the inside compound, 

housing units, sidewalks, recreation yard, etc., etc. at USP 

Atwater. He is sued in his individual and official 

capacities. 

12. Defendant Unknown Correctional Officer #3, assigned as 

"Compound 2 11 on October 9, 2007. His duties are essentially 

the same as 11 Compound one". He is sued in his individual and 

official capacities. 

13. Defendant Unknown Correctional Officer #4, was assigned to 

the facilities corridor on October 9, 2007. Duties include, 

but are not limited to, maintaining security in the facilities 

corridor, and maintaining visual security of the main sidewalk 

outside of the facilities corridor. Defendant is sued in her 

individual and official capacities. 

IV. A. STATEMENT OF CLAIM 

A. All of the above named defendants did knowingly and 

willingly violate the plaintiffs 8th amendment right to be 

free from cruel and unusual punishment, by faili~g to protect 

the plaintiff from serious assault by other inmates. 

B. All of the above named defendants were aware of the violent 

and dangerous conditions that existed at USP Atwater leading 

up to the date of October 9, 2007, and afterwards. The 

defendants were also aware of the types of violent priso~ers 

housed there, and of the potential threat posed against the 

plaintiff at USP Atwater. 

-'--
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C. Defendants, (listed one·through nine above), each were and 

are aware of a substantial and ongoing risk of serious harm 

that exists against the plaintiff. Each of the defendants 

numbered as one through nine above, all failed to respond 

reasonably to protect the plaintiff from being assaulted. As a 

result of the defendants deliberate indifference, the 

plaintiff was seriously injured on October 9, 2007. 

D. The defendants listed as "4 Unknown Correctional Officersn, 

failed in their duty to protect the plaintiff from assault, by 

failing to properly monitor the movement of in~ates during the 

time of the assault, by failing to see the assault, by failing 

to prevent or intervene, or to stop the assault, 

E. Each of the above named defendants at the time relevant to 

the events described herein, acted and continued to act under 

the color of Federal Law. 

F. Plaintiff was seriously injured when he was assaulted by 6 

other inmates on October 9, 2007 at the United States 

Penitentiary in Atwater, California. 

G. Aside from the serious physical injuries the plaintiff 

suffered, he continues to suffer from frequent headaches, 

blurred vision and dizzy spells. Plaintiff is also 

experiencing severe psychological and emotional trauma, 

including but not limited to, violent nightmares, severe pan:c 

attacks, anxiety and paranoia. 

-7 ... 
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IV. B. FACTUAL ALLEGATIONS 

1. The plaintiff was assaulted by 6 other inmates on October 

9, 2007 at USP Atwater in Atwater, California, Merced County. 

The plaintiff has been targeted for assault by White 

Supremacist gangmembers, their associates and other prisoners, 

because plaintiff has a prior state sex offense conviction. 

2. Aside from the assault of October 9, 2007, which is the 

cause of this claim, plaintiff was also assaulted at the 

United States Penitentiary, Victorville, (USP Victorville), on 

April 15, 2007 for the same reason and was subsequently 

transferred to the USP Atwater. After the October 9, 2007 

assault, plaintiff was transferred to the USP Lee, Virginia, 

where he was again assaulted on April 21, 2008. 

3. Plaintiff arrived on or about June 12, 2007 at USP Atwater. 

Upon his arrival he initially spoke with Defendant Lieutenant 

Cobb, SIS officer. The plaintiff informed defendant Cobb of 

the exact nature of the threat that existed against him, 

including informing the defendant about why plaintiff had 

trouble at his previous two institutions, and also that he 

believed that plaintiff had at least one known enemy at USP 

Atw:3-ter. 

4. Defendant Cobb was aware of the plaintiffs previous threats 

against him at USP Pollock, LA and the assault that occurred 

against the plaintiff at USP Victorville, Ca., leading up to 

his transfer to USP Atwater CA. Defendant Cobb also knew the 

inmate who the plaintiff believed could pose a threat against 

him at USP Atwater. 

-8-
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5. Based upon this information, defendant Cobb placed the 

plaintiff in the Special Housing Unit, {SHU), pending a threat 

assessment investigation and possible "protective custody 

transfer". 

6. On or about June 14, 2007, the plaintiff spoke to his case 

manager, defendant Liwag. The plaintiff explained his 

situation to the defendant and plaintiff gave him an inmate 

request to staff, commonly known in the FBOP as a 11 cop-out 11
• 

Defendant Liwag told the plaintiff that if it was determined 

that a threat did exist agajnst him, that he would be 

submitted for a transfer to another institution. 

7. On or about June 21, 2007, plaintiff spoke with Warden 

Smith, (defendant Smith) . Plaintiff then briefly explained to 

defendant Smith why he was in SHU. Defendant Smith told the 

plaintiff that when the threat assessment investigation was 

complete, a determination concerning the plaintiffs possible 

transfer would be made. 

B. On or about late June or early July of 2007, plaintiff 

spoke with defendant Devere for the first time. Defendant 

Devere was not aware of the plaintiffs situation, but said 

that he would contact SIS Lt. Cobb about the plaintiffs 

investigation. Defendant Devere told the plaintiff that he 

would be gone on sick leave, and that unit manager Bowles, 

(defendant Mrs. Bowles), would be acting in his stead . 

....,_ 
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9. Also in June or July of the same year, the plaintiff wrote 

a letter to the regional director of the Western region, 

Defendant McFadden. The plaintiff informed defendant McFadden 

by letter of his concerns for his personal safety in hopes of 

enlisting the defendants help in effecting a transfer for the 

plaintiff. 

10. Plaintiff received a response to said letter that was 

dated August 13, 2007. Plaintiff was notified that the threat 

assessment investigation was completed by the SIS on August 3, 

2007, and it was determined that there was not a threat 

against the plaintiff, and that he would be released from the 

SHU to program in the general population at USP Atwater. 

11. Upon receiving this letter and learning of this 

information, the plaintiff began reiterating his concerns and 

efforts to remain in protective custody, and effect a 

transfer. 

12. The plaintiffs mother, Ms Connie Willis, also called the 

prison numerous times and wrote letters, including a letter to 

defendant Lappin, the director of the Federal Bureau of 

Prisons, (FBOP), The said letter is dated September 19, 2007, 

and in said letter she requested protective custody for 

plaintiff and a transfer to an institution where he could be 

safe and also program in general population. 

13. The plaintiff received a response to this letter on 

October 19, 2007, 10 days after the Plaintiff was assaulted. 

-10-
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14. Between August 15, 2007, and September 25, 2007, the 

plaintiff notified the following defendants telling them that 

he would not be safe in the general population at USP Atwater: 

Warden D. Smith, SIS Lt. Cobb, SHU Lt. Paul, Unit Manager Mrs. 

Bowles, Unit Manager Mr. Devere, Case Manager Mr. Liwag, and 

computer services/Institutional Duty Officer Mr. Fass. 

15. On or about September 19, 2007, the SHU Lieutenant, 

defendant Paul, spoke to the plaintiff about his request for 

protective custody. The plaintiff explained to him in detail 

the exact nature of the threat that exists against him. The 

plaintiff pleaded with defendant Paul to give him protective 

custody status. Defendant Paul told the plaintiff that he 

would be "ORDERED 11 to go to general population, and if he 

refused, that the plaintiff would receive an incident report. 

16. On September 25, 2007, the plaintiff was ordered into 

general population, despite all of his attempts to receive 

protective custody from the defendants. 

17. On the same day that the plaintiff was released from the 

SHU, he was approached by several inmate gang members, and the 

plaintiff was told that inmate Mattox wanted to meet with him. 

That evening the plaintiff met with inmate Mattox, who was 

accompanied by a number of other inmates. That meeting went 

without incident. 

18. On September 26, 2007, the plaintiff again met with 

inmate Mattox, who was accompanied by 6 other inmates. Inmate 

Mattox told the plaintiff that there were rumors about the 

plaintiff being a sex offender, (Rapo). Inmate Mattox told the 

plaintiff that he had 3 weeks to produce any paperwork to clea 

r his name, "or else 11
• 

-n-
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19. Immediately after this confrontation, the plaintiff spoke 

to his Unit Manager, Defendant Devere, and tcld him about his 

meetings with inmate Mattox. Plaintiff reaffirmed his belief 

that his safety and life were in danger at USP Atwater. 

Defendant Devere took no action after receiving this 

information. 

20. On October 9, 2007, at about 11:45 l\M, the plaintiff was 

brutally assaulted by 6 inmates, some of whom are White 

Supremacist gang members. This assault occurred in broad 

daylight at the corner of unit 6A, in front of the facilities 

corridor, where unknown correctional officer defendant #4 was 

assigned. 

21. This assault against the plaintiff was allegedly not seen 

by any staff. It is unknown to the plaintiff whether or not 

this assault was recorded on any security cameras. 

22. After the assault, the plalntlff was barely able to walk 
0 

himself to the infirmary. 

23. Plaintiff was transferred to the emergency room at Mercy 

Medical Center in Merced, California. About 5 or 6 hours 

later, plaintiff was transported back to USP Atwater 

California, and was placed ln an observation cell in the 

medical department. 

24. Plaintiffs head was severely swollen and mis-shapen, his 

left eye was swollen completely shut, his nose was broken, his 

left sinus cavity was fractured, and staples were required to 

close cuts in his scalp. Plaintiff also suffered a very severe 

brain contusion as a result of this assault. 
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25. On or about October 11, 2007, while plaintiff was in SHU, 

defendant Devere came to see him. Defendant Devere was 

seemingly shocked at how badly the plaintiff was beaten. 

Defendant Devere told plaintiff that he had heard about the 

incident, but did not realize how badly beaten the plaintiff 

was. 

26. The plaintiff told defendant Devere that he would identify 

the attackers that he knew if his future safety could be 

insured. Defendant Devere took no action upon this 

information. To the plaintiffs knowledge, the assailants were 

in no way disciplined. 

27. Since his transfer from USP Atwater, the plaintiff was 

again assaulted at USP Lee, Virginia on April 21, 2008. 

28. Plaintiff is now housed at a special "SOMP" program 

located at USP Tucson, AZ. he has been placed there because 

the FBOP finally determined that the plaintiff could not 

safely program in the general population of a regular USP. 

-\3-
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V. PRAYER FOR RELIEF 

WHEREFORE, plaintiff respectfully prays that this court: 

1. Declare that the acts and omissions described herein 

violated plaintiffs rights under the constitution and laws of 

the United States. 

2. Enter preliminary and permanent injunctions ordering the 

Federal Bureau of Prisons, the named defendants, their 

successors, and all persons acting in concert with them, to 

protect the plaintiff from assault by White Supremacist gang 

members and their associates, and other known enemies. 

3. Order the Federal Bureau of Prisons to implement an 

adequate classification system that identifies both dangerous 

inmates, and also vulnerable inmates, such as plaintiff, and a 

system to adequately separate the more vulnerable inmates from 

the more dangerous inmates. 

4. Enter judgement in favor of the plaintiff for nominal, 

compensatory, and punitive damages as allowed by law in the 

amount of $5,000,000.00, (Five Million Dollars and zero 

cents), against each defendant, jointly and severally. 

5. Order such additional relief as this court may deem just 

and proper. 

- \L\ -
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2009. 

Respectfully Submitted on this 31st day of July, 

# 68983-080 

USP Tucson 

PO Box 24550 

Tucson, Az. 85734 

CERTIFICATION 

Pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1746, I James R. Willis, verify and 

declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the United 

States of America, that the forgoing is true and correct. 

Executed on this 31 day of July, 2009. 

~AD8, w1L 
James R. Willis 
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Plaintiffs Name -~ Ji,...,...o!.~ R.. W·, 11 i~ 

Inmate No. ~e9e,3,; 000 JUN O 8 2010 
Address p,c. f,.>21 2l(_._.._S:=S'_O~~--,--

T"'c..~o:a I A z.. 'Q~7J':f- ~sso 

IN THE UNJTED ST A TES DISTRJCT COURT 
FOR THE EASTERN DISTRJCT OF CALIFOJLNIA 

J,t.MES RA"/ WILL15 Pre Se. 
J J I ~or,- c.v-01103 - Awr- GSA- ( PC) 

(Name of Plarntiff) (Case Number) 

COMPLAINT vs. 

HARLEY &, LI\PPJ.fl et o.l,, 
J>~ h."' c\.:. "t s 1 

Bivens Action (403 U.S. 388 (1971)] 

FTC A. 2.8 U. 5.C. j i3'1'1 

tk:k.J ~"'ru of- Amt.rte..,,__ .. 
(Names of all Defendants) 

'1 Secatvcl A~~11JeJ Co~1>l'li,1f' 
J "'" y Ir,· Ar I Jh_, A..-..iJ 

I. Pre,•ious Lawsuits (list all other previous or pendiog 1:iwsuits on back of this form): 

A. Have you brought any other lawsuits while a prisoner? Yes_ No ✓ 

B. If your answer to A is yes, how many? ~A. 
Describe previous or pending lawsuits in~ space below. 
(If more than one, use back of paper to continue outlining all lawsuits.) 

I. Parties to this previous laws'Jit: 

Plaintiff N/ fl. 
I 

Defendants N/A _ __._.,.., _________________________ _ 

2. Court (if Federal Court, give name of District; if State Court, give name of County) 
NA 

3. Docket Number __ Af_,1--/A~---- 4. Assigned Judge N/4 · -~,~'A .... .__ ______ _ 

5. Disposition (For eumple: Was 1he case dismissed? Was it appealed? hit still pending?) IJ/8 ____ · ____ _ 
6. Filing date (approx.) N/b 7. Disposition date (approx.) NJA I -~,.,......._----

1 
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IJ. Exhaustion of Administrative Remedies 

A. Is.there an inmate appeal or administrative remedy process available at your institution? 

Yes_L No_ 

B. Have you filed an appeal or grievance concerning ALL of the fa~ contained in this complaint? 

·'> 
Yes VNo_ 

lf yo~r answer is no, explain why not ____________________ _ 
, 

C. ls the process completed? 

- Yes V If your answer is yes, briefly explain what happened at each level. 

- See.. ei,ftq,d.,u "°'1&<.~ 11 1:-t\..-JQ.-:d:.'~.-, o§- A~t)-'):n ;)hi,..h'..AL 

~~~~ ~~~ ~llbA-~~:~ v~ ~A~·-,)~<u.~~,1~ :#rtC\~-A,~ A oJ o.tt:~ c[ J : =+< -h'JeJ._{s An,._,, C coJ-lvec c \ ,'~. 

NOTl~E: 

No_ If your answer is no, explain why not. 

Pursuant to the Prison Litigation Reform Act of 1995, "[n]o action shall be brought with respect to 
prison conditions under [ 42 U .S.C. § 1983], or any other Federal law, by a prisoner confined in any 
jail, prison, or other correctional facility until such administrative remedies as are available are 
exhausted." 42 U.S.C. § J 997e(a). If there is an inmate appeal or administrative remedy process 
available at your institution, you may not file an action under Section l 983, or any other federal law, 
until you have first completed (exhausted) the process available at your institution. You are required 
to complete ( exhaust) the inmate appeal or administrative remedy process before filing suit, regardless 
of the reliefoffered by the process. Booth v. Churner, 532 U.S. 731, 741 (2001); McKinnev v. Carey. 
3 J l F.3d 1198, 1999 (9th Cir. 2002). Even if you are seeking only money damages and the inmate 
appeal or administrative remedy process does not provide money, you must exhaust the process 
before filing suit. Booth, 532 U.S. at 734. 

2 
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III. Ddendants 

(In Item A below, place the full name of the defendant in the first blank, his/her official position in the second 
blank, and his/her place of employmen1 in the third blank. Use item B for the names, positions and places of 
employment of any additional defendants.) 

A. Defendant ,SU. Q ~,-...c..\.,e.J.. r A~ e ") is employed as I/ De.+11..-. d4l.n+:-,'' 
at 

B. .-A-d-di-,i-o-na_l_d_e_re_n_d_an_t_s __ ~-~-e-~-_-¾-~-~-b-eJ.~-v-~-~-e-,--✓-l-D_lli_~-a~~-<V~,-s-~-.-----

IV. Statement or Claim 

(State here as briefly as possible the facts of your case. Describe how each defendant is involved, including 
dates and places. Do not give any legal arguments or cite any cases or statutes. Attach extra sheets if 
necessary.) 

V. Relief. 

(State briefly exactly what you want the court to do for you. Make no legal arguments. Cite no cases or 
statutes.) 

See.. a-\h ... c...b r ,\ 

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. 

Date Ju..,, ( , ~ 2D I 0 Signature of Plaintiff __ __,;;~;;.w~"""";....;:,,""'~L--R'-\-.... L---"\.J"""'-~-=Jl.:i:.=·=-----

(Revised 2/ l S/2006) 

3 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA 

James R. Willis,Pro Se, 

Plaintiff 

V. 

United States Of America, 

Federal Bureau of Prisons, 

l.Harley G. Lappin, in his 

individual capacities; 

2.Robert E. McFadden,in 

his individual capacities; 

3.Dennis Smith.in his 

individual capacities; 

4.Belinda Avalos.in her· 

individual capacities; 

5.C,Gant,in her individual 

capacities; 

6.Mr.Devere,in his 

individual capacities; 

7.Leautenant Cobb,in his 

lndividual capacities; 

8. Leautenant Paul, .in his 

individual capacities; 

9.Mr. Liwag,in his 

individual capacities;-

10.Mrs. Bowles, in her 

individual capacities; 

Cs.#l:09-cv-01703-AWI-GSA-PC 

Bivens Action[28U.S 388(1971)] 

FTCA, [28 U.S. C § 1346] 

"Second Amended Complaint" 

JURY TRIAL DEMA:NDED 

115EtOND AMiNDED COMPLAINT'\ 
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11.Mr. Fass,in his lnd

vidual capacities; 

12.Mr. Putnam, in his 

individual capacities; 

13.Four Unknown correct-. 

ional officers,in their 

individual capacities; 

Filed 06/08/2010 Page 6 of 30 
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I.Jurisdiction 

l.This court has jurisdiction over plaintiff's federal 

claims pursuant to 28 U.S.C.§ 1331 and 1343(a) (3) ;and the 

Federal Tort Claims Act 11 FTCA 11 28 U.S.C.§1346(b) (1) 

and§2671-2680.This court is the appropriate venue,because the 

acts 

or omissions giving rise to this claim ocurred in this 

district. 

II.Exahaustion of adminlstrative remedies 

A.Plaintiff has exhausted all available administrative 

remediesin the Federal Bureau of Prisons,herein after"FBOP". 

The facts of this claim were presented in the administrative 

remedies and also in the administrative tort claim botk l).l;J~ 

attached 

with this complaint as part of the record in this complaint. 

B.Despite the good faith efforts of the plaintiff to resolve 

this matter the defendants refuse to admit responsibility for 

the plaintiff's injuries or to compensate him. 

thereore plaintiff brings this civil complaint. 

-~ 
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III.Defendants 

1.the United States of America, 11 USA 11 ,is responsible for its 

federal agencies and agents,including the Federal Bureau of 

Prisons"FBOP 11 ,and the 11 FBOP EMPLOYEES 11 .They are sued in their 

official capacities. 

2.Defendant Harley G. Lappin,is the director of the "FBOP".He 

is responsible for the conditions and the policies in the 

operation of every prison within the 11 FBOP 11 ,including the 

United states penitentary atwater 11 USP ATWATER".He is sued in 

his individual capacitie~. 

3.Defendant Robert E. McFadden.is the regional director of the 

western Region of the "FBOP".He is responsible for the 

conditions and policies of every prison in the Western Region 

of the "FBOP"includung "USP ATWATER".He is sued in his 

individual capacities. 

4.Defendant Dennis D. Smith.is the Warden at "USP ATWATER",he 

is responsible for the conditions and the policies in the 

operations of that prison,He is sued in his individual 

capacities. 

5.Defendant Belinda Avalos.is the Associate Warden at the "USP 

ATWATER".She is sued in her individual capacities. 

6.Defendant c. Gant.is Associate Warden at the "USP 

ATWATER".She is sued in her individual capacities. 

?.Defendant Leautenant Cobb.is Special Investigations 

Supervisor"SIS".He is responsible for the plaintiff's request 

for protective custody.and other such investigations at "USP 

ATWATER".He is sued in his individual capacities. 

4 
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a.Defendant Devere,is the unit manager for building 4A & 

SA,and SB.He is responsible for the conditions and policies in 

the operation of the units under his management,including 

SA,which is the unit the plaintiff was assigned to.He is sued 

in his individual capacities. 

9.Defendant Leautenant Paul,is the leautenant in charge of the 

Special Housing Unit "SHU 11 .He is sued in his individual 

capacities. 

10.Defendant Mr. Liwag,is the case manager assigned to the 

plaintiff.He is responsible for the care and handling of the 

cases assigned to his case load including but not limited to, 

the preparation of inmate transfers to another institution for 

any reason.He is sued in his individual capacities. 

11.Defendant Mrs. Bowles,is the unit manager for 6 

building.She was acting as the Unit Manager for Mr. devere 

during his sick leave.She is sued in her individual 

capacities. 

12.Defendant Mr. Fass,is the department head of the 

institutional computer services.As part of his duties he was 

occasionally assigned as the Institutional Duty 

Officer, "IDO'1 .He is sued in his individual capacities. 

13.Defendant Mr.Putnam,is the correctional counselor assigneG 

to the plaintiff.He is sued in his individual capacities. 

14.4 Unknown correctional Officer 1 s,were assigned to control 

and monitor the movement of inmates during the time and date 

that the plaintiff was assaulted.Including the 11 Tower 7 

officer" ,the Compuond 1&2 officer and the Facility cooridor 

officer.They are each sued in their individual capacities. 

s 
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IV.A.Statement of Claim 

1.All of the above named defendants did knowingly and 

willingly violate the plaintiff's 8th Amendment right to be 

free from cruel and unusual punishment,by failing to protect 

the plaintiff from serious assault by violent inmates. 

2.All of the defendant's were aware of the violent and 

dangerous conditions that existed at 11 USP ATWATER",leading up 

to October 9, 2007. 

3.Each of the Defendant's were aware of the real and the 

substantial risk of harm that existed against the 

plaintiff,"that he was vulnerable to be assaulted because of 

being labled as a sex-offender 11 ,and that the plaintiff was 

targeted for assault by violent gang members. 

4.The defendants were deliberatly indifferent to the 

plaintiff's safety concerns,and the defendants failed to 

respond in a reasonable manner to protect the plaintiff.As a 

result of the defendants deliberate infifference the plaintiff 

was assaulted and seriously injured on Oct,9,2007, 

5. The defendants listed as 11 4 unknown correctional 

officers 11 ,each failed in their duty to protect the plaintiff 

from being assaulted, 11 by failing to properly monitor the 

movement of inmates during the lunch movement,by failing to 

see the assault,and by failing to intervene to stop the 

assault. 

6. Each of the defendants at the time relevent to the events 

described herein acted and continue to act under the color of 

federal law 
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7.The United States of America, 11 FBOP 11 ,did through the 

negligent acts and or omissions of it's agent's, 11 failed to 

protect the plaintiff from severe physical assault by other 

inmates". 

A.By failing to properly investigate the plaintiff's repeated 

request for protective custody. 

B.By failing to thoroughly investigate the plaintiff's claims 

that he was target for assault by various prison gangs. 

C.By failing to identify the plaintiff of being more 

vulnerable to be assaulted due to his being labled as a sex

offender. 

D.By failing to properly monitor the mass movement of the 

inmate population during the noon meal. 

E.By failing to notice any indicator or indicator's that a 

fight or an assault was about to occur. 

F.By failing to notice the actual assault as it occured and 

failing to intervene. 

G.The defendant's acts or omissions were substantial factors 

in bringing about the assault on the plaintiff and his 

resulting injuries 

H.The defendant's owed the plaintiff a duty to protect him 

from assault by other inmates by failing to do so they 

breached that duty. 

a.Aside from the serious physical injuries the plaintiff 

suffered,he continues to suffer from frequent head 

aches,blurred vision and dizzy spells~plaintiff is also 

experiencing severe psychological and emotional 

trauma,including but not limited to,violent nightmares,severe 

panic attacks,anxiety and paranoia. 

7 
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IV. B. FACTUAL ALLEGATIONS 

1. The plaintiff was assaulted by 6 other inmates on October 

9, 2007 at USP Atwater in Atwater, California, Merced County. 

The plaintiff has been targeted for assault by White 

Supremacist gangmembers, their associates and other prisoners, 
c"" e. t- J."'• i:-... ; -t• -.... 1~J. ~ 

because plaintiff has a.pri91- state sex offense conviction. 

2. Aside from the assault of October 9, 2007, which is the 

cause of this claim, plaintiff was also assaulted at the 

United States Penitentiary, Victorville, (USP Victorville), on 

April 15, 2007 for the same reason and was subsequently 

transferred to the USP Atwater. After the October 9, 2007 

assault, plaintiff was transferred to the USP Lee, Virginia, 

where he was again assaulted on April 21, 2008. 

3. Plaintiff arrived on or about June 12, 2007 at USP Atwater. 

Upon his arrival he initially spoke with Defendant Lieutenant 

Cobb, SIS officer. The plaintiff informed defendant Cobb of 

the exact nature of the threat that existed against him, 

including informing the defendant about why plaintiff had 

trouble at his previous two institutions, and also that he 

believed that plaintiff had at least one known enemy at USP 

Atwater. 

4. Defendant Cobb was aware of the plaintiffs previous threats 

against him at USP Pollock, LA and the assault that occurred 

against the plaintiff at USP Victorville, Ca., leading up to 

his transfer to USP Atwater CA. Defendant Cobb also knew the 

inmate who the plaintiff believed could pose a threat against 

him at USP Atwater. 

8 
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5. Based upon this information, defendant Cobb placed the 

plaintiff in the Special Housing Unit, (SHU), pending a threat 

assessment investigation and possible ~protective custody 

transfer". 

6. On or about June 14, 2007, the plaintiff spoke to his case 

manager, defendant Liwag. The plaintiff explained his 

situation to the defendant and plaintiff gave him an inmate 

request to staff, commonly known in the FBOP as a "cop-out". 

Defendant Liwag told the plaintiff that if it was determined 

that a threat did exist against him, that he would be 

submitted for a transfer to another institution. 

7. On or about June 21, 2007, plaintiff spoke with Warden 

Smith, (defendant Smith) . Plaintiff then briefly explained to 

defendant Smith why he was in SHU. Defendant Smith told the 

plaintiff that when the threat assessment investigation was 

complete, a determination concerning the plaintiffs possible 

transfer would be made. 

8. On or about late June or early July of 2007, plaintiff 

spoke with defendant Devere for the first time. Defendant 

Devere was not aware of the plaintiffs situation, but said 

that he would contact SIS Lt. Cobb about the plaintiffs 

investigation. Defendant Devere told the plaintiff that he 

would be gone on sick leave, and that unit manager Bowles, 

(defendant Mrs. Bowles), would be acting in his stead. 
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9. Also in June or July of the same year, the plaintiff wrote 

a letter to the regional director of the Western region, 

Defendant McFadden. The plaintiff informed defendant McFadden 

by letter of his concerns for his personal safety in hopes of 

enlisting the defendants help in effecting a transfer for the 

plaintiff. 

10. Plaintiff received a response to said letter that was 

dated August 13, 2007. Plaintiff was notified that the threat 

assessment investigation was completed by the SIS on August 3, 

2007, and it was determined that there was not a threat 

against the plaintiff, and that he would be released from the 

SHU to program in the general population at USP Atwater. 

11. Upon receiving this letter and learning of this 

information, the plaintiff began reiterating his concerns and 

efforts to remain in protective custody, and effect a 

transfer. 

12. The plaintiffs mother, Ms Connie Willis, also called the 

prison numerous times and wrote letters, including a letter to 

defendant Lappin, the director of the Federal Bureau of 

Prisons, (FBOP) , The said letter is dated September 19, 2007, 

and in said letter she requested protective custody for 

plaintiff and a transfer to an institution where he could be 

safe and also program in general population. 

13. The plaintiff received a response to this letter on 

October 19, 2007, 10 days after the Plaintiff was assaulted. 

10 
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14.between Aug.15,2007 & Sept.26,2007 The plaintiff notified 
J,'w, 

the fellin~ defendants Verbally and by written inmate to staff 

request,herein after 11 Cop-Out 11 .Plaintiff put each of the 

defendants at "USP ATWATER",that he had serious safety 

concerns if he were placed in the ganeral population.and that 

"he requested for them to reconsider his request for a 

protective custody transfer to another institution more suited 

for his special safety requirements". 

15.Plaintiff was not interviewed concerning his request for 

protective custody,Except during his initial intake interview 

with defendant Lt .. Cobb 11 SIS 11 .In fact when the plaintiff would 

see any of the defendants,he would always put them on notice 

of his safety concerns,and ask what was going on with his 

situation.The answer that plaintiff recieved was always 

similar,Either 11 I dont know,or the matter is still under 

investigation, or You will be released from the "SHU" to 

program in the general population"· 

16.On or about Aug.24,2007,Defendant Avalos Wrote a letter to 

the plaintiff's mother,in responce to a letter that Ms. Willis 

had written to defendant'D. Smith.The letter that the 

plaintiff's mother wrote was concerning his serious safety 

concerns. 

17.Defendant Avalos stated that the plaintiff was going to be 

transferred to another institution.However this transfer did 

not occur,"Until after the plaintiff was ordered from the SHU, 

and was subsequently assaulted"! 

ll 
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18.In late Aug. or early Sept. of 2007,Plaintiff attempted to 

resolve his safety concerns by utilizing the administrative 

remedies.He filed a BP-8 informal resolution with defendant 

Mr. Putnam,however said BP-8 was never responded to. 

19.On Sept.14,2007,plaintiff filed a 11 BP-9 Adm. Remdy. 11 With 

his unit team,defendants Devere,Li Wag,& Putnam.In said BP-9 

plaintiff explained specifically his safety concerns,and asked 

for either a state placement or a protective costudy 

transfer.Said BP-9 was returned to him unprocessed, 11 Because 

the BP-8 was not attached as required".Plaintiff explained in 
·~~:· 1, .. :\.~ . 

his BP-9 tha\-ihe did not recieve his BP-8 from his unit 

team.Said BP-9 is ADm. Remdy#466507-Fl 

20.On Sept.13,2007,Plaintiff wrote a 11 COP-OUT 11 to 

staff,providing information about his safety concerns,about 

his fears of being targeted for assault by atleast one known 

prison gang at 11 USP ATWATER 11 .Plaintiff also spoke to A.W. 

C.Gant on several occasions about his concerns. 

21.0n or about Sept.19,2007,Plaintiff spoke .to the SHU 

leautenant "defendant Paul",at length about his safety 

concerns.Plaintiff explained in detail the exact nature of the 

threat that exist against him.Lt. Paul agreed that if 

plaintiff 1 s allegations were true that 11 he would be in danger 

in (GP) at (USP ATWATER)". 

22.Plaintiff pleaded with defendant Lt. Paul to place him on 

protective costudy status.Despite plaintiff 1 s assertions, 

Lt.Paul still ordered him to leave the SHU, to be released to 

the general population. 

ll-
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23.On Sept.25,2007, the plaintiff was 11 ORDERED TO LEAVE THE 

SPECIAL HOUSING UNIT(SHU)",He was placed in the general 

population despite all of his attempts to recieve protective 

custody. 

24.On the same day that plaintiff was released from the SHU, 

he was approached by several gang members, he was told that 

inmate "Kenneth Mattox" was waiting to speak with him.The 

plaintiff met with inmate Mattox who was accompanied by 

several other gang members.This meeting was without incident. 

25.0n Sept. 26,2007, the plaintiff again met with inmate who 

was accompanied by 6 other inmates.Inmate Mattox told the 

plaintiff that there was a rumor about thaplaintiff that "he 
~v,,. 

was a 11 RAPO 11 .Inmate mattox told the plaintiff that~ he would 
f.-..pe<' 

have 3 weeks to produce paqpe~ work to disprove this rumor. 

26.Immediatly after this confrontation, the plaintiff spoke 

to his Unit Manager "defendant Devere",and told him about his 

confrontation with Mattox.Plaintiff reaffirmed his belief that 

his safety was in danger at USP ATWATER.Defendant Devere took 

no further action after receiving this information. 

27.On October 9, 2007, at about 11:45 AM, the plaintiff was 

brutally assaulted by 6 inmates some of them white supremacist 

gang member's while inmate Mattox acted as a look out.This 

assault occured in broad day light at the corner of unit 6A,In 

front of the facilities,In plain view of the leautenants 

office, and the yard tower 7. 

l3 
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28.Staff did not attempt to render assistance to the 

plaintiff during the assault,staff claims not to have seen the 

assault.It is not known to the plaintiff whether or not this 

assault was recorded on any security cameras. 

29.During the assault which plaintiff believes lasted between 

"3 to 5 minutes",He was severly beaten, his head was severly 

swollen and mishapen,his left eye was swollen completely 

shut,his nose was broken,his left sinus cavity was 

fractured,and staples were required to close cuts in his 

scalp.The plaintiff also suffered a very severe concussion. 

30. The plaintiff reiterates that while he was in the 

11 SHU",prior to being "ORDERED"to go to the general population 

that he notified all of the named defendants in this claim.He 

repeatedly told the defendants both verbally and by written 

request 11 COP-OUT 11 ,that 11 he had some very serious safety 

issues,that he had been targeted for assault by various 

groups,and that he had atleast one known enemy in general 

population at USP ATWATER 11
• 

31. After the plaintiff was assaulted on OCT.9,2007, he was 

finally transfered from USP ATWATER. 

I~ 
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V. PRAYER FOR RELIEF 

WHEREFORE,Plaintiff respectfully prays that this court: 

1.Declare that the acts and omissions described herein 

violated plaintiffs rights under the constitutionand the laws 

of the United States,and were the cause of plaintiffs 

injury's. 

2.Enter preliminary and permanent injunctions ordering the 

11 FBOP 11 ,the named defendants,their successors,and all persons 

acting in concert with them,to protect the plaintiff from 

assault by White Supremacist gang members and their 

associates,and other known enemies. 

3. Order the "FBOP 11 to implement an adequate classification 

system that identifies both dangerous inmates,and also 

vulnerable inmates,such as plaintiff,and a system to 

adequately seperate the more vulnerable inmates from assault 

by dangerous inmates. 

4. Enter judgement in favor of the plaintiff for 

nominal,compensatory,and punitive damages as allowed by law in 

the amount of $1,500,000.00, (ONE MILLION FIVEHUNDREDTHOUSAND 

DOLLARS and Zero cents),against each defendant individually 

and severally.And for compensatory damages as allowed by law 

against the "United States of America. 

\5 
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Respectfully submitted on this the 2nd day of 

June, 2010 .. 

~--RD~' li\1L mes Ray Willis 

#68983-080 

USP TUCSON 

PO BOX 24550 

Tucson, AZ.85734 

VERIFICATION 

Pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1746,I James R. Willis ,verify and 

declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the United 

States of America,that the foregoing is true and correct. 

Executed on this the 2nd day of,June,2010 . 

. W&k 
Willis 

'" 
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U.S. Department of Justin ' Central.Office Administrative Remedy Appeal 

• Fede ra r Bureau of Prisons 

Type or use ball-point pen. If auachrnenu arc needed, submit four copies. One copy each or !he completed BP-229( 13) and BP-230-( 13). including any anach
ments mus1 be submitted with this appeal. 

From: b);J{t'5, ,J11~e!> J /?... 4,e,,e.3 -0!31) P- '-fl] vsP L.ee.. 
LAST NAME. ARST. MIDDLE INITIAL REG. NO. UNIT INSTIIVllON 

Part B - RESPONSE 

DATI; 

ORIGINAL: RETURN TO INMATE 

Part C i RECEIPT 

Return to:-------------~ 
LAST N'AME, ARST, MrDDLE 1:-.TrlAL REG.NO. 

RECEIVED 
JAN 3 1 2008 

Administrative Remedy Section 
Federal Bureau cl Prisons 

GENERAL COUNSEL 

CASE NUMBER: 'fl 01? (; -Ir i 
CASENUMBER: ---------

UNIT INSTrruTION 

SUBJECT:------------------------------~---~--

DATE SIGNATURE OF RECIPIENT OF CENTRAL OFFICE APPEAL 
9P-i31(13) 
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This is in response to your Central Office Administrative Remedy 
Appeal in which you request to be transferred to a Bureau 
facility in which your safety will not be jeopardized by gang 
activity. You claim to have been assaulted three times in as 
many institutions, because staff were deliberately indifferent 
and placed you in harm's way. You also seek disciplinary action 
against all staff involved. 

Our information indicates you raised an allegation of having 
issues with certain inmate groups and claim the repetitive nature 
of the assaults is corroborating evidence. Yet, despite your 
concerns for your own safety, you were apparently less than 
cooperative with investigating staff, resulting in their 
inability to immediately yerify any specific threat. However, 
following your October 2007 assault, staff investigated the 
incident and determined it would be best to effect your transfer. 
As such, you were transferred and admitted to USP Lee. Since 
then, records show you have been assigned to general population. 
Should you experience any further problems, we encourage you to 
immediately report it to staff. They will take any appropriate 
deemed necessary. 

You request the discipline of staff for what you perceive.to be 
deliberate indifference. we remind you the Administrative Remedy 
process is not the proper mechanism to seek such relief, as the 
discipline of staff is not an appropriate matter for inmate 
review compensation for appealing any agency decision is not 
relief available within the purpose and scope of Program 
Statement 1330.13, Administrative Remedy Program. There are 
long-established procedures in place for reconciling legitimate 
concerns of staff misconduct. As noted above, we do not have any 
information suggesting any staff wrongdoing in this regard. 

Our review reveals the Warden and Regional Director adequately 
responded to the issues you raised in your appeal. We therefore 
concur with the responses provided. This response is for 
informational purposes only. 

tts, Administrator 
nmate Appeals 
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CLAIM FOR DAMAGE, 
INJURY, OR DEATH 

INSTRUCTIONS: ?lease read carefully the instructions on· the reverse sid0 ano FORM 'APPROVED 
supply information requested on bo1h sides ot the to·m. Use additionai sl".ee!(SI if 0MB NO · 

1 neces::ary. See reve:se side for additional ir•structions. 1105-0008 

t--1-. _S_u_b_m-it~T--o_A_p_pr_o_p....,.,i-a1_c_F_e_de_r_a_1 .-A-ge_n_c_y~:- 2 Name, Address of ciaim~m and claimant's personal reoresen,ativ~. if any. 
(See instructions on reverse./ (Number, street, c,ry, Srare and Zip Code) 

Federal Bureau of Prisons James Willis 68983-080 __J 
Western Regio~al Office USP Tucson 
7338 Shoreline Drive · PO Box 24550 
Stockton, CA 95219 -~-~-------~ Tucson. AZ 85734 · 

3. TYPE OF EMPLOYMENT! 4. DATE OF BIRTH I 5. MARITAL STATUS! 6. DATE ANO DAY OF ACCIDENT 7 TIME (A.M. or P.M.J 

n MIUT-'.RY l"X] CIVILIAN I 4 -14 · (c 7 I Single -~'():. tober 9, 2007 11: 45 AM 
8. Basis cl Claim /Stare in der11it ihe known fucrs and c,rcumstances arrending the damage, injury, or dearh, idenrifying persons and property 

involved, rhe place of occurrence.and rhe cavse rhereofJ (Use additiontJI pages if necesssry.J 

See attached. 

9. _______ ?_R.,..,O_PE_R_T_Y_D_A_M_A_G_E ______ -=--c,----------
1 NAME AND ADDRESS OF OWNER. IF OTHER THAN CLAIMANT {Nvmber, sr1eer, ciry, Srare, and Zip Cede/ 

BRIEFLY DESCRIBE THE PROPERTY. NA. TURE AND EXTENT OF DAMAGE AND THE LOCATION WHtRE PROPERTY MAY 6E INSPECTED. (See 
1r1srrvcricns on ,everse side. I 

10. PERSONAL INJURY/WIWNGFUL DEATH 

STATE NATJRi: AND EXTENT OF EAC-i INJUfW OR CAUSE OF DE.A. TH. WHICH FORMS THE BASIS OF Tf-'.E CLAIM. IF OTHER THAN CLAIMANT, 
s-ATE N;.NE OF INJURED PERSOt~ OR DECEDENT 

See attached. 

' 
11. · ~ .... 'ITNESSES 

NAME j ADDRESS (Nvmbe,, srreer, ciry, State, and Zip Code/ 

See attached. 

12. (See insrrucrions on revctse) AMOUNT OF CLAIM (In dollars/ 
.12a. PROPERTY DAMAGE 12b. PERSONAL INJURY 1 2c. WRONGFUL. DEA TH 12d. TOTAL (Failure ro specify may cause 

N/A $20,000,000.00 N/A forfeirvre of yourrighrs.J 

$20,000,000.00 
- - . - - - .. - -· . ·- -

1

1 CEHTIFY I hA, THE AMOUNT Or- CLA1M COVERS ONLY DAMAGE::, AND INJURIE;, CAUSED t:d Tm: ACCIC.Ei\lT ABOV::. ANO AGrtEE TO f..CCE?T 
SAID AMOUNT IN FULL SATISFACTION AND FINAL SETTLEMENT OF THIS CLAIM. . 

1 Ja. SiG.'-iATURE OF CLAIMA.~T {See i~srrucricns on reverse side./ 

~ f\.W~\h~ 
CIVIL PENAL TY FOR PRESENTING 

FRAUOULENT CLAIM, 

1 Jb. Phor,e nJmber of signacory 14. DA TE OF C:...L>,: \.I 

. I 
N/A 

CRIMINAL PENALTY FOR PRESENTING FRAUDULENT 
CLAIM OR MAKING FALSE STATEMENTS 

I 
The claimant shall forfeit and pay tu the United States the sum of 

S 2,000 plus double the amount of damages sCJstaineo' by the Uniteo' 
States. (See 31 U.S.C. 372.9.J 

Fine cf not more than $10,000 or imprisonment for ,_-.ot more than 5 years! 

I 
9!;.l09 NSN 7540-00-534-4046 

or both. (See /8 U.S.C. 28i, 7001./ 

STANO"-R!J FDRM Sii .'Re•,. 7-85, .'c':?J 
PRESCRIBEC BY Ll~Pr. OF JUSTICE 

2!JCFR 142 
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Claimant, Feoeral inmate James Willis, herein contends that on October 9, 
2007, while in the custody of prison officials at United States Penitentiary 
Atwater, California, at approximately 11:45 AM the Claimant was seriously 
assaulted by six (6) inmates. Prison officials at USP Atwater did negligently 
or wrongfully, through acts or omissions, cause the Claimant to suff'?r 
severe, serious and life-threatening injury, to wit: 

On October 9, 2007, Claimant was walking from his housing unit, SA to the 
dining at approximately 11:45 AM. On approaching the corner of the West 
sidewalk and the South (Main) sidewalk, the Claimant was jumped by six (6) 
unknown assailants and severely beaten. (See attached map indicatirig the 
location of the attack and key landmarks referred to in this statement.) 
111¢ assailants repeatedly beat the Claimant about the head, neck and upper 
torso with thei~ fists and unknown objects. When the Claimant fell to the 
ground, ·the assailants continued to beat him with their fists, unknown 
objects and kicking him repeatedly with their reinforced-toed work boots. 
The attack lasted approximately five (5) ~inutes. As the assailants left, 
the Claimant heard one of the assailants say, "Come on, we got ~way with it. 
F'>'d,kin' ·rapo." 

while the assault took place· in plain view of prison staff no alert signaling 
trouble was announced and no assistance was directed to the point of the 
assault. Claimant refers to the attached map noting the loc_ation of the 
Central tower, the Main Corridor which was fully staffed and the Lieutenant's 
office which was direct across from the attack, a distance of aproxirnately 
200 feet. 

Claimant had to make it to r.is feet undeT his own power and was only able Lo 
stumble from the point of the attack to the Main Corridor. The Clairn~nt was 
only then assisted by a corrections officer who helped him to the medical 
facility for assessment and treatment. Enroute to medical, Claimant passed 
a nu'llber of prison executives including Warden O. Smith. Claimant reminded 
Warden Smith that he had notified the Warden of the very real possibili.ty of 
attack the Claimant faced and stated to the Warden, "See I told you what was 
going to happen if you put me in general population." 

Claimant was taken for medical assessment and treatment at the prison's 
medical facility. The Claimant recalls being·met at medical by an SIS 
officer who was taking pictures of the injuries Claimant sustained. The 
Claimant recalls being told that his injuries would require outside treatment. 
The Claimant lost conscienciousness while wr_ile at the prison medical 
facility. The Claimant's next recollection is waking at the Emergency Room 
of Mercy Medical Center, Merced, California. 

The Claimant was treated for severe and life-threatening injuries. An extensive 
physical examination was perfoD:,E-d uf L:1e CLsirr.a.r.t inch:ding two 1~2) cat scans 
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to assess d~mage to the Claimant's head and brain. Claimant was treated for 
multiple cuts, bruising, lascerations and contusions to his head, neck, arms, 
upper torso, groin and legs. Medical personnel diagnoised that the Claimant 
had suffered a serious brain concusion as a result of the beating he received. 
The Claimant was further diagnotsed with a fractured left sinus cavi,ty, a 
crushed labrum an1 crushed left and right nasal passages. 

Claimant was returned to USP Atwater·following outside medical attention 
and was placed in Administrative·segregation in the Special Housing Unit (SHU). 
While in SHU, Claimant continued to suffer with extreme pain ar.d reported 
difficulty breathing as a result of the damage to his sinus region. Claimant 
further ccmplained of dizziness, nightmares and difficulty sleeping. 

As a result of t1e extensive damage to the Claimant's nasal region, Claimant 
required outside surgical intervention to repair the damage that resulted 
from the senseless beating. 

Claimant alleges that prison officials were notified that the Claimant was 
in danger of serious injury and the very real possibility of death if placed 
in general population at USP Atwater. Despite notification by the Claimant, 
claimant's family and information contained in the Claimant's Central File, 
prison officials negligently placed the Claimant in general population, 
subjecting him to the real possibility of assault. Prison officials owed the 
Claimant the right and duty to reasonably care for his safety and failed to 
protect the Claimant from needless injury. 

The Claimant avers to the following in support of his allegations: 

l. Clai:iant was a prisoner at US? Victorville, California on April 15, 20C7 
and was seriously assaalted by white supremaist gang members resulting 
in bodily injury. The reason for the assault was att;ributed to the fact 
that the Claimant had a charge of .rape in his criminal history. As a 
res;_ut of the attack, which is detailed in his BO? Central.file and 
referenced in letters by the Claixant and Claimant's family, Claimant 
was transferred to USP Atwater. 

2. Claimant arrived at USP Atwater on June 12, 7.007. During his intake 
interview, Claimant was interviewed by SIS Lieutenant Cobb. Claimant 
provided notice to Lieatenant Cobb at the interview that the Claimant 
fear for his safety and his life if he was placed in the general pop
ulation at USP Atwater. This was in direct response to Lt. Cobb's 
question, ''Do yo"J. know of a11y reason I should not put you on this yard?" 

3. Claimant verified with Lt. Cobb the information contained in his Central 
File regarding the assault at USP Victorville and also threats which 
·had been verified whi 1 e Claimant was at USP Pollack, threats that resul tcd 
in the Claimant being transferred from US? Pollack to USP Victorville. 

- 2 -
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4. Claimant notified Lt. Cobb that l,e was aware of a specific inmate that 
posed.a substantial threat to the Claimant's safety. The inmate, Mattox 
was incarcerated with the Claimant at USP Pollack, was a member of the 
white ·supremaist group which had threatened the Claimant and had himself 
direct threatened the Claimant. Lieutenant Cobb verified to Claimant that 
inmate Mattox was a nember of the gene1.·a1 population anc"! that he had 
ties to known gang activity. 

5. Based on the detailed information provided by the Claimant, information 
contained in the Claimant's central f-ile and information relied upon by 
SIS Lieutenant Cobb, Claimant was placed in Protective Custody pending 
a threat assessment and housed in the Special Housing Unit {SHU) at 
USP Atwater. Lieutenant Cobb advised Claimant at that time that 
Claimant should anticipate a transfer to another institution. 

01" o\l-o-... t- '.j,W~ 
6. on-1:.:rune 14, 2007, Claimant spoke with case Manager Li Wag regarding 

his fear of being placed in general population. Claimant provided 
Li Wag with an Inmate Request Form which.gave notice of the Claimant's 
concern for his safety at USP Atwater, detailed reasons for those 
concerns and requested transfer to a different state or Federal 
institution. 

7. On June 21, 2007, Clai:'.lant provided notice to Warden D. Smith that he 
feared for his safety if placed in general populatior.. The war9e~ 
acknowledged that he was aware of the Claimant's situation and that he 
understooo that a threat assessment was being made. Warden Smith told 
clair:.ant that upon com[Jletion of the threat assessment, the possiblility 
of transfer would addressed. 

8. On or about late JuP.e or early July, Claimant spoke with Unit Manager 
Devere who indicated that he was not familiar with the Claimant·' s 
situation. Claimant then provided Mr. Devere with details of his situ
ation and giving him notice of his fears regarding_placement in general· 
population. Mr. Devere acknowledged that he understooo the Claimant's 
concern and that he would follow-up with SIS Lieutenant Cobb. 

9. Points 6,7 and 8 above are attested to in an'affidavit by the Claimant's 
cell-mate while housed in the SHU at USP Atwater. Sworn affidavit attached. 

10. On or about July 9, 2007, Claimant wrote PDP Regional Director for the 
Western Region, Mr. Mc~adden notifying him that the.Claimant feared for 
his safety if required to joir. the general population at USP Atwater. 
Claimant.requested that the Director assist in speeding the Claimant's 
transfer to a facility where the claimant would be safe. 

-· 3 -
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11. Claimant's letter to the Regional Director was responded to by Warden 
Smi t:1 in a letter dated At:..g·~t 13, 2007. Warden Sr.ii th informed the 
Claimant in his letter that the SIS investigation had been completed 
on August 3, 2007. Despite Claimant providing specific information on 
the known threats, specific individuals and specif~c groups, the 
assessment of the Cl.aimant' s request for Protective Custody was deter
mined to be Wlverified. 

12. Between the pe::-iod AU(J'JSt 15, 2007 and September 25, 2007, Claimant 
notified verbally and in writing prison officials that he.had not been 
interviewed regarding his request his request for protective custody 
and that Claimant believe that his life and safety were in jepordy. if 
:-eq.iired to go into the general population. Claimant filed with prison 
officials a BP-8 in Aug'Jst 2007 which was not responded to, this was 
followed up by a BP-9 again providing notification to prison officials 
of Claimant's.fear for his safety. Claimant's BP-9 while ::ecord, was 
rejected for lack ·of a BP-8. 

13. Claimant informed the following prison o::ficials between the period 
AtXJUSt 15, 2007 a~d September 25, 2007: Warde~ D. Smith, SIS 0t. Cobb, 
Associate Warder: Avalous, OlC Officer Dreher, Juty Officer f'ass, Unit 
Manager Devere, Unit Manager Bowles, Case Ma~ager Lf Wag, SHU Lt. Paul, 
and CHaplain Weaver. The above notifications were witnessed by and can 
be atestcd to by by inmate Casey Lawrence, Reg. No. 17991-075, who 
shared the cell with Clai:naf'.t during this period. 

14. In addi ti.on to Clain1ant 's notificc1 tion to prison o::°"::icials, Claimant's 
mother also provided noti~~r{t Cl,ai_mant feared for his life arid safely. 
Claimant's mother, Connie ' Y~ti{:e to the Regional Director for (;;a(_~, .. ,.., 
the Western Region, Robert ~cf'adden on August- 5, 2007. Claimant's i" ;t,,..l~ J,W. 
:nother. received a response to her letter dated A·.1gust 24, 7.007 from 
Acting Warden Avalos fo::::- wa:::der.. Sn;i t:1 acknowledgi::g her letter and 
stating that the SIS investigation could not verify Claimant's request 
for Protective Custcdy. 'lhe letter further states that the Claimant 
did not cooperate with the investigation. Claimant restates that 
at all times he cooperated with ·s1s investigators and provided s9ecif ic 
infornation regarding tl1e threats to his safety and li::c. 

15. Clai~ant's mother sent another letter, dated Augst 25, 2007, again 
addressed to Regional Director Mcfadden. In this letter the Claimant's 
mother again notifies prison officials that she and the· .Claimant have 
reason to £ear for his life a'1d safety. Claimant's mother- reminds 
officials that t:1ere is a known pe::-son or. the compound. at USP Atwater 
t'.1at poses a th:::eat and states that she has been told by the Clair.iant 
t:,at there i.s a "hit" o,..it on hi11; if he aoes to general pof?Ulation. 

- 4 -
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16. On Septe:nber 19, 2007, Claimant's molher sent u letter to Director of 
the Bureau of Prisons, Harly G. Lappin expressi::g grave concer:1 ::or the 
Claimant's life and safety. The letter restates the known facts about 
the fears of the Claimant. Tlle letter further requests that the 
Cl.air:iant be provided Protective CUstcdy and that the Clui:nant be trans
ferred to a::.cther institution. ?his letter was responded by US~ Atwater 
Warden Smith but not until l0--0ays after the assault on the Claimant. 

17. On Septerr.ber 18, 2007, Claimant was ordered by correctional officers 
that he• was to be re leased frorr. t:-:e SEC a-:d placed i:-: general populat i<, n. 
Claimant informed prison officials tha~: he was refusing this order. 
Prison s;taff notified Claimanl lhat ·he would receive an incident report 
for refusi~g lhe order. 

18. On September 18, 2007, Claimant was served a disciplinary rep.:irl by 
SHU Lieutenant Paul. Claimant notified Lt. Paul that he feared for his 
life and safety if placed in general population. Claimant was i:-itervicwed 
by Lt. Paul, in Lhe lieutenant's office at which time the Clairr.a.,t again 
provided specific detaHs of his fear and concern. The Lieutenant agreed 
that if the Claimant's information was correct, the Claimant would 
inc.eed be in danger if placed in ge:-ieral population. Ile stated however 
that the matter was out of his hands. 

19. Lieutenant Paul informed Claimant that if Claimant continued to refuse 
orders lo progra:n in general population, Claimant would face further 
disciplinary sanctions. At the concLJsion of the interview with ;_,t. Paul, 
Claimant asked the Lieutentant if he could talk with SIS on his behalf 
and ask tr.at they reopen the ir.vestigation. Uetenant Paul c"restated 
that t:ere was little he co·__:ld do for the Clairr.ant. · 

20. On September 2::i, 2007, Claimant was again ordered from the SHU Lo 
general population. Claimant was escorted to a holding area by the SHU 
property of::icer w!-:o was aware of the c.:.aimant's situation and asked 
the ClaLmant i:f he would be okay out there. Claimant respo:-ided - NC. 

21. Claimanl was assigned to housing unil 5 •A. That same day he was approached 
by an inmate !<nown as ... i ttle Jo!'":n a.:-:d told t:-:at inrr.ate Mattox wa-:t to 
talk with the CLaimant irr.rnedialcly foll.owing lhc eve:1ir:g meal. 

22. Claimant was approached the ever:ing of Septe:nber 25, 2007 by inmate 
Mattox c:.nd six ( 6) ot:-:er inrr.ates. :.nrr.ate Mattox shook the C::.airr.a:1t 's 
hand and told the Claimant t:1at they would talk the next day during 
recreation. 

- 5 -
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23. On September 26, 2007, Claimant met with inmate Mattox on the recreatior: 
yard (inmate Mattox was again accompanied by six (6) othe inmates). 
Inmate Y.attox inforr.ied the Claima:1t that there was a rumor on the com
pound that the CLaimant was a sex offender, specifically a "rapo''. 
Inmate Mattox told the CLaimant that he had spoken up for the Claimant 
to the "yard shot caller" who was the leader of the white supremaist 
group, the Nazi Lowriders and that the CLaimant had been given three (3) 
weel<s to provide paperwork that disproved the rur:iors. 

2~. On September 26, 2007, Claimant notified Unit Manager Devere of the con
versatior: Claimant had with inmate Mattox and that the Claimant had 
been given a deadline to clear his name or face the consequences. Claimant 
restated his fears for li:!:e and safety, again reminding Mr. Devere of 
his need for Protective Custody and transfer. 

25. Mr. Devere took no action regarding Claimant's notification. 

26. On October 9, 2007, Claimant was brutally attacked and sustained 
serious life-threatening.injuries. 

- G -



' Case 1:09-cv-01703-AWI-GSA 
Plainti f:"s Nami.: J Am (S R. W !.LLI' 5 

Document 24 Filed 07/08/11 

Inmate Nu. b B 9.B3-o8c 
Address po, Bex: 2.Li SSO 

TlAc. 5° .... J 02. 857 34 JUL O 8 2011 

CLERK, IJ S. Dl:::iT,llCT COIJIH 
EASTERN Dt.:;'T/),GT OF CI\Ll~OFINIA 

IN TIIE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURTBv :Jf--
FOR TIIE EASTERN OISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA---~otci,p;;:;111-;;rc:;-;L,;;:~11.~---

(Namr.: 01·r1ainiifl) (Case Number) 

vs. COMPLAINT 

Bivens Action [403 U.S. 388 (l971)J 
Fe. J.~ f'G. l \0( \- Clo.·, .v< ~ck 

Ur'\i'·HJ _'St-..... t es of A .,..,.,r •CA. 
(Names uf all Ocfcndants) 

f Th;,cl A"",e,,...J e 1.l C o.....,r?l~iw'>t) 

JURY T~IRL DEMANOE"J) 

I. Previous Lawsuits (list :di otht"r !Jrl'\.'ious or pending lawsuits on back of thb form): 

A. Have you brought :my uthi.:r lawsuit. .. while a prisoner? Yes Nov 

B. If your answer to A is yes, how many? N/A 
Dcserihe previous or pending lawsuits in the space below. 
( 1 f' more than one, use back of paper to con1 inue out! ining all lawsuits.) 

I. Partie!i to this previous lawsui1: 

Plaintiff Ni A ----------1----------------------------

Defendants N/A -----#-,--------------------------

2. Cou11 ( if f·edera 1 CDurl, gi\·e name of District; if St.ite Court, give name of County) 

N/A 
3. Uockct Numb-:r NIA -----'-.... , ....... ___ _ 4. Assib•m;d Judge-~~ ....... ½-~-------
5. Disposi lion (F nr e~ :imp le. W ~s thi.: i.:~,i.: uismiss~d? Was ii ~rrealed '.I h it sti II pi.:nu ing '!) 

NIA 
I 

6. Filing dali.: (apprnx.) ___ ~~1/A ...... ..__ __ 7. Disposition date (approx.) _ __,tJ;_,_¼~~----
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IN THE UNIT£ D STATES ])ISTRICT COVRT 

1. FOi\ THE EASTERN 'DISTRrCr OF CALTFO RNI A 

3 

14 JAM£!. P,,, WI Lll S, Pro Se, 

5 PfaiA+rff 

" v. 
1 Den,dS Smi+h, 1n h;s 

lb Inc/ividual c"P"';+;e.s; 
q Belinda Avalos, 1n. her-

10 fnJiv,d1Jal CQr~citieS/ 
11 LeQu..teno.f\t Cobb1 TnhiS 

12. Individ~o.l Ca.pP-c:.1-h<..::,.; 

1 '3 L t,u.1teMl'Jt Pe u 1
1 

In hi~ 

11 rf)Jividl,L.v.l C.o.pa.<d-,es.j 

15 Mr. Devere , In h f 5 

'' Indrvrduo.l Ct1po.ci'tieS/ 

11 mrs. »owles, r,, her 
1¥> Ind ividu.a.J C o.p11c:l•ie.~; 
,, ,. L'1 A I ril his 

10 I,, drvidu«J Ccs. fa.tit i es; 
1.1 CArolyn G0at, rnher 

l2 i:"J;vi J~4) C"fdc ,+,C5.,• 

) 
) Cs~·tt 1:0'1-cv-01703 AWI-G-SA(Pc) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

Bryens Ac+ron [ 2. 8 u.s. 38S -

( I~ 11)], 
FTCA [ ZS US,C,; § l3'1,], 

111 Hr R D A MEJl Pf D Co MP LAIJJT' 

JURY T1':rAL DfMANPEl> 

11.3 The. Vo.'tcd StQ.tes of Ame-r,co...1 
J.~ In the oftiCiQI C<1pt1citieS/ 

fj• 1 A 
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Exh.iuslio11 of Administrative Remedies 

A. ls there nn inmate appeal or allminislralive remedy process av;ii!ab\i.; al you1 ins1i1u1ion? 

Yest/ Ko_ 

8. llavc you [i]ed an appeal or grievance concerning ALL of the facts conlaincd in this comp \aint? 

Yes VNo 

Ir your answer is no. explain why not ______________________ _ 

C Is the process completed? 

Ycs__k::" If your am:wcr is yes, briet1y exp:ain what happcncll al each level. 
s e.e 4-fk,.,c,heJ po.3e.s IJ Ex Vltu .... sho11._ cf Adm.-..... d f..-J-;ve_ 

[<fr::t'.)ed.1:es. '' ." 

No_ If your answer is no, cxp\,iin why not. 

NOTICE: Pursuant to the Prison Litigation Rcrorm Act of 1995, "[n]o action sh;-ill be brought with respect to 
prison conditions under [42 U.S.C. § 1983J, or any other Ft·dnal law, hy a prisoner confined in any 
Jail, prison, or other corrcction::11 facility until such administrative rcrncdics as arc available arc 
exhausted." 42 L.S.C. § I 997e(a). If there is an inmate appeal or administrative remedy process 
available al your ir1s.ti1ution, you may not file an action unller Section 1983, or any other rcll.:ral law, 
until you have first comp'.etcd (exhausted) the process available at your institutio;,. Yo:; arc required 
lU <.:ompklc (exhaust) the inmate appeal or c1Jmi;,i.strntive remedy process bdorc filing suit. regardless 
of the relief ofTcicd by the process. I3ooth v. Chu mer, 532 U.S. 73 I. 741 (200 I); McK inncv v. Ca rev, 
111 F.3tl 1198, 1999 (9th Cir. 2002). E,·en ir yuu arc seeking only money damages :rntJ the inmate 
:1ppe:tl ur ad ministraliYc remedy process dues nut (Jrff\-'it)c mone)'', )''OU must exh:rnst the process 
lJt.'fure mini,: suit. Rooth, 532 U.S. at 734. 

2 
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I. EX'liA u ~ rr ON OF A.Dtl1r N lSTR ATiv'I; 

l RfMGD~rs 

3 A, PIG;t'\t i H h11,,s Q. d,"oi...s+e.~\ oll ~VQ;I"' ble o.J n-i ;,1 i sti'o.fi,.it. 

14 re. me c\ i es • The F~c. +~ ot this cla. ~'"" we re p-re1e,yte_&, i ~") 

5 ·""'1t u.d ........ ~/') i"">t"(i\~\ve.. ("l{Y\e.di~~ 1 a.nJ o.lso i,.. the. JI""""),., -

G, ,s+r"'+ • vt. To.--+ c\o.; Nl , 

1 De.,pih- +ht p\o.i,d•;ft1~ ~ r.~t\ ~itti e+forh to rcsc.lve.. th·~ 
S rrw..'""r ·rh1e.. ~<l<"•'I ,~~.,~ ref-.s~ l-o o.J.n--:-t o.~ 7 resp(;),,s i b,·l.·>:J 

q tor the. pkt fl ·½°'{ts i"'J"'' I e ~ vi' t-o (..n,.... pt"l ~-k hJm , c, r to 

10 """" \'...e... o."' oftt, cf- Se.. tU e me()+ .. Th-u~ toce. ~e. fll-1' 11 r:f+ 

11 bN1s +l--11~ e.J'--.-h'\ .. 
I J.. Il. J U R '.[ 'S D [ C. TI O N 

13 Thi!> C.o v-r+ hu.s j .-.c,·~ a,·c.t-.,.,V"\ o.Je.r rhe_ pl~\·n htf~ 

I~ iecle.rA.I c..lo.,• ........ ..-~ P"rs~,o..n.r to 2e u.s., .. § 1331 ,.(lJ 13"13 

IS (o..) (3) j anJ the. Fed era I "Tor+ cl"''?-\~ Acr II FfC: I\\\ 

ll, :l.<o u.s,c., j 13,Uo (b) (1) «od § 2.~,,-.l~eo .. Thi~ Go-~rt 

11 
1& 

1q 

10 

11 

l.l 

23 

2~ 

;l.S 

2'4> 

. 
\~ 

or 
\,\( 

+ne.. o.ppn, pr I o..+e.. I.jell "'-e_ J b ec.c..~~e.. +he r.\'- t"5 Q...,d 
O 'l'V\ { S S 1' C> n S '3 ~..,: "'a r,.se.. tc +\•H"5 c\o..:n---. J,cl (}(.,.C.-

I I\ ,t-'h\·s J. \ s + < (c.:t-. 

PJ- 2-A 
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IJL Defendanh 

(In llc-111 A llelow, place the full mime of the ucrcndnnt in the firs: blank, his/her or!icial position in the second 
blank, and his/her place of employment in thc l hi 1·u blank. U sc item U for the m1mc,;, positions and places of 
crnploymcnt of any additional de fcnuants.) 

A. is employed as ------------Defendant See- A\lw:..h~ 991g._-5, 
__________ al ----------.--------------------
Additional defendants ____ "f>_e_~ __ ~_\\_1J-_c._t.-._e.._J.--'--_,~t--%-½ll-'6'"""',-'~D_i_5 ... it. .... •'-c\ ....... &.._-(\ ........ t ... :'2 ... ' .... ~------l:l. 

IV. Statement of Claim 

(State here as brieny <1:s po.:.siblc the facts of your case. Describe how each defendant is involved, indmling 
dates and places. Do not givt: any legal arguments or cite any easc:s or ,;tnlutes. /\ttach extra sheets if 
necessary.) ,, r \ ,, 

r "'j<" . ?\p.,..\:~ rn'""'e.-.........-.......... __ , .... , .... t _ _.C ... , ... 4:a..•:...a· C'.'.'\...;......:.---=:.•-----f I 

V. Rdit'f, 

(St<1tc bricOy exactly what you want the court tu do for you. Make no legal argmm:nts. Cite 110 cases or 
statutes.) 

I declare under penalty uf pcrju ry thm the foregoing is true <1nd ci:irrcct. 

lJate-.Ju'l e 2..~ zo~t 

( R..:vi5tu 21 t Si.2006) 

J 
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m, DE'F£NDANrs 

I. Def4?ndl,\fft" D-e.ooi:'? Sroi·th, wa.~ t-l-,e. Wo..rd.~n o.+- 11ll~P 

At-w~+t.c'\ ~ v.r, n:3 the. ·~-1ents ~ \\/e..\nj r ;~~ to thi.s C:..\ca.,,v-.. 

~~ w~s f~spen S~\:l\-t. \-or tht. o~ers,·jh+ o~ pt,\;<..;~,, o.r1cl.. 
o. nd +-:};. &: ~1 h v;,ndiht).....,s -~1'.! c, pt-

0p~<o.\.h•I'"\~ o\ + o..+ en·,st.n/ He. •.) 

5\.\t.<\ ;"' hi~ i~d:v~l\o-,\ ~f~c.~+.e.s .. 
1 2 • D '- f ~ "'ck.-1J-t- 15e. lt r"IJ<.. A-1"- \ o 5 , + h t. A.~~ oc_ , 'o.+e... W o.r.:\ en A+- 11 ti 5 P 

~ t,1>.el i"' htr 1'1'\div'icl-. ... 1 ~f"'-"-;·He..s.. 

10 3, 'Def.eric:)o.t'Jr hec..,,.+to9iat- Cobio, the: Spe.c..,o.l r.....,vts+,j«:h'o,'°' 

ll ~"' .... r~r V ,,; 0 r If 5 Is~·. '4~ wa.s ;.-,. C,hCLl'J<- a} the.. in Y~·b_r-+1411") 

I l. C,c .... c.ec~. "j the. pl"i nti!+.r t.\i;;..''""' ~ o.n A. h,· > re'l ""-e.4l.<¼- ~-f 

\ . ''u \\ 13 p,ot'e'.tt-i-Je. c..~1t-od.~J 'fJh;te.. Q.t t>P Atw .... +e~ i t+e. ~s 
I~ s "'e! in h ,~ ; ~'"'a i ..t ~ a V\u-\ to..p ""-<-;·hes .. 

I~ 4. i>ti!. f ~" a. Q l\f L..eo..'tl'-~""'c."'T PG\ .... \, t\ie. l~~ \-~,,,CL-."'\T j',i c ha..,J,t_ 

lb r h "' \\ or -H-i~ -:,~&l·4ll t1"4.-,i"'j tJn:t-- 5 HU , d.""'"~ +he. e.vct1•rJ 

11 ~ ,.J1'nj ,,-H!. hi -»,,-~ ck, ... ,..,., i H~ •·!> fh\~ {.,-. h .~ ,'l\d.lv,J.u.. ... l 

l'o C..Of c....c. 1 +;~s. 
I~ 5., Def e,"\ t!"-("\T Mr. J?t•if:,lt-1 the. Vr1~·t- m°'"°j'l.-r to.r 5....,;\J ,',,jj 

2° ~ A t 5 A ~ 5 B a~f•'""j fu~ ~vt-f"IT~ 'N ,'J fi'SL +-11 th\·~ 

21 C..\o..,~, anA. Wo.~ •the... ~t Ph,t,1+-iHs Vn;•I- rrla.~"-;jet;" h-e... 

12. { ~ 51A.e...\ i'/\ h,-' i.Ac:\ i ',( -i J.. ~\ CQ..p~ c ~ \-i ~~ ~ 

23 lo. l) efe" cl~..,+- rYlrs. l}o..,,.,lef-;. 1 .she. is the. Un:+ n')"'""'Je.r 

2~ tor G, BlA-:\dtAj (),.~ ''Usf Atw4,~('\', '$\,,e. v,to.s o_<.:h'✓"'(j I.I) 

ZS mr. l>e.,/t(~~ st-eQ.A clv..l\'f\j hd '5,'<..K lto...ve..; ~he. 1·~ 

21c ~v,,.e...i..\ ill he.r- i"a:" ;J."'.,._\ C.j),.f~t.~+ i e. s .. 
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II(. D~-~e ...... d.o.-rits, Co'"'¼';" ...... e.,~ 

1 1... De fe"' dt...,-yt- 1 Mr. L.i Wo.j 
1 

+- he. Co.se l"'Y"I~"' o.~-e....r o..ss:j l"le..c\ tc Vr,e. 

3 plQf"iti-\-~ ~-\- +he. f-im"- o\ +~e. t:.....e-("',\_:S J;-v,~ l'",'Sl!. ·\--o +h,:, ck,-~/ h,·s 

Y J. ..... \-ies (r.c.\1.1..d.e... b ....... * c..r~ no·\- l,,.,....:+r:.J ·to, p<~pc.ra.:h'o..--, of \l\1'Y\.,,Je~ 

c:; t<a.-."\:s-r-e.rs, }er "'"', reASr;n: He. is sv..e..c:\. ii'\ hi"s i'"'J.;v,'c:\i.., .. o..l C.-o..po..c....-

6 itit.S. 

7 8, _Det-e.-.'ld.o-,r,+1Ci1.ra\'1f'I G-41'"\t, wo.S Qr, o..~<;oc-i~te. Wo..,1c\e.."' 

B Atw,dcc ~ c\....,nJ rV\e.. ~ve. .. "•tj _s; vi'~ r,·5~ to -tin,~ t.\o..,"rY\. i She. 

is -sv..c:...\ ii\ he.r i"J.""' 1·d~ C..o...po..c,ltits. 

II Pri.so""=>; (''F56P\'),.e~plo 1ee':i wh,.\t.. ~"-"-/\c.\-,,~,,..,~ i1, fu.:r 

Jl o~-"-,·o.\ C...o.p i,,c:d-;es, d, ..... ;~J t'he.. e-1e."'+.s _0.;ve..i'.l\j ,r,~e... t-o th,s 

13 C. \ u..:·IV\ ., 

I~ 
15 j:,o-i. 

~C) 

.lY .. $TAT£MfNT OF CLAIM 

: Cou "'+ I : 

17 L: w().j j af'\c\ G-o.11'\-+-'\ (:~\.<'..J,, 0~ \-~e.y_ d.e.~e: ...... J.L.i:'r-~ wue.. o..w,1...re.. 

20 

2, 

18 &t the.. SpecJ,c... th(~tl-..+- \-\,,d- 1'..~ ,·ste~~ ~,,11,ns+ the.. p\ll,'/lt,#J t\<Ar.l 

19 t-he, '(,)'iQ{-1 Nt-tv..re. ot tW th,re.,s I ~ e<U-h ~":\eA to fe':opo,r,J 
I r"r.J't 

fee....~ Dl'\d. b\l to pr ... ~ec:..+- the.. p \u.,1()-t,~, 4 .... €. ic +he; r c.\e \; be1ae. if\ -

a.- ~~(e{\. c..t... ; the... p la.,',rrrtt \vO-~ 0. £.,S.i..,.,._ l+-e,l b) o·rhe., i 11 """-a.res i 0."' 4 

12 
\\ 

Wil.~ ~e.r,·o.-..s\'\ i"_) ""re.:.l I fue.{'e..locL e"'-d1, o~ th~s11:. de.f~-nd.o.."'h d,-!_ 
ll r 

\Ii' o lo.. \--e_ \--he.. p \a_{ fl+: f4'; [; j t-h A""' '-'1 J. .-n~t- R 'j b 't 1 \--o be. t<~ € 

r " ;t('VvV'\ C..1" ..... ~\ 4..-Acl Uf'\U..")V.-4....\ p\,\-1\,jhy'V'\e.\l""\t-_. 

: Co u V\·+- rr : 

~· 3-E> 
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& s h. r<!.-r,...,. ';!,... f o t Ck,,.,..,.., I Cc .,t,,f),\- Ir I C.0.11 \-: ... ""'"'\ 

2 I.O.<-~ o{- these. cl-eSe.,,44.,...h we.r.e.. ll..,.;,..lo..('e.. ot the. "o...,.i- of ~-"-

3 tf'o\ °'i"'~ Vf.t) V\'c \e .. -y\- C1.1"ci~t•Ol'\~ tlr.o..\- vJece... Co......J..._c..\'V~ -ro 
LI r, \ \\ 
7 t'<e~ v-~-('I r 1n,..,....e1Jre.. o.,, i I'\ YY">o.:h:_ g,._ S'S•1....._ + ~ 1 

p~(,t,·c.u,,\o...r½ b'j v:o\~+ 
f 

5 ,jt1.l"'J m~f'i".~/~ "-'jtt•'"-""::.T V.,.\..,e,()..ble_ ii\ ~'.'l "$w:..\r-. o..s 
b q . ~ 

p\c-.,'r-.hf+ 
1 

A_v..e. +c h,-s b~,~ \o.t>\e..d.. ~s c,.,_ Se.x - o({'t,....,c:(.er1 the 

~ 

l de+enJ.o..{\\-.:, Kl(\o_..,__, ~., $¥'\ov..lJ. h.we.. K\"\o...J..,,, t~~-'r he. wo-~ 

B a.+ " h,1'\-it'r n:s \<. cC 'be,"~ A,~so..--....1 t-ttl ~+- /(Us P A tv.iL+e,,r\ 
~ ,eo..c...\1 o\ \-h~se_ de,\e"'&-''1'\'S J.,-A ~e.._;\ to resec....--J. f'e.L¼ti-~bl) -\-o 

ii 
1 D e"' s v.J e.. "' mo.r~ .., .,J e.. f){'d " ;'\ dn "V ; r o /"\ me 'l"r+'" 1 bee::. 0- v-S <. o (-

• 
II \-he.,(' a~ \:veDt.;tf:_ i f'td.,'t-t~,tnc:e to WO.. rJ..~ fu-e... \/1Cl 1~-At c~ ...... J;+,C/\5 

12 4-:\: vsr Atw0::-:b;.c,'' t~e. pk1v)ht-f vJlJ..6 l,\S~c...._\:e_~~ b~ 0~ i"fl~ 
J" f-e~.t1~ 

t 3 o.,,,...d_ s v-~·h., ~ a ,se. ( ~ o ...... ~ ~<;d.; \ 1 , "' ~ "'-') \\ '\Y'\fi?..i ~ \o..r ~ lh..i s ~ p ~~6 
I~ A~~ V 1'~ .,_,-e_ the. rt, .. ,'-nt"I~~~ If 5 ·fu A me ...... ..\ ..-r.e .. ,-.:t R"J hr to b ,L -f<,e_ (t_ 

p ~ 
1S' 1..--0..,......, C.~l P:"'-! \A-1\v._S\..'-.«...\ pu,;<)tsb ,:('\l!.(\T II 

IL. :Cou.-.,,t-Tlf; 

20 

ZI 

The. U11/+ed, s~-o...-r~s o& Arne.(,'('_6-_ J Ow<!d- ·tD t-he.. p\tit.,n',:c+ C..... 

d.v-.·'t\ \--o p·<o+ec.\· h,'/T\ tcovl'""'- 'oe;-"j a.s";D-.,,,_\nd.. 1 b'j }o...,'\.·,...,j 

t-o de ';)o / the..1 (t· t:..\ b.--eo..£.-h -\-\.-...ok d._._.._,\-) l d.v._!~-- -t O -\-h-e.... 

nej \,-j'::()t' tt.c.;r<:. o, 0...-r,,ts~)-~.AS of i·\--s '\je.-,,t.s, tl--ie.. p\o..,rihtt 
WLLS 5~{ ,o -......s \, D.--S<;t,,.. ..... J \-~J be..c.0-...... ~ A)~ f°o.i'i,'J \-o i flve.s~jd...~ \-he_ 

2.2- p\o..,n·h\\"J re.p~w (-e..i v.e~t- ~o.r prdre,;._h-Je. c....._,r,.\-~, B}. dt)..'\,•~j to 

+ro..y-, <;te \ h1'1Y\ / ~o fo.: l,i_..,_} to fYlti ./'"'1¢t<:l! th-e.. V'nt.••.i~ 'l"YlQ.."\-,,,.T ot- f l).-nott"5 

2l/ o-r \-hQ... hff)<- f )o..+A\.-~\ wo1.s as:,~1.. ........ ~\-E-~ 1)~ tfo.;\,J -to p(o<. ess th~ 

is ~1-,w-Jt.., ctllv'Y\,' "i<:-tv-ca..h~Je. (tvY')~ .. ½ 0. F"'--1·\,..-.) t-o ()-.'tl'LC.. 1/\d1'.:.-i-ors rkt- &.() 

2" (>,S~--h Wi·-~ o.. \ex. ••• ,;t ·\-o oL....i..((') o. "J. .{:o...: \,.,...) -\-o '( e.-rJ.(l.[' a..ss·/.s·\4).()(_e +-o ·\-\-ie 

2 7 p, "-•"tit~ wh,~ he. ,,.1.1.1.s ~,'_'J' As~-'- ..... I ~e<l. 
P.J· 3-C 
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"Tit, 5t~h:(bt:.o± o& Clo_,,,..,._. Conh'n..-..<d 
' 

2. £0-~Vi or +-~e.. ,,,t_r-e,,,...Jo.\AT':;, «+ fhe ..... fJ',,-.-.e.. ref,(,,,,;(',~ 

3 f-o +h-e. -e.vel'""'ll-S Jec;c...c,'\Jt_d here,LI"'") o...c--4-e..cl a.. ....... cl C:o-,,.... -· 

~ 

5 

~ 

7 

B 
q 

lo 

II 

ll 

13 

I~ 

JS 

l(:i 

17 

18 

l<f 

20 

.2.i 
1~ 

2!j 

2lj 

2~ 

2(.. 

t-1"1"1 \A.:e._ +-o 0....('......T v....-"\c:l~r +k Coto,- of feJ'<co...l la.."'v ~ 

·3- cc P'j. 
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Pia inti ffs Name Jome, g.. ~I; I lis 
Inmate No. lo 8 98 3• 0 B 0 
Address eo ' AqX z 'l56o 
Tu.'-So·o1 A2. 8573'-/ -- 4550 

RECEIVED FILED 
SEP 2 8 2009 

rN THE UNITED ST ATE 
FOR THE £ASTERN DI 

1: 0 
(Name of Plaintiff) PC 

vs. COMPLAINT 

Bivens Action [403 l,;.S. 388 (1971)) 

(Na mes of all De fcndanlS) 

I. Previous Lawsuits (list all other previous or pending lawsuits on back of this form): 

A. Have you brought any other lawsuits while a prisoner? Yes No~ 

B. If your answc·r lo A is yes, how many? ____ _ 
Describe previous or pending lawsuits in the space below. 
(If more Lhan one, use back of paper to continue outlining all lawsuits.) 

I. Parties to this previous lawsuit: 

Plaintiff ---~--------------------------

Defendants ____________________________ _ 

2. Court (if Federal Court, give name of District; if State Court, give name of County) 

3. Docket Number _______ _ 4. Assigned Judge _________ _ 

5. Disposition (For e:irnmple: Was the case dismissed? Was it appealed" Is ii still pending?) 

6. Filing date (approx.) _____ _ 7. Disposition date (approx.) ______ _ 

1 
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ll. Exhaustion of Administrative Re med les 

A. Is there an inmate appeal or administrative remedy process available at your institution? 

B. Have you filed an appeal or grievance concerning ALL of the facts contained in this complaint? 

NOTICE: 

Yes,/ No_ 

If your answer is no, explain why not -----------------------

Is the process completed? 

Yes V If your answer is yes, briefly explain what happened at each level. 

Se c. =~a.,J, ..1 f"'WS '' €~";]"" ~~ AJI.,.,,,, r -

No_ If your answer is no, explain why not. 

Pursuant to the Prison Litigation Reform Act of 1995, "[n]o action shall be brought with respect to 
prison conditions under [42 lJ.S.C. § I 983], or any other Federal law, by a prisoner confined in any 
jail, prison, or other correctional facility until such administrative remedies as are available are 
exhausted." 42 lJ. S.C. § I 997e(a). If there is an inmate appeal or administrative remedy process 
available at your institution. you may not file an action under Section 1983, or any other federal law. 
until you have first completed (exhausted) the process available at your institution. You are required 
to complete ( exhaust) the inmate appeal or administrative remedy process before filing suit, regardless 
of the relief offered by the process. Booth v. Churner, 532 U.S. 731, 741 (2001); McKinney v. Carey, 
311 F.3d 1 I 98, 1999 (9th Cir. 2002). Even iryou are seeking only money damages and the inmate 
appeal or administrative remedy process does not provide money, you must exhaust the process 
before ming suit. Booth, 532 U.S. at 734. 

2 
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Ill. Defendants 

(In Item A below, place the full name of the defendant in the first blank. his/her official position in the second 
blank, and his/her place of employment in the third blank. Use item B for the names, positions and places of 
employment of any additional defendants.) 

A. Defendant Sq.Q dl-~a.d,,e..A. '20. tJ:(. '- is employed as # J>e (,nJ~ \ ~.;).. 
al -----r---------,,---------,---,........,,.....------

8. -A-dd-i-ti-on_a_\ _dc-fi-en_d_a-nt_s __ 'J<e a:tt:AJ:>eJ f"'8t s ".bJ,,....Jantj ~ ro~,-.3 -+\ir"\ 

IV. Slatemeol of Claim 

(State here as briefly as possible the facts of your case. Describe how each defendant is involved, including 
dates and places. Do not give any legal arguments or cite any cases or statutes. Attach extra sheets if 
necessary.) 

V. Relief. 

(State briefly exactly what you want the court to do for you. Make no legal arguments. Cite no cases or 
statutes.) 

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. 

Signature of Plaintiff_---'t~,,,,,., -.P::h.,.,.__-'OiL...L..C,--lf-lo-t.1)L...>j..._~-• ..__ __ _ 

( Revised 2/ 1512006) 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA 

James R. Willis, Pro Se, ~ 
Plaintiff 

v. 

13 Official Employees of the 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

Federal Bureau of Prisons (FBOP) ) 

, 

1. Harley G. Lappin, in his 

individual and official 

capacities; 

2, Robert E. McFadden, in 

) 
) 

l 
) 
) 
) 

his individu~l and official ) 

capacities; ~ 
) 

3. D. Smith, in his individual ) 

and official capacities; 

4. Lieutenant Cobb, in his 

individual and official 

capacities; 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

~ 
) 
) 

5. Mr. Devere, in his individual~ 

and official capacities; ) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

6. Lieutenant Paul, in his 

individual and official 

capacities; ~ 

-1-
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7 . Mr. Liwag, in his ~ 
individual and official ) 

) 
capacities; ) 

l 8 . Mrs~ Bowles, in her 

individual and official ) 
) 

capacities; ) 

~ 9. Mr. Fass, in his individual 
) 

and official capacities; ) 
) 

10. Four unknown correctional ) 
) 

officers, each one in their ) 
) 

individual and official ) 
) 

capa_c_i_ti~$.,_ - - - .. 
) 
) 

Defendants ) 

..-1-



I.A. JURISDICTION 

This federal court has jurisdiction over plaintiff's federal 

claims pursuant to 28 U.S.C. §§ 1331 and 1343 (a) (3). 

I.B. VENUE 

This district court for the Eastern District of California at 

Fresno California, is the appropriate venue, because a 

substantial part of the events or omissions giving rise to 

this claim occurred in this district. 

II. EXHAUSTION OF ADMINISTRATIVE REMEDIES 

A. Plaintiff has exhausted all of the available administrative 

remedies in the FBOP 

B. The administrative remedies concerning the facts of this cl 

aim were completed March 17, 2008. 

C. Despite plaintiffs good faith efforts to resolve this 

matter through the administrative remedies, the defendants 

deny responsibility. Therefore, plaintiff has no other 

recourse left in order to enforce his constitutional rights 

and receive compensatory and punitive damages as well as 

injunctive relief, so the plaintiff moves with this civil 

complaint. The administrative remedies present the facts of 

this civil complaint. 

III. DEFENDANTS 

1. Defendant Harley G. Lappin is director of the FBOP. He is 

responsible for the conditions and policies in the operation 

of every Federal facility operating within the Federal Bureau 

of Prisons, including USP Atwater, located in Atwater, CA. He 

is sued in his individual and official capacities. 
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2. Defendant Robert E. McFadden is the regional director for 

the Western Region of the FBOP. He is responsible for the 

conditions and policies in the operation of every Federal 

prison in the Western region, which does include USP Atwater. 

He is sued in his individual and official capacities. 

3. Defendant D. Smith is the head warden at USP Atwater. He is 

responsible for the conditions and policies in the operation 

of the United States Penitentiary Atwater, in Atwater, CA. He 

is sued in his individual and official capacities. 

4. Defendant Lieutenant Cobb, Special Investigations 

Supervisor (SIS). He is responsible for the investigation of 

plaintiffs request for protective custody. He is also 

responsible for investigations conducted at USP Atwater. He is 

sued in his individual and official capacities. 

5. Defendant Devere is the unit manager for building 4 and 5, 

consisting at the time of 3 units: 4A, SA, and SB. He is 

responsible for the conditions and policies in the operation 

of the units under his management at USP Atwater, including 

5A, which is the unit Mr. Willis, the plaintiff, was assigned 

to. He is sued in his individual and official capacities. 

6. Defendant Lt. Paul is the lieutenant in charge of the 

special housing Unit (SHU). He is responsible for the 

conditions and policies in operating the SHU at USP Atwater. 

He is sued in his individual and official capacities. 

-~-
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7. Defendant Mr. Liwag is the case manager for inmates housed 

in SA unit. He is responsible for the care and handling of 

individual cases of inmates assigned to his case load, 

including but not limited to, the preparation of inmate 

transfers to another institution for any reason. He is sued in 

his individual and official capacities. 

8. Defendant Bowles is the unit manager for 6 building, 

consisting of units 6A and 6B. She was also acting unit 

manager for 5 building in Mr. Devere's absence during a period 

of time while Mr. Devere was out on sick leave. She is 

responsible for the conditions and policies in the operation 

of the units under her management and care of the inmates 

under her management. She is sued in her individual and 

official capacities. 

9. Defendant Mr. Fass is the department head of institutional 

computer services. As part of his duties, he was occasionally 

assigned as the Institutional Duty Officer, (IDO). His duties 

are to act in the wardens stead, and to report the conditions 

and functions of various departments within USP Atwater. He is 

sued in his individual and official capacities. 

10. Defendant Unknown Correctional Officer #1. Defendant, 

assigned to tower #7 yard watch on October 9, 2007 at USP 

Atwater. sued in individual and official capacities. 

-s-



11. Defendant Unknown Correctional Officer #2, assigned as 

"compound one 11
, on October 9, 2007. Duties include, but are 

not limited to patrol and security of the inside compound, 

housing units, sidewalks, recreation yard, etc., etc. at USP 

Atwater. He is sued in his individual and official 

capacities. 

12. Defendant Unknown Correctional Officer #3, assigned as 

"Compound 2" on October 9, 2007. His duties are essentially 

the same as 11 Compound one". He is sued in his individual and 

official capacities. 

13. Defendant Unknown Correctional Officer #4, was assigned to 

the facilities corridor on October 9, 2007. Duties include, 

but are not limited to, maintaining security in the facilities 

corridor, and maintaining visual security of the main sidewalk 

outside of the facilities corridor. Defendant is sued in her 

individual and official capacities. 

IV. A. STATEMENT OF CLAIM 

A. All of the above named defendants did knowingly and 

willingly violate the plaintiffs 8th amendment right to be 

free from cruel and unusual punishment, by failing to protect 

the plaintiff from serious assault by other inmates. 

B. All of the above named defendants were aware of the violent 

and dangerous conditions that existed at USP Atwater leading 

up to the date of October 9, 2007, and afterwards. The 

defendants were also aware of the types of violent prisoners 

housed there, and of the potential threat posed against the 

plaintiff at USP Atwater. 

-(o-



C. Defendants, (listed one through nine above), each were and 

are aware of a substantial and ongoing risk of serious harm 

that exists against the plaintiff. Each of the defendants 

numbered as one through nine above, all failed to respond 

reasonably to protect the plaintiff from being assaulted. As a 

result of the defendants deliberate indifference, the 

plaintiff was seriously injured on October 9, 2007. 

D. The defendants listed as 11 4 Unknown Correctional Officers", 

failed in their duty to protect the plaintiff from assault, by 

failing to properly monitor the movement of inmates during the 

time of the assault, by failing to see the assault, by failing 

to prevent or intervene, or to stop the assault, 

E. Each of the above named defendants at the time relevant to 

the events described herein, acted and continued to act under 

the color of Federal Law. 

F. Plaintiff was seriously injured when he was assaulted by 6 

other inmates on October 9, 2007 at the United States 

Penitentiary in Atwater, California. 

G. Aside from the serious physical injuries the plaintiff 

suffered, he continues to suffer from frequent headaches, 

blurred vision and dizzy spells. Plaintiff is also 

experiencing severe psychological and emotional trauma, 

including but not limited to, violent nightmares, severe panic 

attacks, anxiety and paranoia. 

-1-
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IV. B. FACTUAL ALLEGATIONS 

1. The plaintiff was assaulted by 6 other inmates on October 

9, 2007 at USP Atwater in Atwater, California, Merced County. 

The plaintiff has been targeted for assault by White 

Supremacist gangmembers, their associates and other prisoners, 

because plaintiff has a prior state sex offense conviction. 

2. Aside from the assault of October 9, 2007, which is the 

cause of this claim, plaintiff was also assaulted at the 

United States Penitentiary, Victorville, (USP Victorville), on 

April 15, 2007 for the same reason and was subsequently 

transferred to the USP Atwater. After the October 9, 2007 

assault, plaintiff was transferred to the USP Lee, Virginia, 

where he was again assaulted on April 21, 2008. 

3. Plaintiff arrived on or about June 12, 2007 at USP Atwater. 

Upon his arrival he initially spoke with Defendant Lieutenant 

Cobb, SIS officer. The plaintiff informed defendant Cobb of 

the exact nature of the threat that existed against him, 

including informing the defendant about why plaintiff had 

trouble at his previous two institutions, and also that he 

believed that plaintiff had at least one known enemy at USP 

Atwater. 

4. Defendant Cobb was aware of the plaintiffs previous threats 

against him at USP Pollock, LA and the assault that occurred 

against the plaintiff at USP Victorville, Ca., leading up to 

his transfer to USP Atwater CA. Defendant Cobb also knew the 

inmate who the plaintiff believed could pose a threat against 

him at USP Atwater. 



5. Based upon this information, defendant Cobb placed the 

plaintiff in the Special Housing Unit, (SHU) , pending a threat 

assessment investigation and possible "protective custody 

transfer". 

6. On or about June 14, 2007, the plaintiff spoke to his case 

manager, defendant Liwag. The plaintiff explained his 

situation to the defendant and plaintiff gave him an inmate 

request to staff, commonly known in the FBOP as a 0 cop-out". 

Defendant Liwag told the plaintiff that if it was determined 

that a threat did exist against him, that he would be 

submitted for a transfer to another institution. 

7. On or about June 21, 2007, plaintiff spoke with Warden 

Smith, (defendant Smith). Plaintiff then briefly explained to 

defendant Smith why he was in SHU. Defendant Smith told the 

plaintiff that when the threat assessment investigation was 

complete, a determination concerning the plaintiffs possible 

transfer would be made. 

8. On or about late June or early July of 2007, plaintiff 

spoke with defendant Devere for the first time. Defendant 

Devere was not aware of the plaintiffs situation, but said 

that he would contact SIS Lt. Cobb about the plaintiffs 

investigation. Defendant Devere told the plaintiff that he 

would be gone on sick leave, and that unit manager Bowles, 

(defendant Mrs. Bowles}, would be acting in his stead . 

... ,-
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9. Also in June or July of the same year, the plaintiff wrote 

a letter to the regional director of the Western region, 

Defendant McFadden. The plaintiff informed defendant McFadden 

by letter of his concerns for his personal safety in hopes of 

enlisting the defendants help in effecting a transfer for the 

plaintiff. 

10. Plaintiff received a response to said letter that was 

dated August 13, 2007. Plaintiff was notified that the threat 

assessment investigation was completed by the SIS on August 3, 

2007, and it was determined that there was not a threat 

against the plaintiff, and that he would be released from the 

SHU to program in the general population at USP Atwater. 

11. Upon receiving this letter and learning of this 

information, the plaintiff began reiterating his concerns and 

efforts to remain in protective custody, and effect a 

transfer. 

12. The plaintiffs mother, Ms Connie Willis, also called the 

prison numerous times and wrote letters, including a letter to 

defendant Lappin, the director of the Federal Bureau of 

Prisons, (FBOP), The said letter is dated September 19, 2007, 

and in said letter_ she requested protective custody for 

plaintiff and a transfer to an institution where he could be 

safe and also program in general population. 

13. The plaintiff received a response to this letter on 

October 19, 2007, 10 days after the Plaintiff was assaulted. 
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14. Between August 15, 2007, and September 25, 2007, the 

plaintiff notified the following defendants telling them that 

he would not be safe in the general population at USP Atwater: 

Warden D. Smith, SIS Lt. Cobb, SHU Lt. Paul, Unit Manager Mrs. 

Bowles, Unit Manager Mr. Devere, Case Manager Mr. Liwag, and 

computer services/Institutional Duty Officer Mr. Fass. 

15. On or about September 19; 2007, the SHU Lieutenant, 

defendant Paul, spoke to the plaintiff about his request for 

protective custody. The plaintiff explained to him in detail 

the exact nature of the threat that exists against him. The 

plaintiff pleaded with defendant Paul to give him protective 

custody status. Defendant Paul told the plaintiff that he 

would be "ORDERED" to go to general population, and if he 

refused, that the plaintiff would receive an incident report. 

16. On September 25, 2007, the plaintiff was ordered into 

general population, despite all of his attempts to receive 

protective custody from the defendants. 

17. On the same day that the plaintiff was released from the 

SHU, he was approached by several inmate gang members, and the 

plaintiff was told that inmate Mattox wanted to meet with him. 

That evening the plaintiff met with inmate Mattox, who was 

accompanied by a number of other inmates. That meeting went 

without incident. 

18. On September 26, 2007, the plaintiff again met with inmate 

Mattox, who was accompanied by 6 other inmates. Inmate Mattox 

told the plaintiff that there were rumors about the plaintiff 

being a sex offender, (Rapo). Inmate Mattox told the plaintiff 

that he had 3 weeks to produce any paperwork to clear his 

name, "or else". 
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19. Immediately after this confrontation, the plaintiff spoke 

to his Unit Manager, Defendant Devere, and told him about his 

meetings with inmate Mattox. Plaintiff reaffirmed his belief 

that his safety and life were in danger at USP Atwater. 

Defendant Devere took no action after receiving this 

information. 

20. On October 9, 2007, at about 11:45 AM, the plaintiff was 

brutally assaulted by 6 inmates, some of whom are White 

Supremacist gang members. This assault occurred in broad 

daylight at the corner of unit 6A, in front of the facilities 

corridor, where unknown correctional officer defendant #4 was 

assigned. 

21. This assault against the plaintiff was allegedly not seen 

by any staff. It is unknown to the plaintiff whether or not 

this assault was recorded on any security cameras. 

22. After the assault, the plaintiff was barely able to walk 

himself to the infirmary. 

23. Plaintiff was transferred to the emergency room at Mercy 

Medical Center in Merced, California. About 5 or 6 hours 

later, plaintiff was transported back to USP Atwater 

California, and was placed in an observation cell in the 

medical department. 

24. Plaintiffs head was severely swollen and mis-shapen, his 

left eye was swollen completely shut, his nose was broken, his 

left sinus cavity was fractured, and staples were required to 

close cuts in his scalp. Plaintiff also suffered a very severe 

brain contusion as a result of this assault. 
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25. On or about October 11, 2007, while plaintiff was in SHU, 

defendant Devere came to see him. Defendant Devere was 

seemingly shocked at how badly the plaintiff was beaten. 

Defendant Devere told plaintiff that he had heard about the 

incident, but did not realize how badly beaten the plaintiff 

was. 

26. The plaintiff told defendant Devere that he would identify 

the attackers that he knew if his future safety could be 

insured. Defendant Devere took no action upon this 

information. To the plaintiffs knowledge, the assailants were 

in no way disciplined. 

27. Since his transfer from USP Atwater, the plaintiff was 

again assaulted at USP Lee, Virginia on April 21, 2008. 

28. Plaintiff is now housed at a special 11 SOMP~ program 

located at USP Tucson, AZ. he has been placed there because 

the FBOP finally determined that the plaintiff could not 

safely program in the general population of a regular USP. 
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V. PRAYER FOR RELIEF 

WHEREFORE, plaintiff respectfully prays that this court: 

1. Declare that the acts and omissions described herein 

violated plaintiffs rights under the constitution and laws of 

the United States. 

2. Enter preliminary and permanent injunctions ordering the 

Federal Bureau of Prisons, the named defendants, their 

successors, and all persons acting in concert with them, to 

protect the plaintiff from assault by White Supremacist gang 

members and their associates, and other known enemies. 

3. Order the Federal Bureau of Prisons to implement an 

adequate classification system that identifies both dangerous 

inmates, and also vulnerable inmates, such as plaintiff, and a 

system to adequately separate the more vulnerable inmates from 

the more dangerous inmates. 

4. Enter judgement in favor of the plaintiff for nominal, 

compensatory, and punitive damages as allowed by law in the 

amount of $5,000,000.00, (Five Million Dollars and zero 

cents), against each defendant, jointly and severally. 

5. Order such additional relief as this court may deem just 

and proper. 

-,~-



2009. 

Respectfully Submitted on this 31st day of July, 

l),, _ _... i2, ' ~~~i-,., 

James Ray Willis 

# 68983-080 

USP Tucson 

PO Box 24550 

Tucson, Az. 85734 

CERTIFICATION 

Pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1746, I James R. Willis, verify and 

declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the United 

States of America, that the forgoing is true and correct. 

Executed on this 31 day of July, 2009. 

James R. Willis 

-15-
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United States Penitentiary 
Atwater, California 

A.'l'W-l330.13E 
Janua.ry 24, 2001 

Page 5 

Attachment 1 

........ ··- . - -- ·- ' .... _ . ADMINISTRAT-I-VE--RFMEDY-PR0SEDURE- FOR-·INMATES .. - --
INFORMAL RESOLUTION FORM 

NOTE TO INMATE: You·are advised-that prior .to receiving ~nd filing a 
·Request for Administrative Remedy Form BP~9 [BP-~29(13}], you~ 
ATTEMPT TO INFORMALLY RESOLVE YOUR COMPLAINT THROUGH YOUR Correctional 
Counselor. Briefly state ONE complaint below_ and list what efforts 
you.have made to resolve your complaint informally and state the names 
of staff contacted. 

INMATE'S CO 

1. 

2. 

3. 

Date Returned to Correctional Counselor: ---------
r~s'l~~~re 0o/fe3·~Df½, 

Reg. Nlll!lPer 

{O-iD:01 
Date 

CORRECTIONAL COONSELOR1 S COMMENTS: 

l. . staff 

' 

Date BP-9 Issued: J- f / t E---,-----,>'-+-~--~-,-., -{--~ ,·,""- ll- t' .}- · fl-. CU 2 l\...o-v . orrectiona n 

·~ • -L \--/ . ~ -~ ~ rlc_ +- · e_ -:-ro~;~aqe er Da 
c:::::...:J_. lL.1- ;c. ~ /'"...,.._ iQ,_J f L...c.1 L:11~E 

Distri~tio'n':-'rNomplaint rf-_ · formally resolve~- For 
original attached to BP-0 Forn to he Executive Assistant. 



it2A 
..J.S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

Federal Bureau of Prisons 

REQUEST FOR ADMINISTRA~MEDY 

Type or use ball-point pen. If attachments are needed, submit four copies. Additional instruc1io11s 011 re,..erse. 

I) f .,=i, ,,, "'"' 

From: w!llrs l ~es. I'\. ea 0 183-08D :SHU A-J lo Ah,._i.der usP 
LAST NAME, FIRST, MIDDLE lNITIAL REG. NO. UNIT INSTITUTION 

DATE··. 

Part 8- RESPONSE 

DATE WARDEN OR REGIO:-lAL DIRECTOR 

If dissatisfi,d with 1Jri, rupo,rst, you '""-" apptol to tllf R,gio,ra/ Di,.,ttor. Yortr app,al ,nus/ 1,, rtui•ed in tJrt R,gional Offiu ,-i1hi11 20 ,a/t,rdt1r doys of tht dau of tlus rtJpo11Jt. 

ORIGINAL: RETURN TO INMATE 
CASE NUMBER: _______ _ 

-----------~~--------------------------------~--------------~-
CASE NUMBER: _______ _ 

Part C- RECE£PT 
Return 10: 

LAST NAME. FIRST. MIDDLE INITIAL REG. NO. UNIT INSTITUTION 
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PART B - RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMINISTRATIVE REMEDY 

A/R # 470996-Fl 
WILLIS, James 
Reg. No.: 68983-080 
Unit: Sa 

This is in response to your Request for Administrative Remedy 
received in my office on October 25, 2007 in which you request to 
be transferred to another facility. 

A review of your case revealed that we immediately conducted an 
investigation into your request for protective custody status. 
However, during the course of the investigation you did not~ 
cooperate with the investigators assigned to the case. As such, ~ 
could not identify a specific threat at USP Atwater.~In fact, you 
requested-to leave proteGtive custody and return to the general 
population on September -25, 2007. After your assault on October 9, 
2007, you· were immediately placed in the Special Housing Unit 
pending investigation. Further, after review of the incident staff 
have determined that you are not appropriate for the general 
population and will seek a transfer to another facility that will 
allow you to program within the general population. 

Further, it is the policy of the Federal Bureau of Prisons, and the 
practice at USP Atwater to take alleg~tions of being placed·into 
protective custody seriously and to investigate these allegations. 
As such, should an inmate's claim of being housed in protective 
custody status be substantiated and/or if his safety is 
jeopardized, staff will take the appropriate steps -to investigate 
the matter and to ensure an inmates continued safety. 

Based on the above information, your Request for Administrative 
Remedy has been approved as we are requesting a transfer to the 
Designation and Sentence Computation Center on your behalf. If 
dissatisfied with this response, you may appeal to the Regional 
Director. Your appeal must be received in the Regional Off ice 
within 20 calendar days of the date of·this response. 

··~~J 
lo. Srni th, Wlt rden 
I ,; f 

\ \ 

Date 



U.S. Dcp~rtmenl of Justice , Regional Administrative Remedy Appeal 

Federal Bureau of Prisons 

Type or use b:,.11-point pen. If :,.11:ichmcnts :ire needed, submit four copies. One copy of the completed BP-229(13) including any :iuachmenu must be submitted 
with this appe;il. 

. 1•11" j I{) A 
From: v .. ii p.S, 11me..s l r:,.' -tt ~S9e> 3--CoO ~ HU-A·IJI usP Afwat~I" 

LAST NA.\.fE. ARST. MIDDLE INmAL REG. NO. UNIT INSTTTlJTION 

Part 8 - RESPONSE 

NOV 25 2007 

DATE REGIONAL DIRECTOR 
If dissali:ified with this response. you m:,.y appeal lo the General Counsel. Your appeal must be received in the General Counsel's Office within 30 c.ilendar 
days of the date or 1his response. 

ORIGINAL: RETURN TO INMATE CASE NUMBER: --"-,11t--2 ..... o._.._q:z ......... 6= ..... ro;,_:....1_ 
------------------------------------------
Part C • RECEIPT 

CASE NUMBER: --------

Return 10: ______________ _ 

LAST NAME. ARST, MIDDLE INITIAL REG NO. UNTT INSTITIJTION 
SUBJECT: ____________________________________ _ 

DAT!:;'. @_,,. ____ _ SIGNATURE, RECIPIENT OF REGIONAL APPEAL 
BP-230(13) 
JUNE 2002 



470996-Rl 
USP Atwater 

WILLIS, James 68983-080 

This is in response to your Regional Administrative Remedy Appeal 
of the Warden's decision dated November 6, 2007. In your appeal, 
you have indicated that you cannot be safely housed in your 
current facility. For remedy you are requesting, termination and 
pay reduction of staff members, an assignment of separation from 
all white supremacist groups, and a transfer to an appropriate 
facility. 

Your appeal has been investigated. On November 27, 2007, you 
were approved for transfer from the United States Penitentiary 
(USP) Atwater by the Designation and Sentence Computation Center 
(DSCC). Your approval for placement in an alternate facility was 
made based on your custody and security needs in addition to 
aRleged safet;l considerations. 'Any time you believe a specific 
treat to your safety exists, you should report it to institution 
staff and request protective custody. 

You do not provide any evldence of staff misconduct. The 
original protective custody report dated August 3, 2007, states 
you did not provide any verifiable evidence of a threat. Based 
on the lack of documentation, there is no evidence that staff did 
not perform their duties or follow policy. 

You have been appropriately reviewed and classified with an 
assignment of separation. The BOP. will continually evaluate your 
security concerns and strive to place you in the most appropriate 
facility for your security and safety. 

Based on the above, your request for administrative remedy is 
partially granted in that you have been approved for transfer .. , 
If dissatisfied with this response, you may appeal to the Office 
of the General Counsel, Bureau of Prisons, 320 First Street, NW, 
Washington, DC 20534. Your appeal must be received in the 
G~neral Counsel's Office within 30 calendar days of the date of 
this response. 

f L 

Date E. en, Regional Director 



U.S. ·Department or Justice Central_ Office Administrative Remedy Appeal 

Type or use ball-point pen. If allachmenu arc needed. submil four copies. One copy each of 1he completed BP-229( 13) and BP-230( 13), including any anach- . 
. mcn1i mus1 ~ ~11t,m11ted with this appeal. 

From: w;H,·s ,JA\'t\~, R.. t,e>'lf!>:3 -()81) P- 'ii7 vsP L.e-e.. 
LAST NAME. FIRST. MIDDLE IN1TlAL REG. NO. UNIT INSTIIVI1ON 

Part B - RESPONSE 

\ 

DATE 

ORIGINAL: RETURN TO INMATE 

RECEIVED 
JAN 3 1 2008 

Administrative· Remedy Section 
Federal Bureau of Prisons 

GENERAL COUNSB... 

CASENUMBER: woqrr,-lti 
------------------------------------------
Part C - RECEIPT CASE NUMBER: _______ _ 

Retum 10: ---------------
LAST NAME, FIRST, MIDDLE INmAL REG.NO. UNIT INSTITIJTION 

SUBJECT:------------------------~-------~----

DATE SIGNATURE OF RECIPIENT OF CENTRAL OFFICE APPEAL 
31113) 



Administrative Remedy No. 470996-Al 
Part B - Response 

This is in response to your Central Office Administrative Remedy 
Appeal in which you request to be transferred to a Bureau 
facility in which your safety will not be jeopardized by gang 
activity. You claim to have been assaulted three times in as 
many institutions, because staff were deliberately indifferent 
and placed you in harm's way. You also seek disciplinary action 
against all staff involved . 

. Our information indicates you raised an allegation of having 
issues with certain inmat~ groups and claim the repetitive nature 
of the assaults is corroborating evidence. Yet, despite your 
concerns for your own safety, you were apparently less than 
cooperative with investigating staff, resulting in their 
inability to immediately verify any specific threat. However, 

. -
following your October 2007 assault, staff investigated the 
incident and determined it would be best to effect your transfer. 
As such, you were transferred and admitted to USP Lee. Since 
then, records show you have been assigned to general population. 
Should you experience any further problems, we encourage you to 
immediately report it to staff. They will take any appropriate 
deemed necessary. 

You request the discipline of staff for what you perceive to be 
deliberate indifference. We remind you the Administrative Remedy 
process is not the proper mechanism to seek such relief, as the 
discipline of staff is not an appropriate matter for inmate 
review compensation for appealing any agency decision is not 
relief available within the purpose and scope of Program 
Statement 1330.13, Administrative Remedy Program. There are 
long-established procedures in place for reconciling legitimate 
concerns of staff misconduct. As noted above, we do not have any 
information suggesting any staff wrongdoing in this-.regard. 

Our review reveals the Warden and Regional Director adequately 
responded to the issues you raised in your- appeal. We therefore 
concur with the responses provided. This response is for 
informational purposes only. 

tts, Administrator 
nmate Appeals 
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MARK S. SPIT'lER, 0 .. 0. 
Diplomate, American Board of Ololaryngology 

MSOCIATED BAR, NOSH AND THROAT OF MERCED 
Disea..'it~ & SufKery of the Head & Neck • Pediatric Otolar)1lgology · Facial Plastic Surgery 

Sleep Disorders • Otolaryngic Allergy • Audiology 

October 15, 2007 

Jon Franco, M.D. 
USF/l Federal Way 
Atwater, CA 95301 

RE: WILLIS, JAMES 

Dear Jon: 

I had the pleas~e ofeyaluatingJames Willis. As you know, he was the victim of an assault 
approximately ~ix .. ~afs.&gQ .... He had·a·cr scan, and the disk was brought along and placed on 
the.computer for eva)uati.oxi He has also been· compl~ining of some disequUibrium: He has 
had some benign'positioning vertigo that l~ts for about twenty:seconds, but he has also had 
some other problems ·assocfoted with the concussion that he received from the assault. In 
addition, he does have a little bit of decrease in his air now on the right side. His nose looks a 
little different and a little wider then it looked before, but he has had no double vision. 

Otherwise, he has had relatively reasonable general health. At this point, he states the swelling 
is down quite a bit, and he is not having a lot of pain; but he is still having discomfort in the 
face. His past history includes no other on-going family problems, and his review of systems is 
otherwise noncontributory. 

His physical exam reveals generalized resolving ecchyrnosis. His nasal bones are asymmetrical 
and slightly infractured on the right. Intranasally his septum is deviated anteriorly to the right 
and posteriorly to the left .. There is only mild generalized edema. The cxtraocular movements 
are intact. There is no facial paralysis, and there does not appear to be any entrapment. There is 
no diplopia. There may be a subtle difference~ swelling or positioning of the eye with 
minimaJ anophthalmos relatively speaking on the left, but there is still swelling from the injury. 
The oral cavity is benign, and there is no ecchymosis present. He has good occlusion. The 
posterior oropharynx. is 'normal, and his _neck exam is benign. -There is a lot of tendeµiess along 
the orbital rim, as well as the facial bones 'in general; but I dori't feel any step-off present. 

410 E. Yosemite Avenue, Suire B · Merced, Califomla 95340 · Telephone: (209) 722-9272 · Fax: (209) 724-9329 

-··---~fl-- ----



RE: WILLIS, JMvfES 
• 10/) 5/2007 

Page 2 

The CT scan confinns the septal defonnity that is present, but there is also a blow-out fracture 
of the ethrnoid sinus with a fragment extending medially. It does not appear as though there is 
any entrapment, and there is some opacification of the left cthmoid most consistent with blood 
from the time of the injury. There appears to be another area of herniated fat as well. 

The consequences of this are difficult to predict. He seems to have reasonably good function 
currently; however, ~t is hard to determine whether the herniated fat would be an issue for his 
sinuses or not. He claims to have some chronic sinus problems, and this is a bigger concern . .If 
that is the cll:5e, then repair of the. wan. a..,d_placing it-back in pvsition would certainly be 
helpful. If his nasal obstruction and his septa! deviation is from this trauma, then rep~iring it 
would also be a prudent approach. Otherwise, I do not see any other eminent and dangerous 
problems for him. 

I will call and discuss this with you, and we will move forward accordingly based on your 
recommendations as well. 

Sincerely, 

Mark S. Spitzer, D.O. 

MSS:~ 



Name: 
Acct#: 

MERCY MEDICAL CENTER Mt:KC.t:D 
Community Campus 
301 East 13th Strt:t:1 

Merced, California 95340 

MR No: GO00S66342 
Date of Viiit: 10/09/2007 

DOH: 

Wll .. LIS, JAMES 
VOOOOS08282fl 
04/14/1967 Pt LocatJon: EMERGENCY DEPT. 

Age: 40. Sex: M Dictated hy: Ajinder Singh, MD 

TIMB SBIN: 
Triage time is 1235 hours. Physician time is 1303 hours. 

l!IODJ!! OF AR.RIVALI 
Patient brought in by po!ice escort trom jail. 

HISTORY OP PRBSBNT ILLH'BSS: 
I received a call from his doctor in the penitentiary this morning 
prior to his arrival to the emergency room who advised me that the 
patient had been a victim of physical assault in the jail and he was 
brought to the emergency room for evaluation of the facial and head 
injury. 

This is a 40-year-old male patient who states he was walking back to 
hio dorm in the jail when he wa~ ac~aulted f~om behind. Two or 3 
fellows restrained him and there were multiple people who aeoaulted 
him, punching and kiekin9 him, at the jail about an hour prior to 
arrival at. the emergency :.room. The patient states he has sustained 
lacerations and abrasions to the fac~ arid his left eye is swollen 
shut. The patient deniee any pain in the eye and/or diminished 
vision. The patient denies any loss of consciousness per se. Denies 
headache, urinary, and/or bowel symptoms. Denies any history of 
convulsions and/or incontinence. · 

Review of the rest of the systems is otherwise, unremarkable. His GCS 
prehospital has been 15/15. 

ALI.BRGIBS: 
PENICILLIN. 

MEDrCATJ:ONS: 
None. 

PAST MRJ)XCAL HXSTORY: 
Otherwise, negative. 

PAST SURGICAL HISTORY: 
Negative. 

SOCIAL M'BDICAL HISTORY: 
Brought from jail. 

/ t Page l of 4 

EMERGENCY ROOM REPORT 



MERCY MEDICAL CENTER Mt;RCED 
Community Campus 

Name: 
Acct#: 
DOB: 

WILLIS, JAMJo.:S 
VOOOOS082828 
04/14/1967 

301 East 13th Street 
M\,,-o.,:J, Cali lomi cl 95340 

. ·•-··-------~--------
MRNo: 
Date of Vi1it: 
Pt L«-adon: 

G000566342 
10/09/200'7 
EMERGENCY DEPT. 

Ag:e: 40 Sex: M Dictated by: Ajinder Singh, MD 

PAMI:LY HYSTORY: 
unavailable. 

PHYSICAL BXAMINATION: 
VITAL SIGNS: Blood pressure is 148/92, pulse 88, respirations 18, 
temperature 98.1, and pulse oximetry 99% on room air which by ED 
physician evaluation is normal. His weight is 190 pounds. 
GENERAL: On examination, this is an adult white male patient lying on 
his back. His hands are cuffed in front of him. He is alert, awake, 
and oriented. 
HEENT: HEAD: Examination reveals a scalp laceration of about 2.7 cm 
in size on top of his vertex. He has abras1ons to the face on the 
right side of the forehead. His left eye is swollen shut. He has a 
laceration on the left side of th@ forehead. about 0.7 to 0.9 mm in 
size, superficial and skin deep, no active bleeding is noted. Under 
the swollen eyelids there was concomitant movement of both eyeballs 
noted during the examination. The ball moving under the eyelid on the 
left $ide, on examination of the eye when pried open, reveals 
conjunctival swelling and ecchymosis. Pupils are normoreactive 
equally on both sides. No corneal injury noted on the limited exam 
and no pain .i.11 Lhe eye repo.L·Led by the pa.tienl. 
NECK: Supple. Tracnea is m1dl1ne. 
CHEST; Clear. 
HEART: ~eart sounde are normal. 
MOOMEN: Soft, nondistended, and nontender. 
EXTREMITIES: Negative for pedal edema. 
SKIN: Negative for any acute skin rashes. 
MUSCULOSKELETAL: Negative for fractures or dislocations. 
NEUROLOGIC: Negative for focal neurological deficits. 

BMRRGKNCY DEPARTMENT COOR.SB: 
The patient was given tetanus toxoid o.s mL intramu~cularly. 
given pain relief with Oilaudid l mg intramuscularly, Zofran 
intramuscularly, supervised by physician, by me. 

He was 
4 mg 

Patient's CT scan of the brain, facial wounds, and orbits were 
obtained. His brain is negative for any ~cut.e brain injury. Th'! CT 
of the facial bones and orbits revealed a nondiaplaced nasal bone 
fracture and fracture of the medial side of the left orbital wall 
which is the lateral wall of the left ethmoid sinus with displacement 
medially towards the nose on his nas&l septum by about 3.5 mm. The CT 
has been reviewed by me with Or. Santano, the radiologist, in the 
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Name: 

MERCY MEDICAL CENTER ~t:RCED 
Community Campus 
30\ East t 31h SLrccl 

Merced, California 95340 

MR No: 
Date of Visit: 

COOOS66342 
10/09/2007 Attt#: 

008: 

WILLIS, JAMES 
V00005082828 
04/14/1967 Pt Location: EMERGENCY DEPT. 

Age: 40 Sex: M Dictated hy: Ajinder Singh, MD 

radiology department. There is no evidence of entrapment of the 
extraocular muscles. The left eye globe io intact and normal. 

In view of the fracture of the left ethmoid sinus and opacification 
and displacement of the lateral wall of the ethmoid sinus, I gave the 
patient antibiotic Ancef 1 9 intramuscularly. Patient tolerated the 
intramuscular injection of Ancef well in view of his related history 
of penicillin eensit~vity. The cross sensitivity to cephalosporin is 
low. 

Repair of the lacerations were done in the emergency room under 
standard surgical precautions with Xylocaine l\ anesthesia. Three 
~taples were placed to close the ecalp laceration after cleaning, 
exploration, and irrigation. No foreign bodies were found in the 
bloodlees field of the laceration. Good opposition and hemostasis 
were obtained. The laceration of the akin of the left forehead was 
closed with Dermabond after cleaning, irrigating, and drying. 

IMPRESSION: ._, 
1. Acute physical assault.,&_ 
2. Severe fac al inj~ 
3. Scalp laceration, 2.7 cm. 
4. Facial laceration, 0.7 cm. 

PLAN: 
Discharge the patient home with Keflex soo mg p.o. t.i.d. and 
Motrin 600 mg p.a. t.i.d. p,r.n. 

re is recommended that the patient will get ENT consult as an 
outpatient, wound check in 48 to 72 hours, and staple removal in 5 to. 
7 days. Ret.urn to the emergency room if condition worsens. 

FINAL ICMBRGENCY D&PAR.TMKNT OIAaNOSIS1 
l. Acute physical assault. 
2. Severe faeial injury. 
3. scalp laceration, 2.7 em. 
4. Facial laceration, 0.7 cm. /1--tJAA/J __... 

Aj i~~ s: ~g;;-:-MD~·,. 
·<;_;.. ·::':"~1. ff', JI,.,, 1 v1 

'-, .. _ ··1/ '7 --1 
AS /55S3402 '-,!·i-.c . 

,Jr 

_____________________ .;.P~~- } ___ qf__1 
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CLAIM FOR DAMAGE, 
INJURY, OR DEATH 

- -- --•-• 

S TRUC flONS: i'lcasc ,cad carelull·, t'1e irisuuct1ons 011 th'l reverse sid" and 
,p.y :,,rormoliori 1oquested on borh s,dcs of the I orrn l's~ addition;;i sM'l:(sl if 

occes~<1r·; See reverse side for arlrtiiiondl instructions_ 

FORM APPROVED 
CMS NO. 
1105 0008 

1. Submit To App1opriate Federal Agency_ 2. Name. Address of claimam and claimant's personal representativ~. if any. 
{See instrucr,ons 011 reverse_/ (Number, s:ree1, ciry, Srace and_Zip Code/ 

Federal Bureau of Prisons James Willis 68983-080 
Wes tern Regiona 1 Off ice t;SP Tucson 
7338 Shoreline Drive PO Box 24550 
Stockton, CA _9~5_2_19 __________ _,Tucson, AZ 85734 
~ OF E:0,1PLOYMENT 4 DA TE o~ 91RT.-! 1 s, MARITAL STATUS 6 DATEAN·o DAY OF ACCIDENT 17 TIME (A.M. or P.M.J II 

! 1, MILITARY f'X) c1•,1uAN 4 ·I~• (o 7 Single I 0::. tober 9 2007 11: 45 AM 
I 8. Basis of Cla,m {S:Me ,n derad th!' Anown lacrs and c,rcumsrances arrendmg rhe d;;,magr,, in1ury, or dearh, 1denr1ty,ng persons and properry 

involved, rhe place of occurrence and the cause rne,eofi iuse ;,dditronal p,u;es rf necessary_/ 

See attached. 

1 9 · PROPERTY DAMAGE 
NAME AND ADDRlSS UF OV'INER. Ir OTHER TH/1.N CU\IMANT IN11mber, s11ee1, ciry, S1.11e, a,•rt Zip Code} 

BRIEFLY DESCRIBE THE PROPFRTY, ."IATURE AND EXTENr OF DAMAGE AND THE LOCATION WHERE PROPERTY MAY 5E INSPECTED_ /See 
msuuc:1ions on reverse side.I 

10. PERSONAL INJUHY /WRONGFUL DEA TH 
STATE NATURE AND EXTENT OF EACH INJURY OR CAUSf: o,.: DEATH, WHICH FORMS ~H( BASIS OF THE CLAIM_ IF OTHER THAN CLAIMAf, T, I 
STATE NAME OF INJURED PERSOI~ OR DECEDENT. 

See attached. 

I ' ' I ,. · Wl7rJESSES 

NAME ADDRESS (Number, ~·uecr, c:icy, State, and Zip Coo'e/ 

See attached. 

I 
I 12. (See ins 

12a. PROPE 
uuc1ions on reverse/ AMOUNT OF CLAIM (In daf/;irs/ 
RTY DAMAGE 12b PERSONAL INJURY 12c. WRONGFUL DEATH 1 2d. TOTAL (Failure ro spedfy may cause 

N/ A $20,000)000.00 N/A 
forfeirure of yo11r riyhrs_J 

$20,000,000.00 
I CERTIFY THAT THE AMOUNT o;= CLAIM COVERS ONLY DAMAGES AND INJURIES CAUSED BY THE ACCIDENT ABOVE AND AGREE TO ACCEPT '1 

SAJD AMOUNT IN FULL SATISFACTION AND FINAL SETTLEMENT OF THIS CLAIM. 

1 3a. SIGNATURE OF CLAIMANT (See ir:s/rucrions on 1cverse s1dl•.J 13b. Phone number of signatory 114, DA TE OF CLAIM 

R. W:\\,· :l N/A I .. ).;)..- o? 
CIVIL PENALTY FOR PRESENTING 

FRAUDULENT CLAIM 

Tne claimant srsall forfeit and pay to :he United States the.sum ot 
$2,00) plus double tn~ amoi.nt of c::arna1,~s Sustaini:d b·, th~ Unitea 
States_ (See 31 US.C. 3729./ 

CRIMINAL PENAL TY FOR PRESENTING FRAUDULENT I 
CLAIM OR MAKING FALSE STATEMENTS 

I Fine of not more than S 10,000 or imprisonment for net more :han 5 ·,ears 

I or beth_ (See i8 u.s.c_ 287, 1001./ 

I 
r,SN 75.:.o oo-6 3,;.4045 SIAi•Jo,,,;:,,R!) FORA: 95 tRev. 7-BE) •'EG.: 

i'R£SCfl1BED BY DEPT_ OF JUST/CE 

2a cm 1.:.2 



CLAIM FOR DAf"AGE, TNJURY OH DEATH 
Stand;u·d Form 95 
Continuation Sheet l'age 1 ol L, 

Jmnes Willis 68983-080 

Claimant, Federal inmate Jmnes Willis, herein contends that on October 9, 
2007, while in the custody of prison officials at United States Penitentiary 
Atwater, California, at approximcJtely 11:45 AM the Claimant was seriously 
assaulted by six (6) irunates. Prison officia1.s at USP Atwater did negligently 
or wrongfully, through acts or omissions, cc1use the Claimant to suff ~r 
severe, serious and life-threatening injury, to wit: 

· On · 0c to ber-9,2007-;-Cl •aiman t -~a s-wa t king- f rorn-his-hous ing-unit,--SA-te--cthe----
d in ing at approximately 11 :1 .. 5 i\M. On approaching the corner of the West 
sidewalk and the South (Main) sidewalk, the Claimant was jumped by six (6) 
unknown assailants ,md severely beaten. (See attached map indicating the 
location of the attack and key landmarks referred to in this statement.) 
1he assailants repeatedly beat the Claimant about the head, neck and upper 
torso with their fists and unknown objects. \men the Claimant fell to the 
ground, the assailants continued to beat hi.m \,,ith their fists, unknown 
objects and kicking him repeatedly with their t·einforced-toed work boots. 
1he attack lasted approximately five (5) 1'linutes. As the assailants left, 
the Clai.m;;int heard one of the assail,rn ts s;1y, "Come on, we got away with it. 
f"\'_.-,':kin r ·rapo. II 

While the assault took place in plain view of prison staff no alert signaling 
trouble was announced and no assistance w~s directed to the point of the 
assault. Claimant refers to the attached map noting the location of the 
Central tower, the Main Corridor which was fully staffed and the Lieutenant's 
office which was direct across from the attack, a distance of aproximately 
200 feet:. 

Claimant had to make it to his feet under his own power and was only able to 
stumble from the point of the attack to the Maj_n Corridor. The Claimant was 
only then assisted by a corrections off.Leer who hetpecl hi1u to the medical 
facility for assessment and treal:me~t. Enroute to medical, Claimant passed 
a number of prison executives :i.ncl11din~ Warden D. Smith .. Claimant reminded 
Warden Smith that he had not:i.f ied the i-larden of the very real possibility of 
attack the Claimant faced <'Ind staled to the \J;::irden. "See I told you what was 
going to happen if you put: me in general populati.011." 

Claimant was taken for medical assessment and treatment at the prison's 
medical facility. 'The Claimant recalls being met at medical by an SIS 
officer who was taking pictures of the injuries Claimant sustained. The 
Claimant recalls being told that his injuries would require outside treatment. 
The Claimant lost conscienciousness while while at the prison medical 
facility. The Claimant's next recoll.ection is waking at the Emergency Room 
of Mercy Medical C.enter, Merced, 031.Hornia. 

'The Claimant was treated for severe and lifo-threatening injuries. An extensive 
physical cxai'ilir:ation was \Jei_foc,i11;:d uf i:lit c~_a3.1n61·,t includir:g t,io ~2) cat :,c,,ms 

- L -



Cl.AIM FOR DAMAGE, INJURY OR DFA'TI• 
Standard form 95 
Con I. i nua t.i.on sheet Page 2 of l 

James Willis 68983-080 

to assess damage to the Claimant I s head aml brain. Claimant was treated for 
multiple cuts, bruising, lascerations and contusions lo his head, neck, arms, 
upper lo r so, grain and ·legs. Med ica 1 .personnel cliagnoised that the Claimant 
had suffered a serious brain concusion as a result. of t.hc beating he received. 
'lhe Claimant was further diagnoised with a fractured left sinus cavi,ty, a 
crushml labrum and crushed left and right nasal passages. 

Ela i.man t ··was-re turned-to-USP-A twa ter~fo How ing-ou t side--meeical~a t-ten t:_-io ,__ ______ _ 
and was placed in Administrative Segregation {n the Special Housing Unit (SHU). 
l~1ile in SHU, Claimant continued to suffer with extreme pain and reported 
difficul Ly breathing as a result of the damage to hi.s sinus region. Claimant 
further complained of dizziness, nightmares and difficulty sleeping. 

As a result of t'le extensive damage to the Claimanl's nasal region, Claimant 
required outside surgical intervention to repair the damage that resulted 
trom the senseless beating. 

Claimant alleges that prison officials were notified that the Claimant was 
in danger of serious injury and the very real. possibility ot death if placed 
in general. population at USP Atwater. Despite notification by the Claimant, 
Claimant 's family and' information contained in the C: 1.aimant 's Central file, 
prison officials negligently placed the Claimant in general population, 
subiccting him to the real possibility of assault. Prison officials owed the 
Claimanl the right and duty to reasonably care for his safety and failed to 
protect the Claimant from needless inji.1ry. 

TI1c Claimant: avers to the following i.n support: of his allegations: 

1. Claimant w~s a prisoner at USP Victorville, California on April 15, 2007 
and was seriously assaulted by white supremaist g,mg members resulting 
in bodily injury. The reason tor the assault was attr_ibuted to· the fact 
thot the.Claimant had a charge of rape in his cr.iminal history. As a 
result of the attack, which is detailed in his BOP Central file and 
referenced in letter's by the Claimant and Claimant's family, Claimant 
was transferred to USP Atwater. 

2. Ci.aimant arrived at USP Atwater on June 12, 2007. During his intake 
interview, Claimant was interviewed by SIS Lieutenant Cobb. Claimant 
provided not.ice to Lieutenant Cobb al the .interview that the Claimant 
fear for his safety and his life if he was placed in the general pop
ulation at USP Atwater. This was in direct response to Lt. Cobb's 
question, "Do you know of any reason I should not put you on this yard?" 

3. Claimant verified with Lt. Cobb the information contained in his Central 
[•'ile regarding the assault at USP Victorville and also threats which 
had been verified while Claimant was eclt USP Pollack, threats that resulted 
in the Claimant being transferred from USP Pollack to USP Victorville• 

- ? -



CLAIM F'OR DAMAGc, IN.JURY OR DEATH 
Standard F'orm 95 
Continuation sheet Page 3 of i:.,._ 

,fames \hllis 68983-080 

4. Claimant notified Lt. Cobb that he was aware of" a s9ecif.ic inmate that 
posed a substantial threat· to the Claimant's safety. The inmate, Mattox 
was incarcerated with the Claimunt at USP Pollack, was a member of the 
white suprcmaist group which had threatened the Cluimant and had himself 
direct threatened the Claimant. Lieutenant Cobb verified to Claimant that 
inmate Mattox was a member of the generul population and that he had 
ties to known gang activity. 

5. Based on the detailed information provided by the Claimant, information 
contained in the Claimant's Central file and informc1tion r.clied upon by 
SIS Lieutenant Cobb, Claimant was placed in Protective Custody pending 
a threat assessment and housed in 1:he Special Housing Unit (SHU) at 
USP Atwater. Lieutenant Cobb advised Claimant at that time that 
Claimant should anticipc1te a transfer to another institution. 

Q{"o:l\,ci-.... t 'j,w;-
6. on*Tune 14, 2007, Claimant spoke with Case Manager Li Wag regarding 

his fear of being placed in g~neral population. Claimant provided 
Li Wag with an Inmate Request F'orm which gave notice of the Claimant's 
concern for his satety at USP Atwater, detailed reasons for those 
concerns and requested transfer to a different state or Peder.al 
institution. 

7. On June 21, 2007, Claimant provided notice to Warden D. Smith that he 
feared for his safety if placed in general population. The Warden 
acknowledged that he was aware of the Claimant's situation and that he 
understood.that a threat assessment was being made. Warden Smith told 
Clc1imant that upon completion of the threat assessment, the possiblility 
of transfer would addressed. 

8. On or about lei tt: June oc t2cUly ,July, Claimant spoke with Unit Manc1gcr 
Devere who indicated that he was not: familiar.with the Claimant's 
situation. Claimant then provided Mr. Devere with details of his situ
ation and giving him notice of his fears regarding placement in general 
population. Mr. Devere acknowledaed that he understood the Claimant's 
concern and that he would follow.:.up with SIS Lieutenant Cobb. 

9. Points 6,7 and 8 above are attested to in an affidavit by the Claimant's 
celJ.-mate whi.ie housed in the SHU at USP Atwater. Sworn attidavit attached. 

10 • on or about July 9, 2007, C.1.aimant wrote OOP Regional Director for the 
Western Region, Mr. McF'adden notifying l1im that the _Claimant feared for 
his safety if required to join the general population at USP Atwater. 
Claimant requested that the Director assist in speeding the Claimant's 
transfer to a facility where the Claimant would be safe. 

- 3 -



CLAIM FOR DAMAGE, INJURY OR DtATH 
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Continuation Sheet Page 4 of\.:: 

James Willis 68983-080 

11. Claimant's letter to the Regional Djrector was responded to by Warden 
Smith in a 1 et ter dated Auqust 13 , 2 00 7 . \\'a rden Smith informed the 
Claimant in his letter that the SIS investigation had been completed 
on August 3, 2007. Despite Claimant providing specific information on 
the known threats, specific individuals and specific groups, the 
assessment of the Claimant's request for Protective Custody was deter
mined to be unverified. 

12. 13etween the period August lS, 2007 and September 25, 2007, Claimant 
notified verbally and in writing prison officials that he had not been 
interviewed regarding hi.s request his request for protective custody 
and that Claimant believe that his lHe and safety were in jepordy if 
required to go into the general population. Claimant filed with prison 
officials a BP-8 in August 2007 which was not responded to, this was 
followed up by a BP-9 again providing notification to prison officials 
of Claimant's.fear for his safety. Claimant's BP-9 while record, was 
rejected for lack of a IW--8. 

13. Claimant informed the following prison officials between the period 
Au:;lust 15, 2007 and September 25, 2007: l~arden D. Smith, SIS Lt. Cobb, 
Associate Warden Avalous, CMC Officer Dreher, Duty Officer Fass, Unit 
Manager Devere, Unit Manager oowles, Case Manager Li Wag, SHU Lt. Paul, 
and CHaplain Weaver. 'l'he above notifications were witnessed by and can 
be ates tcd to by by inmate Casey Lawre'nce , Reg • No • 17991-0 7 5 , who 
shared the cell with Claimant during this period. 

14. ln addition to Claimant's notification to prison officials, Claimant's 
mother. also provided no ti~£~ t <;.J.,a;1..man t feared. for his life and safety . 
Claimant's mother, Connie ~~r1!:c to the Regional Director for ~':'~J.. ..,.,J W 
the Western Region, Robert McFadden on ALX]ust 5, 2007. Cluimant 's •"' ·•" • ' 
mother received a response to her letter dated August 24, 2007 from 
Acting Warden Avalos .for Warden Smith ;:i_cknowlcdging her letter and 
stating that the SI.S investigation could not verify Claimant's request 
for Protective custody. The letter further states that the Claimant 
did_not cooperate with the investigation. Claimant restates that 
at all times he cooperated with SIS investigators und provided specific 
information regarding the threats to his safety and life. · 

15. Claimant's mother sent another letter, dated Augst 25, 2007, again 
addressed to Regional Director Mc[''adden. In this letter the Claimant's 
mother aqain notifies prison officials that she and the' .claimant have 
reason to fear for his life and safety. claimant's mother reminds 
officials that there is a knm,rn person on the compound at USP Atwater 
that poses a threat and states that she has been told by the Claimant 
that there is a "hit:" out on hi:n if he uues to general population. 

- -1 -
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James Willis 68983-080 

16. On September 19, 2007, Claimant's mother sent a letter to Director of 
.the Bureau of Prisons, Harly G. Lappin expressing grave concern for the 
Claimant's life and safety. The letter restutes the known filcts about 
the fears of the Claimt1nt. Tf-lc letter further requests that. t.he 
Claimant be provided Protective custody and that the Claimant be trans
ferred to another institut.ion. This letter was responded by USP Atwater 
Warden Smith but not until 10-days after the assault on the Claimant. 

17. On September 18, 2007, Claimant was ordered by correctional officers 
that he was to be released from the SHU and. placed in general populatic,n. 
Claimant informed prison officials that he was refusing this order. 
Prjson staff notified Claimant that he would receive an incident report 
for refusing the order. 

18. On September 18, 2007, Cla.imant: was served a disciplinary report by 
SHU Lieutenant Paul. Claimant notified Lt. Paul that he feured for his 
life and safety if placed in general population. Claimant was jnterviewcd 
by Lt. Paul, in the lieutenant's office at which time the Claimant again 
provided specific details ot his tear and concern. The Lieutenant. agreed 
that. if the Claimant's information was correct, the Claimant would 
indeed be jn danger if plar.ed in general population. He stated however 
that the matter was out of his hands. 

19. Lieutenant Paul jnformed Claimant that iE Claimant: continued to refuse 
orders to program in general popul.ati.on, Claimant would face further 
disr.iplinary sanctions. At the conclusion of the interview with lat. Paul, 
Claimant asked the Lieutentant if he could talk with SIS on his behalf 
and ask that. they reopen the investigation. Lictcnant.raul ::restated 
that there was little he r.ould do tor the Claimant. 

?O. On September 25, 2007, Claimant was again ordered from the SHU to 
general population. Claimant was escorted to a holding area by the SHU 
property officer who was aware of the Claimant's situation and asked 
the Claimant if he would be okuy out there. Claimant responded - NO. 

7. l. CJ. aim ant was ass .i gned to housing unit 5-A . That same day he was approached 
by an inmate known as Little John and told that inmate Mattox want to 
tulk with the CLaimant immediately following the evening meal. 

2?. Cluimant was approached the evening of September 25, 2007 by jnmate 
Mattox and six (6) other inmates. Inmate Mattox shook the. Claimant's 
hand and told the Clajmant that: they would talk the next day during 
recreation. 

- 5 -
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n. 

24. 

, 25. 

26. 

On September 26, 2007, Claimant met with inmate Mattox on the recreation 
yard (inmate Mattox was again accompanied by six (6) othe inmates). 
Inmate Mattox informed the Claimant that there was a rumor on the com
pound that the CLaimant was a sex offender, specifically a "rap:,". 
lnmate Mattox told the CLaimant that he had spoken up for the Claimant 
to the "yard shot caller" who was the Jeader of the white supremaist 
group, the Nazi Lowriders and that the CLaimant had been gi.ven three (3) 
weeks ··to-provide-paperwork-that-disproved-the-rumors...-.---------------

On September 26, 2007, Claimant notified Unit Manager Devere of the con
versation Claimant had with inmate Mattox and that the Claimant had 
been given a deadline to clear his name or face the consequences. Claimant 
restated his fears for life and safety, again reminding Mr. Devere of 
his need for Protective Custody and transfer. 

Mr. Devere took no action regarding CJai.rnant's notification. 

On October 9, 2007, Claimant was brutally attacked and sustained 
serious life-threatening injuries. 

- G -
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STATE OF TEXAS 

COUNTYOF ~~Y\4-

AFFIDAVIT 

X 
X 
X 

BEFORE ME, the undersigned authority, on this day personally appeared 

_(!_.4_n ........ n_, ..... ~ t...._ ..... lu_,_f ..... / .... / ..... S...._ _____ (Affiant), who, being by me duly sworn, made 

the following statements and swore that they were true: 

anfi "My name is &nn le... W,·/1, 1 s 
J ... 

I reside in/()()/ P~., /)1Ut7 N• 1¥ . m~lr: &!Is B'-rn,e,-r (!'t,_ .a, ' . ..., 
County, T cxas. I am of sound mind and capable of making th.is affidavit. I am personally 

acquainted with the facts herein stated. 11~ J:;, Se ~a/, ·'7 f Al -

I t'~,,4-,_r~6~ m~ /'4&fd'f!.~· 
l? ef1°d;;"'L lJlr~~-A-,,, F 6, 0.? 
w ~ S 1-e y' A/ ,,t? t!f r I ,C,/,,,__, , 

7~t:, D4,,J/,·"' Blt.1~, 3 d f'/ot?r. 
/)IA- b / ,;, ; t A · '1 i' S' t 3 

• I 

x£oc,raJR ... W4 D.J.8 
t 

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO BEFORE ME by the above-named Afflant on 

It 1c 'f" ~r ;) tr !JI ,g} 0 CJ r , to certify which witness my hand and official 

seal . 

~-1 C~.IK(IIT)Sll-lJIIM 



' 
__ ___ __ .. _________ -··· .. _____________ -_ ~ia1lV~ - ........ -. -· 

CONNlEWIUIS 
1 II01 PECAN VAUEY DA. APT 14 

MAR!M.E FALLS, TII 7'"4 

~% -'1C\lo -i;,d..~°l --------~----------
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STATE OF TEXAS 

COUNTI' OF ·BL~ r- Y1 d -

AFFIDAVIT 

X 
X 
X 

BEFORE ME. the undersigned authority, on this day personally appeared 

__.C~c.....1:i\~J\ul_:ie.__~w~,~\w\..J.,_~~· ----- (Affiant)' who, being by me duly sworn. mad(" 

the following statements and swore that they were true: 

"My name is _ _::C.:::..:O::..' .:....f\!....n~,L\ ...::s:f~_\.uu~· :...J\...Jlu.l...L,'.....::~~------------ and 

County, Texas. I am of sound mind and capable of making this affidavit. I am personally 

acquainted with the facts herein stated. 

t / 

tc?Y:v:YU>L / \ J2.J,J.~ 
Affiant 

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO BEFORE ME by the above•named Affiant on 

_s_·_-~-+-=-'-~-..... a'->-1)---+, __ 9::..........;0_.__C_].,.__ ___ , to certify which witness my hand and official 

seal. 

~.] o s-1cuw. i.c. cun 111-0II04 



September 19, 2007 

Director F.B.O.P 
Harley Lappin 
320 1st Street N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20534 -1 

Dear Mr. Harley Lappin: 

Sir, I am writing this letter regarding my son, James R. Willis # 68983-080. He is cwrently in 
the Special Housing Unit at USP Atwater, in Atwater, C.A. where he has been in the "SHU" 
since his arrival from USP Victorville in Victorville, CA on June 12, 2007. 

James was transferred to Atwater after being seriously assaulted by gang members at the USP 
Victorville on 4-15-07. He was also previously assaulted at USP Pollock by White Supremist 
gang members in May 2006. He believes the problems that be is having with these groups is due 
to a state charge he received. James bas reason to believe that members from these groups are at 
USP Atwater and that they have a hit out on him. My son was placed in the SHU pending what 
is referred to as a "threat assessment." My son was of the opinion that he would be transferred 
rather quickly, but so far that isn't the case. In fact, he reports that Lieutenant Cobb had cleared 
him for general population. My son is currently refusing to leave to the SHU because he does 
not want to be injured or be forced to resort to violence to defend himself. 

The fact that my son has not been transferred to another prison brings me great concern. I have 
written the Regional Director Mr. Robert McFadden in Dublin, CA twice. My first letter was 
written 8/5/07. I did not receive a reply from him, but received a letter from the warden of USP 
Atwater on 8/24/07. I am enclosing a copy for you_ He stated my son would be transferred to 
another prison, which has yet to happen. My second letter to Mr. McFadden was mailed 8/29/07 
and I have received no reply to this letter from anyone. I intend to write the office of Internal 
Affairs about the assault that occUITed in Victorsville, as I have reason to believe that prison 
protocol was not being followed at the time (i.e., a guard was missing from duty at a particular 
gate). 

I am asking you to please see that my son is transferred to a prison where he can be reasonably 
safe and where he can participate in positive programs. During his stay in prison, my son has 
become a Christian and has been previously very active in chapel and other Christian activities. 
Since he was last assaulted, he has been in confinement and not able to worship. I ask that you · 
would take this into consideration when you consider his transfer. If there are any USP's with 
large Christian populations, I believe he would do well there. He only wishes to serve out the 
remainder of his sentence in safe and productive manner. without constant fear of being 
assaulted. 

I am writing to you as a very concerned mother, a taxpayer, and a law abiding citizen. lbis 
situation is causing me great anxiety and many sleepless nights. If anything happened to my son, 
I would have difficulty forgiving myself. I will continue to be a voice on behalf of my son until 



this matter is in:vestigated and resolved in a matter that assures bis basic safety. I will ca.JI and 
write to whomever I must in order to insure that my son is treated fairly. 

r hope that you will do a]J that is within your power to insure that my son is transferred to a 
prison more appropriate for his situation. Your assistance in this matter is greatly appreciated. 

Sincerely, 

c,~,LO~ 
Connie Willis 
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AFFIDAVIT OF TRUTH 

. . /g/;;Jf--1 <_:J_eo.cv {~;;zll f .4.tJ 
Aff1ant,Anth9~y <?t'~ven Wr1~(v · 

#0674-8-046 USP 
P.O. BOX 24550 
TUCSON,AZ. 85734 Date:10-17-08 

RE:James Ray Willis #68983-080 
Incident(s) & Atwater U.S.P. 

State of Arizona ) 
)SS. AFFIDAVIT OF TRUTH 

Co~nty of Pima ) 

I,Affiant,Anthony Steven Wright,swear to the following to 
the best of my knowledge and belief under the penalty of perjury 
under the laws of the united states of America,TO WIT: 

On or about June 15th,2007 at USP Atwater located in Atwater 
California County of Merced inmate James R. Willis #68983-080 
(hereinafter "Willisn)was placed in SHU cell #112 at Atwater 
USP 11 A-Range". Inmate Willis in cell with affiant for about 
two or three weeks Willis told ~e(Affiant)he could not go to 
general population because he was having problems with white 
Supremasists gang members. 

During the time Willis and affiant were cell mates affiant 
witnessed Willis notify several staff members including but 
no t 1 i mi t e d to the f o 11 o \vii, g : Ward e n D . Sm i th , S I S LT . Cobb , a n d 
Unit Manager J. De Vere.) 

Inmate Willis notified the· aforementioned staff members 
that if he were placed in general populati.on(hereinafter "GP 11

) 

thathis life would be in danger Willis also told staff of 
at least one known enemy(inmate Maddox)who was a member of the 
Aryan Circle a.k.a AC who was in "GP" at Atwater USP,who posed 
a serious threat to Willis. 

It is known bv affiant that the forementioned staff members 
ignored Willis's request's for a protective custody transfer and 
that in fact Willis was ordered to go to GP at USP Atwa~er where 
Willis was brutally assaulted by other in~ates. , . 

. /\-~ 
On or about October the lOth,2007 affiant looked his cell doo·r 

and noticed an inmate who was standing at the window of another 
cell directly across from affiant's cell about six feet away on 
A-range,said inmate was severely beaten-up and was almost un
recognizablc[continued] 
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-this was inmate Willis his head was severely swolled and 
misshapen. 

On or about October the 12th,2007 affiant heard a conver
sation between Unit Manager Mr. De Vere and inmate Willis Mr. 
De Vere told Willis that quote:("I did not realize that you had 
been beaten so badly")De Vere also told Willis that quote:( 
it ·should now be evident that a threat does exist and you will 
be· transferred). 

While affiant was at-USP Atwater from 8-25-05 to about 
July 2008 inmates held a guard hostage affiant also heard 
inmates murder another inmate above affiant in the SHU and 
records will ~rove fact,and recently a correctional officer. 
whom was a war hero working at Atwater was murdered at Atwater. 

Inmates at USP Atwater were frequently assaulting other 
inmates and also staff. It was not uncommon for inmate on 
inmate assault's to go unnoticed and to not lJe stopped by staff. 
It was also not uncommon for the assailant's of such assaults 
to go unpunished. 

The Captain Mr. Karge hi:nself was stabbed at USP Atwater 
by violent gang member's. 

I,myself-affiant witnessed many gang related assault's 
while in SHU unit of Atwater USP. Many of my cell-mate's while 
in SHU while at Atwater were beaten severely in general pop
ulation by violent inmate's then placed·in affiant's cell in 
SHU. 

The record shows that USP Atwater was and is a very 
dangerous and violent United. States Penitentiary. 

Affiant will testify to the veracity to same,under the 
penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California 
and the United States of America. 

Done this 17th,day of October,2008,C.E. 

/ S / ~:t, cf ('})~L~ !J)f,1}1-
Ant hv _·teven Wright /if f 1ant 
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AffIDAVIT Or LARY PE'l"l'Y 

I, LAH.Y PE'I'l'Y, DO HEREBY DECLARE pursuant to 28 .lJSC § 1746 under penalty 

of perjury that this affidavit is a true and correct account of my observa~ 

tions concerning an attack on a Federal inmate, James Willis, by inmates at 

United States Penitentiary Atwater (USP Atwater) on October 9, 200 7. 

On October 9, 2007, I was in custody of the Bureau of Prisons at USP 

Atwater in Atwater, California. At approximately 11:30 am, I was walking from 

housing unit 4A toward the dining hall together with other inmates. It was 

at this time that I noticed six (6), possibly more, inmates sta::ding in a 

group at the corner of the West sidewalK and the Main Corridor. I recognised 

these inmates because they were all known gang members and it appeared that 

they were waiting for someone. '!'he possibility of trouble heightened my 

awareness of the situation. I witr.essed two members of the group approach an 

inmate I now know to be inmate James Willis. The two began immediately striki.r.g 

inmate Will is in the face a.'1d about his head. The blow and shoving by the 

first two assailants forced inmate Willis to the ground at which time the 

others from the group began kicking and hitting inmate Willis. 

The assault lasted just under five (5) minutes at which time the assailants 

scattered in different directions. I noted that th2 primary assailant was 

covered with blood and his hands appeared to be swollen, cut and bloody. Despite 

inmate Willis' repeated cries for help during and following the assault, there 

was no response from the guards or other prison staff. 'Ihe was no signal by 

tower statt to alert others o= trouble on the co~pou~d. 

Inmate Willis was covered with blood and barely made it to his feet. At 

that time I could see that his face was covered in blood and he was bleeding 

severly. He stumbled to the Main Corridor where guards finally responded to 

him. I believe he was taken to ~edical at that time. 

The spot where inmate Willis was assaulted is visible from many different 

vantage points including the Leiutenant's office, the main tower and the 

Main Corridor where guards were assigned for the afternoon meal and other 

- 1 -



services. It is my belief that must have been noticed by prison staff and 

was surprised by the lack of response. No noticiable action was taken to 

secure the scene of the assault or to identify and restrain the assailants. 

~either: or others who witnessed the assault were asked to provide state

ments to prison staff. 

Following the attack, I heard from others that the reason inmate Willis 

had been attacked and brutally beaten was that he was a sex offender as that 

the gangs on the compound had decided that he should be used as an example 

of what would happen to all sex offenders at USP Atwater. 

I did not see inmate Willis after the attack and did not know what had 

happened as a result of the assault. I asswred he had been transferred and 

word on the compound was that no one had been blamed for the incident. I 

met inmate W~llis again at 2SP Tucson where he.is now incarcerated. 

Respectfully submitted this /t/ day of 

..... 
..... -. 

LARY PE'ITY 
Reg. No. : 1~451-045 
US? Tucson 
P.O. Box 24550 
Tucson , AZ 85 734 

- 2 -
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2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 JAMES R. WILLIS, 

10 

11 V. 

Plaintiff: 

12 HARLEY G. LAPPIN, et al., 

13 Defendants. 

UNITED STATES DlSTRICT COURT 

EASTERN DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA 

FRESNO DIVISION 

I 

I :09-cv-01703 GSA (PC) 

ORDER GRANTING APPLICATION TO 
PROCEED IN FORMA PAUPERIS 

and 

ORDER DIRECTING PAYMENT 
OF INMATE FILING FEE BY 
USP TUCSON ARIZONA 

14 

15 Plaintiff is a federal prisoner proceeding prose pursuant to Bivens v. Six Unknown Federal 

16 Agents, 403 U.S. 388 (1971 ), and has requested leave to proceed in fonna pauperis pursuant to 28 

17 U.S.C. § 1915. Plaintiff has made the showing required by§ l 915(a) and accordingly, the request to 

18 proceed in forma pauperis will be granted. Plaintiff is obligated to pay the statutory filing fee of 

19 S 3 50. 00 for this action. 2 8 U.S. C. § I 915 (b )( 1). Plaintiff is ob ligated to make monthly payments in 

20 the amount of twenty percent of the preceding month's income credited to plaintiffs trust account. 

21 USP Tucson is required to send to the Clerk of the Court payments from plaintif-f s account each 

22 time the amount in the account exceeds $10.00, until the statutory filing fee is paid in full. 28 U.S.C. 

23 § 1915(b)(2). 

24 In accordance with the above and good cause appearing therefore, IT IS HEREBY 

25 ORDERED that: 

26 I. Plaintiffs application to proceed in forma pauperis is GRANTED; 

27 2. The Warden of USP Tucson or his designee shall collect payments from 

28 plaintifrs prison trust account in an amount equal to twenty per cent (20%) of the preceding 

-1-
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month's income credited to the prisoner's trust account and shall forward those payments to 

2 the Clerk of the Court each time the amount in the account exceeds $10.00, in accordance with 

3 28 U.S.C. § 1915(b)(2), until a total of $350.00 has been collected and forwarded to the Clerk of 

4 the Court. The payments shall be clearly identified by the name and number assigned to this 

5 action. 

6 3. The Clerk of the Court is directed to serve a copy of this order and a copy of 

7 plaintiffs in fonna pauperis application on the Warden of USP Tucson, by U.S. mail. 

8 4. The Clerk of the Court is directed to serve a copy of this order on the Financial 

9 Department, U.S. District Court, Eastern District of California, Fresno Division. 

10 5. Within thirty ( 60) days of the date of service of this order, plaintiff shall submit a 

11 certified copy of his/her prison trust account statement for the six-month period immediately 

12 preceding the filing of the complaint, if plaintiff has not already done so. 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

IT IS SO ORDERED. 

Dated: October 7, 2009 Isl Gary S. Austin 
UNITED STATES MAGISTRATE JUDGE 
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1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR THE 

EASTERN DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA 

10 JAMES R. WILLIS, 

11 

12 vs. 

Plaintiff, 

13 HARLEY G. LAPPIN, et al., 

14 Defendants. 

15 ____________ / 

I :09-cv-0 I 703 A WI-GSA (PC) 

ORDER DENYING MOTION FOR 
APPOINTMENT OF COUNSEL 

(MOTION #9) 

16 On January 19, 2010, plaintiff filed a motion seeking the appointment of 

17 counsel. Plaintiff does not have a constitutional right to appointed counsel in this action, Rand 

18 v. Rowland, 113 F .3d 1520, 1525 (9th Cir. 1997), and the court cannot require an attorney to 

19 represent plaintiff pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1915(e)(l ). Mallard v. United States District Court 

20 for the Southern District of Iowa, 490 U.S. 296, 298, I 09 S.Ct. 1814, 1816 ( 1989). However, 

21 in certain exceptional circumstances the court may request the voluntary assistance of counsel 

22 pursuantto section 1915(e)(l). Rand, 113 F.3d at 1525. 

23 Without a reasonable method of securing and compensating counsel, the court 

24 will seek volunteer counsel only in the most serious and exceptional cases. In determining 

25 whether "exceptional circumstances exist, the district court must evaluate both the likelihood 

26 of success of the merits [ and] the ability of the [plaintiff] to articulate his claims pro se in light 

27 of the complexity of the legal issues involved." ld. (internal quotation marks and citations 

28 omitted). 

-1-
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1 In the present case, the court does not find the required exceptional 

2 circumstances. Even if it is assumed that plaintiff is not well versed in the law and that he has 

3 made serious allegations which, if proved, would entitle him to relief, his case is not 

4 exceptional. This court is faced with similar cases almost daily. Further, at this early stage in 

5 the proceedings, the court cannot make a determination that plaintiff is likely to succeed on the 

6 merits, and based on a review of the record in this case, the court does not find that plaintiff 

7 cannot adequately articulate his claims. Id. 

8 For the foregoing reasons, plaintiffs motion for the appointment of counsel is 

9 HEREBY DENIED, without prejudice. 

10 IT IS SO ORDERED. 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

Dated: January 22, 2010 Isl Gary S. Austin 
UNITED ST A TES MAGISTRATE JUDGE 
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2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 JAMES R. WILLIS, 

12 

13 

14 

15 

Plaintiff, 

V. 

HARLEY G. LAPPIN, et al., 

16 Defendants. 

UNITED ST A TES DISTRICT COURT 

EASTERN DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

1 :09-cv-0 1703-AWI-GSA-PC 

ORDER GRANTING MOTION FOR 
LEAVE TO FILE SECOND AMENDED 
COMPLAfNT 
(Docs. 7, 11, 12, 13 resolved) 

THIRTY DAY DEADLINE TO FILE 
SECOND AMENDED COMPLAINT 

ORDER FOR CLERK TO SEND 
COMPLAINT FORM TO PLAINTIFF 

17 

18 James R. Wil !is ("p laintifi") is a federal prisoner proceeding pro se and in forma pauperi s in this 

19 civil rights action pursuant to Bivens v. Six Unknown Federal Agents, 403 U.S. 388 (1971 ). Plaintiff 

20 filed the complaint commencing this action on September 28, 2009. (Doc. 1.) On January 19, 20 I 0, 

21 plaintiff filed a motion for leave to amend or supplement the complaint, along with a proposed First 

22 Amended Complaint, which was filed by the Clerk on January 19, 20 l 0. (Docs. 7, 8.) On March 8, 

23 2010, plaintiff filed a motion for the court to issue a ruling on his motion for leave to amend. (Doc. 11.) 

24 On April 26, 2010, plaintiff filed a motion for leave to clarify his prayer for relief in the complaint. 

25 (Doc. 12.) On April 26, 20 IO, plaintiff filed a motion for the court to initiate service of the complaint 

26 upon defendants. (Doc. 14.) The court here responds to plaintiffs requests for leave to amend the 

27 complaint and his request for initiation of service. 

28 1 



Under Rule 15(a) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, a party may amend the party's 

2 pleading once as a matter of course at any time before a responsive pleading is served. Otherwise, a 

3 party may amend only by leave of the court or by written consent of the adverse party, and leave shall 

4 be freely given when justice so requires. Fcd.R.Civ.P. I 5{a). When plaintiff submitted the proposed 

5 First Amended Complaint on January 19, 2010, he had not amended the complaint before, and no 

6 responsive pleading had been served in this action. Therefore, plaintiff had leave to file an amended 

7 complaint as a matter of course, and the First Amended Complaint was filed by the Clerk on January 19, 

8 2010. (Doc. 8.) 

9 Now, at this stage of the proceedings, plaintiff expresses a desire to clarify the prayer for relief 

10 in the First Amended Complaint. (Doc. 12.) To clarify the prayer for relief, plaintiff must file a Second 

11 Amended Complaint making the changes he requires. Because plaintiff has already amended the 

12 complaint once, he requires leave of court to amend the complaint again. 

13 "Rule l 5(a) is very liberal and leave to amend 'shall be freely given when justice so requires."' 

14 AmerisourceBergen Corp. v. Dialysis West, Inc., 445 F.3d 1132, 1136 (9th Cir. 2006) (quoting Fed. R. 

15 Civ. P. 15(a)). However, courts "need not grant leave to amend where the amendment: (1) prejudices 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

the opposing party; (2) is sought in bad faith; (3) produces an undue delay in the litigation; or (4) is 

futile." Id. The factor of "'[u]ndue delay by itself ... is insufficient to justify denying a motion to 

amend."' Owens v. Kaiser Foundation Health Plan, Inc., 244 F.3d 708, 712, 13 (9th Cir. 200 I) (quoting 

Bowles v. Reade, 198 F.3d 752, 757-58 (9th Cir. 1999)). 

Herc, plaintiffs case has been pending since September 2009. The delay in litigation will be 

further extended if plaintiff is given leave to amend. However, given that the First Amended Complaint 

has not been served, and no other party has appeared in the action, amending the complaint will not 

prejudice the opposing party. The court finds no evidence of bad faith or futility in plaintiffls desire to 

clarify his prayer for relief. Therefore, in the interest of justice, plaintiffs motion to amend the 

complaint shall be granted. 

Plaintiff is informed that he must demonstrate in his Second Amended Complaint how the 

conditions complained of have resulted in a deprivation of plaintiffs constitutional rights. See Ellis v. 

2 



Cassidy, 625 F.2d 227 (9th Cir. 1980). The complaint must allege in specific terms how each named 

2 defendant is involved. There can be no liability under 42 U.S.C. § 1983 unless there is some affirmative 

3 link or connection between a defendant's actions and the claimed deprivation. Rizzo v. Goode, 423 U.S. 

4 362 ( 1976); May v. Enomoto, 633 F.2d 164, 167 (9th Cir. 1980); Johnson v. Duffy, 588 F.2d 740, 743 

5 (9th Cir. 1978). 

6 Plaintiff should also note that although he has the opportunity to amend, it is not for the purpose 

7 of adding new defendants relating to issues arising after September 28, 2009. In addition, plaintiff 

8 should take care to include only those claims that have been exhausted prior to the initiation of this suit 

9 on September 28, 2009. 

10 Finally, plaintiff is advised that Local Rule 15-220 requires that an amended complaint be 

11 complete in itself without reference to any prior pleading. As a general rule, an amended complaint 

12 supersedes the original complaint. Sec Loux v. Rhay, 3 75 F.2d 55, 57 (9th Cir. 1967). Once an 

13 amended complaint is filed, the original complaint no longer serves any function in the case. Therefore, 

14 in an amended complaint, as in an origina I comp la int, each claim and the involvement of each defendant 

15 must be sufficiently alleged. The Second Amended Complaint should be clearly and boldly titled 

16 "Second Amended Complaint," refer to the appropriate case number, and be an original signed under 

17 penalty of perjury. 

18 With respect to plaintiffs request for the initiation of service upon defendants, the court will, sua 

19 ::,ponte, direct the United States Marshal to serve the complaint only after the court has screened the 

20 complaint and detennincd that it contains cognizable claims for relief against the named defendants. 

21 Plaintiff can rest assured that he will receive all orders issued in his case as long as he keeps the court 

22 apprised of his current address. 

23 Accordingly, it is HEREBY ORDERED that: 

24 1. Plaintiffs motion for leave to file a Second Amended Complaint is GRANTED; 

25 

26 

27 

28 

2. This order resolves plaintiffs motions for leave to amend the complaint, motion for a 

ruling, and motion for initiation of service, filed January 19, 2010, March 8, 2010, and 

April 26, 2010; 

3 



2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

Plaintiff is granted thirty (30) days from the date of service of this order in which to file 

a Second Amended Complaint, using the court's form; 

The Second Amended Complaint should be clearly and boldly titled "Second Amended 

Complaint," refer to case number 1 :09-cv-0 1703-A WI-GSA-PC, and be an original 

signed under penalty of perjury; 

The Clerk of the Court shall send one civil rights complaint form to plaintiff; and 

Plaintiff is warned that the failure to comply with this order will result m a 

recommendation that this action be dismissed for failure to obey a court order. 

IT IS SO ORDERED. 

Dated: May 20, 2010 Isl Gary S. Austin 
UNITED ST A TES MAGISTRATE JUDGE 
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12 
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15 

16 
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JAMES R. WILLIS, 

V. 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

EASTERN DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA 

Plaintiff, 

1 :09-cv-01703-AWI-GSA-PC 

ORDER DENYING PLAINTIFF'S 
MOTION TO EXPEDITE SCREENING OF 
SECOND AMENDED COMPLAINT 
(Doc. 17.) 

HARLEY G. LAPPIN, et al., 

Defendants. 
I 

17 James R. Willis ("plaintiff') is a federal prisoner proceeding pro sc and in fonna 

18 pauperis in this civil rights action pursuant to Bivens vs. Six Unknown Agents, 403 U.S. 388 

19 (1971 ). Plaintiff filed the complaint commencing this action on September 28, 2009. (Doc. 1.) 

20 On January 19, 2010, plaintiff filed a motion for leave to amend or supplement the complaint, 

21 along with a proposed First Amended Complaint, which was filed by the Clerk on January 19, 

22 2010. (Docs. 7, 8.) On April 26, 2010, plaintiff filed a motion for leave to clarify his prayer for 

23 relief in the complaint, and on May 21, 2010, the court granted plaintiffs motion. (Docs. 12, 

24 15.) On June 8, 2008, plaintiff filed a Second Amended Complaint, along with a request for the 

25 court to expedite the screening of the complaint, because "[T]he events giving rise to the 

26 complaint happened almost '3 years' ago." (Docs. 16, 17.) 

27 The court is required to screen complaints brought by prisoners seeking relief against a 

28 governmental entity or officer or employee of a governmental entity. 28 U.S.C. § 1915A(a). 
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The court screens complaints in the order in which they arc filed and strives to avoid delays 

2 whenever possible. Plaintiff's Second Amended Complaint was filed less than a week ago and 

3 will be screened in due time. Plaintiff has not shown good cause for the court to expedite the 

4 screening of his complaint. 

5 Accordingly, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that plaintiff's motion for the court to expedite 

6 the screening of his complaint is DENIED. 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

IT IS SO ORDERED. 

Dated: June 13, 2010 Isl Gary S. Austin 
UNITED STATES MAGISTRATE JUDGE 
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2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

EASTERN DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA 

9 JAMES R. WILLIS, 

10 Plaintiff~ 

11 V. 

12 HARLEY LAPPIN, et al., 

13 Defendants. 

14 

) CASE NO. 1 :09-cv-01703 AWi GSA PC 
) 
) ORDER REQUIRING PLAINTIFF TO EITHER 
) FILE AMENDED COMPLAINT OR NOTIFY 
) COURT OF WILLINGNESS TO PROCEED 
) ONLY ON CLAIMS FOUND TO BE 
) COGNIZABLE 
) 
) (Doc. 1) 
) 

RESPONSE DUE WITHIN THIRTY DAYS 
I ----------------15 

16 Screening Order 

17 I. Screening Requirement 

18 Plaintiff is a federal prisoner proceeding pro se and in forma pauperis in this civil rights 

19 action pursuant to Bivens v. Six Unknown Federal Agents, 403 U.S. 388 (1971 ). Pending before 

20 the Court is the June 8, 2010, first amended complaint. 1 

21 The Court is required to screen complaints brought by prisoners seeking relief against a 

22 governmental entity or officer or employee of a governmental entity. 28 U.S.C. § 1915A(a). The 

23 Court must dismiss a complaint or portion thereof if the prisoner has raised claims that arc legally 

24 "frivolous or malicious," that fail to state a claim upon which relief may be granted, or that seek 

25 monetary relief from a defendant who is immune from such relief. 28 U.S.C. § l915A(b)(l ),(2). 

26 "Notwithstanding any filing fee, or any portion thereof, that may have been paid, the court shall 

27 

28 1 Plaintiff filed his first amended complaint Pursuant to Federal Rule of Civil Procedure l S(a). The Coun 

has not screened the original comp la int. 
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dismiss the case at any time if the court detennines that ... the action or appeal ... fails to state a 

2 claim upon which relief may be granted." 28 U.S.C. § I 915(e)(2)(B)(ii). 

3 "Rule 8(a)'s simplified pleading standard applies to all civil actions, with limited 

4 exceptions," none of which applies to section 1983 actions. Swierkiewicz v. SoremaN. A., 534 U.S. 

5 506, 512 (2002); Fed. R. Civ. P. 8(a). Pursuant to Rule 8(a), a complaint must contain "a short and 

6 plain statement of the claim showing that the pleader is entitled to relief .... " Fed. R. Civ. P. 8(a). 

7 "Such a statement must simply give the defendant fair notice of what the plaintiffs claim is and the 

8 grounds upon which it rests." Swierkiewicz, 534 U.S. at 512. However, "the liberal pleading 

9 standard ... applies only to a plaintiff's factual allegations." Ncitze v. Williams, 490 U.S. 319,330 

10 n. 9 ( 1989). "[A] liberal interpretation of a civil rights complaint may not supply essential elements 

11 of the claim that were not initially pled." Bruns v. Nat' I Credit Union Admin., 122 F.3d 1251, 1257 

12 (9th Cir. 1997) (quoting Ivey v. Bd. of Regents, 673 F.2d 266, 268 (9th Cir. 1982)). 

13 II. Plaintifrs Claims 

14 A. Summarv of Complaint 

15 Plaintiff is currently housed at the U.S. Penitentiary in Tucson, Arizona. Plaintiffbrings this 

16 action against correctional officials employed by the U.S. Bureau of Prison (BOP) at the U.S. 

17 Penitentiary at Atwater. The events giving rise to the claims at issue in this action allegedly occurred 

18 at USP Atwater. Plaintiff claims that Defendants were deliberately indifferent to a risk to Plaintiffs 

19 safety, resulting in injury. Specifically, Plaintiff alleges that he was assaulted by other inmates 

20 because of his status as a sex offender. Plaintiff alleges that he advised Defendants of the specific 

21 threat to his safety, yet he was assaulted. Plaintiff names the following individual defendants: 

22 Harley Lappin, Directorofthe U.S. Bureau of Prisons (BOP); Robert E. McFadden, Wester Regional 

23 Director of the BOP; Dennis D. Smith, Warden at Atwater; Associate Warden Belinda Avalos; 

24 Associate Warden C. Gant; Lieutenant Cobb; Unit Manager Devere; Lieutenant Paul; Case Manager 

25 Liwag; Unit Manager Bowles; Duty Officer Fass; Correctional Counselor Putnam; Unknown 

26 correctional officers. 

27 Ill 

28 /// 

2 
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Ill. Failure to Protect 

2 "Prison officials have a duty to take reasonable steps to protect inmates from physical 

3 abuse." Hoptowit v. Ray, 682 F.2d 1237, 1250-51 (9th Cir. 1982). To establish a violation of this 

4 duty, the prisoner must establish that prison officials were "deliberately indifferent" to serious 

5 threats to the inmate's safety. Sec Farmer v. Brennan, 511 U.S. 825, 834 (1994 ). To demonstrate 

6 that a prison official was deliberately indifferent to a serious threat to the inmate's safety, the 

7 prisoner must show that "the official [knew] of and disregard[ed] an excessive risk to inmate ... 

8 safety; the official must both be aware of facts from which the inference could be drawn that a 

9 substantial risk of serious harm exists, and [the official] must also draw the inference." Farmer, 511 

10 U.S. at 837. 

11 Plaintiff alleges that he is "vulnerable to be assaulted" because of his classification as a sex 

12 offender. Plaintiff alleges that he was targeted for assault by violent gang members. (Am. Compl. 

13 p. 6.) On October 9, 2007, Plaintiff was physically assaulted by 6 inmates. (Am. Compl. ,i 1.)2 

14 Prior to Plaintiff's transfer to Atwater, he was assaulted at USP Victorville in April of2007 for the 

15 same reason. (Am. Compl. ,i 2.) 

16 A. Defendant Lappin 

17 Plaintiffs sole allegation regarding Defendant Lappin, the Director of the BOP, is that 

18 Plaintifrs mother wrote a letter to Director Lappin, requesting protective custody for Plaintiff and 

19 a transfer to an institution where he would be safe and be able to participate in general population 

20 programs. 

21 Plaintiff must prove that the Defendants holding supervisory positions personally 

22 participated in the deprivation of his rights. Jones v. Williams, 297 F.3d 930,934 (9th Cir. 2002). 

23 There is no respondcat superior liability, and each defendant is only liable for his or her own 

24 misconduct. Ashcroft v. Iqbal, 129 S.Ct. 1937, 1948-49 (2009). A supervisor may be held liable 

25 for the constitutional violations of his or her subordinates only if he or she "participated in or 

26 directed the violations, or knew of the violations and failed to act to prevent them." Taylor v. List, 

27 

28 
" Plaintiff separately numbers his paragraphs in section IV B of his amended complaint, beginning on page 

12. All numbered paragraphs in this order refer to section IV B, also titled by Plaintiff as "factual allegations." 
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880 F.2d 1040, 1045 (9th Cir. 1989); also Cora ks v. Bennett, 567 f.3d 554, 570 (9th Cir. 2009); 

2 Preschooler II v. Clark County School Board of Trustees, 479 F.3d 1175, 1182 (9th Cir. 2007); 

3 Harris v. Roderick, 126 F.3d 1 I 89, 1204 (9th Cir. 1997). An allegation that an inmate's mother 

4 wrote a letter to the Director of the BOP is insufficient to state a claim for relief. As noted above, 

5 Plaintiff must allege facts indicating that Lappin was personally aware of the danger to Plaintiff. 

6 Plaintiff must allege facts indicating that Director Lappin was aware of facts from which an 

7 inference could be drawn that a substantial risk of serious harm existed, and facts indicating that 

8 Lappin drew the inference. Farmer, 511 U.S. at 837. There are no allegations indicating that 

9 Lappin was aware of specific facts from which he could draw an inference that Plaintiff was 

10 subjected to a particular danger. Defendant Lappin should therefore be dismissed. 

11 B. Defendant McFadden 

12 In July of 2007, Plaintiff wrote a letter to Defendant McFadden, the Western Regional 

13 Director of the BOP. In that letter, Plaintiff "informed Defendant McFadden by letter of his 

14 concerns for his personal safety in hopes of enlisting the defendants help in effecting a transfer for 

15 the plaintiff." (Am. Comp\. ,i 10.) Plaintiff received a response to the letter in September of 2007, 

16 indicating that a threat assessment was completed by the SIS on August 3, 2007, and it was 

17 detennined that there was not a threat against Plaintiff. That the threat assessment may have been 

18 incorrect does not subject the Regional Director to liability. As with Defendant Lappin, Plaintiff 

19 fails to allege facts indicating that Defendant McFadden was personally aware of a specific hann 

20 to Plaintiff. The facts alleged indicate that, to McFadden's knowledge, a threat assessment had been 

21 done. There arc no facts alleged indicating that the threat assessment put McFadden on notice of 

22 any danger to Plaintiff Defendant McFadden should therefore be dismissed. 

23 C. Defendant Smith 

24 On June 21, 2007, Plaintiff spoke to Defendant Warden Smith regarding his placement in 

25 SHU. Smith advised Plaintiff that when the threat assessment investigation was complete, a 

26 decision would be made regarding Plaintiff's possible transfer. Plaintiffs mother wrote a letter 

27 to Warden Smith, expressing her concern regarding Plaintiffs safety. Associate Warden Avalos 

28 wrote the response to Plaintiffs mother, indicating that Plaintiff was to be transferred. Plaintiff 

4 
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has not alleged any facts indicating that Defendant Warden Smith personally knew of and 

2 disregarded a specific risk to Plaintiff. Taking the allegations of the amended complaint as trne and 

3 liberally construed, Smith was aware that a threat assessment investigation was being completed. 

4 Such an allegation does not subject Smith to liability. That a warden receives a letter from an 

5 inmate's mother regarding the inmate's safety similarly fails to state a claim for relief. Plaintiff 

6 must allege facts indicating that Smith was personally aware of the particular danger to Plaintiff. 

7 He has failed to do so. Defendant Warden Smith should therefore be dismissed. 

8 D. Defendant Avalos 

9 The only conduct charged to Defendant Avalos is that she responded to Plaintiffs mother, 

10 indicating that Plaintiff would be transferred. Although Plaintiff may conclude that this subjects 

11 her to liability, Plaintiff must allege specific facts to support that conclusion. Plaintiff must allege 

12 facts indicating that Avalos was aware of facts from which an inference could be drawn that a 

13 substantial risk of serious harm existed, and facts indicating that Avalos drew the inference. 

14 Farmer, 511 U.S. at 837. Plaintiff has failed to do so. Defendant Avalos should therefore be 

15 dismissed. 

16 E. Defendant Gant 

17 Plaintiff alleges that on September 13, 2007, he wrote a "cop-out" to staff regarding his 

18 safety concerns. Plaintiff provided information regarding his fears of being targeted for assault 

19 by "at least one known prison gang at USP Atwater.'' (Am. Compl. ~ 20.) As to Defendant 

20 Associate Warden Gant, Plaintiff alleges that he spoke to him on several occasions about his 

21 concerns. The Court finds the allegations as to Defendant Gant to be vague. Although Plaintiff 

22 has alleged that, despite his concerns, he was attacked by other inmates on account of his offense, 

23 he may not hold Defendant Gant liable based on allegations that he spoke to him "about his 

24 concerns." Plaintiff must specifically allege facts indicating what Defendant Gant knew, and how 

25 he knew it. Plaintiff must allege facts indicating that Gant was aware of facts from which an 

26 inference could be drawn that a substantial risk of serious harm existed, and facts indicating that 

27 Gant drew the inference. Fanner, 511 U.S. at 837. Plaintiff has failed to do so. Defendant Gant 

28 therefore be dismissed. 
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F. Defendant Devere 

In late June or early July of 2007, Plaintiff spoke with Defendant Unit Manger Devere for 

the first time. Devere advised Plaintiff that he was not aware of his situation, and that he would 

contact Lt. Cobb about the investigation. On September 14, 2007, Plaintiff filed an inmate 

grievance, fonn BP-9, with his unit team, which included Devere.3 In this grievance, Plaintiff 

"explained specifically his safety concerns, and asked for either a state placement or a protective 

custody transfer." (Am. Comp 1. ,-J 18.) The grievance was returned unprocessed, as Plaintiff failed 

to attach form BP-8. Plaintiff explained that he did not receive his BP-8 from his unit team. 

Plaintiff was released from the SI-JU on September 25, 2007. The same day, he was 

approached by "several gang members," who told him that inmate Mattox would like to speak to 

him. Plaintiff met with Mattox, who was accompanied by several gang members. The meeting was 

without incident. The next day, Plaintiff again met with inmate Mattox and the gang members. 

Mattox told Plaintiff "that there was a rumor about plaintiff 'that he was a rapo.' Mattox told 

Plaintiff that he had three weeks to produce paperwork to disprove the rumor." (Arn. Comp 1. ,-J 24.) 

Immediately after this conversation, Plaintiff spoke to Devere, and related the confrontation 

with inmate Mattox. Plaintiff"reaffirmed his belief that his safety was in danger a USP Atwater." 

Devere took no further action. Plaintiff was assaulted on October 9, 2007. Liberally construed, 

Plaintiff has stated a colorable claim against Defendant Devere for failure to protect Plaintiff. 

G. Defendant Cobb 

Plaintiff arrived at USP Atwater on June 12, 2007. Upon his arrival, he spoke with 

Defendant Cobb, the Special Investigations Supervisor. Plaintiff advised Lt. Cobb "of the exact 

nature of the threat against him, including informing the defendant about why plaintiff had trouble 

at his previous two institutions, and also that he believed that Plaintiff had at least one known 

.1Thc Bureau of Prisom has established an administrative rl'.111l'.dy procedure governing prisoner complaints. 
The procedure is set forth at 28 C.F.R. § 542.10 et.~. First, an inmate must attempt to resolve 1he issue 
informally by presenting it to staff on Form BP-8 bdorc submitting a Rcqul'.st for Administrativl'. Rl'.ml'.dy. 28 
C.F .R. § 542.13(a). If dissatisfied with the response. the prisoner may proceed with the formal filing of an 
Administrative Remedy Request. Form RP-9. 28 C.F.R. § 542. I 4(a). Upon denial by the institution, the prisoner 
may appeal the decision by filing a complaint with the Regional Director of the Bureau of Prisons. Form B P-10. 2 8 

C.F.R. § 542. J 5(a). The Regional Director's decision may be appcakd to the General Counsd in Washington. D.C. 
Form BP-11. Id. Appeal to the General Counsel is the final step in the administrative remedy process. Ji. 
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enemy at USP Atwater." (Am. Comp\. ,i 3.) Plaintiff specifically alleges that Defendant Cobb was 

aware of the previous threats against him, and the assault at USP Victorville that led to his transfer 

to Atwater. Plaintiff alleges that Defendant Cobb knew the inmate that Plaintiff believed posed a 

threat against him. Liberally construed, Plaintiff has stated a colorable claim for relief against 

Defendant Cobb for failure to protect Plaintiff. 

H. Defendant Paul 

Plaintiff alleges that on September 19, 2007, he spoke to Defendant Lt. Paul, the SHU 

Lieutenant, "at length" about his safety concerns. Plaintiff "explained in detail the exact nature of 

the threat that exists against him." (Am. Comp!. ,i 21.) Plaintiff "pleaded" with Lt. Paul to place 

him on protective custody status. Lt. Paul ordered Plaintiff released from the SHU into general 

population. Liberally construed, Plaintiff has stated a colorable claim for relief against Defendant 

Paul for failure to protect Plaintiff. 

I. Defendant Liwag 

On June 14, 2007, Plaintiff submitted an inmate request to Defendant Liwag, his case 

manager. Plaintiff spoke to Liwag, explaining his situation. Li wag told Plaintiff that if it was 

determined that a threat existed, he would be submitted for transfer to another institution. (Arn. 

Comp 1. ,i 6.) Li wag was also a part ofthe unit team that Plaintiff submitted his grievance to in late 

August. As noted, the grievance was returned to Plaintiff unprocessed. There are no facts alleged 

indicating that Liwag processed the grievance, or was personally aware of the specific threat to 

Plaintiff. Plaintiff alleges generally that he explained his situation and filed a grievance. Plaintiff 

must allege facts indicating that Liwag was aware of facts from which an inference could be drawn 

that a substantial risk of serious harm existed, and facts indicating that Li wag drew the inference. 

Fanner, 511 U.S. at 837. Plaintiff has failed to do so. Defendant Liwag should therefore be 

24 dismissed. 

25 J. Defendant Bowles 

26 The only reference to Defendant Bowles in the amended complaint is that Defendant 

27 Devere, in June or July of 2007, told Plaintiff that he would be gone on sick leave, and that 

28 Defendant Bowles would be acting as the Unit Manager in his stead. Plaintiff alleges no facts 
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indicating that Defendant Bowles knew of and disregarded a specific risk to Plaintiff. Defendant 

Bowles should therefore be dismissed. 

K. Defendant Fass 

Plaintiff fails to charge Defendant Fass, the department head of institutional computer 

services, with any conduct. In order to hold Defendant Fass liable, Plaintiff must allege facts 

indicating that Defendant Fass knew of and disregarded a specific threat to Plaintiff. Plaintiff has 

failed to do so. Defendant Fass should therefore be dismissed. 

L. Defendant Putnam 

The only conduct charged to Defendant Correctional Counselor Putnam is that Plaintiff filed 

an administrative grievance with Defendant Putnam and that the grievance was rejected because 

Plaintiff failed to attached a BP-8 fonn to it. In the grievance, Plaintiff explained that he did not 

receive a BP-8 from his unit team. The sole conduct charged to Defendant Putnam is that he 

advised Plaintiff that the BP-8 was never received. There arc no facts alleged indicating that 

Defendant Putnam processed the grievance, or was personally aware of the specific threat to 

Plaintiff. Plaintiff must allege facts indicating that Putnam was aware of facts from which an 

inference could be drawn that a substantial risk of serious harm existed, and facts indicating that 

Putnam drew the in feren cc. Farmer, 51 1 U.S. at 8 3 7. Pl ai nti ff has failed to do so. Defendant 

Putnam should therefore be dismissed. 

M. Doe Defendants 

Plaintiff names as defendants four unknown correctional officers. "As a general rule, the 

use of' John Doe' to identify a defendant is not favored." Gillespie v. Civiletti, 629 F.2d 637,642 

(9th Cir. 1980). However, in situations where the identity of the alleged defendants will not be 

known prior to the filing of a complaint, a plaintiff should be given an opportunity through 

discovery to identify the unknown defendants, unless it is clear that discovery would not uncover 

the identities, or that the complaint would be dismissed on other grounds. Id. (citing Gordon v. 

Leeke, 574 F.2d 1147, 1152 (4th Cir. 1978)). Plaintiff will therefore be granted leave to file an 

amended complaint that identifies the unnamed defendants. 

IV. Conclusion and Order 

8 
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Plaintiffs first amended complaint states a claim under the Eighth Amendment against 

2 Defendants Devere, Cobb and Paul for failure to protect Plaintiff However, the first amended 

3 complaint does not state any cognizable claims against Defendants Lappin, McFadden, Smith, 

4 Avalos, Gant, Liwag, Bowles, or the unidentified correctional officers. The Court will provide 

5 Plaintiff with the opportunity to file an amended complaint curing the deficiencies identified by the 

6 Court in this order. Noll v. Carlson, 809 F .2d 1446, 1448-49 (9th Cir. 1987). Plaintiff may not 

7 change the nature of this suit by adding new, unrelated claims in his amended complaint. George 

8 v. Smith, 507 F.3d 605, 607 (7th Cir. 2007) (no "buckshot" complaints). 

9 If Plaintiff docs not wish to file a second amended complaint and is agreeable to proceeding 

10 only on the claims identified in this order as cognizable, Plaintiff may so notify the Court in writing, 

11 and the Court will issue a recommendation for dismissal of the other claims and defendants, and 

12 will forward to Plaintiff three summonses and three USM-285 forms for completion and return. 

13 Upon receipt of the fonns, the Court will direct the United States Marshal to initiate service of 

14 process. 

15 IfPlaintiff opts to amend, his amended complaint should be brief, Fed. R. Civ. P. 8(a), but 

16 must state what each named defendant did that led to the deprivation of Plaintiffs constitutional 

17 or other federal rights, Hydrick, 500 F.3d at 987-88. Plaintiff is reminded that "there is no pure 

18 respondeat superior liability, [ and] a supervisor [ may only be held] liable for the constitutional 

19 violations of subordinates 'if the supervisor participated in or directed the violations, or knew of 

20 the violations and failed to act to prevent them."' Id. at 988 ( quoting Taylor v. List, 880 F .2d I 040, 

21 I 045 (9th Cir. 1989)). Although accepted as true, the "[f]actual allegations must be [sufficient] to 

22 raise a right to relief above the speculative level .... " Bell Atlantic Corp. v. Twombly, 550 U.S. 

23 544, 554 (2007) ( citations omitted). 

24 Finally, Plaintiff is advised that an amended complaint supercedes the original complaint, 

25 Forsyth v. Humana, Inc., 114 F.3d 1467, 1474 (9th Cir. 1997); King v.Atiyeh,814 F.2d 565,567 

26 (9th Cir. 1987), and must be "complete in itself without reference to the prior or superceded 

27 pleading," Local Rule 15-220. Plaintiff is warned that "[a]ll causes of action alleged in an original 

28 complaint which are not alleged in an amended complaint are waived." King, 814 F.2d at 567 

9 
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(citing to London v. Coopers & Lybrand, 644 F.2d 811, 814 (9th Cir. 1981 )); accord Forsyth, 114 

2 F.3d at 1474. 

3 Based on the foregoing, it is HEREBY ORDERED that: 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

I. 

2. 

3. 

The Clerk's Office shall send to Plaintiff a civil rights complaint form by a federal 

pnsoner; 

Within thirty (30) days from the date of service of this order, Plaintiff must either: 

a. 

b. 

File a second amended complaint curing the deficiencies identified by the 

Court in this order, or 

Notify the Court in writing that he docs not wish to file an amended 

complaint and wishes to proceed only against Defendants Devere, Cobb and 

Paul for failure to protect Plaintiff. 

If Plaintiff fails to comply with this order, this action will be dismissed for failure 

to obey a court order. 

IT IS SO ORDERED. 

Dated: June 16, 2011 Isl Gary S. Austin 
UNITED STATES MAGISTRATE JUDGE 

IO 



INSTRuc'ir8~s :P8ifflllRtf~~"l..~nl{J"'l8~ki§oNE*i~ib{ikNf ~s1~ 'rf JkNOWN 
NAMED AGENTS OF FEDERAL BUREAU OF NARCOTICS, 403 U.S. 388 (1971) 

I. Scope of Bivens Action 

A Bivens action is available to challenge violations of the federal constitution or federal statutes 
which affect the conditions of your confinement or your treatment by government employees while in 
custody. Although you may ask for and obtain money damages or an injunction, the court cannot issue an 
order which could affect the length of your sentence in any way. Those types of claims may be raised only 
through a petition for a writ of habeas corpus. If you want to file a petition for a writ of habeas corpus, 
you must do so on the correct forms, which arc provided by the Clerk of the Court on request. 

A. Exhaustion of Administrative Remedies 

If there is an inmate appeal or administrative remedy process available at your 
institution, you may not file a Bivens action, or an action under any other federal law, until you have first 
comp I eted (exhausted) the process avai 1 ab I e at your in sti tuti on. You arc required to complete (exhaust) 
the inmate appeal or administrative remedy process before filing suit, regardless of the relief offered by 
the process. Booth v. Churner, 532 U.C. 731, 741 (2001 ); McKinney v. Carey, 311 F.3d 1198, 1199 (9th 
Cir. 2002). Even if you are seeking only money damages and the inmate appeal or administrative remedy 
process does not provide money, you must exhaust the process before filing suit. Booth, 532 U.S. at 734. 

IL Packet 

A copy of a complaint fonn is attached to this instruction sheet. In addition, included in the packet 
is an information sheet for prisoners seeking leave to proceed in forma pauperis (without prepayment of 
filing fees) and a copy of an application to proceed in fonna pauperis. To file an action, you must send all 
the following items to the court: 

l. 

2. 

NOTICE: 

An original and one copy of the complaint. You must keep an additional copy of the 
complaint for your own records. All copies of the complaint must be identical to the 
original. If you wish to have a conformed copy of your complaint returned to you, you 
must send, in addition to the original, two extra copies and provide the court with a self
addressed postage paid envelope 

Either a completed in forma pauperis application or the $350.00 filing fee. 

Leave to proceed in forma pauperis allows a case to proceed without pre-payment of the filing fee. 
However, a prisoner who brings a civil action in forma pauperis shall nevertheless be required to 
pay the full amount of the filing fee. The court shall collect the filing fee through deductions from 
the prisoner's trust account. Dismissal of the case does not excuse payment of the full filing fee. 
See 28 U.S.C. § 1915. 

1 
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. omp amf form 

Your complaint must be legibly handwritten or typewritten. You must sign the complaint and declare 
under pen a I ty of perjury that the facts stated in the comp Iain t are correct. If you need additio na I space to answer a 
question, you should attach an additional blank page. You are required to state facts in support of each claim. The 
complaint should refer to the provision of the federal constitution or federal law on which you are relying. but 
should not contain legal arguments or citations. 

IV. Venue 

Your complaint should be filed in the Fresno Division of this court only if one or more of the named 
defendants is located in the Fresno Division of the Eastern District of California, or if your claim arose in the 
Fresno Division of this district. The Fresno Division of the Eastern District of California is comprised of the 
following counties: Fresno, Calaveras, Inyo, Kern, Kings, Madera, Mariposa, Merced, Stanislaus. Tulare, and 
Tuolumne. 

Your comp 1 ai nt should be fi 1 ed in the Sacramento D ivi si on of th is court only if one or more of the named 
defendants is located in the Sacramento Division of the Eastern District of California, or if your claim arose in the 
Sacramento Division of this district. The Sacramento Division of the Eastern District of California is comprised of 
the following counties: Alpine, Amador, Butte, Colusa, El Dorado, Glenn, Lassen. Modoc, Mono. Nevada, Placer, 
Plumas, Sacramento, San Joaquin, Shasta, Sierra, Siskiyou, Solano, Sutter, Tehama, Trinity, Yolo, and Yuba .. 

V. Mailing the Forms 

When all of the forms described in part II are completed, if you are filing your case in the Fresno Division, 
mail the original and copies to: 

Clerk of the U.S. District Court 
for the Eastern District of California 
2500 Tulare Street, Room 1501 
Fresno, California 93721 

If you are filing your case in the Sacramento Division, mail the original and copies to: 

Clerk of the U.S. District Court 
for the Eastern District of California 
501 "T" Street, Suite 4-200 
Sacramento. California 95814 

2 
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. ter tne Compfam 1s Fi\eo 

Once the complaint is filed, the court will review it and decide whether to order service of the complaint 
on the defendants. You will be sent a copy of any order the court issues. Because of the large volume of cases 
filed by inmates pending in this court, the court WILL NOT ANSWER INQUIRIES concerning the status of your 
complaint. 

You must keep the Clerk of the Court informed of any change of address. If you fail to do so, the 
Clerk cannot be responsible for your failure to receive Court orders. This could result in the 
dismissal of your suit. 

The Clerk of the Court cannot provide copies of documents to litigants, except at a charge of fifty cents 
($0.50) per page. This charge also applies to litigants proceeding in forma pauperis. Therefore you must keep 
copies of all documents submitted to the court for your own records. 

VII. Submission of Origi na I Paper Exhibits 

The Eastern District of California converted to an electronic filing, service, and storage system, effective 
January 3, 2005. Prose litigants are exempt from the electronic filing requirement and must submit all documents 
to the court in paper. Local Rule 5-133(6 )(2). Paper documents submitted by pro se litigants for filing will be 
scanned into the electronic court file by the Clerk's Office. After being scanned into the electronic court file, the 
paper documents will be retained in the Clerk's Office for a limited period of time and then discarded. Local Rule 
39-138(d). For this reason, prose litigants are cautioned not to send original exhibits to the court. If prose 
litigants choose to submit exhibits to the court, the litigants shall retain their original exhibits and send photocopies 
to the court. 

(re\-iscd 8/30/06) 
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amt1 s Name -----------
Inmate No. 
Address 

-------------

--------------

TN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA 

(Name of Plaintiff) (Case Number) 

COMPLAINT vs. 

Bivens Action [403 U.S. 388 (1971)] 

(Names of all Defendants) 

I. Previous Lawsuits (list all other previous or pending lawsuits on back of this form): 

A. Have you brought any other lawsuits while a prisoner? Yes No 

B. If your answer to A is yes, how many? ____ _ 
Describe previous or pending lawsuits in the space below. 
( If more than one, use back of paper to continue outlining all lawsuits.) 

1. Parties to this previous lawsuit: 

Plaintiff --------------------------------

De fondants -------------------------------

2. Court (if Federal Court, give name of District; if State Court, give name of County) 

3. Docket Number -------- 4. Assigned Judge __________ _ 

5. Disposition (For example: Was the case dismissed'! Was it appealed? ls it still pending?) 

6. Filing date (approx.) _____ _ 7. Disposition date (approx.) _______ _ 

1 
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xliaustwn oT Admm1slrative Remedies 

A. ls there an inmate appeal or administrative remedy process available at your institution? 

Yes No 

B. Have you filed an appeal or grievance concerning ALL of the facts contained in this complaint? 

Yes No 

If your answer is no, explain why not ______________________ _ 

C. ls the process completed? 

Yes If your answer is yes, briefly explain what happened at each level. 

No If your answer is no, explain why not. 

NOTICE: Pursuant to the Prison Litigation Reform Act of 1995, "[n]o action shall be brought with respect to 
prison conditions under [ 42 U.S.C. § 1983], or any other Federal law, by a prisoner confined in any 
jail, prison, or other correctional facility until such administrative remedies as are available are 
exhausted." 42 U.S.C. § 1997e(a). If there is an inmate appeal or administrative remedy process 
available at your institution, you may not file an action under Section 1983, or any other federal law, 
until you have first completed ( exhausted) the process available at your institution. You are required 
to complete ( exhaust) the inmate appeal or administrative remedy process before ti I ing suit, regardless 
of the re\iefoffered by the process. Booth v. Churner, 532 U.S. 731,741 (2001 ); McKinneyv. Carey, 
311 F.3d 1198, 1999 (9th Cir. 2002). Even if you are seeking only money damages and the inmate 
appeal or administrative remedy process does not provide money, you must exhaust the process 
before filing suit. Booth, 532 U.S. at 734. 

2 
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lll. e enoants 

(In Item A below, place the full name of the defendant in the first blank, his/her official position in the second 
blank, and his/her place of employment in the third blank. Use item B for the names, positions and places of 
employment of any additional defendants.) 

A. Defendant ______________ is employed as ___________ _ 

at ---------- -------------------------
B. Additional defendants ---------------------------

JV. Statement of Claim 

(State here as briefly as possible the facts of your case. Describe how each defendant is involved, including 
dates and places. Do not give any legal arguments or cite any cases or statutes. Attach extra sheets if 
necessary.) 

V. Relief. 

(State briefly exactly what you want the court to do for you. Make no legal arguments. Cite no cases or 
statutes.) 

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. 

Date ---------- Signature of Plaintiff _________________ _ 

{Revised 2/15/2006) 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA 

11 JAMES R. WILLIS, 

12 Plaintiff, 

1 :09-cv-01703-A WI-GSA-PC 

ORDER DENYING PLAINTIFF'S MOTION 
FOR CLARIFICATION 

13 VS. (Doc. 23.) 

14 HARLEY G. LAPPIN, et al., 

Defendants. 
I 

---------------

15 

16 

17 Plaintiff James R. Willis (''Plaintiff') is a federal prisoner proceeding prose in this civil rights 

18 action pursuant to Bivens vs. Six Unknown Agents, 403 U.S. 388 (1971). Plaintiff filed the Complaint 

19 commencing this action on September 28, 2009. (Doc. l .) On January 19,2010, Plaintiff filed the First 

20 Amended Complaint. (Doc. 8.) On April 26, 2010, Plaintiff filed a motion for leave to amend the 

21 complaint, which was granted by the Court on May 21, 20 I 0. (Docs. 12, 15.) On June 8, 20 I 0, Plaintiff 

22 filed the Second Amended Complaint. (Doc. 16.) On June 16, 2011, the Court issued a Screening 

23 Order. (Doc. 22.) On June 16, 2011, Plaintiff filed a motion for clarification of the Screening Order. 

24 (Doc. 23.) On July 8,201 I, Plaintiff filed a Third Amended Complaint. (Doc. 24.) Plaintiffs motion 

25 for clarification is now before the Court. 

26 The Court's Screening Order of June 16, 2011 required Plaintiff to either file an amended 

27 complaint, or proceed with the claims found cognizable by the Court. Plaintiff requests clarification of 

28 the Screening Order with respect to the Court's findings of cognizable claims and defendants. At this 

1 
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stage of the proceedings, in light of the fact that Plaintiff filed a Third Amended Complaint on July 8, 

2 2011, the prior Screening Order is no longer of practical significance. The Third Amended Complaint 

3 has superceded the Second Amended Complaint, and Plaintiffs prior complaints no longer serve any 

4 function in the case. Sec Loux v. Rhay, 375 F.2d 55, 57 (9th Cir. 1967). At this juncture, the Third 

5 Amended Complaint awaits screening by the Court. Therefore, clarification of the June 16, 2011 

6 Screening Order would serve no purpose. Accordingly, Plaintiffs request for clarification of the 

7 Screening Order is DENIED. 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

IT IS SO ORDERED. 

Dated: September 1, 2011 /s/ Gary S. Austin 
UNITED STATES MAGISTRATE JUDGE 

2 
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2 

3 

4 

5 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

EASTERN DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA 

6 JAMES R. WILLIS, 

7 

8 V. 

Plaintiff, 

9 HARLEY G. LAPPIN, ct al., 

10 Defendants. 
I -------------11 

l :09-cv-0 1703-A WI-GSA-PC 

ORDER DENYING PLAINTIFF'S 
MOTION TO EXPEDITE SCREENING OF 
THIRD AMENDED COMPLAINT 
(Doc. 25.) 

12 James R. Willis ("Plaintiff') is a federal prisoner proceeding prose and in forma 

13 pauperis in this civil rights action pursuant to Bivens vs. Six Unknown Agents, 403 U.S. 388 

14 ( 1971 ). Plaintiff filed the Complaint commencing this action on September 28, 2009. (Doc. 1.) 

15 This action now proceeds on the Third Amended Complaint, filed by Plaintiff on July 8, 2011, 

16 which awaits screening by the Court. (Doc. 24.) On July 8, 2011, Plaintiff filed a motion for the 

17 Court to expedite screening of the Third Amended Complaint. (Doc. 25.) 

18 The Court is required to screen complaints brought by prisoners seeking relief against a 

19 governmental entity or officer or employee of a governmental entity. 28 U.S.C. § 1915A(a). As 

20 a rule, the Court screens complaints in the order in which they are filed and strives to avoid 

21 delays whenever possible. Plaintiff's Third Amended Complaint will be screened in due time. 

22 Plaintiff has not shown good cause for the Court to expedite the screening of his complaint. 

23 Accordingly, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that Plaintiffs motion for the Court to expedite 

24 the screening of his Third Amended Complaint is DENIED. 

25 

26 

27 

28 

IT IS SO ORDERED. 

Dated: September 6, 2011 Isl Gary S. Austin 
UNITED STATES MAGISTRATE JUDGE 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

EASTERN DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA 

JAMES R. WILLIS, 

Plaintiff, 

V. 

HARLEY G. LAPPIN, et al., 

Defendants. 

-----------I 

1 :09-cv-01703-AWI-GSA-PC 

ORDER FINDlNG COGNIZABLE CLAIMS 

ORDER FOR THIS ACTION TO PROCEED 
WITH PLAINTIFF'S THIRD AMENDED 
COMPLAINT AGAINST DEFENDANT 
UNITED ST A TES FOR NEGLIGENCE 
UNDER THE FEDERAL TORT CLAIMS ACT, 
AND AGAINST DEFENDANTS SMITH, 
AVALOS, COBB, PAUL, DEVERE, BOWLES, 
WAG, AND GANT FOR FAILURE TO 
PROTECT PLAINTIFF UNDER THE EIGHTH 
AMENDMENT 

ORDER FINDING SERVICE OF COMPLAINT 
APPROPRIATE AND FORWARD ING 
SERVICE DOCUMENTS TO PLAINTIFF FOR 
COMPLETION AND RETURN WITHIN 
THIRTY DAYS 
(Doc. 24.) 

23 I. 

24 

RELEVANT PROCEDURAL HISTORY 

Plaintiff James R. Willis ("Plaintiff') is a federal prisoner proceeding pro se in this civil 

25 rights action pursuant to Bivens vs. Six Unknown Agents, 403 U.S. 388 (1971) and the Federal Tort 

26 Claims Act. Plaintiff filed the Complaint commencing this action on September 28, 2009. (Doc. 

27 1.) On January 19,2010, Plaintiff filed the First Amended Complaint. (Doc. 8.) On March 8,2010, 

28 Plaintiff filed a motion for leave to amend the complaint, which was granted by the Court on May 
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21, 2010. ( Docs. 11, 15.) On June 8, 2010, Plaintiff filed the Second Amended Complaint. (Doc. 

2 16.) The Court screened the Second Amended Complaint pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1915A and issued 

3 an order on June 16,2011, requiring Plaintiff to either file a Third Amended Complaint or notify the 

4 Court that he was willing to proceed only on the claims found cognizable by the Court. (Doc. 22.) 

5 On July 8, 201 I, Plaintiff filed the Third Amended Complaint, which is now before the Court for 

6 screening. (Doc. 24.) 

7 II. SCREENING REQUIREMENT 

8 The court is required to screen complaints brought by prisoners seeking relief against a 

9 govern mental entity or offi ccr or emp 1 oyce of a govern mental cnti ty. 2 8 U.S. C. § 1 915 A( a). Th c 

10 court must dismiss a complaint or portion thereof if the prisoner has raised claims that are legally 

11 "frivolous or malicious," that fail to state a claim upon which relief may be granted, or that seek 

12 monetary relief from a defendant who is immune from such relief 28 U.S.C. § 1915A(b)(l),(2). 

13 "Notwithstanding any filing fee, or any portion thereof, that may have been paid, the court shall 

14 dismiss the case at any time if the court determines that ... the action or appeal ... fails to state a 

15 claim upon which relief may be granted." 28 U.S.C. § 1915(e)(2)(B)(ii). 

16 A complaint is required to contain "a short and plain statement of the claim showing that the 

17 pleader is entitled to relief .... " Fed. R. Civ. P. 8(a)(2). Detailed factual allegations are not 

18 required, but "[t ]hreadbare recitals of the elements of a cause of action, supported by mere 

19 conclusory statements, do not suffice." Ashcroft v. Iqbal, 129 S.Ct. 1937, 1949 (2009)(citing Bell 

20 Atlantic Corp. v. Twombly, 550 U.S. 544, 555, 127 S.Ct. 1955 (2007)). While a plaintiffs 

21 allegations arc taken as true, courts "arc not required to indulge unwarranted inferences," Doc Iv. 

22 Wal-Mart Stores, Inc., 572 F.3d 677, 681 (9th Cir. 2009) (internal quotation marks and citation 

23 omitted). Plaintiff must set forth "sufficient factual matter, accepted as true, to 'state a claim that 

24 is plausible on its face."' Iqbal 129 S.Ct. at 1949. While factual allegations are accepted as true, 

25 legal conclusions arc not. Id. The mere possibility of misconduct falls short of meeting this 

26 plausibility standard. Id. 

27 Ill 

28 Ill 

2 
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Ill. SUMMARY OF THIRD AMENDED COMPLAINT 

2 Plaintiff is currently incarcerated at the United States Penitentiary in Tucson, Arizona ("USP-

3 Tucson"). The events at issue in the Third Amended Complaint allegedly occurred at the United 

4 States Penitentiary in Atwater, California ("USP-Atwater"), while Plaintiff was incarcerated there. 

5 Plaintiff names as defendants Warden Dennis Smith, Associate Warden Belinda Avalos, Associate 

6 Warden Carolyn Gant, Lieutenant Cobb (Special Investigation Supervisor ("SIS")), Lieutenant Paul, 

7 Mr. Devere (Unit Manager for Buildings 4A, 5A, and 5B), Mrs. Bowles (Unit Manager for Building 

8 6), Mr. Li Wag (Case Manager), and the United States. 

9 Plaintiff alleges as follows in the Third Amended Complaint. 

10 On April 15, 2 00 7, Plain ti ff was assaulted at the United Stat es Penitentiary in Victorville, 

11 Cali fomia ( "USP-Victorville") and was subsequently transferred to USP-Atwater. It was 

12 documented in Plantiffs Central File that he was assaulted because of his sex-offender label. 

13 On June 12, 2007, upon arrival at USP-Atwater, Plaintiff was interviewed by defendant Lt. 

14 Cobb. Plaintiff told defendant Cobb about his assault at USP-Victorville due to his status as a sex-

15 offender and told Cobb that he had at least one known enemy at USP-Atwater. Defendant Cobb 

16 acknowledged that he was aware of Plaintiffs history and knew Plaintiffs enemy, Kenneth Mattox. 

17 Defendant Cobb placed Plaintiff in the Special Housing Unit ("SHU"), pending an investigation. 

18 On June 14, 2007, Plaintiff spoke to his case manager, defendant Wag, explained his 

19 situation, and gave him a Cop-Out (written request) explaining his safety concerns. Defendant Wag 

20 did not respond to the Cop-Out. 

21 On June 2 1 , 2007, Plaintiff spoke to defendant Warden Smith about his s i tua ti on. Warden 

22 Smith told Plaintiff that when the investigation was concluded, a decision whether to transfer 

23 Plaintiff would be made. 

24 In late June or early July of 2007, Plaintiff explained his situation to defendant Devere. 

25 Defendant Devere told Plaintiff that he would contact the SIS Lt. Cobb about the investigation. 

26 Defendant Devere told Plaintiff he was going on sick leave, and defendant Bowles would be 

27 handling his caseload during his absence. 

28 /// 

3 
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On July 7, 2007, Plaintiff wrote a letter to Regional Director Robert McFadden, explaining 

2 his situation. The letter was received by McFadden on July 12, 2007. A copy was forwarded to 

3 Warden Smith. On August 13, 2007, Warden Smith responded that the investigation was completed, 

4 the threat against Plaintiff was unverified, and Plaintiff would be released into the General 

5 Population. SIS never interviewed Plaintiff while he was in the SHU. Upon receipt of this 

6 information, Plaintiff sought a transfer and enlisted his mother's assistance. Plaintiffs mother called 

7 and spoke to defendants Wag and Devere, reiterating Plaintiffs safety concerns and pleading for a 

8 transfer, but the transfer was not granted. She wrote at least four letters, two to Mr. McFadden, one 

9 to Harley Lappin (Director of the BOP), and one to Warden Smith, between August and September 

10 2007. These letters were sent down the chain of command to Warden Smith, defendant Devere, and 

11 defendant Wag, and placed in Plaintiffs Central File. 

12 In August 2007, Plaintiff wrote a Cop-Out to defendant Wag, requesting a transfer and 

13 reminding Wag of his safety concerns. 

14 On August 17, 2007, Plaintiff wrote Cop-Outs to Warden Smith, conveying his concerns that 

15 the threat against him was determined to be unverified. Plaintiff explained the history of threats 

16 against him due to his sex-offender status and told the Warden that he feared for his life if forced into 

17 the General Population. Plaintiff knew that USP-Atwater was a very violent and dangerous prison 

18 controlled by gangs, and that inmates labeled as sex offenders or snitches were routinely assaulted. 

19 On August 17, 2007, PlaintiffwroteaCop-Outtodefendant Bowles about his known enemy, 

20 Kenneth Mattox, and the threats against Plaintiff. Plaintiff handed the Cop-Out to Bowles, who 

21 assured Plaintiff she would look into this matter, but she never responded to the Cop-Out. A record 

22 of this Cop-Out is in Plaintiffs Central File. 

23 Associate Warden Gant responded to the Cop-Out Plaintiff sent to Warden Smith. Plaintiff 

24 spoke to Gant on at least three occasions, during her routine visits to the SHU, informing her of the 

25 threat that existed against him. 

26 On August 24, 2007, Associate Warden Avalos responded to Plaintiffs mother's 

27 correspondence, on Warden Smith's behalf. Avalos stated that the threat against Plaintiff was not 

28 substantiated, but USP-Atwater staff had decided to transfer Plaintiff. No such transfer occurred. 

4 
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In September 2007, Plaintiff spoke to Associate Warden Avalos and told her that the SIS 

2 Department had not come to see him about the investigation since his placement in the SHU, and 

3 that he was not scheduled for transfer. Plaintiff told her of his safety concerns and asked for the 

4 investigation to be reopened. Avalos said she would look into the matter, but Plaintiff did not 

5 receive a new investigation or a transfer. 

6 On September 14, 2007, Plaintiff filed a BP-8 informal resolution fonn with his Unit 

7 Counselor Mr. Putnam, requesting administrative remedies. The BP-8 form was never responded 

8 to. Plaintiff proceeded to file a BP-9 form, Log number #466507-Fl, with defendants Wag and 

9 Devere, explaining his safety concerns and requesting a transfer. The BP-9 form was rejected 

10 because the BP-8 form was not attached as required, even though a BP-9 form of a serious or life 

11 threatening nature should be processed without completion of a BP-8 infonnal resolution. 

12 On September 19, 2007, Plaintiff spoke to defendant Lt. Paul in Paul's office about his safety 

13 concerns, and Paul agreed that if Plaintiffs allegations were true, Plaintiff would be in danger in 

14 General Population. Although Plaintiff pleaded with Lt. Paul to place him on Protective Custody 

15 status, Lt. Paul told Plaintiff he would be ordered to the General Population, and if he refused the 

16 order, he would receive incident reports for refusing to program. 

17 On September 25, 2007, Plaintiff was ordered to leave the SHU and place in the General 

18 Population. On September 26, 2007, Plaintiff encountered his enemy, inmate Kenneth Mattox, who 

19 was accompanied by six other inmates. Mattox told Plaintiff there was a rumor that Plaintiff was 

20 a "rapo" (imprisoned on a sex offense), and Plaintiff had three weeks to produce paperwork 

21 disproving it. Immediately after this confrontation, Plaintiff spoke to his Unit Manager defendant 

22 Devere and told him about the conversation with Mattox. Devere took no action to protect Plaintiff 

23 On October 9, 2007, during the noon meal, Plaintiff was attacked and brutally assaulted by 

24 six inmates, while inmate Mattox acted as a lookout. There were no correctional officers present on 

25 the sidewalk at the time of the assault. The assault occurred in plain view of Housing Units 6A and 

26 6B, the Lieutenants Office, and the Central Yard tower, but staff did not assist Plaintiff. Plaintiff 

27 was severely beaten for three to five minutes, and kicked and stomped with hard-toed boots. 

28 Plaintiffs head was severely swollen and misshapen, his left eye was swollen completely shut, his 

5 
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nose was broken, his left sinus cavity was fractured, and he had deep lacerations on his scalp and 

2 multiple scrapes and contusions all over his body. Plaintiff was taken to Mercy Medical Center in 

3 Merced, California, and required corrective surgery to repair his face. Plaintiff also suffered a 

4 concussion. 

5 Plaintiff continues to have headaches, blurred vision, and dizzy spells. Plaintiff also suffers 

6 from panic attacks, paranoia, and violent nightmares as a result of the attack. 

7 Plaintiff requests monetary damages and injunctive and declaratory relief. 

8 IV. PLAINTIFF'S CLAIMS 

9 A. Federal Tort Claims Act 

10 The FICA, 28 U.S.C. §§ 1346(b), 2671-2680, waives the sovereign immunity of the United 

11 States for certain torts committed by federal employees. FDIC v. Meyer, l 14 S.Ct. 996, 1000 

12 ( 1994 ). The FICA provides that district courts have exclusive jurisdiction of civil actions against 

13 the United States for money damages "for injury or loss of property, or personal injury or death 

14 caused by the negligent or wrongful act or omission of any employee" of the federal government 

15 while acting within the scope of his office or employment. 28 U .S.C. § 1346(b ). 

16 A claim under the FICA is barred unless it is presented in writing to the appropriate federal 

17 agency "within two years after such claim accrues." United States v. Kubrick, 444 U.S. 111, 113 

18 ( 1979) (quoting 28 U.S.C. § 240 l(b )). The timely filing of an administrative claim is a jurisdictional 

19 prerequisite to the bringing of a suit under the FTCA, and, as such, should be affirmatively alleged 

20 in the complaint. Gillespie v. Civiletti, 629 F.2d 637,640 (9th Cir.1980) (citing28 U.S.C. § 2675). 

21 A claim may not be filed in federal court until the plaintiff has received a final denial of the claim 

22 from the appropriate agency. Id. "A district court may dismiss a complaint for failure to allege this 

23 jurisdictional prerequisite. However, the pleader should be given an opportunity to file an amended 

24 complaint to attempt to cure such pleading defects." Id. 

25 In the Third Amended Complaint, Plaintiff alleges that he exhausted all available 

26 administrative remedies, including an "administrative Tort claim." (3ACP, Doc. 24 at 4:3-6.) In the 

2 7 Second Amended Complaint, Plaintiff alleged that he exhausted his remedies and attaching a copy 

28 of his Claim to the Federal Bureau of Prisons dated January 22, 2009. (2ACP, Doc. 16 at 7, 24-30.) 

6 
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Plaintiff alleged in the First Amended Complaint that his Federal Tort Administrative Claim No. 

2 TRT-WXR-2009-2029 was completed and denied on May 26, 2009. (ACP, Doc. 8 at 7, ,-r2.D.) As 

3 such, it appears on the face of the complaint that Plaintiff timely filed an administrative claim to a 

4 federal agency as required by 28 U.S.C. § 2675. Id. ("The timely filing of an administrative claim 

5 is a jurisdictional prerequisite to the bringing of a suit under the FTCA, and, as such, should be 

6 affirmatively alleged in the complaint.") (internal citation omitted). 

7 Negligence 

8 The elements of a negligence claim are duty, breach of duty, proximate cause, and damages. 

9 Minch v. Department of California Highway Patrol, 140 Cal.App.4th 895, 900-01 (Cal. App. 2006). 

10 Plaintiff alleges that the United States owed him a duty to protect him from being assaulted and 

11 breached that duty due to the negligent acts or omissions of its agents, the defendants. Plaintiff 

12 alleges that defendants failed to investigate Plaintiffs repeated requests for protective custody, failed 

13 to transfer Plaintiff, failed to monitor the movement of inmates at the time Plaintiff was assaulted, 

14 failed to process Plaintiffs prison grievance, failed to notice indicators that an assault was about to 

15 occur, and failed to render assistance to Plaintiff while he was being assaulted. Plaintiff alleges that 

16 as a result of defendants' conduct, he suffered serious injuries. 

17 The Court finds that Plaintiff states a claim for negligence against the United States for the 

18 conduct of defendants Smith, Avalos, Cobb, Paul, Devere, Bowles, Wag, and Gant. 

19 B. Bivens Claims 

20 A Bivens action is the federal analog to suits brought against state officials under 42 U.S.C. 

21 § 1983. Hartman v. Moore, 547 U.S. 250, 126 S.Ct. 1695 (2006). Plaintiff alleges that individual 

22 prison employees at USP-Atwater violated his constitutional rights, which suggests a Bivens claim 

23 against federal officers. Iqbal, 129 S.Ct. at 1947-48 (citing Bivens, 403 U.S. 388, 91 S.Ct. 1999 

24 (1971)); Correctional Serv. Corp. v. Malesko, 534 U.S. 61, 66,122 S.Ct. 515,519 (2001); Pollard 

25 v. GEO Group, Inc., 629 F.3d 843, 854 (9th Cir. 2010). A Bivens claim is only available against 

26 officers in their individual capacities, Morgan v. U.S., 323 F.3d 776, 780 n.3 (9th Cir. 2003); 

27 Vaccaro v. Dobre, 81 F.3d 854, 857 (9th Cir. 1996), and Plaintiff must allege facts linking each 

28 named defendant to the violation of his rights, Iqbal, 129 S.Ct. at 1948; Simmons v. Navajo County, 
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Ariz., 609 F.3d 1011, 1020-21 (9th Cir. 2010); Ewing v. City of Stockton, 588 F.3d 1218, 1235 (9th 

Cir. 2009); Jones v. Williams, 297 F.3d 930, 934 (9th Cir. 2002). The factual allegations must be 

sufficient to state a plausible claim for relief, and the mere possibility of misconduct falls short of 

meeting this plausibility standard. Iqbal, 129 S.Ct. at 1949-50; Moss v. U.S. Secret Service, 572 

FJd 962, 969 (9th Cir. 2009). 

Eighth Amendment Claim - Failure to Protect 

In 1980, the Supreme Court held that a federal inmate could bring suit for money damages 

against federal prison officials under the Eighth Amendment. Carlson v. Green, 446 U.S. 14, 24, 

100 S.Ct. 1468, 64 L.Ed.2d 15 ( 1980). The Eighth Amendment protects prisoners from inhumane 

conditions of confinement. Morgan v. Morgensen, 465 F.3d 1041, 1045 (9th Cir. 2006). Although 

prison conditions may be restrictive and harsh, prison officials must provide prisoners with food, 

clothing, shelter, sanitation, medical care, and personal safety. Farmer v. Brennan, 511 U.S. 825, 

832-33, 114 S.Ct. 1970 (I 994) (internal citations and quotations omitted). Prison officials have a 

duty to take reasonable steps to protect inmates from physical abuse, Id. at 833; Hearns v. Terhune, 

413 F .3d 1036, 1040 (9th Cir. 2005), and the failure of prison officials to protect inmates from 

attacks by other inmates may rise to the level of an Eighth Amendment violation where prison 

officials know of and disregard a substantial risk of serious harm to the plaintiff, e.g., Farmer, 511 

U.S. at 847; Hearns, 413 F.3d at 1040. 

The Court finds that Plaintiff states cognizable claims against defendants Smith, Avalos, 

Cobb, Paul, Devere, Bowles, Wag, and Gant for failure to protect him, in violation of the Eighth 

Amendment. 

C. Relief Requested 

In addition to monetary damages, Plaintiff also requests injunctive and declaratory relief. 

Plaintiff is currently incarcerated at USP-Tucson, and the past events at issue in this action 

occurred at USP-Atwater. When an inmate seeks injunctive relief concerning the prison where he 

is incarcerated, his claims for such relief become moot when he is no longer subjected to those 

conditions. Nelson v. Heiss, 271 F.3d 891,897 (9th Cir. 2001 ); Dilley v. Gunn, 64 FJd 1365, 1368 

(9th Cir. 1995); Johnson v. Moore, 948 F.2d 517, 519 (9th Cir. 1991). Further, any award of 
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equitable relief is governed by the Prison Litigation Refonn Act, which provides in relevant part, 

"Prospective relief in any civil action with respect to prison conditions shall extend no further than 

necessary to correct the violation of the Federal tight of a particular plaintiff or plaintiffs. The court 

shall not grant or approve any prospective relief unless the court finds that such relief is narrowly 

drawn, extends no further than necessary to correct the violation of the Federal right, and is the least 

intrusive means necessary to correct the violation of the Federal right." 18 U.S.C. § 3626(a)(l )(A). 

Based on the nature of the claims at issue in this action, which involve past conduct, Plaintiff is not 

entitled to injunctive relief and is therefore confined to seeking money damages for the violations 

of his federal rights. 

With regard to declaratory relief, "[a] declaratory judgment, like other forms of equitable 

relief, should be granted only as a matter of judicial discretion, exercised in the public interest." 

Eccles v. Peoples Bank of Lakewood Village, 333 U.S. 426,431 (1948). "Declaratory relief should 

be denied when it will neither serve a useful purpose in clarifying and settling the legal relations in 

issue nor terminate the proceedings and afford relief from the uncertainty and controversy faced by 

the parties." United States v. Washington, 759 F.2d 1353, 1357 (9th Cir. 1985). In the event that 

this action reaches trial and the jury returns a verdict in favor of Plaintiff, that verdict will be a 

finding that Plaintiffs rights were violated. A declaration that defendant violated Plaintiffs rights 

1s unnecessary. 

V. CONCLUSION AND ORDER 

The Court finds that Plaintiffs Third Amended Complaint states a cognizable claim against 

defendant United States of America for negligence under the Federal Tort Claims Act, and against 

defendants Smith, Avalos, Cobb, Paul, Devere, Bowles, Wag, and Gant for failure to protect him, 

in violation of the Eighth Amendment. The Court will begin the process to initiate service upon the 

defendants by the United States Marshal. 

Based on the foregoing, it is HEREBY ORDERED that: 

1. The Court finds that Plaintiff states a cognizable claim against defendant United 

States of America for negligence under the Federal Tort Claims Act; and against 

Ill 
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2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

defendants Smith, Avalos, Cobb, Paul, Devere, Bowles, Wag, and Gant for failure 

to protect him, in violation of the Eighth Amendment; 

This action shall proceed for money damages only; 

Service is appropriate for the following defendants: 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

WARDEN DENNIS SMITH 

ASSOCIATE WARDEN BELINDA AVALOS 

LIEUTENANT COBB 

LIEUTENANT PAUL 

UNIT MANAGER DEVERE 

UNIT MANAGER BOWLES 

CASE MANAGER LI WAG 

ASSOCIATE WARDEN CAROLYN GANT 

The Clerk of the Court shall send Plaintiff nine (9) USM-285 forms, nine (9) 

summonses, a Notice of Submission of Documents form, an instruction sheet, and 

a copy of the Third Amended Complaint filed on July 8, 2011 (Doc. 24 ); 

Within thirty (30) days from the date of this order, Plaintiff shall complete the 

attached Notice of Submission of Documents and submit the completed Notice to the 

court with the following documents: 

a. 

b. 

C. 

Completed summonses; 

One completed USM-285 form for each defendant listed above; and 

Thirteen (13) copies of the endorsed Third Amended Complaint filed on July 

8,2011; 

Plaintiff need not attempt service on defendants and need not request waiver of 

scrvi cc. Upon receipt of the above-described documents, the court wi 11 dire ct th c 

United States Marshal to serve the above-named defendants pursuant to Federal Rule 

of Civil Procedure 4 without payment of costs; and 

10 
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7. The failure to comply with this order will result in a recommendation that this action 

be dismissed. 

IT IS SO ORDERED. 

Dated: November 29, 2011 Isl Gary S. Austin 
UNITED STATES MAGISTRATE JUDGE 
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UNITED ST A TES DISTRICT COURT 

EASTERN DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA 

11 JAMES R. WILLIS, 

12 Plaintiff, 

1 :09-cv-01703-AWI-GSA-PC 

ORDER GRANTING MOTION FOR 
EXTENSION OF TIME TO RESPOND TO 
COMPLAINT 

vs. 

HARLEY G. LAPPIN, ct al., 
(Motion #37) 

Defendants. NINETY -DAY DEADLINE 
I 

---------------

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 Plaintiff is a prisoner proceeding prose in a civil rights action pursuant to Bivens vs. Six 

18 Unknown Agents, 403 U.S. 388 (1971), and the Federal Tort Claims Act. On March 20, 2012, 

19 defendants United States of America, ,Smith, Avalos, Cobb, Paul, Devere, Bowles, Wag, and Gant 

20 ("Defendants") filed a motion to extend time to respond to the third amended complaint. Good 

21 cause having been presented to the court and GOOD CAUSE APPEARING THEREFOR, IT IS 

22 HEREBY ORDERED that: 

23 Defendants are granted ninety (90) days from the date of service of this order in which to 

24 respond to the third amended complaint. 

25 

26 

27 

28 

IT IS SO ORDERED. 

Dated: March 22, 2012 Isl Gary S. Austin 
UNITED STATES MAGISTRATE JUDGE 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

EASTERN DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA 

10 JAMES R. WILLIS, 

11 Plaintiff, 

12 V. 

13 HARLEY G. LAPPIN, ct al., 

14 Defendants. 
I --------------15 

l :09-cv-0 1703-A WI-GSA-PC 

ORDER DENYING MOTION TO 
SCHEDULE DISCOVERY 

(Doc. 41.) 

16 James R. Willis ("Plaintiff') is a state prisoner proceeding prose and in forma pauperis 

17 in this civil rights action filed pursuant to 42 U .S.C. § 1983. Plaintiff filed the Complaint 

18 commencing this action on September 28, 2009. (Doc. 1.) This action now proceeds on the 

19 Third Amended Complaint filed on July 8, 201 I, against defendant United States of America for 

20 negligence under the Federal Tort Claims Act, and defendants Dennis Smith (Warden), Belinda 

21 Avalos (Associate Warden), Lt. Cobb, Lt. Paul, Unit Managers Devere and Bowles, Case 

22 Manager Liwag, and Caroly11 Gant (Associate Warden) for failure to protect Plaintiff under the 

23 Eighth Amendment. (Doc. 24.) 

24 On May 21, 2012, Plaintiff filed a motion for the Court to schedule discovery in this 

25 action. (Doc. 41.) 

26 The Court will issue a scheduling order setting a schedule for discovery after defendants 

27 have filed an Answer to the complaint. Defendants have not yet responded to the complaint. 

28 Therefore, Plaintiffs motion is premature and shall be denied. 
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Accordingly, TT IS IiEREBY ORDERED that Plaintiffs motion for the Court to schedule 

2 discovery in this action, filed on May 21, 2012, is DENIED. 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

IT IS SO ORDERED. 

Dated: June 4, 2012 /s/ Gary S. Austin 
UNITED STATES MAGISTRATE JUDGE 
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UNITED ST A TES DISTRICT COURT 

EASTERN DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA 

11 JAMES R. WILLIS, 

12 Plaintiff, 

I :09-cv-01703-AWI-GSA-(PC) 

ORDER GRANTING MOTION FOR 
EXTENSION OF TIME TO RESPOND TO 
MOTION TO DISMISS 

vs. 

HARLEY G. LAPPIN, ct al., 
(Motion # 44) 

Defendants. Plaintiffs Response Due September 28, 2012 
I -------------

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 Plaintiff is a prisoner proceeding prose in a civil rights action pursuant to Bivens v. Six 

18 Unknow Agents, 403 U.S. 388 (1971 ). On July 2, 2012, Plaintiff filed a motion to extend time to 

19 respond to Defendants' motion to dismiss. On July 11, 2012, Defendants filed a notice ofnon-

20 opposition to the extension of time. Good cause having been presented to the court and GOOD 

21 CAUSE APPEARING THEREFOR, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that: 

22 Plaintiff is granted an extension of time until September 28, 2012 in which to file a response 

23 to Defendants' June 20, 2012 motion to dismiss. 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

IT IS SO ORDERED. 

Dated: July 12, 2012 Isl Gary S. Austin 
UNITED STATES MAGISTRATE JUDGE 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR THE 

EASTERN DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA 

10 

11 JAMES R. WILLIS, 

12 

13 vs. 

Plaintiff, 

14 HARLEY G. LAPPIN, et al. 

I 5 Defendants. 

16 ____________ / 

l :09-cv-01703-A WI-GSA (PC) 

ORDER GRANTING EXTENSION OF 
TIME FOR DEFENDANTS TO FILE A 
REPLY TO PLAINTIFF'S OPPOSITION 
(Doc. 49.) 

DEADLINE: AUGUST 20, 2012 

17 Plaintiff is a prisoner proceeding pro sc with this civil rights action pursuant to 42 U.S.C. 

18 § 1983. On July 17, 2012, defendants United States of America, Warden Smith, Associate Warden 

19 Avalos, Lieutenant Cobb, Lieutenant Paul, Unit Manager Devere, Unit Manager Bowles, and Case 

20 Manager Li Wag ("Defendants") filed a motion to extend time to reply to Plaintiffs opposition to 

21 Defendants' motion to dismiss of June 20, 2012. (Doc. 49.) 

22 I. DEFENDANTS' MOTION 

23 Defendants have requested an extension of time to reply to Plaintiffs opposition to 

24 Defendants' motion to dismiss, in light of the Ninth Circuit's recent decision in Woods v. Carey, 

25 No. 09-15548, 09-16113, 2012 WL 2626912 (9th Cir. July 6, 2012). Defendants inform the Court 

26 that while Plaintiff was given Rand and Wyatt Notices via the Court's Second Informational Order 

27 

28 1 
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of January 6, 2012, Plaintiff was not given any notice at the time Defendants' motion to dismiss 

2 was filed, as required by Woods. Defendants report that on July 11, 2012, they served a copy of 

3 the Second Informational Order upon Plaintiff, providing the requisite Notice. Defendants request 

4 that Plaintiff be granted additional time to consider the information set forth in the Second 

5 Informational order and to file further opposition to the motion to dismiss, and that Defendants be 

6 granted an extension of time to reply to Plaintiff's opposition. 

7 11. DISCUSSION 

8 The Ninth Circuit's requirements to serve Rand and Wyatt Notices, and therefore the 

9 requirements discussed in the Woods decision, are not applicable to the motion to dismiss filed by 

IO Defendants in this case. In Rand v. Rowland, 154 F.3d 952 (9th Cir. 1998), the Court required that 

11 adequate fair notice be provided to a prose prisoner litigant to inform him of the requirements to 

12 defeat a motion for summary judgment under Rule 56 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. 

I 3 Woods, 2012 WL 2626912 at *3. In Wyatt v. Terhune, 315 F.3d 1108 (9th Cir. 2003), the Court 

14 extended the notice requirement, requiring that "fair notice of the requirements needed to defeat 

I 5 a defendant's motion to dismiss for failure to exhaust administrative remedies must also be 

16 provided to a prose prisoner litigant." Id. (emphasis added). 1 In Woods, the Court required that 

17 the fair notice required by Rand and Wyatt be given to prose prisoner litigants in civil rights cases 

18 at the time of the motion, rather than generic notice at the outset of the litigation. Id. at *4 

19 (emphasis added). The Ninth Circuit has not extended this notice requirement to cases in which 

20 the defendant files a motion to dismiss which is not based on failure to exhaust administrative 

21 remedies. 

22 In the present action, Defendants filed a motion to dismiss on June 12, 2012, for lack of 

23 subject matter jurisdiction over the negligence claims under the Federal Tort Claims Act, and for 

24 

25 
1In extending the notice requirement, the Wyatt court "instructed that 'if the district court looks beyond the 

26 pleadings to a factual record in deciding the motion to dismiss for failure to exhaust ... then the court must assure 
that (the plaintiff] has fair notice of his opportunity to develop a record."' Woods. 12 W L 2626912 at *3 (quoting 

27 Wvatt, J J 5 F.Jd at J 120 n. 14.) 

28 2 
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Plaintiffs failure to state a Bivens claim, based on qualified immunity. (Doc. 43.) No part of 

2 Defendants' motion to dismiss is based on failure to exhaust administrative remedies. Therefore, 

3 the requirements to serve Rand and Wyatt Notices, as discussed in Woods, are not applicable to 

4 Defendants' motion to dismiss in this action, and the Court finds no good cause to allow Plaintiff 

5 additional time to oppose the motion to dismiss as a result of the decision in Woods or re-service 

6 of the Second Informational Order. 

7 Plaintiff filed his opposition to Defendants' motion to dismiss on July 16, 2012. (Doc. 47.) 

8 Under Local Rule 230(1), Defendants have seven days after the opposition is served to file a reply. 

9 LR. 230(1). The Court shall grant Defendants an extension of time to file a reply. 

IO Ill. CONCLUSION 

11 Based on the foregoing, and good cause appearing, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that 

12 Defendants are granted an extension of time until August 20, 2012 in which to file a reply to 

13 Plaintiffs opposition to Defendants' motion to dismiss of June 12, 2012. 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

IT IS SO ORDERED. 

Dated: July 19, 2012 /s/ Gary S. Austin 
UNITED STATES MAGISTRATE JUDGE 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

EASTERN DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA 

JAMES R. WILLIS, 
Plaintiff, 

V. 

HARLEY 0. LAPPIN, et al., 

Defendants. 

I. BACKGROUND 

I 

ORDER STRIKING SURREPLY 
(Doc. 53.) 

17 James R. Willis ("Plaintiff') is a federal prisoner proceeding prose and in fonna paupcris 

18 in this civil rights action pursuant to Bivens vs. Six Unknown Agents, 403 U.S. 3 88 ( 1971) and the 

19 Federal Tort Claims Act, 28 U.S.C. §§ 1346(b), 2671 w2680. Plaintiff filed the Complaint 

20 commencing this action on September 28, 2009. (Doc. I.) The case now proceeds with the Third 

21 Amended Complaint filed on July 8, 2011, against defendant United States of America for 

22 negligence under the Federal Tort Claims Act; and against defendants Warden Dennis Smith, 

23 Associate Warden Belinda Avalos, Lieutenant ("Lt.'') Cobb, Lt. Paul, Unit Manager Devere, Unit 

24 Manager Mrs. Bowles, Case Manager Liwag, 1 and Associate Warden Carolyn Gant for failure to 

25 protect Plaintiff, in violation of the Eighth Amendment.2 (Doc. 24.) 

26 

27 

28 

1 In the Third A mended Complaint, Plaintiff spelled thi~ defendant"s name as Li Wag. 3ACP at 2. 

Defendant has corrected the spelling to Liwag. Motion. Doc. 43-1 at 24 '1[4. 

2 To date, Defendant Gant has nol heen served with proi;ess or appeared in this action. (Doc. 35.) 
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On June 20, 2012, Defendants filed a motion to dismiss. (Doc. 43.) On July 16, 2012, 

2 Plaintiff filed an opposition to the motion. (Docs. 47, 48.) On August 20, 2012, Defendants filed 

3 a reply to the opposition. (Doc. 51.) On August 31, 2012, Plaintiff filed a surrcply. (Doc. 53.) 

4 II. SURREPLY 

5 The Local Rules provide for a motion. an opposition, and a reply. Neither the Local Rules 

6 nor the Federal Rules provide the right to file a surreply, and the Court neither requested one nor 

7 granted a request on the behalf of Plaintiff to file one. Accordingly, Plaintiffs surreply shall be 

8 stricken from the record. 

9 III. CONCLUSION 

10 Based on the foregoing, Plaintiffs surreply, filed on August 31, 2012, is STRICKEN from 

11 the record. 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

IT IS SO ORDERED. 

Dated: October 12, 2012 /s/ Gary S. Austin 
UNITED STATES MAGISTRATE JUDGE 
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JAMES R. WILLIS, 

vs. 

IN THE UNITED ST A TES DISTRICT COURT 

FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA 

Plaintiff, 

I :09-cv-01703-A WI-GSA-PC 

ORDER DENYING PLAINTIFF'S MOTION 
TO PROHIBIT SPOLIATION OF EVIDENCE 
(Doc. 52.) 

HARLEY G. LAPPIN, et al., 

Defendants. 
I 

15 I. BACKGROUND 

16 Plaintiff James R. Willis ("Plaintiff') is a federal prisoner proceeding prose in this civil rights 

17 action pursuant to Bivens vs. Six Unknown Agents, 403 U.S. 388 ( 1971 ). Plaintiff filed the Complaint 

18 commencing this action on September 28, 2009. (Doc. 1.) This action now proceeds on the Third 

19 Amended Complaint filed by Plaintiff on July 8, 2011, against defendant United States for negligence 

20 under the FTCA; and against defendants Warden Dennis Smith, Associate Warden Belinda Avalos. 

21 Lieutenant ("Lt.") Cobb, Lt. Paul, Unit Manager Devere, Unit Manager Mrs. Bowles, Case Manager 

22 Li wag, 1 and Associate Warden Carolyn Gant for failure to protect Plaintiff, in violation of the Eighth 

23 Amendment.2 (Doc. 24.). 

24 On August 27, 2012, Plaintiff filed a motion seeking a court order to prohibit spoliation of 

25 evidence by Defendants. (Doc. 52.) 

26 

27 

28 

1 
In the Third Amended Complaint, Plaintiff spelled this defendant's name as Li Wag. 3ACP at 2. Defendant has 

corrected the spelling to Li wag. Motion. Doc. 43-1 at 24 '1[4. 

2
To date, defendant Gant has not been served with process or appeared in this adion. (Doc 35.) 

1 
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II. MOTION TO PROHIBIT SPOLIATION OF EVIDENCE 

2 "Spoliation of evidence is the 'destruction or significant alteration of evidence, or the failure to 

3 preserve property for another's use as evidence, in pending or future litigation."' Kearney v. Foldy & 

4 Lardner, LLP, 590 F.3d 638,649 (9th Cir. 2009) (quoting Hernandez v. Garcetti, 68 Cal.App.4th 675, 

5 680, 80 Cal.Rptr.2d 443 ( 1998)). "Litigants owe an uncompromising duty to preserve what they know 

6 or reasonably should know will be relevant evidence in a pending lawsuit, or one in the offing .... " 

7 JUDGE WJLLIAM W. SCHWARZER ET AL., FEDERAL CIVIL PROCEDURE BEFORE TRIAL§ 11 :125 (2004) 

8 (internal quotations and citations omitted). Further, the destruction of evidence is sanctionable conduct. 

9 Plaintiff requests relief via a court order requiring the defendants to preserve all evidence in this 

10 action, or to refrain from spoliation of evidence, including but not limited to the following: "All 

11 investigative reports regarding the incidents giving rise to this claim, all post assault photographs taken 

12 of plaintiff, video recordings from security cameras of the actual assault against plaintiff, [t]he officer 

13 Post orders of Tower 7 (Yard Tower) all compound officers, facility cooridor [sic] officer, and Building 

14 6A and 68, for the time and date of the assault, [a]ny and all documentation in connection to plaintiffs 

15 requests for protective custody or transfers from between May of 2006 leading up to the assault of Oct. 

16 2007, and until his transfer from USPWAtwater, with responses to such.'' Motion, Doc. 52 at 2. 

17 Given the duty to preserve evidence, Plaintiff's motion shall be denied. The Court declines to 

18 presume that Defendants will destroy evidence, and Plaintiff has provided no evidence that evidence is 

19 in danger of being destroyed. 

20 III. CONCLUSION 

21 Accordingly, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that Plaintitrs motion to prohibit spoliation of 

22 evidence, filed on August 27, 2012, is DENIED. 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

IT IS SO ORDERED. 

Dated: December 4, 2012 /s/ Gary S. Austin 
UNITED STATES MAGISTRATE JUDGE 
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fN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA 

11 JAMES R. WILLIS, 1:09wcvw01703WAWIWGSAWPC 

ORDER ADOPTING FINDINGS 
AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
(Doc. 56.) 

12 

13 VS. 

Plaintiff, 

14 HARLEY G. LAPPIN, et al., 

15 

Defendants. 

I 
------------

ORDER GRANTING IN PART 
DEFENDANTS' MOTION TO DISMISS 
(Doc. 43.) 

ORDER FOR THIS CASE TO PROCEED 
ONLY AGAINST DEFENDANT 
DEVERE FOR FAILURE TO PROTECT 
PLArNTIFF UNDER THE EIGHTH 
AMENDMENT 

ORDER DISMISSING ALL OTHER 
CLAIMS AND DEFENDANTS 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 James R. Willis ("Plaintiff') is a state prisoner proceeding prose in this civil rights action 

22 pursuant to 42 U.S.C. § 1983. The matter was referred to a United States Magistrate Judge pursuant 

23 to 28 U.S.C. § 636(b)(l)(B) and Local Rule 302. 

24 On October 17, 2012, findings and recommendations were entered, recommending that 

25 Defendants' motion to dismiss be granted in part. (Doc. 56.) On November 14, 2012, Plaintiff filed 

26 objections to the findings and recommendations. (Doc. 57.) On November 16, 2012, Defendants 

27 filed objections to the findings and recommendations. (Doc. 58.) 

28 1 
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In accordance with the provisions of 28 U. S.C. § 636 (b )( I )(B) and Local Rule 304, this 

2 Court has conducted a de nova review of this case. Having carefully reviewed the entire file, 

3 including the parties' objections, the Court finds the findings and recommendations to be supported 

4 by the record and proper analysis. 

5 As explained by the Magistrate Judge, the failure of prison officials to protect inmates from 

6 attacks by other inmates may rise to the level of an Eighth Amendment violation where prison 

7 officials know of and disregard a substantial risk of serious hann to the plaintiff. !h&, Fanner v. 

8 Brennan, 511 U.S. 825, 847 ( 1994); Hearns v. Terhune, 413 F.3d 1036, 1040 (9th Cir. 2005). An 

9 officer can be held liable for failing to intercede if he had a "realistic opportunity" to intercede. 

10 Cunningham v. Gates, 229 F.3d 1271, 1289 (9th Cir. 2000). At issue in the pending motion to 

11 dismiss is whether Defendants are entitled to qualified immunity for Plaintiff's claims of failing to 

12 protect him. The Supreme Court in Saucier v. Katz, 533 U.S. 194 (2001 ), outlined a twowstep 

13 approach to qualified immunity. The first step requires the court to ask whether "[t]aken in the light 

14 most favorable to the party asserting the injury, do the facts alleged show the officer's conduct 

15 violated a constitutional right?" Saucier, 533 U.S. at 201; Bull v. City and County of San Francisco, 

16 595 F.3d 964,971 (9th Cir. 2010); Millender, 564 F.3d at 1148. "If the answer to the first inquiry is 

17 yes, the second inquiry is whether the right was clearly established: in other words, 'whether it would 

18 be clear to a reasonable officer that his conduct was unlawful in the situation he confronted."' 

19 Millender, 564 F.3d at 1148 (quoting Saucier, 533 U.S. at 201). The court agrees with the 

20 Magistrate Judge that Plaintiffs statements to most Defendants - that he was afraid for his safety 

21 based upon Plaintiff's record and experiences at another prison - may entitle these Defendants to 

22 qualified immunity. However, given the additional information of a specific threat given to 

23 Defendant Devere, the court finds a reasonable officer would realize this situation required further 

24 immediate attention, particularly when Plaintiff had repeatedly warned Defendant Devere and others, 

25 prior to the specific threat, of possible harm to Plaintiff if he were placed in general population. 

26 

27 

28 2 
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Accordingly, THE COURT HEREBY ORDERS that: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

The Findings and Recommendations issued by the Magistrate Judge on October 17, 

2012, are adopted in full; 

Defendants' motion to dismiss, filed on June 20, 2012, is granted in part; 

This case now proceeds only against defendant Unit Manager Devere, on Plaintiff's 

Bivens claims, for failure to protect Plaintiff under the Eighth Amendment. 

All other claims and defendants are dismissed from this action; 

Plaintiff's negligence claims against defendant United States arc dismissed from this 

action for lack of subject matter jurisdiction, under the discretionary function 

exception of the Federal Tort Claims Act; 

Plaintiffs Bivens claims against defendants Warden Dennis Smith, Associate Warden 

Belinda Avalos, Lt. Cobb, Lt. Paul, Unit Manager Mrs. Bowles, Case Manager 

Liwag, and Associate Warden Carolyn Gant, for failure to protect Plaintiff under the 

Eighth Amendment, are dismissed from this action based on qualified immunity; 

Defendants United States, Smith, Avalos, Cobb, Paul, Bowles, Liwag, and Gant are 

dismissed from this action based on Plaintiff's failure to state any claims against 

them; and 

This case is referred back to the Magistrate Judge for further proceedings. 

19 IT IS SO ORDERED. 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

Dated: March 18, 2013 
SENIOR DISTRICT JUDGE 
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2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR THE 

EASTERN DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA 

10 

11 JAMES R. WILLIS, 

12 

13 vs. 

Plaintiff, 

14 HARLEY G. LAPPIN, et al., 

I 5 Defendants. 

16 ____________ I 

I :09-cv-01703-A WI-GSA (PC) 

ORDER GRANTING DEFENDANT'S 
MOTION TO EXTEND TIME TO 
RESPOND TO COMPLAINT 

(Motion #61) 

45-DA Y DEADLINE 

17 Plaintiff is a federal prisoner proceeding prose in a civil rights action pursuant to 

18 Bivens vs. Six Unknown Agents, 403 U.S. 388 ( 1971) and the Federal Tort Claims Act 

19 ("FTCA"), 28 U.S.C. §§ 1346(b), 2671-2680. On April 2, 2013, defendant Devere filed a 

20 motion to extend time to respond to the complaint. Good cause having been presented to the 

21 court and GOOD CAUSE APPEARING THEREFOR, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that: 

22 Defendant Devere is granted forty-five (45) days from the date of service of this order in 

23 which to respond to the complaint. 

24 IT IS SO ORDERED. 

25 

26 

27 

28 

Dated: April 4, 2013 Isl Gary S. Austin 
UNITED STATES MAGISTRATE JUDGE 
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BENJAMIN B. WAGNER 
United States Attorney 
JEFFREY J. LODGE 
Assistant United States Attorney 
United States Courthouse 
2500 Tulare Street, Suite 4401 
Fresno, California 93721 
Telephone: (559) 497-4000 
Facsimile: (559) 497-4099 

Attorneys for Defendants United States of America, 
Warden Dennis Smith, Associate Warden Belinda Avalos, 
Lieutenant Cobb, Lieutenant Paul, Unit Manager Devere, 
Unit Manager Bowles, Case Manager Liwag 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

EASTERN DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA 

11 JAMES R. WILLIS, ) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

I :09-cv-01703-AWI-GSA 

12 Plaintiff, 

13 V. 

14 HARLEY G. LAPPIN, et al., 

15 Defendants. 

16 

17 

_______________ ) 

STIPULATION FOR DISMISSAL; 
ORDER 

18 Pursuant to the terms of a written Stipulation for Compromise and Settlement and Rule 

19 41 (a) of the Rules of Civil Procedure, the parties hereby stipulate that the Third Amended 

20 Complaint filed on July 8, 2011, be dismissed with prejudice, each party to bear their own 

21 attorney fees and costs. 

22 IT IS SO STIPULATED. 

23 Respectfully submitted, 

24 

25 

26 

27 

Dated: May 17, 2013 

28 Dated: May 17, 2013 

STIPL LA TION FOR DJSM JS SAL; !PROPOSED J ORDER 

ls/James R. Willis 
James R. Willis, Plaintiff, 
m pro per 

Respectfully submitted, 

BENJAMIN B. WAGNER 
United States Attorney 
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By: ls/Jeffrey J. Lodge 
JEFFREY J. LODGE 
Assistant U.S. Attorney 
Attorneys for Defendants 

{PROPOSED] ORDER 

The above stipulation is APPROVED, and this action is hereby DISMISSED WITH 

PREJUDICE. 

IT JS SO ORDERED. 

Dated: May 17, 2013 
SENIOR DISTRICT JUDGE 

STIPL LA TION FOR DJSM JS SAL; !PROPOSED J ORDER 2 
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1 

2 

3 

4 
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9 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

EASTERN DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA 

10 

11 JAMES R. WILLIS, 

12 Plaintiff, 

13 vs. 

14 HARLEY G. LAPPIN, et al., 

15 Defendants. 

16 

17 I. BACKGROUND 

1 :09-cv-01703-AWI-GSA-PC 

ORDER FOR CLERK TO FILE 
PLAINTIFF'S EXPEDITED MOTION TO 
ENFORCE SETTLEMENT UNDER SEAL 

1 s James R. Willis ("Plaintiff') is a state prisoner proceeding pro se in this civil rights 

19 action pursuant to 42 U.S.C. § I 983. Plaintiff filed this action on September 28, 2009. (Doc. 

20 1.) On May 20, 2013, the court dismissed this case with prejudice, pursuant to the parties' 

21 stipulation to a private settlement agreement reached between Plaintiff and Defendants. (Doc. 

22 64.) On July 22, 2013, Plaintiff filed an Expedited Motion to Enforce Settlement. 

23 II. SEALED DOCUMENTS 

24 Federal courts have recognized a strong presumption that judicial records are accessible 

25 to the public. Kamakana v. City and County of Honolulu, 447 F.3d 1172, 1178 (9th Cir. 2006). 

2 6 Generally, if a party seeks to seal a judicial record, the party bears the burden of overcoming 

27 this presumption by articulating "compelling reasons supported by specific factual findings" to 

28 justify sealing the records at issue. Id. In the case of non-dispositive motions. however, the 

l 
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1 presumption in favor of public access does not apply with equal force. Id. at 1179. Thus, a 

2 showing of good cause will suffice to justify sealing a non-dispositive motion. l!L. at 1180. 

3 Pursuant to Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 5.2(d), a court "may order that a filing be 

4 made under seal without redaction," and the Supreme Court has acknowledged that the decision 

5 to seal documents is "one best left to the sound discretion of the trial court, a discretion to be 

6 exercised in light of the relevant facts and circumstances of the particular case," Nixon v. 

7 Warner Communications, Inc., 435 U.S. 589,599, 98 S.Ct. 1306, 1312 (1978). Courts should 

8 consider "the interests [ of] the parties in light of the public interest and the duty of the courts." 

9 Hagestad v. Tragesser, 49 F.3d 1430, 1434 (9th Cir. 1995) (quoting Nixon, 435 U.S. at 602). 

1 o Plaintiff's Motion 

11 Plaintiff has filed a motion requesting the court to either enforce the parties' settlement 

12 agreement, allow the parties to amend the settlement agreement, or void the settlement 

1 3 agreement. Plaintiff has attached exhibits to the motion, which include copies of a letter of 

14 settlement offer and the private settlement agreement signed by Plaintiff and Defendants' 

15 counsel. Throughout the motion, Plaintiff discusses the parties' conversations and negotiations 

16 concerning the settlement. 

1 7 Discussion 

1 s Because a motion to enforce, amend, or void a settlement agreement is only tangentially 

19 related to the merits of the underlying cause of action, it constitutes a non~dispositive motion, 

2 o which requires a showing of good cause to justify sealing it. See Kamakana, 447 F.3d at 1179 

21 (quotation omitted). The Court finds that, to the extent that Plaintiffs motion discusses or 

22 discloses the terms of the private settlement agreement, good cause exists to permit filing it 

23 under seal. See Phillips ex rel. Estates of Byrd v. General Motors Corp .. 307 F.3d 1206, 1212 

24 (9th Cir.2002) (noting that courts have granted protective orders to protect confidential 

25 settlement agreements); see also Shinn v. Baxa Corp., No. 07--cv-01648, 2008 U.S. Dist. 

26 LEXIS 57681, *4-5 (D.Nev. July 7, 2008) (permitting parties to file under seal settlement 

27 agreement that was the subject of motion to determine good faith settlement). Because 

28 /// 

2 
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1 Plaintiffs motion, consists entirely or substantially of material relating to the terms of the 

2 private settlement agreement, the motion in its entirety shall be filed under seal. 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

IV. CONCLUSION 

Based on the foregoing, and good cause appearing, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that: 

I. Plaintiffs Motion to Enforce Settlement, in its entirety, shall be filed under seal; 

and 

2. The Clerk is DIRECTED to file Plaintiff's Motion to Enforce Settlement and its 

attached exhibits, filed on July 22, 2013, under seal. 

IT IS SO ORDERED. 

Dated: July 24, 2013 /s/ Gary S. Austin 
UNITED ST A TES MAGISTRATE JUDGE 

3 
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1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

EASTERN DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA 

10 

11 JAMES R. WILLIS, 

12 Plaintiff, 

13 vs. 

14 HARLEY G. LAPPIN, et al., 

15 Defendants. 

16 

17 

18 I. BACKGROUND 

1 :09-cv-01703-AWI-GSA-PC 

ORDER RE PLAINTIFF'S REQUEST FOR 
CLARIFICATION 
(Doc. 67.) 

ORDER FOR PARTIES TO RESPOND 
WHETHER THEY AGREE THAT 
DOCUMENTS MAY BE UNSEALED 

THIRTY DAY DEADLINE TO RESPOND 

19 James R. Willis ("Plaintiff') is a state prisoner proceeding pro se in this civil rights 

20 action pursuant to 42 U.S.C. § 1983. Plaintiff filed this action on September 28, 2009. (Doc. 

21 I.) On May 20, 2013, the court dismissed this case with prejudice, pursuant to the parties' 

22 stipulation to a settlement agreement reached between Plaintiff and Defendants. (Doc. 64.) On 

23 July 22, 2013, Plaintiff filed an Expedited Motion to Enforce Settlement. (Doc. 66.) On July 

24 25, 2013, the court entered an order for the Clerk to file Plaintiffs Expedited Motion to 

25 Enforce Seulement under seal. (Doc. 65.) 

2 6 On August 5, 2013, Plaintiff filed a request for clarification of the court's order sealing 

27 his motion. (Doc. 67.) 

28 /// 

l 
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1 II. PLAINTIFF'S REQUEST FOR CLARIFICATION 

2 Plaintiff disagrees with the court's decision to seal his motion. Plaintiff argues that the 

3 language of the settlement contract between the parties does not indicate that it is a private 

4 settlement agreement, but rather an agreement of full disclosure. Plaintiff asserts that 

5 Paragraph 9 of the agreement states, "The parties agree that this Stipulation for Compromise 

6 Settlement and Release, including all terms and conditions of this compromise settlement and 

7 any additional agreements relating thereto, may be made public in their entirety, and the 

8 Plaintiffs expressly consent to such release and disclosure pursuant to 5 U.S.C. § 522a(b)." 

9 (Motion, Doc. 67 at 2.) 

1 o Discussion 

11 In its order, the court detennined that good cause existed to seal Plaintiff's motion "to 

12 the extent that Plaintiffs motion discusses or discloses the terms of the private settlement 

13 agreement." (Order, Doc. 65 at 2:21w23.) The court termed the parties' agreement a "private 

14 settlement agreement" based on the fact that the parties did not use court assistance when 

15 discussing settlement or corning to an agreement. The court found good cause to seal 

16 Plaintiffs motion based on its disclosure of settlement negotiations between the parties, 

17 including the parties' conversations and written correspondence. (Id. at 2:13-16.) 

1 s If the parties agree that Plaintiff's motion, its exhibits, all related documents responsive 

19 to the motion, and information concerning the parties' settlement negotiations are not 

20 confidential, the court is then inclined to grant Plaintiff's motion, thus its exhibits, and all other 

21 related documents would be unsealed. To this end, the parties shall be required to file a written 

22 response to the court within thirty days, indicating whether they agree that Plaintiff's Expedited 

2 3 Motion to Enforce Settlement and all related documents, including documents disclosing the 

24 parties' settlement negotiations and agreements, may be maintained unsealed on the court's 

2 s public record. 

2 6 /// 

27 Ill 

28 /// 
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CONCLUSION 

Based on the foregoing, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that: 

1. This order resolves P\aintiff s request for clarification filed on August 5, 20 I 3; 

and 

2. Within thirty days of the date of service of this order, Plaintiff and Defendants' 

counsel shall each file a written response to the court, either: 

(I) indicating agreement that Plaintiffs Expedited Motion to Enforce 

Settlement and all related documents, including documents disclosing 

the parties' settlement negotiations and agreements, may be maintained 

unsealed on the court's public record; 

(2) showing cause why said documents should be sealed on the court's 

record. 

IT IS SO ORDERED. 

Dated: August 16, 2013 Isl Gary S. Austin 
UNITED ST A TES MAGISTRATE JUDGE 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

EASTERN DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA 

JAMES R. WILLIS, 

Plaintiff, 

vs. 

HARLEY G. LAPPIN, et al., 

Defendants. 

1 :09-cv-0 1703-A WI-GSA-PC 

ORDER GRANTING PLAINTIFF'S 
MOTION TO STRIKE 
(Doc. 76.) 

ORDER STRIKING PORTION OF 
DEFENDANTS' RESPONSE, TO THE 
EXTENT THAT IT ACTS AS A SURREPL Y 
(Doc. 73.) 

19 1. BACKGROUND 

2 o James R. Willis ("Plaintiff') is a federal prisoner proceeding pro se in this civil rights 

21 action pursuant to Bivens vs. Six Unknown Agents, 403 U.S. 388 (1971). Plaintiff filed this 

22 case on September 28, 2009. (Doc. 1.) On May 20, 2013, the court dismissed this case with 

2 3 prejudice, pursuant to the parties' stipulation to a settlement agreement reached between 

24 Plaintiff and Defendants. (Doc. 64.) 

25 On August 19, 2013, the court entered an order requiring the parties to respond whether 

2 6 Plaintiff's Expedited Motion to Enforce Settlement ("Expedited Motion"), filed on July 22, 

27 2013, and other documents regarding the parties' settlement, should be maintained on the court 

2 8 record under seal. (Doc. 69.) On September 9, 2013, Defendants filed a response to the order. 

1 
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1 (Doc. 73.) On September 19, 2013, Plaintiff filed a motion to strike part of Defendants' 

2 response. (Doc. 76.) Defendants have not filed an opposition. 

3 Plaintiffs motion to strike is now before the court. 

4 II. PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO STRIKE 

5 Plaintiff requests the court to strike part of Defendants' September 9, 2013 response to 

6 the court's order. Plaintiff argues that Defendants improperly incorporated an argument into 

7 their response to the court's order which amounts to a surreply in support of Defendants' 

8 opposition to Plaintiff's Expedited Motion. Plaintiff argues that Defendants violated Local 

9 Rule 230 in submitting the surreply. 

10 Surreply 

11 A SUITeply, or surwreply, is an additional reply to a motion filed after the motion has 

12 already been fully briefed. USLegal.com, http://definitions.uslegal.com/s/sur-reply/ (last 

13 visited November 5, 2012). The Local Rules provide for a motion, an opposition, and a reply. 

14 Neither the Local Rules nor the Federal Rules provide the right to file a surreply. A district 

15 court may allow a surreply to be filed, but only "where a valid reason for such additional 

16 briefing exists, such as where the movant raises new arguments in its reply brief." Hill v. 

17 England, 2005 WL 3031136, * 1 (E.D. Cal. Nov. 8, 2005). 

1 s Here, the court finds no valid reason to allow a suneply, because Plaintiff did not raise 

19 any new arguments in his reply brief, and Defendants have not provided any reason their 

2 o arguments could not have been made in their opposition to Plaintiffs Expedited Motion. The 

21 Court neither requested a suneply nor granted a request on behalf of Defendants to file one. 

22 Plaintiffs Expedited Motion was deemed submitted to the court on August 26, 2013. Local 

2 3 Rule 230(/). Therefore, Plaintiffs motion to strike shall be granted. 

24 III. CONCLUSION 

25 Based on the foregoing, IT JS HEREBY ORDERED that: 

2 6 1. Plaintiffs motion to strike, filed on September 19, 2013, is GRANTED; and 

27 /// 

28 /// 

2 
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1 2. The portion of Defendants' response of September 9, 2013, which acts as a 

2 surreply in opposition to Plaintiffs Expedited Motion of July 22, 2012, is STRICKEN from the 

3 record. 1 

4 
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8 
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10 

11 
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22 

23 
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27 

IT IS SO ORDERED. 

Dated: November 7, 2013 /s/ Gary S. Austin 
UNITED ST A TES MAGISTRATE JUDGE 

2 8 1 "When a document is st1icken, it becomes a nullity and is not considered by the court for any purpose." 
(Informational Order. Doc. 3 at 2 fn. l .) 
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JAMES R. WILLIS, 

Plaintiff, 

vs. 

DEVERE, 

Defendant. 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

EASTERN DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA 

1:09wcvw01703-A WIWGSAW PC 

ORDER STRIKING PLAINTIFF'S 
MOTIONS AS IMPERMISSIBLE 
FILINGS/SURREPLIES 
(Docs. 81, 82.) 

17 I. BACKGROUND 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

James R. Willis ("Plaintiff') is a federal prisoner proceeding pro se in this civil rights 

action pursuant to Bivens vs. Six Unknown Agents, 403 U.S. 388 (197 I). Plaintiff filed this 

case on September 28, 2009. (Doc. 1.) This case proceeded on Plaintiff's Third Amended 

Complaint, filed on July 8, 2011, against defendant Devere ("Defendant") for failure to protect 

Plaintiff in violation of the Eighth Amendment. 1 (Doc. 24.) On May 20, 2013, the court 

dismissed this action with prejudice, pursuant to the parties' Stipulation for Dismissal and Rule 

41 (a) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. (Doc. 64.) 

On July 22, 2013, Plaintiff filed an Expedited Motion to Enforce Settlement. (Doc. 66.) 

On August 6, 2013, Defendant filed an opposition to the motion. (Doc. 68.) On August 26, 

2 8 1 On March 19. 2013. the court granted Defendants' motion to dismiss. dismissing all other claims and 
defendants from this action. (Doc. 60.) 
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1 2013, Plaintiff filed a reply to the opposition. (Doc. 71.) On January 15, 2014, the court 

2 entered findings and recommendations, recommending that Plaintiffs motion be denied. (Doc. 

3 78.) On February 6, 2014, Plaintiff filed objections to the findings and recommendations. 

4 (Doc. 79.) On February 13, 2014, Defendant filed a reply to Plaintiffs objections. (Doc. 80.) 

5 The findings and recommendations have been submitted to the District Judge. 

6 On March 3, 2014, Plaintiff filed a motion to strike portions of Defendant's reply, and a 

7 motion for imposition of sanctions upon counsel for Defendant for statements in the reply and 

s for conduct during settlement negotiations. (Docs. 81, 82.) The court construes Plaintiffs 

9 motions as impermissible filings or surreplies. 

10 II. SURREPLY 

11 A suITeply, or sur-reply, is an additional reply to a motion filed after the motion has 

12 already been fully briefed. USLegal.com, http://definitions.uslegal.com/s/sur-reply/ (last 

13 visited December 31, 2013). The Local Rules provide for a motion, an opposition, and a reply. 

14 Neither the Local Rules nor the Federal Rules provide the right to file a surreply. A district 

15 court may allow a surreply to be filed, but only "where a valid reason for such additional 

1 6 briefing exists, such as where the mov ant raises new arguments in its rep I y brief." Hill v. 

1 7 England, 2005 WL 3031136, * 1 (E.D.Cal. Nov. 8, 2005). 

1 s Plaintiff's motions filed on March 3, 2014 seek to respond to Defendant's reply to 

19 Plaintiffs objections. The court's findings and recommendations permitted the parties to file 

2 o only (1) "written objections" to the findings and recommendations within thirty days, and (2) 

21 "repl[ies] to the objections" within ten days after service of the objections. (Doc. 78 at 4:22-

22 26.) The court neither requested further responses nor granted a request by Plaintiff to file one. 

2 3 Plaintiff has not shown good cause for the court to allow a further response at this juncture. 

24 Therefore, Plaintiffs motions shall be stricken from the record as impermissible responses to 

2 s Defendant's reply to the objections. 

2 6 Plaintiff's motions also seek to raise new arguments with respect to Plaintiffs 

27 Expedited Motion to Enforce Settlement. Plaintiffs Expedited Motion to Enforce Settlement, 

28 filed on July 22, 2013, was fully briefed and was submitted on the record under Local Rule 
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1 230({) on August 26, 2013, when Plaintiff filed his reply to Defendant's opposition. (Doc. 68.) 

2 The Court neither requested a surreply nor granted a request by Plaintiff to file one. Plaintiff 

3 has not shown good cause for the court to allow him to file a surreply at this juncture. 

4 Therefore, Plaintiff's motions filed on March 3, 2014 shall also be stricken from the record as 

5 impermissible surreplies. 

6 III. CONCLUSION 

7 Based on the foregoing, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that Plaintiffs motions filed on 

s March 3, 2014, are STRICKEN from the Court's record. 
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28 

IT IS SO ORDERED. 

Dated: March 6, 2014 /s/ Gary S. Austin 
UNITED ST A TES MAGISTRATE JUDGE 
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JAMES R. WILLIS, 

Plaintiff, 

vs. 

DEVERE, 

Defendant. 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

EASTERN DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA 

1:09wcvw01703-A WIWGSAW PC 

ORDER DENYING MOTION FOR 
RECONSIDERATION 

ORDER STRIKING PLAINTIFF'S 
MOTION FOR SANCTIONS AS AN 
IMPERMISSIBLE SURREPL Y 

(Doc. 84.) 

19 1. BACKGROUND 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

James R. Willis ("Plaintiff'') is a federal prisoner proceeding pro se in this civil rights 

action pursuant to Bivens vs. Six Unknown Agents, 403 U.S. 388 (1971). Plaintiff filed this 

case on September 28, 2009. (Doc. I.) This case proceeded on Plaintiffs Third Amended 

Complaint, filed on July 8, 2011, against defendant Devere ("Defendant") for failure to protect 

Plaintiff in violation of the Eighth Amendment. 1 (Doc. 24.) On May 20, 2013, the court 

dismissed this action with prejudice, pursuant to the parties' Stipulation for Dismissal and Rule 

41(a) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. (Doc. 64.) 

2 8 1 On March 19. 2013. the court granted Defendants' motion to dismiss. dismissing all other claims and 
defendants from this action. (Doc. 60.) 
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1 On July 22, 2013, Plaintiff filed an Expedited Motion to Enforce Settlement. (Doc. 66.) 

2 On August 6, 2013, Defendant filed an opposition to the motion. (Doc. 68.) On August 26, 

3 2013, Plaintiff filed a reply to the opposition. (Doc. 71.) On January 15, 2014, the court 

4 entered findings and recommendations, recommending that Plaintiffs motion be denied. (Doc. 

5 78.) On February 6, 2014, Plaintiff filed objections to the findings and recommendations. 

6 (Doc. 79.) On February 13, 2014, Defendant filed a reply to Plaintiffs objections. (Doc. 80.) 

7 The findings and recommendations have been submitted to the District Judge. 

s On March 24, 2014, Plaintiff filed a motion for the imposition of sanctions upon 

9 counsel for Defendants. (Doc. 84.) In the motion, Plaintiff raises objections to the court's 

10 order of March 7, 2014. The court construes Plaintiff's objections as a motion for 

11 reconsideration. 

12 II. MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION 

13 Rule 60(b)(6) allows the Court to relieve a party from an order for any reason that 

14 justifies relief. Rule 60(b )( 6) "is to be used sparingly as an equitable remedy to prevent 

15 manifest injustice and is to be utilized only where extraordinary circumstances ... " exist. 

16 Harvest v. Castro, 531 F.3d 737, 749 (9th Cir. 2008) (internal quotations marks and citation 

1 7 omitted). The moving party "must demonstrate both injury and circumstances beyond his 

1 s control .... " Id. (internal quotation marks and citation omitted). In seeking reconsideration of 

19 an order, Local Rule 230(k) requires Plaintiff to show "what new or different facts or 

2 o circumstances are claimed to exist which did not exist or were not shown upon such prior 

21 motion, or what other grounds exist for the motion." 

22 "A motion for reconsideration should not be granted, absent highly unusual 

2 3 circumstances, unless the district court is presented with newly discovered evidence, committed 

24 clear error, or if there is an intervening change in the controlling law," Marlyn Nutraceuticals, 

25 Inc. v. Mucos Pharma GmbH & Co., 571 F.3d 873, 880 (9th Cir. 2009) (internal quotations 

2 6 marks and citations omitted, and "[a] party seeking reconsideration must show more than a 

27 disagreement with the Court's decision, and recapitulation ... " of that which was already 

2 8 considered by the Court in rendering its decision," U.S. v. Wes tlands Water Dist., 134 
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1 F.Supp.2d 1111, 1131 (E.D. Cal. 200 l ). To succeed, a party must set forth facts or law of a 

2 strongly convincing nature to induce the court to reverse its prior decision. See Kem-Tulare 

3 Water Dist. v. City of Bakersfield, 634 F.Supp. 656, 665 (E.D. Cal. 1986), affirmed in part and 

4 reversed in part on other grounds, 828 F.2d 514 (9th Cir. 1987). 

5 Plaintiff objects to the court's order of March 7, 2014, striking Plaintiff's prior motion 

6 for sanctions, filed on March 3, 2014, as an impermissible filing and surreply. Plaintiff argues 

7 that "he previously raised the request for sanctions in his Expedited Motion to Enforce 

s Settlement ... [h]owever a motion requesting sanctions must be filed as a separate motion." 

9 (Motion, Doc. 84 at 2-3 (j!II.) 

lo Plaintiff has not set forth facts or law of a strongly convincing nature to induce the court 

11 to reverse its prior decision. Therefore, the motion for reconsideration shall be denied. 

12 III. SURREPLY 

13 A surreply, or sur-reply, is an additional reply to a motion filed after the motion has 

14 already been fully briefed. USLegal.com, http://definitions.uslegal.com/s/sur-reply/ (last 

15 visited December 31, 2013). The Local Rules provide for a motion, an opposition, and a reply. 

16 Neither the Local Rules nor the Federal Rules provide the right to file a surreply. A district 

1 7 court may allow a surreply to be filed, but only "where a valid reason for such additional 

1 s briefing exists, such as where the movant raises new arguments in its reply brief." Hill v. 

19 England, 2005 WL 3031136, * I (E.D.Cal. Nov. 8, 2005). 

20 Plaintiff's motion for sanctions, which raises a new argument m support of his 

21 Expedited Motion to Enforce Settlement,2 is a surreply, because the Expedited Motion to 

22 Enforce Settlement was fully briefed and submitted on the record under Local Rule 230(/) on 

23 August 26, 2013, when Plaintiff filed his reply to Defendant's opposition. (Doc. 68.) Plaintiff 

24 now seeks to bring a new argument because "[h]e has now become aware that the Counsel for 

2 5 the Defendant has violated Local Rule 131 (f) by signing the Plaintiff's name on [the parties' 

26 

27 
2 In the Expedited Motion to Enforce Settlement. Plaintiff requested either (I) enforcement of the parties' 

2 8 settlement agreement, (2) allowing a stipulated amendment to the settlement agreement, or (3) voiding the 
agreement. (Doc. 66 at 4.) 
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1 stipulation to dismiss this case] electronically without first obtaining a signed original 

2 document from Plaintiff." (Motion, Doc. 84 at 3.) 

3 The Court neither requested a surreply nor granted a request by Plaintiff to file one. 

4 Moreover, it appears that Plaintiff's motion for sanctions is without merit, because the court 

5 record shows Plaintiff's non-electronic signature on the parties' stipulation to dismiss this case, 

6 filed on May 17, 2013. (Doc. 63 at 1.) Thus, the court finds no valid reason to allow Plaintiff 

7 to file his motion for sanctions, or surreply, at this juncture. Therefore, Plaintiffs motion for 

s sanctions shall be stricken from the record as an impermissible surreply. 
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10 

11 
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IV. CONCLUSION 

Based on the foregoing, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that: 

l. Plaintiffs motion for reconsideration of the court's order of March 7, 2014, is 

DENIED; and 

2. Plaintiffs motion for sanctions, filed on March 24, 2014, is STRICKEN from 

the record as an impermissible surreply. 

IT IS SO ORDERED. 

Dated: March 27, 2014 /s/ Gary S. Austin 
UNITED ST A TES MAGISTRATE JUDGE 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

EASTERN DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA 

11 JAMES R. WILLIS, 1:09wCVw01703wA WiwGSAwPC 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

vs. 

DEVERE, 

Plaintiff, 

Defendant. 

ORDER ADOPTING FINDINGS AND 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
(Doc. 78.) 

ORDER DENYING PLAINTIFF'S 
MOTION TO ENFORCE 
SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT, FOR 
LACK OF JURISDICTION 
(Doc. 66.) 

18 James R. Willis ("Plaintiff'') is a federal prisoner proceeding pro se in this civil rights 

19 action pursuant to Bivens vs. Six Unknown Agents, 403 U.S. 388 (1971). Plaintiff filed this 

20 case on September 28, 2009. (Doc. 1.) This case proceeded on Plaintiffs Third Amended 

21 Complaint, filed on July 8, 2011, against defendant Devere ("Defendant") for failure to protect 

22 Plaintiff in violation of the Eighth Amendment. 1 (Doc. 24.) On May 20, 2013, the court 

23 dismissed this action with prejudice, pursuant to the parties' Stipulation for Dismissal and Rule 

24 41(a) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. (Doc. 64.) 

2 5 Plaintiff then filed a Plaintiffs motion for the Court to enforce the parties' settlement 

26 agreement. This matter was referred to a United States Magistrate Judge pursuant to 28 U.S.C. 

27 

28 
1 On March 19, 2013, the court granted Defendants' motion to dismiss, dismissing all other claims and 

defendants from this action. (Due. 60.) 

l 
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1 § 636(b)(l)(B) and Local Rule 302. On January 15, 2014, findings and recommendations were 

2 entered, recommending that Plaintiff's motion for the Court to enforce the parties' settlement 

3 agreement be denied for lack of jurisdiction. (Doc. 78.) On February 6, 20 I 4, Plaintiff filed 

4 objections to the findings and recommendations. (Doc. 79.) On February 13, 2014, Defendant 

5 filed a@ly to Plaintiff's objections. (Doc. 80.) 

6 In accordance with the provisions of 28 U.S.C. § 636 (b)(l)(B) and Local Rule 304, this 

7 Court has conducted a de novo review of this case. Having carefully reviewed the entire file, 

s including Plaintiffs objections and Defendant's reply, the Court finds the findings and 

9 recommendations to be supported by the record and proper analysis. 

10 Accordingly, THE COURT HEREBY ORDERS that: 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

L 

2. 

The Findings and Recommendations issued by the Magistrate Judge on January 

15, 2014, are ADOPTED IN FULL; and 

Plaintiffs motion for the Court to enforce the parties' settlement agreement, 

filed on July 22, 2013, is DENIED for lack of jurisdiction. 

IT IS SO ORDERED. 

17 Dated: April 18, 2014 -------,.~~ 

......--s'ENIOR DISTRICT JUDGE 
18 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

EASTERN DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA 

9 JAMES R. WILLIS, 1 :09-cv-0 1703-A WI-GSA-(PC) 

ORDER GRANTING PLAINTIFF'S 
MOTION TO EXTEND TIME TO 
REPLY TO OPPOSITION 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

Plaintiff, 

V. 

HARLEY G. LAPPIN, et al., 

Defendant. 

(Document # 89) 

Plaintiff is a prisoner proceeding prose in a civil rights action pursuant to 42 U.S.C. § 

1983. On June 9, 2014, Plaintiff filed a motion to extend time to respond to defendants' 

opposition to plaintiff's motion to set aside the court's order of dismissal. Good cause having 

been presented to the court and GOOD CAUSE APPEARING THEREFOR, IT IS HEREBY 

ORDERED that: 

Plaintiff is granted twenty-one (21) days from the date of service of this order in which to 

file a response to defendants' opposition filed on May 28, 2014. 

IT IS SO ORDERED. 

Dated: June 12, 2014 /s/ Gary S. Austin 
UNITED ST A TES MAGISTRATE JUDGE 
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JAMES R. WILLIS, 

Plaintiff, 

vs. 

DEVERE, 

Defendant. 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

EASTERN DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA 

1:09wcvw01703-A WIWGSAW PC 

ORDER DENYING PLAINTIFF'S MOTION 
FOR RECONSIDERATION, WITH 
PREJUDICE 
(Doc. 87.) 

19 1. BACKGROUND 

2 o James R. Willis ("Plaintiff') is a federal prisoner proceeding pro se in this civil rights 

21 action pursuant to Bivens vs. Six Unknown Agents, 403 U.S. 388 (1971). Plaintiff filed this 

22 case on September 28, 2009. (Doc. I.) This case proceeded on Plaintiff's Third Amended 

23 Complaint, filed on July 8, 2011, against defendant Devere ("Defendant") for failure to protect 

24 Plaintiff in violation of the Eighth Amendment. 1 (Doc. 24.) On May 20, 2013, the court 

25 dismissed this action with prejudice, pursuant to the parties' Stipulation for Dismissal and Rule 

2 6 41(a) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. (Doc. 64.) 

27 

2 8 1 On March 19, 2013, the court granted Defendants' motion to dismiss, dismissing all other claims and 
defendants from this action. (Doc. 60.) 

1 
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1 On July 22, 2013, Plaintiff filed a motion for the court to enforce the parties' settlement 

2 agreement. (Doc. 66.) On April 21, 2014, the court issued an order denying Plaintiffs motion, 

3 for lack of jurisdiction. (Doc. 86.) 

4 On May 12, 2014, Plaintiff filed a motion to amend or set aside the court's dismissal 

5 order of May 20, 2013, pursuant to Rule 60(b) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. (Doc. 

6 87.) On May 28, 2014, Defendant filed an opposition to the motion. (Doc. 88.) On July 7, 

7 2014, Plaintiff filed a reply to the opposition. (Doc. 91.) 

s II. MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION 

9 Rule 60(b) allows the Court to relieve a party from an order for "(l) mistake, 

lo inadvertence, surprise, or excusable neglect; (2) newly discovered evidence that, with 

11 reasonable diligence, could not have been discovered in time to move for a new trial under 

12 Rule 59(b); (3) fraud (whether previously called intrinsic or extrinsic), misrepresentation, or 

13 misconduct by an opposing party; (4) the judgment is void; or (6) any other reason that justifies 

14 relief." Fed. R. Civ. P. 60(b). Rule 60(b)(6) "is to be used sparingly as an equitable remedy to 

15 prevent manifest injustice and is to be utilized only where extraordinary circumstances ... " 

16 exist. Harvest v. Castro, 531 F.3d 737, 749 (9th Cir. 2008) (internal quotations marks and 

1 7 citation omitted). The moving party "must demonstrate both injury and circumstances beyond 

1 s his control . . . ." Id. (internal quotation marks and citation omitted). In seeking 

19 reconsideration of an order, Local Rule 230(k) requires Plaintiff to show "what new or different 

2 o facts or circumstances are claimed to exist which did not exist or were not shown upon such 

21 prior motion, or what other grounds exist for the motion." 

22 "A motion for reconsideration should not be granted, absent highly unusual 

2 3 circumstances, unless the district court is presented with newly discovered evidence, committed 

24 clear error, or if there is an intervening change in the controlling law," Marlyn Nutraceuticals, 

25 Inc. v. Mucos Pharma GmbH & Co., 571 F.3d 873, 880 (9th Cir. 2009) (internal quotations 

2 6 marks and citations orni tted, and "[a] party seeking reconsideration must show more than a 

27 disagreement with the Court's decision, and recapitulation ... " of that which was already 

2 8 considered by the Court in rendering its decision," U.S. v. Wes tlands Water Dist., 134 

2 
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1 F. Supp. 2d 1111, 1131 (E.D. Cal. 200 l). To succeed, a party must set forth facts or law of a 

2 strongly convincing nature to induce the court to reverse its prior decision. See Kern~ Tulare 

3 Water Dist. v. City of Bakersfield, 634 F.Supp. 656, 665 (E.D. Cal. 1986), affirmed in part and 

4 reversed in part on other grounds, 828 F.2d 514 (9th Cir. 1987). 

s Parties' Positions 

6 Plaintiff requests reconsideration of the court's order of May 20, 2013, dismissing this 

7 action, on the grounds of bad faith conduct, mistake, misrepresentation, fraud, and other 

s misconduct during settlement negotiations between the parties, which caused Plaintiff to enter 

9 into an unfair settlement agreement. Plaintiff also argues that Defendant's counsel breached 

10 the parties' contract because he did not comply with the terms of the settlement agreement 

11 during negotiations or in preparing the parties' stipulation of dismissal. 

12 Defendant argues that Plaintiff improperly raises the same meritless issues rejected by 

1 3 the court in his previous motion to enforce the settlement agreement. Defendant argues that 

14 that no misrepresentations were made during settlement proceedings, there was no fraud or 

15 undue influence, the settlement was fair, the United States paid the settlement, and there is no 

16 basis for the court to exercise jurisdiction to modify or enforce the settlement agreement. 

17 Plaintiff argues that he is entitled to relief pursuant to Rule 60(b)(l), because of 

1 s Plaintiffs mistake in the judicial process, when he signed the stipulation for dismissal under 

19 the mistaken belief that the court would retain jurisdiction of the settlement contract. 

2 o Discussion 

21 The issues raised by Plaintiff in his motion for reconsideration were resolved in the 

22 court's order of April 21, 2014, which denied Plaintiff's motion for the court to enforce the 

2 3 parties' settlement agreement. (Doc. 86.) Plaintiff has not set forth facts or law of a strongly 

24 convincing nature to induce the court to reverse its prior decisions in this action. Therefore, 

2 s Plaintiffs motion shall be denied, and no further motions for reconsideration or clarification 

2 6 shall be considered. 

27 /// 

28 /// 

3 
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CONCLUSION 

Based on the foregoing, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that: 

1. 

2. 

Plaintiffs motion for reconsideration of the court's order of May 20, 2013, is 

DENIED, with prejudice; and 

No further motions for reconsideration or clarification shall be considered by the 

court in this action. 

IT IS SO ORDERED. 

~e~Jb 8 

9 Dated: July 29, 2014 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

...---BENIOR DISTRICT JUDGE 

4 
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UNITED STA TES DISTRICT COURT 

EASTERN DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA 

l: JNv!ES R. \:VILLIS. 1 :09-cv-0 1703-A \V !-GS.A-PC 

- ; Plaintiff FIND!l\GS AND RECO\1Ml-:i'DATIONS. 
RCCOMME"'.'JDJ\!G Tl L\ T Pl .AINTJFF'S 
VIOTIO'\J TO ENFORCE SETTLEMENT 
AGREEME~T BE DENIED FOR LACK OF 
JURISDICTION 

vs. 

-. ~ DEVERE. 

Defendant. 
{Doc. 66.) 

OBJECTIONS. If A"'.\1·. DUL \VITHlN 
THIRTY DAYS 

.1 f I. BACKGROUND 

10 James R. \Villis ("Plaintitl") is a federal pl'isoncr proceeding pro se in this civil rights 

2 c action pursuant to Bivens vs. Six Unknown A2ents. 403 U.S. 388 { I 971 ). Plaintiff tiled this 

(·_ -

26 

. .:. ; 

case on September 28. 2009. (Doc. I.) This case proceeded on Plaintiffs Third Amended 

Complaint. filed on July 8. 201 I. against defendant Devere ( .. Defendanl") for failure to protect 

Plaintiff in violation of the Eighth Amendment. 1 (Doc. 24.) On May 20. 2013. the court 

d ism isscd 1his action \Nith prejudice. pursuant to the parties· Sti pu lat ion frlr Di srn is:;al and Ru le 

4 l(a) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. (Doc. 64.) 

Ill 

2 [. 1 On l\larch 19. 2013. the coun granted lkfcndc1nts· moti(m to dismiss. dismissing c1l I uthc1· cl,Lims and 
dcfrndants ti·o111 this action. { Uoc. 60.) 
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On July 22.2013. Plaintiff filed an l:xpcdited Motion to Enforce Settlement. (Doc. 66.) 

On August 6. 2013. Defendant filed an opposition to the motion. (Doc. 68.) On ,i\ugus1 26 . 

. 1 2013. Plaintiff fi kd a reply to the opposition. ( Doc. 71 . ) Plaintiffs m,)tion is now be!t11T the 

court. 

L II. MOTIO.'\. FOR ENFORCEMENT OF SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT 

(·, 

. r, 
- ,, 

A. Plaintiff's Position 

Plaintiff rcq uests an expedited court order. either enforcing the parties' settlemctll 

agreement ( .. Agreemen("), allowing a stipulated amendment to the Agreement. or voiding the 

Agreement. Plainti IT contends that the court maintains jurisdiction to en force the Agreement. 

Plaintiff argues that the Agreement, in which Defendant agreed to pay Plaintiff the surn 

of $3.000.00 in exchange for Plaintiffs dismissal of the case with prejudice. was breached ur 

~ 2 should be voided because on J unc I 0. 2013. he received a motion from the U.S. A tlorney in the 

·,J Western District of Texas for a court order directing the federal Bureau of Prisons to turn O\t:r 

Plaintiffs SJ.000.00 awarJ frlr payment or Plaintiffs restitution. Plaintiff argues that the U.S. 

-! 5 Attorney who negotiated the Agreement with Plaintiff made misleading comments during the 

~ c telephonic settlement conference that led Plaintiff to believe the $3.000.00 was his rnonc). 

· -, '"ckar and free ... ( Motion, Doc. 66 at 9~ ,:E .) 

..L ·J Defendant's Position 

l 9 Defendant argues that the court lacks ju ri sd ict ion to re-write the Ag reem en t. bcca use 

2c the court's pO\VCr to approve or reject settlements does not permit it to modify the terms of a 

:2 1 negotiated settlement. 

n Defendant also argues that Plaintiff is precluded from claiming that statements made 

;_::.. during negotiations were misleading. because the Agreement e'-'.prcssl) advised l)laintiff that 

>i ··no warranties. representations. promises. and/or assurances of any types·· wen:: made during 

2s negotiations. and Plaintiff agreed in writing. (Opp ·11. Doc. 68 at 5: 12- l 5.) 

26 

-' l',igination i., ba~,:J on th~ Court"s cleG!nmi~ ~ourt filing syskm (HT). \!,:hen the [ldl"l~ ·, paginmi<1r1 clll a 
Z i,: Jocrnrn:nl Ji lkrs from the p:iginatiun used by f:CF. the Cour! uses the pagination us~J t,_, l-Cl 

2 
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Defendant also argues that the evidence shows noLhing more than Plaintiffs unilateral 

:;, mistake of fact and no undue innuence. because there was no discussion llr restitution. and no 

reasonable person wou Id interpret paragraph l l of the Agreement to mean that the '"settlement 

,j 

C, 

-, 

:::: 

[_was] exempt from any other execution other than for taxes:· (Opp"n at 6:~-4.) 

In addition. Defondant argues that Plaintiffs motion constitutes a collat.:ral attack on 

the turnover order made by the Western District of Texas. and his remedy is in the \\/cstcrn 

District of Texas. 

C. Discussion 

Federal courts are courts of limited jurisdiction. possessing only that po½·er authorized 

~c bv Constitution and statute. Kokkonen v. Guardian Life Insurance Co .. 511 L.S. 375. 377. 114 

S.Ct. 16 73. 128 L. Ed .2d 391 ( 1994.) A c!ai 111 for breach of contract or a settlement agreement. 

·· ;, even if pa11 of the consideration for it is dismissal of a federal case. will not provide the basis 

·1 :;. for federal cou11 j uri sd iction. & at 3 81 . This I im ited jurisdiction cannot he l.'.,panded by 

1 ~ judicial dccr1;:e. & at 377 (citing American Fire & Casua!tv Co. v. Finn. :;41 U.S. 6. 17-! 8. 71 

l 5 S.CL 534. 95 L.Ed. 702 ( I 951 )). Lack or jurisdiction is to be presumed and the burden uf 

_" proving jurisdiction rests with the party asserting jurisdiction. Kokkonen. 5 l l U.S. at 3 77. 

En forccment of a settlement agreement is '·more than a continumion or renewal of the 

1 ~ dismissed suit. and hence rcqu ires its own basis for jurisdiction."' & at 3 78. i\ district couri 

"ls lacks jurisdiction to en force a settlement agreement fol lowing a dismissal of the action unless 

2 c the district j udgc either: ( 1) expressly in the dismissal order. retains jurisdiction over the 

21 settlement agreement or (2) incorporates the terms of the settlement agreement in the d ism issa I 

2 2 order. See id. at 3 81 . Under those circumstances, a breach of the agreement \vou Id bl' a 

, · violation of a court order and the district court would have ancillary jurisdiction tu enforce the 

24 agreement. & Absent those circumstances. however. remedying any br~ach of the settlement 

2::, agreement requires initiation of a new lawsuit to enfrwcc the contract. II" the court does nut 

2 r retain jurisdiction to enforce the settlement agreement. the vehicle for the en forcetnenl or the 

2"/ setllcmcnt agreement is a breach of contract claim in anothe1· proceeding. where ··part of the 

28 consideration [for the contract1 was dismissal of an earlier federal suit."" Id. 

3 
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Here, the parties filed a Stipulation for Dismissal ,vith prejudice, pursuant to Federal 

2 Rule or Civil Procedure 41 (a)( 1 )(A)(ii). (Doc. 63.) All of the paiiies signed the Stipulatitm. 

3 and the court entered an order approving the Stipulation, dismissing the case with prejudice. 

4 (M,_: Doc. 64.) The district judge did not expressly· retain jurisdiction over the parties' 

settlement agreement or incorporate the terms of the settkment agreement in the dismissal 

order. 

, .. 
C· 

10 

11 

_) 

1~ 

2C 

.23 

21 

The Agreement itself contains one provision regarding the rnurt's retention llf 

_jurisdiction. 11 states: "The parties further agree that a Stipulation of Dismissal \\ ith Prcj ud ice 

shall be tiled upon execution of this Stipula1ion for Compromise, with the Court to retain 

jurisdiction to enforce the agreement." (Settlement Agreement, Exh. 3 lo Motion. Doc. 66 at 

32 ,i 12.) However_ the Stipulation for Dismissal and Order signed by the district judge and 

filed in this case does not contain any provisions regarding the court's retention of_imisdiction, 

and "neither the Rule nor any provision of law provides for jurisdiction or the court over 

disputes arising out of an agreement that produces the stipulation:· & at 3 78. l"herefore, any 

further enforcement of the Agreement is a matter tor state courL and Plaintiffs motion to 

enforce the settlement must be denied for lack of jurisdiction. 

Ill. CO:'/ CLUSI ON 

Based on the foregoing. THE COURT HEREB'Y RF.COMMENDS that Plaintiffs 

Expedited Motion to En force Settlement_ filed on July 22. 2013 _ be D ["\ 1 ED tor !ack uf 

jurisdiction. 

These findings and recommendations arc submitted to the United States Di strict Judge 

assigned to the case, pursuant to the provisions of Title 28 L.S.C § 636(b)(I). \Vithin thirty 

days after being served ,vith these findings and recommendations. the parties ma) file ,,,rittcn 

objections with the court. Such a document should be captioned ''Objections to \1agistrate 

Judge's Findings and Recommendations." Any reply to the objections shall be served and filed 

within ten days after service of the objections. The paiiies are advised that failure to lik 

/// 

II I 
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1 objections within the specified time may \.vaive the right to appeal the District Cou11's order. 

2. Martinez v. Ylst_ 951 F.2d 1153 (9th Cir. 1991 ). 

,] 

IT IS SO ORDERED. 

Dated: Januarv 14, 2014 Isl Garv S. Austin 
LNITED ST ATES MACJSTRATE JL.:DCil: 

! ' 

1 :, 

,··. r, 
-::..,.J 

21 

2E 

..-... -. 
.:::::.c 
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1 BENJAMIN B. WAGNER 
United States Attorney 

2 ALYSON A. BERG 
Assistant United States Attorney 

3 United States Courthouse 
2500 Tulare Street, Suite 4401 

4 Fresno, California 93 721 
Telephone: (559) 497-4000 

5 Facsimile: (559) 497-4099 

6 Attorneys for Defendant UNITED ST A TES OF AMERICA 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

UNITED ST ATES DISTRICT COURT 

EASTERN DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA 

TONY RICHARDSON, ) 1 :09-cv-02082-LJO/MJS 
) 

Plaintiff, ) UNITED ST A TES' NOTICE OF 
) PAYMENT 

V. ) 
) Honorable Michael J. Seng 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA and ) 
BRJAN KING HUMPHREYS, ) 

) 
Defendants. ) 

) 

TO PLAINTIFF AND HIS ATTORNEY OF RECORD: 

Defendant United States of America hereby submits the Inmate Income Transaction 

19 Detai Is Report stating payment to Plaintiff Tony Richardson per the tcrrns of the Stipulation for 

20 Compromise on January 25, 2012. 

21 

22 Date: February 23, 2012 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

Respectfully submitted, 

BENJAMIN B. WAGNER 
United States Attorney 

By: hi Alyson A. Berg 
ALYSON A. BERG 
Assistant United States Attorney 

UNITED STATES' NOTICE OF PAYMENT 

l 
~ 

~ 
'-$ 
~ 



CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE BY U.S. MAIL 

2 The undersigned hereby certifies that she is an employee in the Office of the United 

3 States Attorney for the Eastern District of California and is a person of such age and discretion to 

4 be competent to serve papers; 

5 That on February 23, 2012, she served a copy of: 

6 UNITED STATES' NOTICE OF PAYMENT 

7 by placing said copy in a postpaid envelope addressed to the person(s) hereinafter named, at the 

8 place(s) and address(es) stated below, which is/are the last known address(es), and by depositing 

9 said envelope and its contents in the United States Mail at Fresno, California. 

IO Addressee(s): 

11 Mr. Tony Richardson 
Inmate No. 11894-040 

12 USP Haze1ton 
U.S. Penitentiary 

13 P.O. Box 2000 
Bruceton Mills, WV 26525 

14 (Courtesy Copy) 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

ls/Bonnie L. L' Argent 
Bonnie L. L' Argent 

2 

UNITED STATES' NOTICE OF PAYMENT 



Date: 02/23/2012 
Tlme: 1:38:35 PM 

Federal Bureau of Prisons 
TRUFACS 

Inmate Income Transac.t:ion Details Report 
Sensitive But Undassffled 

·::,<"'c1 •· P..,~- ,,-~ ,~ -· '· ' ·•·. :...-i: •• .'bi,·--··- ·~:o·"!. · • ~-· ]J!I • .I rl · "' 

Facility: HAZ 

-~-~ , , «a•~, ··1,rn,.. ·:,1fa1,--•. --."'11. r,·,,; • .1;1H"i;\·•'·· . ··- · "t£!"""~t•; -·~,,·,,, ,,.,.,.. • --, 1·••1,,. 
· nJ~, . , · '~·"' ~ ··•!~ \i,_ ·;i, ~ l 1 --,~:~. '\\\l. ·• · 'i:ii'.~ (:- ·-;,,.. ·:··_., · '1 ·:~ · ',u-,•: · ·· · .'.t ·, ·1 :, ,1,: .• 

1,, .__..:__ I!..,., -~, .. -~l .. ol rift~ J[J1i.,, !•,,~m&ii~:;,, _ ,i:Jl!Wb;)i; . ~I~_.:, .. ··•· , -li.i~!Ji,1.... , .. i~AiW: .. L 

_!!F;:-' · . '·'.•. '!t t: ·.to '1- · . , .. ,.ffi~[,- - ....... ,,,.-
'"=,.-~1-- ,, ',-: .. ,,1 ~-

:· -· ••. -•1~.IA~ .. )_:_ . l1 -~lJ:1!-1. ·, 

,;,'(ll,1f1 ,i!~' :Ill 
. ''·'~ : 

Inmate Reg. Ntmber: 11894040 
IMlate Name: RIOIARDSON, TONY 

System Transaction #: 2602483 
Date{Time: 01/25/2012 02:07:58 PM 

Income Type: Local C'.olledions 
Fund Source Type: HOLD - Negotiable Instr 

Amount $1,875.00 
User Id: TFOsns 

Comments: 

Workstation IO: HAZ-W7-3IONJK1 

Payment Month: 
Admfnisbative Hok:I: No 

Neg. Instr. Projected Release Date: 

Neg. Instr. Date Released: 02/09/2012 
Admln Hold Date Released: 

User IO: Tf05775 

Reference#: 466638 
YREGDOC#: 

Sender Last Name: UNKNOWN 
Sender Zip: 00000-0000 
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1 BENJAMIN B. WAGNER 
United States Attorney 

2 ALYSON A. BERG 
Assistant United States Attorney 

3 United States Courthouse 
2500 Tulare Street, Suite 4401 

4 Fresno, California 93721 
Telephone: (559) 497-4000 

5 Facsimile: (559) 497-4099 

6 Attorneys for Defendant UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

7 

8 

9 

IO 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

EASTERN DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA 

• 
TONY RICHARDSON, ) t :09-cv-02082-LJO/MJS 

11 ) 
Plaintiff, ) 

12 ) 
STIPULATION FOR COMPROMISE 
SETTLEMENT AND RELEASE OF 
CLAIMS PURSUANT TO 28 U.S.C. § 2677 
(SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT) 

V. ) 

13 ) 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, BRIAN ) 

14 KING HUMPHREYS, ) 
) 

15 Defendants. ) 

16 

17 

______________ ) 
It is hereby stipulated by and between the undersigned Plaintiff, Tony Richardson, 

(meaning any person, other than the Defendant, signing this Stipulation for Compromise 
18 

19 

20 

Settlement and Release of All Claims Pursuant to 28 U.S,C, § 2677 ("Settlement Agreement"), 

whether or not a party to this civil action), and the United States of America (collectively 

"parties"), by and through their respective attorneys, as follows: 
21 

22 

23 

I. The parties do hereby agree to settle and compromise each and every claim of any 

kind. whether known or unknown, arising directly or indirectly from the acts or omissions that 

gave rise to the above-captioned action under the tenns and conditions set forth in this Settlement 
24 

Agreement, including but not limited to claims of personal injuries, negligence, negligent hiring, 
25 

negligent supervision and/or property damages as a result of an incident on April 18, 2009 as 
26 

alleged by Plaintiff in his complaints, or as the Plaintiff may have or could have alleged in his 
27 

28 
complaints in this action. 

STIPULATION FOR COMPROMISE SETILEMENT AND RELEASE OF CLAIMS PURSUANT TO 28 U.S.C. § 2677 (SETILEMENT 
AGREEMENT} 



1 2. The United States of America agrees to pay to Plaintiff the sum of $2,500.00 in 

2 full settlement and satisfaction of any and all claims, demands, rights, and causes of action of 

3 whatsoever kind and nature, arising from, and by reason of any and all known and unknown, 

4 foreseen and unforeseen bodily and personal injuries, damage to property and the consequences 

5 thereof, resulting, and to result, from the subject matter of this settlement, including any claims 

6 for personal injuries and property damage, for which Plaintiff or his guardians, heirs, executors, 

7 administrators, or assigns, and each of the~ now have or may hereafter acquire against the 

8 United States of America. and their members and governing bodies, managers, agents, servants, 

9 employees, contractors, and subcontractors, on account of the conduct alleged in the above• 

10 captioned action, including any future claim or lawsuit of any kind or type whatsoever, whether 

11 known or unknown, and whether for compensatory or exemplary damages. Any requirement for 

12 payment or obligation of funds by the United States shall be subject to the availability of 

13 appropriated funds. No provision of this Stipulation shall be interpreted to require obligation or 

14 payment of funds in violation of the Anti-Deficiency Act, 31 U.S.C. §§ 1341, 1342, and 1511· 

15 1519. 

16 3. Plaintiff docs hereby waive to the fullest extent possible under law any and all 

1 7 rights under Section 1542 of the California Civil Code, which reads as follows: 

18 A general release does not extend to claims which the creditor does not 
know or suspect to exist in his or her favor at the time of executing the 

19 release. which if known by him or her must have materially affected his or 
her settlement with the debtor. 

20 

21 The provisions of all comparable, equivalent, or similar statutes and principles of common law of 

22 California., or other states of the United States, and of the United States of America are also 

23 hereby expressly waived by Plaintiff to the same extent. In connection with such waiver and 

24 relinquishment, Plaintiff acknowledges that he may hereafter discover claims and damages 

25 presently unknown or unsuspected, or facts in addition to or different from those which Plaintiff 

26 now knows or believes to be true with respect to the matters released herein. Nevertheless, it is 

27 the intention of Plaintiff through this release, and with the advice of counsel, to fully, finally, and 

28 forever settle and release all such matters and claims relative thereto. 

2 
STIPULATION FOR COMPROMISE SETit.EMENT AND REI.EASE OF CLAIMS PURSUANT TO 28 U.S.C. § 2677 {SETTLEMENT 

AGREEMENT) 



1 4. Plaintiff and his guardians, heirs, executors, administrators or assigns further 

2 agree to reimburse, indemnify and hold bannless the United States of America, and their 

3 members and governing bodies, managers, agents, servants, and employees, contractors, and 

4 subcontractors, from and against any and all such causes of action, claims, liens, rights, or 

S subrogated or contribution interests incident to or resulting from further litigation or the 

6 prosecution of claims by Plaintiff or bis guardians, heirs, executors, administrators or assigns 

7 against any third party or against the United States. 

8 5. Plaintiff warrants that he is the sole and lawful owner of all rights, title and 

9 interests in and to every claim and other matter which he purports to release herein, and that he 

10 has not heretofore assigned or transferred, or purported or attempted to assign or transfer to any 

11 person or entity any claims or other matters herein released. Plaintiff shall indemnify the United 

12 States of America, and its agencies, agents, employees and former employees, named and 

13 unnamed, and defend and hold harmless from, any claims arising out of or relating to any such 

14 assignment or transfer of any claims or other matters released herein. 

15 6. This Settlement Agreement is not, is in no way intended to be, and should not be 

16 construed as, an admission of liability or fault on the part of the United States, or its agents, 

17 servants, or employees, including those of the Federal Bureau of Prisons, and it is specifically 

18 denied that they are liable to Plaintiff. This settlement is entered into by all parties for the 

19 purpose of compromising disputed claims under the Federal Tort Claims Act, and avoiding the 

20 expenses and risks of further litigation. 

21 7. It is also agreed, by and among the parties, that the amount specified in Paragraph 

22 2 is the total amount of the compromise settlement, and that the all parties agree to bear their 

23 own attorney's fees, costs, fees, and expenses incurred in the above captioned action, and release 

24 each other from any claims for attorney's fees, costs, or expenses. 

25 8. It is also understood by and among the parties that pursuant to Title 28, United 

26 States Code, Section 2678, all attorney's fees for services rendered in connection with this action 

27 shall not exceed twenty-five per cen_tum (25%) of the amount of the compromise settlement. 

28 
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STIPULATION FOR COMPROMISE SETTLEMENT AND RELEASE OF CLAIMS PURSUAfIT TO 28 U.S.C. § 2677 (SETTLEMENT 

AGREEMENT) 



1 9. The person signing this Settlement Agreement warrants and represents that he 

2 possesses full authority to bind the persons on whose behalf he is signing to the t.erms of the 

3 settlement. 

4 10. After execution of this Stipulation for Compromise Settlement and Release of 

5 Claims, Plaintiff agrees to dismiss his Second Amended Complaint with prejudice. Plaintiff's 

6 attorney agrees to distribute the settlement proceeds among Plaintiff, and to obtain a dismissal of 

7 the above-captioned action with prejudice, with each party bearing its own fees, costs, and 

8 expenses. 

9 ll. Payment of the settlement amount by the United States of America will be made 

10 by government electronic funds. Payment of the settlement amount will be made by government 

11 wire transfer as per the following: 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

12. 

A. 
B. 
C. 
D. 
E. 
F. 

Name of Bank: 
Street, Address of Bank: 
City, State, Zip Code: 
Routing Number: 
Name of Account 
Account Number: 

Bank of America N .A. 
I 52.5 Market Street 
San Francisco, CA 94103 

!(b)(6) ~ 
Law Offices of ·sttna OiEdoardo Client Trust Account 

!(b )(6) ! 

The parties understand, acknowledge and agree that this Settlement Agreement 

contains the entire agreement between the parties pertaining to the compromise and settlement of 

all claims referenced herein, and that no promise or representation not contained in this 

Settlement Agreement has been made to Plaintiff. This Settlement Agreement is executed 

without reliance on any representation as to tax consequences, and Plaintiff is responsible for the 

payment of all taxes that may be associated with the settlement payments. 

13. ·1ne parties agree that this Settlement Agreement, including all the terms and 

conditions of this compromise settlement and any additional agreements relating thereto, may be 

made public in their entirety, and Plaintiff expressly consents to such release and disclosure 

pursuant to 5 U.S.C. § 552a(b). 

14. Plaintiff acknowledges that he has read this Settlement Agreement, that he fully 

understands bis rights and duties herein, and that he enters into this agreement freely and 

vo)untari)y. Plaintiff further acknowledges that he had sufficient opportunity to consult with 

counsel to explain the terms of this Settlement Agreement, and the consequences of signing it. 

4 
STIPUIATION FOR COMPROMISE SETTLEMENT AND RELEASE OF CLAIMS PURSUANT TO 28 U.S.C. § 2677 (SETTLEMENT 

AGREEMEm) 



1 

l 15. Any of the parties may file·this Settlement A~t in this or any other action 

2 or proceeding to enforce the terms and conditions of this. Settlement Apeemen.1. 1n· any action or 

3 proceeding to enforce the tenns or conditions of this &,tt!cmeot Agreement, the prevailin& 

4 parties shall be entitled to an award oftlu::iirreuoaable atmmeys' foes, litigation expenses, and 

S costs. 

6 16. Jt is contemplated that this Sett1c:mtnt Apement may be execulGd in several 

7 countetparts, with a aepanito sianaturc page for each party. All such counterparts and sigft,aturc 

8 pqcs, toaefuer, aball be deemed to be one doc:umenL 

9 

10 Dated: November J.f6 2011 

1l 

12 

13 

14 
Ditcd: November il, 20 l J 

15 

)6 

17 

18 
Dated: November M, 201 J 

:: ~4~ ~ 
21 -=---:===-
22 

23 

24 

2S 

26 

27 

28 

By: 

By; 

s 

Rcapectfu11y submitted, 

BENJAMIN B. WAGNER 
United States Attorney 

~fl:fl :::u.S, Attorney 

LAW OFFICES OF CHR.ISTINA 
DiBDOARDO 

~AA~ooARDO 
Attomoys for Plaintiff 

mPULATlON' POR COMPROM~B 88TIU!MIINT AM) =CJ.AIMS PUUUANT TO U U.S.C, f 2d17 {SE'MU!MIINT 

[&, 



CHRISTINA A. DiEDOARDO 
California Bar No. 258714 
LAW OFFICES OF CHRISTINA DiEDOARDO 

2 20 I Spear Street Suite 1100 
San Francisco, CA 94105 

3 (415) 839-5098 
Chris tina@diedoardo law .com 

4 Attorney for Plaintiff Tony Richardson 
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UNITED ST A TES DISTRICT COURT FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA 

FRESNO DIVISION 

[0 
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TONY RICHARDSON ) 
Plaintiff, ) 

vs. ) 
FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS, an ) 
agency of the United States Department of ~ 
Justice; UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT 
OF JUSTICE, a department of the United j 
States Government, WARDEN RIOS, an ) 
employee of the Bureau of Prisons at USP ) 
ATWATER, ASSIST ANT WARDEN BELL, ) 
an employee of the Bureau of Prisons at USP ) 
ATWATER, ASSIST ANT WARDEN ) 
SHINN, an employee of the Bureau of Prisons ) 
at USP Atwater, LT. PUTNAM, an employee ) 
of the BUREAU OF PRISONS at USP ) 
ATWATER. DOE BUREAU OF PRISON ) 
EMPLOYEES I-XX individually and in their ) 
capacity as employees at USP Atwater; DOE ~ 
PRISONERS I-XX, individually and DOES I- ) 
XX, inclusive. ) 

Defendants. ) 

___________ ) 

23 II 

24 

25 

-\-

Case No.: 09-AT-00932 

COMPLAINT FOR DAI\1AGES FOR 
VIOLATION OF CIVIL RIGHTS 

JURY TRIAL DEMANDED 
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INTRODUCTION 

I. 
JURISDICTION 

1. Mr. Richardson's federal causes of action arise under Title 42 of the United States 

Code, Section 1983 and 28 U.S.C. 1346(b)(l). Jurisdiction is conferred upon this 

Court by Title 28 of the United States Code, Sections 1331 and 1343 and 28 U.S.C. 

§ 1346(b )( l ). 

2. To the extent that Mr. Richardson is required to comply with the provisions of the 

Prison Litigation Reform Act ("PLRA") as set forth in 28 U.S.C. §240l(b), he has 

complied with those provisions by fully exhausting his administrative remedies 1 and 

by suffering a sufficient physical injury (to wit, rape) pursuant to Kenner v. Hemphill, 

199 F. Supp 2d. 1264 (N.D. Fla. 2002). 

II. 
VENUE 

3. Venue is proper in the United States District Court for the Eastern District of 

California pursuant to Tit 1 e 28 United States Code Section 1 3 91 (b )( 2) in that the 

events which gave rise to this complaint arose within this judicial district. 

Additionally, venue is proper in the Eastern District of California pursuant to Title 28 

United States Code Section 1391 (b) ( 1) because DEFENDANT WARDEN RIOS, 

DEFENDANT ASSIST ANT WARDEN BELL, DEFENDANT ASSIST ANT 

1 Counsel for Mr. Richardson contacted the Office of General Counsel for the Federal Bureau of Prisons via U.S. 
Mail and facsimile on September 22, 2009 to inquire whether or not Mr. Richardson had exhausted his remedies by 
the BOP issuing a Notice of Final Denial. Furthemmre, counsel for Mr. Richardson advised the BOP that if she did 
not receive a response by October 7, 2009, she would conclude that it was BOP's position that Mr. Richardson had 
received a final denial, with the implication that October 7, 2009 would be seen as the date of final denial. As of 
November 28, 2009, counsel for Mr. Richardson has not received a response from BOP, accordingly, Mr. 
Richardson is informed and believes and thereon alleges that he constructively received a Notice of Final Denial on 
October 7, 2009. 
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WARDEN SHINN, DEFENDANT LT. PUTNAM as well as DOE BUREAU OF 

PRISON EMPLOYEES I-XX and DOE PRISONERS I-XX were resident within or 

incarcerated within this Judicial District at the time the events which gave rise to this 

complaint occurred. Finally, Defendants FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS and 

Defendant UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE have, at all times 

relevant to this complaint, engaged in substantial and continuing contracts with this 

forum, including but not limited to the operation of USP Atwater. 

III. 
PARTIES 

4. At all times relevant herein, Plaintiff TONY RICHARDSON was a prisoner at United 

States Penitentiary Atwater ("USP Atwater") and remains in custody of Defendant 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS. 

5. Defendant, FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS, is and was at all times herein 

mentioned, an agency of the United States Department of Justice. It was in legal and 

actual control of the facility at USP Atwater during all times relevant to this 

complaint. 

6. Defendant UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE is the federal 

government agency tasked with the safe custody of persons in federal civilian 

custody. It discharged its responsibilities through its agency, Defendant FEDERAL 

BUREAU OF PRISONS. 

7. Defendant WARDEN RIOS was the employee of Defendant FEDERAL BUREAU 

OF PRISONS with operational command of USP Atwater during all times relevant to 

this complaint. Plaintiff will seek leave of Court to amend this Complaint to add in 

the Warden's true first name when it is disclosed through the discovery process. 

-3-
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8. Defendant ASSISTANT WARDEN BELL was an employee of Defendant BUREAU 

OF PRISONS who had executive control and responsibility of the employees at USP 

Atwater during all times relevant to this complaint. Plaintiff will seek leave of Court 

to amend this Complaint to add in the Assistant Warden's true first name when it is 

disclosed through the discovery process. 

9. Defendant ASSISTANT WARDEN SHINN was an employee of Defendant 

BUREAU OF PRISONS who had executive control and responsibility of the 

employees at USP Atwater during all times relevant to this complaint. Plaintiff will 

seek leave of Court to amend this Complaint to add in the Assistant Warden's true 

first name when it is disclosed through the discovery process. 

10. Defendant LT. PUTNAM was, at all times relevant herein mentioned, an employee of 

Defendant FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS. Plaintiff will seek leave of court to 

amend this complaint to add his true first name once it is revealed through the 

discovery process. 

11. Plaintiff is unaware of the true names of DEFENDANT DOE BUREAU OF 

PRISON EMPLOYEES I-XX at this time and reserves the right to seek leave of 

Court to amend this Complaint to identify these individuals as discovery proceeds. 

12. Plaintiff is unable to identify all of the true names of DEFENDANT DOE 

PRISONERS I-XX at this time, because he is unaware of the names of some of them 

and because it would impose an unreasonable risk to his life and safety to name the 

others at this time. Plaintiff reserves his right to ask the Court to name certain DOE 

PRISONERS in camera and to name the others as discovery proceeds. 

13. Plaintiff is unaware of the true names of DEFENDANTS I-XX at this time and 

reserves his right to seek leave of Court to amend this complaint as discovery 

proceeds. 

A-
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IV. 
FACTUAL ALLEGATIONS 

14. On or about April 4, 2009, Mr. Richardson asked to be placed in protective custody at 

USP Atwater. A few days later, Mr. Richardson attempted to commit suicide by 

hanging himself. 

15. Following this suicide attempt, Mr. Richardson was taken to see Defendant 

LT.PUTNAM. 

16. Defendant LT. PUTNAM told Mr. Richardson that he would "make his stay in 

segregation miserable" if Mr. Richardson "ever disturbed his day with a suicide 

attempt again". 

17. Mr. Richardson responded that he wanted no problems with Defendant LT. 

PUTNAM or his staff, but that he probably would attempt suicide again unless he 

was placed in a single-occupant cell. 

18. Defendant LT. PUTNAM then told Mr. Richardson "When I say it's time for you to 

cell up, you better cell your ass up or I'll do exactly as I promised you boy, you hear 

me?" Mr. Richardson is African-American and a member of a culture for whom the 

term "boy" is one of extreme disrespect. 

19. Shortly thereafter, Mr. Richardson was transfeffed to a different housing unit outside 

of Defendant LT. PUTNAM's responsibility. 

20. However, on or about April 17, 2009, Defendants placed DOE PRISONER in Mr. 

Richardson's cell. Defendants knew or should have known that said DOE 

PRISONER had a previously documented history of mental illness and violent 

assaults on prisoners. 
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21. On A pri I I 8, 2009, said DOE PRJ SO NER raped Mr. Richardson in the cc II and then 

proceeded to attempt to take him hostage with a homemade knife, or shank. 

22. As a direct and proximate result of the sexual assault and the injuries he suffered, Mr. 

Richardson had to be transported for treatment to an outside hospital. 

23. From that date through the present, Defendants have refused to provide Plaintiff with 

the medical care he is entitled to pursuant to Estelle v. Gamble 429 U.S. 97 (1976). 

24. Indeed, DEFENDANT DOE PRISON EMPLOYEES have responded with callous 

indifference, including but not limited to telling Mr. Richardson that he should just 

"kill himself' if he was so miserable. 

25. This lawsuit followed. 

FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION 
BATTERY 

26. Mr. Richardson incorporates by reference paragraphs 1 through 25 as if fully set forth 

herein. 

27. On or about April 18, 2009, Defendant DOE PRISONER raped Mr. Richardson while 

both men were in protective custody at USP Atwater. 

28. Following the rape, DOE PRISONER held a knife to Mr. Richardson's throat and 

held him hostage. 

29. As a direct and proximate consequence of the rape and hoslage taking, Mr. 

Richardson was subjected to a harmful and offensive contact by DOE PRISONER. 

30. Mr. Richardson did not consent to either the sexual activity or being taken hostage. 

31 . But for the actions of DEFENDANTS WARDEN RIOS, ASSIST ANT WARDEN 

BELL, ASSISTANT WARDEN SHINN, LT. PUTNAM AND DOE PRISON 

-6-
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EMPLOYEES, DOE PRISONER would not have been placed in Mr. Richardson's 

cell 24 hours prior to the rape. 

32. Defendants WARDEN RIOS, and/or ASS 1ST ANT WARDEN BELL, and/or 

ASSISTANT WARDEN SHINN, and/or LT. PUTNAM AND/OR DOE PRISON 

EMPLOYEES were on actual and/or constructive notice that DOE PRISONER had a 

past history of violent assaults on other prisoners. Furthermore, Defendants 

WARDEN RIOS, and/or ASSIST ANT WARDEN BELL, and/or ASS 1ST ANT 

WARDEN SHINN, and/or LT. PUTNAM AND/OR DOE PRISON EMPLOYEES 

had actual knowledge of Mr. Richardson's vulnerable physical and mental condition 

as a result of his recent suicide attempt prior to their decision to place DOE 

PRISONER in a cell with Mr. Richardson. 

33. Plaintiff is informed and believes and thereon alleges that Defendant LT. PUTNAM 

approved the placement of DOE PRISONER in Mr. Richardson's cell 

notwithstanding the above facts because he wanted to retaliate against Mr. 

Richardson for "disturb[ing] his day" with the original suicide attempt. 

34. The Defendants' conduct was the proximate cause of the harm suffered by Mr. 

Richardson and by reason of the acts set forth above by the Defendants, Mr. 

Richardson is entitled to damages in an amount according to proof at trial. 

35. The Defendants WARDEN RIOS, and/or ASSIST ANT WARDEN BELL, and/or 

ASSISTANT WARDEN SHINN, and/or LT. PUTNAM AND/OR DOE PRISON 

EMPLOYEES engaged in the aforementioned acts maliciously, callously, 

oppressively, wantonly, recklessly, fraudulently, with deliberate indifference to the 

rights of Mr. Richardson and with evil motive and/or intent and in disregard of the 

-7-
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rights of Mr. Richardson. Mr. Richardson is therefore entitled to and does seek an 

award of punitive damages in an amount according to proof at trial. 

SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION 
NEGLIGENCE 

36. Mr. Richardson incorporates paragraphs l through 35 by reference as if folly set forth 

herein. 

37. Because Defendants and each of them had legal custody of Defendant during all 

times relevant to this complaint, they owed him a duty of care to ensure his safety 

while he was incarcerated at USP Atwater. 

38. Defendants breached this duty by placing DOE PRISONER, a man whom they knew 

had a past history of violent assaults against other prisoners and who was a member 

of a group (the DC Muslims) whom Mr. Richardson had previously requested 

protection from. 

39. As a direct and proximate result of this breach, Plaintiff was raped and taken hostage 

by DOE PRISONER. 

40. Because Defendants acted recklessly and with deliberate indifference to the rights of 

Mr. Richardson and with evil motive and/or intent and in disregard of the rights of 

Mr. Richardson, Mr. Richardson is therefore entitled to and does seek an award of 

punitive damages in an amount according to proof at trial. 

THIRD CAUSE OF ACTION 
FALSE IMPRISONMENT 

41. Mr. Richardson incorporates paragraphs l through 40 by reference as if fully set forth 

herein. 

-8-
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42. Following his rape of Mr. Richardson, DOE PRISONER took him hostage and falsel 

imprisoned him by holding an improvised knife, or shank, to his throat with the intent 

to restrain his free movement around the cell. 

43. Mr. Richardson did not consent to this confinement. 

44. DOE PRISONER lacked any legal cause or reason to confine Mr. Richardson. 

45. Said confinement was for an appreciable period of time, longer than 15 minutes. 

46. DOE PRISONER' s confinement of Mr. Richardson was the proximate cause of the 

damages suffered by Mr. Richardson. 

47. Furthermore, but for the actions of the other Defendants, DOE PRISONER would 

never have been placed in Mr. Richardson's cell and thus would never have had the 

opportunity to harm Mr. Richardson. 

48. The Defendants engaged in the aforementioned acts maliciously, callously, 

oppressively, wantonly, recklessly, fraudulently, with deliberate indifference to the 

rights of Mr. Richardson and with evil motive and/or intent and in disregard of the 

rights of Mr. Richardson. Mr. Richardson is therefore entitled to and does seek an 

award of punitive damages in an amount according to proof at trial. 

FOURTH CAUSE OF ACTION 
RETALIATION 

49. Mr. Richardson incorporates paragraphs I through 48 by reference as if fully set forth 

herein. 

50. Between April 4, 2009 and April 17, 2009, Defendant LT. PUTNAM threatened to 

make Mr. Richardson's stay in protective custody "miserable" if he repeated an 

earlier suicide attempt. 

-9-
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51. Defendant LT. PUTNAM acting with the authority derived from or with the support 

of DEFENDANTS WARDEN RIOS, ASSIST ANT WARDEN BELL, ASSIST ANT 

WARDEN SHINN and DOE PRISON EMPLOYEES, ultimately did retaliate against 

Plaintiff by placing DOE PRISONER, an inmate with a documented history of 

committing violent assaults, in Mr. Richardson's cell. 

52. Defendants committed these acts notwithstanding the fact that DOE PRISONER had 

a violent history and was a member of a group (the DC Muslims) whom Mr. 

Richardson had previously requested protection from. 

53. Defendants' actions were the proximate cause of the damages suffered by Mr. 

Richardson and by reason of the acts set forth above by the Defendants, Mr. 

Richardson is entitled to damages in an amount according to proof at trial. 

54. The Defendants engaged in the aforementioned acts maliciously, callously, 

oppressively, wantonly, recklessly, fraudulently, with deliberate indifference to the 

rights of Mr. Richardson, and with evil motive and/or intent and in disregard of the 

rights of Mr. Richardson. Mr. Richardson is therefore entitled to and does seek an 

award of punitive damages in an amount according to proof at trial. 

FIFTH CAUSE OF ACTION 
NEGLIGENT HIRING 

55. Mr. Richardson incorporates paragraphs I through 54 by reference as if fully set forth 

herein. 

56. Defendants, and each of them, possessed a duty to the public to screen and diligently 

interview candidates for the Federal Bureau of Prisons in general and USP Atwater in 

particular with the objective of rejecting those who were physically, mentally or 

-10-
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morally unfit for service as a prison administrator, corrections officer or prison staff 

member. 

57. Defendants breached this duty by hiring DEFENDANTS WARDEN RIOS, 

ASSISTANT WARDEN BELL, ASSISTANT WARDEN SHINN and LT PUTNAM 

as well as DOE PRISON EMPLOYEES at USP Atwater. 

58. Said individuals were unqualified for service as prison administrators, corrections 

officers or prison staff members and Mr. Richardson's injuries were a direct and 

proximate result of their presence in a role they were not competent to perform. 

59. Said breach was the proximate cause of the injuries suffered by Mr. Richardson on 

April 18, 2009 when he was raped by DOE PRISONER while in custody at USP 

Atwater. 

60. Defendants' actions were the proximate cause of the damages suffered by Mr. 

Richardson and by reason of the acts set forth above by the Defendants, Mr. 

Richardson is entitled to damages in an amount according to proof at trial. 

61. Furthermore, because Defendants acted recklessly to a level amounting to malice, Mr. 

Richardson is entitled to and requests an award of punitive damages in an amount 

according to proof at trial. 

SIXTH CAUSE OF ACTION 
NEGLIGENT SUPERVISION 

62. Mr. Richardson incorporates by reference paragraphs 1 through 61 as if fully set 

forth herein. 

63. Defendants, and each of them, had a duty to Mr. Richardson and all other members of 

the public to appropriately supervise the corrections officers and other employees at 

USP Atwater under their command. 

-1 !-
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64. Defendants, and each of them, breached this duty when Defendant LT PUTNAM 

believed it was appropriate to harangue a prisoner who had just attempted suicide 

with "disturb[ing] his day", when Defendant LT. PUTNAM caused DOE PRISONER 

to be placed in Mr. Richardson's cell and when DOE PRISON EMPLOYEES 

encouraged Mr. Richardson to kill himself after the rape. 

65. Since 1991, it has been settled law in California that public employers have liability 

pursuant to the doctrine of respondeat superior for the torts committed by their 

employees 

66. Defendants breach was the proximate cause of the injuries suffered by Mr. 

Richardson who is therefore entitled to seek and does seek an award of damages to be 

determined at trial according to proof. 

67. Furthermore, because Defendants acted recklessly to a level amounting to malice, Mr. 

Richardson is entitled to and requests an award of punitive damages in an amount 

according to proof at trial. 

DEMAND FOR JURY 

MR. RICHARDSON DEMANDS THAT EACH OF HIS CLAIMS BE TRIED BEFORE A 

JURY 

-12-
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PRAYER FOR RELIEF 

WHEREFORE Mr. Richardson prays for relief against all Defendants, and each of them, 

as follows: 

II 

1. For a money judgment representing compensatory damages, general damages, special 

damages and other sums according to proof at trial; 

2. For a money judgment for mental pain and anguish and emotional distress according 

to proof at trial; 

3. For punitive damages according to proof as set forth in this Complaint; 

4. For attorney's fees and costs of suit pursuant to 42 U.S.C. § 1988. 

5. For prejudgment and post judgment interest; 

6. For all such other relief as the Court deems just and proper. 

DATED this 2s111 day of November, 2009 

-13-

IS/Christina 'A.. 'Di:Edoardo 
Christina A. DiEdoardo 
California Bar No. 258714 
Attorney for Mr. Richardson 
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I BENJAMIN B. WAGNER 
United States Attorney 

2 ALYSON A. BERG 
Assistant United States Attorney 

3 United States Courthouse 
2500 Tulare Street, Suite 4401 

4 Fresno, California 93721 
Telephone: (559) 497-4000 

5 Facsimile: (559) 497-4099 

6 Attorneys for Defendant UNITED ST A TES OF AMERICA 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

TONY RICHARDSON, 

UNITED STATES DlSTRICT COURT 

EASTERN DISTRICT 01<' CALIFORNIA 

) 1 :09-cv-02082-LJO/MJS 
) 

Plaintiff, ) NOTICE 0~' SETTLEMENT 
) 

V, ) 
) 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA and 
14 BRIAN KING HUMPHREYS, 

) 
) 
) 

15 Defendants. ) _______________ ) 
16 

17 Pursuant to Local Rule 16-160, the parties hereby notify the Court that this matter has 

18 settled. Documents dismissing the action are forthcoming. 

19 

20 Date: December 5, 20 l 1 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 Dated: December 6, 2011 

27 

28 

Respectfully submitted, 

BENJAMIN B. WAGNER 
United States Attorney 

By: Isl Alyson A. Berg 
ALYSON A. BERG 
Attorney for Defendant United States of America 

Law Offices of Christina Dicdoardo 

(As authorized 12/0611 I) 
ls/Christina Dicdoardo 

CHRISTINA DIEDOARDO 
Attorney for Plaintiff 

NOTICE OF SE TTL EM ENT 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

EASTERN DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA 

9 TONY RICHARDSON, 

10 

11 
vs. 

Plaintiff, 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
12 et al., 

Defendants. 
I ------------

CASE NO. CV F 09-2082 LJO MJS 

ORDER AFTER SETTLEMENT 
(Doc. 60.) 

13 

14 

IS The parties' counsel notified this Court that settlement has been reached. Pursuant to this 

16 Court's Local Ruic 160, this Court ORDERS the parties, no later than January 17, 2012, to file· 

17 appropriate papers to dismiss or conclude this action in its entirety, orto show good cause why the action 

18 has not been dismissed. 

19 This Court VACA TES all pending dates and matters, including the December 14, 2011 pretrial 

20 conference and February 7, 20 12 trial. 

21 Failure to comply with this order may be grounds for the imposition of sanctions on counsel or 

22 parties who contributed to violation of this order. See Local Rulesl60 and 272. 

23 

24 IT IS SO ORDERED. 

25 Dated: December 7, 2011 

26 

27 

28 

Isl Lawrence J. O'Neill 
UNITED STATES DISTRICT JUDGE 
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11 ARJANU PANAH, 
,. . CV09 ~6535 GAF (PLAx) 

C1v1l No. 

12 '": Plaintiff, 

13 V. 

14 UNITED STATES OF AM.ERICA, 

15 

.16 

Defendant. 

COMPLAINT FOR MONEY 
DAMAGES 
(Federal Tort Claims Act) 

Judge: 
Ctrm: 

17 Plaintiff ARJANG PANAH, an individual (hereinafter referred to as 

18 11Plainti:tl11 or 11 Plaintiff Panah 11 
), by and tlu-ou gh his attorneys of record, Quin ton & 

19 Petix, by Stephen V. Petix, Esq., for his complaint for money damages against the 

20 UNITED STATES OF M'IERICA, alleges: 

21 I. 

22 The Pa1iies: 

23 1. Plain tiff is a resident and citizen of the State of California) County of 

24 Los Angeles. Plaintiff brings this complaint for money damages for personal 

25 injuries suffered as a result of the negligent and wrongful acts and omissions of 

26 the officers, agents and employees of the defendant UNITED STATES OF 

27 J\.NlERICA, employed by the Federal Bureau of Prisons. 

28 
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1 2. Defendant is the UNITED STATES OF AlvffiRTCA, which operates 

2 and controls the Federal Bureau of Prisons (sometimes hereinafter denoted as the 

3 11BOP"), which is charged with maintaining custody of sentenced federal prisoners 

4 in its many correctional facilities throughout the United States, and whose officers, 

5 agents and/or employees negligently and recklessly exposed the Plaintiff to the 

6 potentially deadly disease known as Coccidioidomycosis (also known as 11 Valley 

7 Fever" or 11 San Joaquin Valley Fever11
) at its prison facility in Kern County, 

8 California, known as Tatl Correctional Institution ( or "Taft C.I."). 

9 11. 

10 Jurisdiction: 

11 3. This action arises from, and this Court has jurisdiction over this 

12 action by virtue of the Federal Tort Clairns Act, 28 U.S. Code§§ 1346(b), 2671, 

13 ct seq. The Plaintiff has been injured by the negligent or wrongful acts and 

14 omissions of the officers, agents and/or employees of the Defendant UNITED 

15 STATES OF AMERICA, acting in the course and scope uftheir employ1ncnt. 

16 4. The acts and omissions of which Plaintiff complains took place in the 

17 State of California. Accordingly, the law of Lhe State of California controls this 

18 action with respect to liability and damages. 28 U.S. Code§§ 1346(6)(1) and 

19 2674. 

20 5. On or ahout December 12, 2007, Plaintiff timely presented his 

21 administrative claim for money damages to the Federal Bureau of Prisons, at the 

22 South Central R.egional Office, in Dallas, Texas. This claim was denied in writing 

23 on June 13, 2008, by the BOP Regional Counsel. Thereafter, on or about 

24 November 14, 2008, pursuant to 28 C.F.R. § l 4.9(h), Plaintiff timely presented his 

25 request for reconsideration of his administrative tort claim, and, simultaneously 

26 pursuant to 28 C.F.R. § 14.2(c), submitted a timely amended administrative claim 

27 for damages for personal injury to the same BOP office, which was duly received 

28 
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l by the BOP on November 20, 2008. Subsequently, Plaintiffs amended 

2 administrative tort claim was also denied, by letter of the BOP Regional Counsel, 

3 dated March 13, 2009. Therefore, Plaintiff has exhausted his administrative claim 

4 remedy under 28 U. S. Code§ 2675(a), and this suit is timely filed under 28 U. S. 

5 Code§ 240l(b). 

6 Ill. 

7 Venue: 

8 6. Venue is proper in the Central District of California, because the 

9 Plaintiff resides in this district. 28 U. S. Code § § l 402(b) and 13 91 ( e )(3 ). 

10 IV. 

11 

12 7. 

The Facts Giving Rise to The Complaint: 

Coccidioidomycosis (commonly known as "Valley Fever'' or "San 

13 Joaquin Valley Fever" or simply as "cocci") has long been known as a seriou,'J 

14 infectious disease which is contracted by the inhalation of an airborne fungus, 

1 5 Coccidioides immitis, which is endemic in the soil of various areas of the 

16 Southwest. Now here is it more prevalent than in Kern County in the San Joaquin 

1 7 Valley of California. 

18 8. In June of 1994, the U. S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention 

19 ( commonly referred to as the "CDC11
), in it~ publication called the lvforhidity and 

20 A1ortality Week(y Report (MMWR) issued an aiiicle prepared by a group of 

21 physicians and scientists preeminent in the field of infectious disease, entitled 

22 "Coccidioidomycos is -- California, 1991-1993." The article reported on the 

23 devastating impact of Valley Fever in California, as well as the facl that in the 

24 years 1991 through 1993, 70% of the reported cases of coccidioidomycosis in 

25 California arose from Kern County, in the San Joaquin Valley. [See full aiticle at: 

26 http://www.cdc.gov/mmwr/preview/mmwrhtm 1/0003145 3 .htm] 

27 9. In September of 1996 Doctors Theo N. Kirkland and Joshua Fierer, both of 

28 
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1 the University of California, San Diego, School of Medicine, published an article 

2 in Emerging Infectious Diseases (another publication of the CDC), entitled 

3 "Coccidioiclomycosis: A Reemerging Infectious Disease." Jn this article OQctors 

4 Kirkland and Fierer comment on the Valley Fever epidemic of 1991-1993 reported 

5 above, and state that: "Kern County, in the San Joaquin Valley, California, is one 

6 of the most highly coccidioidomycosis-endcmic regions." They also point out 

7 later in the mticlc that: 

8 Simple environmental measures, such as planting grass or paving roads in 

9 highly populated areas, decrease tbe amount of airborne dust and lower the 

10 risk for coccidioidomycosis. These measures do not necessarily eradicate 

11 C[occidioides} immitus from the soil but lower the risk for airborne 

12 dispersion ofthe organism. At present, no practical method exists for 

13 eliminating C[occidioides_/ immitus from the soil. 

14 Drs. Kirkland and Fiercr also discuss in their article the effmts to develop a 

15 vaccine to prevent Coccidioidomycosis, which as of the date of the arti c 1 e had not 

16 been successful. [Sec the full article cited above at: 

17 http:/ /www.cdc.gov/ncidod/eid/vol2no3/kirkland.htm] 

18 10. At no time pertinent to this action was there an effective human 

19 vaccine available to prevent the disease Coccidioidomycosis, and none exists 

20 today. And once contracted, there is no iatrogenic cure for the disease. 

21 Admittedly, the majority of those who contract the disease are asymptomatic and 

22 their infections resolve without therapy. One prospective study of cases or 

23 Coccidioidornycosis acquired during World War II by servicemen at three San 

24 Joaquin Valley airbases, reported that 60% were asymptomatic, 1 53/ri vvere not 

25 severe enough to require medical care, and 25% were clinically important and 

26 required a substantial amount of time off work. Another more recent study 

27 published in 1993, reporting on college students in Tucson who contracted 

28 
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Coccidioidomycosis, indicated that 35% had a self-limiting pneumonia, although 

2 many of them were very ill for weeks to months. 

3 11. It is generally accepted that less than 5% of Coccidioidomycosis 

4 infections disseminate and cause miliary disease, bone and joint infections 

5 (including osteomyelitis), skin disease, soft tissue abscesses, and meningitis. 

6 However, it is well known that disseminated Coccidioidomycosis is progressive, 

7 painful, and debilitating, and that it is uniformly fatal once it progresses to 

8 meningitis, if left untreated. Surgical excision of tissue and bone is the only 

9 medical response for some extrapulmonary infections of Coccidioidomycosis. 

10 Certain triazole compounds, including Fluconazole ( 400 mg/day), have been 

11 found to be effective in treating most presentations of Coccidioidomycosis; but the 

12 drug must be taken daily, and due to previously experie1n;ed high relapse rates 

13 when azole therapy is stopped, lifelong treatment with Fluconazole is 

14 recommended by Drs. Kirkland and Fierer, mentioned above. The drug is 

15 expensive; hut failure to take it religiously is even more expensive. 

16 Hospitalization for a typical Valley Fever patient has been estimated at about 

17 $34,000.00; whereas the more complicated cases of disseminated 

18 Coccidioidomycosis, requiring multiple surgeries has been estimated at about 

19 $788,000.00, by another leading expert on this disease, Dr. Demosthenes 

20 Pappagianis, of U. C. Davis Medical School. [A. Furillo, "Disease clouds a 

21 prison's future, " The Sacramento Bee, Sept. 9, 2007. ( On 1 i ne edition, 

22 Sacbee.com)J 

23 12. In June of 2002, foderal inmate Kevin Walker filed a claim against 

24 the United States for damages under the Federal Tort Claims Act (as well as 

25 Bivens claims against various entities and individuals), alleging negligence on the 

26 part of the Government for having transferred him in December 1999 to Taft C.I., 

27 a facility that was constructed by the United States with knowledge that the soil 

28 
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1 upon which it was built was contaminated with fungal spores that are known to 

2 cause Valley Fever. rValker v. United States, 2007 WL 1577687, Case No. 1 :02-

3 cv-05801-AWI (E.D. Cal. 2007) (Ishii, D.J.), at *4. Walker also alleged that the 

4 Government knew about the presence of the fungal spore when it began 

5 transferring federal inmates to Taft C.I. in late 1997, but it did nothing to prevent 

6 inmates from being exposed to Valley Fever. Walker v. United States, 2008 WL 

7 2074475 (E.D. Cal. 2008) (Austin, M.J.), at *2. In fact, he alleged that the BOP 

8 vetoed efforts by the private contractor operating the facility to plant grass to 

9 mitigate the dusty conditions. id. The final disposition of this case is unknown, 

10 because the file is reported ''sealed" by Pacer. 

11 13. In January 2004 the BOP itself: i.e., the Chief of the BOP's Office of 

12 ··Quality Management, in Washington, D.C., through the BOP's Medical Director, 

13 issued a system-wide memorandum for all BOP Health Services Stan: which 

14 included a "Risk Management Alert" for Valley Fever. The alert described the 

15 disease as follows: "Valley Fever is another name for the so,netimes deadly 

16 infection coccidioidomycosis." (Emphasis added.) The risk management alert 

17 goes on to explain [inexactly] that: "It is called valley fever because the organism 

18 that causes it is commonly found in the soil of the southwestern United States, 

19 Mexico and parts of Central and South America," (Actually, the term arose from 

20 the high prevalence of the disease in the San Joaquin Valley of California.) The 

21 BOP alert includes the recommendation that: "Persons at risk for valley fever 

22 should avoid exposure to dust and dry soil in areas where valley fever is 

23 common." 

24 14. Epidemiological studies have established that, for unkl1own reasons, 

25 individuals of ec1tain races are at higher risk for developing lhe disseminated form 

26 of Cocciclioidomycosis, particularly African-Americans and Filipinos, for whom 

27 the risk is tenfold that of the general population. In his aforementioned complaint, 

28 
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1 Taft C.J. inmate Kevin Walker, an African-American, included this among hb 

2 allegations as proof that his assignment Lo Taft C.1. by the BOP was with disregard 

3 to his health and safety. Walker v. United States, Case No. 1:02-cv-05801-A WI, 

4 2008 vVL 2074475 (E.D. Cal. 2008) (Austin, M.J.), al *2. Regardless of this 

5 reality, the BOP employed no screening process to divert African-Americans or 

6 Filipinos from assignment to its Taft C.T., facility, which is situated in Kern 

7 County, described by Drs. Kirkland and Ficrcr as "one of the most highly 

8 coccidioidomycosis-endemic regions," and which is further located in the midst of 

9 dusty desert terrain, adjacent to irrigated and cultivated agricultural fields. 

10 15. While certain races mentioned above are known to be at substantially 

11 higher risk of contracting the worst form of Valley Fever, i.e., disseminated 

12 Coccidioidomycosis, there is no known medical standard or test available for 

13 determining whether any member of the general population (not previously 

14 exposed to Coccidioidomycosis and immunized by prior infection) may or may not 

15 be susceptible to contracting this worst form of the disease, which some have 

16 described as being worse than cancer. 

17 16. Based on the filing and litigation of the Walk.er case, mentioned 

18 above, and its own headquarters memorandum in January 2004, alerting its 

19 medical staff systemwide as to the danger of the disease Coccidioidomycosis 

20 (Valley Fever), the BOP had indisputable knowledge that this disease was 

21 potentially deadly, and that any federal inmate assigned to Taft C.I. was in danger 

22 of contracting the disease due to its physical location in the ,San Joaquin Valley 

23 amidst desert and agricultural terrain that generated the dust-borne spores of 

24 Coccidioides inimitis. The only prudent courses open to the BOP were: (1) assign 

25 no individual to Taft C.I. who did not have a positive coccidioidin skin test 

26 indicating immunity; or (2) take extraordinary measures to prevent all non-

27 imnmne inmates from exposure to the dust-borne disease; or (3) shut down the 

28 
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1 facility as too dangerous for human habitation. Otherwise, the incarceration of 

2 human beings at Tall C.l. was the equivalent of conducting a human medical 

3 experiment on the inmates, without their consent. While the great percentage of 

4 inmates might be expected to survive the disease, for an unacceptable percentage 

5 of inmates, including the Plaintiff, assignment to Taft C.T. was a potential death 

6 sentence. 

7 17. In May of 2004, in Buffalo, New York, Plaintiff Panah entered a plea 

8 of guilty to diMribution of a controlled substance (Methamphetaminc), and was 

9 sentenced by the District Court to serve 72 months in federal prison. Upon 

10 entering federal custody, the Plaintiff was in reasonably good health, and had not 

11 previously been exposed to the disease Coccidioidomycosis. Plaintiff came to the 

12 United States as a teenager, having been born in Tehran, Iran, and was a rnsident 

13 of Rancho Palos Verdes, California, from that time to the time of his arrest. He 

14 became a naturalized United States citizen in 2000. He did not travel to the San 

l 5 Joaquin Valley for business or pleasure at any time prior to his assignment to Taft 

16 C.I. by the BOP, in February of 2005. 

17 18. Prior to his assignment to Taft C.I., the Plaintiff specifically requested 

18 that he be assigned to the BOP facility at Terminal Island, which was closer to his 

19 home in Rancho Palos Verdes, where he had resided with his parents prior to his 

20 arrest, or to the one at Lompoc, rather than at Taft C.I .. This request was denied 

21 by the BOP without any explanation. 

22 19. While the Plaintiff was incarcerated at Taft C.I., the BOP failed to 

23 take any particular measw·es to protect the inmates at Taft from inhaling the 

24 naturally occurring airborne dust generated by the desert winds and nearby 

25 agricultural activities; nor did the HOP direct the private contractor operating the 

26 prison to take any such measures. Plaintiff Panah was not provided any special 

27 protective breathing masks or other devices) and to his lG1owledge there was no 

28 
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1 special air conditioning equipment employed by the facility to filter out the dust 

2 occurring in the local environment. Nor was there any prohibition of outdoor 

3 activities during dusty conditions. 

4 20. Plaintiff was informed during his imprisonment at Taft C.I. that out of 

5 some l ,400 inmates at the facility, perhaps as many as about 80 of them had 

6 developed Coccidioidomycosis symptoms acute enough and serious enough to 

7 require active treatment for the disease. He also learned that four Taft inmates 

8 died of Valley Fever while he was there, one of whom he knew personally. 

9 21. Plaintiff Panah first experienced symptoms of Valley Fever on or 

10 about December 17, 2005, including a high temperature, constant coughing, loss 

11 of appetite, night sweats and chills, open sores on his body, weakness and fatigue; 

12 and hy .Tanuaiy 9, 2006, he had also developed a painful bydrocele (enlarged 

13 epididymis), manifesting itself as a swelling of his scrotum on the right side. After 

14 initial misdiagnosis and treatment of his illness as pneumonia, blood test results 

15 reported on or about January 11, 2006, confirmed that he was a victim of Valley 

1.6 Fever (Coccidiuidomycosis), with a very high Complement Pixation 'l'iter score of 

17 1 :512 (a measure of the antibodies for the disease in the blood). (This Titer score 

18 is level 9, with level 10 being the highest, at 1: 1,024.) Fluconazole treatment 

19 (total 600 mg per day) and bed rest was initiated and, initially in early February 

20 2006, his Titer score was reported at 1.:128 (level 7). However, in early Iviarch and 

21 April 2006, PlaintifPs Titer scare again climbed to 1 :512. Eventually, in early 

22 May 2006, his Titer score was reduced to l: 25 6 (level 8), but various of the 

23 symptoms persisted, including the painful hydrocele. 

24 22. At the time of his release from BOP custody, in or about February 

25 2008, it was reported that Plaintiff's Coccidioidomycosis Complement Fixation 

26 Titer score was only l :4 (level 2); however, not long after Plaintiff's release, 

27 testing by his private doctor at Kaiser Permanente reported a Titer score of l: 16 

28 
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1 (level 4), and he has since experienced at least one period of illness in October 

2 2008 when his Titer score was at 1 :64 (level 6). It is apparent that the disease is 

3 still active in Plaintiffs hody, and has the potential of resuming its devastating 

4 course, should he ever discontinue his daily medication with Fluconazole. 

5 23. Plaintiff has been i.;pending approximately $450.00 per month on 

6 doctor, health insurance and medicines since his release from custody, not 

7 including time lost fi:0111 work. And despite his diligent efforts to take his daily 

8 medication for the disease, Plaintiff has found that he is very susceptible to any 

9 illness, including pneumonia or flu, since his immune system is apparently 

10 compromised by Coccidioidomycosis, A recent episode illustrates the point 

11 Plaintiff recently contracted a common cold, but in his ca.se this required 

12 emergency room admission and an assisted breathing device due to a collapsed 

13 lung. Plaintiff Panah also suffers from chronic bronchitis and asthma, which he 

14 never had before contracting Valley Fever at Taft CJ. Additionally, Plaintiff now 

15 has breathing problems, phlegm issues, and cannot exercise tor an extended period 

16 of time, as he could before. 

17 24. As a result of all of the above, Plaintiffs quality of life and 

18 enjoyment of life has severely deteriorated, His life expectancy has been 

19 decreased considerably. He has experienced severe physical pain and suffering 

20 from the various symptoms of the disease la1own as San Joaquin Valley .Pever, 

21 when he first contracted the illness; and continues to experience physical 

22 discomfort over time, with exacerbated episodes of illness, as mentioned above. 

23 He will undoubtedly continue to experience similar pain and suffering in the 

24 future. 

25 25. Further, Plaintiff Panah must now live with the anxiety and dread of 

26 the potential that he may have the disseminated form of Coccidioidomycosis, 

27 which could cause an agonizing course of progressive sickness and premature 

28 
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l death, should he for any reason be unable to continue his daily regimen of 400 mg 

2 of Fluconazole to suppress the disease's natural course, and maintain regular 

3 access to medical professionals familiar with the disease, who can continue the 

4 careful monitoring necessary to keep his Valley Fever in check. He will never be 

5 "cured" of Coccidioidomycosis. The best he can hope for is an uneasy truce with 

6 the disease, with the help of prescription drugs and lmowlcdgeablc doctors. 

7 Should Plaintiff lose his job or his health insurance, such hope would likely 

8 vanish. 

9 V. 

10 FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION 

11 (Negligent or Wrongful Act or Omission) 

·12 

13 

(Failure to Provide Inmate with Safe and Habitable Prison) 

26. Plaintiff hereby incorporates by reference paragraphs 1 through 25, 

14 above, as if set forth herein in ful I. 

15 27. At all times pertinent to this acti0111 the Defendant, through its agents, 

16 officers and employees acting within the scope of their offices and employment, 

17 had a nondelegablc regulatory and common law duty to exercise reasonable care to 

18 provide the Plaintiff with a safe and habitable place of incarceration, where he 

19 could live and work without contracting a potentially fatal disease, despite his best 

20 efforts to pursue a healthy life style and avoid activities that might risk his health. 

21 28. At all times pertinent to this action, the Defendant, through its agents, 

22 officers and employees acting within the scope of their offices and employment, 

23 negligently and recklessly failed to comply with the aforementioned duty, by 

24 instead incarcerating the Plaintiff at Taft, C.l ., which it knew to be located on a site 

25 regularly immersed in dust containing the airborne spores of Coccidioides immitis, 

26 known to be the cause of the incurable and potentially deadly infectious disease 

27 Coccidioidomycosis (also known as Valley Pever or San Joaquin Valley Pevei} 

28 
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1 29. As a predictable result of the foregoing negligence or wrongful acts or 

2 omissions, the Plaintiff did, in fact, contract Coccidioidomycosis and has suffered 

3 the injuries and damages herein described. 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

VI. 

SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION 

(Negligent or Wrongful Act or Omission) 

(Premises Liability:Failure to Operate and Maintain Prison Facility 

in Safe and Habitable Condition) 

30. Plaintiff hereby incorporates by reference paragraphs 1 through 29, 

10 above, as if set forth herein in full. 

11 31. At all times pertinent to this action, the Defendant, through its agents, 

12 officers and employees acting within the scope of their offices and employment, 

13 had a nondelegable regulatory and conu11on law duty to exercise reasonable care to 

14 operate and maintain the Taft Correctional Institution (Taft C.I.) in such a manner 

15 as to ensure that it was reasonably safe and habitable for human beings, and that it 

16 harbored no latent defects that constituted a dangerous condition and an 

17 unreasonable risk of harm to the health and safety of the federal inmates assigned 

18 to said prison, including the Plaintiff. 

19 32. At all times perlinenl to this action, the Defendant, through its agents 

20 and employees acting within the scope of their offices and employment, negligently 

21 or wrongfully failed to take steps to either make the aforementioned dangerous 

22 condition of Taft C.T. safe or adequately warn Plaintiff of the dangerous condition, 

23 to wit, the prison's location on a site regularly immersed in airborne dust 

24 containing the airborne spores of Coccidioides immitis, all of which caused 

25 _plaintiff to contract the incurable and potentially deadly infectious disease 

26 Coccidioidomycosis (also known as Valley Fever or San Joaquin Valley Ueve.r), as 

27 alleged above, and to suffer the injuries and damages herein described. 

28 

Complaint for Money Damages (FTC/\) 12 
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VII. 

THlRD CAUSE OF ACTION 

(Negligent or Wrongful Act or Omission) 

(Am-.ignment of Plaintiff to Prison Facility Knowing It to Be 

Inherently Unsafe for Human Habitation) 

3 3. P la inti ff here by incorporates by reference paragraphs 1 through 3 2, 

8 above, as if set forth herein in full. 

9 34. At all times pertinent to this action, the Defendant, through its agenls, 

10 officers and employees acling within the scope of their offices and employment, 

11 knew or should have known that the physical environment in which Taft C.I. was 

12 situated was hazardous to human health, and a potentially fatal diseas·~: could be 

13 contracted by its inmates due to the presence of Coccidioides immitis in the soil 

14 surrounding the prison, which was impossible to eliminate from the soil and the air 

15 that carried the dust-borne fungus spores that cause the incurable and potentially 

16 deadly infectious disease Cocciclioidomycosis (also known as Valley Fever or San 

17 Joaquin Valley Fever), as alleged above. 

18 3 5. Despite the foregoing lmow ledge, the Defendm1t, through its agents, 

19 officers and employees acting within the scope of their offices and employment, 

20 and as the owner of Taft C.I., failed to provide the private contractor chosen to 

21 operate the prison with a facility that could provide the inmates assigned there with 

22 safe air to breathe, failed to provide the contractor with directions and guidance 

23 with respect to inmate activity restrictions to prevent dust inhalation, and failed to 

24 provide adequate equipment and resources to either reduce the disease-bearing dust 

25 or to prevent dust inhalation by the inmates assigned to Taft CJ. '\'his prison was, 

26 in essence, a petri dish for Valley Fever, into which the BOP inserted human beings 

27 without their consent. 

28 

Complaint for Money Damages (.FTCA) 13 
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l 36. Despite the foregoing knowledge of the dangerousness of the disease 

2 Coccidioid01nycosis, and the total inadequacy and inability of the prison facility 

3 and its management to prevent exposure of federal inmates to the disease, the 

4 Defendant as owner of the prison, and through its agents, officers and employees 

5 acting within the scope of their offices and employment) negligently and recklessly 

6 exercised its power and authority to assign Plaintiff Panah to Taft C.I., for an 

7 extended period of incarceration, effectively exposing him to Coccidioidomycosis 

8 without his consent and against his will, ignoring his request to be assigned 

9 elsewhere. 

10 37. As a predictable result of the foregoing negligence or wrongful acts or 

11 omissions, the Plaintiff did, in fact, contract Coccidioiclomycosis and has suffered 

12 the injuries and damages herein described. 

13 

14 

15 

VIII. 

DAMAGES 

38. As a direct and proximate result of the aforesaid negligent or wrongful 

16 acts or omissions, Plaintiff was hmt and injured in his health, strength, and activity, 

17 sustaining injury to his person, alI of which has caused and continues to cause 

18 Plaintiff substantial physical pain and suffering and debilitation, as well as severe 

19 worryi anxiety and emotional distress, as to the potential future course or his 

20 incurable disease. 

21 39. As a farther proximate result orthe aforesaid negligent or wrongrul 

22 acts or omissions, Plaintiff has been damaged, in that he has incurred, and will 

23 continue to incur, medical and related expenses. 

24 40. As a further proximate result of the aforesaid negligent or wrongful 

25 acts or omissions, Plaintiff has been damaged, in that he has lost substantial 

26 earnings from time to time, due to temporary lotal work disahiliiy due lo illness, 

27 which has resulted in time lost from work, because of his physical injury (the 

28 
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1 contracting of the disease Coccidioidomycosis). Plaintiff also faces a shortened 

2 work life expectancy, due to the continuing pain and discomfort, wealuiess and 

3 fatigue and pulmonary symptoms caused by the disease Coccidioidomycosis, of 

4 which he will never be cured, despite the diligent pursuit of appropriate medical 

5 treatment for said condition. Premature death due to the disease is likewise 

Ci possible, should it disseminate and progress to meningitis. 

7 

8 

9 

IX. 

PRAYER FOR RETJEF 

W1-IEREFORE, Plaintiff prays judgment against the Defendant United States 

10 of America, as follows: 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

1. For general damages according to proof; 

2. For medical and related expenses, according to proof; 

3. For lost earnings, past and future; 

5. For total money damages in the amount of $2,500,000.00. 

6. For costs of suit incurred herein; 

7. For interest, as allowed by law; 

8. For such other and further relief as the Cou11 may deem proper. 

DATED: Scptcmbcr4,2009 QU~TO &P~ 

Ily: STEPHEN V. PETIX 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
A..Ljang Panah 

Complaint fol' Money Damages (FTCA) 15 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
CENTRAL DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA 

NOTICE OF ASSIGNMENT TO UNITED STATES MAGISTRATE JUDGE FOR DISCOVERY 

This case has been assigned to District Judge Gary A Feess and the assigned discovery 
Magistrate Judge is Paul L. Abrams. 

The case number on all documents filed with the Court should read as follows: 

CV09- 6535 GAF (PLAx) 

Pursuant to General Order 05-07 of the United States District Court for the Central 
District of California, the Magistrate Judge has been designated to hear discovery related 
motions. 

All discovery related motions should be noticed on the calendar of the Magistrate Judge 

NOTICE TO COUNSEL 

A copy of this notice must be served with the summons and complaint on all defendants (if a removal action is 
filed, a copy of thfs notice must be served on all plaintiffs). 

Subsequent documents must be filed at the followlng location: 

[X] Western Division 
312 N. Spring St., Rm. G-8 
Los Angeles, CA 90012 

LJ Southern Dlvlslon 
411 West Fourth St., Rm. 1-053 
Santa Ana, CA 92701-4516 

Failure to file at the proper location will result in your documents being returned to you. 

LJ Eastern Division 
3470 Twelfth St., Rm. 134 
Riverside, CA 92501 

-------- ~ -- ·--~----···-·-- ·······--··-----·-·--·· 

CV-18 (03/06) NOTICE OF ASSIGNMENT TO UNITED STATES MAGISTRATE JUDGE FOR DISCOVERY 
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Name & J\tldrcss 
Quinto11 & Petix, by 
Stephen V. Petix 
402 \\'est Broadway. Ste. 400 
San Diego, CA 9210] 
Phone: (1 l 9-234-1113 

VNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
CENTRAL DISTRICT or CALIFORN[A 

A1:jnng Pa11alt C,'\SI·. NUMBER 

I'\ ,\INTJl'J'jS) 
CV09 ~6535 GAF (PLAx) 

V. 

United Stales or America. 

SUMMONS 

I) I'. I-Tl\' DA1'iT(S). 

TO: DEfENDANT(S): United States of America 

A lawsuit has been filed against you. 

Within 60 days uller service of this summons 011 you (no! counting the day you received ii). you 
must serve 011 the pbtntiff an answer lo the attached fi1 complaint •--- ____ amended complaint 
0 countcrc 11-lim C cross-claim or a motion under Ru le 12 of the f='edcra I Ru Jes of Civil Procedure. The answer 
or motion must be served on the plaintiffs attorney, Stephen V. Petix ______ -, whose address is 
Quin!Oll & Petix, 402 West Broadwny. Suile 400. _S1111 Diego, CA 9210 I _______ . If you foil lo do so, 

_judgment by default will l,e -:ntercd against you for the rclicfdemundcci i11 the complaint. You also must file 
you1· answer or molic1n with the courl. 

Clerk. U.S. Disnict Court 

SEP - 9 /UUJ DODJIE GARGANT 
Doted: ___________ _ By: __ _ 

Deputy Cieri.: 

r'St!,rl ri.f !lw Courl! 

f 1:s1' (i(! d,1;·_,. i(lhe dc/enda/111.1· rhc C1ri1nl Srmes or a ( :,riled Sral~s ogcnn, or is w, o,lfic(·r or cinplu_h,,-· nfihe //m/('<i S1e1tc1 ,-I if owed 
60 daw bi, Ride I ](11_!(3,J 

CV•OI;\ ( 1~/M) 
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UNITED STA.1\._)HSTRICT COURT, CENTRAL OlSTRICT c_,,. CALIFORNIA 

I (a) PL\JNTff FS (Check box it°)"ou ure r~pr~ent,ng yourself n) 
A~1~ng Pmml1 

CIVIL COVER SHEF.T 

DEFEt','DANTS 
United States o t· Arn~ricn 

(h) Attome)'S (Fi mi Nmne. Addresi and Teleplmn~ Number. If yo11 arc r~prcsemi ng 
yomsclL prnvid~ same. I 

..'wonieys (If K1101111 I 

(l!illllllll & l'~ti~. lw Stepllell V Pdi,, 
-102 Wes( Dro:1dway. Suicc ¥11) 
Snll n,~;;o. CA l)~ 101 

Tl. BASIS OF .II RISOICf!ON {l'lace a,1 X i11 one k>.~ nnly.) 

0 I U.S Government l'lnintiff n J Feder~ I ()uestiot1 ( lJ.S 
Govc111111ent Not a Pui l)'_) 

I [l. CIT!Zfi,NSHIP OF PRINCIPAL 1',\RTIES - For Diversity C~ses Onl, 
(f'bc~ an X ill 0<1e box for plai'll i ff !"Id n11c for del"e11da111. J 

PTF DEF 
Ci tizc11 o r·1-hi;:;. St1He 01 01 (1lcurµornk,d or Pri11c ipni l1l~n:L· 

of 811sin~ss i 11 this sw~ 

ii 2 U.S Gowrnrnent Defendant ,7 ,I Diversity (lndiemc Citizc,d,ip Citizen or .\1\0:her Stat~ C· 2 02 {11c\ll'r,ornted rn,cl Pri11cip"I l'lac" 
or Pai cies in 1 tem lll) o( Dtisi11ess in A1101h"r S(Ul<' 

Citiz~n or Subjc<>t ofa Foreign Coum,y c, 3 0 3 roreig11 Nation 

!\. ORIGIN (Plaa ;111 X in one b:,~ ,rnly.) 

l'TF DEF 
n I o_, 

05 o_; 

(jl Original 
r,0<:ceding 

• :;> Removed limn O 3 Rcrnundcd tro m D 4 R" i11 itntcd or O 5 TrJ115fcrred l'rom ano(l\er climict (speci IY 1 • (, Mlllli• ~' Appeal(() Dimi<:l 
State Court Appellate COLm Reoptncd Distric:r focJgc rmm 

Lit,gati(Hl ~fag.istra(e ludee 

\'. REQCESTED IN CQ;>.JPL,\l;\T: ,fURY Dl':;>.UND: Uy,,, D No (l'-h~ck "Y~s• mill" ifdcn,nnded in crnnplainl J 

CL~S ACTION m1<.lcr li.RC.1'. 23: D Yes C No M \IONFY DFMANDKD IN CO\lPL\J:\T; s 2,500,000.00 _ 

\' t CA t'S E OF ACTIO:"I (Cite rh~ U.S. Civil Scuc111c under whici1 :, ou me fi Ii Ilg n11cl wri1e a brief statemem ot' came. no not cite jorisdi.:tion~I rnm,1~1 \lllless <Ji '""'rs il) J 

:rn US Code s~cs. I 34G(b). 2671 et seq. (federnl Tort Claim, Ac!). r·ri~01rnl ini,iry ,foe to 11eglige11ce/wrongti1I acl.s by f'cdcral officers, agc,ms or em[)IOFt, 

VII. .\/ATI/RF. OF SI.ITT (Ph1rr :111 X in one ho~ only.) 
~~-- ~ 

OTIIERSTATUTES CONTRACT TORTS TORTS PRISONER 1.ABOR 
O-tll0 5 trnc Reapponion1Een1 • 110 lnsm~nce PERSONAL INJURY PER.'iONAI. PFTITIONS 0710 r11ir l_,1L1or .'iiandards 
0410 1\n1im1st n 120 Marine U31/J Airplane PROPERTY • 510 Motions to Act 
n 430 Flanks n11d Banking • 130 :i.1ill~r Act LJ 3 I 3 Airplane I'm duct 0 370 O(ller frnuJ Vacate Se11w11cc 0720 Labo1/\1gmt. 
O .J,n Conunc1,c/lCC DI.JO N~goti r.bl...:: r11s.tn11nen1 Li:.biiity 0 J71 T,.,1h in L~11di 11g 1-ln~eas Corpus Rc:t:ttions 

RJtCSfc\C. 0 150 Rcco1•cry of n 320 Assouli, l.ihel & • JSO 0( her Pc rso11 ~l • 530 Ge11~ral nno I. aborl:VlgmL 
0-161) Dcpn,lMiOll Overp:iymc,u & Sla1Ldcr l'ropcn1, Dnn,,gc D 535 Oeath Ptn;ihy Rcroning & 
0-170 Rackttter 111 tl ue11ced f;111orctment ot' D :;30 fed. [rnploy~rs' Cl JS5 l'rn~ny Da11,1~c • 540 Mam:lrnm1s/ Disclosur~ 1\d 

and Corrup1 .luderneut Li,1bilit)" Prod11c( Liability Other 0740 Railwav l.abor Act 
Orga11izatiom Ci 151 .'vlcdicare Acl D 340 Marine BANKRUPTCY 0 550 Civil Riglns nno Oilier l.ahm 

0 J45 Marine l'rnduct 0-\3(1 Co11sL1rnN Credi l • 152 R~covery of Defaulted Liahilily 
0422 Appeal 28 USC 0 555 Prison Coriditio11 Lil1gatio11 

0-190 C.ihle/Sat TV Sllldcm Loan (Exd D 35!l Molor Vd\ick 158 l'ORFF.llUlU,:/ U791 Empl. Rel. !nc. 
0310 Selective Sm·kc Veterans) D 355 Moler Vehicle 

0,123 Withdrawal 23 PENALTY SeGurily Act 
o.rn1 Securiti~s/C onm 1oditi~/ LI 15-1 Recove,l' o 1· Product Liability USC 15"1 U610 Agricultmc PROPERTY RIGHTS 

Exchange Overpayment o t· 0350 0 I her Pcrso nal CIVIL lllGUTS 0620 Other food&. 0 8~(1 Copyrights 
0 375 Cus1on1<:r Cl1u!lcng~ 12 Vctcmrl's Dc11cliti Injury 0441 Voting Drng 0 SJ0 r1atcm 

MR~O 
use 3410 0160 Stackholders · Sui ts n 3r,1 P~isonnl l11jury• OH2 Employ,r.cnt 0625 Drug Relrrcct1 n R40 Trad~rnark 
Otl1cr SlJ!LIIOry Acti 011S 0 190 Other Co ntrnct Mfrl J\-1 rrl1lrnc(ice ::J -14.1 HoL!sint,IAcco- Seizure of SOCIAL SECURITY 

0 391 1\gric11lt111 al ,\c( Li 195 Contmc1 f'rodt1ct n 365 P~rsonn l l nj ury . mrno dat ions f'rop~rlv 2 l USC u s,,1 Hl/1 ( I J9iffJ 

0 392 Economic S1abil ization Liability l'rud11c·1 Liabil ily 0 444 Wei fore 881 0 S62 l.lhlck LL111g ('.IH) 

Acl n1% rrnLlchise I I 36S A~h~sln~ Per:-.on£1il OH5 American wi1h • 630 Liquor L~w, 0%3 01\VC/O(WW 
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• 89S Free<.lorn ur Info. 1\d 0220 Foredoswe IMJ\-UGRA TION n416 American with G (,(,0 Ot:cupruin11al 0 365 RSI (405(g)l 

I _I 900 1\ ppenl <>i" Fee Dc1cnni- • :i::io Rcnl J .t.::-asc & F_i-c:-t.::tinent ll -16] N11lt1rn.li:i:r1tim1 Disabilities • Safety /J-leal (h f.EDERAL TAX SUITS 

naliOll Under Equ.il L.::N0 Tort, m I.and Applicn(ion O(l1cr 0690 Otl1cr 0 370 Ta,~s (U.S l'l,1im1ff 

Access to Justice C 2·L\ Tort PrndllCl Lia hHity C -163 Hnbens Corp11s· 0440 Other Cil"il or 1.kkmlm,() 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT, CENTRAL IJISTIUCT OF CALIFORNIA 
r.JVII, COVEil SHEET 

Vlll(R), IU1':NTICALCASES: !fas this action been prev'.011,ly lllcd in 1l1is court and dis1niss.,,I, mm;,ndcd or closed? :efNo D Yes 

If yes, li,t ,;use munber(s): -----------------------------------------------------

VIII(h), HELATF.D CASJ,;S, Have ~ny r,1ses L,~e11 P'"vimisly filed in this court!!iat are related to the present case? /\('No • YtJs 

If yes, list c<1se mnnher(s): -----------------------------------------------------

CMI case~ n rn deemed rdnfcd if n prnvin11slJ' folctl cnw nut! 1 he present c~sc: 

(Check nil boxes that apply) • A. Arise from tile smne or closely related trnn.sactions, lrnppenii1g,s, or cvc11l\; or 

[J Il. Cnll for ,Menninahoa of !i1c same or sni.)slantial!y related or similar questions of law and fad; ur 

• C. ror otilcr reasons woL1id entail substantial dupliea(ion of labor if heard by different jndges; or 

• U. Involve tl1e same patent, lrnde1mu k or copyrigl,t, !:'.!.'!! one of (be fHGl<>1 s ide<1tificd nbovc in a, b or c also is prese11t. 

IX. VENUE: (When completing tl,e following informntim,, use an additional slrne( if necessary.) 

(a) Li.st the County in thi, FJistric,t; Cnlifo,11ia County outside oftl1is Dimict; State if other than Califomia; or Foreir,n Co1111l1y, i11 wlti~h EACH named plaintiff resides. 

• I ·r I . d ! T If I. I I k ~ . C 1eck here, I 1c ~ove111111~nl i[s agell~ICI (II ClllDloYCCS is a name 1l a1m1 t. t us mx is c 1ec ·e !!Oto IICIH (I.,) 

County in lhi s llislrict~ California Cnrn1ty outsi,le of this Disl ricl: Slate, if <1lher I lrnn Cnlifo111ia; ct Foreign Country 

Lo~ A11geles 

~ List the County in this Dimict; Cal iforni~ Cmm1y 011(sidc of !hi, Oistricl; SMc if other than Califomia; or foreign Coun(ry, in which RACH 11mned ,ld~i,Jan! rcsi<.lc3. 
Check here if the l'.OYcmment, its nr,encies or en11Jloyec, is u narnc°<'.I dcfcmlant. If this box is checked, 2.0 to ilem (c). 

Courtly in this Dist[ic1:• Ca,lif'omia Coun(y outsi,lc of this Dislrict; State, if other tl1m1 Califoruiai; m l'meir,n Counlry 

'i 
' I 

(cl List the Coumy in this District; California County 011lsideofthis lJislrict: State ifotl1cr than California; or Foreign Cm1111Iy, in which F.ACH claim inosc, 
Note: In l~ntl coudcmaation cases, use the locntioa of the !rnct of [mul involve,!. 

Corn1(y ill lliis District• California Comity olllsi de of tl,is District; State, if other than Cali fori1i•; or Fmcign Cu11n1ry 

Kern Connty; 

bfspo Counlics 

Notice to Counscl/l'a1tics: TheCV-71 (JS·14) Civil CoverShr,et and the illfmmalion cnntaincJ herein neither replace nor supplement the filing and serviceofple~<li,1f,s 
or other papers as rcq uired hy law. Thi,s form, approved hy (he Judicial Conkrcncc of tile U11i!cd Stales in September 1974, ls required punmant to I .oral Ruic J-1 is 110! filed 
but is used by the Clerk nftheComl for [he p111pose ofsl,tfo!ics, vcnucnnd initiating the civil docket sheet. (For more detailed instrnctions, :~e sepniafr. inst,udious shect.) 

Key to Stati~tical eotles rnbting to SoGi;,I Scc11rity Cuses: 

Nntu,.., of Suit Code Abbrcvlat!ou 

R61 I-IIA 

862 BL 

863 OIWC 

863 DJWW 

864 SSID 

865 RSI 

CV-'/ I (05/08) 

Substm,tivc Sta foment of Cnusc nf Action 

All claims for hcaltil insmance benefits (Medicare) under Title 1 8, Pmt A, nf the Social Semrity Acl, as rnnendcd. 
Also, i11cludc claims by lmspitals, skilled nnrsing facilities, etc., for cerl i fic~I ion as providers uf s~rv ice.s urdcr t!1c 
progrnm. (42 U.S.C. 1935H(b)) 

All claims for"!Jlack Limg" benefit.1 tmderTitlc 1, Part R, of the Federal Coal Mine He;1l1h and S<1fdy Act of 1969. 
(JO U.S.C. 923) 

All claims filed by insured workms for di~1hility insurance b~nefits u11dcr Title 2 uftlrn Socinl Srxmity Ad, ns 
ame11dcd; plus all claims filed for child's illsmancc benefi1, l>a,etl 011 disabili(y. (42 U.S.C. 405(g)) 

All claims filed for widows or widower., iiw1ra11ce henefits bas~.d on disabil ily umle, Tille 2 <Jf Ille Social Sc,mi1y 
Act, as mnet1ded. (42 U.S.C. ,,OS(g)) 

All claims for Slipplernenta( security i11co111e pay1ncnts lia.1ed "f'Ol\ di.s~hili ly filed m1der Title J 6 of tile focinl Sccuri1y 
Act, ns amended. 

All claims for retirement(old age) and .iurvivorn benefits 11nder Title 2 of tile Social Sa,mity Act, as amended. (42 
U.S.C. (g)) 

CIVIL COVER SHER'!' Pag~ 2 or2 
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27 

28 

ANDRE BIROTTE JR. 
United States Attorney 
LEON W. WEIDMAN 
Assistant United States Attorney 
Chief, Civil Division 
JOANNE OSINOFF (Cal. Bar No. 141489) 
Assistant United States Attorney 

Room 7516, Federal Building 
300 North Los Angeles Street 
Los Angeles, California 90012 
Telephone: (213) 894-6880 
Facsimile: (213) 8 94-7819 
Email: joanne.osinoff@usdoj.gov 

Attorneys for Defendant 
United States of America 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

FOR THE CENTRAL DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA 

ARJANG PANAH, 

Plaintiff, 

vs. 

UNITED STATES OF AfvfERICA, 

Defendant. 

CASE NO. CV 09-6535 GAF (PLAx) 

STIPULATION FOR DISMISSAL 

IT IS HEREBY STIPULATED AND AGREED by Plaintiff, Arjang Panah, 

and Defendant, United States of America, by and through their respective counsel, 

that the above-captioned action shall be dismissed with prejudice in its entirety. 
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I Plaintiff and Defendant further stipulate and agree that each party shall bear his own 

2 attorneys' fees, expenses and costs of suit. 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

IO DATED: i/;tf/;2-
ll 
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24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

FELDMAN AND WALLA CH 

Attorneys for Plaintiff 
Arjang Panah 

ANDRE BIROTIE JR. 
United States Attorney 
LEON W. WEIDMAN 
Assistant United States Attorney 
Chief, Civil Division 

~ 
Assistant United States Attorney 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

FOR THE CENTRAL DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA 

WESTERN DIVISION 

ARJANG PANAH, 

Plaintiff, 

V. 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 

Defendant. 

No. CV 09-6535 GAF (PLAx) 

ORDER RE: JOINT STIPULATION 
TO EXTEND DEFENDANT'S 
RESPONSE DATE TO THE 
COMPLAINT 

Upon consideration of the Stipulation of the parties, IT IS HEREBY 

22 ORDERED that time for defendant's time to answer or otherwise respond to the 

23 complaint shall be extended to February I, 2010. 

24 Dated: December 17, 2009 
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ANDRE BIROTTE JR. 
United States Attorney 
LEONW. WEIDMAN 
Assistant United States Attorney 
Chief, Civil Division 
JOANNE OSINOFF (Cal. Bar No. 141489) 
Assistant United States Attorney 

Room 7516, Federal Building 
300 North Los Angeles Street 
Los Angeles, California 90012 
Telephone: (213) 894-6880 
Facsimile: (213) 894-7819 
Email: joanne.osinoff@usdoj.gov 

Attorneys for Defendant 
United States of America 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

FOR THE CENTRAL DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA 

~@;:6 

ARJANG PANAH, 
CASE NO. CV 09-6535 GAF (PLAx) 

Plaintiff, 

vs. 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 

Defendant. 

ORDER OF DISMISSAL WITH 
PREJUDICE 

Based upon the Stipulation for Dismissal filed by the parties, IT IS HEREBY 

ORDERED that: 
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1. The above-captioned action is dismissed in its entirety with prejudice; 

2. Each party shall bear his own attorneys' fees, costs and expenses; and 

3. The district court shall retain jurisdiction until the settlement proceeds are 

paid. 

Dated: August 20, 2012 

UNITED STAT 
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ISTRICT JUDGE 
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Arjang Panah, 

V. 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

CENTRAL DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA 

Plaintiff, 

Case No. CV 09-06535-GAF (PLAx) 

SCHEDULING AND CASE 
MANAGEMENT ORDER 

SEE LAST PAGE FOR PRETRIAL 
AND TRIAL DATES 

United States of America 1 

Defendants. 

The purpose of this Order is to enable the parties and their counsel to know well in 

18 advance the schedule to which they will be expected to adhere. SEE THE LAST PAGE OF 

19 THIS ORDER FOR THE SPECIFIED DATES. Ordinarily the dates set forth on the last page 

20 are determined after consultation with the parties at the Rule 26(f) Scheduling Conference, 

21 and this Order is distributed to them at that time. Accordingly, the dates and requirements 

22 are firm. The Court is very unlikely to grant continuances, even if stipulated by the parties, 

23 unless the parties establish good cause through a concrete showing. Because this order, 

24 in some respects modifies the applicable Local Rule of Civil Procedure, counsel are 

25 advised to read it carefully to avoid default on the obligations established herein. 

26 Counsel are advised to pay particular attention to the requirements of the Court in 

27 respect to the filing of motions for summary judgment and documents to be 

28 submitted at the pre-trial conference and trial. 
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l I. DISCOVERY CUTOFF 

2 All discovery shall be completed by the discovery cutoff on the last page. THIS IS 

3 NOT THE DATE BY WHICH DISCOVERY REQUESTS MUST BE SERVED; IT IS THE 

4 DATE BY WHICH ALL DISCOVERY IS TO BE COMPLETED. 

5 Any motion challenging the adequacy of responses to discovery must be filed timely, 

6 served and calendared sufficiently in advance of the discovery cutoff date to permit the 

7 responses to be obtained before that date, if the motion is granted. The Court requires 

8 compliance with Local Rule 37-1 and 37-2 in the preparation and filing of discovery motions. 

9 Except in the case of an extreme emergency which was not created by the lawyer briefing 

10 the motion, discovery motions may not be heard on ex parte application. 

11 In an effort to provide further guidance to the parties, the Court notes the following: 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

1. Depositions. All depositions shall be scheduled to commence sufficiently 

in advance of the discovery cutoff date to permit their completion and to permit the 

deposing party enough time to bring any discovery motions concerning the deposition 

prior to the cutoff date. 

2. Written Discovery. All interrogatories, requests for production of 

documents, and requests for admissions shall be served sufficiently in advance of 

the discovery cutoff date to permit the discovering party enough time to challenge 

(via motion practice) responses deemed to be deficient. 

3. Discovery Motions. Whenever possible, the Court expects the parties to 

resolve discovery problems among themselves in a courteous, reasonable and 

professional manner. If they do so, resort to the Court for guidance in discovery is 

seldom necessary. The Magistrate Judge assigned to this case will rule on discovery 

motions. 

4. Expert Discovery. Expert discovery is to be concluded by the discovery 

cutoff date. Accordingly, the disclosure of expert witnesses in full compliance with 

Rule 26(a)(2), of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure is ordered no later than 

seventy (70) days before the discovery cutoff. Counter-designations are to be made 

2 
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l 

2 

3 

4 

5 II. 

6 

pursuant to Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 26(a)(2)(C). 

5. Rule 26(e)(1) Supplementation: The parties are under a continuing 

obligation to supplement their Rule 26(a) disclosures; the Court expects the parties 

to disclose such materials immediately upon identification. 

MOTIONS AND MOTION CUTOFF DATE 

A. GENERAL PROVISIONS 

7 All law and motion matters, except for motions in limine, must be set for hearing (not 

8 filing) by the motion cutoff date specified on the last page. 

9 The parties must adhere to the requirements of the Local Rules. See C. D. Cal. R. 

10 7-1 et seq. If any party does not oppose a motion, that party shall submit a written 

11 statement in accordance with Local Ru I e 7 -1 6 that it does not oppose the motion. The 

12 parties should note that failure to meet the time limits set forth in Local Rule 7 may be 

13 deemed consent to the granting of the motion. C. D. Cal. R. 7-12. The Court wil I not decide 

14 late-filed motions. 

15 Motion should be filed: 28 days before hearing date 

16 

17 

Opposition is due: 

Reply is due: 

21 days before hearing date 

14 days before hearing date 

18 To insure that the Court receives oppositions and replies in a timely fashion, 

19 chamber's copies conformed to reflect that they have been e-filed, should be deposited 

20 in the drop box in the back entrance way to the chambers of Courtroom 740 in accordance 

21 with Local Rules. 

22 Issues left undetermined after the passage of the motion cutoff date should be listed 

23 as issues for trial in the pre-trial conference order. As an exception to the above, motions 

24 in limine dealing with evidentiary matters may be heard pursuant to the schedule attached 

25 hereto; however, the Court will not hear or resolve summary judgment motions disguised 

26 as motions in limine. In addition, delay which interferes with preparation by the Court and 

27 its staff may cause imposition of sanctions under Local Rule 83-7. 

28 Ex parte practice is strongly discouraged. See Mission Power Eng. Co. v. 

3 
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l Continental Casualty Co., 883 F.Supp. 488 (G.D. Cal. 1995). The Court will require strict 

2 adherence to proper ex parte procedures for any ex parte application filed with the Court. 

3 Id. at 492; See C.D. Cal. R. 7-19. 

4 

5 

B. APPLICATIONS AND STIPULATIONS TO EXTEND TIME 

Applications to extend the time to file any required document or to continue any 

6 pretrial or trial date must set forth: 

7 

8 

(i) the existing due date or hearing date; 

(ii) specific, concrete reasons supporting good cause for granting the extension. In 

9 this regard, a statement that an extension "will promote settlement" is insufficient. The 

10 requesting party or parties must indicate the status of ongoing negotiations: Have written 

11 proposals been exchanged? Is counsel in the process of reviewing a draft settlement 

12 agreement? Has a mediator been selected? 

13 (iii) whether there have been prior requests for extensions, and whether these were 

14 granted or denied by the Court. 

15 The parties requesting the extension must provide the Court with a proposed order 

16 setting forth the proposed new dates and/or proposed new schedule. 

17 

18 

C. SUMMARY JUDGMENT MOTIONS 

As caseloads increase, the Court is seeing a corresponding increase in the 

19 filing of motions for summary judgment. These motions frequently do not comply with the 

20 requirements of the Local Rules in one or more respects, and there are ambiguities in the 

21 Local Rules regarding the preparation of the Separate Statement of Undisputed Facts and 

22 related materials. As a result the Court is receiving documents in a wide variety of formats, 

23 some that are not in compliance and some that may technically comply with the literal 

24 language of the rule, but which are confusing, difficult to decipher and interfere with the 

25 Court's ability to address these motions in an efficient and expeditious manner. To increase 

26 the Court's efficiency, and to assist counsel in structuring and focusing these motions, the 

27 Court is issuing the following order regarding the filing motions for summary judgment in this 

28 Court. The Court will require strict adherence to these requirements. 

4 
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l 1. Separate Statement Of Undisputed Facts and Statement of Genuine Issues 

2 The Separate Statement of Undisputed Facts is to be prepared in a two column 

3 format. The left hand column should set forth the allegedly undisputed fact. The right hand 

4 column should set forth the evidence that supports the factual statement. The fact 

5 statements should be set forth in sequentially numbered paragraphs. Each paragraph 

6 should contain a narrowly focused statement of fact. The Court has observed cases where 

7 an allegedly undisputed fact was set forth in three pages of text. This is unacceptable. 

8 Each numbered paragraph should address a single subject in as concise a manner as 

9 possible. 

10 The opposing party's statement of genuine issues must be in two columns and track 

11 the movant's separate statement exactly as prepared. The document must be in two 

12 columns; the left hand column must restate the allegedly undisputed fact, and the right hand 

13 column must indicate either undisputed, or disputed. The opposing party may dispute all 

14 or only a portion of the statement, but if disputing only a portion, must clearly indicate what 

15 part is being disputed. Where the opposing party is disputing the fact in whole or part, the 

16 opposing party must, in the right hand column, label and restate the moving party's evidence 

17 in support of the fact, followed by the opposing party's evidence controverting the fact. 

18 Where the opposing party is disputing the fact on the basis of an evidentiary objection, the 

19 party must cite to the evidence alleged to be objectionable and state the ground of the 

20 objection and nothing more. No argument should be set forth in this document. 

21 The opposing party may submit additional material facts that bear on or relate to the 

22 issues raised by the movant, which shall follow the format described above for the moving 

23 party's separate statement. These additional facts shall follow the movant's facts, shall 

24 continue in sequentially numbered paragraphs (i.e., if movant's last statement of fact was 

25 set forth in paragraph 30, then the first new fact will be set forth in paragraph 31 ), and shall 

26 set forth in the right hand column the evidence that supports that statement. 

27 The moving party, in its reply, shall respond to the additional facts in the same 

28 manner and format that the opposition party is required to adhere to in responding to the 

5 
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l statement of undisputed facts, as described above. 

2 2. Supporting Evidence 

3 No party should submit any evidence other than the specific items of evidence or 

4 testimony necessary to support or controvert a proposed statement of undisputed fact. 

5 Thus, for example, the entire transcript of a deposition, entire sets of interrogatory 

6 responses, and documents that do not specifically support or controvert material in the 

7 separate statements, should not be submitted in support or opposition to a motion for 

8 summary judgment. Any such material will not be considered. 

9 Evidence submitted in support or opposition to a motion should be submitted either 

10 by way of stipulation or as exhibits to declarations sufficient to authenticate the proffered 

11 evidence, and should not be attached to the Memorandum of Points and Authorities. The 

12 Court will accept counsel's authentication of deposition transcripts, of written discovery 

13 responses, and of the receipt of documents in discovery if the fact that the document was 

14 in the opponent's possession is of independent significance. Documentary evidence as to 

15 which there is no stipulation regarding foundation must be accompanied by the testimony, 

16 either by declaration or properly authenticated deposition transcript, of a witness who can 

17 establish its authenticity. 

18 

19 

3. Objections to Evidence 

If a party disputes a fact based in whole or in part on an evidentiary objection, 

20 the ground of the objection, as indicated above, should be stated in the separate statement 

21 but not argued in that document. Evidentiary objections are to be addressed in a separate 

22 memorandum to be filed with the opposition or reply brief of the party. This memorandum 

23 should be organized to track the paragraph numbers of the separate statement in 

24 sequence. It should identify the specific item of evidence to which objection is made, the 

25 ground of the objection, and a very brief argument with citation to authority as to why the 

26 objection is well taken. The following is an example of the format contemplated by the 

27 Court: 

28 Separate Statement Paragraph 1: Objection to the supporting deposition transcript 

6 
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of Jane Smith at 60:1-1 O on the grounds that the statement constitutes inadmissible 

hearsay and no exception is applicable. To the extent it is offered to prove her state 

of mind, it is irrelevant since her state of mind is not in issue. FED. R. Ev10. 801,802. 

5 N.B: DO NOT SUBMIT BLANKET OR BOILERPLATE OBJECTIONS TO THE 

6 OPPONENT'S STATEMENTS OF UNDISPUTED FACT: THESE WILL BE 

7 DISREGARDED AND OVERRULED. 

8 4. The Memorandum of Points and Authorities 

9 The movant's memorandum of points and authorities should be in the usual form 

10 required under Local Rule 7 and should contain a narrative statement of facts as to those 

11 aspects of the case that are before the Court. All tacts should be supported with citations 

12 to the paragraph number in the Separate Statement that supports the factual assertion and 

13 not to the underlying evidence. 

14 Unless the case involves some unusual application of Rule 56, the motion need only 

15 contain a brief statement of the Rule 56 standard; the Court is familiar with the Rule and with 

16 its interpretation under Celotex and its progeny. If at all possible, the argument should be 

1 7 organized to focus on the pe rti ne nt elements of the cause ( s) of action or defense ( s) in issue, 

18 with the purpose of showing the existence or non-existence of a genuine issue of material 

19 tact for trial on that element of the claim or defense. 

20 

21 Likewise, the opposition memorandum of points and authorities should be in the 

22 usual form required by Local Rule 7, and where the opposition memorandum sets forth 

23 tacts, the memorandum should cite to paragraphs in the separate statement if they are not 

24 in dispute, to the evidence that contravenes the fact where the fact is in dispute, or, if the 

25 fact is contravened by an additional fact in the statement of genuine issues, the citation 

26 should be to such fact by paragraph number. 

27 5. Timing 

28 In virtually every case, the Court expects that the moving party will provide more 

7 
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l than the minimum twenty-eight (28) day notice for such motions. The moving party should 

2 deliver to chambers a copy of a diskette, in WordPerfect format (9.0 or earlier versions), 

3 containing the Statement of Uncontroverted Facts and Conclusions of Law. [NOTE: Parties 

4 need not wait until the motion cutoff to bring motions for summary judgment or 

5 partial summary judgment. Early completion of non-expert discovery and filing of 

6 motions for summary judgment may eliminate or reduce the need for expensive 

7 expert depositions which are normally conducted in the last stages of discovery.) 

8 D. ORALARGUMENT 

9 If the Court concludes that a motion can be resolved without argument, the Court will 

10 notify the parties in advance. 

11 E. MOTIONS IN LIMINE 

12 The parties must file motions in limine addressing the admissibility of evidence in 

13 accordance with Local Rule 7-3 by the date specified on the last page. The parties shall file 

14 their opposing and reply papers in accordance with Local Rules 7-9 and 7-10 respectively. 

15 Ill. PRE-TRIAL CONFERENCE AND LOCAL RULE 9 FILINGS 

16 A. GENERAL PROVISIONS 

17 The Pre-Trial Conference ("PTC") will be held at 3:30 P.M. on the date specified, 

18 unless the Court expressly waived a PTC at the Status Conference. (In the rare cases 

19 where the Court waives a PTC, the parties must follow Local Rule 16-11 - specifically 16-

20 11.2.) If adjustments in the Court's calendar to accommodate congestion become 

21 necessary, the Court may re-calendar the PTC instead of the trial date. Therefore, the 

22 parties should assume that if the PTC goes forward, the trial will go forward without 

23 continuance, although some brief period of trailing may prove necessary. 

24 The lead trial attorney on behalf of each party shall attend both the PTC and all 

25 meetings of the parties in preparation of the PTC, unless excused for good cause shown in 

26 advance of the PTC. 

27 A continuance of the PTC at the parties' request or by stipulation is highly unlikely. 

28 Specifically, failure to complete discovery is not a ground for continuance. In the unlikely 

8 
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l event that the Court agrees to continue the PTC, the trial date is likely to be delayed as a 

2 result. If a change in the trial date is necessitated or likely because of the Court's calendar 

3 or otherwise, modifications of that date will be discussed at the PTC. 

4 At the PT C, the parties sh ou Id be pre pared to discuss means of stream Ii n i ng the trial, 

5 including, but not limited to: bifurcation; presentation of foundational and non-critical 

6 testimony and direct testimony by deposition excerpts; narrative summaries and/or 

7 stipulations as to the content of testimony; presentation of testimony on direct examination 

8 by affidavit or by declaration subject to cross-examination; and qualification of experts by 

9 admitted resumes. The Court will also discuss settlement. 

10 

11 

B. FORM OF PRE-TRIAL CONFERENCE ORDER ("PTCO") 

The proposed PTCO shall be lodged fourteen (14) calendar days before the PTC. 

12 Adherence to this time requirement is necessary for in-chambers preparation of the matter. 

13 The form of the proposed PTCO shall comply with Appendix A to the Local Rules and the 

14 following: 

15 1. Place in "ALL CAPS" and in bold the separately numbered headings for each 

16 category in the PTCO (e.g., "1. THE PARTIES" or "7. CLAIMS AND DEFENSES OF THE 

17 PARTIES".) 

18 

19 

2. 

3. 

Include a Table of Contents at the beginning. 

In specifying the surviving pleadings under Section 1, please state which 

20 claims or counterclaims have been dismissed or abandoned. E.g. "Plaintiff's second cause 

21 of action for breach of fiduciary duty has been dismissed." Also, in multiple party cases 

22 where not all claims or counterclaims will be prosecuted against all remaining parties on the 

23 other side, please specify to which party each claim or counterclaim is directed. 

24 4. In drafting Sections 5 and 6 of the PTCO, the Court expects that the parties 

25 will attempt to agree on and set forth as many non-contested facts as possible. The Court 

26 will usually read the uncontested facts to the jury at the start of the trial. A carefully drafted 

27 and comprehensively stated stipulation of facts will reduce the length of trial and increase 

28 jury understanding of the case. 

9 
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l 5. In specifying the parties' claims and defenses under Section 7, each party 

2 shall closely follow the examples set forth in Appendix A of the Local Rules. As those 

3 examples demonstrate, the parties should attempt to state issues in terms of the elements 

4 of the claims or defenses (ultimate facts), not in the form of evidentiary fact issues, which 

5 outline the elements of the claims and defenses. The elements to most claims and defense 

6 can be found in the Ninth Circuit Model Jury Instructions, the California Book of Approved 

7 Jury Instructions (BAJI), and Devitt & Blackmar. Counsel are reminded that the purpose of 

8 this section is to focus and clarify the issues to be presented at trial. No argument is to be 

9 included in this section. 

10 6. The Court may well submit fact issues to the jury in the form of findings on a 

11 special verdict. The issues of fact should track the elements of a claim or defense on which 

12 the jury will be required to make findings. 

13 c. RULE 16 FILINGS; MEMORANDA; WITNESS LISTS; EXHIBIT LISTS 

14 The parties must comply fully with the requirements of Local Rule 16. They shall file 

15 carefully prepared Memoranda of Contentions of Fact and Law (which may also serve as 

16 the trial brief), along with their respective Witness Lists and Exhibit Lists, all in accordance 

17 with Local Rules 16-3, 16-4, 16-5 and 16-6. See the last page for dates. 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

D. 

1. 

JURY INSTRUCTIONS, VERDICT FORMS, SPECIAL 
INTERROGATORIES 

Fourteen (14) days before the Rule 16 meeting, the parties shall exchange 

proposed jury instructions, verdict forms and special interrogatories. Seven (7) days before 

the meeting, co u n se I sh al I exchange written objections, if any, to proposed jury i nstru cti on s, 

verdicts and special interrogatories. At the Rule 16 meeting, the parties shall confer with 

the objective of submitting one set of agreed upon substantive instructions, verdict forms 

and, if necessary, special interrogatories. "Substantive jury instructions" means all 

instructions relating to the elements of all claims and defenses in the case. The Court would 

appreciate the parties delivering a chamber's copy of these filings in an electronic format 

compatible with WordPerfect at the time the documents are filed. 

10 
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l 2. If the parties cannot agree upon one complete set of substantive instructions, 

2 verdict forms and/or special interrogatories, they shall file two documents with the Court: a 

3 joint document reflecting the agreed upon instructions, verdict forms, and a second 

4 document in the form of a joint statement regarding the disputed instructions, verdicts and 

5 interrogatories in the following format for each instruction, verdict or interrogatory in issue: 

6 (a) A separate page containing the text of the disputed language with an 

7 identification of the party proposing it; 

8 (b) Following the instruction, the opposing party's statement of objections to 

9 the instruction along with legal authority in support of the argument (not to 

10 exceed one page) and proposed alternative language where appropriate; 

11 (c) The proposing party's response to the objection with legal authority 

12 supporting the proposed language, not to exceed one page. 

13 Both the agreed upon set of instructions, and the joint statement re disputed 

14 instructions are to be filed with the Pre-Trial Conference Order and other Rule 16 documents 

15 fourteen (14) days before the Pre-Trial Conference. 

16 3. All proposed jury instructions shall be in the format specified by Local Ru le 51-

17 2. The parties need not submit a separate copy of instructions without citations to authority. 

18 

19 Court. 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

4. A table of contents shall be included with all jury instructions submitted to the 

The table of contents shall set forth the following: 

(a) The number of the instruction; 

(b) A brief title of the instruction; 

(c) The source of the instruction; and 

(d) The page number of the instruction. 

For example: 

Number 

1 

Title Source 

Burden of Proof 9th Cir. 12.2 

Page Number 

5 

5. The Court directs counsel to use the instructions from the Manual of Model 

28 Jury Instructions for the Ninth Circuit (West 1997) where applicable. Where California law 

1 1 
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1 is to be applied and the above instructions are not applicable, the Court prefers counsel to 

2 use the CACI forms. If neither of these sources is applicable, counsel are directed to use 

3 the instructions in Devitt, Blackmar and Wolff, Federal Jury Practice and Instructions. 

4 6. Modifications of instructions from the foregoing sources (or any other form 

5 i nstru cti on s) must specifically state the m odif i cation made to the original form i nstru cti on and 

6 the authority supporting the modification. 

7 E. JOINT STATEMENT OF THE CASE AND REQUESTS FOR VOIR DIRE 

8 At the Pre-Tri al Conte rence, the parties sh al 11 odg e their proposed voi r di re questions 

9 and their joint statement of the case which the Court shall read to all prospective jurors prior 

10 to the commencement of voir dire. The statement should be not longer than two or three 

11 paragraphs. 

12 The Court conducts voir dire of all prospective jurors. The parties need not submit 

13 requests for standard voir dire questions, such as education, current occupation, marital 

14 status, prior jury service, etc., but should include only proposed questions specifically 

15 tailored to the parties and issues of the case. 

16 

17 

18 

F. FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 

For a non-jury trial, the parties shall lodge their proposed findings of fact and 

conclusions of law in accordance with Local Rule 52-1 not later than one week before trial. 

19 The Court would appreciate the parties delivering to chambers a copy of these findings on 

20 disk in WordPerfect 9.0 format. Please see the Court's Civil Trial Order. 

21 IV. SETTLEMENT 

22 Local Rule 16-15.2 provides that the Settlement Conference shall be concluded not 

23 later than 45 days before the Pretrial Conference. This Court requires a slightly different 

24 approach. The Settlement Conference shall take place not later than three weeks before 

25 the Pre-Trial Conference, which is after discovery ls closed and motions have been heard. 

26 The Court expects that completion of all discovery and dispositive motions will help the 

27 parties assess their positions before they complete the costly pre-trial process under Local 

28 Rule 16. But sometimes parties find it more difficult to settle after they incurred the cost of 

12 
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1 all discovery and motion practice. The Court therefore strongly encourages counsel and the 

2 parties to pursue settlement earlier. In any event, as indicated in the Schedule of Pretrial 

3 Oates attached hereto, the parties must file a Status Report re Settlement at the time that 

4 they lodge the Proposed Pretrial Conference Order, indicating whether they have conducted 

5 the Local Rule 16 Settlement Conference and/or what additional steps are being taken to 

6 achieve settlement. 

7 This Court will not conduct settlement conferences in non-jury cases which he is to 

8 try. In jury cases, the Court will conduct a settlement conference at the parties' joint request 

9 if three conditions exist: 

10 1. The parties are satisfied that the fact issues in the case will be tried to a jury. 

11 2. All significant pre-trial rulings which the Court must make have been made. 

12 3. The parties desire the Court to conduct the conference, understanding that if 

13 settlement fails, the Court will preside over trial of the case. 

14 If the parties are inclined to select this Court to conduct a settlement conference, the 

15 parties should consult the Court's Standing Order re Settlement Conference so that they 

16 fully understand the Court's requirements for the settlement conference. That order will 

17 govern the settlement conference procedures before this Court, but may also serve as a 

18 useful reference for settlement conferences conducted pursuant to the other available 

19 procedures. Copies of that order and all other standard orders of this Court are available 

20 through the Courtroom Deputy Clerk or on the Central District of California website, at 

21 ''www.cacd.uscourts.gov." 
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V. CONCLUSION 

2 The Court thanks the parties and their counsel for their anticipated cooperation in 

3 carrying out these requirements. 

4 IT IS SO ORDERED. 

5 

6 DATED: May 10, 2010 
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JUDGE GARY ALLEN FEESS 
SCHEDULE OF TRIAL AND PRETRIAL DATES1 

Matter Time Weeks Plaintiff(s) Defendant( s) 
before (Request) (Request) 
trial 

Trial (court) 8:30 am 
Estimated length: 7-10 days 

[Jury trial] Hearing on Motions 9:30 am -1 
in Limine; Hearing on Disputed 
Jury Instructions 

[Court trial] File Findings of Fact -1 
and Conclusions of Law; Hearing 
on Motions in Limine 

Pretrial Conference; 3:30 pm -4 
Motions in Limine to be filed; 
Proposed Voir Dire Qs Lodged 
and Agreed-to Statement of Case 

Lodge Pretrial Conf. Order; File -6 
Memo of Contentions of Fact and 
Law; Exhibit & Witness Lists; 
File Status Report re Settlement; 
File Agreed Upon Set of .Jury 
Instructions and Verdict Forms; 
File ,Joint Statement re Disputed 
Instructions, Verdicts, etc. 

Last date to conduct Settlement -8 
Conference 

Last day for hearing motions 9:30 a.m. -9 

Discovery cut-off -10 

Last to Amend Pleadings or Add 
Parties 

Court 
Order 

06-14-1 J 

06-06-11 

05-16-11 

05-02-11 

04-22-11 

04-11-11 

03-25-11 

08-27-10 

1 Review the Court's Order re "Ruic 26(f) Scheduling Conference" to be sure of the meaning of these terms. 
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CARLOS COTTINI and ELVIRA 
COTTINI, individually, and as 
Successors in Interest to JORGE 
OSVALDO COTTINI, deceased, 

· ~ Vcls0Ne002 911. i2S\i(KS~.i\ 

Plaintiffs, 

V. 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA; 
MICHAEL BENOV, Warden of 
Metropolitan Detention Center 
of Los Angeles; CARLOS DEVEZA, 
Administrator of Metropolitan 
Detention Center of Los Angeles 
Health Services Department; 
ALEXANDER SINAVSKY, M.D., 
Clinical Director of 
Metropolitan Detention Center 
of Los Angeles Health Services 
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COMPLAINT FOR DAMAGES 

1. 

2. 

Federal Tort Claims Act (28 
U.S.C. §1346(b)) 
(Wrongful Death) 

Violations of Civil 
Rights(Bivens Action) 

JURY DEMAND 

COMPLAINT FOR DAMAGES 



1 

2 

3 1. 

COMPLAINT 

JURISDICTION AND VENUE 

Jurisdiction is vested in this court under 28 U.S.C. section 

4 1343 for violations of the 1871 Civil Rights Enforcement Act, as 

5 amended, including sections 1331 and 1367(a). Jurisdiction is 

6 additionally vested in this court under 28 u.s.c. §1346(b), as the 

7 United States is a named defendant. This action arises directly under 

8 the United States Constitution pursuant to Bivens v. Six Unknown named 

9 Agents of the Federal Bureau of Narcotics 403 U.S. 388 (1971). 

10 2. Venue is proper in the Central District of California under 

11 28 u.s.c. section 139l(b) and 28 u.s.c. section 1402(b). 

12 

13 ADMINISTRATIVE CLAIM 

14 3. On July 2, 2009, an Administrative Claim for Damages 

15 (Standard Form 95) was presented to the UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 

16 FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS (hereinafter "BOP") concerning the incident 

17 which forms the basis of this complaint. This claim was received by 

18 BOP on July 6, 2009. BOP responded to the claim in the form of a 

19 complete denial on January S, 2010. Thus, Plaintiffs have filed this 

20 action within the requisite six month period as prescribed by 28 

21 U.S.C.S. section 2675. 

22 

PARTIES 23 

24 4. At all relevant times mentioned herein, Plaintiff CARLOS 

25 COTTINI was, and is, a resident of the State of California, County of 

26 Los Angeles. CARLOS COTTINI is the birth father of JORGE OSVALDO 

27 COTTINI, deceased, and is a Successor in Interest to JORGE OSVALDO 

28 COTTINI, and is entitled to bring certain causes of action set forth 

2 
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1 herein pursuant to Section 377.30 of the California Code of Civil 

2 Procedure. (Attached herein are declarations designating CARLOS 

3 COTTINI and ELVIRA COTTINI as Successors in Interest to JORGE OSVALDO 

4 COTTINI, and a true and correct copy of the death certificate for 

5 JORGE OSVALDO COTTINI, furnished herewith pursuant to C.C.P. §377,32.) 

6 5. At all relevant times mentioned herein, Plaintiff ELVIRA 

7 COTTINI was, and is, a resident of the State of California, County of 

8 Los Angeles. ELVIRA COTTINI is the birth mother of JORGE OSVALDO 

9 COTTINI, deceased, and is a Successor in Interest to JORGE OSVALDO 

10 COTTINI, and is entitled to bring certain causes of action set forth 

11 herein pursuant to Section 377.30 of the California Code of Civil 

12 Procedure. (Attached herein are declarations designating CARLOS 

13 COTTINI and ELVIRA COTTINI as Successors in Interest to JORGE OSVALDO 

14 COTTINI, and a true and correct copy of the death certificate for 

15 JORGE OSVALDO COTTINI, furnished herewith pursuant to C.C.P. §377.32.) 

16 6. DEFENDANT THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA is, and at all times 

17 relevant to the acts and omissions herein alleged was, a sovereign 

18 national entity, organized and existing pursuant to the powers of 

19 Congress, and the United States Constitution. 

20 7. Plaintiffs are informed and believe, and thereupon allege, 

21 that at all relevant times mentioned herein, DEFENDANT, MICHAEL L. 

22 BENOV was, and is, a resident of the State of California, County of 

23 Los Angeles. At all times relevant to the acts and omissions herein 

24 alleged, MICHAEL L. BENOV was acting in the course and scope of his 

25 employment as the Warden of the Metropolitan Detention Center of Los 

26 Angeles (hereinafter "MDCLA") . 

27 8. Plaintiffs are informed and believe, and thereupon allege, 

28 that at all relevant times mentioned herein, DEFENDANT, CARLOS DEVEZA, 

3 
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1 was, and is, a resident of the State of California, County of Los 

2 Angeles. At all times relevant to the acts and omissions herein 

3 alleged, CARLOS DEVEZA was acting in the course and scope of his 

4 employment as the Health Services Administrator of the Health Services 

5 Department (hereinafter uHSD") of MDCLA. As Administrator, DEFENDANT 

6 DEVEZA provided administrative supervision and direction to all HSD 

7 staff except the Clinical Director of HSD. At all times relevant to 

8 this action, DEFENDANT DEVEZA was thoroughly familiar with the 

9 healthcare and treatment available at MDCLA for inmates with chronic 

10 medical conditions. DEFENDANT DEVEZA reviewed JORGE OSVALDO COTTINI's 

11 medical file and prepared a declaration regarding JORGE OSVALDO 

12 COTTINI's medical condition, executed December 8, 2008, for the 

13 matter: United StaLes v. Cottinir et. al., CR 08-01201. 

14 9. Plaintiffs are informed and believe, and thereupon allege, 

15 that at all relevant times mentioned herein, DEFENDANT, ALEXANDER 

16 SINAVSKY, M.D. was, and is, a resident of the State of California, 

17 County of Los Angeles. At all times relevant to the acts and 

18 omissions herein alleged, DEFENDANT ALEXANDER SINAVSKY, M.D. was 

19 acting in the course and scope of his employment as the Clinical 

20 Director of the Health Services Department of the Metropolitan 

21 Detention Center of Los Angeles. 

22 10. Plaintiffs are unaware of the true names and capacities of 

23 those DEFENDANTS sued herein as DOE DEFENDANTS. Plaintiffs will amend 

24 this complaint to allege DOE DEFENDANTS' true names and capacities 

25 when that information becomes known to them. Plaintiffs are informed, 

26 believe, and thereon allege that these DOE DEFENDANTS are legally 

27 responsible and liable for the incident, injuries and damages 

28 hereinafter set forth, and that each of these DOE DEFENDANTS 
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proximately caused the injuries and damages by reason of negligent, 

2 careless, deliberately indifferent, intentional, willful or wanton 

3 misconduct, including the negligent, careless, deliberately 

4 indifferent, intentional, willful or wanton misconduct in creating and 

5 otherwise causing the incidents, conditions and circumstances 

6 hereinafter set forth, or by reason of direct or imputed negligence or 

7 vicarious fault or breach of duty arising out of the matters herein 

8 alleged. Plaintiffs will seek leave to amend this complaint to set 

9 forth the true names and identities of the unknown named DOE 

10 DEFENDANTS when they are ascertained. 

11 11. DEFENDANTS, MICHAEL L. BENOV, CARLOS DEVEZA and ALEXANDER 

12 SINAVSKY, M.D., are sued herein in their individual and personal 

13 capacities in the Second Cause of Action. For the First Cause of 

14 Action, DEFENDANTS, MICHAEL L. BENOV, CARLOS DEVEZA and ALEXANDER 

15 SINAVSKY, M.D. were acting in their official capacities. 

16 12. Plaintiffs are informed and believe and thereon allege that, 

17 at all times herein mentioned, each of the DEFENDANTS was the agent 

18 and/or employee and/or co-conspirator of each of the remaining 

19 DEFENDANTS, and in doing the things hereinafter alleged, was acting 

20 within the scope of such agency, employment and/or conspiracy and with 

21 the permission and consent of other co-DEF'ENDANTS. 

22 

23 INTRODUCTORY STATEMENT 

24 13. DEFENDANT THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA is a federal 

25 sovereign entity, and at all times relevant herein acted through its 

26 authorized federal agents. 

27 14. A suit against the government for tort claims is proper here 

28 as this claim arises out of allegations of misconduct committed by 
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1 "investigative or law enforcement officers of the United States 

2 Government." 

3 

4 ALLEGATIONS COMMON TO ALL CLAIMS FOR RELIEF 

5 15. This Complaint seeks redress for the untimely and 

6 unjustified death of forty-six year old JORGE OSVALDO COTTINI. Mr. 

7 COTTINI's death was caused by the systemic and unconstitutional 

8 failure of the DEFENDANTS, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, MICHAEL BENOV, 

9 CARLOS DEVEZA, ALEXANDER SINAVSKY, M.D. and DOES 1-50, to take 

10 reasonable measures to protect the safety of, and provide adequate 

11 medical care for, inmates at the Metropolitan Detention Center of Los 

12 Angeles. Specifically, JORGE OSVALDO CO'fTINI was denied essential 

13 heart medication the entire time he was incarcerated at MDCLA despite 

14 his repeated complaints of dizziness, shortness of breath and chest 

15 pains, and despite his repeated pleas for his medication. JORGE 

16 OSVALDO COTTINI's pleas included a note from his primary care 

17 physician stating that he needed his heart medication to prevent heart 

18 attack or stroke. However, DEFENDANTS, and each of them, were 

19 deliberately indifferent to Mr. COTTINI's serious medical need for his 

20 prescribed medication, and willfully, deliberately, maliciously and/or 

21 negligently denied his essential heart medication prescribed by his 

22 primary care physician of five years, Thao Hoang, M.D. As a result, 

23 JORGE OSVALDO COTTINI died on January 18, 2009. 

24 16. JORGE OSVALDO COTTINI died at White Memorial Medical Center 

25 while under the care and custody of MDCI.A. 

26 17. In 2007, JORGE OSVALDO COTTINI was diagnosed with 

27 hypertension, coronary artery disease, hypoxia, and supraventricular 

28 tachycardia, among other illnesses. JORGE OSVALSO COTTINI was able to 

6 
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I manage his illnesses by way of taking daily medication including, but 

2 not limited to, Diovan. 

3 18. Forty-six year old JORGE OSVALDO COTTINI, was arrested in 

4 October 2008 and charged with RICO conspiracy. He was detained on 

5 October 21, 2008 at the Metropolitan Detention Center of Los Angeles 

6 ("MDCLA"), located at 535 N Alameda St Los Angeles, CA 90012, to await 

7 trial. He was denied release on bail on October 23, 2008 even though 

8 others, similarly situated, were released. 

9 19. On October 21, 2008, upon his admission to MDCLA, JORGE 

10 OSVALDO COTTINI was referred to the HEALTH SERVICES DEPARTMENT {"HSD") 

11 of MDCLA where DEFENDANT CARLOS DEVEZA documented JORGE OSVALDO 

12 COTTINI's serious medical conditions and medication history, which 

13 included daily Diovan amongst.other medications. That same day, 

14· medications were ordered; however without explanation, Diovan, on 

15 which JORGE OSVALDO COTTINI relied _to treat his hypertension and heart 

16 condition, was not ordered. 

17 20. On October 27, 2008, JORGE OSVALDO COTTINI again presented 

18 to HSD and was seen by DEFENDANT ALEXANDER SINAVSKY, M.D. who also 

19 documented JORGE OSVALDO COTTINI's hypertension and treatment by way 

20 of Diovan. However, DEFENDANT ALEXANDER SINAVSKY, M.D., inexplicably 

21 decided to discontinue JORGE OSVALDO COTTINI's Diovan medication to 

22 treat his hypertension. 

23 21. Plaintiffs are informed and believe that on numerous 

24 occasions, JORGE OSVALDO COTTINI, complained to the staff at MDCLA and 

25 HSD of shortness of breath, dizziness and chest pains and was denied 

26 treatment. JORGE OSVALDO COTTINI called his mother, Plaintiff, Elvira 

27 Cottini, daily complaining that he was not receiving medication for 

28 shortness of breath and chest pains which he complained of on a daily 
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19 

20 
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22 

23 

24 

25 
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27 
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basis. JORGE OSVALDO COTTINI also requested his formerly prescribed 

medications from DEFENDANTS but he was willfully, maliciously, and/or 

negligently denied those medications. 

22. On November 10, 2008, JORGE OSVALDO COTTINI called his 

mother, ELVIRA COTTINI, and again, complained of shortness of breath 

and chest pains. The next day, on November 11, 2008, JORGE OSVALDO 

COTTINI presented to HSD with chest pains and shortness of breath, his 

medications were documented as: Acetaminophen, Amlodipine, 

Hydrochlorothiazide and Lisinopril. However, it is unclear whether he 

ever received any medications. Furthermore, a stress test for atypical 

chest pain was recommended with a due date of November 28, 2008; 

however, evidence of completion of this test does not appear within 

the medical records. 

23. On November 14, 2008, JORGE OSVALDO COTTINI submitted a 

request for a clinical visit stating the severity of his symptoms 

including dizziness lasting the entire day, chest pains, and 

difficulty breathing. JORGE OSVALDO COTTINI further explained that 

whenever he stood up or sat down he felt as if he would faint. 

However, DEFENDANTS, and each of them, willfully, maliciously and/or 

negligently denied this request for five days before finally granting 

JORGE OSVALDO COTTINI access to HSD. 

24. On November 19, 2008, JORGE OSVALDO COTTINI was finally 

granted access to HSD. He presented on an emergency basis with 

dizziness, shortness of breath and increasingly worsening chest 

discomfort; however, due to the conscious disregard of DEFENDANTS, and 

each of them, JORGE OSVALDO COTTINI was denied adequate medication. 

JORGE OSVALDO COTTINI was not prescribed Diovan, the medication he was 

taking upon his incarceration, rather, the only change made to his 
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medication was a renewed prescription for Acetaminophen decreasing the 

amount which he was prescribed on November 12, 2008. 

25. On November 19, 2008, Thao Hoang, M.D., JORGE OSVALDO 

COTTINI's primary physician for the past five years, wrote a letter to 

the staff at MDCLA and HSD to inform them of the seriousness of JORGE 

OSVALDO COTTINI 1 s condition. Doctor Hoang explained that JORGE OSVALDO 

COTTINI "takes Diovan for his hypertension and ... must take his 

Diovan on a daily basis to control his blood pressure, so that it can 

prevent him from having a heart attack or stroke.IT However, this 

letter was received with deliberate indifference to JORGE OSVALDO 

COTTINI 1 s serious medical condition and for the duration Mr. COTTINI 

was held in the custody of the MDCLA, he was never prescribed or given 

Diovan. 

26. On December 23, 2008, JORGE OSVALDO COTTINI again presented 

to HSD. A cardiology consultation confirmed the presence of a possibly 

anginal chest pain, exertional dyspnea, leg swelling and nhistory 

consistent possibly with congestive heart failure which may be 

seco·nctary to hypertensive disease; and hypertension. 11 However, despite 

all of the warnings, verbal, written, and otherwise, JORGE OSVALDO 

COTTINI was still not prescribed Diovan. Furthermore, JORGE OSVALDO 

COTTINI called his mother the same day and told her that the staff at 

HSD told him he was very sick and he must return shortly. However, 

JORGE OSVALDO COTTINI was willfully, deliberately and/or negligently 

denied access to HSD until the weekend of his death January 16-18, 

2009. 

27. Plaintiffs are informed and believe that sometime in the 

early part of January 2009, while being strip searched in the same 

room as JORGE OSVALDO COTTINI, inmate Mike Mahoney witnessed as JORGE 
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OSVALDO COTTINI 11 pleadedn with the MDCLA staff for his medicine. 

According to Mr. Mahoney, Mr. COTTINI told guards, "I need my heart 

medicine. They will not give me the medicine I need to stay alive. 11 

The guards just shrugged, ignoring his pleas with deliberate 

indifference although his symptoms of distress were obvious even to a 

lay person. Mr. Mahoney wrote a statement to this effect. 

28. On January 12, 2009, Plaintiff ELVIRA COTTINI visited her 

son, JORGE OSVALDO COTTINI, in the MDCLA. JORGE OSVALDO COTTINI was, 

yet again, complaining of chest pains; however, DEFENDANTS, UNITED 

STATES OF AMERICA, MICHAEL BENOV, CARLOS DEVEZA, ALEXANDER SINAVSKY, 

M.D. and DOES 1-50, willfully, recklessly, and/or negligently refused 

to provide the necessary medical care and essential medication to Mr. 

JORGE OSVALDO COTTINI. 

29. On January 15, 2009, JORGE OSVALDO COTTINI again called his 

mother, Plaintiff ELVIRA COTTINI with complaints of chest pains and 

shortness of breath. 

30. On January 16, 2009, MDCLA officials finally responded to 

JORGE OSVALDO COTTINI's pleas and took him to HDS. After his initial 

examination, DEFENDANT ALEXANDER SINAVSKY, M.D. finally ordered JORGE 

OSVALDO COTTINI to White Memorial Medical Center for an evaluation of 

the Exertional Dyspnoea which had been plaguing Mr. JORGE OSVALDO 

COTTINI since his arrival at MDCLA. Mr. JORGE OSVALDO COTTINI never 

left White Memorial Medical Center. Within two days of his admission, 

on January 18, 2009, JORGE OSVALDO COTTINI went into respiratory 

arrest and died at the young age of forty-six. 

31. Although medical records indicate that specific medications 

were prescribed to JORGE OSVALDO COTTINI, Plaintiffs are informed, 

believe, and thereby allege that during the entire time that JORGE 
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OSVALDO COTTINI was incarcerated at MDCLA, he pleaded with DEFENDANTS, 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, MICHAEL BENOV, CARLOS DEVEZA, ALEXANDER 

SINAVSKY, M.D. and DOES 1-.(0 1 to give him his prescribed medication 

which was deliberately, willfully and/or negligently denied. Several 

inmates witnessed JORGE OSVALDO COTTINI pleading with the staff at 

MDCLA to give him his needed medication and his pleas being denied. 

Statements were written to this effect. 

FOR THE FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION 

(For Wrongful Death pursuant to the Federai Tort Claims Act) 

(by All Plaintiffs against The United States of America) 

32. Plaintiffs incorporate by reference all paragraphs set forth 

above as if fully set forth herein. 

33. This cause of action is brought under the authority of the 

Federal Tort Claims Act, (FTCA) 28 U.S.C. §§1346(b), 2671 et. seq., 

for wrongful death occasioned by the wrongful conduct and/or 

negligence of DEFENDANTS, MICHAEL BENOV, CARLOS DEVEZA, ALEXANDER 

SINAVSKY, M.D. and DOES 1-50 who, while acting under color of law, and 

acting in the course and scope of their emplo:yment with the United 

States Federal Bureau of Prisons, at the MDCLA and the MDCLA's HSD, 

willfully, maliciously, deliberately and/or negligently denied 

essential medication to JORGE OSVALDO COTTINI causing his death. 

34. DEFENDANTS, MICHAEL BENOV, CARLOS DEVEZA, ALEXANDER 

SINAVSKY, M.D. and DOES 1-50, while acting under color of law, and 

acting in the course and scope of their employment with the UNITED 

STATES FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS had a duty to provide for the 

safekeeping and care of inmates, including decedent, JORGE OSVALDO 

COTTINI. However, DEFENDANTS, and each of them, while acting under 
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color of law, and acting in the course and scope of their employment 

with the UNITED STATES FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS, systematically, 

willfully, recklessly, maliciously, deliberately and/or negligently 

denied JORGE OSVALDO COTTINI access to his essential medication, 

despite Mr. COTTINI's numerous pleas for his medication. 

35. Plaintiffs are informed, believe, and thereby allege, that 

on numerous occasions, during the entire time that JORGE OSVALDO 

COTTINI was incarcerated at MDCLA, JORGE OSVALDO COTTINI pleaded with 

DEFENDANTS, MICHAEL BENOV, CARLOS DEVEZA, ALEXANDER SINAVSK~, M.D. and 

DOES 1-50, who were acting under color of law, and acting in the 

course and scope of their employment with the UNITED STATES FEDERAL 

BUREAU OF PRISONS, to provide his essential medication, which was 

continually and systematically denied. 

36. Plaintiffs are informed, believe, and thereby allege, that 

had JORGE OSVALDO COTTINI received adequate medication, he would be 

alive today. However, due to the negligent and wrongful acts committed 

by DEFENDANTS, MICHAEL BENOV, CARLOS DEVEZA, ALEXANDER SINAVSKY, M.D. 

and DOES 1-50, while acting under color of law, and acting in the 

course and scope of their employment with the UNITED STATES FEDERAL 

BUREAU OF PRISONS, JORGE OSVALDO COTTINI died an unjustified and early 

death, 

37. DEFENDANT, MICHAEL BENOV, as Warden of the MDCLA, while 

acting under color of law, and acting in the course and scope of his 

employment with the UNITED STATES FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS, had a 

duty to exercise reasonable and ordinary care under the circumstances, 

to ensure that JORGE OSVALDO COTTINI would receive the medicine and/or 

medical treatment he needed to remain alive. However, DEFENDANT, 

MICHAEL BENOV, while acting under color of law, and acting in the 
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course and scope of his employment with the UNITED STATES FEDERAL 

BUREAU OF PRISONS, wrongfully, intentionally, recklessly, negligently 

and/or callously denied proper medical care and treatment and/or 

essential medication to Plaintiffs' decedent, JORGE OSVALDO COTTINI. 

38. DEFENDANT, CARLOS DEVEZA, as Administrator of the HDS at 

MDCLA, while acting under color of law, and acting in the course and 

scope of his employment with the UNITED STATES FEDERAL BUREAU OF 

PRISONS, had a duty to exercise reasonable and ordinary care under the 

circumstances, to ensure that JORGE OSVALDO COTTINI would receive the 

medicine and/or medical treatment he needed to remain alive. However, 

DEFENDANT 1 CARLOS DEVEZA, while acting under color of law, and acting 

in the course and scope of his employment with the UNITED STATES 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS, wrongfully, intentionally, recklessly, 

negligently and/or callously denied proper medical care and treatment 

and/or essential medication to Plaintiffs' decedent, JORGE OSVALDO 

COTTINI. 

39. DEFENDANT, ALEXANDER SINAVSKY, M.D., as Clinical Director of 

the HSD at MDCLA, while acting under color of law 1 and acting in the 

course and scope of his employment with the UNITED STATES FEDERAL 

BUREAU OF PRISONS, had a duty to exercise reasonable and ordinary care 

under the circumstances, to ensure that JORGE OSVALDO COTTINI would 

receive the medicine and/or medical treatment he needed to remain 

alive, However, DEFENDANT, ALEXANDER SINAVSKY, M.D., while acting 

under color of law, and acting in the course and scope of his 

employment with the UNITED STATES FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS 1 

wrongfully, intentionally, recklessly, negligently and/or callously 

denied proper medical care and treatment and/or essential medication 

to Plaintiffs' decedent, JORGE OSVALDO COTTINI. 
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40. DEFENDANT, DOES 1-50, as guards, staff, and/or other 

employees of the UNITED STATES FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS at the MDCLA 

including the HSD, while acting under color of law, and acting in the 

course and scope of their employment with the UNITED STATES FEDERAL 

BUREAU OF PRISONS, had a duty to exercise reasonable and ordinary care 

under the circumstances, to ensure that JORGE OSVALDO COTTINI would 

receive the medicine and/or medical treatment he needed to remain 

alive. However, DEFENDANT, DOES 1-50, while acting under color of law, 

and acting in the course and scope of their employment with the UNITED 

STATES FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS, wrongfully, intentionally, 

recklessly, negligently and/or callously denied proper medical care 

and treatment and/or essential medication to Plaintiffs' decedent, 

JORGE OSVALDO COTTINI. 

41. The death of the Plaintiffs' decedent, JORGE OSVALDO 

COTTINI, was legally and proximately caused by the above-described 

conduct of DEFENDANTS, MICHAEL BENOV, CARLOS DEVEZA, ALEXANDER 

SINAVSKY, M.D. and DOES 1-£0, while acting under color of law, and 

acting in the course and scope of their employment with the UNITED 

STATES FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS. 

42. As a proximate result of the death of Paintiffs' Decedent, 

and the above-described conduct of DEFENDANTS, MICHAEL BENOV, CARLOS 

DEVEZA, ALEXANDER SINAVSKY, M.D. and DOES 1-Jo, while acting under 

color of law, and acting in the course and scope of their employment 

with the UNITED STATES FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS, JORGE OSVALDO 

COTTINI's heirs have sustained substantial economic and non-economic 

damages resulting from the loss of the love, comfort, society, 

attention, services and support of Mr. COTTINI in an amount according 

to proof at trial. 
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43. As a further proximate result of the above-described 

conduct of the DEFENDANTS, MICHAEL BENOV, CARLOS DEVEZA, ALEXANDER 

SINAVSKY, M.D. and DOES 1-J'O, while acting under color of law, and 

acting in the course and scope of their employment with the United 

States Federal Bureau of Prisons, and the death of JORGE OSVALDO 

COTTINI, Plaintiffs have incurred funeral and burial expenses in an 

amount according to proof at trial. 

FOR THE SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION 

COUNT ONE 

(Bivens Action; For Violation of JORGE OSVALDO COTTINI'S 

Fifth Amendment Rights) 

(by Plaintiffs CARLOS COTTINI and ELVIRA COTTINI, as Successors in 

Interest to JORGE OSVALDO COTTINI, against DEFEND.ANTS MICHAEL BENOV, 

CARLOS DEVEZA, ALEXANDER SINAVSKY, M.D. and DOES 1-_g>, in their 

individual and personal capacities) 

44. Plaintiffs incorporate by reference all paragraphs set forth 

above as if fully set forth herein. 

45. This. cause of action is brought under the authority of 

Bivens v. Six Unknown named Agents of the Federal Bureau of Narcotics 

403 U.S. 388 (1971), and upon the Fifth Amendment to the United States 

Constitution against DEFENDANTS MICHAEL BENOV, CARLOS DEVEZA, 

ALEXANDER SINAVSKY, M.D. and DOES l·YJ, in their individual and 

personal capacities. This cause of action is brought by PLAINTIFFS 

CARLOS COTTINI and ELVIRA COTTINI, as Successors in Interest to JORGE 

OSVALDO COTTINI, who would, but for his death, assert the 

constitutional claims set forth herein in his own right. Attached 

herein as Exhibit ~1 11 are true and correct copies of the Successor in 
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Interest Declarations of CARLOS COTTINI and ELVIRA COTTINI, and the 

death certificate of JORGE OSVALDO COTTINI, as prescribed by 

California Code of Civil Procedure, Section 377.30, et. seq. 

46. At all times relevant to the acts and omissions herein 

alleged, DEFENDANTS MICHAEL BENOV, CARLOS DEVEZA, ALEXANDER SINAVSKY, 

M.D. and DOES 1-5,D, were members of the UNITED STATES JUSTICE 

DEPARTMENT and the FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS and were acting under 

color of law, and in the course and scope of their employment with the 

UNITED STATES FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS. 

47. Plaintiffs are informed and believe, and thereby allege, 

that in 2007, Plaintiffs' Decedent JORGE OSVALDO COTTINI was diagnosed 

with hypertension, coronary artery disease, hypoxia, and 

supraventricular tachycardia, among other illnesses and JORGE OSVALDO 

COTTINI was able to manage his illnesses by way of taking daily 

medication including, but not limited to, Diovan. 

48. Plaintiffs are further informed and believe, and thereby 

allege, that JORGE OSVALDO COTTINI faced a serious medical need for 

medical attention and medications to control his conditions, which if 

denied, would result in a substantial risk of serious harm including, 

but not limited to, heart attack or stroke, resulting in death. 

48. Plaintiffs are informed and believe, and thereby allege, 

that DEFENDANTS MICHAEL BENOV, CARLOS DEVEZA, ALEXANDER SINAVSKY, M.D., 

and DOES 1-50, knew of JORGE OSVALDO COTTINI's serious need for 

medical attention and medications to control his conditions and failed 

to take reasonable measures to address the needs of JORGE OSVALDO 

COTTINI. 

49. Plaintiffs are informed and believe, and thereby allege, 

that DEFENDANTS CARLOS DEVEZA and DOES 1-25 knew of JORGE OSVALDO 
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COTTINI's serious need for medical attention and medications to 

control his conditions as DEFENDANT CARLOS DEVEZA documented JORGE 

OSVALDO COTTINI'S conditions and medications on October 21, 2008. 

Furthermore, DEFENDANT CARLOS DEVEZA signed a declaration on December 

8, 2008 that he was familiar with Decendent COTTINI's care and 

condition, yet DEFENDANT CARLOS DEVEZA and DOES 1-25 disregarded the 

grave risk to JORGE OSVALDO COTTINI'S health by failing to prescribe 

medication to control JORGE OSVALDO COTTINI'S conditions in the first 

instance, and on subsequent occasions, after it became clear that Mr. 

COTTINI's health was steadily declining. 

50. Plaintiffs are further informed and believe, and thereby 

allege, that DEFENDANT CARLOS DEVEZA and DOES 1-25 failed to take 

reasonable measures to treat JORGE OSVALDO COTTINI with the correct 

medication and were deliberately indifferent to his serious medical 

condition even after receiving continuous health requests and numerous 

pleas from JORGE OSVALDO COTTINI for his medication and even after 

receiving a letter from Decedent COTTINI'S primary care physician 

stating that Mr. COTTINI must take Diovan to control his conditions. 

51. Plaintiffs are informed and believe, and thereby allege, 

that DEFENDANT ALEXANDER SINAVSKY, M.D. and DOES 1-25 knew of JORGE 

OSVALDO COTTINI's serious need for medical attention and medications 

to control his conditions as DEFENDANT CARLOS DEVEZA documented JORGE 

OSVALDO COTTINI'S conditions and medications (including Diovan) on 

October 27, 2008, yet disregarded the grave risk to JORGE OSVALDO 

COTTINI'S health by failing to prescribe medication to control JORGE 

OSVALDO COTTINI'S conditions in the first instance, and on subsequent 

occasions, after it became clear that Mr. COTTINI'S health was 

steadily declining. 
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52. Plaintiffs are further informed and believe, and thereby 

allege, that DEFENDANT ALEXANDER SINAVSKY, M.D. and DOES 1-25 failed 

to take reasonable measures to treat JORGE OSVALDO COTTINI with the 

correct medication and were deliberately indifferent to his serious 

medical condition even after receiving continuous health requests and 

numerous pleas from JORGE OSVALDO COTTINI for his medication and even 

after receiving a letter from Decedent COTTINI'S primary care 

physician stating that Mr. COTTINI must take Diovan to control his 

conditions. 

53. Plaintiffs are informed and believe, and thereby allege, 

that DEFENDANTS MICHAEL BENOV and DOES 26-50 knew of JORGE OSVALDO 

COTTINI's serious need for medical attention and medications to 

control his conditions as it was documented by MDCLA's HDS on October 

21, 2008 and October 28, 2008, and his symptoms were obvious to lay 

people. Yet DEFENDANTS MICHAEL BENOV and DOES 26-50 disregarded the 

grave risk to JORGE OSVALDO COTTINI'S health by failing to take 

reasonable measures to address the numerous pleas of JORGE OSVALDO 

COTTINI for his medications even after it became clear that Mr. 

COTTINI was not in good health and his health was steadily declining. 

54. Plaintiffs are further informed and believe, and thereby 

allege, that DEFENDANTS MICHAEL BENOV and DOES 26-50 knew that on 

November 14, 2008 JORGE OSVALDO COTTINI wrote a request to see a 

Doctor noting that he was dizzy for the entire day, his chest pains 

were getting worse, he was having trouble breathing and he felt faint 

whenever he stood up, which was denied by DEFENDANTS MICHAEL BENOV and 

DOES 26-50. Furthermore, Plaintiffs are informed and believe, and 

thereby allege, that JORGE OSVALDO COTTINI verbally pleaded with 

DEFENDANTS MICHAEL BENOV and DOES 26-50 regularly to give him his 
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medications and Mr. COTTINI'S symptoms, including trouble breathing 

and dizziness, were obvious to DEFENDANTS MICHAEL BENOV and DOES 26-

50; however DEFENDANTS MICHAEL BENOV and DOES 26-50 failed to take 

reasonable measures to address JORGE OSVALDO COTTINI'S condition and 

did not allow him to see someone in HSD until November 19, 2008 (five 

days after Mr. Cottini's written request on November 14, 2008). 

Moreover, DEFENDANTS MICHAEL BENOV and DOES 26-50 were deliberately 

indifferent to JORGE OSVALDO COTTINI'S serious medical condition even 

after receiving continuous health requests and pleas from JORGE 

OSVALDO COTTINI for his medication and even after receiving a letter 

from Decedent COTTINI'S primary care physician stating that Mr. 

COTTINI must take Diovan to control his conditions. 

55. Notwithstanding knowledge of all of the above facts, 

including direct and personal knowledge that JORGE OSVALDO COTTINI was 

an inmate with a known heart condition and medical disorders, 

DEFENDANTS, MICHAEL BENOV, CARLOS DEVEZA, ALEXANDER SINAVSKY, M.D. and 

DOES 1-50, intentionally and with deliberate indifference to JORGE 

OSVALDO COTTINI's medical condition and needs and the substantial and 

pervasive risks of harm from denial of his proper medications, while 

acting under color of law and in the course and scope of their 

employment, did deliberately and willfully deny JORGE OSVALDO COTTINI 

appropriate medical attention and medication including Diovan, 

violating his Fifth Amendment Due Process Rights. 

56. As a direct and proximate result of this intentional and 

deliberate lack of medical care and proper medication, JORGE OSVALDO 

COTTINI died at the age of forty-six of a treatable and manageable 

heart condition. 

57. In this manner, DEFENDANTS, MICHAEL BENOV, CARLOS DEVEZA, 
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ALEXANDER SINAVSKY, M.D. and DOES 1-50, failed to protect JORGE 

OSVALDO COTTINI 1 S life and safety, and denied him due process of law 

by acting with deliberate indifference to his serious medical 

condition to which protection JORGE OSVALDO COTTINI had a 

constitutional right, and thereby caused JORGE OSVALDO COTTINI to be 

exposed to the threat of serious bodily injury and/or death from heart 

attack, stroke, or coronary artery disease, and encouraged the 

realization of those threats, resulting in his death. DEFENDANTS, 

MICHAEL BENOV, CARLOS DEVEZA, ALEXANDER SINAVSKY, M.D. and DOES 1-50, 

acted as they did in part because they knew or were otherwise aware 

that they would receive no discipline or punishment for their conduct 

and that their constitutionally violative conduct wold otherwise be 

ratified and condoned by their superiors. 

58. Plaintiffs are informed and believe, and thereby allege, that 

JORGE OSVALDO COTTINI was systematically and continually denied access 

to adequate medical care which resulted in his death as previously 

described, all of which shocked the conscience, and constituted a 

deliberate indifference to JORGE OSVALDO COTTINI 1 S serious medical 

condition in violation of all Plaintiffs' due process rights to be 

free from arbitrary deprivations of life, liberty, property and the 

pursuit of happiness. By causing the death of JORGE OSVALDO COTTINI, 

the actions of DEFENDANTS, MICHAEL BENOV, CARLOS DEVEZA, ALEXANDER 

SINAVSKY, M.D. and DOES 1-50, also violated all Plaintiffs' right to 

associate with their son, their right to enjoy the care, 

companionship, familial relationship, and society of their son, and 

their right to be free from arbitrary and unreasonable government 

intrusions into their family unit, as DEFENDANTS MICHAEL BENOV, CARLOS 

DEVEZA, ALEXANDER SINAVSKY, M.D. and DOES 1-50 intruded upon with 
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deliberate indifference and in a manner that shocks the conscience as 

they had knowledge of JORGE OSVALDO COTTINI'S serious medical needs. 

59. All Plaintiffs had the right to be free from unreasonable 

intrusions into their family unit, secured to all plaintiffs by the 

provisions of the Fifth and Fourteenth Amendment to the United States 

Constitution. All of these interests were implicated by the wrongful 

conduct of DEFENDANTS MICHAEL BENOV, CARLOS DEVEZA, ALEXANDER 

SINAVSKY, M.D. and DOES 1-50, which proximately caused severe injury 

and death to JORGE OSVALDO COTTINI as described herein. 

60. As a proximate result of the aforementioned acts and 

omissions of DEFENDANTS, MICHAEL BENOV, CARLOS DEVEZA, ALEXANDER 

SINAVSKY, M.D. and DOES 1-50, JORGE OSVALDO COTTINI went into 

respiratory arrest and died. 

61. The aforementioned acts by or omissions of DEFENDANTS, 

MICHAEL BENOV, CARLOS DEVEZA, ALEXANDER SINAVSKY, M.D. and DOES l-50 

and each of them, were willful, wanton, malicious and oppressive, done 

with a conscious disregard for the rights of Plaintiffs and constitute 

the type of despicable conduct that no civilized society should be 

forced to endure, and this conduct justifies the awarding of exemplary 

and punitive damages against the individual DEFENDANTS, MICHAEL BENOV, 

CARLOS DEVEZA, ALEXAN"DER SINAVSKY, M.D. and DOES 1-50, in an amount to 

be proven at the trial of this matter. 

62. As a proximate result of the aforementioned acts and 

omissions of said DEFENDANTS, and each of them, JORGE OSVALDO COTTINI 

sustained great physical and mental pain, injury and shock to his 

nervous system, fear, anxiety, anguish, torment, degradation, 

emotional distress, loss of strength, and sense, knowledge and 

awareness of impending death prior to his death. 
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63. As a direct and proximate result of the aforementioned acts, 

omission, customs, practices, policies and decisions of the 

DEFENDANTS, MICHAEL BENOV, CARLOS DEVEZA, ALEXANDER SINAVSKY, M.D. and 

DOES 1-50, PLAINTIFFS and Plaintiffs' decedent, JORGE OSVALDO COTTINI, 

have suffered great mental and physical pain, suffering, anguish 

fright, nervousness, anxiety, grief, shock, humiliation, indignity, 

embarrassment, apprehension, and the loss of love, comfort, society, 

solace and support, all to their damage in a sum to be determined at 

trial. Additionally, PLAINTIFFS have been forced to incur substantial 

amounts for attorneys' fees, investigation expenses, and other 

expenses in the prosecution of the above articulated constitutional 

violations. 

64. As a further result of these acts, Plaintiffs have lost past 

and future earnings and wages resulting from the loss of the support 

and services of decedent, JORGE OSVALDO COTTINI, in an amount to be 

determined according to proof at trial. 

65. DEFENDANTS MICHAEL BENOV, CARLOS DEVEZA, ALEXANDER SINAVSKY, 

M.D. and DOES 1-50 1 acted willfully, knowingly, with reckless 

disregard and deliberate indifference to the known consequences of 

their acts and omissions, and purposefully with the intent to deprive 

Plaintiffs of their federally protected rights and privileges, and did 

in fact violate those rights and privileges entitling plaintiffs to 

punitive and exemplary damages in an amount to be proven at the trial 

of this matter. 

Ill 

Ill 

Ill 

Ill 
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FOR THE SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION 

COUNT TWO 

(Bivens Action; For Violation of JORGE OSVALDO COTTINI'S 

Eighth Amendment Rights) 

(by Plaintiffs CARLOS COTTINI and ELVIRA COTTINI, as Successors in 

Interest to JORGE OSVALDO COTTINI, against DEFENDANTS MICHAEL BENOV, 

CARLOS DEVEZA, ALEXANDER SINAVSKY, M.D. and DOES 1-50 in their 

individual and personal capacities) 

66. Plaintiffs incorporate by reference all paragraphs set forth 

above as if fully set forth herein. 

67. This cause of action is brought under the authority of 

Bivens v. Six Unknown named Agents of the Federal Bureau of Narcotics 

403 U.S. 388 {1971), and upon the Eighth Amendment to the United 

States Constitution against DEFENDANTS MICHAEL BENOV, CARLOS DEVEZA, 

ALEXANDER SINAVSKY, M.D. and DOES 1-50, in their individual and 

personal capacities. This cause of action is brought by PLAINTIFFS 

CARLOS COTTINI and ELVIRA COTTINI, as Successors in Interest to JORGE 

OSVALDO COTTINI, who would, but for his death, assert the 

constitutional claims set forth herein in his own right. Attached 

herein as Exhibit "l" are true and correct copies of the Successor in 

Interest Declarations of CARLOS COTTINI and ELVIRA COTTINI, and the 

death certificate of JORGE OSVALDO COTTINI, as prescribed by 

California Code of Civil Procedure, Section 377.30, et. seq. 

68. DEFENDANTS, MICHAEL BENOV, CAR.LOS DEVEZA, ALEXANDER 

SINAVSKY, M.D. and DOES l-50, failed to protect JORGE OSVALDO 

COTTINI'S life and safety by acting with deliberate indifference to 

his serious medical condition to which protection JORGE OSVALDO 

COTTINI had a constitutional right, and thereby caused JORGE OSVALDO 
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COTTINI to be exposed to the threat of serious bodily injury and/or 

death from heart attack, stroke, or coronary artery disease, and 

encouraged the realization of those threats, resulting in his death. 

DEFENDANTS, MICHAEL BENOV, CARLOS DEVEZA, ALEXANDER SINAVSKY, M.D. and 

DOES 1-50, acted as they did in part because they knew or were 

otherwise aware that they would receive no discipline or punishment 

for their conduct and that their constitutionally violative conduct 

wold otherwise be ratified and condoned by their superiors. 

69. As a proximate result of the aforementioned acts and 

omissions of DEFENDANTS, MICHAEL BENOV, CARLOS DEVEZA, ALEXANDER 

SINAVSKY, M.D. and DOES 1-50, JORGE OSVALDO COTTINI went into 

respiratory arrest and died. 

70. JORGE OSVALDO COTTINI had the right to be free from cruel 

and unusual punishment and unlawful deprivations of his life and 

liberty. He also had the right to be free from deliberate indifference 

to his serious medical needs. All of these rights and privileges are 

secured to JORGE OSVALDO COTTINI by the provisions of the Eighth 

Amendment to the United States Constitution, and by Bivens v. Six 

Unknown named Agents of the Federal Bureau of Narcotics 403 U.S. 388 

(1971). All of these interests were implicated by the wrongful conduct 

of DEFENDANTS, MICHAEL BENOV, CARLOS DEVEZA, ALEXANDER SINAVSKY, M.D. 

and DOES 1-50, which proximately caused severe injuries to JORGE 

OSVALDO COTTINI, as described herein. 

71. The aforementioned acts by or omissions of DEFENDANTS, 

MICHAEL BENOV, CARLOS DEVEZA, ALEXANDER SINAVSKY, M.D. and DOES 1-50 

and each of them, were willful, wanton, malicious and oppressive, done 

with a conscious disregard for the rights of Plaintiffs and constitute 

the type of despicable conduct that no civilized society should be 
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forced to endure, and this conduct justifies the awarding of exemplary 

and punitive damages against the individual DEFENDANTS, MICHAEL BENOV, 

CARLOS DEVEZA, ALEXANDER SINAVSKY, M.D. and DOES 1-50, in an amount to 

be proven at the trial of this matter. 

72. As a proximate result of the aforementioned acts and 

omissions of said DEFENDANTS, and each of them, JORGE OSVALDO COTTINI 

sustained great physical and mental pain, injury and shock to his 

nervous system, fear, anxiety, anguish, torment, degradation, 

emotional distress, loss of strength, and sense, knowledge and 

awareness of impending death prior to his death. 

7. As a direct and proximate result of the aforementioned acts, 

omission, customs, practices, policies and decisions of the 

DEFENDANTS, MICHAEL BENOV, CARLOS DEVEZA, ALEXANDER SINAVSKY, M.D. and 

DOES 1-50, PLAINTIFFS and Plaintiffs' decedent, JORGE OSVALDO COTTINI, 

have suffered great mental and physical pain, suffering, anguish 

fright, nervousness, anxiety, grief, shock, humiliation, indignity, 

embarrassment, apprehension, and the loss of love, comfort, society, 

solace and support, all to their damage in a sum to be determined at 

trial. Additionally, PLAINTIFFS have been forced to incur substantial 

amounts for attorneys• fees, investigation expenses, and other 

expenses in the prosecution of the above articulated constitutional 

violations. 

74. As a further result of these acts, Plaintiffs have lost past 

and future earnings and wages resulting from the loss of the support 

and services of decedent, JORGE OSVALDO COTTINI, in an amount to be 

determined according to proof at trial. 

Ill 

Ill 
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COUNT THREE 

(Bivens Action; For Violation of a11 Plaintiffs' 

Fourteenth Amendment Rights) 

(by All Plaintiffs against DEFENDANTS MICHAEL BENOV, CARLOS DEVEZA, 

ALEXANDER SINAVSKY, M.D. and DOES 1-50 in their individual and 

personal capacities) 

75. Plaintiffs incorporate by reference all paragraphs set forth 

above as if fully set forth herein. 

76. This cause of action is brought by Plaintiffs CARLOS COTTINI 

and ELVIRA COTTINI, individually 1 under the authority of Bivens v. Six 

Unknown named Agents of the Federal Bureau of Narcotics 403 U.S. 388 

{1971), and upon the Fourteenth Amendment to the United States 

Constitution against DEFENDANTS MICHAEL BENOV, CARLOS DEVEZA, 

ALEXANDER SINAVSKY, M.D. and DOES 1-50 1 in their individual 

capacities. This cause of action is brought by PLAINTIFFS CARLOS 

COTTINI and ELVIRA CO'I'TINI, as Successors in Interest to JORGE OSVALDO 

COTTINI, who would, but for his death, assert the constitutional 

claims set forth herein in his own right. Attached herein as Exhibit 

"1 11 are true and correct copies of the Successor in Interest 

Declarations of CARLOS COTTINI and ELVIRA COTTINI, and the death 

certificate of JORGE OSVALDO COTTINI, as prescribed by California Code 

of Civil Procedure, Section 377.30, et. seq. 

77. Plaintiffs are informed and believe, and thereby allege, 

that JORGE OSVALDO COTTINI was systematically and continually denied 

access to adequate medical care which resulted in his death as 

previously described, all of which shocked the conscience, and 

constituted a deliberate indifference to JORGE OSVALDO COTTINI'S 

serious medical condition in violation of all Plaintiffs' due process 
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rights to be free from arbitrary deprivations of life, liberty, 

property and the pursuit of happiness. By causing the death of JORGE 

OSVALDO COTTINI, the actions of DEFENDANTS, MICHAEL BENOV, CARLOS 

DEVEZA, ALEXANDER SINAVSKY, M.D, and DOES 1-50, also violated all 

plaintiffs' right to associate with their son, their right to enjoy 

the care, companionship, familial relationship, and society of their 

son, and their right to be free from arbitrary and unreasonable 

government intrusions into their family unit, as DEFENDANTS MICHAEL 

BENOV, CARLOS DEVEZA, ALEXANDER SINAVSKY, M.D. and DOES 1-50 intruded 

upon with deliberate indifference and in a manner that shocks the 

conscience as they had knowledge of JORGE OSVALDO COTTINI'S serious 

medical needs. 

78. All Plaintiffs have the right to be free from unreasonable 

intrusions into their family unit, secured to all plaintiffs by the 

provisions of the Fourteenth Amendment to the United States 

Constitution. All of these interests were implicated by the wrongful 

conduct of DEFENDANTS MICHAEL BENOV, CARLOS DEVEZA, ALEXANDER 

SINAVSKY, M.D. and DOES 1-50, which proximately caused severe injury 

and death to JORGE OSVALDO COTTINI as described herein. 

79. As a direct and proximate result of the aforementioned 

constitutional violations, all Plaintiffs have suffered great mental 

and physical pain, suffering, anguish, fright, nervousness, anxiety, 

grief, shock, humiliation, indignity, embarrassment, and apprehension, 

all to their damage in a sum to be determined at trial. Additionally, 

all Plaintiffs have been forced to incur substantial amounts for 

attorneys' fees, investigation expenses, and other expenses in the 

prosecution of the above articulated constitutional violations. 

80. DEFENDANTS MICHAEL BENOV, CARLOS DEVEZA, ALEXANDER SINAVSKY, 
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M.D. and DOES 1-50, acted willfully, knowingly, with reckless 

disregard and deliberate indifference to the known consequences of 

their acts and omissions, and purposefully with the intent to deprive 

Plaintiffs of their federally protected rights and privileges, and did 

in fact violate those rights and privileges entitling plaintiffs to 

punitive and exemplary damages in an amount to be proven at the trial 

of this matter. 

JURY DEMAND 

81. All Plaintiffs hereby demand that a jury be empaneled for 

the trial of all causes of action set forth in this cause of action. 

WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs pray for judgment against DEFENDANTS as 

follows: 

Ill 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

For general damages in an amount to be determined according 

to proof at trial; 

For medical and related expenses according to proof at 

trial; 

For additional special damages according to proof at trial; 

For costs of suit incurred herein; 

For punitive damages against the individual DEFENDANTS in an 

amount to be determined according to proof at trial; 

For attorneys' fees, investigation fees, and expert witness 

fees incurred herein; and 
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7. For such other and further relief as the Court deems just 

and proper. 

5 DATED: January 14, 2010 
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Respectfully submitted, 

THE 

By: 

COCHRAN FIRM - LOS ANGELES 

~~c/\~fW\t~ 
RANDY H. M URRAY 0 ~ \ 
Rmcmurray@~ochranfirm.c~ 
Attorney for Plaintiffs 
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2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

DECLARATION OF CARLOS COTTINI 

The decedent's name who is the subject of this action for wrongful death is 

JORGR OSVALDO COTTINI. 

On January 18, 2009, JORGE OSVALDO COTTINI, died as a result of coronaty 

artery disease due to the failure of THE UNTTRD STATES OF AMERICA, ET. 

AL., to provide him with proper medical care while he was delained at the 

METROPOLITAN DETENTION CENTER OF LOS ANGELES . 

No proceeding is now pending in California for the administration of the 

decedent's estate. 

I am one of two successors in interest (as defined in Section 377.11 of the 

California Code of Civil Procedure) with respect to the decedent's interest in the 

within action. 

I am the natural father of the decedent. 

No other person has a superior right to connnence the action or proceeding. The 

only other person who has the right to be substituted for the decedent in the 

pending action is his mother, ELVIRA COTTINI. 

I declare under penally of perjury under the laws of the State of California that the 

20 oregoing is true and conect. 
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1. 

2. 

3, 

4. 

5. 

6. 

DECLARATION OF ELVIRA COTTINI 

The decedent's name who is the subject of this action for wrongful dealh is 

JORGE OSV AI .DO COTTINI. 

On January 18, 2009, JORGE OSVALDO COTTINI, died as a result of coronary 

artery disease due to the failure of THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, ET. 

AL., to provide him with proper medical care while he was detained at the 

METROPOLITAN DETENTION CENTER OF I .OS ANGELES . 

No proceeding is now pending in California for the administration of the 

decedent's estate. 

I am one of two successors in interest ( as defined in Sec ti on 3 7 7. I 1 of the 

California Code of Civil Procedure) with respect to the decedent's interest in the 

within action. 

I am the natural mother of the decedent 

No other person has a superior right to commence the action or proceeding. The 

only other person who has the right to be substituted for the decedent in the 

pending action is his father, CARLOS COTTINI. 

19 I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that the 

20 oregoing is true and conect. __ ,....., .... ...---1 ,........... ........ -~ 
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// )- II~ Q_i)J o __ _ 
DATED EPlTRA COTTINI 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
CENTRAL DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA 

NOTICE OF ASSIGNMENT TO UNITED STATES MAGISTRATE JUDGE FOR DISCOVERY 

This case has been assigned to Distiict Judge R. Gary Klausner and the assigned 
discovery Magistrate Judge is Andrew J. Wistrich. 

The case number on all documents filed with the Cowt should read as follows: 

CVlO- 294 RGK (AJWx) 

Pursuant to General Order 05-07 of the United States District Court for the Central 
District of California, the Magislrate Judge has been designated to hear discove1y related 
motions. 

All discovery related motions should be noticed on the calendar of the Magistrate Judge 

NOTICE TO COUNSEL 

A copy of this notice must be served with the summons and complaint on a/f defendants (if a removal action is 
filed, a copy of this notice must be served on all plaintiffs), 

Subsequent documents must be filed at the following location: 

[X] Western Division 
312 N. Spring St., Rm. G-8 
Los Angeles, CA 90012 

LJ Southern Division 
411 West Fourth St., Rm. 1-053 
Santa Ana, CA 92701-4516 

Failure to file at the proper location will result in your documents being returned to you. 

LJ Eastern Division 
3470 Twelfth St., Rm. 134 
Riverside, CA 92501 

CV-18 (03106) NOTICE OF ASSIGNMENT TO UNITED STATES MAGISTRATE JUDGE FOR DISCOVERY 



ORIGINAL 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
CENTRAL DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA 

CARLOS COTTINI and ELVIRA COTTINI, CASE NUMBER 

individually, and as Successors in Interest _, ~ f 

1 0 
o· (\ 

2 
··._ , 

to JORGE OSVALDO COTTINI, deceased i:_
1 \J , , ,_ · lJ ,_, (:1 )\ 

PLAINTIFF(S) )) ] ' 

v. 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA; MICHAEL BENOV, Warden of 
Metropolitan Detention Center of Los Angeles; CARLOS 

DEVEZA,Administrator of Metropolitan Detention Center 

of Los Angeles Health Services Department; ALEXANDER 
SINAVSKY, M.D., Clinical Director of nPFnNDANT(S) 

SUMMONS 

Metropoli.tan Detention Center of Los Ange:t:t!B" ~ · 
Health Services Department; and DOES 1 THROUGH SO.;::-""In=--c::,lc:cu--:,s+-iv-:-:e:-,---------------------

TO: DEFENDANT(S): 

A lawsuit has been filed against you. 

Within i,po days after service of this smons on you (not counting the day you received it), you 

must serve on the plaintiff an answer to the attached L.iJ complaint D _____ amended complaint 
L_ JcounterclaimLJ cross-claim or a motion under Rule 12 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. The answer 
or motion must be served on the plaintiffs attorney, Randy H. McMurray , whose address is 

The Cochran Firm, 4929 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 1010, Los Angeles, CA 90010 . If you fail to do SO, 

judgment by default will be entered against you for the relief demanded in the complaint. You also must file 

your answer or motion with the court. 

Clerk, U.S. District Court 

11 4 JAN 2010 
Dated: _____________ _ By: 

[Use 60 days if the defendant is the United States or a United States agency, or is an officer or employee of the United States. Allowed 
60 days by Rule l 2(a)(3}}. 

SUMMONS 
•CCD-1A 



[]ORIGINAL 

UNITED ST A TES DISTRICT COURT 
CENTRAL DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA 

CARLOS COTTINI and ELVIRA COTTINI, 
individually, and as Successors in Interest 
to JORGE OSVALDO COTTINI, deceaoed r~ 

PLAINTIFF(~ 

V. 
\JNITb:!.J STATES OF AMERICA; MICHAEJ, BRNOV' warden of 

MetropoJ.iU,n Detention Cente~ of Los Angolell; CARl,OS 

DEVEZA,Administrillor of Metropolitan Detention Center 

of Los Angeles Heal th Sc,rvi c.'e/J Depa rt.ment ; ALEXANDER 
SINAVSKY, M, D. , Clinical Di rector of , , 
Metropolitan Detention Center of Los AngePJ'.FENDAN1(S) · 

CASENIJMBER 

SUMMONS 

Hearth .Services Department; and DOES J THROUGH 9--r"""n-•.....--u-s.,..iv_e_, _______ _ 

TO: DEFENDJ\NT(S): ____________ _ 

A lawsuit has been filed against you. 

Within 21 days after service of this summons on you (not counting the day you received it), you 

must serve on the plaintiff an answer to the attached Lx_l complaint ! ··7 -----··· amended complaint 
i counterclaim:· -- · - c ross-c I aim or a motion under Rule 12 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. The answer 

or motion must be served on the plaintiffs attorney, Randy H. McMurray , whose address is 

'The Coe hr an Fi r1n, 4 9 2 9 w i 2- sh.ire __ B 1 vd. , suite 1 O 1 O , Los Ange 1 es , CA _ 5J~0~0~1'---'0'---------- . If you fail to do so, 

judgment by default will be entered against you for the relief demanded in the complaint. You also must file 

your answer or motion with the court. 

Clerk, U.S. District Cow-t 

Dated: 1 4 JAN 2010 By: 

(Seal of the Court) 

[Use 60 days 1fthe defendant is the United States or a United States agency, or is an q[ficer or employee of the United States. Allowed 
60 days by Rule l 2(a)(J)). 

CV•Ol A (12/07] SUMMONS 
CCD·1A 



UNITED STA TES DISTRICT COURT, CENTRAL DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA 
CIVIL COVER SIIEET 

--------------------------
I (a) PLAINTJFFS (Check box if you are representing yourself D) 

CARLOS COTTINI and ELVIRA COTTINI, 

DEFEND A NT S 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA; MICHAEL BENOV, Warden of 

individually, and as Successors in Interest to Metropolitan Detention Center u± Los Angeles, et al. 

JORGE OSVALDO COTTINI, deceased 

(b) Attorneys (Firm Name, Address and Telephone Number. lfyou are repre5enting ' Attorneys (If Known) 
yourself. provide same.) 

Randy H. McMurray, Esq. SBN 126888 
Britany M. Engelman, Esq. SEN 238618 
THE COCHR&~ FIRM LOS ANGELES 
4929 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 1010 1 
Los Angeles, CA 90010 
{323) 931-6200 -- ---------------------

II. BASIS OF Jl1RISDICTJON (Place an X in one box only.) 

n I U.S. Government Plaintiff rx7 3 Federal Question (U.S. 
Government Not a Party) 

In. CITIZENSHIP OF PRINC.TPAL PARTIES- For Diversity Cases Only 
(rl ace an X in one box for plaintiff and one for defendant.) 

PTF DEF PTF DEF 
Citizen of This State LJ 1 ·=:J l J ncorporated or Principal Place C· 4 0 4 

of Business in this State 

0 2 U.S. Government Defendant D , Citizen of Another State O 2 [J 2 Incorporated and Principal ?lace 1 5 1 _J s 4 
~;;::~ ~~nt:~t~1~itizenshi of Business in Another State · • 

Citizen or Subject ofa LJ 3 ·=:J 3 Foreign Nation 
Foreign Country 

C·6 06 

JV, ORIGIN (Place ai1 X in one box only,) 

[xJ I Original D 2 Removed from O 3 Remanded from 7 4 Reinst.ated or LJ 5 Transferred fl-nm anotlier district D 6 Multi-
Proceeding State Court Appellate Court Reopened {specify): District 

D 7 Appeal to District 
Judge from 
Magistrate Judge Litigation 

V. REQUESTED IN COMPLAINT: JURY DEMAND: [x! Yes O No {Check 'Yes' only if demanded in complaint.) 

CLASS ACTION under F.R.C.P. 23: 0 Yes !XI No D MONEY DEMANDED fN C:OMPLAJNT: $ "'o'---' ..... o,..,o.__ _____ _ 
-------------------------------------------------~-----------------
VI. CAUSE OF ACTION (Cite the U.S. Civil Statute under which you arc filing and write a brief statement of cau~e. no not cite jurisdictional statutes unless diversity.) 

28 U.S.C. Section 1346(b) 

Vil. !\A Tl/RE OF SUIT {Place an X In one box only.) 
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na75 Customer Challenge 12 Veteran's BeTiefiti lnjmy O 441 Voting Drug n R.10 Patent 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT, CENTRAL DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA 
CIVIL COVER SHEET 

VIll(a). IDENTICAL CASES: Has this actiou beeu previously filed iu this court and dismissed, remanded or closed? ~ No :7 Yes 

!f yes, 1 isl case number(s): 

VIII(b). RELATED CASES: Have ary cases been prev_iously filed in this court tl1at are related to the present case? Fl No n Yes 

If yes, list case number(s): 

Civil eases are deemed related if a previously filed case and the present ca.~e: 

(Check all boxe., that apply) I· A. Arise from the same or closely related transactions, happenings, or events; or 

LJ B. Call for determination of the same or substantially related or similar questions of law and fact: or 

D C For other reasons would entail substantial duplication of labor ifhcard by ditfcrcntjudgcs; or 

D D. Involve the same patent, trademark or copyright, and one of the factors identified above in a, b or c also is present. 

IX. VENUE: (When completing the following infurmation, usc an additional sheet ifnecessary.) 

(a) List the County in this Distrlct; California County outside of this District; Sta(e if other !him California; or Foreign Country, in which EACH named plaintiff resides. 

LJ Cheek here if the government, its agencies or employees is a named plaintiff. lf this box is checked, go to item (b ). 

Countv in this District:* California County outi ide of this District· State if other thim California· or Foreign Co1mtrv 

Carlos Cottini, Los Angeles 

(b) List the County in this District; California County outside of this District; State if other than California; or Foreign Country, in which EACH named defendant resides. 

D Check !1ere if the government, its agencieJ; nr employees is a named defendant. lfthis ho~ is checked, go to item (c). 

Countv in this District:* 

Elvira Cottini, 
_____ . __________________ --------+---C~'a~l i_fo~m~----'--ia County outside of this District;_ .Stat~, if other than Cal ifomia; or F orci n Count 

Los Angeles 

(c) List the County in this District; California County outside of this District: State ifother than California; or Foreign Country, in which EACH claim arose. 

Note: In !and condemnation cases, use the location of the tract of land involved. 

~n ry in th is District: ~ California County out:;ide of this District: State, if olher than California;__,_~ For~ignSoun!!:Y_ 

lo5 ~tJ~/ 
L---------------~----d''----.,_ ____ ...__ __ ~-----------------------------------

* I .os Angeles, Orange, San Bernardino, Riverside, Ventura, Santa Barbara, or San Luis Obispo Counties 

X. SIGNATURE OF ATTORl\"EY (OR PRO PER) Date January 14, 2010 
Britany r{.tngelman, Esq. 

Notice to Counsel/Parties: The CV-71 (JS-44) Civ ii Cover She6ud the mfonnation con tamed he rem neither rep I ace nor supplement the filing and service of p!eadm~s 
or other papers as required by law. This form, approved by the Judicial Conference of !he United States m September I 974, is required pursuant to l.ocal Rule 3-1 is not filed 
but is used by the Clerk of the Court for the purpose of statistics, venue and initiating the civil docket sheet. (for more detailed instructions, see .,eparate instructions sheet.) 

Key to Statistical codes relating to Social Security Cases: 

Nature of Suit Cod c Abbrcvia!iou 

861 HIA 

862 BL 

863 DIWC 

863 DlWW 

864 SSID 

365 RSI 

CV-71 (05/08) 

Subs(antivc Statemcul of Cause of Action 

All cl aims for health insurance benefits (Medicare) under Ti!le 18, Part A, of the Social Security Act, as amen dcd. 
Also, include claims by hospitals, skilled nursing faoililies, etc., for certification as providers of services under the 
program. (42 U.S.C. 1935FF(b)) 

All claims for "Black Lung" benefits under Title 4, Part B, of the Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety Act of 1969, 
(30 U.S.C. 923) 

All claims filed by insured workers for disabi I ity insurance benefits under Title 2 of the Social Security Act, a, 
amended; plus all ciaims filed fur child's insurance benefits based on disability. ( 42 U .S .C. 405(g)) 

All claims filed for widows or widowers insurance benefits ha~ed on disability under Title 2 of the Social Security 
Act, as amended. (42 U.S.C. 40S(g)) 

All claims for supplemental security income payments b ascd upon disab ii ity filed under Title l 6 of the Social Security 
Act, as amended. 

All claims for retirement (old age) and survivors benefits under Title 2 of the Social Security Act, a~ amended.· (42 
U.S.C. (g)) 
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FILED 
UNITED STATF.S COURT OF APPEALS 

FOR THE NINTH CIRCUIT 

MAR 16 2012 

MOLLY C. DWYER, CLERK 
U.S. COUR r Or APPEALS 

CARLOS COTTlNT, individually, and as 
Successors in Interest to .forge Osvaldo 
Cottini, deceased, and ELVIRA COTTINI, 
individually, and as Successors in Interesl 
to Jorge Osvaldo Cottini, deceased, 

Plain tiffs - A ppcllccs, 

v. 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA_; et al., 

Defendants - Appellants. 

No. 11-55874 

D.C. No. 2: l 0-cv-00294-RGK 
Central District of California, 
Los Angeles 

ORDER 

Pursuant lo the stipulation of the parties, this appeal is voluntarily dismissed. 

Fed. R. App. P. 42(6). The parties shall bear their own costs and attorneys' fees on 

appeal. 

This order served on the district court shall act as and for the mandate of this 

court. 

M AC.'M(·dh11ifl11 l-15-1) 

FOR THE COURT 

By: Margaret A. Corrigan 
Circuit Mediator 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
CENTRAL DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA 

CIVIL MINUTES • GENERAL 

Case No. CV 10-00294-RGK (AJWx) Date March 28, 2011 

Title COTTINI, et al v. UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, et al 

Present The 
Honorable 

R. GARY KLAUSNER, UNITED STATES DISTRICT JUDGE 

Sharon L. Williams Not Reported NIA 
Deputy Clerk Court Reporter/ Recorder Tape No. 

Attorneys Present for Plaintiffs: Attorneys Present for Defendants: 

Not Present Not Present 

Proceedings: (IN CHAMBERS) Order Re: Individual Defendants' Motion for 
Summary Judgment (DE 37); Plaintiffs' Ex Parte Application to 
Extend Discovery Cut-off (DE 60) 

I. INTRODUCTION 

On January 14, 2010, Carlos and Elvira Cottini ("Plaintiffs") filed suit individually and as 
successors in interest to their deceased son, Jorge Osvaldo Cottini ("Cottini"), against Michael Benov 
("Benov"), Carlos Deveza ("Deveza"), and Alexander Sinavsky ("Sinavsky") (collectively, "Individual 
Defendants"). Plaintiffs allege violations of Cottini' s Fifth Amendment rights by each of the Individual 
Defendants, pursuant to Bivens v. Six Unknown Named Agents of Federal Bureau of Narcotics, 403 U.S. 
3 8 8 ( 1 971 ) . Plain ti ff s al so assert a claim against the United States for wrongful death pursuant to the 
Federal Tort Claims Act, 28 U.S.C. § 1346, which the Individual Defendants do not contest. Presently 
before the Court is the Individual Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment on the Bivens claims, 
along with Plainliff s' Ex Parte Application to Extend the Discovery Cut-Off. For the following reasons, 
the Individual Defendants' motion is DENIED in part, and DEFERRED in part. The Court GRANTS a 
30-day discovery extension pursuant to the parties' stipulation as described in the Ex Parte Application. 

II. FACTUAL BACKGROUND 

During the period of time relevant to this case, Benov was the Warden of the Metropolitan 
Detention Center in Los Angeles ("MDC"). Sinavsky was the Clinical Director of MDC' s Health 
Services Department, and Deveza was MDC's Health Services Administrator. Upon Cottini's arrival at 
MDC on October 21, 2008, Deveza screened him for medical problems and switched his blood pressure 
medication to comply with the Bureau of Prisons drug selection guidelines. Sinavsky reviewed a record 
of the screening and approved Deveza's decisions. On October 27, 2008, Sinavsky examined Cottini and 
noted "Exertional dyspnea" in the "Cardiovascular" section of his medical record. Sinavsky examined 
Cottini again on November 12, 2008, adding "Angina" to the medical record and noting Cottini's 
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history of hypertension and heart disease. Based on the November 12 examination, Sinavsky determined 
that Cottini should see a cardiologist by November 28. Two days after Sinavsky made this 
determination, on November 14, Cottini wrote a note to MDC's medical staff, complaining that he was 
dizzy all day long, having a hard time breathing, experiencing worsening chest pains, and passing out 
when trying to stand up. On November 19, 2008, Cottini was examined for these complaints "on an 
emergency basis" by a third-party member of the medical staff, who gave Cottini acetaminophen and 
sent him back to his cell. The November 28 due date for Cottini's cardiology consultation passed 
without any action from prison officials, and it was not until December 23, 2008 that the consultation 
finally occurred. The consulting cardiologist recommended additional medication and testing, but 
nobody acted on the cardiologist's advice until January 16, 2009, when Sinavsky examined Cottini, 
reviewed the cardiology report, and sent Cottini to the hospital. Two days later, Cottini died of coronary 
artery disease. 

III. JUDICIAL ST ANDA RD 

Pursuant to Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 56(c), summary judgment is proper only where "the 
pleadings, the discovery and disclosure materials on file, and any affidavits show that there is no 
genuine issue as to any material fact and that the [moving party] is entitled to judgment as a matter of 
law." Fed. R. Civ. P. 56(c). On issues where the moving party does not have the burden of proof at trial, 
the moving party is required only to show that there is an absence of evidence to support the non
moving party's case. See Celotex Corp. v. Catrett, 477 U.S. 317, 326 ( 1986). Upon such showing, the 
court may grant summary judgment "on all or part of the claim." Fed. R. Civ. P. 56(a)-(b). 

To defeat a summary judgment motion, the non-moving party may not merely rely on its 
pleadings or on conclusory statements. Fed. R. Civ. P. 56(e). Nor may the non-moving party merely 
attack or discredit the moving party's evidence. Nat 'J Union Fire Ins. Co. v. Argonaut Ins. Co., 70 I F.2d 
95, 97 (9th Cir. 1983). The non-moving party must affirmatively present specific admissible evidence 
sufficient to create a genuine issue of material fact for trial. See Celotex Corp., 477 U.S. at 324. A fact is 
material only if it might affect the outcome of the suit. Anderson v. Liberty Lobby, Inc., 477 U.S. 242, 
248 (1986). Disputes over such facts amount to genuine issues if a reasonable jury could resolve them in 
favor of the nonmoving party. Id. 

When there is specific evidence that is unavailable to the non-moving party and necessary to 
effectively oppose summary judgment, the Court may defer consideration of the motion, deny the 
motion, allow additional time to obtain evidence, or issue any other appropriate order. Fed. R. Civ. P. 
56(d). The non-moving pai1y is responsible for explaining why the necessary evidence is unavailable. 
Id. 

IV. DISCUSSION 

The Individual Defendants argue that summary judgment should be granted on the Bivens claims 
because Plaintiffs have not produced evidence sufficient to show that Cottini's constitutional rights were 
violated. The Individual Defendants also maintain that they are entitled to qualified immunity. 

Plaintiffs explain that they have been unable to obtain some crucial evidence because the 
magistrate judge has stayed the depositions they requested pending a decision by the Court on the 
qualified immunity issue. Plaintiffs therefore ask the Court to deny summary judgment and allow 
additional time for discovery. 

As described below, the Court DENIES summary judgment as to Sinavsky, and DEFERS 
consideration of summary judgment as to Benov and Deveza. The Court further finds that none of the 
Individual Defendants have established their entitlement to qualified immunity. Therefore, the Court 
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lifts the magistrate judge's stay on discovery and extends the discovery cut-off by 30 days, to April 25, 
2011. 

A. Bivens Claims 

ln Bivens, the Supreme Court recognized a private right of action for a citizen whose 
constitutional rights had been violated by federal officials acting under color of government authority. 
403 U.S. at 389. The constitutional provision at issue in the present Bivens action is the due process 
clause of the Fifth Amendment, which prohibits the mistreatment of pretrial detainees. See Bell v. 
Wolfish, 441 U.S. 535-36 (1979). With respect to medical care specifically, due process dictates that 
"persons in custody have the established right to not have officials remain deliberately indifferent to 
their serious medical needs." Gibson v. County of Washoe, 290 F.3d 1175, 1187 (9th Cir. 2002) (quoting 
Carnell v. Grimm, 74 F.3d 977, 979 (9th Cir. 1996)) (internal quotation marks omitted). Thus, the 
Constitution requires that prisons provide access to medical staff who are able to treat prisoners' 
medical problems or arrange for "reasonably speedy" treatment at an outside facility. Hoptowit v. Ray, 
682 F. 2d 1237. 1253 (9th Cir. 1982). 

The Supreme Court clarified the "deliberate indifference" standard in Farmer v. Brennan, 511 
U.S. 825, 837 (1994). There, the Court held that deliberate indifference exists when a prison official 
disregards a substantial risk of serious hann. Id. The Court further explained that the prison official does 
not need to know that ham1 will result from his action or inaction. Id. at 835. Rather, it is enough that 
the official failed to act despite the known risk, and harm resulted. Id. at 842. The prison official's 
subjective knowledge of the substantial risk "is a question of fact subject to demonstration in the usual 
ways, including inference from circumstantial evidence." Id. Thus, "a factfinder may conclude that a 
prison official knew of a substantial risk from the very fact that the risk was obvious." Id. 

To overcome summary judgment in the present case, Plaintiffs must first provide evidence to 
show that Cottini had a serious medical need before he died. Then, Plaintiffs must point to evidence that 
each one of the Individual Defendants acted with deliberate indifference to Cottini's medical need by 
being aware of the risk created by the medical need and acting or failing to act despite that risk. As 
discussed below, the Court finds that Plaintiffs have presented such evidence against Sinavsky, and it is 
sufficient to create a genuine issue of mate1ial fact for trial. With respect to Deveza and Benov, the 
Court declines to render summary judgment until Plaintiffs have the opportunity to obtain additional 
evidence. 

1. Serious Medical Need 

A prisoner's health condition may amount to a serious medical need if a failure to treat the 
condition could result in further serious injury to the prisoner. Doty v. County o.f Lassen, 37 F.3d 540, 
546 (9th Cir. 1994) (quoting McGuckin v. Smith, 974 F.2d 1050, 1059 (9th Cir. 1992)). The evidence in 
this action shows that Cottini suffered from heart problems while confined at MDC, that his treatment 
was significantly delayed on two occasions, and that he died from a heart-related malady shortly after 
the second treatment delay. From this evidence, a reasonable jury could find that MDC's failure to 
provide Cottini with adequate treatment caused his death. Working backwards from this conclusion, the 
jury could determine that Cottini's heart problems constituted a serious medical need. 

2. Deliberate Indifference 

Deliberate indifference depends on the individual prison official's state of mind, so the Court 
analyzes the evidence separately with regard to each Individual Defendant. 

1. Alexander Sinavsky 
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According to Plaintiffs' evidence, Sinavsky examined Cottini on November 12, 2008, and noted 
symptoms of angina and exertional dyspnea. As a result, Sinavsky ordered a cardiology consultation, to 
be completed by November 28. However, Sinavsky failed to insure that the consultation took place 
within the time period he specified. When lhe consultation finally took place on December 23, 2008, the 
consulting physician recommended that Cottini undergo further treatment, but Sinavsky failed to act on 
this recommendation for several more weeks. Sinavski finally examined Cottini again on January 16, 
2009 and sent him to the hospital. Two days later, Cottini died. 

Based on Sinavsky's role as Cottini's treating physician, combined with the delay in Cottini's 
treatment and his death shortly thereafter, a reasonable jury could find that Sinavsky knew of a 
substantial risk to Cottini' s health, and failed to act despite this knowledge. Thus, Sinavsky' s alleged 
deliberate indifference to Cottini' s serious medical need presents a genuine issue for trial. The Court 
DENIES summary judgment as to Sinavsky. 

11. Michael Benov 

Individual Defendants argue that summary judgment should be granted on the Bivens claim 
against Benov because, as the Warden of MDC, he was not involved in any decisions regarding 
Cottini' s medical care. However, this line of argument fails because a prison official may be deliberately 
indifferent by ignoring a known risk that affects prisoners in general, rather than one prisoner in 
particular. See Farmer, 511 U.S. at 843. Moreover, the Constitution "requires that prison officials 
provide a system of ready access to adequate medical care," including reasonably speedy referrals to 
outside facilities if the prison is not equipped to render proper treatment. Hoptowit, 682 F.2d at 1253. 
Thus, if Benov knew that prisoners were at risk because MDC lacked a system for monitoring the health 
of prisoners with serious medical conditions, or an adequate system for processing referrals in a 
reasonably speedy manner, then he may have been deliberately indifferent by failing to act despite this 
risk. 

So far, Plaintiffs have been unable to depose Benov and determine what he knew about the 
medical procedures that were applied in the course of Cottini 's treatment. In light of the evidence that 
Cottini' s Fifth Amendment rights may have been violated, it may be possible for a reasonable jury to 
find that Benov was deliberately indifferent to Cottini's serious medical needs. Further development of 
the evidentiary record is necessary before the Court can make this determination. Accordingly, the Court 
DEFERS consideration of summary judgment for Benov until after the close of discovery, pursuant to 
Fed. R. Civ. P. 56(d). 

111. Carlos Deveza 

The evidentiary record is similarly undeveloped with respect to Deveza who, as the Health 
Services Administrator at MDC, may have known about dangerous deficiencies in MDC's healthcare 
procedures. The Court therefore DEFERS consideration of summary judgment for Deveza as well. 

B. Qualified Immunity 

The test for qualified immunity has two steps. First, the Court must determine whether, "ltJaken 
in the light most favorable to the party asserting the injury, ... the facts alleged show the officer's 
conduct violated a constitutional right." Saucier v. Katz, 533 U.S. 194, 20 l (2001 ). Then, the Court must 
determine "whether the right was clearly established," meaning "[t]he contours of the right must have 
been clear enough that a reasonable official would have understood that he was violating the right." Id. 
at 201-02 (citing Anderson v. Creighton, 483 U.S. 635, 640 (1987)). See also Pearson v. Callahan, 129 
S. Ct. 808, 818 (2009) (holding that the sequence of steps is no longer mandatory). If the officer's 
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alleged conduct did not violate a constitutional right, or the right was not clearly established, then the 
officer is entitled to qualified immunity. Id. at 816. In the instant case, the Individual Defendants have 
failed to secure summary judgment on the constitutional violation itself. Therefore, they can establish 
qualified immunity only if a reasonable official in their circumstances would not have understood that 
he was violating Cottini's rights. 

The Individual Defendants allegedly violated Cottini' s Fifth Amendment rights by being 
deliberately indifferent to his serious medical needs. Assuming that these allegations are supported, the 
Individual Defendants cannot sustain a qualified immunity defense because "deliberate indifference is 
inconsistent with a finding of ... qualified immunity." Albers v. Whitley, 743 F.2d 1372, 1376 (9th Cir. 
1984), rev'd on other grounds, 475 U.S. 312 (1986). A public official cannot both be "deliberately 
indifferent" - i.e., consciously disregard a known, excessive risk to inmate safety, Fanner, 511 U.S. at 
837 - and at the same time reasonably believe that his conduct conforms to clearly established law, 
Harlow, 457 U.S. at 818. Because a reasonable prison official would have known that the Individual 
Defendants' alleged deliberate indifference was unconstitutional, the Individual Defendants are not 
entitled to summary judgment based on qualified immunity. 

C. Scheduling 

As described above, the Court recognizes the need to permit additional time for discovery. 
Therefore, the 30-day discovery extension that the parties have stipulated to is GRANTED. The new 
discovery cut-off is April 25, 2011, and all other deadlines remain in effect. 

The Court will consider the deferred portions of the present summary judgment motion after the 
new discovery cut-off. Plaintiffs may file supplemental briefing no later than May 2, 2011. The 
supplemental brief shall address only matters involving any additional evidence obtained from ongoing 
discovery efforts, and the brief shall not exceed 5 pages in length. Plaintiffs shall also attach a 
supplemental Statement of Disputed Facts. No additional filings will be accepted from the Individual 
Defendants on this motion. 

v. EVIDENTIARY OBJECTIONS 

To the extent the Court has relied on evidence to which the parties have objected, the Court overrules 
the parties' objections to that evidence. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

In light of the foregoing, the Court hereby DENIES the Individual Defendants' Motion for 
Summary Judgment as to Sinavsky, and DEFERS consideration of the motion as to Benov and Deveza. 
The Court hereby lifts the stay order issued by Magistrate Judge Andrew J. Wistrich on February 24, 
201 I, so discovery may proceed. The discovery cut-off date is now April 25, 2011, and all other 
deadlines remain in effect. The Court will rule on the deferred portions of the present motion after 
receiving any supplemental filings from Plaintiffs, which shall be filed no later than May 2, 2011. 

IT IS SO ORDERED. 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
CENTRAL DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA 

CIVIL MINUTES - GENERAL 

Case No. CV 10-00294-RGK (AJWx) Date June 2, 2011 

Title COTTINI, et al v. UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, et al 

Present: The 
Honorable 

R. GARY KLAUSNER, UNITED STATES DISTRICT JUDGE 

Sharon L Williams Not Reported NIA 

Deputy Clerk Court Reporter I Recorder Tape No. 

Attorneys Present for Plaintiffs: Attorneys Present for Defendants: 

Not Present Not Present 

Proceedings: (IN CHAMBERS) Supplemental Order Re: Individual Defendants' 
Motion for Summary Judgment (DE 37) 

I. INTRODUCTION 

On March 28, 2011, this Court issued an Order Re: Individual Defendants' Motion for 
Summary Judgment ("Order"). The Order denied in part, and deferred in part, Defendants' 
motion, which sought summary judgment as to the Bivens claims. Specifically, the Court 
denied summary judgment on the issue of qualified immunity as to all three individual 
defendants. As to Defendant Sinavsky, the Court also denied summary judgment on the 
Bivens claim. As to the Bivens claims against Defendants Deveza and Benov, the Court 
deferred ruling on the motion until after discovery had been completed. 

On May 2, 2011, pursuant to the Court's order, Plaintiffs filed a Supplement to Motion 
for Summary Judgment addressing only the issue of Bivens liability on the part of Defendants 
Oeveza and Benov. Upon review of the additional evidence submitted by Plaintiffs, the Court 
grants in part, and denies in part summary judgment. 

Ill. JUDICIAL ST AND ARD 

Pursuant to Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 56(c), summary judgment is proper only 
where "the pleadings, the discovery and disclosure materials on file, and any affidavits show 
that there is no genuine issue as to any material fact and that the [moving party] is entitled to 
judgment as a matter of law." Fed. R. Civ. P. 56(c). On issues where the moving party does 
not have the burden of proof at trial, the moving party is required only to show that there is an 
absence of evidence to support the non-moving party's case. See Celotex Corp. v. Catrett, 477 
U.S. 317, 326 (1986). Upon such showing, the court may grant summary judgment "on all or 
part of the claim." Fed. R. Civ. P. 56(a)-(b). 
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To defeat a summary judgment motion, the non-moving party may not merely rely on its 
pleadings or on conclusory statements. Fed. R. Civ. P. 56(e). Nor may the non-moving party 
merely attack or discredit the moving party's evidence. Nat'/ Union Fire Ins. Co. v. Argonaut 
Ins. Co., 701 F.2d 95, 97 (9th Cir. 1983). The non-moving party must affirmatively present 
specific admissible evidence sufficient to create a genuine issue of material fact for trial. See 
Celotex Corp., 477 U.S. at 324. A fact is material only if it might affect the outcome of the suit. 
Anderson v. Liberty Lobby, Inc., 477 U.S. 242,248 (1986). Disputes over such facts amount to 
genuine issues if a reasonable jury could resolve them in favor of the nonmoving party. Id. 

When there is specific evidence that is unavailable to the non-moving party and 
necessary to effectively oppose summary judgment, the Court may defer consideration of the 
motion, deny the motion, allow additional time to obtain evidence, or issue any other 
appropriate order. Fed. R. Civ. P. 56(d). The non-moving party is responsible for explaining 
why the necessary evidence is unavailable. Id. 

Ill. DISCUSSION 

The Individual Defendants argue that summary judgment should be granted on the 
Bivens claims because Plaintiffs have not produced evidence sufficient to show that Cottini's 
constitutional rights were violated. 

In Bivens, the Supreme Court recognized a private right of action for a citizen whose 
constitutional rights had been violated by federal officials acting under color of government 
authority. 403 U.S. at 389. The constitutional provision at issue in the present Bivens action is 
the due process clause of the Fifth Amendment, which prohibits the mistreatment of pretrial 
detainees. See Bell v. Wolfish, 441 U.S. 535-36 (1979). With respect to medical care 
specifically, due process dictates that "persons in custody have the established right to not 
have officials remain deliberately indifferent to their serious medical needs." Gibson v. County 
of Washoe, 290 F.3d 1175, 1187 (9th Cir. 2002) (quoting Carnell v. Grimm, 74 F.3d 977, 979 
(9th Cir. 1996)) (internal quotation marks omitted). Thus, the Constitution requires that prisons 
provide access to medical staff who are able to treat prisoners' medical problems or arrange 
for "reasonably speedy" treatment at an outside facility. Hoptowit v. Ray, 682 F.2d 1237, 1253 
(9th Cir. 1982). 

The Supreme Court clarified the "deliberate indifference" standard in Farmer v. 
Brennan, 511 U.S. 825, 837 (1994). There, the Court held that deliberate indifference exists 
when a prison official disregards a substantial risk of serious harm. Id. The Court further 
explained that the prison official does not need to know that harm will result from his action or 
inaction. Id. at 835. Rather, it is enough that the official failed to act despite the known risk, and 
harm resulted. Id. at 842. The prison official's subjective knowledge of the substantial risk "is a 
question of fact subject to demonstration in the usual ways, including inference from 
circumstantial evidence." Id. Thus, "a factfinder may conclude that a prison official knew of a 
substantial risk from the very fact that the risk was obvious." Id. 

As discussed in the Court's March 28 Order, evidence in the record shows that a 
reasonable jury could determine that Cottini's heart problems constituted a serious medical 
need. Therefore, to overcome summary judgment as to Defendants Deveza and Benov, 
Plaintiffs must point to evidence that each of the defendants acted with deliberate indifference 
to Cottini's medical need by being aware of the risk created by the medical need and acting or 
failing to act despite that risk. 
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A. Michael Benov 

Individual Defendants argue that summary judgment should be granted on the Bivens 
claim against Benov because, as the Warden of MDC, he was not involved in any decisions 
regarding Cottini's medical care. However, this line of argument fails because a prison official 
may be deliberately indifferent by ignoring a known risk that affects prisoners in general, rather 
than one prisoner in particular. See Farmer, 511 U.S. at 843. Moreover, the Constitution 
"requires that prison officials provide a system of ready access to adequate medical care," 
including reasonably speedy referrals to outside facilities if the prison is not equipped to render 
proper treatment. Hoptowit, 682 F.2d at 1253. Thus, if Benov knew that prisoners were at risk 
because MDC lacked a system for monitoring the health of prisoners with serious medical 
conditions, or an adequate system for processing referrals in a reasonably speedy manner, 
then he may have been deliberately indifferent by failing to act despite this risk. 

Plaintiffs have introduced evidence that in an inmate population of about 1,100, roughly 
5-10 inmates every two weeks complained to Benov about medical concerns involving the 
health and services department ("HSD").(Pl.s' Supplemental Opp'n Brief ("Supplement"), 
Benov Dep., Ex. C, 143:22-144: 16.) Rather than conducting an inquiry into the HSD to uncover 
systemic problems, Benov only called HSD regarding the specific individuals as issues came 
up. (Supplement, Benov Dep., Ex. C, 144:17-24.) Plaintiffs' evidence also indicates that direct 
supervision of the HSD and its head was not conducted by Benov, even though he is in charge 
of the entire MDC system, but rather, by associate wardens. (Supplement, Benov Dep., Ex. C, 
75:19-25; 181 :5-184:17, 185:17-187-3.) 

The question is: does the evidence raise a triable issue as to whether Benov knew that 
inmates were at substantial risk of serious harm. Such knowledge may be found where the risk 
was so obvious that an inference can be made that Benov knew of the risk. See Farmer, 511 
U.S. at 843. Upon review of Plaintiffs' evidence, the Court finds that Plaintiffs' falls short of 
raising a triable issue. First, the evidence shows only that 5-10 inmates, every two weeks 
raised medical concerns. The evidence fails to establish what types of medical concerns these 
complaints involved, serious medical needs or routine medical treatment. Second, the 
evidence fails to indicate how longstanding or pervasive the 5-10 complaints every two weeks 
were. While the evidence regarding the complaints and method of supervision may support an 
argument for possibly addressing the effectiveness of the system, it fails to raise a triable issue 
that Benov was deliberately indifferent to a substantial risk of serious harm to the inmates. 

B. Carlos Deveza 

According to the evidence, Deveza actively participated in Cottini's medical case by 
performing an intake health screening soon after Cottini's arrival at the MDC and adjusting 
Cottini's medication pursuant to the BOP National Formulary. (Defs.'Undisputed Facts, Nos. 1-
4.) On November 12, 2008, Sinavsky examined Cottini, performed an EKG, and requested a 
cardiology consultation to occur by November 28, 2008. (Deveza Deel. at 115, attached Ex. 5.) 
The consultation did not occur by that date, but rather almost a month later, on December 23, 
2008. (Deveza Deel. at 118.) On November 14, 2008, Cottini wrote a letter complaining of chest 
pain, dizziness, and passing out, which was received on November 20, 2008. (Deveza Deel. at 
117(a).) On November 19, 1008, Cottini was seen on an emergency basis, complaining of 
dizziness, shortness of breath, and chest discomfort. (Deveza Deel. at 117.) On December 8, 
2008, Deveza reviewed Cottini's medical file. (Supplement, Deveza Dep., Ex. A, 189:21-
190:2.) After Cottini's December 23 cardiologist consult, the doctor generated a consultation 
note with follow-up recommendations. (Deveza Deel. at 118, attached Ex. 9.) The cardiologist 
never forwarded the note to HSD or otherwise contacted HSD regarding Cottini's 
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case.(Deveza Deel. at ,i 8.) Plaintiffs' evidence establishes that the contract between HSD and 
MDI states that an outpatient report, accessible by Deveza, will be posted within three working 
days. (Supplement, Deveza Dep., Ex. A, 158:10-159:2.) It is Deveza's duty to follow up with 
MDI if a report is not issued in a timely manner. (Supplement, Deveza Dep., Ex. A, 180:9-
181 :5.) Deveza did not follow-up on the report until January 16, 2009, when the missing report 
was brought to his attention by Sinavsky. (Deveza Deel. at ,i 9.) 

While any of the evidence above, by itself, would be insufficient to raise a triable issue 
of material fact, analysis of the evidence in totality yields a different result. Based on (1) 
Deveza's role as the administrator of Cottini's case; (2) evidence regarding the time frame in 
which Deveza reviewed Cottini's medical file; and (3) Deveza's failure to follow-up on the 
missing outpatient report, the Court finds a triable issue as to whether Deveza was deliberately 
indifferent to Cottini's serious medical need. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

In light of the foregoing, the Court hereby GRANTS the Individual Defendants' Motion 
for Summary Judgment as to Benov, and DENIES summary judgment as to Deveza. 

IT IS SO ORDERED. 

Initials of slw 
Preparer 
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Robert V. Torres, Esq. (CA. Bar No. 142752) 
Jennifer A. Bandlow, Esq. (CA Bar No. 265757) 

2 THE COCHRAN FIRM - LOS ANGELES 

3 
4929 Wilshire Boulevard, Suite l O 10 
Los Angeles, California 90010 

4 Telephone: (323) 931-6200 
Facsimile: (323) 931-9521 

5 rtorres@cochranfirm.com 
jbandlow@cochranfirm.com 

6 Attorneys for Plaintiffs 

7 

8 

9 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

CENTRAL DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA 

10 

11 CARLOS COTTINI and ELVIRA 
COTTINI, Individually, and as 

12 · Successors in Interest to JORGE 
13 OSVALDO COTTINI, deceased, 

14 

15 

16 
vs. 

Plaintiffs, 

17 UNITED STATES OF AMERICA; 
MICHAEL BENOY, Warden of 

19 

18 Metropolitan Detention Center of Los 
Angeles; CARLOS DEVEZA, 
Administrator of Metropolitan 

20 Detention Center of Los Angeles 
Health Services Dcpaitment; 
ALEXANDER SINAVSKY, M.D., 
Clinical Director of Metropolitan 
Detention Center of Los Angeles 
Health Services Department; and 

21 

22 

23 

24 DOES 1 through 50, inclusive, 

Defendants 

) CASE NO.: CVl0-00294 RGK (AJXx 
) 
) REQUEST FOR DISMISSAL OF 
) ENTIRE ACTION WITH 
) PREJUDICE PURSUANT TO 
) SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT 
) 
) 
) Hon. R. Gary Klausner 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

25 

26 

27 

28 

_________ ) 

REQUEST FOR DISMISSAL OF ENTIRE ACTION WITH PREJUDICE 
PURSUANTTOSETTLEMENTAGREBrvrENT 
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1 

2 

3 

Pursuant to the Stipulation for Compromise Settlement, Document number 

118, filed on March 13, 2012, the parties, by and through their counsel of record, 

4 
request that this case be dismissed in its entirety, with prejudice, all parties to bear 

5 their own costs and fees. 

6 

7 

8 Dated: April 12, 2012 THE COCHRAN FIRM - LOS ANGELES 

9 

10 
By: /s/ 

11 Robert V. Torres, Esq., and 
12 Jennifer A. Bandlow, Esq. 

Attorneys for Plaintiffs, Elvira and 
13 Carlos Cottini 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27-

28 

ANDRE BIROTTE JR. 
United States Attorney 
LEON W. WEIDMAN 
Assistant United States Attorney 
Chief, Civil Division 

By: /s/ 

2 

ERIKA JOHNSON-BROOKS 
Assistant United States Attorney 
INDIRA J. CAMERON-BANKS 
Assistant United States Attorney 
Attorneys for Federal Defendants 

REQUEST FOR DISMISSAL OF ENTIRE ACTION WITH PREJUDICE 
PURSUANT TO SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT 
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l ANDRE BIROTTE JR. 
United States Attorney 

2 LEON W. WEIDMAN 
Assistant United States Attorney 

3 Chief, Civil Division 
INDIRA J. CAfv1ERON-BANKS (State Bar No. 248634) 

4 Assistant United States Attornex _ 
ERJK.J\ JOHNSON-BROOKS lStatc Bar No. 210908) 

5 Assistant United States Attorn?.Y 
Room 7516, Federal Buirding 
300 No1th Los Angeles Street 
·Los Angeles, California 90012 

6 

7 Telephone: ~13) 894-2442 
Fax: 213)894-7819 
Email: ndira.J. Cameron-Banks@usdoj.gov 

Etika.Johnson@usdoj.gov 
8 

Attorneys for Federal Defendants 
9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

UNITED STATES DISTRJCT COURT 
FOR THE CENTRAL DISTRICT OF CATJFORNIA 

\VESTERN D1VISION 

CARLOS COTTINl and ELVIRA 
14 COTTINI, individually and as 

15 successors in Interest to 
JORGE OSVALDO COTTlNI, 

16 deceased 

17 Plaintiffs, 

18 
V, 

19 
UNITED STATES OF AMERJCA, 

20 MICHAEL BENOY, Warden of 

21 
·Metropolitan Detention Center of 
Los Angeles, CARLOS DEVEZA, 

22 Administrator of Metropolitan 
Detention Center of Los Angeles 

23 Health Services Depa1iment, 

24 
ALEXANDER SINA VSKY, M.D., 
Clinical Director of 

25 Metropolitan Detention 
Center of Los Angeles Health 

26 Services Department; and 

27 
DOES 1-50 Inclusive 

28 Defendants. 

) No. CV 10-294 RGK (AJWx) 

j STIPULATION FOR COMPROMlS_E 

) SETTLEMENT 
) 
) 
) 
) 

j Hon. RobeLt G. Klausner 
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) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
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2 IT IS HEREBY STIPULATED Al\TI AGREED, by and between Plaintiffs 

3 Carlos and Elvira Cottini ("Plaintiffs 11
) and Defendant United States of America 

4 ("Defendant"), that the above-entitled action may be settled and compromised on the 

5 following terms and conditions: 

6 1. Defendant agrees to pay to Plaintiffs the sum of Two Hundred Thousand 

7 Dollars ($200,000.00), which sum shall include all attorneys' fees and costs, and 

8 which shall be in full settlement and satisfaction of any and all claims arising out of 

9 the incident or circumstances giving rise to this suit. 

JO 2. Plaintiffs agree to accept the sum of Two Hundre<l 11rnm;and Dollars 

11 ($200,000.00) in full settlement and satisfaction of any and all claims and demands 

12 that Plaintiffs' heirs, executors, administrators, or assigns may have against 

13 Defendant, its agencies, agents, and employees on account or arising out of the 

14 incident or circumstances giving 1ise to this suit 

15 3. In exchange for a payment of $2 00, ( )00, paid on behalf of the Uni tcd 

16 States only, Plaintiffs agree to dismiss with prejudice the Biven~ claims against the 

17 individual de fcndants in exchange for mutual releases of al I claims and an a grcc men t 

18 that all individual patties bear their own attorneys' fees and costs incurred in both the 

19 district couLi action and the appeal. 

'2D 4. In addition, and notwithstanding anything to the contrniy herein, 

21 Plaintiffs explicitly release any and all claims against Defendant which the Plaintiffs 

22 do not know or suspect to exist in their favor at lhe time they execute this stipulation 

23 and general release, which if known to Plaintiffs would have rnate1ially atlected rJ.1is 

24 settlement if the claim or claims had been lmown. Plaintiffs, for themselves and their 

25 heirs, executors, administrators, agents, servants, employees or ast;igns, and each and 

26 any of them, expressly waives all rights under California Civj] Code § 1542, which 

27 states; 11A general rele<1se does not extend to claims which the creditor does not know 

28 or suspect to exist in his or her favor at the time of executine the release, which if 

2 
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1 lmown by him or her must have materially affected his or her settlement with the 

2 debtor.". 

. 3 5. Plaintiffs and their heirs, executors, administrators or assigns further 

4 agree to reimburse, indemnify and hold haimlc.ss Defendant, its agents, servants, and 

s employees from any and all causes of action, chdms, liens, rights, or subrogated or 

6 contJ:ibution interests incident to or resulting from_further litigation or the prnseculion 

7 of claims by plaintiff or his heirs, executors, administrators or assigns against any 

8 third party or against Defendant; arising out of the incident or circumstances giving 

9 rise to this suit. 

10 6. This stipulation for compromise settlement shall not constitute an 

11 admission of liability or fault on the part of Defendant, its agents, servants, or 

12 employees, and is entered into by all parties herein for the purpose of compromising 

13 disputed claims and avoiding the expenses and risks of litigation. 

14 7. It is also agreed, by and among the parties, that the settlement mnount of 

15 Two Hundred Thousand Dollars($200,000.00) for Plaintiffs represents the entire 

16 amount of the compromise settlement, and that the respective pmiies wiU each bear 

17 their own costs, fees, and expenses, and that any attorneys' fees owed by tbc Plaintiffs 

18 will be paid out of the settlement amount and not in addition thereto. 

19 8. It is also understood, by and among the parties, that pursuant to Title 28, 

20 United States Coue, Section 2678, any attorneys' fees for services rendered in 

21 connection with th is action shall not exceed 2 5 percent of the amount 6 f the 

22 compromise settlement 

23 9. There shall be made payable jointly to Carlos and Elvira Cottini and The 

24 Cochran Finn, attorneys for'P1ainti.ffs, a check for said compromise settlement of 

25 Two Hundred Thousand Dollars ($200,000.00), which ainount is inclusive of all 

26 att01neys' fcc.s and costs. 

27 10. In exchange for payment of t11e sum stated above, and upon receipt of the 

28 settlement fund.s, Plaintiffs shall, forthwith, file with the Clerk of the above Comt a 

3 
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Stipulation for Dismissal of this entire action, with prejudice and without costs, 

2 11. Plaintiffs agree that they will be obligated to pay any and all liens from 

3 any and all insurance companies, health care providers, attorneys, and any and all 

4 other persons or organizations who have or claim to have subrogated assigned claim8 

5 arising out of or related to the subject matter of this suit. 

6 12. Any and all individual taxation consequences as a result of tllis Stipulation 

7 are the sole and exclusive responsibility of the Plaintiffs. Defendant does not wa1rnnt 

8 any representation of any tax consequences of this Stipulation, Nothing contained 

9 herein shall constitute a waiver by Plaintiffs of any right to challenge any tax 

10 consequences of this Stipulation. 

11 13. Th is written agreement contains all of the agreements between the 

12 United States and Plaintjffs, and is intended to be aod is the final und sole agreement 

13 between the United States and Plaintiffs. The United States and Plaintiff8 agree that 

14 any other prior or contemporaneous representations or understandings not explicitly 

15 6ontained in this written agreement between the United States and Plaintiffs, whether 

16 written or oral, are of no further legal or equitable force or effect. Any subsequent. 

L 7 modifications to this agreement must be in writing, and must be signed and executed 

18 by the parties. 

19 I/ I 

20 I I I 

2[ 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

4 
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14. The undersign~ represent that they have reviewed and 

2 understand this agreemen'4 and- that they are fully authorized to 

3 enter into the tenns aa.d conditions of this agreement and that th.~y agree to be bound 

4 thereby. 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

11 

13 

14 

15 

16 

DATED: 

DAT.ED: 

March 13 ~ 2012 ANDRE BIR.OTTE JR. 
UmtedStates Attome_y 

· LEON W. VJE.JDMAN 
Assistant United States.Attorney 
Chief, Civil Division 

/s/ 
INDIRA J. CAMEKCJN--13.ANKS 
Assist.&nt United State.~ Attorney 
ERIKA JOHNSON•BROOKS 
Assistant United States Attorney 
Attorneys for Federal Defendaubf 

17

1 

DATED: 3- /3:i<c()JZ 
18. 

19 

20 

21 

12 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
WESTERN DISTRICT OF WASHINGTON 

ATSEAITLE 

RICHARD L. RODMAN, 

Plaintiff, 

v. 

.. 
CASEJ:.Vl O .'' 81Vttt 

UNITED STATES FEDERAL BUREAU 
1 3 OF PRISONS, 

PLAINTIFF'S COMPLAINT FOR 
NEGLIGENCE 

n- 14 
".J 
M i5 

,.:C 16 

V' 17 

18 

20 

21 

22 

Defendant. 1111111 11111 11111 11111 1111111111 1111111111111 

I lllllll 1111111111111111 11111111111 
t 0-CV-00321-CM P 

Plaintiff, for his Complaint against Defendant, alleges the following: 

I. PARTIES 

1. Plaintiff Richard L. Rodman resides in Sedro Woo1Jey, Skagit County, 

Washington. Mr. Rodman was injured in the Federal Detention Center at SeaTac, King 

County, Washington by Defendant's agents and/or employees. 
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2. Defendant United States Federal Bureau of Prisons ("BOP") operates a 

Federal Detention Center in SeaTac, King Cowtty, Washington. Defendants' agents and 

employees were Plaintiff's guards and medical providers. 

II. JURISDICTION AND VENUE 

3. The causes of action stated by Plaintiff in this Complaint arise out of alleged 

negligence by prison staff and medical care and treatment provided by Defendant, a 

government agency, in King County, Washington. Defendant operates a Federal Detention 

Center located in SeaTac, King County, Washington. All acts relevant to this Complaint 

occurred within this Judicial District. 

4. Jurisdiction and venue are appropriate before the United States District Court 

for the Western District of Washington pursuant to the Federal Tort Claims Act, 28 U.S.C. § 

1346(b) and 28 U.S.C. § 1402(b). 

5. On July 10, 2009, Plaintiff complied with 28 U.S.C. § 2675 by mailing, via 

certified mail, a Fonn 95 Claim for Damage, Injury, or Death, as well as associated materials, 

to the Federal Bureau of Prisons: Western Regional Office in Stockton, California. On July 

20, 2009, the Western Regional Office received and processed Plaintiff's Form 95 Claim. On 

August 5, 2009, the claim was assigned to the SeaTac Federal Detention Center's local 

counsel. (See Exhibit 1 ). On January 20, 2010, the six (6) month waiting period expired, and 

Plaintiff's Claim has been left without action. The institution of this action is timely. 
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III. STATEMENT OF CLAIM 

6. On or about July 24, 2007, Plaintiff Richard Rodman was incarcerated in the 

Federal Detention Center in SeaTac, Washington. 

7. On March 19, 2008, while incarcerated, Plaintiff experienced persistent lower 

right quadrant abdominal pain. Plaintiff was seen by Manuell Lacist, MLP, at the Bureau of 

Prisons (''BOP") Clinic on March 19, 2008. An examination of Plaintiff revealed tenderness 

to palpation of the right lower quadrant and right flank region. He was diagnosed with 

"calculus of kidney." 

8. On the March 19, 2008 Plaintiff was again seen by Mr. Lacist who prescribed 

a Ketorolac Injection and Oxycodone/ Acetaminophen for pain management. Mr. Laci st 

instructed Plaintiff to return if his condition worsened; Plaintiff was returned to his cell. 

9. On March 21, 2008, Plaintiffs pain persisted and he was seen at the BOP 

clinic by Maria Luisa, M.D., who performed an X-Ray which "showed large amount of fecal 

matter, no renal or bladder stones noted." Dr. Luisa ordered Bisacodyl E.C. laxative tablets to 

be taken for 7 days. Plaintiff was returned to his cell. 

10. Between March 21, 2008 and March 28, 2008, Plaintiff asked to see a doctor 

and complained to prison staff repeatedly of intense abdominal pain and no appetite. His 

requests to see a doctor were denied, and he was given only Ibuprofen medication. 

11. On March 28, 2008, Plaintiff was seen by Stephen Leaf, PA-C, at the BOP 

2 3 Clinic who ordered Plaintiff to be transferred to the Emergency Room at Highline Medical 

?4 Center, for a consultation for appendicitis. 

25 

26 
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12. On March 28, 2008, Plaintiff was seen at Highline Medical Center Emergency 

Room, where he was diagnosed with probable perforated appendicitis, accompanied by 

severe inflammation of the right lower quadrant. 

13. On March 29, 2008, Andrew Haputa, M.D., performed exploratory surgery at 

Highline Medical Center, during which he noted a clear open hole in the cecum, excreting 

fecal material, and necrotic tissue surrounding the appendix. Dr. Haputa found an 

"obliterated cecwn with a massive phelgmonous area of involvement greater than 10 cm in 

all directions in this region, which involved the small bowel as well." He also found "trunks 

of fecal material ... within the cavity prior to any surgical manipulation." Dr. Haputa then 

performed an ileostomy, attaching an ostomy appliance. 

14. On March 31, 2008, the Highline Medical Center Lab diagnosed Plaintiff's 

condition as ruptured appendicitis with inflammation and fibrosis. Additionally, Plaintiff was 

diagnosed with acute serositis of the small bowel. The tissue surrounding the cecum showed 

"hemorrhage, granulation tissue, fibrosis, and microabcess formation." 

15. Since his March 29, 2008 surgery, Plaintiff has developed severe pancreatitis 

and pancreatic pseudocysts, for which Plaintiff must seek regular treatment. Plaintiff 

continues to experience abdominal pain, and is under a strict diet and medication for 

management of his continued symptoms. 

IV. FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION-NEGLIGENCE 

16. Plaintiff restates and incorporates by reference paragraphs 1 through 15, 

above. 
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17. Defendant is liable under the doctrine of Respondeat Superior for the acts and 

omissions of its agents and employees, including, but not limited to, prison guards, prison 

medical staff, prison supervisors and officials, and other BOP agents and employees of the 

Federal Detention Center in SeaTac, King County, Washington. 

18. At all times material to Plaintiffs illness and subsequent injury, Defendant 

had a duty to provide adequate medical care to Plaintiff. 

19. Defendant BOP breached its duty as stated in Paragraph 18, above, by failing 

to provide medical care to Plaintiff for seven (7) or more days, between March 21 st and 

March 28th
, 2008, during which time Plaintiff suffered from a serious illness which required 

medical treatment. 

20. Defendant BOP's failure to provide medical care to Plaintiff prior to March 

28th
, 2008, is the direct and proximate cause of Plaintiffs injuries and damages, including, 

but not limited to, perforated appendicitis, internal scarring and adhesions, cholelithiathis, 

recurrent pancreatitis, pancreatic cysts and pseudocysts, severe abdominal pain and 

discomfort, and all medical, physical, and psychological problems associated therewith. 

21. As a direct and proximate result of the aforementioned breach of duty by 

Defendant BOP, Plaintiff has suffered economic and non-economic damages, which will be 

proven specifically at the time of trial. 

V. SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION-PROFESSIONAL NEGLIGENCE 

22. Plaintiff restates and incorporates by reference paragraphs I through 21, 

above. 
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23. At all times material to Defendant BOP medical staff's treatment of Mr. 

Morgan, there existed a physician/patient relationship between Plaintiff and Defendant's 

medical staff. 

24. Defendant is liable under the doctrine of Respondeat Superior for the acts and 

omissions of its agents and employees, including, but not limited to: Manuell Lacist, MLP; 

Maria . Luisa, M.D.; Allen Boeker, M.D., and other BOP medical staff at the SeaTac 

Detention Center. 

25. BOP medical staff owed Plaintiff a duty to provide him with medical care and 

treatment with that degree of skill, care, and learning expected of a reasonably prudent 

medical assistant (Mr. Lacist) and a reasonably prudent Primary Care Physician (Dr. Luisa, 

Dr. Boeker) practicing in the State of Washington. 

26. BOP medical staff breached their duty as stated in Paragraph 25, above, by 

failing to timely diagnose and treat Plaintiff's appendicitis prior to March 28, 2008. 

27. BOP's medical assistant's and physicians' failure to diagnose and treat 

Plaintiff's appendicitis prior to March 28, 2008 is the direct and proximate cause of 

Plaintiff's injuries and damages, including, but not limited to: perforated appendicitis, 

internal scarring and adhesions, cholelithiathis, recurrent pancreatitis, pancreatic cysts and 

pseudocysts, severe abdominal pain and discomfort, and all medical, physical, and 

psychological problems associated therewith. 

28. As a direct and proximate result of the aforementioned breach of duty by 

BOP's medical assistant and physicians, Plaintiff has suffered economic and non-economic 

damages, which will be proven specifically at the time of trial. 
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VJ. RELIEF REQUESTED 

AS A RESULT OF THE ALLEGATIONS SET FORTH ABOVE, Plaintiff requests 

entry of judgment against Defendant as follows: 

a) 

b) 

c) 

d) 

e) 

f) 

for general damages sustained to date, and in the future; 

for medical costs and expenses incurred to date, and in the future; 

for all financial losses suffered to date, and in the future; 

for any additional and foreseeable costs and expenses incurred; 

for reasonable attorneys fees and court costs herein; and 

for such other and further relief as the court may deem appropriate. 

DATED this 1.. > day of February, 2010. 
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Sanford Kinzer 
Attorney at Law 
1206 N. Dolarway Road, Suite 110 
Ellensburg, WA 98926 

U.S. Department of Justice 

Federal Bureau of Prisons 

Western Regional Office 
7338 Shoreline Drive 
Stockton, Callfomia 95219 

August 5, 2009 

RE: Richard Rodman, Reg. No. 34967-086 
Administrative Claim No. TRT-WXR-2009-05453· 
Received: July 20, 2009 

Dear Mr. Kinzer: 

This is .to acknowledge receipt of the above referenced Claim for Damage, Injury or Death 
(Standard Form 95) that was submitted to or forwarded to this office under the provisions of the Federal 
Tort Claims Act (FTCA), 28 U.S.C. §,§ 2671, et seq. As the legal representative for Richard Rodman, you 
seek compensation for alleged personal injury as a result of events occurring on and after March 19, 2008. 

, -~ •• 
1 

In accordance with the applicable provisions of the statute, this agency has up to six months from 
"-,,- the date received in which to make a final determination of your administrative claim for damages. This 

time frame began on the date that your claim was received for filing and processing as noted above. 

Based on the location of your allegations the following Consolidated Legal Center (CLC), will be 
handling your claim for investigation and response. Please note all future correspondence and change of 
address should reference the administrative claim number and be directed to the CLC indicated: 

Matt Camey, Supervisory Attorney 
Federal Correctional Institution 
37900 N. 45lh Avenue 
Phoenix, AZ 85086 

_X....__ Theresa Talplacido, Supervisory Attorney 
Federa1 Detention Center 
2425 South ;200th St. 
SeaTac, Washington 98198 

Eli Ben-Shmuel, Supervisory Attorney _ Dennis Wong, Deputy Regional Counsel 
Metropolitan Detention Center Western Regional Office 
535 North Alameda St. 7338 Shoreline Drive 
Los Angeles, California 90012 Stockton, California 95219 

Sincerely, 

EXH I B IT---=1=--- ~-PENN 
Regional Counsel 
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l The Honorable John C. Coughenour 
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UNITED ST A TES DISTRICT COURT 
WESTERN DISTRICT OF WASHINGTON 

AT SEATTLE 

RICHARD L. RODMAN, 

Plaintiff, 

V. 

UNITED ST A TES OF AMERICA 

Defendants. 

Case No. Cl0-0321-JCC 

MINUTE ORDER 

The following Minute Order is made by direction of the Court, the Honorable John C. 

Coughenour, United States District Judge: 

This matter comes before the Court on Plaintiff's unopposed motion to amend the 

complaint. (Dkt. No. 20.) The motion is GRANTED. Plaintiff is DIRECTED to file a new 

complaint on the ECF system. 

DATED this 23rd day of September, 2010. 

MINUTE ORDER 
PAGE- I 

WILLIAM M. McCOOL, Clerk of Court 

By Isl C. Ledesma 
Deputy Clerk 
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THE HONORABLE JOHN C. COUGHENOUR 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
WESTERN DISTRICT OF WASHINGTON 

AT SEATTLE 

10 RICHARD L. RODMAN, Case No. Cl0-0321-JCC 

ORDER 11 Plaintiff, 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

V. 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 

Defendant. 

This maner comes before the Court on the parties' stipulation for dismissal (Dkt. No. 

22). On the basis of the parties' representations, the Court DISMISSES this action with 

prejudice and without an award of fees or costs to any party. 

DATED this 25th day of January 2011. 

ORDER, C 10-0321-JCC 
PAGE- 1 

John C. Coughenour 
UNITED ST A TES DISTRICT JUDGE 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE United States District Court for the Western District of Washington 

Richard L Rodman 
Plaintiff, 

V. Case No.: 2:10-cv-00321-JCC 
Judge John C Coughenour 

United States Federal Bureau of Prisons 
Defendant. 

ORDER REGARDING DISCOVERY AND DEPOSITIONS 

IT IS ORDERED that: 

(I) DISCOVERY. All discovery matters are to be resolved by agreement if possible. If 
a ruling is needed as to any discovery questions, and counsel wish to avoid the time and 
expenses of a written motion, they may obtain an expedited ruling through a telephone 
conference call to the court at (206) 370-8800. 

(2) DEPOSITIONS. Depositions will be conducted in compliance with the following 
rules: 

(a) Examination. If there are multiple parties, each side should ordinarily 
designate one attorney to conduct the main examination of the deponent, and 
any questioning by other counsel on that side should be limited to matters not 
previously covered. 

(b) Objections. The only objections that should be raised at the 
deposition are those involving a privilege against disclosure, or some matter 
that may be remedied if presented at the time (such as the form of the question 
or the responsiveness of the answer), or that the question seeks information 
beyond the scope of discovery. Objections on other grounds are unnecessary 
and should generally be avoided. All objections should be concise and must 
not suggest answers to, or otherwise coach, the deponent. Argumentative 
interruptions will not be permitted. 

(c) Directions Not to Answer. Directions to the deponent not to answer 
are improper, except on the ground of privilege or to enable a party or 
deponent to present a motion to the court or special master for termination of 
the deposition on the ground that it is being conducted in bad faith or in such 
a manner as unreasonably to annoy, embarrass or oppress the party or the 
deponent, or for appropriate limitations upon the scope of the depositions 
(e.g., on the ground that the line of inquiry is not relevant nor reasonably 
calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence). When a privilege 
is claimed, the witness should nevertheless answer questions relevant to the 
existence, extent or waiver of the privilege, such as the date of the 
communication, who made the statement in question, to whom and in whose 
presence the statement was made, other persons to whom the statement was 

ORDER REGARDING DISCOVERY AND DEPOSITIONS - Page 1 
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made, other persons to whom the contents of the statement have been 
disclosed, and the general subject matter of the statement. 

(d) Responsiveness. Witnesses will be expected to answer all questions 
directly and without evasion, to the extent of their testimonial knowledge, 
unless directed by counsel not to answer. 

(e) Private Consultation. Private conferences between deponents and 
their attorneys during the actual taking of the deposition are improper, except 
for the purpose of determining whether a privilege should be asserted. Unless 
prohibited by the court for good cause shown, such conferences may, 
however, be held during normal recesses and adjournments. 

(f) Conduct of Examining Counsel. Examining counsel will refrain 
from asking questions he or she knows to be beyond the legitimate scope of 
discovery, and from undue repetition. 

(g) Courtroom Standard. All counsel and parties should conduct 
themselves in depositions with the same courtesy and respect for the rules that 
are required in the courtroom during trial. 

(3) RESPONSIBILITY OF PLAINTIFF'S COUNSEL. This order is issued at the 
outset of the case, and a copy is delivered by the clerk to counsel for plaintiff. Plaintiffs 
counsel (or plaintiff, if prose) is directed to deliver a copy of this order to each other party 
within ten (IQ) days after receiving notice of that party's appearance. 

DATED: April 16, 2010 

Isl John C. Coughenour 
John C. Coughenour 
United States District Judge 

ORDER REGARDING DISCOVERY AND DEPOSITIONS - Page 2 
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Hon. John C. Coughenour 

UNITED ST ATES DISTRICT COURT 
WESTERN DISTRICT OF WASHINGTON 

AT SEATTLE 

RICHARD L. RODMAN, ) 
) 

Plaintiff, ) 
) 

V. ) 

) 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA ) 

) 
Defendant. ) 

) 

NO. Cl0-0321-JCC 

ORDER 

14 Based upon the parties' stipulation (Dkt. No. 18), certain pretrial dates shall be as 

15 follows: 

16 September 8, 20 I 0: Disclose identity of expert witnesses and exchange expert 

17 reports. 

18 

!9 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

October 8, 2010: Disclose identity of rebuttal experts and exchange rebuttal 

expert reports. 

November 8, 20 I 0: Discovery is to conclude. 

December 6, 2010: Deadline for filing of dispositive motions. 

DATED this 7th day of July, 2010 

STIPULATED ORDER RE PRETRIAL DATES- I 
No. CI0-0321-JCC 

hn C. Coughenour 
United States District Judge 
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Judge John C. Coughenour 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
WESTERN DISTRICT OF WASHINGTON 

AT SEATTLE 

RICHARD L. RODMAN, ) 
) 

Plaintiff, ) 
) 

V. ) 
) 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA ) 
) 

Defendant. ) 
) 

NO. C10-0321JCC 

PROTECTIVE ORDER 

Plaintiff Richard L. Rodman and Federal Defendant United States of America, by 

and through their respective undersigned counsel, stipulate and agree to the following 

(Dkt. No. 16.): 

1. This Stipulation and Order is agreed to and entered pursuant to Fed. R. Civ. 

P. 26(c), which provides for the issuance of protective orders limiting the disclosure of 

privileged and confidential documents and information in appropriate circumstances, and 

5 U.S.C. §§ 552a(b)(l l) and (g)(l), which provide an exception to the Privacy Act of 

1974 for documents and information released pursuant to a court order. 

2. This Stipulation and Order relates to the above captioned action, which is 

an action brought pursuant to the Federal Tort Claims Act, 28 U .S.C. §§ l346(b ), 2671-

80. 

3. Plaintiff Rodman has or may in the future commence discovery which seeks 

ORDER- I 
No. CI0-0321 
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disclosure of documents and information which the United States contends may be 

2 protected from release by the Privacy Act of l 974, 5 U.S.C. § 552a. 

3 4. While Federal Defendant United States contends that disclosure of some of 

4 these documents and records ordinalily is prohibited in civil litigation, the Privacy Act 

5 provides, as an exception, that such records may be released "pursuant to the order of a 

6 court of competent jurisdiction." See 5 U.S.C. § 552a(b )(11 ). An order of this Court 

7 would therefore provide a basis for release of the requested documents and records to the 

8 Plaintiff pursuant to the Privacy Act and Fed. R. Civ. Pro. 26(c), as well as insulate the 

9 Federal Defendant from potential liability for improper disclosure. See 5 U.S.C. § 

IO 552a(g)( 1 ). 

! I 5. The purposes of this Stipulation and Order include protecting the 

12 confidentiality of certain documents and information, protecting the identities of 

!3 employees and others, and ensuring that the parties can obtain and pursue discovery with 

14 a minimum of delay and expense. Accordingly, the parties, subject to the Court's 

15 approval, stipulate and agree that the procedures set out in the ensuing paragraphs shall be 

16 followed with respect to information and documents contained in records produced by 

17 Federal Defendant or its representatives. 

18 6. When used in this Stipulation and Order, the word "documents" means all 

!9 written, recorded, electronic or graphic matter whatsoever, including, but not limited to, 

20 interrogatory answers; requests for admissions and responses thereto; documents 

21 produced by the parties or third-parties in this action, whether pursuant to Rule 34, 

22 subpoena, or by agreement; deposition transcripts and exhibits; and any portion of any 

23 court papers which quote from any of the foregoing. 

24 7. All documents designated as "CONFIDENTIAL" by Federal Defendant 

25 shall be subject to this Stipulation and Order and shall be used solely in connection with 

26 this lawsuit. No document or information contained in a document designated as 

27 "CONFIDENTIAL" may be released or disclosed to any person other than: 

28 a. 

ORDER-2 

No. CI0-0321 

the parties and their counsel in this action; 
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Case 2:1 0-cv-00321-JCC Document 17 Filed 06/30/1 0 Page 3 of 4 

secretaries, paralegal assistants, and other employees and agents of counsel 

who are engaged in assisting counsel in the preparation of this action; 

persons who provided the confidential information; 

witnesses, and outside consultants and experts consulted or retained for the 

purpose of assisting in the preparation of this action, upon condition that, 

before making disclosure, counsel must obtain and retain an agreement in 

writing from the witness, outside expert or consultant reciting that he or she 

has read a copy of this Stipulation and Order and agrees to be bound by its 

provisions; and 

any other person authorized by counsel for Federal Defendant to examine 

such materials. 

Any person having access to confidential information shall be informed that 

!3 it is Confidential and subject to a non-disclosure Order of the Court. No such person 

14 shall release or disclose those materials to any person other than those specifically 

15 identified in paragraph 7, above, without further order of the Court or stipulation of the 

16 parties. 

17 9. Nothing in this Stipulation and Order shall bar or otherwise restrict counsel 

18 from rendering advice to her/his client with respect to this litigation, doing anything 

!9 necessary to prosecute this action, or furthering the interests of her/his client, provided, 

20 however, that the plaintiff's counsel shall not release or disclose any confidential 

21 document to any other person where disclosure would be contrary to the terms of this 

22 Stipulation and Order. 

23 10. In the event that the Plaintiff gives written notice to the Federal Defendant 

24 challenging designation of specific documents as Confidential and the parties cannot 

25 resolve the matter informally, the Plaintiff shall have ten judicial days to file a motion to 

26 lift the protections afforded the specific documents at issue under Federal Rule of Civil 

27 Procedure 26( c ). During the ten judicial days and the pendency of any challenge, the 

28 parties will treat the documents as Confidential. 

ORDER-3 

No. CI0-0321 
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11. If counsel intend to file any motion, opposition, reply or any other filing 

2 with the Court and attach thereto or set forth therein any document or information that 

3 Federal Defendant has designated as Confidential, counsel responsible for the filing shall 

4 file a motion requesting leave to file the document under seal under Court Rule 5(g). 

5 12. Within 60 days of the termination of this litigation, including any appeals 

6 therefrom, documents containing Confidential information and all copies and any portions 

7 thereof shall be returned to Federal Defendant or shredded, subject to applicable Jaw. 

8 13. Any specific part or parts of the restrictions imposed by this Stipulation and 

9 Order may be terminated at any time by an order of the Court. The Court may change the 

IO terms of this Stipulation and Order on its own motion after notice to the parties and an 

! 1 opportunity to be heard. 

!2 14. If necessary and appropriate, and with the Court's approval, the parties will 

!3 file a revised Stipulation and Order prior to trial to address any circumstances at trial not 

14 specifically covered by this Stipulation and Order. 

15 15. This Stipulation and Order is without prejudice to the rights of any party to 

16 seek or object to discovery pennitted by Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, or by any 

17 statute or other authmity, or to the rights of any party to made evidentiary objections at 

18 trial. 

!9 

20 IT IS SO ORDERED. 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

DATED this 30th day of June, 20 I 0 

ORDER-4 

No. CI0-0321 

hn C. Coughenour 
United States District Judge 
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The Honorable John C. Coughenour 

UNITED STA TES DISTRICT COURT 
WESTERN DISTRICT OF WASHINGTON 

AT SEATTLE 

RICHARD L. RODMAN, ) 
) 

Plaintiff, ) 
) 

V. ) 
) 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, ) 
) 

Defendant. ) 
) 

NO. CI0-0321 JCC 

STIPULATION FOR COMPROMISE SETTLEMENT AND RELEASE 

It is hereby stipulated by and between the undersigned plaintiff (meaning any 

person, other than the defendant, signing this agreement, whether or not a patty to this 

civil action), and defendant United States of America, by and through their respective 

attorneys, as follows: 

1. The plaintiff and the defendant United States do hereby agree to settle and 

compromise each and every claim of any kind, whether known or unknown, arising 

directly or indirectly from the acts or omissions that gave rise to the above-captioned 

action or which are otherwise related in any way to the subject matter of the above

captioned action, under the terms and conditions set forth in this Settlement Agreement. 

2. _ The United States of America agrees to pay the sum of Sixty-Five Thousand 

dollars ($65,000.00), which sum shall be in full settlement and satisfaction of any and all 

STIPULATION FOR COMPROMISE 
SETTLEMENT AND RELEASE- 1 
No. CI0-0321 

UNITED STATES ATTOllNEY 
l 20 l Pacific A venu ~t S ui1e 700 

Tm.coma, W 111:shing1on 984-02 
(2SJ) 42B-l800 



claims, demands, rights, and causes of action of whatsoever kind and nature, whether 

2 based upon federal or state constitution, statute or common law, arising from, and by 

3 reason of, any and all known and unknown, foreseen and unforeseen, bodily and personal 

4 injuries, damage to property and the consequences thereof, resulting, and to result, from 

5 the subject matter of this settlement as set forth in paragraph 1 of this Settlement 

6 Agreement, including any claims for wrongful death, for which plaintiff or his guardians, 

7 heirs, executors, administrators, or assigns, and each of them, now have or may hereafter 

B acquire against the United States of America, its agents, servants, and employees, both 

9 current and former, 

10 3. Plaintiff and his guardians, heirs, executors, administrators or assigns hereby 

11 agree to accept the sums set forth in this Stipulation of Compromise Settlement in full 

12 settlement and satisfaction of any and all claims, demands, rights, and causes of action of 

13 whatsoever kind and nature, whether based upon federal or state constitution, statute, or 

14 common law, including claims for wrongful death, arising from, and by reason of, any 

15 and all known and unknown, foreseen and unforeseen, bodily and personal injuries, 

16 damage to property and the consequences thereof, which they may have or hereafter 

17 acquire against the United States of America, its agents, servants and employees, both 

18 current and former, on account of the subject matter of this settlement as set forth in 

19 paragraph 1 of this Settlement Agreement, including any future claim or lawsuit of any 

20 kind or type whatsoever, whether known or unknown, and whether for compensatory or 

21 exemplary damages. Plaintiff and his guardians, heirs, executors, administrators or 

22 assigns further agree to reimburse,-indemnify and hold harmless the United States of 

23 America, its agents, servants, and employees, both current and former, from and against 

24 any and all such causes of action, claims, liens, rights, or subrogated or contribution 

25 interests incident to or resulting from further litigation or the prosecution of claims by 

26 plaintiff or his guardians, heirs, executors, administrators or assigns against any third 

21 party or against the United States, including claims for wrongful death. 

28 4. This stipulation for compromise settlement is not, is in no way intended to be, 

STIPULATION FOR COMPROMISE 
SETTLEMENT AND RELEASE- 2 
No. CI0-0321 

UNITED STATES ATTORNEY 
1201 Paomo A,,noo, Sullo 700 

Too om., W ••hlnglo n 98 402 
(2Sl) 428-3800 



and should not be construed as, an admission of liability or fault on the part of the United 

2 States, its agents, servants, or employees, and it is specifically denied that they are liable 

3 to the plaintiff. This settlement is entered into by all parties for the purpose of 

4 compromising disputed claims and avoiding the expenses and risks of further litigation. 

s 5. It is also agreed, by and among the parties, that the respective parties will each 

6 bear their own costs, fees, and expenses and that any attorney's fees owed by the plaintiff 

7 will be paid out of the settlement amount and not in addition thereto. 

s 6. It is also understood by and among the parties that pursuant to Title 28, United 

9 States Code, Section 2678, attorney's fees for services rendered in connection with this 

1 o action shall not exceed 25 per centum of the amount of the compromise settlement. 

11 7. The persons signing this Settlement Agreement warrant and represent that _they 

12 possess full authority to bind the persons on whose behalf they are signing to the terms of 

13 the settlement. In the event any plaintiff is a minor or a legally incompetent adult, the 

14 plaintiff must obtain Court approval of the settlement at their expense. Plaintiff agrees to 

1 s obtain such approval in a timely manner: time being of the essence. Plaintiff further 

16 agrees that the United States may void this settlement at its option in the event such 

11 approval is not obtained in a timely manner. In the event that the plaintiff fails to obtain 

18 such Court approval, the entire Stipulation For Compromise Settlement And Release and 

19 the compromise settlement are null and void. 

20 8. Payment of the settlement amount will be made by government wire transfer as 

21 per the following: 

22 

23 

24 

25 . 

26 

27 

28 

A. Name of Bank: Bank of America, Edmonds Branch 
B. Street Address of Bank: 306 Main Street 
C. City, State and Zip Code of Bank: Edmonds, WA 98020 
D. Federal Reserve Number: 

.............. E, .................. RoutingNumber;f..... I 
____ . :. ~~::~f,~::;:,t'II_L_aw_o_tbces yDavid L. Crump IOLTA Trust 

Plaintiff's attorney agrees to distribute the settlement proceeds to the plaintiff, and to 

obtain a dismissal of the above-captioned action with prejudice, with each party bearing its 

STJPULA TION FOR COMPROMISE 
SETTLEMENT AND RELEASE- 3 
No. CI0-0321 

UNITED STATES ATTDRNEY 
120 I Pooifio A vonuo, Suilo 700 

T,eom•, W •sb!ngton 98402 
(253) 428·3 800 



own fees, costs, and expenses. 

2 9. The parties agree that this Stipulation for Compromise Settlement and Release, 

3 including all the terms and conditions of this compromise settlement and any additional 

4 agreements relating thereto, may be made public in their entirety, and the plaintiff expressly 

s consents to such release and disclosure pursuant to 5 U .S.C. § 552a(b ). 

6 I 0. It is contemplated that this Stipulation may be executed in several counterparts, 

7 with a separate signature page for each party. All such counterparts and signature pages, 

8 together, shall be de·emed to be one document. 

9 

10 

]] 

12 

l3 

14 

15 

16 

J7 

J 8 

19 

21) 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

Executed this z-1 sr day of {h4~l,,,.,,-, 2010. 

J~,0, /4 ~ 
Patricia D. Gugm 1 
Attorney for Defendant, 
United States of America 

David 
Attor 

Executed this / 7 dayof Dc:..c.... 

STIPULATION FOR COMPROMISE 
SETTLEMENT AND RELEASE- 4 
No. Cl0-0321 

, 2010. 
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JUDGE FRANK MONTALVO 
AO 240 (Rev, 06/0!1) Applil;ation to Proceed in Disb"il;t Court Wilhota Prepaying Fees or Costs (ShOl't Form) 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURTWfO:;,'r:-
for the 

WESTERN DISTRICT OF TEXAS 

ALEXANDER MONTENEGRO ) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

Plamtijf 
v. 

THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
Dtfandam 

Civil Action No. 

I 

APPLICATION TO PROCEED IN DISTRICT COURT WITHOUT PREPAYING FEES OR COSTS 
(Short Form) 

I am a plaintiff or petitioner in this case and declare that I am unable to pay the costs of these proceedings and 
that I am entitled to the relief requested. 

In support of this application, I answer the following questions wider penalty of perjury: 

I. lf incarcerated. I am being held at: FCC TUCSON, ARIZONA 
If employed there, or have an accowit in the institution, I have attached to this document a statement certified by the 
appropriate institutional officer showing all receipts, expenditures, and balances during the last six mont~ for any 
institutK>nal account in my name. I am also submitting a similar statement from any other institution where I was 
incarcerated during the last six months. 

2. If not incarcerated lfl am employed, my employer's name and address are: 

My gr~ pay or wages are: $ , and my take-home pay or wages are: $ ------ 15.00 per 

(specify pay period) Month 

3. Other Income. In the past 12 months, I have received income from the following sources (check all that apply): 

(a) Business, profession, or other self-employment 
(b) Rent payments, interest, or dividends 
(c) Pension, annuity, or life insurance payments 
(d) Disability, or worker's compensation payments 
(e) Gifts, or inheritances 
(f) Any other sources 

o Yes 
0 Yes 
• Yes 
CJ Yes 
CJ Yes 
0 Yes 

lilf No 
ilNo 
lilf No 
lfNo 
rwf'No 
if No 

If you answered "Yes" to any question above, describe below or on separate pages each source of money and 
state the amount that you received and what you expect to receive in the future. 

Na 
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• • 
AO 240 {Rev. 06Al9) Applicatioo kl Procttd in District COi.Wt Without Prepaying Fees or Costs (Shon Form) 

20.00 . 4. Amount of money that I have in c~h or in a checking or savings account: $ --------

5. Any automobile, real estate, stock, bond, security, trust, jewelry, art work, or other financial instrument or 
thing of va1ue that I own, including any item of value held in someone else's name (describe the property ond its approximate 

WJlue): 
None 

6. Any housing. transportation, utilities, or loan payments, or other regular monthly expenses (describe and provide 
the amOfllll of the monthly uprnse): 
None 

7. Names (or, ifunder 18, initials only) of all persons who are dependent on me for support, my relationship 
with each person, and how much l contribute to their support: 
Minor chUd, however, have no ability to contribute to support. 

None 
8. Any debts or financial obligations (describe the amounts owed and to whom they are payable): 

Declaraiion: I declare under penalty of perjury that the above information is true and wtderstand that a false 
statement may result in a dismissa1 of my claims. 

Date: ---~2._7-/0 

Alexander Montenegro 
PrinJedname 
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JUDGE FRANK MONTALVO 

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT OOURJ(i -r, f.;; 9: 24 
WESTERN DISTRICT OF TEXAS ,4v\ .; 

EL PASO DIVISION .• 

CASE NO.: 
\ 

ALEXANDER MONTENEGRO, 

Plaintiff, 

EP10CV0I6 .Q vs. 

THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 

Defendant. 

--------------'' 
COMPLAINT 

Plaintiff, ALEXANDER MONTENEGRO, prose, sues THE UNITED STATES OF 

AMERICA, and alleges as follows: 

JURISDICTION AND VENUE 

1. This Court has subject matter jurisdiction over this matter pursuant to 28 

U.S.C. § 1331 in that this action arises under the Constitution and laws of the United 

States and is premised on the acts and or omissions of defendant by and through its 

agents and or employees action under color of federal law as well as 28 U.S.C. § 1346 

(b) (1) in that this is a claim against the United States of America and agencies of the 

United States of America for money damages accruing after January 1, 1945, for injury 

and personal injury caused by the negligent and wrongful acts and omissions of 

employees of the Government while acting within the scope of their office or 

employment, under circumstances where the United States of America, if a private 
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person, would be liable in accordance with the laws of the places where the acts and or 

omissions occurred. 

2. Jurisdiction founded upon the federal law is proper in that this action is 

premised upon causes of action under the Federal Tort Claims Act rFTCA"), 28 U.S.C. 

§ 2671, et. seq. the United States Supreme Court's ruling in Bivens v. Six Unknown 

Named Agents of Fed. Bureau of Narcotics, 403 U.S. 388, 397 (1971), as well as 

pursuant to the Eighth Amendment to the Constitution of the United States of America. 

3. This is an action to redress under the color of statutes, ordinances, 

regulations, custom or usage of rights, privileges and immunities secured to the plaintiff 

by the Eighth Amendment to the Constitution of the United States, the "FTCA", 28 

U.S.C. § 2671, et. seq. and arising under the laws and statutes of the State of Texas. 

4. Venue is appropriate in this Court pursuant to 28 U.S.C. §§ 1391 (e)(3) in that 

this is an action against the United States of America and agents thereof and the acts 

and or omissions complained of occurred in the State of Texas and or the plaintiff and 

or witnesses of plaintiff reside in the State of Texas. 

5. Pursuant to the "FTCA", plaintiff on or about January 23, 2009 presented his 

claim via form SF95 to the appropriate federal agency for administrative settlement 

under the "FTCA". Subsequent correspondence on or after May 8, 2009 with the federal 

agency by plaintiff were treated by the agency as an amendment to plaintiff's SF95 as 

of the date of the receipt of such correspondence. No response to plaintiffs claim or 

amended claim is known to have been generated by the agency. 

6. This action is timely pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 2401(b) in that it was presented 
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to the agency within two (2), years of accrual of his claim and this action is filed within 

six (6) months of the date of any presumed denial of plaintiff's claim. 

7. 28 U.S.C. § 2679(2)(A) expressly waives immunity for the defendant, its 

agents and employees acting within the scope of their employment and allows plaintiff 

to proceed against the United States for violations of his rights guaranteed by the 

United States Constitution. 

8. Plaintiff brings this action within the appropriate statute of limitations of the 

respective state wherein the acts and or omissions of the defendant occurred. 

9. Plaintiff has been deprived of a right secured to him by the Constitution and 

the laws of the United States. 

10. Plaintiff has been denied of his rights by defendant, their agents and 

employees acting under color of federal law. 

PARTIES 

11. At all times material hereto, plaintiff, ALEXANDER MONTENEGRO, was an 

inmate at the FCI Victorville, California and subsequently at FCI Herlong, California. 

12. At all times material hereto, defendant, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, was 

and is a sovereign entity named properly herein under the "FTCA". 

13. At all times material hereto, FCI Victorville and FCI Herlong were agencies of 

the Bureau of Prisons (BOP) which in turn was and is an agency of the United States of 

America. 

STATEMENT OF FACTS 

14. At all times material hereto, plaintiff was and is an inmate and under the full 
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custody and control of defendant. 

15. As of on or about, 2004, while an inmate at FCI Victorville, plaintiff had been 

complaining repeatedly to the medical staff of experiencing severe pain in his groin area 

and, without an examination, was told he had a hernia. Plaintiff's complaints continued 

unaddressed during his incarceration at FCI Victorville. 

16. Throughout the next one and a half (1½ ) years, plaintiff continued with 

similar complaints to the prison medical staff, even to the point of advising them of his 

risk of testicular cancer, still with no appropriate response. 

17. On February 6, 2006 plaintiff was tested with the resulting findings being a 

mass found in his left testicle. The Impression noted was "Malignancy cannot be 

excluded. Surgical consultation suggested". No such consultation occurred. 

18. Approximately June, 2006 plaintiff was transferred to FCI Herlong and 

continued complaining to the medical staff of his severe pain in his lower abdomen. He 

was misdiagnosed again, with little or no examination, as having a kidney stone and 

was provided a screen for urination to catch the allegedly passing stone. 

19. On November 16, 2006 plaintiff, as a result of continued complaints finally 

received another diagnostic test again reflecting an abnormal mass in his left testicle, 

larger in size. An immediate urological consult was placed for the plaintiff. 

20. Finally, after almost two (2) additional months of suffering, plaintiff was 

afforded a consultation with a private physician in January, 2007 who recommended 

immediate surgery after finding a tumor in plaintiffs left testicle. Surgery occurred 

January 31, 2007. Post surgical pathology revealed carcinoma. 
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21. Later, plaintiff was transferred to FMC Butner for continued cancer treatment. 

22. Plaintiff has undergone substantial treatment and radical surgical procedures 

as a result of the negligence of the defendant and its' agents 

23. This condition is permanent. 

COUNTI 
PLAINTIFF'S CAUSE OF ACTION AGAINST DEFENDANT 

FOR MEDICAL NEGLIGENCE 

24. Plaintiff herein repeats, realleges and adopts each and every allegation in 

paragraphs 1 thru 23 above as if set forth specifically herein. 

25. During all times material hereto plaintiff was in the custody, care and control 

and under the exclusive care and medical management of the agents and employees of 

the defendant and fully subject to any and all constraints and restrictions imposed by 

defendant upon plaintiff. 

26. During the course of plaintiffs incarceration in defendant's institutions, 

plaintiff did receive negligent medical care and services from defendant through its 

medical staff. 

27. During the course of plaintiffs incarceration, defendant, by and through its 

agents and employees negligently, carelessly and unskillfully rendered and failed to 

render proper medical care, services and treatment to the plaintiff by negligently, 

carelessly and unskillfully failing to provide plaintiff necessary and obvious treatment 

during the period of plaintiffs incarceration. 

28. As a result of such negligent, careless and unskilled treatment or lack or 
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treatment of plaintiff by defendant, plaintiff has developed cancer to a degree far in 

excess of that which would otherwise have been treatable and as a result, plaintiff has 

suffered in the past and will continue to suffer in the future permanent injury, damage 

and disfigurement. 

29. As a further result of such negligent treatment of plaintiff by defendant, 

plaintiff was deprived of a substantial possibility and or probability of early diagnosis of 

his cancer and thus further deprived and denied the substantial possibility for a cure 

and or significant lessening of the permanent and lasting effects of this disease on 

plaintiff and his future life expectancy and capacity for the enjoyment of life and plaintiff 

has been forced to endure significant and severe physical pain and suffering and will 

continue to experience such pain and suffering in the future as well as a significant 

shortened life expectancy. 

30. Pursuant to the foregoing and the negligent acts and or omissions of 

defendant, plaintiff has been damaged in an indeterminate sum of money and herein 

demands judgment of a sum of not less than Eight Million ($8,000,000.00) Dollars. 

COUNT II 
PLAINTIFF'S CAUSE OF ACTION AGAINST DEFENDANT 

FOR DELIBERATE INDIFFERENCE 

31. Plaintiff herein repeats, realleges and adopts each and every allegation in 

paragraphs 1 thru 30 above as if set forth specifically herein. 

32. Plaintiff contends that defendant was at all times material hereto, fully aware 

of plaintiff's acute medical problem and plaintiffs need for urgent care and treatment 

during such time period. 
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33. Plaintiff was in need of urgent care and treatment while in the full and 

exclusive care, custody and control of defendant. 

34. Plaintiff was denied medical treatment by defendant despite defendant's 

knowledge of the urgent need for such care and treatment during this extensive period 

of time. 

35. The acts and omissions of defendant were sufficiently serious and blatant as 

to constitute a violation of plaintiffs rights. 

36. Defendant was deliberately indifferent to the plaintiffs medical needs which 

indifference clearly exacerbated his condition leading directly to his current condition 

and resulting in his past and continuing pain and suffering. 

37. As a further result of such deliberate indifference of plaintiff by defendant, 

plaintiff was deprived of a substantial possibility and or probability of early diagnosis of 

his cancer and thus further deprived and denied the substantial possibility for a cure 

and or significant lessening of the permanent and lasting effects of this disease on 

plaintiff and his future life expectancy and capacity for the enjoyment of life and further 

plaintiff has been forced to endure significant and severe physical pain and suffering 

and will continue to experience such pain and suffering in the future as well as a 

significant shortened life expectancy. 

38. As a further result of such deliberate indifference plaintiff has suffered and 

will continue to suffer significant expenses. 

39. By reason of the foregoing, plaintiff has been damaged in an indeterminate 

sum of not less than Eight Million ($8,000,000.00) Dollars and in addition, plaintiff 
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claims and demands an award of punitive damages. 

RELIEF SOUGHT 

WHEREFORE plaintiff demands judgment against defendant as follows:] 

1. As to Count I, plaintiff demands judgment against defendant in an amount not 

less than Eight Million ($8,000.000.00) Dollars plus costs and any other relief to which 

the plaintiff may be entitled including attorney's fees in the event plaintiff is represented 

by an attorney. 

2. As to Count 11, plaintiff demands judgment against defendant in an amount not 

less than Eight Million ($8,000.000.00) Dollars plus costs and any other relief to which 

the plaintiff may be entitled including attorney's fees in the event plaintiff is represented 

by an attorney. 

3. Plaintiff demands a jury trial of issues so triable. 

Alexa der Montegro,Register # 23385-180~ 
c/o FCC Tucson 
8901 S. Wilmot Rd. 
Tucson, 1\1. 85756 
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IN THE~IJNOij~ATI!S otsTiilcT COURT .. : 
FOR THE WESTERN DISTRICT OF TEXAS 2RJo Nov 29 

EL PASO DIVISION P}f 2: ~ / 

ALEXANDER MONTENEGRO, § 
Plaintiff, § 

§ 
v. § EP-10-CV-168-FM 

M ®! § 
UNif.ED S;PATE~ OF AMERICA, § CV 1 O 9 6 0 1 • 

~D~ant/ § 

! ~ioER ADOPTING REPORT AND RECOMMENDATION 
.__:~. j 

u ,_ji._,"} 

?::5 Befilie thd Court is Plaintiff Alexander Montenegro's pro se complaint brought pursuant 
~ :~ I = ,·-: I 

to the Fooclal Tort Claims Act1 and Bivens v. Six Unknown Names Agents of the Federal Bureau 
Ir. 

of Narcotics. 2 Therein, Montenegro, a prisoner at the Federal Correctional Institution in Tucson, 

Arizona, alleges the Federal Bureau of Prisons denied him timely medical treatment while he was 

incarcerated at various institutions in California. Also before the Court is Defendant's motion to 

transfer venue. In the motion, Defendant claims all acts or omissions alleged in Montenegro's 

complaint occurred within the State of California and seeks an order transferring this case to the 

United States District Court for the Central District of California. 

On Octa ber 29, 2010, the United States Magistrate Judge to whom this matter was 

referred issued a report and recommendation. 3 In his report, he recommended that the Court 

grant the Defendant's motion and transfer this case. He reasoned the majority of the factors 

recognized by the Fifth Circuit in deciding a motion to transfer venue support granting 

Defendant's motion. The Magistrate Judge gave Montenegro fourteen days to file written 

1 28 U.S.C. §§ 1346(b), 2671 et seq. 

2 403 U.S. 388 (1971). 

A true copy of the original, I certifY.

Cle , u. s. D~ Court 

3 See 28 U.S.C.A. § 636(b)(IXB) (West 2010) (pcnnitting a district court, on its o\Vll motion, to 
refer a pending matter to a United States Magistrate Judge for a report and recommendation), 
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objections to his proposed findings, conclusions, and recommendations.4 To date, Montenegro 

has not responded. s 

After independently examining the record for plain crror,6 the Court finds the Magistrate 

Judge's proposed findings of fact and conclusions of law are neither clearly erroneous nor contrary 

to law.7 Accordingly, the Court enters the following orders: 

1. The Court APPROVES and ADOPTS the Magistrate Judge's report and 

recommendation. 

2. The Court GRANTS Defendant's motion to transfer venue. 

4 See 28 U.S.C.A. § 636(b)(l) ("Within fourteen days after being served with a copy, any party 
may serve and file written objections to such proposed findings and recommendations as provided by 
rules of court. A judge of the court shall make a de nova determination of those portions of the report or 
specified proposed findings or recommendations to which objection is made. A judge of the court may 
accept, reject, or modify, in whole or in part, the findings or recommendations made by the magistrate 
judge. The judge may also receive further evidence or recommit the matter to the magistrate judge with 
instructions."). 

5 See Rodriguez v. Bowen, 857 F.2d 275, 276-77 (5th Cir. 1988) ("[A) party is not entitled to de 
novo review of a magistrate's finding and recommendations if objections are not raised in writing by the 
aggrieved party ... after being served with a copy of the magistrate's report."); Tex. W.D. LCVR. App. 
C, Rule 4(b) (Assignment of Duties to United States Magistrate Judges) (requiring that ''written 
objections ... specifically identify the portions of the proposed findings, recommendations or report to 
which objection is made and the basis for such objections"); Battle v. United States Parole Comm 'n, 834 
F.2d 419,421 (5th Cir. 1987) ('" [P]arties filing objections must specifically identify those findings 
objected to. Frivolous, conclusive or general objections need not be considered by the district court."') 
(quoting Nettles v. Wainwright, 677 F.2d 404,410 n.8 (5th Cir. 1982) (en bane)). 

~ See Morin v. Moore, 309 FJd 316,320 (5th Cir. 2002) (stating that a litigant's failure to file 
written objections to magistrate judge's report ... mandates plain-error review on appeal); United States 
v. Kallestad, 236 FJd 225, 227 (5th Cir. 2000) ("A party who fails to file written objections to a 
magistrate judge's proposed findings and recommendations waives the objection, and on appeal we will 
review the issue for plain error only."); Douglass v. United Servs. Auto. Ass 'n, 79 F.3d 1415, 1429 (5th 
Cir. 1996) ( en bane) ( explaining that a party who fails to file timely written objections to the findings of 
fact and conclusions of law in a magistrate judge's report shall be barred from appealing the factual 
findings and legal conclusions adopted by the district court except in cases of plain error). 

7 See United States v. Wilson, 864 F.2d 1219, 1221 (5th Cir. 1989)("lT]he 'clearly erroneous, 
abuse of discretion and contrary to law' standard ofreview ... is appropriate ... where there has been no 
objection to the magistrate's ruling."). 
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3. The Court therefore ORDERS the District Clerk to TRANSFER the instant 

cause to the United States District Court for the CentJal District of California for 

further proceedings. 

SO ORDERED. 

. 
'). C,/ 

SIGNED on this --~r_f_ day of November, 2010. 

C: llh_ 
FRA'NKMONTALVO 
UNITED STATES DISTRICT JUDGE 
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1 

2 

3 

4 

5 : 

I liEHlB~ CERII FY THAT THIS DOCU Mm I WAS srnvrn BY 
fl RSI CLASS MAIL POSIAGE PRi.PAID, TO Al,l~IJ#SfP'{)\ o.·, n -h H 
{OR PAHliES) AT TIIEIR RESPlCTIVl MOS! RECUH ADDRESS OF 
R[COHD IN THIS ACII N ON 1111S DATE. 

FIL!:[) 
CLFHK, U,$.D r,, SCUTlrrnN D'VISION -·--·-·--·-------, 

FEB I I 2011 

6 

7 

8 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

CENTRAL DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA 

9 ALEXANDER MONTENEGRO, 

10 

11 

· 12 
vs. 

Plaintiff, 

13 UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 

14 

15 

16 

Defendant. 

Case No. CV 10-9601-CJC(RNB) 

ORDER ADOPTING FINDINGS, 
CONCLUSIONS AND 
RECOMMENDATIONS OF UNITED 
STATES MAGISTRATE JUDGE 

17 .' Pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 636, the Court has reviewed all the records and files herein, 

18 and the Report and Recommendation of the United States Magistrate Judge. No 

19 objections to the Report and Recommendation have been filed herein. The Court concurs 

20 with and adopts the findings, conclusions and recommendations of the Magistrate Judge. 

21 IT THEREFORE IS C_)RDERED that plaintiffs Bivens claim against defendant 

22 United States of America is dismissed without leave to amend. 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

DATED: /0 
/ 

Z.o I I 

CORMAC J. Cly] NEY 
UNITED STA")IES DISTRIC/ OGE 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
CENTRAL DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA 

CIVIL MINUTES - GENERAL 

Case No. CV 10-09601-CJC(RNBx) Date September 7, 2011 

Title Alexander Montenegro v. United States of America 

Present: The 
Honorable 

CORMAC J. CARNEY, UNITED STATES DISTRICT JUDGE 

Michelle Urie Not Reported 

Deputy Clerk 

Attorneys Present for Plaintiffs: 

Court Reporter / Recorder 

Attorneys Present for Defendants: 

Proceedings: 

None Present None Present 

(IN CHAMBERS) ORDER SCHEDULING PRETRIAL 
CONFERENCE AND JURY TRIAL 

The Court hereby schedules the pretrial conference for June 11, 2012 at 3:30 p.m. and the 
jury trial for June 19, 2012 at 9:00 a.m. It is the policy of the Court to encourage disposition of 
civil litigation by settlement when such is in the best interest of the parties. Unless otherwise 
ordered, no later than forty-five (45) days before the Pre-Trial Conference, the parties must participate 
in a selected settlement procedure. The Court may, on its own motion, order the parties to settlement 
following the Pre-Trial Conference. Given the high costs of litigation and the enormous commitment of 
resources that a trial requires, the parties must explore every option for resolving their disputes, short of 
trial. The failure of any party to comply with the local rules and engage in meaningful settlement 
discussions may result in the imposition of sanctions against that noncomplying party. 

0 

Initials of Preparer mu 

CV-90 (10/081 CIVIL MINUTES· GRXF,RAL Page I of 1 
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To: ?i·u.s. District Judge I • U.S. Magistrate Judge __::C:::..o~Y--=--=.....,_____.o,,,_-'--'-'.c,::~L...<.::'-+-------"...:...;..--------
From: 0 . i n::feY (Qn D , Deputy Clerk Date Received: 5 - '30-- I 2 
Case No.: CV Io-9 {DO l (A)C, CRNRx) Case Title: Altxa nder Mrnf f'"neg10 V use 
Document Entitled: Ma+,on Re9 ,ves~ ing C.o:::yt /(\\)CL'()ce 

Cpon the submission of the attached document(s), it was noted that the following discrepancies exist: 

• Local Rule 11-3. ! 
• Local Rule 11-3.8 
• Local Rule 11-4.1 
• Local Rule 19-1 
• Local Rule 15-1 
[] Local Ruic 11-6 
• Local Ruh: 11-8 
• I,ocal Rule 7.1-J 
LJ Local Rule 6.1 
U Local Rule 56-1 
~ Local Rule 56-2 
iJ Local Rule 7-19.1 
• Local Rule 16-7 
lZFRCvP Rule S(d) 
n General Order 08-02 

Document not legible 
Lacking name, address, phone, facsimile numbers and email address 
No copy provided for judge 
ComplainUPeti tion includes more than kn ( 1 0) Docs or fie ti tiou sly named parties 
Proposed amended pleading not under separate cover 
Memorandum/brief exceeds 25 pages 
Memorandum/brief exceed mg 10 pages shall contain table of contents 
No Certification of Interested Parties and/or no copies 
Written notice of motion lacking or timeliness of notice incorrect 
Statement of uncontrovert<!d facts and/or proposed judgment lacking 
Statement of genuine disputes of material fact lacking 
Notice to other parties ofex parte application lacking 
Pretrial conference order not signed by all counsel 
No proof of service attached to document(s) 
Case is designated for electronic filing 

• Other:-----------------------------------------

Note: Please refer to the court's Internet website at www.cacd.useourts.gov for local rules and applicable forms. 

ORDER OF THE JUDGE/MAGISTRATE JUDGE 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED: 

• The document is to be filed and processed. The filing date is ORDERED to he the date the document was stamped "received 
but not filed" with the Clerk. Counsel* is advised that any further failure to comply with the Local Rules may lead to 
penalties pursuant to Local Rult: 83-7. 

Date U.S. District Judge I U.S. Magistrate Judge 

~c document is NOT to be filed. but instead REJECTED, and is ORDERED returned to counsel.* Counsel* shall 
immediately notify, in writing, all parties previously served with the attached documents that said documents have not been 

filed w;th the Coillt ~---

Dat~ / s;// 2- -~~=----+~t:~r.r"iti~n:i~ij~~---

* The term "counsel'' as used herein also includes any pro se party. See Local Rule 1-3. 

COPY I -ORJGl'.\IAL-OFFJCF. COPY 2 -JlJDGE COPY 3 -SIGNF:ll & RF.Tl:RNED TO FJLER COPY 4 -Fil.ER RECEIPT 

CV-l04A (12/10) '.\IOTIC£ OF DOClJMENT DISCRF.PANCJl!:S 

G-;l}· ,J.5. GO VER NM •,'-I·•· FR] ... r1 NC O FS'l CFc 2·J1 '-77'-11' 
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JJAY 3 o 2012 JII- 4 2DIZ.,, 

~--s~o'"':':1~:-:::T"'l~-1 C''·"'" N/TED TATES DISTRICT COURT CENT 
BY 

DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA 
· DEPUTY 

v. 

CLERK U. . ,, . "" . v,,,, 
CENTRAL'o;smc, Of Gr11.JeEMTRAL /STRICT OF CALIFORNIA 

SOUTHERN DIVISION nr :~l 1TY I -=..ee__,,__,,=~illlTENE-GRG-, ___ _:,: - ..... 
Plaintiff X 

X 
X 
X 
X 
X 

Case No: CV 10-9601-CJC-(RNB) 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
Defendant. 

MOTION REQUESTING ACONTINUANCE 

' ' . 

Comes now, the Plaintiff, Alexander Montenegro, filing pro-se, and respectfully requests that 
this Court grant him a continuance. Specifically, because the Plaintiff has just discovered that his 
attorney, Mr. Stephen J. Goldstein, has abandoned his case, and has been acting as an attorney 
while disbarred. (Document enclosed) · 

The Plaintiff is incarcerated, at an extreme disadvantage because of his attorney's action, a·rid 
therefore in need of an extension, to find new counsel. lt is the Plaintiffs understanding that a 
court date has been set for June 11, 2012. The Plaintiff expects to be released from prison, to a 
halfway house on June 8, 2012. That halfway house is in El Paso, Texas, and is for a_period of 6 
months. Therefore, the Plaintiff would humbly request an additional 3 months, so that he can find 
counsel without violating any halfway house rules and regulations. That extension, if granted, 
would set a tentative court date sometime in March, of 2013. ·· 

The Plaintiff recognizes that pro-se Jaw work /s unacceptable in this matter, and therefore humbly 
requests that this Court grant him any consideration possible. 

cc: Clerk of Court (3) 
US Attorneys Office 

Attn: Clerk of Court 

R ~p,ettfu 1/y )l'O bm itted ,,.({' . -· · ,,~ / /.· /_ -' '"\ /t:'·- -
/Al~x;~le-r M~nterre'gr~ .,/ 7~ 

8.0.P .# 23385~ 180 
FCl Tucson 
POBox23811 
Tucson, AZ 85734 

Please return a stamped "Filed" copy in the self-addressed stamped envelope provided. · 

/ 
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TUESDAY, JUNE 8, 201 0 

CASE NO.: SC 10-17 
Lower Tribunal N o(s).: 2009-71,245(1 lM-OSC) 

THE FLORIDA BAR vs. STEPHEN JAY GOLDSTEIN 

----~----------~·------
Cornplainant(s) Respondent( s) 

This is hcfore the Court on The Florida Bar's Petition for Approval of 
Conditional Guilty Plea and Consent Judgment for Discipline, 

IT JS ORDERED that the petition is granted; the ·consent judgment is 

approved, and respondent's disbarment shall be extended for a period of one year 
as· stated under the terms and conditions set forfu in the consent judgment. 

Judgment is entered for The Florida Bar, 651 East Jefferson Street, 

TaUahassec, Florida· 32399-2300, for recovery of costs from Stephen Jay· GoJdstein 

in the amount of $1,250.00, for which sum let execution issue. 

Not final until time expires to file motion for rehearing, and if filed, 

determined. The filing of a motion for rehearing shall not alter the effective date of 

this disbannent 

QUINCE, C.J.. and PARIENTE. LEWIS, CANADY, POLSTON, LABARG~ and 
PERRY, JJ., concur. 

A True Copy 
Test: 

bhp 
Served: 

KENNETH LAWRENCE MARVIN 
WILLIAM MULLIGAN 
STEPHEN JAY GOLDSTEJN -

o _ PUBLIC RECoRD 
\I).~~ 

( If) JI IN /If! ;p,r 
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The Florida Bar 
www. noridaba r. org 

Stephen Jay Goldstein 
Not eligibh:i to practice in Floridi!l 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
CENTRAL DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA 

JS - 6 

CIVIL MINUTES - GENERAL 

Case No. CV 10-09601-CJC(RNBx) 

Title Alexander Montenegro v. United States of America 

Date June 5, 2012 

Present: The 
Honorable 

CORMAC J. CARNEY, UNITED STATES DISTRICT JUDGE 

Michelle Urie 

Deputy Clerk 

Attorneys Present for Plaintiffs: 

None Present 

Not Reported 

Court Reporter / Recorder 

Attorneys Present for Defendants: 

None Present 

Proceedings: (IN CHAMBERS) ORDER VACATING PRETRIAL CONFERENCE 
AND TRIAL DATES AND STA YING CASE 

The Court is in receipt of the Government's proposed pretrial conference order advising 
the Court that Mr. Montenegro will be released from custody in December 2012. It makes no 
sense for this matter to proceed until Mr. Montenegro is released from custody. Accordingly, 
the Court hereby vacates the pretrial conference and trial dates and stays this case in its entirety 
and schedules a status conference for January 28, 2013 at 3:00 p.m. to reschedule the trial and 
other case management dates. 

0 

Initials of Preparer mu 
---------

CV-90 (10/081 CIVIL MINUTES· GRXF,RAL Page I of 1 
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ANDRE BIROTTE JR. 
United States Attorney_ 

2 LEON W. WEIDMAN 
Assistant United States Attorney 

3 Chief, Civil Division 
JOANNES. OSINOFF 

4 Assistant United States Attorney 
California Bar No. 141489 

5 Room 7516 Federal Building 
300 North Los Angeles Street 

6 Los Ange1es, California 90012 
Telephone: (213) 894-6880 

7 Fax No.: (213) 894-7819 
Email: Joanne. Osinoff@usdoj.gov 

8 
Attorneys for Defendant 

9 United States of America 

IO 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

FOR THE CENTRAL DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA 

ALEXANDER MONTENEGRO, 

Plaintiff, 

V. 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 

Defendant. 

No. CV 10-9601 CJC (RN Bx) 

ORDER OF DISMISSAL 

Based upon the Stipulation for Compromise Sett1ement And Release filed by 

21 the parties, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that: 

22 1. The above-captioned action is dismissed in its entirety with prejudice; 

23 

24 I I I 

25 I I I 

26 I I I 

21 I I I 

28 

2. Each party shall bear his own attorneys' fees, costs and expenses; and 
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3. The district court shall retain jurisdiction until the settlement proceeds 

2 are paid in accordance with the Stipulation for Compromise Settlement and 

3 Release previously filed by the parties. 

/~7 4 DATED: 618/12 

5 

6 
HONORABLE CORMAC J. CARNEY 
UNITED ST A TES DISTRICT JUDGE 

7 

8 

9 
Presented by: 

IO ANDRE BIROTTE JR. 
United States Attorney_ 

11 LEON W. WEIDMAN 
Assistant United States Attorney 

12 Chief, Civil Division 

13 ISi Joanne S. Osinoff 

14 JOANNES. OSINOFF 
Assistant United States Attorney 

15 Attorneys for Defendant 
United States of America 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 2 
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ANDRE BIROTTE JR. 
United States Attorney_ 

2 LEON W. WEIDMAN 
Assistant United States Attorney 

3 Chief, Civil Division 
JOANNES. OSINOFF 

4 Assistant United States Attorney 
California Bar No. 141489 

5 Room 7516 Federal Building 
300 North Los Angeles Street 

6 Los Ange1es, California 90012 
Telephone: (213) 894-6880 

7 Fax No.: (213) 894-7819 
Email: Joanne. Osinoff@usdoj.gov 

8 
Attorneys for Defendant 

9 United States of America 

IO 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

FOR THE CENTRAL DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA 

ALEXANDER MONTENEGRO, 

Plaintiff, 

V. 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 

Defendant. 

No. CV 10-9601 CJC (RN Bx) 

PROPOSED 

AMENDED ORDER OF DISMISSAL 

Based upon the Stipulation for Compromise Sett1ement And Release filed by 

21 the parties, and the Request for Modification of Order submitted to the Court, IT IS 

22 HEREBY ORDERED that: 

23 

24 

25 Ill 

26 Ill 

27 Ill 

28 Ill 

1. 

2. 

The above-captioned action is dismissed in its entirety with prejudice; 

Each party shall bear his own attorneys' fees, costs and expenses; 
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3. The settlement proceeds shall be paid, as requested by Plaintiff 

2 Alexander Montenegro, by electronic funds transfer to the account of Maria 

3 deJesus Montenegro, plaintiff Alexander Montenegro's mother; and 

4 4. The District Court shall retain jurisdiction until the settlement proceeds 

5 are paid in accordance with this Order. 

6 DATED: 6/27/12 

7 
C-/~ 

I 

8 
HONORABLE CORMAC J~CARNEY 
UNITED ST ATES DISTRICT JUDGE 

9 

10 

11 
Presented l:,y: 

12 ANDRE BIROTTE JR. 
United States Attorney_ 

13 LEONW. WEIDMAN 
Assistant United States Attorney 

14 Chief, Civil Division 

15 /s/ Joanne S. Osinoff 

16 JOANNES. OSINOFF 
Assistant United States Attorney 

17 Attorneys for Defendant 
United States of America 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 2 
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Welcome WILSON J MOORER I Logout 
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CASE DETAILS 

Back to Case Results case Actions: 

Case ID: CIV·WXR-2011·00918 

NA-A W-cueaoca 
Case login Information 

Reference Number 3: 1 l ·cv-00674-KI 
Short Description HOSLETT V. DHALIWAL, ET AL 

Classiflcatlon Civil 

Case Type FTCA & Bivens 

case Sub-Type 

Current Region WESTERN REGIONAL OFFICE 

Current Institution Sheridan (FCI) 

Incident Region WESTERN REGIONAL OFFICE 

In cldent Institution Sheridan (FCI) 

Monetary Relief $800,000.00 Sought 

Estimated Amount $ 

Office Portland 

J urlsd lctlon DISTRICT OF OREGON 

Responsible Legal 
WXRO 

Office 

Legal liability Evaluation 

Estimated Amount $ -

Short Description: HOSLITT V. DHAUWAL, ET AL 

CASE IUIIIMAIIY 

.._Case Resolution 

t 

Date 

Type 

Reason 

Sought 

Amount offered 

Total Amount Paid 

Description 

Description 

Court Fee Paid 7 

Pro Se 7 

09/18/2014 
Settled 

Compensatory Damages 

$ 

$15,000.00 
SETTLED UNDER FTCA 

SETTLED UNDER FTCA 

Case Initiation Dates 

Date Received 06/22/2011 

Date Flied 06/02/2011 

Case Progress 

Current Owner JENNIFER VICKERS 

Estimated Outcome No evaluation can be made at this time case Status Closed 

Timellne Status Closed 

- I 

t 

t 

t 
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Private case No 
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Further Case 
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Raymond James Hosletti 32420-012 
PO Box 5000, Sheridan OR 97373 

U~ITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

DISTRICT OF OREGO~ 
AT PORTLAND 

cGV:1J -

ORICrlN/IL. 

Raymond James Haslett. --------'-------
Plaintiff 

v. 

Dr. Jaspal Dhali~al, ~.D. 

Dr. Stephen Davis, 1'1.D. 
Mr. Steve De Laheras: H.S.A. 

~ir. l'='rael Jacquez. _.\. i-;. P .. 

Jeff E. Thomas, Warden, et al. 
D I! F' E 1•H1M TS 

MOTIOK FOR APPOI~T~E\T Of COU~SEL U~DER 28 U.S.C. 1915(e)(l) 

EXHIBITS: (A) Letters from U.S. Senators 
Counter-letter Re. Lies 

(B) Administrative Remedies; i.e. the 

lies to the Western Regional Director 

COMES NOW Petitioner, pro-se. Petitioner has filed this action 

and this Motion ~ith the assistance of a 'jailhouse laKyer', the services 

of which Petitione"c· r'lav not have fu::-ther a·:::.ces:3. Thus, the quality 

and completeness of this action and motion do not necessarilv reflect 

the ability of Petitioner to further prosecute this action. 

2 3 C . .3 • C . 1 9 15 ' I n r o rm a Pa u p e r i s ' ~· ! 0 I IO~.; 

Petitioner nas a family member who has paid the docket fee in this 

action for hi~, so he did not need to file 'In Forma Pauperis' for that 

specific need. Ho~ever, Petitioner cannot obtain the funds for a 

counsel. Therefore. Petitioner req~ests the appointment of a counsel 

u n de r the s ta t u t e 2 .~. U . S . C . 1 91 5 ( e ) ( 1 ) . 

1 
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PLAINTIFF HAS NOT WRITTEN THIS ACTION OR THESE FILINGS 

Plaintiff's 'jai lh1lus:~ lawyer I l-ieloer is aware thA t one technique 

employed to deny an attorney under 28 tJ.S.C. 1915(d) to a litigant 
(usually a prisoner) is to note that the filings, including the opening 
hrief, make it appear that the plaintiff would be capable of handling 

the action himself. Curiously, another technique to deny an attorney 

is to note that the filings, conversely, are poor ... and to declare 
that the plaintiff hasn't well-enough established a case to justify 

appointing an attorney. ("Damned if you do, damned if you don't ... ") 

In order to avoid this, Petitioner states that a 'jailhouse lawyer' 

of questionable repute prepared his lawsuit, and that Petitioner will not 

much longer (if at all) have the assistance of that 'jailhouse lawyer'. 

Thus, Petitioner requests that the quality (or lack of same) of this 

instant document, nor the opening brief or other filings in this action, 

are employed to deny Petitioner an appointed attorney under 28 u.s.c. 
1915(d). 

See, for example, Rhodes v. Robinson, 2010 USAppLEXIS 18791 

(9th Cir. 2010), deciding that 'exceptional circumstances' to appoint 

an attorney were not present, simply because that court claimed 

that the litigant seemed to be able to present his claims well. 

1 EXCEPTIONAL CIRCUMSTANCES' NOT SUPPORTED BY LAW 28 U.S.C. 1915(d) NOR 
APPRECIABLY EXPLAINED BY SUBSEQUENT CASELAW. 

Present in virtually every case involving the question of an 

appointment of an attorney under 28 U.S.C. 1915(d) is the bare assertion 

that 'exceptional circumstances' are required to do so. A search of 

the history of 'exceptional circumstances' readily shows that this 
1 requirement 1 is not and was never present in the statute itself, 

and in fact its first use popped up in the case Shobe v. California, 

362 F.2d 545, at 546 (9th Cir. 1966): 

"Nor do there appear to be "exceptional circumstances" [Weller 
v. Dickson, supra, 314 F.2d p 600] with respect to the matter of 
damages that would dictate the immediate litigation at the expense 
of others. He will lose no right to sue for the statute of 
limitations is tolled until his release. Cal CCP 352(3). 

It is worth noting that despite the form of the seeming quotation 

above, "exceptional circumstances", that combination of words is 

simply not present at all in Weller v. Dickson, or~ use of the word 
11 exceptional"! Thus, it appears that three appeals judges in Shobe 

2 



managed to accomplish the amendment of statute 28 u.s.c. 1915(d) in 

1966, but the United States Congress has neglected to follow-up and 

tell West Publishing to change the text in question. 
A quote from Shobe, itself quoting Weller v. Dickson, reveals that 

this process of judicial amendment of law occurred during a period in 

which courts (including federal courts) were highly hostile to the rights of 

pri~oners · to employ the courts to challenge prison conditions. See Shobe 
v. California, 362 F.2d 545, at 546 (9th Cir. 1966): 

11This court has held that the discretion to deny state prisoners 
[a 28 u.s.c. 1915 appointed attorney] is 'especially broad' in 
civil actions against their wardens and other officials connected 
with the institutions in which they are incarcerated. Smart v. 
Heinze 347 F,2d 114, 116 (9th Cir. 1964), The basis for this 
additional latitude is no doubt the two policy considerations 
mentioned by Judge Duniway, concurring in Weller v. Dickson 314 
F.2d 598, 604 (9th Cir. 1963): 

''(1) That it would be disruptive of prison discipline to 
permit such a suit to proceed while the prisoner is still in 
custody, whether the prisoner be a federal convict or a state 
convict, and (2) that in the case of state convicts the 
maintenance of such suits in federal courts would produce an 
unseemly conflict between federal courts and state authorities. 11 

Y~s, that 1 s really how they 1 justified 1 the 'exceptional circumstances' 

condition which apparently has been added by judges to the text of 

28 u.s.c. 1915(d). It is not surprising that courts felt this way 

in 1963-1966, although it is revealing that they would put this 

reasoning and opinion down on paper. 

Fortunately, 'lock them up and throw away the key' is no longer 

the word of the day in regard to prisoner-initiated lawsuits challenging 

prison conditions. Nevertheless, a little remnant of this hostility 
remains, in every decision requiring 'exceptional circumstances' to be 

present before a counsel is appointed under 28 U.S.C. 1915(d). 

Further, 45 years after Shobe was decided, and after about 240 

'published' appeals-court cases in the Ninth Circuit have repeated 

the 'exceptional circumstances 1 requirement for appointment of counsel 

in 28 u.s.c. 1915(d) 1 a review of the case record reveals extremely 

little further definition and disclosure as to what circumstances are 

'exceptional', and which are not. A large majority of cases simply 
assert that the movant for a 1915(d) attorney 'has failed to show 1

, 

or 'does not show', or 'the record does not reveal' that the 'exceptional 

circumstances' are present. Such decisions rarely identify which 
'circumstances' aren't 'exceptional', or which ones are 'exceptional'. 

3 
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Even a trained lawyer, and certainly a pro-se prisoner, remains 

completely unenlightened as to how to determine, let alone to demonstrate 

in his own filing, that his 'circumstances' are 1 exceptional'. 

Nevertheless, and with virtually no guidance as to what circumstances 

are 'exception', Petitioner will attempt to show that his case and 

circumstances are 1 exceptional 1
• 

Petitioner must point out, however, that without such guidance, 

he should be granted another opportunity if this court declares that 

his case is not 'exceptional', so that he may further search for ways 

in which his case is 'exceptional'. Petitioner would very much appreciate, 

and may reasonably have a right to, a description of the standards by 

which this court (or any court within the Ninth Circuit) determines 

whether any given case is 'exceptional' for the purposes of appointing 

an attorney under 28 U.S.C. 1915(e)(1). Petitioner is aware that 

motions for reconsideration are 'disfavored', but they are indeed 

appropriate in circumstances where additional facts are uncovered 

which could not have been reasonably provided by 'due diligence'. 

With virtually no guidance to litigants in caselaw in the Ninth 

Circuit appeals court or district court as to what might constitute 

facts supporting an 'exceptional circumstances' finding, all litigants 

are inherently unable to exercise 'due diligence' to state which facts 

their cases 1 exceptional 1
• A Petitioner can do little more than guess 

as to whether his own circumstances are 'exceptional'. In part, this 

is because any given Petitioner cannot be expected to know about any 

case other than his own. He cannot be expected to know what facts 

would be considered 'exceptional' and which are typical. 

4 



WHY MY CASE IS 'EXCEPTIONAL' 

Mine is a case complaining about inadequate medical treatment. 

To prove such a case will require access to facts in the records, which 
the BOP will try to avoid giving to me. The BOP has already attempted 

to conceal records from me, and delayed those records, in order to 
conceal the fact that they denied me access to medicine. There is no 
reason to believe that the BOP will begin to 'behave' now. 

Further, medical lawsuits involve obscure technical facts, both 

in medicine and in law. An investigator will be necessary to look 

through BOP records, with the skill necessary to discover missing 
records, altered records, and secretly added records to cover up for 

previously-withdrawn records. That investigator will have to have access 

to technical assistance, probably from a doctor, to help him interpret 

the records he sees. Alone, unrepresented, I will have no such investigator! 
and I will not have any such doctor as a research source. The BOP won't 

want me to have any such thing. 

Also, the BOP won't want to give me access to the computerized 

records, but without that I will have no way to determine if any record 
is missing, falsified, or inaccurate. Further, in order to determine 

whether my own treatment was in any way atypical or unusual, I will have 

to have access to others' medical records in the BOP, perhaps anonymized. 
But the BOP certainly won't want that? 

Also, in order to determine if there were any facts justifying 

an alternative type of treatment, I would have to have access to some 

medical literature, which I at F.C.I. Sheridan simply do not have. 

Further, if this case ever gets to trial, I would have to learn 

how to question and cross-examine expert witnesses from the other side, 

as well as obtaining those expert witnesses for me. I h&ve no ability 

to do that. Nor do I have the ability even to enter a particular piece 
of physical evidence into the record of the trial, simply because I 

have never been to law school. 
My case is also quite exceptional because, already, the BOP staff 

have writt~n a highly false and misleading letter to United States 
Senators Barbara Boxer and Michael Crapo, of California and Idaho, 

respectively. The BOP's letter falsely claimed that I had been seen 

by a Pain Management Specialist, which was completely untrue. The 

letter also claimed that I had refused to take the medication prescribed 

by the specialist, which was also untrue. (Since I hadn't seen any 

Pain Management Specialist, there was no such prescription of pain-
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relief medication to 'refuse'.) 

Another lie in the BOP letter is its claim that: 
11 lt should be noted, inmate Hoslett has stated in the past that the 
only medication that worked was a narcotic treatment, which currently 

is not clinically indicated 11 

Much to the contrary, I never asked for 'narcotic pain medication 1
, which 

is borne out in my medical records. 
Yet another lie in the BOP's letter is its claim that: 

"Further, inmate Hoslett has been seen by our medical officers on 

numerous occasions since his surgical intervention, and there have 
been no complaints of pain during these visits." 

To the contrary, my medical records reflect that every time I have gone 

to the medical department, I have made complaints of pain and I have 
requested pain-relief. 

Furthermore, as can be seen in Claim 3 (page 4) of the suit: 

"Also on December 28, 2010, Dr, Sajal C. Dutta M.D .. , a Urologist 
Surgeon (Medicaid# 999999 and DEA# BD7711751) wrote a medication 
prescription for "Oxycodone Tablets, 5 mg Immediate release with 
a quantity of 30. Sig; Take 1-2 Tabs orally every 3 hrs as needed. 
Note: Dr. Dutta's staff also gave me Oxycodone prior to leaving 
Legacy Emanuel Hospital, for the trip back to FCI Sheridan. However, 
FCI Sheridan Medical Staff members (unknown to me at the time) did 
not follow Dr. Dutta's orders. In fact, Health Services changed the 
order to the following: "Oxycodone Tab 5 Mg. Time Release Quantity 
6, Take 1 Tab orally twice a day, for three (3) days only! 
Thus, FCI Sheridan medical staff subverted Dr. Dutta's intent and 

advice, and apparently did so without ever informing me or Dr. Dutta 
Qf this mishandling of the prescription. 11 

So, it is clear that the BOP staff at FCI Sheridan will go so far as to 

inflict at least 27 days of pain (30 days - 3 days) on me, and prescribe 

me less medicine than Dr. Dutta thought appropriate, and give me a lesser

effectiveness type of medicine (time release, rather than Immediate 
release) than Dr. Dutta had chosen, 

It is clear, therefore, that the BOP staff will take advantage of 

their position over me to prevent me from even receiving good medical 
treatment, because they alone had co~trol over the medicines and even 

control over the knowledge of the prescription that Dr. Dutta had 

written. 

In a further display of abuse, the BOP Sheridan staff deliberately 

obstructed from me my medical records, so I only finally received them 
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approximately one (1) months ago. (early April 2011). Because of 

this obstruction, I did not learn until I had received the records that 

I had been prescribed that medicine by Dr. Dutta during my medical 
trip on December 28, 2010, and thus I also only then realized that 

the BOP had 'shorted' me 27 days of pain relief, had underprescribed 

pills (only twice per day rather than 3 times per day), and had actually 

given me a different prescription than what had actually been prescribed. 
Thus, the BOP prevented me from even being aware that the misconduct 

was theirs, rather than merely being a mistake or a misunderstanding. 

FALSE RECORDS ARE A STRONG POSSIBILITY HERE 
Given the numerous false claims made to those United States Senators, 

as well as false claims the BOP made to the Western Regional Director of 

the BOP in their response to the Ad~inistrative Remedy processi both 

attached as exhibits in the suit, it appears quite likely that the 

FCI Sheridan staff initially intended (and may very well still intend) 

to falsify their records to comport with their statements to the 

United States Senators and/or the Western Regional Director of the BOP. 

That would explain why they made statements strongly at odds with 

the record, at least as I had eventually discovered. Obviously, I 

have very much been at the mercy of the BOP staff in regards to my 

medical treatment, but I am at least as equally at their mercy in 

regards to the accuracy of their records. Perhaps the BOP Sheridan 

staff merely inadvertently gave me the not-yet-falsified records, 

the ones which did not agree with what they told the Senators and the 

BOP Regional Director. 
In order to detect this kind of fraud, it will be necessary for 

someone 1 0n my side' to examine the BOP's paper and computer records. 

It seems quite likely that the BOP Sherida staff will not want me, 

who they merely regard as a convicted felon as well as (now) an 

opponent in this lawsuit, to have access to their medical records 

(even my own) and access to the co~puter. 

Further, this lawsuit will involve an investigation into the 

differences between my own treatment and those of others: Likewise, 

the BOP Sheridan staff will not want to give me access to the medical 

records of others, even if all I intend to do is to look into discriminatory 

treatment and patterns of medical neglect. In view of that, the 

participation of a lawyer on my side will be mandatory, for example 
to allay the fears of the BOP staff. 
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AFFIDAVIT CONCERNING ATTEMPT TO FIND REPRESENTATION 

Plaintiff has attempted to find counsel for this action. Attached 

to this motion, infra, is an affidavit attesting to the various requests 

made to attorneys to take this case. Plaintiff understands that he 
should make a reasonable attempt to find attorneys, and he has done so. 

Plaintiff hereby offers to make further inquiries with additional 
attorneys if the number of attorneys he has contacted is insufficient. 

Plaintiff has seen legal references which suggest that contacting 
three (3) attorneys is considered sufficient. Plaintiff has contacted 

more than that. 

WHERE IS COMPILATION OF 1 EXCEPTIONAL CIRCUMSTANCES' 
In view of the Ninth Circuit Court region's unexplained reliance 

on the 'exceptional circumstances' test for obtaining an appointed 

attorney under 28 U.S.C. 1915(e)(1), combined with a (still) very 

unclear definition of what constitutes ·'exceptional circumstances', 

Plaintiff Hoslett requests an explanation of what aspects of a case 

would amount to 1 exceptional circumstances'. Since Plaintiff does 
not know the law, and he does not know any other person's civil lawsuit 

sufficiently to determine what 'exceptional circumstances' typically 

amount to, Plaintiff requests that this court direct him to binding 

precedent in the Ninth Circuit Court region in which facts and circumstancei 

were found that amounted to 'exceptional circumstances'. 
Plaintiff Hoslett has seen that of virtually all the Ninth Circuit 

Appeals Court cases in the 1995-2011 time period referring to 

"exceptional circumstances" and the attorney-appointment statute 

28 U.S.C. 1915, these opinions merely recite the 'exceptional 
circumstances' requirement, and/or declare that 1

00 exceptional 

circumstances exist in this case' without stating what would or would 
not be an 'exceptional circumstance'. Virtually no-one is being 

enlightened as to what amounts to an 'exceptional circumstance', 

and so nobody (including Plaintiff Haslett) is being told how to 

determine whether his case has any 'exceptional circumstances'. 

In light of this vague and ambiguous rule, Plaintiff Haslett 
requests that this court agree that he has made a successful effort 

to show that his case is 'exceptional' within the meaning of 28 U.S.C. 

1915(e)(l). 
Finally, Plaintiff Hoslett requests that the non-lawyer inmate 

writing this motion state that in presenting this motion and action, 

8 



he (and not Plaintiff Haslett) demonstrated an ability to bring this 
action, and further that the non-lawyer inmate will soon become 
unavailable to Mr. Haslett. Thus, the quality of this motion and 

the action cannot be attributed to Plaintiff Haslett for the purpose 

of determining whether Plaintiff Haslett is capable of handling this 
action on his own, without an appointed attorney. 

Signed, Dated, 5- /.,2 -201/ 

9 
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Offu;t o/tht Wardtn 

The Honorable Barbara Boxer 
United ~tate,;, Senator 
Hart Senate Office Building, Suite 112 
Washington, D.C. 20510 

RE: HOSLETT, Raymond James 
Reg. No. 82420-012 

Dear Senator Boxer: 

• 
U.S. Department of Justice 

Federal Bureau of Prisons 

Federal Correctional lnstilulion 
Shuidan. Ort~n 97378 

March 14, 2011 

This is in response to your letter and enclosed correspondence from Mr. Jim Lane, 
Uncle of Raymond James Haslett, an inmate currently confined at the Federal Correctional 
Institution (FCI) in Sheridan, Oregon. Mr. Lane states in his letter he would like his nephew to 
have the health care he is entitled to under Federal Law. 

On October 26, 201 0, inmate Ho~ 1 ett had an initial cons ult with an Urologist for 
evaluation of his Chronic Interstitial Cystitis. The Urologist recommended a consult with a Pain 
Management Specialist for further pain treatment options. Several days after inmate Hosten was 
seen by the Pain Management Specialist. he refused to take the medication PIEcribed gy 
the specialist. On December 12, 201 0, inmate Hosten undenvent a successful surgical procedure 
for his Interstitial Cystitis. A post surgical follow•up visit with the Urologist revealed that 
inmate Haslett was doing wdl, and no further follow-up was necessary at that time. Currently, 
inmate Hoslett is being treated for chronic bladder pain with Pentosan Polysulfate. It should be 
noted, inmate Hoslett has stated in the past that the only medication that worked was a narcgtjc 
treatment, which currently is not clinically indicate<S. Further, inmate Hoslett has been seen by 
our medical officers on numerous occasions since his surgical intervention, and there have been 
no complaints of pain during these visits. 

Be assured, Inmate Haslett's health care wilJ be monitored by our Health Services 
Department which provides appropriate medical treatment consistent with ,ommunity standards. 

I trust this response will address your constituents concerns. Please feel free to contact 
me should you require any additional information. 

Warden 

/, 

fl LE 
1111. ·1 .~J 1if1ulfl .-wl 
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The Honorable Barbara Boxer 
United States Senator 
Hart Senate Office Bldg Suite 
Washington DC 20510 

112 

Raymond James Hoslett, 82420-012 
F.C.I. Sheridan, PO Box 5000 
Sheridan OR 97378 
April 15, 2011 

RE: HOSLETT, Raymond James, Reg. No. 82420-012 
Dear Senator Boxer, 

Thank you for looking into the question of my medical treatment 
at F,C.I. Sheridan, where I am a prisoner. Unfortunately, I have 

2 . 

just today seen a copy of a letter from the Federal Bureau of Prisons, 
Warden J.E. Thomas, that is a veritable fountain of mis-information 
regarding my case. I can say that, in part because I experienced 
the whole thing, but also because a day ago I finally received a 
copy of my medical records. The letter claims: 

1. "On October 26, 2010, inmate Haslett had an initial consult 
with an Urologist[ ... ] Several days after inmate Hoslett 
was seen b· the Pain Mana e• ent S ecialist he refused to take 
t e me ication prescri e y t e specia ist. 

The truth? I have never been seen by any "Pain Management Specialist" 
at any time, and certainly not days after October 26, 2010. I have 
no idea where they got this amazingly false claim. 

Further, I have not refused to take any such medication, or 
to my recollection any other medication. Contrary to this, for many 
months I have been trying to get a consult with a Pain Management 
Specialist, without any success. 

Contrary to the Warden's claim, at one r,oint I was taken to 
a consult with the outside specialist (not a 'Pain Management 
Specialist": A Urologist). That UrologT's"t prescribed for me a 30-
day prescription for a pain-relief drug, Oxycodone. I only found 
out about that a few weeks ago, that a F.C.I. medical staff member 
secretly changed the Urologist's prescription to a 3-day prescription 
for a twice-daily (time release) kind of medicine, rather than the 
3-x-per day, non-time-release kind. This meant that I was subsequently 
in 27 days of pain. And no, I didn't see any 11 Pain Management 
Specialist 11 a few days later, nor at all up to and including today. 
2. The letter claims, 11 

••• inmate Haslett has stated in the past 
that the only medication that worked was a narcotic treatment ... " 

This is utterly false. I am seeking pain relief, not 11 narcosis". 
(Narcosis means sleep, and that would be produced by a "narcotic 11

.) 

Further, it is quite possible that my pain symptoms could be 
significantly relieved even by that temporary treatment that the 
Urologist prescribed for me (see item 1 above), but I can't know: 
Before I got even the first pill, the F.C.I. Sheridan staff had 
substituted THEIR OWN opinion of what I needed, rather than providing 
me the prescription prescribed by the outside Urologist. 

3. The letter claims, " .•. inmate Haslett has been seen by our 
medical officers on numerous occasions since his surgical 
intervention, and there have been no complaints of pain during 
these visits.' 1 

1 
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It is really impossible for me to imagine a bigger lie than this! 
To the contrary, I have been repeatedly and vociferously complaining 
of terrible pain each and every time I have contacted the F.C.I. 
Sheridan medical staff. I have been trying to get seen by a 
"Pain Management specialist" for many months, with no success at all 
so far. I am utterly aghast that the F.C.I. Sheridan staff would 
promote such an infamous lie as to say not only that I already saw 
such a person, but also that I refused to take prescribed medicine. 
Much to the contrary, it is F.C.I. Sheridan staff who are 'robbing' 
me of prescribed medicine, and concealing that fact for many months, 
and now they are lying about it. 

PEOPLE ARE DYING OF INADEQUATE TREATMENT HERE 
Two days ago, a prisoner named Jeff Melton died here, 

medical reasons. Jeff died of "AA", Aortic Aneurysm, which 
BOP had known he had for about two (2) years. Some deaths 
to AA are unexpected and a surprise, but not Jeff's case. 
could have been saved, and alive today, if he had received 
operation at any time during those two years. But the BOP 
give him that operation, so Jeff is now dead. 

of 
the 
due 
Jeff 

an 
didn't 

The staff at F.C.I. Sheridan are simply out of control. A few 
weeks ago prisoners saw an incident where two staff members were 
talking outside 'B-Unit', where I reside. One staff member walked 
to the nearby rose bushes, broke off some thorns, and carefully 
placed them on the concrete benches where prisoners would shortly 
be sitting. One was injured. This kind of malicious behavior is 
inhuman and startling. 

Please help me 3et the medical treatment (consult with a pain
management specialist) I have requested, and pain-management medicine 
that is being deliberately withheld from me. I continue to be in 
constant pain. 

Sincerely, 

~,mo,,nd =✓-H~ 
Raymond James Haslett 

2 
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EXCERPT: 
QUOTE: 

EXHIBIT A 
COUNTER: 

QUOTE: 

EXCERPT: 
QUOTE: 

EXHIBIT B. 

COUNTER: 

QUOTE: 

EXCERPT: 
QUOTE: 

EXHIBITS C. 

COUNTERS: 

AND NOTE: 

QUOTE: 

PLEASE SEE EXHIBIT A, ATTACHED 

From Warden Thomas, Tailored Response 
"Several days after innate Hoslett was seen by the Pain 

Management Specialist, he refused to take the medication 
prescribed by the specialist." 
(Refutes Warden's Claim) 
Federal BOP Medical records reflect the following by 
prison doctor Raymond E. Westermeyer dated August 8, 
2010 re. Raymond J. Hoslett. 
Under the title of plan, "No Pain Meds." 
Under the title of Patient Education Topics 1

11 indicated 
to him [Haslett] that a pain specialist would be very 
unlikely to have additional suggestions." 

PLEASE SEE EXHIBIT B. ATTACHED 

From Warden Thomas, Tailored Response. 

"· 

11 It should be noted, inmate Hoslett has stated in the 
past that the only medication that worked was a narcotic 
treatment, which currently is not clinically indicated." 

(Refutes Warden's Claim) 

Federal BOP Medical records reflect the following by 
prison doctor Raymond E. Westermeyer dated 9-14-2010 
re. Raymond J. Haslett 
Under the title of diagnosis comments, '1does not ask for 
pain meds' 1

, and "states unequivocally that he is unhappy 
with chronic pain." 

PLEASE SEE EXHIBIT C. ATTACHED 

From Warden Thomas, Tailored Response 
11 Inma te Hos let t has b:en seen by our med. off ice rs on 
numerous occasions since his surgical intervention, 
and there have been no complaints of pain during these 
visits." 

and D. (Refutes Warden's Claim) 
Federal BOP MedLcal records reflect the following by 
prison doctor Raymond E. Westermeyer dated Sept 14, 
2010 re. Raymond J. Haslett 
Inmate request to staff member dated 3/17/2011 and it 
was addressed to the Assistant Warden of Proirams (who 
is over Health Services Department - Medical). 

Under the title of chief complaint general, "This man is 
bitterly unhapBy with not getting relief from constant 
state of pain. 1 

IT IS NOTEWORTHY TO MENTIO~, In said request to staff member, Mr, 
Booth, A.W.P. 3/17/2011, I complained about "Arbitrary 
denial of serious medical need, pain management/medication 
for the existence of chronic and .su'JstantLal pain, etc." 



EXCERPT: 

QUOTE: 

EXHIBITS: 

PLEASE SEE EXHIBITS E. AND F. ATTACHED 

From Dr. Sajal C, Dutta, Urologist/Surgeon (consulting 
specialist) dated 10/26/2010. 
11Risks and benefits of this procedure include, but are not 
limited to, worsening_ pain." 

E. AND F. (Refutes Warden's Claim) 

COUNTERS: Warden's Tailored Response (lies) by his subordinates 
PLEASE NOTE: Interstitial Cystitis From Wikipedia. See last two 

sentences at bottom of Page One. Also, "Pain Control" 
and "Medication" Pages Ten and Eleven. Thank you. 

NOTE: For the record, Pentosan Polysulfate is the generic name 
for the medicine Elmiron, which I have to take every day 
for my bladder --- It is not a pain-control medication. 

(GOVERNMENT OFFICIALS -- O.Q.J., Fed, BOP Lie to U.S. Senator) 

In closing, I have pointed out and proved three (3) different lies 
in the Warden's response to an Honorable standing U.S. Senator. And 
that in inexcusable, not to mention the fact that the Warden and his 
subordinates have lied to my family members and have disrespected me 
with their blatant lies, anJ/or violations of my basic human rights. 
My claim is substantiated by facts only. For the record, I am not 
receiving the same community standards of health care (medical 
treatment) here, that the Warden claims we do -- So that is another 
lie. 

Please help me, and thank you for your time. 

Signed, 

~"1MIM1a :f. ~ 
Raymond J. Hoslett 



Mr. James Lane 
P.O. Box 509 
Oak View, CA 93022 

January 19111, 2011 

Honorable U.S. Senator Barbara Boxer (D) 
112 Hart Senate Office Building 
Washington, D.C. 20510 

Dear Senator Boxer: 

• ""1' ..,.,._ - • 

I am writing on behalf of my nephew, Raymond James Hoslett Reg. No. 82420-012, who is currently incarcerated 
in the Federal Bureau of prisons, at the Federal Correctional Institution in Sheridan, Oregon. 

Raymond has an incurable and debilitating bladder disease known as Interstitial Cystitis, coupled with a Hunner's 
u leer within the bladder wa1 I of the urethra. As a result of this disease, Raymond suffers from a constant and 
debilitating pelvic floor, bladder and urethra pains. 

He is currently prescn"bed, and regularly takes oral medication (Elmiron) for this condition. and has been 
informed he will likely require this or similar medication for the rest of his life. Although the Elm.iron does 
minimally ease some to the discomfort associated with his condition and seems to occasionally aid in bladder 
function, this medication does nothing to alleviate the chronic pain associated with this illness. 

Raymond was afforded a consult with a contract urologist specialist In his report the urologist advised and 
recommended that he should be referred to a pain management specialist to prescribe and appropriate and 
effective pain control medication and regimen. To date, the prison doctor(s) or health services department has 
done nothing to address Raymond's constant pain. Yet my nephew has suffered incessantly for months now. 

Refusa1 by the Federal B.O.P. or medical staff members, to provide Raymond with pain medication constitutes a 
deliberate indifference to his very serious medical needs,jeopardizes his future state of health and is a blatant 
deprivation of his constitutional protections. 

Medical journals state the following regarding Interstitial Cystitis, or J.C., "The pain ofl.C. has been rated 
equivalent to cancer pain, and may lead to central sensitization of untreated." Also, "Research has claimed that 
the quality of life of some LC. patients is equivalent to those with end stage renal failure. 

Under Federal Law, Raymond is entitled to the same community standards of health care, as if he was still in the 
community, yet that is not the case at F.C.I Sheridan, OR. 

Therefore, I would like to ask for your help in this matter please, by contacting the Central Office of The Federal 
Bureau of Prisons, via letter at: 

Director of Health Services, Fed. B.0.P 
Dr. Newton E. Kin dig, M.D. 
320 I st Street N.W., Mr. 454 
Washington, D.C. 20534 

Thank you in advance for your intervention and look forward to your reply. 

~~:_e I 
~) r • • ~ --.J\G-,/~ 

"· 
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618827-Rl 
FCI Sheridan 

HOSLETT, Raymond 

MY co ?'c' 

This is in response to your Administrative Remedy Appeal of the 
Warden's decision dated January 11, 2011. You state you have an 
incurable and deliberating bladder disease known as Interstitial 
Cystitis. You state the Federal Correctional Institution (FCI) 
Sheridan Health Services Department has decided to disregard the 
Contract Specialist(s) recommendations in the use of narcotics, as 
treatment for your chronic pain. As a result, you state you are not 
receiving any pain management treatment whatsoever. You allege the 
Bureau is in violation of your Eighth Amendment protections. As 
remedy, you request FCI Sheridan staff comply with the contract 
urology Specialist(s) that you are provided consultation for pain 
management, and during the interim prescribed pain control medication 
in sufficient doses commensurate to your illness and pain level needs. 

Your appeal has been investigated. A review of your medical records 
reveals on December 29, 2010, the Staff Physician ordered a new 
narcotic prescription for Oxycodone, 10 mg, to be taken twice daily to 
be dispensed at Pill-Line. This new prescription order was 
substituted to replace the Ox codone reviously prescribed at 5 mg, 
also to eta en twice daily. An administrative note on 
January 4, 2011, revealed the Physician Assistant (PA) submitted a 
consultation for a follow-up per the urologist's request, due to a 
cystoscopy and bladder dilation diagnosed on December 28, 2010. You 
have been advised that during the interim while pending an appointment 
with the Urologist, if your condition worsens you are to sign-up for 
Sick Call for a reevaluation. 

Based on our review of your medical treatment history, Health Services 
staff has been providing appropriate treatment and care for your 
chronic pain, based on Bureau's clinical practice guidelines and 
pharmacy matrix guidelines. 

There was no evidence found to suggest staff violated your 
constitutional rights to receive adequate medical treatment and care. 

1_his response is for informational purposes only. If dissatisfied 
with this response, you may appeal to the Office of the General 
Counsel, Bureau of Prisons, 320 First Street, NW, Washington, D.C. 
20534. Your appeal must be received in the General Counsel's office 
within 30 calendar days of the date of this response. 

__ t'-'-}_3 I I 2,. o ti 
Date Robert E. ~'1cFadde n, RJg{ anal Di rectcr 

I. 



Hoslett, Raymond 
Reg. No. 82420-012 (28) 

Part B- RESPONSE 

/ • I t 

REQUEST FOR ADMINISTRATIVE REMEDY 
SHE-618827-Fl 

This is in response to your Request for Administrative Remedy received on December 15, 2010, 
wherein you are requesting medical treatment for your chronic medical condition. 

You state that you suffer from an incurable an<l debilitating bladder disease known as Interstitial 
Cystitis, and that you suffer constant and debilitating pelvic floor, bladder and urethra pain. You 
also state in your remedy that the specialist stated you "should be referred to a pain management 
specialist for appropriate and effective pain control." 

In review of the consult evaluation from the specialist stated, "consider a referral to a pain 
specialist." Outside consultants provide recommendations to the BOP staff physician. In your 
case, the BOP physician has placed you on what he considers to be appropriate medication, to aid 
in controlling your chronic pain. 

On December 28, 20 I 0, you saw the specialist who performed a cystos·copy and bladder 
dilatation. If you are still having pain from that procedure, you may make a sick call 
appointment to evaluate your pain. 

Therefore, your Request for Administrative Remedy is for infonnational ~!E_O~~-£..r'!ly. If 
dissatisfied with this response, you may appeal to the Western Regional Director, 7338 Shoreline 
Drive, Stockton California 95219. Your appeal must be received in the Western Regional 
Director's office within 20 calendar days of the date of this response. 

z. 



BP-8 response HOSLETT, Raymond 82420012 

• seen by urologist on 10/26/2010. procedure not 
done because no anesthesiologist available. 
procedure has been re-scheduled. 

• during 10/26/2010 urology consult, it was noted 
"consider" ref err al to pain specialist. at this 
time, your pain management issue will, and has 
been, addressed at a local level. you will not be 
referred to a pain specialist, at this time. 

• seen on 11/02/2010 during sickcall, by medical 
staff, regarding the need for pain medication. 
discussed with medical officer, and narcotics are 
not recommended for pain management. inmate 
offered other medication, and adamantly 
refused. 

• sickcall is available on monday, tuesday, 
thursday and friday. 

3. 
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~ 82420-012;; 
Ray Haslett 
PO. Box 5000 
Sheridan, OR - 97378 
United States 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

DISTRICT OF OREGON 

Raymond James Haslett, 
Plaintiff 

V. 

Dr. Jaspal Dhaliwal, M.D. 

Dr. Stephen Davis, M.D. 

Mr. Steve De Laheras, H.S.A. 

Mr. Israel Jacquez, A.W.P. 

Mr. Jeff E. Thomas, Warden., et al. 

Defendants 

BIVENS ACTION UNDER 28 U.S.C. 1331, MEDICAL MALPRACTICE 

1. 

A) Have you brought any other action or appeal in a court of The United States while a prisoner? 

Answer: Yes 

B) How many? 

2. 

Answer: One (on this sentence) 

Plaintiff: Raymond James Haslett 

Defendant: Richard B. Ives, Warden 

Court: U.S. District Court, Eastern Division of Calfornia 

Docket#: 2:10-CV-00406-KJM (HC) 

Judge Assigned: K.J_ tv1ueller 

Disposition: Pending 

Approximate Date of Filing: February 17n,, 2010 

Approximate Date of Disposition: Pending 

A) Place of confinement: FCI Sheridan, OR 

B) Is there a prisoner grievance procedure in this institution? 

Answer: Yes 

C) Have you filed a grievance concerning the facts related to this complaint? 

Answer: Yes 

D) Is the grievance process completed? 

Answer: Yes 

Note: Grievance(s) and Federal Tort Claim are attached as Exhibits A and B. 
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3. PARTIES 
A) Name of Plaintiff: Raymond James Hoslett 

Security Identification Number: 82420-012 
Address: FCI Sheridan - PO Box 5000 - Sheridan, OR 97378 

B) Defendant Jaspal Dhaliwal is employed as a Medical Doctor at FCI Sheridan. 
Defendant Stephen Davis is employed as a Clinical Director at FCI Sheridan. 
Defendant Steve De Laheras is employed as a Health Services Administrator at FCI Sheridan. 
Defendant Israel Jacquez is employed as the Associate Warden over Programs at FCI Sheridan. 
Defendant Jeff E. Thomas is employed as the Warden at FCI Sheridan. 

Additional Defendants: Dr. Raymond E. Westermeyer, M.D. a contract physician at FCI Sheridan who 
is no longer employed by the 8.0.P. as of April 1st

• 2011. 

4. STATEMENT OF CLAIM 

CLAIM 1 
State what right under the Constitution, laws or treaties of the United States has been violated: 

Federal prison officials are obligated under the Eighth Amendment to the U.S. Constitution to provide 
inmates with adequate medical care. This is a Constitutional Claim of Inadequate Care. Plaintiff has 
been treated with "Deliberate Indifference to Serious Medical Needs''. 

SUPPORTING FACTS: 
Dr. Dhaliwal was my primary caregiver when I first arrived at FCI Sheridan, OR in April of 2010. l have 
an incur"' ble and debilitating bladder disease known as Interstitial Cystitis, more commonly referred 
to as "I.C.", and also suffer from a Hunner's Ulcer within the bladder wall. Over the last several 
months I have consulted with FCI Sheridan medical personnel about these conditions, and have 
specifically informed medical personnel that I suffer constant and debilitating Pelvic Floor, Bladder 
and Urethra pain(s). lam currently prescribed, and regularly take oral medication (Elimiron) for this 
condition, and have been informed l will likely require this or similar medicine for the rest of my life. 
Although Elimiron does normally ease some of the discomfort associated with this condition, and 
seems to occasionally aid in bladder function, this medication does nothing to alleviate the chronic 
pain associated with this illness. 

On Tuesday October 261
\ 2010 I was afforded a consultation with a Contract Urologist Specialist. In 

his report and recommendation. the Contract Urologist advised and recommended that I "should be 
referred to a Pain Management Specialist" to prescribe an appropriate and effective pain control 
medication and regimen. On Tuesday November 2nd

, 2010 I attended routine morning "Sick Call" and 
specifically requested to see my Attending Physician in hopes of obtaining relief from the 
overwhelming pain I am experiencing on a daily, constant basis. Unfortunately, medical staff 
adamantly refused to treat my pain, and advised me that I would not receive any type of pain 
management/medication-under any circumstances-period. 

Note: WIKI PEDIA states the fo !lowing in reference to ''I.C.": "The pa in of I.C. has been rated 
equivalent to cancer pain, and may lead to Central Sensitization if untreated." 
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Also, research has claimed that "The quality of life in some I.C. patients is equivalent to those with 
End-Stage Renal Failure". The New England Journal of Medicine states that "Only one in 100,000 
people within the U.S. have I.C.". 

The above mentioned facts substantiate a serious medical need, as well as the prison officials' actual 
knowledge of my serious medical needs. The officials' knowledge is proven by Direct Evidence: Sick 
Call Requests, Medical Records, Complaints, Formal Grievances, and Tort Claim. Note: The Federal 
B.O.P. computerized medical records for inmates is called ''BMR''. 
Dr. Davis, M.D., D.O., Clinical Director oversees the Health Services Department at FCI Sheridan, OR, 
and is Dr. Dhaliwal's boss. Dr. Davis is fully aware of my medical status, and the fact that I suffer 
constant and debilitating Pelvic Floor, Bladder, and Urethra pain on a daily basis. 

CLAIM 2 
State what right under the Constitution, laws, or treaties of the United States has been violated. 

Eighth Amendment violation for unnecessary and wanton infliction of pain, reckless disregard for a 
substantial risk of harm to Plaintiff, medical malpractice, arbitrary and capricious denial of serious 
medical needs, pain management/medication for chronic pain. 

SUPPORTING FACTS: 
Mr. De Laheras is the Health Services Administrator at FCI Sheridan, OR, i.e. the manager of all health 
services staff members, and is in charge of the day-to-day operations. In essence he is the Clinical 
Director's boss, and is also aware of my medical problems, etc. Under Federal B.0.P./FCI Sheridan 
"Rights and Responsibilities" No. 16, I have a right to complain about pain, and have my pain assessed 
by medical staff, and have pain treated accordingly. However, that is not the·case here at FCI 
Sheridan. Ors. Dhaliwal and Davis, as well as H.S.A. De Laheras have violated my ''basic human rights" 
by their reckless disregard for a substantial risk of harm to me, and their constant denials of my 
serious medical needs, i.e. pain-management medication-treatment for the existence of chronic and 
substantial pain. 

Dr. Dhaliwal has subjected me to the "unnecessary and wanton infliction of pain" which has now 
caused central sensitization. Because of his failure to recognize and honor my serious medical needs, 
and his refusal to prescribe and provide adequate pain-control medication in sufficient dosage 
commensurate to indicated illness and pain-level needs. Reasonable doctors would perceive the 
medical need in question as important and worthy of treatment. Drs. Dhaliwal and Davis both know 
that my medical condition significantly affects my daily activities, and that I have the presence of 
chronic and substantial pain-yet they do nothing. Medical malpractice is so obvious that even a lay
person would easily recognize the necessity of a Doctor's attention. Refusal of adequate pain-control 
medication has now jeopardized my future health. This circumstantial proof may be shown by the 
deterioration of my health. 

Mr. Israel Jacquez is the Assistant Warden of Programs at FCI Sheridan, OR. Under the title of A.W.P. 
he then oversees the Health Services Department and is responsible for all of the staff members 
within it, as well as issues and/or complaints that may arise regarding Federal Inmates' health needs, 
etc. It is noteworthy to mention the following: On two different occasions, Mr. Jacquez discussed my 
medical issues with me. He is therefore fully aware of the existence of chronic and substantial pain 
that I suffer from. After a II, he is Mr. De Laheras' boss. The proof that he knows about me and my 
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situation, is in the grievance(s) 1.e. BP-8, BP-9, BP-10, and BP-11 as well as the Federal Tort Claim that 
I filed. 
(End of Claim 2) 

CLAIM 3 
State what right under the Constitution, laws, or treaties of the United States has been violated. 

Eighth Amendment Medical Care Claim: The Federal Bureau of Prisons' Officials failure to reasonably 
respond by providing me with adequate care and treatment. The Officials' "Deliberate Indifference" 
caused damages, and is likely to injure me in the future; A violation of basic human rights. 

SUPPORTING FACTS: 
The rationale behind my transfer to FCI Sheridan, OR in April of 2010, was because my medical status 
was upgraded from a Care Level One (1), to a Care Level Two (2), and the fact that I am a "Chronic 
Care Inmate" that has to take medication for the rest of my life due to a Bladder Disease. Also the 
fact that 1 do have "Serious Medical Needs". Therefore, significant pain can constitute a serious 
medical need(s) even if they are not life threatening. Pain can constitute a serious medical need, 
even if the failure to treat it does not make the condition worse. This action clearly shows that the 
actions/or lack thereof, of medical staff members. could not be supported by legitimate medical 
judgment. The following is actionable harm from inadequate medical care. 1) A failure to inquire 
into facts necessary to make a professional judgment. 2) A failure to carry out the Consulting 
Contract Urologist, Specialist(s) recommendations. 3) A failure to provide adequate medical care etc. 
for almost eleven {11) months, I have complained about the pain in which I suffer, all to no avail. 
Those of The Health Services staff obviously do not care about my issues of pain, and they refuse to 
address the same. Their refusal to treat my chronic pain is unethical. While at FCI Hurlong, CA I had a 
surgical procedure performed on my bladder in November of 2009, and I spent seven {7) days as an 
inpatient at the "Outside Hospital" in Reno, NV. Within 72 hours, I was returned to the Emergency 
Room for one (1) day in regards to my bladder condition. Here at FCI Sheridan, OR, a surgical 
procedure was conducted again concerning my bladder on the date ofTuesday December 2811

.,, 2010. 
I spent one (1) day in the "Outside Hospital", Legacy Emanuel Hospital. Also on December 28th

, 2010, 
Dr. Sajal C. Dutta, M.D., A Urologist Surgeon (Medicaid#: 999999 and DEA# BD7711751) wrote a 
medication prescription for "Oxycodone Tablets, Smg Immediate release with a quantity of 30. Sig; 
Take 1·2 Tabs orally every 3hrs. as needed. 
Note: Dr. Dutta's staff also gave me Oxycodone prior to leaving Legacy Emanuel Hospital, for the trip 
back to FCI Sheridan. However, FC1 Sheridan Medical Staff members (unknown to me at the time) did 
not follow Dr. Dutta's orders. In fact, Health Services changed the order to the following: 
"Oxycodone Tab 5mg. Time Release" Quantity: 6, Take 1 Tab orally twice a day, for three (3) days
onlyl 

Thus, FC1 Sheridan medical staff subverted Dr. Dutta's intent and advice, and apparently did so 
without ever informing me or Dr. Dutta of this mishandling of the prescription. 
Note: The Urologist Surgeon stated that the procedure would only give me some temporary relief at 
best, and warned me that my chronic pain could get worse. "Although the pain in my urethra is 
temporarily gone, the pain in my bladder and pelvic-floor has gotten worse since surgical procedure." 
It should be noted that two of my family members have contacted their Senators in regard to the 
inadequate medical treatment here at FCI Sheridan. and have filed a formal complaint with the 
Oregon Medical Board against Dr. Dhaliwal. The medical malpractice is for the damages caused 
(Central Sensitization) and unprofessional treatment, culpable neglect of patient Haslett, a human 
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being, by Physicians Dhaliwal and Davis. 

The Warden of FCI Sheridan, OR Mr. Jeff E. Thomas is responsible for all of the staff members within 
the institution. He is the "C. E.O." of this prison and is responsible for the Health Services 
Department, as well as my health issues. He signed the response on my Administrative Remedy BP-9, 
and he is aware of the Federal Tort Claim that I filed. 

5. RELIEF 

I make a Jury Demand. Each Defendant is to be legally held liable to their individual capacities under 
color of law. The Defendants, et. Al. shall pay a total amount of $SOO,OOO for Medical Malpractice, 
pain and suffering etc., to Plaintiff, as well as an amount of Exemplary (punitive) Damages as defined 
by this court. Petitioner requests a preliminary injunction mandating Defendants (B.0.P. Staff) to 
take Plaintiff to a Pain Management Specialist "forthwith'' to prescribe and provide adequate pain 
control, and medication in sufficient dosage and frequency commensurate to indicate illness and pain 
level need. 

Please. Thank you. 

Pursuant to 28 U.S.C. 1746, I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. 

Signed this .ZS'" day of Apr//, 2011 

4All#Jd ~4M'W., ~. 'fr.2'i2.tJ -~n. 

,,,,..~--

~.~;.~.~-
"Authorized by the Act of £'1~~~~,;?t'.",..-::.. 
1955 to adminis1er oaths 

(18 USC 4004).'" 
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l :'\ITED STATES DISTRICT CCH"lff 
DISTRICT OF OIU:GO~ 

l'lainti ff. 
.--\PPLICATIO:'--" TO T'ROCEFD 

IN FOR,UA PA CPEHIS 

C.-\SE :\t:.IHER: 

I, RAYMON[) J: HOSU:Tl"" _ , declarc th:i1 I am the plzimtiff in the abow:-entltled 
proceeding.: th:it, in sur,port 0f ,ny request lo proceed \vithuut prep:iy1m:nt of kes under ~SU S 1'_" 

1915. I c;::;,; !z:rl' friJt I 2m L::::blc 10 µ::iy the fee 5 for this pro,·cdrng c·r ':' iYe ~ec· uri ty therefor c:,;d th::i.1 l :,1:1 

entitkd ,o the relief sought in the complaint. 

1. 

0 

.--\re you currently ir:c~,n:~-r:itd: 

If "Yes'' ban:- the institution fill out the Cenificate portion of thi.., application and attach a 
l'C:rtified cop:_y of your prison trust account showing transaetlons for the past six months. 

]-,, lf the answc, j,; ··;--,:o" state the da!L' i"1f your List emp1,)ymen1. thc anwrnll of y.-,ur take, 
h0rr.i: ,::,\.w.- or ·.'.;1~,_es and )'JY pcril 1,l. :inJ th-_: .iJn,'--· 11:1J "dJrL·::;s of:.c,ur bst ::rn;:-loy:T 

b. 
C. 
_, 

>....:.. 

l. 

Dus~;1~·-~~:. r1rc-f--.::.\-'.;;on or c,ihcr s~lf-;:r;:plo~.-In:..~~t 
Rent p.1yrncnts. interest, l,r d1vidcmh 

Ptr,S!('G•, :;:-:.::c:1l1,_·s. cir life inSULillC'c pa::m•t.:nl::: 

Dis2':'1:in:.· or ·s1>r h:rs cnrnpcnsJtlt•n p:1::,-rnrnl:' 
Ci(fts or whcri,;m,:l'.S 
.\fl', •~1tJ:,·r ::,:•\.jfc"L·S 

'...JY L'S ~o 
D'rTCS ~(J 

uYt.:2' ~ll 

:::JYcs -z'Ko 
• Ye~ ~o 
V'Vc,; i::::'"\'o 

!: thc :11bwcr to :1 ny o ( 1 he abon:: 1 ci "Yes" dt.:scrihl· h:.- th.it i km c;.i,: h ~ourct of rnor.c·: ::ml SLi \L'. 

·.he ~l""f~llUnt r~cL~1-..·e\.! and '.\·h3t >·pu cxp::ct :,·cru ·.;,·ill ,: 1J~:_:n'-:-;..· ~(; :-cct.·1._·c. Pit.~2.~:~ ~r;:!:-h J'.1 

,,,:k:>,,nl s:-:~·~·: : f :;c:~'es~.;.,,~. /<E c:.~,v. $ so. OJ P~fl. r,u,,.,.,-11 ~ROM F/l'tMIL'f'. 

f_)o ~-·c:u h~Y;: ~-:..:..--~; :.~1r cl~..: ... :;~iT"'.£: ,)r ~,~~\ :~~--: ,!1_ ~·,J'...~:-ii.'?. 

:. :r>~ li.:iJi:~~ p:i::l·."i:·: ~~-~~.t ~~--·....:uun.1:-=. f_' 



5. Do you own ;my real estate, stocks, bonds, securities, other financial instrnments. automobiles or 
other valuable property? • Yes ~o 

lf "'les" list the :isset(s) and state the value of each asset listed_ 

6. Do you have any other assets? "'i.lYcs ~J 

lf "Yes" list the asset(s) and state the niue of each asset listed. 

7. List the persons who are dependent on you for support, state your relationship to e:ich person ::ind 
indic3.te how much you contribute to their support. 

FRP QlJA1lT"EffiLY Pt\YMeNT$ OF $ "Z.S'-00 IN r.itE. To RESTIT1AT10..a. 

I hereby authorize the agency having custody of me to collect from my trust account and 
forward to the Clerk of the United States District Court payments toward the full filing fee of 
$350.00 for a prisoner chi1 rights complaint or $5 for a petition for writ of habeas corpus in 
accordance with the Prison Litigation Reform Act, P.L. 104-134 (110 Stat. 1321), Section 80--t(a) (to 
be codified at 28 U.S.C. § l 915(b)). 

1 declare under penalty of peIJury that the above infommtion is true and correct. 

;,-- 26 -II 
DATE 

CERTIFICATE 
(To be completed by the instituti,:,n of incarceration.) 

I certify tk,t tht ::ipplicant named herein has the sum of S /Sl). 'f 3 on account 1.0 hi5,},er credit 

:11 .. Fe I S;/6.i21_M~~.,,.v" _______ (name of mstnution). I further certify tint during the past 

six rno.-itlis the applicant's ,m:rnge monthly balance was S IS{p•JJ__ J further certify tr:at dur:ng the past 

six mon,hs the average of m0nthl;/ deposits to the 3pplicant's account W3S $ /S!G sf . 
I han attached a certified. copy of the applicant's trust account statement sho,..-ing the transactions 

for the past six months. 

s- ZcJ -2-a I ( 

DATE 



Case 3:11-cv-00674-KI Document 80 Filed 06/27/13 Page 1 of 12 Page llclM~AL 

Raymond James Hoslett 
Register No: 82420-012 
Federal Correctional Institution 
P.O. Box 5000 
Sheridan, OR 97378 

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

FOR THE DISTRICT OF OREGON 

RAYMOND JAMES HOSLETT, 

Plaintiff, 

-vs-

JASPAL DHALIWAL, M.D., 
RAYMONDE. WESTERMEYER, M.D., 
and UNITED STATES, 

Defendants. 

---------------

) Case No: 3:11-cv-00674-KI 
) 
) AMENDED COMPLAINT WITH 
) DEMAND FOR TRIAL BY JUDGE 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

NOW COMES Raymond James Hoslett, the Plaintiff, in prose, 

and complains against the Defendants as follows: 

A. JURISDICTION 

1. DELIBERATE INDIFFERENCE. 

This Honorable Court has jurisdiction over this Complaint 

pursuant to 28 U.S.C. §1331; 28 U.S.C. §1346; and Bivens v. Six 

Unknown Federal Narcotics Agents, 403 U.S. 388, 91 S.Ct. 1999, 

29 L.Ed2d 619 (1971), as to all "deliberate indifference" c.laims. 

Page 1 - Amended Complaint 
Hoslett v. Dhaliwal, M.D., et. al. 
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2. FEDERAL TORT CLAIMS ACT, 28 U.S.C. §2671 et. seq. 

This Honorable Court has jurisdiction over the Complaint 

pursuant to 28 U.S.C. §2671 et. seq., and United States v. Olson, 

546 U.S. 43, 44, 126 S.Ct. 510, 163 L.Ed.2d. 306 (2005)("The 

FTCA authorizes private tort actions against the United States 

Tunder circumstances where the United States, if a private person, 

would be liable to the claimant in accordance with the law of 

the place where the act or omission occurred.'·"). See also 

Jachetta v. United States, 653 F.3d 898, 904 (9th Cir. 2011) 

(Following United States v. Olson, 546 U.S. at 44, in part as to 

FTCA claims); and Jerden v. Amstutz, 430 F.3d 1213, 1234-1235 

(9th Cir. 2005)("0regon has adopted a locality rule in medical 

malpractice actions whereby physicians have 'the duty to use that 

degree of care, skill, and diligence that is used by ordinarily 

careful physicians • . . and surgeon or a similar community."' 

Or. Rev. Stat. §677.095 (2003)(last amended Aug. 5, 1997). 

Pursuant to Federal Rules of Evidence 601, the district court 

was required to follow Oregon locality rule when presented with 

the testimony of out-of-town medical experts who testify as to 

the appropriate standard of care local physician defendants. 

Under this evidnecitary rule, out-of-town experts must show 

'knowledge of what is proper conduct by practioners in the 

community under circumstances similar to those which confronted 

the defendant.'" Creasey v. Hogan, Ore. 154, 637 P.2d 114, 122 

(Or. 1081)). 

Page 2 - Amended. C,omplaint 
Haslett v. Dhaliwal, M.D., et. al. 
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B. EXHAUSTION OF ADMINSTRATIVE REMEDIES. 

Plaintiff Raymond James Hoslett has exhausted all 

Adminstrative Remedy Program, 28 C.F.R. §542.10, et. seq., and 

the Federal Tort Claims Act, 28 C.F.R. §543.30, et. seq. 

C. PARTIES. 

1. Plaintiff Raymond James Hoslett, hereinafter referred 

to as "the Plaintiff," is a Federal inmate incarcerated within 

the Federal Bureau of Prisons, hereinafter referred to as the 

"BOP," and is currently imprisoned at the Federal Correctional 

Institution, hereinafter referred to as "FCI," located in 

Sheridan, Oregon, in the District of Oregon. 

2. Defendant Jaspal Dhaliwal, M.D., hereinafter referred 

to as 11 Defendant Dhaliwal," was employed as the Medical Director 

at FCI Sheridan at all times relevant to the claims made herein. 

Defendant Dhaliwal is sued in his individual and official 

capacities. 

3. Defendnat Raymond E. Westermeyer, M.D., hereinafter 

referred to as "Defendant Westermeyer," was employed as a "Contract 

Doctor" for the BOP and assigned to FCI Sheridan at all times 

relevant to the claims made herein. Defendant Westermeyer is 

sued in his individual and official capacities. 

4. Defendant United States is a "Defendant" named herein 

pursuant to the Federal Tort Claims Act, hereianfter referred to 

Page B - Amended Qxnplaint 
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"FTCA," 28 U.S.C. §2671, et. seq., and the Oregon Tort Claims 

Act, hereianfter referred to as the "OTCA," Or. Rev. Stat. 

§677.095(2003)., 

5. That after completion of discovery, the Plaintiff will 

be able to fully set forth the specific duties and responsibilities 

of both Defendant Dhaliwal and Defendant Westmeyer for all times 

relevant to the claims made herein. 

6. That Defendant Dhaliwal and Defendent Westermeyer have 

acted under color of state and federal law at all times relevant 

to this Amended Complaint pursuant to Bivens v. Six Unknown Federal 

Narcotics Agents, 403 U.S. at 392-398. 

D. STATEMENT OF THE FACTS. 

7. On April 14, 2010, the Plaintiff arrived at FCI Sheridan 

sufferring from an incurable and deliberating bladder disease 

known as "Interstitial Cystitis," more commonly referred to as 

"I.C." and a "Hunner's Ulcer" within the bladder wall. 

8. On October 26, 2010, the Plaitniff was afforded a 

consulation with a contract "Urologist Specialist Sajal C. Dutta, 

M.D. (hereinafter referred to as "Dr. Dutta."). I 

9. On that same day, October 26, 2010, Dr. Dutta's diagnosis 

and prescribed treatment for Plaintiff's medical condition set 

forth in paragraph 8 above was: 

OIIEF a:::t1PI.AINf: Interstitial Cystitis. 

Page A - Amended C,omplaint 
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SUBJECI'IVE: The patient returns today to follow-up. He continues 
to have issues with Interstitial Cystitis. he is alreadly on Elmiron. 
He is wish!...sg to proceed with cystoscopy hydrodistention. He states 
he has had that done previously and it has helped. Past medical 
history form is reviewed and updated. 

PIAN: I had a long discussion with the patient regarding the current 
situation. I think it is reasonable to proceed with cystoscopy and 
hydroistention since he is already maximized on oral therapy. Tilerefore, 
we will go ahead and proceed with cystoscopy hydrodistention, possible 
bladder biospy, and retrograde pyelogram. Risks and benefits of Pr-oc<t,lurQ., 
Wlimsening pain, need for additional surgeries,a nd risks of anesthesia. 
He appears to have a good understanding and wished to proceed .••• 
[Emphasis Added by the Plaintiff to show and prove that his post-operative 
pain could worsen by the surgery]. 

(PLaintiff's Exhibit 1). 

10. Dr. Dutta ordered Oxycodone Tab 5 mg immediately upon 

release form the hospital after surgery to be taken 1 to 2 tablets 

orally every 3 hours as needed. (See Palintiff's Exhibit 2). 

11. Dr. Dutta further ordered a cytoscopy hydrodistention 

and bladder biospy with a referral to a pain specialist. (See 

Plaintiff's Exhibit 3). 

12. Plaintiff's Exhibit 3 shows and proves that Defendant 

~.haliwal's claim that Defendant Westermeyer was the physician who 

regularly saw the Plaitniff and managed his care, including his 

pain management is on Page 8 of 10, paragraph 1, of his Motion 

for summary Judgment filed on October 15, 2012 was, and is, a 

falsehood, whereas, at the bottom of Plaitniff's Exhibit 3 is 

Def endan·t Dhaliwal' s "Internal Stamp" on it. This in the Orders 

of treatment and the pain medication set forth in paragraph 10 

Pages· - Amended Complaint 
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herein. (See Plaintiff's Exhibit 3). In those Orders, Dr. Dutta 

further recommended that the Plaintiff be considered for a referral 

to a pain specialist. (See Plaintiff's Exhibit 3). 

13. On August 11, 2011, the Plaintiff was seen by Defendant 

Westermeyer and complained to him that he was in severe pain and 

Defendant Westermeyer: (a) told the Plai~tiff that he would receive 

no pain meds, see Plaintiff's Exhibit 4-6; (b}~recorded in the 

Plaintiff's medical file that he discussed the Plaintiff's pain 

and using narcotics and that Dr. Dutta never uses narcotics for 

pain, see Plaintiff Exhibit 7, which is false, because it was 

Dr. Dutta who prescribed Oxycodone Tab 5 mg Immediate Release to 

take 1 to 2 tablets orally every three hours as needed on December 

28, 2010, see Plaintiff's Exhibit 2; and (c) recorded in the 

Plaintiff's medical file that he sometimes refers to a pain 

specialist just because he doesn't want to manage the pain meds 

in his practice. (See Plaintiff's Exhibit 7). 

14. On August 18, 2010, Defendant Westermeyer acknowledged 

that the Plaintiff: (a) had been diagnosed with Interstitial 

Cystitis for about one year; (b) had been transferred from another 

facility becuase of this medical condition; and (c) was now 

closer to his family. (See Plaintiff's Exhibit 8). 

15. On the same day, October 18, 2010, the Plaintiff also 

requested pain medication, see Plaintiff's Exhibit B, where 

Defendant Westermeyer denied to put him on chronic pain medication. 

(See Plaintiff's Exhibit 9). 

Page·~ - Amended Complaint 
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(See Plaintiff's Exhibit 9). 

16. Not being a pain specialist, Defendant Westermeyer denied 

the Plaintiff a referral to a pain specialist as a recommended 

by Dr. Dutta, a Urlogogist, see Plaintiff's Exhibit 3, not following 

·what was actually a prescrlbed treatmerit by Dr .. Dtitta~ (See 

Plaintiff's Exhibits 3 and 10). 

17. On September 14, 2010, Defendant Westermeyer now claims 

that the Plaintiff did not request pain medication, but instead, 

just complained about being unable to sleep and being in chronic 

pain. (See Plaintiff's Exhibits 11 and 12). 

18. On December 29, 2010, Defendant Westermeyer changed 

Dr. Dutta's order for Oxycodone Tab 5 mg -Immediate Release to 

take 1 to 2 tablets orally every three hours as needed without 

consulting Dr. Dutta and decreased the number of days to 15 days. 

(See Plaintiff's Exhibits 3 and 13). 

19. !]'he Plaintiff then filed this civil action andithis 

Honorable Court appointed "Pro Bono Attorney Steven M. McCarty" 

to represent him. 

20. That shortly after Attorney McCarthy was appointed, 

Attorney McCarthy came to FCI Sheridan to visit the Plaitniff in 

regards to this civil action. 

21. On the same day, June 16, 2011, after Attorney McCarthy's 

visit with the Plaintiff, Dr. Davis examined the Plaintiff during 

a Chronic Care visit and noted that he complained of severe pain 
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due to his chronic medical condition of 11 Interstitial cystitis" 

and "Hunner's Ulcer" and asked for pain medication. (See 

Plaintiff's Exhibit 14). 

22. On that same day, June 16, 2011, in response to the 

Plaintiff's complaint of chronic severe pain and his request for 

pain medication, Dr. Davis ordered Oxycodone HCI ER Tablet 10 mg 

orally two times a day x 30 days (Pill Line Only) for his chronic 

pain associated by his medical condition which he still r~ceives 

to date. (See Plaintiff's Exhibits 15 through 18).1 

23. Again, on that same day, June 16, 2011, Dr. Davis further 

ordered: (a) follow-up sick call as needed; (b) follow-up at 

Chronic Care Clinic as needed; and (c) pain management. (See 

Plaintiff's Exhibit 16). 

24. On December 17, 2012, Attorney Dennis H. Black 

responding to this Honorable Court's "Order Appointing Pro Bono 

Counsel" contacted a Board Certified Urologist and told that 

Urologist the facts of the Plaitniff's incurable medical condition 

and this Urologist told Attorney Black the following in relevant 

part: 

He told me that, if the alleged facts could be substantiated, it 
appeared to him, based upon the oral representations he received 
from me, that conduct below the standard of care was provided to 
the Plaintiff." 

(See Plaintiff's Exhibits 19 and 20). 

Page 8 - Amended Con:plaint 
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E. CLAIMS . 

1. First Cause of Action. 

23. That the acts of each -of the Defendants set forth in 

paragraphs 8 through 24, and supported with Plaitniff's Exhibits 

1 through 21, were deliberate indifference to the Plaintiff's 

serious medical need for pain medication prescribed by Dr. 

Dutta on October 26, 2010 and violated his Eighth Amendment right 

to be free from a wanton infliction of plain. 

24. The denial of Oxycodone Tab 5 mg immediately upon his 

release fnom the hospital after surgery to be taken 1 to 2 tablets 

orally every 3 hours as prescribed by Dr. Dutta causing him the 

unnecessary and wanton infliction of ~er;Dl.l5 pain from October 

26, 2010 through June 16, 2011 when Dr. Davis ordered Oxycodone 

HCI ER tablet 10 mg orally - two time a day for 30 days. (See 

Plaintiff's Exhibi ts:.3 · through 13). 

Deliberate indifference to a prisonerJs/inmate's serious 

pain is prohibited and constitutes deliberate indifference under 

the two-prong test set forth by the Ninth Circuit in Jetts v. 

Penner, 439 F.3d 1091, 1096-1098 (9th Cir. 2006), and was 

followed by the panel in Wihelm v. Rotman, 680 F.3d 1113, 

1122-1123 & n. 8 (9th Cir. 2010), in pertinent parts: 

First, the plaintiff ll'l.lSt show a serious medical need by 
demonstrating that failure to treat a prisoner's condition could 
result in further significant injury or the unnecessary and wanton 
infliction of pain. Second, the plaintiff ll'l.lSt show the defendant's 
response to the need was deliberately indifferent •••• 

~·page_9 - Amended C.omplaint 
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The second prong requires showing: 

(a) a purposeful act or failure to respond to a prisoner's 
pain or possible medical need and (b) harm caused by the 
deliberate indifference. Jett, 439 F.3d at 1096. ?-k>re 
generally, deliberate indifference "may appear when prison 
officials deny, delay or intentionally interfere with 
medical treatment, or it may be shown tJr. the way in which 
prison physicians provide medical care.' ••• 

Id. at 1122. 

24. Denying tre Plaintiff the medication prescribed by 

Dr. Dutta was deliberate indifference to his severe and continuous 

pain from October 26, 2010 to June 16, 2011. See Estelle v. 

Gamble, 429 U.S. 97, 104-105, 97 S.Ct. 285, 50 L.Ed.2d 251 (1976) 

("Deliberate indifference can be manifested by prison guards 

intentionally denying or delaying access to medical care or 

intentionally interfering with the treatment once prescribed."). 

See also Hamilton v. Endell, 981 F.2d 1062, 1066 (9th Cir. 1992) 

("The Ninth Cirucit has found deliberate indifference where 

prison officials 'deliberately ignore the express orders of a 

prisoner's prior physician for reasons unrelated to the medical 

needs of the prisoner."). 

2. Second Cause of Action. 

25. That the acts of the Defendants set forth in paragraphs 

7 through 24, and supported with Plaintiff's Exhibits 1 through 

was not only "deliberate indifference" to his serious medical 

need for the prescribed treatment, including the Oxycodone, by 

Page 10 - Amended ~laint 
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Dr. Dutta, see plaitniff's Exhibits 1 through 3, was "medical 

negligence" under the Federal Tort Claims Act, 28 U.S.C. 

§2671, et. seq., under Oregon's Oregon Tort claims Act, Or. Rev. 

Stat. §677.095 (2003), or any amendment not known to the 

Plaintiff. See United States v. Olson, 546 U.S. at 44; Jachetta 

v. United States, supra at 904; and Jerden v. Amstutz, supra at 

1234-1235, as his treatment for his severe pain fell below the 

Standard of Care of state physicians. See Plaintiff's Exhibit 

F. RELEIF SOUGHT 

WHEREFORE, the Plaintiff seeks the following relief: 

A. issue an Order to continued to allow him to pursue 

discovery if the answers and documents sought in his First discovery 

requests create a need to seek addiiton discovery; 

B. issue an Order to hire the Urol0gist that Attorney 

Black consulted with as an expert for him; 

C. issue an Order Allowing him to dispose Dr. Dutta, or 

in the alternative, issue an Order for an Affidavit of Dr. Dutta 

as to, why he prescribed the treatment for him, including the 

prescription for Oxycodone for his severe pain assosciated with 

medical condition; 

-D. issue an Order directing the Defendants' attorneys to 

provide him with all relevant statutory and/or case law for 

medical negligence for the State of Oregon as the same is 

Page 11 - Amended Complaint 
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controlling stautory and case law authority herien pursuant to 

the Federal Tort Claims Act, 28 U.S.C. §2671, et. seq., and 

United states v. Olson, 546 U.S. at 44, which is unavailabe to 

him at his current place of imprisonment; 

E. issue an injunctive relief that may be de€med just 

and necessary as, althou9h not an exhausted claim herein, he 

believes that the denial of Oxycodone was retaliation for pursuing 

Adminstrative Remedies; 

F. damages in the amount of $100,000.00 for his claims 

made for "deliberate indifference" under Bivens; 

G. actual damages in the amount $100,000.00 for "medical 

negligence" under the Federal Tort Claims Act, 28 U.S.C. §2671, 

et. seq.; and 

H. gr~~t such other, further and necessary, releif as 

deemded just and proper. 

Signed this 24th day of June, 2013. 

Respectfully submitted, 

~&ymuwd TI (ddpc«. 
Raymond James Haslett 
Plaintiff In Prose 

1 Plaintiff's Exhibit 17 indicates that his 11Dnthly prescription for 
Oxyccxlone, see Plaintiff's Exhibit 15, was changed to t-t>rphine SR 12 Hour 15 mg 
Tab UD which continues to date. See Plaintiff's Exhibit 18. 
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CBD:F COMPUlNT: lDteditial C)'ltitis. 
SU'BJIC'I'IVE: 1bc patient retuma toda.y ill follow.up. He contmucs to have iasoM with 
interritill cystitis. Ho 11 already on Elmiron. He ia wiJbing to proc«xi with cystoscopy 
hydrod.istm:,,tion. He states he hat that done previously and it hu helped. Past medical 
history form b reviewed and updated. 
OBJECTIVE: MCTAL: Proltatc ia ICDOOth, S}'ImDetrical. DOD'lefldc:r, and DO 
nodularity. 
DIAGNOSTICS; Nooe. 
11'0.RESSION: Jntmtitia.J cystitia. 
PLAN: I bid a long ~Dll with lhc patient regarding tbo ow:rent situation. I think ii iJ 
rca&OJl4.blo to proocscd with oym,copy aud hydrodfttm:z1imi smce ho is alrudy mu:irnimt 
on cirrd medical thenpy. Given his eum::at muadon, he it re&lly not able to zeccivc 
intnYi;sicaJ treatments. Tbcrefore. we will go ahead and proceed with cystosoopy 
hydrndistention. poesible bladder bfGpsy, abd retto8fadc pyelogram. Ria1a and bene.fit.s of ~ 
this procedure inel;;dc, but are :1:>t limited SC bleediug, infection. hiiddcr pcrforatio.c, 
wou;t1o1in& pain, need for additional surgcric:,. ADcl riso of lllelthesia. He appears to have 
good understanding and wi~ to proceed. PARQ eonfenmoe wu completed. w~ will 
~ this up for som~i.wle in the ocar future. 
cc; Raymond E. We1termeycr, M.D. ~ 
D: 11/U 172010 T: 11/02/2010 
SAJ/.L C. DtrI'TA, M.D.:btkblbsrilbn.ab 
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Medication Prescription 

Raymond HOSLETT 
27072 BALLSTON RD 
SHERIDAN OR 

OxycoDONE Tab 5mg Immed 
TAKE l to 2 Tablets Orally 
Evert 3 Hours as needed 
Refi Is: 00 

Signature 

027898 Legacy Emanuel·HolPQI l HMl1h Cenl114' 
2801 N. Ganlenbeln Ave. 
Porfland, OR 97227 
(503) 413-2200 

DOB:10/19/61 
(503)843-4442 

Age: 49 
Wt: 084.90 kg 

~ 97378 

Release DAW: NC~ TABS~ 

DUTTA, SAJAL MD 
(503)288-7303 
Medicaid #:999999 

~7)71//7J/ 
DEA# 

,,,, ____ .,._ ... __ ..;;...,..., •1D01~ ........... -.;..... 
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AUTHORIZED FOR LOCAL REPRODUCTION 

MEDICAL RECORD CONSULTATION SHEET 

REQUEST 

TO: FROM, ~-. fllr'fsici,n or~p) 

THE UROL01lY OROUP OR. DUTTA STEPHEN OIM$ DO. CD 

REASON FOR REQUEST ~ M!tiflr,dlr,f:s) 

DATE or REQUEST: 

11911$4010 

48 YfO MALE WITH INTERSTITIAL CYSTITIS PLEASE SCHEDULE FOR CYSTOSCOPY ANO BLAODER DILATION FOR BLAl)OER 
EVALUA TIC N. (moll) 

PAO\IISION,l DLAONOSIS 

INTERSTITIAL CYSTITIS. (mor•) 

DOCTORS SIGNATURE 

S DIMS DO. CO IS/ 

N'PRO\!al 

P' YES r NO 

PUICE or CONSUlTAIION 

r 9BlSIOE r ON c.-u 

CON SUL TATIOH REPORT 

r ROUTINE r TODAY 

r n HOUA5 r B,ERGEHCY 

RECORD Rl:IIIEWEO 

(mo••) 

r YES r NO l'ATIENT EVMINEO r YES r NO TEUMEOICINE r YES r NO 

SIGNATURE ~O TrTtE 

OEPM1\AENTISER\.4CE Of l'ArlEN 

RELATION TC• SPONSOR SPONSOA"S HAWE (~. lim_,.) 

PATIENTS IOEHTIFICA.TIOi'< (forty,.,t or '"""911 ertnu ,;..· ,._ ·-·Int.~. IOIIO (SSN 
or otltH). S. ><,; ~ ot Btnh; Rw,1'1'.;,..,._) 

HOSLETI, RAYMOND JAMES 
10/19 .. 1961 
SHERIDAN FCI 

SPONSOA·s 10 NUMIER ( SNor air." 
REGISTER NO. 

8'~12 

WMD HO. 

CONSULTATION SHEET 
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Plaintiff to be seen by an Urologist in the community for an assessment. Plaintiff was in fact 

seen by the Urologist, Dr. Dutta, who recommended a course of treatment, and ultimately 

performed a surgical procedure to alleviate Plaintiff's symptoms on December 28, 2010. 

Complaint at 4. However, Dr. Dhaliwal did not examine or treat Plaintiff following May 20, 

2 0 I 0. and was not responsible for imph:ment i ng Plainti rr s course 0 r treatment. Instead. records ~ 
demonstrate Dr. \Vi:stermeyer was the physician who regularly saw Plaintiff and managed his 

care, including pain management issues. --
These undisputed facts demonstrate Dr. Dhaliwal provided treatment for Plaintiff's 

condition during the short time for which he was actively involved in Plaintiff's medical 

treatment. including a prescription for Elmiron, and a referral to be seen by an Urologist. 

Although Plaintiff may disagree with the specific treatment provided, a difference of opinion 

docs not constitute deliberate indifference. Sanchez, 891 F.2d at 242. Even if the level of 

treatment provided was negligent, or as Plaintiff refers to it: "medical malpractice," Complaint at 

3, 4, such negligence docs not violate the Constitution. Estelle, 429 U.S. at I 06. Accordingly, 

Plaintiff is unable to demonstrate a violation of his rights by Dr. Dhaliwal, who is entitled to 

judgment as a matter of law. Dr. Dhaliwal is therefore entitled to Qualified Immunity, and should 

be granted Summary Judgment. 

f I. DEFENDANT DHALIWAL WAS NOT PERSONALLY INVOLVED 
I~~ THE ALLEGED DEPRIVATIONS FOLLOWING MAY 20, 2010 

In order to set forth a claim under Bivens, the plaintiff must set forth facts which show 

that the named defendant personally engaged in conduct with violated the plaintiff's 

constitutional rights. Rcspondcat superior or group liability is inapplicable in an individual 

capacity suit under Bivens. See Terrell v. Brewer, 935 F.2d IOI 5, I 018 (9th Cir. 1991); Chuman 

v. Wright, 76 F.3d 292,294 (9th Cir. 1996). See also, Jones v. Williams, 297 F.3d 930, 934-35 

Page 8 Memorandum in Support of Defendant Jaspal Dhaliwal M.0. 's Motion for 
Summary Judgment Pursuant to Fed. R. Civ. P. 56 
Hos/ell v Dhaliwal, et al., 3: l 1-CV-00674-Kl 
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Bureau of Prisons 
Health Services 

Clinical Encounter £'i.Hl/3JT : • ~ 
In~ Name:. HOSLETT, RAYMOMlfJAMES:\ 
Date of Birth: 10/19/1961 .. . . . . . 

Reg#: 82420-012 
Race: WHJTE 
Fadllty: SHE 

Sex: M 
Encounter On: 08/11/2010 09:26 Provldec Westermeyer, Raymond 

Chronic Care encounter performed at Health Services. 

SUBJECTIVE: 

COMPLAINT 1 Provider: Westermeyer, Raymond MD 

Chief Complaint: GENERAL 

Subjective: This 49 yo man has had interstitial cystitis for about 3 years, starting with bleeding ,and moving 
to suprapubic pain which he describes as quite severe and keeping him awake at night. No 
bowel symptoms. Has had a rectal exam in about 4 mos and was told this was normal. PSA 
was 0.5 on 5/23/2009. Has been working on elimination diet without any help. NSAIDs do not 
help. Gets worse at night. Urination "hurts". RAdiates to the tip of the penis. Takes a long time 
to start urinating. When he does hurts at the tip of penis even more. Laying on back is a little 
better ("9/10"). 

Has been seen by Dr. Outa, who I will call this afternoon 503-288-7303. He recommended 
increasing Elmira from 100 mg TIO to 200 mg TIO, or getting bladder dilation and DMSO 
treatment under anesthesia. 

Emphasizes he needs strongei pain treatment. and says urologist recommended possible 
sending him to "pain specialist." • 

Pain Location: 
Pain Scale: 
Pain Qualltles: 
History of Trauma: 
Onset: 
Duration: 
Exacerbating Factors: 
Rellevtng Factors: 
Comments: 

COMPLAINT 2 Provider: Westermeyer, Raymond MD 

Chief Complaint: INFECTIOUS DISEASE 

Subjective: Hep C positive since 1997, genotype 1a, and was treated 1999 for 24 weeks. Says his viral load 
came way down but did not go away entirely. Felt better after treatment. Says liver biopsy 
showed mild scarring. 

Pain Location: 
Pain Scale: 
Pain Qualities: 
History of Trauma: 
Onset: 
Duration: 
Exacerbating Factors: 
Relieving Factors: 
Comments: 

Seen for cllnlc(s): General, Infectious Disease 

OBJECTIVE: 

Pulse: 

Generated 08/11/201 O 14:22 by Westermeyer, Bureau of Prisons• SHE Page 1 of 3 



Case 3: 11-cv-0067 4-KI Document B~Jlrf'#IPJJ.3 .,J?ag~x9J h!, f 89~1;; 327 

Inmate Name: HOSLETT, RAYMOND JAMES 
Data of Birth: 10/1911981 Sex: M 

Reg#: 82420-012 
Race: WHITE 
Fadllty. SHE Encounter Data: 08/11/2010 09:26 ·~ .. Provider: Westermeyer, Raymond 

-; '~ • -'"'}---:: a 

Date Tlma Rate Per Minute 

80 

Location Rhythm 

Regular 

Provider 

08/11/2010 11 :26 SHE Westermeyer. Raymond MD 

Blood Pressure: 

Date Time Value 

140/75 

location 

Left Arm 

Position 

Sitting 

Cuff Size Provider 

08/11/2010 11:26 SHE Adult-regular Westermeyer, Raymond MD 

Exam: 
General 

NAO 
Abd voluntarily guarding intermittently in the lower abd. no specific or localized peritoneal signs of 
tenderness or rebound. Tight stomach muscles, but they relax when distracted. BTs good. No megaly 
or masses noted. 

ASSESSMENT: 

Description ICD9 Status 

Chronic hepatitis C w/o 070.54 Current 
mention of hepatic coma 

Diagnosis Comments: 
Stable unchanged, VL present, genotype pending 

Benign essential hypertension 401.1 Current 
Health Problem Comments: 

Status Date 

02/08/2007 

08/11/2010 

Quite elevated, and requires better compliance and increased meds. 

Progress 

Not 
Improved/Same 

Initial 

Cystitis, unspecified 595.9 Current 10/16/2009 Not 
Improved/Same 

Diagnosis Comments: 

Type 
Chronic 

Chronic 

Chronic 

This man complains of severe suprapubic which is due lo interstitial cystitis by his history. He does have 
diagnosed IC per Urologist Or. Dula. Dr. Dula has recommended increasing dose of Elmira or doing series 
of Bladder dilations/DMSO installations under anesthesia. 

1rJ/dMC. if\+comes in he,primarily and peristently and repeatedly saying he wants pa:n mads and ·pain 
management• and from a •pain specialist· if necessary. He repeats ii just isn't right to leave him in pain like 
~ He describes constant suprapubic pain, worse after urinating. 

I have reviewed his old records and they seem to cooberate him being naive to narcotics. However. he 
starts right out talking about me providing pain medicines. 

I describe to him the reason for avoiding chronic narcotics in non-cancerous pain, which would make him 
worse in several ways while providing limited relief for this type of pain. 

I told him the primary role I saw myself in was to figure out ways to treat this and treat the underlying 
problem. He expressed no interest in treatment of this problem. He said he would not be willing to do the 
DMSO treatments. Tums out his main concern is that if he accepts the option to treat with weekly 
installations of DMSO. he might have to move to a level Ill facility which would take him away from family 
which are close to here relatively. In other words, lo remain in this geographic location, he would rather not 
treat the problem specificaiiy and would piefei to do ;;o t;eatmeni and iake chronic pain meds. I told him 
this was unacceptable. I told him Atffl he would receive no pain meds. NSAIDs are ruled out due to Hep C 
and he says he is allergic to codeine and Tylenol. 

IN /M Att --+M has long-standing anxiety syptoms and panic attacks documented" Describes insomnia. states this is • 

#7.... 
G8f'lerated 08/1112010 14:22 by Westermeyer. Bureau of Prisons - SHE Page 2 or 3 



Case 3:11-cv-00674-KI Document 80-~
1

Filed 06/2.7.JJ.3 Page 8 of 21 Page ID#: 328 
l'i/ll/lllT/,F$ - ExHl/3/T ; • 'I 

lnmata Name:· HOSLETT, RAYMOND JAME$ 
Data of Btl1h; 10/19/1981 
Encounter Oatlt: 08/11/2010 09".28 · 

Descr1ptlon ICD9 Status 

caused by the pain. 

Cystitis, unspecified 595.9 Current 

Diagnosis Comments: 

Status Date Progreaa 

1 0/1612009 Not Chronic 
Improved/Same 

Discussed with Urologist Dr. Dutta (sp?). He has not much to offer. Can do bladder dilatation and see if it 
helps. Could try antispasmotics, usually not very helpful. He never uses narcotics for this. He sometimes 
refers to pain specialists, just because he doesn't want to manage the pain meds in his practice. This 
condition does not predispose inmate to any other conditions, like bladder CA 

PLAN: 

New Consultation Requests: 

Consu ttatlon/Procedure 

Radiology 
Reason for Requnt: 

Hep C, needs liver biopsy 
Provlslonal Diagnosis: 

Hep C 

Disposition: 

Follow-up at Sick Call as Needed 
Follow-up at Chronic Care Clinic as Needed 

Discharged to Housing Unit-No Restrictions 

Other: 

PLAN: 

Due Date 

081111201 a 
Prtorlty 
Routine 

Translator Language 

No 

See back in one week and tell him what I learned from talking to Dr. Duta regarding his condition and treatment. 

Patient Education Topics: 

Date Initiated Format 

08/11/2010 Counseling 

Handout/Topic 

Plan of Care 

Provider 

Westermeyer, 

This is not solvable, but adding narcotics will only make the long-term condition worse. 

Copay Required: No 
TelephoneNerbal Order: No 

Cosign Required: Yes 

Completed by Westermeyer, Raymond MD on 08/11/2010 14:22 

Requested to be cosigned by Davis, Stephen DO. 

Cosign documentation will be displayed on the following page. 
Requested to be reviewed by Davis, Stephen DO. 

Review documentation will be displayed on the following page. 

Generated 08111/2010 14:22 by Westermeyer, Bureau of Prisons - SHE 

Outcome 

No Evidence of 
Learning 

#3 
Page Joi 3 



Case 3:11-cv-00674-KI Document 80-1 Filed 06/27/13 
Bureau of Prisons 

Health Services 
Cllnlcal Encounter 

Page 9 of 21 Page ID#: 329 

J'U,1Nr✓,,-S 

EXHl/3IT: • 8 
Inmate Name~ HOSLETT, RAYMOND JAMES 
Date of M: 10/19/1961 Sex: M 

Reg #: 82420-012 
Rae« WHITE 
Fadllty: SHE Encounter Date: 08118/2010 09:52 Provtder: Weatenneyer, Raymond 

...... 
Chronic Care encounter performed at Health Services. 

SUBJECTIVE: 

COMPLAINT 1 Provider: Westermeyer. Raymond MD 

Chief Complaint: GENERAL 

Subjective: This man carries a diagnosis of interstitial cystitis for about one year. Was transferred here from 
another facility because of this medical problem, (it is also the closest facility to his family). 

He complains bitterly mostly about the frequency of urination. May go 8 times per day, but as 
soon as he lays down. starts to have pain and increased frequency to as much as every 1/2 
hour. Wants meds to help him with pain or frequency of urination. No visible bleeding as when 
this was first diagnosed. No fever or chills, urine not cloudy. 

Was treated last fall for severe bleeding, and then after hospitalization and treatment for this was 
discharged back to prison and shortly thereafter developed urosepsls and had to return to 
hospital for a few days. He did have a bladder dilatation and he was nearly asymptomatic for 3 
months. Then the symptoms started to gradually come back with more and more frequency, 
particularly at night. 

Pain Location: 
Pain Scale: 
Pain Qualltles: 

History of Trauma: 
Onset: 
Duration: 

Exacerbating Factors: 
Relieving Factors: 
Comments: 

Seen for cllnlc(s): General 

OBJECTIVE: 

Exam: 
General 

No exam today, purely discussed with him and reviewed records. 
Color good, no sign of pallor 
Uptight 

ASSESSMENT: 

Has flat affect, but expresses quiek dissatisfsction with the inabmty of ou; f:lcility to make him 
comfortable. Is convinced he would be treated differently on the outside. 

Description 

Chronic hepatitis C w/o 
mention of hepatic coma 

ICD9 Status 

070.54 Current 

Health Problem Comments: 

Status Date 

02/08/2007 

Progress 

Not 
Im proved/Sa me 

Chronic 

Treated 1999 for 24 weeks with Genotype 1a. Viral response not permanent and now back. had mild liver 
changes at that time prior to treatment. No retreatment contemplated at this time, just standard periodic 
checks. 

Diagnosis Comments: 
Any consideration for treatment on hold at this time. #{ 

Generated 08118/2010 12:51 by Westermeyer, Bureau of Prtsons - SHE Page 1 of 3 



Case 3:11-cv-00674-KI Document 8j&1 __ f~ QW.2.Yl13 Page 10 of 21 Page ID#: 330 
ruwwr~F,s - €XHl/3IT :: • ' 

:ji•~-··~.MVMONDJAMES Reg#:. 82420-012 
.. (Jf'SfrM: ,. 10/19/1981 Sex: M Race: WHITE 

Encounter Oabi1: 08/18/2010 09:52 Provtder: Westenneyer, Raymond Faclllty: SHE 

Description ICD9 Status 

Current 

,tt Status Date 

10/16/2009 

Progress Type 

Chronic Cystitis, unspecified 595.9 Not 
Improved/Same 

PLAN: 

Health Problem Comments: 

I will try an antispasmotic oxybutinin to see if this is helpful. 

Diagnosis Comments: 
This man has chronic interstitial cystitis. Not a lot of treatment modalities. Discussed with Dr. Dutta. 
Relayed the information to inmate. Inmate insists he is unhappy that we can't make him comfortable --
expects us to solve this with medicaitons. I have discussed chronic discomfort with him and in talking to 
him the major thing he keeps mentioning is the irritation to his cellie, and believes this is going to "come to 
an incldenr if something is not done, he believes this is so annoying to his cellie. He mentions this more 
then he mentions the discomfort or the sleeplessness. 

I will not put him on chronic pain meds for tl1is problem. I wilt not put him on chronic meds for sleep, that is 
not really the issue, the problem is the frequency of urination. 

I will ask for approval to have repeat cysto done by Dr. Dutta and request approval for repeat bladder 
dilation under anesthesia as well. Have told him I cannot give him any assurance that this will be approved. 

I wilt check him CBC periodically. I will check back with him in one month. 

I will check into the possibility of him having a private cell. 

New Medication Orders: 

Med!cat!on 

Oxyoutyntn Tablet 

Indication: Cystitis, unspecified 

New Laboratory Requests: 

Detalla Frequency 

_Chronic Care Clinics-Cardiac-Complete One Time 
Stood Count (CBC}/Diff 

Additional Information: 

Please do close to this date for follow up. 

New Consuttation Requests: 

Consuttatlon!Procedure 

Urology 
Reason for Request: 

Due Date 

08/18/2010 

Order Date 

08/18/2010 09:52 

End Date 

Priority 

Routine 

Prescriber Order 

5 mg Orally -three times a day x 
60 day(s) 

Due Date 

09/20/2010 00:00 

Priority 

Routine 

Translator Language 

No 

This man has interstitial cystitis, extremely upsetting as he is having to get up to urinate about every 30-60 
mins all night. Previous dilatation underanesthesia resolved his sx for about 3 mos last fall. Urologist Dr. 
Dutta told me that other treatments are even less effective for this condition. Since Dr. Dutta is our 
consulting urologist, believe he should at the least do his own cystoscopy and evaluate the bladder himself, 
and also have the permission to do the bladder dilatation if he still thinks this is a good treatment option. 

Provisional Diagnosis: 
Interstitial cystitis 

# 2 
Generated 08/1612010 12:51 by Westermeyer, Bureau of Prisons • SHE Page 2 of 3 



Case 3:11-cv-00674-KI Document 80-1 FileQ.. 06/27/13 . ~e 11 of 21 Page ID#: 331 
Jt#llllln?Frs - 1;r1-11131r.: • 10 

lnmam Name: HOSLETT. RAYMOND JAMES 
Data of Birth: - 10/19/1961 
Ericouriter betr. 08/1812010 09:52·-

Schedule: 

Activity 

Chronic Care Visit 

flu oxybutyin, cystitis 
f/u on referral to urologist. 

Disposition: 

Follow-up at Sick Call as Needed 

Follow-up at Chronic Care Clinic as Needed 

Discharged to Housing Unit-No Restrictions 

Other: 

PLAN 

Sex: M 
Provider: Westermeyw, Raymond 

Reg#: 82420-<>12 
Race: WHITE . 
F-.:H1t~1- SH&-r -

Date Scheduled Scheduled Provider 

09/08/2010 09:00 Physician 02 

1. will inquire about single cell (have done so, and almost entirely limited to handicapped) 
2. will try antispasmotic oxybutynin 

11 ... r•i,~ 't'~ ',, 

3. Will request approval for repeat cysto with urologistand approval for bladder dilatation under anesthesia and other 
treatments considered by urologist 
4. see back in 3 weeks 
5. periodic CBC ievels. 
6. No pain meds, no sleep aids. 
biweekly CBC X 3 

Patient Education Topics: 

Date Initiated Fonnat Handout/Topic Provider Outcome 

08/18/2010 Counseling Plan of Care Westermeyer. Needs Reinforcement 

Continues to insist that we should be able to do something medicinally tomake him more comfortable. Believes 
he would have "better" or different care on the outide. J assured him the treatment woud be no different if I 
were advising hini"ori th outside. Indicated to him that a "pain specialist" would be very unlikely to have 
additional suggestions. (3 s 

Copay Requlred:No 
Telephone/Verbal Order: No 

Cosign Required: Yes 

Completed by Westermeyer, Raymond MD on 08/18/2010 12:51 

Requested to be cosigned by Davis, Stephen DO. 

Cosign documentation will be displayed on the following page. 
Requested to be reviewed by Davis, Stephen DO. 

Review documentation will be displayed on the following page. 

Generated 08/18/2010 12:51 by Westermeyor, Bureau of Prisons - SHE 
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Case 3:11-cv-00674-KI Document 80-1 Filed 06/27/13 Page 12 of 21 Page ID#: 332 

Bureau of Prisons 
Health Services 

Clinical Encounter 

Inmate Name: HOSLETT, RAYMOND JAMES 
Date of Birth: 10ii9l1961 Sex: M 

• 
/lt.111111r1,~$ 

EXH/13/T: • II 

Reg#'. 82420-012 
Race: WHITE 

Encounter Date: 0911412010 11:12 Provider: Westermeyer, Raymond F~ ... ~ 
.. •x ' .. 

.,,.. 
Chronic Care encounter performed at Health Services. 

SUBJECTIVE: 

COMPLAINT 1 Provider: Westermeyer, Raymond MD 

Chief Complaint: GENERAL 

Pain Scale: 
Pain Qualltles: 
History of Trauma: 

Onset: 
Duration: 
Exacerbating Factors: 
Rellevlng Factors: 
Comments: 

relief from Nconstant state of ainN and inablity to 
Has urology consult pending scheduling. 

COMPLAINT 2 Provider: Westermeyer, Raymond MD 

Chief Complalnt: INFECTIOUS DISEASE 

·r ·.-
-.'. ,· 
,.;. .. - ... , 

Subjective: This man has Hep C, but is in no condition emotionally to handle the thought or the stresses of 
possible Hep C treatment. 

Pain Location: 
Pain Scale: 
Pain Qualttles: 
History of Trauma: 

Onset: 
Duration: 
Exacerbating Factors: 
Rellevlng Factors: 
Comments: 

Seen for cllnlc(s): General, Infectious Disease 

OBJECTIVE: 

Exam: 
General 

Very insistent that if we can't give him some relief, he will some how go somewhere that he can get 
help. 

ASSESSMENT: 

Description ICD9 Status 

Chronic hepatitis C w/o 070.54 Current 
mention of hepatic coma 

Health Problem Comments: 

Status Date Progress Type 

02/08/2007 Not Chronic 
Improved/Same 

Treated 1999 for 24 weeks with Genotype 1a. Viral response not permanent and now back. had mild liver 
changes at that time prior to treatment. No retreatment contemplated at this time, just standard periodic 
checks. 

Diagnosis Comments: # I 
Generated 0911412010 11 :48 by Westermeyer, Bureau of Prisons ~ SHE Page 1 of 3 



Case 3:11-cv-00674-KI Document 80-1 Fileri.:1612"ZL13 ,,J'~JJe 13 of 21 Page ID#: 333 ~"""'"'''s - €><Ht/31T = • IZ 
lnmat. Name: HOS-LETT. RAYMOND JAMES Rag #: 82420-012 

Race: WHITE 
Facility: SH& 

Date o1 Brr1h: . 10/19/1961 Sex: M 
E~ Oatw: 09/141201011:12 Provider: Weste""eyer, Raymond 

Description ,f\ ICD9 Status f\ St:tus Date Progress Type 

Chronic bladder discomfort. Emotionally difficult problem, Nreally tired of this situation.N Getting at his wits 
end and more and more frustrated, and says he is going to get into trouble with this problem if nothing is 
done. 

Cystitis, unspecified 595.9 Current 10/16/2009 Not Chronic 
Health Problem Comments: Improved/Same 

I will try an antispasmotic oxybutinin to see if this is helpful. 

DIP.Qr!~SIS Comments: 
Worse and worse, very unhappy with inability to be comfortable. does not ask for pain meds or sleep meds 
but states unequivocally that he is unhappy with lack of steep and chronic pain. and when I mention to him 
the negative effects of chronic pain meds and sleep meds, he counters that Nevery one will not agree with 
you: But still never asks for either. Says Nl'm not a doctor." 

Cystitis, unspecified 595.9 Current 10/16/2009 Not Chronic 
Health Problem Comments: Improved/Same 

I will try an antispasmotlc oxybutinin to see if this is helpful. 

Diagnosis Comments: 
I am sure I told him I was prescribing oxybutynin last time. He has never picked up the meds, and now 
says that this was never mentioned to him. Reiterated that this medication is available, that he is to take it 3 
times per day to see if this is helpful. He doesn't seem interested in trying it. 

PLAN: 

Schedule: 

Actlv!t-J 
Chronic Care Visit 

Cystitis 
HepC 

Disposition: 

Follow-up at Sick Call as Needed 

Follow-up at Chronic Care Clinic as Needed 

Discharged to Housing Unit-No Restrictions 

Patient Education Topics: 

Date Initiated Fonnat Handcut'T oplc 

09/14/2010 Counseling Plan of Care 

Date Scheduled Scheduled Provider 

11/15/2010 08:00 Physician 02 

Provider 

Westermeyer, 

Outcome 

Verbalizes 
Understanding 

He understands, but only talks about how he is being neglected for this problem, but has no idea of what might 
be a better plan. 

Generated 09114/2010 11 :48 by Weslermeyer, Bureau of Prisons - SHE Page 2 of 3 



Document 80-1 Filed 06/27/13 

Bureau of Prisons 
Health Services 

Page 14 of S/~f'Eitt::t34 
~XHll)JT; • , J 

Clinical Encounter - Administrative Note 

Inmate Name: HOSLETT, RAYMOND JAMES Reg#: 62420-012 

SHE Date of Birth: 10/19/1961 Sex: M Race:WHITE Facility: 
Note Date: 12/29/2010 06:49 Provider: Westermeyer, Raymond Unit: B07 

Follow-up encounter pertormed at Health Services. 
Administrative Notes: 

ADMINISTRATIVE NOTE 1 Provider: Westermeyer, Raymond MD 

Changing medicine orders. 

New Medication Orders: ~ 
.B.xtl Medication 

OxyCODONE HCI ER Tablet 

Indication: Cystitis, unspecified 

Discontinued Medication Orders: 

.B.xtt Medication 
OxyCODONE HCI ER Tablet 

Order Date 
12/29/2010 06:49 

Order Pate 
12/29/2010 06:49 

Discontinue Type: When Pharmacy Processes 

Discontinue Reason: Order changed 
Indication: 

Copay Required: No 

TelephoneNerbal Order: No 

Cosign Required: No 

Completed by Westermeyer. Raymond MD on 12/29/2010 06:56 
Requested to be reviewed by Davis, Stephen 00. 
Review documentation will be displayed on the following page. 

Generated 12/29/2010 06:56 by Westermeyer, Bureau of Prisons - SHE 

Prescriber Order 
10 mg Orally -Two Times a Day 
x 3 day(s) Pill Line Only 

Prescriber Order 
5mg Tab Orally -Two Times a 
Day x 1 S day(s) Pill Line Only 

Page 1 of 1 



Case 3:11-cv-00674-KI Document 80-1 Filed 06/27/13 

Inmate Name: HOSLETT, RAYMOND JAMES 
Date of Birth: 1 0/19/ 1961 
Encounter Oate: 06/16/2011 12:28 'f 

Bureau of Prisons 
Health Services 

Clinical Encounter 

Sex: M Race: WHITE 
Provider: Davis, Stephen DO' 

Chronic Care encounte~rformed at Health Services. 

SUBJECTIVE: 

COMPLAINT 1 Provider: Davis, Stephen DO 

Chief Complaint: Urinary Problem 

Page 15 ot..ll~s 

£.'i.Ht/3/r; - I~ 

Reg#: 82420-012 

Facility: SHE 
Unit: B07 

Subjective: He has interstitial cystitis. He started having problem about ihree to iour years ago. He has 
had several procedure done to his bladder with hydrod1stcnt1on. His main problem is chronic' 

~n. Hesitancy at night and freqJency during the day. He is mainly looking for some pain 
relief. 

Pain Location:7n)domen - Suprapubic 

Pain Scale: !t J 

Pain Qualities: Burning I Deep I Intermittent ' 
History of Trauma: 

Onset 1-5 Years 

Duration: 1-5 Years 

Exacerbating Factors: 
Relieving Factors: 
Comments: 

Seen for clinic(s): General -ROS: 
GU 

General 
Yes· Dysuria, Hesitancy, Nocturia. Pain or Colic 

OBJECTIVE: 

Pulse: 

Oate 
06/16/2011 12:49 SHE 

Blood Pressure: 

I.i.m.l 

Rate Per Minute 
74 

06/16/2011 12:49 SHE 130/74 
Sa02: 

~~ 

Left Arm 

Value(%) Air 

Location 
Via Machine 

Position 
Sitting 

~ 

06/16/2011 

Weight: 

Iime. 
12:49 SHE 97 Room Air 

Rhythm 
Regular 

Cuff Size 

Provider 
Davis, Stephen DO 

.D.Ate Ii.IM Kg_ Waist Circum. Provider 

Provider 
Davis, Stephen DO 

Provider 
Davis, Stephen DO 

06/16/2011 12:49 SHE 

.L.b..& 
194.0 88.0 Davis. Stephen DO 

Exam: 
General 

Appearance/Nutrition 
Yes: Alert and Oriented x 3, Appears in Pain 

No: Dyspneic, Writhing in Pain, Appears in Distress 

Generated 06/16/2011 13:21 by Oav,s. Slop hon 00 Bureau of Prisons - SHE Page 1 of 3 



Cese 3.11 ev 00674 1(1 Deeume1,t 80 1 Filed 06/27/13 
Inmate Name: HOSLETT, RAYMOND JAMES 
Date of Birth: 10/ 1 9/ 1961 
Encounter Dale• 06116/2011 12:28 

Exam: It--
Pulmonary 

Observalio n/1 ns pectlo n 
Yes: Normal 

A uscu ltatlo n 
Yes: Clear to Auscultation Bilaterally 

Cardiovascular 
Observatlon 

Yes: Normal Rate, Regular Rhythm 

Auscultation 

Sex: M Race: WHITE 
Provider: Davis. Stephen DO 

Yes: Regular Rate and Rhythm (RRR), Normal S1 and S2 

No: M/R/G 

ASSESSMENT: 

~,....,,.J ....... ._..,. .. ., 
PageR~i ~t 2g242b-~:f ID#. 336 

Facility: SHE 
Unit: 807 

011cdpt1on: 1cm S1atu.& Status Date Progress lY.Qe 

Chronic Cystlstls, chronic lnterstltlat 595.1 Current 

PLAN: 

New Medication Orders: 

Medication 
Ga,bapentin TableVCapsule 

06/16/2011 Initial 

Order Date 
06/16/2011 12:28 

lndlcatlon: Nerve pain, neuralgia neuitis, n:.dk.ulilisi 

Phenazopyridine Tablet 06/16/2011 12:28 

Indication: Cystistis, chronic interstitial 

OxyCODONE HCI ER Tablet 06/16/2011 12:28 

Indication: Cystistis, chronic interstitial 

Renew Medication Orders: 

Medication Order Pate 

Gorioralcd 06116/2011 13:21 by Davis, St11ph11ri DO Bureau of Prisons - SHE 

Prescriber Order 
600 mg Orally -Two Times a Day 
x 180 day(s) Pill Line Only 

200 mg Orally -three times a day 
x 30 day{s) 

10 mg Orally -Two Times a Day ' 
x 30 day(s) Pm Line Only 

Prescriber Order 

Pago 2 of 3 



Case 3:11-cv-00674-KI Document 80-1 Filed 06/27/13 Page 17 of 21 Page ID#: 337 

/t.Nll.,l~~J - E..XHli3t7: • /f. 

Inmate Name: HOSLETT, RAYMOND JAMES 
Date of Birth: 10/19/1961 Sex: M Race: WHITE 

Reg #: 82420-012 

Facility: SHE 
Encounter Date: 06/16/2011 12:28 Provider: Davis, Stephen DO Unit: 807 

Renew Medication Orders' 

RxJl Medication 
46078-S HE Pentosan Potysu!fate 1 00 MG Cap 

Order Data 
06/16/2011 12:28 

Prescriber Order 
Take two capsules three limes 
daily with water at least 1 hour 
before meals or 2 hours after 
meals for relief of bladder 
pain/discomfort. (NF Approval 
expires: 10/13/2011) x 180 day(s) 

Indication: Urinary complications, Cystitis, unspecified 

46079-SHE Ranitidine 300 MG TAB 

Indication: Esophageal reflux 

New Laboratory Requests: 

Details 
Profile tests-General-Lipid Profile 
Profile tests-General-Urinalysis 
Profile tests-General-Comprehensive 
Metabolic Profile (CMP) 
Profile tests-General-CBC (Complete Blood 
Count) 

Schedule: 

Activity 
Chronic Care Visit 

Disposition: 

Follow-up at Sick Call as Needed 
Follow-up al Chronic Care Clinic as Needed· 

Patient Education Topics: 

Pate Initiated format 
06/16/2011 Counseling 

pain management. 

Handout/Topic 
Plan of Care 

06/16/2011 12:28 Take one tablet each morning for 

Frequency 
One Time 

heartburn or reflux. (Gastro 
CCC) x 180 day(s) 

Due Date 
08/01/2011 00:00 

Priority 
Routine 

Date Scheduled Scheduled Prpyjder 
09/15/2011 00:00 Physician 01 

Provider 
Davis, Stephen 

Outcome 
Verbalizes 
Understanding 

Copay Required: No 
TelephoneNerbal Order: No 

Cosign Required: No 

Completed by Davis. Stephen DO on 06/16/2011 13:21 

Genora1ed 06116/2011 13.21 by Davis, Slcphcn DO Bureau of Pr.sons - SHE Pago 3 of 3 



Case 3:11-cv-00674-KI Document 80-1 File.PaJA'r-,~s of 21 

6 ~,,,/IIT •· ~ 'I 

PagelD#:3~8 

Bureau of Prisons 
Health Services 

000645 

,,..,,../" 

Clinical Encounter - Administrative Note 

Inmate Name: 
Date of Birth: 
Note Date: 

HOSLETT, RAYMOND JAMES 
"'C'~9/19G~ 

I 

Sex iv~ Rc-:::2·,/Iri!TE 
PrC'v'•de~: Clc:y101-,. s-,~-- :.·p,_ :. 

Medication Renewal/Review encounter performed-at-Health-Services 
Administrative Notes: 

ADMINISTRATIVE NOTE 1 Provider: Clayton. Brian PA-C 

Pt is requesting a medication renewal. 

Renew Medication Orders: 

8x# Me_ct!cat!on 
7 34 ,, i-S:-i t:: r,'. ~--r ·- :-,-:, SR '. 2 H,:·J'. 1 ::-, rv;G i :;;: __.J 

~~ 
11/08/2012 06: 39 

Reg#: 

Facility: 
Unit 

82420-012 
SHE 
807 

Prescriber Order 
Take one tablet by riouth twice 
daily chonic pain x 30 
day(s) Pill Line Only 

Indication: Cyst:st!s. chronic i:iterstitial, Bladder (pain). oth symptoms involving urinary sys 

One Time Dose Given:No 

Copay Required: No 

TelephoneNerbal Order: Yes 

Cosign Required: Yes 

By: Grasley, Andrew M.D. 

Telephone or Verbal order read back and verified. 

Completed by Clayton, Brian PA·C on 11/08/2012 06:41 
Requested to be cosigned by Grasley. Andrew M.D .. 

Cosign documentation will be displayed on the follow1ng page. 

Generated 11/0812012 06:41 by Clayton, Brian PA-C Bureau of Prisons • SHE Page 1 of 1 

000645 
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ftNINT: II 
Page ID#: ~39 

,: 

000598 

Inmate Name: HOSLET7, RAYMOND JAMES 
Date of Birth: 10/1 Sil f\3" 
Encounter Date_ ,J ;·, ,~,::· :: ~ • · : · 1 .: :, 

PLAN: 

New Medication Orders: 

.8xtt ~,.2.n 

Sex ivi _;:;2c2 1/VHI TI::' 
r-iro,_.•;,jer ,..,,. •- +.r-: ...... 2r1:::_:•~. ?/:~, _:-

Reg#: 82420-012 
Facility: SHE 
Unit: B07 

Prescriber Order 

V 

Ciprofloxacin Tablet 
Order Date 
06/06/2013 10-45 500mg Orally -Two Times a Day 

:,, 5 day(s) 

Indication: Cystistis, chronic interstitial 

One Time Dose Given: No 

Bisacodyl E.C Tablet 

Indication: Cystistis, chronic interstitial 

One Time Dose Given: No 

Renew Medication Orders: 

Rxtt Medlcatk>..n 
82948-SHE 

06/06/2013 10:45 

Order Date 
06/06/2013 10:45 

5mg Orally daily x 3 day(s) 

.Erncriber Order 
Take one tablet by mouth twice 
daily (chonic pain) x 30 day(s) 
Pill Line Only 

Indication: Cystistis, chronic interstitial. Bladder (pain), oth symptoms involving urinary sys 

One Time Dose Given: No 

New Consultation Requests: 

Consultation! Procedure Due Date 
Urology 

Reason for Request: 
Pt had a cystoscopy with bladder biopsy on 6/4113. 
appointment. No time range was specified 

Disposition: 

Follow-up at Sick Call as Needed 

Patient Education Topics: 

Date Initiated Format 
06/06/2013 Counseling 

Handout/Topic 
Access to Care 

Copay Required: No Cosign Required: Yes 

Priority Translator Language 
No 

discharge papers indicate need for a follow-up 

Provider 
Clayton, Brian 

Outcome 

Verbalizes 
Understanding 

TelephoneNerbal Order: Yes By: Grasley, Andrew M.D. 

Telephone or Verbal order read back and verified. 

Completed by Clayton, Brian PA-C on 06/06/2013 11 : 06 
Requested to be cosigned by Grasley, Andrew M 0 .. 

Cosign documentation will be displayed on the following page. 

Generated 0610612013 11 :07 by Clayton, Briar, PA-C Bureai.. of PriSQ(IS • SHE Page 2 of 2 

000598 
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£xH1131r : • 1, 

Dennis H. Black, OSB # 763984 
Black, Chapman, Webber & Stevens 
Attorneys at Law 
221 Stewart Avenue. Suite 209 
Medford, Oregon 97501 
(541) 772-9850 
Facsimile (541) 779-7430 
litigation@blac kcha pman.com 
Attorney for Plaintiff 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

DISTR1Cf OF OREGON 

RAYMOND JAMES HOSLETT, 

Plaintiff, 

v. 

JASPAL DHALIWAL, M.D., et al., 

Defendants. 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

Case No.: 3:11-CV-00674-KI 

RESPONSE TO ORDER 
APPOINTING PRO BONO 
COUNSEL 

After making a thorough investigation into the possibility of being able to render 

effective assistance to the plaintiff, I must respectfully decline this appointment. 

When I received this assignment from the court, my assistant obtained materials from 

the Pacer docket which I reviewed. I detennined the case at its core involved the alleged 

improper provision of medical care for pain resulting from a urological condition. After 

familiari2ing myself with an overview of the plaintiffs allegations. I contacted a board certified 

urologist. He told me that. if the alleged facts could be substantiated, it appeared to him, b~ 

RESPONSE TO ORDER APPOINTING 
PRO BONO COUNSfil. -1-



Case 3:11·CV·00674-KI Document 80·1 Filed 06/27/13 P~~ffg~o#: 341 

€XHl/~IT : • ZO 

upon the oral representations he received from me, thm conduct below the standard of care ::Y!S 

prO\ided to the plaintiff. 

I then contacted the U.S. Attorney who filled me in on the happenings detailed in the 

Docket Sheet and informed me that he had filed a Motion for Summary Judgment on behalf of 

the sole remaining defendant, J aspal Dhaliwal, M.D. He stated that Dr. Dhaliwal had testified 

under penalty of perjury that he was not involved in the care provided to plaintiff upon which 

the Complaint is based. The U.S. Attorney, Mr. Silver, had his assistant forward me a copy of 

the motion and supporting materials. 

I next contact Steven M. McCarthy, the previous counsel for plaintiff. He corroborated 

what U.S. Attorney Ronald K. Silver had said and stated that the physician who appeared to be 

responsible for the decision complained of by the plaintiff, Dr. Raymond E. Westermeyer, was 

dismissed from the case for lack of senrice on September 6, 2012. Mr. McCarthy confirmed that 

Dr. Westenneyer had indeed not been served. I asked Mr. McCarthy to send me a copy of the 

file as soon as possible but, as of the date of the writing of this response, I have not received the 

file. 

I then arranged to talk to the plaintiff over the telephone at the prison. In two separate 

conversations, I informed him that, since the declaration of Dr. Dhaliwal stated emphatically he 

played no part in the decision to withhold narcotic pain medication or a referral to a pain 

specialist on November 2, 2010, or thereafter, I did not see any way to effectively prosecute the 

case against Or. Dhaliwal no matter what additional discovery might be able to be undertaken. 

RESPONSE TO ORDER APPOINTING 
PRO BONO COUNSEL ·2-
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RECEIVED AO 440 (Rev. 12109) Summons in a Civil Action 

UNITED STA TES DISTRICT COURT 

Raymond James Hoslett 

Plaintiff 

v. 
Dr. Jaspal Dhaliwal, M.D. et al. 

Defendant 

for the 

District of Oregon 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

Civil Action No. 11-674-KI 

SUMMONS IN A CIVIL ACTION 

To: (Defendant ·s name and address) JEFF E. THOMAS 

A lawsuit has been filed against you. 

JUN 2 1 201J 
L 

Warden's Office 
FCI SHERIDAN 

Within 21 days after service of this summons on you (not counting the day you received it) - or 60 days if you 
are the United States or a United States agency, or an officer or employee of the United States described in :Fed. R. Civ. 
P. 12 ( a)(2) or (3) - you must serve on the plaintiff an answer to the attached complaint or a motion under Rule 12 of 
the Federal Rules of Ci vii Procedure. The answer or motion must be served on the plaintiff or plaintiff's attorney, 
whosenameandaddressare: M~. S.T/£1/~/.J M, HcCl'\~T'K\", A"tl"oRNE''t' t'\T LI\W', 

If you fai 1 to respond, judgment by default wi 11 be entered against you for the relief demanded in the complaint. 
You also must file your answer or motion with the court. 

CLERK OF COURT 

Date: _________ _ 
Sipiature ojrlerk or Depury Clerk 

I 

' 

I 



AO 440 (Rev. 12/09) Summons in a Civil Action {Page 2) 

Civil Action No. 11-674-KI 

PROOF OF SERVICE 

(This section should not be filed with the court unless required by Fed. R. Civ. P. 4 (1)) 

This summons for (name of individual and title, if any) 

was received by me on (date) 

• I personally served the summons on the individual at (place) 

----··--·· ---
on (date) 

• I left the summons at the individual's residence or usual place of abode with (name) 

; or 

, a person of suitable age and discretion who resides there, 
---------

on (date) , and mailed a copy to the individual's last known address; or 
---

m-"Iservcd the summons on (name of individual) w'A R D€.Y) Tt::FF" ~ ¥ Tt-lotvr t+5 
designated by law to accept service of process on behalf of (name of organization) Fc.-d, 
IYM/L /c(f?. s Tit F£ M€M iJ£/c on (date) J:,,N,;: f5 rh 

• I returned the summons unexecuted because 

201/ ; or 

, who is 

; or 
------

!:I Other (specifyj: 

My fees are$ for travel and $ for services, for a total of$ 0.00 ---

I declare under penalty of perjury that this infonnation is true. 

Date: &, - ; LI- .:ZOil ~ 'blYZ@d ~ ~--
,.,. ~ Server ·s sigrwture 

1ZJ Y mo Nd J/1 Mt:, I-lo su tt 1 'i5:J..ti""''li1=--_,,,oco_1_:s2'---___ _ 
Primed name and title 

£ c. I. , r~o. 13ux 5tt"X) SHE:f) DAN, oR.. __ 1'13 '1- 7f"" 
Server's address 

Additional information regarding attempted service, etc: 



•""-1S 44 (R~v. 12JD?) CIVIL COVER SHEET MY cc?r 
The JS 44 1:ivil cover sheet and the information contain~. herein neither replace m;,r supple~nt the filing and seryice of_plcadings or other papers as required by law, except as pr_ovi~ed 
by local mlM of court. This fonn, approved by the Jud1c1a\ Conference of the U!uted States m September 1974, 1s required for the use oflhe Clerk of Court for the purpose ofm111atmg 
the. civil docket sheet. (SEE INSTRUCTIONS ON THE REVERSE OF TIIE FORM.) ' 

r. (a) Il'LAINTIFFS MR. RA'r'Ml>"'1lJ TAAM"S Hl>SLC-,r DEFENDANTS l>R, :TASPA'- OH/4(.IWl'fl.1 .r,., 
l)R. S,~J(&N 1)1'1Vl6 1 M, 1)., l) • .0. , C. D. ~ 

(b) tounty of Residence of First Listed Plaintiff YAMh!ILL 
(EXCEPT TN U.S. PI.ArNTlFFCASES) 

(c) Ntomey's (Firm N"amc, Address, and Telephone Numb..-) 

No/, A. 

MR-ST-"'I' i>&" t..AHtaRIU, H- '•"'•~ 
Mil, ::C~A,t•"- ':1)4CQUf;Z.1 A,\J,P, 1 

MR, "Iiit:-P £, ~~, WA-RIJeN1 e+, Al· 
Co11nty of Residence of First Lis1ed Defendant YA MHlbb 

[TN U.S. l'LAINTlFF CASES ONLY) 

NOTE: INLANDCONDEMNATIONCASES, USE THE LOCATION OF THE 
LANO rNVOL \!ED-. 

Attorneys (If Known) 

JI. BASTS OF JURISDICTION (Place an "X" inOneBOJ<Only) Ill. CITIZENSHIP OF PRINCIPAL PARTIES(PlaccB!l "X" in One Box forPlainliff 

0 1 U.S. Government 
Plaintiff 

g!'{' U.~L Oovemmcnt 
ID.:fi:ndant 

• 3 F edera\ Qucscion 
(U.S. Oo~emment NDt a Party) 

0 4 Diversity 
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~82420-012~ 
Ray Haslett 
PO. Box 5000 
Sheridan) OR - 97378 
United States 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
DISTRICT OF OREGON 

c·oPt 

Raymond James Haslett, 
Plaintiff 

c~:l1 - 67 4 Kl 
v. 
Dr. Jaspal Dhaliwal, M.D. 
Dr. Stephen Davis, M.D. 
Mr. Steve De Laheras, H.S.A. 
Mr. Israel Jacquez, A.W.P. 
Mr. Jeff E. Thomas, Warden, et al. 
Defendants 

BIVENS ACTION UNDER 28 U.S.C. 1331. MEDICAL MALPRACTICE 

1,_ 
A) Have you brought any other action or appeal in a court of The United States white a prisoner? 

Answer: Yes. 

B) How many? 

2. 

Answer: One {on this sentence) 

Plaintiff: Raymond James Haslett 
Defendant: Richard B. Ives, Warden 

Court: U.S. District Court, Eastern Division of California 
Docket#: 2:10-CV-00406-KJM (HC) 
Judge Assigned: K.J. Mueller 

Disposition: Pending 
Approximate Date of Filing: February 17th

, 2010 
Approximate Date of Disposition: Pending 

A) Place of confinement: FCI Sheridan, OR 

B) Is there a prisoner grievance procedure in this institution? 
Answer: Yes 

C) Have you filed a grievance concerning the facts related to this complaint? 
Answer: Yes 

D) Is the grievance process completed? 
Answer: Yes 
Note: Grievance{s) and Federal Tort Claim are attached as Exhibits A and B. 

•' 

j 1 
'-



3. PARTIES 
A) Name of Plaintiff: Raymond James Hoslett 

Security Identification Number: 82420-012 
Address: FCI Sheridan - PO Box 5000 -Sheridan, OR 97378 

B) Defendant Jaspal Dhaliwal is employed as a Medical Doctor at FCI Sheridan. 
Defendant Stephen Davis is employed as a Clinical Director at FCI Sheridan. 
Defendant Steve De Laheras is employed as a Health Services Administrator at FCI Sheridan. 
Defendant Israel Jacquez is employed as the Associate Warden over Programs at FCI Sheridan. 
Defendant Jeff E. Thomas is employed as the Warden at FCI Sheridan. 

Additional Defendants: Di". Raymond E. Westermeyer, M.D. a contract physician at FCI Sheridan who 
is no longer employed by the B.O.P. as of April ln, 2011. 

4. STATEMENT OF CLAIM 

CLAIM 1 
State what right under the Constitution, laws or treaties of the United States has been violated: 

Federal prison officials are obligated under the Eighth Amendment to the U.S. Constitution to provide 
inmates with adequate medical care. This is a Constitutional Claim of Inadequate Care. Plaintiff has 
been treated with "Deliberate Indifference to Serious Medical Needs". 

SUPPORTING FACTS: 
Dr. Dhaliwal was my primary caregiver when I first arrived at FCI Sheridan, OR in April of 2010. I have 
an incur-A- ble and debilitating bladder disease known as Interstitial Cystitis, more commonly referred 
to as "I.C.", and also suffer from a Hunner's Ulcer within the bladder wall. Over the last several 
months I have consulted with FCI Sheridan medical personnel about these conditions, and have 
specifically informed medical personnel that I suffer constant and debilitating Pelvic Floor, Bladder 
and Urethra pain ( s). I am currently prescribed, and regularly take o ra I medication ( Eli mi ro n) for this 
condition, and have been informed _I will likely require this or similar medicine for the rest of my life. 
Although Elimiron does normally ease some of the discomfort associated with this condition, and 
seems to occasionally aid in bladder function, this medication does nothing to alleviate the chronic 
pain associated with this illness. 

On Tuesday October 26th
, 2010 I was afforded a consultation with a Contract Urologist Specialist. In 

his report and recommendation, the Contract Urologist advised and recommended that I "should be 
referred to a Pain Management Specialist" to prescribe an appropriate and effective pain control 
medication and regimen. On Tuesday November 2nd

, 2010 I attended routine morning "Sick Call" and 
specifically requested to see my Attending Physician in hopes of obtaining relief from the 
overwhelming pain lam experiencing on a daily, constant basis. Unfortunately, medical staff 
adamantly refused to treat my pain, and advised me that l would not receive any type of pain 
management/medication-under any ci rcu msta n ces-period. 

Note: WIKIPEDIA states the following in reference to "I.C.": "The pain of I.C. has been rated 
equivalent to cancer pain, and may lead to Central Sensitization if untreated." 

2 



Also, research has claimed that "The quality of life in some LC. patients is equivalent to those with 
End-Stage Renal Failure". The New England Journal of Medicine states that "Only one in 100,000 
people within the U.S. have LC.". 

The above mentioned facts substantiate a serious medical need, as well as the prison officials' actual 
knowledge of my serious medical needs. The officials' knowledge is proven by Direct Evidence: Sick 
Call Requests, Medical Records, Complaints, Formal Grievances, and Tort Claim. Note: The Federal 
B.0.P. computerized medical records for inmates is called "BMR". 
Dr. Davis, M.D., D.0., Clinical Director oversees the Health Services Department at FCI Sheridan, OR, 
and is Or. Dhaliwal's boss. Dr. Davis is fully aware of my medical status, and the fact that I suffer 
constant and debilitating Pelvic Floor, Bladder, and Urethra pain on a daily basis. 

CLAIM 2 
State what right under the Constitution, laws, or treaties of the United States has been violated. 

Eighth Amendment violation for unnecessary and wanton infliction of pain, reckless disregard for a 
substantial risk of ha rm to Pia i ntiff, med ica I ma Ip ractice, arbitrary and capricious den ia I of serious 
medical needs, pain management/medication for chronic pain. 

SUPPORTING FACTS: 
. Mr. De Laheras is the Health Services Administrator at FCI Sheridan, OR, i.e. the manager of all health 

services staff members, and is in charge of the day-to-day operations. In essence he is the Clinical 
Di rector's boss, and is a Isa aware of my med i cat problems, etc. Under Federal B. O. P ./FC I Sheridan 
"Rights and Responsibilities" No. 16, I have a right to complain about pain, and have my pain assessed 
by medical staff, and have pain treated accordingly. However, that is not the·case here at FCI 
Sheridan. Ors. Dhaliwal and Davis, as well as H.SA De Laheras have violated my "basic human rights" 
by their reckless disregard for a substantial risk of harm to me, and their constant denials of my 
serious medical needs, Le. pain-management medication-treatment for the existence of chronic and 
substantial pain. 

Dr. Dhaliwal has subjected me to the "unnecessary and wanton infliction of pain" which has now 
caused central sensitization. Because of his failure to recognize and honor my serious medical needs, 
and his refusal to prescribe and provide adequate pain-control medication in sufficient dosage 
commensurate to indicated illness and pain-level needs. Reasonable doctors would perceive the 
medical need in question as important and worthy of treatment. Ors. Dhaliwal and Davis both know 
that my medical condition significantly affects my daily activities, and that 1 have the presence of 
chronic and substantial pain-yet they do nothing. Medical malpractice is so obvious that even a lay
person would easily recognize the necessity of a Doctor's attention. Refusal of adequate pain-control 
medication has now jeopardized my future health. This circumstantial proof may be shown by the 
deterioration of my health. 

Mr. Israel Jacquez is the Assistant Warden of Programs at FCI Sheridan, OR. Under the title of A.W.P. 
he then oversees the Health Services Department and is responsible for alt of the staff members 
within it, as well as issues and/or complaints that may arise regarding Federal Inmates' health needs, 
etc. It is noteworthy to mention the following: On two different occasions, Mr. Jacquez discussed my 
medical issues with me. He is therefore fully aware of the existence of chronic and substantial pain 
that I suffer from. After all, he is Mr. De Laheras' boss. The proof that he knows about me and my 
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situation, is in the grievance(s} i.e. BP-8, BP-9, BP-10, and BP-11 as well as the Federal Tort Claim that 
I filed. 
(End of Claim 2) 

CLAIM 3 
State what right under the Constitution, laws, or treaties of the United States has been violated. 

Eighth Amendment Medical Care Claim: The Federal Bureau of Prisons' Officials failure to reasonably 
respond by providing me with adequate care and treatment. The Officials' "Deliberate Indifference" 
caused damages, and is likely to injure me in the future; A violation of basic human rights. 

SUPPORTING FACTS: 
The rationale behind my transfer to FCI Sheridan, OR in April of 2010, was because my medical status 
was upgraded from a Care Level One (1), to a Care Level Two (2), and the fact that I am a "Chronic 
Care Inmate" that has to take medication for the rest of my life due to a Bladder Disease. Also the 
fact that I do have "Serious Medical Needs". Therefore, significant pain can constitute a serious 
medical need(s) even if they are not life threatening. Pain can constitute a serious medical need , 
even if the failure to treat it does not make the condition worse. This action clearly shows that the 
actions/or lack thereof, of medical staff members, could not be supported by legitimate medical 
judgment. The following is actionable harm from inadequate medical care. 1) A failure to inquire 
into facts necessary to make a professional judgment. 2) A failure to carry out the Consulting 
Contract Urologist, Specialist(s) recommendations. 3) A failure to provide adequate medical care etc. 
for almost eleven (11) months, I have complained about the pain in which I suffer, all to no avail. 
Tl:mse of The Health Services staff obviously do not care about my issues of pain, and they refuse to 
address the same. Their refusal to treat my chronic pain is unethical. While at FCI Hurlong, CA I had a 
surgical procedure performed on my bladder in November of 2009, and I spent seven (7) days as an 
inpatient at the "Outside Hospital" in Reno, NV. Within 72 hours, I was returned to the Emergency 
Room for one {1) day in regards to my bladder condition. Here at FCI Sheridan, OR, a surgical 
procedure was conducted again concerning my bladder on the date of Tuesday December 28th

, 2010. 
I spent one (1) day in the "Outside Hospital", Legacy Emanuel Hospital. Also on December 28t\ 2010, 
Dr, Sajal C. Dutta, M.D., A Urologist Surgeon (Medicaid#: 999999 and DEA# 8D7711751) wrote a 
medication prescription for "Oxycodone Tablets, 5mg Immediate release with a quantity of 30. Sig; 
Take 1-2 Tabs orally every 3hrs. as needed. 
Note: Dr. Dutta' s staff a Isa gave me O xycodone prior to I e aving Legacy Ema nu e I H ospita I, far the trip 
back to FCI Sheridan. However, FCI Sheridan Medical Staff members (unknown to me at the time) did 
not follow Dr. Dutta's orders. ln fact, Health Services changed the order to the following: 
"Oxycodone Tab 5mg. Time Release" Quantity: 6, Take 1 Tab orally twice a day, for three {3) days
only! 

Thus, FCI Sheridan medical staff subverted Dr. Dutta's intent and advice, and apparently did so 
without ever informing me or Dr. Dutta of this mishandling of the prescription. 
Note: The Urologist Surgeon stated that the procedure would only give me some temporary relief at 
best, and warned me that my chronic pafn could get worse. "Although the pain in my urethra is 
temporarily gone, the pain in my bladder and pelvic-floor has gotten worse since surgical procedure." 
It should be noted that two of my family members have contacted their Senators in regard to the 
inadequate medical treatment here at FC! Sheridan, and have filed a formal complaint with the 
Oregon Medical Board against Dr. Dhaliwal. The medical malpractice is for the damages caused 
(Central Sensitization) and unprofessional treatment, culpable neglect of patient Haslett, a human 

) 
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being, by Physicians Dhaliwal and Davis. 

The Warden of FCI Sheridan, OR Mr. Jeff E. Thomas is responsible for all of the staff members within 
the institution. He is the "C.E.0." of this prison and is responsible for the Health Services 
Department, as well as my health issues. He signed the response on my Administrative Remedy BP-9, 
and he is aware of the Federal Tort Claim that I filed. 

S. RELIEF 

I make a Jury Demand. Each Defendant is to be legally held liable to their individual capacities under 
color of law. The Defendants, et. Al. shall pay a total amount of $100,000 for Medical Malpractice, 
pain and suffering etc., to Plaintiff, as well as an amount of Exemplary (punitive} Damages as defined 
by this court. Petitioner requests a preliminary injunction mandating Defendants (B.O.P. Staff) to 
take Plaintiff to a Pain Management Specialist "forthwith" to prescribe and provide adequate pain 
control, and medication in sufficient dosage and frequency commensurate to indicate illness and pain 

level need. 

Please. Thank you. 

Pursuant to 28 U.S.C. 1746, I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. 

Signed this -lS" day of /lpl'/J, 2011 

4 ..,.,,,, :::r(lM'IU.. i4 It.#:, i'":l'I ;Z/) -()12 

Raymond James Haslett 
Plaintiff, prays for relief. 

5 
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IN T~E JNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

FOR THE DISTRICT OF OREGON 

?OR~LAND DIVISION 

RAY~OND JAMES HOSLETT, 

?la:..ntiff, 
Civil No. ll-674-KI 

v. 

D~. JASPAL DHALIWA~, et al., 

Defendants. 

KING, Judge. 

ORDER 

Plai;'l::.iff, an ir_mate at FCI Sheridan, bri:1gs tr.is Bivens 

action prose. Plaintiff has paid the requisite filing fee, and 

sub:nitr.eci an application to proceed in forma pauperis to support 

his request for the appointment of pro bona counsel. 

IT IS ORDERED that plaintiff's application to proceed in forma 

pauperis (#1) is DENIED AS MOO~. However, plaintiff has 

demonstrated that he is not capable of paying the costs of counsel. 

1 - ORDER 
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Additionally, the Court has determined that this case warrants the 

efforts to ob':.ain pro bono counsel. Accordi~gly, plaintiff's 
-·--·-------·------~ -- -- -· ·-- ····-----··---------------

motion for appointment of pro bono counsel (#3) is GRANTED . 
..... , .. -~~----·~--~· .. - ·-----·------·-----~--·~~--~ -~--- -·-··---

Fi~ally, plaintiff is advised that, because he is not 

proceeding in forma pauperis in this action, he is responsible for 

service of process under Fed. R. Civ. P. 4. The Clerk of the Court 

is DIRECTED to forward to plaintiff with this order six s 1..1mrr.0Eses 

for his use. 

IT IS SC ORDERED. 

DATEI: tnis day o= June, 2011. 

/s/ Garr M. King 
Garr M. King 
Cnited States District Judge 

2 - ORDER 
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Eric J. Neiman, OSB #823513 
eneiman@williamskastner.com 
Rachel A. Robinson, OSB #084550 
rrobinson@williamskastner.com 
WILLIAMS) KASTNER & GlBBS PLLC 
888 SW Fifth Avenue, Suite 600 
Portland, OR 97204-2025 
Phone: (503) 228-7967 
Fax: (503) 222-7261 
Attorneys for Defendant Raymond 
Westermeyer, MD 

The Honorable Robert E. Jones 

UNITED ST A TES DISTRICT COURT 

DISTRICT OF OREGON 

PORTLAND DIVISION 

RAYMOND JAMES HOSLETT, 

Plaintiff, 

V. 

DR. JASPAL DHALIWAL, M.D.; DR. 
STEPHEN DA VIS, M.D.; MR. STEVE 
DE LA HERAS, H.S.A.; MR. ISRAEL 
JACQUEZ, A.W.P.; MR. JEFF E. 
THOMAS, WARDEN; et. al., 

Defendants. 

Page 1 - JUDGMENT 

5107387.1 

Case No. 3:11-CV-0674-JO 

JUDGMENT 

Wllliams, Kastner & Gibbs PLLC 
888 SW fifth Avenue, Suite 600 
Portland, OR 97204-2025 
Telephone: (503) 228-7967• Fax (SOl) 222-7261 
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Based on the stipulations of dismissal filed by the parties, 

IT JS ORDERED AND ADJUDGED that the above-captioned action is dismissed with 

prejudice and without costs or fees to any party. 

DATED this llf day of ~st-- , 2014. 

Submitted By: 

Eric J. Neiman, OSB #823513 
Rachel A. Robinson, OSB #084550 
Attorneys/or Defendant Raymond Westermeyer, 
MD 

Page 2 - JUDGMENT 

5107387.1 

United Sta es Senior District Judge 

Wlllhmn, Ka~tn~r & Gibb~ PLLC 
888 SW fifth Avenue, Suilc 600 
Portland, OR 97204.202s 
'fl.:lephone: (503) 228-7967• Fax (503) 222· 7261 
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FI LED15 J7Jf'1111 (!)USOC-cRP 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

DISTRICT OF OREGON 

PORTLAND DIVISION 

Raymond James Hoslett 

Plaintiff, 

V. 

Dr. Jaspal Dhaliwal, M.D., et al. 

Defendants, 

CV 3: 11-674-Kl 

ORDER APPOINTING PRO BONO 
COUNSEL FOR LIMITED 
PURPOSE 

The Court previously granted plaintiffs Motion for Appointment of Counsel [3). Steven M. 

McCarthy of McCarthy Law Offices is appointed as counsel for Plaintiff. The appointment shall be 

pursuant to the Court's Pro Bono Representation Program and is for the limited purpose of reviewing 

and investigating Plaintiffs claims and/or defenses. 

The appointed attorney /Jaw firm has 14 days to determine if a conflict of interest exists. If a 

conflict of interest exists, the attorney/law firm must mark the appropriate box on the attached 

Response to Order form and file it with the Court within 14 days of the filing date of this Order. This 

appointment will then be terminated and the Court will appoint substitute counsel. 

If the appointed attorney /law firm has no conflict of interest but representation cannot be 

accepted for another reason, the attorney/law firm must specify the reason on the Response to Order 

form and file it with the Court within 14 days of the date of this Order. 

If representation can be accepted, the appointed attorney/law firm must review the court file, 

contact Raymond James Hoslett, and, as appropriate, obtain and review available discovery materials 

and interview key witnesses. Upon completing this review and investigation, the appointed 

attorney/law firm must mark the appropriate box on the attached Response to Order form certifying 

1 - ORDER APPOJNTING PRO BONO COUNSEL FOR LIMITED PURPOSE 
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completion of the review and investigation and indicating that it has fulfilled the obligations of the 

appointment within 4 2 days of the filing date of this Order. The attorney /law firm is also to provide a 

written report and recommendation to Raymond James Haslett, who will then proceed prose. If an 

attorney/law firm appointed for a limited purpose finds that Plaintiff has a factual and legal basis to 

prevai I on any claim or defense, it may choose to remain as counsel of record for al I purposes by 

marking the appropriate box on the Response to Order form and filing it with the Court within 42 

days of the date of this Order. The Court expects that representation will be accepted if Plaintiff has 

a factual and legal basis to prevail on any claim or defense. 

The appointed attorney/law firm is entitled to be reimbursed by the Attorney Admission Fund 

for costs incurred to investigate Raymond James Haslett's claim(s) and/or defenses up to $3,000.00. 

Reimbursable costs include copying costs, deposition costs or transcripts, travel expenses, telephone 

charges, electronic legal research, and other costs which are not otherwise recoverable from the 

opposing party. To obtain reimbursement, a Motion for Reimbursement of Out-Of-Pocket Expenses 

must be electronically filed together with copies of all receipts for expenditures. 

DATED this 14th day of June, 201 I. 

GARRM. KING 
United States District Judge 

2 - ORDER APPOINTING PRO BONO COUNSEL FOR UM.lTED PURPOSE 
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UNITED ST A TES DISTRICT COURT 

DISTRICT OF OREGON 

PORTLAND DIVISION 

Raymond James Hoslett 

Plaintiff, 

V. 

Dr. Jaspal Dhaliwal, M.D., et al. 

Defendants. 

CV-11-674-KI 

RESPONSE TO ORDER 
APPOINTING PRO BONO 
COUNSEL 

In response to the Court's Order Appointing Pro Bono Counsel, the appointed attorney/ 

law firm certifies that: 

• Due to a conflict of interest, termination of the appointment is requested. 
• Termination of the appointment is requested for the following reason(s): 

• After conducting a review and appropriate investigation of Raymond James 
Hoslett's claims and/or defenses, a written report and recommendation has been 
provided to Hoslett; therefore, representation under the Pro Bono Program is 
concluded. 

• Representation of Raymond James Hoslett is accepted. If appropriate, a 
Substitution of Counsel will be filed lo designate the responsible attorney 
continuing as counsel of record. 

DATED this __ day of ____ , 20_. 

Signature 

Printed Name and OSB # 

I - RESPO>!SE TO ORDER APPOINTING PRO BONO COUNSEL 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

FOR THE DISTRICT OF OREGON 

PORTLAND DIVISION 

RAYMOND JAMES HOSLETT, 

Plaintiff, 
v. 

DR. JASPAL DHALIWAL, M.D., et 
al., 

Defendants. 

KING, Judge 

03:11-cv-674-KI 

ORDER 

Plaintiff, an inmate at FCI Sheridan, filed this Bivens action 

on or about June 2, 2011. Plaintiff paid the filing fee and, 

therefore, was responsible for service of process on defendants. 

On June 13, 2011, this Court directed the Clerk of the Court to 

send plaintiff six summonses for his use. Pursuant to Fed. R. Civ. 

P. 4 (b) , upon completing the summonses, plain ti ff should have 

completed the summonses and returned them to the clerk to "sign, 

seal and issue [them] to the plaintiff for service on the 

defendant [s]." It appears from the record that plaintiff failed to 

1 - ORDER 
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do so and, instead, served unissued summonses on defendants. See 

Documents (#11-#16). 

This court may dismiss an action if service is not made upon 

a defendant within 120 days after the filing of t~e complaint. 

Fed. R. Civ. P. 4(m) However, if the plaintiff shows good cause 

for the failure, the court shall extend the time for service for an 

appropriate period. Id. A showing of "good cause" under Fed. R. 

Civ. P. 4(m), requires plaintiff to demonstrate excusable neglect 

and that" (a} the party to be served received actual notice of the 

lawsuit; (b) the defendant would suffer no prejudice; and (c) 

plaintiff would be severely prejudiced if his complaint were 

dismissed." In re Sheehan, 253 F. 3d 507, 512 (9·:-. Cir. 2001) 

Accordingly, IT IS ORDERED that plaintiff shall show cause in 

writing, within 30 days of the date of this order, why this action 

should not be dismissed for lack of service. 

IT IS 

DATED 

2 - ORDER 

SO ORDERED. 

this 1-i day of October, 2011. 

L11A✓J/2 ;;/7{7 
Garr M. Kinq --1 
United States District Judg/ 
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IN ;HE UN:TEJ STATES DIST~ICT COURT 

FO~ T!--:E IHST~•'.ICT CF OREGON 

PORTLAND DIVISIOK 

KAYMOND JAMF.S HOSLETT, 

P.:.a.:.r.tiff, 
v. 

JASPA~ DHAL:WAL, e: a.:.., 

De::encionls. 

K:NG, Judqe 

C3:11-cv-6 1 4-r<T 

ORDER 

P1ai:i-::-.:ff, an :nmate at FCI Sheridan, filed this Bive:is actio:i 

C:-'. - ') ,.,unc L, 20:::.. P.::.ainliff names six correctional officials and 

doctors as defendants. Cln J: .. rne ::..s, 2111, pro bono cour.sel was 

appoinled to rep.::-esenl plain:.:.f::. I:i 2Lly, plai:i-::-..:.ff attempteci :o 

serve mu::.tiple summonses which had not been issc.ed by the Clerk cf 

t:1c Cot..:r:..... 0:1 October J 4, 2011, I issued an order to show caJse 

·..;hy :..h:s ac.::icn s~:o:_i:d not be dismissed tor lack of service. 

Since the issuar.ce o: :ry o.::-de:::- to sho•,,. cause, Defendants Davis 

and Jacquez have waLved service, and plain:iff's ccc.:isel ~as filed 

a reL.nn cf service as to Defendan l Dhaliwa::... Addi:-.icna::..::..y, 

1 - ORJ::::~ 
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plaintiff's counsel represents that requests for waiver of service 

were mailed to all defendants, except Dhaliwal, at the end of 

October. 

Based on the foregoing, I exercise my discretion to extend the 

time for service of the complaint. See Fed. R. Ci v. P. 4 (ml ; Efaw 

v. Williams, 473 F. 3d 1038, 1041 {9:r· Cir. 2007); In re Sheehar., 253 

F.3d 507, 513 (9'"' Cir. 2C01). Accordingly, my order to show cause 

is WITHDRAWN. Plaintiff shall complete service of process, or 

obtain waiver thereof, within 60 days of the date of this order. 

IT IS SO ORDERE~ 

DATED this z:~ of January, 2012. 

Ga.tr M. King 
Un~ted States District Judge 

2 - ORDER 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

FOR THE DISTRICT OF OREGON 

RAYMOND JAMES HOSLETT, 

Plaintiff, 
v. 

DR. JASPAL DHALIWAL, M.D., et 
al., 

Defendants. 

KING, Judge 

3:11-cv-00674-KI 

ORDER 

Plaintiff, an inmate at FCI Sheridan, brings this Bivens 

action complaining that he has been denied adequate medical 

treatment. Currently before the court is plaintiff's motion for 

default (#26) and defendants' motion for extension of time (#29). 

Plaintiff's motion for default (#26) is DENIED on the basis 

that plaintiff has failed to demonstrate that he delivered a copy 

of the complaint and summons to the U.S. Attorney for the District 

of Oregon, and to the Attorney General of the United States in 

Washington D.C, as is required by Fed. R. Civ. P. 4 (i) (1). 

Ill 

Ill 

1 - ORDER 
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Defendants I motion for extension of time ( #2 9) is GRANTED. 

The time for defendants to answer or otherwise respond to 

plaintiff's complaint is EXTENDED to July 5, 2012. 

IT IS SO ORDERED. 

DATED this day of June, 2012. 

/s/ Garr M. King 
Garr M. King 
United States District Judge 

2 - ORDER 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF OREGON 

Raymond James HosleU, 

Plaintiff, 
3:11-cv-00674-KI 

SCHEDULING ORDER FOR 
CIVIL ACTIONS FILED BY PRISONERS 

v. 

Dr. Jaspal Dhaliwal, M.D., et al, 

Defendants. 

Pursuant to Fed. R. Civ. P. 16(b). this Scheduling Order shall be filed and served by the Clerk upon 
the parties or their counsel when the first answer is filed in this action. When the term "counsel" is used in 
this Scheduling Order, it shall include any and all parties appearing pro se. 

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED: 
1. Not later than sixty (60) days from the date of this order, counsel shall: 

(a) File all pleadings (Fed. R. Civ. P. 7(a) and 15). 
(b) Join all claims, remedies and parties (Fed. R. Civ. P. 18 and 19). 
(c) File pretrial, discovery and dispositive motions. 
(d) Complete all discovery 
(e) Disclose all experts (Fed. R. Civ. P. 26(a)). 
(t) Inform the court, in writing, if no dispositive motions will be filed by that party 

2. Unless otherwise ordered by the court, there shall be no pretrial order. 

3. Stipulations for Extensions of Time Not Allowed: Absent court approval for good cause 
shown by written motion, counsel may not stipulate to extend the deadlines imposed by this 
order. 

4. Consent to Trial by Magistrate Judge: Upon consent of the parties, a U.S. Magistrate Judge 
may conduct any and all proceeding in this case, including trial and the entry of judgment. 
Any appeal from the Judgment would be directly to the United States Court of Appeals for the 
Ninth Circuit. ~ 28 U.S. C. § 636( c). A consent form is enclosed for execution by counsel. 

THE DA TE of the Clerk's file stamp shall constitute the date of this Order. 

MARY MORAN, 
Clerk of the Court 

by: Isl G. Williams 
Deputy Clerk G. Williams 
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UNITED STA TES DISTRICT COURT 
DISTRICT OF OREGON 

Raymond James Hoslett, 
Plaintiff, 

v. Civil Case No: 3:11-cv-00674-K.I 

Dr. Jaspal Dhaliwal, M.D., et al, 
Defendants. 

CONSENT TO JURISDICTION BY A 
UNITED STATES MAGISTRATE JUDGE 

Under Fed. R. Civ. P 73(b), I/we consent to have a United States Magistrate Judge conduct any and 
all proceedings in this case, including entry of orders on dispositive motions, trial, and entry of final judgment. 
I/we understand that withholding consent will not result in any adverse consequences. 

Under Fed. R. Civ. P. 73(c), I/we also understand that any appeal from a final order or judgment 
entered by a United States Magistrate Judge shall proceed directly to the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals (and 
not to a District Judge). 

DATED this ___ day of ____________ , 20 ___ _ 

Name of Party _________________________ _ 

Signature of party or attorney 

Bar ID No: 

(Mailing Address) 

(Telephone Number) 

cc: Counsel of Record 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

FOR THE DISTRICT OF OREGON 

RAYMOND JAMES HOSLETT, 

Plaintiff, 
v. 

DR. JASPAL DHALIWAL, M.D., et 
al., 

Defendants. 

KING, Judge 

Case No. 3:11-cv-00674-KI 

ORDER 

Plaintiff filed his complaint on June 2, 2011. On January 20, 

2012, I extended the time for plaintiff to complete service by 60 

days. Despite this extension and the appointment of pro bono 

counsel, it does not appear from the record that plaintiff has 

completed service as to defendant Raymond Westermeyer. 

Ill 

Ill 

Ill 

Ill 

Ill 

1 - ORDER 
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Accordingly, IT IS ORDERED that plaintiff shall show cause in 

writing, within 14 days of the date of this order, why his claims 

against defendant Westermeyer shc~ld not be dismissed for lack of 

service. See Fed. R. Civ. P. 4 (ml; In re Sheehan, 253 f. 3d 507, 

513 (9th Cir. 2001). 

DATED this ._._-_. _-. Jd y 

2 - ORDER 

of July, 2012. 

~, 
/-----

'.:i-.;,:.r; i:r Judge 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

DISTRICT OF OREGON 

PORTLAND DIVISION 

RAYMOND JAMES HOSLE TT, 

Plaintiff, 

V. 

DR. JASPAL DHALIWAL, M.D., DR. 
STEPHEN DA VIS, M.D., MR. STEVE 
DE LAHERAS, H.S.A., MR. ISRAEL 
JACQUEZ, A.W.P., JEFF E. THOMAS, 
WARDEN, et al., 

Defendants. 

Steven M. McCarthy 
McCarthy Law Offices 
1265 Highway 51 
Independence, Oregon 97351 

Attorney for Plaintiff 

Page I - OPINION AND ORDER 

Civil Case No. 3:1 l-CV-00674-KI 

OPINION AND ORDER 
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S. Amanda Marshall 
United States Attorney 
District of Oregon 
Ronald K Silver 
Kevin C. Danielson 
Assistant United States Attorneys 
1000 SW Third A venue, Suite 600 
Portland, Oregon 97204-2902 

Attorneys for Defendants 

KING, Judge: 

Plaintiff Raymond James Hoslett is incarcerated at FCI Sheridan. He brings a civil rights 

action against several of the doctors and other staff at the prison, alleging they violated his Eighth 

Amendment rights in failing to properly treat his debilitating bladder disease. Before the court is 

Defendants Davis, Jacquez, De Las Heras, and Thomas' Motion to Dismiss [34]. For the reasons 

below, I dismiss these defendants, as well as defendant Westermeyer. Defendant Dhaliwal filed 

an Answer and does not join in the motion. 

LEGAL STANDARDS 

A motion to dismiss under Rule 12(b)(6) will be granted if plaintiff fails to allege the 

"grounds" of his "entitlement to relief." Bell Atlantic Corp. v. Twombly, 550 U.S. 544, 555, 127 

S. Ct. 1955, 1964-65 (2007) (quotation omitted). The Court elaborated on Twombly in Ashcroft 

v. Iqbal, 556 U.S. 662, 129 S. Ct. 1937 (2009): 

To survive a motion to dismiss, a complaint must contain sufficient factual 
matter, accepted as true, to "state a claim to relief that is plausible on its face." 
Id., at 570, 127 S. Ct. 1955. A claim has facial plausibility when the plaintiff 
pleads factual content that allows the court to draw the reasonable inference that 
the defendant is liable for the misconduct alleged. Id., at 556, 127 S. Ct. 1955. 
The plausibility standard is not akin to a "probability requirement," but it asks for 
more than a sheer possibility that a defendant has acted unlawfully. Ibid. Where a 

Page 2 - OPINION AND ORDER 
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complaint pleads facts that arc "merely consistent with" a defendant's liability, it 
"stops short of the line between possibility and plausibility of' entitlement to 
relief."' Id., at 557, 127 S. Ct. 1955 (brackets omitted). 

Id. at 678 (quoting Twombly). The court should not accept as true allegations which are legal 

cone lusi ons. 

DISCUSSION 

I. Defendant Westenneycr 

I want to address another issue before considering the motion to dismiss. On July 23, 

2012, I gave I-los\ett fourteen days to show cause why his claims against defendant Westermcyer 

should not be dismissed for lack of service. Hoslett has not responded. Accordingly, I dismiss 

all claims against Westermeycr without prejudice. 

IL Defendants Davis, Jacquez, De Las Heras, and Thomas 

These defendants argue Hoslett has failed to allege facts showing these defendants 

personally violated Hoslctt's Eighth Amendment rights. 

The Eighth Amendment is violated if prison officials arc deliberately indifferent to a 

prisoner's serious medical needs. Toguchi v. Chung, 391 F.3d 1051, 1057 (9th Cir. 2004). 

To establish an Eighth Amendment violation, a prisoner must satisfy both 
the objective and subjective components of a two-part test. First, there must be a 
demonstration that the prison official deprived the prisoner of the minimal 
civilized measure of life's necessities. Second, a prisoner must demonstrate that 
the prison official acted with deliberate indifference in doing so. 

A prison official acts with deliberate indifference ... only if the [prison 
official] knows of and disregards an excessive risk to inmate health and safety. 
Under this standard, the prison official must not only be aware of facts from 
which the inference could be drawn that a substantial risk of serious harm exists, 
but that person must also draw the inference. If a [prison official] should have 
been aware of the risk, but was not, then the [prison official] has not violated the 
Eighth Amendment, no matter how severe the risk. This subjective approach 

Page 3 - OPINION AND ORDER 
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focuses only on what a defendant's mental attitude actually was. Mere negligence 
in diagnosing or treating a medical condition, without more, does not violate a 
prisoner's Eighth Amendment Rights. 

Id. (internal citation and quotation omitted). 

Hoslctt is unhappy with the medical treatment he has received for interstitial cystitis since 

the Bureau of Prisons moved him to FCI Sheridan in April 20 l 0. He had a consultation with a 

contract urologist, had a surgical procedure on his bladder in December 2010, and takes the 

medication Elmiron to ease some of the discomfort associated with his condition. Hos Jett alleges 

he suffers constant and debilitating pain in spite of this medical treatment. 

The moving defendants contend the Complaint fails to plead sufficient facts 

demonstrating their personal involvement in the medical treatment of which Hoslctt comp la ins. 

They also claim some of them could only be vicariously liable as supervisors, which is 

insufficient under Section 1983. 

Under Section 1983, supervisory officials arc not liable for actions of 
subordinates on any theory of vicarious liability. A supervisor may be liable only 
if (1) he or she is personally involved in the constitutional deprivation, or (2) there 
is a sufficient causal connection between the supervisor's wrongful conduct and 
the constitutional violation. A supervisor may be liable if the supervisor knew of 
the violations and failed to act to prevent them. 

Snow v. McDaniel, 681 F.3d 978,989 (9th Cir. 2012) (internal quotations and citations omitted). 

Many of Haslett's allegations discuss unnamed medical personnel. For example, Haslett 

alleges he specifically informed medical personnel he suffers constant and debilitating pain, 

medical staff adamantly refused to treat his pain, and medical staff improperly changed the orders 

for oxycodone after his surgery. 
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The following allegations refer to specific defendants: 

Dr. Dhaliwal is Haslett's primary caregiver. Dr. Davis, as Clinical Director, oversees the 

Health Services Department at the prison and is Dr. Dhaliwal 's boss. Dr. Davis is fully aware of 

Haslett's medical status and the fact he suffers constant and debilitating pain. 

Steve De Las Heras is the Health Services Administrator at the prison and manages all 

Health Services staff members. As the boss of the Clinical Director, De Las Heras is aware of 

Haslett's medical problems. 

Dr. Dhaliwal, Dr. Davis, and De Las Heras constantly denied Haslett's need for pain 

management medication. Dr. Dhaliwal and Dr. Davis both know Haslett's medical condition 

significantly affects his daily activities, but they do nothing. 

Israel Jacquez is the Assistant Warden ofPrograms at FCI Sheridan and oversees the 

Health Services Department. Jacquez is De Las Heras' boss. Haslett discussed his medical 

issues with Jacquez twice so Jacquez is fully aware of Haslett's chronic and substantial pain. 

Jeff Thomas is the Warden at FCJ Sheridan and is responsible for all staff members 

within the institution. He signed the response to Haslett's Administrative Remedy BP-9 and is 

aware of the medical issues. 

As is clear from the allegations, Haslett brings claims against De Las Heras, Jacquez and 

Thomas even though none of them arc medical providers. Haslett's allegations dwell on these 

defendants' supervisory roles at FCI Sheridan. The allegations arc conclusory and do not allege 

sufficient facts for the court to draw a reasonable inference that these defendants arc liable under 

a theory of supervisory liability based on the supervisor knowing of the constitutional violations 

and failing to prevent them. Claims under Section 1983 cannot rest on rcspondeat superior 
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liability. Moreover, negligence and medical malpractice do not constitute deliberate indifference. 

Toguchi, 391 F.3d at 1057 The allegations refer to medical malpractice several times. Thus, 

Hoslctt fails to state a claim against De Las Heras, Jacquez, and Thomas that is plausible on its 

face. 

Hoslctt alleges Dr. Davis constantly denied his need for pain medication. As a doctor, he 

might be making decisions about Hoslctt's treatment. The allegations, though, arc more 

indicative of supervisory liability. Dr. Davis supervises Dr. Dhaliwal, Hoslctt's primary 

caregiver. Hoslctt alleges Dr. Davis knew about his pain but does not allege how Dr. Davis 

gained that knowledge, other than through his supervision of Dr. Dhaliwal. There arc no specific 

allegations Dr. Davis ever treated Hos\ctt. Accordingly, Hoslett also fails to state a claim against 

Dr. Davis. 

CONCLUSION 

Defendants Davis, Jacquez, De Las Heras, and Thomas' Motion to Dismiss [34] is 

granted. All claims against these defendants arc dismissed without prejudice. All claims against 

Westenncyer are dismissed without prejudice. The action will continue against Dr. Dhaliwal. 

IT JS SO ORDERED. 

Dated this ___ S_th ___ day of September, 2012. 

Isl Garr M. King 
Garr M. King 
United States District Judge 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

DISTRICT OF OREGON 

RAYMOND JAMES HOSLETT 

Petitioner. 

"· 
JASPAL DHALIWAL, M.D., et al. 

Respondent. 

Case No.: 3:11-cv-00674-KI 

SUMMARY JUDGMENT ADVICE 
NOTICE AND SCHEDULING ORDER 

I 

NOTICE-WARNING 

This Notice is Required to be Given to You by the Court 

The defendants have made a motion for summary judgment (Motion for Summary Judgment [45]) by 
which they seek to have your case dismissed. A motion for summary judgment under Rule 56 of the Federal 
Rules of Ci vi I Procedure w i 11, if granted, end your case. 

Rule 56 tells you what you must do in order to oppose a motion for summary judgment. Generally, 
summary judgment must be granted when there is no genuine dispute of material fact--that is, if there is no 
real dispute about any fact that would affect the result of your case, the party who asked for summary 
judgment is entitled to judgment as a matter of law, which will end your case. When a party you arc suing 
makes a motion for summary judgment that is properly supported by declarations (or other sworn testimony), 
you cannot simply rely on what your complaint says. Instead, you must set out specific facts in depositions, 
documents, electronically stored information, affidavits or declarations, stipulations, admissions, interrogatory 
answers, or other materials, as provided in Rule 56(c), that contradict the facts shown in the defendants' 
declarations and documents and show that there is a genuine dispute of material fact for trial. Tf you do not 
submit your own evidence in opposition, summary judgment, if appropriate, may be entered against you. If 
summary judgment is granted, your case will be dismissed and there will be no trial. 

SCHEDULING ORDER 

Plaintiff shall file his or her opposition to defendants' motion for summary judgment within 30 days of the 
date of this order. Defendants shall file their reply within 14 days thereafter. at which time defendants' motion 
for summary judgment shall be taken under advisement. 

DATED this 22nd day of October, 2012. ls/Garr M. King 

Honorable Garr M. King 
U.S. District Court Judge 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

DISTRICT OF OREGON 

RAYMOND JAMES HOSLETT 

Petitioner. 

v. 

JASPAL DHALIWAL, M.D., etal. 

Respondent. 

I 

Case No.: 3:l l-cv-00674-KI 

ORDER TERMINATING PRO BONO 
APPOINTMENT 

Upon notice to the Court that the appointed attorney/law firm has Counsel did not respond by Nov. 
30 to the court's request for information on filing his response to the pending summary judgment motion, 

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the Court terminates the appointment of Steven M. McCarthy as 
Pm Bmw counsel for Raymond James Hoslett. 

Raymond James Hoslell is lo proceed prose without appointed counsel. 

The Clerk is directed to serve a copy of this order upon Raymond James Haslett. 

DATED this 3rd day of December, 2012 ls/Garr M. King 

Honorable Garr M. King 
U.S. District Court Judge 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

DISTRICT OF OREGON 

RAYMOND JAMES HOSLETT 

Petitioner. 

v. 

JASPAL DHALIWAL, M.D., etal. 

Respondent. 

I 

Case No.: 3:11-cv-00674-KI 

ORDER CONDITIONALLY 
APPOINTING PRO BONO COUNSEL 
FOR ALL PURPOSES 

The Court hereby grants Plaintiff Raymond James Hoslett's Motion to Appoint Counsel [3] and 
conditionally appoints Dennis Black as counsel of record for all purposes. 

Within 14 days of the date of this Order, the appointed attorney/law firm must file the Pro Bono 
Appointment Response Form with the Comt with the appropriate option checked. 

If representation is denied due lo a conflict of interest or other specified reason, the appointment 
will be terminated and the Court will appoint substitute counsel. 

For more information regarding pro bono forms, procedures, reimbursement of costs, or obtaining a 
pro bono civil rights mentor attorney, please refer to the Pro Bono Program Procedures document 
located on the Court's website or contact the Pro Bono Panel Administrator. 

DA TED this 4th day of December, 2012 ls/Garr M. King 

Honorable Garr M. King 
U.S. District Court Judge 
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Raymond James Haslett 
UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

DISTRICT OF OREGON 

RAYMOND JAMES HOSLETT 

Petitioner. 

\'. 

JASPAL DHALIWAL, M.D., et al. 

Respondent. 

I 

Case No.: 3:11-c,1-00674-KI 

PRO BONO APPOINTMENT 
RESPONSE FORM 

In response to the Court's Order Appointing Pro Bono Counsel. I hereby certify that: 

D Representation of Raymond James Haslett for all purposes is accepted. If appropriate, a 
Substitution of Counsel will be filed to designate the responsible attorney continuing as counsel of 
record. 

D Termination of this appointment is requested based on the following conflict of interest: 

D No conflict of interest exists. However, termination of this appointment is requested for the 
following rcason(s): 

DATEDthis _____ day of ________ _ 

Signature 

Printed Name and Oregon State Bar No. 
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Dennis H. Black, OSB # 763984 
Black, Chapman, Webber & Stevens 
Attorneys at Law 
221 Stewart Avenue, Suite 209 
Medford, Oregon 97 501 
(541) 772-9850 
Facsimile (541) 779-7 430 
litigation@blackchapman.com 
Attorney for Plaintiff 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

DISTRICT OF OREGON 

RAYMOND JAMES HOSLETT, 

Plaintiff, 

v. 

JASPAL DHALIWAL, M.D., et al., 

Defendants. 

--------------

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

Case No.: 3:11-CV-00674-KI 

RESPONSE TO ORDER 
APPOINTING PRO BONO 
COUNSEL 

After making a thorough investigation into the possibility of being able to render 

effective assistance to the plaintiff, I must respectfully decline this appointment. 

When I received this assignment &om the court, my assistant obtained materials from 

the Pacer docket which I reviewed. I determined the case at its core involved the alleged 

improper provision of medical care for pain resulting from a urological condition. After 

familiarizing myself with an overview of the plaintiff's allegations, I contacted a board certified 

urologist. He told me that, if the alleged facts could be substantiated, it appeared to him, based 

RESPONSE TO ORDER APPOINTING 
PRO BONO COUNSEL -1-
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upon the oral representations he received from me, that conduct below the standard of care was 

provided to the plaintiff. 

I then contacted the U.S. Attorney who filled me in on the happenings detailed in the 

Docket Sheet and informed me that he had filed a Motion for Summary Judgment on behalf of 

the sole remaining defendant, J aspal Dhaliwal, M.D. He stated that Dr. Dhaliwal had testified 

under penalty of petjw:y that he was not involved in the care provided to plaintiff upon which 

the Complaint is based. The U.S. Attorney, Mr. Silver, had his assistant forward me a copy of 

the motion and supporting materials. 

I next contact Steven M. McCarthy. the previous counsel for plaintiff. He corroborated 

what U.S. Attorney Ronald K Silver had said and stated that the physician who appeared to be 

responsible for the decision complained ofby the plaintiff, Dr. Raymond E. Westermeyer, was 

dismissed from the case for lack of sei:vice on September 6, 2012. Mr. McCarthy confirmed that 

Dr. Westermeyer had indeed not been served. I asked Mr. McCarthy to send me a copy of the 

file as soon as possible but, as of the date of the writing of this response, I have not received the 

file. 

I then arranged to talk to the plaintiff over the telephone at the prison. In two separate 

conversations. I informed him that, since the declaration of Dr. Dhaliwal stated emphatically he 

played no part in the decision to withhold narcotic pain medication or a referral to a pain 

specialist on November 2, 2010, or thereafter, I did not see any way to effectively prosecute the 

case against Dr. Dhaliwal no matter what additional discovery might be able to be undertaken. 

RESPONSE TO ORDER APPOINTING 
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Since I did not see any way I could be of effective assistance to Mr. Hoslett, and since 

I saw no point in standing next to him and watching him take what [ considered an inevitable 

loss given the current posture of the case, I told him I would inform the court that I would 

decline appointment on this matter. 

I am sorry that I have not been able to be of any greater assistance to the court or Mr. 

Hoslett in this matter, but I believe that I have taken all practical means of investigating the 

claim to see if I could render any effective assistance as pro bono counsel. 

DATED this 17th day of December) 2012. 

BLACK, CHAPMAN, WEBBER & STEVENS 

s/Dennis H. Black 
Dennis H. Black, OSB # 763984 
Phone: (541) 772-9850 
Attorney for Plaintiff 

RESPONSE TO ORDER APPOINTING 
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CERTIFICATE OF CM/ECF FILING AND SERVICE (FRCP SJ 

I, Beth E. Sund, hereby certify that on December 17, 20121 electronically filed the 

foregoing: RESPONSE TO ORDER APPOINTING PRO BONO COUNSEL 

with the Clerk of the Court using the CMIECF System which will send notification of such 

filing to the following: 

Kevin C. Danielson 
Ronald K. Silver 
U.S. Attorney's Office 
1000 S.W. Third Avenue, Suite 600 
Portland, OR 97204 
Ph: 503-727-1000 
Fax::503-727-1117 
kevin.c.danielson@usdoj.gov 
ron.silver@usdoj.gov 

I further certify I served a copy of the foregoing document by the method indicated 

below, and addressed to the party listed below. I am familiar with the practice of Black, 

Chapman, Webber & Stevens for the collection and processing of correspondence for 

mailing with the United States Postal Service. In accordance with the ordinary course of 

business, the above-mentioned document(s) would have been deposited with the United 

States Postal Service on the same day on which it was placed at Black, Chapman, Webber & 

Stevens for deposit: 

~ BY MAIL: I caused such envelope(s) to be deposited in the mail at my business address 

addressed to the addressee(s) designated. It is deposited with the United States Service 

on the same day in the ordinary course of business. 

Ill 

CERTIFICATE OF CM/ECF FILING -1-
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Raymond James H oslctt 
82+20-012 
Fcdnal Correctional Institution 
Inmate .\Iail/Parccls 
P.O. Box 5000 
Sheridan, OR 97378 

DATED this 17'h day of December, 2012. 
' 

BL\CK, Cl-L\P.\L\\i, \X'EBBER & STEVENS 

:) . ---1' ;"') / C - /' 

. &j' Cz 1 /~~~~ ,., c c.,, 
Beth E. Sund 
Paralegal co Dennis H. Black, OSB # 76398+ 
Phone: (541) 772-985() 
J jrigation(a.bbckchapman.C( )!11 

Attorney for Plaintiff 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

DISTRICT OF OREGON 

RAYMOND JAMES HOSLETT 

Petitioner. 

Case No.: 3:l l-cv-00674-KI 

v. ORDER TERMINATING PRO BONO 
APPOINTMENT 

JASPAL DHALIWAL, M.D., etal. 

Respondent. 

I 

Upon notice to the Court that the appointed attorney/law firm has declined representation, 

TT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the Court terminates the appointment of Dennis H. Black as Pro 
Bmw counsel for Raymond James Hoslett. 

Raymond James Hoslell is lo proceed prose without appointed counsel. 

The Clerk is directed lo serve a copy of this order upon Raymond James Hoslell. 

DATED this 21st day of December, 2012 ls/Garr M. King 

Honorable Garr M. King 
U.S. District Court Judge 
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From: 
To: 
Date: 
Subject: 

<in fo@ord. uscourts .gov> 
<no bod y@ord. uscourts .gov> 
l/2/2013 10:29 AM 
Activity in Case 3: 1 l-cv-00674-KI Hoslett v. Dhaliwal, M.D. et al Order 

Page I of I 

This is an automatic l'-mail message genl'rated by the CM/ECF system. Plcasl' DO NOT RESPOND to 
this e-mail hecausl' the mail box is unattended. 
***NOTE TO PUBLIC ACCESS USERS*** Judicial Conference of the United States policy permits 
attorneys of record and parties in a case (including pro se litigants) to receive one free electronic copy of 
all documents filed electronically, if receipt is required by law or directed by the filer. PACER access 
fees apply to all other users. To avoid later charges, download a copy of each document during this first 
viewing. However, if the referenced document is a transcript, the free copy and 30 page limit do not 
apply. 

U.S. District Court 

District of Oregon 

Notice of Electronic Filing 

The following transaction was entered on 1/2/2013 at 10:28 AM PST and filed on 1/2/2013 
Case Name: Haslett v. Dhaliwal, M.D. et al 
Case Number: 3: l l-cv-00674-KI 
Filer: 
Document Number: 58(No document attached) 

Docket Text: 
Order - The court was unable to obtain new pro bono counsel for plaintiff. Plaintiff must 
proceed pro se without appointed counsel. By February 8, 2013, plaintiff may file any 
materials in response to the pending motion for summary judgment. Defendant may file a 
response by March 1, 2013. Ordered by Judge Garr M. King. (mja) 

3:11-cv-00674-KI Notice has been electronically mailed to: 

Kevin C. Danielson kevin.c.danielson@usdoj.gov, deanne.hoffer@usdoj.gov 

Ronald K Silver ron.silver@usdoj.gov, deryl.looney@usdoj.gov, tdorrett@bop.gov 

3:11-cv-00674-KI Notice will not be electronically mailed to: 

Raymond James Hoslett 
82420-012 
FEDERAL CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION 
Inmate Mail/Parcels 
P.O. BOX 5000 
SHERIDAN, OR 97378 
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Troy Dorrett - Activity in Case 3:11-cv-00674-KI Hoslett v. Dhaliwal, M.D. et al Order on motion 
for Order 

From: <info@ord.uscourts.gov> 
To: <no bod y@ord. uscourts. gov> 
Date: 2/28/2013 12:37 PM 
Subject: Activity in Case 3: I 1-cv-00674-KI Hoslett v. Dhaliwal, M.D. et al Order on motion for Order 

This is an automatic e-mail message generated by the CM/ECF system. Please DO NOT 
RESPOND to this e-mail because the mail box is unattended. 
***NOTE TO PUBLIC ACCESS USERS*** Judicial Conference of the United States policy 
permits attorneys of record and parties in a case (including prose litigants) to receive one free 
electronic copy of all documents filed electronically, if receipt is required by law or directed by the 
filer. PACER access fees apply to all other users. To avoid later charges, download a copy of each 
document during this first viewing. However, if the referenced document is a transcript, the free 
copy and 30 page limit do not apply. 

U.S. District Court 

District of Oregon 

Notice of Electronic Filing 

The following transaction was entered on 2/28/2013 at 12:09 PM PST and filed on 2/28/2013 
Case Name: Haslett v. Dhaliwal, M.D. et al 
Case Number: 3: l 1-cv-00674-KI 

Filer: 
Document Number: 63(No document attached) 

Docket Text: 
ORDER: The court has discretion under Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 4(m) to extend 
time for service. Plaintiff's Motion for Extension of Time to Serve and to Complete 
Discovery [61] is GRANTED so that plaintiff may proceed prose now that pro bona 
counsel no longer represents him. Plaintiff must accomplish service on defendant 
Westermeyer, or obtain a waiver of service, by July 1, 2013. On September 61 2012, the 
court dismissed the remaining defendants on the merits, and not for lack of service. The 
court will not extend the service deadline without plaintiff showing extreme good cause. 
The discovery deadline is extended to July 1, 2013. The court will allow plaintiff to file a 
response to Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment [ 45] by July 1, 2013, and 
defendants may reply by July 18. 2013. Plaintiff's Motion for Order to Reissue 
Summonses and for the US Marshals Service to Serve the Summonses [60] is DENIED. 
The court will not order the US Marshals Service to serve process because plaintiff does 
not have in forma pauperis status (and did not seek it before paying his filing fee). 
Plaintiff may arrange for service through the US Marshals Service by completing Form 
USM-285, available at the Civil Intake Counter at the Clerks Office. The fee is currently 
$55 per hour per deputy marshal, plus mileage, or less if service can be done by mail. 
Questions can be answered by the Civil Desk at the US Marshals Service, 503-326-7807. 
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Alternatively, plaintiff may arrange for service through a private process server or by 
following the requirements in Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 4. The Clerk is ordered to 
send a blank summons to plaintiff for use with defendant Westermeyer. Plaintiff's 
Motion for an Order Compelling Attorney Steven M. McCarthy to Return All Records 
Obtained from Plaintiff and the Court in this Civil Action [62] is GRANTED. Mr. McCarthy 
is ordered to send plaintiff a copy of the file in this case. The Clerk is ordered to send a 
copy of this minute order to Mr. McCarthy. Ordered by Judge Garr M. King. (pc) 

3:11-cv-00674-KI Notice has been electronically mailed to: 

Kevin C. Danielson kevin.c.danielson@usdoj.gov, deanne.hoffer@usdoj.gov 

Ronald K Silver ron.silver@usdoj.gov, deryl.looney@usdoj.gov, tdmrett@bop.gov 

3:11-cv-00674-KI Notice will not be electronically mailed to: 

Raymond James Hoslett 
82420~012 
FEDERAL CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION 
Inmate Mail/Parcels 
P.O. BOX 5000 
SHERIDAN, OR 97378 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

DISTRICT OF OREGON 

RAYMOND JAMES HOSLETT 

Petitioner. 

v. 

J ASP AL DHALIWAL, M.D., et al. 

Respondent. 

I 

Case No.: 3:11-cv-00674-KI 

ORDER CONDITIONALLY 
APPOINTING PRO BONO COUNSEL 
FOR ALL PURPOSES 

The Court, on its own motion, hereby conditionally appoints Judy Danelle Snyder as counsel of 
record for al I purposes. 

Within 14 days of the date of this Order, the appointed attorney/law firm must file the Pro Bemo 
Appointment Response Form with the Court with the appropriate option checked. 

If representation is denied due to a conflict of interest or other specified reason, the appointment 
will be terminated and the Court will appoint substitute counsel. 

For more information regarding pro bono forms, procedures, reimbursement of costs, or obtaining a 
pro bona civil rights mentor attorney, please refer to the Pro Bono Program Procedures document 
located on the Court's website or contact the Pro Bono Panel Administrator. 

DATED this 1st day of July, 2013 ls/Garr M. King 

Honorable Garr M. King 
U.S. District Court Judge 
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Raymond James Haslett 
UNITED STA TES DISTRICT COURT 

DISTRICT OF OREGON 

RAYMOND JAMES HOSLETT 

Petitioner. 

v. 

JASPAL DHALIWAL, M.D., et al. 

Respondent. 

I 

Case No.: 3:11-cv-00674-KI 

PRO BONO APPOINTMENT 
RESPONSE FORM 

In response to the Court's Order Appointing Pro Bono Counsel, 1 hereby certify that: 

D Representation of Raymond James Haslett for all purposes is accepted. If appropriate, a 
Substitution of Counsel will be filed to designate the responsible attorney continuing as counsel of 
record. 

D Termination of this appointment is requested based on the following conflict of interest: 

D No conflict of interest exists. However, termination of this appointment is requested for the 
following reason(s ): 

DATEDthis _____ dayof ________ _ 

Signature 

Printed Name and Oregon State Bar No. 



Raymond James Haslett 
UNITED ST ATES DISTRICT COURT 

DISTRICT OF OREGON 

RAYMOND JAMES HOSLE TT 

Petitioner. 

v. 

JASPAL DHALIWAL, '1.D., et al. 

Respondent. 

I 

Case No.: 3:1 t-cv-00674-KI 

PRO BONO APPOINTMENT 
RESPONSE FORM 

In response to the Court's Order Appointing Pro Bono Counsel, I hereby certify that: 

~ Representation of Raymond James Haslett for all purposes is accepted. If appropriate, a 
Substitution of Counsel will be filed to designate the responsible attorney continuing as counsel of 
record. 

D Termination of this appointment is requested based on the following conflict of interest: 

D No conflict of interest exists. However, termination of this appointment is requested for the 
following reason(s): 

~<.- I~ DATED this _____ day o/ ;f . ~, 
I 

ig ture 

~or W.+,.ueu6- g/VY'O~~-
Printcd Name and Oregon State Bar No. 4-32..03~ 
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Troy Dorrett - Activity in Case 3:11-cv-00674-KI Hoslett v. Dhaliwal, M.D. et al Order on motion 
for extension of time 

From: <info@ord.uscourts.gov> 
To: <no bod y@ord. uscourts. gov> 
Date: 7/24/2013 9:39 AM 
Subject: Activity in Case 3: l l-cv-00674-KI Hoslett v. Dhaliwal, M.D. et al Order on motion for 

extension of time 

This is an automatic e-mail message generated by the CM/ECF system. Please DO NOT 
RESPOND to this e-mail because the mail box is unattended. 
***NOTE TO PUBLIC ACCESS USERS*** Judicial Conference of the United States policy 
permits attorneys of record and parties in a case (including pro se litigants) to receive one free 
electronic copy of all documents filed electronically, if receipt is required by law or directed by the 
filer. PACER access fees apply to all other users. To avoid later charges, download a copy of each 
document during this first viewing. However, if the referenced document is a transcript, the free 
copy and 30 page limit do not apply. 

U.S. District Court 

District of Oregon 

Notice of Electronic Filing 

The following transaction was entered on 7/24/2013 at 9:38 AM PDT and filed on 7/24/2013 
Case Name: Hoslett v. Dhaliwal, M.D. et al 
Case Number: 3: 1 1-cv-006 7 4-KI 
Filer: 
Document Number: 91 (No document attached) 

Docket Text: 
ORDER: Granting Motion for Extension of Time for Plaintiff's Response to Dr. Dhaliwal's 
Motion for Summary Judgment and for Expert Witness Disclosure. [89]. Plaintiff's 
Response to Dr. Dhal iwal's Motion for Summary Judgment is due by 11/18/2013. Dr. 
Dhaliwal's Reply in Support of his Motion for Summary Judgment is due by 12/2/2013. 
Expert witness disclosures are due thirty (30) days after a ruling on all dispositive 
motions. Ordered by Judge Garr M. King. (pc) 

3:11-cv-00674-KI Notice has been electronically mailed to: 

Eric J. Neiman eneiman@williamskastner.com, ccarlson@williamskastner.com, 
j 1 eh r@wi 11 iam s kastner.com, n buzzetti @wi l li amsk astner .com 

Judy Danelle Snyder judy@jdsnyder.com, debbie@jdsnyder.com, erin@jdsnyder.com, 
holly@jdsnyder.com, scott@jdsnyder.com 
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Rachel A. Robinson rrobinson@williamskastner.com, wschaener@williamskastner.com 

Ronald K. Silver ron.silver@usdoj.gov, deryl.looney@usdoj.gov, tdo1Tett@bop.gov 

3:11-cv-00674-KI Notice will not be electronically mailed to: 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

DISTRICT OF OREGON 

PORTLAND DIVISION 

RAYMOND JAMES HOSLE TT, 
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Ronald K. Silver 
Assistant United States Attorney 
1000 SW Third Ave., Suite 600 
Portland, Oregon 97204·2902 

Eric J. Neiman 
Rachel A. Robinson 
Williams Kastner & Gibbs, PLLC 
888 SW Fifth Avenue, Suite 600 
Portland, Oregon 97204·2025 

Attorneys for Defendants 

KING, Judge: 

Plaintiff Raymond James Hoslett is incarcerated at FCI Sheridan. He alleges 

prison staff failed to properly treat his debilitating bladder disease and associated pain. Before 

the court is the United States' Motion to Dismiss FTCA Claim as Time-Barred [95]. 

FACTS 

On April 21,201 I, the Bureau of Prisons received an Administrative Tort Claim Hoslett 

filed under the Federal Tort Claims Act ("FTCA") alleging a medical malpractice claim against 

several doctors and staff at FCI Sheridan for their roles in the treatment of his bladder disease. 

On June 2, 2011, Hoslett, acting pro se, filed the case pending before me alleging Eighth 

Amendment claims for acting deliberately indifferent toward Hoslett's serious medical needs. 

The defendants are the same individuals named in the Administrative Tort Claim; the United 

States was not named as a defendant in this case. 
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On June 14, 2011, the BOP denied Hoslett's Administrative Tort Claim via certified mail. 

The denial warned Hoslett he had six months from the post•markcd date of the letter to bring suit 

in federal court if he was unsatisfied with the denial. 

On July 13, 201 I, the first pro bono counsel accepted representation of Hoslett. On 

Decem bcr 3, 20 12, the court terminated the representation of the first pro bono eounse I. Hos Jett 

proceeded prose. 

On June 27, 2013, Hoslett, acting prose, filed an Amended Complaint which I previously 

gave leave to file so lloslctt could add allegations against one of the individual defendants based 

on newly received discovery. Hoslett also added the United States as a defendant. The Amended 

Complaint alleges two causes of action against all three defendants, including the United States; 

the first is an Eighth Amendment violation and the second is under the FTCA and the Oregon 

Tort Claims Act, ORS 30.260-30.300. 

On July 24, 2013, the current pro bono counsel accepted representation of Hoslett. 

LEGAL STANDARDS 

An argument claiming lack of subject matter jurisdiction under Federal Rule of Civil 

Procedure 12(b)(l) may be facial or factual. Safe Air for Everyone v. Meyer, 373 F.3d 1035, 

1039 (9th Cir. 2004 ). "In a facial attack, the challenger asserts that the allegations contained in a 

complaint are insufficient on their face to invoke federal jurisdiction. By contrast, in a factual 

attack, the challenger disputes the truth of the allegations that, by themselves, would otherwise 

invoke federal jurisdiction." Id. In a factual attack, the court may review evidence beyond the 

complaint without converting the motion to dismiss into a motion for summary judgment. 

Furthermore, the court is not required to presume the truthfulness of the allegations. The party 
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opposing the motion must furnish evidence necessary to satisfy its burden of establishing subject 

matter jurisdiction. Id. 

DISCUSSION 

The United States argues Hoslett's FTCA claim is untimely because he failed to file a 

lawsuit alleging that claim within six months following the denial of his administrative claim, as 

required under 28 U.S. C. § 240 I (b). The United States con tends Hos 1 ett is not en tit] ed to 

equitable tolling because he could have filed an amended complaint within the time period. 

The United States reasons it had not filed an answer or motion to dismiss until well after the time 

period ended; thus, Hoslctt did not have to obtain leave from the court to amend in a timely 

manner. The United States also notes the first pro bono counsel was in place well within the 

deadline and could have amended the complaint. 

Hoslctt concedes his original Complaint was filed prematurely and his Amended 

Complaint was not filed within the six•month period after the administrative denial. Hoslett asks 

the court to equitably toll the deadline and hold the FTCA claim in the Amended Complaint was 

timely filed. 

The FTCA's six-month limitations period in§ 2401(b) is a nonjurisdictional 

claim-processing rule which is subject to equitable tolling. Kwai Fun Wong v. Beebe, 

_ F.3d_, No. 10·36136, 2013 WL 5539621, at *14, *17 (9th Cir. Oct. 9, 2013). 

[L]ong•settled equitable-tolling principles instruct that generally, a litigant 
seeking eq ui tab le to 11 ing bears the burden of establishing two elements: ( 1) that he 
has been pursuing his rights diligently, and (2) that some extraordinary 
circumstances stood in his way. As to the first element, the standard for 
reasonable diligence docs not require an overzealous or extreme pursuit of any 
and every avenue of relief It requires the effort that a reasonable person might be 
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expected to deliver under his or her particular circumstances. Central to the 
analysis is whether the plaintiff was without any fault in pursuing his claim. 

With regard to the second showing, a garden variety claim of excusable 
neglect, such as a simple miscalculation that leads a lawyer to miss a filing 
deadline, does not warrant equitable tolling. Instead, a litigant must show that 
extraordinary circumstances were the cause of his untimeliness and ... made it 
impossible to file the document on time. Accordingly, equitable tolling is 
typically granted when litigants are unable to file timely documents as a result of 
external circumstances beyond their direct control. 

Id. at * 18 (internal quotations, brackets, and citations omitted). 

Hoslett's first argument supporting equitable tolling characterizes his original Complaint 

as alleging claims under the Eighth Amendment as well as a federal tort claim for medical 

malpractice against individuals employed by the United States. Haslett claims the court should 

have screened the original Complaint under 28 U.S.C. § 1915A, realized he alleged claims for 

medical negligence against individual defendants who are immune from federal tort claim relief, 

and dismissed that portion of the Complaint. This would have given Hoslett notice within the six 

month FTCA window that he needed to remedy his premature filing to add the United States as 

the proper defendant under the FTCA. Because the court failed to provide this information in the 

initial screening, Hoslett asks the court to apply equitable tolling. 

I disagree with Haslett's interpretation of the original Complaint, which I read to only 

allege Eighth Amendment claims. Although Hoslett mentioned medical malpractice a few times 

and attached his FTCA Notice to the Complaint, each claim expressly refers to the Eighth 

Amendment. I conclude Hoslett did not attempt to allege a negligence claim in the Complaint. 

The court has an obligation to screen complaints and suggest how to fix the claims pleaded but 

does not have an obligation to suggest new defendants or claims. Bogovich v. Sandoval, 189 
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F.3d 999, I 001 (9th Cir. 1999) ("[a]lthough courts must construe pro sc complaints liberally, 

courts should not undertake to infer in one cause of action a claim under a different cause of 

action"-plaintiff is "master to decide what law he will rely upon") (internal citation omitted). 

Hoslett also contends the first pro bono attorney's conduct created an impediment to 

Haslett's prosecution of this action substantial enough that the court should apply equitable 

tolling to the FTCA claim. 

The six-month period for Hoslett to file an amended complaint alleging an FTCA claim 

ran from June 14, 2011 , when he received the administrative denial, to Dec em bcr 14, 201 1 . 

Hoslctt appeared pro sc for approximately the first month of that period, until the court appointed 

the first pro bono counsel on July 13, 2011. It is appropriate to expect Hos\ett to proceed with all 

necessary steps to prosecute his case during this first month period. Once pro bono counsel 

accepted the appointment, however, he should have taken over these duties, but unfortunately did 

not. Instead, the first pro bono counsel failed to respond to two dispositive motions, failed to 

serve one of the defendants, and failed to contact the court when ordered to file a response to a 

summary judgment motion or move to extend the time to file. This caused the court to terminate 

the appointment on December 3, 2012. Because of the lack of assistance from the first pro bona 

counsel, the court will equitably toll the clock for the entirety of his appointment. Thus, on 

December 3, 2012, Hos Jett had approximately five more months in which to file an amended 

complaint. 

On May 13, 201 3, Hos 1 ett fi 1 ed a motion in forming the court that he had been unable to 

obtain his medical records from the first pro bono counsel. Hoslett needed the records to 

determine how to amend his complaint. On June 5, 2013, l asked the United States' counsel to 
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provide a copy of the medical records to Hoslett by June I 9, 2013. After reviewing the records, 

Hoslctt filed the Amended Complaint on June 27,2013, only eight days later. 

By failing to provide Haslett a copy of his medical records after being removed from the 

case, first pro bona counsel created a roadblock to Hoslett's ability to file the Amended 

Complaint. Thus, I will also equitably toll the period from December 3, 2012 until June 19, 

2013, when Haslett finally received his medical records after my intervention. When Hoslett 

filed the Amended Complaint on June 27, 2013, he did so after about five weeks of time during 

which he had the abihty to do so, well within the six•month statutory period after equitable 

tolling. 

I have been impressed throughout this case by Hoslett's efforts to prosecute his claims 

through thick and thin. The conduct of the first pro bono counsel created extraordinary 

circumstances blocking Hoslett's labors. I find he has pursued his rights diligently, and I will 

apply equitable tolling, making his FTCA claim timely filed. 

Ill 

Ill 

Ill 
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CONCLUSION 

The United States' Motion to Dismiss FTCA Claim as Time-Barred [95] is denied. 

I raise a point which needs clarification. I read the Amended Complaint, drafted by 

Haslett when he was proceeding prose, to allege claims under the Eighth Amendment, the 

FTCA, and the Oregon Tort Claims Act against all three remaining defendants-Dhaliwal, 

Westenneyer, and the United States. l ask counsel to confer about which claims will be 

prosecuted against which defendants, and file any appropriate motions if there is a disagreement. 

IT JS SO ORDERED. 

Dated this __ 6_t_h __ day of November, 20 I 3. 

Isl Garr M. King 
Garr M. King 
United States District Judge 
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S. Amanda Marshall 
United States Attorney 
District of Oregon 
Ronald K. Silver 
Assistant United States Attorney 
1000 S. W. Third Avenue, Suite 600 
Portland, Oregon 97204•2902 

Attorneys for Defendants 

KING, Judge: 

Plaintiff Raymond James Hoslett is incarcerated at FCI Sheridan. He alleges prison staff 

failed to properly treat his debilitating bladder disease and associated pain. On November 6, 

2013, I denied the United States' Motion to Dismiss FTCA Claim as Time-Barred [95] after I 

applied equitable tolling to the time for Hoslett to file the claim against the United States in his 

Amended Complaint. I based the equitable tolling on the dismal performance of the first pro 

bono counsel, whose appointment I eventually terminated, and Hoslett's inability to obtain a 

complete copy of his medical records until I asked the United States' counsel to provide him one. 

Before the court is Defendant's Motion for Reconsideration [110]. 

The United States argues that any federal inmate may obtain a copy of all or a portion of 

their medical record on request. Hoslett was familiar with the procedure-between June 2009 and 

January 2 0 13, Hoslett made over 3 0 requests for portions of his record and received 

approximately 200 pages. The entire record consisted of 1020 pages. 

The United States does not dispute tolling approximately five months during the time the 

first pro bono counsel represented Hoslett. But it argues he had nearly all of the documents 

attached as exhibits to the Amended Complaint at the time I terminated that counsel's 
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representation, or alternatively, he knew how to obtain them and the remaining two documents. 

It claims he changed his strategy after further legal research, not after getting the full medical 

record. Thus. the United States asked me to dismiss the FTCA claim as time•barred. 

Hoslett asks me to continue to find that equitable tolling saved his FTCA claim. He 

acknowledges he had some of his medical records prior to obtaining the full set after my 

intervention. But Hoslett states he had given some of the relevant records to the first pro bono 

counsel and never got them back According to Hoslett, he was not consistently provided with 

records he requested and once was told he had already received numerous copies of the records 

sought so the prison would not recopy the records for his convenience. Most importantly, 

Hos Jett contends that without access to the entire medical record, he could not be aware of what 

records he was missing or what additional documents in the record could support his claims. 

I agree with Hoslett that it is hard to know what documents to request if you have not 

seen them previously. Medical records tend to get rather voluminous quickly. A complete set of 

the records, with none missing, would be helpful to anyone trying to fonnulate legal claims. For 

this reason, I decline to change my prior ruling and continue to find the FTCA claim was timely 

filed because of equitable tolling. 

Defendant's Motion for Reconsideration [l l O] is denied. 

IT IS SO ORDERED. 

Dated this ___ 9_th ____ day of January, 2014. 

/s/ Garr M. King 
Garr M. King 
United States District Judge 
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Eric J. Neiman 
Rachel A. Robinson 
Williams, Kastner & Gibbs PLLC 
888 SW Fifth Avenue, Suite 600 
Portland, Oregon 97204-2025 

Attorneys for Defendant Raymond Wcstcrmcycr, M.D. 

KING, Judge: 

Plaintiff Raymond James Hoslett alleges prison staff at FCI Sheridan failed to properly 

treat his debilitating bladder disease and associated pain. He alleges claims under the Eighth 

Amendment and the federal and Oregon tort claim acts. Before the court are Defendant 

Dhaliwal's Motion for Summary Judgment [45] and Defendant Westermeyer's Motion for 

Summary Judgment [123]. As explained below, I deny both motions. 

FACTS 

At all relevant times, Hoslett was an inmate at FCI Sheridan and Dr. Dhaliwal was an 

employee of the Bureau of Prisons. Dr. Westermeyer was a contract physician with the Bureau 

of Prisons, so FCI Sheridan's Clinical Director, Dr. Davis, had to review and co-sign his chart 

notes. If Dr. Davis was not onsite, Dr. Dhaliwal reviewed and co-signed Dr. Westermeyer's 

chart notes. 

Haslett was first incarcerated at FCI Herlong and then moved to FCI Sheridan when he 

was redesignated as a Medical Care Level II inmate. While at FCI Herlong, Hoslett was 

diagnosed with interstitial cystitis. He complained of constant pain, generally at a level of eight 

out of ten, hesitancy, and frequent urination at night. A urologist performed a surgical procedure 

called cystoscopy with hydrodistention and then prescribed Elmiron, 100 milligrams, twice daily. 
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Hoslctt was transferred to FCI Sheridan on April 14,2010. 1 The transfer papctwork 

stated that all medications should be continued until Hoslctt was evaluated by a physician, unless 

othctwisc indicated. RN Francis screened him on arrival and entered into the medical record that 

Hoslett should remain on Elmiron, per Dr. Dhaliwal 's verbal order. The next day, Dr. Dhaliwal 

discontinued Hoslctt's prescription for Elmiron without physically examining him. The doctor 

had never treated a patient with interstitial cystitis prior to Hoslett and had never prescribed or 

monitored Elmiron. He discontinued the prescription because he wanted to talk to Hoslett, order 

new labwork, and check on any side effects or interactions with other medications. At that time, 

Hoslett was not taking any other medication. Dr. Dhaliwal explained he discontinued the 

Elmiron because he was not knowledgeable about treatment with that medication. 

On April 16, Hos\ett sent an Inmate Request to the medical department explaining his 

interstitial cystitis diagnosis and urologist's advice to take Elmiron for the rest of his life. The 

response explained Hoslctt was scheduled to see a doctor soon and could discuss the issue then. 

On April 20, six days after Hoslett's transfer, Dr. Dhaliwal examined Hoslctt for the first 

time and restarted the Elmiron, 100 milligrams, twice daily. 

On May 20, Dr. Dhaliwal examined Hoslett for complaints of intense pain. The day 

before, Hoslctt told the nurse practitioner that he had aching pain, at eight out of ten, in the 

suprapubic region with occasional sharp pains radiating into the tip of his penis. On June 1, the 

Utilization Review Committee approved Hoslett being examined by Dr. Dutta, a urologist in the 

community. 

1 All dates are in 2010 unless otherwise specified. Furthermore, the medical record is 
extensive. I describe below some, but not all, of the examinations. 
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Dr. Dutta examined Hoslctt on July 21 . He recommended increasing the Elmiron dosage 

from 100 milligrams twice a day to 200 milligrams three times a day and possibly perfonning 

another cystoscopy and hydrodistention. Dr. Dutta copied his report to Dr. Dhaliwal, but 

Dr. Dhaliwal did not review the report. Instead, Dr. Davis reviewed it on August 9. According 

to Dr. Westenneyer, the duty officer should have contacted medical personnel at the prison to 

reconcile Dr. Dutta's medication change when Hoslctt returned from the appointment. This did 

not happen. 

Dr. Westenneyer met with Hoslett on August 11 to discuss treatment options. 

Dr. Westenneyer then spoke to Dr. Dutta later the same day. During the conversation, Dr. Dutta 

did not recommend that Dr. Wcstenneyer either consider refcning, or actually refer, Hoslett to a 

pain specialist. Dr. Westenneyer's chart note states: 

Discussed with Urologist Dr. Dutta (sp?). He has not much to offer. Can 
do bladder dilation and see if it helps. Could try antispasmodics, usually not very 
helpful. He never uses narcotics for this. He sometimes refers to pain specialists, 
just because he doesn't want to manage the pain meds in his practice. 

Westenneyer Deel. Ex. A, at 3. 

Dr. Westenneyer saw Hoslett on August 18 and refused to prescribe narcotic pain 

medication. Haslett does not recall Dr. Westenneyer explaining his reasons for the refusal. 

Dr. Westenneyer believed narcotic pain medication was contraindicated because it would better 

serve Hoslett to treat the underlying condition and narcotics lose their effectiveness over time and 

cause worsening side effects, including contributing to more sensations of pain. 

Dr. Westenneyer did not refer Hoslett to a pain specialist because he thought it was extremely 

unlikely for a pain specialist to have any treatment suggestions not considered by Dr. Dutta and 
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himself. He did prescribe oxybutynin, an antispasmodic which Hoslctt never took because 

Dr. Dutta told him it would not be very helpful Dr. Westermeyer also started the approval 

process for Hoslett to undergo a cystoscopy with hydrodistention. After approval, all medical 

procedures to be performed outside the prison are set up by a scheduling nurse, and not 

Dr. Westermeyer. The prison can only transfer a few inmates a day so there is often a wait for 

non-life threatening conditions. 

Dr. Dhaliwal had little active involvement in Hoslctt's treatment after May 20; 

Dr. Westermeyer was the primary provider after that date, along with treatment by the specialist, 

Dr. Dutta. There are two exceptions. First, Dr. Dhaliwal co-signed, and Dr. Davis reviewed, 

Dr. Westermeyer's September 14 chart note stating Hoslctt was bitterly unhappy with not getting 

relief from a constant state of pain and inability to sleep due to frequency of urination at night. 

The chart note also explained a urology consultation was being scheduled. Second, on 

November 2, Dr. Dhaliwal reviewed a consultation form sent by Dr. Dutta after he (Dr. Dutta) 

examined Hoslctt on October 26. In the fonn, Dr. Dutta noted he would schedule Haslett for a 

eystoscopy with hydrodistention and bladder biopsy, the prison should consider referral to a pain 

specialist, and he asked the prison to do a PSA level and send him the result. Dr. Dhaliwal 

ordered the PSA test on November 2, but did not examine Hoslctt. 

On October 15, Dr. Davis ordered the increased dosage of Elm iron originally prescribed 

by Dr. Dutta on July 21. 

Hoslctt was first transported for surgery on October 26, but no anesthesiologist was 

available at the hospital, so he returned to the prison. 
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On November 29, Dr. Westermeyer emailed the scheduling nurse to ask if Haslett's 

procedure could have increased priority: "[Haslett] is really cager to try this therapy, and I think 

given the circumstances, and his dramatic improvement in cooperation, it would be appropriate 

to schedule him as soon as possible and not have him go to the back of the line all over again." 

Snyder Deel. Ex. 40. 

Hoslett finally had the surgery on December 28. Dr. Dutta prescribed 30 tablets of 5 

milligrams oxycodone for pain with instructions to take 1 to 2 tablets every 3 hours as needed. 

When Hoslett returned to the prison, a nurse practitioner reconciled this prescription with the 

prison regulations which allow distribution of narcotics twice a day, and ordered 5 milligrams of 

oxycodone, twice a day. Dr. Westermeyer reviewed the nurse practitioner's order the next 

morning and concluded it was insufficient. He increased the medication order on December 29 

to 10 milligrams of oxycodone, twice a day for 3 days, in an extended release fonn which would 

last twelve hours. Hos Jett did not request a refill of the oxycodone after the three days. 

Dr. Dhaliwal and Dr. Westermcyer both left FCI Sheridan in March 2011 and had no 

further involvement with Hoslett. In June 2011, Hoslett was prescribed oxycodone, morphine 

sulfate, and gabapentin, along with the Elmiron, and Dr. Dutta performed another cystoscopy 

with hydrodistcntion in May 2012. Hoslctt has remained on narcotics since June 2011. 

LEGAL STANDARDS 

Summary judgment is appropriate when there is no genuine dispute as to any material fact 

and the moving party is entitled to a judgment as a matter of law. Fed. R. Civ. P. 56(a). The 

initial burden is on the moving party to point out the absence of any genuine dispute of material 

fact. Once the initial burden is satisfied, the burden shifts to the opponent to demonstrate 
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through the production of probative evidence that there remains a fact dispute to be tried. 

Celotex Corp. v. Catrett, 477 U.S. 317, 323 (1986). On a motion for summary judgment, the 

court "must view the evidence on summary judgment in the light most favorable to the 

non-moving party and draw all reasonable inferences in favor of that party." Nicholson v. 

Hyannis Air Scrv., Inc., 580 F.3d 1116, 1122 n.1 (9th Cir. 2009) (internal quotation omitted). 

DISCUSSION 

I. Scope of the Eighth Amendment Claim 

Hoslett filed the Amended Complaint prose before the current pro bono counsel agreed 

to represent him. In the Eighth Amendment claim, Hoslett alleges defendants were deliberately 

indifferent to his serious medical need and inflicted pain on him by failing to follow all of 

Dr. Dutta' s orders for pain medication from October 26, 2010 through June 16, 20 I 1. 

Defendants ask the court to limit the Eighth Amendment claim to this conduct and time period. 

Pro bono counsel's response also discusses other conduct, including Dr. Dhaliwal's 

change to Hoslctt's Elmiron prescription on arrival at FCI Sheridan and both defendants' failure 

to refer Hoslett to a pain specialist, as Dr. Dutta suggested. 

Even though pro bono counsel began representing Hoslctt the following month, he filed 

the Amended Complaint pro sc. The court must construe pro sc complaints liberally. 

Engebretson v. Mahoney, 724 F .3d 1034, 103 7 (9th Cir. 2013 ). Moreover, Hoslett loaded the 

Amended Complaint with numerous facts in response to my instructions after I granted a motion 

to dismiss for failure to state a claim. If Hoslett had merely pleaded that defendants violated the 

Eighth Amendment by showing extreme indifference during the treatment of his interstitial 

cystitis and associated pain, he would have satisfied the notice pleading requirement and alleged 
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a broad claim without date or conduct limitations. I will allow Hoslett to litigate his claims 

against defendants for all of their conduct from when Hoslett was transferred to FCI Sheridan to 

when defendants left the facility. 

II. Dr. Dhaliwal 

Dr. Dhaliwal contends his actions do not rise to the level of deliberate indifference, and 

he is entitled to qualified immunity. He seeks summary judgment against Hoslett's Eighth 

Amendment claim. When actively involved in Haslett's treatment, Dr. Dhaliwal prescribed 

Elmiron and referred Hoslett to Dr. Dutta. Dr. Dhaliwal argues he did not examine or treat 

Hoslett after May 20 and was not responsible for implementing the course of treatment 

prescribed by Dr. Dutta. 

Further, Dr. Dhaliwal claims he cannot be liable for the care documented in the records 

he reviewed after May 20 because Dr. Wcstenneyer was making medical decisions based on his 

own infonned judgment. In the records, Dr. Dhaliwal could sec Hoslctt was still being referred 

to Dr. Dutta, a urologist, who scheduled him for the surgery that brought relief before Hos Jett 

came to FCI Sheridan. Dr. Dhaliwal argues there is no evidence he was deliberately indifferent 

by failing to override Dr. Westenneyer's judgment. 

Haslett argues Dr. Dhaliwal was deliberately indifferent to his medical condition and 

pam. Haslett notes Dr. Dhaliwal discontinued the Elrniron prescription on April 15 before 

examining Haslett. He also claims Dr. Dhaliwal participated in his treatment after May 20. In 

support, Hoslett relics on Dr. Dhaliwal's reviews of Dr. Wcstenneyer's September 14 chart note 

and Dr. Dutta's October 26 consultation fonn. Hoslett alternatively argues Dr. Dhaliwal is liable 

as a supervisor because of his own inaction. 
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To determine whether a government employee is entitled to qualified immunity, the court 

uses a two-part test: ( 1) the court "must determine whether, viewed in the light most favorable to 

the plaintiff, the government employee violated the plaintiff's constitutional rights"; and (2) the 

court "must also dctennine whether the rights were clearly established at the time of the 

violation." Friedman v. Boucher, 580 F.3d 84 7, 852 (9th Cir. 2009). 

The Eighth Amendment is violated if prison officials are dehberately indifferent to a 

prisoner's serious medical needs. Wilhelm v. Rotman, 680 F.3d 1113, 1122 (9th Cir. 2012). 

"First, the plaintiff must show a serious medical need by demonstrating that failure to treat a 

prisoner's condition could result in further significant injury or the unnecessary and wanton 

infliction of pain. Second, the plaintiff must show the defendant's response to the need was 

deliberately indifferent." Id. (internal quotation omitted). To prove deliberate indifference, a 

prisoner must show "a purposeful act or failure to respond to a prisoner's pain or possible 

medical need" and "harm caused by the indifference.'' Id. Deliberate indifference "may appear 

when prison officials deny, delay or intentionally interfere with medical treatment, or it may be 

shown by the way in which prison physicians provide medical care.'' Id. (internal quotation 

omitted). The harm does not have to be substantial. Id. 

[A] complaint that a physician has been negligent in diagnosing or treating a 
medical condition does not state a valid claim of medical mistreatment under the 
Eighth Amendment. Medical malpractice docs not become a constitutional 
violation merely because the victim is a prisoner. Thus, a plaintiffs showing of 
nothing more than a difference of medical opinion as to the need to pursue one 
course of treatment over another [is] insufficient, as a matter oflaw, to establish 
de 1 iberatc i ndi ff ercn ce. 

Id. (internal quotations and citations omitted). 
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Dr. Dhaliwal docs not argue Hosktt did not have a serious medical need. I will tum to 

the second prong of the test-whether Dr. Dhaliwal showed deliberate indifference when treating 

Hoslctt. I conclude a jury could find that Dr. Dhaliwal was deliberately indifferent and interfered 

with Hoslett's medical treatment by discontinuing the Ehniron prescription when Hoslett 

transferred to FCI Sheridan, and did so without examining or speaking to Hoslett or speaking to 

the doctor who had prescribed the medication at FCI Herlong. The fact that Dr. Dhaliwal was 

not knowledgeable about using Elm iron to treat interstitial cystitis is not evidence of a difference 

of opinion regarding a medical judgment. Moreover, four days later, Dr. Dhaliwal restarted the 

prescription. See Lopez v. Smith, 203 F.3d 1122, 1132 (9th Cir. 2000) (allegations support a 

finding that prison officials intentionally interfered with inmate's previously prescribed medical 

treatment by failing to provide a liquid diet ordered by the hospital when inmate returned from 

hospital with jaw wired shut to treat a fracture). There is no direct evidence that Hoslctt suffered 

increased pain when Dr. Dhaliwal discontinued the medication, but the evidence of his pain and 

eventual surgery, even when taking the medication, and his Inmate Request asking the staff to 

keep him from running out of the medication, arc sufficient to infer he was harmed. 

There is no need to address the supervisor liability issue at this time. Furthermore, I am 

not limiting the Eighth Amendment claim to the discontinuation of Elmiron. I address that issue 

alone because it is a sufficient basis to rule on the pending motion. I deny Dr. Dhaliwal 's motion 

for summary judgment against the Eighth Amendment claim. 
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IL Dr. Westenneyer 

A. Eighth Amendment Claim 

Dr. Westcrmcyer argues Hoslett cannot prove deliberate indifference because the record 

shows the doctor acted based on reasoned medical judgment, including his refusal to prescribe 

narcotics to combat Hoslett's chronic pain. According to Dr. Westermeyer, the oxycodone 

prescription from Dr. Dutta immediately after Hoslett's surgery had to be modified because it did 

not comply with prison regulations. Dr. Wcstermeyer contends there is no evidence that when he 

examined H osl ett on August 1 1 , he was aware of and purpose I y ignored Dr. Dutta' s increase of 

the Elmiron dosage. The doctor argues there is no evidence Hoslett suffered any harm from 

Dr. Westermeyer's treatment because Hoslett continued to have severe pain after Dr. Davis 

increased the Elmiron dosage on October 15 and eventually prescribed narcotics for chronic pain 

in June 2011. 

Hoslctt contends Dr. Westermeyer did not appropriately treat his severe pain, whether the 

pain is labeled as chronic or acute. He claims Dr. Westermeyer based the treatment decisions on 

his unreasonable conclusion that Hos\ett was an uncooperative patient, and thus showed 

deliberate indifference to Hoslett's ongoing debilitating pain. 

I first note the parties are arguing about nuances in the medical record, a record which is 

extensive. Such arguments make me wary about granting summary judgment. As with 

Dr. Dhaliwal, I will focus on a single incident, but I do not limit Hoslett's claim in doing so. 

Dr. Dutta increased Hoslctt's Elmiron dosage significantly on July 21 but Dr. Westenneyer did 

not order the increase even though he examined Hoslett twice in August and once in September. 

Dr. Davis finally ordered the increase on October 15. Dr. Westermeyer argues he was not 
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deliberately indifferent because he was unaware of the increase, which should have been 

reconciled by the duty officer on July 21. At this stage of the proceedings, however, Hoslctt is 

entitled to an inference that Dr. Wcstenneycr knew of Dr. Dutta's order when Dr. Westenneyer 

reviewed Hoslctt's records during the three examinations before Dr. Davis finally prescribed the 

increase. See Jett v. Penner, 439 F.3d 1091, 1097 (9th Cir. 2006) (inmate is entitled to inference 

that prison doctor was aware of the community hospital's written aftercare instructions in his 

medical record to have an orthopedist recheck the inmate's fractured thumb within the next few 

days). A jury could find that knowledge of the increase, and failing to address it in any way 

based on a reasoned medical judgment, is interference with medical treatment sufficient to 

establish deliberate indifference. 

There is also evidence on which Hoslctt could argue Dr. Westenncyer's decisions were 

based to some extent on his conclusion that Hoslett was a difficult, uncooperative patient, who 

was insisting on narcotics when no doctor would prescribe them. Eventually, Haslett was put on 

narcotics at the prison for control of chronic pain. 

Consequently, I deny the motion for summary judgment against the Eighth Amendment 

claim. 

B. Medical Malpractice Claims 

When causation in a malpractice claim involves a complex medical question, a plaintiff 

must establish causation through expert testimony that "there is a reasonable medical probability 

that the alleged negligence caused the plaintiff's injuries." Pinkerton v. Tri-County Metro. Serv. 

Dist., 203 Or. App. 525, 530, 125 P.3d 840 (Or. App. 2005). Dr. Wcstermeyer seeks summary 

judgment against the federal and state medical malpractice claims, arguing Hoslett's expert docs 
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not opine that his alleged negligence caused Haslett any harm to a reasonable degree of medical 

probability. 

I will assume Hoslett's claim involves a complex medical question. 

Hoslett's expert is Dr. Moulsdale, a board certified urologist. Dr. Moulsdale opines 

Dr. Westermeyer failed to meet the standard of care by refusing to prescribe narcotic pain 

medication despite Hoslctt's continued complaints of severe and chronic pain, by refusing to 

refer Haslett to a pain specialist as recommended by Dr. Dutta, by failing to increase Hoslctt's 

prescription for Elmiron as recommend by Dr. Dutta, and by altering Dr. Dutta 's prescription for 

oxycodone following the December 28 surgery. 

It is true Dr. Moulsdalc did not explicitly state that Dr. Westermeyer's conduct caused 

Hoslett any hann to a reasonable degree of medical probability. Throughout the record, however, 

Hoslett complained over and over of severe pain. Three of the four particular types of conduct 

Dr. Moulsdalc concludes failed to meet the standard of care directly relate to the treatment of 

pain. This is not a situation where the causal link is complicated-failure to treat severe pain 

leaves the patient in severe pain. Consequently, I find Dr. Moulsdalc's declaration is adequate to 

create a factual issue, and I do not grant summary judgment against the medical malpractice 

claims. 

Ill 

Ill 
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CONCLUSION 

Defendant Dhaliwal's Motion for Summary Judgment [45] and Defendant Wcstcrrneyer's 

Motion for Summary Judgment [123] are denied. The court will hold a telephone conference to 

schedule a trial date. 

IT IS SO ORDERED. 

Dated this __ 23_r_d __ day of April, 2014. 

/s/ Garr M. King 
Garr M. King 
United States District Judge 
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Raymond Janes Hoslett 
Register-No: 82420-012 
Federal Correctional Institution 
P.O. Box 5000 
Sheridan, OR 97378 

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

FOR THE DISTRICT OF OREGON 

RAYMOND JAMES HOSLETT, 

Plaintiff, 

-vs-

JASPAL DHALIWAL, M.D., 
et. al., 

Defendants. 

) Case No: 3:11-00674-KI 
) 
) NOTICE ON OFFER OF SETTLEMENT 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) __________ ) 

PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that Raymond James Hoslett, the Pl~intiff, 

in prose, will offer his Offer of Settlement for discussion at 

,.. Telphonic Conference to discuss scheduling, Moh'ot4 ~r $Um~ :r..a&s~,.. 
and discovery on ___ , 2013, at _____ , in the above-entitled 

civil action. 

Signed this 3rd day of :(uly 2013. 

Notice of Offer of Settlement 
Hoslett v. Dhaliwal, M.D., et. al. 

~-=r: ,t /&1, Qc;t"7'-io!,<..._.. 
Raymond James Hoslett 
Plaintiff In Prose 
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FIIE()9Jll •1310:44!SOC-oo> 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I, Raymond James Hoslett, under the penalty of perjury, 

hereby declares that I mailed a true copy of Notice of Offer of 

settlement, Off~~ of Settlement and Certificate of Service to: 

~DNftld K, ~'\v'tt.l" , Assistant Untied States Attorney for Defendant 

Dhaliwal and~~~ A.?.c:.'o,N!iON, Attorney for Defendnat Westermeyer 

by placing the same in sealed envelopes fully address with First 

Class Postage prepaid thereon on this 3 rJ day of 'TJI{, 2013. 

Signed this '3 rJ day of Tuiy, 2013. 

~:-,'~ 12.eJQ .-/' 
Raymond James Hoslett 

Certificate of Service 
Hoslett v. lhaliwal, M.D., et. al. 
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Raymond James Hoslett 
Register No: 82420-012 

Fll.£1()9 JU.. '1310k1l.6oc,oo, 

Federal Correctional Institution 
P.O. Box 5000 
Sheridan, OR 97378 

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

FOR THE DISTRICT OF OREGON 

RAYMOND JAMES HOSLETT, 

Plaintiff, 

-vs-

RA.YMONb WES.'"'TE@Me':(e!R, M. l)_ j 
JASPAL DHALIWAL, M.D., 
et. al., 

Defendants. 

) Case No: 3:11-cv-00674-KI 
) 
) OFFER OF SETTLEMENT 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) __________ ) 

NOW, COMES Raymond James Hoslett ~ the Plaintiff, in pro se, 

and offers the· following settlement in the above-entitled civil 

action: 

I. FACTS 

1. The Plaintiff has set forth sufficient facts in his 

Complaint and supporting pleadings, Discovery Requests, which 

will prove that the Defendants were deliberately indifferent to 

his serious medical need by not following the prescribed treatment 

prescribed by the Specialist he was referred to by the Defendants. 

Page 1 - Offer of Settlement 
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2. Based upon the facts of paragraph #1, and those stated 

in the Plaintiff's Complaint and other pleadings, discovery will 

prove that the Defendants were deliberately indifferent to his 

serious pain caused by his serious irreversible medical condition 

by not providing him with the pain medication prescribed by the 

Specialist. 

3. The Plaintiff was finally prescribed the medication for 

pain related to his irreversible medical condition after the 

filing of this Complaint. 

4. The Plaintiff contends that ·a Settlement for his pain 

and suffering would resolve this case and save both this Honroable 

Court and the Defendants and their attorney from the unnecessary 

costs related to a long litigation. 

IL ARGUMENT 

5. Pursuant to Jett v. Penner, 439 F.3d. 1091, 1096-1098 

(9th Cir. 2006), the Ninth Circuit set forth a two-pronged test 

to determine deliberate indifference to a medical need as follows, 

in pertinent parts: 

Plaintiff's §1983 claims alleges a violation of the Eighth Amendment 
arising from allegedly deficient medical treatment, on a theory of 
deliberate indifference to serious medical needs. o.ir test for 
deliberate indifference to medical needs is two-pronged: 

First, the plaintiff 1IUSt shows serious medical need by 
demonstrating that failure to treat a prisoner's condition 
could result in further signif\f3nt injury "or the unnecessary 
and wanton infliction of pain. Second, the plaintiff nust 
show the defeqdant's response to the need was deliberately 
indifferent. [Emphasis Added by the Plaintiff]. 

Page 2 - Offer of Settlement 
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In following the panel in Jett v. Penner, supra at 1096, 

another panel of the Ninth Cirucit held, in pertinent parts: 

The second prong requires soowing: 

(a) a p.irposeful act or failure to respond to a prisoner's pain or 
p:>ssible medical need and (b) harm caused by the indifference. Jett, 
439 F.3d at 1096. t-bre generally, deliberate indifference NII y appear 
when prison officals deny, delay or intentionally interfere with medical 
treatment, or it may be shown by the way in which prison (Xlysicians 
provide medical care!' Id •••• Under Jett, "[a] prisoner need not 
show his harm was substantial." Id. , see also M!Guckin, 974 F. 2d at 
1060 ("[A] findign that the defendnat's activities resulted in 
'substantial' harm to the prisoner is not necessary."). 

Therefore, if the Plaintiff were to proceed to trial, and he 

is sure he will overcome any "Motion for Summary Judgment" and/or 

"Motion to Dismiss," he believes that a jury would find in his 

favor of a much higher award which would in all likelihood result 

in costly subsequent appeals. 

III. OFFER OF SETTLEMENT. 

6. The Plaintiff seeks a "Settlement" of $100,000.00 

payable to him within 10~ d~ys and he will voluntary dismiss this 

civil action agaisnt the Defendants. 

7. That this Offer to settle this civil action for 

$100,000.00 will expire on oc-r, 11, 2013. 

Signed this J rd day of Jutr, 2013. 

Page 3 - Offer·of Settlement 
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~-:r.~ 
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Plaintiff in Prose 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
WESTERN DISTRICT OF WASHING TON AT SEATTLE 

JERMAINE SATTERWHITE, 

Plaintiff 

V. 

MARIA LUISA DY, M.D.; MANUELL 
LACIST; KENDALL HIRANO, PA-C; 
DENISE DUBLE, FNP; JOHN AND JANE 
DOES 1-10 and UNITED STATES OF 
AMERICA. 

Defendants. 

NO. 2:l 1-cv-00582 

FIRST AMENDED COMPLAINT FOR 
DAMAGES AND DEMAND FOR 
JURY TRIAL 

COMES NOW the Plaintiff Jermaine Satterwhite and claims, alleges, and states as follows: 

I. PARTIES 

1.1 Plaintiff Jermaine Satterwhite ("Plaintiff Satterwhite") is a single adult man. At all 

relevant times, Plaintiff Satterwhite was in custody of the United States and the Bureau of 

Prisons ("BOP") as a prisoner. As such Plaintiff is entitled, under the protection of Amendment 

Eight to the U.S. Constitution, to be free of cruel and unusual punishment. 

1.2 Defendant Maria Luisa Dy, M.D. ("Defendant Dy or "Dr. Dy"), at all relevant times 

was a physician licensed to practice and practicing medicine in the State of Washington an 

1st AMENDED COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR 
JURY TRIAL -1-

Law Office of Joanne R. Werner 
701 Fifth Avenue, Suite 4760 

Seattle, Washington 98104 
Phone: (206) 448-7969 

Facsimile: (206) 448-7950 
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upon information and belief, was an employee and/or agent of the BOP and of defendant Unite 

States of America. 

1.3 Defendant Manuell Lacist ("Defendant Lacist"), at all relevant times, was a certifie 

health care provider licensed to practice and practicing as a certified health care provider in th 

State of Washington and, upon information and belief, was an employee and/or agent of BO 

and of defendant United States of America. 

1.4 Defendant Kendall Hirano, PA-C ("Defendant Hirano"), at all relevant times, was 

Certified Physician Assistant licensed to practice and practicing as a Physician Assistant in th 

State of Washington and, upon information and belief, was an employee and/or agent of the BO 

and of defendant United States of America. 

1.5 Defendant Denise Duble, FNP ("Defendant Duble"), at all relevant times, was 

Family Nurse Practitioner licensed to practice and practicing as a Family Nurse Practitioner i 

the State of Washington and, upon information and belief, was an employee and/or agent of th 

BOP and of defendant United States of America. 

1.6 Defendant United State of America is a governmental entity with jurisdiction an 

control of the Bureau of Prisons. 

1.7 Upon information and belief, Plaintiff Satterwhite alleges that there may be othe 

individuals, and/or entities who may be liable for Plaintiffs injuries and damages but whos 

identities are presently unknown and who, for purposes of this Complaint, are referred to as John 

and Jane Does. When the true names of these Defendants shall be discovered, this Complain 

will be amended to add these names. 

II. JURISDICTION, VENUE AND NOTICE OF CLAIM 

2.1 Jurisdiction of the court is proper under 28 U.S.C. §§ 1331, 1343(3) and 1346. 

1st AMENDED COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR 
JURY TRIAL -2-
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2.2 Venue is proper in this district pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1391(b)(2) and§ 1391 (e), in 

that a substantial part of the acts or omissions giving rise to this claim occurred within the 

judicial district in which this case is filed. This is an action for medical negligence pursuant to 28 

U.S.C §2674 (the Federal Tort Claims Act or "FTCA') and civil rights violations of Plaintiff's 

constitutional rights to be free of cruel and unusual punishment, ("Bivens claims"). 

2.3 Compensatory damages are sought pursuant to the FTCA and Bivens claims. Punitive 

damages are sought against all defendants sued in their individual capacity pursuant to the Bivem 

claims. 

2.4 All governmental entities were notified of this claim in a timely fashion and all 

administrative exhaustion and notice requirements under the FTCA statutes have been satisfied. 

III. FACTS 

3.1 . Plaintiff Satterwhite was incarcerated in the United States Bureau of Prisons' 

Federal Detention Center located at Seatac, Washington ("FDC Seatac") from approximatcl 

March 27, 2008 to April 21, 2009. 

3.2 On March 27, 2008, Stephen Leaf, PA-C, a medical staff member at FDC Seatac, 

administered a skin test for tuberculosis ("TB") to Plain ti ff Jermaine Satterwhite. 

3.3 On March 29, 2008, Hany Sidhom, a staff member at FDC Seatac, measured the ski 

test reaction and found it to be 18 millimeters induration. 

3.4 A TB skin test reaction of 18 millimeters induration is considered strongly positiv 

for TB and indicative of latent TB. 

3.5 On March 29, 2008, Linda Pedersen, ARNP, a staff member at FDC Seatac requeste 

that a chest radiograph (x-ray) of Plaintiff' Satterwhite be obtained to rule out active TB. 

1st AMENDED COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR 
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3.6 On April 4, 2008, the x-ray of Plaintiff Satterwhite's chest was performed and on 

April 7, 2008, the report stated that the chest x-ray was negative. 

3.7 According Washington and national standards and protocols and according to th 

BOP's own policies and procedures, an inmate such as Plaintiff Satterwhite with a positive ski 

test of 18 millimeters and a negative chest x-ray is considered to have latent TB and be at high 

risk for developing active TB and thus is high priority for treatment in order to prevent th 

development of active TB. 

3.8 On April 8, 2008, Defendant Manuell Lacist obtained a medical history an 

performed a physical examination on Plaintiff Satterwhite. The medical history obtained b 

Defendant Lacist, as documented in the medical records, includes the fact that Plaintif 

Satterwhite was found to have a highly positive TB skin test of 18 mm induration and a negativ 

chest x-ray. In accordance with the BOP's own policies and procedures, Plaintiff Sauerwhit 

should have been considered to have latent TB and was at high priority for anti-TB treatment. 

Despite this, Defendant Lacist made no recommendation for treatment or referral of Plaintiff t 

other medical staff member for treatment of TB. 

3.9 Defendant Maria Luisa Dy, M.D. was the physician assigned to Plaintiff Satterwhite. 

She was responsible for providing direct care to him and for supervising the care provided to him 

by other medical staff members at FDC Seatac whose records she reviewed and co-signed. A 

the medical records document, Defendant Dy co-signed the record containing the physical 

examination by Defendant Lacist on April 8, 2008. 

3.10 Despite the fact that she was assigned as Plaintiff Satterwhite's physician at FD 

24 Seatac and her knowledge of Plaintiff Satterwhite's medical history, including that he teste 

25 highly positive for TB on March 29, 2008 and had a negative chest x-ray on April 4, 2008, Dr. 
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Dy never examined Plaintiff Satterwhite, never prescribing any anti-TB medication to him an 

never implemented any plan for monitoring him. Instead, she merely co-signed the records o 

other providers, acquiescing in their decisions. 

3.11 On January 27, 2009, Plaintiff Satterwhite submitted a written "Inmate Request t 

Staff' form. On the form, Plaintiff Satterwhite requested treatment for a productive cough that h 

had had for at least a month. 

3.12 On January 30, 2009, Plaintiff Satterwhite was seen at the FDC Seatac medical 

facility by Defendant Kendall Hirano, PA-C, a Certified Physician Assistant. Defendant Hirao 

documented in the medical record that Plaintiff Satterwhite reported that he had been sufferin 

from a productive cough for about a month that was worse at night and that had been producin 

green-colored sputum. 

3.13 Despite Plaintiff Satterwhite's history of a highly positive TB skin test on Marc 

29, 2008 and a negative chest x-ray on April 4, 2008 after which he was prescribed no anti-TB 

treatment, and despite the fact that he now presented with pulmonary symptoms indicating activ 

TB. Defendant Hirano decided not to order a chest x-ray or any other diagnostic evaluation an 

or to prescribe any TB treatment. He also decided not to refer Plaintiff Satterwhite for evaluatio 

and treatment by a physician. Instead, Defendant Hirano chose to incorrectly diagnosed Plaintif 

Satterwhite with "cough secondary to post-nasal drainage/allergic rhinitis" and discharged hi 

with only the recommendation that he purchase over-the-counter allergy tablets at th 

commissary. 

3.14 Defendant Dr. Dy again co-signed Defendant Hirano's January 30, 2009 medical 

24 examination and evaluation of Plaintiff Satterwhite without seeing or examining Plaintif 

25 Satterwhite or taking any further action including ordering any diagnostic tests or prescribin 
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anti-TB treatment as required by standard of care and by national, state and BOP standards o 

care and protocols. 

3.15 On March 16, 2009, Plaintiff Satterwhite returned to the medical facility where h 

was again seen by Defendant Hirano. Defendant Hirano documented in the medical record tha 

Plaintiff Satterwhite was now suffering from sharp left-sided chest pain which was "aggravate 

with deep inspiration, yawning/sneezing, and trunk position," and that Plaintiff Satterwhite was 

continuing to have the productive cough that he had previously reported to Defendant Hirano a 

having started in December, 2008. On examination, Defendant Hirano found that Plaintif 

Satterwhite had pain over his 5th and 6th rib costo-chondral joints of h is chest. The persisten 

productive cough and pain in the ribs and joints of the chest showed that not only did Plaintif 

Satterwhite have active TB, but that the TB had spread to the chest wall from the lungs. 

3.16 Despite Plaintiff Satterwhite's history of a highly positive skin test and pulmonar 

signs and symptoms indicating active and spread TB which Defendant Hirano, as a Certifie 

Physician Assistant, had to have known were indicative of active TB, Defendant Hirano agai 

decided not to prescribe any anti-TB treatment or refer Plaintiff Satterwhite for evaluation t 

detennine the nature and extent of the TB and treatment by a physician as required. Instead 

Defendant Hirano merely diagnosed Plaintiff Satterwhite with "other anomalies of the ribs an 

sternum" for which he prescribed indomethacin, an anti-inflammatory. 

3.17 Despite these facts, Defendant Dr. Dy again co-signed the medical recor 

documenting the examination by Defendant Hirano on March 16, 2009 without taking any actio 

whatsoever, including failing to examine him, failing to order that he be further evaluated an 

failing to prescribe any anti-TB medications despite clear proof that Plaintiff Satterwhite ha 

active TB that was spreading. 
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3. 18 On April 17, 2009, Defendant Denise Duble, FNP, a Family Nurse Practitioner 

evaluated Plaintiff Satterwhite prior to his transfer to the federal correctional facility in Herlong, 

California. On the Bureau of Prisons Health Services Inmate Intra-system Transfer form, 

Defendant Duble documented that Plaintiff Satterwhite had a positive skin test measuring 18 m 

on March 29, 2008 and a negative chest x-ray on April 4, 2008. Defendant Duble als 

documented that Plaintiff Satterwhite's current health problems included a cough and "othe 

abnormalities of the ribs and sternum." However, Defendant Duble incorrectly states tha 

Plaintiff Satterwhite's TB skin test indicated a "nonspecific reaction to tuberculin skin test" an 

that he had "no symptoms" of TB, despite the fact that Plaintiff Satterwhite's cough and pain i 

the ribs over the lung areas along with a highly positive TB skin test were all indicative of activ 

TB. Instead of initiating prompt treatment for the now active and spreading TB and ordering 

further evaluation and treatment for the TB as required by the applicable standard of care an 

state, national and BOP protocols and standards, she decided to authorir-e Plaintiff Satterwhite' 

transfer to the facility at Herlong with no diagnosis and no treatment or recommendations fo 

treatment whatsoever. 

3.19 On April 21, 2009, Plaintiff Satterwhite left FDC Seatac and on April 22, 2009 h 

arrived at the federal correctional facility in Herlong, CA ("FCI Herlong"). 

3.20 On the evening of May 2, 2009, Plaintiff Satterwhite reported to the medica 

facility at Herlong with symptoms of paresthesia (numbness) of both legs and continued pain i 

his chest. 

3.21 On the mornmg of May 3, 2009, Plaintiff Satterwhite returned to the pnso 

24 medical facility. He reported that he could not move his legs. He also reported that the symptom 

25 were worse when he would lie on his side. He was assessed as having an elevated temperature o 
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99 degrees Fahrenheit with "neurological component and possible infections" needing furthe 

2 evaluation. 
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3.22 On May 3, 3009, Plaintiff Satterwhite was transferred to St. Mary's Medical 

Center in Reno, Nevada where he was admitted. A chest x-ray revealed a lesion in the upper lob 

of his right lung that measured 1.4 by 2.6 cm. He also had enlarged lymph nodes in th 

mediastinal, hilar and paratracheal areas and also in the azygoesophageal recess and 

aortopulmonary window on computerized tomography (CAT). There were also lytic bone lesions 

present in the iliac wings, the right sacral ala, and the left pubic symphysis that were documente 

on both CAT and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). A spinal MRI revealed a compression 

fracture of the 5th thoracic vertebra caused by an epidural mass that was compressing the spina 

cord at T4 and TS, causing kyphotic deformity of the spinal cord at TS. The mass extended int 

the posterior mediastinum and the soft tissues. There was also a lesion present in the first lumba 

vertebra. All of these lesions were proven to be caused by untreated, widespread, disseminate 

TB. Urinalysis also indicated kidney involvement with TB. 

3.23 At 2am on May 4, 2009, Plaintiff Satterwhite underwent emergenc 

decompression of the spinal cord performed by neurosurgeon David Leppla, M.D. The procedur 

required a thoracic spinal laminectomy that extended from T3 through T7 and involved drillin 

out laterally on both sides of the spinal cord, from pedicle to pedicle, until it was possible t 

insert a small biopsy forceps into the epidural space. At that point, pus was encountere 

indicating the presence of an epidural abscess which was determined to be infected with TB. 

During surgery, it was also noted that the tuberculosis had invaded the bone of the thoracic spine, 

causing instability. As Dr. Leppla's operative notes indicate, it was necessary for him t 
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decompress the cord completely from pedicle to pedicle. Tissue samples were collected fo 

pathological examination and culture. 

3.24 Physician F. Kevin Murphy, M.D., F.A.C.P., a board certified internist an 

infectious disease specialist on staff at St. Mary's Medical Center took over management o 

Plaintiff Satterwhite's care after surgery. He started Plaintiff Satterwhite on four drugs to trea 

the active TB plus pyridoxine to control medication side effects. 

3.2S On May 11, 2009, Plaintiff Satterwhite again underwent surgery by Dr. Leppla t 

stabilize his spine. Dr. Leppla performed an arthrodesis of T3 through T7 and instrumente 

fusions of T3-T4 and TS-7. This second spinal surgery involved using a high speed drill to cnte 

the pedicle and then an awl to advance through the pedicle to the vertebral body. Bilatera 

pedicle screws were placed at T3 and T4, skipping the diseased segment at TS. Additional 

bilateral screws were used at T6 and T7. After placing the four pairs of screws, the distance fro 

the distal to the proximal screw was measured and Dr. Leppla cut a bar to the appropriate length 

in anticipation of distracting across the collapsed TS segment. The rod was dropped into th 

screws and the screws were secured down at T6 and T7 and then distracted across TS in order t 

maintain or restore some of the body height that was lost because of the invasion of the TB int 

the bone. The set screws in T3 and T4 were then torqued down and snapped off. The high spee 

drill was again used to decorticate the area between the transverse process and the facets fro 

the screw of T3 through the screw of T7. Allograft mixed with bone putty was then packe 

underneath the rod and between the screws for the arthrodesis. Additional specimens for cullur 

were also obtained. 

3.26 As a result of the undiagnosed and untreated TB, Plaintiff Satterwhite suffere 

25 permanent, severe and disabling injury to his spinal cord, including paralysis and 
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sensation to both legs. In addition to an epidural abscess in his spine and osteomyelitis in his 

vertebra, Plaintiff Satterwhite suffered severe pain, multiple surgeries, and endured intensive an 

painful physical therapy. He continues to have an abnormal neurological findings in his lowe 

extremities and to suffer numbness of his legs and as well as a permanent impairment of hi"· 

ability to walk. ln addition, his ability to flex and extend his thoracic spine is also significant] 

limited and activities including lifting, sitting and bending are painful. 

3.27 According to the infectious disease specialist from the Mayo Clinic wh 

evaluated Plaintiff Satterwhite when he was transferred to the Federal Medical Center i 

Rochester, Minnesota in June, 2009 after his discharge from St. Mary Hospital, the fact that th 

surgical hardware in Mr. Satterwhite's spine during the two spinal surgeries had to be inserte 

into an operative bed that was infected with TB puts him at lifelong risk for recurrence of TB 

which will require life-long surveillance. He is also at risk for bacterial hematogenous infectio 

of the extensive hardware placed to stabilize his spine. 

3.28 According to infectious disease specialist Dr. F. Kevin Murphy, who cared fo 

Plaintiff Satterwhite at St. Mary Hospital, all of the injuries and resulting disability Plaintif 

suffered were entirely preventable had the Defendant health care providers at the Federa 

Detention Center in Seattle followed the standard of care and the nationally required protocol.. 

for treating a patient like him. 

Plaintiff Satterwhite entered the Federal Detention Center in Seattle, Washington at th 

age of 35 with a diagnosable and treatable condition. Because the TB was ignored an 

untreated from March 29, 2008 until May 4, 2009, active TB infection developed an 

spread throughout Plaintiff Satterwhite' s body including to his thoracic and lumbar spine, 
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vertebrae, lymph nodes, pelvis, and kidneys causing permanent damage and physical 

disability. 

IV. CAUSES OF ACTION 

Bivens Claims for Cruel and Unusual Punishment and Violation of Constitutional Rights 

4.1 Plaintiff Satterwhite incorporates by reference all allegations and statement 

contained in the preceding paragraphs, as if fully set forth here. 

4.2 By his actions as alleged herein, Defendant Manuell Lacist violated Plaintif 

Satterwhite's right to be free from cruel and unusual punishment and the right to adequat 

medical care under the Eighth Amendment of the United States Constitution by willfully an 

purposefully and with deliberate indifference failing to respond to and treat Plaintif 

Satterwhite's known serious medical condition of latent TB. 

4.3 When Defendant Lacist performed a medical history and physical examination o 

Plaintiff Satterwhite on April 8, 2008, he knew that Plaintiff Sattef'.\'hite had a highly positiv 

TB skin test of 18 millimeters and a negative chest x-ray, both of which indicated that Plaintif 

likely had latent TB, was at high risk for developing active TB and was a high priority for anti 

TB treatment. He also knew that no anti-TB treatment had been provided to the Plaintiff as o 

that date. 

4.4 Defendant Lacist also knew that failing to refer Plaintiff to another health car 

provider for anti-TB treatment and failing to order anti-TB treatment himself would likely caus 

Plaintiff to develop active TB, a very serious and life threatening disease. 

4.5 Defendant Laci st also knew that Plaintiff had no other access to medical care becaus 

of his incarceration and that Plaintiff Satterwhite was not going to be released from incarceratio 

in the foreseeable future to treat the life-threatening condition. 
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4.6 Defendant Lacist willfully and purposefully and with deliberate indifference deprive 

Plaintiff Satterwhite of the essential medical care that Plaintiff required by failing to prescrib 

any anti-TB treatment, refer Plaintiff for evaluation and treatment by a physician or inform 

Plaintiff or any other health care providers at FCD SeaTac that Plaintiff had a positive skin tes 

of 18 millimeters, which meant that Plaintiff likely had latent TB and required immediate anti 

TB treatment and diagnosis for latent TB, knowing that his deprivation of medical care woul 

cause Plaintiff a substantial risk of serious harm and subject him to further significant injury, 

including the development of active TB, which is a life-threatening illness, cause the wanto 

infliction of unnecessary pain upon Plaintiff and violate Plaintiff's basic fundamental right t 

safe and humane confinement, constituting cruel and unusual punishment. 

4.7 At all material times, Defendant Lacist was acting under color of law by exercisin 

power made possible because he was clothed in the authority of federal law. 

4.8 As a result of Defendant Lacist's constitutional violations of Plaintiff Satterwhite's 

rights, Plaintiff Satterwhite sustained injuries and damages including the following: 

a. Non-economic damages consisting of past and future physical and mental pai 

and suffering, mental anguish, emotional stress, and the loss of enjoyment of 

full and complete life; 

b. The development and spread of active TB, spinal cord injury, risk fo 

recurrent TB and infection of the hardware in his spine and further spinal cor 

injury; physical injury, impairment, disability and disfigurement; 

c. The loss of the enjoyment of the right to be free of cruel and unusual 

punishment and the loss of the quality of life; 
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d. Economic losses including medical and health care expenses and loss o 

future earnings and earning capacity; 

e. The conduct of Defendant Lacist constituted acting in reckless disregard an 

deliberate indifference to Plaintiff's constitutional right to be free of cruel an 

unusual punishment and right to adequate medical care, entitling Plaintif 

Satterwhite to punitive damages. 

4.9 By his actions as alleged herein, Defendant Kendall Hirano violated Plaintif 

Satterwhite's right to be free from cruel and unusual punishment and the right to adequat 

medical care under the Eighth Amendment of the United States Constitution by willfully an 

purposefully and with deliberate indifference failing to respond to and properly treat Plaintif 

Satterwhite's known serious medical condition. 

4.10 When Defendant Hirano examined Plaintiff Satterwhite on January 30, 2009, h 

knew that Plaintiff Satterwhite likely had active TB, as evidenced by a highly positive skin tes 

of 18 millimeters in March 2008 and a productive cough lasting at least a month. Def end an 

Hirano also knew that Plaintiff Satterwhite had never been prescribed any anti-TB medications, 

thereby increasing the likelihood that he now had active TB, a very serious and life threatenin 

disease. Defendant Hirano also knew that Plaintiff had no other access to medical care becaus 

of his incarceration and that Plaintiff Satterwhite was not going to be released from incarceratio 

in the foreseeable future to treat the life-threatening condition. 

4.11 When Defendant Hirano examined Plaintiff Satterwhite again on March 16, 2009 

at which time the Plaintiff had sharp left-sided chest pain that was worse with deep inspiration 

and still had the productive cough that he had been suffering from since at least December, 2008, 

Defendant Hirano knew that Plaintiff's symptoms indicated he likely had active TB and tha 
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Plaintiff required treatment for active TB which he had never received. Defendant Hirano als 

knew that Plaintiff had no other access to medical care because of his incarceration and tha 

Plaintiff Satterwhite was not going to be released from incarceration in the foreseeable future t 

treat the life-threatening condition. 

4.12 Defendant Hirano willfully and purposefully and with deliberate indifferenc 

deprived Plaintiff Satterwhite the essential medical care he required by preventing Plaintiff frm 

receiving anti-TB treatment, knowing that his deprivation of medical care would cause Plaintiff 

substantial risk of serious harm and subject him to further significant injury, including th 

development and progression of active TB, which is a life-threatening illness, cause the wanton 

infliction of unnecessary pain on Plaintiff and violate Plaintiff's basic fundamental right to sat 

and humane confinement, constituting cruel and unusual punishment. 

4.13 At all material times, Defendant Hirano was acting under color of law b 

14 exercising power made possible because he was clothed in the authority of federal law. 
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4.14 As a proximate result of Defendant Hirano' s constitutional violations of Plaintif 

Satterwhite's rights, Plaintiff Satterwhite sustained injuries and damages including the following: 

a. Non-economic damages consisting of past and future physical and mental pain an 

suffering, mental anguish, emotional stress, and the loss of enjoyment of a full an 

complete life; 

b. The development and spread of active TB, spinal cord injury, risk for recurrent TB 

and infection of the hardware in his spine and further spinal cord injury; physica 

injury, impairment, disability and disfigurement; 

c. Economic losses including medical and health care expenses and loss of futur 

earnings and earning capacity; 
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d. Loss of the quality and enjoyment of his constitutional rights and life; 

e. The conduct of Defendant Hirano constituted acting in reckless disregard an 

deliberate indifference to Plaintiff Satterwhite's constitutional right to be free of cruel 

and unusual punishment and his right to adequate medical care, entitling Plaintif 

Satterwhite to punitive damages. 

4.15 By her actions alleged herein, Defendant Maria Luisa Dy, M.D. violated Plaintif 

Satterwhite's right to be free of cruel and unusual punishment and to adequate medical car 

under the Eighth Amendment of the United States Constitution by willfully and purposefull 

failing to respond to and treat Plaintiff Satterwhite's known serious medical condition. 

4.16 Defendant Dy knew that also knew that when Plaintiff Satterwhite was examine 

on April 8, 2008 by Defendant Lacist, whose care she supervised and whose records sh 

reviewed as evidenced by her signature, that Plaintiff Satterwhite likely had latent TB, a 

evidenced by a highly positive skin test of 18 millimeters and a negative chest x-ray, after whic 

he was given no anti- TB treatment. Defendant Dy knew that failing to order anti-TB treatmen 

to treat the latent TB would likely cause Plaintiff to develop active TB, a very serious and lit 

threatening disease. Defendant Dy also knew that Plaintiff had no other access to medical car 

because of his incarceration and that Plaintiff Satterwhite was not going to be released fro 

incarceration in the foreseeable future to treat the life-threatening condition. 

4.17 Defendant Dy also knew that when Plaintiff Satterwhite was examined on Januar 

30, 2009 by Defendant Hirano, whose care she supervised and whose records she reviewed a 

evidenced by her signature, that Plaintiff Satterwhite had active TB, as evidenced by a positiv 

skin test of 18 millimeters and a negative chest x-ray, a productive cough for at least a month an 

no anti-TB treatment. Defendant Dr. Dy also knew that failing to prescribe anti-TB medications 
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would result in the progression of the TB, a very serious and life threatening disease. Defendan 

Dy knew that Plaintiff had no other access to medical care because of his incarceration and tha 

Plaintiff Satterwhite was not going to be released from incarceration in the foreseeable future t 

treat the life-threatening condition. 

4. 18 Defendant Dr. Dy also knew that when Defendant Hirano, whom she supervise 

and whose records she reviewed as evidenced by her signature, examined Plaintiff Satterwhit 

again on March 16, 2009 Plaintiff Satterwhite again demonstrated the signs and symptoms o 

active TB that was now spreading, including a productive cough since December, 2009 an 

multiple areas of rib and chest pain, and that he had never been provided with anti-TB treatment. 

Defendant Dy knew that Plaintiff had no other access to medical care because of hi: 

incarceration and that Plaintiff Satterwhite was not going to be released from incarceration in th 

foreseeable future to treat the life-threatening condition. 

4.19 Defendant Dy willfully and purposefully deprived Plaintiff Satterwhite th 

essential medical care he required by acquiescing in the constitutional deprivations b 

Defendants Lacist and Hirano, including preventing Plaintiff from receiving any anti-TB 

treatment, knowing that the deprivation of medical care would cause Plaintiff a substantial ris 

of serious harm and subject him to further significant injury, including the development an 

progression of active TB, which is a life-threatening illness, cause the wanton infliction o 

unnecessary pain on Plaintiff and violate Plaintiff's basic fundamental right to safe and human 

confinement, constituting cruel and unusual punishment. 

4.20 Defendant Dr. Dy's actions, including reviewing and signing the medical records 

24 of Defendants Lacist and Hirano without ever examining Plaintiff Sauerwhite, and failing t 

25 prescribe anti-TB treatment, or refer him for further evaluation and treatment, knowing that th 
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deprivation of medical care would cause Plaintiff a substantial risk of serious harm and subjec 

him to further significant injury, including the development and progression of active TB, whic 

is a life-threatening illness and cause the wanton infliction of unnecessary pain on Plaintiff an 

violate Plaintiff's basic fundamental right to safe and humane confinement, constituting crue 

and unusual punishment, were done with a reckless or callous indifference to Plaintif 

Satterwhite's constitutional rights. 

4.21 At all material times, Defendant Dy was acting under color of law by exercisin 

power made possible because she was clothed in the authority of federal law. 

4.22 As a proximate result of Defendant Dy's constitutional violations of Plaintif 

Satterwhite's rights, Plaintiff Satterwhite sustained injuries and damages including as follows: 

a. Non-economic damages including past and future physical and mental pain 

and suffering, mental anguish, emotional stress, and the loss of enjoyment of 

full and complete life; 

b. The development and spread of active TB, spinal cord injury, risk fo 

recurrent TB and infection of the hardware in his spine and further spinal cor 

injury; physical injury, impairment, disability and disfigurement; 

c. Economic losses including medical and health care expenses and loss o 

future earnings and earning capacity; 

d. The loss of the enjoyment of the right to be free of cruel and unusual 

punishment and the loss of the quality of life; 

e. The conduct of Defendant Dy constituted acting in reckless disregard an 

deliberate indifference to Plaintiff Satterwhite' s constitutional right to be fre 
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of cruel and unusual punishment, and to adequate medical care, entitlin 

Plaintiff Satterwhite to punitive damages. 

4.23 By her actions alleged herein, Defendant Denise Duble, FNP, violated Plaintif 

Satterwhite's right to be free from cruel and unusual punishment and the right to adequat 

medical care under the Eighth Amendment of the United States Constitution by willfully an 

purposefully and with deliberate indifference failing to respond to and treat Plaintif 

Satterwhite's known serious medical condition of active TB. 

4.24 When Defendant Duble reviewed Plaintiff Satterwhite's medical history on Apri 

17, 2009 in preparation for his transfer to California, she knew that Plaintiff Satterwhite ha 

developed active pulmonary TB, as evidenced by a highly positive skin test of 18 millimeters, , 

history of a persistent productive cough since December, 2008, and findings on examination b 

Defendant Hirano of multiple areas of rib and chest pain. Defendant Duble knew that failing t 

treat Plaintiff Satterwhite for active TB would likely cause the TB to progress, serious] 

threatening Plaintiffs health and life. Defendant Duble also knew that Plaintiff had no othe 

access to medical care because of his incarceration and that Plaintiff Satterwhite was not going t 

be released from incarceration in the foreseeable future to treat the life-threatening condition. 

4.25 Defendant Duble willfully and purposefully and with deliberate indifferenc 

deprived Plaintiff Satterwhite the essential medical care he required by denying Plaintiff fro 

undergoing treatment and diagnosis for active TB and by incorrectly writing in the medical 

records that Plaintiffs TB test indicated "a nonspecific reaction to tuberculin test" and tha 

Plaintiff "had no symptoms" of TB, knowing that her deprivation of medical care would caus 

Plaintiff a substantial risk of serious harm and subject him to further significant injury, includin 

the progression of active TB, which is a life-threatening illness, cause the wanton infliction o 
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unnecessary pain on Plaintiff and violate Plaintiffs basic fundamental right to safe and human 

confinement, constituting cruel and unusual punishment. 

4.26 At all material times, Defendant Duble was acting under color of law b 

exercising power made possible because she was clothed in the authority of federal law. 

4.27 As a result of Defendant Duble's constitutional violations of Plaintif 

Satterwhite's rights, Plaintiff Satterwhite sustained injuries and damages including the following: 

a. Non-economic damages including past and future physical and mental pain 

and suffering, mental anguish, emotional stress, and the loss of enjoyment of' 

full and complete life; 

b. The development and spread of active TB, spinal cord injury, risk fo 

recurrent TB and infection of the hardware in his spine and further spinal cor 

injury; physical injury, impairment, disability and disfigurement; 

c. The loss of the enjoyment of the right to be free of cruel and unusual 

punishment and lhe loss of the quality of life; 

d. Economic losses including future medical and health care expenses and los. 

of future earnings and earning capacity; 

The conduct of Defendant Duble constituted action in reckless disregard and deliberat 

indifference to Plaintiffs constitutional right to be free of cruel and unusual punishment an 

right to adequate medical care, entitling Plaintiff Satterwhite to punitive damages. 

FTCA Claim Against UNITED ST ATES for Negligent Medical Care (Non-Jury Claim) 

4.28 Plaintiff Satterwhite incorporates by reference all allegations contained in th 

24 preceding paragraph, as if fully set forth here. 

25 
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4.29 All conditions precedent to this lawsuit have been performed and have occurred, 

including proving pre-suit notice to the United States pursuant to the FTCA and requestin 

administrative remedy by Plaintiff Satterwhite from the BOP. Six months have elapsed from th 

date a re-suit claim was filed and Plaintiff Satterwhite's request for administrative remedy frm 

the BOP was rejected. Therefore, all administrative exhaustion requirements are met and thi 

claim is ripe. 

4.30 At all material times, the United States' employees and agents Dy, Lacist, Hiran 

and Duble negligently cared for and treated Plaintiff Satterwhite while he was incarcerated th 

FDC Seatac and provided medical care in a negligent manner and also acted with deliberat 

indifference to Plaintiff Satterwhite's serious medical condition. 

4.31 Maria Luisa Dy, M.D., during the course and scope of her employment and/o 

agency by the United States and the Bureau of Prisons, negligently failed to exercise that degre 

of care, skill, and learning expected of a reasonably prudent physician at the time and in th 

profession to which she belonged and acting in the same or similar circumstances. 

4.32 The negligent actions and failures to act by Defendant Dy constitute medical 

malpractice. 

4.33 The negligence of Defendant Dy includes, but is not limited to, never examining 

evaluating or treating Plaintiff Satterwhite for TB despite the facts that she was the physicia 

assigned to Plaintiff Satterwhite's care, Plaintiff Satterwhite had a highly positive skin test of 18 

millimeters on March 29, 2008 and a negative chest x-ray on April 4, 2008, which strong! 

indicated that he had latent TB and was at high-risk for developing active TB and require 

treatment to prevent the development of active TB; failing to order any anti-TB treatmen 

whatsoever for Plaintiff Satterwhite, thereby allowing the latent TB to develop into active TB· 
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failing to evaluate or treat Plaintiff Satterwhite for active TB despite the fact that he cxhibite 

signs and symptoms clearly indicating the presence of active TB and; failing to supervise an 

intervene, thereby acquiescing when Lacist and Hirano, whose care she supervised, failing t 

evaluate and treat Plaintiff Satterwhite who was at high risk for and did develop active TB whil 

he was under their care. 

4.34 As a direct and proximate result of Dr. Dy's negligence. Plaintiff Satterwhite 

suffered severe, permanent and disabling injuries, including: 

a. Non-economic damages including past and future physical and mental pai 

and suffering, mental anguish, emotional stress, and the loss of enjoyment of 

full and complete life: 

b. The development and spread of active TB, spinal cord injury, risk fo 

recurrent TB and infection of the hardware in his spine and further spinal cor 

injury; physical injury, impairment, disability and disfigurement; 

c. Economic losses including medical and heahh care expenses 

future earnings and earning capacity; 

d. The loss of enjoyment and quality of life. 

4.35 Dr. Dy also negligently failed to obtain Plaintiff Satterwhite's informed consen 

by failing to infonn him of material facts, including that he had a highly positive skin test of 1 

millimeters which strongly indicated that he had latent TB and was at high risk for devclopin 

active TB; that according to the standard of care and national, state and BOP standards an 

protocols, he required treatment to prevent the development of active TB; that the lack of anti 

TB treatment would likely result in his developing active TB; that the pulmonary symptoms h 

developed, including a productive cough and the findings on examination of multiple areas of ri 
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and chest pain, clearly indicated that he had active TB; that TB is a serious and life-threatenin 

disease, that the failure to treat him for active TB would likely result in the TB spreadin 

throughout his body and result in severe, permanent, and debilitating injury and death. 

4.36 Dr. Dy also failed to inform Plaintiff Satterwhite regarding the recommende 

treatment for a person at high risk for developing active TB and for treatment of active TB. Dr. 

Dy also failed to inform Plaintiff Satterwhite of the recognized serious possible risks an 

complications of non-treatment, either before or after the TB became active. 

4.37 Plaintiff Satterwhite was never provided with any written information or verbal 

explanation by Dr. Dy concerning the risks of treatment or non-treatment for TB. 

4.38 A reasonably prudent patient like Plaintiff Satterwhite, under simila 

circumstances as those of Plaintiff Satterwhite, if informed of these material facts, would hav 

demanded treatment had he known it was indicated and would not have consented to the lack o 

any treatment whatsoever to which he was subjected, having never been informed of thes 

material facts. 

4.39 As a direct and proximate result of Dr. Dy's failure to obtain Plaintiff 

Satterwhite's informed consent, Plaintiff Satterwhite suffered severe, pennanent and disabling 

injuries, including: 

a. Non-economic damages consisting of past and future physical and menta 

pain and suffering, mental anguish, emotional stress, and the loss o 

enjoyment of a full and complete life; 

b. The development and spread of active TB, spinal cord injury, risk fo 

recurrent TB and infection of the hardware in his spine and further spina 

cord injury; physical injury, impairment, disability and disfigurement; 
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c. Economic losses consisting of past and future medical and health car· 

expenses and loss of future earnings and earning capacity; 

d. The loss of enjoyment and quality of life. 

4.40 Kendall Hirano, PA-C, during the course and scope of this employment and/o 

agency by the United States and the Bureau of Prisons, negligently failed to exercise that degre 

of care, skill, and learning expected of a reasonably prudent certified physician's assistant at th 

time and in the profession to which he belonged and acting in the same or similar circumstances. 

4.41 The negligent actions and failures to act by Defendant Hirano constitute medical 

mal practi cc. 

4.42 The negligence of Defendant Hirano includes, but is not limited to, failing t 

evaluate and treat Plaintiff Satterwhite for active TB despite the facts that Plaintiff Sattcrwhit 

had a positive skin test of 18 millimeters on March 29, 2008, which strongly indicated that h 

was at high-risk for developing active TB; that when Hirano examined Plaintiff Satterwhite o 

January 30, 2009 he found that Plaintiff Satterwhite had signs and symptoms of active TB, 

including a productive cough, and; that when he examined Plaintiff Satterwhite again on March 

16, 2009, he found the Plaintiff to have a persistent cough and in addition, multiple areas of ri 

and chest pain aggravated with inspiration, yawning and trunk position, all of which strong] 

indicated that he had active TB. 

4.43 As a direct and proximate result of Hirano's negligence, Plaintiff Satterwhite 

suffered severe, permanent and disabling injuries, including: 

a. Non-economic damages consisting of past and future physical and mental pain 

and suffering, mental anguish, emotional stress, and the loss of enjoyment of 

full and complete life; 
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b. The development and spread of active TB, spinal cord injury, risk fo 

recurrent TB and infection of the hardware in his spine and further spinal cor 

injury; physical injury, impairment, disability and disfigurement; 

c. Economic losses consisting of past and future medical and health car 

expenses and loss of future earnings and earning capacity; 

d. The loss of enjoyment and quality of life. 

4.44 Hirano also failed to obtain Plaintiff Satterwhite's informed consent when h 

failed to infom1 him of material facts, including that he had a positive skin test of 18 millimeter.· 

which strongly indicated that he was at high risk for developing active TB; that according t 

national, state and BOP standards and protocols, Plaintiff Satterwhite required treatment t 

prevent the development of active TB; that lack of anti-TB treatment would likely result in hi: 

developing active TB; that the pulmonary symptoms he developed, including a productive coug 

and the findings he noted on examination of Plaintiff Satterwhite multiple areas of rib and ches 

pain, clearly indicated that he had active TB and; that TB was a serious and life-threatenin 

disease, that the failure to treat him for TB could result in the TB spreading throughout his bod 

and result in severe, permanent, and debilitating injury and death. 

4.45 Hirano also failed to inform Plaintiff Satterwhite of the type of treatment for TB. 

Defendant Hirano also failed to inform Plaintiff Satterwhite of the recognized serious possibl 

risks, complications, involved in the non-treatment of TB. 

4.46 Plaintiff Satterwhite was never provided with any written information or verbal 

explanation by Hirano concerning the risks of treatment or non-treatment of TB, either before o 

after he developed a productive cough and pain involving the chest indicative of active TB. 
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4.47 A reasonably prudent patient like Plaintiff Satterwhite, under simila 

circumstances as those of Plaintiff Satterwhite, if informed of these material facts, would hav 

demanded treatment and would not have consented to the lack of any treatment had he known 

treatment was indicated. 

4.48 As a direct and proximate result of Hirano's failure to obtain Plaintif 

Satterwhite's informed consent, Plaintiff Satterwhite suffered severe, permanent and disablin 

injuries, including: 

a. Non-economic damages consisting of past and future physical and mental pai 

and suffering, mental anguish, emotional stress, and the loss of enjoyment of 

full and complete life: 

b. The development and spread of active TB, spinal cord injury, risk fo 

recurrent TB and infection of the hardware in his spine and further spinal cor 

injury; physical injury, impairment, disability and disfigurement; 

c. Economic losses including past and future medical and health care expense 

and loss of future earnings and earning capacity; 

d. The loss of the enjoyment of the right to be free of cruel and unusual 

punishment and the loss of the quality of life. 

4.49 Manuell Lacist, during the course and scope of his employment and/or agency b 

the United States and the Bureau of Prisons, negligently failed to exercise that degree of care, 

skill, and learning expected of a reasonable certified health care assistant at the time and in th 

profession to which he belonged and acting in the same or similar circumstances. 

4.50 The negligent actions and failures to act by Lacist constitute medical malpractice. 
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4.51 The negligence of Lacist includes, but is not limited to, breaching the applicabl-

standard of care by pe1forming a physical examination on Plaintiff Satterwhite and noting that h 

had a highly positive TB skin test reaction of 18 mm and negative chest x-ray but failing t 

inform Plaintiff or any other healthcare providers at the detention center that Plaintiff had , 

positive skin test and failing to refer him for immediate anti-TB treatment, knowing that hi._ 

deprivation of medical care would cause Plaintiff a substantial risk of serious harm and subjec 

him to further significant injury, including the development and progression of active TB, which 

is a life-threatening illness. 

4.52 As a direct and proximate cause of Laci st' s negligence. Plaintiff Satterwhite 

suffered severe, permanent and disabling injuries, including: 

a. Non-economic damages consisting of past and future physical and mental pain 

and suffering, mental anguish, emotional stress, and the loss of enjoyment of 

full and complete life; 

b, The development and spread of active TB, spinal cord injury, risk fo 

recurrent TB and infection of the hardware in his spine and further spinal cor 

injury; physical injury, impairment, disability and disfigurement; 

c. Economic losses including medical and health care expenses 

future earnings and earning capacity; 

d. The loss of enjoyment and quality of life. 

4.53 Denise Duble, FNP, during the course and scope of her employment and/o 

agency by the United States and the Bureau of Prisons, negligently failed to exercise that degre 

of care, skill, and learning expected of a reasonably prudent family nurse practitioner at the tim 

and in the profession to which she belonged and acting in the same or similar circumstances. 
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4.54 The negligent actions and failures to act by Duble constitute medical malpractice. 

4.55 The negligence of Duble includes, but is not limited to, clearing Plaintif 

Satterwhite for transfer to California despite information documented in his medical record, 

stating that he had a highly positive TB skin test of 18 mm indicating he was at high risk fo 

developing active TB, that he had a cough, and that he had abnormalities involving his ribs an 

sternum indicating that he had active TB that had spread, and that despite these facts stating i 

the records that he had a "nonspecific reaction to tuberculin skin test" and that he was "sx 

[symptom] free for 30 days." Duble also breached the standard of care by failing to immediate! 

halt the transfer of Plaintiff Satterwhite to California and initiate his immediate evaluation an 

treatment for active TB. 

4.56 As a direct and proximate result of Duble's negligence, Plaintiff was not treated 

for active TB but was instead transfeITed to California, causing him to suffer severe, pennanent 

and disabling injuries, including: 

a. Non-economic damages consisting of past and future physical and mental pai 

and suffering, mental anguish, emotional stress, and the loss of enjoyment of 

full and complete life; 

b. The development and spread of active TB, spinal cord injury, risk fo 

recuITent TB and infection of the hardware in his spine and further spinal cor 

injury; physical injury, impairment, disability and disfigurement. 

c. Economic losses including past and future medical and health care expense' 

and loss of future earnings and earning capacity; 

d. The loss of the enjoyment of the right to be free of cruel and unusual 

punishment and the loss of the quality of life; 
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4.57 Duble also failed to inform Plaintiff Satterwhite of material facts, including tha 

Plaintiff Satterwhite had a positive skin test of 18 millimeters indicating that Plaintiff Satterwhit 

was at high-risk for developing active TB , that he developed signs and symptoms of active TB, 

including a productive cough and the findings on examination of multiple areas of rib and ches 

pain, that TB was a serious and life-threatening disease, and that the failure to immediatel 

initiate treatment of Plaintiff Satterwhite for active TB rather than to transfer him to Californi' 

could result in severe, permanent, and debilitating injury and death. 

4.58 Duble also failed to inform Plaintiff Satterwhite of the forms of treatment for TB, 

or the recognized serious possible risks, complications. involved in the non-treatment of TB. 

4.59 Plaintiff Satterwhite was never provided with any written information or verba 

12 explanation by Defendant Duble concerning the risks of treatment or non-treatment for TB. 
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4.60 A reasonably prudent patient like Plaintiff Satterwhite, under simila 

circumstances as those of Plaintiff Satterwhite, if informed of these material facts, would hav 

demanded treatment to prevent active TB and treatment for active TB when it developed an 

would not have consented to the lack of any treatment whatsoever to which he was subjected, 

having never been informed of these material facts. As a direct and proximate result o 

Defendant Duble's failure to obtain Plaintiff Satterwhite's informed consent, Plaintif 

Sauerwhite suffered severe, permanent and disabling injuries, including: 

a. Non-economic damages consisting of past and future physical and mental pain 

and suffering, mental anguish, emotional stress, and the loss of enjoyment of 

full and complete life; 
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b. The development and spread of active TB, spinal cord injury, risk for recurren 

TB and infection of the hardware in his spine and further spinal cord injury· 

physical injury, impainnent, disability and disfigurement; 

c. Economic losses including past and future medical and health care expenses an 

loss of future earnings and earning capacity; 

d. The loss of the enjoyment of the right to be free of cruel and unusual punishmen 

and the loss of the quality of life. 

4.61 The United States is liable pursuant to the FTCA, 28 U.S.C 2674, for it· 

employees' and/or agents' negligent care and negligent failure to administer appropriate care 

which directly and proximately resulted in certain injury and disability to Plaintiff Satterwhite, 

all to his general damage. 

4.62 As a direct and proximate result of the negligent acts, omission and conduct of th 

United States through its employees and agents, Plaintiff Satterwhite suffered and continues t 

suffer certain injuries, including: permanent spinal cord injury, numbness of his legs, a multi-

level fused thoracic spine, invasion of TB into his chest, pelvis, kidneys and organs, back pain, 

loss of balance, inability to walk independently, back pain, limitation of range of motion, sever 

physical, mental and emotional pain and suffering and disfigurement and disability that will 

continue throughout his life. 

4.63 As further direct and proximate result of the negligent acts, omission and conduc 

of the United States through its employees and agents, Plaintiff Salterwhite's ability to work, 

earn a living, support his children, engage in normal activities of daily life, and enjoy life ar 

significantly and permanently reduced. Past and future medical expenses have been and will 
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continue to be incurred throughout his lifetime m an amount not now known to Plaintif 

Satterwhite. 

FTCA Claim Against UNITED ST A TES for Negligent Establishment and 
Enforcement of Policies for Provision of Medical Care to Prisoners 

(Non-Jury Claim) 

4.64 Plaintiff Satterwhite incorporates by reference all allegations contained rn th 

preceding paragraph, as if fully set forth here. 

4.65 All conditions precedent to this lawsuit have been performed and have occurred, 

including proving pre-suit notice to the United States pursuant to the FTCA and requestin 

administrative remedy by Plaintiff Satterwhite from the BOP. Six months have elapsed from th 

date a re-suit claim was filed and Plaintiff Satterwhite's request for administrative remedy frm 

the BOP was rejected. Therefore, all administrative exhaustion requirements arc met and thi: 

claim is ripe. 

4.66 At all material times, the United States failed to use reasonable care in th 

establishment and enforcement of policies, procedures and directives for the provision o 

medical care to prisoners. The policies, procedures and directives were inadequate and wer 

negligently enforced, causing Plaintiff Satterwhite to suffer certain injuries including permanen 

spinal cord injury, numbness of his legs, a multi-level fused thoracic spine, invasion of TB int 

his chest, pelvis, kidneys and organs, back pain, loss of balance, inability to walk independently 

back pain, limitation of range of motion, severe physical, mental and emotional pam an 

suffering and disfigurement and disability that will continue throughout his life. 

4.67 At all material times, the United States, through its employees and agents Dy, 

24 Hirano, Lacist and Duble, negligently implemented and/or applied BOP medical care policy, 

25 which required that an inmate such as Plaintiff Satterwhite with a positive skin test of 1 
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millimeters and a negative chest x-ray is to be considered a high-risk for developing active TB 

and to be provided for treatment for latent TB in order to prevent the development of active TB 

and which required that an inmate, such as Plaintiff Satterwhite, who exhibited additional 

symptoms of active TB, following the failure to treat latent TB, including a productive coug 

over the duration of a month and the findings on examination of multiple areas of rib and ches 

pain, be treated for active TB, a very serious and life threatening disease. In addition t 

qualifying as negligence, the United States' action violated Plaintiff Satterwhite's constitutional 

right to adequate and reasonable medical care. 

4.68 As a direct and proximate result of the negligent acts, omission and conduct of th 

United States through its employees and agents, Plaintiff Satterwhite suffered and continues t 

suffer certain injuries, including: permanent spinal cord injury, numbness of his legs, a multi 

level fused thoracic spine, invasion of TB into his chest, pelvis, kidneys and organs, back pain. 

loss of balance, inability to walk independently, back pain, limitation of range of motion, sever 

physical, mental and emotional pain and suffering and disfigurement and disability that will 

continue throughout his life. 

4.69 As further direct and proximate result of the negligent acts, omission and conduc 

of the United States through its employees and agents, Plaintiff Satterwhite's ability to work, 

earn a living, support his children, engage in nonnal activities of daily life, and enjoy life ar 

significantly and permanently reduced. Past and future medical expenses have been and will 

continue to be incurred throughout his lifetime in an amount not now known to Plaintif 

S atterw hi te. 

FTCA Claim Against UNITED STA TES for Negligent Hiring/Retention 
(Non-Jurv Claim) 
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4.70 Plaintiff Satterwhite incorporates by reference all allegations contained m th 

preceding paragraph, as if folly set forth here. 

4.71 All conditions precedent to this lawsuit have been performed and have occurred, 

including proving pre-suit notice to the United States pursuant to the FTCA and requestin 

administrative remedy by Plaintiff Satterwhite from the BOP. Six months have elapsed from th 

date a re-suit claim was filed and Plaintiff Satterwhite's request for administrative remedy frm 

the BOP was rejected. Therefore, all administrative exhaustion requirements are met and thi 

claim is ripe. 

4.72 At all material times hereto, the United States negligently hired and retaine 

medical health care providers to provide health care to federal prisoners, including Maria Luis' 

Dy, M.D., Manuell Lacist, Kendall Hirano, PA-C; and Denise Duble, who did not have th 

experience and qualifications necessary to provide adequate medical care to prisoners with laten 

and/or active TB, including Plaintiff Satterwhite. The United States knew or should have known 

that the providers taking care of Plaintiff Satterwhite were not qualified to make the medica 

determinations necessary for his care. 

4.73 As a direct and proximate result of the negligent acts, omission and conduct of th 

United States through its employees and agents, Plaintiff Satterwhite suffered and continues t 

suffer certain injuries, including: permanent spinal cord injury, numbness of his legs, a multi 

level fused thoracic spine, invasion of TB into his chest, pelvis, kidneys and organs, back pain, 

loss of balance, inability to walk independently, back pain, limitation of range of motion, sever 

physical, mental and emotional pain and suffering and disfigurement and disability that will 

continue throughout his life. 
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4.74 As further direct and proximate result of the negligent acts, omission and conduc 

of the United States through its employees and agents, Plaintiff Satterwhite's ability to work, 

earn a Jiving, support his children, engage in normal activities of daily life, and enjoy life ar 

significantly and permanently reduced. Past and future medical expenses have been and will 

continue to be incurred throughout his lifetime in an amount not now known to Plaintif 

S atterw hi te. 

FTCA Claim Against UNITED STATES for Negligent Supervision 
(Non-Jury Claim) 

4.75 Plaintiff Satterwhite incorporates by reference all allegations contained m th 

preceding paragraph, as if fully set forth here. 

4.76 All conditions precedent to this lawsuit have been performed and have occurred, 

including proving pre-suit notice to the United States pursuant to the FTCA and requestin 

administrative remedy by Plaintiff Satterwhite from the BOP. Six months have elapsed from th 

date a re-suit claim was filed and Plaintiff Satterwhite's request for administrative remedy from 

the BOP was rejected. Therefore, all administrative exhaustion requirements are met and this 

claim is ripe. 

4.77 At all material times hereto, the United States negligently supervised its medical 

health care providers, including defendants Dy, Lacist, Hirano and Duble. Physicians, includin 

Maria Luisa Dy, M.D., did not adequately supervise health care providers Lacist, Hirano and D 

who did not have the experience and qualifications necessary to provide adequate medical caret 

prisoners with latent and/or active TB, including Plaintiff Satterwhite, and the BOP did no 

adequately supervise physicians, including Maria Luisa Dy, M.D. 

4.78 As a direct and proximate result of the negligent acts, omission and conduct o 

the United States and its' agents, Plaintiff Satterwhite suffered and continues to suffer certain 
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tnJunes, including: permanent spinal cord injury, numbness of his legs, a multi-level fuse 

thoracic spine, mvas1on of TB into his chest, pelvis, kidneys and organs, back pain, loss o 

balance, inability to walk independently, back pam, limitation of range of motion, 

physical, mental and emotional pam and suffering and disfigurement and disability that wil 

continue throughout his life. 

4.79 As fmther direct and proximate result of the negligent acts, omission and conduc 

of the United States through its employees and/or agents, Plaintiff Satterwhite's ability to work, 

earn a living, support his children, engage in normal activities of daily life, and enjoy life ar 

significantly and permanently reduced. Past and future medical expenses have been and will 

continue to be incurred throughout his lifetime in an amount not now known to Plaintif 

Satterwhite. 

4.80 

FTCA Claim Against UNITED STATES for Negligent Training 
{Non-Jury Claim) 

4.81 Plaintiff Satterwhite incorporates by reference all allegations contained m th 

preceding paragraph, as if fully set forth here. 

4.82 All conditions precedent to this lawsuit have been performed and have occurred, 

including proving pre-suit notice to the United States pursuant to the FTCA and requestin 

administrative remedy by Plaintiff Satterwhite from the BOP. Six months have elapsed from th 

date a re-suit claim was filed and Plaintiff Satterwhite's request for administrative remedy from 

the BOP was rejected. Therefore, all administrative exhaustion requirements are met and thi 

claim is ripe. 

4.83 At all material times hereto, the United States negligently trained its medical 

health care providers, including physicians, nurses and other health care providers who wer 
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assigned to provide care to federal prisoners, in diagnosing and treating latent and active TB, 

including Maria Luisa Dy, M.D., Manuell Lacist, Kendall Hirano, PA-C; and Denise Duble, wh 

did not have the training experience and qualifications necessary to provide adequate medical 

care to prisoners with latent and active TB, including Plaintiff Satterwhite. 

4.84 As a direct and proximate result of the negligent acts, omission and conduct o 

the United States, through its employees and/or agents, Plaintiff Satterwhite suffered an 

continues to suffer certain injuries, including: permanent spinal cord injury, numbness of hi. 

legs, a multi-level fused thoracic spine, invasion of TB into his chest, pelvis, kidneys and organs, 

back pain, loss of balance, inability to walk independently, back pain, limitation of range o 

motion, severe physical, mental and emotional pain and suffering and disfigurement an 

disability that will continue throughout his life. 

4.85 As further direct and proximate result of the negligent acts, omission and conduct 

of the United States through its employees and/or agents, Plaintiff Satterwhite's ability to work, 

earn a living, support his children, engage in nonnal activities of daily life, and enjoy life ar 

significantly and permanently reduced. Past and future medical expenses have been and will 

continue lo be incurred throughout his lifetime in an amount not now known to Plaintif 

Satterwhite. 

FTCA Claim Against UNITED STATES for Intentional Infliction of Emotional Distress 
(Non-Jury Claim) 

4.86 Plaintiff Satterwhite incorporates by reference all allegations contained m th 

preceding paragraph, as if fully set forth here. 

4.87 All conditions precedent to this lawsuit have been performed and have occurred, 

including proving pre-suit notice to the United States pursuant to the FTCA and requestin 

administrative remedy by Plaintiff Satterwhite from the BOP. Six months have elapsed from th 
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date a re-suit claim was filed and Plaintiff Satterwhite's request for administrative remedy from 

the BOP was rejected. Therefore, all administrative exhaustion requirements are met and this 

claim is ripe. 

4.88 At all material times hereto, the United States' treatment of Plaintiff during his 

incarceration, including but not limited to its failure to provide him with reasonable and human 

medical care, was conducted in an extreme and outrageous manner with the knowledge an 

Plaintiff Satterwhite was unable to care for himself during his incarceration. 

4.89 The United States, through the conduct of its employees and/or agents at the BOP, 

acted intentionally and/or with reckless disregard of causing emotional distress to Plaintif 

S atterw hi te. 

4.90 As a direct and proximate result of the unlawful conduct of the United States 

through its employees and/or agents, Plaintiff Satterwhite suffered and continues to suffer sever 

mental and emotional pain and suffering and disability that will continue throughout his life. 

FTCA Claim Against UNITED ST A TES for Intentional and/or Negligent Failure to 
Summon Medical Care for Prisoner in Immediate Need of Care 

(Non-Jury Claim) 

4.91 Plaintiff Satterwhite incorporates by reference all allegations contained m th 

preceding paragraph, as if fully set forth here. 

4.92 All conditions precedent to this lawsuit have been performed and have occurred, 

including proving pre-suit notice to the United States pursuant to the FTCA and rcquestin 

administrative remedy by Plaintiff Satterwhite from the BOP. Six months have elapsed from th 

date a re-suit claim was filed and Plaintiff Satterwhite's request for administrative remedy from 

the BOP was rejected. Therefore, all administrative exhaustion requirements are met and this 

claim is ripe. 
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4.93 At all material times hereto, the United States, through its employees and/o 

agents at the BOP, knew or had reason to know that Plaintiff Satterwhite was in immediate nee 

of medical care and failed to take reasonable action to summon such care. 

4.94 As a direct and proximate result of the United States', through its employees 

and/or agents at the BOP, intentional and/or negligent failure to administer appropriate care, 

Plaintiff Satterwhite suffered and continues to suffer certain injuries, including: pem1anent spina 

cord injury, numbness of his legs, a multi-level fused thoracic spine, invasion of TB into hi. 

chest, pelvis, kidneys and organs, back pain, loss of balance. inability to walk independently, 

back pain, limitation of range of motion, severe physical, mental and emotional pain an 

suffering and disfigurement and disability that will continue throughout his life. 

4.95 As further direct and proximate result of the negligent acts, omission and conduc 

of the United States, through its employees and/or agents, Plaintiff Sanerwhite's ability to work. 

earn a living, support his children, engage in normal activities of daily life, and enjoy life ar 

significantly and permanently reduced. Past and future medical expenses have been and will 

continue to be incutTed throughout his lifetime in an amount not now known to Plaintif 

Satterwhite. 

V. JURY DEMAND 

Plaintiff Satterwhite demands a jury trial to resolve all claims brought herein except for 

the claim against the United States of America under the FTCA which must be adjudicated by 

the Court. 

VI. PRAYER FOR RELIEF 

WHEREFORE Plaintiff prays that, after due proceedings, judgment be entered in favor 

of Plaintiff and against all Defendants, jointly and severally, and that this Court 
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a. Award Plaintiff all compensatory damages reasonable under the circumstances, in an 

amount of no less than $12 million, including physical pain and suffering, mental 

anguish, and emotional distress, disfigurement, disability, medical expense, wage 

loss, loss of enjoyment of life, loss of the right to be free of cruel and unusual 

punishment and any and all other compensatory damages allowable by law, for each 

count alleged in this Complaint. 

b. Award Plaintiff punitive damages against all Defendants sued in their individual 

capacities and each of them; 

c. Award Plaintiff all attorney fees and costs. 

d. Award Plaintiffs legal interest on all liquidated damages from the date of the legal 

demand until paid 

e. Award all damages to Plaintiff available under federal law and such other and further 

relief as the Court deems just and proper, including attorneys' fees and costs where 

applicable. 

DATED this 17th day of August, 2011. 

Law Offices of Michael Withey 

/s/ Michael Withey 
Michael Withey, WSBA #4787 
Co-Counsel for Plaintiff Satterwhite 

Law Office of Joanne R. Werner 

/s/ Joanne R. Werner 
Joanne R. Werner, WSBA #22470 
Co-Counsel for Plaintiff Satterwhite 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
WESTERN DISTRICT OF WASHING TON AT SEATTLE 

JERMAINE SATTERWHITE, 

Plaintiff 

V. 

MARIA LUISA DY, M.D.; MANUELL 
LACIST; KENDALL HIRANO, PA-C; 
DENISE DUBLE, FNP; and JOHN AND 
JANE DOES 1-10. 

Defendants. 

NO. 

COMPLAINT FOR DAMAGES 

COMES NOW the Plaintiff Jermaine Satterwhite and claims, alleges, and states as follows: 

I. PARTIES 

1.1 Plaintiff Jermaine Satterwhite ("Plaintiff Satterwhite") is a single adult man. At all 

relevant times, Plaintiff Satterwhite was in custody of the United States and the Bureau of 

Prisons ("BOP") as a prisoner. As such Plaintiff is entitled, under the protection of Amendment 

Eight to the U.S. Constitution, to be free of cruel and unusual punishment. 

1.2 Defendant Maria Luisa Dy, M.D. ("Defendant Dy"), at all relevant times, 

physician licensed to practice and practicing medicine in the State of Washington and upo 

information and belief, was an employee and/or agent of the BOP. 
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1.3 Defendant Manuell Lacist ("Defendant Lacist"), at all relevant times, was a certifie 

health care provider licensed to practice and practicing as a certified health care provider in th 

State of Washington and, upon information and belief, was an employee and/or agent of BOP. 

1.4 Defendant Kendall Hirano, PA-C ("Defendant Hirano"), at all relevant times, was , 

Certified Physician Assistant licensed to practice and practicing as a Physician Assistant in th 

State of Washington and, upon information and belief, was an employee and/or agent of th 

BOP. 

1.5 Defendant Denise Duble, FNP ("Defendant Duble"), at all relevant times, was ' 

Family Nurse Practitioner licensed to practice and practicing as a Family Nurse Practitioner in 

the State of Washington and, upon information and belief, was an employee and/or agent of th 

BOP. 

1.6 Upon information and belief, Plaintiff Satterwhite alleges that there may be othe 

individuals, and/or entities who may be liable for Plaintiffs injuries and damages but whos 

identities are presently unknown and who, for purposes of this Complaint, are referred to as Joh 

and Jane Does. When the true names of these Defendants shall be discovered, this Complain 

will be amended to add these names. 

II. JURISDICTION, VENUE AND NOTICE OF CLAIM 

2.1 Jurisdiction of the court is proper under 28 U.S.C. §§ 1331 and 1343(3). 

2.2 Venue is proper in this district pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1391 (b)(2), in that a substantial 

part of the acts or omissions giving rise to this claim occurred within the judicial district in which 

this case is filed. Venue is also proper pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1391 (e), in that a substantial part 

of the acts or omissions giving rise to this claim within the judicial district in which this case is 

filed. 
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2.3 This is an action for violation of Plaintiff' s constitutional rights to be free of cruel 

and unusual punishment, ("Bivens claims") , and pendent state claims for medical negligence and 

common law duties owed to him. 

2.4 Compensatory damages are sought pursuant to applicable Washington statutes and 

compensatory and punitive damages are sought under the Bivens claims. 

2.5 This court has supplemental jurisdiction to consider state causes of action under 28 

U .S .C. § 1367, as the ancillary state claims "form part of the same case or controversy" as the 

other counts for which this Court has federal jurisdiction. 

III. FACTS 

3.1 . Plaintiff Satterwhite was incarcerated in the United States Bureau of Prisons' 

Federal Detention Center located at Seatac, Washington ("FDC Seatac") from March 27, 2008 t 

April 21, 2009. 

3.2 On March 27, 2008, Stephen Leaf, PA-C, a medical staff member at FDC Seatac, 

administered a skin test for tuberculosis ("TB'') to Plaintiff Jermaine S atterw hi te. 

3.3 On March 29, 2008, Hany Sidhom, a staff member at FDC Seatac, measured the ski 

test reaction and found it to be 18 millimeters induration. 

3.4 A TB skin test reaction of 18 millimeters induration is considered strongly positiv 

for TB and indicative of latent TB. 

3.5 On March 29, 2008, Linda Pedersen, ARNP, a staff member at FDC Seatac requeste 

that a chest radiograph (x-ray) of Plaintiff' Satterwhite be obtained to rule out active TB. 

3.6 On April 4, 2008, the x-ray of Plaintiff Satterwhite's chest was performed and on 

April 7, 2008, the report stated that the chest x-ray was negative. 
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3.7 According Washington and national standards and protocols and according to th 

BOP's own policies and procedures, an inmate such as Plaintiff Satterwhite with a positive ski 

test of 18 millimeters and a negative chest x-ray is considered to have latent TB and be at high 

risk for developing active TB and thus is high priority for treatment in order to prevent th 

development of active TB. 

3.8 On April 8, 2008, Defendant Manuell Lacist obtained a medical history an 

performed a physical examination on Plaintiff Satterwhite. The medical history obtained b 

Defendant Lacist, as documented in the medical records, includes the fact that Plaintif 

Satterwhite was found to have a highly positive TB skin test of 18 mm induration and a negativ 

chest x-ray. In accordance with the BOP's own policies and procedures, Plaintiff Satterwhit 

should have been considered to have latent TB and was at high priority for anti-TB treatment. 

Despite this, Defendant Lacist made no recommendation for treatment or referral of Plaintiff t 

other medical staff member for treatment of TB. 

3.9 Defendant Maria Luisa Dy, M.D. was the physician assigned to Plaintiff Satterwhite. 

She was responsible for providing direct care to him and for supervising the care provided to him 

by other medical staff members at FDC Seatac whose records she reviewed and co-signed. A' 

the medical records document, Defendant Dy co-signed the record containing the physical 

examination by Defendant Lacist on April 8, 2008. 

3.10 Despite the fact that she was assigned as Plaintiff Satterwhite's physician at FD 

Seatac and her knowledge of Plaintiff Satterwhite's medical history, including that he teste 

highly positive for TB on March 29, 2008 and had a negative chest x-ray on April 4, 2008, Dr. 

Dy never examined Plaintiff Satterwhite, never prescribing any anti-TB medication to him an 
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never implemented any plan for monitoring him. Instead, she merely co-signed the records o 

other providers, acquiescing in their decisions. 

3.11 On January 27, 2009, Plaintiff Satterwhite submitted a written "Inmate Request t 

Staff' form. On the form, Plaintiff Satterwhite requested treatment for a productive cough that h 

had had for at least a month. 

3.12 On January 30, 2009, Plaintiff Satterwhite was seen at the FDC Seatac medica 

facility by Defendant Kendall Hirano, PA-C, a Certified Physician Assistant. Defendant Hiran 

documented in the medical record that Plaintiff Satterwhite reported that he had been sufferin 

from a productive cough for about a month that was worse at night and that had been producin 

green-colored sputum. 

3.13 Despite Plaintiff Satterwhite's history of a highly positive TB skin test on Marc 

29, 2008 and a negative chest x-ray on April 4, 2008 after which he was prescribed no anti-TB 

treatment, and despite the fact that he now presented with pulmonary symptoms indicating activ 

TB, Defendant Hirano decided not to order a chest x-ray or any other diagnostic evaluation an 

or to prescribe any TB treatment. He also decided not to refer Plaintiff Satterwhite for evaluatio 

and treatment by a physician. Instead, Defendant Hirano chose to incorrectly diagnosed Plaintif 

Satterwhite with "cough secondary to post-nasal drainage/allergic rhinitis" and discharged hi 

with only the recommendation that he purchase over-the-counter allergy tablets at th 

com m1 ssary. 

3.14 Defendant Dr. Dy again co-signed Defendant Hirano's January 30, 2009 medica 

examination and evaluation of Plaintiff Satterwhite without seeing or examining Plaintif 

Satterwhite or taking any further action including ordering any diagnostic tests or prescribin 
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anti-TB treatment as required by standard of care and by national, state and BOP standards o 

care and protocols. 

3.15 On March 16, 2009, Plaintiff Satterwhite returned to the medical facility where h 

was again seen by Defendant Hirano. Defendant Hirano documented in the medical record tha 

Plaintiff Satterwhite was now suffering from sharp left-sided chest pain which was "aggravate 

with deep inspiration, yawning/sneezing, and trunk position," and that Plaintiff Satterwhite was 

continuing to have the productive cough that he had previously reported to Defendant Hirano a 

having started in December, 2008. On examination, Defendant Hirano found that Plaintif 

Satterwhite had pain over his 5th and 6th rib costo-chondral joints of h is chest. The persisten 

productive cough and pain in the ribs and joints of the chest showed that not only did Plaintif 

Satterwhite have active TB, but that the TB had spread to the chest wall from the lungs. 

3.16 Despite Plaintiff Satterwhite's history of a highly positive skin test and pulmonar 

signs and symptoms indicating active and spread TB which Defendant Hirano, as a Certifie 

Physician Assistant, had to have known were indicative of active TB, Defendant Hirano agai 

decided not to prescribe any anti-TB treatment or refer Plaintiff Satterwhite for evaluation t 

detennine the nature and extent of the TB and treatment by a physician as required. Instead 

Defendant Hirano merely diagnosed Plaintiff Satterwhite with "other anomalies of the ribs an 

sternum" for which he prescribed indomethacin, an anti-inflammatory. 

3.17 Despite these facts, Defendant Dr. Dy again co-signed the medical recor 

documenting the examination by Defendant Hirano on March 16, 2009 without taking any actio 

whatsoever, including failing to examine him, failing to order that he be further evaluated an 

failing to prescribe any anti-TB medications despite clear proof that Plaintiff Satterwhite ha 

active TB that was spreading. 
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3. 18 On April 17, 2009, Defendant Denise Duble, FNP, a Family Nurse Practitioner 

evaluated Plaintiff Satterwhite prior to his transfer to the federal correctional facility in Herlong, 

California. On the Bureau of Prisons Health Services Inmate Intra-system Transfer form, 

Defendant Duble documented that Plaintiff Satterwhite had a positive skin test measuring 18 m 

on March 29, 2008 and a negative chest x-ray on April 4, 2008. Defendant Duble als 

documented that Plaintiff Satterwhite's current health problems included a cough and "othe 

abnormalities of the ribs and sternum." However, Defendant Duble incorrectly states tha 

Plaintiff Satterwhite's TB skin test indicated a "nonspecific reaction to tuberculin skin test" an 

that he had "no symptoms" of TB, despite the fact that Plaintiff Satterwhite's cough and pain i 

the ribs over the lung areas along with a highly positive TB skin test were all indicative of activ 

TB. Instead of initiating prompt treatment for the now active and spreading TB and ordering 

further evaluation and treatment for the TB as required by the applicable standard of care an 

state, national and BOP protocols and standards, she decided to authorir-e Plaintiff Satterwhite' 

transfer to the facility at Herlong with no diagnosis and no treatment or recommendations fo 

treatment whatsoever. 

3.19 On April 21, 2009, Plaintiff Satterwhite left FDC Seatac and on April 22, 2009 h 

arrived at the federal correctional facility in Herlong, CA ("FCD Herlong"). 

3.20 On the evening of May 2, 2009, Plaintiff Satterwhite reported to the medica 

facility at Herlong with symptoms of paresthesia (numbness) of both legs and continued pain i 

his chest. 

3.21 On the mornmg of May 3, 2009, Plaintiff Satterwhite returned to the pnso 

24 medical facility. He reported that he could not move his legs. He also reported that the symptom 

25 were worse when he would lie on his side. He was assessed as having an elevated temperature o 
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99 degrees Fahrenheit with "neurological component and possible infections" needing furthe 

2 evaluation. 
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3.22 On May 3, 3009, Plaintiff Satterwhite was transferred to St. Mary's Medical 

Center in Reno, Nevada where he was admitted. A chest x-ray revealed a lesion in the upper lob 

of his right lung that measured 1.4 by 2.6 cm. He also had enlarged lymph nodes in th 

mediastinal, hilar and paratracheal areas and also in the azygoesophageal recess and 

aortopulmonary window on computerized tomography (CAT). There were also lytic bone lesions 

present in the iliac wings, the right sacral ala, and the left pubic symphysis that were documente 

on both CAT and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). A spinal MRI revealed a compression 

fracture of the 5th thoracic vertebra caused by an epidural mass that was compressing the spina 

cord at T4 and TS, causing kyphotic deformity of the spinal cord at TS. The mass extended int 

the posterior mediastinum and the soft tissues. There was also a lesion present in the first lumba 

vertebra. All of these lesions were proven to be caused by untreated, widespread, disseminate 

TB. Urinalysis also indicated kidney involvement with TB. 

3.23 At 2am on May 4, 2009, Plaintiff Satterwhite underwent emergenc 

decompression of the spinal cord performed by neurosurgeon David Leppla, M.D. The procedur 

required a thoracic spinal laminectomy that extended from T3 through T7 and involved drillin 

out laterally on both sides of the spinal cord, from pedicle to pedicle, until it was possible t 

insert a small biopsy forceps into the epidural space. At that point, pus was encountere 

indicating the presence of an epidural abscess which was determined to be infected with TB. 

During surgery, it was also noted that the tuberculosis had invaded the bone of the thoracic spine, 

causing instability. As Dr. Leppla's operative notes indicate, it was necessary for him t 
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decompress the cord completely from pedicle to pedicle. Tissue samples were collected fo 

pathological examination and culture. 

3.24 Physician F. Kevin Murphy, M.D., F.A.C.P., a board certified internist an 

infectious disease specialist on staff at St. Mary's Medical Center took over management o 

Plaintiff Satterwhite's care after surgery. He started Plaintiff Satterwhite on four drugs to trea 

the active TB plus pyridoxine to control medication side effects. 

3.2S On May 11, 2009, Plaintiff Satterwhite again underwent surgery by Dr. Leppla t 

stabilize his spine. Dr. Leppla performed an arthrodesis of T3 through T7 and instrumente 

fusions of T3-T4 and TS-7. This second spinal surgery involved using a high speed drill to cnte 

the pedicle and then an awl to advance through the pedicle to the vertebral body. Bilatera 

pedicle screws were placed at T3 and T4, skipping the diseased segment at TS. Additional 

bilateral screws were used at T6 and T7. After placing the four pairs of screws, the distance fro 

the distal to the proximal screw was measured and Dr. Leppla cut a bar to the appropriate length 

in anticipation of distracting across the collapsed TS segment. The rod was dropped into th 

screws and the screws were secured down at T6 and T7 and then distracted across TS in order t 

maintain or restore some of the body height that was lost because of the invasion of the TB int 

the bone. The set screws in T3 and T4 were then torqued down and snapped off. The high spee 

drill was again used to decorticate the area between the transverse process and the facets fro 

the screw of T3 through the screw of T7. Allograft mixed with bone putty was then packe 

underneath the rod and between the screws for the arthrodesis. Additional specimens for cullur 

were also obtained. 

3.26 As a result of the undiagnosed and untreated TB, Plaintiff Satterwhite suffere 

25 permanent, severe and disabling injury to his spinal cord, including paralysis and 
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sensation to both legs. In addition to an epidural abscess in his spine and osteomyelitis in his 

vertebra, Plaintiff Satterwhite suffered severe pain, multiple surgeries, and endured intensive an 

painful physical therapy. He continues to have an abnormal neurological findings in his lowe 

extremities and to suffer numbness of his legs and as well as a permanent impairment of hi"· 

ability to walk. ln addition, his ability to flex and extend his thoracic spine is also significant] 

limited and activities including lifting, sitting and bending are painful. 

3.27 According to the infectious disease specialist from the Mayo Clinic wh 

evaluated Plaintiff Satterwhite when he was transferred to the Federal Medical Center i 

Rochester, Minnesota in June, 2009 after his discharge from St. Mary Hospital, the fact that th 

surgical hardware in Mr. Satterwhite's spine during the two spinal surgeries had to be inserte 

into an operative bed that was infected with TB puts him at lifelong risk for recurrence of TB 

which will require life-long surveillance. He is also at risk for bacterial hematogenous infectio 

of the extensive hardware placed to stabilize his spine. 

3.28 According to infectious disease specialist Dr. F. Kevin Murphy, who cared fo 

Plaintiff Satterwhite at St. Mary Hospital, all of the injuries and resulting disability Plaintif 

suffered were entirely preventable had the Defendant health care providers at the Federa 

Detention Center in Seattle followed the standard of care and the nationally required protocol.. 

for treating a patient like him. 

Plaintiff Satterwhite entered the Federal Detention Center in Seattle, Washington at th 

age of 35 with a diagnosable and treatable condition. Because the TB was ignored an 

untreated from March 29, 2008 until May 4, 2009, active TB infection developed an 

spread throughout Plaintiff Satterwhite' s body including to his thoracic and lumbar spine, 
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vertebrae, lymph nodes, pelvis, and kidneys causing permanent damage and physical 

disability. 

IV. CAUSES OF ACTION 

Bivens Claims for Cruel and Unusual Punishment and Violation of Constitutional Rights 

4.1 Plaintiff Satterwhite incorporates by reference all allegations and statement 

contained in the preceding paragraphs, as if fully set forth here. 

4.2 By his actions as alleged herein, Defendant Manuell Lacist violated Plaintif 

Satterwhite's right to be free from cruel and unusual punishment and the right to adequat 

medical care under the Eighth Amendment of the United States Constitution by willfully an 

purposefully and with deliberate indifference failing to respond to and treat Plaintif 

Satterwhite's known serious medical condition of latent TB. 

4.3 When Defendant Lacist performed a medical history and physical examination o 

Plaintiff Satterwhite on April 8, 2008, he knew that Plaintiff Sattef'.\'hite had a highly positiv 

TB skin test of 18 millimeters and a negative chest x-ray, both of which indicated that Plaintif 

likely had latent TB, was at high risk for developing active TB and was a high priority for anti 

TB treatment. He also knew that no anti-TB treatment had been provided to the Plaintiff as o 

that date. 

4.4 Defendant Lacist also knew that failing to refer Plaintiff to another health car 

provider for anti-TB treatment and failing to order anti-TB treatment himself would likely caus 

Plaintiff to develop active TB, a very serious and life threatening disease. 

4.5 Defendant Laci st also knew that Plaintiff had no other access to medical care becaus 

of his incarceration and that Plaintiff Satterwhite was not going to be released from incarceratio 

in the foreseeable future to treat the life-threatening condition. 
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4.6 Defendant Lacist willfully and purposefully and with deliberate indifference deprive 

Plaintiff Satterwhite of the essential medical care that Plaintiff required by failing to prescrib 

any anti-TB treatment, refer Plaintiff for evaluation and treatment by a physician or inform 

Plaintiff or any other health care providers at FCD SeaTac that Plaintiff had a positive skin tes 

of 18 millimeters, which meant that Plaintiff likely had latent TB and required immediate anti 

TB treatment and diagnosis for latent TB, knowing that his deprivation of medical care woul 

cause Plaintiff a substantial risk of serious harm and subject him to further significant injury, 

including the development of active TB, which is a life-threatening illness, cause the wanto 

infliction of unnecessary pain upon Plaintiff and violate Plaintiff's basic fundamental right t 

safe and humane confinement, constituting cruel and unusual punishment. 

4.7 At all material times, Defendant Lacist was acting under color of law by exercisin 

power made possible because he was clothed in the authority of federal law. 

4.8 As a result of Defendant Lacist's constitutional violations of Plaintiff Satterwhite's 

rights, Plaintiff Satterwhite sustained injuries and damages including the following: 

a. Non-economic damages consisting of past and future physical and mental pai 

and suffering, mental anguish, emotional stress, and the loss of enjoyment of 

full and complete life; 

b. The development and spread of active TB, spinal cord injury, risk fo 

recurrent TB and infection of the hardware in his spine and further spinal cor 

injury; physical injury, impairment, disability and disfigurement; 

c. The loss of the enjoyment of the right to be free of cruel and unusual 

punishment and the loss of the quality of life; 
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d. Economic losses including medical and health care expenses and loss o 

future earnings and earning capacity; 

e. The conduct of Defendant Lacist constituted acting in reckless disregard an 

deliberate indifference to Plaintiff's constitutional right to be free of cruel an 

unusual punishment and right to adequate medical care, entitling Plaintif 

Satterwhite to punitive damages. 

4.9 By his actions as alleged herein, Defendant Kendall Hirano violated Plaintif 

Satterwhite's right to be free from cruel and unusual punishment and the right to adequat 

medical care under the Eighth Amendment of the United States Constitution by willfully an 

purposefully and with deliberate indifference failing to respond to and properly treat Plaintif 

Satterwhite's known serious medical condition. 

4.10 When Defendant Hirano examined Plaintiff Satterwhite on January 30, 2009, h 

knew that Plaintiff Satterwhite likely had active TB, as evidenced by a highly positive skin tes 

of 18 millimeters in March 2008 and a productive cough lasting at least a month. Def end an 

Hirano also knew that Plaintiff Satterwhite had never been prescribed any anti-TB medications, 

thereby increasing the likelihood that he now had active TB, a very serious and life threatenin 

disease. Defendant Hirano also knew that Plaintiff had no other access to medical care becaus 

of his incarceration and that Plaintiff Satterwhite was not going to be released from incarceratio 

in the foreseeable future to treat the life-threatening condition. 

4.11 When Defendant Hirano examined Plaintiff Satterwhite again on March 16, 2009 

at which time the Plaintiff had sharp left-sided chest pain that was worse with deep inspiration 

and still had the productive cough that he had been suffering from since at least December, 2008, 

Defendant Hirano knew that Plaintiff's symptoms indicated he likely had active TB and tha 
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Plaintiff required treatment for active TB which he had never received. Defendant Hirano als 

knew that Plaintiff had no other access to medical care because of his incarceration and tha 

Plaintiff Satterwhite was not going to be released from incarceration in the foreseeable future t 

treat the life-threatening condition. 

4.12 Defendant Hirano willfully and purposefully and with deliberate indifferenc 

deprived Plaintiff Satterwhite the essential medical care he required by preventing Plaintiff frm 

receiving anti-TB treatment, knowing that his deprivation of medical care would cause Plaintiff 

substantial risk of serious harm and subject him to further significant injury, including th 

development and progression of active TB, which is a life-threatening illness, cause the wanton 

infliction of unnecessary pain on Plaintiff and violate Plaintiff's basic fundamental right to sat 

and humane confinement, constituting cruel and unusual punishment. 

4.13 At all material times, Defendant Hirano was acting under color of law b 

14 exercising power made possible because he was clothed in the authority of federal law. 

15 

16 
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4.14 As a proximate result of Defendant Hirano' s constitutional violations of Plaintif 

Satterwhite's rights, Plaintiff Satterwhite sustained injuries and damages including the following: 

a. Non-economic damages consisting of past and future physical and mental pain an 

suffering, mental anguish, emotional stress, and the loss of enjoyment of a full an 

complete life; 

b. The development and spread of active TB, spinal cord injury, risk for recurrent TB 

and infection of the hardware in his spine and further spinal cord injury; physica 

injury, impairment, disability and disfigurement; 

c. Economic losses including medical and health care expenses and loss of futur 

earnings and earning capacity; 
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d. Loss of the quality and enjoyment of his constitutional rights and life; 

e. The conduct of Defendant Hirano constituted acting in reckless disregard an 

deliberate indifference to Plaintiff Satterwhite's constitutional right to be free of cruel 

and unusual punishment and his right to adequate medical care, entitling Plaintif 

Satterwhite to punitive damages. 

4.15 By her actions alleged herein, Defendant Maria Luisa Dy, M.D. violated Plaintif 

Satterwhite's right to be free of cruel and unusual punishment and to adequate medical car 

under the Eighth Amendment of the United States Constitution by willfully and purposefull 

failing to respond to and treat Plaintiff Satterwhite's known serious medical condition. 

4.16 Defendant Dy knew that also knew that when Plaintiff Satterwhite was examine 

on April 8, 2008 by Defendant Lacist, whose care she supervised and whose records sh 

reviewed as evidenced by her signature, that Plaintiff Satterwhite likely had latent TB, a 

evidenced by a highly positive skin test of 18 millimeters and a negative chest x-ray, after whic 

he was given no anti- TB treatment. Defendant Dy knew that failing to order anti-TB treatmen 

to treat the latent TB would likely cause Plaintiff to develop active TB, a very serious and lit 

threatening disease. Defendant Dy also knew that Plaintiff had no other access to medical car 

because of his incarceration and that Plaintiff Satterwhite was not going to be released fro 

incarceration in the foreseeable future to treat the life-threatening condition. 

4.17 Defendant Dy also knew that when Plaintiff Satterwhite was examined on Januar 

30, 2009 by Defendant Hirano, whose care she supervised and whose records she reviewed a 

evidenced by her signature, that Plaintiff Satterwhite had active TB, as evidenced by a positiv 

skin test of 18 millimeters and a negative chest x-ray, a productive cough for at least a month an 

no anti-TB treatment. Defendant Dr. Dy also knew that failing to prescribe anti-TB medications 
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would result in the progression of the TB, a very serious and life threatening disease. Defendan 

Dy knew that Plaintiff had no other access to medical care because of his incarceration and tha 

Plaintiff Satterwhite was not going to be released from incarceration in the foreseeable future t 

treat the life-threatening condition. 

4. 18 Defendant Dr. Dy also knew that when Defendant Hirano, whom she supervise 

and whose records she reviewed as evidenced by her signature, examined Plaintiff Satterwhit 

again on March 16, 2009 Plaintiff Satterwhite again demonstrated the signs and symptoms o 

active TB that was now spreading, including a productive cough since December, 2009 an 

multiple areas of rib and chest pain, and that he had never been provided with anti-TB treatment. 

Defendant Dy knew that Plaintiff had no other access to medical care because of hi: 

incarceration and that Plaintiff Satterwhite was not going to be released from incarceration in th 

foreseeable future to treat the life-threatening condition. 

4.19 Defendant Dy willfully and purposefully deprived Plaintiff Satterwhite th 

essential medical care he required by acquiescing in the constitutional deprivations b 

Defendants Lacist and Hirano, including preventing Plaintiff from receiving any anti-TB 

treatment, knowing that the deprivation of medical care would cause Plaintiff a substantial ris 

of serious harm and subject him to further significant injury, including the development an 

progression of active TB, which is a life-threatening illness, cause the wanton infliction o 

unnecessary pain on Plaintiff and violate Plaintiff's basic fundamental right to safe and human 

confinement, constituting cruel and unusual punishment. 

4.20 Defendant Dr. Dy's actions, including reviewing and signing the medical records 

24 of Defendants Lacist and Hirano without ever examining Plaintiff Sauerwhite, and failing t 

25 prescribe anti-TB treatment, or refer him for further evaluation and treatment, knowing that th 
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deprivation of medical care would cause Plaintiff a substantial risk of serious harm and subjec 

him to further significant injury, including the development and progression of active TB, whic 

is a life-threatening illness and cause the wanton infliction of unnecessary pain on Plaintiff an 

violate Plaintiff's basic fundamental right to safe and humane confinement, constituting crue 

and unusual punishment, were done with a reckless or callous indifference to Plaintif 

Satterwhite's constitutional rights. 

4.21 At all material times, Defendant Dy was acting under color of law by exercisin 

power made possible because she was clothed in the authority of federal law. 

4.22 As a proximate result of Defendant Dy's constitutional violations of Plaintif 

Satterwhite's rights, Plaintiff Satterwhite sustained injuries and damages including as follows: 

a. Non-economic damages including past and future physical and mental pain 

and suffering, mental anguish, emotional stress, and the loss of enjoyment of 

full and complete life; 

b. The development and spread of active TB, spinal cord injury, risk fo 

recurrent TB and infection of the hardware in his spine and further spinal cor 

injury; physical injury, impairment, disability and disfigurement; 

c. Economic losses including medical and health care expenses and loss o 

future earnings and earning capacity; 

d. The loss of the enjoyment of the right to be free of cruel and unusual 

punishment and the loss of the quality of life; 

e. The conduct of Defendant Dy constituted acting in reckless disregard an 

deliberate indifference to Plaintiff Satterwhite' s constitutional right to be fre 
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of cruel and unusual punishment, and to adequate medical care, entitlin 

Plaintiff Satterwhite to punitive damages. 

4.23 By her actions alleged herein, Defendant Denise Duble, FNP, violated Plaintif 

Satterwhite's right to be free from cruel and unusual punishment and the right to adequat 

medical care under the Eighth Amendment of the United States Constitution by willfully an 

purposefully and with deliberate indifference failing to respond to and treat Plaintif 

Satterwhite's known serious medical condition of active TB. 

4.24 When Defendant Duble reviewed Plaintiff Satterwhite's medical history on Apri 

17, 2009 in preparation for his transfer to California, she knew that Plaintiff Satterwhite ha 

developed active pulmonary TB, as evidenced by a highly positive skin test of 18 millimeters, , 

history of a persistent productive cough since December, 2008, and findings on examination b 

Defendant Hirano of multiple areas of rib and chest pain. Defendant Duble knew that failing t 

treat Plaintiff Satterwhite for active TB would likely cause the TB to progress, serious] 

threatening Plaintiffs health and life. Defendant Duble also knew that Plaintiff had no othe 

access to medical care because of his incarceration and that Plaintiff Satterwhite was not going t 

be released from incarceration in the foreseeable future to treat the life-threatening condition. 

4.25 Defendant Duble willfully and purposefully and with deliberate indifferenc 

deprived Plaintiff Satterwhite the essential medical care he required by denying Plaintiff fro 

undergoing treatment and diagnosis for active TB and by incorrectly writing in the medical 

records that Plaintiffs TB test indicated "a nonspecific reaction to tuberculin test" and tha 

Plaintiff "had no symptoms" of TB, knowing that her deprivation of medical care would caus 

Plaintiff a substantial risk of serious harm and subject him to further significant injury, includin 

the progression of active TB, which is a life-threatening illness, cause the wanton infliction o 
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unnecessary pain on Plaintiff and violate Plaintiffs basic fundamental right to safe and human 

confinement, constituting cruel and unusual punishment. 

4.26 At all material times, Defendant Duble was acting under color of law b 

exercising power made possible because she was clothed in the authority of federal law. 

4.27 As a result of Defendant Duble's constitutional violations of Plaintif 

Satterwhite's rights, Plaintiff Satterwhite sustained injuries and damages including the following: 

a. Non-economic damages including past and future physical and mental pain 

and suffering, mental anguish, emotional stress, and the loss of enjoyment of' 

full and complete life; 

b. The development and spread of active TB, spinal cord injury, risk fo 

recurrent TB and infection of the hardware in his spine and further spinal cor 

injury; physical injury, impairment, disability and disfigurement; 

c. The loss of the enjoyment of the right to be free of cruel and unusual 

punishment and lhe loss of the quality of life; 

d. Economic losses including future medical and health care expenses and los. 

of future earnings and earning capacity; 

e. The conduct of Defendant Duble constituted action in reckless disregard an 

deliberate indifference to Plaintiff's constitutional right to be free of cruel an 

unusual punishment and right to adequate medical care, entitling Plaintif 

Satterwhite to punitive damages. 

Medical Malpractice and Breach of Duty to Obtain Informed Consent 

4.28 Plaintiff Satterwhite incorporates by reference all statements and allegations 

25 contained in the preceding paragraphs, as if fully set forth here. 
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4.29 Defendant Maria Luisa Dy, M.D. negligently failed to exercise that degree o 

care, skill, and learning expected of a reasonably prudent physician at the time and in th 

profession to which she belonged and acting in the same or similar circumstances within th 

State of Washington. 

4.30 The negligent actions and failures to act by Defendant Dy constitute medical 

malpractice under Washington law. 

4.31 The negligence of Defendant Dy includes never examining, evaluating or treatin 

Plaintiff Satterwhite for TB despite the facts that she was the physician assigned to Plaintif 

Satterwhite's care, Plaintiff Satterwhite had a highly positive skin test of 18 millimeters o 

March 29, 2008 and a negative chest x-ray on April 4, 2008, which strongly indicated that he ha 

latent TB and was at high-risk for developing active TB and required treatment to prevent th 

development of active TB; failing to order any anti-TB treatment whatsoever for Plaintif 

Satterwhite, thereby allowing the latent TB to develop into active TB; failing to evaluate or trea 

Plaintiff Satterwhite for active TB despite the fact that he exhibited signs and symptoms clearl 

indicating the presence of active TB and; failing to supervise and intervene, thereby acquiescin 

when Defendants Lacist and Hirano, whose care she supervised, failed to evaluate and trea 

Plaintiff Satterwhite who was at high risk for and did develop active TB while he was under thei 

care. 

4.32 As a direct and proximate result of Defendant Dr. Dy's negligence, Plaintiff 

Satterwhite suffered severe, permanent and disabling injuries, including: 

a. Non-economic damages including past and future physical and mental pain 

and suffering, mental anguish, emotional stress, and the loss of enjoyment of 

full and complete life; 
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b. The development and spread of active TB, spinal cord injury, risk fo 

recurrent TB and infection of the hardware in his spine and further spinal cor 

injury; physical injury, impairment, disability and disfigurement; 

c. Economic losses including medical and health care expenses 

future earnings and earning capacity; 

d. The loss of enjoyment and quality of life. 

4.33 Defendant Dy failed to obtain Plaintiff Satterwhite's informed consent by failin 

to inform him of material facts, including that he had a highly positive skin test of 18 millimeter: 

which strongly indicated that he was at high risk for developing active TB; that according to th 

standard of care and national, state and BOP standards and protocols, he required treatment t 

prevent the development of active TB; that the lack of anti-TB treatment would likely result i 

his developing active TB; that the pulmonary symptoms he developed, including a productiv 

cough and the findings on examination of multiple areas of rib and chest pain, clearly indicate 

that he had active TB; that TB was a serious and life-threatening disease, that the failure to trea 

him for active TB could result in the TB spreading throughout his body and result in severe, 

permanent, and debilitating injury and death. 

4.34 Defendant Dy also failed to inform Plaintiff Satterwhite regarding th 

recommended treatment for a person at high risk for developing active TB and for treatment o 

active TB. Dr. Dy also failed to inform Plaintiff Satterwhite of the recognized serious possibl 

risks, complications, involved in the non-treatment, either before or after the TB became active. 

4.35 Plaintiff Satterwhite was never provided with any written information or verbal 

24 explanation by Defendant Dr. Dy concerning the risks of treatment or non-treatment for TB. 

25 
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4.36 A reasonably prudent patient like Plaintiff Satterwhite, under simila 

circumstances as those of Plaintiff Satterwhite, if informed of these material facts, would hav 

demanded treatment had he known it was indicated and would not have consented to the lack o 

any treatment whatsoever to which he was subjected, having never been informed of thes 

material facts. 

4.37 As a direct and proximate result of Defendant Dr. Dy's failure to obtain Plaintiff 

Satterwhite's informed consent, Plaintiff Satterwhite suffered severe, permanent and disabling 

injuries, including: 

a. 

b. 

C. 

Non-economic damages consisting of past and future physical and mental 

pain and suffering, mental anguish, emotional stress, and the loss o 

enjoyment of a full and complete life; 

The development and spread of active TB, spinal cord injury, risk fm 

recurrent TB and infection of the hardware in his spine and further spinal 

cord injury; physical injury, impairment, disability and disfigurement; 

Economic losses consisting of past and future medical and health car 

expenses and loss of future earnings and earning capacity; 

d. The loss of enjoyment and quality of life. 

4.38 Defendant Kendall Hirano, PA-C negligently failed to exercise that degree o 

care, skill, and learning expected of a reasonably prudent certified physician's assistant at th 

time and in the profession to which he belonged and acting in the same or similar circumstance 

within the State of Washington. 

4.39 The negligent actions and failures to act by Defendant Hirano constitute medica 

25 malpractice under Washington law. 
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4.40 The negligence of Defendant Hirano includes, but is not limited to, failing t 

evaluate and treat Plaintiff Satterwhite for active TB despite the facts that Plaintiff Satterwhit 

had a positive skin test of 18 millimeters on March 29, 2008, which strongly indicated that h 

was at high-risk for developing active TB, and that when Defendant Hirano examined Plaintif 

Satterwhite he found that he had signs and symptoms of active TB, including a productive cough 

and the findings on examination of multiple areas of rib and chest pain. 

4.41 As a direct and proximate result of Defendant Hirano's negligence, Plaintiff 

Satterwhite suffered severe, permanent and disabling injuries, including: 

a. Non-economic damages consisting of past and future physical and mental pain 

and suffering, mental anguish, emotional stress, and the loss of enjoyment of, 

full and complete life; 

b. The development and spread of active TB, spinal cord injury, risk fo 

recurrent TB and infection of the hardware in his spine and further spinal cor 

injury; physical injury, impairment, disability and disfigurement; 

c. Economic losses consisting of past and future medical and health car 

expenses and loss of future earnings and earning capacity; 

d. The loss of enjoyment and quality of life. 

4.42 Defendant Hirano failed to obtain Plaintiff Satterwhite's informed consent whe 

he failed to inform him of material facts, including that he had a positive skin test of I 8 

millimeters which strongly indicated that he was at high risk for developing active TB; tha 

according to national, state and BOP standards and protocols, Plaintiff Satterwhite require 

treatment to prevent the development of active TB; that lack of anti-TB treatment would like! 

result in his developing active TB; that the pulmonary symptoms he developed, including 
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productive cough and the findings he noted on examination of Plaintiff Satterwhite multipl 

areas of rib and chest pain, clearly indicated that he had active TB and; that TB was a serious an 

life-threatening disease, that the failure to treat him for TB could result in the TB spreadin 

throughout his body and result in severe, permanent, and debilitating injury and death. 

4.43 Defendant Hirano also failed to inform Plaintiff Satterwhite of the 

treatment for TB. Defendant Hirano also failed to inform Plaintiff Satterwhite of the recognize 

serious possible risks, complications, involved in the non-treatment of TB. 

4.44 Plaintiff Satterwhite was never provided with any written information or verbal 

explanation by Defendant Hirano concerning the risks of treatment or non-treatment of TB, 

either before or after he developed a productive cough and pain involving the chest indicative o 

active TB. 

4.45 A reasonably prudent patient like Plaintiff Satterwhite, under similai 

circumstances as those of Plaintiff Satterwhite, if informed of these material facts, would hav 

demanded treatment and would not have consented to the lack of any treatment had he know 

treatment was indicated. 

4.46 As a direct and proximate result of Defendant Hirano's failure to obtain Plaintiff 

Satterwhite's informed consent, Plaintiff Satterwhite suffered severe, permanent and disabling 

injuries, including: 

a. 

COMPLAlNT -24-

Non-economic damages consisting of past and future physical and mental pain 

and suffering, mental anguish, emotional stress, and the loss of enjoyment of 

full and complete life; 
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b. The development and spread of active TB, spinal cord injury, risk fo 

recurrent TB and infection of the hardware in his spine and further spinal cor 

injury; physical injury, impairment, disability and disfigurement; 

c. Economic losses including past and future medical and health care expense: 

and loss of future earnings and earning capacity; 

d. The loss of the enjoyment of the right to be free of cruel and unusua 

punishment and the loss of the quality of life. 

4.47 Defendant Manuell Lacist negligently failed to exercise that degree of care, skill, 

and learning expected of a reasonable certified health care assistant at the time and in th 

profession to which he belonged and acting in the same or similar circumstances within the Stat 

of Washington. 

4.48 The negligent actions and failures to act by Defendant Lacist constitute medica 

14 malpractice under Washington law. 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 
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21 
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23 

24 

4.49 The negligence of Defendant Lacist includes, but is not limited to, breaching th 

applicable standard of care by performing a physical examination on Plaintiff Satterwhite an 

noting that he had a highly posilive TB skin test reaclion of 18 mm and negative chest x-ray bu 

failing to inform Plaintiff or any other healthcare providers at the detention center that Plaintif 

had a positive skin test and failing to refer him for immediate anti-TB treatment, knowing tha 

his deprivation of medical care would cause Plaintiff a substantial risk of serious harm an 

subject him to further significant injury, including the development and progression of activ 

TB. which is a life-threatening illness,. 

4.50 As a direct and proximate cause of Defendant Lacist' s negligence, Plaintiff 

25 Satterwhite suffered severe, permanent and disabling injuries, including: 
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a. Non-economic damages consisting of past and future physical and mental pai 

and suffering, mental anguish, emotional stress, and the loss of enjoyment of, 

full and complete life; 

b. The development and spread of active TB, spinal cord injury, risk fo 

recurrent TB and infection of the hardware in his spine and further spinal cor 

injury; physical injury, impairment, disability and disfigurement; 

c. Economic losses including medical and health care expenses and loss o 

future earnings and earning capacity; 

d. The loss of enjoyment and quality of life. 

4.51 Defendant Denise Duble, FNP, negligently failed to exercise that degree of care, 

12 skill, and learning expected of a reasonably prudent family nurse practitioner at the time and i 

13 the profession to which she belonged and acting in the same or similar circumstances within th 

14 State of Washington. 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 
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25 

4.52 The negligent actions and failures to act by Defendant Duble constitute medic 

malpractice under Washington law. 

4.53 The negligence of Defendant Duble includes, but is not limited to, clearin 

Plaintiff Satterwhite for transfer to California despite information documented in his medical 

records stating that he had a highly positive TB skin test of 18 mm indicating he was at high ris 

for developing active TB, that he had a cough, and that he had abnormalities involving his ribs 

and sternum indicating that he had active TB that had spread, and that despite these facts statin 

in the records that he had a "nonspecific reaction to tuberculin skin test" and that he was "sx 

[symptom] free for 30 days." Defendant Duble also breached the standard of care by failing t 
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immediately halt the transfer of Plaintiff Satterwhite to California and initiate his immediat 

2 evaluation and treatment for active TB. 

3 

4 

5 

6 
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4.54 As a direct and proximate result of Defendant Dub\e's negligence, Plaintiff was 

not treated for active TB but was instead transferred to California, causing him to suffer severe, 

permanent and disabling injuries, including: 

a. Non-economic damages consisting of past and future physical and mental pai 

and suffering, mental anguish, emotional stress, and the loss of enjoyment of 

full and complete life; 

b. The development and spread of active TB, spinal cord injury, risk fo 

recurrent TB and infection of the hardware in his spine and further spinal cor 

injury; physical injury, impairment, disability and disfigurement. 

c. Economic losses including past and future medical and health care expense 

and loss of future earnings and earning capacity; 

d. The loss of the enjoyment of the right to be free of cruel and unusua 

punishment and the loss of the quality of life; 

4.55 Defendant Duble failed to infonn Plaintiff Satterwhite of material facts, includin 

that Plaintiff Satterwhite had a positive skin test of 18 millimeters indicating that Plaintif 

Satterwhite was al high-risk for developing active TB , that he developed signs and symptoms o 

active TB, including a productive cough and the findings on examination of multiple areas of ri 

and chest pain, that TB was a serious and life-threatening disease, and that the failure t 

immediately initiate treatment of Plaintiff Satterwhite for active TB rather than to transfer him t 

California could result in severe, permanent, and debilitating injury and death. 
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4.56 Defendant Duble also failed to inform Plaintiff Satterwhite of the forms o 

treatment for TB, or the recognized serious possible risks, complications, involved in the non 

treatment of TB. 

4.57 Plaintiff Satterwhite was never provided with any written information or verba 

explanation by Defendant Duble concerning the risks of treatment or non-treatment for TB. 

4.58 A reasonably prudent patient like Plaintiff Satterwhite, under similar 

circumstances as those of Plaintiff Satterwhite, if informed of these material facts, would have 

demanded treatment to prevent active TB and treatment for active TB when it developed and 

would not have consented to the lack of any treatment whatsoever to which he was subjected, 

having never been informed of these material facts. As a direct and proximate result of 

Defendant Duble's failure to obtain Plaintiff Satterwhite's informed consent, Plaintiff 

Satterwhite suffered severe, permanent and disabling injuries, including: 

a. Non-economic damages consisting of past and future physical and mental pain 

and suffering, mental anguish, emotional stress, and the loss of enjoyment of 

full and complete life; 

b. The development and spread of active TB, spinal cord injury, risk for recurren 

TB and infection of the hardware in his spine and further spinal cord injury· 

physical injury, impairment, disability and disfigurement; 

c. Economic losses including past and future medical and health care expenses an 

loss of future earnings and earning capacity; 

d. The loss of the enjoyment of the right to be free of cruel and unusual punishmen 

and the loss of the quality of life. 
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V. JURY DEMAND 

Plaintiff Satterwhite demand a jury trial to resolve all claims brought herein. 

VI. PRAYER FOR RELIEF 

WHEREFORE Plaintiff prays that, after due proceedings, judgment be entered in favor 

of Plaintiff and against all Defendants, jointly and severally, and that this Court 

a. Award Plaintiff all compensatory damages reasonable under the circumstances, in an 

amount of no less than $12 million, including physical pain and suffering, mental 

anguish, and emotional distress, disfigurement, disability, medical expense, wage 

loss, loss of enjoyment of life, loss of the right to be free of cruel and unusual 

punishment and any and all other compensatory damages allowable by law, for each 

count alleged in this Complaint. 

b. A ward Pl ai nti ff punitive damages against Defendants and each of them; 

c. Award Plaintiff all attorney fees and costs. 

d. Award all damages to Plaintiff available under Washington and federal law. 

DA TED this 25th day of March, 2011. 
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HONORABLE RICHARD A. JONES 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
WESTERN DISTRICT OF WASHINGTON 

AT SEATTLE 

JERMAINE SATTERWHITE, 

Plaintiff, 
V. 

MARIA LUISA DY, et al., 

Defendants. 

CASE NO. Cll-528 RAJ 

ORDER DENYING MOTION TO 
DISMISS AND MOTION TO 
SUPPLEMENT 

This matter comes before the comt on the motions to dismiss and to supplement 
18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

the record by federal defendants Maria Dy, Manuell Lacist, Kendall Hirano, 1 and Denise 

Duble. Dkt. # 35, #42. With respect to the motion to dismiss, defendants argue that 

plaintiff Jermaine Satterwhite' s claims should be dismissed with prejudice because he 

failed to comply with the mandatory exhaustion requirement of the Prison Litigation 

Reform Act ("PLRA"), 42 U.S.C. § l997e(a). Satterwhite argues that defendants have 

failed to demonstrate that administrative remedies are available, and that prisoners are not 

1 The court dismissed defendant Hirano pursuant to the stipulation of the parties. 
27 Accordingly, the court has not addressed Mr. Hirano's arguments regarding absolute immunity. 
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1 required to exhaust remedies when prison officials render administrative relief 

2 constructively unavailable. 

3 Having considered the memoranda, exhibits, and the record herein, the court 

4 DENIES the motion to supplement (Dkt. # 42) and the motion to dismiss (Dkt. # 35). 

5 A. Motion to Supplement 

6 On January 12, 2012, defendants moved to supplement the record based on one 

7 sentence: "Federal Defendants request leave to update the Court and the record as to 

8 Plaintiff Jermaine Satterwhite's current status and location, as well as the applicability of 

9 the BOP's Administrative Remedy Procedure to Mr. Satterwhite, in light of the Plaintiff's 

10 changed circumstances, which is set forth in the attached declaration." Dkt. # 42. 

11 Plaintiff argues that defendants improperly introduced new evidence and argument that 

12 violates Fed. R. Civ. P. 56(c), and that plaintiff is exempt from PLRA exhaustion 

13 requirements because he is no longer a prisoner for purposes of PLRA. Dkt. # 43. 

14 Defendants respond that plaintiff is bound by the PLRA because he was a prisoner at the 

15 time the action commenced. Dkt. # 44. 

16 Plaintiff has not moved the court to strike material attached for the first time in 

17 defendants' reply in support of their motion to dismiss (see Dkt. #40 (Ringwood Deel.)), 

18 or attached to the motion to supplement the record (see Dkt. #42-1 (Straight Deel.)). 

19 Local Civ. R. 7(g). Rather, plaintiff asks the court to deny both of defendants' motions 

20 because they "improperly submit evidence and arguments that existed at the time they 

21 filed their original motion to dismiss and the documents and any argument pertaining to 

22 them should have been included in that motion." Dkt. # 43 at 4. 

23 Plaintiff quotes the Sixth Circuit for the proposition that when new evidence or 

24 argument is included in a reply memorandum and a non-movant's ability to respond to 

25 the new evidence has been vitiated, a problem arises with respect to Rule 56. Dkt. # 43 at 

26 6 (quoting Seay v. Tenn. Valley Authority, 339 F.3d 454, 481-82 (6th Cir. 2003)). In that 

27 
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1 case, the district court relied on new evidence submitted with a reply in entering 

2 summary judgment three days after the reply brief was submitted. Seay, 339 F.3d at 481. 

3 The court concluded that plaintiff was not provided an adequate opportunity to respond to 

4 the new evidence. Id. In contrast to the nonmoving party in Seay, plaintiff has had 

5 opportunity to respond to the new evidence and arguments in his opposition to the motion 

6 to supplement. 2 

7 Nevertheless, the declarations of Mr. Straight (Dkt. # 42-1) and Mr. Ringwood 

8 (Dkt. # 40) do not comply with 28 U.S.C. § 1746 because they do not declare under 

9 penalty of perjury "that the foregoing is true and correct." Rather, they declare that "in 

10 accordance with the provisions of 28 U.S.C. § 1746 that the above is accurate to the best 

11 of my knowledge and belief." Dkt. # 40 at 8, # 42-1 at 5. Although the declarations 

12 reference section 1746, attesting that "the above is accurate to the best of my knowledge 

13 and belief'' is not the same as attesting to the truth of the statement. Mr. Ringwood's 

14 failure to declare that his statements are true is not surprising given that portions of Mr. 

15 Ringwood's declaration do not appear to be based on personal knowledge. Rather, 

16 portions of the declaration appear to be pure speculation of what could have happened 

17 and improper opinion testimony. Fed. R. Evid. 602, 701. Additionally, Mr. Straight's 

18 declaration incorrectly states that "inmate Satterwhite has not filed any administrative 

19 remedies" despite defendants' concession that he did. 

20 Accordingly, the court STRIKES the Straight and Ringwood declarations because 

21 they do not attest that their statements are true and correct as required by 28 U.S.C. § 

22 17 46. 3 Dkt. # 40, 42-1. See Davenport v. Bd. of Trustees of State Ctr. Cmty. Coll. Dist., 

23 

24 

25 
1 The court notes that plaintiff incorrectly relies on Fed. R. Civ. P. 15(d), which governs 

supplemental pleadings. Motions and declarations are not considered pleadings under the 
26 Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. See Fed. R. Civ. P. 7. 

3 The court notes that the declarations of Jennifer Vickers and David Roff suffer from the 
27 same defect. Dkt. # 36 and# 37. Accordingly, the court also STRIKES these declarations. The 
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1 654 F. Supp. 2d 1073, 1083 (E.D. Cal. 2009) (declarations that state only that declarant 

2 had "personal knowledge of the facts" and "will testify to these at trial" rejected); Cobell 

3 v. Norton, 310 F. Supp. 2d 77, 84-85 (D.D.C. 2004) (statement based on "knowledge, 

4 information and belief' insufficient). The court will, however, take judicial notice of 

5 Exhibit 1 to the Ringwood Declaration, Program Statement 1330. l 6 (Dkt. # 40-1 ), which 

6 provides the Bureau of Prison's procedural guidelines for the administrative remedy 

7 program, and is available at www.bop.gov. See Daniels-Hall v. Nat'[ Educ. Ass'n, 629 

8 F.3d 992, 998-99 (9th Cir. 2010) (taking judicial notice of official information posted on 

9 a governmental website, the accuracy of which was undisputed); City of Sausalito v. 

10 O'Neill, 386 F.3d 1186, 1223 n.2 (9th Cir. 2004) (taking judicial notice of a record of a 

11 state agency not subject to reasonable dispute). 

12 Plaintiff seems to concede that the fact of plaintiff's release from prison is 

13 irrelevant, but then argues that the PLRA exhaustion requirements no longer apply to 

14 him. Dkt. #43 at 4: 10-1 l, 9-1 l. The Ninth Circuit has held that "only individuals who 

15 are prisoners (as defined by 42 U.S.C. § l 997e(h)) at the time they file suit must comply 

16 with exhaustion requirements of 42 U.S.C. § l 997e(a). 4 Talamantes v. Leyva, 575 F.3d 

17 1021, 1024 (9th Cir. 2009). Accordingly, a prisoner who files a lawsuit afters/he is 

18 released from custody is not required to exhaust administrative remedies. Id. 

19 There is no dispute that plaintiff filed his complaint while he was a prisoner. 

20 Accordingly, plaintiff would still be required to exhaust administrative remedies. See id. 

21 ("[W]e will also adhere to the plain language of the statute as applied to a person who has 

22 been released from prison altogether."); Page v. Torrey, 201 F.3d 1136, 1140 (9th Cir. 

23 

24 court notes that even if it had not stricken the declarations submitted by defendants, their motion 
25 to dismiss would still be denied for the reasons stated below. 

4 42 U.S.C. 1997e(a) provides: "No action shall be brought with respect to prison 
26 conditions under section 1983 of this title, or any other Federal law, by a prisoner confined in 

any jail, prison, or other correctional facility until such administrative remedies as are available 
27 are exhausted." 

ORDER DENYING MOTION TO DISMISS AND MOTION TO SUPPLEMENT- 4 
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1 2000) (holding that "only individuals who, at the time they seek to file their civil actions, 

2 are detained as a result of being accused of, convicted of, or sentenced for criminal 

3 offenses are 'prisoners' within the definition of 42 U.S.C. § 1997e and 28 U.S.C. § 

4 1915."). See also Cox v. Mayer, 332 F.3d 422, 425 (6th Cir. 2003) (plaintiff required to 

5 exhaust administrative remedies because he was a prisoner when he brought suit and suit 

6 implicates prison conditions); Dixon v. Page, 291 F.3d 485, 489 (7th Cir. 2002) (the fact 

7 that plaintiff was no longer a prisoner at the time of the appeal did not excuse him from 

8 exhaustion since he was a prisoner at the time the complaint was filed); Becker v. Vargo, 

9 Case No. 02-7380CO, 2004 WL 1068779, *3 (D.Or. 2004) (rejecting plaintiff's argument 

10 that since he had been released from prison, he was no longer a prisoner subject to PLRA 

11 exhaustion requirements). 

12 Given that the court finds that the PLRA exhaustion requirements apply upon 

13 plaintiff's release from prison, the court finds that his change in status is irrelevant to the 

14 court's analysis of the motion to dismiss. 

15 Accordingly, the court DENIES defendants' motion to supplement. Dkt. # 42. 

16 B. Motion to Dismiss 
17 Failure to exhaust administrative remedies under section l 997e(a) of the PLRA is 

18 an affirmative defense, and defendants have the burden of proving the absence of 

19 exhaustion. Jones v. Bock, 549 U.S. 199,216 (2007); Wyatt v. Terhune, 315 F.3d 1108, 

20 1119 (9th Cir. 2003). The proper procedure for challenging a prisoner's complaint for 

21 failure to exhaust administrative remedies is to file "an unenumerated I 2(b) motion rather 

22 than a motion for summary judgment." W:vatt, 315 F.3d at 1119. "In deciding a motion 

23 to dismiss for failure to exhaust nonjudicial remedies, the court may look beyond the 

24 pleadings and decide disputed issues of fact." Id. at 1119-20. A defendant must 

25 demonstrate that pe11inent relief remained available, whether at unexhausted levels of the 

26 grievance process or through awaiting the results of the relief already granted as a result 

27 
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1 of that process. Brown v. Vala.ff; 422 F.3d 926, 936-37 (9th Cir. 2005). Relevant 

2 evidence in so demonstrating includes "statutes, regulations, and other official directives 

3 that explain the scope of the administrative review process; documentary or testimonial 

4 evidence from prison officials who administer the review process, and information 

5 provided to the prisoner concerning the operation of the grievance procedure in this case, 

6 such as in the response memoranda in these cases." Id. at 937. "With regard to the latter 

7 category of evidence, information provided the prisoner is pertinent because it informs 

8 [the court's] determination of whether relief was, as a practical matter, 'available."' Id. 

9 "The 'availability' of relief does not turn on what the prisoners might have been told at 

10 the time they filed their complaints, but rather on how the prison viewed and treated their 

11 complaint based on its own procedures." Id. at 942 n.17. "If the district court concludes 

12 that the prisoner has not exhausted nonjudicial remedies, the proper remedy is dismissal 

13 of the claim without prejudice." Wyatt, 315 F.3d at 1120. 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

Program Statement 1330.16 provides the procedure for the administrative remedy 

The court finds section 13, entitled Remedy Processing, particularly relevant: program. 

a. Receipt. Upon receiving a Request or Appeal, the Administrative 
Remedy Clerk shall stamp the form with the date received, log it into 
the SENTRY index as received on that date, and write the "Remedy 
ID" as assigned by SENTRY on the form .... 

All submissions received by the Clerk, whether accepted or rejected, 
shall be entered into SENTRY in accordance with the SENTRY 
Administrative Remedy Technical Reference Manual. 

* * * 
b. Investigation and Response Preparation. The Clerk or 

Coordinator shall assign each filed Request or Appeal for 
investigation and response preparation. 

* * * 
Requests or Appeals shall be investigated thoroughly, and all 
relevant information developed in the investigation shall ordinarily 
be supported by written documents or notes of the investigator's 
findings. Notes should be sufficiently detailed to show the name, 
title, and location of the information provided, the date the 
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information was provided, and a full description of the information 
provided. Such documents and notes shall be retained with the case 
file copy. When deemed necessary in the investigator's discretion, 
the investigator may request a written statement from another staff 
member regarding matters raised in the Request or Appeal. 
Requested staff shall provide such statements promptly .... 

c. Responses. Responses ordinarily shall be on the form designed 
for that purpose, and shall state the decision reached and the reasons 
for the decision. The first sentence or two of a response shall be a 
brief abstract of the inmate's Request or Appeal, from which the 
SENTRY abstract should be drawn. This abstract should be 
complete, but as brief as possible. The remainder of the response 
should answer completely the Request or Appeal, be accurate and 
factual, and contain no extraneous information .... 

Program Statements, Operations Memoranda, regulations, and 
statutes shall be referred to in responses whenever applicable, 
including section numbers on which the response relies .... 

13 Dkt. # 40-1 at 11-13 (Ex. 1 to Ringwood Deel.). 

14 Here, plaintiff submitted a Request on October 19, 2009. Dkt. # 39 at 6 (Ex. 1 to 

15 Satterwhite Deel.). It is undisputed that the Request was never entered into SENTRY as 

16 required by Program Statement 1330.16. It appears that on or around October 26, 2009, 

17 plaintiff's Request was rejected in a handwritten note: "A BP-9 is not the proper 

18 procedure for monetary damages. You must submit a tort claim form to the Western 

19 Regional Office Legal Counsel." Id. No response memorandum was entered into 

20 SENTRY, and the handwritten response does not seem to comply with Program 

21 Statement 1330.16. Most importantly, no other information was communicated to 

22 plaintiff in the response. The response did not state that the Request was rejected because 

23 it was untimely. Contrast Marella v.Terhune, 568 F.3d 1024, 1027 (9th Cir. 2009) (form 

24 rejecting appeal stated it was not timely filed). The response did not state that the 

25 Request was rejected because plaintiff submitted it to the wrong institution. The 

26 

27 
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1 Response did not state that further review or appeal was available. The Response did not 

2 state or otherwise indicate that an investigation would be undertaken. 5 The Response did 

3 not state that administrative remedies were available. Rather, the response stated "You 

4 must submit a tort claim .... " Dkt. # 39 at 6 (Ex. 1 to Satterwhite Deel.). 

5 The court finds that the reasonable interpretation of the two sentence rejection is 

6 that no administrative relief was available. See Brown, 422 F.3d at 937-38 (no further 

7 administrative relief available where memorandum did not counsel that any further 

8 review was available). See also Sapp v. Kimbrell, 623 F.3d 813, 823 (9th Cir. 2010) 

9 (holding that "improper screening of an inmate's administrative grievances renders 

10 administrative remedies 'effectively unavailable' such that exhaustion is not required 

11 under the PLRA."). After the fact pontifications of what could have happened or possible 

12 reasons for rejection, without admissible evidence, does not satisfy defendants' burden. 

13 See Brown, 422 F.3d at 940 ("Establishing, as an affirmative defense, the existence of 

14 further 'available' administrative remedies requires evidence, not imagination."); Sapp, 

15 623 F.3d at 825 (considering actual reasons administrative grievance was screened out). 

16 Accordingly, the court finds that defendant has failed to meet its burden of 

17 demonstrating that pertinent relief remained available. Brown, 422 F.3d at 936-37. 

18 C. Conclusion 

19 For all the foregoing reasons, the comt DENIES defendants' motion to dismiss 

20 (Dkt. # 35) and motion to supplement (Dkt. # 42). 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 
5 The court notes that defendants have not presented any evidence that an investigation 

27 actually was undertaken prior to the rejection. 

ORDER DENYING MOTION TO DISMISS AND MOTION TO SUPPLEMENT- 8 
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Dated this 5th day of March, 2012. 

V(J-/IJ~ 
The Honorable Richard A. Jones 
United States District Judge 
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Honorable Richard A. Jones 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
WESTERN DISTRICT OF WASHINGTON 

AT SEATTLE 

12 JERMAINE SATTERWHITE, ) 
) No. 11-0528 RAJ 

!3 Plaintiff, ) 
) STIPULATED ORDER OF 

14 v. ) DISMISSAL WITH PREJUDICE 
) RE: DEFENDANT KENDALL 

1s MARIA LUISA DY, M.D.; MANUELL ) HIRANO 
LACIST; KENDALL HIRANO, PA-C; ) 

16 DENISE DUBLE, FNP; and JOHN AND ) 
JANE DOES 1-10 and UNITED STATES OF ) Noted on Motion Calendar: 

17 AMERICA, ) March 2, 2012 
) 

18 Defendants. ) 

!9 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

Pursuant to Rule 4l(a)(l)(A)(ii) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, by and 

through the undersigned counsel, the parties hereby agree and stipulate that all claims 

against Defendant Kendall Hirano are dismissed with prejudice and that Kendall Hirano 

is dismissed from this action. Plaintiff does not dispute that United States Public Health 

Service ("PHS") officers are absolutely immune from suit. Plaintiff has learned that 

Kendall Hirano was and is a commissioned officer with the PHS, and, accordingly, agrees 

that he should be dismissed with prejudice on that basis. This stipulation and agreement 

does not address whether or not there are additional grounds to dismiss all claims against 

Kendall Hirano. 

STIPULATED ORDER OF DISMISSAL WITH PREJUDICE - 1 
DEFENDANT HIRANO Cl 1-0528 RAJ 

UJ\ITED STATES ATTORNEY 
120 I Pacific Avenue. Ste. 700 
·1·.al.'.(lnla. \Vilshi11gttln 98402 

25 3-4 28-.l 800 
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In exchange for this stipulation and agreement Kendall Hirano will not seek 

2 attorneys fees and costs from Plaintiff Satterwhite. Plaintiff and Defendant Hirano will 

3 bear their own attorneys fees and costs. 

4 DATED this 2nd day of March, 2012. 

5 Respectfully submitted, 

6 JENNY A. DURK.AN 

7 

8 

9 

IO 

! I 

!2 

!3 

UNITED ST A TES ATTORNEY 

s/Patricia D. GCTin 
PATRICIA D.UGIN, WSBA # 43458 
1201 Pacific Avenue, Suite 700 
Tacoma, WA 98402 
Phone: 253-428-3832 
Fax: 253-428-3826 
Email: paq~u~n@usdoj .~ov 
Attorneys for ederal Deendant Kendall 
Hirano, PA-C 

s/Joanne R. Werner 
14 JOANNE R. WERNER, WSBA # 22470 

Law Office Of Joanne R. Werner 
15 2025 First A venue, Ste. 830 

Seattle, WA 98121 
16 Phone: 206-448-7969 

Fax: 206-448-7950 
17 Email: joanne@wernerlaw.com 

Attorney for Plaintiff Jermaine Satterwhite 
18 

!9 

s/Michael Withey 
MICHAEL WITHEY, WSBA # 4787 
601 Union Street, Ste. 4200 
Seattle, WA 98101 
Phone: 206-405-1800 
Fax: 866-793-7216 
mike@witheylaw.com 
Attorney for Plaintiff Jermaine Satterwhite 

ORDER 
20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

Based upon the foregoing Stipulation, IT IS SO ORDERED. All claims against 

Defendant Kendall Hirano are hereby dismissed with prejudice, and Kendall Hirano is 

dismissed from this action. The parties are to bear their own attorneys fees and costs. 

DATED this 5th day of March, 2012. 

(i?J-/IJ~ 
The Honorable Richard A. Jones 
United States District Judge 

STIPULATED ORDER OF DISMISSAL WITH PREJUDICE - 2 
DEFENDANT HIRANO Cl 1-0528 RAJ 

UJ\ITED STATES ATTORNEY 
120 I Pacific Avenue. Ste. 700 
·1·.al.'.(lnla. \Vilshi11gttln 98402 

25 3-4 28-_l 800 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
WESTERN DISTRICT OF WASHINGTON 

AT SEATTLE 

9 JERMAINE E. SATTERWHITE, 

10 

11 V. 

Plaintiff(s), 
CASE NO. 2: 11-cv-00528-RAJ 

12 MARIA DY, et al., MINUTE ORDER REGARDING 
INITIAL DISCLOSURE, JOINT 
STATUS REPORT, and EARLY 
SETTLEMENT 

13 

14 

15 

Defendant(s). 

16 _______________ __. 

17 I. Initial Scheduling Dates 

Pursuant to the December I, 2000 revisions to the Federal Rules of Civil 
18 

Procedure, the Court sets the following dates for initial disclosure and submission 

19 of the Joint Status Report and Discovery Plan: 

20 

21 

22 

23 

Deadline for FRCP 26(f) conference ..................................... 4/24/2012 

Initial Disclosure Pursuant to FRCP 26(a)(I ) ......................... 5/1/2012 

Combined Joint Status Report and Discovery Plan as 
Required by FRCP 26(t), and Local Rule CR 16 ................... 5/8/2012 

24 If this case involves claims that are exempt from the requirements of FRCP 

26(a) and (f), please notify Victoria Ericksen by telephone at (206) 370-8517. 
25 

II. Joint Status Report and Discovery Plan 
26 All counsel and any pro se parties are directed to confer and provide the 

Minute Order Regarding Initial Disclosure, Joint Status Report, and Early Settlement - 1 
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Court with a combined Joint Status Report and Discovery Plan (the "Report") by 

. This conference shall be done by direct and personal communication, 

2 whether that be a face-to-face meeting or a telephonic conference. The Report 

will be used in setting a schedule for the prompt completion of the case. It must 
3 

4 

5 

6 

contain the following information by corresponding paragraph numbers: 

1. A statement of the nature and complexity of the case. 

2. A statement of which ADR method (mediation, arbitration, or other) 

should be used. The alternatives are described in Local Rule CR 39.1. If the 

7 parties believe there should be no ADR, the reasons for that belief should 

8 be stated. 

9 
3. Unless all parties agree that there should be no ADR, a statement of 

when mediation or another ADR proceeding under Local Rule CR 39.1 should 

10 take place. In most cases, the ADR proceeding should be held within four months 

11 after the Report is filed. It may be resumed, if necessary, after the first session. 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

4. 

5. 

6. 

A proposed deadline for joining additional parties. 

A proposed discovery plan that indicates: 

A. The date on which the FRCP 26(f) conference and 

FRCP 26(a) initial disclosures took place; 

B. 

C. 

D. 

E. 

The subjects on which discovery may be needed and whether 

discovery should be conducted in phases or be limited to or 

focused upon particular issues; 

What changes should be made in the limitations on discovery 

imposed under the Federal and Local Civil Rules, and what 

other limitations should be imposed; 

A statement of how discovery will be managed so as to 

minimize expense (e.g., by foregoing or limiting depositions, 

exchanging documents informally, etc.); and 

Any other orders that should be entered by the Court 

under FRCP 26(c) or under Local Rule CR 16(b) and (c). 

The date by which the remainder of discovery can be completed. 

24 7. Whether the parties agree that a full-time Magistrate Judge may 

conduct all proceedings, including trial and the entry of judgment, under 28 U.S.C. 
25 

§ 636(c) and Local Rule MJR 13. The Magistrate Judge who would be assigned 

26 

Minute Order Regarding Initial Disclosure, Joint Status Report, and Early Settlement - 2 
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to this case is Judge B1ian A. Tsuchida. Agreement in the Report will constitute 

the parties' consent to referral of the case to the assigned Magistrate Judge. 

2 8. Whether the case should be bifurcated by trying the liability issues 

before the damages issues, or bifurcated in any other way. 
3 

9. Whether the pretrial statements and pretrial order called for by 
4 Local Rules CR 16 ( e ), (h), (i), and ( l ), and 16. l should be dispensed of in whole 

5 or in part for the sake of economy. 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

l 0. Any other suggestions for shortening or simplifying the case. 

11. The date the case will be ready for trial. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

Whether the trial will be jury or non-jury. 

The total number of trial days required. 

The names, addresses, telephone numbers, and email addresses of all 

trial counsel. 

15. If, on the due date of the Report, all defendant(s) or respondent(s) 

11 have not been served, counsel for plaintiff shall advise the Court when service 

12 
will be effectuated, the reason why it was not made earlier, and shall provide a 

proposed schedule for the required FRCP 26(f) conference and FRCP 26(a) initial 
1 3 disclosures. 

14 16. Whether any party wishes a scheduling conference prior to a 

scheduling order being entered in the case. 
15 

If the parties are unable to agree on any part of the Report, they may answer 

l 6 in separate paragraphs. No separate reports are to be filed. 

17 The time for filing the Report may be extended only by court order. Any 

request for an extension should be made by telephone to Victoria Ericksen at 
18 

(206) 370-8517. 
19 If the parties wish to have a status conference with the Court at any time 

20 during the pendency of this action, such request should be directed to Victoria 

21 
Ericksen at (206) 370-851 7. 

III. PLAINTIFF'S RESPONSIBILITY 
22 This Order is issued at the outset of the case, and a copy delivered by the 

23 clerk to counsel for plaintiff (or plaintiff, if prose) and any defendants who 

have appeared. Plaintiffs counsel (or the plaintiff, if prose) is directed to serve 
24 

copies of this Order on all parties who appear after this Order is filed within 

25 ten ( 10) days of receipt of service of each appearance. Plaintiffs counsel 

26 (or plaintiff, if pro se) will be responsible for starting the communications needed 

Minute Order Regarding Initial Disclosure, Joint Status Report, and Early Settlement - 3 
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to comply with this Order 

IV. ALTERATIONS TO ELECTRONIC FILING PROCEDURES 

As of June I, 2004, counsel shall be required to electronically file all 

documents with the Court. Pro se litigants may file either electronically or in 
3 

paper form. Information and procedures for electronic filing can be found on 
4 the Western District of Washington's website at www.wawd.uscourts.gov. 

5 The following alterations to the Electronic Filing Procedures apply in all 

6 
cases pending before Judge Jones: 

• Section III, Paragraph F: When the aggregate submittal to the 
7 Com1 (i.e., the motion, any declarations and exhibits, the proposed order, and the 

8 certificate of service) exceeds 50 pa~es in length, a paper copy of the document 

9 
(with tabs or other organizing aids as necessary) shall be delivered to the Clerk's 

Office by 10:30 a.m. the morning after filing. The chambers copy must be clearly 
1 O marked with the words "Courtesy Copy of Electronic Filing for Chambers." 

11 • Section Ill. Paragraph L: Unless the proposed order is stipulated, agreed, 

12 
or otherwise uncontested, the parties need not email a copy of the order to the 

judge's email address. 
13 

14 

V. Early Settlement Consideration 

When civil cases are settled early - before becoming costly and time 

consuming - all parties and the Court benefit. The Federal Bar Association 
15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

Alternative Dispute Resolution Task Force Report for this district stated: 

[T]he major ADR-related problem is not the percentage of civil cases 
that ultimately settle, since statistics demonstrate that approximately 95% 
of all cases are resolved without trial. However, the timing of settlement 
is a major concern. Frequently, under our existing ADR system, case 
resolution occurs far too late, after the parties have completed discovery 
and incurred substantial expenditure of fees and costs. 

The judges of this district have adopted a resolution "approving the Task 
21 Force's recommendation that court-connected ADR services be provided as 

22 early, effectively, and economically as possibile in every suitable case." The steps 

required by this Order are meant to help achieve that goal while preserving the 
23 

rights of all parties. 
24 If settlement is achieved, counsel shall notify Victoria Ericksen at 

25 (206) 370-8517. 

26 

Minute Order Regarding Initial Disclosure, Joint Status Report, and Early Settlement - 4 
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VI. Sanctions 

A failure by any party to comply fully with this Order may result in the 

2 imposition of sanctions. 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

DATED April IO, 2012. 

s/ Richard A. Jones 
United States District Judge 

Minute Order Regarding Initial Disclosure, Joint Status Report, and Early Settlement - 5 
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UNITED ST ATES DISTRICT COURT 
WESTERN DISTRICT OF WASHINGTON 

AT SEATTLE 

8 JERMAINE E. SATTERWHITE, 

9 

10 V. 

Plaintiff ( s ), CASE NO. 2: l l-cv-00528-RAJ 

11 MARIA DY, et al., MINUTE ORDER SETTING 
TRIAL DATE AND 
RELATED DATES 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

Defendant(s). 

JURY TRIAL DA TE 

Length of Trial 

Deadline for joining additional parties 

Deadline for amending pleadings 

Disclosure of expert testimony under 
FRCP 26(a)(2) 

All motions related to discovery must be noted on 
the motion calendar no later than the Friday 
before discovery closes pursuant to 
CR7(d)(3) and CR7(a)(2)(B). 

Discovery completed by 

All dispositive motions must be filed by 
and noted on the motion calendar no 
later than the fourth Friday thereafter 
(see CR7(d)) 

MINUTE ORDER SETTING TRIAL DATE & RELATED DATES-1 

April 8, 2013 

10 days 

July31,2012 

October I 0, 2012 

October I 0, 2012 

December I 0, 2012 

January 8, 2013 
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Settlement conference per CR 39.1 (c)(2) held 
no later than February 7, 2013 

Mediation per CR 39. l(c)(3) held no later than March 11, 2013 

All motions in limine must be filed by March 11, 2013 
and noted on the motion calendar no 
later than the THIRD Friday thereafter 

Agreed pretrial order due March 25, 2013 

Pretrial conference to be scheduled by 
the Court. 

Trial briefs, proposed voir dire questions, 
jury instructions, neutral statement of 
the case, and trial exhibits due April 1, 2013 

These dates are set at the direction of the Court after reviewing the Joint 

Status Report and discovery plan submitted by the parties. All other dates are 

specified in the Local Civil Rules. If any of the dates identified in this Order 

or the Local Civil Rules fall on a weekend or federal holiday, the act or event 

shall be performed on the next business day. These are firm dates that can be 

changed only by order of the Court, not by agreement of counsel or the parties. 

The Court will alter these dates only upon good cause shown. Failure to 

complete discovery within the time allowed is not recognized as good cause. 

If the trial date assigned to this matter creates an irreconcilable conflict, 

counsel must notify Victoria Ericksen, courtroom deputy, at (206) 370-8517 

within 10 days of the date of this Order and must set forth the exact nature of 

the conflict. A failure to do so will be deemed a waiver. Counsel must be 

prepared to begin trial on the date scheduled, but it should be understood that 

the trial may have to await the completion of other cases. 

MINUTE ORDER SETTING TRIAL DATE & RELATED DATES- 2 
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ALTERATIONS TO ELECTRONIC FILING PROCEDURES 

As of June 1, 2004, counsel shall be required to electronically file all 

documents with the court. Pro se litigants may file either electronically or in 

paper form. Information and procedures for electronic filing can be found on 

the Western District of Washington's website at www.wawd.uscourts.gov. 

The following alterations to the Electronic Filing Procedures apply in all 

cases pending before Judge Jones: 

• Section III, Paragraph F: When the aggregate submittal to the Court 

(i.e., the motion, any declarations and exhibits, the proposed order, 

and the ce11ification of service) exceeds 50 pages in length, a 

paper copy of the documents (with tabs or other organizing aids as 

necessary) shall be delivered to the Clerk's Office by 10:30 a.m. the 

morning after the filing. The chambers copy must be clearly marked 

with the words "Courtesy Copy of Electronic Filing for Chambers." 

• Section III, Paragraph L: Unless the proposed order is stipulated, 

agreed, or otherwise uncontested, the parties need not email a copy 

of the order to the judge's orders email address. 

PRIVACY POLICY 

Pursuant to the General Order of the Court regarding Public Access to 

Electronic Case Files (filed May 29, 2003), parties are to redact the following 

information from documents and exhibits before they are filed with the court: 

• Dates of Birth - redact to the year of birth 

• Names of Minor Children - redact to the initials 

MINUTE ORDER SETTING TRIAL DATE & RELATED DATES- 3 
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• Social Security Numbers and Taxpayer-Identification Numbers - redact 
in their entirety 

• Financial Accounting Information - redact to the last four digits 

• Passport Numbers and Drivers License Numbers - redact in their 
entirety 

The General Order was issued pursuant to the official policy on privacy 

adopted by the Judicial Conference of the United States and can be found on 

the court's website at http://www.wawd.uscourts.gov/docs. All documents 

filed in the above-captioned matter must comply with the Privacy Policy and 

the General Order. 

COOPERATION 

As required by CR 37(a), all discovery matters are to be resolved by 

agreement if possible. Counsel are further directed to cooperate in preparing 

the final Pretrial Order in the format required by CR 16.1, except as ordered 

below. 

EXHIBITS 

The original and one copy of the trial exhibits are to be delivered 

to chambers seven days before the trial date. Each exhibit shall be clearly 

marked. Exhibit tags are available in the Clerk's Office. 

The Court hereby alters the CR 16.1 procedure for numbering exhibits: 

Plaintiffs exhibits shall be numbered consecutively beginning with 1; 

Defendant's exhibits shall be numbered consecutively beginning with the next 

number series not used by the Plaintiff. Duplicate documents shall not be listed 

twice. Once a party has identified an exhibit in the Pretrial Order, any party 

MINUTE ORDER SETTING TRIAL DATE & RELATED DATES- 4 
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may use it. Each set of exhibits shall be submitted in a three-ring binder with 

appropriately numbered tabs. 

SETTLEMENT 

Should this case settle, counsel shall immediately notify the courtroom 

deputy, Victoria Ericksen, at (206) 370-8517. Pursuant to CR 3(b), an attorney 

who fails to give the courtroom deputy prompt notice of settlement may be 

subject to such sanctions or disciphne as the Com1 deems appropriate. 

DATED: May 10, 2012 

sf Victoria Ericksen 
Victoria Ericksen, Deputy Clerk to 
Hon. Richard A Jones, Judge 
(206) 370-8517 
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Honorable Richard A. Jones 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
WESTERN DISTRICT OF WASHINGTON 

AT SEATTLE 

JERMAINE SATTERWHITE, 

Plaintiff, 

V. 

MARIA LUISA DY, M.D.; MANUELL 
LACIST; KENDALL HIRANO, PA-C; 
DENISE DUBLE, FNP; and JOHN AND 
JANE DOES I-IO and UNITED STATES OF 
AMERICA, 

Defendants. 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

No. I 1-0528 RAJ 

STIPULATION AND ORDER FOR 
STAY OF DISCOVERY 

Noted on Motion Calendar: 
June 26, 2012 

16 COME NOW Plaintiff Jermaine Satterwhite and Federal Defendants Maria Luisa Dy, 

17 Manuell Lacist, Denise Duble, and United States of America, by and through their undersigned 

18 counsel of record, who hereby stipulate and agree: 

!9 1. Counsel for Federal Defendants has advised that potential conflicts issues have arisen 

20 relating to legal representation that need to be resolved with the assistance of the Department of 

21 Justice, Tort Branch, before discovery should continue. 

22 2. Discovery by any party is stayed for thirty days from entry of this stipulation and order 

23 or until the potential issues are resolved, whichever comes first. 

24 3. The thirty day period may be extended by mutual agreement for cause shown, or any 

25 party may move to extend or end the stay based upon circumstances then existing after thi1ty 

26 days. Plaintiff's requests for admissions and interrogatories to the United States will remain 

27 stayed during the pendency of any motion to extend or end the stay. 

28 4. Tf new counsel enter an appearance for a party, it is anticipated and agreed that such 

STIPULATION AND ORDER FOR STAY OF DISCOVERY - I 
C 11-0528 RAJ 

UJ\ITED STATES ATTORNEY 
120 I Pacific Avenue. Ste. 700 
·1·.al.'.(lnla. \Vilshi11gttln 98402 

25 3-4 28-.l 800 
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stay will be voluntarily extended for such agreed period of time necessary to allow such counsel 

2 to become familiar with the case and answer discovery as to that pa1ty or parties represented. 

3 This amount of time will be negotiated in good faith by such counsel and Plaintiffs counsel. 

4 5. If no new counsel are substituted (either within thirty days or such additional time 

5 agreed upon or ordered by the Court), then the stay shall expire and the outstanding written 

6 discovery shall be responded to within ten days. 

7 

8 

9 

IO 

DATED this 26th day of June, 2012. 

! 1 Respectfully submitted, 

!2 

!3 JENNY A. DURKAN 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

!9 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

UNITED STA TES ATTORNEY 

s/Patricia D. GCTin 
PATRICIA D.UGIN, WSBA # 43458 
1201 Pacific Avenue, Ste. 700 
Tacoma, WA 98402 
Phone: 253-428-3832 
Fax: 253-428-3826 
E-mail: pat.gu~in@usdoj.gov 
Attorneys for ederal Defendants 

STIPULATION AND ORDER FOR STAY OF DISCOVERY - 2 
C 11-0528 RAJ 

s/Joanne R. Werner 
JOANNE R. WERNER, WSBA# 22470 
2025 First A venue, Ste. 830 
Seattle. WA 98121 
Phone:· 206-448-7969 
Fax: 206-448-7950 
Email: joanne@jwemerlaw.com 

s/Michael Withey 
MICHAEL WITHEY, WSBA # 4787 
601 Union Street, Ste. 4200 
Seattle, WA 98101 
Phone: 206-405-1800 
Fax: 866-793-7216 
Email: mike@witheylaw.com 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 

UJ\ITED STATES ATTORNEY 
120 I Pacific Avenue. Ste. 700 
·1·.al.'.(lnla. \Vilshi11gttln 98402 

25 3-4 28-_l 800 
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ORDER 

2 

3 IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the Parties' Stipulation and Order for Stay of Discovery 

4 is GRANTED for the reasons set forth in the Stipulation. 

5 SO ORDERED. 

6 

7 

8 

9 

IO 

! I 

!2 

!3 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

!9 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

DATED this 5111 day of July, 2012. 

The Honorable Richard A Jones 
United States District Judge 

STIPULATION AND ORDER FOR STAY OF DISCOVERY - 3 
C 11-0528 RAJ 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this date I 

electronically filed the foregoing with the Clerk 
of the Court using the CM/ECF system, which 
will send notification of such filing to the 
following CM/ECF participants: 

Michael Withey 
mi ke@witheyl aw .com 

Joanne R. Werner 
joanne@jwernerlaw.com 

I further certify that I have mailed by 
United States Postal Service, the foregoing 
document to the following non CM/ECF 
participant, addressed as follows: 

DA TED this 26th day of June, 2012. 

s/Kathleen Cline 

KATHLEEN CLINE 

Legal Assistant 

United States Attorney's Office 

E-mail: 
Kathleen.M.Cline@usdoj.gov 

STIPULATION AND ORDER FOR STAY OF DISCOVERY - 4 
C 11-0528 RAJ 

UJ\ITED STATES ATTORNEY 
120 I Pacific Avenue. Ste. 700 
·1·.al.'.(lnla. \Vilshi11gttln 98402 
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Honorable Richard A. Jones 
2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
WESTERN DISTRICT OF WASHINGTON 

AT SEATTLE 

10 JERMAINE SATTERWHITE, ) 

! 1 Plaintiff, 
) No. 11-0528 RAJ 
) 

!2 V. 
) STIPULATION AND ORDER 
) 

!3 MARIA LUISA DY, M.D.; MANUELL 
LACIST; KENDALL HIRANA, PA-C; 

14 DENISE DUBLE, FNP; and JOHN AND 
JANE DOES I-IO, 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 15 

16 
Defendants. ) 

___________ ) 

17 STIPULATION 

18 Without waiver of any defense any defendant may assert in this action, pursuant to Fed. 

!9 R. Civ. P. 6(b)(l) and Local Civil Rule 7(d){l), Plaintiff Jermaine Satterwhite and Federal 

20 Defendants Maria Luisa Dy, M.D., Manuell Lacist, Kendall Hirano, PA-C, and Denise Duble, 

21 FNP ("Federal Defendants") hereby file this Stipulated Motion and Order requesting that the 

22 Court stay and continue the dates by which the Federal Defendants must respond to the 

23 Plaintiff's Complaint for the following reasons: 

24 Since service of the Complaint, each Federal Defendant has expeditiously attempted to 

25 retain counsel pursuant to 28 C.F.R. § 50.15. 1 Those attempts continue and should be resolved 

26 

27 1 Neither the Department of Justice nor the undersigned's office represents the Federal Defendants at this time. 
The undersigned, rather, enters into this stipulation in a limited capacity to represent the interests of the United 

28 States pursuant to 28 U .S.C. § 517. 

STIPULATION AND ORDER - 1 
C 11-0528 RAJ 

UJ\ITED STATES ATTORNEY 
1201 Pm,ilic i\,•enuc. S1e. 700 

Tamma. WA 98402 
25 3-4 28-.l 800 
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within the next sixty days. Federal Defendants should have the benefit of counsel in preparing 

2 their defenses to Plaintiff's allegations. Additionally, the Plaintiff contemplates bringing a 

3 related action against the United States pursuant to the Federal Tort Claims Act ("FTCA"), 28 

4 U.S.C. §§ 1346, 2671, et seq. In that regard Plaintiff anticipates filing and serving an Amended 

5 Complaint adding the United States as a defendant and FTCA claims against the United States. 

6 Therefore, the Plaintiff and Federal Defendants, by and through their respective counsel 

7 of record, hereby STIPULATE, AGREE, and JOINTLY REQUEST that the Court enter an order 

8 as follows: Federal Defendants' responses to the Complaint are stayed. Each Federal Defendant 

9 will serve his or her response to Plaintiff's anticipated Amended Complaint within sixty days of 

IO service pursuant to Fed. R. Civ. P.12(a)(3). Plaintiff will effect service of the Amended 

! 1 Complaint on Federal Defendants Dy, Lacist, and Hirano at their place of employment, FDC 

12 SeaTac, and not at their homes. The United States will cooperate and work with Plaintiffs 

!3 counsel to advise Plaintiffs counsel when the aforementioned Federal Defendants are at work 

14 and present for service. 

15 So stipulated and respectfully submitted this 9th day of August, 2011. 

16 

17 

18 

!9 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

ls/Michael WitheH 
MICHAEL WIT EY WSBA # 4787 
601 Union Street, Suite 4200 
Seattle, WA 98104 
Phone: 206-405-1800 
Fax: 866-793-7216 
Email: mike@witheylaw.com 
Attorney for the Plamtiff 

ls/Joanne R. Werner 
JOANNE R. WERNER, WSBA # 22470 
701 Fifth Avenue, Suite 4760 
Seattle, WA 98104 
Phone: 206-448-7969 
Fax: 206-448-7950 
Email: joanne@jwernerlaw.com 
Attorney for the Plaintiff 

STIPULATION AND ORDER - 2 
C 11-0528 RAJ 

JENNY A. DURKAN 
United States Attorney 

/s/ Patricia D. GuCin 
PATRICIA D. G GIN, WSBA # 43458 
Assistant United States Attorney 
U.S. Attorney's Office 
Western District of Washington 
1201 Pacific A venue, Suite 700 
Tacoma, WA 98402 
Telephone: 253-428-3832 
Fax: 253-428-3826 
Email: pat.gugin@usdoj.gov 

On behalf of the Federal Defendants, 
pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 517 

UJ\ITED STATES ATTORNEY 
1201 Pm,ilic i\,•enuc. S1e. 700 

Tamma. WA 98402 
25 3-4 28-.l 800 
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[ORDER 

The parties having so stipulated, it is so ORDERED. 

DATED this 10th day of August, 2011. 

The Honorable c ard A. Jones 
United States Dis ct Judge 

STIPULATION AND ORDER - 3 
C 11-0528 RAJ 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this date I electronically filed the foregoing with the Clerk 

of the Court using the CM/ECF system, which will send notification of such filing to the 

following CM/ECF participants: 

Michael Withey 
mike@ wi they law .com 

Joanne R. Werner 
joanne@jwernerlaw.com 

I further certify that I have mailed by United States Postal Service, the foregoing 

document to the following non CM/ECF participant, addressed as follows: 

DATED this 9th day of August, 2011. 

STIPULATION AND ORDER - 4 
C 11-0528 RAJ 

s/Kathleen Cline 
KATHLEEN CLINE 
Legal Assistant 
Umted States Attorney's Office 
E-mail: Kathleen.M.Cline@usdoj.gov 

UJ\ITED STATES ATTORNEY 
1201 Pm,ilic i\,•enuc. S1e. 700 

Tamma. WA 98402 
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HONORABLE RICHARD A. JONES 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
WESTERN DISTRICT OF WASHINGTON 

AT SEATTLE 

JERMAINE E. SATTERWHITE, 

Plaintiff, 

V. 

MARIA DY, et al., 

Defendants. 

CASE NO. C l l-528RAJ 

MINUTE ORDER 

The following minute order is made by the direction of the court, the Honorable 

18 Richard A. Jones: 

19 Judge Jones RECUSES himself from this action. The Clerk has reassigned this 

ZO action to the Honorable John C. Coughenour in accordance with this District's case 

21 assignment procedures. All future captions shall have the case number C 11-528 JCC. 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

Dated this 21 st day of August, 2012. 

MINUTE ORDER- I 

WILLIAM M. MCCOOL 
Clerk 

s/Consuelo Ledesma 
Deputy Clerk 
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THE HONORABLE JOHN C. COUGHENOUR 

UNITED ST A TES DISTRICT COURT 
WESTERN DISTRICT OF WASHINGTON 

AT SEATTLE 

JERMAINE E. SATTERWHITE, 

Plaintiff, 

CASE NO. Cl 1-0528-JCC 

MINUTE ORDER 

V. 

MARIA DY, et al., 

Defendants. 

The following Minute Order is made by direction of the Court, the Honorable John C. 

17 Coughenour, United States District Judge: 

18 The Court hereby ADOPTS the case management deadlines previously set by Judge 

19 Jones. See 0kt. No. 53. 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

DATED this 7th day of September 2012. 

MINUTE ORDER, C 11-0528-JCC 
PAGE- I 

William M. McCool 
Clerk of Court 

s/Tim Farrell 
Deputy Clerk 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE United States District Court for the Western District of Washington 

Jermaine E. Satterwhite 
Plaintiff, 

V. Case No.: 2: l l-cv-00528-JCC 
Judge John C Coughenour 

Maria Dy, et al. 
Defendant. 

ORDER REGARDING DISCOVERY AND DEPOSITIONS 

IT IS ORDERED that: 

(I) DISCOVERY. All discovery matters are to be resolved by agreement if possible. If 
a ruling is needed as to any discovery questions, and counsel wish to avoid the time and 
expenses of a written motion, they may obtain an expedited ruling through a telephone 
conference call to the court at (206) 370-8800. 

(2) DEPOSITIONS. Depositions will be conducted in compliance with the following 
rules: 

(a) Examination. If there are multiple parties, each side should ordinarily 
designate one attorney to conduct the main examination of the deponent, and 
any questioning by other counsel on that side should be limited to matters not 
previously covered. 

(b) Objections. The only objections that should be raised at the 
deposition are those involving a privilege against disclosure, or some matter 
that may be remedied if presented at the time (such as the form of the question 
or the responsiveness of the answer), or that the question seeks information 
beyond the scope of discovery. Objections on other grounds are unnecessary 
and should generally be avoided. All objections should be concise and must 
not suggest answers to, or otherwise coach, the deponent. Argumentative 
interruptions will not be permitted. 

(c) Directions Not to Answer. Directions to the deponent not to answer 
are improper, except on the ground of privilege or to enable a party or 
deponent to present a motion to the court or special master for termination of 
the deposition on the ground that it is being conducted in bad faith or in such 
a manner as unreasonably to annoy, embarrass or oppress the party or the 
deponent, or for appropriate limitations upon the scope of the depositions 
(e.g., on the ground that the line of inquiry is not relevant nor reasonably 
calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence). When a privilege 
is claimed, the witness should nevertheless answer questions relevant to the 
existence, extent or waiver of the privilege, such as the date of the 
communication, who made the statement in question, to whom and in whose 
presence the statement was made, other persons to whom the statement was 

ORDER REGARDING DISCOVERY AND DEPOSITIONS - Page 1 
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made, other persons to whom the contents of the statement have been 
disclosed, and the general subject matter of the statement. 

(d) Responsiveness. Witnesses will be expected to answer all questions 
directly and without evasion, to the extent of their testimonial knowledge, 
unless directed by counsel not to answer. 

(e) Private Consultation. Private conferences between deponents and 
their attorneys during the actual taking of the deposition are improper, except 
for the purpose of determining whether a privilege should be asserted. Unless 
prohibited by the court for good cause shown, such conferences may, 
however, be held during normal recesses and adjournments. 

(f) Conduct of Examining Counsel. Examining counsel will refrain 
from asking questions he or she knows to be beyond the legitimate scope of 
discovery, and from undue repetition. 

(g) Courtroom Standard. All counsel and parties should conduct 
themselves in depositions with the same courtesy and respect for the rules that 
are required in the courtroom during trial. 

(3) RESPONSIBILITY OF PLAINTIFF'S COUNSEL. This order is issued at the 
outset of the case, and a copy is delivered by the clerk to counsel for plaintiff. Plaintiffs 
counsel (or plaintiff, if prose) is directed to deliver a copy of this order to each other party 
within ten (IQ) days after receiving notice of that party's appearance. 

DATED: September IO, 2012 

Isl John C. Coughenour 
John C. Coughenour 
United States District Judge 

ORDER REGARDING DISCOVERY AND DEPOSITIONS - Page 2 
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THE HONORABLE JOHN C. COUGHENOUR 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
WESTERN DISTRICT OF WASHINGTON AT SEATTLE 

JERMAINE SATTERWHITE, 

Plaintiff, 
vs. 

MARIA LUISA DY, M.D.; MANUELL 

No. Cl 1-0528-JCC 

ORDER OF DISMISSAL OF 
ALL CLAIMS 

12 LACIST; DENISE DUBLE, FNP; JOHN 
AND JANE DOES 1-10, and UNITED 

13 ST A TES OF AMERICA. 
Defendants. 

14 

15 The Stipulation for Compromise Settlement and Release filed by Plaintiff and the 

16 United States of America (Dkt. No. 101) is accepted by the Court. Accordingly, all 

17 claims against Defendant United States under the Federal Tort Claim Act are 

18 DISMISSED with prejudice. Further, all separate claims against the individually named 

19 Defendants Maria Luisa Dy, Manuell Lacist and Denise Duble are DISMISSED with 

20 prejudice. Each party shall bear its own costs. 

2! II 

22 II 

23 II 

24 
II 

II 
25 

II 
26 

ORDER OF DISMISSAL OF ALL CLAIMS I.aw Office, uf Michael Withey 
601 Union Street. Ste. 4200 

Seanle. WA 9810! 
206-405-1800 

Fax: R66-79J-n J6 
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DATED this 12th day of July, 2013. 

John C. Coughenour 
UNITED ST A TES DISTRICT JUDGE 

Respectfully submitted on this 11 th day of July, 2013. 

Isl Michael Withey 

MICHAEL WITHEY, WSBA 4787 
601 Union Street, Suite 4200 
Seattle, Washington 9810 l 
Phone: 206-405-1800 
Fax: 866-793-7216 
E-mail: mike@wi they law. corn 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 

Isl Joanne R. Werner 

JOANNE R. WERNER, WSBA 22470 
2025 First A venue, Suite 830 
Seattle, Washington 98121 
Phone: 206-448-7969 
Fax: 206-448-7950 
E-mail: joanne@j wernerlaw. corn 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 

ORDER OF DISMISSAL OF ALL CLAIMS 
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I.aw Office, uf Michael Withey 
601 Union Street, Ste. 4200 

Seanle, WA 9810! 
206-405-1800 

Fax: R66-79J-n J6 
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Isl Christina N. Dimock 
Agreed to Entry of Order 
CHRISTINA N. DIMOCK, WSBA 40159 
HAROLD MALKIN, WSBA 30986 
Assistant United States Attorney 
United States Attorney's Office 
700 Stewart Street, Suite 5220 
Seattle, Washington 98101-12 71 
Phone: 206-553-7970 
Fax: 206-553-4073 
E-mail: christina.dimock@usdoj.gov 

harold. malkin@usdoj.gov 
Attorneys for the United States of America 

Isl Gregan P. Thatcher 

Agreed to Entry of Order 
GREGORY P. THATCHER, WSBA 40902 
JOHN ZEHNDER, WSBA 29440 
Scheer & Zehnder, LLP 
701 Pike Street, Suite 2200 
Seattle, Washington 98 IO 1 
Phone: 206-262-1200 x265 
Fax: 206-223-4065 
E-mail: gthatcher@scheerlaw.com 
Attorneys for Defendant Denise Duble 

Isl Jeremv E. Roller 

Agreed to Entry of Order 
JEREMY E. ROLLER, WSBA 32021 
JOHN JAMNBACK, WSBA 29872 
Yarmuth Wilsdon PLLC 
8 I 8 Stewart Street, Suite 1400 
Seattle, Washington 98101 
Phone: 206-516-3800 
Fax: 206-516-3888 
E-mail: jroller@yarmuth.com 
Attorneys for Defendant Maria Luisa Dy 

ORDER OF DISMISSAL OF ALL CLAIMS 

3 

I.aw Office, uf Michael Withey 
601 Union Street, Ste. 4200 

Seanle, WA 9810! 
206-405-1800 

Fax: R66-79J-n J6 
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Isl Michelle Peterson 
Agreed to Entry of Order 
MICHELLE PETERSON, WSBA 33598 
CHARLES HUBER, WSBA 18941 
Lane Powell PC 
1420 Fifth Ave, Suite 4100 
Seattle, WA 98101-2338 
Phone: 206-223-3987 
Fax: 206-223-7107 
E-mail: PetersonM@LanePowell.com 
Attorneys for Defendant Manuell Lacist 

ORDER OF DISMISSAL OF ALL CLAIMS 

4 

!..aw Office, uf Michael Withey 
601 Union Street, Ste. 4200 

Seanle, WA 9810! 
206-405-1800 

Fax: R66-79J-n J6 
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THE HONORABLE JOHN C. COUGHENOUR 

UNITED ST A TES DISTRICT COURT 
WESTERN DISTRICT OF WASHINGTON 

AT SEATTLE 

JERMAINE E. SATTERWHITE, 

Plaintiff, 

CASE NO. Cl 1-0528-JCC 

MINUTE ORDER 

V. 

MARIA DY, et al., 

Defendants. 

The following Minute Order is made by direction of the Court, the Honorable John C. 

17 Coughenour, United States District Judge: 

18 This matter comes before the Court on the parties' stipulation and proposed order (Dkt. 

19 No. 95 ), which is incorporated herein by reference. This matter is hereby ST A YED and no 

20 decision on any pending motions shall be rendered, nor further actions taken until the parties 

21 have either: (I) filed a Notice of Dismissal; or (2) submitted a status update to this Court, to be 

22 filed sixty (60) days from today, on May 20, 2013. All pre-trial deadlines that have not yet 

23 passed arc hereby stricken and, if the settlement does not become final, shall be re-set upon the 

24 parties' request. 

25 II 

26 II 

MINUTE ORDER. C 11-0528-JCC 
PAGE- I 
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DATED this 21st day of March 2013. 

MINUTE ORDER, C 11-0528-JCC 
PAGE-2 

William M. McCool 
Clerk of Court 

s/Tim FaJTcll 
Deputy Clerk 
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The Honorable John C, Coughenour 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
WESTERN DISTRICT OF WASHING TON 

AT SEATTLE 

JERMAINE SATTERWHITE, 

Plaintiff, 

v, 

MARIA LUISA DY, M.D.; MANUELL 
LACIST; DENISE DUBLE, FNP; JOHN AND 
JANE DOES 1-10 and UNITED STATES OF 
AMERICA, 

Defendants. 

No. Cl 1-00528-JCC 

STIPULATION FOR COMPROMISE 
SETTLEMENT AND RELEASE OF 
FEDERAL TORT CLAIMS ACT 
CLAIMS PURSUANT TO 28 U.S.C. 
§2677 

Note for Motion Calendar: 
July 11, 2013 

It is hereby stipulated by and between the undersigned plaintiff (meaning any person, 

other than the defendant and the attorneys, signing this agreement, whether or not a party to this 

civil action), and the United States of America, by and through their respective attorneys, as 

follows: 

1. The parties do hereby agree to settle and compromise each and every claim of any 

kind, whether known or unknown, arising directly or indirectly from the acts or omissions that 

gave rise to the above-captioned action under the terms and conditions set forth in this 

Settlement Agreement. 

STIPULATION FOR COMPROMISE 
SETTLEMENT AND RELEASE 
(No. C 11-00528-JCC) - 1 

UNITED ST A TES ATTORNEY 
700 Stewart Street, Suite 5220 

Seattle, Washington 981 01-1271 
(206) 553-7970 
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2. The United States of America agrees to pay the sum of $1.4 million, which sum shall 

be in full settlement and satisfaction of any and all claims, demands, rights, and causes of 

action of whatsoever kind and nature, arising from, and by reason of any and all known and 

unknown, foreseen and unforeseen bodily and personal injuries, damage to property and the 

consequences thereof, result.in& and to result, from the subject matter of this settlement, 

including any claims for wrongful death, for which plaintiff or his guardians, heirs, executors, 

administrators, or assigns, and each of them, now have or may hereafter acquire against the 

United States of America, its agents, servants, and employees. 

3, Plaintiff and his guardians, heirs, executors, administrators or assigns hereby agree 

to accept the sums set forth in this Stipulation of Compromise Settlement in full settlement, 

satisfaction, and release of any and all claims, demands, rights, and causes of action of 

whatsoever kind and nature, including claims for wrongful death, arising from, and by reason 

of any and all known and unknown, foreseen and unforeseen bodily and personal injuries, 

damage to property and the consequences thereof which they may have or hereafter acquire 

against the United States of America, iti; agents, servants and employees on account of the 

same subje.ct matter that gave rise to the above~captioned action, including any future claim or 

lawsuit of any kind or type whatsoever, whether known or unknown, and whether for 

compensatory or exemplary damages. Plaintiff and his guardians, heirs, executors, 

administrators or assigns further agree to reimburse, indemnify and hold harmless the United 

States of America, its agents, servants, and employees from and against any and all such causes 

of action, claims, liens, rights, or subrogated or contribution interests incident to or resulting 

:from further litigation or the prosecution of claims by plaintiff or his guardians, heirs, 

STIPULATION FOR COMPROMISE 
SETTLEMENT AND RELEASE 
(No. Cl 1-00528-JCC) - 2 

UNITEDSTATESAITORNEY 
700 Stewart Street, Suite 5220 

Seattle. Washington 98101~1271 
(206) 553~7970 
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executors, administrators or assigns against any third party or against the United States, 

including claims for wrongful death. 

4. This stipulation for compromise settlement is not, is in no way intended to be, and 

should not be construed as, an admission of liability or fault on the part of the United States, its 

agents, servants, or employees, and it is specifically denied that they are liable to plaintiff. This 

settlement is entered into by all parties for the purpose of compromising disputed claims under 

the Federal Tort Claims Act and avoiding the expenses and risks of further litigation. 

5. It is also agreed, by and among the parties, that the respective parties will each bear 

their own costs, fees, and expenses and that any attorney's fees owed by the plaintiff will be 

paid out of the settlement amount and not in addition thereto. 

6. It is also understood by and among the parties that pursuant to Title 28, United States 

Code, Section 2678, "no attorney shall charge, demand, receive, or collect for services 

rendered, fees in excess of 25 per centum of any judgment rendered pursuant to section l 346(b) 

of this title or any settlement made pursuant to section 2677 of this titJe." 

7. The persons signing this Settlement Agreement warrant and represent that they 

possess full authority to bind the persons on whose behalf they are signing to the terms of the 

settlement. In the event any plaintiff is a minor or a legally incompetent adult, the plaintiff 

must obtain Court approvaJ of the settJement at their expense. Plaintiff agrees to obtain such 

approval in a timely manner: time being of the essence. Plaintiff further agrees that the United 

States may void this settlement at its option in the event such approval is not obtained in a 

timely manner. 1n the event plaintiffs fail to obtain such Court approval, the entire Stipulation 

For Compromise Settlement And Release and the compromise settlement are null and void. 

STIPULATION FOR COMPROMISE 
SETTLEMENT AND RELEASE 
(No. Cl 1-00528-JCC)- 3 

UNITED STATES ATTORNEY 
700 Stewart Street, Suite 5220 

Seattle, Washington 98101-1271 
(206) 553-7970 
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8. Payment of the settlement amount will be made by government wire transfer as per 

the following: 

A. 
B. 
C. 
D. 
E. 
F. 
G. 

Name of Bank: 
Street Address of Bank: 
City, State and Zip Code of Bank: 
Federal Reserve Number: 
Routing Number: 
Name of Account: 
Account Number: 

Plaintiff's attorney agrees to distribute the settlement proceeds to plaintiff, and to obtain 

a dismissal of the above-captioned action with prejudice, with each party bearing its own fees, 

costs, and expenses. 

9. The parties agree that this Stipulation for Compromise Settlement and Release, 

including all the terms and conditions of this compromise settlement and any additional 

agreements relating thereto, may be made public in their entirety, and plaintiff expressly 

consents to such release and disclosure pursuant to 5 U.S,C. § 552a(b). 

10. It is contemplated that this Stipulation may be executed in several counterparts, 

with a separate signature page for each party. All such counterparts and signature pages, 

together, shall be deemed to be one document. 

Respectfully submitted this 11th day of July, 2013. 

CHRISTINA N. DIMOCK, WSBA 40159 
HAROLD MALKIN, WSBA 30986 
Assistant United States Attorney 
United States Attorney's Office 
700 Stewart Street, Suite 5220 
Seattle, Washington 98101-1271 
Phone:206-553-7970 
E-mail :christina. dimock@usdoj .gov 

harold.malkin@usdoj.gov 
Attorneys for the United States of America 

STIPULATION FOR COMPROMISE 
SETTLEMENT AND RELEASE 
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UNITED ST ATES ATTORNEY 
700 Stewart Street, Suite 5220 

Seattle, Washington 98 IO 1-1271 
(206) 553-7970 
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C L WIT Y; SBA 4787 
601 Union Street, su· 4200 
Seattle, Washington 8101 
Phone:206-4O5-180O 
Fax: 866.793-7216 
E-mail:mike@witheylaw.com 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 

J ANNE R. WERNER, WSBA 22470 
2 25 First A venue. Suite 830 
Seattle, Washington 98121 
Phone:206-448-7969 
Fax: 206-448-7950 
E-mail:joanne@jwernerlaw.com 
Attorne or laintiff 

STIPULATION FOR COMPROMISE 
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(No. Cl 1-00528-JCC)- 5 

UNITED STATES ATTORNEY 
700 Stewart Street, Suite 5220 

Seattle, Washington 98101-1271 
(206) 553-7970 
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THE HONORABLE JOHN C. COUGHENOUR 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
WESTERN DISTRICT OF WASHING TON 

AT SEATTLE 

JERMAINE E. SATTERWHITE, 

Plaintiff, 

V. 

MARIA LUISA DY, M.D.; MANUELL 
LACIST; DENISE DUBLE, FNP; JOHN 
AND JANE DOES 1-10 and UNITED 
STATES OF AMERICA, 

Defendants. 

CASE NO. C 11-0528-JCC 

ORDER DENYING DEFENDANT'S 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT 

Plaintiff Jermaine Satterwhite claims that Defendant Manuell Lacist, a physician's 

assistant at the federal detention center where Satterwhite was incarcerated, violated 
18 

Satterwhite's Eighth Amendment rights by failing to prescribe treatment for, recommend 
19 

Satterwhite for treatment for, or otherwise respond to Satterwhite's latent tuberculosis infection. 
20 

(Dkt. No. 16.) Currently before the Court are (I) Lacist's motion for summary judgment on the 
21 

ground of qualified immunity (Dkt. No. 76) and (2) Satterwhite's motion for a continuance of the 
22 

Court's decision on Lacist's motion (0kt. No. 80). Having thoroughly considered the parties' 
23 

briefing and the record, the Court finds oral argument unnecessary and hereby DENIES Lacist's 
24 

motion for summary judgment (0kt. No. 76) and DENIES Satterwhite's motion for a 
25 

continuance (0kt. No. 80) as moot, for the reasons explained herein. 
26 

ORDER DENYING DEFENDANT'S MOTION 
FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
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I. BACKGROUND 

2 The following comes from Satterwhite's first amended complaint and three documents 

3 Lacist asserts were in effect at the time of the alleged constitutional violation: the U.S. Bureau of 

4 Prison's Program Statements on Infectious Disease Management and Patient Care, and its 

5 Clinical Practice Guidelines for the Management of Tuberculosis (---+'uberculosis Guidelines"). 

6 (Dkt. No. 77 Exs. A, E, D.) Lacist submitted these documents with his motion for summary 

7 judgment and attests that he was -mered to follow and adhere to" them when he was employed 

8 at the Federal Detention Center in Seatac, Washington (-I>DC-Seatac"). (Dkt. No. 77 ~~ 7, 11, 

9 13.) Because Lacist has moved for summary judgment, the Court interprets these documents, and 

10 draws all reasonable inferences from them, in the light most favorable to Satterwhite. See Blair 

11 Foods, Inc. v. Ranchers Cotton Oil, 610 F.2d 665, 668 (9th Cir. 1980). 

12 

13 

A. Tuberculosis and the Bureau's Program Statements and Guidelines 

Tuberculosis is caused by infection with M. tuberculosis. (Dkt. No. 77 Ex. D at 51.) M. 

14 tuberculosis is transmitted through airborne respiratory droplets when an individual with active 

15 pulmonary tuberculosis coughs, sneezes, or speaks. (Id.) An individual who is infected with the 

16 organism but who has not developed active tuberculosis is deemed to have latent tuberculosis 

17 infection (--b TBI"). (Id.) Approximately 7-10% of infected persons who are not treated for LTBI 

18 develop active tuberculosis disease at some point in their lives. (Id.) Active tuberculosis is a 

19 serious, potentially life-threatening disease. See McCormick v. Stalder, 105 F.3d 1059, 1061 (5th 

20 Cir. 1997) (--highly contagious and deadly disease"); Lauria v. Donahue, 438 F. Supp. 2d 131, 

21 135 (E.D.N.Y. 2006) (--the deadly disease"); Stewart v. Taft, 235 F. Supp. 2d 763, 765 n. l (N.D. 

22 Ohio 2002) (--eommunicable and potentially deadly disease"). 

23 At the time of the alleged constitutional violation, the Bureau's Tuberculosis Guidelines 

24 and Infectious Disease Management Program Statement provided that the Bureau would screen 

25 each inmate for tuberculosis within two calendar days of initial incarceration using the 

26 Tuberculin Skin Test (--+'ST"), also known as the purified protein derivative (---PPD") test. {0kt. 

ORDER DENYING DEFENDANT'S MOTION 
FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
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No. 77 Exs. A at 14, D at 53.) ...:+he test is _read' by measuring in millimeters (mm) the largest 

2 diameter of the indurated area (palpable swelling) on the forearm." (Id. Ex. D at 54.) An 

3 induration of 5 millimeters or greater was considered ---+'ST-positive." (Id. at 55.) The Guidelines 

4 provided that all TST-positive inmates should be referred for a chest X-ray to rule out active 

5 tuberculosis disease. (Id.) 

6 The Infectious Disease Management Program Statement provided that -fi]nmates will be 

7 evaluated and treated for latent TB infection or TB disease in accordance with guidance from the 

8 Medical Director" and that ----filollow-up periodic chest x-rays for inmates with previously 

9 positive tuberculin skin tests will be conducted based upon guidance from the Medical Director." 

IO (Id. Ex. A at 15---16; see also id. at 31 (--Gnce an institution physician determines a TB exposure 

11 has occurred, the exposed individuals will be offered evaluation and treatment for latent TB in 

12 accordance with the U.S. Public Health Service recommendations and guidance from the 

13 Medical Director.").) The Guidelines, which had been --ttpdated to reflect recently issued 

14 guidance from Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) on TB control in correctional 

15 facilities," in turn provided that -all" --tnmates who have a positive TST" of -l--0 millimeters or 

16 greater" -should be evaluated for LTBI treatment," and -ft]reatment of LTBI should be 

17 considered for all TST positive inmates regardless of age, when no medical contraindications to 

18 treatment exist, and previous adequate treatment has not been provided." (Id. Ex. D at 47, 55, 57; 

19 see id. at 51 (--Identification of latent TB infection provides an opportunity for providing 

20 treatment to prevent future development of TB disease."); id. at 53 (-fP]roviding treatment for 

21 those with latent TB infection [is an] important public health measure[].").) An exception to the 

22 rule of considering all TST-positive inmates with an induration of 10 millimeters or greater for 

23 L TBI treatment was that -fi]nmates in detention centers should ordinarily not be prescribed 

24 L TBI treatment if their anticipated incarceration is uncertain or is less than several months, 

25 unless [certain] ... high priority indications have been identified .... " (id. at 58.) Finally, 

26 certain individuals-such as -cnverters," whose TST reading had increased by 10 millimeters 
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or more in a two-year period and thus were at a higher risk of developing active tuberculosis-

2 were --high priority candidates for L TBI treatment." (Id. at 57.) 

3 According to the Guidelines, there were two --standard options for treatment of LTBI." 

4 (Id.) The ;treferred regimen" was six to nine months of isoniazid by mouth along with 

5 pyridoxine: --Nine months of isoniazid should be administered ... , whenever feasible, for all 

6 .•. inmates." (Id. at 58 (emphasis in original).) The Guidelines provided that ---g]roup 

7 counseling or other structured educational efforts should be considered for inmates who refuse 

8 treatment for L TBI when treatment is clearly indicated" and that --iffnmates who refuse treatment 

9 of LTBI should sign a refusal form to be kept in their medical record, documenting their 

IO declination of treatment." (Id. at 60, 62.) 

11 The Guidelines also included a section on --l'B contact investigations," which the prison 

12 was to carry out when it identified ---a-potentially infectious TB case" with whom others might 

13 have come into contact: ---'.Fhe goal of a TB contact investigation is both to identify other active 

14 cases of TB (rare) and to ident(fj; and completely treat individuals with new latent TB infection, 

15 particularly those at high risk for developing the disease." (Id. at 69 (emphasis added).) The 

16 Guidelines provided that --ff]ocus should be placed on identifying the highest risk contacts [i.e., 

17 those with the greatest duration or concentration of exposure], completely screening them and 

18 providing a full course of treatment of L TBI for those who are infected." (Id. ( emphasis in 

19 original).) Under --Infection Control Measures," the Guidelines provided, --Inmates should be 

20 advised of the importance of completing treatment for either TB disease or LTBI if diagnosed." 

21 (Id. at 75.) Finally, under ---+B Program Management," the Guidelines provided that --fp]articular 

22 attention should be focused on ensuring," inter alia, that --fi]nmatcs are treated for L TBI in 

23 accordance with recommended guidelines." (Id. at 78.) 

24 The Bureau's Program Statement on Patient Care provided that each prison would 

25 provide ambulatory care services through primary care provider teams (--PCPT"). (id. Ex. E at 

26 I 13.) Under the PCPT model: 
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[E]ach inmate is assigned to a medical team of health care providers and support 
staff who are responsible for managing the inmate's health care needs. 

[M]id-levcl providers (MLP) need to be available to provide diagnostic and 
treatment services to the inmate population .... [E]ach MLP [is] assigned a 
caseload of [ a certain number of] inmates. 

A physician will provide clinical oversight for multiple provider teams. The 
physician, as the licensed provider of the team, is responsible for the care that 
team delivers. 

[T]hc MLP is the PCPT's primary care provider .... The MLP will serve as the 
primary point of contact for inmates assigned to their caseload. 

(Id. at 113-15.) 

The Program Statement on Patient Care also provided: 

SOAP Format. Patient encounters will be documented using the SOAP format: 
• S-Subjective or Symptomatic data 

0-0bjective Data 
A-Assessment 
P-Plan 

Patient education is a required clement of the treatment plan. Education may be 
documented under ---P," or may be documented separately (-SOAPE"). 

17 
(Id. at 120.) 

18 

19 

B. Alleged Eighth Amendment Violation 

Satterwhite was incarcerated at FDC-Scatac from approximately March 27, 2008 to April 

20 
21, 2009. (Dkt. No. 16 ii 3.1.) The TST that prison staff administered to Satterwhite upon his 

21 
incarceration revealed an 18-millimctcr induration. (Id. ii 3.3.) His chest X-ray was negative for 

22 
active tuberculosis disease. (Id. ,i,i 3.5-3.6.) On April 8, 2008, Defendant Manuell Lacist, a 

23 
physician's assistant and -fflid-levcl provider" at FDC-Scatac, performed a --1-f istory & Physical" 

24 
exam of Satterwhite. (Id. ,i 3.8; Dkt. No. 77 Exs. 8-C.) Under .....'.Fubcrculosis," Lacist recorded 

25 
that Satterwhite had a ---Positive" ---PPD Result" within the last year and that his chest X-ray was 

26 
nomrnl. (0kt. No. 77 Ex. B at 33.) Laci st admits in his motion for summary judgment that he 
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knew from this information that Satterwhite had LTBI. (Dkt. No. 76 at 9; Dkt. No. 82 at 1.) In 

2 the History & Physical report, under .....Potential Items For Follow-up," Lacist wrote, --PPD 

3 Administration Not Performed." 1 (Dkt. No. 77 Ex.Bat 42.) Lacist recorded the following in 

4 Satterwhite's chronological record of medical care: 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

IO 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

S/O FOR H[ISTORY] & P[HYSICAL] SEE BEMR [MEDICAL RECORD] 
A P[HYSICAL] E[XAM], H[ISTORY] O[F] +[POSITIVE] PPD 
P/E [SICK CALL] COPAY EXPLAINED 

R[ETURN] T[O] C[LINIC] P[RO] R[E] N[ATA] [AS NEEDED] 

(Id. Ex. Cat 44.) Lacist did not discuss LTBI treatment with Satterwhite, did not refer him to a 

physician to be considered for treatment, and did not record anything under -plan" or --Potential 

Items For Follow-up" regarding treatment or follow-up monitoring. (Id. Exs. B, C.) Nothing in 

the record indicates that Satterwhite was contraindicated for L TBI treatment. (Id.) 

Defendant Maria Luisa Dy, M.D. was the physician assigned to Satterwhite. (Dkt. No. 16 

,-J 3.10.) She co-signed the History & Physical report and chronological record of medical care 

that Lacist prepared. (Dkt. No. 77 Exs. Bat 42, Cat 44.) 

On January 27, 2009-almost ten months after Lacist examined Satterwhite-Satterwhite 

submitted a request for treatment for a productive cough he had had for at least a month. (Dkt. 

No. 16 ,-J 3.11.) Kendall Hirano, another physician's assistant at FDC-Seatac, examined 

Satterwhite, did not order a chest X-ray or prescribe any tuberculosis treatment, and diagnosed 

Satterwhite with ----cugh secondary to post-nasal drainage/allergic rhinitis." (Id. ,-i,-i 3.12-3.13.) 

Dr. Dy co-signed the exam and evaluation. (Id. ,-i 3.14.) On March 16, 2009, Hirano saw 

Satterwhite again and documented that he was suffering from chest pain and the same productive 

cough. (Id. ,-i 3 .15 .) Hirano diagnosed Satterwhite with -otheanornalies of the ribs and 

23 
sternum," and Dr. Dy again co-signed the exam and evaluation. (Id. ,-i,-i 3.16-3.17.) 

24 

25 1 Because neither party addresses this -vi low-up" section of the report, and because it is 
26 unclear to the Court what Lacist meant to convey when he wrote, .....PPD Administration Not 

Performed," the Court does not consider this item of the record further. 
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On April 21, 2009, Satterwhite was transferred to the federal correctional facility in 

2 Herlong, California. (Id. ,-r 3.19.) On May 3, 2009, he was transferred to St. Mary's Medical 

3 Center in Reno, Nevada, where the hospital discovered a lesion in his right lung, enlarged lymph 

4 nodes, lytic bone lesions, a compression fracture of one of Satterwhite's vertebra caused by an 

5 epidural mass compressing the spinal cord, and a lesion in the first lumbar vertebra-all found to 

6 have been caused by untreated, widespread tuberculosis. (Id. ,-r 3.22.) Satterwhite underwent two 

7 spinal surgeries and currently suffers from a permanent disabling injury to his spinal cord, 

8 including paralysis and loss of sensation in both legs. (Id. ,-r,-r 3.23, 3.25-3.26.) 

9 Satterwhite brought a Bivens action for damages against Lacist, Dr. Dy, Hirano,2 and a 

IO nurse at FTC-Seatac for allegedly violating his Eighth Amendment right to be free from cruel 

11 and unusual punishment. (Id. § IV.) See Bivens v. Six Unknown Named Agents, 403 U.S. 388 

12 ( 1971 ). Satterwhite alleges that Lacist violated his Eighth Amendment rights -y willfully and 

13 purposefully and with deliberate indifference failing to respond to and treat Plaintiff 

14 Satterwhite's known serious medical condition of latent TB," including by -ffliling to prescribe 

15 any anti-TB treatment, refer Plaintiff for evaluation and treatment by a physician[,] or inform 

16 Plaintiff or any other health care providers at FDC SeaTac that Plaintiff had a positive skin test 

17 of 18 millimeters." (Id. ,-r,-i 4.2, 4.6.) Lacist now moves for summary judgment on the basis of 

18 qualified immunity. 

19 II. 

20 

DISCUSSION 

A. Legal Standards 

21 1. Summary Judgment 

22 Summary judgment is proper when there is no genuine issue as to any material fact and 

23 the moving party is entitled to a judgment as a matter oflaw. Fed. R. Civ. P. 56(a). Where the 

24 

25 2 Satterwhite and Hirano subsequently stipulated to Hirano's dismissal with prejudice on 
26 the basis that Hirano, as a U.S. Public Health Service officer, was absolutely immune from suit. 

(Dkt. No. 45.) 
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party opposing a motion for summary judgment will have the burden of proof on an issue at trial, 

2 the moving party can prevail by -pointing out to the district court ... that there is an absence of 

3 evidence to support the nonmoving party's case." Celotex Corp. v. Catrett, 477 U.S. 317,325 

4 ( 1986). Once the moving party meets this initial burden, the opposing party must then -set forth 

5 specific facts showing that there is a genuine issue for trial" in order to defeat the motion. 

6 Anderson v. Liberty Lobby, Inc., 477 U.S. 242, 248 (l 986) (quotation marks omitted); Fed. R. 

7 Civ. P. 56(e). In deciding a motion for summary judgment, a court draws all inferences in the 

8 light most favorable to the party opposing the motion. Blair Foods, 610 F.2d at 668. 

9 2. Eighth Amendment 

l O __ :me [Eighth] Amendment ... requires that inmates be furnished with the basic human 

11 needs, one of which is ...reasonable safety,'" Helling v. McKinney, 509 U.S. 25, 33 ( 1993) 

12 (quoting DeShaney v. Winnebago Cty. Dep 't of Soc. Servs., 489 U.S. 189, 200 ( 1989)), and 

13 prison officials -must Jake reasonable measures to guarantee [such] safety."' Farmer v. 

14 Brennan, 511 U.S. 825, 832 ( 1994) (quoting Hudson v. Palmer, 468 U.S. 517, 526-27 (1984)). 

15 -Having incarcerated [individuals], having stripped them of virtually every means of self-

16 protection and foreclosed their access to outside aid, the government and its officials are not free 

17 to let the state of nature take its course." Farmer, 511 U.S. at 833; see DeShaney, 489 U.S. at 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

199-200. Specifically with respect to physical health: 

[D]enial of medical care may result in pain and suffering which no one suggests 
would serve any penological purpose. The infliction of such unnecessary 
suffering is inconsistent with contemporary standards of decency .... [I]t is but 
just that the public be required to care for the prisoner, who cannot by reason of 
the deprivation of his liberty, care for himself. 

23 Estelle v. Gamble, 429 U.S. 97, 103-104 (1976) (quotation marks, citations, and indications of 

24 alteration omitted). ---'.f o establish an Eighth Amendment violation, a plaintiff must satisfy both 

25 an objective standard-that the deprivation was serious enough to constitute cruel and unusual 

26 punishment-and a subjective standard-deliberate indifference." Snow v. McDaniel, 681 F.3d 
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978, 985 (9th Cir. 2012). 

a. Objective Prong 

The plaintiff must show an objectively serious deprivation. Exposure to an unreasonably 

4 high risk of harm satisfies this prong: In -situations in which exposure to toxic or similar 

5 substances [ such as infection] would present a risk of sufficient likelihood or magnitude-and in 

6 which there is a sufficiently broad consensus that exposure of anyone to the substance should 

7 therefore be prevented-[]the Amendment's protection [is] available even though the effects of 

8 exposure might not be manifested for some time." Helling, 509 U.S. at 34. -fD]etermining 

9 whether [such] conditions of confinement violate the Eighth Amendment requires [(l)] a 

10 scientific and statistical inquiry into the seriousness of the potential harm and the likelihood that 

11 such injury to health will actually be caused by exposure to [the harmful toxin or infection]" and 

12 (2) an -assess[ ment] [ of] whether society considers the risk that the prisoner complains of to be 

13 so grave that it violates contemporary standards of decency to expose anyone unwillingly to such 

14 a risk"-i.e., whether --the risk of which he complains is not one that today's society chooses to 

15 tolerate." Id. at 36. In the context of a medical provider's treating a prisoner for a complained-of 

16 malady or risk of disease, the question is whether ---a- reasonable doctor or patient would find [the 

17 complained-of harm or risk of harm] important and worthy of comment or treatment." McGuckin 

18 v. Smith, 974 F.2d 1050, 1059 (9th Cir. 1992), overruled in part on other grounds, WMX Techs., 

19 Inc. v. Miller, 104 F.3d 1133 (9th Cir. 1997)). 

20 For example, in Helling, the plaintiff alleged that he was assigned to a cell with another 

21 inmate who smoked five packs of cigarettes a day, that he had suffered health problems caused 

22 by exposure to environmental tobacco smoke (--ETS"), and that the defendants' failure to 

23 regulate or ban ETS jeopardized his health in violation of the Eighth Amendment 509 U.S. at 

24 28. The court of appeals held that --i-t would be cruel and unusual punishment to house a prisoner 

25 in an environment exposing him to levels of ETS that pose an unreasonable risk of harming his 

26 health," id. at 30, observing that --society's attitude had evolved to the point that involuntary 
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exposure to unreasonably dangerous levels of ETS violated current standards of decency," id. at 

2 29. The Supreme Court affirmed, holding that the plaintiff ----ltad stated an Eighth Amendment 

3 claim on which relief could be granted by alleging that his compelled exposure to ETS poses an 

4 unreasonable risk to his health." Id. at 31. 

5 ----l'he [Helling] Court analogized the case before it with hypothetical situations in which 

6 prison officials were deliberately indifferent to other types of potential harms, such as _aposure 

7 of inmates to a serious, communicable disease."' .Johnson v. Epps, 479 F. App'x 583,591 (5th 

8 Cir. 2012) (unpublished) (quoting Helling, 509 U.S. at 35). For example, in Hutto v. Finney, 437 

9 U.S. 678 ( 1978), the Supreme Court observed that crowding prisoners into cells, where --some 

IO prisoners suffer[] from infectious diseases such as hepatitis and venereal disease," id. at 682, is a 

11 -J'l'rison condition[] for which the Eighth Amendment require[s] a remedy, even [if] it [i]s not 

12 alleged that the likely harm [ will] occur immediately and even though the possible infection 

13 might not affect all of those exposed," Helling, 509 U.S. at 33. In Gates v. Collier, 501 F.2d 

14 1291 (5th Cir. 1974), the court affirmed the district court's holding that allowing-fs]ome 

15 inmates with serious contagious diseases ... to mingle with the general prison population," 

16 alongside maintaining a host of other unsanitary and inhumane conditions, -eonstitute[ d] cruel 

17 and unusual punishment." Id. at 1300-03 (cited with approval in Rhodes v. Chapman, 452 U.S. 

18 337, 352 n.17 (1981), and Helling, 509 U.S. at 34). In Pmvers v. Snyder, 484 F.3d 929 (7th Cir. 

19 2007), the court observed that --knowingly exposing a prisoner to hepatitis or other serious 

20 diseases could [] amount to cruel and unusual punishment in violation of the federal 

21 Constitution." Id. at 931 (citing Barnes v. Briley, 420 F.3d 673,675 (7th Cir. 2005); Forbes v. 

22 Edgar, 112 F.3d 262, 267 (7th Cir. 1997); Billman v. Ind. Dep 't ofCorrs., 56 F.3d 785, 788-89 

23 (7th Cir. 1995); Butler v. Fletcher, 465 F.3d 340, 345 (8th Cir. 2006)). In Glick v. Henderson, 

24 855 F.2d 536 (8th Cir. 1988), the court observed that a plaintiff would ----ltave a colorable [Eighth 

25 Amendment] claim ... if he could show that there is _a pervasive risk of harm to inmates' of 

26 contracting the AIDS virus and if there is _a failure of prison officials to reasonably respond to 
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that risk."' Id. at 539-40 (quoting Martin v. White, 742 F.2d 469, 474 (8th Cir.1984)). In Powell 

2 v. Lennon, 914 F.2d 1459 (11th Cir. 1990), the court held that the plaintiffs allegations that -the 

3 defendants forced him to remain in a dormitory [whose] atmosphere was filled with friable 

4 asbestos" and that -defendants knew of the health danger and yet refused to move the plaintiff to 

5 an asbestos-free environment" stated a claim for ---eeli berate indifference to the plaintiffs serious 

6 medical needs." Id. at 1463. And in DeGidio v. Pung, 920 F.2d 525 (8th Cir. 1990), the court 

7 held that the prison staffs --serious and persistent instances of negligent and substandard efforts 

8 to remedy the tuberculosis epidemic ... evidenced deliberate indifference to the inmates' serious 

9 medical needs." Id. at 531, 533 (quotation marks omitted); see Castillo v. Solano Cty. Jail, No. 

IO 2:08-cv-3080 GEB KIN P, 2011 WL 3584318, at* 13 (E.D. Cal. Aug. 12, 2011) (--It is well 

11 accepted that ... _substantial risks of harm' include _aposure of inmates to a serious, 

12 communicable disease .... "') (quoting Helling, 509 U.S. at 33). 

13 

14 

b. Subjective Prong 

The plaintiff must also show that his prison doctor was -dliberately indifferent" to his 

15 serious medical needs, which the courts equate with -subja.:ive recklessness." Estelle, 429 U.S. 

16 at 104; Snow, 681 F.3d at 985. -£-T]he [deliberate indifference] standard is Jess stringent in cases 

17 involving a prisoner's medical needs [than in cases involving disciplinary actions] because the 

18 State's responsibility to provide inmates with medical care ordinarily does not conflict with 

19 competing administrative concerns."' Snmv, 681 F.3d at 985 (quoting McGuckin, 974 F.2d at 

20 1060) ( quotation marks and indications of alteration omitted). --:ro show deliberate indifference, 

21 the plaintiff _must show that the course of treatment the doctors chose was medically 

22 unacceptable under the circumstances' and that the defendants _chose this course in conscious 

23 disregard of an excessive risk to plaintiff's health."' id. at 988 (quoting Jackson v. McIntosh, 90 

24 F.3d 330,332 (9th Cir. 1996)); see Farmer, 511 U.S. at 847-48 (-fA] prison official may be held 

25 [deliberately indifferent] only ifhe knows that inmates face a substantial risk of serious harm and 

26 disregards that risk by failing to take reasonable measures to abate it."); Wilhelm v. Rotman, 680 
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F.3d 1113, 1122 (9th Cir. 2012). Thus, if the measures available to -bate" the risk are ---feasible, 

2 [are] readily implemented, and in fact significantly reduce a substantial risk of severe [harm]," 

3 and the official --tlfuses to adopt such an alternative in the face of these documented advantages, 

4 without a legitimate[] justification for [such refusal], then [that] refusal ... can be viewed as 

5 _cruel and unusual' under the Eighth Amendment." Baze v. Rees, 553 U.S. 35, 52 (2008). 

6 Accidents, negligence, -tlrdinary lack of due care," mere -inadvertent failure to provide 

7 adequate medical care," decisions on matters of medical judgment, and mere medical 

8 malpractice do not constitute deliberate indifference. Whitley v. Albers, 475 U.S. 312, 319 

9 ( 1986); Estelle, 429 U.S. at 105-08. But a showing of deliberate indifference requires 

10 -something less than acts or omissions for the very purpose of causing harm or with knowledge 

11 that harm will result." Farmer, 511 U.S. at 835. For example, being aware of but -ignor[ing] a 

12 condition of confinement that is sure or very likely to cause serious illness and needless suffering 

13 the next week or month or year" can constitute deliberate indifference. Helling, 509 U.S. at 33; 

14 see Hunt v. Dental Dep 't, 865 F .2d 198, 201 (9th Cir. 1989) (-Prison officials are deliberately 

15 indifferent to a prisoner's serious medical needs when they deny, delay, or intentionally interfere 

16 with medical treatment."). -In deciding whether there has been deliberate indifference to an 

17 inmate's serious medical needs, [the court] need not defer to the judgment of prison doctors or 

18 administrators." Hunt, 865 F.2d at 200. 

19 Finally, a court --may infer the existence of [deliberate indifference] from the fact that the 

20 risk of harm is obvious." Hope v. Pelzer, 536 U.S. 730, 738 (2002) (citing Farmer, 511 U.S. at 

21 842); cf, e.g., McGuckin, 974 F.2d at 1060 (-fT]he fact that an individual sat idly by as another 

22 human being was seriously injured despite the defendant's ability to prevent the injury is a strong 

23 indicium of callousness and deliberate indifference to the prisoner's suffering."). 

24 

25 

3. Qualified Immunity 

---l'he doctrine of qualified immunity protects government officials from liability for civil 

26 damages insofar as their conduct does not violate clearly established statutory or constitutional 
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rights of which a reasonable person would have known." Messerschmidt v. Millender, 132 S. Ct. 

2 1235, 1244 (2012) (quoting Pearson v. Callahan, 555 U.S. 223, 231 (2009)). -fW]hether an 

3 official protected by qualified immunity may be held personally liable for an allegedly unlawful 

4 official action generally turns on the _objective legal reasonableness' of the action, assessed in 

5 light of the legal rules that were _dearly established' at the time it was taken." Anderson v. 

6 Creighton, 483 U.S. 635, 639 (1987) (citation omitted) (quoting Harlow v. Fitzgerald, 457 U.S. 

7 800, 819 ( 1982)); Estate o/Ford v. Ramirez-Palmer, 301 F.3d I 043, 1050 (9th Cir. 2002) (-Ihe 

8 relevant, dispositive inquiry in determining whether a right is clearly established is whether it 

9 would be clear to a reasonable officer that his conduct was unlawful in the situation he 

10 confronted.") (quotation marks and indications of alteration omitted). 

11 Lacist argues that the qualified immunity inquiry here is whether Satterwhite had -tt 

12 [ clearly established] constitutional right to latent tuberculosis medications." (Dkt. No. 76 at 14.) 

13 That frames the inquiry too narrowly. For a right to be clearly established, the very action in 

14 question need not have previously been held unlawful. Creighton, 483 U.S. at 640; Mattos v. 

15 Agarano, 661 F.3d 433, 442 (9th Cir. 2011) (en bane) (-e.fficials can still be on notice that their 

16 conduct violates established law even in novel factual circumstances") ( quoting Hope, 536 U.S. 

17 at 741 ); see, e.g., .Jackwn, 90 F.3d at 331-32 (-I"he doctors contend that they are entitled to 

18 qualified immunity because there was no clearly established law requiring them to provide a 

19 kidney transplant to a prisoner on dialysis. The doctors state the issue too narrowly."). Instead, 

20 the question is whether ---it would [] have been clear to a reasonable [physician's assistant] 

21 knowing what [Lacist] knew (viewed in the light most favorable to [Satterwhite]) that [ doing 

22 nothing in the face of Satterwhite's L TBI], posed such a substantial risk of serious ham1 that [it] 

23 would be constitutionally impermissible." Ramirez-Palmer, 301 F.3d at 1053. 

24 

25 

B. Preliminary Matters 

The Court must first clear up some misconstructions of the record appearing in the 

26 briefing. First, Lacist states, -'li"e BOP Clinical Practice Guidelines for Management of 
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Tuberculosis that are applicable to inmates in a detention facility, such as FDC-Seatac, provide 

2 that the inmate _should ordinarily not be prescribed [latent tuberculosis infection] treatment if 

3 their anticipated incarceration is uncertain or is less than several months'" and --fa]ccordingly, 

4 Lacist was not authorized to recommend treatment for Satterwhite's latent tuberculosis, and 

5 consistent with Lacist's understanding of BOP policy, Lacist would not have presumed that 

6 Satterwhite would need to be referred for treatment in April 2008." (Dkt. No. 76 at 4-5 

7 (alterations in original).) There is no evidence in the record that Satterwhite's anticipated 

8 incarceration was uncertain or less than several months. Thus, this section of the Bureau's 

9 Tuberculosis Guidelines does not stand for the proposition that Lacist was not authorized to 

10 recommend that Satterwhite be treated for LTBI, and it does not support rejecting a presumption 

11 that Satterwhite should be treated. 

12 Second, Satterwhite misstates the definition of a ---recent converter" as a person -who had 

13 a recent tuberculin skin test (TST) measuring IO mm or more in a 2 year period" and then asserts 

14 that he fit this definition and was therefore a high priority for LTBI treatment. (Dkt. No. 78 at 6.) 

15 That is not the definition of -recent converter." A -recent converter" is an individual whose TST 

16 induration has increased by l O millimeters or more in a two year period. (Dkt. No. 77 Ex. D at 

17 55.) There is no evidence in the record of a prior TST result for Satterwhite against which to 

18 measure his 2008 induration of 18 millimeters-and thus no evidence supporting his assertion 

19 that he was a -recent converter." 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

Finally, Lacist asserts in his declaration: 

In all my years as a mid-level practitioner with the BOP, I have never been in 
charge of prescribing Latent TB or TB treatment to any resident. As part of my 
duties, I am involved with continuing the treatment process once it has started. At 
FDC-Seatac, the decision to treat latent TB is made by the Medical Director [Dr. 
Dy] in coordination with the Infectious Disease Coordinator. 

25 (Dkt. No. 77,-i 8; see Dkt. No. 76 at 2 (---ftOr was Lacist authorized to prescribe such treatment"), 

26 9 (--fA]s far as Lacist's [sic] knew, ... the decision to treat or not treat Satterwhite's latent 
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tuberculosis was not his decision to make.") (citing Dkt. No. 77 ,i 8, Exs. A, E).) The Court must 

2 address what Lacist's assertion, read in conjunction with the Guidelines and Program Statements, 

3 does and does not tend to show. Lacist's assertion does not create a genuine dispute of fact as to 

4 whether he was authorized to, or responsible for, evaluating Satterwhite for L TBI treatment, 

5 recommending an LTBI treatment or monitoring plan to Dr. Dy, or recommending that Dr. Dy 

6 consider such a plan. Indeed, the Program Statement on Patient Care provided that Lacist, as the 

7 mid-level provider assigned to Satterwhite, was Satterwhite's -primary care provider" and 

8 --J:}rimary point of contact" and was responsible for --provid[ing] diagnostic and treatment 

9 services" to Satterwhite. (Dkt. No. 77 Ex.Eat 115, 113.) Moreover, the Program Statement 

IO required Lacist to document every patient encounter using the -SOAP" format, where -P" stands 

11 for ---f,)lan." (Id. at 120.) And the Guidelines provided that -all" --tt1mates who have a positive 

12 TST" of -l-0 millimeters or greater" --should be evaluated for LTBI treatment" where no 

13 contraindications are present. (Id. Ex. D at 55, 57.) The reasonable inference from this evidence 

14 that is most favorable to Satterwhite (which the Court must draw) is that Lacist, having been 

15 assigned to perform Satterwhite's History & Physical, was the person designated to -evaluate[]" 

16 Satterwhite for LTBI treatment, and to recommend an appropriate ;-tlan" for the treatment or 

17 monitoring of Satterwhite' s L TBI-or at least to recommend that Dr. Dy consider such a plan. 

18 Lacist points the Court to the section of the Bureau's Infectious Disease Management 

19 Program Statement that says, ---Follow-up periodic chest x-rays for inmates with previously 

20 positive tuberculin skin tests will be conducted based upon guidance from the Medical Director." 

21 (Id. Ex. A at 16.) --As such," he argues, --a-reasonable person, such as Lacist, could understand 

22 that even if Sattenvhi te was not prescribed latent tuberculosis [treatment] at the ti me of the 

23 physical, he would not be at an excessive risk of harm given the continual monitoring required 

24 under the Guidelines." (Dkt. No. 82 at IO; see Dkt. No. 76 at 17.) The problem for Laci st is that 

25 the other evidence in the record suggests that the --guidance from the Medical Director" on 

26 follow-up periodic chest X-rays for a TST-positive individual like Satterwhite was that his 
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primary care provider team would develop a --J}lan" for treating his LTBI or periodically 

2 monitoring his infection with chest X-rays. Indeed, in the almost ten months between when 

3 Lacist examined Satterwhite and when Satterwhite requested a medical appointment for a severe 

4 cough, not a single follow-up X-ray was performed on Satterwhite. This evidence suggests that 

5 follow-up X-rays would not occur automatically, that Satterwhite's primary care provider team 

6 (including Lacist) was responsible for scheduling such follow-ups, and that Lacist was aware of 

7 these circumstances. The Court, interpreting the evidence in the light most favorable to 

8 Satterwhite, infers that the -guidance from the Medical Director" on conducting --Ef]ollow-up 

9 periodic chest x-rays for inmates with previously positive tuberculin skin tests" was that such 

IO inmates' primary care provider teams were responsible for implementing a -Jllan" for conducting 

11 such follow-up monitoring, and that Lacist could not have counted on their automatic occurrence 

12 in the absence of treatment. 

13 

14 

C. Analysis 

Genuine is sues of material fact preclude a grant of summary judgment for Lacist on the 

15 ground of qualified immunity at this stage of the proceedings. 

16 

17 

1. Eighth Amendment 

As discussed supra, it is well-established that knowingly confining a prisoner in a small 

18 space for a prolonged period of time with other prisoners who are infected with serious, 

19 contagious diseases (including, for example, tuberculosis), when there is not a sufficiently 

20 compelling penological reason for doing so, exposes the prisoner to an unreasonably high risk of 

21 harm and constitutes an objectively serious deprivation for purposes of the Eighth Amendment. 

22 See, e.g., Hutto, 437 U.S. at 682; Forhes, 112 F.3d at 266; Jl:f[fries v. Block, 940 F. Supp. I 509, 

23 I 514-15 ( C. D. CaL I 996) (-ft] here is no doubt" that ex po sure to tuberculosis-infected inmates 

24 presents a -serious health risk" and a --substantial risk of serious harm"). Here, the failure to treat 

25 Satterwhite's LTBl exposed him to a greater risk of harm than such hypothetical conditions of 

26 confinement would have: In the latter case, he would have been exposed to the mere risk of 
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being infected with M. tuberculosis-i.e., of developing LTBI; in the case at bar, not treating 

2 Satterwhite's LTBI made his continued latent infection a certainty. 

3 Moreover, the Bureau's Tuberculosis Guidelines and Infectious Disease Management 

4 Program Statement demonstrate that -there [wa]s a sufficiently broad consensus [at the time] that 

5 exposure of anyone [in Satterwhite's position] to the [risk of progressing from LTBI to active 

6 tuberculosis] should ... be prevented" by treating his LTBI infection or, at a minimum, 

7 monitoring him for development of active tuberculosis. Helling, 509 U.S. at 34. Those 

8 Guidelines and Program Statement emphasized ( 1) testing every inmate upon initial 

9 incarceration, (2) considering every LTBI-positive, non-contraindicated prisoner for treatment, 

10 (3) monitoring latent and active cases, (4) --effer[ing] evaluation and treatment for latent TB in 

11 accordance with the U.S. Public Health Service recommendations and guidance from the 

12 Medical Director" to all inmates exposed to a --I"B exposure" incident in the prison (Dkt. No. 77 

13 Ex. A at 31), (5) --identify[ing] and completely treat[ing] individuals with new latent TB 

14 infection" resulting from contact with an infectious TB case (Id. Ex. D at 69, 71-72 (emphasis 

15 added)), (6) advising prisoners on -ilie importance of completing treatment for ... LTBI if 

16 diagnosed" (Id. at 75), (7) counseling and educating prisoners who refused LTBI treatment and 

17 documenting incidents of such refusal, (8) --ensuring" that --8]nmates [ we ]re treated for L TBI in 

18 accordance with recommended guidelines" (Id. at 78), and (9) adhering to -standard" treatment 

19 regimens for L TBI. These documents evince a societal consensus that the treatment of L TBI in 

20 prisons should be an opt-out scheme: A prisoner with LTBI would be treated unless there was an 

21 affirmative reason not to. In other words, --society' s attitude had evolved to the point that 

22 involuntary exposure to [the risk of progressing from LTBI to active tuberculosis disease] 

23 violated current standards of decency." Helling, 509 U.S. at 29. The objective prong of the 

24 Eighth Amendment test is met here. 

25 That Satterwhite was not a -ttigh priority" candidate for L TB I-for example, that he was 

26 not a --Fecent converter"-does not show that his untreated, unmonitored infection did not 
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present a substantial risk of serious harm. Nor does the fact that -my" approximately 5% of 

2 infected persons develop active tuberculosis during the first year or two after infection (Dkt. No. 

3 77 Ex. D at 51 ). Lacist cites to no case-and this Court can find none-standing for the 

4 proposition that a 5% risk of developing a serious, potentially life-threatening disease is, as a 

5 matter of law, not an objectively serious risk of harm. To the contrary, as discussed, it is well-

6 established that knowingly exposing a prisoner to a substantially high risk of infection with a 

7 serious disease like tuberculosis is an objectively serious harm. Doing nothing to monitor or 

8 reverse a certain infection of the same serious disease, when the means of doing so are readily 

9 available to the medical provider-when in fact there is a --s-tandard" treatment to reverse such an 

10 infection----creates no less serious a risk for the inmate. The Court finds support (albeit non-

11 precedential) for this conclusion in Tai Huynh v. Hubbard, 471 F. App'x 591 (9th Cir. 2012) 

12 (unpublished disposition). In Tai Huynh, the plaintiff -aege[d] that after he tested positive for 

13 [latent] tuberculosis, defendants refused to administer a preventative tuberculosis treatment in a 

14 proper manner, and, as a result, he is now at a high risk of developing active tuberculosis and 

15 multi-drug resistant tuberculosis." Id. at 591. The Ninth Circuit reversed the district court's 

16 dismissal of the plaintiff's complaint: --EW]e cannot say that these allegations fail to state an 

17 Eighth Amendment injury." Id. (citing Helling, 509 U.S. at 32-35). 

18 Construing the evidence in the light most favorable to Satterwhite, the subjective prong 

19 of the Eighth Amendment inquiry is also met: Measures available to --abate" Satterwhite's risk of 

20 developing active tuberculosis-namely, treating his LTBI, or closely monitoring him-were 

21 --feasible, [were] readily implemented, and in fact [ would have] significantly reduce[ d]" the 

22 likelihood of Satterwhite's developing active tuberculosis and associated complications, and 

23 Lacist ---i=efuse[d] to adopt [those] alternative[s] in the face of these documented advantages, 

24 without a legitimate penological justification for [such refusal]." Baze, 553 U.S. at 52. Moreover, 

25 the Court infers that Lacist was aware that L TB! posed a substantially serious risk of harm to 

26 Satterwhite from the obviousness of that risk-as evidenced by the multitude of cases that had 
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already recognized that mere exposure to the substantial risk of developing LTBI was an 

2 objectively serious harm, and by the gravity with which the Bureau's Program Statement and 

3 Tuberculosis Guidelines treated tuberculosis. See Hope, 536 U.S. at 738. Though Lacist attests 

4 that --fa ]t no time did I consider Mr. Satterwhite's positive PPD test to constitute an obvious and 

5 severe risk to his health" (Dkt. No. 77 ,-J 10), the obviousness of the risk permits an inference to 

6 the contrary and creates a genuine issue of fact as to Lacist's state of mind. 

7 This case is distinguishable from those in which medical staff merely accidentally or 

8 negligently failed to properly diagnose or treat a prisoner. Lacist does not argue that he 

9 accidentally misdiagnosed Satterwhite; to the contrary, he admits he knew Satterwhite had LTBI. 

IO (Dkt. No. 77,-J 10.) Lacist does not argue that he knew he should have considered Satterwhite for 

11 treatment or scheduled Satterwhite for follow-up X-rays, but accidentally or negligently forgot to 

12 do so. He argues instead that he was fully apprised of the guidance in the Tuberculosis 

13 Guidelines and Program Statement on treating and monitoring LTBI (that he was in fact ordered 

14 to adhere to this guidance), that he was fully aware of Lacist's diagnosis, and that knowing what 

15 he knew, he affirmatively chose not to evaluate Satterwhite for, or recommend, treatment or 

16 monitoring. If Lacist was indeed responsible or authorized to make such recommendations (a 

17 fact still in dispute), then his failure to do so was not mere negligence; it was deliberate 

18 indifference to a serious medical need. 

19 This case is also distinguishable from those involving a matter of medical judgment or a 

20 difference of opinion as to the appropriate diagnostic procedure or treatment course. The 

21 Tuberculosis Guidelines and Program Statements show that it would have been --medically 

22 unacceptable under the circumstances" to do nothing for Satterwhite-to refuse to consider him 

23 for treatment or treat him, and to schedule no follow-up X-rays to monitor his condition. Snow, 

24 681 F.3d at 988. ln other words, choosing to do nothing for Satterwhite would not have been a 

25 valid exercise of medical judgment. Cf McGowan v. Hulick, 612 F.3d 636, 641 (7th Cir. 20 I 0) 

26 (medical professional's actions may reflect deliberate indifference ifhe --ehooses an easier and 
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less efficacious treatment [let alone no treatment or monitoring at all] without exercising 

2 professional judgment") (quotation marks omitted). 

3 For these reasons, the cases to which Lacist cites for support do not help him. In Martinez 

4 v. Boyd, No. 08---cv-02181-PAB-MEH, 2009 WL 2766771 (D. Colo. Aug. 27, 2009), the 

5 plaintiff disagreed with the doctors' use of X-ray as their diagnostic tool, with their conclusion 

6 that the X-rays showed no sign of tuberculosis, and with their resulting decision to cease 

7 treatment of the plaintiff for tuberculosis but continue to monitor him monthly. Id. at *5. That 

8 was a mere --difference of opinion" between the plaintiff and the doctors as to his diagnosis and 

9 proper care. Id. at *6-7. In Palladino v. Wackenhut Corrections, No. CIV.A. 97-CV-2401, 1998 

10 WL 855489 (E.D. Pa. Dec. 10, 1998), the doctors made a medical judgment not to treat the 

11 plaintiff for LTBI --because of his age and his foot condition." Id. at *I. And Marcotte v. Monroe 

12 Corrections Complex, 394 F. Supp. 2d 1289 (W.D. Wash. 2005), concerned a -mere 

13 disagreement over the reasonableness of [the defendant's] diagnosis, treatment, and follow-

14 up .... " Id. at 1296. --Although an inmate is not entitled to demand specific care and is not 

15 entitled to the best care possible, he is entitled to reasonable measures to meet a substantial risk 

16 of serious harm." Arnett v. Webster, 658 F.3d 742, 754 (7th Cir. 2011). Doing nothing was not 

17 --reasonable" here. 

18 Shaver v. CFC Healthcare, No. 09-cv--3280 (NLH)(JS), 2011 WL 3882287 (D. N.J. 

19 Sept. 2, 2011 ), is also inapposite. In that case, the plaintiffs TST -did not clearly demonstrate 

20 latent TB." Id. at *4. Moreover, the defendant put on evidence that -fur latent TB, no medical 

21 treatment is necessary," and the plaintiff --ei te[ d] no authority to" the contrary. Id. Thus Shaver's 

22 outcome resulted from the plaintiff's failure to put on any evidence of a constitutional violation. 

23 Garcia v. Anderson, No. 08--4731 {ADM/JJG), 2009 WL 2900304 (D. Minn. Sept. 2, 

24 2009), is also distinguishable. In that case, the defendant medical professionals -took n<further 

25 affirmative action to evaluate transplantation as a treatment option" after a specialist determined 

26 the plaintiff would be a transplant candidate. id. at *2. The court found no Eighth Amendment 
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violation, however, because in lieu of a transplant, the defendants ----{fUtinely performed" 

2 --laboratory tests and ultrasounds" and otherwise monitored the plaintiff to ensure that his 

3 condition -ernained stable and relatively unchanged." Id. Here, as discussed, in lieu of treatment 

4 (or recommending treatment), Lacist did (or recommended doing) nothing. Cf Burks v. 

5 Raemisch, 555 F.3d 592, 594 (7th Cir. 2009) (-A prisoner's statement that ... medical personnel 

6 [ were alerted] to a serious medical condition, that they did nothing in response, and that 

7 permanent injury ensued, is enough to state a claim on which relief may be granted-if it names 

8 the persons responsible for the problem."). 

9 2. Clearly Established Violation 

IO Assuming that Lacist had the responsibility or authority to recommend treating or 

11 monitoring Satterwhite's LTBI---which the Court infers he did-the question is whether a 

12 reasonab I e physician's assistant in Laci st' s shoes would have been aware that not recommending 

13 treatment or scheduling follow-up monitoring --J}()Sed such a substantial risk of serious harm that 

14 [such inaction] would be constitutionally impermissible." Ramirez-Palmer, 301 F.3d at 1053. A 

15 reasonable physician's assistant would have been so aware. As discussed supra, it has long been 

16 established that deliberate indifference to conditions that expose prisoners to an unreasonable 

17 risk of contracting serious communicable diseases (including tuberculosis) violates the Eighth 

18 Amendment. And as the Court already explained, if unreasonably exposing an inmate to the 

19 substantial risk of being infected with M. tuberculosis is a clearly established violation of the 

20 Eighth Amendment, then doing nothing to reverse or at least monitor an inmate's certain 

21 infection-when the means of doing so are known to the defendant and at his disposal-is also a 

22 violation of clearly established law. See, e.g., Powell, 914 F.2d at 1464 (denying defendants 

23 qualified immunity because the unlawfulness of defendants' refusal to place plaintiff in an 

24 asbestos-free environment, after plaintiff informed them that --e-xposure to friable asbestos 

25 threatened his life and health," --fc]ertainly ... should have been apparent to the defendants in 

26 light of Estelle"); Epps, 479 F. App'x at 592 (-Here, Johnson has alleged that the policies and 
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practices that Epps implemented for the prison barbershop exposed Johnson to [] serious, 

2 communicable diseases and that Epps was aware of this risk and did nothing to eliminate that 

3 risk. In light of Helling, a reasonable official would understand that operating the barbershop in 

4 this fashion would violate Johnson's rights. As a result, Epps is not entitled to qualified 

5 immunity."). A reasonable physician's assistant, with the authority and responsibility the Court 

6 must infer Lacist had, would have known that doing nothing in the face of Lacist's L TBI ~sed 

7 such a substantial risk of serious harm that [it] would be constitutionally impermissible." 

8 Ramirez-Palmer, 301 F.3d at 1053. 

9 III. CONCLUSION 

10 For the foregoing reasons, the Court DENIES Lacist's motion for summary judgment 

11 (Dkt. No. 76) and DENIES Satterwhite's motion for a continuance (Dkt. No. 80) as moot. 

12 
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DATED this 23rd day of January 2013. 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
CENTRAL DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA 

SEP - 8 2011 

TERRY CONNER, 

Plaintiff, 

) 
CEN l HAL DISTRICT OF C/\l IF'·· RN IJ\ 
BY O[PUlY 

i 
<:!': 

! 

vs. 

ITED STATES OF AMERICA, 

Defendant. 

l €oivlt- 1b0 VAP(Sfx} 
) Civil Action No. 
) 
) 
) 
) 

5 
~ FEDERAL TORT CLAIMS ACT 

COMPLAINT FOR MONETARY DAMAGES 

This is a civil complaint for monetary damages brought by Terry Conner, prose, 

rsuant to the Federal Tort Claims Act, 28 USC §2671 et seg. 

JURISDICTION 

1. Jurisdiction before this Court is invoked pursuant to 28 USC § l 346(b) and the 

Federal Tort Claims Act, 28 USC §2671 et seg,, for severe physical injury to Plaintiff 

proximately caused by employees of the Federal Bureau of Prisons at the United States 

hrlui.t 
-A' :'i,-t 

H ,.:Y~ 
It') ,_.;., 

::c :.:,o 
a... ,:: .. 

PARTIES 

N ~ft time material to this complaint Plaintiff Terry Conner was incarcerated at 
._. .... 

tiu~t11t s Penitentiary, Adelanto, CA (USP Victorville). 
~i

- ·a::z: 
f:3 ~ At '° times material to this complaint, employees of United States proximately 

caused physical injury to Plaintiff at the USP VictorviUc, and therefore the United States 

is the sole Defendant in this action. 
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FACTS 

4. On September 1, 2009, at approximately 10:30 am while incarcerated at USP 

Victorville, Adelanto, CA, Unit 4B1 Celt #229 on the second floor of the unit, 

correctional staff were conducting cell searches. The institution was on lockdown status. 

Whi1e in his. cell, Plaintiff was ordered to dress in boxer shorts, t-shirt, and a pair of 

shower shoes. Once dressed, Plaintiff was ordered to place his hands behind his back and 

was thereafter handcuffed from behind. Cell 229 was opened and the officer told Plaintiff 

he would be escorted downstairs to the first floor showers. Plaintiff advised the officer 
/ 

that Plaintiff was 66 years of age, has a problem maintaining proper balance because of a 

medically documented, long-st.anding hip injury, and that it would be unsafe for Plaintiff 

to be moved while handcuffed from behind down a full flight of open, corrugated steel 

stairs. Plaintiff requested to be placed in the second floor showers near his cell. The 

officer refused Plaintiff's request. The officer advised Plaintiff that he would hold 

Plaintiff's handcuffs by the connecting chain between cuffs to assist Plaintiff in 

maintaining Plaintiff's balance. As the officer and Plaintiff were negotiating the stairway 

from near the top of the stairs, Plaintiff's shower shoes got caught by a projecting metal 

flange. the officer released his hold on the handcuffs and Plaintiff lost his balance and fell 

headfirst. Plaintiff fell and rolled down the stairs, a distance of approximately 10 feet. 

Plaintiff suffered immediate injury, pain, and severe abrasions to his left knee, left 

shoulder, and head which caused profuse bleeding. Plaintiff also sustained injury to his 

right hip area. As Plaintiff was unable to walk on his own power and was almost rendered 

unconscious by the fall, correctional staff placed Plaintiff on a hospital gurney and moved 

him to the institution's Health Services Clinic. At the Health Services Clinic at 

2 
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approximately 10:44 am, Plaintiff was treated by Jesus Fernandez, M.D., staff physician, 

USP Victorville. Dr. Jesus stopped the bleeding, bandaged the wounds, and injected 

Plaintiff with 30 MG/ML of Ketorolac. Dr. Jesus al so prescribed 60 mg Intramuscularly 

Gluteal. Thereafter Plaintiff was returned to his cell. 

5. On September I, 2010, Plaintiff submitted a letter via US Postal Service in lieu 

of a Standard Fonn 95 setting forth the above cited facts to Harlan Penn, Regional 

Counsel, Western Regional Office, Stockton, CA. See Plaintiff's Exhibit I herewith 

attached and submitted. 

6. Receipt of Plaintiff's letter for claim of physical injury is acknowledged by 

Harlan Penn in a letter dated September 8, 2010,. See Plaintiff's Exhibit 2 herewith 

attached and submitted. No further action or communication from Defendant or its agent~ 

has taken place. 

LEGAL CLAIMS 

WHEREFORE, the acts and omissions described above resulted in personal 

injury and were proximately caused by the correctional officer who was improperly 

escorting Plaintiff down stairs that were not designed or intended to be used while 

dressed in shower shoes and handcuffed from behind. As a result of the wrongful and 

negligent acts and omissions described above, Plaintiff continues to suffer ongoing and 

severe pain in his left knee, left shoulder, right hip, and intermittent headaches and has 

exacerbated difficulty in maintaining balance. Plaintiff seeks a bench trial, damages in the 

amount of $25,000, and such other and further relief as this Honorable Court deems just 

and equitable. 

Dated: 5-5-/( Respectfully submitted, 

-::)'er~ 
3 
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Terry Conner 
Plaintiff, prose 
Reg. No. 75158-01 I 
USP Victorville 
P.O. Box 5400 
Adelanto, CA 92301 

VERIFICATION 

Plaintiff Terry Conner hereby verifies, under penalty for perjury, that the 

foregoing is true and correct and that the attached Exhibits 1 and 2 are true copies of the 

original documents currentJy under the care, custody. and control of agents of the 

Defendant. 

Dated: 5 - 5-1/ 
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~ ~ 
Te~er 
Plaintiff, prose 
Reg. No. 75158-011 
USP Victorville 
P.O. Box 5400 
Adelanto, CA 92301 
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PLAINTIFF'S 

I EXHJBrr 

I CLAIMANT'S STATEMENT OF FACTS 

Claimant Terry L. Conner, #75168-011, hereby submits a statement of facts in support of 

his claim made against the United States pursuant to the Federal Tort Claims Act, 28 

USC §2671 et seq. 

FACTS 

On September I. 2009, at approximately 10:30 am while incarcerated at USP Victorville, 

Adelanto. CA, Unit 4B, Cell #229 on the second floor of the unit, correctional staff were 

conducting cell searches. The institution was on lockdown status. While in his cell, 

Claimant was ordered to dress in boxer shorts, t-shirt. and a pair of shower shoes. Once 

dressed, Claimant was ordered to place his hands behind ltis back and was thereafter 

handcuffed from behind. Cell 229 was opened and the officer told Claimant he would be 

escorted downstairs to the first floor showers. Claimant advised the officer that Claimant 

was 66 years of age, has a problem maintaining proper balance because of a medically 

documented, long-standing lrip injury, and that it would be unsafe for Claimant to be 

moved whHe handcuffed from behind down a ful1 flight of open, corrugated steel stairs. 

Claimant requested to be placed in the second floor showers near his cell. The officer 

refused Claimant's request. The officer advised Claimant that he would hold Claimant's 

handcuffs by the connecting chain between cuffs to assist Claimant in maintaining 

Claimant's balance. As the officer and Claimant were negotiating the stairway from near 

the top of the stairs, Claimant's shower shoes got caught by a projecting metal flange, the 

officer released his hold on the handcuffs and Claimant lost his balance and fell headfirst. 

Claimant foll and rolled down the stairs, a distance of approximately 10 feet. Claimant 

suffered immediate injury, pain, and severe abrasions to his left knee, left shoulder, and 

head which caused profuse bleeding. Claimant also sustained injury to his right hip area. 

As Claimant was unable to walk on his own power and was aJmost rendered unconscious 

by the fall, correctional staff placed Claimant on a hospital gurney and moved hitn to the 

institution• s Health Services Clinic. At the Health Services Clinic at approximately 10:44 

run, Claim.ant was treated by Jesus Fernandez. M.D., staff physician, USP Victorville. Dr. 

1 
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Jesus stopped the bleeding, bandaged the wowids, and injected Claimant with 30 MG/ML 

of Ketorolac. Dr. Jesus also prescribed 60 mg Intramuscularly Gluteal Thereafter 

Claimant was returned to his cell. 

LEGAL CLAJMS 

The acts and omissions described above resulted in personal injury and were proximately 

caused by the correctional officer who was improperly escorting Claim1111t down stairs 

that were not designed or intended to be used while dressed in shower shoes and 

handcuffed from behind. As a result of the wrongful and negligent acts and omission.~ 

described above, Claimant continues to suffer ongoing and severe pain in his left knee, 

left shoulder, right hip, and intermittent headaches and has exacerbated difficu1ty in 

maintaining balance. Claimant seeks a sum certain of $25,000 and such other and further 

relief as is deemed just and equitable. 

Dated: 5-5-// 

2 

'2::J£nnrf ~ 
75158~0] 1 
USP Victorville 
P.O. Box 5400 
Adelanto, CA 
92301 
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Terry Conner 
#75158-011 
USP Victorville 
P.O. Box 5300 
Adelanto, CA 92301 

U.S. Department of Judice 

Federal Bureau of Prl!mns 

Wes/em Regional OfllcrJ 
7338 Shore/Im, Dri"ve 
Stockton, Ca/if<jm/1195219 

September 8, 2010 I 
PLAINTIFF'S 

l:XHIBIT . ·. 
1 

RE: Administrative Claim No. TRT-WXR-20 I 0-06177 
Received: September 8, 2010 

Dear Mr. Conner: 

This is to acknowledge receipt of your Claim for Damage, Injury or Death (Standard Fonn 95) 
that was submitted to or forwarded to this office under the provisions of the Federal Tort Claims Act 
(FTCA), 28 U.S.C. §§ 2671, ~-

In accordance with the applicable provisions of the statute, this agency has up to six months from 
the date received in which to make a final detennination of your administrative claim for damages. This 
time frame began on the date that your claim was received for filing and processing as noted above. 

Based on the location of your allegations the following Consolidated Legal Center (CLC), will be 
handling your claim for investigation and response. Please note all future correspondence and change of 
address should reference the administrative claim number and be directed to the CLC indicated: 

Matt Carney, Supervisory Attorney 
Federal Correctional Institution 
37900 N. 451

h Avenue 
Phoenix, AZ 85086 

X EH Ben-Shmuel, Supervisory Attorney 
Metropolitan Detention Center 
535 North Alameda St. 
Los Angeles~ California 90012 

Theresa Talplacido, Supervisory Attorney 
Federal Detention Center 
2425 South 200th St. 
SeaTac, Washington 98198 

Dennis Wong, Deputy Regional Counsel 
Western Regional Office 
7338 Shoreline Drive 
Stockton, California 95219 

Sincerely, 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
CENTRAL DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA 

NOTICE OF ASSIGNMENT TO UNITED STATES MAGISTRATE JUDGE FOR DISCOVERY 

This case has been assigned to District Judge Virginia A. Phillips and the assigned 
discovery Magistrate Judge is Sheri Pym. 

The case number on all documents filed with the Court should read as follows: 

EDCVll- 760 VAP (SPx) 

Pursuant to General Order 05-07 of the United States District Court for the Central 
District of California, the Magistrate Judge has been designated to hear discovery related 
motions. 

All discovery related motions should be noticed on the calendar of the Magistrate Judge 

NOTICE TO COUNSEL 

A copy of this notice must be served with the summons and complaint on afl defendants (if a removal action is 
fifed, a copy of this notice must be served on afl plaintiffs). 

Subsequent documents must be filed at the following location: 

LI Western Division 
312 N. Spring St., Rm. G-8 
Los Angeles, CA 90012 

LI Southern Division 
411 West Fourth St., Rm. 1-053 
Santa Ana, CA 92701-4516 

Failure to file at the proper location will result In your documents being returned to you. 

[X] Eastern Division 
3470 Twelfth St., Rm. 134 
Riverside, CA 92501 

CV-18 (03/06) NOTICE OF ASSIGNMENT TO UNITED STATES MAGISTRATE JUDGE FOR DISCOVERY 
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JS-6 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

FOR THE CENTRAL DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA 

EASTERN DIVISION 

TERRY CONNER, 

Plaintiff, 

v. 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 

Defendant. 

NO. ED CV 11-760 JGB {SPx} 

ORDER APPROVING STIPULATION 
FOR COMPROMISE SETTLEMENT AND 

DISMISSAL OF ACTION 

The Court approves the Stipulation for Compromise filed by 

the parties. 

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED: 

1. Plaintiff's action is dismissed with prejudice in its 

entirety. 

2. Pursuant to the approved stipulation for compromise, each 

party shall bear their own costs of suit and attorneys fees. 

3. The Court retains jurisdiction to enforce the terms of 

the settlement. 
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1 4. Upon receipt of the settlement funds from the United 

2 States, plaintiff shall file a receipt and full satisfaction 

3 advising the Court that the settlement funds have been received. 
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Dated this 3rd day of May, 2013. JS-6 

HON 'ABLE JESUS G. BERNAL 
STATES DISTRICT JUDGE 

2 
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1 PRESENTED BY: 

2 ANDRE BIROTTE JR. 
United States Attorney 

3 LEON W. WEIDMAN 
Assistant United States Attorney 

4 Chief, Civil Di vis ion 

5 
/s/ MMK 

6 MARCUS M. KERNER 
Assistant United States Attorney 

7 
Attorneys for Federal Defendant 

8 United States of America 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 
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AO 440 [Rev. 12/09) Summoo;, in~ Civil Action 

UNITED ST A TES DISTRICT COUR 

JEFFREY D. FURTNEY 
Plaintiff 

for the 
DISTRICT OF OREGON SEP 3 0 2011 

Warden's Office 
FCI SHERIDAN 

V. 
lNrIFD SI1aES (F'MRJCA. J.E.~..,_ 
lN<N1-N FICJT,IDES M'IN4£lR. C. ~, 

) 
) 
) 
) 

) 

) 
) 

Civil Action No. ll-CV-1090-HO 

c. rum, A.W • ..JtOnZ, 1iN'1 

SUMMONS IN A CIVIL ACTION 

To: (Defendanr 's nameJJJ!!i address) 

-.J. E //J{J)hu.J 
27072 BALLSTON RD., SHRRIDAN, OR 97378 
(FCI-SHERIDAN) 

A lawsuit has been filed against you. 

Within 21 days after service of this summons on you (not counting the day you received it) or 60 days if you 
arc the United States or a United States agency, or an officer or employee of the United States described in Fed. R. Civ. 
P. 12 (a)(2) or (J)- you must serve on the plaintiff an answer to the attached complaint or a motion under Rule 12 of 
the Federal Rules of Ci vi 1 Procedure. The answer or rnoti on rn us t be served on the p I ainti ff or p !ai nt i ff s alto me y, 
whose name and address are: 

JEFFREY D. FORTNEY, 13687-041, P.O. BOX 5000, SHERIDAN, OR 97378 

ff you fai I to respond, j udgmcnt by default wi! I be cntc.:red agai r1st you for the rel icf demanded in the complaint. 
You also must file your answer or motion with the court. 

\· 

CLEl<K 6p,t·qUkc'f 

Date: Cx_.-J--C\-l\ 



AO-140 (Rev. 12iQ?) Sunumms in a Civil Action (l'agc 2) 

Civil Action No. ll-CV-1090-HO 

PROOF OF SERVICF. 

(This section should not be filed with the court unless required by Fed. R. Civ. P. 4 {I)) 

This summon:; for (name of im/!viduul and litle, Jf ,:rnJ.;) 

was received by me on Mlle) 

0 I personally served the summons on the individual at rploce) 

Oil (date) 
~--------

0 I I e ft the summons at the individual's reside nee or usu al place of abode with (nnmeJ 

; or 

, a pc:rson of suitable age and discretion who resides there, 
--------------~---
on {dote) ' and mailed a copy to the individual's last known address; or 

0 I served the summons on {1w111e u/indiv1dua/J , who is 
---··-------------

designated by law to accept service of process on behalf of (name of organization) 

on (dar,,j ; or 

0 l returned the summons unexecuted because ; or 

CJ Other (specijy). 

My foes arc$ for travel and $ for services, for a total of$ 0.00 

l declare under penalty of perjury that this infori;nation is true. 

Date: 
Server•s signature 

Printed name and title 

Server's addrex.1 

Addi1ional inform a lion regarding attempted service, etc: 
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JEFFREY 0. FURTNEY, Plaintiff prose 
13687-041 

P.O. BOX 8000 
SHERIDAN, OR 97378 

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

FOR THE DISTRICT OF OREGON 

PORTLAND DIVISION 

JEFFREY D. FURTNEY, 

PLAINTIFF, 

V. 

UNlTIID STATE$ OF AMERICA, 
J.E. THOMAS, 
UNKNOWN FACILITIES MANAGER, 
c. SIMMONS, 
C.OLSEN,. 
A.W. ~ACQ\,Jf;Z, 
ONE TO TEN UNKNOWN DEFENDANTS TO BE 
IOENTIF[l::0 THROUGH DISCOVERY AND TRIAL, 

SUED INDIVlOUALL Y AND IN THEIR OFFICIAL CAPACITIES, 

DEFENDANT ( S ). 

CASE £V ·11-1090- HO 

COMPLAINT 

*** JURY TRIAL DEMAND••• 

I. JURISDICTION AND VENUE 

1. This is a civil action authorized by Bivens v. Six Unknown Federal Narcotics Agents 403 U.S. 388 (1971 }. 

This Honorable Court has jurisdiction under 28 U .s. C. Section 1331. Plaintiff seeks declaratory relief under 

28 U$;C. Sections 2201 and 2202. This Court also has jurisdiction over claims brought under the Federal 

Tort Claims Act (FTCA) brought pursuant to 28 U.S.C. Section 1346(b). 

2. The P lainliff has complied with all prerequisites to a suit under the FTCA in that: 

a. On January 25, 2011 the Plaintiff timely filed an administ-rative daim for the matters in dispute in this 

action in the amount of $500,000 with the Federal Bureau of Prisons Western Regional Office. 

b. The United States of America, by and through its agency, the Federal Bureau of Prisons, denied the 

Plaintiffs administrative claim and on April 1, 2011 mailed via Certified Receipt# 

7006 3450 0001 1121 6982 its notice of denial. a copy of which is attached to this Complaint as 

Exhibit "A". 

PAGE 1- COMPLAINT 
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c. This action was timely commenced following the denial of the administrative claim. 

3. The United States District Court for the District of Oregon, Portland Division, is the appropriate venue 

under 28 U.S.C. Section 1391(b)(2) because the events giving rise to these claims occurred within this 

district. 

II. P LA I N T 1 F F 

4. Plain•iff, J.effrey 0. Furtney is and was, at all times relevant, serving a term of imprisonment at Federal 

Correctional Institution, Sheridan, OR (FCl-Sheridan). All legal mail must be clearly marked as such 

and sent to the Plaintiff listing his Federal Register No. 13687-041 at P.O. Box 8000, Sheridan, OR 97378. 

Ill. D E F E N D AN TS 

5. Defendant, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, is named pursuant to the FTCA. 

6. Defendant. J.E. THOMAS is the WARDEN of FCl-Sheridan. 

7. Defendant, UNKNOWN FACILITIES MANAGER, is the FACILITIES MANAGER of FCI-Sherida n. 

7. Defendant, C. SIMMONS, is a CORRECTIONS COUNSELOR at FCI-Sheridan. 

B. Defendant, C. OLSEN, is a CORRECTIONS OFFICER al FCI-Sheridan. 

9. DefendantfA,W. JACQUEZ, is an ASSOCIATE WARDEN at FCI-Sheridan. 

10. There are between ONE AND TEN UNKNOWN DEFENDANTS lo be identified through discovery and trial. 

11. At all times mentioned in this complaint, each DEFENDANT acted under the color of law. 

IV. FACTS 

12. On November 22, 2010 the Plaintiff was in the mop closet of U nil 1 A, one of the eight housing units at 

FCl-Sheridan. 

13. The Plaintiff had received an insulin injection which is customary for him to receive prior to the evening 

meal. 

14. The Plaintiff turned on the water on a sink located in the mop closet. Suddenly, the Plaintiff had a diabetic 

seizure and blacked out. 

15. With the water still running, the Plaintiff fell into the sink. 

16. For an unknown amount of time the Plaintiff, experiencing a sudden decrease in blood sugar, was 

incoherent/laying in lhe sink, and unable to help himself as 180 degree water ran over his body. 

17. The Plaintiff somehow managed to walk around the corner and collapsed on the upper-tier of Unit 1A. 

PAGE 2 - COMPLAINT 
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18. When the Plaintiff fell he sustained a broken left leg. Additionally, the Plaintiff received 2nd and 3rd 

degree bumsqn over 20% of his body including his head, neck, back, shoulder, side, arm, and right hand. 

19. Upon nolification of this, the Unit Officer ordered all inmates to cell in and summoned emergency medical 

response, The responding FCI-Sheridan medical staff determined that the Plainliffs blood sugar had 

significantly dropped from when he received his insulin injection earlier that evening. 

20. The Plaintiff was taken to the Legacy Emanuel Hospital Burn Center (Legacy Emanuel) located at 2801 N. 

Gantenbein, Portland, OR 97227. 

21. The Plaintiff received emergency treatment for burns which included skin grafts taken from his right 

armpit to waistarea and treatment for his broken leg. The Plaintiff remained at Legacy Emanuel for 

around three, weeks and was discharged on December 13, 2010. 

22. While the Plaintiff was in the hospital the hot water was tested and the results confirmed that the 

temperature of the hot waler was 180 degrees. 

23. DEFENDANT JACQUEZ told the Plaintiff that the nheal exchanger is broken" and they had to ca!I in an 

"outside" expert to fix it. 

24. An administrative remedy response from Robert E. McFadden, Western Regional Director for the Federal 

Bureau of Prisons (BOP) stated, in part - "[a)ccording to our investigation, you were involved in an accident 

on Nove,mber 11. 2010, (sic) while washing a pair of work boots in lhe mop sink. Investigation found that 

an Accutemp thermostat controller that controls the water temperature had malfunctioned. This controller 

was replaced on March 1 0, 2011, and the current water temperature is at 115 degrees. The water 

temperature is set according to the Facilities Manual, Chapter 6, Section E, Paragraph 1; Primary hot 

water temperatures must be maintained as low as possible while still ensuring an adequate supply of 105 

degrees Fahrenheit water at the tap in inmate housing areas." 

25. Another administrative remedy response from Harrell Watts, Nalional Inmate Appeals Administrator 

states that "[o]ur reoow reveals the Warden and Regional Director adequately responded to the issues you 

raised in your appeal. As indicated by the Regional Director, an investigation found that the Accutemp 

thermostat controller that controls the water temperature had malfunctioned. The controller was replaced 

and fhe. cu rrenl waler temperature is al 115 degrees. The temperature is set according to the F aci lilies 

Manual. ***The Administrative Remedy Program does not provide for monetary relief. Your request 

PAGE 3 - COMPLAINT 
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for monetary compensation should be pursued through the appropriate statutorily mandated procedure 

to resolve this issue. 

26. DEFENDANT(S) UNKNOWN FACILITIES MANAGER, A.W. JACQUEZ. and J.E. THOMAS were made aware of 

the fact that there were problems with regulating the water temperature al FCI-Sheridan prior to when 

the November 22, 2010 emergency situation arose in regard to the Plaintiff. 

27. In a handwritten document entitled "AFFIDAVIT~ another inmate writes, in part: ~1 [Name Redacted} was 

standing outside of {DEFENDANT} C. Simmons office door with another inmate, [Name Redacted) and we 

listened for over 10 minutes as Counselor Simmons discussed the contents of grievances filed by other 

inmates with inmate (Name Redacted]. He stated "don't comp la in about the hot water issue with me, go 

complain to Furtney in One Unit who's trying to sue us." 

28. Another inmate notified the Plaintiff that guards working in the Special Housing Unit (SHU) including 

DEFENDANT OLSEN notified inmates who were in the SHU that the reason the hot water was off was 

because of the Plaintiff. 

29. Still, another inmate notified the Plaintiff that both DEFENDANTS J.E. THOMAS and AW. JACQUEZ also 

blamed the Plaintiff for the reasons there were issues with lhe hot water. 

V. LEG A L C LA I M S 

Ill FIRST CLAIM FOR RELIEF /I/ 
Unsafe Conditions of Confinement 

30. Plaintiff repeats and reiterates each and every allegation contained in the paragraphs of this complaint 

designated ~1- through "28" inclusive, with the same force and effect as though each were fully set forth 

at length here. 

31. It is well established that persons involuntarily confined have a conslitutional right to safe conditions of 

confinement See !IN oungberg v. Romeroll/ 45 7 U.S. 307, 315-16 ( 1982). 

32. The Eighth Amendment entitles inmates in a penal institution to an adequate level of personal safety. 

This is required because inmates. by reason of their confinement, cannot provide for their own safety. 

See ///Estelle v. Gamblel// 429 U.S. 97, 103-04 (1976); 11/Hoptowit v. Spellman//1753 F.2d 779, 784 

{9th Cir. 198511/; see also, //IOsolinski v. Kane//192 F .3d 6.1, 938 (9th Cir. 1996). 

33. DEFENDANT(S) were deliberately indifferent to the health and safety of the Plaintiff and did subject him to 

a substantial risk of serious harm. 

PAGE 4 • COMPLAINT 
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34. DEFENDANT(S) acted or failed to act despite their knowledge of the substantial risk of serious harm. 

35. DEFENDANT(S) were deliberately indifferent to the Plaintiff's well-being when they consciously disregarded 

an excessive risk of harm to his health and/or safety. 

36. Because of the DEFENDANT(S} actions the Plaintiff has suffered severe and painful injuries, permanent 

scarring, and mental and emotional distress. 

37. DEFENDANT(S) violated rights secured by the Plaintiff under the Eighth Amendment of the Constitution 

of the United States of America and the Plaintiff is entiUed to recover for viola lions of these rig his under 

///Bivens1/I supra. 

38. As a result of the DEFENDANT(S) conduct described herein the Plaintiff has suffered damages and injuries. 

/II SECOND CLAIM FOR RELIEF Ill 
Retalialion 

39. Plaintiff repeats and reiterates each and every allegation contained in the paragraphs of this complaint 

designated R1R through M38" inclusive, with the same foroo and effect as though each were fully set forth 

at length here. 

40. DEFENDANT(S) took adverse action against the Plaintiff because of the fact that Plaintiff was exercising 

his legal rights in filing grievances and/or suing the DEFENDANT(S). 

41. DEFENDANT(S) adverse action would chill or silence a person of ordinary firmness from future First 

Amendment activities. 

42. DEFENDANT($) adver5€ action did not reasonably advance a legitimate correctional goal. 

43. DEFENDANT(S) violated rights secured by the Plainliff under the First Amendmenl of the Constitution 

of the United States of America and the Plaintiff is enlitled to recover for violations of these rights under 

///Bivens/II supra. 

44. As a result of the DEFENDANT{S) conduct described herein the Plaintiff has suffered damages and injuries. 

/JI THIRD CLAIM FOR RELIEF Ill 
Personal Injury 

45. Plaintiff repeats and reiterates each and every allegation contained in the paragraphs of this complaint 

designated "1" through "44~ inclusive, with the same force and effect as though each were fully set forth 

al length here. 

46. On April 1, 2011 sent via Certified Receipt # 7006 3450 0001 1121 6982 the Plaintiff was DEN I ED 

"compensation for personal injuries as a result of events at FCI Sheridan on or around November 22, 2010." 
PAGE 5 - COMPLAINT 
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4 7. The DEFENDANT{S) were negligent by failing to mainlain equipment that regulated water temperature. 

48. Failure to maintain this equipment caused personal injury to the Plaintiff to wit: 

On November 22, 2010 the Plaintiff suffered a diabetic blackout and seizures and fell into a sink in the 

mop doset in Unit 1 A at FCI-S heridan. 

The Plaintiff suffered a broken leg, burns on around 20% of his body which required skin grafts as a result 

of bums he sustained from the hot water, and mental and emotional trauma as a result of the 

Negligent actions of the DEFENDANT(S). 

49. The Plaintiff is now permanently scarred for life. 

50. As a result of the DEFENDANT{S) conduct described herein the Plaintiff has suffered damages and injuries. 

VI. PRAYER 

51. Plaintiff demands the following relief: 

11/FTCAJ// 

A. $500,000 for Persona! Injuries, mental and emotional lrauma, and pennanent scarring under the 
FTCA; 

1//BIVENSII/ 

B. $1,500,000 in compensatory damages; 

C. $3,000,000 fn punitive damages, 

D. Declaratoty relief that DEFENDANT(S) violated Plaintiff's constitutional rights; 

E. AH reasonable attorney's fees, costs, and expenses; and 

F. All other relief that is determined by the trier of fact lo be appropriate under the cir-cumstances. 

Respectfully submitted this 7th day of September. 2011. 

~ JFEY~~- PLAINTIFF PRO SE 

VII. V E R I F I CAT I O N O F C O M P LA I N T 

I, Jeffrey D. Furtney, have read the foregoing complaint and hereby verify that the matters alleged therein are 
true and correct to the besl of my knowledge and belief. I certify under the penalty of perjury under 28 U.S.C. 
Section 1746 that the foregoing is true and correct. 

Executed this 7th day of September, 2011. 

jW:-FF PRO SE 
PAGE 6 - COMPLAINT 
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U.S. Department of Justice 

Federal Bureau of Prisons 

Consolidated Legal Center 

P.O •. Box l390l 

Seattle, Ha9hiilgton Cf "11 ~ 1 o 9 o _ HO 

April 1, 2011 

· Certified. Receipt: ?006 3450 0001 1121 6982 

Jeffrey_Furtney 
#13687-041 
FCI Sheridan 
·P.O. Box 5000 
Sheridan, OR 97378 

• 

Re:· Tort Ciaim No. TRT-WXR-2011-·02069 
Received by Western Regional Office on January 31, 2011 

Dear Mr. Furtney: 

This is in response to the administrative claim submitted to 
the Western Regional Office under the provisions of the Federal 
Tort Claims Act, 28 u.s.c. §§ 1346, 2671, et seq. You seek 
$5o·o, 000. 00 in compensation for personal injury as a result of 
events at FCI Sheridan on or around November 22, 2010. 

Our investigation fails to disclose any evidence of 
negligence or other conduct for which the united States is 
liable. 

Accordingly, your claim is denied. If you are not satisfied 
with this determination, you are afforded six months from the · 
post marked date of this letter to bring suit in the appropriate 
United States District Court. 

Sincerely, 

Harlan Penn 
Western.Regional Counsel 
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Eryn Karpinski Hoerster, Bar# I 06126 
E-Mail: ehoerster@gsblaw.com 
Garvey Schubert Barer 
Eleventh Floor 
121 S.W. Morrison Street 
Portland, Oregon 97204-3141 
Telephone: 503 228 3939 
Facsimile: 503 226 0259 

Attorneys for Plaintiff 
Jeffrey D. Furtney 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

DISTRICT OF OREGON 

PORTLAND DIVISION 

JEFFREY D. FORTNEY, 

Plaintiff, 

V. 

UNITED ST ATES OF AMERICA, et al., 

Defendants. 

Case No. 3:11-cv-001090-HO 

STIPULATED JUDGMENT OF 
DISMISSAL WITH PREJUDICE 

Based upon the stipulation of the parties, judgment is granted dismissing all claims with 

prejudice. 

Dated this ~ay of~~..:-·, 2012. 

STIPULATED JUDGMENT OF DISMISSAL WITH PREJUDICE 

PDX_DOCS:485 l 07. l [30I86.00121] 
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IT IS SO STIPULATED: 

UNITED ST A TES ATTORNEY 

By s/ Natalie K. Wight 
Natalie K. Wight, OSB #035576 
Natalie. wight(@,usdoj.gov 
Assistant United States Attorney 
District of Oregon 
(503) 727-1114 
(503) 727-1117 (FAX) 
Attorney for Defendants 

Presented by: 

Eryn Karpinski Hoerster, OSB # I 06126 
eheorster(a)gsblaw .com 
GARVEY SCHUBERT BARER 
Eleventh Floor 
121 SW Morrison Street 
Portland, Oregon 97204-3141 
Phone: (503) 228-3939 
Fax: (503) 226-0259 

Of Attorneys for Plaintiff 

GARVEY SCHUBERT BARER 

By s/ Eryn Karpinski Hoerster 
Eryn Karpinski H oerster, 0 SB # I 06 I 2 6 
e hoersterim,gsb law .com 
(503) 223:'."3939 
(503) 226-0259 (FAX) 
Attorney for Plaintiff 

STIPULATED JUDGMENT OF DISMISSAL WITH PREJUDICE 

PDX _ DOCS 4851()7 I [ 30186.00 I 2 I] 
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UNITED ST ATES DISTRICT COURT 

DISTRICT OF OREGON 

PORTLAND DIVISION 

Jeffrey D. Furtney, 

Plaintiff, 

V. 

United States of America, et al, 

Defendants. 

3: 11-cv-0I 090-HO 

ORDER APPOINTING PRO BONO 
COUNSEL FOR ALL PURPOSES 

The Court hereby appoints Eryn Karpinski Hoerster as counsel for Jeffrey D. Furtney for 

all purposes. 

The appointed attorney/law finn has 14 days to detennine if a conflict of interest exists. 

If a conflict of interest exists, the attorney/law firm must mark the appropriate box on the 

attached Response to Order form and file it with the Court within 14 days of the date of this 

order. This appointment will then be tenninated and the Court will appojnt substitute counsel, 

If no conflict of interest exists but representation cannot be accepted for another reason, 

the attorney/law firm must specify the reason on the Response to Order fonn and file it with the 

Court within 14 days of the date of this Order. 

I • ORDER APPOINTING PRO BONO COUNSEL FOR ALL PURPOSES 
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If an attorney/law firm appointed for all purposes can accept representation, the 

appointed attorney/law firm must mark the appropriate box on the Response to Order fonn and 

file it with the Court within 14 days of the date of this Order. 

The appointed attorney/law firm is entitled to be reimbursed by the Attorney Admission 

Fund for costs incurred to investigate Jeffrey D. Furtnefs claims and/or defenses up to 

$3,000.00. Reimbursable costs include copying costs, deposition costs or transcripts, travel 

expenses, telephone charges, electronic legal research, and other costs which are not otherwise 

recoverable from the opposing party. To obtain reimbursement,.a Motion for Reimbursement of 

Out-Of-Pocket Expenses must be electronically filed together with copies of all receipts for 

expenditures. 

DATED this _JL"f,;y of January, 2012. 

2 - ORDER APPOINHKG PRO BONO COUNSEL FOR ALL PURPOSES 
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Chambers of 
JOHNJELDERKS 

United States Magistrate Judge 

Eryn K. Hoerster 
Garvey Schubert Barer 

United States District Court 
DISTRICT OF ORF.G0N 

1227 Uniled States Courthouse 
1000 S.W. Third Avenue 

Portland, Oregon 97204-2902 

April 23, 2012 

121 SW Morrison Street, I Ith Floor 
Portland, OR 97204-3141 

Natalie K. Wight. 
United States Attorney's Office 
1000 SW Third Avenue 
Suite 600 
Portland, OR 97204 

Re: Furtney v. United States of America et al, Case No. 3: 11-cv-1090-H 0 

Dear Counsel: 

This letter is to confirm that the settlement conference in the above case will be held May 

21, 2012 at 10: 00 am. We wi 11 meet in the jury room for Courtroom 60 5 in the Sandra Day 

O'Connor U.S. Courthouse in Phoenix, Arizona. This is the courtroom used by U.S. District 

Judge Stephen McNamee, whose offices are in Suite 625. It is my understanding that there will 

be five ofus at the settlement conference including Plaintiff Jeffrey Furtney, Plaintiffs counsel 

Eryn Hoerster, Assistant U.S. Attorney Natalie Wight and Dominic Ayotte, representing the 

Bureau of Prisons. Everyone should be prepared to provide identification in order to gain access 

for the conference. 

By Friday, May 11th, I would like counsel to each send a confidential letter to me 

containing the following: 

(I) A brief outline of the issues involved in this litigation; 

(2) Your respective positions with regard to settlement; 



Eryn K. Hoerster 
Natalie K. Wight 
April 23, 2012 
Page2 

(3) Settlement proposal you believe would be fair; and 

(4) Settlement proposal you would be willing to make in order to conclude 
the matter at this time. 

As I am already in Arizona, please send the letter to me at: 

15737 W. Roanoke Ave. 

JJ/amj 

cc: Hon. Stephen McNamee 
Hon. Michael R. Hogan 
Mags Everette 

Goodyear, AZ 85395 
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• MACDONALD HOACLJE&BAYLESS 

705 Socond /\venLie 
Suite 1500 
Seattle, \/Va~hongton 
88104-P45 

T,· I ?GG G?7 1fl04 
I ,ix 2Jfi :3~2 ~9Lll 

December 21, 20 l l 

VIA CERTIFIED MAIL NO. 70091410 0000 4989 1133 

Harlan Penn, Esq. 
Bureau of Prisons Regional Office 
7338 Shoreline Drive 
Stockton, CA 952 l 9 

Re: Craig James v. United States of America 
Cause No. 2:1 l-cv-02125 

Dear Mr. Penn: 

Alec Bayless (1921•1991} 
Francis Hoague ( 1909·1993) 

Kenneth A. MacDonald 
Retired 

Miguel A. Bocanegra 
Aridrea Brenrieke 
Katherine C. Chamberlain 
Andrew T Chan 
Mel Crawford 
Timothy K. ford 
Kat.in E. Frank 
Felicia L. Gittleman 
Ester Gree'lfield 
Eli ;:a beth Poh 
Amy M. Royalty 
Joseph R. Shaeffer 
David J. wneat>ea 
Jesse \Mng 

Plea<.;e find enclosed a summons and complaint in the above referenced matter. Pursuant 
to the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure copies of both documents have been provided to the Civil 
Process Clerk of the United States Attorney with the Western District of Washington. 

TKF:tf 
Enclosures 

Sincerely, 

Timothy K. Ford 

• www.mhb.com 
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United States District Court 
for the 

Western District of Washington 

CRAIG JAMES, 

P!aintifj' 

V. 

Cl l-2125 RSM 
Civil Action No. _______ _ 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 

Defendant 

SUMMONS IN A CIVIL ACTION 

To: (Defendant's name and addn,s) 

United States of America 

A lawsuit ha~ been filed against you. 

20 60 
Within _ days afti::r service of this summons on you (not counting the day you received it)• or _ days if you 

arc the United States or a United States agency, or an officer or employce of the United Stat.cs described in Fed. R. Civ, 
P. 12 {a)(2) or (3) • you must serve on the plaintiff an answer to the attached complaint or a motion under Ruic ! 2 of the Federal 
R nles of Civi I Procedure, The ans wcr or motion must be scrv cd on the plaintiff or pl a inti/]' s alto rncy, whose nam c and address is: 

Timothy K. Ford, David J, Whedbee 
MacDonald Hoague & Bayless 
705 2nd Avenue, Suite l 500 
Seattle, WA 98104 

J f you fail to respond, judgment by default will be entered against you for ihe relief demanded in the complaint. 
You also must file your answer or motion with the court. 

CLERK OF COURT 

Date: Dec 1 9, 2011 

~ '~ ' 
1•)\_., 
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PROOF OF SERVICE 
1'hb section should not be filed with the court unless required by Fed .. R. Clv. P. 4(1) 

This summons for {name 1/f individual and til!e, if any) 

WllS received hy me on (da1e) 

D I personally served the summons imd complaint 011 the individu.il at (place; 

on (dale) ; or -------• I left the summons and complaint ut the individual's 1·csidcncc or usual place ofahodc with (name) 

__________________________ , a person of suitable age and discretion who resides Lhcn::, 

on (dare) , and mailed a copy to the i11divid\1al's last known address; or 
-------

D I served the summons and complaint on (name oj"indMdualj 

who is designated hy law to accept service of process on heh al r o 1· (name of organization) 

___________________________________ on (dare) ; or 
-----

D I returned the summons uncxecutcd because ; or ----------------------------
D Other (specifv) 

My Ji:cs arc $ for lravd and $ for scrv ices. for n total or$ ------

I declare under penalty of perjury tlml lbis informalion is true. 

Date: 
Server's si[:nalure 

Pri11ted name and tilfe 

Sen•er's addres.l' 

Additional information regarding altcm ptcd service, etc. 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
WESTERN DISTRICT OF WASHINGTON AT SEA TILE 

CRAIG JAMES, 

Plaintifl: 

V. 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 

Defendant. 

No. J, : J 1-cv - ori 1.;tS-

COMPLAINT FOR DAMAGES UNDER 
THEFEDERALTORTCLAIMSACT 

Plaintiff Craig James claims as follows: 

I. INTRODUCTION 

This is a claim of medical negligence for damages against the United States under the 

Federal Tort Claims Act ("FfCA"), 28 U.S.C. §§ 2671 et .seq. From December 1, 2008 until 

June, 2009, Plaintiff Craig James was an inmate at the Federal Detention Center ("FDC'') in 

SeaTac, Washington. During his incarceration, Plaintiff Craig J runes complained several times 

of decreasing vision in his right eye, but his health care providers at the FDC negligently failed 

to accurately and timely diagnose a retinal detachment, causing Mr. James permanent vision 

impairment. 

II. PARTIES 

2.1 Plaintiff. 

2.1.1 Plaintiff Craig James is a resident of Clark County, Washington. At the time of 

26 the incident from which this lawsuit arises, Mr. James was an inmate in the custody of U.S. 

27 

COMPLAINf FOR DAMAGES UNDER THE FTCA- 1 

lOIO~.l ell41401 

l'rlACDONALD HOAGUE & BAYLESS 
705 Secoud Avenue, Suite I 500 

Seault, WMhinc.toa 98104 
Tel 206.622.1604 Fax 206.343.3961 
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Department of Justice ("DOJ"), Federal Bureau of Prisons (''BOP"), Federal Detention Center 

SeaTac ("FDC SeaTac") in King County, Washington. 

2,2 Defendant. 

2.2.1 Defendant United States owns and operates the FDC SeaTac facility where the 

pertinent events of this lawsuit occurred, and as such is a health care provider within the meaning 

ofRCW 7.70.040. 

Ill. JURISDICTION AND VENUE 

3.1 The jurisdict1on of this Court is invoked pursuant to 28 U.S.C. §§ 1331, 1346, and 

1402, 

3.2 Venue is appropriate in the Western District ofWash.in1;,rton because the events 

complained of occurred in this District. 

IV. FACTS 

4.1 From December 1, 2008 until as late as June 5, 2009, P luintiff Craig James was an 

inmate at FDC SeaTac, and dependent on it for medical care. 

4.2 On December l, 2008, FDC SeaTac performed an intake screening examination 

on rvrr. James. During this examination, Mr. James complained to FDC Physician's Assistant 

Kendall Hirano that he was having problems seeing out of his right eye, with decreased 

peripheral vision. Mr. Hirano failed to properly note this complaint, follow-up, or diagnose 

symptoms of a sight.threatening disorder in Mr, fames' s right eye. Mr. Hirano thus failed to 

exercise the degree of care, skill and learning of physician's assistants and health care providers 

practicing in the same or similar circumstanc~ in the State of Washington. 

4.3. On December 8, 2008, FDC SeaTac performed a second examination on lvfr. 

Jam.es where he again complained of vision problems in his right eye, stating in particular that he 

COMPLAINT FOR DAMAGES UNDER THE ITCA - 2 

l0!Ot.1 ell•l40! 

MACDOl'IALD HOAGUE & B,1. \'LESS 
705 S~"Cond Avenue, Suite ISOO 

Seattle Wasllington 98104 
Tel 206.622. t604 Fax 206.343 .3961 
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was seeing "black spots" and losing his peripheral vision in the right eye, and that the condition 

was "increasingly worse." This time, FDC Physician's Assistant Stephen Leaf noted under 

"Pupils Comments" only that Mr. James had "decreased peripheral vision Right eye." The FDC 

supervising physician, Dr. M. Aslam, co-signed on Mr. James's medical "History and Physical." 

4.4 In screening :tvlr. James on December 8, 2008, Dr. Aslam and Mr. Leaf failed to 

exercise the degree of care, skill and learning of physicians, physician's assistants, and health 

care providers practicing in the same or similar circumstances in the State of Washington, 

including by not properly documenting Mr. James' s eye condition, by not following up with Mr. 

James, and by failing to diagnose symptoms of a sight-threatening disorder in Mr. Jam.cs's right 

eye. 

4.5 On March 16, 2009, Mr. James was again seen by Mr. Hirano. In this 

examination M.r. Hirano noted that Mr. James reported that "in November 2008, [he} began 

seeing black spots in visual field of right eye which led to him only being able to sense light." 

Mr. Hirano also noted that Mr. James "(r]ecently began to notice seeing black spots in left eye." 

Mr. Hirano stated that his examination of Mr. James "reveals opacity in the right eye with only 

light sensitivity." 

4.6 Based on the symptoms reported on March 16, 2009, Mr. Hirano misdiagnosed 

Mr. James with a "cataract" in the right eye. He requested an "[o]ptometry" consultation, yet 

indicated that it warranted only '"Routine" priority. In so doing, Mr. Hirano failed to exercise the 

degree of care, ski11 and learning of physician's assistants and health care providers practicing in 

the same or similar circumstances in the State of Washington, by failing to diagnose a detached 

retina in Mr. James's right eye and by not ordering immediate treatment for it. The FDC 

supervising physician, Dr. M. Aslam, similarly failed to exercise the degree of care, skill and 

COMPLAINT FOR DAi\1AGES UNDER THE FTCA • 3 
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learning of physicians and health care providers practicing in the same or similar circumstances 

in the State of Washington, by failing to diagnose Mr. James's eye condition and/or in not 

following up with Mr. Hirano regarding the mistaken diagnosis. 

4.7 On April 13, 2009, Mr. James was seen by Dr. Brad Grimm, a contract physician. 

Dr. Grimm diagnosed Mr. James with "rhcgmatogenous retinal detachment OD with macula 

off." While these symptoms indicated an emergency, Dr. Grimm noted only: "Patient needs 

retinal consult on urgent basis." Dr. Maria Luisa, the FDC physician who reviewed the cha1t 

note, failed to detect the emergent situation involving the retinal detachment and/or follow up to 

ensure a more rapid consultation with an ophthalmologist or surgeon. Dr. Luisa failed to 

exercise the degree of care, skill and learning of physicians and health care providers practicing 

in the same or similar circumstances in this state. 

4,8 On or about May 5, 2009, Mr. James underwent surgical treatment to reMattach his 

15 light retina. Though the surgeon successfully re-attached the retina, the delay diminished the 

16 possibility of a full recovery and increased the chances of complications, including glaucoma and 

17 the need for silicone oil to maintain retina re-attachment. 

18 

19 

20 
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22 

23 

24 

25 
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27 

4.9 According to his treating retinal surgeon, Mr. James still docs not have and likely 

will not regain his depth of field, reading and driving ability, and full peripheral vision in his 

right eye. With earlier intervention and surgery, Mr. James would not have lost his vision to 

such an extent. 

4 .10 As a proximate rcmi l t of the above-described acts and omissions, Mr. J aines 

suffered personal injuries, including but not limited to physical pain and suffering, emotional 

distress, loss of the ability to enjoy life, loss of vision, past and future medical expenses, loss of 

earning capacity, and disability. 

COMPLAl.NT FOR DAMAGES UNDER THE FTCA * 4 
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4.11 Defendant United States employed Kendall Hirano, Stephen Leaf, Dr. M. Aslam, 

Dr. Maria Luisa, and others who provided medical care to Mr. Jam.es at the FDC SeaTac, and 

they were its agents, acting in the scope of their employment in all the actions described herein. 

As such, the United States is vicari01.1sly liable for their acts and omissions. 

4.12 In December 2010, Mr. James presented a Claim for Damages to the BOP under 

7 28 U.S.C. § 2675. The Claim for Damages was denied on November 2, 2011. 

8 V. CLAIMS FOR RELIEF 

9 

10 

11 
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5.1 The above described acts and omissions constitute negligence causing injury 

resulting from health care under the law of the State of Washington. See Attachment A. 

VI. RELIEF REQUESTED 

WHEREFORE, :Mr. James requests relief as follows: 

6.1 

6.2 

Compensatory damages; 

Costs, including reasonable attorneys' fees, to the extent permitted by law. 

6.3 Such other relief as may be just and equitable. 

DATED this /(l"'day of December. 2011. 

MacDONALD HOAGUE & BAYLESS 

.l/1/L By___,,,'------------~--
imothy K. Ford, WSBA # 5986 

David Whedbee, WSBA #35977 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 

COMPLAINT FOR DAMAGES UNDER THE FI'CA • 5 
MACDONALD HOAGUE & BA VLESS 

705 Second Avenue, Suite 1500 
Seattle. Washington 98 [04 

Tel 206.622. J 604 1-a:-:: 206.343J96 I 
10104,1 ell~!ollll 
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ATTACHMENT A 

TO COMPLAINT FOR DAMAGES 

UNDER THE FEDERAL TORT CLAIMS ACT 
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DECLARATION OF DR. JACOB L. HELLER 

Regarding Claim for Medical Negligence by Craig Jame:it 

Dr. Jacob L. Heller states on oath: 

1. I am a physician licensed to practice in the State of W a.shington. I am 

Board certified in Emergency Medicine and lntemal Medicine. I am also familiar with 

$e practices and responsibilities of physician's assistants as I work with and .supcnrise 

them in my current practice environment. A copy of:my curriculum. vitae is attached to 

this Certificate. 

2. I have reviewed tbe medical records for Craig James maintained by the 

p.2 

Bureau of Prison ('"BOP") and the Seattle Tacoma Federal Detention Center ("FDC") fo[ 

the period of2008 to 2009, in addition to records from Mr. James's medical c.are at 

Vitreorelinal Associates in Seattle, Washington while under the. care of Dr. Rob~t W. 

Nash, MD. Bused on my review ofthese records, and my knowledge of relevant 

treatment and practice protocols, guidelines, academic research, clinical trials and studies, 

and widely accepted clinical practices, it is my opinion t11at in providing health care to 

Craig James, the Federal Detention Center and its medical staff and agents, including 

Kendall Hirano, Stephen Leaf, Dr. M. A.slam, and Dr. Maria Luisa, failed to exercise the 

degree of care, skill and learning of physicians and health care providers practicing in the 

same or similar circumstances in the St.ate of Washington. in the following respects: 

101114 .1 <!Ul'IOl 

A. On December l, 2008~ FDC SeaTac performed an intake screening 

examination on Mr. James. During this examination, Mr. James complained to 

FDC Physician's Assistant Kendal] Hirano that he was having problems seeing 

out of his right eye, with decreased peripheral vision. Mr. Hirano failed to note 

l 
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this complaint, follow-up, or properly diagnose symptoms of a sight-threatening 

disorder in Mr. James's right eye. It is my opinicn that FDC Physician's 

Assistant Hirano failed to exercise the degree of care, skill and lea.ming of 

physician's assistant and health care prwiders practicing in the same or similar 

circumstances m the State of Washington,, by not noting that Mr. James was 

having decreased peripheral vision, and by not foJlowing up with him or properly 

diagnosing symptoms of a sight-threatening disorder in Mr. James' s right eye. 

B. On December 8~2008, Mr, James presented to FDC Physician's 

Assistant Stephen Leaf with complaiuts of vision problems in his right eye,• 

including complaints of "black spots" and loss of peripheral vision in his right 

eye, noting that the condition was getting "increasingly worse." The FDC 

supervising physician, Dr. M. Aslam, co-signed on the "History and Physical" 

section of the examination report. It is my opinion 1hat Dr. Aslam and Mr. Leaf 

failed to exercise the degree of care, skill and learning of physicians, physician's 

assistants, and health care providers practicing in the same or similar 

circumstances in the State of Washington, by not properly documenting :Mr. 

James's eye condition, by not following up with Mr, James, and by failing to 

diagnose symptoms of a sight-threatening disorder in his right eye. 

C. On March 16, 2009, Mr. James complained to FDC Physician's 

Assistant Kendall HL."'"fillo that °'in.November 2008, [he] began seeing black spots 

in visual field of right eye which led to him only being able to sense light." 111". 

Hirano also noted that Mr. James "[r}ecently began to notice seeing black spots in 

left eye." Mr. Hirano concluded that his examination .. reveals opacity in the right 

2 
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eye wi1h only light sensitivity" and diagnosed Mr. James with a "cataract" in the 

right eye, .requesting an "'[o]ptometry'' consultation with only "Rolltine" priority. 

It is my opinion that, based on these symptoms, Mr. Hirano failed to exercise the 

degree of care, skill and learning of _physician's assistant and health care providers 

practicing in the same or similar ci.rcumstances in the State of Washington, by 

misdiagnosing Mt. James with a "cat.aract" in the right eye and by requesting an 

"[o]ptometry" consultation with only '"Routine" priority. It is a1:m my opinion 

that the FDC supervising physician. Dr. M. A51am, similarly fell below the 

standard of care by failing to diagnose Mr. J amcs' s eye condition or follow up 

with Mr. Hirano regarding lhe mistaken diagnosis, 

D. On A_pril 13, 2009. Mr. James was seen by Dr. Brn.<l Grimm, a 

con1ract physician. In this examination, Dr. Grimm diagnosed :Mr. James with 

«rhegmatogenous retinal detachment OD with macula off." While these 

symptoms indicated an emergency, Dr. Grimm noted only: "Patient needs retinal 

consult on urgent basfa." It is my opinion that the reviewing FDC physician, Dr. 

Maria Luisa, fell below the standard of care when she failed to detect the 

emergent situation of a retinal detachment or follow up to ensure a more rapid 

consultation with an ophthalmologist or surgeon, where retinal surgery ultimately 

occurred on May 5, 2009. 

4. In.my opioion, to a reasonable memcal certainty, one or more of these 

failures by Kendall Hirano, Stephen Leaf, Dr. M. Aslam, and/or Dr. Maria Luisa to 

exercise due care in the treatment of Craig James, caused him serious parn. and suffering 

and permanent damage to his right eye. 

101 o-1. I <I llJ41li 
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Dated this I$' day of December~ 2011. 
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CURRICULUM VITAE 

JACOB L. HELLER, M.D., M.H.A., F .. 4..C.E.P. 

23 AUGUST 2011 

PERSONAL DATA 

Date of Birth. 
Pfa.ce of Birth 
Office Address 

EDUCATION 

Queens College, C.U,N.Y. 
B.A. cum laude 

New York University School of Medicine 
M.D., cum laude 

University of Washington School of Public HeaJth 
and Community Medicine, M.H.A. 

INTERNSHIP AND RESID.ENCY 

University of Washington Affiliated Hospitals 
Internship, Internal Medicine 
Residency1 Internal Medicine 

CERTIFICATION 

Diplomate, American Board of!ntemal Medicine 
Advanced Trauma Life Support 
Advanced Cardiac Life Support 
Diplomate, American.Board of Emergency Medicine 

Recertification 
Recertification 

PROFESSIONAL SOCIETIES 

Alpha Omega Alpha 
American College of Emergency Physicians 

Disaster Committee (National) 
Board Member. Washington State Chapter 
Editor, Wasbington State Chapter Newsletter 

4 December 1948 
Brooklyn, New York 

Virginia Mason Medical Center 
1100 Ninth Avenue H6-ER 
P,O.Box900 
Seattl~ Washington 981 U 

1965-1969 

1969-1973 

2000-2003 

June 1973-June 1974 
Ju.1y 1974-June 1976 

September 1976 
November 1983 

January 201 I 
June 1986 

November 1996 
December 2006 

1972-present 
1980-present 

1984-1985 
1985-1990 
1985-1995 
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Public Relations Committee (National) 
Chairman, Public Relations Committee {Slate) 
hltema1ional Affairs Task Force 
Chapter President (Washington State) 
Public Affairs Task Force (National) 

King County Medical Society 
Washington State Medical Association 

Political Action Committee (PAC) Board Member 
Secretary Treasurer (PAC) 
Chair, Board of Directors (PAC) 

International Civil Defense Organization 

1986-1987 
1986-1992 
1988-1989 
1988-1989 
1990-1994 

198 0-present 
1980-present 

1984-1990 
1985-1988 
1989-1990 
1983-1993 
1983-1993 World Association for Emergency and Disaster Medicine 

American Medical Association 198 0-present 

TEACHING AND FACULTY APPOINTMENTS 

University of W asbington Department of Medicine 
Acting Instructor 
Clinical Instructor 

1979-1980 
1982-1987 
1987-1990 Clinical. Assistant Professor 

Clinical Associate Professor 1990-present 

BO SPIT AL APPOINTMENTS/CLINICAL PRACTICE 

Medical St.rl:f, Veterans Administration Hospital 
Seattle, Washington 

Emergency Department Staff Physician . 
Providence Hospita,, Seattle, Wasbing1on 

Emergency Department Staff Physician 
. University of Washington Hospital, Seattle, Washington 

1976-1978 

1979 

1979-1980 
Emergency Department Staff Pb.ysician 

Virginia Mason Medical Center, Seattle, Washington 
Ship's Physicia.u., Holland American Line 

19-80-present 
1990...1994 

PRESENTATIONS 

"Toe Mt. St Helens. Eruption, May 1980." Third World Congress on Disaster and 
Emergency Medicine. Rome, Italy, 1983. 

Ibid. Scientific Exhibit Amencan College of Emergency Physicians Scientific 
Assembly. Atlanta, 1983. 
"The 1984 Seattle Marathon." Scientific Exhibit. American College of Emergency 
Physicians Scientific Assembly. Dallas, 1984. 
"Moutai.neering Medicine: The Seattle Mountain Rescue Council Experience." Fourth 
World Congress on Disaster and Emergency Medicine. Brighton, England, 1985. 

2 
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Ibid. Scientific Exhibit. American College of Emergency Physicians Scien1ific 
Assembly. Las Vegas, 1985. 
"Occupational Medicine in the Emergency Department." Sc.ient.illc Exhibit. American 
College of Emergency Physicians Scientific.Assesmb]y. Atlanta, 1986. 
"Geriatric Medicine in the Emergency Department.,.., Scientific Exhibit. American 
College of Emergency Physicians Scientific Assembly. New Orleans, 1987 . 
.. The Horizon Air Crash." Scientific Exhibit. American College of Emergency 
Physicians Scientific Assembly. San Francisco, 1988. 

Ibid. Scientific Paper. Fourth World Congress on Disaster a:n.d Emergency 
Medicine. Brisbane, Australia.. 1988. 
"'Sledding hi.juries in Seattle." Scientific Exlu"bit. American College of Emergency 
Physicians Scientific Assembly. Washingto~ D.C, 1989. 
"Emergency Medicine at Sea" Scientific Exhibit. American College of Emergency 
Physicians Scientific Assembly. San Francisco, 1990. 

Ibid. Scientific Exhibit. Seventh World Congress on Disaster and Emergency 
Medicine. Montreal, Canada, 1991. 
"Swimming Pool Heater Dysfunction: An Unusual Cause of Carbon Monoxide 
Poisoning." Scientific Exhibit. American College of Emergency Physicians Scientific 
Assembly. Seattle, 1992. 

Ibid. Scientific Exhibit. Eighth World Congress on Disaster and Emergency 
Medicine. Stockholm, Sweden, 1993. 
"Emergency Injuries and Illnesses at an Urban Athletic Club." Scientific Exhibit. 
American College of Emergency Physicians Scientific Assembly. Chicago, 1993. 
"Emergency Department U1ilization and Management of Dialysfa Complications: 
Potential for Cost Reduction." Orlando, 1994. 
"Emergency Department Management ofHyperkalemia.'' Scientific Exhibit. American 
College of Emergency· Physicians Scientific Assembly. Washington, D .C ., 1995 . 
.. Medical Effects oftbe 1996 Seattle Earthquake." Scientific Exhibit American College 
of Emergency Physicians Scientific Assembly. New Orleans, 1996. 
<•Emergency Management of Shoulder Dislocations." Scientific Exhibit. American 
College of.Emergency Physicians Scientific Assembly. Chicago, 1998 . 
.. Tu.ming Tragedy into Teaching: AIDS Education_in the ED." Scientific Exhibit . 
.American College of Emergency Physicians Scie• tific Assem b.1y. Las Vegas, 1999. 
"'Disaster Medicine: Seattle Earthquake 2000." Scientific Exhibit. American College of 
Em.erg ency Physicians Scientific Assembly. Philadelphia, 2000. 

QUALITY ASSURANCE/I/CONTINUOUS QUALITY IMPROVEMENT 

PR 0/W est/Qualis Health-A .Professional Review Organization 

Reviewing Physician 
Review Team Leader 
Internal Quality Control Lead Physician 

.1987-pxesent 
1990-2000 
1990-2000 

3 
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Role: A1rnessing and reviewing health care records for propei· coding, ub1ization, and 
quality of care; interaction with PRD/W est/Qualis Health staff and 
communication/correspondence with providers/practitioners required. 

Member. Quality Assurance Council 
Chair, Quality .Assurance Council 

1989-2000 
1990-2000 

Role: Making final determinations regarding quality of care, at times with the assistance 
of counsel; making recommendations to the Office of the Inspector General; devising 
quality i!µprovement plans; sitting as member of peer review panel for appeals. 

Member. Health Data Council 
Member, Project Steering Council 
Member, Project Feasibility Group 

1993-1994 
1994-1995 
1995-1997 

Role: Asse.,;sing opportunities for improvement in care for Medicare beneficiaries and 
devising studies and projects to facilitate and measure such improvement. 

Principal Clinical Coordinator, Pneumonia Care Improvement Project 1993-1997 

Role: Devise and manage improvement _project to measure and assess processes of care 
for hospitalized patients ·with pneumonia; committee and study group work required. 

Principal Clinical Coordinator, Mammography 

Role: Devise and manage project to improve mammography we rates in Idaho, using 
various interventions; committee and study group vmrk required. 

Providen.ce .Health Plans 

Associate Medical Director 1995-1998 

Role: Utilization and quality management; policy, procedure and evidence-based 
guidelines development; establishment of Pharmacy and Therapeutics (P & T) Committee 
and serving as Chair; interaction with regulatory agencies; credentialing; network 
development. 

Pretnera Blue Cross 

Assistant Medical Director 1999-present 

Role: Utilization management, clfoical and payment policy development 

SPECIAL AW ARDS 

Outstanding Young Men of America. 1982. 
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Distinguished Citizen of the State ofWashlngton, 1986. Granted by Lieutenant Governor 
John A. Cberberg. 

Seattle's Top Doctors: Emergency Medicine. Seattle Magazine peer survey, September 
2005. 

Seattle's Top Doctors: Emergency Medicine. Seattle Magazine peer survey, September 
2006. 

Seattle's Top Doctors: Emergency Medicine: Seattle Metropolitan Magazine peer 
survey, March 2007. 

Seattle's Top Doctors: Emergency Medicine: Seattle Magazine peer sorvey, September 
2007. 

Seattle's Top Doctors: Emergency Medicine: Seattle Magazine peer survey, September 
2008. 

Seattle's Top Doctors: Emergency Medicine. Seattle }vfetropolitan }.,Jagazine peer 
survey, August 2009. 

Seattle's Top Doctors: Emergency Medicrne. Seattle Metropolitan Magazine peer 
survey, August 2010 

Seattle's Top Doctors: Emergency Medicine. Puge.t Sound Consumers' Checkhookpeer 
survey, Spring/Summer 2011 

Seattle's Top Doctors: Emergency Medicine. Seattle Me-iropolitan Magazine peer 
survey, August 2011 
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2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 CRAIG JAMES, 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
WESTERN DISTRICT OF WASHINGTON 

AT TACOMA 

) No. Cl 1-2125 RSM 
) 

Io Plaintiff, ) 

11 V. 

) STIPULATED ORDER OF DISMISSAL 
) 
) 

12 UNITED ST A TES OF AMERICA, ) 
) 

13 Defendant. ) 
___________ ) 

14 

15 Come now Plaintiff Craig James and Federal Defendant United States of America, by and 

16 through their undersigned counsel of record, who hereby agree and stipulate as fol1ows: 

17 Plaintiff Craig James and Federal Defendant United States of America have entered into a 

18 settlement of the above-captioned action. Therefore these parties, through their undersigned 

19 counsel and respective attorneys of record, now hereby stipulate to the dismissal with prejudice 

20 of the above-captioned action against the United States of America, with the parties to bear their 

21 own fees and costs. 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 
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Cl 1-2125 RSM 

UNITED STATES ATTORNEY 
120 I PAl"IHl" AVENUE. SlllIT 700 
TACOMA. WA~HlMff<l:-J 9H402 

(25:lJ 428-.,800 
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DATED this 15th day of January, 2013. 

2 Respectfully submitted, 

3 

4 JENNY A. DURKAN 
UNITED STATES ATTORNEY 

5 

s/Phili~ H. L?ch 
6 PHILI H. L NCH, WSBA # 91005 

1201 Pacific Avenue, Ste. 700 
7 Tacoma, WA 98402 

Phone: 253-428-3810 
s Fax: 253-428-3826 

E-maiL phil.lynch@usdoj.gov 

s/David J. Whedbee. Eso. 
DAVID J. WHEDBEE, ESQ., WSBA # 35977 
705 Second Avenue, Ste. 1500 
Seattle, WA 98104 
Phone: 206-662-1604 
Fax: 206-343-3961 
Email: davidw@mhb.com 

ORDER 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

Based upon the foregoing Stipulation, IT IS SO ORDERED. The above-captioned 

action is dismissed with prejudice, with Plaintiff and Federal Defendant to bear their own fees 

and costs. 

The Clerk of the Court is directed to send copies of this Order to all counsel of record. 

Dated this 17th day of January 2013. 

21 Presented by: 

22 
JENNY A. DURKAN 

23 UNITED STATES ATTORNEY 

24 s/Philip H. Lynch 
PHILIP H. LYNCH, WSBA # 91005 

25 1201 Pacific Avenue, Ste. 700 
Tacoma, WA 98402 

26 Phone: 253-428-3810 
Fax: 253-428-3826 

27 E-mail: phil.lynch@usdoj.gov 

28 

STIPULATED ORDER OF DISMISSAL- 2 
Cl 1-2125 RSM 

RICARDO S. MARTI 
UNITED ST A TES DISTRICT JUDGE 

s/David J. Whedbee, Esq. 
DAVID J. WHEDBEE, ESQ., WSBA # 35977 
705 Second A venue, Ste. 1500 
Seattle, WA 98104 
Phone: 206-662-1604 
Fax: 206-343-3961 
Email: davidw@mhb.com 

UNITED STATES ATTORNEY 
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7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

CRAIG JAMES, 

v. 

Honorable Ricardo S. Martinez 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
WESTERN DISTRICT OF WASHINGTON 

AT SEATTLE 

No. Cl 1-2125 RSM 

Plaintiff, 

13. THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 

14 

15 

Defendant. 

16 ST~ULATION FOR COMPROMISE SETTLEMENT AND RELEASE 

17 It is hereby stipulated by and between the undersigned plaintiff (meaning any person, 

18 other than the defendant, signing this agreement, whether or not a party to this civil action), and 

19 defendant United States of America, by and through their respective attorneys, as follows: 

20 1. The plaintiff and the defendant do hereby agree to settle and compromise each and 

21 every claim of any kind, whether known or unknown, arising directly or indirectly from the acts 

22 or omissions that gave rise to the above-captioned action or which are otherwise related in any 

23 way to the-subject matter of the above-captioned action, under the te1ms and conditions set forth 

24 in this Stipulation for Compromise Settlement and Release ("Settlement Agreement"). 

25 2. The United States of America agrees to pay the sum of Eight-Hundred Thousand 
. . 

26 Dollars ($800,000.00), which sum shall be in full settlement and satisfaction of any and all 

27 claims, demands, rights, and causes of action of whatsoever ldnd and nature, arising from, and 

28 by reason of, any and all known and unlmown, foreseen and unforeseen, bodily and personal 

STIPULATION FOR C011PROMISE 
SETTLEMENT AND RELEASE - I 
Cl 1-2125 RSM 

UNITED STATES ATTORNEY 
1201 PACIFIC AVF.NUE, SUITI! 700 
TACOMA, WASfllNGTON '18402 

(253) 428-3800 



1 injuries, dmnage to property and the consequences thereof, resulting, and to result, from the 

2 subject matter of this settlement as set forth in paragraph 1 of this Settlement Agreement, 

3 including any claims for wrongful death, for which plaintiff or his guardians, heirs, executors, 

4 administrators, or assigns1 and each of them, now have _or may hereafter acquire against the 

5 United States of America and its agents, servants, and employees. 

6 3. Plaintiff and his guardians, heirs, executors, administrators or assigns hereby agree to 

7 accept the sums set forth in this Settlement Agreement in full settlement and satisfaction of any 

8 and all claims, demands, rights, and causes of action of whatsoever kind and nature, including 

9 claims for wrongful death, arising from, and by reason of, any and all known and unknown, 

10 foreseen and unforeseen, bodily and personal injuries, damage to property and the consequences 

11 thereof, which they may have or hereafter acquire against the United States of America, and its 

12 agents, servants and employees on account of the subject matter of this settlement as set forth in 

13 paragraph 1 of this Settlement Agreement, including any future claim or lawsuit of any kind or 

14 type whatsoever, whether known or unlmown, and whether for compensatory or exemplary 

15 damages. Plaintiff and his guardians, heirs, executors, administrators or assigns further agree to 

16 reimburse, indemnify and hold hannless the United States of America and its agents, servants, 

17 and employees from and against any and all such causes of action, claims, liens, rights, or 

18 subrogated or contribution interests incident to or resulting from further litigation or the 

19 prosecution of claims by plaintiff or his guardians, heirs, executors, administrators or assigns 

20 against any third party or against the United States of America, including claims for wrongful 

21 death. 

22 4. This Stipulation for Compromise Settlement and Release is not, is in no way intended 

23 to be, and should not be construed as, an admission of liability or fault on the part of the United 

24 States of America and its agents, servants, or employees, and it is specifically denied that they 

25 are liable to the plaintiff. This Settlement Agreement is entered into by all parties for the 

26 purpose of compromising disputed claims and avoiding the expenses and risks of further 

27 litigation. 

28 5. It is also agreed, by and among the parties, that the respective parties will each bear 

STIPULATION FOR COMPROMISE 
SETTLEMENT AND RELEASE - 2 
Cl l-2125 RSM 
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1 their own costs, fees, and. expenses and that any attorney's fees owed by the plaintiff will be paid 

2 out of the settlement amount and not in addition thereto. 

3 6. It is also understood by and among the parties that pursuant to Title 28, United States 

4 Code, Section 2678, aiiorney's fees for services rendered in connection with this action shall not 

5 exceed 25 per centum of the amount of the Settlement Agreement. 

6 7. The persons signing this Settlement Agreement warrant and represent that they possess 

7 full authority to bind the persons on whose behal( they are signing to the tenns of the settlement. 

8 In the event any plaintiff is a minor or a legally incompetent adult, the plaintiff must obtain 

9 Court approval of the Settlement Agreement at his expense. Plaintiff agree to obtain such 

1 O approval in a timely manner: time being of the essence. Plaintiff further· agrees that the United 

11 States may void this settlement at its option in the event such approval is not obtained in a timely 

12 manner. In the event that the plaintiff fails to obtain such Court approval, the entire Stipulation 

13 For Compromise Settlement And Release and the compromise settlement are null and void. 

14 8. Payment of the settlement amounts will be made as follows: 

_15 To Plaintiff Craig James in the amount of$473,369.52 by government wire transfer as 

16 per the following: 

17 

18 

19 

20 

A. 
B. 
C. 
D. 
E. 
F. 
G. 

21 Plaintiffs' attorneys agree to distribute the plaintiffs settlement proceeds to the plaintfff, 

22 and to obtain a dismissal of the above-captioned action with prejudice, with each party bearing 

23 its own fees, costs, and expenses. 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 
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1 To the United States Forest Service, U.S. Department of Agriculture, restitution in the 

2 · the amount of$326,630.48 by check made out to.the United States District Court, Western 

3 District of Washington and sent to: 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

United States Attomey,s Office 
Financial Litigation Unit 
Attn: Dawn Fernandez 
700 Stewart Street, Ste. 5220 
Seattle, WA 98101 

9. The parties agree that this Stipulation for Compromis_e Settlement and Release, 

including all the terms and conditions of this compromise settlement arid any additional 

agreements relating thereto, may be made public in their entirety, and the plaintiff expressly 

consents to such release and disclosure pursuant to 5 U.S.C. § 552a(b). 

Ill 

Ill 

STIPULATION FOR COMPROMISE UNITED ST ATES ATTORNEY 

SETTLEMENT AND RELEASE ~ 4 1201 PACI f JC AVENU!l, SUlTll. 700 

Cl l-2125 RSM 
TACOMA, WASHINOTON9840Z 

{253) 428-3800 



1 I 10. Jt is contemplated that this Settlement Agreement may be e."t:ecuted in several 

2 countetparts~ ·with a sepal'ate .signature page for e-ach parry. All_ such eountc.qnu.ts anci sign.a,.~rn: 

3- 1 pages, toaelher, shiiU be deemed to be one dncument. 

4 ; -~~:J?:2~w .2012. 

~noo 
8 Assistrmt {fnited Stntes Attorney 

Attorney for 1be United Stutes 
9 

10 

11 
Ex•cutod lhis ~<'.) ~Y of t!...1 ... ,..~ . 2012. 

12 

2! 

7.2 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 
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Case Management Application 

-- H' 1,lf Al FRIS --
CASE DETAILS 

Back to Case Results Case Actions: 

Page 1 of I 

Welcome WILSON J MOORER I Logout 

- I 
Case ID: CIV-WXR-2012-01189 Short Description: SKURDAL, GUSTOV V. FEDERAL DETENTION CENTER 

M •-- CME DOC8 
Case Login Information 

12-cv-00706-RSM·MAT 

CAU IUIIIIARY 

..... Case Resolution 

Reference Number 

Short Description 

Classlflcatlon 

SKURDAL, GUSTOV V. FEDERAL DETENTION 
CENTER 

Date 

Type 

Reason 

Sought 

03/06/2014 

Settled 

Civil 

case Type Bivens Amount offered 

Total Amount Paid 

$ 

$45,000.00 

• 

Case Sub-Type 

Current Region 

Current Institution 

Incident Region 

Incident Institution 

Monetary Reller 
Sought 

WESTERN REGIONAL OFFICE 

SeaTac (FDC) 
Description 

NO STEPS TAKEN FOR RELIGIOUS 
ACCOMMODATION- SETTLED FOR $45K 

WESTERN REGIONAL OFFICE 

SeaTac (FDC) 
Description 

NO STEPS TAKEN FOR RELIGIOUS 
ACCOMMODATION- SETTLED FOR $4SK 

Estimated Amount 

Office 

$ 

$ 

Seattle 

Ju rlsd lctlon 

Responsible Legal 
Office 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR THE 
WESTERN DISTRICT OF WASHINGTON 

WXRO 

Legal Liability Evaluation t 
Estimated Amount $ -

Estimated Outcome No evaluation can be made at this time 

Additional Case Information 

Court Fee Paid 7 

Pro Se? 

Case Initiation Dates 

Date Received 09/18/2012 

Date Filed 04/23/2012 

Case Progress 

Current Owner JENNIFER VICKERS 

case Status Closed 

Tlmellne Status Closed 

Monthly Report 
SETTLEMENTS/AWARDS 

Status 

Prtvc1te case No 

Long Desalptlon 42: 1983 PRISONER CIVIL RIGHTS (REQUEST FOR RELIGIOUS VEGAN DIET DENIED AT SET) 

Further Case 
Classmcat1on 

Comments 

3/5/2014 PAYMENT RECEIVED BY USAO AND MAILED TO PLAINTIFF ·CLOSE IN CM 

REOPENED FOR PLN FOIA REQUEST 

Aerts My Werk New Case Search Mar 

t 

t 

https://bop.tcp.doj.gov:9349/0GC-CIV/UpdateCasePaR:e.do?PID=89+3+1CM4+DB2P13... 11/15/2016 
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GUSTAV SKURDAL, 

Plaintiff, 

V. 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
WESTERN DISTRICT OF WASHING TON 

AT SEATTLE 

Case No. Cl2-706RSM 

DISMISSAL ORDER 

FEDERAL DETENTION CENTER, et al., 

Defendants. 

15 The Court having been notified of the settlement of this case, and it appearing that no issue 

16 remains for the court's determination, 

17 IT IS ORDERED that this action and all claims asserted herein are DISMISSED with 

18 prejudice and without costs to any party. 

19 In the event that the settlement is not perfected, any party may move to reopen the case, 

20 provided that such motion is filed within thirty (30) days of the date of this order. Any trial date and 

21 pretrial dates previously set are hereby VACATED. 

22 IT IS SO ORDERED this 17 day of December, 2013. 

23 

24 

25 

26 

DISMISSAL ORDER - 1 

~b 
RICARDO S. MARTINEZ 
UNITED ST A TES DISTRICT JUDGE 
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UNITED STATES DIS1RIC1' COURT 
for the 

Western District of Washington 

Gustav Skurdal 

PlaintiJl(s) 

V. Civil Action No. 12-cv-00706-RS~MAT 

W"rthin 21 days after service of this summons on you (not counting the day you received it)- or 60 days if you 
are the United States or a United States agency9 or an officer or employee of the United Stares descn"bed in Fed. R. Civ. 
P. 12 (aX2) or (3)-you must serve on the plaintiff an answer to the attached complaint or a motion under Role 12 of 
the Federal Rules of.Civil Procedure. The answer or motion must be served on the plaintiff or plaintifPs attorney, 
whose name and address are: Gustav Skurdal 

837 1/2 West G Road 
Hunbtley, Montana 59037 

If you fail to respond. judgment by default will be entered against you for the relief demanded in the complaint. 
You also must tiJe your answer or motion with the court. 

Date: -~_-_g-;_--_.__(?-_ 
Signature of Clerk or Deputy Ckrlc 
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UNITED ST A TES DISTRICT COURT 
WESTERN DISTRICT OF W ASI-IlNGTON 

AT SEATTLE 

GUSTAV SKURDAL, 

Plaintiff, 

v. 

FEDERAL DETENTION CENTER, et 
al., 

Defendants. 

CASE NO. CI2-706-RSM-MAT 

ORDER DENYING MOTION FOR A 
TEMPORARY RESTRAINING 
ORDER AND PRELIMINARY 
INJUNCTION AS MOOT AND 
REVOKINGIFPSTATUS 

While plaintiff Gustav Skurdal was detained in the Federal Detention Center-SeaTac, he 

was granted in forma pauperis status, but his civil-rights complaint was not served because of 

fatal pleading deficiencies and because he asked to be granted additional time to file an amended 

complaint after his release. (Dkts. 7, 8.) Now living in a private, Montana residence, Mr. 

Skurdal has paid the $350 filing fee as a non-prisoner litigant, has filed an amended complaint, 

and has moved for a temporary restraining order and a preliminary injunction. (Dkts. 9, 10.) 

The Court ORDERS as follows: 

1. Plaintiff's motion for a TRO/PI (Dkt. 10) is DENIED as moot. Mr. Skurdal is no 
24 ORDER DENYING MOTION FOR A 

TEMPORARY RESTRAINING ORDER AND 
PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION AS MOOT AND 
REVOKING IFP STATUS - I 
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longer incarcerated and cannot show that he face~ irreparable harm in the absence 

of injunctive relief while he resides in private Montana residence. See Winter v. 

Natural Resources Defense Council, 555 U.S. 7, 20 (2008). Any concerns 

regarding what will occur if he is later detained in a federal facility are entirely 

speculative. 

2. Mr. Skurdal's IFP status (0kt. 7}-based on his financial disclosures and status 

as a prisoner-is REVOKED. 1 Mr. Skurdal has paid the $350 civil filing fee 

and is proceeding as a private litigant. Mr. Skurdal is advised that he is 

personally required to serve his amended complaint and summons upon 

defendants without the Court's assistance. See generally Fed. R. Civ. P. 4. 

"On or after filing the complaint, the plaintiff may present a summons to the clerk 

for signature and seal. If the summons is properly completed, the clerk must 

sign, seal, and issue it to the plaintiff for service on the defendant." Fed. R. Civ. 

P. 4(b). 

3. The Clerk is directed to send a copy of this Order to plaintiff and to the 

Honorable Mary Alice Theiler. 

1 
The Court earlier noted that Mr. Skurdal expressly stated that he had declined to exhaust 

21 administrative remedies within the prison grievance system before filing his federal action 
regarding prison conditions as is required by the Prison Litigation Reform Act ("PLRA"), see 42 

22 U.S.C. § 1997e(a). (Dkt. 8, at 2.) The Court would have been required to dismiss a complaint 
by a prisoner who failed to exhaust administrative remedies prior to filing a federal lawsuit. 

23 Woodfordv. Ngo, 548 U.S. 81, 85 (2006) ("Exhaustion is no longer left to the discretion of the 
district court, but is mandatory."). 

24 ORDER DENYING MOTION FOR A 
TEMPORARY RESTRAINING ORDER AND 
PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION AS MOOT AND 
REVOKING IFP STATUS - 2 
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1 

2 Dated this 13th day of July, 2012. 

3 

4 

5 

6 
RICARDO S. MARTINEZ 
UNITED STATES DISTRICT ruDGE 

7 

8 

9 

to 

11 

12 
Recommended for entry 
this 9th day of July, 2012. 

13 

s/ Mil)'. Alice Theiler 
14 United States Magistrate Judge 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 ORDER DENYING MOTION FOR A 
TEMPORARY RESTRAINING ORDER ANO 
PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION AS MOOT AND 
REVOKING IFP STATUS-3 
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GUSTAV SKURDAL, 

Plaintiff, 

V. 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
WESTERN DISTRICT OF WASHING TON 

AT SEATTLE 

Case No. Cl2-706RSM 

DISMISSAL ORDER 

FEDERAL DETENTION CENTER, et al., 

Defendants. 

15 The Court having been notified of the settlement of this case, and it appearing that no issue 

16 remains for the court's determination, 

17 IT IS ORDERED that this action and all claims asserted herein are DISMISSED with 

18 prejudice and without costs to any party. 

19 In the event that the settlement is not perfected, any party may move to reopen the case, 

20 provided that such motion is filed within thirty (30) days of the date of this order. Any trial date and 

21 pretrial dates previously set are hereby VACATED. 

22 IT IS SO ORDERED this 17 day of December, 2013. 

23 

24 

25 

26 

DISMISSAL ORDER - 1 

~b 
RICARDO S. MARTINEZ 
UNITED ST A TES DISTRICT JUDGE 
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UNITED STATES DIS1RIC1' COURT 
for the 

Western District of Washington 

Gustav Skurdal 

PlaintiJl(s) 

V. Civil Action No. 12-cv-00706-RS~MAT 

W"rthin 21 days after service of this summons on you (not counting the day you received it)- or 60 days if you 
are the United States or a United States agency9 or an officer or employee of the United Stares descn"bed in Fed. R. Civ. 
P. 12 (aX2) or (3)-you must serve on the plaintiff an answer to the attached complaint or a motion under Role 12 of 
the Federal Rules of.Civil Procedure. The answer or motion must be served on the plaintiff or plaintifPs attorney, 
whose name and address are: Gustav Skurdal 

837 1/2 West G Road 
Hunbtley, Montana 59037 

If you fail to respond. judgment by default will be entered against you for the relief demanded in the complaint. 
You also must tiJe your answer or motion with the court. 

Date: -~_-_g-;_--_.__(?-_ 
Signature of Clerk or Deputy Ckrlc 
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ERIC A. SEITZ 
ATTORNEY AT LAW 
A LAW CORPORATION 

ERIC A. SEITZ 
DELLA A. BELATTI 
SARAH R. DEVINE 

1412 
7945 
9673 

820 Mililani Street, Suite 714 
Honolulu, Hawaii 96813 
Telephone: (808) 533-7434 
Facsimile: (808) 545-3608 

Attorneys for Plaintiff 

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

JANE DOE, 

Plaintiff, 

vs. 

FOR THE DISTRICT OF HAWAII 

CIVIL NO. 12-00640 ACK-RLP 

FIRST AMENDED COMPLAINT FOR 
DAMAGES; DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA; 
RICHARD SEAMAN; AND DOE 
DEFENDANTS 1-10, 

Defendants. 

COMPLAINT FOR DAMAGES 

Plaintiff JANE DOE (hereinafter UPlaintiff"), by and 

through her undersigned attorneys, alleges and avers as follows: 

I. Jurisdiction and Venue 

1. This case arises under the Constitution and 

statutes of the United States of America and the State of 

Hawaii, inter alia. 
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2. Jurisdiction is proper in this forum pursuant to 

28 U.S.C. §2674, inter alia. Any and all state law claims 

contained herein form part of the same case or controversy as 

gives rise to Plaintiff's federal law claims and therefore fall 

within the Court's supplemental jurisdiction pursuant to 28 

u.s.c. §1367. 

3. Venue is proper in this forum pursuant to 28 

U.S.C. §1391, et seq. 

III. Parties 

4. Plaintiff is and was, at all times relevant, a 

resident of the State of Hawaii. 

5. Defendant UNITED STATES OF AMERICA {hereinafter 

uDefendant UNITED STATES") is a sovereign that has waived its 

immunity for certain claims, including the claims set forth 

herein, and is liable for the acts of its employees and 

servants. 

6. Defendant RICHARD SEAMAN (hereinafter "Defendant 

SEAMAN") is and was a resident of Hawaii and was employed by the 

United States Government and the United States Department of 

Justice, Federal Bureau of Prisons (hereinafter "BOP"), at all 

times pertinent hereto. 

7. DOE DEFENDANTS 1-10 (hereinafter uDOE DEFENDANTS 

1-10") are individuals whose true identities and capacities are 

as yet unknown to the Plaintiff and her counsel, despite 

2 
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diligent inquiry and investigation, and who are responsible in 

some manner for the occurrences herein alleged, and that 

Plaintiff's damages, as herein alleged, were proximately caused 

by their conduct. The true names and capacities of the Doe 

Defendants will be substituted as they become known. Plaintiff 

is informed and believes and therefore alleges that at all times 

herein mentioned, Doe Defendants, were the agents, servants and 

employees of each of the other Defendants herein. 

IV. Factual Allegations 

8. Commencing in September 2011, and concluding on 

or about December 8, 2011, Defendant Seaman sexually assaulted 

Plaintiff on numerous occasions. 

9. At all times relevant Plaintiff was an inmate at 

the Federal Detention Center in Honolulu, Hawaii (hereinafter 

"Honolulu FDC") . 

10. At all times relevant Defendant SEAMAN was an 

officer and prison employee who was purporting to act within the 

course and scope of his employment for the United States of 

America and the Federal BOP. 

11. On at least three occasions during the period 

between September 2011 and December 8, 2011, Defendant SEAMAN 

was permitted with the consent and/or knowledge of Defendant 

UNITED STATES and/or certain DOE DEFENDANTS 1-10 to be alone 

3 
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with Plaintiff in unsupervised, camera-less areas of the 

Honolulu FDC. 

PagelD #: 532 

12. During each of these three occasions Defendant 

SEAMAN sexually assaulted Plaintiff. 

13. Plaintiff did not and could not consent to the 

aforesaid sexual assaults. 

14. At all times relevant Defendants UNITED STATES, 

SEAMAN, and DOE DEFENDANTS 1-10 owed a duty of care to Plaintiff 

of "safekeeping, care. [and] protection" pursuant to 18 

U.S.C. § 4042{a){2) and (3), inter alia. 

15. Pursuant to Federal Bureau of Prisons Program 

Statement P5324.06, "Sexually Abusive Behavior Prevention and 

Intervention Program," April 27, 2005, {hereinafter "BOP 

5324.06") it was a mandatory policy of Defendant UNITED STATES, 

at all times relevant hereto, to have "[s]tandard procedures . 

. to detect and prevent sexually abusive behavior at all Bureau 

facilities." 

16. According to BOP P5324.06, Defendant UNITED 

STATES' Sexually Abusive Behavior Prevention and Intervention 

Program "is comprised of five major areas," namely Prevention, 

Detection, Intervention, Investigation, and Discipline/ 

Prosecution. 

17. Under the "Prevention" area of BOP P5324.06, 

"[a]ll staff" are required to be "trained on the components of 

4 
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the prevention and intervention of sexually abusive behavior as 

outlined in" BOP P5324.06. 

18. BOP P5324.06 further provides that all staff are 

required to be trained to u[p]articipate in intentional 

detection activities" as part of uDetection of sexually abusive 

behavior." 

19. BOP P5324.06 further requires that udetection 

requires an intentional awareness by staff of institutional or 

unit climateu and requires that u[t]hrough actively paying 

attention to inmate ugossip," listening to inmate comments to 

staff, reading case files and Correctional Services 

uconfidentials,". . and monitoring isolated or uhot" areas of 

the institution, staff are able to better detect sexually 

abusive behavior." 

20. BOP P5324.06 further provides that a Program 

Coordinator at each federal BOP facility umust provide 

supervisory oversight to ensure the coordination of institution 

departments in the prevention, detection, intervention, 

investigation and discipline/prosecution aspects as specified in 

this Program Statement." 

21. BOP 5324.06 further directs that u[e]ach 

institution is required to have a current Institution Supplement 

that reflects the institution's unique characteristics and that 

5 
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specifies how each institution will comply with this Program 

Statement." 

22. At all times relevant hereto, FDC Honolulu failed 

to have sufficient policies and/or practices to intentionally 

detect and/or prevent sexually abusive behavior as required by 

BOP 5324.06. 

23. The Institution Supplement for FDC Honolulu 

related to nsexually Abusive Behavior Prevention and 

Intervention Program" is silent and devoid of any policies 

related to detection and prevention as required by BOP 5324.06. 

24. Since 2003 there have been at least two other 

publicly published reports of sexual assaults by Federal BOP 

officers and/or employees upon female inmates housed at the 

Honolulu FDC. 

25. Plaintiff is informed and believes that Defendant 

SEAMAN has been investigated previously by Defendant UNITED 

STATES and/or certain DOE DEFENDANTS 1-10 for reported sexual 

assaults and/or harassment of other female inmates at the 

Honolulu FDC. 

26. On February 15, 2007, Jane Doe 2, a female inmate 

under Defendant SEAMAN'S previous supervision reported, via 

signed affidavit, several instances of sexual misconduct in 

January and February 2007, by Defendant SEAMAN where he used 

indecent sexual langugae, isolated her during work hours in an 

6 
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elevator, and sexually assaulted her by kissing her and placing 

his hands inside her pants. 

27. Jane Doe 2 also reported that Defendant SEAMAN 

intimidated inmates he supervised with placement in the Special 

Housing Unit and reduced her work schedule after she informed 

him uI don't want no trouble; I just want to do my time and 

leave here" following the January 2007 incidents when SEAMAN 

assaulted her in the elevator. 

28. In the course of an investigation, Plaintiff is 

informed and believes that Jane Doe 2 refused to sign a second 

affidavit regarding her performance of oral sex on Defendant 

SEAMAN and refused to cooperate further with the investigation; 

however, Jane Doe 2 did not recant the affidavit she had signed 

on February 15, 2007, and continued to report that "she was 

sticking with the affidavit she signed on February 15, 2007." 

29. Defendant UNITED STATES concluded that the 

investigation regarding Jane Doe 2's allegations "revealed no 

pattern of inappropriate behavior by [Defendant] SEAMAN" and 

"[b]ased on the lack of evidence," the "charge of Abusive Sexual 

Contact is Not Sustained." 

30. Based on Jane Doe's 2007 allegations and February 

15, 2007, affidavit, and the two other publicly published 

reports of sexual assaults by Federal BOP officers and/or 

employees at Honolulu FDC, Defendant UNITED STATES had notice of 

7 
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an institutional climate harmful to the usafekeeping" and ucare" 

of female inmates. 

31. At all times relevant Defendants UNITED STATES 

and DOE DEFENDANTS 1-10 knew or should have known about the 

danger posed by Defendant SEAJ:vl.AN based upon the 2007 allegations 

against Defendant SEAMAN and the custom, policy, and/or practice 

of allowing him to be alone with female inmates in isolated or 

uhotn areas of the Honolulu FDC. 

32. At all times relevant hereto, Defendants UNITED 

STATES and DOE DEFENDANTS 1-10, pursuant to BOP p5324.06 failed 

to intentionally detect and prevent Defendant SEAMAN's sexually 

abusive behavior against Plaintiff JANE DOE. 

33. At all times relevant Defendants UNITED STATES 

and DOE DEFENDANTS 1-10 knew or should have known of the risks 

of inmates and employees being permitted into isolated, uhot" 

areas with one BOP employee that would facilitate sexual 

assaults of inmates, including Plaintiff, yet failed to take 

proper steps to protect the inmates. 

34. At all times relevant Defendants UNITED STATES 

and DOE DEFENDANTS 1-10 knew or should have known of the 

dangerous, isolated, uhotn areas susceptible to the aforesaid 

sexual assaults yet failed to take any remedial steps to detect, 

prevent or remedy such dangerous situations and/or to protect 

the female inmates including Plaintiff. 

8 
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35. Pursuant to the Federal Tort Claims Act a written 

claim was submitted to the Federal BOP on or about March 23, 

2012. 

36. On or about June 14, 2012, the Federal BOP denied 

Plaintiff's written claim, and Plaintiff is presently entitled 

to bring her claim in this Court. 

COUNT I 
{Assault and Battery) 

37. Plaintiff hereby realleges and incorporates all 

of the above allegations contained in Paragraphs 1 through 36, 

above. 

38. Acting outside the scope of his duties Defendant 

SEAMAN intentionally made offensive physical contact on 

Plaintiff's person without her consent, and as a direct and 

proximate result of said assault and battery Plaintiff has 

sustained substantial general, special, and punitive damages in 

amounts to be proven at trial. 

COUNT II 
(Intentional Infliction of Emotional Distress) 

39. Plaintiff hereby realleges and incorporates all 

of the above allegations contained in Paragraphs 1 through 36, 

and 38, above. 

40. Defendant SEAMAN intentionally caused Plaintiff 

to sustain serious emotional distress, and as a direct and 

proximate result thereof Plaintiff has sustained substantial 

9 
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general, special, and punitive damages in amounts to be proven 

at trial. 

COUNT III 
(Negligence Claims) 

41. Plaintiff hereby realleges and incorporates all 

of the above allegations contained in Paragraphs 1 through 36, 

above. 

42. An institutional climate and/or pattern of sexual 

abuse of female inmates exists and has existed at the Honolulu 

Federal Detention Center prior to the assaults committed herein. 

43. Defendant UNITED STATES owed duties to Plaintiff 

to exercise the requisite standard of care and skill ordinarily 

exercised by similar institutions and agencies to detect 

sexually abusive behavior and to take reasonable care to control 

Defendant SEAMAN to prevent him from committing sexually abusive 

behavior and sexual misconduct. 

44. By failing to detect and prevent sexually abusive 

behavior of employees such as Defendant SEAMAN, Defendant UNITED 

STATES breached its duties of reasonable care owed to Plaintiff 

thereby proximately and directly causing the injuries to 

Plaintiff complained of herein. 

45. Defendants UNITED STATES and certain DOE 

DEFENDANTS 1-10 negligently caused Plaintiff to sustain serious 

emotional distress, anxiety, embarrassment, humiliation, worry, 

10 
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and anger, and as a direct and proximate result thereof 

Plaintiff has sustained substantial general and special damages 

in amounts to be proven at trial. 

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff prays for relief as follows: 

1. That judgment be entered in Plaintiff's favor on 

each count of the Complaint; 

2. For general damages according to the proof 

thereof at trial; 

3. For special damages according to the proof 

thereof at trial; 

4. For reimbursement of her costs and expenses 

herein, including reasonable provision for her attorneys' fees; 

and 

5. For such further and additional relief as the 

Court deems appropriate and just. 

DATED: Honolulu, Hawaii, January 14, 2015 

Isl Eric A. Seitz 
ERIC A. SEITZ 
DELLA A. BELATTI 
SARAH R. DEVINE 

Attorneys for Plaintiff 

11 
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ERIC A. SEITZ 
ATTORNEY AT LAW 
A LAW CORPORATION 

ERIC A. SEITZ 
DELLA A. BELATTI 
RONALD N.W. KIM 
SARAH R. DEVINE 

1412 
7945 
8306 
9673 

ORIGINAL 

820 Mililani Street, Suite 714 
Honolulu, Hawaii 96813 
Telephone: (808) 533-7434 
Facsimile: (808) 545-3608 

Attorneys for Plaintiff 
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IN THJ:: UNITED STATES DTSTRTCT COURT 

,Jl\Nf. DOE, 

Plaintiff, 

vs. 

FOR THE DISTRICT OF HAWAII 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

CIVI:, NO. CV 12 00 6 40 ACK RtP 
COMPLA:NT FOR DAMAGES; 
DEMAND FOR JJRY TRIAL; 
SUMMONS 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA; 
RICHARD SEAMAN; AND DOE 
OF.PENDANTS 1-10, 

) 
) 

) 
) 
) Defendants. 
) 

--------

COMPLAI~T FOR uAMAGES --------~--~-

Plaintiff JANE DOE (hereinafter "Plaintiffn), by and 

through her undersigned attorneys, alleges and avers as follows: 

I. Introduction 

1. This is an action to redress the deprivation 

under color of statutes, ordinances, rules, regulations, 

customs, policies, practices, and/or usages of rights, 

privileges, and immunities secured to Plaintiff by the Eighth, 
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Fifth, and Fourteenth Amendments to the Constitution of the 

United States, inter alia, and 42 U.S.C. Section 1983, et seq., 

and Article I, Sections 5, and 12 of the Constitution of the 

State of Hawaii, inter alia. 

II. Jurisdiction and Venue 

2 This care arises under the Constitution and 

statutes of the United States of America and the State of 

Hawaii, inter alia. 

3. Jurisdiction is proper in this forum pursuant to 

the Eighth Amendment of the United States Constitution, 42 

u.s.c. §1983, 28 U.S.C. §1343, 28 U.S.C. §1346, and 28 U.S.C. 

§2671, et seq. Any and all state law claims contained herein 

are from part of the same case or controversy as gives rise to 

Plaintiff's federal law claims and therefore fall within the 

Court's supplemental jurisdiction pursuant to 28 U.S.C. §1367. 

4. Venue is proper in this forum pursuant to 28 

U.S.C. §1391, et seq. 

III. Parties 

5. Plaintiff is and was, at all times relevant, a 

resident of the State of Hawaii. 

6. Defendant UNITED STATES OF AMERICA (hereinafter 

"Defendant UNITED STATES") is a sovereign that has waived its 

immunity for certain claims, including the claims set forth 
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herein, and is liable for the acts of its employees and 

servants. 

7. Defendant RICHARD SEAMAN (hereinafter "Defendant 

SEAMAN") is and was a resident of Hawaii and was employed by the 

United States Government and the United States Department of 

Justice, Federal Bureau of Prisons (hereinafter "BOP"}, at all 

times pertinent hereto. 

8. DOE DEFENDANTS 1-10 (hereinafter "DOE DEFENDANTS 

1-10") are individuals whose true identities and capacities are 

as yet unknown to the Plaintiff and her counsel, despite 

diligent inquiry and investigation, and who are responsible in 

some manner for the occurrences herein alleged, and that 

Plaintiff's damages, as herein alleged, were proximately caused 

by their conduct. The true names and capacities of the Doe 

Defendants will be substituted as they become known. Plaintiff 

is informed and believes and therefore alleges that at all times 

herein mentioned, Doe Defendants, were the agents, servants and 

employees of each of the other Defendants herein. 

IV. Factual Allegations 

9. Commencing in September 2011, and concluding on 

or about December 8, 2011, Defendant Seaman sexually assaulted 

Plaintiff on numerous occasions. 
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10. At all times relevant Plaintiff was an inmate at 

the Federal Detention Center in Honolulu, Hawaii (hereinafter 

"Honolulu FDC"). 

11. At all times relevant Defendant SEAMAN was an 

officer and prison employee who was acting within the course and 

scope of his employment for the United States of America and the 

Federal BOP. 

12. On at least three occasions during the period 

between September 2011 and December 8, 2011, Defendant SEAMAN 

was permitted with the consent and/or knowledge of Defendant 

UNITED STATES and/or certain DOE DEFENDANTS 1-10 to be alone 

with Plaintiff in unsupervised, camera-less areas of the 

Honolulu FDC. 

13. During each of these three occasions Defendant 

SEAMAN sexually assaulted Plaintiff. 

14. Plaintiff did not and could not consent to the 

aforesaid sexual assaults. 

15. At all times relevant Defendants UNITED STATES, 

SEAMAN, and DOE DEFENDANTS 1-10 owed a duty of care to Plaintiff 

of "safekeeping, care. . [and] protection" pursuant to 26 

u.s.c. § 4042. 

16. Since 2003 there have been at least two other 

publicly published reports of sexual assaults by Federal BOP 
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officers and/or employees upon female inmates housed at the 

Honolulu FDC. 

17. Plaintiff is informed and believes that Defendant 

SEAMAN has been investigated previously by Defendant UNITED 

STATES and/or certain DOE DEFENDANTS 1-10 for reported sexual 

assaults and/or harassment of other female inmates at the 

Honolulu FDC. 

18. At all times relevant Defendants UNITED STATES 

and DOE DEFENDANTS 1-10 knew or should have known about the 

danger posed by Defendant SEAMAN and/or the custom, policy, 

and/or practice of allowing him to be alone with female inmates 

in unsupervised areas of the Honolulu FDC. 

19. At all times relevant Defendants UNITED STATES 

and DOE DEFENDANTS 1-10 knew or should have known of the 

dangerous, unsupervised areas susceptible to the aforesaid 

sexual assaults yet failed to take any remedial steps to prevent 

or remedy such dangerous situations and/or to protect the female 

inmates including Plaintiff. 

20. At all times relevant Defendants UNITED STATES 

and DOE DEFENDANTS 1-10 knew or should have known of the risks 

of inmates and employees being permitted into unsupervised areas 

with one BOP employee that would facilitate sexual assaults of 

inmates including Plaintiff yet failed to take proper steps to 

protect the inmates. 
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21. Pursuant to the Federal Tort Claims Act a written 

claim was submitted to the Federal BOP on or about March 23, 

2012. 

22. On or about June 14, 2012, the Federal BOP denied 

Plaintiff's written claim, and Plaintiff is presently entitled 

to bring her claim in this Court. 

COUNT I 
(Constitutional and/or 42 U.S.C. Section 1983 Violations 

Committed by Defendant Richard Seaman and Doe Defendants) 

23. Plaintiff hereby realleges and incorporates all 

of the above allegations contained in Paragraphs 1 through 22, 

above. 

24. Plaintiff's civil rights were violated by the 

conduct of Defendant SEAMAN and certain DOE DEFENDANTS 1-10 who 

acted within the course and scope of their authority as 

employees of the Federal BOP and Defendant UNITED STATES, and as 

a direct and proximate result thereof Plaintiff has sustained 

substantial general and special damages in amounts to be proven 

at trial. 

COUNT II 
(Assault and Battery) 

25. Plaintiff hereby realleges and incorporates all 

of the above allegations contained in Paragraphs 1 through 10, 

and 12 through 22, above. 
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26. Acting outside the scope of his duties Defendant 

SEAMAN intentionally made offensive physical contact on 

Plaintiff's person without her consent, and as a direct and 

proximate result of said assault and battery Plaintiff has 

sustained substantial general, special, and punitive damages in 

amounts to be proven at trial. 

COUNT III 
(Intentional Infliction of Emotional Distress) 

27. Plaintiff hereby realleges and incorporates all 

of the above allegations contained in Paragraphs 1 through 10, 

and 12 through 26, above. 

28. Defendant SEAMAN intentionally caused Plaintiff 

to sustain serious emotional distress, and as a direct and 

proximate result thereof Plaintiff has sustained substantial 

general, special, and punitive damages in amounts to be proven 

at trial. 

COUNT IV 
(Constitutional and/or 42 U.S.C. Section 1983 Violations 

Committed by Defendant UNITED STATES) 

29. Plaintiff hereby realleges and incorporates all 

of the above allegations contained in Paragraphs 1 through 22, 

above. 

30. A pattern of sexual abuse of female inmates 

exists and has existed at the Honolulu Federal Detention Center 

prior to the assaults committed herein. 
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31. The assaults by Defendant SEAMAN resulted from 

Defendant UNITED STATES' lack of supervision and training of 

Defendant SEAMAN and/or DOE DEFENDANTS 1-10, and Defendant 

UNITED STATES' failure to adequately respond to well-known 

problems within the Honolulu Federal Detention Center, and as a 

direct and proximate result thereof Plaintiff has sustained 

substantial general and special damages in amounts to be proven 

at trial. 

COUNT V 
(Negligence Claims) 

32. Plaintiff hereby realleges and incorporates all 

of the above allegations contained in Paragraphs 1 through 22, 

30 and 31, above. 

33. Defendants UNITED STATES and DOE DEFENDANTS 1-10 

negligently caused Plaintiff to be in a situation where she was 

sexually assaulted, thereby suffering substantial general and 

special damages in amounts to be proven at trial. 

VII. Count VI 
(Negligent Training, Supervision, and/or Discipline) 

34. Plaintiff hereby realleges and incorporates all 

of the above allegations contained in Paragraphs 1 through 22, 

30, 31 and 33, above. 

35. Defendants SEAMAN and certain DOE DEFENDANTS 1-10 

herein acted outside the scope of their employment as officers 

with the federal BOP. 
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36. Defendant UNITED STATES owed duties to Plaintiff 

to exercise the requisite standard of care and skill ordinarily 

exercised by similar institutions and agencies in the State of 

Hawaii in training, supervising, and disciplining its employees 

and to take reasonable care to control such employees to prevent 

them from committing acts that injure third parties and/or to 

prevent opportunities for such injurious acts to occur. 

37. By failing to properly train, supervise, and/or 

discipline Defendants SEAMAN and DOE DEFENDANTS, Defendant 

UNITED STATES breached its duties of reasonable care owed to 

Plaintiff thereby proximately and directly causing the injuries 

to Plaintiff complained of herein. 

COUNT VII 
(Negligent Infliction of Emotional Distress) 

38. Plaintiff hereby realleges and incorporates all 

of the above allegations contained in Paragraphs 1 through 22, 

30, 31, 33, and 35 through 37, above. 

39. Defendants UNITED STATES and certain DOE 

DEFENDANTS 1-10 negligently caused Plaintiff to sustain serious 

emotional distress, anxiety, embarrassment, humiliation, worry, 

and anger, and as a direct and proximate result thereof 

Plaintiff has sustained substantial general and special damages 

in amounts to be proven at trial. 
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WHEREFORE, Plaintiff prays for relief as follows: 

1. That judgment be entered in Plaintiff's favor on 

each count of the Complaint; 

2. For general damages according to the proof 

thereof at trial; 

3. For special damages according to the proof 

thereof at trial; 

4. For reimbursement of her costs and expenses 

herein, including reasonable provision for her attorneys' fees; 

and 

5. For such further and additional relief as the 

Court deems appropriate and just. 

DATED: Honolulu, Hawaii, ovember 29, 2012 

ERICU/4~ 
DELLA A. BELATTI 
RONALD N.W. KIM 
SARAH R. DEVINE 

Attorneys for Plaintiff 
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Leonard R ~ Berman 
Attorney at Law 

4711 SW Huber St. E-3 
Portland, OR 97219 

503-473-8787 

CERTIFIED MAIL # 7011 1570 0000 6844 2954 

December 31, 2013 

Ms. Amanada Marshall 
US Attorney 
1000 SW Third Ave. 
Portland, OR 97204 

Re: Scott Shirley v. United States, Klamath County et al. CV 13-CV-236 

Dear Ms. Marshall: 

Enclosed please find the Swnmons and Amended Complaint naming the 
United States. 

Very truly yours, 

... ···' ·::;AA/ ;:;,:~ -
_,. /✓ YI/ 

.,, · Leonard Berman 
Attorney at Law 
OSB #96040 
cc:Cl, 
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AO 440 (Rev. 12109) Summons in a Civil Aclion 

Scott Shirley 

Mr. Manning, et al 

Plaintiff 

v. 

!Jt!fendant 

To: (Defendants name and address) 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT 

COURT 

District of Oregon 

Portland Division 

lR1 12: © § a ~ ~ © 
Certified/Registered Mail 

) 
) 
) 
) 

Civil Action No. 3:13-CV•0023S-.PK 
) 
) 
) 

SUMMONS IN A CIVIL 
ACTION 

Amanda Marshal!, US Attorney, 1000 SW Third Ave, PortJand, OR 97204 

A lawsuit has been filed against you. 

Within 21 days after service of this summons on you (not counting the day you received it) - or 60 
days if you are the United States or a United States agency, or an officer or employee of the United States 
described in Fed. R. Civ. P. 12 (a)(2) or (3)--you must serve on the plaintiff an answer to die attached 
complaint or a motion under Rule 12 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. The answer or motion must be 
served on the plaintiff or plaintiff's attorney, whose name and address are: 

Leonard Berman 
4711 SW Huber #E3 
Portland, OR 97219 

If you fail to respond, judgment by default will be entered against you for the relief demanded in the 
complaint You also must file your answer or motion with the court. 

fa-~,rnp,,;;~ 
~~~. Clerk of Court 

[fr:,: f"~•:-<¥'!)jj'J . '~) . 
, i ,.-~""-1" 11 

Date: 12/12/2013 \:_-.::-~~ ,· .. ,,A, wi~~~Deputy Clerk 
·'1-J'.' . ·.C,,· f..t" 
'<~({{t_t~J}t,/ 
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AO-440 (Rev. 12/09) Swrmoru; in a Civil Action (Page 2) 

Civil Action No.3:13-CV-00236-PK 

PROOF OF 
SERVICE 

(This section should not be fikd with the court unless required by Fed. R. 
Civ. P. 4 (/)) 

This summons for (mlme of imlivid/lOI and title, if any) 

was received by me on (date) 

u I personally served the summons on the individual at 
(place) on (date) 

u I left the summons at the individual's residence or usual place of abode with (name) 

, a person of suitable age and discretion who 

; or 

resides there, on (date) , and mailed a copy to the individual's last known address; 

Date: 

or 

u I served the summons on (name of itldividual) 

, who is designated by law to accept service of process on behalf of (name of organization) 

on (date) 

u I returned the summons unexecuted because 

; or 

u Other (11pecify): 

My fees are$ 
total of$ 

for travel and$ 

I declare under penalty of perjury that this information is true. 

for service~. for a 

Servers 
.sigrlQ/ure 

Pr111ted nume 
and title 

; or 

0.00 



Leonard R. Bennan 
4711 SW Huber St., Suite E-3 
Portland, OR 97219 
(503) 473-8787 
FAX (815) 642-9117 
OSB#96040 
Easyrabbi@yahoo.com 
ATTORNEY FOR PLAINTIFF 

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF OREGON 

Portland Division 

SCOTT SHIRLEY, 

Plaintiff, 

-vs--

UNITED STATES, 
MR. MANNING, Personally, 
JOHN DOE, Personally, 

Defendants. 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

Case No. 3:!3-cv-236 

AMENDED COMPLAINT FOR 
CRUEL AND UNUSUAL PUNISHMENT, 
(8TH AM.), BATTERY, 
42 use 1983, BIVENS ACTION 

(JURY TRIAL REQUESTED) 

I. 

Plaintiff was an Oregon resident in FCI Sheridan. He now resides in Nevada. 

2. 

The defendants United Staes, Manning and Doe, believed to be named Siox, are 

employees of the United States of America and the BOP at FCI Sheridan. A Federal Tort Claim ACT (FTCA) Notice 

1 AMENDEDCOMPLAINT 



2 

was served in March and the six month waiting period has elapsed will be pending 

COMMON FACTUAL ALLEGATIONS 

3. 

On or about March 23, 2011, between 10:50 and and I US a.m. before "mainline," defendants 

Manning and John Doe, correctional officers for Unit 2-A and 2-B, intentionally positioned face-up thorns on 

the benches outside Unit 2, laughing and joking in the process, with the intent to harm inmates who might 

inadvertently sit on them, as witnesses by several lruilates. 

4. 

Shortly thereafter, plaintiff Scott Shirley sat on the benches and suffered a thorn puncture wound 

to his posterior, that ultimately became infected and required surgical intervention. He suffered considerable, 

pain, discomfort and humiliation. 

5. 

Mr. Shirley exhausted all his administrative remedies at FCI Sheridan, a correctional institute 

run by defendant United States. 

AS AND FOR A FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION 

CRUEL AND UNUSUAL PUNISHMENT (8TH AM.) 

6. 

Plaintiff realleges al I of the aforementioned paragraphs 1-5 as 

though fully set forth herein. 

The actions and conduct of all defendants, while acting in the course 

and scope of their employment, resulted in the violation of Plaintiff's right to be 

AMENDED COMPLAINT 



free of cruel and unusual punishment under the Eighth Amendment to the 

Constitution of the United States, when said defendants Manning and Doe 

caused thorns to be lodged in the posterior of plaintiff, resulting in avoidable injuries to his person, the need for 

surgical medical care and caused wanton and needless infliction of pain and suffering. 

AS AND FOR A SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION 
BATTERY 

12. 

The conduct of derendants constituted battery or plaintiff. 

PRAYER FOR RELIEF 

WHEREFORE, plaintiff prays for the following relief: 

I. $100,000.00 in non-economic damages, attorney's fees, and punitive damages 

and costs and disbursements therein; 

2. Such other and further relief as this Court deems just and proper. 

3. Plaintiff requests a jury trial. 

Dated this November 4, 2013. 

3 AME"NDED COMPLAINT 

Respectfully Submitted, 

S//S Leonard R. Berman 

/) 

-·~· 
LEONARD R. BERMAN, OSB# 96040 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

FOR THE DISTRICT OF OREGON 

SCOTT SHIRLEY, 

v. 

MR. MANNING, et al., 

Plaintiff(s), 

Defendant(s). 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

Civil No. 03: 13-cv-00236-PK 

ORDER OF DISMISSAL 

The Court having been informed by counsel for the parties that this action has been 

settled, 

IT IS ORDERED that this action is DISMISSED with prejudice and without costs and 

with leave, upon good cause shown within sixty (60) days, to have this order of dismissal set aside and 

the action reinstated if the settlement is not consummated. Pending motions, if any, are DENIED AS 

MOOT. 
"'?tJ-

Dated this /)S day of March, 2014. ;) 
by_,____,a""-'.l'--"-

1

£C.-=-----+--1------'---=.=--,.L..C____o,._ __ _ 
PaulPapak 
United States Magistrate Judge 
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TIMOTHY P. MITCHELL; SBN 234130 
l THEMIS LAW GROUP 

I ~, 
2000 Marengo Street, Suite G " f/1,, 

2 Los Angeles, CA 90033 
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4 ATTORNEYS FOR PLAINTIFF, JOEL ARGENTO 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

UNITED ST A TES DISTRICT COURT 

CENTRAL DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA 

JOEL ARGENTO, an Individual, qt.ti~ 
) Plaintiff, 
) COMPLAINT FOR DAMAGES: 

vs. 
) 
) 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, a ) 

Government Entity; UNITED ST A TES ~ 
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE, a Government ) 
Entity; FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRJSONS, a ) 
division of the U.S. DEPARTMENT OF ) 
JUSTICE, a Government Entity; UNITED ) 
STATES MARSHALS SERVICE, a ) 
Government Entity; DR. ROGELIO T A.'\J ) 
TOH, M.D .. an individual: DR. ALEXAJ\TIER ) . . ) 
SINA VSKY, M.D.; V. CASTILLO, MLP; and 
DOES 1 through M inclusive, )) 

l~ 

Defendants ~ 

1) VIOLATION OF CALIFORNI 
GOVERNMENT CODE SECTIO 
835 CREATION OF 
DANGEROUS CONDITION; 

2) VIOLA TIO NS OF CALIFORNI 
ADMINISTRATIVE COD 
SECTION 1272; 

3) VIOLATIONS OF CALIFORNI 
GOVERNMENT CODE 845.6; 

4) MEDICAL MALPRACTICE; 
5) VIOLATIONS OF 42 U.S 

CODE §1983; 

) REQUEST FOR JURY TRIAL 
---------------

COMPLAINT 
- 1 -
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1 

2 1. 

JURISDICTION 

This Court is the proper jurisdiction for this action because the location where 

3 the incident occurred is within Los Angeles County. 

2. This Court is the proper jurisdiction for this action because the amount m 

5 controversy exceeds $25,000.00. 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

.., 
.) . This Court is the proper venue because the incident occurred in this county and 

one or more defendants reside in Los Angeles County. 

PARTIES 
4. Plaintiff, Joel Argento, (hereinafter referred to as "ARGENTO" or 

"PLAINTIFF") is an individual who is now, and at all times relevant was, a resident of Los 

Angeles County. 

5. Defendant UNITED ST A TES OF AMERICA, (hereinafter referred to as "USA") 

is a Government entity conducting business within the State of California 

6. Defendant U.S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE, (hereinafter referred to as 

15 "DOJ") is a Government entity conducting business within the State of California. 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

7. Defendant FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS, a division of the U.S. 

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE, (hereinafter referred to as "FBP") is a Government entity 

conducting business within the State of California. 

8. Defendant, UNITED STATES MARSHALS SERVICE, (hereinafter referred to 

as ·'USMS") is a Government entity. Defendant USMS is conducting business within the State 

of California. 

9. Defendant DR. ROGELIO TAN TOH, M.D., (hereinafter referred to as "DR. 

TOH") is a medical practitioner conducting business in the State of California. 

COMPLAINT 
- 2 -
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2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

ase 2:13-cv-05013-CB-EM Document 1 Filed 07/12/13.ge 3 of 25 Page ID# 9 

1 O. Defendant DR. ALEXANDER SINA VSKY, M.D. (hereinafter referred to as 

"DR. SINAVSKY'') is a medical practitioner conducting business in the State of California. 

11. Defendant V. CASTILLO, MLP (hereinafter referred to as "MLP CASTILLO") 

is a person practicing medicine conducting business in the State of California. 

12. PLAINTIFF does not know the true name of Defendant DOES 1 through 50, 

inclusive, and therefore sues them by those fictitious names. PLAINTIFF is informed and 

believes, and on the basis of that information and belief alleges, that each of those Defendants 

were in some manner negligently and proximately responsible for the events and happenings 

alleged in this complaint and for PLAINTIFF's injuries and damages. 

13. PLAINTIFF is informed and believes, and based on this information and belief 

alleges, that at all times mentioned in this complaint, Defendants were the agents and 

employees of their co-Defendants, and in doing the things alleged in this complaint were acting 

within the course and scope of such agency and employment. 

14. USA, DOJ, FBP, USMS, and DOES 1 through~ ~e collectively referred to as 

DEFENDANTS. 

15. DR. TOH, DR. SINAVSKY, and MLP CASTILLO are medical practitioners 

within the BOP Health Services department working at the Metropolitan Detention Center 

(hereinafter referred to as "MDC"). 

I /D 
16. DR. TOH, DR. SINA VSKY, MLP CASTILLO and DOES J-6 through ~ are 

collectively referred to as the DEFENDANT DOCTORS. 

FACTS 

17. PLAINTIFF incorporates by this reference the allegations contained m 

paragraphs I through 16 as though fully set forth herein. 

COMPLAINT 
- 3 -
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18. PLAINTIFF was incarcerated and housed in the MDC, a federal jail facility, 
1 

located at 535 N, Alameda Street, Los Angeles California 90012 at all relevant times at issue in 
2 

3 
this action. 

4 19. DEFENDANTS had issued to each bunk in the MDC a mattress. The mattresses 

5 extended beyond the boundaries of the bunk so that almost a foot of mattress hung over the 

6 edge of the bed. 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

~2 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

20. On or about July 20, 2011, at approximately 10:30 P .M., while on his non-

conforming mattress on the top bunk within the unit to which he was assigned at the :MDC Jail 

facility, PLAINTIFF rolled over and fell to the floor fracturing his wrist, splitting his head open, 

and sustaining substantial injuries to his neck, back and legs. At all times relevant herein, 

DEFENDANTS, owned and controlled the MDC facility - as well as the bunk and the mattress 

where the alleged incident occurred. In addition DEFENDANTS, were responsible for the 

purchase, care, maintenance and upkeep of the bunk and the mattress. 

21. PLAINTIFF was issued the bunk and the mattress from which he fell by 

DEFENDANTS, and/or their agents and employees, when he was incarcerated in the jail 

facility known as MDC in Los Angeles, California. The mattress was defective in that the 

dimensions of the mattress were approximately one (I) foot wider than a properly sized mattress 

which is compatible with the bunk or bed on which the PLAINTIFF slept. 

22. As a result of his injuries, PLAINTIFF received, and continues to receive, 

medical care and treatment for his injuries. 

II 

II 

II 

COMPLAINT 
- 4 -
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COMPLIANCE WITH GOVERNMENT CLAIMS STATUTES 

23. On or about December 28, 2011, PLAINTIFF filed a claim for damages with the 

Federal Bureau of Prisons / United States Department of Justice. (A true and correct copy is 

attached hereto and herein incorporated by reference as Exhibit "l "). 

24. On or about January 23, 2012, DEFENDANTS acknowledged receipt of the 

Claim for Damages. DEFENDANTS indicated that they were referring the matter to the 

Federal Bureau of Prisons for their determination of the claim. PLAINTIFF has attempted on 

several occasions to establish whether the Federal Bureau of Prisons / U.S. Department of 

Justice has accepted or denied liability of the PLAINTIFF'S claim, but have been unable to 

establish its position on this matter. 

25. On or about October 15, 2012, the DOJ issued a correspondence to PLAINTIFF 

indicating that it was acknowledging receipt of the Claim for damage, injury or death submitted 

under the provisions of the Federal Tort Claims Act. They indicated that the document was 

received by the FBP on or around September 21. 2012. The correspondence indicated that in 

accordance with the provisions of the United States Code ("U.S.C.") they have six months to 

make a final detem1ination of the administrative claim for damages. 

26. Pursuant to 28 U.S.C. §§2675, " ... The failure of an agency to make final 

disposition of a claim within six months after it is filed shall, at the option of the claimant any 

time thereafter, be deemed a final denial of the claim for purposes of this section." (emphasis 

added. 

27. PLAINTIFF has not received a final denial. The six month period for the DOJ to 

act ended on March 21, 2013. 

II 

COMPLAINT 
- j -
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28. 

FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION FOR 
VIOLATION OF CALIFORNIA 
GOVERNMENT CODE SECTION 835 
AGAINST DEFENDANTi USA, DOJ, FBP, 
USMS, AND DOES 1 TO _LO 

PLAINTIFF incorporates by this reference the allegations contained m 

s paragraphs 1 through 27 as though fully set forth herein. 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

l'7 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

29. While sleeping on the top bunk-bed and mattress issued by DEFENDANTS, 

PLAINTIFF rolled over and fell to the floor, resulting in his fracturing his left wrist, splitting 

his head open, chipping his teeth, as well as sustaining severe damage to his back, neck and 

legs. The mattress was larger than the bunk bed area allowing for a portion to hang over the 

edge of the bunk. This created a dangerous condition that created a reasonably foreseeable risk 

of the kind of incident in which PLAINTIFF was involved. 

30. The dangerous condition of the mattress appears to have been caused by the 

negligent and wrongful conduct of the DEFENDANTS currently unknown employee who was 

acting within the course of his or employment, and who issued the mattress to PLAINTIFF in 

the defective condition of being larger in width and length than the bunk-bed on which 

PLAINTIFF slept. 

31. California Administrative Code Title 1i,, Section 1272 makes it clear that "any 

mattress issued to an inmate in any facility shall be enclosed in an easily cleaned, non-absorbent 

ticking, and conform to the size of the bunk ... " (Emphasis added) 

32. "Except as provided by statute, a public entity is liable for injury caused by a 

dangerous condition of its property if the plaintiff establishes that the property was in a 

dangerous condition at the time of the injury, that the injury was proximately caused by the 

dangerous condition, that the dangerous condition created a reasonably foreseeable risk of the 

COMPLAINT 
- 6 -
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1 

2 

3 

,; 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

]3 

14 

::.s 

l6 

17 

kind of injury which was incurred, and that either: (a) A negligent or wrongful act or omission 

of an employee of the public entity within the scope of his employment created the dangerous 

condition; or (b) The public entity had actual or constructive notice of the dangerous condition 

under Section 835.2 a sufficient time prior to the injury to have taken measures to protect 

against the dangerous condition." (emphasis added) California Gov. Code §835 

33. DEFENDANTS' violation of Cal. Adrnin. Code Title 15 §1272, through their 

negligent and wrongful act of issuing a non-conforming mattress to PLAINTIFF, created the 

dangerous condition in violation of Gov. Code §835. 

34. When the PLAINTIFF's rolled over on the mattress, the defective over-size of 

the mattress allowed PLATNTIFF to fall off the edge of the bunk to the floor resulting in his 

fracturing his left wrist. splitting open his head, chipping his teeth and sustaining severe damage 

to his back, neck and legs. 

35. PLAJNTIFF is informed and believes, and thereon alleges, that the dangerous 

condition of the over-sized mattress permitted PLAINTIFF to fall to the ground and sustain 

injury. 

36. PLAINTIFF is informed and believes and thereon alleges that but for the 

1s oversized mattress, he would have seen the edge of the bunk bed and not have fallen from the 

1 g bunk to the floor causing injury to himself. 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

37. PLAINTIFF alleges that at all times relevant, DEFENDANTS owned the bunks 

at the MDC and purchased the mattresses for the MDC and therefore had actual knowledge of 

the oversized mattresses being issued to the PLAINTIFF. 

COMPLAINT 
- 7 -
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38. PLAINTIFF alleges that at all times relevant herein, DEFENDANTS controlled 
l 

2 
and operated the MDC jail and/or facility and PLAINTIFF had no options as to his bunk or 

3 
mattress. 

4 39. PLAINTIFF alleges that the mattress was issued by DEFENDANTS to him for 

s sleeping. 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

40. PLAINTIFF alleges that the mattress was in a dangerous condition due the 

negligent and wrongful acts of DEFENDANTS employee issuing a substantially over-sized 

mattress that extended over the side of the bunk by a foot. 

41. PLAINTIFF further alleges that the dangerous condition of the mattress 

permitted PLAINTIFF to fall thereby suffering serious and significant injuries including a 

fractured left wrist. 

42. PLAINTIFF alleges that DEFENDANTS were negligent in failing to exercise 

due care in the purchase, maintenance and issuance of the mattress to ensure that inmates were 

not subject to any unreasonable risk of harm when using the mattress. 

43. PLAINTIFF alleges that the mattress had defects which would cause harm to any 

17 foreseeable user, such as PLAINTIFF. 

18 44. PLAINTIFF further alleges that the dangerous condition in the mattress was in 

1 9 direct violation of California Administrative Code Title ~ Section 1272. 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

45. PLAINTIFF further alleges that DEFENDANTS, created the dangerous 

condition when they issued the non-conforming mattress to PLAINTIFF in violation of 

Government Code §835. 

COMPLAINT 
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46. PLAINTIFF further alleges that the as yet unnamed and unspecified staff of the 
l 

DEFENDANTS, are responsible for the dangerous condition which resulted in severe physical 
2 

3 
injury to the PLAINTIFF. 

4 47. PLAINTIFF complained of his injury to DEFENDANTS but was ignored. 

5 Because PLAINTIFF was ignored, he was forced to suffer from his injuries for a long period of 

6 time which caused him further injury. 

7 

8 

9 

:o 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

J.8 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

48. PLAINTIFF further alleges that DEFENDANTS are responsible for the breach 

of applicable medical care occasioned by their employees, which resulted in severe physical 

injury to the PLAINTIFF. 

49. As a direct and proximate result of the DEFENDA~TS negligence, carelessness, 

and recklessness in failing to issue a proper mattress that conformed to health and safety 

regulations, PLAINTIFF was; severely injured. 

50. PLAINTIFF has been ha1med by DEFENDANTS in an amount currently 

unknown and according to proof, but in no manner is the amount less than the jurisdictional 

limits of this Court. 

51. 

SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION FOR 
VIOLATIONS OF CALIFORNIA 
ADMINISTRATIVE CODE SECTION 1272 
AGAINST DEFENDANTS USA, DOJ, FBP, 
USMS, AND DOES 1 THROUGH~ 0 

PLAINTIFF incorporates by this reference the allegations contained m 

paragraphs 1 through 50 as though fully set forth herein. 

52. While on the top bunk-bed and mattress issued by DEFENDANTS, PLAINTIFF 

rolled over and fell to the floor, resulting in his fracturing his left wrist, splitting his head open, 

chipping his teeth, as well as sustaining severe damage to his back, neck and legs. The mattress 

COMPLAINT 
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1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

was a dangerous condition that created a reasonably foreseeable risk of the kind of incident in 

which PLAINTIFF was involved. 

53. The dangerous condition of the mattress appears to have been caused by the 

negligent and wrongful conduct of DEFENDANTS employee who was acting within the course 

of his or employment, and who purchased and issued the mattress to PLAINTIFF in the 

defective condition of being larger in width than the bunk which PLAINTIFF was assigned. 

54. California Administrative Code Title _12., Section 1272 makes it clear that "any 

mattress issued to an inmate in any facility shall be enclosed in an easily cleaned, non-absorbent 

ticking, and conform to tire size oftl,e bunk ... " (Emphasis added) 

55. DEFENDANTS' violation of this code, through their negligent and VvTongful act 

of issuing a non-conforming mattress to PLAINTIFF, created the dangerous condition. 

56. When the PLAINTIFF rolled over on the mattress, the defective size of the 

mattress permitted PLAINTIFF to fall off the bed, and resulting in his fracturing his left VvTist, 

splitting open his head, and sustaining severe damage to his back, neck and legs. 

57. PLAINTIFF is informed and believes, and thereon alleges, that the dangerous 

1 7 condition of the over-sized mattress permitted PLAINTIFF to fall to the ground causing severe 

18 injuries. 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

58. At all times relevant herein, DEFENDANTS controlled and operated the MDC 

jail and/or facility and purchased and issued the mattress to PLAINTIFF which permitted 

PLAINTIFF to fall off the bunk to the floor causing injury. 

59. PLAINTIFF alleges that the mattress was too large for the bunk creating an 

overhang that created a dangerous condition, and it was the negligent and wrongful acts of the 

COMPLAINT 
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1 

2 

3 

4 

DEFENDANTS' employee issuing a substantially over-sized mattress from which the 

PLAINTIFF fell which caused the dangerous condition. 

60. PLAINTIFF alleges that DEFENDANTS were negligent in failing to exercise 

due care in the purchase, maintenance and issuance of the mattress to ensure that inmates were 

s not subject to any unreasonable risk of hann when using the mattress. 

6 61. PLAINTIFF alleges that the mattress had defects which would cause harm to any 

7 inmate, such as PLAINTIFF, sleeping on the mattress. 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

1 -_::i 

16 

:. 7 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

62. PLAINTIFF further alleges that the dangerous condition in the mattress was in 

direct violation of California Administrative Code Title~ Section 1272 . 

63. PLAINTIFF further alleges that DEFENDANTS created the dangerous condition 

when they issued the non-conforming mattress to PLAINTIFF. 

64. As a direct and proximate result of the DEFENDANTS negligence, carelessness, 

and recklessness in failing to issue a proper mattress that conformed to health and safety 

regulations, PLAINTIFF was severely injured. 

65. PLAINTIFF has been harmed by DEFENDANTS in an amount currently 

unknown and according to proof, but in no manner is the amount less than the jurisdictional 

limits of this Court. 

66. 

THIRD CAUSE OF ACTION FOR A VIOLATION 
OF GOVERNMENT CODE §845.6 AGAINST 
DEFENDANTS DR. TOH, DR. SINA VSKY, MLP 
CASTILLO, USA, DOJ, FBP, USMS, AND DOES 1 
THROUGH 'Mt., 

PLAINTIFF incorporates by this reference the allegations contained m 

paragraphs l through 65 as though fully set for the herein. 

COMPLAINT 
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1 

2 

3 

4 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

67. California Government Code §845.6 - "Neither a public entity nor a public 

employee is liable for injury proximately caused by the failure of the employee to furnish or 

obtain medical care for a prisoner in his custody; but, except as otherwise provided by Sections 

855.8 and 856, a public employee, and the public entity where the employee is acting wit/tin 

the scope of his employment, is liable if the employee knows or has reason to know that the 

prisoner is in need of immediate medical care and he Jails to take reasonable action to 

summon such medical care." (emphasis added) 

68. PLAINTIFF alleges that he was an inmate of DEFENDANTS and 

DEFENDANT DOCTORS at all times relevant, and that because he was an inmate of 

DEFENDANTS at all times relevant, they had a "Special Relationship" whereby 

DEFENDANT DOCTORS had an affirmative duty to protect the PLAfNTIFF from 

foreseeable harm inflicted by a third party. 

69. At all times relevant, DEFENDANT DOCTORS employees were acting within 

the course and scope of their employment for DEFENDANTS. 

70. PLAINTIFF alleges that DEFENDANT DOCTORS were the ostensible, actual 

and implied agents of DEFENDANTS. 

71. PLAINTIFF further a1leges that all actions taken by DEFENDANT DOCTORS 

was taken with the permission, express or implied, of DEFENDANTS. 

72. At all times relevant, DEFENDANTS' employees, who have yet to be identified 

and are presently unknown, were acting within the course and scope of their employment. 

73. PLAINTIFF alleges that DEFENDANT DOCTORS were in charge of all testing, 

treatment, and prescriptions. Inmates did not receive any medical care from any outside 

medical facility except for supervised and controlled visits to area clinics for additional 

COMPLAINT 
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1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

treatment or testing which DEFENDANT DOCTORS were unable to provide. All medical 

needs were to be addressed by the DEFENDANT DOCTORS and were provided under the 

supervision and control of DEFENDANTS. Inmates, like PLAINTIFF, had no other recourse 

but to contact DEFENDANT DOCTORS for any medical issues. 

74. PLAINTIFF further alleges that at all times relevant, DEFENDANT DOCTORS 

6 are duly licensed to practice medicine in the state of California. 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

75. PLAINTIFF further alleges that DEFENDANTS were negligent in failing to 

insure the competence of their medical staff through careful selection and review. 

76. PLAINTIFF further alleges that DEFENDANTS were negligent in failing to 

carefully evaluate the quality of the medical treatment being rendered on their premises by their 

contracting and/or employed physicians and medical staff prior to July 20, 2011 and thereafter. 

77. PLAINTIFF further alleges that inmates could not seek assistance of any outside 

medical providers for any additional evaluations and prescriptions for treatment. Inmates could 

only seek the medical care of DEFENDANTS' medical staff. 

78. DEFENDANTS had a duty to protect PLAINTIFF and provide him with proper 

1 7 medical care while under their custody and control. 

18 79. DEFENDANTS and their agents had a duty to provide medical care for all 

1 9 inmates under its control and supervision. 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

80. DEFENDANTS and their agents had a duty to have the degree of learning and 

ski [I ordinarily possessed by practitioners of the medical profession in the same or similar 

locality, under similar circumstances. 

COMPLAINT 
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81. DEFENDANTS and their agents had a duty to use the same degree of skill and 
l 

2 
care usually exercised by practitioners for the medical profession in the same or similar locality, 

3 
under similar circumstances. 

4 82. DEFENDANTS and their agents had the duty to use reasonable diligence in the 

5 application of the physician's learning and skill. 

6 83. DEFENDANTS and their agents had the duty to use reasonable care in caring for 

7 PLAINTIFF. DEFENDANTS denied the proper treatment to PLAfNTIFF. 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

1 6 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

84. On July 20, 2011, PLAINTIFF fell and injured himself as a result of 

DEFENDANTS issuing him a non-conforming mattress. 

85. Between July 20, 2011 and August 16, 2011, PLAINTIFF was given Tylenol for 

the pain, but his wrist was never touched, set or repaired by the medical staff. 

86. On August 16, 2011, PLAINTIFF was finally transported while in-custody by 

DEFENDANTS to an "outside" or independent orthopedic surgeon nruned Luigi Galloni, M.D, 

whose office is located at 711 West College Street, Suite 625, Los Angeles, CA 90012. 

87. PLAINTIFF was informed by Dr. Luigi Galloni, M.D that given the type of wrist 

injury that the PLAINTIFF sustained, it was necessary for treatment to begin the first week 

following the injury. and that as a result of the non-treatment that PLANITIFF received from 

the DEFENDANTS for his wrist, it was possible that PLAINTIFF could lose the use of his left 

hand indefinitely. 

88. On August 18, 2011, based on Dr. Luigi Galloni 's diagnosis, as well as the 

unbearable pain that PLAINTIFF was experiencing from his wrist injury, PLAINTIFF made a 

request to Warden Thomas, and Dr. Sinausky, a staff physician at the Los Angeles County Jail, 

for adequate pain medication and proper treatment for PLAINTIFF's wrist injury. 

COMPLAINT 
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1 

2 

3 

4 

89. As a result of these requests, on August 24, 2011, PLAINTIFF was transported 

to WHITE MEMORIAL HOSP IT AL where ultra-sounds and other medical procedures were 

performed on PLAINTIFF. 

90. On August 30, 2011, PLAINTIFF was transported to trauma surgeon, Dr Levi 

s Harrison"s, office located at 1560 E. Chevy Chase Ave, Suite #350, Glendale, CA 91206, where 

6 Dr. Harrison advised PLAINTIFF that his left wrist was "obliterated" and discussed doing 

7 immediate surgery on PLAINTIFF'S WRIST. Dr. Harrison also advised PLAINTIFF that 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

PLAINTIFF'S hand and wrist would never be the same. 

91. On September 19,2011, approximately two (2) months after PLAINTIFF injured 

his left hand and wrist, surgery was performed on PLAINTIFF'S left hand and left wrist, and 

multiple pins and plates were placed in his hand and wrist. Dr. Harrison, the surgeon who 

performed surgery on the PLAINTIFF'S wrist, advised PLAINTIFF at that time that his left 

hand and wrist would never be like his right hand and wrist, and that with extensive surgery his 

left hand and wrist would only return to approximately sixty (60) percent of their normal 

function. 

92. DEFENDANTS had a duty to adequately treat the PLAINTIFF's medical 

1 B injuries, conditions; and, provide the proper medications for serious medical conditions ~ 

19 specifically PLAINTIFF"s left hand and wrist. 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

93. DEFENDANTS failed in its duty to PLAINTIFF when they failed to provide 

PLAINTIFF with timely and adequate treatment for his left hand and left ·wrist, as well as 

adequate medication to treat the pain he suffered from those injuries. 

94. DEFENDANTS further breached its duties by failing to respond to PLAINTIFF, 

who following his fall and the sustaining of his injuries, attempted on a daily basis to obtain 
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adequate medical treatment and medication through frequent verbal and written requests for 

treatment to DEFENDANT, and/or its employees. 

95. Due to DEFENDANTS apparent disregard for PLAINTIFF's condition, 

PLAINTIFF wa<; denied immediate surgery and physical therapy that would have prevented the 

disfiguring, and significant loss of use, of his left hand and left wrist. 

96. DEFENDANTS negligently, carelessly, recklessly, wantonly, and unlawfully 

provided medical care, information, monitoring, examination, diagnosis, and other medical 

services so as to directly and proximately cause the injury to PLAINTIFF. 

97. As a direct and proximate result of DEFENDANTS numerous breaches and 

failures to provide adequate treatment and medication, PLAINTIFF sustained permanent injury 

to his left hand and wrist, and endured tremendous and unnecessary pain during the period of 

July 21, 2011 to September 20, 201 1, as well as continued, daily back, neck and headaches. 

98. PLAINTIFF has been harmed by Defendant(s) in an amount currently unknown 

and according to proof~ but in no manner is the amount less than the jurisdictional limits of this 

Court. 

FOURTH CAUSE OF ACTION FOR MEDICAL 
MALPRACTICE AGAINST DEFENDANTS DR. 
TOH, DR. SINA VSKI, MLP CASTILLO, USA, DOJ, 
FBP, USMS, AND DOES 1THROUGH...S6' ID 

99. PLAINTIFF incorporates by this reference the allegations contained m 

paragraphs 1 through 98 as though fully set for the herein. 

100. PLAINTIFF alleges that he was an inmate of DEFENDANTS and 

DEFENDANT DOCTORS at all times relevant, and that because he was an inmate of 

DEFENDANTS at all times relevant, they had a "Special Relationship" whereby 

COMPLAINT 
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13 
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15 

16 

17 

18 
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22 

23 
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DEFENDANT DOCTORS had an affirmative duty to protect the PLAINTIFF from 

foreseeable harm inflicted by a third party. 

101. Title 15 California Code of Regulations §1200 - "(a) In Type I, II, III and IV 

facilities, the facility administrator shall have the responsibility to ensure provision of 

emergency and basic health care services to all inmates. Medical, dental, and mental health 

matters involving clinical judgments are the sole province of the responsible physician, dentist, 

and psychiatrist or psychologist respectively; however, security regulations applicable to 

facility personnel also apply to health personnel." 

102. Title 15 California Code of Regulations § 1206 - "The health authority shall, in 

cooperation with the facility administrator, set forth in writing, policies and procedures in 

conformance with applicable state and federal law, which are reviewed and updated at least 

annually and include but are not limited to: (a) summoning and application of proper medical 

aid; G) the procurement, storage, repackaging, labeling, dispensing, administration/delivery to 

inmates, and disposal of pharmaceuticals;" 

103. Title I 5 California Code of Regulations § 1208 - "The health authority, in 

cooperation with the facility administrator, shall develop a written plan for identifying, 

assessing, treating and/or referring any inmate who appears to be in need of medical, mental 

health or developmental disability treatment at any time during his/her incarceration 

subsequent to the receiving screening. This evaluation shall be performed by licensed health 

personnel." 

104. Pursuant to the California Code of Regulations §§1200, 1206, and 1208, the 

Defendant had a duty to provide proper medical care for PLAINTIFF. This included the 

dispensing of medication to PLAINTIFF as required for his life threatening condition. 

COMPLAINT 
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105. California Government Code §845.6 - "Neither a public entity nor a public 

employee is liable for injury proximately caused by the failure of the employee to furnish or 

obtain medical care for a prisoner in his custody; but, except as otherwise provided by Sections 

855.8 and 856, a public employee, and the public entity where the employee is acting within 

the scope of his employment, is liable if the employee knows or has reason to know that the 

prisoner is in need of immediate medical care and he fails to take reasonable action to summon 

such medical care." 

106. At all times relevant, DEFENDANT DOCTORS employees were acting within 

the course and scope of their employment for DEFENDANTS. 

107. PLAINTIFF alleges that DEFENDANT DOCTORS were the ostensible, actual 

and implied agents of DEFENDANTS. 

108. PLAINTIFF further alleges that all actions taken by DEFENDANT DOCTORS 

was taken with the permission, express or implied, of DEFENDANTS. 

109. PLAINTIFF further alleges that DEFENDANT DOCTORS were in charge of all 

testing, treatment, and prescriptions. Inmates did not receive any medical care from any outside 

medical facility except for supervised and controlled visits to area clinics for additional 

treatment or testing which DEFENDANT DOCTORS were unable to provide. All medical 

needs were to be addressed by the DEFENDANT DOCTORS and were provided under the 

supervision and control of DEFENDANT DOCTORS. Inmates, like PLAINTIFF, had no other 

recourse but to contact DEFENDANT DOCTORS for any medical issues. 

110. PLAINTIFF further alleges that DEFENDANT DOCTORS were in charge of 

reviewing all medical histories of patients to provide the proper medical attention for serious 

medical conditions. 
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111. PLAINTIFF further alleges that at all times relevant, DEFENDANT DOCTORS 

were and are duly licensed to practice medicine in the state of California. 

112. PLAINTIFF further alleges that DEFENDANT DOCTORS were negligent in 

failing to insure the competence of their medical staff through careful selection and review. 

l I 3. PLAINTIFF further alleges that DEFENDANTS' were negligent in failing to 

6 carefully evaluate the quality of the medical treatment being rendered on their premises by their 

·1 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

contracting and/or employed physicians and medical staff prior to July 20, 2011 and thereafter. 

114. PLAINTIFF further alleges that inmates could not seek assistance of any outside 

medical providers for any additional evaluations and prescriptions for treatment. Inmates could 

only seek the medical care of DEFENDANT DOCTORS. 

115. DEFENDANT DOCTORS had a duty to protect PLAINTIFF and provide him 

with proper medical care while under their custody and control. 

116. DEFENDANT DOCTORS and their agents had a duty to provide medical care 

for all inmates under its control and supervision. 

117. DEFENDANT DOCTORS and their agents had a duty to have the degree of 

1 7 learning and skill ordinarily possessed by practitioners of the medical profession in the same or 

18 similar locality, under similar circumstances. 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

118. DEFENDANT DOCTORS and their agents had a duty to use the same degree of 

ski II and care usually exercised by practitioners for the medical profession in the same or 

similar locality, under similar circumstances. 

I 19. DEFENDANT DOCTORS and their agents had the duty to use reasonable 

diligence in the application of the physician's learning and skill. 

COMPLAINT 
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120. DEFENDANT DOCTORS and their agents had the duty to use reasonable care 

m caring for PLAINTIFF. 

PLAINTIFF. 

DEFENDANT DOCTORS denied the proper treatment to 

121. On July 20, 2011, PLAINTIFF fell and injured himself as a result of 

s DEFENDANTS issuing him a non-conforming mattress. 

6 122. Between July 20, 2011 and August 16, 2011, PLAINTIFF was given Tylenol for 

7 the pain, but his wrist was never touched, set or repaired by the medical staff. 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

123. On August 16, 2011, PLAINTIFF was finally transported while in-custody by 

DEFENDANTS to an "outside" or independent orthopedic surgeon named Luigi Galloni, M.D, 

whose office is located at 711 West College Street, Suite 625, Los Angeles, CA 90012. 

124. PLAINTIFF was informed by Dr. Luigi Galloni, M.D that given the type of wrist 

injury that the PLAINTIFF sustained, it was necessary for treatment to begin the first week 

following the injury, and that as a result of the non-treatment that PLAL~ITIFF received from 

the DEFENDANTS for his wrist, il was possible that PLAINTIFF could lose the use of his left 

hand indefinitely. 

125. On August 18, 2011, based on Dr. Luigi Galloni's diagnosis, as well as the 

unbearable pain that PLAINTIFF was experiencing from his wrist injury, PLAINTIFF made a 

request to Warden Thomas, and Dr. Sinausky, a staff physician at the Los Angeles County Jail, 

for adequate pain medication and proper treatment for PLAINTIFF's wrist injury. 

126. As a result of these requests, on August 24, 2011, PLAINTIFF was transported 

to WHITE MEMORIAL HOSPITAL where ultra-sounds and other medical procedures were 

performed on PLAINTIFF. 

COMPLAJNT 
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127. On August 30, 2011, PLAINTIFF was transported to trauma surgeon, Dr Levi 

Harrison's, office located at 1560 E. Chevy Chase Ave, Suite #350, Glendale, CA 91206, where 

Dr. Harrison advised PLAINTIFF that his left wrist was "obliterated" and discussed doing 

immediate surgery on PLAINTIFF'S WRIST. Dr. Harrison also advised PLAINTIFF that 

s PLAINTIFF'S hand and wrist would never be the same. 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 
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17 

128. On September 19, 2011, approximately two (2) months after PLAINTIFF injured 

his left hand and wrist, surgery was performed on PLAINTIFF'S left hand and left wrist, and 

multiple pins and plates were placed in his hand and wrist. Dr. Harrison, the surgeon who 

perfonned surgery on the PLAINTIFF'S wrist, advised PLAINTIFF at that time that his left 

hand and wrist would never be like his right hand and wrist, and that with extensive surgery his 

left hand and wrist would only return to approximately sixty (60) percent of their normal 

function. 

129. DEFENDANTS, including had a duty to adequately treat the PLAINTIFF's 

medical injuries, conditions; and, provide the proper medications for serious medical conditions 

- specifically PLAINTIFF"s left hand and wrist. 

130. DEFENDANT DOCTORS failed in its duty to PLAINTIFF when they failed to 

18 provide PLAINTIFF with timely and adequate treatment for his left hand and left wrist, as well 

19 as adequate medication to treat the pain he suffered from those injuries. 

20 

21 

22 

24 

25 

131. DEFENDANT DOCTORS further breached their duties by failing to respond to 

PLAINTIFF, who following his fall and the sustaining of his injuries, attempted on a daily basis 

to obtain adequate medical treatment and medication through frequent verbal and written 

requests for treatment to DEFENDANT DOCTORS 
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132. Due to DEFENDANT DOCTORS apparent disregard for PLAINTIFF's 
1 

condition. PLAINTIFF was denied immediate surgery and physical therapy that would have 
2 

3 
prevented the disfiguring, and significant loss of use, of his left hand and left wrist. 

4 
133. DEFENDANT DOCTORS negligently, carelessly, recklessly, wantonly, and 

5 unla\.Vfully provided medical care, information, monitoring, examination, diagnosis, and other 

6 medical services so as to directly and proximately cause the injury to PLAINTIFF. 
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I 34. As a direct and proximate result of DEFENDANT DOCTORS numerous 

breaches and failures to provide adequate treatment and medication, PLAINTIFF sustained 

permanent injury to his left hand and wrist, and endured tremendous and unnecessary pain 

during the period of July 21, 2011 to September 20, 2011, as well as continued, daily back, 

neck and headaches. 

135. PLAINTIFF has been harmed by DEFENDANTS in an amount currently 

unknown and according to proof, but in no manner is the amount less than the jurisdictional 

limits of this Court. 

FIFTH CAUSE OF ACTION FOR VIOLATIONS OF 
42 U.S. CODE §1983 AGAINST DEFENDANTS USA, 
DOJ, FBP, USMS DR. TOH, DR. SINAVSKI, MLP 
CASTILLO, AND DOES 1 THROUGH st}""tb 

INCLUSIVE 

136. PLAINTIFF incorporates Paragraphs 1 through 135 as though fully set forth 

herein. 

137. While sleeping on the top bunk-bed and mattress issued by DEFENDANTS, 

PLAINTIFF rolled over and fell to the floor, resulting in his fracturing his left wrist, splitting 

his head open, chipping his teeth, as well as sustaining severe damage to his back, neck and 

legs. Tbe mattress was larger than the bunk bed area allowing for a portion to hang over the 
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edge of the bunk. This created a dangerous condition that created a reasonably foreseeable risk 

of the kind of incident in which PLAINTIFF was involved. 

138. The dangerous condition of the mattress appears to have been caused by the 

negligent and wrongful conduct of the DEFENDANTS currently unknown employee who was 

s acting within the course of his or employment, and who issued the mattress to PLAINTIFF in 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

2] 

22 

23 

24 

25 

the defective condition of being larger in width and length than the bunk-bed on which 

PLAINTIFF slept. 

139. PLAINTIFF was incarcerated and under the custody and control of the 

Defendants and as such is entitled to the protections of the 8th Amendment against cruel and 

unusual punishment. 

140. On July 20, 2011, PLAINTIFF fell and injured himself as a result of 

DEFENDANTS issuing him a non-conforming mattress. 

141. Between July 20, 2011 and August 16, 2011, PLAINTIFF was given Tylenol for 

the pain, but his wrist was never touched, set or repaired by the medical staff. PLAINTIFF was 

forced to endure the pain and suffering of a broken arm for over 25 days. 

142. PLAINTIFF alleges that Defendant USMS was acting under the authority 

granted to them by Defendant USA and 001 in their maintenance and control of the MDC jail 

facility. 

143. PLAINTIFF alleges that the USMS is responsible for control of the housing of 

the inmates including the purchase and usage of mattresses at the MDC jail facility. 

144. PLAINTIFF alleges that the USMS is responsible for obtaining emergency 

medical care for inmates who have been severely injured. 

COMPLAINT 
- 23 -
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145. PLAINTIFF alleges that by ordering mattresses which were too large for the 

bunk beds, the USMS caused severe injury to Plaintiff because the mattress did not end at the 

edge of the bunk allowing Plaintiff to roll off the bunk and onto the floor fracturing his arm. 

I 46. PLAINTIFF further alleges that USMS showed deliberate indifference when 

they failed to provide appropriate medical care to Plaintiff to fix his fractured arm for more than 

25 days. 

14 7. PLAINTIFF alleges that harm caused by the USMS while he was within the 

custody and control of the Defendants is a violation of the PLAfNTIFF's 8th 
amendment right 

against cruel and unusual punishment. 

148. PLAINTIFF alleges that Defendants deprived him of his civil rights, privileges, 

and immunities provided by the United States Constitution when Defendants had full custody 

and control of PLAINTIFF and then created a dangerous condition by providing an oversized 

mattress for his bunk bed and then when he was injured, the USMS failed to provide appropriate 

medical treatment. 

149. As a result of the Defendants' actions, PLAINTIFF suffered PLAINTIFF 

sustained permanent injury to his left hand and wrist, and endured tremendous and unnecessary 

pain during the period of July 21, 2011 to September 20, 2011, as well as continued, daily 

back, neck and headaches. 

150. PLAINTIFF has been harmed by Defendant(s) in an amount currently Wlknown 

and according to proof, but in no manner is the amount less than the jurisdictional limits of this 

Court. 

COMPLAINT 
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PRAYER 

WHEREFORE, PLAINTIFF requests judgment against DEFENDANT(S), and each of 

them, for the following: 

1. General Damages: 

1. In an amount the Court deems fit for the first cause of action for 

VIOLATION OF CALIFORNIA GOVERNMENT CODE SECTION 

835 FOR CREATION OF A DANGEROUS CONDITION; 

11. In an amount the Court deems fit for the second cause of action for 

VIOLATIONS OF CALIFORNIA ADMINISTRATIVE CODE 

SECTION 1272; 

111. In an amount the Court deems fit for the second cause of action for 

VIOLATIONS OF CALIFORNIA GOVERNMENT CODE 845.6; 

1v. $250,000 for the Fourth Cause of action for Medical Malpractice; 

v. In an amount the Court deems fit for the fifth cause of action for 

VIOLATIONS OF 42 U.S. CODE §1983 

2. Special Damages for Plaintiff JOEL ARGENTO as established at the time of 

trial; 

3. Prejudgment interest according to proof; 

4. Attorneys fees and Costs; 

5. Any and all damages which the court deems fit; 

6. Any and all damages which are proven at trial. 

Dated: July 12, 2013 

COMPLAfNT 
- 25 -

THEMIS LAW GROUP 

Timothy P. Mitchell, Esq. 
ATTORNEYS FOR JOEL ARGENTO 
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1 STEPHANIE YONEKURA 
2 Acting United States Attorney 

LEON W. WEIDMAN 
3 

Assistant United States Attorney 
" Chief, Civil Division 

5 
CHUNG H. HAN (Cal. Bar No. 191757) 

6 

7 

8 

9 

Assistant United States Attorney 
Room 7516, Federal Building 
300 North Los Angeles Street 
Los Angeles, California 90012 
Tel: (213) 894-2083 
Fax: (213) 894-7819 
Email: chung.han@usdoj.gov 

Attorneys for the Defendant 
~2 United States of America 

-, 3 
UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

FOR THE CENTRAL DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA 
l 'i 

: 6 JOEL ARGENTO, Case No. CV 13-5013 CBM (JEMx) 

ORDER 
l 8 

~9 

20 

21 

22 

23 

Plaintiff, 

vs. 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 

Defendant. 

APPROVING STIPULATION FOR 
COMPROMISE SETTLEMENT 
AND DISMISSAL OF ACTION 
[JS-6] 

24 
Based upon the Stipulation for Compromise Settlement and Dismissal of 

25 Action, by and between plaintiff Joel Argento ("Plaintiff') and defendant United 
26 States of America, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED THAT: 
27 I. Plaintiff's action is dismissed with prejudice in its entirety; 
28 

- I -
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1 2. Each party shall bear his/its own costs, expenses, and attorney's fees; 
2 and 
3 3. The Court retains jurisdiction pending payment of the settlement. 

IT IS SO ORDERED. 
s 

6 Dated: October 15, 2014 ~,6,~~------
7 

8 

9 

l6 

] 8 

19 

20 

21 

22 

24 

25 

26 

28 

HONORABLECONSUELOB.MARSHALL 
UNITED ST A TES DISTRICT JUDGE 

- 2 -
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l STEPHANIE YONEKURA 

2 
Acting United States Attorney 
LEON W. WEIDMAN 

3 Assistant United States Attorney 

4 
Chief, Civil Division 
CHUNG H. HAN (Cal. Bar No. 191757) 

5 Assistant United States Attorney 
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10 

Room 7516, Federal Building 
300 North Los Angeles Street 
Los Angeles, California 90012 
Tel: (213) 894-2083 
Fax: (213) 894-7819 
Email: chung.han@usdoj.gov 

Attorneys for the Defendant 
11 United States of America 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

CENTRAL DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA 

JOEL ARGENTO, 

Plaintiff, 

v. 

UNITED ST A TES OF AMERICA, 

Defendant. 

-------------

) Case No. CV 13-5013 CBM (JEMx) 
) 
) STIPULATION FOR 
) COMPROMISE SETTLEMENT 
) AND DISMISSAL OF ACTION 
) 
) Hon. John E. McDermott 
) United States Magistrate Judge 
) 
) 
) 

IT IS HEREBY STIPULATED by and between Plaintiff JOEL ARGENTO 

24 ("Plaintiff'), and Defendant UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, by and through 

25 their respective attorneys, that the above-entitled action may be settled and 

26 compromised on the following terms and conditions: 

27 

28 

-1-
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l 1. The United States of America agrees to pay the sum of Forty Thousand 

2 Dollars ($40,000), which sum shall be in full settlement and satisfaction of any and 

3 all claims, demands, rights, and causes of action of whatsoever kind and nature, 

4 foreseen and unforeseen, arising from the incident or circumstances giving rise to 

5 this suit, which Plaintiff or his heirs, executors, administrators, or assigns, and each 

6 and any of them, now have or may hereafter acquire against the United States of 

7 America, its agents, servants, and employees. 

8 2. Plaintiff and his heirs, executors, administrators or assigns hereby 

9 execute a general release of the United States of America and agree to accept the 

10 sum of Forty Thousand Dollars ($40,000) in full settlement and satisfaction of any 

11 and all claims, demands, rights, and causes of action of whatsoever kind and nature, 

12 foreseen and unforeseen, arising from the incident or circumstances giving rise to 

13 
this suit, which Plaintiff, his heirs, executors, administrators or assigns now have or 

hereafter acquire against the United States of America, its agents, servants, and 
14 

15 
employees on account of the subject matter that gave rise to the above-captioned 

16 
lawsuit, including, but not limited to, claims for medical negligence, economic 

damages, medical expenses, non-economic damages, or any other type of injury or 
17 

18 

19 

damage. 

3. This Stipulation for Compromise Settlement constitutes a general 

release. As additional consideration for this Stipulation, Plaintiff, his heirs, 
20 

executors, administrators, and assigns specificaHy waive and release any and all 
21 

known and unknown rights, claims, causes of action or demands which might 
22 

otherwise be preserved or accrue under Section 1542 of the California Civil Code. 
23 

Plaintiff understands that Section 1542 of the California Civil Code provides as 
24 follows: 
25 

26 

27 

28 

A general release does not extend to claims which the creditor does not 

know or suspect to exist in their favor at the time of executing the 

-2-
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l 

2 

release, which, if known by him must have materially affected their 

settlement with the debtor. 

3 Therefore and notwithstanding anything to the contrary herein, Plaintiff, his 

4 heirs, executors, administrators, and assigns explicitly release any and all 

5 claims against the United States of America, its agents, servants, and 

6 employees, which Plaintiff does not know or suspect to exist in his favor at 

7 the time he executes this Stipulation for Compromise Settlement, which if 

8 known to Plaintiff would have materially affected this settlement with the 

9 United States of America. 

10 4. Plaintiff and his heirs, executors, administrators, or assigns further 

11 agree to reimburse, indemnify, and hold harmless the United States of America, its 

12 servants, and employees from and against any and all such causes of action, claims, 

J 3 liens, rights, or subrogated or contribution interests incident to or resulting from this 

14 or further litigation, or the prosecution of claims by Plaintiff and his heirs, 

15 executors, administrators, or assigns, against any third party or against the United 

16 States of America, arising out of the incident or circumstances giving rise to this 

17 
suit. 

18 
5. This Stipulation for Compromise Settlement shall not constitute an 

admission of liability or fault on the part of the United States of America, its agents, 
19 

servants, or employees, and is entered into by all parties for the purpose of 
20 

compromising disputed claims and avoiding the expenses and risks of litigation. 
21 

6. It is also agreed, by and among the parties, that the settlement amount 
22 

in the sum of Forty Thousand Dollars ($40,000) for Plaintiff represents the entire 
23 

amount of the compromise settlement, and that the respective parties will each bear 
24 their own costs, fees, and expenses, and that any attorney's fees owed by Plaintiff 
25 will be paid out of the settlement amount and not in addition thereto. 

26 

27 

28 

-3-
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l 7. It is also understood by and among the parties that pursuant to 28 

2 U.S.C. § 2678, attorney's fees for services rendered in connection with this action 

3 shall not exceed 25 percent of the amount of the compromise settlement. 

4 8. Payment of the settlement will be made by wire transfer in the total 

5 amount of Forty Thousand Dollars ($40,000) and made payable to the client account 

6 provided by Plaintiff's counsel, Anthony Ross. Mr. Ross agrees to distribute the 

7 appropriate settlement proceeds to Plaintiff. 

8 
9. Plaintiff agrees that he will be obligated to pay any and all liens from 

any and all insurance companies, health care providers, worker's compensation 
9 

entities, attorneys, and any and all other persons or organizations who have or claim 
10 

to have subrogated assigned claims arising out of or related to the subject matter of 
11 

this suit. 
12 

10. Any and all individual taxation consequences as a result of this 
13 

Stipulation are the sole and exclusive responsibility of Plaintiff. The United States 
14 

of America does not warrant any representation of any tax consequences of this 
15 Stipulation. Nothing contained herein shall constitute a waiver by Plaintiff of any 

16 right to challenge any tax consequences of this Stipulation. 

17 11. In consideration of the payment of the sum total of Forty Thousand 

18 Dollars ($40,000) as set forth above, Plaintiff agrees that the above-captioned action 

19 will be dismissed with prejudice. 

20 12. The parties agree that this Stipulation for Compromise Settlement and 

21 Release, including all the terms and conditions of this compromise settlement and 

22 any additional agreements relating thereto, may be made public in their entirety, and 

23 Plaintiff expressly consents to such release and disclosure pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 

24 § 552a(b). 

25 13. This written agreement contains all of the agreements between the 

26 
parties, and is intended to be and is the final and sole agreement between the parties. 

The parties agree that any other prior or contemporaneous representations or 
27 

understandings not explicitly contained in this written agreement, whether written or 
28 

-4-
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l oral, are of no further legal or equitable force or effect. Any subsequent 

2 modifications to this agreement must be in writing, and must be signed and executed 

3 by the parties. 

4 14. The persons signing this Stipulation for Compromise Settlement 

5 warrant and represent that they have reviewed and understand this agreement, and 

6 that they are fully authorized to enter into the terms and conditions of this agreement 

7 and that they agree to be bound thereby. 

8 
15. It is contemplated that this Stipulation may be executed in several 

counterparts, with a separate signature page for each party. All such counterparts 
9 

and signature pages, together, shall be deemed to be one document. 
10 

11 DATED: October 9, 2014 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 DATED: October 9, 2014 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 
DA TED: October 8, 2014 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

Isl Joel Argento 
JOEL ARGENTO 
Plaintiff 

THEMIS LAW GROUP 

Isl Anthonv Ross 
ANTHONY ROSS 
Attorney for Plaintiff 

STEPHANIE YONEKURA 
Acting United States Attorney 
LEON W. WEIDMAN 
Assistant United States Attorney 
Chief, Civil Division 

Isl Chung H. Han 
CHUNGH. HAN 
Assistant United States Attorney 
Attorneys for Defendant 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

-5-
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Torts Branch 
Civil Division 
U.S. Department of Justice 

- P;·O; Box ·888 
Ben Franklin Station 
Washington, D.C. 20044 

Re: Brandon Haleamau v. USA 

U.S. Department of Justice 

United States Attorney 
District of Hawaii 

P JKK Fedna/ Building 
300 Ala Morma Blvd, Room 6"}00 
Jionolu/u, Hawaii 96850 

September 11, 2014 

(808)541-1850 
FAX (BU8) 54!-2958 

Civil No. 14-00430 DKW BMK (USDC Hawaii) 

Dear Sir/Madam: 

We are enclosing a copy of the Complaint for Damages, filed on 
September 23, 2014, in the above-referenced case. 

Our answer to the Complaint is due on or before January 15, 2015. 
Therefore, please request that the agency send us a litigation 
report, their administrative file, and their proposed response to 
the Complaint by January 8, 2015. 

The Assistant U.S. Attorney assigned to this case is Thomas A. 
Helper. If you have any questions please feel free to call him at 
(808) 541-2850. Thank you for your assistance in this matter. 

FLORENCE T. NAKAKUNI 
United States Attorney 
District of Hawaii 

:\A,~ By , 1'V 

'tHOMAS ~LPER 
Assistant U.S. Attorney 



TAH:jy 
Enclosures 

cc: Regional Counsel {w/encl.) 
y(estern Region 

/Federal Bureau of Prisons 
7338 Shoreline Drive 
Stockton, CA 95219 

Jennifer M. Merkle (w/encl.} 
Senior CLC Attorney 
FDC Honolulu 
351 Elliot Street 
Honolulu, Hawaii 96819 
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CV 14-00430 DKW-BM.K 

[V"] ORDER SETTING RULE 16 SCHEDULING CONFERENCE 

[] ORDER SETTING STATUS CONFERENCE 

for Monday, December 22, 2014 at 9:30 a.m. before: 

[v] Magistrate Judge Barry M. Kun-en in Courtroom 7 

[I Magistrate Judge Kevin S.C. Chang-in Courtroom 5 

[] Magistrate Judge Richard L. Puglisi in Comirooom 6 

FILED !N THF 
l.'NITED STA TES UJSTR.IC J COUll.T 

fllSI lt!Cl Ol HA WAIT 

S,cp '.'l. 2Cl4 
At _l oclock anJ ....!S..,_ min ____Ell_ 

Pursuant to Rule 16 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure ("Fcd.R.Civ.P.") and Local 
R ulc 1 6 .2 of the Rules of the United States District Court for the District of 1-h-iwai i: 
• Pa1iics arc reminded that, unless otherwise ordered by the Court, a mceti ng of the 

parties must occur at least 21 days prior to the Scheduling Conference and a report 
submitted to the Court Except as otherwise provided by L.R. 26. l (c), no formal 
discovery may be commenced before the meeting of the pa1iies. 

• Each party shall file a Scheduling Conference Statement pursuant to L.R. 16.2{b), 
and shall attend in person or by counsel. 
Failure to file and/or attend will result in imposition of sanctions, (including fines 
or dismissal), under fed.R.Civ.P. 16(£) and L.R. 11.1. 

DATED at Honolulu, Hawaii on Tuesday, September 23, 2014. 

/s/ Susan Mollwav 
Chief, U.S. District Judge 

I t-.er:;:by acknowledge ~ecei_:it of the Order s~nir.g Ri.de 16 ScheJu::ng Conforence. 

Date Seotember 23. 2014 --"----"--.'-~~-'-'-----'-~~'-'---- Signature ----~----
Atty ( ) Secy ( ) Messenger ( ) 

THIS SCHEDULING ORDER IS ATTACHED TO THE INITIATING DOCUMENT 
(COMPLAINT/NOTICE OF REMOVAL) & MUST BE SERVED WITH TIIE 
DOCUMENT. PLEASE DO NOT REMOVE. 
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SiH' llrLfol 
CJ ERK 

To: 

From: 

Date: 

Subject: 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
DISTRICT Of HAW All 

OFFICE OF THE CLERK 
300 ALA MOA'.\"A BLVD, Rt\1 C-338 

HONOU!Lt.:, !!A \VAIi 96850 

MEMO 

All Federal Bar Members 

Sue Bcitia, Clerk of U _ S _ District Colll1, District of 1-iawai i 

September 23, 20 ! 4 

C0111orate Disclosure Statements 

hL (IWR) 541 1300 
,'AX (ROi, 541-1 :'OJ 

Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 7. I and Criminal Rule 12.4 both address the filing of Corporate 
Disclosure Statements. 

Both rnles state "A pm1y must: 

7Tffilethe"Rwe7.lTaT (or FZ.4(aJ)-slatcmenf viitli its· nisfa-ppearaiicc', ple-aaini~;pctition, 
motion, response, or other request addressed to the court, and 

(2) promptly file a supplemental statement upon a change in the information that the 
statement requires.'' 

Thank you for your cooperation in this matter. 
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1'.:RlC A. SEL'6 

ATTORKF:Y AT LAW 
A LAW 2CRPORA:I0N 

ERIC: A. Si::ITZ 

GELLA A. BELATTI 
SAS.JU K. D2V:CN2 

J /J 12 

9G'/J 
8 2 ·:J YI.:;_ 1 i l a,,i S-:. reet, S·..1i t: e 
E::mo_1:lu, Eawa.::.i 9681:3 
Telephor:e: (808) 533 .. 743,1 
FucsJ.m.::.le: (808) 545-3608 

---At-tc:::-neys f.or Plaintiff 
RRi\NJQ;\J El,~ F:AMAU 

TN ~HE 'JNTT?J STATFS DTS~RICT C:OU:\T 

RRANJON FAISAMAU, ) C TVTJ., NO . 14 - :JD c; :-l (l 

Plaintiff, 

vs. 

De::=cnciant. 

) 

) COMPLAlNl FOR ilAMAG~S 
} 

) 

} 

) 

) 

) 

------------~) 

COM;:;,~ .. A:NT FOR J_l',.MlH~:::S 

Fl a in': if f ERAN8UN ElAL..:M1Al.: ( :1erei:12 :"·_:_ er "P~a.::.n':ift"), 

by o r,d t. 'l ,·u..19:1 h_'_ s uncier signed 2 L Lo ,r.cy s, 2.llcqc s ar.d a vc:: s 2 s 

:=cllows: 

J.. Thi '3 is ar; ac-:.im1 c1 ;:- is i_ ng Lnde r the Fecie r: a J Io rl 

Claims Ac~, 28 U.S.c:. §§ 2S11, et sea., for ~oney ja~ages as 

CQ~pensatio~ to~ the perso~al injuries suffered by PJaJr.tlff due 

to DG[c~dant UN:TED STAT~S OF AMER:CA's fai~ure to timely and 

adcq1:at.cly treat ?la.ir.t..:.~f ',hile he ·""1a.s incarce:::-ated at the 
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:·lono.:...ulu"l. 

matter m.irs.iant r.o 2':< ~~. S. C. s ~J4G (b) . 

. ) . 

:-or tl,e Uistri.c;:_ UL :.c 22 rf -, ,,...... 
·~. :::-, . '·-·. § 1 .1,J 7 ;_is all 

uccu ·--· i·ed ~- j H:•!, ·: l u, ,_,, -'-:t ,~ t· (• 

¼' h i (; '."! .I :'.' 1,/ l t. h ~- !", t· r: (; [.: :L '.', • .-, i-." J:ci ;_,;c;_ --~- .::_ 

-'i. -~, 1 I 

c,·;i,i:,1:t n: 1:11,- :;tc11·,: 

( l ,-:, , ,_0 1 r: c:, ,_- t e.: 

"~:(• ( I,' 1:cL1 r: ~- UN J "f r'.L _-."G.T:" -:~,,) '.) ) ~: ~J . ~-; - ;·· . 

a 11 ci 

6. ; " __ , ·l .-. ~ • 
.:.... .._..·_;_ - , 

lowc~ abdcmina.:... a~ri scrot~~ ~a~~~ rn ~~rse 2racti;:_ioner 1·~o~as 

he was suffc~i~g from __ ~e~n~s. 

2 
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W2'.C: exµe,1cr.c:_ng \•:ere c\10 tc 2 herr:ia.. 

, , ,-:::it±' s co:'lciitior_ 

crn prescribed :'ll~ 2~ 2Ltit~ctlc 

1::.. p 
-~ I 

l v,kcd 2r_. 

13. UpcG retu~~ing to P_lair1L:•f 

15. In addi~ion to Plaintiff's ~igh temperat~re, he 

a doctor's opinio~. 
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was cun f irri1c')d '°'· c.d nc, was s ched-...i le::: ::: o :-.2 ve s ur r_;ery t Lat day. 

1 ') . '·', :2 C I 2, F J a:;_ n t j f C w <J ,; 

l" (' ,0 ; C hcd \) .I :·· 1"\ j :·_; c; .. 11 (j C· ,- '/. 

:'._ ,;g·,.1 :'._ i"ld .I. he l" I'. I.~: c, r·.u l'. ec ~JITJ\";C ,·.--~:,':,,'.) '.o ·,, l_ ,.; l ~- ,_1 : l" '.-:':_:,;_; 

,; [ i- l~ ~ -:--
,_ j 1 _;._ ,;, 

. -- --- ----- -----

/. 7. . 

November :!.6, 2rJ!2, ~fte::- ;r1.:'...sdi2.c;ncs2s iY/ NEJ Liles acd i.Jr. 

Ackley, a nc cxcc1 c :..at~ r:.q ;,a:; n 2 :-;ci -2r,cr;,1cc1 s cr.o-:-. .:'.. 01,a. l d '.. s--... re~-; s to 

Pl a.:..r.ti.'::f. 

4 
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23. Befor~ P~aintj_~f's reporti~g of Jower ilbdcmira~ 

Plaintit~ had a~so exp 1 ain~d ~a~? Li~cs and Jr. Ackley th3t h~ 

24. On or abou:: ?OJ:, 

,'.3 CU l. i (J ~~; i .~~ tJ r. ,_ ~ ny u 

cxar;· __ i r:a ti 0,1 ,_:ondu ct ~e; l:",' F DC 1-h :-. ;-, l ·.1 l :: ;- h2 t t cu:d ':Ind '.:: or c: J. t:dcd 

i\ckley did net ,:,t f· Cl ,11;y ·.r•.·,,'. :;i; c,; _; 11t_ 1 ,_· l ':, ,_:u:i-;:lit __ 1 n:·1 

p.:.-uv1u~·d l-'lc1i11ti~'.~ ,,iii_::" -.-:idl '=• I" -~ :->· r ,: ::. ::<: ~- he· ,-:,_,u l j ': tJ J. . r,w ·,_ r, 

. ' -· - ~ ' ' 
:- (~ .J... • • - ' 

u·,.n. l :1q r h•:•, 

P.l;,1i:11 i.:'f':; l~ec:·11a, fr_·,·1:" t:-,,, iri:'~ :a·~ :n::_,di:,~11;~,'.;.:::,; t,:_, the day 

st:cqery ,.;a.s pel.·forrr,,?d, ~-:~1i:1t ___ 1fi ·-·-'2°; :·:-=,t ai:.·.,e tc, ·.::om:')1e·_:_e 2.1,y ::.it 

agG~ts of the !ederal BO? o~ed ~ ciJLy cf rcasorable care ~o 

26. lhe medical care and/or ::rcat~cn~ provided ~o 

P:aintiff fe]l signjf~_can::~y bcJ.ow tte s~~rciard for care iG the 

com::-.u:1 i ly. 
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SOP of De~endant U~llED STA~~S knc~ or should have k~own thciL 

3 :J. LJespi te L ~-ii s r,cr~ice, e,r,pl·Y/ees, oft ::.cers, 2 :-.d/ or 

excr·cise rec1so1:;.c:.ble c.Jrc e.s l(: t.r'e ;:e2l;_1-', Sc'ifr,t.y, Or'd well-

being of Plai~titf, t~erebv acti~g ncgliqe~~~y herei~ and 

s11ffcrjng fer Ccfcn~a~t U¼ITF~ s=A=Es' c~ployccs', officers' 

orovidc for ~is hcalt~, safc~y, an~ care. 

flai~tif~ ~as su~fered qrea~ ~c~tal ~~qcish, severe cmo~jona~ 

- ---d i·s tress ; -a nx ie-ty, -··ernbaT rassment; - humi 1---iatio-n,· ,,,,,orr:ri ·aTJd anger-.-

3 4 . Tr.e f ec:.e:::- al 3::,~~ denied Plaintiff ' ,3 wr i T. te,, claim 

c~litled to bring ~is clai~s i~ t~is Court. 

f 
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WHEREFORE, Plaintiff prays for rc=_ief as fol:ows: 

l. Fer general damages in amoun~s to be proven at 

-:-.rial; 

2. For spec.i a: dc:-,rnages in amounts to be- proven at 

,.rial; 

:3. rcr rcimnurse:nenL o( :·tis costs and expenses 

hr~rc,1in, incJ.urii.n(J re,:isor,able r-:rDvi:-,:..0•·1 for his at1:crneys' fee:;; 

and 

4 . F n r such : ,; r L h C' r· ;, r: d :.i c: :::i l i_ 1 c n 21 I c e J..~ r,! f a ,; t h l:' 

Col: r· L ck.'f'DIS app::-op r 1. ate a :1d -, ;1st .. 

DATF:D: Septcrr.ber )3, 7-0:.4 

/s/ :::ric A. Seitz 
:c:E_;_c:: A. ~:EITZ 
DELLA l·.. B::;;LATT::;: 
SA:PJ,~I R. '.J2VHE 

Attorneys for Plaintiff 
B?A"'.'J-r:)ON HJI.T..3AMAU 

7 
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ERlC A. SETTZ 

A ~TORNE Y AT Lh','< 

E~IC A. SFTT?, 

D~,LLA "A.. BELA~·~ 1 79 4 := 
SARi'\.l: ~- DEVTr:E 96)3 
BlC .Ylililani .C:~.re'2t, Suite ·,;14 
l-:ono::, u lL.:, HcJ '.-..'2.::. i 9 6 :i Li 

Telephor.e: (BOAJ 533-7434 
I'dC3imile: (8CS) 5 1]5-3608 

t, t:. t C r,1 Cy S f ,, l °=' ] '. ', '- i f t 
K"i.ANDCN ~.I'1.~,E]\t':i\.L 

c::-_SI!-ZlCI ..--..1.· 
'-.,·_ m'-~·-JATT 

Pagc!D #: 11 

l.3R}\NL;C)N 1--lAL;:'.Ii.J,jA U, cr-.·r_ NC:. - ll IJD4-3(] DKW-BMK 

FJ.2::..r.t~_:f, 

vs. 

Der e:1c.ant . 

s e it z , g 2 [] ¾i l iJ ,:) I' i ::: t r 2 2 t r s ;: ]_ ;--_ C: ,' _;_ 4 I '·L) r, 0 l u l u I 11 aw a i i r 9 6 8 13 r 

up • G you, cxclJsive at t~e day o:· se~v~ce. =~ yoil faiJ ~o ac 
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so, jL;dgrnent by default wj 1.1 be taken oga~nsl you for the relief 

demanded in Plaintiff's Comp].~int for Damage~. 

DATED: Honolulu, f!awciii, Scptcm her 23, 2014 

SUE BEITIA, CLERK 

/S/ SUE BE1TIA by EA, Deputy Clerk 

--- - - ---·- - - ---
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

FOR THE DISTRICT OF HAW AI' I 

Brandon Haleamau, 

Plaintiff, 

vs. 

United States of America, 

Defendant. 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

1: 14-CV-00430-DKW-BMK 

FIRST AMENDED RULE 16 
SCHEDULING ORDER 

FIRST AMENDED RULE 16 SCHEDULING ORDER 

Pursuant to Fed. R. Civ. P. 16 and LR 16.2, a scheduling conference was held 

on August 27, 2015, before the Honorable Barry M. Kurren, United States Magistrate 

Judge. Appearing at the conference were Della A. Belatti, Esq. and Michael F. 

Albanese, Esq. 

Pursuant to Fed. R. Civ. P. 16(e) and LR 16.3, the Court enters this scheduling 

conference order: 

TRIAL AND PRETRIAL CONFERENCE SCHEDULING: 

1. NON-JURY trial in this matter will commence before the Honorable Derrick 

K. Watson, United States District Judge on May 31, 2016, at 9:00 a.m. 

2. A final pretrial conference shall be held on April 19, 2016, at 9:30 a.m. before 

the Honorable Barry M. Kurren, United States Magistrate Judge. 
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3. (RESERVED) 

4. Pursuant to LR 16.6, each party herein shall serve and file a separate final 

pretrial statement by April 12, 2016. 

MOTIONS: 

5. All motions to join additional parties or to amend the pleadings shall be filed 

by CLOSED. 

6. Other non-dispositive motions, except for motions in limine and discovery 

motions, shall be filed by March 2, 2016. 

7. Dispositive motions shall be filed by December 30, 2015. 

8. Motions in limine shall be filed by May 10, 2016. 

Any opposition memorandum to a motion in limine shall be filed by May 17, 2016. 

DISCOVERY: 

9. Unless and until otherwise ordered by the Court, the parties shall follow the 

discovery plan agreed to by the parties herein pursuant to Fed. R. Civ. P. 26([). 

10. (RESERVED) 

11. Pursuant to Fed. R. Civ. P. 26(a)(2), each party shall disclose to each other 

party the identity and written report of any person who may be used at trial to present 

expert evidence under Rules 702, 703, or 705 of the Federal Rules of Evidence. The 

disclosures pursuant to this paragraph shall be according to the following schedule: 

2 
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a. Plaintiff shall comply by November 30, 2015. 

b. Defendant shall comply by December 30, 2015. 

Disclosure of the identity and written report of any person who may be called solely 

to contradict or rebut the evidence of a witness identified by another party pursuant 

to subparagraphs a and b hereinabove shall occur within thirty (30) days after the 

disclosure by the other party. 

12. Pursuant to Fed. R. Civ. P. 16(b)(3) and LR 16.2(a)(6), the discovery deadline 

shall be April I, 2016. Unless otherwise permitted by the Court, all discovery 

pursuant to Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, Rules 26 through 37 inclusive must be 

completed by the discovery deadline. Unless otherwise permitted by the Court, all 

discovery motions and conferences made or requested pursuant to Federal Rules of 

Civil Procedure, Rules 26 through 37 inclusive and LR 26.1, 26.2 37.1 shall be heard 

no later than thirty (30) days prior to the discovery deadline. 

SETTLEMENT: 

13. A settlement conference shall be held on April 4, 2016, at 10:30 a.m. before the 

Honorable Barry M. Kurren, United States Magistrate Judge. 

14. Each party shall deliver to the presiding Magistrate Judge a confidential 

settlement conference statement by March 28, 2016. The parties are directed to LR 

16.5(b) for the requirements of the confidential settlement conference statement. 

3 
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15. The parties shall exchange written settlement offers and meet and confer to 

discuss settlement before the date on which settlement conference statements are due. 

TRIAL SUBMISSIONS: 

16. (RESERVED) 

17. (RESERVED) 

18. (RESERVED) 

19. (RESERVED) 

20. (RESERVED) 

WITNESSES: 

21. By May l 0, 2016, each party shall serve and file a fina1 comprehensive witness 

list indicating the identity of each witness that the party will call at trial and describing 

concisely the substance of the testimony to be given and the estimated time required 

for the testimony of the witness on direct examination. 

22. The parties shall make arrangements to schedule the attendance of witnesses at 

trial so that the case can proceed with all due expedition and without any unnecessary 

delay. 

23. The party presenting evidence at trial shall give notice to the other party the day 

before of the names of the witnesses who will be called to testify the next day and the 

order in which the witnesses will be called. 

4 
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EXHIBITS: 

24. By May 3, 2016, the parties shall premark for identification all exhibits and 

shall exchange or, when appropriate, make available for inspection all exhibits to be 

offered, other than for impeachment or rebuttal, and all demonstrative aids to be used 

at trial. 

25. The parties shall meet and confer regarding possible stipulations to the 

authenticity and admissibility of proposed exhibits by May 10, 2016. 

26. By May 17, 2016, the parties shall file any objections to the admissibility of 

exhibits. Copies of any exhibits to which objections are made shall be attached to the 

objections. 

27. The original set of exhibits and two copies (all in binders) and a list of all 

exhibits shall be submitted to the Court the Thursday before trial. 

DEPOSITIONS: 

28a. By May I 0, 20 I 6, the parties shall serve and file statements designating 

excerpts from depositions (specifying the witness and page and line referred to) to be 

used at trial other than for impeachment or rebuttal. 

b. Statements counter-designating other portions of depositions or any objections 

to the use of depositions shall be served and filed by May 17, 2016. 

5 
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TRIAL BRIEFS: 

29. By May 17, 2016, each party shall serve and file a trial brief on all significant 

disputed issues of law, including foreseeable procedural and evidentiary issues, setting 

forth briefly the party's position and the supporting arguments and authorities. 

PROPOSED FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW: 

30. Each party shall serve and file proposed findings of fact and conclusions of law 

by May 17, 2016. 

OTHER MATTERS: None. 

IT IS SO ORDERED. 

DATED: Honolulu, Hawai'i, September 2, 2015. 

ISi Barry M. Kurren 
Barry M. Kurren 
United States Magistrate Judge 

Brandon Haleamau vs. United States of America; l:14-CV-00430-DKW-BMK; Firsl Amended 
Rule 16 Scheduling Order 

6 
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ERIC A. SEITZ 
ATTORNEY AT LAW 
A LAW CORPORATION 

ERIC A. SEITZ 
DELLA A. BELATTI 
SARAH R. DEVINE 

1412 
7945 
9673 

820 Mililani Street, Suite 714 
Honolulu, Hawaii 96813 
Telephone: (808) 533-7434 
Facsimile: (808) 545-3608 

Attorneys for Plaintiff 
BRANDON HALEAMAU 

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

FOR THE DISTRICT OF HAWAII 

BRANDON HALEAMAU, 

Plaintiff, 

vs. 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 

Defendant. 

CIVIL NO. 14-00430 DKW-BMK 

STIPULATION TO AMEND FIRST 
AMENDED RULE 16 SCHEDULING 
ORDER TO EXTEND DEADLINES 

(TRIAL DATE: May 31, 2016) 

STIPULATION TO AMEND FIRST AMENDED RULE 16 SCHEDULING 
ORDER TO EXTEND DEADLINES 

IT IS HEREBY STIPULATED by and between the parties 

herein, through their respective undersigned attorneys, that the 

Rule 16 Scheduling Order deadline to file dispositive motions and 

disclose experts be extended as follows: 

MOTIONS: 
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7. Dispositive motions shall be filed by March 29, 

2016. 

DISCOVERY: 

11. Pursuant to Fed. R. Civ. P. 26(a}(2}, each party 

shall disclose to each other party the identity and written 

report of any person who may be used at trial to present expert 

evidence under Rules 702, 703, or 705 of the Federal Rules of 

Evidence. The disclosure pursuant to this paragraph shall be 

according to the following schedule: 

a. All plaintiffs shall comply by January 29, 2016. 

b. All defendants shall comply by February 29, 2016. 

Disclosure of the identity and written report of any person who 

may be called solely to contradict or rebut the evidence of a 

witness identified by another party pursuant to subparagraphs a 

and b hereinabove shall occur within thirty (30) days after the 

disclosure by the other party. 

I 

I 

I 

I 
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DATED: Honolulu, Hawaii, November 25, 2015. 

Isl Della A. Belatti 
ERIC A. SEITZ 
DELLA A. BELATTI 
SARAH R. DEVINE 

Attorneys for Plaintiff 

DATED: Honolulu, Hawaii, November 25, 2015. 

APPROVED AND SO ORDERED: 

Isl Micheal F. Albanies 
FLORENCE T. NAKAKUNI 
MICHAEL F. ALBANIES 

Attorneys for Defendant 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

DATED: Honolulu, Hawai'i, December 2, 2015. 

ISi Barry M. Kurren 
Barry M. Kurren 
United States Magistrate Judge 

Haleamau v. United States, Civ. No. 14-00430 DKW-BMK, Stipulation 
to Amend First Amended Rule 16 Scheduling Order to Extend 
Deadlines 
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FLORENCE T. NAKAKUNI #2286 
United States Attorney 
District of Hawaii 

MICHAEL F. ALBANESE #9421 
Assistant U.S. Attorney 
300 Ala Moana Boulevard, Rm. 6-100 
Honolulu, Hawaii 96850 
Telephone: (808) 541-2850 
Facsimile: (808) 541-2958 
Email: Michael.albanese@usdoj.gov 

Attorneys for Defendant 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

FOR THE DISTRICT OF HAWAII 

BRANDON HALEAMAU, 

Plaintiff, 

vs. 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 

Defendant. 

CIVIL NO. 14-00430 DKW BMK 

STIPULATION FOR DISMISSAL 
WITH PREJUDICE AS TO ALL 
CLAIMS AND ALL PARTIES AND 
ORDER 

STIPULATION FOR DISMISSAL WITH PREJUDICE 
AS TO ALL CLAIMS AND ALL PARTIES AND ORDER 

IT IS HEREBY STIPULATED by and between Plaintiff BRANDON 

HALEAMAU (hereinafter "Plaintiff") and Defendant UNITED STATES 

OF AMERICA (hereinafter "Defendant"), through their respective 

counsel, that the Complaint filed herein by Plaintiff on 

September 23, 2014, be hereby dismissed, with prejudice; and all 

other claims whatsoever field herein, be and they hereby are 

dismissed, with prejudice. 

This Stipulation for Dismissal is based on Fed. R. Civ. P. 

41 (a) ( 1) and has been signed by counsel for all parties who have 
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made an appearance in this action. Each party agrees to bear 

their own costs. There are no remaining parties and/or issues. 

DATED: Honolulu, Hawaii, March 16, 2016. 

/s/ Eric A. Seitz 

ERIC A. SEITZ 
DELLA A. BELLATI 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
BRANDON HALEAMAU 

DATED: Honolulu, Hawaii, March 17, 2016. 

APPROVED AND SO ORDERED: 

FLORENCE T. NAKAKUNI 
United States Attorney 
District of Hawaii 

/s/ Michael F. Albanese 

MICHAEL F. ALBANESE 
Attorneys for Defendant 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

De~ - -----~ 

l .lni,ed Stal,::~ Di~1rict Judge 

Brandon Haleamau v. United States of America, Civil No. 14-00430 
DKW BMK, STIPULATION FOR DISMISSAL WITH PREJUDICE AS TO ALL 
CLAIMS AND ALL PARTIES AND ORDER. 

-2-
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Case ID: CIV·WXR-2014-01501 Short Description: HALEAMAU V. USA 
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Case Login Information 
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Short Description HALEAMAU V. USA 
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Case Type FTCA-Personal Injury 
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Current Institution Honolulu (FDC} 

Incident Region WESTERN REGIONAL OFACE 

I ncldent I nstt tutt on Honolulu (FDC) 

Monetary Relief 
$ Sought 

Estimated Amount $ 
Office Hawaii 

Jurisdiction DISTRICT OF HAWAII 

Responsible Legal WXRO Office 

Legal Liability Evaluation 
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~Case Resolution 

t 

Date 

Type 

Reason 

Sought 

Amount offered 

Total Amount Paid 

Desalptton 

Description 

03/08/2016 

Settled 

Compensatory Damages 

$2,500.00 

$2,500.00 

Court Fee Paid ? No 

Pro Se? No 

Case Initiation Dates 

Date Received 12/01/2014 

Date Fifed 09/23/2014 

Case Progress 

Current Owner TIMOTHY RODRIGUES 

Estimated Outcome No evaluation can be made at this time Case Status Closed 

Tlmellne Status Closed 
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Private case No 

Additional Case Information 
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Further Case 
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1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

RI.CHARD M. BARNETT, Esq. 
A Professional Law Corporation 
SBN 65132 
email :richardmbarnett@gmail.com 
105 West F Street, 4th 'Floor 
San Diego, CA 92101 
Telephone: (619) 231-1182 
Facsimile: (619) 233-3221 

Att9~n~ for Plaintiff 
DENNESTY DA 'WK.INS 

CENTRAL DISTRJCT OF CALfFORNIA 

\\lESTERN DIVISION h ~ 
DENNESTY DA¥1KINS, ,...._~CJi.14-7 269 PA t'2~) 

Plaintiff~ COMPLAINT FOR DAMAGES 

First Cause of Action- Bivens Claim for 
Inadequate Medical Care against all 

EVELYN CASTRO GREENSPAN, Individually Name Defendants and DOES 
M.D., At'-JD DOES 1--50 1-50 

VS. 

INCLUSIVE, 

Defendants. 
Second Cause of Action- Bivens Claim for 
Eq_ual Protection Violation against all 
Individually 
and DOES 1-50 

------------,) 

Plaintiff, DENNESTY DA WK.INS C'Dawkins'), hereby files his Complaint 

as follows: 

GENERAL ALLEGATIONS 

1. Jurisdiction of the court is proper under 28 U.S.C. § § 1331, 1343(3 ), 

and 1346. 

2.Venue is proper in this district pursuant to 28 USC§ 139 (b)(2), in that a 

substantial part of the acts or omissions giving rise to this claim occurred within 

the judicial district in which this case is filed. Venue is also proper pursuant to 28 

U.S.C. § 139l(e), in that a substantial part of the acts or omissions giving rise to 

this claim occurred within the judicial district in which this case is filed and the 
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( l 

l plaintiff is a resident of the judicial district. 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

3. This is an action for civil rights violations for Bivens claims for 

inadequate medical care and equal protection violations under the Fifth, Eighth 

and Fourteenth Amendments to the United States Constitution. 

4. Compensatory da~ag;es are sought pursuant. to statutes, and the 

Bivens claims. Punitive damages are sought against all Defendants sued in their 

individually capacity pursuant to the Bivens claims. 

5. This Court has supplemental jurisdiction to consider state causes of 

action under 28 USC§ 1367, as the ancillary state claims "fonn part of the same 

1 O case or controversy" as other counts for which this Court has jurisdiction. 

11 6. All governmental entities were notified of this claim in a timely 

12 fashion and all administrative exhaustion have been satisfied. 

13 PARTIES 

14 7. Dennesty Dawkins is an adult male natural person and a resident of 

15 the State ofCalifom.ia, County of Los Angeles. At all relative times, he was 

16 detained and in the custody of the United States Bureau of Prisons at FCI Tenninal 

17 Island. 

18 8. Evelyn Castro Greenspan, M.D., at all relevant times, was the 

19 Clinical Director of and Medical Officer with the Health Services Department of 

20 the Federal Correctional Institution, Tenninal Island, California ("FCI Tenninal 

21 Island"). She was also responsible for arranging specialized health care and 

22 hospitalization for detainees within the local community. At all material times, 

23 she was aware that DA \VKINS had a serious medical condition that required 

24 urgent medical attention, diagnosis, and treatment, and he purposefully denied him 

25 basic humane medical care for illegal and improper reasons unrelated to medical 

26 decision making and related functions. She is being sued in his individual 

27 capacity. 

28 

2 

1 
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1 9. Defendants DOES 1-50 are business entities of unlmown form who 

2 were the employers of the individually named Defendants and/or Does 1-50. 

3 Defendants Does 1~50 are herein sued under fictitious names. Their true names 

4 and capacities are unknown to Plaintiff. Based on information and belief. Plaintiff 

5 alleges that DOES 1-50 w_ere_the emplo_y~es, off!c_ers, dir~ct?!s,_ ~~naging agents, 

6 and/or supervisors of the UNITED STA TES, and/or Does 1-50 who were acting 

7 within the scope and course of their employment and authority at all times relevant 

8 to this Complaint. 

9 FACfUAL ALLEGATIONS 

10 l 0. Dawkins was detained at FCI Terminal Island after conviction by the 

11 United States on May 1, 2012 and remains so incarcerated. 

12 11. On or about May 1, 2012, Dawkins was diagnosed with recurring 

13 sarcoids - an auto-immune disease that attacks and destroys soft tissue, i.e., in this 

14 instant outbreak, plaintifrs left lung and right eye. 

15 12. On May 15, 2012, plaintiff was examined by Retinal Specialist1 Dr. 

16 Stanley Carson~ M.D. He found and recommended plaintiff undergo preventive 

17 cataract surgery, to avoid becoming permanently blind in his right eye. 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

13. From May through September of 2012, plaintiff was repeatedly 

reassured by prison medical staff he was being scheduled to undergo the 

recommended cataract procedure. After repeated unjustified and needless delays, 

on September 21, 2012, he was infonned by prison medical staff my retinal 

condition had irreversibly deteriorated, and he was now permanently blind in the 

right eye. 

FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION 

Bivens Claim for Inadequate Medical Care against all individual Defendants 
Castro-Greenspan and DOES 1-50 

14. Plaintiff incorporates be reference all allegations contained in the 

preceding paragraphs of this Complaint, as it fully set forth here. 

3 
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1 15. This is a claim against defendant Evelyn Castro Greenspan, all 

2 Defendants who were agents of the United States and named in their individual 

3 capacity, and DOES 1-50. 

4 16. Defendant Castro-Greenspan and DOES 1-50 violated Plaintiffs 

5 ~igh~ t? ~_equate. ~e~ica1 care_und~ th~_F!~, ~_iglit~ a~~ F~)l:1rteenth 

6 Amendments of the United States Constitution by failing to treat Plaintiff's known 

7 serious medical condition. 

8 17. At all material times, defendant Castro Greenspan and DOES 1-50 

9 were aware that Dawkins was suffering from recurring sarcoids - an auto-immune 

10 disease that attacks and destroys soft tissue, i.e., in this instant outbreak, plaintifrs 

11 left lung and right eye. 

12 18. Defendant Castro Greenspan and DOES 1-50 purposefully denied 

13 Dawkins essential medical care for, and were deliberately indifferent to his serious 

14 medical condition, despite lmowledge that he had complained repeatedly about his 

15 progressive loss of vision in his right eye and that said Defendants knew he was 

16 not going to be released from custody to treat the condition in the foreseeable 

17 future. 

18 19. The actions of defendan.t Castro Greenspan and DOES 1-50 were so 

19 substandard and egregious that they were outside the course and scope of their 

20 _ employment. Their actions and judgments in ostensibly rendering <•medical care'1 

21 to Dawkins were so far below the acceptable standard that defendant Castro 

22 Greenspan and DOES 1-50 could not have been making a·"medicar' judgment in 

23 their decision to deny Dawkins a very basic and inexpensive diagnostic procedure 

24 to prevent blindness in his right eye-. 

25 20. The actions of defendant Castro Greenspan and DOES 1-50 were 

26 outs1de of the scope of"'medical or related functions" as defined in 42 U.S.C. § 

27 233{a) because their decision to deny Dawkins medical care was not based on a 

28 medical reason, but rather economic and/or other constitutionally impermissible 

4 
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reasons unrelated to the provision of medical services, and demonstrated a 

2 purposeful~ denial of essential medical care for a know serious medical condition, 

3 and , and were deliberately indifferent to hls serious medical condition. 

4 21. Defendant Castro Greenspan and DOES 1-50 acted with wilful and 

5 . d~l~~-~~ate. in~!ff~r-~!1:?~ t~ __ the_ s~ri~~s h,~alth ne_eds of plaintiff prote_cted by the . 

6 Fifth, Eighth, and Fourteenth Amendments to the United States Constitution, 

7 subjected Plaintiff to dangerous .and debasing conditions of confinement, and 

8 violated basic fundamental rights to safe and humane confinement. The inhwnane 

9 conditions of confinement caused Plaintiff medical injuries as alleged in this 

10 Complaint. The conduct constituted cruel and unusual punishment and a violation 

11 of due process. 

12 22. Defendant Castro Greenspan and DOES 1-50 violated clearly 

13 established law by failing to adequately treat a known serious medical condition. 

14 23. As a result of the Defendant's constitutional violations of Plaintiffs 

15 rights, Plaintiff sustained injuries and damages as follows: 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

a. 

b. 

C. 

Non-economic damages consisting of past and future physical and 

mental pain and suffering, mental anguish, emotional stress, an the 

loss of the enjoyment of a full and complete life; 

Physical impairment and disfigurement which is permanent; and 

Economic losses consisting of past and future medical and health care 

expenses-and loss of future earning capacity and ability to earn money 

in the future. 

24. 'The conduct ofeach of the defendant Castro Greenspan and DOES 

24 1-50 constitutes a recldess or callous disregard of Plaintiffs constitutional right to 

25 adequate medical care, entitling Plaintiff punitive damages. 

26 

27 

28 

. i I I, 

Ill 

s 
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1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION 
Bivens Claim for Equal Protection Violations against 

defendant Castro-Greenspan and. DOES 1-50 

25. Plaintiff incorporates by reference all allegations contained in the 

preceding paragraphs of this Complaint, as if fully set forth here. 

. 26. This is a claim against all Defendants who were agents of the 

j UNITI~ STATis·--·an.d ~~~e~ ~n ilie~ incli~i~ual- ~apa~ity, and DOE~ 1-50. 

27. Defendant Castro Greenspan and DOES 1-50 violated Plaintiff's right 

to equal protection under the Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments of the United 

States' Constitution by failing to treat Plaintiffs known serious medical condition 

due to deliberate indifference to said serious medical condition, without a rational 

basis to do so. . 

28. At all material times, defendant Castro Greenspan and DOES 1-50 

were aware that Dawkins-had a progressive loss of vision in his right eye which 

required cataract surgery. 

29. Defendant Castro Greenspan and DOES 1-50 purposefully denied 

Dawkins essential medical care for a known serious medical condition, despite 

knowledge that Dawkins was suffering from progressive deterioration of vision in 

his right eye and the diagnosis of that called for cataract surgery. 

30. The actions of defendant Castro-Greenspan and DOES 1-50 were so 

substandard and egregious that they were outside the course and scope of their 

employment. Their actions and judgments in ostensibly rendering "medical care" 

to Dawkins were so far below the acceptable standard that defendant Castro 

Greenspan and DOES 1-50 could not have been making a "medical" judgment in 

their decision to deny Dawkins a very basic and inexpensive diagnostic procedure 

to prevent blindness in his right eye. 

31. The actions of the defendant Castro Greenspan and DOES 1-5 0 were 

outside of the scope of'·medical or related functions" as defined in 42 U.S.C. § 

233(a) because their decision to deny Dawkins medical care was not based on a 

6 
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1 medical reason, but rather economic and/or other constitutionally impermissible 

2 reasons unrelated to the provision of medical services. 

3 32. Defendant Castro Greenspan and DOES 1-50 were acting under color 

4 oflaw by exercising power made possible because of the Defendants were clothed 

5 with the authority of federal law. 

6 33. Defendant Castro Greenspan and DOES 1-50 acted in violation of the 

7 Equal Protection Clause of the Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments of the United 

8 States Constitution by discriminating against Dawkins based on his prisoner status 

9 with no rational basis to do so, In that reg.ard1 defendant Castro Greenspan and 

10 DOES 1-50 failed to approve a simple and inexpensive surgical procedure for 

11 Dawkins because he was a federal prisoner. 

12 34. Defendant Castro Greenspan and DOES 1-50 violated clearly 

13 established law by violating Dawkins rights to equal protection under the United 

14 States Constitution. 

15 35. As a result of the Defendants' constitutional violations of Plaintiff's 

16 rights, Plaintiff sustained injuries and damages as follows: 

17 a. Non-economic damages consisting of past and future physical and 

18 mental pain and suffering, mental anguish, emotional stress, and the 

19 loss of the enjoyment of a full and complete life; 

20 b. Physical impainnent and disfigurement which is permanent; and 

21 c. Economic losses consisting of past and future medical and health 

22 care expenses and loss of future earning capacity and ability to earn money in the 

23 future. 
PRAYER FOR RELIEF 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

\VHEREFORE, Plaintiff prays that, after due proceedings, judgment be 

entered in favor of Plaintiff and against all Defendants, jointly and severally, that 

this Court: 

Ill 

7 
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2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

(a) Award Plaintiff all compensatory damages reasonable under the 

circumstances, including physical pain and suffering, mental anguish 

and emotional distress, disfigurement, medical expenses, loss of 

enjoyment of life, and any other compensatory damages, for each 

c~~t .a11.e~e~ _in the Complaint; 

(b) Award Plaintiff punitive damages against all Defendants sued in 

their individual capacity (Plaintiff acknowledges that punitive 

damages are not available against the governmental entity defendants) 

( c) Award Plaintiff reasonable attorney's fees, expert fees, and court 

costs under 42 U.S.C. § 1988 for the prosecution of his 42 U.S.C .. 

§ 1983 claims; 

(d) Award Plaintiff reasonable attorney's fees' and cowi costs under state 

law for the prosecution of his state law claims; 

(e) Award Plaintiff legal interest on all damages awarded from the date 

of judicial demand until paid; and 

(f) Award Plaintiff such other and further relief as this Court deems just 

and proper. 

Dated: By:6C~ 
RI - M. BAR.NETT 
A Professional Law Corporation 

Attorney for Plaintiff 
Dennesty Dawkins 

8 
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.•· 
.AO 440 (Rev. 06/12) Summons ill~ Clvil ktion 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
for the 

Central District of California El 

DENNESTY DAWKINS 

Plai/11(/J(s} 

Y. 

EVELYN CASTRO GREENSPAN, M.D., 
and DOES 1-50, INCLUSIVE 

Def-mdant(s) 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

i .LArVr4-1269?A (f2;y 
) 
) 
) 

SUMMONS IN A CIVIL ACTION 

To: (Defe11dant 's name and arldre.ss) 

EVELYN CASTRO, M. •. 
FCI TERMINAL ISLAND 
1299 SEASIDE AVENUE 
SAN PEDRO, CA 90731 

A lawsuit has been filed against you. 

Within 21 days after service of this summons. on you (not counting the day you received it)- or 60 days if you 
are the United States or a United States agency, or an officer or employee of the United States described in Fed. R. Civ. 
P. 12 (a)(2) or (3)-you mu..'it serve on the plaintiff an answer to the attached complaint or a motion 1mderRule 12 of 
the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure_ The answer or motion must be served on the plaintiff or plaintiff's attorney, 
whose name and address are: 

RICHARD M. BARNETT, APLC 
105 WEST F STREET, 4TH FLOOR 
SAN DIEGO, CA 92101 

If you fail to respond, judgment by default will be entered against you for the relief demanded in the compra int 
You also- must file your answer or motion with the court. 

Date: SEP 1 7 2014 
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~-

e,.O 440 (Rev. 0&12) Summons !.u a Civil Action (Page 2) 

Civil Action No. 

PROOF OF SERVICE 

(I'his sec/ion should not be filed with the court unless required by Fed.. R. Civ. P. 4 (1)) 

This summons for (llame o/indivl.dll.a.1 1111d tlrle, if any) 

was received by me on (dauJ 

EVELYN CASTRO, M.D. 

0 I personally served the summons o-n the individual at (place) 

on (date) 

0 I left the summons at the individual's residence or usual place of abode with (!111me) 

;m 

, a person of suitable age and discretio11 who resides there, 

Date: 

on (date) , and mailed a copy to the individual's last known address; or 

0 I served the summons on (name of illdividual) 

designated by law to accept service of process on behalf of (iiame r,f organization) 

on (dtJte) 

0 I returned the summons unexecuted because 

0 Other {sprxijy}: 

My fees are$ for travel and $ for services, for a total of$ 

I declare under penalty of perjury that this infonnation is true. 

Se.rver 's stg11a/urr:1 

Pri11/ed ne<me? and title 

Server 's address 

Add1tional information regarding attempted service-, etc: 

, who is 

; or 

; or 

0.00 
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RICHARD M. BARNETT, Esq. 
A Professional Law Corporation 

2 State Bar Number 65132 
email :richardmbarnett@gmail.com 

3 105 West F Street, 4th 'F foor 
San Diego, CA 92101 

4 Telephone: (619) 231-1182 
Facsimile: (619) 233-3221 

5 

6 
Attorn~ for Plaintiff 

7 DENN ESTY DAWKINS 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

UNITED ST ATES DISTRICT COURT 

CENTRAL DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA 

WESTERN DIVISION 

DENNESTY DAWKINS, 

Plaintiff, 

vs. 

EVELYN CASTRO-GREENSPAN, 
15 M.D., AND DOES 1-10, 

INCLUSIVE, and 
16 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 

Defendants. 

Case No. LACIV14-7269-PA(RZx) 

PLAINTIFF DENNESTY DAWKINS' 
SECOND AMENDED COMPLAINT 
FOR DAMAGES 

First Cause of Action-Bivens Claim for 
Inadequate Medical Care 

Second Cause of Action-FTCA Claim 
Against the United States for Medical 
Negligence (Non-Jury Claim) 17 

18 

19 

20 Plaintiff DENNESTY DAWKINS ("'Dawkins"), hereby files his Complaint as 

21 follows: 

22 

23 1. 

GENERAL ALLEGATIONS 

Jurisdiction of the court is proper under 28 U.S.C. §§ 1331, 1343(3), and 

24 1346(b)(l), et seq. 

25 2. Venue is proper in this district pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 139 (b)(2), in that 

26 a substantial part of the acts or omissions giving rise to this claim occurred within the 

27 judicial district in which this case is filed. Venue is also proper pursuant to 28 U.S.C. 

28 § 1391 ( e ), in that a substantial part of the acts or omissions giving rise to this claim 
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occurred within the judicial district in which this case is filed and the plaintiff is a 

2 resident of the judicial district. This Court further has subject jurisdiction over this 

3 matter pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1316(b) in that this is a claim against the Defendant 

4 UNITED ST A TES of AMERICA, for money damages, accruing on or after January 

5 1, 1945, for personal injury caused by the negligent and wrongful acts and omissions 

6 of employees of the Government while acting within the course and scope of their 

7 office or employment under the circumstances where the Defendant, if a private 

8 person, would be liable to the Plaintiff. 

9 3. This is an action for civil rights violations for Bivens claims for 

1 o inadequate medical care and equal protection violations under the Eighth Amendment 

11 to the United States Constitution. 

12 4. Compensatory damages are sought pursuant to statutes and the Bivens 

13 claims. Punitive damages are sought against all Defendants sued in their individually 

14 capacity pursuant to the Bivens claims. 

15 5. All governmental entities were notified of this claim in a timely fashion 

16 and all administrative exhaustion have been satisfied. 

17 6. Additional jurisdiction founded upon federal law is proper in that this 

18 action is also premised upon a federal cause of action under the Federal Torts Claims 

19 Act (hereinafter "FTCA"), 28 U.S.C. § 2671, et, seq. 

20 7. Pursuant to the FTCA 28 U.S.C. § 2671, et. seq., Plaintiff, on or about 

21 September 20, 2014, presented his claim to the appropriate federal agency for 

22 administrative settlement under the FTCA requesting $2,500,000.00. By letter dated 

23 October 9, 2014, plaintiffs claim was finally denied in writing by the Western 

24 Regional Counsel of the Federal Bureau of Prisons and such denial was sent by 

25 certified or registered mail to the plaintiff. 

26 8. This action is timely pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 2401(b) in that this action 

27 was filed within six months of receipt of the certified letter sent by the federal agency 

28 denying the claim. 

2 
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9. Venue is proper in this district pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 139 (b)(2), in that 

2 a substantial part of the acts or omissions giving rise to this claim occurred within the 

3 judicial district in which this case is filed. Venue is also proper pursuant to 28 U.S.C. 

4 § 139 I ( e }, in that a substantial part of the acts or omissions giving rise to this claim 

5 occurred within the judicial district in which this case is filed and the plaintiff is a 

6 resident of the judicial district. This Court further has subject jurisdiction over this 

7 matter pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1316(b) in that this is a claim against the Defendant 

8 UNITED ST A TES of AMERICA, for money damages, accruing on or after January 

9 1, 1945, for personal injury caused by the negligent and wrongful acts and omissions 

1 o of employees of the Government while acting within the course and scope of their 

11 office or employment under the circumstances where the Defendant, if a private 

12 person, would be liable to the Plaintiff. 

13 PARTIES 

14 10. DENNESTY DAWKINS is an adult male natural person and a resident 

15 of the State of California, County of Los Angeles. At all relative times, he was 

16 detained and in the custody of the United States Bureau of Prisons at FCI Lompoc 

17 and/or FCI Terminal Island. 

18 11. EVELYN CASTRO-GREENSPAN, M.D., at all relevant times, was the 

19 Clinical Director of and Medical Officer with the Health Services Department of the 

20 Federal Bureau Correctional Institution, Terminal Island, California ("FCI Terminal 

21 Island"). She was also responsible for arranging specialized health care and 

22 hospitalization for detainees within the local community. At all material times, she 

23 was aware that DA WK.INS had a serious medical condition that required urgent 

24 medical attention, diagnosis, and treatment, and he purposefully denied him basic 

25 humane medical care for illegal and improper reasons unrelated to medical decision 

26 making and related functions. She is being sued in her individual capacity. 

27 12. Defendants DOES 1-10 are business entities of unknown form who were 

28 the employers of the individually named defendants and/or DOES 1-10. Defendants 

3 
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DOES 1-10 are herein sued under fictitious names. Their true names and capacities 

2 are unknown to Plaintiff. Based on information and belief, Plaintiff alleges DOES 1-

3 10 were the employees, officers, directors, managing agents, and/or supervisors of the 

4 UNITED STATES, and/or DOES 1-10 who were acting within the scope and course 

5 of their employment and authority at all times relevant to this Complaint. 

6 13. Defendant, UNITED ST ATES of AMERICA, is subject to suit for 

7 personal injury caused by the negligent and wrongful acts and omissions of 

8 employees of the Government while acting within the course and scope of their office 

9 or employment, under the circumstances where the Defendant, if a private person, 

10 would be liable to the Plaintiff, pursuant to the FTCA. 

11 14. At all times material to this action, Defendant was responsible for the 

12 correct and prompt response to the health care needs of inmates in its custody. 

13 15. At all times material to this action, Mr. DA WK INS was an inmate 

14 subject to the custody and control of the Defendant and subject to the care and 

15 treatment of the Defendant for any and all medical evaluation and treatment. 

16 16. At all times material to this action, if Mr. DAWKINS required medical 

17 evaluation or treatment, his only avenue was to rely on the medical evaluation and 

18 treatment provided by the Defendant. 

19 FACTUAL ALLEGATIONS 

20 17. DAWKINS was detained at FCI Lompoc after conviction by the United 

21 States on May I, 2012. He was later moved to FCI Terminal Island, and remains so 

22 incarcerated. 

23 18. On or about May I, 2011, DA WK.INS was diagnosed with recurring 

24 sarcoids-an auto-immune disease that attacks and destroys soft tissue, i.e., in this 

25 instant outbreak, plaintiff's left lung and right eye. 

26 19. On May 15, 2012, plaintiff was examined by Retinal Specialist, Dr. 

27 Stanley Carson, M.D. He found and recommended plaintiff undergo preventive 

28 cataract surgery, to avoid becoming permanently blind in his right eye. 

4 
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20. From May 2012 through September of 2012, plaintiff was repeatedly 

2 reassured by prison medical staff he was being scheduled to undergo the 

3 recommended cataract procedure. After repeated unjustified and needless delays, on 

4 September 21, 2012, he was in fonned by prison medical staff his retinal condition 

5 had irreversibly deteriorated, and he was now permanently blind in the right eye. 

6 

7 

8 

9 

FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION 

Bivens Claim for Inadequate Medical Care a_gainst 
all individual Defendants Castro-Greenspan and DOES 1-10 

(Eighth Amendment to the United States Constitution) 

21. Plaintiff incorporates be reference all allegations contained in the 

10 preceding paragraphs of this Complaint, as it fully set forth here. 

11 22. This is a claim against Defendant EVELYN CASTRO-GREENSPAN, 

12 all Defendants who were agents of the UNITED STATES and named in their 

13 individual capacity, and DOES 1-10. 

14 23. Defendant CASTRO-GREENSPAN and DOES 1-10 violated Plaintiffs 

15 right to adequate medical care under the Eighth Amendment to the United States 

16 Constitution by failing to treat Plaintiffs known serious medical condition. 

17 24. At all times, Defendant CASTRO-GREENSPAN and DOES 1-10 were 

18 aware that DAWKINS was suffering from recurring sarcoids- an auto immune disease 

19 that attacks and destroys soft tissue, i.e. in this instant outbreak, plaintiffs left lung 

20 and right eye. 

21 25. Defendant CASTRO-GREENSPAN and DOES 1-10 purposefully denied 

22 DAWKINS essential medical care for, and were deliberately indifferent to his serious 

23 medical condition, despite knowledge that he had complained repeatedly about his 

24 progressive loss of vision in his right eye and that said Defendants knew he was not 

25 going to be released from custody to treat the condition in the foreseeable future. 

26 26.The actions of the Defendant CASTRO-GREENSPAN and DOES 1-10 

27 were so substandard and egregious that they were outside the course and scope of 

28 their employment. Their actions and judgments in ostensibly rendering "medical 

5 
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care" to DAWKINS were so far below the acceptable standard that Defendant 

2 CASTRO-GREENSPAN and DOES 1-10 could not have been making a "medical" 

3 judgment in their decision to deny DAWKINS a very basic and inexpensive 

4 diagnostic procedure to prevent blindness in his right eye. 

5 27. The actions of defendant CASTRO-GREENSPAN and DOES 1-10 were 

6 outside of the scope of "medical or related functions" as defined in 42 U.S.C. § 

7 233(a) because their decision to deny DAWKINS medical care was not based on a 

8 medical reason, but rather economic and/or other constitutionally impermissible 

9 reasons unrelated to the provision of medical services, and demonstrated a 

1 o purposeful, denial of essential medical care for a known serious medical condition, 

11 and, were deliberately indifferent to his serious medical condition. 

12 28. Defendant CASTRO-GREENSPAN and DOES 1-10 acted with willful 

13 and deliberate indifference to the serious health needs of plaintiff protected by the 

14 Eighth Amendment to the United States Constitution, subjected Plaintiff to dangerous 

15 and debasing conditions of confinement, and violated basic fundamental rights to safe 

16 and humane confinement. The inhumane conditions of confinement caused Plaintiff 

17 medical injuries as alleged in this Complaint. The conduct constituted cruel and 

18 unusual punishment and a violation of due process. 

19 29. Defendant CASTRO-GREENSPAN and DOES 1-10 violated clearly 

20 established law by failing to adequately treat a known serious medical condition. 

21 SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION 

22 

23 

24 

FTCA Claim Against The United States 
for Medical Neg1igence (Non-Jury Claim) 

30. Plaintiff re-alleges all prior paragraphs of this Complaint and 

25 incorporates the same herein by reference. Plaintiff has properly presented his 

26 administrative claim pursuant to the requirements of 28 U.S.C. § 2675 (a). Pursuant 

27 to 28 U.S.C. § 2401, the claim is deemed denied by passage of more than six months 

28 without action by the UNITED STATES. 

6 
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31. With respect to the second cause of action, plaintiff has named defendant 

2 UNITED ST ATES as the appropriate defendant under the Federal Torts Claim Act, 

3 28 U.S.C. § 1346 (b). Upon certification by the UNITED STATES that these 

4 employees were acting within the scope of their offices and employment at the time 

5 of the incidents out of which this claim arises, the individuals named in the Second 

6 Cause of Action should be substituted out and this claim should proceed against the 

7 UNITED STATES only as the party defendant in this cause of action pursuant to 28 

8 U.S.C. § 2679(d)(]). 

9 32. Defendant has in its employ and/or agency doctors, nurses, and other 

10 medical care providers, over which it exercises control and supervision. At all times 

11 material to this action, Defendant authorized these agents and employees to act for 

12 Defendant when they committed the negligent acts alleged herein. Defendant's 

13 agents and employees accepted the undertaking of acting on behalf of Defendant 

14 when they committed the negligent acts alleged herein. Defendant had control over 

15 its agents and employees when they committed the negligent acts alleged herein. 

16 33. The negligent acts of Defendant's agents and employees were committed 

17 while acting within the course and scope of their employ and/or agency with 

18 Defendant. Thus, Defendant is vicariously liable for the actions of its agents and 

19 employees when they committed the negligent acts alleged herein. 

20 34. At all times material to this action, Defendant had a non-delegable duty 

21 to provide Plaintiff, Mr. DAWKINS, with reasonable medical care. Accordingly, 

22 Defendant is also vicariously liable for the actions of contracted-with medical 

23 providers. 

24 35. At all times material to this action, Defendant, by and through its staff, 

25 physicians, employees and/or agents, acting within the course and scope of their 

26 employment and/or agency, undertook a duty to render medical care to Plaintiff, Mr. 

27 DAWKINS, in a skillful and careful manner and in accordance with the accepted 

28 standards of medical care and treatment rendered in such cases by physicians in San 

7 
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Luis Obispo and Los Angeles Counties, California or in any similar medical 

2 community. 

3 36. At all times material to this action, Defendant, by and through its staff, 

4 physicians, employees and/or agents, acting within the course and scope of their 

5 employment and/or agency, negligently breached the duty of care owed to Plaintiff, 

6 Mr. DAWKINS, by failing to examine, diagnose, care for, and treat Mr. DAWKINS 

7 in accordance with the accepted standards of care. 

8 37. The care and treatment of the Plaintiff, Mr. DAWKINS, by the medical 

9 staff of the Defendant at Terminal Island, fell below the prevailing standard of 

10 professional care for a primary care physician in one or more of the following ways: 

11 a. Failure to fully and properly document the symptoms 

12 experienced by the Plaintiff in the time period leading to his eventual blindness in 

13 his right eye. 

14 b. Failure to properly consider and/or diagnose the Plaintiff's 

15 excruciating and severe pain in his right eye during the 18 months despite repeated 

16 visits to Defendant's health care providers. 

17 c. Failure to properly consider and/or diagnose the Plaintiff's 

18 deterioration of vision in his right eye. 

19 d. Failure and/or refusal to perform necessary medical testing when 

20 Plaintiff was experiencing pain in his right eye so it could be determined that the 

21 cause of Plaintiff's pain was due to sarcoids, an auto immune disease that attacks and 

22 destroys soft tissue, among other locations, an individuals eye. 

23 e. Failure to make an immediate referral to an Ophthalmologist to 

24 determine the cause of Plaintiff's severe and excruciating pain in his right when the 

25 initial diagnosis and treatment were unsuccessful. 

26 38. As the direct and proximate cause of the failure of Defendant's result of 

27 medical staff at FCI Lompoc and FCI Terminal Island to properly diagnose and treat 

28 Plain ti ff' s severe and excruciating pain between approximately March 20 I I, and 

8 
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September, 20 I 2, Plaintiff has suffered total blindness in his right eye. 

2 39. It is more likely than not that if Plaintiff had been referred to an 

3 ophthalmologist in a timely fashion after the Defendant's initial diagnosis and 

4 treatment proved unsuccessful, Plaintiff would not have suffered total blindness in his 

5 right eye. 

6 40. As the further direct and proximate result of the failure of medical staff 

7 at FCI Lompoc and FCI Terminal Island to properly diagnose and treat Plaintiffs 

8 severe and excruciating pain in his right eye between March 20 I I , and September 

9 2012, Plaintiff has been permanently blind in his right eye and has lost the enjoyment 

1 o associated with the use of a full and complete eye sight in his right eye. 

11 41. As the direct and proximate res ult of the negligence, carelessness, and 

12 medical malpractice of the Defendant's employees and contractors, Plaintiff has 

13 suffered pain, mental anguish, bodily injury, and permanent disability, and will 

14 continue to suffer pain, mental anguish, bodily injury, and permanent disability in the 

15 future. 

16 42. As the direct and proximate result of the negligence, carelessness, and 

17 medial malpractice of the Defendant's employees and contractors, Plaintiff is 

18 permanently disabled and unable to work in his former occupation when released 

19 from the care and custody of the Defendant. 

20 Wherefore Plaintiff, DENNESTY DAWKINS, demands judgment against the 

21 Defendant, UNlTED ST A TES of AMERlCA as follows: 

22 a. The sum of 2,500,000.00; 

23 b. Costs of suit; 

24 I I I 

25 I I I 

26 Ill 

27 Ill 

28 I I I 

9 
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23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

Post-judgment interest; and C. 

d. Such other relief as the court may deem just and proper. 

Dated: Mal'. 13 1 2015 

10 

Respectfully submitted, 

Isl Richard M. Barnett 
Richard M. Barnett 
A Professional Law Corporation 

Attorney for Defendant 
Dennesty Dawkins 
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